Aid Hike .Ben,e its Schools Here
school districts.

set a $520 figure, and plans to
use average:daily: attendence
(ADA) as a basis for payment.
State aid is worked out by a
year as a result of increased
complicated formula. The state
state aid.
The Illinois Legislature has
does not pay the full $520 to
By Jan Bone
NfaTiritiViSPect schools are
going to_get more money this

Part of the taxes get less state aid than

amount- comes --from_ locaL poorer ones.
School busineSs - managers
taxes. ThJ rest is given by

here made quick calculations
the state.,
Wealthier districts that raise this morning on what they
more mbney thrbugh local think they will get under the

formula,

new plan. "Old formula" is the "Old"

Tonight: Fair, low in 60s.

Tomorrow: Mostly sunny,
not much change in temp-

26:

ceive under the rules that were Busse, Central, Fairview,
Gregory, Lincoln, Lions Park,
-previously in effect.
MOUNT PROSPECT Ele- Sunset Park,- and Westbrook

mentary School District 57: Schools.

t Pro5pert

WEATHER

T AILS District River Trails

Junior High
School.
PROSPECT Heights Dis$537,943.02. "New" formula,
$796,655.52. . Bond, Euclid, trict 23: "Old" formula,
Feehanville, Indian Grove, $398,166. "New" formula,
Park View, River
(Continued on pitge 2)
- _ Road, and
RIV

$771,789.

amount they expected to re- "New" formula, $1,171,078.

''

d'' formula,

ap
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Succeeds Thomas

Waltman Named
Schools Head
was made during Monday's

By Jan Bone

Hess and tdbert

Albeon E. Waltman, Harvey of Des Plaines made
former administrative assis- the motion to name Waltman
tant in School District 59, has and Charles Stansky, of Elk

was absent.
DOMANICO TOLD The

Day that his "no" vote had
nothing to do with Waltman's
qualifications ."Waltman has

Grove Village, seconded it.

been appointed to serve as in-

Board members Harvey,

terim superintendent while the

Stansky, Harry Peterson, and
Dr. Allen K. Sparks voted yes
leader.
Waltman's appointment while board members Richard

board looks for a

Domanico

voted no. George Blanchard

special board meeting. Ha)old

permanent

when we are extended beyond

our means in hope that the

State legislature will increase
the financial assistance to the

support from an undivided

board," he said. "We support
him absolutely and unquestionably."

Hess read a statement
which Domanico said he
agreed with. "The

decision

not to approve the temporary
'Si

O

4

superintendent is not a vote
against Mr. Waltman," it said.
"We support him wholeheart-

4*

edly.
"It is a basic extension of

our position that this Board
of Education has made a hasty decision in the removal of
Dr. Donald Thomas from the
superintendency.

ig*

"tilE FURTHER decision
t

school system.

"It occurs at a time when

the

district

is

in

financial

need, due to the limit placed
on the sale of tax anticipation
warrants."

"It occurs at a time when
a bond referendum to com-

'

struction period of our

schools is in need. This should

he under study at this time

and almost ready to he placed
in the public's hands...

"FINDING A NEW,
be four to six months

superintendent will probably

away, and will be a very difficult task. It occurs at a time
when we are planning for the
new school year, which is

Gripe
Of The

, ,,

Day
Using a lawn mower the

first time after it has been
repalied and not having it

been done expediently so as

"We believe those four men
responsible for the removal of
Dr. Thomas as superintendent

A Misleader

of this district must stand accountable to the public for the

Don't let a meter reader into your house until he shows

Thomas.

admitted by its actions that
there are no plans for his
utilisation at this time.

"We believe, in making this,
hasty decision at a critical
time in the history of the

Board of Education, it

jeopardizes the operation of.
this district.

"THE DECISION occurs

future of District 59."
.

Out.

D.M.

you some identification.

Dr. Thomas'
On June
Acting Village Manager
resignation was read to the John Zimmermann gave this
board, with Sparks, Harvey, warning recently, noting that
Peterson, Blanchard, and he has received several calls
Stansky voting to accept it.
from residents complaining
that "suspicious -looking" men
SPARKS, BOARD presi- have entered their homes on
dent, said he had no comment . the pretext of being meter
to make on Monday's state- readers. Once inside they
2,

ment by Hess and Domanico.44 Behaved suspiciously too. For

He and his wile, Jean, live
at 1305 Cumberland Circle,
East, in Elk Grove Village.

instance, they might look at

the meter, but not write
anything down.

It's Hard to 'Duck' Rain
t+

their pistols.

By Ted Lacey

On Feb.

In a final move that settles

could he hired by churches, he

said. Though policemen are
off -duty when they accept
such part-time jobs for outside

agencies they are under the

authority of the chief of

police. Also, off -duty civil
defense members always are
under' the authority of the
group's leader, Lt. Lawrence

A new department was Pairitz.
"You are a member 24
established in the village's
civil defense unit to handle hours a day," ZimMerman
traffic direction at special said.
officials.
If these men are hired to
The Illinois Suburban events like parades.
These new civil defense work for private agencies in
Police Reserve originally
which had done the work had
been disqualified by village

members, sworn in June 1-7; the village, it would eliminate
will not be assigned to handle the dispute over who holds the
church traffic. Zimpermann most power over the men, a
arose between
other churches, Btrt in said. The church, Will have to dispute which
January, Robert Moore who go hack to the practice of hir- Hageman and the village,
Zimmermann said.
was then village manager, and ing its own traffic guards.
Police Chief Newell Esmond
directed traffic on Sundays at

St. Raymond's at Illinois 83
and Shabonne and at several

thoroughfares, the village

is

Dist.13 GOP Candidates
To Be Heard in Winnetka
Republican candidates for ington Heights); Gerald

'ultimately responsible for the office of Congressman
their actions, so the village

from the 13th Congressional

Marks, Wilmette: Joseph

Mathewson, Winnetka; Alban

administrators sought to District are scheditled to Weber, Evanston; David Rrie,

speak at 7:30 p.m., tomorrow Winifetka; Rep. Alan
at Matz Hall, Winnetka Com- -Johnston, (R -Kenilworth);
Yale Roe, Winnetka: Brian
THE ILLINOIS Suburban munity House, Winnetka.
Police Reserve, under the
All of those GOP Duff, Wilmette; Dr. Philip
disarm them.

leadership of Donald candidates who have an- Crane, Winnetka: John J.
Hageman, refused to direct nounced have indicated they Nimrod and Edward

least a

A trace, according to

N1w

traffic in Mount Prospect will attend the meeting,
the men could pack sponsored by the New Trier

an amount less than a

Township Republican

Skis Stolen
......1

..0110Pr

A pair -OT $32 water skies
was stolen -from a speed boat
parked in the back yard of the
home of Herry Kidd, 416 N.

measurable --more than half
the.days of the month.

A wet month? It depends
on how you ,look at it. The
Weather Bureau takes this

Warman, both of Skokie.

unless

is

days on which it was

Off -duty policenien and off duty civil defense members

because the organization

Worked on public

"trace" of rain.

ches:. But there were 16

the

police

Working. Because the men

Obviously Lowell wasn't
talking about June, 1969. If
he were he might have said
sornething about the rarity of
nice days. Last 'month there
were only six out of the 30

measurable rainfall of .01 in-

village
manager was asked by the
18,

Village Board to provide trafpower, Acting Village fic control at the St. Raymond
Manager John Zimmermann intersection until a committee
said yesterday that the village of the Village Board could
will quit paying for traffic study the problem.
At last Tuesday's Village
directors for churches July I.
Mount Prospect was paying Board meeting, the matter was
the Delta Patrol organization dismissed because the ad:
to direct traffic temporarily, ministration had settled it.
an old dispute over

members of the private patrol
could not wear pistols while

come perfect days."

weather bureau standards,

this section of Rand Rd. in Mount

Village to Stop Paying
Church Traffic Directors

issued a dictum stating that

"And what is so rare as a
day in June? a fellow named
J. R. Lowell once asked, and
then answered his own question by adding, "then, if ever,

that there wasn't at

is

Prospect. (Photo by Jac Stafford)

most difficult and critical
without full team planning.

porary superintendent has

Sunday night's rain

Typical of flooding in some nothwest suburban areas after

to place Mr. Waltman as tem-

"Dr. Thomas has been placed as an advisor to the district
at $26,000 per year. This
Board,. in removing hint as
superintendent has, in fact,

^

plete and extend the con-

not to allow public opinion to
take effect in favor of Dr.

ALBEON E. WALTMAN

a time of financial crisis,

at

Pine St., Mount
police said today.

Prospect,

Organization.

David Brown, New Trier

Meetings

GOP president, said the
public is invited, "and as far

as I know this will be the only
opportunity for voters to hear
the candidates before the fil-ing date for the primary."

The candidates are Rep.
Eugene Schlickman, (R -Arl-

Village Board, Village
Hall, 8 p.m.

School District 26

Board of Education, 1800
E. Kensington, 8 p.nt.

;,,ieWjidifit:. June is'the wettest

month of the 12. This year it
didn't set any records. Up un-

Em-6almers Strike Won't
Hinder Suburbs' Service

til 7 a.m. yesterday the total
rainfall for the month was
5.49 inches. And that isn't

very impressive when you
consider that

on June 25,

1969, almost 4 inches of rain

Friedrich's Funeral Home in Plaines, was less certain than

A threatened strike of the
others about the threat of
funeral directors and em- Mount Prospect, said "It (the the
us at all. trouble, "I've had no word
balmers, members of strike) won't affect
Teamsters Union Local 727, The home will be run by about anything," he said, "We

fell in two hours.

It's a case of how do you

like your rain, all -at -once or

scattered over an extended

period: You might - express

around

funeral homes in the

and Sons Funeral Home in

cording to funeral home
directors in the area.
There are only three homes
in the area which are unioniz-

to

Roger Ahlgrim, of Ahlgrim

Palatine, said, "Our help will
be out if there is a strike, but
we have enough in the family
to take over." He also pointed

out the possibility of a
ed, and none of them are sympathy strike by the

another traditional comment
on the weather made -by one
Mark Twain, a contemporary

of Lowell's, which begins,
"Everybody talks' about It,

myself and my son."

northwest suburban area, ac-

whose basement is subject to
flooding- might disagree with
:
you.
Which gets

scheduled for this morning at

8, should not hinder the

your preference and your
neighbor down the street

Rain, rain., rain, that's all we ever seen to get. Everybody says
it's Weather for ducks, and here's the proof. These ducks were seen

°waddling along the parking lot of United Air Lines on the south end
of Mt. Prospect. (Photo by Steve Schmidt)

don't know if anyone is going
to contact us."

None of the other funeral

homes in the area, Haire, Des
Plaines, Tharp -Poole, Martin

and Richert, Wheeling, or
S 'rlen-Pieper, reported hay-'
in any union employes.
he unions are negotiating
witI the Funeral Directors

severely threatened by the chauffeurs.
Robert Schaer, partner in Ass ciation of Gre-titer
strike over wages.

Henry Friedrich, of

Oehler Funeral Home of Des Chic go.
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Organ Club

State OKs Bond Issue

The Lynn Lakin Student's
Organ Club will meet July 2
at 8 p.m. in- the Lyon -Healy
Store at Randhurst Shopping

For Treatment Plant
Funds for construction of
the proposed Metropolitan

appeal following a court

Sanitary District plant at

decision that Des Plaines has

Center.

Chris Wold, Terry Printz,
Kay Gormley, Shirley West,
and Louise 'Townsend, will

"UNTIL WE get a new

The district has entered an

sewage treatment plant, there.
will be no solution to the pro-.

play the Hammond organ.

Oakrnn-and-Elmhurst-Rds.-in-a-valid-case asking that the-blem," Fletcher said.
City officials generally have
Des Plaines are included in district must apply to the city
the $380 -million bond issue for zoning at the 100 -acre site agreed about need for the
sanitary plant, but have ob-.
approved by the Illinois owned by the district.
Numerous complaints jected to its construction
Senate Saturday, said MSD
Sup't. Vinton Bacon.

recently about the stench from

Earlier this year, Bacon had
been undecided as to whether

Weller Creek in Des Plaines
brought this explanation from
City Engineer E. N. Fletcher,

to include the O'Hare Water

"We can blame Mount

Reclamation Plant Con-

Prospect for the main part.

struction figure in the district
budget, because the City of.
Des Plaines is opposing 'the

They have combined sewers
which overflow sewage into
Weller Creelc during heavy

building in court.

rains."

Civil Denfense Siren

outside walls and windows.

(As a last resort, go outside
to a nearby ditch, excavation,
culvert or ravine).
Doors and windows on the
sides of your house.away from
the tornado may be left open
to help reduce damage to the

(forecast) is announced, this

means that tornadoes are expected in or near your area.

Keep your radio or

television set tuned to a local
station for information and

advice from your local

the sky;'especiall)rto the south
and southwest. If you see any

elsewhere.

If you arc at work in an

revolving, funnel -shaped

clouds, report them by

office building, go to the base-

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT

PLAN COMMISSION

NOTICE IS GIVEN that on the 18th

0Id

formula,

'

"New" formula, $2,863,756. Dempster,
$1,860,333.30.

Jay, Forest View Elementary,
Holmes, and Frost Schools in
Mount Prospect; Devonshire,

Einstein, High Ridge Knolls,
Brentwood in Des Plaines;
Low in Arlington Heights;
Ridge, Rupley, Grant Wood,
Salt Creek, Clearmont, Hop-

formula $3,456,000. Robert
Frost School in Prospect
Heights. Alcott, .Field,

sheriff's office or Weather
Bureau office.-that do not use

basement if there is one.

the phone to get information

If you are outside in open
country, drive away from the

falo Grove. Poe School in Arlington Heights.

IIIGH SCHOOL District

TV.
When a tornado warning is

tornado's path, at a right

means that a tornado actually
has been sighted and this (or
other tornadoes) may strike in

the nearest depression, such as

ton,

ravine.

High Schools.

angle to it. If there isn't time
to do this --or if you are walking --take cover and lie flat in

issued, take shelter immediately. The warning

Thirteen of the 35 winners In The Day's outstanding sales boys Florida trip Contest relax In front of the Apollo 11, the rocket that
will send three astronauts to the moon this month.

school grade in the past

CASE NO. 69-25P

Amendment to Section 26 concerning maximum heights, and to

ly youth program that will in-

academic year.
Miss Sally Luettich, pro-

discussions to dancing for
students in the park district

gram supervisor, said that the
kick-off event will be a dance
Saturday, July 12, from 8

Chestnut Room at the Com- the Lions Park pool, 411 S.
munity Center, 600_ See- %Maple, Mount Prospect, from
Gwdn, Mount Prospect, from 9:30 to 11 p.m.
9:30 to 11 p.m.
Parents' and students who
THE NEXT EVENT. sched- . would like to help with the
uled for the following Satur- planning and programming

who completed a senior high

p . m. to

day, July 19, is a swim party at

The Mount Prospect Park

c 1 u de activities from

1

p .m .

I

in the

urged to contact
Luettich, at 255-5380.

Miss

are

Section 31 concerning definitions.
All persons Interested in the above
petition will be heard. Dated
Prospect, Illinois, this 30th day
of June, 1969.
MALCOLM G. YOUNG, Chairman
Mount Prospect Plan Commission
Published in

atMount

DAY PUBLICATIONS
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formula,
$717,500. "New" formula,
$2,684,000. Prospect, Arling-

Elk' Grove,

Hersey,

a ditch, culvert, excavation or Wheeling, and Forest View

YOU CAN COUNT ON

uu r

et=)

0

action to protect yourself
from being blown away,

.

I

-gi

\\

LaLJ

s

1

.

-,

\1

i

t41

FRIGIDAIRE ROOM

F AIR CONDITIONERS

NI

COMPACT-LIGHTWEIG T -"TAKE-HOME"

your vicinity. You must take

-

EASY TO INSTALLS

*AUTOMATIC PUSH BUTTON CONTROL

struck by falling objects, or,

country:thcluj

injured by flying debris.

Your best protection is an
underground shelter or cave,

:

(RI)

AUTOMATIC THERMOSTAT

In till. Old Ortisard

Country Club
Rand & Euclid Road'
Mount Protpact

soutki_
maw arm.
:1111.11r
&mar
oLifir raira

wwwwis w00% UMW NOW

CL 9-5400

or a substantial steel -framed or

ter itinvwxtinr.

reinforced concrete building.

But if none of these is

.0111ET- TWO SPEED FAN

-

itillitt1"11.1111.11:

available, there are other

e

places where you can take
refuge:

to

follows:

Program To Include Dances, Discussions
District is sponsoring a week-

Highway, concerning a petition for
change to the Zoning Ordinance of
the Village of Mount Prospect as

kins, Lively, Byrd, and Gicave

local police department,

and advice-clepend on radio or

day of July, 1969 at the hour of 8:00
P.M. there will be a public hearing at
the Village Hall, 112 E. Northwest

ELK GROVE District 59.

ment or to an inner hallway Holmes, Kilmer, London,
on a lower floor. In a factory, Sandburg, Twain, Whitman
go to a shelter area or to the Schools in Wheeling and Buf-

telephone immediately to your

233-I MO

Aid Hike
Benefits
Schools

building, but stay away from in Elk Grove Village.
them to avoid flying debris.
WHEELING -Buffalo
Do not remain in a trailer or
mobile home if a tornado is Grove District 21. "Old" forapproaching; take cover mula, $1,779,221.30. "New" -

government or the Weather
Bureau. Also, keep watching

for le.gal ails rut king

no objectionable odor.

High School.

floor that is away from

When a tornado watch

'

Bacon consistantly has
described the proposed plant
as one which would have the
most modern equipment and

van, and MacArthur Junior

During Tornado
By Lt. Lawrence A. Pairitz
And W. Roy Martin

LEGAL
NOTICES

within Des Plaines.

(Continued from Page 1)
$553,514. Muir, Ross, Sulli-

How to React

Refreshments will be served.

DINNER

*3

STARTING
JULY 2

THEATRE

IF YOU ARE at home, go
your underground storm

WAY AIR DISTRIBUTION

BACTERIcIDE-TREATED FILTER

from

$5.95

cellar or your basement

fallout shelter, if you have

OPERATES ON 115 VOLT

one. if not, go to a corner of
your home basement and take

THEATRE

cover under a sturdy

ONLY

workbench tn. table (but not

1111111 a

from

underneath heavy appliances

av SLIM STSITJOI

$3.00

oh the floor above). If your
home has no basement, take

THEATRE for
CHILDREN

cover under heavy furniture
on the ground floor in the
center part of the house, or

AMPLE

PARKING

.5 -YEAR WARRANTY.

ge G °

WEDNESDAY,'
MATINEE

"THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN"

_111.URRY
MODEL AEC-8MP

in a small room on the ground

arlington \ark towers

IN

Swing With

MODEL
AEC-8MP

11

Only

Y'er,

LE::

,l.,

Frigidaire
offers you

announces the

Maria Conti and the

8000 BTU

8000 BTU

!SAT. 8 SUN. 2 P.M.

PONY
UNGE

$

QUANTITIES LIMITED

this 3 -way

protection

t.

1.0.4 lull year on all parrs and
labor. Ftiordarre warrants Inrs

Model AP12381.

1.106CIAE.101AP

10.000 OTU/nr

Frigidaire PRESTIGE

Frigidaire Big Room
Cooling on 115 volts!

air conditioner is

Frogidarre warrants the
retrigralrng system ol Mrs Room

Pin -Drop Quiet

At,

Big cooling capacity. 12600/

Smart cabinet styling - cdn.

11.800 BT11/hr.
Sound and vibration reduced to
a hushed sound.

front panel.
4 -way draft -free air circulation

Install it yourself in minutes.
et a......11offOoff e

fa $229

Jet -Aire Vent whisks qe,
smoky air outside In minutes
Wide -Angle Air Flow.Atforoil.fIn of orot Amt. s,e
Manulltleeri Standards

$

Frigidaire "All -Seasons"

2. flee years on reliogerailng
system.

Big room cooling. Lightweight.

crated controls behind sliding

Model A 2.110N

Model AgrIVI.183SP

Room Airkiondrtioner for one lull
year lot repatr of any defect.

7

air conditioner cools in
summer, heats in winter

Conddronat lot four more
pair ol any del..

rr
Itek's'els an wed cooling
capacity. lt

Cools in hot weather. "Heals"

at any Irmo ednin 5

yea,. after dale

al delivery to

it. original purchaser

In cold. 18,000/17,600 13TU/hr.
Cooling.18.000 BIU/ hr. Heating
Wide-angle air flow.

this

Frrgrdaire Room Air Conditioner
white in proper operating con.

dawn fail, to delver Is rated
Connolly. under the cond.°.
and wrInin the tolerances pre
Solibed b ANAM Standard

Jet -Aire Vent exhausts stale
room air in minutes.
Quiet operation.

Inn Fogrdarre Division ol
Genera! Motors Corporation will
CNI

79

Afftft.al, of Of

replace thre Room Art Condi.
Ironer odfi a torrent ro00.1 of
earns rated capacrly at no cost

Frigidaire "Workhorse"
air conditioner has
24,000 BTU/hr. cooling
for BIG space

001111;

.11111

open type advontnit 1111101
and some one flout pLirr, t.-i
Quid I Mechanism Host

sturdy suspension sprimis

Wide-angle an flow Ira
free comfort

il

11

apptan,

Vanylrtyn, Sta,,da.

E $359

to the owner or use,

$34,t

CONTInentals
Latin rhythm at its best

RADIO YESTERYEAR IS BACKI

Sing With

Bonnie Daye and her
PROVOcative piano

,

Wednesday Evenings - 6:30 P.M. - WLS-FM-94.7

Show time six, nine and eleven p.m.
No cover charge. '

III c:5Lip

Reservations suggested.
Call 394-2000.

maim*

arfington \ark towers
Chicago's new suburban hotel

THE LONE RANGER

T.V. & APPLIANCES

631-6030

823-3171

-631.6512

631 7436STONE HOURS:

N
701.1NY

4.4°4.e

MondayThursdayFriday

Tuos9d=day
Saturday

7243 W. TOUHY

Cloud Sunday

I
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Mosquito Spraying Under Way in District
Spraying of mosquitoes in
area

the

began

last

Friday

night and will continue until

the current crop of mos-

calitoes is abated, according to
Wilbur R. Director of the

Northwest Mosquito Abatement District.

"THE SPECIES of mos-

within district boundaries
along with unincorporated
between
palities.
area

quito now causing annoyance
is aedes vexans, which breed

munici-

the

They breed in standing

gutters, old tires and

the 250 -square -mile district," early spring, Mitchell said.

Mitchell. "We will

at-

tempt to reduce the mosquito
population so residents may
enjoy the Fourth holiday."
Included in the district arc

ines, at the rate of .075 lb. per
acre. DDT is not used by the.
district.

household pests.

swamps with'oil to eliminate

"Ten spray trucks operate mosquito larvae has been carin a systematic order across Med on by the district since

said

uncovered trash containers.
"One water filled coffee can

some culex jApiens, the

and

Spraying with fog or mist
machines begins when nine
light traps placed throughout
the district begin to catch a

children on foot and riding, tained by elimination of

water such as in clogged roof

Mitchell, "We're also getting

of pond, ditches

"Permanent control of mos-

stantly being followed by quito breeding can only be obbikes. We would like to urge breeding sources," (according
parents to keep their children to Mitchell,) "Drainage of
away from the spray because trouble spots has been carried
on by the district since it
of possible traffic problems."
Malathion is an oil base is began operations in 1957."
Prediction for the rest of
applied by the spray mach-

in flood water," explained

LARVAECIDING, or treating

But even then, trucks are con-

will easily produce 15 to 30
dozen mosquito larva (Commonly known as wigglers) in

the summer?

"1 expect a moderate mosquito year," said Mitchell.

--EST 1940

OPEN'

9 30

a matter of hours," he said

nuisance number of adult

'TN

Spraying of adult mos-

Arlington Heights, Mount mosquitoes, according, to the

9:30

director. The light traps cap- quitoes is done during evening
f ma n Estates, Prospect ture all night flying insects. hours, as heat during the day
Heights, Whaling and BufThe . district enthomologisi causes the fog to rise
falo Grove.'Also parts of eikch day separates mosquitoes
"WE TRY to begin around
Park Ridge,"Elgin, Bar- from other bugs, then counts 9 p.m.," stated Mitchell,
rington, Bartlett, Roselle, and identifies each mosquito "when we think children
Prospect, Des Plaines, .Hof-

Northbrook and Niles are

would not be on the street

as to species.

Housing Construction
Declines from Last Year
Housing Construction in
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman (left) of Arlington Heights at the moment he filed hLs petition
to enter the 13th Congressional District special Oct. 7 Republican primary held to name

Schlickman Would Have
elcomed 'Top Spot'

cent from last year's figures

01 being in the next to the last
position on the long ballot.
I I IS PROBABLE that last

It was not possible to

ballot there probablr is Mile

it any ditterence hut thew is
certain prestige associated

,

Schlickman said

Imes lie choses in making the

,111-

nnunLement of the order on
the ballot, Oleic wale (ink
nine Republican petitions On
file for the Oct 7 primary
Later on Monday a 10th GOP

in both the term of Powell and

petition, that of Yak. Roe of

of those holding public office

Winnetka, was tiled

.,

'Phan* 259-2241
1058 Mt Prosp4c1 Plaza
Mt Prospoz1,111

mERLE nozmn
COSMETICS

Arlington Heights

Ilaie has been a tendency

415

.rA

Sophia Lubek, 66
S School St

of

.

A

Arlington Heights, Ill.

OUR 2ND LOCATION

ahead of others in establishing

B W Branch

the oak, on the ballot. -It had

420 W. Northwest Hwy.'
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

been reported for several days

Perlin
and

61(unowt 9die-N

I

Mount Prospect,

died Sunday at Northwest

A

Community Hospital

Wiles of

APPROACH TO

529-5998

Expert Shaping, Coloring,

211 East Lake Street
Bloomingdale, III.

9 30 a m at I radrichs
Funeral Home Mass will be
Wednesday at 10 ,i m at St
Raymond's Church Burial
will be at St Joseph s
at

Make-up Applications

Wigi, Falls, Wiglets,

Hours: Closed Mondays;
Tues. thru Sat. 9 to 6;

& Cascades.

Friday nites til 9 pm.

Cemetery

R.A.M. DISCOUNT CENTER

SALE

115,

WED - THURS - SAT
JULY 2ND 3RD 5TH

394-3100

Closed 4th of July

A

HOURS Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Sat. 9-7 Thurs.-Fri.--9-9

Waldorf Bubbling
Bath Oil
Quarts

39

99c

Value
A
!!'

Reg and Kings

ti

13 oz.

2 Limit

2 89

lodent Mouthwash
Red and Blue
59c
Value

29
69t

325 -Sheet
10 Roll
Pkg.

_794

2 Limit

1/2 Pound

BRIDE -OF -THE MONTH DRAWING
win a valuable Gift Certificate . . .
and your picture in the Newspaper

DOOR PRIZE

.

REFRESHMENTS

$1,29.Value

2 Limit

2 Limit

99c

2 -Ply

10 Pack

Limit

Gillette Stainless
Steel Blades 1S's

Waldorf Egg Shampoo

- With Lanolin -

Playing Cards Plastic Coated
5 Decks

39'

Get the benefit of our professional
Bridal Consultants.- FREE
See the Newest patterns in exciting
China, dazzling silver, 8 precious China
Learn about current Bridal Gift Trends
and numerous tips for the Bridal Party
Receive a Gift for attending

ENTER YOUR NAME IN OUR

Lady Lora Bob Pins
Rubber Tipped

Supers and 100's

Bathroom Tissue
r

Closed Sunday

Just Wonderful
Hair Spray

Cigarettes

-_394 __Quarts 598
2 Limit

Value

Clairol Instant Conditioner
$1.50
Value

794

lo:tzi.e
1 Limit

Value

49C

They're smart, they're cool and they
cost so little! Bonded 1b0% textured
acetates in two flattering styles. the
one shown with vivid colors forming
a Yr.pattern, the other with colorful
horizontal stripes Both with chic
turtlenecks, both sleeveless, both
ready to go places! Brown pr black;

misses' sizes 10 to 18.

MIDWEST BANWCARD

Welcome_Hero

BY RESERVATION ONLY Phone Dottie Hartman

CL 3-7900

89

only

-

or stop in at . . .

Fles-alh Etrid F3ablalr-1,

HOFFMAN.

DES

ESTATES
110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

PLAINES
1507 RAND ROAD

eke.).0,....

Dial Deodorant Spray
4 oz.

99

'Thursday, July 17, 7:00 p.m.

6 E. CAMP McDONALD RD. -PROSPECT HEIGHTS

ist

OUR TEXTURED
ACETATE SHIFTS
HAVE GREAT
FASHION AND
PRICE APPEAL!

Akte
qe-the FitiO
eir

& Waving.

A Instruction.

tt

)fr

HAIR STYLING....

call for an appointment

grandchildren
Services will he wednesday

Rcol:Dbin,
CORDIALLY INVITES
ALL BRIDES-TO-BE
TO ATTEND THE

FOR A CREATIVE

Mount Prospect, a daughter
Bonita of Mount Prospect, a
son Kenneth with the military
in Europe, a sister Bernice
Kobeski of Chicago and S

wv

S

Salott

oo

Survivors include a

daughter Dorothy

rAM:

7,4

I

SI

it WW1

OFFER GOOD THRU JULY

Sophia zuhek

:44

'

with $5.00 incoming

that Ren Schlickman of Arl-

Obituaries

At.
-1

220 N. Dunton St.

C arpenuer to place the names

Roe pi obabb, assured hims,..11

-

coin -op or professional
cleaning order.

Norge Colonial Village

his predecessor. Charles

Its

Complimentary Lessons
By
Charline Adam

of home construction

Decorator Folded
Self -Service Cleaning Machines, Tool

placement

waiting until afternoon to Me
ffy

$500000 Rolling Meadows,'

Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Draperies Cleaned, Praised,

Cu 7 primary. State statutes

At the time Secretars Paul

200.

Prospect, $750,000; Palatine,

the largest totals in con-

You'll enjoy the'
friendly atmosphere
and one -stop cleaning.

names on the ballot, and proit:stations to the contrary, the
secretary co,- set up any guide
lot the 11th district's special

with being at the sers top of

mar

not reporting; Mount

Northwest suburbs registered

Renovate & Thoroughly
clean your feather or
down pillow and have
clean, new tickingl

Secretary of State Powell placed the candidates on the ballot
give the secretary of state the
responsibility for placing the

of finding the nom, on the

Powell made the.

Estates, $1,101,100; Itasca,

ARE YOU SUFFERING,
FROM DIRTY PILLOWS?
SPECIAL OFFER $1.79

determine on. What basis

Again figuring at the top,
Bell Savings listed Arlington
Heights as No 1 in total value
of single home construction
for the year 1969 to date with
325 homes built, as $10,041,

not reporting; Hoffman

'fr"

campaigning..

to which I have been
assigned 1-rom the standpoint

the ballot

Despite the decline, the

value

Ogilvie to begin intensive

spot

a

issued for 1969 to date, compared with 2,752 for last year.

would head The ticket.

aide to Gov. Richard B.

place

second

1,895 permits have been

struction,

race resigning his job as press

"My next choice Lemont\
the

for a comparable period. Only

a

ape

ed on permits issued

$226,000; Elk Grove Village,

Johnston of Kenilworth setting the pace with a total

early that he would enter the

state
he

building has declined 31. per

ington Heights and Rep. Alan

netka :Mathewson announced

the office of the secretary of
would

both home and apartment

$248,000; and Wood Dale,

$100,000; Buffalo Grove,

place on the ballot will go to
Joseph Mathewson of Win-

in Springfield Monday after

5r.

$282,000. All figures are bas-

$650,000; Des.Plaines,

the order in which candidates
will appear on the ballot in the
13th district special Oct 7
primary had been posted at

tr

Barrington, just under
$300,000; Bensenville,

first place on the ballot
Eugene I- Schlickman of Arlington Heights told I he Day

re

cording to .a survey issued by

Based on building permits
issued for a six -county area,

Rep

re

$1,718,565, Wheeling,

OTHER SUBURBS ran:

Bell Savings and Loan.

'I would rather have had

9

more than $2 million.

a successor to Donald Rumsfeld who resigned in May. At the right is Don Ed, director of the indexing department of the secretary of state's office in the Capitol building at Springfield. Schlickman's
name hill appear in second place on the GOP ballot that now seems likely to include 11 names.

,t

not reporting, Schaumburg,

for the month of May set at

the metropolitan Chicago area

has declined in 1969 ac-

If

South Dunton Court

Arlington Heights

CLearbrook 3-7900
Open Thursday and Friday to 9 p.m.

2 Limit

DUNDEE
220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

io

Day Light

The Way It Was On Day Plus One

"world news" now that extensive travel. in space is

By Richard Crabby

beginning. June of 1969 may

In June of 1969 the

well be the last month in all
history when it could be said

northwest suburbs became a
"name place" When they acquired a daily newspaper, The

that no man had ever landed
on another planet or heavenly

has its Long Island, San Fran-

body. During the Memorial

Northwest Day. New York
cisco

Day weekend, American

States will become aware that

miles above the moon's

its Bay Area and now
people all over these United

spacemen hovered

Chicago has,its "northwest
suburbs."

only

10

Inflation, the conduct of the
war in Viet Nam and matters

the point in time from.which
all things are reckoned. It
separates "the good old days"

of law and order have had his

from the present and the

attention, perhaps in that
order, during these early

important to know the state
of things in June of 1969 or
mote specifically June 9, the
day of The Northwest Day's

months of his administration.
The Democratic party holds a
majority in both houses of

future. So it will always be

Congress,

first issue. Let's look.

concern with the uneasy situation in the Near East at times

a near second. The United

States has 538,000 men
fighting in Viet Nam. President Richard M. Nixon has

lust announced that the
American force there will be
reduced by 25,000 men this
summer, the first reduction
since the U.S. became involved a decade ago.

NEWS IN SPACE -- There
has to be a category beyond

is

,

America continues to be a
place of big dreams. A conference was held this June to

discuss the possibility of
rerouting great rivers all the

way from the Yukon in

so that fresh water
that ordinarly would flow into

Alaska,

has grown from a village of
less than 10,000 to a city of
almost 60,000.

John G. Woods was mayor

of Arlington Heights from

1922. The convention' has called a special 'primary
47 years ago failed to get even election for Oct. 7 and a
any changes made in the constitution adopted in 1870. The

electiOn of 116 con -con

when the general election will
take place. The convention is
to open in Springfield Dec. 8.
SPORTS NEWS

The ma-

jor sports news in June of
1969 concerns the Chicago
Cubs. The Cubs, who have
not taken

part in a world

series since 1945, have been
leading the eastern division of
the National League since the

1961 until 1969. During that
time the town expanded from

special election for Nov. 25.
One of the Republican can-

a population of less than

didates, Eugene F.

20,000 to more than 60,000.
Woods did not seek re-election in 1969, and his place
was taken by Jack Walsh.

Schlickman of Arlington
Heights,

is

a resident of the

northwest suburbs. The other
candidates reside in Glenview

or further

cast

in the

Woods is frequently 'men-

tioned as a prospective con -

13th

District, which includes all of
northern Cook County from

con delegate from the

Evanston west to Barrington.
There is also an increasing
interest in the election of Con Con delegates. Two members

Schaumburg was one of the
founders of the town in 1956

northwest suburbs.

"

Robert 0. Aicher of

Wilmette, Winnetka and

and has been its mayor since

1959. The population is

of the constitutional convention will4--be from the

already more than 20,000 and

Schaumburg could become

the second largest city in

northwest suburbs.

Illinois during the next 20

THREE MAJOR TOWNS

first week of the season.

The team is led by perhaps -- In the last decade the
the greatest Cub of all times, northwest suburbs have
Ernie Banks, who at 38 is the developed from a rural area
leading run batted -in leader with a number of small towns
in the National League .,this_ into a highly urbanized area
June. He is also one of the with six major towns, Des
10 leading homerun hitters of Plaines, Arlington Heights,
all time in the major leagues. Mount Prospect, Elk Grove

years.

LEGISLATORS -- The
northwest

suburbs

comprise

Illinois' District 3 and as such
have three representatives in

the lower house of the
General Assembly and one
member of the State Senate.
The three representatives are

stead he used to produce food

In addition he is one of the Village, Schaumburg and
Chicago area's most loved Palatine. Des Plaines, Arl-

in South Dakota or sprinkle

citizens.

a lawn in California.
ILLINOIS -- Richard B.
Ogilvie is completing the first

POLITICS -- Cong. Donald becoming municipalities of

Heights; Mrs. Gerald Chapman, Democrat, of Arlington

resigned his 13th

The men Who guided then, in-

Heights, and David J. Rcgner,

to these' positions of

Republican, of Mount

leadership arc still active.
Herbert Behrel has been an
elected official in Des Plaines

Prospect. John Graham,

Republican, of Barrington, is

the Arctic Ocean might in-

six 'months of his term as
governor. Most of his time
has been concerned with state

finances. He proposed a

$9,000,000 budget, an in -

NORTHWEST IN

Rumsfeld (R -Evanston)

Congressional District seat in
the U.S. Congress in May to
become director of the Office
of Economic Opportunity and

Eugene F. Schlickman,
Republican, of Arlington

ington Heights and Schaumhave the pbtential of

burg

100,000 or more population.

the district's state senator.

CELEBRATE YOUR INDEPENDENCE FROM THE OVEN

Let Chef's Carry -Out

"Worm? the original Breton by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual
Marshall Field III
-

Tuesday, July I, 1969

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

for 20 years and 3sntinues as
mayor. In' that time .the town

1

since

be Pro5pert 'pap
Page 4

I

to hold its first._ campaigns, seeking to fill the

months as President this June.

in school. The date becomes

THE WORLD -- As usual,
the world's troubles are making the top news. The war in
Viet Nam is the major world

Illinois

Sept. 23, when the primary
will be held, and Nov. 18

is completing his first six

a ship or a child's first day

on. During Junc,

constitutional convention Rumsfeld seat. Gov. Ogilvie

delegates will take place on

NATIONAL NEWS --

an assistant to President Nix-

mended the enactment of Republicans and one
Democrat have launched
Illinois' first income tax.

will be made to land on the
President Richard M. Nixon

equivalent of the launching of

previous budget, and recom-

surface. In July the first effort
moon.

The first issue of a new
newspaper is roughly the

crease of 40 per cent over any

Do The Cooking!

C

Robert C. Srnith,T; ellen! 1410110,Ver

,\ rE:\IRICV" (:::711C7r)

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

Eh'joy the Fourth without the worry of pre-

paring food for friends and family. Pick up

The Day Is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect. Ii!. 60056
Branch omces:
217 Arlington Heights Rd.. Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center. Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

something delicious from your Chef's Carry-.
Out. No muss, no fuss, just great, eating. Count
on Chef's Carry -Out to make the holiday more
enjoyable!

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount l'rospect, III. 60056

THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL ENJOY

Letters to the Editor
Lists Hardships
That State School
Aid Will Remedy

cent graduation) is
between $110,000,000.00 and'
$120,000,000.00 for just one

20 per

Senate favors this type of aid

year! How can any legislator

Citizens for Educational for economic as much as for

interested in the welfare of the

-Editor

ur Famous

other. When we consider that
the State's cost of education is
$841 per pupil, the'added cost
of these transfers (allowing for

Freedom began the campaign political reasons. The amount whole state ignore these
economies? What price prefor state aid, to non-public
schools, wrote the original ($32,000,000) represents less efjudice?
Our Citizens group has I
drafts for the state aid bills for than one-half of one per cent
the legislature and has ac- of the total budget, so that found that most 'parents
tively campaigned for ' their there is only a minimal effect recognize the bargain nonpassage through meetings for on the state finances. Also, public schools offer and have-,
concerned parents on a state- while $32,000,000 sounds like evidences their desires
wide basis The following is a large amount, it is less than through teThgrafus and letters
a discussion of some of the two per cent of the total the to their legislators. Western
for public Union has seldom, if ever,
school problems which will be State
spends
remedied by passage of House schools, or, on a per pupil delivered so many messages at
basis, less than eight per cent one session. Of course, part of
Bill 1116
the great. interest shown by
of the amount spent per pupil.
voters revolves around other
Last week a small group of
BUT
THE
MOST
telling
state senators (members of the
issues, but the school issue
reason of all is one which has receives- most attention.
Senate Education Committee)
successfully blocked state aid been largely ignored in the
Considerable argument has
for non-public school press and in other media. That
children Certainly these few is the drastic drain placed pn occurred between various
men blocked these bills public school finances by the legislators and Governor
migration of non-public Ogilvie as to whether $520,
because they thought majority
$550 or $600 per pupil shall
opinion in their districts students to public schools.
he allocated by the state for
The year before last 30,000
would favor this move. They
felt that prejudice was in the children transferred; last year public schools. However, no
one tells us that the influx of
50,000 children transferred;
majority They also felt, as we
do, that majority opinion in. next year We can expect from non-public school children
70,000 to 100,000 children to discussed above will affect
the Senate was for passage,
Majority opinion in 'the move from one system to the this support figure by more

Bucket

of money involved

f Chicken

WITH
COUPON

----

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

Serve a Bucket Of Crispy Fried

Chicken (16 pieces - enough for 5 peo-

GOOD THRU SUN., JULY 13, 1969

ple) from the Chef's Carry -out. Take it home

for an informal meal or serve it as the high
point of a family picnic. Now, through Sunday, July 13, you can purchase a 16 piece
Bucket of Chicken for only $2.90, a dollar
off the regular price.

$100

OFF

ON A 16 PIECE

CASH
VALUE

Bucket -Of Chicken

$390

$11 °°3

JUST $2.90 WITH THIS COUPON
REDEEMABLE ONLY
AT YOUR
404 E. RAND RD. CHEF'S
CARRY -OUT
LIMIT ONECOUPON

REG.

-

PER CUSTOMER

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON
4.1

,

than $50 per pupil. So that
when Governor Ogilvie signs

HIDEAWORD

the support bill for $520

(Which seems most probable
at this time), in actuality -this
figure will shrink to $470,

which will mean teachers'
strikes,

RAMTLEP

fewer teachers,

and

other school problems caused
by lack of funds.

CITIZENS FORS) d(

- Make --as- many four letter or more- words -out -of. - -tional-- Freedom -call-on-alitthese letters as you can. In addition, find the word
public school parents to peti-I
tion your senator to pass
using all seven of these letters.
House Bit!, 1116, which will.
help maintain and improve all'
education
45 good, 55 excellent

Answer on Comic Hie

in 'the

oft
Illinois. Ask your. Senator to
State

either increase the State sup-

port by $50 per, pupil or to
pass House Bill 1116.

R. M. Carrigan

-..

Just Call Us

"We Keep Restaurant Hours"

255-9846
Chef's Carry7Out
CHICKEN 'N PIZZA

404 Rand Rd.
Arlington Hts.

Mon. thru Thais. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
_

Fri. & Sat. 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

* *

The Day's Prospects

lristrrnrrrnm-surrnm
PROSPECT DAY

Liberty, Intelligence,.
Our Nation's Safety LIONS
George speaks with the

By Dolores Haugh

(Second in a series of Red,
White and Blue Ideas.)

Grrrrrreat Lions of Mount
Prospect are loose again. Now
they arc tossing area residents

Hodges, Landeck, Biermann,
Krause, Wille, Meyer, Van

dent and charter member.

Driel.

From its early begidning to
this year the Lions Club has

AS SPECIAL guest speaker

Scouts, E -Hart Girls, Camp

Fire Girls, Mount Prospect

Public Library, Mount

could tell everyone that in the
Lions Club the money is used

Park and gave it to the village.

tickets on the car raffle," said

George Whittenberg, "someone makes the remark that

for others. We pay for
everything ourselves

for

ourselves."

'Tuesday, July 1, 1969

Dolores Haugh- Woman'; -Editor

Local Boy Scouts, Girl

we are out to get money for
the Lions Club. If only I

"Whenever we sell the

the Mount Prospect Lions Club, invites you to attend the Lions
Carnival this weekend. Proceeds are used for numerous
philanthropic projects on national and state levels but majority
of them benefit Mount Prospect.

1934. The list of charter for the ice pond, a World War

Prospect Historical Society,
supported Mount Prospect. VFW, Little League and
following impressive run-' Through money raised at an through sponsorship, the
down on some of the varied annual fall dance, the forerun- Prospect Heights Lions Club,
just a few of the many
activities _of the Mount ner of the annual July are
Prospect Lions - one of the Carnival beginning this year local groups to receive help
largest contributors in the July 3 through July 7, they without a growl from the

charity.

Herbert Van Driel, past president and charter member of

(Th

members sounds like the II Memorial assist, wastepaper
roster of the town founders - cans, 50 American flags and
Busch, William Busse, signs for the streets of the
Meeske, Edward I3usse,. village, to mention just a few.

authority oT -a member who
has not missed a meeting in
nearly a quarter of a century.
If you need further proof, ask
Herbert Van Driel, past presi-

up and down, round and

round to the tune of sweet

6,

Page 5

.

for the Mount Prospect

Historicial Society, he gave the

- purchased the land for Lions

world-wide association.

The organization began in
the basement ofthe Van Driel
Drug Store at 113 S. Main in
1933. It was chartered March

r

OUR.

friendly Lions.

Many philanthropies

ENTIRE

benefit from the combined ef-

THEIR FUNDS over the forts of the men in the Mount
years also provided flags for
local schools, the totioggan
slide at Lions Park, br!nches

Prospect Lions Club, assisted
by their purr-fectly marveldus

STOCK

wives.

OF'1.99
AND
2.99 -

V.71q117.:

Unsightly Kitchen -Cabinets?
Don't Paint! Don't Pasteaover!

k''''W; OKA rgrt.'I

Ten -or Section

BLOUSES,

()man of theYear

KNIT

months off to have one of my
babies," Mrs. Corr admitted,
almost sheepishly. "Summers
are free, since the program is

By Eleanor Rives
(The Ten -or Section, featur-

Wg outstanding area women

year."

temporarily to avoid vacation

IIE

summers,

she has

SURFERS

attended

REDUCED

workshops and taken summer
courses to improve teaching

On May 23, at a gala din-

ner -dance at the St Raymond

methods.

Catholic Church auditorium

AFTER

BEFORE

in Mount Prospect, a hush fell
over the crowd as Father Leo
P Coggins stepped to the
mike

Mrs. Corr has been

outstanding service to St

secretary of the St. Raymond
Women's Club. She and her
husband, who served a term
as vice president of the Holy
Name Society, were involved
Family
in the Christian

Raymond's by presenting the

Movement. Dee was also a

primary teacher kir two years

Award No one, not even the
recipient, knew who it would

grade school.

This was the exciting momenf when he would honor
one individual who had given

annual "Man of the Year"

Throw away the old
doors and drawer fronts
and replace with

in the regular St. Raymond
r

be

religious education. "Methods
of religious education are only
beginning to catch up with the
new teaching methods in, say,
mathematics or science.

of the Year," that's who

Mrs Eugene Corr of 216
N Main, made St Raymond

history by being the first

woman ever trto receive the
award

IT WAS St Raymond's
"thank you" to a whirlwind
worker who has given 13
years of volunteer service to

'

"We MUST keep changing,
keep moving with the kids
oh, they're a sharp group! We

must makereligion.
RELEVANT to the children;
it must have meaning in their

the Confraternity of Christian

Helping Mother with lwr desk work at home is old stuff

lives.

years with little maintenance.
No painting or refinish-

Just install Cabinetpak's* 'NEW doors and
ing...everl

Formica brand laminate.
Present cabinets,

wood

Doors and Drawer fronts.
Other exposed areas Ire

religious training for Catholic
children enrolled in the public

volunteer service to St. Raymond's CCD program, religious

merely ironed on -- and presto,

Mrs. .Corr disclosed that
there will be some interesting
changes next year in the CCD

work at home and weekend
with the CCD was in 1956 work at the school, when my
when she volunteered her help husband is home and I can
in the high school program, leave the children," she said.

"There were about 1,400
enrolled in the program last program. Coordinating
teachers, marvelous volunteer

become a full time job, and

CCD classes for grades one
records, setting up files Later
she taught in the high school and two are Saturday mornprogram, then became prin- ings. grades three through
cipal of this level She eight Sunday mornings and
recruited teachers, ordered grades nine through 12 Sun-

former school teachers."

fessional people. Dee, d'f,

Dee,,Corr's first association

helping organize, -getting

year," she said. "And 5:6

covered with a matching For-

--A NEW
KITCHEN--

religious education has

Has she had anx time off? course, will be there, too, con;
tinuing to help the children t;
she loves and the program she' '

textbooks, kept records,

for

mica brand laminate that is

mothers, many of them necessitates full-time pro-

"ONCEA TOOK two

Reg. 1.99 each

or

metal, remain and serve as a
framework for these NEW

to baby -Catherine, 16 months, but weekends she and her two

education for Catholic children enrolled in public schools.
"Because it's mostly desk day evenings.

'

drawer fronts surfaced with'

"In fact," she added
The CCD program is the brothers share their mother with the St. Raymond School of
Catholic equivalent of Sunday Religion. Mrs. Eugene ("Dee") Corr of Mount Prospect stars fervently, "it -must be a way
School It supplies weekend in our Ten -or Section today. She has given 13 years of of life."
---

for

Your kitchen can have a
new look that will last for

School of Religion

--

.

PREDRILLED HOLES
SCREWS AND HINGES PROVIDED
A SCREW DRIVER DOES ITt

It's so easy...you can
do-lt-yourself In a weekend
have It custom -Installed
CL 9-2355
,Kitchens by Adrian

"I REALLY enjoy teenagers," she exclaimed "I don't
care what length their hair is,

CALL FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION

;Po 1.1t"

that doesn't mean a thing.

1.

5

Reg. 2.99 each
BLOUSES

has served for so man}( years.

-'..iVraft'..1!"

supervised secretaries

I

LAMINATED PANELS

DEE CORR IS a woman
with deep convictions about

Who was the "Man of the
Year?" She was the "Woman

school system, grades 1-12

AND

During many of her "free"

conflicts. It will be resumed
the first week in September.)

Doctrine, more familiarly
known as the St Raymond

.

0116,

geared to the, public school

who have git en "ten -or" more
years volunteer service, pauses

TOPS,
SHIRTS

s

al

;.t",

in 100% cottons

or blends. Wide
variety of collar
and sleeve styles.
Whites, colors, prints.
Sizes 30-38.

KNIT TOPS
in solids, stripes. All
100% cottons with
- your favorite summer

They're Just great! They work
so hard "

Eventually Mrs Corr

became principal of all grades,

necklines. S -M -L.

1-12

"1 obserye children, not
teach them," she explained.
"The Saturday morning program for first- and second graders is just delightful The
children love it - never want

SHORTS -AND

LOANS

to miss class

"It's the best thing that has
happened to religious education The little ones really
learn to love one another "

Mr and Mrs Eugene Corr
came to Mount Prospect in
1955 They have three

-,

i-

in Jamaica length
and surfer lengths
in prints,' Solids.

We make loans for all kinds of
reisonc-- even fun things (like
vacations) at the lowest possible

'

a week volunteer service -'site
does?

MIDWEST BANK CARD

DES

HOFFMAN
ESTATES..
110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

a

She

HOW CAN DEE manage
to give the average 20 hours,..i

sizes 10 to 18.

Welcome Here!

plans to go on for a master's
in psychology some day, for
she "would love to work with
and help chsturbtd children "

100% cottons; misses'

bank rates.

children, Brian, 12, Kevin, 5,
and Catherine, 16 months.
Dee majored in psychology at
Mundelein College She once
worked in the Child Guidance
Division of the County School
system in San Diego

SURFERS'

II

1

k

PLAINES
1507 RAND ROAD

DUNDEE
220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

-o
FP,

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

PLANNING A LEISURELY FOURTH OF JULY?

Jewel's Shelves

Man Care -Free Menus At Jewel

Are Filled With Low
"Miracle Prices"

Stop in today - pick out your
favorite holiday foods from one
of the widest selections of fine
Jewel offers you this week. You'll foods in all Chjc,agoland. You'lt-

If you're planking a leisurely

week -end, be sure to look over the
.:;wide selection of holiday foods

find meats that'll travel to beach or

chalk up some mighty timely sav-

((rig' drinks -- any number of deli-

tive prices on this page. WHY PAY

'

backyard - tasty salads - cool - ings too - just look at the attrac-

Like These!

MORE?

cious foods to stay or tote!

LaFrance Whitener1 lb
Box

Instant Tea

LADY SCOTT

NESTEA - LEMQN FLAVORED
NED

Iced Tea AIIMATTEZGAR

4oz
49c Jar

FRESHLY GROUND-

Iced Tea. Mix

10C

1 EY:nr0.z

NESTEA - LIME FLAVORED

10

oz.
1i7nv.

Iced Tea Mix
rIle Juice

REALIME

8 oz.
Btl.

ee

ti

25

MIRACLE WHITE

Harvard Beets
Beet Onion Salad

1.1.7

23C
4c

13 Oz.

1C

'

NT NELLIE'S -= FANCY

Relish,.

4oz.

Potatoes

Can

SAFE -T

Sugar Cones

Pkg.
Of 12

Chunk
3RmK
Tuna
Mayonnaise

6'/2 oz.
Con

BONUS SPECIAL

'Lc:

36c

LB.

8 TO 14

C

Turkeys
1610 22 LBS

LB.

LB.

Chuck Stegks

Lemonade

Ripe Olives

Can

Piccalilli
VLASIC - SWEET
.Butter Stix
ib

LB.

Can

Pot Roast
U.S.D.A.

28c

Cyr

CHOICE

_nr.

BROOK'S

Tangy COtAyp
HEINZ - SAUCE

Worcestershire
Tastee Dressing
Maxim Coffee
MAXWELL HOUSE
Instant Coffee
HENRIS

FREEZE DRIED

SANKA

TENDERLEAF

Instant Tea
Pillsbury Flour
JEWEL MAID
White Cake Mix
DROMEDARY - MIX
Pound Cake
FUDGE
Jiffy Frostin Mix
BONUS SPECIAL

8 oz.
Btl.

Box.
Jar

tralf.
4 oz.
Jar

InstaniGiffee
SELF RISING

5871z..

3 oz.

Jar

5 lb.
Bag

BTL.

9

CAMPBELL'S

Rotisserie or A

Beef Noodle Soup 'cia:z. io

Rump Roast

CAMPBELL'S SOUP

7.B

Vegetable Beef

Produce Market!

33c
30c
3

I

Moo

25`
-9c

3 oz.
Btl.

WITH CHEESE

y

RED RIPE

,e?

WHOLE, HALVES
OR QUARTERS
Peach'EASTERN

Kraft Pizza
Parmesan°
LIPTON
Baronet

15B3Aoxol.

GOLDEN GRAIN - NOODLE RONI

Watermelon

$102

6oz.
ox

61gloexz.

cRarERRomanoff

Gw v.

COLLEGE INN

41c

51/2
Box".
1 Tiz oz.

Chicken Ala King
FRANCO AMERICAN
Can
Spaghetti
HORMEL
Can
15".
Chili Con Carne
15oz.
Can
Ravioli
COMPLIMENT - SWISS STEAK
13oz.
Can
Cooking Sauce

es

116. 31/2 oz.

LB.

32

CHEF BOY AR DEE

17 oz.
Box

LBY
Beef

71/2 OZ.

Box

GOOD THRU
SAT., JULY 5th

WEEK

Here's an exceptional oppor-

Good -only Junt ah thru July
5, 1969

tunity -for you to build a set of

-

-

I.
4

LIBBEY "PISA"

16 oz. COOLER GLASS

I
1

_See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shppping Trip Can Btr

15 C

with Llilt thilhhaaid

per ..... of US or am

3

29c
33

-24
oz. 5 4c
Can

Stew

ussPicu"

start
bring it in
today
building your "Pisa" Glassware by
Libboyloclay.

47on

a

18c

matching family glassware. One
that'll be elegant enough for
company too! Clip this coupon

48c
29c
68c

BETTY

Box

-

nAc
zat

Jar

Chop Suey Sauce

$159

3V

Can
264 oz

CHINA BEAUTY

1E111

C

REG.
PRICE

loc
44 c

Chicken Noodle Sou. p
CAMPBELL'S
11% - oz.
Pork & Beans

1.11 I= 1E11 MIL

HMI

I

31c

94c
89c
63c

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS - ROLLED

20 oz.

Western
Punch
54 OZ.

c

LIPTON

Jar

1.1,c!.r

I

Round Bone RoV

16 oz. 41c

SUPREME

59

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BLADE
CUT

40

lloz.

"MIRACLE PRICE"

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Rea Lemon

HEINZ

Box12c
Royal Pudding
Pineapple Tidbits 1L°:
SMUCKER'S
12...
29 C.
Jar
Grape Jam

3DIAMOND - MANDARIN ORANGES WITH

GOOD THRU
SAT., JULY 5th.
FROZEN

51/2 oz.

12c

ChLocolate Pudding 6B:

BRA®
CHEF -CUT

Self -Basting

WYANDOTTE - SELECT PITTED

ltr- 17`

DARK N SWEET

69`

W4RKOLKA

N ew Mill -Noodles

8 TO 14 LBS.

Jar
Qt.

HELLMANN'S

EgiGaNen Broth

KRAFT

ur e s

24c
29c
27c

Env.

KRAFT

GRADE 'A'

Jar

PIK NIK - SHOESTRING

Roka Dressing
Catalina Dressing

107.'

Dream Whip

..11111=aP--

-

4.5c

45c
44c
sa. 39c
Ix.. 33c

Bleach
,TOPPING

LB.

31-c

Ir. 39c

Bowl Cleaner

AUNT NELLIE'S

AUNT NELLIES - ITALIAN

rSiize

LYSOL LIQUID

88c
Green Bean Salad.17.7. 39c

35

vot.

Food .Bags

k

Jar

AUNT NELLIE

Pkg.

of 150

HEFTY

18 oz.

-Tang

off140

Viva Napkins
Reynolds Wrap

roun

SALADA

k

Ultra Tissue

GOOD THRU.
SAT., JULY 5th

JEWEL

,

aper Plates
PKG.
OF 100
REG.-PRICE 69`

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY.

!Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

7T2
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Plan Symposium
The Sixth Annual Symposium will be presented' by The
Garden aub of Illinois and the Moots Council of Nationally
Accredited Flower Show Judges July 23 through 25 at the
O'Hare Concord Motor Inn in Des Plaines. Mrs. Joseph
Koenen of the Arlington Heights Garden aub will serve as

season

the spot where they wish they

serve as decorating chairman. Registration for the symposium
may be made by contacting Mrs. Archie Lingle, 1725 Good
Avenue, Path Ridge. The public is invited to attend all lectures.

made.

had A patio, and Wondering
what' improvements might be

plant for patio pleasure.

Hair styling.
Razor cut.

Conventional hair cuts.

If you're constructing a

A' patio should have a wall
or fence wherever it's needed.

'to block out unsightly views;
other than that, though, the

fence or hedge should not be
taller than one foot, because
there isn't a way for you to higher enclosures will have a
plant a small tree within the confining effect.
patio design.

new -patio, plan it around an

v.Rimy"(vip,RV';OR

thit year.

PAUL'S BARBER SHOP

the nurserymen say, is to

Whether you're planning to
improve your existing patio or

Mrs. John Harker of Park Ridge will chair the annual event

NOW OPEN!

the patio design for a tree or
gested by the American shrub will add beauty and
Association of Nurserymen. coolness on summer days. If
The easiest way to improve you will be improving t the
your outdoor living facilities, patio you already have, see if
some fresh ideas being sug-

ing a look at their patios, or

co-chairman with Mrs. Eugene Tamillo of Des Plainest publicity chairman. She poses with Mrs. Jerome Thelander, (right),

president of the Garden Club of Mount Prospect, who will

Plan ,Patio Fun'

construct a new one, there are ' existing tree. An -opening in

for
outdoor living on their minds,
a lot of homeowners are tak-

With another

age 7

OUR PHARMACY IS
A HEALTH STATION

4.1, A

'

EXCLUSIVELY FROM

CONTINENTAL

iar

Almost everything we supply can benefit your
health or add to your comfort. We carry dental
aids to keep your mouth healthy. We, supply
the vitamins expectant mothirs must have. We
have many other helpful products.

SPECIAL SALE!
DELUXE HAND MADE

100% HUMAN HAIR

We have thousands of different medicines,
carefully stored to protect their potency, classi-

WIG $899L,

fied so that we can immediately Utak) them.
When sickness strikes we are prepared to take
care of any emergency.

With Free Carrying Case and Wig Block

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE US

when you need a delivery. We will deliver
promptly without extra charge. A great man?'

people rely on us for their health needs.

welcome requests for delivery service and charge
accounts.

Plan Your Tan

20 S. Dunto, Ct.
Arlington Heights

Located.on the LOWER LEVEL

of the fabulous new

The Fair Lady may have

CULTIVATE the flowery
look. Use a foundation with

delicate, freckle -prone skin,

staying out of the sun

a built-in sunscreen to smooth
out uneven skin tortes. Match
the color as closely as possible
to your own complexion.

but

touch) or evening, choose the
softest pastels in eye and lip
colors, with liner and mascara

cream every minute you spend
outdoors. Reapply the

For day (just a subtle

won't do! It's in to pamper
yourself; prevent tanning or
burning and foil freckles with
an invisible film of sunblock

in the light through charcoal

sunblock after each dip in the
water. Keep lips guarded, too,

ttiaiikoteas J-totel
Open Daily 9 to 6:30, Sat. 9 to 5, and Closed Mondays.

Shop Ph: 392-4100
Hotel Ph: 394-2000

Eutlid &
-Rohlwing Rds.

:..1:! :!.

MID

Arlington Heights, III.

Highlight your hair,

especially if it's brown on the
shady side. Turn on sunshine
with a streaking kit -- anc
bask in

Follow package directions, do
a strand test, and then (when

you've passed) place the

streaks around your hairline.
As summer drifts by, you may
want to add a few more. Stay
close to the hairline and select
a' new strand each time. Keep
hair radiant by protecting it
from strong sunlight.
to

a

smooth,

perfect tan by getting out the
sunlamp now and building an
undercoat. When you go out
for the real thing, use tanning
lotion or cream enriched with
moisturizers and emollients to

keep your skin supple. Bask
15 minutes daily on each side.

Take cover, no matter what
the weather, between

I

I

a.m.

2064 Des Plaines Ave. Des Plaines
296-5220

a

R4DSEIICI

AL 1969

The golden girl starts early
the path

Continental Wig Studio

SUMMER

the glow of golder

light rays framing' your face.

on

WE ALSO SPECIALIZE IN WIG SEA/ICING AND STYLING

PH. CL 9-1450

with protective gloss.

brown range.

Choose from a wide slection of
*HAND MADE WIGS *LONG FALLS
*MINI -FALLS *CASCADES
*WIGLETS*CURLS

We

20 to 30% OFF

COLOR
TELEVISIONS
BE SOLD
MUST

LEAdmiral.

GET 1969
COLOR QUAI.ITY
AT SPECIAL LOW

CLEARANCE PRICES

and 2 p.m. Repeat youridogood preparation as often as
necessary. Keep at it until you
reach the shade you want.

NOW SWITCH to

a

The fashion event of the yawl Smart summer fashions, dramatically reduced right

sunscreen product that helps
hold your tan while it filters

in the middle of the season! You'll find
styles for all occasions in your favorite

mediately after showering. If

selection is limited so shop early)

out burning rays. Use an
after -sun moisturizer imyour tan

begins to

I

cool fabrics. Dresses, Sportswear, knit suits,

loungewear...All sizes are available but

darken

toward late summer, step up
to a sunblock cream when
rays are really intense.

Cover up with hats,

NOTE TO SMART SHOPPERS: We have a good

selection of sample merchandise at tremendous savings. Also at special reduction are 4

WslfaMii

lovely wedding dresses.

hairpieces or towel turbans to

keep your hair from fading.
A temporary color rinse can

23" BUCEM COLOR TV

put sparkle back.

For make-up, 'use a bit of
bronzing stick to make your

warm glow more so. Try
apricot sec -through lip color.

THE BRONZY girl ' gets
her tan from a non-stop life

BIG SELECTION
Sale
Price

SUMMER

on land and sea. But be,

JEWELRY

careful. This toasty shade isI
a luxury usually reserved for!

AT

brown -eyed brunettes or girls!'

$699.95

Reg. Price

OF

COLOR TV

$64995

The Bremanger

Model GM -583

who know their complexions!

can tolerate supersunning.
Even when you're sure your
skin can take it, play it safe.'
Use a protective lotion that
tans with or without the sun;

SAVINGS

Remote Control

If your taste runs to Contemporary,'you'll find it
hard to resist the Nordic -inspired beauty of the
Bremanger. Oiled walnut veneers, hand -rubbed
to, 4 mellow lustre, provide an opulent setting for
vivid New Vista Color TV.

moisturize around the clock,
as too much sun can damage
young skin.

Picture Tube Warranty

foundation. For a striking

evening effect, 'smooth on a

Color Portables as Low as

bronzing gel two shades.,

ga

-deeper and wear white gear
your face. Add frosty-tdned,
light -textured shadow and soft
pink or nectarine lipstick.

flowery and fair, sunny

as

honey or burnished and
bronze.

Each tan (or no tan) plan

requires a different sun foTion,

GET ROSEMONT TV'S
LOW CLEARANCE PRICE!

'2199'

$21 990

8 Track Stere6Tape Decks
Cassette Tape Recorders
At Summer Discount Prices.

At Low -Low Prices

ppare

Admiral 3 year
Picture Tube Warranty

Clearing 1969 Color Portables As Low As

Quiet Kool Air Conditioners
From 5,000 to 28,000 BTU'S

Make your shade. of sum-

mer strictly personal --

na

timing and make-up scheme,
points out the June Seventeen

Magazine. The girl with a
delicate air, for example, uses
more tints for make-up, while

her terrifically tan friend

enhances the shade for even-

ing with an even deeper

bronzing gel. Some specifics.

TV Soles & Service

OPEN

7 Days A Week Mon, Thurs, Fri. EveninasTi1P9 Plot,

9507 W. Higgins Rd. PHONE 825-4278
'
Rosemont Shopping Center.

.'Model 3L378M

Mediterranean Styled Console, Pecan Granined
Finish on Hardwood Veneers. Features Admiral
Instant Play, Dynamic "Pin -Cushion" Correction
--Circuit, Picture Tube Deflection System, Balanced

?WS

RCA 2 Year

Dramatize with she
hair color and skin -matching.

The Acadia

Convergence Assembly Circuit, High Gain 3 -Stage
IF Amplifier, Color Amplifier, and Color Control

With VHF "wireless Wizard"

TREMENDOUS

Admiral

23"

.951f5 Higgins Road Rosemont Shopping Plaza
Ho

: 9 AM to 9PM Mon, Thru Fri. Sat. 9 AM to 6 PM

Phone: 692-2802

SHORT RIBS
Page 8
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
FORMAL.?

You Gar t
RoUGHER
'

WHY

rr'

SURE NICE
OF 'IOU GUYS

ARTHUR,

To GIVE ME

TREATMENT

COULP

A FAREWELL.
PARTY. BUT 17'5
A FUNNY THING --

YOU"-

THE
MAFIA.

BACK WHO RUNNIN' A
quARREL5 WELCOME
WITH HIS
WAGON
BLOCKER/

AH-sTHAT

FOR A WHILE
I THOUGHT I.
DIDN'T FIT IN
AT THE MANOR!

LIKE

'THAN A
QUARTER-

HOW

IT WAS

EVER HEAR THE SAYING,
A MAN'S BEST FRIEND IS HIS DOG
'LIVE AND LET ove'r' OR,
EN? WELL, WHATA DIRTY TRICK
HOW ABOUT THIS..
MAN PLAYS ON HIS 'BEST FRIEND'
CONFUCIUS SAY LARGE
WHEN HE ALLOWS-I MEAN HELPS
--HIM TO SET INTO THE SAME, SAD JL16 NEVER GIVE 50
GREAT A SOUND AS
SHAPE AS HIS MASTER!
WHEN IT IS EMPTY!

PERHAPS

WE WERE
A BIT
FORMAL!

7:00
Hazel
26 Cinema Special

TONIGHT

OR,* Dom youR ARMS!

6:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 Flintstones
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

11 TV College

American Public

GRAMPAW

14

Ole NM.

Tr

White Sox vs.

2

Midnight Report

7

Chicago

26, Motorsports

5

Family

26 Pan American

11 NET Festival

8:30

10:00
News
News
News

NECK

Corregidor during

26 A Black's View

the war.

of the News
32 Baseball Report

9

10:15
12:30

Everyman

9

Movie

10:30

CAN DRIVEOVEg
TOMORROW (F
YOOD LIKE/ AND -

12:35

"Toy Tiger" An
advertising man

CARNIVAL

"Brothers in

becomes a "father"

1755poRA1 10

when a boarding

Law" British com-

6E710 NEW VOW
TOMORROW -

school must produce
the big game hunter
father he invented.
5 Tonight Show

lawyers who are in
love with the same
girl. Terry -Thomas

11%f

IA.

T

Res U L

t. Of

edy about two

Joey Bishop

and Richard At-

Show
9 Movie

tcpborough.

'Search for cortisone,

7

"Untouched"

the miracle of

I

1:00
Perspectives

32 News

modern medicine, in

BUGS BUNNY

the jungles of Vera

1:30

Cruz.

FOR WEDNESDAY
CANCER (June 22 -July
123) --Conclude important

Reflections

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

9

Five Minutes. to

1:55
10:45

business matters early in the
day. Social activities vital to

32 Movie

"Secrets of the
Nazi Criminals."

your future may take up afternoon and evening time.

2:00

Story based on an

unbelievably

24 -Aug. 23) --

Leave matters of discipline for
a later date. This is a time for

'Maybe you'd better slow up hist a bit. Brinkwell. Some
of our customers are going into shock:"

showing your cooperative,

2:30

barbaric era in re-

cent history; the

Live By

friendly side at home and on
the job.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept.
23) --Don't turn away those

who seem to' be interfering.
with your progress: They may

provide just the sp: rk

ycy.i

EEK & MEEK

moltTY MEEKLE

need.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) --

Look to your health. Realize
that you're only as old as you

I LL
SUCCEED 1N (INV THING Y,
TRY
MY HOROSCOPE 5A`6

feel and you may find yourself
involved in exciting activites.

'I'VE BEEN LOOKING,
AT THE WRONG

ITS, WRITTEN IN THE
5TAR6-TODDY I CAN
1.ICK YOU!

STARS!

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) -If you are wise in rearranging your time you may be
able to turn an .unexpected
happening to your definite advantage.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) --The Sagittar;us out

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

for immediate gain would be

wise to look to his methods

of operation. You may be

Answer to Previous Puzzle

wasting time.

ACROSS
1 Swallow -

like bird
7 Scorched

and charm could gain you

13 Oxidizing
enzyme
14 "Lily maid
of Astolat"
15 Insurgents
16 Ohio city
17 Worm
18 Storehouse
20 Peculiar
21 Agitated

your, ends today. Put best foot

forssard--and then keep it
there!

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March

21)-A day when you may

well be able to transform a
iido

a

practical and

profitable reality. Don't
hesitate to proceed.

ARIES (March 22 -April
20) -The sooner you translate
ter. Results
and all invb

satisfy you

ARDON

me,

surt...wricrs THE

DISTINeol5HED'

TAURUS (April 21 -May

LOOKING OLP
GENTLEMAN?

21)--A- good day for getting a
new enterprise off the ground.
Don't hesitate td ask for help

from those you've not
proached before.

ones (slang)
23 Secular

CAPTAIN EASY

plans into activities, the bet-.

OLP MAN TOPROCK.

HE'S SS ..,AND

RICH PIS CROE5U5, I 00E55 I

MADE IT MINING GOLD.

EN; I REAP THIS

COUNTRY PRODUCED

YEP...Ear HE
MADE HIS WITH

A MERCANTILE

11200,000,000 BEFORE STORES FINALLY
FOUNDED 'A
IT PLAYED ottrIN

26 Color
27 Ice cream

i NEVER COULD SEE HOW HIS STORE DIP

ENOUGH 8U5INE55 TO LIVE. 50 HIGH ON
THI HOGS BUT HE WA9 5HREWOAN' WOO/

IN TO STOCK MARKE...Ur

container

WAAL.

31 Quechuan

MAT

SANK:

CAN HE

"4

ap-

Indian

P055IBLY

32 Wading bird

WANT WIN

AiE

33 One Who
(sufffic)
34 Sea eagles

GEMINI (May 22 -June

21) -Have all facts and figures
at your fingertips today if you
would be able to answer questions to your best advantage.
A day for gain.

35 Italian city
36 Hops' kiln
39 On the briny
40 Boy's name
43 Bitter vetch
46 Summed up
47 Chemical
suffix

.

iTejriffirw No, 1.e TM 11.10(f. Off I

Answers to
Hideaword

I

TRAMPLE

tram

tramp

tamp

rate
rale
real

tamper rape
ream
trap
realm
term
team
tear
tare
tame
taper
tape
teal

ramp

reap

mart
mare
meal
'near
mate !
melt

malt

remap marl
ratel

part

ample pert
alter
aper

prate
pate
palm

altar
maple pear

pelt
pare

paler
peal
pearl
plate
plea
pleat
lame
leap

late
lamp
lapel
earl
cral

GAM
R AR
AR A

Olio

THE BORN LOSER

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

Jan. 20) --The "break" you've
been looking for may well appear,at a distance at this time.
Keep alert or you'll miss it. '
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Fitt?4c
l9) --A display of personality

dream

'

7

11 Firing Line

.

LEO (July

5

Movie

2

7

Horoscope

Paul Harvey

32 News

YOU NEED A

PyrNe

shake a feeling of
guilt which began at

Comments

SHOULDER -0
HANG ONO!

-1O SEE YOU, AND

Phillipines after
twenty years to

11 Bridge with Jean
Cox

-

,/

of the

Dead" A man
returns to thT

,

HaW6covsr
DOWN, HON!

INIHESTUOENrmeet-um,

"Fortress

Special Report

2
5
7

26 Today's Racing

26 Market Wrapup

CBS News

2

8:00
First Tuesday

6:55

THINS HERE1S A -MAIIsiO55
UJPTOMY

12:20

Movie

2

9:30

Show

OH, HICKORY! YOU PONT
KNOW HOW 6001, 1T /6 lb'
HOAR YOUR VOICE! OvoRY-

12:10

Necessary."

Red Skelton

Flour
5 Julia
7 It Takes a Thief
9 Burke's Law

32 The Addams

ROBIN MALONE

5

11 Action People

International

Fiction

011

Show

7:30

of Terror."
9 I Love Lucy
11 TV College

74

12:00

Dick Cavett

"Are Parents

Minnesota Twins.

6:30
Lancer
Star Trek
5
7 Mod Squad
Rerun. "The Price

f

passion in a civilized
society.

Airport Crisis.
7

7:25
32 Baseball

2

gONFES6ING ALL

reason and com-

Special

32 On Deck Circle

Editorial
26' Quiz

chaos replaced

WBBM-TV

2

School

WBBM-TV

when, madness and

Douglas

9:00

7:15

6:25

2

Nazism, a time

NYPD,

9 Mike
Show

32 News

flourishing of

Doris Day Show

2
7

9

3 Insurrectionists (coll.)

4 To (Scot.)
5 Small isle

6 Squatter

A SR

A
0
L 0 P3

M

REI
ARM
A FA A

S

E

E
SIR

A

0

vote

FN

IS

SAGE
ts4 U 0

FUR
GI M

T Al

43 Homeric

25 Frozen

10 Tour

(Italian)
11 Geraint's
wife

12 Deceased
19 Reverential

fear

21 Dung beetle
22 Shrill cry
23 Speech
impediment
24 Against
3

LJ

I

T A I N S G NAW
Y, E E N E
ETUI0 REE
NS
R O=

8 Sicker
9 Negative

2

S0

G 0 D I ry

V

7 Oozed

1-

NI

44 - avis

desserts
28 Boat paddles
29 Number
30 Feminine
appellation

45 Venetian

blind part

47 Dismounted
48 Firn
49 European

36 Commands
37 Standard'
(ab.)
38 Surgical saw
41 Diner
42 Idolize
7

4

81

river

51 Goddess of

inietuation

54 Mouths

(anat.)

9

1'

12

1

14

13

16

15

20

.

17

i.
23 24

27

26

26

29

30

47 148

49

29

5Q Roof of the

I WILL 140T
TOLERATE.
DISORDER

2 Malt brews

A
AGES
A O
B0ARD
G

I

mouth
52 Put together
in a common
fund
54 Angrier

T.

40

55 Reach

destination
56 Provides
food, as at a
banquet
57 Tidier
DOWN

1 Greater

quantity

46\
60

a

61

52

.

e-

The Game of the Day

I

Burke Bops 2b,3b,HR in Blues Win
r.

THE VISITING team

last night.

By Michael Needleman

.

Blues got two of their six runs

in the top of the first inning.
Jim Byers went all the way to
double, triple and a home run, way for the winners, striking second base when the Badger
the Blues were able to beat the out eight batters, walking five, first baseman missed' a throw
Badger, 6-2, in Arlington and holding the other team to from his shortstop, who fielded Byers' grounder. Byers was
Heights Junior League action only three hits.
With the help of the hot bat

Bob Riefke went

of Terry Burke, who got a

all the

Page 9
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SP RTS

Ken Brown of the Badgers seems to have made, a boo-boo as
he tried to steal third and was caught by the Blues third baseman,

Mason grounded out to the
pitcher. Third baseman Ken

July 1,
1969

'Po rte"'

scored both Elinski and Dilts.,

Brown also tried to score on
the hit but was thrown out at
the plate by Byers, who plays

Blues pitcher Rob Rietke
is about to fire another strike
to brie'of 'Die "Badger batters
last night. Rietke managed to

their final run in the fifth in-

however, struck out the next

single, then moved to second

River Grove
last night, 6-1, in a game at

two batters to end the inning.

On a single by Rooney.

St. Viator.

Doubek, who had control

another run in their half of

problems in the early innings,
pitched well in the final four
frames, allowing one hit. He
struck out seven while walk-

grounded out, O'Donnell was
safe on another two -base er-

Logan Square, behind the

four -hit pitching of Ron
Doubek, beat

STEVE SMITH and Brian
Rooney had two hits apiece,

while Larry Geyer batted

three runs in. Two of Geyers
RBI's came on a double in the
first inning, the only extra -

the second. After Doubek

forcing Smith across the plate.
The Lions almost had another

ror. This time, when he

grounded to the left side of
the infield, the third baseman
tried to field the ball in front
Of the shortstop and dropped'
it; then the shortstop picked
the ball up and threw wildly

ball well, as only two

MIKE O'DONNELL led

off by taking second on a two -

base throwing error on River
Grove second baseman Rocky
Renda. Jim Hynes followed
with a single, then he took second on the throw that kept
O'Donnell at third.

Geyer was the next hitter

River Grove got their

fell in the mud as he rounded
first base.

Jim Kenny sent Geyer to
third with a long fly ball to
right. Smith followed with a
single through the pulled -in
infield to score Geyer.

River Grove threatened in

Addison Trail. Elk Grove
dominated the entire game until the bottom of the seventh in-

cept for a single by River

Grove's Rocky Renda.
LOGAN SQUARE (6)
ab r h bi
Player
4 2 0 0
O'Donnell, 1 b
0
1
3
1
Hynes, 2b
0 0 0
Wendell, 2b
3
3
1
I
Geyer, ss
1
0 0 0
Abinanti, ss
3
0 0 0
Kenny,' rf
0 0 0
Pettenuzzo, rf

middle, then took second on

a wild pitch. He waited
patiently while Doubek struck

out one hitter, got another to

pop to Smith, then walked
Pete Kleparda.

Petzold scored when Dick
Best singled to left. Doubek

1

1

Smith, 3b
Rooney, If
Golden, c
Feldman, cf
Doube*,,, p

Total

2

I

3

0

2
2

2
2
2

I

1

0
0

0

0

I

1

1

8

6

0
6

27

1

RIVER GROVE (1)
ab r h bi
Player

Benda, 2b
Loni, ef
Kleparda, c
Best, 3b
Dalessander If,
Saldesen, lb
Stelzner, rf
Petzold, p

avoided any further trouble by

getting the next batter to line
to O'Donnell.

LOGAN SQUARE put a

walk, two hits and two

choices to score
for the Lions, and he whacked fielders'
third ina double down the right field another run in theoff
with a
ning. Smith led
line that scored Hynes and walk and took second on
O'Donnell. Ceyer's might Rooney's infield single. Mike

have been a triple, but the
Lions' shortstop slipped and

night Elk Grove fell, 4-3, to

The remainder of the game
was scoreless and hitless ex-

River Grove pitcher', Ken only run in the top of the
third inning. Petzold led off
Petzold.
Logan Square struck early. by singling sharply up the

After Doubek set down River
Grove in order in the first, the
Lions scored three runs in
their half of the inning.

In Summer League play last

of home.

The Lions were hitting the and he scored when Geyer

strikeouts were' recorded by

By Bill Copeland

run, but Rooney was out by
inches on art attempted steal

to first.

was safe on an error.

Totals
2B --Geyer;

*

0
0
0

4
4

0

2

0

0
0

2

0

1

1

2
3

0

0

0,

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

1

0

0

3
3

1

'27 1 4
Sac--Dale-

1

ssander; E-Renda, Saldesen,

Golden forced Smith at third,

Perry, Best, Doubek.

then Al Feldman forced
Rooney at third.
With Golden on second and

PITCHING SUMMARY.
ip h r-er w so

Feldman on first, Doubek

Player
Doubek
Petzlod

bloped .a single behind third
that scored Golden.

The fourth inning was

7 4 1-1 2 7
6 8 6-6 3 2

Winner--Doubek; Loser--

scoreless as both sides went

Petzold; WP--Doubek,

down in order.

cessful road trip to Indiana

In the first clash, Logan
Square scored five runs in the
first inning and then enacted

Jim Kenny was the, hitting

began things with a double,
then moved to third on Jim

By George Halm
over the weekend, winning
two of three games.

to the victory. O'Donnell

star if the trip, getting five

Hynes' sacrifice. Larry Geyer

hits, scoring three. runs and
batting two runs in. He also

picked up a victory on the
mound.

STEVE SMITH had three
hits 'and scored. four runs.
Mike Abinanti had a good se-

Hynes all scored on the play.

The Lions scored their last
three runs in the fifth inning.
Kenny led off with a double,
then Rossi singled him in.

Abinanti followed 'with

another single, then Rooney
hit a triple to score Rossi and
Abinanti. The Logan Square
left fielder was out trying to

then sacrificed to score

O'Donnell and was safe on an
error.
Kenny and Smith followed
with singles, then Abinanti
whacked a tremendous home
run with two men on.

stretch his hit into a homer.

Coach DeBolt
To Speak to
Kiwanis Club

THE LIONS added two
cond game, hatting in three
runs and scoring one while runs in the third innings, an

The Phillies scored in the
first inning on a leadoff triple
and a sacrifice fly. In the second, two walks, a single, and

an error led to three additional runs.

Although no more runs

were scored, Snyder 'departed

in the fourth inning after

Mark Rossi walked after

Smith had groUnded out, then
Mike Golden followed with a
double, scoring Rossi.
On Saturday, Logan Square

one hit. Doug Mitsuoka led off
the game and was hit by a pitch.
Mitsuoka was followed by

-Dave Ristau who was safe at
first when Addison's left fielder dropped his line shot down

the third base line. The next
two batters went down in order,

Grayslake with tee -off to be
at 9:30 a.m.

in

by a pitch: Hynes drew
another Walk, forcing Abinan,3
ti across the plate.

Geyer followed with a fly

swept a double header from

ball that went for a three -base

South Bend Post 357, winnint;
the first game, 7-4, and taking
the second contest, 8-3.

fielder couldn't handle it.

error when the Phillies' right
Rooney,

Pettenuzzo

and

ball and stole third base after
Byers got walked. Both men
were brought in on a triple by
Riefke who was thrown out
when he tried to stretch it into
inning as he
knocked himself a folk bagger
blow of the

Badger third baser, and the

one man on base and that

was by a walk. Mark
Mickelson was the ludic/.'boy.

Tom ,Prentiss was fanned by
Dicce to end the ups for the

Gardner, and Miester scored

Blues.

easily to break the tie.
The Badgers were scoreless

in the bottom of the second.
Riefke got two strikeouts in
the inning, and also threw a
batter out at first base.

THE BLUES threatened

again in the top of the third,
but they were unable to bring
in the run. Driscoll singled
with one out and went to se-

It was once again three up,
three down in the last of the
fifth for the. Badgers. Elinski

started the inning off with a
hit to right, but was thrown
out at second on his attempt
to steal the base. Dilts was

fanned by Riefke, who also
fielded a grounder by John
Hicks, who was substituting

for John Mason at second,
and threw him out at first.

bases. The in- cond when first baseman Ken
was walked. Driscoll
tentional walk didn't pay off Simpkins
stole third, but his team was
for Elk Grove as Ristau walked
to load the

AS THE GAME floated

around to the top of the sixth,
the Blues had a healthy four run lead on their opponents.
Burke got his third hit of the

unable to bring him in as the
next two batters fanned.

The Badgers only got one

--

Sports
Pages
10& 11

year, apd his first loss came

Also 'running will be Go
Marching, owned by Kentuckian Warner L. Jones, Jr.

0

3

0

27

6

6

0,

0
0
6

r

h bi
0

I

0
0
0

0
0
0

3

0

2

2
2

0

2.
0

2
1

Ahrens, lb

3

0

Dicce, p
Totals

2

0

0
0
0
0

19

2

3

Rhodes, ss

,

0

0
0

0
2

PITCHING SUMMARY
Player
Riefke
Dicce

r-er so bb

ip
6
6

2
6

2
6

8

5

9

5

WP-Riefke; LP-Dicce;
HBP-Miester; PB-Recnagle,

Burke (2); SB-Gardner,
Miester, Elinski

4'

Big Race,

after1O'straight wins.

1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

Wit got a rally started that led to

eight South African starts last

I

0

and Ristau drew a base on balls.

Engelhard. He won six of

1

0

...01811111E

stereo excitement
dial 92.7 fm

2

0
0

1

Mitsuoka led off with a
ground out to the shortstop,

South African champion
Hawii, owned by Charles

1

0

2

A .KEY DOUBLE play by

ternational field including

2

Dilts, rf
Mason, 2b
Hicks, 2b
Brown, 3b
Recna§le, c
Grady, cf

Addison stopped an Elk
Grove rally before it got
started in the third inning.

The mile and 118 turf race

1

0
0
0

0

ground out to the shortstop.

will draw from an in-

2

3

I

fore the inning ended on a

at Arlington Park.

1

2

I

shortstop to score Walanski be-

dicap will be run Friday as a
parra the July 4 celebration

0

4
4
4

ab

also fanned seven Addison batters and gave up only one walk.
Elk Grove scored their other
run in the fifth on one hit. Luke
Walanski led off the inning for
Elk Grove and was safe at first

ded Stars and Stripes Han-

0
0

2

Players
Elinski, If

ond and third innings, and a

For Fourth

2

I

BADGERS (2)

He game up a single in the sec-

with back-to-back singles put-

h bi
0
0

I

1

Mickelson, 3b
Miester, rf
Schwartz, rf
Prentiss, 2b
Totals

right and one strike out.

on a throwing error by Addison's third baseman, Hank
DeAngeles. Neil Noga then
layed down a perfect bunt to
sacrifice Walanski to second.
With one out Scott Pruitt put
down another bunt, making it
possible for Walanski to advance to third almost beating
the' hrow to first himself. Mitsuoka then drove one past the

r

sib

Gardner, If
Byers, cf
Riefke, p
Burke, c
Driscoll, ss
Simpkins; lb

In the top of the fifth, the
Blues only were able to get

shortstop then made an error

on a grounder by Kevin

Players

Hollywood pitched six full
innings for Elk Grove, giving
up only three hits and no runs.

The traditional $50,000 ad-

'

centerfield. The Badger's

BLUES (6)

He

two fly outs to Kevin Chesney

Brae Loch Country Club,

without getting a hit. Abinanti
and Rooney both drew walks,
then Mike Pettenuzzo was hit

to start things rolling.

went to second on a passed

side was retired.

catcher was missed by the second baseman and rolled into

threw out Ahrens at first.

to 'center field with one out

hurt, as he stole second on the

when the throw from the

was then ended when the
Blues' shortstop, Driscoll,

went right to work for Elk

pitched a six hitter,
and pitched .a siN hitter, strikingout six.

In the second battle, it wasl, at the Wheeling Manor on
all Kenny's ballgame. He went Milwaukee Rd.
The Kiwanis Club Division
three -for -four at the plate,
including a pair of doubles, 17 golf date is July 16 at the/

More

three more runs.
Gardner rapped out a single

of the inning, and the game

Grove on the mound. Hollywood retired the side in order
in the bottom of the first on

four runs and a victory. Tim
Dorgan and Al Rabe led off

LOGAN SQUARE scored
a run in the first Inning. With
two out, Geyer singled, then
Kenny smashed his first dou-

of the fourth when they got

Dicce, the Badger hurler.

next pitch and went to third

but Scott Clinton drove in the
first two runs of the game with in the winning run to end the
a -hard smash between second game.
and shortstop for a single. Elk
Grove's next batter was called
out on strikes to end their, half
of the inning.
GORDON HOLLYWOOD

Club at 12:10 p.m. Thursday

and

their scoring surge in the top

over the center fielder's head.
Driscall then flied out to the

He did not appear to be

ond. Bob Kriske, pinch hitting
for Jim Kennedy, then blasted
a long ball to left center field
for a triple and drove irrAddison's first two runs of the game.
John Kelly, Addison's catcher.
then hit their fourth consecutive safety drive in Kriske
and tied the game, 3-3.
On 'the next play, Erwin
Csuck hit a grounder to Nick
DiGilio at second, and he got
Kelly on the force at second.
Terry Jolly was then safe on a
fielder's choice and Bob Ran drum was intentionally walked

runs.

School Varsity team, will
speak before the Kiwanis

loading the bases on walks.
O'Donnell came in and did a ble, which scored Geyer.
The Lions got four runs in
creditable job, allowing one
the second frame, doing so
hit and a walk.
THE LIONS scored their
only run in the fifth inning.

field man for the Blues, was
hit by a pitch thrown by Art

ting runners on first and sec-

Ron DeBolt, coach of the
Wheeling Kiwanis baseball
team and the Wheeling High

two -run single by Brian

fine pitching performance by Rooney.
A new pitcher for the
two Phillies' pitchers and lost,
4-1. Steve"Snyder, the Lions' Phillies baffled the Logan
Square
hitters as they were
starting pitcher, and reliever
Mike O'Donnell, allowed only unable to score any more
three hits, but walks hurt
Snyder.

2-0 lead in the top of the first on

The next batter in line was

THE BLUES ended up struck out for the second out

THE SECOND inning a homer. Burke got the big

With the hit and run on, Chesney popped out to Addison's
third baseman who fired to first
getting Ristatt begore he could
tag up to retire the side.
Addison trailed, 3-0, going
into the last half of the seventh

singles by Kenny and Smith,
Friday night at Bendix, In- a walk to Abinanti, then a

going one for two.

diana, the Lions ran into a

ning when Addison exploded
with alour-run rally.
Elk Grove captured an early

the play.

Ahrens.

triple in the sixth. Hollywood

Lions Winners in Indiana
Logan Square made a suc-

ter to end the inning.

Addison Trail
4Nudges Grens

Golden followed with a

base hit of the game.

Blake struck out his first bat-

began when Bill Miester, right

walk, then Feldman walked,

LOGAN SQUARE scored

O'Donnell moved to third
when Hynes grounded out,

walking one more man,

send eight disgusted hitters
back to the bench.

with one out. Doubek, ning. Smith led off with a

ing only two.

center for the Blues. After

LOGAN SQUARE got

the top of the second, putting
runners on second and third

By George Halm

Brown also drew a walk from
Burke to load the bases. Ken
Recnagle then smacked a long

single to right center which

Mark Mickelsan. (Photos by Bob Privratsky.)

Doubek Throws 4 -Hitter
As Lions Coast By Grovers

man on base paths in the last night as hp doubled into left.
of the third. The first two bat- The Badgers' Dicce helped his
left field line. Burke also ters of the inning dropped to own record by striking out
`scored on a hit by Pat Dris- Riefke in order on strikeouts. three Blues' in the inning.
. The Badgers had to get four
call that streaked up the mid- Recnagle got on first on an
error by the shortstop, but runs in the last of the sixth
dle.
The Badgers also scored Riefke threw the next batters if they hoped to tic the Blues.
Brown was walked as the first
two runs in their half of the out at first to end the inning.
The Badgers fell three up, batter of the inning, and went
first, but that ended up'to be
their only two runs of the three down in the fourth. to second on a base smash by
Riefke struck out the first bat- Recnagle. Brown was thrown
night.
The first two men in the ter of the inning and caught out at third by the shortstop,
lineup, Tod Elinski and Dan a fly off the bat of the next. who picked up a grounder hit
Dilts, were walked to start the The third out was made when by Dan Grady. Recnagle went
Badgers rolling. Both men ad- the Blue's third -baseman to second and Grady went to
vanced a base when John caught a foul pop up by Mark first with a fielder's choice on

knocked across the plate by
Burke, who tripled down the
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New Coach Spurs Knights to VClin Over Barrington
at second by Jarrard. Jarra rd

The Prospect Knights,

second on Fritsche's single.

the hit-and-run .,on,
under new coach Hank stole second two pitches With
Musial smashed a liner over
Szymanski, defeated the Bar- before Bob Mackey walked.
rington .Broncos, 6-2. Friday After a strikeout, Clyde -second base that Bronco

shortstop Heineman speared,
stepped on second and fired
to first, beating Fritsche by
less than two feet.'

Robertson walked to load the
bases. Glen Reed was hit by
The Knights were in con-, a pitch, forcing Jarrard across
trol for most of the game. home. Rush whiffed Dowling

night in 'a Summer League
game at Prospect.

Casey Rush and Warner
Schlais shared the mound

RUSH SET the Broncos
down in order in the fourth.
Streng led off the Prospect
half of the frame with a safety

to end the rally.

The Broncos pulled off a
baseball rarity, a triple play,

except for the
third, neither was in serious

'duties, and

in the Prospect third .

and stole second, but was left
their as Duhamie proceeded
to strike out the side.

Thrunhoffer made it to first

trouble.

SCHLAIS DISPLAYED

on a throwing error by the second baseman and moiled to

brilliant control as, in the
three innings he pitched, he
struck out nine while walking
none. Rush worked four innings, whiffing five and walk-

Schlais came in to hirl for

THURNHCO lF IF ER

tally of the contest in

the

hitters.

SMASHED a hard grounder sixth. Streng reached second
to the shortstop that was turn- on a throWing miscue by
p lay, Robertson. After a ground out
ed into a dou b ee
.Dencker moving to _ third. and a strikeout, the scrappy
Fritsche then knoced as. groun- second baseman scored on
der to third that third-sacker Chris Dabovich's double,.to

number five. Jim Dencker

Musial grounded out to wrap

opened with a walk and rnoved to second on 'a wild pitch.

..Schlais matched D e_a kaamies

under the speed-up rules,

out the side in the sixtl-x _

Prospect in

the top of the

fifth. He struck out the first

he looked at, alloWed
Bob Mackey a single and fanman

ned the next two Barrington

1 --candle,
Prospect added an in- Robertson couldn't.
surance run in its half of moving Dencker aetc.c.s.s home.

Rush, batting for Schlais

up the inning.

Prospect added its final

"Chicago's Most Unusual Attraction"

left center.

Open daily Noon 'til Midnight 337-6077

BOAT INSURANCE

"Guided taws and Group rams available

WAYNE BRENNAN
WESTGATE SHOPPING

fourth inning feat as the struck

walked.

A RARE FAMILY TREAT!
Entertaining-Educational-Unbelieveablit

CENTER

lieve it orNot! MUSEUM

392-4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Su,

Fain, hr,

N OLD TOWN

and Casualty Company

1500 N. WELLS STREET

ing three.

Absorbing the loss for the
Broncos was Clay Bond,who

worked just one official inning although he did face five

batters in the second. In his
short stint, he struck,out one,
walked three and hit a batter.
His reliever, Mike Duhamiex
went five innings, fanning six.

Rush 'allowed Barrington

only one hit in the first in-

OPEN 4t

ning, a two -out single by Clay

Jarrard. The runner stole second, but was stranded' after
a ground out.

.

,A.M. to 4 P

LY

PROSPECT JUMPED on

Bond for a run in its half of
the first. Stu White led off
with a base on balls and stole
second. He came home when
Gieg Sumner lined a pitch to
left. Sumnerwas caught steal'

a

0

ing, Rush popped out and
Nate Thurnhoffer struck out

The perfect picnic

to end the frame.

treat for all the

'

Barrington tied the' contest

4.62,!_

Pohlman, batting for the'
'pitcher under

TENDEIA9

-Lb. Can

family!

in the top of the second. Steve

A

A

210

speed-up

the

rules, blasted, a triple to left

s

and came hOme when

Sumner's throw to the infield°
was wild. Rush settled down
to reitre the next two hitters,

but an error by

Prospect's

'

third baseman on a ground

.

ball off Jeff Dowling's bat put

a man on first. Mark

Heinemann followed this with
a single, but a grounder to the
pitcher ended the inning.

THE KNIGHTS hitd their

.

Liao, Meaty

biggest inning of the game in
the second, knocking Bond
out of the box in the process.

Lb.

walk to. Mike Musial and an

PORK CHOPS .

error on. Tom Strenes

grounder loaded the bags.'

58c 2 -BREASTED FRYERS
ma a%

'Quarter Pork Loin Slime Into
0-

Lb.

39b

Lb.

Mc FRESH PICNICS

Jim Perkins coaxed a walk put

le

99c

Lb.

Fres-Short Frozen

Whole.

Sale Prices Good Monday, June 30 Thru Saturday, July 5, 1969. We,Reserve TI-.

Fritsche was forced in when

i°

Roodyto-Eat1 gro

3-Lould or

.

PORK .STEAK

Jack Fritsche wat hit by a
pitch to open the frame. A

ad9

4

Lb.

OCEAN PERCii_.

49c

Lb.

Right To Limit Quantities! Copyright 1969 The Kroger Co.
13

of Bond. Pete Jackson then
delivered the decisive blow of
the inning, a single to right
that scored Musial and Streng
and sent. Bond to the showers.

The new Bronco -hurler,
Duhamie, fanned the first two
batters he 'faced and got the
thiid on a routine grounder to

a

third base.

Barrington picked up its

final run of the game in its

part of the third. Steve,

WAS

Clawson led off with a free

pass off Rush, but was forced

WAS 3 for ><NOW

a NOW

BARRINGTON (2)
Player

ab

0 S.

r h bi

Mata, cf .

4,0

1

0

Clawson, rf
Wyborn, lb

2

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

Jarrard, If

4

I

2

Mackey, 2b
Bond, p
Pohlman. ph
Robertson, 3b

3

I

0

0
0

0
0
0

3

1

0
'0

3

0
0

Heimneman, ss 3
0
Duhamie, p
Shay, ph
79
Totals

0

1

0

KROGER MEL-O-SOFT

6

ab
2

White, cf
Dabovich, cf
Sumner, If

Dencker, If
Rush, p -ph

Jackson, rf

Doyle, rf
Totals

0

1

I

1

1,

0

1

1

1

1

0

2

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0

1

I

I

1

0

0

3

1

0

1

0
0

0

I

2

0

0

5

6

.2
I
0
0
2
0
I
0
23 6

Perkins, ss
Harbach, ss

0

2

0
Schlais, p
Thurnhoffer, 3b 3
2
Fritsche, lb
2
Musial, c

Streng, 2b

h bi

r

WHEN YOU
BUY FIRST

*FRESHER
* FLAVOR

LOAF AT

244s.

REGULAR
PRICE

Loaf

25c

*VALUE
Now put Kroger bread in a bag.
Keeps Freshness and Flavor

Lii

Doz.
"...i.

Of COO,.

Tumble

THIS

in.

One new picture
each week for

1

9

12,weekst

REDEEM CERTIFICATE BELOW
rr)

Player _it) h r er bb so
Bond ' Ix 2 4 3 3 I
0

2

Good for one 11)04
Famous Art Reproduction

Lit

16

3/4

o

FREE

17

bl
Ji

Tl

With purchase or 55.00 or more
ExClitdinglier, Wim. Tobacco

5
3
4 3 2
Rush
Schlais 3 3 0 0 0 9
X -faced five men in second
1

0
a

Winning pitcher -Rush; Losing pitcher -Bond.

at Week Valuable Certificate

1

PITCHING SUMMARY

3

rife SS or

Don't miss this unusual opportunity to add new warmth
dnd charm to your home with these famous paintings,
masterfully reproduced down to the last bruthstroke.

3B-Dabovich; SB;Jarrard 2,
White, Streng.

5

t. :

DISCOUNT SAVING CERTIFICATE

WEEK
ONLY

Featia are of the Week

E-Robertion 2, Mackey,

Duhamie

'

_

.79 ;TN"

CHOICE

Dowling, White, Thurnhoffer;

/

_

TRAY-- n3 123.
.29 "1"
,!,Z'tl.IEFIC ATE

Taus ofttrm-0
1/W vim re

:..

: ._

SERVING

"OLY IWO IP I AN"

130 011 x--6-5-2

Prospect

- S.,. Jo,. 31 of... S11 JO, 1

:-

This certificate worth 50r :r;:'I;ro,

011 000 0 -2 -6.4 -

Barrington

COMPANION PIECE FEATURE OF THE WEEK

.-_

EGGS

Special ,.Introdnotory Offer

1

CLIP OUT 5TH WEEK CERTIFICATE BELOW

KROGER GRADE A MEDIUM

WHITE: BREAD. FRESH

0.
0
2

0

PROSPECT (6)
Player

NOW

1

0

0
2

1

0
0

WAS,

NOW

WAS

I

1

0' 0 ,0

3
2

Reed, lb-rf
Dowling, c

0

a

11101. AAAAA
1+11 3, ISO

1. 30. 71no

LI

One

P-4

Z;Pia.z.rxrdi

Downstate 'Trip Rough for Meyer Crew

Arlington Heights Falls Twice in Double -Header
By Jim Stuart

Arlington Heights' legion
team dropped both ends of a
double-header in heartbreak-

ing fashion Saturday to

Bloomington by scores lof 3-2
and 6-5. Arlington led in both
affairs in the late innings only
to see the dtwnstaters pull out
a pair of wins.

Jim Bokelmann was

coasting along in fine style in
the opener until the seventh.
He had allowed only one run
in the second inning while
giving up four severed hits

and walking nobody.

MEANWHILE HIS teamington for two quick runs in
the first inning, which were to

be all they would collect.

After Cary Salm walked and
was thrown- out, stealing second, Dow Woodar, singled
to right and advance to'third
when Jack Bastable and Bruce
Frase each drew a base on
balls. Dave Lundstedt and Jim

Kolari belted RBI singles to
score Woodard and Bastable,
and Arlington Heights was on

bretik the scoring ice, and then

went on to complete the job

single to left. Not an out had
been recorded in the fateful

for Mike Wulbecker, who

in the Sixth. Leja was knodked

inning.

dle to score Kolari. With the
bags still full and one out,
coach Lloyd Meyer ordered a

taI Iy

Bokelmann, Woodard and

c r o s se d the plate

moments later on a solid

Harmless singles by

mates had jumped on Bloom-

Frase and Dave Somers

also singled, loading the bases

the scoreboard.

Bob Fitzgerald were all the

visitors could come up with
the rest;of the game off the

'

TWO RUNS hadn't been
enough in the first game, so

toughening Bloomington
pitching. But Bokelmann ap['eared tough enough himself
that it wouldn't Matter.

In the seventh, however,

the pressure finally caught up

single, a fielder's choice and
an error on first baseman

back- to score four times in the
first inning of game two. An

his bat on the ball, and, as :a
result, Frase was a sitting

error and a fielder's choice

duck.

bouncedout, Kolari singled in
Bastable.

The Arlington Heights

Legion team blew leads in
both games and dropped a
doubleheader to downstate

going to run Lincoln off the
field. The first three AH hit-

ters reached base and came
around to score.

CARY SALM opened the
Lincoln, 5-3, in the opener inning with a double to right
and 3-2 in the nightcap at and. Dave Armstrong and
Jack Bastable walked to fill
Lincoln Sunday.
In the first game, Arlington the bases. Dave Lundstedt,
Heights started out like it was

the cleanup man, drew

a scoreless duel viith a pair of
runs .in the font di inning.
Bruce Frase doubled after two
outs and rode home on a long
home run by left- fielder Dave
Somers. Those turned out to

,

Lincoln sent eight batters to

the plate in the third inning
to score three times and.tie
Page 11

Tuesday

the game. The big blow in the
inning was a triple to left be the only hits AH was to

center. by the Lincoln

get in the game.

shortstop. He then scored on

S PIRTS

July 1

a two -out single to center.

Lincoln scored what proved

The two runs looked like
they might hold up because

Arlington Heights

000

261

Rain Curtails Matches; Team 7 Leads
,

Last

Wednesday's sudden

rain and windstorm abbreviated some play in the
YMCA Twilight Golf League
with some teams getting in
only eight holes.

Dick Tank's Team -7 remained atop the standings
with a win over last -place
8. Allen's Store for
Men, in second place, fell to a
full three points out of the lead

Team

All Park Dist.
Seeking Ladies

For Softball
The Arlington Heights Park
District is seeking more teams
for its Ladies' Softball League.
The league plays- its games
on Thursday nights at Recrea-

tion Park. The Park District
hoping to have enough
participants to have intra-park
competition.
is

For further information

about joining the league, contact Mary Lou Boden at 2558850.

when they split their match
with Kre-Kan Patters.
This week will see a playoff
between the leaders as the first

half of the season draws to a
close.

Art Kruse birdied the 12th
holes and shared low gross
honors with Ed Nixon of
Mount Prospect State Bank.

TEAM STANDINGS
Team

400 (11(1 0-5102

000 015-6102-

29
281/2
251/2

the winning run to score on
a wild pitch, again with two
out.

25
25

Kruse's birdie was the only

Novak & Parker
Coloramic Tile
MP State Bank
Kunkel Realtors

Leja.

201/2
16

one recorded last week.

Team 8

101/2

23

Heights _3 0 0 0 0 0 0-3 4 1
0 3 1 I.0 x--5 6 0
Lincoln
Winner --Foul; Loser --Jones
Second Game

Arlington
Heights _O 0 0 2 0 0 0-2 6 0

In the North Division of

Johnson.

the South

Mundelein romped over Lake
Zurich, 14-2.
In other North Division

shut out Waycinden-Mount

games it was Buffalo Grove
over Lake Zurich, 8-3, and
Deerfield over Lake Bluff, 5-

1. Northfield beat Lake

Zurich, 7-3, in the only other
North Division game.

lose weight
& keep it off

Division' of the

the Waycinden Traveling Colt
League, Buffalo 'Grove edged

by Northfield, 6-5, and

LrARN HOW TO

Four games were played in
Traveling Colt -League. In the
first game Mount Prospect
smashed Palatine, 11-1, and

State Farm IS All You Need

Waycinden-Mount Plaines

Registration $3 Weekly Dues $2

WEIGHT WATCHERS
For Information and class
nearest you, call. 27545115

a 4-4 tie against
Rolling Meadows in the last
to

lishment of appropriate allocations of this
fund under supervision of the Court.
Now, therefore, take notice:
1. If you have purchased any of these
drugs within the period 1954-1966:
a) The Court will exclude you from the
class represented by the Attorney General

RAY LIEBROCK

if you request exclusion in writing ad-

1730 °AFTON ST., DES PLAINES
PHONE 824-5129

dressed to the undersigned at P.O. Box
716, Bronx, New York 10451, and postmarked not later than August 1, 1969. If
you elect to be excluded from the class,
you will be free to pursue on your own

,

$$$$$ FA.

STATE FARM

iTetracycline products arc sold under the following
names among other. Achromycin, Mysteclin. Panalba, Panmycin, Polycycline, Stettin, Traracyn and

InSurance Companies.

2If you reside outside the State, send your claim to
1' Q. Box 752, Bronx., New York 10451.

fen..

game in the South Division.

SAVINGS

1/2 Gallon

AT THE
THE HIGHEST RATE IN THE SUBURBS
SUBURBS MOST PROGRESSIVE BANK

ADVERTISED

We Pay The
Postage Both Ways.

DES PLAINES
1223 OAKTON ST.

IL

824-8101

State to the Attorneys General of the slates in which
such purchases were 'made, provided such stales
are participating in the settlement.-.

SOO

JULY 4th
FRIDAY

Ak

9 AM to 6 PM

REG. $6.98

1/2 GALLON
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

1/2 GALLON
5 Year Old Straight
Nationally Advertised

649 IRAEGG.t.79

A Alt

i:80

1

FREE Of CHARGE

DES PLAINES, ILL.

Alb

BEER

99c

REG. $1.09 PLUS DEPOSIT

DREWERY'S
24.- 12 oz.
BOTTLES

6-12 oz. CANS
REG. OR DRAFT

419c

BANK

/fa

$39,,L9u, DEPOSIT

PABST BLUE RIBBON
CASE

24 - 12 oz.
BOTTLES

-'/11\4116

H - 6 oz.

7 -UP

BOURBON
Regular.
$7.49

I

.

BOTTLES

$6.49,1/2 Gal.

From Other
INSTITUTIONS

TSAYSILS

'The Attorney General of your State will forwan
claims on account of purchases Since onside

1/2 GAL
'

Acioonts Transferred

FOR OPENING A
NEW SILVER PASSBOOK ACCOUNT

Clerk of the United States District Court
Southern District of New York
P.O. Box 716, Bronx, N.Y. 10451

-

HAMMS
SAVE -BY MAIL

later than August 1, 1969,

5 STAR

Drive -In Window 8:00 A.M. te 6100 P,M.

FREE GIFT

the class but prefer in connection with
Our individual claim to be represented
by your own counsel rather than by -the
Attorney General, you may enter an appearance through your counsel but not

OPEN

REG. 7.39 -

GIN90 PROOF

LOBBY HOURS:
- 0:04.5 A.M. to 1

649

CALIFORNIA BRANDY

Withdrawals from your Silver Passbook Account 'can be made easily.
The balance or any part of it, which has been on deposit 90'clar or more
as of any quarterly interest payment date, may be withdrawn within the
first 10 calendar days of that quarter. Howe4er,to continue to earn 5%
interest you must maintain a$1,000 balance.

FREE

may recover as your representative for the
benefit of the citizens of your State in such
manner as the Court may direct.
13. If you do not request exclusion from
-

PHONE 255-7000

1/2 Gallon

OPEN A SILVER 5% PASSBOOK ACOUNT WITH JUST
51,0100 OR MORE. INTEREST PAYMENTS AVAILABLE ON
OUARTERLY OR SEMI-ANNUAL BASIS.

Wednesday

.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER
83, N. Elmhurst Rd., & Comp McDonald Road

1/2GAIION BOMBSHELL
t.

6:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.

b) If you do not make an individual

claim by August 16, 1969, that will constitute an authorization to the Attorney
General to utilize whatever money he

th

ON SILVER PASSBOOK ACCOUNTS

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
9.00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.
Friday

must inclu',e your residence or post ollice
address and you may later he required to
produce written proof of your purchases; or

Sale Dates: Jul 2 3, 4, 5

INTEREST

Saturday

whom and how much. Your statement

HEIGHTS4,11QUOR
[Case users will be especially happy to know they
can buy right locally. Come in and see!

900 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

imbursed on account of such purchases, by

Home Oflicos: Bloomington, Illinois

ONLY 2 MINUTES NORTH OF RANDHURST

70

and the name and address of the pharmacy

or other place where each such product
was purchased:' and if you have been re-

COLD BEER- NO EXTRA COST!

Beginning Wednesday,
July 16 at 10 a.m. & 8 p.m.

Prospect, 6-2.

by you; the name of each such product

pate in that settlement subject to the estabTo Know About Insurance.

401 W. Dundee Road

Hoffman Estates beat Mount
played

Your Life and Your Health

DINGSWOOD
METHODIST CHURCH

Plaines, 6-0. Waycinden

1969, either a verified statement or a state-

ment certified by your local pharmacist or
other supplier showing by year the total
(4011ar amount of the Aureomycin, Terramycin and tetracycline products purchased

ber of the consuming public within the
United States or Puerto Rico might have
against them arising from purchases of
broad spectrum antibiotic products durof the
ing the stated period. On
State and the governmental entities and
consuming public within the State, your
Attorney General has elected to partici-

For Your Car, Your Home,

by the Attorney

received

General as representative of the members
of the consuming public within the State.
In order to _make such a -claim you must
file witjt the undersigned at P O. Box 716,
Bronx, New York 104512 by August 16,

drug wholesaler, retail pharmacist or mem-

Lincoln _O 0 0 0 21 x-3 6 0
Winner-Blessman; Loser-

Colt League Scores High

of any funds

any State or local governmental entity,

See Me,

First Game

Arlington

a) You may., make a claim to receive

directly a share as approved by the Court

the State during the stated period.
The companies, while denying liability,
have made a nationwide offer of 100 million dollars in settlement of all claims that

W i nner--Cooper; Loser--

32 away in the sixth by allowing

Team 7
Allen's store
CE Jensen
Kre-Kan Patterns
Team 5

the class by August 1, 1969:

tive Of a statewide class which included
all members of the public who purchased
the Aureomycin, Terramycin and tetracycline products, of those companies in

Arlington Heights

Pts. Johnson then threw the game

__

action, will be binding upon you.
2. If you do not request.exclusion from'

torney General was the proper representa-

Camel

innings.

Lincoln broke through in
the fifth, however. A walk, a
hit and a two -out double to
right scored the tying runs.

judgment approving any settlement pf this

their broad spectrum antitiotic products
within the period 1954-1966. On May 26,
1969, the Court determned that the At-

1V i nner-Sprague; Loser-Bokelman

Bloomington

whether favorable or not, including any. -

antitrust laws in the sale of certain of

Arlington pitcher Mike

to be the winning run in the Johnson was breezing along
fourth on a single and a dou- with a two -hitter through four

1969

behalf whatever legal rights you may have.
b) If you do not request exclusion front
the class by August 1, 1969, you will be
included in such class and any judgment,

States District Cour for the Southern District of New Yor' Jgainst certain drug companies (Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., American
Cyanamid Company, Bristol-Myers Company, Olin Nlathieson Chemical Corporation (Squibb) and The Upjohn Company)
alleging that those companies violated the

Game I

Bloomington 010 000 2-360-

IN THE SECOND game,
advantage of three walks in
the fourth inning, when Salm Arlington Heights broke open

baseman, who rifled it home
to cut down the all-important o'clock ga me -at Wheeling
lead runner, Armstrong, in High School.

its Attorney General, William 1. Scott,
has pending a legal action in the United

gether a single and a double
in their half of the fifth to
200

Arlington Heights getsb,,ek

Notice to Consumers of Certain
Broad Spectrum Antibiotics

to,

put

exasperating day.

thveling To Wheeling for a 6

The State of Illinois, through

score 5-0

the game. It also failed to take

lead runs in scoring position
with only one out. Kolari hit

LEGAL NOTICE

the

mound, however, as he allowed Bloomington only three
hits and no runs through four
innings. Arlington rewarded

BLOOMINGTON

only two more hits the rest of coast home.

plate.

Arlington Heights gamely
fought back in the seventh.

Kolari, and- a healthy
double by Erase to make the

first run and Bruce Frase downstatcrs added an indoubled to bring in two more. surance tally in the fifth, and
Arlington Heights managed that was all they needed to

was cut down on a play at the

a smash to the second into league play> tonight,

and

ble after two out. The

another walk to force in the

brought in, but it was to 'no
avail as five runs on five hits
and one error put the home

him with another run in the
fifth on singles by Fitzgerald

Lincoln Seconds Bloomington
Move With Double Win Over AH
By Mike Imrem

the job on

did

Leja

out add Gary Anderson was

the biggest play of the night.
Bastable was hit by 'a pitch And after Frase walked,',,
and Fitigerald sacrificed them 'Woodard grounded ant to the
along to' put the tying and shortstop I., end ;n: e xtremely

team ahead to stay, 6-5.

But Leja failed to get

plate.

a triple. After Lundstedt.

Mike Johnson scored the
tying run, and the winning

squeeze with ,Bob Leja at the

Arlington Heights came right

put two men on for Bastable,
and he cleared the bases with

with Arlington Heights. A

delivered a single up the mid-

Dave Armstrong singled.

$ 349

6 - 12 °z * 01.17
CANS OR T.A.
BOTTLES

ki

d

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES AND CORRECT PRINTERS ERRORS.

COLD BEER- NO EXTRA COST .

THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday, July 1,1969
'
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Parcel POst Limit Hikes

Main Stree.

The parcel post weight limit
will be raised to 40 pounds for
shipments between first-class

packages sent between all

ed the postal service to in-

first-class offices remains 72
inches in combined length and
girth.

Postmaster' Geocaris announced today. The max-

crease weight -and size limits
on shipments between larger
cities. On July' 1 of 1970 and

The size limit on. parcels

limits 'are scheduled to rise to

post offices after July 1,

What, Day!

imum parcel post weight limit

-will

be

from 30

increased

pounds on shipments between

Lil Floras

the larger post offices in the

third through eighth

parcel

post zones. '(More than 150

This is the end of the second day in New York City
for me, my 14 Camp Fire.girls
and two other moms.

And what a day it's been!
We rose at seven, ate at the
dorm cafeteria, and headed

Radio City to the St. James
theatre in 20 minutes. There
was no time for lunch, so we
had giant Hershey bars during

"Dolly."

The Doily cast was all

know the BMT, the IRT and

black, with Pearl Bailey and
Cob Calloway. The girls just
ate it up! Linda Van Boxtaele,
Sue Amling and Mary Ellen
Kirchhoff were simply ga-ga

the Independent. We can cross

over the play.

for the subway.

Boy! Are we the experts at
that subway system now. We

bridges, go around them, go

uptown, downtown,

crosstown. It's not exactly the
Chicago & North Western! .;

We went to Radio City.

with towel *rappers, robes,
pjs, squealing laughing, etc.

The moms lire !he noisiest

of all, however. Lona
Kirchhoff, Carole Hauslein
and I decided we would be

quite a place, too.
at the

out of whack, Lona slipped
and fell and I went backwards
flop!

The girls snapped pictures

Woodward. The stage show
was fabulous. It was a salute
to the New York Daily News'
50th anniversary. It reviewed
important news events of the

a room with a central john.
The girls run back and forth

and Chinatown tomorrow!

The UN, Grenwich Village

Library Can Keep You
Up -to -Date o n Computers

THE ROCKETTES with

Most business managers
would like to hire an employe

who could solve all their
business problems, accurately

determine marketing costs,

estimate inventories, and
select profitable products.
They 'can now. This worker
isn't a man, it's a computer.
In recent years its impact on
business and society has been
tremendous.
Because of the generosity of

the late Dr. Frank D.

Thompson, Mount Prospect
fibrary-card holders will be
able to get' an even greater

dent of the. North American

Co. for Life and Health
Insurance of Chicago. He had
been vice president and con-

troller. He joined the firm in
1959 as controller. He was

elected secretary of the

seen that the' Mount Prospect
library is the recipient of these
excellent books.

Among the titles are
"Decisions from Date",
"Management of. Automatic

Data Processing," and "Today's Information for Tomor-

DRYCLEANING

MEAT I
MARKET /

78 and 84 inches, respectively,
on shipments between firstclass post offices.

.

447
-=

"MEATS WITH A
REPUTATION"

FRESH FROZEN

WHO -0-9 NEEDS

TURKEY BREAST
6-8#.

9A... To6

119c

BANK 'SERVICE?.

BABY BACK RIBS

9 19

WEEK LONG SPECIAL FROM
1 Sale

Sale

Special 2

SKINLESS

Special 2 for

Men's

Ladies Dresses

OUR

Reg. $1.60

30,000

FRANKFURTERS
DUBUQUE ROYAL BUFFET

CUSTOMERS!

CLEAN 6 LOADS
race '7" DRY
GET 7th LOAD FREE!

BACON

That's Who -o -o

79c

STORAGE

AR iN TON

Shirts beautifully laundered.
In boxes or on hangers

OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

NATIONAL

BANK

Your new, friendly, neighborhood cleaners

11

NORGETOWN

J & B MEAT MARKET
no SO. MAIN ST.

MT. PROSPECT

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

DOWNTOWN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

.DRYCLEANINCI

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

MEM4F.R

INLTI - SERVICE ORYCLEANING

AND CORRECT PRINTERS ERRORS

Doily 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.

Of course many of his
books are technical in nature;

but they could be just the
thing you're looking for, if

a

you're involved with this type

of work. The library is open
every Saturday 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. and weekdays 9 a.m. to
9 p.m.

more people could use and enjoy them as he did.

coin machine's

BARBEQUE HEADQUARTERS

IIi

FREE
... also, self-service

THE BEST FOR LESS!
WAYNE BRENNAN
WESTC1ATE SHOPPING

Pen

'

CINTERI

392-4080ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

fltANCI

1111C1=1911111101

c

+t,

RELOCATING?

cial Executives' Institute.
Ryan lives at 2 N. Maple.

Watch Gas
Tank Level
On Tollway
Before getting on the

Add $2083 or more to your
income every month with

Illinois tollway this summer,
check your gas.

Bonniwell, chairman of the
Tollway Commission said.
Last year, state troopers

assigned to the tollway gave.
assistance

to an average of

11 motorists a day who were
stopped by empty tanks.

There.are gas stations near

FIRST:

We list your home with Arlington
Realty and find buyers that will
please you.

THEN: We'll find you 'a home in -any of
4..000 communities/ surrounding,

major cities of the U. S. or, Canada
no charge whatsoever..s.. :

at

through our membership in

all entrance ramps and

OMET(Ipl

gasoline also is available at six
oasis stops all along the 187 mile system, each with access

simaka

from both sides of the road,

"so there is no reason

'

motorists should run out of

FIRST MONTHLY INCOME CHECK

gas," Bonniewell said.

THE HOMEFINDING t SERVICE OF AMERICA

Another first in Des Plaines from First National Bank. FMIC is an exciting new savings plan

CALL

that's designed to supplement your monthly earning power. With a minimum deposit of $5,000,
you earn 5% interest per year from date of deposit, paid monthly. That's right, we will send an
interest check to you for $20.83- each month for a $5,000 account. Of course, if you deposit

253-8100

$10,000, your monthly interest -check will be $41.66, or even more on larger amounts.

Arlington pajty
4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER
KASSEL STUDIOS
OF DANCE

in Palatine

in Arlington Hts.
NORTH

Directed by

Sharon Kassel
REGISTER. NOW
FOR FALL'SESSIONS
Limited Class sizes

TAP. BALLET TOE
MODERN JAZZ BATON
BALLROOM HAWAIIAN
PRE SCHOOL

r\

If you..prefer, we.will deposit your monthly interestlheck directly into a checking account or
. regular savings account at First National Bank of Des Plaines. FMIC accounts mature in 90
days and are automatically renewable for additional 90 day periods. Deposits can be added in
amounts of 4.500 or more at any time.

733 Lee Street Des Plaines, III. 60016

Come in today and begin to increase your
Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICA, NATIONAL. HOMEFINDING SERVICE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES

monthly income-or mail the attached

ATTN: Jack Lavold, -Cashier

Please send more data and forms regarding FMIC.
name

coUpoil tcf obtain easy -to -use forms and

address

more' data on safely increasing your

city/state/zip code

monthly investment earnings with FMIC.

phone

Beginning, intermediate,
Advanced, IL Profeuional
2214 Algonquin Rd
Rolling Meadows, III
Southland Shopping Center

'.-1(41fr

Ct 3-6743 CI, 3-6032 392.2224

*.lic

Studio also In Hoffman Estates

lb

June 30th Thru July 5th

Chicago chapter of the Finan-

For 10 straight years, running out of gas has been the
leading cause of vehicle trouble on the tollway, Donald R.

lb.

LEAN MEATY

row's Products."

and data precessing.

books donated to a library so

William J. Ryan, a Mount

of F. D. Thompson Publications, Inc. His company has

variety of books on computers

Before his death in April,
Thompson made it known
that he wanted his personal
Prospect resident, has been
named executive vice presi-

S. Arlington
Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights
437-7177
1133

NoRGE-rowN7

THOMPSON IS the founder

By Laurie Rossi

They would like to have sat
We had tickets purchased
long ago for "Hello, Dolly" -the matinee. We raced from

Public Law 89-593, enacted
September 20, 1966, authoriz-

length and girth

the

8 LB - LOAD $2.50 SELF SERVICE MACHINE

their precision dancing made
the Camp Fire girls' eyes pop!
through several shows.

The maxiimum size of

number.

and howled.
It's been great fun so far!

moon. A real wow!

post zones one and two, the
ceiling has been 40 pounds.

to do a precision dance

Center and then headed back
for Long Island University.
We're bedded down three to

last half century and had a
finale of man walking on the

locally and to offices in parcel

Postmaster Geocaris added.

girls into our room and tried

Music Hall this morning. The

movie was "Winning" with
Paul Newman and Joanne

military post offices, and all
Alaskan and Hawaiian post
offices stays at 70 pounds,
with a combined length and

girth' of 100 inches,

perfect Mount Prospect

on a bed. We- were a total

WE HAD dinner

rural or

figes,

star routes,

Miles). On packages sent

Rockettes. We collared all 14

Next we headed for --CAROLE pulled her back

Rockefeller Center. That's

sent to or from smaller of-

1971,

lea*

.FIRST. NATIONAL BANK ILL,
OFTELEPHONE
DES PLAINgS.
527-4411 .
CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE DEB .PLAINER,

Hawk', rm... :loofa lemma, Camembert 'hobo' Federal Rem** System

RUMNESS

0 0gt
Lf) 0)

Fitzmaurice (center) of Evergreen Park, who heads the savings

and loan division, and W.B. Christensen, president of the
Allstate Insurance Co., Lunch-O-Ree chairman.

Amusement
Calendar
MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

115

N.

Evergreen,

--7--e-Elfrol Air Conditioning
Spring
Free Estimates

Individualized

CALL 437-4195 or 255-8582
Geodes Heating & Aid

order.

and resort clothes designed to

(installation extra)

Heating 8. Air Conditioning
437-101 1
833.1837

Heights.
Finian's.Rainhow: Daily, 5:00, 7:30, and 10:05 p.m.; Satur-

Alterations

CATLOW THEATRE, 116 N. Main, Barrington.
True Grit: Friday, Saturday and Sunday, 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.;
Daily 8:00 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.

Bailiff: Friday, Monday and Wednesday, 6:30 and 10:10
p.m.: Tuesday and Thursday, 8:20 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday,
3:20, 6:45 and 10:20 p.m.
Who's Minding the Men: Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,
8:30 p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday, 6:40 and 10:10 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 1:30, 5:10, and 8:45 p.m.
GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
Where Eagles Dare, 1:55, 4:44, 7:30 and 10:00 p.m.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand,,Mount
Prospect.

Peter Pan: Daily and Weekends, 11:00, 2:12, 5:24, and 8:36
p.nl.
Blackboard's Ghost: Daily and Weekends, 12:17, 3:29, 6:41
and 9:53 p.m.
PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
Peter Pan; Weekdays, 5:30 and 8:30 p.m.; Weekends, 2:20,
5:30 and 8:35 p.m.

Blackheard's Ghost: Weekdays, 6:50 and 10:00 p.m.;

Weekends, 12:35, 3:40, 6:50 and 9:55 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
Bullitt: Weekdays and Saturday, 7:09 and 9:1 I p.m.; Sunday,
3:00, 5:02, 7:04 and 9:06 p.m.

'Electrical work; air-cond.; out
lets; yard lights; garages wired;

Hemming &
Alterations

day and Sundays, 1:35, 4:30, 7:25, and 10:05 p.m.

L1J

0

SERVICE

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

needs of Northwest sub.,

439-4454

ban business for:
Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.
Contact Dick Westgard

z

Prospect.

Where Eagles Dare: Daily and Weekends, 2:12, 4:40, 7:05,

Ecklund Floor Service

Average Room, Sanded, Sealed
& Refinished, $22.95. 529:1211
' AMERICAN FLOOR CO.

MEADOWS THEATRE, 3265 Kirchhoff, Rolling Meadows.
Secret War of Harry Frigg, and The Longest Day; no times

A.J. WORTON
BLACKTOP PAVING

face Concrete & Blacktop Seal.,,
ing & Repairing
NOW TAKING ORDERS

LET A REALTOR

CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE

General Hauling

297-4257

-

CAN GROW INTO,

z

R. Pierce

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

BLACKTOP SERVICE

Spring Special 30%Off
fully guaranteed, all modern
estimates.
FREE
equipment.

NOT OUT OF!

Carpentry -Remodeling
BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

A Realtor knows what you are looking for in a
house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...
see Kemmerly!

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

0

359-1906

prices -FREE estimates

537-6122
Free estimates
Carpentry & Cement Work

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

Mtrit

7E.

emmerb

0
-

REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9
NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING
THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

728 tiiiiRhwest Hwy.

"--

In Arlington Heights

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

358-5560
253-2460
956-1500

392-8763

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

Plastering

cleaning. 296-1450

0
I.
CC

Cement Work
PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free estimate. Call anytime.

Higgins -Golf Shojeping Plaza

In Prosp -C't Heights
13 S. Wolf R

,

COMPLETE

APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Patios, Sidewalks,

LANDSCAPING

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296-6709

A-1 LANDSCAPING

_j

& SUPPLY CO.
Merion Blue Sod
Scott Windsor Sod
Fesctie Sod
---for shaded
Evergreens & decorative

KANZLER BROTHERS;

894-1800

Panes and drivewc4s,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Qualify Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.

299-0082

297-3987

0

.

stones

Lawns seeded
WE DELIVER SOD

_

We have the equip. to handle
anything from the smallest oil.

Ceramic Tile
KEY TILE CO.

I

big nr small, Free estimates,

.

Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service Free Estimates
Licensed. Insured,
30 years in business
-

Dog Grooming
POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

255-2570

.

,1

,

vailable. 358-3411.

94
88
96

Rooms -Board -

70
Housekeeping
Rummage .1 Garage Sale, 31
.21
Situations Wanted -Men. .
Situations Wanted 22
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
Tn Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
73
76

To Rent Houses

HANDYMAN can do your PAINTING interior & exterior, CARPEN-

TRY, PLUMBING or what have
Reasonable. Call Pete
you.
437-4401
ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL
Carpentry g. General Con-

tracting. We are not big but we
give big service: Dormers, AdGarages

ditions,

General

&

Remodeling. Concrete work included. For Free Estimate, call
296-6250
22 -Situations Wanted -Women

Reliable Mother will baby sit,
Arlington Hts, area. Prefer over
3 years. 392-0592

Exp. secretary will do typing at
env.

letters,

home ---reports,
Coll 394-3610

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

DRIVER TRAINEE

WANT AD
IN THE

DAY..."

Good driver's license is
all it lakes. Drive from
office to O'Hare Field &
post office, $110 to $115
per week. CALL JIM
SCOTT: 296.1071.

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE
CHECK YOUR ADSI
Adviinissis ore requested to
chock the first insertion of

their advertisement and In
case of error to notify the
at
classified department
once in order the correction

Please check your ad* and
notify siz .at Dec.. trams.00.ra ore =Opted by Photo'.
9 to 9 workdays 9
souiraays.

Business Men's Clearing
House O'Hare
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

I

PLANT
MAINTENANCE
WITH OR WITHOUT

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

START AT

$4.00 Hr.+ 0.T.
previous

Without

experience

you can now start at 54 hr. If
you've had some good trade
school training. Your future op-

portunity can include that of
moving

to

Foreman

of

a

15-mon crew. New plant, immediate hiring. No fee.

PARKER
Mt Pretipprt

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

253.6600

JR. ACCOUNTANT MOVE TO SENIOR

AND MORE

392.0211

21 companies in the northwest suburbs are looking for Staff level & Auditing positions. 1-2 years
accounting experience in any area. Cost - General - Auditing. Earn $8,000 to $15,500 per year.

CALL BOB VAN
296-1071

Business Men's Clearing House O'Hare
1720 Des Plaines Ave.

Piano Tuili!tg7Service

l

Des Plaines, III.

Tuning -Repairing
Used Piapo Wanted

Ned Williams

sorrow_

Piano tuning 6 Service
Call Edward Giannini

PEOPLE
CAMERA TRAINEE

529-6862 after 5 p.m.

Radio -TV Repair

National company looking for young aggressive people that have any background with cameras
to relocate throughout USA in Sales - Service Customer Application or Marketing. (45 -nation

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates

CALLED. 358-$359

Repairs & Remodeling

wide).

PATIO'S
REPAIRS & REMODELING

Call Bob Van

No job too small or too large
50% financing available.
437-6732

After 5 pm.
.

Lingerie
Call Charlene

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

7 yards for 321. Half foods a-

PHONE 255-7$0

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
824-7510
JOE ORTMAN

-

Need Help?

'Advertise with Day
Want Ads

FOR CUSTOM 'FITTING IN,
THE PENNYRICH BRA

11 -Business Services

Real Estate -

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

827-6603

BARON'S

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91

& REMODEUNO

mercial lob. 439.7774

'et

14

EXPERT PLASTERING

vote job to the largest com-

255-1096

Tile: Slate, Quarry,,Marble
Installed & Repaired

MORE

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255.3822
DAN KRYSH

Installed Rototilling 6 Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too

ed. 823.3342, 298-3491
KANZLE1.18 SON

$6.00 CL 3.2236 or CL 3.3384

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs.. Trees

Floors. Licensed, Bonded. Insur-

69
56

Personals

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE
827-751311

766-1943

Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices..

Course 6 weeks, $10.00

MU 5-5400

ELAINE

your home. Permanent waves

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

SUMMER SPECIAL
Piano or organ.

Beginners.

con be mock. In the event of
ems or omission, the news papa, will re nosporistbts for
the first intoned,
ONLY
Insertion and only to the ex,
tent of the space that the ad
be
requires. Errors
rectified by republication

home by licensed specialist.

LAWN CARE

carpet

253-^55.1.

Permanent waves given in your

POWER RAKING.

CALL 766-5084

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

Phone 537-1411

Planting & Design

Morning - Fertilizing

with

eli andmes98

Nursery Schools -

.117 So. Emerson

All types -all season or vacation
only. Coll Cooperative Enter- '
prises. 223-0352, if no answer

FREE

Reading, Math, $5.1/2 hr; $10 -hr.
CALL evenings 358-2258

Mobile
Scooters .111
Motorcycles
55
Musical Instruments

fee oneAnsertion.

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,'
1/2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low'
priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296.6365.
CLEANING

358-2699

Tutoring, teacher, M.A. Educo.,
32

Permanent Waves

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING.

Carpet Cleaning

Free Estimates

Pick Up & Delively

AMERICAN PAINTING
359-0993

255-0880 or 255.6295

carpentry,'
BEST" for
remodeling kadditions. No jobs
too small 766.8034
expert

bINETTE CHAIRS

will clean and tar inlide of

2 young men with tractor desire
lawn maintenance jobs. Call

Call "the rest" than call "THE

Palatine area.

"

RECOVERED

ewxiitehrieovrepryaicnotTozlewtee'

teacher;

exp'd

Piano lessons

your gutters.

NO JOB TOO BIG

PHONE 392.5208

437.2884

FREE

Landscaping

FREE ESTIMATES

All Cracks Repaired

For a good job, priced right.;
Call now for a free estimate.'

439-0059

NO JOB TOO SMALL

:Approx. 90" Sofa - $150. Chairs
approx. $75, with choice of our
samples. We reupholster anything.

lessons

8 wk. course, guarantee to play
253 5420
folk P. pop.

13

Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
Merchandise

SPECIAL

695:9812
...
$20 Paints Most Rooms

PAINTING

JANITORIAL SERVICE

Offices, Stores, Buildings. Rees.

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

15 -Business Personals

Guitar

83
5

Upholstery

HOUSE

Recreation rooms, powder

47

15

Des Plaines

CL 9-0495

Janitorial Service

Ridge Homo Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

NEED RIDE from Arl. Hts. to St.
Alexius Hospital at 2:30 P.M.
.starting July 1. 392.5778

26

c,Memoriamion

299.0119

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

plumbing,,
439-8614

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

Rental plan. 342-475Q

27

(To Rent)
Inn

ice on all makes. Free loaners.,

24

Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings Furniture.
Industrial Property
HFleop

23-Emplogment Agencies -Male

3 Generations

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

AAA 1 Heilring Air Repair Serv-

2

Funeralist Directorss

259-9440
6S1 Pearson

Lauritz 'Jensen.

Call 392.4750

14 -Personals.

1

AAMCO

Shall Decorating
..358-9038_

Home Maintenance

I

Farms

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. Hts
830 W. NW. Hwy.

Fully insured.

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

437-4093

Transmission Service

exterior
Wallpapering " and
painting. All work guaranteed

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

PHONE SERVICE 24 HRS. A DAY,
7 DAYS A WEEK. 967-5340

FREE ESTIMATES

guarantee my

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

Hearing Aids

On all blacktop work, all work

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

Interior and Exterior painting at

CL 5.8232

Rote, Palatine. 358-5848
25
57
93

Women
Equipment Rentals

To Rent. Miscellaneous.. . .81
To Rent Resort Properties, .79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . .77
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

NEW WAY PAINTING

Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing. Burns 8,
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re.gluing

Lost: Brown Siamese cat w/red
collar vic.'Pleasant Hills Blvd.

Tile

Decorating & Remodeling

Furniture Refinishing

FOUND: Pair horn rim youngsters glasses vic. Lions Pork, Mt.
255-3028
Prospect. Identify.

Apartments

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
392-345Q.
or
CL 5.3991
Interior & Exterior Painting. All
Reasonable
work.
top quality
rates. 671-0009.

Doily 9-5 for Free estimate

Driveways, Parking Areas Resur-'

I

magEstate. REWARD] 894-4750.

3

CL 9-0849 Tues., & Wed. eves.

work. CALL JIM: 971-0675.,

Call 774.3394

FREE ESTIMATES

956-1868 aft. 3 pm

53 OUTDOOR THEATRE, Route 12 and Hicks Rd., Palatine.
Green Slime and Charm!: Daily and Weekends, at dusk
OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.
Green Slime and Charm: Daily and Weekends, at dusk

REASONABLE.

NORTHWEST FLOOR CARE

Sealcoating & Patching

available

gutter work & wall washing,

3924718;

Seamless Floor Coverings, Never
needs waxing -ore sanitary &
repels dirt & germs.

ED'S

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear

'I do painting, INSIDE & OUTSIDE,

Floor sanding & refinishing.
Free Estimates

Blacktopping

9:35 p.m.

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates
Professional Painting done for
less money by exp. college
students. Free estimates.
Interior & Exterior. CL 3.6604

5

Tailoring

PAINTING & DECORATING

Wrought

Floors

A Division of
Doy Publications, Inc.
2175. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

also SHARPENED. 358-0

kOLAND E. JOHNSON

iron. 647-0220

255-7200

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

saws, Riders & LAWN MOWERS

ed. Free estimate.
392-1542

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

2 College Students beginning
5th summer in exterior painting.. "Small Engine Repair"
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully instir:" dutboards, minibik s, chain

& IRON CO.
Redwood,

sofa plus fabric,
$17.50 per section plus fabric
$24.50 per

and Wall Washing ,
George Klein 392-0803

X -CELL FENCE
Stockade,

$15.50 per chair plus fabric,

WALL PAPERING

-..297-2266

Serving the commercial art

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118
RICK'S DECORATING_
Painting & Decorating

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY

mate call 392-6604"

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

CREATIVART E

(/)

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti-

Estimating

Financing

Art Service

SLIP -COVERS

For estimates -537-3986 aft. 3 pm.

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Colors
Steel
Privacy
Aluminum

--

392.5410

LOST: Standard sz., white male
'poodle. Saturday; area of Hoff-

9
8

90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65

Slip Covers

Interior & Exterior Painting
Reas. & meticulous. Teacher.

etc. 253.4792

ALTERATIONS& HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

CM

Fully insured & Guaranteed
CL 3.4300
Mt. Prospect
Choice of Finance Plans
Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
Ask for Mr. Richard

Painting -Decorating

Fencing

422.3532

Garages
Rm. Additions Fences

MASONRY

Electrical WOrk

*Dormers

Kitchens

*Basements

Home inprovements & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete
waterproofing,
plastering,
foundations, patios. Call days
lights 936-1640.

Call Bob CL 9-0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

ALL SEASONS

Custom Remodeling

827-4637

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

vie. Roselle, reward.
529.7873

23

HINES LUMBER CO.

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

For As Low As $495

LOST: Toy silver poodle, male,

EmApgloeynmdeesn-tMAegnencies-

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Electrical Contractor

13 -lost and Found

.10
Coins - Hobbies
12
Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

Remodeling & Supplies

EDMOND GRAY

wedding
Coordinated
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255.0348
r
hurst.

On Central Air Conditioning.
Name brand 3 ton (36,000 BTU)
condsensing unit "A" coil for fur -1,
coca & 15 ft. line.

0

styling.

Star and the V.F.W.
the Memorial
Auxiliary for
Service conducted at the funeral
home for our Mother. The family
of Mrs. Lillian H. Adam.
Eastern

20
109
Aviation
Auto Parts and Access. . .107
Auto Trailers & Campers -103
112
Automobiles For Sale
.101
Automobiles Wanted.
Boats and
37
Marine Supplies
38
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities. . 66
17
Business Services

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots....

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing .

Formals

Our sincere appreciation to the

Auction Sales

111.111=.1146.1111110 .101.4111.1111.....

PRE -SEASON SALE

Arlington

54n Memoriam

Masonry

Dressmaking -Sewing

Air Conditioning

Fountain

B.

INDEX

Your Ad will appear doily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
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Light. Make offer.

35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
2 5 5-7200
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lots Memory Gardens Eternal

4

361 Formosa, Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable'
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOWI

CJ CV

division of the Lunch-O-Ree. He is shown with James C.

CLASSIFIED

Let us help make your DAY

1.0

\Page 1 3

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

Service Directory

CNJ CO

ARTHUR KENNEY (left), 508 S. William, Mount Prospect,
LS one of the key workers in the Boy Scout Lunch-O-Ree to
be held in the Conrad Hilton Hotel July 24. Kenney, marketing
vice- president of Percy Wilson, Inc., heads the real estate

THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday, July 1, 1969

'

CALL
296-6640

'2S5-7200

ARE NAPPY
ABOUrTNE

296-1071

Business Men's Clearing House O'Hare
2720 Des. Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

Tuesday. July I, 1969
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STAFF ACCOUNTANT
$10,800 to $12,500

OUR OFFICE

No Fee

3 assistants

Opportunity here for top management. I to 3 -years experience qualifies, Call Ron Holda
now at 394-1000, HALLMARK,
800 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt.

$8,400-12,00 free
II HE DOESN'T CARE about
the degree you lack or the
you lack. HE
NEEDS YOUR WILLINGNESS
and your ability to solve

experience

mechanical problems. You'll
handle SPECIAL ASSIGN

MEWS and report only to
him. He will hire you IN OUR

1

Prospect.

1.

OFFICE this week. His FIRST

OFFER will be substantially
more,than your present pay
Advancement
krate.

will'

.

it

.

-- Cull MIKEJIANSEN

041191:1. ;El; N G

h,

111

k

lir r AGENCY

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

!

(5)

available for

Want

1111 No degree or experience k
needed. Just pleasant per-

$550-$750 FREE

Work on your own as a special

nvestigator for the, legal ;department of this major casualty company. Advancement

training prepares you to be

Project Coordinator at the km
client's installation.

11

117 So, Elverson

CIGARETTE

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Call TED LEVERENZ

296-1043

ENGINEERING
AGENCY

h'

2720 Des Plaines Ave.

IR

week. Do the job and you may

be area Sales Mgr. within 3

start under Accounting Manager's wing.

years. High School is enough.
Wear n business suit for interview. Oh yes - free smokes, of
course? Ask Steve Pace at
PER394.1000,
HALLMARK
Northwest
800 E.
SONNEL,

Inspector

ki

From plant clerks with a .11

EKCO

III Ready to expand. You will

PRODUCTS INC.

smooth - running facility. ki
kkeep it that way. If you can
get the product out the
door, you're worth MORE to
this firm RIGHT NOW!

Top Rate

k

FOIL ROLLER TRAINEE
Top Rate

SET-UP MEN

A COMPANY WITH A FUTUqE

.

.

9 Paid Holidays - Cafeteria - I5c Per Hour Shift Premium Free Major Medical & Life Insurance - Pension Plan - Many
Benefits.

MARTIN J. KELLY

Good starting wages regtilar pay :increases -'
company paid life and health insurance - 9 paid
holidays - paid vacations - pension plan - bonus -

-

for night shift.

CALL 537-1100 (8 AM to 4:30 PM) OR VISIT US AT
777 Wheeling Road, Wheeling, Illinois

OLDSMOBILE, INC.
*1516 W. Northwest
Hwy.

job.

Des Plaines, Illinois

501 S. Wolf Road

298-2400, Ext. 357

IN TOWN!

component manufacturer has excellent position
open for experienced mold
maker. Primary responsibility
to include repair and maintenance on compression molds

METHODE

MFG. CORP.
PROGRAMMERS

BRUNING.

-Eg

.

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

NEEDS

Either recent college graduates or individuals with one to five years auditing experience would be
ideal candittatqs Sown troveling involved.

2 YR. MINIMUM
EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED

* ASSEMBLERS

ELECTRICIANS
Individuals would perform Electrical Maintenance work in Pure Oil building:

* PACKERS
* PRESS BRAKE

TABULATING MACHINE TRAINEES

& SET UP

Position open on 2nd shift for individual interested in being trained to operate Tabulating

4

Excellent growth opportunity for Draftsmen experienced in electrical
circuitry & SCHEMATICS,

OPERATOR

We are seeking experienced Computor Operators for our large.System 360 installation. Openings
-on 2nd and 3rd ihltts.
.

* DRILL

GOOD STARTING
SALARY

Periodical merit increases & good fringe benefit
program. For appoint.
ment call:

..

PRESS OPER.

* STOCK -HANDLERS
MAIL CLERK

DON METZ

662-2666
or apply:

.

,......

*- CRATER' HELPER

Recent Iligh school graduate would enjoy this position in our central mail room.

with fast growing digital
instrument manufacturer
located in the Waukegan
area.

-

-* JANITORS
* DISHWASHER

COMPUTOR OPERATORS

DYNAPAR-CORP:- --

1675 N. Delaney Rd.
_-Gurnee

_

*-CRATER
.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.
,

Randhurst, Upper Level
392-2700
Suite 23A
939-4866
63 E.Adams Chi.

1700 Hicks Road (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

WILL TRAIN

392-3500

-Interviewing Houri
7:45 - 4:15 MONDAY - FRIDAY
.-

- TUESDAY NIGHTS,-'TIL 8 PM

14 BRUNING
1 800 W. CENTRAL ROAD MT. PROSPECT

2551910
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

.

hour week. Hospitalization, life,
insurance, vacation, and other
benefits. Age open.

CALL MR. ATTERIDGE

$555 MONTH

AT 824-6147
AIR 5 WANTED

personality (You're
seen her on T.V.) will have you
Famous

background and hopeyear in Jig, Dye,
fully
Design.
Fixture
and
Knowledge of Trig help full. Excellent starting

salary and liberal company benefits. Call Mr,

assist her in all aspects of this
position which includes dealing with the client (no selling),
demonstrating the product,
attending conventions where
the product is sold and learning about the advertising. Excellent locution, complete
training. Free.
Miss Paige
In Arlington Heights
,
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
966.0700
6028 Dempster

529-2859
LITTLE JOHN'S
RESTAURANT

Schaumburg Airport
(1

mile west of Roselle
Irving Park.)

on

ORDER DESK
Interesting position

in

small

congenial office. Hours: 8:30

CALL MRS. YAMICH
647-0015 or 647-0016

TELLER TRAINEES

$110 -WK. NO FEE
suburban bank will completely
train. Take your choice of

hours -8 a.m.

BRUNING

FULL & PART TIME

to 4:30 - 5 days a week.

Magnificentnew Northwest

Peter Mateljan,

O'Hare

in

opening for a production typist
receptionist. Dictaphone ex
perience essential. Neat, oc

curate typing required. 371/2

- SHOW ROOM
RECEPTION.

TOOL

office

Office Center has immediate

to

1

p.m.

WAITRESSES
NEEDED FOR NEW

or

1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Heavy public
contact. Meet new interesting
people every day. No previous
experience required. Call fqr

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Lunches and Dinners
COUNTRYSIDE INN

W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.
392 9344

details
117 So. Emerson

Div. of Addressog..aph
Multigraph Corp:

18,00 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

255-1900
Equal opportunity employer

WORK WITH KIDS
WHO NEED HELP
ers who help needy . kids in
well-knOWn clinic. It's set up
just for kids. NO college or
special knowhow needed to
reports;
type
confidential
check details for parents & 6e

of general help to all, Excellent salary + Free to you at
IVY

SP .4 8585

297 3535

Pl.

General Secretarial Work

Doctor's
Reception
Trainee $500

contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome & seat
they're
sure
patients -make
comfortable 'til Doctor is
ready. Arrange appts. Answer
phones, put calls thro to Doc.
tor. Type +bills, few letters.
Experience NOT NECESSARY!
Doctor will train you to his
way of doing things. A friendly
manner is what he wants
he'll teach you everything else.
Free to you.

SP 48585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

ASSIST

. $525 NO FEE'
LADY HALLMARK, 800 E. North -

'west Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

This well-known clinic is like a
training place for young dentists
right out of school 'they come
here to work, get experience be
fore opening their own practice.
You'll be their front desk receptionist. Greet patients, answer
phones, set appts., type bills:
keep reception area running

WOMEN
FULL OR PART TIME
1st or 2nd Shift

Clean light work. Manufacturing of Teflon Parts. No experi
perience necessary, will train.
/Ary fringe benefits. Cam
pany Paid Profit Shoring. Call
or apply

HALOGEN PLASTICS
150 Gaylord Elk Grove Village
439.7400
An equal opportrinity employer

LIGHT TYPING

$135 WEEK -FREE

-

Immediate opening Summer
employment, full tirne tempor
cry. Salary $425 a month.
APPLY MRS. GLEDHILL

BUGLER

learn to keep an inventory of
medical supplies and reorder
when stocks are turning low.

AVIATION
O'HartField
686M61

Later you will be trained to administer medication to animals.
Light, simple office routine.

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson

SECRETARY

Mt. Prospect
253 6600

smoothly. COMPLETE TRAINING.

It's a great job for a nice some
one who
helping people. $110 Free

Cumberland Area
Des Plaines

to you

TRAVEL THE
Pl.

Village

439-3510

RECEPTIONIST

Exciting opportunity for an animal lover with lite typing skills.
Answer 'phone, keep appointment schedule, and make out
pet case histories. You will

. STRAIGHT
RECEPTION,
DENTAL CLINIC

.

Elk Grove Industrial

VETERINARIAN

Call Carol McCabe, 394-1000,

1496 Miner, Des

purchasing. Growing Northwest
lighting concern.

If you like working with & meet
.ng people, you'll love the
hustle -bustle of this all public

DICTAPHONE-SECY

IVY
721,5 Itth Touhy

To handle agents and some

BEGINNER O.K.

25-Einploymeni Agencies -Women

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des

GIRL FRIDAY

Mt. Prospect
253 6600

SP 4 8585
297 3535

lf.S.A. IN

Gal Fricloy, Goad typist,
versatile, capable steno.

TOOL & DIE

'BABY

THIS POSTION.

We are a leading manufac-

DOCTOR'S

FLY HOME FOR

CALL MR, MAY

mechanical products with an
opening for an experienced

RECEPTION

VACATIONS

824-0181,

tool and die maker. Work consists of repair and maintenance on high speed progres-

$550 MONTH

turer in the field of electro-

sive dies along with jig ,and
Air-condi
building.
fixture
tioned plant, good starting
.rate, steady overtime.
-

--,

TYPIST
Attractive

.

AUTOMATIC INCREASES

n

Union Oil C3mpany of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine; Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700
4.

holmes & assoc.

You'll be # 1 girl to Social work-

392-3500
ELECTRONIC
DRAFTSMEN

AUDITORS

Pure Oil Division

RECEPTIONIST

and presses. Excellent starting
rate and steady overtime.
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

An equal opportunity employer

Seeking experienced programmers to work on commercial applications. We would prefer Individuals with some Cobol background. We have a large IBM 360 installation.

Wanted Women

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

LADY PARKER

PARKER-HANNIFIN CORP.

TO THE BEST JOBS

MOLD MAKER
Electronic

MAY BE YOURS IF YOU CALL OR VISIT

HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!

equipment in our Data Processing department.

plant.. Excellent starting rate.

PLUS

An opportunity to traih for a Skilled MACHINIST'

Day Publications, Inc.

able to work without
supervision. Excellent company
benefits. Aye and salary open.
and

Arlington Heights

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

24 -Help Wanted Men

women!'

1

NOW-

AVAILABLE

$3.23

designated as jobs for

Typing,

SERVICE WRITER

See Al DI VITO
at

they are availoble with-

dictaphone and light
figure work. Must be mature

of

Successful applicant will
have a trade school

$3.53

Top Rate

THE DAY DOES IT!

Knowledge

: 4' 41

Experienced only,
Large volume shop,

966.0700

Exec. Secretary

DESIGNER

AND OTHER JOBS

listed here are those historically filled by women;
discrimination as
to sex unless specifically

PLASTICS
290 E. Fullerton
Carolstream

,

$3.831/2

($2.78 per hour to train)

parts.

Dempster

394.0880

out

measuring gauges helpful but
not necessary. Air-conditioned

AMOS MOLDING

SHIPPING

Dunton

6028

INSPECTOR
Excellent opportunity for experienced . mechanical inspector to perform in -process
inspection on machine assem-

Wage with regular increases
for aggressive men. Excellent

ASSEMBLY

Experienced
MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

296-4043

In Arlington Heights
9 5,

equipment. Good Starting

,

,

HELP WANTED

O'Hare Field

pm. shifts. Modern factory &

STOCK ROOM

297438553855

FEMALE

MR. REGAS at 653-6000

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Call TED LEVERENZ

k2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

SP

71429165 Wm.inTforuhoyes

"Help Wanted - Jobs

MFG. CORP.

M LDING

out n.! day. $100 FRee to you.
IVY

Miss Paige

METHODE.

Small progressive plant in Carolstream needs experienced
men to supervise 12-8 & 4-12

with sailboci activities, etc. You
need typing, liking for figures,
'should be cumd on phone, enjoy
meeting people they're in '&

AVIATION

I

Regular over time available. HosPitalization. Paid
holidays: Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

Makes sports poge headlines

training period. Free.

company benefits: CALL

juniors ready for Engineer
ing training. It's a new,

ENGINEERING
AGENCY

Shipping and Receiving Clerk

goods. to big users.
He's also well known sportsman.

sporting

area. This fine, young dentist
will completely train you. His
office is lovely, with the latest
in dental technology and he is
quite busy. You'll greet everyone, help them relax, then direct them to the dental- chair.
Very high starting salary, with
a substantial raise after short

BUTLER

392-3500

(Responsible young men to learn a good trade)

24-tielP Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

smattering of exposure, to k

.

-titre's a job wtere you'll be
rec.] busy for 3 months then go
easy ''he othc, 9. Boss sells

Located in the W. suburban

APPLY OPERATIONS OFFICE

bled

Sporting Goods [Iasi
'Needs Girl Friday

RECEPTIONIST

full benefits in rapidly grow.
ing aviation industry.

1700 Hicks Road (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

Machinist Trainees

'

Business Men's Clearing House O'Hare
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

; Need 5 Leaders

111

METHODE

Call Jan Roberts at 3941 000,

DENTIST AS

Dispatcher

of electro-mechanical
products s with an excellent
opening for a Receiving Inspector. Will be responsible for
checking all in -coming parts

MFG. CORP.

$425-575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

'

ASSIST YOUNG

Line Servicemen.
Auto MechaniC
A & E Mechanic

turer

I.D. & O.D. Grinder.

4 8585
297.3535

5-

.

We are a leading manufac-

'0 Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

SWBD-RECEPT.

1.^DY HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

DES PLAINES__ ...........

INSPECTOR

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Machine Fabrication and Assembly

;PRODUCTION

1111

With Expanding Machine Shop

IVY
5. 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
:1496 Miner.. Des Pl. 297 3535

1628 RAND ROAD

-

and material. Must have
knowledge of all basic measuring gauges.

train).

Free

client -meetings.

work,

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI,

686-7061
RECEIVING

foods

of

takes . surveys

LIKE FIGURES?
for toy firm that'll promote you
to all bookkeeping duties. $95

IVY

Challenging positions offering

439-5510

Chicago

5353 W. Armstrong (neat Elston & Central)

CALL BOB VAN

296-1071

muchinist.

65 Scott St., Elk Grove Vil.

DeiDepH OE ltrIAN HEAD DK.

$500-$650

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

MOTORS, INC.

Neptune Systems Inc.

Wanted For Permanent Positions
Start in Accounting Department with Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable. General ledgers.
No experience. Good moth aptitude. This is the

time basis? Small investment,
good return in short time with
sound, stable company. We
are not selling any products or
equipment. Call or write AD VISION of Chicago. 520 N.
Michigan Ave, area 312.321

Mitwhiebt94

IvDes Plaines, III.

AVM/ Ar //At.

-

STEPPING STONE

no night work. 5 day

$633-$780 - FREE

WE OFFER: 'GOOD PAY *PROFIT SHARING*RETIREMENTINSURANCE PROGRAM *EXCELLENT JOB SECURITY We are well known in our industry. It will pay you
well t investigate.

\

LADENDORF

A mature man with some experience with machine shop
tools. Does not need to be a

A Continuing Equal Opportunity Employer

No experience necessary. Protected territory just keep your
customers stocked up. No trav-

1111

Ilent potential!

'

SALES
$135 Wk. NO FEE
1969 car furnished'
bonus -profit sharing

Excel -

Are you interested in additional
income on' part time or full

MECHANICAL

Start off doing payroll

Free

APPLY TO MR. ORTH

0314.

FACT FINDING
SECY $5'50

phone

EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY

'

TOOL ROOM MACHINISTS
on our evening shift

sonality and technical ori
emotion. Cumplete in -plant b.

PARKER

TRAINEE

439.5510

pension

_

.

25-EintdoMdent Ater -

people eat, TV they watch, cars
they buy, airlines they use. You'll
work right with him. Learn how
surveys aro taken, how to make
up reports. Lite steno, lots of

MECHANICS
including

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Boss

New facilities, excellent work
ing conditions, full company

Now available in your area.

65 Scott St., Elk Grove Vil.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS -

'EXPERIENCED

benefits,
plan.

827-7880

TOOL ROOM OPPORTUNITIES

WhO Don't

$725 Mont -No Fee
+ Car + Expenses

p.m.

Neptune Systems Inc.

Day Publications, Inc.

unlimited, Call:

eling

ally designed as jobs for
men."

Representatives

Desk Jo

and part utility. Driver's license
is required.

out discrimination as
to sex unless specific-

Trainee
Technical

I

, come FAST!

schooling

$150 to $200. It's available
working 4 hrs., 5 evenings per
week doing light office cleaning. Our phone is open until 9

will be part janitorial

Duties

they are available with-

or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
.for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
Any

ADDITIONAL
'
MONTHLY INCOME

HANDYMAN

Jobs

--

listed here are those historically filled by men;

$650 No 'Fee

'

ihr - 11-'1 NTS

"Help Wanted

24 -Help Waited Men

24 -Help Wand Men

24-HMP Waded Men

HELP WANTED
'MALE

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

METHODE

MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

392-3500

No medical experience is

to New York Los,
Angeles, Miami, and around
the country showing resorts,
You'll fly

re

quired 'to be troioed as the
receptionist for this popular
childrAg's doctor. If you can

do lite typing, enjoy working
with children and have a pleas
ing personality this young, but
Pediatrician will
successful
train you to greet parents, ans.
phones, set-up appointment
schedule. Age is open. free.

Call Miss Paige for more information.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights .
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
966-0700
6028' Dempster

hotels,

cind

travel

agency

people how to use the reseruations system that your com
1156ny makes and that they'hove

purchased. An all public contact position with 'a starting
salary to $575 mo. plus free
travel and other expenses. For
more informittion call Miss
Paige. Free.'-Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
;9 S. Dunton
966.0700
Dempster
6028

sr.

FULL CHARGE
BOOKKEEPER

NCR 441 COMPUTRONIC

Growing

machine Manufoc
surer near O'Hare needs experienced bookkeeper. Good
fringe benefits and profit

sharing.

UNIMATIC MACHINE
PRODUCTS, INC.
2064 S. Mannheim Rd.
Des Plaines
-

tall - 296-6181-

26 -Help

26-114 Wanted Women
Single lady needs high school girl

for light housework a few hours
weekly. CL 3-0820.

Wanted Women

Reliable woman needed full
time for 3 pre-school children.

Excellent opportunity available
for women to train in the Opti

Refer., own car. 297-8650.

caf-Felcf: Should be

minded, Excellent salary, fringe

APPLY IN PERSON

benefits and working condi

CLERK TYPIST

LEE OPTICAL

tion.

We are a fast growing international corporotion
dealing in scientific equipment sales and offer
excellent company paid benefits and vacation
plan. Will consider part time employment. Age

CALL 671-1560

We are looking for a girl

WOMEN
OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

Woman over 30, 5 week with

Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Prospect Ave.
PLEASE CALL: Mrs. Davis 259 7206

good day time hours.
REICHARDT CLEANERS

4

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
NIGHT SHIFT
Openings on our evening shift for either experienced Keypunch Operators or we will train individuals with moderate typing skills.

Come to our employme5t department for an
interview.

253 9325

'

Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

There's a place for you
at Culligan International
Headquarters in Northbrook. We have open-

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

Pure Oil Division

has

255-1900

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR

Experienced
ACCOUNTS

FULL TIME 71/2 hours - 5 day week

(N.C.R.)

PART TIME 4:15 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.

TEACHERS

2.5 years experience in Ac
counts 'Receivable would be

Work Monday thru Friday in our modern regional center'

beneficial in this position.

:Call or visit:

Mr. E. Surelt

Attractive Starting Salary
Outstandina Benefit Package
Rapid Progression
10% Night Work Bonus

ACCOUNTS

272-1000

COLLEGE STUDENTS

O

_

PAYABLE CLERK

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

(2-5

956-2641

An excellent opportunity with
a fast growing modern Indus
try.

Excellent

fringe

(Highway 58, lust east of Highway 53)

conditioned offices.
Apply

Western Electric

CORTRON

COME IN AND REGISTER

tArfUttnus AND SSPPLY SNIT SI tit SILL stints

INDUSTRIES

AN EQUAL .OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

297-3400
1555 Times Drive Des Plaines

White Collar Girls

Secretary

OW AMWRICA. I
RANDHURST CENTER

Laboratory

COLLEGE GALS!
TEACHERS!

TEMPORARY:

STENOGRAPHERS
TYPISTS AND SECRETARIES
PLUS PLENTY OF GREAT OFFICE
ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE

TOP MONEY!!! TOP MONEY!!!
Come in for these FUN jobs.

CALL BARB ROSS

.827-8154

KIN
SERVICES

606 LEE STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS
An Equal Opporfitnity Employer

Your Guide'
To the best
Real Estate

$1,000
ATTENTION -COLLEGE STUDENTS
Summer jobs for 25 college students to work In Promotional
Advertising Deportment of large International Corporation.
The jobs will be on a first come first serve basii. Students will
be competing for one of 15; $1,00 scholarships. Only those
whO can start working immediately should apply.
Salaries $120 per week for the first two weeks; $155 per week
thereafter.
Work hours: 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Plenty of time for swimming,
, etc.
boating and

60% of time; special technical

Work. this Summer as a KELLY'
GIRL. KELLY GIRLS are making
Top Money, KELLY GIRLS are
meeting new people KELLY
GIRLS are doing new things

27 -Help Wanted Men or Women

21 -Help Wanted Men or Women

sition: Secretary to VP and
Technical Director requires

experiments involving operation .of various office machines 40%
Because :of its technical as-

pects for which there are no
specific requirements other
than high ability, the position

$1,000

698-2028

PARK RIDGE $1,000

CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB MA
Be a CMC soles representative in your neighborhood for the
following reasons:

CALL OR COME IN

Improved Compensation Plan

WEBER MARKING

-Cook County Salesmen average $13,000 per'year
--Some exceeded 520,000 lost year
-$750 per month guarantee for first six months (Salary)

SYSTEMS, INC.
711 W. Algonquin'Road
Arlington

Fringe Benefits

Prestige Product
-Sell motor club memberships
-Quality auto insurance
--Home and boat Insurance
.
--Auto financing and loans

439-8500
4n equal opportunity employer

--Noncontributory pension
--Free Hospitalization
-Free life insurance

-Paid vacations

21 -Help Wanted Mena Women

Insurance, Pension Plan & Medical Plan.

Apply or Call:

TRW ELECTRONICS
666 GARLAND 299-6629 DES PLAINES
(LOCATED ON RAND RD. NEAR DEMPSTER)
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

GIRL FRIDAY

That's right...modern jobs perfect for the active,
moving, now generation. Jobs you can start with
no previous experience::
Jobs that pay well now,
and better later...Jobs
you can move ahead in.

Training at full pay and
a chance to get two
raises your first
year; that's Illinois
Bell's graduation
present to high school
seniors...to those
looking for something
better than a routine
job...to those ready
to start an exciting
job with a future.
We have openings for:

OPERATORS
SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES
TYPIST -CLERKS

typing and shorthand skills to act as secretary in

LINEMEN

We offer you pleasant surroundings, paid vaca-

tion first year, finest fringe benefits, and good

INSTALLERS
APPRENTICE' CRAFTSMEN
MESSENGERS

and many other beginning jobs.

starting salary.

duplex. 2 baths, fireplace, car
peting. $210 per mo. Hoffman

ROOM in private home, Arling
ton Heights. Kitchen privileges

2 story English Tudor brick, 3

894:8647
bdrm., dining rm., living rm.
nice
w/fire place, basement,
quiet location, Mt. Prospect.
$250 per month.

11-Apts, and Rooms to Share

Young man to share furnished
CL 5.6175

or office. 17 E. Miner,
Arlington Heights, $180 par
month. 815-3854.119.
Store

ed Des Plaines twnshe. avail.
July. call manager CL 5-6175

Sublet deluxe 1 bedrm. apt.
North Shore Trace, $165 with

18 -To Root Business Properly

1,
297-4923/537-4046 after 5 or on
wkends

1050 sq. ft., heat & water, idenl
for service business. Madinah

heat; avail. Aug.
14 -To Rot Woods

3 months sublet new I bedrm.,
Wheeling area, air cond., carpeted, balcony, pool, $165. Eve537-0584
nings 7.10 p.m.

O'Hare area, 2 bedrm, lst floor,
avocado appliances, heated,.
occup. CALL
$160, Aug.

chance to work in a Mod Job...a Fun Job...a Phone Job. We're
an equal opportunity employer.

Sublease 1 bedroom apartment.
Mt. P. nr. schools & trans. by
July lst. 439 2938

nocut

-ENGINEERING COMPANY
2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

392-6660

-and/or LOUNGE Frank 894-5672,
HOW,M 775-0827

YOUNG COUPLE with child
needs 2 bedroom house or
apartment. 439-6937
WORKING COUPLE WANTS TO
RENT 2 OR 3 BEDROOM HOME.

537.7963 aft 5 PM

88-Roi Estate-Hooses
Bensenville, by owner, 3 bedrm.
ranch, fam. rm., bsmt., dbl. gar.,

Arl. Hts. 4 bedrms., 2 baths,
built-ins., family rm. with fireplace, bunt., 2 car garage,
253 7876
$34,900.

Brick home on corner lot, excel.
location NE Park Ridge. 3 bdrm.,
dining rm., living rm., w/fireplace, full basement, 2 car gar.,

area. 529-5E113.

11/2 baths. Upper 30's. Call

ft. new building, exc.
Palatine location with or without
offices. Quick occupancy.

Mt. Prosp., by owner, 3 bedrm.

ELK GROVE 4

baths, Ige.

359-4444

bdrm. ranch,

L.R.,

2

D.R., lam. kit.,

air, w/w crptg.,

cen.

S., S.,

V2

acre, extras, low 30's. 437 0551
OPEN HOUSE

Elk Grove 607 Woodview
Open Fri., Sat. 8,Sun. 1 ;5

bedroom Cape Cod, full
basement. 2 car garage on 1/2
acre of land. $39,000.
Financing Available
4

437-2274

BRICK BRICK BRICK
Built to last is this large 9

room bungalow. Full
basement. 2 car- garage.
Huge well -kept lot 77'x
190:. Home offers income
potential.
Priced in Mid 30's

259-4571.

3,000

RRIGO

ranch, L.R., D.R., lg. hitch., att.

REALTORS

gar., patio, fenced lot 70'x185',
bik. to schls, near Pk. & Pool,
drapes, carpeting, alum. awn-

N:alTrISTuumulfWf.

1

206-6655

ings, storms/screens, reas. taxes,
$28,900. 392-7262.

KAM Eshte-lionses

CENTRAL AiR

PALATINE

CONDITIONING

Make your money work --5 unit conversion plus 2
bedroom ranch on 3,4 acre pays for itself.

1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

SWIMMING POOL
Sensible

has a lot of features to offer:

vunity baths paneled family

ments.

includes all

rentals

7 room like new all brick ranch
Excellent floor plan, electric air
cleaner, hardwood floors, fully
carpeted exc tpt 1 bedroom, 2

Timber Lake Village

appliances, heat, hotwoter &
cooking gas.

New 4 bedroom -2 bath colonial on 100 x 280 lot.
Double garage, basement, cedar and aluminum,
for maintenance. $38,750.,

room, proessional
scaping,

land-

2 car garage with

interior finished. You must see
ties

c.rality and many extras

this home has. Only $47,700.

1444 S. Busse 439-4100
MT. PROSPECT

Westgate Apts.
Ultra -deluxe

1

& 2 bedroom.

apartments. Elevator building.,
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
including appliances, heat,'

4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths. Large family room with
fireplace. Paneled full basement: Workshop. Excellent carpeting. Fenced lot with beautiful roses,
shrubs, evergreens and trees. Central Air. Reseda. $49,750.

BRUNS

QUINLAN & TYSON

cooking gas,' master TV anpatio,

tenna,
MOT.

balcony,

rec

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. West ate Rd. 253 6300

°MOUNT PROSPECT
In lovely Northwest Meadows. Deluxe brick ranch
on rare 1/2 acre in town. 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths;

family room. Large paneled rec. room with bar
and fireplace. Immediate Occupancy. Good financing t' qualified buyer $45,500.

16 -To Raft Houses

WHEELING
3' bedroom - 2 bath - August

uisuputiLy.

$275

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

.

255.6320
358-1502
894-1320

88 -Real Estate-Vxant

VACANT ON RAND ROAD (Rt.
12) in booming N. section of Arl.
Hts. Approx. Vi acre next to lg.
vacant & on potential corner.
sq. ft. Write
Box 1200, Day Publications, 217

per

month.

S. Arl. Hts. Rd. An. Hts., III. 60005.

PALATINE
3 bedroom ranch. Immediate
Occupancy. $300 per month.

LONG GROVE
4

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Brick and aluminum bi-level. Large kitchen with
good eating area. Formal dining el and living
room. Carpeting with drapes to match. Excellent
lot- honeysuckle fence. Immediate Occupancy. 1
block to new park and pool. In lovely Greenbrict.
-$37,000.

Alter
zdt,

358-1800
434 E, NW Hwy.,
Palatine

89 -Real Estate -Bus. Properly

Dry Cleaning Plant
Store and 3 bedroom residence. Well established with
route. Ideal investment with
high potential. Chain of Lakes
Area. $76,00.

-Tavern & Restaurant

LIBERTYVILLE
Large 5 bedroom, barn. On 3
acres. Business zoning - Milwaukee Avenue. $525 per
month.

Arlington Heights 116 W. Eastman

RESTAURANT

$42,500.

acres. Barn. $400 per month.

Illinois 1111 Telephone

LEASE

1

2 bedroom and den on

437-5400

.

.

Want to

15, back yard, extras.
766-6133

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Make your move today. Come In and find out about your

CALL Miss Gaff ke

259-4571

townhouse. call manager.

MT. PROSPECT

We are in immediate need of a girl with good
our Engineering Deportment,

Avail. 8-1.69, 3 bdrm., tri level

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

439-3394

FOR DAY OR EVENING INTERVIEW CALL:
MR. REYNOLDS - VA 7-1186

ACCOUNTING CLERKS
We are a leading electronics component manufacturer who
has.2 positions available for girls with 3.6 hours of college
accounting or high school bookkeeping & experience. Some
typing required. Excellent opportunity for advancement. We
offer all company benefits: Attractive Storting Salary, Life

July 1, $225. 766-1492

Young woman to share furnish-

SALESMEN & SALESWOMEN

_

Itasca, 3 bedrm home, 1t/2 car
garage, newly decorated, avail.

CL 5 2290

88 -Real Estate -Houses

:82 -Wanted TO Refit

76 -To lest Nooses

-

MR. SOLOMON

offers better growth opportunity than most executive serve
!aria! positions. Shorthand not
required but will be used if
available. Take charge of office for group of Chemists and
Technicians working to maintain WEBER'S WORLD LEADERSHIP in Addressing Stencils
and Thermographic Stencils.

fed REAL
ESTATE
Residential Commercial Vacant

c.

MT. -PROSPECT

392 5230

This is a job for a woman who
likes to solve problems by experimentation, as well as
follow projects of others in the
laboratory. A combination po-

956-2641
or
3800 Golf Road

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

benefit

program in our modern, air

Work in your area.

wBERIANNe

preferred

Experience
years).

Work aoTEMPORARY JOB
Days or Weeks
Your Choice -TOP PAY.
Never a fee -Referral -Bonus

Palatine; Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

.

8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.

TYPISTS
STENO'S
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook

.

APPLY OR CALL - MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

who have had previous office experience as
Pure Oit Division

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

-

RECEIVABLE

For More Information

univfn

-i

.Western Electric

Equal opportunity employer

NUMEROUS SUMMER -JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE FOR

Dictaphone typists. Biller
typist. Marketing clerk.

,

,

1700 Hicks Ro'Od (Near Euclid)
392-3500

SECRETARIES

27414 Wanted -Men * Worm

now that we have your attention

1800 W. Cc .itral Rd.
Mt. Prospect;III.

Rolling Meadows

levels-some for girls
with experience, others
for sharp beginners.

-

253.3821

1111141

Div. of Addressog:aph
Multigroph Corp.

METHODE MFG. CORP,'

ings at various

Spanish
exp'd, .,references,
speaking lady acceptable.

21 -Hein Wanted -Men * Women

21-14 Wasted -Men * Women

BRIINING

--1-1-EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

GIRLS

after 5:30 253-8653

Mr. Peter Mdtewan.

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

$1.80 $2.00 per hr.

Cleaning lady, 2 days a wk.,

Department. Typing required; 60 wpm., shorthand; 80 wpm, excellent
starting salary & liberal
company benefits. Call

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

COUNTER SALES

26 -Help Wanted Women

Wonted: lady to. care for
children, my home, days, Call

to work in our Accounting

MANAGER
New store, no exp. necessary,
5t/0 days. The job is very chat lenging.and rewording.

ELEMA-SCHONANDER INC.

SECRETARY

264* Wanted Woes

359-4200

Palatine An, Hts.

$1 05-$1 25

open.
E.

CALL MRS. GOODLING

716 Center St., Des Plaines

Mt. Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect, III.

OUTSTANDING SALARY for good typing ability
to individual who enjoys a full time typing posi

249

STEWARDI SHOPPE

tions. Apply at:

able, excellent fringe benefits.

Transportation company needs
top girl at air conditioned branch
near O'Hare Airport.
office
An outstanding opportunity for
a rewarding career.

Secretary at Harper College.
37t/2 hours per , week. Good
typing ikills, shorthand desir-

FOR DRESS SHOP

sales -

GIRL FRIDAY

HARPER COLLEGE

SALESLADY

Page 15

Tuesday, July 1, 1969

,

..

26-lielp Wanted Women

Wanted wanes

46-11e1P Wanted Wowed

26 -Help Wanted Women

fully equipped and stocked.

Pdeteme

358-1800

X'aitett

434 E. Northwest
Hwy.,
Palatine, Ill.

Well established hilliness. 143

foot frontage on main highway. Terms available. $65,00.

358-1800

434 E. NW Hwy,

Palatine

Tuesday, July 1, 1969

Page 16

37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Boys' 8. girls' 3 speed Schwinns,

Teeny -tilt

frame. Adjusts to
booty 16-1,000 lbs., like' new
cond., $100. 259-0173.

AKC pedigreed poodles, 3 jet bl,
sm min, excel!. bloodlines 8 wks,

20", 24", 26", It. wts, red. wts,

Wanted4Aen Women

21-14 Wanted -Men* Women

balloons, $10 540. 437 1760.
20" roll -around fan thermostat

NURSES
ASSISTANTS

control $35; couch & chair $50.

HOUSEKEEPING

358-6059 after 6 p.m.

& MAIDS

MALE OR FEMALE

All Shifts Available.

Excellent salary
P M s or Nights

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

CONTACT MISS HECHT

827 6628

827 6628

Motor/Sailboot, 11'8" fiberglass,
Dacron sail, alum. mast, $750.
Incl. trailer. 253-4722 aft 5

motor w/elec. ?tarter .& goner

AKC.-best offer. 529.13667

ator 8. trailer $650. CL 52688

Stove, 39" whine. Electric.

Complete soiling rig for Crum, man aluminum canoe, excellent

PI (Waycinden Park) Des Pl.

Garage Sole 711

Excellent poy Good benefits

Pine, Mt.

N.

candy,

Furn.;clothes, fresh
& mist., July 1, 2, & 3.

See Mr Ellison

P.

TOPPS

Garage Sale: July 2 & 3. Furn.;

DISCOUNT STORE

books; games, records, misc.
3719 Oriole En. Rolling Mead.

2995 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows

392-0190

TELLERS

contact
public
work Excellent salary,
many benefits
likes

CARRIER air -conditioner, 11,000
year old. 437.0586
I
BTU,
after 6:30 n.m.

Yashica TL Super SLR, built-in
light meter, Takurnar Penton,

GARAGE Si.LE: Turn., bedrm. set,
chairs, tallies, crib. 1407 Fern
Dr., Mt. Prospect

135mm telephoto lens, $325

MOUNT PROSPECT

high

McCullough chain saw,
blade, gd. cond., must sacrifice

Lovable pair of guinea pigs with

antique dresser with fruit pulls

259 4000

or larger. 956 1443.

Portable Hoover washer, 7 mos.
old, $100 or best offer.

Moving - Grand Piano, Fr. Prov.
dining table, pool table, pin ball
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"
$20; Distr. 251-7385.
CLEARING LAND. Evergreens,
Peren"ials and Shade Trees 50r

CL 3.2097

and up. 2 blocks South of North

for 12, Platinum
Wheat chino, good condition,
best offer. 439-0797.

Wheaton.
Ig. Cymbal
Ludwig Drum Set:
Top Hat & stand,
E. stand,

Full

service

Ave on Bloomingdale Rd.,

Excellent condition
358-6669

drawer National
Register, electric, $50.

Cash

Four

YOU saved and slaved for wall
to wall carpet. Keep it new with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener.
F19.3200,
255-1107
speed,

Air conditioner, GE, 5,000 BTU,
$40; Twin, white, padded headboards & frames $15. 392-1979
For information about the FINEST

water softeners & water conditioning equipment contact.

raised, 6 wks. 296-3669
Male Silver POODLE,
old, AKC, best offer.

827-7314

3

years

CL 3-7951

CHIHUAHUA PUPPIES
6 WEEKS OLD.
259-9138

298.6381. ape I Dee Rd.

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call
439 2690

AKC

Tricolor

GIVEN AWAY.
439-3415

All' stationery & Jos'ie cards
20% off. Hundreds of books
marked down.
BOOK NOOK
119 S.

Emerson

2599024

Exc. child care (age 2.61 my lie.
home -complete facilities. Supervised activity. 255-7019

Frigidaire refrig., white, like new,

1SVz cu. ft. w/mini freezer, 32"
width. 827.2215.,
BrOn'a-71e7/7c753;ting made or''.
model homes. Heavy nylon pile..
'-lugediscounts. 824.7353. Di.tr.

Living room furniture fop sole_

ENROLL' NOW FOR FALL

make's button holes, sews buttons
and fancy
on, monograms
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service
guarantee.
, $57.80 TAX INCLUDED
OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH
FOR FREE DELIVERY

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

1312)469-7204
-

Scuba outfit complete; tank, wet
suit, fins, etc. many extras $230.

All day child care

NEW SPINET PIANO, WALNUT,
$399. BARON'S 827 -6603 ASK FOR MIKE

Spinet piano, walnut, 4 years
old, like new, $450 or beit offei.
392-3739

KUSTOM

Min. Schnauzer Puppies.
Very Reas. AKC. M & F
358 2699

5 yr. old French poodle, prefers
older children.

Stocking

the finest in equip-

"bubble
gum" to blues, and now offer.
ing expert instruction on guitar,
from

boss or drums. Also featuring a
heavy LP and 8 track tape sele
ction.

Call 437.2918

coed, Must see to appreciate.
CALL 255-4188

Honda 1967, 160 Scrambler, low
mileage, mint cond. $375. or offer. must see, 392.8838
1962 HONDA 300 Dream.
1st $225 takes.
259-4528

'55

102 -Trucks, Traders

'63 Ford station wagon, exc.
cond., P/S, R/H, $650. Ask for
Dottie days 437 5920; Eves.
674 3668.
1966 Cad. Sedan Deville, full

$1295. 255-4322.

'64 Olds Start ire coupe, buckets,
all extras, full power, exc. cond.
$850. 358.0527.
TR3 - 1958, good condition, ex-

or best offer. 437-0326
and Olds 98, P/S, P/B,
'r. Excellent cond. $400 or hest
offer. 827 4566, after 6 p.m.

Chevy Beloir hardtop, ex.
cond. S475.
529.6277
'57

THrN

power,- air cond, stereo AM/
FM radio, ex. cond. $2835. 529
^929 or 259.0131

-

'68 Camaro red .W/block vinyl
top, low miles, console, 325 HP,
P/S, rear speaker A. defroster.
wide ovals, other extras. $2495.

DEAL

392 1212

THAT CAN'T

'68 Dodge Charger,

eng.

Big

F.A,C., pw, pb, ps, bs, Console,
all wide tires. Phone 343-5200,
before 6 p.m. After 6 358-9157.

BE BEAT
IS FROM

"VOLKSWAGEN OF AMERICA,

Fdrd

INC

WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

gd.

V8, P/S,' auto.,

'64 Barracuda P/S, P/B, 4 on fir.
R/H, under 25,000 miles $850.
827-2765 after 6pm.
1961 ELECTRA BUICK
BEST OFFER

255-9168

.

'63 Chevy 4 dr. 6 cyl. auto.
rebuilt trans., new brakes. 1st
$250 takes. 259-4528

1968 FORD RANGER, Vs TON,
10,000

MILES. 296-3990.

'65 CHEVELLE, SS Sport,

4

on

floor, 327, $1100. or best offer.
537-4487

'66 Malibou 4 dr. auto

radio,

low miles,
537 2175

clean.

air cond.,

'66 15'f t. DeCornp, -sleeps 5, gas

or elec. refrig. gas heat & stove,
under 10,000 mi. $1300 392-7862

16' Travel trailer sleeps 5, 'stove,
icebox, elec. brakes, hitch & controller. Mint condition $1100.
253-3153 oft. 4.

1967,CAMARO

'68

Ford Ranch, wagon,

390,

P/S, extras, excel. cond., factory
warranty. $2500. FL 9-0739
'64

continental. White.

Lincoln

Full power. Leaving State. Must

4 speed Rally Sport
Paw
or steering. AU the goodies.

$1895

The VW
Fastback:
The only car
that. gives y

two trunks
for the price
of one.

1966 1 TON PICKUP
With utility" -side

boxes.

Heavy duty throughout.

$ 1 395.

1965 FORD-COUNTRY SQUIRE'
9 passenger, V8 Automatic
Power steering.

$1195

Drop by. We'll
show you whore the
engine is.

sell. $995 .358-9233

DICK
WICKSTRO

1968 Chevelle super sport. 396

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

13/seats console P/S, V/roof, R/H,
Many extras. CL 5-2253.

'65 V W SYNCRO

'58 PONTIAC
runs good
$70. 529-8323

.

255 8327

'64 Chevy 283 engine w/std.
trans. 4 F 70's x 14 wide ovals.
Make offer. 259.4528
1114Aotorcycles and Scooters

Honda 305 scrambler,
paint, fenders, new
custom
Cranny, tuned, battery, cables,
clean, fast, running. $500 or best.
392.0175.
offer.
'661/2

66 Mustang cony. V8 stick,like
new engine, low mileage, private

'61

Olds Cutlass 2 dr. sedan,
A/T, P/S, like new tires & tuneup.
Make offer. 259-4528.

Live for less in beau. Adult Park.
5 rooms, part or fully fur tished.
GE stove, refrig., & dish, usher.
Centrally air cond., many extras.
Real bey, 695 9440

CACD10404CACD4040304#404#

nice shape. $675 firm.
CL 39461

'61

96 -Mobile Homes

TRANSAXLE

tr

work. $25. CL 3.8052

Visit our facilities any A.M.

UNDER

894-5093 evenings.

mech. cond., needs some body

Mt. Prospect
1501 Linnernon
439-3405

ment to make any sound
requirement

'66 HONDA S-90, dark blue, exc

2 tops, excel. cond. best offer.

cellent mechanical cond. $550

Belaire Chev. standard

253-4447

NAZARENE
NURSERY.SCHOOL

CLEAN.

Ford 6 cyl. CUstom. Low
miles, clean, $800 or offer.
259.5462

'64

'61 PEUGEOT 404, good condition, like new clutch, $300.

Open all year.

MUSIC CENTERS
204 Hicks Place
Palatine, Illinois
359-2251

1967 HONDA 90. I owner. Approx. 200 miles. $275.
394-3714

824-3458, after 6.

before and after morn.

VERY

956-0373
'64 CHEVY IMPALA, Super Snort,
e/S, P/El; white walls, bucket,
seats, goad cond. CL 5 1441

excellent condition. $525 cash.

-

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

55 -Musical Instruments

439 1976'

after 5. 824 3775.
'64 Ford Custom 2 -door, stick, 6,

* Qualified teachers
,Excellent facilities

excel.

miles,

827 2811

'64 Ford Galax.ie 500, red, R/H,
W/W, A/T, good condition. Call

Nursery School and Kindergarten with Day Care.

low

power, air cond., like en -N.
53,750 or best offer.

112-Automobies For Sale

Leg sessions.

Sewing machine. Slightly' used.
Sews blind hems in dresses,

8 weeks old, box trained.

before

MOUNT PROSPECT

69 -Nursery Schools Child Care*

model hbrnes. Will seParate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms. ,
537 1930

KITTENS TO BE

-

choirs, green with

tires,

cond., $650 or offer.

all

1967 Yamaha
$325

new

'68 ThUnderbird Landau 2 -dr.,

cycles. CHEAPII Coll
259-9215

gold $80; gold blush couch $170.

FREE BEAUTIFUL KITTENS,

392-7783

FOR SALE:1 2 'late model motor

DUNE BUGGY SALES: Exclusive
territory; factory leads; high
profit; Kellison products; mini
mum investment $1,200. Call
or write Mr. R.E. Taylor 8914
West Odgen Avenue, Brook
field, Illinois (3121485.6900

392 3123, Dick.

brown,M/F. 5125/5150. Home

for mini -bike. 437-4999.

66 -Business Opportunities

Poodles, Min. AKC, blocks &'

PRE JULY INVENTORY SALEI

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1/07 or 359-3200

DP

with children. 827.4341

V.R. adj. cke. $150; 12 go. purnp
$65;

dition. CL 5.7280.

48 -Sporting Goods

Beau. Champ. sired Schnauzer
pups, '7 .wks. old, home raised

.22 & 9mm pistols $50; .25 pistols $55; 12 go. auto. shot gun,

scopes
2:30

JOHNSON WATER

580.541-1036

pooer $1. Ben Franklin Store
1920 So. Wolf Rd. Wheeling

adj. cke. $100; 20 ga. 3" mag.
V.R.F. cke. $150; ,22 rifles/4x

8 piece modern Elm dining room
set by Drexel in excellent con.

AKC POODLE PUPS
SHOTS, 8 WEEKS, BLACK/WHITE,

GUNS FOR SALE

392-0410

10
boy's
Schwinn
good condition, $35.
299 7435

Brass Drum, Tom Tom, Snare.
$350 value, 1 year old, sacrifice
$150. 537-0101

Westinbhouse washing machine,
good condition, best offer.
298.4953 after 5 p.m.

r

Miniature Dachshunds, AKC,
female, 1 male,
25'-1117

1

1

30" KENMORE GAS RANGE

X00

AKC Collie pups, & AKC Schnauzer pups: Mr. Rodewall-McHenry
815-385.4419
2 long hair.
DACHSHUNDS
$75 each. AKC, 5 weeks old.
439 5344

machlee, mist_ CL 3-0190.

.

3 sp, intake & out, 24" by 48"

An equal opportunity employer

259-0589.

392-5464

0

yr. old window fan,

1

cage, FREE to a good home.

5150.255 1395
Tesco 227X power, 3mm,

Modified West tend 580, clutch
& muffler $80. Could be used

180 Electric

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

Spool double bed complete and

/967 BRIDGESTONE 90 must sell,
moving $150.
439-8160

$650.

4 DRUM SET, 2 CYMBALS
WITH ACCESSORIES $400.

good condition..
297 3569

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

255.9071

Great buy,

CL 9:0238

for $80. 956-0373.

triple

chair,

yr. crib,
dresser, refrigerator.
6

The enjoyable brink"
M Kokes

gd. cond.

TELESCOPE

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

STATE BANK

fiberglass

42 -Wanted to. Buy

Ig.

1

Prov.

'62 CHEVY II, white with red
interior. $250 or bait offer.
827 0953'
66 Renault Carovelle sports car,

Phone 824.6735 aft. 5 PM

Pedigree Toy, male Pocidles, I
Phantom, 2599082
brown,
weekdays after 5 pm

Fr.

112 Automobiles For Sale

63 Falcon Futura Convert., like

New' stock Kay 12 string guitars.
Special at $59,501 El Rey Music,

kittens
trained. CI. 5 2193

2

112 libtomobles For Sale

1966 YAMAHA 80 cc, low mile
age, excellent condition $250 or
best offer. 894.6534 aft. 5.

7 W. Eastman, Arl. H.

SELLING_ OUT FURNITURE in 4.

5,000 BTU air conditioner 8. 16
to 20 pint nUto. dehumidifier in

766-3318.

snow

shift,

16'

troller,

815-385-6333.

$3250.

Bird cage, studio couch, kitchen
set, clothes sz. 12-16, rummage.

Moving -Gar. Sale: 707 Ivy Ln.,
Arl. H.ts. July 4-5. Antiqued
bedrm. set, other furn.; electrical appliances; clothes; tool

c-ruiser,

boat 120 HP. I.O. Used 20 hrs.
Loaded with extras. Gator trailer
w/brakes, New. $4650, Special

11/2 years old, $250. CALL
537-7576

Rummage & Organ. 3 days, June'
26, 27, 213, 2 p.m. 1703 Syca.
Mare, Des Plaines.

Starcroft

1968

FL 9.0622

721 Eisenhower, Palatine.

cabin

board, elec.. starter,
extras $800. 392 2891

Contemporary 3 piece sectional

2, 10 AM 7PM,

aluminum

18'

good family boat, 40 HP OUt

ton AMANA AIR CONDI
1,4
TIONER. In good conditior, 5100

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

Howard Combo organ & Vox

adorable .6 week old
to good homes. Box

-3

`4741onie Funishints-Furniture

21' CHRIS CRAFT cabin' cruiser
75 HP- Johnson, 9?mplete/y-ri
finished, with
358 5916 after 6. ;

tonquil, Art. Hts. 255 7926

9 to 9. 563 Amherst, Des Plaines.
(Cumberland area)

box; Hurst 3-sp.
tires, much misc.

537-8484_

becue $10; mangle $25. 1714

clothing, movie equip. & misc.

will train applicant who
has figure aptitude and

ft: C'ruiser's Inc.
Johnson and Gator trailer $1285.

Dbl. bed $25; curbed $4; jumper
54; sink $5; tricyle $5; bar

297-2949

1

w/40 HP

16

Gar. Sole: June 30 thru July 3,

Gar. Sale: July

Experience preferred but

cond., $135. CL'54672.

RCA Stereo, VLT3OW dealer,.
537-0101

dishes,

1130 Stark

3.5.

FREE:

Gibson amp., /0 in speaker, tremolo, like new $70; Shure mike.
$15.253-4447
amplifier
Westminster
439 2478 after 2

$50. 437-4049.
G.E.

Sale.dressers,

TV's, etc. July

5

weeks old - $25.
529-2527

Shetland sheep dog, looks like
Miniature Collie, Female 8 mos.

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Gar.

German Shepherd puppies,

16' Dunphy boat 40 HP Evinrude

LAST ONE BELOW'COST

SNACK BAR
MANAGER

$100 or ? 537-0797.

Used 105000 BTU gos furnace,
new motor, completely wired

$15 After 3 P.M. P.' one 253-4227

EXPERIENCED

55 -Musical kistruments

324Aisceibreous Merchandise

BUICK SPECIAL,

DOY N

stick, R/H,

needs brake lining, best offer. LF
,7,2251.
1957 Lincoln, Full power, exc.
cond. $190.00 or offer.
CL 3 7723
'62

DODGE

LANCER,.. 6

good condition, Asking
394 2316

cyl.,
$450.

MOTORS, INC
CL 5-6300

530 W. Northwest
Highway
MOUNT PROSPECT

CHEVROLET
555 IRVING PARICRO.

ROSELLE, ILL.

529-7010
OPEN iUNDAYSI

CACAOCVDEVACD4CA6014

Now it's John Mufich "BUICK on RAND!"
If it hadn't been for you out there liking and wanting
our Buicks and Opels, we could have stayed on indefinitely in facilities built more than a half century
ago. Your buying of over 2200 cars a year from John
Mufich Buick is what made this move possible - and,
necessary. So, please don't wait until you have to see

MUFICH

us to see our new home. Drop by anytime to say hello.
We welcome old customers and new friends anytime.
Thanks again,
JOHN MUFICH

LARGEST STOCK OF DOUBLE-CHECKED USED CARS EVER!
$2695

Power Steering, Power Brakes, Automatic Trarismission, P. B. Radio,
White Walls, Wheel Covers, V -B Engine. Explicitly matched with
side and out with a soft Blue Roof. The hard to find "in" car

mission, V 8 Engine, White Walls, Full Wheel Covers. Sparkling Yellow $2395

Facotry Air Condition, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission, P.B. Radio, White Walls, Full Wheel Covers. Bronxed,finish with
a Black Vinyl Roof. A Spotless Beauty

Radio, White Walls, Full Wheel Covers, Automatic

Transmission Our finest V-8 with FactoryFinish Air Conditioning. Exciting Blue

with Matching all Leatherette interior. Round the Block Milos

with a Luxurious Black Inferior

Power Brakes, Factory Air Conditioning, Push Button

Radio, White,..VValls, Wheel Covers. Our Finest Car Finished in elegant $2495
Green with a luxurious Gold Interior. For the discriminating buyer

Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission, Push Button

Radio with Power Antenna, Sportsman's Red with rich Black Interior $2295
The ultimate in Styling and Performance

Leatherlike hand crafted Interior. A Sports Car with unbelievable comfort.

can't
TOP
our
deal!

Power Steering, Power Brakes, Factory Air Condition, P.B. Radio, White
Walls, Full Wheel Covers, Console with Bucket Seats. Snow White Exterior
brite red Leatherette Interior. A hard to find beauty with every desirable
extra that will please the whole family

Power Steering, Power Brakes, Automatic, Push Button Radio, Factory
Air Condition. Brilliant Yellow with a contrasting Black Vinyl Roof set off
this exciting showroom fresh beauty

$1695

'66 BUICK "RIVIERA" HARDTOP

Factory Air Conditioned, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Power Windows,
Power Seat, Push Button Radio. Not many can meet the fine standards
sot by this steel grey precision built beauty with a Black Roof

$2195

'65 OLDSMOBILE "JET STAR" 2 -DR. H.T.

$.1795.

Automatic, Console, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Push Button Radio,
White Walls, Full Wheel Covers. Spring. Turquoise with Impeccable White
Interior. You can be the bright star in this' et Start

$1695

'65 PONTIAC LEMANS CONVERTIBLE

$2195

Automatic, Power Steering, Power Brakes, White Walls, Push Button
Radio, Bucket Seats, Powerful 327 V -B. Cloud White with Black Interior.
For the young of heart. Priced to roach everyone

$1295

'64 CHEVROLET IMPALA HARDTOP

Power Steering, Power Brakes, Factory Air Conditioning, Push Button

Power Windows, White wails,. Wheel Covers. A soft lite' Turquoise. $2695

You

Economy and Performance

'66 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE VISTA

'67 THUNDERBIRD 2 -DR., HARDTOP
Factory Air Condition, Powe'r Steering, Power Brakes, Push Botton Radio,

et -

Overhead Cam 6 with Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, Push
Button Radio. Brite Blue Finish with a gorgeous Blue Vinyl Interior

67 MERCURY "COUGAR"

67 BUICK WILDCAT CONVERTIBLE
Power Steering

$2495

'67 PONTIAC TEMPEST CUSTOM 2 -DR. H.T.

67 BUICK ELECTRA "225" 4 -DR.
Power Steering

Blue inn 1895

'67 BUICK LESABRE 4 DR., HARDTOP

'68 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS "S" 2 -DR. /1.T.
Equipped with Power Steering, Push Button Radio, Automatic Trans-

I

'66 MERCURY MONTCLAIR 2 -DR. H.T.

'67 BUICK SKYLARK CONVERTIBLE

68 BUICK SKYLARK 2 -DR. HARDTOP
Power Steering

Radio, White Walls, Full Wheel Covers. Medium Blue with Matching Interior. The finest Wide Track, A Style setting Beauty

V-8 Engine, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission,

Air Conditioned. Sparkling Blue in and out. This won't last long.

NOW ON/DISPLAY
BUICK

MUFICH

OPEL

OPEL GT
by BUICK

801 E. RAND (at Henry) Mt., Prospect 394-2200
0

a

5.

rtipect

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
warmer, chance of thundershowers. Tomorrow:

Chance of showers, little

Telephone

2-5-4490

Your Home Newspaper

temperature change.

.
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Hits Bike,
outh 14, Hurt
Fourteen -year -old Mike

Moore, of 125 S. We -Go
Trail, Mount Prospect, underwent 41/2 hours of surgery
last -night at Holy Family

pound fractures, in toe upper
and lower parts of his leg, as
well as a skull frature; multi-

Hospital after he reportedly
reportedly was struck by a car
while riding his bicycle at Main
and Northwest Hwy.

The youth suffered

ple cuts and bruises, and
possible internal injuies.

corn -

Mike, the son of Mr. and
.Mrs. Vernon E. Moore, is

Schools to Ask

wider intensive care at. the

hospital, and was still in
serious condition early today.
' Police said that a car driven
by 18 -year -old Tom Lighter of

For Bond Issue
A bond referendum to build
new classrooms in Distict 59
is a "definite necessity" within

the next six months, according to Richard Hess,

board member and chairman
of the budget committee.

bruise on her ann at Northwest Community Hospital. (Photo

Corrine Dancy, 36, of 1505 Redwood, Mount Prospect, is
taken from her car by Mount Prospect firemen yesterday after

by George Elliot)

'an accident at Main St. and Busse. She was treated for a

Village Engineer, Parks Head
Clash over Plans for Lake
By Ted Lacey

That the latest plans for
West Park show a detention

proposed park site at Busse -

not solve the flooding pro-

and Lonnquist.

blem.

lake a little more than a third
the size of the one originally
proposed is a cause for con-

cern, Village Engineer

pressed greater interest in
sound plan that has the back- developing adequate flood
ing of Drainage and Clean controls in that area, which is

we can do and we have a

William McManamon said
yesterday.

sulting engineers," Jackson
said.

is concerned.

that the detention lake could

Park officials have said

their major concern is to pro-

vide needed recreation

if apart:"

'

-

for apartments north of Golf
Rd. west of Busse, he will not
sell the proposed park site to
the park district.
The village already owns

the small detention basin on

the 18 -acre site the park board
wants to buy.

facilities for that area, but
that turning the existing basin

.

"I've put six months of
personal time into the West
Park plan and I'm sick and
tired of hearing persons pick

the whole plan," Park Presi_dent Robert Jackson said he
Mchianamon- said, "when
the park board first presented
the idea, their plans showed

plagued with problems.

Streams Commission, Bauer

Engineering, the Sheaffer
Report and our own con-

Meanwhile, because some
village officials seem "against

Village officials have ex-

"We have done everything

DiMucci. If DiMucci does
not get the rezoning of land

-

MC MANAMON SAID

that "an 80 -acre-feet lake
would do a great deal more,"

store up to 80 acre-feet of for flood control than a 31
storm water. Now the plan acre-foot lake, but that even

commodate a larger detention
basin than the park board

plans, "It can't be done. If

McManamon can come up
with a better facility, he can

HESS FIRST referred to
referendum plans in a statement he made Monday night
when Albeon Waltman was
appointed as acting superintendent of the 20 -school district.

"The decision (to place

Waltman as temporary

superintendent) occurs at a
time when a bond referendum

to complete and extend the

construction period of our
schools is. in need," Hess said
Monday.

"This should be- under

study at this time and almost
ready

Gripe
satisfy both camps.
idea
Jackson said of the
Of The
-that the park -site-could-ac-___

to be

placed

in the

public's hands."

into an attractive lake would

District 59's last bond
referendum for construction

(

--ettinein, w he

To have my freshly washed car splashed with mud by

a construction truck.

p.c.

$10,000), will go to pay
District 59's share of a

districts planning this building

up to now.

voters said yes to more than
$3 -million bond issue for classrooms. In October, 1965, voters
had approved a $5,400,000
bond issue for classroom construction.

that Lighter had the green
signal while Moore crossed

year on a house assessed 'at

building to house trainable

traffic in the crosswalk

against the red light.

Lighter was cited by Mount
Prospect police for failure to

mentally handicapped
children. There are 10
together and sharing the cost.

Mike Moore

carry a valid driver's license.
-

THE 2 -CENT portion of
the tax can be collected only
for a five-year period.
Voters approved the idea of

using four cents of this tax
rate increase (about $4.00 per

year on a house assessed at

$10,000) to pay for capital'
improvements including remodeling older schools to con-

form to Life Safety Code standards.

The 4 -cent tax will be collected
period.

Heights, struck the boy's bicydo.

Two witnesses confirmed

of this money (about $2 per

"We usually have a bond

referendum in public meeting

.

crease in tax rates. Two cents

referendum about every three
years," Hess said. "It's time."
Board members have never

discussed any such bond

810 N. Haddow, Arlington

In September, 1968, the
district passed a sik-cent in-

only fora two-year

These time limitations were
part of the official wording on
ballots, and are filed with the
county office.
Hess said that if the district
asks for a bond referendum to
build new classrooms, "it will
not increase taxes."

Meeting
Mount Prospect Plan
Commission, Village Hall,

Village Eyes.

Land for Annex
All the land north of the

Crumley property retention
basin that is not in Mount
Prospect soon may be.

Am island of unin-

technically not entitled to
village services, such as police
protection, snow removal, tree
trimming, etc.

corporated, land north of the
basin, west of Weller Creek

"But if a resident on such

an area asks for a policeman
because his house

sidered soon for annexation,
Mayor Robert Teichert said
yesterday.

The task of considering the
idea first has been handed to
the

Village Board Judiciary

Committee.
The land, already developed

is

being

robbed, we aren't going to say
no," Teichert said.

and east of Busse is to be con-

,Because these areas are get-

ting some village services and

'no services from the county
or township, they ought to be
annexed and pay a fair share
of the cost cn taxes, Teichert
said.

The village may annex
with homes, is part of a corparcels of land smaller than
ridor of unincorporated land
c xteridifig-S-dittliward rloug- -60 acres without the owners'
consent

Busse to Golf Rd.

by

involuntary an-

nexation proceedings,

The corridor first was

Teichert said.
No date has been set for the

broken several months ago by
the village's purchase and an-

money.

nexation of the Crumley property west of Weller Creek on
the north side of Lincoln, for

judiciary committee to begin

development as a storm water
retention basin.

Jackson refused to discuss
the fact that the present plans

he does, it will back up into

process of annexing land east

show a smaller lake, saying

Right now the fate of the

Bells Here
To Ring
On Fourth

shows only 30 acre-feet."

an 80 acre-foot lake would

McManamon's motive, rather

just go ahead and build it. But
he won't do it with park

Big Diirot
.On Green

' Jackson attacked

than his statement.

"It's pretty obvious that

he's against it," Jackson said.

Groundskeepers at Old
Orchard Country Club reto Mount Prospect
that the details have been ported
-thoroughly hashed out in past police this morning that a little
bit of green was missing from
hearings.
He would say, in defense, one ofthe greens.
The workers said a square that the present plan calls for
a permanent lake that could yard piece of turf was dug out

store more than twice as of the second- green on the
much storm water as the existing detention basin on the

championship course. The
cup was also dug up, they said..

r

r.ng

7:30 p.m.

"I hope he tries to raise the
sides of the existing basin in
trying to store more water. If

The village also

owned by E. J. Werley.

"All such islands surrounded by village land

prOposed park with a lake ap-

Two to four Minutes of
should, and will be annexed ,ringing is being urged for
every bell in Mount Prospect
to'the village," Teichert said.

pears to rest with the Plan

Commission. That com-

mission is expected to decide
next week whether to recom-

at

THESE SMALL unin-

mend that the Village Board
rezone another parcel of pro-

corporated areas are

perty for builder Salvatore

Sticky Problem
For Police

Economic Opportunity has

of Arlington Heights, Rolling

for,

applied for approval of a food
distribution plan, for suburbs
in the county.

Meadows and Des Plaines.

Under the program the

The plan was rejected

earlier by the city of Chicago,
which plans to institute an

families to the county office

alternative program.

mit the names of needy
and then oversee distribution.
DON MALDONADO, ,direc-

$2,000 a year with at

through

ood voucher plan.

need for the program. The
Center already has a list of

needy families and oversee the
project, but Maldonado has

200 families that would quali-

been in contact with township

would handle distribution -in

Maldonado said the prOje4

A report Outlining the objectives of the Advisory Committee on Drug Education has
been released by Robert P.

officials and with co-.Ordlnators of - the "Hike -for the Hungry."
anizers have

Hanrallaii; Cuuk County

tension service, which ad-

activities in that area.

and trained to participate in
program development at the
local community level.

The committee will reconimend procirlures to follow in

school drug problems and

The 19-memher gropp has
agreed to provide leadership

home drug problems.

.families.They plat) to avoid

and coordination among

distribution directly to the

the "bread lines" that

various county community

characterized the depression
years of the thirties.

problems.

agencies

Wurm, co-ordinater of food
distribution. Wurm can be
reached at 437-4974.

dealing

with drug

ficulties and planning and
conducting workshops and

these agencies and coordinate

conferences for school person-

efforts toward prevention of

nel. -

drug abuse.

Members of the committee
include: Mrs. Addie Reninger,
public health educator, Cook
County Department of Public
Health, 1755 Oakton St.; Des

unity and scho61 groups by
compiling a file of valid
references (books, pamphlets,
films, and curriculum guides).

Marty Schaliti of 200 E. Lonquist is thrilled by the chain reaftion of his tumbling dominoes.
He was at 1,,fons Park for his regular turtsand crafts class, but he got in a little dominoes
before cla...(Photo by John Kruissink)

LONG RANGE plans include aiding communities in
organizing adequate facilities
for dealing with drug dif-

The committee hopes to
define and clarify roles of

IT WILL SEEK to establish
effective guidelines for comm-

-

$1,500 for promot4pn of its

the Declaration of lndependance in 1776.

Superintendent Of Schools.

ministers the 4-H program in
THERE .WQULD also be
1970 will be the recipient for Illinois,
ab attempt to make provisions
the first time of funds colMrs. Williahl Mottweiler of foremergencymedical -aid to
lected in'Elie-Mbunt "Pl'ospea -504-S. Owen; president of the
Combined Appeal.
Combined Appeal, said that pregnant women anal, unFunds will be used to pro- the sum which the 4-H would dernourished children should
mote the activities of the five receive has not been set, nor the need arise.
MALDONADO SAID, he
clubs in the Mount Prospect
the total goal for Mount
hopes to receive support from
area and expand 4-H Prospect.
membership, according to
The addition of 4-H in church and social organizations. Interested groups
Merlyn Heyen.
Mount Prospect follows the
Heyen is an associate ex- lead of the United Fund of should, contact the Northwest
tension director of the Arlington Heights; which last Opportunity Center or David

November awarded 4-H

of freedom with the signing of

offered to handle foo

The 4-H organization in

tkgriculture college's ex-

The hells symbolize the

Drug Education
Objectives Outlined

eligible. Also, there would be
to aid the elderly
an _atter',

tor of the center, said there is

University of Illinois

of

nails were stolen.

least

ment of Agriculture and funds
for the two-part plan.
The Northwest Opportunity
Center in Rolling Meadows

Combined Appeal
-To Benefit 4-H

Liberty ,Bell and the ringing

large amount of finishing

three children would be

foodstuffs from, the Depart-

fy he said.

"Bells on-Independanee Day."

families which make less than

The center would use its
own family workers to locate

OEO would supply surplus

"gaelilnosn°nboCttolenst

eligibility.
Under these guidelines,

making July 4, ,officially

.Co.C Aa
rcgtilouneand

a

trailer owned by A. W.

would follow the national

center would locate and sub-

into

signed a proclamation at last
night's village .hoard meeting

construction

yesterday that someone had
broken

July 4.

I

Mayor Robert Teichcrt

The bell ringing is part .of
a nation-wide observance of
July 'Fourth, according to the
proclamation,

Des Plaines policesaid

the northwest suburban areas

guidelines

in the

of the Crumley property just
across the creek. The land is

Mount Shire."

OEO Seeks Surplus Food
For Needy in Suburbs
The Cook County Office of

is

such proceedings..

Drug education materials
will be evaluated and a corpi

of expert) will be recruited

Plaines; and,

Miss June Thompson

(teacher), health and physical
education department, Maine
Township West High School,

1755 Sy. Wolf Rd., Dgs

Plaines.'

Rezoning
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Sewer Permit Cutoff
Pending For Suburbs
The townships of the Wheeling Township Board
northwest suburbs have just that sanitary district called a

meeting of Cook County

been put on notice by the

Metropolitan Sanitary District
that it is only a matter of time
until the District will cease is-

township supervisors 10 days
ago to give advance notice of
the impending policy change.

suing sewer permits in unin-

STATE LEGISLATION

corporated

areas

of Cook

County to other .than local

Implementation of the

passed in 1955 makes it possi-

for townships to install
*td operate both sewer and

new function Of this township.

The policy means that land enable Northfield Township
developers, builders of new in northern Cook County to
factories and individual home install a sewer system, The
builders in unincorporated system has been in operation
areas wishing to use the more than 10 years. More
facilities of the Metropolitan recently Leyden Township
Sanitary District will have has established a sewer
secure permits from' a local system for its unincorporated
area.

government such as the

The Wheeling Township

township.

Board asked its attorney,

FIRST PUBLIC discussion
of the new sanitary district

Richard Cowen, to investigate

policy. took place Tuesday the legal problems which
evening at the meeting of the would be encountered were

Wheeling Township Board of the township to undertake the
Auditors meeting in Arlington building and supervision of a
Heights. Supervisor Ethel sewer system. Cowen will also

Cash Offered
For Fireflies

Luciferase is the enzyme

On slow summer nights

which sets off the reaction

when fireflies speckle the still

producing the light.
The fireflies must be frozen
to preserve the quickly decaying luciferase.

air and the cost of ice cream
is hard to come by, it is possi-

Antonik Laboratories of

Elk Grove Village is hunting
1,000,000 fireflies for' use in
medical diagnosis and space
1

500 fireflies,
Fireflies should be collected

around sunset and put in the
freezer immediately after the

Laboratories. Later they
should be transferred to a

plastic bag and kept frozen.
When at least 500 are colschedule a pickup. Place a

formation back to earth.

could represent an important

UNTIL NOW developers

have come into the unincorporated'area,'installed
sewers without adequate

THE "FIRE" in the firefly

is dependent on the

interaction of two chemicals--

luciferin and luciferase.

with homes, the property

area without any thought of
maintaining the system in the

Past Mount Prospect Lions Club President Clayton Meyer

future.
"It is 'even possible that

of 1714 N. Dryden, Arlington Heights fief.), symbolically turns
over his gavel to the newly -elected president, Edwin J. Matys,
200 E. Berkshire Ln., Mount Prospect.

within a short time our
township will find it necessary

Hays Installed
As Lions Head

to provide sewer services in

the unincorporated area

whether we wish to or not,
said Supervisor Kolerus.

State law authorizes the
township to charge fees to

users to cover the cost of

sewer services. In this way tax

Edwin. J. Matys of 200 E.

funds are not used. Revenue
bonds can 'be issued without

Berkshire Ln. was installed as

dum.

President last week.,

Mount Prospect Lions Club

the need to hold a referen-

Robert Bailey, 703 E.

MRS. KOLERUS indicated
that as soon as the township's

Shabonee, was elected first
attorney completed his in- vice-president. Second vice
vestigation of the problems to president is Peter Tsolinas,
be encountered, an effort will 313 Wa-Pella, and third vice
be made to arrange for a joint president is Vernon McMurmeeting of the Wheeling and ry, 18 N. Maple.
Northfield Township Boards
'Louis Valasco, 202 N.

agenda will be youth pro-

derstand that someone finds
fireflies valuable enough to
\kv,

pay for them:

Alban Weber of Evanston,

in the 13th District, has

Northwestefn University and
candidate for the Republican
nomination for Congressman

port to President Richard

Gill Cited
For 10 Years
As Supt.

terest of. the White House in
the primary and "in the succes of the' Republican nom ineee

legal counsel for

Kenneth F. Gill celebrated
his 10 years as superintendant
of District 21 at a meeting of

the board of education last

for weddings, engagement

(FSLIC) stepped in and got a

before it went into

loo! More information?

the hearing.

finally into receivership with

the job of
disposing of the property,
since the mortgage holder
went bankrupt.

presented adequate evidence
to prove that the land should
be rezoned.

The Village Board

Emerson.

List Projects
For Bids

The commission later did
One hundred thirty-one
consider the rezoning, after
projects for construction and
the injunction expired, bin work on the state's 1969 road
decided that the village ad- program have been listed for

ministration had not

Walter Joern of 511 S. Louis
and Jack McLean of 604 S.

- "In evaluating the record of
Gill's administration over the
past ten years, this board find
that it whole-heartedly ap-

drink.

NonccrowN7
DRYCLEANING.

Arlington Heights

Heights Rd.

Special

2 for 1 Sale

Special

bids to be received July 15 by

the Illinois Division of
Highways.

In the northwest suburban

District Ten, 4.65 miles
Judiciary Committee con- area:
resurfacing on Lake -Cook
curred with the Plan Com- of
Rd. between Kane -Cook
mission after hearing the case.

County line and School Rd.
in Barrington, and 9.2 miles
resurfacing on Illinois Rt.
mission and decided to drop of
19 (Chicago -Elgin Rd.)

the president's stand on the
surtax, his position on non-in-

tervention on the campus,

Ladies2 Dressesle

Reg. $1.75

Reg. $1.60

Robert Welch of 112 S.
Maple and Ed Gary of 5 S._
Louis are now Liontamers.
New taletwisters are Joe

Graffio of 750 Algonquin

Rd., Des Plaines and Henry
Wallace of 718 N. Dryden,

curred with the Plan Comthe matter.

between Willard Ave. in Elgin

trol legislation and the

and Cook-DuPage County

One of

Line.

Also in the northwest

The Guys

suburban area: Route 58 -Golf
Rd., - 2.73 miles of pavement

Mount Prospect.

Joseph Rosanova of 523

on Golf Rd. between

DRY CLEAN 6 LOADS

FREE!

GET 7th LOAD

.

. also, self-service
coin Machines

Shirts beautifully laundered.
In boxes or on hangers

STORAGE

Your new, friendly, neighborhood cleaners

Meacham Rd. and Algonquin
Rd. a bridge over Salt Creek,

and modernization and

relocation of the existing traffic control signal installations
at the Meacham Rd., Algon-

DRYClEANISO

MULTI - SERVICE DRYCLEANING

Daily Z30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.

All. Channel Color
said Ronald M. Cole. presiOffer
Good Thru July
dent of the board.
WINEGARD SC 80

Et59.,

$10 off
reg. price 41
munity.
Instant credit available
He said that the ability to MidwestBank CardsAccepte
overcome these problems was
largely because of one man.

quin Rd. and the Pure Oil

.Company -Woodfield

Shopping Center -Drive
intersections, all south of
Rolling Meadows.

"Because he has, for the

the challenges of these pro-

GOES

I.EGAL.
N(Y1'1(1FS
for Irgall

le

2 55- 1 100

blems. District 21 stands to-

FOR THE FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING
MAY0.1, 1969 AND ENDING APRIL 30,

That the following sums of money
in the total amount of FOUR THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS
154300.00), or so much thereek as
may be authorized by law, be' and
this same are hereby appropriated

for the corporate purposes of The
Prospect Meadows Park District, as

hereinafter specified, for the fiscal
year beginning May I, 1969 and en-

,RATES:

Country Club swimming pool yours this seasonl

A liminrd number a meinbenhips or* etilL
available for 1909.
PHONE FOR INFORMATION 362-3910
OR VISIT FRED KOEHLER Manager

FAMILY

'INDIVIDUAL

$19000

.11
MAIL TO:

interest. Or payments as low,

as $13 per month. All work -

In

5$65'

_UNUMITED.USEI

-

Managed By

Tally Ho Country Club on Rt. 45
between Half Day and Mundelein, Ill.

Take 3 rnOntOs to pay, no

117/;11

11111

NMI 11111

FRED KOEHLER, Manager
TALLY HO COUNTRY CLUB, R. Rt. 1 BOX TH-1

Mundelein, Illinois

III

PLEASE SEND APPUCATION FOR POOL MEMBERSHIP

NAME

.11 arr
8500 Zlip TELEPHONE

4.t.45915

We'll pay you the highest interest.
HOW?
- Frets intimet from July I - t0
- Pay you a solid 414. computed
monthly and compounded

?-

quarterly-.

or 5% on

These very elegant shirts from our Manhattan

- Certificates of Deposit
(minimum 510001

"Custom Limited Collection" are superbly
custom -crafted of 80% Dacron and 20%

L- Golden Steternent Savings
Account (minimum balance
of 510001

der new "Kent" collars. All permanently

-5 year growth Sayings Bonds

Cotton....in rich, deep luxurious 'fashion
coloring and new patterns....with bigger, bolpressed.

7.00-

.

Section .2

JOIN THE TALLY HO SWIMMING POOL!

SAVE NOW

14 I

114110.,

500.00

AIR-CONDITIONING

NORTH AMERICAN

THE B4 NK
al A /4 LINGTONIti1WIT,

Section 1

liability

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME -BRANDS

HEATING IL AIR CONDITIONING CO.
W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

0

7

Male the beautiful, Olympic -size Tally' Ho

PHONE

80

a 60
soE
a40
soE
io
isE

2. Liability Insurance
For the purchase of insurance,
to protect against loss or

SALE

-

100

OF THE PROSPECT MEADOWS PARK
DISTRICT, COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS,

1200.00

.-.4.44;4414441434-4

'

90E i
70E

-PHI 259-2828

(FULLY INSTALLED)

"120

110

B. Capital Expense:
Buildings & Structures

RADIO & ELECTRONICS
222 E. Grove
Arlington Heights

-lL ay itruint the finest-seheialsin lhe nation," said Cole.

IT

"CUSTOM LIMITED" MADOCO

"Dialogue" spokesmen.

REYNOLDS.

past decade. accepted and met

HIGH

smanommommummommom

ding April 30, 1970:
I. General
A. Operating Expense:
Supplies, Park Maintenance S 350.00
50.00
Supplies, Office
250.00
Repairs, Equipment
Repairs, Buildings & Structures300.00
900.00
Purchase of Equipment
50.00
Utilities, Light
150.00
Utilities, Telephone
100.00
Utilities, Heat
50.00
ent, Sewer
A
100.00
Insurance, Casualty
100,00
Professional Service, Legal
Professional Service, General 50.00
100.00 Professional Service, Audit
50.00
Advertising, Legal

NORGETOWN

SALE!

Gill.

HOW

TRUST COM PA N Y

FREE
.

ANTENNA

Cole said that the district

MATTER

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD
OF COMMISSIONERS OF'THE PROSPECT MEADOWS PARK DISTRICT,
COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

8 LB - LOAD $2.50 SELF SERVICE MACHINE

support for federal crime con-

had foed many problems during th past 10 years, problems which usually are faced
by a rapidly -growing' com-

NO

THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

Men's Suits

ow 1"

covers the safeguard system,

the 10th anniversary of his
service to this community,"

Mannheim & Higgins Road ,
For ruenrallorro: 299-8681

AN ORDINANCE MAKING APPROPRIATIONS TO DEFRAY ALL NECESSARY EXPENSES OF THE PROSPECT
MEADOWS PARK DISTRICT AND OF

in the general election."

Weber said his pledge

warmly congratulates 'him on

O'HARE INN

ORDINANCE NO. 14

June 30th Thru July 5th

from Harry Dent, deputy
counsel, indicating the in-

affairs of District 21 and

BENRICP

tickets which buy food or

WEEK LONG SPECIAL FROM

Nixon. He received a response

proves 'of his conduct of the

Call or see our manager.

APPROPRIATION ORDINANCE.

telegraphed a pledge of sup-

from Vietnam.

patties, bachelor dinnets,

The Village Board also con-

43777177

gradual withdrawal of troops

week.

block captains. A ticket entitles each family to 20 dime

1133 S. Arlington

swim):

Come see our superb facilities ... so fashionable

and Loan Insurance Corp. Savings and Loan Assn.

because it has

this. He need only un-

all

11 .

The FSLIC is involved the FSLIC.

supervision and often left the

Candidate Weber Pledges
Nixon Program Support

fully guaranteed for I year.

rounding area is developed

"

0

Because the rest of the sur-

court injunction preventing receivership with the state and

However, the prospective grams which the township
hunter need not understand might support.

number of fireflies.

Jacksonville.

center, because it is right next. to a shopping center, he said.

should be zoned the same
But before the Plan Com- way, he said.
The mortgage on the promission could take up the
matter, the Federal Savings perty was held by Marshall

device and. relay the in- July, the major item on the

piece of paper in the bag with

-your name, address and

1.

roll at Illinois College,

It could not be
developed as a shopping

M177anhaltaii

write or call Antonik

Labofatories and they will

Prospect, has bee.n named to
the second semester's honor

ing.

Plan Picnic

President of Antonik

,

developers.

Homeowners

evening's collection, according to Alan Antonik,

.

ping center has been dropped.

.

cent each for a minimum of

lected,

ing to make the property more

A contribution of $10,000_
-Go Trail, Mount Prospect
by the Mount Prospect Lions We
be appearing in the
Witte.
contains ATP, an energy rich Northfield Township.
Club to Dialogue, magazine will
University of Texas Drama
directors
Two
holdover
chemical. In the firefly, and
for
the
blind,
did
the
work
of
The Wheeling Township
Department's production of
a few other bioluminescent
Board of Auditors will in- from last year are Russell $30,000 recently.
and Dolls' in July.
organisms, some of the ATP stitute a new schedule of two Bahr of 118 S. Edward and
The $10,000 contribution "Guys
The play, based on Damon
is used as light energy, ac- 'meetings per month beginning Robert Rich of 709 S. Wa- was part of the proceeds from Runyons's
story of gamblers
cording to Antonik,
in July. The first meeting to Pella. New directors are 'last year's Mount Prospect and chorus girls will be
Lions Club Village Fair held presented July 2-5 at the
be held the first Tuesday of
A PROGRAM utilizing the the month will be devoted
during the July 4 weekend.
University of Texas and again
firefly chemicals to detect liv- largely to financial and other
The W. Clement and Jessie July 9-10 in Austin, Texas.
ing forms on other planets is reported connected with the
V. Stone Foundation prounder way at the Goodard week to week operation of the
mised "Dialogue" it would
Space Center in Maryland. A township.
any contributions
mechanical robot will pick up
The 'Rainbow Ridge duplicate
The second meeting will be
a soil sample and mix it with held the third Tuesday of the Homeowner's Assn. seventh made to the magazine, and
would contribute an
'the firefly chemicals.
month and will be devoted to annual picnic will be held at
If a living cell is present it' the study of one or more East Euclid Lake Picnic equivalent amount to the
Hadley. School for the Blind.
will light up the firefly general problems in the Grove, July 19. \
Prospect concheThicals which, will in turn township., At the meeting to
Tickets are $2 per person tributionMount
is the largest of any
be detected by a light sensitive be held the third Tuesday in and will be .distributed by
Lions Club according.to

catching.those fireflies.

pay

rezone land north of the
The village administration
last December petitioned the
Plan Commission to consider
rezoning 10 acres there from
a shopping center zoning to a
single-family residential zon-

for a full discussion of the Louis is treasurer. Secretary is
development of the sewer
Every living cell on earth system developed in Walter Dryjanski, 713 N.

ble to get that ice cream by

-3

Mount

Mount Prospect Plaza shop- attractive to prospective

"Insofar as our township is
concerned," Mrs. Kolerus told
the board, "this is a whole

new area. We shall need to
study 'the matter carefully.
Properly done such a move

was passed specifically to

Wiley Edwards, 407 N.

Fairview A v

The village's attempt to had petitioned for the rezon-

storm sewers.

water systems. The legislation

policy by the sanitary district
is ekpected in about 60 days.

Acting Village Manager
John Zimmermann said he

By Ted Lacey

township could undertake the
building of both sanitary and

ble

governments.

research. They will

NearPlaza Dropped

Kolerus reported to the determine whether the

Byffichard Crabb

Land
of.7-On

-

Honor Roll

ADDRESS

STATE

ZIP

amsimielmommii#

The receipts and revenue of said
District derived from sources other,
than taxation and not specially oppropriate0, and all prteTended bal.
onces from the Preceding fiscal year

-notreqvired for_the purpose for

which they ware appropriated and
levied, shall constitute the General
Fund and shall first be placed to the
credit Of such fund.
section 3
This Ordinance shall be In full

force and effect from and after Its
passage and approval and publication as required by law.

J. SVOgODA SONS

for $50 for more).deposit to
any savings account.

set._

12 5, Dunton Ave.
Phone: 255-2595

THE BANK Elf
TRUST COMPANY
of ARLINGTON NEIGHTS.

,

Passedt June 24, 1969
Approved: June 24, 1969
Signed: Harry Rood, Secretary

Signed: Alexander Incinelli, President
Published in
PAY. PUBLICATIONS

July 2, 1/69
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A dandy outdoor thermometer

Arlington Heights, Ill.
Open Monday & Thursday Evening

900 Lett Kensington Rost
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004
255-7900

112170111(r.CAZOCZ=02610

9.45. Size

/

/

0-31

In 21 Flavors!

J

1

6-0

*^^-"" KosIEMALCO

*

S.

CH OCOUSE

ICE CREAM

P

\

QUICK TANNING

LOTION

,cl

S

/2.

MT. PROSPECT

YOUR PRESCRIPTION 4

ARLINGTON HEIGHT-DREYDEN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT

awr moat iffeftdreeka aedifedflatalef.

Tube
(Limit
one)

18c Bath Size

Woodbury

Y es!

Try Chocolate Marshmallow
a soda fountain creation
.

of dutch chocolate & whipt

Note: Most Walgreens carry all advertised items. However, some
cannot due 'to space limitations. Right reserved to limit quantities.

Compkto lkirvice at Low Cod

2 -oz.

C

marshmallow. Mmm, so good!

YOU'RE WELCOME AT WALGREENS ON JULY 4th!
Most Walgreen stores will be OPEN and at your service on the holiday!

Pre -Sweetened

C

100 Paper PLATES

Kool

Limit
one

790 Pack! 9 -Inch Dinner Size, Perfect for Picnics!

In Variety of Flavors!

Mild Beauty Soap

Stock

KINGSFORD FUEL

19c

paks

COOL

only

drinks!

Limit
two

390 Size CHARCOAL LIGHTER-QUART

10°

up for

1c

.1.^149,1*!**41,*

FREEZER Sine S
(Limit

20 Lbs. CHARCOAL

one
pack)

Limit
one

'Oakburne' Hardwood Briquets

Save Now!

Giant 10 -inch
assorted flavor
ice treats.

C

d
p-1-1?

IOW

Top Lawn Chair Values
Get More For

Your Dough With

Folding, Aluminum
Webbed Lawn Chair

iii:._

ICC C C C C

00 06 C.,.

Special
Low Price

-

MATCHING CHAISE

999

6x15 multi -color webs. 5 -positions!

Cubs emblem, with
signatures of all the
Cubs team players.

99

Extra sturdy aluminum; flat,

MATCHING CHAISE
7x16 pumpkin color webs. 5 -positions!

Used As

Window
Exhaust Fan!

ELECTRICALLY

10 HOT DOG, OR
12 HAMBURGER.

:FRESH :BUNS

now at only

BOYS' SURFER

`CITRONELLA'

SWIM TRUNKS

CANFDLES 17,:1:,'

'Best' Quality!

Rooms
..When

At Walgreens,

Folding Patio Chair Boasts
6x8 Webs In Pumpkin Color!
smooth 'waterfall' arms.

Cools
Up To
Five

RF

ERNIE BANKS or RON SANTO pictures
and autographs, or

wheels!

GALLON JUG

3

9C

-CHIC -AGO CUBS
BOYS' T-SHIRTS

'Better' Quality!

roll

GOLF BALLS

EXCLUSIVELY AT WALGREENS!

3 77c

33

flat arm
rests with waterfall ends.

4 spit heights,
big 24" adjustable grid;

easy

SAFETY
FLARES

Folding, Aluminum Chair
Rigid aluminum;

With Motorized

ec

Extra durable tough cover
with lasting, double white
coating. 49c Sellers, now

Bright 10 -Minute

Multi-tolori3x8 Webbed

Family Size Grill

g

goc,c4re
!Me( t er

Strong 5x8 green
and white webs!

Big chromed
grid adjusts
up and down!
Special buy!

Po -Do

/CC CCCC

7

2

0s1

Tasty! MP -TOP

Pound Cake

35c Pack! Popular Brand!

Fresh, Fluffy, Rich Flavor!

.

59°

99'

Great Liquor Buys At

FULL GOLDEN RING

FOR YOURWICNICI

Boxer style; zipper, with adjustable waist band &.
knit supporter.

42:1*) Drewrys

M

6 -Pack BEER
12 OZ CANS

LARGE

20" Breeze Box
Two quiet, powerful speeds!
6 -pole motor. Safety guard!

Choice

at only

23/4
LB!
WALGREEN SAVINGS COUPON

-

DrrOIL.

BOURBON --

Royal Pudding 2
4 -oz. pack, with coupon

For

SCOTCH

5th

39

Canadian -Rare blended

whisky

Park Ridge. 86 -pr.

KERBY HOUSE. 80 -pr.

GI= thru July 6. (Limit sjx)

Victoria

7-Yr. Old

.,

39

298

5th
'
'Light SANDY SCOT.
(Liquor not sold Sunday a.m. in chicago;, in suburbs per local regulations)
4

5th

.

r

So the Story Goes

A Stand -In

Turns Star

one teen -aged lad made it. He

played the part of a rookie in
--the movies. And ... it landed
him a major league contract!

this was

see him on the "Late-Late

Show.'.' But you will find him

this day, he was pitching for

His whole heart was in his
playing. He tried hard to be
as good as the Dodgers' best.
When he pitched he had a pic-

ture in his mind. Babe. Ruth

a Sunday school league. It was
a sandlot game in New Jersey.

LIKE MOST Sundays, only
a few fans were there. Some
parents, and a few friends, sat
...... the edge of the field. They

at bat! The call ... two
strikes! The wind up! The
...

pitch! Strike three! The Babe
was out! For he played in the
World Series with every pitch

talked while the game wore
on. But one man was wat-

ching. His keen eyes saw

every play. He liked the looks

he threw!,

The regulars thought he

was much too serious. They

made fun of him. To them,
he was just a kid actor. The
idea! He thought he could

pitcher. "That kid's

of the
pretty good," he thought.
"Nice, smooth style." Then he
smiled. After all, this was

Sunday baseball. Anyone

play .. baseball!

holiday. When he left the lot,
he forgot the boy.

At last, the picture was

it! And they did. There

see

was a private showing just for
the players, the managers, and
the coaches. It would be seen
in a room of the clubhouse.

man sat ha...his office. "I'm a

'

The boy was almost afraid

to go. He hung around outside

-movie scour the man said.

until the' picture started.

about baseball. We want to

sat in the back. Still,

"We're planning a picture
show the life of a rookie. You
know ... the training .:. the

Quietly, he slipped inside. He

he

thought everyone would turn

work ... All he goes through

around to look at, him. His
heart pounded. It was so loud,

'he was afraid the whole team
would hear it!
the big league -- and the sports
THERE HE is on the
pages! We want kids to see it.
the
We want them to know they screen! He's standing on
pitcher's mound. He watches.
-got as good a chance .as the
His eyes are glued to the
next guy."
"Sounds great," Mr. screen. There's the wind up!
... What it's like before he hits

Driscoll said. "What do you

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

want me to do?"

"Well, I got a problem," the
scout answered. "I can't find

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing'EfilitM..

the right kid. He has. to be
good-looking. And he has to
be able to play some ball. On

The Do is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005

a bad one!

The film ends. The lights
come on. He doesn't want
anyone to see him. He tries

to slip out. But he doesn't
quite make it.

"Hey, kid," the Manager
calls. "Where ya going'?"

The pitch! The ball

sizzles

over the plate! And there is
more. Still more. Now he's at
batting practice ... running the

bases ... sliding in home.
Wow! What a close play!

Dear Lee Janson,

every boy they
I know that some girls complain because necking
session. with a
go out with wants to end the evening
he
My
guy
is
so
bashful.
My problem is just the opposite.
and
like
this
guy.
He's
cute
turns- red when we hold hands. I
afraid if
wonderful. I'm ;dying for a goodnite kiss, but I'm
I asked, l's1 frighten him away:
M.K.. Elk Grove
i
sure you're right. Too
What a refreshing problem, and I'mholding
that hand until .
Keep
little is as bad as too Much. He'll
soon be doing what comes
the:blush begins to disappear.
bet yoit won't write the same letter in three 1
naturally. I'll
months.

MOM CRYS

HE STOPS. Then he turns

to look at the manager.

"Well... Well, sit"...," he stammers, "The picture's ovr/ I...
I...guess I'll go pack."
Once more he starts for the
door. But the manager stops
him. "Waddya' mean 'pack'?"
he asks. "You're not goin'

anywhere! You're in, kid!
You're in!" And so he was....
for a long, long time!
"...and so the story goes..."

life! The Dodgers signed him

back to enjoy his busman's

Wednesday, July 2, 1969

or

finished. Everybody wanted to

could look good out there! So.
Business
Driscoll,
Dave
Manager of the Dodgers, sat

dream by always jealously keeping
" Honor the o
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

have done a good

of a boy who made pro

But he was to think of him

baseball

through a movie!

In the film story, the rookie
made the club. And, for this
lad, it all came true in real

Dear Lee Janson,

it's getting
I know my parents live in a different world. but
just can't talk to them: We always end up with,
Are;';
Mother crying, or Dad shouting, or my storming out.
but they,
all houses like ours? I try to explain my problems,
ridiculous.

1

won't listen. I'm so unhappy, and I'll sign myself.

even as they asserutheir independence.

TEACHER'S PET
Dear Lee Janson,

Next year I'm going to Teachers College, and I want to
teach
any class from kinddrgartin to fifth grade. Because I'm
THE REGULARS hadn't
a
male,
laughs at my plans. I just enjoy teaching
taken him seriously. All 'little kids.everyone
What
do
you
think of my idea?
through the filming, he was
schools
Kids' Pal Wonderful. It would be great if all the

to a contract!

"just another actor" ... not a
in the lower grades. It's a much
;ball player. To them; he was could have more male teachers love
it, and so will you.

less than that. He was "the kid more normal situation, the kids
Send your questions to. Lee Janson, clo Day Publications,
we brought South for the pic17 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.
ture." No one had really looked at his pitching ... until they,

saw it on the screen! Then' N.,
they knew he was a ball
player! It was easy to see he

was not acting! He was the
real thing!

But there is still a bigger
surprise in this story. The boy

became more famous than

anyone else in camp that
spring! In his career, he pitch-

ed two no -hit games in two
His. name
ranks with the best in baseball
it is lohnnie Vander Meer!
Hurst copyright A-916450
successive starts!

twa. BOOKKEEPING SERVICE
thomas wilnau associates

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Professional Business Management
we will prepare: Payrolls
Checks, Sales Tax Forms,
Journals, Ledgers, etc..

Give Us`'A Call:

392-3878 -or- 255-6566

DRISCOLL, LEANED

forward, His mind flashed

back to that Sunday ball

game. "I've got it!" he said.
"I know just the kid for you!

Subscription rates: 35 rents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, 517.00 a year; $0.00 for six months
Newsstand price. 10 cents a copy

Saw him' play, Good-looking
... got a .smile you'll love. He
pitches_a fair game I don't

- SefondClass postage paid at Mount Prasperet,I11.60056---

think you'd have tEtare-ii: Want me to get a -hold of
him?"

Main Street

"That'd be fine," the scout

1MM

said, "Send him to see me!"

The scout saw the boy and

signed him to a movie contract. The boy was to act the
part of a rookie. On screen,

The Third Day

he would pretend to be a ball

Lil Floros
his office..
By the time we left the UN
complex, our girls were really

Seeing New York City with
14 teen -aged girls is the best
way. .to sec it. They see, -hear,

feel_taste and_smell the city
like no adult could:
Carole
Lona Kirchhoff.
Hauslein and I arc in the hig.
city with my group of Horizon
Club Camp Fire Girls. This is
our third day.
We went to the United Nations today. A cute little

from Norway in

blonde

a

mini -mini was our guide. Not
only did she tell our group the
very inspirational' story of the.

UN, but she also told many
little side stories about UN

impressed. They were all ready

to spend their lives in government service.

WE COULDN'T have been
prouder of them. They acted
like mature, dignified and so-

"Nice -walk," indeed! The
girls thought we hiked five
miles, Carole, Lona and I are
sure it was 10!

But we made it! We first

stopped in a little tea room for
a Coke to refresh us. Then we
toured Chinatown.

WE ALL LOVED it. We

phisticated young ladies. They
were wearing their crisp Horizon Club outfits. They were a
credit to Mount Prospect.

went from shop to shop and
bought rings, earrings, wind

lime to the ridiculous we headed for Greenwich Village. The

being cleaned, racks of Chinese newspapers and maga-

gals didn't care too much for

zines.

Then going from the sub-

buildings, people, plans, etc.

WE HAD MADE reservations in advance to have lunch
in the delegates' dining room.
We were seated three or four to
a table.

And how beautiful the taEach had fresh
"peace" roses at the center.
The dinnerware had the light
t -deg-. were!

blue peace sheath -of -grain design. The napkins matched.

it.

They were a bit frightened.
New York's hippie colony is a

bit bower y-ish.

Bearded

drunks in torn, dirty bell-bottoms in front of filthy shops
don't exactly turh our girls on.
They were-happylo (cave the
area.

chimes, napkins, chopsticks,
We saw all of the oriental vegetables in.the_..windows, fish

We loved the pagoda telephone booth. We enjoyed the
aromas, the adorable black -

,haired children, the friendly
It Was quite a day: And it

finished with a bang, too.

WhNt we were back at the
dorm, all 14 gals came into our

Our next stop was China- -. adult room I thought to chat.

town. But getting there was an
experience, too.
"

.

EARLIER IN the day a

The food, too, was gteat.
This was quitc'n "splurge" for
Mission to the UN where our
AmbaSsador -Charles Yost has

"A nice walk." So, with map
in hand, off we went.

THEY

HO WE V E R,

brought with them a large box

and gave. it to me "for inking
them to New York."

gentleman on a bus had told us,
They
that the distance between the
us and well worth it.
Next 7"), et- mr-T-.-e rifienTh`:- Village did .hittateW-n-was-gell "

me

gave

a

gold

it

a mallet. it's beautiful and I
love it, And the girls.

-

All

letters

Hi deaw ord

tor ' must he

an address or phone number so Their authenticity
can be checked.'
m.,,sr.,..szetm,a,maitmettematasuoto

-

15 good, 22 ektellent
Answer on Comic Page

over them. Always, they
followed the boy. They filmed
him batting grounders ... hitting flies ... pitching. The boy
actor was on hundreds of feet
of mm.

BUT IT. wasn't just acting

to the boy. bh, no! It was
much more than that! He loved baseball. It was his dream

DOCTOR SAYS

Warm. Enema
Best Treatment
W. tr. BR ANDSTADT, M.D.

.

Q -I have a severe case of
nerves and constipation. Are
Afar related.? An, enema frequently fails`fo'hejg me. What

S

do you tycomialehd?

A-Nirvous tens t is often
associated with di rrhea and
more rarely with eo stIpatIon.
Many persons take laxatives,

stereo exci

.

a day and erroneously believe

If you have gone 48 hours
without a bowel movement,

ial 92.7 fm

take art eight -ounce enema/of

plain warm watertOtrhold it
for at least fgalt, minutes. This

rarely fails. If your stools are
usually hard and dry, try a tit-

using all satten of these letters.

sible. and should contain

lined the field. Players fell

that is hard and dry and of

Make as many four letter or more- words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

names will be withheld upers
on request.should be as brief as possible. 'typewritten. if pos-

training camp. Cameras and
crews moved into the camp.
They were everywhere. They

__such_thickness that -it -is -difficult to pass.

SPUPROE

the edisigned, but
to

... to the Dodgers' spring

they are constipated. Constipation has .nothing to do with
skipping a day but is properly defined as passing a stool

gazaevetitioniammainuckiimmittismowiras

Letters To
- - The Editor

player!
SOon he was off to _FlOrida

.

shopkeepers.

tle Metamucil or Syllamalt.
Both are psyllium preparations and soften your stool

'

;

without irratating your digestive tract.

"

i

Unhappy

Unfortunately, too many homes are like yours these days.;
You may be able to build a bridge through other adults you.
know and trust, through your counselor -or through your
minister. Communication is so important, in teen years and
parents need to know what their kids are tinging, -even if they,
don't completely understand them. Teenagers need love,. affection, discipline and understanding more than ever before,:

camera, it's gotta' Itiok real."

722 Center, Des Plaines.10. 60016

A

boy

But the

He doesn't know. He might

didn't care. Let them say what
they liked! He had his chance!
And he was going to make the
most of it!

again a few weeks later. A

John E. Stanton. Editor and Publisher

of a

made!

This all started on a Sunday
in 1933. A handsome boy liked
to play Sunday ball. On

Page 4

could just tell! But he can't.

the Dodgers! Someone ... a
scout ... a manager, would see
him! His future would be

in the legends of baseball.

ZElje Pro5pect Dap

harder. Is he any good? If he

lifetime! Here he was in the
middle of spring training with

No one remembers him for
that one picture. You won't

"Tell me, R. W., how long did YOU fight the Establishment before you finally gave in?"

the

chance

BASHFUL

His heart pounds even

to be a pro ess onal
Want to be a pr) ball This movie gave him his
player? Let me tell .yoI how chance to try out. To him,

.

`et

rm
-

_

The Day's Prospects

or Your

oliday Flare
the .cake with a knife. Slide
from can. Place upright on a

By Dolores Haugh

(Third in a series of Red,

white plate.
Use an extra amount of red
food coloring in any basic butter cream frosting recipe.
Frost cake sides and top. Insert
a six-inch piece of heavy cord

White and Blue Ideas)

Let your Fourth of July des-.

sert explode in a shower of
compliments.

Here are a few red, white
and blue ideas to help make

for a fuse. Garnish base of cake

with marshmallows. Alternate
mil birthday candles and flags
to complete circle.

your holylay as festive as fire-

works The presentation of a
Giant Firecracker Cake will
make your guests' eyes as

The second cake deserves a

tip from any topper, Uncle

bright as any sparkler.

'Siimmy's or yours.

GIANT
FIRECRACKER CAKE

batter as directed on package.

V

4 eggs

Wash and dry a large 46-s
ounce juice can. Grease it generously Pour in batter 85

full (Place cookie sheet under pan in case you misjudge
cake expansion.)
Bake until cake springs back

at touch Cool. Open the bottom end of the can and loosen

its -Id sifted.dry ingredients alternately with sour cream,

mixing well after each addition. Fold in cherries and pecans.

Turn into greased and
floured 13 x 9 x 2 -inch baking Dolores Haugh - Woman's Editor

Wednesday, July 2, 1969

pan. Bake at 650 degrees for 50

minutes or until do e. Cool on
rack. Frost sides a d top with
confectioners' icin
.

To make the ilatriotic hat

2 teaspoons baking powder:
1 cup sour cream
1/2 teaspoon salt
3/4 cup chopped pecans
3 cups all purpose sifted

tapered paper strips for stripes.
Arrange lengthwise on frosted
cake. With toothpick trace

around this pattern. Remove
strips and use glossy decorating gel to outline stripes. Fill

Wheeling

in with whole or halved red

Plans Day

cherries.
Cut out a strip of paper 71/4
x 413 inch for the brim. Place at

Of Activity

bottom of stripes; trace around
the patter with a toothpick.

flour
1 teaspoon soda

1 cup chopped Liberty maraschino cherries

Fill in brim with red glossy
decorating gel. From dark
blue construction paper cut

years

A SIMPLE pan cake can become a flag-waving success if
you decorate it in honor of Old
Glory. Mark off a field of blue

Three red, white and blue ideas for a Fourth of July dessert destined to skyrocket any holiday bill
of fare Whether you set off your meal with a firecracker cake, wave Old Glory or tip Uncle Sam's

tinted red frosting. Dot with 13
white frosting stars in a circle
on the blue field.

11.1

To feel like the Statue of
Liberty herself, add a few red
(legal) torches just before you
serve your flag cake.

nearly

alone,

Drive carefully this Fourth
of July weekend.

11,000

405 N. Northwest Hwy., Palatine

Your reputation as a good
all-American cook will skyrocket to new heights if you

Revolutionary Tables

celebration.

NEW CONCEPT
IN COMPLETE
BEAUTY CARE
FROM
HEAD TO TOE
FLEETWOOD SHOPPING CENTER

and frost. Use alternate red
and white stripes using deep -

chapeau you are bound for fun M 1E11 any one. (Photo courtesy Liberty Cherry and Fruit Co )

Americans have died in the

It's a curious and tragic rata
4,435 Americans lost
their lives in the War for Independence, but in the past 21)
that

two stars, arrange one on each
side of hat.

3.st

Page 5

PROSPECT DAY

decoration cut four 91/2 -inch

CHERRY PECAN CAKE
1 cup butter
2 cups sugar

To creat this bang-up cake
use any yellow, ,white or
chocolate cake mix. Prepare

Cream butter and sugar un-

til light ' and fluffy. Beat in
eggs, one at a tithe; mix well.

PH: 358-0022

Appointment Only

use any one of these three dessert ideas.

smiwisiruloAsiemleAssmioNsomioAssmioassmitutsomlonsmioasomioasomioAsimmioAse

Borrow a revolutionary

idea. Use it for your Fourth
of July table. For the "Salute
to America" intraclub flower

MIDAS FREE

show sponsored by the

Garden Club of Mount
Prospect Mrs. Jerome Thelan-

der, president, created this
blue ribbon winning table.
The theme rang true with a
centerpiece of red carnations
and white gladiolia arranged
in a white container, the color

the United States accented with eagle quill and ink well. Garden
club members, Mrs. Vernon Schneider and Mrs. R. W. Haugh

candlestick holder, china and

' ironstone mugs, bowls and plates. The wooden napkin holders

repeated again in the

napkin rings. The tablecloth
and- napkin. of rival _Igue_
linen accented with smoke
grey glassware and Honorable
1:Discharge papers was design-

OLIDAY CHECK -U

A blue and white calico antique quilt cover from the laic
1800's provided the table cover background for pewter, fireyi
red geraniums, and a parchment copy of the Constitution oft

(v.

created the "Salute to the Past" table setting using white
are stained curtain rings; the containers are pewter goblets
-of--vafyhtg-heights.-Assemble -ti-low-of_your _an/Iflues____,Or near

00

antiques, add some true-blue ingenuity and create your own
American heritage table.

zhosr.vi,fr
yr,

il vv

ed to "Welcome Home a

Serviceman."

JP.

SEE MIDAS FIRST-FOR
A TROUBLE -FREE TRIP!

I

Have a happy Holiday - give. your
car a Midas Touch Safety Check-up!
It's FREE-and takes only a few minutes. Car okay? Drive it away! If not,
Midas will fix it FAST!

Do you have

these 3 house

259-0421

MUFFLER
SHOPS

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

990 E. Northwest Highway
Brake Service Available

O Midas, Inc: 1968

pai

MUFFLERS/PIPES/SHOCKS/BRAKES/ TIRES

Co/

8-

ElmiDA8.8110A9Ilm16111811MIDASNMIDA6111111i161.0.8MIDASIMMiDASIMMIDASEMIDASEMIDAS111I0A818
-MPH`

Patriotic
Excessive

- Dessert
the

With 2 cups milk, and 1/2 tea-

Fourth by making this white

spoon salt Cook over boiling

Be

independent

on

star mold on the third, Served
on

a

deep

blue

plate with

bright red fruit, this dessert
could be the hit of the holid iy

I

until

whites and 11/2 cups shi'edded

servings, mix thoroughly in

coconut Turn into large 6 -cup

the top of a double boder-1 envelope unflavored gelatin with

star

cup graulatcd sugar Because sugar prevents the fine
gelatin particles from clinging
tin ether during cooking, you

ter top and between star points

with raspberries, strawberries
nr cherries

Weekend Food Values

Recent sharp advances in

retail food prices appear not
to have slowed consumer demand Fresh produce counters
case the pocketbook pinch as

heavy seasonal supplies of
melons and soft fruits give
more flexibility
However, poultry and egg
prices are still flying high Egg
,rites remainfirm at a 49 -to 53 -cent level Fresh Grade A

fryers reaching Chicago

economical prices, particular ly so when several meals are
made from one bird

49 cents cut-up Many stores

short ribs, rolled rump roasts

are offering turkeys at

(44;g1k

and variety meats.,

-

Beef Hinds

as 'a service to our Customers

rr.,

USE YOUR MIDWEST BANkCARD

-

214 N. DUNTON

CL 3-5338!

Evergreen Shopping Center
20 S. Evergreen
Arlington Heights,

C
lb

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Arl If I

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.
pers, celery and potatoes
Meats Pork loin roasts, Afiso at T4 Vino, Park Sidg
chuck pot roasts and,
steaks, round and swiss steaks,

BEEF

Your Rings Cleaned

SERVING THE COMMUNITY
FOR 43 YEARS
watermelon, cherries, peaches,

beef,

01

HALVES

feat* CONBATANTS

6 MONTHS FREE STORAGE

ED (3-1-W N
N OCiMONEY
1Z0
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

northwest suburban area.

WHITE

Produce Cantaloup,

warehouses are quoted in the
stores at '45 cents whole and

BUY. DON'T HAVE A FREEZFD'
- USE OURS

JUST SAY

We offer watch & jewelry
repairing, with the most
modern jewelry store in the

for the weekend arc

chops and steaks, bacon, picnic hams, ground beef, corned

BERSHIP FEES. NO FREEZERS TO
EXPERT WATCH
REPAIR SERVICE

Chicigo-area food values

blueberries, sweetcorn, cab,
bage, lettuce, tomatoes, pep-

NO CLUBS TO JOIN, NO MEM3SDAtIEY

Refrigerate until
firm, or overnight before a
To serve, unmold
holiday
and sprinkle with more coconut to completely cover the
star with white Decorate cen-

tin in cold liquid
gin- in 3, egg yn(ks beaten

BENSENVILLE FREEZER MEATS

ance and beauty to your old stones. You'll

Platinum.

mold

can skip pre-soaking the gela-

BARBECUE TREATS from

We will show you a larger selection of
new, modern settings to add new brillifind mountings in your choice of 14k or

Fold in 3 stiffly bealen egg

To make a.siar for 10 to 12

1/2

WITH

teaspoon

vanilla extract Chill
(
slightly thickened

,

SOLVE

THEM ALL

water, stirring, until mixture'
coats spoon Add

Chalkiv

ei A t;

CU' '

40 lb. Pork Pkg.
54') ©95

w

Iaaa

Plus lox

lb,

01

-,

II

,f,o

,1111

OTHER BEEF

All c);(1,1,,1
tom1t.1 1,,r II.
VII All

AVAILABLE from 43' lb.

'1,,,; "
Call for Appointment or Come In. Hours. Daily 9 to 8; Saturday 9 tc 5

BENSENVILLE FREEZER MEATS

-

1 21 6 West Irving Paris Rd., Bensenville

394-0820

OS

r

10 Wit or

E) on Roane

19

WE LIMIT
QUANTITY

Phone: 766-6750

S

THE DAY
Page 6

Hot Dish for a Cool Supper

Wednesday, July 2, 1969

Cold Cool World

Here's a cool cooking twist

for a hot, hearty dish to star
in a summer patio supper: Hot
sausage 'later salad is. an appetite -appealing summer food

Outdoor Eating
on the Fourth of July
little trepidation, thinking that
perhaps it would be too spicy
or hot for our tastes. This was

By Charlotte Erickson

Summertime entertaining
can be more diversified than
at any other time of the year.
We can eat and serve either
part or .the entire meal out-

kitchen or in an electric frying
pan right on your own patio.

Bring out some warmed
rolls, an iced beverage and a
simple fruit dessert, and enjoy

Place raspberries in an elec-

tric blender and puree at high

speed for a few seconds. If

FRENCH PEPPER STEAK

Select a nice piece of your

favorite steak. Take 2 or 3
tablespoons of peppercorns

'

barbecuing. People with

and chop them coarsely with
a mallet on a cutting or bread

limited space or those without

barbecue grills can use their
electric skillet outdoors with

board. With the back of a

equal success.

wooden spoon, pound this

French Pepper Steak may be

both sides of the steak until

prepared outside with :ase,

the outer sides of the meat are

The following recipe of

coarsely chopped pepper into

using an electric skillet. Serve

completely covered with

French bread and a large toss-

coarsely ground black pepper.
Combine 1 tablespoon of but-

with hot crusty, buttered
ed salad. Top your meal with

ter and 1/2 teaspoon of oil in

Raspberry Torte, which

a skillet over moderately hot

should be prepared earlier and

heat.

When the butter has melted

frozen. This leaves the host
and hostess with a minimum

and combined with the oil at
a fairly high temperature, add

amount of last minute work
and enables them to enjoy

meat. Sear for 5 minutes. Add

their guests.

more butter and oil if

types -of pepper steak. French
Pepper Steak and Oriental

another 5
'other side.

There are two different necessary. Turn and sear for

Pepper Steak, Oftentimes
when dining out,, a diner is

This

minutes on the

for

is

a

steak

ap-

proximately 1 -inch thick.

disappointed upon receiving

Eight minutes on either side
for a steak 11/2 -inches thick

his pepper steak to find out
that it is not the type that he

and for rare inside tem-

had in mind. We tried this perature. Two minutes longer
French Pepper Steak with a

on either side for medium
rare.

Meat Institute
Committee Post
To A. S. Drain

RASPBERRY TORTE

.

American Meat Institute.

Drain is corporate vice presi-

dent of Armour and Co.,
Chicago.

An alumnus of Millsaps

College, Jackson, Miss,:
Kansas State Teachers

2 pkgs. (10 -oz. each) frozen
raspberries or
21/2 cups fresh raspberries,
sugared to taste
1 1/3 cups sugar
1/3 cup water
1 Tbls. light corn syrup
4 egg whites
1/4

College, Emporia, and the

cup Kirsch (cherry

University of Iowa, IoWa Ci-

brandy)

1945 as an assistant industrial

cream

--LET-A REALTOR

into frying pan. Blend in

water.
Cook, stirring constantly,

Sprinkle crisp bacon and
parsley over top.

Yield: 4 to 5 cups salad, 4

until thickened. Add onion,

to 6 servings.

1/2

are using fresh berries. Frozen

cup chopped Bermuda

berries are sufficiently sweet

onion
1 cup thinly sliced celery

and need no extra sugar.
113 cups sugar
Combine

potatoes (4 medium)

4 cups sliced cooked

1

with water and corn syrup in

a small pan; bring to a boil
Hot Sausage-7ater Salad is
over high heat and continue easy to make and pretty to
cooking until it reaches a tem- serve, just the right food for
perature of 238 degrees (soft

Escorted EUROPEAN TOUR

a patio supper on a lazy summer day. (Photo courtesy the
American Meat Institute)

boil stage on a candy
thermometer). Meanwhile,

featuring participation in Der

syrup. Continue

beating

at

high speed for an additional
8 minutes or until the meringue mixture cools to room
temperature. Fold in raspberry puree. Add Kirsch. Now
whip cream until stiff. Fold
into meringue.
Butter bottom and sides of
a form cake pan (one with a

received

only
a

program in the United States

and Canada among firms
employingewer

V Round trip from Chicago
via T.I.A. Chartered Jet

feel" of the countries you visit! For colorful illus-

1,000 persons or

Holiday. Pillows are meticulously_ cleaned, saniblankets restored to
fluffy softness and flower freshness. And the
savings ore king size
when you send them
Call For
along with your bunHoliday's Vs Family
Finish Laundry Sonmer
dle!

tized and revitalized

Visiting - GERMANY -AUSTRIA- FRANCE
LICHTENSTEIN-SWITZERLAND- BELGIUM
HOLLAND-ENGLAND
Exciting Jet tour via T.I.A. taildied to give the "real

the best employe recreation

with split lady fingers, having

5ild

There's no better time than now to have your
blankets and pillows beautifully renovated by

SEPTEMBER 20 -OCTOBER 4, 1969

Helms Award for operating

removable bottom). Line sides

blanket cleaning!

per person

The Flick -Reedy Corp.,
has

SAVINGS on pillow 8

WIZWPMC51

Flick -Reedy
Gets Award
Bensenville,

DREAMS 8 SWEET

.44

beat egg whites with an electric mixer until soft peaks

form. Gradually beat in hot

PROMISES YOU SWEET
AIL

trated brochure and reservations, see, write or call:

.

.

.

-

flat side on the inside. Pour

This marks the third year
in the raspberry mixture. that Flick -Reedy has won a
Cover and freeze until firm, Helms Award.

r

DRY CLEANERS
MT. PROSPECT

672 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine 358-1500

412 W. NW HWY.

MOUNT

,

392.4554

,PROSPECTV

SvrviceMoshr
Carpet k Furmtur

yoti will find this a very low

LAUNDRY &

I-

Ve.it our new showroom of

this change in the ingredients,

1000errieWeeIA.Or

Des Plaines

inc.

652 W. ALGONQUIN

259-6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

439-4727
FREE PICK-UP OR DELIVERY AS EARLY AS 7:00 A.M.

Cl.cming

calorie dessert.

7 lbs. $287
alc ea. addl. lb.

Zip

STATE

CITY

CARPET
SALES

substituted for all you calorie
watchers, changing the flavor
but slightly. Actually, with

dried.

ADDRESS

OWEN

*An equal amount of
dessert topping may he

able rugs. sox and knowear fluff dried and
folded reody . u,.tither apPorel Butt

NAME

usually overnight or longer.

wedges. Serve frozen.

All flotwork.oncludtoy handkerchiefs. ironed
and beouttfully finished. Both towels woe,

Please rush brochure on European Tour featuring Der Oktoberfest.

OPEN: Mon. thru Fri. 8 to 8,
Sat. 8 to 6, Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

Every life should
have a "Porpoise"

01P4e

1

THE

CAN GROW INTO,
NOT OUT OF!
A Realtor knows what you are looking for in a

CL 5-1600

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...

P(V1P°ie
FIBERGLASS

owO1111.-...egbew

SAILBOATS

MOUNT PROSPECT

see Kemmerly!

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

.--1-1;

Put a Little Fun in your Life With a PorpOise
Built of Fiberglass reinforced plastic for years of carefree sailing pleasure. Your Porpoise won't rust,

Ink ?U.

rot or corrode. The tough fiberglass hull and deck resists damage from sand, stones or other
abrasions. Porpoise stores easily. Part of the basement or garage wall is all you need.

emmerb
REALvtE

REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9

OW 5 OFFICES SERVING
HE, NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

NorthWest Hwy.

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-2460

1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

9-564500-

6 E. Nonrhwasti4yry:--

In Hoffman -Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

THE

Length Overall:
Beam:
Cockpit Size:
Hull Weight:
Sail Area:
Sail:
Loading:

14 feet, 8 inches
49 inches

43" long x 24" wide x 8"Ideep

155 pounds
85 square feet
3.4 ounce dacron 2 -tone color
Suppoits up to 950 pounds of burden, 450 pounds
provides max. performance
Red, Blue, Yellow (White Hull)
Deck Colors:
Hiking Straps for heeled -over sailing

$53700

arwiteeme-__ kellorewww ut.

c-,
ildvesexcete i c $,5ieleag 7(44

894-1800

299-0082

franks,

wieners or stuokiesasdirected
on package. Cut in half -;ross7
wise. Stand upright around
edge of,..heated 'serving dish
and spoon salad into center.

1/4 cup water

1

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY

GRILL OR heat

Fry bacon until crisp;
remove from drippings and
drain on absorbent paper.
Pour I3 cup bacon drippings

SAUSAGE-'TATER SALAD

2 pkgs. lady fingers, split

engineer.

tablespoun, chopped

floor, sugar, salt, celery seed
and pepper. Add vinegar" and

2 cups (1 pint) whipping

ty, Drain joined Armour in

1

parsley

1/3 cup vinegar

This is a marvelous make berries or additional
ahead party dessert. with
whipping cream and cut into

Beef Committee of the

heat through. Add salad dressing and mix carefully.

or wieners or smokies

11/2 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon celery seed
Vs teaspoon pepper

your guests where the dental
floss and toothpicks are and
proceed, omitting this step.)
Add sugar to taste only 'if you

TO SERVE: Remove from
pan. Garnish tops and sides

Refreshing, easy to make, it
can be stored in your freezer
Albert S. Drain, I Eton on
days or weeks ahead.
Oxford, Pluin Grove Village, forSingle
Recipe:
Rolling Meadows, has been'
Serves 12
named vice chairman of the

celery and potatoes; allow to

1 pound (abbot 10) franks

this delicious, hearty dinner.
8 slices diced bacon
1 tablespoon flour
2 tablespoons sugar

not at all the case and we were you wish to avoid seeds, press
delighted and truly enjoyed its through a wire strainer to
,remove them, (Otherwise, tell
unique flavor.

doors, depending on your
preference. However, outdoor
cooking need not depend on

that can be made in the

Vi cup salad dressing

S'Poti94e
Features of the Super Porpoise
SELF BAILING COCKPIT A gravity operaNon-skid cockpit.
'

drainage system with NO plugs to pull!!

Your Porpoise never needs painting! Colors
are molded into the fiberglass decking.
S. High -strength extruded, anodized alumi-

num mast (21/4" dia.), boom and yard
(11/2" dia.); equipped for floatation with
water tight end caps.

Water-resistant Philippine mahogany doggerbocird, rudder and tiller.

Nylon sail clips for easy rigging. Directions

"

are simple to follow.
Your Porpoise won't sink. Even the younger
folks can bringer bock to even keel.

Built to strict One -Design specifications for
Porpoise Class Association racing.

Get in the fun Start Sailing Your Own
.., Porpoise Soon! It's Easy to Handle
even for beginners

r ingtonComes FromSehipd- to Beat 'Wheeling, 6ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (6)
ab r h hi
Player
0 0 0
3
Salm. 2h
0
I
I
3
Somers, If
2
2 0
Bastable, c
0 0
3
Lundstedt, ss
I

I

rt

I

I

Frase, 3b
Armstrong, lb
Wulbecker cf

2

0

1

0

2

I

0
0
0

Anderson

0

0

0

0
0
0

I

I

0

0

p

Totals

2

2

I

23 6 5
NVITEI. LING (4)

Player

ab

_

A inin_ws, 2b
Messina 2b

Sclmeitier

1b

2
2
2
4
4

0

Wiesen, cf
Solomon rt
Sheridan, It
Toneff,

2

I

Cram. p
p

I

3

0

0

I

3

0

0

I -rase

Gordova had reached base on
Schweitzer's third error, gone

ing put Art Andrews and John
Dyson, but in between whiffs
he walked Gary Schweitzer to
force in another run:

to second

baseball is a game of inches

Gary Anderson started on

Arlington Heights was not
to get a base hit until the fifth,
but thanks to several fielding
miscues they were able to produce single runs in the second
and third to tie up the contest.
In the second, two straight erSchweitzer let in a run, and

not have come in.

American Legion District
nine play. Twice Wheeling
broke away with a two -rein

lead, and both times Arl-

ington Heights tied the 'score
and finally went ahead to stay

on 'a throwing_ error by
starting pitcher Crain.

SchweitLer proved that

in the fourth inning when he

sliced a two -run single just in-

side third base to score

eluded shortstop John: Dyson
for an error.

Somers came through with an
opposite field single to put the
tying runs on base.

move was a sound one,

right hander Bokelmann to

after two were out Dave

finish up on the mound. The

Wheeling in order on a

strikeout and two harmless

Bastable was the next hitter, and he smashed a run scoring single to left off the

:taps back to the box.

THE MOMENTUM had

changed, anti when Jim

the hill for Arlington Heights,
and he ran into trouble in the

had the ball been hit slightly
to either side the runs might

up the tying run when/

second inning when he in the third a sacrifice fly to
developed a failure, to keep
the hall low. Three successive

right field by Jack Bastable

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Crain then gave.

teammates,

Lundstedt's hard-hit:grounder

I

0

0

3

2

2

0

2

1

I

I

3

0

I

0

the bases.

0

0
4

0
6

0
4

WITH THE TOP of the
order coming up for Wheel ing, coach Lloyd Meyer

brought in a run and loaded

PIR TS

Arlington Heights got an

insurance tally when Mike

when Jim Kolari got a bloopsin-

the

gle to lead off the Arlington
Heights sixth, southpaw Paul

threw a wild pitch on strike

tle.

BOTH TEAMS will sec action again tonight Arlington

ball down, but the run Heights will host Palatine,

came in anyway when Elisco

while Wheeling.. will

be

at

home of Logan Square

".421;...A.L4

A ESIII

Page 7
Wednesday,
July 2,

shortstop Dave Lundstedt

out and Dave Armstrong at

Kolari got a bltiop'slngle to

Steve Toneff and Marty Crain

following an error by

three.

Wulbecker walked, stole secatcher Toneffs throw was on cond, went to third on an erthe money ahead of him, .the ror and scored on BokelmanArlington right fielder calmly n's second straight infield hit
kicked the ball out of Dyson's But the run wasn't needed,
because the Arlington reliever
glove.
Bruce Frase sacrificed again put Wheeling down in
Kolari to third, and with .one order to end 'the see -saw batbat, Meyer ordered a squeeze.
Armstrong was unable to lay

singles by Dean Sheridan.

(1

as

Bokelmann proceded to retire

rors by third baseman

in the sixth.

Sheridan and Toneff. There

Elisco was called upon to try

to salvage the game for
Meyer wanted the game Wheeling. Kolari attempted to'
badly, and he brought in ace steal second, and when

were two outs at the time, and

0

SF--Bastable:

on Cary Salm's

sacrifice bunt and taken third

finally broke the ice. in their
half of the fifth by reaching
Crain for three hits and two
runs. Jim Bokelmann got the
first hit, an infield single, and

tiring Crain. Still lacking
fielding support from his

I

SH-Wiesen Toneff. Salm,

Kolari,

Arlington Heights refused
to quit last.night at Recreation
Park, and the result was a
come -from -behind. 6-4 vic-

Cordova responded by strik-

scored Cordova from third.

Randy Cordova to pitch.

0

27

Totals

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Dyson ss
Hull lb

0

h hi

r

wasted no time in bringing in

tory over Wheeling in

0

2

Cordova, p
Bokelmann, p

By Jim Stuart

6

1969

SB--Salm Kolar] Wulbecker.

Willie Meyers

?4.

Named 'Rookie
COElell or Year'

MIL

Wdlwm Nlyers an Eastern
Illinois University graduate of
1957

and

A

411,

Alb

11111,

I'

former wrestling

p
'T

--

coach at Arlington High
School where his teams posted

20-2 records in owo years.

4,

11111ww,

was recentls named by

Amateur Wrestling News as

the 'Rookie College Wrestling
Coach of the Year

Myers guided Whitewater

State University to the
school s first Wisconsin State

FOR GREAT BUSINESS IN A PRESTIGE ENVIRONMENT

University Conference championship with a pi edominantly
freshman team

CUSTER EXECUTIVE CENTER
on Arlington Heights Road, near Higgins in Elk Grove Village. Now leasing- both

The Warhawks record was
dui mg the season, but
they concluded the year with

ultra modern offices and warehousing facilities

9-5-1

in

the same deluxe build-

ing..within minutes of O'Hare International Airport. Close to access to the North-

straight vicaorics and
then scored seven team points
in the NAIA national meet.
At Eastern MNers was a
tour -year letterman in wrestling and received his master of
science in 1966 ,Aith a Major
in guidance counseling.

eight

west Tollway..

CALL: CUSTER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
General Contractors, Builders & Developers
1738 Rand Road, Des Plaines, Illinois, 60016

NEWCASTLE 1-3062 OR 824-5910
IL

WICKES
FAIR DATES & HOURS
TODAY THRU JULVSTH

THURSDAY, JULY 3RD Parade at 2:30 P.M.

a'

Fair Opens After Parade (Approx. 3:30 P.M.)
6.30 to 10:30
FRIDAY, JULY 4TH

Exclusive Wickes
panels.

A fine quality panel, "easy -care"
finished with Wickes exclusive
Perm -A -Tone, Large

IMPALA KHAYA
TEAK OKIJME

Am. $3.39

4'x8' size.

75c
Grade stamped.

Luxurious African

hardwoods.

2"x4" STUDS

EACH

1"x3" FURRING STRIPS

YOUR CHOICE

A must for paneling.

MANY THRILLING RIDES!
HUNDREDS OF
MERCHANDISE AWARDS

LEVEL YOUR FLOORS-UNDERLAYMENT 1314cSQ. FT.

SPORTS COUPE

An exciting new mix or
match decorating idea.

SECONDPRIZE

FRIGIDAIRE

STEREO SET

rust -resistant. 5,000 BTU.

$98"

1.5%

DON'T MISS. THE GIGANTIC

ACSSLP

EXTERIOR PLYWOOD

WIXCOTE° ULTRA EXTERIOR LATEX

1/4" -

'Paint the easy way.

4' x 8' $3.39

Closed July 4th

A. C. Ext. Plywood

One coat covers,

3/4"

ULTRA INTERIOR a REG. 4" PAINT
$7.49 BRUSH
LATEX_

HARMON - KARDON

Economical way to beat the heat.

Easy to install. Washable filter;

or riders-they're all reduced.

clean-up with soapy
$c47
water.

0

AIR CONDITIONER

better now at Wickes. Push -type

SAVE

$277

REG.

$3.47

GAMES

GRAND PRIZE - 1969 BUICK SKYLARK

Give your floors a lift with this anytime, anywhere
carpet. Stain and rot resistant.

Selection and price couldn't be

A

3:00 P.M. to 10:30 P.M.
Sat., July 5TH
Sunday, July 6TH .3:00 P.M. to 10:30 P.M.

WALDORF CHERRY
MINT GREEN WALNUT

POWER MOWERS

v.

4' x 8' $4.98

E)

A. C. Ext. Plywood
1/2" - 4' x 8' $3.68
CDX Standard Sheathing

MIDWEST
BANK CARDS

WELCOME HERE

JULY 4TH PARAD

'."

FRIDAY, JULY 4TH, 2:30 P.M.
_AND_THE_SPECTACULAR

-

FAUCET

SHOWER STALL

HeaVy-duty brass construction With aerator.

Completewahallfittings
and curtain

$1051-

$4950

PORCH- LIGHT Rich black satin finish,
pebble glass.
P5960

$2REG.
77 $3.47.

-PORCH LIGHT -

I.

Black lantern with beveled glass sides.

,C77

P5875

"'"iM*10XpflUZirlet

FRIDAY ,-JULY 4TH AT DARKNESS

'5

of REG. 67.57

D'

APPROX 8:45 PM.

s.

WICKES
LUMBER & BUILDING SUPPLIES CENTER

STREAMWOOD
% mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U.S. 201

' STORE HOURS:-

Mon.' thru Thurs.

8.130

Sot. 11 AM to 4 PM

Sun. 9 AM to 1 PM

WORKS DISPLAY

-

Illinois-

Lions Park is Located 2 Blocles South of N: W. Tracks at Maple St.
Mt. Prospect,

&me Oaf C4x, e Alll

!e Yuan

!

The Game of the Day

itter to s i ere

er's

ro

Tigers record to 6-4

By Mike Imrem -

Andy Cropper pitched

CROPPER USED a blaz-

a

ing

three -hitter last night to pace

fastball to strikeout

an 8-1 victory over the Tigers
in a Mount Prospect Bronco

Tigers in the six inning game
He needed the strikeout pitch
because five walks put him in

Meadows Park

stranded eight runners during

the

first -place

Senators

to

third, whdd the Tigers scored
on a walk to Billy Nachtsheim
and Jim Tiesi's long triple to
right Tiesi represented the

14

lead run at third with only

several jams The Tigers

B minor league game at

The win enabled the
Senators to tighten their grip

one out, but Cropper reached

back for sometking to

the game

strikeout the next to Tiger

The Senators opened the
scoring in the first inning on

batters

THE TIE didn't last long

a double to right field by Tom
McLaurin, a passed ball and

on the league lead with a 11-1

record The loss dropped the

because the

Senators

SENATORS (8)

for three big -Funs Craig Barsi

Mike Serino's ground oat

"This lead held up,until the

came

back in their half of the third

started things oft with a walk
and moved to second when Fischer, 2b

McLaurin walked with one DeJonge, 2b
McLaurin, lb
out

Thilmany, cf
Bobowski, e,
in the fourth to score three Johnson, rf
more times and put the game Krajewski, rf
on ice They got only one hit Barsi, If
in the rally, but received five Totals

I

Senator pitcher Andy Cropper fires another strike past Tom Neylon of the Tigers. Cropper
managed to strikeout 14 of the Tigers batters last night at Meadows Park. (Photo by Bob
Privratsky)

I

nights Trail. Blazers, 6-1
Hank Szymanski's record
as new coach of the Summer
Knights baseball team was
evened yesterday at I -I as his

The Blazers built up all the
lead they needed in the second

on Dean Vaccarino's leadoff
double, a single by Al Rabe,
a wild pitch, a stolen base and
an error.
Rabe was standing on third
after Vaccarino had been gun-

however, Was tossed out at the

plate on a throw from firght
fielder Dorgan.

from Addison Trail, 6-1.
Prospect's only run came in

A STRIKEOUT ended the
threat, and a double play on

bottom of the

Streng's second -inning hit.

back-to-back. Sumner,

hosting club fell victim to a
well -coached, snappy crew
the

a line drive erased Tom

The Knights showed signs
of life in their half of the first
when Greg Sumner reached
on an error and Casey Rush
and Bill Thurnhoffer singled

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

seventh

ned down at third, Rush to
Streng to Thurnhoffer. Rabe

loped down the baseline on
the next pitch, for

all ap-

pearances joking about his intentions to try the sucide. But
instead of stopping, he keptup

his slow pace all the way to
the plate where John Kelly's

before being taken for two

.. runs in the second. He walked
Landrum to open the first, but
Landrum was forced by Tim
Dorgan. Dorgan stole second,
but another infield out closed

Dean Vaccarino skeptically watches as Prospect's Bill Thumhoffer gets his gloVe ready

The Hersey baseball team
out Deerfield" on -the

shut

second and put himself in

Warrior home diamond last

good scoring position with only one out.
Burrows hit a hard line
drive to Fischer in left, and the

night; 1-0, in Summer League
play. Pete Mooney chalked up

the win for Hersey and only
gave up two hits in the process.

The garnemoved along at
a quick pace and was strictly
a duel between the pitchers.

Both pitchers only gave up
two hits

-

and

were

in

the

on the cake with an insurance Totals

The throw to second was bad,
and Dorgan took third, in-

The ball squirted away

Dorgan picked himself up and

A hurried

Player
Jolly, ss
Landrum, p

4

1

3

0

0

Kreske, If
Kelly, c
Provenzaro, lb

3

Kennedy, ph
Totals

r h bi

ab

Nesis, pr
Dorgan, rf
DeAngelis, 3b
Vaccarino, 2b
Rabe, cf

1
1

3

0

4

0"

3

2

0
29

0

1

4

3

run in the fifth. Mike

2

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

1

1

1

0
0
'1

6

Karl only -allowed the

1

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
5

Senators three hits, but that

ab

0

0

0
0

but only one was earned.

Harbach, ss

He issued a walk, and then
two straight singles and a two base error brought in the three

Schlais, p

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

I

0
0
0
0

0

0

I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1

0

0
0

Dabovich, ph -p

3

0
0

Doyle, rf-pr
Totals

0

I

0

26

1

4 ,1

I

grounders.
Hersey scored their win-

ning run in the top of the first
on one hit. Ken Kennepp,

Hersey's shorstop, lead off
with a double which turned

ington Heights, 5-0, Saturday

in the North division of the

'

Hersey almost got a rally

walk and Jim Fletcher hit a

Jim Bowden almost swept
Hersey hosts Fremd today all indivdual honors in the

popped out to the shortstop.

HERSEY (1)
ab r
Player
3
I
Kennepp, ss

-Bowden captured low gross
h bi kudos with a 39 and shared
I
0 the low--net--title-with' Don'

Koch, lb

0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

2

0

2

24

3

Ludwigsen, cf

3

Fischer,

3

If

Quade, c
Fletcher, -3b

first baseman for the first out.
Bill Ludwigson then flew out

Totals

in right, but Kennepp
tagged up and scored on the
play. The side was retired
when Steve Fischer made the

third out on another fly ball
to the outfield.
Mooney didn't give up a hit
nye

A

baserunncr until the fourth in-

ning. In the first and second
thing Mooney got Deerfield
on a strikeout and two infield
grounders.

In

the third
s fire

he

night Twilight Golf League

this past Monday evening.

Kornelly, rf
Smith, 2b
Mooney. p

row

Mount Prospect Monday

for a league game.

2
3
3

0

1b

Boley, 2b
London, 3b
Chapman, ss

0
I

0

a

0

0
0

0
0
0

I

2

1

Dick Barstad turned one in on
the eleventh as did Dillworth
Kerr on the 12th. Two'birdies
were knocked in on the 13t1i,
one by Rolly Gerrard, and the
other by Dick Koci.

MOUNT PROSPECT Elec0 tric Construction shut out
icket Paints, 10-0. Morton
0
ontiac trounced John Mufich
0

0

I

3

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

ers 7-3. Winkelmann's Shell
Service toped Mount Pros0 pect State Bank, 7-3. Mount

0
0

0
0
2

0 Prospect Jewelers defeated
0 Arnold Palmer Cleaning Cen0 ter, 61/2-31/2. Ed and Gil's Bar -

3

2
2
1

Totals

h bi

3

3

If

-

0

Hanson, ph

Leddy, c

Chuck Kirchoff rapped in
birdie on the fifth hole.

0

Laughlin. p

Jensen,

in that department while
Williams carded a 44-12-32.

2

.2
0

Burrows. rf
Sandy, cf

I

0
0

DEERFIELD (0)
ab r
Player
Bloch,

0 Williams. Bowden had a 39-7

21

2 13- -Kenne

0
I

0
:

0
0

-

ter_.$1,1913_ knOcked_ off J - a nd

strikeout, an infield grounder

Chapman; Sri -Bloch; ,E- Meat Market, 6-4. In the final
Fletcher, London; LOB- match of the twilight, Annen

and a fly ball to the catcher.

Deerfield (3), Hersey (3).

retired-

IN THE BOTTOM of the
fourth Deerfield finally got a
-man on .base, With one out
-Kim-Boley,--Deerfield s second
haseman, smashed a single

past shortstop. However,
Boley wa's forced out at
second on kick London`s

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pitcher
Laughlin Mooney

-

-

-

and Busse rubbed out Ye Old
Town Inn, 51/2-41/2. -

team.

Dave Littell swept the first

In first doubles com-

petition, Littell and Craig
Fristed and Tim Wyman

ing Kruth and Bob
McWherter, 6-4, 4-6, 6-3.

singles match, roiling over
Des Plaines and Arlington
Bob Kruth of Arlington 6-0,
6-0. Dave Keehn had only Heights both play in the

slightly more trouble with Jim North division of the league.
Merkle in the second single, At the end of the season the

winners of the North and
IN THE THIRD singles, West divisions will play for
Des Plaines' Paul Alfasso the championship. Matches

downing him 6-1, 6-3.

defeated Greg Gibkel by a 6- are played every Saturday.

SCTTS
TEAM UP
--

to give you

in

the

last

of the

a better lawn
100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

CL 5-1600

MOUNT PROSPECT

RF/
Amu

fourth place where Ye Old

Town Inn currently sits.
Fifth -place Mount Prospect
State Bank holds a razor -thin
half -point lead over Picket

Use Scotts

TRADE IN

Paints to round out the first

PLUS -2

SPECIAL

division.

Mount Prospect Electric
Construction sits at the top of
the second division, one point

and its GOODBYE WEEDS!

out of the top section. They

Bring in your old lawn spreader

Prospect Jewelers, which has

(any make, model or condition)
and trade in on a new one from Scotts

arc followed by Mount

49 points. Filling the ninth
slot is J and B Meat Market.

MODEL 35

Tied for tenth place' are
Arnold Palmer Cleaniirg
Center and Ed and Gil's

SAVE $2

(reg. $19.95)
with trade-in only $12.95

Barber Shop, both with 41
markers.

10,000 sq. ft. bag1+4.-9.5 $12.95

MODEL 75

5 Awarded
Diplomas

SEED/FEED SPECIAL

(reg. $27.95)
with trade-in only $15.95

-

Five Arlington Heights
students were awarded

SUMMER SALE
SAVE $1
5,000 sq. ft. bag 17.9.5..$6.95

Windsor

The Scotts Rotary,

Illindis Institute of

The Scotts Automatic
es w
in lawn spreaders.

mencement ceremonies

when you stop walk -

lawns. Material

_Has sturcjy steel
construction yet is

force over an arc as

Technology in com-

recently.
They- are- Lester -W.--Ayres--

of 536 S. Dale, who majored

in electrical engineering;

Shuts off automatically

featherlight to operate

Leonard G. Larson of 103 E.
Cedar, who majored in liberal

or ' - to

arts;

Ronald D. Bakalar of

up

hang

for

storage. A wide 22

e

a

sa

spreader for those who
regularly fertilize large
is

spread by_ centrifugal
wide at 8 ft. Feathered
overlap so, no missed
streaks. Adjusts to
keep materials off

inch spread.

7 2 1-1 4 I in first place despite its loss
2 0.0 4.2' -with. 63 points, it's followed

mathematics; James D.

rust -resistant finish for

flower 'beds amd

Maynen of 712 W. Hintz Rd.,

!Ong life.

droves'

Winner --Mooney loser ----by Winkelmann's Shell, which
Coughlin
has a. one -point' lead over
000 00Q 0 0 21 Morto%Pontiac. Then there is
Deerfield

who majored. in electircal

Hersey..

who majored in mathematics.

a three-point drop-off to

I, 6-1 margin.

completed the sweep by edg-

213 S. Vail, who majored in

100 000 0 121

PITCHING SUMMARY

every set, as they lost only one
to Arlington's second doubles

John Mufich Buick remains.

ip h r-er sO W

"

A KEY DOUBLE play by

engineering, and Timothy 'J.
Sheehan of 601 S. Mitchell,

Special

when bought -with any

Save $5
,
when bought with -at

Scotts product.

Scotts roduct.

Save $2

0

Chamberlain beat Merkle and
Gibkel, 6-I, 6-2. Des Plaines'
second doubles team of Ross

made possible by Jeff Jensen's
grounder to short.

0

Bu ick in a battle of car deal-

1

OPEN: Mon. Thru. Fri. 8 to 8
Sot. 8 to 6, Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

Monday Twilight Golf

ended when Rick Kornelly

3

North-West Suburban Tennis
League. The Des Plaines netters came close to sweeping

Hanson out. The third out

Hersey

started in the last inning with
two outs. Jim Quade drew a

1

was another force out at third

seventh saved the tying run
from scoring. Chapman led
off Deerfield's half of the in -

out to he the only extra base
hit of the game. Steve Koch
followed with a fly ball to the

on a longofly to Bob B ur-

on bases. Randy Chapman led

22

0
0
0

Des Plaines Blanks Heights
In Park Tennis League Meet

base.

was safe on an error. Burrows
then got Deerfield's second
and last hit, a single past third

baseman. However, the inning

simple routine infield

off London for the third out.
The closest Deerfield came
to scoring was in the fifth inning when they left two men

0
0

0

0

2

0

Cropper
6 3 I -I 14 5
downfall. He walked nine men Karl
5 3 8-6 7 9
Winner --Cropper; Loser -and five of them came around
Karl.
to score.

Des Plaines defeated Arl-

3
0
White, cf-3b
3
0
Sumner, If
I
0
sacrificed them up a base as Dencker, If
0
two strikeouts shortened the Rush, cf-rf
Thurnhoffer, 3b 4 0
frame considerably.
0
0
Neither team was able to Jackson, rf
3
0
put up much fight until the Fritsche, lb
0 0
seventh when three more runs Smoy, lb
3
0
were recorded for the visitors Musial, c
2
0
and one for Prospect. Chris Streng, 2b
3
0
Dabovich gave up the runs, Perkins, ss

0

I

1

0

balls, proved to be his

1

h bi

r

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

old bugaboo, the base on Player_ip h r-erso bb

PROSPECT )1)
Player

I

0
0
0
0
0
0

Bobowski opened with a walk' Winkelman; 2b--McLaurin,
and scored on a throwing er- Cropper, Winkelman; 3b-Tiesi.
ror by the Tiger catcher.

On the next play Art Sandy
hit a grounder to Terry Smith
who threw to third, forcing

Before he had time to tag up.

pitches.

. out four while Mark Laughlin
of Deerfield walked two and
. struck our four. Most of the
put outs for both teams were

a good move to first to pick

0

E--McLaurin, Lowe,

Oand

off with a fly out to Kennepp
at shortstop and Dan Hanson

single past the second

gave up one walk and struck

at

shortstop. Mooney then made

2

0

ss

WILLE.

ball was relayed back to second base to get Chapman

strike zone with most of their

HERSEY'S MOONEY

grounder lo-Kennepp

ning wiih a -walk and Hanson
popped out to second for the
first out. Chapman then stole

0

2

Huskies' Mooney Shuts Door
On Deer Field Sunimer Crew, 1-0
By Bill Copeland

3

walk to force in a run Crop- Neylon, If
per drove in the next run with Kozy, cf
his second straight hit and Racine, cf
Mark Karner walked to Blim, 3b
drive home another tally, mak- Walgren, 3b
Nachtsheim, rf
ing it 7-I.
The Senators put the icing P. Murphy, rf

through, another run in the
third when Dorgan scored
from first on a stolen base.

runner. (Photo by Linda Hamilton)

to

the inning.

0

0

SCHLAIS SUFFERED

scores.

h bi

r
1

I

out of it.

for a tag at third. Vaccarino had doubled and tried to take third, but a throw from right
to second to Thumhoffer cut him down, although Thumhoffer had to make a fine stretch

ab
4

Player
John Vlach, lb

3

1

threw a first -inning jam

-

5

Serno worked him for another Winkelman, c

BACK-TO-BACK singles
by Jack Fritsche and Musial
were wasted. after Strcng

Warner Schlais started on

8

0

Dorgan scored.

the hill for Prospect and sailed

21

0

Musial's mitt at the plate and

with three fielding errors

2

0

wildness and walked in a run

- leading the way to 'their six
- runs.

1

0

1

Perkins popped out of

_ test. Only five got on via hits.

0
0
0
0
3

0

0

throw form shortstop Jim

THE BLAZERS marked

0

0

I

0

from Thurnhoffer, and

their trail around the bases
well with a total of 14 basrunners in the seven -inning con-

2
2
2

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

when Blazer hurler Bob Lan-

-

0
0
0

0

the play and scored when he

doubled.

0

0

0
0
0

0

easily.

after Chris Dabovich had

0

2

lission at the base.

drum ran into a streak of

2

2

2

ADDISON TRAIL (6)

made for home.

2

DeJonge drew consecutive Lowe, 2b
passes to first Karl got the Karl, p
next man on a strikeout, but B Murphy, 2b

juring Thurnhoffer in a col-

was cuaght in a pickle and got

2

0

July 2,

last -second bunt scored Rabe

Bob Kreske took third on

0

Krajewski, Borst and Dave

ild Affair

in

1

1

Wednesday,

1969

1M.

2

0
0
0

TIGERS (1)

"Jamie Karl

AFTER ONE out,

0

3
3

2

to make the score 4-1
The Senators batted around

0

1

2

smash that got past the Tiger Cropper,Seorin,ssp
shortstop for an error;scoring Karner, 3b
Barsi and McLaurin Cropper Strawa, 3b
then ripped a double to right Slome, cf

Page 8

t

1

Serino followed with a

walks from Tiger pitcher

it bi

ab
2 0

when purchased alone
1000 sq. ft. (1 lb. 3 oz.) $441.5 $3.95
w en purc ase wit Turf Builder
25001q. ft. (3 lb.) $1479.5.$10.95

BLEND_SEVENTY
1000 sq. ft. (1 16. 3 oz)1/4.4.5.43.95

2500 44E13 1b3

t8.95

NO -QUIBBLE GUARANTEE

--

for any reason you are not
satisfied with results after using any Scotts products, you are entitled to get
your money back. Simply send us evidence
of purchase and -we will mail you a refund
check promptly.
SCOTTS, the grate p.opl., Morysvllh, Ohio 43040
If

1969

Wednesday, July

School's
Summer League baseball team
defeated a very determined
Hersey squad, 13-12, in a

Tom Hutchinson came in
to pitch, but he walked Bill

Ken Kennepp to fly out, Steve

255-7200

0

but was erased when Clawson

Prosser, Hersey's pitcher

got on on a fielder's choice.
Jarred and Mackey followed
with singles, driving in two

didn't have such luck.
Domingo Mata, Barrington's

-speedy center fielder, led off

runs.

with a single and quickly stole

Reed hit

son had sacrificed Mata to
third. Clisby Jarrad grounded

the shortstop who threw

0

Pohlman singled in two

more and Holke followed with

a single which scored

MATA'S SPEED enabled
without any
trouble. Jarrad stole second

Pohlman. Jonas Mata, Domingo's younger brother, popped to third to end the inning,

score

and was batted in by Bob

Fletcher smashed a triple over 'game on Kornelly's trementhe head of Mata, scoring Jim dous home run over the left
Quade who had walked. Rice
field fence.
fanned Rick Kornelly to retire
Domingo Mate led off for
the side and end the rally.
the Broncos with a single and

After retiring Barrington in
order in the bottom of the second, Prosser led off the third
for the Huskies by grounding
to short. Kennepp followed in
the order with a sharp single

CREATIVART E

SERVICE

run;

Clawson walked to lead off

the bottom of the third.

BARRINGTON (1)

Jarrad singled, sending

Clawson to third, but he was
.thrown out by catcher Quade
when he tried to take second

base. Bob Mackey then executed the suicide squeeze
play by bunting a high outside

pitch. Clawson scored and

ab

Mata, d, cf
Clawson, rf
Jarrad, If

5

2

2

0

3

3
3

1-

0

4

2

3

Mackey, 2b

3

2

3

3

Reed, lb

4

I

I

I

4

2

3

3

4

0
0

1

1

2

I

0
0

Pohlman, ph

returned the lead to Bar-

Holke, 3b
Dowling, c

rington, 3-2.

HERSEY WASTED no
time in going ahead. After a

Ken Morales walk and a
Quade single, Jim Fletcher
kissed a home run over the

2

Hartwig, ph
Holman, ss
Mata, J. ph

2

0
0

0

3

Jensen,

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Hutchinson, p
Totals

fence in left center for a three run blast.

r h bi

Players

1

the fourth when Pohlman

doubled and was sent in on
Geoff Dowling's single.
The Huskies failed to score

ss

Koch, lb
tudwigsen,
Fischer, If

WI. the' fifth7blit-the Ri-OnCos

went right on. Clawson singled to open up Barrington's atsecond

when Fletcher booted Jarrad's
ground ball. Coach Harvey

Foster decided to yank

0
0
0

I

1

1

3- - .1 --0

-

-

2

2

4

1

2
2

4

On all blacktop workoall work

Kornelly, rf

4

2

2

4

1

1

0

I

0

0

0
0

fully guaranteed, all modern
equipment. - FREE - estimates -

BLACKTOP SERVICE

pringSpecial 30%Off

1

31 12 12 11

F-

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pitcher
Rice
Jensen

5

0
Hutchinson 1

r-er bb so

6
2
4

6-5
3-3

8

6-6
6-6

3-3

4

8

I

0

1

1

4
2

7

1

0

2

0

359.1906

Rand Rd.
fir ear

Mile East

of

Offices, Stores, Buildings. Reas.
prices -FREE estimates

439-0059

PHONE 392-5208

Call "the rest" than call "THE
for expert carpentry;
remodeling & additions. No jobs
small.766-8034

-

'

CARPET & FURN." shompooIng,
1/2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,

PATIOS,

driveways, garage

floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free estimate. Call anytime.

766-1943
APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Patios, Sidewalks,

L."1

_j

KANZLER BROTHERS. Patio' and driveways,
-

__sidewalks _and step!.

Garage floors & foundation': ."
No job too big or too small.
7.

_

0

CeramicT2i91:347KEY TILE CO.

255-1096

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

Dog Grooming
POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

255.2570

-

827-7888

- COMPLETE
LANDSCAPING
Sod - Evergreens Shrubs - Trees

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No ,job too

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

296-6709
A-1 LANDSCAPING

or

stones

* Lawns seeded
WE DELIVER SOD

Need 5 Leaders
$633-$780 - FREE
Front plant clerks with a
jjk

smattering of exposure, to
juniors ready for Engineer

ing

training.

It's a

new,

smooth

facility.
- running
Ready to expand. You will
IIkeep it that way. If you can
get the product out the

259.9440

door, you're worth MORE to
this firm RIGHT NOW!

Des Plaines

Call TED LEVERENZ

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

296.4043

Upholstery

ENGINEERING
AGENCY

SPECIAL

IAPprox. 90" Sofa - $150. Chairs
approx. 575, with choice of our

_695:9812
$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
Wallpapering __,Iarko
painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.

Des Plaines, 111.

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

437-2884

Jar

Ar

DINETTE CHAIRS
' RECOVERED
Free Estimates

3 Generations

2720 Des Plaines Ave.

samples. We reupholster any-

thing,

Pick Up & Delivery

Launtz Jensen

JR. ACCOUNTANT MOVE TO SENIOR

253-2551
Window Washing
PROFESSIONAL

WINDOW

CLEANING. 50c per window.

296.1450

CL 9-0495
HOUSE

21 companies in the northwest suburbs are looking for Staff level & Auditing positions. 1-2 years
accounting experience in any area. Cost - Gen
eral - Auditing. Earn $8,000 to $15,500 per year.

MORE

CALL BOB VAN
296-1071

PAINTING

For a good lob, priced right.,
Call now for a free estimate,'
FREEwith everycomplete'

Business Men's Clearing House O'Hare
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

your gutters.

AMERICAN PAINTING
359-0993
Permanent Wcnies
Permanent waves -given in your
home by licensed specialist.

'ELAINE-------.MUS-5,400
LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

CAMERA TRAINEE

AND MORE

56.00 GL4-2236 or CL 3-3384

National company looking for young aggressive
people that have any background with cameras
to relocate throughout USA in Sales Service -

Customer` Application or Marketing. (45.vtion
wide).

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255.3822
DAN KRYSH

Call Bob Van
296-1071

EXPERT PLASTERING

& REMODEUNG

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No lob too small.

Plano funina-Service
r

PEOPLE

Tuning -Repairing

Used Piano Wanted

Ned Williams

Business Men's Clearing House O'Hare
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

824-7510

JOE ORTMAN

.

392.6817

Piano tuning & Service
Call Edward Giannini

STEPPING STONE

529-6862 after 5 p.m.

Radio -TV Repair

Start in Aicounting Department with Accounts

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Receivable, Accounts Payable. General ledgers.-.
No experience. Good math aptitude. This is the
start under Accounting Manager's wing.

Reasonable Rates
CALL EQ. 388-5359

Repaid

6 Remodeling

PATIO'S
REPAIRS & REMODELING

$500-$650

No job too small or too large
50% financing available.
437.6732

ARC NAPPY

After 5 pm.

mercial lob. 439-7774
.

Need Help?

:

Advertise with Day
Want Ads

FOR CUSTOM FITTING IN
THE PENNYRICH.BRA

392.0213

640

437.4093

rates. 671-0009.

vate job to the largest cam

Call Charlene

PRODUCTION

299-0.119

Interior and Exterior painting at

We have the equip. to handle
pnything from the smallest pri-

Lingerie

Any schooling or experience

qualifies here. Company will.
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt Prospect.

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

651 Pearson

top quality work Reasonable

& SUPPLY CO.
* Marion Blue Sod
* Scott Windsor Sod
* Fescue Sod
forshacled
* Evergreens & decorative

$650 No Fee

TRANSMISSIONS
An. Hts
830 W. NW. Hwy.

392-3450
Interior & Exterior Painting. Ali

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

big or small. Free estimates.

Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.

smorgasbord

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. load $15.00

Cement Work

CALL 766-5084

'

-

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

10 TECHNICIANS

Get smart!
Start a Day
Want Ad
working
for you!

1111

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski

Plastering

Licensed, Insured, & Br:Z:11d
30 years in business

Scanda House

LAWN CARE

carpet

Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service Free Estimates

A- LL YOU CAN EAT

Your house of
hospitality from
coast to coast.

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

Prospect.

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

FREE ESTIMATES

Decorating & Remodeling

392-8763

with

No Fee
1

AAMCO

priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296.6365.
FREE

$10,800 to $12,500
Opportunity here for top manto 3 years experiagement.
ence qualifies. Call Ron Hold°
npw at 394-1000, HALLMARK,
800 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt.

Transmission Service

Painting, drapery cleaning. Low'

KANZLER & SON

_

255-0880 or 255-6295

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

STAFF ACCOUNTANT]

255-7200

Tile

NEW WAY PAINTING

CL 5.3991

sit,

Arlington Hts. area. Prefer over

CL 9.0849 Tues., & Wed. eves.

work. CALL JIM: 971-0675.

your home. 'Permane,,, waves

CLEANING

Reading, Math, 55-1/2 hr; SIO-hr.
CALL evenings 358-2258

guarantee my

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call -Cooperative Enterprises. 223-0352, if -no- answer

Floors. Licensed, Bonded. Insured. 823-3342, 298-3491

Randhurst

Baked Ham With Raisin Sauce
Roast Beef Au Jus
-_Baked Cod Fried Chicken
Swedish Meatballs

2 young men with tractor desire
lawn maintenance jobs. Call

cleaning. 296-1450

0

I

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear

will clean and tar inside of

NO JOB TOO BIG

Carpet Cleaning

Tailoring.

exterior paint job we

Landscaping

BEST"

0__O

Just 1

Recreation rooms, powder
rooms, kitchen remodeling.

FREE ESTIMATES

Hutchinson; Loser --Smith.

11:00 AM To 7:00 PM

JANITORIAL SERVICE

537-6122 _
Free estimates
Carpentry & Cement Work

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

Call 392-4750

NO JOB TOO SMALL

2

REASONABLE.

Janitorial Service

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

Kornelly; Winner --

OPEN JULY 4TH

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

Heating, electrical, plumbing,,
439-8614
carpentry.

Call for Estimate

HR --Fletcher, ,Kornelly;
3b-Fletcher.;2b-Pohlman,

d..)

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Remodeling Additions

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

Shall Decorating
358-9038

Home Maintenance

Carpenter Work -Tile Floors

I do painting, INSIDE & OUTSIDE,
gutter work & wall washing,

Hearing Aids
'

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates
Professional Painting done for
less money by exp. college
students. Free estimates.
Interior & Exterior. CL 3-6604

CL 5.8232

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

h

/ /-`,

Road

PHONE SERVICE 24 HRS. A DAY,
7 DAYS A WEEK. 967-5340

Carpentry -Remodeling

Smith

Smith walked and Kennepp

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

2

Prosser, p

Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re -gluing

General Hauling

2

Proser

(Rte. 12)
at Central

NOW TAKING ORDERS
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE
297-4257

3

a lead- which would not last

Jensen came in to relieve, but
he was not very effective.

O

Driveways, Parking Areas Resurface Concrete & Blacktop Sealing & Repairing

2

Barrington the lead, but it was

Kornelly doubled. Randy

Furniture Refinishing

A.J. WORTON
BLACKTOP PAVING

Morales, 2b
Quade, c
Fletcher, 3b

cleanup hitter, Mackey.
Mackey greeted Smith with

THE HUSKIES knocked
Rice out of the game when

Daily 9-5 for Free estimate

956-1868 oft. 3 Pm

1

Totals

long.

Call 774-3394

I

Smith to face Barrington's

Jarrad and Mackey before
Smith could put out the fire.
The rally once again gave

4

0

NORTHWEST FLOOR CARE

Seamless Floor Coverings Never
needs waxing -ore sanitPrY &
repels dirt & germs.

ED'S

h bi
2

r

' AMERICAN FLOOR CO.

"Small Engine Repair"

PAINTING & DECORATING

Wrought

Floor sanding & refinishing.
392-0713.
Free Estimates

0

Smith, p

Clawson. Pohlman singled in

2

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Stockade,

437-8646.

23 -Employment Agencies:Mole

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

& IRON CO.

& Refinished, $22.95. 529-1211

FREE ESTIMATES

3 years. 392-0592

RICK'S DECORATING

X -CELL FENCE

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, Sanded, Sealed

Seolcoating & Patching

Reliable Mother will baby

Tutoring, teacher, M.A. Educa.,

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully incur=
ed. Free estimate.
392.1542

Floors

Blacktopping

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

15 -Business Personals

100's of .Fabrics
to choose from

2 College Students beginning
5th summer in exterior painting.,

iron. 647.0220

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

ties. 381-5260.

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118
Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

4

Prosser and brought in Terry

a single which scored

r

5

439-4454

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

36 13 16 12

orb

Players
Kennepp,

__-

255-7200

HERSEY (12)

Barrington scored one in

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

Redwood,

Rm. Additions Fences

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

WALL PAPERING

FENCE CO.
S
STA-RITE
Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:
Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.
Contact Dick Westgard

71 -Situations Wanted -Men

III.

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti- $15.50 per chair plui fabric,
$24.50 per sofa plus fabric,
mate call 392-6694
$17.50 per section plus fabric

297-2266.

General

296-6250

SLIP COVERS

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

Estimating
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Art Service

Southern

&

Remodeling. Concrete work in
eluded. For Free Estimate, call

Slip Covers

For estimates -537-3986 aft. 3 pm.

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Colors
Steel
Privacy
Aluminum

392.5410

safe and Clawson ended up at
second. Jarred squeezed in

2-2.

-I

1:r

hit to the second
baseman who threw to third,
trying to get Mate. Mata was

Mate with a perfect bunt and
drove in the game -winning

and moved to

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

entering

Garages

diticins,

Custom Remodeling
*Kitchens Dormers
Basements *Garages

Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
Ask for Mr. Richard

Interior & Exterior Painting
Rea,. & meticulous. Teacher.

Fencing

A39-3332.

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Carpentry & General Contracting. We are not big but we
give big service: Dormers, Ad-

Retired mechanic will Simoniz
your car. Will pick up & deliver.

Painting -Decorating

etc. 253-4792

Student

Pete

Reasonable. Call
437-4401.

you.

University. Carbondale. 1st
quarter '69. Wants personal attendant to assist handi capped
student with daily living activi-

. nights 956-1640.

Electrical work; air-cond.; outlets; yard lights; garages wired;

Clawson

rors later to tie up the game,

tack

Electrical Wink

Hemming &
Alterations

again stole second base.

to left, and he scored three er-

in

ALL SEASONS

Heating & Air Conditioning
437-1011
833.1837 -

L1J

THE HUSKIES tied up the

Home inprovernents & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
waterproofing,
plastering,
foundations, patios. Call days

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

TRY, PLUMBING or what have

NEED RIDE from Arl. Hrs. to St.
Alexius Hospital at 2:30 P.M.
starting July 1. 392 5778

Fully insured & Guaranteed
CL 3.4300
Mt. Prospect
Choice of Finance Plans

MASONRY

Call Bob CL 9-0641
1130 MY OWN WORK

Alterations

had taken a 12-11 lead.

cond inning when Jim

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

---

(installation extra)

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

5 ft. line.'
Fo , As Low As 5495

HINES LUMBER CO.

.

Electrical Contractor

condse sing unit "A" coil for fur-

but not before the Broncos

Mackey's single.
Hersey came back in the se-

'

Remodeling & Supplies

-

HANDYMAN car do your PAINTING interior Et, exterior, CARPEN-

14 -Personals

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

Formals

and resort clothes designed to
wedding
order. Coordinated
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurst.

Spring Rates;

On Central Air Conditioning.
3 ton (36,000 BTU)
Name
nace &

styling.

Individualized

1

PRE -SEASON SALE

rington new life.

to home trying to retire Mate.

259.4348.-

AAA 1 Hearing Air Repair Service on all makes. Free loaners.,
Rental plan. 392.4750

Masonry

Dressmaking -Sewing

Air Conditioning
CALL 437-4195 or 255.8532
Georges Heating & A/C service

bobbled it and gave Bar-

296-6640

OR

-..d.am

Free Estimates

shortstop which appeared to
be an easy out, but Kennepp

second base. After Steve Claw-

ADDITIONS, GARAGES, BASEMENT & KITCHENS. CALL CHUCK

Rose, Palatine. 358-5848

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day,and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

-Central Air Conditioning

to the

one

CUSTOM HOMES -ROOM

Lost: Brown Siamese cat wired
collar vic. Pleasant Hills Blvd. &

FOR ADVERTISING

Holman led off with a single

Ludwigsen to pop out. Greg

vailable. 358.3411.

sters glasses vic. Lions Park, Mt.
255.3028
Prospect. Identify.

were a never -say -die ballclub.

Koch to strike out: and Bill

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

7 yards for $21. Half loads a-

FOUND: Pair horn rim yOung

The Broncos proved in the
bottom of the sixth that they

inning when he got Huskies

11 -Business Services

vic. Roselle, reward.
529.7873

1-7.

Rice, looked sharp in the,firSt

to

Service conducted at thehrieral
ho'rrte for our Mother. The family
of Mrs. Lillian H. Adam.
13 -Lost and Found

When the smoke had cleared,
Hersey had scored six and led,

Barrington's pitcher, Bob

Piano or organ.
Course 6 weeks, $10.00
827-6603
BARON'S

Beginners.

'LOST: Toy Aver poodle, male,

stretch the hit to a double.

team was responsible for the
victory.

him

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by, reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Morales with a single, but he
was retired when he tried io

were many heroes in the
game, Barrington's whole

358-2699

Eoitern Star and the V.F.W.
Auxiliary for the Memorial

followed .by knocking in

seven times. Although there

Palatine area.
SUMMER SPECIAL

Our sincere appreciation to the

rage bP singling to left and
scoring Ludwigsen. Quade

the lead changed hands

Piano lessons

Sin Memoriam

-J

Ludwigsen, and Steve Fisher
singled in Koch. Morales continued Hersey's hitting bar-

suicide squeeze play Monday.
'It was a seesaw battle where

4 hits Memory Gardens Eternal
Light. Make offer. B. Fountain
361 Formosti; Cocoa Benrh, Flo,

Let us help make your DAY.

CV (NI

Jensen to the showers.

game which was won in the
bottom of the seventh on a

to

LO fp
LO

single. Koch then singled in
Smith and Kornelly and sent

Barrington High

CC)

15 -Business Personals

3-Cerneterles & Lots

Service Directory

CNI

A.

followed with his second

By Marc Schillinger

BUSINESS

0
0
0 '1

Broncs Win Slugfest
Againsi Hersey, 13-12

Page 9

'255-7200

.296-6640

ABOLITTNE

CALLIOB VAN
296-1011
Business Men's Clearing House O'Hare
27,20 Des Plaines Ave,

NA Plaines, Ill.

_

.'

'5-

Wednesday. July 2, 1969

Page 10

listed here are those historically filled by men;

EX-G.I.s
Who Don't

as

discrimination
out
to sex unless specific-

Good driver's license is
all it takes. Drive from
office to O'Hare Field &
post office. $110 to $115

Want

Desk lobs
$725 Month -No Fee
+ Car + Expenses

week. CALL
SCOTT: 296-1071.

per

JIM

for store cleaning
Mon, thru Fri. 8 am. to 11 am.
Needed

OR

PARKER

Sat. & Sun. from 8 a.m. to 11
2441elp BMW Men

Ad A 121

927-6908

tr

$3.83V
$3.53

Top Rate

$3.23

Top Rate

9 Paid Holidays - Cafeteria - 15c Per Hour Shift Premium Free Major Medical & Life Insurance - Pension Plan - Many
Benefits.

WITH OR:WITHOUT

$4.00 Hr.+ O.T.

65 Scott St., Elk Grove Vii.

and part Wilily. Driver's license

With Expanding Machine Shop

For aggressive Man. This fine
opportunity is in the field of
total financial services. High
school or better. CALL:

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

SWITCHCRAFT INC.
Manufacturer of Electronic Components

school training. Your future op-

Near Central Chicago

5555 N. Elston
Arrtple Parking Facilities
on our Premises

portunity can include that of
to Foreman of a
15 -man crew. New. plont, imNo fee.
mediate

moving

774-1515 .
CTA to Door

I.D. & O.D. Grinder

Machine Fabrication and Assembly

Inspector
Machinist Trainees
(Responsible young men to learn a good trade)

RKER

PAhiring.

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

STOCK ROOM

I:711re

Regular oyes time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

OUR OFFICE

4'

freell
i

lock. HE IR

AVAILABLE NOW

mechanical problems. You'll
handle SPECIAL ASSIGN-

him. He will hire you IN OUR b.
OFFICE this week. His FIRST

OFFER will be substantially

more than your present pay 'V
rate. Advancement will Ilk
git

It
II

irmArar.avarm Alb
_

CIGARETTE

job.

* PACKERS

MAY BE YOURS IF YOU CALL OR VISIT

MECHANICS

* PRESS BRAKE OPERATOR
& SET UP

New facilities, excellent work
ing conditions, full company
benefits,
plan.

peqsion

APPLY TO MR. ORTH

LADENDORF

* JANITORS

An equal opportunity employer

including

* DISHWASHER

1628 RAND ROAD

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

INSPECTOR

years. High School is enough.
Wear a business suit for interview. Oh yes - free smokes, of
course! Ask Steve Pace at
394.1000, HMI MARK -PERE.
Northwest
800
SONNEL,
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

(5)

We are a growing manufacturer of Electro-

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process
and final inspection.
The employee we seek will have experience with
precision instruments ' arid gauges, preferably
with mechanical and electrical background.

* COATER HELPER

* CRATER

$550-$750 FREE

Sporting Goods Boss
Needs Girl Friday
Here's a job where you'll

Call TED LEVERENZ

the other 9. Boss sells
sporting goods to big users.
He's also well known sportsman.

easy

Makes sports page headlines
with sailboat activities, etc. You
need typing, liking for figures,
should be good on phone, enjoy
meeting people- they're in
out all day. $100 FRee to you.
.

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plainus, III.

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

trif AI"

METHODE

392-3500

NOW FOR A
ELECTRO
MECHANICAL
SERVICE MEN

Randhurst, Upper Level
Suite 23A
392-2700
939-4866
E...Adams

We need capable, ambitious,
"Electro Mechanical Service
Men and Maintenance Men to
Full line of company benefits
including Blue Cross and Blue
Shield, Pension Program, Life
Insurance, Credit Union. Interview by appointment.

CALL NOW
DON PETTINGER

building permits. Salary open.

SC OLIf
CHEMICAL CORP.
200 W. North Ave.
Northlake

Phone 253-2340

tool and die maker. Work con lists of repair and maintenance on high speed progres-

MACHINE

ASSEMBLERS

pm. shifts. Modern factory &

equipMent. Good

MACHINISTS

STOREKEEPER

SUPERVISOR

3-5 years experience in assembly. Duties will include
assembling a- Wiriety -of
products and machines making operational tests, and
final adjustments. Custom

set machines- per customer
order.

2-3 years experience in assembly using various hand

and -power toots.

Duties

will include fitting parts and
aligning component parts,
making operating tests and
final adjustments on ma-

- 5 years expel -Wince In ma-

chine shop. Background in
sheet metal and knowledge
of power brakes, drill presses

and tappers. Soldering experience required.

Starting

company benefits: CALL

AMOS MOLDING

years experience in
set-ups required. Knowledge
of -Lames, Milling -machines,
3.5

Drill press and Automatic
Screw Machines.

Receive materials. Maintain
bin tags. Move materials Is.
__sue_ supplies & materiais per

Instrbctions. 'No experience
necessary for this job, we
,
will train.

.

-

PLASTICS
290 E. Fullerton Carolstream

Profit Sharing, Free Life Insurance, Group Health Insurance,

The conveniences our employees have include, Ample close -

In pdrking, modern cafeteria and completely air conditioned

Credit Union and Regular Wage Reviews

CALL OR COME IN

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

METHODE
1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

INSPECTOR

439_8500

measuring gauges helpful but
not necessary. Air-conditioned
plant. ExCellent starling rate.

MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Road (Nr. 'Euclid)

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

people, you'll love the
hustle -bustle of this all public
contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn tp welcome & seat

ing

they're
sure
patients -make
comfortable 'til Doctor is
ready. Arrange appts. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doctor. Type bills, few letters.
Experience NOT NECESSARY!
Doctor will train you to his
way of doing.things, A friendly
manner is what he wants he'll teach you everything else.
Free to you.
IVY

SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

SP 4-8585
297 3535

Pl.

TRAVEL THE

TELLER TRAINEES

to

1

U.S.A. IN
THIS POSTION:
--FLY HOME -FOR- -

p.m. or

p.m. to 5 p.m. Heavy public
contact. Meet new interesting
people every day. No previous
experience required. Call for
details.

LADY PARKER

--

117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

WILL TRAIN
SHOW ROOM
RECEPTION
$555 MONTH

Famous

attending conventions' where
the product is sold and learning about the advertising: Excellent location, complete
training. Free.

'

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966.0700
6028 Dempster

STRAIGHT
-

DENTAL CLINIC

,

VACATIONS
You'll fly to New York Los

,Angeles, Miami, and around
the country showing resorts,
hotels,.

travel

and

agency

people how to use the reservations system that your company makes and that they have

purchased: An all public con-

;

tact position with a starting
salary to $575 mo. plus free
Ups!! an:1 other expenses. For
more information call
,Paige. Free.
Miss Paige

Miss

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
/9 S. Dunton
966.0700
6028 Dempster

position which includes dealing with the client (no selling),

RECEPTION,

HELP WANTED
FEMALE

"Help Wanted - Jobs
listed here are those his-

torically Mid by women;
they are oyailable without discrimination as
to 'sex unless specifically

designated as jobs for
women."

Day Publications, Inc

This well-known clinic is like a
training place for young dentists

TOOL
DESIGNER

'right out of school -they come

26-lielo Wanted Women

here to work, get experience before opening their own practice.
-You'll be their front desk receptionist. Greet patients, answer

Wanted: lady to care for
children, my home, days, Call

phones, set appts., type' bills, -

Successful applicant will
have a trade school

background and hope-.
yittar in Jig, Dye,
fully
1

and

Fixture

Design.

Knowledge 44-T-rig-helpExcellent

keep reception area running
smoothly. COMPLETE TRAINING.

It's a giaat job for a nice some
one who enjoys working with
and helping people. $110 Free
to you
IVY

after 5:30 253.8653
Cleaning lady, 2 days wk., exp'il,
references, Spanish speaking
ady acceptable. 253 3821.
GIRL FRIDAY

transportation company needs
top girl at air conditioned branch
office near O'Hare Airport.

An outstanding opportunity for
SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
T496-Atiiilir,"131EL-Pt- 297'3535-- tAamuoldtaa.oreer.
CALL 671-1560

starting

salary and liberal company benefits. Call' Mr.
Peter Matelian.

perform In -process
inspection on machine assembled 'parts. Knowledge of

METHODE

711 W. ALGONQUIN RD.

IVY

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des

392-3500

BABY
DOCTOR'S

ORDER DESK
ilnteresting

1800 VA Central Ra.,
Mt. Prospect III.

Rolling Meadows

255-1900

392-3500

Egiial opportunity employer

smal

RMM

quired to be trained as the

RECEPTIONIST-

'receptionist for this popular
children's doctor. If you can

do lite typing, enjoy working
with children and have a pleas
Ing personality this young, but
Pediatrician will
successful
train you to greet parents, ans.
phones, -set-up appointment

schedule. Age is open. Freer
Call Miss Paige for more Information.
Mild Paige.
In Arlington Heights
394-0880'
9 S. Dunton
966-0700
6028 Dempster
-

el

CALL MRS. YAMICH
647-0015 or 647-0016

$550 MONTH

Diy. of Addressowaph
Multigraph Corp.

in

to 4:30 - 5 days a week.

1No medical experience is re

'PRUNING

position

congenial office. Hours: 8:30

RECEPTION

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS, INC

lent salary + Free to you at

demonstrating the product,

spector to

Our employees enjoy a liberal benefit program including:

all. Excel-

sive dies along with jig and

f ull.

sExcellent opportunity for experienced mechanical In-

chines assembled.

of general help to

building.
Air-concit
fixture
tioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.

Wage with regular increases
for aggressive men. Excellent

MR. REGAS at 653-6000

ASSEMBLERS

reports,
confidential
check details for parents & be
type

personality (You've
seen her on T.V.) will have you
assist her in all aspects of this

FOREMEN
INJECTION
MOLDING
Small progressive plant In Carolstream needs experienced men. to supervise 12-8 & 4-12

WORKING

special knowhow needed to

562-7290

MFG. CORP.

FINAL CUSTOM

You'll be # 1 girl to Social workers who help -,.needy kids in
well-known clinic. It's set -up
just for kids. NO college or

Magnificent new Northwest
-suburban-bank-will -completely
train. Take your choice of

DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

33 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

WEBERM[NIARKING WE1301)KMARKIND

Doctor's
Reception
Trainee $500

$1 10 WK. NO FEE

VILLAGE OF'
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MARKING

WORK WITH KIDS
WHO NEED HELP

MAINTENANCE

mechanical products with an
opening for an experienced

dinances and for processing

394.0880
966-0700

Dempster

6028

If you like working with & meet

holmes & assoc.

We are a leading manufacturer in the field of electro-

Responsible for conducting inspections of buildings and other structures for structural
safety, sanitation, {oning and
molter' covered byirelated or-

24 -Help Bolted Men

MARKING YOB

In Arlington Heights
9 S. .Dunton

BEGINNER O.K.

SCHpLLE

HAS 0 tKIINGS

TOOL & DIE

Building
Inspector

255-1910
CHECK THE DAY... EVERY DAY

Miss Paige

and able to work without
supervision. Excellent company
benefits. Age and salary open.

392-3500

1700 Hicks Road (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD MT. PROSPECT

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

training period. Free.

Typing, dictaphone and light
figure work. Must be mature

hours -8 a.m.

MFG. CORP.

PM BRUNING

it

area. This tine, young dentist
will completely train you. His
. office is lovely, with the latest
in dental technology and he is
quite busy. You'll greet everyone, help them relax, then direct them to the dental choir.
Very high starting salary, with
a substantial raise after short

IVY

Exec. Secretary"

MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

Located in the W.. suburban

1

TUESDAY NIGHTS 'TIL 8 PM

ENGINEERING COMPANY

RECEPTIONIST

&

SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pt. 297-3535

METHODE

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Anocute

be

real busy for 3 months then go

have
" ARM.

Must

knowledge of alT
uring gauges.

Interviewing Hours:
7:45 - 4:15 MONDAY - FRIDAY

437-5400

needed. Just pleasant per
sonality and technical orientation. Complete in -plant
training prepares you to be IL
Project Coordinator at the b
client's instollotion. Excellent potential!

We are a leading manufacturer of electro-mechanical
products with an excellent
opening for a Receiving In-

DENTIST AS

LADY HALLMARK, 800 E. Northweit Hwy., Mt. Prospect,

spector. Will be responsible for
checking all in -coming parts

AUTOMATIC INCREASES

CALL Miss Gaffke

No degree or experience

INSPECTOR

material

Excellent'salary and fine fringe benefits.

Trainee
Technical
Representatives

RECEIVING

* STOCK HANDLERS

be area Sales Mgr. within 3,

ASSIST YOUNG

$425-575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

EXCELLENT SALARIES!

* DRILL PRESS OPER:

Mt.'Prospect
253-6600

Call Jan Roberts at 394-1000,

work in our growing company.

DES PLAINES

117 So. Emerson

SWBD-RECEPT.

MEN

MOTORS INC.

SP 4-8585
29735:35

$525 NO FEE

component manufacturer has excellent position
open for experiericed mold
maker. Primary responsibility
to include repair and maintenance on compression molds
and presses. Excellent starting
rate and steady overtime,

EXPERIENCED

Des Plaines, Illinois
298-2400, Ext. 357

No experience necessary. PMtected territory - just keep your
customers stocked up. No traveling - no night work. 5 day
week. Do the job and yoit may

I..

p.m.

LADY PARKER

IVY

DY HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

* ASSEMBLERS

501 S. Wolf Road

SALES
$135 Wk. NO FEE
1969 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

Mon., thru Fri., 8:30 am. to 8

minister medication to animals.
Light, simple office routine.

Carol McCabe, 394-1000,

rtzll

MOLD MAKER

3 blks N. of Irving Park Rd.

An opportunity to train for a skilled MACHINIST

PARKER -HANNIFIN CORP.

I RAINEE

ENGINEERING
AGENCY

house

Free

DICTAPHONE-SEGY

1516 W. Northwest
Hwy.
Arlington Heights

(1.61k W. of York Rd.)

PLUS

296-1043

light

LIKE FIGURES?

I. DI VITO
at

case histories. You will
leorn to keep an inventory of
medical supplies and reorder
when stocks ore turning low.
Later you will be trained to ad-

pet

for toy firm that'll prolnote you
to all bookkeeping duties. $95
.

i-

mExociitilnogveorpwpiothrtunnwity for,ypi an

Answer phone, keep appoint mend schedule, and make out

25-60mmeathancies-Women

7215 W. Tciuhy

MitTiN J. KELLY

BEELINE FASHIONS

NEEDS

Call MIKE HANSEN

.

PARTTIME
JANITOR

380 Meyer Road
Bensenville
766.2250
Interviewing hours:

for night shift,

BUTLER

,496 Miner, Des Pl.

keeping in our warehouse fa

Good storting wages - regular pay increases company paid life and health insurance - 9 paid
holidays - paid vacations - pension plan - bonus

come FAST!

ENGINEERING
AGENCY

Experienced only.
Large volume shop.

citifies,

MENTS and report only to III

296-1043

SERVICE WRITER

Electronic

DES PLAINES-

9:45 p.m.
Duties involve

NEEDS YOUR WILLINGNESS

and your ability to solve

A. H. ROBINS 'CO.

We now have an opening for
a part time CUSTODIAN.
Hours are from 5:45 p.m. to

AND OTHER JOBS

the degree you lack or the

ASSIST

VETERINARIAN
.$135 WEEk-FREE

Start off doing payroll (will train)

299-2206

CALL MR. McGRATH
35B-5800

SHIPPING

HE DOESN'T CARE about 11111

4-

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

69 RAWLS RD.

ASSEMBLY

686-7061

Field

439-5510

Si' 4 8585
297-3535

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

AVIATION

65 Scott St., Elk Grove Vil.

OLDSMOBILE, INC.
New warehouse in Des Plaines
needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

Shipping and Receiving Clerk

117 So, Emerson,

experience you

Neptune Systems Inc.

See

WAREHOUSEMAN

IVY

ing aviation industry.

Is reqUired.

$600-$1200 Per
Month Starting
Income.

Free

full benefits in rapidly grow-

HANDYMAN
Duties will be part janitorial

A COMPANY WITH A FUTURE

Wanted For Permanent Positions

Dispatcher
Challenging positions offering

APPLY OPERATIONS OFFICE

Neptune Systems Inc.
439-5510,

Boss takes surveys of. foods
people eat, TV they watch, cars
'they buy, airlines they use. You'll
/Work right with bim. Learn how
;surveys are token; how to make
'up reports. lite steno, lots of
phone work; client meetings.

& E Mechanic

machinist.

259-8083

APP; Y:

previous experience

you can now start at $4 hr. If
I you've had some good trade

3 assistants

0314 -

MECHANICAL

include company paid project sharing.

$8,400-12,00

VISION of Chicago. 520 N.

A mature man with some experience with machine shop
tools. Does not need to be a

CALL 537-1100 (8 AM to 4:30 PM)OR VISIT US AT
777 Wheeling Road, Wheeling, Illinois

Must be able to trace switching circuits & make modifications

if required. Inspect all electrl al *Components & assembly
systems. Should have at least 2 years of electrical training
(a trade school) & be handy with tools such as a hand drill,
jigsaw, etc. Good starting salary with good benefits that

PREViCilaiPElitliNCE

4

good return in short time with
sound, stable company. We
are not sellih any products or
equipment. Call or write AD -

FALL! FINDING.
SECY $550

Line Servicemen'
Auto Mechanic

Are you interested in additional
income on part 'time or full
time basis? Smdll investment,

ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN

MAINTENANCE

Without

EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY

Now available in your area.

women

2.54191o211ent

..24.11elplaptedMed

2441*W:sited Mee

Michigan Ave. area 312.321-

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

)

PLANT

Top Rate

N.

($2.78 per hour to train)

PART TIME MEN

117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Experienced
MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

SET-UP MEN

Business Men's Clearing
House O'Hare
2720 Des Plaines Ave,
Des Plaines, Ill.

,unlimited. Call:

827-7880

FOIL ROLLER TRAINEE
24 -Help Waded MN

Work on your own as a special;

Investigator for the legal deportment of this major casualty company. Advancement

working 4 hrs., 3 evenings per
week doing light office cleaning. Our phone is open until 9

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

ally designed as jobs for
men."

Day Publications, Inc.

$150 to $200. It's available

PRODUCTS INC.

they are available with-

DRIVER TRAINEE

ADDITIONAL
MONTHLY INCOME

EKCO.

"Help Wanted - Jobs

23-EmOs1modhembs4bil

23-Beitailmit Alemies-Able

-

toldpWaded)len

1 244111pWatedliee

4Heip Wanted MIN

HELP WANTED
MALE.

a

I

TYPIST
office in O'Hare
',Office. Center hps immediate
opening for a production typist
.Attractive
I

receptionist.

Dictaphone

et
111

ex-

eft

perience essential. Neat, ac-

bl

curate typing required.. 371/2*
- !hour week, Hospitalization, life
;insurance, vacation, and other.
;benefits. Age open.
,

CALL MR.ATTERIDGE

AT 824-6147

4
ei

\
46-1110 Masted Wenn

26-Hele Wan* Women

-

Palatine - Arl. Hts.

WAITRESSES

MANAGER

NEEDED FOR NEW
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

$1 05-$125

New store, no exp. necessary,
51/2 days. The job is very challenging and rewarding.

Lunches and Dinners
COUNTRYSIDE INN

1 W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.
392 9344

Excellent opportunity available
for women to train in the Opti
car -Field: Should be sales minded. Excellent salary, fringe

COUNTER SALES
51.80.52.00 per hr.

Woman over 30, 5 week with
good day time hours.

Mt. Prospect Plaza

FULL OR PART TIME

Mt. Prospect, JII.

1st or 2nd Shift

Elk Grove Industrial

APPLY IN PERSON

Secretary at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desir-

STEWARD! SHOPPE

CALL MRS. GOODLING

FOR DRESS SHOP

able, excelleht fringe benefits.

Clean light work. Manufacturing of Teflon Parts. No expert
patience necessary, will train:
Many fringe benefits. Company Paid Profit Sharing. Call
or apply,__
_

HALOGEN PLASTICS

We are in need of a general office girl for a full time position
with a fast growing, modern company located near O'Hare
Field. Typing is a must for this interesting, busy position.

qi)

827-6628

HOUSEKEEPING

Apply in Person
Wednesday, July 3, 9am 5pm

Village Inn Restaurant

.

All Shifts Available.
827-6628

'Prestige Product

_

-Home and boat insurance
-Auto financing and loans

0 READ and USE
dkAYWANT ADS

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

dishes,

Sale dressers,

Gar.

TV's,' etc. July 3-5. 1130 Stark
PI (Waycinden Park) Des Pl.

Garage Sale -711 N.

FOR DAY OR EVENING INTERVIEW CALL:
MR. REYNOLDS'- VA 7-1186

'740: REGULA' LYI

740 Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

Fringe Benefits

--Noncontributory pension
-Free Hospitalization
-Free life insurance
-Paid vacations

--Sell motor club memberships
--Quality auto Insurance

P.

Pine, Mt.

Furn.;clothes, fresh
misc., July 1, 2, & 3.

candy

Ctoroge Sale: July 2 & 3. Furn.;

and holidays, profit sharing, hospitalization.

books; games, records, misc.
3719 Oriole Ln. Rolling Mead.

Phone Mrs. Cole for App't

Gar. Sale: June 30 thru July 3,

437-9400

9 to 9. 563 Amherst, Des Plaines.'
(Cumberland area)

299.4446 - A, . Cock 312

131 P14146, III. 60018

'WAITRESSES, COOK

--Cook County Salesmen average 513,00 per year
-Some exceeded $20,000 last year
--$750 per month guarantee for firit six months (Salary)"

& MAIDS
CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

our friendly air-condiGood
office.
tioned
salary, paid vacation

manufacturing and sales company

333 E.,' Tuley Aro.

Be a CMC sales representative in your neighborhood for the
following reasons:

,Des Plaines

TYPIST

299-4446

Full or Part Time

HOSTESS-, BUS BOYS,

CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB MA

Etmellent salary.
P.M.'s or Nights
CONTACT MISS HECHT

Call. 296.6181

Work close to home in

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

21* Waited Men' Weems

SALESMEN & SALESWOMEN

MALE OR FEMALE

Improved Compensatiq,n Plan

-2064 5:Mannheim Rd.

Excellent company benefits.

ASSISTANTS ,

sharing,

LIGHT TYPING
Immediate opening -.Summer
employment, full time tempor-

Des Plaines

ary. Salary $425 a month.

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

'to 5. Bargains for everyone. 24

ACCOUNTING CLERKS

RECEPTIONIST

Cumberland Area

RAINSOFT
1950 E. Estes Ave.

686-7061

TRW ELECTRONICS

2.5

beneficial in this position.

Department. Typing required; 60 wpm., shorthand; 80 wpm, excellent
starting salary & liberal
company benefits. Call
Mr. Peter Matewan.

ASSEMBLERS

PAYABLE CLERK

BRUNING

preferred

(2-5

An excellent opportunity with
a fast growing modern indus
try.

Excellent

benefit

fringe

program in our modern, air
Div. of Addressag.apti
Multigraph Corp. -

conditioned offices.
Apply

CORTRON

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

255-1900

Good starting rates
Safe clean work
'
Incentive & bonus jobs

INDUSTRIES
297-3400
1555 Times Drive Des Plaines

EqVal opportunity employer

CLERK TYPIST
tion.

We are a fast growing international corporation
dealing in scientific equipment sales and offer
excellent company paid benefits and vacation
plan. Will consider part time employment. Age

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook

)(

WEBB!

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid). 1
Rolling Meadows
-.312-35060,

Laboratory

'Dion: Secretor/ t6 VP and
Technical Director requires

COLLEGE STUDENTS'"
who have had previous office experience as

-

our Engineering Department.

We offer you pleasant surroundings, paid vaca-

tion first year, finest fringe benefits, and good
starting salary.

60% of time; special technical
experiments Involving operationcninei 400f %various
office ma -

TYPISTS,
STENO'S
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

Because of its technical' as
pacts- or which. There are no
specific requirements other
than high ability, the position
offers better growth opportunity than most executive secretarial positioni. Shorthand not

Work i:iTEMPORARY JOB Days or Weeks
Your Choice -TOP PAY.

Never a fee-ReferraT Bonui
Work in your areo.

required but will be used if

COME IN AND REGISTER

available'. Take charge of office for group of Chemists and
Technicians working to maintain WEBER'S WORLD LEADERSHIP in Addressing Stencils
and Thermogrophic Stencils.

CALI. Miss Gaffke-

437-5400

CALL OR COME IN

White Collar Girls

nOCUt

WEBER MARKING

OF ANOXIC*, 1

MT -PROSPECT

RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

Itiowarri 775-0827
WORKING COUPLE WANTS TO

Monies

537-7963 aft 5 PM

ROOM in private home, Arling
'ton Heights. Kitchen privileges
CL 5 2290

See Mr. Ellison

.

TOPPS

Wheeling area, air cond., car-.
peted, balcony, pool, $165. Eve537-0584

O'Hare area, 2 bedrm, 1st floor,
avocado appliances, heated,.
$180, Aug.
439-3394

occup.

1

DISCOUNT STORE

CALL

Work this Summei .a KELLY
GIRL -KELLY GIRLS are making
Top Money, KELLY GIRLS are

Sublease 1 bedroom apartment:
Mt. P. nr. schools & trans. by'
July 1st 439-2938
Sublet deluxe
bedrm. apt.

North Shore Trace, $165 with

heat; avail. Aug.

Experience preferred but

TYPISTS AND SECRETARIES

PLUS PLENTY OF GREAT OFFICE:
,

TOP MONEY!!! TOP MON &Mr
Come in for these FUN lobs.

will train applicant who
has figure aptitude and

contact
Excellent salary,
many benefits.
likes
work.

public

Realtors.

253-6920

L

$39,900. 13'13 Wood In. 296 5171

schools, nr. park & pool. Drapes,
storms, screens. Reas.
$28,900. 392-7262.

taxes

appliances, heat, hotwater &

buyer.

room. $31,900. Don Hansen,

OPEN HOUSE
Elk Grove - 607 Woodview
Open Fri., Sat. & Sun. 1-5
4

BRADSHAW
658-5661
646 S. Main, Algonquin
POP. 3,000 + 3,000
(4 blocks S. of 62 on 311

bedroom Cape Cod, full

basement. 2 car garage on 9'2
acre of land. 539,000.
Financirig Available

437.2274

$40,900
Better than new 4 bedroom, 21/2 baths, family
room, basement, 2 car
garage', built in

INVEST IN REAL ESTATE
$42,500

PALATINE

oven/range, dishwasher,
disposal. Beautiful landscaping. Extras galore

Draperies, carpeting,
etc. Immediate posses-

cooking gas.

sion

$49,750

RESEDA

439-4100

1444 S. Busse

Brick & Cedar 4 bedroom Colonial. 2V2 baths.
Westgate Apts.
Ultra -deluxe I & 2 bedroom

apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
including appliances, heat,
tenna,

balcony,

patio,

QUINLAN & TYSON

workshop. CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING. Slate foyer. Mint condition.

Arlington Heights

decor. 125 x 35 Barn --suitable for many uses, poss'ible remodeling to 2nd house.
1

$78,500

LONG GROVE

July 1, 5225.766.1492

Avail. 8-1-69, 3 bdrm., trl-level
duplex. 2 baths, fireplace, carpeting. $210 per mo. Hoffman
894-8647

Estates.

BRUNS

Carpeting, hardwood trim & floors. Paneled family
room- with fireplace. Paneled basement. Separate

Palatine
Schaumburg

BARRINGTON
$64,900
Remodeled farmhouse on 21/4 acres. Exceptional

rec.

room.

Itasca, 3 bedrm home, 1V2 car,
garage, newly decorated, avail.

TELLERS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Large house converted to 5 furnished units, + second 2 BR unfurniihed house. All on 3/4 acre. Pays
for itself.

'

SWIMMING POOL

16-Te Rad Hones

GIRLS are doing new things
TEM1P'ORARY2
STENOGRAPHERS

paneled rec. rm., ceramic kitch.
& baths, patio, sodded lawn,\,
custom drapes & carpeting.

carpeting, alum. awnings,

countryside lot. Separate dining room. Gas heat. See this
weekend at only $12,500.
Good ,-terms 10 responsible

attached garage. Family

brick, all sides, 2 car att. gar.,

I L.R., MR., lg. Kit., °It'd garage,
patio, fenced lot 70 x 185', 1 blk.

2 bedroom cottage with full
basement on a large double

3 bedroom ranch. Separate,
dining room. 2 baths. 2 car

Prospect Hts. Open House. 11/2
yr. old 3 bdrm. bi-level face

1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

'distance to shopping center.
290 N. West. ate Rd. 253.63 .5

meeting new people, KELLY.

car garage,. it
2517876_

ments.

SWIMMING PQOL

392-0190

2

766.6133

COUNTRYSIDE
COTTAGE

11/2 baths. Upper 30's. Call
259.4571.

Mt. P. by owner, 3 bdrm. ranch.

Intimate privacy yet walking

2995 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows

bsmt.,

534,900,

-

3 months sublet new 1 bedrm.,nings 7-10 p.m.

.

4 bedrms., 2 baths,
Arl.
built-ins., family rm. with fireHts.

place,

14 -Ts lief *daub

cooking gas, master TV an-

r

Meal Estate -Hisses
_

S., S., 1/2

Brick home on corner lot, excel.
location NE Pork Ridge. 3 bdrm.,
dining rm., living rm., w/fireplace, full basement, 2 car gar.,

10-Roems-Beard-Reesekeeping

MT. PROSPECT

Excellent pay - Good benefits

cen. air, w/w crptg.,

Bensenville, by owner, J bedrm:
ranch, fam. rm., bsmt., dbl. gar.,
ig. back yard, extras.

-acre, extras, low 30's. 437.0551

RENT -2 OR' 3 BEDROOM HOME: -

Timber Lake Village

SNACK BAR
MANAGER

COLLEGE GALS!
TEACHERS!

story English Tudor
3
dining rm., living rm.
bricitbbdrm.,,

OPEN HOUSE Sunday July 6 2-5 PM
Secluded 31/2 acres adjoining Twin Orchard Country Club -Fabulous view. Tri-level lannon stone and
clapbiiard. 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, family room, wet

bar, screened porch, 2 fireplace's. 2 car attached
garage, garden shed. AIR CONDITIONING.

'255-6320
358-1502
894-1320
or

,BRICK BRICK BRICK
Built to last is this large 9
;room bungalow. Full
(basement. 2 car garage.
(Huge well -kept. jot 77'x
;190'. Home offers income
potential.
.

Priced in Mid 30's

Swimming pool 40 x 20 kidney shaped.

Directions: North on Hwy. 83 to Hilltop Rd. Right
before Skycrest Animal Clinic to house.
We.t

CALL BARB ROSS

827-8154
606 LEE STREET
DES PLAINES, IIWNOIS

Optitrol talephpnaisemptry_sttillint:44

'

Waal Estate -Houses

ELK GROVE -4 bdrm. ranch, 2
baths, dge. L.R., MR., (am. kit.,

and/or LOUNGE Frank 894-5672,)

Sensible rentals includes -all

2741111Mateddien

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

An Equal Opportunity Employe.: ,

water softeners & water con-

86 Real Estate -Rouses

Want to 'LEASE RESTAURANTi

MT. PROSPECT

'EXPERIENCED

827-9919

FL -9.0622

;for information about the FINEST
JOHNSON WATER

82 -Wanted To Rent

711 W. Algonquin Road
Arlington

'

1'2004 Miner St:
DES PLAINES, ILL.

Your Guide'
To the best.
Real Estate

SYSTEMS, INC.

439-8500

ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE

Yashica TL Super SLR, built-in
light meter, Tokumor Pentax,
135mm telephoto lens, $325

Classified REAL
ESTATE
Residential Commercial Vacant

1,
297.4923/537.4046 after 5 or on
wkends '

An equal opportunity employer

No Experience Necessary.

Platinum

' ditioning equipment contact.

1

ENGINEERING COMPANY i
2375 Estei Ave.
Elk Grove Village

(Highway 58, just east of Highway 53)

An Equal Opportunity Employer

1017(irpiOryi. A COrnilincitioa_ P9 -

typing and shorthand skills to act as secretary in

12,

best offer. 439-0797.

ARKIN°

Secretaq

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

We are in immediate need of a girl with good

for

CARRIER air -conditioner, 11,000
I
,BTU,
year old. 437.0586
after 6:30 p.m.

Iffill1114111111111le AIM MEW ERIE SI III 1111157111111

This is a job for a woman who
likes to solve problems by experimentation, as well as
follow projects of others in the

GIRL FRIDAY

service

Wheat china, good condition,

Western Electric,

TEACHERS

-

Full

CONDITIONING CO.
_255-1107 or 3599200,

ELEMA-SCHONANDER INC.
-

956-2641
or
3800 Golf Road

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

Wage reviews every 90 pays'
Modern air conditioned plant

open.

PLEASE CAtl.:-Mrs. Davis 259.7206

8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.

956-2641

Cash

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
.255-1107
FL9-3200,

APPLY OR CALL - MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

o'

METHODS MFG. CORP.

drawer National
Register, electric, $50.
392.0410
Four

Rapid Progression
10% Night Work Bonus

Mr. E. Surek

Background music. -

Westinghouse washing machine,
good condition, best offer.
298.4953 after 5 p.m.

Attractive Starting Salary
Outstandina Benefit Package

272-1000

NUMEROUS SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE FOR

OUTSTANDING SALARY for good typing ability
to individual who enjoys a full time typing posi-

Prospect Ave.

(A.S.C.P.)

Call or visit:

.INSPECTORS'.

'

Excellent condition
358-6669

Work Monday thru Friday in our modern regional center

For More Information

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSE/Vil.Y:
OF OUR ELECTRONIC. PRODUCTS

30" KENMORE GAS RANGE

Dictaphone typists. Biller
typist. Marketing clerk.
,

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

'balloons, $10 540. 437 1760.

- 8:15 p.m.

REGISTERED LAB TECHNICIAN

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

.

324incellanmoto Merdunise

SECRETARIES

WOMEN
OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

ACCOUNTS

Experience
years).

-'PART TIME 4:15 p.m.

clothes; tool
shift, - snow

Boys & girls 3 speed Schwinns,
20", 24", 26", It. wits, md. wts,

FULL TIME 7Y2 hours - 5 day week

for sharp beginners.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Hurst 3-sp.
tires, much misc.boXi

Experienced KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

levels-some for girls
with experience, others

appliances;

cal

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR

,

ings at various

years experience in Ac
counts Receivable would be

We are looking for a girl
to work in our Accounting

more, Des Plaines.

Moving -Gar. Sale: 707 Ivy. In:,
Arl. Hts. Ally 4-5. Antiqued
bedrm. set,- other Turn.; electri-

has

(LOCATED ON RAND RD. NEAR DEMPSTER)

RECEIVABLE
(N. C.A. )

26, 27, 28, 2 p.m. 1703 Syca-

Ve.sterit Electric

There's a place for you
of Culligan international
Headquarters in Northbrook! We have open-

666 GARLAND 299-6629 DES PLAINES

ACCOUNTS

Rummage & Organ. 3 days, June

now that we have your attention

Apply or Coll:

O'Hare Field

SECRETARY

721 Eisenhower, Palatine.

Elk Grove Village

GIRLS

BUTLER

824-0181

Gor Sale: July 1-2, 10 AM 7PM,
-clothing, movie equip. & misc.

Insurance, Pension Plan & Medical Plan.

APPLY MRS. GLEDHILL

CALL MR. MAY

N. Emerson, Mt. P. - Coffee.

WATER CONDITIONING CO.

We are a leading electronics component manufacturer who
has 2 positions available for girls with 3-6 hours of college accounting or -high- school bookkeeping & experience. Some
typing required. Excellent opportunity for advancement. We
offer all company benefits: Attractive Starting Salary, Life

AVIATION

E.

perienced bookkeeper. Goad
fringe benefits and profit

UNIMATIC MACHINE

359-4200

Page 11

Gar. Sale July 5-6 and 9 -10th, 9

SECRETARY

249

turer near O'Hare necla ex-

An equal opportunity employer

439-3510'

,

machine:' Manufcic-

'Growing

HARPER COLLEGE

SALESLADY

PRODUCTS, INC.

150 Gaylord Elk Grove Village
439-7400

Village

..21:00p Wasted -Men *Women

NCR 441 COMPUTRONIC

GENERAL OFFICE GIRL

WOMEN

purchasing. Growing Northwest
lighting concern.

weekly. CL 3-0820.

Wednesday, July 2, 1969

NURSES

FULL CHARGE
BOOKKEEPER

for light housework a few hours

716 Center St., Des Plaines

LEE OPTICAL

To handle agents and some

Single lady needs high school OH -

253-9325

Lions. Apply at:

General Secretarial Work

Reliable woman needed full time
for 3 pre-school children. Refer.,
own car. 297-8650 Aft. 6 p.m....

REICHARDT CLEANERS

benefits and working condi.

GIRL FRIDAY

26 -Help Medd W0111111

: 21* Midi Mel w Mew

2111 11 Malted * * Mom

2641elp Waded Menial

26 -Help Wanted Women'

An Equal Opportunity Employe/

cr;&etuDizi._

coL1259nba:M717.
4a
ent;cisp
P2
Prospect.
qwvilffrtsP'location,

MOUNT PROSPECT

STATE BANK
"The enjoyable bank"
-

M. Kokes

-

-

26-665..

$250 per month.

tkiti7711410effleff

18 -To Rent Basins Properly.

1050 sq. ft., hem & water, Ideal!
"for service business. Madinah:
area. 529-5813.
.

259-4000
An equal opportunity employer

3,000 ft. new
-etsc--Paratine location with or without'
offices. Quick occupancy.

359-4444

.

PdefrAge

358-1800

Rea4

434 E. Northwest Hwy.,
Ralatine, III.

881salEstee-Vount
;VACANT ON RAND ROAD (Rt.
112) in booming N. section of Art.
IHNIT7Cpp-Tail:-J/2 acre next to lg.
vacant & on potential corner.
Zoned B-2. $2.50 per sq. ft. Write
Box 1200, Da Publications, 217
'5, Arl. Hts. Rd/Ad. Hts., III. 60005

.

:

Page 12'

Wednesday, July.2, 1969

32Miseellaneous Merchandise

444IntlitsualEquipanit

6 yr;' crib,

high choir, triple .
dresser, refrigerator.

GIVEN AWAY.
439-3415

255-9071

Shetland sheep dog, looks like
miniature Collie, Female 8 mos.

Great buy, 1 yr. old window -fan,

3 sp, intake & out, 24" by 48"
or larger. 956-1443.

AKC. best offer. 529.8667

Portable Hoover washer, 7 mos.
old, $100 or best offer.

5 yr. old French poodle, prefers
older children.

CL 3-2097

Ca114372918

20" roll -around fan thermostat

control $35; couch & chair -$50.

AKC POODLE PUPS
SHOTS, 8 WEEKS, BLACK/WHITE,

358-6059 after 6 p.m.

$80.541.1036

Used 105000 BTU gas furnace,

Beau. Chomp. sired Schnauzer.

G.E. Stove, 39" white. Electric.'
$15 After 3 P.M. Pt one 253-4227
boy's

speed,

10

255 8327

brown, M/F. $125/$150. Home

'64 Chevy 283 engine wittd.

B weeks old, box trained.
392-7783

Spool double bed complete and

antique dresser with fruit pulls

11,000 BTU GIBSON AIR SWEEP.

Mobil air fan, Osterizer, elec.

2

carving knife, china, silver, oil
painting, good turn. 381.7120
Go -Kart, motorized, as

$55;

is,

Prov. chairs, green with

Fr.

AIR CONDITIONER, Sears,
3 chrs; 36" Kenmore range $25
hula hoops 1-2000; excell. fund
raising project. 259-9461.
23" Magnavox color TV, never
used, beautiful cabinet; Necchi
Elno automatic zig zag, sewing
machine, both very reasonable.
463-2356, or 267-3128.
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"
$20; Distr. 251.7385.

room furniture for sale,

CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

GUNS FOR SALE

259-9024

amplifier
Westminster
439-2478 after 2 p.n.,

frame. Adjusts to
Teeny -tilt
boats 16'-1,000 lbs., like new

New stock Kay 12 string guitars.,
Special at $59.501 El Rey Music,

Motor/Sailboat, 11'8" fiberglass,

7 W. Eastman, Arl. H.

Dacron soil, alum mast, $750

Air Conditioning.

VACATION
DISCOUNT

THEN -

SALE!

SALES IL SERVICE

$2096

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

136'W. Northwest Hwy.

381-0899

:881-6663
Open to 9 P.M.

motor wielec. starter & gener.

cond., $135. CL 5-4672.

FOR

Stocking the finest

529-3148.

equip-

BEST

"bubble
from
gum" to blues, and now offering expert instruction on guitar,
requirement

$2100.

259.9048

75 HP Johnson, completely re

AUTOMOTIVE

ction.

1

42 -Wanted to Bey

Odgen

home -complete facilities. Supervised activity. 255-7019

MINIATURE SCHNAUZERS

Qualified teachers
. Excellent facilities_

AKC Registered, champ. sired,
M. & F. 6 weeks. 394-0595.

1

Nursery School and Kindergarten with Day Care.

DACHSHUNDS - 2 long hair.
$75 each. AKC, 5 weeks old.
439.5344

JUST- ANIVED!
2wbeautiful IRISH SETTER pups

AKC, mole and female. Also
male BEAGLES,. AKC, plus
mixed puppies and kittens.
2

CLASSIFIED

TOWN & COUNTRY

PET SITOP In Old Town
Downtown Palatine
17 N. Bothwell
Palatine

AUTO -PAGES

Mt. Prospect
1501
Linesman
.
439.3405

Sharp, & Ready!

black vinyl roof, etc. Bur.
gundy. REALLY SHARP! A
must to see.

$2495

$3095

1965 PONTIAC CATA-

V 8, 4
dr., power steering, power
brakes, automatic, factory

LINA 6 passenager wagon,
auto. trans., power steering,
power brakes,
power brakes, white walls,

VEDERE Economy

air, tinted gloss, low mileage,

balance of factory warranty.
Mid night blue.

radio.

$1495

1964 DYNAMIC "88"

1965 PONTIAC BON-

Station .wagon, auto.
-paWer- -steering, Trans., -'--passer

power brakes, white walls,

NEVILLE CONVERTIBLE
pifirair SidetllSg,
A-Ulci:
power brakes, white walls.

radio.LDS

Blue with a blue top.

O

$995

$1495

steering,
SEDAN
power brakes, auto. trans.,

Convertible, Stick Shift, Radio, Heater, W/W Tires, Perfect Condition, Inside and

radio, heater, white walls.

$

Out. Economy Plus!

HANDYMAO SPECIALS

$1295

$1895

'64 BONNEVILLE
Trans.,

Full

Power, Radio,

$895

1961 FORD FALCON
4 dr., sedan, automatic transmission. Red

1963 BUICK LE SABRE

IBLE
Automatic Transmission. Blue

Mint Cond..

$1688

I

We'll pay off your present balance 1
Guaranteed low - low financing I
No payments 'til August

295

Station Wagon, 6 cylinder, standard transmission. Blue

dr., sedan, automatic transmission, radio,

1963 FORD FALCON CONVERTIBLE
V-8 engine. Red

SEE

$295

1964 FORD CUSTOM
heater, power steering. Beige

Auto.

$295

1963 CHEVY 6 PASSENGER

4

$1494

Htr.,

$195

1963 CHEVY CORVAIR CONVERT-

'67 MUSTANG

-

.

1967 PLYMOUTH

'66 MUSTANG

$1745

Pwr. Sharp.

$595
$495

1964 OLDS DYNAMIC "88"

DONEI- DONE1

4 dr., sedan, power steering, power brakes.
radio, heater, automatic transmission. Green ...

$595

THE WORLD'S OLDEST DISTRIBUTORS

.

$1 1 8.13

4 Dr. Htp., Radio, Air, Full Pwr.
WW'S, Bal of Fac. Warr. Sharp
& Ready.

$989
'65 FORD
Custom 4 Dr. Htp.; Radio,
Heater, Loaded with EXTRAS.

4 Dr., 6 Cyl., Auto. Trans., RaHtr., Sharp. Perfect second
cad

5 rooms, part or fully fur tithed.
GE stove, refrig., & dish,asher.
Centrally air cond., many extras.
Rpcil buy,05-9440

ON DAY

`112-Trodts, Trailers

THROUGH

1968 FORD RANGER, 44 TON,
10,000:
I

16' Travel trailer sleeps 5, stove,.
icebox, elec. brakes, hitch" & controller. Mint condition, $1100.1

- $484

For Free Credit Check Call

SP 5-6616
DODGE CITY

'

FRIDAY

GREAT LAKES NEWEST
DEALER AT

Mcwillem

Porsfiesc
Lamp:0110Np ourpiAlcc

DODGE DEALER'

7250 W DEVON
OPEN EvENING4111 10 P M
ALL DAY SUNDAY'

666-E4NORTHW ST
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS'

391-6660.
CLOSED SUNDAY'

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS, DES PLAINES

HOURS:

Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Sat. 9 to 5; Closed Sundays

Cee Eddy
cmcP.GotANo,, LARGEST

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

43.3153 aft. 4.

$495

Right.

the rush, save save!

$585

9841obile limes

UNDER

-

Trans., Full Power, Premium
Tires, Very Sharp, Priced real

$3595

'

Live for less in beau. 'Adult Park.

MILES, 296.3990-- -- --

with beige bottom.

steering, power brakes. Gold

'64 CHEVROLET

VERY CLEAN.

Heater,

4 dr.,

'65 PO LARA

NAZARENE
NURSERY SCHOOL'
Visit our facilities any A.M.

2 dr.,

hard top, full Power, automatii, radio, factory air, tinted glass, block vinyl roof

4 dr., sedan, automatic transmission, power

Open all year.

Pedigree Toy, male Poodles, 1.
Phantom, 259-90821
_ brown,
weekdays after 5 pm

1967 OLDS "98"

sedan, full power,
including power windows &
seat, AM -FM radio, with
power antenna, comfortron
automatic air conditioning,

luxury

Steal!

$1292

THE

ENROLL NOW FOR FALL

ing sessions.

Box

Shift, Radio,

'66 MUSTANG

All day child care

3 adorable 6 week old

$2295

beauty

$2295
1967 DELTA "88"

new wide oval tires, 4 ply.

Auto. Trans., Radio, Htr., Full

before and after morn:

Mln. Schnauzer Puppies.
Very Rees: AKC. M & F
358.2699

-ovals. This silver
won't stay here long.

radio

power
bucket

floor console, brand

Heater, W/W Tires, A Real

SHOP

_ _
...
Exc. child care (age 2-6) my lic.
_

I

console

seats,

Le Mans. Auto. trans., P.S.,
P.B., R&H, whitewalls. Beat

Convert.,
Trans., Full Pwr.

Carel

-..0 pedigreed poodles, 3 let b1,1
I min, excell. bloodlides 8 who,,
' 00 or 7"537-0797.
wing toy poodles, moles, silver
white, AKS. 299.5973.

floor

steering,
automatic,

power
brakes,

'Convert., Air Cond., Full Pwr.,
Every Avail. Option. Red,

Radio,-

field' Illinois (312)485-6900
119-Nrsery Schools Child

seats,

2 dr., hard top, "440", V-8;

'67 CADILLAC

'64 T -BIRD

Brook.:

Avenue,

dr.,

1967 PLYMOUTH GTX

$1995

'63 FORD

Country Squire Wagon, V.8,
Stick

$1995

'

Convertible, Automatic

BUYS!

profit; Kellison products; minimum investment $1,200. Call
or write Mr. R.E. Taylor - 8914
West

5,000 BTU air -conditioner. & 16
to 2Q pint auto. dehumidifier in
gd. cond. CL 9-0238

-

Big-Eng., Spt. Cpe.

DUNE BUGGY SALES: Exclusive
territory; factory leads; high,

trailer,

-$745

-

warranty.

1966 OLDS "98" TOWN -

'67 GTO 4 -SPEED

66 -Business Orpartonities

cruiser.

white
radio,
hydromatic,
walls, deluxe interior, balance of new ear warranty.

white walls. Willow gold in
color. Balance of new car

'66 PONTIAC
CONVT.

-

1

good family boot, 40 HP out-

TEMPEST Custom 4 Dr. Sedan. Auto-'
matic, Radio, Heater, WPM,

2+2.4 Speed, Big Eng., Buck.
lets, Racing Stripes, "HOT",

boss or drums. Also featuring a
heavy LP and 8 track tape sele-

21' CHRIS CRAFT cabin cruiser,

'64 PONT.

Tires, Full Factory Equipment,
Gas Mile6ge Galore.

'67 PONTIAC
CATAUNA
Convertible, Automatic

NOW ON DISPLAY

THE

ment to make any sound

'66 Thompson 19', 90 horse Evin.

Economy V.8, power steering," power brakes, turbo

CONVERTIBLES

CX-100 NEW

359-2251
in

'65 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

2 dr.,

hard top, automatic, bucket
seats, power steering, 4 ply

TOM IMPALA COUPE

$1145

$1395

BRAND NEW

1968 CAMARO

$2795

$1245

'66 PONTIAC
CATAUNA

$2995

warranty.

with rear speakers, chrome
mag wheels, red line wide

i'67 OPEL KADETTE

Per feel for fun or Workt

9 CHARGER SPECIA

Palatine, Illinois

chambers, back rest, carrying
Case, & foot pump $$5.

line wide ovals. This red ram

has extremely low miles &
the .balance of the factory

BONNEVILLE
4 Door Hardtop, Automatic
Trans., Radio, Heater, W/W

Immaculate Throughout.

$1295

$2797

-204 Hicks Place

2 man Kayak, inflatable, 9 air

engine, mag wheels,- red

New Tires.

-

4 -Dr. H.T.

MUSIC CENTERS

mon aluminum canoe, excellent

finished, with trailer.
358-5916 after 6.

$1895

bucket seats, 440 magnum
engine, mag wheeeeeeeee

hard top, 4 speed, bucket

V.8, Automatic Trans., Power, Radio, Heater, W/W Tires,

fect. 2 to choose from.

Set up for custom show

Complete sailing rig for Grum--

Per-

Radio, Heater, W/W Tires,

KUSTOM

ator & trailer $650. CL 5.2688

vinyl top and Interior.

9 PASS. Station Wagon, Full
Power, Automatic. Trans.,

WeekNI9hts

NEVILLE COUPE Full power, automatic, factory air to
keep cool, tinted glass
window. A beautiful Sauturn
gold in color.

'65 PONTIAC

2-dr. H.T. V-8, auto, Irons.,
P.S. P.O., factory air conditioning. Turquoise with black

block miles,

Barrington, 111.

1968 PONTIAC BON-

black

4 -speed,

dr.,

1967 OLDS "442" 2

Tires, Full Power. One Owner. Mint Condition.

2. Door, 4 Speed, Radio,
Heater, Whitewalls. Red yiith
black interior. Round - the

JEEP-DATSUN

1968 DODGE CORNET

'68 MONACO

Phone 824-6735 aft. 5 PM

16' Dunphy boot 40 HP Evinrude

kittens to good.. home!.
trained. CL 5.2193

Heater, W/W Tires, Factory

CEE EDDY'S

$2245

Station

PASS.

DPWN SU

DATSUN

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

4_ DRUMSEL2 CYMBALS
WITH ACCESSORIES $400.

incl. trailer. 253-4722 aft 5

358-65

days 437-5920; . Eves.
674-3668.

Dottie

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

$650.1

cond., $100.259-0173.

Clogs, Pets and Wilmot.

29-100

'63 Ford station wagon, exc.
cond., P/S, R/H, $650. Ask for

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS

SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

Howard, Combo organ & Vox

; 37 -Boats and Maine Supplies

FREE:

nice shape. $675 firm.

BARRINGTON
MOTOR

old, like new, $450 or best offer.

Gibson amp., 10 in speaker, tremolo, like new $70; Shure mike.
$15.253-4447

BOOK NOOK

cabin

Wagon,
Automatic Trans., Power
Steering & Brakes, Radio,
9

CL 3-9461

Full'four way power, Factory
Air Cond., Special Bucket,
Seats,
ONE Owner, Low
original miles. Priced Right!

'67 PONTIAC
CATALINA

.

Belaire Chev. standard tr,

BRAND NEW
'69 DART
SWINGER

THE 11 YEAR CAM

3/4 SIZE VIOLIN
CASE & BOW $45.

MOUNT PROSPECT

alum -Train

ft

555I``RVINO

icNA:ED

1968 CHEVROLET CUS-

'65 CADILLAC
SeDan DeVille

.

power. Low, low mileage.

$2295

DECIDE!-

529-3148

board, elec. starter,
extras $800. 392-2881

'68 CHEVY CAMERO

'67 CHEV. IMP.

Spinet piano, walnut, 4 years

20% off. Hundreds of books

18'

827.2811

-sromvo)

392-3739

heater,
factory air cond., bucket
a
new
needs
seats Just
home.

radio,

brciltes,

&

coupe, automatic
transmission, radio, heater,.

$3,750 or be:troffer.

$399. BARON'S .
827.6603 ASK FOR MIKE

before

STARFIRE
Hardtop Coupe, V-8, auto-,
malls trans., power steering

Hardtop

NEW SPINET PIANO, WALNUT,

marked down.

Gator trailer.

Air, Low -Low Miles, Balance
of New Car Warranty.

DRIVE A

55 -Musical Instruments

All stationery & Josie cords

rude,

warranty. $2500. FL 9-0739

253-4447

392-3123, Dick.

PRE JULY INVENTORY SALE!

119

4 Door Hardtop, Automatic
Trans., Full Power, Factory

'68 Thunderbird Landau 2 dr.,
all power, air-cond., like new.

'61 PEUGEOT 404, good. condition, like new clutch, $300.

Scuba outfit complete; tank, wet
suit, fins, etc. many extras $230.

.22 & 9mm pistols $50; .25 pistols $55; 12 go. auto. shot gun,
V.R. adj. cke. $150; 12 ga. pump
adj. cke. $100; 20 ga. 3" mag.
V.R.F. cke. $150; .22 rifles/4x

Emerson

Ford Ranch wagon, 390,
P/S, extras, excel. cond., factory

4B -Sporting Goods

Franklin Store
pooer $1.
1920 So. Wolf Rd. Wheeling

S.

'68

CHEVROLET

Unbeatable
slues.
RT 2

'65 OLDS

(312)469.7204

Ben

$1045

'68 PONTIAC LeMans

.,

B/seats console P/S, V/roof, R/H,
Many extras. CL 5-2253.

824-3458, after 6.

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

827-7314

New Car Warranty.

sell. $995 -358-9233

excellent condition. $525 cash.

Call

YOU saved and slaved for wall
to wall carpet. Keep it new with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-

$65;

the block miles, Balance of

'66 Molibou 4 dr. auto., radio,
low miles, clean.
air-cond.,

'66 MUSTANG

Full power. Leaving State. Must

after 5. 824 3775
'64 Ford Custom 2 -door, stick, 6,

FOR FREE DELIVERY

$150. 537-0101

537-4487

clean, fast, running. $500 or best
392-0/75r
offer.

'64 Ford Galaxie 500, red, R/H,
W/W, A/T, good condition. Call

OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

1

Sharpiel Perfect second car.
One bwner Original.

'64 Lincoln continental. White.'

1966 MGB, green, wire wheels,

$64.05 TAX INCLUDED

1

Station Wagon, Automatic
Trans, Full Power, Around

tranny, tuned, battery, cables,

AM -FM, extras,
51,600. 658-7479

makes button holes, sews buttons
on,
monograms and fancy
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service
guarantee.

lg. Cymbal
Top Hat & stand,
& stand,
Brass Drum, Tom Tom, Snare.
$350 value, 1 year old, sacrifice

'65 CHEVELLE, SS Sport, 4 on
floor, 327, $1100. or best offer.

537-2175

112-Automobles For Sale

Sewing machine. Slightly used.
Sews blind hems in dresses,

Ave on Bloomingdale Rd.,

Hardtop Coupe, Dark Blue

1968 Chevelle super sport. 396

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

CLEARING LAND. Evergreens,
Perer-vials and Shade Trees 50c
and up. 2 blocks South of North

scopes
2:30

Honda 1967, 160 Scrambler, low
mileage, mint cond. $375. or offer, must see, 392.8838
'661/2 Honda 305 scrambler,
paint, fenders, new
custom

good condition.
297.3569
_

L adendorf's

'68 PONTIAC
CATAUNA

$250 takes. 259.4528

CALL 255-4188

code 47
Living

'63 Chevy 4 dr. 6 cyl. auto.
rebuilt trans., new brakes. 1st

cond. Must see td appreciate.

Frigidaire refrig., white, like new,
131/2 cu. ft. w/mini freezer, 32"
width. 827-2215.

V2 price -$155. 259-2368

255-9168

'66 HONDA S-90, dark blue, ere

537 1930

18,500 BTU, 220 volt, like new,

OUTSTANDING
...IT ALL SPELLS:

$AVE $AVE $AVE

BEST OFFER

1

wi

USED CARS

LOW PRICES
ril

Olds Cutlass 2 dr., sedan,

1961 ELECTRA BUICK

owner. Ap1967 HONDA 90.
prox. 200 miles. $275.
394.3714

model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms:

tire, $15. 392-7838

*4 -r--

'64 Barracuda P/S, P/B, 4 on fir.
R/H, under 25,000 miles. $850.
827-2765 after 6 pm.

ance. 394-2660.

SELLING- OUT FURNITURE in 4

Sears' 26 in. boy's bike, needs

1

A/T, P/5, like new tires & tuneup.
Make offer. 259-4528.

'67 Yamaha YL100, $250, with
helmet, cover, license, & insur-

gold $80; gold blush couch $170.
298-6381. 8801 Dee Rd.

!

'61

439-1976

$325

dition. CL 5-7280.

,1 ,,

ALL OUT CLEARANCE
ON OUR FINE PRE -OWNED

work. $25. CL 3-8052

1967 Yomoho
180 Electric

8 piece modern Elm dining room
set by, Drexel in excellent con-

month; cools 5 rooms.

Must sacrif. $175. 259-8241

1,iii.

cyl.,

mech. cond., needs some body

, cycles. CHEAP!! Call
259-9215

4741sme Funistits-Furnitwe

6

condition, Asking $450.;
394-2316
'55 Ford V8, P/S, auto., gd.

FOR SALE: 2 late model motor:

,

392-5464

LANCER,

DODGE

good

1st $225 takes.
259-4528

Tri-color

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call
439-2690

AKC

5150. 255-1395
Tesco 227X'power, 3mm,

'62

1966 YAMAHA 80 cc, low -mileage, excellent condition $250 or
best offer. 894-6534 oft. 5.
1962 HONDA 300 Dream.

FREE BEAUTIFUL KITTENS,

for $80..951%0373.

TELESCOPE

111-Motorcrles and Scooters

OUTSTANDING

la 0 R

DODGE DART G/T, 1964

Metallic Blue, power steering,
$795, CL 3-5645 after 5 PM

'

-'259-9138

lg.

saw,

CL 3-8655

Make offer. 259-4528

CHIHUAHUA PUPPIES
6 WEEKS OLD.

392-1979

'66 Buick Electra convertible, full
power, air-conditioned $1895.

trans. 4 F 70's x 14 wide ovals.

CL 3-7951

blade, gd. cond., must sacrifice

Wheaton.
Ludwig Drum Set:

TRANSAXLE

old, AKC, best offer.

boards & frames 815.
McCullough chain

1

'65 V W SYNCRO

Male Silver POODLE, 3 years

Po/Iliac

F.A.C., pw, pb, ps, bs, Console,
all wide tires. Phone 343.5200
before 6 p.m. After 6 358.9157.-

Poodles, Min. AKC, blacks &

Air conditioner, GE, 5,000 BTU,
$40; Twin, white, padded head-

Used

'68 Dodge Charger, Big eng.
107 -Auto Parts and Aces,

raised, 6 wks. 296-3669

good condition, $35.
299.7435

Iffesticirs

'62 CHEVY II, white with red
Interior. $250 or best offer.
827-0953

'66 15 ft. DeCamp, sleeps 5, gas
or elec. ref rig. gas heat & stove,
under 10,000 mi. $1300 392-7862

with children. 827.4341

$50. 437-4049.

THEME!

112-Autmuenies For Sale

1O3 -Bute Traiers & Carvers

pups, 7 wks. old, home raised

new motor, completely wired

Schwinn

o shopp ng cente

KITTENS TO BE

love our

You

,

PHONE'
827-3111

I.
.112-Adiudies Fir Si

HAVE Fal
ON THE 4TH

(11N,
At441-

wr

TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE
A-

tZ)-

'68 Camaro red wiblock vinyl
top, low miles, console, 325 HP,

P/S, rear speaker & defroster,
wide: ovals, other extras. $2495.
392 1212
'67 Olds 88, 4 door hardtop, P/S,
P/8, air - $1995

R-tge
ee

iI QQ.

ic'eic*Ogliiyakabo!ft

BUT REMEMBER

11

CL 3-8656

'63 Olds "98" 2 dr."HT, full pow.'
er, white bucket seats. $700. Private. 296.1689.

PLEASE DRIVE CAREFULLY.

1964 Chevy Impala, red, x-

s I_ A 1- T 0__F

$1295.255.4322.

'65 CORVETTE

'69 CHARGER
$1000

'61 Olds 98, P/S, P/B, PAM and
air. Excellent cond. $400 or hest
offer. 827 4566, after 6 p.m.

HT.,
Dr
Automatic,

New quarters!

trans., V.8, red.

$795
'62 CHEV.WAGON'
Fully equipped

-

with power

$595
'61 IMPERIAL

'67 MUSTANG

Show Room new,

Coupe, Automatic

$1795

must seel
$$$

Jeep

ON

See us today for both.

Your local
jeep dealer

DODGE

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY. 392-6300

6 cylinder, automatic.

$695
Stock no. 3014B.

$445

PONTIAC

BON-

1962 PONTIAC

NEVILLE
auto., power steering & brakes,
radio, air conditioning.

$345

V-8, pow
Beautgui red
The right one

440

steer

& brakes.

finish $2595

power

steering,

power brakes, balance of factory

warranty. Blue finish 2 $2495
TO NOOSE FROM . .

1965 IMPALA CON-

1966. DODGE MONACO

VERTIBLE Full power, white fin-,
lilt, red interior Very

4 door hardtop, V-8, automatic, pow-

$1495

desirable

1968 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE ve, auto
pow steer, etc
like new

trans.,

Just $2795

white finish Sharp

1966 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE

4 door sedan, 6 cy-

linder, automatic, power steering,

balance of factory war. $1395

auto

trans.,

HONE: 824-7151

Open to 9.P.M. .
Week _Nights

PLYMOUTH

$995

FURY SALE!

2 DOORS

1968 PLYMOUTH
FURY II

Air Cond. 4 dr. sedan, V -8. Automatic, power steering; balance
of factory warranty,
yellow finish

dr. sedan. V-8, automatic,
pOwer steering, balance of factory
warranty.
Air cond.

VILLE

$1195

Air cond. 4 dr. Sedan.
automatic, white fin

coral finish

finish. $2495

1964 CHEVROLET IM-

Coupe, full power, blue

dr. H.T. V-8, auto PALA
(optic. P/S,, white fin

PRIX
finish

$895

1967

DODGE

ish, black vinyl top, bal- $2

of

$995lilt

'"

once of factory warranty .

4 SPEED

factory $1495

Fastback

V.8,

power

strg., power disc brakes. Bal. of

warranty. Red finish ...

FURY

1968 VOLKSWAGEN

A

door, 'V-8, automatic. Bal.

i

STA WAGON

Air cond. 4 dr. sedan.
'leer.
power
automatic,

wagon, full power, factory air condiHoning.

finish

fah

1966 RAMBLER AM-

1967 FORD GALAXIE
"500" 4 door hardtop, full
power. Gd. finish
$1695

be told from new

finish standard transmission. Sharp

$995

Blue $1795

1965 BUICK SKYLARK I
STA. WAGON seat sport

ing, power brakes, blue $1395

BASSADOR 2 door turquoise

3 seat wagon,
power steering,

V.8, automatic,
power brakes.
finish

1965 CHRYSLER NEWV-8,

"

$995

ante of fapory war-

2 dr. Blue finish. Can -t $1595

factory warranty. Red $2795 -

like new

PORT

ranty

1968 FORD TORINO

DART

Air cond., 4 dr. sedan. 6 cylinder,
balance

695

V-8

1966 PLYMOUTH

4

1965 DODGE "880"

1967 VOLKSWAGEN

2 door, red finish and $1495

$1295

Ish

Air cond. 2 di-. H.T.
YORKER
Full power, bucket seals, yolt.) fin-

.Beige

fin- $1895

1962 CORVAIR MONZA
COUPE Standard
Blue finish

shift, radio.

$495

finish. Very desirable...

1964 CADILLAC

PALA

2 door hardtop, auto.

Tan

Convertible. Full power,

1964 PONTIAC BONNE-

1967 CHRYSLER NEW

Sedan
powely

transmission, V.8 engine,
power steering, etc., low mile-

$$

1966 PLYMOUTH
FURY I

1963 PONTIAC GRAND

1964 CHEVROLET IM-

age ' and
clean

4

$1795

c,

4 DOORS
HARDTOPS
COUPES
STATION
WAGONS

1967 PLYMOUTH
FURY:II

-

mak

Pick

up. Stock no. 8465A.

SATURDAY

TOP QUALITY USED CARS

Green finish

ranty. White finish

1964 VALIANT CONVERTIBLE V 8,

er steering, power brakes, balance
of factory warranty $1595

Ton

9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

OVER 220 NEWCHRYSLERS&
PLYMOUTHS IN STOCK.

automatic,

$995
1960 GMC 1/2

DAILY

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON

1967 CHRYSLER NEW
V -B,

automatic, power steering.

9 A.M. to 9.30 P.M

See our tremendous selection
of air conditioned cars &
Station Wagons

YORKER Air cond., 4 dr. H.T.

966 FORD STATION
WAGON 10 passenger, V.8,

Brand New'

$$
1967 DODGE CHARGER

radio. SHARPI

10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

VACATION BOUND

Immediate delivery
on over 70
including Town &
Country Luxury wagons.

$_395

CONRAMBLER
V-8,automotic,
VERTIBLE
power steering, power brakes,
1965

SUNDAY

OVER 90 USED CARS TO SELECT FROM

Chrysler.

4 Door

Hardtop. Stock no. P584.

TEL

at its best?
Step up to

CHEVY WAGON

1963

Stick shift

bucket seats.

CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH

DES PLAINES
10

BUICK SKYLARK

1965

"LE
full

13.64. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington; III.
181-6663

RAND ROAD and HENRY *194-2 004_

Want Luxury

$295
FALCON

FORD
1963
CONVERTIBLE

ON MANN

SALES & SERVICE

Ifner.

Closed Sunday

1962 PLYMOUTH WAGON. Stock.

in DES PLAINES
DODGEHEIM,
NORTH OF OAKTON

BARRINGTON
MOTOR

ACROSS FROM THE ARUNGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

IMPALA

$2895

RAND!"

ARLINGTON PARK

Wag.

power, air conditioned.

1965

$2095

WHOLESALE SPECIALS
1965 RAMBLER STATION
WAGON 6 cylinder, auto

Automatic,

IMPERIAL
1967
BARON" V.8, auto.,

Parts and Service.

Mon thru Fn 9-9
Sat 9-6

ing, roily wheels.

$1145

Factory Approved

$445

power steering & brakes, console, radio, factory air.

power
V 8,
transmission,
steering, white walls, radio,
beige

run best with

red,

.

rpatic.

CHEVY
1965
CONVERTIBLE.

:::;deep vehicles

Dr.,

$1795

on (Custom).

a.

You are cordially invited to visit
us at our new quarters at Rand
Road and Henry in Mt. Prospect
where it has new roominess, new
convenience and new larger service equipment and facilities to
take care of your every automotive need.

1964 FALCON 2
stick, 3 spd., 6 cyl.

1967 CORONET RT "440"
mag, automatic, power steer-

PRIX 2 Door Kt, V-8, auto.,

$595
1964 "440" Station

$895

$1645

$895

to

Dr. Hard6
cylinder, automatic
transmission, power steering,
radio, heater, whitewalls.

top,

1966- PONTIAC GRAND

2 Dr. Hardtop, stock no. 3066C.

condition

$1895

Dr. Hardtop, V-8, power
steering, brakes, blue.
2

1964 CHEVY II WAGON.

Tempest, spotless

'67 POLARA
4 dr hardtop

Dr. H.T.

4
1965 PONTIAC 1C7ATA5LINA 2 Dr: Hardtop, 3 speed

'62 PONT. WAGN

Cutlass factory
warranty

$295

1965 FURY III 2

1967 BUICK LA SABRE

auto., power steering,
brakes, windows & seats, confactory air,
sole, buckets,
factory warranty.

$795

-

& brakes, iurq.

V.8,

Sedan

R&H Vinyl top $2095

1964 POLARA 880. 6 Pass.
Wagon, gold, power steering

CPE. V-8, auto., power steer
ing & broker, radio, white
walls, factory air conditioned.

1966 MONACO 2

'64 VOLKSWAGEN

2

1968 IMPALA CUSTOM

$2395

9 95 DN.

'68 CORNET 440

'67 OLDS 4 DR.

TR3 - 1958, good condition, excellent mechanical cond. $550
or best offer. 437-0326

CDC1G4 EXICCIVA CAA

2 Tops

Demonstrator Save

$850. 358-0527.

ROO E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. CL 9-4100 .

-'

WE WILL BE CLOSED ON JULY 4TH

'64 Olds Starlire coupe, but ets,
all extras, full power, exc. cond.

For Anything You Can Push, Pull, or Carry
or Charger in Stock!

TO ALL OUR CAR PRICES
TO CELEBRATE 4TH OF JULY!

'66 Mustang cony. V8 stick, like
new engine, low mileage, private

ARLINGTON HTS. /

To Our Lot, On Any '69 Coronet, Polora,

-'

-ceihint condition with snow tires,
$750.259.9461.
'64 Olds 88, 4-dr. H.T., full power, low mileage, runs good. Must
sell. Best Offer. 299.8770.

OPEN EVENINGS CLOSED SUNDAYS

a -.2

We're giving
the

63 Falcon Future Convert., like
new tires, low miles, excel.
.
cond., $650 or offer.
956-0373

Ish

Deville,

turquoise

19.63 CHEVY II
full

Nova Convert. 6 cyl.,

fin- $1695

automatic, red finish...

Air

cond.,

°

$895

1966 CHRYSLER NEW
YORKER 4 door hardtop, full
power,

1,967 CHEVB1E MAUBU
V-8, 327 stick. $1995

Cpe.

$1695

1968 CHEVEUE MALIBU
2 dr., hard top, V -B, ato., power
steering. Green
Ish. Vinyl roof

fin- $2595

1967 PONTIAC TEMPEST
4 SPEED

2

dr., hard

V-8, 4 -speed, Gold fin.
Ish. Power steering ....

top,

$1995

unusually 9095

622 E. Northwest Hwy; Rt 14
Des Plaines, II! Phone 296-1021

DES PLAINES PLYMOUTH

2

bock Last of Cumberland Station
ti; 9
Clos. Suneoys

SHORT RIP

Tbt Oar
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
HEY, WAIT A MINUTE -1 &JESS ILL
LET SIX HAVE THE OAR 'TONIGHT
AFTER ALL! rra MY TURN. BUT

BE A boot, KIPANP MAKE A
rtt.
TRADE --YOU TAKE IT TONIGHT'

HA/ SURE SOU WILL/ NICE
TRY, BUT LIOPICE,CHUMI
IT SO HAPPENS I SAW THE
FLAT TIRE BEFORE YOU
PIP WHEN YOU TOOK 01.11'

THE GARBAGE!

AND XLL USE IT 'TOMORROW

WHATS

X 'THINK 11-1AT PARTY

PRINGLE?

HAVE BEEN 1-116 FIRST

LAST NIGHT MUST

WITH

SPREE"- HE DIDN'T 60

HAVEN'T

FALLEN

THG
IHAVE

HI REAL
PAY;

6:50

oun_s

5

6:00
News
News

7

News

2

HAD BEEN

Cinderella. Story

2
5
7

Here Come the

vraratianre
3:=1.11/tr
16-dr.
RANI

E JUMPAHEAP

um

7.1
on; 41 D. lit s.t.et

usimummuc

BronGae,,m7oriWak

5

7:30
2
7

32 The Addams

The King

6:45
SHOULD 61.--EER.01.5r,,THE

.,,THE WHOLE

CONFRONTATION TOMORROW

FUTURE OF THE
UNIVTHE
aRS/TY ON

9:15
Tenth Inning

9

Twilight Zone

7

9:45
News

Family
2

Beverly,

Hillbillies

Leadoff Man

, AND

LINB

OH, YOU 514OULONI NAVE!

1

irk

CARNIVAL

2

Movie

"Man, Bait" A

murdered.

12:30

32 News Final
12:35

Movie

drama about a

"The Revolt of

young aristocrat

who tries to murder

Rasputin who is,
running Russia.

and decides that

cash will bring

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Let your love of beautiful

respectability.

things guide you in purchases

5
7

Joey *Bishop

Show

it offends you

9

1:00
Perspectives

7

Reflections

2

I

2:00

Movie

"Something for

the Birds"

"Another thing l'ret noticed ... 1 get tired and irritable
working two jobs trying to keep up with the rising cost
of medical care:"

7

1:30

Tonight Show

today A bargain may prove
no bargain in the long run if

"Nights of

Rasputin" Historical

beauty 'contest winner from Mississippi
learns the cold facts
of life in Hawaii,

1.011 1 lit ItSDAY

Movie

9

Mamie Stover" A

BUGS BUNNY

Paul Harvey

Comments

10:30
2

Farm Forum

5
9

10:15*

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) Add extra energy and time to
the good fortune that prevails
for Leo today and you should

12:10
News

she is found

32 News

I

9

prime suspect when

of the News
32 Baseball Report

Horoscope

Chicago Show

11 World Press

% NM La T4 11... U. Po

'

and becomes the

26 A Black's View

U

Midnight Report

don is blackmailed
by a pretty blond

News
News

9

5
7

bookdealer in Lon-

News.

2
5

R&D Review

12:25

10:00

WEDDING,'

11

12:00

9:30

8:00

9

9

The Good Guys

Family

ROBIN MALONE

11:00

Habla

9

As -1
ocCUPArIONAL
HAZARD

to work on his wife's
creations.

11 Nuestra Roza

Minnesota Twins.

News
11 TV College
Fiction
26 Today's Racing

and gives up his art

9:00
Hawaii Five -0
The Outsider

2

White Sox vs.

Jam."

11211111111111111M1

ronosislel

IV

2

7:25
32 Baseball

Rerun. "The Log

a fashion designer

8:30
Green Acres

The Virginian

Brides

News in

I

I

School
32 On Deck Circle

'Forza!,

"Paris Models"

Young artist marries

Perspective

College

American Public
6:30

32 Movie

around because of
male characters.

7:15
'1'V

10:45

is

completely turned

W1111111 -TV
11

parties.

as the masculine

Uribe
32 News

Editorial 26 Quiz

himself to the

starring Jerry Lewis

26 Luis Carlos

6:25
2

decides to invite

Musical comedy

Baseball

MOntreal

32 The Munsters

vitations and

"Cinderfella"

Cubs vs. Expos at

26 Spanish News

11

Hawaii
7 Movie

7:00
9

engraving employe
uses some of the in-

Music Hall from

5

26 Market Wrapup

DEC -ENT
TO WORK TODAY./ MAYENOUGH TO
BE HE HURT HIMSELF
STOP THEIR
TAP DANCING 01.1
TI -16 FOOL TABLE/
GAME FOR HIM!

SEAEN

116HT/

TONIGHT

PERSONALLY,
I Pt:2NT -114Inue14E WOULD

9

Washington

"tP2571"""

Five Minutes to

Live By

be able to make real gains.
VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept.
23) --Even in the midst of

great activity, spiritual calm
could come today Keep alert

to psychic overtones and

you'll benefit
LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) -.eye on the progrees
- - Keep

of another's activities. Your

own success hinges greatly on
the success of another.
SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.
22) --If you would lessen the

risk of forfeiture where
business or professional gains
are concerned, seek the

MORTY MEEKLE

EEK A MEEK

flit DEVOTING
MV LIFE. 'TO

A CAREER
OF GERM

DO YOU EVER
WONDER \MTH ALL
11-IAT STOMPING
HOW MANY GERMS

STOMPING.

GET ON YOUR

FEET?

cooperation of others
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --Plan your activities

t

now for the remainder of the
month To fail to do this may
be to invite collapse of an im-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1,49 A au. t. TM. itel. U.S. Ia. Off.

portant goal

CAPRICORN (Dec. '23 Jan 20) --Take care of routine
business early in the day. Seek

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Warm Weather

THE BORN LOSER.

stimulating companionship
for social activities durihg

("1.1., DIP YOU WART ME

TO HIT THAT CAT%

afternoon

AQUARIUS (Jan 21 -Feb.
19) --Bear in mind that tomorrow's festivities have inherent
dangers Impress the need for

caution on members of the
younger generation

PISCES (Feb 20 -March
21 )--Don't begin to move
toward a new goal until you
feel yourself completely ready.

A premature step could cost.
you the game

ARIES (March 22 -April

20) --You should knoW
precisely where you stand

CAPTAIN EASY

with others by evening if you
seek theiLppinions openly and

HELLO...THI5

receive them without malice.

asY,1,995,..N

TAURUS (April 21 -May
21) --Decisions

that must be

made now require an excellent
knowledge of self KnoW your
own dreams, your own limits.

IYeNOW
VERY time my5Ef..p,
I AND I GATHER IT'LL BE

15 CAPTAIN

PO COMB

CAPTAIN .MOYI.

CO

AL. HIS 9ECRETATO
' SEEMED WORRIED ABOUT THE
OLD BOYI

TOWN '10 5E6

MR. GLENN
TOPROCK-*

MR.TOPROCK FELL

ASLEEP, BUT TN.

EXPLAIN OUR
SITUATION:

larger matters
A.

'

pour
prose

prop,
pope
pure
pore
pofeur

upper
user

rope _ rose
ruse
rouse
spur
spore 'sour
soup
supper
sore
sure

21 Employed
22 Appellation
3

4

MDUM

EIMMO
ffiREIM
UUE10

101110
OEIOUMOM
ff100 00000 OMM

0000Ufff 1:200M0
11-00Uffial OGJOHOffl

ROlidff10
23 In addition.

r

MAYOR, THE TROUBLE IS YOU
DON'T LOOK FAR ENOUGH AHEAD.

ItLAND YOU DON'T1§_
THINK $.

lioT DOE,

1St

' ALREADY, YOU SHOULD BE
MAKING A BID FOR HOLDING THE

ENOUGH: - -

PARTY CONVENTION HERE IN

1972

_

AND THINKING

dog
40 Necktie

24 Early Irish

tenant

CeltGun

25 High in stature 42 Ireland
26 Pen name of 43 Genus of
tropical shrubs'
Charles Lamb
45 Fork prong
27 Judge
46 European
32 Solemn
dormpuse
affirmation
47 Enclosure
33 Disclaim
(ab.)
36 Firearm
37 Glacial epoch 50 Southern
constellation
(2 words)
5

6

8

7

9

10

11

13

Allah
39 Of that object
40 High card
41 Japanese
dancing girl

:THE WILLETS

-.

purse

29 Moslem
commander;

32 Poem
34 Fib
35 Abandon hope
37 Worship of

demonstrating interest and
ability Free yourself for

PURPOSE

28 Salt (pharm.) 18 Celebes ox

QI1g1 ©Roo© 000
MMUR 0E10 110M©

bird

present profect over to those

Answers to
Hideaword

form;) var.
ACROSS
2 Pace
1 Of summer
8 Warm weather 3 Ancient
Balkan
month
country
12 Invest with
4 American
power
author
13 Assam
5 Spring months
silkworm
(Scot,)
14 Render feeble
15 Valued fabric 6 Social insect
7 Looking
16 Mend
malignly
17 Assessments
8 Joker
3.9 Cras nocte
9 Guillemot
surnendus
genus
(ab.)
10 Bagpipe hole
20 Chemical
11 Oxen of Tibet
suffix
(P1.)
21 Unfasten
24 Emitted breath 12 Always
(contr.)
violently
30 Tavern brew
31 Australian

GEMINI (May 22 -June

21) --Turn the details of

2

MDMUUM
gIUMMINO
OMIAOff10

Off10011 QMOU1110

15

14
17

16

20

19

21

22

18

23

26

30

29

28

44 Colonize
48 Are not

TWO -DOLLAR

-HOT DOG5 I

- (dial-contr.)

38.

49 - over the
Fourth

a
.7-2

001111111111111-110

-

51 Therefore
Matia
52 Mountain
making (geol.)
53 Loyal (poet,)
54 Sprinkler
DOWN
1 Nino ( rnmh.

44
48

49

51

n52

153

54

50

46

46

47

Have a Happy, Safe Holiday

be Pro5pert

WEATIIIEll
Tonight: Partly ,cloudy,

low in upper 60s. Ton or row: Partly sunny, w rm
and humid; thundershowers

Dap

Telephone
955-.1. 1.01)

Your Home Newspaper

-

likely.

Newsstand Price II) Cents
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Volume 4, Number 52

Traditional Fireworks Planned

Parade, Fair to Mark Fourth
ly. State representatives
Eugenia Chapman ID -Arlington Heights). David

include three bands -from

Forest View High School and

Prospect beginning tomorrow,

the NImint Prospect Park
District and the Shannon

will feature a parade on Friday with the theme "Tribute
to our Flag."

Rovers of Chicago --and six

Regner (R -Mount Prospect)
and Eugene Schlickman (RArlington Heights/ also will

from San Mateo, Cal.

be in the parade.

Leading off the parade will
be the Mount Prospect VFW
color guard, followed by cars

enterprises, including Boy

drum and bugle corps, one

The parade will begin at
2:30 p.m. with more than 50
participants entering floats.
The Chamber of Commerce
has organized the parade as its
Chief sponsor and is receiving
strong support form the Lions

marshals.

merchants.
The procession. will begin at

Ethel Kolerus: Wheeling
Township supervisor and
William Rohlwing, Elk Grove

Shabonce and travel east to
Lions Park where ceremonies

riding in the procession will

chairman Terrence Frakes,
12 E. Busse, Mount Prospect,

Louis.

ceremonies will last about 11/2
hours.

will be Lions's Club members,

south on Emerson to

"Miss

Mount

said the parade and

Corps and the awarding of
plaques to parade contest win-

IN OTHER convertibles

will open today from 5
p.m. On the Fourth it

will open after the parade and

run until I 0:3 0 p.m.

Fireworks, a better dispaly
than last year's. will begin
after dark and last for 45
minutes. Malys said.

There will he awards for
best over-all float, best theme

day and Sunday from 3 to
10:30 p.m. Rattle tickets are

and best civic group.

being sold for a Buick Skylark
which will be given away in
a drawing Sunday.

Frakes said that lie and his
co-chairman, Nick Drakos of

parade judges and Nlayor

11

The fair will he open Satur-

ners.

N.

14

It

to

Chamber of Commerce President Richard HugheS;;Tri exhibition by, Mount Prospect's
Guardsmen Drum and Bugle

Prospect"

Nancy Wangerin of

will take place. Parade

Its chairman, Edwin Nlatys.
200 E. Berkshire 1.n.. has promised that the event will be
much like last year's, with the
usual food booths, carnival
rides and games of skill.

speeches by Teichert and

'Township supervisor. Also
be

sponsored by the .1.ions Club.

and Girl Scouts.
YMCA and merchant groups.
At lions Park- there will be

The marshals will be NIrs.

Emerson and Gregory. move

nual Village Fair carnival

Scouts

merce officers and the parade

Prospect and various

home on the Fourth and enjoy
the parade --then go down to
Lions Park and enjoy the an-

Floats will be entered by
various commercial and civic

carrying Chamber of Coin-

Club, the Village of Mount

1111 Mount Prospect Plaza.
hope that everyone will stay

Robert Teichert and his fami-

Nine musical groups will

The four -day Fourth of Jo-

y celebration in Mount

Commission Rejects. Plan

ected to Doom Lake

Zoning Denial
By Ted Lacey

If the Village Board follows
night's recommendation
of the Plan Commission, it
means)the ax for the West
Park plan.
last

The Mount Prospect Park

Board was relying on the

Village Board to come across
with one of the contingencies
'necessary to develop -a. park.

last night recommended the

rezoning."

that the presentation

for single-family homes.

20, was inadequate. Plan

Martin, who seconded the
motion to deny the request,
said of the petitioner. "He

The main objection was
of the

rezoning request, made June

Commissioner Harold Ross
moved to recommend denial
of the request "because the
petitioners did not presentsufficient inf4mation to meet

with a lake that serves as a

Builder Salvatore DiN1ucci
had agreed to sell the 18 acres
surrounding the existing basin
to the park district only if the

Who said summer was a time to relax and take things easy? More than 3,400 children
are enrolled in the first session of District 59's summer school. At John Jay School in Mount
Prospect, reading teacher John Kretekos hands out textbooks to helper Chris Keller, 1606

S. Harvard, Arlington Heights (left), and Armond Gennetti, 1100 ('herrywood Dr., Mount
Prospect. (Photo by John Kruissink.)

Village Board would rezone
five acres of his land north of
Golf Rd., west of Busse for
apartments.

DiMucci petitioned the
Plan Commission for this

Centex -Schaumburg, a

firms making extensive use of
the railroad's freight service.

"THE. PARK'S developS200 million industrial park.
was announced Wednesday ment will result in $200
evening at a public hearing

million worth of construction
before Schaumburg's zoning and an additional tax base of

SI00 million,'' Atcher exThe park involves nearly plained at the' Wednesday

board.

1,200 acres and will be

annually. These funds
will go to the elementary
school district, the high school

000

district and the junior college
district."

Three of the country's

strongest financial enterprises
will develop Centex -Schaumburg industrial park. They are
Bennett and Kohnweiler, the

is

Day
To pick up tickets for a
play at the box office and
find they are in the last row.

building of the park

"WORK DONE 12 to

years ago' by our village

There will be freeway 'interchanges just east of the park at
Roselle and west at Barrington
Rd

Clothes,
e

a much -needed recre:ition

Luggage
Stolen

that he prefers not to com-

ment on the Plan Com,

mission's recommendation.
Di Mucci said last night

tate Tuesday, he noticed, that
all of his clothes and luggage

police said yesterday.
The Bloomington, Minn.,

man said that he had checked

Eastwood, Mount Prospect.
A second charge -eluding
the police --was dismissed by
Nlagistrate John Luken in the

to his home where he pulled
into the driveway and ran in-

whether the' Village Board Court.
votes according to the recomildenstein was arrested
mendation before he offers a
comment.
Village Atly John

May 11 after a police chase

Zim-

mermann in the past has

Leonard's squad car was
struck by another auto less

than a block from Nliklenstein's home. -

The seven-day term is the

minimum sentence for driving

with a revoked license. The

doorstep.

House of Correction in
Chicago.
Charges of damaging

time will

be

spent

in

the

had

village property placed against

were dismissed by the judge
separate trial yesterday.
Sovik was driving the auto
that rammed Leonard's squad

ment

a

testified that

lie

Earl Sovik, 69, of Chicago

car.

The Grand Old Flag'
Theme for July For4th
musical acDepartment
and Chief
william Andrews.

The eighth annual Prospect
Heights Lions Club Fourth of
July

motorcade,

with

One

the

of the major con-

Decorated cars, trucks and

200 in number, are expected

to participate in the

Motorcade offiCials have

motorcade, said -Joseph,
McDonald Rd.. representative

issued a call inviting:all other
organizations and churches in
the. Prospect .Heights. -area to
p!Fticipate.

'

the Prospect Heights -Fire
a

companiment invitations have
been extended to the Hersey
High School band and everal
other units.

tributors to the parade will be
the Prospect Heights Baseball
The theme of the parade
Program, whose 25 teams in
the Nlinor, Major and Senior will be aided by some 300
Leagues include more 'than American flags, donated by
400 boys. Each team will be the Lions C11.111 and the park
district,. which will lie
represented in the procession.

will begin day -long festivities
Friday in Prospect Heights.

neheim, cleaned out when he District which is sponsoring
returned the next day.
the event with the Lions Club.
Motel.officials said that the
Co-ordinators for the
room inadvertaltly had been motorcade from the I.ions are
rented to someone else and, F'rederic'k Wubs of 6 N.
when the error was discover- Schoenbeck Rd. and Robert
Mayor Robert 0. Atcher of Schaumburg as he explained in the village zoning hearing ed. the room was found to be Hanetho of 204 NV. Ridge.
Wednesday evening the details of the $200 million industrial park on which, work will begin entirely empty.
THE UNITS will beded by
Murphy estimated his loss
in 60 days on the south edge of the northwest suburbs. It will lie the only industrial park
at about $215.

side the house.

consent decree which settled, known of Nfildenstein's revokin court, several legal disputes ed license and therefore -had
over zoning between DiMucci tried to curb Nlildenstein's.
auto when he saw him drivand the village.
Norris said last night that ing.
Leonard said he had called
if DiMucci can come hack to

with the preservation .of

Holiday Inn, Touhy and MariL- for the .PrOslie:e r -He I ghts Pa rk

M the Chicago area with its own airport. (Photo by George Elliott)

had refused to pull oft the.o

that started at Main and Gregory and ended at the man's

Patrolman Dennis Leonard
for fear that it might interfere of the Mount Prospect depart-

into the room late Tuesday, Lesniak of 412 W. Camp
at the

--but --found-the-room

for assistance when Nlildens-

that he will wait to see Mount Prospect Traffic

When Richard Murphy theme "The Grand Old Flag,"

returned to his motel room

A charge of driving though
his license was revoked led to

a seven-day jail sentence
Nlidlenstein. Leonard said
PARK BOAR!) President yesterday for William C.
Robert Jackson said last night Nliklenstein. 22, of 606 N. sped down several side streets

were missing, Des Plaines track -drawn floats, more than

,in 1956. Atcher was one of

develop the industrial park for

;

11/41tal*'''' TO/4

Schaumburg was incorporated

the Milwaukee railroad Which

Mitchell, and Wright,

through the center of the park.

Mayor Robert 0. Atcher.

,until this year intended to

'

THE INDUSTRIAL PARK

way will run cast and west

paying off this evening," said'

interested nine farm families
in bringing their land into the
village and agreeing to have
the resulting tract zoned for
manufacturing. A referendum
was held to give approval in .1962. The tract was sold to

Centex -Schaumburg.

named for the Wright Brothers
Irving Park Rd. extends along
the south edge of the industrial
park. The Elgin -O'Hare free-

14
is

the three founders.
Atcher- reported -at the -hearing how the village originally

charge of the building of

Billy

is ex-

pected to be completed within
eight years.

in DuPage County, will be in

Homeowners Assn.

Mitchell, named for the famed

the

not only a much -needed flood
control improvement, but also

Driver Sentenced
To 7 Days in Jail

presented to the commission
during the June 20 hearing..
The petitions, containing 374
signatures, were submitted by
members of the Mount Shire

development of the Oakbrook

Roselle airport which will be
converted into an executive
airport for the industrial park.
Bulldozers are scheduled to
be at work on the tract before
Sept. I. Although the heart ot
theiract was brought into the
village and zoned for light
manufacturing in 1962,
Centex and its associates did
not acquire the property until
January of this year. The

it

The Village's Drainage and area.
asked tOr a bfank check." by,
The N'illage Board Public
not providing sufficient in- Clean Streams Commission
said the park board 's plan pro- Works Committee has enformation.
Commissioner Lloyd Nor - vides twice as , much flood dorsed rhe park boards plan
its said that-tht!- commission's control as an -Jailed by the ex- alas......

will be developed along two
4 recommended that, the Village
main streets running north
Board not grant the rezoning.
and south. The streets are

located on both sides of the
Elgin -O'Hare freeway to be
built in the arty I970s. Also
included in the tract

hoards to consider when
votes on the rezoning.

Pritzker Family and Centex
Corporation. James Dana,the

man who directed the

Park officials are quick to

recommendations of other state that the park would he

Plan Commissioner Eugene

mention that petitions opposing the rezoning were

rezoning, but the commission

public hearing, "When completed the school taxes paid
by the users of the industrial
park will amount to $6,000,

The Village Board also has

the Village Board also should

Gripe
Of The

$200 Million Development Planned
'By Richard Crabb

site.

same rezoning request.

The property is now zoned

written recommendation to

detention basin at Busse and
Lommuist.

the Plan Commission with a isting Rtorm-water retention
stronger case ;aid make the basin on the proposed park

-the requirements for an R-4

rezoning he denied.

There will be no

issue of The Day tomorrow, Independence Day.

distributed so that each unit
in the motorcade will have at
least one.
-111 E PROCESSION

will

end at the Prospect Heights
Park District lions swimming
pistil.
It will begin at the Jewel
Tea Co. parking lot at Illinois
83 and Camp McDonald 'Rd.,
with assembly scheduled for 8

(Continued on Piigc 2
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Property Tax Bills on !Fay

Mrs. Macdonald Joins

Big Congressional Field

This may he the

busiest

"off-year" election the

Could

be a prominent Republi-

can in the western section of

northwest suburbs have ever the district, a man whose name
has not been seriously disknown.
With a dozen candidates cussed until this week. The
already have enrolled for the final time for filing petitions
13th congressional district for the congressional race is
special primary set for Oct. 7 4:59 p.m. next Monday in the
and candidates for the state offices of the secretary of
constitutional convention are state in Springfield.
becoming more numerous by
The ard Senatorial District
(northwest suburbs) is not yet
the day.
Yesterday The Day learned assured for holding a con -con
that friends of Mrs. Virginia primary election on Sept. 23
Macdonald, 515 Belmont, since none will be held unless

:
^UP

didates. While several additional candidates are ex-

evening -before Mrs. Mac-

pected Mrs. Macdonald's entry into the race brings only

convention. It was late in the

donald could be reached.
"I had thought earlier in the
year about seeking to become
a delegate at the constitutional
convention, but during the
time that I was studying the

possibilites of becoming a

candidate for the 13th district

Mrs. Viriginia Macdonald of 515 S. Belmont, Arlington
Heights, with two friends who encouraged her to seek a seat
at the constitutional convention that convenes in the fall and
who are circulating petitions in her behalf. Left to right are Mrs.
Gerald Brask of 104 S. Yale, Arlington Heights, and Mrs. William
Klingaman of 521 N. Elm, Mount Prospect.

site for Mount Prospect's next
Post Office was recommended
for rezoning by the Plan Commission last night.

Fire C'hiel-Edwin

Haberkamp, who owns the

property at Elmhurst and

Central Rd.. is planning to sell
the property to the U. S. Post
Office Department.

All of the property has the

proper zoning (B-3) for a Post
Office except a 70 -foot strip
along the -western edge. That
strip is now zoned for residentail use, but is too small to
be developed as such.

The Plan Commission last
night recommended that the
Village Board rezone the strip
accordance with Haberkamp's wishes.
in

2 Detectives
Complete
Drug Course

(Continued front Page

a.m. and the start for about
narcotics and drug law en- 9 a.m.
forcement in Chicago.
The Lions Club will be
They were two of 89 to he
from the

graduated

special

training school- conducted by
the Department of Justice's

friends who had urged me to
enter the 13th District race
proposed that I reconsider the
matter of seeking to become

a delegate to the con-

stitutional convention."
MRS. MACDONALD said
that as recently as Monday
she had not na, e a decision.

It was on Tu Way that she
agreed to se to become a
con -con d legate And
authorized h friends to

circulate Witt ns in her
behalf.

There will

efinitely be

more filing do for the congressional race. There may be
filed next Monday two more

petitions of candidates. One

honoring seven active past
presidents, who will act as

grand marshals for the procession and as judges in the

After the motorcade winds
up at the swimming pool area,
there will be ceremonies for
the baseball program, with all
players in the three leagues on
the field in uniform for the
opening pledge to the flag.

Edward Krakowiak, 300

They are: John Haas, 500

South Parkway, president -of
the baseball program, and his
committee have a full pro-

tives Barrone and Pascoe Lambert, 111 Lonsdale;

gram planned.
'Baseball games will begin at

Bureau of Narcotics and

Dangerous Drugs. While at
the Training School Detec-

decorations competition.

Hillcrest Dr.; Thomas

earned th'e lateSt mefhOds
used to control narcotics and
dangerous drug abuse. The in-

Joseph Lesnia.k,412 W. Camp

seminars and discussions on

Lewis Wolthausen, 29

struction included lectures,
such

subjects as: identification

of various narcotics,

stimulants. depressants and
hallucinogenic drugs and their
effects; methods of curbing il-

licit drug and narcotic traffic

and techniques of in-

vestigation, for suspected
violations.

McDonald Rd.; Raymond

Stadalsky,, 406 W. Willow;
Reynolds Tague, 206 Tully;
Stonegate East; and Wallace
Wilkerson, 110 Owen Pl.

Six awards will be given in

various classifications to
motorcade participants. A
special award will be given for

the first time this year to the
best vintage or antique car.

10:30 a.m. There will be contests between the first and second ranked teams in the
minor league and in the major
league. In the afternoon members of the mother's auxiliary

of the baseball program will
show their skill in a softball
game. Final baseball event of
the day will be an "oldtimers"
game, pitting a team of minor
league coaches and

fathers

William Krewer and Jerry
Barton, of Charles Bruning
Division A.M. Corp., 1800

W. Central Rd., Mount

Prospect, are attending a five-

day "Fundamental Polymer
Course I" at the University of
Missouri.

all

trophy to the

originality.

THERE WILL

be

other,.

awards for "the best decorated

car," for "the best decorated
truck," and two awards for
special decorations among the
baseball contingent.

sessor's office, 2400 Arlington

6:30 to 8 p.m.

group in the 3rd district.

to four the number of those
who have declared publicly
they will seek seats at the state
convention. Three of these are

from Arlington Heights and
one from Mount Prospect.

Mrs. Macdonald reports

"THE ELECTION is to be
non-partisan, and I expect to

Award Winning Liquor Stores

meet with every interested
group in the district to seek
their support. While will be
glad to give my views on what
I

the convention can and

whom 1 seek to represent.

"Constitutional revisions
have repeatedly been turned
being

made partners in this effort to
upgrade our constitution, I
feel that they will support the

A Chicago man was ar-

Auto Agency, 333 Rand,

Mrs. Macdonald.

6

checks which were sent in by
customers who had purchased
insurance through the dealer.

$1,000 bond. He is to appear

where he was working.

Bono was released on

THE PREMIERE

in Mount Prospect Circuit

THE CHECKS were cash-

to Country Gardens. Next
and south to South Parkway..

Next back to Schoenbeck
going through the Arrowhead

The bottle -collecting craze
began about two years
ago in California. Today,

bottle -collectors are fanatics, devoted to their hobby, as are col.
lectors of stamps and coins. Rarest of Beam

bottles are First Nationals, offered up to
$2,000 each.
Chicago today is rated second only to Cali-

Chateau Bottled
Vintage 1962

Helen Miller, 74, 211 S.
Albert, Mount Prospect, died
yesterday at Northwest Com-

fornia as a bottle -collecting center. /

St. Emilion

Begin your collection with this recent issue
of the B.P.O. ELKS Commemorative Bottle
of Regal China which was especially created
for the 100th Anniversary and contains 120

Outstanding quality,
great character
and finesse.

, TO
I

month old Beam Kentucky Straight Bourbon

Now on
SALE at

Limited supply.

Famous

three grandchildren.
Visitation will be after 3
p.m. tomorrow.
Services will be Saturday at
at' 1-agfeibui-g arid

Liquor
Stores

349Fifty

1445Fi0fth

1

Oehler Funeral Home in Arlington Heights. Burial will he
at Acacia Park Cemetery,

The Saving Is Yoursl
The Saving Is Yoursl

IMPORTED

WESTGATE SHOPPING

VODKA

CANADIAN

CENTER

Charcoal Filtered

subdivision.

HOMEOWNERS POLICY

Next south to Olive, then
west to Dale, and south to
Camp McDonald. East along

WAYNE BRENNAN

Camp McDonald Rd. past the
reviewing stand ending at the
swimming pool area.

Famous Liquor Stores

Collector's
Gallery

FOURNEY

Helen Miller

Starting at 9 a.m. from the Charles of Barrington, a son
Jewel Tea Co. parking lot it Howard of Chicago, a brother
will proceed through the Old Elmer Peterson of Des
Plaines, a brother Alfred of
Town section to Camp West
Dundee, a sister Ethel
McDonald Rd., then through
of Evanston, a sister
to Bonniebrook, back along Cahill
Wheeling Rd. to Willow and Alice Borders of Peoria, and

south on Schoenbeck Rd. to
Ridge, along Ridge to Elm

LIQUEUR
60 Proof

"*.\

Sold at Auction
CHATEAU

Obituaries

Hospital.
against their major league munity
Survivors include a son
counterpart.

Then north on III. 83 to and
through the Drake subdivision

Minted Chocolate

AMERICAN SALE
OF FINEST AND
RAREST WINES

Court July 17.

in April and May, according to police.

VANDERMI NT

case of 24
12 oz. dep.
bottles

ed

west to 111.183.

1307 RAND RD.

Arlington Heights

BEER

of the Mount Prospect Police
Donald Bono, 29, was Department said three checks,
for a total of $642, have been
charged with theft by deceit.
A spokesman for the auto turned up and there may be

surance department at the
agency, reportedly cashed

NOW OPEN
OUR 9th STORE

BAVARIAN CLUB

payment for several accounts.
Detective Richard Pascoe

BONO WAS arrested at Z
Frank Chevrolet in Chicago,

Fifth

Brewed & Bottled
in Wisconsin

firm involved reported to

agency and kept the money.
Bono, who was in the in-

269

Imported from'
Holland

The scheme reportedly was
uncovered when the insurance

several more.

Straight Bourbon

A9C

12 oz.
Icons

Mount Prospect.

several checks made out to the

85

Regular or Draft

become a good listener," said

agency said Bono cashed

KENTUCKY

1c2cionsz. 1

MEISTER BRAU

proposals which are made
later. It is my intention to

him was filed by his former Mack that it had not received
employer, The Mack Cadillac

LEE

The Say ng Is Yoursl

Auto Agency Charges
Ex -Employe with Theft
rested on theft charges yesterday after a complaint against

COLONEL

America's Quality

12

have been proposed. If the
they are

FALSTAFF
BEER

down by the people after they
people feel

The Savings Is Yours!

The Saying Is Yours! 41111S\

should accomplish, my main
objective during the campaign
will be to seek views of others

392-4080

.

WHISKEY

there's o lot of talk

999
AI. Fifth

about the low prices of
Famous Liquor Stores

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

State ratty the and Casualty Company

.

.

AND IT'S ALL TRUEI

1)37

best car,

truck, or float as regards
decoration, ingenuity and

pleted and sent to' the As-

Holdmair, Township Assessor

The top award will be an over

2 Toke'Course

Beginning July 7, the

township assessor's office will
he open in the evenings from

The. forms should be- com-

the en-

that she will seek

`The Grand Old Flag'
Theme for July 4th

Detectives Robert G.

Barone and Richard Pascoe,
of the shunt Prospect Police
Department, recently completed a two-week course in

"Frankly, the idea of reviving my interest did not occur
to me, but after my decision

not to run for congress,

Rezoning Urged
For Post Office
Part of what' may be the

congressional seat in Congress, I naturally dismissed
all thought of becoming a delegate to con -con.

Heights Rd., ArlingtonHeights.

said recently.

dorsement of any interested

Arlington Heights, are there arc five or more cancirculating petitions in her
behalf for the constitutional

Elk Grove Township
their personal property
schedules soon. Charles

residents should he receiving

Fifth

MONASTERY

Arlington ,ark towers

Peppermint
Schnapps

SILVER SPRING

announces the

BEVERAGES
Ginger Ale
Sparkling Water

PONY
LOUNGE

60 Proof

939
4/...

Cola-Root Beer
and other flavors

PAUL MASSON
Double Dry or Sweet

VERMOUTH
is one of the
reasons why Paul Masson Vermouths

The iusl.right

consistently win high owon)s in qualify

There's a

compeidion.

lot of talk about

Paul Masson Vineyards
Sorolopo,

low prices at Famous Liquor
. and it's ALL TRUE!
Stores
.

'Come and Meet -

PROMISES!

JESSE LOPEZ

Imported

nightclub and television -star ---

CARTA BLANCA
Mexico's Popular Beer

The whole world will know she's your girl
uine diamonds.

And

19
Fifth

.

PROMISES!
when she wears your "Promise" ring. Choose yel
low or white gold with one or two twinkling gen-

Fifth

HALF GALLON

OLD

THOMPSON
Blended Whiskey
Averages 2.78 Fifth

BONNIE DAYE

695

her provocative piano

Half
gallon

from 19.95 to 29.95
Show time six, nine and eleven p.m.
No cover charge.

FIRA.17*

Reservations suggested.
Call 394-2000.

THE -

DIAMOND
SPECIALISTS

CHICAGO

4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

129 Broadway, Melrose Park 343.7988
.345-0444
1272 Winston, Melrose Park
Yorktown Shopping Center, Lombard - 627.1721
392-0840
Randhurst, Mount Prospect

LIQUOR STORRS

1429 W. Taylor
CICERO

arlington \ark towers.
Chicago's new suburban hotel

'
'

6105 W. Roosevelt
FOREST PARK
7339 W. Madison

©Famous Liquor Stores-Ph. 287.6447
Right Reserved to Unfit Quantities

Beer & Beverages Speciols Not Iced

CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS: Thurs., Fri.. Sat. and Sua.

ARLINGTON HGTS:
1307 Rand Road

MELROSE PK.
.1.56 Broadway-

LOMBARD
103 E. Roosevelt
FOREST PARK
7533 W. Roosevelt
ADDISON

85 E. Fullerton

THE PROSeECT DAY

Budget Approved
31, 1969. Under existing

River Trails School District
26 has approved a tentative
$2.8 million budget for the
1969-70 fiscal year.

The budget would use

.$170,000 or less in tax an-

ticipation warrants in the

tducatidnal fund to strike

a

balance.

The motion approving the

budget at Tuesday night's
hoard meeting also set Sept.
2 as the date for public hearing on the budget before final

approval. Notice will he
published 30 days before that

date, for examination of
copies of the budget.

The TAW figure may be as
much as $25.550 less. The

working cash fund was
I.

and

some future tax collections
will accrue to the educational
fund.
Revenue from local taxes is

estimated at 5715,422 and

from general state aid.

$865,004 in the $2,421.603

legislation the district would
receive only about half that
sum in
year.

1969-70

the

By Ted Lacey

fiscal

On the expense, side there
were minor deletions Tuesday

There will not be a Century
Tile store built in on Rand

from the educational budget.
Instructional TV at $4,500 for
use in all schools was axed.
Final action was deferred on.

Thayer, as feared by residents
in the neighborhood.

machine for the central.office,

Mount Prospect Plan Com-

of items

needed to be ordered 'before

the opening of school in

September, the board approved

$1,788

hand

in

in-

struments and a movie projector, 5525, for River Trails
Junior High.

Other expenses -in the
educational fund include: administration. $114566; and

totaling

salaries

instruction

$1.366,237. which include
classroom teachers' salaries of
$1.017.475. specialists' sala-

.educational fund budget.

ries of $100,750 and special

Supt. Winston Harwood said
that this is the first year that
state aid to the district will ex-

More expenses include

education salaries of $64,800.

mendation made by the

expected. would return this

HE REQUESTED the

$8.5 Million
In Taxes
Still Unpaid

Questions About .The
Alcoholic." Members of the

have alcoholics in their
obtained by calling 848-2707.

Collections have been

without

N. Louis; objected at the June
20 Plan Commission hearing.

as he did a year ago before
the Board of Appeals. that the
building is unsuited for a
residential lot.

A rezoning would -con-

stitute spot zoning since .the

The store would also

devalue 'residential property,
he added.

HE ASKED the Plan Commission to throw the rezoning
request out since in the ex-

isting Century Tile store;

AFTER SEVERAL hear-

facing Lewis. making the

building as attractive as possible. The. three loading docks
would he in front of the

Spiewak said that "in

almost- every store you want.
to talk about, contractors get
a discount," so the wholesale

building on Rand Rd.. away

front the neighboring

residents, and the outdoor
lighting would be fixed so it

aspect is no consideration."

Spiewak also said that "If
we had to take this to court.
I know we could win it," and

would not shine offensively
toward residences. he said.

to start their perfect weekend. Tempting relaxation and even
"that ole feeling" kind of stuff can happen Of course, everyone
will live happily ever after their "HOLIDAY"

Since then, Spiewak bought
feet of additional land
along the north end of his property. to better accommodate
the size of the Wilding.
60

'The plans Spiewak

presented when he came back
for a rezoning show a building

ABOVE INCLUDES 2 NIGHTS-3DAYS
4 MEALS -$76.00 COUPLE COMPLETE
Zappone's BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT
Plan your"weekend get -away" with a

group of friends & the Court Jester
will help you arrange the following

RIDESSWIMMINGNIGHT CLUB
TOURS DANCINGSIGHTSEEING
TOURSBASEBALL GAMESSTAGE
PLAYSBOAT RIDESSUN & FUN

Sel Service Liquors
MORE

FUN TO SHOP THAN EVER....
COME PEEK IN OUR WINDOWS.
WINDOWS. The Countries' No. 1 Liquor Retailer

Prospect.

I

that, after work on Friday, his subjects should escort their wives
to his castle. There his subjects will have free rein of his royal
dinner menus and The King will provide sparkling "Champagne"

FASHION SHOWSGOLF HAY
BIGGER....BETTER....AND

agreed to plant a high hedge
along the side of the building

cessions to the village.
To placate residents he had

The King proclaimed every weekend "INN" summer a "HOLIDAY" to be "INN"-joyed by all. He stated in no uncertain terms

area.

District 26 includes

Heights;

without making so many con-

merchandise to contractors at
a loWer price than to the man
off the street. construe this
to be wholesale, and the zoning codes have a separate provision for, wholesale trade."

the lam! o

extra attractions:

Prospect; Indian Grove

"they sell quite a hit of

rezon-

Rolling Meadows Shopping
Center

normal for the month of June River Road School, Des
until the last three days when Plaines and River Trails
taxes paid fell behind similar Junior High School in Mount
days for last year.

rezoning. Louis Velasco;202

SOON!

from the $111,669 spent in

1968-69. This will include
purchase of a new bus for
S8.400. When used on a

Prospect

residents opposed to the

non-conforkaing uses, and the
rest of the area is strictly
residential, Velasco said.

RE -OPENING

The, transportation fund
bud.iet is set at $65.650. down

School in

A spokesman for the

family residences to the west."
Spiewak several months ago
asked the village's Board of

ings, some of Which became
emotionally heated, the variation request was denied, on
the grounds that the building
was unsuited for a residential

Prospect has a free leaflet, "10

sante size

to 28 feet high, facing single

Answers to
The Al -Anon Family

the

plans presented

ing.

Then penalties will be ad- Shadrack Bond, Euclid,
ded to personal property taxes Feehanville, and Park View
and first installment real elementary schools in Mount
estate taxes that are unpaid.

--The

construction

families. The leaflet may be

Arnold Scharringhauscn. special education route, the
Elk Grove Township tax col- district should receive onelector, said yesterday that third reimbursement front the
about 58.5 millidti is to he state.
collected before Wednesday.

..

The reasons the Plan Commission came up with for de -

group arc non -alcoholics who

69.

pressed by residents near the
property.

business use (0-3).

warrants during 1969-70.
The building fund budget is
at $154.570, down from
the .$189,063 spent in 1968-

proval" of the rezoning ex-

Appeals simply for a zoning
variation to permit the store's

$400,000 in tax anticipation

set

"strong disap-

residentially zoned site on
Rand Rd. he rezoned for

Group that meets in Mount

governor's desk, if signed as

tial-sr.rtrheeertes.

"show a 252 -foot building, 21

$87.393: school lunch program $101,982.10, this ex-

children. A bill now on the

-

selling home furnishings such
as those sold in his present
store at 1010 E. Central.

'be using a formula in '69-'70

from the state for the education of .Maryville Academy

of the site along Rand Rd.-Mulfich Buick at Henry and
Bulks Oil at Lewis --arc both

iness anticipated, making 0-3
zoning inappropriate."

of the site on Rand Rd. to
permit him to build a store

Family Problem

THE 'EDUCATIONAL

two businesses on either side

The commission recom-

plies: custoliclal salaries.

fund should receive $200,000

as

shown by the previous plans -about 32,000 square feet.

mended denial of a request by
Paul C. Spiewak for rezoning

mission last night.

584.675 for instructional sup-

pense offset by equal revenusc
for the program.
The district expects to retire

of about

--The proposed building is
too big for a residential area.

--There would 'be "a substantial amount of wholesaling and warehousing bus-

ceed local taxes. State aid will
of $520 per student and a 90 cent qualifying rate.

vying the rezoning include:
--The store would create' ,
additional traffic on residen-

At least not if the Village

Board follows the recom-

S1.500.
In the approval

t.

Rd. between Lewis and

a snowblower for Bond
School, S250. and an offset

Page 3

Plan Commission Nixes Rand Road Tile Store

money to the district .by Dec.

By Ben Clarke

dissolved' on April

Thursday, July 3, 1969

( KEN DAWSON-COURT JESTER
CAN PROVIDE GROUP PRICES

CALL FOR INFORMATION & FILL OUT COUPON BELOW

MAIL TO HOLIDAY INN, 1000 Busse Rd., Elk Grove Village.
60007

July 4-6
July 11-13

July 25-27 Eli
Aug. 1-3 0
Aug.1_71
Aug. 8-10 Di

July 18-200

Aug. 15-17
Aug. 22-2411

Aug. 29-31 a'

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE:

CITY
Wei

no

-

.

in

es plaines
$1000

earns

1470
annually

Now .. . you can earn 51/4 % at "-First Federal Savings of Des Plaines on six month
savings certificates of .$1000 or more (with increments of $100 made at the time of
purchase), paid quarterly.. Interest earns from date of purchase. Purchases made
before the 10th earn from the 1st.
Regular passbook savings accounts earn 434 % paid and compounded quarterly ...
that's the highest rate allowed by law.
First Federal Savings of Des Plaines

.

.

. top rates in your front yard.

FIRST
IN THE NORTHWEST IT'S

A

FEDERAL

Phone: 824.6118

dial -92.7 fm

of DES PLAIIIES at 149'LEE STREET

if

IV,
w. ,-trf;P:f7--..e,,,

i *min

. ,J

.54

:;;;Ati" 'S------'ARID

stereo excitement

--

11

3

t4

!.. 1 i,

i

:11.01

0.,:.11.ii .. .....--7:v.

.........

v.:Ir.' illititils,

HOURS:
HOURS: Man., Tues., Thurs. 9 to 5; Frl. 9 to II; Sat. 9 to 1; Wed. closed

.

w NNW'

Alphabets Along the Way

Talk with a Teacher
By Esther F. Culton
I should like 'to thank the
readers who have written in
with suggestions for vacation
games. Here is an idea one

mitted, and of course,

for the names of objects

We might calf it Alphabets
Along the Way. The object of

tinue later, or even the next

with the letter. The letter X is
omitted.

should call "time's up," and
the next letter is called.

"Morale is VERY high, Mayor Daley! EVERYONE on the
force volunteered for duty at the SDS National
Convention!"

IT IS SURPRISING how
many object names will be seen

on billboards, signs, etc., and
how many animals, flowers,
trees, etc., along the highway,
or in villages, towns and cities
will suggest words. Names of
towns should be allowed.

the Pro5pect Dap

OF COURSE, THE repetinamed makes the going hard.

But this game, too, can

for several hours,, or can con-

ly the children watch. They be a time limit, but keep the
may not see an ape, but they game moving.
will certainly see an auto; they
may not see a bear (although
This is a fine memory game.
they just may!) but there will Small children will enjoy "I -t

practic would help him. I can
best answer these questions
by quoting the conclusions of
the recent report the United
States Department of Health,
Education and Welfare made

The Day is published daily. Monday through Friday. by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main. Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Center. Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

to Congress:

"There is a body of basic

scientific knowledge related to

health, disease, and health

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate, $17.00 a year; 59.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

care. Chiropractic practitioners ignore or take ex-

that they have not undertaken

adequate scientific

and toast the memory of the

forgotten man of Independence Day.
His name was John Dunlap.
A strong ease for certain of
the 56 Declaration of Indepen-

into type and printed,

fast.

dence signers to be classified as
"forgotten" could be made

TO KEEP THE record

straight, Secretary Charles
out. There is Josiah Bartlett of Thomson had called the roll of
New Hampshire, reputed to he
the delegates and set down the
the first one to vote for the ' tally: 12 colonies, for; none,
Declaration. John Hancock, against; New York, abstainas is well known, Certainly at- ing. But there was additional
tached the showiest signature debate and the delegates made
later, but Bartlett's role as the corrections to Jefferson's Decfirst voter is seldom recalled.
laration document, so that fiTHEN THERE WAS Ed- nal approval of the edited
document was not reached unward Rutledge of South Carotil the evening of the Fourth.
lina, youngest of the delegates,

who was only 26 when he

John Dunlap had to struggle

voted to adopt the Declara-

with the scores of emendations
and corrections to produce the
first official text, ready for
swift couriers to take copies to
all key areas in the colonic's-on
July 5.
The only names on this first

tion.

Ben Franklin. at 70 years

and five months of age, is one

of the giants of the assembly
but who remembers Stephen
Hopkins? The senior deli:gate
Rhode

Island

-

almost

edged him .out of honors as
oldest signer of the Declaration, being in his seventieth
year.

For that

another
from South

matter,

representative

Carolina, Thomas Lynch Jr.,

ran neck -and -neck in the
youngest delegate sweepstakes
with Rutledge. Lynch was 27.

You would think the only
clergyman would be automatically remembered withspecial
attention each Fourth of July.

He is traditionally accorded
special honors only at Princeton, at whose college he served

as president. His name 'was
John Witherspoon, and he was
a Presbyterian cleric.

printing were those of John

Hancock, president of the
Congress, and Charles Thomson. attesting it as secretary.

THE SIGNING BY the

Founding
present

actually

Fathers

on July Fourth

is

thought by some authorities to
have been on a paper that has
since disappeared. This is understandable, as it was probably the report as emended by
Congress and marked up, and

Aug. 2 signing on the engrossed document made that the

official version.

tot7 pe

of the

log -cabin -to -

White House type, later exalted by the record of Abraham Lineolif. -Waltorc -Or.; phaned at an early age, worked

tuation,

Perhaps we are leaning tolawyer, soldier, chief justice,' ward Dunlap as a symbol when
eventually governor of his we single him out for honor,

' hour'?

Well. John Dunlap was a
printer,

the success of our War of Independence. More than the
wealthy planters, aristocrats,

men of learning, politicians,
savants and professionals who
made up the Congress, it was

to be the small-town colonial,
farmer, hunter, storekeeper
and Mr. Everyman who would
stand up and be counted when
it came to pledging "our lives,

our fortunes and our sacred

fied -Irrespective of its theory, the scope and -qualify of
chiroprattic education do not
the practitioner to
make an adequate diagnosis
and provide appropriate treatment. Therefore, it is
recommended that chiropractic service not be covered in
the Medicare program."
Q -What is the difference

prepare

between bioflavonoids and
Lipoflavonoid?

instead of the eminent and notable figures who argued,

fought, orated and hacked at
every phrase in Jefferson's
document those difficult. July

the man who

group of Compounds found in
plants that were once thought

printed the document would
be first on King George's list

to help maintain the walls of
your small blood vessels in a
normal state. Their value,

of traitorous subjects, right after Hancock and Thomson.
It's something to remember,
this Fourth of July, and every
future Independence Day, that
the American way of life was
first given the breath of exis-

in

these

strange

places, and which they will not
find there. A little imagination
goes a long, long way!

The Latest in Seesaws

lags, because it is always fun to Went to Alaska and Packed
is sure
start again, and each new game my Trunk" perhaps, it
to be a fun game. Many objects
has a new challenge.

seen along the way will be

added to their imaginary lugit "My Grandmother went to gage. The suggestion that a cat
When 1 was little, we called

Europe and packed her trunk be taken, an ice cream cone, a
and in it she put." Each child hot dog, or even an elephant,
has to name something which will be hilarious.

multi -vitamin compound to

Rolling Meadows
Shopping Center

over 65 is constantly in

which a small amount of biof-

creasing, ours is called an ag

lavonoid has been added.
been added.

ing population. In such a
population the average age at'

Q -During a conversation
with friends, I stated that I did

not believe that science and
medicine had succeeded in
lengthening man's normal life'
span of 80 to 90 years (with
few exceptions) but had
made it possible for more
a

persons to approach this age,
thus increasing the average
satistics to
statement?

back up such a

such

statistics.

Because

the

proportion of those who are

death is bound
creasing.

to

however, has not been proved.'
Lipoflavonoid is a commercial

be

inSELF-SERVICE LIQUORS-

Q -What is the earliest a
doctor can diagnose pregnancy by a laboratory test?
A -In one of the newer procedures, a woman's, urine, is
tested with sheep's red blood

BIGGER...BETTER...AND
MORE FUN TO SHOP
THAN EVER...COME PEEK
INI
'

Cells that have been treated
with an extract of human
placenta. In some cases the
test may indicate pregnancy
as early as four days after a

skipped menstrual period. The

test takes only two hours to
run. Another test, said to be
very reliable and similar in

DDONNA DAY

nature, is read after only three
minutes.

..v)eitfro

NEUTRONS AT ELK COLONIAL INN

,

We've zee t 0,c ale
eiimilf4 Ram

13at

And We

Ilope 10 Su gm
Cow Some & Sol Yid°

-tt6

It sounds like the space age -.but it's strictly fun and music
at its best...at the Elk Colonial Inn in Elk Grove Village.
The Neutrons, formerly known as The Laymen, are a dynamic group featuring Paul Krause as vocalist. The swinging session begins Saturday night, July 5th. Make a date
to be there for a perfect Fourth of July weekend.

AL HIRT AT THE BLACK FOX?
This is Al Hirt like you've never seen him before! Really
shapely in a bikini and lounging around the swimming
pool at the Black Fox Restaurant in the Rolling Meadows"
Holiday Inn. Seems that our Al Hirt is a girl....anii that's
her real namel For us jazz lovers it's disappointing...but
for the girlwatchers...SHE'S GREAT! P.S. Alicia Hirt (called
Al Hirt by her friends) is -a -pool attendant Mondays through
Sundays from 10 am til 4:30 p.m.

107 S. MAIN ST.
MT. PROSPECT

3,1<gs,-n-pa

FOR YOUR SUMMER SHAPE!

tence by many unsung citizens, banded together, without
benefit of fanfare or parade,

It will continue to be our
way of life only if we are aware
that today's problems must be

Stretch

Mr. Steak Restaurant in Wood Dale has you folks in mind
who can't fit into last year's bathing suit. He has a special
"Slim Trim Plate". A broiled beefburger patty, hard boiled

your

salad are specially prepared for the light'touch. The prices
are light and easy, tool

egg, fresh sliced tomato, and cottage cheese it peach

home

faced by us, with quiet determination, as men of our hour.
Dunlap didn't tell Con-

-

YE OLD TOWN HAS PIZZA

Ye Old Town Inn in Mt. Prospect is now serving tasty pizza.

gress: "Get yourself another
printer." He -started to set,
type, inked the press, and did

Carry it out or its sizzling in the pan at your table. Either
way it's great!

the job.

A rush job, for sure but an
immortal one,

AL REEVES FOR YOUR PLEASURE
Drop by the Fox's Den in the Rolling Meadows Holiday Inn

for a cool, refreshing drink...and some good listening

ilideaword

1747

$88

BUMRELG
War

$85

Make as many four letter
or more words out of
these letters as you can,

_

In addition, find the word
using all seven of these
letters.

good, 22 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

,days.

40

places,

Will need

If the children pack their
It is important, I believe, to
say "time's up" before interest own trunk to take a trip, "1

A-Bloflavonolds are a

over his punccapitalization, and

largely self-taught, to become

Why push John Dunlap into
. the limelight as the man of the

-

amusement

other deviations in style, but
the general typography of the
printed work remains sailsfying-anch-after -close-to two
.centuries, still a model work-

new

the

children enjoy it now when we their experience. Memories at
early ages are very, very good.
are traveling.

All the more reason why

up froth carpenter's helper, manlike production.

state.

adjustment is not justi-

SOMEHOW WE FEU.

Dunlap should be given credit
for the job he turned out.

There have been critics who

words,

in

game, which is not new, but
They will remember surwhich is always welcomed. It etc.
prisingly well, because the obcan be named many different
jects
named are well within
and funny titles. My grand-

possibly destroyed once the

GEORGE WALTON of have made a point of showing

Georgia could expect to he singled out by historians as a pro-

spinal analysis and a treatment
procedure such as spinal

John, Dunlap was -one of- the
little men who were to assure

honor."
Certainly,

new

anywhere

one object which they bought

research...The broad appliA -Any life insurance comcation to health care of a pany or city health departdiagnostic procedure such as ment can supply you with

Man of the Hour

get it

game

travel

brought home - a loaf of
HERE IS ANOTHER and
bread, a bottle of milk, eggs,

ception to much of this age at death. Are there any
knowledge despite the fact

stitute myself a majority of one

or

boards are best for traveling.
Help them to learn from each
new experience, from all the

to

world (or to the moon) and
take along items which they

at

From time to time a reader
asks me whether I think chiro-

Not just a printer, come to
- think of it. He wos..THE-printer. The one who got handed a
very tough job.
He was handed the manuscript of the Declaration of Independence on the evening of
July 4, with the official sign to

paper or pencils

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

--By Joseph itiihenraiiph
Every Fourth of July I con-

Older
farm.
children can pack their trunks

Medicare Doesn't Cover Chiropractic Service

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

Day Light

Little folks can pack a trunk

to go to grandmother's, or to
grandfather's

I think that games or occupations which require no
books or much in the way of

be a bar, or a ball, or a bill- Went to the Store for my
board. It really is a fun game.
Mother" and may just name

Thursday, July 3, 1969

John E. Stanton. Editor and Nab/!shat

games can be of value. The
children always have their fa-

strange scenes, unusual occupations, weaving them into the
game ideas with which they are
familiar.

DOCTOR SAYS .

-Honor the original dream by abrap jealawly keeping
the paper' Aireedont and intellectual integrity.-- Marshall Field III
Page 4

be

started again when the list becomes too long. There should

day. Try it, and see how eager-

Children should not be
made to feel that they are "still
in school" while traveling, and
vorites, and they choose them
again and again.

tion of the previous objects

This game will become a
challenge and may continue

Once a `child has named an

object no one else can name
another item beginning with
that letter. However, if no object can be seen whose name
begins with the new letter
within five or ten minutes traveling time, mother, perhaps,

turn, he or she drops out.

is

more fun.

the game is to start with the letter A, and then using each letter of the alphabet in turn, find
25 different objects or items as
you travel along, beginning

from

the

game will move along more rapidly. I believe that watching

mother told me was much enjoyed by their back seat riders
and which is a, very good vocabulary -building game.

aftwetiviv

went into the trunk, and recall
the previously named objects.
and on and on. If a child cannot remember the objects in

To vary the game, all words
themselves might be per-

'

,

Give your family
extra living space with
a Western Wood deck!

It's easy to add a Western Wood deck to your home. Tell us how big you want your
new deck and where you wont to build it. We'll put together everything you need _nails, framing, decking, railing, preservative -With -our -help, it's easier -than -you -think.
Come in and see - free plqas for building the 3 decks shown.

HELLER Lumber Co.
24 N. Hickory

HAVE YOU CAUGHT THESE SHOWS?
Hers is a list of places to catch a good floor show. Treat
yourself to a good time!
SHERATON O'HARE BRASS RAIL
- ALUM-LOEWE O'HARE CONCORD
ZilIPPONES'S BRANDYWINE
ARLINGTON PARK TOWERS
SEVEN EAGLES
LANDER'S CHALET

ARUNOTON CAROUSEL

Arlington Heights

1 bloat N. of Kensington, 1 block W. of Arlington Market

Mot Arse FrL 7:30-3; Sots** 7:30.2430

pleasure. Al Reeves appears Tuesdays through Saturdays
in the Den and swings up a storm.

"HAVE A GREAT 4TH -OF JULY,"

New Minister

Installed
At St. Peter's
On Sunday, July 6, during
the 9:45 a.m. worship service,
the Rev. Walter J. Wenck will
be installed as minister of

an all student congregation
which he served for a year.

education at St. Peter
Lutheran Church, IA I W.

Olive, Arlington Heights.

Returning to the university
he received his M.A. dgree in
history in 1964 and continued
doing post -master's work until

June of this year. He
previously served as assistant

The Rev. Mr. Wenck is the
son , of Walter H. and Hulda
Stephan Wenck of Carroll, la.

After attending Immanuel
Lutheran School in his home
congregation, he attended the

pastor to Trinity Lutheran
Church, Crown Point, Ind., in

ministerial preparatory

Church. Recognized at communion service were: Mark
Alsterda, William Burneson, Gregory Christiansen, Cheryl
Collins, him Courtney, Sandra Duncan, Karen Flaherty, Barry

Giovanine, Don Ilerrick, Robert Horvath, Richard Jensen,

ington Heights.

of vicarage near Ann Arbor,
Mich., he gradUated in 1957
from Concordia Seminary at
St. Louis, Mo., with_ the B.A.

THE REV. Mt. Wenck's
first charge in the parish

00

ministry was an assignment as

missionary -at -large to the

'

Southern California. District,

working specifically in the

,21

on

Northwest Santa Ana area of
Orange County. After doing

NEWS
E

graduate work at the
University of Iowa. Iowa City, he accepted a position as

interim -pastor of St. Paul

Beginning July 6 and continuing up to and
including August 31, Community Presbyterian

Page 5
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Stoutland, Jane Tannery and hidy Wilke, Dr. William T.
right, assistant pastor.

three years old to the sixth -

Peter Lutheran Church, Arlington Heights. Classes will
begin Monday, July 21, and
continue through Aug. I.
Boys and girls will participate
in a closing program Thursday, July 31. Classes will be
conducted for children from

Included in the two-week
session will be music, handi-

Communion will be celebrated on the first

"I once knew a dog who
would have gone nuts if it
hadn't been for its master,"

There will be church school every Sunday
at 10 a.m. for crib through sixth grade and
.vacation church school will be from August
18 to 22 from 9:30 a.m. until 1:30 p.m. for
children who.werc in kindergarten through the

begin in Palatine, July 6.:t the
Palatine Savings and Loan Association. 9:30 a.m.

around the theme "Living

God's Way." The program is
under the direction of the

The Rev. John Raab°, district missionary. will conduct
the first service. For further
information contact the Rev.
H. Wackerfuss, 1108 Darrow

Sunday School superintendent, Dennis Andreasen.

Registration forms may he
obtained in the church foyer A v., Evanston. 111. 60202, or

III W. Olive Street and

at

telephone 864-5230.

should be completed by July

1/acatton
School
in August
The Cross and Crown

Lutheran Church, 1122 W.
Rand Rd., Arlington Heights.
has announced that vacation

Church, Prospect Heights.
The Rev. Herman C'. Noll is

Bible school will be conducted
from Aug. 11 to 22. Sessions
will begin at 8:45 a.m. :Ind
continue until 11:45 a.m. for

pastor.

said another.

Bible school will start on
Monday, July 14, and run

This conversation shows
how close an animal owner

and his pet can become, and
very often humans and their
pets become So attached that

sixth grade during the past school year.

The Mission Board of the
Wisconsin Lutheran Synod
announces that services will

Pre -registration is under
way for vacation Bible school
at Our Redeemer Lutheran

man said.

every Thursday at 9:30 a.m.

Services

Registration
at Redeemer

hould have gone nuts if it
adn't been for her dog," a

Sunday of each month at this service and also

New

craft, Bible study, worship
services and games, centered

"1 once knew a woman who

conduct only one Sunday service at 10 a.m.

Announce

grade level.

By hid, Ressler

Church. 407 N. Main, Mount Prospect, will

through Friday, July 25, from
9 until 11:30 a.m. and is open
to all children in the community ages four and up.

a

they can't get along without
each other. And when there
is a forced separation, both

all

Pre -registrations are now
being taken. The Res. Kenneth L. Routs is pastor. and
may be contacted out the

story being told to the

children, there will be a takehome arts and craft project,

church or by telephonini! 304(1362.

cookies and punch and a short

play period. There is no set

PEOPLE WHO ARE

Of Events

chairwoman, Mrs. Lowell

pets.

Schoening, Wheeling, at 537-

Dr. G. L. Bell of the Arl-

This calendar covers the week of July 6-11.

Fifth Wheelers, Trinity Lutheran Church,
Des Plaines. 7:30 p.m.

often they are necessities."

her shyness by com-

Country Club, 12:15 p.m.

-

MT 'MPS, Mount Prospect Community ..

Center: I p.m.
PrOspect Heights School District 23, Board.

of Education. McArthur Junior High, 7:30
p.m.

Mount Prospect Toastmasters, Ni ou n t

Prospect Community Center. 7:45 p.m.
Mount Prospect 'Youth Commission, Village
Hall, 8 p.m.

Arlington HeigtOth Chapter SPERSQSA,
Knights of Columbus Hall, -8 p.m,

-

-

Mount Prospect School District 57, Board
Meeting. Administration building, 8:15 p.m.

municating with her dog.

"Dogs themselves don't
breakdowns as such,"
Bell said, "but they often are
epileptic." An epileptic dog is
usually nervous, and his fits
have

often
citement.
are

triggered

by

ex-

when they are born, the way
they _are handled can make

them emotional imageS of
their owner. Many times an
owner will clip a dog's fur to

TUESDAY

Prospective Waist-Aways, Friedrich's
Funeral Home, 7:30 p.m.
TOPS of the Evening,
Meadows. 7:30 p.m.

Bank of Rolling

Northwest Philatelic Club, Arlington

Heights Savings and Loan, 7:30 p.m.

Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Hall,
8 p.m.

Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adelines,
John's

United Church of

Central Supply
Director Named
A new director of central
supply has been appointed at

Lutheran General Hospital.

Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Pictures of Ita-

ly. Community Presbyterian Church, Mount
Prospect. 10:30-3 p.m.

THURSDAY
Extensioneers of Mount Prospect, Drop in

Center. Community Presbyterian Church.
Mount Prospect, 10:30-3 p.m.

Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Drop in

Evans, a Registered Nurse
who was formerly chief of

Veterans Administration

Research Hospital in Chicago.
She served in this position for

10 years and had been head
nurse previously.

She has been a staff

nurse at Veterans

worked with the U. S. Public
Health

Service

in Chicago.

Louisville, Ky.: and Detroit,
Mich., and had worked with

the U. S. Public Heiiith

Algonquin. 8 p.m.

Louisville, Ky., and Detroit.

VEW Prospect Post 1337, Business meeting,
8 p.m.
Mount Prospect ('hess Club, 8 p.m.

There have also been cases
where an animal has gone into

same diseases as humans,
even if their masters do not

fits at the death of its owner,

have them.

There have been many
cases when animals went
hysterical. The animal, in this
case, behaves blindly and has
no regard for his safety. The

and cases where humans have

had the same reactions at the
death of their pets.

Trinity United
Methodist

behavior of one animal may
spread to that of another, and
if a human has this hysteria,

605 W. Golf Road
Mount Prospect

pet.

Dr. Robert392

CATALEPSY HAS also

been found in animals

-through neurosis and- is
recognized

Se

n

h

Animals with this disease appear to be in a trance and
there is no voluntary .motion.
This is especially common in
horses that balk and refuse to

move, especially after a
frightening situation.

owned by animals.

'

Pastor

392-6346

Sunday School and Bible Class
9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services

WIJD
VAS
WKS
WAIT

'

00 o ,T,

7:30 0.111.
9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

MAI II

Gilbert Bowen
Thomas A.

Rand and Central

neuroses, but in most cases it

Reverend Keith Davis
10:45 AM Church School -Morning Worship
"The Friendly Church with the Vital Message"

Brake

II

Church
1

Worship Services 9:15 and 11:00 a.m.
Child Care and Church School
9:75 and / 1:00 a.m.

-- United Church of Christ

Animals also have

IB

CI

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
I'llONE 3 9 2-3 I I

PASTORS

Church of the Master --

I

Community
Presbyterian

"Obeying the call to serve"

827-7229

The Necessity of Inadequacy

"St*** tilts,41404,4s4r410404.4P4040.41.4114104.411.41e4s1

Lutheran

4

Church of the Cross
Larry D. Cartford S.T.M. Pastor
Phone 437-5141

&gm- FUNERAL HOMES

,0 Worship Service

IN PARK RIDGE

IN CHICAGO

625 BUSSE HIGHC:A/AY

5303 N. WESTERN AVENUE
561-6874

698-3368

9:00 ond 10:30
Sunday Church School
9:00 and 10:30

Nursery Provided at Both Service

?eople Out Only Conceta
tF4

..

2025 S. GOEBRERT RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

4

NEXT TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL

SP

We work in close cooperation with clergymen throughout the area to serve fainilies of all faiths appropriately and wen.

SAINT PAUL

LUTHERAN -

24 -HOUR
AMBULANCE
SERVICE

CHURCH
PASTORS

J. E. Golisch
Worship Hours 8.00, 9 30, 11 00 A M
Sunday School 9 30 A M
Christian Doy School-1(0Klergrwen II,,,: 80:

Newest and Finest in the Sulnirluin Area

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL
STREET

E,A. Zpile

Clifford Kaufmann.

North Park College, Chicago;

Mich:

10:30 a.m.

(1160 kc)
(890 kc/
(890 k6)
(820 Sri

Communion 8:00

taken post -graduate courses at

munity College, Dearborn,

tl 3-2407

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

8:00 - 10:30

"Tests of Life"
Rev. Earl A. Olson

Nursery Provided For
All Services
Pastor: Albert A. Lucchi

Within the Family"

ProAperl
1100 S. I.Innemun
Rev. Waldemar B. Streufert

Nursing in Chicago and has

ington Heights, 8:30 p.m.

I

SUNDAY

W.1.1D-FM (1G4.3 m6)

7:00

"Benefits of Faith"

"Overcoming Discord

Lutheran Church

Grant Hospital School of

Mich.; and Henry Ford Com-

Evening Services:

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

St. John

Worship & Church
aSclholol

ipeaks to you

animals who are mastered by
owners, but owners, who are

Mich.
Miss Evans is a graduate of

Mercy College, -Detroit,

U

"Little, but Wise"

I

So, in the end, its not only

c ag o

MAIM Conference -(For Catholic widowed
and divorced), Knights of Columbus Hall, Ark

9:45,A .M.
:Morning Worship:

even his dog "has me trained."

TO. 437.3223 -439-0412

4

in humans also.

And even Dr. Bell admitted
to being unduly influenced by
animals when he let slip that

Administration Hospital in
Dearborn, Mich., and had

Center, Westgate School, 10:30-3 p.m.
Harper College_ Board Meeting., .1;00 .Weza

FRIDAY

response.

Park Ridge. She is Mary
- processing and distribution at

WEDNESDAN'

is only a condi_tioried

match his hairdo.

it may also be found in his

Known breeds usually have
the same characteristics, but

II

Sunday School:
10:50

BUT PETS OFTEN get the

troverted child who overcame

Mount Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard

International. St.
Christ. 8:15 p.m.

I do NOT act like my master!

He gave the example of a
woman who was bedridden,

HE ALSO TOLD of an in-

MONDAY

.

o

-

feed and care for it.

U

CHURCH

Hospital, Arlington Heights
and Golf Rds., said, "Pets are
considered luxury items, but

the woman had to get up to

U

BAPTIST

it

7645.

ington Heights Animal

and when she was given a dog

SUNDAY

FIRST

readers may call this year's

owners usually have obedient

call Mrs. Helen Bedker. CI 1-7469. Deadline
for listing is Tuesday of the preceding week.

2!

I

To pre -register a child,

have fat animals, and loving

This calendar is prepared as a public service
by the Motint Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organization wishing to contribute should

.......11:1,11111' 111...1..=. irl

fee; however, a daily free-will
offering will be taken.

nervous usually have nervous
animals. Fat people usually

children aged four years

through eighth grade.

In addition to a religious

suffer the same type of mental

Calendar

Bockenhauer,

Jones, left, is the pastor and the Rev. Roger

Registration forms are now
being accepted for vacation
Bible school classes at St.

One Service
at Community Dog's Best Friend Often His Master
Lutheran University Church,

John Kallimtmi, Sara Karacher, Diana Lewis. Tom.:MIcFeely,
Douglas Mitchell, Robert Nlorton, Kay Nielsen, leffrey Palmer.
Clyde ,,Peterson, Deborah Rose, Stephen Si Font , Sandy

Living God's Way

Religion

and B.D. degrees.

e

'this year's class of communicants from the 8th grade have
become full.members of the Southminster United Presbyterian

The Rev. Mr. Wenck is unmarried and will reside at the
parsonage, 114 W. Olive. Arl-

school, Concordia College, St.
Paul, Minn., graduating in
1952. After completing a year

The Rev. Walter J. Wenck

_s

1964, and remained there until accepting the call to St.
Peter Lutheran Church.

-.Ii61(01/ Toll'e/r/L.Shitrem:
"wit t nI
Fr -cerium, and lllll

the tfc.pel with I

VIC.

MOUNT
PROSPECT

Cl. 5-0332

The Day's Prosp cts

There Is An Uncle Sam
By Dolores Haugh
is

(Last in a series
white and blue ideas)

on red,

-

Did you know that Uncle

underlying this decision was
compiled by Alton Ketchum,

The origin of "Uncle Sam"
attributed to an Irish

author of "Uncle Sam-The

watchman who worked on the
docks. Wilson had teamed up
with Elbert Anderson and had

Man and the Legend."
NOW
THER Arlington,
Mass., Jaycees are planning a

gone into the meat packing

Sam actually lived?

When you conjur up a

memorial statue to good old
Sam. In order to raise the

and shipping business. When
someone asked the Irishman
who the barrels belonged to,

character symbolizing the red,

white and blue patriotism of

needed money, they have

America, his image automatically comes to mind.

he replied, "Anderson and
Uncle Sam."
"But who is Uncle Sam?"

coined a mdeal. Designed by
Theodore Barbarossa it featdris Uncle Sam as we know

Samuel Wilson in Menotorny
(later called West Cambridge

"Why, Uncle Sam Wilson.
It is he who is feeding the

him on one side of the coin
and

and now Arlington),

army."

other.

Uncle Sam was. bocin

Mass.,

on September 13, 1766. He

1775, yelling his fam(:pus

Address your request to

Dept. US PO Box 186, Arlington, Mass'. 02174.

Cartoonists during the 19th

MEDALS IN bronze are

century added glamor to the
legend with stars, stripes and
the beard, but the original
Uncle Sam actually did wear

became friendly with Betsy
Mann, daughter of Captain
Benjamin Mann, and John.

the

high

bell -crowned

$2.58; silver medals are
$15.45.

Uncle Sam's quote at the
outbreak of the War of 1812

hat,

applies to us today.

his shirt front frilled, with a
high rolling collar, and odd

Chapman. the Captain's

"We have tried the bickering, the hatreds, the selfishness, and it has brought
us to the brink of destruction.
Can't we ever become united
in time? It starts with every
one of us giving a little more,

shaped lapel cut to accent the

nephew. who later was known

waistcoat over close -fitting

as -Johnny Appleseed.

Sam and his brother Ebenezer became brickmakers
and in 1789 introduced the
trade to Troy, N.Y. Sam mar-

pantaloons and boots.

On September

15,

1961,

Uncle Sam was formally
recognized by Congressional
action. Much of the research

ried Betsey Mann in 1797.

The five R's make up the

Prospect. This includes.
Richard, Roe Etta, (Cook of
the Day), Rickey, 6, Robin,
4. and Ronica, 2.

Rae Etta has learned a lot
about cooking since she's been

Brown ground beef, onions,
celery, salt and pepper. Drain
.and mix with Soup, rice, water

married Richard, whose
mother was

a

good Polish

cook. it wasn't long before she
started accumulating recipes
and reading cookbooks. It was

all worth it: now Rae Etta is
a good cook.

HER FAMILY is her main
but she

interest, of course,

that will be sold before and
during the Mount Prospect

.

Fourth of July Parade.
Members of the Mount
Prospect Junior Woman's
Club, headed by Mrs. Tyler

Clements, American

casserole, top with chow mein
noodles and bake, uncovered,
at 350 degrees for 30 minutes.

Citizenship Chairman, will be

offering the flags for a

quarter. This annual project
not only benefits the many

SALAD DRESSING

-philanthropies-of the club, but

l'can tomato soup

is also designed to instill

1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 teaspoon paprika
1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
3/4 cup sugar
1 cup cooking oil
Va cup vinegar
1

patriotism and a little "oldfashioned flag-waving" in
youngsters.

Illinois Bell Telephone Company. As she says, "It helps
me to stay alert by being out

Mix all together and shake.
If you save empty bottles you

with people."

have on hand.

and just heat jt.as you're tossing the salad.

SUB GUM VUK
1 can condensed cream of
muslatoom soup
3/4 cup water
11/2 pounds ground beef
1 cup cooked rice
1 cup sliced celery
1/2 cite chopped onion
-

1/2

teaspoon each salt and

will participate in the competition are: weever World"
band from Prospect High

The Chicagoland finals of
"Talented Teen Search"
will take place this weekend,
July 4, 5 and 6 at the
Auditorium in Chicago.
Talent acts will compete for
the

School; "Cathy and

Christine," dancers from
Wheeling High' School; and

"New Lights, of Darkness"
band from Elk Grove High.

a three-week Europe tour and
scholarships. Bands will compete for $1,000 in musical
merchandise from Montgom-

The competition will be held
at 1:30 and 7 p.m. on July
4; 1:30 and 7 p.m. on July

ery Ward and 1,000 records

and_l ;3_9___p.m._ on _July_ 6,

oitheir awn slang..

Tickets may be purchased at

c-******4444
the door.

Area teens and .groups who

SALE

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

AIR CONDITIONING
$19000
Take 3 months to poy, no

can make a large batch to

Interest. Or payments as low

SECOND TIME

SCHAUM TORTE

as $13 per month. All work
fully guaranteed for I year.

AROUND
THRIFT AND GIFT SHOP

6 egg whites
1 tablespoon vinegar
2 cups granulated sugar

(Benefits Lake Bluff Children. Home)

Household

Articiles

Gradually add sugar, vanilla
and vinegar. Bake on cookie_
sheet floured with cornstarch.
Bake about one hour at 325

OPEN:
Tues. Thrio Fri. 10=4

Sat. 9-3

562 N. Milwaukee
Wheeling, III.

degrees. Serve with fresh
strawberries topped with

PHONE

NORTH AMERICAN

5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Groy

Clothing

Beat whites till dry.

(FULLY INSTALLED)

HEATING 8 AIR CONDITIONING C0.965 85001

New & Used

1 teaspoon vanilla
1 pinch salt

;

,4
$

SAVE NOW

1 small onion, grated

dinner early on a hot day, you

could .prepaie this casserole

tiLJULIUIR

Teens in Talent Finals

teaspoon worcestershire

sauce

Thursday, i,hly 3, 1969

ft.9..4 411.2 I LP WU"

00"20.120 0 0 1.4
Michael Paolella, 6, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Paolella,
concentrates on the impiirtant
business of counting stars sis
he displays one of the flags

'1

gredients in a buttered

also enjoys her night -shift job
its a keypunch operatdr at

If you want to make your

A

and soy sauce. Place In-

i
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Dolores Haugh- Woman's Editor

pepper
1/4 cup soy sauce
1 can chow mein noodles

married. She hadn't cooked
much at home, and when she

his hometown of Arlington.

instead of taking and getting."

Cooking for
Five R's
Pozdol household at 110
North Kenilworth in Mount

A new commemorative collector's coin is being offered to you appropriately on July Fourth.
Proceeds from the sale of the coin will help Uncle Sam be perpetuated in statue form in

Let's Do Some Flag Waving

Cook Of The Day

Fern Schneider

the

Uncle Sam Statue Committee,

Sam.

It was shortly after this
event that the Wilson family
moved to Mason, where Sam

on

available Sept. 13.

of proVisions from Uncle

warning.

memorial

accepted. The coins will be

red to the fact that U.S. troops
in New York and New Jersey
in 1812 were receiving barrels

SAM WAS ALMOST nine
years old when Paul Revere
rode by his home on April IS,

the

Advance orders for special
first day issues are now being

THE WATCHMAN refer-

was seventh of 13 children.

P.'

whipped cream. Makes 10 to

'

if: fashion ,Ttee
EVERYDAY SAVINGS ON

12 meringues.

FAMOUS NAME FASHIONS

A

WI
BRA-PANT,DRESS
Small wonder the Pozdol
family enjoy their meals with
a good cook like their mom,

A

\I

Rae Etta, to fix them. Here
she prepares to toss the salad

with her own dressing, has a

a

sells elsewhere for $15.00

a

4

II

OUR PRICE

$9.00

Sub Gum Yuk casserole ready

to serve and for dessert, a
Schaum torte.

.

'

III

859 W:fluridee, Wheeling,

DUNHURST SHOPPING CENTER

.

PH: 537-3690

II

at Rte. 83

oE

Hours: 10.h:tit daily: Mon. & Fri. 11 to 9
Sat. 10 to 6; and ton:11-fo 5.
-Midwest Bank Card. Accepted,

21.

.1

Fashion Rule

Page 7
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It's no longer necessary to
ing fashion rule for the well - have your shoes match your
dressed woman it sometimes bag. Shoes can match, comproved Confining, especially plement or contrast now - the
for gals working with a limited choice is yours So if you've
clothes and accessories budg- been saving those red shoes
et. But we've come a long way until you can find a red bag,
and we've been liberated from drag them out-your navy blue

-. There used to be one stand-

Gateway Caters to Collectors

Antique Antics
FINDING THE -right" loca-

Something for everyone, be-

ginner or advanced collector,

tion was a stroke of luck. They
discovered the shop next to the

pocketbook

"Pa and Ma's" candy store,

and something to fit every
is

Greta

were sold.

at 123 East Davis, Arlington
Heights, which opened in
January

ment house They decided to
open a shop in this area, which

seems to be overflowing with
eager and stimulating people

of the Connoisseur Shop

feels working with and around
them is a great education.
The shop is very well stock-

ed with a choice selection of
something for every taste.

an appreciation for them never
leaves a true lover of antiques

and history," said Greta. "So

NIKKI'S

BACK-

although they will take unusual and choice pieces on a 60-40
per cent basis.

Perhaps she will be recognized

by some of her past students,

Campers' Officers

this thought in mind they plan
on passing along lower prices

buy new "old" stock outright
rather than on consignment,

GROUND is in journalism.

in

choice item for someone) and a

signedipigarette case from the
Tiffany Studios. They prefer 'to

at ROLLING MEADOWS. SHOPPING CENTER

keep their prices reasonable as

some of the "current trends
are ridiculous and priced beyond common sense." With

rarely found silver and green

ly if they arc attractive in design and form and fit into our
scheme of living today."

RE-OPENING SOON!

NIKKI AND Gfeta said
that everyone cannot possibly
know everything about every
antique, and any mistake they
may make in judgment or price
is an honest one. They hope to

'There are silver items, pewter,

lamps, tinware Imari (a real

we learn to admire and cherish '
articles found today, especial-

plates, lamps, silver and Victorian accessories tastefully
placed around the store.
quite
Greta D'Ancona,
anknowledgeable about
tiques, formerly was manager

Greta and Nikki met two
ago when they both
moved into the same apartyears

true interest in antiques and

'

"Although this type of an-

ticity to die decor and antiques. Most of the interior of
the new shop was already installed. Rough siding is a perfect background for the many

new Gatehouse Antiques, Ltd.

schools. She has developed a

tique is extremely rare today,

which lends a note of authen-

D'Ancona's and Nikki Chambers' way of describing their

since she taught at the local

Hubbard Woods where early
16th to 18th century French,
English and Italian antiques

on the go and doinfthings.

ANETTI
BIGGE12....BETTER....AND MORE FUN TO
COME PEEK IN!
SHOP THAN EVER.

to the customers. "When we
are able to Find good buys on

quality antiques we all will

"Brand Name Retailer of the Year"

benefit."

With so appealing an ap-

proach, how can this shop help
but be a whopping success?

PESCHE'S

MEAT SPECIALS

AM.
OUR FROZEN
*FROM
FOOD DEPT.

Swift Premium PROTEN
(So tender you can cut

it with a fork)

Country

POT ROAST

SMITHFIELD FRESH
BAKERY SPECIALS

1C2onOss. 5/$1

Certified Red Labia

I.?: 5/$1

ORANGE JUICE

71

thru
Sat. July 5th

COCONUT

Arlington Heights

Swifts Premium

asoltic Lodge #1162

SLICED BACON..

Delta Frozen

Downy Flake

(In Foil)

79c

Lb.

no

c n4 CENTER
SLICES

16n.... 3/

Grill)

IC
Lb.

111

ICE TEA MIX
LEMONADE MIX

:c r. 25
h.

.looct

PLATES

-

1 8 OZ
ENV

10C

$1
Wyler's All Flavors

HAMBURGER OR
HOT DOG BUNS
Papermaid

(Try on
it

9 A.M. till 1 P.M.
Upton. Lemon Flavored

DRINKS

,

JULY 4th

3/9

Hi C Assorted Flavors

FRUIT

4

OPEN FRI.

Zr;t5/$1
(10 Homemade
wofflamepar pkg.)

WAFFLES

69c

PORTION..? 7Lb. PORTION. QP

SMOKED SAUSAGE

C:it 10c

STRAWBERRIES

Swifts -Fully Cooked Hams

Eckrich

87c

(In Foil)

ICED

FRUIT JUICES

Meat Prices

CHUCK STEAKS

A n BUTT

COFFEE CAKE

LEMONADE or REAL LEMON

Tender PROTEN

SHANK

Butter Pecan

Gold Cake

Country Delight

Carriage Campers' outgoing

,,,,,, mutiugsminsimmunit

11113MIDID1111111111111tuti

).

By Mary Bruce

or white will do just as well

the rule.

3" 10c

69c

Lb.

1104 ti Arlington His. Road

president Don Mikol (left)

hands over the gasel to new ly -

Arlington His., III.

elected president Herb

Nehlsen. Re-elected

STATED MEETINGS
FIRST 8 THIRD THURSDAYS

secretary/treasurer Gerry

James T. Whitesel, Musser
304 N. Emerson
Mt. Prospect

Elder looks on.

Swifts Premium

FRANKS

253.6977

_0111

LB.

- -Advertised Prices
Effective

Gitsla%'Allireeht--Serretary
11 9 Cornell. Den Plaines
VA 4.9654

July 3 thru
Sun July 6

FRESH

FROM OUR

PRODUCE DEPT.
FROM OUR- -GROCERY DEPT.

BING
CHERRIES......

Lb.

4TH OF JULY WEEKEND
SPECIALS:

JEWELRY

FROM OUR
UQUOR DEPT.

BLOUSES

6-12 Oz.
Pop Top
eons

OFF

BEER

DRESSES

20% OFF
MAISON DE ROMAYNE
43 S. Dunton

Arlington Heights

9:30 to 5:30

18oz. 39

far.

California

:a 4/9
POTATO SALAD.. 043 LK. 69`
MUSHROOMS

Krafts (German Style)
6-12 Os.
Pop Top cans

89c.

PEACHES.....

2,73/69c

Raggedy Ann. Pieces & Stems

L6_.

Thompson California Seedless

GRAPES

.

IC

a

Lb.

Family Scott

Glonatore

$3 49

GINorVODKA 3s,..00.4,.
kir
Fleschmann's (While they last)

GIN

.

'

PORK &

99

Meister Brau

.

BEANS

BEER

DRESSES

CL 5-5543

Campbells

Old Style
Lager

SPORTSWEAR

. .

SAUCE

90 Proof. 1/2 Gal.

(A very light Scotch
Passport ntliw on market)

$

6.99

'

SCOTCH... 86 Proof, Fifth $4 29

BATHRQOM

(4 rolls per

TISSUE

colors)

CRISCO OIL

pack, ou't

-

HONEYDEW MELONS

38

69c

Fonda Seedless

. 1 La

49`

LIMES.

Certified Red Label

POTATO CHIPS.

37c

C

ea

Wk.

7
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Fireworks Displays A Family Production
The fireworks,displays most,
northwest; suburban residents

Louis Maretti, inherited the

manufactured less than 30

than 60 years ago.

will watch July 4 are

business from his father who
began making fireworks more

miles away, but it's a miracle
they eyer delight anyone.'

'

Supplying the displays for'

is

'ME PLANT, or work site,
at the end of a two -mile -

thoughtfully

glued

on

each

of his income
Fourth of July

the shell is placed with its fuse

running out the bottom.

bomb.

Most of the canal bombs

per cent of the shows they sell,
but for' those municipalities
not wanting the extra expense,

device sold this year is an 18 inch -diameter Japanese shell,

per cent
results from
business.
75.

are fired from simple mortars,
normally steel pipes of the

proper, diameter, into which

above the

THE BIGGEST exploding

Maretti's 'firm tires about 50

weighing 85 pounds. It sells

brief instructions are

explodes some 2,500 feet

for nearly $500 and when it

ground, the

The shell was sold to a private
show in Chicago.
For all this extravagance

ex-

plosion covers an area

equi'valent to Iwo square
lac s. The m tar from

and excitement.

one would

assume Marcus's teenage son'
, Timmy would be the third

whit
.. weights a
thousand pounds by itself.

generation of fireworks

builders. But except for summer work while he's in school.

Tim's not interested. He skants

to be a ball player, and if he
plays for the Sox, his dad's
fireworks may go off when he
hits his first home run.

dirt and gravel road
most of the northwest, long
outside Huntley. Originally an

suburban towns including Des
Plaines, Elk Grove Village.

Army ammunition dump, the

ington Heights, is the

area is almost perfectly suited
for their work.

Company, located in Huntley,

bunkers used for ammo stor-

Mount Pro,spect and Arl-

Carpcntersville Fireworks

eight miles west of Carpentersville.

A fiither, his son, a couple
of uncles and a selection of
college, students

get

together

this time every year to make
their seasonal hatch of col-

A series of concrete

et_

rage now house crazy -wheels,
aerial burst, raw chemicals

I

1

and black powder. Tiny

shacks serve as work rooms,
and parking space is to be
found anywhere there is not
a building or a man..
For all their apparent,disar-

orful devices. The father,

ray, tens of thousands of ex-

ploding devices are to be

VEI RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

found on the grounds with

Man Hurt

thousands more moving out in
rented trucks every day.

As Trucks
Collide
-

6993A

ALMOST ALL the shells

are hand fashioned, accounting for the high price in

WESTINGHOUSE

comparison to oriental

Shows are sold from a
catalog listing displays by

Des Plaines.

dollar value. They range from
$750 to $2000. Maretti would
not say how much local com-

Albin Jansyn, 42, told
police that he had been driv-

ing a truck which was painting the white line on Ballard

munities buy from him, but

Thomas D. Thomas, of War-

A & A LAWNMOWER
SERVICE & SALES

Rd. Another truck driver,

renville, said that he was
unable to move over in

PORTABLE

fireworks. Bur, Maretti says.
his arc of a higher quality.

A Chicago man was injured

yesterday in the collision' of
two trucks on Ballard Rd. in

20" WINDOW FAN

indovv

pray

his

lane because of some persons

standing on the side of the

s allp/ars

road.

goatiall01111

Model AW10

Police said that the two big
outside mirrors on the trucks

struck each other, causing
glass tofly into Jansyn's face.

The man was treated

Authorized Service Station
for Lawn Boy & Toro Lawn-

at

mowers. Service on all makes

Lutheran General Hospital for
cuts on his face. Thomas was
ticketed for failure to yield the
right of way. He is to face the
charge in Des Plaines 'Traffic
Court Aug. 4.

& models. Lawn & Garden
supplies, Black Dirt, Stone,
Gravel. Pick-up & Delivery.

Many Animals to

Have A Big Day!
For All the Family

Pet and Feed -

Plus Buffalo, Lion, Bear, 6 Kinds Merry -Go -Round, 1 / 2 Mile
of Deer, Monkeys, Snakes, and Miniature Train, Covered Wag
many more Animals. Concession on, Live Animal Fairy Tale Lane,
Stand and Gift Shop.
Large Picnic Area and Cleat

ENXIIft:"

jlk!AY

PORTABLE FAN!

sign! Special Venturi .Ring Increases cilr moving cnpdcity'and
penetration! Horizontal louvers
spread air.

free construction. Motor lubricated for life! Increased air de-

SAVE UP TO 62%

Model ARA

Cleaning and Household
aids save the day!

livery!

WESTINGHOUSE.

WESTINGHOUSE

10 AM TO 7 PM DRIVE OUT SOON"

MOBILAIRE® FAN

FLIPPER® FAN

2088

88

in the Old Orchard
Country Club
Rand a Euclid Roads
MountProspect

CHOICE

Model AM17

Model ALIO

CL 9-5400

YOUR

PINK LIQUID DETERGENT
SPRAY STARCH

lee RecervatIon

Plug it in anywhere for on -

Patented air injector rings! 2 speed control! Complete mobility! 360° tilt adjustment! Lifetime lubrication! Whisper quiet
operation! Strong mesh safety

the -spot cooling comfort!

grille!

Versatile! As a table model
or flip it on its back and use
DINNER
a

STARTING
JULY 2

e

-iras an air circulating has-

4

sock -type fan! As a wall fan!

THEATRE

from

$5.95

',el

J

Two speeds! Turbo -jet blade de-

6 speeds electrically reversible! 3
speeds exhaust, 3 speeds intake
or circuloting.Ruggedi vibration -

WHITE PINES DEER PARK

countrytheatre
club

LIQUID'

'WESTINGHOUSE
DEBONAIRE® FAN

WESTINGHOUSE

Rest Rooms.
Write for special group rate.
Follow Signs - Paved Road Between Polo and Oregon. III.
2 Miles from White Pines State Park
"OPEN EVERY DAY

STEW ,

SAVAY
\iiP

PINK LOTION

636 N. Milwaukee, Wheeling
537-3460

DEER PARK

daces

S:7

Use anywhere. Table or floor, home, office or
workshop. Increase air conditioner capacity.
For window operation, place fan on table in
front of window! Turn for intake or exhaust.

Prompt Service.

IBIG ZOO &

ill :1_ 7:74-111-L-1-671'2;i

BLEACH
WINDOW SPRAY
JADE DETERGENT
'

11110

THEATRE

ONLY

from

arriage"G"Ro

1911t

:uu'

$3.00
THEATRE for
CHILDREN
AMPLE

PARKING

''

_HEAVY DUTY

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

STEEL STORAGE UNIT

"THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN"
SAT. 8 SUN. 2 P.M.

New shelf construction eliminates ,
need for sway braces and allows

for extra heavy loads! Patented
telescope legs for full freedom of
adjustment without loss of rigidity.
12" x 30" shelves. Height adjusts
from 30" to 50".

LIVING INSURANCE

PRICED

FOR A
SELLOUT

$3"

Quaker State
Heavy Duty
20 W
Motor Oil or

EQUITABL

E...FROM

oe Cr

19" 3 H.P. Power Mower
Super

BEN BALDWN

the

mower

it!e-

oiith

4 -position

3/4"

chromate

Phone: 259-4409 -

1404 Dogwood Lane - Mt Prospect..

rugged dependable service.
Crankshaft guaranteed 5 years.

$2999

Mom: 321.5235

Bright yellow 45" size with new
DECO-BRITE animated marine
design! Tough seamless linear

C
quart'

palr,4+7lone cons';ruction
guarantees easy cleaning!

Low consumption! Oxidation

Now, with miracle

$6888

chemoloy! Best pro-

fection for hot en&nes ! All engines.

One piece molded polyethylene.
DECO-BRITE animated marine de-

2 48

I

sign! 4 sturdy seats.

48
nil art
C

Beach Ball 20

1T

Fun under the sun with this jumbi)

-beach boll winner. -Bright colors! - -

_

a.vr:.

j tquilmr, DAILY 10-10

FIST OUL

MINI IT

500

NNW MRS Mit IMMO

$2"

32" rigid wall junior pool & sandbox

Valvoline All -Climate
Motor Oil

TOW111101411111t

I mantilla

tr.

stability! High detergency!

With Ladder
And Filter

2 -Cycle Engine

401 N. MlehIgas AN. - Chicago
'111* EQUil
'if. Atwell,* Seeley of the Untied Sults
tome Office, la: Averwe of the ArnerIces,N.Y.,19.N.Y.C1903

price 48c

POOL

hondle. "Easy spin"recoil starter.
Plastic wheels. Full 14 gauge steel
deckl Power mower is built for

A'Safe atid Sane Fourth
to all you Good People!

our everyday
low discount

.te

COLECO "BIG TOFFY" POOL

30 W

STEEL WALL

e

I

,

.

I

SUNDAY 10-61

_
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LONDON-FRANKFURTi

Main. Street
Is

The Fourth Day

4111b...

ca.

dr"

Ar

Lil Floros
This is ou

fourth day in

New York Ci with 14 Camp
Fire Girls. -t e gals arc hav-

IT WAS AN exciting game
between the Pirates and the
Mets with the Pirates winning

it. The ball park was a perfect
place to hear it, loud and clear
and continuous.
It was after I a.m. when we

ing a fabulous time --and

3-1.

moms, Carole Hauslein, Lona
Kirchhoff and I, are having

was the people -watching.

an equally flub time.

They loved the 'New York ac-

stumbled back into our dorm
at Long Island U. We decided
to "sleep now and shower in

cent and have all learned to
do pretty good imitations of

the morning."
What fun!

We started the day by tour-

ing a large ocean liner, the
Brazil, a Grace Line ship. It

Part of the fun for the girls

was simply gorgeous --a posh

hotel on water. None of us
had ever been aboard such a
luxury ship, and so we really
enjoyed it.

We saw the pools, gyms,

-staterooms, suites, dining
theatre,

rooms,

The

decks.

Brazil was set to sail for a
month in the South American

area. The girls all wanted to

Lee Janson
LISTENS
70 YOU

be stowaways. The moms did,

Mrs. Charles Kirchhoff, Julie Kelly, Pat Hauslein, Susan Amling, Joy Hennemuth, Maria Metzger, Pat McMorrow, ('and limos, Julie Baxter, Nancy
Ames, Linda Van Boxlaele, Mary Wallrich, Margaret Nledal, Kathy Shuheek,

Mary FJlen Kirchhoff, Mrs, Leo Floros and Mrs. Ralph Hauslein (left to
right) at O'Hare Airport after their trip to New York. See Lil Floros' Main Street
column at right.

YMCA Has Long Area Sights You Might Go
History of Service Around the World To See
The Young Men's Christian

archery, scuba diving, ballet

Assoc. (YMCA) has em-

and roller skating.

phasized athletic activity since

but for the first time

of many
throughout the world with a

con-

4,500,000. Northwest has

This Y

its formation 125 years ago,
the

Y's

recent

one

vention in St. Louis.
These young, mod -dressed

doubled in size since its opening in 1961 and expansion

presenting their views to tne

"WE HAVE about 4.0

plans are underway.

youth were among those

convention, Charles
McClellan. executive director

young people who work on
the

street

in

Chicago, who

of the Northwest Suburban dress as young persons in the
YMCA, 300 E. Northwest area would dress, otherwise
Hwy., Des Plaines, said.

they would not have the trust

The young people, in a skit,
expressed their feelings that

of the residents."

stands on various issues.

AT NORTHWEST

be made by foot.

But they're both open from

the orient may be a perfect

mosphere.

9:30 to 6 p.m.

morns sat

towns all summer. The Mount

The Milwaukee Zoo, 1001
W. Bluemount Rd., about an
hour and a half drive, may be

Prospect Lions Club will

a change for regular zoo

waved. Some of the gals went
up three times.
It was a hot and humid day
and a hit foggy, but the Statute

sponsor their annual carnival

goers.

of Liberty stood out clear as

dancing, weight loss
programs and basketball.
The Des Plaines Y, the
largest in

with 22,000 members also has
classes in self-defense, reading

spending

the summer in London,
Africa or

orient, many
youngsters so far arc content
to swim in their plastic swimthe

ming pools, play on the

sandpiles with their trucks

and have picnics in their

sense of pride in their heritage
arc other aspects of the Y
program.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTION is available in most park
districts until August 22. Most

of the other programs end
around Aug. 15, including
supervised playgrounds, the

tiny tot program and tennis
lessons.

If

said Dr. Eric Sahlberg,

family vacation isn't
planned for this summer and
time and finances are limited,

After more than two hours
an executive session the
District 57 school hoard Monday approved pay increases
of 51.250 to $2.400 for prin-

district superintendent.
Dr. Richard Percy, assis-

close to home.

cipals.

he has held his post. and will
receive a salary of $19,000.

Most of the executive
session was devoted to
discussing the pay raises, said
hoard member Leo Flores, He
and Charles Houchins a hoard
member, opposed the raise.
"I think these raises are excessive... Floros said. He said

tant superintendent, was
recognized for outstanding
work during the five months

Sahlherg was also commended
for his "outstanding job in

serving the school community,- He will receive
$19,500 a year.

Mrs. R. Janice Rodriguez.

the district's only woman

that the financial situation of principal, will probably he in

Lions -Park.

For parents who would like
to develop interest in culture,
the Chicago Park District will

present a Young People's

a

families may still

have

fun

Hawthorne Melody Farm,
on Rt. 21, two miles south of
Libertyville, attracts children

of all ages, according to
Public Relation Director

Sicelia Faber,

"We have hundreds of

-children and adults visiting
the farm every day," said Mrs.
Faber.

The entrance to the farm is
free, but there is a charge of
25 cents for children and 35

1

I

a.m., July

Board member Ralph from the National College of
Walherg said principals and Education. She will be earnteachers -salaries had been ing 12.060 a year.
"adjusted fantastically" in the
year or

two, and that

District 57 must remain com-

petitive to provide good

Organize

education.

Movie

Principal Harold Hathaway
of Busse School will receive

brining his salary up to
515.480:Robert Guthrie,
principal of Sunset Park

new salary $15,120. John Gat -

S1.836. making his salry
S16.875.

RECEIVING THZ highest
increase. 52.454, princiapl
Barry Ekamn of Lions Park

making
School
SI2.720'.willhe
yearly. Principal

Dwight ,Hall of Lincoln

August.

working with the Prospect
High Drama Dept., under
whose auspices the project
began. The prOject

is

under

of Westbrook 'School. and

looking for more. The boys
hope to "plug" their backers

Miller, principal of
Gregory School, have resign:

either by notices at._.the..end
of the films or, if enough

Salaries are computed money can he
according to a forinula passed

by the Board of Education.

raised,

have

program notes printed for the
August film festival.

to a worthwhile gal.

Back at Battery Park we

Miss Longo

Plays Lead
In Musical
A Mount Prospect resident

playing the lead role of

is

children's movies beginning
July 10. The films will be
shown at 10 a.m. on successive Thursdays during July

Wesleyan University's SUM filer Theater production of

attend the Grant Park Young
People's Concert. The first

Reno Sweeney in Illinois

Cole Porter's- musical

"Anything Goes" which is
being presented every day until July 12.

She is Dolores- Longo,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Longo, of 903 S.

film, "A Crazy Mixed-up

Edward St., Mount Prospect.

Dog." is about a dog that
doesn't think it's a dog. The
other films in the series in-

prbduction "Look Back in

Miss Longo also will play
one of four lead roles in the

clude: "The Great Swamp," Anger" which will lie
July 17; "Living Things are presented for eight performanEverywhere," July 24; and ces between July 16 and

August I.
She will he a junior drama
A day in Chicago can be major at Wesleyan this fall. In
fun and inexpensive. Parking May, she appeared in the prois available at the Art Institute duction "The Threepenny
for $1.50 and is within walk- Opera."
Miss Longo is a graduate
ing distance of Grant Park,
the Prudential Building and of Forest View High School,
Arlington Heights.
the shopping district.

"Nature Oddities," fully 31.

iLEGALN OTICES

and we all enjoyed that, too.

The evening was spent at
Shea Stadium where we saw
a Mets game.

Our tickets were unreserved
and we felt that we should get
to the hall park early. The
game was to start at 8 p.m. --so

we arrived at 5:45! We were
absolutely the very first ones
in the park.

Most of the gills had never
been to a ball game before -much less a night game.

SHEA STADIUM is quite
nice. The lights top off the
highest

LEGAL NO. 69.28P

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT

PLAN COMMISSION
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on
the 18th day of July, 1969 at the

hour of 8:00. P.M. there will be o
public hearing of the Village Hall,
E.

Northwest

Highway,

con-

cerning o petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO. 69.28P

Amendment to Section

26

con-

concerning definitions, and Section

All -persons interestiain-ffie -above
petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 3rd day of July, 1969.
MALCOLM G. YOUNG, CHAIRMAN
MOUNT PROSPECT

,..PLAN-COMMI'SSION

Published in the
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Thursday, July 3, 1969

''''''

112

E.

Northwest

Highway,

manly known as

My mother is a nut on movie ratings. It's getting so that
I can hardly find a movie she'll approve, so I have to sneak
out with my friends. Most of the ones she won't O.K. turn
out to be duds, anyhow. Whatever happened to good movies,
and will they ever come back?

Movie Fan

Hollywood is in 'business to make money. Right

now they find they make money by filming the sexist pictures
the law will allow. The pendulum usually swings in both direc-

tions. Though pictures will certainly never he as they once
were, you should know that even now the public is getting
fed up with some of the junk being shown.

Send your questions to Lee Janson, do Day Publications,
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

MOUNT PROSPECT LIONS

Our Men of the Week
As announced last

Friday over WEXI 92.7 FM,

Arlington Heights, members of the Mount Prospect
Lions Club are our "Men of the Week."

We are, hippy to salute the Lions Club, a long-i

established and respeCted :organization in this com-

munity", which tonight opens its annual Village Fair
at Lions Memorial Park. There will he fun every night
through Sunday, July 6, for every member of the family.

crown.

Men of the Lions Club are donating many hours of

like at White Sox Park in
Chicago.
We took an elevator to the
sixth level and then walked up

work for the benefit of the community. All proceeds of
the Festival will go, as always, to civic and charitable

even farther. We were

Because of the Lions Club, a park was given to the

between third and home. The

community, blind have been helped to lead useful lives,
a boy with a kidney ailment has been afforded a chance
to live.

are so steeply slanted
that our seats-though very
high --were great.

seats

We had hot dogs, cokes,
peanuts, ice cream, pizza,
cracker jacks and coffee for
dinner. Not much nourish-

projects.

Thus we salute the Lions as "Men of the Week" and
invite participation in the Village Fair.

ment:hut lots of calories.

YOU ALREADY_MAYOWN

Your present furnace and
ducts may be entirely satisfactory for total air condition.
Ing. An add-on system may

WE INVITE YOUR NOMINATIONS FOR MAN OR WOMAN OF THE WEEK
AS WELL AS YOUR SAVINGS. WRITE
US OR TELL US ABOUT YOUR CHOICE
AS YOU STOP IN TO ADD TO YOUR
PASSBOOK OF SAVINGS FOR A NEW
HOME, VACATION, RETIREMENT OR
EDUCATION OF YOUR CHILDREN.

be all that you need.

Petition for rezoning property cam
1600

Roosevelt

Roadin the unincorporated area of
Cook County having an Arlington

chimneAto be erected on exterior of
the roof of building being constructed at 804 South Waverly, Mount
Prospect, III, zoned 8.1, legally des-cribed as:
Lot 35 in Green Acres Unit One,

Heights

Post Office address from
present zoning of RX to RI
(Single-family residence district) of
property legally described as the
South quarter of the Southeast quor
ter of the Northeast quarter of the

Southwest quarter of Section 10,
Township 41 North, Range I1, East

of the Third Principal Meridian.

Installation of a Westink
split system can be

house

simple and economical. Get
the facts, call us for a no obligation system survey.

You can be

All persons interested in the above
petition -will -be. heard.

Dated at Mount Prospect, Illineis7
this 1st day of July, 1969.
MALCOLM G. YOUNG, Chairman
Mount Prospect Plan Commission

GEORGE JACOBSMEYER, Chairman

)91.61.ini-PrOSPealFiCird of 'Appeals"' --

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Thursday, July 3, 1969

SEXY MOVIES
Dear Lee Janson,

Mount Prospect as follows:

er to place prefabricated gas fireplace in home with prefabricated

Publifhed in the

it's any consolation, he probably misses you a great deal, too,
even though he may never be back.

con-

CASE NO. 69.25P

this 3rd day of July, 1969:

This is one of those ways, and it is difficult to understand
why. Fortunately, you'll both profit from the experience. If

18th day of July, 1969 at the
hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be a
public hearing at the Village Hall,

Variation for appeal from 'decision
of Building and Zoning Commission-

Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,

relationships with girls often act in strange and peculiar ways.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

CASE NO. 69.37A

All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard.

Boys of high school age who are just learning to establish

the

cerning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of

East Vu of the Northwest 1/4 of Sec.
tion 14, Township 41 North, Range
11, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois.

a

AIR CONDITIONING

petition for change to the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of Mount Pros.
pect as follows:

being a subdivision of part of the

like

1/2 OF TOTAL HOME

the 24 day of July, 1969 at the hour

of 8:00 P.M. there will be a public
hearing at the Village Hall, 112 E.
Northwest Highway, concerning a

level

There are no high standards

For the best coverage end finest
service for your legal notices,

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that. on

Lost

It's even worse. It's unkind, discourteous, and boorish.

above. We passed the Statue

holding a series of four free

Simpson Theater. Each morning's program will be repeated
at I p.m. so that children may

walked away, and all I know is that I'm confused and lonesome.
Do all boys act this way? It's a terrible thing to do to someone,

enormous. Cars drive in the
bottom level and people are

again going back and forth,

The Field Museum is

in the Museum's James

IT WAS A worthwhile visit
decided to spend a nickel each
and ride the Staten Island Ferry. It was fun. The ferry is

255- UM)

The boys hope to. finance

have one sure hacker, but arc

any child.

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

17 - B-1 District with respect to shop.
ping centers.

from local businesses. They

green color.

NOTICES

Prospect drama teacher,

Charles Meschler, principal

walk

LEGAL NO. 69-25P

cerning maximum heights, Section 31

their venture with support

a

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
PLAN COMMISSION

the supervision of Mrs.

Patricia Lewkowicz, a

just

LEGAL NO. 69-37A

112

Kutt and McNabb are

School received a pay increase
$1,836: making his salary
up to 516.875.

Gerald

,E CNAI_A

Two Mount Prospect High
students, Dan Kutt

to, Central School principal, plan to make their own films
will have a salary increase of and show them the end of

or

through Grant Park to view
Buckingham Fountain may
help to keep the interest of

use DAY PDBLICATION5

School

dent Repetoire Films. The two

Chinatown

Just when I thought my boy friend and I were getting along
beautifully, he just walked away. He never said goodbye, he
never calls, and when I see him in school, he looks the other
way. I liked him very much, and I thought he liked me. It
would be different if we'd a big fight, but we didn't. He just

on benches and

surprised that she was green.
They learned that her original
copper form weathered to the

Call Bill Thornburg .. 255-4400

For legal advertkirsic

School will receive a pay in- and David McNabb, have
crease Of 51.860. making his organized a film group, Stu-

the

Chicago River, an evening in

You don't have to ride far

Group

a pay increase of 52.(100.

10,

)The gals went up. The,

could be. The gals were

BOAT TRIPS down

THE CONCERTS are

the district shOuld have charge of Gregory School, ac- cents for adults at the
childrens zoo.
cording to Floros.
precluded the raises.
She received as bachelor of
Though Central School has
THE, FARM is open from
been sold. District 57's science degree from Illinois
10:30 to 5 p.m.- on weekdays
- 5580.000. referendum for an,. State University, where she
addition at Lincoln Junior majored in special education ai-010:30 to 7 p.rii.' on:
High to help house former with a minor in elementary days and holidays.
The cows are milked from
Central students, was defeated education. Mrs. Rodriquez
received her master's degree 12:30 to 4 p.m.
by voters June 14.

last

at

recreation and instilling a

For Principals
in

weekend beginning July 3

the symphony and ballet.

Schools Hike Pay
B3 Regina Oehler

over the Fourth of July

park districts and YMCA's
help to occupy part of the
summer.

neighborhoods. tutoring, help
for school dropouts, craftS,

the United States

Since the majority of

suburbanites aren't

throughout the different

designed to inform as well as
to entertain, and they explore
the structure of the orchestra,

the program.

activities such as swimming,

ideas.

Carnivals will be going on

methods of keeping a childs
interest every minute of the
day, but pamphlets from local

refugee training are parts of

can also involve themselves in

Arriving at the island and

tertainment for the children.

In underprivileged

Suburban youths and adults

expressions respectful.

residents to fish, sail, or just
eat their meal in a country at-

Park Music Shell.

tion. Literacy classes and

ed her, eyes were wide and

are always filed with en-

Concert at
17, 24, and 31 at the Grant

hygiene. nutrition and sanita-

lady before. As we approach-

Plaines are available for

"What'll we do now'?
There has never been a
hook yet that has sure-fire

Through its world service,

famous

ever seen that

had

A trip to London to see the
changing of the guards, a
safari into Africa, or a trip to

yards. But the dreaded question may finally hit,

the Y should take strong the Y works with people on

two of the 14 Camp Fire Girls

Brookfield and Lincoln Park

to you, hut the
total membership of vacation
children may have other

barefooted hippie -types invaded

is

WE NEXT WENT to Battery Park to catch a boat to
the Statue of Liberty. Only

Lake and Lake Opeka in Des

The two area zoos,

SO LONG, OLD PAL
Dear Lee Janson,

at the foot of the giant statue,
we discovered that the elevator was not working that day.
The trip up --26 floors --had to

for a picnic on a lake. Beck

By Lori Adams

improvement, whiffleball,

too!

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Thursday, July 3, 1969

sure

if it's Westinghouse

A -P
- REFRIGERATION

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
15 EAST PROSPECT AVE.

CLearbrook 5-6400

203 So, EMERSON
MT. PROSPECT

259-2727

Ft'Ae Parking Just south of Our Offices
.

-

.

SHORT RIBS

The Oar

Page 10

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
HERE, LET ME
GIVE IOU A LIFT
WITH THOSE
PACKAGES...

Thursday, July 3, 1969

'rowan'

WE HAP HIM

WELL ,THANK 'YOU- -AWL, SINCE YOU'RE

BEING SO HELPFUL I'LL RETURN THE
FAVOR! I NOTICE YOUVE ALREADY
CHECKED THE BACK OF THE CAR,
so rLL SAVE YOU ATRIPAROUND
THE FRONT...THERE
AREN'T ANY DENTS UP
THERE EITHER!

MARTHA, I'LL
(-LATE TO SEE ARTHUR
MOVE OUT! AFTER

5IZEP UP

WRONG/
WHEN HE

EGAD,

ONE GETS "TO KNOW

HIM, HE'S REALLY
QUITE GENIAL AMP
50METHIN6
A 6CHOLAV2!

GETS GOING

METER!

I THINK HE'S
6e-rTLIKIG
DOWN OUST
IN TIME! ONE

2

MORE WEEK
WITH YOU
BIRDS AMP
RE'P NEVER
E>GT MARRIED!

HE'S MORE
FUN THAN A
Rk-T_DKEN

6:00
News
5, News
7 News
9 Flintstones
26 Sports, Weather
32 The Monsters

PGRGONALLY,

Hazel
26. Pick Your Vaca-

of the four males,

tion

Jones

9

-

A The
mooners

26 Tony Quintana

7:15
11 TV College

American Public

W BM -TV

6:30
Animal World
Mullet It
5
7 Flying Nun
Rerun. "A Star
is Reborn"
9 I Love Lucy
11 TV College
2

nnnnlll'ArirAimnansonmi.
BUT WNY IS S( -1E

Fiction

Fl=ifING SO LOW?

26 Today's Racing
32 The Addams

ROBIN MALONE
lOt AY

Mae

115 nEcAmmr,"
(146111/31101,1

WILL CRUMBLE -AMP FROM

IT6 ASHES WILL I216E A
UNIVERS-Iry or me PEOPLE

ITS" PEOPLE, ALL/Z/C;HT! EVERY
STUDENT ot.ITHE

CAMPUS 16
/IEADING THE
WAY!

32 Truth or Conse-

10:40

quences

12:01)'
5

Midnight Report

7

Chicago Show

1I Washington

8:01)

Movie

"Boys' Night.,
Out'' Group of
bachelors rent a
install a

12:25

9:1)0

Dean Martin

9

News

2

12:30
Movie

Show

girl

Time for

7

Americans

Terri
"Apache
drifter
A
tory"
crossing the Arizona
desert meets a hand
of Apaches and tries
to rescue a young
girl, sole survivor of
a wagon train.

"It Can Be Done."
Done."
I I Our People
26 Wrestling

Comedy .is plentiful

as she tries to
discourage the

9:30

32 News

attentions

romantic

32 News Final

Week in Review

5

gathering material
for a thesis to take
care of the place.

Rerun. "The Eye

"The Garment

Mike Douglas

Show

2

Male

Jungle" Strong willed
dress manufacturer
defiantly resists all
efforts at unionization in N.Y. sar-.
rnent district.

8:30
Dragnet 1969

5
9

student who is,

of the Beholder."

2

Time 'tunnel
26 Cinema Special

6:55
26 Market Wrapup
-

the prime suspect
for a murder committed during the

9

they

7:00
The Prisoner
That Girl

hear from the dead.

in which he
had a temporary loss
of memory.

swank apartment,

2
7

"Murder on NIonday" Drama of a

time

Family
'

)rigo

7:30
Ironside
7 Bewitched
Rerun
"Samantha's Super Maid."
5

26 Quiz

the Center where..
people gat her to

hank clerk who is

School

Editorial

conducted seance is

Show
32 Movie

6:25

2

"The Medium" A

phony spiritually

11 French Chef

Honey -

32

26 Open. Line
32 Miivie

This Is Tom

7

-(OO MANY

Zone

News
News

5

CARNIVAL

7
9

International

5

10:01)

PAS -1415.

.12:45

News

II Spectrum

Paul Harvey

9

"Learning to

Comments

I.ove."

26 A Black's View
of the News
9.3MIH2

.1.1NAlt

Horoscope

32 Town and Coun-

(.)

try Music

1111101M1

12:51)

FOR TRID

CANCER (June 22 -July
231 --Seek out those whose
views you respect --and then
listen carefully to the voice of
experience. You can ward off
failure.

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) --If

you would keep an old

BUGS BUNNY

2

5

Tonight Show

refuge in a preacher's
house and the preach-,
er tried to reform

FEW MINUTES AND MY
TV WON'T WORKI

Show
9 Movie

IT! I'LL
ANOTHER
LOOK)

HAVE

-.TRY IT
NOW:

UN LAX! I'LL
HAVE IT FIXED
IN NO

'Want me to try and sucker the same people Who took
the kittens. Pop?"

this time. employ tact. Think

benefits.
1.113RA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) --

Tow the line where personal
and professional rules of con-

Grable and Phil
Harris.
II The Toy That

Reflections

2

2:10
Late Report

2

Meditation

2:15

Grew Up

before saying it.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept.
23) --keep an optimistic -at-

take over now, you lose

2:01)

7

musical. Betty

TIME:

about what you want to say

allow a mood of depression to

1:1)1)

Of Cabbages and
Kings

7

"Wabash Avenue"
Ex partners compete
for the love of a
beautiful singer in
this gay, romantic

friendship in good repair at

titude going for you. If you

him.

Joey Bishop

7

WELL, noir WASN'T

I THINK TH'FILAMENT
ON YER FRAMIS
TUBE WAS WEAK

HUWWY: MY FAVOWITE
PWOGWAM COMES ON IN A

at My

Door" Outlaw takes

10:10
News
10:30

I

Movie
"Stranger

9

,

7.1

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE.
CM, Is KM Ws. TA us. u.s. ro. 0.

I TOLD YOUR MOTHER, YOU RE
HIDING IN "THIS CAM, SO YOU
MAY PS WELL.

duct -are concerned. Go about
your business with a smile.

GO HOME.

\ GOING TO WRITE. FOR.

IA/STEAD OF USING lUDLEIXF-T,
WHY Ooijr YOU TRY TO IE1TLE
AI=UMEKITS WITH WORM I

--Ns

MILLIONS OF FREE SAMPLES
AND HELL HAVE TO
DELIVER &THEM ALL!

HEAVEN KPCA/C

INA TRIED!

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.

22) --If you would receive the

OH.

high. -level recognition you
seek; obtain the cooperation
of one who has been through

OH!

it all before.

7.5

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 221 -Meet your personal
responsibilities today even if
business or profession must

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

suffer. You can make up for

Answer to Previous Puzzle

7-3

Island Hopping

loss later on.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

Jan. 20) --Immediate progress
in store for the Capricorn whO

THE BORN LOSER

knows how to apply new
methods of operation to old

FOUR -SCORE AtIO 5601

SEVEkl-GCORE AND FOUR

standards of proficiency.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

YEW MO- OUR
FAME% UMW FORM

YEARS 140 OUR
FAThERS BRoulour
FORTH uPoP THIS

'19) --Keep an open mind to
new ideas on the employment
scene. You can make progress
at

UPON THIS CONTINFAX.

cONTIIIE

the same time that you

retrace your steps.

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March

liryour resolves onif you think you've taken
enough time to make up your
mind in the first place. A
ly

I

high -risk day.

--ARLES-March, 22 -April
201 -Keep alert to decisions
made on a high level. In this

manner you can keep your

own views in line with
authority.

TAURUS (April 21 -May

211 --Ease your way with well -

CAPTAIN EASY
YOU SAY MR. TOPROCK5

MEMORY IS FAILING)
MISS NOEL V

YES, HE LFP5E9.
INTO PEPIOPS
WHEN HE RECALLS
VERY LITTLE...PAST

OR PRESENT.

thought -out plans. To embark
upon a new enterprise without

t.__5EEMV. 70 THINK HE'S FLAT
ksRoKEiAND HP -APED FOR THE
POOR HOUSE! 1T$ PATHETIC!
THEN I

TAKE HIM

BUT THE DELUSION THAT UPSETS HIM MOST 15 HI5

FAILURE TO FULFILL A PROMISE TO HL5 ()VINO
MOTHER! TO BUY A CERTAIN SITE FOR HER FINAL.
RESTINE PLACE...WHEN HE COULD AFFORD IT:

TO THE BANK

IRISI5eu55!
VOLIP

TO REA551.1

HMI

THAT WITH
STRAP)

a schedule could lead to setbacks.

Gemini will keep to his own
high purposes and standards.

silkworms
29 Low haunt
30 Ordnance
(ab.)
31 Shoshonean
Indian

Meet temptation with resolve.

THE WILLETS
HOW ARE. THINGS

-grub-.

orge

DOWN AT CITY
HALL., MAYOR ?

0

FORTUNATELY, T1-11 NGS ARE.

NOW AS BAP AS11-1EY CAN
POSSIBLY GET !

UNFOMTUNATELY, 71-111465

HAVE GOT TO GET WOR5E
BEFORE THEY CAN GET

"\.,

ANY BETTER'.

-

bugle-______

gruel
rumble
rule
rube
ruble
umber
.

Kansas

21 Born
22 Derisiv,e
26 Sea eagles
23 Assam

ficult to do so, the wise

GRUMBLE
blue
glue
berm
glum
blur
- germ

vegetable dish
ACROSS
1 U.S. island in 49 Mover's truck
50 Genus of
the Pacific
5 Go from island dolphinlike
cetaceans
to island by
51 Withered
52 Biblical high
8 City on
priest
Honshu
Rivers (Sp.)
12 Greek war god 53
54
Formerly
33 Nickname for 55 Crimson
Louis
Skin
14 Greenland is 56 affliction
world's largest
DOWN
island in
15 Islands (Fr.)
1 Laments
16 Cuckoo
loudly
blackbird
2 Feminine
17 Back talk
appellation
(slang)
3 Sharper
18 Masculine
4 Worm
nickname
5 Having wings
19 County in
6 Island in the
grimace
24 Leaves out

GEMINI (May 22 -June
2I) --Though it may be dif-

Answers to
Hideaword

BIN

discoverer
35 Gastropod
mollusk

Surninev(F-r-r)O

1.1 114

1.4 7.1,411.

-

.

.

47 Meat-

,

3
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Going Away? Don't Forget Your Home

Northwest SUbUrban
4

It's a .common practice for
families bu-ying a new home
to ptirchase new furnishings
to match their'"dream house,"
all adding up to a sizable in-

E

vestment. And although

homeowners carry fire and
theft .insurance, this is no

in

mail. Ca'ncel newspapers

closing the bedrooM Window

munity in Glen Ellyn. Following are eight precautions he
offers for a worry -free vaca-

,or feeding the forgotten

Before -yoU leaVe and ask the
post office to hold your mail.

parakeet.

--You may have to. ask a
neighbor boy, to pi.C1r-Op
advertising- circulars and the
like, which you have no way

you will be gone and when'

--Leave the phone number
of your intended vacation spot

name and number of the

Real Estate & Buiklers

--Along with the 'phone

Alvin

number, the house key should

Meister/Neiberg
developers

Co.,

he

Inc.,

of the Ivy Hill

community in Arlington

given

to

a

pression someone is at home.
You will probably want the gas,

lamp in the front lawn to go
on each evening as it usually
does, also. (But remember to,
tell the police what is happening!)

--Have someone care for

--Turn off the water yousilf

your lawn. Not only can tall

and your whereabouts.

at the valve next to your water
meter but consider if you

grass and an Unwa t e red lawn

--Although it's a good praclice to tell certain persons you
are going on a vacation, there
arc some best left in the dark,

really want the gas and electricity turned off.

vitation to theft

is

a

during a dry spell ruin your
landscaping but an I.111 kept
lawn is a good sign that the
residents are away.

--As

deterrent,
time switches may he purchas-

namely burglars. A clear in-

neighbor or
friend to allow them to make,
house checks while you' are
away, to take care of those

Kaplan, vice president of

Page II
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of stopping.

person holding the house key

-

everything is automatically
says

you will return. Give them the

yourself in a resort area,

the

front door does not mean that
taken care of,"

--Also notify the police that

tion:

or relative before "hiding"

when taking a vacation.

"Turning the key

small emergencies such as

and the date you. expcci to
return home with a neighbor

reason to become careless
with a flome and its contents

BUYER'S GUIDE

Heights and. the new Raintree

hone and apartment com-

an

added

ed that will automatically turn
'on the lights for a few hours
in the evening to give the im-

front

cluttered with papers
and a mail box stuffed with
porch

The real estate executive of-

fers one final tip: "Be sure
your mortgage payment does

not come due while you are
away."

Average Home Costs $35,800 in Northwest
The average price of a
house rose in the northern

suburbs to S35.800 in May.
This represented a rise of
$700 from the average for the
last three months.

The figures were included

Inverness figured lowest,
With three houses sold at an

Unincorporated areas
throughout the country
$42,300 for 34 houses sold,

The theft of light fixtures

from homes under construction in the Brentwood
subdivision is becoming quite

a lucrative business, ac-

cording to Bensenville'police.
Four light fixtures worth

$120 were reportedly stolen

from a home at 814
Brentwood, and Rawlings

Electric, 722 W. Hillside,
reported the theft of a light
fixture and a roll of wire from
another site.

Defeat Zoning
Law Proposal
A bill
boards

or

to require village
city councils to

meet with their zoning board
of appeals when differences of
opinion arise between them
was defeated in the Illinois
House of Representatives this
week.

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman

(R -Arlington Heights) played
a leading role in opposing this
bill.

4#

Schlickman said he met

with mayors who expressed
their opposition to the bill
about two weeks ago.

RIGHT-Operation Cover -Up is the name of the job for
the homeowner who finds it easy to install Gridline to bide
unsightly pipes, joists, or ductwork. Gridline is the high -style
embossed surface ceiling that extends below the level of thr
metal grid runners to provide a striking but modern ceilinp
design. It's one of the many suspended ceilings. developed by
Armstrong Cork Company, whose local northwest suburban

distributors include Coloramic Tile CoMpanY in Mount

Prospect and Heights Wall and Floor Covering in Arlington
Heights.

WE

WE'RrCELEBRATING THE 4th
SO COME IN ON THE 5th or 6th

ex.', Ti.

T

emmerb

R

Member of Northwest
Suburban
Board of Realtors

an average cost of $29,600.

registered an average price of

Hea vy Profits
In Light Thefts

tiple Lusting Service

where 65 houses were sold at

deeds.

houses sold, with 63 homes

Member of M.A P Mul-

an average cost of

average cost of $18,200.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
figured at the top of the list
in largest dollar volume of

Coverings in Arlington Heights.

at

S35,000. Second in dollar
volume was Des Plaines,

in a report prepared from property transfers recorded by the

Cook county recorder of

Soak up noise to make this corner of the home a restful nook, suitable for meditation
away from nerve -jangling din. The acoustical properties of the Cortege ceiling tile offered
by Armstrong Cork Company also furnishes a fissured surface design in a pleasantly random
pattern which hides the noise -deadening perforations. Northwest suburban firms handling the
Armstrong line include Coloramic Tile Co. in Mount Prospect and Heights Wall ant! Floor

sold

See Our Display
of Homes

of the Holiday Inn
in Mt. Prospect and
Rolling Meadows

REALTORS

D

OPEN 9 TO 9

E

ERLY REAL ESTATE as advertised on WGN TV

KE

111!

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION - CLOSE

WHY PAY RENT
when you can own this brick and aluminum 3
bedrbom ranch. 2 baths...carport. Home in ex-

TO TRAIN, SCHOOL, SHOPPING
This well kept Gape cod is on a quiet residential
street, 2 bedrooms down, one big one up (could
be two), If .,you want to' be close to town you

cellent condition.
CENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED

CENTRALLY_A-IR CONDITIONED

--

FAMILY ROOM off kitchen, 3 good sized bedrooms, 2
complete baths, all window coverings, bit -ins included,

FIVE BEDROOMS, 21/2 baths, all carpeting, color keyed
appliances included, FAMILY ROOM, terrific traffic pat-

WALK TO SCHOOL, top financing,

tern; will sell with 15 %. DOWN PAYMENT,

$22,900

$36,500

$30,900

CENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED'

FOUR BEDROOMS, BASEMENT, 21/2 full baths, all bit -in

family kitchen, FAMILY ROOM loads of extras included,
WALK TO ALL SCHOOLS, immediate possession,

CENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED
FOUR GIANT BEDROOMS, 21/2 baths, FAMILY ROOM is 29
ft., all carpeting, bit ins, window coverings included, as
sume low interest loan, WALK TO SCHOOL,

$43,500

SERVING ALL THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS WITH

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

CRAMPED WHERE YOU ARE?

Brick and aluminum raised ranch, carpeting
throughout, built-in oven and range. Well land-

Here's a one floor 3 bedroom brick ranch with
full basement that makes life easier. Picnic right

358-5560

Prospect Heights
13 S Wolf Road 394-3500

--

Absolutely nothing to do but move in. Immediate
possession. See it today!

CONVENIENT OFFICES

$39,500
50 YEARS OF SERVICE

Palatine:-

-

whole family can z;, down and eat together.

$37,900

$38,900

5

at home on this 1/2 acre lot. A kitchen where the

scaped yard with fenced patio area,

OFFICES IN
728 E Northwest Hwy.

should see this one.

Hoffmarr--Schatiiiibiikb-

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza 894-1800

-OFFICES-1N---

N''-'111111111111111--111.1111.1."-'1.
Member RECOA, INC.

Arlington Heights:
7253-24609564500
1111 S. Arlington'Heights Rd.
-frE-.-Northwesti-iwy:-

Nationwide

Mt. Prospect

Relocation Service

-

259 E, Rand Rood
(RT. 12)

A

-

CL 3-76-60-

ci

t,
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Rules 'or the Model Home Trail
How do you

reate

as

president of
Rosner Corp.

a

model home inspector?

experience in dealing with
these home viewers, Silfen
offers these suggestions to

Hoffman

the
'

The firm has just opened
eight models in the $24,950
to 95.500 price range in Indian Oaks, a new community
on Hwy. 53 just north of the

Knowing what to do when
you go through a model home
..,can help you get the most out
of the visit, and also contribute
to the comfort and pleasure of

those who htllow. advises
leading Chicago area home

model home inspections:

northwest suburban High

touring model homes in and

models in the 529,950 to

around the city each weekend.
less easy to-folloW guide
a

S36,950 range.

Both communities are

caught in the crowd.

at-

Dress comfortably.

2.

weekends. Based on his long

Nlorton F. Silfen, sales vice

Generally, the largest

crowds show up after 2 p.m.,
which means you'll be able to
see and do more if you're not

tracting large crowds on

lines ;may . be in order," said

I. Try to schedule your
visits to model homes before
2 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays.

Point in Hoffman -Estates, the
company has another eight

builder.
"With thousands of families

information from your

and

In.

Expressway.

Stevenson

help you get the most pleasure

Women are urged to wear

low -heel shoes or flats to

toddlers or else hold them

avoid fatigue. High heels are
not only more tiring but may
cause the wearer to trip or to

feature

firmley by the hand. Some -

provided by the

tour the model homes.
5. You'll have an easier
time and your shoes and the
models homes will stay clean
if you stay on the walks and

builder. Avoid parking where
you'll block drives, walks and
other

cars.

in the

Parking

areas

play yards -or even a cartoon
movie theater where you can
leave the children while, you

sink into lawns.
3. Use the designated parking space

home

model

right place is your assurance
that your car won't he blocked

driveways. Cutting across

models. But you're welcome

6. Some builders rope off

the interior of the house. This
is done primarily to keep traffic moving in an orderly manner and to keep room interiors
looking fresh. so it's best to
stay behind the ropes.

7. Furniture in model

homes is for show, not for
use.

If everyone used the

chairs and sofa in a model
home, the furnishings would

quickly become worn and

give

unattractive.

visitors with children, but

lawns and flower beds may
you muddy feet. and
most certainly won't help the

hope you either carry small

grass.

out visiting model homes,

when you're ready to leave.

4. Most builders welcome

If you become tired while

you're welcome to

use

the

comfortable chairs in the sales
or information office.
8. To keep the models look-

ing their best, most builder'S
keep the water in bathrooms

turned off. Adequate rest

room facilities and drinking
water are available for your
use in the sales Office-at no
obligation, of course.

Because of the heavy
traffic through model homes:
9.

and also because of thepossi-

ble danger to furnishings,
most builders ask that you
don't

smoke

while

in

the

to do so outside and in

in the sales office.

the

sales and information office.
10. If you carry a note pad

13.

During busy periods.

salesmen may get tied up with

customers and prospects.

and pencil to jot down They'd like to get to you as

questions as you go .through soon as they can, so be pamodel, you'll. rememeber- tient. When your turn comes,.
the salesman will be happy to
Lis spend :is much time with you
iit'llintstthe salesman.is
raetertrine onnt
Most builders will be glad to as you require.
tell you where they purchased
their farniture or who did
14. You're welcome to the
their decorating or anything
literature on the model homes
else about the home.
I. To help keep the model in the sales office. But since
homes comfortable. builders these booklets may cost as
hope you'll close the outside much as 511 cents each. the
builder hopes you'll treat them
doors firmly as sou enter
and leave. This will keep the with care and not scoop them
model warm in winter when up indiscriminately.
15. Builders expect a
the furnace is operating and
cool in the summer when the normal amount of wear and
tear in model homes. But they
air conditioning is on.

tis

will appreciate your

12, Carrying food such as
popcorn, ice cream bars. and
soft drinks through a model

thoughtfulness

inevitably leads to mistiaps.
not only to the model but
perhaps to your own clothes.

order.

if

you

become broken or out of

If hunger or thirst suddenly
strike, most builders will pro-

"In short." Silfen said. "it'
you regard the model homes
just as you would the home
of a close friend, you'll enjoy

vide some sort of refreshment

it inure. -

BETTER THAN NEW

HOME SHOWS WELL

3 bedroom colonial with large foyer. Excellent floor plan. Spacio
interior over 1,700 sq. ft. 2 car attached garage, full basement. Hai

car attached goroge,
This 3 bedroom ranch is RIGHT just for you.
wall-to-wall carpeting in living room, dining room and hall. Built-in oven
and range. Storms and screens. Pull down stairway to storage area in
garage. Please call for appointment to show evenings and weekends.
1

wood floors throughout. Beautiful natural trim, Birch cabinet kitchen w
large pantry. Like soaking up the sun's rays-this home has a sun deck
the garage roof just for you. Exterior easily maintained with alumini

$28,200

PRICED RIGHT

Twelve Oaks

siding. Home is in EXCELLENT CONDITION,

$36,900

2*,; -;4::

a
LARGE LANDSCAPED LOT

RAMBLIN' RANCH FOR YOUR COWBOYS

Want a house that gives you spacious room too? If you're tired of feeling

This 3 bedroom ranch provides ample space for your easy living comfattached garage. Log burning fireplace to warm
ort. 11/2 baths, 11/2
your cool evenings. G.E. Colorama Kitchen (Paneled). Many kitchen
appliances included. 8 x 10 playhouse for your children. EXQUISITE in
many ways. Come see for yourself.

cramped this 3 bedroom ranch is for you. .11/2 car attached garage.
Carpeting in living room, dining room and hall. New hot water heater.
Jolousied storm doors.

$25,900

Mosey on clown

$27,700

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

QUINLAN AND TYSON, INC.
REALTORS
SCHAUMBURG

PALATINE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

7 W. Schaumburg Road

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

894-1330

358-1502

255-6320

ILA
0 leoc

a way of life that

Member National Multkist Service

REALTORS

Member M A.P. Multiple Listing Service

makes you want
to hold hands

AS

TOP LOCATION FOR EVERYTHING!
$34,400

ACREAGE AND INCOME!
$55,000

.11/3 choice acres with sturdy 3 bed
loom..Cope Cod residence. living_
room fireplace, 21' family room,
separate den, large kitchen, 2

-baths, patio, 2 car garage plus 2
bedroom income apartment.
cellent subdivision possibilities.

STYLE & SPACE!

PARK -LIKE SETTING!

$44,900

$36,200

Paneled recreation -game room, cier-

See this one - executive tri-level with
3 huge bedrooms, relaxing 22' family room, huge Sub -basement, 11/2

amic bath. Spacious kitchen, patio,
attached garage.

rage,

3 bedroom centrally air conditioned
face brick ranch with full basement.

tile baths, patio, 2 car attached gabuilt-in

kitchen

appliances

that sparkle! Al location, tool!

CALL 255.9111

Ex-

'IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

IlL;;MFIE2i

-'1.1..

1111111110.-.

2 -BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250

Well built 3 bedroom Cape Cod is
ready for immediate occupancy! 1st
flaar family room, I1/3 baths, living
roam fireplace, 2 car attached ga

1 -BEDROOM APARTMENTS ALSO. AVAILABLE S190
Rentals include free reserved parking and use of swimming pools, lake and
all recreational facilities.
CONVENIENCES:
thermostatically

rage, outstanding yard, garden
trees and shrubs on t/2 acre lot
CALL 439 4700

CALL 253.1800

Sound -conditioning - plush wall-to-wall carpeting-air conditioning-FREE

controlled heat -FREE master TV antenna outlets-FREE gas cooking - private balconies and
patios- modern elevators - laundry and storage facilities.

CALL 359.7000
A-1 LOCATION

A BEAUTY WITH AIR CONDITIONING

3 bedroom ranch near schools and shops. 2
full baths, 17' family room, ceramic kitchen,
loads of cabinets, laundry room, full basement,
fenced yard with luscious landscaping .$39,900

5 bedroom super value ranch has 2 ceramic
baths, large kitchen, carpeting, cool patio, 1t/2
car attached garage plus chain link fenced

SOMETHING SPECIAL:

yard. Short walk to grade and high schools

Private lake-TWO swimming pools - tennis touts - bar-b-que areas-bath house-fully

PLEASURES:

equipped private club house for residents and their guests.

CALL 439.4700

room and many extras. ly2 baths, ceramic
kitchen with appliances and breakfast bor.
$37,000

Work -free 2 bedroom brick .bi-level that has
11/2 baths, ceramic kitchen plus custom cabinets and built-ins. 26' family room, large utility

room, It/ car garage and beautiful lot con.
venient to schools, shops and parks

$29,500

bath, 18' kitchen, loads of cabinets 20 patio, 1

car attached garage, lovely large lot near
shopping. Drapes and carpeting, tool

$36,400

$23,900

CALL 359-7000

SKIP TO SCHOOL

-

tizp..

Furnished models open doily, Saturday and Sunday from 10 A.M. to 7 P.M. corner Central and Wilke Roads,
just north of Algonquin Rood [ Route 621 Arlington Height..

PARADISE CONDOMINIUM

Like new 3 bedroom brick & aluminum sided
Colonial has 11/2 baths, separate den, nursery
or 4th bedroom, 23' fomily room, built-in latch en appliances, shady patio, 11/2 car attached
garage plus storage, large lot. A1 location

Close to shopping, churches, schools, expressways and commuter trains, UNUSUALLY LARGE
LUXURY APARTMENT HOMES, including SEPARATE ALL -ADULT AND PET BUILDINGS. High.
lighted by charming gardens and acres of beautiful countryside, Twelve Oaks evokes the
atmosphere of a fine country estate, offering A WHOLE NEW WAY OF LIFE for you and your
family.

Super conditioned 3 bedroom ranch is two
close blocks from school. Colorful ceramic

CALL 255-9111

CALL 253-1800

AS IF YOU PLANNED IT YOURSELF:

NEAR SCHOOL

EASY LIVING

LOVELY LOCATION

Attractive 3 bedroom brick ranch has full basement, recreation room, bar TV room, laundry
Builtin HiFi & TV, 21/2 car garage

FREE COURTESY LIMOUSINE SERVICE TO AND FROM TRAIN STATIONS.

$27,500

CALL 439-4700

RARE VALUE

Pleasant 3 bedroom brick & frame bi-level that
has a separate dining room, lovely kitchen with

range, refrigerator, dryer. Plenty of storage,
11/2 tile baths, patio. Wolk to school location.

41/2 lovely air conditioned rooms overlooking
charming lake with swimming, tennis, booting
and golf. 23' recreation room, large bedrooms,
19' kitchen, 11/2 ceramic baths, all kitchen
$30 000
built-ins, patio and heated garage

IT

MOVING ANYWHERE IN
THE U.S A.?
If you org movie, vow hoe. wear., and
ormohon of hornet lhot are for sole all
ove. the USA through our co opersiong
&airs ;7k vary eatrui '133.1eSir50011W

Another total living community by Harbor Mar..ii,ament Company

CALL 255-9111

CALL 439.4700

CALL 359-7000

RENTAL INFORMATION: 394-3050
,

She

TRADE YOUR HOME?
We vedi guarantee to tak yo, home m
uent osr, bid belo,e you
trod.
need to comphue your urchate of onOthet

l000hon w.li be ho,ey to help you.
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SAFE AND HAPPY

HARCZAK'S "SAUSAGE -IN" DRIVE IN

Restaurant
of the Week

If good food, fast service, and a relaxed atmosphere are what you're looking
for....Harczak's Drive In in Wheeling is your kind of place! Come dressed as you are
and enjoy yourselves inside or outside in your own car. Try some of their homemade
sausage and side orders. Take my word for it....deliciousl And, coming soon....weekly
luncheon specials for great savings. So, keep an eye open and an appetitie for great
dining....at Harczak's.

* EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

FOURTH OF JULY

'MP

BRASS
BAIL

FINE FOOD GOOD SERVICE
POPULAR PRICES
7 Beautiful

SWING INTO SPRING,

Banquet Rooms for:

WEDDINGS
PARTIES
MEETINGS
15 to 600

iliestaurant

In The Sheraton O'Hare

AT 7appone:s4

PHONE - 822-0700

CHICAGO - 763-5590
OPEN DAILY 8 AM TO 3 AM

.:

LUNCHEON

BREAKFAST

DINNER

TOrVAPHTGtoq

LATE SNACKS

Give yourself an unforgettable night out at Zappone's Brandywine
Restaurant. Enjoy excellent food, wonderful entertainment and the
FORMERLY BLAZ'R STEAKS

friendliest atmosphere you've ever known.

253 RAND RD. MT PROSPECT
253-3300

THE. RAYMOND

Invites You To Dine To Your Hearts Content. Where Every Meal
Has Taste Appeal And Where The Best In Food Is Not An Ac-

at the

& BENNETT

cident.

O'Hare Concord

Saturday & Sunday Brunch Break.
fast brunch 7 AM 'CI Noon Dinner

QUARTET

Your Congenial Hosts Charlie and Tom Are Also Catering To

Brunch 12 Noon to 5 PM Main

in the King's Lair Lounge

Groups And Small Parties.

Dining Room.

NOW APPEARING
TUES thru SATURDAY

Hrs. Sun. thru Thurs. 11:00 til 12:00

ibbed

Fri. & Sat. 11:00 til 2 AM

w1ERTAiNME4,

NOW FEATURING!

/

r

I

1

1

e-) 1

1._,/

I

THE NEW, NEW

11 0-1

Rand Rd.

Just 1

(Rte. 12)
at Central

Mile East
of
Randhurst

Baked HaM With Raisin Sauce
Roast BeefAu Jus
Baked Cod Fried Chicken
Swedish Meatballs

NIELSEN'S RESTAURANT

..and kids- like Mr; Steak, too
LITTLE JACK HORNER STEAK
CHICKEN LITTLE

SNOW WHITE AND THE 3 SHRIMP
HUMPTY-DUMPTY BURGER

$1.29

Across From O'HareAirport

Awe a' SWe

J IQ

FOURTH OF JULY
from the

SNACKTIME
Fine Food - Snacks - or Complete Dinners.
1880 Higgins Rd. Elk Grove Village
PH: 437-6526

PICKWICK
HOUSE
The Ultimate in Gracious
Dining and Elegant Atmosphere.

SPECIAL BUSINESSMAN'S LUNCHEON --

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE
1730 S. ELMHURST RD. (RT. 83) DES PLAINES

-40R .4 DIFFERENT LUNCH OR DINNRR.

DINNERS COCKTAILS

POLYNESIAN

Palatine, Ill.
10 Northwest Hwy.
Phone: 358-1003 for Reservations Tonight!

Specialties

superb

FOR DINING
GUIDE

766-1010

CALL

255-7200

ALSO ... DELICIOUS
ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES
CARRY -OUT OR

HARCiAlCs

COMFORTABLE DINING

DRIVE-IN

".tight ocroAA Irian the Siallthe

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
Phone 259-6458

1

DINING -DANCING -ENTERTAINMENT
7 NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.
LUNCHEON -DINNER -COCKTAILS
ALSO SERVING SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

LLOYD LINDROTH
QUARTET

'RIDER'S

let

.

PrEr

ADVERTISING

GEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
WOOD PALE, ILL

a new addition to our luncheon dinner menu
. delightful Polynesian specially prepared in
our new Polynesian Kitchen

DRIVE IN

OPEN EVERY DAY
FROM 11 AM TO 9 PM,

I.

smorgasbord

99c
99c
79c

We serve portions
for grownups, tool

,

BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER
BANQUETS FOR UP TO 400

824-7451

Mannheim & Higgins

Scanda House

Your house of

at the

Open 24 Hours Every Dayl

tz

-hospitality -froth'
coast to coast.

NIELSEN'S

ORGAN BAR

Thru Saturday

$179

LIKEs KIDS!

Rte. 83 at Landemeier Rd., Elk Grove Village

LEON BERRY

Every Tuesday

ALL YOU .CAN EAT

RSTEAK

ikegAillak

Phone: 956-1170
ZAMA.

Presents

n

Road

CALL: 766-3230

tainment....You'll like him!

.

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

11:00 AM To 7:00 PM

Thorndale

for a full evening of enter-

taste."

piano, cordovox, and songs

Noon 'Til 2 pm Mondays
Location:3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows,

OPEN JULY 4TH

Package liquor & groce'ry store, too - always open.
Bar open 7:30 a.m. to 1 a.m. Close at 2 a.m. on Saturdays.

northwest suburbs ...
to tempt every

the

in the

Luncheon Fashion Shows

041e:605

BANQUET HALL AVAILABLE

something

can eat!

AnAt4-

DONT' MISS OUR FRIDAY NITE
FISH FRY --ALL YOU CAN EAT!

of

1

"The most varied brunch menu

ENTERTAINMENT

-

--The place to be in Elk Grove--

on Wood Dale Road just north

s

versatile man of

GOOD DINING &

ROSEMONT
827-5171

Formerly "The Laymen"
Entertainment starts Sat. July 5th

a

Go back for more - all you

The Black Fox
Invites You Fnr

6810 N. Mannheim Rd.

WITH
PAUL KRAUSE, VOCALIST

He's

many talents....a musician
and vocalist all in one....

In

& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

DANCING

NEUTRONS

V

RESTAURANT

Ol

THE

'ELK COLONIAL INN

SUNDAY
BRUNCH BUFFET

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS RDS.

-RT.-83 & RT 72 (Oakton at -Higgins}- -

Elk Grove, IN.

9

A

CedutAt Ca/z0ed CL 5-4300
DINE AT THE NEW ONE ...

WAYNE
1618 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

CL 5-2441
Fast Service

Pick Up or Delivery

Eagles

lit Milwaukee Are. in Wheeling, III.

Palish Sausage

Italian Sausage
Hamburgers

Italian Beef
Bratwurst

CARRY -OUT SERVICE

Phone: 537-8866
Mak* Our Own
- -Sausage It Sauerkraut "

larstaurant

"The Northwest Suburbs
Most Luxurious Restaurant"
1050 Oakton St. Just West of Mannhei4.
And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Exp._
.

_

.

PHONE -299-001t
Luncheon Fashion Shows Every Monday, 12:30

439-2040

Banquet Facilities for All Occaltions up to 200

I

OPEN 7 Days

.5.11.0Anmmommair

Only two miles West of Mannhoim Robe!
.

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

I

.

Berdell Strikes 16; Lions Win Walkaway Ballgame
BERDELL USED a blaz-

By Mike Ihnrem

Logan Square's Mike

ing fastball and a big curve

cond baseman John Wendell.

Wendell went far to his left
to make a driving stop of a

struck out the first
seven men to face him and
went on to pitch a one -hitter

to notch 16 strikeouts, at least
two in each inning. He struck - hard smash but Wheaton's
out everybody in Wheaton's Scott Rahmes beat his throw

as the Lions scored a 7-0 nonleague victory over Wheaton
at St. V iator Wednesday

lineup except John Kasten,

to first.

who popped up and grounded
out in his only two trips. Thirteen Wheaton batters fanned

Patterson for the first four in-

Berdell

night.

and three were caught look-

The victory put Logan

Square over the .500 mark for

the year at' 12-11.

It is still

in league. action.

3-5

Wheaton,

team made up

a

mostly of juniors and seniors
at Wheaton Central. is now 26.

Logan Square didn't get a
hit off Wheaton starter Don
nings.

The Lions nonetheless

Rossi bunted him to second

and a Patterson wild

pitch
moved him to third. After
Mike Abinanti walked, Pat

Donahue hit a long sacrifice
fly to center to bring Madden
home with the first run of the
game.

The Lions, still without a
hit going into the fifth, broke

Mark Rossi walked, Wheaton

rung to a close

Wendell started things off
by being hit by a pitch and

Shepard to replace Patterson.

emptied his bench the next in-

field single, but only because
of a fantastic play by Lion se-

the inning for Logan Square
by being hit by a pitch. Mark

everything, including three
hits, four walks, a hit

brought in reliefer Bob

stealing second. Mike O'Don-

nell drew a pass from Pat-'

BEFORE SHEI'ARD

terson and Larry Geyer singled to load the bases. Big Jim
Kenny then unloaded a dou-

threw a pitch he was called

left center to score

cond. Abinanti reached on an
error and Donahue walked to
load the bases again, still with

ble to

Wendell and O'Donnell and

up the no-hitter and the move Geyer to third.
Berdell knocked` down the managed to push a run across ballgame in that frame with
Madded followed with a
first 10' men he faced, nine on in the fourth, mainly because a rally that saw 12 men blast over the left fielder's
.of
Patterson's
wildness.
strikeouts, before Wheaton
parade to the plate. The in- head to chase Geyer and Kengot its only hit. It was an inBILL. MADDEN opened ning produced a little of ny home with the third and
ing.

fourth

for a balk, which scored Ken-

ny and moved Rossi to se-

Shepard fanned Berdell for

the first out, but he walked

Wendell to force in the run

runs of the inning,

making the score 5-0. After

up two earned runs to Hersey

By Bill Copeland

on three hits.

night. 4-2, in Summer League

action on the Huskies' home
diamond. Mark Wicklund got
the win for Fremd, striking
out Anne Huskies and only,
walking two. Wicklund gave
FREMD (4)

Laughlin. 2b
Wlodarczyk, ss
Kolze, c
Wickersham.
rf
Bruns. If
Alt, 3h
Wicklund.

2
3
4
3
3

0

(I

I

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

I

_

ss

Totals

er.

3
3

3
2
2
3
2
.

24

bi
(1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

(I

0

0

0

2

3

2

0
0

313--Hauswirth. Kennepp,
Morales. Fletcher: SB-Quade,

Laughlin, Wlodarczyk (2).

Pee ke SH Fle tche r: H PQuade: E-Ludwigsen, Morales
(2). Quade (3). Fletcher (2):
:

1.011 -Hersey (4), Fremd (6).

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er so w

Pitcher
Perry

in

2

h

7 2 4-0 5 4
7 3 2-2 9 2

Wicklund

Winner-Wicklund, Loser Loser -Perry. WP -Perry (2).
002 001 I 420
Fremd
100 000 I 238
Hersey

just past the pitcher's
mound to score Laughlin and

the second walk of the inning.
The side was retired on a play

2

r

on another throwing error. On
the next play the squeeze was

take a 4-1 lead.

4

Hersey jumped out to an
early 1-0 lead in their half of
the first. Ken Kennepp led off
with a key triple and was in
excellent scoring position with

no outs. First baseman Steve
Koch, then drove in Kennepp
with a sacrifice fly to center.
The next two Huskie batters
went down swinging to end
the inning.

Neither team scored a run

in the second inning, but

Fremd took over the lead in
the third with two runs. Both
runs were unearned on three

throwing errors and two
walks. Laughlin walked with

one out and ended up clear
over on third when Hersey's
catcher overthrew second in
an attempt to get Laughlin
stealing.

Wlodarczyk also walked,

and another attempt to -throw
the runner out trying to steal
second failed and a double

throwing error allowed both

Hersey had bascrunners on
the fifth and sixth inning

but couldn't put another run
on the scoreboard until the

that made it 7-0. The next two
men made out to bring the in -

Rich Liska was the winning

In standings released June had a perfect day at the plate

30. the Falcons lead the including a double and two
Senior division of the RBI's as the Cubs heat the
Prospect Heights Little Cards, 7-3, in the Major

ed three opponents, the

Yankees and the Cardinals
twice, by scores of 8-5, 15-0,
and by the fantastic tally of
34-4.

In the manslaughter against

the Cards, winning Cub

pitcher Tom Ruana went all
the way as he allowed the
Cardinals only four hits. In
the other beating of the Red-

The Dodgers pulled a stunstruck out seven while walking none. Gene Anderson had ning upset as they heat the
triple among first -place Yanks 10-2. Wiha double and
three hits and Ed Pusatera

Frank Vaccario and Danny
Hargrove teamed up to limit
the Astros to three hits as the

Greyhounds beat the Astros
6-I. Bob Huber had double
for the Greyhounds.

KEVIN TEMESY doubled
in the winning runs as the Ex-

enabled the Giants to breeze
past the

Reds, 27-1. Craig

Amoroso had four hits including two doubles. Kenny
Long and Kevin Butcher each
had doubles.

12-10.

Bob-

by Schacimer walloped two
homers for the winners.

Unlistedt went live, for six

including a triple and

A 13 -RUN first inning
Anderson homered in (lie helped the Cubs to a 30-4 win
Falcons -Jets game. Winning over the Tigers. Rick Liska,
pitcher Rich Krause also had Dave 'Forkelson and winning.
two triples. -the Jets got pitcher Dan- Foran each had
homers from Buddy Strobel three hits.
Doubles by Don Zasadny.
and Bob Veracruz.

Joe Pusatera and winning

IN '1111.1 COLTS -Jets clash. hurler Ted Bonham helped the
fwin+10-11 -4-4-441-triumph- win rri erg-Tritcht-r- Par- H

A home rub by Bill

triple.

.

3-0 in Minor division action.

the hero as his driving blow
gave his team the victory.

to the cellar with a 1-9 record.

The first meeting found the
DOdgers slashing the Lions. 9-

More
Sports

Pages
and-16

single

home run also

by

Cropper..

Crews.

sprints in particular, but his

first love is still speed skating.
He has been skating for seven

years, with the Mount

0

0

3

0
0

0
0

0

17

7

3

6

1

I

r

3

0

2

Mack, 3b -P

3

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Kasten, rf-2h

2
2
2

0
0

0
0
0
0

Ottolin, 2b
Trumper, If

2
2

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

24

0

1

0

.

Shepard, cf-p-3h 3
Dobbs, lb
3

'Totals

0

It

0
I

hi
0

'0

PITCHING SUMMARY

Mich.

Patterson.

ip

h

7

I

4

3

I

0

I

0

r-er bb so
0-0
7-6
0-0
0-0

3

16

6

2-

2

I

0

0

Winner--Berdell; loser --

Dennis Scranton

Bob Vehe

Dennis Ellertson

*fiNKEt*otEicD,Yr40,4(

Prospect Skating Club. and

plans to go as far as he can
in that sport.

Bob did pretty well

last

sus:I'm proud lo he

winter when he was fourth in
the Junior boys competition
in the National speed skating
championships in

St.

Paul,

Minn.

Vehe will be a sophomore at

Prospect High School, where
he also runs cross-country, in

*4(

Prospect'Net4-

Near Shutout
Over DPPD

an AMERICAN 7=

.Now about Your:

The Mount Prospect Park
District tennis team walloped
Des Plaines Wednesday when

they won the 16 and over
competition, 5.0, and the 14

and under, 4-1.
For the 16 -year -olds, Steve

Collins won first singles, 6-4.
6-I over Dave Lauffenburgcr
of Des Plaines. Jeff Muradian

continued the winning ways
by heating Louis Greco by the
same scores.

MIKE MCMAHON stop-

Mike Metcalf topped Craig

YANKEE DOODLE DANDY

The Restaurants with the
All-American Menu
DANDYBURGERS - ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES -

HAMBURGERS - FISH SANDWICHES SOFT DRINKS- FRENCH FRIES

SHAKES

and his doubles partner won

by default for Mount
In the 14 and under. Allen

John Schiehel beat his op-

ponent. 6-2. 6-2, while Marty

Fischer won. 6-I. 7-5. Dave
Hughson was the only Des
Plaines victim of the day as

and tumble 6-1, 5-1, 7-5
match.
In

111 West 3rd Street, Elmhurst
9407 W. Irving Park Road, Schiller Park
19 South York Road, Bensenville
208 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights
3942 N. Harlem, Chicago
801 West Roosevelt Road, Maywood
10 East Northwest Highway, Mt. Prospect
Kenosha, Wisconsin

ti-;

YANKEE DOODLE
DANDY.

OPENIN

6-S eU

doubles. Jim Tangney

match for Mount Prospect, 6.

0

0
0
0

ali

Shepard
Mack

and Dave Mann won their
(Cuntimied on

0

the sport in general and

..-hu-was-knocked-off-by -his Des irt--asPlaines opponent in a rough
Senator bats really pounded

out at losing hurler Tim

0

bike on non -meet days, and
Ellertson says he puts about
250 miles a week on the

Snyder of Mount Prbspect
heat Jack Semkr, 6-1. 6-0...

a

I

Northbrook, and often in

tory.

in

0

day and Thursday at

Prospect.

18-I.

coaches him individually at

0
0

I

0

Tacy, ss
Rahmes, c

it is only a sidelight.
Right now Dennis' only future
plans include riding in the na-

tional road championship
from Detroit to Lansing,

2

sport, as they almost have to
be considering their schedule
during the summer. They ride
in schedule races every Mon-

his foes,

meeting. Andy Cropper went
the distance for the Senators,
giving up only two hits, A

to Ed Kilfoy, who

0

I

WHEATON (0)

Ellertson, who will complete Player
his college education this year Berdell
at Carthage in Kenosha, Wis. Patterson
He also skates, although for
him

0

-All three boys are ex-

second game, however, proved

Yankees,

The oldest and quietest of

0

2

tremely dedicated to their

Barringer. 10-4. Mike Gross

The Senators bombed the

0
0

he was
temporarily ousted by a flat

ped John Ferribla. 10-6. while

but did not allow
any hits en route to the vic-

0
0

0

half -mile, mile and two-mile
events at Meadowhill Park in
Northbrook last Thursday in
the state track races. And he
had an excellent chance in the

4. as K. Reinert earned the

to be a masterpiece of pitching as C. Priani not only shut

Plough had four RBI's.

RBI's. The Jets _got another Luzinski and one -hit pitching
homer from Veracruz and by Mike Dudley enabled the
Casey Frankiewicz added a Pirates to defeat the Phillies

decisive tally in the final

well -deserved win. The

a double and a triple (or the Rich Madison. and John

a homer and totaled four

*IN THE THIRD encounter

1

at Detroit.
All Vehe did was to win the

VEHE, THE youngest of
the competitiors, started racing just last year. He enjoys

of the weekend, the Orioles
met once again with the Sox
though this time the tables
were turned. The Sox came
out on top, 6-5, scoring the

1

I

he could be the one to beat

rallied for 10 runs in the last
three innings to tic and go
ahead in the game. J. Karl

their opponents. After

I

race. His entire race was run
in the rain, and although any
Intermediate may enter the
nations, Dennis. proved that

-odometer.

The Orioles fared well in
weekend action as they swept
two out of three games from

0
0

Intermediate I4 -mile road

and -diopfied- ilie eee)Sd, 14-4.

while at the plate.

0

SCRANTON WON his

about three hours a day on the

In the second contest, the
Indians shot out to an early
lead by scoring eight runs in
the first frame. The winning
hurdler T. Weber struck out
18 batters while hitting a triple and two other safeties

0

0

division at Lemont also, the

In addition, each averages

was the winning pitcher.

1

finish.

IN THE SAME league, the
Indians and the Tigers split a

In the opener the Tigers

success

0

I

Patterson, ,p-cf

and admits to being a "protege
of Vehe's." Like Bob, Dennis
is a member of the Lake Shore
Wheelmen, a club that has
had much success in recent
years. Scranton gives much
credit for his instantaneous

I05 -mile road race last Sunday in the Senior division at

0

0
0

O'Gorman, If

is a state champion in at least

special events that come up.

In the National League of
Brian Hefferin had four hits
and Dale Cooney had three the B Bronco League, the
Dodgers swept a twin bill
including two doubles.
Tanny Thompson was the from the Lions to place the
winning pitcher and also had Dodgers in fourth position
a double as the Indians heat and drop the Lions deep inthe' Athletics

Page 14

the three athletes is Dennis

the end of the game.

Long was the winning frame of play. L. Devalk was

pitcher. striking out 10, as the
Giants heat the Orioles, 13-3.

bonier from

struck out 12 and helped his over the Sox. Bonham, also.
own cause with a triple and struck out II.

Pirate pitcher while J.

was the winning pitcher.

a double. Scott Miesfeldt Bury had a home run. The
losers.

Smolan emerged the winning

12-8.

for the loser's.

SPIRTS
SCRANTON IS -in his first
year of competitive racing,

Ellertson won a grueling

I

0

2

I

Feldman, cf

Player

1969

the national championships in

tire.

Mark

Braves, 5-4.

bombing the Cardinals, 25-I,
Bob Campbell went the the Orioles cam back with a
distance for the victory on the decisive 12-6 victory. In the
mound. Kevin Mertina, Cardinal contest, Oriole B.
Tanny Thompson, Tom Rich Black cracked off two home
and .Mike-LOcoco all hlt-well -runs to lead his teani. J. Brady
pos beat the Indians,

July 3,

meets and in practice sessions.

one event.

h bi.
0

I

Smith, 3b
Abinati, cf

Thursday,

the fall.

Detroit in August, and each

Pettenuzzo, If
Rossi, 3b

Donahue, c
Berdell, p
Totals

one or more important race
last week in preparation for

five -mile race until

double header as the Tigers
grabbed the first game, 12-8,

Bill Jobin homered and

last two batters.

tonight.

Four days later, the Pirates
turned right around and nip-

the Cubs pulled the vain as the Braves found
'themselves one run back at

Dave Shaefeges doubled to
pace the Reds to a 13-4 win
over the Athletics. Mike Harris. while playing third base,
made a spectacular catch for

an unassisted putout at first
to end the inning and in the
fifth Berdell left the runners
stranded by striking out the

Hersey plays at Wheeling

Anderson and P. Misenuk.

Anderson absorbed the loss.
The Braves' Peterson tagged a
three -base hit, but it went in

pitcher Mark Knuttel
went two for three including struck out I-3. while loser Bob
a

themselves victorious over the

pair of hits in the contest.

ning

homered and Kip Koenig had Dodgers got

-

In other Bronco B League

ped the

rally,

end the game.

that forced more than half the
starters to drop out before the

birds, victorious pitcher Mike

Janzon went the distance in
fine form giving up only a

ters went down in order to

Lemont. Much of the race
took place in a driving rain

first place Pirates, 8.4. Two
Brave hurlers, Mark Bihun
and Toni Peterson combined
to fan 16 Pirate batters; the
win went to Peterson. It was
a day for doubles as Pirates'
H. Staten, R. De Gronde and
R. Runke all smacked two baggers, as did Bra:yes Jerry

Thirteen strike outs by winning pitcher Curtis Palmer

Colts. Fle homered for the losers.

Week. Each of the three won

Cubs, the baby Cubbies down-

the professional Chicago

game. Lorenz canie on in the pitching by Lee Blair helped
filth inning with the bases the Sox to a 15-2 win over
loaded in relief of Ray the 'tigers. Blair allowed no
Peterson and mowed down hits. and hit a double and a
the rest of the Jets on strikes triple. Teammate Jeff Derring
while allowing one hit. Dan had a double and triple and
Zale led the Vikings bitters batted five runs in.
A bonier and some good
ivith a double. a triple and 3
RBI's. while Jeff Smith of the pitching by Doug Combs
Vikings and Ted Balbier of helped the Braves edged the
Cards. 6-5. Teammates Mark
the Jets each had doubles.
Good control and an early Swanson. Tom Rich, and Dan
lead enabled Bill Unlisted( to and Jim I.ococo all had
he the winning pitcher as the doubles. Mark Krause

Falcons bet the

of the

lectively, as Athlete

action, the Braves found

1

-

week's recognition, col-

Bronco B League. Playing like

an unassisted double play.

FINE HITTING and

Scranton and Bob Vehe this

overcome a one run deficit.

League with a 6-2 record. the division. Mark Krause had a
Braves and Yanks lead the homer for the losers.
Mandel Gonzales and Ted
Major division with identical
8-2 marks, and the Pirates Bonham staged a fine pitlead the Minor division with chers' duel, but Gonzales and
the first -place Yanks triumphnine wins and no losses.
In senior division games. ed over the Twins, 4-0. Both
the Vikings heat the Jets 7-4, hurlers whiffed 1, but
the Falcons heat the Colts 9- Gonzales walked no one to
5. and scalloped the Jets 20 - three for Bonham. Gonzales
II. then the Colts beat the got support from Pat Harkins
who hatted in three runs with
Jets 11-6.
a double. Carl Robbins and
A FINE RELIEF Kevin Doyle both doubled for
performance by Keith Lorenz. the Twins.
earned In in the Vicuiry:ln the

mound in the Vikings -Jets

Dennis. Ellertson, Dennis

was highlighted over the

THANKS TO a late -inning

pitcher and Dave Torkekon

somewhat unpublicized sport
of bicycle racing has earned

third game out to complete
their "hat -trick." The Cubs
,In the Mount Prospect racked up four runs in the
Boys Baseball League, play fourth and fifth innings to

Falcons in Senior
Loop Lead
By George Hulas

Their excellence in the

By Tom Rowe

weekend by the Cubs of the

I

Morales and cut Fremd's lead

at the plate, the next two bat-

r
I

Player

give his reserves a

PROSPECT
DAY

to two. With the tying run

LOGAN SQUARE (7)

Wendell, 2b
0
B. O'Donnell, 2b0
chance to play.
M. O'Donnell, lb°
lb
0
Wheaton had two men on Keller,
3
against Berdell in both the Geyer, ss
rf
4
fourth and fifth innings but Kenny,
0
the blond fireballer got out of Drolat, rf
If
the jam without any damage. Rooney,
In the fourth, O'Donnell made Madden, If

ning to

Champs Share 'Athlete' Award

Prospect Baseball

the runners to.score.

',REM') CAME hack with

ing for the first out, Fletcher
smashed Hersey's second
triple of the inning to drive in

singled and made it to third

ed out to the third baseman
and Dave WickershaM drew
from the catcher Jim Quade,
to third baseman Jim Fletch-

After Quade went down swing-

In the seventh Laughlin

one

0

1

boost their lead to two.

a wild pitch.
MIKE KOLZE then ground-

0

.ab

Hauswirth blasted a triple to
left to drive in Bruns and

on and Wlodarczyk dropped

0

1

baseman. With two outs Dave

second and Went to third on

I

3

Ludwigsen, cf
Fisher. If
Morales, 26
Quade. c
Fletcher. 3b
Kornelly. rf
Perry. p
Prosser. ph

shortstop. Wlodarczyk, safe at
first on a fielder's choice, stole

I

I

HERSEY (2)

Kennepp.
Koch. 1 b

Wlodarczyk's grounder to

0
0
0

27

Player

out at second on Ed

0
0
0

I

Cheney. ph
Hanks. ph
'totals

I

I

Fremd's lead off hitter, Bob
Laughlin. but he was forced

0
0
0
0

3
3

p

2

0
0
0

cf 3

Hauswirth, lb

h bi

r

ab

Player

Steve Perry had the mound
assignment for Hersey and
had a little control trouble in
the first inning. Perry walked

one run in the sixth and one last of the seventh and then
in the seventh. In the sixth one run wasn't enough. Ken
Tom Bruns was safe at first Morales got the rally started
on an error by the second with a triple to center field.

coach Larry. Monellini

I

nobody out.

Vikings Squeeze by Hersey
Fremd heat Hersey last

and Lion

batsman, an error and a balk.

0. 6-4.
a
,

4;.:4cdp

Munster, Indiana. ._Wheatpii_I,LbeLtY141111.
North Chicago
Waukegan, Illinois

Nai LaGrange Park.

Arlington Milkers Fall Hard to Glenview, 324-199
fare too well in their unusally
strong diving events as they

By Tom Rowe

could only earn nine points

The Arlington Heights Park

District swim team dropped
its second meet of the young

season last night as the
tankers from Glenview

soundly beaten
swift Glenview quartet.
were

Thieman and Steve Marriett

free relay,

Mary Lou Kahle, Jeff
finished first, second and

1991/2 .

third in the 14 -under boys,
14 -under girls, and 15 over

The local watermen could
only manage to snatch two of

girls-hoys diving events,

the 11 relays swam, while the

powerful Glenview squad

respectively.

teams tying on one occassion.

Glenview got off- to a fast
start in the 15 and over boys

grabbed eight, with both

of Tom Gallagher, Herb Betts.
Tome Rowe and Gene O'Hara

BOYS BASEBALL

yard freestyle relay, composed

JUNIORS
North White
Team_

ision of the same age group

of Julie Cormier, Kathy

BARB DALTON AND

to claim second and fourth
places in the 11 and 12 girls
100 -yard free. In the boys
half. Joe Nitch and Dan Stubing touched in the number
three and four position for
Arlington.

Hillas in the 15 and over 200

One of the few Arlington

2
3

Thursday,

2

3

2

4

July 3,

0

5

Rockets

3

Millers

3

Gulls

S P,0 R T

I

3

blue ribbon. Mary Marek and
Laura Prinslow snatched se-

1969

cond and third laurels, respec-

tively, in the 8 and under 25 -

5

1

A physical fitness pen-

tathlon for youngsters

Bombers
Bisons
Gophers

4

0

3

1

2

2

Steers

2

2

Sioux
Arrows
North Blue

I

3

0

4

5

directed by the Quaker Oats
Co. and the Amateur Atheltic
Union and sponsored in Arl-

all receive an exercise hook
and either a certificate of

The event, which is

ington

I

4

Turn -Style stores, begins at 10

2

3

1

5

are

Titans
South White
Team

0

6

and Turn -Style stores in Arl-

W

youngster has to do is fill out
the blank and bring it with

and the sit-up events and

him to the track at 9:30 a.m.

broad jump, push-ups and

REGISTRATION blanks

1

3

1

Hurricanes

2

2

1

2

1

2

I

2

1

3

I

3

Wrens
Bulldogs
Atoms

breaststroke event, Mary

Marek came in third for one
point in the 8 and under girls
division.

In the boy's portion of the
same event, Steve Kay swam
an excellent race as he earned

available

at

Jewel-Osco

a red ribbon. Arlington grab-

bed two quick first place

competing against each other,
but againt national standards
established by the AAU, They

ington Heights. All the

3

time Of 33.6. In the

Participants will not be

2

Gems

PETE PAULMANN grabbed a first in the 9 and 10
boys 50 yard free in the fine

events.

3

3

ven.

achievement or certificate of
participation, depending on
how they fare in the various

3

Jets
Buckeyes

younger age groups was pro-

fled off by the Quaker Oats
people. In addition, they will

Rebels
Badgers
Stags

L
0

view's superiority in the

sporting equipment to he raf-

a.m.

21/2

31/2

Heights by the park

district and Jewel-Osco and

11/2

Steve, finished second and
fourth as once again Glen -

of how they do in the pen -

between the ages of six and
at the
18 will he held July
Arlington High School track.
I

Kay brothers Bryan and

All participants. regardless

tat h Ion, are eligible for

I

WL
41/2

In the boys portion, the two

Arlington Jewels Sponsor
Fitness Pentathalon July 11

WL

Padres
Jays

ahead of everybody for the

yard free.

1

Blues

as Kurt Thomson finished

1

2
2
3

APACHES

older 100 yard free style event

Page 15

L

Trojans
Larks

firsts came during the 15 and

I

the day of the event.

finishes in the 9 and 10 boys
and girls breaststroke as Mary

must all try the walk and run

Konrad and Phil O'Kane

touched ahead of the pack in
their respective events to tally

choose three more from
amont pull-ups, standing

Team
Patriots
Celtics
Broncs
Chiefs
Comets
Pioneers
Lancers
Redbirds

AGE GROUPS for the

3

3

3

3

1638 Chestnut, of Des

21/2

31/2

Plaines; Thomas Bartels, 2407

21/2

31/2

Meadow Dr., Rolling

Meadows: Beverly Gender.
235 S Miner, ()Mina KiiTh.
1032 Daniel Dr and Judith.

4

2

I

North Red
Team

'Sharon Bales, 676 Green view, and Christine Calams,

2

WL

Doves
Cadets

Bensenville, will work

0

3

31/2

through the Office of Resi-

V2

Grizzlies

2

Scouts

2

dence Hall Programs, working

1

21/2

11/2

11/2

21/2

Blades

1/2

cultural, scholastic, and social
activities. Resident assistants
are chosen on the baSis of
academic standings, personal

3

1

31/2

0

Hornets
North Green
TeamW L
Dolphins
Twins
Flyers
Triplets
Hawkeyes

qualities and leadership

3

for boys and girls.

0

3
2

I

I

3

Ronald Ortschied, son of

3

Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Ortschied,
1849 N. Chestnut. has been

I

3

named to the Dean's List at

WL

M.hrian College, Indianapolis,
Ind.

5

As a junior, he has com-

1

4i,

piled a 3.82 grade _average_on_
a four -point scale.

1 y2

Steelers

4

Rifles

4

Colts
Mounties
Mohawks
Dragons
South White
Team

On Dean's List

2

I

Saints

North Blue

4

2
2

4

5

1

0

6

WL

Bearcats

3

I

Huskies
Ramblers
Solons

2
2
2

2

Ferriers.
Barons

2

2

I

3

South Blue
Teams
Dons
Wolverines

2

2
2

_

Schell. Each turned in fine
tittles en route to their second

in

16 OZ.

a fine

PAT THUT displayed fine
form as she narrowly won the
13-14 50 -yard breast stroke

place finishes.

contest. Two races later,

ARLINGTON FAILED to

Kathy Dalton powered her
way to an easy victory in the
15 and over I00 -yard breast.
Dan Young copped second

earn points in the 8 and under

butterfly event thanks to
another disqualification, but

Mary Marek pulled through
with a first place finish in the
9 and 10 age group bracket.
Arlington did not place higher
than third in the next two

WELLESLY FARM

event.

Arlington stole two of the
style races,

free

last

ICE CREAM

those

being the 13 and 14 girls 220
yard relay, the 15 and over
boys 400 yard relay. The girls

An outstanding

perfornianCe by Sandy Gabler
and Kris Anderson in the butterfly event gave Arlington

Special

1/2 gat

15 and older quartet tied in
a very close match all the

INSURANCI.

State Farm Life Insurance Company

way.

MATTER
LEONS

HOW

CONNER U.S. 14 t U.S. 45
ADULTS

BRATWURST

.59c

601
ADULTS

Arlington Heights
437-7177

FORTH

LI

R

E

Sale

HIGH

DAISY BRAND

IT

A

Reg. $1.75

R

... also, self-service
coin machines

K

DRY CLEAN 6 LOADS

FREE
STORAGE

E

SWISS

FAMILY

Reg. $1.60

GET 7th LOAD

Walt DISNEY'S

FREE!

ROBINSON
F.S.S. 2:00, 5:55, 9:55
M.W. 6:00, 9:55
'
T.T. 6:05 ONLY

FRANKFURTERS

G

Shirts beautifully laundered.
In boxes or on hangers

Your new, friendly, neighborhood cleaners

NORGETOWN

A

B&M

R

K

BAKED BEANS

Plus

28 oz. Can

Andy GRIFFITH,

3 for $1.00

ANGEL

KRAFT

IN MY
POCKET

BARBECUE

F.S.S. 4:10, 8:10
M.W. 8:10, ONLY
T.7.6:15, 10:10

SAUCE

Hit: Il iSK C-

1 R(..s I cow, 1.5 )'

DRYCLEANIN0

MULTI - SERVICE DRYCLEANING

59'

GOB

N

IN

Gators

2

2
2

I

3

41111 ..1111, 11110.111,

Best Show Buy in the Area

ALL FLAVORS

Daily 7:30 cr.m,to-7.-p,m. Mon. tbru.

...from the NEW bank!
NOW 5% GOLDEN

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
NO MINIMUM AMOUNT

0

3

W

I,

needed to open account

.

NO MINIMUM DEPOSIT

98,

We'll pay you the highest interest.
HOW?
- Free interest from July 1.10
- Pap you a solid 4%. computed
monthly and compounded
quarterly.

2
21/2

I)
11/2

2

1

By opening any of the many types of checking and savings accounts of
$50 or more, between the dotes of July 1 and July 10, you will receive
Northwest
a _beautiful antiqued savings bank, a replica of an early
_
Territory pioneer's cabin.

Giants

VARSITY I
Teams

WL
y72

Bears
Rams

3

2

21/2 11/2
3

COugars.

"0

--Pelicans

0

.NO.RTIEW.E_ST_Tavat&Scw*

4

311 SOUTH ARC1NGTON HEIGHTS ROAD /

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS 60005 / 394.1800

HILLS BROS.
INSTANT COFFEE
GIANT 10 oz. JAR

WANZER
CHIP

or 5% on

DIP 2 5t

- Certificates of Deposit
(minimum 510001
Golden Statement Savings
Account (MI1111110111 balance

ALL FLAVORS

of 510001
5.year growth Savings Bonds.

NATIONAL
Teams'
Cards
Cubs
Mets
Astros
Dodgers
Braves
Pirates

9

NO

FAMILY PROTECTOR
CA" Wayne Brennan

Ladies Dresses

OW 7"

FOR

PLUS DEPOSIT

place honors in the boy's

events until Joyce Richardson
touched second in the 11 and
12 girls fly event.

Men's Suits

I

2

Stars

Marcia Kaipus and Herb
Betts took the top backstroke
honors in the older age group,

ington competitors were with Betts turning
Margret Todd and Mike 1:05.5.

FAMILY
ENTERTAINMENT
STARTING
FRIDAY

June 30th Thru July 5th
2 -for

7UP
8 89'

ington scoreboard.

WEEK LONG SPECIAL FROM

0

Ravens

Marlins

10

HOLIDAY WEEKEND

WL
4

Charley Dunn in the 13 and
14 backstroke race to place
eight big points on the Arl-

... a NEW idea

2
41/2

11/2

437-9150

Oliver Peale touched out

The highest finishes by Arl-

1133 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.

Special

Zia

In a tight race, Arlington's

year olds, did not fare well in
the 25 -yard backstroke race.

Westgate Shopping
Center
392.4080
Arlington Heights

---"""1111111

"it

half of the event.

a

during the breaststroke lap.
The younger swimmers, the

8 and under and 9 and

DAILY'TIL MIDNINT

backstroke. Kris Anderson
kept the fine way going with
a decisive victory in the girls

Glenview swimmer were said
to have used an illegal touch

8 LB - LOAD $2.50 SELF SERVICE MACHINE

abilities.

and

older butterfly

WARD SCIIELI, again

dividual medley event as ArlHerb Betts

and

match."

PANTRY
FOOD MART

se-

stole the show as the former
Athlete of the Week tagged
first in the II and 12 50 -yard

"won- the older boys in-

place finishes. Barely making
it to the starting Nock in time,

with students in various

I

Bruins
Angels
Cowboys

Team
Bullets
Colonels..

Moschcl, 457 S. Addison,

the 15
race.

Due to a pair of dis-

ington's

placed

captured four of the six first

dent assistants for the 1969-70
academic year.

0

Kathy Dalton

cond and Tom Rowe first in

qualifications, Kurt Thomson

dividual medley events as they

events are 6-7, 8-9, 10-11,
12-13, 14-15, and 16-18, all

University, Normal, as resi-

6
4

34.

he "an interesting and close

OPEN

14 year- olds were tops in this

event. Jim sprinted in with a
32.5 and Rick as clocked a

tanker, plunged ahead of

The Arlington tankers did
exceptionally well in the in-

chosen by Illinois State

WL

14

coach Pete Clark sitY:.this will

I

ington score.,

softball throw.

,Area Students
At ISU Named
Resident Aides

INTERMEDIATE

and

a big ten points to the Arl-

Six area residents have been

North White

13

medley, which was followed
by a fine race in the IS and
over girls. As it appeared that
Kathy Dalton would tag home
first for Arlington, Marcia
Kaipus, also a loyal Arlington

wound up in third and fourth

Rowe couldn't take high
school district finalist Jim

2

4
4

the

division of the individual

and Rick Cook and Mike Topp

WL

VV

in

second

night.

3

Sox

top two places in the boys div-

Another first -second finish
by Jim Davis and Rick Cook
proved that. the Arlington 13-

Kris was not far behind.

Laurie Prochaska sprinted in

Owls
Robins
Cyclones
Wolves
Aztecs
Redskins

Boxers

yard free. Glenview took the

, CHARLIE DUNN.grabbed
first while Mike Topp placed

Margaret Todd.
Arlington's Steve Jurco and

1

Team

swept the 13 and 14 girls 100

Reardon, Nancy Marek and

4

North Green

for Arlington as the two girls

33.3; in the 13-14 age group

Kathy to inch out the. victory.
This gave Arlington their first
one-two finish of the long

Bees

Bulls

earned six much -needed points

10 group.

place finishes.

0

Panthers

The combination of Sandy

Arlington will -tangle with
Ward Schell took the first of their, second one-two punch of
these winnings for the park the night as Sandy nulled in Barrington next Wednesday
district swimmers in the 9 and first with a fine clocking of night and Arlington's head

had Barb Loner, Kathy

5

North Red
Team

'

Gabler and Nancy Schell

Paulmann, Phil O'Kane and
Marty Schell, while the girls

by two tenths of a second.
Arlington's 9 and 10 girls 100

a

up of Chet Weir, Peter

touched out Arlington's crew

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

by

respectively. Marcia Kaipus
and Debbie Barret swiped second and third places in their
specialty, the 100 -yard free, Ill
the 15 and over girls division.

IN THE 9 and 10 boys girls
Steve Kay, Bill
Baret, Steve Scott and Scott
Kingss fell behind Glenview
and earned second position as
did both the boys and girls 8
and under 100 yard free relay.
The boys foursome was made

200 -yard medley relay as they

ARLINGTON DIDN'T

fourth and second places,

Mary Marek could do no better than second place as they

compared to Glenview's 17.
Only entering three divers in
all three events, Arlington's

drowned Arlington. 3241/2 -

yard free -style as they took

Upton, Nancy Brinaw and

OPEN
DAILY

Free

9 AM - MIDNITE

ENDS

ilAtiKCARDS

WELCUMVUI

JULY 13

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES AND CORRECT

A dandy outdoor thermometer,
for a 550 for morel deposit to

PRINTERS ERRORS.

7'HE BANK &
7'RUS7' COMPANY

I

of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

I

900 East Kensington final
Arlington Heights. Illinois 60004
255.7900

SALE

I
I

I

1604 W. GOLF ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT
Across from Mt. Prospect Fire Dept.
Station No. 7 ,dorrier of Golf b Busse

Mount .Prospect Bovs Baseball
1Centtimeedfrom Page) 4

)

as they cut them down, this
time by a score of 6-2. Bob
Wagner Of the Giants had an

OVER IN THE Bronco
is,liijors the Braves battled for.

two victories while suffering
one loss in National League
play. The Braves didn't open
their series in fine fashion as
they were cut short by a hitting Cub Ball team. Three

excellent

American League play saw
the Tigers down the Sox twice

margin for Cub pitcher
Dennis Kennedy.

After recuperating for the

Schroeder. Schroeder also had

0

ing to walk anyone on the

way to his win, Chuck

Consult this -daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!
1)

7, in a closely -fought game. It

was not until the Orioles
pushed one run across in the

bottom of the seventh that
they could claim a victory.

Mahoney and Dan Lundin.

THE SENATORS dropped spelled victory for the Lions
a pair of games to the Orioles as their outfielders, Mark

Braves in the game.

Turning the score around

but

atter a previous encounter, the
Braves nudged the Cubs, 8-5.

FOR ADVERTISING

Bob Tess emerged the winning

hurler while Carl Stratton was

255-7200

avoid being the third victim

frame proved to be the win-

Only five games were

of a stronger ball team. In the played in the Pony League,
double loss to the Orioles, three of them occurring in the

pitcher Rich
Baylis came out on top in the
as

Mark Keane and Mike Pony A Division. The

contest.

Engibus were the two winning Cardinals won twice over the
Oriole hurlers. The opening Sox and the Yankees lay
13-1 shelling was offensively scores of 8-2 and 7-5. In the

IN 'ME SAME division,
the Giants swept a pair from
the Dodgers in typical West

from a five -run deficit with
timely hitting and fielding to

r
--Central Air Conditioning ---1
Spring Rat!,;

Free Estimates

and resort clothes designed W
order.

he not only gained the win,

CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532
Georges Heating & A/C service

but had two hits while batting
in four RBI's.
The Braves took it on the
chin in a trio of games played

On Central AirConditioning.
Name brand 3 ton (36,000 BTU)
condsensing unit "A" coil for furnace & 15 ft. line.

red for the victorious Sox as

(installation extra)

ber of the National League of

ALL SEASONS

collected five runs in the fifth
to cut the Giant lead to two.
'Font Dcncker came in relief

AS IT WENT in the Sox
well -played
in a
9-0
game filled with sparkling game, again a late -inning rally
to

of Greg Martindale to

defensive plays by both sides.

preserve the win.

saved the Cards from 'defeat

The Senators squeaked by as this time they marked up

Three short days later, the

Giants again showed their
superiority over the Dodgers

Danny Peterson won the

went the distance for the win
as his teammate Hartmann

Braves suffered a pair of
losses at the hands of the

smashed a home run to aid

PROSPECT
DAY

in their cause.
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An exciting contest took
place on the West Diamond

Thursday

Friday night as the Cubs and
Sox met in a traditionally
close contest. The ballgame

July

pitcher was T. Engel.

After this wanted win, the

went into extra innings before

the Sox could come up with
a pair in the seventh to break

ahead f everybody to win the
boys 5 breast.

District swim won their third

G IL SCHLAK and Gail
consecutive meet, last night
defeating Barrington 286-245. Sand sberg earned six points
The meet was very close at for Mount Prospect with a
the beginning, but a fine ef- one -three finish in the 11 and
fort by all the Mount Prospect 12 girls 100 individual

swimmers contributed to the medley, then Doug Schlak
and Paul Sigfusson finished Ifinal point spread.
2 in the boys IM.

In the 13 and 14 girls 100
BARRINGTON JUMPED
1M, Barb Reiner was second
a big lead in diving,
racking up 21 points to and Claudia Gentzler was
Mount Prospect's six. Steve third, while Cliff Schlak took
IM.
Rohn took a third in 14 and second in t'

off to

'under boys -diving, -and-Anne

Halas did likewise in the 14
and under girls diving. Al
Mitsos and Jay Scott twisted
to second and third in the 15

-was _first and

..,ird in the 15
and over girls 100 IM, then
George Halas was second in
Jan Aller,

Lord Alseits won the

11

and 12 girls 50 breaststroke,
while Craig Bruce and Dave

Larsen followed with a first
and second finish in the boys
50 breast.

Dodgers and the Lions, who
were seeking revenge. The

Braves being downed, 6-3, as
the Braves could only scratch

up one hit. They couldn't do
much, better in the second
Lion encounter as the Braves
only rapped out two safeties
as they were humiliated, 16-3.

Sandy Hale and Jemma Allen
made up the winning 11 and

then Jim.Carripana streakeTria
a

victory in

boys

the

100

girls 200 free relay. The re-

the

8

cond in the 15and over boys the II and 12 girls 50 fly,
200 free, then Connie Foster then Craig Bruce and Jeff

_

.1

Jim Campana of Mount Prospect approaches the finish of the 15
and over boys 100 -yard breaststroke last night. Campana was the
winner of the event. (Photos by George Hales)

KANZtER & SON
Ccfrnent Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service Free Estimates
,

Licensed, Insured,& Bor7Ci,C1
30 years in business

Jema Allen won the 11 and
12

girls 50 back, then Paul

CALL 766-5084

Nora Halvorsen finished first Sigfusson and Dave Larsen
and second, then Jim Soja and came through with a first and
Pat Lucansky came in second second finish in the boys 50
and third in the boys 25 free. back.
Kathy .Schreiber grabbed a
third in the 9 and 10 girls 50
MARY FITZSIMMONS
-------free; and -Mike -Soja -won the - and Casey Wood finished onev
boys event.
three in, the 13 and 14 girls

KANZLER BROTHERS.
Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations,
No lob too big or too small.
Quality Work

horptservIce, Free estimates.

N 1)
CD of
0) at

Pattie Larsen and Terri 50 back, while Cliff Schlak

Westdale came in with a first followed with a second in the

and second finish in the 8 and boys 50 back.
under 25 breaststroke, then
Jan Allen pulled away from
Mark Markwell grabbed a se- the field to win the 15 and
- cond inthe boys -25 breast._ . _ .over _girls .100 back,while
Pam Wilken took a third in Geiser and Guy Sandeberg

the 9 and 10 girls 50 breast, touched first and third in the

then Brad posse zoomed

boys 100 back.

297-3987

Ceramic Tile
255-1096
Tile: Slat*. Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

KEY TILE C9r:

'Cr)

Connie FOSter (foreground) arid Driimit Sigtussirii- make the

second turn in the 15 and over girls 100 yard breaststroke.
Foster was second and Sigfusson third in the event. (Photo
by George Halm)

CD NI

-F.0

00

Dog Grooming
POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

255.2570

259.9440

695.9812
$20 Points Most Rooms
All Crocks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

Des Plaines

651 Pearson

299,0119

Upholstery
SPECIAL

:Approx. 90" Sofa - 5150. Chairs
approx. $75, with choice of our
samples. We reupholster anything.

DINETTE CHAIRS
RECOVERED

Free Estimates
Pick- Up-IiiDeln,ery

--

253-8551

Lauritz Jensen
3 Generations

437-2884

Window Washing
WINDOW

PROFESSIONAL

CLEANING. 50c per window,

296 1450

CL 9-0495

MORE

PAINTING

For 'a good job, priced right.
Call now for a free estimate.
everypcomplete'paint
ew.ittehriz

will clean and tar inside of
your gutters.

NQ JOB TOO BIG

2 young men with tractor desire.
lawn maintenance jobs. Call
255.0880 or 255-6295
CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Trimming = Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

ed. 823-3342, 298-3491

AAMCO
TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. HIS
830 W. NW. Hwy.

quality work. Reasonable
rates. 671.0009.
Interior and Exterior painting at

FREE

Landscaping

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

Floors. Licensed, Bonded. Insur-

the boys 100 fly.

25 free, Patti Larsen and

439.0059

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223-0352, if no answer

APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Patios, Sidewalks,

NEW WAY PAINTING

Decorating & Remodeling

HOUSE

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
Va price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365,
carpet

Transmission Service

work. CALL JIM: 971.0675,

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

guarantee my

439-8614

JANITORIAL SERVICE

LAWN CARE

392-8763

AMERICAN PAINTING
359-0993
Permanent Waves
Permanent waves given in your
home by licensed specialist.

MU 5-5400

ELAINE
LICENSED

ElEALIIY OPERATOR,

your home. `Permanent waves
$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3.3384

Plastering

Pulverized & weed tree.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. load - $25.00

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

Big 4 Yd. Load - S15.00

EXPERT PLASTERING

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

766-1943

girls 50 fly, then Fred

IN THE 8 and under girls

Carpet Cleaning

PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free estimate. Call anytime.

free. Scott Patience won the Westdale and Scott Patience
finished second and third in
15 and over boys 100 free.

plumbing

prices -FREE estimates

Cement Work

boys 50 fly.

Claudia Gentzler was seMary Fitzsimmons took a
second in the 13 and 14 girls cond and Barb Rezner third
100 free, then Norb Polacek in the 13 and 14 girls 50 fly,
and Jeff Larsen finished first and Norb Polacek and Jeff
Larsen first and third in the
and thirds in the boys event.
3i:ilia Allen took a first in boys 50 fly.
Donna Sigfusson grabbed a
the 11 and 12 girls 100 free,
and Doug Schlak 'followed second in the IS and over

with a win in the boys 100

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Offices, Stores, Buildings. Reas,

with
cleaning. 296-1450

followed with a second in the Slater finished in order in the
15 and over gills 100 free.

Home Maintenance

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

for expert carpentry,'
remodeling & additions. No jobs
rho small. 766.803.4

I

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

Decorating in the finest
Scandinavian Tradition

Call 392-4750

Recreation rooms, powder

CLEANING- FREE

REASONABLE.

Tile

Sholl Decorating

Your Home or Office

Janitorial Service

BEST"

0

I do pointing, INSIDE & OUTSIDE,
gutter work & wall washing,

Expert Alteratiervs
On Men's Wear

CL 9-0849 Tues., & Wed. eves.

-

359-1906

Call "the rest" than call "THE

Tailoring

PAINTING & DECORATING

Fully insured.

CL 5-8232

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

FREE ESTIMATES

third in the'9 and 10 girls 25

fly, while Brad Busse and
Chris Halvorsen finished first
IN THE FIRST individual and third in the boys 25 fly.
Gail Schlak got a second in
event, George Halas was se-

General Hauling

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

PHONE 392.5298

The Wand under boys relay the boys 25 fly.
also came through with a vicPAM WILKEN came in
tory. Jim Soja, Pat Lucansky,
Markwell made up this relay.

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re-gluieq
Custom

'1 109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

and

Larsen comprised the 8 and under girls 25 butterfly, then
under.girls 100 free relay that Jim Soja and Mark Markwell
finished second and third in
followed with a win.

Tom Balas and Mark

Furniture Refinishing

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Pattie and Barb Larsen

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

top

PHONE SERVICE 24 HRS. A DAY,
7 DAYS A WEEK, 967-5340

537.6122
Free estimates
Carpentry & Cement Work

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates
Professional Pointing done for
less money by exp. college
students. Free estimates.
Interior & Exterior. CL 3-6604

Interior & Exterior Pointing. All

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

"Small Engine Repair"
also SHARPENED. 35B-0845

Call 774-3394

fully guaranteed, all modern
estimates.
FREE
equipment.

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Doily 9-5 for Free estimate

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Carpentry -Remodeling

beginning

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
392-3450
or
CL 5.3991

On all blacktop work, all work

a win in the boys 50
in

Pierce

Students

College

NORTHWEST FLOOR CARE

SpringSpecia130%Off

relays- t odk se -colitis; ailiust by
inches.

392-0713

Seamless Floor Coverings Never
needs waxing -ore sanitary &
repels dirt & germs.

BLACKTOP SERVICE

maining Mount Prospect

girls 25 backstroke, while

1-2

Free Estimates

NOW TAKING ORDERS

R.

' AMERICAN FLOOR CO.

Floor sanding & refinishing.

CALL FO2R97FRI2E5E7STIMATE

Geiser. Jim Campana, Fred Mark Markwell and Jim Scija
Westdale and 'George Halas came in first and third in the
grabbed the blue ribbon. The boys 25 back.
Josie Fitzsimmons was se9 and 10 boys 100 free relay
of Mike Soja, Nick cond in the 9 and 10 girls 50
Richardson, Chris Halvorsen back, and Mike Soja followed

Nora Halvorsen, Terri

-

A.J. WORTON
BLACKTOP PAVING

TERRI WESTDALE and
Moon: Prospect regained
points in the first swimming Nora Halvorsen touched first
event, the 15 and over boys and second in the 8 and under

Vestdale. and Barb and Pattie finished

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, Sanded, Sealed
& Refinished, 522.95. 529.1211

Driveways, Parking Areas Resurface Concrete & Blacktop Sealing & Repairing

the boys 200 IM.

and Brad Busse also picked up with
back.
seven points for a win.

Floors

FREE ESTIMATES

Prospect, taking the 13 and 14

Stockade, Wrought

iron. 647-0220

956-1868 oft. 3 pM

and over mixed

21)0 -yard medley relay, as Bill

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

Sealcoating & Patching

CONNIE FOSTER and of the night for Mount

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

ed. Free estimate.
392-1542

& IRON CO.

ED'S

12 girls 200 free relay, and

RICK'S DECORATING

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

X -CELL FENCE

Blacktopping

Gail Schlak, Lord Alseits,

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

2

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

$17.50 per section plus fabric

WALL PAPERING

5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable p ces
excellent references, fully insur-

439-4454

Redwood,

515.50 per chair plus fabric,
524.50 per sofa plus fabric,

Interior & exterior pointing,
panelling & tiling. C1.3-1118

STA-RITE FENCE CO

255-7200

next three events, all relays,

Estimating

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Mount Prospect won the

mate call 392-6604

297-2266

SERVICE

Dodger contest found the

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:
Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.
Contact Dick Westgard

Martial Burrell and Sue. Paul Sigfusson, Dave Larsen,
Smith finished first and third Craig Bruce and Doug Schlak
in the 13 and 14 girls 50 comprised the winning 11 and
breast, then Mary Pastell and 12 boys unit.
Mary Fitzsimmons, Casey
George Busse finished idenWood, St* Hale and Claudia
tically for the boys.
Gentzler were the last winners
Donna Sigfusson came in a
close second and third in the
IS and over girls 100 breast,

Interior & exterior. For FREE est

ART

SPAR
Swimmers Slip by Barrington
1969

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Colors
Steel
Privacy
Aluminum

CREATIVE

SLIP COVERS
SUMMER SALES
5Q% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Interior & Exterior Pointing
Peas. & meticulous. Teacher.
For estimates -537-3986 aft. 3 pm.

Financing

Art Service

Slip Covers

Painting -Decorating

etc. 253.4792

392-5410

Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to I
Ask for Mr. Richard

nights 956-1640.

Fencing

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

Lions went ahead with
five tallies at the top of the
the

sixth frame. The winning

MASONRY

Electrical work; air-cond.; outlets; yard lights; garages wired;

Hemming &
Alterations

Brave -Lions ballgame with a
double while the sacks were
filled in the last inning after

the Yankees, 3-2, on a fifth -in- a pair of runs in the sixth to
ning tally by the Senators. earn their 7-5 victory over the

stubborn Yanks. H. Soltys

Alterations

Fully insured & Guaranteed
CL 3.4300
Mt. Prospect
Choice of Finance Plans

Home inprovements & remodeling, Brick, block, stone, concrete,
waterproofing,
plastering,
foundations, patios. Coll days

Electrical Wink

Custom Remodeling

Kitchens *Dormers
Bosements Garages
Rm. Additions Fences

.

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Call Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

Heating & Air Conditioning
437-1011
833.1837

fell to the Lions and the
Dodgers in two later matches.

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

For As Low As $495

HINES LUMBER CO.

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

Electrical Contractor

-

last week. The Braves, a mem-

while the Senators could only to assure hurler P. Hartmann
a victory. Pete Palubicki sufregister just three.
The 8-3 victory for the fered the loss for the Sox.
Orioles, brought their record

game fell short after they

Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurst.

PRE -SEASON SALE

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

Form

Individualized styling.

=,.,.

Remodeling & Supplies

Masonry

Dressmaking -Sewing

Air Conditioning

controlled by the Orioles as Sox game, the Cards tallied the Bronco A League, beat the
they collected 10 big hits three runs in the last inning Lions in a close contest but

Coast style. A late -inning rally
by the Dodgers in the first

296-6640

OR

appear daily in The Northwest Day,
Your Ad
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M,

emerge a 10-7 victor of
all was not lost as they Wetterling and Dan Ennes, another B League Pony
League game. Bill Brink star-

fought back to scrap together made fine catches in their
a win against the Yankees to respective fields.

Four tallies in the fourth

'

Let us help make yoUr DAY

and the Lions each win one Orioles edged the Yankees. 8-

Maos held the Cardinals to a
mere one hit. Defensive plays

cause.

Quanstrum homercd for the

By George Halms

Service Directory

The second. meeting of rapped for the loss. Don
quite a day at the plate,
smacking out three hits while those two ball teams found the Maclennen and Mark Lucian]
Mike Lapata cracked a three - Lions shutting out the Cards, each contributed to their
efforts with triples.
run homer in the Tigers' 7-0, as Lion pitching ace T. team's
THE SOX battled back

loss, the Braves lunged hack
with a 8-0 victory. George
Mischevich allowed only a
pair of infield hits while refus-

Mount Prospect's Park

BUSINESS

In the Pony B League only
National League of the Bronco Majors found the Cardinals two games took place as the

from the other. Bob Mahoney
9-2 and 4-3. to complete the went the distance for the vicclean sweep. Seven tallies in tories Cards as they coasted
the latter two innings paved on to a 10-4 slashing of the
the way for victory for the Lions. Smashing out doubles
Tigers along with hurler Jeff for the Redbirds were

inning provided the winning

runs

both on the

Richic Garlson earned the vic- the tie and end the game. Pete
the tory as Paul Dooley look the Palubicki was the hero of winloss kir the Yanks. Alan Black game as he hit the game
shined foil the Senators as he ning single in the seventh. A
pounded out three base hits in hight point of the game for
the Sox was Dave Hachinski's
the contest.
A PAIR of games in the grand slam homer in the fifth.

RBI's.

runs for the Cubs in the sixth

ning

day,

mound and next to the plate
as the snappy hurler chalked
up the victory and also went
three -for -four, including four

z

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING
Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too
big or small. Free estimates.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296-6709

A-1 LANDSCAPING
& SUPPLY CO.
Marion Blue Sod
Scott Windsor Sod
Fescue Sod
for shaded
Evergreens & decorative
stones

* Lawns seeded
.WE DELIVER. SOD_.-_-".._..

We have the equip. to handle
anything from the smallest pri-

vate job to the largest

Piano Tuning -Service
Tuning -Repairing

Used Piano Wanted

392-6817

Ned Williams

Piano tuning & Service
Call Edward Giannini

529-6862 after 5 p.m.

Radio -TV Repair
TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED. 358-5359

Repairs & Remodeling
PATIO'S
REPAIRS & REMODELING

_No job too small. or too_ large..
50% financing available.
437-6732

ARE HAPPY
ABOUrTNE

After 5 pm.

com-

mercial job. 439.7774

Need Help?

Lingerie
CUSTOM FITTING IN
FOR CUSTOM
THE PENNYRICH BRA

Call Charlene

& REMODELING

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
824-7510
JOE ORTMAN

392.0213

Advertise with Day
Want Ads- '255-7200

'296-6640

6).

ap

_Ease 17

Thursday, July 3, 1969
35
Air Conditioning
Apts and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts add Antiques

V

23-Enloiment liencies-Male

109
Aviation
Auto Parts and Access.. 107
Auto Trailers & Campers -103

112
Automobiles For Sale
101
Automobiles Wanted.
Beats and
37
Marine Supplies
38
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities. . 66
17
Business Services
9
Card of Sympathy
8
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
.10
Coins - Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
EmployMent

23

EmApgioeynmcieesn.,MAegne

Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,
5 -day want ad to sell, rent, buy, trade
The Day has a ready
or whatever
audience for your message, everyday!
GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK
FOR YOU,

Agencies Women
Equipment Rentals
Forms
Florists
Funeral Directors
Help Wattled Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women.
Help Wanted Women

25
57
93

Mo
nen,

TRAINEEMonday

,

CIGARETTE

.

SALES
$135 Wk. NO FEE
1969 car furnished

MECHANICAL

No experience necessary, Protected territory - just keep your
customers stocked up. No trayeling - no night work. 5 day
week. Do the job and you may

be area Sales Mgr. within 3

N.1eptune Systems Inc.
65 Scott St., Elk Grove Vil.

years. High School is enough.
Wear a business suit for inter view, Oh yes - free smokes, of
course! Ask Steve Pace at
PER.
HALLMARK
344-1000,

47

PART TIME MEN

83

Needed for store cleaning
Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

Sat. & Sun. from 8 c,.,. to 11

.

$600-$1200 Per
Month Starting
Income

time bash? Small investment,
good return in short time with
:)...-a, stable company. We
are not selling any products or
equipment. Call or write AD
VISION of Chicago. 520 N.
Michigan Ave. area 312 321

For aggressive man. This fine
opportunity is in the field of

total financial services. High

0314.

school or better. CALL:

READ & USE DAY

r

Tractor & Trailer. Must know
city & suburbs. Steady employ-

ment. 'Experienced only need
apply.

"

NIEDERT

(Set Up Man)

MOTOR SERVICE

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

Excellent Fringe Benefits.

94
88
96

Rooms -Board -

Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale
Situations Wanted -Men. .
Situations Wanted Women
Sporting Goods
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished
Apartments
n.

To Rent Houses

.

'
2415 Gardener Rd,

Broadview

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

299.2206

78

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

73

TOOL ROOM MACHINISTS
on our evening shift

. .76

To Rent Miscellaneous. .. .81
To Rent Resort Properties. .79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . 77
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

A. H. ROBINS CO.
69 RAWLS RD.
DES PLAINES

WE OFFER: *GOOD PAY *PROFIT SHARING * RETIREMENT INSURANCE PROGRAM * EXCELLENT JOB SECURITY
We are well known in our industry. It will pay you
well t investigate.

4 lots Memory Gardens Eternal
Light. Make offer. B. Fountain
q61 Formosa, Cocoa Beorh. Fla.

OniTSION

OF MUM HUD IFK.

A Continuing Equal Opportunity Employer

Atentorimn

Memorial
the
Auxiliary for
Service conducted at the funeral
home for our Mother. The family
of Mrs. Lillian H. Adam.

METHODE

PRODUCTS INC.

MFG. CORP.

No medical experience

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Tap Rate

($2.78 per hour to train)

Line Servicemen
Auto Mechanic
A & E Mechanic
Dispatcher
Challenging positions offering
full benefits in rapidly grow-

Rental plan. 392.4750

NEED RIDE from An. Hts. to St,

-1

1

is

Student

fo

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD

t

Pendant to assist handi copped

V

OR

Palatine area.
358.2699

296-6640

SUMMER SPECIAL

AVIATION

ready. Arrange appts. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doc
tor. Type bills, few letters.

after 5:30 253-8653

Experience NOT NECESSARY!
Doctor will train you to his

lady acceptable 253 3821.

TOOL & DIE

z 4s

z

Tutoring, teacher, M.A. Educa.,

Machinist Trainees

specter. Will be responsible for
checking all in -coming parts
and material. Must have

(Responsible young men to learn a good trade)

a Zjt

0- et

"1.

0

Z

-

ditions,

Garages

&

N

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

THIS POSTION.

MFG. CORP.

You'll fly

"1 -Situations Worded -Men

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process

Retired mechanic will Simoniz
your car. Will pick up. & deliver.

and final inspection.
The employee we seek will have experience with

Z

Z

instruments and gauges, preferably

with mechanical and electrical background.
Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits.

hotels,

CALL Miss Gaffke

437-5400

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III. 60005
or

222 Center St.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

--

10 TECHNICIANS

.

ENGINEERING COMPANY /

Building
Inspector

E. Northwest Hwy., AP Propped.

II

.

and

Paige. Free.
Miss Paige

5 days a week,

to 4:30

CALL MRS. YAMICH
647-0015 or 617-0016

agency

travel

position in - smell

congenial office. Hours: 8:30
Los

RECEPTIONIST

TYPIST
office

Attractive

in

O': fare

Office Center has immediate

travel and other expenses. For
more information call Miss

opening for a Production typist
receptionist. Dictaphone es
perience essenhot Neat, ac
curate typing required. 371
hour week. Hospitalization, life
insurance, vacation, and other
benefits. Age open.

'

In Arlington Heights
394 0880
9 S. Dunton
966 0700
6028 Dempster

CALL MR. ATTERIDGE

AT 824 6147

26-14 Wanted Women

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

-GENERAL OFFICE GIRL
We are in need of a general offico..girl for o full grne Position
wit), a fast .PrOwinfh.rnodgin. company located near O'Hare
Field. Typing is a must for this interesting, busy position.

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

MOLD MAKER

299-4446

Electronic

manufacturing and sales company
333 Erse Totally A...

WOMEN
ASSEMBLERS

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift , 5 P.m. to 1 a.m.
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSE4V181.Y...
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS'-'
Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Incentive Is bonus jobs

:25-iniployment Agencies-Womeo

DICTAPHONE-SECY

1 700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
Rolling Meadows
392-3500

Exec. Secretary
To work for president.
Light shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Small congenial office,
Age and salary open.

GIRL FRIDAY
We are in immediate need of a girl with good

holmes & assoc.

J

Upper
Level
Suite 23A
392.2700
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939-4866
Rondhurst,

DENTAL CLINIC

tionist. Greet patients, answer
phones, set appts., type bills,

keep reception-area...running.

290

We offer you pleasant surroundings, paid vacation first year, finest fringe benefits, and good
starting salary.

CALL Miss Gaffke

43g-5400

n

ute

ENGINEERING -COMPANY -

is a great lob for a nice some
one who enjoys working with
and helping people. 5110 Prxin

237:. Estes p.

200 W. North A...1.
-

typing and shorthand skills to act as secretary in
our Engineering Department,

STRAIGHT

right out of school they come

Northlake

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

METHODE. MFG. CORP.

here to work, get experience be
fore opening their own, proctice.
You'll be their front desk, recap.

SCHOLLECHEMICAL CORP.

'

$5251,10 FEE

Call Carol McCabe, 394-1000,

This well-known clinic is like a
training place for young dentists

t

INSPECTORS

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

MFG. CORP.

CALL NOW
DON PETTINGER

1-017

299.4146 - At.. cod. 312

60016.

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

METHODE

RECEPTION

oN

0111 Flom... III.

I-

smoothly. COMPLETE. TRAINING.

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village.

to New York

salary to 5575 mo. plus free

Responsible for conducting inspections of buildings and other structures for. structural
safety, sanitation, zoning and
matters covered by related or-

Including Blue Cross and Blue
Shield, Pension Program, 1.1f,
Insurance, Credit Union. Interview by appointrinnt.

$650 No Fee
Any schooling or experience
qualifies- here. Cuinpuny -will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Cull tarry Kriel,
pt 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800

ORDER DESK
Interesting

people how to use the reserNotions system that your corn
pony makes and that they have
purchased. An all public con
tact position with a starting

MEN

Full line of company benefits

nocut.tiO

CUP ACOMPLETE & MAIL TO

MAINTENANCE
We need capable, ambitious,
Electra Mechanical Service
Men and Maintenance Men to
.work in,ocr growing company.

Prospect.

DAY-PUBLICA-TIONS,-INC.
WANT AD DEPT.

NOW FOR A
ELECTRO
MECHANICAL
SERVICE MEN

EXCELLENT SALARIES!

No Fee

359-4200

Angeles, Miami, and around
the country showing resorts,

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

LADY HALLMARK, 800 E. North
west Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

We are a growing manufacturer of Electro

Opportunity here for top management. I to 3 years experience qualifies. Call Ron Hold°
now at 394.1000, HALLMARK,
800 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt.

41

1700 Hicks Rood (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

SCHOLLE
HAS OPENINGS

$10,800 to $12,500

Cl

MFG. CORP.

296-6250

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

AU

.

General

-

CALL MRS. GOODLING

VACATIONS

392-3500

INSPECTOR

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

able, excellent fringe benefits.

FLY HOME FOR
METHODE

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

392-3500

precision

typing skills, shorthand desir.

U.S.A. IN

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

"

437-8646.

Secretory at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good

Air-condibuilding.
fixture
tioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.

excellent

uring gauges,

358-5800

Remodeling. Concrete work in
cluded. For Free Estimate, call

a.

CALL -MR. M`cGRATH

CALL 671 1560

TRAVEL THE

dies along va.,. jig and

METHODE '

tracting. We are not big but we
give big service: Dormers, Ad-

o.

bn

with

knowledge of all basic meas-

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

ADDITIONS, GARAGES, BASEMENT & KITCHENS. CALL CHUCK
259-4348
ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL
Carpentry & General Con-

GIRL FRIDAY

Transportation company needs
top girl at air COnC.11110110(1brOlICII
office near O'Hare Airport.
An outstanding opportunity for
a rewording career.

HARPER COLLEGE

opening for a Receiving In.

.

Shipping and Receiving Clerk

CUSTOM HOME -ROOM

Z 0 men ea.

references, Spanish speaking

IVY

tool and die maker. Work con
sists of repair and mainte
nonce on high sperl progres-

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

vailable. 358.3411.

C

Cleaning lady, 2 days wk., exp'd,

SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Res Pl. 297 3535

opening for an experienced

INSPECTOR

Inspector

7 yards for $21. Half loads a-

ra

us00e 6,

c.)

Wanted: lady to care for
children, my home, days, Call

Free to you.

We are a leading manuf oc
surer in the field of electro
mechanical products with an

We are a leading manufacturer of electromechanical

.

Machine Fabrication and Assembly.

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

26-Helo Wanted Women

way of doing things. A friendly
manner is what he wants
he'll teach you everything else.

.

products

11 -Business Services

394 0881)
66 '1705

sure they're
patients make
comfortable 'til Doctor is

component manufacturer has excellent position
open for experienced mold
maker. Primary responsibility
to Include repair and maintenance on compression molds
Excellent starting
and pr
rate and steady overtime.

Arlington Heights

1.D. & O.D. Grinder

Piano

Reading, Math, 55-1/2 hr; $10 -hr.
CALL evenings 358-2258

og ua,,,

1 516 W. Northwest
Hwy.

or organ.
Course 6 weeks, 510.00
827-6603
BARON'S

Beginners.

9 S. Donlon
6028 Dempster

Excellent company benefits.

OLDSMOBILE, INC.

RECEIVING

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

Miss Paige
In Arhoglon Heights

BUTLER
O'Hare Field

its

formation.

686-7061

33 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

With Expanding Machine Shop

Piano lessons

Call Miss Paige for more

hustle bustle of this all public
contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome Is seat

Phone 253=234'0

Wanted For Permanent Positions

15-Husicess Personals

ing personality this young. but
successful .Pediatrician will
train you to greet parents, ans.
phones, set up appointment
schedule. Age is open. Free.

BEGINNER O.K.

APPLY OPERATIONS OFFICE

MARTIN J. KELLY

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

University, Carbondale. 1st
quarter '69. Wants personal at
ties. 381-5260.

255-7200

See AL DI VITO

CALL 537-1100 (8 AM to 4:30 PM)OR VISIT US AT
777 Wheeling Road, Wheeling, Illinois

Southern

student with doily living activi-

TO US ...

t

entering

Experienced only,
Large volume shop.

$3.23

A COMPANY WITH A- FUTURE

Alexius Hospital at 2:30 P.M.
starting July 1. 392 5778

with cleIrlren and hove a pleas

do lite typing, enjoy working

If you like working with Is meet
Mg people, you'll love the

ing aviation industry.

building permits. Salary open.

9 Paid Holidays Cafeteria - 15c Per Hour Shift Premium Free Major Medical & Life Insurance -: Pension Plan - Many

ice on all makes. Free boners.,

394 0880

966 0700

DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

Top Rate

AAA 1 Hearing Air Repair Serv

Dempster

is re

guired to be trained as the
rece, tionisl for this popular
children's doctor. If you cep:

Doctor's
Reception
Trainee $500

dinances and for processing

SERVICE WRITER

$3.53

Top Rate

'

SET-UP MEN

14 -Personals

OR,
IF YOU
LIKE, YOU

392-3500

$3.831/2

FOIL ROLLER TRAINEE

Rose, Palatine. 358-5848

4'

1700 Hicks Rood (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

Experienced
MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

FOUND: Pair horn rim young
sters glasses vic. Lions Park, Mt.
255-3028
Prospect. Identify.
Lost: Brown Siamese cot w/red
collar vic. Pleasant Hills Blvd. &

Donlon

6028

.

13 -Lost and Found

RECEPTION

$550 MONTH

In Arlington Heights

392-3500

EKCO

the V.F.W.

and

DOCTOR'S

Miss Paige

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Our sincere appreciation. to the
Eastern

Chicago

5353 W. Armstrong (near Elston 8 Central)

'Excellent opportunity for experienced mechanical inspector to -perform in -process
Inspection on machine assembled parts. Knowledge of
measuring gauges helpful but
not necessary. Air-conditioned
plant. Excellent starting rote.

BABY

training period. Free.

Mon., thru Fri., 8:30 a.m. to 8

sive

INSPECTOR

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

Star

BEELINE FASHIONS

New warehouse in Des Plaines
needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

available for

48
74

house

380 Meyer Road
Bensenville
766-2250
Interviewing hours:

WAREHOUSEMAN

TOOL ROOM OPPORTUNITIES

22

area. This fine, young dentist
will completely train you. His
office is lovely, with the latest
in dental technology and he is
quite busy. You'll greet every
one, help them relax, then di.
rect them to the dental chair.
Very high starting saldry, with
a substantial raise alter short

citifies.

70
31
21

light

training. Free.
Miss Paige
In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966-0700
6028 Dempster

Located in the W. suburban

keeping in our warehouse fa

THE. NVF COMPANY

.

- RECEPTIONIST

JANITOR

Des Plaines, Ill.
MR. ERBER:
827 8861

Real Estate -

'DENTIST AS

We now hove pn opening for
a part time CUSTODIAN.
Hours ore from 5:45 p.m. to
9:45 p.m.
Duties involve

seen her on T.V.) will have you
assist her in all aspects of this
position which includes dealing with the di art no suilinu).
demonstrating the product,
attending conventions where
the product is sold and learn
ing about the advertising. Excellent location, complete

ASSIST YOUNG

9 S.

WANT ADS.

SAW OPERATORS
MACHINE OPERATORS

Real Estate -Apt. -Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91

Famouspersonality

(1 blk W. of York Rd.)
3 blks N. of lrvina Park Rd.

259-8083

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Needs

14
85

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

439-5510

DRIVERS

69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56

RECEPTION

$555 MONTH'
(You've

1628 RAND ROAD
DES LAMES

Neptune Systems Inc.

EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY

Ad # A 121

Nursery Schools -

LADY HALLMARK, 800 E. North
west Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

MOTORS, INC.

Are you Interested in additional
income on part time or full

OR

927-6908

pension

SHOW ROOM

Call Jan Roberts at 394 1000,

LADENDORF

will be port janitorial

Duties

Now available in your area.

24 -Help Wanted Men

In Memoriam515

including

WILL TRAIN

5425 575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

New facilities, excellent work
ing conditions, full company
benefits,
plan.

65 Scott St., Elk Grove Vii.

Hwy Mt. Prospect.

Home Fu rn ishi ngs-

SWBD-RECEPT.

MECHANICS

and port utility. Driver's license
Is required.

439 -5510

Northwest

E.

EXPERIENCED

HANDYMAN

machinist.

-

Personals

877-7880

p.m.

25imploymentligencies-Women

25-Emplowwwd kencles-Women

APPLY TO MR. ORTH

24

(To Rent)

392-1830

A mature man with some ex
penance with machine shop
tools. Does not need to be a

1

Furniture..
Industrial Property

NEWS AGENCY

MT.

.

2

27
26

thru Saturday. Parma position. CALL

..
.

800

ADDITIONAL
MONTHLY INCOME
5150 to $200. It's available
working 4 hrs., 5 evenings per
week doing light office cleaning. Our phone is open until 9

bonus -profit sharing

SONNEL,

24 -Help Wanted Men

244Ielp Waited Men

Man with car or truck wanted
to work from 4 a.m. to 7 a.m.,

20

Auction Sales --

o

2441.0 muted ma

SP 4 8585
'1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

7215 W. Touhy

-

Elk Grove Village

Thursday, July 3, 19b9

Page 18

r

Of hallt housework a few hours

Excr711eor oano:Pritity available

the Opt.

WAITRESSES

col.- Field. Sheik' be soles
minced. Excellent salary, fringe
benefits and working condi
lions. Apply or:

NEEDED I uR PEG'
COCKIAIL LOUNGE
Lunches and Dinners
COUNTRYSIDE INN

for women to

SALESLADY FOR DRESS SHOP
APPI Y IN PERSON

STEWARDI SHOPPE

LEE OPTICAL

716 Center Si Des Plaines

Mt. Prospect Plaza
Mt. rnsorrcr,

We are a leader() electronic.; component manufacturer who
has 2 positions available for girls with 3.6 hours of college
accounting or high school bookkeeping & experience. Some
typing required. Excellent opportunity for advancement. We
offer all company benefits: Attractive Storting Salary, Life
Insurance Pension Plan & Medical Plan.

Apply or Call:

Tit

392 9344

Village

439-3510

827 6628

'492-0496

FULL OR PART TIME

EXPERIENCED

Crosley refrig., gas stove, Westinghouse washer & dryer auto
mark. Best Offer. 392 1486.

1st er 2iirl Shift

SNACK BAR
MANAGER

Pool table - $260 value for $75;
8 MacGregor tourney irons, $25.

Excellent pay Good benefits

Large cast iron flower pot, 2 &

WOMEN

profit

-

Clean light work. Miele looter
my of Teflon Parts. No experi
perience riecessroy, will trail].
Many fringe benefits. Cons
;ably Pcrid Profit Sltting. Cull
or apply

UNIMATIC MACHINE
PRODUCTS, INC.

3' tall.

Frigidaire washer, 3 years old,
excellent condition, 560.

DISCOUNT STORE

299-8362.
11,000 BTU GIBSON AIR SWEEP.

2995 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows

An'egual opportunity employer

Used

392-0190

LIGHT TYPING

SECRETARY

ary. Salary 5425 ci month.

Cumberland Area

APPLY MRS. GLEDHILL

Des Plaines

BUTLER

AVIATION

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

O'Hare Field

Sale dressers,
dishes,
etc. July 3 5. 1130 Stork
PI (Waycinden Park) Des Pl.
Gar.

Garage Sale 711
P.
Furaxtotties,

CALL MR. MAY

for

GENERAL OFFICE

girls

varied office duties. Good
starting salary with fringe ben-

Gar. Sale July 5.6 and 9 -10th, 9

SECRETARIES

THOMAS

friendly air condi
Good
office.
tioned
salary, paid vacation
and holidays, profit sharing, hospitalization.
our

a
1657 Shermer Rood
Northbrook

TYPISTS
STENO'S
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
Work a :TEMPORARY JOB
Days or Weeks
Your Choice -TOP PAY

Never a fee -Referral Bonus
Work in your area.

COME IN AND REGISTER

cal appliances; clothes; tool
box; Hurst 3 sp. shift, snow

tires, much mist.
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

yr. --crib, high chair,
dresser, refrigerator.

437 9400

1

30" KENMORE GAS RANGE

be

Excellent condition
358-6669

27-11e1P WantedMen Women

beneficial in this position.

Experience
years:.

preferred

CL 3.2097

Ac

drawer National
Register, electric, $50.
392-0410
Four

Experience preferred but

will train applicant who
has figure aptitude and

(2 5

likes
caulk.

An mnIellerg. opportunity with

a fast growing modern inc.

public
ExLellutit

contact
salary,

many benefits.

Excellent fringe benefit
program in our modern, air
conditioned offices.
Apply
try.

20" roll -around fan thermostat

MOUNT PROSPECT

"The enjoyable bunk"

297-3400
1555 Times Drive Des Plaines

'

for

12,

Wheat China, good condition,

ditioning equipment contact.

M. Kokes

JOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 359-3200

259 4000
An equal opportunity employer

.21711e!p Wanted -Men " Women

White Collar Girls

OP AMERICA. INCORPORATED
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

now that we have your attention

Vestern Electric
has

Work this Summer as a KELLY
GIRL. KELLY GIRLS are making
Top Money, KELLY GIRLS are
meeting new people, KELLY
GIRLS are doing new things
-TEMPORARY:

STENOGRAPHERS

iISTS AND SECRETARIES

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR

Experienced KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
FULL TIME 71/2. hours - 5 day week

PART' TIME 4:15 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.

REGISTERED LAB TECHNICIAN
(A.S.C.P.)

Work Monday thru Fiiday in our modern regional center
Attractive Starting Salary
Outstanding Benefit Pod;ccje
Rapid Progre:::,ion
10% Night Work Bonus

PLUS PLENTY OF GREAT OFFICE
ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE

TOP MONEY!!! TOP MONEY!!!
-

Come in for these FUN jobs.

CALL BARB ROSS

827-8154
606 LEE STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

S E 1=INi ICES

Platinum

best offer. 439 Q797.
Far intormation about the FINEST
'Nobel softeners & water con.

STATE BANK

INDUSTRIES

service

APPLY OR CALL - MONDAY THRU FRIDAJ

Josie cards

Your Guide
To the best
Real Estate
Values in
The Northwest Suburbs!

or

Mir). Schnauzer Puppies.
Very Rem AKC. M & F

pooer 51. Ben Franklin Store
1920 So. Wolf Rd. Wheeling

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

35E1 2699

$55; 12 ga. auto. shot gun, V.R.
adj. cke. $150; 12 go. pump adj.
cke. $100; 20 ga. 3" mag. V.R.F.
cke. $150; 22 rifles/4x scopes
$65; 827 7314 before 2:30

8 piece modern Elm dining room
set by Drexel in excellent con
dition. CIS 7280.

3 adoroble 6 week old

FREE:

GUNS FOR SALE

homes.

kittens to good
trained. CL 5 2193

Box

2
1

deliver. Cash or Terms.
537 1930

good condition.
297 356
Antique white & gold

Kittens for sale kittens looking
for a loving owner; inquire
-

299-3590.

71/2 h.p. Mercury Outboard no,

AKC POODLE PUPS
SHOTS, 8 WEEKS, BLACK/WHITE,

tor. (LOW MILEAGE)

SAILBOAT, 11'8" fiberglass,
Dacron sail, alum. mast. Price
incl. trailer. 253.4722 aft. 5.

$80.541.1036

JUST ARRIVED!

dinette tbl &
w/hutch; 3 yr. old
washer & dryer.

6

BEST OFFER.

824.6987

Sewing macnine. Slightly used.

2 beautiful IRISH SETTER 1/0)55

blind f,ems in dresses,
makes button holes, sews buttons
on,
',anagrams and fancy
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service
guorantee.

'66 Thompson 19', 90 horse Evin

2

AKC, mole and female. Also
male BEAGLES, AKC, plus
mixed puppies arid kittens

52190

$64.05 TAX INCLUDED

Complete soiling rig for Grumman aluminum canoe, excellent

TOWN & COUNTRY

OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

PET SHOP

FOR FREE DELIVERY

cond., $135. CL 5.4672.

In Old Town
Downtown Palatine
Palatine
17 N. Bothwell

2 man Kayak, inflatable, 9 air
chambers, back rest, carrying
case, & foot pump $55.

Coll
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

358-6563

529-3148.

1312)469.7204

1,

297-4923/537-4046 after 5 or on
wkends

359-4444

Want to LEASE RESTAURANT
and/or LOUNGE Frank 894.5672,

Timber Lake Village
1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

Howe, 7,5.0827

ments.

TRANSFERRED -young
includes

392.5080 between 98.5.

oil

con.
MT. PROSPECT

apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. Frorn $187.50
including appliances, heat,

cooking gas, master TV an
balcony,

fOrrns,

rec.

free way of life, too, be-

cause a private lake,
private park, private
pool, community center
playgrounds, shopping
center, theatre, even an
executive office park
will "be part of the
community. The result?
You can play, vacation,
entertain, -shop, work
where you live.,
MORE
SPACIOUSNESS,
MORE VALUE TOO!
Wall to Wall carpeting /

Terrace/ Air conditioning/ Westinghouse
cu.

weekend at
Good terms
buyer.

July 1, 5225 766.1492

apartment!

ft.

refrigerator -freezer,
range hood, wall oven
and range, dishwasher,
disposer in many apartments / Drapery rods installed / Built-in . telephone jacks/ Free parking / 6 -story fireproof,
soundproofed elevator
buildings / laundry
rooms / Storage rooms.

Peas.

Studios from $140
IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

956-2642

EGULARLY!
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

bedroom ranch. Separate
dining room. 2 baths. 2 cur
attached garage. Family
room. $31,900. Don Hansen,
3

Realtors.

253.6920
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

6 room ranch, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, We car all. garage,
carpeting,

894.13647

S -S,

18 -To Rent Business Property

BRADSHAW
658-5661

1050 sq. ft., heat & water, ideal
for service business. Medinah

646 S. Main, Algonquin
POP. 3,000 + 3,000
(4 blocks S. of 62 on 31)

area. 529 5813.
86 -Real Estate louses

INVEST IN REAL ESTATE
$42,500

PALATINE

$49,750

RESEDA

Brick & Cedar 4 bedroom Colonial.

21/2

drapes, built-ins,
patio cover.
assumable

gutters,

$ 28,900.
mortage.

41/2%

439.3044

BRICK BRICK BRICK
Built to last is this large 9
room bungalow. Full
basement. 2 car garage.
Huge well -kept lot 77'x
190'. Home offers income
potential.

Large house converted to 5 furnished units, + second 2 BR unfurnished house. All on 3/4 acre. Pays
for itself.

Priced in Mid 30's

REALTORS
Al2MIGO

,

611101D1WIST NWT.

baths.

tits PUIMIS

Carpeting, hardwood trim & floors. Paneled family
room with fireplace. Paneled basement. Separate

014

workshop. CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING. Slate foyer. Mint condition.

296-6655

$40,900

$64,900
BARRINGTON
Remodeled farmhouse on 21/4 acres. Exceptional

Better than new 4 bed-room, 21/2 bciths, family

decor. 125 x 35 Barn --suitable for many uses, passible remodeling to 2nd house.

garage, built

and 3

Bedroom Apartments
from $185

READ and USE
DAYWANT ADS

only $12,500.
to responsible

Avail. 8 1 69, 3 bdrm tri level
duplex. 2 baths, fireplace, car
peting. $210 per mo. Hoffman
Estates.

For Fast Results

taxes

countryside lot. Separate dining room. Gas heat. See this

76 -To Rent Houses

,Get a complete, care-

screens.

2 bedroom cottage with full
basement on a large double

Itasca, 3 bedrm home, 1r/3 car
garage, newly decorated, avail.

than just an

$39. :00 1313 Wood La 2 :6 5171

1/2

COUNTRYSIDE
COTTAGE

distanceto shopping center.
1290 N. Westgate Rd. 253 6300

Get More for
your rent

S., S.,

528,900. 392-7262.

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking

ment

air, w/w crptg.,

Mt. P. by owner, 3 bdrm. ranch.
.R., D,R., Ig. Kit., ott'd garage,
patio, fenced lot 70 x 185', I blk,
schools, nr. park & pool. Drapes,
carpeting, alum. awnings,

1

patio,

2

D.R.,

acre, extras, low 30's. 437 0551

Westgate Apts.
& 2 bedroom
Ultra -deluxe

tenna,
room.

bdrm. ranch,

baths, loc.

Prospect Hts. Open House. 11/2
old 3 bdrm. bilevel face

yr.

brick, all sides, 2 car att. gar.,
paneled rec. rm., ceramic kitch.
& baths, patio, sodded lawn,
custom drapes & carpeting.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

ELK GROVE 4

tage, yr. round 2 bodon, home.
alum. siding, lg., /ight carpeted
E.R. garage, scenic, trees, low
taxes, low 520's. 5262888.

hospital

supply salesman w/1 child. Call

439-4100

1444 S. Busse

environ-

14

rentals

Arl. Hts. 4 bedrens., 2 baths,
built ins., fornily rm. with fireplace, bsmt., ' 2 car garage,
253 7876
534,900.

Wairconda, 50' Bangs Loke fron-

82 -Wanted To Rent

MT. PROSPECT

cooking gas.

total

kitchen with

exc.

Palatine location with or without
offices. Quick occupancy.

North Shore Trace, $165 with

heat; avail. Aug.

building,

new

ft.

3,000

appliances, heat, hotwoter &

the new

2

bedrm. ,opt.

1

SWIMMING POOL

Live in

1,

Sublet deluxe

86 -Real Estate -Houses

18 -To Rent Business Property

14 -To Rent Apartments

$78.500
OPEN HOUSE Sunday July 6 2-5 PM

room, basement, 2 car
in
oven/range, dishwasher,
disposal. Beautiful land-

LONG GROVE

scaping., Extras galore

Secluded 31/2 -acres adjoining -Twin -Orchard Coun-

Draperies, carpeting,
etc. Immediate posses-

try Club. Fabulous view. Tri-level lannon stone and
clapboard. 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, family room, wet
bar, screened porch, 2 fireplaces: 2 car attached

garage, garden

shed.

AIR

CONDITIONING.

Swimming pool 40 x 20 kidney shaped.
Directions: North on Hwy. 83 to Hilltop Rd. Right
before Skycrest Animal Clinic to house.

3800 Golf Road
'

choirs
Kenmore

Oval

Sews

100 HP Mercury, tandem trailer,
new camper canvas. 529-9411.

Gator trailer.

Baby

Grand, Louis XV, perfect cond.;
9' round Wunder Weave carpet,
Peacock, 3 matching loss rugs;

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

20' Grady white Cabin cruiser

rude,

room furniture .for sale,

crying

AKC. best offer. 529 8667

aluminum boat. 259 4823

4

model homes. Will separate. We

Shetland sheep, dog, looks like
miniature Collie, Female 8 mos

forward & reverse, for canoe or

chairs, green with

Prov.

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

2 long hair
DACHSHUNDS
$75 each. AKC, 5 weeks old.
439 5344

TRADE 71/2 HP outboard gd. cond.

Fr.

gold $80; gold blush couch 5170.
298 6381. 8801 Dee Rd..

Pedigree Toy, male Poodles,
brown, I Phantom, 259 9082
weekdays after 5 pm

atm & trailer $650. CL 5.2688

Tri color

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call
439 2690

AKC

MINIATURE SCHNAUZERS

M. & F. 6 weeks 394-0595.

YOU saved and slaved for wall
to wall carpet. Keep It new with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-

Sensible

8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.

956-2641

AKC Registered, champ. sired,

ESTATE
Clas zed REAL
Residential Commercial Vacant

-

Full

&

259-9138
FREE BEAUTIFUL KITTENS,

259-9048

marked cluvrn.
MOUNT' ROSPECT
BOOK NOOK
259 9024
119 S. Emerson

Soft Water 55,00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
-+1:9-32"0(.1
-255.1107--

358.6059 after 6 p.m.

27 -Help Wanted Men a Women

COLLEGE GALS!
TEACHERS!

Cosh

control $35; couch & chair $50.

CORTRON

stationery

6 -WEEKS OLD.

9 weeks old, box irained.
392-7783

$350 value, I year old, sacrifice
$150. 537-0101

CL 37008

PRE JULY INVENTORY SALE!

WestinghoOse washing machine,
good condition,
best offer.
298 4953 after 5 p.m.

TELLERS

AKC pedigreed poodles, 3 jet 61,
sin ruin, excell. bloodlines 8 wks,
5100 or 'l 537.0797.

I

All

CL 3-7951

CHIHUAHUA PUPPIES

Loving toy poodles, males, silver
or white, AKS. 299.5973.

1/7 price -5155. 259.2368

Lg. swimming pool w/accessores; 12" 8. 19" port. TV; child's
oys $ bikes; air condition &
sheet metal parts; 8 met Kodak
camera w/attach. 259-7727.

Mole Silver POODLE, 3 years
old, AKC, best offer.

& Sond, I
Brass Drum, Tom Tom, Snore.

motor w/elec. starter & gen

raising project. 259-9461.

raised, 6 wks. 296 3669

16

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

19. Cymbal
Top Hot & stand,

16' Dunphy boat 40 HP Evinrude

3 chrs; 36" Kenmore range $25
hula hoops 1.2000; excel', fund

8.

CL 9 0238

gd. cond.

1

carving knife, china, silver, oil
painting, good fern. 381-7120

PALATINE

Portable Hoover washer, 7 mos.
old, $100 or best offer.

r50 E. Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

2.5 years experience In
counts Receivable would

yr. old window fan,

or larger. 956 1443.

WATER CONDITIONING CO.

(N.C.R.)

I

3 sp, intake & out, 24" by $8"

RAINSOFT

RECEIVABLE

triple

255.9071

Great buy,

PAYABLE CLERK

who have had previgus office experience as

Hts. July 4 5. Antiqued
bedrm. set, other Turn.; electri
Arl.

6

ACCOUNTS

COLLEGE STUDENTS'

MovingGar. Sale: 707 Ivy La,

Phone Mrs. Cole for App't

ACCOUNTS

TEACHERS

-

Work close to home in

272-1000

NUMEROUS SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE FOR
OIL

Gar. Sale: 2 pc. sectional -5100,
$65,
Westinghouse ref rig.
Iron -rite mangle - $25, Roper
5125, twin beds gas stove
$75 & much misc. 510 S. Can data Mt. P. 255.0566.

TYPIST

Call or visit:

central telephone company of Illinois

Chicago.

HOFFMAN ESTATES

Mr. E. Surek

5. Bargains for everyone. 24

to

5,0 :0 BTU an concleinner

,to 20 plat 000. clebulairlifier

Ave an Bloomingdale Rd.,

Wheaton.
Ludwig. Drum Set:

Poodles, Min. AKC, blacks &
brown, M/F. 5125/5150. Nome..

42 -Wanted to Buy

CLEARING LAND. Evergreens,
Pereraiels and Shade Trees 50c
and up. 2 blocks South of North

Mobil air fan, Osterizer, elec.

20% off. Hundreds of books

Vintage tables, mirrors, lanterns,
other unusual items. Fri. 57; Sot
10.5; Sun. 1-5. 5741 W. Irving,

ENGINEERING INC.

For More Information

CENTEL
SYSTEM

frumberland area)

N. Emerson, Mt, P. - Coffee.

PHONE MR. CUNNINGHAM
358-5800

Dictaphone typists. Biller
typist. Marketing clerk.

3,

Mature woman
efits._

for sharp beginners.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Gar. Sole: June 30 flee July

9 to 9. 563 Amherst, Des Plaines.

with biller -typist experience plus

with experience, others

2004 Miner St.
DES1PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919

games, records, misc.
3719 Oriole En. Rolling Mead.
books;

ings at various

No Experience Necessary

candy

Garage Sale: July 2 & 3. Fern.;

There's a place for you
at Culligan International
Headquarters in Northbrook. We have openlevels - some

Mt.

Pine,

fresh
mist., July 1, 2, & 3.

824-0181

GIRLS

N.

with children, 827 4341

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

18,500 BTU, 220 volt, like new,

TV's,

686 7061

month; cools 5 rooms.

AIR CONDITIONER, Sears,
31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Beau Champ sired Schnauzer
pups, 7 wks. old, home raised

cond, 5100. 259-0171

Must socrif. $175. 259.8241

Go -Kart, motorized, as is, $55;
Sears' 26 in. boy's bike, needs
tire, $15. 392-7838

THE DAY DOES IT!

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

1

Magnavox color TV, never
used, beautiful cabinet; Necchr
Etna automatic zig zog, sewing
machine, both very reasonable.

.22 & 9inm pistols $50; .25 pistols

392-8528

TOPPS

150 Gaylord Elk Grove Village
439 7400

RECEPTIONIST

392-2787.

Ste Mr. Ellison

HALOGEN PLASTICS

Inunediate opening Somme
employment, full time tc repo,
p

b M.'s or Nights
CONTACT MISS HECHT

machine Morioka
wrier near O'Hare nee .r3 ex.
perienced bookkeeper. Good

(LOCATED ON RAND RD. NEAR DEMPSTER)

Air conditioner, GE, 5,000 BTU,
padded head
S40; Twin,
boards $ frames 515 392 1979
Overhead sliding single garage
door, 2 bikes -20". Best °Het,: _

Em: client salary

44 -Dogs, Pets and Eqwpment

$20; Distr. 251 7385.

550. 437-4049.

MALE OR FEMALE

Growing

and

Used 105000 BTU gas furnace,
new motor, completely wired

NURSES
ASSISTANTS.

Elk Grove Industrial

NCR 441 COMPUTRONIC

fringe benellis
sharing.

FL 9-0622

handle agents and some

31 -Boats and Manna Supplies

Adjusts to
Tecny tilt frame
boats 16 1,000 lb. like new

463.2356;or 267-3128.
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. oat
$200 sac. $35; hideia bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"

135,11111 LA14,1101010115, $325

:.+1N TAO MRS. ERMAN
827 6623

purchosing. Growing Northwest
lighting concern.

I W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.

TRW ELECTRONICS

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

All clefts Ai:hirable

Soctotoi'ictl Wdtk

Goric-

2064 S. Mannheim Rd.
Des Plaines
Call 296 6181

666 GARLAND 299-6629 DES PLAINES

& MAIDS

GIRL FRIDAY.

FULL CHARGE
BOOKKEEPER

ACCOUNTING CLERKS

HOUSEKEEPING

eekie. CI 3-0820.

Ono col. 2I/7 2650 Aft. 6 p.m

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise
23

CARRIER air conditioner, 11,000
BTU, ,I year old. 437.0586
after 6:30 p
Yoshio,' TL Super SLR, built-in
light meter, Tokumor Pentax,

Iccis ifi.r.ds high ,_I,00l girl

Reliable womon nceded full in.
for 3 pre school children. Refer.,

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

32 Miscellaneous Merchandise

27 -Help Wanted -Men' Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

sion

BRUNS

QUINLAN & TYSON
Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

255-6320
358-1502
894,1330

(Highway 58, just east of Highway 531

Western Electric
V AAAAA CUM VS 111111 IIPPIY YET 111, TYI SILL HMI

An Equal Opportunity Employer
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Corner South Rohlwing Rd.
and Northwest Hwy.
just west of
Remo 53 rulutine, denies

359-5050
Another Residential
Community by Winston
Development Corporation,

PdfieNteVte4.

358-1800
434'E. Northwest Hwy.,
Palatine, III.

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

VACANT ON RAND ROAD (Rt.
12) In booming N. section of Arl.
Hts. Agora), l/2 acre next to lg.
vacant & on potential come:.
Zoned 8.2. $2.50 per sq. ft. Write
Box 1200, Day Publications, 217
S. Ar1.1711s. Rd. Arl. Hts., Ill. 60005.

Thursday, July 3, 1969

auto shopping center

Tbe 313apl.
NEW SPINET PIANO, WALNUT,
5399. BARON'S
827-6603 ASK FOR MIKE

rack, like new tires, $1100.

CHEVROLET

4 speed Rally Sport V8, Power steering. All the goodies.

With utility side

Stocking

$1995
CL 3-B656

1964 Chevy Impala, red,

meat to make any sound
from "bubble
requirement
gum" to blues, and now offer
ing expert instruction on guitar,
bass or drums. Also featuring a

boxes.

Heavy duty throughout.

$1395

537-4487

factory air,

vised activity, 255.7019

Nursery School and Kindergarten with Day Care.

Qualified teachers
Excellent facilities
All day child core

P/S, auto. trans,

Open all year.

555 IRVING PARK f.".."*;).

NAZARENE
NURSERY SCHOOL

ROSELLE, ILL.

Mr. Prospect
1501 Linnernon
439.3405

1967 CARMARRO S/S
4 'Speed, Rally Wheels, Wide Ovals,

5 rooms, pal or fully fur rished.
GE stove, retrig., & dish, °shen.

VACATION '

rtr
ne,A.

DISCOUNT
$ALE!

CLEAN.

VERY

UNDER

10,000

674 3668.

TOYOTA '68 Crown wagon 6 cyl.
OHC, A/T, reclining buckets,
tape, low miles, exc. cond.,

Steering,

Like New White Wall Tires, As-

BRAND NEW
'69 DART
SWINGER

16' Travel trailer sleeps 5, stove,
icebox, elec. brakes, hitch & con.
troller. Mint condition $1100.
253.3153 aft. 4.

$2096

To Rent: '69 Wheelcamper, $75

1963 PONTIAC

4 Dr. Hardtop, Automatic, P.5. & P.B., Radio
Hooter, W/W Tires, Clean Car. Priced Right

second

car.

Perfect
Priced to sell at a low $1900.
Phone 255-7200 Mon. thru Fri.
Ext. #32
tro-Vents,

4 Dr. Sedan

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

-

$2296
BRAND NEW
'69 CHARGER

$2749

best offer. 894-6534 aft. 5.

'66 CADILLAC
Cpe. DeVille, Fact. Air-Cond.,
Every Avail. Opt., Mint Cond.

1962 HONDA 300 Dream.
1st $225 takes.
259-4526

$2792

1967 Yamaha

....

Speed, Big Eng., Buckets,
Racing Stripes, HOT, Mint
Cond,
4

$1688

'67 Yamaha YL I00, 5250, with
helmet, cover, license, & insur-

LA-TTOF

ance. 394-2660.

394.3714

'66 HONDA S-90, dark blue, exc

'64 T -BIRD
Auto.

Convert,,,, Radio,
Trans., Full Pwr.

$1292

296.3131.

' VOLKSWAGEN OF AMERICA,

ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

4
Mon thru Fri. 9.9
Sot. 9-6
Closed Sunday

g

z

IT Rack, Power Steering, Power Disc
A Brakes, Air Conditioning. Tinted

;1394424

4J Glass. Champagne Gold.#2186..

-

390 V-8, Black Vinyl Roof, Cruised.
Visibility Group. 8.25x15
matte,
Walls, Body Side Mouldings,
W
Power Steering, Power Disc Brakes,
DRear Window Defroster, Air Condi
tioning, Radio, Dual Rear Speakers,
y Tinted Glass. New Lime,# 1675
dro

B

0

0

THE DAY REACHES

Ton V 8 Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice
car. #1587
1963 METOR STATION WAGON
Beige V 8 Auto R.H. Good Trans. ortatio,,
# 2626A
1969 GALAXY 500 2 DR. HDT
S. #1,8
xEiLlk2. TooRp. HVDETT Auto R.H.

N

Howiian Bronze V 8 Auto R. Heater, 5. #P 591
/ v67 FORD 4 DR. G 500
BeIge V Xdiiii'S" At #C8A-..
'64 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

B

0

FOR

B

THE

L

'65 FORD

$585

BEST

'64 CHEVROLET
4 Dr., 6 Cyl., Auto. Trans., Ra-,
dio, Htr., Sharp. Perfect second
car!

$484

61 BUICK
Cony., One -Owner. Must

Be

Seen!

$395

4t401CDICAGIGIV

N

AUTOMOTIVE

DODGE CITY
CHICAGOLAND'S LARGEST
DODGE DEALER,

7250 W. DEVON
OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 10 P M.
DAY SUNDAY! . -

B

rEadTi c'8,
CCNVR

D

Y

two trunks
for the price
of one.

4AUF IC I -K\

Drop by. We'll

automatic

show you where the
engine is.

ler

MOTORS, INC
CL 5-6300

MOUNT PROSPECT

AUTO -PAGES

D

RAND

ROAD

transmission,

AND

B

394-2200

heat-

1969 COBRA 2 OR. HDT

'66

$1295
$1595 Y
$1195

radio,

automatic

heater,

$795
$1395
$1295
$2995

N
B

THROUGH

o
D.

$1995

Blue

$595
$3495

2 dr, HDT Dark green 390 V 8 auto I:5 air con

$1995

FRIDAY

Y

1969 MACH I
Rod 427 R, air Auto PS. "B Ready to go #1,887
1968 FAIRLANE

AIKEY

Fa PL
IN

D

$1495 Y

Green, Fury III, V-8, automation transmission,

JIM

B

$2195
$1295 B

rste STATIONering#P W9°1
VOLKSWAGENWAGON

power steering, radio, heater. #2761A
'65 VOLKSWAGEN

S

0

trans-

'8617"PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON

MONDAY
HENRY

radio,

MUSTANGCONVERTIBLE
White, V-8, automatic transmission, radio, heat8
er.#
'65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
7in7c1er,
automatic transmission. Power
steering, radio. # 2771A

blue. # P903
68 MUSTANG
V.8, black, radio, heater,
mission, power

0

$495
$2295

Indian Fire V 8 4 speed trans R.H. #P 896

U

John

nice

White V 8 Auto .S. #2144A
'68 DODGE 3/4 TON PICKUP # 898A

'66 CHEVELLE 4 DOOR HT
V-8, automatic transmission,

MUFICH
Mte Prospect

VOYN
530 W. Northwest
Highway

CLASSIFIED

1

MUFICH
MIL'. Pros

real

transmission,

.6#42

er.#

John

Iry
l'Buick on Rand!"
e>4.)

steer.

FORD769A COUNTRY SEDAN

0

John

power

MUSTANG 2 , 2 GT
Turq. V 8 Auto R., H, .5. #2u69A
'65 CHEVROLET IMPALA CPE
1

c

THE
l_L

$2495

'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR
automatic transmission,
V-13,
i" g46#7

SHOP

ki.4441%

$1395 g

'66 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE
Stick, 6, radio.# 2782A
1968 DODGE s!4 TON PICKUP

V.8,

MOVED!

:11 6
69955 OI
N

27A48

Blue

BUYS!

$5695

'67 PONTIAC GTO
big motor,

'V6-38,IMaPAutLAomCcitPicE

MUFIC H
John

695 U

4speed,rcidio, realN cyleEORnT.I#2E763 ,4

N

For Free Credit Check
Coll:

Cee Eddy

T

Red, automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, loaded.# 2037A
'66
4
spTeReldlMbPi

"-Mi.'.

$1395195

$$11 :99.55 TB

'65 POLARA

Custom 4 Dr. Htp., Radio,
Heater, Loaded with EXTRAS.

0

Aqua Blue #1250A
196 DODGE SUPER B
Burgundy loaded with everythin:i. #2180CX
'67 FORD CUSTOM 500 4 DOOR
V-8, automatic transmission, power steering,
air conditioning.#2691A
DODGE,61976F9ORD

4

The VW
Fastback:
The only car
that gives you

0

$$$ 311 922 .99

'69 CORVETTE

WE'VE

$989'

95

U

Heater,

4. Ready.

$495

Black, 10 passenger, automatic transmission,
radio, heater, power steering, air cond;tionina.# 2339A

Y

'65 MUSTANG

4 Dr. Htp., Radio, Air, Full Pwr.
WIN'S, Bal of Fac. Warr. Sharp

$2995

1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK

ROO E`. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. CL 9-4100

$888

Y

1 '68 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

111

S.

;1359659

Al USED CARS Al

r

YOUR KIND

-

D '69 LTD 2 -DR. HARDTOP

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY. 392-6300

INC.
Auto. Trans., Radio,
Full Power, Sharp.

d.

T AM Radio, Tint Glass, Wheel Covers. ;1339114

CALL 255 4188

1965 Suzuki motor bike, CCM.
50, 830 miles, best offer.

Cruiseomatic,

Roof,

Now Lime. #1769

,

cond. Must see to appreciate,

$1494

Vinyl

8.25515 White Walls, Power Steering,
Power Front Disc Brakes, Air Cond.,

\ ARLINGTON HTS.

1

Big Eng., Spt. Cpc.

$$$

REINGTIO
DODGE

PLEASE DRIVE CAREFULLY.

owner. Ap1967 HONDA 90.
prox. 200 miles. 5275.

'67 GTO 4 -SPEED

69 GALAXIE 500 2 -DR. HARDTOP

OPEN EVENINGS CLOSED SUNDAYS
431 1,76

$325

'67 BARRACUDA

Aqua. #1608

.

180 Electric

Y.

Gulf ;1362579

must see!

BUT REMEMBER

1966 YAMAHA 80 cc, low mile
age, excellent condition $250 or

D

er Steering, Power Disc Brakes, Factory
Air Conditioning, MA Radio, Dual
Rear Speakers, Tinted Glass.

Black

OF PEOPLE!

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

B

V.8, Cruiseomatic, Visibility
Group, 8.55/05 White Wall, Luggage

ON THE 4TH

engine w/std.
x 14 wide ovals.
trans. 4
Make offer. 259-4528

'64 Chevy 284

$33325'

390 CID, V.8, Bucket Seats and Con
solo, Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic, Visibility Group, 8.55x15 White Walls, Pow-

'61 IMPERIAL

$95 DN.

0

'69 XL 2 -DR. HARDTOP

D

HAVE FUN

or 595.0090, aft. 6 p.m.

'69 CORONET

V-8, Black. Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic,
B7:35x14 White Walls, Console, Power
Steering, Air Conditioning, AM Radio,
O Tinted Glass. Black Jade. #1654

N

390

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SAT 9-5; CLOSED SUNDAY

wk. Dine & sleep 8, gas stove,
icebox, water supply. 279.5623

#1768

'69 LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE 10 PASS. WAGON

$795

BENDER-R1EGER
BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS

Full Wheel Covers, Royal Maroon $31 468

io,

$1395

Only

1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA

Power

Trans., R&H

Black Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic TransVisibility
mission, Electric Clock,
Group, 825 x 15 White Walls, Power
Li Steering, Power Disc Brakes, AM Rad,

$595

V-8,
Power, Auto.

1964 CADILLAC CONVERTIBLE
Full Power, Radio, Heater, Fine Condition

Fully equipped

"Red",

$795

COOPE

'62 CHEV.WAGON

'65 MUSTANG

$1595

1964 VOLKSWAGEN

$795

9795

$895

$253384

U '69 MUSTANG GRANDE 2DR. HARDTOP

Tempest, spotless
condition

Coupe, Automatic

$363962

#2052
'69 LTD 4 -DR. HARDTOP LUXURY SEDAN

'62 PONT. WAGN.

'67 MUSTANG

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

Green Grey in color, Two door
coupe, 307 V-8 Eng., Automatic
Transmission,

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

1964 COMET WGN.
Only

$2,000.253.7716.

MILES. 296-3990.

Automatic, P.S. & P.B., Runs Good. See & Saudi
Only

Perfect Second Car, Automatic
tr.

63 Ford station wagon, exc.
cond., P/S, R/H, 5650. Ask for
Dottie days 437 5920; Eves.

1968 FORD RANGER, 3/4 TON,

9195

1964 CHEVROLET IMPALA

877 2811

102 -Trucks, Trailers

$795

hardtop
with power

4 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING, $1795

$3,750 or best offer.

Centrally air cond., many extras
Real buy, 695 9440

Sedan

'67 POLARA

$4349250N

Cruiseomatic Transmission, Body Side
Mouldings, Full Wheel Covers, Radio
Special TearDrop Mirrors, Power
Steering, White Wall Tires. Now Lime.

T

'64 VOLKSWAGEN

4 dr.

1967 CHEVELLE

CL 3 9461

Live for less in beau. Adu't Park.

H.T.,

Dr.

R&H, Vinyl top. $2095

SHARP

rice shape. $675 firm.
98 -Mobile Homes

'68 CORNET 440

Extra's $1995

Automatic with Power. Only

Belaire Choy, standard

'69 FAIRIANE 2 -DR. HARDTOP

$195 DN.

Automatic,

1966 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE

'05

2 Tops

$1000
2

1968 Chevelle super sport. 396
8/seats console P/S, V/roof, R/H,
2

'65 CORVETTE

Demonstrator Save

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

2 Dr. Sedan, Stick, 128.1-1, Perfect Condition

'68 Thunderbird Landau
all power, air cond., like

'69 CHARGER

381-0899

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

cyl.

Visit our facilities any A.M.

529-7070

clean.

ing Rear Scat, Power Steering, Power
Disc Brakes, Air Conditioning. AM/FM
Stereo Radio, Tinted Glass. Candy
DApple Red. #2123

the equipment plus morel Stop in today

Many extras. CL 5-2253.

859 T

390 V-8, cruiteomatic transmission,
B F70x14 Wide Oval White Walls, Fold-

O

Factory Air Conditioning, Full Power, This car hos oil $2595

trans.,

U

il 201

0 '69 MUSTANG MACH 1

or Charger in Stock!

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

radio, like new
whitewalls $865. 537-5518.
stan.

ing sessions.

CEE EDDY'S

Diamond Green. #1848

Automatic Transmission, Traction lock
axle, Folding Rear Seat, Tilt Steering
Wheel, Forced Ventilation, Radio, Tint.
od Glass, Maroon. #2037

To Our Lot, On Any '69 Coronet, Polora,

1967 T -BIRD LANDAU

cond. $700. 439.4557
'65 Buick LeSabre, vinyl top, A/T,
air cond., elec. windows, P/S,
P/B. best offer. 255-2983

'65 Chevy Bel -Air, 4 dr. 6

before and after morn-

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS

ac's Finest Options, Full Power. Must Seel

cyl., excel.

8

$469769 B

AM/FM Stereo Radio, Tinted Glass,

B

For Anything You Can Push, Pull, or Carry

Factory Air Conditioning, equipped with Cadil-

'63 CHEVROLET, 9 pass. wagon,

ENPOLL NOW FOR FALL

OPEN SUNDAYS!

Vinyl Roof, 8.55.15 White
Walls, Power Windows, Tilt away
Steering Wheel, Air Conditioning

77'

THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

1967 CADILLAC ELDORADO

5795, CL 3.5645 after 5 PM

y

'69 T -BIRD 2 -DR. LANDAU

Gold. #2273

Ford Ranch wagon, 390,
P/S, extras, excel. cond., factory
warranty. 52500. FL 9.0739

DODGE DART G/T, 1964
Metallic Blue, power steering,

D

EXECUTIVE DRIVEN CARS

All Vinyl Trim, Courtesy lights, Lime

'68

evenings.

CL 3.8656

Exc. child care (age 2.61 my lic
homecomplete facilities. Super-

CHEVROLET

low miles,
537 2175

air cond.,

0

1969 DEMOS AND

U '69 FALCON 2 -DR. CLUB COUPE

'66 Malibou 4 dr. outo., radio,

392-8621

5900.

4 on

floor, 327, $1100. or best offer.

'65 Ford Galaxie 500, 2-dr. HT,

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON

'69 SHELBY COBRA GT FASTBACK

$250 takes. 259-4528

ex-

'64 Olds 88, 4-dr. H.T., full power, low mileage, runs good. Must
sell. Best Offer. 299.8770.

69 -Nursery Schools Child Care

$1195

Y

-tow

'63 Chevy 4 dr. 6 cyl. auto.
rebuilt trans., new brakes. 1st

'66 Buick Electra convertible, full
power, air-conditioned $1895.

Power steering.

D

N

Black

255.9168

'65 CHEVELLE, SS Sport,

edam.

9 passenger, V8 Automatic,

gd.

auto.,

cellent condition with snow tires,
$750.259-9461.

heavy LP and 8 track tope sele

1965 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

P/S,

1961 ELECTRA BUICK

yate. 296.1689.

finest in equip

the

824-3458, after 6.

V8,

Ford

'64 Barracuda P/S, P/B, 4 on fir.
R/H, under 25,000 miles. $850.
827-2765 after 6 per.

'63 Olds "98" 2 dr. HT, full pow, white bucket seats. $700. Pri-

204 Hicks Place
Palatine, Illinois
359 2251

1966 1 TON PICKUP

or best offer. 437-0326

B

BEST OFFER

MUSIC CENTERS

$1895

excellent 'condition. $525 cash.

0

TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE

Olds Cutlass 2 dr. sedan,
A/T, P/S, like new tires & tuneup.
Make offer. 259.4528.

'67 Olds 88, 4 door hardtop, P/S,
P/B, oir

-ellent mechanical cond. 5550

SAVE THIS AD
& SAVE MONEY

N

work. $25. CL 3.8052

537-2805

KUSTOM

1967 CAMARO

Coll

1111111111111111111111111111.11111111E2M111111111111111=1

'61

station

Classic

Rambler
wagon $95.
'61

Gibson amp., 10 in speaker, tremolo, like new $70; Shure mike.
515.253-4447

Ff' H,

mech. cond., needs some body

1965 Olds 88, air conditioned,
P/S, P/13, while walls, low mileage, $1350: Ct 9.1370

529 3140

'64 Ford Golasie 500, nil,
W;W, A, T, 80011 condition
after 5.1324 3775

'64 Ford Custom 2 -door, stick. 6,

'55

00

1966 MGB, green, wire wheels,
AM.FM, extras,
51,600. 6587479

1958, good condition, ex-

TR3

condition. Cl 3-700E1

T'A SIZE V1011r4
CASE EC BOW 5.15,

WICKSTROM

S/850. 3513.0527.

1963 FORD WAGON - Low mileP/R window. Mint
age, A/T,

Phone 824 6735 oft 5 PM

IS FROM

'64 Olds Starf ire coupe, buckets,
all exit as, full power, exc. cond.

ARLINGTON MOTORS INC.
253-2707

4 DRUM SET. 2 CYMBALS
WITH ACCESSORIES 5400

BE BEAT

$1295. 255.4322.

296-7339
WE BUY USED CARS!

7 W. Eastman, A.I. H.

THAT CAN'T

'66 Mustang cony. V8 stick, like
new engine, low mileage, private

'66 VW Sedan, radio, luggage

New stock Kay 12 string guitars
Special at 559.50, LI Rey MOM

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

(-

112 -Automobiles For Sale

55 -Musical Instruments

DEAL

1

DES PLAINTDS

U

N

8-0

730 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827,2163 D

Open Sunday

Open Sunday Y
SWaetuekrddaayys9-969

Thursday, July 3, 1969
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Crystal Lake Estates

Watch. Plants for Signs
of Nutrient Deficiency
Alert gardeners are con-

stantly on the watch for

in-

and diseases in their
yards. In fact. to he on the

sects

safe skid. the.. often spray to
eliminate these problems he
fore they occur.
Roses should he watched
for the first signs of mildew

Phosphorus lack can be

deficiency by

people. demand various
nutrients

If

their diets.

in

yellow between the
veins. More often. the leaves
heconie

There will also as contrasted
with a nitrogen lack, he a

often. correct

the

can

Should the 'lower leaves

cause

also

this growth

pattern. Examples are a soil
with too much lime, cold soil
of early spring. overwatering,
and nematodes on the roots,

Nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium deficinecies can be
-

quickly corrected by weekly
foliar feeding or spraying with

become mottled with a deal

a very diluted solution of a

leaf margin. 'consider the
possibility of a potassium deficiency. Leaf drop with the
eedged curled under if further proof.

soluble fertilizer. An example

Nitrogen deficiencey is
by

recognized

a

plant with

would be one teaspoonful of a

20-20-20 fertilizer per gallon
of water. Improvement should
be noted ten days or less after

the first application. This
foliar feeding. however, is but
a quick temporary method of

light green foliage throughout.
The Lower leaves turn bright
yellow and eventually turn

correcting the problem.

drop. New or upper leaves will
he smaller than the older.
lower ones. Further proof will
he a general stunted, slender,

nitrogen, phosphorus or

spindly growth with few new

square feet.

crisp and brown hut do not

U.S. 14 Northwest to Ill. 31--1 mile N. on 111. 31

Crystal Lakes Estates, hie.

Lasting

Phone (815)-159-2-130

condition

However, other conditions

results are obtained

only by working the fertilizer

SOME RESIDENTS splashed in the pool while others enjoyed refreshments last Sunday -at a poolside party given by
the management of' the Twelve Oaks apartment c

manager, said the party was given to help the residents get
acquainted. About 160 units are now occupied in the complex
which Will eventually contain 468 apartments. (Photo by Gary

The Entire July 4th Weekend

Home Ownership. Beats Inflation
cording to Building

The value of the average
U.S. home has been rising

Supply

News.

more than 8 percent annually

Every Day Noon to Sundown

The trade journal reports
industry statistics indicate

over the past ten years, ac -

Tend That
Compost Heap

that home values are rising
faster than the U.S. price in-

etiA 6,666 TOWN HOUSES

substantiating the fact
that home ownership is a good
hedge against inflation.
dex,

In the press of other lawn
and garden chores don't neglect that compost heap. Turn

lacking, apply
one and a half to three pounds

vegetables and under shrubs
will save hours of weeding

of a 5-10-5 or 10-6-4 per 100

SEE THIS SPECTACULAR HOME VALUE

Shiffman)

it at least every other month.
Mulches on flowers and

is

Declare your Independence from High Rent!

plea, 1131)

S. Wilke, Arlington Heights. Marjorie Taylor, resident

into the soil. If either
potassium

Ranches
Split-levels
Georgians

Open 4th of July Week -end
Friday -Saturday -Sunday

lighter green bacekground.When sch a condition exists,
a spray with chelated iron will

patterns, you can determine

FIRST, CONSIDER the

Paved streets
Top rated school districts
3-.1-5 bedrooms
Sensible tax rates

Another problem often seen
is the deficiency. Only the tips
or new growth will exhibit
the characteristic pattern. In
this area. look for dark green
veins with a cream -colored or

within a few days.

part of the plant affected. The
condition may occur only On
the lower, older leaves or
throughout the entire plant.

11/1111%.

will shoW a tendency to
develop a purplish cast.

any element is lacking, the
plant responds in a predictable
pattern. By recognizing these
how to correct the situation.

am

dark green

a

tendency for the lower. leaves
to drop.

When such a condition developes. it is well to
consider the possibility of a
mitriet deficiency. Plants. like

4Pr

color. Lower leaves mal.

diseases. especially aphids and
blikekspot.

sprays.

1/2 Acre or larger wooded homesites

I

distinguished from a nitrogen

especially the stem of the leaf.

Sometimes, however. even
the hest managed garden Will
develop sysmptoms that are
not responsive to insecticides
or disease -preventing dusts or

533,900 and up

411

side shoots.

and blackspot. Fruit trees this
year need attention 'to avoid

umerous insects and

"Qttality Controlled Homes"

Elgin, Illinois
as low as

Despite rising construction

costs, housing industry

$ 8 5 00

economists are predicting new

housing starts will rise from
1.5 million units in 1968 to 1.7

million in 1969 and a record

while at the same time con-

2 million in 1970.

serving moisture.
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RESERVES YOUR HOME

FOUR SPECTACULAR MODELS

Choose from one, two, three and four bedroom models. All feature refrigerator,
oven and range, disposal, landscaping and permanent lawn care and many other

12.24 ACRES
NORTH BARRINGTON

ARE YOU A NATURE LOVER?
This 7 room home has 2 apple trees, 2 pear trees and a natural lilac
fence to enclose your home for privacy. Professional landscaping. 3
bedrooms, (one bedroom 38' x 12'6 could be divided into 2 bed
Ratio_ for. _your summej..
rooms) Full hasernent,_cutoched .gorng
Fireplace in the living room. Price includes range, hood, 2 air conditioners, pool table for the boys, drapes and curtains. Come see for

of the most -wanted home features. 11/2 baths and full basements in two, three and
four bedroom models. See all four models fully furnished.

Excellent return on your investment! Overlooking Biltmore Country
Club, 3 miles to railroad. Barrington schools. 5 acre zoning.
OWNER MUST SELL!

HOW TO GET THERE: Northwest Tollway to Route25

$40;000'

- southon Route 25 to Route 19 - east 11/2 miles on Route 19
to Poplar Creek Town Homes. Or, straight west on Irving Park

yourself....

Pdelizite

$43,900

Road (becomes Route 19) direct to property.

Pop& neek

sr

Reath,

APPROVED, REALTORS
1643 Oakton Street,

Des Plaines

299-3331'

3 5 8-1800

OPEN 9 TO 8

Sales Representatives: F. C. H. Services, Inc.

T..-

P.

TOWN HOMES

,.,:',1(,.!...,/....1,7'1./'''..1.414%.:,143.V:':f

Make all your
new home dreams come true, faste
New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happens faster with a savings account
at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th
earn from the 1st. And we pay the highest legal
rates in Chicago -51A% Guaranteed Interest on

savings certificates (Bell even offers a Tax Deferred Interest Plan), 5% on Bell's Golden
Mit

Guaranteed
Interest
on Savings Certificates.
Only 1,000 Minimum deposit issued
for 6 months or one year.
!)
III

ef

-

Bonus Passbook account and 43/4% on regular
passb6ok savings ... all accounts compounded
daily, paid quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets. Or, if
you're looking for a mortgage, come in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors. You'll find

that home owning can be easy and fast, too.
Build your tomorrows with Bell, today.

111141.-11'

Bell Federal Savings and Loan Association

In the heart of Bell Town, The Weather Bell Corner, Monroe and Clark,
Chicago, Illinois 60603 Phone: Financial 6-1000

Congress Race Drop -Outs Clear Way for Schlickman
By Richard Crabb
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman

of Arlington Heights seems

certain to be the only can-

didate in the critical western

section of the 13th congressional district in the
special Oct. 7 primary.

When the July 4 weekend

began Thursday, two

Northwest suburban residents
Howard Miller of Barrington,
widely known radio and television personality, and Robert
0. Atcher, mayor of Schaumburg, were still considering
entering the race. By Sunday
both had decided against run-

candidates may enter the

winner being sworn in

primary at which a candidate

selected to run for the seat in
the U.S. Congress vacated by
Donald Rumsfeld who the last
week in May became an assistant 'to President Nixon and
a member of the President's

im-

mitteeman cif Northfield

Both Atcher and Miller

Ten Republicans and one
Democrat have already filed
petitions. One more Republican, Joseph Mathewson of

dicates that Rep. Schlickman

will be the only man in the

Schaumburg might be removed from the 13th district and
later I would not even be eligible to run for the office",
Atcher explaines.

didates, who will be in the
race from Glenview in the

Young are less vulnerable,

The eight remaining GOP

race from the western end of
the 13th district. Two can-

central part of the, district are

David A. Roe, newspaper
publisher, and Samuel H.

iloth Schlickman and

last Monday.

Young.

found key

"My interest in the office
remains strong, but I have

Atcher pointed out, in that in

leaders already too generally
committed, or strongly lean-

how the upcoming redistric-

vestigation they

expected
file before the deadline today,
raising to I I the number of
GOP candidates.

Republican candidates in-

ends up in the redistricting.
"Were I to enter the special
election campaign and be suc-

did not enter the race until

the same reason. On final in-

to

ference' where Schaumburg

cessful, it is possible that

Township, into the race also
had a bearing on his decision
not to run. It meant that the
central and western section of
the 13th district already had
two strong candidatet. Young

decided against a late entry
into the race for essentially

cabinet.

is

Samuel H. Young, Glenview
lawyer and Republican Com-

mediately after. If congress is
still in session, he will take his
seat at once. In any event he
will iminediately take over the
Washington office of the 13th
district congressman.

from both parties will be

Winnetka,

Day that the late entry of

The Special general election will be Nov. 25, with the

Today is the last day which

ing, to other candidates
already in the race.

B. Duff. Rep. Alan R.

Johnston of Kenilworth,

Alban Weber of Evanston and
J. Ninaron of SkOkie

*John

complete the list.

Most of the candidates con-

cede that ,the western end of
the district will be the decisive

area in the election. If Rep.

Schlickman can consolidate

all of the various proposals for

this area for his candidacy, he
will emerge as a leading can-

and Northfield Townships are

Township, three front Winttetka and two from Wilmette.

didate.

congressional districts.

Tho'se from Winnetka are
Philip M. Crane, Yale Roe

Democrat to file

Of them from New Trier

The final lineup of

naturally make a great dif-

Mayor Atcher told The

Gerald M. Marks and Brian

eastern end of the district, five

slated to remain in the 13th

ting is going to effect the 13th
congressional district. 'It will

didates from Wilmette are

candidates are from the

redistricting both Wheeling

decided to wait until we know

and Joseph Mathewson. Can-

Rep. Edward A. Warman,

of Skokie is the only

,

ning.

Tbe Pro5pert

WEATHER

Telephone

255-4400

Tonight: Showers likely,

low in upper 60s. Tomor-

Your Home Newspaper

row: Partly sunny, warmer,
chance of thundershowers.

Monday, July 7,1969

Volume 4, Number 53 .

Newsstand Price

12 PAGES

Couple Rescued
From Gas -Filled
Bedroom of Home
that he apparently bad pulled the car into the

By Curt Wilson

garage but had forgotten to turn
engine off.

ide

seep through the separating wall.
Oxygen was given to the couple at the scene.
They were then taken to Holy Family Hospital
by the Wheeling Fire Department ambulance.

According to police, there is no connecting

door between the garage and the main part
of Elliot house, but the fumes were able to

fumes seeped from the garage of the

George Elliot, 40, of 1102 Drake, Prospect

Heights, and his wife apparently were un-

conscious in their beds, but Mrs. Elliot

More oxygen was administered at the
hospital and the couple were able to return

awakened about 9 a.m, and calledan operator
to plea for help.

to their home.

The operator alerted Wheeling police, but
the Prospect Heights address in within the

jurisdiction

of the Cook County

Sheriff's

police.

Miiching and playing through tree -shaded streets on -a hot Prospect Park District and the Shannou
(More photos on Page 3.)
Fourth-of-July,was--the Unrest:View- High_School Band. Eight
other musical groups were in the parade, including the Mona' -

Rovers of ChIcagp.

No County cars were available at the time,
so Wheeling police Sgt. Tom Conte and patrolment Bill Ralston and John Disselhorst went
to answer the call.
A doctor at the scene said that if the couple
had remained in the fume -filled bedroom for
10 to 30 minutes more, death would have been
almost certain.

Elliot said later that he had come home

said
about 10 p.m. the previous night. _Police
_
_

-

traffic accident injuries was
normal and in some, cases

seriously injured, according to
the spokesman.

will

weekend.

Two persons were treated
for fireworks accidents. One

Elk Grovp Village,. a

spokesman said involved arid

lighter than an average

At St. Alexius Hospital in

of the accidents, the

spokesman said the weekend
was uneventful and that Sun-

eye injury.
AT HOLY FAMILY Hospi-

day was "quieter than a

tal -in Des Plaines, 10 persons

were treated for traffic accinormal weekend."
dent injuries over the week"Accidentwise, it hasn't end. One of the accidents, a
been what you'd expect of a hospital spokesman said, inholiday

weekend,"- the

spokesman said.
St. Alexius reported no traf-

volved a 15 -year -old girl who

which petitions are officially
filed.

Winner of the board seat
serve only until April,

1970. He will succeed board
member George Blanchard, of

Elk Grove Village, who was
transferred to Kansas City,
Mo.

Next April, four seats will

be open on the board. The

terms of Charles Stansisy,
Harry Peterson and -Aibert

Domanico; all of Elk Grove
Village, will expire.

was struck by a hit-and-run
but was not seriously injured.

fic accident injuries from 6 driver but was not seriously

vwvarawassimatemoutort>

Gripe,

Sunday. Three of those

"The number of accidents
has actually been lower than

further treatment.

spokesman said.

persons were admitted for a normal weekend," the

Police said that a trail

of

Thursday.
The fire was reported about

some substance could be seen
leading from the pile of paper

by fire Chief Edwin

door.

1 I:30 'p.m. An inspection goods to the back door, trailshortly.after midnight Friday ing off as it got closer to the

A galloii bottle marked
Paritz turned up signs of "Wine vinegar" with a small
Haberkamp and Lt. Larry

4P'

--r '
'

delegate
Robert Bush, his wife Judith, and his father and fellow candidate for Con -con

Annis, review their petitions and campaign strategy over coffee.

Father, Son in Race
For Con -Con Delegate

College, American Bar Assoc. and the
Beloit
where he majored in Govern- American Trial Lawyers
He has his own practice at
ment, and Chicago -Kent Col401 E. Prospect Av. in Mount
lege of Law..

Annis Bush, 107 E. Council Trail, Mount Prospect, and
his son Robert, of Birchwood

Chicago,

Prospect, have filed petitions
to become candidates for the
Constitutional Convention.
Annis Bush, an eight year
resident of Mount Prospect, is

HE IS A MEMBER of the

Apartments in Mount

a graduate of Austin High

p.m. Thursday to 6 p.m. Sun- injured.
Two persons were admitted
day. The spokesman said the
hospital treated seven persons to Holy Family Hospital as a ?:rafThe_
for fireworks injuries over the result of: fireworks injuries
during the -holiday -period.- ---/.1
A hospital spokesman said
A SPOKESMAN for Northwest Community Hospital's the emergency room was busy
emergency room said 18 on the Fourth of July but said
Huge dogs that walk their
persons were treated for traf- Saturday and Sunday were owners on the sidewalks.
fic accident injuries between ' "very light."
G.S.

6 p.m. Thursday and 6 p.m.

E., Northwest Hgwy.. late

THE ORDER in which
names appear on the ballot is

determined by the order in

ment for holiday weekend

indicating that there had been
Broasted Chicken Royal, 970 a small separate fire.

However, he has attended

Among the 18 persons was
a victim of a motorcycle accident and a child who was
struck by a car. Neither was

Firemen entering the

through the interior of

all District 59 board meetings
since he left the board.

northwest suburban hospitals
reported last night that treat-

Emergency rooms of

Mount Prospect police

detectives are investigating building found a small pile of
arson in the fire that burned burned paper plates and cups,

of other activities.

Holiday Traffic Toll
Near Normal

seven. Add this to
this month it bas rained on_ five days there
out of
has been "rain on 3 I'
June's damp record and it means that
of the last 37 days varying from a "trace" to real duck drowners.
The average rainfall for July is 3.7 inches. Not counting what
we had last night, there have been 1.29 inches so far.
And still it comes down. The forecast is for more tomorrow
with a good possibility of some Wednesday.

Restaurant Fire
Arson Probed

accounting part-time at Harper

Elk Grove Township school College. His wife- has been a
teacher at District 59's John
. With less than five minutes trustee, a position he plans to , Jay School
to go till the noon,Thursday resign if he is elected to the
Top plaCe on the ballot is
deadline, Joseph P. Jennings, school board. He cannot
by Gene Artemenko, 437
38 Essex Rd.. Elk Grosie legally serve simultaneously held
Millers Rd. Des Plaines,
Village filed his nominating in both capacities.
former
board president and a
MIDDLE SPOT on the ballot
petitions and became the final
United Air Lines executive.
will
go
to
Paul
G.
Neuhauser,
for
school board candidate
Artemenko left the school
District 59's special July 26 1421 Magnolia, Mount boardthree months ago when
Prospect,
special
agent
with
election.
his term expired. He said then
Jennings, 33, is president of the Internal Revenue Service that he would not be a canand
tax
fraud
expert.
Inc..
a
Wood Dale's Idsto,
Neuhauser also has taught didate for re-election because
manufacturer octet supplies.

Rainy Weekend
akes 10 InRow

If you think it's been a long time since we have had a weekend
when it didn't rain, you're right.
There now have been 10 wet ones in a row beginning with the
first weekend in May, according to the weather bureau. So far

Jennings Completes Slate
For District 59 Board Race
In April, he Was elected an

-the car's

Wheeling police rescued a Prospect Heights
man and his wife from death in their gas -filled
bedroom Thursday morning as carbon monoxcouple's home.

By Jan Bone

Cents

'

School in Chicago, the

University of Chicago, and

-

Prospect.

Annis Bush said their candidacies offer "two different
perspectives from opposite,

Illinois State Bar Assoc, the
Chicago Bar Assoc. the Northwest Suburban Assoc. the

ends of the age spectrum."

tacted to -investigate the blaze.
Police said that two 15 year -old Des Plaines youths

closed the store Thursday
night and stayed for a while
to clean after closing.

paid on park district bonds to
7 per cent. The present limit

The Mount Prospect Park
HE WAS ADMITTED to District board Wednesday

_

the-ill-int/it State Bar_Associa.:-...,..called _for_ ,sealed...

tion in 1936. He also is a submitted on July 14 on the
member of the Chicago Bar $2.4 million bond issue

Northwest Suburban Bar the district's master expansion

but the front door was locked.

-

Meetings
Tonight

not yet law.

Youth Commission, VilAt an earlier meeting, the
lage Hall, 7 p.m.
.__asixantages of 20 7ysar, 18 1r was-iiidiEiitelr6rPraiik year and 14-yearT. Otitis-a -- -District_57_13oard Meeting,701 W. Gregory,Mmitir
Foster a Howard W. Voss & amortization were discussed,

market last week, the bonds
Association. He is employed and development plan.
. might be bid in at from 51/2
by the Western, Electric Co.
A bill sent' to Gov. Richard to 54-11 per cent, The 'park
in Rolling Meadows.
district is expected to reject all
'<obeli Bush is a gra uate Ogilvie on June 30 Would bids if the 7 per cent bill is
of Steinmetz High Scho 1 in raise the interest that way be
,

Thief All Set
To Play Golf

is 5 per cent.

Associates, financial con sultants, that based on 'the

authorized in the Feb. 22 for

petroleum base.

Mel Goldman of Chicago
One of the youths reportedly put the money and papers told Mount Prospect police
from the cash register in a box Friday that about.$500 worth
in an upright freezer, but the of golf equipment and other
had been stolen from
money. was not found by items
the trunk of his car while it
police.
The back door of the was parked at Old Orchard
restaurant was found unlock- Country Club, 700 W. Rand
ed by firemen who were at- Rd.
tempting to douse the blaze,

Sale of Park Bonds OKd

Loyola University.

Association and the

amount of clear liquid in it
was found, police said, and
Harry Schaffer .has been con- the fluid appeared to have a
arson.
Asst. State Fire Marshall

and the 14 -year plan was

Prospect, 8 p.m.

the bond market at the time
of the sale, the Voss firm

lage Hall, 8 p.m.
District 214 Board of Ed-

the park district of up to

ton, Mount Propsect, 8 p.m.

recommended. Depending on
calculated possible savings to
$400,000.

Finance Committee, Vil-

ucation, 799 W. Kensing-

POte Holt `Little FBI'
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Children.
At Picnic

our representative did a fine
job in getting it through."

tight

"They have a big job cut

organized crime in Illinois by

out for themselves," said Les

that was passed by the Illinois would increase the availability
House of Representatives Sun- of expert investigation and
day, and very, few police feel crime lab facilities.

between criminals, police and
politicians. The agents will
also assist local governments
when a major felony has been

By Judy Ressler

namese, Chinese, European

their power has been stifled,

and American children at-

a main concern of en-

tended the fifth annual WAIF
picnic June 23 at Lincoln
Park Children's Zoo The picnic was given by the Chicago

forcement officials.

children's division of Interna-

Police Chief Robert

Prospect), who worked to get fraid the new agency would be
the bill passed, offered an like a state police unit and
amendment to the bill pro- take over all law enforce-

Centener of Palatine said the

forcement agencies must amendment, local police feel
advise local police before tak- they still have most of the

areas of Illinois.

"It's an advantage to all

children in the area adopted
through money raised by the

communities," said Police
Chief Newell Esmond, of

.--......-.
-

local group

Picnic chairman Mrs.

Bailey K Howard saw that

Mount Prospect. "And I think

sandwiches, ice cream, milk,

balloons, and clowns were
..2009tnnewen

Members ---of WAIF men's

and 112 S. Maple be granted.

Misunderstandings have caused the proposed drive-in

banking facility plan for

But when the stipulations
recommended were read by
the Village Board last Tuesday in a written memo, Atty.
Dudley Sullivan, representing

behind the Village Hall to be

the Mount Prospect State

sent back to committee for

Bank, said he was "surprised
that the stipulations were not

further study

The judiciary committee,

with its chairman absent,

the same ones he agreed to at

made a recommendation to
the Village Board two weeks
ago that rezoning of the property at 107, 109 and 111 S.

the judiciary committee hear-

Emerson and 106, 108, 110

ing.

AFTER A GREAT deal of

discussion, the board and
bank representatives decided
to let the judiciary committee

I

hash over the plan again in

widening "with the bank

used for the drive-in facility

however, cited the Maple St.

for and making the

paying

said improvement," as a
necessary condition.

Another condition in the
memo said "that since the

village would eliminate all
standing, stopping and parking at any time on the entire
west side of Maple, the petitioner deed over in fee simple
absolute, 25 feet of property
noth of and abutting the existing northerly 158 foot line
of the municipal parking lot."

Busse said if they were forced

to give up part of the land for

the proposed facility, they

Prairie, Des Plaines, died Fri-

day at Holy Family Hospital.
He was a retired stationary

widened four feet on dach side

Julian of Chicago and Ernest
Leibundgut of California; two

mendations requires the

dent William Busse had

daughters, Emily Azeling of

agreed to help pay for the im-

Downers Grove and EleanOr
Horndorf of Mount Prospect,
seven grandchildren and six

provement, but Trustee
Robert Soderman, who

chaired the juciciary com-

HOMEOWNERS POLICY

great-grandchildren.

mittee meeting in the absence

WAYNE BRENNAN

1

of Trustee Earl Lewis, said
that would not be a necessary
condition to the rezoning.

Irving Park Cemetery.

.8

loo

Autemotia

-)
lc

SERVICE
35 YEARS OF G. M. EXPERIENCE
IN MT. PROSPECT & ARLINGTON AREA

R

ekaiecet au we've ',tea dejot e,
wky tot tome tie at its oat

accounts.

20 S. Dunton Ct.

Arlington Heights

fevi konce?

R

Busse said he would agree

FRANK SCHMIDT AUTOMOTIVE

PH. CL 9-1450

to pay "about half" that

^R:fR

eotpkte

HRS. MON. thru FRI. 7 A.M. to 6 P. M.
SAT. 8 to 12

RVROREViii111. RVROR

Another idea discussed in-

of Maple.

Services were to be held
p.m. at
this afternoon at
Oehler Funeral Home in Des
Plaines Burial was to be at

welcome requests for delivery service and charge

ing of Maple from Busse to

$16,540.

CALL: 253-1634

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE US
when you need a delivery. We will deliver

proposed widening and repav-

Northwest Hwy. to cost

Mt. Prospect

R,

need.

promptly withent extra charge. A great many
People rely on us for their health needs. We

(NEXT TO CAR WASH)

idea.

widow, Hattie, two sons,

Sullivan and Bank Presi-

113 E. Prospect Ave.

would have to abandon the
conclusively in the judiciary

eliminated along th west side

...Reasonable

s

McManamon estimated the

meeting, but Sullivan and

and that all parking be

Survivors include his

Repairs, Fast

p, V i% 0 R

scription should also have the name of the manufacturer. Mention when you are taking a trip
1 1.( and we we will cooperate with your physician to
make certain you have the medicines you may

right now.
Mayor Robert Teichert
said, however, that the resubdivision is only good zoning
practice.
Village Engineer William

The suggestion was discuss; amount.

Sullivan said after the

engineer

_.

When traveling outside the country, the pre-

a resubdivioi' is undesirable,
since only three lots are to be

Village Board meeting that he
thought the judiciary committee approved of the rezon-

ing providing that Maple be

i

ian.

gave the Village Board,

ed at the judiciary committee

Jules De John, 87, of 604

Service and

about 100 agents.

scription so that, if your luggage is lost or sto-

a special meeting at 8 p.m. July 17, in the Village Hall.

Jules DeJohn

trouble with the new program.

scheduled to begin January 1,
has a,,budget of $302,000 and

Rlen, you can replace your medicine. While some
copies of a pi-escription are not renewable you
could obtain a new prescription from a physic-

Further Study by Panel Asked.
On Plans for Bank Drive -In
By Ted Lace.

set! how the program is set up.

better job of investigating But nearly all area police said
similar crimes in different they didn't anticipate any

You should also have a copy of your pre-

picnic held June 23 in Lincoln Park Zoo.

among the 100 picknickers.

and said they would like to

bureau will be able to do a

f you take any continuing medicine, be sure
you have enough to get through your vacation.

Mrs. Bailey K. Howard helps adopted children to help themselves to candy at the WAIF

board, the All -Stars, were

Several police admitted
they knew little about the bill,

HERE IS OUR RX FOR
A GOOD VACATION

-

provided

Mond said. MoSt police agreed
with this comment.

The Illinois Bureau of
Investigation, which is

* V R (", R Y_ P. V R. Ei

)L299015124,011101'..

think it's long overdue," Es -

authority.

ing action in local areas.

The yearly outing allows

board members to meet

"It's a very fine thing, and
I

police need any help,

viding that state law en- ment, but as a result of the

tional Social Service

Sola, Roselle police chief.

committed or wheri the local

-

"It's something we really
need," Jenkins said.

Several legislators were a-

David Regner (R -Mount

fund raising chapter of the

J

examining connections

Most local' police are pleasElk Grove Village Police
ed with the "Little FBI Bill" Chief Harry Jenkins said it

Some 75 Korean, Viet-

Obituaries

The Little FBI will

committee meeting which appeared in the written. recomresubdivision of the seven lots
into one."

Sullivan said Tuesday that

WESTGATE SHOPPING
CENTER

392-4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

THE MEMO Soderman

S,.,te Fara, Free and Casuaily Company

'

SNEAK PREVUE!
Maytag Built-in
DISHWASHERS

BUY NOW & SAVE!

OPEN.MON., THUR., FRI. NITES ML 9:30

WE'LL TRADE, WE'LL DEAL
611 Models

Features

Colors * All With MAYTAG Dependability

.

HEAVYDUTY

ALL MACHINES HOOKED -UP

AUTOMATICS
- SUPER CAPACITY
For Really BIG
LOADS! Lasts
Longer!

km-

It_

Ai

WITH WATER & RUNNING!!

: GREAT NEW

TRY 'EM..BEFORE

41

YOU- BUY 'EM!!

11

WARRANTY* it
3 yea, cch.mer

moms. rust, 2 ,tort on

it71.j :omptett v.othtr, 5 year,

11.

!!:

ly

Pont7ivon Olsrnbly

`lava;;;;; ----- Vii73

Why let lott.cash shatter your vacation?
Carry "the safe money"
'American Express Travelers Cheques
carry wads of cash on a vacation, it could mean trouble. Lost
or stolen cash could ruin your trip. The answer? American Express
Travelers Cheques. The safe travel money. If they're lost or stolen,
you get a prompt refund and your vacation

If

goes merrily on. Next trip, carry the safe
money that's spendable everywhere and
costs only a penny a dollar.

Free repair or exchange Of defective parts or
cabinet if it 'rusts. Free installation of parts Is
the responsibility of selling franchised Mayteg
Denier within first year; thereafter, installation

ACE'S SERVICE PROGRAM

Is extra.

NEXT DAY SERVICE - - SIX DAYS A WEEK
COMPLETE INSTALLATION SERVICE

NOBODY BEATS

OUR DpAL!!

NO OUTSIDERS . . WE DO ALL OUR OWN WORK

FACTORY RED CARPET SERVICE
BY NEAT. UNIFORMED TRAINED MECHANICS

Flectnek WWI -NO timer needed!
Moisture -sensitive

bathes

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

1615 N. Rand Road (U.S. 12)
Call 392-2800

24 W. Golf Road

aiifirPi6giSeCTState Bank
Wirt HOURS 1110 unto an pan dale Om

leaurday. eases Wed. Friday eventr,da, 310 until
ppRRryy HOUR 130 em to i'00.
call

WALXUP Hams 2:00 pm to 1
Tondo), & Monday S:34 ete exe
MO es SOO pra /rider Cloud

4,

4

w4a4444.y.

for

moisture as clothes tumble, shut off
dryer oohtn clothes are dry.

IN SCHAUMBURG:
twas and Emerson Mount Prospect, III CLarbrook 9-4000

feel

HOURS:

Call 894-1900
Mon., Thurs., Fri. NITES 'tii 9:30 P.M.
Tues. & Sat. 'til 5:30 - Weds.111 Noon
CLOSED SUNDAYS

DISCOUNT STORES
APPLIANCE STORES
DEPT. STORES

It
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Miss Mount Prospect, Nancy Wangerin of 14 N. Louis'
waves at those watching the Fourth of July Parade. In back

of her are members of the Guardsmen Drum and Bugle Corps.

Gol hurst Assn. Wins Parade Award
Commerce.

, The Golthurst Civic Assn.

Two drum and bugle corps
units almost didn't make it --

won the grand prize in the
parade competition of the

the Blossomland Dfum &

Mount Prospect Fourth of July parade Friday

Bugle Corps of Michigan and

the Wa Wa Sec Warriors of

of the march, the cadets

an hour late finishing at

wet their lips, whacked their
drums, blew their bugles and
marched off just ahead of the

Barrington and finally found

quickly fell into formation,

fires trucks, last unit in the

Indiana.

parade.

best civic group award. Other

Sixty-four Blossomland
Cadets wheeled up in three

Assn , Annen & Busse

busses at the corner of Main
and Thayer just as the end of

away, an adult director mopped his brow, sought a little
shade in the 93 -degree heat

The parade, with nearly 60

the parade approached.
While a Civil Defense trait

The Lions Club won the

winners were the Mount
Prospect Plaza Merchants
Realtors and the E -Hart Girls.

units, was sponsored by the
Mount Prospect Chamber of

Once the band marched

fic director held up the line

and explained:

This was the corps' third

parade of the day, they were

''

-----.-4'"'-:9ir-'-:,'..-...-A%
- ":-,.,
v. 4 ...,-,r,N,
4
-..4111/- -..--0.10:; ;r.-*uf ,
-1.

,...0,-

%

..e'

Streamwood, got a wrong
direction and wound up in
their way to Mount Prospect.

Not only that, but they had
to feed the members and get
ready for competition at 6:30
that night.

The Indiana unit pulled up
just behind Blossomland, but

why they were late wasn't
reported, according to the
parade chairman,
Frakes.

Terrance

Bright, multi -colored lights lit the sky during the Fourth of July celebrations at Lions
Park. Lions Club chairman Edwin Matys, 200 E. Berkshire Ln., said the 45 minute display
was better than that held last year.

7111; *-1

ft.

r
it

.

.fig

Photos
By
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Six honeybees riding in a Boat sponsored by the Golfhurst
Civic Assn. won the grand prize for floats. 'The float was built

The four -day fair at Lions Park sponsored by the Lions Club included a Sky Diyer and

mostly by youngsters and teen-agers of the association.

a Haunted House. Food booths, carnival rides, and games of skill were also available.

---:'rospect Heights Celebrates
Despite steathing, hot

weather on the Fourth, the

eighth annual Prospect

Heights Lions Club

motorcade and festivities that
followed throughout the day
drew large crowds in Prospect

Wubs, Peter Losurdo and

Heights.
The procession and baseball

Camp McDonald Rd. and

day was sponsored by' the
Lions Club and the Prospect

Heights Park District. According to Joseph Lesniak,

.Prospect Heights Park

decorated cars, trucks and

to Edward Krakowiak, president of the baseball program,
A day of baseball followed.

truck -drawn floats, carrying

Over-all winner in the float

competition was the Twins
major league team with its
"The Land We Love" entry.
Runners-up were : The Christian Church's "Remember the
Pueblo" entry, The Cardinals

major league team's "House
of Cards" float, the Prospect
Heights Park District swim
team flag -decorated acquatic
float, the decorated speedboat

-

Prospect Heights, ending at
the baseball field next to the

gathered for the opening flag'

theme.

.

Illinois 83, wound through

the motorcade, which inout the "Grand Old Flag"

the parade's theme unmistakable.

the Jewel Tea parking lot at

District swimming pool.

cluded more than 200

One entry In the eighth annual Prospect Heights Fourth of July motorcade was the decorated tizick of,the Cubs
ixiseball team. It looks like they crowded a team and a half onto their entry, with enough American flags to make

Robert Hanetho.
The procession began from

park district parade co-

ordinator, there were some
1,000 persons participating in

U

N. Waterman, all entries from
Prospect Heights.
Parade co-ordinators from
the Lions Club were Frederick

of the minor league Expos,
and the pony and cart entry
of Mr. and Mrs. Giddings of

SOME 2,500 persons

ceremonies there, according

All of the 25 teams in the

1S
haa

senior, major and minor

leagues of the program were
represented.

There were ,contests.
between leaders in two
leagues, in six -inning ex-

hibition games. In the minor

One of the riders on the prize-winning float of the Twins
major league team in the big motorcade was Lon Pelinski.
It looks like he's waiting for that big cannon cracker on "The

league,,,the first -place Pirates
bowed to the Greyhounds 2 to -1. The Braves and Yanks,
tied for the major league lead,
played a lop -sided game with
the Braves taking it 11 -to -I.

test, while the minor league's

mothers played a spirited con-

clobbered their major league" edge," said Krakowiak,

Major and minor league

Land We Love" entry to explode into a first place win.

coaches and fathers team

opponents.

1

"They had that 19 -year

Xibt Pro5pert Dap
rig inal dream by aliray.i jealously Aeebing
"Honor
the Impel freedom and intellectual integrity."

Marshall Field III
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Robert C. Smith, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

The letter from 'Bathing Beauty' brought some interesting

responses. (She was the girl who bought a swim suit which her

mother said was too scanty. She couldn't take it back,

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

and

couldn't afford another one.)

DEAR LEE,

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd.. Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, III. 60016

Tell her to go ahead and wear the suit. Then tell her to
let me know which beach she's headed for.

Eager Eddie

DEAR LEE,
A mother' should never let her daughter pick out her own
swim suit. Of course she'll make a mistake. I always select

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
SecondClam postage paid at Mount Prospect, Iii. 60056

my daughter's clothes and sportswear.

Watchful Mama

DEAR LEE,

Why should a mother have anything to say about

her

daughter's bikini? Bathing Beauty should be allowed to choose.

If she's embarrassed on the beach, it's her own tough luck.
She'll learn.

Modern Girl

DEAR LEE,

Hideaword

Who wears bathing suits?

Day worker -Night swimmer

DEAR LEE,
Mother and daughter should return to the store together.

I'm sure they could work something out that would satisfy
both of them and the Store. If they can't, they've both learned

REATHEL

an expensive lesson. They should have gone to the store
together when she first bought the suit.
M.B., Arlington Heights

Confidential to Speedy: Go ahead, let him hold your hand,

Make as many four letter
or more words out of
these letters as you can.

but don't go any farther.

In addition, find the word

All letters to ithe editor must be signed, but names will
be withheld upon request. Letters should be as brief as

using all seven of these
letters.

possible, typewritten,

if possible, and should contain an

address or phone number so their authenticity can be check-

ed.--

-.*******44

33 good, 40 excellent:
Answer on Comic Page

SALE

"Frank, there's something wrong with the TV! Even
Walter Cronkite is jumpy!"

Day Light

A $492,683 contract was just
signed by Secretary of Trans-

Volpe that the problem is complex, with "elements which
are technical, economic, social, political, psychological,
and legal."
We think the idea of such a
studious survey of all modes of
transportation including airplanes, buses, trucks,. autos,
trains, and boats may assist development of a long-range pro-

portation John A Volpe with

gram to assess noise abatement

Bear with us Instead of
Jtelping reduce the surge of
ound waves assailing your
ears, we find it timely to add to
the noise

Slightly, we hope At least,
we plan to pass on our news to
you in a quiet controlled voice.

Serendipity, Inc , of Arlington, Va , to conduct a 20 month

study of the

trans-

portation noise problem and
its potential abatement.
go
WE
BEFORE

any

further, we think you might
want to brush up on what the
firm's name means "Serendipity" is a term coined by Horace Walpole, writing in mid 18th century, in his talc, The
Three Princes of &mildly -(or
Ceylon) He used the word to
describe their apparent talent
for making fortunate discoveries accidentally
Transportation noise needs
a close-up look, that's for sure.

4.:
SAVE NOW

oroblems and solutions.
It seems, more and more

each day, that local and state
spokesmen are yielding to
"what Washington thinks" on
practically every major area of
general welfare --health, air and
water pollution, pesticides,

timber control, transportation
noise. in too many cases they

bert Behrel, as a possible adjunct to transportation bethat community and

tween

Wheeling, Elk Grove Village,
and others, know more about

Solutions.

local problems than far-off bu-

the

O'Hare Airport was put to-

reaucrats.

gether by the Chicago -based
L a t ha m -Tyler -Jensen city

some researchers on the Seren-

planning firm. We liked the
idea that local men had the
matter under discussion, even

if ultimately it could be ex-

There is the possibility that
dipity team may turn up in our
area putting cogent questions
and going home with genuine
down-to-earth findings which

that federal funds will benefit us all, especially
would be sought to assist the with relation to our ear -drums.
We have the uneasy feeling,
work.
THIS HAS nothing to do somehow, that the aptitude of
with the noise abatement prob- making fortunate discoveries
lem, but it does bring up the accidentally which is embodsensible reflection that there's ied in the firm's name, Serena first-class chance that men dipity, Inc., may be an exon the spot, living in our key cellent way to advertise the
communities, Des Plaines, Ar- service, but that ordinary
lington Heights, Palatine, Bar- fello w -citizens hereabouts
pected

rington, Mount Prospect,

FOR INSTANCE, "Make

crease in decibels.

abatement programs."
Even standing on your own

cidental, discoveries our

do

trains police their own poise

front lawn shouting at some
teen-ager "burning rubber" as

sidered by Des Plaines officials:headed by Mayor Her -

AO

CLEARANCE

NORTH AMERICAN

PHONE

At that, it might be cheap
enough.

5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

"

to 18

BOYg!6

Enter The
Quaker Oats Company
Amateur Athletic Union

PHYSICAL FITNESS

at

JULY 7-8-9

Rolling Meadows
Shopping Center

PENTATHLON

Coats & Raincoats, orig. $56.00 to $125.00

Now $30.00 to $70.00

SELF-SERVICE LIQUORS

t

JOIN THE FUN!

and

The monorail proposal con-

cliANETTI

1

(FULLY INSTALLED)

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING cp.965 85004

$492,683 will bring.

from

may have simpler, more direct

states.

RE -OPENING SOON!

and see what beautiful, but ac-

as $13 per month. All work
*fully guaranteed for I year.

GINS!

Father_ instcad of from those
directly affected in their recommunities

But then, you'd be helping
the noise needle swing higher... Maybe we'd better wait

Take 3 months to pay, no
interest. Or payments as low

Ns'

are allowing the initiative to
come from the Great White
spective

$19000

he screeches down the street
might solve your own local in-

something
about jet plane racket," or
"Get a new muffler," or
"Make buses, trucks, and

airlines

;.

AIR CONDITIONING r

Is This Good?

We agree with Secretary

By Joseph Stubenrauch

4',

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

Dresses & Costumes orig. $20.00 to $165.00

BIGGER BETTER...AND
MORE FUN TO SHOP

FRIDAY JULY 11

Now $11.00 to $90.00

THAN EVER COME PEEK
INI

Sportswear, Lingerie, Handbags, & Shoes

at
1/2 ORIGINAL PRICE

)!!

At Arlington High Track Field
Register at 9:30 am Starting at 10 am

AMATEUR
ATHLETIC

THE
QUAHER OATS

UNION

CO.

vitkk

NOW AT

ova

PRIZES AND CERTIFICATES AWARDED!

TO EVERY PARTICIPANT
Sponsored by

BEAUTY SALON

GATOR ADE,
the drink for
atheletes, will
be served

4

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS PARK DISTRICT , JEWELS & JEWEL-OSCOS

WIGS... $25.00
Most practical wig to date!
Great for vacations and after
swimming or golf!

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS and the People who make:

MADE OF A FINE, NEW FIBER,
PERMANENTLY SET.
"` "'""
'4"13RUSH IN STYLE.'
NO SETTING....EVER!
SEE

tidd 13606114 lessley
Wig Stylist & Consultant'
a

,Maid. S Q Salop
Arlington Heights!
34 S. Dunton Ct.
PH: CL 5-6888 Tues. thru Sat. 9 to 5

ood time to find a fashion treat....the saving
re great! Hurry in to pick up your favorites. Al
ales final.
Arlington Heights Store Only
28 S. Dunton Ct.

3

i.

CL 3-1766

8 oz. pkg.

15 oz. pkg.

11 oz. pkg.

42c

.5 1 s

49,

IMPORTANT: GAT DETAILS AND ENTRY BLANKSATI

;

JEWEL-OSCO - 50 Go f Rd., South Arlington Heights
EWEL-OSCO- 122 Va'I, Downtown Arlington Heights
' JEWEL - 24 Dryden, Market Place, Arlington Heights
TURN -STYLE - 404 Rand Rd., (Northpoint), Arlington Heights

4

t

The Days Prospects

The .Bierthantis:
frequented, by deer and other

By Dolores.flaugh

wild life.

In these early times the Des
in Busse Woods, roasting a hot Plaines River was a raging tordog in the shelter at section, rent with deep holes posingti#5, glance around at one of the lent death beneath its turbulandmarks of Elk Grove's pio- lent waters.
In 1869 the couple came to
neers.
Frank Bierman, long-time the woods greeted only by the
Mount Prospect resident and tall trees, waist -high grass and
retired fire chief with nearly flat prairie land.

Next time you're picnicking

'

half a century of service, tells
the story

of Grandpa and

Grandma Bierman:

William Biermann married

A house, or shelter, had to
be built before the heavy
snows came. Timber was hastily cut and hand-hewn.

Miss Wiebe when he arrived in

- America. He had heard of the
good farming area here from

The structure was originally
built in the side of a hill. It was

LOADING ALL their pos-

like a dugout. This accounts
for the lean-to shape of the
original building.

sessions into carpetbags and
boxes, they boarded their

ON EACH SIDE wide solid

his friends, the Busses.

prairie schooner and started

off for the promised land.
Indians roamed the woods.

Algonquin Rd. was nothing
wild run
a
more than

The new look to the old home erected in 1869 by William Biermann now has a common
limbers carefully designed
indoor -outdoor fireplace. I he root supports have three hand-hewn
to use every Fume of wood that was still serviceable.

window covers are hinged with
five -inch hands of hand -forged
iron.
The old homestead fell into

Inc, is displaying
some of its members' antiques
Questers,

at the Mount Prospect Public
Library through July
Those participating include

nic kers dry for years to come.
the other sides of the old hbmestead have been used to extend

William Anderson of the

Edwin

Anderson

Construc-

tion Co.. said, "We sorted all

The timbers which formed
the roof structure over the outdoor fireplace.
"My grandparents were

shape has been preserved, but

married in this country." said
Frank Biermann. "The exact
date of their arrival, however,
is not known, but all six children were born in Elk Grove.

the entire building has been
placed on a foundation of

ducing mostly dairy products

the old-timers and we used every one that we could."

THE ORIGINAL lean-to

stone. A huge indoor -outdoor
common fireplace serves two
groups at one time.

Grandpa farmed the land, pro-

which he brought to the old
Busse-Sewalt Creamery on Algonquin Rd. I know for sure

the property was bought in

On the inside the hand-

869."

hewn timbers are used with

correspondingly aged -looking
wood utilized up to the heavy
timbered roof supported by 12

logs. The roof has been replaced with a heavy-duty,
weather -resistant

sad repair, but thanks to the

slate

It

type

material which will keep pic-

NO

Scrimshaw Exhibit
The Scrimshaw Chapter of

forethought and 'care of the
Cook County Forest Preserves
it has been restored as a useful
feature of Busse Woods.

MATTER

yl

Wilson, Mrs. Charles
Francek and Mrs. R. W.
Haugh
Pertinent books available at
ney

the library are included in the

Beneath

display

of

shade

HOW

a

weathered elm the restored
100 -year -old Biermann home

Mrs Meta Butner, Mrs Rod-

HIGH

is ready for another century
of service. The hand-hewn
timbers, log roof supports and

erre 61

600000 els a 0 0 6-ra Cb

Trnnrririrrrnralrinnirnrinn D

the

lean-to structure designed for
the pioneer fanner of Elk
Grove is preserved for future

Page 5

IT

generations thanks to the
Cook County Forest Preserve.
(Photos by Dolores Haugh)
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Monday, July 7, 1969

Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor

Carleda Serbins Weds
a es Lough an Jr.
St Raymond's Catholic
Church, Mount Prospect, was

the scene for the II am Nuptial Mass, June 21, uniting
Carleda Serbins and James

Loughmann. Jr, son of the

A Camelot headpiece of
and beading held her

lace

of silk

Hills Country Club. The

and the groom's mother, a sea

James -Loughmans, Arlington_ .baby'S breath

Heights The bride is the
daughter of Mr and Mrs- Ed-

Miss Mary Serbins, the

bride's sister, was the maid of

fnund Serbins, Mount honor Bridesmaids were

Virginia Loughman sister of
Prospect
the groom, Patricia Serbins,
The double ring service was the bride's sister-in-law, and

read by the Rev Ronald Linda Walinski
Kalas

Mrs

Myron Weigle.

All wore gowns of delft

organist, accompanied blue organza The Victorian
+Herman Baldassarre who sang

necklines and hemlines were

"One Hand, One Heart" trom

edged with white lace They

"West Side Story "
The bride, wearing anovory
silk organza A -line gown with

baby's breath, blue bachelor

Alencon lace trim, was given
in marriage by her father Her

carried

white straw baskets

filled with white daisies,
buttons and delphiniums.

Attending the groom as
gown featured an empire best man was the groom's
bodice with Victorian neck brother, John Loughman.
line of Alencon lace embellish
ed with pearls, and lace
edged organza leg of -mutton
sleeves

Following the wedding a
reception was held at Nordic

illusion edged with Alencon
lace She carried a colonial
bouquet of white roses and

cathedral -length veil

Ushers were Martin Serbins,
the bride's brother,

Patrick

Weddings Ahead

bride's mother wore a yellow
and white brocade ensemble

a 80

frost green silk shantung
ensemble.

60

-

Cathy Ann Whitcomb

The new Mrs. Loughman -is

School, She is presently

Mr. and Mrs. W. Whitcomb

Chicago.

The groom is a graduate of
St. Viator's High School and
the University of Illinois. He

Mrs. F.

at 3550 North Lake Shore

A nursing library of

periodicals has been establish-

Sfisan is a graduate of Pros-

tical, as well

as

in -training

aids and Harper College
students in nurses training.
'The first donation of

Virginia Garland, to John
Remsen of Mount Prospect.

University, Oxford, Ohio. -She

was graduated with general
honors. She majored in English ,and will be teaching high

Stratford,
Conn. She was affiliated with
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority,
school seniors i n

a

and was editor of Miami's_

College and received her
degree from Northwestern
University.
a

Corps.

Ruth, to,,William Eugene Con-

been set.

graduate of

Dartmouth College and is
presently stationed with the

cago.

Miss Wilnau is a recent
of Prospect High

graduate

School. Conway is a graduate
of Sullivan High School, Mayfair Junior College. and is
presently enrolled as a student
at Roosevelt University.

The couple will be married

Nov.

15,

1969,

The Nursing Clinics of North

America made by the Arlington Heights Nurses Club.

The library will be located
in the in-service education of-

fice until more space is

South

-

OR BRUNETTE.

planned.

available.

intrituttlititilitilB11111111111'111

1111118111111111111111188um
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RE -OPENING SOON!.
at ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER

ANETTI

HAIR COLOR!"

45_ sktWitf

"Brand Name Retailer of the Year"

41"

AF!:(

WIGS & HAIRPIECES
Wed. July 9th --7 to 10 p.m.
* Door Prize -100% Human Hair Wig!
Refreshmenfs will be served, tool
3245 Kirchoff Rd.

11%11.1111111

StateGFarm
OVIatchmak.er
canefind you

We'll pay you the highest interest.
HOW?
- Free interest from July 1.10
- Pay you a solid 4%, computed
monthly and compounded
quarterly.

a perfect
match
forlife.

or 5% on

- Certilkates of Deposit
(minimum 310001

- Golden StateMent Savings
Account (minimum balance
of 51000)
- 5 year growth Sayings Eicinds.

State Farm Matchmaker
service is free. And so
simple. You tell us a little

family, your goals. We
give this information to
our computer and in a
matter of seconds out
comes a State Farm Life
insurance program that
matches your needs. One
you can live with. For a
perfect match, see your
State Farm agent.

Use Midwest Charge Cards Our layaway'
Plan or Handy Gift Certificates

Free

212 E.
Northwest Hwy.
Arington

A dandy outdoor thermometer
fore S50 for morel deposItto
any savings account.

Heights

.THE BANK &
TRUST COMPANY

CI. 34678

Located in the Rolling Meadows Bowl
Rolling -Meadows CL 4-0555

1.t

IIPP,114

The

about yourself, your

WITHOUT CHANGING YOUR

BEAUTY SALON

BIGGER....BETTER....AND MORE FUN TO
COME PEEK IN!
SHOP THAN EVER

M. JAMES LOUGHMAN

at

Church, Community Baptist,
Army at Fort Bel voir, Va.
The wedding will take place -Mount Prospect, by Rev. Edwho graduated ,
win 1. Stevens.
with a major in . systems Sept. 20, 1969.
analysis, is now a systems engineer with United Aircraft
Corp. in Stratford.
-14\ "BE A BLONDE, REDHEAD,
An Aug. 23 wedding is
yearbook.
Berescik,

was an annual subscription to

The wedding date has not

liam E., Conway Sr. of Chi,

Randolph Macon Women's

Remsen is

Soto, Inc., Des Plaines. Larry

nounce the forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Linda

way, son of Mr. and Mrs;Wil-

Miss Sheaffer attended

pect High School and Miami

periodical to the new library

4

engagement of their daughter.

Monfort Remsen Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Monfort

graduated in May. Cathy is
currently employed by De -

nau of Mount Prospect an- will be entering the Naval Air

Sneaffer II of Fort Madison,
Iowa, have announced the

are Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Knechtel of Mount PrOspect,
Her fiante is Andrew G. Berescik of Stratford, Conn.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wil-

Mr. and Mrs. Walter A.

Announcing the engagement of their daughter, Susan,

registered and licensed prac-

(.1)311t4
.1111,111IN 1111.11.,

Mitchell of Ke-

. Cathy and Larry met at Luther College, where Larry was

Linda Ruth Wilnau

Virginia Garland

Susan J. Knechtel

Dr., Chicago.°

for use by all nurses, both

J.

-lair:

wanee.

Chicago.,
The newlyweds are residing

ed at Northwest Community
Hospital. The library is open

uhae0

Larry Mitchell, son of Mr. and

is employed at WGN in

Library
Jo r Nurses
Established

o

Jr. of Mount Prospect announce the engagement of
their daughte.T, Cathy Ann, to

employed at Tiffany & Co.,

Loughman, the groom's ,technical books and
brother, ancl-Jeftrey Hatduke.

3.20

-a graduate of Arlington High

of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
900 East Kensington Road
Arlington Heighis, Illinois 601:04
256-7900

STAT. IA141
LIR INSURANC11 CONMNY
Mow 01%.: 1.entineen.1111nott
i.

,
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Students Discuss School
Plans With Architect

THE PROSPECT DAY
Monday, July 7, 1969

Hersey High Summer

School students met for a se-

cond time at a luncheon

DICK JOHNSON,

214 high school.
About 40 students had been
selected at random to give
their ideas and suggestions for
the Rolling Meadows High
School to be built on.

JOHNSON ASKED the

students yesterday in which
some windows had been ad-

ing.

buildings at Forest High
ministrators the shapet of School was good, but since

Stratford.

Yamamoto, 285 Diamond
Head.

Elk Grove Village --Ellen

Kay Harrison, 342 Bianco.
Mount Prospect --Shelley
1Lea Pierce, 812 W. Busse.
Palatine --Candice Lee John-

son, 526 E. Robertsbn, and
Lil Floros Paula
Irene Tell,'2333 Westwood Ln,

This is our fifth day in New
York City.
Island --my 14 Camp Fire
Girls, two other moms and me.

None of us had ever been to

Coney Island before. The
three adults had a preconceived notion that Coney

Island would be as crowded

pletely spent.

Phi Beta Kappa
Picks Student

A KNISH is "pa-tah-tahs"
the seller told us. It's about
four inches square and a half
inch thick.

It

square frozen fish patty, only
hot.

the evening fireworks
show.
We couldn't have been

We broke that knish into 17
pieces. I felt like I was feeding

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy

McLaurin, of 1202 Glenn

Ln., has been initiated into
the Michigan State University

chapter of Phi Beta Kappa

the 5,000 with one hunk of
the morning and found knish. Most of us thought it

more wrong. We arrived late
in

Coney Island beach lovely,
with very few people on it. We

spread our 17 beach towels,
rented an umbrella for the
'soft' mothers, and spent the
day. It was bright and sunny
and 90 degrees. A perfect day
for the beach.

AND WHAT A pretty
beach it is. Each couple of
hundred feet of sandy shoreline is separated by huge boul-

so-so.

jumping into the waves. Most-

ly. of course, for them it was
just plain different from Meadows and Lions Park pools and
they loved it.

We had famous Nathan's

hot dogs for lunch, and Milk
shakes. The hot dogs are fat
and long. They stick out -of
each end of the bun. The casing is a hit tough. (I'm an Oscar Mayer gal myself!) The
shakes were terrible.

There arc all sorts of food
stands in the area, and one of
the big items was "knishes."
All of us. being fairly sheltered
Anglo-Saxons, didn't know

..

BEEMACK WORLD
TRAVEL
tv:11.4.8z.vole.,

rides --the

enormous stuffed animals.
Thank goodness they lost --we
would never have been able to
carry them.

Finally we all had enough
and we went back to our dorm
at Long Island University. We
showered to remove the sand
and salt and went out for din-

(Benefits Lake Bluff Children, Home)

ner. No problem getting the

HALF -PRICE -SALE
on

FAST CLAIM SERVICE

SUMMER CLOTHING
SALE STARTS JULY 8th.

OPEN

WAYNE BRENNAN
WESTGATE SHOPPING

TUES. THRU FRI. 10-4
SAT. 9.3

CENTER

392-4080

562 N. MILWAUKEE AVE.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

WHEEUNG, ILL.

Slate Farm Mutual

SHOWS!

JULY 18.27
FLYING INDIANS
0.0`. OF ACAPULCO

''

PETS

Ats

"Your Pet Will Find
a Friend in Us!"

JULY 18.27'

.

SORRY NO CATS OR DOGS,

FREE

r'111

CIVIC PLAZA

1612 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

CONCERTS

JULY 18.27

AI

Frank Szarba, of 511 N.

Elmhurst Rd.., Mount
that a case of beer had been

0 nip tolvAviii111:11111111110M'

gmJEWELERS

"Pali Dahl,"
MELVIN A. DAHL

.

3427 Ithelsoff Rd.

"Giving Expert Personal
Service Since 1947!"

belling poti.d.,,,,, ig.

AAAAA Men

I.

PH: 253-4690

255-4535 ... ....

Corner of Denton & Campbell

JULY 19
BOB HOPE
IN PERSON!
JULY

_

21, 22

LET A REALTOR

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY

The date was set by the

AROUND
THRIFT AND GIFT SHOP

ROCK 'N' RHYTHM

ARK

-

held July 16.
....Atty.. Jack _Sieget.will..be....
called in for the occassion.

SECOND TIME

102 N. Cook Street
Barrington, III.

Ste,*

Beer Stolen

of the Fairview Utility Co.,
which serves the Fairview
Gardens subdivision, will be

with the owners.

PH: 381-4751

Arlington Heights, III.

The next meeting to con-

been unable to come to terms

AM!,

scale.

sider the village's acquisition

the private utility, but has

FRAMES & FRAMING

3427 Kirchoff Road
Rell'ng Meadesss, Ill.

PH: 255-4434

Mo.

The village has for months
been considering purchase of

ci,-..253-4130

411kikS?

Ev.rgr,. Shopping Center

ed a 3.250 on a 4.0 grading

stolen from his garage.

Village Board last Tuesday.

ORIGINAL GRAPHICS
SCULPTURES

gird A Small Animal Boarding!

Utility Sale
Meeting Set

.

. ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS

Phone:

I

-

PH: 394-3083

history at Michigan State..

Himalaya,

..

' Ridati Cat
M '6dIeq

AND FINEST FRAMING
SERVICE IN MC AREAI

graduate of Ursuline
in Oakland,

SERVICES!!

COMPLETE ART GALLERY

She is now majoring in

and orange drink.
At four in the afternoon we
packed up and headed for the
Coney Island amusement area.
It's like the late Riverview
Park. The gals went on several

of the

'

MILWAUKEE-JULY10-27

To be placed on the dean's
list, a student must have earn-

Prospect, told police Friday

Academy

We filled up on ice cream

ders that have green moss on Wonder Wheel, Bobsleds,
.them. Good,sized.waves.werc._. Thunderbolt, Tornaelo,,,Th.eY,
screamed and yelled and enbeating into shore.
The gals loved the ocean's joyed the thrills of them.
salt water. They enjoyed the
A COUPLE of gals threw
taste of it and .the feel of it,
They exhausted themselves balls at targets to try to win

St.

scholastic honorary.

Miss McLaurin is a 1965

Pat Hauslein
thought it was great. She said,
"Wouldn't it be great with lots
of gravy on top!"
was

Rolling Meadows --Linda
Marie Cwynar, 2702 School

Lynda A. McLaurin,

looks like a

as Lions Park on July 4th during

gals to settle down that night.
They fell into their beds com-

what they were. So we bought
one and broke it into hunks to
see what it was like.

approval.

THESE, FINE STORES

Des Plaines-Sharon Hisaye

The Fifth Day

the Board of Education for

AND

Burhop, 745 S. Chestnut, and
Coreen Caye Cordova, 213 S.

IMEIATIF

the plans are presented before

ii.

school year.

Main Street

present Monday night when

iihvE you TRIED

"'

semester of the 1968-69

Allan Alford, 1720

CELEBRATE!

materials center and the ad-

jacent resource center.
Students were invited to be

chart was present.

the dean's list for the second

the trampoline during a gymnastics class for children at Lions Park in Mount Prospect. (Photo
by inc Stafford.)

The students were con-

cerned about the instructional

meeting when only a main

among 391 students placed on

Chesterfield, Joy Lynn

INI

court yard.

designed than at the first

Wesleyan University are

BIGGER-RETTER...AND
MORE FUN TO SHOP
THAN EVER...COME PEEK

that type wasn't in the plans,
Johnson suggested a sunken

able to have a better idea of
how the building was to be

Nine northwest suburban

Jimmy Eichmann of 816 Grove, Arlington Heights, concentrates on his performance on

SELF-SERVICE LIQUORS

the architect and school ad-

classrooms, the types of desks
they would like, and their
three maine areas of ideas concerning meals in the
discussion were. the library, --0. .cafeteria.
The stUdents had been
windows and cafeteria.
presented with plans prior. to
the second meeting and were

They are:
Arlington Heights --David

.

The students seem to think
the court yard surrounded by

ded upon their suggestions.
The students discussed with

students attending Illinois

at

courtyards they prefered since
that had been one of the suggestions at the June 26 meet-

what revised plan to the

At the June 26 meeting the

Dean's List
Includes 9
From Area

.

Rolling Meadows
Shopping Center

students what type of

architect for Orput, Orput and
Associates presented the some-

Thursday to discuss proposed
plans for the seventh District

,RE7OPENING' SOON!

KASSEL STUDIOS
OF DANCE

,

CAN GROW INTO,

NATIONAL
BALLET OF

NOT OUT OF!

MEXICO

Directed by

JULY 24.27

;

Sharon Kassel
REGISTER NOW
FOR FALL SESSIONS
Limited Clan sizes

TAP BALLET TOE
MODERN JAZZ BATON
BALLROOM HAWAIIAN
PRE -SCHOOL
Beginning, Iiitermediatis,
Advanced, & Professional.

A Realtor knows what you are looking for in a
house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...
see Kemmerly!
AIR AGE '69

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

JULY

25.27

CHILDREN'S

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

PLAZA
PICNICS!

2214 Algonquin ad.
Rolling Meadows, III.
Southland Shopping Center

JULY 21.25

CL 3-6743 CL 3-6032 392.2221
Studio also In Hoffman Estates
its

emmerl
REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9

ST. LOWS
OPERA
THEATRE

r.

JULY 23

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING
THE NORTHWEST AREA

We make loans for all kinds of
reasons - even fun things (like.

In Palatine

In Arlington Heights

vacations) at the lowest possible

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

bank rates.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

-

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

it

1'

N NORTHWEST It.witS- Saoi,
311 SOU I H ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD

a-Boit/de,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005
394 IR 0 0

STAR-STUDDED
COUNTRY

358-5560

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

.253-2460
956-1500

WSHOW!STERN
E

-

I'

894-1800
299-0082

I,

I

I'

I

10 DAYS of FUN
ALL AROUND MILWAUKEE JULY 18-27
MILWAUKEE WORLD FESTIVAL, INC.
808 W. Wis. Ave., Milwaukee; Wis. 53203
eat
Ai

Wildcats Win With Four -Hit Attack Against Herne
By Mike Needleman

The Huskies of Hersey

High dropped to the Wheeling
Wildcats Thursday night by a

slender 2-1 score in Summer
League ball. Bill Tyler was the

starting pitcher for the 'Cats,

of the superb defense of the Beneriscutto, who picked up
the ball and tossed it to
Wheeling squad.
shortstop Rich Dyson, who
IN THE FIRST inning, was covering second base.
Hersey's attack was stopped After the base was tagged for
by a double play. Kenny Ken- the force on Koch, Dyson
nepp led off the inning.when threw to first for the put-out
he walked on four straight on Ludwigson, and the side
pitches by

credit for the victory, and Day,

hit to left by Steve Koch.
Bill Ludwigson then knocked a ground ball to the Wheel-

The visiting team Huskies
got off to a slow start because

he want sliding safely into second base. He remained there
to watch the next two halters

in the order go back to the
bench with outs.

Tyler. He was was retired.

but was later replaced by right

fielder Scott Day. Tyler got' moved to second on a base
was given the save.

the 'Cats with a base hit into
right. And on the next pitch
lived up to his nickname, as

ing second baseman, Fred

Jim Fletcher, also walked,

first 'Cat run. The next batter
grounded -out to short to end
the inning.

then perfectly executed a double steal, putting themselves in

Hersey was again unable to

mild threat on the one run

where they remained, as the'
inning came to a close as the
following two batters were

first.

fanned.

ning, Ken Morales was walked, and he stole second base
seconds later. The next hitter,

to the bench in order in the

that Wheeling earned in the

SLUGGER DAY then

In the bottom of the first, stepped up to the plate and
Wheeling didn't waste any smacked a long ball to Left

center field, good for a triple,

time getting in a run.
"Speedy." Wiesen led off for and scored Wiesen with the

With one gone in the in-

Logan Square Builds 8 -Game Streak
Lane Tech pitching. They had

By George Hulas

three unearned runs on four

Logan Square extended its
winning streak to eight games
this weekend by taking four

out of four contests. A fifth
game with Beloit was rained
out Sunday with the scored
tied 2-2 in the first inning.
The Lions beat Deerfield

Thursday, 6-4, then swept a

July 4 doubleheader from
Lane Tech 3.2 and 6-3 and

hits, all

singles.

The final

three runs came on two hits,
and only two of the runs were

The sixth inning rally came
Logan Square scored their 'with two out, when Hynes
first run in the fourth inning began things with a single. ,fle
without getting a hit. Bill

Madden led off by reaching

base on an error, and he scored
on two consecutive errors.

THE LIONS scored two
more unearned runs in the

lending Park Ridge 1-0.

fifth, then Lane Tech rallied
to tie the score at 3-3. Until

THREE OF the Lions' four
victories were come -from behind affairs.

In the

this point, Logan Square

pitchers had limited Lane to

clash with Lane Tech, Logan

Square scored three runs in
the seventh to win 3-2, then
broke a 3-3 tic with a three run outburst in the sixth inthe ninth inning of the Park
Ridge game.

Logan Square jumped off to

a 3-0 lead in the top of the

first inning of the Deerfield
game, then coasted to a 6-4
win. Steve Snyder and Mark.
Rossi teamed up for the victory on the mound.
Mike O'Donnell started the
game off by singling, and Jim

Hynes followed by singling
also. Larry Geyer attempted
to sacrifice, but was safe on

'

By Tom Harrison

Coach Jay Magnuson's
37 man Prospect Heights' park
district swim team was literal-

ly drowned by coach Art Van
Aman's 75 -plus man Northbrook swim team last week at
the Prospect Heights pool,
398-121.

The meet started with the

diving events, at 6:30, and this
gave Prospect Heights a one point, lead after Brian Cavelli
and Nancy Morava both took

first places. Bill Fergus took
a second with Nancy Morava

an error which allowed again diving, :his time placO'Donnell and Hynes to ing third. But this was the only
score. Geyer scored moments

later on Jim Kenny's infield
out.

Deerfield came back with a
run in the bottom of the first
and another in the second inning, but the Lions retalliated

with a run in the top of the
third which came without a
hit.

GEYER LED THE inning
off by reaching base. via an
error, then he moved around
the bases on infield outs.

Logan Square scored two
more runs in the fourth inning
to put the game out of reach.
Mike Pettenuzzo led off with
a single, and moved to second
when RiAsi walked. Both ad_.vanced when .Pettmizzo stole

,Lime in the meet when the Prospect Heights' swimmers scored above their visitors.

THE FIRST event of swimming, the 15 and over boys
200 yard Medley Relay was
easily swept by Northbrook as
Prospect Heights had no entry. The second event, 9 and
10 girls 200 yard free relay,
was also taken by Northbrook,
but this time, Prospect Height&

Pauline Di Somma, Sue Elliott, Kim Painter and Mary-

pitch, then Rossi scampered

catcher.
Meanwhile, the Lane Tech

July 7,

hurler put another runner in
scoring position on a walk,
but it didn't matter because
Geyer followed him with a
home run. Pettenuzzo held

1969

against Maryellen Geisler,
who finished with 1:21.8.

IN THE 11TH event of the
meet, when Donna Feezor of
Prospect Nights took a first
place in the girls 13-14 100
yard free, the tide seemed almost ready to turn. Teammate
Carol Geisler placed third in
the same event; their times,

went one for three.

The first game of Friday's
doubleheader was marked by
a fine pitching performance
by Logan Square's Jim Ken-

ny. The husky right hander
allowed only two hits in the

THE 9 AND 10 girls 50 yard
breaststroke found another

Prospect Heights first place,
with Kim Painter finishing in

In the boys breaststroke, her teammate Marty
1:10.2.

ly.

Lane got two runs in the final
frame. The Lions got only two
nings, but rallied for three

runs in the seventh.

Brian Rooney led the hit-

.

NEITHER TEAM scored
nor threatened to score until
the final inning. Lane Tech
scored two runs on a single,
a fielder's choice', a triple, a

but fell to second place against

der 25 yard backstroke. His
winning time was 32.0, and

1:09.7.

ed third.

Geisler almost followed suit,

the fast Northbrook time of his teammate, Dan Jump placAfter taking back seat and
three more thirds in the boys
wein placed third for the girls and girls 9 and 10 backstroke,
in 2:28.3, and Gary Takata and the S and under girls fly,

In the 11 and 12 100 Individual Medley, Mary Kay Reich-

placed second for the boys the home town swimmers
in 2:08.3. The girls 13-14 IM

came back with a double first -

third. Fisher was out to end

by Hersey shortstop Kennepp,
and the inning was ended with
Hull on second base.

on Fisher going down to -Sheridan was then thrown out
the inning for the Huskies.
In the Wheeling fourth, the

into center for a base hit

Logan Square rally by sinsecond

plicate it in the 15 and over.

on a poor pick -off attempt.
Wendell walked, and Mike

Golden followed with a single
that scored Pettenuzzo,
O'Donnell singled to score

boys 100 yard free. He placed
third with a 1:05.7.
EIGHT -YEAR -OLD Christine Takat'a then was the only
swimmer for Prospect Heights

third. O'Donnell took second

to place in the 25 yard girls

Wendell and Golden took

freestyle. She took third place
with a time of 36.3.,
And once again PH pulled

when Mike Abinanti walked.

Golden, who represented

the winning run, was out

out a first place. This time

to score when Geyer
grounded to short. Kenny
won his own ballgame by
sacrificing O'Donnell home
tying

it was John Elliott in the 8 and
under boys crawl. Teammate
Danny Jump finished close be-

hind him to 'grab a second

with the winning run.

'place, leaving Northbrook.
with the white ribbon.

THE SECOND GAME

,

In both the 9 and -10 boys
and girls 50 yard free, Northbrook placed first and second.
For Prospect Heights, Sue
Elliott and Dave Mede scored.
In' the first event of the girls

Koch, lb

Ludwigson, cf
Fisher, If
Morales, 2b
Fletcher, 3b
Quade, c
Kornelly, rf

knocked in with the run by
a' base shot off the bat of
Sheridan. Sheridan also stole
second, but he was thrown out
on his attempt to do the same
with third.

Smith, p

Dyson got a hit in the inning too, but he was forced

I

0

0

0

3

0

I

0

2

0

0

0

I

0

0
0

0
0

2

0
0

2

I

2

0
3

1

Players

base by Bencriscutto. The side

Hull,

Ib

2

3
Day, rf - p
3
Lunquist, If
I
Groot, If
3
Sheridan, c
Dyson, ss'
I
Richter, ss
Bencriscutto, 2b 2
Tyler, p
'Baker, rf
_22
Totals

the lead by one.

TYLER WAS' replaced by
Day in the fifth, and the new

hurler threw one man out at
first and also struck out one.
The third out came when

1

Rich Kornelly flew out to
Wheeling left fielder 'Lundquist.

I
I

Wheeling also went down

in order in their half of the
fifth as they were stunned by
the Hersey second baseman,

Morales. He threw out two
batters in the inning and put

0
0

c

0

0

tried to steal second.

Hersey fell three up, three
down in both the sixth and

I

0

0
0
2

ARE!

Now you can afford a FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT
FIRST:

We list your home with Arlington

Realty and find buyers that will
please you.

THEN:

We'll find you a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding

FREE

.

.

FREE

-thWergrleacks

you want.

you want.

.

through our membership in

OMEVfil

Open a PERSONAL $200 FREE PERSONAL

at

PLAINES

DES

CHECKING ACCOUNT
TRUST' AND SAVINGS BANK.
Maintain a minimum balance of only $200.00
and enjoy unlimited FREE checking service.
only time you can be charged with PERSONAL
FREE -5200.00 account is if your balance drops below
The

THE HOMEFINDING t SERVICE OF AMERICA

S200.00 during statement period.

253-8100

Arlington Realty
4t

year in service charge.

We also ,pay the postage both
ways -when you bank by mail.

We are the only Bank in Des
Plaines to offer such a good

ACCOUNT
DES PLAINES TRUST & SAVINGS BANK EXCLUSIVE $200.00 -

MI MI AI Ell Ell Mill,_

DES PLAINES TRUST & SAVINGS BANK
1223 Oakton St.,
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016
824-8101
illPlease send me more information about your good deal

in Arlington Hts.
NORTH

spurt(

ACCOUNT can save you anywhere from $20.00 to $30.00 a

Deposit Insurance Corporation.
ABOUT
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

Jt WI 11

in Arlington Hts. in Mount Prospect

...our PERSONAL FREE $200.00

TRUST. 8e SAVINGS BANK
DES PLAINES
Your accounts are insured up to $16;000.00 by the Federal

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

in Palatine

- Get your
Monthly
Statement.

deal.

II

CALL

FREE

It's about time you say "Good-bye to bank charges"

major cities of the U. S. or Canada

at no charge. whatsoever

Ma ke allits
the Dep sits
-

;200.00 account.

II Name

Please print or type

- Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICA, NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

Street

address

1.1

III City

ow 1.

0
0
0
0
0
4

0
0

Morales; PR - Neuman; PH
- Richter.

WE

-

0
0

-Wiesen, Lunquist, Sheridam

A/

M.

0,

Morales (2), Fletcher (2); SAC

1.11.

IN

0

Pitching Summary
r-er so bb
Players
4 I -I 3 2
Tyler
0-0 3
3
Day
6 2-2 2 I
Smith
WP - Tyler; LP - Smith; SD

A

ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS

0

0

Somrna, and Kim Painter.

RELOCATING?

bi

I

the tag on Wiesen who, after
getting on base by an error,

WHO IS DOING
SOMETHING ABOUT .
HOLDING DOWN COSTS

1

0

I

0

Prospect Heights boys had no ,and the 9 and 10 girls fly squad
entry, and the event went to scored high with Pauline Di
NOrthbrook.

o
0

I

was retired with the 'Cats in

free.

0
0

WHEELING (2)
ah r
3
Wiesen, cf
Schweitzer, 3b. 2 0 0

Huskies pulled off a double
play on a grounder to second

lowed with one for the boys.

h hi
I

3
2

19

Totals

out at second base as the

score another first until Miss
Geisler came through with a
133.5 in the 15 and over girls
back, and Steve Salerno fol-

had one place for Prospect second finish in the 8 and unHeights and that was Donna der boys fly Dan Jump and
Feezor who was third. The John Elliott, finished in order

for his I :18.5 in the 11-12 boys

100 free, but that win was not
enough to motivate teammate
Larry Salerno enough to dup-

to

stealing second, he was

Once again, Maureen Geisler, Gary Takata, Cathy Rodsecond first place of the even- gers, Lynn Richatrz and Tom
ing in the 11 and 12 boys 50 Harrison fell to the first and
yard fly, with a speedy 1:01.1, second combinations of the
allowing NB to place second Northbrook team. This brought
and third. Once again a deluge the individual competition to
of points for Northbrook came a close, leaving only six relays
upon Prospect as Cathy Rod- to conclude the meet.
gers, Maryellen Geisler, Dean
Goins, Audrey Andrews,
OF THE SIX, the overScott Madigan, Janice Takata
powering Northbrook team
'and Lynn Richartz all fell prey
took five, being triumphant
Northbrook
first -place
to
in all save the 13-14 girls 200
swimmers.

Prospect Heights did not

HERSEY (1)
r
Players
2 0
Kennepp, ss

lead off the inning. After

the butterfly.
Bob Feezor came up for his

Heights went to Bob Feezor

the

Until the sixth, the Lions

Takata.
JOHN ELLIOT received his
second first place for Prospect
Heights in the boys 8 and un-

Back again came North:

place 1:24.2. In the 11-12 girls
100 free, things appeared to be
somewhat improving with
Cheryl Takata coming in close
behind a Northbrook swimmer
to take a second with 1:26.2.
The second swimming first place ribbon for Prospect

ters with two hits, while John
Wendell went one -for -two,
and Pettenuzzo was one -for -

had been unable to 'solve the

Geisler,

Maryellen

Dave Takata and Christine

brook in the boys 13-14 100
free, taking both top places,
leaving Dave Bodett of Prospect Heights with a third -

six in-

Geyer was the deseisive blow.

thirds:

ing Marty Geisler and Cheryl
Takata with white ribbons in

advancing Hull to second.

grounded out to third base,

Terry Lunquist rapped one

Once again the 'Cats were
unable to score in their half
of the inning, but they were

be kept up, however, and again
Northbrook hauled in two
more 'firsts and seconds, leav-

'Cats' catcher Sheridan to play

to score the tie -breaking run.

outs, and the Huskie surge

THIS STREAK could not

out of the inning. Groot

this by Fletcher, forced the

'Cats put their bats together

fortunate enough to get a cou-

The 15 and over boys and
placed second to one North- girls Individual Medley and
brook swimmer, beating out the 8 and under girls backthe other. In the boys 8 and stroke found Northbrook
under breaststroke, Scott (swimming) away with the
points, leaving PH with three
Andrews placed third.

1:16.5, and 1:18.6, respective-

initiail six innings, although

featured a three -run rally in
the sixth inning that broke a.
3:3 tie. A two -run homer by

bring in Smith. Kennepp, was
thrown out on the play when
he attempted to stretch his hit
to a triple. The next two batters were good for two more
came to a halt.

"breaststroke Christine ,Takata

once again finished one-two

PETTENUZZO LED the
hitters with two safeties, and
Geyer scored two runs as he

,

Monday,

in with a time of 3:00.4. in the
girls' side of the event, the 100
yard 15 and over, Northbrook

third innings.

then

error by the Lane Tech

free, Northbrook placed first.
and second against Fergus of
Prospect Heights, who came

Rossi did a fine relief job,
holding Deerfield to one run
on four hits in four and one-

gling,

line shot into left center to

Morales. Then another bunt,

hrooli, while Prospect Heights

-home when O'Donnell! groun-ded out.

taking

Smith scored the first and

relays were taken by North-

Rossi took third on a wild

sacrifice and a single.
started
Pettenuzzo

peared to be tiring fast. Day
moved to second on an ex- flied out to Hersey first
cellent sacrifice bunt by baseman Koch, for the first

girls 8 and under 100 yard free

three.
In the 15 and over boys 200

three.

Steve Fisher singled up the
middle with one out, and was

Possehl held Logan Square to only run of the game for his.,
three hits in the first eight in- team early in the third stanza.
nings, and although he was He got on first base on an ernot as impressive as Rooney, ror. Kennepp followed him in
the order and whacked out a
he was just as effective.

.

In the Wheeling sixth, Hull
was walked by Smith' who ap-

'Cats.

Lane scoreless in the final in-

relay, and both the boys and

had no entires in any of the

hits during the first

Sheridan popped out to second base for the first out,
and John Dyson and, Ben'criscutto were both struck out
by Hersey hurler Terry Smith
to end the inning.

Page 7

TOP of the

seventh, Day fanned one more
batter and also threw a Huskie

HERSEY GOT one hit in out at first base. Fisher
inning and was smacked one deep to left, but
once again surprised by a fine -the-ball.was easily. pulled in
fielding exhibition from the by Mike Groot.

ning to earn the victory.

the shortstop, took third on a
wild pitch and scored on an

_-

the fourth

last of the second when Dino

took second on an error by

beth Wendell put up some opposition.
The boys 9 and 10 200 free

third.

Pettenuzzo scored and

THE 'CATS were sent back

Park Ridge pitcher Larry

Ludwigson drew a walk off

bring the inning to a close.

ichtand walking no one.

ROONEY'S FINE pitching
enabled Logan Square to beat
league -leading Park Ridge 1-0
Saturday. Rooney allowed only two hits while striking out

Kennepp' fly out to left.

unable to get good wood on steal second.
the ball and grounded out to
IN THE
the 'Hersey second bagger to

PH Swimmers Double-Teamed; Lose

first

ning of the second game. The
Lions scored their only run in

Lane on two hits.

earned.

capped the weekend by
defeating the then league -

three hits. Starter O'Donnell
pitched three innings of one
hit baseball, then Pettenuzzo
relieved him and shut out

sixth after he had watched

on a ball hit by Dan Hull. DAy, but he was ginned LigLyq
With two men on, Day was by Sheridan on an attempt to

scoring position. That was

score in their. half of the second inning, but did pose a

seventh innings. Day picked
up another strikeout in the

ple of men on base. With two
out, Gary Schweitzer drew a'
walk off Smith. He was moved to second when the Hersey
third baseman made an error

putting men on first and second. Morales and Fletcher

Phone

an wain ow IN im al an ani an

I

14 -Personals

PROSPECT

__

Rub 0' the Green

Page 8

Buffalo Grove Country Club

Call Bill Thornburg .. 255-4400

Sponsored by the Branigar Organization
ORDINANCE NO. 2166
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 21.1108 AND ARTICLE VII OF
THE BUILDING CODE

WHEREAS, the Building Committee

of the Board of Trustees of the Village of Mount Prospect did meet at
the Village Hall on June 11, 1969, at
the hour of 8:00 P.M. and did discuss

certain changes regarding fence requirements; and
WHEREAS, the said Building Com-

mittee hove recommended to the
President and Board of Trustees of
the Village of Mount Prospect to
adopt the said amendments; and

properly completed
building permit application; and

along with

a

(b) The proposed fence shall meet
the requirements set forth in this
Article VII of ChaPter 21 herein:
(c) It shall be unlawful to proceed
with the construction or erection of

nance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage, approval, and publication in the man-

pect;
NOW, THEREFORE,

ATTEST:

short. Also, try to keep your head looking
straight down until after the ball stops.

IT

OR-

LAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK
.COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

SECTION ONE: That Paragraph (c)

of Section 21.1108 of Chapter

NOTICE OF HEARING

Highway,

Northwest

E.

con-

cerning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of

This will help to strengthen the left arm and

Mount Prospect asfollows:

ver.

Busse

zoned

Rd. and Golf

Rd.

currently
for

corrosion -resistant material."
SECTION TWO: That Article VII of
Chapter 21 (The Building Code) of

four to one (41) to Three to one
(IT). Property

the Municipal Code of Mount Prospect of 1957, as amended, be and is
hereby amended in its entirety to incorporate regulations for fences surrounding swimming pools, so that
the said Article VII shall hereafter be
and read as follows:

Lot One in the Golf -Busse Subdivi-

SECTION 21.701: Height and Location

(a) Fences not more than three (3)
feet six (6) inches in height and with
not less than 50% open area will be
permitted in the Village of Mount
Prospect as follows:

(I) Along the interior or rear lot

is

North,

15, Township
Range 11 East of the 3rd Principal
Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois:
All persons interested in the above

Section

41

Chairman
Mount Prospect
Board of Appeals
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Monday, July 7, 1969

(b) Fences at least four (4) feet six (61

inches, but not greater than six (6)
feet in height and with not less than
50% open area will be required in
the Village of Mount Prospect provided they surround'swimming pools
otter than swimming pools having a
raised deck at least 4'6" above
grade and may be placed as
follows:
(I) Along the perimeter of the pool
walk areas; or
(2) Along the perimeter but within
the building lines of such real
property upon which it is located.
(c) In residential districts as defined
by the Village of Mount Prospect
Zoning Ordinance: A fence up to six
(61 feet in height will be permitted if

placed no nearer to property lines
than a Entilding is permitted under
the Zoning Ordinance of the Village
of Mount Prospect, and provided
that a twenty-five (25) foot set -back
is maintained from the rear lot line.
(dl In a residential district, patio
screening not to exceed six (6) feet in
height nor eighteen (181 feet in
length nor four (4) inches ins width
will be allowed nearer to the lot line
than the building is' permitted, provided:

(I) It is to be located adjacent to
or adjoining a patio; and
(2) The perrnitee submits a letter
of approval signed by the abutting
property owner.
SECTION 21.702: Construction
(a) Fences shall be so constructed as

to have a smooth finish side facing
towards the nearest lot line.

shall be unlawful to erect or
maintain anywhere within the Vil(b) It

lage of Mount Prospect a fence
equipped with or having barbed
wire, spikes or any similar device, or
any electric charge sufficient to
Fences

surrounding

swimming

pools must meet these additional
specifications:
(1) All fence posts
decay or corrosion

shall be
resistant
and all fence openings or points of
entry to

the

pool area

shall be

equipped with gates, which gates
shall be equipped with self -closing
and self -latching devicei placed at
the top of the gate and made inaccessible to small children. In the
event such pool has a raised deck as
Indicated in paragraph (a) of Section
21.1108, all points of entry thereto
shall be equipped with .self -closing
and self -latching devices placed dt
the top and made inaccessible to
small children.

WHEREAS, a written petition under
oath signed by the owners of record

ORDINANCE NO. 2168
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ARTICLE
VI OF THE BUILDING CODE

WHEREAS, the Building Committee

of the Board of Trustees of the Village of Mount PrOspect did <meet at
the Village Hall on June 11, 1969, at
the hour of 8:00 P.M. and did review
amendments to the Plumbing Code; \
and
WHEREAS, the said Building Com-

mittee have recommended to the
President and Board of Trustees of
the Village of Mount Prospect to
adopt the said amendments; and
WHEREAS,

President

the

and

Board of Trustees of the Village of
Mount Prospect have reviewed the
matters herein and have determined

that the some are In the best interests of the Village of Mount Pros..
,

pect;

NOW, THEREFORE,

BE

IT

,

OR-

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK
COUNTY, ILLINOIS:
SECTION ONE: That the speci-

fications under "nonmetallic piping"
found in subsection 3.13.3. of Article
VI of Chapter 21 (The Building Code)
of the Municipal Code of Mount Pros-

that the - said
sub -section 3.13.4 shall hereafter be
and read as follows:
so

"3.13.4. All sanitary sewer pipe
must cr;Vorm v;,i ASTM C 200-64T.
and all VC -I' SO tory Sewer joints
must conform wit ' ASTM C 425."
SECTION THREE: That this Ordi-

nance shall be in full force and ef
fect from and after its passage, ap
proval, and publication in the man-

WHEREAS,

all

residing

electors

the public welfare or injurious to oth-

within the said property to be an-

er property; and the' variation, will
not impair on adequate supply of
light and air to adjacent properties;

nexed have affixed their signatures
indicating their consent; and
WHEREAS, the said land

is not

and
WHEREAS,

within the corporate limits of any
municipality, but is contiguous to the
Village of Mount Prospect; and
WHEREAS,

the

President

and

Board of Trusteei of the Village of
Mount Prospect find and believe it to

be in the best interests of the said
Village that said land and territory
be annexed thereto;
NOW, THEREFORE,

BE

IT

OR-

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VIL-

,OR-,DAINED

SECTION ONE: That all land and
territory legally described as follows:
Lot 6 in Block 3 in Prospect Meadows, a subdivision in the West V2 of
the Southwest 1/4 of Section, 27,
Township 42 North, Range 11 East of
the 3rd Principal Meridian,./together
of Rand
with the Southwesterly
Road lying Southeasterly of the

LAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK
COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

SECTION ONE: That the property

being the subject matter of Case
68-44A, being legally described as
follows:

The East 250.0 feet of that part of
V2 of the Southeast V4 of
Section 33-42;11, lying South of the
Chicago and North Western Railway,
is currently zoned under the Zoning
Ordinance of the Village of Mt. Prospect as 1-1 (Light Industrial District)
which zoning classification shall remain subject to the variation granted, herein;
(a). That, that portion of the front
yard fifty-two (52) feet to sixty-seven
(67) feet East of the West lot line of
the abOve - described tract be reduced to a minimum of one (1) foot the East

lying West of the East line of the
West 1/2 of the Southwest 1/4 of SecIl-

linois.

an accurate map of which territory is

attached hereto and made a part
hereof by this reference. be and the
same is hereby annexed to the Village of Mount Prospect, Cook County, Illinois.

SECTION TWO: The Village Clerk

nine (9) inches.

of the Village of Mount Prospect is
hereby directed to file in the office
of the Recorder of Deeds of Cook
County, Illinois, a certified copy of,
this Ordinance together with an ac-

SECTION TWO: That all requirements of the Mount Prospect Building
and Zoning Code shall be applicable
except the variation noted in Section
One heretofore htsntioned.

curate map of the territory annexed.
SECTION THREE: This. ordinance
shall be in full force and effect from
and after its passage, approval and

SECTION THREE: That the Director

of Building and Zoning of the Village
of Mount Prospect is hereby author-

ized to Issue a Building permit for

publication in the manner provided

the, erection and construction of an
extension of an existing building in
accordance with, the variation herein
before mentioned.

by law.
PASSED AND APPROVED THIS 1st

-

SECTION FOUR: That the variation

day of July, 1969.

granted by this Ordinance shall be
null and void and t11\f no force and
effect whatsoever u6 less an application for o building permit pursuant

ROBERT TEICHERT

PASSED AND APPROVED THIS

I day

of July, 1969.
ROBERT TEICHERT

Village President

Village President
Attest:
DONALD W. GOODMAN
Village Clerk
Published in
Monday, July 7, 1969

(2) The fence and gates shall be
at least four (4) feet six (61 inches but
not greater than six (6) feet in height
above the walk/grade level and shall

DONALD W. GOODMAN

be constructed of a minimum number of 9, gauge woven wire mesh

Published in Day Publication July 7,

Village Clerk

corrosion resistant niatr11:11.-

the fence construction required in this Section is constructed
yupon property lines, pursuant to
given variation, so as to completely
(31

ORDINANCE NO. 2167
AN ORDINANCE GRANTING A
FRONT YARD VARIATION AT 704

'

WEST CENTRAL ROAD, MT. PROS' "
PECT, ILLINOIS

1969.

AYES: 6

If

enclose the yard area, such construction shall be considered to meet The
requirements of this Section.

SECTION 21.703: Nuisance Abatement

Any fence which may be erected
or in process of erection, contrary to
the provisions .of this Chapter, shall
be deemed a nuisance, and' it shall
be the duty of the Director of Building & Zoning to summarily abate the
. .
same.
SECTION 21.704: Issuance of Permits

WHEREAS, the Board of Appeal of
the Village of Mt. Prospect did meet
at the Village Hall on the 27th day of
.-'March,' 1969, at the hour of 8:00 P.M.

ASTM

and did hear a petition for a front

FS

yard

"Nonmetallic piping:
Clay sewer pipe

C 425
C200 -64T

Concrete sewer pipe, sizes
4 to 24 inches
C-14.41
Bituminized fibre sewer pipe
CSI 16.44

Asbestos cement sewer pipe
SSP351(1940)"

variation under Case No.
49-13A, pursuant to the proper legal
notice published March 11, 1969;
and

WHEREAS, the Board of Appeals

of the Village of Mt. Prospect did
hear the petition to add 15 feet to
the total 139.05 foot width of an
existing non -conforming use which is
foot - 9
set back from lot line inches; and

55.P-3416(1962)

recommended

vided:

SS -P3611.1(1962)

Trustees of the Village of Mt. 'Prospect to grant the requested 23 foot
3 Inches front yard variation; and

WHEREAS, the Board of Appeals
of the Village of Mt. Prospect have

SS -P-371(1937)

PASSED AND APPROVED THIS

I day

of July, 1969.
ROBERT TEICHERT

Village President
ATTEST:
.

DONALD W. GOODMAN

Village Clerk

'

Published In
DAY PUBLICATIONS
Monday, July 7, 1969

No. 2170

to

the

Board

of

41

manner provided by law and pubof a newspaper of general circulation within the Village of Mount Prospect; and
WHEREAS, the' Plan Commission
has determined that the zoning
changes are in accord with the Com-

prehensive Plan of the Village of
Mount Prospect for that area and
would in no way be detrimental to
the Village of Mount Prospect; and
WHEREAS, the Plan Commission of

the Village of Mount Prospect has
recommended that tfte zoning
changes be granted upon the condi-

tion that both parcels hereinafter
described shall be resubdivided into
one lot; and
WHEREAS, the Judiciary Com-

mittee of the Board of Trustees of
the 1/41/age of Mount Prospect did
meet on Itine-17: 1969 alid-iffidie;
view Case No. 69-4P, and have
recommended that the Board of
Trustees of the Village of Mount
Prospect concur with the recommendation of the Plan Commission of
the Village of Mount Prospect; and
WHEREAS, the President and

Board of Trustees of the Village of
Prospect

determined

have

that the best interests of the Village
of Mount Prospect will be attained
by the adoption of the Plan Commission's recommendation on Case No.

69-4P regarding the subject property:

NOW, THEREFORE,

BE

ORDINANCE NO. 2170
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING MAP
22N OF THE MOUNT PROSPECT
ZONING ORDINANCE

WHEREAS, the Plan Commission of

the Village of. Mount Prospect here -

OR-

IT

27
26

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK
COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

SECTION ONE: That Map 22N of
the Zoning Ordinance of the Village
of Mount Prospect, as amended, be
and is hereby further amended by
reclassifying from R -X (single family
residence district) to B-4 (business retail service district) the following
described property:
Lot 6 in Block 3 in Prospect Meadows a subdivision of the West half of
the Southwest quarter of Section 27,
Township 42 North, Range 11 East of

the Third Principal Meridian, according to the plat thereof recorded December 9, 1949 as document

-

Cook County, Illinois.
SECTION THREE: That this Ordi-

NAYS: 0
PASSED and APPROVED this 1 day

Village President
ATTEST:

DONALD W. GOODMAN

Village Clerk
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Monday, July 7, 1969

ere
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10 TECHNICIANS.

24

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will

completely train. Opportunity'
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
,for
394-1000, HALLMARK, 800'
1E. Northwest Hwy., M amspect.

5

15

90
50

55

5-

Field

1

4 ENGINEERING
$9-11,000 FREE II

N

Go out into the field, meet
the customers, and apply'

1,

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus, Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91
94
88
96

Rooms -Board -

anical specialties. You'll
replace a man just pro
1moted to Vice -President of
new products.

Rummage Garage Sale 31
Situations Wanted -Men. . ,21
Situations Wanted -

NI6

S&H Pkg. Prod.
Wille Lumber

SYSTEMS ANALYST

48
74

$12,000 to $15,000

To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78

No Fee
Systems background and ex-

Jake's Pizza
FBK Realtor
Busse Food & Liquor
Kruse's Tavern

Apartments73
76
ToRent Houses

Pts.
47
421/2

18

TTrarucvkesl,

102
92
42
82

Trailers
Vac ion Places
Wanfbd To Buy
Wanted To. Rent

38
33

32 1/6

321/2
311/2
281/2
281/2
19

$135 Wk. NO FEE
1969 car furnished

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

bonus -profit shoring

;

CHECK YOUR ADSI
Advertisers Ore .sioquosted to

the* talvertisitmerit mei . hi
amt. of arm to notify ohe
thasifitiet eleportroett, . . at
ortke. the, tortedlia
..tetce
Ain be mad.. In the own* of
orelleten, .the sews.
paper wilt to respotogitte!fer
ONLY: the first Irseetweet
trueutton and only fa the

MPPD
MEN'S 16"
SOFTBALL STANDINGS

MONDAY DIVISION

WL

Arlington Pk. Dodge
Willie's Bruins
Willie's Tavern
ClarkProducts... "
Jake's Pizza
Ed's Pure Oil
L & S Standard
Beef and Barrel

.4

0

3
2

0

YeeiDaY $tut woes.

.totteltes.

I

that the. atf
win. be'

repOldleation

eel:Mier tiy

1_
1

2

1

2.)

1

3

0

-

3

No experience necessary. Protected territory - just keep your
customers stocked up: No traveling - no night work. 5 day
week. Do the job and you may

be area Sales Mgr. within 3
years. High School is enough.
Wear a business suit for interview. Oh yes - free smokes, of

course! Ask Steve Pace at
394-1000,
HALLMARK -PERSONNEL,

Ia.

tootliy-Jos at ma, -,1tonot4
kittitiono:
Sons two

91.

HIRING IN

AV 1412.

itttorooye.

W

L

! 54n Memoriam

0
0

Our sincere appreciation to the

3

4
2

2
2

3

OUROFFICE
9 production
troubleshooters
$7,000-10,000
free

4

0

5

WEDNESDAY DIVISION
W
Team
6
Village Sports
5
Stevens
3
T & C Barber Shop
3
Yankee Doodle
3
Johnson's
2
Arlington Mkt. Assn,
Romano's

Eastern

Star

and

the

V.F.W.

Auxiliary for the Memorial
Service conducted at the funeral
home for our Mother. Thd family
of Mrs. Lillian H. Adam.

L
1
1

3
3
3

1

5

0

5

FOUND: Pair horn rim young
stern glasses vic. Lions Park, Mt.
255-3028
Prospect. Identify.

Lost: Brown Siamese cot wired
collar vic: Pleasant Hills Blvd. &
Rose, Palatine. 358-5848
FOUND:

TOY

TOY

BLACK

POODLE, male, vic. Mt. Prospect
,Country Club. CI 3 3807

)engineering agency',
Iff

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

296-1071

Have You Been Thinking of Your Future?

By Laurie Rossi

If so, why not allow an organization with profescounselors evaluate your experiences,
versing what you are presently doing and advise

sional

you of what you could possibly move to.

Prospect library is. in the

ask that you be patient.
' Right now the children's
room is featuring bear books
for all ages, in connection
with the theme of the summer

reading program, The Polar
Club. Every week a -new

-area of reading will 'be
featured.

ACCOUNTING
$600 to $700
$10, to $13,000
$14, to $18,000

-Trainee

- Sian Level
Controller

ADMINISTRATIVE "

'

$650 to $800
$700 to $800
$750 to $900

Customer Service
Marketing Trainee

Office Manager

TECHNICAL
General Foreman

$10,400 to $13,000

Assmbly Foreman

$9,500 to $11,500
$600 to $750

Lab Technicians

DESIGN
Detail Draftsman
Circuit Designer
Layout Draftsman

111

AIMAIIII/2// ati

On at Library

struction scare you. Library
services have not been interrupted, and the librarians

44

your knowhow on the new MI
1teom of problem.solving h
"MINUTE MEN." Any lower
1111 rung spot you may hold 111
will qualify you to move up. h.,
1Call Ted Leveneur 296.1043

BUSINESS MEN'S CLEARING HOUSE O'HARE
2720 DES PLAINES AVE

porcess of some kind of construction, and wonder what is

E.

1hby? Listen to this. We need

DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

noticed that the Mount

la

You say nobody is listening
you are working

6 now? Are the promotions
1 you deserve passing you

111

23 -Employment AgenciesMale

Work Goes

Perhaps you've already

I

Nwhere
13 -Lost and Found

1

Data Power
Delta Air Lines

N

Ih theAREIDEAS
YOU THE GUY with
and ANSWERS? k

3

1

Northwest

E.

Koos *hook your *eh and.

TUESDAY DIVISION
U & G Printing
Ye Old Town
Jake's Pizza
Shakey's Pizza
Annen & Busse
Vail Lounge
Gay Blades
Elk Grove Inn

800

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

PHONE 2554200^k

Team

.

SALES

cheek the lint Insertion of

Team

TRAINEE
CIGARETTE

Day Want Ads
Get Results

Town & Country Barber 32;5
M.P. State Bank
Bainbridge Apts.
Keefer's Pharmacy
Clayton Courts
Doyno Motors

posure to 360 clinches it. Head
up new department. Excellent
firm.
Call Ron Holda at
394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

.81
To Rent Miscellaneous.
To Rent Resort Properties .79
to Rent, Stores, Offices. .77

451/6

1111

M/M/P/M4I/MAIII.

To Rent Furnished

Team

L043

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

22'

SWortminegnGoods
po

TEAM STANDINGS

Vo

I,

ENGINEERING

111

Housekeeping .....

a

their needs. Growing $11/2 "I
million producer of meth-

CALL DENNIS GALLAS

-

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

to h

products

company's

14

Real Estate -

$650 No Fee

.

47

Personals

But don't let the con-

of July, 1969.

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56

nance shall be null and void and of
going on.
no force and effect whatsoever, until
b e ing,_,
bu
-.
after its pateage,approval,
enlarged to accommodate the
tion, and such time as on ?accurate
plat resubdividing the parcels des. :increased number of services
cribed in Sections One and Two 'the' library' offers the. public.
above Is recorded with the Recorder
To do this, the library will be
of Deeds of Cook County, Illinois; a
moving the children's room to
copy of which plat of resubdivision
shall be attached hereto and made
a larger upstairs.
a part hereof.
AYES: 6

437,8646.

83

14692921 in Cook County, Illinois.

SECTION TWO: That Mop 22N of
the Zoning Ordinance of the Village
of Mount Prospect, as amended, be
and is hereby further amended by
reclassifying from B-3 (business retail and service district) to B4 (busiretail and service district) the
ness
following described property:
Mack Cadillac Corporation subdivision in the Southwest 1/4 of Section
27, Township 42 North, Range 11,
East of the Third Principal Meridian,

Retired mechanic will Simoniz
your car. Will pick up & deliver.

Nursery Schools -

low gross score of the evening
with a 38.
The best match of the night
was between Bruno (Champ)
Pinkos and Bert Johanson,

827-6603

BARON'S

71-SiMations Wanted -Men

1

Musical Instruments

lished in the February 3, 1969 edition

Mount

Mener Women.... . . :

Course 6 weeks, $10.00

25
57
93

13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111

foot putt on the 18th hole.

hour of 8:00 P.M. conducted a public
hearing under Case No. 69-4P on a
request for zoning classification
changes from RX (single family residence district) to B-4 (business - retail and service district) and B-3
(business - retail and service district)
to 13-4 (business - retail and service
district) of certain parcels of property hereinafter described; and
WHEREAS, a notice of the aforesaid public hearing was made in the

SUMMER SPECIAL
Beginners. Piano or organ.

Business. 65

Pinkos
dropped a pressure -packed six-

e

358-2699

23

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property

31

deadlock when

tofore on February 21, 1969, at t

Palatine area.

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women
Equipment Rentals
Farms
Florists
Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted

(To Rent)

39

The contest wound up in

ROBERT TEICHERT

1

The Director of Building & Zoning
is hereby authorized to issue a permit for the erection of a fence pro(a) Two (2) drawings or sketches
of the proposed fence are submitted

variation is made and
construction commenced within one
year of the date said Ordinance becomes effective.
SECTION FIVE: This Ordinance
shall be in full force and effect from
andafter its passage, approval, and
publication in the manner provided
by law.
such

to

DAY PUBLICATIONS
ATTEST:

and

President

variation;
- .NOW, ..THFREFORL..P.E. IT_
BY THE PRESIDENT ANb
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VIL-

LAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT; COOK
COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

tion 27, aforesaid, Cook County,

the

Board of Trustees of the Village of
Mt. Prospect do believe that the
granting of the variation would not
be detrimental to the immediate
neighborhood or to the residents of
the Village of Mt. Prospect and that
the best interests of the residents of
the Village of Mt. Prospect will be
subserved by the granting of this

AYES: 6
NAYS: 0

ner provided by law.
AYES: 6
NAYS: 0

make money; the granting of the
variation will not be detrimental to

and

are hereby further amended to eliminate the use of slipseal joints by
substituting therefore ASTM and FS
standards so that the said specifications shall hereafter be and read
as follows:
'
...
SECTION TWO: That Section 3.13
of Article VI of Chapter 21 (The
Building Code) of the Municipal
Code of Mount Prospect of 1957, as
amended, be and is hereby further
.4,

the purpose of the variation is not
based exclusively upon a desire to

to the Village of Mount Prospect;

Northwesterly line of said Lot 6 a-

sub -section

requested under Case No. 69-13A be
granted because:
There is a practical hardship upon
the owner; the conditions are unique;

questing that said land be annexed

foresaid, extended Northeasterly and

amended by adding thereto a new

of the Board of Trustees of the Village of Mt. Prospect have
recommended to the President and
Board of Trustees that the variation

of land hereinafter described has
been filed with the Village Clerk of
the Village of Mount Prospect re-

pect of 1957, as amended, be and

cause shock.
(c)

with a 29, earning three points
for Keefer's.

Case No, 69-13A; and
WHEREAS, the Building Committee

PROPERTY LOCATED ADJACENT TO
THE NORTHWEST OF 333 WEST
RAND ROAD, MOUNT PROSPECT, ILL.

42

while Collier registered the

Jim Price had the low net

of the Board of Trustees of the Village of Mt. Prospect did meet on
June 11, 1969, and did consider

ORDINANCE NO, 2169
AN ORDINANCE ANNEXING

GEORGE JACOBSMEYER,

451/2

Collier had net scores of 35,

gross score of the evening with
a par 36 on the second nine.

Piano lessons

17

"Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings Furniture
Industrial Property

33, Stan,Grabarek and Warren

Jack Keyser shot the low

WHEREAS, the Building Committee

No. 2169

petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 7th day of July, 1969.

line;

house.

.

Legal Notices

Busse Farm in the Northeast 1/4 of

51

Al' Stone picked up three
points for the Packers with a
gross score of 41 and a net of

Kersting's

Garden Center, 5-5.

legally described

sion being a subdivision of part of
Lot 6 in the Division of the Louis F.

56
54

Night Golf League.

as:

lines and entirely to the rear building

(2) On corner lots, the fence shall
be set back one foot from side street
lines and entirely to the rear of the

and

Range

and Loan tying

IF YOU'RE crammed for space, work indoors
with the plastic golf balls. You should get somewhat the same results.
Good Luck!!

District)

(Business

B-3

change in the parking ratio from

Illinois

Louie's Barbers knotting 5-5
and Mount Prospect Savings

CASE NO. 69-38A

ber of 9 gouge woven wire mesh

ARTICLE VII - FENCES

TWO TIES also occurred
with

hand, the best way to fight that right hand takeo-

Request for variation for property
located at the southwest corner of

57
561/2

S&H Packaging Products
whipped Keefer's Pharmacy,
8-2, to move back into first
place at the halfway mark of
the Mount Prospect Friday

recorded in the league.

1541Laskress Personals

37
3B
66

LoLcianAdis-Personal,

son that a shut out had been

centrating on a strong left arm and emphasizing
the left hand action, you should have this shot'
working for you within a very short time.
If not, work with the left only fora short time.

the 24th day of July, 1969 at- the
hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be a
public hearing at the Village Hall,

VtS
72

only the second time this sea-

scooping action of the right hand. By con-

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

112

George L. 'Busse Realtors.
Striking Lanes nearly skunked
Carter Music, 91/2-1/2, and
Kruse's Tavern blanked
Licht's Paints, 10-0. It was

throughout the shot, and swing with a down and
through motion of the back of the left hand, not a

BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
- BOARD OF APPEALS

Kruse's Tavern
Illinois Range
Louie's Barbers
Licht Paints
MP Savings & Loan
Carter Music
Kersting's Garden

point with a 9-1 whomping of

ket. Keep the weight mostly on the left foot

21

(The Building Code) of the Municipal
Code of Mount Prospect of 1957, as
amended. be and is hereby further
amended to allow increased heights
to 6 feet for fences surrounding
swimming pools, so that the said
paragraph (c) shall hereafter be and
read as follows:
"(c) The fence and gates shall be
at least four (4) feet six (6) inches but
no greater than six (6) feet in height
above the walk grade level and shall
be constructed of a minimum num-

Kirchoff Insurance held on

iron or wedge and pitching balls at a bushel bas-

No. 69.38A

Busse -Bierman

to second place by one-half

If you have room in the backyard, you can
practice your short game by taking your nine

Published in DAY. PUBLICATIONS

Monday. July 7, 1969
BE

8-2.

TRY TO KEEP the putter head low to the rug
throughout the stroke, and keep the backswing

DONALD W. GOODMAN Village Clerk

Team
Keefer's Phmcy.
Kirchoff Ins.
Striking Lanes
George L. Busse

.

III.

ties. 3131-52613.

Automobiles Wanted, .. 101
Boats and
Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Business 'Opportunities.

Southern

University, Carbondale. 1st
quarter '69. Wants personal attendant to assist handicapped
student with daily living activi

9
Card of Sympathy
B
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries& Lots
Coins -Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

TEAM STANDINGS

Keefer's

Mount Prospect Twilight Golf
action when they snipped
Buss e -Bierman Hardware,

NAYS: 0

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VIL-

Golf Loop

Business Services

First -place

tion and distance with a stroking motion, controlled by the lett hand and not a jabbing or lifting action of the right hand,

AYES: 4

Day of July, 1969,
ROBERT TEICHERT Village President

President

Reefer's Extends
Lead In Twilight

Auto Parts and Access,
Auto Trailers Campers 103
112
Automobiles For Sale

Pharmacy strengthened their
lead to 15 points Tuesday in

something similar, as your target. Work on direc-

ner provided by law.

and

the

If you're having trouble with your putting,
there is no better place to work on it than, at
home. Practice on the living room rug from a
distance of 10 feet or less, using a chair leg, or

Building & Zoning Department.
SECTION THREE: That this Ordi-

Board of Trustees of the Village of
Mount Prospect have reviewed the
matter herein and have determined
that the same are for the best interests of the Village of Mount Pros-

'Motion

entering

Student

20
109
107

Auction Sales

game. Yes, I think there definitely is.

any fence before a permit for such
work has been obtained from the

Passed and Approved This First

WHEREAS,

A lot of people have asked me if thew is any
way to practice at home to improve their golf

NEED RIDE from Arl Hts to St
Alexius Hospital at 2 30 P M
starting July 1 392 5778

35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques

10

Golf Pro

use DAY PUBLICAllONS

Rental plan 392.4750

1969

ltd

!MIS@

ice on all makes Free loanersi

Monday,
July 7,,

By Al Griffith
For the best coverage eel Nest

AAA I Hearing Air Report. Servs

$780 to $900
$13,500 to $15,000
$1 1,000 to $13,000

23-Enaloisient4encleiMale

SALESMAN FOR
CONTACT WORK

JRACCT.

new, accounts. ,S.1..SQL

'establish
Weekly guarantee to man meeting our requirements. Write
Manager, Box 4117, Cleveland,
Ohio, 44123
Man with Cgr or !NA l.Y0110.0
to work from 4 a.m. to 7 a.m.,
Mondry thru Saturday. Permanent port -time position. CALL

Any college accounting, plus
the desire to continue, will
get you this one. Employer will

pick up the tab for schooling
and completely train you in
ull general and cost accountDennis

Call

ing functions.
Miller at 394-1000,

HALL-

MARK, 800 E. Northwest Hwy.,
Mt. Prospect.

FREE

trial and Institutional ConveyorSystems:
Day Shift 7 A.M.-3:30 P.M.
Night Shift 3:30 P.M. -12 A.M.

OR

OLSON CONVEYORS

ADDITIONAL
MONTHLY INCOME

in EDP. large nat'l corpor

With Expanding Machine Shop'

$150 to $200. It's available
working 4 hrs., 5 evenings per
week doing light office cleaning. Our phone is open until 9

'11

Mike Betker 296-1043

827-7880

Computer
Center
Div. of Engineering O'Hare

I.D. & O.D. Grinder

Now available in your area.

Inspector

Are you interested in additional
income on port time or full
time basis? Small investment,

are46Vsiii;A.

good return in short time with
sound, stable company. We
ore not selling any products or
'equipment. Call or write AD -

CUSTOMER

VISION of Chicago. 520 N.
Michigan Ave. area 312.321-

-SERVICE

(Responsible young men to learn a good trade)

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

0314.

CALL MR. McGRATH
35B-5800

$145 to $165 To Start
NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to
handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any problems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

EXPERIENCED

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

MOTORS, INC.
DES PLAINES

Is Booming!
No Commuting
Problems

DRIVERS

TECHNICAL
15504600 Frets

Process Engr.

Production Control
Pli. Management
Quality Control
Electronic Tech.
Field Service,
Prolect Eng.
RID Engineers
Asst. Foreman
Engr. leader
Prd. Scheduler
Prod. Planner

aver

ment. Experienced only need
'apply.

NIEDERT.
2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines, Ill.
MR, ERBER,
827.8861

06504700 Free

1600.0700 F,..
-

Test Engr.

Time Study Ir.

Custori4r Ser,
I. L'e
Electrical Engr.
Applications Engr.
Monulocturing Engr.

1500 3560 Free
18063875 Free
1800.1850 Free
18.110,000 Free
55004550 Free
57001750 Free
1750 11,000 Free
3850-51.300 Free
68004900 Free
3900 51,200 Free

Md. Chief

98504950 7,Ite

Sales Eng,
Staff Asst

1900 11,200 Free
1650 3760 Free

PART] IME
JANITOR

A.

it

ENGINEERING COMPANYCOMPANY

We now have an opening for
part time CUSTODIAN.
Hours ore from 5:45 p.m. to
9:45 p.m.

involve light house
keeping in our warehouse -fa
Duties

i

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

available for

Mon., thru Fri., 8:30 a.m. to 8

O'HARE

(1 blk W. of York Rd.)
3 blks N. of Irving Park Rd.

Ges Plaines.

AVIATION

296-1043
_lap. till 8 Mon. and Tue.

TOOL ROOM MACHINISTS

O'Hare Field

-----6nc-.iyii;iiiihi6 ibiff

- 7'7-

THE -DAY -DOES -IT!
'2441elp Waited Men

We are well known in our industry. It will pay you
well t investigate.

Accelerated growth of our Commercial lines require immediate expansion of Loss Prevention Unit. Successful applicant

.

will be experienced and capable of developing total Loss
Control Programs for Industrial clients. Continued planned
expansion assures you of future promotion opportunities.
Excellent Salary merit program and total Benefit Package

M

including famous SeareProfit Sharing. To arrange a personal
interview call JIM IREY 673-6690 ext. 264.

Allstate..
An Equal Opportunity Employer

to your experience with training designed to
make you a qualified investigator and adjuster
. of losses. Liberal salary and benefit program

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home
TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

.

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

255-8400

including Sears profit sharing plan. Company car
provided. Opportunity for advancement.
Applicants should be higli school grads, college
preferred.

FOR AN INTERVIEW, CALL OR WRITE:
L.W. ADKINS

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

-

742-6990

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

INSURANCE CO.

300 S. McLean Blvd.

.

Elgin, III.

SAW OPERATORS
MACHINE OPERATORS

(Set Up Man)
TOOL & DIE MAKERS
Excellent Fringe Benefits.

s

THE NVF COMPANY
Broodview

s'l As e Es its-*

I

.

LIFE UNDERWRITER
Continued rapid growth of the ALLSTATE LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY has created this exponsion opportunity in our
Illinois Regional Office. Put your experience tb.work and enjoy
lob satisfaction and security available only through on Industry
leader. Excellent Starting Salary range and total Benefit
Package including famous Sears Profit Sharing. To arrange a
personal interview call JIM tREY 673-6690 ext. 264.

AIISlater

7770 Frontage Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

2nd SHIFT JOBS

* INJECTION MOLDING FOREMAN
* INJECTION MOLDING ASSISTANT
FOREMAN

:25implopnent AgenciesAllomes

LIKEFIGURES?
Start off doing payroll (will train)

for toy firm that'll promote you
to all bookkeeping duties. $95

cellent suburban location. The
showroom Is lovely. Good personality, light typing and nice
appearance qualify. Free.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
9 S. bunton

Interviewing 8:30 to 5:00

$150

"A GOOD PLACE TO WORK"
200 West North Avenue

Mr. Pettinger 562-7290

2973535

able to handle
visitors and phones with
tact. Unlimited potential.
Suburban.
be

298-5051

No typing necessary. Posting,
Inventory control and a variety
of other duties. Pleasant working atmosphere In a new office
building. Many company benefits. Nice friendly people. AMY
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

FACT FINDING
SECY $550'
foods

Northtake

phone

work,

Llte steno, lots

of

client meetings..
IVY
297 -3535 -

Free to you.

Arlington Heights

IVY

SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

116 W. Eastman

392-6600

IN* wogien.

meet the nicest people at
You
T

MOTOROLA

That's part of the fun of working
here, because at Motorola people
always come first.

Openings now exist for girls to
positions

as

secretaries,

O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.

excellent starting salary, plus

WEST PERSONNEL

a host of valuable extras in-

111111!ed,=semw
DENTIST AS
RECEPTIONIST
.1),,

office. Is lovely, with the latest'
In dental technology and he Is
.quite busy. You'll greet everyone, lielp them relax, then di-

rect them to the dental chair.
Very high starting salary, with
a substantial raise after short
training period. Free.,
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
, 9 S. Dunton.
394-0880
Dempster

cluding profit sharing and employee discounts.

AA MOTOROLA
.

Located In the W. suburban
area. This fine, young dentist
will completely train you. His

6028

$P 4 8585

ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE

way of doing things. A friendly
manner is what he wants,
he'll teach you everything else.

typists, and clerks. We offer an

Free

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI

We have openings In Arlington Heights.

Experience NOT NECESSARY!
Doctor will train you to his

fill

10400 W. Higgins

ASSIST YOUNG -

LIKE FIGURES?

up reports.

CONTAINER CORP.

Skokie

SP 4.8585

they're

sure

Secretarial --

at Mannheim

people eat, TV they watch, COM
they buil, airlines they use, You'll
work right -with him. Learn how
surveys are taken, how to make

SCHOLLE

And that's just for starters. With Bell's policy of selecting Its managers from within its ranks, you'll have plenty of chances for further
advancement.

Doctor is
comfortable 'til
ready. Arrange oppts. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doctor- Type bills, few letters,

of AAA

firm. Will be right hand
assistant and be ' In
charge of office. Must
like responsibility and

in

IVY

surveys 'of

President

To

lent salary + Free to you at

takes

Famous Bell benefits? Of course.

ellegnelemeher-

EXECUTIVE SECTY

well-known clinic. It's set up
lust for kids. NO college or

Boss

394-088Q
966-0700

-

Si' A.8585
0496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

7215 W. Touhy

iiti?whiliitearning ficmtveteran craftsmen.
Soon you'll be on your own, shaping the largest computer the
Apply lo-dcW: EWA' MIT

Bell System switching network.

Doctor's
Reception
Trainee $500

patients -make

position

contact

public

6028 Dempster

Free

.

PBX installers put in switchboards and other electronic equipment
that businesses use to speed communications across the world,

Miss Paige

onstrating fumed line of appliances. Absolutely no selling, juit pleasant, public relations kind of approach. Ex-

Phone 253-2340

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

years.

In Arlington Heights
594.08809'-S. Denton
966-0700
Dempster
6028

greeting customers and dem-

.-

.

excellent starting salary, there
is
a significant raise after
short training period. Free.

$600 MONTH
WILL TRAIN
All

7215 W. Touhy

That's the base salary we're now paying our top PBX installers.
If you're hired as an apprentice, you'll reach the to in just four

Is needed and in addition to

see us. We're an equal opportunity employer.

of general help to all. Excel-

* ELECTRICIAN
* ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SERVICEMAN
* TOOL -ROOM CLERK
* WELDER
0

are

Hours

9-5, no Sats. or eves. and age
Is open. No medical experience

RECEPTION

reports,
confidential
check details for parents & be

* MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

turn you on?

ordering supplies, giving ap-

If you feel at home with a set of tools, have an interest in electronics, a willingness to learn and a desire to do quality work,

type

DAY SHIFT JOBS

tremely popular neighborhood
duties
Ohter
pediatrician.
include answering the phones,
etc.

299.4446 - Moe Cede 312

a top
of 5180

reception area and greet
patients and children who have
appointments with this ex-

pointments,

Des PloIns, III. 60018

hustle -bustle of this all public
contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome & seat

special knowhow needed to

Needs

299-4446
manufacturing and sales company

BEGINNER O.K.

33 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

ers who help needy kids

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

If you like working with 8, meet
ing people, you'll love the

You'll be # 1 girl to Social work,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

2415, Gardener Rd.

,

Excellent company benefits.

SHOWROOM

WORK WITH KIDS
WHO NEED HELP

ALL -STATE

Mt. Prospect.

.150 W. Rand Road

$525-$550 MONTH
You'll be seated in the front

DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

IVY

We are in need of a general office girl for a full time position
with a fast growing, modern company located near O'Hare
Field. Typing is a must for this interesting, busy position.

Does

with sailboat activities, etc. You

-

HOFFMAN ESTATES

GENERAL OFFICE GIRL

Makes sports page headlines

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

of auto and homeowners losses. All -State will add

Boss

sary. Much public contact. AMY
PERSONNEL, -,I6 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

Responsible for conducting Inspections of buildings and other structures for structural
safety, sanitation, zoning and
matters covered by related or-

Chicago

AUTO PROPERTY ADJUSTER
Do you have Auto Body_ Repair Estiniating 'Ex_ perience? If so, you may qualify as an adjuster

FURNITURE FINISHER'

RECEPTION

building permits. Salary open.

DIMON OF itiOieft WAD NC

.A Continuing Equal Opportu'nity Employer

Skokie

DOCTOR'S

sells
big users.

dinances and for processing

'5353 W. Armstrong (near Elston & Central)

7770 Frontage Rd.

real busy for 3 months then go

We need a neat, pleasant girl
to demonstrate our new equip- mentiorcuitomers M the sOburban area. Sbme local travel.
Excellent starting salary for
the right girl. Some work
experience or college neces-

.

ENGINEERING INC.

2593500

Sales Manager of

CHILDREN

DEMO
Public Contact

Building
inspector

WE OFFER: *GOOD PAY *PROFIT SHAR. ING * RETIREMENT INSURANCE PROGRAM *EXCELLENT JOB SECURITY

LOSS CONTROL
REPRESENTATIVE

Arlington Heights

Needs Girl Friday

BUTLER

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

4hr

WEST PERSONNEL

Here's a job where you'll be

PROGRAMMER

686-7005

.

THOMAS

Elaine Revell
1806 E. Northwest Hwy.

Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect.
255-9414

OPERATIONS OFFICE

APPLY

TOOL ROOM OPPORTUNITIES

APPLY

voice. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W.

out all day. $100 FRee to you.
WY
SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

ing aviation industry.

Bensenville
380 Meyer Rood
766-2250
interviewihg hours:

PHONE MR. CUNNINGHAM
358-5800

efits.

ments in the immediate area.

handle all salesman's production reports, expense accounts,
and flight schedules. Typing
necessary, also a good,phone

should be good on phone, enjoy
meeting people- they're in &

Challenging positions offering

BEELINE FASHIONS

We have temporary assign.

for o sharp girl to help him

need typing, liking for figures,

full benefits in rapidly grow-

bil-

ler -typist experience plus
varied office duties. Good
,starting salary with fringe ben-

large company has an opening

He's also well known sportsman.

Auto Mechanic
A & E Mechanic
.
Dispatcher

cilities.

296-W43
ENGINEERING

Line

Mature woman with

STENOS
Dictaphone Operators

333 E..t Teuhy Ave.

easy the other 9.
sporting goods to

GENERAL OFFICE

439-5510.

at Mannheim
O'Hare Office Bldg.

Regional

Sporting Goods Boss

Servicemen.

686-7061

65 Scott St. Elk Grove Vil.

$500 month

Level
Upper
392-2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939.4866

69 RAWLS RD.
DES PLAINES

O'Hare Field

Neptune
Systems, Inc.

SECRETARY
No Shorthand

Randhurst,

A. H. ROBINS CO.

a

CALL MIKE HANSEN

27200.. Proines.oe

437-5400

AVIATION

and

Ambitious

versatile in performing duties

10400 W. Higgins

holmes & assoc.

299-2206

dictaphone.

966-0700

Dempster

BUTLER

wpm on electric typewriter,

298-5051

Age and salary open.

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

MOTOR SERVICE

0600.11750 Foto

,Monet

CALL Miss Gaffke

.

Mature lady to type 60 to 70

ban.

To work for president.
Light shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Small congenial office.

WAREHOUSEMAN

Immediate opening Summer
employment, full tirne tempor
ary. Salary $425 a month.

SECRETARY

$475 plus

Exec. Secretary

New warehouse in Des Plaines
needs a mon to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

city & suburbs. Steady employ-

S6061650 Free
35004600 Free
1600.3650 Free
185041,100 Free
37505900 Free
$7504800 Free
0750.$825 Free
$0 $10.000 Free
16504750 Free
310412.000 Free
3625-3750 Free
35254600 Free
3550 3600 free
58-11,100 Free
115.000 Free

Toolroom Foreman
Prod. Problem Solver

Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits.

Tractor & Trailer. Must know

Expediting Tr.

Engr. liaiwn

and final inspection.
The employee we seek will have experience with
precision instruments and gauges, preferably
with mechanical and electrical background.

1628 RAND ROAD

LIGHT TYPING

APPLY IN PERSON

Neat, attractive woman
to handle front desk in
modern office. Will train
to handle small switch
board. Will make reservations and act 03 Girl
Friday to 4 salesmen.
Very diversified. Subur-

genial young group. Free.
Mies Paige
In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
966-0700
6028 Demos' er

PLASTICS
290 E. Fullerton
Carotstrearn

RECEPTIONIST

STEWARDI SHOPPE

RECEPTIONIST

ted suburban travel agency
and you'll work with a con-

AMOS MOLDING

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process

SALESLADY
FOR DRESS SHOP

in our 3 girl office.

free travel privileges.
This is for a beautifully decors

MR. REGAS at 653-6000

Electro

We are a growing manufacturer of

6028

your

company benefits, CALL

824-0181

AT 824,6147.

394-0880

9 S. Dunton

reservations, give advice on
where to go, how to get there
and what to take. Soon you
can take your own advice on

Starting

CALL MR. MAY

CALL MR. ATTERIDGE

APPLY MRS. GLEDHILL

to help vacationet rs and travelers secure airline and other

Wage with regular increases
for aggressive men. Excellent

LADENDORF

SUBURBIA

St. Ind. Engr.

equipment. Good

hour week. Hospitalization, life
insurance, vacation, and other
benefits. Age open.

In Arlington Heights

You'll be completely trained

pm. shifts. Modern factory &

APPLY TO MR. ORTH

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Material Control
Mechonlcol Tech.
Gadgeteer

INSPECTOR

New facilities, excellent work
iog conditions, full company
efits, including pension

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

716 Center St., Des Plaines

$495 MONTH

Small progressive plant in Carolstream needs experienced'
men to supervise 12-8 & 4-12

MECHANICS

Des Plaines

O'Hare

curate typing required. 371/3

We have several openings in
this area for the girls who prefer small office situations. Skill
requirements range from lite'
to moderate typing. For more
information call:

TRAINEE

FOREMEN
INJECTION
MOLDING

in

-OFFICES -

NO. STENO

RESERVAll N

1516 W. Northwest
Hwy.
ArlingtOn Heights

Attractive

offibe

Miss Paige

OLDSMOAILE, INC.

Shipping and Receiving Clerk

Cumberland Area

TYPIST

receptionist. Dictaphone ex
penenc.e__sur,fttiOl. Neat, ac

IVY
SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI. 297 3535

MARTIN J. KELLY

Machinist Trainees

SECRETARY

ONE GIRL

to you

See AL DI VITO
at

Machine Fabrication and Assembly

EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY

2720 Den Plaines Ave.

Experienced only.
Large volume shop.

an 9344

CALL 671-1560.

$450 -$625

It's a great job fat a nice some
one who enjoys working with
and helping people. $110 Free

COUNTRYSIDE INN

.

1 W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.

Office Center hos immediate
opening for a production typist.

keep reception urea running
smoothly. COMPLETE TRAINING.

SERVICE WRITER

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

p.m.

C
OroiolIn

255.5350

Lunches and Dinners

RECEPTIONIST -

PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest'
Hwy, Mt. Prospect. 255-9414 ...

This well.known clinic is like a
training place for young dentists
right out of school -they come
here to work, get experience be
fore opening their own practice.
You'll be their front desk retina
tionist. Greet pc tient*, answer
phones, set appts., type bills,

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NEEDED FOR NEW

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Transportation company needs
top girl at air conditioned branch
office 'Near O'Hare Airport.
An ootstanding opportunity. -for
a rewarding career.

Lovely
in the

.

.

WAITRESSES

GIRL FRIDAY

O'Hare area. Good orbpany
benefits including pro tt Sharing. Light typing, will train on
AMY
switchboard.
console

STRAIGHT
RECEPTION
DENTAL CLINIC

MOLDED PRODUCTS

Wanted For Permanent Positions

recalqiier

or

new oftleei-locate

-WEST PERSONN

DANA

Ad # A 121

927-6908

edge with co. paid train.
ing. Learn on-the-job and III
''' move up to the next level h

Franklin Park, III.

1 block west of Mannheim Rd. on Belmont Ave. (3200 N)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Cleaning lady, 2'days wk., exp'd,
references, Spanish speaking
lady acceptable. 253 3821.

offices

19400W. Higgins
at Mannhe im
O'Hare Office Bldg.

3rd Shift
11:30 P.M. tal145 A.M.
Needed - experienced working
foreman familiar with all
phases of injection molding
in growing company. Good
pay - benefits.

RECEPTIONIST

and direct them to the proper

298-5051

Foreman

8 A.M. to 4:45 P.M. MONDAY thru FRIDAY

10601 W. Belmont

sChhol or better. CALL:

' 264b41 Wanted Women

This large busy company needs
an attractive girl to handle
their. reception desk. Will greet
visitors, salesmen, executives

builders, meetings, etc.
Average steno. Beautiful -office. 95_ $125
plus. Suburban.

2641elp Wanted Women

'MAIN LOBBY
$550

dle appointments with

Plastic Injection

Excellent Opportunity for advancement in
a rapid expansion program.

Sat. & Sun. from 8 o.m. to 11

,Act as Personal Secre
tory to Senior Partner In
Architecptral firm. Han-

259-8083

SEE MR. KRIPPNER

Mon. thru Fri. B a.m. to 11 a.m.

couple your light knowl

'

25EmplsiestApadasibir

GIRL FRIDAY

For aggressive 'man. This fine,
opportunity Is in the field of
total financial services. High

Permanent job openings available immediately
with -thls leader Iry the Manufacturing of Indus-

Needed tar-store--cleaning

to

opportunity

Excellent

'

(PRESS BRAKE --PUNCH PRESS)

PART TIME MEN

Learn Systems k
$10-$13,000-

4.
II

'

392-1830

Junior
A Progmrs.

$600-$1200 Per
Month Starting
Income

* MACHINISTS ;.,
*MACHINE OPERATORS

MT. PROSPECT.
NEWS AGENCY

111 I

,-

.

* ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS
.
* WELDERS

Needed by credit firm to help,

600 to $700 No Fee

I24-Nelp WeatedMeo

24-Ible Waded Men

24-1Ielp Wanted Men :

Page 9

Monday, July 7, 1964

254/0Pleitheadesiblell

24-11edp Waded MIN

966-0700'

Algonquin & Meacham Rds.
-Schaumburg
359-4800

,An Equal

rfunity Employer

Monday, July 7, 1969

Page 10

...

Interesting position

hours per week. Will be

small

in

in
Palatine
new facilities
shortly. Excellent fringe bene-

Hours, 8:30

congenial office

in

to 4 30 - 5 days a week.

359-4200

NURSES
ASSISTANTS

TYPIST

MAW OR FEMALE

359.4200
..

Work close to home in

GIRL FRIDAY
....

_

/

We are to immediate need of a girl with good
typing and shorthand skills to act as secretary in
our Engineering Department.

Elk Grove Village

PRODUCTS, INC.

SNACK BAR- MANAGER

VC

COLLEGE STUDENTS

.V

*

DISCOUNT STORE
2995 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows

who have had previous office experience as

TYPISTS

$1,000

BOOKKEEPING

COME IN AND REGISTER

-

Must be person who under
stands all phases of same.

Insurance benefits and ideal
working conditions. Salary no
object for right person.

APPLY BY PHONE
FOR APPOINTMENT:
1179-3300 or 761-3300
ASK FOR:

DD

RANDHURST CENTER

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

Miss DeWitt or
Mr. H.G. Shaffer

27-tieip Wanted Men or Women

27 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

contact
public
work. Excelleht salary,
many benefits.
likes

,

Light Assemble
Stock Handlers
Full Time Days

H

If ypi., wish tg wprIs in our Elk

.-:,
.

ss

8 -MOTOROLA
Algonquin (Rt. 62) 8 Meacham Rd:.
Schaumburg
359-4800

An equal opportunity employer

.

t.

for information about the FINESwater

softeners & water con,
'

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.

_255-1107 or 359-320.
Ludwig Drum Set: 1 lg. Cymbal

g !i

23" Magnavox color TV, never
used, beautiful cabinet; Necchi
Elna automatic zig zag, sewing
machine, both very reasonable.

DACHSHUNDS

July 20. Call 894-1944.
MINIATURE SCHNAUZERS

AKC Registered, champ. sired,
M. & F. 6 weeks. 394-0595.

-

Packers

Security Guards

2

offer. 537-4956.

Prov. chairs, green with

Fr.

Custodians

gold $80; gold blush couch $170
298-6381. 8801 Dee Fd.

Glass Tops, Ex Cond. 392.4040

FULL TIME DAYS

FULL TIME 71/2 hours

Over 30 yrs. of age. 827.7871
'

825.8262.

'FULL TIME NIGHTS

-

1+2 bedroom deluxe apartments.

SWIMMING POOL

Grand, Louis XV, perfect cond.;
9' round Wunda Weave carpet,
Peacock, 3 matching toss rugs;
Oval dinette tbl & 6 chairs
w/hutch; 3 yr. old Kenmore
washer & dryer.

Attractive Starting Salary
Outstandlna Benefit Package

ii

appliances, heat, hotwater &
cooking gas.

MT. PROSPECT

Westgate Apts.
Ultra -deluxe 1 & 2 bedroo

,apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
'Including. appliances, heat,

APPLY OR CALL - MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

4

8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.

APPLY:

Monday thru Friday 8 a.m.-3 p.m. i
Saturday 9 a.m.-Noon
Algonquin (Rt. 62)-& Meacham Rds.
Schaumburg
i
359-4800

956-2641

cooking gas, master TV an-

or
956-2642
3800 Golf Road

tenna,

INN vvvvv VMS 888 writ SNIT Sr VII lit suns

An Equal Opportunity Employer(

-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

balcony,

rec.

'distance to shopping center.
290 N. West r ate Rd. 253.63 rs

Western Electric:

-MOTOROLA

patio,

Intimate privacy yet-wa leg

(Highway 58, just east of Highway 53)

Put Day Want Ads
To Work For You

I

Qualified teachers
i li
Excellen t hffacilitiescores

AKC, male and female. Also
2 mole BEAGLES,- AKC, plus
mixed puppies and kittens.

Open oil year.

NAZARENE
NURSERY SCHOOL

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

Mt. Prospect
1501 Linneman
439-3405

blind hems in dresses,
makes button holes, sews buttons
on, monograms and fancy
stitches. No attachments needed
Five year parts and service
guarantee.
Sews

Visit our facilities any A.M.

102 -Trucks, Trains
-'63 CHEVY PICK-UP TRUCK,
1/2 TON, $550 or offer.

537-4956

103 -Auto Traders & Carvers
16' Travel trailer sleeps 5, stove,
icebox, elec. brakes, hitch & controller. Mint condition $1100.
253-3153 oft. 4.

358-6563

554Ausical Instruments

-

NEW SPINET PIANO, WALNUT;
$399. BARON'S
827-6603 ASK FOR MIKE

To Rent: '69 Wheelcamper, $75
wk. Dine & sleep 8, gas stove,
icebox, water supply. 279.5623
or 595-0090, oft. 6 p.m.

3/4 SIZE VIOLIN
CASE & BOW $45.

107 -Auto Pais and Access.

529-3148

----

.

-

beforiengan:lessiafotenr..7-.

Sewing machine. Slightly used.

'64 Chevy 283 engine w/std.

Mixed puppier, 6 wks., good with
children. Males & females. $10.

trans. 4 F 70's x 14 wide ovals.
Make offer. 259-4528

537-7944.

Commercial

18 -To Rent Business Property
ft. new building, exc.
Palatine location with or without
offices. Quick occupancy.
3,000

359-4444

place,

4

bsmt.,

2

_-

hospital

164e Rent Helms

,

Itasca, 3 bedrm home, 11/2 car
garage, newly decorated, avail.
July 1, 5225.766-1492

loge, yr. round 2 bedrm. home,
alum. siding, lg., light carpeted
L.R. garage, scenic, trees, low

car garage,
253-7876.

ELK GROVE -4

Want" to 'LEASE RESTAIJRAf.11
and/or LOUNGE Frank 894-5672:

Wauconda, 50' Bongs Lake Pon-

bedrms., 2 baths,
Arl.
built-ins., family rm. with fireHIS.

134,909.

124Vantlet Te Plot

Hovpsr6 775-0827
TRANSFERRED -young

Estate4leuses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

taxes, low 520's. 526.2888.

bdrm. ranch, 2

beithi, We: L.R., D.R.; urn: kit.;
ten. air, w/w crptg., S., S., V2
acre, extras, low 30's. 437-0551

-

-

countryside lot. Separate dining room. Gas heat. See this
weekend

at

Good terms

carpeting, alum. awnings,
storms, screens. Reas.
$28,900. 392-7262.

COUNTRYSIDE
COTTAGE

2 bedroom cottage with full
basement on a large double

Mt. P. by owner, 3 bdrm. ranch.
L.R., D.R., Ig. Kit., att'd garage,
patio, fenced lot 70 x 185', 1 bik.
schools, nr. park & pool. Drapes,

only

$12,500.

to 'responsible

buyer.

taxes

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

3 bedroom ranch. Separate
dining room. 2 baths. 2 car

attached garage. Family

BRADSHAW
658-5661

room. $31,900. Don Hansen,
'Realtors.

.

-

253.6920

I

646 S. Main, Algonquin
POP. 3,000 + 3,000'
(4 blocks S. of 62 on 31)'

INVEST IN REAL ESTATE
BRICK BRICK. BRICK

$42,500

PALATINE

Large house converted to 5 furnished units, + second 2 BR unfurnished house. All on 3/4 acre. Pays
for itself.

$49,750

RESEDA

Brick & Cedar 4 bedroom Colonial.

21/2

Built to last is this large 9
room bungalow. Full
basement. 2 car garage.
Huge well -kept lot 77'x
190'. Home offers income
potential.
Priced in Mid 30's

baths.

Carpeting, hardwood trim & floors. Paneled family
room with fireplace. Paneled basement. Separate

100

workshop. CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING. Slate foyer. Mint condition.

REALTORS
1241

decor. 125 x 35 Barn --suitable for many uses, possible remodeling to 2nd house.

$78,500

LONG GROVE

OPEN HOUSE Sunday July 6 2-5 PM

7:=111ff.

2t6-6655

$64,900
BARRINGTON
Remodeled farmhouse on 21/4 acres. Exceptional

$40,900

.

Better than new 4 bedroom, 21/2 baths, family
room, basement, 2 car

garage, built

in

Secluded 31/2 acres adjoining Twin Orchard Country Club. Fabulous view, Tri-level lannon stone and
clapboard. 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, family room, wet

oven/range, dishwasher,
disposal. Beautiful landscaping. Extras galore

bar, screene4 porch, 2 fireplaces. 2 car attached
garage, garden shed. AIR CONDITIONING.

etc. immediate posses.

Swimming pool 40 x 20 kidney shaped.

Draperies, carpeting,
sion

Directions: North on Hwy. 83 to Hilltop Rd. Right
-before Skycrest Animal Clinic to house.

BRUNS

SWIMMING POOL"...

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

.

1444 S. Busse 439-4100

.

Rapid Progression
10% Night Work Bonus.

,

824-6987

all

Sensible rentals includes

Work Monday thru Friday in our modern regional ienter

-f.

Nursery School and Kindergarten with Day Care.

(312)469-7204

14-Te Rod Apadoods

MT. PROSPECT

(A.S.C.P.)

.

ENROLL NOW FOR FALL

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

It pays to advertise.
with Day Want Ads.

Timber Lake Village

REGISTERED LAB TECHNICIAN-

FIE 7-4487

wing chr-$30; mod. cock. tb1-$10;
2 Danish lounges.$50.
825.8536
Antique white & gold Baby

Call

supply salesman w/1 child. Call
392-5080 between 9&5.

& ASSOCIATES
259.0055 or 253-0925

5day week

call -

Fr. Prov. dining rm set, includes
6 chrs, tbl, leaves, hutch -$150;

CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

all util., washer/dryer, furn, open
July 124150. 766-8536.

neighborhood, free parking,
close to toll road. Rolling
Meadows area.
ROBERT A. CAOANN

PART TIME 4:15 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.

has Immediate openings for
children 3, 4 & 5 for all day
or half day programs...) to 5
days a week. For information

'originally $55, selling $25. call

JUST ARRIVED!

-

Elk Grove Pre School

3 pc. red sectional couch, excell.
cond, originally $500, selling
beautiful couch'tab(e,
$100;

BEST OFFER.

.- -

.

Exc. child care (age 2-6) my lic.
home -complete facilities. Supervised activity. 255-7019

9 Piece Matched Bedroom Sethi
Twin Beds, 2 Tbls, Dres, Chest,

Residential

FULL PRIVILEGES INCLUDED.
Air Conditioned, Rec. Room,
Pool Table, Color TV. Adults

Experienced KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

/

,594Nesery Schools Chid Care

ied REAL ESTATE
Vacant

296-2723.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR

HOT DOG TRUCK for sole with
equipment, $600 or make us an

good condition.
297-3569

FOR FREE DELIVERY

In Old Town
Downtown Palatine
Palatine
17 N. Bothwell

AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
2 bedroom apartment, nice

has

664losineis Opportunities

4141eme Funishilts-Furnibre
Living room furniture for sale,

$64.05 TAX INCLUDED

PET SHOP

honie, 2 baths, carpeted, stove/
ref rig, air cond, Ig. terrace,

*estern Electric

.

bass or drums. Also featuring a
heavy LP and 8 track tape sele
ction.

OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

$55; 12 ga. auto. shot gun, V.R.
adj. cke. $150; 12 go. pump ad).
cke. 5100; 20 go. 3" mug. V.R.F.
cke. $150; 22 Hfies/4x scopes

now that we have your attention

gum" to blues, and now offer
log expert instruction on guitar,

$75 each. AKC, 5 weeks old.
439-5344

Min. Schnauzer Puppies.
Very Reas. AKC. M & F
358 2699

TOWN & COUNTRY

Des Pl. - 31/2 rm opt. above,priv.

VI

ment to make any sound

2 long hair.

255.0100

_ ...

liI

COLLIE PUPS: Sable & white,
AKC, male & female. Available

.22 & 9mm pistols $501.25 pistols

shops, train. $225. 394.3426 or

Al

t

$80. 541.1036

Box

2 beautiful IRISH SETTER pups

full bsmt, walk to schls., park,

1

,

sheet metal parts; 8 mm Kodak
camera w/attoch. 259-7727.

pets, middle age
couple preferred, near airport.

o;\

i, i y;,

&

AKC POODLE PUPS
SHOTS, 8 WEEKS, BLACK/WHITE,

539,900. 1313 Wood Ln. 296 5171

Technicians

A,: .1.,,,1 Building

lifI t,

toys

bikes; air-condition

&

heated, no

)0141

'

Lg. swimming pool w/accessorles; 12" & 19" port. TV; child's

Mt. Prospect, Duplex apt. avail.
Aug. 1, 3 bedrms., 11/2 baths,

',* Stock Handlers

.i

,,

392-9262

Apartment for rent - utilities.
included, available August 1, ! 88 -Real Estate -Houses
$150. cop 359-0633.
Prospect Hts. Open House. 11/2
face
Sublet deluxe 1 bedrm. opt. yr. old 3 bdrm. bi-level
North Shore Trace, $165 with brick, all sides, 2 car, ciO. gar.,
paneled
rec.
rm.,
ceramic
kitaii.
1,
297.4923/537-4046 after 5 or on & baths, patio, sodded lawn,
custom drapes & carpeting.
wkends

An Equal Opportunity Employer

,,

i!1'

1

299-3590.

Sm. basement flat, 2 bedrms,

1,.`

-

Kittens for sale - kittens looking
for a loving owner; inquire

13 -To Rest Finished Apartments

Communication

.

1

with children. 827-4341

4 alum Anderson Jalousie sectionols with screens, 6'11", $10
ea; Stereophone head set $5;

Oft. 9grit

Grove Village plant at 1875
Please
Ave.
Greenleaf
Apply at

,

lio

Nursery, 26W180 North

heat; avail. Aug.

'\

,

Beau. Champ. sired Schnauzer.
pups, 7 wks. old, home raised

Prospect Hts-New Home

Enjoy ALL Motorola Benefits

259-4000

. otti

GRAND OPENING SALE

5,000 Evergreens $1 ea.

C

$

1

44 -Dots, Pets and Imisment

10-Rocons-Bo4rd4lousekeeping

M. Kokes

Wirers & Solderers

; '.

7,-

cond., $135. CL 5-4672.

Frigidaire washer, 3 years old,
excellent condition, $60.

GUNS FOR SALE

:4

ill

trailer. 82100.

man aluminum canoe, excellent

$65;-827-7314 before 2:30

"The enjoyable bank"

0

,to

Gator

259-9048

463-2356, or 267.3128.

in
Elk Grove Village

MOUNT PROSPECT

Light Assembly

i ,

PARK RIDGE $1,30

698-2028

LINE

STATE MK

.

'66 Thompson 19', 90 horse Evin-

392-8528

ditioning equipment contact.

THE OPPORTUNITY

.

.

.s-

tor. (LOW MILEAGE)
CL 3-7008

Pool table - $260 value for $75,
8 MacGregor tourney Irons, $25.

1141Mo Wanted -Men * Women

will train applicant who
has figure aptitude and

MOTOROLAEk.

71/2 h.p. Mercury Outboard mo-

299-8362.

Experience preferred but

Horizons at

-

Crosley refrig., gas stove, Westinghouse washer & dryer-automotic. Best Offer. 392-1486.

TELLERS

Expand Your

.

2 man Kayak, inflatable, 9 air
chambers, backrest, carrying
case, & foot pump $55. 529.3148.

392-0498

$150. 537-0101

DEPT.

White Collar Girls

100 HP Mercury, tondum trailer,
new camper canvas. 529-9411.

& stand, t Top Hat & stand,
Brass Drum, Tom Tom, Sriare.
$350 value, 1 year old, sacrifice

Manufacturing concern selling to distributors nationally.
Excellent opportunity for future.

OP AMIERICA, I

dela Mt. P. 255-0566.

Man or Woman
Capable of
Managing

Never a fee-Referraf Bonui
Work in your area.

20' Grady white cabin cruiser

Complete sailing rig for Grum-

CALL MR. SOLOMON

21 -Help Wanted Men or Wolin

Work asTEMPORARY JOB
Days or Weeks
Your Choice -TOP PAY.

Air conditioner, GE, 5,000 BTU,
$40; Twin, white, padded headboards & frames $15. 392-1979
Overhead sliding single garage
door, 2 bikes -20". Best Offer.

Ave. Wheaton.

An equal opportunity employer

STENO'S
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

incl. trailer. 253-4722 aft. 5.

rude,

Summer 'colts for 25 college iiiidents to work in Promotional
Advertising Department of large International Corporation.
The jobs will be on a first come first serve basis. Students will
be competing for one of 15; $1,000 scholarships. Only those
who can start working immediately should apply.
Salaries Si 20 per week for the first two weeks; 5155 per week
thereafter.
Work hours: 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Plenty of time for swimming,
boating anti g

1865 Miner St., Des Plaines
827-6111

SAILBOAT, 11'8" fiberglass,
' Dacron sail, alum. mast. Price

204 Hicks Place
Palatine, Illinois
359-2251
stocking the finest in equip-

Pedigree Toy, male Poodles,.1
brown, I Phantom, 259.9082
weekdays after 5 pm

aluminum boat. 259-4823

Large cast iron flower pots, 2 &
3' tall.

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
DIRECTORY CO.

ki:

forward & reverse, for canoe or

Gar. Sole. -2 pc. sectional -5100,
Westinghouse refrig. - $65,

1,000

a "must see."

motor w/elec. starter & gen

best offer. 439-0797.

Faith

Like to work in a quiet carpet.
ed keypunch deportment with
brand new machines? Excellent fringe benefits and top salary, make this 8 to 4:30 job

16' Dunphy boat 40 HP Evinrude

MUSIC CENTERS

3 adorable 6 week old

FREE:

kittens to good homes.
:trained. -CL -5-2.193 -

- 31411oats minim* &Wiles

392-2787.

KEYPUNCH

I

3 chrs; 36" Kenmore range *Q5
hula hoops 1-2000; excel'. fund
raising project. 259.9461.

Wheat china, good condition,

12,

KUSTOM

Tri-color

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call
439-2690

AKC

ator & tralle;* $650. CL 5.2688
TRADE 71/2 HP outboard gd. cond.,

service for

Gibson amp., 10 In speaker, tremolo, like new $70; Shure mike.
$15.253.4447

8 weeks old, box trained.
392.7783

18,500 BTU, 220 volt, like new

Maine West. 827"0211.

Iron -rite mangle - $25, Roper
gas stove - $125, twin beds $75 & much misc. 510 S. Can-

392.0190

)141. ,.7
".'

TOPPS

Call 296 6181

1.41,A

0

Gigantic gar. sale: July 10, 11,
& 12, 9 am. New things daily,
2065 Plainfield 'Dr., Des Pl. Nr.

Sete Mr. Ellison

2064 S. Mannheim Rd.
Des Plaines

NUMEROUS SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
'7"----- . AVAILABLE FOR

0

N. Emerson, Mt. P. - Coffee.

Vintage tables, mirrors, lanterns,
other unusual items. Fri. 5-9; Sot.
10-5; Sun. 1-5. 5741 W. /ruing,
Chicago.

Excellent pay - Good benefits

UNIMATIC MACHINE

0S

to 5. Bargains for everyone. 24

EXPERIENCED

Manufoc

turer near O'Hare neu.is experienced bookkeeper. Good
fringe benefits and profit

2375 Estes Ave.

TEACHERS

Gar. Sale July 5-6 and 9 -10th, 9

Hedlund

shoring.

,

31-Rameage & Garage Sale

Boehmer &

FULL CHARGE
BOOKKEEPER

COMPANY /

I/2 price -5155. 259-2368

Decorator% French Twin Bed,
very interePing piece, needs
work, best offer. 259-4711

NCR 441 COMPUTRONIC

machine

conditioner, $65.
894.2930

Platinum,

fine cond. w/case $65. El Rey

FREE BEAUTIFUL KITTENS,

tire, $15. 392-7838

6 ton Emerson Quiet Cool air

Full

CALL MR. PAYNE
FL 8.2300

Elk Grove Village

Growing

Sears 26 in. boy's bike, needs

F19.32QQ,

Phone 824-6735 aft. 5 PM

CHIHUAHUA PUPPIES
6 WEEKS OLD.
259-9138

Go -Kart, motorized, as Is, $55;

-

elec. dryer, excel. cond. must
sell, $50 ea. 529-7428

career in re al estate. Coll now
to join our 'weekly class. Every
this challenging
phase of
profession, covered in a 12
Multi.office
course.
week
realtor cov er ng the Northwest
Suburban arca.

1950 E. Estes Ave.

.

painting, good furn. 381-7120

AIR CONDITIONER, Sears,

255-1107

Free trainin g program for a

WATER CONDITIONING CO.

.

carving knife, china, silver, oil

Admiral. -ranger -80";--Kenmore

437.9400

CALL Miss Gaffke

ENGINEERING

Mobil air fan, Osterizer, elec.

old, AKC, best offer.
CL 3.7951,.

Soft Water 55.00 a month -I
Johnson Water Softener

LEARN 8( EARN

RAINSOFT

Apiftnocut

Mole Silver POODLE, 3 years

827-6628

-

We offer you pleasant surroundings, paid vacation first year, finest fringe benefits, and good
starting salary

437-5400

Must socrif. $175. 259-8241

Excellent condition
358-6669

Excellent salary.
or Nights

.

Music, 7 W. Eastman.

or larger. 956-1443.

30" KENMORE GAS RANGE

CONTACT MISS HECHT

our friendly air-condiGood
office.
tioned
salary, paid vacation
and holidays, profit sharing, hospitalization.
Phone Mrs. Cole for App't

Used Supro 2 pickup elec. guitar

3' sp, intake & out, 24" by 48"

CALL MRS. GOODLING

CALL MRS. GOODLING

Loving toy poodles, moles, silver
or white, AKS: 299-5973.

11,000 BTU GIBSON AIR SWEEP.
Used 1 month; cools 5 rooms.

CL 3.2097

-

4 DRUM SET, 2 CYMBALS
WITH ACCESSORIES $400.

1

Portable Hoover washet, 7 mos.
old, $10fl or IP:staffer.

827-6628

able, excellent fringe benefits.

fits.

CALL MRS. YAMICH'
647-0015 or 647-0016

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

5541usical Instruments

AKC pedigreed poodles, 3 jet bl,
sm min, excell. bloodlines 8 wks,
$100 or Z 537-0797.

CARRIER air.conditioner, 11,000
year old. 437.0586
BTU,
after 6:30 p.m.

.

Great buy, 1 yr. old window fan.

All Shif to Available.

Secretary at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desir-

CLERK -TYPIST, 12 months, 371/2

255-9071

& MAIDS

HARPER COLLEGE

COLLEGE
HARPER C'

GENERAL OFFICE

'HOUSEKEEPING

after 5:30 253-8653

26-11eIrWanted Women

264130 Waded Women

crib, high chair, triple
dresser, refrigerator.

6 yr.

Wanted: lady to core for
children, my home, days, Call

44Dogs, Pets and Equipment

324Aiscelbneous Merchanthse

324istellaneous Merthanise

27411p Warted-Mei* Woos

Mei Wanted Women

-.

.OUINLAN1 TYSON
Arlington Heighti

358-1800
434 E. Northwest Hwy.;
:Palatine:111:

.Palatine
Schaumburg

358.1502
.894-1b30

WWI Estate -Vaunt
75x100'

wooded heimshe'ln

estb'd, above average sec. of.
Wood Dale. 299-2796 aft 5 pm.

auto shoping center

Int ;UPI -

N 1966 YAMAHA 80 cc, low mils]P'
age, excellent condition $250 or'

SAVE THIS AD

1967 Yamaha
439-1976

Y

EXECUTIVE DRIVEN CARS

'67 Yamaha YL100, $250, with
helmet, cover, license, & insur-

'69 T -BIRD 2 -DR. LANDAU
Vinyl Roof, 8.55x15 White
Walls, Power Windows, Tilt -away
Steering Wheel, Air Conditioning
Diamond Green. #1848

U '69 FALCON 2 -DR. CLUB COUPE

All Vinyl Trim, Courtesy Lights, Lime $201859
Automatic Transmission, Traction -lock
axle, Folding Rear Seat, Tilt Steering
Wheel, Forced Ventilation, Radio, Tinted Glass, Maroon. #2037

N

390 V-8, cruiseomatic transmission,
B F70x14 Wide Oval White Walls, FoldStereo Radio,

$363962 1:

Tinted Glass. Candy

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'65 CHEVELLE, SS Sport, 4 on
floor, 327, $1100. or best offer.

Apple Red. #2123

FAIRLANE 2 -DR. HARDTOP
D -'69
Cruiseomatic Transmission, Body Side

537-4487

Y.

yMouldings, Full Wheel Covers, Radio
Special Tear -Drop Mirrors, Power
Steering, White Wall Tires. New Lime.
#2052

'65 Buick LeSabre, vinyl top, A/T,

5253384

01'69 MUSTANG GRANDE 2 -DR. HARDTOP
V-8, Block Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic,
7:35x14 White Walls, Console, Power
0Tinted Glass. Black Jade. #1654

1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA

Y

Widest selection of colors; automatic and standard
transmissions; all in stock!

ALLOWANCE
]t -

Fat

To Our Lot, On Any '69 Coronet, Polara,

Y_

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

$2995

-

-

1963 METOR STATION WAGON
Beige V-8 Auto R.H. Good Transportation
) # 2626A

1968 XL 2 DR. HOT
0 1, Hciwiian
Bronze V 8 Auto R, Heater, PS. #P.891

1967 FORD 4 DR. G 500
ID fleig_e V-8 Auto -PS Air. #C6A

power

steering, air

condi-

1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK

y Aqua Blue #1250A
1969 DODGE SUPER B

.

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500 4 DOOR

$1595 Di'

.1

.

:T

$2695 U

N$ 695 N
$5695

,

Red, automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, loaded#2037A
'67 PONTIAC GTO

s

1

4 speed, big motor, radio, blue#27A48

0 '"

$1695 , 0
$ 1395 1g

TRIUMPH CONVERTIBLE

4 speed, radio, real clean# 2763A

'66 MUSTANG CQNVERTIBLE
;
',..Stick,
6, radio .# 2782A
B
1968 DODGE 34 TON PICKUP
Blue
'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR
V-8, automatic transmission,

.
..

,

..

k) -.D

1 'Y:

power

V-8, automatic
car.# 2769A

J

'

trapsmisslon, real

$15951

Y

$1395
$ 1295
$2995.1

B V-8,

$1295

'BeSi7uePLYMoUTH STATION WAGON

''

,

N

Green, Fury III, V.8, automation transmission,
power steering, radio, heater. # 2761A
'65 VOLKSWAGEN
Blue

$1995
.

1969 MACH I

$595

Red 427 R, air Auto PS, PB Ready to go #P887. . $3495

.0 vrpe FAIRLANE

2 dr. HOT Dark green 390 V,.8 auto PS air con. t $1

0...11m.,_,___

B

-

ARLINGTON PARK

B

530 W. Northwest
Highway

.

v
Opell.Suntlay Weekdays 9-9' 0 pen Sunday 11
Saturday 9-6

$2670

'69 FAIRLANE

2-0r., Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright
Hawaii Blue color.

$3492

2 -Dr. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V-8, cruise-o-matic, P.S., P.B., vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,
many extras. Demo.

Silver lode, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s; radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear
speakers, body molding.

'67 GTO 4 -SPEED.

$1795

' '67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

$1494

P.S., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

$1795

'67 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

'64 T -BIRD
Convert., Radio,
Trans., Full Pwr.

$2982

'69 GALAXIE 500

Big Eng., Spt. Cpe.

Htr.; Auto

$1292

P cyl., auto., P.S., radio. White. Sharp.

$1195

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extras. White.

Heater,

$1795

'67 LTD FORD
2 -Dr. Hardtop, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., P.B., green with block vinyl top.

$888

'68 FORD COUNTRY WAGON

'65 POLARA
4 Dr. Htp., Radio, Air, Full Pwr.
WW'S, Bal of Fac. Wad. Sharp
Ready.

$989

MOUNT PROSPECT

BIG SAVINGS
IN JULY!

N

PLAINES

Eng., Buckets,
HOT, Mint

$1688

DOYNO
MOTORS, INC
CL 5-6300

$2764

Stripes,

Racing
Cond.

'

ing

'69 LTD FORD

'67 BARRACUDA
4 Speed, Big

Motor Co. Financ-

$2495

Sedan, 10 Pass. Loaded with extras. like new.

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$1295

9 Pass. Fully equipped. VACATION SPECIAL

'65 FORD

$795

'65 DODGE

Custom 4 Dr. Htp., Radio,
Heater, Loaded with EXTRAS.

4 -Dr., 6 cyl., auto. Fine second car.

$585-

'66 FORD CUSTOM
2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

'64 CHEVROLET
4 Dr., 6 Cyl., Auto. Trans., Po.;
dio, Htr., Sharp. Perfect second
earl

.

$795

"

'63 CHEVROLET IMPALA

$695

2 -Door Hardtop. V-8, automatic, radio.

$484

61 BUICK
Cony., On...Owner. Must Be

T

FO R D
a
D '.'AIKEY
IN
730 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-2163 D

$2792

FUSE FOR-)

0

Low Down Payment

To Choose From

Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.
Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

Every Avail. Opt., Mint Cond.

Trans., Radio,
Full Power, Sharp.

LITIOF
LIGWATIIE

D

Our trade is worth more at

'69, MUSTANG

-

Cpe. DeVille, Fact. AirCond.,

Auto.

0

B.

DES

r,

- -

'65 MUSTANG

DODGE

B

99510'

JIM

o.

engine Is.

$2 1 95

H '66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

i

0

two trunks
for the price
of one.
show you where the

Mon thru.Fri. 9-9
Sat. 9-6
Closed Sunday

Plus Many Others

NORWOOD FORD, INC.

'66 CADILLAC

The VW
Fastback:
The only car
that gives you

Drop by. We'll

DN.

$1495 Y

'68 MUSTANG
block, radio, heater, automatic transmission, power steering. #P901

4

$95'

ACROSS FROM THE ARUNGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

$795. .t4

0'65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
6 cylinder, automatic transmission, power
2771A
steering, radio. #2771A
.1969 COBRA 2 DR. HOT
Indian Fire V-8 4 speed trans R.H. #P-896
'66 CHEVELLE 4 DOOR HT
V-8, automatic transmission, radio, heater,
blue. # P903

Tw

must see!

,Trans., R&H

$2295

er# 2778

D

Show Room new,

Power, Auto.

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY:_ 392-6300

U
..

"Red",

'41 IMPERIAL

V-8; Cony.

1$4Si5

'63 IMPALA CPE
V-8, automatic transmission, radio, heat Ob
er.# 2768A
B'66MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE
White, V-8, automatic transmission, radio, heat-

S

'65 MUSTANG

$1195

nice

N '68 DODGE 3/4 TON PICKUP # 898A

4

$g95

$1795

.

1964 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN
White V.8 Auto P.S. #2 I 44A

'

' _D
$1 295

steer-

'65 CHEVROLET IMPALA CPE

-

Fully equipped

Alr

$2495. 0

lng.# 2782A
1967 MUSTANG 2+2 GT
Turq. V 8 Auto R., H., P.S. #2069A

.

.

1

1

'

'62 CHEV.WAGON

'67 MUSTANG
Coupe, Automatic

N$1695. T

'69 CORVETTE

$795

$1795

ex '

BV-8, automatic transmission, power steering,
air conditionmg.#2691A
1969.DODGE DART 2 DR. HOT
Green V-8 Auto R.H. PS #2739A
'67 FORD ECONOUNE VAN
V-8, automatic transmission.# 236A

with power

$2995

Burgundy loaded with everything. #2180CX ..

Tempest, spotless
condition

4 dr. hardtop

We will not be undersold on

Immediate Ford

$2296

--- -$2749

1795
'62 PONT. WAGN.

?67 POLARA

35 XL's

BRAND NEW'
'69 CHARGER

Sedan

k&H, Vinytop. $2095

$1395 y

"

H.T.,

Dr.

-

50 SQUIRES

You Money, Why Pay for..

4 Dr. Sedan

'64 VOLKSWAGEN

Automatic,

$1395 D

' U tionina.#2339A,

U

2

0

to Block, 10 passenger, automatic transmission,
heater,

'68 CORNET 440

$1295,11

O'64 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

©VOLKSWAGEN OF AMERICA
INC.

$1060.

$1995 0

ID

4 Speed

'69 -CORONET

SPECIALS
45 LTD's
48 MUSTANGS

any bonafide deal.

!66 GTO--

Demonstrator $ave

$495
$3295

N i 1969 GALAXY 500 2 DR. HOT
Burg. Blk. Too V 8 Auto R.H. PS. #P.890

radio,

'69 CHARGER

SUMMER

Our Low Overhead Saves
OVERHEAD!

$2096

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

Ton V Et Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice

ins

BRAND NEW
'69 DART
SWINGER

381-0899

or Charger in Stock!

1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

car -#1587

SALE!

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

For Anything You Can Push, Pull, or Carry

FORDS, MUSTANGS, T -BIRDS,
FALCONS AND FAIRLANES
IN STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

DISCOUNT

ND TEST DRIVE
DAY AT

BARRI GTON
IMPORT MOTORS

0

Al USED CA RS AI

VACATION

THE 1i YEAR CAM
SE

Q '69 LTD 2 -DR. HARDTOP

$359659

OVER /96 NEW

CEE EDDY'S

$394424

390 V-8, Black Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic, Visibility Group. 8.25x15
%8 White Walls, Body Side Mouldings,
Power Steering, Power Disc Brakes,
DRear Window Defroster, Air Conditioning, Radio, Dual Rear Speakers,
y Tinted Glass. New Lime.# 1675

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

TRADE -IN

u 8.25x15 White Walls, Power Steering,
Power Front Disc Brakes, Air Cond.,
T AM Radio, Tint Glass, Wheel Covers.
New Lime. #1769
'69 LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE 10 PASS. WAGON
390 V-8, Cruiseomatic, Visibility
NGroup, 8.55x15 White Wall, Luggage
n Rack, Polder Steering, Power Disc
Air Conditioning. Tinted
OBrakes,
Glass. Champagne Gold.# 2186 ....

IN STOCK FOR

Steering,

tro-Vents, Perfect second car.
P,riced to sell at a low $1900.

Ext. #32

'

Cruiseomatic,

Power

Like New White Wall Tires, AsPhone 255.7200 Mon. thru Fri.

69 GALAXIE 500 2 -DR. HARDTOP
Roof,

Mt. Prospect

Transmission,

Aqua. #1608
Vinyl

WEIRD<

coupe, 307 V-8 Eng., Automatic

y ity Group, 8.55x15 White Walls, Pow-

Black

$2305

trans., excel, cond. $1375. CL 3-

,

Gulf $362579

All

6695 aft. 6 pm. 400 Oriole Ln.,

r

er Steering, Power Disc Brakes, Factory
Air Conditioning, AM Radio, Dual
Rear Speakers, Tinted Glass.

20
Relady for Delivery

Green Grey in color, Two door

D390 CID, V-8, Bucket Seats and Console, Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic, Visibil-

s'

Eves.

FORD 1966 Country Squire, 6
pass. station wagon, low miles,
like new tires, 352 engine, auto

0

'69 XL 2 -DR. HARDTOP

days 437.5920;
674 3668.

Fully

r3ctory Equipped

CHOICE OF

COME IN EARLY FOR
YOUR 4TH OF JULY SAVINGS!

$2,000. 253-7716.

Metallic Blue, power steering,
$795, CL 3-5645 after 5 PM
'63 CHEVROLET, 9 pass. wagon,
P/5, auto. trans, 8 cyl., excel.
cond. $700. 439-4557

$250 takes. 259-4528

station

TOYOTA '68 Crown wagon 6 cyl.
OHC, A/T, reclining buckets,
tape, low miles, exc. cond.,

CL 3-8656
DODGE DART GiT, 1964

'63 Chevy 4 dr. 6 cyl. auto.
rebuilt trans., new brakes. 1st

Steering, Air Conditioning, AM Radio, $333251 B

wagon, exc.
cond., P/S, R/H, $650. Ask for
Dottie

F

$3390

827 2811

392-8621

rC L1STOM COUPE

with V-8, Radio, Vinyl
Roof, Full Wheel Covers
& More.

$3,750 or best offer.

'66 Buick Electra convertible, full
power, air-conditioned $1895.

255.9168

Fully Fanory Equipped

Fury, Air, Full Power, Individual

,'63 Ford

BIG FULL SIZE
NEW '69 FORD

NEW '69 FORD LTD

Like new 1968 4 dr. Plymouth

evenings.

BEST OFFER

0

air,

AS QUIET AS A ROLLS ROYCE

$925. 259-0238

cellent condition with snow tires,
$750. 259-9461.
'64 Olds 88, 4-dr. H.T., full power, low mileage, runs good. Must
sell. Best Offer. 299.8770.

factory

IN

cond't. 537-3687
'65 C,hevy Bel Aire, 2 dr., 6 cyl.,
P/S, P/8, W/W, R/H. Excel. cond.

'68 Thunderbird Landau 2
all power, air-cond., like new.

P/B. best offer. 255-2983

VAX**

55 Chevrolet, 2 dr. Belaire, V8,
Heater. Good
Auto, Radio

1964 Chevy Impala, red, ex-

1961 ELECTRA BUICK

#1768

party. $1400. 299-1535

owner. Call 392-9786

$900.

SALE

66 Buick Le Sabre, exc. cond't.
P/S, P/B. Low Mileage. Private

vate. 296.1689.

1963 FORD WAGON - Low mileage, A/T, 12/1-1, P/R window. Mint
condition. CL 3-7008

io, Full Wheel ,Covers, Royal Maroon $3146

-

$100 or best offer. 439-2879

'63 Olds "98" 2 dr. HT, full power, white bucket seats. $700. Pri-

'65 Ford Galaxie 500, 2-dr. HT,

Black Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic TransVisibility
mission, Electric Clock,
Group, 825 x 15 White Walls, Power
NSteering, Power Disc Brakei, AM Rad-

eng., radiator & battery. Asking

CL 3-8656

air cond,.elec. windows, P/S,

'69 LTD 4 -DR. HARDTOP LUXURY SEDAN

'57 4 dr. Chevy. Gd. body, needs

Rambler Classic station
wagon $95.
537-2805
'67 Olds 88, 4 door hurdtop, P/S,
P/B, air - $1995

4327 after 4pm

ing Rear Seat, Power Steering, Power
Disc Brakes, Air Conditioning. AMIFM

0

TRIUMPH 1960 Chopper 650 cc,
glass fenders, purple flake,

July

trans., radio, like new
whitewalls $865. 537-5518.
stan.

'61

..pipes, bars, many extras, per
fect cond. $585 or offer. CL 5.

o '69 MUSTANG MACH 1

-

Ranch wagon, 390,

cond. Must see to appreciate..

RAISED ELSEWHERE

excellent condition. $525 cash.
824-2458, after
'65 Chevy Bel -Air, 4 dr. 6 cyl.

P/S, extras, excel. cond., factbry
warranty. $2500. FL 9.0739

age, $1350. CL 9.1370

296-3131.

$434925, 0N

after 5. 824 3775
'64 Ford Custom 2 -door, stick, 6,,

clean.

'66 HONDA 5-90, dark blue, exc

1965 Suzuki motor bike, CCM.
50, 830 miles, best offer.

'69 SHELBY COBRA GT FASTBACK

-

miles,
537-2175

1965 Olds 88, air conditioned,
P/S, P/8, white walls, low mile-

CALL 255-4188

T Gold. #2273

Ford

68

low

PRICES ARE BORN HERE AND

'64 Ford Galaxie 500, red, R/H,
A/T, good condition. Call

66 Malibou 4 dr., auto., radio,
air.cond.,

1967 *HONDA 90. 1 owner. Ap-1
pray. 200 miles. $275.
394-3714

B
B AM/FM Stereo Radio, Tinted Glass, $469 769

AM -FM, extras,
$1,600. 658-7479

'64 Barracuda P/S, P/B, 4 on fir.
RAI, under 25,000 miles. $850,
-827.2765- fr-erb pm.

once. 394-2660.

Black

1966 MGB, green, wire wheels,

d.

auto.,

A/T,P/S, like new tires & tuneup.
Make offer. 259-4528.

_ 180 Electric

1969 DEMOS AND

-

P/5,

Olds Cutlass 2 dr. sedan,

'61

1962 HONDA 300 Dream.
1st $225 takes.
259-4528

0

V8,

mech. cond., needs some body
work $25. CI. 3-8052

MONEYbest offer. 894-6534 oft. 5.

: & SAVE
FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON

Ford

'55

NORWOOD FORD

112 -Automobiles For Sale

1124domobiles For Salle

1114Aotorcycles and Scooters

0
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,1

ARLINGTON HTS.

f

$395
ror Frei, Credit Check
Call:

SP 5-6616

'OPEN EVENINGS CLOSED SUNDAYS

IL A TT 0 F

Seen!

CHEVROLET

Open Daily 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Cee Eddy

Sat. and Sunday 'til 6 P.M.

DODGE CITY
CHICAGO; AND S LARGEST
DODGE DEALER'

6333 N. HARLEM Ave.

7250 W. DEVON
ROD E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. CL 9-4100.2

FREE
CREDIT CHECK!
RO 3-15G,1

OPEN EVENINGS Ill ID P M
ALL DAY ',UNDAY.
1

StIORT RIBS

Abe Pap

Page 12
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OUR BOARDING ROUSE

OUT OUR WAY
EXPECT FROM AW11.117116.6

E6A17 FIRCEOLL, rOL7DE NOT
RGAPR46 THE REWARDS OP youtR

WHO'D LOVE TO COOL OFF
uge 'THIS BUT TH11-1145
HES TOO DIGNIFIED TO
STOOP TO IT/

TECHNOLDSICAL

9 The Flintstones
26 Spanish News

AND 'THAT GUY

32 The Monsters

Tkrzse YEARei
GOT A
FIPTY AFTER

MERcHANDIGE 'TOU:URR SERVic'ES

BUILD UP ,rt
HAK-FF.1". EACH TIME SOME -

I

7,,

ONE WINNER IN

141E'VE ONLY NAP

seousi 'RAJ SHOULD

ONE URNS
WINS N ,it:LIR CONTEST,
YOU SHOULD PUT 11-IE NAME
IN THE WINPDW

tin's Laugh -In
Rerun. Peter Law. ford is guest.
9 Hazel

6:00
News
News
News

2
5
7

ARG YKDIN'Y

THAT:5 ABOUT WHAT .1T).

NO keel" TO COVER YOUR
EAR --JUST LET THE WATER
DRAIN OUT THE OTHER ONE!

5 Rowan and Mar-

TONIGHT

Rerun. "The Prisoner."

I Dream of

5

Jeannie
Rerun.

Part

(Show

Breadbasket."
9 I Love Lucy

32

The Addams

Here's Lucy

Guns
Sonnett

of

Will

MOST OF 114E STUDENTS STICKING
OP FOR THEIR R16R1S?.TR15
15 A 1.15W1W161; ROBIN

5

Midnight Report

ter

7

Chicago Show

9

12:15
News

2

Movie

Harry Homewood

Perry Mason
Rerun. "The Case
of the Glamorous
Ghost."
9

summarizes the news
events of the week.

Acevedo

skins Rode" A Delaware Indian prince is
introduced into Williamsburg society of

News
News

9

Mayberry RFD
5 Movie
Run"
Chances of winning

11 Rainbow Quest

26 A Black's View

"Trial

1735 by Col. George
Washington. A beau-

of the News
32 Baseball Report

acquittal for a
client are jeopardized by lawyer's as-

tiful spy entices him

an

6:55

26 Market Wrapup

and he is forced to

10:15

choose sides.

32 News

sistant's marital

7:00

10:30

Affair."
Napoleon and Illya
Overcoat

WELL &OW IN AMY
MINUTES Irma mg6sAcE

of a Nazi scientist

AND aAR

12:30

Memorandum
32 News Final
5

12:35

must thwart the plans

COMES THROUGH LOUD

and a Thrush leader
who have a secret device to divert the

Paul Harvey

9

Comments
12:40
9 Biography

Gulf Stream and turn

Europe and North

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Let Your artistic bent)
guide you in the creation of interests

new

at

this

PICTURE OF YER DOG WHEN

WHEN YOU'RE
READY
TO

HE LOOKS LIKE m47?

SHOOT)

time.

Direct contact with the public

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) --If,

your time where your interests
lie for best results

7

Reflections

9

Five Minutes to

1:40

Live By
1:55
2

Late Report

made by a ragged
bunch of soldiers

2

Meditation

2:00

EEK & MEEK
MORTY MEEKLE

LIFE

13

LIFE G. A
LITrLa roLGHER!

Eti7 IbIL. A

AM ELERYEGLY .

oo...msv mai...

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) --

by which to bring them into

William Tell

story of the sacrifices
'How much Mies It cost'to keep Junior In college? Pe
quarter, I'd say about $500 and costs!'

VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept.

solidify family relationships.
SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.
22) --Push new ideas until you
have a feasible plan of action

9

1:30

a legendary character in this moving

travel, all should go well. Put

Eliminate the cause of contention in the home and you
will at the same time help to

1:00
Perspectives

lores del Rio portrays

your efforts don't involve '

would be safe

7

1:10

"The Soldiers of
Pancho Villa" Do-

serves you well

23)--A high risk for the Virgo
who gives in to a tendency to.
take impulsive action. Think
things over carefully if you

icy
Robert

wastelands.
Vaughn and Jack Pa lance.
5 Tonight Show
Joey Bishop
7
Show
9 Movie

HOLD THIS UP
AND CALL TO HIM

HOW C'N I GET A DECENT

FOR TUESDAY

into

America

I

John

'Hall.

Movie
' T h e Concrete

2

CARNIVAL

,

"When the Red-

5 News

Show

2

Leadoff Man
With Lloyd Pettit

12:20

10:00
News

2

8:00
9

11 Fact of the Mat-

7

6:45

12:00

9:30

Family

ROBIN MALONE

11:00
11 The Busy Knitter

11 Book Beat
'26 Wrestling

Rerun. "Join the
Army."

26 Turin

stage one night. Petula Clark.

Cavett

DickShrow

off

comedian

star

Show

7:30
7

determined that
her father shall have
his -chance; -and -bytrickery, keeps the

Jimmie Rodgers

2

I THINK ITALY Id

trer-12671-Y BENDING
1.312 SPACE 61-11P5..y

WHATMAke3

,.

`A:Xi-THINK

-

.

.10,...........r.. ft..

THAT?

the open Don't rely on'others
to do it for you
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --Conditions on the

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
PUZZLE

home front may well be
reflected on the employment

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Do what you can to

scene

Depredators

make things look good.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

Jan

20) --Should failure seem

THE BORN LOSER

another endeavor There is no

point pushing beyond the
possibility of success.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) --Don't jump too hastily
when offered a chance for
financial gain What you have

15. Musical

00

to go through to get it may
not be worth it

PISCES (Feb 20 -March
21) --If considering a change
of residence, this is An ex-

cellent day for finding what
you want Seek a place of

SeurCal
a Off

honor

ha. TA

1-7
VSKeI

ARIES (March 22 -April

Aries involved in buying or

selling, professionally or

otherwise Just be sure to keep
on your toes

TAURUS (April 21 -May
2I) --The wise Taurus will

CAPTAIN EASY
wmg:-noPRocx

rl/

MI
64- YEA
INS THE BURIAL SITS
SITEHIP DYING MOTHER

RBW!5Tgp, tow THO SUPPER URGE? ....-

ItCH

PRe.AO

HIM tif0W

1

easy today

GEMINI (May 22 -June
21) --Matters having to do

with merchandise arc

Answers to
Hideaword
lathe *
leer
late

lather
eater
ether
elate
earl
erla
earth
tale
there
tree

three
tare
tear
teal
thee

alter
alert

Off

CAMPUS CLATTER

EA IHER
lath

Iffl IT NM Mt TM. Oro 01 f

1

heart
hear
hare
hale
heal
heel
hate

alee
rate
real

hart

rale
relet
relate
reel

halt
halter
herat

here
heat

YOU HAVE TO
IMPRESS US
TRUSTEES WITH
YOUR AUTHORITY,
MATURITY AND

.0101411Y>,,

4119T

HINT you

SPREAD{

the work or the
responsibility Take things

decisions

MRS.2035LO
mu
yoLTKIRM. t

WANT A SMALL,

TORMENTS

avoid taking on more than his

e

THE TRACT roR A
PRICE HE.CAN PAW

FOS

comscisoc

' share of

favorable today Make every
effort to communicate with,
one who can help you make

UR=
R
UK
ARE

K

SAC

N TMNI -r
I

ACROSS
1 Swindler
(coll.)
6 Sea felon
12 Pirate ship
13 Useless

in the offing, change to

20) --An excellent day for the

R

AND % REALIZE

YOU SOMETIMES
NAVE TO PROJECT
AN ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT IMAGE

WINE STUDENT
1300Y.

wines
45 Puccini opera
48 Somewhat
(suffix)
49 Raven's cry

phenomenon

R ID

Cu-r

U -r

W

NAIL. LT
01-0

N --r
EW

INIA

R I (0*
ACNE

ERE

S

44 Pilferer
45 Man's
nickname
46 Kind of exan
47 Blood fluids

26 Solar disk

(var.)

28 Layer of iris

(anat.)t
29 Irish man's

name
30 Entreat
31 Merry
32 Plunderer
34 Pismires
36 Body of water
40 Ascended
41 Footlike part
43 200 (Roman)
8

7

49 -Roman

moralist

9

8

10

16

14

1

7
1

24

29 30

38

35

'le°

44

43

11
53

52

54

58

42

40

39

46 48 47

57

34

33

32

31

11

13

19

-

50 Malted drinks
51 Lack
54 UP (comb.
form)
56 Sailor (coll.)
58 Military rank
(ab.)

27

52 Anger
53 Aeriform fluid 38
55 Old Latin

59 Has consumed,'
as food
60 Brigand
61 Winter

R

S

ID

3 Biking
.poinpartment
4Above (poet.)
5 Strong paper

6 Weapon
composition
7 Daughter of
16 Signal of
Cadmus
distress
(myth.)
17 Australian
8 Cattle thieves
bird
9 Near
18 Writing
10 Bound
implement
11 Patron saint
19 Corpulent
of sailors
21 English royal 14 Continent
family
(ab.)
23 Idle walks
20 Constellation
25 Feline animal 22 Pronoun
27 Medicinal
23 Daze
plant
24 Nautical
28 Cherished
record
monogram
25 Set of rules
31 Rose (2 wordi)
3
1
2
4
33 Sepulchers
35 Handsome lad
-37 Mean person
'`
38 Desire (coll.) 15
39 Jump
42 Skin
8
coloration
23
43 Red table

Bible
translation
57 Ferninine
- name

E N1
NJ
E NJ

DOWN
1 Craw
2 Strong cord

-

is

9:00

7:25
32 Baseball
White Sox vs. the
Oakland Athletics at
Milwaukee.
2

"Operation

, Mike Douglas

'9

32 On Deck Circle

"The Case of My

11 TV College
Fiction
26 Today's Racing

THE WORRY WART

8:30

FaMily Affair

School

2.

cans

'JOUR GREAT SWING?

Thomas."

Vanishing Master."
'7 Time for AmeriTO WHAT f:0 YOU ATTRIBUTE

World of

32 'News

11 TV College
American Public

6:30
Gunsmoke

2

10:45

32 Movie
"London Town"
' Comedian arrives in
London to find that
the star role offered
him is that of understudy. His daughter

7:15

2

r

Rerun. "The
Bounty Children::
11 NET Journal
Rerun. "The
Piri

, 26 The Deupty

6:25
WBBM-TV
'tonal
26 Quiz

BUYIN FIVE
OF GAS/

13UCKS WORTH

who are inspired, by a
vision of freedom.

'problems.
7 The Outcasts

its

50

51

85 56

7 60
81
7

-

.

et

ro5pert D.

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly' cloudy,

Telephone

255-4400

.varmer, chance of showers.

kr

Tomorrow: Partly Cloudy,
warmer,
likely.

thundershowers
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Escapes With $400

Gunman Robs Store
A robber reportedly

until 4:20 p.m. whenhe
returned.

WHEN THE MAN came

day afternoon.

the man said:

back, Buehler said, he waited
in the back of the store looking at a toy bulldozer until the

Carl Buehler, a cashier in
the store and Boyle's stepson,

said that the man, about 35

about 11 a.m. yesterday

store.

According to Buehler, the

he was

Buehler put about $400 into
a large brown bag the man

responded.
Lt. Fred

the

Hedlund, along

with Patrolmen Dennis
Leonard, Eugene Nastek, and

back of the store with

John Lopata, searched the
other stores and parking lots

your father," and Buehler

in the shopping center without

complied, according to police,
and did not see the man leave

success.

the store.

vestigate.

Police are continuing to in-

Board Asked for Seven
New Liquor -Licenses

Mike

Moore of 125 We -Go Tr.,
Mount Prospect, who was hit
by a car when he crossed the
intersection of Main and

Northwest Hwy. on his bike

reportedly against the light, is
in good condition, Holy Family Hospital officials report.
Officials said that he would

Mount Prospect has seven
requests for liquor licenses to

' mittee Chairman Jack Kilroy,

consider.
Four of these requests came

safeguards to prevent the sale
of liquor to minors during late
hours.of store operation.
Also, Kilroy said, village
trustees feared that granting a
liquor license to the Open

according to Finance Com-

to deny similar requests for

to himself.

other convenience -type
grocery stores.

move to- Mount Prospect,- to

mittee's Aug. 18 meeting.

THE OWNERS of the

He is the son of Mr. and

Open Pantry Food Market at
1604 W. Golf came back for
Robert McGuire said he wants to get the liquor license used
by Wayne's Redwood Inn, because he is buying the building.

a second request for a license.

The request was de'nied

Former Schools Head Accepts
Top Post in Eastern District

Pantry Owner Fred Grede
said he needs a license to sell
package goods in order to
compete with another nearby

store similar to his but sells
liquor.
The next -request came from
James Chapnian, representing

the corporation which

operates two restaurants in the
Carson's store in Randhurst
Shopping Center.

UNTIL RECENTLY, both
the Tartan Tray cafeteria and

the Tree Top restaurant in
Carson's sold bottled beer
under the same license, since
both are under the same roof.

By Jan Bone

Dr. Donald Thomas,

educational 'consititant and

former head of School

District 59, will begin a new
job Aug. I- as superintendent

of schools in Amsterdam,

ON JUNE 26, the board
appointed Albeon Waltman,
former_ administrative assistant, to be acting superintendent until a new head is
picked.

'.'As District 59 appoints a
new superintendent," wrote

N.Y.
Thomas in a letter which was
Thomas will have charge of read at Monday's board
a unit district, with 6,500
Meeting, "I hope that many of
students attending kin- you
will be as kind to him as
dergarten through high school you have been to me.
classes. The district; about 30
"I hope you_ will always
miles from Albany, N.Y., remember
that compassion is
k

covers about 100 square stronger than criticism, that
miles.

District 59 board members
accepted Thomas' resignation
June 2, and had agreed to use
his services as consultant dur-

ing the 1969-70 school year.
However, Board President Dr.

kindness is more an attribute
of man than hostility.

"What a new superin-

tendent needs more than
anything else is someone with

a big hand and a big heart
to say, "What can I do to

Allerr K. Sparks said that he
would make a "future statement about Thomas' contract

help?"

and compensation.

Education."

F. Schlickman (R -Arlington Heights) for Congress
from the 13th district.

gene

The campaign, which is
headed by Celeste Wrob-

lewski, 18, of 209 N. Derby" shire, Arlington Heights, began at 9:30 a.m. in Arlington
Heights where Mr. and Mrs.

she was a member of her class
board for four years.

She has been a member of
the "Schlick Chicks" since the
group first formed in 1964 to
aid Schlickman in his first
campaign for the legislature.
ore
volunteers
for
"Schlick Chicks" are needed.
Anyone in the 13th district
who is interested may contact
Miss Wroblewski.;

Schlickman were judges of pa-

rade entries...It then moved tothe Winnetka parade, the
Wheeling Jaycee parade and
the Palatine parade. It ended -at

the Mount Prospect parade, in

which Mr. and Mrs. Schlickman rode.

By Richard Crabb

Chicks"
cam"Schlick
Twelve candidates from the
paigned at parades, picnics,
shopping centers and any- northwest suburbs filed petiwhere people gathered. They tions in Springfield Monday
wore white knit tops, navy blue seeking the two positions as
culottes, navy blue hose and delegates from the 3rd State
navy blue shoes and straw hats.

Senatorial District to the

Illincijs Constitutional

MISS WROBLEWSKI will Convention scheduled to open
be a freshman at Illinois State Dec. 8.

University this fall. She is a
June, 1969, graduate of Ar-

Petitions may be filed until

tional Education Association

grams. He is responsible for ed from its Philadelphia, Pa.
the "open transfer" ,program, convention. He helped found
a board -approved policy that the Northwest Suburban
permits children who are not Division of the Illinois Educasuccessful in cone school co Lion Association -(1EA) andtransfer to another under cer- was its president.
He has also served as a
tain conditions.
member of the steering comenrollment" program now ex- mittee, North Cook County
ists at Brentwood School in Office of Economic OpDes Plaines and at Grant portunity, the Youth ComWood Schbol in Elk Grove mission of Elk Grove Village,
Village, both schools which and other civic organizations.
Married, with three
use Individually Prescribed
children, Thomas, 43, lives at
Instruction (IPI).
142 Hillcrest Ct., Barrington.
"I'm especially proud of our
He received his Ed. D. in
special education program,"

A similar "open

Thomas told The Day. "It's
the finest in the state. Community education is another

"He must also have a
strong, unified Board of child, regardless of his ability,'

A campaign entitled lington High School, where

boost State Representative Eu-

District 59 superintendent,

elected to the board of the Na-

Thomas developed many _pro-:. (NEA), and, he, has just return-

fine plan. We have tried to
develop programs for every ,

Schlick Chicks Want
Their Man Schlated
"Schlick Chicks for Schlickman" began July Fourth to

DURING HIS 21/2 years as

and to treat every child as an
individual."
Thomas came to District 59
from Elk Grove High School,
where he had been its first

principal. He had also been
assistant principal at Prospect

High School, as well as a
counselor and teacher there,
and originally joined High
School District 214 in 1959
as a teacher at Arlington High
School.

THOMAS, author of many
articles in professional education journals, .is a well-known

lecturer on school law, and
taught an extension course for
Bradley University in 1967.

night came from
Robert ("Butch") McGuire.
He intends to buy Wayne's

make its recommendations to
the village board on theliquor

licenses until after the com-

ture, multiple cuts and bruises
and possible internal injuries.

THE LAST PETITION

heard last

Pantry would make it difficult

The committee will not

ture of the upper and lower
parts of his leg, a skull frac-

Gabrielides said this is

being arranged.

show up.

ed, but the petitioners didn't

41/2

there were not adequate

to be a resident.

Redwood Inn at 300 E. Rand
Rd. and wants the existing liquor license to be transferred

The other three were schedul-

hours of surgery last week after suffering a compound frac-

dow, Arlingtd-n Heights.

several months ago because,

finance committee last night.

while.

Mrs. Vernon Moore. The car
was driven by 18 -year -old
Tom Lighter of 810 N. Had-

By Ted Lacey

before the Village Board's

not be returning home for a

The boy underwent

Mount Prospect police 'about
five minutes later, and all cars

The man then said: "Go into

.

Boy Hit
By Car
Fourteen -year -old

The robber kept saying
"Hurry!" police said, and
was carrying.

"Do you think I'm joking?"
AT THIS POINT, the man
pointed the flower boxat him
and opened it, revealing what
appeared to be the barrel of

only other customer left the

years old, came into the store
said

"Dont't say a word. I know
that's your father in the back.
Put all the money in the bag."
Buehler said he apparently
hesitated for a moment, and

hour, and then left the store

store, a novelty shop at 1042
Mount Prospect Plaza yester-

morning, and

cashier's desk and said:

ed around for about a half

white flower box and took
$400 from the Walt Boyle

BUEHLER CALLED

a shotgun, Buehler said.

man then approached the

looking for a toy for a child.
Buehler said the man look-

displayed a shotgun in a long

educational administration
from University of Illinois in
1965, his master of arts in

education from the same
school in 1951. He has also
done graduate work at Iowa
State, Drake University and

the College of William and

Mayor Robert Teichert and
Acting Village Manager John
Zimmermann, however, raised doubts as to whether this

He said his manager will
conform to the same law -cited
for the Flaming Torch.

Scheduled requesIs not
heard were from the Prospect
House Catering Service, 6 E.
Northwest Hwy.; Kust Armon

for a new restaurant on the
northeast corner of Busse and
Algonquin; and from Raymond Sophie of the "Chances
R" franchise.
Kilroy said these petitioners

who did not show up

last

night may present their peti-,
tions at the Aug. 18 meeting."'

The finance committee will

then make its recommendations on all the requests

at the Aug. 19. Village Board
meeting.

Gripe
Of The

c,

all.

Last summer, he was

E.R.
.40,tesjaitiMeittent1=11

cording to Mayor Robert

By Ted Lacey

mittee of the Whole next

Teichert.
After Robert Moore resigned as village manager May 1.,

The Village Board Com-

terviewing applicants for the

Vacancy and subsequently

Tree. Top,_does not_ extend_ to

week the board arranged interviews with four men who
are interested in the job, ac-

received resumes of about 20
to 25 applicants. Teichert said.
The board then sent out its

Zimmermann said the liquor license, officially for the
the Tartan Tray since they are

legally separate premises.

the other without using

thoroughfares open to the
general public," Zimmermann
said.

He also said, however, that
if the Village Board instructed

him to, he could draft an

of license that would permit
both restaurants to sell liquor
under the same license.

Chapman said he is also interested in having the license'
extend coverage to the Town

would be used to sell bottled
beer to 14 times a year.

dinners.

Kilroy said the former

receive more applications
too."
Responses so far have come

village board last Tuesday that

from as far away as New

the station ,"just wasn't right
from the very start." It broke

York and Conneticut, he said.
y.Village Atty. John
inermann, who was asked by
the board to assume the duties

of the village manager for 90
after -Moore's resigna-

motors used in the pump were

days

wrong and they burnt out under the strain. The specifica-

tion, said he is hoping
permanent replacement
found soon to relieve him.

tions were made by the former
the
village engineer, not

owners were denied a liquor
license, but that was before

present one.

Metrpolitan Pump Co. repair

permit restaurants to serve
alcoholic beverages with dinners but not to have it bar.
Teichert, who attended the
meeting, said that law requires

Torch restaurant want a built according to the wrong
license to sell liquor with din-

specifications

manager of a restaurant serv-

Gabrielides, told the Village
Board Finance Committee

tion has suffered some flooding in May and June, Zimmer-

last night.

mann said.

River Trails School District, 1800 E. Kensington,

the station at a cost of $1,014.
The fact that the station was

explains

a

is

Meetings

The village board authorized Zimmermann to have the

The owners of the Flaming

down that much. We are interested in probably In men.

through July Teichert said,'
"but meanwhile we expect to

The specifications for the

for a.license to sell liquor with

"We will begin by interviewing four men," Teichert
said, "but that doesn't mean
we have narrowed the field

The tirst four will he in-

down after less than two years
of service.

253 E. Rand Rd. are asking

sent resumes.

terviewed on Saturdays

John Zimmermann told the

Hall Auditorium, which

ing liquor in Mount Prospect

most promising of those who

Bad engineering is being
blamed for a breakdown of a
lift station at Cottonwood and
Redwood in Mount Prospect,
that will cost $1,014 to fix.
Acting Village Manager

ordinance creating a new type

either the owner of the

own_application_blanks_to.the_

Engineering
Faults Cost
Town $1,014

"You cannot get from one to

there is "Class R" license to

Garbage men who pick
up the garbage -- can and

Village Manager
Interviews to
Begi n Saturday
job of village manager.
In an executive session last

the village created a new
classification. Since then,

Day

someone who can tell him what to do with a lost baby duck,

is legal.

THE NEW OWNERS of
University of Dubuque in the Blaz'r. Steaks building at

the Chicago suburban area.

Arthur Pearson holds duckling that walked_ into his garage
to look at his reflection in a mirror. Pearson is trying to find

Saturday will begin in- the board advertised the

Mary. He graduated from the

1948, and taught in Chicago
Heights, Mason City, la., and
Rockford Ia. before coming to

Finds a Friend

Mount Prospect, 8 p.m.
Committee,
Judiciary
Village Hall, 8 p.m.
Police Pension Fund
Board, Village Hall, 8 p.m.

why

ners, (heir attorney, Harry the area surrounding the sta-

unntng or Con -Con Seats

Friday at the office of the
secretary of state in Springfield, It is expected that several

more

candidates

will

file from the 3rd district

before the deadline at the end
-of the week. The special concon primary will -be held Sept.
23 at which four, candidates

Four of the twelve can didates are residents of Arlington Heights, four reside in
Mount Prospect, two in the

unincorporated .area of
Prospect Heights and one

each

in Inverness and Bar -

will be nominated. They will

rington. No candidates filed
Monday from some ,of the
larger towns in the district

run in the special general clecLion Nov. 18. The convention
is to open three weeks later.

or Schaumburg.

such as Palatine, Rolling

Meadows, Elk Grove Village

position.

munication from the office of
Others are repbrted to be in
women -- Mrs. Virginia Mac- the secretary of stale. On the Positions on the primary
donald of Arlington Heights basis of information given late ballot as follows; Four,
and Mrs. Mary J. Carlson of Monday to Sen. John Graham William R. Engelhardt of
Prospect Heights..Seven of the from the secretary's office, it Inverness; five, Lester A.
12 candidates are lawyers. would appear that Eugene L. Bouaguro of Arlington
Other professions represented Griffin of Arlington Heights Heights; six, Donald F. Colby
include chemical engineering; would hold the top spot 'on the of Prospect. Heights,. seven,
homemaker and union ad- primary ballot with Thomas J. John G. Woods Of Arlington
Johnson " Jr., of Barrington Heights; eight, Wilfred L.
ministration.
The order on the ballot is holding the No. 2 position. Robbins of Mount Prospect,
only tentative until there has- Mrs. Macdonald of Arlington nine, Robert Bush of Mount
been issued an official com- Heights is listed in the third Prospect; 10, Annis F. Bush

TWO OF THE 12 arc

'

of Mount Prospect;

I

I, Mary

J. Carlson of Prospect
Heights; 12, Douglas R. Can non of Mount Prospect.

THE CONFUSION over
ballot position sterns from the
acceptance of mailed petitions

as having priority over those
reported in person to the office' of the secretary of state
on the first legal day of filing..

More than 150 candidates
(Cm/tinned on Pifer 2;
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Obituaries

New Youth Panel Head Tells Plans

- /Harry Stevens

Delbert Hall
Del ber t Hall, 58, of
27W270 Jefferson, West Chi-

General Hospital.

Harry Stevens, 77,- of Glen
Ellyn, died July 1 at Memorial
Hospital of DuPage County.
By Robert Katz
Survivors include his widow
Esther, a daughter Nancy
New Mount Prospect
Huebner of Mount Prospect, Youth Commission Chairman
a sister Margaret Young of
Jack Costello began his reign
Glen Ellyn, and seven grand- last night by complimenting
children.
the commission on its recrin
Services were at graveside in work in project research and
Racine, Wis.
saying he feels they "can now
direct their efforts to more
specific projects."
Wilbur Watson, 66, of 7851
Costello was appointed
Keeney, Niles, died July 2 in chairman by the commission
Lutheran General Hospital. at its last meeting, succeeding
He was a retired construction John Gatto, who declined to
superintendent.
run again for the post.
Survivors include his widCostello last night named,
ow,
Arminita; daughters six specific projects that the
Phyllis Conway, Rolling commission had investigated
Meadows, Judith Ayers, Glen
Ellyn, Nancy Byer, Wheeling,
and Marilyn Votava, Chicago;
his father John, Marion, Ind.;

Survivors include brothers
Paul Witt, Crystal Lake, and

sisters Mary Brubaker, Warren, Ind., Elizabeth Tinsley,
Tempe, Ariz., Martha Nonne-

cago, died Sunday in Cam demon, Mo.

Survivors include his widow, Lucille; sons Jerry, West

Chicago, and David of Des
Patricia
Mains, Camdenton, and Shadaughters

Plaines;

ron Jennings, Buffalo Grove,
and a sister Ardis Reed of Dan-

ville, Ky.
Services will be Wednesday

at 2:30 p.m. at the Free Will
Baptist Church in Des Plaines.
Burial will be in Ridgewood.

Margaret Lenz
Mrs. Margaret Lenz, 74, of

290 W. Gates, Mount Prospect, died July 3 in Lutheran

Jerome Witt of Des Plaines.

Services were Saturday in
Church.

Emily's

St.

In-

tombment was at Queen of
Heaven Cemetery, Hillside.

Wilbur Watson

and is about ready to start acting on.

A community drug abuse
program was first on the list,
but Costello said, "I don't
want to overemphasize this.

Costello also proposed that
the commission extend an of-

of support to the free

the commission can affiliate

mission will write P letter to

than ask them to every

school being conducted by the

the people in Evanston expressing -Mount Prpspect's interest in their efforts.

Rev. Tom Phillips at Community Presbyterian Church,

COSTELLO'S THIRD

meeting, I would prefer to invite them to the next three
meetings." This would permit
the commission to retain its
independence and still learn

in the fall, and to the youth

with the group.
Costello nexrsuggested that

I

the commission finally

want to keep it in the proper

determine whether or not a
separate Juvenile Court for

' perspective."

TY CLEMENS, ex -com-

the north suburbs, as proposed

mission member, recom-

by the Evanston Youth Com-

mended that the commission

mission would benefit the

meetings of the
Evanston Association for the
Prevention of Drug Abuse.

community,

attend

the

Irene Waterhouse, commission secretary, pointed out
that this area handles too few
cases to afford the necessary

Clemens said the association

"attempts to cut through the

highly skilled staff. She said

myths about drugs."

Costello designated

"it seems the Evanston Youth

fer

counselor.

Costello said that "rather

to the youth liaison committee
in its efforts to stage a dance

the police perspective on

activities building at

recommendation was to find
a way of making the periodic
Police Youth Division reports

youth matters.

Mark's Church.

Clemens suggested that

The meeting ended with a

motion to write letters of

more meaningful than the past
listings of simple statistics. "If,
we don't know more than this,

representatives from the
police force be invited to

commendation to John

Youth Commission meetings.

He expressed interest in

Strong, village social worker,
for his successes in finding

charlatans pretending to be in-

rumors that they have been
teaching their own drug pro-

jobs for two youths from a ,

low income family and

grams through the high school

locating a foster home.

than we're just a group of
terested
he said.

in youth activities,"

YOU CAN COUNT ON MID SUMMER SPECIAL -WHILE. SUPPLY LASTS

man, Dundee, Cordelia Gardner,
Marion, Ind., Eloise
Long, Upland, Ind., and Nora

4=0

Renbarger, Sweetsers, Ind.

Services were Saturday at
Oehler Funeral Home.

Clemens to bring back a Commission is saying '1 want'
report from the Evanston without producing the need."
Costello said the comgroup's next meeting before

111-.

uu

4E5

C=> L.011

12 File in Race
For Con -Con Seats
convention will be in the

(Continued fromPage

waited through the night to
tile at 8 a.m. yesterday when
the office opened.

Heading the ballot is

Griffin who has
lived in Arlington Heights
more than two years and
Eugene L.

whose law office is at I N.
LaSalle in Chicago. Griffin is
an officer in the Ivy Hill

,Home Owners Assn. and a

member of St. Edna's Church.

During the

last

six years he

specialized in cases in-

has

Colby of Prospect Heights
is a chemical engineer for his
own chemical business. He
has lived in the district 11

years during which he

Colby thinks it imperative
a new constitution

that

be

three -term member of Barrington's Dist. No. I School
Board, having served as presi-

dent of the

for one

board

term.
Mrs.

Macdonald of Arlington Heights homemaker, a

resident of the northwest
suburbs since 1952, is one of

the leading Republican
women

in

Illinois.

She

has

held numerous GOP

responsibilities in Wheeling
Township and Cook County
and is now first vice president

of the Illinois Federal of
Republican Women. Mrs

Macdonald is a specialist in
the political process.

Engelhardt, an attorney,

has just completed two_ terms
as mayor of Inverness. He did
not seek reelection this spring.

BOUAGURO of Arlington

Heights has lived in the

district five years. A lawyer,

he is a teacher at the
Northwestern University

FULL WIDTH HYDRATOR

Heights has lived in the

REMOVABLE ICE TRAY COVER SHELF

Woods of Arlington

district 15 years. He served as

mayor of Arlington Heights
for eight years from 1961 un-

til 1969 during which he

state as an advocate of increased home rule for local
government and four sound
long-range municipal plan-

ROBBINS Of Mount'
Prospect is a union adGas Company, a position het
has held for 13 years. He has
lived in the northwest suburbs
two -years. He is a member of
St. Cecelia Church and active
in both Cub Scouts and Boy
Scouts. Robbins has been active in Elk Grove Township
politics from the time he mov-

1 -year Warranty for
Wait uf any elect
in the iiitire refrigerator. plus 4 -year Pro-

tection Plan for repair

of any defect to the

refrigerating system

Robert and Annix Bush
reside in Mount Prospect.

They arc believed to be the
only father -son combination

to file for the constitutional

in the constitutional

working for two years for the
holding of a constitutional

Mrs. Carlson of Prospect

and homemaker, has been

convention.
12.1 cu. It

WHO -0-0 NEEDS
Frigidaire Frost -Proof

for legal ails

2 -door with 106-11r.

ZS 5- 1 1(111

9A.m.To6

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

P.M.

wide! FrostProol, you'll never

BANK SERVICE?

the 24th day of July, 1969 at the
hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be a
public hearing at the Village Hall,
Highway,

Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO. 69-40A

Petition for variation on property
presently zoned 8-3 located at the
knovsn as the Gunnell property and
legally described as follows:
The North 361.6 feet of that part

.r.1'

OUR

30,000

The request for variation is from

store.

All persons interested In the above
petition will be heard.

Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois.
this 8th day of July, 1969.

DAY.PUBLICATIONS

Tuesday, July 8, 1969

everything in plain view.

s' 126.1b. size top freezer.

Butter compartment. Twin

vegetable Hydrators for extra

14.4 cu. It

Frigidaire Frost -Proof
with 154-1b. size
top freezer
111

FrostPrfof! You'll never de-

frost again! Just 32* wide!

,

Flip -Quick Ice Ejector - fast,
easy. Meat Tender holds up
to 9.9 lbs..

crispness.

Frigidaire Side -by -Side
with 198 -lb. size

Frigidaire Frost -Proof

freezer! All Frost -Proof!

-with 155 -lb. size
bottom freezer

Frost,Prool! You'll never

de-

frost again! lust

32-. wide,
last.
easy' Removable trays Sue 28

FrostProol! You'll never de

Flip -Quick Ice Elector

frost again! 9.9 -lb. size Meat
Tender! Roll.To.You freezer

eggs'

basket for heavy roasts.

119 $309 $388

LISTEN TO

THE LONE RANGER

Wednesday- 6:30 P.M. - WLS-FM 94.7

CUSTOMERS!,

That's Who -o -o

ARt

ON

NATIONAL
N

GEORGE JACOBSMEYER,

Chairman
Mount Prospect
Board of Appeals
Published in

puts

-

Ordinance of the Village of. Mount
Prospect, for a reduction in the parking spaces from 155' to 112 and for
a reduction in the number of loading
docks from 3 to 2. The intended use
of the property It for a furniture

frost again! II UpFront lighting

Frost -Proof! You'll never defrost again! Deep door shell
for V2 gallon cartons, bottles.

FP19.14485

e era. ife-1.1*-v

Township 42 North, Range 11, East
of the Third Principal Meridian, lying
West of center line of Rand Road, in
Section 20 (I), Subsection 2 and Section 20 (.1) (1) (c) both of the Zoning

)

11.09'

/

of the North West quarter of the
North East quarter of Section 34,

Cook County, Illinois.

defrost again! IN Deep door shelf
gallon cartons and cans.
for

-

Frost -Proof! You'll never de.

$249 $259 $289

con-

cerning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of

intersections of Rand and Kensington
Roads and Main Street, formerly

size top freezer'.
Big. family-size-just 30'

rs

Frigidaire Host -Proof
with 154-1b. size
top freezer

I PC0-159VN
15.9 ru It.

16.6 cu. It.

16.6 cu. It.

Frigidaire Frost -Proof

with Ne*-Up-Front
Lighting

FPC0166114

FPD166T8

FPI:1.1467N

14.6 cu. It.

NOT ICES

Northwest

REFRIGERATOR
WARRANTY

ed to Mount Prospect.

Heights, a. home economist

E.

5 YEAR WARRANTY

ministrator at the People's

Evanston. He was a member
of the 3rd 'District Steering

112

BUTTER COMPARTMENT

ning.

LEGAL

,

SPECIAL EGG STORAGE

became known throughout the

convention. They are partners
in the 'Bush law office in
Mount Prospect.

interst

-

to approve the new
constitution, it will be of little
value' said Colby.

Traffic Insititute. From 1962
to 1965 he was corporation
counsel for the Village of
Committee for the Constitutional Convention. His major

SEPERATE ZERO ZONE TOP FREEZER

drawn that is sufficiently flexible that it can earn public appeople

a

*NO FROST IN REFRIGERATOR SECTION

of Mercy sponsored by the
American Cancel- Society.

proval. "Unless we can get the

since 1945. Johnson is

FOR EVERY KITCHEN, EVERY FAMILY, EVERY BUDGET!

been prominent in community
affairs, including the Crusade

nersonal property tax matters.
ballot goes to Johnson of Barrington where he has lived

FRIGIDAIRE 2 -DOOR REFRIGERATOR -FREEZER

has

volving real estate and
SECOND PLACE on the

.

revenue and judicial articles.

DOWNTOWN
. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

homBER F.4te.

0 LIU In
4:=> L.J
T.V. & APPLIANCES

7243 W. TOUHY

PHONE

illNiiir
x

444.
' rte

823-3171
631-7436

631-

STORE HMOS:
Monday -Thursday -Friday

OAKTON

4

TOUHY

631-66512030

t

Tuesday -Wednesday

Saturday
i

1111

41'.4:-

IIIIII

9 A.M.-9P.M.

C9IttAsedja.-S6LMa.y

11

N.\

0

The Day's Prospects

Toby Mugs -A

Remembrance
Hobby

Toby was not a portraiture of
an individual but rather represented the simple workman of

By Dolores Haugh

Mary Ann Cain of Mount
Prospect started a fascinating

the era such as the town crier,

and decorative hobby when
she went to Canada several
years ago. You could follow

fellow.
Individual portraits were in-

her example on your vacation
this year.
She wanted some memento
of her trip, so she purchased a

post boy, or just a jolly good
troduced to help boost sales.

One of the first was of Lord
Rodney (1780) and Lord
Howe (1790), but these did -not

ning of a beautiful collection.
Each year the collection grew

become popular until the 19th
century.
Full-length Toby jugs or

until now she has quite a lavish
display in her home.

with Mr. Pickwick, Napleon

Toby. mug. This was the begin-

The American Toby was
Mrs. Cain uses her collection as an intrigal part of her home decor. Five Toby mugs placed on a
single wooden shelf accented by handpainted placques provides an interesting wall in her kitchen.

Fifty Years For Biermann's

created in the 18th century
and at first was a characaturc
of a seated fat man. He usually
wore a three -cornered hat and
held either a pipe or a mug. His
expressions ranged from smiling to leering to scowling. The
characters were usually those
that frequented the ale houses.
Most of the early mugs were
by Whieldon before
Stern created the jovial "uncle
made

Toby" in England. The first
Toby was created by John

pitchers were then produced
or Nelson shown.
Reproductions are flooding
the world now as inexpensive

glazed Toby mugs are being
imported from Japan or being
made in America.
The oldest of the American

Tobys is the brown Rockingham glaze. This particular
type portrays exact replicas of
English "snuff takers" and
other "common" men.
Other creators of Tobys in c I u d e Daniel Greenback
(1840) who made Rockingham

Astbury in 1743, followed by
others including Ralph Wood,
1865, Copeland Wilson and
Enoch Wood.

The bright color glazes in-

cluded yellow, green, tan,
black and rose red. The earliest

Tobys for the American Pottery Co., Jersey City. These
Tobys are marked APCo.JC
NY:
The Toby jug with bent leg

for the handle was called a
"Franklin Toby," though the
costume is not contemporary

The expressions and size of Toby maws are many and varied. The old manufacturers made sure
their products would catch the eye of the collector. The new collector should use his eye to detect
reproductions. Learn to know your hobby or antique. Touchmarks are important. (Photos by Fern
Schneider)

with Franklin. This jug was unmarked and hard to identimade in 1849-1858 in Ben-

fy.

J. S. W. Starkey, a potter in
East Liverpool, Ohio, made
and Co.
The seated figure holding a glazed earthenware mugs -of
glass was manufactured by the Pope Leo XIII in 1892, the
same company. These arc Toby of Washington and the
identical to ones made in Eng- full-length jug depicting Willand. The Benjamin Toby has a liam Penn. Only 30 dozen of
flat bottom and often a grape- the Washington mugs were
made, 25 of Pope Leo and a
vine handle.
In 1848 R. Bagnal Beach of few of William Penn.

nington by Laymen Fenton

Philadelphia, trained in Wedgewood Potteries in England,
made a jug depicting the head

of Daniel O'Connell, Irish pa-

Later there was the repro-

duction of Toby mugs by Isaac

Broome (1896) and in 1909,
the reproduction by Lennox

triot. This was a large 13 -inch

designed by Ed Penfield of

Rock Toby made by Zachary
Taylor and is a very rare jug.
Among the earliest of Ameri-

Theodore Roosevelt hunting
big game. The handle of this
particular mug is an elephant's

can portrait Tobys is one of

head.

Napoleon created by the Co-

lumbian Potteries of Philadelphia in 1876. It is often sold
for old Staffordshire, since it is

ill 5 crb 6-61 6Th trinfro 61-111-611111PrrriMirrtrirrirryncryym -cm -,r
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The brown salt glazeToby
by Doulton and Watts of Eng.
land was made in 1910. After

World War I another series of
Tobys were made of English,
French and American heroes.
These were designed by Sir F.
Carruthers Gould.

In 1928 Patriotic Potteries
of Philadelphia
made head jugs of Herbert
Hoover and Alfred Smith.
Association
Five

Tobys

hundred

were

made by Royal Staffordshire

Pottery, producing only one
hero replica of
Woodrow Wilson. The molds

American

were destroyed.

If you care to delve into the

history of the Toby, you will
find the following books help-

ful: "Portraits in Pottery," by
Albert Lee; :'Ceramics in Art
and Industry," published by
Doulton and Co., Ltd. Land eth, England, 1947; and "Antique Collecting for Every
one," by Katharine Morrison

M. P. Pictures Needed
Do you have any pictures of
old Mount Prospect?

If you do the Mount Pros-

Tuesday, July 8, 1969

Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor
MU/GBftJl9Q903#11It

Plan

brated their Golden Wedding Anniversary June 1 with a dinner
reception at Ehler's Green Tree Inn in Bensenville. About 100
friends and relatives attended, including daughters Mrs. Walter

The Cook County Council
of the American Legion Auxiliary, First Division, will hold
its monthly meeting Friday,
July 11, at 12:45 p.m. at the
Sherman

Niebuhr and Mrs. R. Wilke, a son, Fred Biermann, and seven

The Over 50 Club, which
Pioneer
meets
Park; Arlington Heights, is

regularly at

grandchildren.

edit as many of the pictures as
we can. We plan to have nega-

aooRtiSaIJULQJt9.pft999it11,40QAtlll.40

tives made. The originals will

County Council Annual Reports

Busy

Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Biermann of Mount Prospect cele-

pect Historical SoCiety would
like to borrow them.
"The object of this project," said Mrs. Victor Bittner,
president, "is to collect and

House,

Chicago.

Members from the First Divi-

sion who attended the Illini
Girl's State June 17 to 24 at

be returned to residents."

Drop your photographs off
at The Prospect, Day, 117 S.
Main, Mount Prospect, attention Dolores Haugh. Be sure
each picture is clearly identified with your name, address

McMurray College, Jacksonville, Ill., will be guests.

Historian Mrs. Henry
Kraus will give a report of the
year's accomplishments, and
president Rose Marie Loparco
will give her report for the

and telephone number.

year.

meeting at Westgate School,

1211 Grove St., during the

Iowa Wedding

summer vacation period. Sen-

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM DIRTY PILLOWS?
SPECIAL OFFER $1.79

ior citizens have made the
following July plans:

On July 10 they will travel

Miss Pamela Judson Wind,

by bus to the Shady Lane The-

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D.
Eugene Wind of Council

ater to see the comedy "Unhealthy

Bluffs, Iowa, became the bride

Arlington ITeights oriMaY SI.
The 2 p.m. candlelight double ring ceremony was performed
by the Rev. Raymond J. Ray in

be

Unpleasant."

Pioneer Park, from 7:30 till
midnight.

--St. Pauli Ep.
Council Bluffs. Mrs. Mildred

---OnFeiday,-3-aryl ft, a group
ofthe seniors will leave on a

Rigby, great aunt of the bride,

trip to Lake Louise and Banff,
leaving Pioneer Park at 8 a.m.

furnished the music for the
ceremony.
The bride designed and
made her princess -style gown

by bus.

PLANS ARE now completed for another trip in the
fall, first to the Ford Museum

ted sleeves. Venice lace accented the lines of the dress

Mackinac Island Tor a two -

at

the back. The three -tiered ballerina veil of imported silk illusion was loaned by the groom's
sister, Mrs. Jack R. Bauman of

p.m.

as maid of honor in a green stone

peau

short -

sleeved gown accented at the
empire waistline with light
green Venice lace, while also
trimmed the matching silk il-

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Henry

lusion headpiece. She carried a

nosegay of yellow roses and
white carnations.
FOR HER DAUGHTER'S

wedding, Mrs. Wind chose a
foam green crepe sheath with
matching lace coat and acces-

sories. She had a corsage of

yellow cymhidiums.
The groom's mother chose a
petal pink two-piece silk shan-

tut costume with matching
acct. oriel and green cymbidiums.
Best man was John A. Lan-

SchauMer

for the reception at the Parish
Center in St. Paul's. About 75
guests attended.
The bride received her B.S.

from Iowa State College in
Ames, Iowa. The groom, a
graduate of Prospect High

ning. Jack R. Bauman and

School, also received his B.s.

Russell L. Moore were ushers.
The bride's grandmother
made the lace tablecloth used

employed at Consumers Power Company.

from Iowa State. He is now

Florida Visitors
Mr. and Mrs. H. Laden of
312 South George, Mount
Prospect, recently visited the
Mustate-owned Ringling
seums while vacationing on
Florida's lower west coast.

The Ringling Museums are
the foremost cultural center in
United
southeastern
the
States. Situated on 68 tropically landscaped acres in Sarasota, they were a gift of John
Ringling to the state. They are

operated in the cultural and
education interests of Florida
residents and visitors.
They consist Of the Museum

of Art, famed for

its

OFFER GOOD THRU JULY

-You'll enjoy the
friendly atmosphere
and one stop cleaning.
Professional Cleaning

Shirt Service
Decorator Folded
Self -Service Cleaning Machines, Tool

FIRST: We list your home with Arlington

Realty and find buyers that will

Norge Colonial Village

.

please you.

THEN: We'll find you a home in -any of
4,000 communities surrounding

220 N. Dunton St.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

major cities of the U. S. or Canada
at no., ;charge_ -whatsoever- r .

OUR 2ND LOCATION
B W Branch

-through our membership in

420 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, III.

MONDAY-TUESDAY- WEDNESDAY-THU RS D'
AY -FRIDAY - SATU RD AY- M.ON'D AY -T U ESD-

and pearls. She carried a crescent of white roses, stephanotis
and ivy.
Miss Penney Kelley served
soic

with $5.00 incoming,
colhAsp or professional
cleaning order.

Klj CA

Arlington Heights. It was held
in place by a headpiece of tiny
organza rosebuds with lace

de

Dearborn Mich., then to

night stay at the Grand Hotel.
Ceramics sessions continue
to be held every Friday at Pioneer Park from 10:30 a.m. to 3

of the chapel train extending
from the empire waistline in

Ren..vate ti Thoroughly

-croan /join' feather or
down pillow apd hale
clean, new ticking!

Draperies Cleaned, Pressed,

of silk organza over satin with
sabrina neckline and long, fitand followed the rounded lines

A

to

Regular Drop In Center Days
-July-24, July 31
arc july
and Aug. 7. A Saturday night
party is -planned for July 19 at

of Gary Henry Schauffler of

RELOCATING?

out -

standing collection of Baroque

season and a winter and sum-

art; ,the Asolo Theater, 'only.
original , 18th. century Italian
theater in America; the Ring ling Residence,"Ca'd'Zan." a

mer festival of plays by' the
Asolo Theater Festival company, the official state theater
of Florida.

$1,500,000 Venetian gothic
palazzo; and the-Ringling Mu -

Pension Board

Scum of the Circus, the first

To Elect
New Officers

museum dedicated to the history of the riircus.

1N A 1) I) ITION

tc

exhibiting the permanent collection, the Museums' functions include a diversified pro-

gram of

temporary

art

exhibitions, art education services, lectures, filMs, concerts,
chamber music, a winter opera

Election of officers is one
item of business scheduled for

tonight's Mount Prospect
Police PenSion Fund Board
meeting.

- The meeting is to be held
at 8 p.m. in Village Hall.
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THE HOMEFINDING

SERVICE OF AMERICA

CALL

253-8100

Arlington Realty.
), 4, M

II IA1 I

I

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

in Palatine

in Arlington Hts.
NORTH

in Arlington Hts. in Mount Prospect - ..
SOUTH
Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICA, NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

Main Street

Day Light

To Church, Twice

How To Be Lucky
By Joseph Stobenrauch

,

If 'you are a youth in -the 16 to -2I age bracket. a high
school or college. student look'

ing for a summer job, you may

be feeling sorry .for yourself
right now because nobody has
put you on the, payroll.

:}.1211.111

In spite of the strong im-

troops and facility in making

tfti

able for summer jobs, 400,000
more than last year.

verted into shortcuts to success. And the day you didn't

tedious steps that put him in
the position where he uses a

"lucky" day.

wheels go round, at his job, at
home, in his community, state

million and nation. He's ,no tycoon,
Last
found jobs and 1.8 million did but Mr. Everyman. It takes a
not. Of every seven job -hunt- lot to fill his shoes.
There is nothing quite like
ers, six got work. The seventh
one's own experience to pass
did not,
on. Hear this: one summer
year,

.

111

11.2

IN OUR NORTHWEST
suburban area, this figure is
debatable. It's the overall picture which is still a tough one.
Local businesses and in-

IT'S A TRUISM that ob-

could have been your truly

That day, hopefully, you
turned to the Help Wanted

ads, saw one that said something like "Immediate Opportunity for Willing Worker,
full-time, min. scale guar."
Nothing about fringe benefits,
or taking over the top job in a
few weeks, or coffee breaks,

good for their future and good
for yours.
They will be earning money
for further education, gaining
job know-how needed in their
adult careers, finding out what
it's like to give a day's work for
a day's pay, and, often, when
summer is over, they may sur-

"Now, let's see! You say we're in dire need of sex and
drug education .

.

eh

. .

. was that for the kids or their

parents?"

prise you by admitting that it
was a constructive deal all

Vo5pert Dap

Frye

around.

IF YOU'RE a

teen-ager.

the seventh one in line who did
not land a job, we can expect to

-Honor the original dream by always jealously !seeping
the paper's Jiver/out and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III
Tuesday, July 8, 1969

hear you mutter, "I'm just not
lucky."
Wrong. We're not propos-

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

it's

pay raises.

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor
The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 61)056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines. Ill. 60016

cash.

available except what seemed
"out of the world " excuse the
pun work as a grave -digger.

NAPOLEON IS quoted as
"lucky generals"
when it came to handing out
choice assignments. Don't let
this, fool you:. he" was too
preferring

shrewd an operator not to con -

you take your time --the fairer

ydbr complexion the more

not shut out the ultraviolet If the preparation you, are
completely, will allow
you to stay in the sun longer
than you could safely without
them. The label should list at
least one of the following
rays

agents:

burn.

namate,

will protect you from sun-

On the credit side, sunlight
will prevent rickets in children

and, taken in moderation, it
will benefit, but not cure, such

skin diseases as psoriasis,
eczema, acne, pityriasis rosea
and varicose ulcers.

Most persons with light

skin should not, expose any
one area to the sun for more
than 10 or 15 minutes a day
at first. This period may, be
increased by a third or a

pyrone,

against the danger of photo-

sunlight.

2 p.m. and will have little, if

Chicago -area about the curse

of jet noise and pollution we
live with now.
I

34. I have been taking Darvon
Compound for four years.

truly hope that this

publicity will soon bring an'

'

Mary -

pleasant to discuss it with.

Why is the FAA dragging'
its feet so badly, in this matter? Please keep up the good
WOrk so we can hai,e sortie "
peace and quiet and) not go

A MUTUAL FUND SYMPOSIUM
THE CURRENT MARKET OUTLOOK
THE AIRLINE -AIR CARGO INDUSTRY

Albert H. Caster

4116

--

Round trip from Chicago
via T.I.A. Chartered Jot

ADORES'
CITY

Instead,

250 titles of current fiction
and non-fiction, fully pro-

is a great spot for purse
thieves. It frightened us, and

cessed. From there on 25 new
titles will be shipped each
month. Beginning the seventh

We walked from St. Pat's

Stephen R. Myers
Frank M. Redman

P

they

said,

we did hold on.

to Central Park. It was

month, 25 older titles will be another hot day, and the park
was delightful because the
returned each month.
The postage both ways is trees gave lots of cool shade.
Central Park,, we discover
included in the fee for this
ed, is quite a place!

revolving plan.

If the library needs any of

IT'S HUGE. There are bike
these books for its permanent paths, dog -walking spots, bricollection, they may be dle paths, hansom cabs, a
purchased at a discount of 75 band shell, skating rink, zoo

tucked the gals in for a one
hour nap and got ready for
a party.

IT WAS Kathy Shubeck's
15th birthday and we had ar-

ranged a dinner party

12 Students
From Area Win
Purdue Honors

ci

1

11

clothes and went to a great
dinner topped off by a huge

birthday cake. The waiter
brought

in

the

cake

Everyone in the restaurant
helped us sing a loud gay

"Happy Birthday" to Kathy.

She was thrilled to pieces, and
the rest of us were, too.
Our gift to her was a stuffed

animal and a birthday card
with all sorts of New York
momentoes written on it.

When we left the

our waiter presented us with the remainder
of the cake. The girls thought
it would really taste Rood at
midnight!
restaurant,

itturittatual111111111111M1P1111

at ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER

for placing in the top 10 per
cent of the undergraduates at

Purdue University in

LaFayette, Ind.

From Arlington Heights:
Carletta Brown, Brett Lamberty and Mark Matthews.

BIGGER....BETTER....AND MORE FUN TO
COME PEEK IN!
SHOP THAN EVER

Chakoian, Michael Chakoian
and Rowland Firth.
From Des Plaines: William

"Brand Name Retailer of the Yew"'

Ingles.

From Barrington: Richard
Gaskill, Robert Salnick, Sondra Zane.

'

arlington dark towers
announces the

POKY
LOUNGE
Come and Meet

JESSE LOPEZ
nightclub and television star

And

ZIP

BONNIE DAYE
her provocative piano

Show time six, nine and elevetn p.m.
No cover charge.
Reservations suggested.
Call 394-2000.

MOutfr

/Eh
loom,

.2594030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY:
.

with

sparklers spitting fire.

RE -OPENING SOON!

Twelve area residents have
received distinguished ranking

at a

from our
dorm. We put on our fanciest
restaurant across

per cent.

.5
STATE

.

CFP !==i-?

"Watch
receive an initial shipment of your purses." Apparently this

per month, the library will

subway back to the dorm. We

NAME

PR9SPECTV
Richard W. Blackburn

we entered, ushers didn't greet

Please rush brochure on European Tour featuring Der Olgoberfest.

The Arlington Park Towers Hotel
Rohlwing Rd. & Euclid Ave.

Speakers:

magnificent structure! We attended a solemn high mass,
which was lenghty and had no
parishioner participation (the
choir did our work). It was

think the girls were too
tired to really appreciate the
setting and the beauty of the
Cloisters. We took a quick
tour and grabbed an express

per person

I-

Arlington Heights, Illinois

Pat's Cathedral. What a

pean monasteries and an herb
garden.

nuts!

trated brochure and reservations, see, write or call,:

15 good, 22 extellent
Answer on Comic Page

is

Zoeckler and she is most

feel" of the countries you visit! For colorful illus-

r

NEXT WE WENT to St.

of $107.50 us with "Good Morning!"

LICHTENBTEIN -SWITZERLAND - BELGIUM
HOLLAND-ENGLAND
Exciting Jet tour via T.I.A. tailored to give the "real

8:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.

PROGRAM:
Make as many four letter

cent discount.
For the sum

Visiting-GERMANY-AUSTRIA- FRANCE

established 1891

she did.

with an option to purchase marvelous.
One disheartening item. As
any or all titles at a 75 per

,SEPTEMBER 20 -OCTOBER 4, 1969

WEDNESDAY July 9, 1969

or more words out of
these letters as you can.
In addition, find the word
using all seven of these
letters.

overhead

44.

Woo

GOODBODY AND CO,

BUMRELG

Her name

phone.

0)1ltebellegt
only

couldn't see when the other
folks stood or sat. We all
watched Maria and did what

tapestries, sections of Euro-

her once or twice over the

featuring participation in Der

presented by

of going to the front of the

cluding gorgeous 15th century

writing, too. I've spoken to

CCIid

11

church. As a result, we

because we made the mistake

From Mount Prospect:
Bruce Burkhardt, Martin

Escorted EUROPEAN TOUR

-I

STOCK MARKET FORUM

Hideaword

ing.

long?

You are cordially invited to attend a

sunscreens, although they do

consider some service job as a
menial one, somehow degrading after all the intellectual
training you have been receiv-

end to this miserable situation

1_1

Sun tan preparations and

The point we are making is
that if you are the seventh one
who has not got on the work
force so far, don't start feeling
sorry for yourself. Also, don't

Is it harmful to take it for so
tiro

any, effect before 8 a.m, or after 4:30p.m,

needing work so bad we leaped
at the cemetery job.

gals, Maria Metzger, is too.
She's a member of St. John's
Episcopal on Main Street in

a branch of the

Metropolitan Museum of Art
and houses medieval art, in-

does an excellent job of

to you for a long time to say
that 1 feel you have been
doing an excellent job in acquainting the public in the

the damaging effects of

fourth each day.

THE SUN'S rays are most
intense between II a.m. and

Al and I have since joked
about our initial "luck" in

is

Hudson River. The Cloisters

A lady who works for you

Editor:
I've been meaning to write

contain oil of bergamot, deodorant soaps and shampoos,

1 J_

A third year, summer jobs

were in better supply, and recommendations by the two previous employers made it easy
to land the work we preferred.

plus the dirt these airplanes

On Jet Noise?

sensitivity.

Q --I AM A HOUSEWIFE,

sulfa

tors. He used that knowledge
in later life.

spew out to pollute the air and
dirty the homes and ground.

is often the result of using certain cosmetics, perfumes that

remedies,

ting -place. When the farmer
found my friend, Al, was good

Dragging Feet

studies have shown that this

acne

some of the manual skills
learned in poor Yorick's res-

you must weigh its advantage,,

Another column will deal
Some _persons have vean with other harmful effect os
allergy to sunlight. Recent solar rays.

some

Another year, office work
and white-collar jobs were nil,
so we improved ourselves' and
went to work on a farm, using

of constant noise

dermatomyositis and albinism
zole, carbazole, naphtholsul- are especially susceptible to

drugs and certain tranquilizers.

and clothes.

Why Is FAA

benzimida-

fonate, quinine disulfate or
para aminobenzoic acid.

with cash in hand for books

using contains any of these,

red petrolatum; anPERSONS WITH lupus
thranilate, salicylate, cin- erythematosis, porphyria,

time you must allow --your tan

other
work. We went back to school
and

Letters To The Editor

W. G. BR ANDSTADT, M.D.

Acquiring a sun tan is still
a popular pastime. If you try
to -hurry it you may wind up
with a severe sunburn. But if

because when the death rate
dropped locally, he kept us on

moted to handle cars and trac-

lap.

Take It Slow and Easy
Acquiring a Sun Tan

We made our own "luck,"

with machinery, Al got pro-'

all fabulous things into your

DOCTOR SAYS

prices he could afford.

Cloisters. We rode up
Riverside Drive and had a
the

magnificent view of the

Will Bring
New Titles
On July I, the Mc Naugh-

We took a bus from Central

Park to Fort Tryon Park and

arrived.
The Little Church is Protestant Episcopal, and one of our

Lease Plan

ton lend lease book plan went
into effect at the Rolling Meadows Library.
Under this plan, the library
will lease 300 books per year

and sing.

church when our crowd of 17

lucky she was with us,

I

buddy also so he had a team, at

in the whole

people

Mount Prospect. We were

talked the boss into hiring my

not getting on the payroll. But
if it happens you do not start
punching a time -clock, listen
carefully: Seven could be your
lucky number, and being the
seventh one who did not get
hired could be the doorway to
your luck.

the gift of the elves, the simple
rub of Aladdin's lamp pouring

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate. $17.00 a year: 59.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

and one to get down in the hole

ing that you make a point of

Because, no matter what
you may have read or heard,
this luck very often is not the
touch of the fairy godmother,

You could say you'd be

making your own luck, All the

for my age group. Nothing

landscape

seven

of eventual dreams -come -true.

more power to you. And the
credit too. Not to mention the

doing

There were only about

But if you knock on that

particular door, it might be the
one that swings wide to a vista

there were just no job openings

and shovel out the chips.

"where there were farms when
it was built in 1849," the Rector told us.

vacations with pay, and instant

I ASKED FOR and got the
aware of the need and seem
job and found out that it called
willing to face up to it.
Nobody has to be hit on the for two willing workers, one to
head to be convinced that if hack away at the layers of shale
in that particular cemetery,
t e n -a ger s are gainfully
this summer,

Our sixth day in New York and restaurant. We rented
City was Sunday. Our 14 rowboats for the girls for an
Horizon Club Camp Fire hour and they tried their hand
Girls`,` two other mothers and at it. What they really did was
bump into other boats for an
I decided to attend two
churches. With the big hour. All of the other boateis
ecumenical movement in full were very friendly and tried
swing, we figured'that no one to make suggestions for imwould be _offended, and we'd proving our gals' rowing. It
didn'ehelp a bit.
get to see two churches.
A good number of hippies
We went first to the "Little
Church Around the Corner." are in the park, too. They
It's a beautiful little church kind of walk around in groups
down in the Wall Street area, and stop and play their music

land the job you really wanted

dustries hereabouts seem

employed

Lil Floros

st a c I es are often steppingstones when used properly. Handicaps have been con-

plans work out.
Many a tycoon who seems
to have floated to the top spot
never bothers reciting the

petus provided by the Presi- little lever to move the world.
Many a resident right 'in our
dent's' Council on Youth Opportuni'ty in its campaign ur- own northwest area who supging businessmen across the ports his family comfortably,
nation to hire as many young is paying off on his home, perpersons as he can for his man- forms civic duties and attends
power needs, these arc the religious and cultural affairs
facts: this year some 13.4 mil- quietly, is not making headlion young people are avail- lines, but he does make the

TIL.:3111111
.1 I f

sider other factors as well,
such as battle experience,
courage, skill in handling

arlington \ark towers
r.hirago's new suburban hotel

.

Arlington Legionnaires Help Unseat League. Leaders
out eight Park Ridge batters
Bastable smashed a
two -run homer in the sixth inJack

ning to lead Arlington's

Legion teats to a 3-1 victory
over Park Ridge Friday. Jim
Bokelmann chalked up the
win for Arlington, giving up
one unearned run and five

retire the sides.

was in good scoring position
with one out but Bastable

first run in the last of the first

the

grounder by Mike Venson to

hits. Bokelmann also struck

By Bill Copeland

grounded out to second for

ARLINGTON GOT their

and walked two.

Bocklmann retired the first

Cade on strikes for the third

ARLINGTON (3)
Boeklmann on the mound,
and both times Bokelmann
h bi
ab
to knock the ball Player

out.

down,

first out, Dave Armstrong was

Park Ridge almost scored
in the' third, but a good play
by Don Woodard in left field

on p routine infield grounder

for' the first out but walked

Dave Bergman. Bergman tried
to steal second, but Bastable

to Salm who tagged Bergman

Armstrong stole second and

Broncos Stomp Knights With 12 Runs
he scored after a passed ball
and a wild pitch set up Casey
Rush for a sacrifice fly. It was
The Barrington Broncos all the Knights were to get in
gave a visiting Prospect Sum- that inning, and it was not
mer League team a swift kick enought for them to keep up
yesterday, scoring all the runs with the Broncs.
By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

they needed for a win in the
first inning and then going on
to mash the Knights, 12-3.

A WALK TO Domingo

Mata was followed by

his

and a throwing error scored
Mate.

Another walk and wild
pitch and a double by pinch
hitter Steve Pohlamn scored
two more runs and a single
by Bill Holke brought in the

Holman's grounder sent

single scored another run and

The Knights acutally had also
scored twice, but the first tally

he came in, catcher Jeff

the ball from his hand, but the
umpire was already watching
Musial going into second and

did not see Dowling lose the

Mata's grounder, Holman

ball. Despite protests from
Fritsche was ruled out.

BARRINGTON'S TWO
scores came in on two singles,

a sacrifice and a walk and
several errors and forced
Prospect starter Jim Dencker
from the mound.

squeaked by the Knights, 3-2.

Thursday night in a Summer
League battle at Prospect. The

game was lent a rather bizzarre twist in the late innings
when some rather inconsistent
umpiring enraged Gren coach
Larry Peddy.
.;Ilic questioned decisions all
involved overthrows, and two

of them led to two runs by
each team.

ONE CALL came in the
Prospect sixth with the Grens

leading, I-0. Bon Frantell
reached base on an error by
the second baseman and was

replaced by Tom Streng.
Knight pitcher Casey Rush
walked,

and

again

Knight

coach Hank Szymanski used
a pinch runner, this time send-

in Dave Harbach under

ing

strikeouts followed, and the

Knights semmed to have the

'and turned to flip id Rush Who

have been covering
first. Rush wasn't there, howshould

shouted reminders from Gren
coach Larry Peddy about the
infield fly rule, the Elk Grove

infielders allowed the ball to

drop in, making Fritsche
automatically out.

Streng, playing heads -up
broke for third. Gren
hurler Scott Pruitt fielded the
ball and threw wildly to third.

call.

PEDDY SAID that he based his 'protest on two points.
First, he said that under the
ground rules, 'it ball, thrown
past the screen was out of play
and that all runners receive

two bases from where they
were when the throw was
made.

"On the basis of that rule,
the umpire was correct," said
the 'Gren mentor. "However,"
he added, "in a preceding
inning we had an.rdmost identical situation when one of

our runners got out of a rundown because of a ProSpect
overthrow. The umpire gave

our runner only one

--

base;

though."
pire gave our runner only one
base. though."

After Ped,dy ended his

discussion,

Greg

Summer

singled Harbach home. -Mike

Musial fanned to end the inning.

The third contested decision came in the 'following inning,

Elk Grove's seventh,

ELK- GROVE schied the
tuntest's first run in the top
of the sixth. Chesney led off
with a single and moved to
second when Dave Ristau

the umpire had no choice but
to let both Gren runners cross
the plate.

Up unitl

the

sixth -inning

pop fly, the game had been a
pitcher's duel between Pruitt

Pruitt ended up
receiving the decision as he
and

Rush.

rain on Friday, the camp will
be held only on July 12. The

After the innings of

last chance to pull the game
out, the seventh. For a while
it looked as though they were
going to do it as Perkins led
off with an infield hit but was
forced at second by Harbach.
-Chris Dabovich sent Harbach

pulled Stu White in favor of.
Jim Dencker who grounded
game -ending

double

Giants
Lions
Dodgers
Cardinals

The Knights were set down
in order in their section of the
second.

Each team had one base
runner in the third. Jeff Skoronski led off the Gren 'third
with a walk, and following a
strikeout, was forced at second

college board member in
Campus In -Site, Marshall American
Field and Company's 1969
Team.
More than 200 college Orioles
board members, representing Indians
100 colleges and universities Tigers

college shop.

college shops.

'

Kathy Wegner
- On Dean's List

THE GRENS staged their
first legitimate threat in the

fourth. With one out, Steve
Schlotten

singled

to center.

Pruitt followed 'with a double,
but Schlotten tried to score on
it

and was cut down on a

perfect throw from left fielder
Sumner to catcher Musial. A
fly ball ended the inning.

The Knights were three up

and three cjown in their

4
4

4
4
6
6

Kathy Diane Wegner,

daughter of Robert L.

Wegner, 726 N. Belmont, has
been named to the' spring
semester's dean's list at the

college of education of the

University of New Mexico.
Students on the dean's list
have a grade point average of
3,0 or higher for 12 semester
hours of credit.

6

2

5

4

Orioles

3

5

&ix

3

5
5

Tigers
Indians
Yankees

.

Team
Tigers
Sox
Yankees

O

2

O

4

-

11/2

2

1

2

I

21/2

11/2

2

2

2

1/2

.

6

2
2

5

41/2

4 Mounties

.5

5 ,Pragons

5

7

1

1l'

2

5

5

6

6

5

1

6

3
5

5

7

2

8

5
3

8

I

8

0

9

District was able to complete

JUNIOR

4
4
4

2
1

27

0

0
0
0

1

1

0

0

I

0

5

0

7

5

2

5

2

4

3

Stags

1

Titans

1

6

WL

3

3

3

Terriers

3

3

5

SENIOR I
L

Team
Mustangs
Hawks

2

Warriors

1

0

SOUTH BLUE

6

WL
61/2

Beavers

51/2

-;

1/2

11/2

2
4

Spartans
Tornadoes

5

Beatles
Expos
Oaks

2
2

5

2

5

Oilers

2

5

3

5

1

2
2

Rockets
Larks

4

2

2

3

1

0

JUNIOR (FINAL)

Chicks

1

0

Bengals

4

4

5
5

WL

Bees

5

0

Owls
Robins

5

I

4

2

SOUTH WHITE

JUNIOR

WL

Team
Jets

5

0

Gems
Buckeyes

4
4

2

Hurricanes

3

3

Padres
Jays

2
11/2

Wrens

I

°

__Atoms

11/2

Bulldogs

1

I

3
21/2
3
41/2

4

kmsato*Ronmcontoceixem@witemcir

BUSINESS ON A BUDGET?

-

Give us a Call .

the Woodview Benders, 11-5.

two

Thursday night, the Forest

only four games last week. River Fire Department deGames were played on Tues- feated Riverhurst 26-10,

(.1*

BOOKEEPING SERVICE
thomat wiinau associates

day and Thursday nights in -

TEAM STANDINGS
stead of Sunday, and Thursday
W
Team
because of rain..9n Suhday.
5
On Tuesday night, the Rain- Park View
3
bow Ridge River Rats defeated Woodview Benders
3
the Camelot Knights in a close Rainbow Ridge R.R.

3

Team

Bulls

INTERMEDIATE

2
2

Huskies

2
3

4

Team

4

4

-

Millers

JUNIOR

WL

Salons
Bearcats

4

Gulls

NORTH RED

2

4

1

5.

5

2
2

Barons

WL

4

2
2
I

2

0

I

3

2

5

Arrows

Saints

I

3

Chareers

4

Sioux

NORTH WHITE

4

Indians
Browns

3
2

4

WL

Seals

WL

2
2

4
6

0

Team
Ramblers

31/2
3

3

2

4

2

11/2

31/2

3

3

2

SOUTH WHITE

WL

Team
Bombers
Bisons
Gophers

2

INTERMEDIATE

41/2
2
5

51/2

Hawkeyes

Team

3
3

21/2

0

2 Triplets

2
31/2

3

Team
Trojans
Panthers

WL

Ni

5

31/2

6
4

'

I

JUNIOR

NORTH GREEN

INTERMEDIATE

6

5

0

Dolphins
Twins

league of the River Trails Park

6
6'

3

I

0
0

Team
Rangers
Tartans
Buffaloes
Royals

NORTH RED

51/2

11/2

0 10. Team

8
8

3

0

I

INTERMEDIATE

WL

4
6

21/2

Mohawks

3
31/2
2
3
1/2 51/2

Blues
Rebels '
Sox
Badgers

4 .3

-

8

1I

2

0

1

SOUTH RED

3

2 1/2

Steers

1

5

3

2 1/2 21/2

2

3

JUNIOR

W ,L

9

Bruins
Cowboys
Angles
Hornets

11/2

NORTHGREEN

NORTH BLUE
INTERMEDIATE

-

3 1/2

21/2
31/2

1/2

1

Cadets
Scouts

Team
Boxers
Apaches

6'

Senators

0

3

Wolves
Aztecs
Cyclones
Redskins

1

NORTH BLUE

In a game the same night,
Because of inclement
weather, the men's softball the Park View team defeated

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS

L
0
2

PAYROLLS SALES TAX

392-3878
255-6566

CHECKS JOURNALS LEDGERS
Competant - Efficient - Reliable

'

WL
0
0
1

6
6
7

BRONCO A

Cardinals
American

21/2
2 3

Park View Leads in Trails

game, .12=11. Leading hitters

for the Knights were Stein metz and Gibbon while heavy
hitters for the River Rats were
French and A. Capasso.

_cRiivtherehlautrsict

.

:22;_

2

Rainbow Ridge Cubs

2

3

EuForeclisdt.LRaivkeerrs, F.D.

I

3

0

4

---------- - -

140,

L
8

3

7

*****4**

4

AIR CONDITIONING
SAVE NOW

5

$1900°

3

Take 3 months to pay, no

2

8

Interest. Or payments as low

2

9

1

8

at $13 per. month. All work
fully guaranteed for I year.

$5

29.

(FULLY INSTALLED)

NORTH AMERICAN

PHONE

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.965 8560

W
8

1

9

3

7

3

X

OM faxietAddoce

0655c#MgMadochitt X

3

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

National

Braves

21/2

W L Flyers

4

10
7
5
2

Team
Pirates
Dodgers
Giants
Cubs
Lions

2

2

W L Steelers

Team

10
9

Yankees
Sox

1

3

31/2

4
4

Team
Patriots
Celtics
Comets
Broncs
Chiefs
Lancers
Pioneers
Redbirds

WL

Team
Bullets
Rifles

American

a

second, but Rush got the next
Gren hitter to ground out. The
Knights' runner was Streng

ed out.

3

WL

S.

across the country, staff the Senators

when the next Knight ground-

5

5

Team

by Gary Proehl. Proehl stole

mho_ betted a_two-put single jo.
center. He was stranded

2

WL

Braves
Maple Dr., Mount Prospect, is Cubs
representing Ripon College as Pirates

Gail Connelly of 914

8

2

5
21/2
21/2

Colts
Colonels

Team
Braves
Pirates
Giants
Dodgers
'Cubs
Lions Cardinals

BRONCOS MAJORS

Peterson sent a high chopper

was followed by an inning -ending ground out.

3

National

2
2

Team
Braves
Cubs
Orioles
Yankees
Cardinals
Sox

National

behind the mound that the
Knights couldn't reach. The
hit came with two outs and

5
6

American B

their first safety of the game play.
in the second gtvhen Glenn

Gail Connelly
College Rep

6

BRONCO B

WL

0
0

HR-Bastable, SB-Sarcia, E -

NORTH WHITE
INTERMEDIATE

0

3

expenses will be reimbursed to Mets
those players signing Seattle Braves
contracts.
Giants

Senators

0

Park Ridge (8), Arlington (2).

Blades

WL

the understanding that such Pirates

National A

Yankees
Sox
Braves

3
21/2
3
3
'3
1

'Packers

-

0

I

0
0
0
0
0
0

Doves

VARSITY II

for thier own traveling and Astros
living expenses, if any, with Dodgers

Indians
Orioles

0

3

Grizzlies

11/2

ment. Players are responsbile Cards

postponement on both days.

0

3

0. 5

will furnish all other equip- Cubs

clement weather forces

Orioles
Cardinals

decision, the Knights had one

a

2

Pelicans

that category include spikes,
glove and uniform. The Pilots Team

camp will be canceled if in-

Team
Cubs

strikeout ended the inning.

ELK GROVE picked up into

4
4
4

Players are expected to Crusaders
furnish their own personal Falcons
equipment. Gear falling under
NATIONAL

PONY LEAGUE

struck out seven and walked
two while scattering four hits.
Rush, who pitched effectively scurrying to third with a,
all evening, whiffed eight and
walked three. He gave up six single to right but Szymanski
hits.

player represents,

no lunch break. In case of

h bi

r

3

I

Reds.

4

mender of the Legion post the 'Bobcats

MOUNT PROSPECT
BOYS BASEBALL
STANDINGS

stole second. Schlotten

31/2

either the coach or corn- Phillies

THOSE WHO WISH to try
out must be 16 years of age
or older. High school and college players whose classes
have been dismissed for the

brought him home when he
he had made, under Peddy's
lined a solid single to right.
prodding, in the previous
Schlotten advanced as far as
frame concerning overthrows,
third, but is grounder and

ball,

The umpire sent Strong home
and told Harbach to move to
third. At this point, coach
Peddy stormed on to the field
and vehemently piotested the

Pruitt retired his seventh

Ristau filled the void when he

decision

2

pation will be permitted only 'Eagles
with a letter of approval from 'Orioles

Bob

scouts

i(ams
Raiders

tivity. Conflicting partic- Vikings

the frame:

ever, so Fritsche threw'the ball
to third baseman Harbach. He wulked. Chesney was picked
wasn't expecting the ball on a good play between Rush
either, and it traveled out of. and shortstop Jim Perkins, but
the playing area.
Considering the

by

41/2

terfere with any legion ac- Team

Players must report at 9
a.m. and be prepared to work
out until 3 p.m. There will be

game wrapped up when Kevin consecutive batter in the
Chesney smashed a ground Knight fifth when he put them
ball to first baseman Jack down in order,
Fritsche.

FRITSCHE PICKED it up

assisted

ledwings

participation does not in-

Roberts and Russ Meyer.

with Prospect ahead, 2-I. fourth. The only Gren runner
Gorden Hollywood pinch-hit a in the fifth was Wolanski who
lead-off double and was reached on an error with one
followed by Luke WoladskN out. He advanced' to Second,
walk. Two consecutive but a pair of strikeouts ended

the league's speed-up rules.

Jack Fritsche then lifted a
towering popup to the left of
the pitcher's mound. Amidst

be

0

Logan Square dumped the Salm, Bokelmann (2), LOB -

WL

Team

may participate if such

Hale, Spike Kelly, Stub

3

3

record until last weekend
when both Arlington and

BOYS' BASEBALL
STANDINGS
VARSITY I

American Legion players

Saturday. The camp will be
out the first with a fly out to held at Normal Park and will
right field, but he too was teed be under the direction of the
Pilots' Midwestern scouting
supervisor, Bill Clark. He will

Inconsistent Calls Mar
Prospect -Grove Contest
Elk Grove's Grenadiers

1

5

had to

amateur status.

Bob Frantell came in to put

0

O

L

5

without. endangering their Cougars

in Joliet this Friday and

0

NINTH DISTRICT

summer may participate Bears

The Seattle Pilots will conduct a baseball tryout camp

1

O
O

ountintog.the shortstop to end the Venson, 3 b

District's lead with a perfect Totals

hot smashes back to

Major League Pilots
To Conduct Tryouts

coach Hank Szymanski,

0

0
4 3

0

3

had been in the Ninth Gawlick, ph

5
Logan Square
2 4
hold up at third. It was the Wheeling
0 7
final Prospect hit of the game. River Grove
The Knights play tonight at
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
Wheeling

scored had not Dowling, who
singled, been tossed out at
third by Dabovich fielding

00

swinging and Kolari grounded Sarcia, 2b

Bechtold, If

down swinging for the second.
Bergman and Remus both hit

Palatine

running for Doyle,

. 22

I

1

O

0
0

<,

Park Ridge came up with Bergman, lb
one hit in the seventh but it Cade, rf
wasn't enough to break Arl- Remus, p
ington's 3-1 lead. Park Ridge Roark, c

the first out and Cade went

second.

Two runs would have

2

0
0
0

ab

fielder's head for his homer. Marshal, ph
Lundstedt then went down Nevins, ss

grounded out to shortstop for

Dabovich's double easily Park Ridge
found another Bronco crossing the plate, finally the last brought in Musial but due to Arlington Heights
sloppy footing, Pete Jackson, Des Plaines
one.

Dowling was waiting for him
with the ball. Fritsche hit
Dowling hard enough to jar

.2

PARK RIDGE (1)

a hard drive over the left Calamari, cf

past shortstop. Bechtold

was the result of a passed ball the fourth. Brad Doyle lined

last long. The fourth inning

0

1

23

Bastable drove him home with Player

I-1 in the top of the fourth.
Vensen led off with a single

AMERICAN LEGION
_and another error. Dabovich out to center, but Musial
STANDINGS
came on to bail Prospect out walked, and a fielder's choice
of the inning with a strikeout, in which there was no out
W
but the good fortune didn't made put runners at first and Team

Fritsche tried to score on
the hit to left field, and when

1

Armstrong hit a single and

Park Ridge tied the game

The final tally of the inning peared on the score board in

-and-a single by Mike Musial

By Jim O'Donnell

home run. With one out

Woodard got him at the plate.

The third Knight run ap-

another run.

disallowed. Jack Fritsche
walked and got to third on
Chris Dabovich's sacrifice

O

21

2

the sixth when Arlington Totals

a perfect throw from

'

0

33

3

I cf

ar dl

0

3

3

the fourth until the bottom of Bokelmann p

pitch. Dan Calamari made the

ptit runners at first and third,
and a throwing error on the
double steal brought in yet at second himself.

match for Barrington's two.

base and the ball was knocked from Dowling's hands by a
still -sliding Fritsche. The runner was out. (Photo by Linda
Hamilton)

came up with a single and a

on the bench did him some
good. He retired the side for
the only time in the fifth and
allowed only one walk in the
sixth, throwing that man out

A WALK AND another

Prospect scored another run
in the second, but that was no

Jeff Dowling has Jack Fritsche dead -to -rights while the umpire Ls watching, but the umpire turned his attention to second

vanced to second on a wild

sixth, and apparently the rest

Clawson's safety.

fourth.

Tom Streng started the stolen base and a sacrifice by
visitors off with a single, and Steve Clawson. Clisby Jarrad

Wood
was called out on strikes.
The game was tied 1-1 from

on a fielder's choice, ad-

to the hill in the fifth and

runners scored from there on

-

lb

Venson scored from third on Lundstedt, ss
a. wild pitch. The sides were' Kolari, rf
finally retired when Roark Frase, 3b

past shbrtstop but was forced
out at second on Jim Roark's
grounder to third. Roark, safe

DENCKER RETURNED

Wyborny to third, and both

were Salm, 2b

the bases loaded,

second out on a grounder to
scored after walking and ad- Bruce Frase at third, and
off in the next inning.
vancing
on
the
fielder's.choice
Five runs came in although
Mike Nevins walked, putting
Barrington had only two hits and a wild pitch. A walk to runners on first and second.
Jarrad
loaded
the
bases,
and
in the third frame, Grant
SARCIA THEN hit a
Wyborny walked and stole another walk, to Bob Mackey, single to left field and Roark
brought
in
the
run:
tried to score from third, but
second. An error on Ken

reached on a fielder's choice,

butrunners
the,

BAlisrmstabtrjoe,ngc,

saved a run. Pitcher Ralph
put one right on the money Remus led off with a single

Jim Kolari then hit a
by Arlington's second safe at first on an error by field.
to the first baseman
baseman, Cary Salm. Park Ridge's shortstop. grounder
for the last out.
Bokelmann then took a simple

Bokelmann then got Curt

Bokelmann got Greg Bechtold

ouf.

second

Lundstedt drove Armstrong
across with a single to right

grounded out to third for the

was safe at first on an error

for the second out.

With two
outs, cleanup hitter. Dave

two batters he faced on on one hit. After Salm

strikeouts, but Doug Sarcia

Bokelmann retired Park
Ridge in order in the second
with the help of Bastable.

591S W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

RE -OPENING

SOON!

polling Meadows Shopping
Center

AI
Se

Service Liquors
MORE

BIGGER....BETTER....AND

FUN TO SHOP THAN EVER....
COME PEEK. IN OUR WINDOWS.

WINDOWS. The Countries' No. 1 Liquor Retailer
a

THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday, July 8, 1969

Page 6

A the longest -running parade in the Village.
Held every year on July 4, the parade travel-

Downstate

st

Prospect to accept a 'position

The district includes a high
school, junior high and three
elementary schools.

The towns of Elkville,
Vergennes, Dowell and

Four children won

Oraville are included in the

100 square miles in the

district.
The Millers will be moving
to Carbondale in August.

costume He lives at 103 S. Wa-Pella. The son

and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Viger,
who are two of the parades founders, won the
prizes for the most appropriate costumes. The
family lives at 222 Wa-Pella.

Attends 8 -week
Summer Session
Ellen Flerlage, 216 S. Edward St., Mount Prospect, has

ay

been selected by The inter University Consortium for

fs

'

111

Rolling Meadows
Shopping Center

Political Research to attend an
eight -week summer session in
social science research meth-

ods at the University of Mich-

igan at Ann Arbor. She has
been awarded stipends to cover her expenses by that univer-

sity and the Political Science
Department of the University
of Illinois where she is a docSELF-SERVICE LIQUORS

pect High graduate, received
her B.A. in German literature

kilkk

"Brand Name Retailer of the Year"

The clown pictured here is Bob Weshofer, who headed the Annual Wa-Pella Street Parade
on July 4. Standing to Bob's left are the four childrenwho won the contest for the most appropriate
costumes this year.

"DID YOU'
KNOW
THAT
WE ARE

GROWING!"
and to better serve you, I am pleased to announce that
BOB STRAUSS is now associated with our agency. Bob
specializes in financial planning....including life insurance,

NEW, CONCEPT
IN COMPLETE
BEAUTY CARE
FROM
HEAD TO TOE
FLEETWOOD 'SHOPPING CENTER
405 N. Northwest Hwy., Palatine

PH: 358-0022

Appointment Only

'Co

pension plans, and mutual funds for both family and
business

GRIFFITH INSURANCE
THE INSURANCE CENTER

In the Old Orchard
Country Club
Rand & Euclid Rood
Mount Prospect

country C3.1.113
theatre

CL 9-5400

N.,

103 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
Phone: 253-5971

I,, Reservations

unlimited. Call:

nine volunteers through a
nine -week night school course
at Arlington High School.

The course, costing a total
of $144, will train volunteers
to aid teachers in the District
57 schools. These aids would
-add special skills, not possessed by teachers, to supplement

the teaching offered by the
school district.,

Rd., Arl. Hts., Ill.

1116 Barberry Ln., Mount
Prospect, has been named

toward a five-year Journalism

major at Northwestern

CAN GROW INTO,

USW STIzuet

NOT OUT OF!

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

THEATRE for
CHILDREN

ATa. aiv air fir

Field Service
k ENGINEERING k

lost: Brown Sibmese cat wired
collar vic. Pleasant Hills Blvd.
Rose, Palatine. 358-5848
BLACK

TOY

FOUND:

k $9-11,000 FREE

TOY

1Go out into the field, meet
the customers, and apply

POODLE, male, vic. Mt. Prospect
Country Club. CL 3 3807

products to
kcompanies
their needs. Growing S11/2

kmillion producer of Mechanical specialties. You'll
AAA1 Hearing Air Repcirr-S
1
replace a man just pro
ice on all makes. Free loaners'
mated to Vice.President of
Rental plan. 392.4750

14 -Personals

1

new products.

NEED RIDE from Arl. Hts. to St.
Alexius Hospital at 2:30 P.M.
'starting July I. 392.5778
Student entering Southern III.
University, Carbondale. 1st
quarter '69. Wants personal at,
tendant to assist handl clapped

CALL DENNIS GALLAS

fir Aw Av air Air ar ar al
Electronic

ties. 381-5260.

Audio Communications
Trainee

$145-$165 WK.

15 -Business Personals

Seldom found opportunity to
nave Into research group in
the Audio Communications
areas. No previous exp.

Piano lessons
Palatine area.
358-2699
SUMMER SPECIAL

needed. Your. training will con'

or organ.
Course 6 weeks, $10.00
827-6603
BARON'S
Piano

?I -Situations Wanted -Men _

talents or knowledge are
available to be called upon by

schools, civic groups and
charitable organizations.

It was stressed, by several

-

Arlington Heights area.
392.0592

TRAINEE
CIGARETTE

JR. ACCT.

SALES

Any college accounting, plus

$135 Wk. NO FEE

$600 to $700 No Fee

UniVeisitY.

pick up the tab for schooling
and completely train you in
all general and cost accounting functions. Coll Dennis
Miller at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest Hwy.,
Mt. Prospect.

these aids should in no way

Volunteers would be

anyone from the towns that
are part of -the program, so
that if a necessary talent in
Mount Prospect or any other
town is not available a person
may be called in from another
town.

The board members also

Miss Oehler is employed at

reporter.

i Progmrs.
. Excellent opportunity to
h couple your light know!.

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING
THE NORTHWEST AREA

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-2460
956-1500

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

OUR OFFICE

ing. Learn on-the-job and

il k

13 S, Wolf Rd.

9 production
troubleshooters
$7,000-10,000
free

move up to the next level i
1'in EDP. Large nail corpor.

"iii

I
Computer
Center O'Hare h
k Div. of Engineering
ation.

_.. _

.

iCall Mike Betker 296-1043

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Plaines II.

k

1 ARE YOU THE GUY with III

h

'the IDEAS and ANSWERS?

.4

You say nobody is listening
where you are working

know? Are the promotions
you deserve passing you
by? Listen to this. We need lb
111 your knowhow on the new ill
IIIteam of problemsolving
"MINUTE MEN." Any lower

rung spot you may
$650 No Fee

hold'

qualify you to move up.
Coll Ted Ieveneur 296-1043

IIwill

engineering agency'
k2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines,

Yuu're only a phone call away
from one of Chicagoland's
largest selection of drapery
materials. Phone 775.6336 and

let one of our Interior
Designers call on you in the
comfort and convenience of
your own home and show you
a new and interesting window
treatment personalized, just
for you.
*Material only

SUBURBIA

Who Picks?
Dear Lee Janson,

Should my parents pick out my boy friends, or should I? My
father finds something wrong with every boy that comes to the
house to pick me up. They're too tall, too short, too dark, too
anemic, have hair too long or too short, or they're just not my
type of boy. 1 want to pick out my own friends.
T.Z., Hoffman Estates
You should, you should. Some fathers find it hard to have the
necessary faith and trust in their daughters. If he doesn't -change,
he'll be unhappy and so will you. An. occasional discussion on a
particular boy may be necessary, but every boy, no:

$12,000 to $15,000
posure to 360 clinches it. Head

up new department. Excellent

firm. Call Ron Hnlda at
394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect:

I'll admit that I did go too far with two different boys, but I'm
not that way and I've stopped. Now the girls don't treat me the
same, and the other boys I date tell stories about me around
school that just aren't true. It wasn't my fault I went too far, it just
happened. Now I've learned my lesson; and I want my friends to
Sorry

It may 'take time, but they will learn. Reputations are better

CUSTOMER

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any problems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

MAINTENANCE

My boy friend buys the strangest magazines, and then he

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

of them seem a waste of time. How can I get him interested
in good literature?

24 -Hour Answering Service
775-6336

5057 N. HARLEM
Open Mon. & Thum 'tit 9

,

Process Eng,
Production Control
Pg. Management
Duality Control
Electronic Tech.

L. M., Wheeling
Good pocket books, which don't cost much
, more, and selected in his areas of interest, wM probably get

him back on the right track. With so moth good reading
available, it's a shame to waste time on trash.

Confidential to Urge: Better listen to your boy friend. There
are books full of.interesting names for babies, both boys and girls.

35004600 free
$1150.51.100 Free

5750.3900 Free
1750.5800 Free
0750.0525 Free
56 510.000 Free
56505750 Free
510412.000 Free
3625 5750 Free
5575.5600.Free

Field seeker

5550 3600 free

Project Eng.
R&D Engineers
Ass, :Foreman
Engr. Leader
Prd. Scheduler

50.51,100 Free
515.000 Free
3600 5750 Fro.
3650.5700 F,.,
56004700Frote
1500 5560 Free

Prod. glonner
0. C. Sypervisor
Method. Mon
Test Eng,
Time Study Tr.
Customer Sen.).
I. E.'s

Electrical Eng,
Applications Eng,
Manufacturing Engr
Asst. Chief

Stoll Ant

szooszzs Free
51100 5050 Free

Se 510.000 free
0500.5550 Free
3700 5750 Free
3750.01,000 Fret
0550.51.300 Free
$000.8900 free
5900.51.200 Free
1550 5950 ire*
'POO 51,200 Free
5650.5760 Free

296-1043

ENGINEERING

WITH OR WITHOUT

magazines are sexy, and some are just comic kooky, but most

"In The Home" Appointments
Call Collect-Days Or Evenings

St. Ind. Eng,
Engr. liaison
Toolroorn Foreman

PLANT

Nudie Mags
always wants to read parts of them to me. Some 'of the

299-0082

5600.1650 Free
$600-1650 Free

dadgetest

CALL MIKE HANSEN

built on actions than on chatter. Keep your resolves, and the rest
.of the problems will take care of theinselves.

894-1800

TECHNICAL
030-$600 Free

Espediting Tr.
Materiol Control
Mechonical Tech.

Prod. Problem Solver

$145 to $165 To Start

Dear Lee Janson,

Problems

No Fee
Systems background and ex-

SERVICE

Went too Far

understand about me.

Is Booming!
No Commuting

SYSTEMS ANALYST

Dear Lee Janson,

In Prospect Heights

HIRING IN

E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

REALTORS.
OPEN 9 to 9

In Palatine

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

ill edge with co. paid train. k

10 TECHNICIANS

20% Off on
CuStom Draperies*

emmerI9

REALE

9e area, Sales Mgr. within 3
years. High School is enough.
Wear a business suit for interview. Oh yes - free smokes, of
coursed Ask Steve Pace_' at
PER.
HALLMARK
4S4-1000,
800' E. Northwest
SONNEL,

0

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800

lack X.

Warm

week. Do the lob and you. may

1:

F

k'

see Kemmerly!

gimme

eling - no night work. 5 day

1$10413,0ltEE

ii

person will be the director of
the Mount Prospect branch

Nersairwereareele

No' experience necessary, Protected territory - just keep your
customers stocked up. No trav-

! Learn Systems k
00-

1

office of the program.

I

Junior

District 57 should submit the
name ,of a volunteer from
their areas to attend the night

school course. The ninth

Day Publications as a

1969 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

desire to continue, will
get you this one. Employer will

the

board members, however, that

house He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...

Th3

PARKER
Mt. Prospect
253,660Q.

SAT. & SUN. 2 P.M.

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

see or call:

RELIABLE MOTHER WILL BABYSIT

volunteer systems now in ef-

paid volunteers with special

anywhere.

Any military or tech, school
training opens the door to this
above average career -opportunity. For further information

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

spent a year investigating
Prospect Heights and Wheeling. Under this system, non -

found

engineers

117 So. Emerson

"THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN"

A Realtor khows what you are looking for in a

iist of in -plant sempiars and
on-the-job training with some
of the best electronics

Pat Kimball said she has

fect at Arlington Heights,

h

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

student with daily living activi-

Beginners.

2e6.1043

ENGINEERING

Retired mechanic will Simoniz
your car. Will pick up & deliver.
.437-8646.

McCormick Scholarship, decided that the principals of
-which offers up to $7,500- - 'each of the .eight schools in

47a-Priage-GO..t

Mt. Prospect

_ 253-6600

_

13 -Lost and NM

be a replacement for teachers.

Day Reporter
Wins Grant
recipient of a Robert J.

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

- 4 lots (6`graves ea.) Ridgewood
Cemetery for sale, rens. Apply
Box 1202,,217 5. Arlington Hts.

23 -Employment Agencles-Male

The Board of Education of
School District 57 last night
approved a proposal to send

Regina Oehler, daughter of

LET A REALTOR

1968.

Schools OK Training
For Nine Volunteers

Mr. and Mrs. Max Oehler,

, STARTING
JULY 2

in June, 1967, and her M.A. in
political science in August,

investigator for the legal 'department of this major casually company. Advancement

3-Cotootedos & Lots

'

Miss Flerlage, a 1964 Pros-

.

MORE FUN TO SHOP

(

ATCHING!

toral dandidate.

THAN EVER COME PEEK
INI

Car + Expenses
Work on your Own as a specie;

District 196 in Jackson Coun-

costume Mike Kendal won for the funniest

BIGGER BEtTER...AND

DeskiQbs

$725 MonNo Fee

Elverado Community Unit

prizes tor their costuming. Brian Smith of 106
Wa-Pella won the prize for the most original

at

Want

EYE

as superintendent of the
ty, Ill.

4

Who Don't

ARE

School, 'is leaving Mount

This unique parade is organized every year
by the residents of Wa-Pella between the 0 and
400 blocks. This year's panicle was organized
by Mr. and Mrs. Dick Smith of 106 Wa-Pella.

EX-G:l.s

I

WANT ADS

the District 57 Gregory

children and adults.
The paraders clown this year, Bob Weshofer,
and his wife, Ellen, won the adults water -

RE -OPENING SOON!

-

Gerald Miller, princi al of

ed this year, from 106 Wa-Pella to Central,
about four blocks. Everyone returned to 106
after the parade for contests, held for both

balloon -tossing contest.

DAY

Principal T

22d Annual Wa-Pella Parade
An annual Wa-Palla Street Parade has beet
held in Mount Prospect for 22 years, making

23-Emplopnent Agencies -Able

Gregory 'Sc

_START AT

$4.00 Hr.+ 0.T.

Mithoird previOus eiperience
`you can now start at $4 hr. If
you've had some good trade
'school training. Your futute op-

portunity con Include that of
of a
15 -man crew. New plant, immediate hiring. No fee.
moving

to

Foreman

PARKER
117 So. Emerson'
Mt. Prospect
t

'

O'HARE
2720 Des Plolnes ay.

Des Plaints, Ill.

296-1043
.

Odien fill B.Mon. and T1.4

,2411elp Wanted Men

Man with car or truck wanted
to work from 4 am. to 7 a.m.,
Monday thru Saturday. Permanent part-time position. CALL

MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830'

rii

.

A

11-11elp Waded Mei_

BJJSINE_ SS

ADDITIONAL
MONTHLY INCOME

fiervice Directory

..

Let us help make your DAY

.

Evenings and/or -weekend

SUBURBAN
STANDARD

MT. PROSPECT
LIQUORS

PART TIME MEN
Needed for store cleaning
Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Excellent opportunity for the

EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY

Now available in your area.
Are you Interested in additional

income on part time or full

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200

time .basis? Small Investment,
good return in short time with
sound, stable company. We
are not selling any products or
equipment. Call or write AD.
VISION- of Chicago. 520' N.
Michigan Ave. area 312-321-

Your Ad will appear doily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rates
Free Estimates
CALL437-4195 or 255-8532 11

Individualized

GeorgellHeating & A/C send,

ponies. 'Alterations. Near Rand-

Alterations

All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

MASONRY

EledricaL work; air-cond.; out'
lets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792

CREATIVE

Home inprovements & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
plastering, waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Call days

Fencing

ART
.

All types of fencing: Chainlink,,,
Wrought

Redwood, Stockade,
Iron. 647-0.220

CALL 297-2266 .

255-7200

STA-RITE FENCE CO?

- CREATIVE ART
SERVICE
A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 5 Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ili.

439-4454-

_-

R. Pierce
BLACKTOP SERVICE

NORTHWEST FLOOR CARE

pring Special 30%Off
On all blacktop work, all work
fully guaranteed, all modern
estimates.
FREE
equipment

Call 774-3394

Furniture Refinishing

WORTQN.

ing & Repairing
NOW TAKING ORDERS
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE

297-425

-

Catpentry-Remodeling

359-1904
Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, III.

Recreation rooms, powder
rooms, kitchen remodeling.

537-6122,

00 Paints Most Rooms

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

FREE ESTIMATES

Carpet Cleaning
CARPET & FURN.. shampooing,

Vs price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced Des PI Serv. 296-6365.
CLEANING

FREE

with

Phone 537-1411

PATIOS, driveways, garage,
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es-

timate Coll anytime.
766-1943

RICH FERTIUZED BLACK SOIL

ed 823-3342,298.3491
KANUER 830N
Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
' Prom?, Service Free Estimates
Licenied, Insured,11; BOWITIal
30 years In business.

C LL 6-5084

JKANZLER BROTHERS,

-

Ceramic Tile
255-1094
Tile Slate, Quarry, Marble

KEY TIIJI CO.

Installed & Reppired

Dog Grooming
POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

255.2570

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Faster.;

392.6817

Sod - Evergreens Shrubs - Trees.

EXPERT PLASTERING

-

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No Job too'

PEOPLE

7

Bensenville

-.2.2a

Line Servicemen,
Auto Mechanic
A & E Mechanic

.TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates
CALI ED,3411.5339

''
:Repairs & Remodeling,
PATIO'S

,

No.. job too' smolt or Igo [gigs(
50% financing available. ;
'137-6
After $732
..--

Lawns seeded
WE DELIVER SOD

We have the equip, to handle
anything from the smallest pri"

Need Help?
Advertise with Day(
s Want Ads

-

0

REPAIRS- & REMODELING

decorative

IND.

including Sears profit sharing plan. Company car
provided. Opportunity for advancement.
Applicants should be high school grads, college
preferred.

FOR AN INTERVIEW, CALL OR WRITE:
L.W. ADKINS
442-6990
ALL -STATE
INSURANCE CO.

300 S. McLean Blvd.

-

ARE HAPPY
ABOLITME

ap

Dispatcher ,
k

-...,,..ei

TILL 8 P.M.

' Permanent job openings available immediately
with this leader in the Manufacturing of Industrial and Institytional Conveyor Systems:
Day Shift 7 A.M.-3:30 P.M.
Night Shift 3:30 P.M. -12 A.M.

CO BRUNING

a rapid exjansion program.
SEE MR. KRIPPNER

686-7005

8 A.M. to 4:45 P.M. MONDAYIliru FRIDAY

BUTLER

OLSON CONVEYORS
Franklin Park; III.
10601 W. Belmont

O'Hare Field

TUES. EVENINGS

(PRESS BRAKE --PUNCH PRESS)

Excellent Opportualty for advancement in'

INTERVIEW HOURS

7:45 TO 4:15 P.M.

* MACHINISTS
* MACHINE OPERATORS

Challenging 'positions offering

AVIATION

'

I

go.

,

C

DESIGNER

DRAFTSMAN

* ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS
* WELDERS

APPLY OPERATIONS OFFICE:

11'

.

Elgin, III.

full benefits in rapidly growing aviation Industry.

,:i

DESIGN

PROJ. ENG.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

-

ENG.

TOOL

Mon., thru Fri., 8:30 a.m. to 8
(1 bik W. of York Rd.)
3 bike N. of Irving Park Rd.

1/4

make you a qualified investigator and adjuster

Interviewing6:50

Radio -TV Repair

Me;ion Blue Sod
Scott Windsor Sod

AT
BRUNING

p.m.

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
824-7510
JOE ORTMAN

& SUPPLY CO.

AUTO PROPERTY ADJUSTER
Do you have Auto Body Repair Estimating Experience? If so, you may qualify as an adjuster

BEELINE FASHIONS

380 Meyer Rood

REMODEUNO

A-1 LANDSCAPING

'' vote lob to the largest cornmerdal job. 439-7774

involve light house
keeping in our warehouse fa.
Ones,
Duties

DIFFERENCE

- of losses. Liberal salary and benefit program
-

We now have an opening far
a part time CUSTODIAN.
Hours are from 5:45 p.m. to

Skokie

to your experience with training designed to

PART TIME

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

t(

THE

of auto and homeowners losses. All -State will add

ArlingtOn Heights

your home. Permanent waves

LANDSCAPING

stones

OLDSMOBILE, INC.
1516 W. Noi-thwest
Hwy.

MAKE

it.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.,

MU 5.5400;

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

Slid!
for shaded
Evergreens &

at

)

PEOPLE

e

7770 Frontage Rd.

MARTIN J. KELLY

Plastering

! big or small. Free estimates.
Patios and driveways,
; EVERGREEN GARDEN
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations. .4
CENTER, INC.
No lob too big or too small.
296-6709
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.

2507.3987

Experienced only.
Large volume shop.

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

I Ned Williams

COMPLETE

All

SERVICE WRITER

Tuning -Repairing

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

- . _12L7.5111

Des Plaines, Ill.
MR: ERBER,
827.8861

Used Piano Wanted.

Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00
.

Illinois Regional OffIce..Put your experience to work and ehloy
lob satisfaction and security available only through an industry
leader. Excellent Starting Salary range and total Benefit
Package including famous Sears Profit Sharing. To arrange a
personal interview call JIM IREY 673-6690 ext. 264.

2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

See AL DI VITO.

)

Continued rapid growth of the ALLSTATE LIFE INSURANCE'
COMPANY has created this expansion opportunity in our

MOTOR SERVICE

D MORE

'

LIFE UNDERWRITER

NIEDERT

Plano Tuning-SerVicit

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00

Floors Licensed, Bonded. Insur-

i'

apply.

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

Broadview

2415 Gardener Rd.

ment. Experienced only need

.

ELAINE

392-8763

APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Patios, Sidewalks,',

city & suburbs. Steady employ-

MORE

home by licensed specialist.

All types -all season or vacation I
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223-0352, If no answer

THE NVF COMPANY

Tractor & Trailer. Must know

Permanent waves given in your;

LAWN CARE

err

1

DRIVERS

Permanent Waves
S

Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKIN0

nocut

'ENGINEERING COMPANY /

Excellent Fringe Benefits.

296-1450

_

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING,

Cement Work

WINDOW

CLEANING. 50c per window.

Miss aaffke

437-5400

SAW OPERATORS
MACHINE OPERATORS
(Set Up Man)
TOOL & DIE MAKERS

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

Window Washing

your gutters.

vailable. 358-3411.

cleaning 296-1450

253-8551
PROFESSIONAL

CALL

Needs

Great Lakes
Runway &
,Engineering Co.

RECOVERED

AMERICAN PAINTING!.
35,00993.

7 yards for $21. Half loads a

txcellenfsalary and fine fringe benefits.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

conditions.

Free Estimates
Pick -Up & Delivery

with averycompletei
rrF exterior paint job we'
will clean and tar Inside of!

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

carpet,

time with plenty of overtime.
Benefits. Excellent working.

bINETTE CHAIRS

cp.=

255-8400

Experienced or will teach. Full,

for a good lob, priced right.
Call now for a free estimatel

2 young men with tractor desire .
lawn maintenance jobs. Coll
255-0880 or 255-6295

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

299.0119

PAINTING

NO JOB TOO BIG

and final inspection.
The employee we seek will hove experience with
precision instruments and gauges, preferably
with mechanical and gfectrical background.

Mt. Prospect
150 W. Rand Road
ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

Fabricator-

Des Plaines

HOUSE

Landscaping

PHONE 3923208

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

Metal

CL 970495_,

439-0059

We are a growing manufacturer of Electra
,

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tra_ditien

prices -FREE estimates

,.

INSPECTOR

TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

DES PLAINES

3 Generations

Call "the rest" than coil "THE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
far eipert carpentry,' Offices, Stores, Buildings. Reas
BEST"

Northlake

,

Mr. Pettinger 562-7290

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home

69 RAWLS RD.

Launtz Jensen,

Garages & General Remodeling. HANDYMAN con do your PAINTING
Concrete work included. For Free interior & exterior, CARPENTRY,
Estimate, coil 296-6250
PLUMBING pr 4!hot have you.
Custom Homes - Room Additions, "Reas. Call Pete. 437.4401
Garages, Basement & Kitchens{
Janitorial Service,'
Call Chuck 259 4348.

remodeling & adcfitions. No Os
'no small 766-8034
Carpentry & Cement Work

437-4093

239-9440

Shall Decorating
.35890311

NO JOB TOO SMALL'
Carpentry & General Contracting We are not big but we give Heating, electrical, plumbing,.
439-8614:
_carpentry
big service Dormers, Additions,

FURNITURE FINISHER

A. H. ROBINS CO.

Fully Insured.

Home Maintenance

200 West North Avenue

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

painting., All work guaranteed

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

CONTAINER CORP.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

299-2206

651 Pearson

-

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Call 392-4750

NO JOB TOO SMALL
Frey estimates

ed. Free estimate.
392.1542

-

"A GOOD PLACE TO WORK"

Skokie

7770 Frontage Rd.

-

needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

TRANSMISSIONS
Ad. Hts
830 W. NW. -Hwy.

5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur-,

-

Hearing Aids,

WAREHOUSEMAN

AAMCO

2 College Students beginning

CL 5.8232

Call for Estimate

SCHOU--

DES PLAINES

PAINTING & DECORATING

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors

1628 RAND ROAD

Transmission Service

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214;
Free estimates

General Hauling

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

s.

MOTORS, INC.

ROLAND E. JOHNSO1 Upholstery

PAIRING, 107 E. Prospect Ave.
392.9858, cull after 3

-

-

.

New warehouse in Des Plaines

TREE ESTIMATES

Professional Painting done for
less money by sop. college
students. Free estimates.
Interior & Exterior. CL 3-6604

FURNITURE REFINISHING & RE.

.

Interviewing 8:30 to 5:00

LOSS CONTROL
REPRESENTATIVE-

Accelerated growth of our Commercial lines require immediate expansion of Loss Prevention Unit. Successful applicant
will be experienced and capable of developing total Loss
Control Programs .for ineiystrial clients. Continued planned
expansion assures you of future promotion opportunities.
Excellent Salary merit program and total Benefit Package
Including famous Sears Profit Shoring. To arrange a personal
interview call JIM IREY 673.6690 ext. 264.

LADENDORF

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

1

Custom refinishing. Burns &i
BLACKTOP PAVING
Driveways, Parking Areas Recur -1 iSciatches Removed. Repairs &
R.11-4543,
face Concrete 6. Blacktop Seal- re-gluinp

pension

Including

APPLY TO MR. ORTH

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Interior and Exterior painting at

Wayne's Furnityr.

benefits,
plan.

Tile

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

PHONE SERVICE 24 HRS. A DAY,

7 DAYS A WEEK 967-5340

MECHANICS

CL 9.0849 Tues., & Wed. eves.

Interior & Exterior Painting. All

Daily 9-5 for Free estimate

* INJECTION MOLDING FOREMAN
* INJECTION MOLDING ASSISTANT
FOREMAN

9301 Potter Road
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

New facilities, excellent work
canditioni, full company

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear

Decorating & Remodeling

Reasonable

2nd SHIFT JOBS

FIRE CHIEF, DALE MOORE

ing

- Tailoring

NEW WAY PAINTING

top quality work.
rates. 671-0009.

11,.. e es*.t

Interested Persons Please Contact:

EXPERIENCED

also SHA,RPEFjED. 358-0845

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
392-3450_ ;
or
CL 5-3991

Seamless Floor Coverings Never
needs waxing -are sanitary &
repels dirt & germs.

.

NORTH MAINE FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

RICK'S DECORATING

& Refinished, $22.95. 529-1211

.

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

panelling & tiling. CL 3.1118

Average Room, Sanded, Sealed-.

For paid firemen and paid -on call firemen for the new deportment opening approximately in October. Salary scale commensurate with ability and experience. Fringe benefits and
excellent advancement opportunity.

"Small Engine Repair" -

Interior & exterior painting,

Ecklund Floor Service

Blacktapping

* ELECTRICIAN
* ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SERVICEMAN
* TOOL ROOM CLERK
* WELDER
ory

DANA

CALL NOW 251-7767'
North Shore Interiors,

WALL PAPERING

Floors

* MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

Phone 253-2340
-s

FIRE DEPARTMENT '

MOLDED PRODUCTS

I

'

DAY SHIFT JOBS

33 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

Pointing & Decorating
and Wail Washing
George Klein 392.0803

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

BLOWER DIVISION

255.5350

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

Floors,
side. Walls, Carpets,
Gutters. REASONABLE!
GUARANTEED WORKII
971.0675
CALL JIM

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL :

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ILG Industries Inc.

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

$17.50 pe?-lectio'n pTis fabric

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE
r
CHAIN UNK FENCE
Interior & exterior. For FREE estiSteel
Colors
mate call 392-6604
Privacy
Aluminum
.1 do painting, inside and outFree Estimates.
Financing -

Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.
Contact Dick Westgard

DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

growing company. Good
pay - benefits.

$15.50 per chair plus fabric,
$24.50 per sofa plus fabric,

For estimates -537-3986 aft. 3 pm.

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

CONTACT FRED DRECHSEL

in

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Interior 6- Exterior Painting Recs. & meticulous. Teacher.

(Responsible young men to learn a good trade)

Shipping and Receiving Clerk

safety, sanitation, zoning and
matters covered by related or dinances and for processing
building permits. Salary open.

fund.

571 S. Wheeling Rd.
Wheeling, III.
537-6100

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
I.D. & O.D. Grinder
Machine Fabrilation dnd Assembly
Inspector ,
--1; Machinist Trainees

Responsible for, conducting in spections of buildings and other structures for structural

department. Must have some
drafting background. Quaillied applicant will be trained.
Good starting salary with penodic increases. Company paid
benefits, including tuition re-

3rd Shift
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.
Needed experienced working
foreman familiar with all
Phases of injection molding

SLIP COVERS

I

Painting -Decorating

& IRON CO.__

needs of Northwest suburban business for:
Advertising Layout Art
Spot fllustrations

'Shp Covers

nights 956-1640.

X -CELL FENCE

SERVICE
Serving the commercial art_

Rm. Additions *Fences
Fully insured & Guaranteed
CL 3-4300
Mt. Prospect
Choice of Finance Plans
Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
Ask for Mr. Richard
--a

Brick i Masonry

Coil Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

Electrical WOrk

Art Service

Custom Remodeling
*Kitchens *Dormers
*Basements *Garages

Meyers

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

CL 9 3517

Foreman

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

McBRiDE ELECTRIC

Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

HINES LUMBER CO.

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Als,p Roof Repairing

Electrical Contractor

Hemming 8
Alterations

Plastic Injection

Masonry

25,5-034f

hurst..

gressive man in our drqffing

GENERAL

Remodeling & Supplies "
_392-9213

Call Charlene

mon with' his eye to the future.
immediate opening for,. ag-

0314.

FOR CUSTOM FITTING IN
THE PENNYRICH BRA

styling. Formals;

and resort clothes designed to
order. Coordinated wedding

Building
Inspector

DRAFTSMAN
GROW W1111 US

Ad # A 121

927-6908

With Expanding Machine Shop

'

OR

Lingerie

Wanted For Permanent Positions

CL 9-3637

Wolf & Euclid, Mt. Prospect

Sot. & Sun. from 8 a.m. to 11

Dressmaking -Sewing

Clerk

Full or Part time
Experience preferred

827-7880

244* Waded MN

2441810WatailMN

p.m.

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Air Conditioning,

.

PART TIME

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

$150 ito $200. It's available
working 4 hrs., 5 edenings per
week doing light office cleaning. Our phone Is open until 9

Page 7

Tuesday, July 8, 1969

441IN1tladil Ma':. 244141iWafti. Me

1 block west of Mannheim Rd. ortHelmont Ave. (3200 N)
An Equal Opporginity Employer

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD MT. PROSPECT

-

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

-

41

Tuesday, July 8, 1969

Needed by credit firm to help
establish new accounts. $150
weekly gdarantee to man meeting our requirements. Write
Manager, Box 4117, Cleveland,
'Ohio, 44123

Start off doing payroll (will train)

Free

-

IVY

Si' 4.8585
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535
7215 W. Touhy

DRUG STORE CLERK.

Julian Pharmacy

This large busy company needs
an attractive girl to handle

15-Enmlopeent Agencies4flomen

LIKE FIGURES?
No typing necessary. Posting,
inventory control and a variety
of other duties. Pleasant working atmosphere in a new office
building. Many company bane
fits. Nice friendly people. AMY
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect. 255.9414

TELLER TRAINEES
$ 1 1 0 WK. NO FEE.
Magnificent new Northwest,
suburban bunk will completely
train. Take your choice of

hours -8 a.m. to

p.m. or

I

p.m. to 5 p.m. Heavy public
contact. Meet new interesting
people every day. No previous
experience required. Call for
1

Reichardt Cleaners

'

'CALL MRS. YAMICH
k647-0015 or 647-0016

shortly. Excellent fringe bene-

LADY PARKER

versatile in performing duties

` 65 Sc'ott St. Elk Grove Vil.

foods

of

surveys

439-5510.

STENOS
Dictaphone Operators

people eat, TV they watch, cars
they buy. airlines they use. You'll
work right with him. Learn how
surveys are taken, how to make
up reports, Lite steno, lots of

$500 month
Regional Sales Manager of
large company has orr opening

for o sharp girl to help him

handle all salesman's production reports, expense accounts,
and flight schedules. Typing
necessary, also a good phone
voice. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W.

work,

phone

We hove temporary assign-

Free

IVY

$600 MONTH
WILL TRAIN
public contact position
greeting customers and dem-

All

onstrating famed line of apAbsolutely no sell-

ing, just pleasant, public relations kind of approach. Ex"cellent suburban location. The
showroom is lovely. Good per sanctity, light typing and nice
uppeurunce qualify_ Free.
Miss Paige
In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
966.0700
6028 Dempster

PROGRAMMER
DEMO
Public Contact
We need a neat, pleasant girl
to demonstrate our new equipment for customers in the suburban area. Some local travel.
Excellent starting salary for
work

Some

To work for president.
Light shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Small congenial office.

Upper

Sporting Goods Boss

63 E. Adams, Chi.

Needs Girl Friday

$495 MONTH
You'll be completely trained

to help voccitioneers and travelers secure airline and other
give advice on
where to go, how to get there
reservations,

and what to take. Sops you
can take your own advice on
free travel privileges.
This is for a beautifully decors
your

Here's a job where you'll be
real busy for 3 months then go
easy the other 9. Boss. sells
sporting goods to big users.
ile's also well known sportsmen,

Makes sports page headlines
with sailboat activities, etc. You
need typing, liking for figures,
should be good on phone, enjoy
meeting people: they're in
out all day. $100 FRee to you.

&

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des

Pl.

SP 4 8585
297.3535

CHILDREN

In Arlington Heights
-394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966-0700
6028 Dempster

reception area running
.moothly. COMPLETE TRAINING.:

t's a great job for a nice some,

one who enjoys working with
and helping people. $110 Free
IVY

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner. Des

SP 4 85851
Pl.
297-35351

RECEPTION

$525-$550 MONTH
You'll be seated in the front
reception area and greet
patients and children who have
appointments with this ex-

tremely popular neighborhood
duties
pediatrician.
Ohter
include answering the phones,

OFF ICES

$450-$625
NO STENO
We have several openings in
this area for the girls who pre.
for small office situations. Skill'
requirements range from lite
to moderate typing. For more
information call:

pointments,

Hours

etc.

are

9-5, no Sots. or eves. and age
is open. No medical experience

is needed and in addition td
excellent 'starting salary, there
after
is a significant raise
short training period. Free.
Miss Paige
In Arlington Heights
' 394.0880
9 S. Dunton
966-0700
6U28 Der?mster

BEGINNER O.K.

If you like working with & meet.
ing people, you'll love the
hustle -bustle of this all public

contact job in Doctor's office,
You'll learn to welcome & seat
patients -make

they're
Doctor is

sure

comfortable 'til
ready. Arrange appts. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doc-

tor. Type bills, fey.!.; letters,
Experience NOT NECESSARY1
Doctor will traid4you, to. hlii

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights

9 S. Dunton

394-0880

6028 'Dempster

966-0700

And that's just for starters. With Bell's policy of selecting its managers from within Its ranks, you'll have plenty of chances for further
advancement.

housewares industry.

CENSABLE
PRODUCTS

If you feel at home with a set of tools, have on interest in electronics, a willingness to learn and a desire to do quality. work.

3930 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Park, Ill.

see us. We're an equal opportunity employer.
We have openings in Arlington Heights.

RECEPTIONIST office

8

ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE

371/2

(2 weeks after one year)

Plan for Sick Pay

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL:

who have had previous office experience as

Mr. Clickner 259-8600 between 8-5:30 PM

TYPISTS

-STENO'S

AFTER 5:30 PM CALL 259-8602

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
Work asTEMPORARY JOB
Days or Weeks'
Your Choice -TOP PAY:
-

GIRL FRIDAY

Never a fee-Referrof Bonui
Work in your area.

We are in immediate need of a girl with good
typing and shorthand skills to act as secretary in
our Engineering Department.

COME IN AND REGISTER

We offer you pleasant surroundings, paid vaca-

tion first year, finest fringe benefits, and good
,starting salary.

White Collar Girls
OP AMICRICA. INC

CALL Miss Gaffke

MT. PROSPECT

437-5400

392-5230

n cut

._A

YOU CAN COUNT

.

THE REASONS

ENGINEERING COMPANY

--

lamiamor

Expand Your
WOMEN:

Horizons at

GENERAL CLERIC
SECRETARIES
KEY' PUNCH OPERATOR
TRAINEE (NITES)
PAY ROLL CLERK (DAYS)
PEOPLE MAKE THE

MOTOROLA

t
iii

In'
Light Assembly

DIFFERENCE AT ..

o

Wirers & Solderers

,11

CO BRUNING

,.,

Communication
Its

11

i,

1

...

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

\

li

.

: Technicians

.

--, ,1,.'

" .,0,Ill

10

r

.'

116 W. Eastman

392-6600

AT 824-6147

TEMPORARY

it: fh

HELP

You meet the nicest people at

MOTOROLA

That's part of the fun of working

here, because at Motorola people
always come first.

Openings now exist for girls to
fill positions as secretaries,
typists, and clerks. We offer an
excellent starting salary, plus

a host of valuable extras in-

CALL KELLY GIRLS
STENOGRAPHERS

M MOTOROLA!
Algonquin & Meacham Rds;
Schaumburg
359-4800

An Equal 0

ortunity Employer

,a.

1

,,, d

Building Custodians

Iiii "1

ilt
i.,

,
.

1

FULL TIME DAYS
1

+ GUARANTEED

cluding profit sharing and employee discounts.

.
11111g

THAT'S SMART
+ DEPENDABLE

Packers

Security Guards

(

ii,

Stock Handlers

I if

,, ,-,

1,1,

MSC

Secretarial

---

I, 21 -Help Wanted Mena Went

2141elji Waited -Men * Women

Arlington Heights

CALL MR. ATTERIDGE

/

Elk Grove Village

,, ,

hour week. Hospitalization, life
insurance, vacation, and other
benefits. Age open.

Guaranteed 40 Hours
Paid Vacation

Paid Holidays
Christmas Bonus
Profit Sharing

COLLEGE STUDENTS!'

.

FULL TIME NIGHTS
,

I

5,

ii

TYPISTS and SECRETARIES

,

i

.4

,.

PLUS PLENTY OF GREAT OFFICE

4;

ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE
Come in for these krfsi

827-8154
606 LEE STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

tiameutoie:

An Equal Opportunity EEmploye'

Monday thru Friday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday 9 a:m.-Noon
'
Algonquin (Rt. 62) & Meacham Rds.
_
Schaumburg
359-4800
'

I

i,

CALL BARB ROSS

.

APPLY:

TOP MONEY_!!! TOP MONEYill.

Free to you.
IVY

OTHER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

1501 Rohlwing Rd.
Rolling Meadows, Illinois

way of doing things. A fttendly
manner is what he wants he'll teach you everything else.
7215 W. Touhy
se 4 8585
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

erate - WE WILL TRAIN.

'

255-1910

O'Hare

in

Excellent working conditions in a clean air,lconditioned plant. Presses designed for woman to op-

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD MT. PROSPECT

TYPIST
Attractive

ordering supplies, giving ap-

Doctor's
Reception
Trainee $500

ONE GIRL

Famous Bell benefits? Of course.

sales records- withyoung fast
growing company in toys and

curate typing required.

-

to you

Gat Friday who will also handle

opening for a production typist
receptionist. Dictaphone ex
perience essential. Neat, ac-

DOCTOR'S

Miss Paige

I.eep

Apply today. Eorn full pay while learning from veteran craftsmen.
Soon you'll be on your own, shaping the largest computer -- the
Bell System switching network.

Office Center has immediate

genial young group. Free.

This well-known clinic is like a
training place for young dentists
right out of school -they come
here to work, get experience be
fore opening their own practice.
You'll be their front desk recep.
tionist. Greet patients, answer
{_hones, set appts., type bills,)

years.

IVY

ted suburban travel agency
and you'll work with a con;

STRAIGHT
RECEPTION
DENTAL CLINIC

That's the base salary we're now paying our top PBX installers.
If you're hired as an apprentice, you'll reach the top in just four

SECRETARY
TO PRESInENT

sary. Much public contact. AMY
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

Elk Grove Village

2375 Estes Ave.

PDX in:tailors-put in switchboards end other electronic equipment
that businesses use to speed communications across the world.

Level

30 Algonquin Rd.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

1950 E. Estes Ave.

-

AT BRUNING!

of $180
turn you on?

824-1845

392-2700
939-4866

-

3 AUTOMATIC WAGE REVIEWS FIRST YEAR

a to13

holmes & -assoc.
Randhurst,

Des Plaines, III. 60016

Does

Call

Age and salary open.

No Experience Necessary

FOR WORKING

Established service organization needs full time clerical
help. Typing, audio visual,
public contact and varied
'assignments. Good starting
salary and benefits.

Exec. Secretary

Suite 23A

-

An equal opportunity employer

OFFICE

experience or college neces-

RESERVATIONS
TRAINEE

30 Algonquin Rood

392-6660

GECRAL

966-0700

299.4446 - kr.. We 312

START AT $2.20 PER HOUR

OIL PRODUCTS

Morton Pontiac

824-0181

.

PRESS OPERATORS

UNIVERSAL
OIL PRODUCTS

RA-NDHURST CENTER

CALL MR.. MAY

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

RAINSOFT
WATER CONDITIONING
COMPANY

UNtVERSAL

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

-Miss Paige

Dernpster

Acctiracy

Call Mr. Fred Morrison
RO 3 6000, Ext. 746

Des Plaines

training period. Free.

6028

secretary.

ger's

is

Good Pay & Working Conditions

Cumberland Area -

in the W. suburban
area. This fine, young dentist
will completely train you. His
office is lovely, with the latest
in dental technology and he is
quite busy. You'll greet everyone, help them relax, then direct them to the dental chair.
Very high starting salary, with
a substantial raise after 'short

general duties as the mono

hen& fringe benefit package.

Part Time or Full Time

Located

Mr. Fred Morrison
RO 3-6000, Ext. 746

to home, CON:

cellent salary and an excep

SECRETARY

RECEPTIONIST
RECEPTION

GENERAL

OFFICE WORK

DENTIST AS

437-9400

UOP, a major national and
international corporation head
quartered in o Northwest Chi
cago Suburb, offers you an ex

..

1806 E. Northwest Hwy.

ASSIST YOUNG

typing, typing and filing of accounting department cartes
pondenee, maintaining the
manager's follow-up files, -and

for this position.

_..

Arlington Heights

include statistical

more important than speed

253-2880

259-3500

Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect.
255-9414

SHOWROOM

esting position open in our car
porote accounting department.

ual with at least 2 years ex
perience and good skills in
statistical typing for on inter

Duties will

60018

Curtis 1000

Rapidly expanding construction company needs experienced bookkeeper. Knowledge of mortgage processing
helpful but not essential. Full
company benefits. Modern offices located at intersection of
Algonquin Rd. & Rt. 53 in Rolling Meadows. Salary open.
Contact Mrs. Klee, for ap-

Elaine Revell

SP 4 8585
297.3535

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

program. For a better job, close

TYPIST
We are looking for an-individ

APPLY

Des Pleln., III.

133 Est, Toully A...

excellent starting salaries and
on exceptional -fringe benefit

STATISTICAL

pointment.

ments in the immediate area.

meetings.

client

manufacturing and sales company

TEACHERS

EXPERIENCED
BOOKKEEPER

Neptune

Universal Oil Products offers

Phone Mrs. Cole for App't

392-6000

358-7111

and

Ambitious

in our 3 girl office.

FACT FINDING
SECY $550

SECRETARY
No Shorthand

112 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect

wpm on electric typewriter,

Systems, Inc.

takes

Call

299-4446

1:1

.

NUMEROUS SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE FOR

APPLY

Call or Apply
. Dail Haney

-

You will need at least a year's
experience to qualify, and
should have a typing speed of
from 45-50 wpm and take
shorthand at about 80 wpm.

fits, vocation.

Treasurer's Office

SECRETARY

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

Work close to home in

MISS SMITH

Mature lady to type 60 to 70

117 So. Emerson

TYPIST

tioned office, insurance bene-

Full time days.
Minimum 1 year
experience

CALL MRS. GOODLING
359-4200

Later you will be trained to administer medication to animals.
Light, simple office routine.

Boss

.

KEYPUNCH

fits.

dictophone.

Opening in Finance Departof duties,
variety
ment,
required. Air-condi .
typing

OPERATORS

$ 1 35 WEEK -FREE

learn to keep on inventory of
medical supplies and reorder
when stocks ore turning low.

GENERAL OFFICE

255.0260

to 4:30 - 5 days a week.

Exciting opportunity for an animal lover with lite typing skills.
Answer phone, keep appointment schedule, and make out
pet case histories. You will

HOFFMAN ESTATES

Full or Part Time

congenial office. Hours: 8:30

HARPER COLLEGE

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

girl.

small

in

CLERK -TYPIST, 12 months, 371/2
hours per week. Will be in
new facilities, in Pcilatine

117 So. Emerson

right

position

ENGINEERING INC.

Take over following. '
Excellent opportunity.
'Guarantee plus commission.

GENERAL OFFICE'
Interesting

VETERINARIAN

LADY PARKER

the

BEAUTICIAN

253-9325

Excellent company benefits.

Plaines.

and holidays, profit sharing, hospitalization.

THOMAS -

4.

GENERAL OFFICE GIRL
We are in need of a general office girl for a full time position
with a fast growing, modern company located near O'Hare
Field. Typing is a must for this interesting, busy position.-

Universal Oil Products is seeking two secretaries for interesting assignments in 'Our beautifiil, modern offiCes in Des

our friendly air-condiGood
office.
tioned
salary, paid vacation

PHONE MR. CUNNINGHAM
358-5800

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827-6628

ASSIST

details.

pliances.

'

bil-

ef its.

Excellent salary
Good opportunities

New store conveniently located. No experience necessary.
Interesting work. CALL TODAY.

their reception desk. Will greet
visitors, salesmen, executives
and direct them to the proper
offices. or managers. Lovely
new offices located in the
O'Hare area. Good company
benefits including profit sharing. Light typing, will train on
console switchboard. AMY
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy, Mt. Prospect. 255.9414

1THIelp Wanted. Men waimea

'

1

SECRETARIES

.

plus
ler -typist
varied office duties. Good'
starting salary with fringe ben.,

LPN

$2.50 - $2.75

$550

experience

DAYS ONLY

MANAGER

RECEPTIONIST

261114 Wanted Women

NEEDED FOR NEW

I W.'Cumpbell, Arlington tits.
392 9344

GENERAL OFFICE
Mature woman with

CALL 671-1560

MAIN LOBBY

Part Time, Nights, 8 Weekends
Must be 21

143 W. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect

ARDI SHOPPE
716 Center St., Des Moines

WAITRESSES
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Lunches and Dinners
COUNTRYSIDE INN

'253.9325

-STAPPLY IN PERSON

Transportation company needs
top girl at air condillorredJuradar
office neat O'Hare- Airport.
An outstanding opportunity for
a rewarding career.

to n11 hankkeeping duties. $95

REICHARDT CLEANERS

FOR DRESS SHOP

GIRL FRIDAY

for toy firm that'll promote you

day week, good daytime
hours, interesting work.

5

SALESLADY

537-9526
Studio One

LIKE FIGURES?

SALESMAN FOR
CONTACT WORK

'

*Help Waited Mena Women

26-11ap Wanted Mena Women

.

Courir Sales - Pal.

Experienced Beautkion wonted
full or port time. Call

for

:25-implornent Agencies-Womee

244130 Waded Men

2611elp Wanted Mew Women

2641elp Wanted Mena Women

264k0p Waited Mena Women

MOTOROLA
An Equal nnnortunity Employer

4
4.
1

11:1IeleWanted-MenWomen

26-IilfaMndWonem
'Wanted: lady to care fo7

21-1100anted4Aou aW1m

I

children, my home, days, Call.

$1,000

,000

after 5a0 253-8653

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS
Summer jobs for 25 college students to work in Promotional Advertising Department of large International Corporation.
The jobs will be on a first come first serve basis. Students will
be competing for one of 15;'$1,000 Scholarships. Only those
who con start working immediately should apply.
Salaries $120 per week for, the first two weeks; $155 per week
thereafter.
Work hours: 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Plenty of time for swimming,
g, etc.
boating and

HARPER COLLEGE
Secretary at Harper College.
3713 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desirable, excellent fringe benefits.
,

CALL MRS. GOODLING

359-4200

Like to work in a quiet carpeted keypunch department with
brand new machines? Excellent fringe benefits and top sal.

$1,000

9,000 BTU Air Cond't. Window

3 pc. red sectional couch, excel!.
cond, originally $500, selling
beautiful couch -table,'
$100;

9 Piece Matched Bedroom Setll
Twin Beds, 2 Tbls, Dres, Chest,

originally $85, selling $25. call

Moving. LO. &320 fruitwood din-

825-8262.

Padded bar -861/2" wide by 42"
high -with 4 matching bar stools,
best offer, call after 6 pm, 824-

Sewing machine. Slightly used..
Sews blind hems in dresses,

small -use

wall to

Blue Lustre

wall. Rent electric shampooer
SI. (Ben Franklin Store 1920 S.

ary, make this 8 to 4:30 lob

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
DIRECTORY CO.

THE OPPORTUNITY
LINE

An equal opportunity employer

Gar. Sale July 5-6 and 9 -10th, 9
to 5. Bargains for everyone. 24
N. Emerson, Mt. P. - Coffee.

in
Elk Grove Village

ACCOUNTING
CLERK
Bookkeeping, invoicing, typing,
credit. Challenging position,
with young, fast growing

Vintage tables, mirrors, lanterns,
other unusual Items. Fri. 5-9; Sat.
10-5; Sun. 1.5. 5741 W. Irving,
Chicago.

e Light Assemble
Stock Handlers
Full Time Days

company, in toys and housewares industry.

CENSABLE
PRODUCTS

Lg. swimming pool w/accessoriest 12" & 19" port. TM; child's
toys & bikes; air-condition &
sheet metal parts; 8 mm Kodak
camera w/attach. 259-7227.
5 Pc. bdrm, set $40; hairdryer
$10; dbl dresser $30; filing cab.
w/sofo $50; kit. tbl & chrs $20;
lamps 2 for $15; misc. hsehold-

314moreage & Swage Sale

man & Coldren, near Camp McDonald Rd., Prospect Hrs. July 8,9,10,11

Enjoy ALL Motorola Benefits
If you wish to work in our Elk
Grove Village plant at 1875
Ave.. Please
Greenleaf
Apply at

Kitchen Assistants
Dishwashers
Full Time - Good Opportunities
CONTACT MRS. LERMAN
827-6628

aluminum boat. 259.4823

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

YOU'RE OFF

TO A

MALE OR FEMALE

Excellent salary.
P.M.'s or Nights

FLYING

CONTACT MISS HECHT

827.6628

START

LEARN & EARN

AT

Free training program for a
chreer in real estate. Call now
to join our weekly class. Every
phase of this challenging

BRUNING
MALE & FEMALE

realtor covering the Northwest
Suburban area.

DAYS

CALL MR. PAYNE
FL 8.2300

Boehmer &

PRODUCTION CONTROL
CLERK

Man or Woman
Capable of
Managing

incl. trailer. 253-4722 aft. 5.

MUSIC CENTERS

100 HP Mercury, tandum trailer,
new camper canvas. 529-9411.

BIG MOVING SALE, ref rig., stove,
TV's, radial arm sow, stereo

2 man Kayak, inflatable, 9 air

204 Hicks Place
Palatine, Illinois
359-2251

chambers, backrest, curryingcase,
& foot pump $55. 529-3148.

_Roper Gas Range eye level oven

& rotisserie. Zenith portable T.V.
$25. Baby furniture. Misc. items.

tor. (LOW MILEAGE)
CL 3.7008

255-0566

'66 Thompson 19', 90 horse Evin-

rude,

Gator trailer. $2100.

259.9048

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise
crib, high chair, triple
dresser, refrigerator.

Houseboat,

Great buy, I yr, old window fan,

31'

house trailer, professionally

3 sp, intake & out, 24" by 48"

mounted. Sleeps 6, compl. Elec.
& LPG equip., 40 HP Johnson.
Cost $8,000 new. Exc. condt.

or larger. 956-1443.

Portable Hoover wosher, 7 mos.
old, $100 or best offer.

$2995. Pvt. 392-8465

. Wogs,

30" KENMORE GAS RANGE
Excellent condition
358-6669

with children,cl2Z;4q41

299-3590.

elec. dryer, excel. cond. must
sell, $50 eo. 529-7428

AKC POODLE PUPS
SHOTS, 8 WEEKS, BLACK/WHITE,

for

OPERATOR

DEPT.

cond. $65; Port. dog kennel $5.
392-4057 betw. 3 & 8.
Beautiful (real) butcher's block -

255-1910

kitchen. $110.
392 1961
11,000 BTU GIBSON AIR SWEEP.

APPLY BY PHONE
FOR APPOINTMENT:

1'679-3300 or 761-3300
ASK FOR:

Miss DeWitt or

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Mr. H.G. Shaffer-

1

Puppy
$40 Coll
439-2690

AKC Beagle

month; cools 5 rooms.

Must sacrif. $175. 259-8241

Mobil air fun, Osterizer, elec.,
carving knife, china, silver, oil

tire, $15. 392-7838

AIR CONDITIONER, Sears,
18,500 BTU, 220 volt, like new,

Overhead sliding single garage

Crosley refrig., gas stove, Westinghouse washer & dryer-autotriatic. Best Offer. 392-1486.

Pool table - $260 value for $75;
8 MacGregor tourney irons, $25.
392-2787.

REGISTERED LAB TECHNICIAN
(A.S.C.F).)

Work Monday thru Friday in our modern regional center
Attractive Starting Salary
Outstanding Benefit Package
Rapid Progression
10% might Work Elonui

APPLY OR CALL - MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.

Large cast iron flower pots, 2 &

pc. Modern, white, full size
bedroom set, complete, lamps,
3

5 yr. old female German Shepherd needs good home & yard,

956-2641

or

956-2642
3800 Golf Road

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.
(Highway 58, just east of Highway 53)

male Poodles,
Pedigree T
brown,
antoM, 259.9082
weekdays a er 5 pm
1

An Equal Opportunity Employer

yard. References furnished.
864-3469

299-8362.
GRAND OPENING SALE
5,000 Evergreens $/ ea.
Faith Nursery, 26W180 North
Ave. Wheaton.

1

heat; avail. Aug.

297-4923/537-4046 after 5 or on
wkends

Mt. Prospect, Duplex apt. avail.
Aug. 1, 3 bedrms.,_ I1/2 baths,

,Des Pl. - 31/2 rm apt. above priv.

home, 2 baths, carpeted, stove/
refrig, air cond, Ig. terrace,

middle age
,couple preferred, near airport.
heated, no

392-9262
for mformation about the FINEST',

296-2723.

water softeners & water Cons
&toning equipment contact.

gdod
trained. CL 5-2193

."'""""'"%i'7.

homes.

including

Mahog. desk 34x54 Wichair $30;
chrome kitchen set 60" tble. w/4

chairs $35; Deluxe poker table

6150. 537-0101

630. 392.9275.

23" MagnavOx color TV, never
used, beadtiful cabinet; Necchl
Eina automatic zig zag, sewing
machine, both very reasonable,

Fr. Prov, dining rm set,- Includes

6 chrs, tbl, loaves, hutch -$150;
wing chr-$30; mod. ceck.,tb1-$10;"
2 Danish lounges -$50.

Antq:

adj. eke. $150; 12 go. pump adj. j
cke. $100;20 go. 3" ;hog. V.R.F.

cke. $150; 22 rifles/4x scopes'
$65;827.7314 before 2:30

li

heat,

tenna,

patio,

balcony,

rec.

SWIMMING PQOL

Top Hat & stand,

.22,& 9mm pistols 5501.25 pistols
$551;'12 go. auto. shot gun, V.R.

appliances,

cooking gas, master TV an-

Intimate privacy yet walking

825-8536 '
white & gold

Baby

Grand, Louis XV, pert. cond.;
9' round Wanda Weave carpet,
Peacock, 3 matching toss rugs;

Oval dinette tbl & 6 chairs.
,w/hutch; 3 yr. old Kenmore
washer & dryer. best offer 842-6987

distance to shopping center.
I 290 N. Westgate Rd. 253-6300
r

-

I

...--

'
MT. PROSPECT

Timber Lake Village
1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

storms, screens. Peas.
$28,900. 392-7262.

brick, all sides, 2 car att.- gar.,
paneled rec. rm., ceramic kitch.
& baths, polio, sodded lawn,

'Realtors.

custom drapes & carpeting.
$39,900. 1313 Wood In. 296 5171

253-6920

$40,900

INVEST IN REAL ESTATE
$42,500
re'

Better than new 4 bedroom, 21/2 baths, family
room, basement, 2 car
garage, built in
oven/range, dishwasher,
disposal. Beautiful landscaping. Extras galore

Draperies, carpeting,

$49,750

RESEDA

Brick & Cedar 4 bedroom Colonial.

21/2

baths,

Carpeting, hardwood trim & floors. Paneled family
room with' fireplace. Paneled basement. Separate
workshop. CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING. Slate foyer. Mint condition,

decor. 125 x 35 Born --suitable for many uses, possible remodeling to 2nd house.

$78,500
OPEN HOUSE Sunday July 6 2-5 PM

LONG GROVE

Secluded 3)/2 acres adjoining Twirl Orchard Country Club. Fabulous view. Tri-level Itinnon stone and
clapboard. 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, family room, wet
bar,..sergenedporch, 2 fireplaces. 2 car attached,
garage, ' garden shed. AIR ,CONDITIONING.
Swimming pool 40 x 20 kidney shaped.

Directions: North on Hwy. 83 to Hilltop Rd. Right
'before Skycrest Animal Clinic to house.

SWIMMING POOL

etc. Immediate possession

BRUNS

QUINLAN & TYSON
Arlington Heights
.Palatine
Schaumburg

255 6320
358 1502
894-1330

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

75x100' wooded homesite 'in
estb'd, above average sec of
Wood gale, 299-2796 aft 5 pm
90 -Investment Property

CHOICE

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
Three story complex 50'
1 x 75' with good parking
area, In prima Des
Plaines location.

cooking gas.

July 1, $225. 766-1492

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

3 bedroom ranch. Sepbrate
dining room. 2 baths 2 car
attached garage. Family
room. $31,900. Don Hansen,

Prospect Hts. Open' House. 11/2
yr. old 3 bdriti. bl-level face

Sensible rentals includes all

3 bedim home, 11/2 car
garage, newly decorated, avail.
''Itasca,

bdrm, 21/z B, Tri-level. See to op
preciate. $41,900 no teas bid
refused. 296-5708

taxes

appliances, heat, hotwater &

16 -To Root Hewes

Owner must sacrifice 8 rm, 4

carpeting, alum. awnings,

ments,

1444 S. Busse 439-4100

taxes, low 120's. 526-2888
Des Plaines, near Golf & Rte 83

Mt. P. by owner, 3 bdrm. ranch.
D R. lg. Kit., att'd garage,
LR
patio, fenced lot 70 x 185', 1 blk,
schools, nr. park & pool. Drapes,

1

Box

-255-1107 or 352.732K ---j
lg. Cymbal
Ludwig Drum Set.
Brass Drum, Tom Tom, Snare.
$350 value, 'I year old, sacrificel

PROSPECT

Cage, yr. round 2 bedrm home
alum. siding, Ig., light carpeted
L.R. garage, scenic, trees, lose

S., 1/2

BARRINGTON
Remodeled farmhouse on 21/4 acres. Exceptional

apartments. Elevator building,!
Fully carpeted. From $187.50

mica tbl, reversible cushions,
asking 6125, 827-7413.

S.,

$64,900

Westgate Apts.
& 2 bedroom
Ultra -deluxe

41 -Home Furnishings -furniture

1

free parking,
road. Rolling

259.0055 or 253-0925

Tri-color

2 6 ft. lounger with corner for.

1

toll

& ASSOCIATES

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.

stand,

to

Meadows area.
ROBERT A. CAGANN

FREE: 3 adorable' 6 week old'
to

f -C

AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
2 bedroom apartment, nice

FREE BEAUTIFUL KITTENS, -

kittens

pets,

neighborhood,

392-7783

gar. Upper 30's. 255-0693

air, w/w crptg.,

1161c

W6ii-c73ridcT, R.

acre, extras, low 30's. 437.0551

Large house converted to 5 furnished units, + second 2 BR unfurnished house. All on 3/4 acre. Pays
for itself.

259.9138

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call
439-2690

fer. 3 bdrm, brick, 11/2 baths,
fam. rm., wet bar, bsmt, att'd

tern.

L.R.,

'86 -Real Estate-liouses

'

ranch-, 2 fam. kit.,

PALATINE

6 WEEKS OLD.

AKC

An, Hts. trans. owner wants of-

baths, Ige.

bdiMs.

shops, train. $225. 394.3426 or

close

8 weeks old, box trained.

area. Prefer w/gorage &

ELK' GROVE -4

full bsmt, walk to schls., park,

CHIHUAHUA PUPPIES
,

Hts.

116 -Real Estatalbases

North Shore Trace, $165 with,
1,

Male Sliver POODLE, 3 years'
old, AKC, best offer.

.

4 alum Anderson Jalousie sectionals with screens, 6'11", $10
ea; Stereophone head set $5;

Rent *tants

1

Frigidaire washer, 3 years old,
excellent condition, $60.

GUNS FOR SALE
11111T 11 /1111 Lill 11111111

Plaines twnshe.,
Des
avail. July 1, no lease, call
manager CL 5-6175,

CL 3-7951

463-2356, or 267-3128.

11111111 AAAAA 1111 1111

537-0797.

$100 or

-

hospital

TO RENT: Executive
needs 3 bdrm. house in Arlington

255.0100

AKC pedigreed poodles, 3 jet bl,
sm min, excel/. bloodlines 8 wks,

7754E127

TRANSFERRED -young

WANTED

Apartment for rent - utilities
Included, available August 1,
$150. call 359-0633.
bedrm. opt;'
Sublet deluxe

,;'tall.

.8.

eng., radiator & battery. Asking

86 Real Estate -Houses

Want to LEASE RESTAURANT]
and/or LOUNGE Frank 894-5672;

Young woman to share fur-

14 -Ti

392-8528

PART TIME 4:15 p.m. - 8:15 p.m

whitewalls $865. 537-5518.

party. $1400. 299-1535

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

old, $30 each. Male & female.

255.6421

door, 2 bikes -20". Best Offer,
392-0498

FULL TIME 7'/2 hours - 5 day week

$100 or best offer. 439-2879

supply salesman w/1 child. Call
392-5080 between 965.

CHIHUAHUA puppies 7 weeks

Collie puppies, AKC, shots, male
female, just like Lassie,
&
European line $75 each.

raising project. 259-9461.

Experienced KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

'57 4 dr. Chevy. Gd. body, needs

R/H, A/T, $650. CL 3-1539

oft, 9pm

nished

color

spaded, well trained. 297-4276 aft. 4

3 chrs; 36" Kenmore range $25
hula hoops 1-2000; excel/. fund

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR

Tri

spread, $200. 296.2615

V2 price -$155. 259-2368

Western Electric

Over 30 yrs. of age. 827.7871

259-9138

Go-Kort, motorized, as is, $55;
Sears' 26 in. boy's bike, needs

-I:

FULL PRIVILEGES INCLUDED.
Air Conditioned, Rec, Room,
Pool Table, Color TV. Adults

DACHSHUND puppies AKC. Red
shots $75.
small standard
529 3686

painting, good furn. 381-7120

now that we have your attention

'63 Chevy Impala convert., going
Overseas. Exc, cond., P/B, ;13/S,

-t 82 -Wanted To Rent

IrrospeCT His -New Home

Loving toy poodles, males, silver
or white AKC.
299.5973

dramatic & practical for your

Used

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

Schnauzer Puppies.
Very Reas. AKC. M & F
358.2699

6700 BTU Amana air-cond., exc.

1800 W.'CENTRAL ROAD MT.,PROSPECT

824-3458, after 6.

'65 Chevy Bel -Air, 4 dr. 6 cyl.
'ton. trans., radio, like new

Commeraa-1

AKC Registered, champ. sired,
F. 6 weeks. 394-0595. r
M.

827.3214

iff

excellent condition. $525 cosh.

MINIATURE SCHNAUZERS

Olidd

Manufacturing concern selling to distributors nationally.
Excellent opportunity for future.

'64 Ford Custom 2 -door, stick, 6,

ied REAL
ESTATE
Vacant
Residential

July 20. Call 894-1944.

20" power rotary mower, push

Must be person who under
stands all phases of same.

CL 3-8656
DODGE DART G/T, 1964

Metallic Blue, power steering,
$795, CL 3.5645 after 5 PM
'63 CHEVROLET, 9 pass. wagon,

or best offer. 255-4322
1963 FORD WAGON - Low mileage, A/T, R/H, P/R window. Mint
condition. CL 3-7008

miles. $995. CL 3.0135

HE 7-4487

COLLIE PUPS: Sable & white,
AKC, male & female. Available

Decorator's French Twin Bed,
very interesting piece, needs
work. best offer. 259-4711

'66 Buick Electra convertible, full
power, air-conditioned $1895.

66 Buick Le Sabre, exc. cond't.
lull power, bucket Storm low -pis, -P/B. ttiv. Mileage.. Private

$80. 541-1036

Platinum'

12,

392-8621

$900.

evenings.

'65 Pontiac Catalina, 2-dr. HT,

Valk

Kittens for sale - kittens looking
for a loving owner; inquire

Admiral range 30"; Kenmore

service

has immediate openings for
children 3, 4 & 5 for all day
or half day programs...1 to 5
days a week. For information

Beau. Chomp. sired Schnauzer
pups, 7 wks, old, home raised

Soft Water 35.09 a month 4,
Johnson Water Softener
F1.9320/1
.255-1107

'66 Mustang convt, 289 3-sp.,
low miles, excel. cond. $1295

Elk Grove.Pre School

Pets and Equipment

Ode isierse'

P/S, auto, trans, 8 cyl., excel.
cond, $700 439-4557

112Antomobiles For Sab

69 -Nursery Schools -Chid Care

-

Wit 11s

er, white bucket seats. $7Q0. Private. 296.1689.
1964 Chevy Impala, red, excellent condition with snow tires,
$750. 259.9461.

factory air,

pipes, bars, many extras, per
feet cond. $585 or offer. CL 5

HOT DOG TRUCK for sale with
equipment, $600 or make us an
offer. 537-4956

with

Kayot,

,4

19,60 1, TON PEOCUP.

'65 Ford °ataxic, 500, 2-dr. HT,

66 -Business Ormortunities

cond., $135. CL 5-4672.

255.9071

$180$

'67 Olds 88, 4 door hardtop, P/S,
P/B, air - $1995

CALL 255-4188

4327 after 4pm

man aluminum canoe, excellent

Ranch wagon, 390,

cond. Must see to appreciate.

TRIUMPH 1960 Chopper 650 cc,
glass fenders, purple flake,

Complete sailing rig for Grum-

6 yr.

Ford

'66 HONDA 5-90, dark blue, exc

296-3131.

ction.

clean,

low miles,
537-2175

'64 Olds 88, 4-dr. H.T., full power, low mileage, runs good. Must
sell. Best Offer, 299.8770.

1965 Suzuki motor bike, CCM.
50, 830 - miles, - best offei.-

"bubble
gum" to blues, and now offer:
Ing expert instruction on guitar,
boss or drums. Also featuring a
heavy LP and 8 track tape sele

'64 Barracuda P/S, P/B, 4 on fir.
R/H, under 25,000 miles. 1850.
827-2765 after 6 pm.

'63 Olds "98" 2 dr. HT, full pow-

1

from

requirement

Olds Cutlass 2 dr. sedan,

A/T, P/S, like new tires 8, tuneup.
Make offer. 259-4528.

. CL 3.8656

owner. Ap-'
1967 HONDA 90.
prox. 200 miles, $275.
394-3714

ment to make any sound

71/2 h.p. Mercury Outboard mo-

'61

age, $1350. CL 9-1370
439.1976

1962 HONDA 300 Dream.
1st $225 takes.
259-4528

the finest in equip-

otocking

work. $25. CL 3-8052

1965 Olds 88, air. conditioned,
P/S, P/B, white walls, low mile-

.

ance. 394-2660.

20' Grady white cabin cruiser

auto., gd.

P/S, extras, excel. 'cond., factory
warranty. $2500. FL 9-0739

67 Yamaha YL100, $250: wall
helmet, cover, license, & insur-

Bell Set, Metal Closet, Misc.

P/S,

'68

$325

KUSTOM

V8,

mech. cond., needs some body

Make offer, 259-4528

1967 Yamaha
180 Electric

children. Males & females. $10.

11'8" fiberglass,
Dacron sail, alum, mast. Price
SAILBOAT,

Moving, Garage Sale, 1340 N.
Yale, Arl. Hts. July 10th only.
1:30 to 4 p.m. Humidifier, Bar

best offer. 439-0797.

-

object for right person.

537.7944.

Wheat china, good condition,

KEY PUNCH

Insurance benefits and ideal
working conditions. Salary no

Incl. trailer, 253-4722 aft 5

309 East Euclid, Arl. Hts.

Full

BOOKKEEPING

Mixed puppies, 6 wks., good with

,

CL 5-2376

'55 Ford

trans. 4 F 70's x 14 wide ovals.

_

/1' 8" fiberglass,
Dacron soil, alum, mast. Price
SAILBOAT,

Ext. #32

astral on jacked rear, 3 piece
gloss front end, $350 or offer.

air-cond.,

111-Motorcydes and Scoters

Wurlitzer spinet piano, blond,
in
tune, with bench, $350.
437-7358

CL 3-2097

profession Covered in a 12
Multi -office
course.
week

Hedlund

2339 after 5 p.m.

or best. CL 3662 after 6

12th. 305 N. Pine, Arl. Hts.

ASSISTANTS

Vox Super Twin Reverb, 4-12"
spkrs. 200 w/s. pk. Coll CL 9-

extras. $450. 296.7519

Homemade boat trailer for 14
boat. Solid built, unsprung, $40

equip. much misc. July 10 thru

827-6628

NURSES

13' Delta runabout,
trailer, skis, radio & many other

opals.

Hshld.

hp.,

25

Moving -.Geroge sale; appliances, furn., TV's, bikes, garden
equip., etc. July 11 Ihru 13th.

359-4800
An Equal Opportunity Employer

All Shifts Available.

'64 Chevy 283 engine w/std..

Brighton A.H, 7/12/69. (Sot)

MOTOROLA

& MAIDS

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

Gibson amp., 10 in speaker, tremolo, like new $70; Shure mike.
$15. 253.4447

forward & reverse, for canoe or

Phone 255-7200 Mon. thru Fg.

'66 Malibou 4 dr. auto., radio,

Music, 7 W. Eastman.

TRADE 71/2 HP outboard gd. cond.,

typewriter, rec. player. 203 N.

Algonquin (Rt. 62) & Meacham Rds,
Schaumburg

HOUSEKEEPING

clothing,

253-4447

fine cond. w/case $65. El Rey

Priced to sell at a low $1900

'56 Ford convert. 272 V8, quad,
3 spd., 4,11 rear end, new top,

, °tor & trailer $650. CI. 5-2688

Toys, games, clothing, misc.
10-4 pm, lc to $1
2606 Fremont, R.M. July 11-12
Misc.

'Phone 824-6735 oft. 5 PM

Used Supro 2 pickup elec. guitar

tro-Vents, Perfect second car

255-9168

To Rent: '69 Wheelcamper, $75
wk. Dine & sleep 8, gas stove,
icebox, water supply. 279-5623
or 595.0090, aft, 6 p.m.
NIMROD tent camper, sleeps 4.
Heater, spare tire; $300.

'4 DRUM SET, 2 CYMBALS
WITH ACCESSORIES $400.

motor w/elec. starter & gen

Maine West. 827-0211.
RUMMAGE SALE Sat. July 12th,
St. Nicholas Episcopal Church
9-5.
1072 Ridge Ave. E.G.V.

21 -Help Wanted Men or Women

3A SIZE VIOLIN
CASE & BOW $45.
529-3148

16'.Dunphy boat 40 HP Evinrude

TON, $550 or offer.
537.4956

16' Travel trailer sleeps 5, stove,
icebox, elec. brakes, hitch & controller. Mint condition $1100.
253-3153 aft. 4.

s

Transmission, 'Power Steering,
Like New White Wall Tires, As-

BEST OFFER

103 -Auto Traiers & Canmers

NEW SPINET PIANO, WALNUT;
$399. BARON'S
827-6603 ASK FOR MIKE

31 -Boats and Maine Wks

Gigantic gar. sale: Juiy 10, I1,
& 12, 9 am. New things doily,
2065 Plainfield Dr., Des Pl. Nr.

3930 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Pork, Ill.

55 -Musical kistruments

wares, dishes. 437-7358.-

Garage Sale: Corner of Alder-

V2

(312)469-7204

1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA

Green Grey in color, Two door
coupe, 307 V-8 Eng., Automatic

1961 ELECTRA BUICK

'63 CHEVY LICK -UP TRUCK,

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

41/2' w/matching runner; elec-

Mt. Prospect

$50 or best offer. Call 956-1844
after 6 p.m.

;102 -Tricks, Trailers

CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

71/2' x

tric clock; misc. CL 5.2391

1865 Miner St., Des Plaines
827-6111
'

537-4487

FORD 1966 Country Squire, 6
pass. station wagon, low riffles,
like new tires, 352 engine, auto
trans., excel. cond. $1375. CL 3
6695 aft. 6 pm. 400 Oriole Ln ,

'65 Buick LeSobre, vinyl top, A/T,
air cond., elec. windows, P/S,
P/B. best offer. 255.2983
1959 Ford, 6 cyl, stick. Runs good

Call

round

ord player; green rug

floor, 327, 51100, or best offer,

It pays to aciveithe
with Day Want Ads.

FOR FREE DELIVERY

fruitwood cocktail
table; badminton set; port, rec-

36"

Like new 1968 4 dr. Plymouth
Fury, Air, Full Power, Individual
owner. Call 392-9786

'65 CHEVELLE, SS Sport, 4 on

Visit our facilities any A.M.

OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

Wolf Rd. Wheeling

a "must see.'

P/S, P/B, W/W, OH. Excel. cond
$925.2590238

Eves -

cyl, auto.
rebuilt trans., new brakes. 1st
$250 takes, 259-4t28

Mt. Prospect
1501 Linneman
439.1405

$64.05 TAX INCLUDED

'65 Chevy Bel Aire, 2 dr., 6 cyl,

'63 Chevy 4 dr. 6

NAZARENE
"NURSERY SCHOOL

'makes button holes, sews buttons
and fancy
on, monograms
stitches. No attachments needed.
parts
and
service
Five year
guarantee.

AM -FM, extras,
$1,600. 658-7479

clean,

days 437-5920;
674.3668

Dottie,

Open all year.

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

KEEP carpet Cleaning problgms

-

Mg sessions.

-

1966 MGB, green, wire wheels,

'63 Ford station wagon, excel.
cond. P/S, R/H, $650 Ask for

before and after morn-

ing tbl, make offer;'wooden
wheel chair, make offer. CL 30198

E1/83.

exceptionally
$2400 or offer. 253.5281,
locks,

Nursery School and Kindergarten with Day Care.

Qualified teachers
Excellent facilities
All day child care

.1112-Autoloceles For Sale

Fir Sab

'66 Lincoln Conti, .4-dr, leather
int, comp!. power equip. incl. dr.

ENROLL NOW FOR FALL

Glass Tops, Ex Cond. 392-4040

Ob. 392-1853

1112-Automobies

home -complete facilities. Supervised activity, 255-7019

298-6381 880/ Dee Rd.

PARK RIDGE sum,

698-2028

Exc. child care (age 2-6) my lid

or best offer, 259.3805
6,000 BTU Emerson Quiet Cool
air conditioner, $65.
894-2930

unit. 115 Volts. Elec. Typewriter.

MR. SOLOMON

KEYPUNCH

-

'2 Fr, Prov, choirs, green with
gold $80; gold blush -couch $170.

LAWNMOWER

Rotary, used, $40,

Page 9'
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All-liersery Schools -Chid Care

[414MIllinFiniMils-FmiliMil

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

SW.

xo,,apt,,

358-1800
434 E. Northwest Hwy.,
Palatine, 111-.

A

$95,000

Oli

O

REALTORS
poenrwur

296-6655

:.5

SHORT RIBS

Oap

Page 10

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

dt

ifI PONT KNOW

YOU WOULD BE,ALL OFA SUDDEN,
IF SOMEBODY IN THE FAMILY TOLD
MOO MOU WEREN'T/ YOU ALWAYS

NO NEED in SNEAK MY
OLD TENNIS RACKETOUT
OF THE CLOSET --I KNEW
IT WAS BACK THERE IN
THE CORNER, AND I ALSO
KNOW I'M NOT IN SHAPE

Tuesday, July 8, 1969

MARTHA, PIP YOU HEAR TH6
TERRIBLE NEWS? 5CNAEBOPY
RoBSC-O MRS. SMITH'S 1-401-15EI
SHE TOLD THE MILKMAN THAT
61-1E LOST A MINK. COAT, HER
SOLID SILVER AND FOUR

RISE TO A CHALLENGE, AND I'M
NOT TAKING ANY CHANCES ON

OTHER MEMBERS OF THIS
HOUSEHOLD 'TOSSING
YOU THE BAIT/

NOW Souts117,LY

.st-t6 SLEEPS.
131.1T -n-usx LisT
OF ITEleAZ
SAYS

School

2
5

rr mute

SHE SLEPT/ WE'RE NAILArwsw

V

11 TV College
^American Public

6:00
News
News
7 News
9 Flintstones

CAN STILL.
DREAM/

DIAMOND RINGS/

AND THE THIEF PIP

TONIGHT

Hour
5 Julia

Rerun:

6:25

Editorial
26 Quit.

Great Chess Gam,,
bit."
9 Burke's Law
8:00
5 Movie

6:30

Lancer
5 Star Trek
Rerun. "Spock's
Brain."
7 Mod Squad
9 I Love Lucy
11 TV College
Fiction
2

AYErS

ohlE RING

MIDA

A

GRAMFAW

k..411,441,

Q3visna5e,,.

CLan-1

78

OvCanlItcte.

cc

ROBIN MALONE
OKAY, TURK -ON DENALF OP

THAT'S

. WE DONT- MOVE UNTIL411E ADMINIST RATION

A

6IVE6 US A SIGNED PLED6E, (A)TNATTHEY

VESTMENT. SOVERNMPlr

RESPECTFULLY ASK YOU 'ro

I)

9:30

26 Motorsperts International

Douglas and Tony

2
7
9

WILDING/

,cet

-

-

rl

FOR WEDNESDAY

'The

10:00
News
News.
News

Desert

kidnapped princess.

Richard Greene and
Jackie Gleason.
12:15
5

Midnight Report

9

Paul Harvey

12:25

32 Baseball Report ,
10:15
News

Comments

5

9

2

10:30
Movie

5

Everyman

7

Perspectives

1:00

32 News Final
7

1:30
Reflections

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

While sleep -walking,

a nurse, with a split
personality, goes on
romantic visits to a
man she detests in

YEU-IN' AT HIM:

1:40

daytime, Joseph CotLoretta
ton
Young.

sure you have their best interests at heart Do your best
.to avoid hurt feelings.

1:45

11 Firing Line

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -You should have ample opportunity today to promote
your own interests The wise
Leo will relegate romance to

2:30

5

'One buck! You must be kiddln'! This Is prime evening
time!"

Five Minutes to
Live By.
9

10:45
Tonight Show

MORTY MEEKLE

when he's offered one. Take
care, however, not to be taken
in by appearances
LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) Use your own initiative when
it comes to getting a new pro-

EEK & MEEK

FINNY... 1 DIDN'T'

9EE HIM OLT IN

'THE YARD. _/
g

ject off the ground. If you
wait for another's OK, you
may lose out
SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.

1

J

4
.4

22) --The business -or pro-

I

fessional deal which you

thought beyond your reach
should become a possibility at
this time
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --Take care that the

right decisions are made by
you and yours The action

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
THE BORN LOSER

'Answer to Previous Puzzle

you take today will have

HOSCIM WM:MUM

Scrambler

permanent results

alRMMM UMMIHUMF=1
NWE100 &fdHEQ ©lam©
WAM
km1MIER

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

Jan 201 --Study carefully each

offered you today. The
decision is not as -easy --as you
think

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) --If you are planning to ex-

pand your Tine of operations,
you couldn't have a better day
for beginning Be perceptive.

.

PISCEFeb 20 -March

21)--Seek)C improve your

doing now

CAPTAIN EASY

ARIES (March 22 -April

20) --Take care that you don't

try to put present plans into
action before the time is ripe

MRS. COBB MUSTN'T SEE US TOGETHER.
SHE'LL SUSPECT YOU WANT HER LAND
FOR MR.TOPROCK.'

for them Otherwise, you may
overextend yourself
TAURUS (April 21 -May
2I) --You may be surprised to
find that it is attitude more
than aptitude that makes the
difference betWeen success

HE DISAPPEARED,
ANP WAS DECLARES,
LEGALLY DEAD THREE

WHILE

POOR ICK ANISHED ONCE BEFORE,B15-WHEN HB
WENT OUT TO SLOP THE HOC791 CLAIMED HE HAD
AMNESIA, WHEATSE FINALLY TRACKED ELM DOWN!

MEN

YEARS AGO! SHE INHERITED HIS LAND.

SHE'S

tar 'M.

SHE'LL.
REMEMEER
St7U KINDLY,

SHOPPING
YOU
AN
SHOW m e
HER IAND.

DAW1

,

GEMINI (May 22 -June
21)--A good day for both
Take care to go out of your

way not to harm another
needlessly

'%8TM.

US rw

years

36 Native metal
37 Symbol fu

CAMPUS CLATTER

Answers to
Hideaword
GRUMBLE
blue
berm
blur
bugle
burgle
berg
burl
bulge
lure
lumber'
lemur

18
I

business and social ventures.

germ
grub.
gruel
rumble
rule
rube
ruble
umber
urge
mule

-

1

and failure today

glue
glum

DOWN
E=JUWKMIMIM
HOU OMIFqA MPO
1 House (Sp.)
CcJEnJUIMW
rdMOIMIA
2 Embellish
[01A0ai
OHDOMUP-1
nation
3 Analogical
WdEd-Ol MIAOW iii0M
7 City in Illinois 4 Craft
HMIOWUIL-1
13 Idolized
WilHPRO OPM ROM
5 Profound
[c]OM UUT
11-0
14 Harvester
6 Puts to
15 Separated and 7 Papal cape
MOUL-11D±/M WUIRE=314
classified 8 Dutation of
39 Right-hand
16 Armed fleet
26 Awry
office
page
17 Upper limb
9 Scottish cap 27 Unruly crowd
18 Sacred song 10 Athapascan
28 Have existed 40 Spanish
measure
20 Centimeter 30 Hasten
Indian
41 Small insect
gram -second 11 Piece of
33 Rugged
43Blemish
(ab.)
mountain
tapered wood
43 Hindu weight.
21 Snooze
crests
12 Brazilian
23 Pronoun
34 Oriental porgy 45 Forest
macaws
creature
24 Article
35 Continued
19 Candlenut
25 Peruvian
47 Employ
story
tree
animal
36 Made of oats 49 Hawaiian
22 Guaranty
28 Tiny garland
37 Makes beer
24 Occupant
29 Freudian term
9 10 11 12.
7
8
30 Female fowl
2 3 4 5 6
31 Social begin14
13
ner (coll.)
32 Man's name
16
15
33 Lifetime
'
34 Adolescent
Fri
17

ACROSS
1 North
American

of the various opportunities

health in whatever way possible This is no time for putting
off until tomorrow what needs

A

12:45

"Half Angel"

TI41 JOB AGAIN: I'M SICK 0'

the

group of soldiers rescue a beautiful Duchess, in a swashbuckling story of the fuedal
days. Virginia
Mayo.

Show
9 Movie

Ti -1' LAZY FEUNE'S SNOOZIN' ON

12:30
Movie
"Revolt of

Mercenaries"

Door"Devil's
way" An Indian veteran of the Civil War
returns to find his
people victimized by
an unscrupulous lawyer and wages a desperate fight to regain
their land. Robert
Taylor.
Joey Bishop
7

CARNIVAL.

future involve the elderly, be

who recognizes a bargain

12:10
Movie

Of the News

7 NYPD

23) --Should plans for the

the back scat
VIRGO. (Aug, 24 -Sept.
23)--A good day for the Virgo

2

Hawk" The Desert
Hawk, protector of
the poor rescues a

26 A Black's View

BUGS BUNNY

CANCER (June 22 -July)

12:05
News

Cox

8:30
Doris Day Show.

muit1111111111..m.

Horoscope I

9

11 Bridge with Jean

Show

N0,11-IANKS- I'M AFRAID
IT MIGHT REPEATON ME.

REVOLVTIONARY BULLETIN, AND (0) -THEY
OOR GROW!.
WILL 6TLAtTFUU- AMN-re6r/

12:00
Chicago Show

Dick Cavett

WILL HONOR THE DEMANDS LI srn7 ON CUR

LAUGH!

VACATE THE. ADMINISTRATION

7

9:00
60 Minutes

extravaganza
much sword wielding
and beautiful gals in

2

hounds an informer actress in three attempts on her life.

11 Action People
26 Cinema Special

11 NET Festival
26 Pan American

7:15

the Dark Man, who

Show

Curtis.
7:00
9 Hazel
26 Cinema Special

and a taxi driver have
been murdered by

'7

distress. Kirk

.26 Market Wrapup

.02 Baseball Report

2

"The Vikings"

6:55

Mike Douglas
9
Show

32 Movie
"The Dark Man"
A
blackmarketeer

32 Baseball
Second White Sox
- Oakland game.

Big Viking
with

26 Today's Racing

11:45

Love and Larceny."

8:45

"1

Thought I Saw. 'a
Two -Timer."
7 It Takes a Thief
Rerun. "The

2 WBBM-TV'

O1

7:30
R e d Skelton

2

26 Spanish News

01

Rerun. "L is for

WIN%)MWMIOVii
GONE FORME SUMMER
I'll. BET IT WASN'T EASY
ARRANGING A BLIND

barium

38 Three times
(comb. form)
40 Equal parts
(Latin ab.)
to be
41
ground
44 Color
46 Bring into
40
syntony
48 City's law
46
enforcers
50
50 Teeter
5101eic acid salt 52

NO, BUT ?SIM°
TOLD ME HE GOT
YOU A REAL.

SWINGER"1

DATE.

52*Assaults '

to no no

w.

7-8

53 Suit maker

24

22

'

28

28 27

25
29

30

31

32

38

34

41

47

U42
48
51

54

44

43

49

45

,_-,.- rre.;

Pro5pert

e

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,

p

low 60 to 65. Tomorrow:
Partly sunny, warmer.

Will Rise
Mount Prospect is in for an
additional $100,000 this year
as a result of a bill signed by
Gov. Rivhard Ogilvie last
week.

Village Finance Director
Richard Jesse said Mount

per cent.
income

from sales tax for this fiscal

at

the largest Sept. 23 primary in

Springfield.

The present fiscal year began May I, 1969, and will end
April 30, 1970:

district which embraces the

trict on the west side of Chi-

held Nov. 18, two of the four

northwest suburbs has 12 can-

cago and embracing Oak Park,

will be elected.

knows that the present owners

corporated

Prospect recently annexed it
involuntarily.
Because all land annexed to
automatically
village
the

Everett denied this happened.

The attorney tor the shop

The union officials were not

first tracks in the country

available for comment.

there

THOSE AT .THE meeting
named a committee which
will further study the matter

June 27.

The group, led by Charles

Armstrong, editor and
publisher of the South

After yesterday's meeting,
Mrs. Marjorie Everett, presi-

dent of Chicago Thoroughbred Enterprises Inc., denied
the track had ever practiced
descrimination.

and make a progress report at
another meeting July 22.

The committee includes
Mrs. Everett; Dave Pearson,
'director of ..seeunty for the
track; Ashley Smith, director
of the Chicago Urban League;
Jesse Taylor, head of the YM, CA Jobs Now program; Louis
Martin, vice president of the

'Chicago Defender and

Leonard Joyce, of the Con-

TO THE CONTRARY, she
said, "It is a matter of finding
responsible Negro groups to

aid the track in finding
qualified people to work at the
track. The track has attempted
to find qualified Negroes.
"Many Negroes worked for
us long before the protest

group brought up the matter.
Whoever has applied and was
qualified for the job has been
hired," she said.

ference on Religion and Race.
Mrs. Everett pointed out
that the track has always been
sensitive to the needs of socie-

non -conforming use.

"I can speak for. as long as
I have been in racing and my
father before me (the late Ben

Lindheimer), we never prac-

ticed discrimination, nor

-

Instiwastussagg

Gripe
Of The
Day

she said.
4*.t.*2ffttSlisU

esa

Heliport

Planned

Armstrong said the union

Mrs. Everett said also that
the two tracks she manages,

At Store

,

Washington D. C. last night to
protest President Richard M.
Nixon's planned trip to Romania.
Lindstrom, in a press conference

before departing from

O'Hare Airport, said he is opposed to the Presidential visit
because Nixon's life may be
threatened on the trip and "it is

Vandals Hit
Bulldozer

the

Ara

Con-

struction Co. of Chicago.
The

bulldozer had

been

parked at Morse and Eisenhower and its key had been
taken.

will not need to hold primary
elections Sept. 23. In those districts having four or less candidates, no primary will be held.
Several districts have only two
candidates filed. .

titions will be filed in the 3d
district, raising the final total
to 14 or more,
To date there have been pe-

There is still the possibility
that additional candidates will
file petitions before the 5 p.m.

titions filed by four residents
of Arlington Heights. four
residents of Mount Prospect.
two residents of Prospect
Heights and one each from
Barrington and Inverness.

it

were

partially or totally 'destroyed
by some natural disaster.

So he asked that the pro-

perty be rezoned for business
use to guarantee that the shop
is

a permanent occupant of

the site.

The Plan Commission in a
recent hearing recommended
that the Village Board grant

rezoning request were denied,

"we would be tempted to attempt to disannex."

He was planning to annex

the property to Arlington

Heights in the first place, he
said, until.he was "surprised"
to find that Mount Prospect
had involuntarily grabbed it.
"We would have got this in
(Continued on Pogo 2)

" "We would have got this in Arlington Heights," attorney
Henry Vallely mild last night of a proposed rezoning of residential property for a business tiie.

$1.5 Million Budget
Passed for Schools

concurr with the Plan

He convinced the com-

The Prospect Heights
School District 23 board

would be improper and "not
in the best interests of the

Monday passed a $1.5 million
budget for the 1969-70 fiscal

year after cutting of $36,500
from the propoSed
tional fund items.

educa-

could be made to reverse the

trend. Grodsky prefaced his
remarks by saying that he
recommended keeping the

warrants at the $290,000
figure for 1969-70.

To implement the budget,

HE THEN listed the

anticipation warrants will be
issued to cope. with a deficit
in the educational fund. Last

--Elimination of participation in the fine and practical

an estimated $233,500.in.-tax. - following possible cuts:

year's budget required TAWS
of $270,000.

On June 30, board

constitute spot -zoning,

reviewing an educational fund

High; $7,000.

budget that called for TAWS
of $290,000 to "close the

deprived program; $7,700.

and leave for home, a picnic
or other recreation without

being delayed on jammed

highways.

Besides, rezoning would

because neighboring property
js residential, he said.

Also, if the property were

inaugurate the oc-

zoned for business use, there

casion, the store will be giving
free helicopter rides Saturday,
from 1-4 p.m.

would be nothing to prevent

To

the owners from selling out to

"load" of TAWS next year, in

gap."

Supt. Edward Grodsky was
asked at that time for recom-

mendations on where cuts

program at MacArthur Junior

--F.ncling of the culturally.

--.Doing without an assistant principal at MacArthur
'
Junior High, $500.
Gerald McGovern has be' -

someone wanting to build a

In

By Darlene Mitchell
It was about 2 a.m. when the

state police called John Keippel and told him about the fifteenth deer this year being hit

It's John Keippel's job to
worry about things like that.
He is superintNdent of the
Des Plaines Division of Cook

County Forest Preserves.
When Keippel arrived at the

Sec. of State William Rogers or

one of his assistants. He also
plans a small protest demonCapitol.

LINDSTROM is national
chairman of the Remember
e,f.

the many rains," Keippel says.
"I tell people that you can tell
my district because the corners
are mowed."
But it was a bad morning. At
6 a.m., Keippel was back, offirail fence at the entrance to his

headquarters had been
smashed.

K e i p p el kept saying,
"There's a red -cart No, that's
not the one." A careless mo-

man of Park Ridge-made the

trip with Lindslrom, but the
.

Inspecting a newly -installed horse bridge built over Willow
Road near Sanders Road are Forest Preserve Des Plaines Division
Supt.' John Keippel and Assistant Supt. Norman Beckman. The
bridge connects bridle trails.1Photo by Mike Sims)

patrol car, and people would
avoid him."

local 'division -recently, Keippel said. Ranger Peter Collins
broke a car window to get to a

Heights.

Phillip Ben-

But the same ranger could go
back in the same area with a

erything looked pretty good.
Keippel is- proud of his di -tries efficiency.

cially "in" for the day. The

nett of Palatine and Mike Sher-

I

TWO PERSONS were rescued from possible death in the

M c Do n a I d Rd., Prospect

Two other officers in the

was a mounted
ranger, I found that people
were very friendly," Keippel
remembers. "Everyone wanted to pet the horse and talk.
"When

entrance to headquarters, ev-

"WE'VE KEPT up with
the grass mowing in spite of

stration on the steps of the

est preserve work.

torist had left red paint on several yards of the broken fence.

Keippel is a veteran .of 23
years in the district. He is fa-

miliar with the exciting in-

woman

whose

wrists

had

apparently been slashed. She
lived.
So did a man overcome by

carbon monoxide fumes. He
was discovered in time by
Rangers Tom Canale and Earnest Severino Jr.

The deer are usually killed
on Dundee, Palatine and Central Rds., where deer crossing
signs are posted. Last year 28
were hit by cars, the superintendent said.

Picnic shelters have a trim
new look, due to recent sand

Before any vote was taken,
Grodsky repeated his stand.
"Deep in my heart I don't
these

want to make any of

say, borrow $290,000
in TAWS."
cuts.

I

except the. culturally deprived program, a

total of $22,500. In moving

clean-up afterward. Over a
thousand Japanese -Americans
who meet here every year pick

up every scrap of paper and
trash before they leave. Another regular group always leaves
the worst mess of all."
The Des Plaines District has

that the one item not be elimin-

ated, Board President Robert

Le Forge said, "The measly
$7,700 involved is not worth
saving at the expense of the
number of children it will
help." -

Voting for its retention

a 25 -mile circumference and

were board members Mrs.

runs along the Des Plaines
River from north of Dundee

(Continued on Page 21

'Rd. down to Touhy Av. Added
to the 58 miles of roadway are
15.3 miles of bridle paths.
Three man-made lakes are

unique to this district. Beck,
Big Ben and Belleau lakes offer fishing, and sailboats are a
familiar sight at Beck and Big
Ben lakes.

KEEPING THE

lakes

cleared of trash and pollution
takes constant care, Keippel

Two Hurt
In Head -On

Auto Crash
Two persons from Mount
were injured last
night in a head-on crest; on Algonquin Rd. just west of Mount
Prospect Rd. in Des Plaines.
Prospect

heave

Dorene Christ, 25, of 1176
Boxwood Dr. and Kenneth A.
Marin, 34, of 1716 Robbie Ln.
were treated for cuts and
bruises at Holy Family Hospi-

took the cue and started throwing trash. I suggested that the

auto was'westbound on Algon-

said.

"One day

I

saw a man emp-

ty a can of fish worms, and
the can into Beck
Lake," Keippel said. "His son

tal and released.

Police said Miss Christ's

man roll up his trousers and quin when it went out of control on the rail -slicked road.
"He asked why he should, Her auto reportedly skidded

wade in to remove the can.

tures.

$200 to him. (This is the pos-

group holds their outing, just
hoW many men we'll need for

--Eliminating the remedial
reading teacher at MacArthur
Junior High; $7,000.
The board Monday first
considered these possible curs. -

mentioned,

and said he might get his pants
wet. I asked him if it was worth

.

registration is already at more
than 70 and two teachers will
handle the teaching. Savings;

board voted to make all the
possible cuts Grodsky had

blasting of the stone struc"I KNOW -when a regular

--Elimination of one half-

time kindergarten teacher at

AFTER MUCH agonizing
over individual items, the

ippel's Forest
cidents and the routine of for-

ministrative assistant to Supt.
Grodsky. The $500 represents
the extra pay that would have
been paid to a teacher already
in the system acting as assistant principal.

$3,500.

--Elimination of the after school intramural sports program for all grades, $1,500.
--Dropping the Spanish

members said that they did

Rich, who will become ad-

Ross School. Pre-school

not wish to increase the

enhance the value with a

moved up to the principalship
there, taking the place of Tom

arts program administered by
District 21, $3,000.

rezoning.

any type of gesture of friendship."
The pastor said he -has requested a meeting today with

from the capital tonight.

He also added that if the

in no way obligated to

un-Christian to join hands with
the Romanian communists in

The three plan to return

Vallely becaMe angry and
spoke out against the village.

THE JUDICIARY Committee last night was ready to

by a car.

pastor emphasized that the protest was not being sponsored by
the committee.

type of buildings permitted
under the business classification.

the rezoning.

policemen and firemen.

committee-Dr.

restaurant or any of the other

Customers will be able to
fly above traffic, land next to

Liberty, 203 -E. Camp

been broken on a bulldozer
by

deadline Friday. It is expected
that two or more additional pe-

senatorial districts in the state

operation a retail heliport.

tor of the Church of Christian

Plaines police said
yesterday that the glass on
the guages had been shat,
tered and the linkage had
owned

On the basis of filing done
through yesterday. 28 of the 58

Corners -Are Mowed

The Pueblo committee and pas-,

Des

if

would substantially increase
Something new in shopping the value of the property. But
will . be added to the area because the store was a nonSaturday when Famous Li- conforming use on residential
quors, 1307 Rand Rd., Arl- property even before it came
ington Heights, will put into into the village, the village is

Nixon Trip
of Prospect Heights'. flew to

reconstructed .

the property for a business use

Pastor Protests

The Rev. Paul D. Lindstrom

the shop from being

Teichert said that rezoning

scholarship programs she and
the track ownership have con-

munities in the "area of the
track and for the children of

the law which could prohibit

village."

SHE POINTED to

Vneeting and hopes it will lead
to solving the track's problem
of finding qualified help.

He said he fears, however,

mittee that the rezoning

the store, make their purchase

People who do not want
to clean their yards so they
walk their dogs on public
B.B.
property.

nexation.

and added his opinion.

ago.

would we tolerate it.

may continue to operate the
flower shop on the 'property,
just as they did before the an-

until Mayor
owners, Henry Vallely ofr Commission
Robert Teichert showed up
Prospect Heights, said that he

racing officials and detectives,
"and that was many years

responsible role in that society. "We will assist all persons
in trying to meet their needs,"

tributed to, for students from
the inner city, from com-

heads in attendance yesterday

the

to hire Negro mutuel clerks,

ty and has assumed a

Mrs. Everett said she was

satisfied with yesterday's

comes in with A strick. resi-

to get qualified help IA any
race or creed, buy were the

ment practices, but Mrs.

leaders of a Negro group who

territory between

the villages until Mount

Arlington Park and Washington Park, not only are happy

exist in the track's emplciy-

the track yesterday with

mailing ad-

flower
dential zoning,
shop property is supporting a

Representatives of Arl- admitted discrimination does
represent track employes met

Heights

dress, actually was in unin-

Leaders Discuss Hiring
officials of unions which

the recommendation
of the Plan Commission last
night in advising the Village Board to deny a rezoning request for Pesche's Flowers of
Arlington Heights.
The property, at 605 E.
Golf Rd., despite the Arlington

Arlington Officials, Union

practices.

the

narrowed to four. In the general election for delegates to he

against

Brigade.

-

IN THE PRIMARY

vention. Only two districts
have nine. They are the 2d dis-

Judiciary Committee went

Air Force's 755th Radar Squadron. Last year two other towers,
formerly operated by the National Guard were dismantled. Now
there will be just two towers left of the original five. They will
continue to be manned by the U. S. Army 45th Air Defense

lage Hall, 8 p.m.
Building Committee, Village Hall, 8 p.m.

-- -

has more than nine persons in

Park.

ing petitions, the 3d senatorial

The Mount Prospect

A passerby at first thought an accident had damaged one of the
radar domes at the Arlington Heights Air Defense Command base
on Central Rd. in Arlington Heights. Actually, the tower is being
dismantled as part of a Defense Department nationwide economy
move. This tower houses a radar formerly operated by the U. S.

Drainage and Clean
Streams Commission, Vil-

Suburban News, had alleged
_that the track discriminated
against Negroes in its hiring

No other district in Illinois

number of candidates will be

By Ted Lacey

Tonight

protest

Park. The other is the 6th district on the south side of Chi- cago embracing Blue Island,
Oak Lawn and Evergreen

the race for seats at the con-

Meetings

a

River Forest and Elmwood

Committee Urges Denial
Of Flower Shop Rezoning

year, without the increase.
was $995,000," Jesse said.

staged

the convention which is
scheduled to open Dec. 8 in

The northwest suburbs appear to be assured of having

the state for the naming of
delegates to the state's constitutional convention.
With two more days for fil-

be de led ,out to local governLocal governments
ments.
have been getting only a half

had

didates for the two delegates
scats to be held by the district

By Richard Crabb

Prospect may hope for that
amount. An additional quarter of a cent out of every five
cents collected by the five
per cent state sales tax will

at

Newsstand Price ID Cents

Largest Con -Con Field
Likely in N.W. Suburbs

Share

ington Park Race Track and

255-4490
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"The

:

sible

fine). He immediately

saw the light and retrieved the
can."

across the median strip into the
path of Martin's eastbound
auto.
Miss Christ was charged

with driving too fast for condi_
tions.

.

'

Young Enters Race for Congress
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Clerk Sets Dates
For Voter` Registration
There will be four elections
this fall in the 13th Congressional District.
Cook County Clerk Edward
Barrett said, "Because of the
proximity of the dates for these
elections, the opening dates for

voter registration and transfer
of registration will be different
in the 13th Congressional Dis-

tr)

Nov. 27, 1969: Registration

The dates for voter registra-

tion and transfer of registration at the office of the county
clerk, in Chicago, arc:
Aug. 22, 1969: Last day for

of
county clerk opens for voter
registration or transfer of reg-

THE FOUR elections will
provide delegates to the constitutional convention and replace Rep. Donald Rumsfeld
Congressional

(R -13th

9,

1969:

Clubs Stolen
Edwin Race of 920 Beau
told po-

lice yesterday that he had
found a small hole in the
trunk of his car and dis-

covered that a golf set with
clubs, bag and cart, as well
as a spare tire had been stolen.

He estimated his loss at
about $300.

Does Mount Prospect need
a bigger Village Hall?

The Village Board's building committee has been charg-

ed with the responsibility of
studying the question and
coming up with'an answer.
No date has been set for the
study to begin.
"The question came up dur-

ing the Central School sale,"
Acting Village Manager John
Zimmermann said yesterday.

"IT WAS THE general
concensus of the board that

a new municipal facility, but
did not bid on it.

Zimmermann said the

present Village Hall is being

Heights, Elk Grove Village
and Rolling Meadows post of -

private industry prior to the

Maureen Sandstrom, Le
Forge and Melvin Lace.

Bruce Wallace cast the only
negative vote. Members not
present were Alan Krinsky,

John Stull and Arthur
Koester.

The board also voted cuts
in the art and music program,
a savings of $14,000. These
consisted of eliminating one
art and one music teacher in

the district, eliminating
elementary band and having

one music teacher at the

junior high school teaching

instrumental, choral and

classroom music. Any other
art and music instruction is

returned to the classroom
teacher.

Wallace cast the sole vote
against the cuts.

Grodsky said that revenue
for the education fund would
be $20,000 greater than anticipated, with general state
aid at $547,000, instead of
$527,000,

Gene Kucharski, district
manager, later

ex-

plained that the new formula
is based on $520 per student,

a 90 cent qualifying rate and
average daily attendance. He
said that .the new formula will
result in an increased revenue

for the educational fund of
about $100,000 over last

out

and watch carefully the devel-

opments of this campaign,"
said Young.

LEGAL
NOTICES

postal

con-

problems

13th District.
country,"
- ' ' -r h i s

tory of the world. We have reli-

the

THE FINAL educational
as later passed, is $1,256,920.

service for poor legal notices,
use DAY PUBLICATIONS

Call Bill Thornburg .. 255-4400
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to
Legal no. 126
BID NOTICE

"IN OTHER words,"

he

Illinois from Alan M. Lawson, Director of Business Services.

additional services, he said.

a zoning variation for the probe reconstructed if anything
should happen to it.

Judiciary Committee

Chairman Earl Lewis said the

Village Board could ask

mermann to,:petiiion the

board of appeals for the varia-

tion, at no additional cost to
the shop owners,

The variation would leave
the properly rezoned residen-

tial but make it .legally
parking area and a home.
"I'm relatively certain, it
mermann siad.

transportation fund, $55,336;

recommending the rezoning,

The rent fund expenditures

-the Plan Commissicifi, in

also recommended stipulations. Easements 33 feet wide
on the west side of Grove Dr.
and the east side of Meier Rd.
should be dedicated to the

village for future widening of

payments to the state for

the streets.

almost completed Eisenhower
School. After 1.6 213 years the
title in the building and site

went against the rezoning

will revert to the school

district, as payments are completed.

Before final votes were

made, Le Fbrge said that he

The Judiciary Committee

idea, but does recommend the
easements.

As for

the

fact

that the

name of the flower shop cites

"Pesche's Flowers of Arlington Heights," while the

was recommending cuts in the

store is actually

school program "goes on as
usual" and referendums con-

need a new sign anyway."

budget, saying that if the

always a 'cushion'."

WAYN, BRENNA

responsibility."

owner(s) is MARTIN HELLER 3840 Jar -

lath, Lincolnwood; MICHAEL BOHM
6829 N. Seeley, Chicago.
Published in

Published in the

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Wednesday, July 9, 1969

Wednesday, July 9, 1969

Fixtures by Strass. Wall, ceiling, 8 Swags
with world famous Strass jeweled crystals.

Plesa said the union's national leadership had reached
,,,osndiyecis:ionner"rekuucitzstsiy" caonnd_,

Special Grouping of

si

sultation with top postal officials in Washington and a
thorough study of the legislation itself.He charged that "the Postmaster General himself has
failed to give ,any consideration to the fact that even
with the meager 4.1 per cent

in stock to choose from

Brass Lite Fixture

valpsector as of June, 1968 to
say nothing of -the astronomical rise in living costs during the
13 months since that time."

LAMP.SHADES .
SWAGS
FLOOR LAMPS

by

final
$12.95 up
$29.95 up
$4.95 up
ORIGINAL
$12.95 up
$14.95 up le

WALL CLOCKS

39.95

Values to
,

S129.00

ea.

A,INTERIOR LIGHTING

1.1

111TRUIR

u ...ft m et

WOOD DALE, ILL.

367 GEORGETOWN SQUARE

and are supporting the Postal
Reform Act (H.R.4) proposed

#0159215
all sales

TABLE LAMPS

the need for postal reform,"

by Dacar
Sale ends July 17th

5 Lite Crystal and $39.95

pay increase effective in mid July, postal clerks are still
more than $800 a year behind

PLESA EMPHASIZED that
postal employes "do recognize

TABLE LAMPS

750 -LAMPS & FIXTURES

PHONE 595-0175

(In Georgetown Shopping Center
2 miles west of Rt. 83 on Irving Park Rd.)

a

Representative

as

94; Mon., Thurs. 8. Fri. 9.9; Sun. 10.5
WE; REPAIR LAMPS* SATISFACTION ON OUR LAMPS OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.
HOURS: Tues., Wed. & Sot.,

chairman of the House Post
Office and Civil Service Committee.

esge+----

GRAND
OPENING
of our new home!

FOR
KIDS

*Free Drawing!
*Free Souvenirs
and Gifts!

ONLY

in Mount

HOMETOWN CLAIM SERVICE

believe in- fiscal

Foundry Rd. Mt. Prospect 60056. The
true name(s) and address(es) of

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Visit Our

Prospect, part-owner Bette
Pesche said, "Oh well, we

ple will say that the school
board is lying and there is
He concluded, "I believe I

place of business located at 1713

SPECIAL PRICES --LOOK FOR RED TAGS!

Hostess

tinue to be defeated, "the peo-

'represent a majority of the
people in the district -- and

.

TY and MIKE'S COUNTRY STORE with

Lamps From Lamp Show in Chicago
And New York

Village Atty. John Zim- their counterparts in the pri-

$.1,464,..296 budget are:

of $30,000 are annual

County Clerk of Cook County, file No.
_13-19969 on the 1st day:of July, 1969
under the assumed name(i) of MAR-

JUST PURCHASED,

eral workers whose wages and

would be granted," Zim- Thaddeus J. Dulski (D-N.Y),

$17,000.

Services.

Published in the
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Wednesday, July 9, 1969

/-

said, "postal employes would
be the only large group of fed-

total budget, Wallace again
cast the only negative vote.
Other expenditures in the

$22,250; rent fund, $30,000
and life safety code fund,

Community Consolidated School
District 59 will accept sealed bids for
milk requirements for 1969.70 school
year on July 23, 1969 at 2:00. Specifications and further information
may be obtained at thefahol Sere=
ice Center, 2525 South Clearbrook
Drive, Arlington' Heights, Illinois from
Alan M. Lawson, Director of Business

as amended, that a certificate 'was
filed by the undersigned with the

salary increase."

permissable to' have a green
house there, along with a

municipal retirement fund,

transaction of business in this State,"'

BID NOTJCE

alien may be obtained at the School
Service Center, 2525 South Clem -brook Drive, Arlington Heights,

dom and the freedom to pursue
happiness on a scale never before equaled.

"An Act in relation to the Use of an
assumed name in the conduct or

Legal no. 127

Community Consolidated School
District 59 will accept sealed bids on
Ozite "Styletrend" floor covering to
be installed in Dan Cook School --

gious freedom, political free-

On the final vote for approval and adoption of the

building fund, $82,790;

Certificate on File
with the County Clerk
DateJuly 1, 1969
Cert. No. B-19969

For the best coverage and finest

bids to be opened July 18, 1969.
said -Specifications and holier _ inform

Young, "our political system
and we as citizens, comprise
the greatest nation in the his-

to every future

rates

the

255-4400

department in the Village Hall rent rates (doubtful) or by
is 'going to need additional forcing the public to pay inspace to handle billings for the creased fees for mail service."

fund budget or expenditures,

I

"The candidate who knows
government at the township,
village, county, state and national level will be successful.

cussions that are bound to improve and develop the winner

lot legal advertising

quistion of the Utility Sewer on the corporation's ability to
and Water Co., the finance pay, either at the level of cur-

Approve Budget
(Continued front Page 1

and the problems of this dis-trict.

ploye."

village completes its ac- fringe benefits would depend

HE WAS COOLED off
suggestion that he could get

opinion that the voters will
elect the candidate who best
appears to appreciate the ac-

in

representation

fronting the nation and the

fails to give employes the right represents the nation's
to strike, even though we 300,000 postal clerks, is mobiwould no longer have civil ser- lizing opposition to the bill.
"It would definitely make
vice status.
"Secondly, it fails to give employes public scapegoats,"
Plesa explained, "by tying

the rezoning.

sidered."

cussing

transfer of employes into the
corporate structure.' - Plesa" cited -an additional
"FIRST," PLESA said, "it reason why the union, which

perty, instead of a rezoning,
Arlington Heights;" he said of to permit the flower show to

by

thusiasm is healthy and will

"in selecting the Republi-

tic need has created an inflation which is placing an unfair burden on the American
wage earner and salaried em-

YOUNG POINTED

vie for the office of 131h District congressman. Such en-

-

Congress in the past and particularly from the most recent
holders of that office, Mrs.
Marguerite Church and Donald Rumsfeld."
YOUNG SAID it was as important to consider the country's strengths and accomplishments as to register concern about the problems facing the nation. "It is my in t en t i o'h to campaign on
with the
Right
"What's
United States" as well as dis-

al service into a government unilateral access to binding arcorporation. Local 4545 rep- bitration.
"Third, it fails to establish
resents postal clerks and mail
handlers in the Arlington true wage comparability with

(Continued from Page 1)

somewhat, hoWever,

business

standing

Samuel H. Young

Panel Denies Zoning
For Pesche Florist

Village Hall should be con-

has

welcome and genuinely'
appreciate the willingness and
desire of so many candidates to

"This district has had out-

used to its capacity. When the

the possible need for a bigger

to he a more effective representative in Congress for the
people of this district. I urge
the Republican party to listen

ton Heights audience,

Trustees Studying Need
For Bigger Village Hall
The board at one time considered buying the schOol as

complishments,- the concerns

this war

The high spending levels
caused by the war and domes-

trict," Young told his Arling-

Area Postal Clerks Speak Out
Against Post Corporation Bill

of laical 4545, United Federation of Postal Clerks, AFLCIO, listed three major objections to pending legislation
which would convert the post-

generate provocative dis-

that

tegrity of the United States.

for their support for the election as the party nominee for
congressman of the 13th Dis-

registration.

Michael G. 'Plesa, president

can representative it is my

"I have decided to ask the

Nov. 27; 1969: Office of
county clerk opens for voter
registration and transfer of

What it fails to do," according
to an Arlington Heights postal
union official.

presenily more than ever concerned about the financial in-

voters of the Republican Party

Oct. 17, 1969: Last day for
voter registration or transfer
of registration.

organized
postal clerks arc mustering active opposition in Congress
against the administration's
postal corporation bill "for

morning at Arlington Towers

"Voters of this district are

field on June 30.

istration.

The nation's

created.

secretary of state in Spring-

Office

ted effectiVenCss will be suc-

opinion

petition of candidacy with the

Dis-

trict).
Barrett said the dates for
voter registration in the offices
of local village and city clerks
within the 13th District are as
follows:
Aug. 22, 1969: Last day for
registration.

Dr., Des Plaines,

Oct.

cessful.

levels and who has demonstra-

Young held a presS conference ,and open house this

Hotel to announce his candidacy although he filed his

voter registration or transfer
of registration.

"In addition, the closing
dates for absentee ballot application are different for the special congressional elections
than for the constitutional
convention elections."

kl

States are highly distressing to
the taxpayer attempting to pay

people in government. at all

gress.

about the division of public

the 13th district seat in Con-

closes.

The candidate who knows the

his mortgage, raise and educate his children, and save for
his retirement with an inflation that threatens to eliminate the fruits of his savings
and thrift.

about the best method to end
this war. We are concerned

ly opened his campaign today
in the northWest suburbs for

Jan. 20, 1970: Registration

County.

drain on our youth and our
production and financial resources. We are concerned

Northfield Township, formal-

opens.

trict than fmthe rest of Cook

arc concerned and distressed
ahont war irf Viet Nam with its

Chicago attorney and Republican committeeman of

racial tensions, student;
demonstrations and criticism
of the fundamental principles
of government in the United
that

"The people of this district

Samuel H. Young of Glenview, former Illinois assistant
secretary of state, prominent

Electric Tray

WESTGATE SHOPPING
CENTER-)

Starter Farm ly1;;;,;;;;

gaily decorated, unbreakable
Available while supply lasts,

tiger

bank.

Free!

Receive this beautiful electri: hostess tray by
depositing $300 or more in any new account or
existing account. Automatic temperature control, walnut finish and gold border. Size 11" by

392-4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

'Kiddie Kashier'

Add $25 tdyour accountior open a new account for $25 and you will receive this giant,

14".

year's figure.

Total educational revenue
of $1,253,428 plus $40,000
cash on hand results in a total

of $1,293,428. To bridge the
gap between, revenue and expenditures would -then require
TAWS of $233,500.

OWEN

Deposit $300 or more in a

OW

new or existing

account to receive this va able collector's coin.
on pambook savings,
You'll earn a high 43/4

paid quarterly. Only hile supply lasts. Sorry
only one gift per famil

at

Rolling Meadows Shopping
Canter

Free!

0 Minimum $1,000 or more
-sr:SavingsCertificates_

CV Savings Certificates
A3if 0/ Regular Passbook G11
ftn./4 to Minimum $5,000 or TOM
mi. /4 io Savings

CARPET
SALES
Visit

1.100111 rot

672 E. Noitliww,t Hwy
Pcilcitine 358-1500
ServioMcister
Cctrpet 8. Furtlitur.

Sel Service Liquors
BIGGER:...BETTER....AND

MORE

t

R We

FUN TO SHOP THAN EVER....

GRAND OPENING HOURS:

COME PEEK IN OUR WINDOWS.
The Countries' No. I Liquor Retailer

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

MEMBER

1531 W. Campbell Arlington Heights, Ill.. '
(Wilke Road and Campbell Street)

Mon., Tues., Thurs. and Fri. 9 am to 8 pm

SIS

Wed and Sat. 9 an to 1 pm

Phone:,394-0600

.'

Established 1893

..

:

.

.

_

.....

-

' .

Enjoy The Guaranteed Taste of Super -Right Meats!

.0111111.S'

SIRLOIN TIP

/08

RUMP or
SUPER RIGHT QUALITY

ROTISSERIE
ROAST

LB.

SUPER
RIGHT

BONELESS SWISS STEAK 98.
.

118

STEAK

HAM SLICES

GROUND

II

mor 'LB..

A&P's FINEST

4

WASHINGTON GROWN

MICHIGAN GROWN

INC CHERRIES

/
/

ERRIES

3400

TASTY
LARGE
RIPE

2 -LB.

1 -LB. PKG. 69c

Tasty Pickin's-Fresh Produce!

LU

$135

FRANKFURTERS.

A&P's
SUPER RIGHT

K

'LB.

CENTER CUT -TASTY
SUPER RIGHT

LB.

JUICY
SUPER RIGHT

_

.

I

1

1

/

I

-

-

1969

ASTE

IN

RIPE

//

TVE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.
44%4i%
.0
EFFECTIVE00
THESE

Mint Flavored
7.25 oz. Size

AND

/

--:::-: :.::- ::- :::::.:..;,--

BOXES

A&P Brand

SWEET

°I

fic

Squirrel Brand

SI014STO..RES
*A7LTHCRHUICAIUGLOY DII2VtIh,

20 PoundBag

CHARCOAL

.oe

i;74 WHITE BREAD WT-fN:4

SALAD DRESSING
Ann Page
Brand
A&P's Finest

trrt

49

partyWaie

"'

:11.1"oc?

'7." Cher

2p.

3 p,s 100

BROAD
MEDIUM
FINE

CORN
..

.

A&P Brand

ALP IN ANT

RI

24-az

VIP

Pkg

thru July 12th, 1969

43 -oz,
Can

sultana Brand

sl..

SAVE 154
SAVE 104

SANDWICH SPREAD

89c

,

,

.

SAVE 104

...

SLICEDA mdi 1E
6 -es.
Pkg.

Stamp
gifts

29c

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store
thru Jul 12th, 1969

SAVE 10c

4

46 -oz.
Cans

69

Bag

COFFEE

(Save 26I)

LIQUIDMr. Clean'

CLEANER

134 -Off
Label
28 -oz. Size

52

Sultana Brand

--39c

FRUIT COCKTAIL
E -Z SERVE Brand

PAPER PLATES

SAVE 54
ROYAL GELATIN
....

we care

.-ox.

BI;

SC.

Pkg.

eauty

FRUIT DRINKS

SAVE 104

8 -in. Size

100 ct. 9 inch size

Del Monte-All Flavors

/PA.'

3 -LB.

Quo

or

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store.
thru July 121h, 1969

-1

39C

12 -oz. Cello Bag

990

8 o'clock

are great for
summer giving.

SPANISH PEANUTS

With this coupon and any purchase.
at any Chicago Division ALP Stara

Bitirailir

0

17 -oz.
CANS

-

PIE

LB.

laid

-

APPLE

CTN.

A&P Whole Kernel

SAVE 154

Jane Parker Fresh

290

SEVENTH WEEK -6" Salad Bowl

Ann Page Brand

S

Loaves20-oz.

FEATURE OF THE WEEK

COTTAGE CHEESE
A&P Brand
Cream Rich
Lge. or Small Curd

Jane Parker
Fresh Daily

0.04

'

ER

NAPKINS
200's

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division AAP Store
thru Jul 12th, 1969

SAVE 54
SAVE 5c

99C

BETTY

Ann Page Brand

A&P Brand

yr GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
3

BLACK PEPPERcI

C

CAKE MIXES
"A":". 39c
walLahnlyhics:locrgoonDzorsioannyApanhwarte

thru July 12th, 1969

46 -ox.

SAVE 5c

,

se

YOUR FRIENDLYA & P SUPERMARKETS ARE LOCATED AT

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

MT. PROSP
36 N: Main St.

BARRINGTON

ARLINGTON HT&

300 N. Hough St.

160.1 W. Campbell'

.

DES

pums

815 Lee St.

.SC,A MAURO
ns Road.

t.. 58..

ARLINGTONIMIS.

ELK GROVE

1818 N..State Rd.

Devon & Tonne Rd.

.

I

1P

Main Stree.

The Law Serves You

-

The Last Day

50-50 Chance Of a Job
jobs for 206,776 persons, more

find a new job for any appli-

work has a better than '50-50

than half the number of appli-

chance of finding a new job

cants.

cant, including the person who
is employed but wants to make

Illinois State
through
Employment Service, according to the Illinois State Bar Association,

219,608 persons during the

The person who is out of

Private employment
agencies licensed by the state
found jobs for another

the

year.

The bar group said state law
requires the Illinois Depart-

By law, the 1SBA noted, any

ment of Labor to operate free
employment services in all
municipalities irrthe state having a population of 25,000 or
more.

DURING 1968, the State
Employment Service

a change.
,

with a prospective employer,

person who has applied for

or through any of the 8l5 li-

unernployMent "compensation
or who has applied for or is receiving public aid, and who is
able to work, must register
with the State Employment
Service. However, the

censed privateit,employment
agencies. Although private

employment agencies are authorized by law to charge fees
for placing a person in a job,

often the employer pays the

employment office will try to

found

The person who is regis-

tered as a job -seeker with the
State Employment Service is
free to apply for work directly

fee, rather than the employe.

The State Employment Service also is required by law to

DOCTOR SAYS

help find jobs for discharged

Continuance of Pills
Matter for Own Doctor
W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Q --Should my high blood
I have a heart murmur.
My -doctor is -giving -me lsordil- -pressure stop me from traveling by air?
with PB, Dyazide and PMB.
A-No.
Are there any bad side effects
Q

(Isordil) is given to prevent or
relieve attacks of angina pec-

toris. Side effects include
flushing of the skin, headache,
dizziness and, weakness. When

combined with phenobarbital
(PB), it may be habit-forming.
Dyazide is a water pill and

Pro5pert ;Dap
Page 4

blood pressure

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

bonded
employes, such _as some_ messenger and delivery services.

jobs

that

require

William J. Kiedaisch

t,iMnnaging Editor

decision
The
should be left up to your doctor.
Q - I have a leaky heart valve

central

the

Times

IT WAS A fast, chatty, bub-

Square area. Our destination
was the National Camp Fire
Girl office. This visit was real-

bly sort of show, and 'novas fun

to see. The "warm up" was
particularly great, with lots of
audience participation. The
announcer made special note
of us since we were all in our
Horizon Club outfits and we

ly the whole reason for our trip

to 'fun city.'
A year ago we had entered a
Fire tile
national Camp

picture contest. The winning
pictures were to be placed in
the lobby of the national office. We lost the contest and

stood out in the audience.
It seemed to us that the stu-

dio was very small, the lights
very bright. The mini -moni-

wanted to see what tile pictures

real thing was right in front.
The show we saw was taped, to

be shown today (July 9). We

covered in a hurry that other

Camp Fire. Girls are just_as tal- _loved it.
more so, because they won and
we lost the contest.

Afterwards, we strolled up
Seventh Av. to Mastry's Restaurant, near the famed Stage
Delicatessen. We still had

The national office takes an

money left from our original

entire five -story building. An

$1,000, and so we opened the

ented as we. Obviously, even

purse wide and announced
that everyone could have

Fire flag hang majestically in
front. We toured the building.
met the national officers and

steak. Most did, but a couple
thought
better.

then went on our way.
-

spaghetti would be

-

We headed for the Empire
AT MASTRY'S we met one
of the Golddiggers from Dean

State Building. The lobby itself
is a work of art. It's all marble,

imported from Italy, France,

Martin's show. Also a man

Belgium and Germany.

automatic elevator to the 86th

floor observatory, 1,050 feet

You wouldn't believe how
much decorating the gals did

enter the service. Are they all easy marks?

high. There's a glass enclosed
area and an outdoor
promenade on all four sides at

that level. It's breathtaking to

and pictures and menus and all

see the other tall building from
the top.
Then we went up even high-

sorts of things hanging in their

WE TOOK A high-speed

--Recruit

in the short time we were there.

They had signs and flowers
rooms. Each
girls,
personality.
three

er to the 102d floor observa-

one, housing
had its own

toryi 1,050 feet. It was a bright
Dear Lee Janson,

Stilbestrol, Hydrodiuril and
Dexarnyl. Can they be taken
indefenitely?

A - Stilbestrol is a female
hormone. Although in prdperly adjusted doses it can be
taken indefinitely, many doc-

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, mune delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; 59.00 for six months
Newsstand price. 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount l'rospect, Ill. 60056

in

not

Service Girls
Dear Lee Janson,

doctor has prescribed

722 Center. Des Plaines, III. 60016

asked, "Who's she?")

southern end of Manhattan,

who claimed to be directing a
Paul Newman movie.
We went back to the dorm
and un-decorated the rooms.

and an enlarged heart. My

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 60005

at the

American flag and a Camp

When a girl puts on a uniform, she doesn't change her

symptoms.

is

AS WE entered, we dis-

background or upbringing. The Army is not looking for tramps,
and the service is filled with capable, competent women from all
over the country whose morals are above reproach. As with any
organilation there's an occasional bad apple.

would depend on your

Hall area, which

would be unable to qualify for

I've heard lots of stories about the reputations of girls who

continue to take these drugs

Vivian Vance and Gwen Vet::
don (most of our jet -set gals

subway headed for the City

fun to watch even though -the

headache, dizziness, weakness

drowsiness, dizziness and
nausea may occur but are
rare. How long you should

den as host. Appearing on the
show that day was Bob Crane,

tors around the studio were

Its

and nausea. PMB contains a
female hormone and a tranquilizer. Such side effects as

We still had things to do, so
we rose early. We boarded a

for my 14 Camp Fire Girls, . had tickets for the TV show
"Personality" with Larry Blytwo other moms and me.

ours.

side effects are dry mouth,

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field Ill
Wednesday, July 9, 1969

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

reducer.

Rockefeller 'Center and the
NBC broadcasting center. We

could possibly be better than

Lee Janson
LISTENS
TO YOU

A - Isosorbide dinitrate

This is the seventh and last
day of our New York City trip

and paroled convicts. The Service has a special bonding program for such persons and other workers who ordinarly

from these drugs? What are
they for? Will I have to take
them as long as I live?

Lil Flows

tors prefer to have their

off ve.r.y gradually.

from each of the girls was that
they keep a daily diary while in
New York to record their

girls were awed by the view.

Next, we went down the

This guy I know has a reputation for playing fast and loose
with the girls he goes out with. That's O.K. with me, except that
now he is dating my sister. She's a great girl, and I don't want
anything wrong to happen to her.
--Big Brother

street to the world's largest de-

If your sister's a great girl, she can handle the situation herself.
Your talking to -her about his reputation won't change anything,

with arms full of packages.
We gathered . ourselves to-

but letting your buddy know how you feel about your sister

postmenopausal patients taper

One of the things required

day, but just a bit hazy. The

Protect Sis

I./

personal reaction to the Big
City.

partment store, Macy's. We
turned the gals loose, in pairs,
for shopping. They returned at
a designated time and place

These were collected before
they went to bed.

A final column tomorrow

on the trip with capsule quotes
gether and headed next for from the diaries.

might. Have faith in your sister.

Hydrodiuril is a water pill. It

can be taken indefinitely

under medical supervision.
Dexamyl is given to control

Letters to .the Editor

the appetite. As soon as you
-

-

Dr. Thomas'
Letter to Dist. 59
School Board
Dr. Donald Thomas, who
leaves School District 59 to
of
superintendent
become
schools in Amsterdam, N.Y.,
has been prominent locally in
education for the past 10 years.

Former head of District 59,
Thomas has been principal of
Elk Grove High School, assiscant principal and counselor at
Prospect High School, and a
teacher at Arlington High
School, all in District 214.
He has written this letter to
the District 59 board of
education and wishes to share
it with Day readers._
THOMAS WRITES:
My family and I have lived
in this area for 10 years. In the
fall of 1959 when we moved to

our new home at 208 East
Euclid in Arlington Heights
our neighbor, Bob Lidge,
came over and asked, "What
can I do to help?" In those ten
years

the words Bob spoke

'have continued to be the kindest words that anyone can

speak. Thew were the same
words 1 heard so often at Prospect High School, at Elk

Grove High School, and in

District 59. Every time there is
a need, there are people who

.. The superintendents as a

As I begin my new duties in

group would be difficult to Amsterdam, New York, I shall
match anywhere. The teachers
are among the most dedicated.
The schools need the help and

support of parents; they are
too important to be weakened
by conflict and criticism.

As District 59 appoints a
new superintendent,

I

hope

that many of you will be as

kind to him as you have bean to
Me. I hOpe,that you will always

remember that compassion is

stronger than criticism, that
kindness is more an attribute
of man that hostility. What a
new

superintendent

needs

more than anything else is a

Bob Lidge, or a Gene Artenienko, or a J. Ward Morrison,
or a Jack Pahl --someone with a
big hand and a big heart to say,

"What can I do to help?" He
must also have a strong, unifled Board of Education.

A a teacher, principal, and
superintendent in this area, I
have been fortunate to meet so

many wonderful people. So
many

have

contributed so

much to my life that I cannot
begin to thank all of them. I
shall, however, miss each of
you very, very much. As you
continue to build and propser

always appreciate the

excellence of School District

should be discontinued.
Sometithe ago you said
Q

WEUEMEING920011801168111!"

that anyone who was taking
water pills should not take

Letters To
The Editor
games will be withheld up-

Let

ers
should be as brief as poson request.

t

if possible, and should contain

sible. typewritten.

an address or phone nuntber so their authenticity
can be checked.
mx,-,,,,7,4-mmqmammeammmumam

Board
Studies
Bids
The combined total of apparent low bids submitted to
the Mount Prospect School
District 57 Board of Education Monday, was $212,197

children, may you always con
Incorporated within the
will ask, "What can I do to tinue to support your schools
bids was the conversion of
may you always have the cour
help?"
_Gsegory_and_Stoset Park
is-arra-h aa-sirmithc..fliz_ T., age : ro _SayiT.WINII
RA
tt
nest school districts i the na- help?",_

PARSLEK
Make as many four letter or more Words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

digitalis. My doctor says I can

take both at the same time.

A -- Persons who take

water pills for a long time
must be observed regularly for

nausea, weakness and
.All letters to the _editor mast be signed, but

heating, Jensen Heating,
$34,266; general construction
work, T. and H. Construction,

$146,235; electrical work,

Vern Smith Electric Co.,

A final decision on ac-

Answer on Comic Page

be made during a meeting of

'BIGGER...BETTER-AND
MORE FUN TO SHOP
THAN EVER...COME PEEK

Confidential to Honest: As it says in the good book, "He who
is without sin, let him cast the first stone."

INI

the land of HOLIDAY

this mineral imbalance. If

both drugs are taken under
careful medical supervision
and all

untoward symptoms

are reported to your doctor
promptly, there is nothing to
fear.

The King proclaimed every weekend "INN" summer a "HOLIDAY" to be "INN"-joyed by all. He stated in no uncertain terms
that, after work on Priddy, his subjects should escort their wives
to his castle. There his subjects will have free rein of his royal
dinner menus and The King will provide sparkling "Champagne"
to start their perfect weekend. Tempting relaxation and even
"that-ole feeling" kind of stuff can happen. Of course, everyone
will live happily ever after their "HOLIDAY"!

Q-1 perspire so much that
even wearing dress shields
doesn't protect my clothes.

I

have tried several anti-

perspirants but they don't
help. What do you advise?

A-The effectiveness of antiperspirants is limited. After

a short period of control,

there may be a rebound or in-

crease in perspiration. Ex-,
cessive sweating can be controlled with a variety of drugs
taken by mouth but, because
of possible side effects, they

water. What causes this and
what can I do for it?

A-Night sweats

may

be

caused by tuberculosis, a deficiency of vitamin C or D or
a general rundown condition.

If your doctor can find the,

'cause, he should be able to
$20,222 and plumbing, Nisis 'help you.

cepting the bids is expected to

athletic events, and be your natural self, and the gang will soon
forget about your Dad's occupation.

primarily to strengthen the
heart beat, it also acts as a
diuretic and may aggravate

Plumbing Co., $10,000.
29 good, 36 excellent

SELF-SERVICE LIQUORS

school, but often isn't. Participate in school activities, attend

balance in the tissues,

Q-I've been having night
sweats for over a year. My
scalp gets as wet as if I'd
ducked my head in a pan of

parent low bids shows:

-r

--The Parson's Daughter
I'm sure you aren't. It's an unfortunate burden you carry, just
as the principal's child Ls supposed to be the smartest in the

Although digitalis is given

lighting, using large storage
batteries for the schools, was

A breakdown of the ap-

hearing of parties I wasn't invited to attend because the kids
weren't sure "if the minister's daughter might feel uncomfortable." I don't think I'm any different from any other high

disturbance of the mineral

medical supervision.

included.

a,
Rolling'Meadows
Shopping Center

drowsiness_hrmight on by a

oil burners to gas burners. A

safety furvey of the two
schools and emergency

RE -OPENING' SOON!

school student.

Please comment.

as you continue to develop for heating, plumbing and
educational programs for al electrical work.

HIDEAWORD

losing weight and are
iiifficiiiitF9 motivated to grit yourweight- within normal
limits and keep it there, it
start

Pure and Sweet

Dear Lee Janson,
Why is a minister's daughter expected to be so pure and sweet
-while other -kids get away with almost anything7 rin.so-tired of

Q-Why does excessive salt
form in my eyebrows?

A-The salt is a residUe of,.
sweating and in thii' location

the school board at 8 p.m.

it is usually

tomorrow.

nervous tension.

a

result of -

ABOVE INCLUDES 2 NIGHTS-3DAYS
iI-4-MEALS476;00:COUPLE:-.COMPLITE:::
Zappone's BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT
Plan your"weekend get -away" with a

group of friends & the Court Jester
will help you arrange the following
extra attractions:

FASHION SHOWSGOLF HAY

RIDESSWIMMINGNIGHT CLUB
TOURSDANCINGSIGHTSEEING
TOURSBASEBALL GAMESSTAGE
PLAYSBOAT RIDESSUN & FUN.
( KEN DAWSON-COURT JESTER .)
CAN PROVIDE GROUP PRICES /

CALL FOR INFORMATION OR FILL OUT COUPON BELOW
MAIL TO HOLIDAY INN, 1000 Busse Rd., Elk Grov6eVoil7lage:.

July 4-6 CI
July 11-13E1
July 18-20E1

July 25-27 1::1
Aug. 1-3

En

Aug. 8-10 CI

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

PHONE:

Aug. 15-17 CI

Aug. 22-24

Aug. 29-3.1 CI

...

-41

t.
y.

'If
Amy

r

A scarf ties' on a gypsy mood. The Eastern patterned silk 32
Inch square is folded into a triangle, draped diagonally across the
brow and tied below the ear.

A scarf at the waistline can zap any season's ensemble. The.
Maxi in patchwork print is 9 feet long. With a little imagination,
it can stretch your basic wardrobe sparking it with color from

'

Take one of the rings from your finger, add a scarf and presto
you have the new bare look. "Lanky," by Glentex tops trousers
with a wrap, loop and tie action.

neckline to hemline and spots betwixt and between.

The Day's Prospects
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Blest Be These
Ties You'll Find
By Dolores Haugh
Zap a costume with a scarf.

With a twirl, a knot, a pin or
a tricky fold you can transform
any basic dress into one with a
multitude of possibilities.
A scarf is a many splendored thing when you add it to
the sporty scene. With pants of
all lengths, a scarlet the waist
can give you the game with a
mere one, two, three. One,

circle waist; two, knot, and

floating chiffons.

look.
Oblong scarves can go bra
by knotting the scarf midway,
pulling a chain through the

With wool. or jersey pantsuits, use the orlon knit maxi
in a colOrful Art Deco pattern.

knot, swinging a chain about

gyle

TIE A SCARF around you

id colors as well as lacy knits
take their inspiration from

SQUARE SCARVES are
popular, too, and can giVe you
the -look of the vest if you knot

ring, forego the neck loop. The

scarf is simply draped across

and knotted just below the ear.

ky' scarf created by Glentex
can produce the tic -away top

simply by pulling

the

scarf

ends through a ring. The scarf
creates a neck encircling loop,

while the other ends of the
scarf tie in back.
For another tic -way bra us-

ing the Lanky and the scarf
the bosom and tied in back

The more colorful the head-

while the ring serves to shape
the silhouette in front.
For a slinky look, drape the
scarf around the neck, criss-

gear the more dashing a gypsy
you become.

-Tile maxi seal f,- reaching

the engagement of
their daughter, Gail Ann, to

Koelper, Arlington Heights,
announced at a recent gradua-

Thomas E. Josephs, son of M r.

and Mrs. Bruno Josephs of

tion party the engagement of
their daughterrJudith Ann. to
James Weibler Boscamp, son

Wheeling.

of Mr. and Mrs. William E.

Granny's old antimacassars.

Boscamp, Prospect Heights.

'A oak in
'171EwiNEWscarves dicitates they may be
looped around the neck, ends
flying front and back flaunting
long tassel fringe or tied sailor
fashion high in front with ends
swinging to the hemline.

Wheeling High School, is
employed at the Wheeling

Judith, a 1969 graduate of

-

-

putting their punch on evening
trousers, culottes and at-home

linois Computer College in
1968 graduate of Chicago.
Both are planning to attend
Wheeling High School, will
resume his studies at Harper Harper Junior College in the
fiance,

sculpture of cloth, papier
mache and wood by Gerald
Scatfe. Exhibited for the first
time in the United States, the
lithographs of Englishman

-

a

Junior College this'fall.

fall..

No date has been Set -for the
wedding.

planned.

Gerald Searle will be featured
at fhe Sears Vincent Price Gal-

ensembles.

140 East Onatzio Street, is
open from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday.

dash. It can be twisted at a natural waistline, slung low about
the hips. In fact you can create
a waistline wherever you want

back. Add this top to a floor -

coats, pantsuits, evening slacks
and the colossal knits and

summer and fall wardrobes are
all tied up in scarves.

AIR CONDITIONING t
SAVE NOW

$19000
Take 3 months to pay, no

n

merest. Or payments as low.
as $13 lie, month. A4 woik '
fully guaranteed for I year.

TL

With a Lanky, maxi, square,
oblong or secret combination,

'

WHOLE .HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

gust.30. The gallery, located at

In keeping with the fashion

A May 1970 Wedding is-

SALE

lery from July 8 through Au-

trend toward belts, maxi sets
the waistline as a sash with

Gail is a 1969' graduate of
Wheeling High School and is
employed by the First National Bank in Randhust.
Her fiance is a 1967 graduate of Wheeling High School
and is currently enrolled in Il-

Trust and Savings Bank. Her

"General Montgomery" is
characterized in this five foot

There are crepe, twill, chiffon and faille maxis too,

the long lines of the new fall

length skirt, and you arc ready

Mr. and Mrs. Edward L.

nounce

patterns of field flowers. Maxis
in wool plaids, checks and sol-

crossed over the bust and tic in

nine feet in length, can accent

Mr. and Mrs. John M. Haggard of Prospect Heights an-

Scandinavian -in-

trasting colors, designs and
textures. Knot one in the
middle as described above, and
substitute the second scarf for
the chain.

two large 30 -inch squares at
One end. Tie both at front and'
hack and let the fourth corner
fall free to the waist to create
"vested" interested.
The head scarf, gypsy style,
is "go," especially in high sailing winds of ship or convertible. The large square can be
folded to triangle shape, draped diagonally across the brow

as a bare back top. The."Lan-

and

spired jacquard to sprightly

three, allow scarf to float in the
breeze.

Gall Ann Haggard

Gerald' Scarfe Exhibits

These range from classic ar-

the neck and knotting the scarf
in back. Use two oblong

scarves in matching or con-

Wednesday, July 9, 1969

Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor

with that bare-ly acceptable

Engaged

innrin enn enne rrn-

(FULLY INSTALLED)
-

NORTH AMERICAN

PHONE

.HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.96545001
.

5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Merkur Grove

..*1................i I

Gala Proceeds
Help Hospital

SUMMER
9fitilthtlgYSSall:

04.
1

An educational television
system will be the goal of Gala
'69, a benefit for Lutheran
General Hospital, ParkRidge.
The benefit will be held Satur-

day, July 19 at the Marriott
Motor Hotel, Chicago. It will
be the third annual gala held by hospital friends.
PROCEEDS from the 1968
benefit were used to equip an
intensive -care unit in the pe.diatrics department. The new

Two years ago equipment
for the bio-chemistry laboratory was purchased, said Dr.
Joel Stern, director of the bio-.
chemistry laboratory.
"This equipment . brought

the latest advance to the lab
and lowered patients' laboratory costs," he said.

A densitometer, which accurately determines serum
protein fractions works in
conjunction with the electrophoresis cell, also purchased - with -

y one of Its Kind in the
northwest suburban area, the
unit is designed for seriously ill
children and those who need
constant surveillance.
Dr.

,Michael

which enables eight
blood tests to be taken at one
time.
"A FLAME photometer

which measures sodium and

We still have a good selection left of our Summer Sport
Coats. BLENDS of Dacron, Polyster & Wool Dacron &

A

Rayon, Cotton.

It's A Girl
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Lynn weighed 7 pound
Pelegrino of Mount Prospect

announce the birth of their
first 'Child; a girl, born June
"This machinery keeps ris- 18 at Skokie Valley Coming hospital costs as low as pos- munity Hospital. Kareene
of the machines which cuts
patients' costs, he said.

grandparents are Mrs. Mary
Pelegrinti of Chicago and Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Morgan of

BIG SAVINGS ON

Muskegon, Mich.

sible," he said.
The first gala in 1966 helped

establish a fund for patients
LL:ir.galingSmanaiRLimininipkyfi

'

ing for hospital costs.
The gala is sponsored by the
hospital's Service League, Me-

illi911111111111111191Iltutur

moritfttfUllfOttiMmIntptIllt
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RE -OPENING SOON!

FROM 20% OFF

at ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER

Art on Display

AND MORE

said that six beds are equipped

with bedside cardiac monitors
as well as "slave" monitors at
the nursing station.

-

All equipment in the -unit is
especially designed for use

with infants and children, inzluding a -defibrillator (used
vhcn a cardiac arrest occurs)

Art work of Mrs. Paul S.
Quigg of Harriet Ln., Barrington, will be on display during
July at the Barrington Profes-

sional Center, 144 W Main
St., Barrington, each weekday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
_
Her

ork

therapy efuipment.
,

University; Mrs. Quigg studied art at the Art Institute of

Chicago, the
of

American

Art,

Aspen

School of Art, and the Conn tryside Art Gallery. Her paintings have been exhibited at the

includes

im.I

hat has infant paddles, in- pressio stic and abstract acr-f
paintings, collages and
t,r uments and inhalation yl
charcoal work.

A graduate of Northwestern

Academy

SUMMER SPORT SHIRTS,
DRESS SHIM, WALKING. SHORTS,
JACKETS, PANTS and many

other items.

dical Staff and Men's Association.

SIZES 34 TO 46 L

Reg. Vial. $22.00 NOW $17.60
Reg. Val. $30.00 NOW $24.00

12

ounces at birth. Her

Limosani,

chairman of the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit Committee,

'

qe, 4

pot ass i U 1.1 count simultaneously was also purchased,"
he said. "This machine is very
important to patients being fed
intravenously."
The fluorometer purchased
from the gala's proceeds is one

11.,'11.

Celli Gallery, Barrington. Art
Fair, Barrington Art Center,
Countryside
Gallery
and
Rogue's Gallery in Chicago.

Just Received Another Shipment Of Bell Bottom Flahe-

V

BIGGER....BETTER....AND MORE FUN TO
COME PEEK IN!
SHOP THAN EVER

MEN & BOYS WEAR

jafe14

"Brand Name Retailer of the year"
HOURS:

se

OPEN Mon Thru Sat. at.9 am.
OPEN Mon -Thum -Fri nites!til 9 pm.

PALATINE SHOPPING CENTER
PALATINE
PHONE - FL. 9-0041

0
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rivate Slice of Outdoors
The dream of having a personal

'slice of the great out-

doors' has become a reality
for millions of Americans

there's nothing more
convenient than a campout
just outside the backdoor
backyard of the home.

They are discovering the
great outdoors right in their

More and more families are
learning that the great out-

own backyards.
Transforming

doors isn't limited to parks and
lakes, forests and beaches.

a

into an enjoyable slice of the
great outdoors is relatively
simple: A personal mini -

park can be develciped easily,
quickly and inexpensively -and can provide the ticket

"OUR WINDOW"

1

to "get away from it all" with-

6iits

out ever leaving home.

25th, & 50ti gewt
W

Versatility is the big "plus"
for the entire family. The
backyard complex can be a
,

107 S. MAIN ST.

CL 3-1218

MT. PROSPECT

SEE HISTORY IN THE MAKIN('

hours of diverse recreation.
For the growing family, it can
be a step-by-step development,
making additions and changes

over the years as the budget
and time permits.
A look at the "spruced up"
backyard shows a myriad of
variations, starting With the
patio which is' standard on

perfect place to entertain.
PROPERLY_ equipped, the

past I5 years.

backyard provides the ideal
spot to get the family ready for
vacation trip.
its annual
Equipment can be assembled
and tested before taking off for
the mountains, the seashore,
or the open road. And for the
stay-at-home outdoor enthu7

COME BROWSE AND SAY HELLO

Any family with a backyard
can develop outdoor facilities
that will provide countless

site, a swimming pool, and a

playground, a garden, a camp-

Autthemailies

siast,

WATCH THE THRILLING...

most homes built within the
A COAT of colorful rubberized paint can turn an otherwise dull concrete patio slab
into an integral- part of the
color scheme and
make the patio more attractive
than ever before.
Freshly -painted patio furniture, color coordinated, of
course, adds to the beauty of a
weekend family project.
home's

Edging the patio' with hardy
shrubs and flowers is another

MOON FLIGHT
OF APOLLO 11 (IN A

111014:3 girlicrup-cc
COLOR TV VALUE!

t

quickly since its introduction'`
only a few years ago.

111E GRILL can be at-;
tached to the home's supply of
natural gas or operated from at
tank of bottled gas. For the!
family that wants to get out of:
doors as often as possible, the,

'gas grill offers speed, heat that
can be regulated, and cooking;

fires that are ready at a moment's notice.

To keep the patio warm on
early spring or late fall
evenings, infra -red patio heaters are the answer. These.

unique heaters beam directly;
on solid objects, like people'
and furniture, so that the heat)
isn't wasted on the air around
the patio.
The infra -red
especially useful

heater is
when the

family decides to have one
more campout before stowing
gear for the winter. Heat can
be aimed at the tent or cooking
area, warming everyone in the

path of itsrays;

LIGHTING the patio will
also provide a more attractive
area and enhance its use. The

°C
.

Elegance also has its place in the Great Outdoors, especially when the family has converted its
backyard, where once "garden parties" were the thing, into a private area under the skies where
dad and mom can help sis celebrate "Sweet Sixteen," as above. With gas -fueled grill and nostalgic
lights the scene can change easily for the next occasion which might be a somewhat more informal
cook -out.

paint an old automobile tire a
bright color and try casting to
its center To add competition

means of adding to the outdoor
iatmospbere and providing desired privacy
Patio equipment, greatly
improved through modern
technology over the past decade, will also go a long way to-

growing trend is to modern

ward making outdoor living
more enjoyable High on the

For the family that enjoys

The annual trip to the great
outdoors will always be popu-

fishing, your own mini -park is
a, good spot for a target that

backyard complex can make

list of "musts ' for many fami-

the outdoor gas grill,
which has gained popularity
lies is

gaslights which, in addition to
providing a soli glow, have the
additional advantage of attracting fewer flying insects
than does conventional lighting

can be used to sharpen casting
techniques One suggestion

to

practice

sessions,

place

markers on the ground and
award points for accuracy at
various distances

t

lar, of course, but a private
the great outdoors an all -year
reality for everyone

"If

CHUGE 295 V: SCREEN

o

... for the most life -like
pictures ever

7

a

7"

I

Cook-outs-quit informal ones-for just another couple who
drop by for the afternoon or evening or a whole crowd, require
very little preparation when WS a gas -fueled grill that's all set up
on the patio or in the backyard. Just bring on the steaks and

CHROMATONE

you're ready to go for a gay party.

,i!1 Is tl,r illi nri ElPplh ii colrg
v. 1.
1, In )11.1r.k it MI whit,:
10190 MOWERS TILLERS
POWER MOWERS
TRACTORS

QUICK -ON

SEE IT FROM

_LIT

-

etiminates warm-up-gives
"Milint" pictures and sound

ANY ANGLE!

9 9
Dnn t nit) this most ovciting
of all
/-day Color TV Spectaculars!

.

H

r

H
H
H

r

ONLY

1,

"41; f

You'll be "front -row -center" wherever you sit in your room! Model 8800 brings

H

you greater viewing enjoyment from all the colorful excitement and thrills of your favorite
shows and summer sports events. Though modestly priced, it offers all of the outstanding
features above, plus lasting reliability. Select from over 40 beautiful models; an authentic
style for every setting-a model for every budget.

H
H
H
H

11

SAVE on this Magnavox VALUE!

H
H
H

Now-Portable Color TV with big -set features and
performance you'd expect and get from a magnificent
Magnavox Model 6000 has convenient carrying handle,
telescoping dipole antenna plus a 117 sq, in. screen
that is larger than most other portables on the market
today Enjoy it wherever you go I

IT'S HERE NOW...the pace setting
Ariens Fairway riding mower. 'Enjoy

-

90

$
ONLY.. _
NOW

riding mower comfort with a machine so great it has no equal. From
the moment you start the rugged enCHECK THESE FEATURES:
gine you'll know what performance-.. -/ 4 -speeds totwardistuaxamerse_s
Featly
is
&tow frrtvday-peeked pawer
Flex -N -Float mowing
and learn more about the- exciting
I/ Single lever cutting height adjustment
Ariens Fairwiy. Live a little this sum1/ Safety discharge chute '
mer! Discover the fun of owning an
/,/ Padded bucket seat

Complete with

-MORRECART.

MOSSENIGISISSIGIMMINISII6k

Northwest Suburbs' Largest TV - Stereo Specialists

s

700

.

ors west

CL 3-2187

Ariens Fairway riding mower. It's

CL 34188

about its quality and performance.

from Ariens, which already says a lot

IT'S A CUT ABOVE THE REST.

.aksilr 818016 gv SatUrdwitito 6
Closed Sunday

A

wy.

Turf saver tires
4 HP. ARIENS FAIRWAY
REO. $299.95

NOW $239.95

. 14),. FREE PARKING

**********************

"THE FAMILY'S DEALER"

At SHELKOP TV you not only expect top quality, service, but you really get it. Specifl
cally this means only factory trained technicians will work on your set.
IMMEDIATE SERVICE from our own service, department guarantees you will be enjoy* log the use of your Color T V., StytrooitsiTtfecord Player as.qelekly asPeselb10. Eaff.ljt
,A_ technician carries enough egitlizt-ment oodiparts -mutt:oak most rhokes.iind modeis.rip4
AN'" in your home, thereby eliminating many icistlir shootepairs.
*Shelkop's MODERN and EFFICIENT SERVICI'DIRARTMENYwill servo you best whether

*It's a transistor radio antenna installation ;ilr4orirTiicoll.

_.************

******
.

thane!:s & Service
S

110 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

.

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

CI. 3-2831

South of Sandhurst

cifics ous
COMMERCIAL CREDIT
114NANCCIANI

OPEN NIGHTS
MON., TUES., i WED., 8:30 - 6 PM
THURS. & FRI. 8:30 - 9 PM
SAT. 8:30 - 5 PM

We will show you a larger selection of
new, modern settings to add new brilliance and beauty to your old stones. You'll

find mountings in your choice of 14k or
Platinum.

EXPERT WATCH
REPAIR SERVICE

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

We offer watch 8 jewelry
repairing,

with

the

'most

modern jewelry store in the
northwest suburban area.

Your Rings Cleaned
FREE

as a service to our customers
USE YOUR MIDWEST BANK CARD

Evergreen Shopping Center
20 S. Evergreen

.00

Arlington Heights

394.0820

00000.
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Girls Study Feminine Wiles at a Tender Age
1, I
ARLINGTONGEIGHTS
SINCE 1949

MULLER'S

STATIONARY STORE

By Lori Adams
Being a pretty girl isn't

With a complete stock
of office supplies...
SCHOOL 'SUPPLIES
GIFTS _

STATIONARY
GREETING CARDS
COLE'LEGAL BLANKS

,

14,-

"The girls seem to be really
enjoying their classes," said

grades six through nine are

Sally Luettich, program supervisor. But she said she thought
some of the girls were embarrased by their instructors'
airline uniforms.
There are about 26 students'
in each of the two classes, and

being introduced to the complex world of cold cream, tons
of kleenex and make-up at the
Mount Prospect Park District
charm course.

'

theme of 'the course is "Be

What You Want to Be." The
course aims to encourage the
maintain their in-

girls to

dividuality, but achieve poise
and additional good grooming

17.7.1--

L E l' T --Students in the
District
charm class find that
becoming beautiful isn't as
easy as they expected, but

Mount Prospect

The charm and model each student pays $4 for the

school meets twice a week in
the community sky room. The

FILING SUPPLIES
RUBBER STAMPS
DRAWING SUPPLIES
BUSINESS FORMS'
DUPLICATING SUPPLIES

principles used for training
United stewardesses.

something that just happens.

Mount Prospect girls in

4,

course is based on the same

they're hoping the results will
be worth it.

beautifying materials they use.
The course includes dis-

cussion on skin and hair care,
nail care, physical poise,
manners, proper application

teta..-eiatr

of make-up and wardrobe

tO

selection.

habits through the guidance

CL. 3-1839

of professional instructors.

Division Gets

Airlines Stewardesses, and the

New Manager

Instructors are United

13 E. Campbell St.

DOWNTOWN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Donald A. Noon has been

transferred by Robertshaw
Controls to Elk Grove Village

as Chicago -area branch
manaber for the firm's Con-

12

Noon has been the

EVERGREEN

PLAZA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

open Friday rites

BELO W-Rita 'Cramer,

trol Systems Division.

SOUTH

sion's San Francisco branch
255-0212

United Air Lines stewardess
and instructor for the Mount
Prospect Park District charm
course, gives Kim Christmas,
912 S. Elm, and Laura Ste-

divi-

1

manager..

Noon, a graduate of

Oregon State University, join-

vens, 902 S. Maple, some tips
on applying make up.

in 1963 in
Portland, Ore., and moved to

ed the division

Q

San Francisco in 1966.
immuniumummummimiumnismummummonmniumummaimmmi

SAVE 30% to 50% OFF ON

"SECONDS" FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
GOURMET COOKWARE

SPECIAL:
MON. JULY 14

French Earthen Ware
Flan Ponies

Au Gratin Pans
Cast Iron Casseroles
French Cappers

TUES.

JULY 15

WED.

JULY 16

RAINCOATS
WATERPROOFED.
1i

REG.

STONEWARE PLACE SETTING
& IMPORTED CRYSTAL
Stemware, Barglass
Serving Accessories
Gourmet Gadgetry
Picture Frames

Mt,

-

2;2.50

-qt*iii*isotiost

EACH

34

PHONE

EVERGREEN

PLAZA
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

392-3209

BUTCHER'S BLOCK

These Zoo

FLAHERTY JEWELERS
$rings You Elegant _Cocktail

nintals Promise
Not To Bite

Unique Settings with Natural Stones.

a/d61164,,adice

This dazzling blue opal is beau-

tifully set off by 8 smaller fire

rOitflf",..ill.

opals. 14K antique gold setting.

3 Sparkling diamonds crown an
oval lapis lazuli set In unique
14K gold band

4, 4i

CUSTOM-MADE DRAPERIES

liteure4K:c

,..fit the price of ready made!

- The now-famous_ White

2 N. Dunton Arlington Heights
253-4690

play_with iLthe largest in this

open weekends daily from 10
a.m.io 7 p.m.

part of the country. The zoo
includes hundreds of animals
to visit including buffalo, a

The collection of tame

ocelot, procupine, raccoon,

small children to pet, feed and

wildcat, goats, lambs, aoudad,
mountain lion and a big cage

Pihes

Deer Park and Zoo

animals, completely safe for

big bear house, rabbits,
fox, possum, ground hog,

of monkeys. You can see

many varieties of birds -and a

We °Igo
clean add
rehang drapes

new snake collection.

FOR THE children there is
half -mile miniature train
ride, a covered wagon ride, a
merry-go-round and a large
fairytale lane where favori.e
bedtime stories come to lilc.
There is also a tree house slid:
and the "Old MacDonaltl's
a

"NOW AT OUR
NEW LOCATION
AND

READY TO SERVE YOU!"

MIDSUMMER SAVINGS NOW AT

_USTANA4sAADE-JDRAPERIES-

by, RED ROBIN

Stop in and say hello ... we're all moved into our new location ... with extra room to better
serve our customers ... and mofe space to offer the finest selection of televisions and appliances in our area.

farm.

Also available is a
attractive gift shop, snack bat
a big, beautiful, shaded picnic

area with tables, shelters,
barbecue grill, and very clean
rest rooms. It is well marked

on the paved road between
Oregon and Polo.

FINE SELECTION OF
FETTERS 4P. SUNBEAM el-CA
CARRIER
HOOVER
MOTOROLA ZENITH
TOASTMASTER

- rr

IS -witbia.two 10111's_of

the beautiful White Pines.
State Park, which has many
acres of picnic area and camping grounds. This park also
has a large kidge, public din-

ing room and cabins available
to the public.

4 West Campbell
Arlington Heights, III.
Phone: 394-2255

Many, picnic tables are

-.TELEVISIONA APPLIANCES
1000 N. NORTHWESTHWY.
Open daily 9 to 0 and Mon.,
Thurs., & Fri %I 9

CL 5-0700

.

Arlington Heights, III.
/limber of the Aril ton Hololits Chamboi of CIMIIIINR
and Arlington 02.cardiumb*,

along Pine Creek, which you
ford in your car several times.
Fishing is permitted --adults
need an Illinois license. Also
within three miles of -White
Pines Deer Park are two good
riding stables, and excellent

roller rink, a kart track,

miniature golf and a drive-in
movie.

Harper To 0 er 2 -Year

More
On Mill

opportunities in
Career
fashion design will be unlimited for men and women completing the new two-year fashion deSign program at William

By Catherine O'Donnell

Rainey, Harper College.
Classes in fashion design

There have been several let-

ters from readers' telling of

will start next September on

both sides of the picture in the
closing of the Mill Run Play___
house at Golf Mill because as
Producer Carl Stohn Jr. said,

"There just

to

seemed

Harper's new campus. For -the

fall term, classes will' be held

dying the daytime only, but
plans are under way to have
evening and summer school

be

apathy and a total lack of interest. It was not possible to
have superstars such as ZsaZsa Gaboi who played to full
is

classes within a year.
Fashion designing for couture, boutiques, the theater,

movies, and TV is a creative,
challenging profession that is
valid' ' in great 'demand, according to

houses every nighti"
there

Shop
20-40 % OFF

Fashion Design, Program

Run

Because

Lorraine -Anne

Wednesday. July 9, 1969
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a

point in the letter written by

Mrs. William Richards of

Mount Prospect, it is printed
here. However, not everyone
has been as active as she.

Run.
Producer Stohn announced
(before he began the musicals)
that the theatre would become

application of basic fashion,
design principles.
An apprenticeship

for men as well as women.
MRS. GIALDINI'S experience in the fashion field in-

San Francisco; sportswear designer for Junior House in
Milwaukee; instructor in fashton
ion illustration at t

on

School of A rL-11411W-aukee, and

cludes buyer and fashion coordinator for I. Magnin & Co.,

assistant buyer for Henry Harris, Cincinnati.

program is being planned in
conjunction with the fourth semester of studies. In 'ois program, students will -receive onthe-job training in Chicago

&mance Sate

fashion

An associate in applied sci:
ence (A.A.S.) degree will be

-

.

IMPORTANT CAREER
couture

designing,

advertising, fashion promot-

dow displaying, fashion co-ordination. retailing and buying.
Chicago

CLEARANCE SALE

manufac-

---

turers by Mrs. Gialdini earlier

OFF

Juniors: sizei. 3.13
Misses: sizes 6-20
1/i Sizes: 101/2-241/2

Special Vs off on hand bags!

18 W. CAMPBELL

ARLINGTON HTS.

CL 3-5909

MONDAY thru SATURDAY 8 AM to 5,30

WEDNESDAY 8 AM to NOON

this year indicated a great need

20-40 % off on

gowns
slips
pajamas
robes

PHONE 259-2210 1.81ock East of Water Tower
Elm St. 8 Evergreen Ave., Mt. Prospect,

made

Summer Dresses

GroUp of lingerie
20 % off includes

Build&

ing, fashion journalism, win-

among

After the 4th

ON ALL -

20%

mass production fashion designing, flat pattern making,
fashion illustrating, fashion

A feasibility study

C

Plain & Printed Slacks Sleeveless Blouses
Knit Tops
Co-ordinates

GARDEN
PLANTS

awarded to students upon successful completion of the twoyear program.
include

chines, dress forms and related
equipment will be used extensively.
Harper's curriculum will

for more flat pattern makers
and fashion designers, a field

work

design program.

dustry. Industrial sewing ma-

experimental as well as produce the avant-garde plays of

sional tailoring, techniques of
fashion illustrating, and the

fields in the fashion industry

FACILITIES AT the col-

many plays that too many
people had never seen at Mill

flat pattern making, profes-

Mrs. Elizabeth Gialdini, coordinator of Harper's fashion

lege will include fashion -laboratory classrooms which simulate the professional atmosphere found in the fashion'in-

theatre -wise. There were

provibe experience in fashion
design and draping, industrial

Member of Arlington Credit Card

CLOSED SUNDAY

Albee back to O'Neill. He was

even hopeful of getting Bob;
Sickinger of Hull House as

Summer lawn tips from

OPEN: Mon. thru Fri. 8 to 8,
Sot. 8 to 6, Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

director. Sickirrger's productions had been described

as ranging from excellent to
brilliant.
the announcement-broughtl

the slightest indication of interest to .the Mill Run Playhouse box office. In fact, it

WILLE and SCOTTS

was for that reason that Stohn

decided to produce musicals
instead.

It certainly is a paradox in

an area where the new thought
and probable next step in

the search for "culture': includes plans for three to five
million dollar Cultural Centers.
Perhaps
the answ

rs.

Richards ba-

Summer -feed for a

she

"Dear Miss

1 greener, sturdier lawn

writes)

"Gee whiz, dear girl, I'm so
apathetic I not only can't be

,100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

bothered to attend Mill Run
Playhouse

but,

like you,

II

CL 5-1600

MOUNT PROSPECT

can't think of any reason it
should close except, that is,
for my apathy. I go right

HARDWARE

tick suburbanites are apathetic.

I see you didn't look for any
further reasons either. Now.
that's called apathetic
porter, isn't it?

re-

SAVE up to $15

"Just look over the prograrh
offered at Mill Run. Now, you
may be younger than 1, dear,

but I'm not yet 40 and have
seen every play offered by Mr.
Stohn, before he produced it.

Every play except "The Student Prince," that is. I'm not
that old!' SOItte might have been worth seeing twice, 11
suppose, but not while there,
are other theatres producing,
plays I hadn't yet seen once.
Now, try Hull House, the!
Goodman, or just watch some j
newspapers for listings.

"Apathetic? You bet-at'

about an evening out
that hasn't brought anything

least

on these
lawn spreader
trade-in specials

Do both jobs at once-and save!
Bring in your old lawn spreader, any make, model or condition, and trade it in on a new one from Scotts. No spreader is too old or dilapidated to qualify for this offer, so bring
in your old spreader today.

You save time, effort and money too when you spread Scotts amazing
COPE PLUS. Combines the potent insect protection of Cope with a

'full feeding of Turf Builder. Results are outstanding - as sod
webworms, chinchbugs and other insects become a thing of the
past, your fertilized lawn takes on new beauty and
vigor. An extra -special bargain at this sale price.

i

"As one who has seen the
same plays over and over. I'll
agree that some should hay&

Summer Special

been filed away but then again

run "The Moose and the

Crocodile." The number of
times I have seen "The Stu-

dent Prince" is lost

somewhere in the antiquity of

my youth but it was a

delightful experience to
the old boy again."

see

Save $1.5,000 sq ft bag reg 5.95-5.95

Scotts Automatic. It's the latest
word in lawn spreaders. Turns
on and off automatically as you
start and stop walking. A wide
22 -inch spreading width. Lightweight and easy to handle. Rust resistant finish.
Save $4

Red Balloon

Reg 14.95

celebrated

at

the

John

R.

Thompson Co.'s Red Balloon
Restaurant, 55 E. Rand Rd.,

In22.g.Z
Scotts Rotary. The fastest way
by far .to fertilize your lawn.

Spreads an 8 foot swath that "
P2 W15_

NV_ N_ OCY- ftfccit_irL.:

All adults visiting the Red

less than 10 minutes (versus up

Balloon during "Bastille Days"
can register for an all -expense,

to an hour for conventional

weekend for two atj
O'Hare Inn, including meals
at Henrici's and a top floor
show at the Golden Barrel
paid

Supper Club.

Each child will be:given a

4.

Say "good-bye" to 24
kinds of lawn weeds!

5

Just fill a spreader with TURF
BUILDER PLUS 2 and take a

To Observe .1
"Bastille Days"
The 180 anniversary of the
storming of the Bastille will be

2,500 sq ft bag 2.95
5,000 sq ft bag 4.95

5,000 sq ft bag 5.45
10,000 sq ft bag 9.95
15,000 sq ft bag 13.95

right. Some plays are worth

I laughed at the Mill Run pro-'
duction of "The Odd Couple,"
although I had seen it three
times before. I thoroughly enjoyed Virginia Graham's first

your lawn and you
can forget about lawn bugs.
Cutworms, sod webworms,
armyworms and a host of
other insects will turn tail
and disappear. Grubproofs
your lawn for a
full year too.

lightweight, will not burn,
even in hottest weather.

new. No, that's not quite'
repeating. Were Mr. Slohn's?

All it takes is a bag of Scotts
famous COPE. Spread it on

Nothing perks up a summer -weary
lawn like Scotts famous
TURF BUILDER. Helps grass multiply
itself. Makes it grow greener,
everytime.
thicker, sturdier .
keeps it that way longer too,
thanks to Scott§ patented
Trionized bonding. Clean,

ACE

with producer Carl
Stohn Jr.'s idea that we rickyalong

2

spreaders). Rust -proof hopper
and 'extra -sturdy construction.
Save $15
Reg 49.95

z with
34.90

trade-in

parte with wine, a "Bastille
Salute" cocktail, and a "Beat the Drum" chicken platter for
children.

Now's the perfect time
to blast crabgrass!
All it takes is a few minutes on
your lawn with Scotts CLOUT.

'stroll over your lawn. PLUS -2

It goes right to work on crab-

goes right to work knocking
out a couple dozen common

gin to disappear in just a few

lawn weeds. Gives grass a full -

feeding at the same time. Results are amazing. As weeds
curl up and, gradually disap-pear, -the ferfirtie-tt
on new beauty and vigor.

Weeds -Away Sale
Save $2 10,000 sq ft bag reg 14-.9512.95

grass-makes it shrivel and bedays. A second application one

week later, knocks it out completely. The sooner you spread
CLOUT,

wirolo

awon..1

the better,-before it

spayal_out any, more -of

--

......

your good grasses.

Weeds -Away Sale
Save 504t 5,000 sq ft bag reg .4,954.45

Save $1 5,000 sq ft bag reg .195 6.95

helium -filled balloon.
All employes will wear
special costumes, and the rest-

aurant will be decorated with
French flags, travel posters,
and bunting. A special menu
includes Potted Steak Bona-

Clear out damaging
lawn bugs now

Willemyour authorized

retailer.

-
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Antique Antiques
is

Currier and Ives

munnomummuutimummiimminiummumunitimmummummumil

Qi

RASTRONIC
ENGINE DIAGNOSIS

Prints Are uan

CARBURETION

IGNITION

COMPRESSION

Americana
STARTING

By Mary Bruce

CHARGING

Currier and Ives pictures
have long been a cherished reminder of our American

JULY ONLY SPECIAL

I 'background, and it would be

installed
SHOCK ABSORBERS
with no charge for labor

difficult to find a home that at

one time or another has not
had a copy of one of the lithographs hanging on its walls.

AIR CONDITIONERS recharged

Collecting these prints has
very serious undertaking for many collectors,
and for those ardent admirers
been a

$10.95

NORTHPOINT
SERVICE STATION

it

HER INTEREST in Currier and Ives began when she
inherited two fine children's
prints from an aunt. The quaint charm of the pictures
appealed to her, and she started looking for other prints of
children. There are now over
70 framed pictures of children

it has proven a most profitable
and rewarding hobby.
One outstanding collector
lives here in the northwest
area. Mrs. F's impressive col-

of a set of the "four seasons,"
which are greatly in demand
and frequently reproduced.
Nathaniel Currier founded
his business in 1835. James
Ives joined the firm in 1857.

lithographs has been accumulated over the past eight years

the number of lithographs it

by

a

determined and busy

woman who is president of the
Salt Creek Questers Club.

394-0170

company's existence
spanned about 72 ..years, and

pro duced is unbelievable.

"Since they came in three
sizes (large is 18 inches by 27
inches; medium, 13 inches by

20 inches; and small, 7.8

inches to 12.8 inches), many

dresses, type of paper, copyrights and publishers before
he can be certain of the real
thing. Some black and white

phy.

three types, mahogany veneer,
plaster of paris with a gold or

as fires and disasters, as well as
ships, wildlife, sporting events,
horses, 'children, fruits and

black trim and the crossbar

frames,

if they are in fairly

good condition, as the frames
themselves are becoming rare.

"The frames were made in

many religious scenes were

corners style. Of course, if the
frame is in poor condition, it is
best to replace it," Mrs. F.

painstakingly colored by hand.

It was a time when the ladies
saidi

faithfully depicted and
"MANY OF the

prints
were given away as premiums

were pictured as sweet, demure and womanly; the men
strong, virile and handsome

with soap. Traveling peddlers and the children forever
sold many more door-to-door, wholesome and angelic. It's a
with a1 choice' 'of a suitable bit of nostalgic Americana
frame at a small price. Actual- that we will cherish as long as
ly, it is surprising that so many time allows.

Now

AiviewfzN

:if

TMs product tin es coduction vrtetwo with TR§ Medan National Rid Cross

Discontinued Styles Now at Great Savings to You

47-4

Have a Beautiful, Summer
IC a lovely coif of simple, sophisticated curls. Our stylists hove
.

$11.99 and $13.99

created simple, casual hairdos that
are perfect for summer days. Why

Regularly $16.00 to $20.00 All Sales Final

not call for an appointment todny?

$6.88 & $8.88

AMERICAN GIRL SHOES

Igeautiftil

ARLINGTON BOOTERY
& MEN'S WEAR

t

prints were made, too, and are
highly prized by collectors.
"Many of these pictures are
available in the original frames
with the lovely old wavy,
bubble glass still intact. I

would advise anyone collecting these to leave them in the

Many historic events such

P"\

ceived," Mrs. F. said.

Since most of these arc an accurate recording of the industrial revolution from 18401890, they are an invaluable
record of political events, cus-

toms, clothing and philoso-

SOCIALITES
RED CROSS SHOES
COBBIES

some of them must have re-

lining her staircase, which people cut off the margins as
proves how successful a deter-. well as the name and publisher. An interested collector
mined collector can be.
She is also- the proud owner - must study these sizes,. the ad- _

lection of over 100 colored The

corner of Arlington Heights Road
and Rand Road

survived in such good conition, considering the abuse

4111118...

The stairway wall proved an ideal showcase for Mrs. Ps collection of Currier and Ives lithographs.

Her collection contains over 100 colored lithographs, the major part of which are of children.
The prints were once given as soap premiums or sold by peddlers.

Area Artists Will Show Off
The artists will exhibit
pect Heights and Janis Williams of Barrington will par- works in jewelry, stitchery, cecrafts at this year's Oakbrook ticipate in weaving and spin- ramics, enameling, weaving.
wood, and hand -blown glass.
Invitational Crafts Exhibition,' ning demonstrations.
Artists or their representatives
July 12, from 9:30 a.m. to .5
raulette Keil of Barrington, will be. on hand to discuss their
p.m. The exhibition features
art works by 52 professional ShirleY Slade of Prospect work. Many works will he for
craftsmen from Illinois, Wis- Heights and Barbara Wis- sale.

Two area students will give
demonstrations of various

consin, Michigan and Indiana. niawski of Des Plaines, arc stuPatricia Sanderson of Pros- dent hosts.

bustinsuummoultuunammaiammommtommetweimusmitanintmarirHari
_

.

beautiful, rugged CALIFORNIA, OREGON and BRITISH COLUMBIA COAST
and a CANADIAN ROCKIES TOUR, or
prehensive tour of the interior of
ALASKA and THE ARCTIC. $624.95
plus AIR to San Francisco.

PHONE 439-8070

8 NO. DUNTON
PHONE CL 3-6738

Jim milimuivr

Combine LUXURY CRUISES of the

hair fashions

CARL H. EWERT, PROP

Awards of merit will be giv-

en.

1713 E. Central Road Arlington Heights

We honor all charge cards.

WAYNE GRIFFIN_
.;11'. 5" ertiVt.T,

TRAVEL, INC.

I

U

36 S. Evergreen

at the official

EVERGREEN SHOPPING CENTER

Arlington Heights

Basketball
Backboard
ofWeldwood
DURAPLYem

$1 1 5°

ONLY
Stays new -looking

Won't split or crack
Weatherproof
_,;_pririwcoatectlarjociptpainting

Wear, dent

CL 5-7010
All major credit cards accepted

miimessautmennimiki

I5JOIMEWW3C
NEZUXA3M I

JEWELRY
BLOUSES

SPORTSWEAR
SLEEPWEAR

.

scratch resMiirit

pi 11

Weldwood Duraply Backboard is made of strong lightweight, warp -resistant Exterior plywood with special weath-

er-proof surface. Takes paint perfectly - holds paint longer.

Gives years of carefree fun., Never becomes a backyard eyesore.I
Withstands year-round weather.
Easy to handle and install
Junior deserves the best!. Stag, in today and treat him to al
Weldwood Duraply Basketball Backboard.

-

HELLER Lumber Co.
24 N. Hickory, Arlington Heights

392-4224

I Wodc N. of Kensington, 1 block W. of Minion Market

9900

DRESSES

111

We're having a sale on Floor Sample dinette sets. There are

several ityles from which to choose, all made of today's
wonderful materials for day -in -and -day -out use. Stop in today
for best selection!

43 S. Dunkin
Arlington Heights

CL 5-5543

9:30 to 5:30

We hews all Midwest lank Cards

Plum for free decorating services

ARLINGTO

FURNITURE

es Arlington Heights Read

Carpet and Furniture Specialists

211438. Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Heights CL. 0-1190
Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. .9 to 9, Tues. & Sat. 9 to 5, Sot. to noon

Mon. thru Frl. MO .5; Seturclay7:30.240

Malan SAW.* Heights Clmuabur el Citismerce

-

/

/

ii

DA

40 KOTEX
TAMPONS

I

$1,59 Sizo!
tif

'/

o

YOUR PRESCRIPTION e

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
ARLINGTON MARKET -NORTHPOINT
Note: Most Walgreens carry all advertised items. However, some
cannot due to space limitations. Right reserved to limit quantities.

euvg mode c'orfocvreaset dzeddifoor<tdaricry.

Wa(greens

ICE
CREA
CREAMY RICH

Thursday thru
Sunday Sale

MT. PROSPECT

0 Complete Service... Extra Economy

withcoupon thru

tax

July 13. (Limit

WITHOUT COUPON 90'

C

TABLETS - Pack 60

flash' Try
with lots

Family Bar -B -Q Grill
Windbreaker Hood,

Price

lots of black walnuts

for that incomparable fla-

19, Size

vor Naturally it's good'

includes
15c off
label

Limit

Motorized Spit!
Four spit heights,
roomy 24" adjustable grid; wheels!
Folds for storage!

I

ROUX Hair Color

aipt

os-0.0-

8

"FANCI-FULL"
Assorted Colors!

Size

50 ft. HOSE

a

Extra tough, flexible vinyl'

88

15 -YEAR

Money -Back

Limit

two

A

Foam' ICE
CHEST

79,

Extra Rigid Aluminum

Patio Chair
With 2" Thick PAD!

444

Plastic. arms!.

C

Plastic, 22 -OZ. size

57c Size

& steel link
web back-seat!

Roomy 30 -Qt. Size

FOR DISHES!

Guarantee'

FOlds! Spring

C

5r
LEMON JOY

-OVERSIZE 5/8" Bore!

Includes our

25c

I

I

GRILLS, PICNIC NEEDS

C

DENTURE CLEANSER

'n

Sc
sales

LOW, LOW PRICES ON

P

New flavor
Black Wdlnut

plus

Regular or Super,

Limit
one

Arr

Price

includes
13c off
label

LIGHT FOAM STYRENE

Family Size Gallon Jug

HOUSEHOLD SPECIAL!

$119

Style
LIVING ROOM CHAIR
.

.

3

AV Air

seller

Comfortable 'Danish'
Beautifully polished walnut finish wood frame. Thick, comfortable
cushion with vinyl, or,.fabric covering in rich, popular color's

'

s

Perfect for hot or cold drinks

0

IW

.

Black Label
BEER

..J1111114.1a.

88,

6 -Pack

12 -oz. no deposit bottles.

Canadian Whiskey

.7j

L

--

Heavy Duty
Set of 3
Wastebasket Sauce Pans
Jumbo '44 -qt

88`

1/2,

1 & 11/2 qt

88c

Food
Chopper

12 Wearever
Ball Pens

Easy -to -clean

Long "sticks "

88c.

88`

King William Scotch

rare. 5th

a6 proof
5th. only

QUART

6-YR. OLD
Charcoal,

GIN or

Filtered

Kentuc4
Bourbon
86 -proof.

Our Selected Brands!

Ice Cube
Crusher

Handy gadget

Chrome plate.

Does the job!

No Stick

Spoon -Fork

Bacon

Scoop.
For ice cream

Salad Set
Ceramic grips.

SPOONS
Set of FOUR

Set of EIGHT

Squeezette.
Chrome plate.

-88e

---88c--.

- 88e

Decurler

Whipper
Beater

Lemon -Lime

Drink
Coasters

88-e

$311c--

_138c'

-FIFTH-

9
;Liquor not sold
Sunday a.m. in
Chicago; in the
suburbs per local
regulations)

3.T!

COL. TYSONS

VODKA'.
Grapefruit

311

Victoria

1"N

KENTUCKY

$439
SIZE

339

POLAROID

108 COLbR FILM
All -Purpose
Masher Sturdy made!

Spoon

FineMesh
Strainer

Many uses!

31/8" size..

Basting

Bottle

Shredder -

(Limit one)

359

Turner

All -Purpose
Tongs

Can
Opener

Stoppers

Grater

Ekco Quality!

Mold tightly!

Easy to use!

Card of Two!

Sturdy 'Ekco'

Small

3/88c 3/88` 3188` 3/88c 3/88e 3188c 3/88c 3188`
MIX OR MATCH THE 3. FOR 88c SPECIALS ABOVE .

Masher, Strainer, Turner, for. example!

The Game of the Day

Pony A Orioles Trounce Cards, 8-1
one out already gone, Bill

By Mike Needleman

Hartman knocked out a blooper into short center field that
was good for a base hit. in the

In Mount Prospect Pony A
action last night, Dave Black
led the Orioles to an 8-1 victo-

inning he also stole second

ry over the Cardinals. Black

base but was unable to score as

fanned

the following two batters were
only g9pd for outs.

nine

batters

and

walked only one for an out-

The Orioles got two more
runs in the top of the third.
Bartley led the inning off with

standing win.
The Orioles were the first to
bat in last night's contest. Cardinal pitcher Ed Thompson

fell in order when they came in

Glenn Peterson became a strikeout victim of' Black.

The Orioles did exactly the

THE ORIOLES saw another run in the first of the fourth,
but appeared to be amazed by
the defense of the Cards when

dinal left fielder misjudged a

faced to get thegame to a start.

long fly hit by Incenelli. In -

The second out came when
the shortstop a few pitches !at-

cenelli got to second base on
the play, but had to hold there

er. Vic Incenelli got the only

to watch as two outs happened.

Mark Hartley grounded out to

the inning came to an end.

He finally scored on Lunkman's second double of the'
to first easily. While Thomp- night. Lunkman had to hold
on second as the next batter in
line was only good for an out.
The third inning . for the
Cardinals was once again,
scoreless. Thompson beat out
an infield ground ball with one

stole second base. Seconds lat-

er he attempted to steal third,
but was gunned down by Mark
Chilver, the Card catcher.

to bat in the top of the sixth.
same thing when they hit in the
last of the inning.
The Orioles got together tor
four more insurance runs

from the bases when he was
forced out at second by a rou-

tine grounder to the pitcher.

attack with a base hit that lined
up the middle into center field.

order in the first, and Black, grounder by Mike Wijas that
like Thompson, got his first went right to the Oriole third

strikeout of the game. Chilver baseman, Hartley. Hartley
ORIOLES (8)
hit the long bali of the inning;
ab r h bi
but ilwas caught by Jim Bailey Players
0 0 .0
2
Moran, cf
of right field.
2 0 0 0
The Orioles got together for Busse, cf
I
0
4
2
their first run of the ball game, Hartley, 3b

Hartley at the plate. The Cards

catcher Chilver, thought that
Incenelli was taking a little too
much of a lead and threw one

of Thompson's pitcher down
to third. Consequently, Incefielli was out and the side

third triple off the bat of Lunkman. The first out of the inning came at this time as
Thompson threw hard to fan
left fielder Mike Fischer. Lunkman finally came in on a ball

for the Cards in their half of
the fouith, and in their half of
the fifth.

IN THE FIFTH

to force out Orrell who was
caught too far off the base.
The Cards knew that it was

easy tap to the mound enabled

Black

the Lion hurler to escape

scoring and that they were going to when the last of the seventh came around. Chilver put
in his two cents worth by lead-

without a run being scored.

1

3

1

4

3

4

things rolling for his team. After stealing second base, he
hustled across the plate with

0

0

0

The fifth was also bad for
the Orioles as they too fell
without getting a run. Black

0
0

0
0

Q

led off with a base hit but was

1

left on first as the following

other batter for the first out,

the first run, on a double by

Bailey, rf

0

I

0

Jim Lunkman. He was pushed
all the way to third base when
the next two batters were
walked. Then Bailey laid down
what appeared to be a sacrifice
bunt, but Lunkman was played
on at the plate and was called
out when tagged by the catch-

Meir, rf

three batters fell in order.
Three up, three down start-

the

Totals

players

0 0
8 11

CARDINALS
ab r

Wijas, 2b
Peterson, cf
Chilver, c

3

0

3

0

3

1

Carley, rf

3
3

0
0

Krause, lb
Keane, If
Weber, If

2
1

Sultys, 3b

3

er. Leadoff hitter Bill, Moran
hit a grounder to Thompson

Hartmann, ss

on the mound for the third out
of the inning.

BLACK LET UP his first Thompson, p

2
2

chalked up two more strikeouts to his record.

0
8

(1)
h bi
0 0
0 0
0
0 0
1

2.

I

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0
3

0

0

1
25 1
hit in the second inning, but Totals
did manage to get two more Winner Black; Loser Thompstrikeouts chalked up. With son; SB Incenelli, Black.

ing off the comeback with a
double. After Black fanned an-

Chilver crossed the plate with

A car wash will be held

.
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lot of Forest View High

or whatever donation the
customer wishes to contribute.

School with the proceeds

Frank, May, Chip Uppling

going to the Frank May Pro-

and Charles Melichar are run-

ject.

education of the three

a

tight game with two runs in
the fifth inning and went on
to beat the Chargers, 4-1, in'
a battle of the top two teams
in the Senior Division of the

inning on Jeff Smith's double
which scored two runs. Chant

Thompson was the winner
with relief help from Keith

Elmhurst. He, is survived" by

THE CAR WASH will

begin at 9 a.m and go until

8-3.

hitter and struck out nine.
Curt Ogurek of the Chargers

also had a three -hitter with
nine strikeouts.

THE HITTING and

pitching of Bob Varecysse
paced the Jets to a 9-2 victory

over the Vikings. Varecysse

pitched a four -hitter and

helped his own cause by tripl-

ing home two runs. Ted

Balbier had two hits and an
RBI for the losers.
The Vikings came back the

next night to beat the Colts,
3-2. The Vikings rallied to
pull the game out in the last

MANUEL GONZALES

4-2. Dan Foran had both the

hits for the winners, who

scored twice in the fourth on
bases -loaded walks. Frank
Janezic homered in a losing

was a one-man
Heights In - gang for the Tigers,
who beat
Cards 11-2. Armil pitched
`Near-Sik-unle athethree
-hitter and rocked a
three -run homer in the fourth.
John Isola, Dan Piedlow and
Of DP Team ROI
Hansen
ga:Jmieni Armil

Arlington Heights took
both divisions in a match over
_Des

Saturtta: win-, L.: tyrr othrrs

ning the 16 -year -old division

by n narrow 3-2 margin and
sweeping the 14 -year -old
division, 5-0.

The Arlington Heights 14 year -olds swept every set as

well as every match. In

singles, Rob Zummanck beat
John Richards, 6-0, 6-0; Luke
Weeg downed Bill Casper on,
6-0, 6-1; Bob Bloomquist nipped John Anderson, _6-4, 6-2;
and Mark Skarzynski took
Kevin McCallum, 6-0, 6-2.

IN DOUBLES PLAY,
'

drilled' -extra base blows for the Tigers.
' THE PIRATES lost their
first game of the year but won

Skarzynski and Dan Stulseng
completed the whitewash by

beating Randy Senilar and
George McCashie of Des
Plaines 6-3 and 6-I.

inning. Tim Rich had three

Bob Huber hurled a

masterpiece in pacing the
Greyhounds to a 9-0 win over
the Expos. Huber allowed On-

ly two hits and struck out 18
in the six -inning game.

Tournament
The Mount Prospect Park
District will conduct a Youth
Golf Tournament Aug. 15-17
at the Mount Prospect Country Club.
The meet will be for boys be-

Hastings put the Orioles

be eligible, a boy must reach
his 12th biithday before Aug.
I and not reach his 18th birthday before that same date.

AN 18 -HOLE event for 12- '
and 13 -year -olds will kick off
the tourney on Aug, 15. The

Hansen.

Pro Shop of the Mount Pros-

the Reds, 28-0. Bob Reilari

Those desiring to enter the
tournament must sign up at the
pect Golf Course before 3 p.m.
on Aug. 11. Foursomes and tee

times will be assigned on the

and Maurice Chung. were t

days of the event. There will be
no charge for participants.

Ken Baldwin and Marty

The tourney is being sponsored by the Mount Prospect
Park District, with the assis-

winning pitchers and Marc
Retondo, Pat McGuiness,

Geisler were the hitting stars
in the game.

BOBBY SCHACHNER hit
two homers to help the In dial -la -win a slugfest from the

to

tance of the Village Green
Golf Club, to promote junior
golf. It is hoped the tourna-

ment will become an annual
event.

_

Mark Rossi and Brian

for Wheeling. Mike Abinanti
followed with a squeeze bunt
that found Wheeling catcher
Steve Toneff fielding the ball
and nailing Kenny at the plate
foAlte second our.
Logan Square right fielder

fielder Sheridan's fine throw
nailed Rooney as he tried to

ponations can be sent to

either Forest View High -

score also.

LOGAN SQUARE (3)
1

0

0

0

0

0

and was caught stealing, then

Hynes, 2b

0

0

one Out later, Pettenuzzo hit
a long double to left center
that might have gone further

Geyer, ss

I

1

0
0

0
0

Kenny, c

3

0

Rossi, 3b

2

1

0

except -for the wet ground.
Pettenuzzo was also con-

Rooney, If

as he rounded the bases.
first to end the threat.

ONLY THREE batters

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

Abinanti, cf

2

Feldman, cf
Madden, rf
Golden, rf

0

0
0

0
0

2

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

2

0
3

1

0

3

3

Drolet, If

Pettenuzzo, p
Totals

were able to reach base in the

final two and a half innings.
Toneff was hit by a pitch in
the fifth inning, and Geyer

17

WHEELING (0)

r h bi

ab

Player

0
0

2

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

2

0

I

3

0

0

0
0

I

0.

0

0

0

1

0
0

1

0

3

0

Lions, but on one advanced
beyond first base. Sheridan
relieved Crain in the fourth

Schweitzer, 3b
Weisen, cf
Hull, lb

2

0

3

0

3

and pitched hitless ball for the
remainder of the game.

Sheridan, If -p

Dyson, ss
Solomon, ,rf-If
Toneff, c

Elisco, p
Crain, p

Three double plays were
recorded in the final three innings. Wheeling got one itt the
fifth when Kenny lined to

Hull after Geyer had walked
and the Lion shortstop was
doubled at first.
Wheeling executed another

I

1

Andrews, 2b

and Roony drew walks for the

Messina, 2b

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

21 0 1
Totals
2B-Pettenuzzo; PB-Kenny,

the sixth when Abinanti
flied out to short center with

Toneff.

in

Rooney on first. The ball appeared to be a hit, but a fine

PITCHING SUMMARY

Player _ip h

Speedy Weisen in
center field turned the hit into
tip, out, and Rooney, who was
play

2

1

0
0

by

nearly at second, was easily

ASIDE FROM the WheelSchool on Goebbert Rd. in
ArlingtortHeights or to Frank ing threat in the top of the
May, I Bernard Ct., West, second, both hurlers pitched
masterfully as only one hit
Buffalo Grove.

r

h bi

2
2

d'Donnell 'then bounced to

Rooney both walked to fill the
bases, and Marty Crain relieved Paul Elisco on the mound

by at first.

ab

GEYER TOOK second on
passed ball, then Kenny
followed with his single that

team

on first after being hit by a

Player
O'Donnell, lb
Wendell, 2b

Logan Square also had a
minor threat in the bottom of
the fourth. Abina.nati walked

siderably slowed by the mud

Surprisingly, neither
committed an error.

over.

threat.

out and Larry Geyer walked.

cleared the bases. -Kenny mov-

director Bill Beckman taking

A walk and a passed ball

doubled up.

-The Lions had an

unassisted double play in the

fifth inning. Greg Messina,

Pettenuzzo

I

113
Elisco
Crain 2 213

Sheridan

r-cr

7

3

3-3

I
1

1

w so

0-0

0-0
0-0

8

3

4

0
2

I

3

0

Winner--Pettemizzo; LoserEliseo; WP-Pettenuzzo, Elisco
(3)- HBP-Pettenuzzo, Toneff.

COLD BEER - NO EXTRA COST !

HEIGHTS"LIQUORS
ONLY 2 MINUTES NORTH OF RANDHURST
TCose users will be especially happy to know they
con buy right locally. Come in and we!

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER
Rte. 83, N. Elmhurst Rd., & Camp McDonald Road
PHONE 255-7000

the remaining money was

former players and their
parents.

"Mr. Sprehe was more than
just a coach to us," May said!

"he was the kind of guy we
could talk to like a friend. We
would go to him instead of a
counselor when we had problems.

"I tore the ligaments in my
knee playing football last fall
and they thought I wouldn't
be able to play baseball in the
spring. Mr. Sprehe set up an

ChapsAmong"
16 Finalists

In Golf Play
Arlington Heights amateur
golfer Doug Chaps in one of
16 still remaining in the 40th

annual Junior Match Play
championship at Crystal Lake

Country Club. The four -day

event is sponsored by the

Chicago District Golfers
Association.

SALE DATES: JULY 9-1041-12

BEAT THE TAX!
BUY NOVV AND SAVE!
IMPORTED BRANDY
IMPORTED FROM CANADA

PREPARED

GRAND TRIANON

COCKTAILS
MARTINI WHISKEY SOUR

$ 239

round. He went on to win two
matches yesterday, the first
putting hirp in the top 32 and
the second placing him in the
group of 16 that will continue
through tomorrow.

THE NEXT round this

morning cut the field to eight,
and the

quarter -final

round

this afternoon trims it to four,
The semin-finals and finals
will be played tomorrow.

In addition to Chaps,

former Fremd High School

golfer Buzz Daugherty of participated, in the
tournament. He shot an 80 on
Monday to also qualify for the
opening round of match play.
Palatine

4

90 Proof

-

HALF GALLON

. Averages Out Tr/
$2.64 A FIFTH

KENTUCKY
TAVERN

Nationally Advertised
Imported

$ Q 49

GIN OR
VODKA

SCOTCH
WHISKY

$

GIN

$659

FIFTH

FIFTH

8 YEAR OLD

0

Distilled Dry

98

$

89
Fifth

match_ play. _on_ Monday__Ity.:

in the top 64 golfers and made

FLEISCHMANN'S

BRANDY

MANHATTAN DAQUIRI ETC.

Chaps qualified for the

him eligible for the first

ties.

against the Astros, 19-3, and

bottom of the first with a
walk. He moved t6 third on
two wild pitches and waited
while John Wendell popped

contributed by Mr. Sprehe's

The wrap-up on the .17th

relief to strike out the side in
the final inning and save the

The Pirates' wins came

things off for the Lions in the

with Forest View athletic at third, scoring Rossi, bucleft

through the crowd and

will be an 18 -hole event to de-.
termine winners and runnersup in each flight. Trophies will

be awarded to the winners,
with playoffs held in case of

game for the starter Bob

Mike O'Donnell started

MAY'S GOAL for the fund
Bill Madden then blooped a
is $1,000. It will then continue on into the school year, single over Schweitzer's head

raised.

sfibtiting a7T; witch pal him

ahead with two doubles and

two RBI, then tame on in

end the inning.

every night."

tween the ages of 12 and 17. TO

next day a qualifying round for
boys 14-17 will be held' to determine participants in six
onto"...the.. _flightS,
--

Minor League lead. The loss
came at the hands of the
Orioles and Brjan Hastings.

out the next hitter and Dan
Hull grounded to second to

worked with me two howl

followed: $658.53 has been

$142.62 wasdonated. Most of

MPPD
strikeouts. Brian Reynolds
gave him the hitting support Youth's Golf
he needed with two safeties,
The Cubs got only two hits

out and took second on a wild
pitch. Pettenuzzo then struck

exercise program for me and

the short time that has

Tannen Thompson, who

ter and registering 12

but managed to top the Twins,

pitch, was easily doubled off

each pitcher's delivery.

The week after Mr. Sprehe's
death, Frank May; the captain
of his. last Forest View team,
began the project to help send
his daughters to college. In

Forest View, a can was passed

he needed relief help from

the Yanks, hurling a two -hit-

ning.

put Dyson in scoring position
with two out in the top of the
fourth, but Pettenuzzo struck'
out the next hitter to end the

Wheeling had a runner in
scoring position in the top of
the first inning, when Gary
Schweitzer walked with one

10.

also the winning pitcher, but

was the winning pitcher for

one of which drove in a pair
of runs in a four -run third in-

his wife and thier three
daughters, aged 15, II and

DURING THE FOURTH
of July fireworks display at

hits in the game.

Bohstedt fashioned a three -

now 7-2 in league play.

bushes at hTs`home'ln

Giants, 17-10. Schachner was

the Yanks grabbed first place

by beating the Braves, 5-2.
The verdict left the Yanks
with a 9-2 record, while the
Braves fell a game behind at

Mr. Sprehe, who had been
baseball coach at Forest View
since it opened, was eloc-

coach who died last month,

the Forest View baseball

struck out the side in the final

Bilt Bohstedt was the winnips, pitcher for the Falcons,

Prospect Heights little league.

school donating all the needed
equipment.

t rucuted- -while trimming

Lorenz.

In Major Division action,

ning the car wash, with the

daughters of Harold Sprehe,

Falcons Stop Chargers
.
In Prospect net his BB
By Mike Imrem
The Falcons broke up

O'Donnell. Tonneff who was

three hits, but one of the hits, ed to second on a wild pitch.
was a two -run single by Jim 'the fact that there were so
Kenny. Walks were the many wild pitch is partly the
downfall of the 'Wheeling fault of the mound, which was
rnoundsmen, as they issued quite muddy and hampered

4 p.m. The charge will be $1

Saturday at the north parking

money to help further the

RTSJuly 9,

first Cardinal run on a

Lions

lined to

three innings.

THREE WHEELING,
the

batting for Crain,

was registered

first inning.

a

pitchers held

in the next

eight, including four in the.

Hold Car Wash Saturday
For Sprehe's Children
The project is raising

Wednesday,

out. Two strikeouts and an

their last chance to do some

1

2
2
31

inning, the second, when

Dyson's single followed Dean
Sheridan's walk with one one

2

2

A second inning single by
John Dyson was the only hit
off Pettenuzzo, who struck
out eight and walked three.
He was in trouble in only one

son threw to his first baseman

1

1

in a row.

son for one out, and Thomp-

4
2

scored three runs in the first
inning as they beat Wheeling
3-0 and wori their ninth game

who was in as a sub for Bailey,
lined one right back to Thomp-

3

0

Mike Pettenuzzo pitched a
one -hitter and Logan Square

turned into an error by the
Cards' shortstop. Bob Mier,

Freyman, c
Black, p
Lunkman, ss
Fischer, If
Jackson, 2b
Orrell, ss

2

3

By George Halos

hit by Jeff Orrell that was

was retired.
It was three up, three down

yesterday's game between

Cardinal Mike Wiju is about to take a big cut at the ball in

the Orioles. The Orioles took the game from the Cardinals, 8-1. (Photo by Bob Privratsky)

Pettenuzzo Throws 1 -Hitter

and Freyman both scored on a

4

2

fanned the next man to end the
game, leaving the Cards seven
runs behind.

up single by Freyman, and
scored on an infield hit by
hustling pitcher Black. Black

Incenelli, lb

when they came in to bat in the
top of the second inning.
Black smashed a single into
left field with one gone, to start

made the next batter hit the
ball on the ground to his second baseman for the second
out of the inning, and he

'He went to third on a follow-

hold of one for a double which

then

was ready to end the game. He

INCENELLI LED off the

hit Hartley in with another
run. Incenelli went to third
when the Cards played on

was

base and posed a threat to
Black. After a short conference with his catcher, Black

the top of the seventh inning.

in the inning, Incenelli got a

Krause

Rob

walked which put two men on

when they came in to bat on

With Hartley on first base with
a fielder's choice and two out

out for a base hit. He was
THE CARDS ALSO fell in forced out at second on a

double by Hartmann..

.

Batley led off with a base hit
to right, but he was eliminated

'hit in the inning as he smacked
one up the middle that got him

son was throwing to clean-up
hitter Tom Freyman, Incenelli

to the Cards who once again

ning came to an end when

a base hit into right center, and
was knocked in when the Car -

struck out the first batter he

ed to become a familiar phrase

picked up the ball and tossed it
to second for the force. The in-

39
Fifth

3

MAIGH BOURBON
HALF -GALLON

Averages Out to $3.39 A FIFTH

COCA COLA
OR

NO LIMIT

BUY ALL YOU WANT

HAMMS
6-12 oz. CANS
Reg. or Draft

'

PEPSI COLA

99'

8 - 16 oz. BOTTLES

7

DREWRYS $
24-12 oz. Bottles

3 09
Plus Deposit

Plus Deposit
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT QUANTITIES AND CORRECT PRINTERS ERRORS.

COLD BEER - NO EXTRA COST !
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One: Persore$ Trash
Is Another's. Treasure.
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By K. C. Radtke

The place where somebody's trash 'changes' hands to
become someone else's treasure. tithes the garage sale.

and expect to buy. It's an an-

"The early birds really arrive early. I guess they feel
they're redly getting some-

She heartily recommended
that anyone who plans a garage sale refrain from listing
their home phone number in

thing," she quipped.

Since her sale items were

You spend a little and get a
lot.

large, mainly falling in the furniture category, her husband
determined their going price.

For example, one garage
sale netted this reporter three
books (two paperback and a

Of the -20 or so customers who
purchased the pieces during

hardbound), two teeny Tupperware containers, a nylon

the first day of the sale, only a

few attempted to chisel her

apron, a flowered hairbow and
necklace, all for
a "pearl"

down. She cut the set price by
$5 and refused to reduce it fur-

$1.55.

ther, she said.

I BOUGHT a record rack, a

Price deriving is easy at the
Strahs garage at 403 N. Pine,
Mount Prospect, where Mrs.

milk server, a small pouring
glass, and a handmade patch
quilt for $1.62 at another sale.

Richard (Theo) Strahs
her third garage sale.

Two sales in seven days with

change remaining from $5 is
pretty good for a woman bar-

original value, divide that figure in half and subtract $1,"

But hunting the sales is the
most fun because the bargains
arc usually unexpected.
You approach the garage,
scan the sale items, and inevitably, there it is, just what- you
always wanted, at a price you

Mrs. Strahs explained.

"What counts at a garage
sale is hot the amount of money you make, but what you can

get rid of."
Her sale was a three-family

finally willing to pay a

are

cards,

toaster,

a

venture not unlike many garage sales where women join

raincoat,

clock, kitchen set, toys, hats.

household
forces
to
goodies they no longer need or
want.
sell

You name it and you can probably find it at some garage sale,
somewhere.

An Unusual Twist --He
Succeeds and Loses Job
By Jan Bone
By anybody's standards,
Keith Vernon is a success
In fact, he's been so good in
his job that the position he has
held for the past two years was

J

project got $100,000 in federal
funds; and during the 1969-70
school year, which began July

dramatics, tennis, baton twirl-

it will receive only $75,000

slimnastics, flower arranging,
pre-school story hours, open
recreation for men and teens,

1,

in federal money.
The theory behind this was:

softball, summer
athletics, women's recreation,
ing,

boys'

if the community education

adult and youth community

concept was accepted by
eliminated July I
here, local groups
And nobody could be hap- people
would find programs so sucpier about it than Vernon'
cessful and so appealing that
As "Director of Recreathey would be willing to con-

choruses, boys' soccer, sculpture and trampoline.

for Title III tinue them and to pay
Community Education Protional Services

gram," he planned, directed,

their'

day art and Christmas craft

costs.

It worked.
Agencies like the villages of
for people who live in the Wheeling
and Buffalo Grove,
Wheeling High School attend- the park districts of Wheeling,
ance area
Prospect Heights, and Buffalo
the school districts inHIS SALARY came from Grove,
volved, and some of the townfederal funds
But when Wheeling -Buffalo ship officials are co-operating
Grove School District 21, the to give the community education project $103,000 in localsystem that administers the
community education pro- ly -raised funds "to run next
gram, applied for its Title III year's activities.

and ran recreational programs

giant to get federal money for

its new and innovative program, it wrote the proposal
with an unusual twist

Instead of asking for comfunding for the three-

plete

year period the grant would be

VERNON, NEXT

SKATING ROLLER
from November to April at
Wheeling High School - holi-

year,

grade -school

classes,

basket-

ball, ceramics, cheerleading,

model building for boys, indoor floor hockey, yoga, and
gymnastics were more of the
courses Vernon offered.

"We've had programs for
those who live in the attendance area of Wheeling High
School," he- said, "including
the Poe School youngsters of
Arlington Heights' Berkley
Square, and the Frost School
in Prospect Heights.

will be paid from these local

"We have youngsters from

sources and his federally -fun-

the parochial schools of St. Alphonsus, St. Mary's in Buffalo
GrOve, and St. JoSePh the

ded job was phased out. He
now ' becomes suffrvisor of
recreation for the Wheeling

from Wheeling -Buffalo Grove

Wheeling.

grams were completely paid
for by government money

tions last year for Vernon's
recreational activities kept a
part-time staff of 40 busy.

$155,000 worth Last year, the

People took part in creative

ately requested less
money each year

THE FIRST

federal

year's

pro-

sale at the Strahs' garage were

recently held such a sale in

'Locke, 405 N. Pine, both of

I

Mrs. Charles Mason,
and

School,

Mount Prospect.
What she couldn't use hap-

Mrs.

19

curtains, - hot plates,
school bag, puzzles, bathroom
sink, plenty of pocketbooks, an
fled

electric blanket, a lawn mow-

Gerald

business.

er, and ballet shoes, among

There were no early sales

other things.
She sold the tent for $2, the

baby buggy for $2, a kitchen
set for $15.

"It's a good excuse for
cleaning the garage," was her
final analySis.

Mrs. Roland (Helen) Sorgatz of 308 N. Patton, Arlington Heights, recently cleaned
the garage after her two-day
sale. She was left unoccupied
after selling "big" items like a
portable dishwasher, chest of
drawers, and ironing mangle.

noyance."

an ad, specify sale hours, and
leave their house the day be
fore the sale.

and no one was allowed in the
sales area until 9 a.m., the time
specified in the newspaper ad.
"EARLY SALES are a pain
in the neck and the only thing I
don't like about garage sales,"
Mrs. Strahs complained.

"People don't take you at
your word and they come early

Arlington Heights

seasonal. Shorts, swim suits,
beach toys don't sell too well
When's the best time to have in the fall just as storm boots
.a sale? Anytime really,, most 'or winter clothes fail to go in
of the sellers agreed. You just the summer.

"Otherwise you're hounded" she commented -in ex-

Ativt,tiotg, deg, ticruir, dodo[...

asperation.

Thursday, Friday and Sat-

urday are the most popular

\

sales days probably because
housewives are out on these
days and paychecks are issued
later in the week.
Of the three days, Saturday

F11
0

is the least likely to succeed.
Not too many people gallavant
leisurely on Saturday when

Who gets the money when

James T. Whitesel, Master
304 N. Emerson
Mt. Prospect

CL 9-1450

The women who sponsored

it, that's who. They are likely

to give the unsold "junk" to
shops,

and

the

with a new

20 S. t)intiot

its for themselves.

A GARAGE sale clears the
house of useless accumulation

and fills the pocketbook with

The face is familiar

.

and JERRY MILLIGAN
is here to help

with your
banking problems!

If you're a native of Arlington Heights,
chances are that you've known Jerry for
years for he grew up here and graduated

viously was a trainer at the Retail Credit
Co.

from Arlington High School.
Jerry is well -qualified as vice president

If you me a Lions member, you know
Jerry well, too, as he is president of the
Arlington Heights club as well as a mem-

of our bank to help with your banking

ber

vice president at The Bank and Trust Com-

of the Arlington
Lodge and Elks Club.

ities.

)

"But

when we use the
schools on evenings and weekends, we can try to provide rec-

reational outlets at all interest
and age levels.

THE BEST FOR LESS!
WAYNE BRENNAN
,WESTGATE SHOPPING

Even if you haven't known Jerry previously, stop in at our new bank to meet
us all. We're here to provide good service
to our customers, old friends and new!

NORTHWEST jaL tS Saviktc9l3akie,
311 South Arlington Heights Rd.
394-1800
Arlington Heights

JULY CLEARANCE SALE!
STRIDE RITES

ALL FOR ONE PRICE!

$1500

$799

$699

CUT, BODY WAVE,
FERMODYE CONDITIONER,
AND SETT All THISI

MAYER I

offer good now through Julyl

_

$899

SALE PRICE

ROrS AMERICANA BEAUTY SALON
1620 W. NorthwestHwy. Arlington Heights, Ill.

259-5020

Hours:

Tues. [lieu Sat. 9 to 5:30
Open Thurs. nits.

Ar

SPECIAL PURCHASE

WOMENS & CHILDRENS
SUMMER SANDALS

ON U.S. MADE
CANVAS SHOES

c-aLl

'

392-4080

Heights Masonic

/.--

oymagooft,..,,,00tarafea*.

"THE WAY OUR commu
nities are expanding, as new

"Taxpayers would find it
ridiculous to duplicate facil-

rlington ICeights

Americana Youl

dents of Buffalo Grove and

the programs we need.

,:v.

(Ii
min

and cannot totally underwrite

AA,

.

Salvation

Army, but they keep the prof-

VA 4-9654

Celebrate summer

,

church rummage sales, thrift

1 19 Cornell, Des Plaines

JULY SPECIAL!

-

4,,,,.

&11:4.1 404,44.

the sale is over?

253-6977
Gustav Albrecht-Secretary

caught by surprise at 7:30 a.m.

Ear.

dren's shopping, grocery shopping.

STATED MEETINGS
FIRST & THIRD THURSDAYS

She failed to specify hours
in her newspaper ad and was

piia/r

other more important tasks
must be done banking, chil-

pany of Arlington Heights. He is a graduate of the Illinois Bankers School and pre -

would be no bargains today."

10

1

1104 S. Arlington Ilts. florid
.Arlington

was yesterday and so there

izEf ILI-ED

13EFORE YOUR

0,1,1,

Masonic Lodge #1162

buyers had the feeling the sale

HAVE

Vit E/ISCRIPT:C*1S

needs. He formerly served as assistant
cashier and, most recently, as assistant

"THE SECOND day was
hardly worth it," she said. "It
was just dribble stuff. I think

have to remember that garage
sale
material is generally

extra loot for that short family
trip, the new furniture for sister's room.

S.

Mount Prospect. Colored tags
were used to designate which
family had contributed the sale
items. After prices were determined, the yard cleaned, and
cloths laid on the sales tables,
the women were ready for

pened to be a 9 x 9 foot umbrella tent, a baby buggy, ruf-

District 21, Prospect Heights
District 23, and Wheeling
High School, plus village resi-

homes are beittabifilt, makes it
impossible to keep up with recreational facilities unless we
work together.
"Our small park districts
cannot build separate facilities

/

Contributors to the recent

don't
want, somebody else can use,"
explained a woman wito

"SOMETHING

Worker, as well as students

Park District as well as supervisor of intramurals and interscholastic activities for Wheeling -Buffalo Grove District 21.
More than 25,000 registra-

effective, District 21 deliber-

held

"WE RECALL the item's

gainer.'

The garage sale had everything from a kitchen clock Mrs. Richard Strahs (right) hasn't been able
to sell for three years to a child's bean-bag snake held by co -seller, Mrs. Charles R. Mason. This
sale, held last week at the Strahs residence, 403 N. l'ine, Mount Prospect, also offered house
shutters, a television, drapes, a ping pong table, human hair wigs, and an all-weather dopr. Photo by
John Kruissink.

when the tirst bargain hunters
arrived.

You are cordially invited to attend a

$299

$299

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

State Farm Mutual

Bill Korman of 1'413 Orchard Dr., Prospect Heights, general
agent for the John Hancock Mu fuel Life Insurance Co., enjoys

a chauffeured trip in the first auto to make it's way up to
the six -level, spiral ramp and across a bridge (top, center)
leading into_the sixth !Tour of the 100 -story John Hancock
Center hrehit-ago.

Blood Bank Accredited
The blood bank at

Lutheran General Hospital,

Park Ridge, has received accreditation for another threeyear period by the American
Association of Blood Banks
Three years is the max -

A Good Student
Nancy Lou Bischoff, 4 N
William, Mount Prospect, has
been

named

lit the

sin ing

Dean's List at Drake University in Des Moines, Iowa

[mum accreditation given.
Accreditation was preceded

by an evaluation and inspection by the blood bank

Your Life and YOur Health

-WEDNE'SDAYTiliv9,iv69- --- --

See Me,

RAY LIEBROCK
1730 OAKTON ST., Ott PLAINES
PHONE 824-5129

A MUTUAL FUND SYMPOSIUM
THE CURRENT MARKET OUTLOOK
THE AIRLINE -AIR CARGO INDUSTRY

Arlington Heights, Illinois

STATE FARM
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

1/3 OFF

SALE -STARTS -THURSDAY -JULY '10th

PROGRAM:

The Arlington Park Towers Hotel
Rohlwing Rd. & Euclid Ave.

Insurance Companies

OTHER BRAND SHOES

NOT ALL SIZES
IN ALL COLORS

8:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.

To Know About Insurance.

tarily sought and received this
accreditation.

bank.

GOODBODY AND CO.
established 1891

State warm Is MI Yuu Nees;

country which have volun-`
Lutheran General has been
continuously accredited since
1960. Each year, some 4,000
donors give blood at the blood

presented by

for Your Car, Your Home,

association.

The Lutheran General
blood bank is among the
1,000 blood banks in the

STOCK MARKET FORUM

Speakers:

Richard W. Blackburn

Stephen R. Myers
Frank M. Redman

HRS. MON., TUES., THURS:, SAT., 9-5:30
CLOSED WEDNESDAY
FRI. 9-8:30''

I

A

I

"Shoes lot the
25 W. Prospeci.,
Mt. Prospect

PARK & SHOP
CENTER

//

CL 3-5757

''-

r
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Rental

0 gt

Rooms

(1)

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

cl CO
LO

LC) 0)
CL csi

Needed

rt s

at

By K. C. Radtke

Got a clean, sunny room
you would like to rent from

0(

If so, contact District 214
where administrators are compiling lists of available homes
where student teachers can
live.
"This year we'll need housing for about 90 student teachers throughout the school

art
r."

are college seniors. As part of
their degree requirment, they
spend from six to 12 weeks

teaching in the district's six

the Pesches
Twenty-eight foreign horticulturists visited
Garden Center on River Rd. in Des Plaines July 1. They are
in a tour arranged by Gerhard Klette, a horticultural publisher

Student

,4k

students literally
take over a class," Fischer
said, "and they are expected to

perform with the same responsibility as a regular teacher."

THE MAJORITY of the
student teachers wart a single

room and are not too concerned about meal privileges,
but probably would appreciate
breakfast if it were available,
Fischer said.

District 214 will have 160
student

teachers during

the

Newspaper Division of Field

Enterprises, Inc., has an-

nounced appointments to new

h

Palatine area.
358.2699

Switzerland, France and Canada.

17 -Business Services.

All types, Free Estimates
537 1244 or 437.3160
?t -Situations Wanted -Men

Retired mechanic will Sirnoniz
your car. Will pick up & deliver.

1953 he was named classified

437-8646.

advertising manager and six
years later was promoted to
retail advertising manager. In

BOY 14 WANTS SUMMER WORK.

117 So. Emerson

298-6196

Mt. Prospect

Paul Skittone

Roy Tabbert

Real

eling

p94-1000,
SONNEL

WITH OR WITHOUT
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

automotive retail advertising

START AT

later he was named to the
general advertising financial

Suprart Your Local Sheriff: 3:40, 7:03, and 10:26 p.m.

PICKWICK THEATRE:5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.

the general automotive staff.

The Extraordinary Seaman: Friday, Saturday. and Sunday,
1:30, 5, and 8:30 p.m.; Weekdays, 8:30 p.m.

The Heart is a Lonely Hunter: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,

2:50, 6:20, and 9:50 p.m.; Weekdays, 6:2(1 and 9:50 p.M.

A resident of Arlington
Heights,

Lonergan

and

wife Diana have four
children.

Sherman joined
Times Classified advertising
the

PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
African Safari; Weekdays and Saturday. 7:09 and 9:11 p.m.;
Sunday: 3:09, 5:11, 7:13, and 9:15 p.m.

RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount

his

Sun -

staff in 1957, was named
supervisor of the south region

in 1960 and joined the retail
advertising staff in 1963. For
the last year he has been a
general advertising salesman
in the household equipment
division. Sherman, his wife,

Alice and three children live
in Mount Prospect.

Plans

Reunion

Prospect.

Where Eagles Dare: Daily and Weekends. 2:12, 4:40, 7:05,

and 9:35 p.m.

The 3rd Armored (Spear- roit, Mich., July 24.25 and 26.

Former members may write
to contact World War II mem- to: Neil Scholz --Box No. 172bers in planning its 22nd An- -Davison, Mich. 48423.
nual National Reunion in Det-

head) Division Assn. is seeking

THEATRE
COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect
The Marriage 'Go Round: Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.; Sun,

Rosy
Economic

2 3-6600

ipr Air a r Aw

There is considerable good

news for the worker who wants
continued good business and is

0
0

tired of regularly paying higher prices, according to Robert
Krebs, president, Caldwell Industrial Supplies, Inc., headquartered in Waukegan with a
branch in Elk Grove Village.

a NEW idea
. . . from the NEW bank!
NOW 5% GOLDEN

. .

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
NO MINIMUM AMOUNT
NO MINIMUM DEPOSIT needed to open account

He does not see prices going

price plateau and cannot increase prices any more this
year. Nobody is talking about

0>-

is required

By opening any of the many types of checking and savings accounts of
$50 or more, between the dates of July 1 and July 10, you will receive
a beautiful antiqued savings bank, a replica of an early Northwest
Territory pioneer's cabin.

k.t

tS Sao

price increases would be difficult to obtain, he noted that a
recent 5.3 per cent increase on
abrasive grinding wheel prices
had to be rescinded. There are

130&

K/

311 SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD / ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS 60005 / 394-1800

1111

4111 new products.
296-10.0.

!II

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 Des Plaines Ave.

ay at, ar w

EX -43.1.s

4 W. Miner

de-

PARKER
117 So, Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

1111

The purchases are for production needs," Krebs said,
He added that perhaps the
biggest restriction to business
growth will be the unavailability of employes. He noted it is

very difficult to obtain help
even part-time and summer
high school student help is not
available- because of strong
business conditions.

fir

Junior
$10-$13,000FREE

Is BOoming!
No Commuting
Problems

have a good working knowledge of total material control and will be responsible

5550-1600 Free

Material Control
Mechanical Teal.
Gadgeteer
St. Ind. Eng,

5600.5650 Fr..

Toolroom foreman

5750.1800 Free

-

Engr. Leader
Prd.s&heduler
Prod. Planner

Tar Engr.
Time Study Tr.

CY...1W Set,

edge with co, paid train- lb
ing. Learn on-thejob and
move up to the next level h

81. Us
Elsosluai Engr.
APPIkatIont Engr.
Manufacturing Engr.
Aar. Chief
Sales Engr,

Staff os2a

57504825 free
s8-.10,000 free
5650-S730 Fr..

110.812,000 fre
5625.5750 f re.
JV SARTITRW

38 S1,100 free
313.000 free
1600 57.50 Free
1650.5700 free
1600 1700 Fro*
130011560 Prat

- $8.110,000 Fro..
5300.1550 free
1700.1730 free
$750.11.000 free
585041,300 free
$800-1900 Free
590041,200 Free

plete confidence to:

BOX- 1203

DAY PUBLICATIO,
INC.
21'7 S:Afli-ngton-Hts,
Arlington Hts,,111. 600
.

Responsible foe. conducting inspections of buildings and other structures for structural

Des PloIne

Open till 6 Mon. and Tues.

,

building permits. Salary open,
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

O'HARE
296-1043

-

Building
Inspector

safety, sanitation, zoning and
matters covered by related or-

ENGINEERING
2720 Des Plaine...ay.

responsibilities.

Please send resume In com-

dinances and for processing

.

2720 Des Plaines Ave.

sion In a position of ever in-

,,c.tgasing

1650.8760 Fr..

5830-1930 free

296-1043
,

for negotiations of all purchasing by our company. You
will work with little supervi-

5900 1.1,200 f tee

CALL MIKE HANSEN

in EDP,P. Large nat'l corportion,

Computer
.14
Center
It Div. of Engineering O'Hare -.111

$600.1650 Free

5I585900 Fr

Asa Formon

-g
.4

3300. 8600 Free
5EI50.S1,100

Engr. Liaison

Pral.ct Eng.
R&D Engineers

.1

Mike Betker 296-1043

mum of 2 years experience in
electromechanical industrial
purchasing. Individual must

ExpdIttns Tr.

figt0-3888o-le.

g Excellent opportunity to
couple your light knowl-

z

We seek a man with a mini-

Production Control
Pt. Management
Quality Control

Prognws...

0

571'S. Wheeling Rd.
Wheeling, III.

SUBURBIA

Pro.. Engr.

* Learn Systems

'

ILG Industries Inc.

_53761(10

Prod. Problem Solver -

marl

k5)._

ockfortiandjltirrit:=1..1.41M.LMichigan.
The executive also said business will be stronger in the last
half of 1969 than most people
have anticipated.
"Industry with few exceptions is planning to buy
supplies at a higher pace than

CONTACT FRED DRECHSEL

local phone 825-7117

TECHNICAL

unlimited, Call:

term northern Illinois - southern Wisconsin economic conditions because it is regularly
area

fund.

BUYER -

investigator for the legal
partment of this major casualty company. Advancement

the

GROW WITH US

Want

Work on your awn as a specie;

between

392-6100

Des Plaines -O'Hare area

Who Don't

DRAFTSMAN
Excellent opportunity for the
mon with his eye to the future.
Immediate opening for aggressive man in 'our drafting
department. Must hove some
drafting background. Qualified applicant will be trained.
Good starting salary with periodic increases. Company paid
benefits, including tuition re-

BLOWER DIVISION

Arl. Hts.-Mt. Prospect area

L + Car + Expenses

in touch with a thousand or
more industrial and service

BEELINE FASHIONS

Bensenville
380 Meyer Road
766-2250
Interviewing hours:

GENERAL

SHEETS INC.

ing, he said.

His industrial supply com-

$8 000
$650

Employment Mgr. 39,414,000
Warehouse & Stock. 31004140

Des Plaines, III.

more and more examples of
higher prices no longer holdpany is considered to be an excellent barometer of short-

light house
our warehouse fa

keeping

(1 blk W. of York Rd.)
3 bfks N. of Irving Park Rd.

TOP $
5 Programmers
OPEN
3 Computer Opers
Flexogrophic Press... 35.25 hr.
$13,000
Civil Eng.lIl
4 Prod. Foremen. .$8,412,000
Exp'd Cost Man
$700
$750
3 Sales Trainees, ,
2 Purchasing Men, ..to $11,000

Desk Jobs
$725 Mon -No Fee

in the first half of this year.

0

`

Explaining that any more

9:45 p.m.
involve

Duties

Mon., thru Fri., 8:30 a.m. to 8

3 Accountants.., 310418,000
O.C. inspector Stilly .$10,000

.11

b. rooted to Vico-President of

lir sit

JANITOR

We now have an opening for
CUSTODIAN.
a part time
Hours are from 5:45 p.m. to

to $900

Plastic For man
Jr. Draftsman
Customer Service

41 replace a man just pro -

/11

255 5350

p.m.

You'll.

ENGINEERING

said that "it appear:, that manufacturers have reached a

_111

Special Hiring

1111

ptuduxei 'of meth-

CALL DENNIS GALLAS

6S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SUBURBAN -FREE

company's products
*** their needs. Growing $11/2

up any more this year. Krebs

firms in

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

to h

anical

DANA

,

hGo out into the field, meet
the customers, and apply

specialties.

will qualify you to move up. b,
Call Ted Leveneur 296-1043

engineering agenCylk

k $9-1 1,000 FREE

111

h

krung spat you may hold k

arm

Needed . experienced working
foreman familiar with all
phases of injection molding
in growing company. Good
pay - benefits.

MOLDED PRODUCTS

team of problem -solving
"MINUTE MEN." Any lower-

111

3rd Shift
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.

II

your knowhow on the new gi

a

Field Service
k ENGINEERING k

Future

k

9 production
troubleshooters
$7,000-10,000,
free

by? Listen to this. We need

.117 So. Emerson.'
Mt. Prospect
I

higher prices."

NORTHWEST

of

Foreman

.o

now? Are the promotions h.
Ai you deserve passing you

mediate farPARKing. NoER fee:

t

3rd Armored

Foreman

Plastic Injection

the IDEAS and ANSWERS? III
You soy nobody is listening
kwhere you are working

15 -man crew. New plant, im

and was promoted to retail ad-

staff and in 1962 moved to

to

Des Plaines.

ARE YOU THE GUY with II

portunity con include that of

vertising sales' staff in 1955
vertising in 1957. Four years

ik

$4.00 Hr.+ O.T.

moving

nich, 827-1117. double m, inc.
Realtors, 650 Giaceland Ave.,

OUR OFFICE

k

iWithoiit Previous eiperience
you can now start at $4 hr. If
you've had some good trade
:school training. Your futuresop-

Joseph Sherman

see for yourself. Ask for Lee Min-

arm

HIRING IN

k

I

manager, north regional
advertising, from general

John Lonergan

office. Call for appointment and

PER.
HALLMARK
E.
Northwest
800

ir air aw

MAINTENANCE

LONERGAN JOINED the

'

your own desk in our modern

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

PLANT

salesman.

ited -opportunity. All the buyers
you can handle. You will hove

years. High School is enough.
Wear a business suit for interview. Oh yes - free smokes, of
course! Ask Steve Pace_ at

E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

from general advertising

sive, mature salesperson. Unlim-

be area Sales Mgr. within 3

have three children and live
in Arlington Heights.

estate salesperson. We
have an opening for an ogres-

- no night work. 5 day

week. Do the job and you may

for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
I at 394.1000, HACLMARK, 800'

divisional manager, south,

new accounts. $150
weekly guarantee to man meetWrite
ing our requirements.
Manager, Box 4117, Cleveland,
establish

Ohio, 44123

$650 No Fee

and Joseph Sherman to

SALESMAN FOR
CONTACT WORK

Needed by credit firm to help

tected territory - just keep your
customers stocked up. No trav-

10 TECHNICIANS

Other promotions were:
John Lonergan to division

Ad # A 121

927-6908

No experience; necessary. Pro-

MARK, 800 E. Northwest Hwy.,
Mt. Prospect.

north regional advertising.
He and his wife, Clare,

a.m.

pick up the tab for schooling
and completely train you in
all general and cost account-

1963 to division manager

pect.
My Side of the Mountain: 2, 5:23, and 8:46 p.m.

PART TIME MEN
Needed for store cleaning
Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.

got you this one. Employer will

ing functions. Call Dennis
Miller at 394-1000, HALL-

department in 1957 and in

Sun -Times classified ad-

827-71380

SALES
$135 Wk. NO FEE
1969 car furniihed
bonus -profit shoring

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity'

Were Eagles Dare: Daily and Weekends; 1:55, 4:44, 7:30, and
10:10 p.m.
MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Pros-

$150 to $200. It's available
working 4 hrs., 5 evenings per
week doing light office cleaning. Our phone is open until 9

CIGARETTE

to the retail advertising

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.

ADDITIONAL
MONTHLY INCOME

TRAINEE -

-

Any college accounting, plus
the desire to continue, will

1956. Skittone was promoted

Swiss Family Robinson: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, 2, 5:55,
and 9:55'p.m.; Monday and Wednesday, 6 and 9:55 p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday, 8:05 p.m.
Angel in My Pocket: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, 4:10 and
8 p.m.; Monday and Wednesday. 8:10 p.m.; Tuesday and Thurs;
day, 6:15 and 10:10 p.m.

143 W. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect

.

OR

JR. ACCT.

to classified advertising in

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1456 Miner, Des Plaines.

Must be 21

Julian Pharmacy

Sot, & Sun, from 8 a.m. to 11

$600 to $700 No Fee

department of the Daily News
in 1953. He went into military
service in 1954 and returned

Weekdays, 8 p.m.

1'

DES PLAINES AREA

23 -Employment Agencies Male

the classified advertising

CATLOW THEATRE. 116 N. Main, Barrington.
True Grit: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, 7 and 9:30 p.m.;

Part Time, Nights, & Weekends

PARKER

Arlington Heights area
392.0592

retail advertising.

ends, 1:35, 4:30, 7:35, and 10:05 p.m.

392-1830'
DRUG STORE CLERK.

RELIABLE MOTHER WILL BABYSIT

sales manager of regional
advertising. He had been
north division manager of,

Finian's Rainbow: Weekdays, 5, 7:30, and 10:05 p.m. Week-

MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

named to the new position of

Heights.

nent part-time position. CALL

253.669Q

Skittone began working in

ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115

Monday thru Saturday. Perma-

needed. Your training will consist of in -plant seminars and
on-the-job training with some
of the best electronics
engineers found anywhere.
,Any military or tech, school
training opens the door to this
above overage career opportunity. For further information
see or call:

REVERS MASONRY

PAUL SKITTONE VAS

Arlington

*Man with car or truck wanted.'
to work from 4 a.m. to 7 a.m.,

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in
the Audio Communications
areas. No previous exp.

1

Evelyn live in Mount Prospect
with their two sons.

advertising and classified

St., Des Plaines.

Electronic

Tabbert and his wife

Tabbert joined the Daily
News in 1937 and worked in
the market research, display

Evergreen,

interviews. Call for appt,
297-2020 or apply 730 Center

time. Salary open. No phone

Audio Communications
Trainee
$145 - $165 WK.

WANTED: Baritone horn teacher
yr.
for 11 yr. old. Has had
school training. 824,1323.

1963 became sales manager of
the department.

national and classified real
Interested persons may con- estate advertising.

N.

is a permanent job opening, full

HALLMARK, BOO E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Course '6 weeks, $10.00
827-6603
BARON'S

manager of the Sun -Times
and Daily News retail advertising department and in

from Nlou nt Prospect.

SERVICE

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

SUMMER SPECIAL
Beginners. Piano or organ

Detroit. Garden centers are quite new in Europe. Members
of the touring groups were from Germany, Austria, Argentian,

All

$145 to $165 To Start
NO FEE
Set up new procedures- Super.
vise small clerical force to
handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any problems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

Piano lesson's

1960 he was named assistant

posts for two men from .Arlington Heights and two men

Amusement
Calendar

III.

ties. 381-5260.

advertising departments. In

Gabe Joseph, vice president
and advertising director of the

per cent of the student teachers Chicago -Sun-Times and the
are female and 40 per cent are Chicago Daily News. He will
be responsible for all retail,
male.

CL 9-5300.

Southern

day.

pay

is

Northwest suburbs open. Red

hot item. Call 9-5prn. 774-3394,
ask for Mr. Tee
MECHANICALLY INCLINED

University, Carbondale. 1st
quarter '69. Wants personal attendant to assist handicapped
student with doily living activi-

4 Promoted by Field
Enterprises Papers

Roy Tabbert was appointed
1969-70 school year, 90 of
whom will require a place to to the newly -created post of
stay. Fischer estimated that 60 real estate manager of the

tact the district's central administration office at 799 W.
Kensington, Mount Prospect,

entering

day

every

Mature, mechanically inclined
man for inside service work. This

Rental plan. 392-4759

similar businesses in New York, San Diego, Los Angeles and

in Germany. Besides visible in the Chicago area, they inspected

time. Earn $40 to $60 per day,

CUSTOMER

ice on all makes. Free loaners..

ra
iPiN) OP if

.."111

CL 3-9407
L. Clark
Men wanted part time or full

exSystems background
posure to 360 clinches it. Head
up new department. Excellent
firm. Call , Ron Hold° at
394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

lite

M.

North and Northwest suburbs.

14 -Personals

schools.

"These

Schnauzer

Min.

Mostly

shop.

Small

worR.

No Fee

TOY

BLACK

PuODLE, mule, vi,.. Mt. Prospect
Country Club. Cl 3 3807

I

ments, said.

THE STUDENT teachers

TOY

Interior and exterior residential

$12,000 to $15,000

_

15 -Business Personals

0

year," Ed Fischer, co-ordinator of student teaching assign-

.

AAA 1 Hearing Air Repair ServI

..11

,11111Md; :;;

13 -Lost and Found

FOUND:

Looking for a Change?

SYSTEMS ANALYST

Rd., Arl. Hts., Ill.

len Hts. Reward. 437-4149.

:
;41 t4°L#4*

September to June?

2 PAINTERS

Box 1202, 217 S. Arlington Hts.

silver grey, "Sparky"; vic. Hot.

Jo,

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Cemetery.for sale, real. Apply

Lost:

t
if

4 lots (6 graves ea.) Ridgewood

Ill.

,33 5. Arlington Heights Rd.

Phone 253-2340

4

Page

BUSINESS

Wednesday, July 9, 1969

14

WNW Mu
1 241* Waded MOS

244191p Wantel Mal

Service -DirectoryLet us help makeyour DAY

MECHANICS

TARPrIenced or will teach. Full,

time Vilih- fsliati of overtime,
Benefits. Excellent working

New facilities,- excellent work

conditions, full company
including pension
benefits,
plan.

Cons,ult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
busines people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

FOREMEN(

ing

LADENDORF

MOTORS, INC.
DES PLAINES

PLASTICS
290 E. Fullerton
Caroistream

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

NIEDERT

full benefits in rapidly grow-

299-2206

MOTOR SERVICE

A. H. ROBINS CO.
Air Conditioning,

Individualized styling. Formals'

Centro! Air Conditioning
Spring Rates
Free Estimates
'CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532
Georges Heating & A/C service !

FOR CUSTOM FITTING IN
THE PENNYRICH BRA

and resort clothes designed to

.

Masonry

Hemming &
Alterations

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Call Bob CL 9-0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

Alterations and general sewing
plus remodeling of draperies.

Electrical WOrk

CL 9 3517.

4,

Fencing

ART

Painting -Decorating

& IRON CO.

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:
Advertising Layout Art
Spot illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.
Contact Dick Westgard

Wrought

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647-0220

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

.1 do painting, inside and out- 'CALL NOW 251-7767
side. Walls, Carpets, Floors,
North Shore Interiors
Gutters. REASONABLE!
GUARANTEED WORK!!
971.0675'
CALL JIM

--A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 5 Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ili.

WALL PAPERING

Tailoring

'

RICK'S DECORATING

Decorating & Remodeling

Seamless Floor Coverings Never

Interior & Exterior Painting. All
Reasonable

On all blacktop work, all work

needs waxing -are sanitary &
repels dirt & germs.

fully guaranteed, all modern
estimates.
FREE
equipment

Daily 9.5 for Free estimate

pring Special 30%Off

top quality work.
rates. 671-0009.

Call 774-394

PHONE SERVICE 24 HRS. A DAY,
7 DAYS A WEEK. -967.5340

A J. WORTON
BLACKTOP PAVING

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

"359-1906

-ed,Fmeiteimaie.
292.1542

Hireiring Aida-

Ridge Home improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect
Call 392-4750

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

NO JOB TOO SMALL
537-6122,

Home Maintenance

HANDYMAN can do your PAINTING

Custom Homes Room Additions,

Reas. Call Pete. 437.4401

BEST"

for

F

.

FREE

with

cleaning 296-1450

Cement Work

'1

Cooperative

Enter-

392-8763
RICH FERTIUZED BLACK SOIL

APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Patios, Sidewalks,:
Floors Licensed, Bonded. Insur-

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, floWer.'
beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - 525.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

-

ICANUER CSON
Cement Contractors
'
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Cim01.141119, tivre
Licensed, Insured,-& Sondid
30 year; in business.

_CALL 76i-5084

,

_z_c-QMPLETE- ---- :-

2
I

Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps:
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987
-

Ceramic Tile
KEY TILE CO.

255.1
Tile Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Rep_oirecl

Dog Grooming
POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

255.2570

Want Ads I
Sell Things Faster

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

I

!KANZLER BROTHERS.

11...".Day

Call

. prises. 223-0352, If no answer)

timate Call anytime.
766-1943

ed 823-3342, 298-3491

.

LAWN CARE

only.

;

LANDSCAPING
Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296-6709

(

-

A-1 LANDSCAPING
& SUPPLY CO.
* Merlon Blue Sod
* Scott Windsor Sod

,

for s-R-aded

stones

decorative

Lawns seeded

_./

GROUP AT PURE OIL,

AUDITORS

a top

56.00 CL 3.2236 or CL 3-3384

That's she base salary we're now paying our top PBX installers.
If you're hired as an apprentice,, you'll reach the top in just four

rIconaTuaing-Servicil

WICKS.

392-6817

.

PEOPLE

Plastering
Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty

'operate Tabulating equipment in our Data Processing department.

MAIL CLERK
Busy department needs individual for mail clerk position. Will learn to operate various mailing machines.
.

Apply today. Earn full pay while learning from veteran craftsmen.
Soon you'll be on your own, shaping the largest computer -- the
Bell System switching network.

"-

(And that's lust for starters. With Bell's firifiTy-OflisTediTricTifi mom:
gets from within its ranks, you'll have plenty of chances for further
advancement.

EXPERT PLASTERING

& RIMODEUNG
Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
14_4-7510
JOE ORTMAN

see us. We're an equal opportunity employer.
We have openings In Arlitigton Heights.

TV.SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates
CA11E1%32E5359

Repairs ilteniodelingi

437-6732 -

After 5 tn.

Need Help?
Advertise with Day.

1 to 3 years accounting experience.

JANITORS- Evening hours 5 P.M. to 1:30 A.M. No prior experience necessary.

if you feel at home with a set of tools, have on interest In electronics, a willingness to learn and a desire to do quality work,

Radio -TV Repair

No job too' small Of j0.0
50%Trpncing

ACCOUNTANTS
General Accotinting Department is seeking accountants with approximately

Famous Bell benefits? Of course.

255-3822

Want Ads

TABULATING MACHINE TRAINEES
'Positions open on 2nd shift for individuals interested in being trained to

PBX installers put in switchboards and other electronic equipment
that businesses use to speed communications across the world.

Tuning-Repoiting
Used Piano Wonted

WE DELIVER SOD

vate job. to the largest corn- i

Dell7rs

turn you on?

'your home. Permanent waves

Ned Williams

Either recent college -graduates or individuals with one to five years.auditing
'
experience woad be ideal candidates. Saine-fr-cWoling

Individual would perform Electrical Maintenance work in Pure Oil building.

oF $180

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

We have the equip. to handle
anything from the smallest primarciat job. 439-7774

AND MORE

Permanent waves given in your;
home by Ikensed specialist.
MU 5-5400,
ELAINE

REPAIRS 8. REMODELING
&

JOIN THE FRIENDLY

..4fik,i;"' '1 It
-41
tzt. A044 <
.---'

2.

ELECTRICIAN

I

SOd"

*Evergreens

1r;C
It

,sit'

Mr. Pettinger 562-7290

iozwteel
ewxittehrieovrepryaicnotmle

DAN KRYSH

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees.

big or small. Free estimates.

lit

-

Ifific stc?too,

Northlake

200 West North Avenue

Permanent Waves

All types -all season or vacation

PATIOS, driveways, garage;
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es-

* INJECTION MOLDING FOREMAN
* INJECTION MOLDING ASSISTANT
FOREMAN

"A GOOD PLACE TO WORK"

AMERICAN PAINTING:.

Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAK1149_

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

1657 Shermer Road

2nd SHIFT JOBS

SCHOLLE

your gutters.

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAP1140;
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design

carpet

COMPANY /

Northbrook

CONTAINER CORP.

will clean arts tar Inside of;

CARPET & FURN. shampooing, _355-0880 or 255-6295
Vs price within ad. Installations4
PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT
tinting, mach wall washing, 7 yards for 321. Half loads °Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365. I *ailabla 358-3411.
CLEANING

* ELECTRICIAN
* ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SERVICEMAN
*TOOL ROOM CLERK
* WELDER

PAINTING

NO JOB TOO BIG

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

ENGINEERING

Interviewing 8:30 to 5:00

good job, priced right::
Call. now for a free estimate.'

2 young men with tractor desire
Fawn maintenance jobs, Coll'

Carpet Cleaning

In confidence

272-1000

* MAINTENANCE MECHANICS-

253-8551

HOUSE

Landscaping

FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 392-5208

CALL F. MOHR

WinefgwWsishinq _

-

Offices, Stores, Buildings. Rees.

remodeling & additions. No fail prices -FREE estimates
'no small 766-8034
431-0059
Carpentry & Cement Work

nocuir

For more information

DAY SHIFT JOBS

CL 9-0495

-

JANITORIAL SERVICE

expert

437-5400

posure.

An equal opportunity employer

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

Janliorlol tirvIce.

Call "the rest" than call "THE

CALL Miss Gaffke

ex-

3 Generations

PLUMBING or what have you.

Coll Chuck 259.4348.

manufacturing

ELECTRIC

-Lauritz Jensen.

interior & exterior, CARPENTRY,

Garages, Basement & Kitchens'

' RECOVERED

Free Estimi'des
Pick -Up & Delivery

MORE

'

Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete work included. For Free
Estimate, call 296-6250

Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits.

Occasional travel, degree, plus several years
related experience and

AUTOMATIC

296-1450

- .3204031_

NO JOB TOO
Carpentry & General Contracting We are not big but we give Heating, electrical, plumbing,.
4394614:
big service: Dormers, Additions, _carpentry,

subsidiaries.

INTERVIEWING

CLEANING. 50c per window.

All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

oper-

ational audit of our local

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

'00 Paints Most Rooms

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Recreation rooms, powder
Free estimates

bINEVE CHAIRS

-

financial and

Monday thru Friday

Des Plaines

299-0119

5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur-,

CL 5-8232

Electra

and final inspection.
The employee we seek will have experience with
precision instruments and gauges, preferably
with mechanical and electrical background.

A Member of G. T. & E Family of Companies
Northlake, Ill.
400 N. Wolf Rd.

PAINTING & DECORATING

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

-

651 Pearson

.

We are a growing manufacturer of

To conduct an in-house

259.9440

0 College Students beginning

392-3500

Internal Auditor

AAMCO

437-921$

INSPECTOR

fringe benefits are free to you. 8 holidays per year; vacations; hospitalization insurance; disability program; pension

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl.
830 W. NW. Hwy.

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices

free estimates

CALL MR. McGRATH
35B-5800

METHODE

MFG. CORP.

437-4093

RCiLANI) E. JOHNSON; Upholstery

'General Hauling

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

Air-condibuilding.
fixture
tioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.

Must be available to work all shifts. Excellent starting salary.

Transmission Service

'

Carpentry -Remodeling

sive dies along with jig and

1700 Hicks Rd. (Hr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

.wft

IEEE ESTIMATES

_691,9812
Professional Painting done for
less money by, exp. college
students. Free estimates.
Interior & Exterior. CL 3.6604

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &I
'Scratches
Removed. Repairs &
Driveways, Pi:irking Areas Ream,'
FL 8-4543j
face Concrete & Blacktop Seal- ye-gluinq
ing & Repairing
FURNITURE REFINISHING & RENOW TAKING ORDERS
PAIRING, 107 E. Prospect Ave.
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE
392-9858, call after 3
297-4257

(Responsible young men to learn o good trade)

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

its FINEST, INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

Custom

Shipping and Receiving Clerk

Based on Shift.

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Interior and Exterior painting -at

Furniture Refinishing

Machinist Trainees

tool and die maker. Work consists of repair and maintenance on high speed progres-

8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

Tile

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
or
392.34511;
CL 5-3991

NORTHWEST FLOOR CARE

mechanical products with an.
opening for an experienced

Must have experience in electronic maintenance and troubleshooting on production machinery and some, industrial
electronics preferred.

Cl 9.0849 Tues., & Wed. eves.

NEW WAY PAINTING

n and Assembly

Inspector

$4.1544.58 an hour

plan; many other programs and activities.

Expert Alterations
On Men's Weor

panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118

Ecklund FlaerService
Average Room, Sanded, Sealed
& Refinished, $22.95. 529-1211

R. Pierce

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS
also SHARPENEQ. 358-005

Interior & exterior painting,

'Floors

BLACKTOP SERVICE

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

PaiMing & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

439-4454

Blacktopping

"Small Engine Repair"'

,

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

brriicnadteior
h&in0e.D G

Machine

We ore a leading Manufacturer in the field of electro-

ELECTRICIANS

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

mate call 392-6604

STA-RITE FENCE CO'

TOOL & DIE

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti-

CALL 297-2266 .

Mt. Prospect

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

per sofa plus fabric,
117.50 per section plus fabric

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE J

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL .

255-7200

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.
150 W. Rand Road

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

$24.50

For estimates -537.3986 aft. 3 pm.

r
CHAIN LINK FENCE
Steel
Colors
Privacy
Aluminum

255-8400

$15.50 per chair plus fabric,

Interior & Exterior Painting
Rees, & meticulous. Teacher.

All types of fencing: Chainlink4

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

nights 956-1640.

X -CELL FENCE

SERVICE

TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

SLIP COVERS

Home inprovements & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
waterproofing,
plastering,
foundations, patios. Call days

lets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792

CREATIVE

'Slip Covers

-

MASONRY

Electrical work; air-cond.; ouT?

Art Service

1

With Expanding Machine Shop

O'Hare Field

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home

Skokie
Ern lo er

ortuni

Wanted For Permanent Positions

BUTLER

MR. ERBER;

82743861

FURNITURE FINISHER

Fully insured & Guaranteed
CL 3-4300
Mt. Prospect
Choice of Finance Plans
Sot. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
Ask for Mr. Richard

827-4637'

EDMOND GRAY

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

686-7005
-.

AVIATION

*Rm. Additions Fences

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Ala, Roof Repairing

Electrical Contractor

Des Plaines, Ill.

DES PLAINES

n E ual 0

APPLY OPERATIONS OFFICE

2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

69 RAWLS RD.

Custom Remodeling
*Kitchens Dormers
Basements *Garages

Call Charlene

Coordinated wedding
parties. 'Alteralions. Near Rand255-0341
.
hurst.,
order.

Alterations

H INES LUMBER CO.

CL 9-3637

7770' Frontage
Frontage Rd.

ing aviation Industry.

Remodeling 8 Supplies:

Wolf & Euclid, Mt. Prospect

Challenging positions offering

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

Lingerie

Dressmaking -Sewing

MT. PROSPECT
LIQUORS

Immediate expansion of -Loss-Prevention Unh. Successful applicant
total
Loss
will be experienced and capable of developing
Control Programs for industrial clients. Continued planned
opportunities.
expansion assures you of future promotion
Excellent Salary merit program and total Benefit Pockanincluding famous Sears Profit Sharing. To arrange a persona.,
interview call JIM MET 673-6690 ext. 264.

Servicemen

ment. Experienced only need
Apply-

city & suburbs. Steady employ-

needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

SUBURBAN
STANDARD

LOSS CONT
REPRESENTATIVE
Accelerated growth of our Commercial lines require

Auto Mechanic
A & E Mechanic
Dispatcher

Tractor & Trailer. Must know
New warehouse in Des Plaines

Evenings and/or weekend

AMOS MOLDING

Line
FOR 'ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200

Starting

MR. REGAS at 653-6000

DRIVERS.

WAREHOUSEMAN

Clerk

Full or Part time
Experience preferred

company benefits: CALL

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

1628 RAND ROAD

PART TIME

.

Wage with regular increases
for aggressive men. Excellent

Great Lakes
Runway &
.Epgineering Co.

APPLY TO MR. ORTH

Small progresiive plant In Coroistream needs experienced'
men to supervise 12.8 &4-12
pm. shifts. Mollem 4actoq,-.1i

equipment. Good

conditions.

..t.214h*Wadal MN

ON

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

INJECTION
MOLDING

Metal
Fabricalor

EXPERIENCED

24411011211Bid

um
Pure Oft Division

ARE HAPPY
ABOLIFTNE

ap

ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE

116 W. Eastman

UrilDr. 011 Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine; Illinois 80067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

392-6600

An -Equal Opportunity Employer

r.

Arlington Heights
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.z --WANTED-._____...

Continued rapid growth of the ALLSTATE LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY has created this expansion opportunity in our
Illinois Regional Office. Put your experience to work and enjoy
lob Satisfaction and security available only thiuugh Lin Mi./00,y
leader Excellent' Starting Salary range and total Benefit
Package including famous Sears Profit Sharing. To arrange a
personal interview call JIM !REY 673.6690 ext. 264.

Ilstatee

7770 Frontage Rd.

help get started we guarantee
Si 50 weekly to man meeting
our requirements. Age no bar.
rier. Write: Manager, Box 700,

72t5 W. 'foully
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

Should have minimum of

Permanent job openings available immediately
with this leader in the Manufacturing of Industrial and Institutional Conveyor Systems:
Day Shift 7 A.M.-3:30 P.M.
Night Shift 3:30 P.M. -12 A.M.

2

6028

ual.

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966.0700
6028 Dempster

MFG. CORP.

of auto and homeowners losses. All -State will add

including Sears profit sharing plan. Company car
provided Opportunity for advancement.
Applicants should be high school grads, college
preferred.

FOR AN INTERVIEW, CALL OR WRITE:
L.W. ADKINS

We need steady, ambitioui
men, with the ability to think

LADY PARKER

for themselves, for permanent

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Lots of room for advancement/
Excellent starting salaries and
merit increases!

Full line of company benefits:
Profit Sharing Plan, paid Blue
Cross & Blue Shield, paid Life
Insurance, paid vocation and

An Equal Opportunity Employer

1250 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village
439-8580

ordering supplies, giving ap-

We are expanding our programming staff and
are looking for experienced programmers to
work on commercial applications. We would'
prefer individuals with some Cobol background.
If you want to enjoy working in the suburbs, come
see us We have an attractive benefit program including profit sharing.

No typing necessary. Posting,
inventory control and a variety
of other duties. Pleasant work.
ing atmosphere in a new office
building. Many company bene
fits. Nice friendly people. AMY
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

Write in confidence to Employment Department

MAIN LOBBY

giving your experience and salary requirements.

RECEPTIONIST

Palatine
529-7700

new

offices located in

the

O'Hare area. Good company
benefits including profit sharing. Light typing, will train an
console
switchboard. AMY
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest

Hwy, Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

Randhurst,

Suite 23A

IND. ENG.
TOOL DESIGN

Upper
Level
392-2700
939-4866

63 E. Adams, Chi.

SECRETARY
No Shorthand

DIFFERENCE

AT
BRUNING

Regional Sales Manager of
large company has on opening

for a sharp girl to help him
handle all salesman's production reports, expense accounts,
and flight schedules. Typing
necessary, also a good phone
voice. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W.

Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect.
255.9414

TELLER TRAINEES

DESIGNER

$110 WK. NO FEE.
Magnificent new Northwest
suburban bank will completely
train. Take your choice of

p.m. or
p.m. to 5 p.m. Heavy public

hours -8 a.m. to
1

INTERVIEW HOURS

7:45 TO 4:15 P.M.
TUES. EVENINGS

here to work, get experience be
fore opening their own practice.
You'll be their front desk recep
'tionist. Greet patients, answer
phones, 1!_aPPLs:i type bills,
keep reception area running
smoothly. COMPLETE TRAINING.

1

IVY

_Country Club -4541

congenial office. Hours: 8:30

100% FREE
$1.40

$585
$433
$650
$105,27
$575
$425
$96

General Secty
General Office
Inside Sales Desk

OFFICE WORK

LADY PARKER

392-6660

Public Contact
We need a neat, pleasant girl
to demonstrate our new equipment for customers in the suburban area. Some local travel.
Excellent starting salary for
the right girl. Some work
experience or college necessary. Much public,contact. AMY
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

OFFICE
Established service organization needs full time clerical
help. Typing, audio visual,
public contact and varied

assignments. Good starting
.

SECRETARIES

Plaines.

E. SUREK

272-1000

1657 St7erclirs.f4gA d
Northbr-415t-- k'

HELP

STATISTICAL
TYPIST

THAT'S SMART

4,

Lial with at least 2 years ex
perience and good skills in
statistical typing for an inter

Duties

Inspector. Will be responsible
for chocking all incoming parts
and materials. Must have
knowledge of all basic measur
ing gauges.

will include statistical

typing, typing and filing of accounting department cartes
maintaining the
pondence,
manager's follow-up files, and
general duties as the mane
secretary.

AccUracy

is

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

392-3500

an exceptional fringe benefit
program. For a better lob, close
to home, call:

STENOGRAPHERS
TYPISTS and SECRETARIES

PLUS PLENTY OF GREAT OFFICE

ASSIGNMENTS AVARAWLE
TOP MONEY!!! TOP MONEY!!!
Come in for these FUN jobs.

tional fringe benefit package.

CALL BARB ROSS

827-8154

RO 3 6000, Ext. 746

K LEN

UNIVERSAL
30 Algonquin Road
Des Plaines, III. 60016
An equal opportunity employer

Secretarial

SERVICES

MOTOROLA

That's part of the fun of working

here, because at Motorola people

always come first.

GIRL FRIDAY
We are in immediate need of a girl with good
typing and shorthand skills to act as secretary in
our Engineering Department.

431-5400

Information call:

'-

In Arlington Heights
394.0880

9660700

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

Ii.NEEEsSTIRLELIENTOIS

DES PLAINES,
An Equal Opportunity Employer

You meet the nicest people at

-UNIVERSAL
OIL PRODUCTS
30 Algonquin Rd.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

CALL -KELLY GIRLS

collard salary 'and an excep

OIL PRODUCTS

Mr. Fred Morrison
RO 3-6000, Ext. 746

1700 Hicks Rd. INr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

international corporation head
quartered in a Northwest Chi
cago Suburb, offers you an ex

Products offers
excellent starting salaries and

METHODE

MFG. CORP.

for this position.

Call Mr. Fred Morrison

Universal Oil

DEPENDABLE.

+ GUARANTEED

esting position open in our car
parole accounting department.

You will need at least a year's
experience to qualify, and
should have a typing speed of
from 45-50 wpm and take
shorthand at about 80 wpm.

We have several openings In
this area for the girls who prefer small office situations. Skill
requirements range from lite'
to moderate typing. For more

Dempster

central telephone company of illinoia

U41?.. a major notional and
Universal Oil Products Is seek
ing two secretaries for interest.
ing assignments in our beautiful, modern offices in Des

CALL Miss Gaffke

6028

IworlINI

Openings now exist for girls to
fill positions as secretaries,
typists, and clerks. We offer an
excellent starting salary, plus

a host of valuable extras in.13010fitittPring and ern- ployee discounts.

-

MOTOROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Rd
Schaumburg

NO STENO

9 S. Dunton

CENTEL
SYSTEM

We are _looking_ for aqIndivid

$450-$625

Miss Paige

An Equal Opportunity Employer

more information
contact

For

GENERAL

117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

- 2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919

upour

and
move to

TEMPORARY
Morton Pontiac

starting salary.

OFFICES

No Experience Necessary
CLERKS
ALSO AVAILABLE

new plant has created
an opening for a man
With 3 to 5 years machine and building maintencance experience.
Must have exposure to
hydraulics welding and

Part Time or Full Time

We offer you pleasant surroundings, paid vacation first year, finest fringe benefits, and good

ONE GIRL

MAINTENANCE

Good Pay & Working Conditions

SHEETS INC.

-

For appointment
392-7600
311 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts.,
An equal opportunity
employer

more important than speed

turer of electro mechanical
products with an excellent
opportunity for a Receiving

Reception Order Desk....$411
W. Miker, Arl. Hts.
THE HOT UNE - 392-6100
(Call anytime day or night)

CALL MR. PABST

ger's

We ore a leading manufac-

-

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

pipe fitting.

824-1845

INSPECTOR

Where Were You
When We Placed
These Office
Women?

AFTER 5:30 PM CALL 259-8602

necessary. 5 day week,

GENERAL

NEEDED FOR NEW

ments; help Plan parties, greet

992.211T

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL:

Mr. Clickner 259-8600 between 8 & 5:30 PM

2. Free hospital benefits.
3. Stock purchase program.
4. Free life insurance.
Permanent position in
Accounting Dept. Typing,

coming

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Lunches and Dinners
COUNTRYSIDE INN

RECEIVING

MOUNT PROSPECT
437-509C
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
YO 5-240C
5945 Dempster
O'HARE

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE
CORPORATION

housewares industry.

Call

in

Ford Employment

1501 Rohlwing Rd.
Rolling Meadows, Illinois

253-2880

Expansion

WAITRESSES

1 W. Campbell, Arlington His
392 9344

Guaranteed 40 Hours
Paid Vacation
(2 weeks after one year)
Plan for Sick Pay.

Curtis 1000 Inc.

pointment.

sales records with young fast
growing company in toys and

salary and benefits.

club members.

Profit Sharing

Gal Friday who will also handle

small

in

Great public contact
lovely club office. Handle 'membership records, accept pay-

Exec. Secty
Good Typist

SECRETARY
TO PRESIDENT

GENERAL OFFICE

Handle tour
& convention

groups who, desire flights. Her tick, funohe day flies -you too.

experience required. Call for

PROGRAMMER
DEMO

1800 W. 'CENTRAL ROAD MT. PROSPECT

SP 4 8585
297 3535

8 Paid Holidays
Christmas Bonus

.

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

CALL MRS. YAMICH
647-0015 or 647.0016

Customer Service
2 Bookkeepers
Accounting Clerk

HOFFMAN ESTATES

IVY

to 4:30 . 5 days a week.

9420 Foster at River

ENGINEERING INC.

SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

position

--

OTHER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Rapidly expanding construction company needs experienced bookkeeper. Knowledge of mortgage processing
helpful but not essential. Full
company benefits. Modern offices loicated at intersection of
Algonquin Rd. & Rt. 53 in Roll-

what he wants

to you

TILL 8 P.M.

BRUIVING

is

Free to you.

and helping people. $110 Free

one who enjoys working with

.contort Mast-nsusi-Intorststin
people every day. No -previous
details.

they're
Doctor is

sure

Interesting

job

THOMAS

3930 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Park, II/.

It's a great job for a nice some

$500 month

PROJ. ENG.'

DRAFTSMAN

right out of school .they come

Airline.
parties

PHONE MR. CUNNINGHAM
358-5800

CENSABLE
PRODUCTS

he'll teach you everything else.

Airline 9-5--$550

holmes & assoc..

Miss Paige

manner

Aid Manager of International

PEOPLE

THE

STRAIGHT
RECEPTION

erate - WE WILL TRAIN.

MACHINE

comfortable 'til
ready. Arrange appts. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doctor. Type bills, few letters.
Experience NOT NECESSARY/
Doctor will train you to his
way of doing things. A friendly

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
9660700
6028 Dempster

Excellent working conditions in a clean air conditioned plant. Presses designed for woman to op-

EXPERIENCED
BOOKKEEPER

short training period. Free.

patients1Make

genial young group. Free.

3 AUTOMATIC WAGE REVIEWS FIRST YEAR

392-6000

8:30 to 5:15.

contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome & seat

To work for president.

Age.oand salary open.-

excellent starting salary, there
a significant raise after
is

and you'll work with a con.

free travel privileges.
This is for a beautifully decora
led suburban travel agency

Private
groups,

bil-

BEGINNER O.K.

Exec. Secretary
Light shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Small congenial office.

is needed and in addition to

No Experience Necessary

112 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect

1. Salary in excess of
$465 monthly.

N. Hickory, Arl. Hts.

etc. Hours are
9-5, no Sats. or eves. and age
is open. No medical experience

your

Pl.

F. H. BONN CO.

pointments,

If you like working with & meet
ing people, you'll love the
hustle -bustle of this all public

7215 W. Touhy

see us.

Doctor's
Reception
Trainee $500

to help vacationeers and tray.
elers secure airline and other
reservations, give advice on
where to go, how to get there

1496 Miner, De.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MAKE

TRAINEE

This well-known clinic is like a
training place for young dentists

and direct them to the proper
office, or managers. Lovely

tremely popular neighborhood
duties
Ohter
pediatrician.
include answering the phones,

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966.0700
6U28 Dempster

RESERVATIONS

DENTAL CLINIC'

$ companyneeds
This large busy
an attractive girl to handle
their reception desk. Will greet
visitors, salesmen, executives

Pure Oil Division

Si. 4 8585
297.3535

and what to take. Soon you
can take your own advice on

puters

ditioning, 40 hr. week. Come

1

PRESS OPERATORS

Contact Mrs. Klaas for ap-

in Arlington Heights. Good pay
and fringe benefits, air-con-

I I

.

253-9325

e'

Wheeling, Mt. Prospect, Des
Plaines. Car necessary. 15 hours
$45. Full time openings also.
392-8829

ing Meadows. Salary open.

WANT TO SEW?
Want to gain a skill you can
use anywhere in the world?
Join the sewing industry right

efits.

takes surveys of foods
people eat, TV they watch, cars
they buy, airlines they use. You'll
work right with him. Learn how
surveys are taken, how to make
up reports. lite steno, lots of
phone work, client meetings.
Boss

You'll be completely trained

LIKE FIGURES?

have two IBM 360/30 (16k) tape oriented com-

$525-$550 MONTH

$495 MONTH

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Des Plaines.

ler -typist experience plus
varied office duties. Good
starting salary with fringe ben-

reception area and greet
patients and children who have
appointments with this ex-

411101.....

nick, 827-1117. double m, inc.
Realtors, 650 Groceland Ave.,

Mature woman with

RECEPTION
You'll be seated in -the front

INTERNATIONAL
.01101P INC.

ited opportunity. All the buyers
you can handle. You will have
your own desk in our modern
office. Call for appointment and

GENERAL OFFICE

DOCTOR'S

IVY

IIROCKFORD

SP 4 8585
297.3535

Pl.

FACT FINDING
SECY $550

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

sive, mature salesperson. Unlim

CHILDREN

Free

BETTY WALSH

our Cobol programs under OS in MFT II. We also

IVY

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des

REICHARDT CLEANERS

Treasurer's Office

.53-9325

out all day. $100 FRee to you.

117 So. Emerson

work in our new warehouse.

Ill.

We have an IBM 360/65 (512k) computer with
tape and disc (2314) I/O gear. We are running

with sailboat activities, etc. You
need typing, liking for figures,
should be good on phone, enjoy
meeting people they're in &

Later you will be trained to administer medication to animals.
Light, simple office routine.

view.

COMMERICAL
PROGRAMMERS

Makes sports page headlines

pet case histories. You will
learn to keep an inventory of
medical supplies and reorder
when stocks are turning low.

WAREHOUSE
MEN

sells
big users.
Boss

He's also well known sportsman.

TOP EARNINGS!
PERMANENT WORK!

Call NOW fora personal inter-

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

easy the other 9.
sporting goods to

1700 Hicks Road (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

ALL -STATE

255-1910

Here's a job where you'll be
real busy for 3 months then go

$1 35 WEEK -FREE

742-6990

200 E. Golf Rd.

Sporting Goods Boss
Needs Girl Friday

Miss Paige

Exciting opportunity for an animal lover with lite typing skills.
Answer phone, keep appoint.
ment schedule, and make out

9 paid holidays.

300 S McLean Blvd.

appearance qualify. Free.

Opening in Finance Depart.
duties,
variety
of
''tent,
typing required. Air-condi

PART TIME
CUSTOMER SERVICE

daytime

START AT $2.20 PER HOUR

$2.50 - $2.75
New store conveniently lo.
cated. No experience necessary.
Interesting work. CALL TODAY.
Reichardt Cleaners

see for yourself. Ask for Lee Min-

VETERINARIAN

for

966.0700

Dempster

$1.80 to $2.25
day week, good
5
hours, interesting work.

APPLY

estate salesperson. We
have an opening for an ogres

sonality, light typing and nice

GENERAL OFFICE

fits, vacation.

Reed

Mitt Paige

showroom is lovely. Good per-

8 A M to 4:45 P.M. MONDAY thru FRIDAY

to your experience with training designed to
make you a qualified investigator and adjuster
of losses Liberal salary and benefit program

MANAGER

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

METHODE

AUTO PROPERTY ADJUSTER
Do you have Auto Body Repair Estimating Experience'? If so, you may qualify as an adjuster

359.4200

dreg. This fine, young dentist
will completely train you. His
office is lovely, with the latest
in dental technology and he is
quite busy. You'll greet every-

sell.

no

ASSIST

I block west of Mannheim Rd. on Belmont Ave. (3200 N)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Located in the W. suburban

onstrating famed line of ap.
pliances. Absolutely

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Counter Sales - Pal.

firmed office, insurance bone

CALL MRS. GOODLING

training period. Free.

392-3500

Franklin Park, III.

fits.

ing, juit pleasant, public relations kind of approach. Excellent suburban location. The

SEE MR. KRIPPNER

Elgin,

position

contact

greeting customers and dem-

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

OLSON CONVEYORS

RECEPTIONIST

rect them to the dental chair.
Very high starting salary, with
a substantial raise after short

WILL TRAIN.
public

Palatine
in
facilities
shortly. Excellent fringe benenew

one, help them recent, then di-

$600 MONTH
All

hours per week. Will be in

years experience in this field.
Selected individual will work
with our engineering department in the field of electronic
hardware translating creative
ideas into new products. Salary commensurate with individ-

Excellent Opportunity for advancement in
a rapid expansion program.

INSURANCE CO.

RECEPTION

Expansion of our product line
hos created an excellent opElectro.Mechanical products.

(PRESS BRAKE --PUNCH PRESS)

297 3535

SHOWROOM

portunity for a draftsman fa
miliar with Mechanical and

,

4.13585

Si

Painsville, Ohio 44077

DRAFTSMAN

* MACHINISTS
* MACHINE OPERATORS

10601 W. Belmont

IVY

CLERK -TYPIST, 12 months, 371/2

DENTIST AS

Free

.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

* ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS
* WELDERS

age business. No investment. To

for toy firm that'll promote you
to all bookkeeping duties. $95

DESIGN

Skokie

ASSIST YOUNG

Start off doing payroll (will train)

To establish own credit broker.

I

26 -Help Wanted Women

HARPER COLLEGE

LIKE FIGURES?

SALESMAN
FULL OR PART TIME

LIFE UNDERWRITER

26 -Help Warded Men or Women

25-Empaymed Agencies -Woes

45-amloyment AgendoWomes

244ielp Waded Melt

f 24 -Help Waded Men

24 -Help Warted Men

26 -Help Waded Men or Women

An Equal

359-4800

ortunity Employer

__
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264Ielp Wanted Women

Experienced Beautician wonted
for full or port time. Call

Women or girls with cars. Light

LPN

delivery & collections. Earn up to

$5.00 an hour. We- need you,

BILLING
MACHINE

HARPER COLLEGE.
Secretary at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desirable, excellent fringe benefits.

827-66213

OPERATOR

CALL MRS, DOODLING

359-4200

genial office for billing ma.
chine operator. Will also train
good typist. You will handle
all invoicing as Well as other

EXPERIENCED

We have temporary assign.

TELLER
time. Plebs° nt congenial
conditions. Paid vacation,
,
insurance, profit sharing.

dictaphone. Ambitious and
versatile in performing duties
in our 3 girl office.

APPLY

relpted clerical functions.

Full

Call Mr. Lyngaan or Mr. Chirpe

1806 E. Northwest Hwy.

Systems, Inc.

Arlington Heights

65 Scott St. Elk Grove Vil.

259-3500

439-5510

392-3500

255-9000

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

METHODE

YOU CAN COUNT

MFG. CORP.

THE REASONS

1700 Hicks Rd. th/r. Euclid)

Rolling Meadows

An equal opportunity employer

Full time days.
Minimum 1 year
experience

MISS SMITH

WATER CONDITIONING
COMPANY

358-7111

'Elk Grove Village

AT BRUNING!

299-4446
Dot Plain,

leges for
255-9084

employed

woman.

full bsmt, walk to schls., park,
shops, train. $225. 394-3426 or

avail. July 1, no lease.
manager CL 5.6175.

.

-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

The Newest!

The Nicest!
The Roomiest!
OVERSIZED 1 and 2
BEDROOM APTS.
FROM $190-$250

1

Realtit

TRANSFERRED -young

cooking gas, master TV an.

Hts.

patio,

balcony,

tec.

room:

SWIMMING PQOL
Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Wdst ote Rd. 253 6300

Arl. Hts. trans. owner wants of-

MT. PROSPECT

LL

Timber Lake Village

CONVENIENT'" ONE

1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

FLOOR

ments.

includes all

cooking gas.

1444 S. Busse 439-4100

766-4905
-AIR CONDITIONED

6 year old 3 bedroom brick
ranch, central air. Built -In
kitchen with perm° gloss vinyl
floor. 22 X 24 Rec. room with
pool table. Utility room. Plenty
of storage area. Beautifully
landscaped - Marion Blue Sod
lawn. Best buy on the market.

-Master TV Antenna
Outlets
-Spacious Closets
-Marble Vanities

REGISTERED lA,B, TECHNICIAN

BR LINING
WORK

1800 W.'CENTRAL ROAD MT.,PROSPECT

Monday thru Friday in our
modern regional center.
Attractive starting salary
Outstanding benefit package
Rapid Progression
10% night work bonus.

255-1910
An Fqual Opportunity Employer M/F

taxes, low 520's. 526-2888.
FOR SALE. Des Plaines, by owner.

3 bdrm. brick ranch, Ph baths,

Mt. P. by owner, 3 bdrm. ranch.
L.R., Oft Ig. Kit., att'd garage,
patio, fenced lot 70 x 185', 1 blk.
schools, nr. park 8. pool. Drapes,
carpeting, alum, awnings,

FRIDAY

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY

A.M. to 4:14 P.M.
or

956-2641

Expand Your

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

(Highway 58, just east of Highway 53)

Western Electric

MOTOROLA

screens. Rees. taxes
$28,900.392-7262.
Prospect Hts. Open House. 11/2
yr. old 3 bdrm. bi.level face

Light Assembly

paneled rec. rm., ceramic kitch.
& baths, patio, sodded, lawn,
custom drapes & carpeting.

Wirers &Solderers

956-2642

3800 Golf Road

Horizons at

ItANIIVANTNIINI AND DIPPER IINIT SI III IIII STIIIII

storms,

brick, all sides, 2 car att. gar.,

CRYSTAL LAKE
MANOR

Communication

.R.c.M'c'h 'With 3 good sized bed-

rooms, full basement, 11/2. car
garage, fenced and nicely
landscaped. $20,000 and only
$1000 down.

'LINCOLNWOOD
MANOR
3 bedroom aluminum sided
tench with 11/2 car garage.
dOs forced air heat. $18,500

LOOK AT THE

Technicians

NEW JOBS AT
Stock Handlers

PURE OIL

Packers

with $800 down.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Security Guards

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

QUINLAN AND TYSON
Arlington Hts.
Palatine
Schaumburg

255-6320
359-6500
894-1330

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
$38,500
4 bedroom bi-level. 2, baths. Carpeting and
drapes. hardwood floors in bedrooms. Family
room with fireplace.- Full basement. MANY EX.....TRASLIalausia_abricaecthresewey, U
sized 2 car attached garage.

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
Openings on day shift for either experienced key punch operators or we will
train individuals with moderate typing skills.

Building Custodians
BRADSHAW
658-5661

FULL TIME DAYS

646 S. Main, Algonquin

-FREE Thermostatically
-FREE Cooking Gas

. Part time 4:15 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.

Only $36,500.

level, $350.

Controlled Heot
-Modern Ranges with

tage, yr. round 2 bedrm. home,
alum.. siding, Ig., light carpeted
L.R. garage, scenic, trees, low

16 -To Rent Houses

WOOD DALE - 3 bedroom bi

-Wall To Wall Carpel
'Individual Storage Areas.
-14 cu. ft. Refrigerators

fer. 3 bdrm. brick, 11/2 baths,
fam, rm., wet bar, bsmt, att'd
gar. Upper 30's. 255-0693

rentals

KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS
Full time 71/2 hours - 5 day week

1.39,/00. 1313 Wood L11. 296 5171

86 -Real Estate -Houser

-Recreation Bldg.
-Outdoor Bor-b.ques
-RESERVED PARKING

area. Prefer w/oarage 3

yard. References furnished.
864 3469

appliances, heal, hotwater &

-Large Laundry Rooms

hosPitali

apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From 5187.50.
Including appliances, heat,l
tenna,

EXPERIENCED

refused. 296-5708
Wouconda, 50' Bangs Lake fron-

paneled fam. rm., 2 frplcs.,
bsmt.; '2 car gar., att. hobby
greenhouse, walking distance to
all schools. low 40's. 824-2997

Call'
supply salesman w/1
392-5080 between 9&5.
WANTED TO. RENT: Executive
needs 3 bdrm. house in Arlington

1

SWIMMING POOL

-PRIVATE LAKE

358-1800

434 E. NW Hwy.,
Palatine

Wonted to rent: 3 bedrm. house,
NW suburbs, young executive,
references furnished. 827-6593

Westgate Apts.
& 2 bedroom
Ultra -deluxe

Sensible

-Elevator Buildings
-SWIMMING POOLS
-Tennis Courts

or 2 year lease available.

82 -Wanted To Rent

MT. PROSPECT

,14 -To Rent Apartments

preciate. $41,900 no reas.Thid

$300 per month.

pizeifte

colt

Has Immediate Openings For

OPERATOR

bdrm, 2t/2 8, Tri-level, See to ap-

free parking,
road. Rolling

toll

:Western Electric.

PRODUCTION CONTROL

KEY PUNCH

88 -Real Estate -Houses

3 bedroom home on large lot.

bedroom apartment, nice
to

get with it

CLERK

Commercial ,

PALATINE

ELK GROVE,TOWNSHIP

Between Higgins and Elmhurst Rd. Off Oakton
An Equal Opportunity Employer

DAYS

Des Plaines, near Golf & Rte. 83.'

AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY

ROBERT A. CAG ANN
& ASSOCIATES
259.0055 or 253-0925

STEPCO CORPORATION
250 E. HAMILTON DRIVE

Owner must sacrifice 8 rm, 4

255 0100

Meadows area.

SEE DON ORTBERG

MALE & FEMALE

BRUNING

16 -To Rent Houses

Mt. Prospect, Duplex apt. avail.
Aug: I, 3 bedrms., 11/2 baths,

close

Young woman to share furnished Des Plaines twnshe

BENCH INSPECTORS
1st, 2nd and 3rd Shifts

We will pay you well - train you well - and develop your skills.

BRUNING

255-1910

Apartment for rent
utilities'
included, available August 1,
$150. call 359.0033.

.geighborhoed,

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

WOMEN

AT

An Equal OPportunitYtmployer

,14 -To Rent Apartments

2

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

and

GENERAL HELPERS
2nd and 3rd Shifts
UTILITY OPERATORS
2nd and 3rd Shifts

START

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD MT. PROSPECT

Residential

Bright room, with kitchen privi-

An equal opportunity employer

21 -Employment Agencies -Men.

MEN

FLYING

ied REAL ESTATE
Vacant

aft. 9pm

DIRECTORY CO.
1865 Miner St., Des Plaines
827.6111

3930 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Park, III.

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

TO A

PEOPLE MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE AT ..

392-5230

Over 30 yrs. of age. 827 7871

GENERAL
TELEPHONE

CENSABLE
PRODUCTS

5480 Northwest Hwy.

121 -Employment Agencies -Men

PAY ROLL CLERK (DAYS)

OP AMERICA. INCORPORATED
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST CENTER

Adults

299.4444 - Area Cede 312

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
TRAINEE (WES)

White Collar Girls

TV.

60018

SECRETARIES

4:01"

Table, Color

III.

WOMEN:
GENERAL CLERIC

COME IN AND REGISTER

FULL PRIVILEGES INCLUDED.
Conditioned, Rec. Room,

a "must see."

waresfndvfhy.

YOU'RE OFF

Work a4EMPORARY JOB
Days or Weeks
Your Choice -TOP PAY.
Never a fee -Referral Bonui
Work in your area.

Pool

ary, make this 8 to 4:30 job

cow any, in toys and house-

Review all the ads on this page but before you decide stop in.

TYPISTS
STENO'S
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

Air

Bookkeeping, invoicing, typing,
credit. Challenging position,
with young, fast growing

GENERAL FACTORY

manufacturing and sales company
333 E., ToOly A...

Like to work In a quiet carpeted keypunch department with
brand new machines? Excellent fringe benefits and top sal-

,

Review The Following Opportunities:

FOR WORKING

who have had previous office experience as

Prospect Hts-New Home

Apply in Person

Excellent company benefits.

Call or Apply
Dail Honey

COLLEGE STUDENTS

70 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

.

We are in need of a general office girl for a full time position
with a fast growing, modern company located near O'Hare
Field. Typing is a must for this interesting, busy position.

TEACHERS

Want to Sell..Buy..Rent?
the the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads

position. Permanent. 5 day
week, Pleasant Surroundings,
Paid Holidays, Paid Vacations
and Insurance,

GENERAL OFFICE GIRL

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

";'

Foi diversified general office

Division of F & B Mfg.

1950 E. Este: Ave.

NUMEROUS SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE FOR'

C/cts

CLERK

RAINSOFT

Call

KEYPUNCH

ACCOUNTING

Stenographic Ability

PHILCO-IGNITION

437-9400

Neptune

Elaine Revell

FOR FURTHER DETAILS
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

OPERATORS

wpm on electric typewriter,

ments in the immediate area.

friendly air-condiGood
office.
tioned
salary, paid vacation
and holidays, plofit sharing, hospitalization.
Phone Mrs. Cole for App't
our

SECRETARY.
Mature lady to type 60 to 70

Work close to home in

KEYPUNCH

256.0260

STENOS
Dictaphone Operators

and rewarding
Interesting
position open in small . con.

CLERK -STENO

TYPIST

Full or part time.

439-5741 anytime.

Full or Port Time
Take over following.
Excellent opportunity.
Guarantee plus commission.

DAYS ONLY

"
Excellent salary
Good opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN

now. 439.5741 Oriytime.

Ton

BEAUTICIAN

'26 -Hell Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women
4a.

Girls over 16. Telephone sales.

264ielp Wanted Men or Women

537-9526
Studio One

26 -Help Wanted Men or WoMen

26 -Help Wanted Men dr Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Wean

264felp Wan* Men or Women

TELETYPE OPERATOR
Seeking experienced teletype operator.

(4 blocks S. of 62 on.31)

'FULL TIME NIGHTS

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

75x100' wooded homesite in
estb.'d, above- CLYINCI9-C...04

TYPIST

00CriTaTe:2V7:2/Y6 ah Ypm.

AboveaTieFage tyriCiTneedecl forailet wPlrer p s tion in rurcRisingLiepartment.

90 -Investment Property

IMMEDIATE

.OCCUPANCY
Leases also being accepted
for Spring and Summer Occupancy.

PALATINE
$38,750
4 bedroom new Colonial. 2V2 baths. Den and
full basement. Double gorcige, 100 x 300 lot.
Low maintenance exterior.

CHOICE

COMMERCIAL

APPLY:

BUILDING

Monday thru Friday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-Noon
Algonquin (Rt. 62) & Meacham Rds.
Schaumburg
359-4800

Three story complex. 50'
Twelve/Oaks is located, at.
Central & Wilke Roads, 2,
blocks North of Algonquin'
Road (Route 62).

'Foe' directions froM any location call 394-3050..
Models.Q,pen 7 Days a Week

11:00 dm. td -7:00 p.m. ;

x 75' with good parking
area, In prime Des

Neleme
Reatet

Plaines location.

358-1800
434 E. Northwest
Hwy.,
Palatine, Ill.

-

$95,000

MOTOROLA RIALT6Rs

umarniwtst
AitRRICO
NWT.

2r6-6655

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Pure Oil Division

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine; Illinois 60087
Telephone (312) 529-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Page 17

Wednesday, July 9, 1969
23-141 Wanted -Men Women

Kitchen Assistants
Dishwashers

NURSES

Man or Woman
Capable of

Summer jobs for 25 college 'students to work in Promotional
Advertising Department of large International Corporbtion.
The jobs will be on a first come first serve basis. Students will
be competing for one of 15; $1,000 scholarships. Only those.
who can start working immediately should apply.
Salaries $120 per week for the first two weeks; $155 per week,
thereafter.
Work hours: 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Plenty of time for swimming,
boating and golfing, etc.

Maine West. 827 0211.
Gar.

BOOKKEEPING
Must be person who under
stands all phases of same.

Admiral range

Mt. P. 392 2338. July 10,11,12.

elec.

RUMMAGE SALE Sot. July .12th,
St. Nicholas Episcopal Church
1072 Ridge Ave. E.G.V.

sell, $50 ea. 529.7428

ASK FOR:

Toys, games, clothing, misc.

10-4 pm, Ic to $I

Miss DeWitt or
Mr. H.G. Shaffer

clothing,

Hshld.

app's.

typewriter, rec. player. 203 N.
Brighton A.H; 7/12/69. (Sat)

IMP

Moving -Garage sale; appliances, furn., TV's, bikes, garden
equip., etc. July 11 thru 13th.

LINE
in

Bell Set, Metal Closet, Misc.
BIG MOVING SALE, refrig., stove,
TV's, radial arm saw, stereo

equip. much misc. July 10 thru
12th. 305 N. Pine, Arl. Hts.

Light Assemble
Stock Handlers
Full Time Days

Roper Gas Range eye level oven

& rotisserie. Zenith portable TN..
$25. Baby furniture. Misc. Items.
255-0566

Collectobles. House-

Antiques,

wares and Hardware. Fri. 8 to 5
Sat. 8 to 12. 107 No. Parkway
Prospect hits.

If you, wish to work in our Elk

sale- black & white port-

able Zenith TV, good condition,
$60. 824.2911.

Crosley ref rig., gas stove, West
matic. Best Offer. 392.1486.

Ph. 392.1853

MOTOROLA

13'

31 -Rummage & Gmage Sale

359-4800
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Gar. Sale July 5-6 and 9 -10th, 9
to 5. Bargains for everyone. 24
N. Emerson, Mt. P. - Coffee.

hp.,

25

extras. $450. 296-7519

5 Pc. bdrm. set $40; hairdryer
$10; dbl dresser $30; filing cab.
w/safe $50; kit. tbl to chrs $20;
lamps 2 for $15; misc. hsehold.

Collie puppies, AKC, shots, male
&
female, just like Lassie,
European line $75 each.
255 6421

1445 E. Palatine Rd. An. Hts.

394-0630

DES PLAINIES

253-4447

To Rent: '69 Wheelcomper, $75
wk. Dine & sleep B, gas stove,
icebox, water supply. 279-5623
or 595-0090, aft. 6 p.m.

100 HP Mercury, tandum troiler,
new camper canvas. 529.9411.

3 pc. red sectional couch, excel'.
cond, originally $500, selling
beautiful . couch table,
$100;

chambers, backrest, carrying
case, & foot pump $55. 529-3148.

.originally $55, selling $25. call

71/2 h.p. Mercury Outboard mo-

Fr. Prov. dining rm set, includes

tor. (LOW MILEAGE)
CL 3-7008

wing chr $30; mod. cock. tbi.$10;

trailer. $2100.

Gator

with

Kayot,

$2995. Pvt. 392-8465

1965 IMPALA CON -1 1966 PLYMOUTH BELVEranty. White finish

1966 DODGE MONACO

Ll 967 DODGE CHARGER
440

V-8,

pow.

steer. &

finish

l
'

balance of factory war. 61395

4 SPEED

'Beautiful red
'The right one

door sedan, 6 cy

linden, automatic, power steering,

$1495

brilkes.

$2595

2 Danish lounges -$50.
825 8536

Baby
Antq. white & gold
Grand, Louii XV, perf. cond.;

requirement

9' round Wundo Weave carpet,
Peacock, 3 matching toss rugs;
Oval dinette tbl & 6 chairs
w/hutch; 3 yr. old Kenmore

ing expert instruction on guitar,
bass or drums. Also featuring a
heavy LP and 8 track tape sole

1964 OLDS ' CONVERauto. trans., pow. steer,
air cond., etc. good
transportation

TIBLE

Black

finish,

red

int-,

..

STATION WAGON
pass.

full

power, factory

desirable

..,_

VILLE

$995

AIR CONDITIONED

Coupe, full power, blue

2 dr. H.T. Full power, bucket seats,
gold finish, b/ack vinyl top, bal.

matic. P/S, white fin

$895

V13

engine,

clean

$995

4

warranty $1395

AIR CONDITIONED
1964 CADILLAC
;Sedan Deville,
Puoise, finish

full power,

of factory war.

ranty

/695

4 SPEED

Dr. sedan. 6 cylinder, balance

of factory
Red finish

once

CALL 259-4528

'68 Norton, 750cc with new
clutch, recently tuned, $1050.
392.9835

ction.

"

disc brakes. Bal. of factory warranty.
Red finish. Very de
Arable

dr. H.T.

4

ish

VB, auto trans., Pow.
steer., blue finish

V-8,

auto-

van,
77'

door,

V-8, . automatic.

Bob.

$995

2 door, red finish and
like new

$1095

$1295

rant),

AIR CONDITIONED

1966 CHRYSLER NEW -

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY I
4 Dr. Sedan. V-8 automatic, white
finish

$1 295

0

0

''

PORT 4
.finish.

''

dr. full power,
detail

',heeds

black

$995

1967 FORD GALAXIE

"500"

4 door hardtop, full

power. Gd. finish .

$1695i

STATION WAGON
190 BUICK SKYLARK

3 Seat sport wagon, full power,
air condition.
ing. Beige finish

factory

9895

STATION WAGON

tl
---- ---, - -- - :191t5=CtLDS 1.::_DE.U.A7.:- - -- vms_06193-E.itatto---19A4
4 dc. auto trans., excel- ' $595
"no
00" 2 dr. Htop., full pow
3
Seat wagon, V-8, automatic,

-:::ii-7:::iia--6-.`v-767---- -cw...tiCikiTwer -

steering, balance of factory warranty. Tan finish

$2495

$2595

1965. OLDS VISTA CRUISE

$1695

rms..'"

.

1967 VOLKSWAGEN

'68 PLYMOUTH FURY II

1961"1"001401"
e....thock
v.8, power strg., power
STATION WAGON

fur

4

once of factory war-

1964 CHEVROLET IM-

fini"

transmission,

'67 TRUIMPH TR-6, 650cc, loch"
mileage, very clean

$$

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY

Convertible Full power,

coral finish

PRIX

$1395

power steering, etc., low -mile:
age
and
wiusuolly

cond. Gold finish. Vent 2795

'll

Green finish

matic

air

be told from new

1964J. PONTIAC BONNE-

er steering, power brakes, balance
of factory worranty.

1964 CHEVROLET IMa
MLA
-2 door hardtop, auto.

1968 PLYMOUTH
9

1968 VOLKSWAGEN
2 dr. Blue finish. Cant

INA I A

steering, power brakes, balance of
factory warranty. Blue finish 2
TO CHOOSE FROM
$

new car $1995

from

' STATION
WAGONS

67 CHRYS. NEW YORKER

1967 DODGE DART

etc.

' Once. 394-2660.

"bubble
gum" to blues, and now offer

washer & dryer. best offer 842-6987

439 1976

'67 Yamaha YL100, $250, with
helmet, cover, license, & insur-

FURY SALE!

1963 PONTIAC GRAND

AIR CONDITIONED

balance of
warranty

$325

2 DOORS
4 DOORS
HARDTOPS
COUPES

$495

H.T.-V-&7 iTuTo7naiic, power-

ing,

ment to make any sound

1967 Yamaha
180 Electric

'69 PLYMOUTH

4 door hardtop, V.8, automatic, pow

4 dr.

NIMROD tent camper, sleeps 4.
Heater, spare tire, $300.

1114elotorcycles and Scooters

204 Hicks Place
Palatine, Illinois
359-2251
,stocking the finest in equip-

TOP 'QUALITY USED CARS

AIR CONDITIONED
19671tikA8ACUDA FAST- '67 CHRYS{ NEW YORKER

BACK VIrciiiRriiIilis., pow.lee,

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

KUSTOM

6 chrs, tbl, leaves, hutch -$150;

OVER 220 NEWCHRYSLERS&
PLYMOUTHS IN STOCK..

$$

red interior. Very

drummers

Brand New

.

desirable

New

MUSIC CENTERS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON

.

ish,

$55;

CL 3.0180

825.8262.

See our tremendous selection
of air conditioned cars &
Station Wagons

Step up to
Chrysler.
Immediate delivery
on over 70
including Town 8
Country Luxury wagons.

VERTIBLE Full power, white fin.

537-4956

elec. bass, fine, $49.501 El Rey
Music, 7 W. Eastman, Arl. Hts.

$30. 392.9275.

VACATION BOUND

4

'63 CHEVY PICK-UP TRUCK,
1/2 TON, $550 or offer.

Music, 7 W. Eastman.

' Used elec. guitar, 3 pickup,

chairs $35; Deluxe poker table

OVER 90 USED CARS TO SELECT FROM

DERE

162 -Trucks, Trailers

CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH
''I

"ViE TELL I
at its best?

Used Supro 2 pickup elec. guitar
fine cond. w/case $65. El Rey

need a youngster to give me
lots of love and attention. Brothers and sisters are gone and I'ms
lonesome. AKC Min. Schnauzer
I

auto shopping center

Int ;Dap 0.

Want Luxury

Visit our facilities any A.M.

529.3148

20' Grady white cabin cruiser

mounted. Sleeps 6, comp!. Elec.
& LPG equip., 40 HP Johnson.
Cost $8,000 new. Exc. condt.

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER

Mt. Prospect
1501 Linneman
439.3405

amp just $100; Used white

house trailer, professionally

colors $2.29 gallon.

,

3/4 SIZE VIOLIN
CASE & BOW $45.

Slightly used Kalamazoo bass

Houseboat, 31'

& basement walls. White &

NEW SPINET PIANO, WALNUT,
$399. BARON'S
827-6603 ASK FOR MIKE

Mahog. desk 34x54 w/chair $30;
chrome kitchen set 60" tble. w/4

259-9048

Interior Latex ideal tor garage

Open all year.

NAZARENE
NURSERY SCHOOL

55-Mosical latnamats

5 yr. old female German Shep
herd needs good home & ycird;

.

ing sessions.

41-HsemFornishigs-Foratore

rude,

SPECIAL

All day child care
before and after morn-

or best. CL 3662 after 6

'66 Thompson 19', 90 horse Evin-

'WOME OWNER'S

Qualified teochers
Excellent facilities

throne $15; new mike stand
$11; $350 Espana 12 string
guitar like new $200 w/casel

2 man Kayak, inflatable, 9 air

_255-1107 or 359-3200

Nursery School and Kindergarten with Day Care.

fine,

incl. trailer. 253.4722 oft 5

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.

ENROLL NOW FOR FALL

male. 358-2699

11' 8" fiberglass,
Dacron soil, alum. mast. Price

ditioning equipment contact.

HE 7-4487

Homemade boat trailer for 14'
boat. Solid built, unsprung, $40
SAILBOAT,

wares, dishes. 437-7358.

8483.

runabout,

call -

(312)469-7204

spaded, well trained. 2971276 oft.

trailer, skis, radio & many other

tric clock; misc. CL 5.2391

Padded bar -861/2" wide by 42"
high with 4 matching bar stools,
best offer, call after 6 pm, 824.

Delta

Tri

old. $30 each. Male & female.
259.9138

aluminum boat. 259 4823

frultwood cocktail
table; badminton set; port. rec
ord player; green rug 71/2' x
41/2' w/matching 'runner; elec-

wheel chair, make offer. CL 3-0198

Algonquin (Rt. 62) & Meacham Rds.
Schaumburg

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

forward & reverse, for canoe or

round

color

CHIHUAHUA puppies 7 weeks

TRADE 71/2 HP outboard dd. cond.,

Elk Grove Pre School
-has immediate openings for
children 3, 4 & 5 for all day
or half day programs...1 to 5
days a week. For information

FOR FREE DELIVERY

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
. CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

'31 -Beats and Maine Sodas

home -complete 'facilities. Supervised activity. 255-7019

OR PAY $5. )0 PER MONTH

$40 Call
439.2690

door, 2 bikes -20". Bost Offer.
392-0498

Wolf Rd. Wheeling

unit. 115 Volts. Elec. Typewriter.

makes button holes, sews buttons

on, monograms and fancy
stitches. No attachments needed
Five year parts and service
guarantee.
$64.0s TAX INCLUDED

AKC Beagle Puppy

Overhead sliding single garage

KEEP carpet cleaning problems
small -use Blue Lustre wall to
wall. Rent electric shampooer
$1. (Ben Franklin Store 1920 S.

9,000 BTU Air Cond't. Window

1968 Singer Zig-Zag
Sewing machine. Slightly used.
Sews blind hems in d

299-3590.

18,500 BTU, 220 volt, like new,

raising project. 259.9461.

SEARS WASHER
BEST OFFER.

Milroy Schools - Chid Care

'

AIR CONDITIONER, Sears,
3 chrs; 36" Kenmore rang* $25
hula hoops 1-2000; excel'. fund

inghouse washer & dryer -auto-

463-2356 or 267-3128
for information about the FINEST,

Moving. Lg. $320 fruitwood dining tbl, make offer; wooden

439-4891

Kittens for sale - kittens looking
for o loving owner; inquire

V, price -$155. 259-2368

baby needs, Child clothes. 104 W.
Willow, P.N. 392.8713.
"32-Misceltaneous Merchandise

Parti-colored, males, $90.

DACHSHUND puppies AKC. Red
small standard - shots $75.
529 3686

man's new hsewares samples,
antiques, picket fencing, Ext. dr.,

SELLING OUT FURNITICRE in 4
model homes_
ieParote. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.
537 1930

Cocker Spaniel puppies, AKC,

Go -Kart, motorized, as is, $55;
Sears' 26 In. boy's bike, needs
tire, 5)5. 392-7838

kitchen. $110. 392 1916

437-7358

Exc. child care (age 24) my lit.

Glass Tops, Ex Cond. 392-4040

M. & F. 6 weeks. 394.0595.

dramatic & practical for your

36"

Twin Beds, 2 Mb, Dr's, Chest,

Mobil air fan, Osterizer, elec. _German Shepherd AKC pups;
carving knife, china, silver -air Champ. stock, Dam RinTinTin

water softeners & water Con-

Grove Village plant at 1875
Please
Ave.
Greenleaf
Apply at

MINIATURE SCHNAUZERS

line bred. 259-9415

23" Magnavox color TV, never
used, beautiful cabinet; Necchi
Ma automatic zig zag, sewing
machine, both very reasonable.

Gar. Sole: July 10-12, 9-5pm, Sales-

Enjoy ALL Motorola Benefits

1

Must sacra. $175. 259-8241

255-7113

Moving, Garage Sale, 1340 N.
Yale, Arl. Hts. July 10th only.
1:30 to 4 p.m. Humidifier, Bar

Elk Grove Village '

11,000 BTU GIBSON AIR SWEEP.
month; cools 5 rooms.
Used

Wurlitzer spinet piano, blond,
tune, with bench, $350.
In

spread, $200. 296-2615

9 Pieie Matched Bedroom Se111

AKC Registered, chomp. sired,

$20; Distr. 251.7385.

2339 after 5 p.m.

pc. Modern, white, full size
bedroom set, complete, lamps,
3

painting, good furn. 381-7120

309 East Euclid, An. Hts.

Vox Super twin Reverb. 4-12"
spkrs. 200 wts. pk. Call CL 9-

mica tbl, reversible cushions,
asking $1 25, 827-7413.

July 20. Coll 894-1944.

Ave Wheaton
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sat- $130; bunk beds,..39"

30"; Kenmore

554Ankal Instruments

2 6 ft, lounges with comer for.

COLLIE PUPS: Sable & white,
AKC, mole & female. Available

"

dryer, excel. cond. must

41-11miaramishigs-firdtwe

Mixed puppies, 6 wks., good with.
..:hildren. Males & females. $10..
537.7944.

Beautiful (real) butcher's block

For

2606 Fremont, R.M. July 11-12
Misc.

299-8362.
GRAND OPENING SALE
5,000 Evergreens $1 ea.
Faith Nursery, 26WI00 North

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9320.255-1107

Insurance benefits and idol

'679-3300 or 761-3300

THE OPPORTUNITY

392-4057 betw. 3 2. 8.

MOVING -appliances, carpets &
misc. 308 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

FOR APPOINTMENT:

.392-8528

Frigidaire washer, 3 years old,
excellent condition, $60.

cond. $65; Port. dog kennel $5.

Manufacturing concern selling to distributors nationally.
Excellent opportunity for future.

working conditions. Salary no
object for right person.
APPLY BY PHONE

:s' tall.

Decorator's French Twin Bed,
very Interesting piece, needs
Work best offer. 259.4711
20" power rotary mower, pu
type, good condition.er
827 3214

BIG GARAGE SALE -July
Cane, Arlington Hts.

392.2787.

Large cost iron flower pots, 2 &

'

Loving toy poodles, males, silver
or white, AKC.
299.5973

Pool table - $260 value for $75;
8 MacGregor tourney Irons, $25.

LAWNMOWER

Rotary, uied, $40,
or best offer. 259-3805
6,000'13TU Emerson Quiet Cool
air conditioner. $65.
894-2930

6700 BTU Amoco air-cond., exc.

10,11.

44-Llegs, Pets all Eiptiposent

314fiscellameos Merdomdse

es Merchandise

misc. 1338 S. Dunton, An. Hts.

9 AM - 8 PM. 610 & 614 E. Ivy

DEPT.

PARK RIDGE $i,0001

Sofa

I1'-12.

July

Sale

w/chair to match; mirror; chain;

Managing

CALL MR. SOLOMON

698-2026

Gigantic gar. sole: July 10, 11,
& 12, 9 am. New things doily,.
2065 Plainfield Dr., Das Pl. Nr.

827-6628

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

$1,000

man & Coldren, near Camp McDonald Rd., Prospect Hts. July 8,9,10,11

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

$1,000

st,000 -

Garage Solo: Corner of Alder-

All Shifts Available.

Excellent salary.
P.M.'s or Nights
CONTACT MISS HWHT
827-6628

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN
827-6628

)

Chicago.

& MAIDS

.

MALBOR FEMALE

31

Vintage tables, mirrors, lanterni,
other unusual items. Fri. 5-9; Sat.
10-5; Sun. 1-5. 5741 W. Irving,

HOUSEKEEPING

ASSISTANTS

Full Time - Good Oppl

31-Rumnage & Garage Sale

21 -Help Wanted Mena Women

21 -Help Mamba's * Wino

er Blue finish

powersteering,

$995

power

brakes.

4 SPEED

'

1966 CHRYSLER NEW
YORKER 4 door hardtop, full
power

' $1695

3

1967 CHEVELLE MALIBU

1968 CHEVELLE MALIBU

Cpe.

steering., Green
Nh. Vinyl roof

V-8,

327

stick 1$1 795
i

2 dr., 'hard top,'V-8, auto., power

9-

I
4".!---44-.
.

.

.

lent transportation ."...

$1795

eefrinish

fin-

2595$

1967 PONTIAC TEMPEST
2 Dr., hard top; V-8, 4 -speed, Gold
finish. Power steering..... ol

995
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LATTOF

a oshoppingcenter
'66 Lincoln Cant'', 4-dr, leather
int, cornpl. power equip. incl. dr.
clean.
exceptionally
locks,

1965 Suzuki motor bike, CCM.
moles,

best

offer.

Dottie,

4327 after 4prn

Eves

DECIDE!

'65 Buick I, °Sabre, vinyl top, A/T,
air cond., elec. windows, P/S,
P/B. best offer. 255.2983
1959 Ford, 6 cyl, stick. Runs good
$50 or. best .uffor,,C0V56-,1844
after 6 p.m.

112-Automobles For Sale

66 Mustang convt, 289 3-sp.,
low miles excel cond. $1295
Of best offer, 255 4322

1963 FORD WAGON Low mileage, A/T, R/H P/R window. Mint
condition CL 3 7008
'63 Chevy Impala convert., going
oversLas Exc cond, P/B,

JEEP-DATSUN

'e
1

mile., like new tires.

SKY -HI

394-0711

1968 Buick Electra 225, air
cond d full power, take over pay-

'59 Ford 550; '49 Dodge Truck,
II' steel bed, good motor 8. tires

ments no money do 824-8260

SAVINGS

5250. 296.3683

'65 Olds 98, 2 dr HT, full power,
air conditioned private, $1050.
766 8227, see aft 5pm.

SALE

stick, runs excellent, good engine 8 tires $25.

You're closer to an Olds

394-0520.

than you think ...

'58 Ford 6 cyl.

'63 Chevy Impala 4 dr. hdtop,

'67 Camaro Rally Sport V8, P/S,
A/T, 327 eng. all extras; like new
51950.392-3105.

A/T, P/S clean
CL 3-6479

62 Pontiac Bonneville, convert,
like new tires, good cond. $450.
must sell CL 9 1565
1966 MGB green, wire wheels

ASK US!

radio, like new
whitewalls 5865. 537-5518.
stun

irons.,

eng., radiator 8. battery. Asking

66 Buick Le Sabre, exc. cond't.
P/S, P/B. Low Mil, .,;e. Private

Buicks and Opels,
If it hadn't been for you out there liking and wanting our
we could have stayed on indefinitely in facilities built more than a century
ago. Your buying of over 2200 cars a year from John Mufich Buick is what
made this move possible -- and necessary. So, please don't wait until you
have to see us to see our new home. Drop by anytime to say hello. We
welcome you whether you buy or not.
Thanks again,

Barrington

party. $1400. 29".

1965 Olds 88. air
P/S, P/B, white walls low mile-

Fury, Air, Full cPower, Individual
owner Call 392 9786

DU 1-3400

age, 51350. CL 9-1370

56 Ford convert 272 V8, quad,
4 1 I rear end, new top,
astros on locked rear, 3 piece
glass front end, $350 or offer.

JOHN MUFICH

'67 Olds 88, 4 door hardtop, P/S,
P/B, air - $1995

3 spd ,

'63 Olds "98" 2 dr. HT, full power, white bucket seats. $700. Privote. 296-1689.''
1964 Chevy Impala, red, excellent condition with snow tires.

FORD 1966 Country Squire, 6
pass station wagon, low miles,
like new tires 352 engine, auto
trans, excel cond $1375. CL 36695 aft 6 pm 400 Oriole Ln.,
Mt Prospect

IlkdrciP

$750. 259-9461/.

V 8 Auto Trans, Power

'64 Olds 88, 4-dr. H.T., full posiv
er, low mileage, runs good. Must
sell. Best Offer. 299-8770.

Steering 8 Brakes, As is.

'65 Ford Golaxie 500, 2-dr. HT,

'65 RAMBLER 770 Convert.

$495

factory

Bender Roger Pontiac
381-6000
Barrington

air,

392 8621

$900.

evenings.

'66 Buick Electra convertible, full
power, oir-conditioned $1895.

1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA

Green Grey in color, Two door
coupe, 307 V 8 Eng , Automatic

CL 3-8656
DODGE DART G/T, 1964

Steering,

Priced to sell at a low $1900.

Metallic Blue, power steering;
$795, CL 3-5645 after 5 PM
'63 CHEVROLET, 9 pass. wagon,

Phone 255 7200 Mon. thru

P/S, auto. trans,

Like New White Wall Tires, Ascar.
Fri..

8 cyl.,

4,o4eel

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS
126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

"BUICK ON RAND"

Ever hear of a lake where the fish jump right out
of the water? Your 'Jeep' Wagoneer will take you to
it! Just flip into 'Jeep' 4 -wheel drive and conquer
the toughest terrain. Back home, you've got a
handsome family wagon. All the options: V-8,
automatic transmission, air conditioning.
Test drive the 2 -Car Cars at your 'Jeep dealer.

eiCars wri

John

MUFICH

'Jeep'. tweleveel tiltriv,,e;,gYoHur:ve goctotoRdarive nit toN
JOrir

Mt. Prospect

BARRINGTON MOTOR SALES, INC.

381-0899

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

801 E. RAND ROAD

Barrington, Ill.

136 W. Northwest Highway
381-6663

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE,"

excel,

,

The 2 -Car

THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

cond. $700. 439-4557

Ext # 32

Eye catcher.

Fish catcher.

CL 3-8656

CL 5 2376

tro Vents, Perfect second

move necessary!

440 E. Main St.

$100 or best offer. 439.2879

Like new 1968 4 dr Plymouth

Power

:OA 0,t

Olds

'57 4 dr. Chevy. Gd. body, needs

$1,600 6587479
'65 Chevy Bel Aire 2 dr., 6 cyl.,
P/S, P/B, W/W R/H Excel. cond.
$925 259 0238

... for making this

411% '7/1

Bravos

'65 Chevy Bel -Air, 4 dr. 6 cyl.

AM FM, extras,

Transmission,

ROO E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. CL 9-4100

Open to 9 P.M.
Week Ni_ghts

LE 7-2251

64 Chevelle, 6 cyl., Marb , lo

miles $995 CL 3 0135

MOVED!

\, ARLINGTON HTS.

136 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington, III.
381-6663

$2495. CL 3-4739

R/H, A/T, 5650 CL 3 1538

LATTOF

SALES & SERVICE

'64 BUICK SPECIAL, 2 door, rad
io, heater, $395.

WE'VE

OPEN EVENINGS* CLOSED SUNDAYS

BARRINGTON
MOTOR

Olds '67 Holiday, 4-dr. 98, all
power, factory air, low mileage.

'65 Pontiac Catalina, 2-dr. HT,
full power, bucket seats, low

,r

days 437-5920;
674 3668

BIG SAVINGS
IN JULY!

THEN

'63 Ford station wagon, excel
cond. P/S, R/H, $650. Ask for

pipes, bars, many extras, per
fect cond $585 or offer. Cl 5

CD4CACAML

THANK YOU, FOLKS!

FUSE FOR

DATSUN

$2400 or offer. 253 5281

TRIUMPH 1960 Chopper 650 cc
uloss fenders
purple flake,

LIGHTS THE

DRIVE A

)12 -Automobiles for Sale

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters
50, 030
296 3131

41040

Wednesday. July 9. 1969

MT. PROSPECT 394-2200

Open to 9 P.M. Week Nights

THOSE LADENDORF

11-11--oost..

USED CAR BEAUTIES!
1968 DODGE

adendorfis Unbeatable Values

CORONET RT

2 dr .HT,4 speed, black bucket seats, radio,

440 magnum engine, Mag wheels, red
line wide ovals. A red ram with low low
miles & the balance of the

See our outstanding selection of, low mileage, late model cars. factory warranty

$2795

rii

4 dr. HT., economy V-8, power steering

cruiseomatic, WWS radio, 17,000 original
miles, balance of factory warranty. The
only thing
Dark moss green
this

car needs

is

a

home.

$1895

power brakes, automatic,
ranty,
new

can't be told from

:.

'

radio, WW's,

deluxe interior. Balance of new car war-

._,..__...

500 CONY.

BONNEVILLE

2 dr. HT, economy V-8 power steering &

,>- ..,
1966 FORD GALAXY

1968 PONTIAC

1968 CHEVROLET
CUSTOM IMPALA

1967 FORD GALAXY 500

$2495

dr. HT, full power, hydromatic, radio,

factory air conditioning tinted glass, WW's,
etc. A beautiful sauturn
gold

- --dere

BELVEDERE
4 dr. economy V8, power steering, power
brakes, automatic, radio, factory air tinted
glass, low mileage, balance of factory
warranty Midnight blue

in

color,

balance of new

$1995

car warranty

$1995

.

.

.4.,...,4.,

1965 PLYMOUTH
FURY WAGON
V8, Power steering, automatic, air conditioning, radio, like new WW's. Hard

wire wheel -covers_ This extra nice... candy- __.
apple red conv. is only

to tell it's o '65

4'1595

1968 CAMARO
2 dr, HT, automatic, bucket seats, power
steering, radio, 4 ply WW's, willow gold

\-----

automatic, power steering, radio/
brand new wide oval WW's 4 ply, deluxe
V-8,

2

1967 PLYMOUTH-al".

1967 PLYMOUTH GTX
2 DR. Ht, 440 V8, power steering & power
brakes, automatic, bucket seats, floor
console,

brand new wide

oval tires 4 ply

$2295

1967 OLDS 98
4 dr, luxury sedan loaded with every option
imaginable including power windows,
power seat 6 way, FM/AM radio with polder
antenna, comfortron automatic air conditioning etc. Burgundy with a black vinyl
goof Reo11y sh a r

$3095

1966 CHRYSLER

WAGON

,9 pass, full power including power win-

dows, factory air, tinted glass, radio, deluxe adjustable luggage rack, brand new
2th!r_ options
you'll have to go a long way
to find a nicer one

as
Sea

HOURS

cel9.2

Pepdability
c)%.

PHONE

Mon Thru Fri 9 to 9
Sat 9 to 5
Closed Sundays

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS DES PLAINE$27-3111

0
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I Wednesday, July 9, 1969

.a Utosh o pp ng- ce

t5
BUICK InVARK RIDGE>

PICK

111113334

1261311 N.00011. ."111;11T HWY

NOR OOD FORD

R

mos-texts

BUSSE - BREDEMANN BUICK

PRICES ARE BORN HERE AND

Winner National
Service Award

FINEST

OWN DEAL!
YEAR-END

Used Cars
1968 FORD LTD
Dr Hardtop, Mea-

2

#24,

CUT LASS

USED

CONVERTIBLE
Red with white top,
walls,
radio & Stereo tape
player

white

brakes,

'68 CHARGER

BONNEVILLE
Convertible, automatic
transmission, power
steering & brakes, rad-

-

white walls, aqua

io,

blue/white top.

1967 CHEVROLET
CAPRICE COUPE
Burgundy with black
vinyl roof. Power steer-

Factory Warranty

A

conditioned, arctic
Exceptionally clean.

STATION WAGON
8 Cyl , Automatic

$2096

Transmission,
Steering,

'69 CORONET
4 Dr Sedan

'1967 OLDSMOBILE
CUTLASS SUPREME
4 dr hardtop, factory

$2749
'66 CADILLAC
DeVille, Fact Air Cond,
Every Avail Opt, Mint Cond

Cpe

$2792
'67 BARRACUDA
4 Speed, Big

Eng , Buckets,
Stripes, HOT, Mint

$1688
'67 GTO 4 -SPEED
Big Eng , Spt Cpe

$1494
Htr, ,

Auto

'65 MUSTANG
Auto Trans, Radio, Heater,
Full Power, Sharp

$888
'65 POLARA
4 Dr Htp , Radio, Air, Full Pwr
WW'S, BM of Fac Warr Sharp
& Ready

$989
'65 FORD
Custom 4 Dr
Htp , Radio,
Heater, Loaded with EXTRAS

'64 CHEVROLET
dio, Htr, , Sharp Perfect second

$484
Must Be

9 695

$1795
Polara 9 Pass.
Pact. Air Cond.

conditioned automatic
transmission, power
steering, radio,
walls, vinyl top.

white

$1895

1965 CHEVROLET
IMPALA CONVERT.
Red,

8

Cyl.,

mission, power steerinch 4.tower____hrokf._

radio, white wall tires,
ONE OWNER.

BUICK
in

CORNER

'66 DODGE WAG.

OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9
SATURDAY 9 TO 5

NORWOOD FORD, INC.

Automatic, Power

4 Speed

$1895
s
'46D6r.

$2795

4 Speed

'-2

Door,

4

'64 PONT.

black interior. Round - the

TEMPEST
Custom 4 Dr. Sedan. Automatic, Radio, Heater, W/W

411oCkiifilA

$1295

'67 CHARGER

"P."

$1595

$745

9 PASS. Station Wagon, Full
Power, Automatic Trans.,
Radio,

Heater, W/W Tires,

Perfect for Fun or Worki

$1395

6
BONNEVILLE COUPE
Very sharsp one owner, Low
Mileage, doll with Full Power, and many 'extra's Perfect
second car.

795

CONVERTIBLES
'67 PONTIAC
CATALINA

$2764

Convertible, Automatic
Trans., Full Power, Premium
Tires, Very Sharp, Priced real

$2670

Right.

'66 MUSTANG
Convertible, Stick Shift, Rad-

$3492-

io, Heater, W/W Tires, Perfect Condition, Inside and

2-0r. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V-8, cruise-o-motic, P.S., P.B., vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,
many extras. Demo.

Out. Economy Plus!

'64 BONNEVILLE

$2982

Convertible, Automatic
Trans.,

Full

Power,

Radio,

Heater, W/W Tires, A Real
Steal!

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

$1195

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

$2095

8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many.extros. White.

$795

'65 DODGE

rWe'll pay off your present balancell
Guaranteed low - low financing I
No payments 'tit August
I
I

4 -Dr., 6 cyl., auto. Fine second car.

$795

'66 FORD CUSTOM
2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

$1995

'68 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

'65 PLYM. WAG. '66 PONT. 2 + 2

'67 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

SEE

$2495

10 Pass., Loaded with extra's, Like Newl

$1695

CONEF DOKEI

Full Power; All White, Automatic Transmission.

4 Speed

$1395

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

'65 BUICK

'66 PONT. GTO

V -I3, Automatic Transmission, Power.

Skylark, Power

4 Speed

'66_FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$1395

1111a.-

-

$1295

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

'65 FORD LTD

'65 PLYM. FURY

Factory Air Cond.

4 Speed

$1295

$1495

$1095

'65 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

10 Pats., V-8, Automatic Transmissiom, White Wall Tires, Power Steering, Chrome Luggage
Rack.

-

-`61-FORD STATION -WAGON- -

65 COMET 4 DR.

Radio, Heater, Good Transporation.

LE MANS

$395 -

GREAT LAKES NEWEST
DEALER

alcoricoirs

3 Speed Console

$1395

ARCING TON PARK

Pontiac

I

DODGE

lommo tor

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY. 39276300.
,ACROSS FROM THE ARUNOTbN
PARK RACE TRACK
..

OPEN DAILY 'TIL
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

Tires, Full Factory Equipment,
Gas Mileage Galore.

'66 PONTIAC
CATALINA

speakers, body molding. Demo.

2 + 2, 4 Speed

$1095

$1245

Radio,

Speed,

P.S., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

$1295

Automatic Trans.

Immaculate Throughout.

4 Heater, Whitewalls. Red with

Silver lade, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, -rear

$2095

y -e, Automatic Trans., Power, Radio, Heater, W/W Tires,
New Tires.

Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.
Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

'69 GALAXIE 500

'67 CHEV. SS

.9Lp.

$1145
'65 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

'67 OPEL KADETTE

Motor Co. Financing

'69 LTD FORD

Per-

$1895

2-lir., Hardtop. -8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright
Hawaii Blue color.

68 CHARGER R/T

9 Pass. Polara

PHONE: 698-3334
Convenient to Northwestern
Commuter Trains
and KennedyExpressway.

Low Down Payment
Immediate Ford

'69 FAIRLANE

'66 CORONET H/T
'67 MUSTANG
H.T.

N. NORTHWEST HWY.

I

I -PERFORMANCE

transmission, tilt wheel,

1966 CHEVROLET
IMPALA
4 dr H.T. factory air

any bonafide deal.

'69 MUSTANG

$2095

Trans., Radio,- Heater, W/W
Tires, Full Power. One Owner. Mint Condition.

fect. -2 to'cboose from..

35 XL's
Plus Many Others
- To Choose From'

We'will notlas undersold on

'65 PONTIAC
BONNEVILLE
4 Door Hardtop, Automatic

2-dr. H.T. V-8, auto, trans.,
P.S. P.B., factory air conditioning. Turquoise with black

66 DODGE WAG.. Excellent. Value $ 395

120-136

0

62 CHEV.WAGON

'66 MUSTANG

$2595

45 LTD's
48 MUSTANGS

Coupe, Automatic

Hdtp. Automatic

er seat, power steering
& brakes, vinyl roof,
white wall tires.

Brakes,

Heater, W/W Tires, Factory

50 SQUIRES

Our trade is worth more at

1966 RIVIERA
Factory air condi-

PARK RIDGE

I 11

Automatic Trans.

steering, power brakes
& white wall tires.

$1395

61 BUICK

$395

black
top.
V8 -automatic, power

'62 COMET CPE.

67 CAMERO

bottom. with

automatic trans-

4 Dr, 6 Cyl, Auto Trans, Ra

Seen!

cream

Roman

$585

Cony, One Owner

Cutlass Autom., Power

TEMPEST
Custom Coupe, Cameo

ower windows, pow-

$1292

carl

$2195

tioned, automatic

'64 T -BIRD

,

cond.,

1967 PONTIAC

f

Convert, Radio,
Trans, Full Pwr

automatic
transmission, power
steering, vinyl roof,
radio, white wall tires.
air

Steering

vinyl top and interior.

SPECIALS

OVERHEAD!

$1795

SUMMER

$2245

"

Power
Radio,

$2445

Our Low Overhead Saves
You Mon*, Why Pay for.

'62 TEMPEST
Sta. Wagon

'67 OLDS 4 DR.

$2195

BRAND NEW
'69 CHARGER

Great Buyl

$1895

Disc

Tires

$2296

Racing
Cond

Power

Brakes, Luggage Carrier, Radio, White Wall

Trans.,

Air Conditioning.

FORDS, MUSTANGS, T -BIRDS,
FALCONS AND FAIRLANES
IN STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

'67 DART GT

Power

Automatic
&

'65 CADILLAC
SeDan DeVille

Wagon,

Station

PASS.

heater,

cond., bucket
needs a new

Seats, ONE Owner, Low
original miles, Priced Right!

'67 CHEV. IMP.

'64 CHEV. 4 DR.

$1995

1967 CHEVELLE

'69 DART
SWINGER

9

air

Full four way power, Factory
Air Cond., Special Bucket

'67 PONTIAC
CATALINA

64 CHEV.WAGON

Factory Warranty

$2895

B- RAND NEW

Widest selection of colors; automatic and standard

OVER 296 NEW

factory

$1145

$2295.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

radio,

brakes,

&

seats. Just
home.

'68 CHEVY CAMERO

IN STOCK FOR

Factory Air

'STARFIRE
Hardtop Coupe, V-8, automatic trans., power steering

Hardtop coupe, butomatic
transmission, radio, heater,
power. Low, low mileage.

transmissions; all in stock!

$2095

white, black vinyl roof,
radio, white wall tires.

the block miles, Balance of

$ 795

sedan

995

'65 OLDS

Station Wagon, Automatic
Trans., Full Power, Around

23

Power, Radio, Heater, White
Wall Tires, Low Mileage, Perfectl Burgandy with Black
Trim.

Save$
'68 PONTIAC

64 VOLKSWAGEN

!1 CHARGER

Factory Alr Cond.

White Vinyl Top, Can't tell
from newl

9 Pass., Autom., Power

$2195

air

V-8, Automatic Transmission,
Full Power, Radio, Heater,

'64 DODGE WAG.

Coupe, Automatic

factory

'65 PONTIAC
'69 CHEVROLET CUSTOM
CATALINA COUPE
IMPALA COUPE
Automatic Transmission, Full

$2305

$1095

'68 MUSTANG

'67 MUSTANG

$AVE $AVE $AVE

All

Ready for Delivery

$3390

COME IN EARLY FOR
YOUR 4TH OF JULY SAVINGS!

$2295

full

20

New Car Warranty.

'68 CORONET
H.T.

ELECTRA
Custom Coupe,

power,

CHOICE OF

Factory Equipped

AutoMatic A Power

$2495

1967 BUICK
A

Roof, Full Wheel Covers
& More.

USED CARS

Fully

'64 OLDS '88

Factory Air Cond.

$2195

CUSTOM COUPE

CATAUNA.

'68 CHARGER

ing, power brakes, automatic
transmission,
radio, white wall tires &
factory air conditioned.

Fully Factory Equipped
with V-8, Radio, Vinyl

$1095

Automatic Power
Factory Warranty

9 595

rBIG FULL SIZE
NEW '69 FORD

NEW '69 FORD LTD

Convert., Autom., Power

$2695

$2795
1966 PONTIAC

SALE

List Price

'64 CHEV. SS

Factory Air Cond.
Warranty

SenSr and

Wider/ion

AS QUIET AS A ROLLS ROYCE

NEW DODGES

1968 OLD'St

Sistos

ALL OUT CLEARANCE
ON OUR FINE PRE -OWNED

STOCK OF

$2795

tans. Ira

EIMICARITIOINIPIONTI I IAICri

tof-, ON ENTIRE

Power
Transmission,
Disc,
Power
Steer,
Brakes, Radio, White
Wall Tires.

power steering, power

July

PRICES

dow Lark Yellow, Black
Vinyl Roof, Factory Air
Conditioned, Automatic

point/lac

RAISED ELSEWHERE

WRITE YOUR

The World's

r.

I.

I

vri

'
''

i

lr

MLIonilom
I irt",,(A

i^=7112.+4WP4

666 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

0

A

392-6660
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Con
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SHORT RIBS.

.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
FOR IT.' IF I DON'T WEAR 'EM OUT
FIRST, THEY WON'T DROP OFF 7D
SLEEP TILL IT'S ABOUT TIME FOR

TIME FORTHE IR
NAP NOW, ANC,

2

WAN THINGS ARE
601f4' ToPAY, THE

A GUY ,AT WORK

SOLING'S
KID'S 0116 PROBSAYS SOME SNEAK
14AP MORE
WaNWAL AIN ITBLYTHAN THREE
TO HIM
NEXT
OLP
MAN
HAS
WORK/
LAST NIGHT.e.CLIMBC-P
IN 'THE
A RAIN PIPE AND,
POO/Woo/NI
TOOK A KIPS PIGGY
BANK/
BANK FROM AN UPSTAIRS BEDROOM/

"THIEF FOR'hIS HOUSE

YOU TO GET BACK/ rm.-Ts-T*71am'

TO WORK ITS° I WONT HAVE
70 HELP YOU CARRY 'EM
HOME, FOR ONCE!

Cubs vs. the Mets
at New York.

2

ibe

Under 'L'."
11 Chicago Festival

5

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

6:00
News
5 News
7 News

YEAH/ THE

THAT'S JUST TH' POINT -IT'S TIME .'s.
FORTHEIR NAP BUT THEYAINT READY

WAIT A MINUTE -WHAT
ARE YOU PoiNGT IT'S

TONIGHT

32 News

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

7:15

6:25

Tenth Inning

9

9:30
Twilight Zone

7:25

6:30

Tarzan
5 The Virginian
"Crime
Rerun.
Buffalo

2
7

7:30
The Good Guys
The King Family

Rerun. "A Dream
that Glitters."
2

Hill-

Springs."
,01111111B

Here Come the

7

;taw/ 4
.WMEAs

News

9

(:)VI4E

0/109CA

NOLA/EAU RICHE

iVictliPpaclZo .

7-9

5

32

Beach"
"Bikini
Frankic Avalon stars
in musical. Title tells

The Addams

Family

ROBIN MALONE
9

LISTEN GOOD, MR.

AT A MEET1N6 LASr /,11151-1rOPFACU1-1Y

COLLEGE PiZE-SIOENIT"-

APVI6DR5 AND TH5511.1DttNr GOVERNMENT;
ITVAS VOTED OVERWHELMINGLY THAT'

HFRE'S WHAT WE
WANE FROM THE

6:45
Leadoff Man

of the News
32 Baseball Report

2

2

9

",My Sister

12:45

blithe

A

comedy about two

8:30

siste r,s

Green Acres

7:00
Baseball

a bandit, reluctantly
joins in a conspiracy
to loot a coach line.
Randolph Scott and
Ernest Borgnine.

10:30
Movie

Eileen"

Greenwich

Comments

living in
Village

9

Janet Leigh.
5 Tonight Show
Joey Bishop
7

Ursus undertakes a
dangerous journey to
rescue his fiancee

who has been taken
to a mysterious is-

Show
9 MOvie

land ruled by a pagan
goddess.

"The Pride of St.
Louis" Fabulous career of Dizzy Dean,

pitcher from the
phenomenon of the
St. Louis Cardinals.

I'M HERE VINSTALL
YER PHONE,
PETUNIA:

Dan Dailey
-Joanne Druz

OH, ):1
GOOD:

responsibilities should be far

Be happy to take the good

MY ORMY, WHAT 1_.
A

ANOT-

not necessitate being away
Irons home longer than initially planned

RAID

AFRAID

OF VOW

OF XXV

tseAunruc.

CHICK(

NarAFRAID

-

ACROSS

1- Joe

5 Lazy -

10 Late singer,

- Lanza

completion Take care,
however, not to risk collapse
of a new venture

PISCES (Feb 20 -March

CAPTAIN EASY
I GATHER

OXBOW HAS
A cowl:mut.
HISTORY',

i,..AND A0 LATt
AS 1907 THE LAST

VARY! A MELTING POT OF MENU/
RICH,,, BRAWLING DRIFTERS.,
MINE WORKER5-0PULENC.E

MILLION DOLLAR

SHIPMENT OF GOLD
BARS WAS STOLEN
EHROUTD TO TtI0
RAILROAD&

AND GUN FIGHTS!

IRIS

goals set long ago. Save the'
new for tater

THE DMER AND GUARD StRVIVEN. HOW Iley
r twneeR THE BANDIT*, GOLF,'05CAPElv,

-

WAGON WERE EVER PoUNP:

-.1111111101111ft....-

UNSEEN,

MTH A TON

OFGOLD iS
511LL TH

$
REGION'F$
GREATEST
MVP -WV!

TAURUS (April 21 -May
21i --This may well be your
day for building that "better
mousetrap' that will bring

GEMINI (May 22 -June

spear
sake
park
peak

income

18 Isle of -

bl US

OIA 1111.."1"".1

- --

CAMPUS CLATTER
HE WANTS YOU TO
GIVE UP YOUR HIP
TRAOITtON AND
'LIVE THE STRAIGHT

LIFE ? I DON'T
DIG YOU

- rape
real
rale
rase'

place
33 Negative
conjunction
36 Spanish river
38 Quick in
learning
40 Italian river
41 Toward the
sheltered side
42 Light brown

seaport

23 Devour food
26 Articles of

merchandise
28 Distant
30 American

writer

32 Peter 34 Thinks
35 European
3

4

47 -incense
48 Juicy fruit

eral
earl
kale

51 Ascends
52 Redacted
53 Words of
1

38 Remained on ,
his feet
39 City in Italy
44 Endures
46 One who
(suffix)
47 Preposition
491,499 (Roman)
50 Had a bite
51 Ohio college

town

5

6

7

19

20

18

.

21

Ill2

25

26

3829..

52

ikt

34 35

32

40

3$

63
48

49 50

/6
24

23

31

41

9

13

15--;-,17

8

11

12

43 Medley
45
45 Thus
46 Male offspring 4$

reap
asker

37 - Mary

19 Pastry
20 Arabian

29Able
LiPI...?"

SPARKLE
pare ...rake
,rasp
peal

ake
apse
cak
cap
ark
aser

28 Type of

r1,4

crows
36 End of Lent

15 Charm

10

blackbird '

Z..";

21) --Exceptional opportunity
far j
r_way

ptarl

prophet

27 Cuckoo

you to the attention of others.

perk

(1847-1917)

55 Biblical

DOWN
1 Young street
Arab
personality
2 Speechified
14 Ways out
3 Lubricants
15 Fragrant
4 John
drink
5 Marsh bird
16 Musical
6 One (comb.
syllable
form)
17 Evergreen
7 Perched
tree
8 In time
18 - West
(music)
19 Family. mem- 9 Of nostrils
ber (coll.) .
10 Feminine
21 Elected (coll.)
name
22 Distributed, as 11 Sugarlike
cards
12 Lukewarm
24 False god
25 Morning
2
moisture

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) --Take advantage of an opportunity to push a project to

pear
parse

painter

composition
12 Mexican dish
13 Creative

loss for tact

pale

..-

prohibition
54 American

11 Musical

may find you somewhat at a

slap
spear
spar
seal
sale
sear

;.

Selective Epithets

THE BORN LOSER

personal contacts in the
morning hours Afternoon

slat.

...-

Answer to Previous Puzzle

CAPRICORN /(Dec. 23 Jan 20) --Make necessary

spark
spare

..

'7., oA4U4-1

higher-ups

Answers to
Hideaword

'1

e

ROSSWORD PUZZLE

ficulty getting the ear of.

value beneath the surface.

-.761,

N

1

i

sort, you should have no dif-

threntra partnei---but only if
'au re wise enough to realize

Max THe- ialw?

4c

credit side of your ledger is
building up at this time. At-

ARIES (March 22 -April

SORRY. XjIM BUSY

01J 11-1E '. 1-1044.1

sum.

makcrt 4, 1;14-

AIME.),

1,,p.

You may find this the perfect
day fur making a bid for immediate advancement-. Play
.our cards as you see them.
-SCORPIO (Oct:. 24 -Nov.
22) --You should find that the

20) --Not the best day for important decisions If possible,
plan your activities around

HOW

A Mt

OR.. EEYOW11

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) --

weekend Vow to eat and
drink only in moderation.

Live By

EEK & MEEK

MORTYQ MEEKLE

works take care that it does

2H-- Health is vital to success Begin now to make
resolutions about the coming

Five Minutes to

7-9

the

tractive surprises in store.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --So long as your
criticism is of the constructive

9

"Poor fellow, Trying to escape he made the mistake
of crossing their picket !Mei"

24 -Sept.
in

2:25
Meditation
2:30

rifling his house and
decides to contact the

you are practical in your

is

2

mer regiment men

with the bad
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) --If

VIRGO (Aug
17) -It a Journey

2:20 Late Report

covers one of his for-

0

less than the ultimate benefits.

and

32 Movie
Intruder"
"The
An army colonel dis-

23) --The disadvantages of new

heat I s &sit e

1:30
Reflections

10:45

JUST LEFT;

CANCER (June 22 -July

tion later on to ask for your

7

e

THE MOVERS

it

time, you

1:00
Perspectives

Ozarks and headline

BUGS BUNNY

FOR THURSDAY

should find yourself in a posi-

7

young

swaggering

demands at this

12:50
Movie
"Mighty Ursus"

their names in lights.

Jack Lcmmon and

Your
Horoscope

Paul Harvey

9

who struggle to see

9:00

a

life has been saved by

32 News

11 International

THE DULY EL.E615.r) STIMEtit

"Stroavnil2igeel4r0Wore

Gun" A man whose

10:15

all.

26 Market Wrapup

12:20

32 News Final

26 A Black's View

Magazine

GaGfalmear;
AND 7/118 MOONS ELSE /

12:30

Farm Forum

5

10:00
News
News
News
News

11 World Press

6:50

DISSIGENT-6111D54r5 WILL PEAL WITH

ADMINISTRATION,.

2
5
7

Music Hall from
s
London
7 Movie

11 TV College
Fiction
26 Today's Racing

12:25

9 News

Sea."

9

8:00
Beverly
billies

7

the Bottom of the

Brides

S
t,

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

5

11 Spectrum
Rerun. "Flying at

32 Baseball
White Sox vs. the
Oakland Athletics at
White Sox Park.

2

11111111!!'w

12:00

32 On Deck Circle

26 Quiz

W aye at

"Metrology: The

Science of Measurement."

9

Editorial

RDIRIO/Gekto RANGE

11:00
11 R&D Review

"Impres-

9:15

School

2 WBBM-TV

Rerun. "Love Is

Rerun.
sion '69."

11 TV College
American Public

old wartime crew to
find out what made
the lad turn thief. "

Hawaii Five -0
The Outsider

1

43

--

47

44
_

5- 5,

5.

Sa

7

7a

J.

Drive on Air ort Noise
ternational Airport and recommend ways "to reduce air-

pect and Arlington Heights lie
within the study arca, the offi-

port -community

cial said.

conflict."
The study will concentrate
on regulating land use near
airports, rather than making

will be chairman of a technical
advisory committee composed

opment (HUD)
N1PC will conduct a 15 month study of airport noise

jet engines quieter, a NIPC official said yesterday.
ALL OF Bensenville, Elk
Grove Village and Des Plaines

tion, the Illinois Department

problems in a 233 -square -mile

as well as most of Mount Pros -

By Bob Bums

A $66,000 war on airport
noise will be launched soon by
the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission under a

grant from the Department of

Housing and Urban Devel-

Floyd Fulle of Des Plaines

a final report is made.
NIPC will assign three staff

the committee and said this

"noise contours" have been
prepared by the FAA.
Starting with this base,
NIPC will first study land use

members to the study under

week he would accept the invitation.
FULLE IS A Cook County
commissioner and a NIPC

the direction of Dr. Robert
'DuCharme, deputy director.
The advisory committee will

commissioner.

of Aeronautics and representatives of HUD and the Feder- )'

area surrounding O'Hare In -

months, then the preliminary
report will be reviewed .by
HUD for three months before

pal officials invited to serve on

of representatives of the muthe
involved,
nicipalities
Chicago Department of Avia-

EXISTING AND future
land use' information in the
study area already has -been
compiled by Chicago under.an
earlier HUD grant and future

study are to be completed in 12

al Aeronautics Admiristration
(FAA).
Mayor Herbert H. Behrel of
Des Plaines is among munici-

The major elements of the

review their work and give di-

data in 1960 and 1967 and
projected to 1975, then will

rections.

analyze 'changes and munici-

pal government decisions- in
relations to noise complaints,
DuCharme said, and will

complaints
which
have been received by various
governments and agencies.
analyze

Next the study group will
the feasibility of

evaluate

nonresidential
"compatible
development" of now -vacant

(Continued an page 2)

Propert Dap

WEATHER
Tonight. Fair and cooler, low 60 to 65. Tomorrow:
Mostly sunny and a little
warmer

Telephone
255-4404)
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Blood Donors Sought
To Save Life of Boy
friend and president of the

By Ted Lacey

Park

ill Mount Prospect boy are
pleading for help to keep him

View Homeowners
Assn., Mrs. Georgeann Gardner, supplies here of the boy's
scarce blood type are being

alive.

used up.

Twelve -year -old Randy N.
Iglewski of 1702 Azalea Ln. in

Only 10 per cent of the population has Randy's type
B-RH negative blood, she said,

The neighbors of a seriously

the Park View subdivision of
unincorporated 'Mount Prospect is hemorrhaging after undergoing 10 hours of open

heart surgery yesterday. He
needs blood badly.
According to

a

family

said. The phone number is

ing contact with the boy's par-

other than Randy's will be appreciated also, she said. Blood
supplied to Billings from other
hospitals must be paid back at
the rate of two pints for out:. In
replacing the supply, any type
will do.
Several years ago a public
plea went out for blood to save

MU 4-6100.

Blood donations from perthrough the night, maintain- sonS who have types of blood

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Iglewski, who remained at the
hospital with their son.

and Randy went -throngh 15
pints of it
alone.

eight pints an hour, Mrs.
Gardner said.
She and her neighbors kept
tabs on Randy's progress

"WILL ANYBODY who is
willing to help by donating
blood please make arrange ments with Billings Hospital
in Chicago," Mrs. Gardner

during surgery

As of midnight last night, he

was losing blood at a rate of

the life of Richard Beck, a

1963 graduate of Prospect
High School. He had an operation ' at Lutheran General
Hospital in Park Ridge to

remove a cyst from his tailbone. He developed a hemo-

philiac condition and began
losing blood. Radio broadcasts
and newspaper articles told of

the problem and blood was
flown in from distant parts of
the country. Donations were

made by 400

sailors from
Great Lakes Naval Base who

had his rare blood type.

Boy Drowns

In Ditch
By Curt Wilson
Arlington
Heights boy drowned yesterA

9 -year -old

day after he apparently fell
into a deep drainage ditch
near Rand Rd. and Thomas. r

Mark Johnson of 1728 N.
Wilshire had approached the
the ditch to see how deep it
Was,some of- his .friends told.
police.
Neighbors told

Here I DON'T go again!

the

boy's

mother, Mrs. Janet Johnson,
that her son was believed to

The Victims of the Sodden Summer

have fallen in the ditch and
drowned. Mrs. Johnson watch-

ed from the shore while fire-

The Rain Coties Down
And Profits Trickle Away
adds up to an impressive figure -postpone his shopping till anin the light of their over-all other day.
"But for us," he said,
volume.
Municipal swimming pools, "there is no recovery. The
whose revenues contribute business welose on a wet day is
directly toward easing the bite gone for keeps."
Hershel Lewis, of the Branion :taxpayers for park mainte-

Just ask him The average

suburbanite is fed up with the
weather He is especially un-

happy about the rain -ruined
weekends (the last 11 in a row)
when all his plans to enjoy the
sun have been washed out.

gar Organization, Inc., which
per cent or more under last owns five golf courses in the
northwest area, speaks of the
year.
THE OWN ER of one north drop in income as a serious

nance, report incomes at

But the real victims of this
sodden summer arc those who

provide recreational facilities
and services They have been

loss, particularly for the small"Bad weather on a particular er operators.
Not only do the golf courses
day can affect sales at retail
stores as much as 50 per cent, I lose the green fees (which
am told, but this business can range from $5 to $7 on weekbe recovered to a large extent ends), hut also the extra dollars
because the customer still that golfers spend for moto(contitted an Page 2)
must fill his needs and he will

taking the soaking in their

suburban

pocketbooks
Economic losses this season

arc running into many thousands of dollars for operators
of golf courses, resorts and
motels, riding stables, fishing
preserves and similar
enterprises in northern Illinois

golf

course

said,

.

'

per cent, according to an asso-

ciation spokesman who says
p co ha bly_ ls_

01

servati4e- "And if we don't
make it on summer weekends.
we don't make it," he added.

1J11' JUP

"I'm being killed," lamented the owner of a riding stable
Operators of two resort -type

The
squabble,
between
inns agreed "Our business is
off at least 10 per cent," one Mount Prospect and Des
said Both pointed out that this Plaines over a huge chunk
of land south of Algonquin, west of Illinois Rte.

83, came to a head in court
Tuesday.

Circuit -Court Judge Helen
McGillicuddy will not
render a decision on whethRiver Trails Park Board, er Mount Prospect has the
1

c

1800

E.

and the construction site of

the Candlewood Trace
Apartments, which are being
built by Transam Develop-

Ten -year -old Martin

Reichel said that he, Mark,
and two others had come to
the area, and Mark had approached the ditch to see how
deep it was.

Martin told police that

Mark had struggled and then
and he -had jumped into

the water in an attempt to
save his friend.

MARTIN SAID that

drowning boy and' hold him
against the steep mud bank,
but after he had managed a
few gulps of air, he had sunk
again.

Martin said that he had
managed to swim to the other
side of the ditch, get out, and

'run home to tell

THE YOUTH had spent

the afternoon with friends at

Recreation Park and then had

returned home before going

outside to play with four
friends.

A short while

later, Arl-

ington Heights police received

a call from Mrs. William
Reichel, who said that a

playmate of her son's may
have drowned.

At the scene, police found
a drainage ditch that is as

his father

what had happened.

The boy and

ment Co.

his

father

returned to the ditch, while
the boy's mother summoned
police.

Patrolmen Preston Haig
and Bud Bischoffer dived into

the water while waiting for
SCUBA equipment, hut they

were able to find the boy's
body before the underwater

MARK'S LIMP body was
found by the two policemen

wide as 15 -feet in some places,
and goes as deep as 12 feet

resting on a small ledge about
10 feet below the surface, and

in certain areas. A boy then
said his friend had fallen into

next to

- Kensington, legal

right

to

annex

the

land above Des Plpines' obMount Prospect, 8 p.m.
however,
until
Fire and Police Commis- jections,
July 30.
sion, Village Hall, 8. p.m.

tion.

line's
air
The
executive offices and stew-

ardess training center at Aland

Linneman

could not be annexed to any
than
other
municipality
the
in
Prospect
Mount
future if the present annexation goes through.

THE TRACT of

land

Mount Prospect is trying to
acquire consists of 16 parland
cels
of
industrial

like
roughly
shaped
a
horseshoe. It lies along the
south side of Algonquin,
along
southward
extends
Rd.
and
back
Elmhurst

westward

along

a steep drop-off of

about another five feet.

-

ARGUMENTS
were heard
bringing
Tuesday,
sides

on too small a lot at 215 W.
a

briefs and waiting.
Marlin

Smith

of

Evanston argued on behalf
of Mount Prospect that the

enue.

village

has

Robert

DiLeonardi

The

United
has

Air
been

Lines
called

the plum in the whole pud-

a

Prospect..
It will require

legitimate

right to the unclaimed land.
Des Plaines City Atty.
argued

the property
ding. With
surrounded, it could not
fall into any municipality

that what Mount Prospect is
trying to do is clearly in

other than Mount Prospect.

(Continued on page 2)

the

votes

five of the seven
of the village
members
board tod. grant the variation

of at

least

requested,

both, sides

Atty.

Eastwood asked for zoning
variations which would allow building to be built

closer- to the -front and.4.qtr
lot lines than permitted unordinances and
greater ratio of
floor area to lot area than
permitted.
he
When
presented his
plea to the building com-

permit a two -flat to be built, der village

head about a year of filing
legal

The Mount Prospect VilBciciFd
will have to

con
Moose 41Yttiween two
recommendatons,
flieting
when it decides whether to

all
on
in court
to

Advice to Board
Differs in Plea
For Rezoning
lage

of Oakton.
The land presents a potential goldmine of tax revproperty

Arlington Heights police Patrolman Gene Korn (left) Sgt. Jack Weber (right) and an Arlington
Heights fireman remove the body of nine -year -old Mark Johnson, of 1728 N. Wilshire, Arlington
Heights, from the unguarded deep drainage ditch where the boy fell in and drowned late yesterday
afternoon, (Photo by Dan Batas)

breathing apparatus arrived.

_

ond objector to the proinvoluntary annexaposed

gonquin

he

had been able to grab the

in.g7-AnnexatiOn

United Air Lines is a sec-

By 'Ted Lacey

in Bartlett

Meetings

The scene of the tragedy is
between Hersey High School

peared.

Mount Prospect Accused

THE "PLAY" at public fee

golf courses is off at least 36
-

15

men retrieved her son's body.

the murky water and disap-

as

recommend-

ed last night by the hoard's
beCommittee,
Building

cause the Zoning Board of
Appeals

in a past hearing
y expressed dis-

to

have

a

the building committee of his
proposed two -flat at 215 W.
Prospect.

0

mittee last night, he said he

is willing to set the building
back from the front lot line
proper
distance,
but
that he still needs variations to have the back of
the building 20 feet from
the rear lot line instead of
the

a I read
approval of the idea.
The board of appeals in the required 25 feet, and to
March said that the lot is have about twtte as much
too small for a two -flat floor space for the size of
apartment building. At that the lot than ordinarily pertime John Waters of 219 N. mitted.
0

"This will be a very deluxe

building," John Waters told

vxmramm,ktoreng,n

Uri pe

Of The
Day

Gas station attendants
who while cleaning your car
windows scratch the car
with their belt buckles. L.C.
w.,-,:r4.4%,,,lat
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Rain Falls,, Profits Flow Away

Library Asks
Contributions

(Continued from Page 1)
rized or pull carts and in
restaurants and bars, I ewis

For Equipment

said.

When the $52,000 remodel-

"When you consider that

ing and expansion of the

the

Mount
Prospect
Public
Library is completed this fall,
much equipment still will be.

.

These
are
non
budget
itenis, and the library admir(istration and hoard are

said.

counting on friends of the
library to supply some of

SAUL CORUSH, whose

To

implement

pur-

this

library hoard has
appointed a committee
the

families,

membership --the
Growth and Development
Committee --headed by Mrs.

from

its

Walter Berg. Committee members are Mrs. Ross Clark and
Mrs. James Viger.

Fairview,
Dean Mikolajcyzic
displays his homemade spaceship which leaves

to

annexations."
W. O'Brien of
Chicago, representing
United Air Lines, agreed
with DiLeonardi's first objection, saying the land to
be annexed "is just hooked

them."

GASOLINE

with plywood around it. The boys use a grill
as a radar screen which extends the ship's

drivers, according to a spokes-

It's just as you've suspected.

figures,

June set a record for rainy

the

off noticeably,

"Despite the fact that we

Palington

stablek

at

fell in 1950. The average is
4.07 inches.

was at least a "trace" of rain.
An earlier unofficial report by

AND WHILE we're on the
subject of rain, the World

real

at the Apple Orchard
stable in Bartlett. "I'm being
killed by this weather," said
Dan Provencano, the owner.
"If the rain doesn't let up this

where 38.7 inches of rain fell

30 per cent.

most

intriguing of the two

involved."
O'Brien raised

issues

the

same

objection. "The statute prevents you from gobbling it
(the land) up, and we say it
cannot

nibbled

be

THE DAY'S count of 10
rainy weekends
(when it rained either on Saturday or Sunday or both days)
consecutive

the

was conservative. The weather
bureau's count is 11.
Despite all these damp

on a 20 -square -mile area within a 24 -hour period.

month I might well have to go
out of business."

existing dwellings
problem areas.

in

NIPC has received tentative,

approval of this plan and has
signed the contract. As soon, as

it receives the signed contract
back from HUD, the work will
begin, DuCharme said.

Obituaries

I

Mabel
of 214

McNamara,
S.

boat, Mrs. Redding points out

LOUN GE
nightclub and television star

Northwest
Hospital, She
was a clerk for the Mount
Prospect Post Office.
Survivors
include
her
husband
Thomas,
sons Thomas

and

at

Timothy,

Friedrich's

Thursday
Funeral

at

Home

in Mount Prospect.
Services will be Saturday
at 9:30 a.m. at Friedrich's.
Funeral Mass will be at St.
Raymond's Church
a.m. on Saturday.

at

10

Burial

will be at Queen of Heaven
Cemetery.

And

BONNIE DAYE

$.148
Ai

5000 SQ. FT.
REGULAR $4.95
10,000 SQ. FT.
REGULAR $8.95

ANALYSIS

$A48
mr

etc.

Kills

500 sq. ft.
....Reg. $6.95 now $3.68
10,000 sq. Ft.

GIANT 4 to 41/2 FT.
FOLIAGE PLANTS

4filrgk

COUPON '".
Deluxe Folding Aluminum

LAWN CHAIRS
Compare to S3

COMPLETE WITH POT

$222

595and up

RHODODENDRON

10 deluxe jac-

COLORFUL CROTON
PODOCARPUS

quard webbing (4x3x3)

construction,

polished

495 up,/

395

aluminum

and
EACH AND EVERY ONE AN AMAZINGLY
LIFELIKE, RICH GREEN REPRODUCTION

legs, frame.
Your choice
7139 of colors.

OF THE REAL THING.

Pmo..99

COUPON

COUPON SEE RIM EX9 NOM I

HAND TROWELS

FLOCKED DAISIES

Show time six, nine and eleven p.m..
-

'COMP.
Flocked Pot
TO 1.25
UP t° 18"
Aported Colors

3151 98911 III

Call 394-2000.

!ORE HOURS:
Chicago's new suburban hotel

chickwood, palentain,
roots, and all

....Reg. $12.95 now $6.48

All Flocked

arlington \ark towers

LAWN GROOM
Control Most Lawn weeds, such as don

PLUS IRON

her provocative piano

No cover charge.
Resgrvations suggested.

ORTHO

weeds

a1

daughter' Mary
Hall
of.
Mount Prospect, and two
grandchildren.
Visitation will be after 3

p.m.

JESSE LOPEZ

49,
died

Wa Pella

T ticsday
Community

J

As do others in the same

NY

Mabel McNamara

WITH PURCHASE
OF ANT POOL 15 FL.
OR LARGER

1/2 PRICE SALE

ficult. Revenue is off at least

announces the

Come and Meet

7995

Low Price

NM KM Mt

ittuit

22-4-4

noise

Our Regular

k

ind'

ical but admits she finds it dif-

(Continued from Page I )
land between now and 1975.

greater insulation of new and

Steel Post and Guard Rails

All steel pool features: heavy-duty corrugated steel wall, heavy steel telescoping top rails, strong, leakproof vinyl liner with bottom drain.

ailingtonNork towers

of building codes to require

Platform

2 Redwood -stained Ladders
(Outside one retractable for

$11 9 $$

FAMILY POOL

either."

to preserve open space, and use

4'x4' Smooth -Finish Wooden

safety)

LAWN FOOD

The study will identify land-,
use strategy, including legal
means available to control
land use, such as zoning; ways

SUN DECK

wa

10 FT. X 30"

up

War Against
Airport Noise

COUPON

SWIMMING FUN FOR EVERY ONE

ing

the Fishermen's 1:108e RanCh
at 9600 Golf Rd. in Des
Plaines, tries, to be philosoph-

10 acres."
"This is probably

iTa WM Pal

The same thing is happen-

MRS. JOHN REDDING,

tf/IM

B142

in the rain."

would be covered with 111'red
inches of water.
--The heaviest rainfall in the
United States was recorded in
1950 at Yankectown, Fla.,

than

construction.

men people don't like riding

who, with her husband, runs

11

vinyl liner and rigid Steel wall

dyed-in-the-wool horse-

rain fell at once, the world

Carve out of a piece of less

Summer fun for young and old!
6 ft. wide. 15 in. deep, with

Northwest Hwy. and Dundee
Rd. in Palatine. "Except for

1934.

right to

8.97

business is off around 75 per
cent," said Joe Huff, owner of

the total rainfall in

.1.

WADING, POOLS
OUR REG. 499

have an indoor riding area, our
thc

M.;

fPV:,

6 Ft. Wide. IS" Deep Steel Wall

of 21 set in 1892 and tied in

*Hinge has-- the

Enameled

Riding stables appear to be
getting the worst clobbering of
all.

issue has come up, whether
a

SPECIAL7995
15'x48" SPECIAL ....124.95
18'x48" SPECIAL .... 149.95

Metal Parts Galvanized and

he

the first

his

289.95
399.95

said.

time in this state that 'this

is

has

12'x42"

Heavy Duty-Colorco

OVAL POOL

31'x I 6'x48" OVAL

sales are

June of 5.77 inches was far
from the record of 8.89 that

days.

Thick Steel Walls
Vinyl Liner
Extra Heavy Vertical Columns

24'xI2'x48" OVAL

Book Encyclopedia offers this
information:
--The earth's average yearly
rainfall is 32 inches. If all this

knowledge, "this

Heights:
"Attendance
been marvelous!"

Valiant Pools

POOL FEATURES

19995

I8'x I2'x48"

pany's headquarters in Pala-

The Day listed 26 days but 24,
it turns out, was enough to
wash away the previous record

to

byterian church in Arlington

request of The Day shows that

Of Rain.....

time."
that

offered no guess on what the
revenue will be this year.

man for the Pure Oil Com-

tine. A check made at

And Speaking

anconsent
be

S. Weather Bureau shows that
there were 24 days when there

said

an eye on the steady drizzle, he

CelebrityPools

much of their gas to pleasure

At any rate, Dean and Jeff have their sights

the statute. Mount Prospect
is attempting to slice away
part of the parcels at a

He

pews thiS purnmer.
Said the,:sticnitary of a -Pres-

nurseries in the area generally,
said, "It must be around 15 per
cent."
It still isn't too late to put

A

STATIONS

on Saturdays and Sundays sell

techni-

get

served.

like to use the pool and get a
sun tan. The rain ruins that for

The ship's frame is made of wooden beams

An official count by the U.

to

circumstances, stay away from
the pools the weather has to be
pretty miserable," one ob-

American

kids here for a weekend of fun

around

attempt

swimming under almost any

interesting note that some area

each

Mount Prospect, I I -year -old Dean.
Dean, along with 10 -year -old Jeff Warden
of 410 N. Eastwood, has constructed a model

said.

of the owner.
"A number of the 16
parcels involved are merely
portions of tracts in excess
of 10 acres," he said. "Annexing pieces of parcels is
an

churches report fewer empty

The couples who bring their

second

not
the

that

Fairview, father of the backyard astronaut of

boys into building the model. "I guess the kids
sort of caught on to the space program," he

cality of the law that states
a parcel of land bigger than
acres may
nexed without

in sales of plants and
shrubs to home owners by
loss

Penzek, "and 10 per cent
sounds about right for us, too.

set higher than the treehouses of old.

10

And in that connection it is an

"Our business is certainly
down," said manager Ronald

Mikolajczyk said that he did not push the

illegal
strip or corridor annexation," which is illegal.
a

"When kids, who will go

kel, director of parks and recreation in Des Plaines, fees
from the city's pools last year
brought in $59,000. But, with

much the same.

heighth to about 15 feet. The surface is painted
silver.

more like an

involves

"It's an act of God," he said.

plan for families, the story is

lights and a revolving radar screen.

on to the village in one. little

DILEONARDI'S

Carl Klehm of the Klehm
Nurseries in
Elk Grove,
pressed for an appraisal of the

there are many

weekend

special

Gemini spaceship, complete with blinking

governing
Patrick

objection

the use of public pools.

According to Robert Kun-

O'Hare Airport, which has a

look," said Chester Mikolajczyk of 220 N.

Mount Prospect within the
statute
of the
meaning

place,

about a 15 per cent decline in

At least one golf course operator appeared to he resigned
to the weeping weekend skies.

people who want to get out in
the sun."
At the Flying Carpet motel,
near
Rd.
Mannheim
on

"The thing can be seen from the street and
I guess the boys get some attention because
every car that passes backs up to take another

"Our objections are twofold," DiLeonardi said yesterday. "We think the property sought to he annexed is

reports

lodge, but

Backyard
Space Ship

(Continuecaronz Page I)
violation of state statutes.

contiguous

disappeared."

"We have an indoor pool,"
said Corush, "and all kinds of
other activities within the

Boys Build

Struggle Over
Land Goes
Into Court

really

and other yard equipment, but
they have been watered down
if the drop in business at plant
nurseries is an index.

ing to the weather forecasts.

treehouses somewhere back in the past.

solic.,

it gifts from
individuals,
organizations and business
firms.
Mrs. Berg said that contributions of any amount
will he welcome.

inn

out many plants, he added,
"but that springtime urge to
dig in the. soil has pretty well

uous rain for what they agree is

weekend during what should
be the season of heaviest patronage the number of
reservation cancellations can
almost be predicted by listen-

of 220 N.

her.

The committee will

NO ACCURATE estimate
is available on sales by merchants handling garden tools

firm operates the lodge at Illinois Beach State Park near
Zion, a popular holiday spot
for many northwest suburban

them.
pose

course

enue can amount'to."
Some courses with low lying
ground subject to flooding
have been almost unplayable
for much of the season, Lewis

U5

make it a more complete institution.

18 -hole

handles from 250 to 300 players a day, you get some idea of
what a 36 per cent drop in rev-

4

needed to meet ordinary
library requirements and to

average

that while paying customers
The only park supervisor tb
are fewer, labor and mainte- -report an upturn in swimming
nance costs go on.
fees
was Dill Ohlson of
Park.district officials in Ar- Schaumburg. "Our pool is
lington Heights, Mount Pros- heated," he said, "and we're
pect, Des Plaines and Palatine running 12 per cent ahead of
all blame the almost contin- last year."

AILY 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
SUNDAYS 9 A.M. TO 7 P.M.
PHONE 297-3443

I

77c

Spools! Purchase -

While They Last

EACH
-

cc

lid" EA.

2 LIMIT PER PERSON

J

GOLF

'

P.I

713911

101.1.11981 111111 IIMIR 1111131 MOIL
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11001.
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Drainage Panel Stands Firm
On Endorsing West Park Plan
By Ben Clarke

The Mount Prospect Drainage and Clean Streams Commission hasn't changed its

stand of endorsing the West
Park plan of the Mount Prospect Park District. The commission made this clear at its
meeting last night
Robert Klovstad,

commission

assistant
chairman,

expressed his support of the
water retention basin on the
proposed park site, as a flood
control measure Other commission members echoed his
sentiments
The West Park site is an 18 -

acre parcel at Busse and Lonnquist which the park district
plans to buy for $325,000, The
owner of the property, builder
Salvatore DiMucci, however,

agreed to the sale only if he
were granted rezoning on 5.2

acres of nearby land from
single-family residential to
multiple family dwellings.

The park district planned to
enlarge the basin, presently

maintained by the Village of
Mount Prospect to double its

pect Plan Commission recommended denial of DiMUcci's
rezoning request, at least temporarily setting back the park
district's plans. Next Tuesday,
the Plan Commission's recommendations will be presented
to the Village Board.
Klovstad suggested that the
Clean Streams Commission be
represented at the Village
Board meeting, possibly to
present statistics on the basin's

worth as a water detention
measure.

THE REZONING request
yet has to go the Village Board
Judiciary Committee before it
is returned to the Village
Board for final action.
Klovstad last night announced the resignation of
James Burroughs, the commis-

told William McManamon,

Des Plaines Gets
Most from Court
Des Plaines -ranks first among the northwest suburbs
in revenue received from the
Circuit Court of Cook County since the courts were con-

request then could be made

village engineer, that he need
not attend .the commission's
meetings because of the heavy

through the village manager.

.1."14111

The commission also accepted the suggestion of Ma-

regular duties of his job.

solidated, according to Matthew
Danaher, clerk of the court..
.

Commissioner George An- yor Teichert that the memberderson suggested that someone ship of the commission be
at the supervisor's level from increased from nine to 12
the Public Works .department persons, "to implement the
might attend meetings regu- goals and increased work of
larly and be paid for his time. the commission.
The. board agreed to check on
Mayor Robert Teichert,
who attended the meeting, said

of $368,212; Arlington
Heights was second with
Village
$261,978; Elk
tal

is

a total of $213,277 received.

Others were: Mount Pros-

sion's request to the Village the Soo Line Railroad, told
Board. He suggested, however, Des Plaines police yesterday
that the commission request that he had found a pile of
help when needed and if the burned lumber near the line's

This abandoned auto has stood on property owned by a gasoline company at the intersection
of Mount Prospect Rd. and Golf Rd. for several months. County officials explain that the vehicle
stands on private property and they are powerless to order its removal.

tracks at the Thacker St. cross-

presence of a particular tech-

ing.

nical person is needed, this

next with $222.380; and

Schaumburg was fourth with

Joseph Tully, an employe of

he would present the commis-

Palatine,
$123,968;
pect,
$122,065; Wheeling, $90,427;
Hoffman Estates, $66,999;
Rolling Meadows, $4,056;
Barrington Hills, $33,320;

Barrington, $23,862; Buffalo
Grove, $14,447.

sion's secretary, effective July

I. Reading from Burrough's
letter of resignation, Klovstad
noted that Burroughs, a chemist, was giving up his commission post because of the press
of his activities in many technical societies and organizations.
The board also discussed the
necessity of occasional technical advise from village person-

capacity for detention of storm
water The excess water would
be released into Weller Creek,
after storms had passed.
On June 20 the Mount Pros-

nel. Acting village manager

John

Zimmerman

recently

erimioN riormarrIpiriOrrritoettriMmirat: MAI

PESCHE'S

MEAT SPECIALS
Try the Tenderness of Our
Swift Premium (PROTEN)

BEEF STEW
(11/2 Lb. Can)

LB.

Mrs. Chapman what the

RUMP ROAST

392-4975

GEORGIANN CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse
necuoloym's,curoc.

$ 1 .09

MANHATTAN ROAST
ROTISSERIE ROAST

TUNA
(61/2 Oz. Tins)

3/89c

King Oscar
SARDINES
(Flat Tins)

Swift Premium

87c

COFFEE CAKE

Chocolate Chiffon
CAKE SLICES
(6 per. Box)

Box

DAIRY DEPT.

HALF & HALF
BREAD

23`

3/$1

EFFECTIVE

Lb.79C

SLICED BACON
Sfi

tir

Armours

*1

Neal' Prices
thru
Sat. July 11th

HOT DOGS

af-

Lb.

Throw away the old
doors and drawer fronts
and replace with

FRESH FROM

OUR

&g.

S

LAMINATED

PRODUCE DEPT.
California New Long

PANELS

or

refinish-

or

brand laminate that is

merely ironed on -- and prestol

I

0

Cans

PREDRILLED HOLES
SCREWS AND HINGES PROVIDED
A SCREW DRIVER DOES ITI

--A NEW

It's so easy...you can
do -It -yourself In a weekend

..or have It

I

(#303 Cans)
TOM

Gallon

KITCHEN --

...... . ...

989

Imported(Briton'sFCinoel sdts)trsesaime

(#303

nsi_

CaATOES

3/49c
3/49C

CL 9-2355
CALL FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION.

Green Slicing

CUCUMBERS

.
Leaf ,& Bibb

Fifth

A /$1

(46 Oz. Decanter) -r

N120d120p0.1.bottles

limy

-

STEWED TOMATOES

TOMATOE JUICE

Kitchens by Adrian

(3 Pint Boxes)

(#303 Can)

GIN 90 Proof.

Draft or Reg.

BLUEBERRIES

GARDEN FRESH PEAS

$3.09

are

covered with a matching Formica

Fifth

4/49c

#303

Old St. Croix
(6 Star, Light or Dark)

metal, remain and serve as a
framework for these NEW
Doors and Drawer fronts.
Other exposed areas

CUT GREEN BEANS

maid& DOME

Just install Cabinetpales* NEW doors and
drawer fronts surfaced with.
ing ..ever)

Formica brand laminate.
Present cabinets, wood

111

SPECIALS

last for
years with little maintenance.

new look that will

No pyinting

POTATOES (101 1.b. Bag)

RAGGEDY ANN

Your kitchen can have a

$1

69
1

89c
32c

Pt.

11/4 Lb. Loaf

JULY 10 thru
SUN. JULY 13

Armour Mira -Cure'

68c

EVERY DAY LOW PRICES
GAL.

ADVERTISED PRICES

Ab.89c

SMOKED BUTTS
r

4/$'

Chicken of the Sea

1 39

Lb

Unsightly Kitchen Cabinets?
Don't Paint! Don't Paste=ever:

49c

#303 Cans

Swift Premium (PROTEN)

"The only Results
are Happy Ones"

mv,,,beroinnois

Lb.

Almond Strip

MILK(Carton)

FRONTIER
FRENCH DRESSING
16 Oz. Bottle
Low Calories Diet Delight
BARTLETT PEARS

Swift Premium (PROTEN)

i TN

RANDHURST

2/89c
5/$1

Before you start treatments:
Medical Profession has to
say about Permanent Hair
Removal.

39c

Kraft's
ICE CREAM TOPPING
(5 Flavors)
New Item from Hoffman House

Cool Pure Air Process

ti

BAKERY SPECIALS

Lykes

REMOVED FOREVER

Ask

SMITHFIELD FRESH

GROCERY DEPT.

Heinz
BAR -B -Q
(Sauce with Onions)

ROUND STEAK

UNWANTED HAIR

Ill

.

Des Plaines received a .to-

Lumber Burned
Near Tracks

this.
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LETTUCE

or

for $1

'it'll ',V

tira-111.,

:

:
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Day Light

You and Con -Con

basis

By Joseph Stubenrauch

1970 will be an important
year in Illinois annals. It is ex-

federal constitution on
Sept. 17,1787, had taken more

for our' children-%
children.
FOR THIS reason we think

the

pected

together within eight months

which .we choose and elect the
delegates who will put the state.

convention, Dec. 8, 1969, in
Springfield: This will provide
an easy year to recall, as it
marks the 100th anniversary
of the State Constitution as it
now stands, though the first

of the starting date of the

constitution

back

goes

to

1818.

What finally emerges in
1970 as the state constitution
will be a document vital to the

well-being and proper guidance of our citizenry. Whatever provisions and mandates

are incorporated in it will be
hammered out by duly elected
delegates, aware of the importance of their task. Their job is

not just to produce an im-

provement over the creaking
vehicle in use for generations,

nor merely to meet the demands of our jet age, but to assure

a sound governmental

small,,but all with similar civic

dent in some candidates.

problems.

WE OFFER two thoughts ,

than months since May . 14,
1787, to debate their differ-

this year, 1969, is an even
"
more significant year to re- ences.
We don't think the breed of
member. It's the year during

that the new state
constitution will have been put

day in partisan politics is evito guide you as you vote for a
suitable delegate team for our
area.

1 o n g -winded

First, keep in mind that a
non-partisan convention will

constitution together.

We even think some of -our

hopefully produce a document

dcnce and of the original seven

sons to our colonial ancestors,

orators has
changed much since that day.

that comes closest to the ur-

The big factor in drafting current national and state poliour Declaration of lndepen- ticos could give elocution lesespecially if "prime time" and
"equal time" were offered
them on TV today.
Coming back to the basic

articles of the Constitution of
' the United States was the way
each delegate definitely spoke
up as the representative of the
people in the area. The new Il-

The second idea to keep in

reason why you and Con -Con

linois State Constitution will
be a useful, practical docu-

are linked --it is you who will
decide who represents you at

ment if the delegates chosen to
work on it are genuinely repre-

the

sentative of the "folks

gencies of today and the plans,
many of them long-range, necessary for tomorrow.

sessions

to

draft

.

back,

Enough time has been set

the -

many, noteworthy; and the

aside. The salary and per diem
arrangements
compensation
were decided on with an eight month period estimated as
long enough. '

abilityythev ob

lgaectkt nogf

t

as Des Plaines,
Prospect Heights, Mount

communities

constitution for Illinois.
The number of persons offering themselves for the post
is awesome; the merits of

home."

mind is the elementary one
that the delegates from this
area will speak for such

ohoatti oonf

1970 will be long remembered as the year when our
Prairie State drew new vigor
from its grass, roots and produced a living organism, a

for us.

REVIEW OUR SELECTED

Original Oil Paintings
By Prize -Winning Artist from Around the World

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
DRASTIC PRICE REDUCTIONS!
FOR YOUR
HOME or OFFICE!

Stranded
around Namath's place, anymore!"

metropolitan area they are
aware of. To balance pressure
from the cities, there must be
delegates who know the needs
of suburbanites, not least of all
those whose way of life is 'tied
in closely with Chicagoland.

International Collection of Magnificent

IT'S WORTH recalling that
the 39 delegates who signed

Lee Janson
LISTENS
TO YOU
"Listen, punk-don't let me hear about you hangin'

narrow-minded views on the

Prospect, Arlington Heights,
Palatine, Schaumburg, Hoff- state constitution able to grow
man Estates, Rolling Mead- and flourish.
Only, however, if now, in
ows, Wheeling, Elk Grove VilBuffalo Grove, In- 1969, you and I and every votlage;
er
send the delegates to Con verness, Barrington, Barrington Hills, Streamwood, Hano- Con who can and will speak
ver Park and others, large and

in

SPOKESMEN FOR the.big
cities, will be advocating measures, not necessarily through
selfish or arrogant motives,
but quite possibly because of

Dear Lee Janson,

Both my sister and I have summer jobs. There's no public
transportation, and we work on different shifts. We're having
trouble getting to and from work. We think our Dad should solve

our transportation problems. After all, we're working to save
money for him. We could use his car, and maybe work things out
from there. Don't you agree?
Big Brother

Pro5pert

e

Not unless he suggests it. You're big kids now. Let's see you
solve your own problem.

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

In Deep Water

. Thursday, July 10, 1969
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Robert C. Smith. Genera/ Matmoaer

John E Stanton. Editor and Publisher

SPECIAL
GROUP

OF PAINTINGS ,
UP TO $50 .

Dear Lee Janson,

can't solve my problem, I might lose my job. I'm a
lifeguard at the local pool, and I enjoy it very much. I'll admit

If I

that swimming has been good to me, and because I swim so much

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

I have a good figure. I guess my face isn't the greatest, but it
doesn't stop clocks. Anyhow, all the guys seem to spend all their
time at my guard stand, and I can't keep my mind on my work. I

...

NOW

don't want anything to happen to the little kids that are swimming. I tell the guys that hang around to flake off, but they don't

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday: by Day Publications, Inc.
I I7 S. Main, Mount Prospeet,111. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, III. 60016

-

pay, any attention. Now, what do I do?

Come up for air. When the boys realize you're not playing

PHONE 298-3970
1711 GLENVIEW RD., GLENVIEW, ILL.

swimmers.

Main Street

enter, Inc.

1505 ELLINWOOD ST., DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

more about something happening to one of those beginning

.

4

Aatioryide GAr t

Lifeguard

games, they'll leaves. I care if' you lose your job, but I care even
Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, 517.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price. 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

-

HOURS: Sun. 12-5 p.m., Mon. & Fri. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Out Too Late

Tues., Wed. and Sat. 10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
- OTHER GALLERIES

Dear Lee Janson,
My parents are -always asleep,at night when -get home from a -

_ 7435..N-WXSTEFtNAVE., CHICAGO 2432 N. HARLEM; CHGO.
70 E. WALTON, 2136 W. 95th ST., 6748 CERMACK RD., BERWN, ILL.

date. Besides, the air conditioner is in their bedroom, so they
probably wouldn't hear me anyhow. As a result, (and because it's

Money to Spare

summer) my boy, friend and I are staying out later and later. I

Li/ Floros
We jetted home via TWA-my 14 Horizon Club Camp
Fire Girls, two other mothers
and me We had spent one full

week in New York City. We
had seen all the major sightattractions that time
permitted There had been no
big problems
The group had earned
$965 66 to finance the trip. We
still haveabout $75 left (We're
seeing

cy-two knives!"

a long subway trip to Shea Sta-

liner-the
Brazil. We went on a "do-it-

Mets, 3-1 I rooted for the Pirates because the Mets are
competing with the Cubs for
first place."
Margaret Medal: "Today

Carol Floros: "We went

aboard

an

yourself' tour and had a great
time! The boat had two pools, a
gym, a theatre and every other

luxury. It was really beau Pat

Hauslein:

thing I've ever
heard. The orchestra was
great. Man, if I could only play
beautiful

two week trip to Colorado two
years from now).
Each of-ttft girls were asked

like that!"

to keep a M a

City

'

',While in the Big

Following are quotes

from these diaries

'

Nancy Ames: "Today was
my first plane ride I thought 1

might throw up but I didn't. I

cleaned my plate on the plane.
It was pretty good It was interesting looking out the window
and seeing the clouds."
Susan

Amliiig: "We saw

'Hello Dolly' The whole play
was fabulous We didn't have
time to stop anywhere for
lunch, so we bought candy
bars at the theatre Real nourishing!"

(regardiqg

the Radio City Music Hall)
"That organ was the most

tucking this away towards a
,

ocean

Joy Hennemuth: "Today
we went to Coney Island. The
beach wasn't at all crowded.
We swam in the Atlantic
Ocean. It was great. The only
thing I didn't like was the taste
of the salt water. Blah."

Julie Kelly: "I loved the
Mets ball game at Shea Stadium. It was my first time to a
baseball game.

I

loved it so

much. But that scorekeeping
wasn't the job that I'm made to
do."
Ellen
Kirchhoff:
Mary
Boy,
"Greenwich Village!
what

a

bunch of weirdos!

but too much egg" ."%a'e had

Some of the shops were cute,
but most of it was filth --people
included. I was relieved to get

Dining room It was real fan-

Pat McMorrow: "We took

Julie Baxter: "Thee elette
on the plane was okay, I guess,

lunth in the UN Di.legaies ottroilt."

Hideaw,ord

dium. The Pirates beat the

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letteis as you can. In addition, find the word using all seven of these letters.
30 good, 40 excellent

PASCAL ... the little boy with the RED BALLOON .. . invites

everyone to help celebrate the 180th. Anniversary of the
French Revolution!

Just because you worked in a candy factory doesn't mean
you'd gorge yourself. Try doing what you should. Come home

when it's time. P.S. to Mom: You'd better take a little more
interest in that daughter.
1

we mostly walked. First we

SUNSHINE BRIGHT

went to the United Nations fara guided tour. Next we went to.

PILLOW RENOVATION

Greenwich Village. Then we
went to Chinatown where .;

SERVICE

bought the store out."

Maria Metzger: "The
captain of the plane got on the
loud speaker and said that

4FUN
DAYS
July 10th thru July 14th
FABULOUS
WEEKEND VACATION
DRAWINGS FOR
MOM & DAD

Fire Girls on board. He wished
us a great trip."
Kathy Shubeck: (who'
celebrated her birthday on the
trip) "I don't believe it. I'm ac-

tually 15 whole years old! I
really had fun at that big birthday dinner. And that gigantic
cake! I was so happy that I just
sat there with a dumb look on
my face,"
Linda Van Boxtaele: "Gug-

genheim Museum was a big
spiral building full of modern
art. No stairs, just ramps,
There was a machine like a
kaleidescope, only it changed
when it heard noise."

Mary Vvallrich: "The Statue of Liberty was fun-all 375

IT'S SO SMART TO SEND YOUR
PILLOWS WHEN YOU SEND YOUR
LAUNDRY!
ISHIRTS

steps of it.

After walking up twice in

102 degree weather, all of us
were so tired. But it was fun. I
still say there are 166 stairs up,

but the cute guide said there

24 c

(in box)
when weighed
with laundry
bundle

CALL TODAY FOR
HOLIDAY'S 314 FAMILY
FINISH LAUNDRY SERVICE

7

lbs.

$2.67
19c ea. adcrl lb.

Also, from Mary Wallrich,
"I'm going to cry. This is our

LAUNDRY &

last night in New York. It's

DRY CLEANERS

been so much fun, I never want

MT, PROSPECT

to go."
The moms--Lona Kirchhoff, Carole Hauslein and
1-didn't keep diaries. We

412 W. NW HWY.

didn't dare! 'But we'll never
forget the trip. It was great!
Back

Answeron Conde Page

to.

Main Street in

Mount Prospect tomorrow!

a

-

ORANGE BLOSSOM FRESH!,

there was a group of Camp

are only 161.7

SIPETOD-

know this IS going to get me into trouble, because the later we stay
out at night, the more clothes I seem to lose. 1 know I'm making a
mistake, but I can't seem to help myself.
Sleepy

392-4554
Des Plaines

652 W. ALGONQUIN

4394727
FREE PICK-UP OR EMINENT AS EARLY AS

7:00 A.M.

SPECIAL
POTTED STEAK
BONAPARTE
with a DECANTER
OF WINE

VOILA!
Revolutionary

SPECIAL
BASTILLE SALUTE
COCKTAIL
CREATED FOR
THIS MERRY
OCCASION

FUN, PRIZES.
DECORATIONS,
SURPRISES

HELIUM -FILLED
BALLOONS FOR
ALL KIDS

SPECIAL
BEAT-THE-DRI1M
CHICKEN FOR
KIDS

COME TO

TheRed
Balloon
COFFEE HOUSE
5960 Touhy Avenue/NILES
Rand and Central/DES PLAINES

Summer Whirl
For Seniors

",The Day's Prospects

Hailey-The Man
By Dului es Haugh

Just how does one at 35

How does it feel to be an au-

chuck a high -paying executive

thor of a book that has sold

advertising position and enter
the competitive field -of writing? Hailey explained that
even though he had "an office

three million copies?

Arthur Hailey, author of

the best seller, "Airport." was

restless.

Rail Restaurant.
"It's wonderful,"

.

smiled

tanned, charming man.
Hailey, who is well built and
nearly 6 feet tall, has a very

.

quipped. "I filled out the many
sheets of forms and completed

high- forehead and near -white
hair.

questions. The psy-

all the

chologist told me I should

"I am a family man," he

write."

confided, "I enjoy being with
my family. In fact, when I am
writing I schedule my work so
that I can be free to be with

HAILEY TOOK the advice
and wrote a television story,

WHEN HE IS not. busily
working on a hook, Hailey enjoys reading, though research

John Castle.

"1

do

bright blue eyes twinkle as he
added this, displaying the mischief so prevelant in his

she was a genius at tenderly en-

13/4 cups sugar
2 tablespoons

rolled unendingly out of the

of

t he

nineteen

Shaker

old

Shaker

OLD ,FASHIONED
COCONUT -LEMON PIE

folding almost anything edible
in flaky pastry Pies of all sorts
ovens in the spacious kitchens

in

Caramels"
cookbooks.

0044
=NNW_

paper. Makes two,dozen.

of time with me going over

tions by the Illinois Bell Tele-

every met, and it has been a tion of

used

vehicles

Mrs., Richard Berkshire, Mrs. Keith Vernon and
Mrs. Gilbert Spencer. Others
Lerch,

helping were Mrs. Burney
Wilken, Mrs. John Thebault,
Mrs. Walter Siekerski, Mrs.
Richard Pingel, Mrs. Donald
Demski and Mrs. John Dis-

and

pleasure to know and work equipment held at the Western
Electric plant in West
with him."

erio.
Profits from this

THE GROUP

Junior Woman's Club

there by car caravan, headed

lot, and he does.

Mrs. Piper is the newly elected

He has the right to smile a by Mr. and Mrs. Jack Piper.

The face is familiar

3-0875.

. .

and WILFRED WOLF

1 cup shredded coconut
1/2 cup water

is here to help

2 teaspoons grated lemon
rind

with your
banking problems!

1/4 cup lemon juice

pastry for two -crust 9 -inch
ti

Mix 11/4 cups sugar with

ker cook The Shakers were
lucky that the bounty of their
farms, blessed perhaps by their
of brotherly love,

spirit

broyht cartloads of eggs, but-

ter, and other fresh produce
for the kitchen sisters to fashion loveingly into pies. pas- tries, and other goodies Lem: ons particularly received great
admiratioq - manifestos recommended them for external
application as cures for every-

thing from chilblains to warts
and listed many recipes for the
more obvious internal uses, of
which pies were a large part
A rich, buttery, two -crust
'lemon pie was a big favorite at
,the Ohio Shaker board A
modern version of this pie with
Shred

Coconut baked in a rich tartsw ee t lemon filling has
recently been developed It's

destined to become one of the
'new all-American classics,
along with Easy Coconut Macaroons These chewy cookies,
"made with flaked coconut, are

similar to those found under

the name "Coconut

1

add to sugar 'mixture, then add

coconut. Mix in water, lemon
rind, and juice.
Pour into pastry -lined
9 -inch pie pan. Moisten edge
of crust. Cut slits in top crust to
allow escape of steam. Place
top crust over filling; fold edge

know better.
Fred

set

Brush top crust with re-

400 degrees for about 35 min-

utes. Cool. Note: sugar and
cinnamon may be omitted on
top crust.

:.

r"

The top crust sparkles with cinnamon and sugar. (Photo courtesy

"Baker's Premium Shred Coconut")

chops in foil Pour marinade

SUMMER

style menu with Chinese pork

chops, hot chow mein

hot coals, brushing with Seventeen. For a beach
-

barbecue, bake the chops

5ALAD

CHINESE PORK CHOPS -1
1 loin of pork (about '6
pounds) cut into ten to 12

3 cups cold cooked rice
"" -4'rtivitatc-ed see.dles.s crapes _chops

1 cup minted celery (leases
too)
1/4 cup minced pimiento
cup coarsely chopped
1/2

Timp catsup
1

can (12 ounces)

unsweetened pineapple juice
1/2 teaspoon salt

pecans

1 teaspoon powdered ginger
2 tablespoons lemon juice

Italian dres.sing

2 tablespoons prepared

4 tablespoons bottled
3 tablespoons whipped

salad dressing or mayonnaise

In a large bowl combine
first five ingredients, toss
lightly Blend Italian dressing
with whipped salad dressing;
fold into rice mixture Taste.
adding salt if needed Chill.

Pack in insulated container
With ice, to stay cold until plc -

mustard
V4 cup honey

Wipe chops with a damp
paper towel. Combine remaining ingredients. Place
chops in a flat-bottomed bowl,
adding some of marinade mixture to each layer. Cover and.

refrigerate at least three
hours.

.

Here's How to
Look Right,

more than Social Security will provide.

No problem if you rate
a pension.. But suppose
you're self-employed?

Still no problem-just
take advantage of re-

.

JEWELRY

to $2500 a year-of

BLOUSES

in an approved retire.

DRESSES

ment plan.

have several such
plans. When can I exI

DRESSES

20% OFF

Your

Country
Companies.
Agent

MAISON DE ROMAYNE
43 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

CL 5-5543

Put Fresh, New Joy

In Your Tired

DRAPERIES!

5079,OFF

.

it
A

/

'

1

Al%

looking neat and

ready for action

In

1

all Beaton long.
Our dry cleaning
t

will keep them go-

ling... you, too.
PROSPECT HEIGHTS .CL.5-6174

tttql :',2"" " STOES7 N. ihnhurst Rd.
toak
filar

,..

\

Keep your family

I,: -411..,
Let onr.protossional
9.";4 I."
Dry -Cleaners make
.V. 4D
thim sparkle116 N

`

9:30 to 5:30

..,,..
.

Summer.

plain them to you?

SLEEPWEAR

t.

,--4.:

..

-

earned income invested

SPORTSWEAR

-

Biight, All

cent changes in income
tax rules. They give you
a deduction of 10%-up

ahead of time at home in your
oven, then use the fire to
charcoal -crisp them.

REFRESHING RICE

That's what you'll be

retire. But to find it,
you'll need dollars-

Line two baking sheets with
brown paper; grease paper.
Drop mixture onto paper by

vegetables and crisp fried
At picnic, grill chops over noodles, suggests the July

'marinade, five minutes on a
side or till brown and crusty.

c..1".K6oz, CLEANERS

Or at least comfort. And
no worries.

looking for when you

tract
Combine ingredients and
mix thoroughly. Let stand 2 or
3 minutes for easier handling.

into jar or plastic container

meet us all. We're here to provide good
--service to our -customers, -old friends .and.
new/

......

fun

Oriental Dishes
time with marinade Wrap

Have

cup sweetened

Near picnic time or when nic time. (This precaution is
convenient, place chops one necessary with all mixtures
layer deep in a baking pan. containing mayonnaise.)
Bake at 325 degrees for 45 Makes six servings.
minutes, basting three or four
You might try an oriental -

viously, stop in at our new bank and

311 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
394-1800
Arlington Heights

tably In the tart -sweet filling of this Old -Fashioned Coconut -Lemon
Pie, incplred by the Alf -American tradition of Shaker cookery.

condensed milk

teasppoon almond ex-

assistant

1- NORTHWEST TuAnt & ScwiwiaTiamie.

2-2

1 egg, beaten

was

Shredded coconut, lemons, butter, and eggs combine delec-

3 cups flaked coconut
3/4

dent of Elk Grove.
Even if you haven't known Fred pre-

.

recently

-

AVAt 04e.

EASY COCONUT.
MACAROONS

1/4

most

cashier at the First Notional Bank of
Lake Forest; prior to that he was employed. at the Cieerci State Bcink in Me"

v,v4

Press edges, then flute.

with the cinnamon. Bake at

also on the staff of the American Institute of Banking. Fred is now a resi-

his father, Fritz Wolf, whom you may

of crust under liottiam crust.

served egg white and sprinkle
with I tablespoon sugar mixed

loan and discount department. He is a
graduate of the University of Denver;
during his college years there he gained
experience in area banks. Today he is

Fred Wolf is. the cashier at our bank,
but his face may not be as familiar to
you as those of long-time Arlington residents. However, if you look closely,
you'll see the very close resemblance to

SERVE

Yow

(Rt. 83 & McDonald Rd.)

MT. PROSPECT CL 5-4600
662 E. Northwest Hwy.

Omni*

JIM DRAKE
201 N. Dunton
Arlington Heights, Ill.
PHONE: 253.6441

&22ty

is

a

member of the Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs. For
more information, contact
Mrs. Gilbert Spencer, membership chairman, at CL

traveled

and has a ready wit.

venture

will go to the club's philantiv;
ropies. The Mount Prospect

This statement sums up Ar- Chicago. The women sold pop,
thur Halley. His many faceted coffee, hot dogs, potato chips,
p e r son al and professional doughnuts and other refreshbackground has made him at ments.
ease with anyone, singly or in a

14 cup soft butter

oping by leaps and bounds,

This will serve eight

115LSLILILSItti, 10 0 9 03_9.9 0 4JLR

president of the club. Her assistants included Mrs. Robert

The Mount Prospect Junior
offered to charitable organiza-

3 eggs

flour and salt. Blend into butter. Break eggs into bowl; set
teaspoon of the egg
aside
white. Beat eggs thoroughly,

Shaker pies, main dishes, and
preserves made a hefty
contribution
Healthy respect for pure ingredients characterized a Sha-

904

Rds.

Juniors Serve
At Auction

man is amazing. He spent a lot

1/13 teaspoon salt

pie
1 tablespoon sugar
yp teaspoon cinnamon

,B aker's Premium

Thursday, July 10, 1969

brown. Quickly remove from

Center Days on July 23, July

coming up are Drop In Center

Pat Dunn, who operated

group. He thinks on his feet

all-purpose

way into most every meal,

breakfast included In the early 19th century, when truly
American cookery was devel-

Page 5

activities are a Saturday Night
Party on July I I from 7:30 to
11:30 p.m.. and Drop In

adopted

field operations and proce- phone Co.
dures, and he never took one
Members participating
He was as outgoing
note
and friendly a person as I have served as hostesses at an auc-

The formula for a writer

Church, who presented pictures of Italy. Other planned

30 and Aug. 6, with election of

doctors and visited many hospitals," he said.

THE PROSPECT DAY

flour

communities that flourished in
the- northeast during the last
century
A Shaker sister had to be a
good cook to gratify the hearty
appetites raised by the hard labor demanded in a Shaker settlement Good "stick -to -the ribs" dishes were the order of
the day, and pies found their

Canada,

his

and

of

THE EXTENSIONEERS officers at the July 23 meeting.
had their own float in the Meetings are held in the
Mount Prospect Fourth of Ranch Mart Shopping Center
July parade. Other activities at Dundee and Buffalo Grove

man. "I've worked with and Woman's Club recently took
met a lot of people, but this part in a unique service project

who has reached the pinnacle

heaping teaspoonfuls. Flatten
slightly.
Bake at 325 degrees for 20
golden
minutes,
or until

Places." His homeland,

Bowen

G.

Community Presbyterian

Park.

1959 Halley wrote, his
first novel, "The Final Diagnosis." "To gather material
for this book, I interviewed

Meet Arthur Halley

A Shaker cook had a sure
touch with a rolling pin, and

vorite

Rev.

the

along the shore of Lake Michigan, lunch in Old Town and a
visit to the museum in Lincoln

O'Hare Field, added his personal approval of Hailey the

'

In

views."
Besides reading, he likes to'
swim and "make love." His

11 to 15.
In 1962 Halley wrote his fanovel, "In High

success in 1965.

self -collected. He does read
material.

this regime, Hailey has a
soundproof room in his Napa
Valley custom built home in
California where he lives with
his wife Sheila and their three
children ranging in age from

into the novel "Runway Zero -

Eight," co-authored with

background

IN ORDER to adhere

of
Mount Prospect and the Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club are
activity on July 16. They will
leave by bus for a boat trip

to

proved to be so successful that
it was re -broadcast in the U.S.
Again successful, it was made

for his own hooks is largely
-this mainly so that I can ask
intelligent questions on inter-

from this schedule."

country were intricately involved in tt a plot. Though
born in England, Canada is
still where he maintains
citizenship. "Hotel" soared to

"Flight Into Danger," which
was broadcast on BBC., It

them on weekends."

iddir 4111111hL

"I consulted an industrial

Mount Prospect.
The Buffalo Grove Over 50'
Club recently had as its guest

plans in store.
The Extensioneers

looking forward to a combined

.

psychologist --that's the one
for people who are normal, are
normal, arc normal," he

the

Straight From Shakers

"Then I establish a disciplined
schedule' of 600 words a day and nothing, absolutely no-

tono and the management of
the Sheraton O'Hare Brass

Presbyterian Church in

mer activities and have great

one year of actual writing.

with a rug on the floor and a' thing, can make me deviate
redheaded secretary," hp was

Heights
Prospect-Praspeet
area have been busy with sum-

-work. His procedure is one
year in organization of notes,

the guest of honor at a special
luncheon hosted by Mike Ro-

days on July 17 and July 31,
and a potluck luncheon on
July 24, all at the Community

Senior citizens of the Mount

of success is a four ietteiword-

characters.

Families
20 years . .. the Choice of Northwest Suburban
_

SHORT RIBS

a .11

Page 6
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

TONIGHT

PEPEONALLY, v A GUY AT
THE PLANT
I 'THINK IT
THINKS
THE NEW6pApeR LOOKS MST LIKE:
rZEALLY
rrs
ourz
THE wns
A 'TRAINED
THE
WAVE, IS THEE WORK BUT HOS INMAYOR!
WAVE
CHIMP!
CLEAR! HES
OF A CAI BURSLAR /

WHEW YOU TWO WISH STUFFINts
YOUR. FACES YOU CAN FLIPA CON
TO SEE WHO DOES THE HCNORS!
I'VE BEEN OVER THIS ROUTE ONCE
TODAY AND I'M NOTABOUT TO
PO AN ENCORE/

6:00
2

.

5

7
9

114EYVE EVEN MADE 60 OVC-RWEIGMT
HE HAS -TO EAT
A COMPOSITE
WITH A LONG5KE7r..-H FROM
HANDLED FORK!
11PS:

News
News
News

2 WBBM-TV Editorial
26 Quiz

Animal World

Flying Nun

Rerun.

6:55

26 Market Wrapup
COMING

our I

THArTHEIR OWN PEERS HAVE
REOECT6O THEIR TACI1C5 AND

REMOVED THE ESTAW5Illitalf

ANYONE .60

Pakurinit.

2
7

TALK SUCH

KOR6E60,155g

AS 111E E.14E,Va.

IM AND USHER you our

Coming" The

'dynamic account of

Is Tout

events leading to the

fall of Berlin. Steve

11 French Chef
26 Tony Quintana

Cochran.

Show

Grew Up

11 The Toy That

Rerun. "On
Ninth Stage."
26 Open Line

32 Movie

.

"Captain's

Para-

dise" The chief offi-

to
Dublin" Swedish scientist, working on
the atomic bomb disappears. He is on the

can ship proves that
bigamy can be fun as
he alternates between

7:30
Ironside
Rerun,

ports and two wives.
Means

Alec Guinness and

verge of disclosing

Yvonne de Carlo.

Money."
7 Bewitched
Rerun. Part

"Cousin Serena

his secrets but is rescued in time.

8:30

1.

the

32 Movie
"Night Boat

cer of a North Afri-

School

Dragnet 1969
Rerun. "Frauds,
DR -28."

5

Midnight Report

the King Family

9

7

Chicago Show

32

Show
9

12:20
News

Strikes Again."

"The
Breakaway Monk."
9 I Love Lucy
11 TV College
Fiction
26 Today's Racing
32 The Addams
Family

THEY KnowrileY mom Now\ got5ANOWCAF1

7:15

"Moonlight

Daniel Boone
"Three
Rerun.
Score and Ten."

VIEADMIAlf5TRAHOM HAS
MU, TURK -GIVEN US
AND WE SAY VACATE THE
5.01LOIMS PEACEFULLY IN
3 MINUTES, OR WELL WM1iE

Honey-

11 TV College
American Public

5

6:30

ROBIN MALONE

This
7
Jones

Bette Davis
and Peter Lawford.

Flintstones.

6:25

7

sister.

Else."
9 Hazel
26 Cinema Special

The
32
mooners .

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

2
5

Top of Everything

9

with

Backstage

Truth 'or

Consequences

5

12:00

Mike Douglas

11 Washington
Week in Review

32 News Final

8:00
2

Movie

Ringer"
"Dead
The electrifying story of identical twins

7:00

who meet after an 18 year estrangement.
Edith, -embittered -after years of straitened

The Prisoner

circumstances, plots

That Girl
Rerun. "Dark on

to take over the identity and wealth of her

Movie

2

La-

"Paradise

Show
7 Passage to Adventure
11- Our People

goon'The social tables are turned when

a shipwrp,k,d aristocratic English family

26 Wrestling

must rely on the inge-

nuity of their butler

9:30

for their survival.
International
5

32 News
2
5
7

CARNIVAL

12:30

9:00

Dean Martin

5

9

Zone

10:00
News
News
News.
News

"Cleared for Take

Off."
12:40

Urey:
Man and the Moon

11 Harold

Paul Harvey

9

Comments

26 A Black's View
12:45

of the News

D IWO It KA. I. TA. hp. Ui. ht. OR.

32 Town and -

Movie

9

"Hit

Country Music

Run"

and

man,

Middle-aged

Your
Horoscope

I

BUGS BUNNY

2

TN/ STUFF I DO IT/MAKE A UMW..

girl, resents em-

.

ploye's attention to
wife, so plots a hit

to the Moon" Three
years after the Civil
War, a scientist discovers "Power X" a

MUMBLE...

FOR FRIDAY

and run accident.

new source of energy

1:30

propelling a rocket to
the moon. With three
others, he sets out on
the fantastic journey.

2 3 1 -Comply with all

reasonable demands. This is a

day during which you can
build character that will come
in handy later on.

"My stomach doesn't have any fun coming down on.
floor at a thus like that!"

23) --

Exert all the tact and

7. Reflections
2:25

Joseph Cotten and

2
9

George Sanders.
5

7

diplomacy at your command

Late Report

Five Minutes to

Live By

Tonight Show
Joey Bishop

Show

and you should be able to

9

with co24 -Sept.

1:00
Perspectives

7

which is capable of

CANCER (June 22 -July

sidestep argument
workers.
VIRGO ' (Aug.

Movie

"From the Earth
GRUMBLE...

LEO (July 24 -Aug.

married to a show

10:30

MORTY MEEKLE

231 --If possible, put off signing documents of importance

Movie

2:30

"The Tanks

EEK & MEEK

are

Meditation

2

Its eareCIVE7G)

until a later date. You could

IN AAY EYE,

easily miss a fine point at this

IS THERE
ANYTHING

time.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
221 --Undertake a new endeavor at your own risk. You

EL6E

- are not.. -likely to. find .positive
supporters until later on in the
month.

-r

g

f CAN CX2

16 THPIZP
ANYTHING

a

TO HELP?

CO-

M HELP.?

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. -23-

Dec. 22): -Where

real

estate

ai0

enters the picture he wary of
being pushed into making up

740

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

your mind in a hurry. Don't

Answer to PreSious Puzzle

let haste make waste.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20) --You should find
most of your affairs in ex-

UOMEIMI

ceptionally good order this
posite sex during afternoon
and evening.

I9) --You will have only
yourself to blame if benefits
coming to you at this time are

not what you really wanted.
You asked for them!

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
2I )--Now is the time to set out

on a short journey recently
postponed. An excellent op-

portunity for gain in afternoon.

ARIES (March 22 -April
for moving ahead in

business or profession. Social

contacts should make things
easier for you now,

CAPTAIN EASY
TH15 HIGH POINT ON MRS. COBB'S LAND 15
WHERE MR. TODROCKS MOTHER ASKED '110

BE BURIED 50 LONG AGO,RA5Y:

TAURUS (April 21 -May

WHAT'S TNI5 FAINT PATHV OR

YE5,..FOR

WA5 THE GRAVEL SCRAPED AWAY HUNDREDS OF
FEET, IN A MEANTO EXPOSE WHITER.SOILT
INGLE55 PATTERN:
NOBODY KNOWS

lydyl

your present activities to
another, the more likely you
are to gain the support you
need.

home or on the employment

,
/X./

scene, extend an open'hand of
fI iendsliip immediately.

Answers to
DEPOSIT
dipt
despot
dies
dose
diet
dope
does
dote

spit
site

pied
post
poise

side
sept
sped
step

pest

piet
poet
depot . spode
dost
spite
stipe
edit
,stop
epos
estop 'spot
epode spied

odist
tope
toed
tied
tide
tepid
topi

OLD-TIMERS 5AY
INDIAN5 MADE 'EM

51 -RANGE: usyoum

MEANT 50MMTHIN G

BEFORE 5E7W/fa MAYBE, THEY'RE ONE
REASON ntioEng FebcAMEl
NATEP MRS.TOPROCH4

39 Diior fasten% ir

CAMPUS CLATTER
I DON'T

peso
pose

MU

-

2I) --The better you explain

GEMINI' (May 22 -June
21) --If you would pour oil,
upon the troubled waters of

GTONIUal

Ufq0 aJOWO
60 French suffix PMEUrUUMFA
61 Essential being UM DA. 0[
UNNM
1- school
DOWN
5 The student
OWU
DUM
MNal
had a 1 Short, broken rAfU2N
tongue
r3M-EA UOM NMUM
cough .
WU1OMM
F- J[
9 School lad
2 Metal
NMOUN
OWUMP
12 School's
3 Masculine
playground
nickname
OZINE;A
wraL23m
4 Detests
22
Out
into
view
43
At that place
13 Opera by
5 Aeriform
24 Guido's high 45 School gadget
Verdi
fuel
46 Fruit peel
notes
14 Herb eve
6 Slothful
47 Pseudonym of
25 Finest
15 Disputed
(dial.)
Charles Lamb
26 Pitchers'
17 Brythonic sea 7 Notion
48 Exude
.gadgets
god
8 Token
18 Genuflect
Having two 28 Human trunk 50 American
inventor
30 River valley
19 Gaunt
sides
51 School writing
31 Bewildered
21 Out of danger 10 Above
implements
33 Uncouth
23 Consume food 11 Measure of
52 Italian city
24 Kind of tide
35 Pungent
length
55 DriVing
condiment
27 Civil wrt ug 16 Click -beetle
command
29 Tyndarei
Violent storms 40 Help
wife (myt h.)
9 10 11
8
2 3- 4
6
6 7
1
32 Conducto
34 Musical
14
3
12 '
dramas
17
36 Classify
16
15 37 Second
20
18
vending
38 One who
22
21
(suffix)

L.2/rA 0011 ,(21

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2I -Feb.

plans

L* 3!=OLIN

6ED)0101110

ACROSS

morning. Deal with the op;

20) --Make bigger and better

Es.JNS[E

Schooltime

THE BORN LOSER

UNDERSTAND.
YOU USUALLY
SLEEP THROUGH

MY CLASS.'

YES,SI.R,AND
FEEL GUILTY ABOUT

SLEEPING 60
MUCH.

41'Meadow
42 Bridle part
44 Steeps in

liquid
46 Stretches ou:
49 Run away to

24 25
32

33

country for
another

se

to
56.Nothing
56
57 Get up
58 Slight coloring 59
59 African con).

(var.)

31

1141
48

43

46

1

37

36

wed

53 Sick
54 Leaves a

27N
1119

26

17

48

42
64

1149

i

51

52

55

57

58

60

61

10

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

YOUR JEWEL BUTCHER OFFERS YOU

"Miracle Prices
Like Ttii?.!
- VViTH'Yoi?,MATC!"AUCE'
Pork, & Beaps- - ,..

'

of prices it'd pay you to fill

joy p steaming plate of fried

your freezer with fresh chickens
that're so good for easy summertime living. You'll find just what
you want for your family's summer - AT JEWEL'S BUTCHER

chicken tonight? Hot or cold -

Jewel's fryers cook up to be delicious, 'cause -they're always

14c

2.1.iliers

fresh and of the finest quality!

1.141415 '... lIVITIt MPLASAISc;j:,,

-

Beans &, Franks.
',

eilfito.1

1 ,.

""W
anne

MEAT PRICES EFFECTIVE

14'C°":Beari&'Grocncf30ef

P

am
'..' '

.

-

PEMINGS ALASKA

,

$2: 34

i irsi:i '

Danish Harri:.<':

".,, '''i.

-114CStiblit0.
.: "4 -

oz.
, Can

-.....Y.--4r4
'

,,,..

Salmon

75C

MEDIUM DEVEINED

Gulfbelle-Shrimp st.
"MEDIUPEG.

' GUlfbelle ShriiniV:-Str 69c.
.

LIGHtCHUNKsTYLE

..,=7-

:., Star,kist Tuna.;
:CHONiSTYLE` '

!

.

..'

`", ''' ': ''-.',4 I ,-

Del Monte Tuna
....VaitTE:M,EAT,-,

,.... ,.--''':_,-.-.-.

_: ;

'

,

=

36c

.

35c'
"ilati.
'.:'' ' '

,

.

.

LB.

GRE
AD 'A'

Double Breasted

LB.

45c

Fryers

' :'

.

'

,'

,,, s'',.t'`

`...',7::,.tir,...'
-. '

BONUS SPECIAL

CENTER CUT

Tomatoes
CAN

CtiiC

17cidooe'

91.014014a7;;A.11,911111100.2---IEG.

lotr

Pretwilek,k

f31c

LB.

tz

STOKELY ,

16 ox 24c

solAUS

s' CA

38 OZ.

LB.

BTL.

MEATY-PORK

$1

;0EAirtc
LB.

E:tililiffECID
-Cocktail
Fruit
a a Fruits.

Backribs

nnnn

11,7'

39t

Mandorin'-:-Orangoda9rit

23c

160Cliipletc:*

I- ow lI II min

A
WeaPiole3cr23
lb. 4 oz.

060B:LMc .C!'"t:E
,

C

SPRUCE

FRESH

4.

C4 i4ti3i4;

c

ttarct:

m

,T`',..z. 104
inecip
hUnksRifieappla 131/2 °z..11`

'DOLE

*

I Sliced. Pineapple..,r10

Cooked Ptotios.

itUSSO

NeCtarineS of 4

ZESTY

1 0 FOR

i
Fresh Limes
29'

EACH

3c ElbCAV

nalSe,'Ir

,

1 lb, 2.5'

pkg:

VV
1111

Noadl

7

Elbow

citaroni

'

;41,''..

BONUS

-pa
SPL%.

TUBE

GOOD THRU
WED., JULY 16th.

Here's an exceptional oppor-

I

tunity for you to build a set of
matching family glassware. One,
that'll be elegant enough for I
company tool Clip this coupon

C REG.
PRICE

9c
I

-

-

start
bring it in
building your "Pisa" Glassware by
Libbey today.

today
1

13'c

I.

GOOD THRU
WED., JULY 16th
JEWEL
INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

-

Biscuits
80Z.

"Tor

MaCti

CRACKIN' GOOD

O

25

7..,47

tftWAITT:1":
4-

34c
30c

les

caroni,

RUSSO --,SEA Skit

toutpl-, 4%

,.

oz
°n.
2:cr

:LSUNSWEET

LasaaneN.o

EACH
CALIFORNIA

FRENCH'S

,-.9

orn

9

Cat:Wait

ELLP4ANN'S

ee

etc

eqaplecan

c,truoNst:

DC/LE

04;

25C

1on.3z

'Aitc7..

Produce Market

"-icodo,4;t7:t!pitkER

-

69C

Ribs

e

GOOD THRU
WED., JULY 16th

Crisco

KES

Country

5

79c
5c
35c

COOKING OIL

ilVeOSIS
PRICE

C

Village

Legs &Thighs

C

160Z.

'A' - CHICKEN

4

1

Can

mops

GOOD THRU
WED., JULY 1 6

GRADE

,

CURRY il.AVORED

or._

BLUEBROOK

6
flax..
38
62`
Box
lb

conyertedlice.
ctiracENFLAvotger- ,
VillaeInn' Rice

.9111111941119::ii.'.

$109
I.

4 oz
Jar

UNCLE BENS

'

:

4ar oz 94`

:Wild Rice

LB.

at,

.,-;

FREEZE DRIED.

QuitkRice
MIX

::-."1'2''''.2tlib
'
Dog' Refititt
. ar
;Yt.'
HEINZ
Hamburger': ...,Reliihm1/4'4
-"': 116
.

Vat

,UNCLE BEN'S

2.',.'

...

926

Hills Bros. Coffee

UNCLE BEN'S

Peacbck :Triati ii:::.- .--.1c't'''-z-ac,
47: ' 4,4k 4,' ' HEINZ

$185
$1 24

2 lb. Ca"

Scmka Coffee
'4
PLUMP TEl
Riceland 'Rice

\II1v

Fryers

'

:

FREEZE DRIED

GRADE 'A'

Cut-lJp

-

c.n.

AEG., DRIP OR LP

WH Oc
LE FRYERS

0...59C

?spie4R...REi.socicro.;

3" I b

REG., DRIP OR E.P.

t. kens

63C

15

Maxwell Huse Coffee
Manor.House CoffeeLibn'' I'

rying

i Can

..

:

REG., DRIP OR E.P

41.

-

Foiger's'COffee

GRADE 'A'

454C

Te3/b
'

REG. DRIP OREP.

FRESH

c

...

, PLUMROSE
'..7'

',:Z

..

Salad Dressing - -lifil.
REGULAR GRIND, .1:
Royal Jewel Coffee

THURS., FR & SAT

?,.,!,

A

CHERRY VALLEY

:

SHOP!

'POricili Beart;v
it', -.:5 -,'et',

"Miacle Prics"

Stop in today, at thesekind

Wouldn't your family en-

-

.11111111111111m.-__

*,

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

Fresh Frying Chickens For
Easy Summertime Eating!

Jewel's Shelves
Are Filled With Low

, 1.

.

---...M.1111111111110CP:

r

See ror Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can 89.

F EE
Good only July 8 thru July 12, 1969

hqese Slices
120Z.
PKG.

UMW "PISA"

8 oz. ON -THE-ROCKS GLASS
tamwith als sews iml

VALUE

mans M TS N Srmen

REG. PRICE 69`

LIMIT ON T bOUPON PSI
FAMILY

ITEMS ON THIS PAGE MAY BE PURCHASED IN ALL CHICAGO AND MOST
SUBURBAN JEWEL STORES.

g Trip Can Be

THE NORTHWEST DAY
Thursday. July 10, 1969

Page 8

sugar

Cold Cool World

Great Meatball Dishes
V: cup ginget soap cooky

By Charlotte Erickson
With the price Of beef soar-

burger type dishes can hardly
classified

be

economy

as

meals. The following are two
excellent meatball dishes that
may he served in a chafing
dish, as an appetizer. or a hot

1/4

cup dehydrated minced

entre for a buffet dinner, as

combine

4 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper

well as for family dining. Make
them up in large quantities and

meat.

good

bread

egg.

freeze them for those lazy summer days that lie ahead.

sal!

1:111(T

21) staffed. alit es

SURPRISE NIEA1
I his recipe

1.1`,C1

2 !aides') llllll Sit!.I 161, nil
I slip
2 Inhlespaans dr% sr ait,11
rice 51151.
2 1111/ soar hall and hall 1.1
1

the

ni',i

silllY CYC.1111

41) mulled alines
1.1 cup vegetable oil
2 clips water

and simmer. cosered.
about 21t minutes Add

m lll i l ie.

and simmer for 5 minutes Mr

I cup sour half and half or

boil or the cream will
curdle. Serve MOM
100f

.our CSC:1111

1111)

laigc mixing howl

In \.,i11

ci mobs. pepper, onion

hi cad
salt.

111*'.11

(mod With pri

halls

Mac,. rice or paMa
Substitute,
VAKIA I ION
ptckle. for the
..3111

gat b. salt and Worcesteishoe

cults of

\I1% i,cll 551111 1111121 or

Double Itecipe:
1 ield: 8-12 scrsings

mulled olives

1, hand

p

-_

This quick and easy dish has

all the "old world" flavor of a

k

real sauerbraten.
Single Recipe:
Yield: 6 generous servings
11/2 pounds ground beef
I egg
-1/4 cup soft bread crumbs
2 tablespoons dehydrated

Branded

15

990

FRESH FRYERS

Lh.

45c

I Nib
PORK ROAST

1..65o

COOKED CHICKEN

---rnt.nr

3 Logged or 2 erea,Ied

minced onion
2 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
3 tablespoons lemon juice
2 tablespoons water
1 tablespoon vegetable oil
1/4 cup butter
21/2 cups water
1/4 cup lemon juice

I13 In 1In End

r

68°-

PORK ROAST
Country Slum,

C

SPAR( RIBS

.11111.0.

3 beef bouillon cubes

.\

N. whatnot or onwasrolat lain to doles ar dealer ronsiltotives.

1/2 cup brown sugar

.0.

Noita

444

Twenty
Questions

.

*
.

a

By Gerry Walsh

I

I

have

survived years of questions,

S

long tests in grammar schools;

multiple choices by the un-

9

dreds in high school, more dif-,

ficult essay questions in college and adult education, and
hundreds more from poll takers, income tax forms and so

SAUSAGE
Osr, Wirier

BOLOGNA
Olow Mayer V ":010

on.

Next, we faced up to the in-

...;
50.,

Whoi

Purl,

or Pnond

Pan.,

.

99c CHICKEN

LUNCHMEAT

Lb.

.. Lb.59a SAUSAGE

.1.01.

.

79° FRYER LEGS.

.

Par{

satiable curiosity of our preschoolers. At least 20 questions a day, including some
very difficult ones: "Why is
peanut butter?" "Who put the
man in the moon?" "Who is

LE

Lb

45° Pori Chops

3- I. 1Lb Avg

encouraged to .take a break
with a woman's magazine for

Italian SAUSAGE

65°

-

ft BACON
SLICED

69.

5 Cln

99` BLADE CHOPS.. - Sir
.656
89° FILLETS

SLICED BACON

-A.

$449

,

a

WAS

Do .the Madison Avenue
hawkers really expect an answer from us to questions like

I

I

c) NOW

mismatil.

these?

c NOW

WAS

I

1111

e

When wetness shows up, do
you cover up'?

Beech-Nut Strained

.

BABY FOOD
OW

Why did the Philadelphia

When is a chicken not

99`
89°

I

writing profession, the ad -men,
who "sock -it -to -us."

Kenmore from Sears?
Why not try a warmer bank'?

r MORSEL

.

rest and relaxation, or perhaps
we attempt to relax with a little
TV. Now guess what? We arc
bombarded by another 20
questions. Guess who? Who?
The highest paid group in the

dryer in the world, choose a

SLICED BACON

DIEEP-CUT DISCO'',
4197 EVERYDAY
r--,strotrift.w

NOW WE ARE

Beadles, who could afford any

lb.

it

49°

CANNED HAM

SPARE RIBS
Lb.

.

St

;,", 79° WIENERS

. .

99` BEEF LIVER

Wilson Corn King

Meaty

God?"
After that stage and we lose
some of our initial enthusiasm
for questions.

.

390 SAUSAGE

89° iibeiVERS

.

1;

WAS ""lt NOW

ft

WAS 34M NOW
a

a

chicken?
Is your life blighted because

EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT
PRICE

43/4-0z.

Jar

you don't know how to grow

..

watercress?

W h o cares about the
amount of paper in a tea bag?

At°

S

Tried everything and still

FAST FROZEN FAVORITES

can't get the dishes spotless?

CHEF'S PRIDE

CAN YOU compete with
your daughter's "Little Girl

CHARCOAL

Look'?"

20 lb. bag

What makes a shy girl "In1.1.1.0.30 Glut

timate'?"
What do you give a bet -wetter for Christmas'?

HITE BREAD

A small child cried out last
night, did you hear her?

24 -Ox.

loaves

98

Kroger

LEMONADE

St
6-0z.

IALI PVC'S ON MIN WATS MOM AND VLGITAILI) 400D

THRU SATUIDAY JULY IS

Can a little white jar from
Elkhart, 'Ind., become the
world's champion medicated

1119

In Pak
ICrober

skin cream'?

ad*

Criohlp Cua

NUBS FRIES
Crow Can.

A: 21c
SI

Peat e_

WHAT MAKES a Buick so
polite after dark?

PUS I CUM&

32

CifIll PIES
Johat

crust Ptzu

I

After 30 days, would you

$ P.' OP

OLYMPIAN

Therm -O -Ware

still Call it dry skin?
You think a dollar isn't
what it used to be?

al YkrwWook

F

a

'Do you' like to clean your

3-er.

toilet?
How,, thick is your baby's

a

a

Cue

shampoo?

a

WHY HIDE the secret si-

29t

THIS
WEEK

ONLY'

COMPANION PIECE FEATMIE-OrTHEWEEK

ren within you'?
What if my deodorant poops

San.

out in front of Columbus, the
If an anthropologist, in the
21st century should dig up a
record of these asinine ques-

Good for one 16.20
Famous Art Reproduction

tions, he'll have another question about the inane society of

the '60s "You gotta be kid-

With purchase cl 35.00 or more

ding??"

E.iciuchng Dear, W,M, Tbileco

Well, relax and enjoy them,
honiemakers; you don't have

Illorit ArondaP
into turuday.

41.1,

July

I-

11

1.61

eqX

-

"

July 6 Own July 12

This certificate worth $1.00

nd Week Valuable Certificate

gem of the ocean?

to answer.

di

Cans

COPYRIGHT 1111 TM! SWORN CO.

FREE! On
new picture
each week
for 11
weeks!
Don't miss
this unusual

opportunity
fo add new
warmth and
charm to
your home.

2 QT. BEVERAGE
SERVER
1
I

S2.99 PRICE

I

.00 0=1CM
0

I
CE

50500
I

foe

unit
half and half or sow cream

1:11111 dry Spanish rice swu-

A

SAUERBRATEN
MEAT BALLS

Homemakers today

form into NUL placing M olive in the center of each.
Brown halls slowly' in Verge
table oil. After elf the meat
halls are well browned, pito,
off drippings. Add water end
the Spanish owe ricasonest
Bring to a hod, reduce hest

cup dry bread crumb.
ica.piion pepper
teaspoon onion salt
12 le:Immo,' garlic mill
4 Icaslouns Worcestershire
sauce

garlic salt

2 !caimans VI, 111-tsl,1 11::Ntir

Potato

wills

served

browned remove from pan. Spanish rice seasoning 12..
Now add water, lemon jtite ,it a lull flavored sauce that is
to the drippings in the pan. easy to make. 1 he ,ioprisc
Stirrhig constantly, bring to a centers make them Mr t., eat
boil. Add beef cubes, brown For adults and children

crumbs. onions, salt. pepper.

t op dry bread t rood):
4 Iraspunu pepper
2

Dumplings.

sides. When completely

cup ginger snap cooky

I

onion

I heel

1

'faking about one routelaci
tablespoon of meat at a time.

sd beef

4 eggs

2 yeas

as a main course entre.

oil and, butter in a hot skillet
and brown meal balls on all.

I 2 cup butter
S cups Eater
1:i cup lemonjuice
cubes
6 beef I
cup brow n sugar

Yield: 12 generous sera ings
3 pounds ground beef
2 eggs
its
11/2 cups soft bread CY

as an appetizer or over noodles

with your electric mixer. Form
into one I!/2 -inch halls. Place

1/4 cup water
2 tablespoons iegetlible oil

Double Recipe:

ing every week, even ham-

I patrol gr

d. g

2 pi

Single
ield: 4-6 %ening..

2 151.l

of water (tkir single recipe)

iL'Itrllil juice

bs

c

crumbs.

cooky

These delicious.- meal balls
may be served on tooth pto.,,,

lemon juice and 2tablespoons

cup plus 2 tablesp

1/4

and

Continue stirring until a nice
thick gravy has formed. Return meat halls to gravy and
simmer in sauce for 20 tort -

I

S1.99 ',TN"
DISCOUNT SAVING CERTIFICATE

L

1.1141.santi

.

"" -

Sensational end -of -year
savings in every

department...cuts up to 50%.
Save as never before!
GREAT TAPE RECORDER VALUES

EXTRA SAVINGS ON RADIOS, TV

A

5 -Band Battery/AC
Portable Radio

ro

ve

\,

$3988

Shown In ophonol walnut col.,

Reg. $59.95. Features 2

Allied Stereo FM -AM Receiver
Reg. $149.95. Deluxe 40 -watt receiver

Features wide slide -rule
dial, AFC, dial light, tele-

has slide -rule dial, stereo light, AFC,
headphone jack. Full array of controls.
'
Tape output. Metal case.

'99

(01

police/public service bands
plus shortwave, FM and AM!
scoping antenna, earphone
jack.
e -e-

Allied 80 -Watt Stereo
FM -AM Receiver

9" Black -and -White
Portable TV Set

Was $249.95.

Allied® 7" Reel Stereo Tape Recorder
Reg. $149.95. Full -feature solidstate
stereo recorder has two built-in speakers

Shown in optional walnut case.

for easy portability. 3 -speed operation.
With two mikes, takeup reel. For 115 VAC.

stereo FM -

119

41Z4)(4)P

I

Full -featured

AM receiver.

'59

With metal
case.

Scott 90 -Watt
Stereo FM Receiver

Lightweight portable offers sharp,

clear picture reception on all
channels. 38 sq. in. viewing area.

Was $299.95.

Powerful 90 -

'249

Allied ibssette Recorder
with AC Adapter

watt -FM re

Originally $59.95..
.,

Shown in optional walnut case.

All wood cabinets.
Wide -range speak-

Easy cassette operation. With AC adapter,
cassette, vinyl case.

$49

Save
'

Fisher 3 -Way

SO%

$

4

91

ers. Inputs for optional phono, tape

recorder. Headphone jack.

e,0 0, a en O.O

SPECTACULAR PRICE CUTS!

Speaker. System

Allied Solid -State 7" Reel
Tape Recorder

64151) is

,

3 -Pc. Stero FM -AM Radio

ceiver offers
brilliant performance.

'69

Was $99.95. Deluxe portable with
dust cover, tape,

Reg. $99.95. Acoustic suspension design. 12" woofer,

5" midrange, 3" tweeter.
Oiled walnut enclosure.

takeup reel. For
115 VAC.

SAVE ON CB AND VHF EQUIPMENT
Allied VHF -UHF -FM

Tru-Color Antenna

Half

Reg. $34.95. Gold

$1988

Price!
Allied Stereo Headphones

Allied 3 -Way Speaker System

29"

23 -Channel CB 2 -Way Radio

Reg. $159.95. Five -watt
mobile unit fits easily in car

$1488

Reg. $59.95. 10" dual=
cone woofer and twee-

ter for full range re-

Reg. $19.95. Surrounds you in full range stereo. Volume

control in each ear-

J

phone.

sponse. Walnut finish.

or boat. Transmit/receive
on all 23 channels. With
crystals.

corodized, heavy duty
antenna with 1231/4"

boom. Strong signal
puller.

5 -Band Shortwave
Receiver Kit

Save
$10.07

$29"
Reg. 439.95. Kni ght-Ki e

/s

Star Roamer -1' covers 200400 kHz, 550 kHz -30 MHz.

Allied 4 -Speed

Automatic
Turntable
_

..1Vott 3 -Channel.

Walkie-Talkie

AO

Allied Dual -Bond- .
VHF -FM Police Monitor

Easy -to -build

Pickering Elliptical Cartridge

Sal

SO

$49

$49

Was $79.95. Hi -power
communications. With

Ch. 11 crystals. No

Reg. $79.95. Tunes
30.50 MHz and 152174 MHz FM police/

test for license.

public service bands.

$14"

Shown with optional base

491

-

Reg. $49.95. Automatic turntable has
precise cuing and pause control. Reg.
$24.95 Pickering stereo cartridge only
$10 more.

Reg. $29.95.

Stereo elliptical'

cartridge with
diamond stylus.

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Just Say "Charge IC-Enjoy Better Living with an Allied Credit Fund Account
ct

Our Newest Store!
Park Forest
Shopping Center*
Phone: 748.8981

-

AM- Portable Radio Kit -

Main Allied Store'
100 No. Western Ave.
Old Orchard. Area*
9450 Skokie Blvd."

"

6%n

Park
7055 W. North
DavisoOak

Near North
921 N. Rush
Northwest'
Harlem -Irving

.

'

Pr2.9 W.

rat*

..,,

Hillside Center

*Open Every Sunday -from 11 A.M. to. 5 P.M.

South*
2025 W. 95th
Calumet City*
River Oaks Center

$888
Reg. $12.95. Knight -Kit°

rAM radio has large 4"

-Ispeaker, built-in antenna.
Step-by-step instructions.'

Jaycees Wrapped Up In the Beauty Biz

Thursday, July I 0,.1969

While other Jaycee groups
are sponsoring parades and
carnivals, the Des Plaines Jaycees are all wrapped up in
plans, for the local Miss Anterican pageant. The contest.
which will send- a yOung miss
to the state finals and possibly

The girls must be betWeen

This year the Des Plaines
Miss America committee will
search for Miss Des Plaines

the winner. The place for the

contestants

Pepsi party and for the pageant

will be drawn from Arlington
Heightswt'ark Ridge and any

will probably be held in the au-

because

chise. Their contest

has

al-

week. Local organizations are
urged to sponsor entrants.
Reed Reichert is chairman
of the pageant. His committee
consists of Dave Burns, who

WHOLE HOUSE-NAME BRANDS

Have A Big Day!
For All the Family
Plus Buffalo, Lion, Bear, 6 Kinds Merry -Go -Round, 1 /2 Mile
Rest Rooms.
Write for special group rate.
Follow Signs - Paved Road Between Polo and Oregon. lit.
2 Miles from White Pines State Perk

BEST BUYS IN NO CLUBS TO JOIN, NO MEMBERSHIP FEES,

NO FREEZERS TO BUY. DON'T HAVE A
FREEZER? USE OURS - -

6 MONTHS FREE STORAGE.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

BEEF

interest. Or payments as low

,33 313 per month. All work

(FULLY INSTALLED)

*fully puoronteed for I year.

NORTH AMERICAN

RIDES

task is expanding emergency

canteen service into
surrounding

counties
County.

4:
:41

COUPON

WORTHS10

six

iiiCIRMIN

OFF

TOWARD
PURCHASE
BEEF HALF
OF
couPoN OR

ill

PER FAMORE
I

Coll lot Appointment

tome In. Hours: Daily 9 to 8; Saturday 9 tc 5

BENSENVILLE FREEZER MEATS

PHONE

1 216 West Irving Park Rd., Bensenville

cp.965-85001

Lott w,'st .,1
83 on Route

WE LIMIT
QUANTITY

14

II

Clifford C. Hagedorn
A Des Plaines man has been

it
if

meat sold Hanging Weight.

"OPEN EVERY DAY - 10 AM TO 7 PM . DRIVE OUT SOON"

named interim president for
the Salvation Army's Metropolitan Area Service Unit
Council and his first major

if!

GUARANTEED!
All graded beef guaranteed tender
for 10 days or Meat Replaced. All

HEATING 8. AIR CONDITIONING
5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

WHITE PINES DEER PARK

It

JUST SAY CHARGE IT ...

FROM 43t Lb.

.

Toke 3 months to .poy, no

1,1

OTHER BEEF AVAILABLE

$190°'

I"

PRICES INCLUDE CUTTING,
WRAPPING, FREEZING

:1

SAVE NOW $

'

I

55.

SIDE

AIR CONDITIONING

Pet and Feed -

of Deer, Monkeys, Snakes, and , Miniature Train, Covered Wag.
many more Animals. Concession: on, Live Animal Fairy Tale Lane,
Stand and Gift Shop,
Large Picnic Area and Clean

the programs.

SALE

Many Animals to

5020.

The Jaycee Wives will use as
judged not only for beauty of
face and form but for talent many of the contestants as posand personality. For more in- sible in their style show Aug. 9
formation or for applications, at the Marriott Hotel.

School. The names of the judges will be announced next

****************........--41

DEER PARK

reached at 678-7307 or 827-

ditorium of Maine West High

tion will be the preliminary

Inns, the franchise division of Sheraton Corporation of America.

be

chairman

ber 1, high school graduates and
unmarried. They. will be

will be announced. The latter

ready been held.)
The Saturday night produc-

BIG ZOO &

tion and advertising; George
Smith, chairman of the judging, and AIrChu, in charge of

can

Reichert

the ages of 18 and 28 on Septem-

party where they can meet
each other and congratulate

other coMmunity that does not
fall under. a separate Miss
America franchise. (Mount
Prospect has a separate fran-

Interim
President

The affair will be open to the

and Sunday, August 16 and 17.

Valley-

Named

will- produce the pageant;
Chuck Fries, publicity, promo-

public.
On Friday, August 20, all of
the contestants will be invited
to attend the traditional Pepsi

on to Atlantic City in September, will be held on Saturday

Edward Black (left), general manager of the Sheraton -O'Hare Motor Hotel, Des Plaines,
congratulates John LaSpada, ownergeneral
manager of the Sheraton -Silver Spring Motor
and
Inn, Silver Spring, Md., on hiselection as chairman of the Mid -Atlantic Regional Council
of Sheraton Inns, Inc. Looking on is Donald Gardener, director of the region for Sheraton

and the Sunday night one will
be the finals. The Des Plaines
Jaycees are planning a reception for the winner at the Seven Eagles Restaurant immediately following the

Phone: 766-6750

AT OUR

Cook

He is Clifford C. Hagedorn,

1515 Fifth Av., plant supervisor for the Illinois Bell Telephone Co. construction and
installation in the suburbs.
The council will coordinate
service activities of the Salvation Army in communities
.

STORE.

Chicago, supplying
emergency canteen and other
welfare services at fire and disoutside

aster sites and operation Vision Care projects for individuals unable to afford professional eye care.

THREE NEW divisions in
the surrounding counties are
being added to the three Cook

County divisions which now
the Metropolitan
Area Service Unit Council,

comprise

each containing two counties.
They are Lake -McHenry,
and
Will
K a n e-DuPage,
County, 111. -Lake County, Ind.
Funds for the purchase and
maintenance of mobile emer-

gency canteens are provided
through Doughnut Day solicitation and other appeals
conducted in the suburbs. A
portion of all funds raised in
these communities is left in the
hands of local service units to

meet emergency needs
throughout the year.

Get a birdseye view of
the neighborhood whirly-

bird style! TO all

cus-

. tamers purchasing $10
or more at_ aur stupen-

dous grand opening
sale,

Fri.,

Thurs.,

or

we're offering a
free ride in a Chicago
Sat.,

Helicopter Airways cop ter, Saturday, July 12
from 1 to 4 p.m. Make
it a must to be where the

savings is yours and join
in the fun -1307 Rand Rd.

AS THEY purchase their
own emergency canteens, they
will be equipped to serve at all

...,... rp.al

fires and disasters within their

ImE

CUTTY SARK

RuA0

geNR:11,_

given areas.

Hagedorn said he hopes to
have the emergency canteens

Fifth

IMPORTED SCOTCH

tuct-10 owl

529

LANCER'S Imported

319

KAHLUA Liqueur

929

Fifth Li

Crackling Rose Wine

14...'..141

in operation in the new divisions by early autumn.

CALVERT'S =Extra

In describing his own association and experiences with

Imported From Mexico

Fifth

The Soft Whiskey

Fifth

489

Fifth

267

the Salvation Army, Hagedorn
said: "I first became acquaint-

ed with the Salvation Army
while serving in the military
forces in Italy during World
War II and I must say that
their services were deeply appreciated by all of us.
"It has been my privilege to,
serve /he Salvation Army as a
volunteer for the past 10 years,
both in Des Plaines and in the
greater Chicago area."

COCA-COLA ft
16 oz. dep. btls.

.

MILK, Fresh

coc

. WI For Ur

_

Os

GALLON CARTON

MEISTER BRAU
12 oz. cans

70c

Charcoal Filtered

6 For

CIGARETTES
King Size, Filters?Reg. Ctn.

GLENMORE Vodka
1/2 Gallon

5

8

PEBBLEFORD
Straight Bourbon Whiskey .

gym - .SOUTHERICCOMFORT. _369_ _CHAMPAGNE
American

Az

100 Proof Liqueur

Fifth

.

.

Large Bottle

Grand peening Sale Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun.

Fly Ash

Control

The::Sappcials,

ly at

A permit to install and oper-

1307 RAND RD., Arlington Heights

ate equipment to reduce air

Regular weekly specials at all other Famous Liquor Stores.

contamination was issued dur-

ing June to Armanetti's Liquors, Rolling Meadows. Thel
company plans lo spend about
$2,500 on installing an incinerator for controlling fly
ash.

Famoes Liquor, Stores -H1.11174447
Right Reserved to Limit Quentilies

her & leverage Specials Not Iced.

CASH Airo cagy SPECIALS. Hon,. Frt.' Sat. oriel San,

ArCHICAGO

CICERO

FOREST PK.

ADDISON

FOREW PK.

DE KALB

MELROSE PK.

LOMBARD

Day Publications'

Northwest S

rbani

mirvl

V
BUYER'S GUIDE
.a.

&Builders

Real Es
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antic anels Shed
Light on Many Projects
comfort
BELOW-Casual
in this sheltered patio, open to
the afternoon sun, but shield-

L11

ing from direct hot rays with
the overhead ceiling of Edon
striped colored panels in a
wide range of decor. Not new,
the colorful paneling is a welcome variation from the
canvas and aluminum awning
effects which have supplied a
gay touch to young marrieds'

Air

t.

outdoor living.

11

ji)

ABOVE --An elegant eve-

ning is in the offing for this
twosome, either "all dressed
up and no place to go" except
this outdoor living room", sheltered by Filon striped colored
panels in a translucent and at-

tractive pattern overhead, or
as

they

await

the

guests

coming to their "dinner at 8"
invitation amid these pleasant
surroundings.

It's fun to put together your
own carport, garden and patio
lamps, a unique doghouse, a
"garden -bath" or even useful
and colorful wastebaskets for

outdoors, with Filon-Stripes,
the colorful, striped translucent plastic panels which
in four natural -toned
variations of earth, sky, grass,
come

leaves and wood.

For that matter, you may
want to do something more
than these

itt4G

accessories. You

seph- "1".. Ryerson Co.. both in
Chicago.
Filon
Harold Hartman,

YOUNG MARRIEDS are
particularly attracted to these
exterior decoratively appealFiloni n g combinations.

Corporation

while the Filon materials are
available at almost all lumber
yards, if you find difficulty in
getting the particular product
you want, you can always get
by
instructional literature
writing direct to the Haw-

Filon distributors in Chi-

thorne headquarters.

The same firm makes and

c a g o 1 and include Edward

Hines Lumber Company in
Skokie, Geo. W. Hitzeman

material for overhead, where it
can blend or contrast with the
rest of your home.

and Son in Elgin, Reserve Sup-

at

thorne, Calif. 90250, says that

pleasure boats and some car
bodies. By admitting filtered,
diffused sunlight, the modern
Filon paneling does not darken the rooms facing your outdoor living areas.

might put up your own patio
shelter, employing the Filon

spokesman

12333 Van Ness Av., Haw-

S t r i p e s arc exceptionally
tough; they are reinforced
with fiberglass, as are most

distributes the plastic "Designer Carvings" ornaments
that are practical. for many
home interior improvement
jobs.

ply Corp. in Franklin Park,
Cadillac Plastic Co., and Jo -

4

.o

.

OPEN HOUSE -SUNDAY -JULY 13th 1 TO 5 P.M.

WE
Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Member of Northwest
Suburban
Board of Realtors

Jack
R
A

PI

D

entmerb

See Our Display
of Homes

at the Holiday Inn
-in Mt. Prospect and
Rolling Meadows

REALTORS
OPEN 9 TO 9

t

1718 Robbie Lane, Mount Prospect
LOCATION! LOCATION! LOCATION!

Immaculate kept home offers 3 bedrooms, 1t/2 baths, full
basement, 21/2 car garage, family size kitchen Nice size
bedrooms $33,9001

F

KEMMERLY REAL ESTATE as a&ertised on WGN TV

,

CLOVER, REALTORS

OPEN HOUSE -SUNDAY -JULY 13th 1 TO 5 P M.

4.111111.111%

394-1100
OPEN HOUSE -SUNDAY -JULY 13th 1 TO 5 P.M.

2,1_1_17ii

2700 SQ. FT.
5 bedroom colonial, 21/2 baths, large family room, Drapes
and many, many closets, kitchen with disposal and family
size breakfeast Area.
.

1213 E. Paddock Drive, Palatine
IN BEAUTIFUL WINSTON PARK!
Terrific family home offers 3 or 4 bedrooms, 11/2 baths One

block from pork Convenient location to parochial school
Home newly decorated $31,500
$31,5001

394-1100

CLOVER, REALTORS

2106 E. Robinhood Lane, Arlington Heights

$45,500

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
Enjoy the summer in a centrally air conditioned home. This
home has many, many extras and is designed for gracious
family living One block to schools Owner Wants offerl

CLOVER, REALTORS

394-1100

FINANCING AVAILABLE

5 bedroom, 3 full baths, panelled Fam. Room, Sunken
Brick patio, Wall to Wall carpeting in LR & DR, Beautifully
decorated.
$43,900

ot:1

.1%4

RAISED RANCH

4 bedroom, 2 baths, Panelled Rec. Room with fireplace.
Screened porch with sun deck, fenced garden. Wall to
wall carpeting4n Living room and dining room.
$33,900

JUST REDECORATED

3 bedroom, 2 baths, large family room 11/2 car garage,
landscaped yard with maple trees. Drapes thru out -in
excellent condition.

$28,500

to.

SERVING ALL THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS WITH
,1-;~"

.a OFFICES IN

Your Lucky Number Is.

94-1100

3 Palatine 358-5560

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

Prospect Heights 894-1800
Hoffman -Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza 394-3500

CONVENIENT OFFICES

OFFICES IN

Arlington Heights:
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.,

253-2460
956-1500

4

-

ie.*:
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Do -It -Yourself

Take Care In Rehandling
It's a shame to give up a

balance of handle and head.
When you replace the
handle, it is not something you

good hammer, ax or hatchet.

Therefore, when the handle

can do lightly. That old tool is
not going to be the same, nor

cracks or breaks, it's a natural
thing to want to replace it, the
metal head still being perfectly
good.'
It's a fine idea and one that
should be pursued, but pursue.
it slowly and carefully. The

carefully and avoid crooked

larger than the eye in the head

off excess wood. Do not leave

grain.

of the old tool. A light touch

sharp corners.

Try to find one in which the
edge grain goes from one end
to the other. Flat grain should

with a wood rasp is what you
need to make it fit:But be sure
to take no more off one side

perform the same, just because be on the sides. If the grain
runs

,you put a new handle on the

Fitting the handle to

TRY TO find a handle that
duplicates the original as
closely as possible in weight
and size. Examine the wood

reason a new hammer or ax
hefts so nicely, seems to feel
just right, is that it is a planned

from one side of the

handle to the other, toss it back
and pick another.

old head.

the

head is not difficult, but it is a
slow and meticulous job.

THE NEW handle will be

1_

.

0,

1\1

frecr,,14

other. Too much
wood ,from one side of the

the handle and makes contact
at all surfacei, you are ready to
wedge the handle. The handle

handle will affect the balance,

probably has wedge slots al-

make the tool hang crooked.

ready cut. You may have to cut

Fit the head over the end of them 'deeper or cut more of
the handle. Do not force it. them. Most hammers are
When it reaches a point where better with two wedges and
it will go no farther, take it off 'axes with three.
Steel wedges are what you
and remove the wood at that
point with the rasp. Don't re- are likely to find on your dealmove too much. Keep fitting er's shelves, fine for tightening
and filing:
up an old tool but not too good
Try to maintain the original for a new handle. You arc
shape of the handle as you file better off cutting some slim

wood wedges that you can
shape for better fit.

Quality Wise
Member National Multi,List Service

REALTORS

.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

Member

.

'

Cut quality to cut corners
and you will end up increasing
instead of decreasing the cost

of a building or remodeling
project, warns the Tile Coun-

cil of America. Initial

Beautifully appointed 3 bedroom ranch has
luxurious 25' family room with everything for

There, to much to like oboes this lovely superbly
conditiorvd 4 bedroom Colonial 21/2 gleaming
crornoc baths charming family room huge
cobonet kitchen spotless parquet floors, bog
patio 21/2 car onoched garage large lot near

WHY RENT? $22,500

5 BEDROOMS $37,250
Marvelous tri-level is centrolly air conditioned.
lovely family room all bultt in kitchen GPO
ances carpeted Iry no dining area 11/2 baths
en's* 2 car attached garage short walk toav

bath. air conditioned living room large kitchen
with plenty of table space, carpeting washer

solid comfort. 2 baths. ceramic kitchen, range,
refrigerator, custom carpeting. 11/2 car attached
garage. fenced yord and more.

dryer, 11/2 car garage. Nicely landscabed tool

tually more economical than
the materials that need periodic replacement.

schools

CALL 255-9111

CALL 439-4700

everything

CALL 253-1800

'V
Ink

leer

CHECK THE VALUE $25,900

MOVE RIGHT IN $35,900

TOP LOCATION $29,500
Clever 3 bedroom ranch Is close to pork, schools.

20 patio 11/2 cot garage fenced yard

CALL 255-9111

Conveniently

located

3

JUST LISTED!

PARK AREA
morn centrally air condottoned Colonial plus

bedroom centrally air conditioned ronch
Separate dining room all aeoson lalosled porch
11/2 baths large patio I1/2 cot *leant door

Center entry ranch hot large foyer, 2 full baths,
IT family room plus basement recreation room
and plenty of utility space. Kitchen buill,Ins, 2
car attached garage and large lot....

glamorous baths ceramic kitchen with complete
built ins fornoly room oreplac glass doors to.
the beautifully landscaped yard 21/2 car or.
'ached garage natural wood trim Short walk

CALL 439-4700
CUSTOM BUILT,

NEAR SCHOOL

loads of quality exam 4 big bedrooms. 21/2

$37,500

Nichols, $42.50; 301 N. Derbyshire Av., Donald E. Hammerstrom to Ralph R. Staub,
$33.50; 2215 Michael Manor
Ln., Sextans Bldrs. Co., Inc.

CAU.255-9111

CALL 359-7000

$51,900
CALL 253.1800

MOVING ANYWHERE IN
THE U.S.A.?

TRADE YOUR HOME?

N You anosung w. hoax pictures and

We will guarantee to saki your borne on
trod on the event or an t sold before yo,

onformahon of hornet that ore for sole all
oversthe USA through our co operatong
Brokers on NMLS Coll us to dose." your new
tocatoon well be hoppy,o help Youl

ANNEN
BUSSE

need to complete your purchose of Doodler

/7//1/

REALTORS

;.'

MULTIPLE LISTING

EIGHT AREA OFFICES SERVING CHICAGO'S NORTH SHORE AND NORTHWEST SUBURBAN COMMUNITIES'

SERVICES

(

BRUNS REAL! ESTATE IS NOW AFFILIATED WITH

EXECUTIVE TRANSFER
PROGRAM

um am ancl,Ty s

to Hiran R. Reeves, $40.00
and 820 N. Salem, John J.
O'Brien to Richard B. Friedman, $34.00.

ALSO. IN Arlington

Heights,

2017

Richard

Lilac Terr.

0. Conboy

;o

Dwaine J. Klister,' $27.50;
S. Patton, Robert E.
Weed to John T. Kerwin,
448

Mount Prospect. He was
previously employed as an

engineer in the land procurement division

of Cook

County Highway Department
. and for 15 years was comptroller for the National Tax
Equity Association based in

two daughters, Jill,

the end smooth.

To finish the job, wipe on

varnish well -thinned with turpentine.

sophomore at Hersey High
School, and Judy who is married to Hermann Eckert.

INSURANCE

FINANCING

Dahlquist to George W. Yokley,

$22.50; 914 N. Ever-

John L. Hilton, $56.00, and
15 E. Oakton St., John E.
.Cornell to Richard R. Jones,
$33.00.

In Buffalo Grove were 363
Regent Dr., Fred M. Boykin
to Harry G. Nielsen, $15.50;
407 Navajo Tr., William H.
Weiskopf, Jr.

to

Ralph

K.

Nottoli, $26.00; 658 Golfview
Terr., Harold L. Quick to
Richard K. Peterson, $11.50;

409 Si. Mary's Pkwy., Clifford W. Bockhop to David P.
Makinson, $24.50, and 418
Navajo Tr., Guy R. Burbey to
Asa M. Grennan, $27.50.

In Mount Prospect, 509 E.

lighland, Carol J. Bator to

homas R. Dressman,

-26.50;

1718

Ln.,

Heather

Dura-Bilt Home Bldrs., Inc.,
to Joel J. Reznick, $47.00;

Sander A. Steinberg to Jan J.
Klodner, $11.00.

In Des Plaines, 1391 White
St., Richard Gifford to Phillip
J. Fetzer, $34.00; 755 Wolf
Rd.,

Joseph

Lapcewich . to

Donald J. Baron, $35.00; 909
Algonquin Rd., Rita M.
Schroeder to Charles A. Hodimair, $25.50; 1071 Prairie

Ave., David Mills to Frederick F. Menke, $23.50; 446

Amherst, John T. Burke to
John J. Kratzmeyer, $31.50;.
9390 Parkside, Martin N. Lis tick to Elliott B. Levine,
$11.50; 2063 Cedar St., John
E. Ratliff to Thomas J. Lynch,
$33.00; 905 S. Mount Prospect Rd., Joseph J. West to
Bertha Schuler, $38.00; 736
Greenview Av., Mark Starc to
William A. Adair, $30.00;

9232 Cedar Ln., Stuart

E.

Addis to Martin J. Lashenick,
$35.50; 9488 N. Terrace Pl.,
Robert D. Lang to Charles A.
Kinnear,.$8.50; 516 Webford,

Harold P. Ramsay to David
E. Hanns, $39.00, and 1405
$36.00, and 800 W. Central. Walnut, Robert C. Hutchings
Av., Alpha Services, Inc., to to John E. Ratliff, $26.00.
119 N. Stevenson, Robert W.
Kramer to Leonard C. Chmel,

$48.00; 1612 N. Ridge Av.,
Kent L. Fryer to Charles E.
Thompson, $29.00; 1311 N. Charles C. Smith, $315.00.
Arlington Heights Rd., RichIN PROSPECT HEIGHTS,
ard S. Walter to Leonard A.
De Vrids;' $12:00; '210 'E.' -500 Grego Ct;,-John F. Zito
Maude St., Louis S. Morgal to .to Milton T. Strong, $47.50;
David A. Heifers, $21.00; 200 N. Elm St., William R.
2607 N. Ridge Av., Berkley Hoffman to Robert L.

Exterior Tile
Ceramic tile on the exterior
of a home is extremely practical and highly decorative,

Square Cu. to John A. Faulhaber, $33.00; 802 W. Burr Oak

Baumhardt; $35.00; 1156 Val-

Dr., Berkley Square Co. to

Castor to Robert E. Wheeler,

types of weather and can be set

$8.00; 1116 Valley Stream

ley Stream Dr., Thomas A.

says the Tile Council of Amer-

ica. Tile is impervious to all

S.

Dr., Neil Garity to Paul A.

over almost any subsurface.
And it is available in a wide

$39.00; 706 W. Bufr Oak -Dr.,
Berkley Square Co. to Donald
R. Butts, $39.00; 810 W. Burr

and

West,

number of design possibilities.

Allan J. Blattner, $33.50; 315

HOMES -APARTMENTS

REALTORS

estate in the northwest

end surface can be crushed
once the wedge is in. If the
handle and wedges protrude Chicago and Washington
through the head, cut off the. D.C. He and his wife Mildred
excess with a hack saw. File have a son, John D. Jr., and

green, P. Gilbert Peterson to

Alan Cordill to Charles A.

immediate po sssss lonl

$33,500

schools and park,

with colorful large foyer poneled family room
Built in oven rDoge disposal 2 baths 2 car
attached garage cool patio sodded lot and
chon londscapIng

CALL 359.7000

Drive the wedges gently so
that you don't break them. The

$1,000 market valuation.

In Arlington Heights were:

11/2 year old super sharp 3 bedroom split level

garag plus nurnrous expensive extras with

rnony xpensIve extrosl

CALL 255.9111

much.

816 W. George St., Eugene C.

Lacy to Richard P. Shewfelt,
$28.00; 802 S. Evergreen, H.

and many extras.

penetrate

wedges

Maine Township real estate
transfers for last week. Price
is indicated by $1 for each

2

sided ranch with attractively paneled family
roam. comfortable kitchen and dining area
tne bath, colorful garden and landscaping pl.

the

that

deeply than that they are fat
and spread the handle too

Oak Dr., Berkley Square Co.
to Harold H. Wiese, $34.50;

1910 Lillian Ln., Donald E.
Phillips to The Kroger Co.,
Inc., $47.00; 2010 E. Sherwood, Mortimer J. Vurpillat
to G. Henry Ottery, $47.00;
1805 N. Ridge Av., Elza C.

depot and shops. Large full basement, .pox
miss kitchen,,with separate eating cube. built.
on opplionce, 11/2 baths, cyclone fenced yard

Prospect, who has been fit real

suburbs for four years as a
Use the pieces of the old broker, has joined Slope and
handle. It is more important Sons, Inc., 704,N. River Rd.,

County Recorder Sidney R.
Olsen has listed Wheeling and

A PLEASURE TO SHOW $41,900

bedroom aluminum

JOHN D. KRISOR, 801

Westgate Ln., Mount

Real Estate Transfers

CALL 359-7000

Newly decorated well built/sem.. 4 bedroom
Cop. Cod 32 recrool.on room loll basement
lovely family room 2 baths big family kitchen

cost,

explains the Council, is not always the final cost. For'
example, the initial cost of ceramic tile is slightly higher
than substitute materials, but
real tile will last the entire life
of a home, and therefore is ac-

Neat pic.re book ranch, 2 airy bedroom, tile

CHOICE AREA $26,900

CLASSY COLONIAL $37,900

WHEN THE head fits over

than the

Harvard Av., David G.
Brooke to Vernon J. Mills,

Watschke, $10.00; 13 St. Ar- range of colors color commond St., Robert W. Timmers, binations, patterns, shapes and
sizes, offering an unlimiied.
to William Axelrod, $9.00,
14

Regent

Ct.

A big beautiful life for your family.

ARLINGTON 'HEIGHTS-MT. PROSPECT

SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN
ESTATES AREA OFFICE

AREA OFFICE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy -394.4500, 255.6320

SIGN
OF
SERVICE

begins with choice. (Winston Knolls
give you 5 different models, 15 different
exteriors to choose from. 'No look -alike
It

this can be
the start of
something
big.
very big.

SCHAUMBURG
7 W. Schaumburg Road at Roselle Rd. -894-8100

PALATINE AREA OFFICE
132 S. Northwest Highway -359-6500

living here.)

It goes on to spaciousness. (Our homes
offer 7 to 10 room layouts with 3 and 4
bedrooms, 2 and .21/2 baths, formal dining rooms, enormous family rooms and
2 -car garages.)

And it doesn't end there. (Your home is

complete with 4 Westinghouse appliances oat an outdoor gas -lighted 19n term)

All backed by our 2 -year written guarantee. All in desirable Hoffman Estates,
38 minutes from The Loop.

TWO APTS.

WALK TO EVERYTHING LOCATION

SHARP -SHARP

First Floor -3 bedroom, family room with bar and room for the 4th Home in immaculate Condition. Draperies and curtains through - 3 bedroom, 2 bath, large ranch house. Many mature shrubs and
bedroom in the basement Carpeting in the living room and out this neat as a pin 3 bedroom home, 11/2 car garage. Beau - trees. Carpeting In Living room dining room and hall. Choose
dining room Second Floor -3 bedrooms, modern kitchen carpeting tiful landscaping.
location.
In the hvmg room and throng room
$24,500
255-6320 $24,900
894-1330

E"-

EXCELLENT CONDITION.

$53,800

I

255-6320

,-

.1.

I'eTIilet.aGsAr
1.1110111Vale

_

cal UV( I

M1111111111X

.

IARE ZURICH

LOCATIONS OF EIGHT
CI and T AREA OFFICES
LAKE
SERVING ALL 35
FOREST
NORTHWEST AND
`,
NORTH SHORE
COMMUNITIES
110150CKBURN

.7.

xi.

net

-1-17-17.1

411

.34

Shown: The Dover 2 -story. 10 rooms,
4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, 2 -car garage, $36,400

-5 models/ 15 elevations from $29,900 to $38,400

IINCOU4SHIRI
RIVIIMOODS

=CO

Intlfla0 cROVE

*CU G

*

PROSPECT I

f04111100e

WNW

loth,

WINNETKA

* sta.,

HEIM

KENILWORTH

ARLINGTON

HUGHTs
PORING

MOVE RIGHT IN

4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, large family room, washer dryer, refrigerator, range in family size kitchen, complete this 2 story colonial.

Just the right setting for this 4 bedroom Colonial. 21/2 baths,

$32,900

894-1330

panelled kitchen and rec. room. Master bedroom with bath. Gas
light, and sodded lawn.

$41,000 .

.

358-1502

at SOVICI
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Like

Summer Knights Stamp Out Rough Addison Blazers
By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

The Prospect Knights, last
night knocked off one of the
tougher Northwest Summer
League clubs around when

they shut out a snappy Addison Trail crew, 1-0.

PETE JACKSON had sinChris Dabovich went the
distance as the Knights used gled over the shortstop's head
some good fielding to hold o get oh and Brad Doyle laid
down the score for the tall )own a perfect sacrifice bunt.
lefty. It wasn't until the sev- With Jackson at second, Tom
enth that the game's only score Streng drew a walk and Dave
came across, and a two -base Harbach's one -bouncer to
error on the Addison shortstop short took its hop over Terry
Jolly's glove and into the outcontributed that run.

Heights Legion Team
Snubs 'New' Hersey
Club in Scrub Game
Arlington Heights
The
team
American
Legion
of
the Huskies
downed
Hersey High in a practice
game on the Hersey diamond last night.

be comfortable at the plate.

Using all of
Arlington
ers,

Gumz were the only others

Hersey

had three

veter-

With two
Lundstedt.
outs gone, Lundstedt stole
by

Gumz and Joel Theiss,
who both graduated from
Prospect High School last
Year and John Vetter, a
graduate of Arlington

spring.

ARLINGTON WAS first
to score in the game as Jack
Bastable

crossed

plate

the

on a triple by Bruce Frase.

which brought their total up

also

scored

in

their half of the first. With
two outs, Ken Morales was
Bob

walked by Arlington's

Leja. He went to third on a
base hit by Steve Fischer
and scored on another hit,

this one

by Gumz. Gumz

was thrown out at second

while trying to stretch his
hit an extra base, which
brought the inning to an
end.
score
next
the first of the
Dave Lundstedt singled as the first batter of
the inning to face Vetter,

Arlington's

came
fifth.

was then replaced by Dave
Sepke, who walked the first

batter he faced, scoring
Lundsted. This left Bob
Fitzgerald on third. and

Leja on first.

ers rapped out a long doable.
by
Hersey was down
three runs and Arlington
changed their pitchers

Major Division

WL
9

2

Braves
Twins

8

3

6

5

Cards

6
6

5

2

5
6
9

2

9

5

Senior Division
7

2

5
5

3

3

6

3

7

5

MINOR LEAGUE

WL

Team
Pirates
Greyhounds
Indians
Expos
Cougars
Orioles
Giants
Astros
Athletics.
Phillies
Huskies
Reds

11

1

9

1

8
8

4

6

5

3

5
5

6

3

2

6
7
7
8

2

8

6

3

3

Paul G. Shelffo Sr.,

7 S.

Arlington
was awarded the
Dr.,

Order of Moose
Jufie .29' at
ceremony
Mooseheart, 111..The award

was for his outstanding sercontinued

devo-

tion to the programs of the
Moose fraternity.

blistering pace set

Schwarting, and he

by
fell be-

hind in the last 25 yards to

lose. Rick turned in the fine

time of 2:17.3 en route

to

the blue ribbons.

Arlington, already falling be,

hind to Barrington, -172-113,

could not conjur up another
win until Mike Schell grabbed

his second first of the night,

this time in the 50 -yard backfour man races, giving Barring-, stroke. Janet Marek followed
ton the slight edge.
with a victory in the eight and
FIRST under girls 25 butterfly, as did
ARLINGTON'S
BLUE ribbon was earned
Ed Weir in the 11 and 12 boys
Herrick in the 50 yard fly.
by 'Don
14 The
opening event.

The only other point earned
by Arlington in diving was
claimed by Jeff Thieman.
Thieman took third place
laurels in the 15 and over

mixed diving event.
The

only

medley

relay

swum in the meet, the

15

and over boys 200 yarder
composed of Erick LindBetts,
Tom
Herb
blad,
Rowe and Gene O'Hara,
found the Arlington water -

Following in
Barrington.
Phil
winning style,
the

O'Kane, Tom McHale, Keith
Weir and Mike Schell touched
first in their free style relay
The foursome of Bill Barret,
Paul Thomas, Brian Kay and
Steve Kay also pulled in
ahead of the other swim-

mers for their gold medal in
their race.
Jim Young

and

Kurt

Thomson sprinted home for
a one-two finish in the 15
and over boys 200 -yard
free style. After a series of
third
and
fourth
place
finished in the younger age
group
free
style events,
eight -year -old -Laura Prinslow

ARLINGTON HAD to rely
on another Schell to gain first
place finishes --this time Ward

as he scampered home in a

in her division.

WARD SCHELL wasted

no

time

the

12 -year -old

getting

his

Last week on Tuesday, July
1,

Park View defeated the

easily won

the 100 -yard individual medley. Kathy Dalton also plunged in ahead of the rest of the
pack in the 15 and over girls
100 yard LM as she swam the
distance iii 1:12.3,

the inning without a score.

suicide squeeze as Park Ridge

by George Halas

Mount Prospect's Park District swim team fell to the overpowering depth of Northbrook
last night, 332-193.

Northbrook's good swim-

mers simply outnumbered
Mount Prospect's, especially in
the younger age groups.

THE MOUNT Prospect divers earned nine points with
their efforts. Steve Rohn won
the 14 and under boys diving,

Viator Wednesday night.

Lakers defeated Riverhurst,
15-10. On July 3, the Wood -

view Benders won over the
Rainbow Ridge River Rats,
15-8.

in the third inning and gave
Park Ridge a 3-0 lead. Ralph
Remus started the inning by.
reaching on an error. Roark,
the number nine hitter in the
lineup, followed with a long

THE LIONS came within

grounders, then set the side
down in order in the seventh.
The win was his fifth in six

a run with another tally in the
sixth. Kenny started the rally
again with a leadoff doubled

The result nullified a great
relief job by Doubek. The left

for three bases and scored
Remus.

Park View
Woodview Benders

6
4

0
2

Rainbow Ridge River
Rats
Riverhurst

Camelot Knights
Rainbow Ridge Cubs
Forest River Fire Dept.
Euclid Lakers

who retired the next batter on
a short fly to center. Bob
Marshall then laid down. a
perfect bunt to score Roark,
who left third with the pitch.

3

2

Logan Square came back
with a run against Remus in

2
2
2

3
3

with a single and was forced

1
1

hander, throwing a lot of

Remus might be tiring.
Doubek sacrificed the tying
PARK RIDGE (3)

only two hits to keep Logan

4
4

Doubek walked and Bill Mad-

by

0
0

4

0

0

I

I

0

0

1

I

0

Ciczadlo,

0

I

0

Nevins, 2b

2

0

Remus, p

3

Roark, c

2

23

Totals

1

2
0

0

1

I

1

3

6

3

I

LOGAN SQUARE (2)

Mark Rossi.

at second

2

3

2
2

the fourth. Kenny opened

3

breaking pitches, hurled five

nb r
Player
M. O'Donnell, 1b4 0

den bunted for a hit to load

Square in the game.
3
Hynes,' 2b

0

Snyder, ph
Geyer, ss

2

0
0

0
0

3

.1

2_

I

ab r h bi
'3 0 0 0 --Kenny, p-rf

Sarcia, rf
Gawaluck, lb
Possehl, If

Kenny with Ron Doubek,

WL

Team

and Rossi drove him home
with a single to right. It ap-

Player
Calamari; alMarshall,' 'ss

Nomellini replaced starter Jim

RIVER TRAILS
PARK DISTRICT
SOFTBALL STANDINGS

decisions.

peared at this point that shut out innings and allowed

drive to right center that went

h hi
0
1

0

I

0
0
.0

Rossi, 3b
Rooney, If
Doubek, p

3

1

I

I

I

0

0

0

0

3
3

I

0

I

0
0
0
0

0

Madden, rf-lf
Pettenuzzo, c

0

0

I

0

1

0

0
0

0

2

7

2

0

Feldman, cf
Golden, ph
A binanti,

cf

.26

Totals

I

Roark; sac--Doubek,
Marshall, Nevins.

'

"A''.:)ZE
MIDWEST
BANK CARDS

F

WELCOME HERE

B
A

Schell combined efforts for

Prices good now thrttJuly 16th only!

formances by Jim Young and
Kurt Thomson gave them the
well deserved win.

Brad Busse won the 9 and 10
boys 50 breast, and Gail Schlak
followed with a win the 11 and
12 girls 100 individual medley.
Doug Schlak won the boys IM,

then brother Cliff won the 13
and 14 boys IM. George Halas
won the 15 and over boys 200
IM, then the next first Mount
Prospect got was Mark Mark -

Adjustable 1" top rail provides a "custom look." At-

tractive post has a black
anodized finish. Durable
construction.

4111)

PER FT.

10 FT. LENGTH
12 FT. LENGTH

$3.75
$4.55

$2 75
10 FT. LENGTH

5" PAINTED GUTTER
White enamel finish.

$01 lo

0 ALUMINUM PATIO DOOR

$

6'0"x6'8"

Completely weatherstripped. $99 95

88

Chateau Patio Door

$122.50

Mushion-Airs Patio Door $214.24

RED. 6,99SAVE 15%

COLUMNS SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT THAN ILLUSTRATION

$atIO:$9S,se

NagrliWs Mnfto-VV;Mu'sS's,

ALUMINUM COMBINATION
STORM & SCREEN DOOR
Pre -hung for easy installa-

lion. Full 1" thick. Hardware included. ,./

Jan Allen won the 15 and
over girls 100 back, and Bill

,

'5W

sIO,Xn,

.5.

st

WHITE ALUMINUM COMBINATION DOORS
ATLAS -HIGH LITE
(SPECIAL ORDER)
Pre -hung. All hardware in_ cluded.

9

COLONIAL CROSSBUCK

JO", .72" & 313 ID

/a

Sell -owing units @reliable et slightly higher price

Decorative. All hardware

$3695

included.

."inikyitirfRite!"

WH TE HORIZONTAL ALUMINUM SIDING

WHITE PAINTED ALUMINUM
STORM & SCREEN WINDOWS

in the I 1 and 12 boys 50 breast,

and Mary Pastel equaled this
performance in the 13 and 14

Sash are removable for
easy cleaning. 38 standard
sizes (special order).

division,

Two Mount Prospect four-

$ 1395
Reg $00 00 kw so OD

the remaining relays as Paul
splashed home in the 11 and

A

colors.

52.33

FLAT COLUMN
May be cut to suit your needs.
Available in 8 ft. heights.

Allen took a first in the 11 and

12 year old division. The
final victory of the night came
from the 15 and over girls as
the combined efforts of Jan
Cindy "Tootz" Halas,
Donna Sigfusion, and Connie
Foster were good enough for
the top place.

Shatterproof. Decorator

REG.$11.95 15% OFF

MARKWELL ALSO took

Sigfusson, Dave Larsen, Craig
Bruce, and Doug Schlak

79'

8 FT. LENGTH

PATIO RIB

Smart style columns lend a decorative accent to your home.

the next blue-ribbon, four
events later in the 25 butterfly,

Northbrook won the next four

Ideal for carports, patios & fences. 1001 uses.

4' & 6, LENGTH REG. 99c 20% OFF
FT.
O CORNER COLUMN

well in the 8 and under boys 25
backstroke.

Geiser followed with a win in
the boys category.
Craig Bruce got another first

CI FIBERGLASS PANELS

WROUGHT IRON RAILING

WICKES
'

L

I

East/ to install. Double acrylic

finish. All necessary acces-

SO,

listlantal siding with locket spelled

mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
837=6000

I

74

sories available.

STREAMWOOD
3/4

0

E--Ciezaldo, Remus,,

1

their win in the 11 and 12 boys
division. The 15 and over boys
ended the meet on a high note
.for Arlington as excellent per-

1

Roark, Rossi; 2b --Kenny; 3b --

ICKES

Dan Stubbing, Joe Nitch,
Peter Paulmann and Ward

somes claimed blue ribbons in

Patti Larsen won the eight and
under girls 25 free. Mike
Lucansky won the boys 25 free,
then the team waited for another first until Miss Larsen won
the 25 breaststroke.

ROARK'S HEROICS came

ious in the closing races as

relays. Halm won the meet's
first individual event, and 15

DOUG SCHLAK won the
11 and 12 boys 100 free, and

play.

Logan Square Larry

Arlington swimmers kept
pace in the remaining eight individual events as Marsha Kai pus, Herb Betts, Barb Dalton,
Jeff Burling, Kathy Dalton and
Dun Young all kept -with the
winning spirit by capturing
first places.
Only two relays were victor-

12 girls back.

events.

St.

the next two hitters on

at first.

Square win streak and drop-

old girls 50 yard backstroke.

Halas took second in the 15 and
over mixed diving.

and over 200 freestyle, but

bounced into a forceout but
beat the double play attempt

run to second, but that was
as far as he got. Remus got
his second wind and retired

victory with one of her own as
she copped the 13 and 14 year

and Anne Halas was third in
the 14 and under girls. Cindy

Fred Westdale and George

District American

Ward -s

Craig Bruce got a first in the
11 and 12 boys 50 fly. Jema

Bill Geiser, Jim Campana,

home as Mike Pettenuzzo

edged Logan Square, 3-2, in ped the Lions to 5-6 in league
a Ninth

Rossi then raced

the bases.

,

backstroke. Sandy Gabler imfollowed

I

a run and then scored on a ded a nine -game Logan

blue ribbon in the 50 -yard
mediately

Page 13

contention for the league title
Catcher Jim Roark tripled in with a 6-2 record. The loss en-

t,
Y

but a force out at home and a
strikeout took Addison out of

Thursday

Park Ridge remained in

By Mike Imrem

clocking of 39.3 to claim his

Swallowed, 332-193.

five

points on the scoreboard as

lead to two runs with another

Prospect Swimmers

Hales Started things for Mount
Prospect by winning the 15 and
over boys medley relay.
The course of the meet
emerged victorious in -the 25, - - c -h an g e d drastically as
yard free. Mike Schell follow- Northbrook won the next four

yard free, as did Janet Marek

Loyal

and

the

finish in the 9 and 10 boys 50 -

Pilgrim. Degree of Merit at

vice

Schmidt could not keep up'

ed tradition with a first place

Moose Award
Regency
Heights,

Barring against
Schmidt
Schwarting,
Rick
ton's

men easily triumphing over

WL

Team
Falcons
Chargers
Colts
Vikings
Jets

citing.

run was hit by the Forest

In a fine race which featured college standout Fred

year -old diver won- the competition while the Barringgrabbed
contestants
ton
second and third places.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS
LITTLE LEAGUE
STANDINGS

The River Trails Park

Arlington Caught Short
Heights
Arlington
The
Park District tankers were
handed their third loss in
three outings last night as
Barrington swimmers
the
303Arlington,
shocked
221.
The relays, which had
spelled defeat for Arlington
in last week's meet with
through
pulled
Glenview,

Elk Grove boosted their

Park View Undefeated

Elk Grove's big inning was River Fire Department.
the third when they took over Also on July I the Euclid

up with the win, and Vetter
was charged with the loss.

but a disqualification ruined
the bid for a majority in the

conds later when Dave Som-

pitch, but

went down swinging.

won six of the 11 relays swum,

a passed ball charged against

Jim Quade. Leja scored se-

Cubs
Dodgers
Tigers

third on a wild

squad. Arlington could hale

FITZGERALD SCORED on

With one out, Jarrad singled

couldn't make it home for the Forest River Fire Department
tally as the next two batters 16-6. The game's only home

ended

Bokelmann

for. head. coa,ch Pete. Clark's

Sox

bunt down the first base line.
Scholten made it all the way to

By 'torn Rowe

batters were walked. Vetter

Team
Yanks

sacrificed him to second with a

hits. He had the most strike
outs out of all the Arlington
hurlers.
Jim

down

went

with a walk and Scott Pruitt promises to be busy and ex-

ting up one walk and no

in

the Hersey hurler. He went
to third base as the next two

a

Randy Cordova, who was
cutting down the Hersey
batters one by one. Cordova fanned five of the
eight batters he faced, let-

peared to threaten the shut out,

P,1RTS
Lions' Streak Stopped at Nine

in the seventh to lead Barring ton's hitting attack.

Legion baseball game at

District Men's softball league
is nearing the half -way mark
in it's season's schedule. The
ELK GROVE went down last full month's play has just
in order in the first inning but 4begun with every team having
got a small rally going in the won at least one game. The
second. Steve Scholten led off second half of the schedule

Bastable was on base due to
an error on the Huskie third _get a base hit off of Arlington's
Hersey

first. Hollywood then gave up

struck out pitcher Steve Bond
to retire the side.

to nine. I lersey was unable to

baseman.

'it, and Holman was safe at

was going to give up as he

the ninth

in

the inning with a hot grounder
to Ristau who couldn't handle

Onc tun was all Hollywood

of play. Armstrong got a hit
for Arlington

more runs and a 5-1 lead.

Bob Mackey drove him in with
a single to right.

BOTH TEAMS were scoreless in the last two innings

THREE STRAIGHT hits
in the fourth once again ap-

trouble hitting "junk"
pitcher Chuck Csuk. Harbach
got a hit in the first inning and
Rush spun a liner for a hit in
the third. Jack Fritsche had a
hit in the second and Jackson's
had

1969

swinging for the second out,

game.

this

teams

spirits,

PROSPECT HAD only
four hits in the game as they

the game ended 6-4 in favor of
Elk Grove.
Elk Grove will travel to
Fremd tonight for another
Summer League game

Cisby Jarrad

which brought in "Stedt"
with the final run of the

second, but two force outs at
third dampened the Blazers'

July 10

good scoring position. After first.

then whacked out a base hit

High. All saw action in the
contest. All have been playing for college

Fitzgerald

ball.

passed

a

gles threatened the game. Two
walks' preceded the hit in the

but Dabovich got Bob

Landrum to pop up meekly to
the mound.

CHIN HELD Barrington to
one hit in the last inning and

his fourth walk but got the
wild pitch which put him in third batter on a pop fly to

second and went to third on

left,

the second and

in

ey and Bond scored Barring ton's other two runs. Mackey
hit his third single of the night

the game with a ground out to
Luke Wolanski at third.
Hollywood then gave up his
first walk to Barrington's right
fielder, Steve Clawson, and a

at second on a ground ball

ans playing with them. Jim

score in the seventh. A walk by
Wolanski and singles by

error with a two -out single to

mound for Elk Grove to beat then flew out to Mate in center
Barrington, 6-4, last night in field for the first out, but Dave
Ristau walked allowing their
Summer League play.
Hollywood pitched five in- first run to score. Two con-

the first lead of the game in ton collected three more runs
the bottom of the first on one in the fifth to make the score
hit. Domingo Mata began 5-4. Ken Holman started off

Dave Armstrong led
off the inning by drawing a
walk, but he was forced out
enth.

to load the bases and later

Dabovich had little trouble

fourth frames when four sin-

Ristau and Doug Mitsuokaled
the rally.

BOTH TEAMS were scoreBARRINGTON TOOK over less in the fourth, but Barring-

more in the top of the sev-

them, 5-1.

cleanly fielded a surprise bunt
attempt and tossed out the
runner easily. The second bat -

toward home. The throw from
second baseman Dean Vacca-

except

final safety for the Knights.

Back-to-back singles by Mack-

Hollywood

two innings for Elk Grove and
only gave up one hit.

with hits. Gumz getting two.
once
scored
Arlington

the

held

With pinch hitters coming
up, Harbach, playing. third,

seven -I'll -inning stroke was the

another swift play cut that man
down.
Jolly tried to make up for his

came home on a wild pitch to
score Barrington's second run.

nings, gave up four runs on secutive walks, a single by
five hits and was the official Glen Peterson, and another
winner. Chin pitched the last walk gave Elk Grove four

Kennepp. Kennepp
had the_only extra base hit on
his team. Fischer, Thiess and

Huskies to only one run in
nine innings of play to beat

rino cut Streng down well

plays by Harbach preserved

ter grounded to Harbach, and

three batters for Elk
and Grove walked to load the bases

Gordon-

Kenny

their pitch-

Rush strayed too far from first

ich. The pitcher didn't get a
chance to look like a hero as

Bob Chin teamed up on the with no outs. Kevin Chesney

five hits in the night, including a double by leadoff man

'

the win.

bases for cleanup man Dabov-

WITH NO other choice in
the two -out situation, coach
Hank Szymanski sent Streng

Prospect would have had
another run as Casey Rush
drew a walk next to load the

first

did manage to get

Hersey

ahead of the plate for the third
out, but two good fielding

the lead with five runs. The

By Bill Copeland

for a Huskie to

impossible

and catcher John Kelly played
on him.

Hollywood, Chin Team for Win

every two innings making it

By Mike Needleman

field, bringing Jackson in with
no play.

STORE HOURS
Mon Itiru Thurs

8.5:30
Fri 8 AM to 9 PM
Sot 8 AM to 4 PM

Sun 9 AM to I PM

vI

4,1

ire

Ladies
if Summer
Straw

4.k

C

PACKAGE

compare elsewhere at
61 for pckage of 4

PER
SKEIN

compare elsewhere
at 844 per skein

OF 4

Vinyl surface, latex foam backed. Fashion
colors - solids or prints. White or deep

Full 70 yard skein! Top quality rug yarn!
Rainbow of colors! For crocheting
or knitting! Shrink -resistant! Create

$2.00
gairri_

LIMIT QUANTITIES

TO

RIGHT

PLACE MATS
C

RUG YARN

PURSES
WE RESERVE THE

ELEGANT DESIGNED

LOFTY SPUN

tone grounds. Oblong, oval or
wedge shapes. Perfect for indoor our outdoor dining.

fashions, gifts, novelties.

7.: A

A71,

O

aft.

SAVE 35%
AC AND AUTOLITE

SPARK PLUGS
Sold in sets of 6 and
8 plugs only

C

our everyday kw discount price

EL

130 one'

Made in U.S.A. Gives greater fuel
economy and power performance!
For all GM and Ford cars!
LIMIT 2 SETS PER CUSTOMER

SAVE 48%
FAMOUS DELCO-REMY

FLAT &
CANNON NO -IRON

TUNE-UP KITS
our everyday low discount
price 8.48

99

If perfect,

SHEETS!
FITTED MUSLIN
Polyester and cotton. Wash, dry and

Stays fresh longer.
ironing.
use! Never needs
looks v. Inter

Provides greater fuel economy. Improves engine response. Contains
points and condenser. Fits 90% of
all cars.

Slight Irosoloritio. rill not tnipok

81x104" DOUBLE FLAT

LIMIT 2 PER CUSTOMER

2.68
TWIN FLAT &
FITTED BOTTOM
72"x104"

188

& FITTED BOTTOM

42416" PILLOWCASES
PACKAGE OF TWO
perfect,1.5S

It parted, 3.31

--"11104,440,

DRIING
II1MBO SIZE
Holgist
S -ft. Colder
sire 10004

our everyday

Iwo discount

pries 1133

Protects against

88

PICNIC SPECIAL

SIZES 1-3, 3-6X

SAVE MI
EXTRA

SAVE 52%!

ROMPERS

sun and

green'
outdoor living.
dining. Toy willow
Bug -free
Adjustable
for
cooking,
cotton).
rain. Ideal
to rest on
tent twill j100%
center pole
and yellow
aluminum
spring button
picnic table or ground.

,"'

1 piece

CMIO?

3.111

COMPLETE SELECTION

OF

STYROFOAMPLATES

AND CUPS

20 piece set
20

GRIN

GAIN

YOUR
CHOICE

IRONSTONE

1/4,

NW

compare

foam cups for
Pack of 50! 7 ounce
hot or cold drinks.
plates.
Pack of 12! 9" round dinner
Beautifully designed.
compartPack of 10! Rectangular

DINNERWARE

CAN

88

GARBAGE

5 PIECE COMPLETER SET

ment dinner plates.

Astrocot

ti

elsewhere at 79c each

Porascokuopf.15! 6 -ounce

50

bowl for dessert

HI -LO FASHION

SCULPTURED
SCATTER RUGS
100% cotton!
Latex non-skid

Machine washable!
back! Fashion colors

for any
to choose from! Perfect
room in the house!

Compare elsewhere

`Steel -wall ,

10"x20" double

19 inch 3 Hp

Pool

Hibachi

Power

slit

SAVE 47%11:,
gm.

MLISM_IMLV..

). RELAX OUTDOORS,

-a

# P-66

------SAVE '1
t ---

low OSMIUM

HAMMOCK

00 219

our evollarl
Sisle hondIasi
Tight fit covert ate 0(411
corrugd
Durable

.,,.

,

Charcoal

I
I

20 lb bog

Birquets

12 FT. X 36",
INCLUDES FILTER

AND LADDER.

$9.00

99c
ROLLING MEADOWS

1015 E. CHICAGO ST. - RT. 19

GREAT FOR INDOOR AND
OUTDOOR COOKING
BLACK, AVACADO, RED

6.88
ADDISON
280 WEST NORTH AVE.

Mower

FOUR POSITION THROTTLE
CRANK SHAFT GUARANTEED
2 CYCLE ENGINE
5 YEAR

29.99
DAILY 10-10,
SUNDAY 10-B

Yv

SAVE 40%-50%

71 Piece

Boxed 7 pc.

long culotte

UNIFORMS!

LOUNGEWEAR

MELMAC

GLASS

SET

3.78 to 8.28

z

(INCLUDING PITCHER)

Special Clearance!

Priced Extra Low!

ATM

Dacrone polyester nylon knit jerseys! Uniforms that do the job with fashion flair!
Sheaths! Shifts! Skimmers! Drip
dry, need no ironing! In white
NWip,,.. and colors too! Sizes'

.Fotton and denim prints! Acetate jersey! Double knit
jerseys! Horton acetate crepes! Wide leg! Sleeve
and sleeveless! Mandarin and cowl necks!

12.00

1.38

ass

66466

fnirolimselsewheree

BEVERAGE SET

LADIES'

Sailor collars! Zip front and back!
;. Belted' Unbelted! Wet look!
Choice of colon! Sizes

misses.

S -M -L

714

SAVI 'GS

IT'

-

1

II

ME 11111111111111 TOR EIGHT TO

LIMIT QUANTITIES

LOOK
WHAT
is

,SAVE 50%!] MISSES'
never -iron cotton gowns

SAVE

to 49%

compare
elsewhere
at LOS

$1.-.

WILL BUY!
lit.k

$1

Easy -care! So cool! 4 shift styles to
choose from. Dainty embroideries
and ribbon beading trims! Choice
of pastels, S -M -L.
ed

ty

r

CLEARANCE SALES

f

GIRLS' DENIM SLACKS
No iron! Nylon/cotton denim! Solid

FIN

pastels! Sizes 3 to 6x, 7 fo 14.

GIRLS' DRESSES
YOUR CHOICE

cotton or sher mu lti

french cuff! Flip tie! In
Summer printse!
lend
Choose wide leg pants!
denim! 32-38.
color floral!
acetate! Tuff, tidy cotton
duck! Woven

Long sleeve

PRESS
PERMANENT
GIRLS'
SNORT SETS
JAMAICA
print belts.

$

77

Sleeveless! Rayon linen! Cotton!

Rayon acetate! Made to sell for
much more in our own stock.

solid .to
Print tops! Reversible headbands! Choice
Come with matching

GIRLS' BATHING SUITS $
I and 2 piece! Solid or multi prints!
Checks' 4 f o 6x, 8 to 14.

colors! Sizes

7 to 14.

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT -or DRESS SHIRTS

-

SAVE

33%!

FOR

compare elsewhere at 2.50 each
Permanent press sport shirts: polyester, combed
cotton! Regular collar solid colon! fields! Sixes
141/2-17, S -M -L -XL Dress shirts: polyester;

'combed cotton broadcloths, nylon tricot!
Regular 'collar! White! Colors! Stripes!
Sizes 141/2-17.

MER DR SS CLEARANCE!
snap up the values and save!

'5 '6 $7

GIANT CLEARAWAY!!
.

I

BOYS' SPECIAL BUYS!
I

YOUR

CHOICE

Stock up now while they last! Treat yourself to a summer wardrobe that
shouts fashion in every line! Fabrics! Colors! Walk away with Dacron®polyester sheers, rayon linens, cottons all done up in pretty prints, dots, solids.

vr T
FOR

NILfi.

VALUES TO 2.441 SAVE 401
SW IM WEAR:All styles! Choice of colors! Solids!

MEN'S -OUTERWEAR

Stripes! Latex nylon boxers! Inner -support!
Sizes S -M -L.

KNIT, SPORT and TURTLENECK SHIRTS:
Wealth of colon! Conon terry knit shirts! Short

Your favorite shifts, too!. In jr. petite - jr. misses sizes.

,

66

sleeve! Solids, Stripes! Plaids! Sixes 6-16,,

CLEARANCE!

AO"

our regular everyday
low discount price
3.33 to 13.97

press golf jackets! Tackjacket! Permanent
100% nylon,
Nylon boating
nylon tricots!
coats!
Laminated
le twill car

WALK SHORTS: Plaid or solid! Polyester and
combed cotton! Permanent press! Ivy or fastack models! Poplin! Twills! Woven plaids!

vinyl.

Ladies sleeveless

Shirts
SIZES 32-40

99c
FIRST URI,
TitNN &0111111111T,
[1,181:811E

NM IT

AMI 11111111

11011111S PUBS ARE 1100111111

Ladies 2 pc
O.

Jamaica
Sets
SIZES 10-18
2 PAIRS

2/3.00

Girls 2 pc

Men's tow -cut

Womens

ladiesitien's,Children's

Jamaica
Sets

Oxfords

Tennis
Sneakers

Rubber
Thongs

SIZES 3-6X

PAIR

,

1.00

SIZES 6. T 21/2

2.00

PAIR

96c

crossband
clear-mm.0n_
family footwear scuff casual
VALVES

O! TO

999

Men's, Women's, Boys' and
Girls'. Super selection! Lots

PAIR

18c

1 55

of styles to choose from.

Bow beauty of Smooth vinyl
with softly cushioned inner-

Variety of materials! Colors!

-sole. Sizes to 10 in choice

Sizes! Our lowest prices evert

colon!

ELGIN, ILL.

ROLLING MEADOWS

ADDISON

DAILY 10-10'

1015 E. CHICAGO ST. - RT. 19

KIRCHOFF RD. & MEADOW DR.

280 WES] NORTH AVE.

SUNDAY 10-6

_

t nursnay, July so, 190,

Page In

Air Conditioning
35
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques
20
Auction Sales
109
Aviation

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks

Office Furniture-Devices.. 56

23

Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women .
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings-

24

14

Personals

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91
Real Estate -

8

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women
Equipment Rentals
Farms
Florists
Funeral Directors

69

Child Care

3
Cemeteries & Lots
..'..10
Coins - Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44

Employment

Rd., Arl. Hts., Ill.

Nursery Schools -

17
9

Business Services

94
88
96

Loans Mortgages
.Real Estate -Vacant
Recil Estote-Wanted

.

Situations Wanted-Men...91
Situations Wanted Women
Sporting Goods
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished

2

22
48
74
78

27

To Rent Houses

26

To Rent Miscellaneous.. . 81
To Rent Resort Properties. 79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . 77

47

Travel
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy

Industrial Property
83

(To Rent)

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping

5
15

Palotine area.
3584699

Beginners.

len Hts. Reward. 437.4149.
One bicycle. Found in vicinity
of Virginia Terrace. Please
describe. 259-1765

BARON'S

LOST:

ALL BLACK CAT WITH

organ

Piano or
Course 6 weeks, $10.00

Arl. tits. 392.7726

REVERS MASONRY

537 1244 or 4373160

14Personals
Southern

III.
1st

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

RELIABLE MQTHER WILL BABYSIl

Arlington Heights area
392.0592

WANT AD
IN THE

11.

DAY..."

JR. ACCT.

$600 to $700 No Fee
.Any college accounting, plus
desire to continue, will
get you this one. Employer will
the

pick up the tab for schooling

and completely train you in
all general and cost accounting functions. Coll Dennis
Miller at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect.

!-SYSTEMS ANALYST
$12,000 to $15,000

Electronic

Audio Cgmmunications
Trainee
$145 - $165 WK.

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in
the Audio Communications
areas. No previous exp.

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
'Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

hunt.

Alterations

73,5.0348

Electrical Contractor

Hemming &
Alterations
4391331.

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

dig Id

FOR CUSTOM FITTING IN
THE PENNTRICH BRA

Call Charlene

Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. II Thum to 9
for Mr. Richard

.45 types J. 'kepi..

W011t, air cond.; out
lets; yard lights: garages wired
etc. 253-4792

CREATIVARTE

Fencing

X -CELL FENCE

SERVICE

All types of fencing: Cheinlink.
Redwood,

Stockade,

Wrought

Ryas. L rnetilous- Teacher.

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Steel
*Colors
Privacy
Aluminum

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

CALL 297-2266

255-7200

Interior IL EXMII0I Pointing
Fee estirnaist3.5333966 alt. 3 pm.

Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

439-4454

Carpets,
Gunn. REASONABLE'
Walls,

CAII JIM

R. Pion*

...-

NORTHWEST FLOOR CARE

Seamless Floor Coverings Never

needs waxingore sonitory L

On all blacktop work at work. repels din L germs

Call 774-3394
Doily 9.5 for Free estimate

PHONE' SERVICE 24 HRS. A DAY,
7 DAYS A WEEK. 967-5340

Willyftleasurrekee tend.
Custom refinishing. bums L
,Scratches Removed. Repairs L
IL 5-4545
1.11100.

Driveways, Parking Areas Ratio
face Concrete L Blacktop Seat.
Ing L Repairing

FURNITURE REFINISHING IL

NOW TAKING ORDERS

RE.

PAIRING, 107 E. Prospect Ave.
392.91151, call after 3

CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE

2974257

Carpentry -Remodeling

General Hauling

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS
COF14.141M WorluTile Floors

RICK'S DECORATINO

Wheeling, M.

Decorating I Remodeling

_695.9212
Professional Painting done for
less money by exp. college
students. Free estimotes.
Interior I Exterior. CL 3-6604

ROLAN1) E. JOHNSON
PAINTINGS DECORATING
Conscientious workmanship
Reosonable prices

620 Pedals Most lawns
All Crocks Repaint'
ond
exterior
Wallpopering
pointing. All work guaronned

Coll 392.4750

Pomading

NO JOB TOO SMALL
Hating, electrical. plumbing.
mmiry,
439411114

carpentry IL General Contract.
Ina. We are not big but we give
big service: Dormers, Additions,
Garages & General Remodeling.,

HANDYMAN cm do your pealliNG
Interior L exterior, CARPENTRY,

Concrete work included. For Free
Estirriate.call 296-6250
PLUMBING or what how yea.
Custom Homes , Room Additions, Roos. Call Pete. 4374401
Garages, Basement S. Kitchens.,
cos chuck 259.4301.
Janitorial 5ervice

_.231-90311

NO JOB TOO BIG

2 young men with tractor dedre
lawn moinnnonce jobs. Coll
CARPET L FURN. shomptaing, 25541800 or 255-6295
Vs price withis ad. Installations4
PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT
washing,.
wall
mach.
tinting,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low' 7 yards for S21. Hall loads a
writable. 35133411.
Priced. Des Pt Sen. 2964165.

Carpet Cleaning

CHUCK JONES LANOSCANNO
Phone 537.1411
Planting & Design

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
corpel

Trin&nImiazratmoilising

Cement Work

Ni types -oil season or recall.
only. Cat Cooperative Enter
'prises. 223-0352, If no onswet

PATIOS; driveways,

garage
floors, spans. sidewalks. Free els
!Imam. Call anytime.
764-1943

3910763
11/01111T1UZED MACK SOK
Pulverised weed free.

APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Paws. Sidewalk.

Ideal for tune loam, Boma

Flee, Licensed. Loaded. Irian
e d. 1234342, 295.491

.

P0.109, Sidewalks, R.

bode & top dressing.
Big a Yd. Load 325.00
Big 4 Yd. toed S15.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Foundotions
Prompt Seryke Free Estimate

Licensed, inZtred,I isseeiel
30 years In businees
'

-

CAU 766-5014
- -

IKANZLER BROTHERS
NO. and driveway& -

sidewalks and steps.
Garage Ikon /1. foundations.
Ne lob too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt maks, free estimates.

V7-390/

.5e a geed gib, priced right.
Call new for a frog millnoto.
...sc.... with every complete

erstb

sss-toto`

KEY TILE CO.

Dog Grooming
210.2570

Day Want Ads
Sell Things FasterFaster

CLEANING. SOc per window.

2964450

MORE

& INMOOKLIND

Ceilings. and. I patching.
No lob too arnalL
52.4-7510

oa047PAAN

Radio -TV Repair
IV SERVICE L REPAIR
Reasonable Rases
CALL ED, 3E415359

Pmiers

1110441

REPAIRP1 REMODELING

No.hLP Part WYE! or Jso tom

30%V1-312"Adt

Lawns seeded
WE DELIVER SOD

After San

We have the equip. to handle
rqThing from the senolleet

pet -

se lob to the largest font.
mprclal lob. 419.7771'

to S900.

Jr. Draftsman
$8000
Customer Service
$650
3 Accountants. . . .510.518,000

Q.C. Inspector Supv .$10,000
TOP $
5 Programmers
OPEN
3 Computer Opers
Flexogrophic Press. .-$5.25 hr.
Civil Eng..III
$13,000
4 Prqd. Foremen. .$8,-$12,000
Exp'd Cost Man
$700
3 Sales Trainees.. -.$650 $750
2 Purchasing Men.. .to $11,000

'

Need HAM.

:Advertise with 0,4
Want Ads

time. Salary open. No phone
interviews. Call for oppt.
'297-2020 or apply 730 Center
St., Des Plaines.

salesperson. We
have an opening for an ogressive, mature salesperson. Unlim
ited opportunity. All the buyers
you can handle. You will have
your oWn desk in our modern
office. Call for appointment and
see for yourself. Ask for Lee Min.
nick, 827-1117. double m, inc.
Realtors, 650 Graceland Ave.,'
Real

estate

Des Plaines.

*Mon with car or truck wanted
to work from 4 a.m. to 7 a.m.,
Monday thru Saturday. Permanent part.lime position. CALL

Arlington Hts., III. 60005

TOOL & DIE

APPLY OPERATIONS OFFICE,

BUTLER

SHEETS INC.
died

4 W. Miner

392-6100
DesPlainesO'Hare area
local phone 825-7117

PLANT
MAINTENANCE
WITH OR WITHOUT

START AT

DRAFTSMAN

MFG. CORP.
s

Should have minimum of

Internal Auditor
To conduct an in-house
oper-

ational audit of our local
subsidiaries.

school training. Your future op-

portunity can include that of
to Foreman of a
15 -man crew. New plant, imNoR
fee.
mediate hirARKEing.

moving

P
117 So. Emerson

Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits.

CALL

2

years experience in this field.
Selected individual will work
with our engineering department in the field of electronic
hardware translating creative
ideas into new products. Salary commensurate with individ-

Anocute

ual.

ENGINEERING COMPANY

392-3500

Occasional travel, degree, plus several years
related experience and

manufacturing

ex-

METHODE

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rood (Nr. Euclid)

Rolling Meadows

EXPERIENCED

For more information

- -- MECHANICS
New facilities, excellent work
ing conditions, full company

CALL E MOHR

-

JOIN THE FRIENDLY

In confidence

pension

Miss Gaffke

437-5400

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

272-1000

GROUP AT PURE OIL

APPLY TO MR. ORTH

LADENDORF

MOTORS, INC.
1628 RAND ROAD
DES PLAINES.

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook

AUDITORS
Either recent college graduates or individudls with one to five years auditing
experience would be ideal candidates. Some traveling involved.

experience

you can now start at $4 hr. If
you've had some good trade

and final inspection.
The employee we seek will have experience with
precision instruments and gauges, preferably
with mechanical and electrical background.

Expansion of our product line
has created an excellent opportunity for a draftsman familiar with Mechanical and
Electro-Mechanical products.

posure.

including

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process

O'Hare Field

METHODE

MOTOR SERVICE

benefits,
plan.

We are a growing manufacturer of Electra

AVIATION

DESIGN

financial and

Des Plaines, Ill.
MR. ERBER
827.8861

INSPECTOR

686-7005

repair and mainte-

city & suburbs. Steady employ-

2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

ing aviation industry.

fool and die maker. Work con-

392-3500

-

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

Challenging positions offering

We are a leading manufacturer in the field of electromechanical products with art
opening for an experienced

Part Time, Nights, & Weekends
Must be 21

Employment Mgr. 59,414,000

previous

Line ServicemenAuto Mechanic
A & E Mechanic
Dispatcher

DRUG STORE CLERK

NIEDERT

(Responsible young men to learn a good trade)

* Shipping and Receiving Clerk

full benefits in rapidly grow-

.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

-

Machinist Trainees

537.6100

392-1830

apply.

Inspector

/Wheeling, Ill.

MT..PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

ment. Experienced only need

I.D. & O.D. Grinder

Machine Fabrication and Assembly

5714 Wheeling Rd.

responsibilities.

of

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

GENERAL

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS,
INC.
217 S. Arlington Hts, Rd.

sists

With Expanding Machine Shop

BLOWER DIVISION

Please send resume in complete confidence to:

.

Wanted For Permanent Positions

ILG Industries Inc.

sion in a position of ever in-

Skokie

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CONTACT FRED DRECHSEL

for negotiations of all purchasing by our company. You
will work with little supervicreasing

7770' Frontage Rd.

fund.

have a good working knowledge of total material control and will be responsible

nonce on high speed progressive dies" along will; jig and
Air-condibuilding.
fixture
tioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.

LWarehouse & Stock -.5100.5140

1969 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

FURNITURE FINISHER
Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home
TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

255-8400

ARE HAPPY
ABOUTIHE

*Oar'

150 W. Rand Road

Mt. Prospect

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

ELECTRICIAN
Individual would perform Electrical Maintenance work in Pure Oil building.

TABULATING MACHINE TRAINEES
Positions open on 2nd shift for individuals interested in being trained to
operate Tabulating equipment in our Data Processing department.

FIRE DEPARTMENT

APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED
For paid firemen and paid on call firemen for the new deport.
ment opening approximately in October. Salary scale commensurate with ability and experience. Fringe benefits and
excellent advancement opportunity.

MAIL CLERK
Busy department needs individual for mail clerk position. Will learn to operate various mailing machines.

Interested Persons Please -Contact:

be area Sales Mgr. within 3

FIRE CHIEF, DALE MOORE

years. High School is enough.
Wear a business suit for interview. Oh yes free smokes, of
coursel. Ask Steve Pace at
394-1000, HALLMARK PERSONNEL 800 E. Northwest
Hwf., Mt. Prospect.-

NORTH MAINE FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT

9301 Potter Road
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

TOOL ROOM OPPORTUNITIES

.EX-G.I.s

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Who Don't
Want

TOOL ROOM MACHINISTS

ACCOUNTANTS
General Accounting Department is seeking accountants with approximately
1 to 3 years accounting experience.

available for

Desk Jobs
$725 Month -No Fee
4- Car -I- Expenses

;Papal,' killif11041111111)9..

L . decorative

is a permanent job opening, full

DRIVERS

PEOPLE

2534222
VFW PIASTIAING

kid

.

Tuning -Repairing

Wed Nene Wanted
Ned Willierne
31241117

TV shaded

,

MU 34400

DAN ICIITSH

Medan Blue Sod
Stott Windsor Sad

MECHANICALLY INCLINED

Mature, mechanically inclined
mon for inside service work. This

Tractor & Trailer. Must know

No experience necessary. Pro
tected territory - just keep your
customers stocked up. No travno night work. '6 day
eling
week. Do the job and you may

Piano Tunhira-SorvIcs

, A-1 LANDSCAPING

...Evergreens

AND MORE

Haw Trowel WILE Trawl
Smell Jeles My Specially
Drywell Repairs

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296.6709

ask for Mr. Tee

SUBURBAN -FREE

$135 Wk. NO FEE

$6.00 CL 3-2236 er CL 3-35E4

M week gvaranteed. No gob ton
big or small fret estimates.

All

Special Hiring

SALES

your horse. Permaneor waves

Installed Roatininp L Grading.

day.

Rolling Meadows

CIGARETTE

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

COMPLETE

pay

is

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)

TRAINEE

Permanent waves given In you
home by licensed specialist.

Mattering

day

Northwest' suburbs open. Red
hot item. Call 9-5pm. 774-3394,

Ad # A 121

WALLEN-FINE. FURNITURE CO.

Permanent Waves

...

time. Earn $40 to $60 per day,

Mt. Prospect

3y2-099-

LANDSCAPING

POODLE a -SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

WINDOW

AMERICAN PAINTING'

Sod - Evergreens Shflkm Trees

TO., Slate, Quarry, Marble

Rovs1.4

253-8551

your gutters.

SUPPLY CO.

.Ceramic Tile

exterior palm lob we

will clean and tar Inside of

mum of 2 years experience in
electromechanical industrial
purchasing. Individual must

143 W. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect

25314604 -

Without

Window Washing
PROFESSIONAL

We seek a man with a mini-

Men wanted part time or full

$4.00 Hr.+ O.T.

Free Eanroota
PicIPDp L Delivery

HOUSE

RANI

LAWN CARE

KAN.4111 [DOW -

RECOVERED

0120W WITH US

after 9:30 p.m. 824.7226.

CL 3-9407

Allstate.

DRAFTSMAN

BUYER

6.m.
927.6908

interview call JIM IREY 673.6690 ext. 264.

Excellent opportunity for the
man with his eye to the future.
Immediate opening for ag
gressive man in our drafting
department. Must have some
drafting background. Qualified applicant will be trained.
'Good starting salary with periodic increases. Company paid
benefits, including tuition re-

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
255-5350

Need a mid -teen youth to help
with yarq, work, I -day a wk. in
the Des Plaines Villa area. Pls.
phone before 11:30 a.m, or

every

Wolf & Euclid, Mt. Prospect

DANA -

OW

Sat. & Sun. from 8 a.m. to 11

Accelerated growth of our Commercial lines require immediRio expansion of Loss Prevention Unit. Successful applicant
will be experienced and capable of developing total Loss
Control Programs for industrial clients. Continued planned
expansion assures you of future promotion opportunities.
Excellent Salary merit program and total Benefit Package
including famous Sears Profit Sharing. To arrange a personal

SUBURBAN
STANDARD

3rd Shift
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.

Needed - experienced working
foreman familiar with all
phases of injection molding
in growing company. Good
pay - benefits.

Needed for store cleaning
Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.

LOSS CONTROL
REPRESENTATIVE

Foreman

Mt. Prospect

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

PAINTING

Landscaping

FREE ESTIMATES

1110,41 392.52011

Cement Contractors

-

bINETIE CHAIRS

JANITORIAL SERVICE

Carpentry L Cement Work

FREE with
cleaning. 296.1450

Upholstery

CL 970495

414.41112_

CLEANING

259.9440
651 Parson
Des Plaines
.299-0119

Plastic Injection

117 So. Emerson

Arl.

Interior and exterior residential
'work. Small shop. Mostly
North and Northwest suburbs.

Full or Part time
Experience preferred

Julian Pharmacy

AAMCO

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

prke3FREE *serum.

.no .mm11.7464034

PARKER

3 Generations

Offices. S., Buildings. Rees.

remodeling 5 addles-- No latis

tech,

Plastic Foreman

LIQUORS

school

training opens the door to this
above overage career opportunity. For further information
see or call:

TRANSMISSIONS
030 W. NW. Hwy. '
Ad. Hes

Lausitz Jensen

.

Call "the resr than -call 'THE
LEST" fo9 eiaert carpentry,

Any military or

Looking for a Change?

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

JANITORS
Evening hours 5 P.M. to 1:30 A.M. No prior experience necessary.

on our evening shift

WE OFFER: * GOOD PAY *

Lin

PROFIT

SHARING * RETIREMENT INSURANCE
PROGRAM* EXCELLENT JOB SECURITY

Work on your own as a specla..

We are well known in our industry. It will pay you
well to investigate.

investigary tor the legal de:
partment of this malor casualty company. Advancement

CALL R. J. NELSON AT 763-1200
OR APPLY

Puri) Oil Division

Unior:011 Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine; Illinois 60067
" Telephone (312) 529-7700

unlimited. Call:

PARKER
117 So. Emerson'

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

ex-

empt. Auto allowance. Phone M.
Horka, 259-8010.

PART TIME MEN

MT. PROSPECT

L. Clark

MOLDED PRODUCTS

24 -Help Waded Men

anywhere.

found

Transmission Service

Fully Insured.

Horne Maintenance

ALLZHICAGO DRYWALL

engineers

Tile

Preatrirriane edSewinsiti
sr
392.3150
Cl. 3-3991
' DICK'S TILE SERVICE
Walls and Floors
Interior L Exterior Painting. All
Remodeling and Repairs
top quality work Reasonable
Pill ESTIMATES
137.1093
rotas 6730009,
Interior and Exterior pointing at

Free estimate.
392.1542

Your Home or Office
1092. Main, Mt. Prospect

NO JOB TOO SMALL
5374122
PM attire*.

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear

Cl 9-0049 Tues.. I Wed. eves.

Sth summer In exterior pointing.
Quality work, reasonoble prices,
excellent references. luny in

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

rooms. kitchen remodeling.

Tailoring

pointing,

exterior

NEW WAY PAINTING

Heating Aids

RcreatIon rooms, powder

saws. Riders L LAWN MOWERS
also SHARPENED. 1339443

437.9214
2 College Students beginning

0. 54232

Call for Estimate

359-1906
Ridge Home Imprommona

Outboards, mini -bikes, chalts

free estimates

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Remodeling Additions

"Small Engine Repair"'

Its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

Furniture Refinishing

AJ. WORTON
BLACKTOP PAVING

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

panting & tiling. a 3-1 I 111

32293.329e12.1I

fully guaranteed. all modern.
estimates.
FREE
equipment.

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

WALL PAPERING

Average Room. Sanded, Seale°

5LACATOP SERVICE

971 0675

'

George Klein 392-0603

&Wend Neer Servie="

pring Special 30%Oft

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

Floors,

Palestine& Decoeatieg
and Wall Washing

Interior L

Floors

Blacktopping

117.50 per section plus fabric

.I do pointing, inside and aut.

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hrs. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

ON ALL LABOR 11530 per choir plus fabric,
52430 per solo plus labrk.

mote call 392-6604

GUARANTEED WORKII

STA-RITE FENCE CO:

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF

Interior I. exithior. For FREE esti.

side.

sist of in -plant seminars and
on-the-job training with some
of the best electronics'

SLIP COVERS

Inst. Brick, block atone, concrete,
waterproofing,
PlofterIng,
foundations, patios. Call days
piiihts 9561000.

iron. 647-0220

Financing-

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

MASONRY
Horne inprovements L female

Painting -Decorating

& IRON CO.

Serving the commercial an
needs at Northwest subsu.
ban business for:
Advertising Layout Z. An
Spot Mu motions
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.
Contact Dick Westgard

needed. Your training w111 con-

Slip Covers

01.3.6444

Liedtke'

Dormen

wren

Mick LL Mammy

Electrical Wiork

9 3517

reKitchens

Bassiments eGarages
*Rm. Additions Fences
Fully Insured &Guaranteed
CL 3-4300
Mt. Prospect
Choice of Finance Plans

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Art Service

Custom Remodeling

392 0213

Chimneys Repaired, Rebulh
Also Roof Repairing
027-4437
EDMOND GRAY

Call Bob CL 9.0641
100 MY OWN WORK

p

HINES LUMBER CO.

Masonry

.

Alterations and general .roving,
plu

Linger's'.

and resort clothes designed to
order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alteralions. Naar Rand.

1

Remodeling & Supplies

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

territory. Must be service

CL 3-9407

L Clark

CL 9-3637

,

Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to

food machinery. North Suburban

2 PAINTERS

1625 E. Algdnquin
439-7010

SERVICE

'SALES Trainee. Growth opisor:
tunity. Trainee or experienced
for leading manufacturer of

work. Small shop. Mostly.
North and Northwest suburbs.

Engineering Co:

lems the customer might have.
Excellent] growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

298,6196

Looking for a Change?

Evenings and/or weekend

Great Lakes
Runway &

CUSTOMER

.

Interior and exterior residential

working.

Benefits. Excellent
conditions.

pect.

BOY 14 WANTS SUMMER WORK.
: DES PLAINES AREA

22 -Situations Warted -Women

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

E.

Exp srienced or will teach. Full

Northwest Hwy., Mt: Pros.

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any prob-

ties. 381-5260.

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200

I ;CALL 4334195 ei 2354532
-..n
Heating A NC send,
..-

time with plenty of overtime.

71-Sidrations Warded -Men

posure to 360 clinches it. Head
up new department. Excellent
firm. Call Ron Halda at
394.'1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

1

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity

NO FEE

No Fee
Systems background and ex-

styling. Formals,

Clerk

$145 to $165 To Start

NI types, Free Estimates

Service Directory

Dressmaking -Sewing

Fabricator

WANTED: Baritone horn teacher
for 11 yr, old. Has had 1 yr.
school training -824.1313.
17 -Business Services

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rates
Free Estimates

$650 No Fee

827.6603

I/2 A TAIL, Vic. of Berkely Square,

BUSINESS

Air Conditioning.

PART TIME

for R&D Dept. Call LarrOKriete
at 394.1000, HALLMARK, 800

-$1.1MMER SPECIAL

Min. Schnouter M. ARe.
silver grey, "Sparky"; vic. Hat-

102
92
42
82

Wanted To Rent

90
50

Piano leengt.

.

Lash

73
76

,Apartments

Furniture....

13 -Lost and Found

TOY
BLACK
FOUND: ' TOY
POODLE, male, vic. Mt. Prospect
Country Club. CL 3 3807

University, Carbondale.
quarter '69. Wants personal at
tendant to assist handicapped
student with daily living pctivi

Housekeeping
Rummbge & Garage Sale..31

1

Metal

15-insiruato

Student entering

Rooms -Board -

25
57
93

10 TECHNICIANS

Box 1202, 217 S. Arlington

Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lest and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes.. ,
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

107
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Trailers & Campers 103
112
Automobiles For Sole
Automobiles Wanted. . 101
Boats and
37
Marine Supplies
38
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities. . 66

2 PAINTERS

tAAA 1 Hearing Air Repair Sery
4 lots (6 graves ea.) Ridgewood ice on all makes. free loaner,
Cemetery for sale, reas. Apply Rental plan. 392475Q
Hts.

CLASSIFIED INDEX

24 -Help Wanted Mu

24 -Help Wanted Moe

244ielp Waited Mee'

24 -Help Wanted Men

23TiIlployoleat AgeocksMale

14Personals

MINO/dinfd
MOON Of INDIAN BEAD WC.

5353 W. Armstrong '(near Elston es Central)

-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

24 -Help Wanted Men

WANTED
SALESMAN
FULL OR PART TIME

LIFE UNDERWRITER
Continued rapid growth of the ALLSTATE LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY has created this expansion opportunity in our
Illinois Regional Office. Put ydur experience to'Svork and enjoy
job satisfaction and security available only through an industry
leader Excellent Starting Salary range and total Benefit
Package including famous Sears Profit Sharing. To arrange a
personal interview call JIM IREY 673-6690 ext. '264.

for toy firm that'll promote you
to all bookkeeping duties. $95

To establiSh own credit brokerage business. No investment. To
help get started we guarantee

$150 weekly to man meeting
our requirements. Age no barrier. Write: Manager, Box 700,

phone

An Equal Opportunity Employer

259.9550

MACHINISTS
MACHINE OPERATORS
(PRESS BRAKE --PUNCH PRESS)

Permanent lob openings available immediately
with this leader in the Manufacturing of Industrial and Institutional Conveyor Systems:
Day Shift 7 A.M.-3:30 P.M.

ing, juit pleasant, public relaapproach. Excellent suburban location. The
showroom is lovely. Good perappearance qualify. Free.
Miss Paige

BARTENDER

Franklin Park, Ill.

Apply

AUTO PROPERTY ADJUSTER
Do you have Auto Body Repair Estimating Experience' If so, you may qualify as an adjuster

Barrington Hunt
Table Restaurant

of auto and homeowners losses. All -State will add

405W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington

your experience with training designed to
make you a qualified investigator and adjuster
of losses Liberal salary and benefit program
including Sears profit sharing plan. Company car
provided Opportunity for advancement.
Applicants should be high school- grads, college
preferred

FOR AN INTERVIEW, CALL OR WRITE:
L.W. ADKINS

L
ti

300 S

TOP EARNINGS!
PERMANENT WORK!.

steady, ambitious

We need
men, with the ability to think

ALL -STATE

work in

for themselves, for permanent

McLean Blvd.

. Elgin, Ill.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

COMMERICAL
PROGRAMMERS

our new warehouse.Lots

of room for advancement!
Excellent starting siitlaries and
merit increases!

Full line of company benefits:
Profit Shoring Plan, paid flInr.
Cross & Blue Shield, paid Life
Insurance, paid vacation and
Call NOW for a personal inter.

have two IBM 360/30 (16k) tape oriented computers

411011.
1250 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village
439-8580

We are expanding our programming staff and
are looking for experienced programmers to
work on commercial applications. We would'

Mt. Prospect
253 6600

and you'll work with a conMiss Paige

ASSIST YOUNG
DENTIST AS

MAIN LOBBY
$550

the W. suburban
area. This fine, young dentist
will completely train you. His
office is lovely, with the latest
in dental technology and he is
quite busy. You'll greet everyone, help them reran, then direct them to the dental chair.
Very high starting salary, with
a substantial raise after short

This large busy company needs
an attractive girl to handle

training period. Free.

AMY
switchboard.
console
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy, Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

Located

in

Miss Paige

their reception desk. Will greet
visitors, salesmen, executives
and direct them to the proper
offices or managers. Lovely
new offices located in the
O'Hare area. Good company
6enefits including profit shar-

ing. Light typing, will train on

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

CHILDREN

966.0700

Dempster

RECEPTION

Airline 9-5--$550
Aid Manager of International
Private Airline.
groups, parties

Handle tour
& convention

groups who desire flights. Hectick, fun, the day flies - you too.

Country Club --$541
public

contact

job

STRAIGHT
RECEPTION

DENTAL CLINIC
This well.known clinic is like a
training place for young dentists

right out of school they come
'here to work, get experience be
fore opening their own practice.
You'll be their front desk recep
tionist. Greet patients, answer
phones, set appts., type bills,
keep reception area running

bership records,

in

accept pay-

ments; help plan parties, greet
club members.

Ford Employment
MOUNT PROSPECT
437-509C
MORTON GROVE
YO 5-240C
5945 Dempster
O'HARE
9420 Foster at River 992-2111

1720 Algonquin

DOCTOR'S

-

$525-$550 MONTH
You'll be seated

in

the front

200 E. Golf Rd.

tr

-

Palatine

529-7700
4

An Equal Opportunity Employer

are

9-5, no Sats. or eves. and age
is open. No medical experience

is needed and in addition to
excellent starting salary, there
is a significant raise after
short training period. Free.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966-0700
Dempster
6028
26-HelnWanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

IVY

SP 4 8585
297 3535

?

PEOPLE

MAKE

No typing necessary. Posting,
inventory control and a variety
of other duties, Pleasant work.
ing atmosphere in a new office
building. Many company belle
fits. Nice friendly people. AMY
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

THE

Exec. Secretary

DIFFERENCE

To work for president.

AT
BRUNING

Light shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Small congenial office.
Age and salary open.

holmes & assoc.

GIRL FRIDAY

Upper
Level
392.2700
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939-4866

We are in immediate need of a girl with good
typing and shorthand skills to act as secretary in
our Engineering Department.

We offer you pleasant surroundings, paid vaca-

tion first year, finest fringe benefits, and good
starting salary.
CALL Miss Gaff ke

437-5400

nocuf

IND. ENG.
TOOL DESIGN

PROJ. ENG.
DESIGNER

DRAFTSMAN

hustle -bustle of this all public
contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome & scot
comfortable 'til
ready. Arrange appts. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doc.
tor. Type bills, few letters.
Experience NOT NECESSARY!
Doctor will train you to his
way of doing things. A friendly
manner is what Inc wants
he'll teoch you everything else.

7:45 TO 4:15 P.M.
TUES. EVENINGS
0

TILL 8 P.M.

0] BRUNING
1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD MT. PROSPECT

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Gal Friday who will also handle

3930 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Park, Ill.

Want to Sell..Buy..Rent?
Use the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads
Prospect Hts-New Home

2375 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

avail. July 1,
manager CL 5-6175.

74 -To Rent Apartments

1.

I

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

MT. PROSPECT

Timber Lake Village

rentals

COMMERICAL OFFICE SPACE 5

offices, 1700 sq. ft. Central air
cond'g. 965 Rand Rid., (Nr. Golf)
Des Plaines. 824-0822.

1444 S. Busse

ROBERT A. CAGANN
& ASSOCIATES

259 0055 or 253-0925

439-4100

distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253 6300

Owner must sacrifice 8 rm, 4
bdrm, 21/2 B, Tri-level. See to appreciate. $41,900 no reas. bid
refused. 296-5708
Wauconda, 50' Bangs Lake fron-

tage, yr. round 2 bedrrn. home,
alum. siding, by., light carpeted
L.R. garage, scenic, trees, low
taxes, low 520's. 576-2888.
_
Arl. Hts. Scarsdale, 3 bdrm. brk.
Colonial, 2 frplcs, screen porch,
att'd gar, $44,500. 259-5132

76 -To Rent Houses

ELK GROVE 4 bdrm. ranch,
baths, lg.

L.R.,

D.R.,

S., 1/2

Prospect Hts. Open House. 11/2
yr. old 3 bdrm. bi.level face

PALATINE

$300 per month.

-PRIVATE LAKE

'Recreation Bldg.
-Outdoor Darb-ques

Realty

434 E. NW Hwy.,
Palatine
r'

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

2

ARLINGTON

HEIGHTS

$38,500

4 bedroom bi-level. 2 baths. Carpeting and
drapes. hardwood floors in bedrooms. Family
room with fireplace. Full basement. MANY EXTRAS! Jalousie enclosed breezVvay, 25 x 15. Over-

sided

ranch with 11,', cur garage.
Gas forced air heat. $18,500
with $800 down.

BRADSHAW
658-5661
646 S. Main, Algonquin

wooded honiesite

estb'd, above average sec.

in
of.

Wood Dale. 299 2796 aft 5 pm.
BARRINGTON

-

COUNTRYSIDE

Attractive 2/3 acre site, gently rising, mature trees including
water. $9,500, DENORY LEA,
381-7888, 381-6758
90-Investrnent Property

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY.
Leases also being accepted
for Spring and Summer Occu-

pancy.

$38,750
PALATINE
4 bedroom new Colonial. 21/2 baths. Den and
full basement. Double garage. 100 x 300 lot.
Low maintenance exterior.

CHOICE

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
Three story complex. 50'

$83
lorated
Roads,

x 75' with good parking
area. In prime Des

at
2

Algonquin

For directions from any location call 394,3050.

LADY PARKER

central telephone company of Illinois

bedroom oloinin urn

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Road (Route 621.

117 So. Emerson

MANOR
3

car gar., att. hobby

sized 2 car attached garage.

CENTEL
SYSTEM

LINCOLNWOOD

75x100'

-Marble Vanities

is

MANOR
Ranch with 3 goocl sized bed.
rooms, full basement, ILz
garage, fenced and mcely
landscaped. $20,000 and only
$1000 down.

66 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -(louses

-Spacious Closets

Central & Wilke
blocks North of

CRYSTAL LAKE

3 bdrm. brick ranch, 11/2 baths,
paneled tam. rm., 2 frpks.,
greenhouse, walking distance to

Twelve/flasks

44.

FOR SALE. Des Plaines, by owner.

bsmt.,

Controlled Heat
-Modern Ranges with
--FREE-Cooking Gas-Master TV Antenna
Outlets

An Equal Opportunity Employer

255.6320
359-6500
894-1330

panel rec. rm., ceremic kitch. &
baths, patio, custom drapes &
carpeting. $39,900. 1313 Wood

.FREE Thermostatically

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919

Arlington Hts.
Palatine
Schaumburg

brick, all sides, 2 car att. gar.,

all schools. Low 40's. 824.2997

No Experience Necessary
CLERKS
ALSO AVAILABLE

-

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

Lane. 296.5171

PifteAd- 358-1800'

largo Laundry Rooms

sary. Much public contact. AMY
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

2

acre, extras, low $30's. 437 0551

3 bedroom home on large lot.
I
or 2 year lease available.

storage area. Beautifully
landscaped - Merton Blue Sod
lawn. Best buy on the market.
Unly $36,500.

tam. kit,,

cent. air, w/w crptg., S.,

-Elevator Buildings
-SWIMMING POOLS
-Tennis Courts

ranch, central air. Built-in
kitchen with perina gloss vinyl
floor. 22 X 24 Rec. room with
pool table.. Utility room. Plenty

QUINLAN AND TYSON

06-Reai Estate -Houses

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking

6 year old 3 bedroom brick

of

Des Plaines, near Golf & Rte. 83.'

room.

OVERSIZED 1 and 2
BEDROOM APTS.
FROM $190-$250

392-5080 between 985.

WANTED TO RENT: Executive
needs 3 bdrm. house in Arlington,
Hts. area. Prefer w/garage &
yard. References furnished.
864 3469

MT. PROSPECT

appliances, heat,
including
cooking gas, master TV an.
tenna, patio, balcony, rec.

The Roomiest!

hospital

TRANSFERRED -young

Westgate Apts.

Ultradeluxe I & 2 bedroom
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50

The Nicest!

FLOOR

supply salesman w/1 child. Call'

Meadows area.

The Newest!

air-condition. 711 E. Fairview. CL
3-6049. $85,000.

CONVENIENT ONE

Wanted to rent: 3 bedrrn. house,.
NW suburbs, young executive.
references furnished. 827-6593

includes all

cooking gas.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

full basement, finished;
rec. room, 2 fireplaces, 2 car
garage w/elec. doors: Central

82 -Wanted To Rent

appliances, heat, hotwater &

free parking,
road. Rolling

toll

$250. 255.5568.

SWIMMING POOL

2 -bedroom -apartment. nice
to

gar. Upper 30's. 255-0693

room,

sublease, August

bdrm., A/C, appl.,
carpeted, heated. 5 min. from

Sensible

experience or college neces-

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

Scarsdale, Arl. Hts. by owner.
White brk. Colonial, 4 lg. bdrins.,
3'/2 baths, formal set. D.R.,
huge 2Ix14 kitchen. Florida

ments.

-RESERVED PARKING

We need a neat, pleasant girl
to demonstrate our new equip
merit for customers in the suburban area. Some local travel.

Light, simple office routine.

3 bdrm. ranch, garage, fenced
yard, bsmt., appliances, carpet
& drapes, Sept. 1st occupancy

{am. rm., wet bar, bsmt, att'd

posit. $180. 259-0044

to shore fur.
twnshe.,
Plaines
no lease. call

-Individual Storage Areas
-14 cu. ft. Refrigerators

Exciting opportunity for an ant'
mel lover with lite typing skills.
Answer phone, keep appoint.
ment schedule, and make out
pet case histories. You will
learn to keep an inventory of
medical supplies and reorder
when stocks are turning law.
Later you will be trained to administer medication to animals.

Mt. Prospect, Duplex apt. avail.
Aug. I, 3 bedrrns., l'/7 baths,
full bsmt, walk to schls., park,
shops, train. $225. 394.3426 or

Young woman

neighborhood,

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Arl. Hts. trans. owner wants offer. 3 bdrm. brick, 11/2 baths,

Hersey, McArthur & Eisenhower
schools. Save on security de-

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

Vacant

0 Commercial

16 -To Rent Houses

Arl. His.
Spacious

woman.

Residential

WOOD DALE - 3 bedroom hi
level, $350.
766-4905

oft. 9am

DEMO
Public Contact

VETERINARIAN

T

utilities
Apartment for rent
included, available August 1,
$150. call 3590633.

255-0100

Bright room, with kitchen privi-

CHECK THE DAY... EVERY DAY

14 -To Rent Apartments

Over 30 yrs. of age. 827 7871

-AIR CONDITIONED
-Wall To Wall Carpet-

$135 WEEK -FREE.

392-5230

CENTSABLE
PRODUCTS

sified

Des

MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST CENTER

678.1337

IVY

PROGRAMMER

ASSIST

Ot AMNRICA, INCORPORATKO

housewares industry.

SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

nished

White Collar Girls

sales records with young fast
growing company in toys and

Free to you.

Excellent starting salary for
the right girl. Some work

INTERVIEW HOURS

SECRETARY
TO PRESIDENT

they're
is
Doctor

sure

employed

Work in your area.

COME IN AND REGISTER

358-7111

ENGINEERING COMPANY

Randhurst,

Suite 23A

MISS SMITH

If you like working with & meet
ing people, you'll love the

leges for
255-9084

Work a TEMPORARY JOB
Days or Weeks
Your Choice -TOP PAY
Never a fee -Referral Bonus

Call

AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY

you

LIKE FIGURES?

yn

Doctor's
Reception
Trainee $500

clbse

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

966-0700

C

who have had -previous office experience as

TYPISTS
STENO'S
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

Full time days.
Minimum 1 year
experience

1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

:One Who enjoy; ',mi., ki,i with
land helping people. $110 Free
7215 W. Touhy

COLLEGE STUDENTV

OPERATORS

394 0880

Dempster

6028

.smoothly. COMPLETE TRAINING.

I

TEACHERS

CALL MRS. YAMICH
647-0015 or 647-0016

FULL PRIVILEGES INCLUDED.
Air Conditioned, Rec. Room,
Pool Table, Color TV. Adults

It's a great job fora nice some

in"

small

to 4:30 - 5 days a week.

tremely popular neighborhood
duties
Ohter
pediatrician.
include answering the phones,
ordering supplies, giving cm.
Hours

in

congenial office. Hours: 8:30

70 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

etc.

position

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NUMEROUS SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE FOR

GENERAL OFFICE
Interesting

reception area and greet
patients and children who have
appointments with this ex-

pointments,

Spiegel Catalog
Order Store

An equal opportunity employer

KEYPUNCH

9 S. Dunton

patients -make

RECEPTIONIST

RECEPTIONIST

lovely club office. Handle mem25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Write in confidence to Employment Department

NO STENO
We have several openings in
this area for the girls who pre.
fer small office situations. Skill
requirements range from lite
to moderate typing. For more

BEGINNER O.K.

genial young group. Free.
In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966.0700
6028 Dempster

Great

prefer individuals with some Cobol background.

Pure Oil Division

your free travel privileges.
This is for a beautifully decora
fed suburban travel agency

17 So. Emerson

CALL 255-7500
Mrs. D. Hull

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

26 -Help Wanted Women

on

where to go, how to get there
and what, to take. Soon you
con take your own advice on

LADY PARKER

255-9000

Reception Order Desk....5411

Miss Paige

be completely trained

reservations, give advice

details

6028

INTERNATIONAL
401100. INC.

unt7611

p.m. to 5 p.m. Heavy public
contact. Meet new interesting
people every day. No previous
experience required. Call for

will train beginner...with figure
aptitude. Very Interesting gad
diversified work. Company
benefits and opportunity for
advancement.

Call Mr. Lyngban or Mr. Chime

In Arlington Heights

to help vacationeers and travelers secure airline and other

p.m. or

I

BETTY WALSH

RROCKFORD

PURE j

hours -0 a.m.

to

view.

our Cobol programs under OS in MFT II. We also

giving your experience and salary requirements.

$450-$625

You'll

9 paid holidays.

We have an IBM 360/65 (512k) computer with
tape and disc (2314) I/O gear. We are running

If you want to enjoy working in the suburbs, come
see us We have an attractive benefit program including profit sharing.

for a sharp girl to help him

$495 MONTH

Magnificent new Northwest
suburban bank will completely
choice of
train. Take

for
WAREHOUS'E
MEN

742-6990
INSURANCE CO.

Inside Sales Desk

of credit work, iiewever

tine

insurance, profit sharing.

4 W. Miker, Arl. tits.
THE HOT LINE - 392-6100
(Call anytime cloy or night)

OFFICES

RESERVATIONS
TRAINEE

1

5 PM or 6 PM til Closing
Experienced

to

SP 4 8585
297.3535

information call:

EVENING

OLSON CONVEYORS

General Office

IVY

Experience -d- pref erred in some

time. pleasant congenial
conditions. Paid vacation,
Full

Good Typist
General Secty

CREDIT CLERK
Full Time

I

TELLER

$140
$585
$433
$650
$105.27
$575
$425
$96

Exec. Secty

out all day. $100 FRee to you.

Regional Sales Manager of
large company has an opening

Mr. Hughes

TELLER TRAINEES

EXPERIENCED

100% FREE
Customer Service
2 Bookkeepers
Accounting Clerk

with sailboat activities, etc. You
need typing, liking for figures,
should be good on phone, enjoy
meeting people they're in &

ONE GIRL

Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect.
255-9414

$110 WK. NO FEE

, 26 -Help Wanted Women

SHEETS INC.

voice. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W.

In Arlington Heights
3940880
9 S. Dunton
966.0700
6028 Dempster

the other 9. Boss sells
sporting goods to .big users.
He's also well known sportsman.
Makes sports page headlines

easy

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des

handle all salesman's production reports, expense accounts,
and flight schedules. Typing
necessary, also a good phone

sonality, light typing and nice

SEE MR. KRIPPNER

e

of

tions kind

CL. 9-4000

8 A M to 4:45 P.M. MONDAY thru FRIDAY

I block west of Mannheim Rd. on Belmont Ave. (3200 NI
An Equal Opportunity Employer

sell-

Absolutely no

pliances.

Where Were You
When We Placed
These Office
Women?

Here's a job where you'll he
real busy for 3 months then go

$500 month

onstrating famed line of ap-

MOUNT PROSPECT
CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

Excellent Opportunity for advancement in
a rapid expansion program.

10601 W Belmont

position

contact

public

Si- 4 8585
297-3535

SECRETARY
No Shorthand

greeting customers and dem-

An excellent opportunity for a
man to manage the affairs of
the Chamber of Commerce
Attractive salary arrangement.
If you are retired this may be
what you are looking for.

Night Shift 3:30 P.M. -12 A.M.

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI

WILL TRAIN
All

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS
I WELDERS

IVY

$600 MONTH

SCANDA HOUSE
. Mt. Prospect

client meetings.

work,

Free

RECEPTION

suit.

Skokie

297 3535

SHOWROOM
en - days. Can arrange hours to

7770 Frontage Rd.

Si. 48585
Pl.

PainsvIlle, Ohio 44077

MATURE ADULT to help in kitch-

II

people eat, TV they watch, cars
they buy, airlines they use. You'll
work right with him. Learn how
surveys aro taken, how to make
up reports. Lite steno, lots of

IVY

7215 W. Touhy
t 496 Miner, Des

foods

of

lakes surveys

Boss

Free
,

Sporting Goods Boss
Needs Girl Friday

FACT FINDING
SECY $550

LIKE. FIGURES?
Start off doing payroll (will train)

Pa; = 17

Thursday, July 10, 1969

25 -Employment Agencies Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

:25imployment Agencies Women

25 -Employment Agencies Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-11elp Wanted Men

Model, Open 7 Days a Week
11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Plaines location.

P
Realty

358-1800
434 E. Northwest
Hwy.,
Palatine, Ill,

$95,U00

O
REALTORS

A17MM
to rums

64 NORt/WaSTIIWY.

296-6655

1 hursday, July 10, 1969

Pap. 18
26:11;anted Women

Counter Sales - Pal.

PART TIME
CUSTOMER SERVICE

sive, mature salesperson. Unlim-

Wheeling,

amid daytime

sverxk,

5

Prosper t

Mt.

L 1111 n, iriteiesting werk
kEICHARDI 1,11 AVERS

Tike over Iii 1.1W111 J.

WAITRESSES

nich, 827-1117. double re, inc.
Realtors, 650 Graceland Ave.,

MAINTENANCE

NEEDED FOR NEW
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Des Plaines.

MACHINE

Lunches and Dinners
COUNTRYSIDE INN

HARPER COLLEGE

H

1 W. Campbell, Ailing.

CLERK -TYPIST, 12 months, 37l/2

hours per week. Will be in
Palatine
in
facilities
shortly. Excellent 'fringe benenew

RECEIVING

fits.
CALL MRS. GOODLING
359.4200

New store conveniently located. No experience necessary.
Interesting work. CALL TODAY.

Inspector. Will be responsible
for checking all incoming parts

253-9325

For

FILKO-IGNITION

Innnl

METHODE

rlitioning, 40 to

I I

I65;

ui1

t

tioned plant..ii

Fur best results use
Day Want Ads

week -Conic

21 -Help Wanted -Men

65 Sr on St

FULL TIME

i

START
AT

-

NEW JOBS AT
PURE OIL

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
ilrly shift for either experienced key punch opekttors or we will
Openii,i,
moderate typing skills.
twirl

MALE 8 FEMALE

255-7500

TELETYPE OPERATOR
in eel teletype operator.
tier t 11, I ,

DAYS

BILLING

maranteed 40 Hours

MACHINE

Pcid Vacation
Plan for Sick Pay

interesting
goil
position open in
office lot
good typist. Yeti

1r1}t.k,

rewarding
sinall can
131111119

TYPIST
typist needed for order writer position in Purchasing Depart -

Above

KEY PUNCH

1/1/.1

umn

OPERATOR

will handle

all invoicing as well as other

1501 Rohiwing Rd.
Rolling Meadows, Illinois

CLERK

CLERK

chine operant, Will also trout

hc.

Curtis 1000

PRODUCTION CONTROL

OPERATOR

(2 weeks after one year)

Profit Sharing

ACCOUNTING

piloted clerical lin." ,10.IS.

er4 BRUNING

FOR FURTHER DETAILS
CALI. OR APPLY IN PERSON

392-3500

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL:

Pure Oil Division

2CliCkner 259-8600 betweer 8 & 5:30 PM
AFTER 5:30 PM CALL 259-8602

678-1337

CENTSABLE
PRODUCTS

METHODE

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD MT. PROSPECT

MFG. CORP.

255-1910

1700 Hicks Ril. thlr. Euclid
Polling Meadows

3930 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Park, Ill.

TEMPORARY
.HELP

OFFICE WORK
Part Time or
Full Time
GOod Pay &

Morton Pontiac
392-6660

4-

ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP

827-8154

KLL1
SERVICES

606 EE STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS
A1. Equal Oppvrtunty Employer

APPLY

YOU CAN COUNT
Treasurer, .s Office

--

THE REASONS

Nol,thwest Hwy.
aT'a'unt Prospect

392-6000

'

FOR WORKING

_

AT BRUNING!

'...

\,-A

-

'

EXPERIENCED
BOOKKEEPER

Q)

Rapidly expanding construction company needs experienced bookkeeper. Knowledge of mortgage processing
helpful but not essential. Full
company benefits. Modern offices located at intersection of

NT

0

k,..t.

I

"i,

get with it
Western Electric
Huts Immediate Openings Ear

KEYPUNcH OPERATORS

:_--.

Contact Mrs. Klaas for appointment.

253-2880

j, it
WOMEN:

4\

GENERAL CLERIC
SECRETARIES
.

Salary in excess of
$465 monthly.
2. Free hospital benefits.
3. Stock purchase program.
4. Free life insurance.
Permanent position in
Accounting Dept. Typing
1.

necessary. 5 day week,
8)30 to -5:15.
CALL MR. PABST

For appointment
392-7600
311 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts., Ill.
An equal opportunity
employer

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
TRAINEE (NITES)
PAY ROLL CLERK (DAYS)
PEOPLE MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE AT ..

El BRUNING

Molding Machine Operator (11:30 PM - 8 AM) - Operate

Comp,'
rietommi.
fabra atii1,1

.

inpression. molding presses, wheelabraters, and tumblers used in
parts. No experience necessary.

Material Handlers - Responsible for receipt, stocking, and distribution of
av, n,01,,n11. rrrbn aced parts, arid in -process parts. Good stepping stone for
Cl

Manutuctuling Engineer - Must possess strong background in tooling,
processiiir, mid troubleshooting mass production operation in the elechen.. al field.

Production Supervisor/Foreman (Days or Nights) - Requires strong backurol.rri ii e1 he. luting and supervising high volume hand and machine assemhls

Ironical products.

:n

CLERICAL

Engineering Clerk - Involves operating blueprint machine and performing
other engineering clerical functions including some light typing.
Dictaphone Typist (Part Time 9 AM - 3 PM) - Requires good typing skills and
ubility to ei.i a dictophone. Ideal mother's hours!

Algonquin Rd. 71 Rt. 53 in Roll-

ing Meadows. Salary open.

Precision Mechanical Inspector (Days) - Must be capable of reading blueI/t1'1..I'lli Precision mechanical measuring instruments, and possess
(ninny/Receiving Inspection or 1st piece part
((i),

tro,

EXPERIENCED

REGISTERED LAB TECHNICIAN
,

Compression Mold Repairman - Must be experienced in repair and maintenance of nn -;n -loge progressive dies and/or multi -cavity compression molds.

Between Higgins and Elmhurst Rd. Off Oakton
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CALL BARB ROSS

fits, vacation.

1

STEPCO CORPORATION
250 E. HAMILTON DRIVE

tioned office, insurance bene-

Electro/Mechanical Technician (Days) High school grad, 1 - 2 years trade
school or military service school training in electronics, - 2 years experience
in building cue oils for electrical or electronic controls or instrumentation)

SEE DON ORTBERG

TOP MONEY!!! TOP MONEY!!!

Opening in iCknce Depart.
duties
of
variety
ment,
required. Air.condi
typing

Moint,innir, Machinists ;Days, & Nights) - Must be experienced in trouble
faLtrisc`ation, and
aii.I rebuilding production

Review all the ads on this page but before you decide stop

s

CALL MR. MAY

GENERAL OFFICE

SELECTED TO FILL THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS:'

We will soy you web iyain you welt dint develop your skill!.

ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE

824-0181

TOP $$ AWAIT THOSE APPLICANTS
TECHNICAL & MANUFACTURING

PLUS PLENTY OF GREAT OFFICE

Gal FridayGood typist,
versatile, capable steno.

l'ONE LOOKING FOR AMORE LUCRATIVE JOB?

BENCH INSPECTORS
1st, 2nd and 3rd Shifts

GENERAL HELPERS
2nd and 3rd Shifts
UTILITY OPERATORS
2nd and 3rd Shifts

GUARANTEED

TYPISTS and SECRETARIES

Des Plaines

MARCH '68?
;UST HOW LONG CAN YOU AFFORD TO POST-

STENOGRAPHERS
Cumberland Area

END OF MARCH '69 WAS WORTH 50c LESS THAN IN

Review The Fallowing Opportunities:

CALL KELLY GIRLS

SECRETARY

DID YOU KNOW THAT EACH $10 BILL YOU EARNED AT THE

WOMEN

and

MEN

Working Conditions

An Equal Opportunity Employer

'17 -Help Wanted Men or Women

GENERAL FACTORY

THAT'S SMART
+ DEPENDABLE

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

An gqual Opportunity Employe! MiF

GENERAL

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE
CORPORATION

LOOK AT THE

BRUNING

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ecl for woman to op-

HOFFMAN ESTATES

-

i.

FLYING

Spiegel Catalog
Order Store

Ti-iin a clean ate condiJ

8 Paid Holiday's
Christmas Bonus

Bookkeeping, invoicing, typing,
credit. Challenging position,
with young, fast growing
company, in toys and housewares industry.

I

YOU'RE OFF

CALL Mrs. Hull

O HER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

ENGINEERING INC.

21 -Help Wanted Men * Wemeu

27 -Help Wanted Men or Women

21 -Help Wanted Men ix Womer.

1 N. Hickory. Arl His

erate -

THOMAS

359-4200

439 !i51,1

Women

efits.
PHONE MR. CUNNINGHAM
358-5800

CALL MRS. GOODLING

.....

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

TIC 'Iv --GE REVIEWS FIRST YEAR

Excellent workie'

bil-

ler -typist experience plus
varied office duties. Good
starting salary with fringe ben-

able, excellent fringe benefits.

0271621,

Nef prJne

Post and bill accounts receiv.oble. Experience helpful, but
not necessary. Will train quail.
lied applicant.

Necessary

Flo Expeti.

Mature woman with

!opportunities
ONIACI MRS c HAPIN

:!rig
,t;(:

4.)

Secretary at Harper College.
3792 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desir-

DAYS ONLY
1.11 ellen, salary

Systirris,

MACHINE POSTER

thip

miit;5TART AT $2.20 PER HOUR
3 AUT

IL

Therw:]

. HARPER COLLEGE

LPN

i

TO A

PRESS OPERATORS

GENERAL OFFICE

,iix I

le.r

mint

i Raul

salary and benefits.

824-1845

11:30 a.m. or after 5:30 p.m.

824 7226.

!It .r .....

mid fringe benefits, air can

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr Ei. lid
Rolling Meadows

Call

259-9550

child care. Must have own
transportation. Salary open to
discussion. Pls. phone before

Iran .1 girl

F. H. BONN CO.
MFG. CORP.

Mt Pitiaieui

' 21 -Help Wanted-Meo ' Women

wpin
di, triprione.
versatile U.

2 7 2 10 00

OFFICE

,.

SCANDA HOUSE

II

SECRETARY

5480 Northwest Hwy.

SUREK

392-3500

Established service organization needs full time clerical
help. Typing, audio visual,
public contact and varied
assignments. Good starting

,t

I

)0()

Division of
F & B Mfy.

rise

oinac. 1

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

GENERAL

MOLDED PRODUCTS

Ihe world?
anywhere
loin the sewing u industry right
or Arlington Heights Good pay

Infornmotion

mole

i3

noun

Wont to gun] a skill you can

and materials. Must have
knowledge of all basic oleo .ur
ing gauges.

Reichardt Cleaners

1111(1

Housekeeper needed for 2 days

a week, Des Plaines area. No

Pin.1

Apply in Person
255.5350

1

Elaine Revell

day

DANA

WANT TO SEW?

31

&versified 11/111111,11 °He
5

11

11.111,11111.

a

11111

11/

,.i

,

position. Pritiminmit
week, Plitisnill

Pont Ntilitirte
and hear-:

Arlington Hts.

Must have exposure to
hydraulics welding and
pipe fitting.

niter of electro inechrinir ul
products with an exuelhar
opportunity for a Roue.. lig

$2.50 - $2.75

Fn I

CAH 10K

tencance experience.

We are a leading niunuf rc

MANAGER

SUMMER oNLY
m. to 5 it nu Typing,
.inse.--r phones

1....

11.

We have ten rare

CLERK -STENO
Stenographic Ability

X JO

with 3 to 5 years machine and building main-

INSPECTOR

STENOS

29St 6100

MAWR! ADDLE to help in kitchen
Juts Igor (11111111J, 110,11, to

11

11
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53/

No Experience Necessary
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BOOKKEEPER

BEAUTICIAN

01.80 to 52 25

Plaines. Car necessary. I5 hems
$45. Full time openings also

ited opportunity. All the buyers
you can handle. You will have
your own desk in our modern
office. Call for appointment and

26-11elp Wanted Women.

16 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Real estate salesperson. We.
have an opening for an ogres-

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

rani, hridaY

Tremendous Growth Patential.

nice ..nit regional r e ter
Artioctive :lain 1,3

,fIllI

Top Fringe Benefits

Outstanding b,"ufir poi sn,ii
Rapid Ptaspession

10% night work bonus.

.1-

APPLY, OR CALL MONDAY IHRU FRIDAY

8 A.M. to 4:14 P.M.
956-2641

o.

Terrific Working Conditioni
For more information call:

Jim Deering
?-..6 7642

824-1 188

380U Gulf Road
ROILING MEADOWS, ILA..

(Highway 58, Lust taut of Highway 53)

Western Electric
.....rt lei

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

LITTELFUSE

t sett SI till OM stillsi

Des Plaines, III.

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD MT. PROSPEC1

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity trnployer M/F

Subsidiary of.Tracor, Inc.
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44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

26-114 Waited l'Imtmn

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Women or girls with cars. Light
delivery & collections. Earn up to

6,000 BTU Emerson Quiet Cool
air conditioner. $65.

55 00 an Hour We need you

894.2930

now 439 5741 anytime.

AKC Beagle Puppy

4

NIMROD tent camper, sleeps 4.
Heater, spare tire, $300.
253.4447
To Rent: '69 Wheelcamper, $75

112 -Automobiles For Sale

5 yr. old female German Shep
herd needs gond home 8 yard,

wk. Dine & sleep 8, gas stove,
icebox, water supply. 279-5623

spaded, well trained. 297.4276 aft. 4

or 595-0090, aft. 6 p.m.
VACATIONEER CAMPER
add.a.room - $550.

'67 Camaro Rally Sport V0, P/S,
A/T, 327 cog, till extras; like new
51950.392-3105.
'65 Chevy Bel.Air, 4 dr. 6 cyl.
ston. trans., radio, like new
!whitewalls $865. 537.5518.

259.9)138

9,000 BTU Air Cond't. Window
unit. 115 Volts. Elec. Typewriter.

Moving. Lg. 5320 fruitwood din,
ins tbl, 11lake offer; wooden

Collie puppies, AKC, shots, male
Lassie,
just
female,
$75 each,
European

wheel chair, make offer. CL 3-0198

NURSES
Excellent salary.
P M s or Nights

sell, $50 ea. 529 7428

& MAIDS
All Shifts Available.

black & white port-

sale.

For

able Zenith TV, good condition,
$60. 624 2911.

827 6628

Glass Tops, Ex Cond. 392.4040

model homes. Will separate. We

2557113

DEPT.

same.

Manufacturing concern selling to distributors nationally.
Excellent opportunity for future.

Manual water softener,

255-1395

Sears

model 640-124, 40,000, grain, 2
yrs, 565. 394.2746, Mt. Prosp.

Insurance benefits and ideal
working conditions. Salary no
oblect for right person.
APPLY BY PHONE
FOR APPOINTMENT:

Girl's

chairs 535; Deluxe poker table

ASK FOR:

ers; 3 pc. bedrm. set.
827.8419

Miss DeWitt or

firm;

$130

comp.

cart

1967

magnavox stereo console 575;
40x32" wood dinii;g table $20;
394-1643 after 6.

1112-/Mternobifes For Sat

controls. window fan, big 7500
CFM capacity, quiet 4 sps. both
cond.

perf.

ways, thermostat,
827-3214.

(5)

KEEP carpet rimming problems
small -use Blue Lustre wall to
wall. Rent electric shampooer
$1. (Ben Franklin Store 1920 S.
Wolf Rd. Wheeling
.1

GMINGt

36"

FOR 1°I)R

voivi ti 0 -

Antq. white
Grand, Louis

dinette tbl & 6 chairs
w/hutch; 3 yr. old Kenmore
.:usher & diver_ hyt offer 8476987
Oval

1968 Singer Zig-Zag
Sewing machine. Slightly used.,
blind hems in dresses,'
makes button holes, sews buttons
fancy
monograms and
On,
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service
guarantee.
Sews

$64.05TAX INCLUDED
OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

Pc. bdrm. set $40; hairdryer
$10; dbl dresser $30; filing cab.
w/safe $50; kit. tbl & chrs $20;
lamps 2 for $15; misc. hsehold5

nssjpDxr

gold Baby
XV, perf. cond.;
&

9' round Wundo Weave carpet,
Peacock, 3 matching toss rugs;

tric clock; misc. CL 5-2391

D
5-A3

3

cocktail

table; badminton set; port. rec
ord player; green rug 71/f x
41/2' w/rnatching runner; oleo

Sa!
DA

fruitwoocf

round

TRIUMPH 1960 Chopper 650 cc,
glass fenders, purple flake,

825-8262.

air conditioner,
COOL
16,000 BTU, perf. cond. deluxe

FOR FREE DELIVERY

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

wares, dishes. 437-7356.

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

Overhead sliding single garage

4327 after 4pni

P/S, P/B, W/W, R/H. Excel. cond.
$925. 2590238

Like new 1968 4 dr. Plymouth
Fury, Air, Full Power, Individual
owner. Call 392-9786

392-2787.

Large cast iron flower pots, 2 &
tall.

or best offer. 255-4322

Frigidaire washer, 3 years old,
excellent condition, $60:

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Vintage tables mirrors, lanterns,
other unusual items. Frl. 5-9; Sat.
10 5, Sun 1-5 5741 W. Irving,
Chicago

Corner of Alder

Garage Sale

man & C..IJrcn
aid Rd, Prospect Hts. July 89,10,11
r

GRAND OPENING SALE
5,000 Evergreens $1 ea.
Faith Nursery, 26W180 North

Ave. Wheaton
.Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

Maine West 827 0211.
Gar

Sale

July

Sofa

11-12.

w/chair to match; mirror; chairs;
mac 1338 5 Dunton, Arl. Hts.
BIG GARAGE SALE -July 10,11.

9 AM

8 PM 610 & 614 E. Ivy.

Lane, Arlington HIs.

Mt, P 392 2338 July 10,11,12.

Sar 7/12/69, baby equip., buggy, child's. roll top, wicker furn.
& misc 915 E Rockwell, A.H.

Gar Sale July

11

to 16. Girl's

teens & adult clothes, toys, misc.
A.H.
hshld 1206 W
RUMMAGE SALE Sat. July .12th,
Episcopal
Church
St
Nicholas

1072 'Ridge Ave.

9.5.

E.G.V.

Toys, games, clothing, misc.
104 pm, 1c to $1
2606 Fremont R.M. July 11-12

Mist
,

clothing,

appls.

El

Rey

204 Hicks Place
Palatine, Illinois
359-2251
r.docking the finest

in

Interior Latex ideal for garage
& basement walls. White &

ing expert instruction on guitar,
bass or drurrtS. Also featuring a
heavy LP and 8 track tape sele

colors $2.29 gallon.
DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER

chop.

394-0630

156 -Office Furniture -Devices

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies
2

suites

of top quality

office

boat. Solid built, unsprung, $401, like new. For further information
Please call 392-2901, if no
or'best. CL 5-3662 after 6.
TRADE 71/z HP outboard gd. cond., answer 394 0300.

forward & reverse, for canoe or
66 -Business Opportunities
hp.,

trailer, skis, radio & many other,
extras. $450. 296 7519

fiberglass,

Docrun sail, alum, mast. Price'
incl. trailer. 253 4722 aft 5

20' Grady white cabin cruiser

Weekly possible -Home
typing, addressing. Guaranteed
plan. Details 25c Homework -AD,
$100

Box 1043, Spfld., III. 62705

SERVICE STATION
FOR LEASE

100 HP Mercury, tandum trailer,
new camper canvas. 529.9411.

Excellent location. Opportunity'
for above average income for
a good mechanic. Low rental

Crib $15, buggy $7 other baby
equip sz 8 Mat. wear; Humid.
$20, misc July 11,12. 10-5 pm

71/2 h.p. Mercury Outboard mo

terms. Modern facilities. Low

tor. (LOW MILEAGE)
CL 3-7008

investment required. Financing
available.

415 W °Elkton, A.H. 255-6079

Houseboat,

Moving, Garage Sale, 1340 N.
Yale, Arl Hts July 10th only.
1 30 to 4 p m Humidifier, Bar

mounted. Sleeps 6, comp!. Elec.
LPG equip., 40 HP Johnson.
Cost 58,000 new. Exc. condt.

Bell Set, Metal Closet, Misc.
BIG MOVING SALE, refrig., stove,
TV's, radial arm saw, stereo

equip much misc. July 10 thru
12th 305 N Pine, An. Hts.

31'

Kayot,

with

house trailer, professionally.

& rotisserie Zenith portable TN..
$25 Baby furniture. Misc. items.'
255-0566
Antiques,

Collectables.

House-

wares and Hardware. Fri. 8 to 5
Sat 8 to 12 107 No. Parkway

mon s new hsewares samples,
antiques, picket fencing, Ext. dr.,
baby needs, Child clothes. 104 W.
Willow, P H 392-8713.

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

DACHSHUND puppies AKC. Red
small standard
shots $75.
529 3686

German Shepherd AKC pups; t
Champ. stock, Dom RinTinTin
line bred. 259.9415

FREE: Buff colored playful kitten
8 weeks old.
Call CL 5.8391

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
255-1107
E19-3213.11,

Hi fashion winter coat brown
wool, luxurious fur trim, worn
less than 5 times, $90 or best
offer CL 5 5046
LAWNMOWER

Rotary, used, $40,

or best offer. 259-3805

Exc. child care (age 2:61 my lic.
home -complete facilities. Supervised activity, 255-7019

Elk Grove Pre School
has im nediulu uperringa for
children 3, 4 & 5 for all day
or half day programs...1 to 5
days a week. For information

Cocker Spaniel puppies, AKC,
Parti-colored, males, $90.

HE 7-4487

439-4891

ENROLL NOW FOR FALL

Kittens for sale - kittens looking:
for a loving owner; inquire
Mixed puppies, 6 wks., good with
children.' Males & females. $10.
537-7944,
COLLIE PUPS:

Sable

&

white,

AKC, male & female. Available'
July 20. Call 894-1944.

need a youngster to give me
lots of love and attention. Brothers and sisters are gone and I'm
lonesome. AKC Min. Schnauzer
I

male. 358-2699

Black Vinyl Roof Cruiseornatic
B7:35x14 White Walls, Console, Power
Steering, Air Conditioning, AM Radio,
O Tinted Glass. Black Jade. #1654
69 XL 2 -DR. HARDTOP
390 CID, V-8, Bucket Seats and ConD sole, Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic, Visibil-

A/T, P/S, clean,
CL 3.6479

Cruiseomatic,

8.25x15 White Walls, Power Steering,
U Power
Front Disc Brakes, Air Cond.,

W

New Lime. #1769T

N

White Walls, Body Side Mouldings,
Power Steering, Power Disc Brakes,
Rear Window Defroster, Air CondiD tioning,
Radio, Dual Rear Speakers,
Tinted Glass, New Lime.# 1675

6695 aft. 6 pm. 400 Oriole In.,
Mt. Prospect

Nursery School and Kindergarten with Day Care,

Qualified teachers
Excellent facilities
111' All day child care

before and after morn
ing session.

Open all year.

NAZARENE
NURSERY SCHOOL'
1501 Linneman
Mt, Prospect
439-3405

Visit our facilities any A.M.

$359659

B

-1968 FAIRLANE
2 clr. HDT Dark green 390 V 0 auto PS air con.

Howiinn Broruo V8 Anto R, Heater; Ps.#P-891...

1960 XL
2 dr, HTop, sunlit gold V8, A/T, R/H. # 9891

N

'67 FORD ECONOLINE VAN
V-8, automatic transmission. #236A
'69 CORVETTE

Red, automatic transmission, power -steering,

.D Stick, 6, radio. # 2782A

1964 CHEVRbLET IMPALA

Automatic, P.S. & P.EL, Runs Good. See & Save!
Only

1964 COMET WGN.
Perfect Second Car, Automatic

Full Power, Radio, Heater, Fine Condition

V -B, automatic transmission, power steering
1967 KARMANN GHIA
NR/H, 4 speed. #2682A

$1395

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD695

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SAT 9.5; CLOSED SUNDAY

Radio,

Heater, W/W Tires,

Trans., Full Power, Premium

Perfect for Fun or Workl

Tires, Very Sharp, Priced real

$1895

Right'
-

_

'66 MUSTANG

'66 MUSTANG

Hardtop Coupe, Dark Blue

Convertible, Stick Shift, Radici, Heater, W/W Tires, Per;Teo Conditio, Inside and

B

,Out. Economy Plusl

$1045

$1295

65 PONTIAC
CATALINA COUPE

Convertible, Automatic

.

Trim.

'64 BONNEVILLE

Trans.,

Automatic Transmission, Full
Power, Radio, Heater, White
Wall Tires, low Mileage, Perfect! Burgundy with Black

Full

Radio,

Power,

Heater, W/W Tires, A Real
'5,0011

$895

$995

N

I We'll pay off your present balance
Guaranteed low - low financing
No payments 'til .August
I

I

SEE
Y

$1295
.

......

...,..

$895 N
..

$2295
$1495 B

er.

,.

GREAT LAKES NEWEST
DEALER

$1395

T '65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT

cylinder, automatic transmission, power
!steering, radio. # 2771A
1969 COBRA 2 DR, HDT
B.Indinn Firq V 4 speed nom. R H. #P.896....

U V-8, automatic transmission, radio, heater,
blue. #P903
black, radio, heater, automatic
mission, power steering. #P901
'66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON
V.8,

$1295 Y

.(119'66

U

$2195T
$1195 N

:1967 BUICK
IA/T, R/H. #230A

y

B

$1495

Panisahc
.-

VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

0 Blue. # 250A

0

trans

Modem.
.

$2995

$1295

N

D

BENDER-RIEGER
BARRINOTON. ILLINOIS

'67 PONTIAC
CATALINA

Convertible, Automatic

'68 DODGE 1'4 TON PICKUP

4 Dr. Hardtop, Automatic, P.S. & P.B., Radio
Heater, W/W Tires, Clean Car, Priced Right.
Only

$795

9 PASS, Station Wagon, Full
Power, Automatic Trans.,

$1495

1967 MUSTANG 2+2
6 cyl., 4 speed. # 2372A

T ;'68 MUSTANG

1963 PONTIAC

second car.

'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR

$495

1964 CADILLAC CONVERTIBLE
COUPE

63 PONTIAC
BONNEVILLE COUPE
Very sharp one owner, Low
!Mileage, doll with Full Pow er, and many extra's. Perfect

ShcmPiel Perfect second cur'
One owner. Original.

$1695 0
$1695 B

'66 CHEVELLE 4 DOOR HT

$795

Radio,

0

$2195

$2495

I

16

$2095

Speed,

4

$1295

CONVERTIBLE
'66
W 'White, V-8, automatic transmission, radio, heat-

Rack

Door,

$1595 U

1968 DODGE 3'4 TON PICKUP

0:2 dr. H/Top, green V/8, A/T, R/H, P/S. #2721A

Factory Air Conditioned, Power, Radio, Heater,

$745

$1895

$1395

$1695

#1:96;AFAIRLANE 500

1967 FORD 10 PASS. WAGON

fect. 2 to choose from.

'66 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

'

O
B

$1095

0

'66 TRIUMPH CONVERTIBLE

O 4 speed, radio, real clean. # 2763A

SHARP

2 Dr. Sedan, Stick, R&H, Perfect Conditio

$3495

$5695

1967 CARMARRO S/S
1967 CHEVELLE

vinyl top and interior. Per-

'66 PONTIAC
CATALINA

$2195

B '67 FORD CUSTOM 500 4 DOOR
I V 8, automatic transmission, power steering, air
Uconditioning. #2691A
1968 CHEVY IMPALA
T 4 dr. HTop, V/8, A/T, R/H, P/5, gold, very clean
car. # 2465A

$2495

Air Conditioned, Automatic Trans ,
Power Steering & Brakes, Radio, Heater, Low
Mileage

TEMPEST
Custom 4 Dr. Sedan. Auto.
matic, Radio, Heater, W/W
Tires, Full Factory Equipment,
'
Gas Mileage Galore.

P.B., factory air conditioning. Turquoise with black
P.S.

$2995

$1295

# 2782A

Factory

'64 PONT.

$1295

$1995

Am. Blue # 1250A

1968 LEMANS 2.DR. HARDTOP

1968 BARACUDA FAST BACK

'67 CHEV. IMP.

block miles.

1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK
I

555 IRVING.PARK RD.

V-8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering, Radio,
Heater, Warranty

New Tires.

2.dr. H.T. V.8, auto, trans.,

D"I 968 XL 2 DR. HDT

Opower brakes, loaded. #2037A
'6P '67 PONTIAC GTO
4 speed, big motor, radio, blue. # 7A48

OPEN SUNDAYS!

Immaculate Throughout.

$1245

Heater, Whitewalls. Red with
black interior. Round the

$1995

0 .""'

CHEVROLET.

529-7070

V-8, Automatic Trans., Pow er, Radio, Hooter, W/W Tires,

$2445

2

$3295;

1969 MACH I
4./ Red 427 R, air Auto PS, PB Ready to go # P887.

-56 Ford convert. 272 V8, quad,
3 spd., 4.11 rear end, new top,

trans., excel. cond. $1375. CL 3-

0.

Power
Radio,

'67 OPEL KADETTE

1969 GALAXY 500 2 DR: HDT
N Burg. Blk. Tap V 8 Auto R.H. PS:# P-890

DICK
WICKSTRO

ROSELLE, ILL.

Brakes,

Air Conditioning.

yE

B

Tan V 8 Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice
car. # 1587

$1195

FORD 1966 Country Squire, 6
pass, station wagon, low miles,
like new tires, 352 engine, auk;

Trans

&

1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

9 passenger, VIS Automatic,

CL 5-2376

$39442

4 Door Hardtop, Automatic
'Trans., Radio, Heater, W/W
elites, Full Power. One Own.
er. Mint Condition.

'65 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

Heater, W/W Tires, Factory
I

N

A l USED CARS Al

1965 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

astros on jacked rear, 3 piece
glass front end, 5350 or offer,

Disc

Air Conditioning. Tinted
Glass, Champagne Gold.# 2186,'69 LTD 2 -DR. HARDTOP
390 V8, Black. Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic,
Visibility Group. 8.25x15

B

-$1395

Eves -

Power

Brakes,

Ford station wagon, excel.
cond. P/5, R/H, $650. Ask for
days 437-5920;
674.3668

Steering,

BONNEVILLE

Wagon,

Station

PASS.

Steering

Cruiseomatic,

Power

Rack,

0

'must sell. CL 9-1565

Dottie,

V-8,

' 65 PONTIAC

$1145

Automatic

Visibility
Group, 8.55x15 White Wall, Luggage
390

$2245

'67 PONTIAC
CATALINA

'69 LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE 10 PASS. WAGON

Power steering.

'66 Lincoln Cant'', 4.dr, leather
int, comp!. power equip. incl. dr,
clean.
exceptionally
, locks,

14

P

AM Radio, Tint Glass, Wheel Covers.

T

Owner, Low
ONE
original miles, Priced Right!
Seats,

Hardtop coupe, automatic
transmission, radio, heater,
power, Low, low mileage.
'

9

Bucket

Special

Cond.,

Air

'68 CHEVY CAMERO

$362579

500 2 -DR. HARDTOP
Roof,

Full four way power, Factory

$2295

B

Vinyl

'65 CADILLAC
SeDan DeVille

New Car Warranty.

0B

' $1145

home.

the block miles, Balance of

D

Aqua. a

utility side boxes.
Heavy duty throughout.

'62 Pontiac Bonneville, convert,
f,like new tires, good cond. $450.

$333251

ity Group, 11.55x15 White Walls, Power Steering, Power Disc Brakes, Factory
Air Conditioning, AM Radio, Dual
Rear Speakers, Tinted Glass. Gulf

Black

brakes, radio, heater,
air cond., bucket
seats. Just needs a new

factory

Station Wagon, Automatic
Trans.', Full Power, Around

0

SCARF,RE
Hardtop Coupe, V-8, auto matte trans., power steering
&

Sove$

114689 N

V-8

With

4 Speed, Roily Wheels, Wide Ovals, Extra's.,

call -

299-3590.
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

DAYS -825-444E1
PANY,
EVES -358-7318.
,69 -Nursery Schools Child Care

Prospect Hts
Oar Sole July 10712;77-5pm, Soles:

Carl Abbate,
MARATHON OIL COML.

Contact

$2995. Pet. 392-8465

-

Roper Gas Range eye level oven:

:65 Olds $8, 2.dr, HT, full power,'
air conditioried, private, $1050.

V -8, Automatic Transmission,
Full Power, Radio, Heater,
White Vinyl Top, Can't tell
from new!.

$253384

0 '69 MUSTANG GRANDE 2 -DR. HARDTOP

'63

Homemade boat trailer for 141 furniture available immediately,

aluminum boat. 259 4823

io,

1966 1 TON PICKUP

.

CUSTOM IMPALA COUPE

'68 PONTIAC
CATALINA

Black Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic Trans
Visibility
mission, Electric Clock,
Group, 825 x 15 White Walls, Power
Steering,
Power
Disc
Brakei,
AM
RadAi
Full Wheel Covers, Royal Maroon
#1768

$1895

LE 7-2251

64 Chevelle. 6 cyl., Malibu, low
mile., like new tires.

$363962

#2052
'69 LTD 4 -DR. HARDTOP LUXURY SEDAN

A#L1A60X8IE

'65 OLDS

'69 CHEVROLET

Cruiseomatic Transmission, Body Side
Mouldings, Full Wheel Covers, Radio
Special Tear -Drop Mirrors, Power
Steering, White Wall Tires, New Lime.

Pow 4 speed Belly Sport
Or steering. All the goodies.

$2400 or offer. 253 5281

typewriter, rec player. 203 N.
Brighton A H 7/12/69. (Sat)

Hshld.

'64 BUICK SPECIAL, 2 door, rad.
io, heater, $395.

'63 Chevy Impala 4 dr. hdtop,

equip-

gum" to blues, and now offer

8"

'

n

1967 CAMARO

766-8227, see aft. 5pm.

SPECIAL

11'

CHEVROLET

11' steel bed, good motor & tires

ment to make any sound
"bubble
from
requirement

SAILBOAT,

$2495 CL 3-4739

1$250. 296-3683

HOME OWNER'S

25

WICKSTROM

'1

394-0711

MUSIC CENTERS

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.

runabout,

IS FROM

Olds '67 Holiday, 4-dr. 98, all
power, factory air, low mileage.

piano, blond,
bench, $350.
437.7358

KUSTOM

ditioning equipment contact.

Delta

BE BEAT

i'59 Ford $50; '49 Dodge Truck,

water softeners & water elm.,

13'

THAT CAN'T

1959 Ford, 6 cyl, stick. Run -mod

Music, 7 W. Eastman.

1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

MOVING appliances, carpets &
misc 308 5 Mt. Prospect Rd.

DEAL

225,

550 or best offer. Call 95,
after 6 p.m.

with

fine Cond. w/case $65.

$20; Distr. 251-7385.
For inf ormation about the FINEST,

255.1107 or 359-3200

Electra

Buick

.

ing Rear Seat, Power Steering, Power
Disc Brakes, Air Conditioning. AM/FM
Stereo Radio, Tinted Glass. Candy
Apple Red. #2123

Y

ri

.$,AvE sAvE SAVE

390 V-0, cruiseomatic transmission,
F70x14 Wide Oval White Walls, Fold-

D

B

THE.

air
cond'd, full power, tol:n over pay)
, merits no money de. 824-8260.

spinet

Used Supra 2 pickup elec. guitar

$200 sac. 535; hide -abed cost:
$300 sac.. $130; bunk beds, 39"

Gigantic gar sale. July 10, I 1,
8 12, 9 am New things daily,
2065 Plainfield Dr., Des Pl. Nr

Ext. #32

miles, $995. CL 3-0135
1968

Steering,

Power

,Like New White Wall Tires, Astro-Vcrts, Perfect second car.
Priced to sell tit n low $1900.
Phone 255-7200 Mon. thru Fri.

'65 Buick LeSabre, vinyl top, A/T,
air cond., elec. windows, P/S,
P/B. best offer. 255-2983

NEW SPINET PIANO, WALNUT,
$399. BARON'S
827-6603 ASK FOR MIKE

299-8362

Gar Sale July 5 6 and 9 -10th, 9
to 5 Bargains for everyone. 24
N Emerson, Mt P. - Coffee.

Green Grey in color, Two door
coupe, 307 V-8 Eng., Automatic

'65 Pontiac Catalina, 2-dr. HT,
full power, bucket seats, low

2339 after 5 p.m.
tune,

1960 CHEVROLET IMPALA

overseas. Exc. cond., P/B, P/S,
R/H, A/T, $650. CL 3,1538

Vox Super Twin Reverb. 4-12"
spkrs. 200 wts. pk. Call CL 9-

in

dr.,

BenderReger Pontiac
3816000
Barrington

1963 FORD WAGON - Low mileage, A/T, R/H, P/R window. Mint
condition. CL 3-7000
'63 Chevy Impala convert., going ,

(3121469-7204

Wurlitzer

392-8528

2

'65 RAMBLER 770 Convert.
V-8, Auto. Trans., Power
Steering & Brakes, As is,
$495

Transmission,

'66 Mustang cony!, 289 3-sp.,
low miles, excel. cond. $1295

55 -Musical Instruments

Pool table - $260 value for $75;
8 MacGregor tourney irons, $25.

1967 Pontiac Executive,

S

$434925 No

0 '69 MUSTANG MACH 1

1967 Cougar 289, P/S, console,
condition

vinyl top, excellent
51800. 259-9068

1962 Mercury 4 Door New'Tires
Body in Excellent Condition No

'65 Chevy Bel Aire, 2 dr., 6 cyl.,

Wheel, Forced Ventilation, Radio, Tinted Glass, Maroon, #2037

VfS

'64 VOLVO WAGON
Air Conditioned
255-5547

black vinyl top, burgundy. very

Ri.Lst $550 CALL 392-8748.

- axle, Folding Rear Seat, Tilt Steering

'69 FAIRLANE 2 -DR. HARDTOP

qd. cond. 894-8970 aft. 5

door, 2 bikes -20". Best Offer.
392-0498

best offer. CL 5.5046

/965 Suzuki motor bike, CCM:
miles, best offer.

fect cond. $585 or offer. CL 5

OFF!

'60 TR 3, rebuilt motor, like new
valves, battery, tires. $750 or

i50, 830
;296-3131.

pipes, bars, many extras, per

wing chr.$30; mod. cock. tb1-510;
2 Danish lounges.550.
825 8536

excel.

1960 Valient, stick, runs good.
New brakes. $150, 529.7298,
.after 6:30 or weekends.

3 pc. red sectional couch, excell.
originally 5500, selling
beautiful couch -table,
originally $55, selling $25. call

Fr. Prov. dining rrn set, includes
6 chrs, tbl, leaves, hutch -5150;

cyl.,

B

cond. 5700. 439-4557

Phone 255-7900, Ext. 38, bow. 9
A.M. and 6 P.M.

CE

ON OUR FINE PRE-OWNED

Automatic Transmission, Traction -lock

P/S, auto. trans,

takes.

ALL OUT CLE

All Vinyl Trim, Courtesy Lights, Lime
Gold. #2273
'69 SHELBY COBRA GT FASTBACK

T

392.8621

5900.

air,

evenings.

Call after 6 pm. RO 3.0170

cond,
$100,

Men's McGregor golf clubs, VIP

woods & irons, leather bag &

Mr H G Shaffer

$30.392.9275.

bike 26"; Stingray bike;

oak dining an. set, round table,
buffet, 5 chairs; 2 record play-

679-3300 or 761-3300

Mahog. desk 34x54 w/chair $30;
chronic kitchen set 60" tble. w/4

U '69 FALCON 2 -DR. CLUB COUPE

'65 Ford Galaxie 500, 2-dr. HT,

excellent

Jenny Lind double
bed complete. A real bargain.

AM/FM Stereo Radio, Tinted Glass,
Diamond Green. #1848

B

'63 CHEVROLET, 9 pass. wagon,

1967 HONDA 300,
condition. Best offer

Vinyl Roof, 8.55x15 White
Walls, Power Windows, Tilt -away
Steering Wheel, Air Conditioning
Black

1965 Olds 88, air conditioned,
P/S, P/B, white walls, low mile.

factory

1968 50 cc AND

Charming

EXECUTIVE DRIVEN CARS
'69 T -BIRD 2 -DR. LANDAU

age, $1350. CL 9-1370

Scrambler

1965 125 cc
BEST OFFER. 259 9215

WASHER & DRYER $75
437-0903

For Sale -Full set of golf dubs.
Good condition. $50
Call 392.3076

305

1969 DEMOS AND

party. $1400. 299 1535

$550. Top condition, low miles.

deliver. Cash or Terms.
537 1930

BEST OFFER.

Must be person who under

4

Honda

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON

66 Buick Le Sabre, exc. cond'.
P/S, P/B. Low Mileage. Private

CALL 259-4528
1968

B

'$100 or best offer. 439-2879

'67 TRUIMPH TR-6, 650cc, low
mileage, very clean

COMPLETE BED . $25

BOOKKEEPING
phases of

9 Piece Matched Bedroom Sett!
Twin Beds, 2 %Is, Dres, Chest,

SEARS WASHER

0

439.1976
'68 Norton, 750cc with new
clutch, recently tuned, $1050.
392-9035

spread, 5200. 296-2615

Crosley refrig., gas store, West.
inghouse washer & cfryer.auto
mail, Best Offer. 392.1486.

Man or Woman
Capable of
Managing

394-0520.

180 Electric

pc. Modern, white, full size
bedroom set, complete, lamps,

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

N

'5325

3

kitchen. $110. 392 1916

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

all

mica tbl, reversible ,cushions,
asking $125, 827,7413.

Beautiful (real) butcher's block
dramatic & practical for your

HOUSEKEEPING

1967 Yamaha

2 6 ft. lounges with corner for-

'58 Ford

'57 4 dr. Chevy. Gd. body, needs
'eng., radiator & battery. Asking

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

Admiral range 30"; Kenniore
elec. dryer, excel. cond. must

827 6628

with

FL 9-1766

474lome Furnishings -Furniture

8483.

' CONTACT MISS HECHT

6 cyl. stick, runs excellent, good engine & tires $25.

255 6421

high with 4 matching bar stools,
best offer, call after 6 per, 824-

MALE OR FEMALE

stands

,

Padded bar86I/2" wide by 42"

ASSISTANTS

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

CHIHUAHUA puppies 7 weeks
old. $30 each. Male & female.

5200.

.Ph. 392.1853
1327 6628

color

Tri

$40 Call
439.2690

after 4 p.m. 297.6570.

CONTACT MRS LERMAN

lin TON, $550 or offer.
537-4956

213-5795.

827 321.1

Full Time Good Opportunities

'63 CHEVY PICK-UP TRUCK,

point a quail, win blue ribbons.

Like new 30" coppertone double

oven Roper gas range,

1102 -Inks, Weis

chomp. sired, will love your kids,

typo, good Conditio,

Kitchen Assistants
Dishwashers

pups,

Setter

sale English

For

20" power rotary mower, push

21-Ilelp Wanted Men or Women

Reasonable, must sell. 352:25186

529.7298 aft. 6:30 or weekends.

work. best of!dr!`259.-IN'l

439 5741 anytime

'67 Hartford .12'x60', like new.
Appliances & carpet incl.

Poodle pups, block mini beauties, AKC ped., home raised.'

Decorator's French Twin Bed,
very interesting piece, needs

Girls over 16 Telephone sales.
Tpp wanes_ Full or part time.

ID -Attila llamas

- J11001

AIKEY

$595

FORD

IN

DES PLAINES

750 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-2163

Weekda s 9-9

Saturda 9-6

0
0
D

iig

.

U101
7-*Eitmucim_ Empanels
.

!i'1

'

z ,l- -1,- c--

"

r 1 "1' ( * ... PP

Milliii-r: A

IM121M

01.111 tor

".
sahloo;.

M"' PII0

666E. NORTHWEST HWY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
SERVICE DEPT. OPEN 7:30 AM TO 9 PM
MON. THRU FRI.

392-6660
CLOSED SUNDAY-.

Make Old Furniture
Look Even Older

THE NORTHWEST DAY
Thursday, July 10, 1969
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nilding 'Value
s Up Despite
gh Interest
Arlington Heights through the
end of May, according to the
survey. Total value for the

Despite high mortgage in-

terest rates, the value of building permits issued during June

homes was listed

in Arlington Heights jumped

as

Woodridge,
Palatine
and

and years but recently paint
companies have put -together
antiquing kits that contain

everything you need for the

the Chicago area during that
month. The number of permits"
for single family residences
dropped 31 per cent during

Federal Savings and Loan survey.

Home

THE RELATIVELY low

In the Chicago area, the survey noted, the number of
permits issued

building permit value totals
lbr May in Arlington Heights

through the end of May was
7,962 a drop from 9,637 in the

metropolitan Chicago and
statewide activities of the
home building industry.
Their leadership is being
displayed in their own NIHBA

reflected a decline throughout

same period last year.

permits issued.

dences climbed to 97 in June,'
born 44 in May
Arlington Heights continued to lead the Chicago metropolitan area in value of single
family residence building permits issued this year, according to Bell I ederal Savings and

building

Some blinds can be eyeopeners.

Traditionally Venetian

blinds were used to protect
privacy, provide neatness, and
keep the sun out.

Loan Association's survey of
new budding for May Permits
for 125 homes were issued by

room dividers or in arrangeto form walls of what used to

THE LATEST idea
Director, Seats Home Fashions Council

are providing leadership in the

the preciate many different kinds of

and notice nature's perfect bal- taste-selecting from this wealth
of material those things that suit
ance and skill
Fvery professional decorator you best. You have learned what
works with just four basic tools is good, now you must decide
-color, pattern, texture, and what is good for you.
Take an -inventory of yourself.
styles Learn to analyze every

room you Inter by these prin- How do you want your family
ciples Divide the room into its to live? Pretty rooms are not
p iris so that you can appreciate enough. Like good books and
lovely
room as you would question the
ingredients of an exotic recipe.
Vincent Price has titled one of
his books "1 Like What I Know."

paintings,

good

good

since if this were a reel antique
those would he the spots with
most wear. If you Wipe across

and head of his home building

pieces are really valuable, then

company in Itasca; John A.
Bretsnyder, president of J.A.
Bretsnyder, Lombard; and

for rare and fine pieces of furniture. If these need refinishing, they should be done by the

traditional methods and if the

and Robert E. Covert, vice
president of Chicago Title and
Trust Company.

SERVING ON the board of
directors of the HBAGC be-

rooms

should lead you, help you discover new knowledge, and they
must be comfortable so that you
can live as you want to live

What to do after perennials
and bulbs finish blooming is a
major problem in June.
Resist the impulse to "neat
up" by cutting off foliage.

Spring bulbs should. be
allowed to shrivel before lift-

Robert W. Barkley, an

ex-

ecutive with Notheran Illinois

give a new lease on life.

A typical kit will contain a

antiquing liquid (a glaze), a
of brushes (one for
painting and the other for
glazing). sandpaper, cheesecloth and steel wool.
Quite simply, what you do is
couple

For 'Leather'

apply the base coat of
enamel first. Spray it on or

Handymen have found that
paneling is one of the most
versatile materials available.

Fertilize Now
For Fall Blooms

which has the looks and feel

Time for a third feeding of
lawns if you are using light-

This textured paneling,

of cowhide, can he used to

give old walls a strong

weight fertilizers.

masculine flavor, to refurbish
old cabinets, or to build a
wide variety of built-ins.
Available ,at local building
materials dealers in 4 -foot x
8 -foot panels, an eighth of an
inch thick, the leather textured
panels can be cut with a fine-

their peak in late July. Watch
for the moths flying a zig-zag

Irregular dead patches in
the lawn may be white grub
injury. Check by spading to a

depth of a foot. If grubs are
found, treat lawn with chlor-

If

hardboard, which

also resists fruit and alcohol

weeds with 2, 4-D type weed
killers.

is highly
resistant to heat and moisture,

stains. Therefore, it can he used for table tops, too.

If nights are cool, mildew
may show up on lawns in shade.

Only an occasional damp
wiping is needed for main-

Irises can be cut off after

flowers fade; even the foliage
can be removed since it will

die back in July anyway. In
July, lift and divide old iris
clumps.

will produce next year's flowers. But do cut away the old
thyrse.

If

Continue planting gladiolus
corms. Order Madonna lily

it produces seed,

phlox, dwarf

use bedding plants still available from garden centers. Include annuals to dry for winter
bouquets.

(FROM GARDEN TALK

publication of the Chicago
Horticultural Society.)

(FROM GARDEN publication of the Chicago Horticul-

Over $71/2 Million
Sold in Roselle Area
This Year!!

111 E. Irving Park Rd. Roselle, III.

Crystal Lake Estates
"Quality Controlled Homes"
$33,900 and up
Unit # 3 Now Open
f 4i1-'

mow less often when growth,
slows up in midsummer. In
'

'of

forceshplaLdts

ssdnL
sideowing

thicken the turf.
Watering will maintain summer growth. Never apply less

than one inch of water when

you do apply it. Use coffee
cans set at- intervals to
the exact amount
applied.
(From Garden Talk, publicameasure

t:iuornalosfoctiheety. C) hicago Hortieul-

-

Paved streets

Top ratc&school districts
3-4-5 bedrooms

O

Savings Certificates
OnlY 1,000 Minanum Deposit
J-

months to 5 -your rooturitios
'0111

OtRI1 "

01,01105
SA,1311

0

:

I

II

Sensible tax rates

U.S. 14 Northwest to Ill. 31--1 mile N. on Ill. 31

Crystal Lakes Estates, Inc.
Phone (815) 459-24,30

tural Society.)

I

New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happens faster with a savings account
at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th,
earn from the first. And we pay the highest legal
rates in ChicagO-5%% on savings certificates,
5% on the new Golden Bonus Passbook account
and 43/4% on regular passbook savirigS-...
pounded quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets. Or,
if you're looking fora mortgage, come in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors. You'll find
that home owning can be easy and fast, too.
Build your tomorrows with Bell, today.

Bell Federal Savings and Loan Association

cl

6eoll6T0o3wn.,F.ThhoenWeeFatiltIlaenrcBiaeill6C.loornoeor, Monroe and Clark,

chael3 ho

ealrlinoofisB

Ranches
SnlitieviAs
Georgians

Y2 acre wooded & un-wooded lots available
select your future home site now

Make all your
ew home dreams come true, faster.

Compounded Quarterly

529-2235

temperatures

the day you 'dust, use dusting
sulfur - the cheapest remedy.
If left uncontrolled, more
such
chemicals,
expensive
as Actidione or Karathane will
have tii lleused.
common mistake is to

(French -grown

zinnias and marigolds, etc. can
still be planted. For others;

If air

will stay below '80 degrees

bulbs won't arrive until Au-

breath, annual

Immaculate 2, bedroom ranch On wooded 1/2 acre. Carpeted, draped living room. Farm -size kitchen, full basement
(rec room -laundry room.) 2 car garage, paved drive. Low
taxes. $26,500

der on leaf blades is usually
mildew.

gust.)
Quick -growing annuals such
baby's
sweet

Starter Or Retired Couple.

A white or greyish -white pow-

tenance.

thiS

treated as biennials.

crab-

pest can be controlled with
Sodar, of with AMA or
DSMA. Keep after broadleaf

as

niums are usually poor perennials anyway and are best

pre -emergence

a

grass killer was not used, this

THIS PLASTIC -finished

available.

Just Perfect For

dane.

moldings are available.

be

Peony foliage should stay
on the plant until it turns
In cutting off seed heads of

base coat.

Roselle

course at dusk.

saw. No finishing is
necessary. Color -matched

WHAT to do about delphinium is a problem. If faded
flower spikes are cut down,
the, plant will prodlice a sec-

ter if left in from year to year.

lilacs, be careful not to remove the two buds at the base
of the faded flower head. They

will provide tooth for the new

Sod evehwor ins often_ ,reach.

tooth

bulbs for planting next month:
American grown bulbs should

weakens the plant and it may
winter kill.
However, modern delphi-

brown in September.

the more subdued the result.
While it is true that surface
preparation is not really necessary, you will always do better
with a clean surface. If the old
finish is glossy, a light sanding

to

Marlite's textured leather

bloom will be poor.

ond bloom in fall, but

But don't lift unless
necessary; most bulbs do beting.

the more glaze you leave on

they should be handled by
experts.

Resist Impulse To 'Neat Up'

ENVIRONMENT

nian} perulds and styles of decor- beauty.
ation Walk in gardens and parks
The next step is "personal

a

vice presidents. They arc William Stephens, head of Stephens Construction CoroPanY,

ideas in painting the slats alternate contrasting or complementing colors. One young
Picasso is working out a
scheme to paint a picture right
on the slats. Then, when the alternate slats are twisted, a totally different picture emerges.

Translate that title to mean, "The
spent educating your taste.
Improvise your own class- more I know, the more I can
room for taste Read newspapers like." When you do this, you de.'
and magazines, visit the model velop what decorators call "inderooms in department stores, scan pendent taste," the ability to ap-

Question

most anywhere.
The process, however, is not

Two NIHBA members arc

come up with some daring

much or little time you have

the wholc

president of the NIHBA, is the
executive assitant of the new
HBAGC.

If your young adult has artistic leanings, he or she may

it is harder to bury a
closet
108 -inch sofa )

books on the "whys" for

L a nggut h, executive vice

with paper clips.

(You can shove that "awkward" dress to the rear of the

acquired skills Your home is
really a measure of just how

recently -formed Home Builders Association of Greater
Chicago, which merges home
builders from throughout metropolitan Chicago. Robert E.

to

pictures, clippings can all be
with
temporarily
fastened
regular scotch tape or even

Every woman suffers from stage
fright when it's time to decorate
a house or apartment Suddenly
her taste is on the line, square in
your living room for all to sec.

Your home says, quite boldly,
"This is my taste This is how I
choose to live " It reflects your
personality better than any mirror
But we are all born tasteless.
Taste is a learned thing; just as
sewing, cooking and reading are

is

it. Wipe hard on high spots

Covert are: Robert A. Faganel, president of the NIHBA
and head of his own home
building firm in Wheaton;
Robert A. Barth, immediate
past president of the NIHBA

The glaze will tone it down and

County and a leader of the in-

of the DuPagc County group

hang them against the wall in
a teenager's "pad," as a zippy
bulletin board, to which cards,

that the pieces are at home_.01,-

Don't be worried about the
brightness of the base coat.

Home Handymen
Find Many Uses

est local home builders organizations in the country.
No less than seven members

after heavy work or play.

ing over a dry spot will smear

sides Langguth, Stephens and

some of it back.

can of semigloss enamel, the

ders Association of Chicago land, one of the first and larg-

outdoor spot where the children or even Dad can shower

There is no wrong way to do it.
Remembers to cover the
entire surface with glaze. Wip-

to take more off than to put

Builders of Illinois, arid Langguth is executive secretary of
the ABOI.

president of the Home Buil-

house shield, and even for an

work at it, you will notice that
various methods achieve certain results. You're the boss.

and the effect is stippled. Take
the glaze off slowly. It's easier

Home Builders Assocation of
Illinois, whose membership

of The Kepler Company,
Downers Grove, is serving as

keep the sun off the' young
ones, as an adjustable seed

wipe off most of it. As you

of wood grain. Use a sponge

FOR PHOTO!

JACK KEPLER, president

urbs, as playhouse additions to

Then, before the glaze dries,

USE A stiff brush or steel
wool and you will get the effect

niture that you would like to

dustry.

ments along the garden paths

it.

will remain in the grain.

Gas Company.
In addition, Stephens is vice
president of the Associated

and activity span the entire
state. Krughoff is one of the
veteran builders in DuPage

slat type, which can be used as

finish. And the results are different and interesting enough

WHEN THAT is dry. apply
the glaze. This is a mixture of
pignient and varnish and yOu
just spread it on without worrying about being neat about

the grain, sonic of the glaze

TOO NEW

Krughoff Company, Naperville, is the president of the

A newcomer in the Venetian blind family is the vertical

sary, usually, to remove the old

paint it on and do it right over
the old finish.

BU'T THE antiquing we are
talking about is for noncxperts
dealing with very ordinary fur-

well as in the Chicago area and
state groups.
0. L. Krughoff, of the

be called grape arbors. A variety of uses for these blinds and
the standard variety have been

Richard Butler,A.al.

Association

which serves home builders
through DuPagc County as

noted in our northwest sub-

BY

Builders

arc playing key roles in the

Venetian Blinds
Show a New Side

niF NUMBER of permits
issued for single family resi-

job plus simple instructions.
The kit has introduced
people to a means of refinishing that is easier than any other. You don't have to apply the
finish smoothly: It isn't neces-

9 Are Leaders

pared to the same month in
1968, according to the Bell

behind Arlington Heights in
value of new home building

$3,008400, up from $2,088,600
in May 1 otal value of all
types of building permits
was
$1,918,410
in June,
compared to 52,265.600 in
May

as antiquing. The process has
been known and used for years

Nine members of DuPage
County's Northern Illinois

Northbrook
ranked second through fifth

According to the Village
Building Department, the vit17
ue of June's single family residence building permits was

recent years is a process known

May in the Chicago area, com-

$10,041,200.
Schaumburg,

(.11 ahead of May's permit value. totals

The big thing in refinishing
old or unfinished furniture in

firo5pert

e

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair low in upper 60s. Tomorrow: Partly
sunny and warm.

p

Telephone.

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand Price 10 Cents

20 PAGES

Friday:July, 11, 1969
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Father of Six

Bank Executive Drowns In Harbor
vice president of the First National Bank of Chicago.

A Mount Prospect man

Mrs. Shanahan said she and
her husband had attended the

who was a Chicago bank executive drowned late yesterin

day

yacht party along with about
,
a dozen other couples.

Burnham

Chicago's

Harbor after a party aboard

The party had just ended.

she said, when Shanahan

Brian P. Shanahan, 37, ap-

parently plunged into the

.

the yacht. Revival attempts by
Chicago fireman were unsuccess fu I

and he was pro-

Brian P. Shanahan

returned alone for his jacket,
which he had forgotten on the
boat.

Mrs. Shanahan summoned

help several minutes later

hospital.

when her husband failed to
return. The body was pulled
from the harbor near the 60 -

Debbie

foot yacht, Joanna. The

nounced dead

at

a

the spb)-where Shanahan

drowned.

j

nearby

Shanahan, who lived at II
Dr. with his wife,
Kay. and six children, was a

harbor is about eight feet deep

was promoted the vice presiThe banker was graduated
from St. Ignatius High School

By Curt Wilson

Fox Lake for the murder of

After the revival attempts

Heather Pittelkow, of 312 S.

had failed, the baby was pro-

arrested and charged with
murder for the fatal beating
of a 2I -month -old Wheeling

Milwaukee Av.. Wheeling.
Killoran brought the unconscious body of the baby to
the Wheeling police station

nounced dead at 12:40 a.m.

girl June 26.

Gerald James Killoran, 26.
of Fox Lake is being held at
the Cook County Jail without
bond.

Wheeling Police Chief
Marvin Horcher revealed
these details about the arrest

at the time that he had found

with the girl's

that she had apparently stop-

time, living

mother, Marlene Pittelkow,
26, at the apartment, police
said.

Emergency treatment given

KILLORAN WAS arrested
by Wheeling, Fox Lake and

by police, the Wheeling Fire
Department inhalator squad,
and the emergency staff at
Holy Family Hospital failed

Wednesday at his home in

to revive the child.

late yesterday:

'

Illinois State Police late

KILLORAN TOLD police

late June 26. He was, at that

bruises, and was taken to the

Cook County Morgue for a

Judge Francis Glowacki

The Metropolitan Sanitary
District trustees agreed Thursday, after 'meeting with repregoverhsentatives of local
ments including Wheeling and
Elk Grove townships, to delay

for five months its cut off of
in unincorporated
areas to other than local government units. The cutoff date
will be Dec. 31.

permits

Supt. Bacon also reported to
the trustees that the bill passed
by the General Assembly pro-

viding $380 million in bonding power for the building of

treatment
plants is now before the goversewer

lines

and

nor. He reported that Gov.
Ogilve expects to he ready to
sign the bill into 'law shbrtly,
perhaps early next week. The
funds. will be used over a 10 year period. The funds will he

before he began working at
the hank.

Shanahan recently had

helped coordinate the

used to build new treatment
plants south of Mount Prospect (the O'Hare plant) and at
the intersection of Rtes. 72 and

53 in Schaumburg Township
(the Salt Creek plant).
When the meeting began in

the morning Thursday, Supt.

Simon Porter later ordered the

case continued until July 18
in Arlington Heights Court.

Horcher declined to say

at work at the time of the
death.

Pittelkow was wounded in
action there recently, police
said.

ALSO LIVING at the

Vinton Bacon explained that Milwaukee Av. apartment at
the district was ready imme- the time of the alleged
diately to cease its practice of heating, police said, were
issuing permits in unincorpo three other Pittelkow children,
rated areas to other than local Mark, 41/2, Michele, 3, and
Kevin, eight months.
The apartment has been

last' week,

ems of Wheeling Township

told the trustees that her town- according' to the police
A funeral for the child was
ship needed time to complete
its study of the best way in held last week at ,a Fox Lake

funeral home, but the funeral
which to establish a sewer director refused to supply any
areas.

"We must have some time to

information about the
services.

The setting of the date for

assess the responsibilitiesin- the preliminary hearing is
volved in this new responsP pending a final arraignment.

bility. Our board has been

The accused murderer

studying the matter since the reportedly was employed in an
district announced less than a office building at 1100 W.
month ago its change of pol- Northwest Hwy., Mount
icy. Members of our board are Prospect.
not opposed to taking over this
Police looked for him there
responsibility, but we need Wednesday afternoon before
more time to study it," she finding him at his home later
said.

Supervisor William Rohlwing of Elk Grove Township reported that his township also
had the matter under study.
REPRESENTATIVES'

of

Northfield Township, the only
Cook County suburban government to maintain a sewer
unincorporated
system
in
areas

Laurence Ostling

Kenneth O'Callaghan

Village to Hire
3 New Policemen,
By Ted Lacey

Zimmermann.

Applications will he made
Mount Prospect will hire
three, new policemen, the village's Fire and Mice Commission decided last night'

At last night's meeting the

available soon at the police ra-.
dio desk in Village Hall.
The Sept. 6 test will consist
of a written exam and a physical agility test.
Zimmermann said the police

at this

time reported

that the plan had solved many
problems and proved generally
satisfactory.'

Police Pension.
New Of,
Officers for the coming year

were elected by the Mount

tenants.

Sept. 6, at 8:30 a.m. at Prospect

commission's new
chairman is Lawrence Ostling.

berg was made assistant secretary.

High School.

Taking Ostling's old job

The decision to hire more
men came after a request by
Acting Village Manager John

commission secretary is Kenneth O'Callaghan who recently
was appointed to the commission to replace Henry Szala

Because Richard Jesse remains the village's financial
director, he also remains the
pension fund board's treasur-

Zimmermann.

who had resigned.

Two of the three will fill va-

as

actually will have to be granted
by an ordinance passed by the

The suggestion that Ostling
and O'Callaghan take the two
offices was made by Commissioner Thomas Ackerman, who
refused to take an office himself because limitations on his

Village Board, according to

time.

cancies left by the resignations
of policemen.

Authorization to hire a third

(

--sy

,(

Day

,./,;

ye--

The light across the street
shining in my bedroom win dow and keeping me awake.

R.D.

years ago.

A neighbor, Mrs. Ralph

Komorowski of 9 Debbie Dr.

described Shanahan as "a
good family man and a fine
neighbor. He was always

Shanahan's
Evanston.

parents

live

ri

Funeral and burial ar-

rangements were incomplete
this morning.

Harper Budget
Can Be Viewed
The

proposed

1969-1970

budget for Harper Junior College will be available for public
view at the college offices beginning Monday.

Day reporter Judy Ressler measures the dimensions of parking lot stalls in the area to determine
whether they meet village requirements.

Parking Spaces No Smaller,
But
" Car Dents More Numerous
Adams
J d y Ressler and
door-to-dooru
A door
-Bt oycollisionan happens frequently
in Mount Prospect parking lots.

It's the type of collision that occurs when

"I THINK THE parking lot stalls are too

one motorist pulls his car into a parking space
that seems adequate until the car door is open-

small. It seems like every time I go to Rand- hurst I receive a dent on my car door." said Jac-

ed and both cars suffer dents.

queline Zimmer of 115 S. CanDota, Mount

Is

Prospect.

it the fault of the drivers or are the sizes

"parking stalls are never too large for me,"
said Mrs. Mary Rogler, of 907 W. George St..
Arlington Heights. She said she often has difficulties getting in and out of her car because

of the parking spaces inadequate?

The Mount Prospect zoning regulations require parking lot stalls to be 10 feet wide by
20 feet long.

stalls are so close together.

Others commented that they parked far away
from other cars so their cars won't he scratched
or dented.

"I personally think it should be increased
to 12 feet wide," said John Zimmerman, village
manager. He said that requirements were made
so that cars could easily fit into stalls and have
room enough to,open the door without marring
the cars next to them.'
Most of the complaints from residents con-

"It's a headache trying to maneuver into
some of these small spaces," said Mrs. Arthur
Olsen of 616 S. Walnut, Arlington Heights.

Still others thought many of the spaces in
Mount Prospect are not too small.

"If persons parked where they are suposed
to, there wouldn't be any problem." said 'Mrs.
Viola Calderwook, of 748 S. Plum Grove Rd.,

William McManamon, Mount Prospect

Palatine. She said persons should he more considerate in the way they park.
Several said that when one person parks out

village engineer, said that if parking stalls are
smaller than the required size, then, usually the
quantity of stalls makes up for it.

of line, many others are forced to park out

He said that many new ordinances have been

of line.

passed and new size requirements may have

A man who was wandering around

been made.

the

Randhurst parking lot, who was asked what
he thought of the size of stalls, said, "It's not
really the size of the stalls that bothers me,

"It's not for me to say whether undersized
parking spaces arc illegal or not," McManamon
said.

it's just that I can never find my car."

The village will allow the width of perpen-

Three editorial appointments were announced today
by William J. Kicdaisch, manions.

Hamilton were named assistant
managing editors for Day Publications and Edwin Workman
was named news editor of The
Northwest Day.
Masek, former news editor,

joined Day Publications in
1967 as sports editor. He then

Before joining The Day he

Plaines City Hall reporter, and
he has been news editor since
December, 1968.

weekly. A graduate of Loyola
University in Chicago, he has

was editor of the Downers
became night news editor, Des Grove Graphic, a suburban
a bachelor's degree in history.
IN

HIS NEW

position,

Masek will be responsible for
1

the news desk operation for
The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day, The Des Plaines
Day and The Northwest Day.
Hamilton, a iiirmer news
editor, reporter and photographer for Day Publications,
returns to The Day after work-

7

er.

ing as a copy editor on The

The Mount Prospect Police
Department elected Lt. Fred

Chicago Tribune.

A graduate of Taft High

Hedlund to the board as the de-

partment's representative.
Hedlund replaces the department's forme'r representative
officer, Charles Barr, who resigned from the police force.

dicular stalls to be 9 feet wide, according to

McManamon.
The stalls at Randhurst are 8 feet wide.

Three Promoted At Day Publications
James Masek and George

tise the three patrolmen jobs
and hold qualification exams

he

ripe
Of The

Fred Reiman was made
president of the board, Earl
lvleeske was made vice president, James Lange was made
secretary and George Witten-

the Debbie Dr. address three

parking area and the Randhurst parking lot.

aging editor of Day Publica-

force now consists of a chief, 20

had lived on North Main St.
in Mount Prospect for about
eight years before moving to

cern the downtown Mount Prospect public

Prospect Pollee Pension Fund
Board Tuesday.

commission also elected its officers for the coming year.
The commission will adver-

patrolmen, one policewoman,
four sargeants and three lieu-

that evening.

'

Board Picks

employes and trainees:
Shanahan and his family

Richard Pittelkow, the

had been serving.

system for its unincorporated

The.

4, and Brian Jr.. 2.

NILES COURT Judge

leave from Vietnam, where he

SUPERVISOR ETHEL Kol-

a

course in bank administration

issued a warrant for Killoran doing something for someone
on a charge of murder, and despite his busy schedule."
Killoran was taken before
Shanahan's children ranged
Lake County judge in Fox in age from 2 to 13. They are
Lake immediately after his ar- Mary Susan, 13; Kevin, 12;
rest to be advised of his rights.
Peggy. 10; Ann. 6; Michael,

flown home on emergency

governments.

week.

American Institution of Banking and was attended by bank

child's father, reportedly was

Sewer Cutoff Deadline
Delayed Until Dec.31

night

University in Chicago and attended Xavier University in
Cincinatti, Onio, for a year

'

injuries to the head.

night course at the bank

philosophy at Loyola was sponsored by the

complete pathology.
more about the alleged murder
The coroner's office said ' or the arrest. The mother was

that the death was caused by

In addition to his regular
duties, Shanahan taught a
several

the girl next to her bed, and
ped breathing.
The body showed numerous

month.

in Chicago. He earned his
bachelor of arts degree in

Man Held for Murder
A Fox Lake man has been

transfer of the bank's facilities
to the new 80 -story First Na-

SHANAIIAN had been tional Bank Building at
employed at the bank for Dearborn and Madison. The
about 13 years. He recently new building opened .last
dent.

a yacht.

water after striking his head
on an unknown object near

at

School in Chicago, Hamilton
was in the Navy submarine'
service'during World War II,
He majored in composition
George Hamilton

James Masek

Edwin Workman.

and theory at Chicago Musical

College for three years and

marketing for two
years before turning to news:,

studied

paper work. He and his wife
Linda, Day sports editor, live
iwR-olling_Meadows.,

He will be responsible for
news and photographic coverage for all four Day news-

-

papers.

Workman came to The Day
from Evansville, Ind., where
he was tai -state editor for the
Sunday Courier and Press. He
also worked for the Peoria
(III.) Journal Star and Chicago
Today, formerly Chicago's
American:

A graduate, of Eastern Illinois University,' Charleston,
Workman is a member of the
Elks Lodge and the Lion4,
Club. He and his wife Ann and

their three daughters live in
'Wheeling.

-

is Named
For New Jr. High
P rin,ci
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Businessmen Group
To Hear Official
The Northwest suburban
area may be an ideal place to
live, work and raise a family,
but it is fast gaining a reputation for something else --as a
graveyard for abandoned and
derelict autos.

a long and complicated legal
process before the car can be
junked.
The process is aimed at de-

Last year, more than 500
section

pal of the new Rand Junior
high school in Arlington
Heights
Reibock, until now, was an

termining if indeed, the car is
abandoned. First, police must
write . to Springfield for a

cars were abandoned in the
northeast

James Reibock, of 225 S
school, Mount Prospect, and
Richard J Nickelsen of Hanover Park, have been named
principal and assistant princi-

willing to bear the cost, there is

of Cook

administrator at Fenton High
School in Bensonville He is a

record of the ownership of the.
car. Then, registered letters

County. This year, according
to the Illinois Secretary of
State's office, that figure will
climb.
The abandoned cars arc
More than an eyesore. They

given a chance to claim his car.

In most cases, the owner of
the car ignores the notices. If a

doned autcyloo great of a temptation to pass.
The northwest suburban
area has become an ideal place

municipality wishes to bear
the expense, the owner could
be prosecuted but the penalty

Tfew. sheriff's officers demonstrate video-tape equipment used to photograph and record actions of
persons arrested for driving while under the influence of intoxicating liquor. They are Sgt. Clyde

is so minimal that most villages
refuse prosecution.

Video -Taping of Suspects
Big -Issue in Traffic Case

Abney (left) and William Denaer both stationed at Niles.

After all attempts at locat.ner have
to dump an unwanted car, ing a right'
failed, the village is free to orpolice said, because of the
many vacant areas owned by_ der the car towed away and
absentee owners who rarely junked. That poses another
visit their property. In many problem because most junk
yards refuse to accept autos,
cases, even when the property
owner discoyers that his land is

being used as an auto junkyard, he takes no action because of the. cost involved in
fencing off his property or
having the cars towed away.
Junk dealers no longer want

old cars, according to police,
and villages actually have to
pay to have a derelict car carted away. But even if they are

even if they are paid a fee, and

Krerowicz

Leonard Krerowicz, 43, of

I 103 Spruce, Prospect
yesterday

at

Holy Family Hospital. He was
plant manager for Glass Gorham, Skokie.

Survivors include his wid-

ow, Anna; his father, Lee, Chicago, brothers, Robert, Frank-

lin Park, and William, Des
Plaines, and a sister, Evelyn
Booth, Hoffman Estates.
Services will he Monday at

II

a.m.

uate work at Northern Illinois
University this summer.

Mr. and Mrs.
have two children.

in Oehler Funeral

Home, Des Plaines. Burial will
be in Ridgewood Cemetery.

pected

When the actions of a susdrunken driver are
recorded on video-tape with-

terday

ers.

out his knowledge or permission, does this' violate state

cobs of Des Plaines filed a mo-

Eventually, the car

is re.

moved by a two truck operato
who welcomes the $50 -per -car
fee most villages are forced to
pay. In some cases, the trucker

will strip the car and sell the
are compressed and sold for
scrap. In one case, a two truck
owner has a thriving business
going with several villages.

His secret? He buries the
cars .at night in a quarry in a
neighboring village.

laws against electronic eavesdropping?

That's the issue in Circuit

Court in Des Plaines, in a trial
which is attracting wide attention.
Joseph Ardella, 46, 1475

Park,

Plaines,

Des

was

charged by Cook County sher-

iffs police with failure to yield
and driving while under the influence of intoxicants Dec. 10.

He. was arrested on Central
Rd.. near Dearlove, just east of
the Beck Lake Forest Preserve

If the cars are abandoned on

private property, there is very
little municipal officials can

do. It is difficult to obtair,

.

court order calling for the removal of the junked cars and
unless the owner of the
property offers to cooperate
with officials, the eyesores remain. '

WHEN ARDELLA was taken to the sheriff's district office in Niles for booking and
sobriety tests, his actions were

video-taped, a procedure just

By Richard Crabb

the development of additional

The Council of Govern- airport facilities to reduce the
ments of Cook County will ex- concentration of aif traffic at
tend its study of suburban O'Hare.
transportation to include areas
Besides CATS (Chicago
Area Transportation System)
outside of Cook County.

this motion, since it was'a new
issue: '
Judge Peters recessed the

Chicago

transportation

COG president, Jack Pahl of
Elk Grove Village, named

and

view to head up a special transportation committee to ex-

in the south, west and northern

groups, there are transportaMayor Paul Thomas of Glen- tion councils making studies

suburbs. CATS until now has
plore Abe possibilities of COG concerned- itself almost enserving as the coordinating tirely with highway developagency for the numerous area
transportation councils now at
work in the Chicago suburbs.
These councils include parts of
DuPage and Will counties.

Pahl reported to the COG
executive group that Mayor
Richard Daley had promised
the cooperation of the City of
Chicago in drafting plans for
an over-all transportation system covering air, land and lake
transport. Daley directed Chi' cago's public works director to
provide meeting-to-meetingco-

operation on the transportation research work.
NORTHWEST SUBURBAN
members expressed special
concern about north -south

land transit development and

LOOKING
FOR

*

tinge for °Moe Nulls% dub

involved, several local and counBecause

of the

issue

ty officials and lawmen were

fore Judge Peters called the
court to order.

MO, award presentations.

Great food too ... front

HENRICr
O'HARE INN
Mannheim & Higgins Road

ON ANY 8 -TRACK STEREO
TAPE WITH THIS COUPON

AUTO SOUND, INC.
640 E.

JULY 11-12-13

NORTHWEST HWY.

PALATINE. ILL. meg
PHONE: 359-5121

For teesevatilenst 290-116111

Bjorvik's work in developing

expand its studies'and projec- for the Chicagoland area for
COG'S RECREATION de- COG has attracted favorable
partment head, Roger Bjorvik, attention nationally from redirector of the Palatine Park creation leaders. He plans to
District, was authorized to meet with Secretary Hickel in
meet with Walter J. Hickel, U. September.
Both Thomas and Bjorvik
S. secretary of the interior, to
discuss possible federal assis- may have reports ready for the
tance in establishing more next meeting of Cog's execu-

"vest pocket parks" and na- tive group to be held in Chilure trails in the Chicagniirea:' cago Sept. 17..
-

*

*

*

I

-

*

Lae

IS HEREI,

AND

parties, cocktail (lathes.

year CATS will an over-all recreational plan

°
\\

HONEST SERVICE

INSTALLED ... COMPLETE WITH SPEAKERS

OFF

Swing Into our perfect a*

and recorder to spectators be-

*\

17'lc\

rain

gave Miroballi until July 24 to

della is the first person, so film-

next

tD*iitm

trial to 10 a.m. Aug. I, and

mai dinIng.Callour manage.

that

AisirciMATic submit;

69"

A. Peters for time to answer

canapes to buffets to for-

ment. President Pahl reported

nnn

ASST. STATE'S Atty. Dan
Miroballi asked Judge Marvin

Two sheriffs officers demonstrated the use of the camera

ed, to contest the charge and
go before the court.

uunt

operation.

sheriffs office.

According to officers, Ar,

I

state law against electronic eavesdropping.

'present for the trial yesterday.

recently inaugurated by the

PLAYS: 8 -TRACK CARTRIDGE ... 4 -TRACK WITH GIDGET
OPTIONAL UNIVERSAL RADIO-PAK TUNER- CARTRIDGES

The officers also showed a
film taken of a business they
did not identify, suspected of
being an illegal bookmaking

dence be suppressed, saying
that the video-taping violated
Ardella's constitutional rights
and also was contrary to the

file his answer.

area.

CARTRIDGE TAPE PLAYER

played back.

tion asking that certain evi-

Plan Area Transportation Study

147

COOL COMFORT

NNE 02
COMFORT IQ MATE

BRING
SEE ME

MY
NATEW

.LOCATION

WHEELING

THE FAMIVV

Enjoy our... Comfortable Dining RoomQuick Service - Fast CarryoutFree Parking- At our newest...

YANKEE. DOODLE DANDY.

The Restaurants with the All-American Menu

HEATING & AIR

5-nitiffilt.-.--.4111 mu.
YLIIICEE DOODLE
DANDY.

CONDITIONING

WIMIZEZEIP

25 S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill.
PH:541-1220

Nickelsen

SUMMER TIME SPECIAL

PEOPLE IN THE courtWhen the trial opened yes-.
morning in Circuit room, including Des Plaines
Court in Des Plaines, Ar- police chief Arthur Hintz,
della's attorney William Ja- were interviewed and the tape

most two truck owners prefer
other, more lucrative, custom-

parts. In other cases, the cars

1-04111U-AliTES1

died

wife, Carol, who is a home ecotkOMIC teacher at Miner Junior
High in Arlington Heights,
have two children
Nickelsen has been a physi-

notifying him that his car has
been found abandoned. He is

children, who find an aban-

Heights,

University in Chicago He his
completed work for a doctor's
degree and is working on
dissertation Retbook and his

cal education teacher at South
Junior High. He had been assistant dean of boys at Thornton High School, Harvey, and
a teacher and coach at South
Junior High. He is doing grad-

must be sent to the last owner,

are a very real danger to small

Leonard

graduate of Carthage College,
with a masters from Roosevelt

stereo excitement
dial 92.7 fin

208 SO. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

DANDYBURGERS ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES HAMBURGERS
FISH SANDWICHES SHAKES SOFT PRINKS FRENCH -FRIES

ALL

WORK GUARANTEED

O
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River Trails Park Dist. Sets Bond Vote Aug. 23
MortonGrove.Thebuildingwill
measure about 47 by 69 feet,

for Woodland Trails park at

By Ben Clarke

a resolution for adoption at

The River Trails Park Dis-

the next board meeting, calling

trict board last night approved

for a referendum on Aug. 23
for selling $475,000 in bonds.

federal funds of $475,000 in

east -west direction, with the

December, 1966. Of this,

entrance facing Lee. The plans

Issuance of bonds could be
handled in phases, said attor-

$365,000 was earmarked for
pool construction, but as yet

call for a park district office,
storage room, a multi -purpose

a bond issue referendum in
August for the long awaited
swimming pool and final plans

for a new administration and

Euclid and Wolf Rd.

The park district filed for

ney Roger Bjorvik. The park
!district now has $277,500 in

recreation building.
The estimated cost of a pool
and bath- house is $450,000,
which includes $50,000 for
contingencies. Another $25, 000 was added to the referen-

funds has been that they are

available.
power
.This will be increased another
$135,000 by Dec. 1, 1970, as
earlier bond issues of $80,000
are retired and tax revenue increases $75,000 with increased assessed valuation for
the district, Bjorvik said.

dum figure to insure proper
parking facilities and lights.

After some discussion on
financing, the board passed

room and an activity or skate
shelter on the east side. The

the only answer on the federal

bonding

office is to be ih the single -sto-

not now available.

ry front of the brick building.
The rest of the building is to

THE BOARD reviewed

have 8 -foot -high walls with the

final plans for the administration and recreation building of
built in Buntthe district, to
ing Bush Trails park, on Lee

roof pitching slightly to a 13 foot ridge. The park district offices are now housed in a trailjust east

er

south of Hollyhock, with the
architect, Charles Conlon of

The pool site is projected

longer dimension in an

the

of Park View

There is also provision for a

parking lot in front of the
building. The 3,700 -square foot structure's cost is estimated at about $20 a foot. The
board has allocated $85,000 in
the budget for its construction.

A letter was read at the
meeting from the First National Bank of Mount Prospect offering a 10 -year loan of $80,-

000 at 5.4 per cent for construction of the building. Bjorvik was authorized by the
board to negotiate the loan as
offered.

Bjorvik

said

the

notice for bids bn'construction

could be published by next

School on Kensington.

LEGAL
NOTICES
lor
rrti.ing

Thursday, and Aug. 14 was set

as the deadline for receiving
bids from contractors. They
will be opened at a meeting
..that night. In other action
the board approved an appropriations ordinance for the
1969-70 budget of $301,894.15. It included $160,800
for general corporate pur-

255. 1101/
Legal No. 69.42A
NOTICE OF.HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
on the 24th day of July, 1969

poses, $57,800 for the recrea-

tion program fund, $4,000 for

the Illinois Municipal Retire-

at the -hour of 8:00 P.M. there will
be a public hearing at the Village

ment Fund and Social Security
Fund, $1,843.47 for the Insur-

ance Fund, $2,850.68 for the
Audit Fund, and $74,600 for
the Bond and Interest Fund.

Hall, 112 E. Northwest Highway,
concerning a petition for charge to
the Zoning Ordinance of the Village
,f,

of Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO. 69.42A
Petition for variation

of property

located at Rand and Central Roads
Service Station) to place 6'
shell letters on 35' poles.
Legal description follows:
That part of the South 1653.37
feet of the East one half of the
(Shell

College, High School

Southwest quarter (measured on the
East line of said tract) and the South
west quarter of the Southwest quarter

Agreements Aired
By

of programs for thr future. At

K.C. Radtke

present .ee arc somewhat limit-

High school and junior college administrators are anxious to explore the feasibility
of recent amendments to the
public junior college act and
the school code.

sF

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman (center) of Arlington Height& who is running for Congress in the

13th district in the special Oct. 7 Republican primary, visits in WashingiOn with two men who
moved from the Illinois House of Representatives to the U. S. House as Schlickman hopes to do. The
congressmen are Thomas F. Railsback (left) of Moline, and John N. Erlenborn of Elmhurst.
Schlickman has been in Washington this week for briefings by officials of various departments of the
federal government.

Two Deadlines Face
CandidatesHereToda
Today is the final day on
which candidates who filed for
the special 13th Congressional
District special primary Oct. 7
may withdraw.
Today also is the final -date

on which persons wishing to
run for delegate seats at the
constitutional convention may
Con -cc -17 Candidates may

withdraw next time.

Rep. Alan R. Johnston of
Kenilworth won the first endorsement of a Republican

Township

organization

Wednesday night when the
,New Trier Township Gop narrowly endorsed his candidacy.
votes
Johnston recieved :I 1
two more than required.
1

-REP: EUGENE Schlickrnan

(r -Arlington Heights) was in
Washington Thursday where
he held a number of briefing
conferences. His longest briefing yesterday was at the U.S.

Department where he
spent two hours listening to
foreign service officers in a
confidential report on' developments in the Near East, in
South America and in Viet-

At 5 p.m. yesterday Schlickman was guest at a reception
given him by the Chicago press
representatives in Washing-

from The Tribune, Chicago
Today and the Sun -Times.

The reporters "turned this
briefly around" as they questioned Schlickman on current
developments in Illinois, such
constitutional conas the
vention election and the race
in the 13th District. The press
conference was held in the
President's Room of the Na-

nam.

Earlier Schlickman attended briefing sessions at the departments of transportation,
Justice and Health, Education
and Welfare.
lunch
had
Schlickman

tional Press Club.

Thursday with Thomas

Rep. Schlickman is spending today, Saturday and Sunday with his family. He will re-

Houser of Arlington Heights.

now manager of the Peace
Corps

-

-

Present were reporters

ton.

state

,SIIMC campaigning Monday

Dog Bite Officials Here Cite
Bill Awaits Civil Defense Unit

Signature For Work at Parade
Commendations are being

House Bill 186, dealing with
dog bites and inoculatiOns,
sponsored by Rep. Eugenia
( d -Arlington
Chapman
Heights) has passed both

houses of the legislature and
awaits . Gov. Ogilvie's signature.

The bill will make it man-.
datory for dog owners to show
proot of rabies inoculations af-

ter their dog bites someone.
Under the bill's provisions the
owner can keep his dog for 10
days, but then must take it to a
veterinarian for examination
and release.

Under the present bill, a dog
who hit someone had to be impotinded for I 0 days.
Dqg owners have long been

opposed to impounding their
pets because of the expense in-

volYed and because 'many do
--not-ifice to have their pets away
from hOme for long periods of
time.

heaped on the Mount Prospect
Civil Defense outfit that

worked for traffic and crowd
control and communications
during the Fourth of July celebrations.
Acting Village Manager
John Zimmermann and Mayor Robert Teichert agreed that

the unit's performance justified its formation.
The traffic control unit was
formed early in June by Civil
Defense Director Lt. Laurence Pairitz with the aid of

During the parade, I I mem

Carol Johnson of 39 Pine
semester's dean's list at the

colleges to provide advanced
vocational education. training
for high school students.
High school students studying under such an agreement
would receive high school
credit for a course taken at the
junior college. The school
code bill allows the participat-

ing junior college to bill the
student's school district at the
usual per capita cost, state aid
money being used for payment.

THE LEGISLATIVE acts
were viewed by Robert E.
Lahti,

president of

Harper

Junior College, as "a highly
favorable development and
one which has had good exper-

ience in other states, for in-

ing a grade point average of
higher than 3.5 during the
third term of the academic
yeirr. She is a sophomore.

data processing, mental hygiene, drafting technology,
electronics and fashion design.

Also, food service management, law enforcement, jourmarketing management, mechanical design, numerical control, technology,
nursing and the secretarial scinalism,

ences.

SUPT. EDWARD Gilbert
of District 214, serving high
school students in Arlington
Mount

Heights,

Prospect,

Des Plaines, Elk Grove VilWheeling and Rolling
Meadows, termed the amendment "very appropriate."
lage,

"It, will improve our voca-

programs so as not to duplicate
facilities and equipment in use
in the high school districts.

HARPER IS ready to talk to

any of its supporting high
school districts about the type

ber of possibilities which we
will be anxious to explore."

Gilbert explained that ad-

culation committee.

THE

COMMITTEE was

established to find courses
where the college and the high

charged with looking at the

Future development of industrial land in Mount Pros-

Village's I-1 zoning district orActing Village
dinance,"
Manager John Zimmermann

pect eventually may be determined by a new ordinance to
he considered by the Village

said. "The old ordinance is

Board Tuesday.

day. Two readings at two sepa-

rate Village Board meetings
ordinarily 'are required before

the

boy; supplying appropriate sit-

nomic

"The unit has paid for itself
and then some. Organizing it

getting a mechanic to repair a
bus for a Michigan. marching
band and getting a busload of
70 to restaurants; and helping

mann said. The cost of helmets, arm hands and badges
has been more than made up
by services rendered, he said.

Pairitz said in his report to

get riders off a stalled
amusement at the carnival.
During the evening fire-

works program, 14 unit mem-

the
village
administration, bers helped in traffic control
The total °firm' hours for the- while seven members provided -

Fourth of July activities
worked by volunteer members
is 252."

commission

was

a proposal is passed into law.

uations with police officers;

to

CB

radio

from the carnival and park

NOW atOPEN!

Self Service Liquors
MORE

FUN TO SHOP THAN EVER....
dOME PEEK IN OUR WINDOWS.
The Countries' No. 1 Liquor Retailer

and sociology programs had
been operated effectively in
this shared manner, Gilbert

means to helping students who
do not go beyond high school.

tion was "excellent," a real

GEORGE JACOBSMEYER

Chairman
Mount Prospect Board of Appeals
Published in
Wednesday, July 11, 1969
Friday, July I I, 19t,9

"We are not really able to do

added.

a very good job for the ter-

"So the machinery is there
for Harper and 214. It's just a
matter of the Committee adding this (the recent legislation) to their agenda," he con-

minal student," Wheeler said.

DU PAGE COUNTY schools
have been supporting a movement to construct an area vo-

cluded.

District 214 as well as Barrington Consolidated High
School District, Lake Park
High School District (DuPage
County), and Palatine Township High School District 211
have just begun to build solid
programs in vocational education training.

SPOKESMEN FOR each
school system indicated that
enactment of the two house
bills might be premature since
their schools would have few
students prepared for any type
of advanced vocational education training.
"I'm quite sure we wouldn't
implement it (the advanced
training) this coming year,'
commented Mrs. Elizabeth
Rueck, administrator in

.

education," Har-

old McElroy, superintendent
of District 211, said.

HE EXPLAINED that his
school system stressed participation in a student work cooperative program giving
students experience as well as
learning.

ADY MAYO

L

School District 207 currently

offers a program in the vocational arts, a program that

had been modified and expanded to include four years
training in such areas as electronics, printing, woodshop,
architectural drawing, and
machine drawing.
Ralph
Frost,
Assistant
Superintendent of District

207, said his school system
"would be friendly" to the
junior college -high school
agreement.

Installation

3 Attend
Music Camp
Three

area

of

a

Westing'

house 'split system can be
simple and economical. Get
the facts, call us for a no -

students

obligation system survey.

are

learning and performing at
Northern Illinois University's
13th annual Music for Youth

You can be
sure

Camp in De Kalb.
:They are Barbara Aschoff,
1206 E. Clarendon, Arlington
Heights, a student at John Hersey High School; Evelyn Reilly, 114 N'. Eastwood, Mount

if it's Westinghouse

A-P

REFRIGERATION

Prospect, Prospect High

203 So. EMERSON

School: Carin Moratit, 404 N.
Eastwood, Mount Prospect,

MT. PROSPECT

259-2727

Prospect High School.

SAVERS BEST DEAL!
2

CONSIDER ALL ADVANTAGES (

5%

5 -YEAR CERTIFICATES.
(Redeemable in 90 Days)

5,

0

YEAR

P

Average yield for 5 years

WITH 50/

-

#Z

#1

EARN

Mier _L

GOLDEN

PASSBOOK

A
YEAR

crfee-T

SAVE 15% TO 40% ON QUALITY
NATIONALLY KNOW FASHIONS

reg. price $18.50

2 For 1 Sale

#3
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.-, 9 to 6

Friday, 9 to 8
Saturday, 8:30 to 4

YOU EARN MORE- IT'S MORE CONVENIENT
IIII

II

ON
NATIONAL
BANK

AR

859 W. Dundee, Wheeling, III.
DUNHURST SHOPPING CENTER

PH: 537-3690
at Rte. 83
Hours: 10 to 6 daily: Mon. & Fri. 11 to 9
Sat. 10 to 6; and Sun: 11 to 5.
+Midwest lank Cards Accepted-

I1

AIR CONDITIONING
Your present furnace and
ducts may be entirely satis'actory for total air conditioning. An add-on system may
be all that ou ne

214, Palatine, Niles and Maine
Township.
Township
High
Maine

rington high schools.
vocational

i

1/2 OF TOTAL HOME

cational high school. Similar
efforts have been underway
by administrators of District

charge of curriculum for Bar-

"It's a good idea because
there is so little provided for

I

DAILY

OUR PRICE $8.80

BIGGER....BETTER....AND

. District 108, said the legisla-

°COMPOUNDED

communications

area.

to offer more to the high
school student. Psychology

Meridian (except Central Road)
in Cook County, Illinois.
All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 9th day of July, 1969.

At Industrial Zoning

"Six months ago the industrial development and eco-

was a shrewd move," Zimmer-

of Lake Park High School,

Stanley Weheler, principal

Board.

village administration,
Zimmermann said.

school district could cooperate

Proposed I.aw:Ainlie-dc...om

exhaustion and assisting in
treatment; assisting police in a
search for a lost 5 -year -old

Honor Student
been

architectural technology, chemical technology,
ing aids,

ministrators in his district
were presently involved with
Harper personnel through a
articurriculum planning

PRICE OF ONE

Dean's list at Knox College
in Galesburg for maintain-

offered by Harper, the northwest suburban area's only junior college, include account-

"We would approach the
possibility of developing such

Center

has

programs

it certainly opens a great num-

University of Missouri -Colum-

72 Lane
Prospect.
the
nam2d to

career

"Harper College will explore the possibilities of such
cooperation in the interest of
tax economy," Lahti said.

FOR

Greco,
Mount

graEmxsiS't.ing

tional training," he said, "and

Rolling Meadows Shopping

Linda
Court.

training for high school students within the framework of
our existing career pro-

stance, Michigan."

SchoOr of Journalism of the
bia.

staff in the vocational technical area, but we could begin
planning advance vocational

completely obsolete. It had to
be updated to handle the futhe police department with
modernThe ordinance,
ture development of industrial
crowd control and traffic
industrial
zoning
land south of the village and
along the parade route and izing the 1- I
eight citizens band radio mo- classification, is the product of also along Central Rd."
Industrial
and
The new ordinance would
bile units were assigned to the Village's
provide communications along Economic Commission.
claify zoning standards and
Village
the
Wednesday
the route, Pairitz' report said.
would eliminate undesirable
Included in the activities of Board Building Committee uses previously, included, Zimmermann said.
the unit during the, parade reviewed the ordinance and
The ordinance is scheduled
were getting an ambulance for decided to report its approval
of
the
content
to
the
Village
for a first reading next Tuesthree girls suffering from heat

hers of the traffic unit helped

On Dean's List
Grove Park, Mount Prospect.
has been placed on the winter

The amendments, House
Bills 2176 and 1277, signed by
Gov. Ogilvie last week, will enable high school boards to enter into agreements with junior

ed in terms of facilities and

of Section 35, Township 42 North,
Range 11 East of the 3rd .Principal

DOWNTOWN PLAZA
MEMBER F.D.I.C.

DOWNTOWN PLAZA - ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

ao.

Day Light
By Joseph Stubenrauch

It's countdown time again.
Countdown for what?

Not the July 16 blastoff of
Apollo II, exciting though
that date is, marking the day
our three astronauts voyage

lieve me, the countdowns arc
sure to overlap. It takes some
thinking and planning to
juggle all those oranges with-

schooldays setting targets for
young and old. There will be

termine how many games the
Cubs have to complete to be
home safe with that baseball
pennant. But it is because of
the encouraging lead held by
our valiant "Men of Wrigley"
that we are concerned with this
countdown business.
You see, it is a traditional
thing for sports writers to remind the diamond devotees that

the team in the lead on the
Fourth of July is favored to
win the league pennant.
records
hallowed
Some
prove this erroneous, but

that's a matter to disentangle

at your favorite pub with the
local experts.

THE FACT remains that
July Fourth does set up a halfway marker in time for most of
us. This year, more than many
others, we have waded through

one day after the other, with
events exploding all about us
as if we were traversing a minefield.
Some good, some bad. You
can make up your chart of encouraging happenings and in-
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John E Stanton, Editor and Publisher

spiring faces on the scene: a
new President, cabinet, Su-

preme Court Justice; a new
governor; the start of a pullout of troops from Viet Nam;

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

efforts to improve housing, reduce poverty, feed the hundry,
remedy racial ills and update
religious externals, all at national, state, and northwest
suburban levels.

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor
The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, 10. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, III. 60016

DOCTOR SAYS

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

Mail Surprise

-

-

Tom Artelt of 1008 Greenfield Lane in Mount Prospect
had a big thrill last week. He
took a letter from the mail box
addressed to him bearing the

they took her on a week cruise

return address, "The White

THE BOAT left from Port
Miami, Fla., and stopped at
such places as Port Antonio,

Tom was graduated from

and his mother sent an announcement to the Nixons.
She thought that since Nixon

SOUNDS LIKE the ringing.

aboard the M. S. Starward, a
Norwegian Carribean Line

of bells at 1 p.m. on the Fourth

ship.

Governor Ricard Ogilvie originated the bell ringing idea. Our
Mayor Robert Teichert joined
him and asked that Indepen-

Kingston and Montego during
the trip. It was a 15,000 -ton
vessel, "absolutely beautiful,'
dad Henry said.

One humorous item, Mr.

had been in this area during his
campaign, he might enjoy get-

Nieman related, had to do with

ting an announcement from a

the ship's cruise director, a

high school graduate here.

man named Murphy. He con-

THE CARD inside the envelope, with the presidential seal
in gold reads, "President and

ducted the Sunday morning religious services as Father Murphy for a Catholic service, Father Reverend Murphy for the

Mrs. Nixon send their warm

Protestant, and Father Rabbi

congratulations and best wishes for the years ahead
It was Tom's 83 -year -old
Mrs
Lydia
grandmother,

Murphy for the Jewish --and in
the ship's night club yet!

For a fun hour for little

folks, take them to Story Hour

Klein, who lives with the Ar-

at The Book Nook, 119 S.

telt family, who first suggested
sending the announcement to
the Nixons.

Emerson St., on Wednesday

Another graduate who had
a thrilling experience is Laurie
-blietnan.,./L4..S.__Louts Laurie
delivered a stirring valedictorian address at the Central Junior High graduation program, and her folks were justi-

mornings. Story teller Sandy.
Haugh wears a clever book-

fiably proud of her. As a gift,

Some folks in the younger
set are busy at their part-time
or full-time summer jobs and
have a limited countdown go-

ing for them already: how to

Thanksgiving. We shudder at
the thought of making a start
now for Christmas planning.

dents are already organized on
their starting and ending dates
of courses. Mothers with
youngsters enrolled in day
more elaborate
camps or
away -from -home camps or excursions have their extraordinary built-in countdown system. Somehow, suburbanite
female organizers seem to
know just when to do the shopping, get the laundry done,

ering the rosebushes; getting

and has definite ideas on when
and where he can get the family's leisure program going.
Sometimes he is fortunate

enough to zero in on his personal holiday dream of a fishing, hunting or boating -trip or

what hits his fancy. He may
even have a wallet -size calen-

dar, at which he's been peer-

mornings, 10:30 to 11:30. Story Hour used to be on Saturday

of July was a flop. Too bad.

dence Day be observed
1

p.m.

Take the chore of taking
down the screens and putting
out the snow shovel and clean-

ing up the lawnmower before
putting it away.
Either there's an ESP strain
in the family or I may have
been talking aloud about the
mower, for I am right now reminded it's time to get going at
the grass, which, my spouse as-

sures me, "looks like a weed
field."

"You meant wheat field,
didn't you?" I venture.
"See for yourself: a weed field."

THERE'S PROBABLY a
moral in this last omission of
mine to watch the countdown
on

small

matters, close

in

at
the village with

the ringing of bells. It seems

like a good idea that could
developed into a tradition --kind of like the noise at

be

midnight on New Year's Eve.
Hope it's tried again next year

and that youth groups, civic
organizations
push it a bit.

and

churches

The fireworks display at
Irions Park on the Fourth was

LOUBTED
Make as many four lettmor mare words_out_of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

_-

Answer on Comic Page

I have plans or not until I know what he wants to do. We immediately get into a sparring match. Shouldn't boys make the plans
and ask for a date? Sometimes they say, "What are you doing
Friday night?" I just won't answer such a crazy question. I wish
they had a course in high school to teach good manners.

-Irritated, Rolling Meadows
The telephone is not a tilaything. Most boys find success much
more easy if they say, "Betty, this is Tom Jones. I would like to

invite you to go to the movies with me on Saturday at eight
o'clock." Of course, after you've dated the same girl several
times, you ought to ask her suggestions on places she would
especially like to go.

odd to me that Ben Franklin,
who did a lot of chuckling on
his way through life, also was

an awful bore at serving lip
chunks of advice and pious
hints.)

Like it or not, here is the
way to face up to the countdown problem.
Don't fret about the one

BATTLES MOM
Dear Lee Janson,

Now that school is out for the summer and I have a job, I'm
having my annual battle with Mother. She doesn't think I should
go out on dates during the week, even when school is out. I've
tried to explain that since I don't have homework, 1 have lots of
extra time. She says my job and health will suffer. I know they
won't, and I think she's harsh.
--For Summer Fun
You're mostly right. Surely you can go on early evening picnics and swim dates right from work. Summer is for fun. It's all
too short. I hope your Mother will let you enjoy it while you can.
Maybe those picnics will last longer as time goes on.

WHERE TO SIT

Red Spots Under Skin
Are Form of Purpura

Dear Lee Janson,

A --Although purpura is Schoenlein purpura? What is
A -I am a woman, 47 I
have little red spots on my sometimes a symptom of an the treatment?
A7SchaenIsin,purptira. js an
arms and chest that look like jutecti9qadiseas, the symptom,
-.1316611,-iiiideir-niy skin. WTat is not catching and in most allergiC purpura in which
causes them? Are they cases the cause is non -com- some of the bleeding occurs
municable. One cause is per- in the joints. Henoch purpura
anything to worry about?
A -Whether the spots are nicious anemia and against this is an allergic form in which
pinpoint in size or large spots disease vitamin B -I 2 is very bleeding occurs in the inthat look like bruises, they are effective. If, - however, the testinal wall, causing ab-

When I'm in church, I never know whether to sit with my boy
friend or with my parents. I know my parents like me to sit with
them, but I also like to sit with Bill.
--WASP
You've answered your own question. You and Bill sit with
your parents.

e3

a form of purpura. The causes

fall into three groups: (I)
(Those due to local injury

((insect bites, snake bites,
sprains, ruptured varicose

cause is scurvy, the treatment
would be vitamin C.

Q --What is Henoch-

countryclub
theatre

capillary damage associated

THEATRE

acute infections, allergies or

$5.95

a

black-and-blue marks in
various locations without any
known injury?
A -Some form of purpura.

Q --Is purpura catching?
Would vitamin B-12 help to
cure it?

ON OUR
STAGE...

.41

r

from

with chemical poisoning,

Q -What causes one to get

CL 9-5400

for Reservations

DfNNER

on the cause.

Rand & Euclid Road
Mount Prospect

dominal cramps. These forms
of purpura are seen chiefly in
children and young adults.

veins and trauma), (2)

scurvy and (3) blood diseases
(hemophilia, anemia, platelet
deficiency and treatment with
anticoagulants). How serious
the condition is would depend

In the Old Orchard
Country Club

LINGTON PAIN

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!
KM, oeol-aIl InSprlees osophdell sIneeadIlkia

Peel-PaislIN Nee. esni Thurs. 2 I" HI. Riff, SRL NM 110.1:11 0.11.

Quinelles 'Perfecto
450 Room Resort Hotel ..,
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Go!! Course -

c-.-

THEATRE

ONLY

4o4terriage-G°:--44'

from

$3.00
THEATRE for
CHILDREN

Northwestern trains.
direct to track.
&Ns Kennedy or Trl-State
to Northwest Toliway
to Route 53 (North).
Information WE 9-2500

AMPLE

PARKING

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

"THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN"
!SAT. a SUN. 2 P.M.

wild burst of fireworks was
sensational!

There was one performance
this afternoon and there's another tonight at 8 p.m., Heritage Park, Wolf Rd., one half
mile south of Dundee,

BANK ON US FOR
FULL SERVICE
TOO!

4

),
ST. PAUL Lutheran Church
has invited all churches in
Mount Prospect to share in a
special "contemporary Holy
Communion service" on Sunday evening, 7 p.m. There'll IN

mod music and poetic

mes-

sage -not intended to be_radi-

cal, but a new way of expressing basic Christian truth.

15 good, 21 excellent

ANY PLANS?

Dear Lee Janson,
When this one boy calls for a date, he always asks if I have any
plans for such and such a night. I'm not about to tell him whether

with the American flag and the

to raise funds for scholarships
and
playground activities.

HIDEAWORD

-Very Curious, Arlington Heights
The answer to your first question is yes, and the answer to your
last question is yes.

one was exciting. The finale

ry Club's annual Circus Day

.

am very curious about who you are. Sometime when you have the
space, won't you write something about yourself?

in rapid 'succession and\each

group. Ellen Czachor fills in

day on Sunday.
_

Do you really exist? Are you a man or a woman? Who really
writes all the answers to the letters you publish? What do you
look like? How old arc you? I like your column very much, but I

great! The rockets were gent up

when Sandy is away.
Happy birthday to

Daniel J. Ahem! It's her birth-

Dear Lee Janson,

to

home. (It's often quite tiring to
realize that there's a moral in
many daily events. It seems

There's a five -ring circus in
worm costume and reads to the_Wheeling today. -it's -the -Rota
Mrs.

WHO'S WHO?

COME TO think of it, there

is on the calendar.

annual absence from the job

.

lumbus Day, Veterans Day,

up the storm windows; cov-

a

bia.

now.

succession, such days as Co-

The summer school stu-

FOR THOSE planning

have lots of time before you
start the countdown for your
next take -off, in or out of our
great exciting world of subur-

ment of crying needs in the
area. There will be, in rapid

are some obvious matters that
demand equal time when it
comes to a countdown.

vacation, countdown is no
problem: the whole family
knows just when Dad starts his

agenda, you suddenly find you

referendum days on an assort-

get going in the a.m. in proper
pace so they hit the time clock
before, not after, the "moving
finger" has made its point,
but
Then, understandably,
regrettably, they count off the
work hours to quitting time.

drive the breadwinner to the
depot, drop off the kids, with
an invisible radar that tells
them when a special shower,
luncheon, meeting or klatsch

Funny, once you've taken

care of what's next on the

-

Lil Floros

Wheeling High School in June

out making the pips squeak.

'that's furthest off. It will heave
into sight soon enough. Grab
your calendar, appointment
book, memo pad, and check
out the nearest big operation
heading your way. Do the best
you can to get ready for it,

Before this, Labor Day will

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D,

Main Street

House, Washington, D C."

on Sept. 23 involving the Con Con delegates, and the Nov. 18
election for two delegates from
each district.

have come and gone, with

your handy home -abacus to de-

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

even if you're not, you should
remember a primary election

SO ANY countdown will

you should be counting on

Dap

"bad" column. The fact is that
we are only at Halfway House,
and have roughly another six
months to go before an infant
New Year says "Hi!"
involve the days ahead and be-

AND WE ARE, not hinting

Pro5pert

you can always put them in the

ing, from time to time, ever
since January.
If you are civic -minded, and

Nor are we suggesting you

you about their lay -away plans
soon enough.

e

If you view these happenings and trends as disasters,

into space to be the first men to
set foot on the moon.

start checking off how many
shopping days to Christmas.
The merchants will be telling

"Hey, mom-will you make me a black flag of anarchy?"

Countdown

Worst Joke of the fljty:

Fern: "Who is bigger? NIFs.
Bigger, Mr. Bigger, or the
baby?"

Vern: "The baby, of course
He's a little Bigger."

1 11

AP`

THE BANK
& TRUST -COMPANY of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
in the Arlington Market
Shopping Center
900. EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 255-7900
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The Day's Prospect

Al's Seasonal
Shots

t.

By Dolores Haugh

Alfred Motsch is a man
about our town. Motsch is retired, and he makes the rounds
visiting with his friends in

Mount Prospect. He raises
prize-winning iris and is also
a talented photographer:

"I haven't done anything
recently," he confided modestly, "but when I was younger, I won a few awards."
it

This is definitely an understatement.
-

t

EQUIPPED ONLY with
an old fashioned post card pieNre-taking Kodak with a

ground glass back, Al took

these photos. He used a 50 cent portrait lens and a 75 -cent
wide angle lens.

He won Best Award in the
Royal Photographers Society

of England with his spider
photograph in competition
with 300 entries from all over
the world.

For

I,

his

picture

entitled

"Waterlilies" he received another international award in a

Womihuid Adventure

Los Angeles contest.

Summer Wayside Harvest

"I took a picture'of my wife
holding a winning poker hand

;

and it
Kansas

won third place in a
City

Photographer

Contest."

AL HAS just returned from
the

American Iris Society's

National Convention and reports that his Green Meteor
Iris is now in Vienna in competition.
"The Day's Prospect," a
new iris he named for this col-

4.7

111.11111110...._

umn, is now being offered to
growers. Al reported nearly
everyone who has seen it is

111111tir,
(

very interested in the plant.
The Day's Prospect has between eight and ten blooms on
one stalk.

His Green Meteor, which
was awarded a Bronze Medal
in International Competition
last year, again was the hit of
the convention. This iris is one
of seven which have been perfected by Motsch.

There is no doubt about it-

-taking pictures or growing

iris -Al is a winner, -

s_

.4.

The Spinner
'''''"**7:21.i.

Summer Visitor
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With the wading pool set on
a hot summer day, it's easy to

Sights and Sounds 0 Summer

see who's the most. popular
man in town. The ice-cream
man, with his tinkling, melodious wagon, sends small
feet scampering off to'wheedie

change from mother for a
tongue -tingling hot weather

treat. Jimmy, 6, and Lisa Day,

UIL

4, children of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert -LT -pay of Mount Pros-

pect, eagerly wait for driver
John Wiemhoff to fill their orders and cool their tummies.

Photos

1

by

Woosh-and she misses! It's
strace 2, but Sharon Stefanik,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Steven Stefanik of Arlington

r

Eleanor
Rives

Heights, hit a nice grounder on

her next try. The sounds of

Here's a pair of "backsli-

through Busse Woods these
days as chddren enjoy wide
open acres of Cook County

ders" who decided to reverse

summer baseball reverberate

the action. After all, what goes
down must come up. Colleen
Broderick, 7, daughter of Mr.

Forest Preserve.
1-Taa

and Mrs. William Broderick,
and Peggy Wolfe, 7, Ifitghter

of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander

Wolfe, give in to that irresistible urge to climb the slide, a

popular summer pastime at
Peppermint Park on S. Emerson St., Mount Prospect.
(photos by Eleanor Rives)

.t.t, a' At 41
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rusade

Church Fighting for Freedom...It's Own
By David Poling
"We must boldly go out and
attack the white Western
world at its power centers, The

white Christian churches are
another form of government
in this country and they are

America unfolds in chariest 12
months. The first target of the
black radical confrontation
h a s been the organized
church --especially at its headquarters at 475 Riverside Dr.,

of church leaders was equal to
the absurdity of his claims. In
one churn, his arrival caused

New York City. The occupation of certain floors and of-

and

the pastor to walk out of his
own pulpit. In another, the
minister invited him to speak .

country to exploit the people
of Latin America, Asia and
Africa, but the day is soon
coming to an end...But to win
our demands from the church,
which is linked up with the

outsiders arrived to find that
the church officials already

had cleaned out their files and
smilingly stepped aside as their

disruption of selected church sponsored agencies operating
anywhere in the United States
and the world. Black workers,
black women, black students
and black unemployed are encouraged to seize the offices.
The mastermind of this

The above is from the Black
Manifesto by James Forman.

desks were taken over. One
militant then told the executive staff, secretaries and office
personnel to go home; the
floor was liberated. They went
home, and the half -dozen
blacks burst out laughing! The
only thing that matches
abusrdity is stupidity!

manifesto has been Forman,
and even he has been startled
by the success of his thrust:
The guilt and self-flagellation

How you handle the above
paragraph will pretty well de-

cide how the racial scene in

ap-

came most pointed.
In one entire floor of the Inter -Church Center, Forman's

"WE CALL for the total

United States government, we
must not forget that it will ultimately be by force and power
that we will win "

congregation

plauded when the abuse be-

fices was outlined in the Black
Manifeito, adopted in Detroit
on April 27, 1969. It stated:

used by the government of this

the

THE RESULT of this first

confrontation has been an un-

experience for the
Christian community:
It has seriously undercut the
happy

genuine efforts of white and
black churchmen who are
committed to integration and
now face a white backlash of
unknown proportions.
has

toric Methodist camp ground
located on Algonquin Rd. just
east of River Rd., Des Plaines.
Cooperating churches in this
area include the Evangelical
Free Church, 8 West St.; First
Baptist Church, 1211 W.

worship or speech to be shut
down by any person, group or

ments. The solid followers of
the nonvoilence of Martin Lu-

cause.
The Church is quickly
learning that if you don't
control dissent, you invite

Jr. must now
contend not only with historic
white resistance to change but
King

Campbell, and Kingswood
Methodist Church, 813 E.
Dundee, all., in Arlington
Heights.

disaster. If you don't regulate
confrontation, you will encourage confinement. And if
there are no ground rules for
protest, you will unleash a

the guerrilla threats of Forman and the para-military

strategy of black radicals.

It casts serious doubt upon
national denominations
and their appointed leaders to
handle crises. It is one thing to
enter into dialogue with angry
the

Speaker for the first week,
July 13 to 19, will be Dr. Paul

punishment
that will be severe and savage,
even on the innocent.
groundswell

Smith.of Toronto, Canada. Dr.
Smith is the son of world -famed missionary Rev. Oswald J.

Beginning Sunday, July 13,
at 9 p.m., the sixth annual Chicagoland Camp Meeting Crusade gets underway at the his-

mtlst not permit the freedom of

torn the black
community into new fragther

Sunday

and frustrated minorities. But
to abdicate control and yield a
national office is a shocking
indication of immaturity and
irresponsibility..
At a time when the nation
needs all the openness of
communication, the broad acceptance of honest dissent and
legitimate protest, the Church

encounter with' radiCal

It

Begin,s

of

Smith, and is the minister of
The Peoples Church in Toronto. His prior evangelistic
crusades 'have been in Great
Britain, Australia, New Zealand, the Orient, South Africa,

India, as well as throughout
the United States and Canada.
DR. SMITH is the'author of

10 books, including "Church
Aflame," "World Conquest"
and "Headline Pulpit," published by Marshall, Morgan &
Scott; Ltd., and "Eastward to
Moscow" and "The Question
of South Africa" published by
The Peoples Press, Toronto.

Joins Staff
At St. Mark
The Rev. Carl L. Anderson

The Rev. Carl L. Anderson
will officially join the staff of

Mark Lutheran Church,
Mount Prospect, on Sunday,

St.

July 13, with a formal 'installation during the morning
worship. The Rev. David
Quill, senior pastor at St.
Mark, will officiate.
The Rev. Mr. Anderson has
been called jointly by the
church and Lutheran General

NE S

1

'derson is from Ruthton, Minn.

He and his wife, Mary Ann,
have three sons, Timothy, 7;

EWL,

Mark, 6, and Matthew, 1.

Pre -registration is under
way for Vacation Bible School

At St. Mark the Rev. Mr.

Anderson will assist the Rev.

at Our Redeemer Lutheran

Mr. Quill and the Rev. Mr.

Bible School

Watson in all areas of church
work, but will be specifically
responsible in the field of par-

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, July. 11, 1969

Page 6

through. Friday, July 25, from
9 till 11:30 a.m. It is open to all

There is no set fee for Bible

Monday, July

14

and run

crafts project,' cookies and
punch, and a short play period.

Of Events
This calendar is prepared as a public service by

the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organization wishing to be included should
call Mrs Helen Becker, Cl 3-7469. Deadline for
listing is Tuesday of the preceding week. This
calendar covers the week of July 12-18.
Not urday

Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Party Nite,
Ranch Mart Shopping Centro, Buffalo Grove,
7 30-11 30 p.in.

Monday
Country Club, 12:15 p.m.
Mt tops, Mount Prospect Community Center,
1 pm
_

Randhurst Toastmasters, Randhurst Town

Hall, 7 30 p.m.
Prospect Heights School District 23, Board of
Education, MacArthur Junior High, 7:30 p.m.
Arlington Heights Chapter SPEBSQSA,
Knights of Columbus Hall, 8 p.m.
To% nship District 214 Board Meeting, Ad-,
ministration Building, 8 p.m.
Prospect Chapter DeMolay, 1104 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, 8 p.m.
Riverhurst Woman's Club, Member's home, 8

pm

Mount Prospect Park District, board meeting,
Mount Prospebt Community Center, 8 p.m.

God

Tuesday
Tops of the Evening, Bank of Rolling Meadows, 7 30 p.m.
Prospective Waist-Aways, Friedrich's Funeral Home, 7:30 p.m.
River Trails School District 26, Board of Education, Park View School, 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Jaycees, Mount Prospect ,

Community Center, 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Hall, 8

pm

Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adelines, International, St. John's United Church of Christ,
8 15 pm
Wednesday

Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, and Extensioneers of Mount Prospect Boat Trip, bus leaves

Buffalo Grove, 7:45 a.m., leaves Mount Prospect, Sam.
Homemakers Extension Association, Mount
--CommUnityCenter,1 p.m:
Teen Club of Parentg Without Partners, Coke
and Chatter, Elk Grove' Service Center, 7:30

pm

I

Bible
School
Begins

sian poet Shabestara wrote,

our midst like a flag in the
city." He wrote this line in reference to the reverence of Persian people for flowers.
Mrs. Maryam Ansary, wife
of the Iranian Ambassador to
the United States, recently explained the feeling in this way.
"Over the centuries, we
Persians have used flowers to

Thursday
Center, Community Presbyterian Church,
10 30-3 p.m.
Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Drop in Center, Westgate School, Arlington Heights, 10:30-3

pm

Friday
Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.
Parents Without Partners, Knights of Columbus Hall, Arlington Heights, 8:15 p.m.
S

I

AIR

,

f

FIRST

he en

si rue cn tdi ao

BAPTIST

is

socfh Do In snui s_

CHURCH

-

Sunday School:
9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship:
10:50

Registration forms may be
obtained from the church foyer at 111 W. Olive St. Registra-

ebrated the divinity of nature
and the existence of one God.
Another line by Saadi illustrates the point: "To the eye of
a discerning man, every leaf
upon a growing tree is a book
imparting knowledge of our
Creator."
"Persia is the birthplace of
the world's first monotheistic

tions will be accepted through
July 11.

''Palm -Tree Christians"

Evening Services:
7:00
Guest Speaker

College Honors

Ray Roush
Missionary To Deaf
Nursery Provided For
All Services

David Virta, 1202 W.
Prospect,
Mount
Sunset,
has been awarded semester
honors by-' Wheaton College, Wheaton, for schoduring
lastic achievement

Zoroastrianism,"

Mrs. Ansary explained. "For

centuries we have felt and seen

Pastor: Albert A. Luichi
El 3.2407

211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

The Persians have used flowers for centuries to honor God, to depict beauty and life, recently
explained Mrs. Maryam Ansary, wife of Iran's Ambassador to the United States. She also arranged the spring semester. He is a
sophomore.
the bouquet on the mantel, a tradition found in the humblest Iranian home.

bolize the power and beauty of
God."

Church of the Master --

the

Princetin Choir
To Sing
Heights, Friday, July 18 at 8

Peter

St.

participate. The program
- perintendent.--

fresh flowers."
Since the earliest times, Iranians have believed in and cel-

The Princeton Seminary
Choi will present a service of
sacred music in the First Pres. byterian Church, Dunton and
Eastman Sts., Arlington

at

services and a closing program
in which the boys and girls will

5x! fritei

inevitably finds a small bowl of

We cannot define it exactly,
but we use flowers 10 sym-

school

- ha,ndicraftai - flames. ,Worship

fresh fruit and _a bouquet .of

creative force in the universe,.

rament" and includes Jesus'
words, "Neither pray I for

sIncluded in the two-week
session will be Bible stories,

i

that we have an exceptional
hunger for flowers! 'In the
humblest Iranian home, one

the presence of one divine

churches.

Science

All are welcome. The subject
of the lesson -sermon is "Sac-

Lutheran Church, Arlington

and textiles and in- our daily
.

Christian

through their word."
Services will be held at First
Heights. Classes will begin Church of Christ Scientist,
July 21 and continue through 401 S. Evergreen, Arlington
Aug. 1, and are open to boys Heights, at 11 a.m.
and girls from age three to the
sixth grade level.
Bible

poetry, in our carpets and miniature paintings, in our pottery
lives.

A communion service will
be held this Sunday in all

"Living God's Way" is the these alone, but for them also
theme of the 1969 vacation which shall believe on me

honor God, to depict beauty
and life. Flowers are everywhere in our culture --in our

Thi.

i.olitinentsi---Asiau- -

rope and North America, are
represented by this group of
.theological students. The students are college graduates
now enrolled at Princeton

Theological Seminary for at
The choir is currently on its least three years of graduate
24th annual summer. tour. study in preparation for the

p.m. The. public is invited.

Christian ministry.

Prospect Moose Lodge 660, Vfw hall, 8 p.m.

Extensioneers of Mount Prospect, Drop in

Communion
Service

1;

In the 13th century the Per-

religion,

Churches or individuals desiring more information about

Lowell
Schoening of Wheeling, at
537-7645.

"AS A people, I should say

Mount Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard

activities are being planned for
the young people and, children.

school; however, a daily offer- the crusade can contact the
Crusade Headquarters, 646 S.
ing will be taken.
To pre -register a child, State St., Chicago, or phone
readers may call this year's (312) 939-4771 or 922-1462.

God hath planted beauty in

Calendar

As in other years, a unique
feature of the crusade will be
the Saturday morning breakfasts for men and the Friday
luncheons for women. Special

chairman, 'Mrs.

Honor

A GRADUATE of Luther

children in the community,
ages four and up.
In addition to a religious

story session each day, there
will be a "take home" arts and

will

Flowers

and will spend about half of his
time at each office.

burn.

start on

Church in Prospect Heights.

ish education.

Hospital, specifically the Alcoholic Rehabilitation Center,

Theological Seminary, St.
,Paul, Minn., the Rev. Mr. An -

Our Redeemer
Bible School
Dates Set

Religion

On

A program of outstanding
music will be presented at every meeting, said Harry Saul-.
nier, chairman of the crusade
committee. Soloists will be
Glenn Jorian, Bill Pearce, Mel
Johnson, Lance B. Latham
and Ralph and Mary Lou Col -

United Church of Christ
Rand and Central

St. John
Lutheran Church

Bible
speaks to you

SAinnemun, Mt. Prosilrc

-CHRISTIAN SCIENCE -

Rev. Waldemar 8. Streufert

RADIO SERIES

Pastor

8:00 - 10:30
Communion 10:30

,"Cultivating Brotherly Love"

Needs You"
WJJD.FM (104.3 mu)
(1160 kc)
W././E)
WLS
(890 kc)
vvxs
(890 kc)
(820 kc)
WAIT

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN
CHURCH

s(1)1
--SC1400t

Clifford Kaufmann.

STREET

E.A. Zeile

"Your Community

Sunday School and Bible Class
9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services

10:45 AM Church School -Morning Worship
"The Friendly Church with the Vital Message"

PASTORS

SUNDAY

Tel. 437.3223 . 439.0412

827.7229

Reverend Keith Davis

10:30 a.m.,
7:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

J. E. Golisch
WprkIlip Noun 8:09, 9:10, 11:90
Sundoy School 9:30 A.M.
Christian Day School -Kindergarten Thru 8th

.liitsed Toward. Sharing the Joy,

Freedom, and C tttttt nitmcnt of

MOUNT
PROSPECT

CL 5-0332

the Grovel With people.

.11 *0,40**,60401e 4m1Pilt***.404k1P*9.110***4

Ministry
To the Deaf
A special missionary ' service, featuring Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Roush, missionaries to the
deaf in Colombia; S.A., will be
held Sunday, July 13, at 7 p.m.

in the First Baptist Church of
Arlington Heights, 1211 W.
' Campbell.
Roush lost his hearing at the

age of 13. Mrs. Roush has been
deaf since infancy. Before go-

ing to Colombia, they min-

Community
Presbyterian
Chiirrch
PASTORS

Gilbert Bowen
Thomas A. Phillips

Lutheran

Church of the Cross
Lenny G. Cartferd S.T.M. Pastor

Phone 437-5141

Wonhip Servrce
9:00 and 10:30
Sunday Church School
9:00 and 10:30

40Th. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
PHONE 392-3111
HOURS:

-

istered for a number of years to
the deaf in Jamaica. They will
speak and show slides of their

Worship Sondem 9:15 and 11:00 a.m.
Child Can and Church School
9:15 and 11:00 a.m.

work among the deaf of both
Jamaica and Colombia.

'Where to Find Life"

Nursery Provided at Both Services

700

044 044 eqlf444

2025 S. GOIBRERT RD., ARLINGTONHEIGHTS
NEXT TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL

All -Star Games MarkArlington Baseball Action
championship game featured

'The undefeated Jets are on inning.
top of the Arlington Heights

T H E RANGERS

also
whipped the Chargers, 8-3.

South White Junior division ar,
of July 4 with five wins.
Trailing the Jets are fly

only two hits, one by each team
and the winning run scored on

a steal of home as the Beavers

beat the Chicks 1-0. Winning
Jim Thompson was the winning pitcher and helped his -pitcher Bobby Gustafson
struck out 12 and Al Lattof
own cause with a first-jening

Gems with a 4-1 record an
the Buckeyes with 4-2.

THE. JETS showed why

bonier. Mike ThompsOn added

a homer in the third inning
edged the Buckeyes, 10-9, and with two men on, and Mark
beat the Atoms, 8-1. Two Yelavich had a triple for
doubles and a triple by Brad Rangers.
they are in first place as they

port while pitcher Dan Lynch

..Two doubles by Jerome Pittenger paced the Tartans to a

put the stop on a Buckeye rally
in the last inning.

gers.

Reider provided offensive sup-

14-5 victory over the CharThe Seals chalked up tW...b
wins, beating the Tartans, 157, and edging the Royals, 4-2.

Reider pitched a two -hitter

and struck out 10 when the
Jets beat the Atoms. Lynch hit
a triple to pace the victors.
The Gems shut out the Hurricanes, 13-0, but an II -run
fourth inning enabled the

Gary Miller and Toni Hoppe
each homered in the Tartan
game, and winning pitcher
Frank DeSimone added a

Buckeyes to beat the Gems, double and triple in the same
contest. He was also the win -

15-6.

MIKE CONDON , struck 'ring pitcher in the win over

,out 14 as the Hurricanes beat

the Royals.

the last -place Bulldogs. 6-2.

In South Blue Junior action;
The Buckeyes scored in ev.ery inning but the third'as they the Spartans beat the Expos
beat the Padres. 14-2. Jay .10-8 on a five -hit pitching perWalker held the Atoms to just formance by, Ron Adamckzy.
three hits and homered as the Tornadoes demolished the OilJays and the Atoms fought to a ers 25-2. The Oilers bounced
4-4 tie. The Padres came back hack to beat the Oaks. 6-3.
,to whallop the Wrens. 23-5.
THE BEAVERS also heat
In South Red Intermediate
:

the Oaks, this time by a 4-3
score. The Chicks scored six
runs in the first inning to de-

action, the Rangers beat the

-Tartans, 5-1. The Rangers ral-

lied for four runs in the final
,inning. Mark Toberrnan singled in the tic -breaking run,
and winning pitcher Mike

11-7. Toni
Jule was the winning pitcher.
and Steve Pafil provided some
feat the ,,Beatles,

pitcher Mark
tripled.
The South

Fortner choked off a Tartan
rally in the bottom of the third

SPIRTS

run by

In American division play,

Paul Gish was the winning

hurler as the White Sox
whipped the Red Sox, 8-5. Joe

Osterman was the winner as
the White Sox defeated the
Yankees, 6-3. Art Bushy had a
double for the winners, while
losing

walks in three at -bats and was
awarded the game ball by his
teammates. Gre Pfalf of the
Raras also went two -for -two.

against the Saints. Winning

hurled the first three innings to
pick up the win.

THE SAINTS won their
other two games (hiring the
week, tipping the Hawkeyes,
9-8, and blasting the Flyers,

pitcher Toni Vassios

Bratko warmed up for the

All -Star game by winning two
Varsity I league games for the
Redwings, one a no-hitter

against the Pelicans. Bratko

The pitcher's other win was a
5-1 five -hitter over the Rams.

I

TILE WHITE SOX then fell

to the Senators in a close one,
1-0. Dick Burdi threw a three hitter for the Senators and
went two for three at the plate.
Blocki also drove in Dave Burdic with the game's only run.

The Senators got a
pitching performance
Randy Hollinger as
whipped the Tigers,

fine
from
they
4-1.

round -tripper by Dan Cornwall and a double by Ken
House led the Bisons' hitting,
while Marty Schell and Billy
Coke had the big bats for the

Blocki added a triple for the

game's only extra -base hit.

'

The Senators scored a run in

the final inning to edge the
Athletics, 1-0. Toni Teuchert
relieved Hollinger in the fifth
inning to earn the victory on
the mound.
MIKE PIETSCH and Tom
Wenzel teamed up on the
mound and limited the Athletics to one run as the Red Sox
heat the Athletics, 6-1. Brad
Wille and Kendall Larsen had
doubles for the winners.

Steers.

THE RAMS split two other
league games, edging the Rai-

ders, 4-3, and falling to the
Cougars, 12-7. John Dillon

Nixon

and

The Bombers took advan- see -saw battle from the Cy-

ered a two -run outburst by the
Bears in the fourth.
In Varsity II action, the

Phillies scored a pair of wins
during the week. Dave Bayuk

Sioux had beaten the Arrows
THE SOUTH held off a
in a '16-10 slugfest. Winning North rally to score an 8-6 vicpitcher Steve Fantuzzi was tory_ in the Arlington Heights

tripled with the bases loaded to

give the Phils a 5-I comeback
win over the Orioles and Brian
Petzold and Dwight Canfield

aided by four hits, two of them Varsity I All -Star game at Piodoubles, by Barry Heflebower. neer Park.

nior Division, the Larks won a

tight affair over the Trojans,

Brian Gaare of the Redwings paced a 15 -hit South at-

tack with two hits and three

1969

The Cubs divided a pair of
whitewash games in the Major

Dixon

FINAL STANDINGS
FIRST IIALF.
. Team

; I. ream Seven
;2. C.E.Jensen & Sons
3. Allen's Store
14. Coloramic Tile

37
341/2
.

'5. Novak and Parker
.6. Kre-Ken Patterns
,7. Team Five
!8. M.P. State Bank
'9. Kunkel Realtors
i10. Team Eight

30
28

26
251/2
251/2
23V2
19
16

pitched a three -hitter for a 2-0
victory.
The Cubs then lost a 1-0 extra -inning thriller to the Dodgers, who got shutout pitching
from Bob Thompson and
Brian Kilgore. Kilgore also
drove in the winning run with

liy Jim Stuart

Greg 'Fill led the American
League All -Stars to a 7-2 victo-

more

one
the

championship of the Junior
Match Play golf championship_ at Crystal Lake Counwhen- he
try Club
won his way into the quarter -final round by earning a
morning
his
in
victory
match, His stringit, came to
an end in the afternoon

round, however, as he was
eliminated from the tournament.
Chaps, a

former Arling-

t-- ton High School golfer and

now a sophomore at Colo-

Colorado
VSprings, wok a narrow 5-4
decision in the morning to
become one of the elite
eight left, in the tourney. In
the afternoon he was
nipped, 6-5, in his hid to
reach the semi-finals.

rado* College

at

The semi final and final
:'rounds Will be held at Cryss'rtal Lake today. The tourna-

The Meteors gained their
second win of the week.,
trouncing the Astros, 23-6.
Don Pruett had a big day at the

and Dave Christensen leading
the attack.
The

Dodgers

Phillies,

t2-2,

won

their

eighth game by heating the
with

Matt

Klemp earning the decision.
Big hits for the Dodgers.....were
supplied by Matt Donohue,
Scott Frederickson and Gary

The American League stars
got four runs in the fourth on a
rally that featured hits by Bill
Conway. Bill Duffy, Mike Jensen and Steve Bowens. They
added three more in the fifth
when Bill Ahrens doubled in
Tin and Bob Moses and scored
on a wild pitch.

Astros...

THE COMETS won a slugfest from the Rockets, 14-12,

League.

E ONLY National
League runs came in the fifth
when Bill Stutzman and Kevin
Andrews singled and both

fine pitching and strong hitting by Mike Zell and Steve

Game was a tight affair that
saw the National League eck
out a 3-2 decision. After an
unearned run by each team.

on two home runs by Mike
Zell. But the -Stars ended the
Comet streak the next night in
a 6-5 thriller. coining from behind cn the sixth inning to
record the win. Tony Herff's

Jaeger were the main ingredients in the Stars' performance.
.

The Giants won two decisions in the National Minor
League. heating the Cards, 166, and nipping the Braves, 3-2.
Vic Abruzino. Bill Haldoman,

Bob Rose and

Kent

Klubs had the big sticks in the
fifth on a double by Vie Ab- Card game with Abruzino
the Nationals scored two in the

Wright sandwiched around an
error and a ground out.

The American League got
its fir -.1 tally in the eighth on a
walk to Tim Swift, a single by
Ton iintz and an RBI single
by Jeff Andrews. Chet Horne,
Toni McAvoy, Jerry Wesniewski and Vic Abruzino did

il fine job of pitching and
Horne added two hits:

THE METEORS and the
Sthrs each won two games dur-

ing the week in the Instructional League. The Meteors
downed the Comets, -10-8. as
Keith Brown was the winning
pitcher and Dan Alquest took

the -loss. Don Pruett got a
home run and a triple, Joe
Schneider came up with three
doubles and Dave Bryant got
two singles,

The Stars 'roared Over the

Jets, 18-8, as Stars' pitcher

Tony Herff struck out eight
Jets in three innings. Herff,
the Danny Durocher; Fran Bon-

trent
ment is.. sponsored by
Golfers'
District
Association. '

Welhofer's men were beaten by Mery Fink's team, 8 - 4. (Photo By Bob Privratsky)

Kuthe.
The Twins heat the Yankees

ruzino and a single by Bud
Chaps took
stride toward

Mark Leonhard slides safely into second base in the Senior I All -Star game last Friday. Bill

ry over the National League plate, collecting a home run, a
Friday in the Rolling Mead- triple and three singles. Dave
ows -Boys. Baseball Major Cochenour ,added two triples
League All -Star's Game. Till and Craig Nicoloff, Paul Lahad three hits in Ibur times at vigne, Timmy Theis and Buddy Davis had key hits for the
hat and also stole a base.

Mark Marchetti.
The Minor League All -Star

Doug

to help the Comets to a 2-1 vic-

tory over the Chiefs. The winning pitcher was Dan Ture and
the loser was Cary Howes.
Rick Purcell hit a three run

RICKY SANDERS

chalked up another win for the

homer in the fifth inning to

Boxers with a 15-10 victory
over the Blues. Mark Ahrens
led the Boxer hitting depart-

over the Broncs. Lee Salee

lead the Celtics to a 10-9 win

earned the win for the Centics

and Larry VanderMerkt the

ment with a double and a triple

loss. Salve also had a homer for
the winners and Gary Takata a

and four runs batted in. Tom

home run for the Broncs.
In a close game in which the
lead changed hands several
times the Lancers survived a
seven -run rally in the last two

innings to beat the Patriots,
12 -II. Extra base hits were
Marty Schultz's homer, Doug
Sandell's triple and Greg
Christenperry's double. Roy
Erler was the winning pitcher.

The Titans beat the Stag:

THE PATRIOTS displayed
their hitting power along with
fine pitching by Martin
Schultz to beat the Comets, 124. Extra base hits for the Patriots were a triple by Kurt

Mike Turkowski's triple and

George Afermo's

homer.

neville and Mark Bossing led
the attack for the Stars.

twice by identical 12-4 scores
American Minor
the
in

Jeff Andrews and
Dave Edwards viere the big
hitters in both games for the
victorious Twins, and Steve

Alt had the first Yankee home
run of the season. Andrews
and Jini Garrity were the winning pitchers.

TUg ORIOI.ES got two
runs in the sixth to edge the
Athletics, 2-1. A double by

Dave Bramlett was one of the
key hits in the contest, while
Greg MacDonald, Toni Gray,

Bob Gray and Dave Freitag
added safeties.
Ken Cooper earned his
fourth 'decision of the year by

picking up the win. Against

pitching the Sox to a 6-3 win
over the Athletics. Ken also

the Braves, Bret Smith won a
tough pitchers' battle against
Bill Hopkins as the Giant's

triple and a single. Karl Voss
had a triple arid Chet Horne

Bob Rose drove in the winning

run with a single in the final
frame.

The Pirates split two games,
shutting out the Dodgers, 4-0,

but losing a close one to the
C'tihs. 6-5. Jamie Berg pitched
the shutout over the DOdgers
and he got hitting support
from Buddy Wright, Rich
Struggles and Roland Meyer,
hut the Pirates could not overcome the big bats of Cubs Ter-

ry Geegan, Lewis Winslow,
Toni Costello add Tom Bolin
as hurler Keith Roeske earned
the decision.

helped out with a homer, a
had a double in a losing effort.

The Athletics came back to
defeat the Senators, 16-6. on
the stickwork of Ricky Davis,
Ken Wirth. Bob Gray, Chet
Horne, Toni Gray and Dave
Freitag.

the Cubs and the Pirates by re-

spective scores of 18-14 and
8-5. Winning Philly pitcher
had a triple against the Cubs
and Bob Furniss'added a home
run, a single and a double.
Scott Sander got the win over

the Pirates with Jim York.
Toni Conroy. Scott Sander

THE ONLY

two base hit by Warren Barnes

IN

Scott Morrison's tally on a

other

led the Lancers to a 5-4 win
over the Redbirds. John Ma-

North Blue Junior action on

rek was the winning pitcher.

The National League beat
the American League, 4-2, in

Major League All -Star
game of the Arlington Heights

THE DODGERS could nior Division last week. Terry
only manage a 5-5 tie with the Burke had a double, triple and

played on the Pioneer dia-

hits.

.the Senators.

The Twin's nipped the Orioles, 3-2, in spite of a five -hitter by losing pitcher John
Loizzi. The Orioles' Steve
Bowen had two singles and the
Twins' Ron Verre had a single

the

little league. The game was

pitcher was Gary Grunwald.
The Tigers bombed the
Yankees, 15-5; on a 'nifty four -

run with a four -bagger in the
fourth.

hitter by Bob Walsh

in the
final league game of the week.
Pat Meyer got the loss for the
Yankees and Bill Ahrens, Toni
Edgar, Gregg Kuethe and Roy
Carlstrom had the big bats.

Arlington Country Club 5
Arlington Park Dodge 5
4
Pine Crest
3
Ready Men
2
Harris Pharmacy
2
MVE Realty

The Bullets beat the Colonels, 5-2, and the Mounties,

17-2, earlier in the week. Rick
Karst pitched a four -hitter and
notched 12 strikeouts in beating the Colonels then hacked
Jay Batz' three -hitter with two

triples against the Mounties.
added a
against the Mounties.
Higgens

L

Ed Krause, second and Mark
Zakula, shortstop, from the

' Astros; Ron Swanson, shortstop, and Tom Wagner, secBalin pitched the
Bill
Apaches to a 5-1 win over the ond, from the Braves; the CarBadgers. John Weir had a dinals' Peter Damiano, left,
and Paul Kastner, pitcher; the
homer to lead the Apache bats.
had a double.

John Abbs, catcher,
Schell, pitcher, and
Dave Smithern, pitcher; the
Dodgers'" -Torn MeEnerney,
left, and Bob Thompson, first;
the Giants' Paul Wilkinson,

Cubs'
Ward

THE SOX edged by the
Apaches,

3-2,

behind

the

pitching oTBill Stark. Stark
struck out 12 Apache batters
during the game.

center, and Bill Wilson, right;
the Mets' Kyle Lindquist,
right, and Jerry Weber, third;
and Pirates' Mike Herbert,
right, and Jeff Louis, right.

Eight games were played in

the North Red Intermediate

Division last week. The Hornets beat the Scouts, 8-4, with
Taggert getting

the

win. The only extra base hit
was a homer by Andy Wil-

homer

three runs but scored four runs
to take over the lead 6-5. Extra
base hits for the Grizzlies were
doubles by Bart Sir, Fritz
Schuler and Randy Wright.

BRIAN PALMER hit

a

home run and Jim Whiteside

I

gain a split for the week with a
10-0 romp over the Dragons.
Mike Maier tagged two
homers and Bruce Alvin drove

2
3

4

4

Arlington Heights4

in

three runs with a bases -

loaded triple for the winners.

2
2

Yankees to a 13-2 'victory over

1

1
1

BILL LYONS and Tom

Kline.

scourge of the North Green
Intermediate League, topping
the Triplets, 8-4, and blasting

DARRYL TAGGERT

to lead the Hornets to a close
6-5 win. Extra base hits for the

Andy Williams and a triple by

a

pitched three innings and gave
up only one run to get the win
for the National League. Tom
Vassius was the losing pitcher
for the American League.
For the National League,
doubles were hit by Frase and
Wagner, and singles by Frase,

homer for the Blades' only extra base hit.

Zakula, Schell,, Wilson, and
Wilkinson. RBIs were hit byZakula, 'Wesner, Schell and

The Cowboys had little
trouble boating the Bruins, 19-

Frase.

the Saints, 26-1. Tom Anto- 3. The winning pitcher was
nelli won the first game by Mike Rumann and the loser,
striking out 16 Triplets, then Peter Lund. Jim Nolte had a
contributed a homer and triple

T h e American League
scored one run in the sixth and
one in the eighth, and the Na-

DAVE SMITHERN

Taggert. Tod Traulin hit

the

the Yankees' Neil

tional League scored one in
the first and sixth and two in
the win and Craig Lamkins the the seventh. The National
loss. Extra base hits during the League outhit the American
game were a double by the League, 8-5 - but came up with
Doves' Chris Meissner and a two errors to the American
triple by -the- Angels' Roy League's one.

Rifles and Daw Harte picked
up the win in relief.
were

er; and

The Angels beat the Doves,

Hornets were a double by

Dolphins

Dennis Garre, shortstop; the

White Sox' Tom Baugh, right,
and Roger Lockwood, catch-

7-5, with Matt Splitt getting

from the Steelers, 12-9: John

The

ter, Steve Breitheil, second,

left.

held the Blades to just five hits

Gillen had a homer for the

linger, pitcher, Frank Taylor,
first, and Tom Teuchert, left;
the Tigers' Don Bledsos, cen-

Cowboys to an 11-7 victory
over the Cadets.' Palmer was

hawks dropped the Mounties,
4.1. Each team managed only
three hits.

The Rifles won a slugfest

Kendall Larson, first, Bill Weber, second, and Tom Wenzel,
second; the Senators' Scott
Burkardt, center, Randy Hol-

Schmidt, third, Tom Vassius,
shortstop, and Scott Werner,

Scherer won a pitcher's duel

from Chuck Weege as the -Mo-

THE AMERICAN League
roster included the Athletics'
Mark Bonucchi, right, Dan
Sichroushy, catcher, and John
Yeazel, third; the Red Sox'

went three for four including a
double and a triple to lead the

Kevin McBride hurled a also the winning pitcher.
one -hitter to help the Colts

0

1

Riefke, the winning pitcher,
also had a triple and Ken
Gardner and Jim Byers each

gens enabled the Bullets to
beat the Colts, 2-0, and wrap liams.
up the North Blue InterTom Ellsworth pitched the
mediate championship. Rick
Karst drove in the first run Grizzlies to an 8-5 win over the
with a double and Mickey As- Blades. The Grizzlies went
mussen added an insurance into the fifth inning down by

and a double. The winning

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PARK DISTRICT
CLASSIC LEAGUE
W
Team

mond July 4.
The National League roster
included Bret Frase, third base

6-2 win over the Badgers. Bob

Darrel

A NO-HITTER by Pat Hig-

1

THE PHILLIES beat both

Eisenhuth had a double for the
Comets.

Giants in their other game. homer to lead the Blues to a

4
Eddie's Lounge
SPORTSMAN'S LEAGUE
WL
the Orioles as Andy Alquist Team
0
5
canie through with a bases - Vail Lounge
4
loaded triple for the Yanks. Western Electric
3
Dave Sollards added two sin- Pure Oil
3
2
Loren Tool
gles and a triple and Billy Kas3
2
Bella Pizza
per got two hits.
3
I
The Orioles straightened. Tower Packaging_
4
out to down the Indians, 8-2, in Tally Ho
I
4
the league's final tilt. Greg
Baumgardner led' the onCENTENNIAL LEAGUE
slaught with a home run and a
WL
double and Dave Bramlett Team
5
The Guys
added three singles and a
5
Shakcy's Pizza
double.
4 2
The Sox lost their second Inn Keepers
2 3
game of the season in the Pros Too
4
American Major League when
Clip Joint
0 6
they dropped a 7-6 affair ,to the Arlington Vista Misfits

'VIM WALSH pitchdd .the

Bailey led the Titan attack in
the sixth with three hits.

played in the North Blue Ju-

The Dodgers scored the tying
runs on RBI singles by Randy
Shiavo and Zahour. Don
Schaeffer staked the Giants to
a lead when he doubled home
two runs.
Tigers. Jim Waswo got the win
The Astros parlayed Mark
for the Tigers although he needed relief help from Bill Duf-. Zakula's two -hitter and a 13 hit
attack to beat the Braves,
fy in the sixth. Scott Schuma12-0. Ed Krause had a homer,
cher homered and Mike Jentriple and two singles for the
sen, Bill Duffy and Mike
winners, while Mark_ Zakula
Bramlett. contributed. tattle Tiand Brett Frase chipped in
ger attach.
THE YANKEES led all the with three hits apiece.
A home run by John Bowen
way in a 10-3 win over the Senators as Gregg Kuethe got his paced the Pirates to a 10-3 pasThe Pirates
first round -tripper of the sea- ting of the Mets.
Jeff Louis' four -hit
son. Ed Berjrowski was the backed
hurling with an eight -run secwinning pitcher and Dave
Thorstensen took the loss for ond inning and a total of 14

Jaycees

Schultz and doubles by Ken
Rudin and Mark Segar. Glen

the 28th it was the Rebels over
the Sox 7-3. Mike Willow was
the winning pitcher and Bruce
a triple, which scored Doug Pokuta the loser.
Three other games were
Zahour.

Anierican All -Stars Use Four
uns in Fourth to op ats

came home on a single by

Doug Chaps.
Makes Top 8

five -hit pitching of .Rick Palm-

er. The Redbirds' Doug Schafer had a double for the only
extra base hit.
Bruce Dann hit a triple and
stole home for the winning run

tered only one hit against Paul five big runs in the sixth to
Kartner of the Cards, but it break the game open. John
was enough as Ward Schell Gardner, Lapsys, and Curt

were

'to third place. C. E. Jensen and and Rohrhack were a stroke
Sons shut out Kre-Ken Pat- behind.

"cated Dixon's feat on the back
"nine to win low gross.honors
'with a 37. Bob Rohrback's 40
i,rounded-out the -ton three ---

over the Pioneers behind the

National League. They mus- However, the Titans scored

registering 32's. Dixon. Nixon

'Ed Nixon. playing for Mount
Prospect State Bank, clupli-

lington Heights Little League.
The Redbirds took a 10-2 win

ly 2-0 lead in the first inning on

Curtis to sew up,the win.

WedneSday's matches and fell

on chipped in to birdie the first
!:hole. picked up another on the
.eighth and finished with a 39.
-114owever.- Mount Prospect's

mediate Division of the Ar-

8-4 with Tim Lapsys getting
the Bobcats, who needed a the win and Mike Turkowski
strong relief job from Roger the loss. The Stags took an ear-

Allen's Store for Men pick- Leis, playing for Novak and
ed up only one, point in last Parker, and Dick Tank, both

EI.K GROVE'S Dick Dix-

FIVE GAMES were played
North White Inter-

in the

ger were the hitting leaders for

July 11,'

the 14th. Low net went to Kurt

place.

lowing only two runs.

Curt Larson pitched the Badg-

Hartman and Bob Loutensla-

Junior

pitching duties in the second
and pitched a good game, al-

ers to a 17-7 victory over the
pitching by Paul - Apaches. Extra base hits for
Obuchowski paced the Rai- the Apaches was Dick Hartders to a 3-2 triumph over the shour's homer with the bases
Bears in another Varsity I loaded and a double play 6y
game. The Raiders scored Bill Bolinski. Art Dicce had a
three in the first, then weath- double for the Badgers.

clones, 7-5. Triples by Don
tage.of homers by Jeff
Jim Kelley and Scott Jolliffe to Shubleck and Bill Breister
slaughter the Sioux by a 14-3 were the big blows in the Robscore. Kevin Minzlaff record- ins' big inning. Jeff Barton
earned the win and Bill Stump
ed the win.
was the loser.
the
in
the
week
Earlier

he hit a two -run

Greg White took over the

Division of the Arlington
Heights Little League four
games were played on June 28.

Friday.

Blue

ningS, as

In the North Blue Junior

Page

also

Havlic

they were most of the season.

enough to overcome the Tankers, and,they settled for second

Isomer in the first and a run
scoring single in the second.

Two -hit

in the YMCA Twilight Golf joined in the birdie cage by
League show Dick Tank's Cliff Stock who put together
Team Seven in first place as two good shots and a putt on

terns, but their surge was not

Brennan hurled a three -hitter
and clouted a three -run homer
to beat the Flyers.
The Twins went on an 18 hit binge to plaster the Flyers,
24-2. Ron Riba hit a grand slam homer and Dwight Ensminger ripped three singles
and a triple to pace the Twins
attack.

two doubles and Wayne Geyer
one for the Cougars.

Tankers Still Top YNCA Loop
Mid -season final standings

of the fifth. Solid hitting by
Chris Meissner had kept the
Doves close in the early in-

pitching fell apart against the
Cougars. Doug Betters blasted

Jeff Zieman took the loss.
The Robins scored four
runs in the last inning to win a

IN THE NORTH Red Ju-

fiercely fought battle with the
Doves coming out on top, 8-7,
as a result of Craig Tomkins
three run triple in the bottom

13-2. The Saints rallied for two
runs in the final inning on singles by Tim Brennan and Les

allowed only three hits in beating the Raiders, but Ram

inning to soundly defeat the
Redskins, 21-1. Bob Singer
was the winning hurler and

doubles and Jim Whiteside one
double for the winners.
The Doves and Scouts, both
tied for first place, had a clOse,

Salcedo to beat the Hawks.

was aided in the 10-1 win over
the Pelicans by errorless work
by his defense and George Vukovich's three extra -base hits.

run. Kinneman had five hits in were good enough for 1 runs
that one, including three and an 11-5 win. Panther Paul
Stoltzner managed to reach
doubles.
winning pitcher Norm Sterner
THE BISONS came back to for a double.
corral the Steers, 6-4, on a six THE OWLS scored in every
hitter by Evan Kokinos. A

had a triple.

the Saints.

Al Bratko of the Redwings

lowing five safeties and one thers, but that plus 19 walks

base hit. Tom Fliger had two

pitcher Charlie Schuber also
homered and tripled against

Marier drove in two more runs
ripped doubles as the Phils for the Boxers with a double in
edged the Crusaders, 8-6. Den- the fourth.
Extra base hits for the Blues
nis Kenny went the distance in
both games to get credit for the were Terry Burke's double and
triple, Kevin Gardner's triple,
wins.
J i m Byers, double, Bob
THE BOBCATS won the Riefke's double, Patrick DrisVarsity II slugfest of the week, coll's triple and Jeff Thut's
11-9, over the Falcons. Mark double.

offensive support with three
hits including a triple. Losing

ThompSon singled in a pair of
insurance runs. A fine defensive play by center fielder Carl

scored the winning
stealing home.

The Gophers were the class 541. Winning pitcher Mike
of their league last week, win- Healy helped his cause with a
ning two games by lopsided double, and a two -bagger by
scores in the North Green Ju- Gary Spaulding also aided the
nior Division of the Arlington Larks. Bob Fox took the loss
Heights BoyS Baseball League. for the Trojans.
The Larks were not so fortuThey beat the Bisons, 12-2,
and trounced the Arrows by a nate against the Rockets, as
they dropped a 20-9 decision.
28-1 Margin.
Gopher Joe Shields gave up Chuck Carter had two doubles
only two hits while striking out and a triple for the winners,
11 against the Bilons. Doubles and Ardin Weatherford added
by Greg Johnson, Scott Curtis, one of each. Eric Duetl picked
Boyd Kinneman and Bob Hof- up the decision for the Rock,
meister paced the attack. ets.
The Millers could only musShields was also the winning
pitcher against the Arrows, al- ter one hit against the Pan-

triple for the losers' only extra

Tom Teuchert hit a solo
home run for the American
League and singles were hit by
Breitheil, Lockwood, Yeazel,
and Siehroushy.

The Game of the Day

Colts Shell Prospect Heights Vikings in Senior Action
By Mike Needleman

THE VIKINGS sat their first

hit of the day, but on the

held

defense

Vikings'

the

run when they came in to hit, Moriarty was thrown the Colts' scoreless. Chant
bat in the first of the third out while trying to go from Thompson was on the
third. Miesfeldt mound for the losers, and
In Prospect Heights Se- inning. Leadoff man Keith first to
nior action last night, the Lorenz started the inning went to third when the Vik- he appeared to be a big
Colts got a total. of 17 hits with a walk. Ray Peterson, ing shortstop made another change from the other Vikto parade over the Vikings, the next batter in the Vik- error, this one on a ball hit ing hurlers. He sent the
Colts back to the bench in
18-I.
ing lineup, grounded one by -Mcgowan.
John

Brezina went the to the Colts' third bagger
for the winners, who fielded the ball and

distance

getting 10 strikeouts and al- threw it to second to try to
lowing only two hits.
force out Lorenz, but the
throw was too tate. Lorenz
THE COLTS started things stole second
and
base
rolling in the bottom of the scored the Vikings' only
first when they came in to run of the game a few pitchbat. Gary Hart got the first es later when one got by
hit of the game with one out catcher Gary Hart of the
and was moved to third on a Colts. This made the score
follow up hit by Terry Mo- 7-I as the inning came to
riarty. Both runners scored an end.

on a double off the bat of

Colts made up for
Scott Miesfeldt, who was theThe
one run that they gave
thrown out on the play
to the Vikings in the top of the
attempted
he
when
stretch his hit into a triple. third, by adding two more
Terry McGowan got the to their score in the last of
base due to an error on the the third.
With one out, Brezina
Viking shortstop. He was

of the
moved to second when Al got his second single
second
Zasadny walked the next night and went to
batter, and went to third as when Pat Hart got a single.
Zazadny hit the following Both men scored on another hit by Miesfldt that went
batter.

center
With the bases full and sailing deep into left
McGowan alsti" got
two gone. Terry Grauman field.
was also walked by Zasad- himself a hit before the inin ning was ended.
brought
which
ny,

another
with
McGowan
run. Brezina then got him-

THE TOP OF THE fourth
self a base hit which scored was a dull segment of the contwo more of his runners. test for the Vikings as they
Grauman scored when Pat could only get one man on

That man
Hart got on base on an er- the base pads.
was right fielder Steve Deror.
Luca, and he got on base
THE INNING finally came

to an end as Gary Hart sent
a fly into right field for an
easy out.
The Vikings appeared to
be a little shook by the time

with a walk. Deluca did his
best to bring in another run
by stealing both second and

third bases, but his team-

mates were just not able to
hit him in. Brezina picked
the second inning rolled up two more strikeouts in
around, as they fell to their the inning, and also caught
opponents in order. Gary a pop up for three unasKreig led off the inning sisted put outs.
with a base hit, but he was
The Colts put the bats
gunned down seconds later together once again when

by the. Colt catcher when he they came in to bat in the

attempted to steal second bottom of the fourth.
base. The following two
.THE FIRST two batters of batters were fanned.
The big hit of the night the inning, Jim Deal and
came in the second when Jerry Grauman, both got
the Colts came in to bat. on base on errors and scored

Moriarty led the inning off when Brezina dropped one
with a long, line shot to into short center for a base

right field that got hit. Brezina went to third on
him around the bases with a a base hit by Pat Hart, and
home run. Miesfeldt follow- after the first out of the ined him with a base hit, his ning was made,, both runsecond of the night. The ners scored on another base
next three batters were only hit by Moriarty.
deep

good for outs, and the side

Miesfeldt got

his

fourth

order,

the

first

time that

On the play Mcgowan
happened in the conwent to second base. Both had
test.

lie and Miesfeldt scored on a

base knock by Colt short-

But

in

the sixth Tomout.
ran
luck

stop Tom Black. Deal, bat- pson's
got on base with
ting for the second time in Miesfeldt
one out on a fielder's
the inning, then got a base choice.
After stealing sec-

hit up the middle. But the ond he went to third on a
Vikings did manage to, get passed ball. McGowan was
the next batter out to bring walked and forced out at
the inning to a close.
second base on a grounder
THE VIKINGS appeared to

hit to the Viking shortstop,
who tossed the ball to his

be a hopeless bunch of boys second baseman for the out.
three innings

the next
Miesfeldt scored on the
breezed by without them play.
even posing a mild threat.
BLACK WHO WAS on first Brezina cut down four of
the nine batters he faced
with strikeouts, not letting
anyone get on base. Two
as

with a fielders choice, then Peterson, If
3
0
stole second and scored on Zale, 2b
2 0 0 0
a hit by Grauman. Deal was Thompson,113,131 2 0 0 0
1

walked,

and

also

scored

due to an error on a long
ball

out

the game, putting the Colts
in the lead by 17 runs.

Zazadny, If
Snarski, c
Totals

COLTS (18)

Player
ab r h bi
6 2 2 3
P. Hart, 3b
4 I 0 0
C
G. Hart,
Moriarty, if 5 2 4 1
lb 5 2 4 4
Miesfeldt;
Mcgowan, cf 4 2 1 2
4 2 0 2
Black,
ss
Deal, 2b
0
3
2
Grauman, If 4 2 0 3
5
2 2 3
Brezina, p
Totals
40 18 17 18
VIKINGS (1)
ab r h bi
Players
2 1 0 0
Lorenz, ss
1

00

Deluca, .rf
2
Kreig, cf
3
Eicheloneng, 3b 3

right field.
That was the final run of
into

1

0

0
0
0

1

0

0

3

0

3

0

23

1

0
0
2

0
0
1

PITCHING SUMMARY

Players
_h ip r-er so bb
Brezina
2 6 1.0 10 4
Thompson
6 12-14 4 2
Zazadny
4
6-5 0 2
.
WP-Brezma; - LP-Zazadny;
1

1

HBP-Deal: PB-Hart (2); SB-

Moriarty, Miesfeldt (2), Black,

Grauman, Peterson, Zale (2),
Deluca

(2),

Snarki.

men were thrown out by the

Colt third baser, Pat Hart.
In the last of the fifth,
'

Right-Steve Duluca of the
Vilrings, sucessfully steals
third in last night's contest

against the Colts.

The Colts' third baseman, Pat Hart, appears to be a little
too late with the tag, as Paul Snarski hustles into third.

Ristau Beaten, l-0, By Walk in 4 -Hitter
By Jim Stuart

Elk Grove fireballer Dave
Ristau spun a four -hitter at
Fremd last night, but it was not

good enough as the Vikings
got to him for a run in the fifth
to earn a 1-0 victory.

It was a heartbreaking loss
for Ristau, and the culprit was

the base on balls. The Gren

hurler gave up his only walk of
the game in that fatal fifth

frame to Frank Bellanca with

two out, and that led to the

only run of the game.
BELLANCA WENT to se-

vin Chesney's one -out single substitution, and Elk Grove
in the first was the only hit the coach Larry Peddy took adGrens could muster until the vantage of the situation by
juggling his orders and using
fourth.
some of his best hitters.

Kolze's ground ball and throw Scholten, c
him out. The threat was ended Wolanski, ss
moments later when Peterson, rf
Wlodarczyk skied out to right. Chassey, lb

Doug Mitsuoka
popped out to open the inning,

serious rally in that fourth
frame when, after Ristau popped out to second, Steve
Scholten hit an opposite -field
double that landed just inside

but Chesney, came through

the right field foul line. Luke

FREMD(1)
Player
ab
Loughlin, 2b
3
O
Hauswith, I b
3
O
Kolze, c
2 O
Wlodarczyk, ss 3 O
Peekel, p
2 O
Hanks, 3b
2 0
Bellanca, If

Fremd, going the distance and

also allowing only four hits.
He walked two Grens but he
struck out seven, one more
than Ristau. He had to pitch
with men on bap in every inning but the second and the
fifth.
Speedy

with his second safety, a single
to center. Jeff Skoronski flied
to right for the second out, but
Proehl's sharp ground ball
evaded the Viking third baseman for an error and the tying
run was in scoring position at
second. Once again, however,
Peekel was up to the task, get-

cond on a wild pitch that hit
the front of the plate and
bounced all the way over the
backstop. Bill Cheney then ting Neil Noga to pop out
laced a solid single to left and
Bellance scored standing up.
Rick Peekel was just as out-

staVinenn the mound for

meekly to the second baseman
to end the affair.
Peekel was extremely tough
in the opening innings, as Ke-

Proehl, lb

ELK GROVE mounted a

Unlike Peekel, Ristau was
rarely in a jam. An exception

came in the fourth when he
gave up a leadoff single to
Dave Hauswith, who then

went all the way around to
Wolanski drew a walk, but third on 'a sacrifice bunt by
Peekel

quickly

straightened

out and choked off the rally

Mike Kolze. Fremd tried a suicide squeeze, but Ed Wlodar-

0

2

0

0
0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0

1

1

O

I

1

O

0

O

20

1

4'

1

Major

action,

the

league -

Orioles downed the
Yankees, 11-5. Mark Keane
won his seventh-Conk-dill&
game on the mound, and
Mike Engibus had two hits,
matting

including
winners.

a double for the
Pat Dooley had a

double and Jim Broeron had
three hits for ohe Yankees.

Mike Lopata had three hits
and was the winning pitcher

as the Tigers beat the
Senators, 8-3. Allan Black had

two games were 10-0 and 7-3.
Ed Katzman pitched a one -

score at 3-3 and pushed across

little league the Indians

Wolski had a home run in Vic Insenelli got the win and
that game. Katzman con- Mark Blasco took the

American League. Chris

defeated the Orioles, 11-3, in
the Broneo A Division of the

tributed a triple in the other heartbreaking loss.
contest, won by hurler Ken
Blasco was the winning

Hanson truck out 13 Orioles
to get the win for the Indians.
Extra base hits for the Indians
were a triple by Fran Stein -

Skelnik.

The Orioles took two from
the Cardinals, 10-6 and 8-3,

getting winning pitching

pitcher as the Tigers repeated

gason and Bob Tess. Tess'

score.

WINNING PITCHER

performances from Dale Hig-

round -tripper with two men

on helped his cause in his win.
THE ORIOLES were not as

fortunate against the Braves,

Steve Maas hit a homer and
a triple and batted in four
runs as the errorless Lions
defeated the Cubs, 6-I. The

as they dropped a 9-5 decision
after taking an early 4-3 lead.
Gary Witten was the winning

another game with the Cubs,

took the loss. John Mase had

Lions were the victors in

pitcher and Mark Luciani

this time by a 10-I margin.
Maas and Brice Soltys hit

a triple to pace the winning

doubles for the winners, and
Bob Battaglia was the winning
hurler.

Bob Mahoney was the win-

ning pitcher and Dave Lundeen scored the winning run
as the Cardinals edged the

Pirates 5-4. The Dodgers

Braves.

hurler in the other affair,
however, as the Yankees also

scored the tie -breaker in the

eighth. Chris O'Connor's
three hits helped the Yanks

overcome, an early 2-0 deficit

and gain the win.

THE CUBS likewise split

two games with
Braves,shutting them out 4-0

but losing an extra -inning, 3-2

contest. Dale Steingraber got

a hit to drive in Clyde
Peterson with the winning run
for the Braves in the 3-2
thriller. Larry Monroe went

seven innings for the winners

and struck out 10, but Keith
Shear pitche the Aghth and

The Braves made it two in final inning to record the
a row by scoring 10 runs in decision.
the third to trounce the
The Cubs .'so registered a
Yankees, 12-3. Norman 14-5 victory over the Cards,
Schwartz was the hero in that coming up with a I4 -hit atone, pitching a thres-hitter tack._ Five -run bursts in the
and stroking two dotibles. first and the fourth were all

Todd McDonald and Greg

scored one in the first and Streit chipped in with doubles
three in the fifth inning to' in the winning effort.
beat the Braves, 4-2.

IN THE MOUNT Prospect

hit shutout in the first game a run in the eighth to clinch
and struck out non,. Steve the come -from -behind win.

a double for the losers. Jeff
Shroeder was the winning
the trick, this time by a 3-2

runs in the seventh co tie the

The 'Yankees and the

the Cubs needed in that one.
A sparkling fielding play by
Mike Wyas highlighted an 8-2
win by the Cardinals over the

miller and a double by

IN THE SIXTH a beautiful

permit what amounts to free deep

in

the hole to snag

'

.In the other two American

THE COMMITTEE was

dustry has taken a giant step
toward a safer product as a
result of flotation tests conducted in late June at Fort

made up of 13 engineers, plus
the BIA staff, They tested the

Myers, Fla.

recommended capacities with
both live and simulated loads,
and measured quantities to
foam flotation material were
shifted to various parts of the

The tests, sponsored by the

boat test committee of the

Boating Industry Association,
were aimed at determining the

best locations for flotation
material to insure that the

boats will float upright, even
when filled with water.

four basic hull shapes. The
boats were loaded to their

hull.

The' tests disclosed that a
boat should contain enough
flotation material to support
50 per cent of the live toad,

with at least half the material
located along the sides. This

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

O

Indians, 13-2.

THE GIANTS edged the
Pirates, 6-5, in the Bronco

Division of the National

League. Joe Slawinski chalked

up his fourth' win- against no
losses and hit a triple for the
Giants. Dan Hannsen got the
loss for the Pirates.

Tim - Kubicki pitched the

so likely to lose all his loose
gear in the event of a mishap.

THE TESTS showed the
if the boat is completely
swamped, the engineers need for several different
foundr There was no marked avoidance test courses, and
difference in swamped stabili- will probably result in a
down -rating of flat -bottom
boats when analysis of test

Thompson said uprighf flota- date is 'completed. Flat -bottom
tion is an especially important crafts, such as john boats,
factor in saving lives in cold tend to skid in tight turns, but

water areas, and -that, can get along on smaller
regardless of the water motors because they offer less
temperature "the customer isn't

The Braves beat the

Backed by a 14 -hit attack, Cardinals twice, 9-1 and 18-4,
Bob Schwietert pitched his to grab first place in the Bronthird victory of the year to co B National League. Mark

lead the Dodgers to' a 20-0 Bihun was the winning pitshut out against the Cards. cher in both games and also
Schwietert also had a double had extra -base hits
for the winners.

MIKE HUBER hit a home

in both.
The hitting of Dave Marofske,

Jerry Anderson, Chris

Oliver, the singer -guitarist
whose first record, "good

Morning Starshine", is a million seller, will appear in person and- autograph his hit
record and his brand new al-

bum at Lyon-Healy's Ran-

Grabowski and Tom Peterson
contributed to the sweep.
THE GIANTS knocked the
Pirates out of the lead by winning two pitching duels, 1-0
and 2-0. The Pirates Managed --

dhurst store this Saturday at

only two hits

the two

record is third in the Chicago
area and across the nation

The Cubs swept a pair from

Oliver's first album as a solo

in

games.

2:30 p.m.

"Good Morning Starshine"
was just one of the songs from

"Hair" until Oliver recorded
it; and now -his -first single

the Lions in a battle of also- artist is going to be released
rans. The Cubs knocked out this week. In includes songs
15 hits to win one game, 18-4, written by Rod McKuen, Joni

and then ripped out 18

Mitchell and Mike Jagger,
safeties to register a 16-3 Keith Richards and three he

triumph.

wrote himself.

II MIDAS MIDAS II MIIVLS MiDASO M IDAS ISM IDAS MIDAS. III/DAs tamIDAS II minx; mhos m IDAsli

a triple by Bob Schwietert.

In the only other Bronco A

Yankees over the Tigers 2-I, Lions, 13-1. The Cubs scored
and the Orioles defeating the in every inning except the

will insure good stability, even

ty due to hull size or shape.
Committee chairman Grant

the Braves. Extra -base hits for triumph over the Yankees.
the Pirates were two triples by The win enabled the Orioles
Harry' Jamison, a double by to hold a half -game edge over
Phil Young and . -a double by. the.Sox in their battle for second place.
Mari; Bowen.

Oliver to Sign
Autographs

League games it was the game the Cubs defeated the

Committee Studies Boat Flotation
The recreational boating in-

Pirates to an 11-7 win over three times but scored a 26-1

1

1

Clinton, ph
Ristau, p

0
0

0
0

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er so w
Pitcher
6 4 .1-1 6
Ristau
7 4 0-0 7 2
Peekel

Scholten managed to come
up with a crazy -hop single in
the sixth, but it wasn't until the
seventh and final inning that
Peekel was in real trouble
again.. Summer League rules

play by Gren shortstop Wolanski prevented another run.
"Hauswith had doubled with
one out, and Wolanski went

0
0

1

ELK GROVE (0)
ab r h bi Winner Peekel; Loser Ristau.
Player
2 0 0 0
Mitsuaka, If
0 0 0
Browning, ph
3. 0 2 0
Chesney, cf

Hanson. Jim Thomas had a run and a double and Greg
Maughamiaw smashed a doutriple for the Orioles.
There were three other ble and a triple to lead the
games played last week in the Lions to an 11-10 win over
Bronco A Division of the the Cubs. Lennie Kaiser was
American League. Roger Pat- the winning pitcher for the
terson hit a double and Jim Lions.
Mike Dankowski ,threw a
Seasly a triple to lead the Sox
to a 5-3 victory over the no-hitter for four innings to
Senators. Extra base hits for lead the Dodgers to a 13-1
the Senators were a double win over the Cubs. Extra -base
and a triple by Scott Zwolski. hits for the Dodgers were a
The winning pitcher for the double by Andy. Scaletta and
Sox was Mark Wertz.

0

Cheney, rf
Panks, cf
Totals

Cubs Stop Sox Twice in Mount Prospect Loo
THE CUBS downed the Orioles traded extra -inning, 4- Sox. The Cards' hitters got hot
Sox twice this week to 3 decisions in the Pony A in the late innings and scored
highlight play in the Mount Division. In the first game five runs in the final two
Prospect Pony League B between the two clubs, the frames to clinch the win.
Division. The scores of the Orioles -came-' up- with two

2

0

0
0

by fanning Glen Peterson and ,czyk popped the ball up and
getting pinch -swinger Gary Hauswith was a dead duck at
third for a double play.
Proehl to tap out to the box.

was retired.

In Mount Prospect Bronco

0 0

2

1

0

2
2

1

2

3
0 0
Skoronski, 3b
0 0 0
Di Gilio, 2b
I
0
DiG iovanni, ph
0 0 0
Naga, ph
26 0) 4 0
Totals
2B-Scholten, Hauswith; SBLoughlin,
Chesney;
SHKolze

h bi
1

2

0
0
0

3

resistance to the water.

fourth and sixth.

THE SENATORS con-

tinued to dominate the Mount

Prospect Bronco B League

with a pair of wins over the
Tigers, 8-I. and 38-5._ The

wins raised the Senators' mark
to I1-1.
Andy Cropper was the star

THE MIDAS TOUCH!

in the first win, striking out
13 and getting three hits and
three RBI. Tom McLaurin,

Mike Serino and Larry

Fast, Free Muffler Installation
. . . and the FAMOUS MIDAS

winners and Jim Tiesi had

GUARANTEE, good coast -to -coast, U.S.

three hits for the Tigers.
The Senators had 13 hits in

and Canada: Midas Mufflers are guaranteed
for as long as you own your car. Replaced,
It necessary, at any Midas Muffler Shop for
a service charge only!

Johnson had doubles for 'the

their second _win . over the.
Tigers. McLauriri had a bases loaded homer, Serino a bases -

loaded triple, and Cropper. a
two -run homer to lead the
rout.

THE SOX beat the Indians
twice during the week; 15-1

and 8-3. Tracy Wertz, Tim
Horan and Jeff Patterson got
extra -base hits in the first

game for the Sox.

The Orioles batted only

tr Midas, Inc. 1968

-

259-0421
BRAKE SERVICE AVAILABLE

MUFFLERS/PIPES/SHOCKS/BRAKES
Wins amiDAS MOMS MIDAS !MIDAS SIMMS II MIMS MIDAS

MIDAS iiminAsminas Mi DAS
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July 11,

By George Hales
Steve Snyder tired a no-hitter as Logan Square beat Niles

mates committed three errors

West 1-0 and won their 10th

in.

behind him, but he pitched

well ,out of every jam he was

game in 11 starts.

LOGAN SQUARE was

limited to five hits by a pair

Snyder pitched well, strik4..ing out six and walking four.

of Niles hurlers, but a key
He was the victim of some sacrifice fly by Jim Hynes

1969

made the difference.

fielding mistakes as his team-

Huskies Bomb Knights On Errors,
Extra Base Hits, Wild Pitches
By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

The Hersey Huskies swung
some pretty hefty bats last
night and relied on errors by
Prospect to easily crunch the
Knight armour, 10-4, in a
Summer League game.

The big blow of the game
was Rich Kornelly's home run
to center. The blast caught Stu
White in too far, and as Kor-

nelly steamed into third, the
throw went
scored.

wide

and

he

OTHERS FLEXING their
muscles for Harvey Foster's
boys were Steve Fisher, who

had a double and a

triple,,

and Ken Morales and Steve

er drove Morales to third, and scoring opportunity was cut
down at the plate in the seche scored on an error at home.
The Knights had their share ond. Greg Sumner has singled
of baserunner through the first past third and gone to -third on
four innings, but their best Bill Thurnhoffer's single.
A delayed double steal
HERSEY (10)
turned into disaster when the
Huskies cut off the throw and
tossed Sumner out at home.
ab r h bi
Player
2 2 0 0
Kennepp, ss
DAVE HARBACH was the
4 I I 0
Koch, lb
only other Prospect runner to
Morales, 2b
make it to third until the fifth,
4 0 3 0
Fisher, If
and he did so in the first after
4 I 0 0
Fletcher, 3b
walking. an infield putout got
0
4 2
Ludwigson, cf
Rush and sent Harbach to se4 I 0 0
Quade, c
cond. He went to third on a
4 I 2 3
Kornelly, rf
wild pitch, but got no further.
2 0 0 0
Smith, p
Smith set the home team
0 0
0
Prosser, ph
down in order in both the third
0 0 0 0 and fourth, but they finally got
Perry, pr
32 10 8 5 to him for three runs on one hit
Totals
in
the fifth. Thurnhoffer

3111
1

I

Snyder pitched flawlessly in
the -first inning, getting the

firstbar on a fly to right,

LOGAN SQUARE (1)
ab r h rbl
Player
0
0
3
O'Donnell, 2b
0.
3
Rossi, 3b
2 0 0 1
Hynes, ss
0
2 0 I
Golden, rf
3 0 0 0
Feldman, cf
0 I 0
3
Keller, lb
2 0 0 0
Drolet, If
0
2 0
Donahue, c
0 0 0
I
Snyder, p

down on strikes.

out of the jam when Steve

FRITSCHE BLOQI'ED a

single just a few inches far

Koch cleanly fielded Chris
Dabovich's grounder to first

in right, andhe was drived in
by Jackson after going to second on a passed ball and to

and stepped on the base for the
out.

board. Hersey got four tallies
as Prospect decided to give
back all those errors that Hersey had given them the inning

reached on a fielder's choice
bunt, and both scored on Kor-

I

in the third after Ken Kennepp
drew the first walk off Rush.
off Rush.

Fisher's triple that Greg Sum-

ner lost in the sun. Rush appeared to be going strong in
the fourth with two strikeouts,
but Kornelly powered his
homer over the center fielder's
head before the Huskies were
content to go down on an infield grounder.

0

-

ANOTHER RUN was scored

in the Hersey fifth after Ken
Morales walked. A single be-

I

2

the ego -boosting, mind -relaxing nature of the

I

0

trip. After a particularly "densifyihg" canoe

17 -foot

times in a

canoe. Camping on a

sandbar leaves plenty of room for constructive

Think of how many density points
trip, bicycle ride or camping experience, thought.
Frisbie can return to the office on Monday Frisbie could have gained had he figured out
Winner --Smith; loser -morning and face the ordeals of the workday who was who when a houseboat he en,
countered `onceupon a sandbar turned out to
Rush; WP--Schlais (3), Smith:, world.
Hersey, 101 114 210 8 6
Proipect 0001031 0 4 4 7

By Mike Imrem

RI

An unearned run in the
eighth inning gave Des Plaines
Legion Post 36 a 1-0 extra -inning victory over Wheeling in
a Ninth District American Le-

Delays Work

At Harper

gion baseball game at Forest
View High School Thursday
night.

The victory left the 36ers

with

Harper College officials eager to accept bids on the pro-

a

5-3

record,

good

enough to keep them in con-

ttrta

tention in the tight legion race.
Palatine leads the pack with a
6-1 mark, while Park Ridge is

posed $3 million phase II of
campus constuction, have announced that bidding may be

second at 6-2 and Arlington

delayed until mid -winter.
Phase II consists of science.
and music wings.

Heights third at 4-2.

DES PLAINES scored the
deciding run without the aid of
a hit. Pinch - hitter Gary
Pleickhardt opened the inning

College officials were hoping to advertise for bids now
complete
Phase I at the college's Algonquin 'Rd. site.
while contractors

But Robert Lathi, Harper

president, told his board members last night that a conversation with Gerald Smith, executive director of the Illinois Junior College Board (UCH) in-

SNYDER SENT Niles

plete the double play.

either. O'Donnell had singled,

third, but Snyder calmly

his hit into a double.
Snyder put Rick Jakubik on

Henning stole his way to

but was out trying to stretch

struck out the next two batters
to end the threat.

base via a walk in the top of

the sixth, and Ken Dohn

THE LIONS had a threat bounced one off Hynes's leg
in the bottom of the second. into center. Logan Square
With two out, Pat Donahue centerfielder Al Feldman
singled to center, then at- made a fine throw to Rossi
tempted to take second when at third to nail Jakubik and

the Niles center fielder bobled
the ball. Donahue was safe
2B -Golden, Keller; SB- when center fielder Steve
Rossi, Snyder, Henning (2), Tranter's throw was wild.
Sac -Hynes; PB-Tritschler;
Donahue moved to third on
O'Donnell, a passed ball, then Snyder
(2),
E -Hynes
Tritschler, Tranter, Klein.
walked and promptly stole se;

the next hitter tapped weakly
to the mound to conclude the

PITCHING SUMMARY
end the inning, however.
ip h r-er w so
Niles had another baserunPlayer
Snyder
7 0 0-0 4' 6 ner in the top of the, third
Klipowicz 5 4 1-1 2 4 when Hynes allowed
Tritschler's grounder to pass
0-0 G
Mueller

He struck out the first batter. Rossi made a fine play to

nail the second hitter by a

Winner -Snyder; LoserKlipowicz.

ter.

21

0

0

0

cond. O'Donnell whiffed to

1

1

1

inning.

The Lions wasted a double
by Keller in the bottom of the

sixth, then the tension

mounted as Snyder began the
last inning.

step. Snyder came through in
dramatic fashion as he struck
between his legs. Snyder then out the last batter to end the
had Tritschler picked off, but game and preserve the no-hit-

O'Donnell dropped first

"From a glance at water levels at that dam,
I can estimate canoeing conditions for 20 miles
upstream."
A short history of the lower part of the river
enthusiast, and "It's a Wise Woodsman" includes a delightful chapter about canoeing on is included, and Frisbie has even found a
report, published in 1901, which says that "the
the Des Plaines and Fox Rivers.
have one man and three women as crew.
But the one -day trips are more likely to have
the greatest influence on the suburban outdoors

It is especially gratifying for one who has
lived within walking distance of the Des

Des Plaines was so thick with scum a man
could walk on it," a fact that still is in

about which the author is writing.

water birds manage to survive, and canoeing

Plaines all their life to be able to read this evidence.
HOWEVER, FRISBIE'S trips along the
chapter and to picture exactly the scenery river
have taught him that "today, fish and

between its wooded banks is a pleasant

miniaturized adventure if you remember to

steer clear of the drains at the highway
bridges."

THE SHALLOW waters found in there
watch the river close
-to -home rivers provide a canoeist with
ice
goes
out.
on every trip to see when the
his miniature *adventure as the currents tend
One day a sheet of ice covers the river from to play wittrihe boat and the captain must
bank 'to bank while the water trickles over the use his resources to get out of "dangerous"
face of the dam from under the ice. Perhaps
lest he capsize his craft.
"Beginning in February

I

the next day the ice is gone and the river
swollen by melting snow, races freely toward

situations
"It's a Wise Woodsman" explains the finesse

of gaining a plus in red blood density before

the distant Mississippi.
a miniature
"WHILE OTHER commuters are being Monday morning by devising
depressed as usual by the morning newspapers, adventure rich in primitive, semi -dangerous
I am tingling with a spectacular rise in red situations to conquer, and then conquering
them with the least amount of energy.
blood density.

.

4fi4,,

Greg Messina. Messina made
the stop, drove Pleickhardt
back to third and threw Cavallaro out at first.
With two out, the Wheeling,
infield dropped back to normal depth. Des Plaines' Rich
Olson then hit a slow bouncer

toward third. The Wheeling
third baseman charged the ball
but it skipped past him for an
error, allowing Pleickhardt to

race home with the winning
tally.

THE UNEARNED run broke
up a sparkling pitching duel be-

tween Elisco and Buzz Johnson, both left-handers. The
Wheeling hurler allowed only
two hits in the game and John-

son only six, but both had to

by drawing a walk of Wheeling's Paul Elisco. A sacrifice
bunt by Kent Koentopp and a
wild pitch moved him to third
with only one out.

wiggle out of numerous jams.
Johnson was in hot water in

point, and -the strategy
paid off when Pete Cavallaro

coaxed Wheeling batters to
ground out with' two on and
two our in the next two in-_

Wheeling coach Gerald
Elisco played his outfield in at
this

hit a smash to second baseman

each of the first three innings
but managed to escape without

any damage. He struck out a

nings.
Elisco

found

himself in

trouble in the fourth inning,

then made a diving .catch .. Of..
Teichert's sinking liner to end
the inning.

but some great work by his de-

fense bailed him out. Olson
opened the frame with a walk
and Bob Artemanko followed
with a single down the third base line. Frank May dropped
a sacrifice bunt to advance the
runners to second and third.

WITH A 3-0 count on Bill
Teichert, Olson strayed too
far off third and a throw from

Faulty base running also
cost Des Plaines a 'run in the
first. Koentopp led off with a
walk, but Elisco picked him
off first. A walk and a single

followed, but the inning ended
with the next two men ground-

ing out. Four runners were

picked off in the game, three

Wheeling catcher Steve Toneff from Des Plaines and one from
nailed him. Dean Sheridan Wheeling.

Allammin

DEPEND ON US...
to provide assistance when it is most needed. Each

funeral is conducted with quiet dignity, mindful of wishes and requirements.

man with two out and the bases
jammed in the first, then

Over a Half Century of Respected Service

Des Plaines' Rich Olson is about to get tagged out by Paul Elisco of Wheeling. Olson got caught in

a run-down in yeMerday's game between the Des Plaines and Wheeling Region teams. (Photo by

According to Lathi, Smith Bob Privratsky)

blamed a recent legislative cutback which reduced junior
college funds to $89 million.

NOWat OPE

SALE

WHOLE HOUSE-NAME *BRANDS.

Smith reportedly told Lathi
that the IJCB planned to up- date jusior college enrollment
figures in July, allocate junds

-AIR CONDITIONING

OWEN

August, and meet with
state board in September to

CARPET
SALES

in

approve applications for specific projects.

The Illinois Building Au-

V0.17 OUT 11,,i .:110,,00111 cat

prove the specific projects for

672 E. Northwor,t Hwy.
Polcitiop 358-1500

thority would not be able to ap-

which funds were allocated

until October, Smith indicated. Thus,. Harper officials
would be forced to delay their
bidding until December.

down in order in the top of
the fifth, and Logan Square
did not have a baserunner

out to end the inning.

Des Plaines Beats Wheeltngtn Eighth by One

PB--Streng (2), Quade

Fund Slash

'

fielder's choice by Bob Henning. Henning had grounded
to Hynes, who stepped on second but was unable to com-

in that same spot in Des Plaines.

of a two-day expedition is the Mississippi
River, which Frisbie has navigated several

I

tween' short and third by Fish -

' would be late December, 1969,
or early January, 1970.

Dick Drolet walked, but

he was eliminated on a

says Frisbie. "Besides scoring red blood density

A LITTLE closer at hand and within reach

5%

dicated the earliest that bids
could possibly be accepted

the fourth with one out when

Donahue forced him at second and Snyder grounded

horse you're not a spook by periodically hand-

ing him lumps of sugar. Riding a horse on a
pack trip is an especially good experience,

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er so
Pitcher
short camping or canoe trip.
4-0 3
7 4
Smith
Red blood density is a term made up by
5
4-2 4 2 Frisbie, and he awards himself points as to
5
Rush
2

Logan Square had a

baserunner in the bottom of

ter in the second inning, but

"WHEN I GO to the city I ride a commuter
train that crosses the Des Plaines just above
a small dam." A rise in the reader's red blood
density occurs immediately when he realizes
how many times he has traveled over the river

HE ATTEMPTS in that space of time to points by coping with the impossible horses,
rebuild his "red blood density", by living as we could absorb a bonus from the setting" out
much by his own resources as possible on a west.

Smith.

I

whiffed to end the inning.
Snyder walked the first bat-

0

0

The author claims you can convince the

Fisher; SB--Kennepp, Heights Library Board and keeping tabs on his
Morales, Fisher, Thurnhoffer; eight children, Frisbie finds time to cram a
BB-Kennepp (2) Morales, lifetime of adventure into one short weekend.

4-2
2-0

play on a bunt to end the

'frame.

Rossi scampering in from

0

0
0

viously are if you try to get on from the right).

rales,

3

1

0
0
0

0

0
0

0

left) and afraid of "Spooks" (which you ob-

In between running his own firm of conThurnhoffer; HR--Kornelly; sultants in advertising, publishing and public
3B --Fisher; 2B --Koch, Mo- relations, being a member of the Arlington

I

0

0

"superstitidus" (they must be approached on the

Musial, Harbach, Rush,

Schlais
Dencker

I

Tritschler, c
Nelson, c
Totals

led him to believe that all horses are

down some guidelines for the weekend adWho

Morales, venturer in "It's a Wise Woodsman
Fletcher, Quade (2), Streng KnoNvs What's Biting Him."

E--Kennepp (2),

Kennepp stole second and

stood up coming home on

0

0

1

at third, Another run crossed

0

1

threw wildly in to center field.
HYNES FOLLOWED with
a sacrifice fly that brought

0

0

1

after a passed ball and an error

1

0

2

nothing in the bottom of the
third. He picked the first runner. off for the second out of
the inning, then made a fine

ed a single to right. He stole
second, and took third when
Niles catcher John Tritschler

0

0

'

scored the first of many runs

0

I

the Lions had produced

Snyder walked two batters
in the top of the fourth, alter

Frisbie Scores With `It's .a Wise Woodsman'

I

(3),

0

0

1

venth.
Koch surprised Rush with a
first -inning double, and he

1

0
0
0

0

upon, and two wild pitches by
Koch, both with doubles.
Robert P. Mackey of 1002
reached on an error at short Schlais brought in the two lead
Kornelly led the RBI colPROSPECT (4)
Hemlndc in., Mount Prospect,
and Stu White walked.
runners.
umn with three.
with the aid of the Junior
With Bill Prosser on third in
A two -base error at third,
There were no extra base
place of Smith, and Kennepp Womens Club, is participating
when the ball climbed oyerJim
h
bi
r
ab
clouts for Prospect, which had Player
Fletcher's arm, produced a on second Morales' double in the 15th Purdue University
0 0 0 run, and after another error at' scored two more runs, but Mo3
beaten one of the best teams in Streng
summer music camp at West
0
0
0
the league, Addison Trail, the 'Musial, c
second, Rush's single brought rales was thrown out at home Lafayette, Indiana.
0
0
0
3
errors
Harbach, ss
day before. Seven
4 0
helped the Knight downfall, Rush, p
0 0 Q 0
but Hersey was not immune to Schalsi, p
2 0 Q 0
ldsing the ball either as they Dabovich, rf
0 0 0
Doyle, rf
committed six miscues.
TERRY SMITH took the Fritsche, lb
0 0
I
3
He divulges his secrets for a red blood densiwin, giving up no earned runs Sumner, If
0 1 -0 2
By Linda Hamilton
fying day or weekend in his book.
on only four hits, and Casey Dencker, If
0 0 0
I
Sports Editor
INCLUDED IN the varied adventures of tne
Rush was saddled with the Thurnhoffer, 3h 3 I 0 0
Your next door neighbor has written another
setback. Rush gave up two Jackson, cf
0 0
2
book, and if enough people hear about it, it mustachioed Frisbie are trips to the desert, the
0 0 should be a real winner. Richard Frisbie of seashore, the mountains, the lakes and the
0
earned runs on three hits. White, cf
rivers of this country and Mexico via canoe,
2 0 0 0 Arlington Heights, who looks a mite more like
Each saw four runs cross the Frantell, 2b
0 0 a Richard Frisbie than the Daniel Boone he bicycle and horse.
I
plate in their stint, however, Schreiber. 2b
Frisbie's times out west on pack trips have
26 4 4 2 turns out to be in his newest book, has set
and Jim Dencker watched two Totals

more come in during the se-

0
0

1

1

Mackey at
Music Camp

put Jim Quade on. A stolen
base by Quade was unplayed

0
0

0

1

0

Klipowicz, p -3b 2

nelly's single.

Bill Ludwigson sent a shot
to short for an error and stole
second base. An error at first

0

1

Tranter, cf

aftermaking first on a dropped
third strike. Ludwigson

before.

0

2

Fisher's leadoff double in
the seventh was erased on a
force out, but two more runs
still came in. Fletcher scored

runs tacked onto the score-

0

Klein, 2b
Aderson, 2b

third on an error.

THE SIXTH was the most
productive inning, seeing five

0
0

0
0
0

2

grounded out, Mark Rossi lin-

rbi

0
0

2

a strikeout to end the inning.

third. Mike Golden then hit
a double, but Al Feldman

0
0

DeFerville, rf
Mueller, p
Samatos, 3b
Jakubik, lb
McEnery, ss
Dohn, ss
Jacobs, lb
Colton, rf
Henning, If
Johnson, If

two batters on a fly out and

The Lions scored their only
run in the bottom of the first.

5

r" h

ab

baseman John Keller's throw
and Tritschler was safe at second. Snyder then got the next

After Bill O'Donnell had

1

I

21

Player

end the inning.

catcher contributed the third
run, The Huskies finally got

1

NILES WEST (0)

by Tom Streng to Schlais to

out, and setting the third

1

Totals

in White. An error by the

the second'hitter on a ground

CC11p,t t Fornituto
,

SAVE NOW $

1

Rolling Meadows
Shopping Center
APIETTI

$19000
Take 3 months to pay, no
Interest, Or payments as low

.4

$13

per month. All work

fully guaranteed for I year.

(FULLY INSTALLED)

NORTH AMERICAN

RIGOER-RETTER...AND
.

CO.065.8500
/

HEATING a AIR CONDITIONING
5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

1l

PHONE'

.........*....""".

MORE FUN TO SHOP
THAN EVER...COME PEEK
INI

Oehler
Funeral Home
THOMAS J. DONOVAN, ROBERT E. SCHAER-Owners

LEE AT PERRY STRUT, OESPLAINER

824-5155

0 National Selected Morticians

SHORT ,RIBS
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26 Luis Carlos V-

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
WILL. YOU CHECK
THIS PART T THIS

I WONDER. IF THE
DULL FIGURED

WHATEVER.

THEY
ARE !

FOREIGN ORDER

HAS ME
STYMIED! THE
MEASUREMENTS
ARE ALL IN
CENTIMETERS
ANI2
MILLIMETERS!

turn -1

OUT THE SIZE

WHY

DON'T YOU

CHECKIT

OUT BEFORE
'HOU SET UP

THE MACHINE?

IN INCHES,
OR KNOWS N
BY SIGHT
THAT IT'S

WRONG ?.!,

1-1

STORE THIS FOR ME
AND GIVE ME YOUR
USUAL SECURiTY?

BUT yowl- WAIT

AI -1"- HAVING

THE MANOR

REMODELED AND I'M
AFRAID IT MIGHT BE

THAT'S WAY

OFF!

`rOUR NICE WAYOF
TI-IINGS,

purrarr
A PLEASURE TO
(1 GIVE
40U A LOAN!

MA2UL.2 YOU

6:00
News
News
News

9

Flintstones

"Iceland:
New Land."

The

News
Spanish
Monsters
The

26
32

6:25

2 WBBM-TV Editorial

SIY
GOI.P

6:30

Wild, Wild West

2
5

Chaparral

High

Rerun. "No Irish
Need Apply."
7 Let's Make

TWTS A
CRANKSHAFT
THAT TOOK

A TURN
FO WORSE:

et

granoSart.

11

VERY MAN
A SUGPECT-,-

(VOGrZiralzet.

.0-

.: ifi

I

Mike Douglas

Dick

7

tucky goes to New

becomes

Her husband takes
the

writer on the

FOR SATURDAY

CANCER (June 22 -July

SERENADING PETUNIA;

23)--A good day for seeing to

minor home improvements.
Take care, however, not to

STAND
RIGHT
THERE!

BUT I ALWAYS
FORGET THE
AVOWS "TO

Quinn.
P a u l Harvey
9
Comments

Wood.
11 Critique
"The Music of Peter Mennin."
26 Red Ilot and

WHEN I WALICEO WITH you
wow -win_ n
by

THE SONG!

UNLAX'

Blues

EVERYTHING'S
UNDER
CONTROL!

1:05

Dark

2

2:40
Late Report

2

Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

2:45

ruthless land baron
who is embroiled in a
range war. Glenn
.Ford and Barbara
Stanwyck.

gnu

0110
TM. TS.. TT. pe. off.

EEK & MEEK

23) --Practice what you

2:20
Reflections

fights back against a

'Oh, we've reached a verdict ... we just can't decide
which segment of society Is guilty:"
7./,'

7

10:50

" T h e Violent
Men" A former Civil
War officer meets
violence when he

Keep business short and to the
point should it begin to interfere with planned Saturday
activities. Work for family
solidarity.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept.

After

Playboy

9

Movie

2

23) --

preach --especially where

daughter sets out to
find him. Anna May
Wong and Anthony

of a boy

caught in the undertow: of today's juvenile violence. James
Dean and Natalie

become involved in expensive
purchases at this time.

LEO (July 24 -Aug.

1:00
Movie
"Island of Lost
Men" When a general
disappears, his
7

"Rebel Without a
Cause." The drama-

BUGS BUNNY
'

June Allvson.

Tonight Show
Joey Bishop

tization

I WISH I DIDN'T GET SO
NORVOVS WHEN I'M

Jack Lemmon and

Show
9 Movie

14,

I.c. T.M. lop Ui IM of

Horoscope

country chase she
meets a newspaper
reporter who agrees
to help her hide out.

10:30
5
7

away

a fortune
hunter. On a cross

10:20
News

2

runs

riage to

his revenge leaving

Smart Sewing

Movie

from her father, who
is blocking her mar-

10:15
News

32

2

heiress

ro-

mantically involved.

12:40
News

"You Can't Run
Away from It" An

News
A Black's View
of the News
32 Baseball Report

troness of the arts

9

12:45

10:00
News
News

26

T

190

inheritance
by a cousin who is a
scoundrel.

World of
7
9

being

rightful

11 NET Journal
Rerun. "The
Piri
Thomas."
5

is

cheated out of his

9:30

'

he

finds

Cavett

of the Posthumous

8:01)

Club"

Story of a mall who

Show

Painter."
11 Tonight in Per-

Movie
"Hellfire

5

of Brenda."

CARNIVAL

4' ,

12:30

9:t)0

The Saint
Rerun. "Portrait

5

cOmparable Connie
Walker."
9 Perry Mason
Rerun. "The Case

and

12:15

'

the

wealthy, married pa-

Davidson

John

Chicago Show

32 News Final

Shim

York, meets a

11

Go!

chologv
9

6:55

Show
Hazel
9

CHECK/

ail I ';'';'':::....-s:' ..

7:30
Gomer Pyle
Name
of
Game
2
5

Today's Racing
The Addams
Family

7

OR.

12:00

Midnight Report

5
7

8:3(1

Movie
"Youngblood
Hawke" A, young
writer from Ken-

7:1)0

DUTY-.

8:05

20 TV College-Psy-

2

26 Market Wrapup

WM"nlki

.6

Master

26
32

KeRCHIEf
R DY

'i4

I

Grand

HANID-

MALONE U. OM= FOXED US, PALLY! 00555 W52.1 -HAVE
To FINIDSOME OTHER ATROPHIED E-STAPUSHMENr"
'TO KNOCK OFF Ms 5M1.16 pFpesTAL-./

Rerun. "Home."

White Sox vs. the
Royals at Kansas
City.

son

Chess

ROBIN MALONE

(

a

Deal
9 [ Love Lucy

who breaks out of jail
to get his share of the
loot.

soned Tree."
11 NET Playhouse

Rerun. "The In-

26 Quiz

OLD

a convicted burglar

Rerun. "The Poi-

7:25
32 Baseball

An

exciting drama about

fense

32 On Deck Circle

Around the
World

10:45
32 Movie
"Raw Deal"

Eva Gabor.
7 Judd for the De-

7:15

11

100 LONG TO pA,.., OR
TT
0ES IN TI -le
WIN6 DOM/ I THEN
50MEI3OPY MAI' THINK.

YOU'RE T-IE CAT
BURGLAR! - HAH-HAH .1

DAMAGED/

2
5
7

brink of financial
and physical ruin.

ibe

32 News

3:05

Live By

MORTY MEEKLE

children are concerned: The
wise Virgo will curb a tendency toward extravagance.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) --

An active day for the Libra

concerned with merchan-

dising. Consider any

necessary additions to your
wardrobe.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov,

221--A good day for the

Scorpio bent on clinching a
deal important to his future.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Don't sit hack on your laurels.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) --Give your family

Answer to Previous Puzzl,

your undivided attention. -You

matters aside --but it should be
worth it.

THE BORN LOSER

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

first.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

19)Thold-the line where
home endeavors are con-.

succession of
tones

cerned. This is no time to start

anything dew. Finish what's

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March

21) --Social affairs fare better

than business matters this

Saturday. See that the family
has an opportunity to join in
the fun.

ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --Don't allow business

CAPTAIN EASY

worries to interfere with plans
for the weekend. A matter of
romance adds needed spice to

STILL MORE
OF THE PAINT
LINES PROBABLY

YES. HERE'S THE OLD SHACK MRS.
COBB FIlLED UP WHEN OHE MOVED
ON THIS TRACT IN 19861

MADE BY INDIANS
SCRAPING AWAY
THE GRAVEL!

life.

TAURUS (April 21 -May

BLAZES( WHY
THAT'S GABS
tar.CALVS...ICK

WE'D

.cOSIrS OLD

BETTER
GO BEFORE

PARTNER I

SHE GETS
BACK:

GAB
WAIT!

21) --Be moderate in matters

of finance. If you would See

the budget balanced, he

GEMINI (May 22 -June,

conservative action at this

39 Mindanao
native.
42 Edible root
44 Canadian

time gains. more than. hc..who.

sets out upon new adventure.
Keep to one line of activity.

45 Cold
IT'S GROOVY OF
'

loud
lode.
lout
told
tole
toed

province
(ab.)

CAMPUS CLATTER

DOUBLET

bole
bold
blot

E1,0

F-00
MffIGICIffnl

M11.00
EAPC!DOEli 11:1MORIQ

mnigCMIAMO
EIRQD

alEIR1=1
1-41URDEI
OEM
MUM OUPP 16111110H

8 Law of Moses

(var.)
9 East Indian
woody vine
16 Strikes a
happy medium 10 Star in Orion
17 She as well ire 11 Ancient tribe
of Britons
he
12 Caucasian
19 Coeur d'
native
Idaho
18 Meetings
20 Kind of
military officer 20 Nose (comb.
form; var.)
(ab.)
22 Sloping way 21 Nile menace
(coll.)
25 Illuminated
23 Disfigured
26 Marshal
28 Operatic solo 24 Kind of school
(coll.)
31 Lady
musicians
2 /3 4
35 Table
'
ornaments
13
37 Small island

38 - lama

2.1) --The Gemini who takes

belt
bolt

4 Individual
performance
5 City in
Nebraska
6 Priestly title
(ab.)
7 Malt drink

27 Vedic god of

41 Wonderland

29 Man's name
30 Bewildered
32 Far (comb.

43 Missiles
46 .Moslem holy

altar fire

form)
33 Metamorphic
rock
34 Irish man's
name
36 Perch
39 Century plant
40 Highest male
voice
6

1

fall

prey to advertising.

Answers to
Hideaword

YOU To TAKE ME TO
THE COSTUME BALL,

BIMOI

MICA al

MMIfirA-M 1=110M0a1P0

160Aim

begun.

doubt
debt
dolt
dole
duet
double
debut
duel
boute
,bode
bled

FAGIO DURO UMM
Eq_ Fs]

ACROSS
1 Man's voice
5 Musical
composition
13 Thought
(comb. form)
14 Theory of

Jan. 20) --Take care that complications don't cause a delay
in your dealings with others.
Personal interests must come

especially careful not to

=ton= cgmuurFi

Singing

may have to shove business

AND /
KNOW YOU'VE

GONE TO A LOT
OF TROUBLE

r

*-';"4
')

rein

BUT COULDN'T YOU
HAVE BORROWED A

BIGGER CAR ?

7

8

man

47 Modern

painter

49 Ancient Greek
city
51 Small bird
.52 Chemical

suffix
54 Protected side
55 Small child

9

10

11

12

14

16

16
_

.

6

expert

18.,

17

220.21J
26

11122

23

27

28

24

a

25
.

33

32

31

48 Shifting sand
36
region
50 Disney
employe
53 Bouyant song 39 40
56 Singer
57 Willow genus 45
58 Recluses
50
59 Progeny
56
DOWN
1 Extensive
68
2 Commotion
3 Cruising -

19

34'
36

137

1138

42

41

46 47

48
51

52

49
53

54

55

i

67
L

59

si

,
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At Country Club.

Reviewer Split on 'Go -Round'
Having read all about the

By Catherine O'Donnell
Put a play reviewer behind a
pole and you've got a mad hen
caught in a rainstorm. The
Country Club Theatre has
been refurbished and possesses

sex explosion in that country,
this reviewer was not at all sur-

prised that playwright Leslie

Stevens had her completely ignore the professor's wife in her
an intimate charm all its own planned parenthood.
but there are these four poles,
see.

This reviewer received two
different views of the current
"The Marriage Go -Round."

she first met the prof in her
native Sweden, she was

14.

As she grew older she remembered him fondly and decided
that he should be the father of
her child.

is Content, allowed her view of
the whole matter to grow dimmer and dimmer as the plot un-

ture of a non -believer con-

issued against a Des Plaines

"Cactus
Pheasant Run s
Flower didn t quite bloom
Thursday night 1 he play was

fairly amusing but lacked the
color, exciting pace and clever
characterIt
productions.
ized past
scented, somehou that script.
characters stop line hadn't
goat_ 'clic('
staging that

has e

personality, and assume that of
the character he portrayed.
lity Way of contrast, Lo-

Guest star Peter Marshall
a

personality that

could charm flowers off wall-

employes the legal overtime
compensation

paper He knows comedy.
knows how to handle lines
took
with great gusto But

fibbing, shallow dentist

as

a

happy event.

The Village 1 hcatre. Inc. is
constantly surprising their

ment on stage.

STARTS

ON OUR

of the brightest moS
ments in the play came ,from
Bill
cast.
the supporting
Morey was a ,Aurching
shambles of a between -engagements actor, opportunistic,
lecherous, with a thousand

Workshop

droll expressions. Jo Morrison
projected

which has beat an annual
community sutice of the

-fists in fine

structor in acting at the University of Chicago and a performer with the Chicago Cir-

6:30, curtain at 8:30 sharp.
Matinees on Wednesday and
Saturday afternexon. Call 5841454 for information and res-

tures Shakespearean productions

I HE WORKSHOP will be
held at 110 S Fremont, the
site of the old bottling plant

ning at 7 10 p m July 14. Miss
Spector limits her classes to ten

or twelve
Any overflow will

he

comodated on another

aceve-

ning to he announced.

THERE IS no age limit for
students Members of VT will
be charged a fee of $5 and

comic fashion.

"Cactus Flower" will play
through July 20. Dinner is at

cuit I heat re a group that fea-

ery Monday evening begin-

SCREEN

IN COLOR

"GONE WITH
THE WIND"
CLARK GABLE

VIVIEN LEIGH
LESLIE 110A41JRD

OLIVIA (le I lAVILLAND

ONLY
SATURDAY
'
and
SUNDAY
12:30, 4:25, 8:20

versity of Chicago, will head
the session conducted by the
Village Theatre, Inc. Workshop. Miss Spector has a master's degree and several years

of professional acting on her
credit list.

non-members will pay $8. The
classes are opened to anyone
interested in theatre arts.

CHAIRMAN of the unique
Workshop is Betty Grayson.
To register for the workshop
or for more information call

FAMOUS (Name Brand)

eatiote

&veil

e50%

la

sound of personalized interpretations ranging

FREE

from Broadway hits to blues and jazz. She
definitely sets the intimate mood when singing perched on the end of the piano. Alma

CIVIC PLAZA
CONCERTS

JULY 18.27

COLE AT THE BRASS RAIL
It's Nat King Cole's brother, Freddie Cole, at
the Sheraton O'Hare Brass Rail...to entertain
with his golden voice and piano styling. Make
a date to reminisce over Nat's famous, songs
as sung by Freddie and his trio. Really an
evening of pleasant entertainment.
HAILEY TO. AUTOGRAPH
COPIES OF "AIRPORT"
What better way to honor good ole O'Hare
Airport than have a famous writer autograph
his book about the crazy world of aviation.
And that's just what happened here in Chicago next to the world famous airport. Arthur
Hailey, author of "Airport", signed autographs
of his book last week at the Brass Rail restau-

-g-'

g

(REG. & PIERCED)
NECKLACES

RandhurstSopping Center
Mt. Prospect 392-0840
OPEN DAILY 10 TO 9:30. SAT. 9:30 TO 5:30

1272 Winston Park Plaza
Melrose Park
FL 5-0444

124 Broadway
Melrose Park
FL 3-7988

CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS

FESTIVAL

JULY 19

JULY 21, 22

tl

NATIONAL
BALLET OF
MEXICO

JULY 24-27

Watch for the coupon in today's Burger Chef
ad in the dine out section for great savings.
Not only good food, but at a reasonable price,

;

.1;

too!

THREE TWINS AT ALLGAUER'S
They're here again...that zany trio called the
Three Twins...currently appearing at AllI've heard

AIR AGE '69

JULY 25.27

this group

CHILDREN'S
PLAZA

fine blend of voIzes and choice of music...and,

PICNICS!

of course, all their hilarious antics. Take my
word for it...they're great!
SUMMER EATING FINE AT THE

JULY 21.25

GERHARD

GOLDEN PANCAKE HOUSE

RUDOLPH

suits for summer? The Golden Pancake House
has cool, light summer menu eating to entice

'
JULY 18D.26

ST. LOUIS
OPERA
THEATRE

even the most jaded hot weather appetite.
See their menu soon...there's food for all to

r

enjoy.

JULY 23

eljf
SUMMERFEST
SHOWBOAT'

,.
STARO-USTUDDED

.1'
*

it.tra

JULY 18 26

-jt5

WESTERN
SHOW!
Y

lightful ranch and tour at the new Arlington
Park Towers. One word can sum it all up:
elegant! The food was a gourmet treat (I love
crab) and the service next to none. And, for
party time or overnight stays, the rooms are
done in rich colors with every thought to de-

BRACELETS

NATIONAL POLKA

BOB HOPE
IN -PERSON!

-

of the new Royal Court Inn, accepted an

221f C.

"Brand Name Retailer of the Year"

audiences for four weeks with a modern

award from the Commonwealth Edison Company for their foresite in heating and cooling
their 125 unit motel in Des Plaines. A hearty
congrats from all of us at the "Day".
AN ELEGANT ARLINGTON PARK TOWERS
Yesterdcw I was lucky enough to enjoy a de-

1411R,..AW

4

141\;3N a`ds/

AWARD TO ROYAL COURT INN
George Samates and William Demos, owners

at ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER

BIGGER....BETTER....AND MORE FUN TO
COME PEEK IN!
SHOP THAN EVER

5N

JULY 18 27

Tired .of heavy eating and too -tight bathing

EARRINGS

NOW OPEN!

FLYING INDIANS
OF ACAPULCO

.

many times and never tire of hearing their

the Box Office 259-3200.
ineratttlIBRI111111111111111111114

SHOWS!

ALMA BALER AT GOLDEN BARREL
Returning to Henrici's Golden Barrel supper
club at O'Hare Inn for the first time since New
Year's Eve of 1968 is Alma Balier...a versatile
vocalist from San Francisco. Alma will charm

gauer's Restaurant.

ervations.

Susan Spector, currently an
instructor of 'acting at the Uni-

ROCK 'N' RHYTHM

rant. Sorry I missed that one!
SAVINGS AT BURGER CHEF

Week Days
7:45

more -than -Ma-

Ralph Foody contributed
colorful characterization as a
Latin diplomat.

and unusual young lady heading the weekly classes. She is
Susan Spector %%ho is an in-

is one of those rain educational
bargains
The classes wilt be held ev-

WIDE
BRILLIANT

tronly interest in young den-

group will 11.1%e a very talented

The activity done only by

a

Wr DONNA DAY

0 --Dio.,40

too!

The story line, that of the
faithful drudge, secretly in
love with the boss and finally
blossoming forth into her true
beauty, etc., is a bit tired. And
playwright Abe Burrows' firale was predictably pat.

I tN

began her career at the age of 15 and continued to become one of our best attractions...excellent vocalizing and good looking,

FRIDAY

members and ti lends. The surprises are always pleasant.

the Arlington Heights players

times

worked and wages paid.

hard to accept her as a pub -

Surprise

and a place that has proved a
godsend to the busy members
of the Village [Theatre, Inc.

11/2

and accurate records of hours

Dan Conway was a believable young writer, contribtant --and in doing it created a uting sonic solid laughs to the
problem in transition. Beau- proceedings with his off -hand

Workshop Pleasant

Their Summer

at

their regular rates for hours
worked in excess of 40 hours
in a workweek and ordered
them to maintain adequate

rinne Vozoff created an excellent characterization of a
lonely. outwardly frigid, but
devotedly loyal. dental assis-

crawling s%vinger: and doubly
difficult to regard her final
bethrothal to Peter Marshall's

0. mo.(2, °to

JULY 18.27

The injunction ordered the

tiful as she later became. it was remarks and facial reactions.
possesses

JULY 18 27

c

as R & R Drywall Co., 121
E. Miller Dr.. was issued by
U. S. District Judge Richard

LAKEFRONT
FIREWORKSt

services cif line rental items.

t

The permanent injunction
against Auburev L. and Jesse
C. Rutherford, doing business

defendants to pay their

Kaywood's luscious
figure and fragile facial beauty
didn't prevent her from injecting vitality into every mo-

MILWAUKEE -JULY 18.2

Buthman, formerly general
manager, will have
responsibility fur sales and

.oto .0.e,°

law.

B. Austin.

Vicki

CELEBRATE!

service

named general manager of F.
W. Means and Co.'s Chicago
Towel Co. Marketing Center.

of the federal wage and hour

two acts for him to shed the
guise of Peter Marshall, T.V.

its local devoted &is wIo
It's sex without tears or per- would not miss a single prospiration and the lines are very duction.

it Promoted

Heights has been

and record -keeping provisions

BY HERB BRADEN

area people who arc wondering where to take their out of
town visitors. "The Marriage Go -Round" will probably be
wears. It is a light frothy way to playing for a good part of the
swifter. The little theatre has
spend a summer night.

should have frowned a little.

with.

violations of the overtime pay

This 'Cactus Flower'
Doesn't Quite Bloom

by now the play should he in
shape comparable to the legs
of Miss McGuire which were
made for the mini -minis she

GAIL McGUIRE was beauspeaking from lecture plat- tiful and certainly has lovely
forms that faded out as the ac- teeth. She smiled when she
tion started. Unfortunately the came on, went off, came on,
action was a little too slow on went off, came on through joy
opening night and there were and sorrow. She is a dazmoments when the right eye zlingly beautiful young lady
wished they would get it over but there were times when she

firm. enjoining it from future

night. (photo by George Elliott)

professor whose mind was not Oki Orchard Country Club
solely on his books. Rice's di- Restaurant. The dinner and
rection was very well done and the play is a good package for

undergoing tremendous
changes and a dean who' looked like her could be possible.

ly done with Professor Delville and his wife, Content,

Prospect

An injunction has been

The Country Club Theatre funny indeed.
director, Norman Rice,. did a
The performance is given
sparkling cameo as another. just after the dinner hour in tht.

are

Roy W. Buthman of

Overtime

Happily tom between two women is Stephen Cox as the professor propositioned by the gal from
Sweden in the torrent Country Club Theatre production of The Marriage -Go -Round." The
smiling blonde on the left is Gail McGuire the girl and the wittkoir'i oil Stephen's left. Edith Wilson
plays that part in the right kind of entertainment for an air-conditioned playhouse on a summer

verted to suspicion. She was
just too pretty to be a dean of
women but then the educational systems of the country

THE STAGING was clever-

R.W.

Pay For

Content, played by Edith
Wilson, gave a distinctive pic-

closing the left eye there was a and Dean of Women.
stage with a play that kept the

THE PLOT tells of a Swedish miss who is an exchange
visitor with a professor of
Cultural Anthropology. When

ance. He is an experienced actor who seems to have allowed
his experience to overcome his
regard for the audience or the
character he portrayed. He acted perfectly and unbelievably.

The wife,whose first name

By closing the right eye,
there was only the pole, by folded. She also is a PH. D.
audience chuckling through
most of the evening.

Stephen J. Cox was just a
little stilted in his perform-

sign and convenience. Downstairs in the new
Pony Lounge, Jesse Lopez, brother of Trini Lopez,

is wowing audiences with his own

individual style. He seems to please everyone
you
in his audience...quite versatile. If
haven't been over to enjoy the new entertainment center...make a date with yourself to do
bso right away!

"HAVE A. GREAT WEEKEND!"
-i

10 DAYS of FUN
,

ALL AROUND MILWAUKEE JULY 18-27
MILWAUKEE WORLD FESTIVAL, INC
606 W. Wis. Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 53203

Tla DAY

Assisting at
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Land Sakes! Hersey Folks
4

"YOUNG UNS from all six
Distric' 214 hah, school's will

By Faith Ottery

"Lands! Ah do hope ya all

kin come an' see mah folks
when we come to Hersey Hah
School to show ya whut ar laf
is lak in Oklahoma."

This comment came from

Aunt Eller when she was interviewed recently concerning
the production of Rodgers and
Hammerstein's musical come-

dy "Oklahoma," which is to
open at Hersey Wednesday,
July 30, and play through Saturday, Aug. 2.

Miss Eller

is

the hearty,

buxom, 50 -year -old

aunt of

Laurey Williams, the girl of
the famed "surrey with the
fringe on top." There are also
Laurey's
McLain,
Curly
beau; Ado Annie, the biggest
flirt this side of Oklahoma,
and Will, Annie's "promised
one." Also included are Jud,

the hired hand, and Ali Hakim, the peddler.

be joinin' in to hep us out,"
said Aunt Eller. "Jist ta take
care o' all o' them talented

ones who come out, we had ta

the entire show

double -cast

IN THIS cast the support-

ing roles will be played by

Mike Knapp of Forest View.
High School; Faith Ottery
(Aunt Eller), Dave Weinberg,

Jones, Mary Rubchuk, Bonnie
Mayer, and Marianne Mayer.
Representing Elk Grove
High School are Sue Roinano,

Incoming freshmen include
Terre Ottery, Debbie Brown,

Marchescki,

staff includes

Suzan Keegan, and Nadine

Ken

Judy Gustafson, and
Scherpelz of Hersey.

Forest View is represented

in the cast by Diane Agger and

and each cast is goin' to appear
in two performances."

"All 'them folks and then
the chorus and dancers was

will be played by Dick Rausch,

rin' June and rehearsin' started raht after school closins',"
said Aunt Eller.

CAST MEMBERS from
the host school, Hersey, in-

graphed by Debbie Zeller, assisted by Marilyn Raedel, both
High School.
na Hutchings (Aunt Eller);''''-oLWheeling
-Chorus and other roles in
Mary Hutchings, and Gordon
Linhart of Prospect High the show will be filled,by students from all District 214
School, and Dave Stroder,

garet Langley, Garnet Vaughan., Karen Bierdeman, Pat
Hughes, Robin Scherer, Noel
Ottery, Ted Bierdeman, Glen
Reames, Bill Hutton, Dave
Seirs, Lorette Pionke, Ann
Langley, Jenny Quick, K. C.
Scott, Cherrie Kolben, Linda

Lead roles for the Wednesday and Friday performances
Eve Lacker, and Dan Renz, of

Linda Cichy, and Wheeling's
representative is Bob Buerger.

chose bah open tryouts late du-

Arlington High School, and

Dances were

clude Kathy Borgardt, Marsha
Schnirring, Jean Kuhns, Mar-

choreo-

Debbie Petersen of Hersey.
Supporting this cast is Don-

Craig Sjogren, Bob Moore,

and Milt Chen of Hersey.
Heading the cast for the
Thursday and Saturday performances will be Ken Burke

of Prospect and Sarah Bryan

Dave Good, and
Nancy Schneider of Hersey.

Miller,

schools.

Norman, Chris Robinson,
Peggy Turnipseed, Natalie
Mitchell, Jennie Zeller, Diane

FROM ARLINGTON are

Lorie Wendorf, Sue Palmatier, Dee Rieder, JastParvin,
Donna Bartels, and Sandy

Lloyd, Carolyn Hobs, Mo-

nique Smith, Jill Kerr and Cathy Chartrand.

Vogeler.

From Prospect are Joyce

'

oh

and Ruth Quick.

'That dedicated production

"Ah hope ah'll see each an'
everone o' ya there. Lands, it's

Jenks, who directs the singin',
and Mr. Harold Petersen, director, both of Hersey. They
will be assisted ,by Mr. Paul
Helford, who is whut they call
a 'technical director'," said

consecutive year.
--DeKalb, will serve as,a student".
assistant for the Oakbrook InBEST THINGS IN LIFE
vitational Crafts Exhibition
Saturday.
WAYNE BRENNA
WESTGATE SHOPPING

hog-callin' contest!"

ment is coordinating the Oak -

Miss Eller.

THE SETS for the show

were designed by Peter Cassidy, and stage manager is

will cost ya ony $1.50. Besides

entertainin', that hah school is
air conditioned. Whut next!

groups of 20 or more. For information call 584-1454 or the
Chicago number 261-7943.

"Ever'thin' is on a reserved
scat basis and may be got bah
calling Hersey, 259-5300, and

ever'thin' else and the good

FROM MARV:

With each purchase
of gasoline you may have a

play about the eternally youthful boy, opens tomorrow at the
Pheasant Run Playhouse Chil-

Tickets are 75 cents for children and $1 for adults and are
on sale at the box office. Reservations are necessary only for

commodations. All three at-

\,.r.mr..

L11.

SPECIAL OFFER

"Peter Pan," the popular

tend Hersey.

Debbie Zukowski. Scott Ehret
is in charge of tickets and ac-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

The university art depart-

Peter Pan
At Children's
Theater
dren's Theatre. Peter with his
friends, John, Wendy and Michael, and his adversary, Captain Hook, will be at Pheasant
Run every -Saturday at 2 p.m.
through Aug. 16.

catur.:
392-4080

She is Donna Schmidt, of
8650 Golf Rd.

-

brook show for the second

A Des Plaines resident at
Northern Illinois University,

goin' ta be fun! Ah wouldn't
miss it fer the top prize in a

Charles

Mr.

Crafts Shoiv

SET OF THREE

Platinum, Monogrammed

TUMBLERS
51/2 oz.
THREE

ONLY

49c

81/2. !)5.

10Va oz.

MARV'S PURE
SERVICE STATION
Mary LeFevre, Dealer

216 South Arlington Heights Road
Arlington Heights, Illinois

O

0

ilal

TAKE

111111°Ip,

11111410r7

Restaurant
of the Week

"HER"

0

OUT
TONIGHT!

COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT
The Countryside Restaurant. in Arlington Heights has always had good food....but they've now
added something new to their bill of fare. Refreshing cocktails are now being served in their

newly remodeled quarters. Stop in soon for fine dining and a drink in their quiet, .relcred
atmosphere.

* EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

Burger Chef
945 ELMHURST ROAD
RT. 83 BETWEEN DEMPSTER & ALGONQUIN

COUPONtill
BURGER

Off

"

Dances* Weddings* Parties* Floor Shows

Thru Saturday

11.1 ..141.1.11.1411.1 Ina

BANQUETS FOR UP TO 400

Au/time is ?mite dune
GOLDILOCKS COOL
SUMMER -SPECIAL -VINE RIPENED STUFFED

PHONE 299-0011
Now
Make Your Reservations

FOR A DIFFEREAMEDNCH OR DINNER''

POLYNESIAN

COUNTRYSIDE
Enjoy a, rglr9fhing

Specialties

ai our new

a new addition to our luncheon 'dinner menu

axed, quiet atmosphere.

. delightful Polynesian specially prepared in
our new Polynesian Kitchen

Now for the finest in
FOOD AND DRINKS
Come to

with garnish.

4604N,

GOLDEN BEAR

mit-

Penalize House
RESTAURANT

is

824-7451

Now Being Served At

CHICKEN SALAD
HAM SALAD OR TUNA SALAD

.

1050 Oakton St. Just West of Mannheim
And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Exp.

COCKTAILS

bar....in a

Also served on open face sandwich

1051 ELMHURST RD. DES PLAINES

1730 S. ELMHURST RD. (RT. 83) DES PLAINES

1 blk. North of Algonquin Road on Rte. 83

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge
OPEN 7 Days

arZytat Catoteaci CL 5-4390

COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT
Breakfast Lunch Dinner

corner of Dunton and Campbell
1-3 West Campbell
Arlington Heights, M.
Phone: 392-9344

ONE

Fri. & Sat. ill 1 a.m;

Hours:

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

hi. rim

"The Nitrite
Mew

III

Your Choice of

-

ORGAN BAR

A

TOMATO PLATE

/

iguitaurant

Across From O'Hare Airport

S

BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER

Eagirs

at the

Mannheim & Higgins

PHONE 362-8870

10 AMtell PM

ONC...

LEON BERRY

NIELSEN'S RESTAURANT

MASTER OF CEREMONIES

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

stAlt:61

Every Tuesday

JIM CAMPBELL & HIS COMBO,

-

%so

e

'

3 To 12 Piece Bands

u® CiDgE

any purchase of 250 or more.

DINE AT THE NEW

Presents

for All Occasions

-'

,

This coupon is good for 100 with OPEN SEVEN
DAYS A WEEK

NIELSEN'S

THE NEW, NEW

Mon. thru Thurs. 6 am til midnight

NIGHT

Sunday 7 am. til 10 a.m.

SPECIAL
at the

PARD'NER
Now that you've tried

COLONIAL INN
SUNDAY - JULY 20

ALSO ... DELICIOUS
ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES

The Great Sax Mallard Trio!

CARRY -OUT OR

COMFORTABLE DINING

Our *ROAST BEEF
*USDA Choice

Ask for another Favorite

FUN....

Same High--Quarty...
Same Low Price!
'in

P- i'

CAkti.i 'LOU i

',in. thru Thurs. 11 AM
&

lat. 1
)
Ph. 827-5246

*a 10 PM
PM

FOR

WEEKEND

HAM & SWISS,

READ -

"Swing
With
LEE & OAKTON
DES PLAINES

Plus "Go -Go" Girls Galore!
COME EARLY -STARTS AT 6 PM

acrat.$ from ihe Station".

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
Phone 259-6458

,Donna Day!"'

and don't forget our....

ihe place io bey in Elie Grove.

RES AU

-

FISH FRY

AFrilidmayucartniteatttoi

Adults $1.25 '

FORMERLY BLAZ'R STEAKS

Children 75e

253 RAND RD. MT. PROSPECT

--VW t.44 !

253-3300

EVERY WEEKEND

THE NEUTRONS
with Paul Krause,
vocalist
Formerly
"The Laymen"

BANQUET HALL AVAILABLE.

OPEN TO SERVE YOU!
Inetilatings A new bill of fare, new decor,
additional perriera of midday & late

Package liquor a grocery store, too-miways open.
Bar.opon 7:30 am to I am. Chum at 2 am Saturdays.

macho.

on.Wood Dale Road -lust north of ThOrndaie

444 la get4
; .... . ..... ....

,

CALL 766-3230

.......

.

.

Jesse Lopez, A Rising Star
UNTIL JANUARY of this

By.Frances Altman

busy completing his education at North
Texas State University, Denyear,

It's not often that the folks
in suburbia have an opportunity to hear and meet a polished

was

Victor Stewart and Doug Mair
who 'plays bass, he prefers to

fill in with a tambourine or

he has neither a Texas nor

BUT WHY the saxaphone,

ing here, the group appeared at

was

othW sound effects.
Except for that one summer
playing together, Jesse and

or 13," Jesse
explained, "and began taking

Trini have seen each other infrequently. This separation of

had to ask.

the intimate Pony Lounge at

the Arlington Park Towers.
that posh new highrise hotel

about

a professional in every way.

Though Jesse Lopez is following in the footsteps of his
already famous older brother,
Trini, there the comparison
ends. One pleasant and re-

personable_ and sincere off
stage as on He took the time

on opening night to chat a bit
about his career and family.

he was still pretty much of a
beginner.

not limited to just relatives, hut
he likes to think of the four fellows in the group as part of the
family, too Three are marled,
and one will become a father,
soon, a rather weighty respon2

rangements.

Jesse does like to, play the

guitar too, but since .his group
already has two fine guitarists,

capped performance as he had

'25

:

4

WAYNE gRENNAN

been reappointed to thrte-year
terms.
They arc Savena Gorsline,
1603 Thacker; Melvin T. Vincent, 109 Cranbrook, and

WESTGATE SHOPPING

',Atli IA461

CENTER'

392-4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

IM.UAse

Slot.. Finn, Mutual

214 E. GROVE ST.

young man was near death as
the result of an auto accident.

(behind the WHITE HEN)
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

For a week he lay in a coma.
When he finally regained consciousness, he was told he
would be inactive for five
years. Miraculously, in five

NEW ADDITION TO
OUR STAFF:

weeks he was back on his feet.

The Fabulous

The Pony Lounge is a com-

fortable and casual place to

Call the Wind Maria" from

as well as excellent service.
Show times are 6, 9 and I1
p.m., and there is no cover

"VERONICA" from Des Plaines
famous European Hair Stylist

enjoy such fine entertainment

"Paint Your Wagon."

PHONE 392-0062

charge.

AT NORTH TEXAS State,

to

9,

"

j

k

11011//i..7c
a-

0.

Restaurant
of the Week

HOMETOWN CLAIM SERVICE

difficult to imagine that only
two years ago this energetic

the audience as he leads them
from .a watusi tempo into "They

,ss

OR

Three members of the Des

Plaines Library Board have

Watching Jesse Lopez watusi about the stage makes it

singing style (such as his free
and easy interpretation of

I

Daniel Morava, 1747 Elm.

ish.

of Trini's hits. But it's hardly
worth the trouble, for Jesse's

shore" with a watusi beat) is
professional enough to stand
on its own merits. One of his
best assets is his rapport with

Reappointed

their show was done in Span-

pride; Jesse will swing into one

"Michael Row the Boat A-

1

Pony Lounge for his opening,
Jesse apologized for a handi-

sibility for Jesse, who is only

the El San Juan, San Juan,
Puerto Rico, where much of

Now and then for fun and
quite obviously with family

"Our mother thought it was

- lessons."

To those who packed the

Spanish accent. Before arriv-

that their styles are not alike.

a great idea because Trini was

21 then and I would be there
tagging along to keep my eye
on him. However, 1 'learned
more from playing on the job
ever would have from
than

freshing surprise comes when
Jesse picks up his saxaphone
and gives forth with some
extremely sophisticated ar-

is

which may be the reason why

about seven years is one reason,

A year or so later the saxa- '
phone player with Trini's
group quit just as their tour hit
the road. After a quick family
huddle it was decided that
Jesse would fill in even though

earn his degree first.

It is also refreshing ,to discover that Jesse himself is as

I

12

lessons on it at school."

and Sammy Davis Jr., who
both strongly urged him to

adjacent to Arlington Park, is

I

"It all began when

Impatiently, he admits with
a quiet smile, for his desire to
enter show business was temporarily deferred on the advice
of two family friends and vet ern showmen, Frank Sinatra

blocks of their doorstep. Jesse
Lopez, currently appearing in

Jesse majored in radio and TV,

dropped his sax earlier and had
to hastily ,scotch tape it together, leaving only 13 notes.

ton, Tex.

ehtertamer within only a few

His family incidentally

Jesse
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SCOTS RESTAURANT
Have you tried Scot's Restaurant in Mt. Prospect lately? If not, you're missing a tasty menu
designed for the really hungry family. The prices are quite reasonable and the food plentiful ...... and come as you are! Scot's wants to have you enjoy your meal and be extra comfortable,
too.

* EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATbRED.

DINING -DANCING -ENTERTAINMENT
7 NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.

PICKWICK
HOUSE

LUNCHEON -DINNER -COCKTAILS
ALSO SERVING SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

Appearing Tues. flaw Sat.

THE PAUL NEW SHOW

-

Every Site. i Mon,-"Trio Swingers"

SPECIAL BUSINESSMAN'S LUNCHEON

LonDER's

Chalet

FIRE!

The Ultimate in Gracious
Dining and Elegant Atmosphere.

-

DINNERS COCKTAILS

RT. 83 & RT 72 (Oakton at Higgins)

Palatine, III.
10 Northwest Hwy,.
Phone: 358-1003 for Reservations Tonight!'

::s

Only two miles West of Mannheim Road

439-2040

Elk Grove, III.

Now that we have your attention come eat at Scots
Restaurant, 005 E. Rund (RT.1 2) Mt. Prospect

Banquet Facilities for All Occasions up to 200

10

FOOD GOOD SERVICE

From a 1,500 pound steer, only

a few rare pounds qualify as
first cut prinie tenderloin fillet
Broiled to pink perfection . . .
smothered in a rich Bourguig
none° sauce of sweet butter,
meat juices, red wine, sliced
mushroom heads, salted pork
tips, pearl onions and slowly

,..in

simmered

Grenedene lie Beut
Sourgaignonne

Beef lives again!

Talks At itireiltd

POPULAR PRICES
PERFECT

I

7 Booutifol

PIZZA!

American Inn

Die

Fre Forking Ressetations: 299-2251

(

CALL
*Si

-

LUNCHEON

:..13DRINEANKEFRAST

-

7bhel

Polish Sausage
Italian Sausage

Hamburgers
Italian Beef
Bratwurst

The Black Fox
Invites You Fnr

BRASS

GOOD DINING
ENTERTAINMENT
Luncheon Fashion Shows

Noon Til 2 pm Mondays
Location.3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows,

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

CARRY -OUT SERVICE

I

Phone: 537-8866

FOOD AND ENTERTAINMENT.'

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

RAIL
Restaurant

In The Sheraton O'Hare

---'"---).1.11111.1.11111111

OPEN 'til 4 A.M.

at the

BE SURE AND VISIT OUR UNIQUE GIFT SHOP

MANNHEIM

HIGGINS RDS.

968 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling, Ill.
PH: 537-0777

SWING INTO SPRING

ATziappone:si
7

igrattbegiui*
RESTAURANT

MIMS!
...and kids like Mr. Steak,
too
$1.29
99c
99c

7ic

We serve portions
for grownups, tool

friendliest atmosphere you've ever known. '

FREDDY COLE

roue HOST
TONY IAU

TRIO
NOW APPEARING
TUES thru SATURDAY

,

SUNDAY
BRUNCH BUFFET
iScs tu;diiy-11 Sunday Brunch Break fad brunch AM 411 Noon Dinner.

in the King's Lair Lounge

Specializing In Food Cantonese Style
Served In An Informal Atmosphere of
Gracious Simplicity

s

'AMERICAN STYLE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE

Complete Dining and Carry Out Service
1339 WEST DEMPSTER - DE WEST SHOPPING CENTER

766.1010

alillYRESTAURANTS

in Elk Grove Village

Give yourself an unforgettable night out at Zappone's Brandywine
Restaurant, Enjoy excellent food, wonderful entertainment and the

OPEN EVERY DAY
FROM 11 AM TO 9 PM
GEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
WOOD PALE ILL.

e:

HAND PAINTED DECORATIVE PICTURES

CHINESE RESTAURANT

riZgral(

"We Make Our Own
Sausage & Sauerkraut "

O'Hare Concord

SEE OUR BEAUTIFUL

-00 Willi

\tcs'

AMERICA S FAVORITE

1n Milwaukee Ave. in Wheeling, III.

LATE SNACKS

PRESENTS
THE FINEST.

rcAe

,'

411

OPEN DAILY 8 AM TO 3 AM

ZL' 5-2441
Fast Service

LITTLE JACK HORNER STEAK
CHICKEN LITTLE
SNOW WHITE AND THE 3 SHRIMP
HUMPTY-DUMPTY BURGER

HARCZAK's

PHONE - 827-0700
CHICAGO - 763-5590

1618 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

Pick Up or Delivery

,

PEN

Banquet Rooms for:

WEDDINGS
PARTIES MEETINGS
15 to 600

WAYNE
in the O'Hare -

THE HERITAGE ROOM

DRIVE IN

O01
Arguperbon
NOW

FINE

Brunch 12 Noon to 5 PM Main
_ 'Dining Room.

"Thp most varied brunch menu!
ink the, northwest .syburbs
something to tempt every
taste."

:

ROSEMONT
827-5171

Telephone 692-6124

I.

He's a versatile man of
many talents....a musician
and vocalist all in one....
piano, cordovox, and songs

for a full evening of entertoinment....You'll like him!

-

Phone: 956-1170

Telephone 692-6124
CARRY OUT ORDERS

e

EDDIE SHUM

Po lipcle for more - all yin;

DROP IN or CALL IN YOUR RESERVATION

6810 N. Mannheim Rd.

NOW FEATURING NIGHTLY:

in'the

Rte, 83 at Landemeier Rd., ElicGrove Village

50

, ape

'a

coc`c,").5

a

c.

0 attc
ctik.
0

oa4

sote

46c.t;14'

DAY'S NEW FAMILY WANT AD RESULTS ARE

=6 =MED OM

The new. Day Classified pages are now the most power-

LIGHT THE -FUSE FOR EXPLODING RESULTS

ful in the Northwest suburbs. They reach well over

200,000 readers in 16 high -income communities ,
EACH DAY Monday through Friday. Got something to

Limit 1

rent, buy, or sell? Get, explosive results with a Day

Line 2

Family Want Ad!

Line 3

I

ONLY $3.90 BUYS

NAME

3 LINES FOR 5 DAYS

TOWN

ADDRESS

PHONE

D Enclosed is $3.90
(for 3 Line, 5 Day Ad)

MAIL TO:

CALL OR USE THIS HANDY BLANK

255-7200 or 296-6640

(ALLOW 4 to S WORDS PER UNE)

.1

DAY PUBLICATIONS
WANT AD DEPT.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, JD.

0 Please bill me

-DAY PUBLICATIONS WANT AD DEPT.
722 Center St.
Des Plaines,
=1M

MIMI= WWI=

OM11111

=k

The Day reaches the people of:
BARRINGTON,
ARLINGTON HTS., -MOUNT PROSPECT, DES,PLAINES, ROLLING MEADOWS, PALATINE,
SCHAUMBURG,
WHEELING, BUFFALO GROVE, PROSPECT HEIGHTS,.ROSELLE,
MEDINAH, HOFFfAAN ESTATES, BENSENVILLE, WOOD DALE, IELK GROVE

-

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, July 11, 1969'

So You Want to Be...

Page 15

ant to Upholster?
rain on the Job
Over-all employment of furniture upholsterers is expected

to show little or no change
through the 1970s. Most job
openings will result from the

of experienced
workers who retire, die or
replacement

451,

transfer to other fields.
However, deaths and retire-

<51.

ments alone arc expected to

provide more than 600 job
openings annually, and there
have been unfilled job openings in this trade in recent
years because the supply of
qualified workers has been in-

t:

ti

sufficient to meet the demand.
Moreover, this shortage
may continue for several
years, because the number of
people currently being trained

is still insufficient to meet anticipated future requirements.

Some of the young adults who received their high school

diplomas from District 214 (luring recent graditation

ceremonies are (back row, left to right) David Stephens, Matthew Gegenhuber, Thomas Johnson, Patrick Meyer, Bruce

Plan

Blim, Robin Brankey, John Perillo, Steven D. Cullorton, Robert
Stehman, Garry Schalk; (front row) Alan Bingel, Diane Fedder,
Geraldine DeBoer, Patricia Hope and Thomas R. Cellins.

Graphic Arts 'Dabbling' Prepares
Pupils for Photo, Printing Crafts

Shelter
Remodeling

MORE THAN one-half of

from furniture. As they gain

FURNITURE upholsterers

the estimated 32,000 furniture
upholsterers employed in 1967
worked in small shops. Many.
also were employed by furniture stores, and a few worked
for organizations such as hotels, motels, theaters and others that maintain their own
furniture.

experience, they perform more
complex tasks, such as in-

usually furnish their own hand
tools, which cost an average of

Among factors tending to
increase requirements for furniture upholsterers are the

growing expenditures for fur-

niture, the growth in family
formation and the higher lev-

Directors of the Orphans of
the Storm animal shelter in
Deerfield have announced
plans for rest,iffing and refurbishing the shekel which was

els of personal incomes. How-

founded by the late Irene
Castle
Needed Is a person. prefera-

result from these factors.

ever, the rising cost of reupholstering furniture relative
to replacing it is expected to
offset requirements that will

EARNING DATA for, upholsterers are not available on

bly a man perhaps a retired

a national basis, but information from a number of employers across the country indicated that experienced upholsterers earned from S2 to
$4.50 or better per hour and

school teachei who would act
as general administrator. It

addition a couple 'is needed.
preferably man and wife, with

a farm backgiound and experience and aft understanding
of animal husb,indrs to live in
the home on the grounds of the
shelter compound

helpers from $1.25 to $1.75 an

hour. Some were paid on a
piece -work basis. Hourly wage

rates in the North and West

Plans for the tefiirbishing
include new runs holding

generally higher
those in the South.

were

pens and model luring other
Improved
functional areas
handling of guest orphans,"

The most common way to
learn the trade is to complete

an informal on-the-job training prograin in an upholstery

with ,in eye to their comfort
and their ultimate placement

shop. Prospective upholsterers
are hired as helpers to perform
simple jobs, such as removing
old fabric, padding and springs

in proper homes is the goal of
these

explained

plans

FICV.

Mrs
Henry Zwirner
Deerfield, a new director.

of

Persons or couples interested in being considered for

signments arc asked to write
immediately tyi NIts. Zwirner,
1006 Wilmot Rd , Deerfield,
Armar Walker, summer student at John Hersey High

1969-197..

proposed

School,
camera

operates the offset
in the graphic arts

budget for Harper Junior Col- print shop. He lives at 730 N.
Harvard, Arlington Heights.
lege ss4Ithe_a_yailable for public
viess at the college offices beginning Hondas
1 he budget committee is
scheduled tot LVICs% the budget

within two %seeks and seek
hoard approval at a public
hearing Aug 14

Many men take advantage of the convenient busitable

nessmen s
Prospect

at

the

NIL

son

sheltered inconspicuously behind a brown brick
wall and is entered through a glass -slotted door.
Descending stairs give the combined lecture
and lab room a "sunken" effect, but the

classes

a glance each state's rank screening equipment, darkroom necessities and
the other 49 on typography utensils.

subjects,
health
care,

such
aspects

shop.

from Hersey, if necessary.
"State educators recommend that vocational

among
ISO

has had contact with graphics through his
father who either works or owns a printing

Like other 'classrooms in the District 2I4's
latest school, the graphic arts department is

in chart form and show machine, plating presses, light table. silk

of
education, crime, law enforcement, taxes, types 'of employment, income, state expendi-

anyone moving to
state for any rea-

having

now,

the
Park

by

Heights
Friday

night,

Prospect

District
the
with

Union Pacific group prividmg the.' music

The dance to be held at
park district pool, Elm
strict Ca _McDonald Rd
the

will last from 9 to. II p.m.
Admission

is

SO

cents

to

passholdcrs and 75 cents to
guests

Identity

may be
cards
Friday
by
$1
purchased
night The cards entitle the
bearer to the reduced 50-,

cent rate for the rest of the
season's

dances

Opening an upholstery shop
usually ,requires an initial investment of $3,000 to $5,000.

More information can he
school
by
high
counselors and local offices of

supplied

perience in a variety of plant the Federal -State Employjobs that arc closely related to ment Service or can he obtainfurniture upholstering. They ed from Upholsterers Intermay also learn upholstering national Union of North
while in high school by America, 1500 N. Broad St..
completing vocation courses Philadelphia, Pa. 19121.
that include chair caning, furniIure Making, textile fabrics,
and upholstery repair. However, on-the-job training is
usually required before these
workers can qualify as jour-

2 Wort,: for

Com missions

neymen upholsterers.

A few people acquire the
skills of the trade through formal apprenticeship programs

Two area residents have becom-

gunworking toward

missions as naval officers in
annual intensive
Science Institute at
Purdue
University in La-

fourth

a

last from three to four Naval

that

and include related
classroom instruction.
years

Young people interested in
becoming furniture upholsterers shduld have good man-

ual and finger dexterity. They
must be able to do occasional
heavy lifting. Good sight, an
eye for detail and an ability to

fayette, Ind.

Henry Vandenbergh, of
Eton Dr., Barrington,

449

a student at Villanova University, and Donald Jernberg. 105 N. Eastwood. Mount
Prospect, of Northwestern
University are among the 113

students to participate in the
ending
program
important. A flair for creative six -week
Aug. 7.
work ishelpful:
distinguish between colors are

chosen

the

states they though would he
most -dentind.
i n --the
Florida and California were
chosen because of their appeal
to retiring businessmen, New York because of
its possibilities for advancement and transfer, and Ilof

linois,
it

is

be

course,

at Lee Optical
we've been doing
the same thing for
over twenty-five years!

students in a class. Next year our vocational
classes will have 15 students each.'" Goins
said, outlining the success of Hersey's latest
vocational contributor.
Graphic arts is popular among students studying under the Co-operative Work Agreement. These students work on the district's
printing demands, are paid and attend classes
after school.

1/ check our quality!
V check our service!
check the. value!

Adult education classes also offer graphic
arts for adults who- wish to learn or refresh
their knowledge of printing skills.

And the investment is paying off. Present
summer school enrollment totals 33. During
the past academic year, 66 boys and girls tilled
three graphic arts classes.

"A field trip inspired the girls' interest"

Wilson said.
EXPECTED September enrollment probably

I satisfaction guaranteed!

will fill seven classes in General Graphics' I

GLASSES ONE LOW PRICE
NO EXTRA CHARGES OF ANY KIND

REGARDLESS OF THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.
si REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL LENSES.
REGARDLESS'or WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.
Is

were

compiled
and
produced
from
federal
government
published reports. The li-

A Teen flame will

can
UPHOLSTERERS
learn their skills while employed as plant workers in furniture factories by getting ex-

. . .

as

TIM STATISTICS
Park Dist.
Pl(5ns Friday brary only has four of these
Teen Dance
held

three years of on-the-job train -

be confined to no more than eight

ture on public welfare and population.

. be

initiative may become skilled
upholsterers after completing

Almost one out of every
three upholsterers is self-employed a higher proportion
than in most other trades.

lowered the prices...
but not the quality!

Wilson said. Usually the knowledgeable student

The course iS open to all Distict 214
students. Transportation is provided to and

"The district is behind in providing a graphic
arts program," instructor Leonard Wilson said,
"but it is not behind in providing modern
equipment."
Both Wilson and 'Roland Goins, Hersey prinThe addition is a series of
Percipal, agreed that the district had spent about
hooks called "States in
spective." With one state in $60,000 in furnishing the graphic arts room
each hook, these are writ- with an offset camera and reproducing
ten

Only a few of the students come to the
course with familiarity of the graphics field,

High School.

$60,000 investment housed in John Hersey

graphics department of an advertising agency.

for
those
very
helpful
expecting a transfer out of
of

placements and photographs.
It's not rinky dink. It's graphic arts, the

The business is a preparation for the printing

at

another

covered memo pads, stationery, posters,

and photography craft. The knowledge a student acquires 'here will enable him or her to
apply for a job perhaps in a print, shop or the

Public
Library
every day and now there's
something new that will be

state

The students dabble in ink and paper,
cameras and negatives and produce hard -

machinery there bespeaks business.

Library Has Copies
Of State Series
By 1 dune Rossi

provided by employers.

mass -production and
high -volume sales, he

and II and Vocational Graphics, Goins said.

By K.C. Radtke

III 60015

Harper Budg,-et
Can Be ietred

$30 to $40. Power tools are

and sewing on upholstery fabric and trimming. Inexperienced helpers who have

when Henry Ford started

either of thesc ness paying as-

The

than

stalling webbing and springs

REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR, OR TINTED, OR SUNGLASS LENSES.

is

Graphic Arts as studied in
s.

District 214 at John Hersey ,
high School involves learning

the offset method of printing. ,
Mike- WatkItis, 4161,1. Maid
St., Mount Prospect, is shown
opaquing a negative on a light
table.

REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOICE OF OVER 200

OF FASHION'S NEWEST, FLATTERING FRAME STYLES IN EXCITING
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ALSO AN ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE.
Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be
filled in the frame of our choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

MT. PROSPECT
22 CHICAGO 1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
AREA OFFICES
TELEPHONE: 269-9456
3 EAST WASHINGTON

by

the

3301 NORTH LINCOLN
-4749-NOITTIVCINCoLN
4752NORTH BROADWAY
1324 MILWAUKEE

way,

at some of the statistics for
Illinois.)
If any of these states are
part

of

your

future

NORTHWEST SIDE
4787 MILWAUKEE
2747 MILWAUKEE

plans

you'll want to look up the
"States in Perspective" series.
For the summer the library is open 9-9 Monday through Fri.
day and 9-5 Saturdays.

6001 W. NORTH AVENUE
3942 MADISON

NORTH SIDE

because

our own state,A.youll_

surprised,

WEST SIDE

DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

DOWNTOWN AURORA

\\........31 NORTH BROADWAY

SOUTH SIDE
4218 SOUTH ARCHER
6351 SOUTH HALSTED
9124 SOUTH COMMERCIAL
11127 SOUTH MICHIGAN
8641 S. COTTAGE GROVE
9515 S. WESTERN
'

WAUKEGAN

1825 WEST GLEN FLORA

_CHICAGO_SUBURRAN

OAK PARK
1115 LAKE STREET
BLUE ISLAND
13046 SOUTH WESTERN
OAK LAWN
87th & CICERO, KORVETTE CTR.
MT. PROSPECT.
1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

DOWNTOWN ELGIN

15 DOUGLAS STREET

OPEN DAILY MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
ItY

. us4dy,Jury I1,

--r

13 -Employment Agencies -Male

BUSINESS

Auction Sales

Aviation

20
109

ervices

FOR ADVERTISING

296-6640

OR

23

enciesEmploymentAgendes Agencies-

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Alterations

work;

Electrical

& brick work. All work guaran
teed & reasonable. 259.9246
Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

air-cond.; out-

lets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792

439-3532
Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

Fencing
X -CELL FENCE
All types of fencing: Chainlink,
iron. 647.0220

SERVICE

Interior

E & D CARPENTRY

FURNITURE REFINISHING & RE-

and

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

359-1906

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

JANITORIAL SERVICE.

Offices, Stores, Buildings. Reas.

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
Vz price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced Des PI Serv. 296-6365.

prices -FREE estimates

439.0059

with

Landscaping
Lawns Mowed & Landscaped
Reasonable Prices

carpet

824.1866

cleaning 296-1450

NO JOB TOO BIG

2 young men with tractor desire
lawn maintenance jobs. Call

Cement Work
PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es:

255-0880 or 255-6295
PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

hmate Call anytime.
766-1943

7 yards for $21. Half loads available. 358.3411.

APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Patios, Sidewalks,

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing

Floors Licensed, Bonded. Insur-

ed 823-3342, 298-3491

POWER 11010140

KANZLER & SON

Cement Contractors
Patios -Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bond.h$
30 years in business.
CALL 766-5084

LAWN CARE

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enter -j
prises. 223-0352, if no answer
392-8763
RICH FERTIUZED BLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load ' $15.00

KANZLER BROTHERS.
Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No lob too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING

Ceramic Tile

DINME CHAIRS

255.1096
Tile Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

KEY TILE CO.

Clean Up Service
C eonup 8. Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup Home owners, contractors, and -so -on. Call any
rime HARROLD'S 299-7830.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296-6709

SUPPLY CO.

DECORATOR

stones

Free interior & exterior decora.
ing ideas A Christian busineis
man CALL 296-3953

Lawns seeded
WE DELIVER SOD

We have the equip'. to handle
--anything from the smallest-pri-

-

vote lob to the largest com-

POODLE I SCHNAUZER
GROOMING

mercial lob. 439.7774

255.2570

Masonry

Dressmaking -Sawing

MASONRY

Formals,

and resort clothes designed to
order Coordinated wedding]
parties Alterations. Near Rand-i
hursr
255-Q24B
1

'

big or small. Free estimates.

Merlon Blue Sod
Scclti Windsor Sod
Fescue Sod
fOr shaded
EVrgreens & decorative

Kenneth' A. Pearson

jc

installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too

A-1 LANDSCAPING,

Decorator

Indrviduolized styling.

27
26

Home Furnishings -

Furniture
Furniture....
Industrial Properly

47ishings-

83

(To Rent)

RECOVERED

--

Rd., Arl. Hts.,

15

90
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found

Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools -

Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices..

69
56

Personals

14

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91
Real Estate.
94
Loans Mortgages
88
Real Estate -Vacant
96
Real Estate -Wanted

13 -Lost and Found

Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale
Situations Wanted -Men. .
Situations Wanted Women
Sporting Goods
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished

70

Apartments

73
76

31

21

22
48
74
78

To Rent Houses

To Rent Miscellaneous. . . 81
To Rent Resort Properties. 79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . 77
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

TOY

FOUND:

POODLE, male, vie. Mt. Prospect
Country Club. Cl 3 3807
&
white kitten,
LOST: Grey
"Smokey", vie. Stonegate, Arl.
Hts. REWARD. 255-4374

One bicycle. Found

vicinity

in

Please

I/2 A TAIL, Vic. of Berkely Square,
Arl. Hts. 392-7726

THE DAY DOES IT!

Home inprovements & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
plastering,
waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Call days

nights 956.1640.

Please send resume

Window Washing
PROFESSIONAL

College

WINDOW

salesperson. We
have an opening for an ogressive, mature salesperson. Unlimited opportunity. Ail the buyers
you can handle. You will have
estate

DRAFTSMAN

your own desk in our modern

Man with car or truck wanted
to work from 4 a.m. to 7 a.m.,
Monday thru Saturday. Permanent part-time position. CALL

5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur-

"Hello Mary?.
I found a real
bargain in the

ed. Free estimate.
392-1542

820 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

Day's WANT ADS

today..."

Fully Insured.

392-3500

5 PM or 6 PM til Closing
Experienced

METHODE

Barrington Hunt
Table Restaurant

MFG. CORP.

405 W. Northwest Hwy.

1700 Hicks Road (Nr. Euclid)

Barrington

392-1830
SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

Rolling Meadows

Full or Port time
Experience preferred

SUBURBAN
STANDARD
Wolf & Euclid, Mt. Prospect

for
To conduct an in-house

financial and

work in our new warehouse.

Clerk

Occasional travel, degree, plus several years
related experience and

Palatine area.

CL 9.3637

Fut more informutioe .

paid Blue
Profit Sharing
Cross & Blue Shield, paid Life
Insurance, paid vacation and
9 paid holidays.

CALL F. MOHR

Call NOW for a personal inter-

home by

loc.

358-2699

BOY 14 WANTS SUMMER WORK.
DES PLAINES AREA

298.6196

Retired mechanic will Sirnoniz
your car. Will pick up & deliver.

Engineering Co.

Northbrook

.......

LIFE UNDERWRITER

Any college accounting, plus

manent $10 comp. MU 5-5400
LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

ki?

your home. Permancrm waves
$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

AND MORE

Piano Tuning -Service

3rd Shift
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.

Needed - experienced working
foreman familiar with all
phases of injection molding
in growing company. Good
pay - benefits.

.

.EKCO

255 5350

PRODUCTS INC.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

WATER SOFTENER

$3.12 to start
SET-UP MEN
$2.78 to start
FORK LIFT DRIVERS
9 Paid Holidays, Cafeteria, 15c per Hour Shift
Premium, Free Major- Medical & Life Insurance,

INSTALLER
(Or Trainee)'
Unusual opportunity to enter
booming water treatment

pick up the tab for schooling and completely train you in
all general and cost account.

CALL MR. BELTZ

Pension Plan. MANY BENEFITS.

field.

A Company With A Future

for appointment

CALL 537-1100

437-9400

Call Dennis
functions.
Miller at 394.1000, HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest Hwy.,
ing

(8:00 AM to 4:30 PM)

OR VISIT US AT

RAINSOFT

WATER CONDITIONING
COMPANY

Mt. Prospect.

SYSTEMS ANALYST

.

posure to 360 clinches it. Head

Plastering

up new deportment. Excellent
Halda at
394.1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.,
Northwest HWy., Mt. Prospect.
firm.
'

EXPERT PLASTERING

$650 No Fee

Radio -TV Repair'
Reasonable Rates
CALL ED. 358-5359

Ron

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company wit

824-7510

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Call

10 TECHNICIANS

& REMODEUNG

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No lob too small.

PEOPLE

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

1950 E. Estes Ave.

* ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS
* WELDERS

Line Servicemen
Auto Mechanic
A & E Mechanic
Dispatcher

SEE MR. KRIPPNER

8 A.M. to 4:45 P.M. MONDAY thru FRIDAY

BUTLER

OLSON CONVEYORS

AVIATION

10601 W. Belmont

O'Hare Field

Franklin Park, III.

1 block west of Mannheim Rd. on Belmont Ave. (3200 NI
An Equal OpportunityEmployer

TOOL -&

TRAINEE

' AUTO PROPERTY ADJUSTER
Do you have Auto Body. Repair Estimating Experience? If so, you may qualify as an adjuster
'

CIGARETTE

50% financing available.
437-6732

after 5 am.

SALES

Remodeling & Supplies

$135 Wk. NO FEE
1969 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

HINES LUMBER CO.
Custom Remodeling
*Kitchens *Dormers
*Garages

Basementi

Rm. Additions *Fences

CALM,
1255-7200
296-6644

Night Shift 3:30 P.M. -12 A.M.

Excellent Opportunity for advancement in
a rapid expansion program.

686-7005

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros-

PATIO'S

Advertise with Day
Want Ads

trial and Inititutional Conveyor Systems:
Day Shift 7 A.M.-3:30 P.M.

APPLY -OPERATIONS OFFICE,

pect.

REPAIRS 8, REMODELING

Fully insured & Guaranteed
Mt. Prokpect
C1CW-431:10 Choice of Finance Plans
Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to
Ask for Mr. Richard

(PRESS BRAKE --PUNCH PRESS)

' Permanent job openings available immediately
with this leader in the Manufacturing of Indus-

ing aviation industry.

completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Lorry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E.

* MACHINISTS
* MACHINE OPERATORS

Challenging positions offering
full benefits in rapidly grow-

Repairt & Remodeling
No lob too' small or too larger

.

Wheeling, Illinois

777 Wheeling Road

Elk Grove Village

No Fee
Systems background and ex-

392-6817

JOE PITMAN

An Equal Opportunity Employer

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

will
get you this one. Employer will
desire to continue,

Skokie

7770 Frontage Rd.

$12,000 to $15,000

Tuning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specially
Drywall Repairs
255.3822
DAN KRYSH

leader. Excellent Starting Salary range and total Benefit
Package including famous Sears Profit Sharing. To arrange a
personal interview call JIM IREY 673.6690 ext. 264.

Foreman

JR. ACCT.

acquainted offer, mg. $15 per-

Ned Williams

Continued rapid growth of the ALLSTATE LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY has created this expansion opportunity in our
Illinois Regional Office. Put your experience to work and enjoy
job satisfaction and security available only through an industry

Plastic Injection

DANA

1250 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village
439.8580

1657 Shermer Road
-

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

437-8646

13 -Employment Agencies -Male

INTERNATIONAL

01191111......

Great Lakes
Runway &

827-6603

91 -Situations Wanted -Men

ROCKFORD

conditions.

Course 6 weeks, $10.00

.

BETTY WALSH

Fl

272-1000

/IP INC.

$600 to $700 No Fee

specialist. Get

view.

In confidence

time with plenty of overtime.
Benefits. Excellent working

SUMMER SPECIAL
Beginners. Piano or organ.

392-0592

Permanent waves given in your

co Plan,pay benefits:
Fullline ofm

ex-

irperienced or will teach. Full

White interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white& light
tints $1.99 per gallon.

Permanent Wave

Lots of room for advancement!
Excellent starting salaries and
merit increases/

posure.

MT. PROSPECT
LIQUORS

Fabricator

Piano lessons

the

We need steady, ambitioui
men, with the ability to think
for themselves, for permanent

PART TIME

Arlington Heights area

394-0630

WAREHOUSE
MEN

oper-

ational audit of our local
subsidiaries.

15 -Instruction

any 5 gallon purchase.

TOP EARNINGS!
PERMANENT WORK!

Internal Auditor

Metal

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

'

Apply

NEWS AGENCY.

Call

RELIABLE MOTHER WILL BABYSIT

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

BARTENDEREVENING

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

MT. PROSPECT

Openings are available for 4 yr.
old children at St. Paul Lutheran

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

MORE

Mr. Hughes

CL. 9-4000

ual.

MOLDED PRODUCTS

Shull Decorating
358-9038

MOUNT PROSPECT
CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

ideas into new products. Salary commensurate with individ-

manufacturing

' All types, Free Estimates
537 1244 or 437 3160

beginning

Students

An excellent opportunity for a
man to manage the affairs of
the Ch.imber of Commerce.
DESIGNAttractive si lary arrangement.
If you are r -tired this may be
what you are looking for.

Should have minimum of 2
years experience in this field.
Selected individual will work
with our engineering department in the field of electronic
hardware translating creative

Evenings and/or weekend

pre -kindergarten school.
392-8582

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

Expansion of our 'product line
has created an excellent opportunity for a draftsman fo
miter with Mechanical and
Electro-Mechanical products.

14 -Personals

REVERS MASONRY

296.1450

Painsville, Ohio 44077

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlin ton Hts. III. 60005

ARL. HIS. 394-2227

Rental plan. 392-475Q

help get started we guarantee
$150 weekly to man meeting
our requirements. Age no bar vier. Write: Manager, Box 700,

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS,

11 -Business Services

CLEANING. 50c per window.

cam-

in

plete confidence to:

24 -Help Waffled Men

Recd

CAMERA ON SOUTH PATTON,

WANTED: Baritone horn teacher
yr.
for 11 yr! old. Has had
school training. 824-1323.

253-8551

responsibilities.

creasing

INC.

&
Sherwood,
vie. Glenbrook
Prosp. Hts. REWARD. 537 0526
LOST: STRAW PURSE &

AAA 1 Hearing Air Repair Sery
ice on all makes. Free looners.i

.259-9550

WANTED
SALESMAN
FULL OR PART TIME

materialg

for negotiations

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Lost: White parakeet "Snoopy"

BARON'S

Pick Up & Delivery

total

k know- -

age business. No investment. To

ALL BLACK CAT WITH

LOST:

lheadvgee ae good wo rk in

-

Terrace.
of Virginia
describe. 259-1765

SCANDA HOUSE
Mt. Prospect

purchasing.

To establish own credit broker'

TOY

BLACK

negchainnidcaivliduianldusmtroiaI

of all, pun-

Des Plaines.

Cemetery for sale, reas. Apply
Box 1202, 217 S. Arlington Hts.

suit.

mum of 2 years experience in

chasingby our company. You
will work with little supervision in a position of ever in-

nich, 827-1117. double m, inc.
Realtors, 650 Graceland Ave.,
4 lots (6 graves ea.) RidgewOod

We seek a man with a mini-

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any problems the customer might have.
Excellent 'growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call
Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

see for yourself. Ask for Lee Min-

34emeteries & Lots

MAIUKt wuUt.i no new iii xii,-1,-.
en - days.. Can arrange hours to

trol and will be responsible

office. Call for appointment and

PHONE 255.7200

5

Free Estimates

Sod - Evergreens Shrubs - Trees ,

- Dog Grooming-- -

nom sere accepted by phone.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Set up new proce,dures. Supervise small clerical force to

FREE 6,1/2 pints U.T.C. with

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
FREE

plumbing,'

4394614

Janitorial Service

Carpet Cleaning

CLEANING

2

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete work included. For Free
Estimate, call 296-6250

Upholstery

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonoble prices
,Free estimates
437-9214

Home Maintenance

Carpentry & General Contracting We are not big but we give
big service Dormers, Additions,

Des Plaines

299-0119

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Call 392-4750

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Please check your ads and

1

BUYER

1

Your Home or Office

537-6122

Free estimates

651 Pearson

Reasonable

students. Free estimates.
Interior & Exterior. CL 3-6604

109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

NO JOB TOO SMALL

259-9440

695-9812
Professional Painting done for
less money by exp. college,

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

Interior & Exterior Painting. All

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

Hearing Aids

Recreation rooms, powder

TRANSMISSIONS
830 W. NW. Hwy.
An. Hts

Interior and Exterior painting at

CL 5-8232

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

AAMCO

PAINTING & DECORATING

General Hauling

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

437-4093

Transmission Service

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
or
392-3450
CL 5-3991

top quality work.
rates. 671-0009.

PAIRING, 107 E. Prospect Ave.
392-9858, call after 3

garages 529-2478.

FREE ESTIMATES

Decorating & Remodeling

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing. Bums &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
R. 8-4543
re -gluing

exterior painting,

NEW WAY PAINTING

Call 774-3394

for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No jobs
tno small 766-8034
additions,

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

RICK'S DECORATING

Doily 9-5 for, Free estimate

BEST"

&

edified

Rooms -Board DICK'S TILE SERVICE

panelling ktiling. C13 -MO

Eckluncl ffeerService
Average Room, Sanded, Sealed
& Refinished, $22.95. 529-1211

Seamless Floor Coverings Never
needs waxing -are sanitary &
repels dirt & germs:.

Call "the rest" than call "THE

Tile

WALL PAPERING

NORTHWEST FLOOR CARE

Custom Homes Room Additions,
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259 4348.

CL 9-0849 Tues., & Wed. eves.

brim win' be
by republication
for onejnoertien.

requires.

2

'

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

Floors

Carpentry -Remodeling

Tailoring

do painting, inside and out

I

439-4454

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S Arlington Hts. Rd,
Arlington Heights, Ill.

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

Carpets, Floors,
side. Walls,
Gutters. REASONABLE!
GUARANTEED WORK!!
971.0675
CALL JIM

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS.

'

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

mate call 392-6604

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE
Interior & exterior. For FREE esti-

CALL 297-2266

255-7200

"Small Engine Repair"

For estimates -537-3986 oft. 3 prn.

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Men or Women....
Help Wanted Women

Investment Properly

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

Interior & Exterior Painting
Rees. & meticulous. Teacher.

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Steel
Colors
Privacy
Aluminum

Serving the cormnerciat art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:
Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Moiling Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.
Contact Dick Westgard

-

Wrought

Stockade,

Redwood,

CREATIVART E

24

per sofa plus fabric,
;17.50 per section plus fabric

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

Quality workmanship. Fully insured. Reasonable. 259.1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

eine it, order the Correction
can be made. In the event of
error or omission, the newspaper win Is responsible for
ONLY the first Weeded
insertion and only to the ex-,
-lent of the vote that the

lieninksye.

Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted

linnsMfruecmtioorniam

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

& IRON CO.

Art Service

check the first insertion of
'their adowthernent and in
cote of error to -notify the
Justified deportment at

notify- 14: at wpm:pork-

615.50 per chair plus fabric,

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

Advertisers are requested sit

Oro 9 Weekdays 1.9 in 12

$24.50

Painting -Decorating

CL 9 3517

Remodeling

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

repair

chimney

Tuckpointing,

Electrical Work

Hemming &
Alterations

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

Call Bob CL 9-0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

RIP COVERS

CHECK YOUR ADM

25

Farms
Florists

Slip Covers

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

PLEA.*

57
Rentals
n
EquipmentWom93

Women

Masonry

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

Central An Conditioning
Spring Rates
CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532
Georges Heating & A/C service
Free Estimates

12

Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Electrical Contractor

3

..10

DayCem

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,

Air CprnittiOning

8

ectaemriepc & Lots

Coins -Hobbies

NO FEE

ADVERTISERS. -

9

of S mpathy
C rd o hanks

$145 to $165 To Start

EGULARLY!

lL

Auto Parts and Access._. .107
Auto Trailers & Campers 103
112
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wanted. . . 101
Boats and
37
Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
.
66
Opportunities.
Busines
Business

SERVICE

DAYWANTADS

35
r Conditioning
Rooms
m to Share 71
Ants.Ai
Arts and Antiques

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community .1. CALL ONE NOW!

CUSTOMER

READ and USE

INDEX

Let us help make your DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

For Fast Results

CLASSIFIED

Service Directory

255-7200

I .01.)

No experience necessary. Pro
tected territory just keep your
customers stocked up. No troy sling
no night work 5 day
.zeek. Do the job and you may
-

ARE HAPPY
ABOWTNE

Dap

We are a leading manufoc.
turer in the field of electro-

counsel

Ask Steve Pace at
394.1000, HALLMARK PER.
SONNEL, 800, E. Northwest

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

to your experience with training designed to
make you a qualified investigator and adjuster
of losses. Liberal salary and benefit program

repair arid maintenance on high speed progressists

of

including Sears profit sharing plan. Company car
provided. Opportunity for advancement.
Applicants should be high school grads, college
preferred,
..

sive dies along with jig and
Air-condibuilding.
fixture
tioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.
CALL OR APPLY,IN PERSON
_

be area Soles Mgr. within 3
years. High School is enough.
Wear a business suit for interview. Oh yes - free smokes, of

of auto and homeowners losses..AII-State will add

mechanical products with an
for an experienced
tool and die maker. Work con-

opening

METHODE

MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd. (Hr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

392-3500

_

FOR AN INTERVIEW,_CALLORWRITE:
L.W. ADKINS

-742-6990

ALL -STATE
INSURANCE CO.

300 S. McLean Blvd.

Elgin, III.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

'

-

Page 17

Friday, July 11, 1969
24 -Help Wanted Men

Men wanted part time or full
time Earn $40 to $60 per day,
every

day

is

All

day.

pay

Northwest suburbs open. Red
hot tern Call 9-5pin. 774-3394,
ask for Mr Tee

244ielp Wanted Mee

24 -Help Wanted Men

Need a mid -teen youth to help
with yard work, 1 -day a wk. in
the Des Plaines Villa area. Pls.

Mature, mechanically inclined
man for inside service work. This

phone before 11:30 a.m.
after 9:30 p.m. 824-7226.

or

LI

MECHANICALLY INCLINED

is a permanent job opening, full

Salary open. No phone
interviews. Call for appt.
297-2020 or apply 730 Center
time.

24-lielp Waded Men

SALES Trainee. Growth opportunity. Trdinee or experienced
for leading manufacturer of food
machinery. North Suburban territory. Must he service exempt.

SALES Trainee, Growth °prior;

Auto allowance. Phone M. Horka,
259-8010.

St., Des Plaines.

FURNITURE FINISHER

TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

work.

255-8400

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.
Mt. Prospect

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

L. Clark

United Airlines needs an as

librarian with experience who can assume respon
sibility for all cataloging.

your important
qualification for this position:.
Our only requirement is a solid
background in cataloging
Experience

is

GOOD PAY *

WE OFFER:

AllStalev

60666. 437-

7770 Frontage Rd.

An equal opportunity employer

SHARING * RETIREMENT INSURANCE
PROGRAM* EXCELLENT JOB SECURITY
We are well known in our industry. It will pay you
well to investigate.
CALL R. J. NELSON AT 763-1200
OR APPLY

DPASIQN OF INDIAN irEAD

5353 W. Armstrong (near Elston & Central)

4*11
C.3

=2..
rrfstsse

Skokie

ELECTRICAL

Wanted For Permanent Positions

ENGINEER

With Expanding Machine Shop

HOME RADIO
TUNER

I.D. & O.D. Grinder

Leading Electronics

Manufacturer has an
immediate position open
for a top flight Circuit

Machine Fabrication and Assembly

Engineer. The particulars
concerning" this 'position

Shipping and Receiving Clerk

Inspector.
Machinist Trainees

Design Electrical

(Responsible young men to learn a good trade)

a

217

We are a growing' manufacturer of

ENGINEER

Monday thru Friday

Leading electronics manufac

AUTOMATIC

furor has an opening far an

ELECTRIC
A Member of G. T. & E Family of Companies
Northloke, Ill.
400 N. Wolf Rd.

An equal opportunity employer

Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits.

Electro Plating Engineer with a
heavy background in Electro
Plating Plastics. The man we
are looking for should be able
to procure equipment, .establish the processes and operate

CALL

our complete Plastic Electro
Plating functions. To the right
man we offer good pay plus
all company benefits. For ap-

COMMERICAL
PROGRAMMERS

OR APPLY

ENGINEERING COMPANY

our Cobol programs under OS in MFT II. We also

ELECTRONICS

We are expanding our prngrarnming staff and
are looking for experienced programmers to
work on commercial applications. We would'

-Anocute/

299-6629
TRW

puters.

Miss Gaffke

437-5400

pointment call:

We have an IBM 360/65 (512k) computer with
tape and disc (2314) I/O gear. We are running
have two IBM 360/30 (I6k) tape oriented com-

Randhurst-Upper Level
392-2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939 4866

PROGRAMMER
' DEMO

prefer individuals with some Cobol background.
If you want to enjoy working in the suburbs, come
see us. We have an attractive benefit program including profit sharing.

JOIN THE FRIENDLY

GROUP AT PURE OIL

Write in confidence to Employment Department

starting salary for
right girl. Some work
experience or college necessary. Much public contact. AMY
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect. 255-9414
the

people eat, TV they watch, cars.
hey buy, airlines they use. You'll
work right with him. Learn how
surveys ore token, how to make

4 8585
297-3535

Si

MAIN LOBBY

switchboard. AMY
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy, Mt, Prospect. 255.9414

529-7700

$1.80 to $2.25
5
day week, good
hours, interesting work.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WANT HIGHEST

PAY?

'operate Tabulating equipment in our Data Processing department.

253:9325
PART TIME
CUSTOMER SERVICE

FLICK -REEDY!
MAIL CLERK
Flick Reedy's the place where going to work is like going ;iv'
vacation!

Busy department needs individual for mail clerk position. Will learn to operate various mailing machines.

out all day. $100 FRee to you.
IVY

SP 4 8S85,
297-3535

Airline 9-5--$550

improve. What job security! Never a layoff in company history'

Handle tour
convention

Private Airline.
groups, parties

&

groups who desire flights. Hec-

public contact job in
lovely club office. Handle memGreat

accept

records,

pay-

ments, help plan parties, greet

And you'll have time to enjoy swimming, tennis and fishing
while you earn highest rates! Sound unbelievable? -It's true!

1 to 3 years accounting experience.

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

CALL Mrs. Hull

Palatine
facilities in
shortly. Excellent fringe bene-

I

I

Maintenance Machinist.

JANITORS

Apply in person Mon. through Fri. 9 AM to 8 PM or
Call Pete Blut at 766-3400 for an interview.

-

CALL MRS. GOODLIN, A
359-4200

here to work, get experience be
fore opening their own practice.

You'll be their front desk recep
tionist. Greet patients, answer

It's a great job for a_nice some

Full or Port Time

BENSENVILLE, ILL.

766-3400
A.TP,1°..Y1

and
Expansion
coming move to

wpm on electric typewriter
dictaphone. Ambitious and
versatile in performing duties
in our 3 girl office.

Neptune
Systems, Inc.

pipe fitting.

65 Scott St. Elk Grove Vil.

439-5510

For
-STENOS
Dictaphone Operators

Wmen?

UnIOn.04 Dcampany of California.

$140
$585
$433
$650
$105.27
$575
$425
$96

200 -East Golf :Road, 'Palatine; Illinois -60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700 '

will include statistical

Duties

typing, typing and filing of ac
counting department comes
maintaining the
manager's follow up files, and
pondence,

general duties as the mono
secretory.

ger's

Accuracy

is

more important than speed
for this position.
UOP,

a

major national and

international corporation head
quartered in a Northwest Chi
cago Suburb, offers you an ex

cellent. salary and an excep
tioeol fringe benefit package.
Call Mr. Fred Morrison
RO 3 6000, Ext. 746

272-1000
UNIVERSAL

a

OIL PRODUCTS

Arlington Heights

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook

259-3500

30 Algonquin Rood
Des Plaines, 10. 60016

An equal opportunity employer

GIRL FRIDAY

BOOKKEEPER
Auto experience
preferred.

We are in immediate need of a girl with good

Growing Dodge dealer in
Des Plaines needs two women
to complement office staff.
insurance,
hours,
Regular

salary commensurate to ability. For confidential interview

typing and shorthand skills to act as secretary in
our Engineering Department..

We offer you pleasant surroundings, paid vaca-

tion first year, finest fringe benefits, and good
,starting salary.

call Mr. Lefler at -

824 -7151

CALL Miss Gaffke

437-5400

EXPERIENCED
BOOKKEEPER
Rapidly expanding construction company needs experienced bookkeeper. Knowledge of mortgage processing
helpful but not essential. Full
company benefits. Modern offices located at intersection of

-Anocuf
ENGINEERING COMPANY

/

Meadows. Salary open.
Contact Mrs. Klaas for aping

2375 Estes Ave.

pointment.

Elk Grove Village

253-2880
EXPERIENCED

PRESS OPERATORS

TELLER
lime. Pleasant congenial
conditions. Paid vacation,
Full

4 W. Miker, Arl. Hts,
THE HOT LINE - 392-6100
(Call anytime day or night)

Insurance, profit sharing.

Doctor's

255-9000

Reception"

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

Trainee $500.

calls thru le,. Doe.
ills, -feW.11

more information
contact

porate accounting deportment.

Algonquin Rd. & Rt. 53 in Roll-

SHEETS INC.

Experience

TYPIST
We are looking for on individ
Lial with of least 2 years ex
perience and good skills in
statistical typing for on inter
esting position open in our cor

1806 E. Northwest Hwy.

SP 4 8585
297 3535

Where Were You
When We Placed
These Office

IOC ,/y,.

STATISTICAL

E. SUREK

We have temporary assign-

IVY

phos.

upour

new plant has created
an opening for a man
with 3 to 5 years machine and building maintencance experience.
Must have exposure to
hydraulics welding and

Mature lady to type 60 to 7

to you

contact lob in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome L seat
potientsmake sure they're
'able 'til Doctor Is
rOt
'angel apple. AnsWer

viiion
YORK & THRONDALE ROADS

MAINTENANCE
MACHINE

SECRETARY

one who enjoys working with
and helping people. $110 free

BEGINNER O.K.

FLICK -REEDY

Rolling Meadows
I

TYPIST - CLERK

If you like working with & meeting people, 'you'll love the
hustle -bustle. of this all public

CORPORATION

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
255-7500

Call Mr. Lyngoan or Mr. Chirpe

Evening hours 5 P.M. to 1:30 A.M. No prior experience necessary.

METHODE

BEAUTICIAN

right out of school -they come

.

392-3500

MFG. CORP.

Spiegel Catalog
Order Store

fits.

APPLY

Lathe Operators, Lathe Trainees, Saw Operator, Grinder,

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

new

Elct..e Revell

General Office

and materials. Must have
knowledge of all basiOmeasur
ing gauges.

FULL TIME

HARPER COLLEGE
CLERK -TYPIST, 12 months, 371/2
hours per week. Will be in

MOUNT PROSPECT
1720 Algonquin
437-509C
MORTON GROVE
5945 Dempster
YO 5-240C
O'HARE
9420 Foster at River 992-2111

We need: Hone Operators, Assemblers, Drill Press Operators,

Inspector. Will be responsible
for checking all incoming parts

MACHINE POSTER

Ford Employment

Exec. Seely
Good Typist
General Seely

We are a leading manufac-

824-1845

Post and bill accounts receivable. Experience helpful, but
not necessary. Will train qualified applicant.

392 9344

INSPECTOR
turer of clectro mechanical
products with an excellent
opportunity for a Receiving

COUNTRYSIDE INN

ments in the immediate area.

Pl.

RECEIVING

Call

Lunches and Dinners

I W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.

Reception Order Desk....$411

ACCOUNTANTS
General Accounting Department is seeking accountants with approximoiely

salary and benefits.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Aid Manager of International

Inside Sales Desk

Sure you work hard. But you advance as quickly as your skills

public contact and voila]
'assignments. Good starting

Vheeling, Mt. Prospect, Des
Plaines. Car necessary. 15 hours
$45. Full time openings also.
392.8829

255-0260

101%o FREE
Customer Service
2 Bookkeepers
Accounting Clerk

Come to ...

OFFICE

_

Established service organization needs full time clerical
help. Typing, audio visual,

with sailboat activities, etc. You
need typing, liking for figures,
should be good on phone, enjoy
meeting people, they're in &

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des

TABULATING MACHINE TRAINEES
Positions open on 2nd shift for individuals interested in being trained to

3930 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Pork, III.

GENERAL

daytime

Take over following.
Excellent opportunity.
Guarantee plus commission.

keep
smoothly. COMPLETE TRAINING.

LIKE TO PLAY?

678-1337

CENTSABLE
PRODUCTS

REICHARDT CLEANERS

the other 9. Boss sells
sporting goods to big users.
He's also well known sportsman.
Makes sports page headlines

easy

°apts., type bills,
reception area running

ELECTRICIAN
Individual would perform Electrical Maintenance work in Pure Oil building.

housewcres industry.

824-0181

Counter Sales - Pal.

real busy for 3 months then go

bership

sales records with young fast
growing company in toys and

CALL MR. MAY

child care. Must have own
transportation. Salary open to
discussion. Pls, phone before

Here's a job where you'll be

phones, set

Palatine

200 E. Golf Rd.

Gal Friday who will also handle

a week, Des Plaines area. No

Sporting Goods Boss
Needs Girl Friday

Pl.

SECRETARY
TO PRESIDENT

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

NEEDED FOR NEW

console

,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Des Plaines

WAITRESSES

ing. Light typing, will train on

7215 W. Toulty
1496 Miner, Des

Cumberland Area

Housekeeper needed for 2 days

reports. Lite steno, lots of
phone work, client meetings.

215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI

Spiegel Catalog
Order Store

26 -Help Winted Women

This well-known clinic is like a
training place for young dentists

experience would be ideal candidates. Some traveling involved.

advancement.

CALL 255-7500
Mrs. D. Hull

SECRETARY

Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect.
255.9414

DENTAL CLINIC

Pure Oil Division

benefits and opportunity for

824-7226.

STRAIGHT
RECEPTION

AUDITORS
Either recent college graduates or individuals with one to five years auditing

255-5350

aptitude. Very interesting 'and
diversified work. Company

11:30 a.m.: or after 9:30 p.m.

foods

of

surveys

takes

giving your experience and salary requirements.

unvon

'CREDIT CLERK
Full Time

Regional Sales Manager of

voice. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W.

We need a neat, pleasant girl
to demonstrate our new equipment for customers in the suburban area. Some local travel.

Flub members.

Des Plaines

MOLDED PRODUCTS

handle all salesman's produc.
lion reports, expense accounts,
and flight schedules. Typing
necessary, also a good phone

Country Club --$541

666 Garland Place
(On Rand Rd. near Dempster)

to 4:30 - 5 days a week.

line of credit work, however
will train beginner with figure

DANA

for a sharp girl to help him

small

Experienced preferred in some

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

tick, fun, the day flies - you too.

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

SUMMER ONLY

Arlington Hts.

in

CALL MRS. YAMICH
647-0015 or 647-0016

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Typing,

$500 month

position

congenial office. Hours: 8:30

large company has on opening

their reception desk. Will greet
visitors, salesmen, executives
and direct them to the proper
offices or Managers. Lovely
new offices located in the
O'Hare area. Good company
benefits including profit shar-

Electra

259-9550

OFFICE

.SECRETARY
No Shorthand

$550

°
and final inspection.
The employee we .eek will have experience with
precision instruments and gauges, preferably
with mechanical and electrical background.

Electro Plating
Plastics

8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

475
500

GENERAL OFFICE
Interesting

SCANDA HOUSE
Mt. Prospect

650000

This large busy company needs
an attractive girl to handle

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process

days. Can arrange hours to

suit.

RECEPTIONIST

S.

-

answer phones.

IVY

INSPECTOR

Arlington
Hts. Rd., Arlington Hts.

tions,

LIKE FIGURES?

Free

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

MATURE ADULT to help in kitchen

No typing necessary. Posting,
inventory control and a variety
of other duties. Pleasant work.
itig atmosphere in a new office
building. Many company bene
fits. Nice friendly people. AMY
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

p

rapidly expanding firm.
Duties will include project management home
radio tuner design. Inquiries from qualified
men are earnestly invited. Submit resume to
Box 1204, Day Publica-

INIERVIC WING

$600

Sec (No SH)
Acctg. Clerks (3)
Good Typist
Customer Service

Boss

$4.15-$4.58 an hour

Fringe benefits are free to you. 8 holidays per year; vacations hospitalization insurance; disability -program; pension
plan many other programs and activities.

avail.

Excellent opportunities
able in N.W. Suburbs
Exec. Sec

FACT FINDING
SECY $550

ELECTRICIANS

Must be available to work all Shifts. Excellent starting salary.

Tired of Commuting?

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

(Circuit Design
Experience)

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

Must have experience in electronic maintenance and troubleshooting on production machinery and some industrial
electronics preferred.

,SI' 4.8585
'496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

Excellent

are elaborate and the
right man will become
an important part of a

Based on Shift.

IVY

7215 W. Touhy

Public Contact

An Equal Opportunity Employer

$17,000-20,000 Annually

Ned Miaddin

for toy firm that'll promote you
to all bookkeeping duties. $95

holmes & assoc.

including famous Scars Profit Sharing. To arrange a personal
interview coil JIM IREY 673-6690 ext. 264.

2300, ext. 3412.

PROFIT

CL 3-9407

Ad # A 121

will .he experienced and capable of developing total Loss
Control Programs for industrial clients. Continued planned
expansion assures you of future promotion opportunities.
Excellent Salary merit program and total Benefit Package

Please send your resume, or
call, Mr. W. R. Whyte, SuperChicago, Illinois

on our evening shift

a.m.
927-6908

Accelerated growth of our Commercial lines require immediate expansion of Loss Prevention Unit. Successful applicant

visor of Employment, United
Air Lines, P.O. Box 66100,

TOOL ROOM MACHINISTS

Sot. & Sun. from 8 a.m. to 11

LOSS CONTROL
REPRESENTATIVE

surate with experience.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Free

OR

Mostly

2641.0 Waited Wsonen

211elp Waited Women

food machinery. North Suburban
territory. Must be service exempt. Auto allowance. Phone M.
Rorke, 259-6010.

sistant

We offer a salary commen-

available for

shop.

North and Northwest suburbs.

practices.

TOOL ROOM OPPORTUNITIES

Small

5411910plent Armes-Weimm

LIKE FIGURES?
Start Off doing payroll (will train)

Needed for store cleaning
Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Interior and exterior residential

LIBRARIAN

25 -Employment ilimacies4Vonmn.

tunity. Trainee or experienced k
for leading manufacturer of '

PART TIME MEN

Looking for a Change?

July & August Only

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

Apply Mr. Wallet or Mr. Church

150 W Rand Road

2 PAINTERS

ASSISTANT

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home

-

24 -Help Waited Men

NectisMar

;wilt( tt.. n You

No Experience Necessary
3 AUTOMATIC WAGE REVIEWS FIRST YEAR
Excellent working conditions in a clean air conditioned plant. Presses designed for woman to operate - WE WILL TRAIN.

OTHER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

An equal opportunity employer

Guaranteed 40 Hours
* Paid Vacation
(2 weeks after one year)

ACCOUNTING

'Ow Plan for Sick Pay

CLERK
Bookkeeping, invoicing, tiping,
credit. Challenging position,
Mgt --young,._ fast__ obradog

company, In, toys and bent"'
'

titt, tl

fifili *pos. A.filit*-'

START AT $2.20 PER HOUR

tacts37

'

,

'Wing Rd.
ows, Illinois

ler.A4ief be

4411.3

30 P.M

Fnday, July 11, 1969
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WANTED general housekeeper.
From Aug 15 to Sept 15 approx.
Ref 392 2847, 9 AM to 5 PM

1

DAYS ONLY

.

{

'

PITEMPORARY

Na Experience Necessary
'Will Train - 35 Hour Week

HARPER COLLEGE

,

Coleman Floor Co.

MACHINE

We are in need of a general office girl for a full time position
with a fast growing, modern company located near O'Hare
Field Typing is a must for this interesting, busy position.
Excellent company benefits.

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

Assistant

THAT'S SMART
+ DEPENDABLE

100% Public
Contact

+ GUARANTEED

Des Plaines, Ill. 60011

299-4446 - Ana We 312

NUMEROUS SUMMER JOB.
OPPORTUNITIES
'

,,

small congenial office for billing machine operator. Will also train
good typist. You will handle
all invoicing as well as other
In

FOR FURTHER DETAILS
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

PLUS PLENTY OF GREAT OFFICE

Call or see Jean Yale

ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE

TYPISTS and SECRETARIES

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE
CORPORATION

Universal Oil Products is seeking two secretaries for Interest.
Ing assignments in our beautiful, modern offices in Des

CALL BARB ROSS

davis

827-8154

For appointment
392-7600
311 S. Arlington Hts, Rd.
Arlington Hts., III.
An equal opportunity
employer

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)

Rolling Meadows

259-7010

,

COLLEGE STUDENTS
who have had previous office experience as

" TYPISTS
STENO'S
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

CLERK -STENO
Stenographic Ability
For diversified general office

Permanent. 5 day
week, Pleasant Surroundings,
Paid Holidays, Paid VacPtions
position.

and Insurance.

Apply in Person

FILKO-IGNITION
Division of
F & B Mfg.
5480 Northwest Hwy.

UNIVERSAL
OIL PRODUCTS

214Ielp Wantwilks limes

30 Algonquin Rd.

Kitchen Assistants
Dishwashers

Des Plaines,111. 60016

Pr

, 21 -Help Waited Men

21 -Help Wartilliee Woo

or Mier

Full Time - Good Opportunitie;

and

NURSES

ASSISTANTS

WOMEN

MALE OR FEMALE

Excellent salary.
P.M.'s or Nights

ILNEEEsSTIRLELIETNOIS

401 E. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
'also
Chicago
36 S. State St.

:SERVICES

21.11elp Wanted -Men * Woo

27-lielp Wanted -Men * Women

DES6P01A6
An Equal Opportunity Employer

f

CONTACT MISS HECHT

Review The Following Opportunities:

827.6628

Man or Woman
Capable of
Managing

BENCH INSPECTORS
1st, 2nd and 3rd Shifts

GENERAL HELPERS
2nd and 3rd Shifts
UTILITY OPERATORS
2nd and 3rd Shifts

27-He!p Wante4Men ' Women

,

BOOKKEEPING
DEPT.

Muit- be person who under
stands all phases of same.

We will pay you well - train you well - and develop your skills.

It

Manufacturing

concern

Sell-

ing to distributors nationally.

Review all the ads on this page but before you decide stop in.

Excellent opportunity for future.

Insurance benefits and ideal
working conditions. Salary no

APPLY BY PHONE
FOR APPOINTMENT:

STEPCO CORPORATION

NEW JOBS AT

'679-33,Qp or 761-3300

ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP

250 E. HAMILTON DRIVE

ASK FOR:

Between Higgins and Elmhurst Rd. Off Oakton
An Equal Opportunity Employer

PURE OIL

OP AMXPICA. INC

object for right person.

SEE DON ORTBERG

LOOK AT THE

White Collar -Girls
oo

MissVeWitt or
Mr. H.G. Shaffer

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
Openings on day shift for either experienced key punch operators or we will
train individuals with moderate typing skills.

COMPUTER
OPERATORS

ESTATE
Classified REAL
Residential Commercial Vacant
16Te Rent Horses

86 -Real Estate -Horses

WOOD DALE - 3 bedroom bi-

84
Open House -Sat. & Sun.
bdrm., 2 baths. 538 S. Chestnut.

111-Rons-Board-Housekeeping

Bright room, with kitchen privileges for' employed woman.

-TELETYPE OPERATOR

, Now is the time to take advantage of our expanding third generation operation. We are in

FULL PRIVILEGES INCLUDED.
Air Conditioned, Rec. Room,
Pool Table, Color TV. Adults

Above average typist needed for order writer position in Purchasing Department,

um n

II We also have three IBM 360/30 tape oriented
computers Model V (1600 BPI -9 track) tape drives
will be installed this month.

We are looking for experienced operators, however we will train qualified individuals. If you are
interested in an excellent opportunity in a rapidly
growing operation, come in or call now.

Pure Oil Division

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine; Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

.9 union

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Pure OH Division

get with it

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Corporate Office Openings

-Western Electric'
.

special Employee Discounts.

Secretaries

Hos Immediate Openings For

KEYPUNCH .OPERATORS
.

Pad time 405 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.

Rewarding opportunities await you if you have
experience on IBM equipment. Alpha and numer-

Clerk -Typists
duties.

Phone Diana Parks for ComPlete Details

296-6611

r)Easyticiairics..
1700 South. Mt. Prospect Rd.

Des Plaines, Illinois 60018

nished

Des

82 -Waded To Rent

Plaines twnshe.,
1, no lease. call

Wanted to rent: 3 bedrm. house,
references furnished. 827-6593

'NANTED TO RENT: Executive
needs 3 bdrm. house in Arlington

14 -To Rent Apartments

Hts. area. Prefer w/garage &
yard. References furnished.
864 3469
nice

SAFETY EXECUTIVE as-

neighborhood, free parking,
close to toll road. Rolling
Meadows area.
ROBERT A. CAGANN

sociated with prominent
engineering & research
organization located

& ASSOCIATES

259-005591 253-0925

Apartment for rent - utilities'
ncluded, available August 1,

sublease, August

1.

bdrm., NC, appl.,
carpeted, heated. 5 min. from
Hersey, McArthur & Eisenhower

schools. Save on security deposit. $180. 259.0044

Timber Lake Village
SWIMMING POOL
all

appliances, heat, hotvxater &
cooking gas.

1444 S. Busse 439-4100
MT. PROSPECT

Ethel Estate -Hoses
Pios-Peit Hrs. Open House.

1 1/2

old 3 bdrm. bi-level face
brick, all sides, 2 car att. gar.,
yr.

panel rec. rm., ceremic hitch. &
baths, patio, custom drapes &
carpeting. $39,900. 1313 Wood
Lane. 296-5171

acre, extras, low 530's. 437.0551

CONVENIENT ONE

Arl. Hts. trans. owner wants of-

FLOOR

fer. 3 bdrm. brick, 11/2 baths,
fem. rm., wet bar, bsmt, att'd
gar. Upper 30's. 255-0693
Des Plaines, near Golf & Rte. 83.,
bdrm, 21/2 9, Tri-level. See to ap-

preciate. $41,900 no mos. bid'

6 year old 3 bedroom brick
ranch, central air. Built-in
kitchen with perma gloss vinyl
floor. 22 X 24 Rec. roam with
pool table. Utility room. Plenty

refused. 296-5708

of storage area. Beautifully
landscaped -, Merlon Blue Sod

FOR SALE. Des Plaines, by owner.

lawn. Best buy on the market.

3 bdrm. brick ranch, 11/2 baths,
paneled fam. rm., 2 frplcs.,
bsmt., 2 car gar., an. hobby
greenhouse, walking distance to

Only $36,500.

311 schools. Low 40's. 824-2997

Oldo
nearShopping Center, seeks UN-

ROLLING
MEADOWS

FURNISHED 3 -BEDROOM

3 bedroom ranch. 2 car garage. Large landscaped lot.
Close to shopping. Assumable
FHA mortgage. $23,900.

DON HAGER REALTORS
16 S. Bothwell
Palatine

*Real Estatillouses
Mt. ProsPect 2 bdrm. 5 room
house. Walk to everything. Mid
Arl. Hts. Scarsdale, 3 bdrm. brk.
Colonial, 2 frplcs, screen porch,
att'd gar. $44,500. 259.5132

refinanced for $5100 or assume
51/4 mortgage for $11500; phone
for appt. 437-8616.
Scarsdale, Arl. Hts. by owner.
White brk Colonial, 4 Ig. bdrms.,
31/2 baths, formal sep. D.R.,'
huge 21x14 kitchen, Florida
room, full, basement, finished

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

QUINLAN AND TYSON
Arlington Hts.
Palatine
Schaumburg

255-6320
359-6500
894-1330

CRYSTAL LAKE
MANOR
Ranch with 3 good sized bedrooms, full basement, 11/2 car
garage, fenced and nicely
landscaped. $20,000 and only
$1000 down.

359-6050

LINCOLNWOOD

WANTED
Six real estate salesmen or

saleswomen. This Is an oppor-

3 bedroom aluminum sided
ranch with 11/2 car garage.
Gas forced air heat. $18,500

tunity to grow in real estate.

with $800 dawn.'

20's, 322.8259

Grove, $25000 for quick sole;

1+2 bedroom deluxe apartSensible rentals includes

cent. air, w/w crptg., S., S., l/2

BY OWNER, 3 bedrm ranch- Elk.

MT. PROSPECT

'

lg. LR., D.R., fem. kit.,

baths,

Prefer year lease.
Coll 966-6200. Ext. 395
.

1

ELK GROVE 4 bdrm. ranch, 2

HOUSE for family of 5,
for August 1 occupancy.

$150. call 359-0633.

Arl, His.
Spacious

Low 30's. CL 3-3277

NW suburbs, young executive,' Owner must sacrifice 8 rm, 4

avail. July
manager CL 5-6175.

AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
2 bedroom apartment,

1

MANOR

One will manage this beautiful
office designed and furnished
for the efficiency, convenience,
and comfort of the sales-

person and clients. Excellent
compensation. Member multiple listing service. See our
downtown Palatine office and
make it your "base of operations". Inquiries confidential.

658-5661
6,16 S. Main, Algonquin

rec. room, 2 fireplaces, 2 car'
garage w/elec. doors. Central

CALL Don Hager

359-6050.

air-condition. 711 E. Fairview. CL
3-6049. $85,000.

Westgate Apts.
& 2 beirrOarn,
Ultra -deluxe

86Reil Estate -ream

1

apartments. Elevator building.'
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
including appliances, heat,
cooking gas, master- TV antenna, patio, balcony, rec.

WORK

Monday thru Friday in our
modern regional center,
Attractive starting salary
Outstanding benefit pabkage
Rapid Progression
10% night work bonus.

room.

SWIMMING PQQL

Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253:6300

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY T-IRU FRIDAY

8 A.M. to 4:14 P.M.

ical keypunching plus verifying. Day shift only.

We have several interesting openings for Olen capable persons. No experience is necessary. You
must be able to type and handle diversified office

71-Apts. and Rooms t0 Share

REGISTERED ItAkTECHNICIA

.

Keypunch Operators

Des Plaines. 824-0822.

Full time- 71/2' hours 5 day week

,

An excellent opportunity exists for you if you have
good typing and shorthand skills. We have several
opening for secretaries to our corporate and divisional managers.

aft. 9pm

ments.

EXPERIENCED

manufacturer.

We offer a comprehensive and progressive employee benefit package including: Profit Sharing,
Group Insurance, Tuition Reimbursement, and

Over 30 yrs. Of age. 827-7871

255.0100

529-7700

The rapid growth and expansion of DeSoto, Inc.
has created several openings. You will' enjoy the
pleasant environment of our beautiful new Corporate Administrative and Research Center. You will
meet interesting people from the Northwest Area
and become a vital part of the nation's leading
and fastest growing Chemical, Paint and resin

COMMERICAL OFFICE SPACE 5

'Mt. Prospect, Duplex apt. avail.
Aug. 1, 3 bedrms., 11/2 baths,
full bsmt, walk to schls., park,
shops, train. $225. 394-3/26 or

Palatine

200 E. Golf Rd.

714e Rent, Stores, Offices

offices, 1700 sq. ft. Central air'
cond'g. 965 Rand Rd., (Nr. Golf)

Young woman to shore fur-

tape and disk (2-2314's) running under OS in MFT

/

766-4905

Prospect Hts-New Home

4-

TYPIST
We have an IBM 360/65 (5)2K) computer with

level, $350.

255-9084

Seeking experienced teletype operator.

the process of reorganization and need addition.
al personnel in the computer operation.

I
I

111 N. Hickory, Ad. Hts.

Mr. Fred Morrison
RO 3-6000, Ext. 746

-COME IN AND REGISTER

-

F. H. BONN CO.

GENERAL FACTORY

Never a fee -Referral donus
Work in your area.

RANDHURST CENTER

see us.

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN
827-6628

Work a TEMPORARY JOB
Days or Weeks
Your Choice -TOP PAY,

,

.the world?
use anywhere
Join the sewing Industry right(
In Arlington Heights. Geed Par
and fringe benefits, air-con-

Universal Oil Products offers

to home, call:

MEN

.

You will need at least a yecir's
experience to qualify, and
should have o typing speed of
from 45-50 wpm and take
shorthand at about 80 wain.

CALL MR. PABST

Come in for these FUN jobs.

lynn

Plaines.

of

8:30 to 5:15.

METHODE

WAitfit TO SEW?
Want to' gieftsves..ek1R you con

ditfoning, 40 hr. week. tome

SECRETARIES

necessary. 5 day week,

MFG. CORP.

TOP MONEY!!! TOP MONEY!!!

-,

ing. Call CL 5 4115

excellent starting salaries and
an exceptional fringe benefit
program. For a better lob, close

392-3500

27 -Help Wanted Men or Women

TEACHERS

work. Pleasant working coticilllions. $2.15 per hour after train.

2. Free hospital benefits.
3. Stock purchase prograrh.
4. Free life insurance.
Permanent position in
Accounting Dept. Typing

rewarding

and

position open

STENOGRAPHERS

working with the most respected Organization in the
Midwest. You'll be trained
right on the job. Excellent
salary and benefits.

----,. AVAILABLE FOR
....

CALL KELLY 'GIRLS

all areas of personnel while

manufacturing and sales company

OPERATOR
Interesting

i. Year around

tIl

9

253-9325

1. Salary in excess
$465 monthly.

related clerical functions.

Exciting position if you are interested in people. You'll learn

299-4446
333 Eat, Tauhy Are

$2.50- $2.75

BILLING

359-4200

GENERAL OFFICE GIRL

Hours:

New store conveniently to.
cared. No experience niaartscsy.
Interesting work. CALL TODAY.
Reichardt Cleaners

office. Call for appointment and
see for yourself. Ask for Lee Minnich, 827-1117. double m, Inc.
Realtors, 650 Groceland Ave.,

HELP

Personnel

IF

MANAGER

Des Plaines.

3100 Tollview Drive
259-6100
Pniling Meadows

CALL MRS. GOODLING
-

CAFETERIA HELP to attend office cafeteria In Des Plaines.

estate

your own desk in our modern

BOOKKEEPER

259-0273

ton Ws.

Secretary -at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good 1
,typing skills, shorthand desk- :
able, excellent fringe benefits.

Excellent salary
Good opportuAities
CONTACT MRS CHAPIN
827 6628

salesperson. We
have on opening for an ogres live, mature salesperson. Unlimited, opportunity. All the buyers
you can handle. You will have

In busy doctor's office In Arling

411110WitiodWalmi

2141810Tated BEN

311011110181110
Real

537-9526
Studio One

FULL TIME MEDICAL ASSISTANT

I

LPN

1c141110Wastril Ropes.

Expertenced Beautician wanted,
for full or part time. Call

SBA MAI Wpm

2161p Vhdei Mao

III* Wahl Weems

SibilpillautallYam

956-2641

or'

956-2642

3800 Golf Road
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL

7610 Rot Bases
3 bdrm. ranch, garage, fenced
yard, bsmt., appliances, carpet
& drapes, Sept. let occupancy
$250.255.5560.

11111111/11411111111111 AND HMV MT If TEE Sill 'Tani

TRAS! Jalousie enclosed breezway, 25 x 15. Oversized 2 car attached
a garage.

$3.8,750
;
PALATINE
4 bedroom new Colonial. 21/2 baths. Den and
full basement. Double garage. 100 x 300 lot.

I

BARRINGTON - COUNTRYSIDE
Attractive 2/a acre site, gently rla
ing, mature trees including
water. $9,500, DENORY LEA,
381-7888, 381-67M

I

'itivestanithoputy
CHOICE

COMMERCIAL

BUILDING
Three story complex. 50'

x 75' with good parking

PALATINE
3 bedroom home on large lot.
1

or 2 year Ipase available.

$300 per month.

At44.1.!
Rediteti

35g-1800`
434 E. NW Win/.
Palptine
11

-prime--Des-

Nag:*
Re;edtet

Plaines location.

358-1800
434 E. Northwest
Hwy.,
Palatine, Ill.

I

Wood Dale. 299-2796 aft 5 pm.

.

Low maintenance exterior.

(Highway 58, lust east of Highway 53)

Western Electrii:

$38,500
HEIGHTS
ARLINGTON
4 bedroom bi-leyel. 2 baths. Carpeting and
drapes. hardwood floors in bedrooms. Family
room with fireplace. Full basement. MANY EX-

75x100' wooded homesite in
estb'd, above average sec. of

$95,000
REALTORS
114411MISMIRIT/IIR.
1111

;
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Friday, July 11, 1969
21 lk Wanted -Men * Women

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

31-Runnnage & &wage Sale

RUMMAGE SALE Sat. July .12th,
St. Nicholas Episcopal Church
1072 Ridge Ave. E.G.V. 9-5.,

HOUSEKEEPING

& MAIDS

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
F1.9-3200.
255-1107

Toys, games, clothing, misc.
10.4 pm, lc to $1
2606 Fremont, R.M. July 11.12

All Shift; Available.
CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

sale-

For

Old kitchenware, brass, cop-

Collectibles. House.
wares and Hardware. Fri. 8 to 5
- Sat. 8 to 12. 107 No. Parkway

Antiques,

each. 439 2208
11 cu. ft., ex.
cond., 7 mos. old. Was $225
new, will sacrifice. 253-7320

GRAND OPENING SALE

5,000 Evergreens $1 eo.
Nursery, 26W180 North
Ave. Wheaton.
Faith

12th. 305 N. Pine, Arl. Hts.

WANTED: your presence at a
gar. sale. Treasured trivia &
orphaned hsehold items need
a new home. They have out

grown their present one & are
being sold w/the best of re-

ferences. Sentimentality hos not
entered the bargain prices.

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost:
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"
$20; Distr. 251-7385.
For information about the FINEST

water softeners & water conditioning equipment contact.

July 20, 12 to 6. 2501 Emerson

.

S. of Golf

6,000 BTU Emerson Quiet Cool
air conditioner. $65.
894-2930

Decorator's French Twin Bed,
very interesting piece, needs
work. best offer. 259-4711

type, good condition.
827 3214

Moine West. 827 0211.

Like new 30" coppertone double

Sale

Gor.

11-12.

July

oven Roper gas range,

Sofa

misc. 1338 S. Denton, Arl. Hts.

cocktail

tric' clock; misc. CL 5.2391

Pc. bdrm. set $40; hairdryer
$10; dbl dresser $30; filing cob.
w/sofe $50; kit. Ibl & chrs $20;
lamps 2 for $15; misc. hsehold5

model 640-124, 40,000. grain, 2
yrs, 565. 394-2746, Mt. PrasP

Ph. 392-1853

Lane, Arlington His.

Moving. Lg. $320 fruitwood din,
ing tbl, make offer; wooden

ers; 3 pc. bedrm. set.
827.8419

Girl's bike

GARAGE SALE -JULY 12
10.4 PM, 18 S. Mitchell,

wheel chair, make offer. CL 3-0198

Arlington Heights

Padded bar -861/2" wide by 42"
high with 4 matching bar stools,

Men's McGregor golf clubs, VIP
woods 8. irons, leather bag &
cart comp. $130 firm; 1967
magnavox stereo console $75;

best offer, call after 6 pm, 824.

4002" wood dining table $20;

8483.

394-1643 after 6.

Misc.

opals.

Hshld.

clothing,

typewriter, rec. player. 203 N.
Brighton A.H. 7/12/69. (Sat)

Crib $15tidbuagy $7 other baby
equip; sz):13 Mat. wear; Humid.
$20; misc. July 11,12. 10-5 pm,

range

Admiral
elec.

30";

Kenmore

dryer, excel rend. muil

sell, $50 ea. 529.7428

415 W. Oakton, A.H. 255-6879

Beautiful (real) butcher's block

MOVING -appliances, carpets &
misc. 308 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

kitchen. $110. 392 1916

dramatic & practical for your

Mt. P. 392 2338. July 10,11,12.

Sat. 7/12/69, baby equip., buggy, child's roll top, wicker furn.
8,.misc. 915 E. Rockwell, A.H.

Gar. Sale July

11

to 16. Girl's'

teens & adult clothes, toys, misc.
hshld. 1206 W. Sigwalt, A.H.
27 -Help Wanted -Men * Women ;

'62 Honda; 26" Schwinn boy's
bike; 26" girl's bike; Lg. Weber
Kettle w/rotisserie; picnic table.
FL 8 2337 aft. 4 PM.

fashion winter coat brown
wool, luxurious fur trim, worn
less than 5 times, $90 or best
Hi

COOL

OFFI

hp.,

extras. $450. 296.7519
11'

SAILBOAT,

fiberglass,

8"

Dacron soil, alum. mast. Price
incl. trailer. 253:4722 aft 5

Houseboat,

31'

Kayo',

with

house trailer, professionally

mounted. Sleeps 6, comp!. Elec.
& LPG equip., 40 HP Johnson.
Cost $8,000 new. Exc. condt.

NIMROD tent camper, sleeps 4.
Heater, spare tire, $300.

deliver. Cash or Terms.
537 1930

German Shepherd AKC pups;

COMPLETE BED - $25 WASHER & DRYER $75
437-0903

sleeps 6, gas heat, gd. storage,
$850, 392.8733.

FL 9-1766

For best results use
Day Want Ads

Fr. Prov. dining rm set, includes
6 chrs, tbl, leaves, hutch.$ /50;
wing chr'$30; mod. cock. tbl-$10;

conditioner,

437-3514

255-5795.

cond.

Puppy Tri
$40 Call
439.2690

SPECIAL

& basement walls. White 8
DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER

1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

394-0630

21 -Help Wanted Men or Women

BEAGLES
IRISH SETTERS
TOY FOX TERRIERS
SPRINGER SPANIELS
and cute little mixed puppies

MARCH '68?
JUST HOW LONG CAN YOU AFFORD TO
POSTPONE LOOKING FOR A MORE

LUCRATIVE JOB? TOP $$ AWAIT THOSE
APPLICANTS SELECTED TO FILL THE

FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

TOWN & COUNTRY
PET SHOP
In Old Town
Downtown. Palatine
Palatine
17 N. Bothwell

358-6563
Mixed puppies, 6 wks., good with

children. Males 8 females. $10.

TECHNICAL & MANUFACTURING
* Maintenance Machinists (Days & Nights) - Must be experienced in trouble
shooting, repairing, and rebuilding production assembly, fabrication, and

537-7944.
8

AKC, male & female. Available
July 20, Call 894-1944,

need a youngster to give me
lots of love and attention. Broth-

testing e:I.Opment.

2339 after 5 p.m.
Wurlitzer spinet piano, blond,
tune, with bench, $350.
in
437-7358
NEW SPINET PIANO, WALNUT,
$399. BARON'S
827-6603 ASK FOR MIKE

fine cond. w/case $65.

El

1

in building circuits for electrical or electronic controls or instrumentation.

* Compression Mold Repairman - Must be experienced in repair and maintenance of multi -stage progressive dies and/or multi -cavity compression molds.

* Precision Mechanical Inspector (Days) - Must be capable of reading blueprints, utilizing precision mechanical measuring instruments, and possess
knowledge and experience in Incoming/Receiving Inspection or 1st piece part
inspection.

ers and sisters ore gone and I'm
lonesome. AKC Min. Schnauzer
male. 358.2699
ALL IMPORTED FROM EUROPE
QUALITY PEDIGREE PUPPIES
WITH LOVELY DISPOSITIONS
FOR DISCRIMINATING BUYERS

"The only' love

buy"

Operate
automatic compression molding presses, wheelabraters, and tumblers used in
fabricating plastic parts. No experience necessary.

* Material Handlers - Responsible for receipt, stocking, and distribution of

raw materials, fabricated parts, and in -process parts. Good stepping stone for
a go getter!

* Manufacturing Engineer - Must possess strong background in tooling,
processing, and troubleshooting mass production operation in the electro/mechanical field.

* Production Syporvisor/Foreman (Days or Nights) - Requires strong back-

ground in scheduling and supervising. high volume hand and machine assembly operations involving electro/mechartical products.

of the finest "BLUEBLOODS"
in town.
Shots -Wormed

Written Warranty
MANY BREEDS AVAILABLE
FINANCE FACILITIES

Midwest Bank Cards Welcome
Air -Conditioned Showroom
2708 N. Mannheim Road
Franklin Park
1 block South of Grand
5 minutes South O'Hare
HOURS:Daily 1-9, Sun 12-6 pm
TEL: 455-2363 & 455-2364

''112-Aotomobles for Sale '

Rust $550 CALL 392-8748,

KUSTOM
MUSIC CENTERS

1966 Mercury Colony Park 9
pass. wagon. Full power. Like

204 Hicks Place
Palatine, Illinois
359-2251

'62 Dodge Lancer 2 door. Radio,
heater. Good condition. $350

/969
AT MACK CADILLAC

HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE

Cadillac for 1969 -- a masterpiece from the mos
ter craftsmen. Youthful, new styling that is unique
in the luxury car field. Every '171iie and contour

(including a new grille and longer hood) have
been redesigned for a sleeker look. There's no

SEDAN DE VILLE

:59 Ford $50; '49 Dodge Truck,

from

11' steel bed, good motor & tires
$250. 296-3683
1962 GALAXIE FORD

bass or drums. Also featuring a
heavy LP and 8 track tape sole

BEST OFFER

827.0692

ction.

57 4 dr. Chevy. Gd: body, needs

DE. VILLE CONVERTIBLE

eng., radiator 8 battery. Asking
,56-01fice Furniture -Devices

$100 or best offer. 439.2879

suites of top quality office
furniture available immediately,
like new. For further information

66 Buick Le Sabre, exc. cond't.
P/S, P/B. Low Mileage. Private

call 392-2901,
answer 3940300.
Please

if

no

party. $1400. 299 1535

'68 Lincoln Cont.!, 4.dr, leather
int, cornpl. power equip. incl. dr.

66 -Business Opportunities

Weekly possible -Home
typing, addressing. Guaranteed
plan. Details 25c Homework -AD,
$100

Box 1043, Spfld., III. 62705

must sell. CL 9.1565

Excellent location. Opportunity -

'66 Ford Galaxie 500 convert.

for above average income for
a good mechanic. Low rental
terms. Modern facilities. Low

V8, full pwr., low miles, $1495 or
best offer. 439-9571 oft. 6
1959 Ford, 6 cyl, stick. Runs good

investment required. Financing
available.

$50 or best offer. Call 956-1844
after 6 p.m.

Abbate,
MARATHON OIL COMCarl

DAYS -825-4441.'
PANY.
EVES -358-7318.
ntsm

WORTH SHOUTING

ABOUT!

We'll

64 BUICK SPECIAL, 2 door, radio, heater, $395.

LE 7-2251'
64 Chevelle, 6 cyl., Malibu, low
mile., like new tires.

Elk Grove Pre School

1963 Valiant 4 door, 6 cylinder,

children 3, 4 8 5 for all day

HE 7-4487

ENROLL NOW FOR FALL
Nursery School and Kindergor
ten with Day Ccite.

Qualified teachers
Excellent facilities
All day child care
before and after morning sessions.

all year.

NAZARENE
NURSERY SCHOOL
Mt. Prospect
1501 Linneman
439.3405

Visit our facilities any A.M.
112 -Automobiles For Sale

HERE'S CAR BUYS

$2495. CL 3-4739

Exc. child care (age 2-6) my lie. '
home-complete facilities. Supervised activity. 255-7019

Open

TRY US TODAY -

Olds '67 Holiday, 4-dr. 98, all
power, factory air, low mileage.

.69 -Nursery Schools - Child Care

has immediate openings for

.t

stick shift,
834-1761.

radio and heater.

Subsichary of Tracor, Inc

WEEKEND BARGAINS
1969 CORONET -500

1963 OLDS "98", 2 dr. hardtop,
full power, private.

2 Dr. Hardtop, Pre -Driven,
factory air conditioning, V/8

296-1689

SPECIAL!

1960 Valiant, stick, runs good.
New brakes. $150. 529-7298,
after 6:30 or weekends.
'67 Camaro Rally Sport V8, P/S,
A/T, 327 eng. all extras; like new
$1950. 392.3105.
'65 Pontiac Catalina, 2-dr. HT,
full power, bucket seats, low
miles. $995. CL 3-0135
1968
Buick Electra 225, air
cond'd, full power, take over payments no money dn, 814-6260

1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA

Green Grey in color, Two door
coupe, 307 V-8 Eng,, Automatic
Transmission,

Power

Steering,

Like New White Wall Tires, Astro-Vents, Perfect second car.
Priced to sell at a low $1900.
Phone 255-7200 Mon. thru Fri.
Ekt. # 32

LIGHTS THE
FUSE FOR

Full Price $2975

$2395

$1795

1966 MONACO 2 DR. HT, V-8
Auto., power steering, brakes

conditioning.-

windositint &

$2895

buckets,

1967 BUICK LA SABRE
brakes,

$1645

ing, 6 passenger...

$1295

1966 LEMANS CONVERT
V/8, P/S, A/T, P/B, Fire Engine

$995

V-8, automatic, power steering,power brakes,

1966 MONACO
2 DR. HT, V-8, auto., power

radio, SHARP!
r

$895

1065 OLDS LUXURY SEDAN

98 loaded with Fac. air con
Black,
ditioning,
W/W, vinyl roof

C'MON, SAVE MONEY
CALL & MAKE A DATE!

radio, beige

cyl, automatic,
2 Dr. HT
6

kIS
LI

II

$795

$1295

6 pass, wagon, gold, power
steering & brakes,
turq

$295

1964 CHEVY II WAGON
6 cyl. automatic
$595

1964 "440" STATION
WAGON
(custom),
P/S, green

$495

1964 FALCON

2 DR., red, stick,
3 speed, 6 cyl

$445

1963 FORD FALCON
CONVERTIBLE
Stick shift, bucket seats

$395

824-7151
A

k

$1095

1965 BUICK SKYLARK

1964 POLARA 880

1965 RAMBLER CONVERTIBLE

$1495

- steering, brakes, windows &
seats, console, buckets, factory air factory
$1695
warranty

$1695

1965 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE
Convertible, V-8, auto, power
steering 8 brakes, radio,
$1145
air conditioning

V/8, P/S, A/T, Factory Air con
Blue,
ditioning.

sic

console,

WAGON
V.8, automatic, power steer-

1966 TEMPEST CUSTOM
COUPE

Red, R/H, A clas-

seats,

factory

1966 FORD STATION

2 DR. Hardtop, V-8, power:
steering,
blue

1965 CHEVY IMPALA

Dr. HT, V-8, auto; power -CONVERTIBLE
Automatic, transmission, V.8,
steering & brakes, console,
power steering, white walls,
radio, factory air...
2

1967 IMPERIAL "LE BARON"
V/B, auto., full power, air

ditioning

LATTOF
R00 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. CL 9-4100

1966 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

1968 IMPALA CUSTOM
CPE. V-8, auto., steering &
brakes, radio, white walls,
factory air con-

OPEN EVENINGS CLOSED SUNDAYS

I

Torq Flite, loaded

Ina

BIG SAVINGS
IN JULY!

\ ARLINGTON HTS.

VALUE PACKED

Deal

394-0711

LATTOF

* Tremendous Growth Potential
* Top Fringe Benefits
* Terrific Working Conditions

MACK CADILLAC CORPORATION
333 W. RAND ROAD MOUNT PROSPECT, ILL.
PHONE 392-7400
SERVICE 8-5, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

MAKING IT EASY
FOR YOU TO BUY!

'63 Chevy Impala 4 dr. hdtop,
IA/T, P/S, clean.
CL 3 6479

'62 Pontiac Bonneville, convert,
like new tires, good cond. $450.

SERVICE STATION
FOR LEASE

WE SPECIALIZE IN

clean.

exceptionolly
$2400 or offer. 253 5281
locks,

't Dictaphone Typist (Part Time 9 AM - 3 PM) - Requires good typing skills and
ability to use a dictaphone. Ideal mother's hours!

Des Plaines, III.

FLEETWOOD SIXTY SPECIAL

mistakingi,this beauty is all Cadillac.

394-2316

"bubble
gum" to blues, and now offering expert instruction on guitar,
requirement

40401

new. $1750. 358-0164

ment to make any sound

CLERICAL

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

,

the finest in equip-

Jtoc king

* Engineering Clerk - Involves operating blueprint machine and performing
other engineering clerical functions including some light typing.

824-1188

381-0899

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

Aristocrats of The Highway...

readyito tja

Jim Deering

126 BARRINGTON ST.,

'65 RAMBLER 770 Convert.
V-8, Auto. Trans., Power
Steering & Brakes, As is.
$495
Bender -Roger Pontiac
381-6000
Barrington

'58 Ford 6 cyl. stick, runs ex-

65 Chevy Bel Aire, 2 dr., 6 cyl.,

call -

Intermediate dwelling place

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS

dr.,

WE BUY USED CARSI

P/S, P/B, W/W, R/Fli Excel. cond.
1,??. 252-0238

DEDICATED PROFESSIONALS

* Compression Molding Machine Operator (11:30 PM - 8 AM)

2

gd. cond. 894-8970 aft. 5

ARLINGTON MOTORS INC.
253-2707

1962 Mercury 4 Door New Tires
Body in Excellent Condition No

or half day programs...1 to 5
days a week. For information.

INTERNATIONAL"

1967 Pontiac Executive,

black vinyl top, burgundy. very

112 -Automobiles For Sale

394-0520.

Rey

I

* ElectroNethanical Technician (Days) - High school grad, I - 2 years trade
school or' military service school training in electronics, - 2 years experience

$1800. 259 9068

4327 after 4pm

cellent, good engine 8 tires $25.

Music, 7 W. Eastman.

Contact

COLLIE PUPS: Sable

SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

feet cond. $585 or offer. CL 5

2

END OF MARCH '69 WAS WORTH 50c LESS THAN IN

THE 11 YEAR CAR!

1967 Cougar 289, P/S, console,
vinyl tap, excellent condition

,1,115111111m

pipes, bars, many extras, per

spaded, well trained. 297-4276 aft. 4

DID YOU KNOW THAT EACH $10 BILL YOU EARNED AT THE

6695 aft. 6 pm. 400 Oriole Ln.,

TQIUMPH 1960 Chopper 650 cc,
glass fenders, purple flake,

(3121469.7204

5 yr. old female German Shepherd needs good home 8 yard,

255 6421

trans., excel. cond. $1375. CL 3-

BEST OFFER. 259 9215

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

259-9138

Collie puppies, AKC, shots, male
&
female, just like Lassie,
European line $75 each.

CL 5-2376

FORD 1966 Country Squire, 6
pass. station wagon, low miles,
like new tires, 352 engine, auto

1968 50 cc AND
1965 125 cc

Coll
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

old. $30 each. Mole & female.

colors $2.29 gallon.

astros on jacked rear, 3 piece
glass front end, $350 or offer.

Phone 255-7900, Ext. 38, betty. 9
A.M. and 6 P.M.

FOR FREE DELIVERY

color

CHIHUAHUA puppies 7 weeks

'56 Ford convert. 272 V8, quad,
3 spd., 4.11 rear end, new top,

1967 HONDA 300, excellent
condition. Best offer takes.

OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

point a quail, win blue ribbons.

HOME OWNER'S
Interior Latex ideal for garage

Call after 6 pm. RO 3 0170

Used Supro 2 pickup elec. guitar

AKC Beagle

Scrambler

305

$550. Top condition, low miles.

$64.05TAX INCLUDED

solo ,inglish Setter pups,
champ, sired, will love your kids,

ways, thermostat, perf.
827-3214.

Honda

1968

529-7298 oft. 6:30 or weekends.
Fo(n

Eves.

439 1976

CALL 259-4528

blind hems in dresses,
makes button holes, sews buttons
and fancy
monograms
on,
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service
guarantee.

2 year old male Golden Retriev-

Poodle pups, block mini beauties, AKC ped., home raised.

days 437-5920;
674 3668

67 TRUIMPH TR-6, 650cc, low
mileage, very clean

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

er - AKC.

'64 VOLVO WAGON
Air Conditioned
255-5547

'63 Ford station wagon, excel.
cond. P/S, R/H, $650. Ask for
Dottie,

(voimo)

best offer. CL 5-5046

'68 Norton, 750cc with new
clutch, recently tuned, $1050.
392.9835

2 Danish lounges $50.
825 8536

male, $100. 392-3286

'60 TR 3, rebuilt motor, like new
valves, battery, fires. $750 or

180 Electric
$325

Vox Super Twin Reverb. 4.12"
spkrs. 200 wts. pk. Call CL 9.

Golden Retrievers, 9 wks, AKC,
shots, parents X -Rayed, beautiful litter. $125-$150. 392-6617
Adorable AKC Min. poodles, 2
silver, 2 blacks, 5 wks., female &,

1960 Valiant, stick, runs good.
New brakes. $150. 529-7298,
triter 6:30 or weekends.

1967 Yamaha

825 8262.

55 -Musical Instruments

299.3538

766-8227, see aft. 5pm.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

originally $55, selling $25. call

439-4891
ADORABLE KITTENS.
CALL

air conditioned, private, 31050.

Mt. Prospect

3 pc. red sectional couch, excel!.
cond, originally $500, selling
couch table
beautiful
51,00;

Cocker Spaniel puppies, AKC,
Parti-colored, males, $90.

'65 Olds 98, 2-dr. HT, full power,

with

VACATIONEER CAMPER
add ci.room $550.

530. 392-9275.

FREE: Buff colored playful kittens'
- 8 weeks old.

Trailer,

Travel

SHASTA

16'

Mahog. desk 34x54 w/chair $30;
chrome kitchen set 60" tble. w/4

Champ. stock, Dam RinTinTin
line bred. 259.9415

or best offer. 255.4322

253-4447

Sews

DACHSHUND puppies AKC. Red
small standard - shots $75.
529 3686

16,000 Fall, pnrf. cond deluxe
controls. window fan, big 7500
CFM capacity, quiet 4 sps. both

offer. CL 5.5046
' 27 -Help Wanted Men or Women

air

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

4

model homes. Will separate. We

Call CL 5-8391

For Sale -Full set of golf clubs.
Good condition. $50.
Coll 392-3076

9 AM - 8 PM, 610 & 614 E. Ivy

unit. 115 Volts. Elec. Typewriter.

10,11.

BIG GARAGE SALE -July

25

runabout,

Delta

13'

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

26"; Stingray bike;
oak dining rm. set, round table,
buffet, 5 choirs; 2 record play-

9,000 BTU Air Cond't. Window

SELLING OUT FURNITURE In

chairs $35; Deluxe poker table

trailer, skis, radio & many other

Manual water softener, Sears

$200.

after 4 p.m. 297-6570.

wichair to match; mirror; chairs;

or best, CL 5-3662 of ter 6.

'66 Mustang convt, 289 3-sp.,
low miles, excel. -cond. $1295

Gloss Tops, Ex Cond. 392 4040

Jenny Lind double
bed complete. A real bargain.

boat. Solid built, unsprung, $40

Fury, Air, Full Power, Individual
'owner. Call 392-9786

'63 CHEVY PICK-UP TRUCK,
1/2 TON, $550 or offer.
537.4956

255.1395

war'es, dishes. 437.7358.

20" power rotary mower, push

spread, 5200. 296.2615
9 Piece Matched Bedroom Set/I
Twin Beds, 2 Tbls, Dres, Chest,

Like new 1968 4 dr. Plymouth

02-Trwits, Trailers

Sewing machine. Slightly cited.

table; badminton set; port. rec
ord player; green rug 71/2' x
41/2' w/matching runner; elec

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Gigantic gar. sale: July 10, 11,
& 12, 9 am. New things daily,
2065 Plainfield Dr., Des Pl. Nr.

fruitwood

round

36"

Rd., 1 blk W. of Potter)

1

Charming
37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

$2995. Pvt. 392-8465

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
_255-1107 or 359,-3200

July 18, 9 to 9; July 19, 9 to 5;

man & Cold ren, near Camp McDonald Rd., Prospect Ho. July 6,9,10,11

WAUCONDA TRADING POST
on 'Rte. 12, 4 miles north of
Lake Zurich. Bring this ad with

Homemade boot trailer for 14"

Coldspot refrig.,

equip. much misc. July 10 thru

Garage Sale: Corner of Alder

misc.

pc. Modern, white, full size
bedroom set, complete, lamps,

6177.

used bed, like new -525 complete. 2 air cond. 5000 BTU525

BIG MOVING SALE, refrig., stove,
TV's, radial arm saw, stereo

3141ummage & Garage Sale

ture, and bric-a-brac of much

1

antiques, picket fencing, Ext, dr.,
baby needs, Child clothes. 104 W.
Willow, P.H. 3928713.

(2 blks

pottery, tin,
bottles, lamps, furni

Reasonable, must sell. 359:6185

3

you. Open Fri. 8 Sat. 10.6.
Sun. 12.6. 526-7495 or 724.

LAWNMOWER

man's new hsewares samples,

Pl.

wood,

Rotary, used, $40,
or best offer. 259-3805

.Gor. Sale: July 10-12, 9-5prn,iSales-

St Des

areas.

Suburban

glass, iron,

per,

255-7113
Universal gas stove $25; 12'
pool w/filter
swimming
x36"
$35. 392-5152.

Prospect Hts.

'One of the largest selections
of antiques in the North and
Northwest

BEST OFFER.

other hsehold items included.
Sat. July 12, 10.4pm. 633 S. Beverly, Arl. Hts.

FOR SALE

$60. 824:2911.
SEARS WASHER

Elec. guitar & amp.; baby furn;

mica tbl, reversible cushions,
asking $125, 827.7413.

able Zenith TV, good condition,:

GAR. SALE: Salesman's sample
stereo albums; Port. Admiral TV;

827 6628

black & white port-

'67 Hartford 12'x60', like new.
Appliances & carpet incl.

2 6 ft. lounges with corner for-

ANTIQUES

'112 -Automobiles For Sale

198 -Mobile Homes

474ionie Funishings-Fundiure

34 -Arts and Anilines

k
k
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auto shopping center

ap 5.

.44e

NOR OOORND
FD
HERE AND
PRICES ARE B

How do

RIASED ELSEWHERE

CLOSED SUNDAYS

you improve on

July
SALE

1111101111.

'1111111r''"

WV_

'aWf

:1965' IMPALA

Factory Equipped

`CUSTOM COUPE

with V-8, Radio, Vinyl
Roof, Full Wheel Covers
More

'Ina, radi0 arid heater, white=

CHOICE OF

All

Ready for Delivery

40) -,ON ENTIRE
i) NEW DODGES

$°1' 195
.

19,05 RAMBLER 770

car service, too.

',/tritislogor viogoit; Auto male, radio and Nader.'

?ERICK

WICKSTRO

S& H GREEN STAMPS

CHEVROLET

(ON USED CARS ONLY)

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Widest selection of colors; automatic and standard

OSELI.E;IL[.

transmissions; all in stock!

529-7070

Our Low Overhead Saves
You Money, Why Pay for .
OVERHEAD!

'65 BELAIR 2 DR. SEDAN -

NORWOOD FORD, INC.

'65 BUICK 4 DR. -

$995

1-1/L A/T, P/5, R/H., air conditioning

'65 CHEVROLET SPORT VAN -

$895

A/T, R/H, and windows

$2749

'67 CHEVELLE "300" DE:IXE 4 DR. SEDAN 4 Dr. Sedan

$2670

2 Dr, Hardtop 8 cyl, auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright

Vinyl Roof, Low, Low Miles - One Owner Special

Silver lode, 8 cyl, auto, P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear

Every Avail. Opt., Mint Cond.

$1795

'67 BARRACUDA

$595

'65 CHEV. IMPALA 4 DR. HARDTOP -

Speed, Big Eng., Buckets,
Racing Stripes, HOT, Mint
Cond.

Vinyl goof, Auto., Power Steering, Radio, Heater, W/Walls..

(WHOLESALE SPECIALS)

'67 GTO 4 -SPEED

$1494

$795

'64 T-BIRp

4 Dr, 6 cyl, auto Fine second car.

Convert., Radio,
Trans., Full Pwr.

2 Dr equipped with extras

'62 FORD 2 DR. HARDTOP

Htr.,

10 Pass, Loaded with extras, Like Newl

Full Power, All White, Automatic Transmission.

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON
V 8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$1095

'65 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

'63 CHEVY HARDTOP

$195

'65 POLARA

'65 CHEVELLE HARDTOP

$395
$195

'61 MONZA

$989
'65 -FORD

.

Custom 4 Dr. Htp., Rodio,
Heater, Loaded with EXTRAS.

'WHEN OTHER DEALERS CAN'T, HOSKIN"

$585

10 Pass, V-8, Automatic Transmissiom, White Wall Tires, Power Steering, Chrome Luggage

$395

Radio, Heater, Good Transporation.

'64 CHEVROLET

NORWOOD
FORD INC.
Open Daily 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Sat. 'til 6 P.M. Closed Sundays

$484- 2

Dr.

AND

Great Buy!

'67 CAMERO
Cony., Auto., Power.

'62 TEMPEST

$1995

Sta. Wagon

'67 OLDS 4 DR.
Cutlass Autom., Power

'62 COMET CPE.

$1795

Automatic Trans.

'67 CAMERO
Coupe, Automatic

$1795

62 CHEV.WAGON

Polura 9 Pass.
Fact. Air Cond.

$2u95

HI -PERFORMANCE

9 Pass. Polara

CORNER

'68' CHARGER R/T

Automatic, Power

4 Speed

$1895

$2795

'66 OLDS

'68 PLY. GTX

,$1395

440 Eng., Fat. Warr.

'66 MUSTANG

$2595

KT.,

$1295

'67 CHEV. SS

'66 CORONET H/T

4 Speed

$2095

Automatic & Power

$1595

'67 CHARGER

$2095

'65 PLYM. WAG.

'67 BARACUDA

9 Pass., Autom., Power

$1395

Cony., 4 speed

'65 BUICK

'66 PONT. 2 + 2

Skylark, Power

4 Speed

$1995

-$1395
'65 FORD LTD

'66 PONT. GTO

Factory Air Cond.

4 Speed

$1995

RENT

Full

Factory Equipment.

CARS

797

'65 PLYM. FURY
4 Speed

$1495

$1095

I

i-or Fre.e. Credit Check'

Call:

175 North Arlington Hts. Road

CREDIT CHE CK!

Cee Eddy

phone RO 3-1500

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

DODGE CITY

HOURS

CHICAGOLAND'S LARGEST

MON thru FRI
9 AM to 9PM
SAT 9.6 PM

.6333 N. HARLEM Ave.

'64 CHEV. 4 DR.

$1995

Automatic Trans.

'

SP 5-6616

FREE

Factory Air Cond.

65 COMET __4. DR,

LEASE -

-

'65DART
Beautiful

$795

'64 CHEV.WAGON

WE

4 Dr., 6 Cyl., Auto. Trans., Ra-1
dio, Htr., Sharp. Perfect second'

carl

VOLKSWAGEN Sedan

$1295

Rack

'61 FORD STATION WAGON

'68 MUSTANG

4 Speed

$195

& Ready.

$1295

$195

'63 CHEVY 4 DR. SEDAN

4 Dr. Htp., Radio, Air, Full Pwr.
WW'S, Bal of Fac. Warr. SharF

V 8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

'62 COMET

$1098

$1695

'67 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

Heater,

Auto. Trqns., Radio,
Full Power, Sharp.

$395

Auto.

'66 MUSTANG ,

$2495

'68 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN' WAGON

$1095

$2295

Hdtp. Automatic

$1292

$795

'66 FORD CUSTOM

9 Pass., Autom., PoWer

4 Dr. Hdtp. Power.

radio. Many extras. White.

'65 DODGE

$995

$1688

$1195

'64 DODGE WAG.

Automatic Power
Factory Warranty

'66 DODGE WAG.

Radio, Heater, PRICED TO SELL

Big Eng., Spt. Cpe.

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

$795

'65 FORD FALCON 2 DR. -

$2792

speakers, body molding Demo.

'67 FORD IL CONVERTIBLE

$1495

Auto., Radio, Heater, PRICED TO SELL

4

$2982

$1095

'68 CORONET
H.T.

'66 DODGE WAG. Excellent Value $ 395

Cpe. DeVille, Fact. Air-Cond.,

vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,

'69 GALAXIE 500

$1595

'66 PLYMOUTH FURY 4 DR. -

'66 CADILLAC

$3492

2 Dr Hardtop New lime color. 351 V -B, cruise-o-matic, P.S.,
many extras Demo

'66 CHEVROLET IMPALA, SUPER. SPORT V-8, Auto., Bucket Seats, Power Steering, W/Walls,

$2096

Hawaii Blue color

'69 LTD FORD

V-8, Auto., Power Steering, Air Conditioning

BRAND NEW
'69 DART
SWINGER

Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.
Priced to sell Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

'69 FAIRLANE

'67 CHEV. IMPALA 2 DR. HARDTOP -

$2296

$2764

.

$1295

'69 CORONET

PRICES

'69 MUSTANG

8 cyl Auto, factory air conditioned,

$895

6 cyl, R/H

BRAND NEW'
'69 CHARGER

CLEARANCE

Our trade is worth more at

Automatic 8 Power

'67 MUSTANG

Auto., Radio, Heater, READY TO GO

any bonafide deal

'64 OLDS '88

Factory Warranty

Factory Air Cond.

SPECIAL

We will not be undersold on

'68 CHARGER

$2095

SPECIALS

$ALE!

-

$1095

$2695

'67 CHARGER

USED CAR

VACATION
DISCOUNT

GET OUR

Convert., Autom., Power

Factory Air Cond.

CEE EDDY'S

T -BIRD

'64 CHEV. SS -

Factory Air Cond.
Warranty

$2195

HOSKINS

.OPEN SUNDAYS!

FORDS, MUSTANGS, T -BIRDS,
FALCONS AND FAIRLANES
IN STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

'68 CHARGER

Coupe, Aufontunc

Lt.

OVER 210 NEW

CARS
aGRAT
USEDED

$2495

DICK

IN STOCK FOR

STOCK OF

957

By beingl in

-EKCEILENT: CONDI.;

,

PRICES

2!41)

,COUNTRYSQUIRE

.

OWN DEAL!
YEAR-END
\\,

.

vo; Artforoatia. power star.:
radii) obit 'hooter, white

$2305

COME IN EARLY FOR
YOUR 4TH OF JULY SAVINGS!

,

.

Fully

20

'

'

$1295
19651ORD

Factory Equipped

$3390

List Price

to.passengir; air cOntIDIaoadi,
VS; Nnosfyllsile, power .trier.

rBIG FULL SIZE
NEW '69 FORD

NEW '69 FORD LTD
Fully

being 1 in
car sales?

STATiolsoNAGQN,:

i*OATIoN.ispEc!AL

NOME,

AS QUIET AS A ROLLS ROYCE

PICK YOUR
44*,, PRICE...
!WRITE YOUR

DODGE DEALER.

7250 W. DEVON
OPEN EVENINGS '111 10 P M

All DAY SUNDAY.

439-0900
CLOSED SUNDAY

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
392-6300!ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON

PARK RACE TRACK

SHOP HOURS
8-5 MON to FRI

OPEN DAILY ?IL
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

t

regr,
a

,

rx

Tbe Prooect Dap

WEATHER
Tonight' Chance of thunder-

showers, hot and humid. To.
morrow' Chance of thundershowers,

continued

hot

and

253-4400

Your Home Newspaper

humid

Newsstand Price 10 Cents
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Record Number Here Seek
Con -Con Delegate Seats
Lemoine Stitt Jr.. Inverness.
and Samuel LaSusa, Barring-

By Richard Cribb
Twenty-six persons are running for the four seats from the

challenged

THOSE FILING on the
final day fr'om the 4th Dis-

northwest suburbs in the first
constitutional convention to
be held in Illinois in nearly
half a century.

in the 3d District, which em-

the four candidates getting the
highest_ total of votes will run

may

withdraw. Two will be elected

trict were Samuel T. Cohn,
Lincolnwood; Franklin Lee.
James Gottreich and William

Sixteen of these arc running

sonic

and

from each of ilia 58 state sena-

in the general election to he
held Nov. 18. The convention

torial districts.

opens 20 days later.

IN FIVE OF the 58 districts it will not he necessary

Parker, Lincolnwood.

to hold
All five

braces the westernmost townships in Cook County. Ten are
running in the 4th district.
which is made up of Maine and
Niles townships.
On Friday, the final day for
filing, four additional candi-dates filed from the 3d district
and five from the 4th District.
The last four to file from the 3d

In the 3d District five candifront Arlington
dates are
Heights, four from Mount
Prospect, two each from Bar-

District were Winn c. Davidson, Palatine; Mrs. Madeline
Schroeder, Arlington Heights;

one from Park Ridge.
A total of 541 persons have
filed for the 116 seats in

Chicago dis-

tricts, three are on the West
Side and two on the South
Side. Unless more than four

LaSusa of Barrington Park.

The 4th District candidates
for con -con seats will appear

are:

on the primary ballot as fol-

son Jr.. Barrington: Virginia

Des Plaines; Theodore A. Shapero. Skokie: Marshall S.

lows: Michael Howard Lavin,

Eugene I.. Griffin. Arlington Heights; Thomas J. John-

In the 4th District

candidates seek the convention
seats, no primary will be held.
There are 28 districts in

two candidates are from Des
Plaines. four from Skokie,
three from Lincolnwood and

Chicago has but two candi-

rington, Inverness and Prospect Heights, and one from
Palatine.

ning for con -con seats in the
3d District. in the order in
which their names will appear on the primary ballot,

primary election.
are

Pa lat ine:.Madel ine Schroeder.
Arlington Heights: LemoineStitt Jr.. Inverness. and Samuel

THE 16 PERSONS run-

C. Nigut, Skokie, and Clyde

a

Robert A. Bush and Annis G.
Bush. Mount Prospect: Mary
J. Carlson. Prospect Heights;
Douglas Roy Cannon. Mount.
Prospect: Winn C. Davidson.

held Sept. 23. In the primary

the constitutional convention.
Some may he successfully

ton Park.

Macdonald.
Arlington
Heights; William R. Engelhardt, Inverness; ,Lester , A.

Howard. Park Ridge: Jerome
Goldstick. Lincolnwood: Anne
H. Evans. Des Plaines; Sam-

Bonaguro. Arlington Heights:

uel

B.

which 10 or more candidates
have filet'. The 44th District in

Donald F. Colby.

T. Cohn. I.incolnwood;
Franklin Ice, Skokie: James
Goureich, Skokie; William C.

Prospect

Heights; John G. Woods. Arlington Heights: Wilfred L.

dates, thus both are assured
seats at the convention.
The con -con primary will be

Robbins.

Mount

Nigut, Skokie, and Clyde Parker. Lin,:olnwood.

Prospect;

Prospect Heights Library
Seeking Site for Building
By Ben Clarke

The Prospect Heights LiDiane Toblesky of Mount ProSpect doesn't need long fingernails or an exploding pen to protect herself at the Mid -America

Fast Draw Contest held Sunday at Ilwathom-Melody Farm.
(Photo by Harold Wamhach)

ford, about $15,000. The problem is where to find an accessible site at the price desired.

brary has a problem but it
hasn't been able to find the

As a matter of fact. vacant
acreage of this size near the

solution.
Its board has a goal --11/2

Prospect Heights shopping
center at Camp McDonald Rd.
and Illinois 83 is hard to come

acres of land as the site for a
new library at a price it can af-

by. Mrs. Robert Lusk, board

West' Lives Again
In an era when Dustin Hoffman, star of ' the Graduate,"
is replacing Gary Cooper as a
movie hero, the Chicago Colt

Plaines

Fast Draw Club chooses to
live in the shadows of "high

Heights led area contestants by
placing fourth in yesterday's

contest Marty Bloom of Bensenville was 10th, Wally Toblesky of Mount Prospect was
Paul

and

popular lately because of the
bad publicity about guns,"
said Walter Toblsky, 427
Larkdale, Mount Prospect,
past president of the Chicago

area club. "You talk about

shooting and right away they
THERE WERE 24 contest- think you're a bunch of
ants in the men's division and whacks."
five in the women's division. member, two of which arc
Area contestants competed a- women. It has been in exisgainst quick draw experst from tence for 15 years. The club
such places as Yukon, Okla.: practices once a week at HawScottsdale, Ariz. and Boon thorn -Melody during the summer and at Rand Park in the
ville, Ind.
Competition was won' by winter.
"WE TRY TO bring the Old
Ron Bright, Woodriver,.
world's fast draw champion. West with our clothes and our
His wife, Joyce, won the wo- six-guns", said Toblesky. The
men's competition yesterday. club members stage mock
"The sport has become less hold-ups of the train at Haw

art of the quick draw, participated yesterday in the Mid American Fast Draw contest
at Hawthorn -Melody Farm in
Libertyville
Dick Plum of Prospect

1 th,

14th:

sion.

noon "
Arca [mollies s of the club,
which is trying to preserve the

I

placed.

Chuck Eichelkraut of Prospect Heights was 24th. Diane
Toblesky of Mount Prospect
was third in the women's divi-

Knaub of Des

The township has six of the
record field of 12 GOP candidates running in the special
Oct 7 primary for the 13th district seat in the U S congress
vacated by Donald Rumsfeld

who has become director of
Republicans
Trier
hurried then endorsement last
Wednesday evening in hopes
of bringuig about some withdrawals

for printing the ballots.

campaign.

Meanwhile the candidates
are returning to the campaign
trails today following the New
Trier endorsement and the refusal of any candidate to quit

Gov. Ogilvie earlier this
year appointed Bartell head of
an interim task force to study
work of .state agencies involved in finance.
"This experienced research

Meetings
Tonight

dorsement may have actually
had exactly the oppo9te effect
because the results were indecisive Rep Alan Johnston.

Prospect Heights School

District 23 Board of Education, MacArthur Junior
Melt. Scl I Miller, 7:30

er%

IN PRACTICE there is an-

p.m.

Mount Prospect Park
District Board, 6(11) See-

other opportunity open to can-

didates which wish to withdraw at a still later date. Candidates may appeal to Illinois
Electoral Hoard when it meets
to certify the results of the filing and order the primary pal
lots printed
I he hoard has made a prac-

tice of permitting anyone who

wishes not to appear on the
ballot to quit the race until the
order is given for printing the
ballots

I he

state

-solid information on what 115'e
public wants its government to

electoral

Policy

Com-

mittee, 2123 S. Ailington
Heights Rd., Arlington
Heights, 7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Fire
and Police
Committee,
Village Hall, 8 p.m.
9

community -spirited

person

a TV Outdoor Sportsman's
Show.

story, store front location at
the

shopping

center,

with

The speed of the draw is about 9.000 volumes in the
clocked electrically. The Coll adult department and a chiltestants arc also judged by dren's department of 6,000
accuracy in shooting at targets

the size of a man and at moving ballons.

books plus a magazine section.
The rent is $250 a month.

"WE WOULD like to get

Toblesky said the club
stresses gun safety and respect
for the weapons. The club has

now, hart an arritinnt

into more spacious quarters,"
Mrs. Lusk said. "We have concentrated on the children's
section and would like to en-

Rep. Eugene F, SChlickman

of Arlington Heights, the only
candidate residing in the west-

ern section of the district, resumes campaigning today after returning from Washing-

work of the federal govern.

Car Looted
The trunk of a car belonging

to Gaillee Urban, of 212 S.
HiLusi, Mount Prospect, was
broken into early Friday and a
spare

Prospect Heights Library
District now taxes at a rate of
$.058 per $100.

"I doubt if we will go to the
maximum, this year, (196970),"

Lusk

Mrs.

said.

She

added, though, that any increase in the tax rate levied
would go to improve service -

to keep the library open five
days a week instead of the
present three.

If the land is obtained, the
size of the facility desired and
the means of obtaining necessary funds is yet another
matter. The possibility of fed-

eral aid is remote, Mrs. Lusk
said.

- Plans for the building in --financing through a
bond issue referendum. John
Haas, attorney for the library
valve

The 90 -degree -plus weather yesterday took its toll on Central

buckled under the bright
board, said the building size Rd. in Mount Prospect. The pavement
a jostle. The damage was
necessary is based on a "rule sunlight, giving motorists quite
of thumb" from the North discovered first by an Arlington Heights policeman oh patrol

who turned the problem over to Mount Prospect authorities. The
surface had been re -paved by nightfall. (Photo by Curt Wilson)

(Continued on Page 21

Partially

Scalps Girl
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Marianne Eric. 11. was partially scalped Saturday at a
neighbor's home in Elk Grove
Village. when she was bitten
on the head by a St. Bernard
dog that had gotten loose. according to police.
Marianne. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Eric Jr.. of 710
Love. spent Saturday night in
the intensive care unit of St.
Alexius Hospital. and is now in
satisfactory condition.
said .the girl was at a
rilighbor's home when the dog
got loose and attacked her

Light Broke',
Chicago & North Western Ry. train yesterday detouring at
Weller Creek ocerpa.s.4. Wrirk crews Saturday began restoring the

ment at close range.

Education

"We would welcome any

cumstances. Under a recent

when she became scared.

The work will cover air and
Water pollution problems, taxation, federal aid and other
pressing national problems,"
Mathewson reported.

Prospect Heights Park
District Board, John Muir
District 59 Board of

half -mile radius was a one-half
acre parcel priced at $20,000.

"Right

will he able to guide me with

ton, D.C., where he spent
much of lagt week studying the

School, 7:30 p.m.
'

have a tax rate of $.12 per $100
of assessed valuation. The

strong backer of the library,
but the only lot for sale that
could be located within the

I.usk. She said that it had to be
In recent months they have a location accessible to schools
put on demonstrations for and the shopping section.
it's a
now
retarded children and for the
men at Great Lakes. About a stalemate," she added.
The library now is crammed
month ago they appeared on
into a 25 -foot wide, single

fields of taxpayer interest and

GN% tin, 7:30 p.m.
-

state law, a library district may

Heights Woman's Club, long a

the children.

group," said Mathewson,
"will delve into the federal

en-

dorsement by only two votes at
a meeting in which there were
many absences of party work-

Prospect

who was willing to help us in
thorn -Melody to the delight of any way possible," said Mrs.

do.

Friday was the final date for

"official" withdrawals There
were none fhe New Trier en-

of kenilworth won the

will head a re
search committee to aid his

group is scheduled to meet
Aug. 7 to make arrangements

JOSEPH MATHEWSON of
Winnetka, one of the six GOP
candidates for congress from
New Trier Township, announced that 14. Riibert"Bartell
nationally known educator and

the Oeo
New

$15,000 from the

She said that service was the
best possible under current cir-

11111hikolhisielia

economist,

the race.

large the other sections."
"We want to give our
people adequate service."

St. Bernard

12 GOP Candidates Vie
In Race or Congress
The strategy of the New
Trier Township Republicans
did not work

chairman, said that the board
would like to locate the library
within a half -mile of the shopping center for convenience to
the community.
has
The library
hoard

Uric

and

wheel

were

stolen, according to police.

part of the Weller Creek improvement project, has been
plefed.'

COM-

tracks to their original position now that work on the overpass,

Tracks Returned to Old Route
Chicago and North Western
Ry. construction crews Saturday and Sunday began restoring train tracks 'Which pass
over Weller Creek to their
original position.

while the Weller Creek channel was being improved under-

neath tie tracks at Northwest
Hwy. I he highwtiy traffic also
had been diverted during in-

stallation of large concrete
culverts at the Creek overpass,

Nearly 700 tons of white but the highway traffic is now
stone was dumped last week in back on the formtr straight

preparation for the train track route.
installation, which is planned
The Weller Creek flood
for weekends when 'fewer
control project is a minimum
trains are scheduled.
Tracks had been detoured of two weeks behind schedule
4

because

of the June rains

which held up some construction phases, according to Des
Plaines Mayc4.- Herbert H.
Behrel.

nel at Woodbridge Rd. is being
carried out.

The Washington St. bridge
construction was seriously

delayed because of flooding,
Behrel

TWO SECTIONS of culvert must be poured at the east

end of Parker -Hannifin property. 501 South Wolf Rd. This

30 to 35 feet of culvert then
will be backfilled.
Finaliilredging of the chan-

said.

But conditions

permitted the pouring of the
top concrete slab Thursday.
This slab must set for seven
days. In the meantime, Schloss

Construction Co. crews will
form the concrete wing walls
at the bridge site.

spotlight on ihe.garage.of,._
Mrs. Florence Nelson, Of 1109
Clever, Mount Prospect, was
the object of attack for vandals

who shattered the $5 fixture
early Saturday, police said yesterday.

Gripe
Of The
Day
To have my daughter,
who has just received her
keep
permit,
driver's

bothering me to take her
driving. G.H.

v
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Summer School Takes on Casual Air
school students arc enriching

By K. C. Radtke

their academic program. Some

arc making up credits and a
few are accelerating, (taking
additional courses)," said Pat

Summer school is a casual
scene these days in District
2I4's six high schools, where
more than 3,000 students are

Randle,

district _summer
school director.
A breakdown of enrollment
figures indicates that driver's

foregoing a morning at
beach for extra
enrichment.

.."

-

the
academic

education nets the most pu1,468 --dispils -a total of

Boys and girIS alike dress
"cool" in all senses of the
word. Shorts are pretty much
standard, hose are out, and
T-shirts are "in." Sandals and
gym shoes cover the feet that

tributed as follows: 184 class-

room, 203 behind wheel at
John Hersey High School; 166

classroom, 230 behinf wheel

At least

hind wheel at Elk Grove High
School, and 91 classroom, 89
behind wheel at Arlington
High School.

RANDLE SAID

until noon) poking through lit-

weight training.
The'district is employing at
least 60 teachers to staff the
two summer'sessions of three

erature,

weeks each.

1,342

high

schoolers are spending their

mornings (daily from 8 a.m.

Hersey

and 'Forest View offer a combination program in which
students learn to drive using a
simultator, and range (the
parking Rat complete with
driver's obstacles). but do not
actually drive on the street until the end of the course.

business

education,

social science and math text-

The second session will be-

books or tinkering with ma-

gin July 14 and run through

chinery and special equipment
in vocational courses.

Aug. I, offering the same
academic menu with the addi-

TallieS for the six schools

tion of basic electricity, woodworking and repetition of
homemaking I and power me-

give the general academic arid

vocational enrollment as fol-

In the district's four other

lows: Hersey 558; Forest View
146; Prospect 191: Wheeling

chanics.

41; Elk Grove 92, Arlington

Drivers' education also will
begin July 14 and run through
Aug. 8.
The district will continue to
offer transportation by bus for

scurry off buses, along narrow

at Forest View High SEhool.

schools,

roadways and down school

Ninety classroom, 68 behind wheel at Prospect High

driving from a textbook and

Randle said that there prob-

six hours' driving experience,

able are 300 boys and girls

corridors.

The sun-tanned look is optional.

"The majority of summer

the

students

learn

School; 105 classroom, 49 be-

Randle said, adding that 34

hind wheel at Wheeling High

cars are in use for the district's
drivers' education.

School; 104 classroom, 88 be -

214.

involved
summer
such

as

in extra -curricular
school
programs.
chorus, band, and

those students who have no
other means of getting to class.

Obituaries
Arthur Brabend

Services will be tomorrow at

Arthur Brabend, 80, II N.
Pine. Mount Prospect, died
Saturday at the Northbrook
Volunteer model Valeri Hebert poses in the summer art class
now being offered at John Hersey High School as a student ponders his sketch. Miss Hebert lives at 301 N. Russell, Mount Prospect. (Photo by Jac Stafford)

Wins $250
Scholarship

9:30 a.m. at Friedrich's Funeral Home. Burial will be at
All Saints Cemetery.

Nursing Home.

Survivors include his son,

Arthur of Mount Prospect,
and two grandchildren.

John Gunnell
John Gunnell, 74, owner
and manager of Gunnell's
Restaurant in Mount Prospect, died Saturday at Northwest Community Hospital.
Survivors include his widow, Lillian; a son, John of San

vat

Vs

11/

Francisco, and two grandchildren.
Services were to be this,

Kevin P. Hayes, a student at
Jack London Junior High
School. Wheeling, was scheduled to receive a $250 scholarship from the State Depart-

morning at Friedrich's Funeral Home. Burial was to be at
Queen of Heaven Cemetery.

msnt of Illinois Polish Legion

Timothy Mitchell

"Cir American Veferans in Mi.: -6'
cago today.

.

Timothy Mitchell, 40, of
1105 Juniper in Mount Pros-

Kevin won the "P.L.A.V.
Aid to Schools for the Blind

and Partially Seeing Scholar-

ship" with his essay entitled
"What My Goal Is In Life As
a Partially Seeing American

trict sales manager for William
H. Rohrer Pharmaceutical

\

Co.

/1 ,-:110P"

Survivors include his wife,
Jean: sons Michael, Daniel,

Student."

and James; his father, John of
Milwaukee, and a brother,
Larry of Milwaukee.

Participants
Practice for

Visitation will be tonight at
Oehler Funeral Home in Des

Youth Olympics

Plaines.

The Paddock Olympics, for
boys and girls going into the
7th grade and up to, but not

held July 29 and 30 at Lions

waukee.

Park in Mount Prospect.
the

in

softball

toss,

tennis

singles,

broad jump, kickball, jump
rope and others.

to pleas from concerned residents who had noticed the animal hopping
around with an arrow through
sponse

its head.

Debbie, Mount Prospect, died
Thursday in a boating
Mount Prospect Policeman B. Warren Fischer lifts slain rab- accident. He was a vice presibit which was shot illegallY. He tracked the animal down and put dent at First National Bank in
it out of its misery Friday morning.
Chicago.

ing yard and killed it with one

shot from his revolver. The
rabbit had an arrow stuck
through its head.
The rabbit had been the object of several complaints
during the past two weeks, but
no officer had been able to get
close enough to risk a shot.

Around 9 a.m. Mount ProsThe rabbit was brought to
pect police received word of the Mount Prospect Police
the injured animal being in a station and the arrow is being
yard at 505 Manawa Tr. Fis- held as possible evidence in a
cher tracked it to a neighbor- case of illegal hunting by

Prospect Hts. Library
Seeking Building Site
(Continued from Page I )

Survivors include his wife,

Haas also is attorney for the
Heights Park
District, and he was ques-

Prospect

square feet of area for each
person in the district. (about

tioned by the Day about two

As of last year, Haas said,
the cost of such a building was
estimated at $125,000 to

$140,000. He said that with
the steadily -increasing

costs

of construction, a referendum
of $150,000 was indicated. He
calculated the annual cost to

the individua taxpayer at $3
for -a 20 -year, $1-50,000 -bondissue.

Haas was referring to the
"average" homeowner whose
property has an equalified assessed valuation of $10,000.
Such a taxpayer is now paying
$5.80 a year under the $.058

Catherine; daughters Mary,
Margaret and Anne; sons Ke-

vin, Michael and Brian; his
Mother, Dorothy of Evanston;
brothers William and Thomas,
and his grandparents, Charles
and Maude Ferguson of Chi-

someone in the village.
Police said that shooting
with bows and arrows and BB

guns is illegal in Mount Prospect.

this morning at St. Emily's
Church. Burial was to be at All
Saints Cemetery.

BURCHARD'S

Cleaners

lots owned by the park district
on which the park district and

library board reached
tentative.tagreement a couple
of months ago.

The lots, of a combined size
of 200 feet by 300 feet face Illinois 83 just north of Olive St.
extended, running east 300
feet. The tentative agreement
gitgested lease -of -the hag by

Remember US

your vacation!
No matter where you

travel, you and your family will look your best,
--

if you send all of your -

the library district to ereCa

vacation wear to us first

building for its exclusive use,

for expert dry cleaning.

or for shared use with the
park district.
Haas said that since the
meeting both parties have had
second

thoughts

about

the

lots are filled Iliad and haek up
on a slough.

NO EXTRA CHARGE

Palatine Rd., and Wolf and

The park board thinks that
if it released control over the
land 'to the library, and later
applied to the federal govern-

River Rds:, should its residents
petition for annexation and
proeeihires.
folio.
This area ouid round out the

district:

ment for

a

:,rant

trs

obtain

more Lin.t. i
',
why it leased out land already
held.

CONVENIENT
And

...

READY CREDIT can be
a Plus to -your
Checking Account

When you have a Mount Prospect State Bank Checking Account .you may
have the big added plus of a READY CREDIT Account.
When you apply for READY CREDIT, we establish a maximum credit amount
for you.

You may draw on this amount AT ANY TIME, regardless of your current
checking balance, by just writing a check.
Anytime checks presented against your account are in excess of your balance.
we consider Such checks as a request for funds and will draw the money from
your READY CREDIT Account.
You will receive a monthly statement covering ill transactions in your READY
CREDIT Account.

COME IN TODAY!
File an application for your handy READY CREDIT
Account..There's no cost or obligation. Well notify you
just how much credit you have established;
.

SHIRT LAUNDRY

a

MRS. LUSK said that such
building would accommodate even the needs of the
area bounded by Euclid and

LOW COST. 0/ERSATILE

BEFORE You start

Expert
Same Day Cleaning
and Shirt Service

district.

WHEN IN NEED

Funeral mass was to be said

agreement. The library board
fears that the soil base might
not be proper for building. The

per' $100 rate to the library

.

a totally new kind of automatic credit .

cago.

IN DES PLAINES

Suburban
Library System.
This calls for eight -tenths

10,000 population).

ALWAYS THERE .

Brian Shanahan, 37, of II

Officer Kills Rabbit
Wounded by Arrow
Policeman B. Warren Fischer, Mount Prospect, Friday
performed a mercy killing of a
wounded young rabbit in re-

UNT

Brian Shanahan

/.;:j

contestants
practices in

Rolling Meadows, at Kimball
Hill playground July II in

,.

i

Funeral mass will be tomor-

including 14 -year -olds, will be

Many of

ACC

dit

k

row at 10:30 a.m. at St. Emily's Church. Burial will be at
Holy Cross Cemetery in Mil-

participated

Ready

pect, died Saturday at Holy
Family Hospital. He was dis-

at

Mount Prospect State Bank
Busse and Emerson Mount Prospect, Id CLearbrook 9-4000
-

BURCHARD'S CLEANERS
Branch Store
Prairie Ave ft Lee St. DriveIn Plant & Store
Oukton- Des Plaines

PHONE 827-5531.

1.0111111Y HOURS C30 am to 2:00 pm daily thru

Saturday. mcept Wed. Friday awning& 5:30 until S.
ORIVO.UP HOURS II:30 am to 4:00 pm daily

formy1Y30 am to $OO pm Sal. CIO am to 2:00 pm
WALIC.UP HOURS 2:00 pm to 4.00 pm 'Monday.

yuyypyy & inurypyy 6:30 to 4,00 pm Wadnirody,
2:00 to 5:30 pm Friday Closed Saturday

.

.

El I
4

.

Topiary trees are being decorated by Mrs. Charles Pease, decorating co-chairman, and Mrs. Harry Eickenberg, staging chairman. These will be used as the theme for the Sixth Annual Symposium to be held at the O'Hare Concord Motel.

Mrs. Eugene TamiHo of Des Plaines secretary for the Garden
Club of Illinois is also serving with Mrs. Joseph Koenen as publicity co-chairman for the Sixth Annual Symposium.

The quiet of a garden pool attract Mrs. John Harker of Park Ridge from her duties momentarily.
She Is serving as general chairman for the July 23-25 symposium.

toeQtfltnfrti bfloe
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PROSPECT DAY

Set a ,Summer
Centerpiece

4,

Super Symposium

Monday, July 14, 1969

Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor
isqsi000 LLD ILSLILMI

Stolz, author

-A super -symposium is being
planned by the Garden Club of

Illinois aided by local federated clubs.

The Sixth Annual

Symposium is co -sponsored by the

Illinois Council of Nationally
accredited Hower Show Judg-

will be held at O'Hare
Concord Motor Inn, 6565 N.
es. It

Mannheim Road, Des Plaines,
July 23 through 25.

The program includes Dr.
Charles W. Dunham, profes-

from

of marigolds, petunias,

he-

merocallis and true lilies.

Upper

Charles Pease, Palatine; Mrs.

Emil Fidk, MCiuhr Prospect;
Mrs. ,Charles Moser, Arling7,

women

grapes --evenly interspaced --to

tinctions" and Mrs. E.F. Simpson, master judge and instructor from Memphis, Tenn., will
Appreciation,
"Oral
give

ton Heights. Mrs, C. E. Carter
of Arlington Heights will serve
in conjunction with the Flow-

since the beginning of recorded history, and today their
classic loveliness is as appro-

yourframe.Nowregularlyspace
your frame. Now regularly

er Show Schools,

priate in June as in December,

Analyzation and Judging or
Floral Art."
Joshua B. Kind, art critic
and professor from the Chicago Art Institute will give
"Reflections' on the Current
.Scene."

"Landscape

Design

for Ease of Maintenance" will
be presented by Gene Stiefvater, landscape architect from
Milwaukee, Wis,

involving pigmetit, music, colpred lights and drama.

Mrs. Archie Lingle of Park

YOU MAY WISH to have

Ridge is in charge of registrations with Mrs. Robert Stoffels
on staging, Mrs. H. F. Eickenberg, exhibits; Mrs. John

your centerpiece made by your

4

florist; but if you .pnce learn
' the art, you will Be satisfied

Brodt, hospitality; Mrs. E..J.
Tamillo and Mrs. Joseph Koe-

and tempted to repeat it again
, using different fresh flower

,.

nen, publicity; Mrs. Christen
Pedersen, books; Mrs. Ray-

1

mond Rohde, ways and means;

.411111t

.....'

Mrs. L. E. Copeland, treasur-

. Air'

''''r

t

,._

er, Mrs. Jerome Thelandcr and
Mrs. Charles Pease, decorations.

for further infornfation conMrs. A.

Lingle,

1725

Good Avenue, Park Ridge,
60068 no'later than July 18,

themes and color schemes.

Here, from the Society of

"American Florists, are the basic steps for your first venture:
Purchase a padded wreath
frame (these are reusable),

floral wire, and water picks
from your florist. (For the

All lectures arc open to the
public. Seats are reserved in
order of paid attendance and
tact

Symposium include Mrs.

b c a u t y -conscious

This exquisite wreath of fruit and white roses is designed for a summer dining table by the
Society of American Florists. Directions for making it appear in the accompanying article. (Photo
Courtesy of Society of American Florists)

uninitiated, water picks are
tiny water containers for indi, vidual fresh flowers). When

properly positioned, they are
invisible,

The Flower Bin
petals and eight large petals

(following pattern inset in

photograph) from the duplex
To create the paper flower crepe,, six times as large as

to make.

tfian few homes have, you will

pictured. Cup the petals slight-

need the following materials: ly near the top, holding back
one -fold duplex crepe paper side toward you. Flute the top
(in red, pink, or white), green edge of each petal.
cotton -covered spool wire, a
STEP 2: Snip the heads
number of stamens, rose
leaves, stem winding, and all- from one end of about 20
stamens. Wrap the stamens
purpose glue.

Here's how to make the

flower:

STEP

:

with cotton -covered spool
wire, leaving the ends about

Cut six small two inches long for the stem.

enormously

A romance that began in
beautiful Hawaii culminated
in marriage with the wedding
ceremony in Trinity Chapel,

Paste the six small petals
around the stamens,. overlapping each other. Paste four of
the large

and

Kanoehe Bay in Honolulu, on

petals around the

May 31

stamens overlapping previous
petals. Fill in the spaces with

Linda Rae Ducey, daughter

of Mr and Mrs. Herbert Ducey of Mount Prospect, formerly of Arlington Heights,
became the bride of Robert
Lawrence Flynn, corporal 'in
' the U S Marines, son of Mr.
-and Mrs D. L. Flynn of At-

the four remaining petals.
Wrap with spool wire to hold.
STEP 3: Trim serrated edge
from rose leaves and attach to
flower with glue. Reinforce
with stem winding.

two to three blossoms per
group. Each rose is held

securely in place by a water
pick.

Add three bright red apples

and there is no need to wire
these.

Last of all, surround

each cluster of roses with five
or six lemon leave".

Wins B.S. Degree
William E. Carlson,

1419

S. Fern Dr.. Mount Prospect,
was awarded a bachelor., of

sgience in Business and.

Economics from the Illinois.
Institute of Technology dur-

ing commencement
ceremonies June 6.

Make as many flowers as
you like to form a bouquet.

THE BRIDE 'was accom. panied to the islands by her
her

grandmother,

Mrs. Lewellyn Houghton, her
maid of honor and her bridesmaid. Her aunt, Miss Lucille

Stewart of Olympia, Wash.,
z, joined them in Honolulu,
/) rr

Chaplain Joel R. Fletcher
conducted the 4 p.m. doublering ceremony. The bride was
given in marriage by Daryl K.

'

Banks.

For her bridal outfit, she

MR. AND MRS. ROBERT L. FLYNN

chose a floor -length gown of
white silk organza, with yoke
and center panels of Chantilly
embossed lace, She wore a
short veil and carried a triple
white carnation lei with white

CAMELLIA PETALS

orchids,
Miss Dorene Sue Tessmer of

"

Arlington Heights served

as

i maid of honor, and Miss Bridie

Stanton of Mount Prospect
t was bridesmaid.. Following the
tropical theme, both girls wore
identical muu muus in 'a muted
yellow print. They carried
double yellow plumeria leis
and wore matching headpieces.

THE

'

BRIDE'S

mother

wore a floral print gown in
shades of pink and yellow.

mere and more, camellias are being arranged in vases rather than floating In water contained in

a shallow dish. For contrast, you may wish to mix red, pink, and white flowers in the same
arramfment. For example, one might make the three at the lowerlett (the focal &int) In Otte color,
i

ry H. Marr III. All three are
with the First Marine Brigade
at Kanoehe Bay.

Following the ceremony, a
reception dinner was given at
the Tahitian Lanai of the Waikikian, in Waikiki Beach. The
couple honeymooned at Ma-

kaha Shores for a week. A
home reception is planned by
the bride's parents when the
newlyweds are in Mount Prospect the end of July.

THE NEW Mrs. Flynn is a
graduate of Prospect
High School. attended Wisconsin State University in
1966

lanta, Ga

mother,

while completing the "L" in another color.

space six small groupings of
white roses upon the frame --

Hawatt Wedding

by 'Cheryl Haugh

Though camellias arc difficult to grow, they arc easy

wish to combine with your real

red apples on a small round fruit. Let us assume you
wreath, place a single dinner- choose, _lemon leaves, white
Neatly tuck ,a profusion of
time candle in the center, and
your creation will delight ev- pittosporum Wage into the
frame padding. These tiny
ery member of the family.
Wreathes, incidentally. are green leaves will be the base
an anytime innovation. They for your arrangement. Wire
have adorned the homes of six small clusters of pale green

Montclair, NJ., will present
"Modern and Abstract Dis-

EXHIBITORS for the 1969

MRS. RAYMOND Russ

NEXT, DECIDE on the
fresh !Towers and greenery you

,and fresh flowers.
Arrange white ros6, lemon
leaves, green grapes, and shiny

John Mosiman will do a musor of horticulture from the
University of Delaware who sical painting program creatwill speak on "Plant Nutrition ing a highly individualized
and How to Grow Annuals." form of cultural entertainment

He will also judge the exhibit

flowers.

ing table centerpiece of fruit

For July
By Dolores Haugh

prolong the life of your fresh

The lush look of summer is
beautifully expressed in a din-

Oshkosh, and is employed by
United Air Lines.

Cpl. Flynn is a graduate of

Tucker High School in Atlanta, Ga.. and is stationed at

Kanoehe Bay, Hawaii, Following his tour of duty, the
couple will make their home in
Atlanta.

NewCOiners

Meeting

July 24
The Welcome Wagon New-

comers Club of Mount Prospect will hold a "get -acquainted" coffee for prospective
members in the Friendship

Room at St. Mark Lutheran
Church, 200 S. Wille, Mount
Prospect, July 24 at 10 a.m.

Mrs. John Klopacz, president, has invited all women
who have been residents of
Mount Prospect less than a
year to attend. She will present
information on the club's
history, activity groups and
general meetings.

Further information can be
obtained by contacting Mrs.

Cpl. Flynn was attended by'
best man Samuel Linton and

Jack Anderson at 259-1798 or

ushers Tony L. Davis and Har-

5473.

Mrs. Bruce Nelson at 439-

Daylight
from an entirely fresh vantage point has the advantage Of

By Joseph Stuhenratich

novelty. This will always lip -

think. from the
above, that we have decided
you

So

Like What Is
peal to some.

Almost any &grill'. idea or
happening may be seen and
interpreted as if through the
other end of a telescope, to suit
the current craze for newness.

Just as we settle for the word

"moo'' from a child wanting a
glass of milk. until it has grad-

We're sure that whin the'

ually learned to say "a glass of
milk, please." or even merely

Egyptian Pharaoh saw the wa-

ters of the Red Sea engulfing
his troops. he was mentally

"milk." so we admit the too
common use of the phrase

ready to shout "What a disaster!" even as the Hebrews

"tell it like it is."

exclaimed "What a miracle!"

.TOG ET II E R WITII a
flood of horrible examples of

RECENTLY,

of English in advertising slo-

two-way street of "what is like
it is?" came into clearer focus.

the Palatine Public Library, a

those who should know better.

visitor to our house expressed
pleasure over the idea of hav-

We want to ask the person
who urges its to "tell it like it

ing them on hand. Then he

Now, both of us like classical music, and both of us found

the Eisen book of essays by

various authors

diet, but have "tuned in" to
"rock" productions. Not all.

abandon

THE PROTESTER pushing you to look at the issue

but some. After al,, the teenagers admire some "rock"
musicians tremendously. turn
up their noses at

others. Why

shouldn't we he Vowed a
choice, too'?'

Another case in point came
along right after this. I dipped

french Offices:

reason for wanting to

dren. 1,,O. is 10, Betty, Lou, 12,

become a delegate to Con -Con

Nancy, 14, and Kate, 16. Yet
she has found time for many
community projects that fit
her busy schedule and do not
conflict with each other.

217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005

will draw up a constitution

that will make our state more
fiscally

sound.-

Mrs.

said

Anne Evans, 986 Jeannette,
Des Plaines. "I have no closed

mind regarding what should
be done. I hope to represent no

one group or particular party."

DOCTOR SAYS

She majored in chemistry at
Northwestern. In graduate
school she took conrses in

Faulty Diet, Drag (In.
May Cause Osteoporosis
W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

A safety tag with a red, or take calcium tablets. Small
gray and black reflective doses of fluoride are also
beneficial.
Five years ago a benign
Q

highways after dark. It can be left breast. The surgeon told
attached by a string to the me not to take any drugs that
walker's clothing, a woman's contained female hormones
handbag or the handlebar of but my family doctor prea bicycle. When in motion its scribed Premarin for menoshimmering makes it easy to pausal symptoms and I have
taken. it for a year. Last month

a biopsy showed precancerous
It is manufactured by the'

3M Company, St. Paul Minn.
Q - What causes deminerali-

tissue in my left breast and the

same surgeon removed both
my breasts. He said that now

zation of the bones? Is there that the breasts were removed

any cure or relief from the
terrible pain?

I could take the hormones but

now my family doctor says

When calcium phos:

phate is lost from you bones
(usually the vertebrae), as
in osteoporosis, the cause
may be faulty diet or prolonged use of drugs of the cortisone group. It is most fre-

quently seen in women who
have passed the menopause.

For the acute stage you may

I

I'm
thoroughly confused. What do
you think?

should

A
the

not

take

them.

This letter illustrates
fact that there is still a

lot that even the experts don't
know about female hormones
and
their relationship to
cancer. The use of these drugs
in the treatment of menopausal

need -a tha'ck brace or.. symptoms is justified in wo-

orthopedic corset. When the men who do not have or have
pain has subsided you should never had cancer of the breast
keep active but avoid heavy or uterus. By taing you not

lifting and sleep on a firm to use them your family
mattress. You should also doctor is Arying to protect
drink milk three times a day

you from the risk of getting

HIDEAWORD
FABLERF

these diseases,

using all seven of these letters.

15 good. 19 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

coupage.

Done. But not every kid is in summer school because of fail- to
ore. Many use it for advancement. and they love it.

The chanting of the poems
on Tv by a rive-Pe.rson group
lacked the showmanship of a
Rod McKuen, Willett would
have been actually to the advantage of hearing "concrete"
poetry, if some ineaning had
come through to the listener.
In this case. to me. But then,
Fm willing to admit to having
the wrong pair of ears for such
far-out unharmonious
1 suppose. willy-nilly, we are
another man's
poison,- and so on.
man's

I

hate it.

-Hob

FURIOUS FRIEND
Dear ice Janson.
Last Saturday I was supposed to he home :a 12:30 p.m. UnIortunately, for several legitimate reasons, I didn't get home until
3:30. I forgot to call and explain to my parents that I would he ut
late. Now I can't go out for a month. My boy friend is furious
with my parents. He says the punishment is too harsh. Is he right?
--1..C.. Des Plaines 'it
.

No, he's wrong. It's your parents who should lie angry with
him. Rule one is to always call home if you'll be past curfew.

T
s.

BAcKW ARDS

'neat.

When you invite the next
fellow to "tell it like it is." you

syndrome
causes

it

American history, which she
says, helped stimulate her in-

residential drive. She has also
worked as the Des Plaines
membership chairman for the

terest in government

Maine Township Community

MRS. EVANS has been
active in the League of Women Voters for Cook County

Concert Association.

since 1961. She has served as

western, where she graduated
Phi Beta Kappa. She grew up

Dear Lee Janson.
I know this sounds strange, but when my girl friend is necking

with me. she always wants to go farther than I do. I know the
problems I have with my emotions. and I think I know about her
ing to get, him around to your .Problems with. emotions- I'm .a1VOYs,,lke.one that has to %II
viewpoint, not to really see the halt. think I've got her convinced that I'm right in stopping ,i
matter like it is.
where we do, but its very difficult without her help. I don't want
By the way, I have been to lose her to someone else, but I don't want to go farther than ..!
can see you prcifiahly are work-

I

informed by two others who

we've gone.

What To Do'?
You're right, it does sound strange. Usually such letters come fli
from girls, but it does happen the other way. Guess all I can say is it
to keep on doing what you're doing.

League of Women Voters and

in Kingsport, Tenn., and was,
valedictorian of her high
school c
Mrs. Evans is a member of
the Northwest Choral Society,

service. The league offers this
service to help make voters

aware of an upcoming elec-

mild abdominal pain,

tion.
She was also an observer 01

ment.

the Board of County Commissioners of Cook County.
which she feels, has given her
the opportunity to see "many
problems of county and local
government as it pertains to
our state constitution."

weakness and spontaneous
remissions and recurrences.'
There is no effective treatQ -- I have gout. My uric acid
level is 7. What is the normal
level?

A -- The normal level for
men is 3.8 to 6.2 milligrams
and for women 2.9 to 4.7 us-

ing one laboratory method.
By another method it is 2.5
to 5.0.

Q -- What are the

symptoms of gout? Is gout the
same as gouty arthritis?

A -- When the uric acid
the blood

is

high,

sharp uric acid crystals
precipitate in the joints
the great toe)
and in the skin (especially in
the external ear). In an acute
attack there is_ pain, redness
and swelling id the involved
(especially in

joint. Although the attack

may subside within a couple
of weeks, recurrent attacks
come on at shorter and shorter intervals and persist for
a longer time until a chronic
stage -- gouty arthritis

Her husband, Thomas,

is

enthusiastic about her
seeking to become a delegate
very

from the Fourth District. He
says it would take up all her
time and she would have to

which she finds relaxing. Her
family belongs to St. Martin's
Episcopal Church, and she is

very active with the Church
Women United. In 1953 she
was treasurer of St. Martin's
Women's Guild.
S hinetesearid,,A:0.%Yrkh,eni.litli c

hmee s

volunteer

gal

who can't say no."

general population.

InduslriI

Process will Stop Basement Leak
without Damaging Your Landscape.
Our NEW MIRACLAY SEALER

PRgCESS will eliminate water leakage caused by
foundation cracks and leaks.

AAA WATERPROOFING, Inc.
3419 IrvOrg Park, Chicago
Answering Service

We script

Mir:wart
Credit Cards

Convenient Credit Terms

4

CALL 588-6642
Suburbs call collect

FOR FREE Estimates

DeMAR AUTO SERVICE
AVAILABLE

SERVICING

TRANSMISSIONS
DIFFERENTIALS

POWER BRAKES
POWER STEERING

RENT -A -CAR

TOWING SERVICE
CREDIT TERMS

INSPECTIONS

OWEN
CARPET
SALES
Visit our new showroom at

(WHILE YOU WAIT)

9435 W. HIGGINS RD.
ROSEMONT, ILL.

692-6172

WEST OF RIVER ROAD

672 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine 358-1500
Serv'iceMaster

Letters To

give up some of her other in-

The Editor

terests.

B'rtai B'rith
women Slate
"A-Wet-inr
-

"A Wet -In" is being plan
ned by the B'nai B'rith Women, Aliyah Chapter to celebrate their third anniversary.
The splash party will be held
at the Barrington Pool on
Lions -Dr. in Barrington on
July 26, at 9 p.m.

All letters

to

the edi-

tor 1111451 he signed, but
names will be withheld: 4p..
on request.

I. elf e r s

should be as brief as possible. opewritten. if possible. and should contain
an address or phone number so their authenticity
can be checked.

KASSEL STUDIOS
OF DANCE
Directed by

.

acid. Although the chief complication of gout is kidney
damage, recent studies have shown that. the incidence of
high blood pressure, hardening of the an/tries and coronary heart disease is higher in
persons with gout than in the

Ltt.nrtml.

AAA WATERPROOFING

Carpet & Furniture
Cleaning

310initESAG

Sharon Kassel

Q -- I have a mild case of
gout. Is there any kind of fruit
juice that doesl't rontcin uric
acid? Does gout affect the
A -- Fruit Juices contain a
variety of acids but not uric

We Stop Basement Leaks

Illinois
North-

was chairman of their voters'

dice of unknoWn cause with

is reached.

in
to

and what can be

A -- This syndrome is characterized by chronic jaun-

in

has lived
she went

president of the Des Plaines

done for it?

level

She

since

SUMMER CLEARANCE
DRESSES SKIMMERS BLOUSES
CULOTTES BERMUDAS PANTS
RAINCOATS
'

REGISTER NOW
FOR FALL SESSIONS

1/2 OFF

Limited Class sizes

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!'
Keep tool-all Interiors esegletele ele-cortdithitted
Peel -Pomp: biog. thou num fee, FA. 1 AS, Sat. and Hal. Sill P.M.

Guineas Perfecto
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms Lighted Golf Course
Northwestem'hains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Tel -State

to Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North).
'Information WE 9-2600

6

Strange, but parents do worry.

back where we started. "One

Women. Last year she was
elected to .the Community
Chest Board in Des Plaines
and was co-chairman of their

heart or the blood pressure?

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

school and

SHE WAS the legislative
chairman of the northwest
suburban branch of the American AsSociation of University

Dubin -Johnson's
What
serious?

Is

Q

persons who walk near cyst was removed from my

see.

Dear Lee Janson.

effects of a Rembrandt as any
amateur's try at collage or de-

Mrs. Evans has four chil-

is that I hope the convention

60016

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, 517.00 a year; 59.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10, cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid ut Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

recommended for use by

BORROWS COLUMN

Con -Con With Open Mind'
111) Janet Hoban

surface is now available. It is

I.

I

The Day is published daily. Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056

722 Center, Des Plaines.

'iii

Will you let me use your column to tell other kids in high
school to study hard in the winter so they won't have to go to
ship of a Tiepolo or the rich summer school? I failed one coutse, and floss' I'm in summer

Mrs. Evans: 'Approaching

Robert C. Smith. Genera/ Man/Leer

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

A --

the

BOTH OF US, furthermore, are over 30, and both of
us prefer classical, as a steady

Your stand, which may easily
he based on sound logic, corred facts, and not be emotional at all.

Monday, July 14, 1969

on

-"sounds of the American cultural revolution', timely-, well
done and helpful.

The trouble is, this individual wants you to agree with
this judgment of "like it is"
and

"The Age of

Rock," by Jonathan Eisen.

daring you to either defend the
status quo or go along with his
own viewpoint.

unreservedly

reading.

ri

draftsman-

noted the latest library hook I
was

welcome. I personally don't
consider that they see it "like it
i
is."
li
See what I mean?

711E 342 -PAGE volume
announces on the last page

chiefly by young adults and

'Fry it yourself. No matter
what subject is up for debate.
For debate is what is at the
root, or call it protest. or revolt. Anyone challenging you
to "tell it like it is" usually has
a chip on the shoulder and is

John E. Stanton, Editor and l'abli.sber

this

from the careful

he

If you can call them con-

present an "inter -medium between semantic poetry. calligraphic and typographic IN,
etry. and sound poetry."

of classical music on records at

make clear what

verts to my viewpoint. you're

even some of what the "concrete" poets are trying to do.
Acording .to Williams. major
figures in every country have
emerged as a group trying to

employed

to

intrigued by both. intend to
keep posted. and found the
reading of "concrete" poetry
and the hearing of it in each
case a welcome relief from that

The same day that an area
resident made available the
Sutton Memorial, a collection

phrases,

noisy "rock" music.

You had to read or try to
read the hook itself to grasp

there has invaded the entire
area of communications a
spate of half -hatched, mean-

-means by "like it is."

Page 4

als from it was offered.

be continued" so that the end
is not yet in sight of this
unique, most different collection of poetic ideas. in various
languages and as dissimilar

is"

"Nano' the original dream by alway.s jealously keeping
the paper'.( freedom and intellectual integrity:.
-- Marshall Field Ill

suburbs,

I

were exposed to the book and
to the TV show that they were

in

our northwest

ingless

Vie PrcL5pect .Dap

HERE

the misuse, abuse and non-use

gans, talkathons and so-called
dialogues on night TV shows,

"Why can't we talk about appliances and kids once in
awhile like other people?"

crete Poetry" by Emmett Williams, and twisted the TV dial
several nights
to Channel
later when a half-hour of recitI

the better part of valor is to
join 'em. if you can't lick 'em.
Well. you're wrong.

into "An Anthology of Con-

TAP BALLET TOE
MODERN JAZZ BATON
BALLROOM HAWAIIAN
PRE -SCHOOL
Beginning, Intermedidte,

Advanced, & Professional.
2214 Algonquin Rd.
Rolling Meadows, III,
Southland Shopping Center

CL 3.6743 a 3-6032 392.2228
Studio also in Hoffman Estates

cnio

jashion-liee

Wheeling, III.
859 W. Dundee
PH: 537-3690
Dunhurst Shopping Center
Hours: 10 to 6 daily; Mon. & Fri. 11 to 9
Sat. 10 to 6; and Sunday 11 to 5.
Midwest Bank Cards Accepted.

THE PROSPECT DAY.
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The Dude

Page 5

he Tenderfoot Who Became a 'Great Leader
"The Old West!" How often
we hear that phrase In the
olden days, laws were made.
Laws were broken Mostly,

If he had been a sof-

Never know when you Might

tie...America might have

have to face a man with a

missed a great leader!

Colt .45!

THE LAST crack. brings a

he can ride the cow ponies as

have no reason to dislikeyou.

oar of laughter. Then the rest

well as they can. They learn
that he is fair...and that he is

We might even

loll-1'in the fun.

"lf you say. '1300' to him.

determined.

get

to

friends. But...there's no doubt
about it...you're the meanest talking man I ever knew!"

the Man with the lastest
draw made his own laws.
And yet there s another old
saying 'Sometimes looks can

mer of '84: We can see a

group of cowboys leaning on ,cowboys do, they talk. Re
member, they haven't seen
a fence. They wait for their

kills
this is the stoi y of a
tendei loot a dude' He could
do more with a look than he

new boss to show up. He's
coming today from the East.
Not too long ago. he bought

him yet. They know he's a

lot of joking going on. They

"Hey! Here comes the

could with a gun! The West
still talks of him Unarmed.
he onLe stood up to a gun
stinger And the killer backed

this ranch in the Badlands.

laugh and talk about the new

buckboard now! Waddya. say?

the way. The gunman and 'the.
dude 'stand alone! One is united. The other ' is unarmed.
Rage shows on the killer's

'HIE MEN leaning On the
corral fence are tough. Each
one wears a gun. And, they
know how to use it! In the

owner.

Let's put a few bullets around

tutee.

his

gun!

down' 1 he dude had a strong

will We re glad that he did. .,Vest. a man needs a

just
watching for the new boss. As
they

are

dudea.a tenderfoot. There s a

"ls,he tough?"
"I'll bet he's wearin- a w!s.1,.
hat! And pink angora chans!

Cu?,.

I'll beteha he faints!"

"Pink chaps and a white

joked about. In fact. he looks
like a walking rainbow! Pink
chaps! White ten gallon hat!

killed 'em...All the
dirty so-and-so's asked for it!
'n it' any one of you don't like
it...just step out! I'll put a new

scarf! Fancy high -heeled

your mouths shut around

time residents, the Frank Biermanns, on their recent Golden

East would dress like this. It

fine..."

Redbud is helping to change it.
She's making a successful at-

Wedding anniversary. Mount
Prospect is fortunate to have

a summer visitation program
through Chicago s Newberry
Center and had a seven -year -

old black girl, Henrietta, visit
for a week
This year Henrietta Will visit in Mount Prospect again.

But this year, the Gardners'

ed today at our Redeemer Lutheran Church in Prospect
Heights. It runs for two weeks.
Mount Prospect kids really

are "cooling it .with -books"

had such nice people in the

About 900
this summer!
youngsters have registered and

area for so many years.
Jeannine Burman, daughter

are participating in the Polar
Bear Club, the summer read-

of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Burman of 217 N. Emerson, has
into Alpha
been accepted
Lambda Delta, women's honorary sorority at Carthage

ing program sponsored by the
Public Library.
Flower arrangements on the

mantle in the library during

Wis.
Jeannine, entering her sophoCollege

in

Kenosha,

the month of July are by Mrs.

Meinert Mischnick and Mrs.
Rusell Moore of the Mount

more year, was on the dean's
list.

-

Prospect Garden Club.

will visit with Henrietta's family for a week

Rev. Carl Anderson, new
member of the St. Mark Lutheran Church staff, was welcomed at an ice cream social

SINCE HENRIETTA'S

hosted by the young people of
the church yesterday after-

four -year -old daughter Lynne

visit last year, the two families
have become good friends.
They have visited back and
forth many times 1 hey've discovered that both families

noon. Pastor Anderson is to
spend half of his time at St.

lems

Mark and the other half at Lutheran General Hospital working at the Alcoholic Rehabilitation Center.

"You'd be surprised at how
many things we have in common," Mrs Gardner said.
"It'll be fun to have Henrietta
here again She's a fireball!"
Big congratulations to lone -

Edwin Haberkamp's birthday.
He's everyone's friend. Wish
him a happy day!
Vacation Bible School start -

have similar aims and prob-

TODAY IS FIRE Marshal

Made Assistant
'Vice -President

It's another darling daughter, Sandra Jean, for the William James Kennedy family,
1128 Boxwood Dr. Their other daughter

is

two -year -old

athy. The

Dennis Unbesuns, 912 S. Owen, just wel
coined baby Janet Lynn. They
also have a seven -year -old son
and a five -year -old daughter.

er, who is moving to Carbondale, III., to become superintendent of schools in Jackson
County.

Did you know that the parProspect Plaza has sponsored

a car in the Indianapolis 500
for the past five years? The
company's entry dropped out
of the '69 race after 157 laps
due to mechanical problems.

Worst Joke of the Day: Mr.
Smith's dog was seriously ill.
He took the animal to doctor

after

doctor,

and

each

indicated that there was no
hope.

Finally, however, he found
a vet who said a heart transplant was the solution. He Also
explained that there would
have to be a clear window -like

department of the Mount
Prospect State Bank. She had

plate covering the dog's mid-

been assistant cashier. She

'4

joined the bank in 1955.

I

notch in my gun! Jest keep

would he his idea of a

real

cowboy's outfit!

seethe small eyeglasses on his

nose. A black ribbon hangs
from them! It's true, he stands
out from the cowboys. He
learned his manners in New
York. They have few or 11011C.
His Harvard speech sounds

funny to therm Their speech
is rough and coarse.

But. [Isere is something
about? him they do not see.
Behind his glasses is a grim.
cold look. It's clear that he

a strong will. It shows
when he speaks. Yes, the

-.:yes

He

he did!.

1 his. dude, life -meant a lot

The crowd gasps. .1.o then
surprise. he says. "I reckon ,1

to this country. In his life

time...he became a great soldier...a great leader. Above all.

have been too free with niy

his

guess
mouth.
sorry.
1...1 was talkin' out of torn!"
I

he became...the 26th President

THE DUDE hasn't moved.

of the United States...Theo

His eyes never leave the

dore "Teddy" Roosevelt!

killer's face. They bore deeply

watch. Each holds his breath.
Will the gunman shoot!

...A N I) so the story
goes..." of

a

films! cop, right A 9164511.

badly dressed

dude from the East. He was
_[

1968 i

JEnos's

i

Efsfal

FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE
IN YOUR LIFE!
Remember Them with a Diamond
or a Beautiful Longine Wittnauer Watch from

PERHAPS the others were

And there's more than his
clothes to laugh about!, They

His

his strength in Ihis showdown.
In his life he faced many

smarter than the dude.

Perhaps they were not quite
so brave. Anyway they held

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

their tongues. The dude.

however, pushed through the
crowd. He stands face to face

Wane

with the gunman.

Cloak 7)avaruis 8 ,eolAy

WE ALSO HAVE UNIQUE GIFT ITEMS FOR EVERYONE.

section which would be expensive.

"That's all right," said the
anxious Mr. Smith. "But' tell
me, how much is the window
in the doggie?"

He speaks calmly and clear-

Inexpensive Watches by Bulova. STOP IN TODAY at

ly. He wastes no words. He

20 S. Evergreen Shopping Center, Arlington Heights

seems to be talking to. a friend

over tea. Looking at the killer
in the eyes. he says. "Jim. I

394-0820
UESTEIETEr

,-......ssr

.

has

cowboys overlook something.
Clothes don't always make the
man. At least. not in the

e ,

%?.....

:::::::::.:1

Mount Pros act .State- Bank-

West!

THE DU DE soon buys

.,::::::::::::::

:::.....::

Dog Bite
Bill Awaits

?..,::,

:::.:,

Signature
.

House Bill 186, dealing with
dog bites and inoculations,

sponsored by Rep. Eugenia

Chapman
Heights)

has

CONSOLIDATED
STATEMENT OF
CONDITION

( d -Arlington
passed both

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

WILLIAM J. BUSSE
Chairman of the Bpard
and President

HOWARD W. ALTON

June 30, 1969

houses of the legislature and

Chairman of the Board
Columbian Lithographing Co.

awaits Gov. Ogilvie's signa-

DALE R. BEAUCHAMP

ture.

Exectuive Vice President

ASSETS

The bill will make it mandatory for dog owners to show
proof of rabies inoculations af-

& Director Lift Parts, Inc.

4,257,700
$
Cash and due from Banks
15,171,817
U.S. Government and Agency Securities
11,329,216
State and Municipal Securities
37,431,525
Loans and Discounts
t,ess: Reserve for
36,901,098
$530,427
possible loan losses
849,435
Bank Premises and Equipment
927,602
Other Assets

ter their dog bites someone.
Under the bill's provisions the
owner can keep his dog for 10
days, but then must take it to a
veterinarian for' examination
and release.

Under the present bill, a dog
who bit someone had to be impounded for 10 days.

RANDHURST

$69,436,868

TOTAL ASSETS

FRED W. BUSSE
Florist

GEORGE R. BUSSE
President
George L. Busse & Co. Realtors

ROBERT W. GEWECKE.
Vice President

CARL HAMMERL
Executive Vice President

LAWRENCE A. KERNS
Attorney

HERMAN KOLPIN
Retired

RALPH T. LIDGE, M.D.
Orthopedic Surgeon

JOSEPH WEBER, SR.

HAVE YOU TRIED
THESE FINE STORES

AND SERVICES!
Ce&

BEEMACK WORLD
TRAVEL'
Complete Reurvation
Service at No Cost to You?

Phone:

253-4130
3427 KirchallRoad
Bell rig Meadows, Ill.

I!.N

6alkty
ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
ORIGINAL. GRAPHICS

COMPLETE ART GALLERY

AND FINEST FRAMING
SERVICE IN THI: AREA!

PH: 394-3083
Evorgroon Shopping Center

Arlington Heights, Ill.

summer. Reg. 26.00, now 16.75
with our stylists, 14.25 with our

hairdressers. Stop in or phone
for your appointment. Use your

fures Americana® Beauty Salon.,choose_it then ch9roe it at

102 N. Cook Street

Carsons

PETS

Randhurst:

.

63,023,284
2,293,260

TOTAL LIABILITIES

69,436,868

$

1,350,000
984,170

436,154

Some of'the many

MODERN BANKING SERVICES
under ONE convenient roof

Clock* Accauets

SasInas Accounts

%aims tams

Real

loaravainset Lain
Personal Lam
Sarkis Clubs

On June 30, 1969, U.S. Government Obligations and

Ala lusting Limas
Ageotots

Watt Loan
Auto Loses

Cameral tsars
Safe Deposit Vault
Travelers:Clocks
Data Cantor

.
DRIVE-IN BANKING
24 -HOUR DEPOSITORY

FREE PARKING FOR BANK CUSTOMERS

LOBBY HOURS:
8:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. daily thru
Saturday, except Wednesday;
, Friday evenings 5:30 until 8.
DRIVE -UP HOURS:

other assets carried at $2,219,855 were pledged to seciire
rt.
public and .trust deposits and for other purpose,

8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.;

quired or permitted by law.

Saturday 8:30 a.m. to 2:00

Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.;
p.m.
WALK-UP HOURS:

Mon.-Tues.-Thurs. 2:00 p.m.
to 4:00 p.m.; Wed. 8:30 a.m.

Bird AL Small Animal &larding!
SORRY NO CATS OR DOGS/

to 4:00 p.m.; Fri. 2:00 p.m.
to
5:30 p.m. CLOSED
SATURDAY

PH: 255-4434
1612 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

3427 Kircheff Rd.
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

1,350,000

$
Capital, Stock
Surplus
Undivided Profits
Accrued Taxes and Other Expenses
'Deposits
Demand Deposits
$24,559,334
38,463,950
Time Deposits,
Other Liabilities

Elmhurst

and Rand Roads in Mt. Prospect. Shop Monday through
Friday 10:00 to 9:30; Saturday
9:30 to 5:30.

,

Chairman of the Board
Weber Marking Systems, Inc.

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

"Your Pet Will Find
a Friend in Us!"

MELVIN A. DAHL

owner of Clanton & Campbell
Downtown Arlington Heights

easy -caring, smart -looking

PH: 381-4751

"Call Dahl!"

PH: 253-4690

manent, hair conditioning treatment shampoo, and set! All to
make you ready for an

Carsons Charge. Account. Coif-

HOMEOWNERS POLICY

"Giving Expert Personal
Service Since 19471"

HAIR FASHION SUMMER SPECIAL! Receive a body per-

FRAMES & FRAMING

ARK
Atts

'

SCULPTURES

Barrington, Ill.

1

Silver and Pewter from Norway, Jade and Coral from the Orient.

clothes. He wants to look
GOOD LUCK to Gregory new
like the rest of them. Soon,
School principal Gerald Mill-

ent company of our G. C.
Murphy variety store at the

Mrs. Marie Smosna of 9 E.
Stonegate, Prospect Heights,
has been appointed assistant
vice president of the loan

"Sure.

His hand drops to

cools.

into his eyes. The others

boots! Only a dude from the nw...and we'll get along

Lil Fl
It's a changing world, and
Mrs William Gardner of 1801

and suburb
Last year she participated in

holster. His eyes drop.
looks away Irons the dude.

is bragging about the men he

Loud silk shirt! A bright

tempt at bridging the gap between black and white, city

Quickly. the others get out of

up and stops. The new boss

Friendly Exchange

showitowns.Niostly...he won!
But. this killer did hack down!
And. you should he glad that

hands fall away from his

ears.:" And, they do. To strolls down the main street.
their surprise, he doesn't hat Alone. he walks toward a
group -of men. A well-known
an eye!
gunman is iii the group. He

And -he's everything they had

soften. His

This is lighting talk! Men
have been shot down for less!

And, then one day he rides
into town with his men. He

is sitting by the driver.

of a killer. The dude showed

He earns, their respect.

'HIE BUCKBOARD pulls has killed.

Main Street

was stronger than the courage

muscle. The
frozen in its

They trust him. He's invited
to their dances. Soon, they
count on him as one of them.

hat! He'll sure lOok funny on
a cow pony!"

a real tenderfoot. But. his will

Neither man

killer': gun is
holster. Slowly. Isis angi.i

Let's look in on a ranch in
North Dakota. It is The sum-

But. today

Three...four...live...six...ten

seconds pass!
has moved a

be

Moimt Prospect State Bank
Bum and' kmorson Mount Prospoct.111 CLoarbrOok 9-4600

255-4535
'''
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Law and You

Yale Roe Sets

V oluntary

Tikrah Picnic

Talk at Beth

Separation,
No bivorce

Yale Roe. candidate for the
13th

fe d

Voluntary agreements appear to be the rule among those
husbands and wives who agree

ti

will

;_)Utit.k

"File picnic is to be held at

the Methodist Church

the

divorce, -according
Illinois State Bar Association.

Grounds on Golf Rd. east of

;

Roselle Rd.

The ISBA said that in one
recent month. the state's busiest family court issued only
six separate maintenance decrees compared to 1,729 di-

or*

Have

vorce decrees --or only one sep-

arate maintenance decree for

fun

every 300 divorces.

This does not mean that
practically all couples who de-

-

A new Yankee Doodle restaurant opened Wednesday at 208 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington
Heights. faitting ribbon (second front left) is John 1) aa i ll o, owner. Assisting are (front left), William
Proyce, president, Yankee Doodle Inc.: Carl Ewart; Ewart Mmes Wear Co., and L.A. Hanson,
village malinger.

Amusement
Calendar

Nanied
Manager

Heights.
FINIAN'S RAINBOW: Weekdays, 5:00. 7:30, and 10:05 p.m.:
Weekends, 1:35, 4:30, 7:25, and 10:05 p.m.

CATLOW THEATRE, 116 W. Main, Barrington.
TRUE GRIT: Weekdays. 8:0(1 p.m.: Friday and Saturday.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1456 Miner, Des Plaines.
GONE WITH THE WIND: Weekdays, 7:45, Saturday and
Sunday. 12:30, 4:25. and 8:20 p.m.
GOLF MILL THEATRE. 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
WHERE EAGLES DARE: Daily and Weekends, 2:00, 5:55,
and 9:50 p.m.
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SHERIFF: Daily and Weekends
E.

e
Prospect.
A HUNDRED RIFLES: Wednesday, 5:55 and 9:50 p.m.; All
other days, 2:00, 5:55, and 9:50 p.m.
PRUDENCE AND THE Hu,: Daily, 4:18 and 8:13 p.m.
Special Wednesday Show: SLEEPING BEAUTY at 11:00 a.m.
and 2:1(1 p.m.: MUNSTERS GO HOME at 12:3(1 p.m.
PICKWICK "FH EAT R E. 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
THE LOVE -BUG and WINNIE-THE-P0011: Daily, 2:25,
4:40, 7:00 and 9:20 p.m.

9:15 p.m.

R,ANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center. Mt.

Prospect.

WHERE EAGLES DARE: Daily and Weekends. 2:1/. 4:40.
7:05, and 9:35 p.m.
OASIS DR I VE-IN, Bensenville.
THE HEART, IS A LONELY HUNTER AND CIIE: no times
available.
THEATRE

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE. 700 W. Rand, Mt. Prospect.

THE MARRIAGE 'GO ROUND: Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50
p.m.; Sunday, 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday through Friday, 8:30 p.m.

Alinski Dampens
`Revolution' Rumor

Terrence McCann

Terrence McCann. of 515
Brittany, Arlington Heiths,
has been named manager.
Communications Department,
Super Market Institute. He
was formerly manager of store
personnel education in SMI's
Education Division.

A native of Chicago.

McCann came to SM I from

the Wheaties Sports
Federation, Minneapolis,

where he was executive

THE PROCEDURE for fil-

of Commerce, where he developed, coordinated and administered programs designed for
,community improvement.
provement.

award custody to either parent
or to a third party if the court
feels that is in the best interest
of the children.

a graduate of

BEST THINGS IN LIFE
BRENNAN
where he majored in business WAYNE
WESTGATE SHOPPING
administration. In 1960 .he
CkNiEW
won a gold medal representing
392-4080
the United States in wrestling ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
during the Olympics held in tate Farm Life Insurance Company

State University of Iowa,

dox demonstrations to dramatize issues, assured The Day in
an exclusive interview, that he

BRANDS
S
WHOLE HOUSE-NAMEA

said.
In I 946 Alinski published a

only goes into areas that
request his assistance. He

hook

would organize the "suburban
middle class" only if invited.

after he organized the Back of

The rumor of the "revolution" began about two months

called "Reveille for
Radicals," that was eight years
the

Yards Council on Chi-

cago's South Side.

ago when the Rev. David
Knotts. a Presbyterian minister, began questioning residents of Arlington Heights,

lished

Mount Prospect, and Des
Plaines about what issues
would "organize" them to
fight the "power structure."

est, Cause, in Buffalo. N.y.

The Rev. Mr. Knotts is

Rome, Italy.

AIR CONDITIONING
SAVE NOW

Many area residents questioned by the Rev. Mr. Knotts
were receni unsuccessful candidates for public office. Others interviewed had spoken out
against various issues.
revolution"
"Organized
must stIbt With those who are
willing to "strike out" when

have several such
plans. When can exI

I

2frlScale
Men's
Suits

Reg, $1.60

Reg. $1.75

WO 1"

plain them to you?

Dresses

DRY CLEAN 6 LOADS

GET 7th LOAD

Your

Country
Companies.
Agent

FREE!

8 LB - LOAD $2.50 SELF SERVICE MACHINE

20 lb. LOAD ONLY $6 SLIPCOVERS
FREE'
Shirts beautifully laundered.
. also, self-service
coin machines
STORAGE In boxes or on hangers
Your new, friendly, neighborhood clianers
JIM DRAKE

NORGETOVyn,

201 N. Dayton
Arlington Flo,gl.ts, Ill
PHONE: 253

MULTI - SERVICE ORYCLEANING

Daily 7.30 a.m. to

6 4.1 1

p.m. Mon. thru Sat.

p

p

from

-

SHELKOP
TV and APPLIANCES.
700 E: Northwest Hwy.
(Rt. 14)

==== .....

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 3-2187
CL 3-2188

You just can't spend
any less than this. And
look at all the features

Daily 8:30 to 9, Sat. to 6,
Closed Sun.

Slide out filter
Pushbutton controls
Lifetime aluminum cabinet

you get for less than
$100.00.

Free Parking

115 -Volt operation

Instant installation

QUIET KOOL
A

PRODUCE OF EMERSON 11010

(FULLY INSTALLED)

2 -TON COOLER

WORLD'S FIRST!

5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

J. WORM SONS
7r/mt'd, 5tots,,
MID -SUMMER SALE

QUIET. KOOL

d-4

they feel wronged. the Rev.

CARPET
SALES
Visit our new showroom at

672 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine 358-1500

AIR CONDITIONER
This is the heavy -weight Quiet Kool model that
flattens the big cooling jobs. And lets you enjoy
all these extra comfort features:

The world's first multi.

24,000 BTU

OWEN
Reductions of summer clothing, furnishings, and sportswear in most
departments. Not complete assortments, but everything from our
regular stock.

12 S. DUNTON AVE.
PHONE: 255-2595
--

-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
OPEN MONDAY & THURSDAY EVENINGS

10,000 BTU'S.

7XAMPS
QUIET KOOL

A PRODUCT OF EMERSON RADIO

Mr: Knotts told them.
ALINSK1 SAID that the
Rev. Mr. Knotts was from San

Carpet 8 Furniture
Cleaning

ment plan.

a

student of the Industrial Areas
Foundation Institute, Chicago, headed by Alinski. The
institute was started as a training school for "organizers" in
February of this year.

ServiceMaster

in an approved retire-

interest. Or payments as low

Sli per month. All work
folly auoranteed for I year.

are The

(TWO), Chicago: Fight, in
Rdchester, N.y., and his new-

earned income invested

We honor Midwest Bank Cards

i Take 3 months to pay, no

PHONE
NORTH AMERICAN
HEATING
8
AIR
CONDITIONING
CO.965
8500i
Organization
W o o d I a wn
Alinski

to $2500 a year-of

SpecialLaieds21:reels

Special

Buy now - Pay later

$19000

Other organizations estabby

cent changes in income
tax rules. They give you
a deduction of 10%-up

any minor children and may

no plans to organize the north-

west suburban area," Alinski

take advantage of re-

July 14th Thru July 26th

222 E. Grove

As in the case of divorce, the

known advocate of unortho-

action of people... "there are

a pension. But suppose
you're self-employed?
Still no problem-just

lees.

4to0000000000000000000000

nationally

urity will provide.
No problem if you rate

porary support to the plaintiff
and may require the defendant
to pay the plaintiff's attorney's

urbs as a place to study the "re
Alinski.

more than Social Sec-

WEEK LONG SPECIAL FROM

59.

PH: 259-2828

here.
Saul

reg.

together and other factors.
Also, the court may grant tem-

ban revolution will not start

Residents of the Northwest
Suburbs can relax. The subur

DRYCLEANING

it,

you'll need dollars-

DRAPES, BLANKETS,
BEDSPREADS OR

Arlington Heights

Francisco and would return
there when he had completed
his course at the, institute. He
said the Rev. Mr. Knotts was
just using the northwest sub-

By Barbara Vidniar

$10 off

will consider the standard of
living when the couple were

court has the jurisdiction over

is

retire. But to find

1133 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights
437-7177

ENORGETOWI

ing a suit for separate mainteInstant credit available
nance is the same as a divorce MidwestBank CardsAccepted
suit. Ordinarily, such a suit is
filed where the spouse who is
REYNOLDS
being sued (the defendant) resides. In fixing the amount of RADIO & ELECTRONICS
support payments, the court

secretary. He was previously
program manager of the
United States Junior Chamber

McCann

That's what you'll be
looking for when you

a

SALE!

-

PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
THE LOVE -BUG AND WINNIE-THE-130011: Weekdays,
7:00 and 9:15 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 2:30. 4:45, 7:00. and

reconciliation is at.
tempted while a separate
maintenance suit is pending,
the court should be advised so
that it may suspend the pro11

ANTENNA

Rand. Mount

Or at least comfort. And
no worries.

The'Northwest Suburban Detachment of the Marine Corps League express their appreciation
for Tots package
to Lt. Col. M. Clifford. A plaque was presented for Clifford's efforts in the Toys
distribution last Christmas. From left are Sgt. Michael W. Lindstrom, Palatine; Commandant Walter
H. Bally, Des Plaines; Lt. Col, Clifford and Charles L, Iluestis, Des Plaines.

ferences in public or have con- ceedings. Otherwise, the rescientious objections to either conciliation'
could be considdivorce or separation, or they ered as a condonation of any
may hope for a reconciliation prior misconduct of the spouSe
after a "trial" separation. being sued, the the suit for sepamong other reasons, the arate -maintenance would he
ISBA stated.
jeopardized if the reconciliation didn't work out.
However, the ISBA added,
there are certain advantages to
obtaining a formal decree for
separate maintenance, if one
spouse is dependent upon the
other or may become depen
dent. It cites the case of a wife
who intended to support herself but became ill. Ultimately, ' All Channel Color
she had to file suit for separate
maintenance in order to force Offer Good Thru July
her husband to help pay doctor
and medical bills.
WINEGARD SC 80

ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115 N. Evergreen, Arlington

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827

PEOPLE WHO balk at go-

ing to court to obtain a separate maintenance decree may
wish to avoid airing their dif-

MOVIES

4:2(1 and 8:15 p.m.

\Id

cide to call it quits get a divorce. Rather, the ISBA said,
it indicates that only a few husbands and wives who choose to
stay married but live apart seek
to put their agreement on a formal, court -ordered basis.

speak at the Beth

Tikvah Men's Club family picnic, July 27.

to live apart without getting a
to

Congressional Districttims
vacated
1C
R
tnel.esy
b Donald
iai

Built -In installation
Automatic thermostat
Slide -out chants
Pushbutton operation

Dual air direction
2 -Speed cooling

A PRODUCT OF EMERSON RADIO
room 71/2 Amp air conditioner has all these other
,exclusive features!

24504A

Exclusive THI Monitor

$34988

controls Temperature/
Humidity Index
Air Wave wall-to-wall
cooling

0-5 times more filtered
fresh air

Built-in Installation
Automatic Thermostat

Dual air filters
Deluxe Wood Grain Front
2 -Speed Cooling

Slideout chassis
Pushbutton contr ols

10507A

'299

"

SHORT RIBS

The map

Today

Monday, July 14, 1969
6:00

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

WHILE YOU

OKAY, WART, BACK TO BED/ YOU
SNEAKED DOWN TO WATCH THE
LATE SHOW, BUT YOUR PAL BLEW

GUYsE

ARGUitstA I'LL

OF ALL THE RoTTEN
1.-UCK^.-A HALF MILE
FROM HOME AND WE

THE WHISTLE ON YOU --HE
THINKS YOU'RE PLAYIK1'

GET A FLA-17 AN' THAT
SHOE I-IPG ONLY

HIPE AN'SEEK/

chi -:1 Collins and EdAldrin discuss

HIKE HOME
AN' GET THE
UACK t ITS
TIDO LATE lb
TRY BuYINP

MILES
50,0ON IT/

"Some

32962 Till'iteTteDiheeptilltvono.

-

11 TV College
American Public

6:25

2

Rerun. "Gold -

town."

I Dream of

5

Jeannie

Rerun. "Ride 'Em
,.,AStronaut."

0

o.

Rerun. "The Hidden Tiger,"
9 I Lose Luck
11 'ry College
Fiction
26 Todit)'s Racing
32

1' h e Addams

of

Will
2

6:55

HURRIED(
DOWN FRP%

8:30

Heart" After years

'1.% Affair

of happy marriage. a
doctor falls in love

with an old school
friend of his wife and

Shoo
9:111)

goes away With her at
his wife's suggestion.

Jilt llll ie Rodgers
Shoo

However. he comes
to realize what a cad

7
Shoss

he had become. Noel
Coward.

Rerun.

26 Turin

Aces edo
2

Slum
32 Nesss
7:45

Dick Cm en

11 Book Beat
26 Wrestling

32 On Deck Circle

12:1111

7:55

ter

Harry Homewood

neapolis.

Rerun.
111:1111

2
7

tN TIME

"A Cry

Nesss
11 Rainboo Quest

26 A Black's Viess

CULMINATION

the

12:40

of the Nesss

, OF LIOAS

in

lows. Natalie Wood
and Brian Donlevy.
Midnight Report
5
32 Neu s Final

Nesss
Nesss

9

CARNIVAL
A

(NM THE

Massie

unbalanced man kidnaps a policeman's
daughter - and a suspenseful search fol-

events of the week.

MALONE
UNIVERSITY
TO GROIN
MISTY- EYED

2

Night- A mentally

summarizesthe
important news

Ma:iberrt RFD

26 Market Wrapup

Chicago Stews
12:30

11 Fact of the Mat-

the Twins at Min-

2

7

9:311

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.

8:011

ROSIN HAS

11:15

32 Mos ie
"The Astonished

-Mike Douglas

9

Tonight Shoo

.5

Rerun.

"Where"
There's Hope."
9 Per's Mason

The A% engers

7

vit°
ut.
444.7.a

7,4 thia--Aft

Rerun
Guns
Sunned
Rerun.
7

11:1111

Rerun. "Gideon."
11 NET Journal
"Germany After
the Fall."

7:31)

' Gonsmoke

111:45

32 Neo s

The Outcasts

7

Here's Litt:

2

6:31)

32 Baseball Report.

7:15
School

26 Qui/

mance. Montgomery

Clift.

Curtis.

their upcoming flight

A -nR1

violenceandro-

Lemmon and Tony

mooners

'16'the moon.
Flinistones

her rafT11 to the government. He finds

Like It
Hot," The roaring
twenties lives again with the background
of old Chicago. Jack

Russ an and Marlin's Laugh -1n
5

- 26. Spanish Nees
31'Tlie Monsters

THE WORRY WART

5 .Mosle

7:111)

11
Apollo
:Ne.s Conference
Apollo astronauts
.Neil Armstrong, M

2417

9

Ni'.,'.

5

Memorandum

WHIRLWIND
U

Ccter6NIP,,,

10:30
2

Music
"Night Passage"

A railroad

I

Your

Horoscope
FOR. 'EUESDAV
CANCER (June 22 -July
231 --Make every effort to see
things as they are --especially
Where personal relationships
are concerned. Don't he near-

BUGS BUNNY
HEY, SYLVESTER, COME GIVE
ME A HAND STACKIN' THESE

SIGNS:

SORRY, GUVNOR,

\

IS WORKINP

SO URGENT;

t13u6syg

(July

24 -Aug.

O.

scimi!

tivity brings special success.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 231-Make every effort to avoid be,
havior which can he construed

as either different or difficult.

-The exercise of a practical.
critical mind will bring you

9

lbiugrrpIi
'Tide] Castro. -

Bishop

9

William Tell

" W iI d River"

2

Late Report

Newly formed Tennessee Valley Aurepresentathority

2

Meditation

9

Fist Minutes In

1:115

x his- kid

5

Noss

7

J0e

1:35

1:511

MO% ie

1:55

ville, Tenn. to per-

"Look at it this way, Pet! You haven't lost a
daughter ... you've gained two members for

suade

2:1)5

valleys

the

only holdout to sell

the Establishment:"

List

Bs

7-/4

7-/H

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

1LC GaTTA
ROTATE THE

OK'BUDDY,

A day for walking with the
crowd.
I.113RA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 231-

outlaw gang which

tive arrives in Garth-

231-

-You have an original turn of
mind and now is the time to
employ it to the fullest. Crea.

esPerspect

Comments

9

sighted.

LEO

allt1111
:1

Slum

ON THAT'S

CAN'T DO IT RIGHT

I'

9

brother.

TH' SILLY FELINE

VERY
BUSY!

trouble

shooter, responsible
for a payroll shipment, is held up by an

inclu d-

BETTER FIND
OUT WHAT JOB

iN es

7

HEW LOOK

HE

OFI,THAT NASTY M4NAI2
WHEN HE WAKES OP IN

CROPS

WHAT FM.?

50 `1013

WONT CC= HIM

A GOOD NOOD...

AT WHAM
COMING.

MOVE!

WE.A.125 'THAT

SMILING.

into a position from where you
can gain the success you're al. ter.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22( --An excellent -day for the

Scorpio who

JI

difficult to

is

40?

please. NI uch more than you
expected should (20 your way

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 221 -Prove your generosity to those who doubt your
willingness to be unselfish.
Material possesions need not

enter into it.
CAPRICORN

(Dec.

O

mat,

now.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

Cd-CJOM U0010000M
ACftOSS
1 Australian

23 -

PO WONDER
HAVE TROUBLE

bearlike
marsupial
6 Australian
ratite bird
9
trees

EXPRESSIN(9

MYSELF!

_2l -I -eh.

-12 Of the

pelvic bones
13 Dispossess
15 Capital of

push you into an irrevocable
decision where matters of the
Take

concerned.

arc

Australia

your own sweet time,
(Feb.

PISCES

17 Sliced
cabbage
18 Knot, as in

2_(1 -March

211 --You could bring about a
health hazard simply by wor-

tree trunk

rying too much about doing
just that. Seek calm and quiet.
ARIES (March 22 -April

2111-A day for being careful
when in the presence of strang-

ers. At the same time. however. give forth an air of
friendliness.

CAPTAIN EASY
MAYBE
LOLA COBS
t -.414'r A5
DIFFICULT;

AG THEY

TAURUS (April

2 I -Nlay

211 --It would be most nowise

' LADY, I AIN'T Gor A CRITICAL GONG IN MY
SHE'S THE ADDLE- BRAINDEST.
AGGAYADNOEST$ PIGOHEAPEOEST remaLE

LEVER SEEN;

SAY) Er,1

ONCE, WHEN 5HE WAS
KIDNAPED AND HELD FOR.

RANSOAA...#2000, OR

LOOSE
THEY'D TURN
ON SOCIETY-TH. WHOLE
COUNTY CHIPPED IN TO

EVEN BAKED PIES AND NAME TO BOLSTER TH.
KIDNAPERS AGAINST HER ABUSE' BUT THEY
cRAct<ED AND LET 'ER GO) TOOK THEIRTARRING
AND. FEATHERING WITHOUT A WHIMPER)

98 Grain of
cereal grass
40 Body of

would be less than Wise were
you not to think of feathering
your own nest.

water

CAMPUS CLA111ER
DETER THOSE
DASTARDLY
DEMONSTRATORS!

41 Units of gem

OEMs".
STRATION

TODAY

weight (var.)
43 Sang
cheerfully
45 Pithy saying
.46 Frozen water
47 Medicinal
quantity

SINCE WHEN
IS A COOKING
DEMONSTRATION
A N0,1140 ?

2RM.

fable
feral

bear
bare
hale

able

Beal

leaf

blare
blear
fear
fare

earl
real
rale

flare

50 Consumed
food
52 Ballarat

flab

it,.

raffle
.

raff

7-14
1411151(4-40,11.4.-I

-t_ ION AT NIA,

field
56 Persian poet
57 Australian
marsupial
59 Maligner
81 Storehouse

©CAN
womw mina
0E10100i D1ll10

63 Fuss
64 Burrowing

LJ[ZIMPIUlaifflOOMO

mammals
DOWN
1 Strike by foot
2,Pearl Buck
heroine
3 Indigenous
Japanese
4 Savage's lip'
Ornament
5 Malt brew
6 Spanish river
7 More ignoble
Abraham's
birthplace
9 Festive
10 Grapelike
11 Whimper
14 Accompany

KIPMA
=Immo
©o00
rraimixo
omummamixo mama
EIVA G3

1E31

ESICAROMBP11 Uflg110

IDOMMUksin
gestures

25 Fume
26 Trieste wine

as of a mine
44 Smooth

47 Extinct bird
48 Foretoken
measure
49 Secure
27 Gunlock
'51 Hawaiian
catch
vegetable
29 Direction
53 Verbal
30 Toward the
sheltered side 54 Easy gait
55 Female
31 Defunct
deer (pl.)
34 Accomplish
37 Photographic 58 Precious
stone
appliance
18 Royal
60
Mother
39
Stranger
22 Cave
(childish)
24 Consisting of 42 Marked limits,

'2

4

3

121
26

37

36

34

1138 39

Nowwwwwnwl"
48

ro

52

51

49

67

IS

a

29

u

in

II

31

2

23
28

se

30

..,

27

II33

11

20

22

32

0

14

1119

li --

47

9

B

16

,
26

8

5

3

law

with special care today. You

baffle

MEMOIM

62 Numbe'r

25 Forum
platform
28 Peruse agiiin
32 Before
33 Aged
35 Commonplace 12
36 Make into
16

many pies you cannot succeed
in any.
GEMINI (May 22 June
211 --Choose your companions

BAFFLER

19 Grand time
division
(geol.)
20 Summon .
21 Ovum ,
23 Freudian

term

RAISE TIVNIONY:

MAy-

'flit. yon to think that because
you have many fingers in

Answers to
Hideaword

RODURQUS
MOM
MIPAS MIMMODURO

Australia

19i -Don't allow another to
heart

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

e -ANN -L4

Jan. 2111 -Should you conic to
the attention of those in a position to help your advancement. take advantage of the situation. Exert yourself.

AQUARIUS (Jan.

7.4.)

e tw, P. MIA. 4 1,4 4 UP

-

64 55

56

II

'

.
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The Game of the Day

Tigers Maul Athletic, 8-1, in Arlington

-

second. Harris was forced out'
at third on a ball hit to the third

By Mike Needleman

the Athletic second baseman

were made, it was once again

for a force on Stroben.
Breitbeil rapped out a long
ball into right center field that

Breitbeil who stole the scene as
he fanned all the hitters.

the inning. O'Connell got all Harris for'the third out of the
in the Tiger second, Harris the way to third base, by inning.

baseman by Dan Borland.
Tom Ycazal then smacked one
into center field to score got him a double and scored
Hermann from second and put Evenson all the way from first
Borland there in his place. Thebase. Breitbeil was then

The Tigers' Steve Breitbeil
pitched his team to an 8-I vic-

tory Saturday by fanning 12
Athletic batters and letting up
only two hits in Arlington,
Heights Major League action.
It took a little time for Breit-

good for outs to bring the early
Athletic attack to an end.

beil to find his control as he
walked a man and hit a man

The Tigers came up with

early in the first inning of the
contest. The first batter for the
Athletics, Steve Harris, got on
first base due to an error on

two hits in the last of the first to

Breitbeil.

a

JIM HERMANN was then
hit by one of Brcitbeil's fast

with a fielders' choice, on a

batter was fanned by Athletic

the inning, he struck out two.
The third out came when third
bagger Borland threw out Ken

pitcher Harris to retire the

Breitbeil at first base,

hit

THE ATHLETICS got
three men on base in the top of
the second inning, but none of
them were lucky enough to get
on with hits. Instead, all three
batters were walked by Breit-

the

between

Athletic's shortstop and third
baseman. Jim Evenson got on

BREITBEIL looked beau -

tiful in the sixth as he fanned
all three batters Ile faced in the
inning to bring another win for
his team.

I

I

I

2
I
0 0
Gaare, ss
2
0 2
Beise, rf
walk. Breitbeil picked up an0 0 0 0
Lindsey, rf
other strikeout in the inning to
3
0
I
THE TIGERS also fell in Lynon, 2b
bring his running total to four.
2
I
I
order in their half of the Magnine, If
0 O 0
THE LAST of the third was fourth. Evenson grounded one Berman, If
the big part of the game for the to the Athletic shortstop that K. Breitbeil, 3b 2 0 O 0
I
0 O 0
Tigers, as they put their bats was made into an easy out, by a Cupidro, 3b
I
little toss to first base. Breitbeil O'Connell, c
together for seven more runs.
3
0 0
John O'Connell was walked got on first base with a walk Evenson, I b
23 8 4 8
as the first batter of the inning and was thrown out by Total
and advanced to second base Athletic catcher Bruce Johnon a beautiful bunt by Stroben. son. Gaare was fanned to end
ATHLETICS (1)
Stroben was safe at first on the the inning.
ab r h bi
Borland was struck out by Player
play. Both men advanced to
2 0 0 it)
one base each on a sacrifice fly Breitbeil for the first out of the Harris, p
I
0 0
fifth inning. Yeasel followed Hermann, If
to center by Evenson.
3
0 0 0
Steve Breitbeil whacked a up the out with a base shot into Borland, 3b
0 2
3
long ball to left for a double, left. As the next batter, Mark Yeasel, ss
2
0 0 0
which scored both runners. Bonucchi, was striking out, Bonucchi, I b
0 0 0
Dennis Gaare was then walked Yeasel stole second base easily. Fanning, 26
3
0 0 0
to put men on first and second. Fanning was walked to put Johnson, c
0 0
2 0
Breitbeil scored from second men on both first and second Duck, cf
2
0 0 0
base on a double off the big base. But Yeasel was thrown Jarocki, rf
I
2
19
I
out while trying to snatch Totals
stick of Mike Beise.
third, bringing the inning to an
WITH MEN ON second end.
Pitching Summary
In the Tiger fifth, Beise
and third and only one out,
h ip r-er so bb
Gaare scored another run drew a walk off Harris to start Players
6 3 8-6 4 2
from third base when the the inning rolling. He re- Harris
2
2 0-0 2
Athletic pitcher made an error mained on first the rest of the Bonucchi
2
6
I -I 12 7
on a ball hit by Jim Lynon. Ly- inning as the following three Breitbeil
non and Beise both scored batters were unable to hit him

third, and he did so with a

beil. But when the three outs

ground ball that went right to

balls, putting men on first and

stealing, before the inning was
ended with a strikeout by
Stroben.
Down by seven runs, it was
obvious that the Athletics had
to do some scoring if they cx-

peeled to stay in reach of the
TIGERS (8)
The Athletics were not as ballgame. But they were only
ab h h bi
lucky at the bat as they ap- able to get one man on base Players
2
2 0
peered to be in the field. Don again, and that was by a walk. Storben, cf
0 0 0
Fanning was the only one to In the inning, the three outs Tobermatch, cf
2
0 3
reach base in the top of the were credited to Breitbeil, as S. Breitbeil, p

side.

tie the game by scoring their
first run. Leadoff man Mike
Stroben started the surge with
base

temporarily brought their
surge to a halt, as he forced the
Tiger batters down in order. In

thrown out in his attempt to
steal third base, and the next

next two hatters were only

ped out a double which scored field. Benny Cupidro, a sub for
Magnine with the final run of Ken Breitbeil, was fabned by

he fanned three out of the four
batters he faced.

1

1

I

I

Q.65

I

S Pzu RTS

Ken Briethed, third baseman for the Tigers, is about to toss to

1969

I

Rob Pm ratsky )

St. Viator Officially
Bastable's, Home
Run Withdrawing from CPL
.
Puts Heights in
baseball

That was it for the day off
Cordova, however. The little
right bander allowed only two
more hits the rest of the way
and knocked down II of 12
men from the second through
the fifth inning.
Sarcia led off Park Ridge's

Nlainc South High

sixth with a double, but he, got

Make harem
lack It Istable s long home
on ignited a two -tun fourth
einmg that rallied Atlington
Heights 10 a 2-1 victory over
Pink Ridge in a Ninth District
tinci lean
game

clhool

egion

I

triple. Bechtold followed with

1 he sictory boosted Arling-

a single that would have scored
Sarcia from second with the tying run.

ton into second place with a
iccord

6,2

Ridge

Park

(lopped to thud %kith a 6-3

Viator's athletic direc-

:11S I WI

RAN1MED

:Nay's Car Wash
Nets Fund 86

a

The car wash at Forest View

ora, the second hit off Park
R3d Ife N

High School Saturday raised
5186 for the Frank May Proj-

Gait PW.Sl.hi
ht.,- mid Jim Rolari

I

in the final inning to beat Logan Square, 5-4. at Forest
View in a game that is being

The project is raising money to help further the educa-

then lollimed with singles to
put rLinnets at first and third

Ind one out

tion of Mrs.Harold Sprehe's

I hen on what

three daughters. Mr. Sprehe,
the former baseball coach at
Forest View died last month.
The project has now collected 59118.56. Frank May, the

kel play of the
01cd tote
g,une holaii broke lot second

on the bola end of a double
steal

captain of Mr. Sprehe's last
team, is shooting for a total of

Ridge c licher Jini
idled the hall clown to $ 1.000 before he turns the
second hut he (hopped the re - project over to Bill Beckman.
View athletic director.
it' n throwhen ['rase slid Forest
into hint \stilt the lead run. in the fall.
May is planning several
Posschl got the nc t two men
Ind gate up onit ()tic more hit events which would push him
past the S 1.000 mark, inHu_ jest ut the contest

Pail.

Roai 1.

cluding a raffle and a picnic.
Contributions can be sent to

1' kRK RIDGE I 00K the

Forest View High School on
Goebbert Rd. in Arlington
Heights. or to Frank May, I

lead with a tun in the first'
MI NI Iinetott snleatmer Randy
( (tido a Doug S.It"C. la started
eat

tc

Bernard

ti (milk hi dusting a one-

ou walk and he went

was !meet] on Mike
gioundet to. the
nson s

'1,11(.141

hut John Gawaluck
oil the shortstop's
Oise to score Bechtold. VerprtLIILI
singled

son v.as cut clown aster straying too I,u of I second. but the
un lt,(1111".1

k RI INC, I ()N 121
ah
r h hi
Player
3
0 0 0
S ilm 2h

Ilastable

c

3h

last_

I

Ib

kola' i
ttialstLilt
\Voodaitl
t

I

3

(1

(1

0

I

I

I

1

1

I

I

I

0

0
0

I

3

II

3

ti
0

2

0

0

D

2

0
2

0

0

5

I

I logo ild

LI

dos.' p

I mak

25

0
0

(1

2

Buffalo

Institute to Help
Teachers Work
With Novices
An institute to help prepare
public school teachers to work
with student teachers will
draw 84 educators. including
four area teachers, to Northern Illinois University Aug.
9-28.

ss

I

West,

Grove. 60090.

to sec -

o d on Gieg Bechtold's single.

\i nistiong

Ct.

protested by Logan Square.
The controversy came in the
top of the fifth inning, with the
score tied at 3-3. Logan Square

ning.

center fielder Mike Abinanti
was on third with two outs.

the 36ers two runs and a

DES PLAINES pitcher Bob
Artemendo began his windup,
then threw to third and picked
off Abinanti. Acting. Lion

run in the bottom of the fourth.
Bill Teichert singled with one

\latsh.dl

ss

Satua 211
Bechtold LI

He attempted to score because Abinanti's throw from

threw to third and should have
been charged with a balk. This

the seventh inning. Des O'Donnell was able to pitch
Plaines got the same number out of the jam.
of hits off two Lion hurler's,
in

bUt two were homers.
Logan Square had a man in

scoring position in the top of
the first. John Wendell singled

and took second on an error,
then moved to third on Larry
Geyer's sacrifice

bunt,

but

Mike Golden grounded out to
end the inning.
Des Plaines jumped ojt Lion
starter Mike O'Donnell for

three runs in their half of the
first. After Ken Koentopp
bounced out, Pete Cavallaro

THE SIXTH inning was une
ventful, but both squads
scored in the seventh.

Logan Square got a goahead run when Jim Kenny,

THE. WHEELING ace sim-

run for Kenny, and he took
second oda wild pitch.

Abinanti singled Hynes to
third, then Ahinanti took sec-

ond when O'Donnell

to Koentopp. John

Charles Birch from Hersey singled.
Wendell followed with a single
RICH OLSW popped out, which scored Hynes, but a fine
High School. Arlington
Heights; Lloyd Huff from Al- then Artemenko hit a tremen throw from Pleickhardt nailed
gonquin Junior High School. dous tape -measure home run Abinanti as he tried to score.
Des Plaines; Delores Hudson that put the 36ers ahead, 2-0.
from Prospect High School. First baseman Frank May folDES PLAINES(5)
Mount Prospect, and John lowed with another homer, this
ab r It bi
Griffith. from Wheeling High onw hit farther than Artemen- PLAYER ss
0
4
Koentopp,
School, Wheeling. will attend.
ko's.
0
2
2
Gary Pleickhardt followed Cavallaro, 3b
A highlight of the institute
4 0 3
will be a four -day field trip to with a single, but he was Olson. rf
3
2
Artemenko, p- 4
Indiana University, Blooming- thrown out attempting to steal
3
May, lb
ton, to participate in the nat- to end the inning.
0
3
0
Logan Square got two of the Pleickhardt, If
ional Assn. for Student Teach -1
0
3
0
runs back in the top of the sec- Teichert, cf
ing Workshop, Aug. 10.13.
0 0 0
ond inning. Leadoff mail Caltagirone, 2h I
3
0
0
Mark Rossi grounded to sec- Pahh c
27 5 11 5
onds but Bill Madden doubled Totals
'
Reti,tet and took third on a balk.
W tvi,AQ's- Red
Mount Prospect resident, will
LOGAN SQUARE (41
MIKE PETTENU,ZZO whif
do the local post -game wrapbi
ab r
up after the 40th Major Lea- fed, but Artemenko hit first PLAYER
gue All -Star Baseball Game on baseman John Keller with a O'Donnell, p- I b 3 0 0 (1
4 0 2
pitch, then wild pitched him to Wendell, 2h
Tuesday, July 22.
2 0 (1 0
Geyer, ss
second.
1

1

I

\ /Amin It
(taiialtiLk lb
( ILiaditt lb
PossLIII
(;AIL II

p

gman ph
Roark e
I

outs
:

-

shall
table

do a

I

I

0

I

0
0

3

I

2

0

2

0.
0

0

-(1

3

I

I

1

1)

1)

2

0

0

2

0

I)

I

0

Q

2

0

0
4

23

I

0
0

0
0
0
I

Pos,,chl Roark. Mar2b Saicia
HR Bits
sac

sh

-

-

I
1

iii cralcl, CorWoodard..

raise

Is!olati

PI I( HING SUMMARY
ip h r-er bb so
Player
4
Cordova
7
3
6
I -I
Posschl

Winner

7
-

5

'-I

I

Cordos.a, Loser

3
-

ROdio

4;

welt

I

1

The game will start at 7 p.m.

Ahinanti followed with

with NBC sportscasters Jim
Simpson and Sandy. Koufax Icing single that scored both
handling the play-by-play and
color commentary. Bob Elson
will host .a.prvgarne show at
6:50 p.in. on V"I'AQ.

Dean's List

a

runners. He then stole second,
and when the ball got away he
attempted to take third and

was\out. Manager Larry Nomellini apparently berated
Abinanti. and was ejected
from the game. And .vhen he

Dennis Voelz, son of yr ai gave some final instructions to
Voelz. 1273 S. Ridge, Al Feldman. Feldman joined
Arlington Heights. has been Nomellini on the sidelines.

to

named : to the dean's list at
Northland College, Wis., for
the

Possehl

1

third quarter.

Neither team scored in the
third

inning,

but

Log*

Golden, rf

2

I

I

Rossi, 3h
Madden, If

2

0

0

3

I

I

Pettenuzzo. c
Keller. I b

3

0

I

I

I

0

0

I

0

I

(1

0

(1

Kenny. ph
Hynes, pr

(1

I

Rooney, I b

0

0
0

1

0

O'Donnell, Rossi, Geyer; E Olson, Pahl.

Down 2-0 in the third, the
Wildcats tied the score with a
two -out rally. Day tripled off
Addison starter Terry Jolly

and came in when Jolly committed a balk. Dean Sheridan
then walked and he scored on

a

three -bagger by Dave Giles,
who was stranded when Terry
Lundquist bounced out.
With Day coasting alongbn
hill, Wheeling put

the

the

game away in the fifth. The
'Cats put together five straight
hits

to knock out Jolly and

score three runs before a man
was retired.
DAN HULL opened the in.
ning with an infield single, and

he .went to third on Day's se,
cond hit, a single, to left center. Sheridan came through
with the clincher, a long double that scored both runners
and chased Jolly from the
mound.

hurler, and he was
greeted with successive singles
Blazer

3
3
Ahinanti, cf
23 4 II 4
Totals
2B- Madden; HR-Artemenko,
May: SB-Pettenuzzo, AbiSAC Caltagirone;
nanti,

stove you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...
see Kemmerly!

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

second and put the tying run at
the plate.

ply overpowered the Addison
A fine play by shortstop
Trail hitters, striking out eight John Dyson eased the pressure
and not allowing a ball out of us bit as he snagged Jolly's
the infield until the sixth. He. ground ball, forced Landrum
also helped his cause with a at second, and then Bob
triple and a single in three offi- Kreske ended the contest by
cial trips.
flying out to Wiesen in center.

Bob Landrum was the new

0

A Realtor knows what you are looking for in a
house. He's a professional in real estate. He can

the middle that sent Pinz to

way.

batting for Keller, singled with
one out. Jim Hynes went in to

grounded

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY
CAN GROW INTO,
NOT OUT OF!

By Jim Stuart
Speedy Wiesen to bounce out.
BUT THE DAMAGE was
An excellent relief performance by Scott Day and an 11 - done. Day got into a minor
hit barrage led Wheeling to a jam in the top of the sixth
5-2 Summer League victory when control problems beover Addison Trail Friday set him, as he walked one BlaWheeling High zer and hit another. But he
night at
School.
reached back and fanned Tom
Day was called in from his Provenzanno to end the mild
right field spot to take over the threat.
In the seventh, Addison
mound chores from starter Bill
Tyler with two outs and two Trail tried to mount a final asruns in the second. He struck sault on the seemingly tired
out Mike Pinz with a runner Wheeling hurler. Pinz drew a
on third to retire the side, then walk, and with one out Landwent on to shut out the Blazers rum reached him for the Blaon only two hits the rest of the zers' only solid hit, a single up

center had gotten past the cutwould have scored Abinanti off man, but O'Donnell alertly
and changed the complexion fielded the ball and threw Teiof the contest.
chert out at the plate.
Although Logan Square got
Des Plaines had another
II hits off Artcmcnko, the threat in the bottom of the fifth
36er pitcher redeemed himself when Cavallaro walked and
by batting in the winning run Olson singled him to third, but

1

1

Evenson; SB - Magnine, Yeasel; PEI - O'Connell (2).

LET A REALTOR

Of Summer Loss

single.

I

bi

WI' - Breitbeil; LP - Harris;
H BP - Hermann; SAC -

John Yeazel of the Tigers shows the hard way to steal second base. Yeazel's efforts were in vain
as he was put out easily in the attempt.

5-4

Day Relieves 'Cats

out, and after John Caltagirone whiffed, tried to score
from first on Larry Pahl's

manager Brian Rooney maintained that Artemenko did not
stop his motion before he

I

RID(,E (111
r h
3
0 0

Breitbeil popped out to short- Mike Berman, who was in as a
stop for the second out of the substitute for Magnine, flied
inning, before O'Connell rap - deep out to Hermann in left

victory

DES PLAINES nearly had a

I

Plato

when Jim Magnine singled in. Jim Lynon popped out to
deep to left center field. Ken the pitcher for one out and

Square scored the tying run in
WITH ROONEY at first,
the top of the fourth. Golden after Koentopp singled to lead
led off with a single, and was off the inning, acting coach
bunted to second by Rossi. Af- Kenny had Rooney and
ter Madden whiffed, Pette- O'Donnell Switch positions.
nuzzo singled Golden home, , The move backfired, as
and took second on the throw Rooney walked Cavallaro,
to the plate. He stole third, but then gave up singles to Olson
Keller struck out to end the in- and Artemenko, which gave

By George Hales
Des Plaines scored two runs.

ect.
Ult.

I

36ers Edge Lions, 5-4

ICeind

leltet high pitch lot a line drive
homer mei the left field fence
to pull Atlington into a I -I tie
n
the Illt11 h I he blast was

I

comprised of two divisions, an St. Edward of Elgin and Benet
Academy.
As for other CPL schools,
C.S.V.. officially announced lion. In the East section,
the school's withdrawal from which will be comprised of the St. George has closed and St.
the Chicagoland Prep League larger schools in the confer - Mel is considering the same,
Thursday.
ence, are St. Viator, Notre Marian Catholic will join the
Dame, Holy Cross, Carmel of Illini eight conference, and
St. Viator will join the re- Mundelein, Joliet Catholic, DeLaSalle and St. Ignatius
vised Suburban Catholic Marist, St. Joseph's and St. have applied for admission to
the Catholic league.
League in the fall of 1970. Patrick.
The CPL was formed seven
Three other teams of the nine Hie West 9section will in- years ago when De LaSalle, St.
member conference, Marist,
St. Patrick and St. Joseph of clude Marmion Military Ignatius, St. Pat's and St:- Mel
AcademycL. Immaculate Con- broke away from the Catholic
Westchester will also enter the
ception, St. Francis of Whea- League and created a new conSCL.
THE REVISED SCL will be
ton, Marian Central. Montini, ference.

a little too ambitious and was
nailed trying to stretch it into a

inlafr night

I

1

tor, the Rev. Patrick Cahill, East section and a West sec-

'

I

-

another base after forting out Steve Harris at third. (Photos by

St.

I
I
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Wheeling (5)

Wiesen, cf
Schweitzer, Jh

4 .0

Hull, lb

4

0

0
0
0

I

I

I

2
2

2

0

I

2

0
0

0

.0
0
0
5

Landrum, ss-p
Jolly, p-ss
Kreske, If
Di Angelis, 3b
Dorgan, 2h
Raby, cf

4

0
0
0

2

I

4
3
-

-

2,0
2

Provenzanno, 1 b 2

0
I

2
2

I

0'

1

I

0

11

4

1

0
0
0
I
I

0

0
0
0
0

0
0

3

0

I

I

Pinz, rf

2
24

0

0

0

2

4

I

2B - Kelly, Sheridan, Giles;
3B - Day; Sb - Wiesen, Ben.;
criscutto (21; HBP-Day, Dotgan.
Pitching Summary

ip h r-er so w

Pitcher e r

Tyler

JollyoPiat

11/2

2

2-1

2

2

51/.3

2
9

0-0

8

3

4

5-4 3

2 0-0 I
2
Landrum
Winner - Day; Loser - Jolly

REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9

0
0

Kelly, c
Totals

emmerI9

h hi
0

ADDISON TRAIL (2)
Player
ab r h bi

home, but an error on a possible double play ball put him
right back into trouble. He got
out of it this time, however, by
gelling Fred Bencrisyntto and

3

3.
Day, rf-p
3
Sheridan, c
0
Tyler, p
3
Giles, ph-rf
3
Lundquist, If
3
Dyson, ss
Bencriscutto, 2b 3
29
Totals

by GileS and Lundquist that
enabled Sheridan to score the
third tally of the inning.
Landrum got a break when
Giles was caught stealing

r

ab

Player

I
I

NOW 5 OFFICES

SWING

THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

728 E. Northwest Hwy.,

In Arlington Heights

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S, Wolf Rd.

325582254660

956-1500
894-1800

299-0082

Meadows Tankers Dunk Prospect Hts.
petition, and beat out the PH
team with a 3:00.5.
Again due to the lack of per-

and separating them by plac-

der 25 yard breaststroke. John
Elliott followed suit by beating

ing second. Bob Feezer of

t

swim

The P,ospect Heights' Park

District swim team fell once
again in its second dual meet of
Meadows,

coaching of Charles Mondi

Once

Prospect
again,
swept the diving

three. In the 14 and under boys

competition, Ph's Brian Cav-

elli placed first: followed by
teammate Alan Zasadny. and

in third place. Rolling Meadows' Steve Crawford.

.IN THE 14 and under girls,
Nancy Morava took the blue
ribbon for Ph. while opponents Karen Martin and Valfinished second

Hurst

Prospect

Prospect Heights then tried to
revive his team's hopes by
scoring first in the boys I I and

and third. In the 15 and over
mixed competition. Don Cash more of Prospect Heights

placed well over Dave Mullah
and Jim Johnson. both of Rolling Meadows.
The first event of swimming
Ph's
started
competition
downfall, for in the 15 and

Shermer, both of Rolling
Meadows, in the girls 8 and un-'

it t t ss Mate of RM, and his
teammate Kathy Andrews in
the boys Side of the event. In
the 9 and 10 girls breast, Paint-

12 100 free, and was closely
Rolling
two
followed by

under free relays.

events; taking first place in all

erie

and RM tanker Carol Howl.

both the boys and girls 8 and

and Jim -Spears, bested Jay
Magnusen's Ph team by a
score of 333-190 at the Rolling
Meadows pool.
Heights

the

com-

ows was awarded fir'sts in the 9
and 10 boys 200 free relay, and

the

under

some

Heights squad, Rolling Mead-

Rolling Meadows squad. Rolling

against

sonnel on

the season, this week to the

Beth Kugelman and Donna

in the girls 100 yard free in the
I I and 12 division, with teammate Geisler placing third;

ing Meadows got a chance to

By Tom Harrison

The winning Rolling Mead- Meadows swimmers.
The boys 15 and over 100
ows relays were composed of
Scott "anderweil, Tom yard free found Prospect
Heights
again on top as Dave
Stahnke, Chris Crouch and
Dan Mate in the 9 and 10 boys; Takata narrowly touched out
Collette Shermer, Sue Sarich, Mark Bailey of Rolling tt.l.aclBeth Kugelman, and Mary ows, who was followed in third
Kay Martin in the girls. and place by his teammate Bill
Owen Hallerud, Russ Mate, Evenson. Rolling Meadows
Don Reis. and Ericson in the was not to he too outdone, as
they came hack in the followboys, 8 and under relays.
THE 15 AND over boys 200 ing event, the girls 8 and under
yard freestyle also found Roll- 25 yard freestyle, as Miss
ing Meadows' Bill Mc -Caffrey Stahnke and Miss Kugelman
and Randy Robertson placing double -teamed over Christine
first and second, leaving PH's Ta Kant of PH.
A TIE WAS awarded beHudson with third.
Scott
tween Dan Jump and John
Again in the girls 15 and over
100 free, RM scored a double Elliott, both of Prospect
win, as Kim Corbett and Jan Heights, in the boys 8 and
Grunwald beat out Mary Ellen under 25 yard freestyle. The
tie was for first place, and the
Geisler.
Prospect Heights bounced third place winner, from Roll-

over boys 200 medley relay.

Prospect Heights was forced to
hand the event to RM, because

of a lack of swimmers. The
Rolling Meadows team of
Dannie Burns, Ed Martin, Jim
and Mark Bailey
Spears.
scored the easy first in 2:32.2.

Carol Geisler finished
one-two resepectively, over

Meadows, was Owen
Hallentd.
came
Rolling Meadows
hack, taking the next two

RM's Kay Corbett. The Roll-

events, the 9 and 10 girls and

ing Meadows boys made up for
the girls. however. as John

boys 50 yard free, as Grunwald
finished ahead of two PH tank-

hack in the girls 13 and 14 100

yard free, as Donna Feezor
and

Mate breezed ahead with a
winning time of 1:04.0, and
teammate Charlie Martin finished second, once again leaving

IN THE 9 AND ID girls 200,
yard free relay. however, Roll-

the PH swimmer. Ken

Bergman, with the white ribbon.

ing

er of Ph scored the first 6ver
the opposing swimmers, Shan-

non Corbett and Mary Kay
Kenney.
Then, in event 13, the boys 9

and 10 50 yardbreaststroke.
the tide slowly began to return
to the Rolling .Meadows swimmers, as Chris Crouch finished

with a 50.4 over PH tankers
Geisler and Mede. and AM's
Mary Kay Mate duplicated her
teammate's feat in the girls 11
and

1:39.5.

GARY TAKATA beat on

of Rolling Meadows'
swimmers in the 11 and 12
both

boys 100 yard I M,,as he plac-

ed first for Prospect Heights,
and Scott Crouch and Sean
Kenney of RM took second
and third.

Back again came Rolling

Meadows, When Sue Stahnke

won the 13 and 14 girls

Dan Mede for the bo)4.
Prospect Heights then had a
streak of its own, as Christine

Takata took the first of three
PH blue ribbons, hers over

Cheryl Takata placed first

ning to score a thrilling 3-2
Ninth District

July 14,

baseball

game at Maine South High

1969

School yesterday afternoon.
Park Ridge. losers of three

of its last four games before
Sunday. kept alive its hopes for

the league title by. raising its record to 7-3. The 36ers fell to
6-4 in league competition.

MIKE NEVINS scored the
winning run for Park Ridge
when Des Plaines left fielder
Pleickhardt dropped
Gary

Ralph Remus' long drive in
front of the left field fence.
Pleickhardt made a lung run
for the ball and actually had it
in his glove, but it dropped fol.
a two -base error.

Remus' hurling made the
run stand up. hut not before
Des Plaines put the pressure
on in the seventh. With one
out, John Caltagirone coaxed
the first walk of the day oilt of,
the Park Ridge right bander
and moved to second on Chris
Gather's pinch single to right.

The next hatter struck out,
but Pete Cavallaro kept things
going with a line shot to right.
The only thing wrong with the
single was that it' was hit too

menko with a pitch to put two
men on, but he got the next two

hatters to get out of the inning
without further damage.
Park Ridge countered with
two runs in its half of the first.
Doug Sarcia singled with one
out and raced to second on a
wild pickoff attempt. Greg
Bechtold drove him home with
a double down the left field

line, then scored himself on
Mike Venson's
single to center.

line

drive

THE 2-1 LEAD lasted until
the fourth when Des Plaines
evened things up. Artemenko
ond. After the next man struck

out, Pleickhardt hunted for a
hit and Bill Teichert laced a
single to right to score Artemeriko with the tying run.

Kim

gins, after which the spell was

broken by PH's Wiry Ellen
R

finished ahead of their com-

FIRST: We list your home with Arlington

tically gave all points to Rol-

THEN: We'll find you a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding

was Prospect
Heights' last chance, as they
had no entries for the last
three events, which automa-

petitors.

Realty and find buyers that will

I his

please you.

major cities of the U. S. or Canada

ling Meadows.

at no charge whatsoever

The winning relays were:
Jack Lloyd, Chris Kenney.
Mike

Higgins

OMEV:CA

RER lift() Rgii

The three most frequent reasons for a child's nose-

One of the closest races of
the evening was when Mary
Ellen Geisler of PH' beat out

bleed are a dryness of the mucous membranes,
rubbing or picking at the nose during sleep and a
small ulcer area in the nose. If repeated often.

CALL

392-8100

Often the problem can be corrected by improving
the humidification in the home and the application
of white petroleum jelly to the inside of the nostrils
to prevent dryness. If needed your doctor can, in a

PH'er won by a narrow .4 sec-

ond. Third place for Rolling
Meadows was grabbed by
Wendy Neilson. In the boys

Arlington 11,,,e11.#y.

simple procedure, cauterize a small ulcerated area.

0

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE US

when you need a delivery. We will deliver
promptly without extra charge. A great many
people rely on us for their health needs. We
welcome requests for delivery service and charge
accounts.

dows.

back in

20 S. Dunton Ct.

Arlington Heights

R

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

in Palate

0
R

SOUTH

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

II

HOMERICA, NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

LOOK FOR US IN THE

HOME BUYERS GUIDE

PH. CL 9-1450

Appearing Every Week In

DAY PUBLICATIONS

ii3ORgRIIROREVRORIfRVROR

bounced
the 9 and 10 girls

BUILD YOUR

DAN JUMP AND John

START WITH AN

FUTURE...

View High School. The 36ers pect Heights. this time with
follow that up at 6 p.m. ThursJump snatching the first in
day with a battle against first place Palatine, also at Forest the 25 fly. Owen Hollerud of
Another
View. The Palatine contest is a RM placed third.

Both games will be at Maine
South High School.

NORTH

in Arlington Hts. in Mount Prospect

LY

g

in Arlington Hts.

Meadows

p.m. Wednesday when it plays Elliott once again teamed up
Arlington Heights at Forest to score a double win for Pros-

PARK RIDGE plays Wheeling at 1:45 p.m. tomorrow and
Palatine at 6 p.m. Wednesday.

SERVICE OF AMERICA

consult a physician.

girls individual medley. The

Rolling

.

Robertson and John Mate.

while Prospect Heights had no
entry.

ANOTHER CLOSE race
was the girls 8 and under
backstroke. Christine Takata
and Miss Lynda Stahnke of
Rolling Meadows were both
awarded the same time, but
Miss Stahnke was given the
first place by a judge's decision. Collette Shrermen of

.

and Charlie

Martin; Pat Lazarus, Wendy
Neilson, Kim Corbett and Jan
Grunwald: and lastly. Brian
Kenney. Mark Bailey, Randy

THE HOMEFINDING

Pattie Lazarus in the 100 yard

.

through our membership in

CHILDHOOD NOSEBLEEDS
ARE COMMON

Adamczyk finished one-two.

til the seventh. Des Plaines for themselves in the boys 8
pitcher Frank May settled and under backstroke. The
down after Park Ridge's two - third place finisher from Rollrun first and wound up with a ing Meadows was Russ Mate.

Des Plaines is idle until 6

Bill

Corbett,

Kolin, and finally Mike Hig-

talent, as Chris Kenney, 1:35.4
fellow -swimmer Brian
and

make-up of Saturday's game
started the inning with a single ',which was rained out.

up the middle and stole sec-

were won by John

13 and 14 relay to follow. That
they did, and Takata, Rodgers,
Feezor and Geisler easily

Rolling Meadows showed its

RemuS allowed the 36ers RM finished third.
seven hits, but all were singles
John Elliott and Dan Jump
and he didn't allow a walk un- of PH grabbed a double win

five -hitter.

ting an example for the girls

McCaffrey. Jan Talbot, Barb

the boys side of the event, too.

entry, and Eddy Martin sped
out with a 310.6 against Jeff
Kinka, also of Rolling MeaMonday,

bot and Carol Howland scored
ahead of PI -1's team, but the
PH team of Feczor, Madigan,
Geisler and Takata, narrowly
touched out the RM team, set-

Cathy Rodgers of PH.
ROLLING MEADOWS then
went on their greatest winning
streak, six consecutive first
places
Mate,

RELOCATING?

close the individual competition, leaving simply the six
relays till the end of the meet.
The, first one, girls II and 12
team -from RM of Mary Kay
Mate. Kathy Wilson, Jan Tal-

Bob Feezor of PH pulled out
ahead for a bla ribbon, again
over a pair of RM. swimmers,
Mike Kinka and Scott Newell.
Bob's sister. Donna Feczor,
also succeeded in placing first
in her age group, 13 and 14
over Kay Corbett of RM and

15 and over 200 yard I M Prospect Heights again had no

Page 9

the 15 and over 100 yard backstroke competition.
THAT BROUG IIT to a

both of Rolling Meadows.
In the boys half of the event,

kata, and Carla Gormsen. In

ers and Dan Mate and Chris
Crouch placed one-two over

Park Ridge went ahead with
an unearned run, then put
down a Des Plaines Legion
Post 36 rally in the seventh inLegion

I m,

Kolin and Wendy Nielson in

And still another Stahnke.
Tom, grabbed first place in
the boys 25yard fly. picking
up a double -win of first and
second with Russ Mate over
PH'er Dan Jump. Cheryl
Takata of PH came back in
the girls 11 and 12 fly with a
first place, followed by Jan
Tahot and Mary Kay Mate,

over PH 'swimmer Janice Ta-

By Mike nurem

a

100 yard individual

medley, finishing in first with a

Park Ridge Bumps 36ers
victory in
American

12

Geisler who beat out Barb

double -win fell to PH as Pauline DiSomma paired with
Kim Painter in the 9 and ID fly
over the lone RM placer.
Shannon Corbett.

AFTERNOON
ROUTE.

BOAT INSURANCE
WAYNE BRENNAN

TTTTT

IAtM

WESTGATE SHOPPING
CENTER

392-4080

ItriUeAMC!

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
State Farm f ire and Casually Compan

hard, and coach Keith Koentopp had to hold Caltagirone
at third.
WITH THE BASES jammed,
Remus fell behind Rich Olson

at three halls and no strikes.
Another ball would have
forced in the tying run, but the
righty made it three -and -two
with two pitches, then got Olson on a fly out to right to sew
up his sixth win in seven decisions.
Des

Plaines

opened

the

scoring in the top of the first.
Kent Koentopp led off with a
hunt single. went to second on
and
sacrifice
Ca vallaro's

scored on Olson's single to
right. Remus hit Bob Arte-

It

ANNOUNCES

NEW LOCATIONS!

SPUDNUTS
"Ite tifloftlent Iiitat ;Omuta"
NOW AVAILABLE IN

"Ir" Nib 3M

THEM

MAN

LOMBARD

bES PLAINES

FOREST PARK

RIVER GROVE

FROM THE ONE AND ONLY

Harold E. Nebel

STATE FARM
Insurance Compames
Horne 011cs- BloOnunelon.

responsibility, business sense, sales-

prizes

...

Develop

v4v*\s's

4

I

manship.

If you are ten or older, want a
route, fill out this application

and mail to the Day offices.
Talk to your parents, first.

When a route opens up in your

immediate neighborhood,
we'll phone you.

OF GLEN ELLYN

Phone: 296-6640

rI

BUY ON YOUR INSURANCE

P 621010

...

ADDISON

TO CALL FOR THE BEST

212 E. Northwest Hwy.
' Arlington Heights, III.
PH: 253-5678

You'll earn money ... trips

1.111111

MAlk TO
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
722 Ceriter.St.
Des Plaines. III. 60016

NAME

Address
I

Town

I

Phone No

Birthdate

month

day

=MEM

year

1111911111

(Monday, July 14. 1969

' Page 10

BUSINESS

10 grove lot, Ridgewood
Ivry, 5750. Section 19, lot number

Furchasing Trainee

Ridgewood

4 lots (6 groves ea

Box 1202, 217 S. Arlington Hts.
Rd., Arl. bits., Ill.

Grey

rude. Company will completely

EX -GI's
Training Program

394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

bicycle. Found in vicinity
Virginia Terroce.- Plecnii
describe. 259 1765

255-7200

V2 A TAII, Vic of Borkely Square,
Arl. His. 392 7726
Glenbrook

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

Central ,ur Conditioning
Spring Rotes

Free Est.rnatek

CALL 437.4195 or 255-8532
Georges Heating 8 A/C service

Alterations

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

& brick work. All work guaran

Electrical Work

teed & reasonable. 259 9246

Alt rattans and ger:I sewing
plus remodelina of draperies
CI 9 3517

Painting -Decorating
X -CELL FENCE

& IRON CO.
All types of fencing: Chainlink,

SERVICE
needs of Northwest sub, ban business for:
Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.
Content Dick Westgard

For estimates.537-3986 aft. 3 pm.

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

WALL PAPERING

for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. Nc jobs
'no small 766-8034
BEST"

E 8 D CARPENTRY.

tiding
additions,
es 529-2478.

and

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

Seamless Floor Coverings Never
needs waxing -ore sanitary &
repels dirt & germs'

Call 774-3394
Daily 9.5 for, Free estimate

Recreation rooms, powder

PAIRING, 107 E. Prospect Ave.
392-9858. call after 3

Carpentry & Genera! Controct.
ing. We are not big but we give
big service: Dormers, Additions,
Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete work iiiclucled. For Free
Estimate, call 296-6250

Carpet Cleaning

Your Home or Office

Call 392-4750

NO JOB TOO SMALL

439-0059

Lawns Mowed 8 Landscaped
Reasonable Prices

Floors. Licensed, Bonded. Insur-

ed. 823-3342, 298,3491
KANLLER & SON
Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prornpt Service Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bond la
30 years in business.
CALL 766.5084

KANZLER BROTHERS
Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.

Garage floori & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987

Ceramic Tile
255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

KEY TILE CO.

Clean Up Service
Cleanup & FialllAwoy Service
Speciolizing in all types of
owners, ran,
Call any
tune. HARROLD'S 299 7830.
khan.,

and co n:.

Decorator
Kenneth A. Pearson
DECORATOR

interior 0 exterior decorat
in:, ncleos. A Chrisniann busines

inCltl. CAlL 2963953

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

255-2570

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

7 yards for $21. Half loads a
CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING
LAWN CARE

Formals

and resort clothes designed to
wedding

parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurst.

CL 9.0849 Tues., & Wed. eves

sealing

Asphalt
squeegees

done

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

437.4093

FREE ESTIMATES

Transmission Service

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)

651 Pearson

Des Plaines

BOY 14 WANTS SUMMER WORK.
DES PLAINES AREA

290.6196

RECOVERED

Free Estimates
Pick Up & Delivery

your car. Will pick up & deliver.

253-8551

437-8646

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower
beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - 525.00
Big 4 Yd. Load $15,00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING
Sod - Evergreens Shrubs Trees
Installed Rototilling & Grading.

All work guaranteed. No job too
big or small. Free estimates.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296-6709

A -I LANDSCAPING
& SUPPLY CO.
Merion Blue Sod
* Scott Windsor Sod
* Fescue Sod
for shaded
* EA.rgreens & decorative
stones

* Lawns seeded
WE DELIVER SOD

vote job to the largest com
rnercial job. 439-7774

MASONRY
Home inprovements & remodel.
ing, Brick, block, stone, concrete,
plastering,
waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Call days
nights 9561640.

SS NO MI'

,

personable man able to talk
to people for a personnel as

Trainees
160 week start
-I- 60 CAR
h All expenses paid,

Call TED LEVERENZ
296-1043

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 Des Plaines Ave.

i

1.4

You will get ciway from rou
tine board work and learn
you are making now, with a

va

bonus plan and profit shoring.

kof town.) Do a public relations"'
lob as well as chocking up ono.
lithe performance of instrumentsi
hand fixtures made by your
"'company. You can learn this inq

HERE at YOUR CONVENIENCE.

Corn

office.

cation, free insurance, liberal

traveling111

will interview acrd HIRE YOU

rewarded hand

sanely! We offer paid

.111 assignments! Jet Rentocor out

corporation

Engineering in the field., You
willrstart MUCH HIGHER than

our
is

U.S.

510,000
Complete benefits, free
college, profit sharing, ex

296-1043
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

1
,

AND MORE

1111

.//

2720 Des Plaines Ave
Des Plaines, Ill.

II iff ar N. I/

1
_

Se
PERSONNEL

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
DAN KRYSH
255-3822

296-1071
BUSINESS MEN'S CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

O'Hare
Office Bldg.
ti.g.yes &
Monnke.ng
Des

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines,

EXPERT PLASTERING

& REMODELING

If so, why not allow an organization with profes

Radio -TV Repair

437-9400
RAINSOFT

WATER CONDITIONING
COMPANY
1950 E. Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

LAB TECH

CHEMICAL

298-5021
t'?O'HARE

j

"Of lice Bldg.

BUYER
We seek a mon with a
mum of 2 year, experience in

Home, III

electro mechanical industriol
purchasing. Individual must

have a good working know

PART TIME

General Cleaning
Wednesday 4:30 PM to 6:30
PM

Saturday 4 hours

Mr. Evans
392-5210

CALL

2 PAINTERS
Looking for a Change?
Interior and exterior residential
Small

work.

shop.

Most'?

ledge of total material con
trot and will be responsible
for negotiations of all pur

chasing by our company. You
will work with little supervi
sion in a position of ever inn

Piens° send resume

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED. 358-5359

PEOPLE

evaluate your experiences,
versing what you are presently doing and advise
you of what you could possibly move to.

Repairs 8. Remodeling

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS;
INC.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts. III. 60005

CL 3-9407

L. Clark

RECEIVING

INSPECTOR

CREDIT TRAINEE

',a.,

$600 Td Start
298.5021

We are a leading manufac-

O'Hare

products with an excellent op-

VV !Lie/lope/Office Bldg.
iHng9iins

PERSONNEL

Monnhenn)
Des Plaines Hi.

turer

50°5 financing available.
-

and

Custom Remodeling

/Office Bldg.
H1,Hins &
^.11(111:1'

Dos PIC31111,

salesperson. We
have an opening for an ogres
sive, ;nature salesperson. Unlit,
ited oppurfuruty. All the buyer
You can handle. You will have
Our modern
your 0,vii desk
office. Call for appointment and
Real

estate

inn

see for yourself. Ask for Lee Min-

nich, 827.1117. double rn. inc.
Realtors, 650 Gracelond Ave.,
Des Plainer

Advertise with Day
Want Ads
CALL
296-6640

ARE I-1AM
ABOUT THE

ap

.

$10,400 to $13,000
$9,500 to $11,500
$600 to $750

General Foreman
Assembly Foreman
Lab Technicians

DESIGN
Detail Draftsman
Circuit Designer
Layout Draftsman
LI-

have

Must

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

392 3500

METHODE

MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

EVENING JANITOR
A reliable man interested in
working full time in the evenings is needed to maintain our
modern offices inn Des Plaines.
Hours would be I rom 4 p.m. to
midnight.
Excellent employee beneftt
pr og r en including hospitalization, tuition assistance,
and pension.
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

SYMONS MFG.
SERVICE STATION

COMPANY

ATIINDANTS

Des Plaines
200 E. Touhy
296-2251, Ext. 360

SUOURBAN
STANDARD

$780 to $900
$13,500 to $15,000
$11,000 to $13,000

TOOL & DIE
We ore a leading inanufaC
toner

in

the field of

electro

mechanical products with an
opening for an experienced
tool arid die maker. Work COn
sists

Metal

Fabricator

- TECHNICAL

materials.

uring gauges.

298-5021
O'HARE

Wide

$650 to $800
$70010 $800
$750 to $900

Office Manager

Kitchens Dormers
Basements Garages
Rm. Additions Fences

Receiving

FREE TUITION

ADMINISTRATIVE
Customer Service
Marketing Trainee

HINES LUMBER CO.

a

knowledge of all basic rneas

392-1830

Wolf & Euclid, Mt. Prospect

Remodeling & Supplies

Fully insured & Guaranteed
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-4300
Choice of Finance Plans
Sat, to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
Ask for Mr. Richard

$600 to $700
$10, to $13,000
$14, to $18,000

Trainee
Staff Level
Controller

No job too small or too largo

for

Inspector. Will be responsible
for checking all incoming parts

MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

JR. ACCOUNTANT

mechanical

electro

of

portunity

Full or Part time
Experience preferred

ACCOUNTING

PATIO'S
REPAIRS. & REMODELING

Cern

plete confidence to:

sionol counselors

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

responsibilities.

creasing

North and Northwest suburbs,

PERSONNEL

ill

Have You Been Thinking of Your Future?

824-7510

Auto allowance. Phone M. Horka,
259 8010.

Se

Business Men's Clearing House -O'Hare
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Illinois
296-1071

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.

for appointment

lenity.

Fabrication Production

CALL RAY HADLEY

$12,000

Wide

supervision in

CALL MR. BELTZ

111

298.5021

392.6817

--- -

Trainee. Growth oppor
Trainee or experienced
for leading manufacturer of food
machinery. North Suburban ter
ritory. Must be service exempt.

field.

SALES

urbs needs FOREMAN & 3 GROUP LEADERS.

ACCOUNTANT

Tuning -Repairing

--,ute, treatment

24 -Help Wanted Men

operations, expansion of plant in Northwest sub

GENERAL

Used Piano Wanted

Unusual opportunity to enter

Monday thru Saturday. Permanent part time position. CALL

CALL DENNIS GALLAS

Any lite

(Or Trainee)

253 6600.

Mall with car or truck wanted
to work from 4 a.m. to 7 a.m.,

PLASTIC'S - FOOD GLASS

AGENCY'
I ENGINEERING
296 1043

INSTALLER

.17. So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect

engineering agency

CALL NOW

electronics aptitude and high
'school.

WATER SOFTENER

to

penses. STRICTLY LOCAL.
CALL AL NORMAN

Des Plaines,

to 6 weeks if you have an*

OTENTIAL

FAST
UP.

Mr. Hughes

CL. 9-4000

PARKER

to waste your time with inter
views that lead nowhere. So

Interested in a learn and earn

inn

perb training un real chonce to
move up. Call:

Wide,

this leading

MOUNT PROSPECT
CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

lion offers in addition -to so

Mt. Prospect
253 6600

service training
$60U-$850 free

405 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington

up to systems work. No pre
vious exp. needed. This post

WE KNOW you are TOO BUSY

trainin program? We are in
terested iri a well groomed,
sistant
petence

your full salary while attending.
After training you will move

16 draftsmen

$650 MONTH

Ali-

will be sent to the IBM school
free of charge and receive

OUR OFFICE

ASST.

t 2 Field Technicians and IN

$650 - FREE

PERSONNEL

PERSONNEL

Dec Homes.

PERSONNEL

I.B.M.'s New 360

117 So. Emerson

for customer

O'Hare
lice Bldg.
iH,ggu,s&

Wide

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

255-7200

PARKER

Apply

Barrington Hunt
Table Restaurant

An excellent opportunity for a
man to -nonage the affairs 'of
the Ch .rnber of Commerce.
Attoctise s. harp arrangement.
If you ore ; tired this may be
what you are looking for.

HIRING IN

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

$600 To Start

your home. Permanent waves

437-6732
Af ter 5 rim.

formation, see or call:

PARKER

SALES TRAINEE

specialist. Get

JOE ORTMAN

eer opportunity. For further in

will Simoniz

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

only.

392-8763

best electronic engineers found
anywhere. Any military or
tech school training opens the
door to this above average car

5 PM or 6 PM til Closing
Experienced

Train to Program

Communications

in plant seminars and onthe
job training with some of the

392 0592

296-1450

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

Plastering

Audio

Arlington Heights area

CLEANING. 50c per window.

monent $10 comp. MU 5 5400

Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223.0352, if no answer

$150-$170

BARTENDER

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

probably won't find a
BETTER JOB anywhere. You

MAINTENANCE
START AT

experience

MT. PROSPECT
LIQUORS

Go to School Free!

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group or

Dec 61(1111,

previous

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

You

Audio Communications

RELIABLE MOTHER WILL BABYSIT

1W

Piano Tuning -Service

rospect.

areas. No previous exp, need
ed. Your training will consist of

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

WINDOW

MORE

Hwy., Mt.

Gregg Stafford at 394.1000,

Ask

Trainee

117 So. Emerson

Window Washing
PROFESSIONAL

Retired rnechonic

SONNEL,

Steve Pace at
HALLMARK PER
800 E. Northwest

course!

you can now start at 54 an hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future
opportunity can include that
of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant immedi
ate hiring. No fee. Call

91 -Situations Wanted -Men

DINETTE CHAIRS

years. High School is ;knotty'.
Wear a business suit for inter
view. Oh yes free smokes, of

PLANT

Without

299-0119

Upholstery

be area Sales Mgr. within 3

Electronic

$4.00 Hr. -:0.T.

19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts.
CL 5-5692

17 S. Evergreen

259-9440

week Do the job and you may

the

Ray's

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per

All typesall season or vacation

PERSONNEL

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bonk Credit Cards Honored.

Permanent waves given in your
loc.

just

SAVE YOUR EYES!

AAMCO

Na experience necessary. Pro
tected territory just keep your
customers stocked up. No troy
cling
no night work 5 day

iHnginre, &

Reasonable rates.
VOORHEES SEALING 358.4150

TRANSMISSIONS
830 W. NW. Hwy.
Arl. Hts

$135 Wk. NO FEE

lems the customer might have.
Excellent growth Opportunity
for the right individual. Call

/Office Bldg.

with

broorns.not

&

handle all inquiries regardinti
delivery dates and any probe

298-5021
O'HARE

Wide,

Evenings and/or weekend

EVENINL)

SALES

ENGINEERING AGENCY

colored. Good job guaranteed.

Tile

394-0630

home by

296-1043

PART TIME

CUSTOMER

CIGARETTE

394 1000,

CALL MIKE HANSEN

Mame:m.o.
Dos Ficone,

CL 9 3637

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Super
vise small clerical force to

GROWING COMPANY

'Ming. by
Castle Decorating Co. Free Est.,
insured, 298 5660, 262 1206

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445'E. Pololine Rd. Arl. Hts.

Ned Williams

Masonry

Dressmaking -Sewing

Coarchnoted

Call

We hove the equip, to handle
anything from the smallest pri

Dog Grooming

styling

lawn maintenance jobs.
255-0880 or 255-6295

Move to upper management or
engineering.

Custom Int. & Ext. Des

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear

10 20.

ASST. CONTROLLER -

298-5021

White interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints 51.99 per gallon.

anicol units.
Start by supervising

:Hp_e_ens &

D,,i,

$145 to $165 To Start

2120 Des Plaines Ave
Des Plaines, Ill.

All types, Free Estimates
537 1244 or 437 3160

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

Permanent Wave,

vailable. 358-3411.

APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Patios', Sidewalks,

REVERS MASONRY

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

Sholl Decorating
358-9038

824.1866
2 young men with tractor desire

766-1943

11 -Business Services

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

any 5 gallon purchase.

NO JOB TOO BIG

PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es
timote. Call anytime.

WANTED: Baritone horn teacher
for 11 yr. old. Has had I yr.
school training. 824 1323,

"Small Engine Repair"

FREE 6, 1/2 pints U.T.C. with

carpet

Cement Work

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

Landscaping

cleaning. 296-1450

order.

439-8614

Janitorial Service
prices -FREE estimates

827.6603

BARON S

Fully insured,

plumbing,

organ.

Course 6 weeks, 510.00

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Crocks Repaired
and
exterior
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

Home Maintenance

FURN. shampooing,

SUMMER SPECIAL
Piano or

Beginners.

392-1542

JANITORIAL SERVICE

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

l/z price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. well washing,
Pointing, drapery cleaning. Low

100's of Fabrics
.to choose from

Tailoring

Free
Circuit

/Office Bldg.

PERSONNEL

253-6600

1969 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

and components test
ing of precision electro meth

Palatine area.
358-2699

College Students beginning
5th summer in exterior pointing.
Quality work. reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur
ed. Free estimate.

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

Piano lessons

2

Hearing Aids

Offices, Stores, Buildings. /teas

priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365.

less money by exp. college
students. Free estimates.
Interior & Exterior. CL 3.6604

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
Free estimates
437-9214

WE HAVE t TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

15 Instruction

fabric,
fabric,
117.50 per section plus fabric

Wide,

TRAINEE

253.6600

Control Spotter
$15U-$175 Wk.

/Office Bldg.

PERSONNEL

SERVICE

Mt. Prospect

QUALITY

AAA I Hearing Air Repair Se,
ice on all makes. Free :loaners.
Rental plan. 392-4750

515.50 per chair plus
$24.50 per sofa plus

PAINTING & DECORATING

General Hauling

537-6122

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

695.9812
Professional Painting done for

FURNITURE REFINISHING & RE.

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

NO JOB TOO SMALL

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

Custom

CL 5-8232

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
or
392.3450
CL 5-3991
Interior & Exterior Painting. All
top qUality work. Reasonable

Interior and Exterior painting at

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs 8
FL 8-4543
re -gluing

14 -Personals

NEW WAY PAINTING

rates 671-0009.

Furniture Refinishing

359-1906

fndividuallzed

Interior & exterior pointing
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118
RICK'S DECORATING

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Decorating & Remodeling

NORTHWEST FLOOR CARE

Call "the rest" than cat! "THE

tracators,

Painting &I../ecoroting
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, Sanded, Sealed
& Refinished, $22.95. 529-1211

Custom Homes Room Additions
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Coll Chuck 259 4348.

clenup.

do painting, inside and out

side. Walls, Carpets, Floors,
Gutters. REASONABLE!
GUARANTEED WORK!!
971 0675
CALL JIM

Floors

Carpentry -Remodeling

with

mate call 392-6604

439-4454

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd,
Arlington Heights, M.

FREE

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

I

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

CLEANING

Ken's Painting 8 Decorating
Interior & Exterior Painting
Reas. & meticulous. Teacher.

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Steel
Colors
Privacy
o Aluminum

CALL 297-2266

255-7200

F.

EXTERIOR INTERIOR
Quality workmanship. Fully in
sured. Reasonable. 259 1039

iron. 647-0220

Serving the corrimerciar art

CARPET

Wrought

Stockade,

Redwood,

CREATIVART E

CL 3-596e°

Fencing

Art ServiCe

Free estimates

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces

air cond.; out

lets; yard lights; garages wired:
etc. 253-4792

439.3532

repair

chimney

Tuckpoiriting,

117 So. Emerson

117 So. Emerson

WILL TRAIN
298.5021
O'HARE

Mt. Prospect

Parker

traveling or night work.
5 day week. If you qualify you
could become the area sales
manager within the next 3
years. Dress like on executive

Parker

298.5021
O'HARE

Wide,

with young vets.

and smoke free cigarettes.

Euclid Schl, Mr. Pros. 392 4235

SLIP COVERS

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

Call Bob CL 9 0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

Electrical work;

Hemming &
Alterations

Lost: gray searpoint Siamese rot
w,,blue eyes, female, "Sheba",
blue collar tutted swims. Vic.

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

DRAFTSMAN
LOCAL

Clerk
INVESTIGATOR

opportunity

get your service

to

you

experience to work. Very little
training is necessory. This
multi million dollar firm has
had great success in the past

ience. Your own territory with
110

ARL FITS 394-2227

Slip Covers

Masonry

Electrical Contractor

Sherwood,

&

Bonus

+

and profit sharing. This job
requires no previous cope,

Prosp. Hts. REWARD. 537 0526
LOST STRAW PURSE &
CAMERA 019 SOUTH PATTON,

Your A.d will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory-Thursday.3:00 P.M.

Air Conditioning

New car furnished

lost: White pore -Ann, -Snoopy"

296-6640

OR

TRAINEE
$145 WEEK NO FEE

ALL MACK CAT WITH

terrific

a

is

for

MERCHANDISER

$650 No Fee
Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely tram. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
of 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros
putt.

$150 Wk.
This

CIGARETTE

of

FOR ADVERTISING

Dos Fl,iii,e, iii

PERSONNEL

01112

,

O'Hare.

TT 1 jc je.,131de.g.

NO FEE
No experience necessary here.

train. Coll Gregg Stafford at

kitten,

white

&

"Stookey", vic. Stornegate, Arl.
tits. REWARD. 255-1374

LOST:

,e.

we eitgpi

You'll get this one on ottid-

13 -Lost and Found
LOST:

10 TECHNICIANS

Mechanical Design
298.5021
uid A

$145 Week to Start

Cemetery for sale, rem. Apply

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEER

24 Help Wanted Men

,

27. SP 5 2466

Let us help make your DAY

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

23 -Employment Agencies -Men

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

Service Directory

23 -Employment Agencies Male

Experienced or will teach. Rill
time with plenty of overtime.
Benefits. Excellent working

of

repair and mainte

nonce on high speed progres
sive dies along with jig and
fixture
building.
Air-condi
tioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

conditions.

Great Lakes
Runway &
Engineering Co.
1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

METHODE.

MFG. CORP.
1Z00 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

392-3500

Page

Monday. July 14, 1969
24 -Help

124 Help Waded Men

244ielp Waited Men

COMPUTER OPERATOR
We have an opening for o beginner in our Data Processing
Department to operate a Honeywell computor. You must have
some previous experience or training in operating data pro
cessing equipment and have some familiarity with disc packs.

or

a.m.

before
after 9:30 p.nt. 824 7226:

Excellent opportunity to join a new department in a fast grow

ing company. This opening can afford the right man the
chance to progress into broad responsibilities for computor
operations.
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY
200 E. Touhy 296-2251, Ext. 360

11:30

phone

Des Plaines

24 -Help Waited Men

24410p Waited Men

Wanted Men

Need a mid teen youth to help
with yard work, ).day a wk. vi
the Des Plaines Villa area. Pit

MATURE ADULT to -help in. kitcH-

PART TIME MEN

en - days. Can arrange hours to

SCANDA HOUSE
259-9550

Mt. Prospect

TOOL AND DIE
We are looking fora man with tool room experience to do re
pair work on our metal piercing and forming dies.

handle reception, phone work,
ordering and lite dictation.
Beautiful surroundings. Subur.
ban.

SR. PROGRAMMERS

11.1sope/Of lice Bldg.
Maitntieilid

LIBRARIAN

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

44>

255-8400

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

librarian with experience who can assume respon
sibility for all cataloging.
Experience is your important
qualification for this position.
Our only requirement is a solid

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
$3.12 to start
SET-UP MEN
$2.78 to start
FORK LIFT DRIVERS
9 Paid Holidays, Cafeteria, 15c per Hour Shift
Premium, Free Major Medical & Life Insurance,

Mt. Prospect
150 W. Rand Road
ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

fun. A good way to find out
what you're suited for. Plus
your chance to get to know all

the other nice young guys &

background in cataloging

gals who happily work

practices.

gether

Employment, United
Air Lines, P.O. Box 66100,
Chicago, Illinois 60666. 437.
visor of

An equal opportunity employer

(8:00 AM to 4:30 PM)

OR VISIT US AT

ditions, salary and employee benefit program.

777 Wheeling Road

392-9050

TUNER

(Circuit Design
Experience)

ELECTRICIANS

Insurance Group

.

Arlington Hts., III. 60004

$17,000 20,000 Annually

Leading Electronics

$4.15-$4.58 an hour
Based on Shift.

Manufacturer has an
immediate position open

for a top flight Circuit

Design Electrical

Must have experience in electronic maintenance and troubleshooting on production machinery and some industrial
electronics preferred.

/SAM/OS

concerning this position

Fringe benefits are free to you. 8 holidays per year; vaca_tionsi_hasealization insurance; disability program; pension
plan; many othirP-rogFarns and °en -Vines-. ------- -- --- -- -------- - -

We will duplex our current system
(now 512K) within 2 years.
If you have at least one year of COBOL/360
experience and are interested in joining a

INTERVIEWING
Monday thru Friday
8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

truly sophisticated environment. we invite
your confidential inquiry.

AUTOMATIC

Duties will include project management home
radio tuner design. Inquiries from qualified
men are earnestly invited. Submit resume to
Box 1204, Day Publica-

A Member of G. T. & E Family of Companies
Northloke, Ill.
400 N. Wolf Rd.
An equal opportunity employer

S.

WAREHOUSEMAN

/

our Cobol programs under 0'S in MFT II. We also

have two IBM 360/30 (16k) tape oriented camputers.

We are expanding our programming staff and
are looking for experienced programmers to
work on commercial applications. We would

gym

prefer individuals with some Cobol background.

Route 83 and Lunt Avenue
An Equal Opportunity Employer

heavy background in Electra
Plating Plastics. The man we
ore looking for should be able
to procure equipment, establish the processes and operate
Electro

our complete
Plating functions. To the right
man we offer good pay plus
all company benefits. For apPlastic

pointment call:

Wanted For Permanent Positions

unto...n

PURE

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
I.D. & O.D. Grinder

.

200 E. Golf Rd.

Machine Fabrication and Assembly

Inspector

529-7700

Machinist Trainees

OR APPLY

Shipping and Receiving Clerk

LIKE TO PLAY?
WANT HIGHEST

CALL MR. McGRATH

SMALL OFFICE
Girl Friday
$115

If you can type and like
variety this job is for you.

sharing.

Re-

laxed atmosphere and congenial people. FREE at Amy.
16 W. Northwest Hwy, Mt.

Flick Reedy's the place where going to work' is like going on
vacation!

$115 WEEK

Sure, you work hard. But you advance as quickly as your skills

improve. What job security! Never a layoff in company

in receiving in process

individual experienced
and final inspection.
The employee we seek will have experience with
precision

GIRL FRIDAY
RADIO STATION

Electro

his

!aryl

And you'll have time to enjoy swimming, tennis and fishing
true)
while you earn highest ratestSound unbelievable/ICI

instruments and gauges, preferably

with mechanical and electrical background.

We need: Hone Operators, Assemblers, Drill Press Operators,

Lathe Operators, Lathe Trainees, Saw Operator, Grinder,

Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits,

fice and excellent starting
salary Make this an outstanding position. Free. Call
Miss Paige.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880

9 S. Dunton

6028 Dempster

966-0700

field. You'll learn to contact
airlines, arrange reservations,
help with needed informs
Req's. are

light typing and friendly,
outgoing personality. $495 mu.

plus fabulous travel
privileges and excellent raise
after training period make this

Des Plaines.

CREDIT CLERK
Full Time
Experienced preferred in some
line of credit work, however
will train beginner with fni ure
aptitude. Very interesting and

diversified work. Company
benefits and opi,ortunity for
advancement.

CALL 255 7500
Mrs. D. Hull

In Arlington Heights
394.0880

9 S. Dunton

6028 Dempster

nich, 827-1117, double in, inc.
Realtors, 650 Graceland Ave.,

966-0700

Spiegel Catalog
Order Store
ARLINGTON HEI

excitmentlt As politi
cal secy to big name Senator,
you'll take part in the fascinHere's

You'll have a variety of duties
as you assist the head of the

dept. of radio programming.
An exciting office where you'll
meet the disc jockeys, creative
people and other interesting

types who run a busy radio
station. Free.

this great man's life! It means
meeting & getting to know bigwigs & so many interesting
people from all walks of life!
You'll work with campaign
helpers, sit in on conferences,
learn detail that makes this office tick. You'll answer phones,
keep Senator's date book. And

you don't need political back
ground! You should tbe good
with people! TACTFUL! KINDI
GRACIOUS! A DREAM JOBI Excellent salary. Free to you.
IVY
SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
297.35354
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

,

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men,

z-,)111.5

JOIN THE FRIENDLY

GROUP AT PURE OIL

AUDITORS
Either recent college graduates or individuals with one to five years auditing
experience would be ideal candidates. Some traveling involved.

ELECTRICIAN
Individual would perform Electrical Maintenance work in Pure Oil building.

TABULATING MACHINE TRAINEES
j -Positions open on 2nd shift for individuals interested in being trained to
'operate Tabulating equipment in our Data Processing department.

MAIL CLERK
Busy department needs individual for mail clerk position. Will learn to oper
ate various mailing machines.

A)TS
nting. Department is seeking accountants with approximately
I to 3 years ccounting experience.

ACCOUNTGeneral Acc

JANITORS
'RECEPTION -

Apply in person Mon. through Fri, 9 AM to 8 PM or_ .
Call Pete Blut at 766-3400 for an interview.

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

394-0880

INTERIOR

6028 Dempster

966-0700

Decorator:,

Evening hours 5 P.M. to 1:30 A.M. No prior experience necessary.

Designers

437-5400

SECRETARY

FLICK -REEDY

CORPOWION

nocust.

ENGINEERING COMPANY /

TRAINEE

firm publishes items of
Interest for these people and
you'll get to meet them all in

Small soles office of nationat

your position as the front desk

firm. Will train young woman to
handle lite dictaphone. Main

receptionist. You

duties are reception, air line
reservations and phone work,

YORK & THRONDALE ROADS
BENSENVILLE, ILL.

Elk Grove Village

10400 W. Higgins
of Mannheim

O'Hare Office Bldt.
WEST PERSONNEL.

an equal opportunity employer

7

Salary 5475+. Des Plaines.

298-5051

766-3400

2375 Estes Ave

48 to".

-

HTS

Get Into Politics
Be Senator's Secy

MallitellUacat

CALL Miss Gaffke

see for yourself. Ask for Lee Min-

ating action that goes on in

FLICK -REEDY!

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an

RESERVATI ONI ST

RENT -A -CAR

Put business men, executives,
tourists in the driver's seat.
Constant public contact, lovely

This

should be
poised and handle yourself
well in public contact situations. $475 to $500 mo. Free.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
6028 Dempster

.966-07130

We

sive, mature salesperson. Unlit,.

TRAINEE

Come to ...

INSPECTOR

salesperson'

ited opportunity. All the buyers
you can handle. You will have
your own desk in our modern
office. Call for appointment and

444'

666 Garland Place
(On Rand Rd. near Dempster)

including profit

estate

BE A TRAVEL

Miss Paige

24 -Help Waited Men

HARPER COLLEGE

have an opening for an ogres-

guaranteed merit

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

255.0260

359-4200

tion and advice.

117 So. Emerson

Full or Part Time

Take over following.
Excellent opportunity.
Guarantee plus commission.

CALL MRS. GOODLING

where. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting ex-

LADY PARKER

BEAUTICIAN

able, excellent fringe benefits.

increase after 3 months.
Call for details.

trains, ships. You'll type travel
schedules, reports, tickets. Use
dictaphone. Slowly learn to talk
to people about vacations. Set
up vocations. Set up trips, con-

359 4200

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

If you're good, you can
make top money any-

ary for one of the top

HARPER COLLEGE
CLERK TYPIST, 12 months, 37i/2
hours per week. Will be in
facilities in Palatine
new
shortly. Excellent fringe bene
fits.
CALL MRS. GOODLING

117 So. Emerson

This modern suburban travel
service needs the kind of gal
they can train in this exciting

perience? Be a secret-

I W. Campbell, Arlington Hts
3 t2 +344

Real

for

$130 WEEK

NEEDED FOR NEW
COCs TAIL LOUNGE

Lunches and Dinners
COUNTRYSIDE INN

LADY PARKER

$525 Start off by relieving re-

train you to welcome people
wanting info on trips, flights,

259-9550

Secretary at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desir-

an outstanding position. Free.

ceptionist at her desk (she
leaves job Aug 31). She'll

SCANDA HOUSE
Mt. Prospect

LEARN TO

Secretary

ELECTRONICS

Prospect 255.9414

PAY?

3513-5800

mals. Light, simple office
routine.

SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PL 297.3535

TRW

many outstanding benefits

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

ister medication to ani-

at $130 d week with a

TRAINING

days. Can arrange hours to

suit.

you.

There are six girls in this nice
new office who work together
answering phones, greeting
customers, making reservations, etc. This company offers

An Equal Opportunity Employer

(Responsible young men to learn a good trade)

medical
reorder when stocks are
turning low. later you
will be trained to admin-

966.0700

Television Station

inventory of
supplies and

to start,

and convenient suburban of-

Palatine

-

an

394-0880

6028 Dempster

-

who wants to TRAVEL! Free to

125 -Employment Agencies -Women

Pure Oil Division

\--...

keep

television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

Dos Plaines

With Expanding Machine Shop

for this modern, neighborhood
office located in convenient
medical center. He is a special
ist and quite busy. You'll learn
to greet all patients, keep an
appointment schedule, answer
the phones, etc. Lite typing,
nice personality and appearance for patient contact qualify. Hours are 9-5, 5 days, no
Sets. $500 mo. is the salary to

COMPLETE

spot for outgoing personality

Write in confidence to Employment Department
giving your experience and salary requirements:

We are a growing manufacturer of

LEARN TRAVEL
AGENCY BUSINESS
FROM GROUND UP

tact hotels, airlines. A good

299-6629

WILL TRAIN
RECEPTIONIST

Exciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone, keep appoint.
ment schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to

IVY

If you want to enjoy working in the tsuburbs, come
see us. We have an attractive benefit program including profit sharing.

Elk Grove Village

PARKER

turer has an opening for an

We have an IBM 360/65 (512k) computer with tape and disc (2314) I/O gear. We are running

Monday -Friday 8 p.m. -3 p.m.

830 E. Lunt

Leading electronics manufac

PROGRAMMERS

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

9 to 5, 5 days. Lots of

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Electra Plating Engineer with a

* INCENTIVE EARNINGS
* OVERTIME.
*PAID HOLIDAYS
* CONVENIENT LOCATION
* FREE LIFE & HOSPITAL INSURANCE

any

fringe benefits, fast pay raises.
No experience necessary. Call
for details.

ENGINEER

COMMERICAL

General warehouse duties include filling orders and keeping
inventory up to date. Advancement opportunity. No previous
experience required. Will train on the job.

plus

steno or dictaphone 'starts you
immediately with this young
exciting suburban advertising
agency. Never a dull moment.
This is a ground floor opportu
nity.

DOCTOR

9 S. Dunton

117 So. Emerson

Electro Plating
Plastics
Day Shift 8 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.

skills

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK - FREE

In Arlington Heights

1-40 WK. -FREE.
Your typing

Randhurst-Upper Level
392-2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939 4866

start. Free.
Miss Paige

ADVERTISING
AGENCY

,r_opicljy expanding firm.

Arlington
Hts. Rd., Arlington Hts.

ELECTRIC

Or send resume to: Box
Or send resume to: Box 1205
Day Publication
217 5. Arlington Hts. Rd. Arlington His.

RECEPTION
SECRETARY

are elaborate and the
right man will become
an important part of a

tions, 217

Contact: Mrs. Ewing (312) 654.4000

IVY

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Ph 297 3535

Engineer. The particulars

Must be available to work all shifts. Excellent starting salary.

ARE YOU AN ANALYST/PROGRAMMER
WHO WANTS TO JOIN AN EXPANDING
GROUP OF PROFESSIONALS?

Free to you.

MATUR ADULT to help in kitchen

WAITRESSES

YOUNG

simple first aid, etc. And best
of all you don't need o bit of
experience, he wants to train
you in his very own way. Terrific spot for the girl who loves
public contact. See IVY today
at office nearest your home.

Des

392-8829

holmes & assoc.

.

kids & their folks happy while
waiting. He'll also teach you

HOME RADIO

lrhUngard

personal interview. Show new
employees facilities on starting
day. Typing necessary. Knowledge of shorthand helpful, but
not required. This company,
has good benefits and pleasant surroundings. FREE Call
Amy, 255.9414, 161W. Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect

show you how to keep little

ENGINEER

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

CALL DIANE THOMAS

Sec (No S Hi
Acctg. Clerks (3i
Good Typist
Customer Service

and set-up appointments for

Pediatrician says if you
know some typing he'll gladly

5600
500
600
475
500

Exec. Sec

executives, present and review
applications, answer phones

N.S.

ELECTRICAL

Wheeling, Illinois

.

the Personnel Department. Will

BABY DOCTOR
WILL TRAIN NEW
RECEPTIONIST

2300, ext. 3412.

CALL 537-1100

253 9325
PART TIME
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Wheeling, Mt. Prospect,

opportunities avail
able in N.W. Suburbs

greet applicants, visitors and

gets you hired! Free to you.
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

Please send your resume, or
call, Mr. W. R. Whyte, Super.

daytime

REICHARDT CLEANERS

Excellent

handle their reception desk in

to every job) 35 WPM typing

Pal.

$1.80 to 52.25
day week, good
5
hours, interesting work

Tired of Commuting?

company
needs a personable girl to
busy

large

Counter Sales

.Plaines. Car necessary. 15 hours
$45. Full time openings also.

$550
This

HI

this

in

pect.

RECEPTIONIST

to
PAYING
firm. COMPLETE TRAINING.

surate with experience.

A Company With A Future

Position available in our Mail and Supply Deportment. Ex
perience helpful but not necessary. Excellent working con

at reception desk. It's different,

We offer a salary commen

Pension Plan. MANY BENEFITS.

MAIL AND SUPPLY CLERK

FIRSONNEL

where. Assist anyone from a
buyer to someone in advertis
ing. Learn switchboard, help

sistant

PRODUCTS INC.

WEST PERSONNEL

pany. Fill in anywhere & every

United Airlines needs an as

EKCO

O'Hare Office Bldg.

together. Help thruout com-

July & August Only

TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

Large company seeking girl
with good voice and nice smile
for the important job of greeting customers. 20 girl office.
Fine benefits. Hours 8:30 AM
to 4:30 PM. Light typing required. Good salary. For details call Amy. 255-9414. 16
W. Northwest Hwy. Mt. Pros-

10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim

You'll all start together & work

ronsportation. Salary open to
discussion. Pq. phone before
11;30 a.m. or after 9:30 p.m.
824 7226.

298-5051

3 BEGINNERS
$90 WEEK

ASSISTANT

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home

SWITCHBOARD

own

hove

Must

care

child

Des Plaines, lit

PERSONNEL

200 E. TOUHY296-2251, EXT. 360 DES PLAINES

ner. Suburban

WEST PERSONNEL

(Higiyris 8

Excellent long term employment operation steady overtime.

a week, Des Plaines area. No

RECEPTIONIST

of Mannheim
O'Hare Office Bldg.

O'Hare

26 -Help Wanted Women

Housekeeper needed for 2 days

$500

10400 W. Higgins

298-5021
W

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Help customers calling about
delivery dates, etc. Average
typing and good phone man-

298-5051

Systems background

You would be working in a modern suburban plant on various
size dies used in presses ranging in size from 30 ton to 50010n
Capacity.

FURNITURE FINISKR

1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

Sales office of AAA firm. Will

Ad # A 121

927-6908

PHONE CLERK

$525

Sat. & Sun. from 8 a.m. to 11

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

1 -GIRL OFFICE

Needed for store cleaning
Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.
'OR

suit.

25-Enmlorent Agencies -Women

25-1*Iornent Agencies -Women

Pure Oit Division

. Unior Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Monday, July 14, 1969

264felp.Wanted Wino

a woman for mail room work.
Duties would involve sorting

26 -Help Wanted Women

2611elp Wanted Women
SUMMER GIRL

For 8 month old baby girl, light

ACCOUNTING

housekeeping, ironing. 140;
433.4793
Highland Park

CLERK
Bookkeeping, invoicing, typing,
credit. Challenging position,
with young, fast. growing

BOOKKEEPER
No Experience Necessary
Will Train - 35 Hour Week

onlling Meadows

259%6100

tions. $2.15 per hour after troin

ditioning, 40 hr. week. Come

III N. Hickory, Arl. Hts.

To arrange for an interview

housewares industry.

299-4446

Rapidly exponding construc-

tion company needs experienced bookkeeper. Knowledge of mortgage processing
helpful but not essential. Full
company benefits. Modern offices located at intersection of
Algonquin Rd. & Rt. 53 in Roll-

678-1337

CENTSABLE
PRODUCTS
3030 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Park, Ill.

IN. Plain., III.

2994444 - At.* Cada 312

60018

pointment.

OPERATORS .
TYPIST

-

CLERK

Now is the time to take advantage of our ex-

824-0181

For confidenV interview

call Mr. Letter at:

824-7151

GENERAL
OFFICE
varied

824-1845

.

You'll enjoy top remuneration
comparable to your experience and abilites, a su

perior benefits package and
pleasant surroundings.

Call for an interview opp't.

PERSONNEL DEPT.

259-9600

be working with...great. Start your career helping people
today. We're an equal opportunity employer.

through Friday, 45.50 WPM typing speed re

HALL !CRAFTERSO.
C

quired.

A subsidiary of Northrop Corp

600 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meodows.'6000I3

439-7172
OR APPLY TO HIM IN,PERSON AT
---CENTER-PARK - -

un en

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
255-7500

TELLER

coating responsibility. Duties
are varied and challenging.

CALL MR. BENDER AT

Spiegel Catalog
Order Store

EXPERIENCED

ceptional typing and short.
hand skills who is an excellent

The starting salary is good, plus you'll get two raises your first
year. The benefits Bell offers are tops and the people you'll

We offer the pleasant surroundings of our new
warehouse and a variety of clerical duties to the
woman who can work 9 A.M. 5 P.M. Monday

CALL Mrs. Hull

Coll

We need a responsible, mature individual possessing ex-

ANSWER: any connection in the top row marked 'Tandem 2".

Interested? Then come in now and we'll find out if you have
the necessary potential. If you do, then we'll train you at full
pay for this rewarding career.

Typist

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

salary and benefits.

senior executives.
.41111PP"

people if you were an Illinois Bell Telephone operator.

FULL TIME

assignments. Good starting

tion working for one of our

organizer and capable of oc

e

Post and bill accounts receivable. Experience helpful, but
not necessary. Will train qualified applicant.

visual,

audio
public 'contact and
Typing,

citing Executive Secretary posi-

Although it would take a trained operator to krx,w that, we
just wanted to give you some idea of how you'd be helping

We are looking for experienced operators, however we will train qualified individuals. If you are
interested in an excellent opportunity in a rapidly
growing operation, come in or call now.

MACHINE POSTER

Established service orgoniza
tion needs full time clerical

dedication, we hove on ex-

-

tape and disk (2-2314's) running under OS in MFT
II. We also have three IBM 360/30 tape oriented
computers. Model V (1600 BPI -9 track) tape drives
will be installed this month.

salary commensurate to dbillty.

If you wont rewords to match
your intelligence, abilities and

We have an IBM 360/65 (512K) computer with

Growing Dodge dealer in
Des Plaines needs two women
to complement office staff.
insurance,
hours,
Regular

.

Evenings; 10c a mile.

SMITH SURVEY SERVICE
945-4420
Deerfield

EXECUTIVE

the process of reorganization and need additional personnel in the computer operation. .

Auto experience
preferred.

CALL MR. MAY

per hour

SECRETARY

panding third generation operation. We are in

BOOKKEEPER

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

437-5010 or 437-9536
Part Time

Mr. Clickner 259-8600 between 8 & 5:30 PM
AFTER 5:30 PM CALL:09-8602

`N

1001 S. Busse at Golf
Mt. Prospect

MARKET RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
$2.00 per hour - Days; $2.25

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL:

COMPUTER

253-2880

Des Plaines

Youngs Tire & Supply

5480 Northwest Hwy.

1501 Rohlwing Rd.
Rolling Meadows, Illinois

Contact Mrs. Klaas for ap-

Cumberland Area

FULL TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Inc,

Curtis 1000

ing Meadows. Salary open.

SECRETARY

Division of
F & B Mfg.

Plan for Sick Pay

manufacturing and sales company
333 E..r Twhy Aye.

DIRECTORY CO.

General Office Work

Which connection will put
Homer Hankerin through to
his sweetheart in Hawaii?

(2 weeks after one year)

Profit Sharing

FILKO-IGNITION

jpimmunimmomommik

Guaranteed 40 Hours
Paid Vacation

8 Paid Holidays

GENERAL
TELEPHONE

,

253-9325

Apply in Person.

1865 Miner St., Des Plaines
827.6111

OTHER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Christmas Bonus

poiition. Permanent. 5 day
week, Pleasant Surroundings,
Paid Holidays, Paid Vacations
and Insurance.

An equal opportunity employer

erate - WE WILL TRAIN.

Coll or Apply
Dail Haney

EXPERIENCED
BOOKKEEPER

sales records with young fast
growing company in toys and

$2.50 - $2.75

New store conveniently lo cared. Nq experience necessPry.
Interesting work. CALL TODAY.
Reichardt Cleaners

For diversified general office

a "must see."

Excellent company benefits.

Gal Friday who will also handle

help.

Like to work in a quiet carpet
ed keypunch department with
brand new machines? Excel
lent fringe benefits and top salary, make this 8 to 4:30 job

Excellent working conditions in a clean air conditioned plant. Presses designed for woman to op-

We are in need of a general office girl for a full time position
with a fast growing, modern company located near O'Hare
Field. Typing is a must for this interesting, busy position.

3 +30 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Park, Ill.

2990

3 AUTOMATIC WAGE REVIEWS FIRST YEAR

GENERAL OFFICE GIRL

Wows

MANAGER

CLERK -STENO
Stenographic Ability

)KEYPUNCH

START AT $2.20 PER HOUR
No ExperienCe Necessary

F. H. BONN CO.

359-4200

loving baby sitter from 7:30 a.m.
to I p.m. Mon. thru Fri. for
months of Sept.- thru June. 394

PRESS OPERATORS

see us.

26-Help.Wanted

26Hell Waded Women

,

Young widow needs capable

ing. Call CL 5 4115

in Arlington Heights. Good pay
and frinye benefits, air con

CALL MRS. GOODLING

CENTSABLE
PRODUCTS

SECRETARY
TO PRESIDENT

work. Pleasant working condi-

III.

wares industry.
678-1337

3100 Tollview Drive

Want to gain a skill you con
use anywhere in the world?
Join the sewing industry right

mail, operating postage mac Nine II misc. clerical duties.
This position will be in the Col lege's new building at Algonquin & Roselle Rds, Palatine,

company, in. toys and house-

Coleman Floor Co.

CAFETERIA HELP to attend of
fice cafeteria in Des 'Plaines.
Hours:- 9 .tin I. Year oro'und

WANT TO SEW?

HARPER COLLEGE is in need of

26 -Help Waded Women

26 -Help Weed Women

VW 11107 .10 1m.h...

An equal opportunity employer

ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE

Elk Grove Village

800 Morse Ave.

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman
392-6600

Pure 011 Division

Full time. Pleasant congenial
conditions. Paid vacation,

Kitchen Assistants
Dishwashers
Full Time - Good Opportunities

insurance, profit sharing.

Personnel

Call Mr. lyngaan or Mr. Chirpe

Assistant

255-9000

Exciting position if you are Interested in people. You'll learn

all areas of personnel while,

OPERATOR
rewardii.3
and
Interesting
position open in small con

Coll or see Jean Yale

MACHINE

genial office for billing machine operator. Will also train

'

related clerical functions.

lynn

CALL OR A: Ply IN PERSON

davis

392 3500

METHODE

259-7010

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)

THAT'S SMART
+ DEPENDABLE

rospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
also
Chicago
36 S. State St.

We need 2 experienced dictaphone operators.'One position is
in our District Claims office where there is hardly ever a dull
moment.
The other position is in our dictaphone steno pool transcribing

TYPISTS

KEN
SERVICES

Des Plaines, Illinois 60018

TEACHERS
-i.t)

Trced

k

We are in immediate need of a girl with good
typing and shorthand skills to act as secretary in
our Engineering Department.
.

We offer you pleasant surroundings, paid vacation first year, finest fringe benefits, and, good
starting salary.

2375 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

ties for a Company Controller.

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
Openings on day shift for either experienced key punch operators or we will
train individuals with moderate typing skills.

,

Dictaphone and engineering report typing and
general office abilities for Manager of Manufacturing.

_ who have.thadprevious.office.experiance.as, _.,...

piiaannerfunCtiehs d6fiF

TYPISTS

`STENO'S

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
Work a TEMPORARY JOB
Days or Weeks
Your. Choice -TOP PAY:

Never a.fee-Referral bonus
Work in your area.

COME IN AND REGISTER

Mt.
White Collar Girls

OP AMP* it TA. /!LOOSES
MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST CENTER
.

.

392-5236

'

TELETYPE OPERATOR
Seeking experienced teletype operator.

PERSONNEL

COLLEGE STUDENTS'

431-5400

ENGINEERING COMPANY

ACCOUNTING
Ability to work with figures, some statistical and
financial report typing and general office activi-

Typing and general office experience necessary,

CAL1. Miss Gaff ke

nocuf/

'PURE OIL

MANUFACTURING

i,

GIRL FRIDAY

NEW JOBS AT

SECRETARIES

4

NUMEROUS SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE FOR

An equal opportunity employer

LOOK AT THE

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OFFICE POSITIONS

-

1700 South Mt. Prospect Rd.

1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

606 LEE STREET
DES.PLAINES, ILLINOIS

.

.

Ekaisircacouriam.

GROUP

ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP

Between Higgins and Elmhurst Rd. Off Oakton
An Equal Opportunity Employer

827-8154

Phone Diana Parks for Complete Details

UNIGARD INSURANCE

STEPCO CORPORATION:

250 E. HAMILTON DRIVE

CALL BARB ROSS

duties.

392 -9050

-

.Come In for these FUN jobs.

We have several interesting openings for alert ca
pable persons. No experience is necessary. You
must be able to type and handle diversified office

Diane Thomas

SEE DON ORTBERG

SECRETARIES

- TOP MONEY!!! TOP MONEY!!!

Clerk -Typists

296.6611

and

ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE

Rewording opportunities await you if you have
experienc ,i on IBM equipment. Alpha and numerical keypunching plus verifying. Day shift only.

If you are interested in a more challenging job with a company with, a good future and an excellent employee benefit
program.

Review all the ads on this page but before you decide stop in.

PLUS PLENTY OF GREAT OFFICE

Keypunch Operators

counting people.

BENCH INSPECTORS
1st, 2nd and 3r41 Shifts

STENOGRAPHERS

Secretaries

letters for our deportment managers, underwriters, and ac

WOMEN...

We will pay you well train you well and develop your skills.

CALL KELLY GIRLS

An' excellent opportunity exists for you if you have
good typing and shorthand skills. We have several
opening for secretaries to our corporate and divi-.
sional managers.

Dictaphone Operators

GENERAL HELPERS
2nd and 3rd Shifts
UTILITY OPERATORS
2nd and 3rd Shifts

+ GUARANTEED

special Employee Discounts.

401 E.

MEG. CORP.

and

MEN

Review The Following Opportunities:

manufacturer.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS

GENERAL FACTORY

HELP

The rapid growth and expansion of DeSoto, Inc.
has created several openings. You will :enjoy the
pleasant environment of our beautiful new Corporate Administrative and Research Center. You will
meet interesting people from the Northwest Area
and become a vital part of the nation's leading
and fastest growing Chemical, Paint and resin
We offer a comprehensive and progressive employee benefit package including: Profit Sharing,
Group Insurance, Tuition Reimbursement, and

good typist. You will handle
all Invoicing as well as other

Call

TEMPORARY

Corporate Office Openings

An equal opportunity employer

working with the most respected organization in the
Midwest. You'll be trained
right on the job. Excellent
salary and benefits.

827.6628

529-7700

100% Public
Contact

BILLING

21 -Help Waded -Alen' Women

21 -Help Waded fien Women

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

Rolling Meadows

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

Palatine

200 E. Golf Rd.

knowledge of insurance, pensions, and other
le.

"

TYPIST
Above average typist needed for order writer position in Ourchasingtrelikni"ment.

CLERICAL
Several openings needing light typing and filing
ability.

Excellent benefits, commensurate salaries; and pleasant working conditions at
our west suburban location.

Pure Oif Division

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine; Illinois 60067-Telephone (312) 529-7700

WRITE FOR IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW TO:

Box 312
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
722 S. Center Street
Des Plaines, !Awls 60016

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

t
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2614 WNW Wenn
WANTED general housekeeper.
From Aug 15 to Sept. 15 approx.
Ref 392 2847, 9 AM to 5 PM

FULL TIME MEDICAL ASSISTANT

in busy doctor's office in Arling

Soft Water.55.00 o month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9-3200
255-1107

Experienced Beautician wanted
for full or part time. Call
537-9526
Studio One

259 0273

ton Hts.

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment
DACHSHUND puppjes AKC. Red..
shots $75.
small standard
519 3686

32-Miscellaneons Merchandise

26-11eb Wanted Women

26414 wanted Wpm

-

German Shepherd AKC pups;

New car stereo tape player;

Champ, stock, Dam RinTinTin
line bred. 259 9415
FREE: Buff colored playful kittens
- 8 weeks old.
Call CL 5.8391

world patio shades, mist. items.

'

AKC, trained. 437 6148.

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

ASSISTANTS

Summer jobs for 25 college students to work in Promotional
Advertising Department of large International Corporation.
The jobs will be on a first come first serve basis. Students will
be competing for one of 15; $1,000 scholarships. Only those
who can Start working immediately should apply.
Saliries $120 per week for the first two weeks; $155 per week
thereafter.
Work hours: 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Plenty of time for swimming,
boating and golfing, etc.

MALE OR FEMALE

Excellent salary.
P M's or Nights

f

White twin canopy bed com
plete. Also white male poodle

$1,000

$1,000

NURSES

439 4285.

27 -Help Wanted -Men " keen

27-Heb Wanted -Men' Women

21 -Help Wanted Men or Women

CONTACT MISS HECHT

827 6628

HOUSEKEEPING

& MAIDS

CALL MR. SOLOMON

All Shifts Available.
CONTACT MRS LERMAN

$1,000

827 6628

PARK RIDGE $1,000

698-2028

255 7113

Universal' gas stove $25;
x36" swimming pool w/filter
$35. 392-5152.

Gar. Sale-Thur., Fri., & Sat. 10-4.

LAWNMOWER

643 N. Kasper, Arl. Hts. Everything priced right.
Gar. Sole July I1 to 16. Girl's

used bed, like new -$25 com
plete. 2 air cond. 5000 BTU $25
I

Sale 'July 19 20. 137 N.
Western St. Hoff. Est. Kitchen tbl.
'w/6 chairs, clothes, misc.

misc. 515 N. Russel,'Mt. P.

unusual items wine
barrel, cedar chest, fishing gear,
etc, July 19, 813 Graceland, Des

JSun.,

9,

Ln. (nr. Terrace
Schli Des P1. Furn., clothing, appliances, lamps, much misc.

One of the largest selections
of antiques In the North and

Old kitchenware, brass, cop

tin,
per, glass, iron, pottery,
f urni
wood, bottles, lamps,
much
Lure, and brio a brat of

sole. Treasured

trivia

&

or

sold w/the best of

being

956.2642

3800 Golf Road

-ROLLING-MEADOWS. ILL

you. Open Fri. & Sat.

Homemade boat trailer for 14'
boat. Solid built, unsprung, $40

VAS AAAAA ISM MIS SIPPER ISIS SP 1111 SILL PITIES

20" power rotary mower, push

SAILBOAT,

894-2930

41 IMeme

unit. 115 Volts. Elec. Typewriter.

wheel chair, make offer. CL 30198

Podded bar 861/2" wide by 42"
high with 4 matching bar pools,
best offer, call after 6 pm, 824

testing equipment.

For sale

* Compression Mold Repairman - Must be experienced in repair and maintenance of multi -stage progressive dies and/or multi -cavity compression Molds.

* Precision Mechanical Inspector (Days) - Must be capable of reading blueprints, utilizing precision me.cianical measuring instruments, and possess
knowledge and experience in Incoming/Receiving Inspection or 1st piece part
inspection.

* Compression Molding Machine Operator (11:30 PM - 8 AM) - Operate

automatic compression molding presses, wheelabroters, and tumblers used in
fabricating plastic parts. No experience necessary.

* Material Handlers - Responsible for receipt, stocking, and distribution of
raw materials, fabricated parts, and in -process parts. Good stepping stone for
a go getter!

* Manufacturing Engineer - Must possess strong background in tooling,
processing, and troubleshooting mass production operation in the electro/mechanjcal field.
ground in scheduling and supervising high volume hand and machine assembly opdriations involving electro/mechanical products.

other engineering clerical functions including some light typing.

* Dictaphone Typist (Part Time 9 AM - 3 PM) - Requires good typing skills and
ability to use a dictaphone. Ideal mother's hours!

* Tremendous Growth Potential
* Top Fringe Benefits
* Terrific Working Conditions
For more information call:

LITTELFUSE

Jim Deering
824-1188

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines,
Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.

English Setter pups,

ch&mp. sired, will love your kids,

70 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

255-5795.

Bright room, with kitchen privileges for employed woman.

AKC Beagle Puppy

Tri color

259-9138

LAUNDRY COMPOUND

spaded, well trained. 2974276 oft. 4

766-9148

Collie puppies, AKC, shots, male
&
female, just like Lassie,
European line $75 each.

Penncrest air conditioner, 20,000
$225.
392 9025

255 6421

'

POODLE, toy, AKC. Male Apricot.
1st $75 takes, or best offer.
259 1322

.GULBRANSEN ORGAN & KEN
MORE GAS RANGE Perfect cond.

0.5.1683

AKC, 8 weeks, shots, wormed,
$100. CL 3-7705

round -fruitwood cocktail
table; badminton set; port. rec

DACHSHUND puppy, AKC, 12
wks., shots; Female; red; trained;
$75.537 5388.

36"

ord, player; green rug

71/2'

x

41/2' w/motching runner; elec-

FREE .

tric clock; misc. CL 5 2391

5 Pc. bdrm. set $40; hairdryer
$10; dbl dresser $30; filing cab.
w/safe $50; kit. tbl & chrs $20;
lamps 2 for $15; misc. hsehold
wares, dishes. 437.7358.
For information about the FINEST

water softeners & water conditioning equipment contact.
JOHNSON WATER .
CONDITIONING CO.
,

BY OWNER, 3 bedrm ranch
Mt. -Prospect: 2 bedroom apt.

$170 per. mo. Immediate occupancy. Call 956-1677 after 6.

NW suburbs, young executive,

Mt. Prospect 2 bdrm. apartment,

'NANTED TO RENT: Executive
needs 3 bdrm. house In Arlington

Art.
Spacious

Shepherd,

male,

1.

1

Hersey, McArthur & Eisenhower
schools. Save. on security de
posit. $180. 259.0044

13

months old, papers tand shots,
Call after 6:30 437 0586

need a youngster to give me
lots of love and attention. BrothI

ers and .sisters are gone and I'm
lonesome. AKC MM. Schnauzer
male. 358.2699

Timber Lake Village

BEAGLES
IRISH SETTERS

TOY FOX TERRIERS
SPRINGER SPANIELS
and cute little mixed puppies

SWIMMING POOL''

conditioner,

TOWN & COUNTRY
In Old Town
Downtown Palatine
17 N. Bothwell
Palatine

located

refinanced for $5100 or assume
51/4 mortgage for $11500; phone
for oppt. 437-8616.
Des Plaines, near Golf & Rte. 83.
0'.110/ must sacrifice 8 rm, 4
bare, 21/2 B, Tri-level. See to ap-

preciate. $41,900 no rem. bid
refused. 296-5708

Prospect Hu: Open House. 11/2
yr. old 3 bdrm. bi-level face

brick, all sides, 2 car an. got.,

panel rec. rm., ceremic kitch. &
baths, patio, custom, drapes &
carpeting. $39,900. 1313 Wood

near Old Orcahrd Shop
ping Center, seeks UN-

Lane. 296.5171

FURNISHED 3 -BEDROOM

3 bdrm. brick ranch, 11/2 baths,
paneled fam. rm., 2 frplcs.,
bsmt., 2 car gar., att. hobby
greenhouse, walking distance to

HOUSE for family of 5,

oil schools. Low 40's. 824 2997

*Real Estate-Msuses

gar. Upper 30's. 255-0693

dining rm. Huge 21 x 14' kit,

11/2

baths,

cooking gas, master TV an
balcony,

patio,

rec.

room.

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253 6300

Colonial,

4

Ige.

Izsmt.

Florida

room,

2

ELK GROVE 4 bdrm. ranch, 2 frplcs., 2 car garage w/elec.
fam. kit.,
5.,

1/2

acre, extras, low 530's. 437 0551

doors. Central
$85,000
711 E. Fairview

air condition.
CL 3 .049

t

1

apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
including appliances, heat,

brk.

bdrms., 31/2 baths, formal sep.
Full

cent. air, w/w crptg., S.,

359-6050

WANTED
Six

real estate salesmen or

saleswomen. This is an opportunity to grow in real estate.
One will manage this beoutiful
office designed and furnished
for the efficiency, convenience,
and comfort of the sales-

person and clients. Excellent
compensation. Member mul-

tiple listing serviv. See our

make it your "base of operations". Inquiries confidential.
CALL Don Hager

359-6050

6 year old 3 bedroom brick

fer, 3 bdrm. brick,
fam. rM., wet bar, bunt, ott'd

Westgate Apts.
& 2 bedroom
Ultra.deluxe

16 S. Bothwell
Palatine

CONVENIENT ONE

appliances, heat, hotwater &

439-4100

DON HAGER REALTORS

BEAUTIFUL SCARSDALE
in Arlington Heights
BY OWNER
White

1444 S. Busse

Close to shopping. Assumable
FHA mortgage. $23,900.

downtown Palatine office and

FOR SALE. Des Plaines, by owner.

Arl. His. trans. owner. wants of-

cooking gas.

3 bedroom ranch. 2 car garage. Large landscaped lot.

4)38,500
HEIGHTS
ARLINGTON
4 bedroom bi-level. 2 baths. Carpeting and
drapes. hardwood floors in bedrooms. Family
room with' fireplace. Full basement. MANY EX
TRASI Jalousie enclosed breezway, 25 x 15. Oversized 2 car attached garage.

FLOOR
ranch, central air. Built-in
kitchen with permo gloss vinyl
floor. 22 X 24 Rec. room with
pool table. Utility room. Plenty
of storage area. Beautifully
landscaped - lAerion Blue Sod

lawn. Best buy on the market.
Only $36,500.

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

QUINLAN AND TYSON
255.6320
359.6500
894-1330

Arlington Hts.
Palatine
Schaumburg

90 -Investment Property

358.6563

ways, thermostat, pert cond.

16-Te Rent Houses

827-3214.

55-Mnskal kistrvelents

organization

Elk

includes all

Sensible rentals

henna,

'PET SHOP

16,000 BTU, pert. cond. deluxe
controls. window fan, big 7500
CFM capacity, quiet 4 sps. both

sociated with- prominent
engineering & research

1+2 bedroom deluxe irport1 ments.

MT. PROSPECT

ers; 3 pc. bedrm. set.

394-1643 after 6.
COOL OFFI air

SAFETY EXECUTIVE as

baths, tg. L.R., D,R.,

oak dining .rm. set, round table,
buffet, 5 chairs; 2 -record play.

magnavox stereo console $75;
40x32" wood dining table $20;

Hts. area. Prefer w/garage &
yard. References furnished.
864 3469

Prefer year lease.
Call 966 6200, Ext. 395

Girl's bike 26"; Stingray bike;

821-.419

references furnished. 827-6593

for August 1 occupancy.
MT. PROSPECT
-

German

sublease, August

bdrm., A/C, opal.,
carpeted, heated. 5 min.. from

breed puppies, male & female.
537-1889

MEADOWS

Grove, $25000 for quick sale;

Wanted to rent: 3 bedrm, house,

Hts.

6 week old cute mixed

Des Plaines. 824-0822.

82 -Wanted To Rent

PM. 358-7080

model 640-124, 40,000, grain, 2
yrs, $65. 394-1746, Mt. Praia.

An. Hts. Scarsdale, 3 bdrm. brk.
Colonial, 2 frplcs, screen porch,
card gar. $44,500. 259 5132

14 -To Rent Apartments

ground level 2 bdrm. apt. W/W
crptg., range, refrig., disposal,
heat & gas included. Call after 6

LAB PUPS

Manual water softener, Sears

offices, 1700 sq. ft. Central air
cond'g. 965 Rand Rd., (Nr. Golf)

1677 after 6 am.
Rolling . Meadows -sublet attrac.

zhildren. Males & females. $10.
5371944.

20's. 392-8259

twnshe.,

Plaines

Des

$170 month. Imm occup. 956

Mixed puppies, 6 wks., good with

For SaleFull set of golf clubs.
Good condition. $50.
Call 392 3076

house. Wolk to everything. Mid

-_

77 -To Rent, Stem Offices
COMMERICAL OFFICE SPACE 5

avail. July 1, no lease. call
manager CL 5-6175.

Use 2 oz. per wash load

ROLLING

bdrm.
$46,500. 537-9886 or144:222±1

Mt. Prospect 2 bdrm. 5 room

Young woman to share furnished

S yr. old female German Shep
herd needs good home & yard,

PROSPECT HTS.

-

71-Apts. and Roans to Share

CHIHUAHUA puppies 7 weeks
old. $30 each. Male & female.

by owner. 4
Colonial. Many extras.

3 bedroom bi
WOOD DALE
level, $350.
766 4905

255-9084

$40 Call
439 2690

H. 8 2337 aft. 4 PM.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

96 -Real Estate -Houses

76 -To Rent Houses

point o quail, win blue ribbons.

woods & irons, leather bag &
cart comp. $130 firm; 1967

* Engineering Clerk - Involves operating blueprint machine and performing

REAL
ESTATE
Residential Commercial Vacant

'62 Honda; 26" Schwinn boy's
bike; 26" girl's bike; Lg. Weber
Kettle yr/rotisserie; picnic table.

Men's McGregor golf clubs, VIP

CLERICAL

R00 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. CL 9-4100

answer 394 0300.

kitchen. $110. 392 1916

.255.1107 or 359-3200

* Production Sypervitor/Egrernan (Days or Nights) Requires strong back

2 suites of top quality office

'

dramatic & practical for your

f

\ ARLINGTON HTS.

56 -Office Funiture-Oevices

furniture available immediately,
like new. For further information
call 392 2901, if no

529-7298 aft. 6:30 or weekends.

1

1

IL A -FT O F

$59.50. El Rey Music. CL 3-0180

;Please

8483.

EITU

* Electro/Mechanical Technician (Days) - High school grad, - 2 years trade
school or military service school training in electronics, - 2 years experience
In building circuits for electrical or electronic controls or instrumentation.

OPEN EVENINGS CLOSED SUNDAYS

string guitar $1251 Others from

fireishigshritire

Beautiful (real) butcher's block

TECHNICAL & MANUFACTURING

BIG SAVINGS
IN JULY!

Poodle pups, black mini beauAKC pad.; home raised.

offer. CL 55046
,-

FUSE FOR

silver, 2 blacks, 5 wks., female &
male, $100. 392-3286
2 year ofd male Golden Retriever - AKC.
437-3514

Moving. Lg. $320 fruitwood din
'ing tbl, make 'offer;'- Wooden

Hi fashion winter coat brown
wool, luxurious fur trim, worn
less than 5 times, $90 or best

* Maintenance Machinists (Days & Nights) - Must be experienced in trouble
shooting, repairing, and rebuilding production assembly, fabrication, and

LIGHTS. THE

Like new Epiphone Serenader 12

Adorable AKC Min. poodles, 2

Ph. 392.1853

FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

1- ice

$2995. Pvt. 392-8465

9,000 BTU Alr Cond't, Window

LATTOF

NEW SPINET PIANO, WALNUT,
$399. BARON'S
827-4603 ASK FOR MIKE

fiberglass,

mounted. Sleeps 6, compl. Elec.
& LPG equip., 40 HP Johnson.
Cost $8,000 new. Exc. condt.

after 4 p.m. 297-6570.

APPLICANTS SELECTED TO FILL THE

hp.,

incl. trailer. 253 4722 aft 5

type, flood condition.
827 3214

Srrornbler

Call after 6 pm. RO 3 0170

2339 after 5 p.m.

Houseboat, 31' Kayot, with
house trailer, professionally

oven Roper gas range, $200.

LUCRATIVE JOB? TOP $$ AWAIT THOSE

8"

Dacron sail, alum. mast.

Like new 30" coppertone double

JUST HOW LONG CAN YOU AFFORD TO
POSTPONE LOOKING FOR A MORE

11'

305

Honda

1968

$550. Top condition, low miles.

358.0301

Ask for Mr. Denton

Wurlitzer spinet piano, blond,
$350.
in tune, with bench,
437 7358

extras. $450. 296 7519

Western Electri

MARCH '68?

25

FL 9,1766

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

openings available. 3 yr. Tues.
& Thurs., 4 yr. Mon. Wed, Fri.

Vox Super Twin Reverb. 4.12"
spkrs. 200 wts. pk. Call CL 9

trailer', skis, radio & many other

6,000 BTU Emerson Quiet Cool
air conditioner. $65.

DID YOU KNOW THAT EACH $10 BILL YOU EARNED AT THE
END OF MARCH '69 WAS WORTH 50c LESS THAN IN

runabout,

Delta

adda-roorn $550.

(312)469.7204

or best, CL 5-3662 after 6.
13'

with

VACATIONEER CAMPER

and enlarged facilities, Fall

55-Alusical Instruments

July 18, 9 to 9; July 19, 9 to 5;
July 20, 12 to 6. 2501 Emerson
St., Des Pl. (2 blks S. of Golf

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

$850,392 E3738.

lege trained teachers, all new

Box 323
10407 Liberty
St. Louis, Missouri 63132
314.423-1100

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

10 6.

37 -Boats aid Maine Supplies

Rd., -1 blk W. of Potter)

(Highway 58, just host of Highway 53)

Trailer,

Travel

sleeps 6, gas heat, gd. storage,

Third year of oreration. Col.

NATIONAL POK-O-GOLF

FOR FREE DELIVERY

ferences. Sentimentality has not
entered the bOrgain prices.

.

number. Full
literature will

follow.

Coll
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

6177.

re

Please

SHASTA

16'

$64.05 TAX INCLUDED

12 6. 526 7495 or 724-

Sun.

253.4447

OR PAY $5.11VER MONTH

WAUCONDA TRADING POST
on Rte. 12, 4 miles north of
Lake Zurich. Bring this ad with

orphaned hsehold items need
a new home. They have out
grown their present one & are

8 A.M. to 4:14 P.M.

descriptive

misc.

WANTED: your presence at a
gar.

telephone

$30. 392-9275.

makes button holes, sews buttons
monograms and fancy
on,
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service
guarantee.

areas.

Suburban

Northwest

chairs $35; Deluxe poker table

NIMROD tent camper, sleeps 4.
Heater, spore tire, $300.

Nursery School
1st Baptist Church
of Palatine

include name, addiess and

Sewing machine. Slightly used.
Sews blind hems in dresses,

FOR SALE

Chicago.

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

.

ANTIQUES

TODAY.

US

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

69 -Nursery Schools - Child Care

MONTH!

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

Gar. Sale: July 19 & 20, 10 to 5,

Gar. sale Sat. July 19, 10 to 3
only; complete baby Turn. set,
drill press, wood lathe, Easy
Spin washer, machinist's tools,
etc. 7542 W. Palatine Avenue,

POTENTIAL

WRITE

Reasonable, "rust sell. 359-6186

For best resiilts use
Day Want Ads

OF $1,500.00 A

free.

'67 Hartford 12'x60', like new.
Appliances & carpet incl.

op -

double
bed complete. A real bargain.
255-1395
Mahog. desk 34x54 w/chair $30;
chrome kitchen set 60" tble. w/4

Adm. 50c, 12 yrs. and under

508 Bedford

Monday thru Friday in our
modern regional center.
Attractive starting salary
Outstanding benefit package
Rapid Progression
10./4 night work bonus.

956.2641

Mdows, 1 blk. E. of Rt. 53. III. &
Wisc's "Dealingest" dealers!

98 -Mobile Homes

DAYS 825 4441.
PANY.
.EVES 358 7318.

proved credit.

Lind

Jenny

Carl Abbate,
MARATHON OIL COMContact

AVERAGE EARNING

Charming

July 20, 10-5:30 P.M.
Holiday Inn, Rt. 62, Rolling

1050 E. Plate, Palatine

8:15 p.m.

ANTIQUE FLEA
MARKET

Mt. Prospect
:501 Linnerna,
439 3405
Visit our f aolities any A.M.

investment required. Financing
available.

WASHER & DRYER $75
437 0903

34 -Arts and Antiques

NAZARENE
NURSERY SCHOOL

a good mechanic. Low rental
terms. Modern facilities. Low

25% DOWN
available with

ing sessions.

0 en 0,1 ye,

Excellent location. Oppdrtunity
for above average income for

NO FRANCHISE FEE

Leasing

-

SERVICE STATION
FOR LEASE

Minimum investment of $4975
through $9950

CL 5.5048

Qualified teachers

Excellent I ac.lit.es
All day child care
before and after morn

-

noon

diversified into other fields.

COMPLETE BED - $25

Nursery School and Kindergarten with Day Care.

774.3394

growing, aggressive cam ponies of its type which hos

Dark brown leather -like
recliner chair 340

ENROLL NOW FOR FALL

Monday thru Friday 9.12

COMPANY

TV -stereo; best offer. 537-3222

392.8582

$800

inventory. CALL:

the' prof its of one of the fastest

8 ft. bar, 4 chairs; octagon card
table, 2 tops; 21" Zenith

Gar. Sale-

Gar. Sale: July 17. 18, 19, 9 to 5.
Bdrm. set; tbls; lamps; cloth
ing, hshold.

WORK

If accepted, you will share in

5,060 Evergreens $1 ea.
Faith Nursery, 26W180 North
Ave. Wheaton.

123 Westgate, Des Pl.

REGISTERED 4LAB

pc. Modern, white, full size
bedroom set, complete, lamps,
spread, 3200..296 2615

ex

new, will sacrifice. 253.7320

clothing, househd items, miscall.

yins
-IRAay

cu. ft

11

--.6iXto.15FEisTioTear --

Gar. Sole July 17, 18, 19. Baby
Turn. fam. clothes, hshld items,

Gar. Sale July 17-19, 9 to

EXPERIENCED

.

.

7 mos. old. Was $225

cond.,

PI, 827 4784.

Has Immediate Openings For

KEYPylNqiholours

^ -

---

Coldspot refrig.,

PUBLICLY OWNED

Openings ore ovoilable for 4 yr.
old children at St. Paul Lutheran
pre kindergarten school. Call

Investment secured by

dealers.

mica tbl, reversible cushions,
asking $125, 827 7413.
3

each. 439 2208

Gar.

Western Electric

2 6 ft. lounges with corner for

Rotary, used, $40,
or best offer. 259-3805

teens & adult clothes, toys, misc.
hshld. 1206 W. Siywolt, A.H.

tot with it

4141erne Turnishings-Furnithre

wised activity. 255.7019

investment puts you in business part time, 3 evenings per
week. $2000 a month potential
income within 60 days.

money per location than The
well-known coin operated
bowling machine. Our company wilt set up your business
for you in a proven method of
success. All you do is service

Golden Retrievers, 9 wks, AKC,
shots, parents X -Rayed, beau'tiful litter. 5125-5150. 392.6617

12'

Business
Opportu n.ity
'New hot product.

our product can produce more

299 3538

BEST OFFER.

Exc. child care (age 2-61 my tic.
home -complete facilities. Super

addressing. Guaranteed

ey -making potential with our
golf putting machine. We feel

CALL

'

69-Hursery Schools -Child Care

possible -Home

plan. Details 25c Homework -AD,
Box 1043, Spfld., Ili. 62705

your own business. NATIONAL
POK-O-GOLF announces available distributorships in your
area. This is a fantastic opportunity for unlimited mon-

ADO4R3A9131.4:9KIITTENS.

SEARS WASHER

66 -Business Opportunities

$100 Weekly

Be your own boss and run

Parti-colored, males, $90.

$60. 824 2911.

Limited Time Offer
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Port Time or Full Time

'Cocker Spaniel puppies, AKC,

black IL white portable Zenith TV, good condition,
For sale

31-Runrage & Swage Sale

66 -Business *dimities

55-Aleska Instruments

3 bdrm. ranch, garage, fenced
yard, bsmt appliances, carpet
& drapes, Sept. 1st occupancy
$250. 255 5568.

Low maintenance exterior.

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS
Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place

or 2 year lease available.

$300 per month.

AVAILABLE NOW: The Kustom Blues Amp &
K100C-7 "Mini-Kustom"
EXPect Instruction by our staff
cians

F411(46e

qualified Mull-

ALSO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR JULY SALE ON

LP's and 8 Track Types

Reale,

358-1800

434 E.1,1W Hwy.,

PalatMe

BUILDING
x 75' with good parking
area. In prime Des
Plaines location.

3 bedroom home on large lot.
1

CHOICE.

COMMERCIAL
Three story complex. 50'

PALATINE

359-2251
IN STOCK THE MOST POPULAR NAMES IN GUITARS TODAY:

Gibson - Kustom - Epiphone - Rickenbacher
Goya and Others

$38,750
PALATINE
4 bedroom new Colonial. 21/2 baths. Den and
full basement. Double Orage. 100 x 300 lot.

XViteme

358-1800
434 E. Northwest

g'earey

Hwy.,
Palatine, Ill.

$95,000

REALTORS
1764 /101111/WIST NWT.

fAl%

DII rtA.115

296-6655

Monday, July 14. 1969

Page 14

auto shopping center

Tbe ;Dap 5
THE

SAVE THIS AD
& SAVE MONEY

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

DEAL

1967 Yoicoha
180 Electric

43 1'76

532d

Norton, 750cc with 'new
clutch, recently tuned, 81050.
392-9835
'68

0

THAT CAN'T.

-

0

BE BEAT

'67 1RUIMPH TR-6, 650cc, low
mileage. very clean

WICKSTROAA

BEST OFFER. 259 9215

BSA 250, mint condition, low
miles, must see, 5475 or offer.
CL 5.4585

collect, good engine & tires $25.
394-0520.

1962 Mercury 4 Door New Tires

Body in Excellent Condition No

new. $1750. 358-0164

ing, radio and heater, White:
wrills,

$1495
1965- FOUY
COUNTRY SQL/IRE.

394 2316

walls, -.EXCELLENT CQrgn.,

1962 GALAXIE FORD

N

0

lag, radio, and beater,,

$1 195'.

'63 Chevy /mpolo 4 dr. hdtop,
A; T, P; S, clean.

CL 3 6479

'62 Pontiac Bonneville, convert,
like new tires, good cond. $450.
must sell. CL 9-1565

'66 Ford Galaxie 500 convert.

Group, 825 x 15 White Walk, Power
io,

V.8, Black Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic,
7.35x14 White Walls, Console, Power
Steering, Air Conditioning, AM Radio,

B

D sole, Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomalic, Visibiler Steering, Power Disc Brakes, Factory
Air Conditioning, AM Radio, Dual
Rear Speakers, Tinted Glass.

B 69 GALAXIE 500 2 -DR. HARDTOP

529-7070

U Power Front Disc Brakes, Air Cond.,

LE 7-2251

CEE EDDY'S

radio and heater.

296 1689
1960. VdIldnt, stick, rum good.
New brakes. 5150. 529-7298,

Electra

days 437.5920;
674 3668

Eves

'56 Ford convert. 272 V8, quad,
3 spd., 4.11 rear end, new top,
CL 5 2376

1960 Valient, stick, runs good.
New brakes. $150. 529.7298,
after 6:30 or weekends,

1967 Cougar 289, P/S, console,
condition
1967 Pontiac Executive,

$2792

1968 XL
2 dr,l-liop, sunlit gold V8, A/T, R/H. # P891

'67 BARRACUDA

B '67 FORD CUSTOM 500 4 DOOR
V 8, automatic transmission, power steering, air

dr.,

2

black vinyl top, burgundy. very

T 4 dr. HTop, V/B, A/T, R/H, P/S, gold, very clean
car. # 2465A
'67 FORD ECONOLINE VAN
V 8, automatic transmission. #236A
N '69 CORVETTE

/.

Htr.,

67 PONTIAC GTO
4 speed, big motor, radio, blue. #7A48

Auto.

'66 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

'66 MUSTANG

Y1968 DODGE 441 TON PICKUP
Blue

Heater,

Mercury, A/T, like
brakes & battery $50.
1959

$1098

# 2782A
1967 KARMANN GHIA
NR/H, 4 speed. #2682A

1,439 4285

1963 Dodge, 4 dr, automatic,
Radio 8 Heater, P/S, V8. $295

Dr. Htp., Radio, Air, Full Pwr.
WW'S, Bol of Fac. Warr. Shart
8 Ready.
4

$989

'68 Torino convert, 390 eng., 4
barrel carburetor, less than 10,
000 miles. 439 4469

'65 FORD

ter. Can arrange financing. 259
8684

'64 CHEVROLET

0 2 dr. H/Top, green V/8, A/T, R/H, P/S. #272I A

steering, radio, #277)A
1969 COBRA 2 DR. HDT
BIndian Fire V 8 4 speed trans. R.H. #P-896

$484
Dr.

blue. #P903

-

H.T.,

Full

black, radio, heater, automatic
mission, power steering. #P901
'66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

$797

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS
126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

381-0899

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER'
WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

Call:

SP 5-6616

Cee Eddy
DODGE CITY
CHICACLLA AND'S LARGEST
DODGE DEALER'

7250 W. DEVON
OPEN EVENINGS 'TIE 113 P M

ALL DAY SUNDAY.

1966 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

0 Blue. #250A

B

1967 BUICK
A/T, R/H. # 230A

JIM

y AIKEY

0

B

$1495

Sta.

Wagon

DIATOM -OW

Low Oirfiiiioil Savits
r

$595

'62 COMET CPE.
d

6 is ,grath-inore af-

62 CHEV.WAGON

Polara 9 Pass.
Fact. Air Cond.

U

$2u95
'66 DODGE WAG.
9 Pass. Polar°

$1895

HI -PERFORMANCE
CORNER

'68 CHARGER R/T
4 Speed

$2795

'66 CORONET HIT

Skylark, Power

$1395

FORD

DES PLAINES

Saturda 9-6

0

$3492

'69 LTD FORD

2 -Dr. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V-8, cruise-o-motic, P.S., P.B vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,
many extras. Demo.

$2982

'68 PLY. GTX
440 Eng., Fat. Warr.

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

$1795

P.S., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

$2595

$1195

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extra

'67 CHEV. SS

'65 DODGE

4 Speed

4 -Dr

$2095

Automatic & Power

$1595

$2670

'69 FAIRLANE

2 -Dr., Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright
Hawaii Blue color.

w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear
Silver jade, 8 cyl., auto.,
speakers, body molding. Demo.

Hdtp. Automatic

$1295

$2764

Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.
Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

'69 GALAXIE 500

'66 OLDS

White.

$795

6 c I., auto. Fine second car.

79

CUSTOM
h

'67 CHARGER

extras:'

OU

$2095

ded with ex

'67 BARACUDA

'66 PONT. 2 + 2
DC

4 Speed

RY SEDAN' AOl9,

-S1291.

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

$1095

'65 FORD LTD

'66 PONT. GTO

'65 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

Factory Air Cond.

4 Speed

10 Pass V.:8, Automatic Transmission, White Wall Tires, Power Steering, Chrome Luggage

$1295

$1995

Automatic Trans.

$1095

Rack.

$395

'61 FORD STATION WAGON
4 Speed

$1495

Radio, Heater, Good Transporation.

NORWOOD

FORD INC.

$1195 N
B

NORWOOD FORD, INC.
'69 MUSTANG

$2195 T

750 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-2163

Weekdays 9-9

.

'62 TEMPEST

65 COMET 4 DR. '65 PLYM. FURY

$595

IN

IN sTocKIFQM

$595

$1295

N Blue

For Fre'e Credit Check

trans-

Great Buyl

'66 DODGE WAG. Excellent Value' $395

'65 BUICK

0

$1295 Y

T '68 MUSTANG
V-8,

$1795

$1395

$2995

U V-8, automatic transmission, radio, heater,

Factory Equipment.

THE 11 YEAR CART
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

$1395

'66 CHEVELLE 4 DOOR HT

'65DART
2

power

FORDS, MUSTANGS, T -BIRDS,
Tr4LFONS ANO!PAIRLANES

'64 CHEV. 4 DR.

Coupe, Automatic

9 Pass., Autom., Power

$1495

'66 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

4 Dr., 6 Cyf., Auto. Trans., Radio, Hir., Sharp. Perfect second
carl

Beautiful

$2295

er. # 2778
T '65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
6 cylinder, automatic transmission,

OVER 210 NEW

'65 PLYM. WAG.

$895

D White, V-8, automatic transmission, radio, heat-

$585

64 CHEV. WAGON

4 Speed

1967 FAIRLANE 500

Custom 4 Dr. Htp., Radio,
Heater, Loaded with EXTRAS.

1968 Cadillac Convert., A/C, F/P,
,Ljke new cond. $4800 or best of

Y

$1295

3/4 TON PICKUP

#898A

firm. Ph. 437-2464

standard

Factory Air Cond

'66 MUSTANG

$1495

1967 MUSTANG 2+2
6 cyl., 4 speed. # 2372A

CI

$1995

Widest selection of colors; automatic and
transmissions; all in stock!

'67 CAMERO

$1395

$5695 0
$1695 B

$2495

V-8, automatic transmission, power steering.

'65 POLARA

new

$2195

'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR

255 6448

$1995

4 Dr. Hdtp. Power

$1295 D

D Stick, 6, radio. # 2782A

'61 FORD GALAXIE
$60

$1595 U

$1695 O

0 4 speed, radio, real clean. #2763A

Auto. Trans., Radio,
Full Power, Sharp

Factory Air Cond.

Automatic, Power

'66'TRIUMPHB CONVERTIBLE

'

W 1962, Bug, red, 1966 trans
mission, ,sunroof, radio, good
condition. $400. CL 3 5490

0

$1695

Red, automatic transmission, power steering,
n power brakes, loaded. #2037A

$1292

gd. cond. 894 8970 oft. 5

N

1968 CHEVY IMPALA

'64 T -BIRD
Convert., Radio,
Trans., Full Pwr.

$195

Sedan

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

'67 CAMERO

$2195

u conditioning. #269IA

$1494

$2195

$1795

$1995 D
Y
$1295

Y1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK
Aqua Blue # 1250A

Big Eng., Set. Cpe.

'64 VOLKSWAGEN

Cutlass Autom., Power

$1995 0

1968 XL 2 DR. HDT
DHawiian Bronze V8 Auto R, Heater, Ps.#P 801...

'67 GTO 4 -SPEED

vinyl top, excellent
$1800. 259 9068

$3495

0 #.89

$1688

'64 VOLVO WAGON
Air Conditioned
255 5547

$3295

IN STOCK FOR

$1u95

'67 OLDS 4 DR.

$2995

2 dr. HDT Dark green 390 V 8 auto PS air con.

Speed, Big Eng., Buckets,
Racing Stripes, HOT, Mint
Cond.

best offer. CL 5 5046

D

g 1968 FAIRLANE

4

'60 TR 3, rebuilt motor, like new
valves, battery, tires. $750 or

$359659

1, Red 427 R, air Auto PS, PB Ready to go #P887.

'66 CADILLAC

'64 DODGE WAG.

$2295
-

$2305

E IN rtAfti.Y. FOR
YOUR 4TH OF JULY SAVINGS!

$1095

'68 CORONET
H.T.

Cony., Auto., Power.

n 1969 MACH I

Cpe. DeVille, Fact. Air-Cond.,
Every Avail. Opt., Mint Cond.

astros on jacked rear, 3 piece
glass front end, $350 or offer.

B

1969 GALAXY 500 2 DR. HDT
N Burg. Blk. Top V 8 Auto R.H. PS. # P-890

$2096

'63 Ford station wagon, excel.
cond. P/S, R/H, $650. Ask for

$394424 0

1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

SWINGER

766.8227, see aft. 5pm.

All

Automatic 8 Power

$2495

'67 MUSTANG

Tart V 8 Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice
car. #1587

BRAND NEW
'69 DART

Fully

'64 OLDS '88

$2095

Al USED CARS Al

52[96

cond. $1295
or best offer. 255 4322
'65 Olds 98, 2.dr. HT, full power,
air conditioned, private, $1050.
low miles, excel.

COUPE

iFactory Equipped

$1095

Factory Air Cond.

Disc

Tinted Gloss. New Lime.# 1675

'69 CORONET

'66 Mustang convt, 289 3 sp.,

Power

White Walls, Body Side Mouldings,
Steering, Power Disc Brakes,
Window Defroster, Air CondiD Rear
tioning, Radio, Dual Rear Speakers,

$2749

cond'd, full power, take over pay
[rents no rn,ney dn. 824.0260

Dottie,

0

----------

air

225,

Steering,

Air Conditioning, Tinted
Glass, Champagne Gold.#2186....
'69 LTD 2 -DR. HARDTOP
390 V-8, Black Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomath, Visibility Group. 8.25x15
Brakes,

B

BRAND NEW
'69 CHARGER

$1950. 392-3105.

Power

Rack,

0

$ALE!

after 6:30 or weekends.
'67 Camaro Rally Sport V8, PIS,
A/T, 327 eng. all extras; like new

Buick

3391'4

390 V-8, Cruiseomatic, Visibility
Group, 8.55x15 White Wall, Luggage

N

VACATION
DISCOUNT

1963 OLDS "98", 2 dr. hardtop,
full power, private.

1968

4I

'69 LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE 10 PASS. WAGON

1963 Valiant 4 door, 6 cylinder,

Convert., Autom Power

'67 CHARGER

d.

AM Radio, Tint Glass, Wheel Covers.
New Lime.* 1769

T

'64 CHEV. SS

Coupe, Automatic

B

Roof,
Cruiseomatic,
Vinyl
8.25x15 White Walls, Power Steering,

OPEN SUNDAYS!

'64 BUICK SPECIAL, 2 door, rad
io, heater, $395.

ti._ts.rom

CHOICE OF 20
'Ready for Delivery

Factory Air Cond.
Warranty

'68 MUSTANG

Gulf 4I362 579

Aqua. #1608
Black

$2495. CL 3-4739

'65 Pontiac Catalina, 2 dr. H.
full power, bucket seats, low
miles. $995. CL 3 0135

D

ity Group, 8.55x15 White Walls, Pow-

555 IRVING PARK Ro,

ROSELLE, ILL

''.00clory Equipped

03, Radio, Vinyl

'68 CHARGER

Automatic Power
Factory Warranty

'69 XL 2 -DR. HARDTOP
390 CID, V.8, Bucket Sea* and Con.

Y

Olds '67 Holiday, 4-dr. 98, all
power, factory air, low mileage.

0

$3332510

Tinted Glass. Black Jade. #1654

0

$50 or best offer. Call 956 1844
after 6 p.m.

BIG'FULL SIZE
I NEW '69 FORD

Vi -f69 FORD 'LTD
oaf TO Wheel. Covers

USED

Factory Warranty

NI

69 MUSTANG GRANDE 2 -DR. HARDTOP

CHEVROLET

OtkET AS A ROLLS ROYCE

9yNEW DODGES

'68 CHARGER

Fuji Wheel Covers, Royal Maroon 4,314689

#1768

DICK

V8, full pwr., low miles, $1495 or
best offer. 439-9571 oft. 6

STOCK OF

$2695

&

Steering, Power Disc Brakes, AM Rad-

N

1959 Ford, 6 cyl, stick. Runs good

$253384

Black Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic Trans.
Visibility
mission, EleCtric Clock,

WICKSTROM

9

1.4

$363962:

#2052
'69 LTD 4. -DR. HARDTOP LUXURY SEDAN

*$7?5

$2400 or offer. 253,5281

Lop

& GU

Cruiseomotic Transmission, Body Side
Mouldings, Full Wheel Covers, Radio
Tear -Drop Mirrors, Power
Special
Steering, White Wall Tires. New Lime.

1965 RAMBLER .770

'66 Lincoln Contl, 4 dr, leather
int, compl. power equip. incl. dr.
clean..
exceptionally
locks,

SALE

'69 FAIRLANE 2 -DR. HARDTOP

Y

matic, radii... and heater.

827 0692

CLOSED SUNDAYS

f4v-\ON ENTIRE

$434925 0N

ing Rear Seat, Power Steering, Power
Disc Brakes, Air Conditioning. AM/FM
Stereo Radio, Tinted Glass. Candy
Apple Red. #2123

9 Passenger wagon, Auto-

BEST OFFER

$201859

390 V-8, cruiseomatic transmission,
F70x)4 Wide Oval White Walls, Fold-

D

RIASED ELSEWHERE

PRICES

'69 MUSTANG MACH 1

'

Vs, Automatic; powsi stns-

11' steel bed. good motor & tires
$250.296.3683

Automatic Transmission, Traction -lock
axle, Folding Rear Seat, Tilt Steering
Wheel, Forced Ventilation, Radio, Tinted Gloss, Maroon. #2037

B

'62 Dodge Lancer 2 door. Radio,
heater. Good condition. $350

5o Ford $50; '49 Dodge Truck,

All Vinyl Trim, Courtesy Lights, Lime
Gold. #2273
'69 SHELBY COBRA GT FASTBAC K

WAGON
9 passenger; air
VS, Power glide; pewer steer-

$469769 B

Diamond Green. #1848

U '69 FALCON 2 -DR. CLUB COUPE

T

1965 IMPALA

Rust $550 CALL 392,8748.

1966 Mercury Colony Park 9
pass. wagon. Full power. Like

AM/FM Stereo Radio, Tinted Glass,

PRICES ARE BORN HERE AND

OWN DEAL!
YEAR-END

Vinyl Roof, 8.55x15 White
Walls, Power Windows, Tilt away
Steering Wheel, Air Conditioning

CHEVROLET,

'58- Ford 6 cyl. stick, runs ex

shift,
824-1761.

D

NORWOOD FORD

*RITE YOUR

Black

'STATION WAGON:
VACATION SPECIAL

112 -Automobiles For Sale

stick

0

1969 DEMOS AND
'69 T -BIRD 2 -DR. LANDAU

1968 50 cc AND
1965 125 cc

r.

B

EXECUTIVE DRIVEN CARS

IS PROM

CALL 259-4528

44W

0

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON

D

PICK YOUR
PRICE...

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY. 392-6300
ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

OPEN DAILY 'TIL
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

1141

MAS

Open Daily 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Sat. 'til 6 P.M. Closed Sundays

FREE
CREDIT CHECK!

phone RO 3-1500

Pro5pect Dap

be

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, warm and
humid. Tomorrow: Hot
and humid, chance of

Telephone

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper

showers,
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Up to $245,000 for 3 Spans

Funds Asked for Creek Bridges
the bridges.
The suggestion will be made
at tongiht's Village Board
meeting along with the recommendation that a resolution be
passed designating the three
streets as arterial. If the streets
arc not arterial, the state would

As much as $245,000
should be set aside for bridges
across Weller Creek at School.

Candota and William Streets,
according to the Mount Pros-

Fire and Police Com-

pect

mittee.

not provide the money for the

The committee decided last

improvements.

night to suggest that enough
money from state motor fuel
tax (MFT) rebates should be
earmarked next year to build

however, made a formal recommendation to the board
that the bridges should be
built.
"We will need a public

hearing before we could do
that," Chairman George Reiter said.

It was only after hearing
protests from residents that the

The Village Board Fire and
Police Committee

has

not,

c o m m it tee recommended
recently

that

bridges

span

Weller Creek at George St.
and See-Gwun.
Reiter said he wants to do "a

little ambassador work, riving
doorbells," to tell residents of
School, Candota and William
that their streets are being considered for bridges.
After all the bridges are

built, the village would be in a

position to consider building
either an overapass or an underpass

across

the Chicago

and North Western Ry. tracks
at Illinois 83, Reiter said.

Gouncil Tr. and relocating water mains; he said.

VILLAGE
ENGINEER
William McManamon told the
committee that, based on next
year's probably construction

The School St. bridge would
cost about $76,000 to build, he

the

costs,

Candota

said, but an extra $4,000 to
$5,000 would have to be spent

to demolish an existing foot

bridge

bridge there.

would cost about $75,000. An
would
$11,000
additional
have to be spent, however, in

-

William St. bridge
would cost about $78,000, he
The

improving a stretch of Canbetween Manawa and

said.

dota

For Lonnquist Blvd.

Schools Asked to Help Finance Road Extension
Bridges across Weller Creek

at School, Candota and Wil-

gineer William McManamon
said last night.

Parks OK
Bid on

school busses, he said.
The committee also discussed the possibility of paying

The extension of Lonnquist
Blvd. to Meier Rd. may be ac-

far the road extention through

complished by Mount Pros pect with the financial help of
School

TheDdiissttrriicctes59 *Director

a

of

Operational Services Leonard
Garasha told the Mount Prospect

Bond Issue
The Mount Prospect Park
Board last night accepted a bid

by Northern Trust Co. on the
Park District's $2.4 billion

bond

would facilitate the routing of

By Ted Lacey

liam Streets would cost around
$245,000 to build, Village En-

which was
approved Feb. 22.
The Northern Trust Co.
bid, the lowest of five received
by the board, included a net interest rate of 5.73 per cent over
a 14 -year amortization schedissue

Fire and Police Com-

mittee last night that he would
nt

coides

assessment.

That

ment on the Peace Reformed
Church, St. Cecelia's Church
at -2009 W. Scott Terrace, and
any nearby home owners.

"That would be a pretty pe-

full educational program, but
do not vote for it.

By Ben Clarke

spayingch a
t oo the school

Heights
Prospect
Thc
When school officials expressed an interest in the ex- School District 23 board last
tention last year, Village En- night voted to hold another
gineer William McManamon public hearing on the 1969-70
budget passed last week, after

Referring to a 50.6 per cent
increase in the total of administrative salaries for the coming year, she asked all present

of cuts made in the educational
fund budget. One bOard mem-

structional expenditures.
The $36,500 included elimination of the fine and practical
arts program, $3,000; the
Spanish program, $7,000; a remedial reading teacher at

estimated the total cost to be
around $7,600. But because
the village would provide the

cost of $1,256,692.
In other action, Thomas
Cooper, director of Pares and
Recreation, told the boaid that
the bad weather on weekends

has not greatly affected play

on the Mount Prospect golf
course. There has been an increase in weekly play to compensate for the slack on meek ends, he said.
board's,. Recreation
The

Committee reported that the
summer enrollment for park
activities this year is almost

engineering and inspecting for
the project, the cost would be
around $7,421, he said.

to reflect on "the mere 11.9
it had heard residents'critcism pct cent increase" in total inber asked that discussion on
the cuts be reopened.

Mrs. Jerome Heidt of 6

The Fire and Police ComMarbe rr y Dr., Prospect
mittee will recommend at
tonight's Village Board meet- Heights; who was a strong criting that the extension be ac- ic of the board's action inatmaklast
complished with two-thirds of ing educational cuts
the bill being paid out of vil- week's meeting, led off the
attack from the floor, after visitors comments were invited.

lage funds.

(;ARASHA SAID the school
District 59 board had planned
to extend the road the last 232

mainly

becalm.

it

Neighbors Catch
A Thief Apiece
Wayne Kuklinski, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kuklinski, of 319 N. Russel,
Mount Prospect, helped to
capture two burglars in Evansville, Ind. last week.

bor captured two persons who

were emptying coin boxes in

the laundry room when the
alarm went off and held the

fhe laundry room of -the Cam -

suspects until police arrived.

Parking Ban
Should all -day parking be

prohibited in the 500 block of
S Enherson in Mount Pro'spect9
Eleven

families on that
block have presented a petition

to the village administration

lage soon will have 50 -feet de-

cuts in the art and music program.

She also criticized the pas-

tax

anticipation

(TAWS) from $290,000 to
$233,500 while making cuts of
$36,500 in the educational
budget because

the

general

state -aid figure showed an in-

crease of $20,000 over that
calculated.

Mrs. Heidi said that many
voters pay "lip service" to a.

sage of the budget by a 3 -to -1

vote, when three members of
the seven -man board
absent.

were

figures to show that on a percentage basis TAWS could be
less in 1969-70 at $270,000

Another wOman in the
audience suggested that teach-

the art and music program in

After other routine business

al opportunities of the children in the district are being
eroded."

of the Mount Prospect departexplainett- that the
ment

"pigeon drop" is the police
nick name for a scheme in
which con artists obtain money from the savings accounts
of, unsuspecting victims.
PASCOE SAID the scheme

was tried unsuccessfully last
week on an 81 -year old widow

who lives in Mount Prospect.
The woman received a

phone call in which she was
asked many questions about
her bank account. The woman

duly widows; and lead them
to believe they are employed
by the bank or some federal
banking agency.

"The con men attempt to

said the caller identified him- coax the unsuspecting saver
self as an employe of the bank into withdrawing money unwhere she kept her savings. der the pretense that the
She became suspicious and person's assistance was needed
called the bank and found that
the caller was not an employe.

The woman then called the
police.
PASCOE EXPLAINED the
usual method used by the con
men:

"They will make contact
with persons-most often el -

to help apprehend a dishonest
teller.

cupation, Service Use, and
Municipal and County Service

Occupation tax acts from Au-

1967, through March,
1968, will be distributed to
those who actually paid the

gust,

taxes.

These acts have been de-

been designated by the Circuit
Court as trustee to receive and
process claims for tax refunds
in a four -month statewide
campaign.

Day

Spokesmen

dict how many individuals will

HoUt Stolen

broke a lock and chain on a
motor hoist and jack and stole

the assembly over the week-

for the bank

said that it is impossible to pre-

to wait expectantly for a
movie on TV and discover
the listing is wrong. P.K.

police yesterday that someone

and

the American National Bank
and Trust Co. of Chicago has

Gripe
Of The

The committee will ask the
Village Board tonight to turn
the request over to the Safety

A f t e r considerable discussion by the board and com-

ment from the audience, the
board voted 5-2 to resubmit
the budget to a public hearing
in about a month for possible
revision.

"I'll suggest the school
board pay a third of the cost at
the July 21 District 59 meeting," Leonard Garasha said
lust night of the proposed Lonnquist Blvd, extention.

deposit it in the bank, but, of
course, they never do."

THE DETECTIVE said the
con men have hit recently in

towns from Chicago to Mila total take of
about $25,000. A few scatwaukee for

tered attempts in the northwest

ax by the servicemen. The ser-

vicemen may file if they did

not pass the tax on to their customers but paid it themselves.

Claims may be filed Aug. 1
through Dec. 1. When all
claims have been filed, the
bank will make recommenda- -

[ions to the court regarding
disbursement

to

claimants.

Bank spokesmen said they
hope to begin making refunds

shortly after the filing deadline.

Every effort will be exerted
by the bank to inform all of the
people of Illinois as to how and
where to file for a refund.

CLAIM FORMS instruc-

file claims for refunds. They

tions with samples, and enve-

that the procedure
adopted for the filing of claims

beginning July 22 at most state

added

lopes will be made available

makes it easy as possible for
people entitled to a refund to
file claims.

and national banks in Illinois
through cooperation of the II -

THE TAX was paid to the
state by four kinds of service
businesses: tool and die
Gov. Richard Ogilvie (2nd from left) played golf yesterday in this fivesome in -the Pro -Am benefit
golf meet at Medinah Country Club, Media* to aid the Illinois Masonic ItoiOittil and the Shriners
Crippled Children's hospitals. Don Zienty, club manager, said the meet brought in. about $15,000.
Members of the fivesome are (from left), Dick Spada, president, Country Shrine Club; Ogilvie;
George DeMent, president, Medinah. Country Club; John Marshall, Medinah C. C. professional
(behind DeMent) and Dave Armstrong, chairman, Illinois Commerce Commission. (Photo by Jac
Stafford)

"They will offer to take the
money from the person and re -

suburbs have been unsuccessful so far, Pascoe said.

"It's an old, old scheme,"
said Pascoe, "but the con artists will keep trying as long as
unsuspecting citizens will let
them."
stressed

Pascoe

such

that any
attemps

suspicious

should be reported immediately to the police.

Taxpayers Will Get
$32.5 Million Back
A total bf about $32.5 million collected by' the State of
Illinois under the Service Oc-

,:a,:eraktiegSVOM-a

rutted along the west side

get then was passed at a total
figure of $850,000, with $625,
000 allotted to the educational
fund.

Con Artists Plying Trade in Suburbs

clared unconstitutional,

'ing' already has been- elimi

"against the 1969-70 educational levy."
A levy for the 1969-70 bud

specialists for the junior high

to reduce the financial load

The two tenants rushed to

Jack Caffrey, of the A to Z
Rental Center; 210 E, Rand
Rd., Mount Prospect, told

concluded, the board
approved the issuance and sale
o f $233,500 in TAWS,
was

the lower grades and save the

the cuts said, "The education-

After being considered by

Commission

without reducing the educational program."

1968-69 budget when the figure was also $270,000, 66 per
cent of the lower tax receipts.
Said Heidt, "We will be able

ment.

end, at a loss of about, $250.

feet wide, he said.

with all educational cuts re- students.
stored. Mr. Heidt noted that
KENNETH BATES, presiTAWS would then be a 59.7
per cent of anticipated tax dent of the Prospect Heights
receipts, compared with the Education Assn., in protesting

with the request
the Village Board Fire and Polite Committee last night, it
,Was decided the study of the
request be handed over to the
Safety Commission
Parking is permitted on the
east side of Emerson, but park-

unwilling to sell. So the extension will be only one lane, 20

dications for the south half of

Her husband used a table of er aids could be used to save

made alarm rigged up the week

Goldberg went off in the apart-

Residents Ask

property and one home."
Village Atty. John Zimmer-

Kuklinski and his wife Pam
were playing cards in a neighbor's apartment when a home-

University of Evansville and a
065 graduate of Prospect

S. Emerson

McManamon said the vil-

he lives.

before by his neighbor Philip

ratory and the 'owne&bas been

assessment of the churches.

churches, a piece of school

clot Village Apartment, where

Kuklinski a senior at the
High School, with his neigh-

Saying that she had received

MacArthur Junior High and

many phone calls from residents in the past week, she
feet as a joint venture with said most callers had told her
By Gary Shiffman
School District 214 and the to "sock it to them," as she
accused
the
board
of
"misPeace Reformed Church at
Mount Prospect police have
955S. Meier, since all three placed priorities" in 'cutting warned area residents to bethe educational ware of the "pigeon drop," an
from
items
agencies would benefit.
old con game that has again
But for various reasons the program.
come to life in the northwest
idea fell through, he said.
the
SHE
CRITICIZED
suburbs.
School District 59 is interboard
for
lowering
the
use
of
Detective Richard Pascoe
ested in seeing the road go
warrants.

double that of last year, largely
because of the introduction of
baseball and acrobatics to the
'through
program.

the road, but that the north
half is in unincorporated tcr-

mann said he doubts whether
the village could carry out an

New Hearing Set on School Budget

board when it meets July 21.

ule resulting in a net interest

culiar situation," Committee
Chairman George Reiter said.
"We would be assessing two

In Response to Protests

of

a

tt hhee

of

special

would place the burden of pay -

makers, graphic arts suppliers,
'
repairmen, and druggists.

Two classes of people can
make claims for refunds. The
custoMers of any of the four
categories of businesses can
file if they were charged the

linois Bankers Assn. Offices of
the state's Department of Revenue also will have the forms.

In addition, American National Bank and Trust Co. of
Chicago, La Salle at Washing-

ton, will open a "Tax Refund
Information Center" July 22
in its second -floor lobby to
handle personal inquiries and

telephone
6845.

calls,

(312)

621-

All forms received by the
trustee will he processed by
computer operation and will
be acknowledged immediately.

PERSONS CLAIMINd'refunds should fill in the forms
completely, and then mail
them to "Illinois Tax Refund," P.O. Box 260, Chicago,

Illinois 60690.

.-

The tax acts were ruled unCircuit
by
constitutional
Court Judge Thomas C. Dono-

van. His ruling was affirmed

Meeting
Tonight
Mount Prospect Village
Board, Village Hall, 8 p.m._

by the Illinois Supreme Court.
The money collected was deposited in a protest fund with
the State Treasurer and then

transferred to the Americah
National Bank and Trust Co.
of Chicago as depository and

trustee for the purpose of mak-

ing refund

Shaggy Dog Story: Spell,
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GOP Groups Will
Endorse Soon
Re-

publican organizatio s in the

candidates night. Each of the
12 GOP candidates who have
filed for the Oct. 7 primary will

13th

be given an opportunity to

Congressional District are taking steps within 10 days lead-

speak. The Palatine Township
group is expected to meet July
24 to make an endorsement.

western section of the

toward endorsement of
candidates taking part in the
ing

screening committee to meet
with candidates. Monday evening, 30 members of the
screening group met with
three of the 12 GOP candi-

dates. Appearing before the
committee were Rep. Eugene

F. Schlickman of Arlington
Heights, Yale Roe and Joseph
Mathewson of Winnetka.

After the candidates have
been interviewed, the screen-,
ing committee will make a recommendation to the township
organization which is ex. oected to lead to an endorsement.

EVENING,

GOP candidates taking part
in the special Oct. 7 primary
in the 13th District will take
part in a candidates' night to
he held by the Northfield
Township Republican Organization. The event will begin at 7:30 in the Glenview
Community Church at 11)00

Elm. Ray Morley. co-chairman of the Northfield candidates committee. will preside.

Samuel H. Young of Glen -

v iew.

Republican

corn-

ni it t eem a n in Northfield
Township. is one of the candidate,s_to_ Appear hfinre the
meeting. Each candidate will
speak up to 10 minutes.

Thursday evening, the
Township

Palatine

Republi-

Heights was named Monday to
head the non-partisan "Woods

for Con -Con Citizens Committee" whose objective is to
elect John G. Woods, former
mayor of Arlington Heights,
to one of the two northwest
seats

in

the

con-

stitutional convention.
White served as a village

trustee of Arlington Heights
for several years during the
period that Woods was mayor.
He is a partner in the Chicago

law firm of McKenna. Storer.
Rowe. White and Haskell.
The special primary for
Con -Con delegates will be held

Sept. 23. The current field of
16 candidates for the two seats

in the northwest suburbs will
be educed to four in the
primary.

THE FOUR RECEIVING
the highest total of votes will

,

run in the Con -Con general

election to take'place Nov. 18.
The two getting the highest to-

- tal of votes -will be accorded
seats at the constitutional con.

vention scheduled to open in
Springfield Dec. 8.
ADVOCATED
"HAVING
for many years the need of re
vising our state's archaic con-

stitution and having had opportunity to know and work
with John Woods," said White

"I have accepted the post as
Citizens Committee chairman

Charles Eisenmann will tell
'ou a surer way, no gamble at
Just follow a dog's nose.
After all, it was a dog's
tudge that practically shoved
tim into fame, fortune, and an
melting cafeer.

EISENMANN, OWNER
and educator of the tealit-of
four German Shepherd dogs,
billed as "The Littlest Hobo,"
the world's greatest intellectual dogs, tells the story

vited to speak before members

of the Wheeling Township organization July 24.
The Wheeling Township

Ty..4041"

with gusto of how a German

A"

candidates night will be held at

the VFW Hall in Arlington

Heights. This will be the first
step that is expected to lead to

an endorsement early in August.

Shepherd he had acquired as a

These four German Shepherds (from left), Toro, Thorn, Hobo and London, billed as the world's
greatest intellectual dogs, are appearing in area Dominick's stores this week. They will be in Des
Plaines on Wednesday; Palatine. on Thursday; Park Ridge on Friday and Rolling Meadows on
Saturday.

egn,er to Be Special Guest

For 'Little FBI' Bill Signing
Rep. David J. Regner (R Mount Prospect) has been invited by Gov. Richard B.
Ogilvie to be a special guest at
the Sheraton -Chicago Hotel in
the Loop Friday evening when

he will sign the "little FBI"
bill.

Regner, who represents the
northwest suburbs in the state
legislature was sponsor for the
Ogilvie law enforcement bill in
the House of Representatives.
The bill was passed on the

day before the June RI 'adjournment .of the General Assembly after a 45 -minute spir-

ited floor fight in which the
Mount

Prospect

because

I

guided the controversial bill
through to passage.

THE RECEPTION will be
a part of the recognition program being conducted by the
Illinois Department of Public
Safety. Awards and recognitions for outstanding work by
Illinois state police, will be
presented at the reception to be
attended by Gov. Ogilvie.

The new law enforcement
agency in Illinois is regarded
Friipor-

lance that he has arranged an
early signing of the "little
FBI" measure.

legislator

know of no one

more able, more exoerienced
more hard-headed, and more
concerned about the future
of the overburdened taxpayer than is John Woods.

"John Woods," he continued, "has guided not only Arlington Heights through eight
years of unprecedented

growth. but has earned recognition as a leader among leaders when he was elected to two
terms as president of the.

Northwest Municipal Conference. In this capacity, he came
to know the problems faced by

residents throughout the
northwest suburban area."

WHITE WENT ON to say
that "rewriting a state constitution that will govern the

"While
provides

the Constitution
that the governor

must act on all bills 'within 10
days' after they are passed by
the legislature and presented

"IN PRACTICE the bills
go to a special committee that
places the bill and its amendments in final form. This corn mince then presents the bills to

the governor as he calls for
them. The governor calls for
the bills in categories. He may
request that all bills relating to
townships be presented to him

a given time," said Rep.

at

Regner.

AT THE beginning ,of this

almost

indefinite. period

upon 16 per cent of the 2,319
bills passed by the 76th Gener-

al Assembly between Jan.

Obituaries

"With hundreds of bills
being passed in the last few

N. Pauline, Chicago, died
Sunday at ' Edgewater Hospi-

days of the session which ended June 30, it would be physically impossible for the governor to review and act upon all
of them within 10 days.

tal.

Car Damaged
Vandals smashed the wind-

to

spelled -out

com-

tered German Shepherd puppy mands. Not just
and

a

"heel" or
six-month supply of "sit" which most dog owners

Friskics Dog Food, co-sponsor

eventually get their pets to do.

of the Eisenmann tour. Show
FOR THOSE who think it is
time for the demonstrations
will be I I a.m., 1:30 p.m., and all a trick, Eisenmann has a
"Read my
simple reply,
4:30 p.m.
The troupe of performing book."

The face is familiar .
and VIRGINIA LEMKE
is here to help

with your
banking problems!

passed. During the same peri-

bills. Of the 374 bills acted
upon by the governor, 142

were bills that originated in the
Senate and 231 were bills that

Arlington Heights
Masonic Lodge #1162

National Bank and the Old Mississippi
Valley Trust in St. Louis. Supervision of
our tellers is her main responsibility,
'fReffifigET to 'Frcirtiriite-, "ot'grons-Reat ----chhotrgtrher background -Includes a vte -riety of experience in banking.
;state and formerly of Gieseke's Store.
Even if you haven't known Virginia
Virginia, one of our two assistaht
previously, stop in at our new bank and
cashiers, is well -qualified for her post.
meet
us all. We're here to provide good
She has had 26 years of experience
service to our customers, old friends and
including service at the First Arlington

Mrs. Lemke counts many Arlington
Heights residents as old-time friends,
having lived here since 1954. She is

new!

1104 S. Arlington tile. Rued

.Arlingtoe lbs., Ill.

STATED MEETINGS
FIRST & THIRD THURSDAYS

253-6977
Gustav Albrecht -Secretary
119 Cornell, Des Plaines
VA 4-9654

-1- NORTHWEST '3 -kw& S Sayikt9413cutle
311 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
394-1800
Arlington Heights

ter Mary Crane of Arlington

ANNOUNCES

Heights, a daughter Rita Strat-

ton of Waukegan, a son Ambrose of Columbus City, Ind.,

a son John of Chicago,

Arlington Heights,
while the auto was parked at
his home early yesterday, according to police.

Services will be Thursday at
10 p.m. at St. James Church.

Kaspar,

French and English, and re-

have a chance to win a regis- spond

Survivors include a son
Francis of Chicago, a daughter Winnifred Adams of
M o u n t Prospect, a son
Thomas of Chicago, a daugh-

shield and a rear tail light assembly on a car belonging to

Terry Fitzpatrick, of 715 N.

about it, by observing the performance of The Littlest Hobo

ick's may enter their name and

od the House passed 1,546

304 N. Emerson
Alt. Prospect

Winnifred Sweeney

Area residents will have a

chance to see what he did

and one -year -old Hobo, all fol-

Domin- low commands in German,

SHOI'PERS AT

During the January to June
period 773 Senate bills were

James T. Whitesel, Master

Winnifred Sweeney, 5958

watchdog kept nudging him to
finally
get
his . attention,
flicked off a light switch.

dogs during their three-week canines have visited many matour of Dominick's Finer jor cities during the past five
Food Stores.
years and have been featured
The show, which started on on many national, TV proJune 29 in Oak Lawn, and is grams.
making the rounds of DominMany celebrities have often
ick's stores in all Chicagoland,
will be presented in the north- found themselves "upstaged"
west suburbs tomorrow in Des with -feats of -spelling, or saying
Plaines, at Hwys 58 aniFI 83;_. -a few-stmple words; the dogs
also- can add, subtract, even
Thursday, at Palatine Plaza; untie shoelaces and open and
223 E. Northwest Hwy.; in close cabinet doors.
Park Ridge -Friday. and at the
Eisenmann claims one dog
Dominick's store at 3131 Kirchoff Rd. in Rolling Meadows has a vocabulary of 5,000
words, and that Toro, London
Saturday.

be acted upon by the governor.

I

and June 30, most of them having been passed in a few days
including June 30 and the
week before.

of

time," Regner said.

The governor has approved
374 of the bills. He has vetoed
five bills, filed one without signature and vetoed in part one
bill. There are 1,938 bills yet to

week Gov.-WIV-ie-tiliirtiaed- urtglisate-d-tirthel-tisuse:' --

to the governor, in actual practice the chief executive has an

lives and pocketbooks of all of
us, our children, and our
grandchildren is not a job for a
Many interested
beginner.

grandchildren and 11
grandchildren.

13

great-

Burial will be at All Saints
Cemetery.

5

Arm

NEW LOCATIONS!

SPUDNUTS.

people have announced as can-

didates." he added, "but one
stands out from all the rest,
and that is John G. Woods."

"Ne Wo4/4 liitat ;bows"

"The people of this area
have much at stake. We're in
the heart of the fastest growing
area in Illinois. We're the so-

44,

called middle-class who pain
fully feel every turn of the revenue screws. John Woods has
represented us well as an elected public official for eight

NOW AVAILABLE IN

years, We can do no better in
choosing a delegate."

4116

featuring participation in Der

OfttObertegt

=.2151:45irm

You'll Take the Cake With our fabulous

Escorted EUROPEAN TOUR

FROSTING

A.b\

Ai

per person
Round trip from Chicago
via T.I.A. Chartered Jet

SEPTEMBER 20 -OCTOBER 4, 1969

Visiting- GERMANY -AUSTRIA- FRANCE
LICHTENSTEIN-SWITZERLAND- BELGIUM
HOLLAND- ENGLAND
Exciting Jet tour via T.I.A. tailored to give the "real
feel" of the countries you visit! For colorful illustrated brochure and reservations, see, write or call:

r

iorse's nose.

Committeeman

Woods Campaign.
John F. White of Arlington

J4

Fon:.

Richard A. Cowen of Arlington Heights announced Monday that GOP candidates for
the Oct. 7 primary will be in-

White to Head

suburbs

Some folks will tell you hap lily how they won instant
,rosperity by betting on a

WHEELING TOWNSHIP
Republicad

special Oct. 7 GOP primary.
Schaumburg Township Republicans have appointed a

WEDNESDAY

4.

can Organization will hold a

k Richard Crabb

Four major townitip

Add, Subtract and Talk

By Joseph Stubenrauch

fror!8.50

What a tempting treat for your hair. Because
you deserve nothing but the best, we use the
best. Our master colorists will pamper your hair with a hisdious frosting . the exclusive Ingredients of which are
Roux Heir Lighteners and "Nice Change" Hair Color Lotion.
Sweet at our beautifully budgeted prices.
.

LOMBARD

DES PLAINES

COMPARABLE... 320
RcAll our exciting colors exclusively by Roux..

ADDISON

.

Shampoo & Set
New Curly Cut
Touch Up ROUX FANCI TONE
Frosting ROUX HAIR LIGHTENER

FOREST PARK

RIVER GROVE

OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
$2.50

from 3.50
from 8.50

FROM THE ONE AND ONLY

Please rush brochure on European Tour featuring Der Oktoberfest.
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY_

STATE

ZIP

FEATURING FINE CUT & CURL AND ROUX PRODUCTS EXCLUSIVELY

Shampoo & Set

MOUNT
PROSPECT

No Appointments. Now Open Monday thru Saturday.

PHONE:- 439-0677
1012 S. Elmhurst Rd. Mt. Prospect, Ill.
corner qf GOLF & ELMHURST RDS.

Next to NOtional Food Store

1.4,?42.
c

OF 4LEN ELLYN-

'

-

r:.
to
00' 414.4

1- "lig. -* 10. -I

1

rt"r VMT7-.7
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Martha Hopkins was among the many outstanding guest speakers at the Mount Prospect Business and Professional Woman's Club now celebrating the 50th year of national federation. Martha
reviewed the pre -publication gallies of "Shepherd of the Ocean."
Outgowing president, Bernice Bosma, displays the Community
Civic Award presented by the Village to this editor nominated by
the Mount Prospect Business and Professional Woman's Club
for civic participation work, one of the many "firsts"
acomplished by the club during Mrs. Bosma's highly successful
year of service.

Bill Kurtis CBS 1'V News Broadcaster, guest speaker for the organization's annual VIP Night
chats with club president, Bernice Bosma.

The Day's Prospects

St. Mark Women
Attend ALCW Convention

ears of Federation
Without

By Dolores Haugh

The National Business and
Professional Woman s Club
Federation is fifty years old

On July 20 through

24

United States Me ill Joip in com-

mon interest and celebrate the
golden anniversay of the organization

FEDERATION
THE
started in 1919 when women
ripady ,.beginning to do
about

dis-

crimination It was not at first
accepted

A woman s place is in the
home

,attitudes

per-

grown to maturity.
Membership in the federation has exceeded the high

women from professions and
throughout the
businesses

something

steadfast

severance, a lot of good brainchildren would not have

prevailed

winners
vention.

at

the

July

the largest increase since it was

THE OUTGOING presi-

commemoratory program is
being planned for all Gold

firsts.

The Mount Prospect Business and Professional Woman's Club has three members
who filled the prerequisites of.
this special award. Miss Mar-

i o n Heniken and

Miss

activities.

Proceeds from this event

It was a year of

and other endeavors will go to
presentation of an educational
scholarship to a mature wom-

Its two women nominees

standing Young Women in
America" publication and are
eligible for national recognilion. They are the daughters of

club members Mrs. Elinore

will be given to all gold card

Mrs. Phyllis
Mount Prospect.
and

Gardner.

Membership of the

and national
speakers and

levels,

guest

many

other

who

area

is

continuing

her

Church

Lutheran

Prospect.

Delegates were Mrs. Harry
Leeper, president of the local

sponding secretary.

It's a boy for Mr. and Mrs.

second son, Brent Bernhard,
16

at

Heights, their first child. They Lutheran General Hospital.
Dolores Haugh - Woman's Editor

have named him Andrew Brent weighed 8 pounds 101/2
John. He was born June 4 at ounces. His big brother,

Tuesday, July 15, 1969

Lutheran General Hospital
and weighed 7 pounds 15,4
ounces. Grandparents are Mr.

and Mrs. Karl Storz of

Newcomer Activities

Chicago and My. and Mrs.

Brian, is 4 years old. Mr. and

Mrs. Herbert Thiele of Park
River, N.D., ale the
grandparents.

boys'

First baby for Mr. and Mrs.

George Stahnke of Park Sammy W. Kozee of Mount

Prospect is a daughter, Kellie

Ridge.

Kathy Kennedy, 2, has a
brand new sister. Sandra Jean,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

William James Kennedy of
Mount Prospect, was born
June 12 at Lutheran General

Hospital and weighed 7

charmed the audience with her

The theme. "Light in Dark

Places" was developed
throughout the convention.

weighing 8 pounds 8 ounces.
Kellie's grandparents are Mr.

and Mrs. John Reznar of
Mount Prospect and Mr. and
Mrs. B. Kozee of John's Run,
Ky. Two great grandparents

behind them.

Departments of the ALCW
presented their programs in

sessions as follows: "Proclamation" by Dr. David Preus,

vice president of ALC, and
Miss Lily Gyldenvand, editor
of Scope; "Education" by Dr.
C. Richard Evenson, executive director Parish Education
and Dr. Alicia Storaasli, director of ALCW Education; "Social Concern" by Dr. Carl F.
Reuss, executive dirctor
Commission on Research and
Social Action, and Mrs. Irene

Grandparents of the children
are Mr. and Mrs. Adolph

reside in Chicago, Mrs.
Theresa Reznar and Mrs. D.

Hahn of Des Plaines and Mrs.

Ferone.

director of ALC Stewardship,

Eileen Langford of Chicago.
Great grandparents Mr. and
Mrs. John Florianek live in
Chicago.

SECOND SON for Mr. and
Mrs. Kendall H. McLaughlin
of Mount Prospect is, Shawn

James, born June 15 at

Lutheran General Hospital.
Shawn weighed 7 pounds 61/4
ounces and joins a brother
Kevin, age 5., Grandparents

are Mr. and Mrs. Albert J.
McLaughlin of Des Plaines
and

Northwest Suburban Special EducatiOn. The money represented the proceeds of the Newcomers
Spring Fashion Show.

Lutheran General Hospital

Trout, ALC

Nelson

evangelist of Minneapolis,
challenged the 8,000 women
in attendance to be agents of
reconciliation and lamplighters, leaving a trail of light

Sagebiel, director of ALCW
Stewardship; and "Cooperation" by Dr. Kenneth Priebe,

pounds 4,h ounces.

Mrs. Jack Vandeveld, retiring president of the Prospect Heights Newcomers Wekorne Wagon,
presents a check for $1,100 to Mrs. Velma Morton, consultant for the mentally handicapped,

Teresa, born June 17 at

Mrs.

M.

Lindgren

of

NEW CONCEPT
IN COMPLETE
BEAUTY CARE
FROM
HEAD TO TOE
FLEETWOOD SHOPPING CENTER
405 N. Northwest Hwy., Palatine (

PH: 358-0022

Appointment Only

Northbrook. Also in Des

Plaines are great grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Darnell.
Mr. and. Mrs. James B.
Strandberg, of Mount Prospect

announce the arrival of their

member of seven boards of di-

Dalbke, Mrs. Robert Welnhofel-, Mrs. Melvin Sterba, Mrs.
James Morrison and Mrs.
Murray Patterson.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER the

Carl J. Storz of Prospect who was born June

Mrs. Eleanor Searle Whit-

ney, Locust Valley, N. Y.,

ready to be used by God.

Rev.
I

ments,

tion Army, urged all to be

Hesness, Mrs. Richard ALCW delegates

Mrs. Elvin Humble, Rushford,

Bassinet Set

Page 3

vided at 16 luncheons sponsored by the various depart-

Nolan Watson, Mrs. Clifton

Breckel. Others
were Mrs. David Quill, Mrs.

Minn., presided.

I'ROSPE(' I

tive director of ALCW. Detailed information was pro-

rectors of such organizations
as American Bible Society,
Traveler's Aid and the Salva-

Mrs.

CCnintr3rtheuxtre.
club

conducted Thy -11r.
Fredrik A. Schiotz, president

and-Miss Arne Tcliria---erieVir-----TEOVe,

Richard
attending

ALCW, and

social events rounded out a
highly successful year for the

an. This type of scholarship, over 100 BPW members.
advocated by the state in its
The new officers include
"Status for Women" report of 'Mrs. C. Schlaver, president;
1969, will be the first given in Mrs. Phyllis Gardner, presithe area, aecordingaq Ivkdo:de- dent elect;' Miss B. Stephens,
lein College and past president vice president; Mrs. Mildred
and philanthropic chairman, Gilman, treasurer; Mrs. Ann
Helen Macior. The scholar- Ostroski, recording secretary;
ship will be given to a woman Mrs. Roberta Rogers, corre-

were accepted in the "Out-

Antonette Gasparado of Peterson of Arlington Heights

Arlington Heights, and this
recognition
Special
writer

American

Women, held in Minneapolis
recently, was attended by ten
representatives of St. Mark
Lutheran Church, Mount

state

attention to women's role in
politics on community, state

and Mrs. Lillian Quinn.

BPW, Bernice Bosma, gave a

glowing report on this year's

DELEGATIONS to

organized in 1960. The largest
fund-raising luncheon was. and national conventions, prochaired by Mrs. Mary Conklin grams planned to increase

dent of the Mount Prospect

goals set in the past. A special

Card Members this year at the
national convention.

club increased by 43 per cent,

con-

[he Third Triennial

General Convention of the

education for a degree at Mundelein College.

said

of the ALC and of Lutheran
World Federation, and by Dr.
Melford S. Knutson of ;St.
Paul, president of Southeastern Minnesota District,
with 20 pastors assisting them.
With the sermon theme,

"His Face Turned Toward
You", Dr. Schiotz dismissed
the vast audience to all parts
of the country to go and be
"Lights in Dark Places".

she

wit, personality and glowing
Christian radiance. A talented
soloist and former opera star,
she burst into song during her
talk, entitled "Who, Me?"

Dr. Arthur Larson of Dur-

Beta Sigma Phi
Holds Backyard
Barbecue

ip=

ham,

N.

recognized

C.,

authority on foreign affairs,
gave the address on International Night. The Rev. Oscar A. Anderson, LID president of Augsburg College,

Minneapolis, led four bible
studies on the theme "Light in
Dark Places".
THE CONVENTION closed

with worship services and a
mass communion. for 8,000

Kappa Kappa, the Des
Plaines chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi, held a backyard barbecue
the evening of Saturday. June

28 at the home of Mr, and

'
Mrs.
Michael Moudry. Roll -

ing Meadows.

Further information aboin
this non-academic sorority

may he obtained from Sandy
Moudry at 392-7855.

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

AIR CONDITIONING
SAVE NOW

$19000
Take 3 months to pay, no
interest. Or payments as low

.2

as $i3 per month. All work
fully guaranteed far i year.

'

(FULLY INSTALLED)

.

PHONE

NORTH AMERICAN

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.
t5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

965-8500

CPT

golden
passbook'
account

In rho Old Orchard
Country Club
Rand tt Euclid Road
Mount Prospect

CL 9-5400

.

New officers for the Prospect
Heights Newcomers Welcome
Wagon pause a moment before
entering the Holiday Inn where
they were Installed at a special
dinner meeting. They are (left

to right) Mrs. Richard Ren'24119biff, War 'Vice-president;
Mrs. Ed Spriegel, president;
Mrs. Robert McLean, second
vice-president; Mrs. Robert
'fhroop, treasurer; and (not
shown) Mrs.
secretary.

John Gilligan,

DINNER
a
THEATRE

ON OUR
STAGE...

r

from

$5.95
THEATRE

ONLY

from

co

4,
t2A,
-warriage-orw.-THEATRE for
CHILDREN

.

PARKING

.

Mornbcrf.D.I.C.

ONLY HERE IN DOWNTOWN/ ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

. LESLIE. MVP

$3.00.
"THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN"
SAT. 4 SUN. 2 P:M.

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

I

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Thurs., 9 to 6

Friday, 9 to 8
Saturday, 8:30 to 4

.

1

ammul=m0V

Help with Phonies

Main Street

Talk with a Teacher

Scouts Head West
Li/ F lomis
Six teen -aged Mount Prospect boys leave tomorrow for
the National Boy Scout Jam-

boree in Idaho. They'll fly to
Farragut State Park and spend
a week with 35,000 scouts and
explorers from all over the
United States and from 23 other nations.

Douglas and thiArt Linkletter
House Party..

WITH THEM will be Mr.
Charles Eisenmann, who

Mr. Thomas Clauter of 304
N. Dale, assistant scoutmaster
of Troop 29, will accompany
the boys: Steve Clauter, 304 N.

Dale; Richard Gobrecht, 704
N. Russel; Thomas Grady, 401

NaWaTa; Scott Heidorn, 517
S. Main; Brian Hollingshead,
15 S. George, and Glen Thiel,

Clarence

He's

0.

fresh out of

subtract and do other fabulous
mental feats will be at Domin-

Hobo," features four
German Shepherd dogs. The
tlest

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

Fair July 6.

personally involved, it Is humanly impossible for him to
impartial. _ Comremain

been very patient, but their
factor here is a park with

missioner Frank Bergen's vote

have responsibilities to other
sections of Mount Prospect,

plan is

mission turned down Mr. DiMucck's request for a change

were presented to the Plan

about the flooding problems in

Commission meeting June 20,
are not legal objectors for two

Colonial Heights,

Mount Prospect

has

the

reputation for having the

posed Park site.

area How then would it make
any difference if the plans

2. The residents of Mount
Shireare not members of the
Park District.

stnctest. Building codes in this'

3
4

4

4
3
a

were not presented first, as
long as the square footage of
land is stated? The plans still
have to be submitted to the
Planning Commission for their
approyal. Did the Kenroy
Corp. submit their plans first?

Why two sets 'of standards?
This whole business smells.
Concessions have been made
before.

committee member is
rewatweestusimessaestuttarometteztroutssm

Letters To
The Editor
All letters to the editor must be signed. but

names will be withheld upon request. L e .1 iers
should be as brief as pos.

'Wile. typewritten.

if possthle. and should contain,
an address or phone number so their authenticity
_can be fliecked.

from

-

Boy ran away from.

many old books, my knowl-

bread

edge of phonics goes back to
the McGuffy Readers, the
H a y-Wingo Readers, and
many others published since

ings in sequence.
In the story "The

The Hay-Wingo method
was strictly a mechanical pro
cess of "sounding out" words
after learning consonant and
vowel sounds. Educators began to question the child's

Make it fun. Do the same with
the other stories with happen-

Three
Little Pigs," have your child
tell, "The first little pig built a

reading

poems

or

rhymes to your four-, five -or
six -year -old child, read one
line and see if he can supply the
next.

Mother: Birdie with a 'yellow bill.

lad: Hopped upon a win-

dm;
.

s

ill.

IF THE CHILD does not know the line that comes next you read and have him "repeat
after you: He will probably
soon know many rhymes from
memory.
During read -aloud sessions.
a mother should watch to see if
the six -year -old is listening
with full attention; watch to
see if he is moving his eyes in

following print and make sure
that he is responding when given a turn.
Daily reading of stories and

poems will contribute to the
appreciation of the use of good
language, and will sharpen the

child's perception of speech
sounds. It helps. also, to train
memory.

ability to get meaning when
they were so busy mechanically sounding out words.

THE TREND THEN

One of theShristopher..ae:-. --scanted-4e- ge-te-a-eettsbnuttsort-method of first seeing the
tivities in which Phyllis and
words as -wholes, and then putothers from the area were
recently involved was a picnic
ting letter sounds together to

projects was painting the Weiler house at 209 S. Hi Lusi.
With their earnings, they
managed to bring out four bus-.
100 GiteWlly
load's:' "over
House people, for a very
successful picnic.

Jim: "Mary White would

the

Lions Club's portion of the

make a good baseball player."

fair will be distributed among
the Hadley School for the,
Blind, "Dialogue" - a recorded magazine, a leader dog
school in Michigan, handi-

Tim: "Why would she make
a good baseball player?"
Jim: "Well, a fly got into the

bowl when she was making

capped persons and various lo-

And you should
have seen how she caught that

cal civic organizations.

fly from the batter!"

pancakes.

make more words.
'

Today, good teachers will
select the method which best

Sexy Girl

Dear Lee Janson,

My girl friend is the sexiest looking girl in school. She has a
suits the child, or group of beautiful figure, a lovely face, and a delightful personality. She
children, with whom they are just looks and acts as if she'd be the easiest girl in school to make
working.
out with.
The teaching of reading
The truth is that she's a very, very moral person and an exmust be considered in relation cellent student. The guys all envy me, because she's never gone
to the entire curriculum and with anyone except me. They all hang around her, keep asking
the entire life of the school.
for dates, and she tells them she's Bill's girl. it bugs me that they
Phonics is not taught in a won't leave her alone.
Bill
few easy lessons or by mechanYou call that a problem? Every high school boy should have
ically sounding out words. It your problem
should really be started as: ;a
t --of '-reidijig"--feacj)ness!
'bear sotinai.

FOR THE ABOVE reasons

Not Dumb

Dear Leo Janson,
My high school grades and College Board exams weren't too
good. Now I have to go to junior college before I can get into the
'

university. I figure everyone will think I'm dumb (I'm not), just
of columns, with "Training in because I go to junior college. What do 1 tell my friends when
Listening as Preparation for they ask where I go to school?
J. C. Student
Reading," as the beginning
I have decided to start a series

Tell them the truth. Thousands and thousands of students go

one,

It is natural for children of to ,Junior or community colleges throughout this country for

beginning school age -'to express themselves through play.
They, can easily make, believe
that they 'are dogs, horses or
airplanes. Typical' six -year olds sing,' dance, run, climb,

hundreds of reasons, and being dumb is usually not one of them.
Some of the most capable people in this nation continued their
educations through junior colleges. So hold your head up, wave
that school banner, and get some good grades.
.

Send your questions to 'Lee Janson, clo Day Publications,
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

TROCNOA

They cannot wait any longer.

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

The people have a right to
know, if the proposed park

15 good, 22 excellent

turned down, what

does the village intend to do
Answer on Comic Page

Hatlen

Heights, and the areas down
stream along Weller Creek? It
took three years .to clean the
sewers. How long will it take
to eliminate the floods? What
is going to be done when the
state empties their water from
Golf Road into Colonial
Heights? The existing retainer

(

basin is an inadequate eyesore

Why en the

When

promote.readiness for learning

recreational facilities and they

dum. How unfair can you be?
The 350 signatures that

vestigate, they will find the
residents' of Mount Shire are
not contiguous to the pro-

proceeds

to read. First, because listening sharpens perception for
hearing sounds of both letters
and words - and second, because listening to stories read
aloud 'helps children learn to

In the "Little Red Hen"

HIDEAWORD

in this particular cse should
he over -ruled. Mr. Bergen's

R4

.

slum, Indian reservation, etc.

WORST JOKE of the Day:
The .

ics book that tell us to circle
the vowel' digraphs or under-

house of straw." "The second
little pig," etc.

have the child repeat " 'Not I.'
said ,the Cat. 'Not I.' said the'
your children show in listen- . Pig." etc.
Let .them draMatize and reing -to what is told to them or
read to them is certain to help peat after you, or with you.

1900.

Phyllis Weiler, a June grad-

-444

the Mount Prospect Village

Haying, Aikttended the Planning Commiision meeting July
2, we are appalled at the deliberate stalling and lack of interest shown by the Planning
Commission on the West Park
The Planning ComPlan

plans or the zoning change to

119 S. Emerson, 6 to 9 p.m.

AND, INCIDENT ALLY,
one of their money -making

graph and
Mrs. SBarbara
Leusch won a Buick Skylark at

An Open Letter of Protest

I. If the Plan Commission
will take the time to in-

MEET HIM and his book
on Friday at the Book Nook,

nic.

Maple won a stereo, phono-

Letters to the Editor

as to which comes first, the

War so that even the clothing
on the characters in his book
would be correct.

portation and food for the pic-

James Driscoll of 102 S.

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, 517.00 a year: $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, 111.60056

reasons.

ions worn during the Civil

Then they got busy and earned
money to provide', trans-

Prizes
A t Fair

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill, 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

question, "which comes first,
the chicken or the egg", they
couldn't make up their minds

three books telling about fash-

all forMer drug addicts. The
'Christophers' first got a picnic permit for Busse Woods.

2 Win

William J. Kiedaisch
M«naging-Ediror

in zoning. Like the age old

cuse." For instance, he read

or five -year -old child.
Therefore, any advance

their ability to help with phnn- 'keep a series of events in mind.
ics. Can you help? It might
THE
READER should
take some time, but I am sure read with clear enunciation at
that mothers would be patient, all times so that the child hears
and try to follow any sugges- WHICH when we mean which
. tions which you have. I am ( n o t WITCH) and
sure that I will watch for your BROUGHT when we mean
answer.
brought (not BOUGHT).
--Mrs. T.S. Des Plaines
When reading the story of
"The Gingerbread Boy" let
DEAR MRS. T. S.:
I am sure that mothers will the children read with you or
be patient about waiting 'for after you - "I ran away from a
the help with phonics. Moth- little old man, a dog, a cow."
ers just do not give up easily etc.
Then, toward the end of the
when working for something
story see how many animals
to help their children.
Because I collect and read they can name that the Ginger-

for Gateway House residents,

Tuesday, July 15, 1969

validity of the park referen-

absolute

assure

School, has been involved in
Project Christopher activities
for some time. Teen-agers in
Christopher go to an intensive
training camp and then go to
"wherever there is a need" --a

The show, titled "The Lit-

"Honor the r rlginal dream by all rays jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity.''
-- Marshall Field III

wife was one of the five complainants who questioned the

to

historical accuracy in "Joy-

uate of Sacred Heart High

TV programs as The Tonight
Show, The Today Show, Mike

An open letter to Mayor

story that takes place during
the Civil. War, set in New Or-

tomorrow. They will perform
in the parking lot at II a.m.,

--ammals-haue-appeared.caLsuch.....

Teichert,members of the Village Board and the Planning
Comnii-lion:

and adding chapters to the
book, his first novel. It's a

ick's, Golf Rd. and Rte. 83
1:30 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.

E. Stanton. Editor and Publisher

re-

Yager has gone to great

Dogs that can talk, add,

Joh

years

searching, writing, re -writing

lengths

Presbyterian -St. Luke's Hos
pital in Chicago.

Page 4

three

spent

They'll return next Wednesday, July 23.

president

Tbe Vro5pect ;Dap

A Prospect Heights man,
he's

Dear Mrs. Culton:
My son's teacher tells me to
try to help John with his phonics, especially with short vowel
sounds. I just don't know how!
Such instructions in the phon-

Othermothers tell me that
they too feel very unsure of

guages.

leans.

FOND GET -WELL wishes
to former village trustee and

"Whatever happened to Twiggy?"

word vocabulary in three lanDon't miss an autographing
party at the Book Nook on Friday evening with Charles Yager, author of "Joyeuse."

and are very noisy. in their
love of activity, they are not
much different from the four -

line the blends, really leave me
confused.

claims that one dog has a 5.00Q

1418 Cypress.

Schlaver.

'

By Esther F. Califon
(Finit in a Series)

MATERNITY

to our community and a symbol of the ignorance and lack
of co-operation in the govern-

SHOPS

ing administration of Mount
residents of

Mount Shire object to apartments that will be almost a
mile away and separated from

them by a 4 -lane highway,
Golf Road? Do they know
that the land on their side of
Golf Road has already been
74ned., for apartments? Do
they realize that if homes are
built on the land bordered by
Busse and Lonnquist, two feet
higher, that they will be
flooded also?

Prospect.

The solution to the flood
control and the obtaining of a

SUMMER

recreation park on the only
existing land available

is at

our fingertips. How can the

SALE!

village turn their backs when
thc__Drainnge and Clean
Streams Commission and the
Public Works Commission
have

all endorsed the

1/2TRICE
selected group

pro-

SHIFTS

JAMAICAS

posed park plan as the only
adequate solution to the

PANTS

Obviously there is more on'
the surface here than meets
the eye and precious time has
been wasted at the taxpayer's

expense. The Park District
has spent a portion of the taxpayer's money to have accredited registered engineers survey the proposed park site and
to make soil ',brings.
They were successfUl in
finding a source of fresh water
in the area, which makes Mr.

s

BLOUSES

floods?

Gentlemen, renew our faith

YANKEE DOODLE DANDY

in the government of Mount
Prospect and remember your
duty to serve the citizens by
taking immediate steps to rectify this disgraceful and deliberate injustice before it is too
late.

Robert Koch
Harold E. Kautz
McManamon's theories all
Richard Dater
lief. The- Park District -.has - - Citizens of colonial Heights

Enjoy our...Comfortable Dining RoomQuick Service- Fast CarryoutFree Parking At 'our newest...

r

The Restaurants with the All-American Menu s

'tit

MEM DOODLE

eiCA9,0
4140 insitaop

MOUND PARK
11311 Sweat *00

Ors risor/014

ARUNSTON 1,1$!0-4.

40.

kii4

208 SO. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

DANDyBURGERS .ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES HAMBURGERS
FISH SANDWICHES SHAKES SOFT DRINKS FRENCH FRIES
,

.

.
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TeacherAids Plan
Urged.To Trim
Schools Budget
Ralph Van Petten last week
offered a plan whereby he
claims Prospect Heights

bus

fused with non -certified teachers used in other communities

board meeting after a public

where a non-certi,.ed teacher
is given the full responsibilities, but is not paid a teacher's wage merely because thel

still provided for issuance of
$233,500 in tax anticipation
warrants to finance the educational fund
Van Petten, president of the
Prospect Heights Improvement Assn , based his plan on

the use of teacher rids under
the

direction of a "teacher

supervisor" in a 3 -to- I ratio.

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER.
253-6880 OPEN DAILY 8-9. SAT. 8-5. SUN. 11-5

assistant

teaching

"The

FIRST: We list your home with Arlington
.

non -certified teacher is techni-1

expressed doubts as to the legality of Van Petten's plan, but

4,000 communities . surrounding
MajOr cities of the U. S. or Canada

"The mathematics of ohe
savings are quite simple," he

.at no charge whatsoever

.

.

the present
system, classroom teachers for
1,000 students would cost

SAFETY INSPECTION

O

at

.

through our membership in

"Under

Mt. Prospect Firestone ONLY!

OME7(Ipl

about $320,000 as opposed to
$ 2 1 0, 0 0 0 per thousand
students if teaching assistants

four teachers. Perhaps an operational savings of $100,000
is worth looking into, particu-

larly after all the nit-picking I

struction

week of indoctrination, the assistants could do the job with
the same proficiency as those
with formal degrees in educa-

Drawing a parallel with industry, Van Petten asked the

question, "How do you cut

costs or rather,...in this case.
increase the teacher's produc-

tivity r'
re-

marks by saying that they applied to the lower grades and

He said, "With perhaps a

each teacher three teaching as-

The teacher would

ON THE 2nd TIRE WHEN YOU BUY THE 1st
AT OUR LOW EVERYDAY EXCHANGE PRICE!

CALL

' 392-8100

tion,"

(Plus Fed. Excise Taxes)

V a n Petten concluded,
There is "nothing new in This.
proposal. This type of system
has been used for probably a
1,000 years at the college level

lington p.m!.

ne
S FETY°

and District 26 has used it in

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER
NORTH

SUPT. EDWARD Grodsky
said,

"It

is

SOUTH

teacher assistant in a classherself and her three assis- room as a teacher with less
tants, rotating to teach each than 30 hours in education at
class of 25 in turn such special the college level," He said in
prepare the lesson outlines for

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICA, NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

Our popular replacement tire with
full 4 -ply nylon cord body for safety,

subjects as the new math, leav- such a case a certified teacher
ing the ,Asistants to handle rou- must be present.

SUP-R-TUF rubber for long mileage; and deep precision tread for
excellent traction.

LOOK FOR US IN THE

Grodsky said that it would
be 'Worthwhile to check with
teacher's plan.
For the teacher, now a the State Office of Public In"teacher supervisor," Van struction, but said, "I don't
tine subjects according to the

HOME BUYERS GUIDE
Appearing Every Week In

Petten suggested a salary from honestly believe it would be
$8,500 to $9,000 instead of the alowed under present Illinois

Buy Now and Save!

DAY PUBLICATIONS

usual base of $7,000. They Law,"

CHARGE IT

would be drawn from the regu-

lar staff
He said also that a teaching
Van Petten's qualifications - assistant under the school code
for the assistants are: a resident must receive her certification

Convenient Terms

LET A REALTOR

of the school district, a min- from the state.
Grodsky said that a position
imum formal education of
eighth grade, a proficiency in paper must be written before
English, and passage of the "going downstate" for an
tetermined by the school administration.

opinion on the plan.
He said it could not be used
in 1969-70 because contracts
already had been let.

Van Petten set pay tor the

Schools in District 23 are

necessary qualifying tests

as

assstants at $3 an hour. They

would work only the school

PION

CH

in Arlington Hts. in Mount Prospect

to put a

illegal

/in Arlington Hts.

in Palatine

students in four classrooms of the rules as they now stand."

pupils each, and giving

(1111ALIEE

THE HOMEFINDING t SERVICE OF AMERICA

heard earlier in the evening."

not to junior high school. He the last year for teaching lionly
proposed giving each teacher brary science. The
the responsibility for 100 drawback is that it is against

sistants

COME IN FOR FREE

THEN: We'll find you a home in any of

Petten.

agreed to check further with
the office of the Illinois
Superintendent of Public In-

25

Realty and find buyers that will
please you.

cally not qualified," said Van

said.

DON'T SPEND VACATION
BEHIND A TOW TRUCK!

were to replace three out of

The school administration

HE PREFACED his

920 N. ELMHURST RD.

if transportation were a

teacher aids.
His action came at a school

passed a budget from which it
had trimmed $36,500 from the
educational fund portion. This

Mount Prospect.

factor.

concept should not be con-

at which the board

RELOCATING?

day and could use the school

School District 23 could trim
$100,000 from iits 1969-70
budget, through the use of

hearing

Onti

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY
CAN GROW INTO,
NOT OUT OF!

Muir, Ross, Sullivan and Mac-

Arthur Junior High.

ALL SIZES ON SALE

GUARANTEED IN WRITING

Tubeless Blackwell'

of no limit on months
of against cuts, snags offer the entire life
of the original
or bruise breaks
tread design depth
caused by road hazards
of normal passenger
rr, nationwide, coast
car deism,
to coast
honored by thousands
J against defects

4 no limit on miles

SIZE

-

In workmanship or

meioses

6.00-43

6.80.16
13.50-13

of Firestone stores and

Aston moss Silo notion

In accordance with the tarn. of our printed guarantee. price 01
raplacarnant tire prorated on original tread deaign ear and
based on fil01110.14 trade level price for replacemenwt tire at
time 01 8011.1.111. Firestone wads level prices are Intendad
to. but may not, reprasent approalmala mien( average soiling

pokes. end are subject to Ching. *MOO notice.

A Realtor knows what you are looking for in a

house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...

NZ:1:
31: 1:
S ,Ig:lt

see Kemmerly!

8 85 10-16 5

820.00
20.75
21.00
21.50

$12.00
12.45
12.50
12.90
23.25 13.95
23.76 14.26

27.25 16.35
30.00 18.00
-----

REALE

boneless rolled beef roasts...31b. avg? Everything
for the grill or spit.
Member of Notional Institute of Looker e F

LOW

A high quality, low cost tire with Firestone
SUP-R-TUF rubber for long mileage.

REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING
THE NORTHWEST AREA

358-5560

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

-In Arlington Heights.

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

LOIN END,

HALF CATTLE

INCLUDES .

69.

lb

In Hoffnusta-Schaumburg 894-1800
Higeinf-asif Rapping Plaza

ets) 2 Sirloin Tip Roasts (3t51 lb.

avg.) 9 lo. Ground Sirloin
28 to 35 lb. Average Gross Wt.

s1

253-2460
956-1500

.

12 to 15 'Butt Steaks (8.10 ox.
avg.) 4 Beef Tenderloin, (Fill-

300 to 320 lbs.

10 -Point B RAKES

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

09lb

OVERHAUL
(not just a reline)

3:(01,

H1

IN
IN
i:I3

299-0082

lot

6 00-13 Tubeless
Blackwell
Plus $1.59 Fed.
Excise tax. sales tax
and tire off your ear.

WHEELS

CAR
SERVICE

SHOCK
ABSORBERS

4 for
$12 ?Is

American
care. Parts
extra, If

American compacts.

WE DO ALL THIS WORK

needed.

1. Replace brake lining on all

$3988

rgelieden

four wheels

2. Arc lining fur perfect contact
with drums
3, Rebuild all 4 wheel cylinder.
4. Turn and true broke drums
5. InspcM master cylinder
C. Repack outer wheel bearings

on both front wheels

7. lnimegt brake hoses

H, Inspect brake- above
9, Add Super Heavy Duly
brake fluid
10. Road test car

GUARANTEED 20.000
MILES OR 2 YEARS

whichever comes first. Adju.stmenta
prorated on mileage and based on

prices current at time of adjustment.

15 W. Busse Mt. Prospect

Competition designed
With a wide track for
better roadability

HERE'S WHAT WE DO:
-

I. Align Front End

1777

2. Balance all 4 Wheels
3. Adjust Brakes
ti

4. Repack Outer Front
Wheel Bearings

See us for low prices
on load levelers, ball

See our
complete line of
CUSTOM WHEELS

Extra charge for oars with torsion
bare or air contlitIonin0.

I/

Joints, tie rod ends ...
all your car needs.

Priced as shown at Firestone Stores. Competitively pricert.ot Firestone Dealers and at all service etationsclisplaying the Firestone sign.

392-9260

.

tee

Famous Brand

most Fords, Plymouths, Chavys,

years from date of Installation,

J & B FREEZER MEATS

1.79

Brake & Front End

*3988

We guarantee our brake lining for
the specified number of miles or

"MEATS WITH A REPUTATION"

1.78

Keystone Krems Reverse

Price for drum -type brakes on

In Palatine

C

150 to 160 lbs. ay.
All aged to please you.

51.59

See us Now for all your automotive, truck and service needs

Provisioners

HIND QUARTER

$23.00 $13.80
24.00 14.40
24.25 14.55
24.25 14.55
26.50 15.90
27,00 16.20
30.50 18.30
33.00 19.80
36.60 21.90

retton* Champion° $

emmerb

Quarter, 69c lb., you can get as many as 50
1 -inch individual steaks and as many as 15

(per Tire)

2nd Tire

Check our everyday low prices on famous

lath

Did you know...that when you purchase a side of
beef at the J 8 B Freezer Meats, Hind and Fore

EXCISITaz

Ist-Pre

Sup R Tsilb

Full 4 -Ply Nylon Cord Tires
WEEKLY FREEZER FLASH!

Fed.

Tubeless Whitewelle

90
All prices PLUS taxes and 2 tires OR your car

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAP Multiple
- Listing Service

FREEZER
MEATS

7.00-13
7.35-14
7.35-15

2nd Tin

st The

See the American Golf Classic on CBS -TV July 26 & 27. Consult your newspaper for time and channel.

1.10ENSED AND APPROVED BY
ILLINOIS DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE

a
L

.01

Personal Finance.
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Save By Not Prepaying Loans

Board Oks Bids
For School Work
The Mount Prospect School
District 57 Board has accepted

the second low general con-

tract bidder on the Gregory
and Sunset Park -schools remo-

deling and additions, on the
advice of their architect, S.
Guy Fishman.
Fishman recommended the

of the bid from

. acceptance

Meyer -Ross, Inc. at $154,783
for the combined project.
saying that the low bidder was

a small contractor who had
never handled any major job.
according to district business
manager J C. Busenhart.

All other low bids s..ere ac-

Low bidder for the heating
contract was Hans Jensen. at
$43 386, even with certain alternatives added. They include

life safety work on the two
schools some of which is not
due until 1975. but wilt he
considerably cheaper if done

going up, for one thing. And term commitment at a rate that
for another, they know that now seems unrealistic. Unless

considerably less tthan the
$274,500 approved in the

they're lucky if that annual
raise is big enough to keep
them from losing ground in'

bond issue referendum. Busenhart said that adding on ar-

chitect's fees (6 per cent of
construction costs) and furnishings for the two buildings
should use most of the
$274,500.

Frank Wish eiv

16. 1970 has been set for the
two -school project. with a pen-

HiLusi, has been named assis-

Promoted
Frank Wisnew of 910

A completion date of Feb.

tant freight sales manager at

Detroit for Burlington Rail

alty clause of $100 a day.
Busenhart said that con-

road.

During his 15 years with

struction is to begin soon. It is

Burlington. Wisnew has risen
from ticket seller to reserva-

planned to do all remodeling
work at both schools before
the opening of school in

tion bureau manager to

district passenger agent and
later general agent at Omaha
and Chicago.

A native of Chicago, he attended Wright Junior College
and Northwestern University.
Wisnew was a member of
the Omaha Chamber of Com-

slated for after the opening of
school.
to submit
is
Fishman
drawings on the Lincoln
School project at the next

merce, the Concord

regular board meeting, scheduled for July 21. A bond referendum for more funds for Lin-

coln is planned for sometime
in September.

been

added-

and

control

when exposed to the mildew of

inflation.

Like paying off the 'mort-

gage, for example. Paying off a

mortgage faster than required

was once the hallmark of financial responsibility. In a pe-

riod dominated by inflation,
such pre -payment might very
well smack of foolishness.
This is because money spent
on prepaying the mortgage

Businessmen's Club, Chicago

would be better used in keeping day-to-day spending on 'a

Junior Association of Commerce, Chicago Traffic Club

cash basis. Otherwise, our presumably thrifty friend may

and General Agents Assn.

find that he's straining to pay

$2 713 was accepted for this.
Total bids for the two
schools come to $233,794,

repayments.

This not only allows you to
keep a better cash position, but

lets inflation work for you as

you Day off your debt with

out.

PEOPLE WHO

against this credit, however,

rowing on your life insurance?
Every cash -value insurance
policy begins to develop a

have usually been regarded as
somewhat less than cautious,
since the loan is a lien against
the policy and dulutes the protection.

credit against which you can
borrow shortly after it is taken

LE

coin -op or professional
cleaning order.

down pillow and have
clean, new ticking)

borrow

rished verity, how about bor-

OFFER GOOD THRU JULY

necessary -during

Purchase

No

You'll enjoy the
friendly atmosphere
and one stop cleaning.

June, July and August, you are
eligable for our Drawing. Win a
COCKTAIL DRESS and DINNER
FOR TWO at THE HORSESHOE

Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Draperies Cleaned, Pressed,
Self -Service Cleaning

CLUB in THE ARLINGTON TOWERS.

Drawing is the day after Labor
Day.

Norge Colonial Village
220 N. Dunton St.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

maison de romayne

OUR 2ND LOCATION

43 South Dunton Street Arlington Heights, III.

B W Branch

Clearbrook 5-5543
9:30 to 5:30 DAILY

420 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, III.

1.0.060116..

11A011.1

libb.11M.WOOL.

own

YOU CAN COUNT ON MID SUMMER SPECIAL WHILE SUPPLY LASTSk

SUMMER SALE

valves for the offices of each
school --and Jensen's hid of

cheap money as long as possible, making only the regular

cheaper dollars than those you
borrowed.
To shatter another che-

with $5.00 incoming

Renovate & Thoroughly
clean your feather or

%NA& 110116.

last Monday night' another ex-

has

other things as well, things like

the tried-and-tiiie ideas about
what constitutes fiscal virtue.
All too many of the truths we'
learned at mother's knee turn
out not to be so true after all

your only aim is to do him a
favor, you'd better keep his

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM DIRTY PILLOWS?
SPECIAL OFFER $1:79

terms of real income.

BUT INFLATION affects'

Since bids were submitted

-thermostats

IT IS THE lender's mis-

fortune that he chose some
inflation.
They know that prices keep years ago to make you a long-

now

tra

cent for other credit via a re-

about the obvious effects of

The electrical work September.
Addition of the multi -purwill be done by Vern Smith
Electric. which submitted a pose rooms at both schools is
Noises, at $10,690.

while paying as much as 18 per

Just about everybody knows volving charge account.

cepted

bid of 522.222. The plumbing
contract was awarded to H. A.

off a 6 per cent loan early,

By Carlton Smith and
Richard Putnan Pratt

20% Off on
Custom Draperies*
-- You're only a phone call away

WHO -010 NEEDS

from, one of -Chicagoland's
A.M. TO

6

largest selection of drapery
materials. Phone 775-6336 and

P.M.

let one of our Interior
Designers call on you in the
comfort and convenience of
your own home and show you

BANK SERVICE?

a new and interesting window
treatment personalized, just
for you.

FRIGIDAIRE 2 -DOOR REFRIGERATOR-FREEZEN
FOR EVERY KITCHEN, EVERY FAMILY, EVERY BUDGET!

*Material only

k

NO FROST IN REFRIGERATOR SECTION
SEPARATE ZERO ZONE TOP FREEZER

OUR

30,000

FULL WIDTH HYDRATOR

CUSTOMERS!

That's Who -o -o

REMOVABLE ICE TRAY COVER SHELF

SPECIAL EGG STORAGE

ST'

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

BUTTER COMPARTMENT

"In The Home" Appointments
Call Collect-Days Or Evenings

MINK

5

24 -Hour. Answering Service

rl

775-6336

DOWNTOWN

YEAR WARRANTY

5057 N. HARLEM

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Open Mon. 4 Thurs.

MEMBER F D.I.C.

REFRIGERATOR
WARRANTY

9

iyear Warranty for

repair of 'any defect
in the entire relnyers

tor. plus 4 year Pro

tection Plan In. repair

of any defect in the
refrigerating cyst,

arlington \ark towers

HURRY!

announces the

Beat The Heat

PONY
LOUNGE
Come and Meet

JESSE LOPEZ
nightclub and televisidn star

Take ft home

,Our Supply Won't Last
Prices As Low

NOW weer MOW
NEM

EEC
= craw

Frigidaire air conditioner
cools fast, 6,000 BTU/hr.

)

S 5,000 BTU - $129
.6000 BTU $149
1 8,0,00 BTU - $179
100,000
BTU - $229
lid

Cooling Capacity! For most bedrooms-living rooms.
too.

Jel-Fast Cooling! Pushbutton controls. HI for full
power. LO for quiet nighttime use.

Filtered 41r! Air pollutants-dust-dirt-pollen
screened out: Washable litter.

Droll -Free Comfort! Directs air around you-not at
you.

Installs Easily! Any handyman can do it. Complete instructions. 115 -volt operation.
FRIGIDAIRE

BUILD III
MORE HELP

*Association of Hon,. Appliance lAanutaclurenr Standards

Alotlal AEC61.P. 6 000 BTU/nr

BONNIE DAYE

9.

1

BOTHERS TO

It Home.- Install It Yourself!
And

Install it yourself.

art

4,1

LISTEN TO

her provocative piano

THE LONE RANGER

Wednesday Evenings - 6:30 P.M. - WLS-FM-94.7

0 w in

c LJ

Show time six, nine and eleven p.m.
No cover charge.
Reservations suggested.
Call 394-2000.

T.V. & APPLIANCES

arlington \ark towert.
Chicago's new suburban hotel

7243 W. TOUHY

1\1.1111

\IL\

PHONE

631-6030

823-3171

631.6517

631 7436

OAKTOPI

N'

x

TOLViT

ilil

'el-,
4'1.-

a

STONE HOURS:

Monday -Thursday -Fri day
9 A.M.-9 P.M.
Tuesday -Wednesday

Saturday
9 A.M.-6 P.M.
Closed Sunday

161%.\\\0110167%.\\X

The Game of the Day

Ekblad Serves Up No.-Hitter to Mt Pros.
got three of their -four runs ear-

By Mike Needleman

ly in the top of the first inning.
Left fielder Greg Walko started Meadow's attack rolling
with a base hit to center. Bob
Nixon was walked as the sec-

The healthy arm and strong
hat of Guy Ekhlad helped the
Rolling Meadows traveling
team to a 4-1 victory over the

first Iwo runs of the game. The
second out of the inning came

when Valentino was thrown

ond hatter of the inning, and

Mount Prospect nine, in last

night's Colt League contest.
Ekhlad hurled a no-hitter
against the opposing squad.

but let up a total of nine walks.
He also contributed to the win

at the bat, as he got two hits

out while trying to steal second

base. Mike Pryor was walked

passed ball, and scored on a

night for Prospect was the last
of the second, as they scored

base shot to center by Ekblad.

Ekhlad went to second on a

base.

inning. Cleanup man Val Valentino smacked a long single

mild threat

Mount

fourth by scoring three more
runs on a double by Schweitzer
and singles by Day, Dyson and
Dean Sheridan. Hollywood

Prospect
to

posed

a

the three -run

Wildcats an 8-I victory over
night. The win

ziRTS

Giles allowed only two hits
and one unearned run in the
six innings he threw, both of
the safeties being singles by

By Bill Copeland
Hersey split two hall games
over the weekend in Summer
League play The Huskies won
their first game last Friday
night by defeating Elk Grove,
10-4 However, Hersey fell,
Saturday morning to
8-6,
Glenhrouk South which came

from behind with six runs in
the last two innings to heat the
Huskies

NEITHER 1 EAM scored
in the first inning but both

way to third on a stolen base
and a wild pitch Jim Fletcher

drove him home with a. hot
smash past the third baseman

for a hit

On the next play Fletcher

was safe at second on Bill Ludwagen s grounder to the pitch-

er who overthrew the hag at
second allowing both runners
to be safe Jim Quade then sacrificed I udwigsen to second

and Steve Perry drove two
runs in on a single to right.
Elk Grove managed to get

one of the runs back in their
hall of the inning A single by
Jell Jarochki and walks by
Neil Noga (nee Swanson
and Scott C [mum made it possible
Hersey increased their lead
to tour runs Sii the top of the
third Ken Morales Fisher
and Fletcher all had smiyles.

ELK GROVE RALLIED

with three runs in the fourth to
cut Hersey s lead to one, 5-4.

bash's club owns a 7-1 record

game for Giles.

with- three- game to- play.. Au, .

lington was all but eliminated
from contention, dropping to

GORDY HOLLYWOOD
went the route for Elk Grove,
and although lie allowed eight

6-4.

runs on 10 hits he managed to

Scott

in

his

were only good for outs and
the inning came to a sad end
for Mount Prospect.

ROLLING MEADOWS (4)
aft r h hi
0
I
I
I
Valko, If
Players

ARLINGTON (1)

Arlington played last night
#laicc
Wolbecker, cf

Missouri and didn't make it
hack for the contest.
Arlington lost a legion game
to Wheeling Saturday, I-0. On

Plaer

Hasbach with the tying run,
but

ped a long two -out triple to

throw

center in the top of the eighth

plate.

Bob Fitzgerald's fine
nailed Smith at the

Arlington got its run in the
umpires had already agreed fourth on Cary Saltn's walk,
that the eighth would he the Dave Lundstedt's sacrifice
and Bruce Frase's single to
last inning because of darkright. Dow Woodard followed
ness.
with another single to right,
Palatine's winning rally
came after two were out. Al
to score the deciding runs. The

r

ab

b hi

3

O

I

Salm, 26
Lundstedt. ss

3

I

I

h hi

r

3

0

I

I

3

Hambrick, If
Anderson, lb
Hearn, rf

3

1

0
0
0

0

2

0
0

3

I

I

2

0. 0

Erase. c

3

O

I

4
2

0

I

2

I

1

0

2

I

0

2

0
0

0

24

3

5

Hasbach. p
Smith, 3b
Stinson. 2b
Totals

(1

i

0

Valentino, c
Pryor, cf
Ekhlad, p
Piro, 36

2

0

I

2

2

2

0

0

3

0

2

2

2

0

I

0

Kellet, ss

2

(1

2

0
0
4

0

Walters, rf

0
6

0
4

0

21)

Players

Garofold, 21)

4

(1

(1

I

Jesperson, ss

3

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

1

O
O

1

0
0

Passerelli, lb
Maly. p

4

3

2

O

0

0

House,

2

(1

O

0

0

0

(1

0

Bokelman, p
Cordova, p
Totals

2

O

0

2

0

0

0

O

0
4

0
0

Weipes. c
Esposito. 31)

0
0

0

3

Ohle, If
Swider. cf

2

I

0
(1

(I
0

Klinabc.sg, rf

0

0
0

0
0

0
11- -

21

1

Ib

25

1

I

2

Baker,
Totals

PITCHING SUMMARY

0

Day's

PITCHING SUMMARY
h ip r-er sit lib

Plater
Hasbach
Bokelman
Cordova

r-er WI MP

ip

It

8
6
2

4

1-1

2

1- I

3

2-2

Winner--Hasbach;
-Cordova.

2
6

9

Maly
Ekblad

7

7

4-4

5

7

0

7

1-0

9

9

6

Loser-

Winner - Ekblad; Loser Maly: SIT - Garofold, Jesperson (2), Maly, Esposito, Kling berg; PB - House (21.

ry Anderson's single. Arlington reliefer Randy Cordova
got two quick strikes on Hearn

Elk.Grove got its only run in
the bottom of the first as Chesney singled with one out, stole
second and came in on shortstop John Dyson's error. That
was the last time tbe Grens
could manage to get a runner
even as far as third; an infield

in the first run and Rick Kornelly came through with a
single past third for the other
two RBI's.
HERSEY
SATURDAY
had a 6-0 lead against Glen brook South, but their oppo-

by Chesney and two

single

walks were all they could mus-

ter for the remainder of the
game off the stingy right -

and then just missed with a

Cameron
Low
Bill Cameron was low gross
with a 36 last week in the Mon-

day night Division of Mount
Prospect Twilight Golf.' Low
net went to Bob Herman with
47-23-24.

bander.

nents toughened up in the hitter part of the game to heat the
Huskies, 8-6.

There were seven twilight

by

AN INFIELD single
Wiesen brought in Dyson
with the tie -breaking run
in the second, and in the

Three errors and two hits
gave. Hersey the edge they
needed to score three runs in
the first. The hits were singles
by Ken Kennepp and Morales.

had a birdie on three, Paul
Bruns on five, Bob Kramer on

third and fourth the Wildcats

eight, and Carl Lenz one on
hole 16. George Julin, Bill
Camron and Bud Goodling all

came up with a total of six tallies to completely ice the game.

The errors were by the left
fielder, shortstop and catcher.

Two Gren errors

In the second inning Kornelly led off with a double for
the Huskies. Kornelly went to

Wheeling's

three -run

led

had birdies on 13.

to

third,

.1 AND 11 MEAT Market

and an opposite field, RBI
single

wild pitch kind
scored on a throwing error by
Steve
Glenhrooks' pitcher
a

beat John M ofich Buick. 9-I,
and Mount Prospect Jewelers
took an 8,2-11/2 victory over

by Fred Bencriscutto

aided the Wildcat rally.
Wheeling made it 8-1 in -the

Riggs.

1111111..._

golfers who shot birdies in last
night's action. Ken Wilbert

'Ye Old Town 1 nn.

Fremd Stomps Knights

Singles by Gary Proehl and
Bill Browning and a double to
center by Scott Pruitt contributed the poser behind the Elk
Grove bats

Mike Musial when he tried to
steal third. Following a fly out,
Mike Kolze drew a walk. He

By Jim O'Donnell

Mark Wicklund pitched a

I he Huskies put themselves

nifty two -hitter in leading the
Fremd Vikings to a walloping

out of the Elk Grove's reach
with two tuns in the fifth and

Knights in a Summer League

Keeft*'s Still
Lead Go/f' Loop
KL,Ier s

Pharmacy

remained in first place in the
Mount Prospect Fuesday night

I wilight Golf I eague with a
narrov. 6-4 victory over Kiraloft Insurance
Other team action saw
George Busse Realtors stop
Busse-Biermann 6-4 Kersting

Garden C enter squeaked by
Striking Lanes by the evening's
popular score, 6-4.
most
Kruse s fax ern took time off to
defeat Lou s Barber Shop. 9-I
Illinois Range put the skids on
Carter Music 7-1 lit the

twilight s final match, Mount
Prospect Savings and Loar
stomped Licht s Paints. 10-0.
The indivdival star was

Chris La C aruba He 'picked

10-0 win over the Prospect
game at Fremd Friday evening.

of the season. The right hander
went the distance, suffering
from control problems at times
as he walked eight. Seven
Fremd hatters whiffed hut
Frantell was victimized by

three Knight errors.
Wicklund set the Knights
down in order in the top half of
the first. Bob Loughlin led off

the frame with a single. After a
pop out, he moved to third on
Nate Thurnhoffer's single.
Thurnhoffer stole second, but

Wicklund retired the next two
hitters togetout of the inning.
Fremd exploded for six runs

with a walk and a stolen base
but was cut down by catcher

NORTHWEST DIVISION
.SUMMER LEAGUE
BASEBALL STANDINGS
Team

W

2

7

Addison Trail

6

2
3

Hersey

5

5

Barrington

5

Country Club's back nin was

Prospect

3

6
8

one -under par and one. of -the

Elk Grove

2

9

(1
I

ning.

Mike Musial -singled and

stole second to start the Pros-

fifth. With one out, he
moved to third on a ground
pect

out, but Jim Perkins fanned to
end the threat.

hit.

Following a hunt single by
Larry Hanks, Russ Alt scored
Peekel with a sharp single to

Wiodarczyk, forcing in

Hanks. Kolze was hit by a

pitch, sending Alt across. Fol-

0
0

lowing 'a strikeout, Loughlin
scored the Vikings' final run
of the inning on Peckers

0
0

a

I

double to score Kolze. Parks
went to third on an error and
then scored on Peckers third
consecutive single of the.eve-

double play.. A pop out ended
the inning.
The Vikings ran their score
to 10 with a two -run out -burst

grounder. Frantell walked Ed
I, 'I'

Kolze walked and stole second
and third. Parks then belted his

hit by a pitch 'leading off the

left. Cheney scored when
Prospect's second baseman
couldnt handle Loughlin's

(Through July 14)

Fremd added two insurance

tallies in their section of the
fourth. After a lead off whiff,

the second. Dave Huns
weith led off with a walk and
stole second. He came home
when Peekel singled. Peekel
in

stole second and moved to
the Fremd part of the frame third on Bill Cheney's short

7

hest totals turned in this season.

STAGED
PROSPECT
their biggest threat in the sec-

ond. Chris Dahovich started

ABSORBING THE loss for
the Knights was Bob Frantell
who was making his first start

Wheeling
Fremd

up low gross honors with a 35
and sank three birdies, on the
Ilth. 12th and 13th holes. His
total score on Mount Prospect

also stole second, but a ground
out ended the inning.

second safety. Cheney hit into

fielder's choice to end the

frame.

KNIGHT PEIT Jackson
sixth, but was erased when the.
next batter grounded into

a

in the sixth. Kolze walked to
start the frame and advanced
to second on Parks' base hit.
Both runners moved up a base
on a fielder's choice. and
Kolze scored when Peekel lifted a sacrifice fly to center.

Parks sprinted home when
third baseman Dave Harbach
couldn't handle- Sit/ White's

throw &mil center. An error
and a base on halls kept the ral-

ly alive, but a whiff got the
Knights out of the jam.

1

Player

Hambrick started things with a
walk and raced to third on Liir-

blooper for an error.

0
0

3

0

0
3

0

0

Woodard, If
Kolari, 3b
Fitzgerald, rf

Armstrong,

0
0

I

4

Ib

0
0

3b --Hearn, Hasbach.
oh

2

Smith,

MOUNT PROSPECT (I)
all r It Ili

0

PALATINE (3)

Clark, ss
s3rybash, c
Wickersham, cf

Nixon. 2h

Totals

Erase trying to score.

the right field line that scored

three

previous trips to the plate, rap-

Wheeling jumped on Hollywood for an unearned run in
the first inning when, after
Speedy Wiesen singled and
was erased in a double play,
Gary Schweitzer walked and
scored as shortstop Dave Rismispluyed

when his grounder to short was

Sunday, coach Lloyd Meyer's
team split a twin bill with
G I en b r ook , dropping the
opener, 12-2, but winning the
nightcap, 13-11.

followed with a single down

STRUCK out

mates, who collected a total of
five errors.

tau

sito, who got on with a fielder's
choice. The next three hatters

Passerelli at first for an out on
Kellet and the execution of a
perfect double play.

Mike Garofold then got on
base with a fielder's choice

count to 3-2 before tripling to
right with nobody out.
scorr smtni WORKED
BOKELMANN for a walk and,
after'Cordova replaced Bokelbittfted
mann, Ken
him to second while, Hasbach held third. Pete Clark

IIEARN, WHO HAD

strike out nine Wildcats. He
was also the victim of some
shoddy fielding by his team-

and an error by Ristau at shortstop loaded the bases for
Hersey. Bob Chin then walked

third on

maintain its lead in the tight
legion race. Coach Bob Gry-

Grens he faced to save the

portunity to score their three
runs in the seventh. An error
by Prochl at second, a walk

single to left and made it all the

The win enabled Palatine to

ning, and he retired all three

Several errors and two
walks 'provided Hersey an op-

teams scored in the second.
Hersey began the inning with
three runs on three hits Steve
Fishu led off the inning with a

innings, but the league in a ninth District American six
Legion baseball game at Re- leaders scored in the seventh to
tie it. Dave Hasbach ran the
creation Park last night.

came in to hurl the final in-

three in the seventh. In the
fifth Fletcher singled past
Dave Ristau at shortstop and
Ludwigsen drove him all the
way home with a triple to left.
Jim Quade came through on
the next play with a sacrifice
fly to Pruitt in left to score
Ludwigsen from third.

on Swider.

without its leading hitter, Jack
Bastable. The big catcher was
registering at the University of

Kevin Chesney. Duane Nelson

Huskies Earn Split
While Grens Fall

start the inning, and want to
second on a ball hit by Espo-

and fired to third where Gus
Esposito was waiting for the
throw to force out Ekblad. Esposito then fired the ball to

hitter laced Cordova's next offering over the center fielder's
head to break the 1-I tie.
in the winning runs in the
Arlington starter Jim Boeighth inning as first -place
Palatine came from behind to kelmann had allowed Palatine
defeat Arlington Heights, 3-1, only one hit through the first

Steve Hearn threw a man

out at the plate and then drove

record and kept ahem in first place in the conference.

1969

Ohle stole second base. He
went to third on a ball hit by

but Hearn's throw cut down

By Mike Imrem

gave Wheeling a 7-2 league

Page 7

Prospect had two baserunners in the last of the sixth, but
was unable to get them in for
scores. Weipes was walked to

through with the most exciting
play of the game. Kellet sent a
grounder to Maly who turned

fore Tom Swider was walked

shortstop Kellet who flipped
the ball to second for a force

away the Wildcats in the fifth,
sixth and seventh without any
further scoring.

Prospect.

a

THEN PROSPECT came

was walked by Ekhlad. and be-

Casey Klingberg, to Meadows'

then settled down and put

on

second

to

behind the. plate for Mount

single by Joe Piro.

their first and only run of the
game. With one gone. Ohle

pitch before the left-handed

Elk Grove in Summer League

Tuesday,
July 15,

advanced

tempt to steal third base by
Mike Weipes, who was now

Palatine Dumps All in 8th

pitching

Wheeling teammates gave the

Rolling Meadows pitcher Guy Ekblad is about to fire another
"sizzler" in yesterdays game with Mount Prospect. Ekblad managed to go all the way with a no-hitter.

ters, whacked out a double but
was thrown out during his at-

run of the night when they

THE BIG inning of the

out to Mark Passarelli at first

Smith for the first out of the

performance by Dave Giles
and some lusty hitting by his

baseball last

ters he was up against. The
third, right. fielder Jeff Wal-

came in to bat in the top of the
third stanza. Pryor led the inning off by getting on first base
on an error made by Maly. He

Drop Elk Growers, 8-1
outstanding

person drew a walk off Ekblad
and stole his way to third base.
He held there to watch, Pass-

his

opponents by fanning two hat-

and Maly be walked. He was
unable to bring in the run as
the next batter in the lineup.
House, was made the second
strikeout victim of Ekhlad.

Wheeling Defends Lead;
An

time Maly overpowered

on the play. Ekblad then threw
Jespersen out at first to end the
Mount Prospect surge.
Meadows 'scored their last

With one out, Randy Jes-

Ekblad

when

scored

fielder, Rick Ohle. Seconds
later, Scott Keltet grounded

Bs Jim Stuart

play on Kling berg. Ohle scored from third
unsuccessful

came in to bat in the last of the
first.

smashed a long double over
the head of Prospect's left

and

each on a passed ball by catcher Jerry House of Mount
Prospect.
Ryan Maly, the Prospect
hurler, then fanned John

MEADOWS

Meadows dropped to Maly
up until the sixth inning. This

also thrown to second for an

lead of Meadows, when they

arelli fly out to Valko in left,

both men advanced one base

and knocked in two runs.

ROLLING

clown the right field line that
scored both runners with the

stereo excitement 0
dial 92.7 fm USP
A

-t
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Company Appoints
New Sales Manager

Tuesdziy, July 15,1§69

Blue Cross

Michael Gerhardstein
has been appointed sales manE.

Promotes

ager of A. J. Gerrard & Co. of
Des Plaines.
Gerhardstein,

Tresnowski
Bernard R. Tresnowski of

ministration from the

1955 and. his masters degree

since April, 1967.

Heights. has been promoted to
scniotr vice president in the
Blue Cross Ass'n.

Tresnowski received -his

B.S. in public health adUniversity of Michigan in
Bernard I resnowski

in hospital administration in

1958. He has been assistant
director of the Albert Einstein
Medical Center. philadelphia,
and associate administrator of.
St. Joseph's Mercy Hospital in
Pontiac. Mich.
He has been the associa-

616 W. George. Arlington

was
who
manager of systems and custom machines for Interlake

tion's Medicare co-ordinator

Acme, is widely known in the
strapping career, said W. S.
mignin, Gerrard president.

He began his career as a
strapping salesman and has

E. M. Gerhardsteln

held positions of industry sales
manager, district sales manager and marketing manager.

Gerhardstein is a graduate

OPEN: Mon. Thru. Fri. 8 to 8
'Sat. 8 to 6, Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

of Xavier University. Cincinnati, where he earned a bachelor of science degree in business.

A. J. Gerrard & Co., located
at 400 E. Touhy, specializes in
the strapping business and developed Strapmetics. the sci-

ence of "developing the ultimate in strapping economy."
Mignin said. The company has
plants, offices and warehouses
throughout the United States.
as well as worldwide affiliated
companies.

I Nosiness Services
REVERS MASONRY

All types, Free Estimates
.537 1244 or 437 3160

Custom Int. & Ext. Decorating. by
Castle Decorating Co. Free Est.,
insured, 298.5660, 262.1206

35

Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales

11-Stlutios Waded -Mel

109
107

Aviation'

BOY 14 WANTS SUMMER WORK.

Auto Parts and Access. ,
Auto Trallers8. Campers 103
112
Automobiles For Sale

Automobilei Wanted. .
Boats and
Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities.
Business Services

_DES PLAINES AREA

2984196

Retired mechanic will Simoniz

101

.

your, par. Will pick up & deliver.
37
38

437.8646

66

.

22 -Situations Waded -Women

17
9

Card of Sympathy

Mature H.S. senior girl desires sum

mer gen. office or what have you.
Some exp. Full or port time. Own
transportation. 259 3441.

Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
..10
Coins - Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
23
Agencles-Men
Employment Agencies.
25
Women
57
Equipment Rentals
93
Farms
1
Florists
2
Funeral Directors
24
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
27
.
Men or Women
26
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings 47
Furniture

Industrial Property

2Roploomot Agoocissaio

SALES TRAINEE
$600 To Start

$145 Week to Start
NO FEE

You'll get this one on attid-

tude. Company will completely

train. Call Gregg Stafford at
394.1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

QUALITY
Control Spotter
$150-$175 Wk.

14

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale. 91

MOUNT PROSPECT

Free
Circuit and components test
ing of precision electro mech

Real Estate -

ACE

Monnheiinl

No experience necessary here.

69
Child Care
Office Fumiture-Devices.. 56

CL 5-1600

(Hi4gins &
Des Plaines, Ill.

Purchasing Trainee

Nursery Schools -

Personals

P"

PERSONNEL

83

(To Rent)

298-5021
. O'Hare
00 ,Office Bldg.

Wide

5
In Memoriam
15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

.

94
Loans Mortgages
88
Real Estate -Vacant
96
Real Estate -Wanted
Rooms.Board70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
Situations Wanted -Men. . 21
Situations Wanted men
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
73
Apartments
76
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous. . . .81
To Rent Resort Properties. .79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. 77
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

onical units.
Start by supervising

10 20.

Move to upper management or
engineering.

-7

CALL MIKE HANSEN

296-1043
ENGINEERING AGENCY
2120 Des Plaines Ave
Des Plaines, ID.

DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEER
Mechanical 'Design

298-5021

O'Hare

Wi de

PieOffice Bldg.

(Higgins &
Mannheim)
Des Plaines, Ill

PERSONNEL

2 Field Technicians and
Trainees
160 week start.
. + 69 CAR

-

All expenses paid, traveling

flifor*V".teersolort

assignments! Jet Rentacar out
of town.) Do a public relations
job as well as checking up on
the performance of instruments

shit'amor

Company. You con learn this In

te *Or thin

40!
tot.

and fixtures made by your

4 .to 6 weeks if you have an
electronics aptitude, and high
school.
CALL DENNIS GALLAS

ENGINEERING AGENCY
296.1043
2720 Des Plaines Ave
Des Plaines, Ill.

GENERAL

ACCOUNTANT
$12,000

298-5021

1 / 3 OFF
ON ALL. SPORTSWEAR.
ALSO INCLUDES:
MEN'S GOLF SLACKS
SHIRTS
SWEATERS

BATHING SUITS

O'Hare
WI d ego0%T;
3-Cooieteries & tots
Mannheim)

10 grave lot, Ridgewood Ceme-

PERSONNEL

tery, $750. Section 19, lot number
27. SP 5 2466
.

PLANT

13 -Lost and Rod

MAINTENANCE
START AT

$50 reward for return of mole
Irish Setter. Answers to "Squire".
Arl. Hts. tags. 255 9445
white kitten,
LOST: Grey &
"Smokey", vic. Stonegate, Arl.
.Ho. REWARD. 255-4374

$4.00 H rA.O.T.

Virginia Terrace.
describe. 259 1765

experience

you can now start at $4 an hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future

Please

opportunity can include that

LOST: ALL BLACK CAT WITH

of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant immedi

V.2 A TAIL, Vic. of Berkely Square,
Arl. Hts. 392 7726

ate hiring. No fee. Call

Lost: White parakeet "Snoopy"
vic.

previous

Without

One bicycle. Found in vicinity
of

Des Plaines, ill.

Glenbrook & Sherwood,
,Hts. REWARD. 537 0526

.

PARKER

LOST: STRAW PURSE &

117 So. Emerson

CAMERA ON SOUTH PATTON,
ARL. HTS. 394-2227

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Young man lost wallet in A.H.
with train

ticket plus money.

REWARDII 392 4636

I

' INVESTIGATOR
WILL TRAIN

298-5021

Lost: gray seal -point Siamese cat

w/blue eyes, female, "Sheba",
blue collar, w/red stones. Vic.
Euclid Schl, Mt. Pros. 392.4235

lij

PERSONNEL

14Ptosortals

AAA I Hearing Air Repair Sery
ice on all makes: Free. loaners.,
Rental plan. 392.4750
154nstruction

Piano lessons
$UMMER SPECIAL

Piano or organ.
Course 6 weeks, $10.00
827-6603
BARON'S

Beginners.

WANTED: Baritone horiiteacRY
yr.
for 11 yr. old. Has had
1

school training. 824 1323.

Minim Sobs
Reasonable rates.
.VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150
SAVE YOUR EYESI

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.,
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Export Service
CL 5,5692

HIRING
OUR OFF IN
CE
for customer
service training
$600 -$850 -free
Wi...KNO1/11.spu_cue._TOO_ BUSY_

to waste your time with Inter
views that lead nowhere. So
this leading U.S. corporation
will Interview and HIRE YOU
HERE at YOUR CONVENIENCE.

Asphalt sealing done with
squeegees & brooms -not just
colored. Good lob guaranteed.

17 S. Evergreen

(Higgins &
Mannheiin)
Des Plaines, Ill,

16 draftsmen

Palatine area.
358-2699

-r

E

Widee.itipe/OfTic'HeABRI:a.

Arl. Hts.

You will get awayfrom routine board work and learn
Engineering .in_tht_ flekl. You
will start MUCH HIGHER than

you ore making now, with a
FAST POTENTIAL to

$10,000

UP. Complete benefits, free
profit shoring, ex

college,

penses. STRICTLY LOCAL.

CALL AL NORMAN '

296-1043

engineering agency
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

NNPc q

Tuesday, July IS, 1969

BUSINESS

Wide

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your cominunity ... CALL ONE NOW!

H'gn Yn hmel' 60
Mo(

/

Des Plaines.

`PERSONNEL

MERCHANDISER
TRAINEE
$145 WEEK NO FEE
'New car furnished + Bonus

and profit sharing. This job
requires no previous exper-

ience. Your own territory with
no traveling or night work.
5 day week. If you qualify poll
could become the area sales
manager within the next 3
years. Dress like an executive

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200
Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory.Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Electrical Contractor

Geom. Hinatine FL A/C service

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Alto Roof Repairing

McBRIDE ELECTRIC
RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Alteration.
439 3332
Meermons dud general sewing.
plus remodel., of draperies

Fencing

Wrought

Redwood, Stockade.
e on. 647.0220

ART
SERVICE

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

255-7200

Floor

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE
Day Publocations. Inc.
117S Arlington Hes. Rd,
Arlington Heights, III

Call 774.3394

Furniture Refinishing

Call Chuck 259 4248

-

tot

than coil "THE
carpentry,

expert

remodeling & additions Nc jobs
mo small 766 8034
-EL ITLJUIPENTET

add..,

Remodeling

Wayne's Pannier* S.M.

and

norm. 529 2473.

BILL 5 HOME REPAIRS

e.g1

WheelIng,
on rooms,

.0n
8410

Hearing Aids

powder

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Atl CHICAGO DRYWALL

Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete work included F Fee

(sumo. toll 296 6250

Horne Maintenance

CARPET L CURB shompooeng,
V. gutter withe odes Installotions,
ash 0.
all
moth
tomng
Painting drapery cleaning. Low
premed Dos PI Sere. 29646365.

driveways. garage
floors staffs sidewalks. Fr. es
PATIOS

'linen. Coll anyeime.
766-1943
APOLLO CONTRACTORS .
Patios, Sidewalks.
Droveways

424.1066

2 young men with tractor dasa

Permanent waves given in your

lawn maintenance jobs.
255.08130 or 255-6295

home by

Lecented Insured, & Bond to
JO years in business
CALL 766-5084

KANZLER BROTHERS

Patios and driveways,
ilidirwalks and steps.
Geroge Doors L loundalloos.
No tab tea big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, tree estimates.
297.3967

Ceramic Tile
255.1094
DM Slam, Ovorry, Marble
tratolled L Repoired

KEY GLE CO.

Clean Up Service
Cleo

& HEM Amy Ser.,.

Spec oiiring in all eypes of
cleanup Home noon."' ""
armors and so on Call any
tune HARROLD'S 299 7830

Decorator
K nnnnn h A. Firemen
DECORATOR

E. .1.mi eleeoroe
In
Free interior

A Chibeion home.

eng

mon CALL 296.3933

Dog Grooming
POODLE I SCHNAUZER
GROOMING

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

Phone 5374/11
Planting & Design
Trernating FerPiring

POWER WING

RICH FERTIUZED &LACK SOIL

Pulverised & weed One.
Ideal for new lawn& flower.
beds & top dressing.
Big 13 Yd. Load 525.00
Big Yd. Toed - $15.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Sh

g

E

b

big or small. Fr. 'seem...

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296-6709

A-1 LANDSCAPING
& SUPPLY CO.
Maroon Blue Sod

kart Windsor Sod

(Afore.%

L

WE DELIVER SOD

We have Ihe *chop. to handle
anything Isom Pm smallest pm

b in th largest com

mercial job. 439-7774

Individualitd styl ing. Formals
ond more cloth desegned to
Coordinated wedding
Penh. Alverotions. Near Rom/.
355.03411
hem
order

MASONRY
Horne inprommontt L remodel Mg. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
woterproofing.
plastering,

foundations. polies. Coll days
nights 956-1640

Great Lakes
Runway &
Engineering Co.

I,. A

5600 TO. Start
298-5021

O'Hare

VV I Ilele4:090f fice Bldg.

0

Mceeeteheitn)
Des Plaines, Ill.

392.3500

METHODE

MFG. CORP.

253-600.

EKCO
PRODUCTS INC.
$_3,12 to start
SET=ttli-MEN
$2.78 to start
FORK LIFT DRIVERS
9 Paid Holidays, Cafeteria, 15c per Hour Shift
Premium, Free Major Medical & Life Insurance,

Wanted Men

CALL 537-1100

Excellent opportunity to join a new deportment in o fast grow

ing company. This opening can afford the right man the
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

or t. Mg*

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

50% hnoncIng availobee.
437.4732

After 5 cm.

200 E. Touhy 296-2251, Ext. 360

Des Plaines

asioodning

Dormeo

FURNITURE FINISHER

eusements Ocueoes
Rm. Additions lerences

296-6640

Wheeling, Illinois

777 Wheeling Road

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

METHODE

COMPANY

MFG. CORP.

Des Plaines
200 E. Touhy
296-2251, Ext. 360

work from sketches and sales
write upFuture customer con-

INSTALLER

tact.

booming water treatment

Great Lakes

field.
CALL MR. BEM
for appointment

Runway &

437-9400

EngineeringCo.

RAINSOFT

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

WATER CONDITIONING
COMPANY
1950 E. Estes Ave.

SERVICE PLASTICS

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home

ARE HAPPY
ABOUTTNE

TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

Dap

255-8400

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

TOOL AND DIE
We are looking for a man with tool room experience to do re
pair work on our metal piercing and forming dies.
You would be working in a modern suburban plant on Various
size dies used in presses ranging in size from 30 ton to 500 ton
capacity.
Excellent long term employment operation steady overtime.

ASSEMBLERS
(Electrical)

Elk Grove Village

Elk Grove Village

Experienced in electrical

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

Wanted For Permanent Positions

HOME RADIO

With Expanding Machine Shop

TUNER

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

$17,000-20,000 Annually

Leading Electronics

I.D. & O.D. Grinder

Manufacturer has on
irnmediate position open

Inspector

for a top flight Circuit

Machinist Trainees

Engineer. The particulars

Design Electrical

Shipping and Receiving Clerk

concerning this positioh

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

right man' Will become

IN THE

Dal)

ditions, salon/sand employee benefit program.

CALL DIANE THOMAS

an important part of a
rapidly expanding firm.
Duties will include project management home
radio tuner design. Inquiries from qualified

35B-5800

men are earnestly

We are a growing manufacturer of

imi.Ungard
Insurance Group

.

and final inspection.
precision instruments and gauges, preferably

ENGINEER
Electro Plating
Plastics
leading electronics manuiac

toter has an opening for an
Electra Plating Engineer with a

Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits.

Miss Gaffke

437-5400

heavy background in Electra
Plating Plastics. The man we
are laoking,for should be able
to procure equipment, establish the processes and operate

our complete Plastic Electro
Plating functions. To the right
man we offer good pay plus
oil company benefits. For appointment call;

%if/

ENGINEERING COMPANY

299-6629
OR APPLY

TRW
ELECTRONICS
666 Garland Place
(On Rand Rd. near Dempster)
Des Plaines

.

-

1200 N. Arlington. Heights Rd. .Arlington Hts., III. 60004

25-EmeloYment Agencies -Women

FIGURE WORK $115
Inventory,

help

a

little with

payroll. Learn it all in nearby
firm Fast raises. Free
IVY

SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI, 297 3535

PERSONNEL

RECEPTIONIST
This

The employee we seek will have experience with

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

block west of Mann-

heim Rd. at Belmont
Ave. 3200 north.)
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

Hts. Rd., Arlington Hts.

Electro

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process

392-9050 -

(1

in-

vited, Submit resume to
Box 1204, Day Publications, 217 S. Arlington

INSPECTOR

n

mont Ave., Franklin Park

are elaborate and the

CALL MR. McGRATH

CALL

Position available in our Mail and Supply Department. Ex
perience helpful but not necessary. Excellent working con

manager daily: 8 a.m. 4:45 pm. 10601 W. Bel-

(Circuit Design
Experience)

-

MAIL AND SUPPLY CLERK

night shifts. Excellent opportunity. Good company benefits. APPLY in
person to personnel

ENGINEER

200 E. TOUHY296-2251, EXT. 360 DES PLAINES

Mgr HERE

parts. Choice of day or

ELECTRICAL

with mechanical and electrical background.

FINDVoUR

design

machine

experience.

Unusual opportunity to enter

Wale positions offer you room for growth as well os overtime
free benefit program N
and NO LAYOFFS, a comprehensive
provided in addition to excellent salaries.
Apply in person or contact Mr. Kroll

1850 Touhy Avenue

Light

necessary. Salary based upon

(Or Trainee)

(2nd Shifti

conveying sys-

tems and material handling
equipment. Must be able to

WATER SOFTENER

MOULD REPAIRMAN MOULDING FOREMAN (2nd SIsift)
MAINTENANCE MAN ASSISTANT FOREMAN- (3rd Shift I
EXPD. SPRAYERS

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

Plant layoqt

Service Plastic's is a medium sized custom injection moulding
plant, expanding rapidly so that the following positions must.

SET-UP MAN

DRAFTSMAN

392-3500

PLASTIC INJECTION
PLANT

Mt. Prospect
150 W. Rand.Road
ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

1-1APPI-PIGS

talization, tuition
and pension.

benefit

hospiassistance,

program including

SYMONS MFG.

(Responsible young men to learn a good trade)

fully insured L Guaranteed

CALL

Excellent employee

Air-condibuilding.
fixture
tioned plant, good starting
,rate, steady overtime.

(8:00 AM to 4:30 PM)

Machine Fabrication and Assembly

HINES LUMBER CO.

255-7200

progres'

sive dies along with jig and

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

operations.

PATIO'S
REPAIRS& REMODELING

Advertise with Day
Want Ads

ings Is needed to maintain our
-iirodem-afftces-in
Hours would be from 4 p.m. to
midnight.

-

repair and mainte

nonce on high speed

439-5500

chance to progress into broad responsibilities for computor

CL 3-4300
Mt. Prospect
Choke of Finance Pions
Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thum. to
Ask for Mr. Richard

of

slots

A Company With A Future

I 24 -Help Wanted Men

some previous experience or training In operating data pro
ceasing equipment and have some familiarity with disc packs.

Repairs & Remodeling
No job too

EVENING JANITOR
A reliable man interested in
working full .time in the even-

Department to operate a Honeywell computor. You must have

PEOPLE

Reasonable Rates
GALE ED. 338-5359

TOOL & DIE
We ore a leading manufac
turer in the field of electro

mechanical 'products with an
opening-TorTZen"iii
tool and die maker. Work con

Pension Plan. MANY BENEFITS.

Equal Opportunity
Employer

An

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)

We have an opening for a beginner in our Data Processing

TV SERVICE I REPAIR

Ave. 3200 north.)

Rolling Meadows

PARKER
I7. So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect

COMPyTER OPERATOR

Ceiling., walls & Potehm9

or ERATORS
Immediate openings for ex
perienced men. Day or night
shift available. Good company
benefits. Excellent opportunity
for advancement. Steady em
ployment. APPLY to personnel
manager daily: 8 om. 4:45
pm. 10601 W. Belmont Ave.,
Franklin Pork (1 block west
of Mannheim Rd. at Belmont

OR VISIT US AT

703.3822

EXPERT PLASTERING
& RIU.SODEUNG

PRESS BRAKE

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

(Higyins

PERSONNEL

Inspector. Will be responsible
for checking all incoming parts
and materials. Must hove
knowledge of all basic measuring gauges.

SmaDrywall Rll

DAN RIPEN

exockens

lawns seed.

conditions.

CREDIT TRAINEE

move up. Call:

Remodeling & Supplies

decor..

stones

te j

up to systems work. No pre
vious exp. needed. This position offers in addition to su
perb training a real chance to

296-1071
BUSINESS MEN'S CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

24 -Help

T

All work guaraneeld. No job eon

Fescue Sod
for shaded

Hare Trowel Will Trawl
Spedelty
Jobs Myepairs

Radio -TV Repair

Inttolled Rototilling & Lading.

your full salary while attending.
After training you will move

2720 D'es Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines,

JOE ORTMAN

LANDSCAPING

will be sent to the IBM school
free of charge and receive

CALL RAY HADLEY

No lob,. small.
424.7510

477.7311

COMPLETE

Fabricator
time with plenty of overtime.
Benefits. Excellent working

CL 3-9407

L. Clark

405 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington

mechanical
products with an excellent opReceiving
a
for
portunity
turer of electro

be filled now:

AND MORE

Plastering

39241763

BETTER JOB anywhere.

You

orbs needs FOREMAN & 3 GROUP LEADERS,

5400 CL 3.2236 es CL 3-3384

Call Cooperative Enter.
pates. 223.0352, if no answer

Barrington Hunt
Table Restaurant

Rolling Meadows

noon home. Permanmo was.

All types.all season or vacation
only.

probably won't find a

CALL NOW

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR.

Tuning.ilepoiring
Used Piano Waned
39243817
Ned WilDersts

LAWN CARE

Yeti

Get

Piano Tuning -Service

Masonry
Dressmaking -Sewing

tpecoolist

loc.

5 PM or 6 PM tit Closing
Experienced
Apply

IP

moment 510 comp. MU 5 5400

yordt for 821. Half loads
xoilable 3544411.

Sod

No experience necessary. Pro
tinted territory just keep your
customers stocked up. No travno night work 5 day
eling
week. Do the job and you may

oequointed olfer, reg. 815 per

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

ed 1123.3342,. 291-3491

Free Entemoves

Coll

BARTENDER

RECEIVING

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

operations, expansion of plant in Northwest sub

Permanent Wave

NO JOB TOO BIG

cation, .free insurance, liberal
bonus plan and profit sharing.

Any lite supervision in Fabrication Production

394.0630

Reasorpsble Prices

rewarded hand
somelyi We offer 'paid va
is

PLASTIC'S - FOOD - GLASS

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1415 E Palatine Rd. 6,1 TIN

Lawn, Mowed L lendstoped

Experienced or will teach. Full

Corn

$650+ FREE

1969 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

any 5 gallon ',rebate.

Landscaping

Floor. bcresecL Bonded. Muir.
KANZLER & SON
Cement Controctors
Potios Sidewalks. &
f oundalions

MORE

'

439.0059

Interior and exterior residential
Mostly
shop.
Small
'work.
North and Northwest suburbs.

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

While interior Lams $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell rinomel, white L light
tinH 51 .99 per gallon.
FREE e fl pines (LTC with

paces -FREE seirnotes

v.. comm

Cement Work

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

Offices, Motet Budding.. Root

296-1430

Prompt Serve

3549035

JANITORIAL SERVICE

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
FREE

Shell besonsting

Janitorial Service

Carpet Cleaning

ING
CLEANCLEANING

Fully insured.

NO JOB 700 SMALL
Hewing, electrical. plumbing,
4394614
carpentry.

EVENING

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS,
INC.
217 S. Arlington Hts, Rd.
Arlington Hts. III. 60005

We are a leading manufac-

in a well groomed,
personable man able to talk
to people for a personnel as

I.B.M.'s New 360

SALES

years. High School is enough.
Wear a business suit for inter
view. Oh yes free smokes, of
course) Ask Steve Pace at
394.1000, HALLMARK PER
SONNEL, 800 E. Northwest

320 Paints Most Rooms
All Crocks Repaired
xeierior
and
Wallpapering
pointing. All work guaranteed

Call 391-4730

537-6122

PERSONNEL

plate confidence to:

Ad # A 121

927-6908

Mannheim(
Des Planes.

Please send resume in com

INSPECTOR

terested

sistont
petence

sion 'in a position of ever in
responsibilities.
creasing

Sot. & Sun. from 8 a.m. to

Metal

office.

(HIg ji n3 &

OR

2 PAINTERS

Train to Program

CIGARETTE

be area Sales Mgr. within 3

392.1542

109 S. Main. Mt. Prospect

NO JOB TOO SMALL
Carpentry I. General Contract.
W. ore not big bin we g,ye
big ,sine. Dormers Additions,

ed. Free estimates

Your Horne or Office

rooms lutchen remodeling.
Free estimates

2

cleaning
Needed for
Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.
store

(Higgins
Mannheiin)
Drs Plaines, Ill.

Go to School Free!

TRAINEE

WINDOW

Colleg Students beginning
....or painting.
5th summer
Ovoliey work. eeosonoble prices,
excellene ref eretncs, fully in

CI, 5.1117

Monnhntinl
Des Plaines,

PART TIME MEN

298-5021
O'HARE

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

CLEANING 500 per window.

296.1450

(H199ins &

WideglicopeOf lice Bldg.

298.5021

Wide -ace, O'HARE
Office Bldg.

chasing by our company. You
will work wish little supervi-

'Office Bldg.

PERSONNEL

DRAFTSMAN.
LOCAL

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)

Window Washing
PROFESSIONAL

298-5021
O'HARE

Looking for a Change?

SI 35.W1c11.0

437-9214

free estimates

CHEMICAL

Wide

MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

392-1830

mum of 2 years experience in
electro mechanical industrial
purchasing. Individual must

have a good working know
ledge of total material con
trol and will be responsible
for negotiations of all pur

Interested in a learn and earn
training program? We are in

Mt. Prospect
253 6600

rxrxrmrserrerror-tru:oett.e.

General Hauling

Mr. Evans
392-5210
LAB TECH

JR. ACCOUNTANT

$650 MONTH

our

BUYER

253.6600

ENGINEERING AGENCY

117 So. Emerson

--

FREE TUITION

in

Des Plaines, Ili

We seek a man with a mini

PM

259.9550

Mon with car or truck wanted
to work from 4 a.m. to 7 a.m.,
Monday thru Saturday. Perrno
vent part time position. CALL

°:Th:eee/Of

.Mannhcanl

Saturday 4 hours

Auto allowance. Phone M. Horka,
259 8010.

PERSONNEL

dope29(H 9,&

PERSONNEL

Wednesday 4:30 PM to 6:30

SALES Trainee. Growth oppor
tunity. Trainee or experienced
for leading manufacturer of food
machinery. North Suburban territory. Must be service exempt.

296-1043

PARKER

Upholstery

sludents. FI. flitin1010t.

Mt. Prospect

Vg I

SCANDA HOUSE
Mt. Prospect

.

CALL

244Ielp Wanted Men

Call TED LEVERENZ

RECOVERED

PAINTING I. C4CORAIING
Coniceenhous warkmonship
Reosonoble prices

339 1906

best electronic engineers found
anywhere. Any military or
tech school training opens the
door to this above average car
eer opportunity. For further information, see or call:

Free Estimates
Pick Up & Delivery

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Communicatiorfs

job training with some of the

DINETTE CHAIRS

393-9115111.4oll ober 3

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

Ridge Ham. Improvements

at

I., money by tp college

Ft 8-4343

9

Audio

239.9440
Des Moine%
651 Parson
399.0119

695.9812

PAIRING, 107E P asp rt A

with young vets.

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. Hts
030 W. NW. Hwy.

Professmnol Poineing done for

FURNITURE -RIFINIST,ING-t-RE

experience to work. Very little
training is necessary. This
multi -million dollar firm has
had great success, in the past

ASST.

AAMCO

m FINEST. INSURED
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

Cumin refinithing. Boors &
Scratch. Rmoved. Repoirs &

for you to get your service

$150-$170

Transmission Service

392.3450
or
Cl 5.3991
Intense & Exterior Pombng. All
top quality work. Reatonoble
Infenor and ExIenor poineing

Garages Basement s. K I he s

the ret

RICK'S DECORATING

rams 67 1.0009.

Doily 9.5 for.Free <samara

Courtin Homes Room Addmons

WALL PAPERING
L tterior painting.

Free Estimates Ed Sawintke

J.

repels dirt & germs'

Carpentry -Remodeling

BEST

i Roe to dory

terrific opportunity

PERSONNEL

Wok and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs
437.4093
FREE ESHMATES

NEW WAY PAINTING

NORTHWEST FLOOR CARE

ds

a

is

521

General Cleaning

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Trainee

DICK'S 008 SERVICE

Decorating L Remodeling

Seared.. Floor Coverings Never

This

suit.

Systems background.

PART TIME

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

$150 WK.

MATURE ADULT to help in kitchen - days, Con arrange hours to

SR. PROGRAMMERS

Des Plaines,

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

EX -GI's
Training Program

117 So. Emerson

areas. No previous exp. need
ed. Your training will consist of
in plant seminars and on-the-

Tile

panelling L Ming. CL 3.1110

Esklund Flew Unite
Average Room, Sanded, Sealed
& Refinished. 82295. 529.1211

A Devesion of

Call

ett

I

the

Expert Alterations
On Men's Woo,
Wed. eves
CL 9-0849 toes.,

Painting& Vecomdeng
and Woll Washing
George Klein 392-0803

439-4454

Comae* Dock viesegard

nick, 827-1117. double m, inc.
Realtors, 650 Graceland Ave.,

244Ietp Wonted Men

24 -Hip Wanted Men

see for yourself. Ask for Lee Min-

lems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Coll

Parker

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group or

Tailoring

Gutters. REASONABLE/
GUARANTEED WORK!,
971 (1675
Call OM

Cartooning

rid other some.

sows. Riders & LAWN MOWERS
alto SHARPENED. 3560845

I

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

Moiling P,.c.s

Outboards, mini.bikos, chain

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

CALL 297-2266

Advernsing Layout & An
Spiel Illutermons
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design

"Small Engine Repair"

Ineerior L utteor. for FREE esti
mote coil 391-6604
do painetng, inside and aue
Carpets, fl o s,
side. Wags,

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

bon botinist for

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

Root. & meticulous. Teacher.
For rstenoles.3373966 I 3 pro

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Colors
st..i
Privacy
Aluminum
III. (sterna.,
F miming

Serving the conmertme are
needs of Northwest tuborr.

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

Quality workmanship Fogy in
Reasonable 259 1039
Ken's Painting L °morellos....
'erred
Interior A, Ester.? Painling

All types of Incing: Chainlmk.

CREATIVE

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

& IRON CO.

Art Service

115.50 per choir plot fabric.
1.24.50 per tole plus lobo,
;17.50 per section plus fabric

Painting -Decorating

X -CELL FENCE

CL 9 3517

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to

Audio Communications

ON ALL.LABOR

Meyers
t rice L Masonry
All types L II/enlaces
CL 3.5964

oue

Ins; yard lights: garages wird.
sic. 253.4792

253.6600

Electronic

50% OFF

& back wink All work guoran
teed & reaionable 159 9246

Eleeericol work; oir cond ;

Hemming &

Mt. Prospect

Parker

1117 So. Emerson

SUMMER SALES

repair

chime,

Toelpoinetm,

Electrical Work

$145 to $165 To Start

office. Call for appointment and

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dotes and any prob-

peat.

SLIP COVERS

027.4637

EDMOND GRAY

Coll Bob Cl 9 0641
/ DO MY OWN WORK

Alterations

and smoke free cigarettes.
Slip Covers

Masonry

. $650 No Fee
Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Coll Lorry Kriel°
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros

CIGARETTE

Centro! Air Condeeioning
Spring Romi
FIO. (sumo,.
CALL 437 4195 Or 13541532

SERVICE

you can handle. You will hove
your own desk in our modern

10 TECHNICIANS

Let us help make your DAY

An Condrtroning

CUSTOMER

Real' moots salesperson. We
have an opening for an agreesive, mature salesperson. Unlimited opportunity. All the buyers

ASST. CONTROLLER

Service Directory

24* Waded Mee

23-Finployment Agencies -Ma

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

23-EmPiOment Agencies -Male

$550
Ir.--busy

companyZrgt!,30nobie

girl to

handle their reception desk in
the Personnel Department. Will
greet applicants, visitors and
executives, present and review
applications, answer phones
and set-up appointments for'
personal interview. Show new
employees facilities on starting
day. Typing necessary. Knowledge of shorthand helpful, but
not required. This company:
has good benefits and pleasant surroundings. FREE Call
Amy, 255-9414, 16 W. Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect

SMALL OFFICE
Girl Friday
$115

If you con type r and like
variety this job is for you.
There are six girls in this nice
new office who- work together
answering phones, greeting
customers, making reservations, etc. This company offers
many outstanding benefits
including profit sharing. Re-

laxed atmosphere and congenial people. FREE at Amy.
16 W. Northwest Hwy, Mr.
Prospect 255-9414

f

'LP

T.iey.(a'y...4 I5. 19(i9

Page 10

25-En4loyment Agencies -Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

GIRL FRIDAY $500

RECEPTIONIST
SWITCHBOARD
Large company seeking girl

4 30 PM. Light typing required Good salary. For details call Amy. 255-9414. 16
W Northwest Hwy. Mt. Pros-

No Experience Necessary
Will Train - 35 Hour Week

Well known food co. Buyers
from all over country come
here to see what's new in

Coleman Floor Co.

pect
Excellent opportunities avail
,able in N.W. Suburbs

LETTERS. $1 1 0
Kids will write you about the
toys your company mfgrs:,They

how to do it" or "Where
can I buy it?" You'll use forms
ask

SP 4.8585

1496 Miner, Des

1.

1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

475
500

holmes & assoc.

letter Free
IVY

500
600

Acctg. Clerks (3)
Good Typist
Customer Service

to reply or just write a brief
7215 W Touhy

$600

Exec. Sec
Sec (No S HI

ary for one of the top
television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

light typing and friendly
outgoing personality. $495 mo.

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S Dunton

increase after 3 months.
Call for details.
LADY PARKER

966-0700

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394.0880

together. Help thruout com-

typing skills plus any
steno or dictaphone starts you

immediately with this young
exciting suburban advertising
agency Never a dull moment.
This is a ground floor opportu

9 to

5,

where. Assist anyone from a
buyer to someone in advertis
ing. learn switchboard, help

5 days. lots of

Mature dental assistant want
ed for general practitioners of
fice in Polotine. CALL: Dr. Becker
at 359 4676.

your chance to get to know all

the other nice young guys &

gals who happily work to

117 So. Emerson

to every job! 35 WPM typing

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

gets you hired! Free to you.
IVY
297 3535
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

housekeeping, ironing. $40.
433-4793
Highland Park.

COMPLETE

TRAINING

$525 Start off by relieving receptionist at her desk (she
leaves job Aug 31). She'll

train you to welcome people
wanting info on trips, flights,
trains ships. You'll type travel
schedules, reports, tickets. Use
dictaphone. Slowly learn to talk

to people °bout vacations. Set
up vacations-Set up trips, contact hotels, airlines. A good
spot for outgoing personality
who wants to TRAVEL! Free to
you
IVY

SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

PART TIME
CUSTOMER SERVICE

SP 4 8585

7215 W. Tour -1y

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK - FREE
Exciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer

keep appointschedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to

phone,

ment

medical supplies and
reorder wften stocks are
turning low.' Later you
will be trained to admin-

ister medication to ani-

RENT -A -CAR

LADY PARKER

TRAINEE

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

fice and excellent starting
salary make this an outstanding position. Free. Call
Miss Paige.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S Dunton
966-0700

Get Into Politics
Be Senator's Secy
excitmentll As politi
cal secy to big name Senator,
Here's

you'll take part in the fascia
acing action that goes on in

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

Rolling Meadows

Palatine

shortly. Excellent fringe bone

White
Collar Girls'
OF AMNINICA, INCORPO AAAAA

359.4200

RECEPTIONIST

you don't need political back
ground! You should be aood
with people! TACTFUL! KINDI
GRACIOUS! A DREAM JOB! Excellent salary. Free to you.
IVY
SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
297-3535
1494 Miner, Des 11.

.

PLUS PLENTY OF GREAT OFFICE

ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE
TOP MONEY!!! TOP MONEY!!!

to greet all patients, keep an
appointment schedule, answer
the phones, etc. Lite typing,

CALL BARB ROSS

827-8154

nice personality and appearance for patient contact qualify. Hours are 9-5, 5 days, no

In Arlington Heights

966-0700

THIS WEEK

FIRM NEW TO

THIS

AREA
HOURS - 9 to 5
$600

550
650
450
500
450
55i)

-

.

public

your position as the front desk
receptionist. You should . be
poised and handle yourself
well in public contact situ
aborts. $475 to $500 mo. Free.

hiring

thru

us

alone.

Start now or after your
vacation. If you can't

get in at once, register
by phone. GREAT FIRM GREAT BENEFITS. Beau-

tiful new office,

Ford Employment

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880

966-0700

1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights.
An equal opportunity employer

OFFICE

We are in immediate need of a girl with good

contact

and

varied

salary and benefits.
Call

824-1845

MOUNt PROSPECT
437-5090
MORTON GROVE

1720 Algonquin5945 Dempster

YO 5-2400
p'HARE
9420 Foster at River 992:2111

"NW
ANSWER: any connection in the top row marked "Tandem 2".

Although it would take a trained operator to know that, we
just wonted to give you some idea of how you'd be helping

GIRL FRIDAY

assignments. Good starting

We have an IBM 360/65 (512K) computer with
tape and disk (2-2314's) running under OS in MFT
II. We also have three IBM 360730 tape oriented
computers. Model V (1600 BPI -9 track) tape drives
will be installed this month.

. We are looking for experienced operators, however we will train qualified individuals. If you are
interested in an excellent opportunity in a rapidly
growing operation, come in or call now.

*/unon

Pure Oil Division

200 E. Golf Rd.
.529-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Post and bill accounts receivable. Experience helpful, but
not necessary. Will train qualified applicant.
FULL TIME

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

CALL Mrs. Hull

typing and shorthand skills to act as secretary in
our Engineering Department,

We offer you pleasant surroundings, poid vacation first year, finest fringe benefits, and goad
starting salary.

people if you were an Illinois Bell Telephone operator.

Interested? Then come in now and we'll find out if you have
the necessary potential. If you do, then we'll train you at full
pay for this rewording career.
The starting salary is good, plus you'll get two raises'your first

year. The benefits Bell offers are tops and the people you'll
be working with...great. Start your career helping people
today. We're on equal opportunity employer.

CALL Miss Gaffke

PLAINES.

PRODUCT SPECIALIST: Take charge of beef sand
with preparation from roasting to assembling.
COURTESY GIRL: Wrap sandwiches, french fry

foods, keep the dining room neat and provide a

warm welcome while serving customers.
HOSTESS -CASHIER: Dispense smiles and good will

as you greet customers, take orders and 'receive
payments. 'We offer good salary and other benefits
including uniforms. If interested, fill in the preliminary
application below, and bring it in or mail to:
D. Kenneth Malone 653-0036
Roy Rogers Roast. Beef Sandwich Restaurant,
Regional General Offices
1520 East Roosevelt Road

Spiegel Catalog
,Order Store
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
255-7500

Wheaton, Illinois 60187

nocut

ENGINEERING COMPANY

/.

ROY ROGERS PREUMINARY APPLICATION

2375 Estes Ave.

PAM

Date

ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE -

Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman

Elk Grove'Village

I 2141*Wanted4den * Women

people. If you qualify, we'll train you for full or part
time work. Positions are open in NILES and DES

437-5400
MACHINE POSTER

Palatine

AMIABLE PEOPLE:
PLEASE APPLY.
We want good workers who like to meet and serve

GROUP

GENERAL
Establiihed service organization needs full time clerical
help. 'Typing, audio visual,

the process of reorganization and need addition-'
al personnel in the computer operation.

21 help Wanted -Men * Women

392-9050

EXCLUSIVELY
OUR OFFICE OR THEIRS

Now is the time to take advantage of our expending third generation operation. We are in

Diane Thomas

A

Congenial employer

This firm publishes items of
interest for these people and
you'll get to meet them all in

Call

UNIGARD INSURANCE

An equal opportunity employer

Personnel, no steno
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Figure Clerks
Sales Order Desk
NCR Operator

Decorators,
Designers

255-9000

394-0880

6028 Dempster

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Which connection will put
Homer Hankerin through to
his sweetheart in Hawaii?
et.ta.04.

program.

Coll Mr. Lyngaon or Mr. Chirpe

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

DiClaRhaqe SM./ ,,,,,,,,....575

INTERIOR

insurance, profit sharing.

Sots. $550 mo. is the salary to

Exec. Secretaries

RECEPTION

SERVICES

Dictaphone Operators

If you are interested in a more challenging job with a company with a good future and an excellent employee benefit

TELLER

An Equal Opportunity Employer

606 LEE STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

The other position Is in our dictaphone steno pool transcribing
letters for our deportment managers, underwriters, and ac

Full time. Pleasant congenial
conditions. Paid vacation,

722 S. Center Street
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

Come in for these FUN jobs.

moment.

EXPERIENCED

Bcix 312
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

OPERATORS

TYPISTS and SECRETARIES

counting people.

for this modern, neighborhood
office located in convenient
medical center. He is a special.
ist and quite busy. You'll learn

WRITE FOR IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW TO:

+ GUARANTEED
STENOGRAPHERS

PRODUCTS
3930 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Park, Ill.

Excellent- benefits, commensurate salaries, and pleasant Woikhlg--currcfitions ifour west suburban location.

COMPUTER

We need 2 experienced dictaphone operators. One position is
in our District Claims office where there is hardly ever a dull

-CENTSABLE

WILL TRAIN

ability.

THAT'S SMART
+ DEPENDABLE
CALL KELLY GIRLS

Elk Grove Village

800 Morse Ave.

678.1337

DOCTOR

9 S. Duntor,

with

MT. PROSPECT

CLERICAL
Several openings needing light typing and filing

HELP

CENTEX PARK

'

PERSONNEL

TEMPORARY

respect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
also
Chicago
36 S. State St.

439-7172
OR APPLY TO HIM IN PERSON AT

CALL MRS. GOODLING

-

facturing.

davis

CALL MR. BENDER AT

fits.

general office abilities for Manager of Manu-

personnel functions desirable.

392-5230

quired.

in

MANUFACTURING

Dictaphone and engineering report typing and

knowledge of insurance, pensions, and other

RANDHURST CENTER

Des Plaines.

facilities

SECRETARIES

Typing and general office experience necessary,

Typist

HARPER COLLEGE

OFFICE DnSITIONS

No Fees - Top rates

401 E.

1700 Hicks Rd. (Hr. Euclid)

299.4446 - Are. Cale 312

COME IN AND REGISTER

259-7010

MFG. CORP.

housewares Industry.

campaign
helpers, sit in on conferences,
learn detail that makes this office tick. You'll answer -phones,
keep Senator's date book. And

people from all walks of life!

028 Dempster

CLERKS

SECRETARY
TO PRESIDENT

YOUNG

start. Free.
Miss Paige

.

Call or see Jean Yale

sales records with young fast
growing company in toys and

this great man's lifel It means
meeting & getting to know bigwigs & so many interesting

9 S. Dunton

rewarding
Interesting and
position open in small con

office. Call for appointment and
see for yourself. Ask for Lee Minnich, 827.1117. double m, inc.
Realtors, 650 Graceland Ave.,

CLERK TYPIST, 12 months, 37t/2
hours per week. Will be in

----------Des Plain., Ill. 60015

ties for a Company Controller.

EXPERIENCED STENOS
TYPISTS

Gal Friday who will also handle

and convenient suburban of-

work

OPERATOR

right on the job. Excellent
salary and benefits.

We offer the pleasant surroundings of our new
warehouse and a variety of clerical duties to the
woman who can work 9 A.M. 5 P.M. Monday
thrOugh Friday, 45-50 WPM typing speed re

new

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

ACCOUNTING

.

your own desk in our modern

117 So. Emerson

Put business men, -executives,
tourists in the driver's seat.
Constant public contact, lovely

You'll

MACHINE

Exciting position if you ore interested in people. You'll learn
nil "areas of personnel while
working with the most respected organization in the
Midwest. You'll be trained

Real estate salesperson. We
have an opening for an ogressive, mature salesperson. Unlimited opportunity. All the buyers
you can handle. You will have

keep on inventory of

Excellent company benefits.

Ability to work with figures, some statistical and
financial report typing and general office activi-

Wheeling, Mt. Prospect, Des
Plaines, Car necessary. 15 hours
$45. Full time openings also.
392-8829

mals. Light, simple office
routine.

6028 Dempster

Temporary work for

SUMMER GIRL

PAYING
in this HI
firm. COMPLETE TRAINING.

For 8 month old baby girl, light

LEARN TRAVEL
AGENCY BUSINESS
FROM GROUND UP

In your SPARE TIME put on a WHITE COLLAR

METHODE

gether

I

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER

Ref. 392 2847, 9 AM to 5 PM

fun. A good way to find out
what you're suited for. Plus

GENERAL OFFICE GIRL
We are in need of a general office girl for a full time position
with a fast growing, modern company located near O'Hare
Field. Typing is a must for this interesting, busy position.

ARLINGTON HO( 4 -ITS

3'130 N. 251h Ave.

392.3500

WANTED general housekeeper.
From Aug. 15 to Sept. 15 approx.

at reception desk. It's different,

PARKER

Spiegel Catalog
Order Store

CENTSABLE
PRODUCTS

FOR FURTHER DETAILS
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

26 -Help Wanted women

pany. Fill in anywhere & every

fringe benefits, fast pay raises.
No experience necessary. Call
for details.

CALL 255.7500
Mrs. D. Hull

1.Unctions_

You'll all start together & work

Your

nity

966-0700

6028 Dempster

advancement.

MAID TUTOR HOSTESS BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

genial office for billing machine operator. Will also train
good typist. You will handle
all invoicing as well as other

9 S. Dunton

3 BEGINNERS

benefits and opportunity for

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

100% Public
Contact

BILLING

an outstanding position. Free.

2.53-6600

aptitude. Very interesting and
diversified work. . Company

333 East Teuhy A...

Assistant

An equal opportunity employer

start, plus fabulous travel
privileges and excellent raise
after training period make this

Mt. Prospect

AGENCY
5140 WK. FREE.

are

117 So. Emerson

RECEPTION
SECRETARY

To arrange for an interview

Personnel

DIRECTORY CO.

to

guaranteed merit

111 N. Hickory, Arl. Hts.

Schiffer Park, It.

1865 Miner St., Des Plaines
827-6111

at $130 a week with a

359-4200

line of credit work, however
will train beginner with ficure

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

wares industry.
678-1337

airlines, arrange reservations,
help with needed informs

field. You'll learn to contact

station Free.
Miss Paige

CALI. MRS. GOODLING

299-4446

company, in toys and house-

KEYPUNCH

Req's.

See us.

manufacturing and soles company

Bookkeeping, invoicing, typing,
position,
growing

GENERAL
TELEPHONE

tion and advice.

This position will be in the College's new building at Algonquin & ,Roselle Rds, Palatine,

F. H. BONN CO.

Division of
F & B Mfg.

credit. Challenging
with young, fast

This modern suburban travel
service needs the kind of gal
they can train in this exciting

perience? Be a secret-

ditioning, 40 hr. week. Come

in Arlington Heights. Good pay
and fringe benefits, air con

Experienced preferred in some

FILKO-IGNITION

CLERK

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

824-0181

where. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting ex-

a woman fir moil room work.
Duties would involve sorting
mail, operating postage machine & misc. clerical duties,

ACCOUNTING

RESERVATIONIST

$115 WEEK

6028 Dempster

Des Plaines

HARPER COLLEGE is in need of

WANT TO SEW?
Want to gain a skill you con
use anywhere in the world?
Join the sewing .industry right

Cumberland Area

BE A TRAVEL

If you're good, you can
make top money any-

S

Apply in Person

824-7151

Like to work in a quiet carpet
ed keypunch department with
brand new machines? Excel
lent fringe benefits and top salary, make this 8 to 4:30 job
a "must see."

$130 WEEK

Permanent.

259-9550

CREDIT CLERK
Full Time

5480 Northwest Hwy.

LEARN TO

RADIO STATION

types who run a busy radio

SECRETARY

IVY

for

Mt. Prospect

day
week, Pleasant Surroundings,
Paid Holidays, Paid Vacations
and Insurance.
position.

salary commensurate to ability. For confidential interview
call Mr. Leifer at.

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des.Pl. 297 3535

Television Station

You'll have a variety of duties
as you assist the head of the
dept of radio programming.
An exciting office where you'll
meet the disc jockeys, creative
people and other interesting

359-4200

CALL MR. MAY

Secretary
GIRL FRIDAY

CALL MRS. GOODLING

Free to you.

Randhurst-Upper Level
392.2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939 4866

SCANDA HOUSE

For diversified general office

Growing Dodge dealer in
Des Plaines needs two women
to complement office staff.
insurance,
hours,
Regular

able, excellent tringe benefits.

N.S. Pediatrician says if you
know some typing he'll gladly
show you how to keep little
kids & their folks happy while
waiting. He'll also teach you
simple first aid, etc. And best
of all you don't need a bit of
experience, he wants to train
you in his very own way. Terrific spot for the girl who loves
public contact. See IVY today
at office nearest your home.

days. Can arrange ,,hotirs to

suit:

CLERK -STENO
Stenographic Ability

Auto experience
preferred.

Secretary at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desir-

BABY DOCTOR
WILL TRAIN NEW
RECEPTIONIST

-

TYPIST - CLERK

HARPER COLLEGE

SP 4 8585
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

7215 W. Touhy

MATUR ADULT to help in kitchen

ing. Call CL 5 4115

BOOKKEEPER

layouts. TRAIN! Free
IVY

ANSWER KIDS'

2990

3100 Tollview Drive
259-6100
palling Meadows

Type. TRAIN! Free
IVY

Tired of Commuting?

CAFETERIA HELP to atiend of
fine cafeteria in Des Moines.
Hours: 9 til I. Year around
work. Pleasant working conditions. $2.15 per hour after train-

months of Sept. thru June. 394

them, direct them to showroom

to

Young widow needs capable
,to I ,p.m. Mon. thru Fri. for

Learn. Switchboard
Small Office -$100

SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

26-1141 Waited Women

264ielp Waded Women

26 -He Warted women'

T2641e4kWanted Women

&Help Waited Women

loving bob,. sitter from 7:30 a.m.

BOOKKEEPER

gifts & to buy. You'll welcome

Charm, make up,' how to -get
ahead in life. Well known firm
publishes books on these sub
jects. You'll be Girl Friday to
wliter. Help research facts,
contact artists to do sketches,

with good voice and nice smile
for the important job of greeting customers. 20 girl office.
Fine benefits. Hours 8:30 AM

26 -Help Wanted Women

25 -Implement Agendesi-Women

392-6600

Height
Weight

Name
Address
Phone

Age
Present Employer
Kind of Work Wonted
a

Male

Married

Female
Single

4:

Page I

Tuesday, July 15, 1969

& MAIDS

Youngs Tire & Supply

All Shifts Available.

1001 S. Busse at Golf

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

NURSES
"ASSISTANTS

Mt Prospect

827 6628

MALE OR FEMALE

YOU ARE INVITED

Part Time

to join

our growing organizo

Lion for a lifetime career in real

MARKET RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
$2 00 per hour Days; $2.25

estate

Wanted - Dental Office

model 640.124, 40,000, groin, 2

referols, paid advertising. Call

Good Opportunity

me for details, Mr. Payne, FL 8

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

827.6628

31 -RI mmage & Garage Sale

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

255-6208 or
255.6201

Gar. Sale-Thur., Fri., & Sot. 10-4.
643 N. Kasper, Arl. Hts. Everything priced right.

Summer jobs for 25 college students to work in Promotional
Advertising Department of large International Corporation.
The jobs will be on a first come first serve basis. Students will
be competing for one of 15; $1,000 scholarships. Only those
who con start working immediately should apply.
Salaries $120 per week for the first two weeks; $155 per week
thereafter.
Work hours: 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Plenty of time for swimming,
boating and golfing, etc.

LPN
DAYS ONLY

Excellent salary
Good opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

DENTAL ASSISTANT

$1,000

For Randhurst office. 3rd year

high school student. 3:30 to

MANAGER

Monday -Friday, during
Part time this
summer
255-6201 or 255-6202
6 3U,

school year

New store conveniently located No experience necessary Interesting work.

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
$2 25 per hr.
25 to 35 hour week, 5 days.
253-9325

(nr.

tion below, and bring it in or mail it to:

equip't, clothes, toys, misc.
hsdhld items. Everyone wel
come. 2801 Flicker Ln., Rolling
Meadows. CL 9 3389

Date
Name
Address

Height
Weight
Male
Married

Phone

Age
Present Employer

Female
Single

MEN

WOMEN

and

Review The Following Opportunities:
BENCH INSPECTORS
1st, 2nd and 3rd Shifts

GENERAL HELPERS
2nd and 3rd Shifts
UTILITY OPERATORS
2nd and 3rd Shifts

grown their present one & are

sold w/the best of re.

ferences. Sentimentality has not
entered the bargain prices.

15' Switzer Craft runabout, 45
h.p., Mercury motor, Spartan tilt

July 18, 9 to 9; July 19, 9 to 5;

trailer, $555. CL 3-1927.

July 20,- 12 to 6. 2501 Emerson
St., Des Pl. (2 blks S. of Golf

Wogs, Pets and Equipment

wood patio shades, misc. items.
-439"4285.

White twin canopy bed com
piste. Also white male poodle

ADORABLE KIT1 ENS.
CALL

TzTrian Retrievers, 9 wks, AKC,'
shots, parents X -Rayed, beautiful litter. $125-5150. 392-6617
Adorable AKC Min. poodles, 2
silver, 2 blacks, 5 wks., female &

ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP

250 E. HAMILTON DRIVE

Between Higgins and Elmhurst Rd. Off Oakton
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Zenith T.V. Stereo combination.
$175
Phone 439.1676

7 mos. old. Was $225

Has Immediate Openings For

Mixecepupples, 6 wks., good with

5,000 Evergreens $1 ea.

children. Males & females. $10

KEYPUNCH
Fu time

OPERATORS
u

Ave. Wheaton.

TECHNICIAN

REGISTilieD

kitchen. $110. 392 1916

'FREE -

537.1889

,

Girl's bike 26"; Stingray bike;

oak dining rm. set, round table,
buffet, 5 chairs; 2 record play-

8 A.M. to 4:14 P.M.
956-2641

or

956-2642

AKC

MIN.

SCHNAUZERS,

weeks, moles, health guaranteed
255 0981

Siamese kittens, 8 weeks old,,
litter trained, adorable.

woods & irons, leather bag I.
cart comp. $130 firm; 1967

1 excel. rare black, champ. sired,

OFFI air conditioner,
16,000 BTU, pert. cond. deluxe
controls. window fan, big 7500
CFM capacity, quiet 4 sps. both
ways, thermostat, pert, cond.

827-3214.

55411sical itstmonts

female SCHNAUZER, 9 weeks,
home raised, 1st
827,4341

shots

$100.

Irish Setter puppies, AKC, Chom

pion Sired, excel. show & field
quality, free boarding during
vacation. $125,
253.6162

55-Mosical Instruments

3800 Golf Rood
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

' (Highway 58, lust east of Highway 53)

111111411111111111 SONY UNIT 11111111 1111 SUDO

3-1927.

black vinyl top, burgundy. very

1968 Cadillac Convert., A/C, F/P,
like new cond. $4800 or best of
f er. Can arrange financing. 259

W 1962, Bug, red, 1966 trans
good

mission, sunroof, radio,
condition. $400. CL 3 5490

8684

Commercial

86-ReiEstate4louses
4

4.4122j37,2110Lai54L1

in

60

days.

20's 392-8259
Arl. Fits. Scarsdale, 3 bdrm. brk.
Colonial, 2 frplcs, screen porch,
att'd gar. $44,500. 259 5;32

ELK GROVE 4 bdrm. ranch,

fem. kit.

Wanted to rent: 3 bedrm. house,

baths, Ig. L.R.,

NW suburbs, young executive,

acre, extras, low 530's. 437 0551

located

2

cent. air, w/kv crptg., S.,

S., 1/2

Prosp. Hts, by owner. 4 bdrm.
ranch, 2 car gar., 2 baths, tarn.
rm., Ige. kit. w/built.ins, 2 patios,
burnt., ossum. mortgage.
299.8778

FURNISHED 3 -BEDROOM

FLOOR

posit. $180. 259.0044

for August 1 occupancy.

6 year old 3 bedroom brick

Prefer year lease.
Call 966.6200, Ext. 395

ranch, central air. Built-in
kitchen with perms gloss vinyl
floor. 22 X 24 Rec. room with
pool table: Utility room. Plenty

86 -Real Estate -Horses

of storage area. Beautifully

HOUSE for family of 5,

landscaped - Merion Blue Sod
lawn. Best buy on the market.

SWIMMING POOL''

BEAUTIFUL SCARSDALE

Sensible rentals includes all

oppliances, heat, hotwoter &

Only $36,500.

in Arlington Heights

cooking gas.

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

BY OWNER

White brk. Colonial, 4 lg..
bdrms., 31/2 baths, formal sep.
dining rm., Huge 21 x 14' kit.
room, 2
Full bsmt, Florida
frplcs., 2 car garage w/elec.
doors. Central air-condition.
$85,000
CL 3.6049
711 E. Fairview

1444 S. Busse 4394100
MT. PROSPECT

Westgate Apts.
& 2 bedroom
Ultra.deluxe

apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted, From $187.50
Including appliances, heat,

Arlington Hts.
Palatine
Schaumburg

tenno,

patio,

balcony,

AVAILABLE NOW: The Kustom Blues Amp &
K100C-7 "Mini-Kustom"
Expert Instruction by our staff of qualified musi-

refinanced for $5100 or assume
51/4 mortgage for $11500; phone
for oppt. 437-8616.
Prospect Hts. Open House. 11/2
yr. old 3 bdrm. bi-level face
brick, all sides, 2 car att. gar.,

panel rec. rm., ceremic kitch. &
baths, patio, custom drapes &
carpeting. $39,900. 1313 Wood
Lone. 296-5171
FOR SALE. Des Plaines, by owner.

3 bdrm. brick ranch, 11/2 baths,
paneled fam. rm., 2 frplcs.,
2 car gar., att. hobby
greenhouse, walking distance to

bsmt.,
311

schools. Low 40's. 824 2997

DELUXE BI -LEVEL

Lovely

poss.

255.6320
359.6500
894-1330

distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253 6300
76 -To Rent Houses

3 bdrm. ranch, garage, fenced
yard, bsmt., appliances, carpet
& drapes, Sept. 1st occupancy

$36,900

A1744MIGO
REALTORS .
1101111111101

29566-tw66t5s5

86 Real Estate -Reuses

4)38,500
HEIGHTS
ARLINGTON
4 bedroom bi-level. 2 baths. Carpeting and
drapes, hardwood floors in bedrooms. Family
room with fireplace. Full basement. MANY EX-

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking

bdrm.

3

split-level. Huge din. L.
Lge. kit. with good
eating area. Quality
built home. Hardwd.
flddrs. Ceramic tile
baths. Lge. fin. fam. rm.,
garage. Park like yd.
has producing fruit trees
Walk to schools, parks,
pools. Immediate
&

ROLLING
MEADOWS

rec.

room.

Elk

Grove, $25000 for quick sale;

QUINLAN AND TYSON

TRAS! Jalousie enclosed breezway, 25 x 15. Oversized 2 car attached garage.

3 bedroom ranch. 2 car ga-,
rage. Large landscaped lot.
Close to shopping. Assumable
FHA mortgage. $23,900.

DON HAGER REALTORS
16 S. Bothwell
Palatine

359-6050

5250. 255-5560.

3 bdrm. brick ranch, 2 car gar.
Beautiful Vz acre yd. Across
from Randhurst. Adults
255-6208 or 255-6201.

only.

$38,750
PALATINE
4 bedroom new Colonial. 21/2 baths. Den and
full basement. Double garage. 100 x 300 lot.

Six

real estate salesmen or

saleswomen. This is an oppor-

tunity to grow in real estate.

Low maintenance exterior.

One will manage this beautiful
office designed and furnished
for the efficiency, convenience,

PALATINE

and comfort of

3 bedroom home on large lot.
1

WANTED

.

Palatine, Illinbis

Gibson - Kustom - Epiphone - Rickenbacher
Goyo and Others

BY OWNER, 3 bedrm ranch

cooking gas, master TV an

359.2251
IN STOCK THE MOST POPULAR NAMES IN GUITARS TODAY:

Western ElectriC!

full power, fact. air, vinyl
top, very low mileage. $2100. CL
H.T.,

1967 Pontiac Executive, 2 dr.,

Hersey, McArthur & Eisenhower
schools. Save on security de-

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS
204 Hicks Place

'67 Dodge Monaco 500 2 di.

CONVENIENT ONE

1

8

Men's McGregor golf clubs, VIP

COOL

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Call after 6:30 437 0586

359 6434

394-1643 after 6.

I.

sublease, August
1

8

months old, papers and shots,

magnavox stereo console $75;
40x32" wood dining table $20;

Monday thru Friday in our
modern regional center.
Attractive starting salary
Outstanding benefit package
Rapid Progression
10% night work bonus.

male,

low mileage. $3500 or

best offer. 956 1113 aft 6:30

$1800. 259 9068

, Timber Lake Village

water softeners & water con-

Shepherd,

excel.

full accessories,

auto.,
cond.,

house. Walk to everything. Mid

organization

,

1+2 bedroom deluxe °port-

6 week old cute mixed

German

.

Shelby '68 GT 500, air cond,

1967 Cougar 289, P/S, console,
vinyl top, excellent condition

ments.

breed puppies, male & female. _

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.

Tit

cylinder, P/5, P/B, W/W,
excel. cond. 5925.
259 0238

2nd floor office space. 900 sq.
ft. 940 Busse Hwy., Park Ridge
at Dee Rd. station. Will finish to

sociated with prominent
engineering & research

MT. PROSPECT

For information about the FINEST

ditioning equipment contact.

BEST OFFER.

Chevy -Bel Aire, -2-

'65

'60 TR 3, rebuilt motor; like new
valves, battery, tires. $750 or

Mt Prospect 2 bdrm.- '5 room

SAFETY EXECUTIVE as

bdrm., A/C, appl.,
carpeted, heated. 5 min, from

575.'537 5388.

Kettle wiratisserier; picnic table.

R/H.

eves: 674 3668.

near Old Orcahrd Shop
ping Center, seeks UN-

Arl. Hts.
Spacious

DACHSHUND puppy, AKC, 12
wks., shots; Female; red; trained;

'62 Honda; 26" Schwinn boy's
bike; 26" girl's bike; Lg. Weber

ers; -3 pc. bedrm. set.
827 8419

WORK

PM. 358-7080

LAB PUPS

dramatic & practical for you,

P/S,

Ask for -Dottie, cloy,. 437.5.120:

Des Pldines. 824-0822.

references furnished. 827-6593

Rolling Meadows -sublet attroc
ground level 2 bdrm, apt. W/W
crptg., range, refrig., disposal,
heat & gas included. Call after 6

AKC; 8 weeks, shots, wormed,
$100. CL 3-7705

Beautiful (real) butcher's block

255-1107 or 359.3200

4:15

pancy. Call 956-1677 after 6.

537 7944.

FL 8 2337 aft. 4 PM.

EXPERIENCED

$170 per mo. Immediate occu-

GRAND OPENING SALE

Faith 'Nursery, 26W180 North

cond.,

PROSPECT HTS. by owner.
bdrm. Colonial. Many extras.

82 -Wanted To Rent

Mt. Prospect. 2 bedroom apt.

Setter pups,

POODLE, toy, AKC. Male Apricot.
1st $75 takes, or best offer,
259 1322

new, will sacrifice. 253-7320

Western Electric

529-7298 aft. 6:30 or weekends.
sole English

'63 Ford Station Wagon, excel.

86 Real Estate -Houses

suit. Available
.825-3133

Poodle pups, black mini beauties, AKC ped., home raised.

champ. sired, will love your kids,
',point a quail, win blue ribbons.
steamer trunk, 297-3054.
555795.
end tbl. $15.
AKC Beagle ' puppy. Tricolor
Blond corner
$40 Call
Roll away bed $20. Girl's 26"
439 2690
bike -$18. CL 3 8018

'

woman.

14 -To Rent Apartments

For

For sole large walnut desk, fish
tank & etc, kitchen table,

cond.,

employed

leges for
255-9084

437-3514

Coldspot refrig., 11 cu. ft., ex.

'jet with it

Bright room, with kitchen privi-

er - AKC,

oven, Thrift cooker, 2 sp. broil

225,

11 -Ts Rout, Stores, Offices

offices, 1700 sq. ft. Central air

704tooms4oard4lousekeeping

2 year old male Golden Retriev-

39" GE stove excel. cond., auto.

bucket seats, 297-6679.

Electra

CUMFAERICAL OFFICE SPACE 5

cond'g. 965 Rand Rd., (Nr. Golf)

male, $100. 392-3286

$35. 392-5152.

er. $25 or best offer. 537 5554

STEPCO CORPORATION

Want to 501 -Buy -Rent?
Use the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads

299 3538

Universal gas stove $25; 12'
x36" swimming pool w/filter

Buick

Residential

439-4891

$60. 824 2911.

1968

ied REAL ESTATE
Vacant

Parti-colored, males, $90.

For sale black & white portable Zenith TV, good condition,

255 7113

SEE DON ORTBERG

cash. 392 3669

Cocker Spaniel puppies, AKC,

AKC, trained. 437 6148.

radio, heater, new wh.
walls, navy with wh. sin. inter,
pis,

gd. cond. 894 8970 aft. 5

'68 Wards Riverside Cycle, 125
cc, red color, low mileage. $225

FREE: Buff colored playful kittens
- 8 weeks old.
Call CL 5-8391

BEST OFFER.

Review all the ads on this page but before you decide stop in.

CALL 259.4528

line bred. 259 9415

New car stereo tape, player;

67 Pontiac LeMans, 326, au/tr,

'64 VOLVO WAGON
Air Conditioned
255 5547

Dcim RinTinTin

stock,

age. 259 4368

best offer. CL 5 5046

'67 TRUIMPH TR-6, 650cc, low
mileage, very clean

DAYS 825-4441,
PANY.
EVES 358-7318.

German Shepherd AKC pups;

Mustang, '66 convert, V 8, P/S,
immaculate condition, low mile

air
cond'd, full power, take over pay
or,. 844.e261.,
menu
1960 Valient, stick, runs good.
-New-bcokat...- 5150, - 529-7298,
after 6:30 or weekends.

'68 Norton, 750cc with new
clutch, recently tuned, $1050.
392-9835

Abbate,
MARATHON OIL COM-

lifts. Must sell. $900. 437-4049

1960. Voliant, stick, runs good.
New brakes. $150. 529-7298,
after 6:30 or weekends.
'67 Camaro Rally Sport V8, P/S,
A/T, 327 eng. all extras; like new

111-Motorcydes and Scooters

Carl

Contact

'66 Chevy Bel Aire wagon. All
power, power rear window, air

296 1689

ice box, & sink. $550.
253 0216

Investment required. Financing
available,

low mileage. $1600 AFTER 5 pm
8,4 4882

radio and heater.

1963 OLDS "98", 2 dr. hardtop,
full power, private.

1965 Skamper: Sleeps 4 or 5.
Complete with electricity, stove,

FOR LEASE
Excellent location. Opportunity
for above average Income for
o good mechanic. Low rental
terms. Modern facilities. Low

Good Fishing Combination. $275.
HE 7 0599 after 5:30 pm

Champ,

--ruldm-roorp;

possible -Home

SERVICE STATION

Boat, 25 h.p. motor & trailer,

Soft Water $5.00 o month
Johnson Water Softener
F19-3200
255-1107

VACATIONEER CAMPER

Box 1043, Spfld., III. 62705

or best. CL 5-3662 offer 6.

Trailer

Travel

$850, 312.8733.

typing, addressing. Guaranteed
plan. Details 25c Homework -AD,

Homemade boat trailer for 14'
boat. Solid built, Unsprung, $40

a new home. They have out

SHASTA

253-8387

1968 VW, sunroof, gas heater,

$1950. 392.3105:

sleeps 6, gas heat, gd. storage,

66411oWs Opertmities---

31 -Beats and Marine *mks

SEARS WASHER

We will pay you well - train you well and develop your skills.

11737-516-741:15---61- -774.

$100 Weekly

WANTED: your presence at a
gar. sale. Treasured trivia. &
orphaned hsehold itemi need

16'

answer 394 0300.

6177.

3241scsimeses Aforckedise

GENERAL FACTORY

of top quality office

OR BEST OFFER!!

LE 7-2251

stick shift,
824-1761.

1034nto Trailers & Canmers

furniture available immediately,
like new. For further information
Please call 392 2901, If no

,you. Open Fri. & Sat. 10 6
Sun.

suites

3v42086
1960 Chevy Convertible, $150

1963 Valiant 4 door, 6 cylinder,

'56 -Office Furniture -Devices
2

1950 BUICK
RESTORABLE, $300

VB, full pwr., low miles, $1495 nr
best offer. 439.9571 aft, 6
'64 BUICK SPECIAL, 2 door, rad
io, heater, $395.

Reasonable, must sell. 359.6186

WAUCONDA TRADING POST
on Rte. 12, 4 miles north of
Lake Zurich. Bring this ad with

Rd., 1 blk W. of Potter)

2741elp Wanted -Men * Women

$59.50. El Rey Music. CL 3-0180

misc.

etc. 7542 W. Palatine Avenue,

being

areas.

lure, and bric-a.broc of much

_spin _ccrosher,-..amthinisa, Mob._

P A AA

Suburban

pm. 253.3563.

'66 Ford Golaxie 500 convert.

98-Mstile Hew
'67 Hartford 12'x60', like new
Appliances & carpet incl.

-string guitar $1251 Others from

barrel, fair cond., $40. After 6

must sell. CL 9-1565

Mt. Prospect
:501 Linneman
439.3405
Visit our facilities any A.M.

Like new Epiphone Serenader 12

1960 DeSoto Adventurer, 4 dr.,
hdtp., P/S,. P/B, "383" cu., 4

A/T, P/S, clean.
CL 3 6479

Open all year.

i ;

seats, P/8, P/S, air conditioned,
51600. 894 4882 offer 5pm

'63 Chevy Impala 4 dr. hdtop,

NAZARENE
NURSERY SCHOOL

P/windows,

Toronado,

'66

1962 GALAXIE FORD

ing sessions.

NEW SPINET PIANO, WALNUT,
$399. BARON'S
827-6603 ASK FOR MIKE

per, glass, iron, pottery, tin,
wood, bottles, lamps, furni

Chicago,

ROY ROGERS PRELIMINARY APPLICATION

- All day child care
before and after morn.

(312)469,7204

Old kitchenware, brass, cop

Gar. sale Sat. July 19, 10 to 3
only; complete baby furn. set,
drill press; wood lathe, Ear!

.

$64.05 TAX INCLUDED

55 Musical hstroments

Northwest

5250. 296-3683

'62 Pontiac Bonneville, convert
like new tires, good cond. $450.

OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

FOR SALE

1964 Falcon Future, 2 dr. hard
top, A/T, R/H, 6 cyl. $475. CL 3
8018 after 5.

.'59 Ford $50; '49 Dodge Truck,
11' steel bed, good motor & tires

Qualified teachers

CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

One of the largest selections
of antiques in the North and

'62 Dodge Lancer 2 door. Radio,
heater. Good condition. $350
394 2316

Nursery School and Kindergarten with Day Care.

Adm. 50c, 12 yrs. and under.

Schll Des Pl. Furs., clothing, ap-

65 Olds 98, 2-dr. HT, full power,
air conditioned, private, $1050.
766-8227, see aft. 5pm.

BEST OFFER

re,Excellent facilities

ANTIQUES

255-5957

new. 51750. 358.0164

827 0692

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES

free.

1966 Mercury Colony Park 9

ENROLL NOW FOR FALL

FOR FREE DELIVERY

July 20, 10.5:30 P.M.
Holiday Inn, Rt. 62, Rolling
Mdows, 1 blk. E. of Rt. 53. III. &
Wises "Dealingest" dealers!

appreciate 392.9212.
1965 Austin Healy Sprite Convert., good condition. $850

pass. wagon. Full power. Like

358-0301

makes button holes, sews buttons
on,
monograms ,and fancy
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service
guarantee.

Sun.,

Terrace

Big gar. sale, July 18.19, 9 to
9: dishwasher, furniture, baby

Wheaton, Illinois 60187

An equal opportunity employer

Ln.

& Thurs., 4 yr. Mon. Wed, Fit

ANTIQUE FLEA
MARKET

Gar. Sale: July 19 & 20, 10 to 5,

508 Bedford

openings available. 3 yr. Tues.

Wctuconda. 526-8452

9,

areas of food service with this growing midwest com-

at our Des Plaines regional of-

FRED HARVEY, INC.

Call for reservation. The Little
Corner, 117 Bangs, downtown

and high quality standards.

Roy Rogers Roast Beef Sandwich Restaurant,
Regional General Offices
1520E014 Roosevelt -Road -

427-3489

Gar. Sale- unusual items -wine
barrel, cedar chest, fishing gear,
etc, July 19, 813 Graceland, Des

pliances, lamps, much misc.

Private secretor') in modern,
it - condition-0cl --euerdundinge

hand skills required. Excellent
salary and all company bene
fits Must have car. Will be Girl
Friday to manager in what is
almost a 1 -girl office. For interat
H. Finne
view call J

misc. 515 N. Russel, Mt. P.

1050 E. Plate, Palatine

D. Kenneth Malone 653-0036

fice Good typing and short-

Park St., Rolling Meadows.

Flea Marktet every Sun. through
Sept. Dealer space available.

Gar. Sale; July 17, 18, 19, 9 to 5.
bdrm. set; tbls; lamps; cloth
ing, hshold.

If you hcive food service experience and want to
move into management, this may be your chance.
Good pay and complete training followed by
immediate responsibility are yours if you have ability

255-1395

1968 Singer Zig-Zag
Sewing machine. Slightly used.
Sews blind hems in dresses,

ing, etc., July 1920, 9-6. 2610

123 Westgate, Des Pl.

pany. If interested, fill in the preliminary applica-

Secretary

ANTIQUES & misc. hshld, cloth-

1967 Ford Galaxy "500", 2dr.,
excel. cond.. Must see to

hdt.,

Rust $550 CALL 392-8748.

Third year of operation. College trained teachers, all new
and enlarged facilities. Fall

bargain.

bed complete. A
34 -Arts and Antiques

clothing, househd items, miscell.

There ore possibilities for advancement in many

Reichardt Cleaners

Gar. Sale July 17, 18, 19. Baby
furn. fam. clothes, hshld items

Gar. Sole July 17.19, 9 to

LOCATION

$105 to $125

WASHER & DRYER 575
437 0903
Charming Jenny Lind double

PI, 827 4784.

FRANCHISE RESTAURANT

MANAGER

COMPLETE BED - $25

lofty. Rent electric shampooer $1.
Ben Franklin Store 1920 So.
Wolf Rd. Wheeling

Gar. Sale July 1920. 137 N.
Western St. Hoff. Est. Kitchen tbl.
w/6 choirs, clothes, misc.

PARK RIDGE $1,000

698-2028

CL 5.5048

000 mites. 439 4469

1962 Mercury 4 Door New Tires
Body in Excellent Condition No

Nursery School
1st Baptist Church
of Palatine

of soil but leaves pile soft and

teens & adult clothes, toys, misc.
hshld. 1206 W. Sigwolt, A.H.

CALL MR. SOLOMON

Dark brown leather -like
recliner chair $40

automatic,

'68 Torino convert, 390 eng., 4
barrel carburetor, less than 1.0,

stick, runs ex-

394.0520.

392.8582

TV -stereo; best offer. 537.3222

BLUE Lustre not only rids carpets

Gar. Sole July 11 to 16. Girl's

'

dr,

4

new

firm. Ph. 437-2464

'

cellent, good' engine & tire; $25.

Openings are evailaftle for 4 yr.
old children at St. Paul Lutheran
prekindergarten school. Call

table,

offer. CL 5-5046.

'58 Ford 6 cyl.

vised activity. 255-7019

like

Radio & Heater, P/S. V8. $295

1930 Model A Ford
Mint Cond.
Call 894 4249

Exc. child care (age 2-6) my lic.
home -complete facilities. Super-

Mercury, A/T,
brakes & battery $50.
439 4285
1959

1963 Dodge,

112 -Automobiles For Sale

spread, $200. 296 2615

Hi fashion winter coat brown
wool, luxurious fur trim, worn
less than 5 times, $90 or best

$1,000

$1,000

'CL 5-4585

69 -Nursery Schools Chid Cie

pc. Modern, white, full size
bedroom set, complete, lamps
8 ft. bar, 4 choirs; octagon card
tops; 21" Zenith
2

255 6448

low
miles, must see, $475 or offer.

Also

3

Baby equip. wardrobe $8; stroll
er $10; gates $1; car seat $2;
walker $1. Excel. Cond. 299 3240

BEST OFFER. 259 9215

noon

526-8452

253-2654

'61 FORD GALAXIE
560

BSA 250, mint condition,

Monday thru Friday 9-12

glassware, china, etc. The Little
Corner, 117 Bangs, Wauconda.

er. 220 volts. 3 years old. $150.

1968 50 cc AND
1965 125 cc

774-3394

resale -antique.

$2495. CL 3-4739

Call after 6 pm. RO 3 0170

inventory. CALL:

392 6968

yrs, $65. 394-2746, Mt. Prosp

$550. Top condition, low Miles.

Investment secured by

ING SET, 3 YEARS OLD,

FULL TIME

Boehmer & Hedlund

4 days, no Saturdays. Must be
mature, responsible woman.
Will train.

Manual water softener, Sears

Olds '67 'Holiday, 4.clir. 98, all
power, factory air, low mileage.

-1968--Honda -305 Scrambler

investment puts y'ou in business part time, 3 evenings per
week. $2000 a month potential
income ;within 60 days.

9 PIECE DANISH MODERN DIN-

112 -Automobiles For Sale

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

New hot product, $800

FOR SALE: 1 gold tweed sofa &
1 white leather choir.
394 3517

For SoleFull set of golf clubs.
Good condition. $50.
Call 392 3076
-

2nd COOK

2300.

RECEPT - SECY

C1.5.1683

Fedders 2500 BTU air condition

poftunity to achieve personal
safisfaetion and higher earnings.
Continual education program,

Evenings; 10c a mile.

BEST OFFER. 253.2278.

Furniture,

perience. We con offer an op

SMITH SURVEY SERVICE
945.4420,
Deerfield

7 piece, walnut, Louis XIV, bedroom set, gloss covered surface.

MORE GAS RANGE Perfect cond:

ex

without

or

with

Business

Opportunity

MUST SEE!) 956-0837.

GlILBRANSEN ORGAN & KEN

Excellent salary.
P.M.'s or Nights
CONTACT MISS HECHT
827 6628

.437-5010 or 437-9536

per hour

Use 2 oz. per wash load
766.9148

Male or Female
CL 3 1286
MR. ANTHONY'S

HOUSEKEEPING

FULL TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Coffee table, walnut, formica
in -lay, contemporary, 1 yr. old.

LAUNDRY COMPOUND

HAIR DRESSER

General Office Work

4741meeferishigs-funitire

324iiscellanions Merchandise

2141* Wanted-Meu * Women

27414111 Wanted -Men * Women.

2641elpylided Women

I

664usiness Opportunities

358-1800

or 2 year lease available.

$300 per month.

434 E. Northwest
Hwy?
Palatine, Ill.

Pie 3 5 8 -1 8 00'

434 E. NW Hwy.,
Palatine

cians
ALSO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR JULY SALE ON
LP's and 8 Track Tapes

the

make it your "base of operations". Inquiries confidential.*
CALL Don Hager

359-6050
4.

-

IA

"

,

sales-

person and clients. Excellent
compensation. Member multiple listing service. See our
downtown Palatine office and

Vie map
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TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
YES,I KNOW WHAT I HAVE
WRITTEN DOWN THERE-BLIT
SOMETIMES I PUT NA LITTLE
MORE ORECANO, AND MAYBE ADD

\

SHORT RIBS

6:00
News
News
News

2
5
7

TH1.5 MAY BETHE AbE OF
CCMPLITF-RS-BUT I'LL BET
THEY'LL NEVER COME LIP
WITH ONE THATC.A14 COM-

Rerun. "A

11,

I

11'11'1

11;T.11,11.!!1,1

O 110 L 141A. LI 11A L. Y, ha DK

Editorial
26 Quiz

7

Bye, Bye Baby."
9 Burke's Law
32 News

Apollo

Frank McGee.
7 Mod Squad
Rerun.
"Shellgame."
9 1 Love Lucy

7:55
32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.

macro/ails

8:00
Movie

"Beau Geste" A

26 Market Wrapup

near mutiny because

12:55

7:00
Hazel
Rerun.
26 Cinema Special

sergeant.

Movie
"The City that
Never Sleeps" Chicago is the backdrop'
and a rebellious cop ,
is the action. Gig

5

10:30

11 NET Festival
26 Pan
American

Polly Bergen

2

Show

Young.

Show

8:30
Doris Day Show
Rerun.

Joey

7

Bishop

11 Firing Line
9 Movie

7

1:10

Movie
"It Happens Every Thursday" A

The beautiful and
tender love story of a
young lieutenant and
a
beautiful WAC

Holden

BUGS BUNNY

2

newspaperman
arrives in a small
town to take over the
weekly newspaper.
He tries different
schemes to bolster
circulation, including_
promising to
produce
rain
for
drought -stricken far-

and

10:45

Torright'ShOw
32 News

WE THOUGHT IT WOULD

BE ROMANTIC IF I

mers.

SANG TO PETUNIA
OUT ON THE
LAKE:

11:15
PORKY, WE'VE
LOST THE OARS!
HOW WILL WE GET
BACK ?

HAVE
FUN!

"Brief Encounter"
A tender love story
and develops into a
deep affection. Both

chance

MORTY MEEKLE
Ye% AND WHENEVE12 I CO
1 d1.157 1 -1E DOWN FOR A

WHILE OM- IM NORMAL-

cmplosment scene the more
ilkeh sou are to meet with sitell55
1 IHRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23)-

AQAIN .

EXPECT FROM A

OCIY

TV NtX) LIKE BEIPJC
A PekinST, CR.MITEIUTE 7

wf-1o6e Ica. IS

ATTILA *THE H

5-

?

>40
ii.i day
li,

2 -1 -Nov.

"wiume

place

8 Go by
12 Auricle
13 European

AQUARIUS (Jan
authority
(--Additional

7_1.r

CAPTAIN EASY
IT

a MRS.

cO8Bi EASY)
IF SHE SEES

YOU CAN LEAVE IN YOUR CAR
UNSEEN, IRIS: I'LL PRETEND

LOOK WHO'S
TRESPASSINS ON

CAME WITH GABE:

U5 TOGETHER

MY PROPERTY!
WHAr ARE You

I HAVE A SURPRISE;
LOL A! REMEMSER.
CAPTAIN EA5Y7

HI, MR5. COBS: SORRY TO

HE SETTER NOT

UP TO. GABET

5HE'LL HNow

tn,y you wAur

COME CRAWON

BACKI EAOYI

HER LAND:,

from escls angle -but
1 o gne, in to panic
calmls
nosy va'suld he to I oi felt coming up ss ith solutions
lems

C(ENIINI ( \ las 22 -June
ns estments in real estate
should bong gain at this time.
holdings
carefully.
C heck
beim e speLulat ing,

cant
cantor
carton
cart
croon
coon
coot
coat

racoon
rota
roan
onto

canto

taco
acorn

corn
root
rant

ii

3111'

trisi

_.

..L.

.......-....-...IL.,

Answer to Previous ruzste
IIK 0410._ G

57 Recent
(comb. form)
DOWN
1 Beverages
2 Stay
3 Hospital

1.Is

C AN AEI- R
1.1 N U R ME

LA

ALL

rq

9 GP

:R°98116rO2
eNI C

AR

KARATE
f*gralt--1ffl

PA

Ay 9

L.

L.

C")

R

AP
E

E

I

LrED

g

L'aZE-Iffl' WTI
attendants
E
9
4 Business
N
ELM.]
booth
danger
blurred
5 Habitat
24 Flat-topped 40 Soells
6 Musical
41 Rate of
hill
dramas
continent
'otion
25 Indian deer
18 More strictly 7 Through
26 Make suitable 42 Kind of chest
8 Nut
severe
43 Exclamations
27 Locality
9 Wolfhound
20 Natives of
44 Tumult
28 Level
Copenhagen 10 Without
46 Solar disk
29 Bird bill
(Latin)
21 Crimson
protuberance 47 Wings
22 Prayer ending 11 Back talk
31 Storehouses 48 Roman
17 Form a
24 Masculine
emperor
33 Interprets
notion
26 Continent
50 Three times
(dial.)
27 Dry, as wine 19 Staggers
(comb. form)
38 Get free of
.30 Banished '
23 Becomes
32 Struggle
8
9
0 11
7
4 5
8
2
3
34 Midday
snooze
'
14
13
12
35 Seesaw
36 Onager
17
15
le
37 Primates
39 Ridge of
19
18
sand
40 Makes a
22 23
choice
ra 29
41 Body of

14 Pen name of
Charles Lamb
15 Help
16 Natives of a

IP

e:

1

CAMPUS CLATTER
T1415 IS WE

NOW THAT YOUVE SEEN

OUR ILLUSTRIOUS
TRUSTEES, MISS SPEU.EE,

WHAT IS YOUR

REACTION

r

Lora

POWER STRUCTURE

water

42 Tatar pack
45 Shipboard
device
49 "Buckeye" is
.part of its
nickname
51 Island (Fr.)
52 Poverty-

stricken

torn
tarn
tarn

actor

VP

1

21

CARTOON

POSSIBLY. I'M

HEAR OP 1CK'S DISAPPEARANCE RESIGNED TO HIS
TEN YEARS AGO; NO DOUBT L05.5...IF SLATE Tit
RIGHT WoRo...50
A VICTIM OP FOUL PLAY!

1 Al. RUS (Am ll 21 -May
211-Considei Imancial prob-

Answers to
Hideaword

ii
ail.

Vii.

shark

should come ss ith additional
iesponsibilits It sou want the

bossi_scl

) 11-41

.alkOn

1

ACROSS
1 A pair
4 Business

21 -Feb.

cap

IS MY LAACRELUN!

.3110

k

Hodgepodge,

Poo01.4

C APR ICORN (Dec. 23 Ian 201--11 sou would keep the
support of ti lends and family
ssheie sour latest venture is
conconed don t he overly
LI [mai

ss ill he making room for
seseral more leathers in his

(vas.

THE BORN LOSER

hl cad

a most successful day.
\ lake actions consersative.
ARIES (March 22 -April
201-- !he Aries V. ho successles his hand at organiia-

THAT YoUpt.

PAID!

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

has e cause lot complaint.

has c

I Ger ltEKY WELL

...M. lea. TA 4.111. OIL

of thinking sou can be a law
unto souisell--escn if you

forme, sou must accept the
lattei ss dlmgh
20 -March
P1SC ES (I eh
211-1 he Pisces ss ho does not
should
himsell
os ei extend

SW MIGHT SAY
SMIL6

AJJD FoR COIMG THAT

........1

SMILE!

221 -Don t make the mistake

1

2

SURE.

icquest of others before going
on to doing sour OV* n "thing."

Dec 221 --The Sagittai ius who

LICE BEAJG ADLE

ITS

ID GIVE PECeLE A Br..
IlEALFFIFUL LCOK.11.

has c undertaken at the express

acts in haste at this time will
surds repent at leisure at anodic] knots who butters your

become

brief, meaningful

EEK & MEEK

WHAT ELSEC.AN re.J

-Accomplish those tasks you

S \CI 11 ARIUS (Nov. 23 -

3:00
Late Report
3:05
Meditation

2

by a good $10 a month:"

anal sic the situation on the

(Oct

meetings

'The 'generation gap is caused by the difference In
our thinking ... for Instance, mine and Dad's differ

\ IRGO (Aug 24 -Sept. 231- I he (pucker Not] are able to

SC 0121'10

Live By

and parents, but their

check and this should he an
s anc(mcnt

Five Minutes to

9

people are married,

231-

Better of ad-

2:45

aquaintanceship

an

-kegs soul emotions well in
for you

Meditation

2

which moves from

s ith opposition Check first.
!losses el to we that nothing is

das
than -as ei age

1:25

Movie

32

the skis es en if sou dd meet

24 -Aug.

1:00
Perspectives

Show

Frank Lovejoy.
32 Baseball Report

(Juts

Paul Harvey

9

10:15
News

liam

amiss
EO

12:45
Everyman

32 News Final

battles of Italy. Wil-

( \ NC ER (June 22 -July
211--C ails out our plans for

5

Comments

who meet during the

IOR N% LONFSD kY

12:30
News

12:50

"Force of Arms"

Horoscope

9

Cox

CARNIVAL

our

Midnight Report

9

of the cruelty of a

2

5

of the News

eign Legion story of

Honeymooners
Rerun.

Chicago Show

11 Bridge with Jean

swashbuckling For-

32 The

7

12:15

26 A Black's View

6:55

9

13E6r-- POE5Nr
YOUR WIFFc

7
9

neapolis.

Family

MRS.
HONEYMOON... NONSENSE/
SILO MY
THE FRIVAIE JET... THE BEACH
5r=CRETAR
Housa THEO 'ZIBBgAtin,
THYE
GEsegvas
ITS JUST TOORUJCI-1 !

12:00

10:00
News
News
News

2

the Twins at Min-

The Addams

Dana Andrews and
Linda Darnell.

Cavett

26 Motorsports
International

32 On Deck Circle

5

a daring fighter pilot.

9:30

7:45

11

"Zero Hour"

World War II epic of

11 Action People
Rerun. "The
Crime of Punishment."
26 Cinema Special

It Takes a Thief

Rerun. "Rock

Special

32

ROBIN MALONE

Dick

7

Show

11 TV College
Fiction.
26 Today's Racing

7-5

HER OWN THIN6

Little

Hurt Anybody."

Rerun.

g:traCi."Ak1

9:00

Apollo Report
Walter Cronkite.

2

2 WBBM-TV

5

1111

The Liberace Show
5 Julia

6:30
Lancer
Rerun.

11:30

Movie

2

Chicken Soup Never

2

116th

Street."
9
Mike Douglas
Show

PREMIERE:

2

6:25

highlights in their
weekly lives. Celia
Johnson and Trevor
Howard.

"The

Witch of

7:30

Flintstones
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

TOPAA-ro PASTE -171-1114K
ATS1401.11.2.20177

Rerun.

School

9

PETE WITH A WOMAN
INTERRRETIN' HER OWN
LEAVE OUT THE THYME, AND YOU
MIGHT ADDA RAY LEAF ANDMAY- RECIPES!
BE ANOTHER HALF CAN OF

A CLOVE ORTWOOFGARLICt

7 NYPD

7:15

11 TV College
American Public

53 Fencing
al*ord
54 Riming

Paddle

7-/s

545 by NIA, Int.

55 Suffixes
58 Tear asunder

30

34

111 37
40
42
49
52
55

43

44
'

33

31

38

- 1146
50
53

41

.

47

46
.

,

*

48

51

64
57
16

,

uor

x

1

the assault on liquor dealers is just beginning.

per cent ahead of normal

by the consumer," said Frank Armanetti of
Armanetti Liquor Store, 3208 Market Plaza,
Rolling Meadows. "There hasn't been a real

$2,000 and $3,000 orders a day, Zimmerman

run as yet, but next week may be something."

"We're going like Christmas here," he said.
"It's really been terrific We're getting $100 and
$200 orders and people are putting it away. The

This insidious levy, which has received less
publicity than either of the others, amounts to a

increase isn't much but they're buying

48 cent -a -gallon increase on distilled spirits and a
one cent -a -gallon increase on beer
By the time suppliers, wholesalers and retailers
tack on their own increases, the price of the aver-

it up,

anyway

ZIMMERMAN said liquor price increases at
his store will be at least 20 cents a fifth, with
beer phces going up three to four cents a six-

age fifth will go up 25 to 50 cent,
But Aug I is still two weeks away
THE RUSH is already on at Chicago liquor

, ]

tt

a

't -4 s'!'

pack

In the more temperate northwest suburbs,

Chicago newspapers reminding the public that
prices will go up Aug. 1. The ads should spur a
rush of sales before the deadline, he said.
Liquor prices at his store will go up 50 cents
or more a half -gallon, Armanetti said, and 20
to 50 cents for quarts and fifths. Beer should
stay about the same:
"UNLESS the brewers, who have just completed their labor negotiations, decide to raise
prices, beer won't go up," he said. "But if they

Tonight: Chance of thun-

creased somewhat but there has been no rush as
yet.

"I IMAGINE they'll be buying more," he
said. "Before an increase in prices, they usually
do."
Liquor stores can expect business to get heavier as Aug. I approaches. They may all soon find
themselves in the position of a harried Palatine
dealer, who, when contacted by phone, said:
"Well, I'll tell you. I've got people lined up
here at the counter and I just don't have time to
talk to you."

We've noticed it," he said, "It's- pretty hard

to pinpoint at this time, though."
Olson said consumers will get used to the price
increase and soon forget all about it.

ro5pert

WEATHER

by to purchase liquor before the tax increase
takes effect. A spokesman said sales have in-

have been normal so far.
He predicted a $2.50 to $3.00 hike in the price
of a case of liquor, which amounts to about 25
cents a bottle. Higher drink prices at taverns and
bars, Lanctot said, will inevitably result from the
tax and price increases.
"They have to pay it, too," he said.
UNSEASONABLE demand is beginning to
be felt at Village Liquors, 311 E. Main, Barrington, according to Walter Olson.

Armanetti said his store is placing ads in

said

there's no escaping the state liquor tax increase

Howard Lanctot, of Howie's Colonial Liquors, 642 Algonquin, Des Plaines, said sales

"We have't seen any definite buying splurge

The Loop store has been getting several

won't notice the higher motor fuel tax But if
you're one of America's 90 million drinkers,

'

,

Parkway Liquors, 17 E. Campbell, Arlington
Heights, has a sign in the window urging passers-

don't raise them now they will soon anyway."

stores

Max Zimmerman of Zimmerman's
Discount Liquor Store, 240 W Randolph,
Chicago, reported that business is running35

is going to be a bad day Even if you
don't make much money, you can survive the
income tax If you take the train to work, you
Aug

4

ot g up? We 11 Drink to That!

1

By Bob Casey

.4

ap

Telephone
255-4400

dershowers, low near 70.
Tomorrow: Variable cloud-
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iness, slightly cooler.
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Harper College Expected
To Ask for Tax Rate Hike

Surging enrollment figures, Harper administrators later
a diminishing of the charge - confirmed the need for a referback tuition, and unstable endum.
state reimbursements are a few

LAHTI SAID THE timing
of the variables behind the
_strong possibility. that_Harlier-Zof -.the--referendum -was of
Jr, College officials will press prime importance and that the
for a construction and tax ref- college would be better
erendum during the 1969-70 equipped to announce a definice date after the proposed
academic year,
"Inspirit, I'd like to delay it 1969-70 budget is approved.
"I told the board that the
(the referendum) as long as
possible," Robert Lahti, Har- question of a referendum was

being

raised very pre maturely," Lahti told the Day.
"We will have our best in formation when we bring this
year's budget statement (to the
public). Considering the finan-

per president said.
Harper board members
asked about such a referendum
during a recent executive session called to discuss a pending
law suit and land acquisition,
-

chit climate of this state (II-

No decision was made, 4but

linois), I dread the thought of
having a referendum."

Lahti explained that when
Harper was in the planning

the college president emphasized.
"The

board knew then
(when it proposed the first ref-

erendum) that more money

budget for 1969-70 and the fu-

ture loss of money presently
received from charge hack students, Lahti said.

Charge back students arc

stageicducationaftcinsidtatits-,-- wcartrt be-neetWabrout this those persons who conic from
time, but college planning is a high school district where no
a citizens' committee and
generally typically under- junior college exists. Harper
board, members had all "typiestimated,"
underestimated" the
charges to that high school discally
school's enrollment figures.
trict the difference between
LAHTI ADDED that Har- the student's tuition minus
per's enrollment is presently state aid, thus the term,
A 1966 REFERENDUM
twice as great as that estimated "charge -hack" students.
levying a tax rate of I1 cents

per $100 assessed valuation

was based on projected enrollment figures of 2,200 students
for the fall of 1970, Lahti said.
"But for the fall of 1969 our
head count enrollment already
is estimated at 5,000 to 6,000,"

by a citizens' committee and
one third as great as that estimated

by educational

con-

sultants previous to the college's opening

in

1966.The

board is presently deliberating

' on two factors, the proposed

AT LEAST 1,000 students
are expected at Harper in September, Bill Mann, dean of
business estimated, But this
(Continued on page.2)

Builders Agrees to Hearing
On West Park Proposals
Heights subdivision residents

By Ted Lacey

who want the proposed 20 -

Builder Salvatore DiMucci acre park at the southwest corasked the Mount Prospect Vil- ner of Busse Rd. and Lonnlage Board to"make a decision quist Blvd. developed attendone way or the other" last ed last night's meeting..
Some were prepared to pro night on its end of the West
Park plan.

ments have been made to stage

Gripe
Of The

Judiciary Committee hearing

Day

Mayor

afB

Robert

Teichert

said, however, that arrange-

Jim Watters, center fielder for the Orioles goes back for a high fly. Watters, of 507 Holly Av.,
Mount Prospect converted it into a vital "out" to aid his team's cause. (photos b) 'Jac Stafford)

a special Village Board

on the matter July 30. The Village Board then would make a

Aug. 5 hearing.
"Okay," DiMucci said.
of Colonial
A group

get all

,(

the extra papers.
P.K.

Parks Get $12,000
Advance on Taxes
"A budget committee was appointed consisting of Commis-

sioners Dennis Schachner,
chairman; Kuhns; Joseph Les-

niak, board treasurer, and

ending June 30, 1969. Because

of the late issuance of real

director Ronald
Greenberg as an ex -officio
member.
Greenberg said that he had
been clearing the park site on
the south side of Palatine Rd.
recreation

explained that this is money
that ordinarily would be received during the fiscal year

estate bills, payments were not midway between Illinois 83

A-41.,('

"
It's the first batter up last week as a game opens between the Orioles and White So; in the fifth
and sixth grade league of the Baseball for Boys program conducted Lv the River Trails Park District. The Orioles went on to win the spirited contest 8 -to -6, leaving tad, team with a 1 -and -1 record
in their league

Mount

Prospect

Park Dis-

trict's acquisition of the proposed park site.

Colonial Heights late last
year sought and won annexa-

signed with a permanent lake
that would expand during
storms to serve as a retention
basin. It reportedly would be
capable of solving that subdivision's flooding troubles.
RESIDENTS OF the Mount
Shire subdivision attended the
meeting too, prepared to protest if the board looked favorably on the rezoning for apartments DiMucci wants for five

due until July 1 and collections and Schoenbeck Rd. for future
use.
have been late.
It was announced that a conWilliam
tract is being prepared for
Board President
Kuhns noted the need for more Greenberg as recreation direcpark ordinances, listing one on tor on a half-time basis from
closing hours as urgent. The Sept. I to May 1, 1970. He
swimming pool now has a clos- served on this basis during
ing time of 9 p.m., but there 1968-69 up to the summer proare no regular posted hours for gram. The contract is schedulclosing at park sites. -Closing - ed to be itffereCt to him at the
times now are set individually next board meeting.

tirely of board members, is

$100 and those costing $100

headed by Mrs Walter Berg.

and more.

furnishing the library building
when the $52,000 remodeling

Mrs Ross Clark and Mrs
James Viger

and expansion job -there

Other committee members are

is

complete

The growth and development committee, made up en-

-

-- -

The things needed are non budget items, and the commit-

tee has divided ire list into
two

parts --items less

than

The committee will solicit
gifts from individuals, organizationg and business firms.
Persons interested in contributing will be able to look at
catalogs at the library.

Some of the items on the

"less expensive" list

are a
1

4

stenographer's chair, a file
cabinet for the children's librarian, a set of Boy Scout merit
badge manuals, a film separator rack and foreign language
records.

the list of items more
than $100 in cost are carpeting
for the upstairs children's

room, a 16 millimeter movie

cerned
night.

residents

spoke last

the existing two -acre retention

basin on the proposed park

site. He was forced, however,
- to deed it to the village some
time ago as a result of massive

Golf Rd. would help him recoup his financial loss if he'
sold the park site to' the park

the matter

was

iYl

The Drainage and Clean

Streams Commission considered the park plan and lent its
official backing because of the
advantages to the village in
flood control.
DiMucci originally owned

district.
Because

shifted over to the judiciary

t".

The Plan Commission had
recommended that the Village
Board deny DiMucci's rezoning request, saying the request
carried
improperly
was
through.

acres north of Goff Rd. and

litigation

zoning of the land north of

district, he claims.

"%Make decision one ,say or
the other," Salvatore DiMucci

last .night asked the Village
Board concerning a rezoning
he needs before lie sells West
Park site to the park district.

Tires Stolen
John Mufich, of Mufich
Buick, 801 E. rand Rd., Mount
Prospect, told police that three
chrome wheels and three tires
had been stolen from a new car
parked in the agency's lot early
yesterday.

Anti -Airport Noise Unit
Blasts 15 -Month Survey
By K. C. Radtke
T h e organizer of

the

recently formed 01-lare Arca
Noise Abatement Control
Council has criticized a proposed 15 -month airport noise
survey as "too long to wait."
George

Franks,

Franklin

Park businessman and chair-

man of the O'Hare council,
id

a

15 -month

survey

planned by the Northeastern

"Fifteen months is a long
If we postpone each
problem meeting after meettime.

ing, the problem will eventually resolve itself, but by then we

will all have died of old age,"
Franks commented.

THE NIPC announced last
week that it would use a
$66,000 grant awarded them
by the Department of Housing

and Urban Development to
Illinois Planning Commission
(NIPC) "would take Rib - --study -air pcirt.'norSe. iireiblems
in the 233 -square mile region
long."
surrounding . O'Hare International Airport.
Franks group, formed earlier this spring, consists of representatives from at least 15
villages who are wOrkf in -a
projector, drapes for the new
mutual effort to "pr ssure"
downstairs office, a picture
such groups as the Federal
and map file and several book
Aviation Agency, the Civil
trucks.
Aeronautics Board. Conaress
Mrs. Berg said that a label
and state legislators for 'noise
ing machine is needed to comabatement controls.; .
plete the children's room. She
added that carpeting is needed
" The council directs itself to
for the children's rooih to re.funneling local action through
duce noise.
-tour committees, a legislative

Panel Seeking Gifts To Furnish Library
The Mount Prospect Public
Library board has selected a
committee to solicit gifts for

committee, none of the con-

between DiMucci
and the village.
DiMucci already has plans
drawn for building houses on
the rest of the property. The re-

west of Busse, before he will
sell the park site to the park

The Prospect Heats Park for special events.
District has received from the
state a $12,000 advance on tax
collections to enable it to operate without issuing tax anticipation warrants.
Park Board Atty. John Haas

of the contingencies for the

tion to the park district so it
could benefit from- the proposed park. The park is de-

To be the last. person on.
a paper boy's route and you

decision on the basis of that

test if the Village Board voted
on the Plan Commission's
recommendation to deny one

-

committee a data collection

committee, the airport traffic
and planning committee, and a
noise abatement procedures
committee.
Its most recent public meet-

ing was held May 22 in Bensenville. Franks said the council is presently engaged in a letter campaign asking village officials to assign a chairman

and co-chairman to attend its
future meetings.

THE NIPC study projecting to 1975 will be centered
on regulating land use near
airports rather than abating jet
engine noise. A preliminary
report will be issued within 12
months for HUD's review.
NIPC officials are awaiting re-

turn of their signed contract
for HUD before beginning the
y.
actual
Franks said his group is at-

fackitt each' air traffic problem separately and.attempting

to.pin.the airport ,noise controversies to a well-defined

noise pattern.
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7 Intrepid Suburbanites. Ready for Moon Trip Now
By Janet Rohan

the moon. Two others felt they
might like to go later "when all

The eyes of America are

the bugs have been worked

said ,tnever." One said he had
an adventurous spirit and the
other three felt they might like
to go later.

turned toward Cape Kennedy out," and the remaining seven
today, where three astronauts said they are ready to go now.
One person who expressed
start a long journey to land the,
an interest in going to the
first man on the moon.
moon said he would start the
Twenty-one northwest suburban residents were inter- first barbershop there. Another one would go "if he were
viewed yesterday on their
accompanied by Liz Taylor."
views of the historic event.
Ten religious leaders were
THIRTEEN OF them said also asked if they had any dethey would never care to go to.. sire to travel to the moon. Six

MANY OF THE people

had mixed reaction% to the
space

program.

The

Rev.

Howard Mueller, Good SaUnited Methodist
Des Plaines, said,
"The expenditure of huge
sums of money could be used
maritan
Church,

to rectify some of our social

problems. The public should although the Rev. James R.
Hines, phstor of Brentwood
question priorities."
Rabbi Nathan Levinson, Baptist Church, Des Plaines,
5232 Brummel, Skokie, said, thought it might develop a
"God has given us intelligence sense of pride in man's
whickwe should use to its full- achievement. It will make us
est extent." However, if our Moore independent of God." .."
Thirteen of the 21 people insocial problems are not solved
it would not be worth "gaining terviewed on the street favored
the heavens and losing the the space program. Some felt
the results were worth the cost
earth."
None of the 10 religious fa the space program. One
leaders said the space program ,man claimed- that "people

conflicted with their beliefs want adventure. It's the only

The township boards

Mann of Mount Prospect, users of the Northfield Townof

Wheeling and Northfield

Townships met in a joint session Tuesday evening in Glenview

to discuss the devel-

opment of a sewer system in

the unincorporated areas of
Wheeling Township.

After Dec. 31 the Metro-

politan Sanitary

District,

which maintains sewer facilities for most of Cook County,
will not issue more permits for
sewer connections in unincorporated areas to, other than
local governments. Wheeling
Township's government is
preparing to begin developing

a sewer system for the unincorporated areas of Wheeling
Township.

NORTHFIELD

lington Heights.
Supervisor Mark Clayton of
Northfield Township presided
at the joint meeting. He summaried the development of the
Northfield Township sewer

which to develop a township
sewer system," said Clayton.
"One is to install sewers in an

system. There are at present

unincorporated area where
there are immediate users. The
other is to take over an existing
sewer system in the unincorpo-

1,650 families and commercial

w-cl area."

SHIP is at present the only
township in Cook County

maintaining its own sewer sysin the unincorporated
areas The system was begun in
tem

1955

Those attending

from

Wheeling Township Tuesday
evening were Supervisor Ethel
Kolerus of Mount Prospect,
Auditor Merle Willis of
Wheeling, Auditor Ronald

Wittmeyer of Arlington
Heights, Auditor Fred Rei-

sharply wan the recently established Maine-1, Iles Jr. College opens in Ma_kie township
in the fall'of 19-70.

"I think, had it not been for
the

charge -back

monies,"

Lahti said, "we would already

have had to have a referendum"
Mann estimated that the
loss of charge back students
occurring when the Maine
Township Jr. College opens
will probably decrease Har-

which already has been established.

after 25
years will go into effect at

drew's

retirement

that time, bringing to a close

T h e appropriation will down as follows:
-$1,791,722 for general
make money available to meet
the budget of $2,636,748 corporation purposes.

junior college, Mann pointed
out. He named other districts,
such as Du Page County Jr.
College and Sauk Valley Jr.
College, which plan autumn
referendums to increase tax
levies.

"Inflation has been busy at
work...we are significantly off

on our estimated enrollment
and we just can't support the
number of students we're getting at an 11 cent tax levy,"
Mann explained.

per's revenue by $300,000 or
even $400,000.

referendum issue.

ment since 1944, and a six year term as chief.

"WE'RE STUDYING

vrt'

The appropriation was to be
-$205,700 fo-r garbage colless, but the Village Board Filection service.
--$300,138 for street and nance Committee recently decided that increases should be
bridge fund.

made in the draft of the ordinance, Kilroy said, for the following:

-Meeting and travel expenses for village manager applicants.
-Outside legal costs, be-

cause some of Mount Pros-

pect's legal cases are being par-$46,200 for police pension celed out to outside attorneys.
--A "substantial increase"
fund.
-$40,700 for fireman's pen- in the building department for
the possibility of hiring an adsion fund.

-$66,622 for parking sys- ditional inspector for the big

building projects pending in
tem revenue fund.
-$88 1,668 for Waterworks the village.
-Custodians, chairs and reand sewerage fund.
postpone buying and are in the
-5165,600 for the public li- pairs for public bdildings.
--Three additional men for
process of developing a prior- brary.
'
the police department, if
ity list. We also must inneeded.
vestigate how many other ref-A fire inspector for the fire
erendums are being proposed
department.
within our district by other
--An additional engineer for
school districts and villages."
the engineering department to
Lahti said the board and
help handle accelerated build other administrators will be
The yearbooks for Central ing in the village.
better able to determine just
-A feasibility study to con how crucial the need is for a and Lincoln junior high
referendum after officials schools, Mount Prospect, will sider expansion of the municistudy and approve Harper's be distributed on Friday, July pal building.
25, instead of Monday, July
proposed 1969-70 budget.
HOMEOWNERS POLICY
21, as had been announced.

Distribution

Set for Jr.
High Yearbooks

David Johnson Aid Ken- WAYNE BRENNAN

A public hearing on the neth Webster, teacher spon-

budget will be held at 8 p.m.
Aug. 14 in the Harper administration

Algonquin

center,

THE places where we can and Roselle Rds.

the flight as Apollo I1, only
half as many knew that Neil
Armstrong was chosen to be
the first American to land on

Only six of these 31 people
moon. Several thought
Frank Borman was chosen as believed that.man's landing on
the first to land there. Borman the moon would be the climax
was in the recent Apollo 10 to our space program; the remaining 25 people said it was
mission.
Most of the 31 people ihter- just the real beginning.
the

The history of the Prospect
Heights Fire Department and
Andrew's 25 years of service
go hand in hand. He was one
of the few who helped form the

District in July, 1944. It became a taxing body, recognized by the state, on Oct. 4,
1945. It covers the area east of
Rd., west of
Wheeling,. north of 'Euclid, and
south of Palatine Rd., with the
exception of 20 acres known as
Dobbins Farm, south of Palatine Rd. on Wheeling. At that

his career with' the depart- Schoenbeck

"Normally the appropriaAn ordinance to appropriate $3,679,067 for .the vil- tion is 10 per cent above the
--$18,139 for civil defense
lage's fiscal year beginning budget," Finance Committee
May 1, 1969 and ending April Chairman Jack Kilroy said. fund.
-$48,480 for Illinciis Mu The budget sets the limit on
30, 1970 is near passage.
Last night the Village Board spending, but a greater n i c i p a l Retirement Fund
held a first reading for the or- amount is appropriated be- (IMRF)
--$35,411 for public benefit
dinance. After the second cause tax receipts are always
reading at the next meeting, below the full estimated figure. fund.
--$78,687 for general oblithe appropriation ordinance
The appropriation breaks gation bond and interest fund.
may be passed.

Lahti said Harper officials
were quite worried about the
"climate" for announcing any

MAINE TOWNSHIP residents recently approved a 17
cent tax levy for their future

Fire Department. Chief An-

William K. ndrew

Expect Tax Rate Hike
(Contiried4rom Page I )
number 1,s 'likely to decrease

As of Aug. 1, William K.
Andrew will no longer be the
chief of the Prospect Heights

$3.6 Million Approprta Lion
Ordinance Nearing Passage
By Ted Lacey

TOWN-

By Tom Harrison

ship sewer system. The system
was begun 14 years ago.
"THERE ARE two ways in

Clerk Dorothy Hauff of Arlington Heights and Bookkeeper Fran Brosseit of Ar-

ALTHOUGH 14 bf these
21 people correctly identified

viewed felt a sense of pride that
an American might be the first
to land on the moon. Yet many
of these people said they would
not be upset if a Russian would
land on the moon "espeoially
if we got there shortly after."

Prospect Hts. Fire Chief
To End 25 -year Service

Wheeling, Northfield Twp.
Aides Discuss Sewer Plan
By Richard Crabb

way we progress."

sors of the two yearbooks, said

WESTGATE SHOPPINGI
CENTER

392-4080
that the books may be picked
up at the two schools on July ARLIN T N HEIGHT
25 from 9 a.m. to noon.

../44,4/4.4.4404/4006/4iPs

the Community Church on

Illinois 83, to help teach
handicapped children
the

learn to respond to the fire
signal. And, also for the benefit of school children, Chief
Andrew put into effect a ser-

which had been purchased

with the profits made at tWo
carnivals sponsored by the departtpent.
In 1948 Andrew was elected
vice president of the Fireman's
Ass'n. Also in 1948, construc-

tion was begun on the fire-

house. It finally was completed
in April, 1949. At that time,
there were 500 residents in the

district, and many of them,
along with the firemen, con-

tributed their time and abilities

to help with the construction
of the station.

IN 1963 Andrew was
elected chief of the department.

During his term as chief,

Andrew was forced to eliminatethe yearly carnivals of the

However, one lady suggested the next step after landing on the moon was "to have

a flight that would go somewhere over the rainbow."

Church Social
Trinity United Methodist
Church, 605 Golf Rd., Mount
Prospect, will hold an ice

cream and cake social on its
lawn Friday, July 18 from 7

I, E G A 1,

NOTICES
r

for

ox

2 5 5.1 111D

ies of monthly bulletins on fire

safety, which are distributed
to

all

the school children
the
area.

no, and 5 spoiled ballots.
Andrew, in Oct. of 1946 was

foresee

until 9 p.m.
Proceeds will be used to prodepartment, replacing them
with yearly dances, also put on vide Christmas decorations for
by the Fire Department. He the church.
also headed the installation 'of
fire alarms, free of charge, in

time the Fire District was ap- in
proved by a vote of 53 yes, 9'

one of the first two engineers
to receive instructions on the
operation of firetruck 172,

THEY COULD

travel to Mars when our technology has become advanced.
Rev. Norbert W. Meyer,
Redeemer Lutheran Church,
Park Ridge, said, "Ten years
ago I didn't think it was even
possible to get to the moon."

I,EGA
IN( VI' I C S
for legal
2 5 5.1 WO
Certificate on File
with the County Clerk
Date July 1, 1969
Cert. No. B-19969

NOTICE OF

INVOLUNTARY ANNEXATION
The President and
Hoard of
Trustees will consider passage of an
ordinance to Involuntarily annex the
following described 'property, towit.
'The South 560 feet of Lot "F" and

the South 560 feet of Lot "J" lying
west of the center line of Weller
Creek and that part of Lot "K" lying
west of the center line of Weller
Creek and North of .a line drawn
from a point on the West line of said
Lot "K" which is 283.66 feet North of
the Southwest corner of said Lot "K"
and which runs East from the
aforesaid point along Q line parallel
to the South line of said Lot "K" all in
Kirchoff's Subdivision of the Northwest V4 of the Northwest 1/4 and the
North 10 chains of the Southwest 1/4

of the Northwest V. of Section 11,
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Township 41 North, Range 11, East
"An Act in relation to the use of an of the Third Principal Meridan.
assumed name in the conduct or
This ordinance will be ,presented
transaction of business In this State," at the regular meeting of the Presias amended, that a certificate was dent and Board of Trustees of the

filed by the undersigned with the Village of Mount Prospect to be held

County Clerk of Cook County, file No. on Tuesday, August 5, 1969 comF,-19969 on the 1st day of July, 1969 mencing at the hour of 8:00 P. M. in
-under the assumed name(s) of MAR- the Village Hall, 112 East Northwest
TY and MIKE'S COUNTRY STORE with Highway, Mount Prospect, Illinois,
place of business located at 1713
This notice is pursuant to the IlFoundry Rd. Mt. Prospect 60056. The linois Revised Statutes pertaining to
true name(s) and address(es) of same,
owner(s) is MARTINS HELLER 3840 Jar - DONALD W. GOODMAN

lath, Lincolnwood; MICHAEL BOHM Village Clerk
6829 N. Seeley, Chicago.
Published in

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Published In
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Wednesday, July 16, 1969

Wednesday, July 16, 1969
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This Week Only at.jewel-Osco!

4" 46

Save now by taking advantage of this special onetime offer. Osco is offering a full 5"x7" natural color photo- .
graph of your children for just 99c per child. And for that extrcr-nice touch, we mount each portrait in a handsome fea-

but s..00dirah,

&to

ct- tit

ther -edged presentation folder. Just stop in while shopping.
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*Children 10 Years of age and older, $2.95

AIRY! 4 DAYS
ONLY AT OSCO

arlington \ark towers

Thurs. July 17, 10 A.M.-7 P.M.
Fri. July 18, 10 A.M.-7 P.M,
Sat. July 19, 10 A.M.-5 P.M.
Sun. July 20, 10 A.M.-2 P.M.
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The Most Beautiful Clothes, anywhere, any season
Playboy Club Hotel
Lake Geneva, Wis.

Arlington Park Towers
Arlington Heights

DowntOWn Beloit
Beloit, Wis.
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Prices effective
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STAMPS
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SAVE 10,
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CHOPS
PORK

CASH

25

SAVE 250

11.11lUt

On This Purchase of

*Fresh,

10in chops Spareribs
cook. slow
for
and
Sauce
30 to 40
Cover
chop.
12 tbIspns.BBQ
done, about several
sides in
ly until
both
Turn chopsare thorof
chops on

G pork

ribs or

YOUNG DUCKLINGS
11,

minutes. that they
l tblspn.
Brown
chop.
times so
Spread
with sauce
skillet. on top of etch slowly
covered
oughly
Cook.
sauce
six.
'Turn
tightly.
Serves
Cover
minutes.
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tblspn.
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CASH
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CASH
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When you're looking for
Great for barbecuing ...
they're lean and meaty

in
flavor
Tantalizing
every slice Get the best
for breakfast at National

Quartered Pork Loin

Country Style

HILLSIDE

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed
Beef Lean Tender

PORK

SPARE
RIBS

SLICED

CUBE

BACON

STEAK

try style goodness of pork
chops.

CHOPS

HILLSIDE

KING Chopped

SKINLESS
WIENERS

BEEF

GROUND
CHUCK

114

50 411 GR

STAMPS

Ch., Cr-la. I Ivreltait 48

STEAK

STEAKS
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Coupon Expires

lUaitifiatiadg,frr

20 -oz.

rt STAMPS

32-os. EH. Liquid
EASY LIFE WHITE CLEANER

RATH Blackhawk
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ROAST
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chef. Sove at National
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Day Light
-

By Joseph Stubenrauch

If you work for nothing,

They AlsQ Serve

the welfare of Americans, it
orginated in 1965.

No matter,-the trend in-

full-time, you belong to an exclusive group.

dicatecl, is what stirs attention.

business. In fact, you ARE big

meant some helpful middle-

You are also part of big

business.

The group to which you belong is a big array of people
According to the figures

just released by the Manpower administration in the federal
Department of Labor, it's the
equivalent of 900,000 persons.

WE SAY "equivalent" because the estimate is based on

what volunteer workers contributed during a typical week
in early November. While the

survey is current and is the
first national study of volunteer work in areas involving

Gone are the days when a
volunteer almost automatically

most of the men who volunteer
businessmen and other.
workers with full-time jobs.
are

THIS HAS become increasingly true, if you just note the
roster of northwest suburban

Meadows, employed by Victor
Comptometcr Corp.; Riibert
Pitner, Schaumburg, an executive at Continental Illinois
National Bank; and John

McGimly, Elk Grove Village,
of De Soto, Inc.
These men are indicative of
the high -caliber of today's volunteer workers, who have been
called on .by President 'Nixon

to search out new ways and

men, called CAB, obtained the

means to meet some of the na-

because

part-time' loan of these men
from their companies to aid in
the drive for 22,000 pledges
for hard-core disadvantaged

tion's problems. HUD Secre-

persons needing jobs.

ban area, the volunteer work-

soup to an ailing neighbor,
ready with bandages, nursing
care, tending of children during a family crisis.

The trend shows that more
young people, old people, minority group members and
low-income persons
other
make up the surge to the ranks

of volunteer workers. And,

Included in this group are
Adrian F. B. Kruse, Arlington
Heights, and Clifford G.
Boggs, Mount Prospect, both

Ernst &

Ernst

'executives;

George C. Kissamis, Rolling

IN OUR northwest subur-

more likely he was to engage in
volunteer service.
The entire document, called

ers contribute their efforts in
many operations totally unrelated to the struggle to nail
down jobs for hard-core unemployed. From the neighbor
who makes door-to-door calls

It

"I SAID, CITY NOISE LEVELS ARE BECOMING
AWFUL-I SAID, CITY NOISE LEVELS . . ."

the State Department will live
in individual homes in the area
from Aug. 5 to Aug. 28.

be Vro5pect Dap
"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

.1

-- Marshall Field III
Wednesday, July 16, 1969
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John E. Stanton. Editor and Publisher

Robert C. Smith. General Manager

The Experiment providts
for groups to spend two summer months in a foreign country. Part of the time is spent in
the home of a family, and the
rest seeking out or studying a
particular interest.

ALL MEMBERS of this
particular group are members
of an English Speaking Club.
Obviously, then, there will be
no language problem. They all

speak English and Arabic or

French. Groups of Experimenters usually have a
common study interest or
field.

The home visit is really the

William J. Kiedaisch

Managing Editor
The Day is published daily. Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, Ill. 60016
Subsea-10km rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount l'rospect, III. 60056

to

contact
Mrs. Beckwith at 392-0348.
She will set up an appointment
to visit and interview applicants.
are

encouraged

Many times host families

have a family member of comparable age to the visitor, but
this is not necessary. There is

no financial obligation to the
host family other than the hos-

pitality provided.
Families already screened
who will be providing homes
for the Tunisian visitors next
month

are:

Mr. and Mrs.

Thomas Coombs, 3700 Bobwhite Ln., Rolling Meadows;
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hender-

son, 413 Na-Wa-Ta, Mount
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Prospect;
Charles Kimball, 600 Go-

Wando, Mount Prospect; Mr.
and Mrs. Burr Whitlock, 300
E. Berkshire, Mount Prospect;
Mr. and Mrs.,Jack Woods, 212
E

St.,

School

Prospect

Heights, and Mr. and Mrs.

Robert

Beckwith,

1002

heart of the prograM. 'Each

Greenfield Ln.t Mount Pro-

student has the opportunity to
understand and 'appreciate a
new culture by living it.
Six homes in the area have
already been selected as host

spect:

homes for the Tunisian stuand five more are
needed. Mrs. Robert Beckwith
of 1002 Greenfield Ln. in
dents,

Mount Prospect is the chairman of the local Experiment
group and will house the leader of the group. Together they
will plan and coordinate activities.

DOCTOR SAYS

for one of the Experimenters

are
EXPERIMENTERS
not to be treated as guests, but
as members of the family.
They are all in the 18 to 30 age
bracket.
Basically, the Experiment
in International Living program is an education program

- educating the people of one
country to live with the people
of'Another.
The Tunisian group will vis-

it New York City and Wash-

agencies using

dozen

Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402 for 50 cents. It's

ing up the regular staffers in

an eye-opener in its impressive

many local hospitals and nursing homes, there'is an array of
tasks that is truly diversified.

fanfare or self -praise.

scope of today's needs, which
rather than
have
grown
dwindled since it was started

The big business of volunteering has at least one of every

week stay in this area, they will
attend classes at the University
of Bridgeport.

person age 14 and over contributing his labor to some
health, educational or welfare

service. Of these nearly 22
This is the third year our million people, half worked
area has been host to a group of fewer than five times during

Experimenters. Last summer, the year, spending less than 25
a group of university students hours.
from Japan visited here. The
AGAIN, nearly half the
previous year, teachers from 'volunteer group was made up
Germany were local guests.
of persons between 25 and 44
"Host families," says Mrs. years of age, the time period in

recital of the fact, with little
MORE OR less, it proves
what we've always felt was so,
in the words of poet John Milton, "they also serve who only
stand and wait."
It's easy to forget the lines
Milton .wrote which precede
this last line of his sonnet on
blindness, in which he points
out that God does not need
man's work or "his own gifts"
and can bid thousands to rush

about "o'er land and ocean
without rest," and that whoev-

er bears his "mild yoke" is
serving best.
If the mildness of your yoke

sometimes starts to rub you
raw , Volunteer, thinking
about the above may provide a
little salve.

Beckwith, "claim it to be a
most rewarding experience."
WORST JOKE of the Day:
Teacher (rapping on deck):
"Order please!"

,s1/)0a2i)

0111:11

"t ,/,

Sleepy voice from back row:

"Hamburger with onions for
me."

USS Lexington

Reunion Set
Edward Oravec, 16 Hiawatha Trails, Mount Prospect,
and Roy Ingles, 1348 Second

Av., Des Plaines, will attend
the 1970 reunion of servicemen who served on the Navy's

Second Aircraft Carrier, USS

Lexington, from

1927 until

May 8, 1942, when it was sunk
in the Battle of the Coral Sea.

The reunion will be held in
Cincinatti. Any persons who
were ever on this ship and are
interested in attending the reunion may contact Walter
Reed, U.S.N., 5410 N. Broadway, Oakland, Calif.

-23
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W. G. BRANDSTADT.M.D.

During the hot summer hours during the day. Air and

a small dose of sunlight will

ful

enough to creep, he should

clear up, the rash.

FOR MOST of the

that your baby is outdoors -in
the summer you must protect
should give you the message. his delicate skin and his eyes
This can make him very fret- from the sun. If he is old

Heat rash is best prevented wear a broadbrimmed hat
by not overdressing him and when he is in the sun.
Offer him water every hour
by mopping up his perspiration, especially, on his neck or two even if he doesn't drink

much of it. He can't get up
and get it for himself. And
A TEPID bath two or three when he does want it, he

and other skin preases.

followed by

times a day,
dusting his skin

with corn-

starch or a heat rash powder,

wants it badly.

Q - OUR SON, 8, passes

helps to prevent or cure

out whenever he gets hurt. As

the affected areas with a

bruises his head. What causes

prickly heat. Or you may dab a result he sometimes falls and

solution of one teaspoon of this? Will he outgrow it?
A - FAINTING is caused
' baking soda in a cup of water.
When the room tem- by failure of sufficient blood
perature is 85 or more your to reach the brain. It is 'fairly
baby doesn't need to wear common for a painful exanything but a diaper. Some perience to cause fainting in
babies, however, arc more children. A child who is subcomfortable on a hot day if ject to such spells should learn
they also wear a light un- to lie down immediately, no
matter where he is, at the first
Spare him the agony of feeling or expectation of pain.
waterproof pants whenever Most children do outgrow this
possible, If- such pants cause trait th
dershirt

Q-In a recent column you
you should
leave off his diaper for, a few' mentioned the dangers of indiaper

a

haling asbestos dust. I have
been using asbestos plate over.

the gas flame on my kitchen
stove. Could this endanger my

time

rash,

Hideaword
SPRAGEE

health?

of asbestos dust would get into the air from this source.

Q-I have glaucoma and am
taking Equanil. Will it aggra-

Make as many four letter or more words Out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

this drug has caused a slight
decrease in acuteness of vision,

it does not aggravate glaucoma. In any case, prolonged
use of this drug is not advised.

Q-Will Butisol have a harmful effect on my glaucoma?

A-There have been no reports that this habit-forming
drug will aggravate glaucoma.'
Q- My doctor tested my ocu-

Answer on Ciimic Page

s.

so

lar tension and said it was
slightly elevated. He wants me

to have another check in six
months. 1 recently read art ar-

ticle in which the author was
very much opposed to these
tests. What do you think?

-A.-Anyone with the slightest
suspicion of an increased ocu-

lar tension should have a re, check after not more than six
months and anyone over 40

S.

Charlie Stubbs of Arlington Heights,
III., does not believe everything he
sees. When his American Scene
game card said he had Ikon $250,
he double-checked with Standard
Oil Dealer Bill Gibler. Believe usit's the world's easiest game. Rub
off The silver spot on the card.
If it says you win, you win.

should have

his tension
checked every two years. Early
detection of glaucoma prevents blindness.

mentioned soaking the feet in

formalin to get rid of plantar
warts. What strength should be
used?

'

A-Soak theniin a I :200solu27 good, .35 excellent

I It happens often on The American Scenp,

vate my glaucoma?
A-Although in some persons

Q-In a recent column, you
-

J..

A-No appreciable amount

Join the winners in The American Scene at participating
Standard Oil Dealers. You don't have to buy anything...
and the prizes offered nationwide are great. Camaro SS
Convertibles...or Kingswood Estate Wagons...or just plain
cash. You may win...play The American Scene today.
Void where prohibited.. Licensed drivers only.

NN
STAN DA RD .)

don of formalin (not formaldehyde, which is stronger) for
20 minutes every night for seven or eight weeks.

M. Om

"Then may I say, Congressman, that you're against
goinginto debt but FOR deficit spending?

Baby Needs Cooling Off
On Hot Summer Days
days when you are trying to
keep cool don't forget that it
is important to keep your
baby cool, too. If you don't,
he can't complain to you in
words but his prickly heat

large

to raise funds for many good

they

before

has

been updated with iiiiireViP_Wr
in the summer of 1968 with a

causes to the hospital workers
who spend tedious hours back-

The survey presents facts

D.C.,

"Americans Volunteer,"

numbers of volunteer workers,
and is available from the U.S.

arrive here. After their three-

ington,

of their own chil-

dren's needs, 'still it was evi-

dent that the more schooling
and income a person had, the

close to four years ago.

PERSONS WHO would be
interested in providing a home

While it is possible that the

tary George W. Romney heads
this task force.

Lit Flores

Living, nine college students, a
leader and a representative of

volunteers consisted of parents
of school -age children.
last segment may have been in
some degree prompted to help

chronically unemployed. The
Chicago Alliance of Business-

that clue us as to the extent and

Under the program of The
Experiment in International

workers

were not in the "labor force,"
as such, and the majority of

gency gap, "finger in the dike"
like the Dutch boy hero, quick
to rush with a bowl of chicken

House Guests

here in August.

volunteer

women

and effort to step into the emer-

,

Heights area will be "home"
to Tunisian students visiting

most of this group being wom-

en. Almost two-thirds of all

men who were recently named
to work at getting pledges from
Chicago area firms to hire the

class middle-aged housewife,
cheerfully contributing time

Main Stree,

Eleven households in the
Mount Prospect - Arlington

adult life when demands on
their time is greatest, with

Chicago, III.
landord 011 Division Amfolcon 05 Company 0 1969, The American Oil Company,

1111

_
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ace Out to Mill Race Inn
By Dolores Haugh
If you want to spend a summer day browsing through unusual shops, languidly feeding

wild ducks by a river's edge
and relaxing over an excellent
meal, race for Geneva, 111.

name just a few.
The meal is tastefully
served, with warm homemade
bread nestled on its own bread
board. Lots of steaming coffee
accompanies the meal.

At the door there is a huge
basket of stale bread, and ev-

Walk into the Stone Room

eryone is invited to feed the

you'll find yourself propelled
back into history. In spite of

the mill race from the time

of The Mill Race Inn and

gleaming floors, landstone
hearth, brightly covered tables

and swift waitresses, this was
once a village 'blacksmith
shop, back in 1842.

ITS HARDLY

recogniz-

able now, for everything is
geared to add to your dining
pleasure. But you can keep his-

tory in mind by examining the
antiques that create the Inn's
interesting decor.
The restaurant 30 years ago

From one of the many dining areas of the Mill Race Inn, the outside grounds may be observed took its name from the mill
aglow with blooming flowers and shaped evergreens. Many cuttings of these plants enhance the race, a part of a stream or river
interior of the inn. A spindle -spoked wagon wheel, a lamp made from an antiquated jar all add to diverted to go over a mill
wheel. Such a mill wheel still
the charm of the restaurant.
exists, though it no longer
turns wheat to flour.
In 1842 the Bennett family

operated this flour mill, and
the blacksmith shop served the

farmers, re -shoeing their
mounts or farm animals while
the flour was being milled.

AFTER YOU'RE seated by
Stuart Johns, the owner, a
smiling waitress hands you a
blackboard slate on which the
tantalizing menu is written in
chalk. It includes such appetite
teasers as lobster and crab

ducks. These happy creatures
have enjoyed the sanctuary of
Anna and Margy Forsyth
owned it. The present owners
bought the place in 1953.

Mr. Johns has graciously
allowed us to share one of the
famous recipes prepared by his

chef, Richard Grimm
I cup wild rice
4 cups water
1 pound mushrooms
1 pound chicken livers

%S.

4A.
11111!

V4 cup butter

1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper

V. cup sherry wine

Boil rice in water 30 to 40
minutes. Do not stir. Steam
until fluffy. Drain. Saute
mushrooms and chicken livers

in butter and add flour. Mix.
Add broth. Cook until thickAdd seasonings
sherry. Serve over rice.
ened.

'

K

New additions have been added to the old blacksmith shop with such good taste that it is hard to
know where one ends and another begins. A large red room, a gallery and an enclosed porch have
all made more custmners more comfortable. The newest addition is an intimate cocktail bar and
sitting room in rough paneling. Note the old ice tea cooler with branches and the lovely etching of
the familiar ducks of the Mill Race Inn.

4 tablespoons flour
2 cups chicken broth

AMERICA'S LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN
EST...1940

OPEN

9:30

and

9 30

MILL RACE INN is open
from April through November. After you eat your fill,
feed the ducks and view the
well tended grounds you may
wish to visit The Scandinavian
Shop, The Fig Leaf, The Half
Size Shop, Little Travellers,

ONLY

meat newburg, baked apple Country Oven, a few of the
with cinnamon ice cream, many boutiques and specialty
baked custard with caramel shops. For less than an hour's
sauce ano hot apple pie, to drive a day's vacation is yours.

Prospect Tea cher To Wed
of Little Falls, Minn., are announcing the engagement of

their daughter, Barbara Jean,
to Jerome Ziliak, son of Edwin
M. Ziliak of Evansville, Ind.
Barbara Jean is a graduate

Awaided
Assistantship.

of St. Catherine's College in
St. Paul, Minn., and received
her master's degree from

Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Latterell

FOR THIS

Notre Dame.

CONSTANTLY

ZILIAK RECEIVED

his

B.A. degree from St. Edwards
University in Austin, Tex.,
and his master's degree from
the University of Notre Dame.
He is now teaching at Prospect
High School.
The wedding will take place
July 26 at 10:30 a.m. at St. Sebastian's Church in Chicago.

The delicious aroma of homebaked bread mingles with the spicy scents of cinnamon. On rainy
or chilly days a fire crackles in the old stone fireplace making guests feel right at home in the old
Stone Room., (Photos by Dolores Haugh)

Scott A. Nyquist, son of Mr.

and Mrs. A. C. Nyquist, 504

trinstra errnrrrri'
Page 5'

PROSPECT

Scott A. Nyquist

N. Wille, Mount Prospect, has
been accepted as a graduate
student in biochemistry at the

University of Minnesota and
awarded
tantship.

AIN&
Dolores Haugh- Woman's Editor

Scouts At

a

teaching

assis-

4Up0IL00000111L124.2.2_204001100111/'

long been builders -builders .of character, builders
of men, and builders of American freedom. It is a' tribute to

boys

your wonderful organization

Prospect They are Steve Clauter, son of Mr and Mrs.

Richard Gobrecht. son of Mr.

all your efforts.

N Russel, Tom Grady, son of

Mr and Mrs Thomas Grady
of S Na-Wa-Ta, Scott Hei-

Roger W. Krupa, son of Mr.
and Mrs.JohnJ. Krupa of 603 S.
William, Mount Prospect, ap-

of

Mr and Mrs Norman Hol-

lingshead of S George, and

ters

'

In -Drama

dorn, son of Mr and Mrs.

\

\11S4

,,:4,4,.'.w

Mrs. Sheridan T. Knight of 12.W. Camp McDonald Rd., Prospect Heights, bottle feeds her one

remaining baby possum, one of many small animals and birds around their home whom the

scoutmaster,- and -Knights have befriended. The mother possum, a favorite pet, was killed on the road and the

Kerkera, assistant scoutmas-

'

others, to the needy, to our
country has been the goal of

and Mrs Harry Gobrecht, of

Thomas Clatter and Walter

MISSES' SIZES 8 TO 18

and to all those connected with
it that service --service to

Thomas Clauter of N Dale;

THE LEADERS are John

... yes, this no -iron
wiltless little brass buttoned suit, for
only 3.99, goes "all
out" for'yOu!

have

attending, six are from Mount

Dunham,

S. Aldine, Park Ridge, president of the Northwest Suburban Council which is repre-

theme "Building to Serve."
The Boy Scouts of America

FUN"'

St

for you to wear
when you want to
look cool and
efficient at the office...
take off for the weekend or
vacation... charm someone
into offering you a seat on the
commuter train, subway,
or bus ...greet your work weary husband at the
'station... show that
certain someone how
pretty you look in white,
hoping he'll get the
idea of changing
"Miss" into "Mrs."

"NO FINER or more rep-

scouts will be expanding their
experiences and horizons and
most important of all --having

Mrs Robert Thiel of Cypress

COTTON...

resentative theme could have
been chosen for the Seventh
National Jamboree of the Boy
Scouts of America than your

learn And all the while, the

Glen Thiel, son of Mr. and

Scouts

President Nixon, who is the
honorary president of the Boy
Scouts of America, said:

be people to meet and things to

son

JACQUARD

leaders.

Alden G Barber, Chief
Scout Executive, says, "The
dates and place add up to an
atmosphere of sharing, learning, and competing There will

Brian Hollingshead,

To Boy

Scouts, Explorers, and adult .

sparkling clear lake

Donald Heidorn of S

WHITE

sented at the Jamboree by 40

scouting The site is Farragut
State Park in Idaho a wooded
wonderland, complete with a

40,000

Message

was on the dean's list for five of President Richard Nixon
hailed its theme "Building to
his eight semesters at Ripon.
Serve."
A copy of President Nixon's
message was released yesterday by Robert M. Sasser, 800

The Scout Jamboree occurs
only once every four years, but
it adds up to one week of real

Of the

SUIT OF

Nyquist recently received campers of the 7th National
his B.A. degree at Ripon Col- Jamboree of the Boy Scouts of
lege, Ripon, Wis. He was a America' at Farragut State
chemistry -biology major, and Park, Idaho, July 16 to 22,
Wednesday, July 16, 1969

-

2 -PIECE

In his message to the 35,000

Staild-in For Mama Possum 4

Jamboree

ON -THE -GO

Knights rescued her two small babies, still trying to nurse. Infuriated by careless drivers, parents
who let children use arrows or BB guns; or anyone who Injures or kills small animals and birds, the
Knights urge everyone to appreciate the harmless wild creatures that inhabit the area.

peared' in the production
"Bernadine" at Western Illinois Theatre Work Shop.
He will be playing one of the
leads in "View From the
Bridge," to be presented July
22 to 26.
Krupa is a 1967 graduate of
Prospect High School.

MIDWEST BANK CARD

Welcome Here!

DES

HOFFMAN
ESTATES
110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

DUNDEE

PLAINES

220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

1507 RAND ROAD

Page
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Pat Day Collects Postcards
her collection from her own

11) Mar:. Bruce

cards, expositions, art types.
and novelties.
advertising

Thrir'teen-year-old Pat Day
of 1513 Rosehill, Arlington
Heights. is one of the growing

Most collectors specialize. collecting famous people, places
like main streets of towns.
bridges, trains or churches. ,It

group of deltiologisK in this

likely spots. in old trunks in the

attic. sewing boxes or tucked
away in old hooks as hook markers. Collectors arc always

of just one type.
Since most postcard collec-

looking for early World's Fair
cards or cards showing

tors arc eventually forced to

sunbonnets. early train wrecks
and. disasters. such as
fires or hurricanes and. of course. early airplanes.
Although Pat has not found

specialize because of the wide
variety. Pat has found her
interest is in the St. Patrick day
cards. She has a large number

style.

take

PAT SUGGESTS looking
for old cards in the most un-

is still possible to build a very
fine and interesting collection

area. Sound impressive? Well.
it should. Deltiologists are
and enthusiastic
dedicated
postcard collectors, searching
out and collecting postcards as
though they were going out of

Deltiologists

money.

their

name fro*, the Greek word.
Aleltion." meaning small

of unusual types. She is also
very proud of her presidential
cards, especially the ones depitcing Abraham Lincoln.
She also has many cards
made from unusual materials.

card. The penny postcards that -

were printed by various publishing houses at the turn of the
century are popular collectibles.
Collecting postcards and

making albums to keep them
in was a craze even 50 years

ago. so there are numerous
albums left to lure the dedicated collector today.

I-

Fun cards which were mailed at the turn of the century add interest and n note of hum\or to Pat's
collection.

a local friend who shares her

.

interest in collecting cards, she

has received help and

such as wood and leather. post-

information by belonging to
the Windy City Post Card
Club which sends out bulle-

marked and sent through the

tins.

..

magazines and general

mail about 1906.

information to anyone.

Both of Pat's parents arc
ardent antique collectors and
have encouraged her in her

The next time you receive a
postcard in the. mail. remember the adage. "one man's

interested.

another's treasure."
Someday you may have a del' tiologist in your house. It
could be a lot of fun!
trash is

hobby. Since most of the cards
cost about 15 to 25 cents and

POSTCARDS were" produced in tremendous volume
and in different types such as
greeting cards. comics view -

1

the rare or scarce tines about
SI she has been able to add to

1,;ciii

focuses on St. Patrick's Day and Valentine's Day and is shown

Post cards were sent on ,nearly every occasion, St. Patrick's
Day, Valentine's Day, New Years and Christmas. This exhibit

Presidential post cards make up one special section of Pat Day's collection. They are dated from
Washington's time through World War 1.

in a special table case.

DISCOUNT CENTER
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

6 E. CAMP McDONALD RD.

-

SALE DATES: THURS.
FEATURING NAME BRAND
COLOGNES NOTIONS

AQUA NET

MODESS

COLGATE

HAIR -SPRAY

Sanitary Napkins

13 oz. All Kinds

48's Sup & Reg.

Decorator
Toothbrush

2 Limit

M

3 9t

Air

2 Limit,

995

JR.

5Acl

2 oz. $1.19 Value

go4 3

for

s

With $1.00 Purchase

Skin Cleanser

CLAIROL
WILD STREAK

SCHICK AUTO 'BAND RAZOR

16 oz. $3.05 Value

$5.95 Value

with 5 Refills
$2.98 Value

PHISOHEX-

$ 1 69

$

$2,50 Value

1 04

-.,-... 2 Limit'

6 Limit

-

CALAMATUM

Q -TIPS

Skin Relief

384 COUNT

. Spray - 5 Oz.

$2.19 Value

'

$1.69 Value

804

,

$1 09
1

2 Limit

PENS

'

with Refill

'

74c Value

54

64

,,sc

2 Limit

Value

30 Tablets

19c
.

BRECK. MIST

STYROFOAM

AFTER SHAVE

Mauthwash/Gargle

- WIG HEADS

Lotion

$1.19 Value

Hair Spray

$1.50 Value

Ar2 iimit

.

2 Limit

Super Hold $1.50 Value

69

.

2 Limit

Full Heads

/2 Heads

1

39,
19'
2 Limit

$

4 9'

83c

2 Limit

Value

CREME

Lotion or Oil

4 oz. Spray 1

6 Oz. $2.25 Value

$, 39
II

2 Limit

8 oz. $1.50 Value

4
2 Limit

Limit

SOLARCAINE

Reg. or H. T. H.

14 oz. $2.49 Value

Toothpaste
Large Size

COPPERTONE

Hair Setting Lotion

X4RY

OR PEPSODENT

COLGATE

NOXEMA SHAVE

GET SET

ARRID

-by TONI

994

.

1 Limit

Limit

f

$1.75 Value

Lime - Reg. - Menthol
$1.29 Value

.

4

SUN IN

Alr2 Limit.............2

1 Limit

92

,2 Limit

90t

.

CEPACOL

HAI KARATE

16 oz. $2.00 Value

ANACIN ANALGESIC

BIC CLIC

ir 2 Limit

2Lmit

5 in Dispenser

19C

79c
Value

2 49

2 Limit

STEEL BLADES

,

CLOSED SUNDAYS

STYLE. WIG
WRIGLEY GUM PRELL SHAMPOO GILLETTE SUPER STAINLESS
Package'avor
Cleaner/Conditioner
IMPERIAL SIZE
I

ABSORBINE

0
'13

$1

79c Value

$ 09

A. 2 Limit

Mini and Regular Length

'

19

HRS. MON. TUES. WED. SAT. 9 til 7
THURS. FRI. 9 til 9

$2 79

100% HUMAN HAIR FALLS

- 18,

JULY 17,

SAT.

GIFT ITEMS

CIGARETTES

t
0
3

-

PHONE 394-3100

COSMETICS HEALTH AND BEAUTYAIDS
SUNDRIES

FRI.

2 Limit

.

$2.09
VALUE

29

2 Limit

FREE"
NYLON SCARF
with coupon
' I Limit
.

-

CHUCK STEAK
MADE

71

CUT

LB.

Ike

LB.

3
Super Right Boneless

A&P's Super Right Fresh

89.

UND CHUCK

A&P's Super Right Large

Jiffy Frozen-Pkg. of 8

1i.89

CHUNK BOLOGNA

RED BEEF STEAKS PKG.

A&P's Cap'n John

A&P's Super Right Fresh
LEG QUARTERS or
BREAST QUARTERS

ERS

89.

BEEF CHUCK ROAST

to

COD FILLETS

LB.

1-1b. Pkg.
Frozen

HONEYDEW
MELONS
LRO.

j,

SIZE

EA.

BLUEBERRY
"

,

RED
RIPE
HOLEiL

...brings you superior
quality at unmatched
values!
091figa-r-

YOGURT

-

1:1Wora:,_(

8-INCH SIZE
JANE PARKER
SAVE 10c

party ';--ware

ioc OFF

TIDE'
Del

Gnt.
Size

8 -oz.

Ctn.

DAILY

A&P

DETERGENT

Dne

TOMATO
SAUCE

SWISS STYLE
ASST. FLAVORS
BORDENS BRAND

FOLLOW THIS WEEKLY SCHEDULE

MINT

73

TOOTHPASTE

CAT LITTER
Makes Good Base
For Charcoal

ONLY 29c

EIGHTH WEEK -8-0.'_. CUP

lb.

we care

714 -oz:

Tube

B4ag

0
8 "

POTATOES

(COOKIES
,4b

100

Pkg.

Ctn.
Pkg.

P

KINGSFORD

Plaid.
Stamp gifts
make summer
livin' easier.

CHARCOAL
LIGHTER

TOMATO
JUICE
Can

MACARONI
SALAD -FRESH

AMISH

LADY BORDE
ICESAVE
CREAM
10c-Qt. Ctn.

BAR
CAKE

I

TASTE TEMPTING

JANE PARKER
SAVE 10c

SAVE 8c

SAVE 10c

SAVE 15c

__SAVE_Bc.
BROADCAST

SPAGHETTI

BREAKFAST BEVERAGE

VIENNA SAUSAGE

2 74... 21

1°'
Jar 78c

t:19c

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division AAP Store
thru Jul 19th, 1969

With this coupon and any purchase
al any Chicago Division AAP Star*

SAVE 8c

SAVE 8c

GILLETTE SUPER

:Ts 983

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division AAP Store
titre Jul 19th 1969

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store

SAVE 10c

SAVE 15c

thru July 19th, 1969

thru July 19th, 1969

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO, INC.-THESE PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU JULY 19thf.19tS9 IN ALL CHGO. DIVISION STORES
YOUR FRIENDLY A & P.SUPERMARKETS ARV 1.0C MID AT

\PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

MT. PROSPECT

BARRINGTON

36 N. Main. St.

.300 N. Hough St.

ARLINGTON NTS....
1601 W. Caniishellt

DES PLAINS
.- 81, Lee St,

H

a

Reed.
.

_

ARUNGTONIETS.

ELK GROVE

T81 II WS -tat! Rd.

Devon & Tonne Rd.

Wednesday, July 16, 1969
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So You Want to Be...

Vending Industry Needs Mechanics
operated machines that dispenSe hot canned foods and

The convenience of automerchan-

24 -hour

matic,

ready -to -eat dinners and, brew

dising and the great variety of
items provided by vending ma-

individual cups of .coffee fla-

chines have resulted in a .nationwide industry and
increasing job opportunities
for skilled mechanics to main-

vored to taste,

THERE WILL

increased employment all
through the 1970s in addition
to the job Openings resulting
frinii transfers, retirements.

tain and repair these machines.

There are perhaps 20.000 or
service

to

mechanics

more

more than four million vending machines.
Present-day

vending

he

ma-

chines include growing numbers of complex. electrically -

proved machines that dispense
a growing variety of merchandise: convenient round-the-

clock service, and the rising
costs of selling low-priced.
standard items through conventional methods.
Wage data is provided from
the union -management 'con-

tracts, covering a large num-

etc.

ber of these workers employed

Factors that have spurred
industry expansion in the past
are expected to continue
to. stimulate new growth:

by operating companies in 29
states and the District of Co-

introduction of new and im-

lumbia. Although these contracts show a very wide range

of straight -time hourly rates

Girl Puts Off Veterinary
Convention for Few Years
annual

106th

con-

eases. From the Roman times
to the 18th century, veterinary
practice was muffled by ignorance, superstitions and do -it -

Minneapolis,

in

Minn.. but Joyce M. Hansen
of Palatine is not present.
The reason is simple: She

-

you rsel f cures.

Strangely enough, the very
lack of animal disease problems here in the United States

would like very much to attend, but she is busy holding
down a job all summer so that
she can continue her studies at
the College of Veterinary
Medicine, University of Illinois, in Urbana.
She

is

working her way

through college.

SOMEDAY when she has
completed the six -year coon e
and has her degree in veterio
any

science

she

to make machine repairs.
In the repair shops, mechan-.

repair complex vending

ics

,

MOST VENDING

ma-

chine mechanics work both in
repair shops maintained by operators (companies that install
and service vending machines)

and at locations where machines are installed, such as
schools office buildings, fac-

tories. theaters, transportation
terminals and hospitals. Some
work only in repair shops: others work only in the field, traveling by car or small truck

may --who

delayed veterinary develthrough.

opment
Joyce NI. Hansen

made rapid advances. Two of
the leaders in the field who will
address the I 06th meeting arc
from Urbana.

the

mid -

1800s; The first domestic livestock imported- by Columbus
in 1493 apparently caused no
upsurge of disease or infection.
There is a lot more to learn
about the history and the

veterinary research, and Dr.

know-how of present veterinary techniques, and Joyce
will be required to master as
much knowledge in this specialized field as students of

Erwin Small, D.V.M., M.S.,

medicine are obliged to possess

THEY ARE Dr.

Joseph

knows'? --not only attend the
sessions of the 20,000 membership of the AVMA but possibly also he invited toaddress

Simon, D.V.N1.. Ph.D.. professor of pathology, hygiene, and

the assemblage.

Dr. Simon's paper will deal

before they are permitted to
cure or care for the human

with pathologic procedure for

anatomy.

Joyce, 19, does not nave exalted ideas about such an hon- ,

or, although in her scholastic
career so far she has accumulated an impressive list of recognition awards of her willingness to devote time and effort
to studies.

Graduating with the Class
of '68 at Palatine High School
with special honors, including
a
National Honor Society
membership, Joyce had served

as secretary for the Medical
Affairs Club and been active in

the Latin Club for four years.
She made the Dean's List at
the University of Illinois during her freshman year. just finished, and was named an Edmund J. James Scholar by the
honors
faculty
university
council in Urbana, at the 45th
annual honors convocation
May 2.
.

JOYCE IS the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Hansen, 328 N. Schiller, Palatine.
Her chosen life -work is in a

field which is dominated by
men, although there are now
700 female veterinarians in the
United States of the estimated
28,500 total.

professor in clinical medicine.

the equine practitioner, and

The contingent of AVMA

Dr. Small will deliver two talks

members and guests from Ill-

on

systemic

and

diagnostic

treatment and tools in small

exhibits and demonstrations
from their home state, including such as the American

on

Joliet, and the animal research

the

Wednesday

session

small animals, with two presentations on "What's New in
Gas ETO Sterilization," and
"Malpractice Claims Increasing."
Veterinary practice is on the
uptrend in the northwest suburbs with dozens of specialists
in the care, treatment, and
housing of small animals, including family pets, as well as
large animals such as
horses, hogs, sheep and cattle.
It is news to many area residents that right here was a
the

heavily farmed section of Illinois. The hog cholera eradication program formed within
the USDA is still at work, not
expected to get rid of the disease completely before 1972,
while TB in cows was not subuntil
stantially eliminated

creasing, the number of women in veterinary work inevita-

pedia Brittanica, published in

inary graduates each year are
women.

Of the 28,500 veterinarians
practicing in the country,

Association of Accreditation
of Laboratory Animal Care,
photographic exhibit by the
Argonne National Laboratory's division of biologic and
medical research.

PROFESSIONAL exhibits
from Chicagoland firms include presentations by American Hospital Supply Co., Allied Mills, Inc.. American Veterinary Publications (Wheaton), Astoria Fibra-Steel, Inc.,
Cameron -Miller Surgical In-

struments, Inc., Wm. Cooper
& Nephews, Inc., MinXray,
Inc., Shank's Machines. H. G.
Fischer X -Rays, Siemens Me-

dical of America, and Suburban Surgical Supply of Niles.

There's a program of fun
and games for everyone attending the AVMA meeting

OWEN

1940.

found out in her first year at

bly grew until now nearly 10
per cent of the 1,400 veter-

inois planning to attend will
be welcomed with scientific

animal care.
Jack Dinsmore of Glenview, well known in the suburban area in veterinary circles,
will be zi prominent speaker at

Women entered the veterinary field in 1915, with four
female graduates then practicing in the United States.
With small animal centers in-

machine components. such as
water pumps, motors, and relays. overhaul machines re-

Veterinary science, as Joyce

Urbana, dates hack to well before the time of Christ. But the
first edition of 'the Encyclo1768, did not even mention it.

IN ANCIENT India, treatises were written on the diseases of horses and elephants
In Babylon, around ISO)) B C

CARPET
SALES

MECHANICS WHO

placing worn or damaged parts
and assemble new machines in
the shop, following instructional materials supplied by
the manufacturer.
When a machine is reported

to be defective, the mechanic
first determines the cause of
the trouble. After the mechan-

especially

when

working with electricity and
gas and when lifting heavy objects.
Repairmen are also required to do some clerical
estimates,

keep

parts

working lives, since they
must constantly increase their

working knowledge to deal
with new and improved vendthis

Skilled mechanics may he

trade are high school gradu-

promoted to senior mechanics
or. in large companies. to shop
foreman or supervisor.
Advancement to service
manager.
responsible
for
scheduling repair work. is pOssible I'm a few mechanics with

in

ates. although employers gen-

erally do not require a high
school diploma for employment. High school or vocational school courses in electricity and machine repair help
beginners to qualify for entry

stand it any longer, tell the boys' counselor to tell the girls' counselor to tell the girl to wear a bra - every day.

The Pill
Dear Lee Janson,

Some of the girls at our high school come from big homes.
have very successful fathers, drive their own convertibles, and
have lots of money to spend. Several of them have told us that
their mothers are letting them have a regular supply of the Pill
with no questions asked. I can't believe they arc telling the truth.
Do you?
Disbeliever
They just might be. I hope those mothers who are abdicating
their own moral responsibilities are at least wise enough to have
had physical exams for their daughters, with an explanation as to
why the exam Is necessary. They might, even in this modern day,
be doing more harm than good.

Bored

adequate financial backing be-

EMPLOYERS REQUIRE come independent operators.

Alai BOOKKEEPING SERVICE
thomas wilnau associates

Mechanic trainees .acquire
skills of the trade through onthe-job training -- observing,

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Professional Business Management
Checks, Sales Tax Forms,
Journals, Ledgers, etc.

Employers usually pay the
wages and expenses of their
trainees during the period of
training, which may last from
a few days to several weeks.
Experienced mechanics may
also attend these sessions. Be-

cause vending machines are
in ' complexity,
increasing
operators encourage
both trainees and experienced
mechanics to take evening
courses in subjects related to
machine operation and repair.
At least part of the tuition and
for these
book expenses
courses is paid for by the emsonic

ARLINGTON PARK
America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!
tame coot -ell interfere cameleer, Unconditioned
Res14,ersee: Men. etre Uwe. Rae, F4.3411, Bat. end H0.2:11 PA.

Quinollas Perfecta
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course

ployers.
Northwestern trains
direct to track,
Drive Kennedy or Tri-State

THE DURATION of on-

Dear Lee Janson,

.

School is so boring. Why can't teachers make it more interesting? Next year I'll be a junior, but I'll be out of my mind by the
time I'm a senior, if things don't change. I get 'good grades, and
my test scores are very high, but nothing is much of a challenge.
Surely there must be some really good teachers who can make

the-job training varies with the
individual's capabilities and

to Northwest Tolle:it)?
fo Route 53 (North).

of his prior
education. Although it may
the

extent

Information WE 9-2500

Bored

There are, and you can find them, too. Don't put all the blame
on the school. Get into challenging activities, ask for extra class
assignments, and look for ways to improve things. Your school
can be a lot better for your having been there, if you work at it.

WHITE HOUSE
SPECIAL!

Send your questions to Lee Janson, rig Day Publications

it...........................
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Mardis 60056.
SALE

.

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

1

.

9

SAVE NOW

;19000

ITake 3 months to pay, no
Interest. Or payments as low

os $13 per month. All work
fully guaranteed for I year.

:

:
10

AIR CONDITIONING 2

PHONE

NORTH AMERICAN

HEATING

Feel like a president...Elect to paint your house with
one of these quality house paints. . .NOW ON SALE
thru JULY 26th.

ALL WHITE PAINTS

(FULLY1NSTALLED)

2

GALLON

GLOSS HOUSE PAINT - OIL BASE
LICHT'S HOUSE PAINT
TWO -IN -ONE
MARK II

ServiceMaster

PURE LINSEED OIL H.P ......

Carpet t Furniture
Cleaning

SCOTCH LADDIE # 22
DUTCH BOY # 110 OR # 111
MOORES ONE COAT

MATERNITY
SHOPS'

1/2 PRICE

REG.

SALE

$8.00
$7.95
$6.90

$7.15

$7.20
' $6.20
$4,955

$5
60
$8.40
$8.50
$7.85

111.

$75

$7.75
$7.10

FLAT HOUSE PAINT - OIL BASE
$6.25
$8.15
$8.15

LICHT'S FLAT HOUSE PAINT
SCOTCH LADDIE # 88
O'BRIENS 75 EGGSHELL

SALE!

re

ALL GALLON PRICED

AIR CONDITIONING CO.

5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

672 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine 358-1500

$5.60
$7.35
$7,35

FLAT HOUSE PAINT - LATEX BASE

$6.60 $6.20
$7.75 $7.20

LICHT'S IMPERIAL LATEX

MOORGARD

selected group

SOME BRANDS IN COLOR

PANTS
-BLOUSES

---The-elegoar-o(of-the Country Club-wasliling--- The distinction of the Country Club party ...
The prestige of the Country Club meeting ...
The pleasure of the Country Club golf outing ...
All Available To You Atlally Ho Country Club
If you think that only millionaires can afford the gracious
. atmosphere,. the exclusive surrounding*, the gourmet

PAINT

menu, and the Impeccable service of a Country Club,
contact Tally Ho manager Fred Koehler at 362-3910.
He'll tell you how you can afford to invite your guests to
one of north suburbia's finest country clubs.
You'll Be Amazed How Little True Luxury Can Cost!

Pktt: 362-3910

CHICAGO'
040 breelwar
HIGHLAND PARK

Rt. 45 between Half Day and Mundelein

'

classes interesting.

SHIFTS

COUNTRY CLUB

administrative ability. A few
mechanics with initiative and

jobs.

Give Us A Call:
392-3878 -or- 255-6566

Helpful
I thought I had heard them all. If you decide that you can't

JAMAICAS

.

most vending machine repair
jobs.

ing equipment.
Many beginners

classes.

Visit our new showroom at

!kluged By

characteristic that employers
look for when considering
applicants.
A
commercial
driver's license and a good
driving record are essential for

"in training" throughout their

we will prepare: Payrolls

COUNTRY CLUB

TALLY HO

people is another important

mechanics. Sometimes. train manufacturer e c s attend
sponsored training sessions,
which emphasize the repair of
new and complex machines.

tracting situation. I know some of the guys will hate me, but I
think someone has to tell her about this, or we'll all flunk our

MOO

11E1IBICII

Ability to deal tactfully with

jobs and may be sent out alone
on trouble calls.
Mechanics are generally

instruction from experienced

SUMMER

mat dlning.Cailour manager.

perience or by scoring well on
mechanical
aptitude tests.

working with and receiving

has

Mannheim & Higgins Road

procedures,

either through their work ex-

Dear Lee Janson,
This one girl in school almost never wears a bra. Believe me,
she's the kind of girl who should wear a bra. It is a very dis-

supported, the Urbana center

O'HARE INN

tablished under local plumbing codes. They must also
know and comply with safety

prospective repairmen to demonstrate .mechanical ability,

take from one and one-half to
two years for a trainee to become skilled in his work. within six to nine months heusually can -handle simple repair

as well as repair machines.

Missing a Bra

sity is the oldest veterinary col:
lege and the first to be publicly

parties,, cocktail gather.
NIL award prelentatimal.
Great food too . . . from
canapes to buffets to lot"

install 'and -repair food -vending machines must know state
public health and sanitation
standards as well as those es-

inventories and order parts. If
they are chief mechanics, they
prepare work schedules for
other mechanics. Mechanics
employed by small operating
companies frequently service

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A
MILLIONAIRE TO HOST LIKE ONE
PLAN YOUR NEXT SOCIAL EVENT AT

Swing Into our perfect eelthigsfor office parties, olub

repair, orreplace the defective
parts, either on location or in
his employer's service shop.

cost

expected to attend the Min-

While Iowa State Univer-

the cause of the

work. For example, they may
fill out reports, prepare repair -

AVMA and 5,000 of these are
neapolis convention. There
are 21 veterinary colleges in
the 50 states and Canada.

locates

trouble. he may remove and

.

turned from locations by re-

20,000 are members of the

of veterinary education

is

from one location to another

of oxen. and around 1900
B.C., there were prescriptions'
written in Egypt to indicate remedies for dog and cattle dis-

vention of the American Veterinary Medical Association is
being held, Sunday through
Thursday

provided for hourly rates is between S2.50 and S3.

a legal code set fees for doctors

By Joseph Stubenrauch
The

for mechanics. the majority

111170m,

MG Meted gmrsI

WALLPAPER

EVANSTON
Chimes at Closed'

STORE

.ARUNOTON faleffe
41$8. Masses Neighs" lased

OMB Iliwseny Evoke Until Minn

500 W. Northwest Hwy.

CI 5-5777

MT. PROSPECT

For nosivolleser 2004Bef

7-'775-;,

II

Walgreens ""%-DA

ICE CREAM
21 DELICIOUS FLAVORS!.

Crest Toothpaste

1

6'

-6-

Regular or mint,
63/4 -oz. Family
size. (Limit 1)
July 20.

09

PTS.

Now thru

YOUR PRESCRIPTION a
cusis wan! Ustftasteuct
Complete Service .

THURS.
THRU

MT. PROSPECT

ARLINGTON HEIGHT-DREYDEN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT

ne4114.c.
Extra Ecimonsy

Flavor of the
week: Banana
Fudge

SUN.
SALE

Note: Most Walgreens carry all advertised items. However, some.
cannot due to space. limitations. Right reserved to limit quantities.

CR

BAN DEODORANT
11/2 -oz. bottle.

II

(Limit 1)

I

I

7c off

Price includes
thru
label. With coupcn
July 20. $1.09 SIZE!

2 -Speed Eskimo Personal Cooler
Ocean breeze coolness for any
room in your home. Beige cab-

inet, water level indicator.

isl

32 -Inch Square Pure
HAIR

Regular, hard -to -hold
or unscented. With20,
coupon thru, '.101y

I

13 -oz. 88c SIZE!

sssssssssssss

ssssss

(Limit 1)

======

24" GRILL

99

Lovely assorted
colors; rolled
edges. Choice:

II

wheels. Big hood, 4 spit Hts.

3 -Pc. Lawn Suite

7V('

Two $3.33 Model Folding Chairs
Wide, durable, weather -resistant webbing ....5 vertical and
8 horizontal; 1 -inch tubular aluminum frame. Flat arms.

Battery
Flashlight
Limit 2, with

$5.99 Model 5 -Position Chaise

"D" cell,
20th.
coupon thru July

2 -for -27c
Seller -I

a"" r

"""

1)

== === == === == ==

Legs fold for storage; rolls on 6"

VNVONAO___

MADE IN i.154.

illa

With Motor, Hood & Spit

11111111111111AWO,

rg

88

==============

SILK SCARVES

SPRAY

Just Wonderful

'Ogg

72 -inch frame of durable 1 -inch tubular aluminum
of wide webbing: 6 vertical and 15 webs across.

2 FOR

.

.

lots

.

CITRONELLA CANDLE
Textured, or netted jar with flower.

WANNOWAVOCOPA
DA

2

59c

0

EACH

R

EAVES
or 45

100 personal"
legal. (Limit 2 packs)

IS

With coupon

thru July 20

RAID

W6Mb2

or outdoors, safe for humans and pets. Tamper

PDAr
Kodacolor 126 Film

Raid
Huux

Cat oc

4Weekender" with removable
grill unit doubles for picnic

09

$12

big 51/2" wheels.

N

111

PCS.

0

.131/2 ounces

IOAMCOkSbt

SV:A

STROH'S

Men's Tee Shirt
(limit 3

.1.1
BOHEMIAN STYLE SOON...

packs).

Irregulars,
20th.
With coupon thru July

2 IN
PACK

IteiMata

99c

11111111111111111

'61bCojA

DA

BALLS
490 P0 -DO GOLF
20th. (I.imit 12 balls)..

With coupon thru July

3 IN A

99C

BEER
OSCILLATING

12 -oz. Pull -

ring cans.

Sprinkler

249
CANADIAN
_298
Imported "canadian Mist". Fifth itar
Grain distilled While Velvet. Fifth

$4P- Everain
Model 65

t`.

P"0

I

9 -inch white, with
now thru
his coupon
(Limit
1)
July 20.

100w
I

1

111111 11

1

11111 11

1

111111

1

111

anial

1

1

11111111111 11111

SCOTCH

FOUNDER'S CHOICE
86 -proof
Whisky.

Superbly
light-!

359

FIFTH

QUART

379

LEMON
FLAVOR

SIZE

69c

With - this coupon now
through July 20th.

ENAMEAMIN

DA

DA

DA

NESTEA

Msoc'''E COUPON

suP't
pLUE COUPON

COUPON

994t

79c Size Pack!
1

suPig
rt,t,U E

8 -oz. Limit 1

C

INVER HOUSE

(Liquor not sold Sunday a.m. in Chicago; in -suburbs per local regulations)

Instant Tea Mix

PLATES
100 PAPER

stock*, solvesetee!

Park & Tilford

t`.

NOWOOKMASOMOVA
s,3 .1t° COUPON
DA

TAXES GOING UP

6 ° 85c

VODKA

4 -position dial; sealed motor. SAVE!

PACK

I

ALL

use: Adjustable spit & grid,

SIZE!

COUPON

Famous Brandt

A Terrific Walgreen Value!

Wagon Grill

proof cap.

,

ONANMS= 1 11 1
SOPnE

Motorized Structo

Equally, effective indoors

W60)'06'A'A'A'Aja 11111111111

12-exp. (Limit 1)
With coupon thru
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$1.19 Seller!
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House & Garden

49°

22SIZE!

19° Book Matches

Orange, Spearmint,
or Spice Drops

1,000 lights! Good thru July 20.

CARTON OF 50

PSC. Limit 2 bags.

29c POUND

19c
With coupon thru July 20.
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Logan S qua re Braves Heat for 2 Wins, Loss in Beloit
By George Halos

Logan Square braved the
100 degree heat in Beloit Sun-

hitter, and aside from the

the victim of two unearned Logan Square hitters went

reached first.
The Lions scored their only

BELOIT PICHING handIn the first contest, starting cuffed the Lions, holding them
pitcher Mike Pettenuzzo was to three hits and one run. Eight

day to play a triple header

runs in the fourth inning as fie

game, 2-1, they won the next

game.

against the Beloit legion
squad. After dropping the first

P I N C H -HITTER Steve
fourth, only one other batter Snyder bunted the runners

two by 2-1 and 5-0 scores.

back to the bench on strikes.

Pettenuzzo did not allow a
suffered the loss. Pettenuzzo
allowed only one hit in the. baserunner until the third inning, when he walked the first

along, then Jim Kenny, hitting

for Pettenuzzo, grounded to

run in the top of the seventh third, but Beloit elected to go
inning. Mike O'Donnell drew for O'Donnell at the plate.
a walk to begin the inning, and O'Donnell was out, and Roopinch -hitter Brian Rooney followed with a single.

ney Wok third.

Rooney scored on a wild

pitch and Kenny took second,
but Mark Rossi bounced out to
end the inning.
The Lions got another fine

the fourth inning gave Beloit
their only run.

Golden, John Keller, Pettenuzzo and Wendell brought

LOGAN SQUARE started

second contest, this time from

two runs across for the Lions.
Logan Square got two niore
runs in the fourth. Rerdell led

O'Donnell scored the first run.
He singled, moved to second

early as leadoff man

pitching performance in the

Rooney, who allowed only

on a sacrifice by Jim Hynes,

four hits and struck out six. A
double followed by a sin* in

then scored on a single by Larry Geyer and an error.
Logan Square was held
scoreless until the seventh inning. Kenny led off the inning

Walking Broncos Costly or Knights>
the bottom of the seventh. The

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

first Barrington run came in

Nine walks, an error -and
two too -slow baserunners cost
Casey Kush of Prospect a fine
three -hit ballgame as Barring
ton took home a 2-I win.

Rush went the distance as

did Don Heyse for Barrington,
but Heyse was hit seven times
while the Prospect starter

worked on a one -hitter until

the third, tying the game, and
was Rush's own fault.

HE WALKED four men
with only an infield popup 'in
between to push across Jeff
Dowling.
The Knights had scored earlier when Greg Sumner

walked and was sent to second
on Pete Jackson's infield

Arseneau Accepts
Newly -Created Job
In an unprecedented move
at Prospect High School, head

basketball coach

Don

Arseneau is moving to the
newley-created position of
Dean of Students.

Arsencau, who had taught
physical and driver's education at Prospect,' completed his
first year as varsity cage mentor in March. He had coached

basketball for the Knights for
nine years.

boys into a unit was always
gratifying to me."
As to a successor, Arseneau

said he had no idea who it

would

"Until my
appointment, it was assumed I
be.

was going to return as coach
next year. With the change
don't know who will succeed

me. It's up to the Board of
Education."
Prospect athletic director

George Gattas, when asked
who Arseneau's successor will

ARSENEAU

SAID

he

made the switch voluntarily
because, "I felt it was an
advancement going into an administrative position. Also, I
consider it a challenge."
His duties as Dean will con-

sist of such things as student
discipline and attendance. The

office is being created in all
District 214 institutions this
coming school year.
He regrets leaving ohe
coaching ranks, but can't foresee a return to them. "I'll miss
coaching at Prospect," he

said, "but I can't see going
back to be a coach again. I
really hadn't given it a thought
because this switch was
announced only last Wednesday evening."

LOOKING BACK on the

bright spots of his career,
Arseneau said, "My biggest

kick was being able to work
with kids. Building a group of

be,

said, "There's absolutely

him to third, and a timely hit
from catcher Stu White sent
Sumner in.
The game went into the bottorn of the seventh still knotted
at I -I, but a throwing error on

for Prospect, but Jack Fritsche
threw him out when he tried to
take second on the play. Clisby
Jarrad sent a single to exactly
the same place in the infield.
This time there was no chance
for a play.
Steve Pohlman, batting for
the pitcher, was intentionally

walked to get to Bill Hacke.
The move backfired when

Hacke drilled a short liner into
right field and the throw from
Brad Doyle was not in time to
prevent the run.

PROSPECT HAD opporarms gunned down two runners at the plate. After Rush
had singled in the fifth, Bill

hard way when Thurnhoffer
lofted a fly ball to right field
and Tom Streng tried to score.

Again the throw was on the

More
Sports

could add needless strokes to your score.
Certain points should be considered when selecting a putter. They are weight, length, lie and
appearance. The weight of a putter is important

Pages

because it gives, what golfers like to refer to as
"feel."

11 and 12

IT IS OFTEN advisable to have two putters
that differ in weight. The reason for this is that
greens will be faster or slower at different times

slot.

into the second half of the season with Heights Cleaners

all are knotted up in aclose

Insurance. Binzel

In-

race for second, third and

fourth places.

ors with a pair of 36's while
George Blaar and Bill Dobbelaere came in with low nets of
31 for the night.

ago, is , in

CAN PROVIDE GROUP PRICES /

0
0
1

0

LOGAN SQUARE hitters
gave Berdell five runs to work
with in the game. They did not
score a run until the second in-

ner, Jackson, Clawson (2), Jarrad (2), Pohlman, Dowling,
Bauer, Holman (2).

ning, when singles by Mike

third, but a ground out and
a strikeout ended the inning.
Berdell kept Beloit from
scoring, although he was in occasional trouble his control

was strong point, as only one
Beloit batter reached base on
balls.

Pitching Summary
Pitcher
1p h r-er so w
Heyse
Rush

7

7

I -I

3

4

7

3

2-1

5

9

Page 10

Wednesday,

Winner - Heyse; loser - Rush;

July 16,

WP - Heyse (2), Rush (2); HB Heyse.
Prospect 010 000 0 - 1 7 3

Barrington001 000

I
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-

stroWthe'ball with a lighter touch. Different

your normal stance just because the putter may
be a little long or short. A misfit putter can put
you into a very uncomfortable position.
The proper lie is the next check point. When
you take your normal stance your putter'should
rest flat on the green, the toe or heel of the putter

weight putters can be helpful when used in the
right situations.

should not be in an up position. Professionals will
be happy to adjust the lie of the putter for you.

Length and lie are also an important consideration when selecting your putter. When choos-

The appearance of the putter should not be
overlooked. Its appearartce can increase or decrease your confidence faster than any other part

ing your next putter, make sure that it is the proper length. The putter should be fitted to you, not

of putting. So remember, use a little thought

you to the putter. You shouldn't have to alter

strokes.

when you select your next putter and save

Behrens Insurance, 621/2; 3.
Binzel

Industries, 611/2; 4.

Baird and Warner, 61; 5. Ar-

league.

Ernie Simmons,
founder of the league 28 years

the number one

position. John Broder, another

6. Bank and Trust Co. 'of Arlington Heights, 54; 7. Crest
Heating & AC, 54; 8. Koops
Mustard, 521/2 ; 9. Lauterberg
& Oheler, 481/2; 10. Weld-.
ing Sales and Service, 47; I.
Harris Pharmacy, 47; 12. Horcher Decorators, 32.

"I heard an elderly person
say, 'We have enough money

I

if we don't live too long.'
It frightened me."

`

the land of

HOLIDAY.

Over -65 Americans are facing more years and uncertain financial needs with the
limited resources they had on retirement. Widows and other aged women living
alone are especially distressed. Six of every ten women living alone have incomes
below the poverty line set by the Social Security Administration-$1,565.
Moreover, a recent United States Senate report notes, the numbers of elderly
women continue to increase. This disproportion of women 65 and older to men is
expected to grow from a ratio of 134 to 100 at present to one of 150 to 100 by 1985.

SAVE NOW... while you can

Plan your"weekend get -away" with a

CKEN DAWSON-COURT JESTER

2

he shut out Beloit on five hits
in the third game.

This week'sstandings are 1.

ABOVE INCLUDES 2 NIGHTS-3DAYS
4 MEALS -$74.00 COUPLE COMPLETE
Zappone's BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT

TOURSBASEBALL GAMEStSTAGE
PLAYSBOAT RIDESSUN & FUN

1

0

bi
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E - Streng, Harbach (2), Wyborny; DP - Clawson to Dowling; SB - White, Mata, Clawson, Jarrad (2), Wyborny,
Dowling; HBP - Rush; BB Harbach, Thurnhoffer, Sum-

PETTENUZZO FOLLOWED with a double that scored
Rooney and sent Keller to

Heights Cleaners, 721/2; 2.

The King proclaimed every weekend "INN" summer a "HOLIDAY" to be "INN"-joyed by all. He stated in no uncertain terms
that, after work on Friday, his subjects should escort their wives
to his castle. There his subjects will have free rein of his royal
dinner menus and The&ing will provide sparkling "Champagne"
to start their perfect weekend. Tempting relaxation and even
"that ole feeling" kind of stuff can happen. Of course, everyone
will live happily ever after their "HOLIDAY"!

TOURS. DANCING* SIGHTSEEING

Mike Berdell gave the Lions
their third fine pitching stint as

lington Structural Steel, 551/2 ;

accomodate 480 boys, had 278 All -Star game at the end of the
boys sign up at an earlier regis- season. The boys may sell the
tickets for $1 apiece.
tration.

RIDESSWIMMINGNIGHT CLUB

1

Chuck Staadt is presently in
second place. Ted Lindstrom
and Bert Clabour are in third
and fourth, respectively.

Cecil Jamison and Paul Nowack took the low gross hon-

The leaders in the individual standings seem to be the
pros with many years of experience behind them in the

ASHION SHOWSGOLFHAY

7

Mike Golden whiffed, Roohey
singled. Keller was safe on' an
error, and Rooney took third.

dustries and Baird & Warner

tween 9 a.m. and noon at Rec- the sign-up, and those registerreation Park fieldhouse.
ing for the first time ,must
Boys who will be in the fifth bring a birth certificate.
through eighth grades and live
The registration fee is $10,
in Arlington Heights are eli-

extra attractions:

0
0

hits in the fifth inning. After

V'

charter member, is in the fifth

SaZ

0

putter heavier than normal. This will allow you
to hit the ball a greater distance by taking a normal stroke.
A light putter can be used when greens are
faster than customary. This permits the golfer to

A great deal of thought should go into the se-

rens

gible. The league, which can plus $5 for five tickets to the

26

0

brought the runs home.
The fifth run came in on two

By BO'b.O'Day

lection of a putter, the most important club in
your golf bag. The careless selection of a putter

holding a big lead over Beh-

will take place Saturday be- accompany the youngster at

1

Golf Pro
Midlane Country Club
Sponsored by the Branigar Organization

Twilight Golf League starts

The first 480 boys to register
will be placed on rosters of the
16 league teams. Parents must

2

2

rors and a single by Geyer

Rub '0' the Green

Arlington Golfers Enter Lost
Half of Twilight League Play

group of friends & the Court Jester
will help you arrange the following

1

of the year. For slow greens it is helpful to have a

Heights

0
0
0

but was

NEL

his years at Prospect.

Arlington

1

Clawson and
Streng failed to up the Knight
PROSPECT (1)
ab r
total to two.
Player
4 0
Streng, 2b
PROSPECT ALSO had two Frantell, 2b
0 0
3 0
men thrown out at home in the Harbach, ss .
3
0
fourth, but that came as an Rush, p
alert Barrington infield chok- Thurnhoffer, 3b 4 0
3 0
ed off a bases -loaded rally to Fritsche, lb
I
get out of the inning unscath- Sumner, If
2 0
Jackson, cf
ed.

and assistant tennis coach in

The

3

1

money from

ond when Rush was caught in
a rundown.

open. Right now, I'm looking
for a head basketball coach."

coach,

The Broncos pulled off a
seventh -inning double play the

fielder's choice and sent to sec-

ically, he added, "As far as I'm
concerned, the job is wide

gymnastics

holler in, but a perfect strike
from Jarrad cut him down for
the third out.

Thurnhoffer got on with a

announced." Emphat-

assistant

1

White, c
Doyle, rf
Musial, rf
Totals

forced by Rooney after Rossi
whiffed. Two errors by the Beloit shortstop put Rooney
across the plate.

single,

forced at -second by Wendell.
Snyder followed with a single,
and a combination of two er-

tunities to score several times,
but strong Bronco outfield

dates but none have been offi-

Arseneau was also an
assistant cross-country coach,

almost sure to bring Thurn-

BARRING TON (2)
Player
ab r h bi
Mata, cf
4 0
0
Clawson, rf
2 I 0
Jarrad, If
2 0
1
Mackey, 2b
4 0 0 0
Heyse, p
0 0 0 0
Pohlman, ph
3 0 0 0
Hacke, 3b
4 0
0
Wyborny, lb
3
0 0 0
0 0
Dowling, c
IBauer, ph
0 0 0 0
Holman, ss
I
0 0 0
Totals
24 2 3

1

there. There are some candicially

A line shot to left field was

Steve Clawson's grounder to
second began to spell defeat

nothing official. A recommendation will be submitted to the
District 214 Board of Education and they will take it from

Arlington Heights 2nd
Grid Registration Sat.
The final registration period
for the 1969 Arlington
Heights. Boys Football League

grounder. Heyse wild -pitched

with a single, then he was

off with a

CALL FOR INFORMATION OR FILL OUT COUPON BELOW

MAIL TO HOLIDAY INN, 1000 Busse Rd., Elk Grove Village.
60007

July 4-6
July 11-13Cj
July 18-20(=

July 25-27 C7
Aug. 1-3 CI

Aug. 8-10 CI

Aug. 15-17 MI
Aug. 22-24 CI
Aug. 29-31 I=

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

FEDERAL1 SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION

NAME

Gbartmed by Ine UMW SINS Government
Member Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corparguan
Member Unated Slates Saunas andloan League
member. Savings and OW Founoalron

25 EAST CAMPBELL STREET, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005 Phone; 255-9000

ADDRESS
CITY

PHOUNE.

League Leaders Bounced
otout

Wheelin To
foot drive that was hauled in
by the Palatine center fielder.
Hull hit that one, he claimed,
"off the handle."
In addition to Hull's heavy,
hitting, Paul Elisco and Art

By Jim Stuart
Wheeling American Legion
Post 1968, hopelessly behind
in regular season District Nine

play, showed they will be a
strong threat in the upcoming tournament as they up- Andrews each had two hits and
Pala-

league -leading

ended

tine, 6-0, last night at Fremd
High School.
Although the win only gives
Wheeling a 4-7 league record.

those figures are a

bit mis-

trict swim teams, with one exception, will meet tough competition in dual meets tonight.
Prospect Heights will face
Barrington, Rolling Meadows
Des
will host Glenview,
Plaines will travel to Lombard,
Arlington will meet Northbrook and Mount 'Prospect
will be at Park Ridge.
THE LONE EXCEPTION is

Des Plaines Coach Pete Andersen, does not anticipate

much trouble with Lombard.
He believes that Lombard is
not a bad team, but are in need

of work "We are more established, which should help us."
Andersen expects to have
problems with the Lombard
pool, which is 331/4 yards long.
"I don't know how they're

going to work the relays and
the lm"
Des Plaines will be defend' n g an undefeated slate
tonight They have beaten
Palatine, Elk Grove and Niles.

Andersen says, "We've been
hard-pressed for competition,
and its hard to keep the kids
up
can't remember a meet
1

where we haven't taken at least

42 first places There is some
lack of spirit "

THE TEAM has several

Andersen
strong points
counts on his 15 and over
boys, his 13 and 14 boys, and
his II and 12 boys and girls
for strong performances to-

hurting Mount Prospect in'
fighters."
His greatest problem is lack their meet with Park Ridge.
of depth of many of the age Coach Gordon Aukerman
groups. Only one swimmer is counts four Lumens, Barb,
out for the 13 and 14 boys, and Patti, Dave and Jeff, Anne Toalthough she has been doing a bin, Jeff Slater and Kathy
fine job, Mary Ellen Geisler is Schreiber among those that

the only 15 and over girl. The will be missing from tonight's
15 and over boys could be a clash.
The two Larsen girls constrong point. "if the boys
would stop working and start stitute half of the 8 and under
girls 100 freestyle relay, and
swimming."
BECAUSE THEY had a Aukerman has no one to fill
meet, Monday, Magnuson put these spots. He also has no one
his charges through a light. to take Schreiber's place, and
.workout yesterday. "The without her there will be no 9
swimmers arc still a little bit and 10 girls relay.
tense from the Glenview enDAVE LARSEN and Jcff
counter," he said.
Slater both swim in the 11 and
Rolling Meadows, sporting 12 age group, and both are
a 2-2 record will face a tough consistent winners. Jeff LarGlenview squad tonight at the sen is important to the 13 and
Rolling Meadows pool. Coach 14 boys effort, both in indivCharles Mondi's charges have idual events and on the relay.
beaten Prospect Heights and
Anne Tobin is a mainstay in
Arlington, while losing to the 15 and over girls. With her,
Northbrook and Park Ridge.
Aukerman has also lost Norb
Mondi has strong individbut Polacek's abuals, inclduing Bill McCaffrey Polacek,
sence will be permanent. He

FOR INSTANCE, Dan Hull
night clouted two tremendous
doubles and hit about a 300 -

and John Mate, in the older
groups,

age

He also has fine individual
performers in the younger age

Aukerman has not been able

to make any special preparations for the meet because of
the missing swimmers. He is
of

inn-

two, and with runners again on
second and third Sheridan

ing down the line and choked

end the inning.

In the third the Wheeling
With that kind of support, struck out Ernie Purcelli to stickmen, who should have
end the threat.

limont Emmy ormw

`1"7191r"i'l

numerous

events, many of which will
have only one swimmer.
roMeeallei.tige

Mount Prospect, with a 2-1

record, has beaten Glenveiw
and Barrington, losing only to
Aukerman's
Northbrook.
strongest point right now is in
"the l5 and over boys division,

Wednesday,

SP RTS

may give them some advantage. His swimmers have a

valho had been hit by a pitch
thrown

by

ing, the run was unnecessary.
Coach Gerald Elisco's club
thus goes into Saturday's Dis-

trict Nine tourney with what

scents to be as good a chance as

anyone to come out a winner.
The double -elimination affair
necessitates pitching depth,

something which several

A case in point is Palatine.
The front-runners' shortage of
top-flight pitchers after Dave
Hasbach was demonstrated
last night when three of their
hurlers failed to stop a solid,
confident Wheeling outfit that
plans to take it all this weekend.

WHEELING (6)
Player
Wiesen, cf
Schweitzer, 3b
Toneff, c
Hull, 1b
Dyson, ss
Elisco, rf-If
Solomon, If-rf
Andrews, 2h
Messina, 26

Des Plaines has few weak
points, although the 8 and under swimmers have not been
performing well "We have the

talent, but we need more effort " Lack of practice time

Wheeling first baseman Dan Hull makes a desperate lunge for a double down the line off the bat
of Gerry Grybash in first inning of last night's legion game. Hustling after the loose ball is second
baseman Art Andrews.

July 16,
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has hurt the divers
ARLINGTON COACH Pete
Clark anticipates an extremely
tough meet against North-

brook "We should do as well
against them as Rolling Meadows did " Rolling Meadows

to Northbrook by over

200 points

Arlington has not won a

meet this summer, losing to
Glenview,

Barrington

and

Rolling Meadows He listed a
few strong points "Our 15 and
over boys and girls are good,
and we have some good individuals "

Arlington will be without
the services of several of their
older swimmers, including Jim
Young

Calrk has made no special
preparations for Northbrook,
because he says the season is
too short and his workouts are
good enough Arlington works
out twice a day, including Saturday and Sunday
Although his swimmers
have a good attitude, they have.
other interests which sometimes conflict with practice.
Tonight he will swim his sim-

mers on the basis of attend-

ance, mostly to give them experience
COACH JAY MAGNUSON

to Northbrook, Rolling

Meadows and Glenview. The
Glenview meet was held Monday, and two meets in such a
short time may present problems

Magnuson has been getting
good performances from his 8
and under boys and 13 and 14
girls Divers Don Cashmore,
Nancy Morava and Brian Cavgive

and a wild pitch. Dan Hull

gave Park Ridge an exciting

Elisco was the loser for
Wheeling despite a great relief
tire the next batter and got job. Prior to the seventh he had
credit for the victory, his sev- pitched three and two-thirds
enth in eight decisions. Bech- innings of hitless ball, with the
told had pitched shut out ball run off him in the fifth being
from the second through the unearned.

Prospect

Heights

three strong competitiors

in

4-3 victory over Wheeling in a

Ninth District American Legion game at Maine South
High School yesterday afternoon.
Park Ridge raised its record

to 8-3 with the victory and remained in contention for the
league title. Wheeling fell to
4-7 in league competition.
BECHTOLD
GREG
opened the Park Ridge seventh
with a single up thi,middle off
Wheeling riskier Paul Elisco.
Mike Venson followed with a
long double that bounced over
the left -center field fence,
moving Bechtold to third.

Bergman then drove

a

two -

ball, no -strike pitch to deep
center for the tie -breaker.
Wheeling had rallied to
deadlock the game at 3-3 in its
half of the seventh. Gary

Schweitzer singled with one
out off Bechtold, and went to
third on Steve TonefFs bunt

TwoAdvance
In City Golf

aged to get his glove on the ball
and hold it for the third out.

Ralph Remus came in to re-

.

tixth before tiring in the seventh.

PARK RIDGE (4)
ab

Player
Marshall, ss

r

h bi

4 0 0 0
WHEELING
OPENED
0
2
the scoring in the first inning Sarcia, cf
0
4
with two unearned runs off Bechtold, p -If
4 0 2 I
Bechtold. Speedy Weisen led Venson, If -3b
0
off with a double down the left Bergman, lb
0
2
field line and went to third on Ciezadlo, 3b
0 0 0 0
Remus, p
Toneff's one -out single.
2 0 0 0
With runners on first and Nevins, 2b
3
0 0
third and one out, coach Ger- Cade, rf
0 0. 0 0
ald Elisco sent Toneff down on Gann, c
I
0 0 0
the front end of a double steal. Gawaluck, ph
I
0 0 0
Park Ridge catcher Greg Roark, c
24 4 5 3
Gann's throw to second sailed Totals
into center field, allowing
Weisen to score, and Toneff to
WHEELING (3)
come all the way home when
ab r h bi
the Park Ridge outfield was Player
4 I
I
0
Weisen, cf
slow getting the ball back
I
0
Park Ridge evened things Schweitzer, 3b 3
0 I 0
up with two runs in the second. Toneff, c
4
2
Bergman led off with a walk Hull, 1 b
3 0 0
0
and raced to third on Greg Dyson, ss
0
3
0
Ciezadlo's double to left. Berg- Sheridan, If
0
2 0
man scored on a wild pitch and Messina, 2b
Ciezadlo carried home the Andrews, pr -2b I 0 0 0
0 0 0
equalizer when Curt Cade Crain, p
2 0
0
bounced into a fielder's Elisco, p
3 0 0 0
Solomon, rf
choice.
27 3 8 1
Totals
E - Gann, Nevins, Weisen,
DOUG SARCIA'S leadoff
1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

Prospect shot a 69 Monday to
finish second among qualifiers

for the 65th annual Chicago
City Amateur golf championship at Jackson Park.
Monday was the first qualifying round, . with players
shooting the 40 low scores adto today's second
round. Fassnacht's 69 was second to Leonard Jones' 67.
One of the players shooting
in the second qualifying round
Tuesday was a defending

vancing

champ Warren Luebcke of
Mount Prospect. Luebcke set a
course record of 60 in the sec-

the diving events
Bob and Donna Feezor
Yave been swimming well all

ond round last year and went
on to win the tourney with a

must also be listed as a strong
point, because, in Magnusons'

qualify for
petition.

summer The team's attitude

pulled a pitch foul over the left
field fence, then doubled to left
center for the tying run.

home the winning run and

Fred Fassnacht of Mount

of Prospect Heights expects a
strong contest from Barrington His winless charges has

the Park Ridge hurler man-

By Mike Imrem
Bergman's sacrifice
fly in the seventh inning drove
Dave

72 -hole total of 266.

He shot a 71 Tuesday to
further

com-

1

stereo excitement

1

walk in the fifth blossomed
into Park Ridge's third run.
The next batter flied out to
center, but the throw trying to
double Sarcia at first was.wild,

allowing him to go to third.

Venson then laid down a bunt
on the suicide s'qudete to score
Sarcia.

Wheeling threatened to tie

Elisco, Dyson; 21t - Sarcia,
Venson,

Ciezadlo, l$

Schweitzer, Dyson, Messina.

Pitching Summary
ip h r-er bb .so
Player
Bechtold6-2
Remusl

great play by Bechtold put out
the fire. Dean Sheridan singled

Crain2-I

with one out and Elisco sin-

with two out. George

Solomon followed with a can-

non -shot up the middle that
knocked Bechtold down, but

Weisen,

Hull; sac - Toneff, Venson,
Bergman; sb - Cade, Weisen,

the score in the sixth, but a

gled

ab

r
0

h bi

I

0

3

2

I

0
0
0

3

I

2

2

4
4
4

0

I

0

I

2

I

0

I

I

3

.2
0 0
0

2
2

I

3

29

1

I

I

6 II

3

8

3-1

4

4

3

0

0-0

0

0

3'

3

2-2

3

0

3

2

2-1

3

1

Elisco3-2

Winner - Remus; Loser
Elisco.
4

-

,92 7 fm
AP 1
,,,,,,. ,.....;..; ....

,,,.....,,,,.,

,

,

,.

ab

I

0

0
5

w

h bi

r

0
3
Clark, 2b
2 0
Grybash, ss
Wickersham, cf 3 0
3
0
Bambrick, If
2 0
Purcelli, c
Anderson, lb -p 3 0
0
Hasbach, rf
2 0
Doyle, p
0
3
Smith, 36
2 0
Hearn, p-rf
24 0
Totals

Sacrifice Fly Beats
Wheeling at Pk. Ridge

girls

of

ahead

presently
Wheeling lack.
teams

attitude he says and
"we'll be in there all the way."

cesca wins for the 9 and 10

Palatine's third

hurler, lefty Larry Anderson.
But the way Sheridan was go-

player

groups particularly. Aukerman stated, "You have to take
them for what they are. Where
their strength lies, we lack."

centrating on this meet, Mondi

not giving anything away."
Mondi also feels that his
pool, which is 25 meters long,.

ond double brougi:t in Toneff,

Park Ridge has a fine devel-

opmental program, and they
are strong in the younger age
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not giving up. "Glenview

in the sixth wen Hull's sec-

PALATINE (0)

good

will have to out -swim us; we're

ing.

"we will get no backwash from
anyone."

relays.
ALTHOUGH HE IS not conis

belted a double to produce
the final tally of the inn-

Sheridan, p
Totals

as he says about the group,

depth hurts them in the last six

and 10 boys, and Ann Di Fran-

elk

has

dispute with Arlington.

unsure

first

younger swimmers. Lack of

groups Mikeralsh and Bob
Zuccarini stand out in the 9

lost

and

vas lost to the teairr, by vote of

league's coaches, in a border

still

very

good

night

lost

People on vacation will be

words, "We have a bunch of

By George Halm

the

ing when the first two Pala- off the rally.
tine batters reached him for
The second inning was even
hits. Hull bailed him out, more unfortunate for Wheelhowever, as he snagged Al ing. Andrews, Sheridan and
Bambrick's ground ball and Weisen all came through with
threw it home ahead of the singles, but Andrews was
runner to ease the pressure.
thrown out at third on one of
Another grounder to Hull the hits and Sheriden was cut
was turned into out number° down at home on another to

been tired from an early afterNot another man reached noon encounter with Park
up the win. The big right- second on Sheridan for the re- Ridge but weren't, exploded
hander turned in a fine dis- mainder of the game, as he for five runs on five hits to rout
tance performance, giving up used mainly a sharp -breaking Palatine starting pitcher Steve
only four hits while striking curve to baffle the Palatine Hearn and break the game
batsmen. Two scattered sin- open.
.
out four and walking two.
A walk to Schweitzer and a
Sheridan received some ex- gled were all the league -leadcellent fielding aid from his ers could muster from the sec- single by Steve Toneff brought
in Pay Doyle to the mound,
teammates, who played error- ond inning on.
WHEELING BLEW easy and he was greeted by the first
less ball and turned over a nifty, around -the -horn double scoring opportunities in the of Hull's long doubles which
play in the third. In addition, first and second, and for a scored Schweitzer from secSpeedy Wiesen and George while it looked like one ond.
Solomon provided some dra- of those nights. In the first
AFTER JOHN DYSON
matics with tumbling catches they loaded the bases on
three walks, but a play at struck out, Elisco and Solin the outfield.
THE WHEELING hur- the plate following an intim omon singled to drive in
ler was in trouble only once, grounder erased Wiesen corn- two more runs and Andrews

Swimmers Face Tough Opponents
All of the area's park dis-

to go without a hit off the three
Palatine hurlers.

Wheeling pitcher Dean Sheridan had little trouble racking

leading due to the closeness of
many of their ballgames.
Speedy Weisen is forced at home in first inning of last night's Wheeling -Palatine encounter won
by Wheeling, 6-0 (Photos by Jim Stuart)

the team as a whole collected
II safeties. Gary Schweitzer
was the only Wheeling regular

in

les Palatine

I

0

I

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
I

4

The .Game of, the Day

Knuttel Fires Two -Hitter in PH
By Bill Copeland

Bill Robin scored two runs
and went three -for -four last
night to lead the Dodgers to a
12-4 victory over the Cardinals in Prospect Heights Little
League action.
Mark Knuttel and John
Plough carried out their jobs

well on the mound for the

Dodgers, only allowing the

Cardinals three hits. Knuttel

was the official winner, giving

up only two hits and striking
out nine Cardinal batters.

only

baserunner

was Richard Anderson who
got on base with a walk.

Richard Anderson fields a bunt early in the fourth inning hit by Dodger Rick Reese. Reese beat

In the second inning the

the throw but Anderson got out of the inning without giving up any runs. (photos by Linda

Dodgers sent the Cardinals

Hamilton)

Rick Reese at second base.

by Don Kielack, Steve La-

The Cardinals didn't have

zarski, Richard Anderson and
Bill Kazmierczake provided
the baserunners the Cardinals
needed. Sansone contributed
the only hit of the inning.
The fourth inning proved to
be another scoreless inning for
both teams. The only hits during the inning were singles by
the Dodgers' Joyce and Reese.
Joyce is the Dodgers' centerfielder and Reese their second

as good luck holding the Dodgers as their opponents clop -

pored out four hits for three

runs. The Dodgers big inning
started with a single over second base by Robin, but he was
thrown out hying to steal second by Dave Schatz, who can
hardly see over the batter's
knees but has a powerful arm
for his size.'

ger Shortstop, then hit a

baseman.

down to third on.a wild pitch.

'the Cardinals. The Dodgers
broke the game wide open in

THE LAST two

double to left and made it
Tom Joyce drove him home
with a single past shortstop

first for the first out. Jim Joor an error by Reese made the
then made it all the way to sec- Cardinals' two -run rally pos-

The Cardinals scored two
runs in the bottom of the third
'to make the score 3-2. Walks

MIKE RETANDO, the Dod-

PITCHING WAS tough in
in first inning as neither, team
managed to score. The Dodgers had one hit in the first inning, a single by Plough. The
Cardinals'

down in order on two strikeouts and an infield fly to

sible.

Scott Eichelkraut, the Cardinal shortstop. After Paul Krlieger hit, a single, putting runners on' first and third, Robin
hit a hot grounder to the second baseman who dropped it
allowing him to be safe and a
run to score.

The Dodgers didn't feel any
pity for the Cardinals as they
scored four more runs in the
last inning to put the ice on the
game with a 12-4 lead.
The only hit for the Dodgers
in the last inning was a single
by Robin which drove in two

THE NEXT two Dodger
runs scored on a big double

Hodgins, Krlicrger, Retando

by Mike Retando. Kevin Ferrars, who had walked earlier in

the inning, scored the fourth
Dodger tally of the inning

innings

when he forced Schatz to drop
the ball on a play at the plate.

proved to be fatal innings for

and went to second on a fielder's choice. A double by Bob
Hartand a -long triple by Dave
Koelper drove in the Dodger's
other two runs.

ond on a throwing error by

The last run scored on a

Wednesday,.
July 16,

led the Dodgers' last inning attack. Sansone relieved Ander-

son of his mound duties part
way through the last inning.
control
wasn't any better as he walked
However, Sansone's

two Dodger batters and La-

The Cardinals scored two get the Cardinals out of the in-

runs in the last of the fifth but ning.
were -still down, 8-4. A single
DOWN BY EIGHT runs and
by Eichelkraut, walks by An- only one bat left, things looked
derson and Kazmierczake, and mighty dim for the Cardinals.
Alan Bergman, pinch hitting

hits.

Ray Coleman made a good
stop at second base for the Cardinals to throw Plough out at

for Eichelkraut, got on base
with a single to right but his
teammates couldn't get him

Des Plaines Gains
`Armchair' League Win
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and Ferrara, and two errors

zarski finally had to come into

fielder's choice.

the top of the fifth when they
scored five runs on just two

of the runs. Walks by Mike

home and the game.ended.
Dodgers (12)
ab r h bi
player
Koelper, If
0 0 0
Miller, If
2 0 0 0
Knuttel, p
0
0 0
Hodgins, ph
0
4
Plough, rf

4111
I

1969

league coaches reversed an
jumped back into the 1..
early -season 36cr loss to
District title picture Monday Wheeling and gave the victory
night when a committee of to Des Plaines.

Des Plaines Legion Pce

Huskies Mash Blazers
By Mare Schillinger

Hersey's high school summer baseball team won an impressive 11-0 victory over Addison Trails last night.
Hersey's powerful offense
exploded in the first inning.

Ken Kennepp led off with a
walk and scored three pitches
later

when

Bill

Ludwigson

thinking he cold catch it.
Smith
apparently thought
Fletcher had called it and, as a

Ludwigson cf
Morales 2b
Fisher If
0

result., nobody snagged it and
Dorgan ended up at first with a
good, solid single.
Landrum forced Dorgan on
a ground ball to short, but he
stole second base and moved
into scoring position for
DeAngelius. DeAngelius hit a
deep fly to center which was

Fletcher 3b
Quade c

blasted a tremendous triple to
right center off Blazer pitcher
Al Rabe. Not to be outdone, caught. Landrum tagged up
Ken Morales lined the next and moved to third. Once apitch to center for a single and gain, with a Blazer at third,
Smith got out of the inning.
drove in Ludwigson.
This time he fanned Bob
STEVE FISHER, Hersey's Kreske.
cleanup hitter, fouled his first fifth with a double to center.
pitch over the fence and al- Quade followed with a walk,
most out of play, but Hank and Steve Koch laid down a
DeAngelis leaned over and

made a sensational catch to retire Fisher. Jim Quade followed by hitting a sharp grounder
to Rabe who threw to DeAngelis, forcing Morales. DeAngelis in turn fired to Bob Landrum, playing first, to com-,
plete the double play.
Terry Jolly led ott tor Addison with a double down the left
field line. Hurler Terry Smith
got Tim Dorgan to fly to center, and a good throw by Lud-

beautiful

bunt

sacrifice

2

2

4

I

2

2

4
4

0

I

1

3

0

3
3

0

0

0

1

0

0

3

2

2

I

0

0

0

1

0

0

0
0

:1

30 11 12 11

ADDISON TRAILS (0)

3
3

Dorgan cf
Landrum lb
DeAngelis 3b
Kreske If
Rabe p
Chapman 2b
Lambesis rf

move the runners to second
and third. Sensing a jam, Kennedy fanned Kornelly and Jim
Perry to end the inning.
SMITH STAYED in the

0
0

3
3
3
3

0
0

2

0

2

0
0

2
24

Kelly c
Totals

groove in the bottom of the
fifth as he got Rabe to fly to
right, Chapman to ground to

r h rbi
0 1 0
0 I 0

ab

Players
Jolly ss

to

0

0
I

0
0

00
0
1

0
0
4

ip
Player
7
Smith
1-2-3
Rabe
Kennedy5-1

The Huskies cant alivfq in

the sixth inning when Kennepp lined what appeared to be

wigson prevented Jolly from a single to right. The ball took
advancing to third. Then a tricky bounce over the head
Landrum came to bat. Smith --of Lambesis, and Kennepp
fired, low in the dirt and the turned it in to an inside -the -

3

h

5-5

5

4

Winne r --Smith; Loser -

momentarily got away park home run. Kennedy
from catcher Quade. Thinking shook it off and retired the
he could make it to third, Jolly nest three batters.
Addison needed baseruntook' off. Quade's throw was
right on the money and retired ners, but Smith would not
Jolly. Smith then fanned cpmply. Once again he set the
Landrum to end the inning. 'Blazers down in order in the
The Huskies came back for bottom of the sixth.
Coach Harvey Foster's
more in the second. Rick Kornelly walked and was sacri- crew came to bat in the seventh
ficed to second by Smith. Ken- with a seven -run lead. Hownepp followed with a walk, set- ever, they were not content.
ting the stage for Ludwigson. Fletcher led off with a single
Lud tripled again, driving in and went to second on Quade's
Kornelly and Kennepp. Mo- tap to the pitcher.
After Kennedy's wild pitch
rales once more followed with
a single which scored Ludwig - moved Fletcher to third, Koch
Fisher followed by hit a sharp grounder to Landson.
slamming the ball in between rum. Landrum checked the
runner at third and went to tag
center and left for a triple.
Hersey apparently was too first, but then decided to try
much for Rabe to handle, and and fool Fletcher by throwing
coach Phil Valaika brought to third. Both runners were
Jim" Kennedy in to relieve. safe. Kornelly took advantage
Kennedy wasted no time fan- of Landrum's mental error
ning Fletcher for the third out.' and doubled to right center,
SMITH SET Addison down driving in Fletcher.
in order in their half of the inPERRY WALKED and Kenning.
nepp followed with a double.
Kennedy gave up a single to Koch and Kornelly scored on
Kornelly in the third inning, the play. Ludwigson then hit a
but got out of the inning with- grounder to short who threw
out any damage being done.
to home trying to get Perry.
Mike Chapman led off for The throw was late so Perry
Addison in their half of the scored and Ludwigson ended
third with a single to center. A up at first.
wild pitch by Smith sent him to
Foster called for a double
second, but Steve Lambesis steal. Kennepp scored as the
ball

player recruitment violation.

Rule 3, Plan B paragraph b

under player recruitment in
the 1969 American Legion

Rabe; SB---Kennepp, Ludwigsen, DeAngelis; WP --

The American Legion pro-

S

out. On the throw, Chapman
moved to third. With a Blazer
on third, Jolly whiffed to end
the inning.
Kennedy

whipped
ing.

Two ties highlighted the

Mount Prospect

Monday

night Twilight Golf League
this past Monday evening.
The lies came in the Morton
Pontiac -Mount Prospect Jew-

elers match and the Winkel -

m a n n's Shell-Annen and

Busse tilt. Both scores were
5-5. Other team play saw Picket Paints top Ed and Gil's Barber Shop, 7-3. Mount Prospect
Electric Construction shocked
Mount Prospect State iBank,
61/2-31

.

Arnold Palmer Cleaning
Center lived up to its name and

defeated John Mufich Buick,

6-4. The final match of the

twilight had Ye Old Town Inn

squeaking by J and B Meat
Market, 51/2-41/2.

Lumber, 6-4, after playing a

Hamilton rapped in a bird on
the treacherous 17th.

Team standines still have

John Mufich Buick holding a
precarious one -point lead over

second place Mount Prospect
Jewelers. One tally behind the
runners-up are Morton Pontiac with 66 points. One point
separates them from fourth Winkelmann's. Fifth
place is held doCvn by Mount
Prospect Electric Construction. Rounding out the first
place

Individually, Ken Gruenes
copped the low gross title with

4

2

3

.

INIU11101C11
I

TEAM STANDINGS

SCHLICHTHAROLD
ING of C. E. Jensen andSons
had the low gross score of 38.

them from fourth -place Winkelmann's. Fifth place is held
Mount Prospect
Electr i c Construction.
Rounding out thV first division
by

IN
PALATINE

0

-i..-., x

L

0. tt,.
*

USED MOWERS -REPAIRS
SALES & SERVICE

I
1

0

1

0

4

0

1

1

5

Pitching summary

Kunkel Realtors
M. P. State Bank
Team No. 7
Coloramic Tile
Team No. 8
C.E.Jensen & Sons
Novak and Parker
Kre-Ken Patterns
Team No. 5

5

Player
ip h r-er so w
Anderson 5 II 10-5 5 3
Sansone
0
2-0 0 2
Lazarski
0 0-0
Knuttel
4 2 4-0 9 8
Plough
0-0 3 0

41/,
41/2
31/2

21/2

11/
11/2
1

I

I

I

1

1

Knuttel (2).

Pts.
53

491/2
Jake's Pizza
491/2
Wille Lumber
42
Busse Food & Liquor
42
F.B.K. Realtors
381/2
M. P. State Bank
Town & Country Barber 371/2
381/2
Kruse's Tavern

Stteraof

3

Bainbridge Apts.
Keefer's Pharmacy
Clayton Courts
Doyno Motors

Most Popular Buff $25.2

SEMI ANNUAL
CLEARANCE

=

Labelon White $18.50

'YOU SAVE ...
$6.75

SS

Mount Prospect

351/2
341/2
291/2
21

DRESSES

== "=
=
=
=
= =- - -

BLOUSES

SPORTSWEAR
Thermal Copy Paper

MOST PERMANENT THERMAL PAPER DEVELOPED!
ORDER NOW FROM

MUELLER'S
STATIONERY STORE
13 E. Campbell St. Arlington Heights CL 3-2431

1

Winner - Knuttel, Loser
Anderson, WP- Anderson (2),

TEAM STANDINGS
Team
S&H Packaging Prod.

and much more in larger quantities

gi I

1

31 12 12 11

Pts.

Thermo -Fax is a registered trademark
f 3-M Sox of SOO -1111 "x111" Sheets.

4,

I

pect State Bank that lost to

U.S. PATENT NO. 2,927,039

ITEMS YOU WON'T BE: +F.
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM ON

PH- 359-4 5 26

10th and the 11th holes, and

DO YOU USE THERMO-FAX
PAPER?

Gik-A

1

I

2

Team
Allen's Store

FROM

491/2 points. The caller club is
Annen and Busse with a dismal
45 points.

2

Reese, Lazarski (2), Eichelkraut, Schatz (2), Coleman.

LADIES APPAREL

points. One point separates

',Al FS. RENT

392-4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHT

out the first division by nailing
down fifth place.

Tavern, 51/2-41/2. Jake's Pizza
overruled Doyno Motors, 7-2.

arc in the 11th position with

2

I

1

Shop was downed by Kruse's

in seventh with Ye Old Town
Inn in eighth. Ninth place belongs to Arnold Palmer Cleaning Center who have 54 mark-,
ers. Ed and Gil's Barber Shop

3

2

1

37. He shared the low net honors with Al Gilso at 33.

Don had birds on both the

3

I

F.B.K. Realtors by a 6-4 score,
and Town and Country Barber

honors with his outstanding

2
2

1

Campbell, took the low gross

One tally behind the runnersup are Morton Pontiac with 66

YARDMAN -MOWERS

INTSTOATI SHOPPING

_ CaNiE;;

2

team captain Don

1

4

0

1

Food and Liquor in the stand- n e r birdied twelve and
thirteen. It was Mount Prosings.
Busse

1

1

Clayton Court, upped Busse both Don and his playing part -

ket.

'

WAYNE BRENNA

h rbi

fine game. A 9-1 victory over

division is J and B Meat Mar-

EAST COLFAX
AT NORTHWEST HWY

r

played at both parks.

Keefer's was tops over Wine

down

Kunkel Realtors, deep in
the second division in first-half

of five points, with Mount Pro-

will start at 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. at
Maine South and 2 p.m. at
Recreation ( Park. Monday
night, 5:30 p.m. games will be

I

1

The playoff schedule has spect State Bank and Team
Seven both a half -point beand 4 p.m. and Recreation hind. Coloramic Tile rounded
Park at 3 p.m. Sunday games

1

2

Cardinals (4)
ab r h bi
player
0 0
Lazarski, 2b, p 3
0
Eichelkraut, ss 3
0 I 0
Bergman, ph
0
0
0
Anderson, p
I
3
I
I
Max Pemoller and Cliff Stock, Sansone, If, p
both of Coloramic Tile, fol- Kazmierczake, cf I 0 0
3
0 0 0
Schatz, c
lowed with 39s.
3
0 0 I
Pemoller fashioned his 39 Barut, 3b
I
0 0
with birdies on the third and Kielack, I b
2 0 0 0
fourth holes. Other birdies Mueller, rf
0 0 0
were registered by Kurt Leis Coleman, rf
22 4 3 3
on the 10th and Art Kruse on Totals
the seventh.
Stock had the low net of 30,
2B - Retando (2), Hart, 3B best of the season. Pemoller
and Schlichting were three Koelper, Sb - Lazarski, Bergman (2), Loelack, Retando,
strokes back.

games at Maine South at I p.m.

Ties in Monday Twilight

was the first and the last time pitcher to end the old ball

ab

it will

0

0

I

3
3

Joyce, cf
Hart, c
Ferrara, c
Reese, 2b
Totals

1

0
0

I

Allen's Kunkel Tied
For 'Y' Twilight Lead

draw a bye in the playoffs and play, found itself deadlocked
play the winner in a best -of - for first with Allen's Store for
three series. If there is a tie for Men at the start of second -half
first, all seven league teams action in the YMCA Twilight
will participate in the district Golf League.
The two leaders have totals
playoffs.

Packaging
Bainbridge Apart-

---Koch, Smith; 2B -- Kennepp

left and Fisher to pop to first. It Kreske and Rabe tapped to the

DORGAN TRIED to spark
hitting a
the !'i
pop up to Players
the nitcher. Fletcher ran over, Kennepp ss

league race outright,

League, S.H.

ments, 6-4, getting one more
win for their first place stand-

fanned the first batter, Land- two, on the 13th and 15th
had an easy rum. DeAngelis worked Smith holes. Paul Bruns picked one
fourth, getting Ludwigson to to a 3-2 count and then up on the 11th as did Jack
fly to center. Morales to fly to doubled to left. Smith fanned Quint on number sixteen. John

HERSEY (11)

School in Park Ridge and Recreation Park in Arlington
Heights. If one team wins the

In the Mount Prospect Friday Night Twilight Golf

is J andB Meat Market.
Holding the top spot of the
second division is Picket
Knack
-dumped
in
L457.13-3.2.
ed across four more runs.
--Paints with 611/2 points.
Addison came to bat for the
There were five birdies dur- Mount Prospect State Bank is
last time needing I I runs to tie. ing the course of the evening's
Smith smelled the victory and action. Swanson knocked in
A TO Z RENTAL

that the Huskies would go game.
down in order.

The district playoffs to de-

Mark Knuttel, the Dodger winning pitcher, lets go of a pitch
and eagerly waits for the umpire's call. Knuttel only gave up two
hits and had nine strike outs for his night's work.

& H Packages First in Loop

popped to short. John Kelly throw to second rolled into a 40. Bill Swanson and Gus
followed by tapping a groun- center field. When the dust Knaack shared low net honors.
der to the second baseman, had cleared, Hersey had push- Swanson hit a 42-10-32 while
who threw to Landrum for the

place Arlington. Tomorrow
night, Palatine plays at Des
Plaines.

county tournament start Saturday at Maine South High

Rabe, Kennedy, Smith; SAC
Fletcher, Kornelly, DeAngelius; 3B---Ludwigsen 2, Fisher;
HR---Kennepp.

in the crucial games that will
decide the winner. Tonight
Palatine plays at Park Ridge
and Des Plaines hosts fourth -

termine who will go to the

test rule states that when a violation of this,sort is discovered,
the game must be. forfeited, ac-

" Madison, I b
Krlieger, ph
Robin, 3B,
Retando, ss

three leaders meet
head-on tonight and tomorrow

ceed 3,600.

Wheeling had players from
Hersey, Prospect and Wheeling High Schools in the Des
Plaines contest, and the total
enrollment of the schools was
well past the 3,600 limit.

1

Joor, rf

The

tal enrollment of schools a

team draws from cannot ex-

1

going into the final days of the
race. Palatine leads with a 7-2
mark and Park Ridge is second
at 8-3.

Rulebook declares that the to-

The ruling left des Plaines in

r-er so bb
4 0-0 5 0
6 6-6 0 3
6

Wheeling had committed a

0 cording to Koentopp. After
0 the Des Plaines game, which
0 was the first for both teams,
0 Wheeling dropped its two
0 Prospect players from its roster.

PITCHING SUMMARY

to

second and' Lambesis
ground to first.

Keith Koentopp protested the
contest on the grounds that

5
5

Koch lb
Kornelly rf
Smith p
Perry ph
Totals

Wheeling won the game,
7-6, but Des Plaines coach

third place with a 7-3 record

SWIMSUITS
SLEEPWEAR
SIZES: -5 - 15 AND 8 - 18
9 W. PROSPECT AVE. MT. PROSPECT
PHONE CL3-7622
OPEN 9:30 to 5:30 DAILY
FRI. ill 9 P.M.

RIG"
PLACE ADAM- FAMILY WANT AD
...it's a great Summer Budget Booster
If the family budget seems to stretch a bit thin during the summer, perk it up with a
Day Family Wont Ad. Bring in extra money by selling all those unused household
it
items, -sporting goods, outgrown baby furniture, bikes and such. Why store
when someone will buy it?
748 -the Day wilt reach the buyers for you. In fact, only The Day reaches 9 out of 10
it householdsdaily in the Northwest suburbs...more than 200,000 readers. And the
cost is a real budget pleaser too!

ONLY $3.90 for 3 LINES for 5 DAYS
When it comes to results...

"LET THE DAY SHINE FOR YOU"

THE DAY really shines!

Line 1

Line 2

Use the handy AD BLANK here,
or phone our office

255-7200
296-6640

-

Line 3

NAME

I
I
I

Your Day Family Want Ad will reach more than 200,000 readers in:

I

Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect, Prospect Heights, Des Plaines,

I
I

Bensenville, Elk Grove, Schaumburg, Hoffman Estates, Itasca,

Medina, Roselle, Barrington, Palatine, Wood Dale, Rolling Meadows,
Buffalo Grove, Wheeling

(Allow 4 or 5 words por lino)

TOWN

co Enclosed is $3.90 (fora Line, 5 Day Ad)

MAIL TO: DAY PUBLICATIONS
WANT AD DEPT.
217 S. Art natgqn HK° Rd.

Arlingtonelghts, III.

I
..AB

.a

AMA 'EMI I

IONA

PHONE
° Ca- Please,Bill Me

DAY PUBLICATIONS
WANT AD. DEPT.
722 linter St.
Des Plains, I11.

Wednesday, July 16, 1969
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BUSINESS

CLASSIFIED

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

296-8385 before 10 am.
13 -Lost and found

112
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wanted. . . 101
Boats and
37
Marine Supplies
36
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities. ' 66
17
9

Business Services

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries 8. Lots

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Tuckpointing,

air-cond.; out-

Electrical wurk;

lets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792

439 3.537

Fencing

Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.
CL 9 3517

& IRON CO.
All types of fencing: Chainlink,
Redwood, Stockade, Wrought

CREATIVE

iron. 647-0220

ART

CALL' NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

Interior & Exterior Painting
Rem. & meticulous. Teacher.

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Steel
Colors.
Privacy
Aluminum

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

E 8 D CARPENTRY'

PAIRING, 107, E. Prospect Ave.

garages 529 2478
BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

CLEANING. 50c per window.

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Janitorial Service

'It

prices -FREE estimates

439-0059

1/z price w/this ad Installations,
tinting, mach wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced Des PI Sery 296-6365.
FREE

with

Lawns Mowed 8 landscaped
Reasonable Prices

394-0630

carpet

824-1866

cleaning 296-1450

driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es:
timate Call anytime.
766-1943

.

big or small. Free estimates.

I

Free interior & exterior decoratmg ideas A Christian business
man CALL 296.3953

.

decorative

.

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

255-2570

Dressmaking -Sewing
Individualized styling._ Formals;

and resort clothes designed to
Coordinated wedding?
order
parties Alterations.' Near Rand,

We have the equip. to handle
anything from the smallest pri-

martial job. 439-7774

-

I

Masonry

After -5 ant.

_

MASONRY

Home inprovaments & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
plastering, waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Call day!

Ray's

7

FOR THE

'

BUSINESSMAN
AND FOR THE

.1

Want Ads

CALL

,

x.

zD5-3200
.

-.

296-6640

years. High School is enough.
Wear a business suit for interview. Oh yes - free smokes, of
Ask

counsel

394-1000,

Steve Pace at
HALLMARK PER

800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.
SONNET,

19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. His.
CL 5-5692

HOUSEWIFE,

ARE HAPPY'
ABOUTTI-It
31131 al/ .

DAY
'

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS,
QUICKER,

EASIER!

negotiations

of all

pun.

a position of ever in-

sion in

responsibilities.

Please send resume

in

corn

plete confidence to:

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS,
INC.

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts. III. 6 005

\

Mt. Prospect

We are a leading manufacof electro mechanical
products with an excellent opportunity for a Receiving
Inspector. Will be responsible
for checking all incoming parts
turer

materials.

and

Trainee

437-8646

$150-$170

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

to work at

home or will do baby sitting.

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group or
Audio

the

437-4446

mer gen. office or what hove you.
Some exp. Full or part time. Own
transportation. 259.3441.

uring gouges.
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

392-3500

METHODE

MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

INSTALLER

SALES Trainee. Growth oppor
tunity. Trainee or experienced:
for leading manufacturer of loos!?
machinery. North Suburban ter-

(Or Trainee)
Unusual opportunity to enter

booming water treatment
field.
CALL MR. BELTZ

for appointment

437-9400

We are a leading manufacturer in the field of electro

PRESS BRAKE

tool and die maker. Work consists of repair and maintenance on high speed progres-

manager daily: 8 am. - 4:45
pm. 10601 W. Belmont Ave.,
Franklin Park (1 block west
of Mannheim Rd. at Belmont

HIRING IN

by supervising 10-20.
Move to upper management or
engineering.

OUR OFFICE

Ave. 3200 north.)

An

16 draftsmen

CALL MIKE HANSEN

Elk Grove Village

405 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington

shift available. Good company
benefits. Excellent opportunity
for advancement. Steady employment. APPLY to personnel

Free

1950 E. Estes Ave.

TOOL & DIE

OPERATORS

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Start

WATER CONDITIONING
COMPANY

Immediate openings for ex
perienced men. Day or night

117 So. Emerson

onkel units.

BARTENDER

Barrington Hunt
Table Restaurant

tech school training opens the
door to this above average car
ear opportunity. For further information, see or call:

Circuit and 'components test
ing of precision electro.mech-

RAINSOFT

Apply

best electronic engineers found
anywhere. Any military or

Control Spotter
$150-$175 Wk.

EVENING

5 PM or 6 PM til Closing
Experienced

job training with some of the

PARKER

have

WATER SOFTENER

2441e10 Wanted Men

Communications

areas. No previous exp. need
ed. Your training will consist of
in -plant seminars and on-the-

Must

knowledge of all basic meas-

253.6600 -

Auto allowance. Phone M. Horka,
259-8010.

Electronic

Retired mechanic will Simoniz
your car. Will pick up & deliver.

typist

RECEIVING

INSPECTOR

Audio -Communications

21 -Situations Wanted -Men

Experienced

PARKER'
117. So. Emerson

ritory. Must be service exempt.

17 S. Evergreen

Equal Opportunity
Employer

mechanical products with an
opening for an experienced

sive

dies along with jig and

Air-condibuilding.
fixture
tioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

METHODE

MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

392-3500

for customer

296-1043
.

and

service training

_

$600 -$850 -free

TOOL AND DIE
We ore looking fora man with tool room experience to do repair work on our metal piercing and forming dies.

to waste your time with inter
views that lead nowhere. So
this leading U.S. corporation
will interview and HIRE YOU

You would de working in a modern suburban plant on various
size dies used in presses ranging in size from 30 ton to 500 ton
capacity.

HERE at YOUR CONVENIENCE.

Excellent long-term employment operation steady overtime.

expenses paid, traveling
assignments! Jet Rentacar out
of town.) Do a public relations
job as well as checking up on
the performance of Instruments

You will get away from rou.
tine board work and learn
Engineering in the field. You

and fixtures made by your
company. You can learn this in

FAST POTENTIAL

296 1043
2720 Des Plaines Ave

if

for

move up. Call:

be area Sales Mgr. within 3

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)

ENGINEERING AGENCY
1

_A__dvertise with Day

'

SAVE YOUR EYES!

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

school.
CALL DENNIS DALLAS

_

_

1

Reasonable rates.
VOORHEES SEALING 358.4150

4 to 6 weeks if you have an

("Rm. Additions. ',Fences Fully insured & Guaranteed '
CL 3-4300
Mt. Prospect
Choice of Finance Plans
Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 0)
Ask tor Mr. Richard

vote job to the largest com-

Asphalt sealing done with
squeegees & brooms -not just
colored. Good job guaranteed.

. + 69 CAR

Kitchens Dormejs
Basements *Garages

r

No experience necessary. Pro
tected territory just keep your
customers stocked up. No travno night work. 5 day
eling
week. Do the job and you may

160 wiek-start

Custom Remodeling

* Lawns seeded

Dog Grooming

_

Remodeling & Supplies

WE DELIVER SOD

Custom Int. & Ext. Decorating. by
Castle Decorating Co. Free Est.,
insured, 298.5660,262-1206

electronics aptitude and high

for shadedHINES LUMBER CO.
&

1969 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

7 -Business Services

All

PATIO'S

hal and will be responsible

up to systems work. No previous exp. needed. This position offers in addition to su
perb training a real chance to

WE KNOW you are TOO BUSY

Ilir

296-6709
' - REPAIRS6 REMODELING -Nolob too. small or too large,
A.. 1 LANDSCAPING
50% financing available.
437-6732
& SUPPLY CO.

., Minion Blue Sod
* Scott Windsor Sod
* Fescue Sod

$135 Wk, NO FEE

2 Field Technicians
Trai!fees

-

* Em4rgreens
stones

DECORATOR

-

SALES

-

Repairs &Remodeling

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

,
I

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED. 358-5359

probably won't find a
BETTER JOB anywhere. You
will be sent to the IBM school
free of charge and receive
your full salary while attending.
After training is5ls will move

You

CIGARETTE

2120 Des Plaines Ave
Des Plaines, III.

PEOPLE

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

I.B.M.'s New 360
$650 i- FREE

ENGINEERING AGENCY'

Radio -TV Repair

Installed Rototilling & Grading. :
All work guaranteed. No job too

Mt. Prospect

TRAINEE

Palatine area.
358-2659_

ems

lIcIf04.

a REMODELING
Ceilings, walls & patching,
No job too small.
824-7510.
JOE QRTMAN

LANDSCAPING

---.

0

Train to Program

117 So. Emerson

Piano lesson's

SOON

OP' 1481e

'

Sod Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees ,

Kenneth A Pearson

hurst

,

.

EXPERT PLASTERING

COMPLETE

255-1096
Tile Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

Decorator

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

827-7588

KEY TILE CO

CleUflUll & Huul Away SettriCe
Specialtzlng in all types of
cleanup Home owners, contractors, and so on. Call any
time HARROLD S 299-7830.

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
DAN KRYSH
255-3822

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Ceramic Tile

..-.

Plastering

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

.

. TRY ONE

392.6817

Ned Willlarns

392-8763

Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work :
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987

WANT
ADS/

Tuning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

All types -all season or vocation
only. Call Cooperative Enter -1
prises. 223-0352,41'4,10 answer

KANZLER BROTHERS.

Clean Up Service

Piano Tuning -Service.

LAWN CARE

Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bondtd
30 years in business.
CALL 766-5084

ma

AND

.

have a good working knowledge of total material C0,1

Go to School Free!

PARKER

15 -Instruction

DAY

.

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

296-1043

QUALITY

,

your home. Permanent waves

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537.1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

KANCLER & SON

I

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

vaiiable. 358-3411.

APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Patios, Sidewalks,

ed 823-3342, 298-3491

7 yards for $21. Half loads a-

255-0880 or 255-6295

PATIOS,

Floors Licensed, Bonded. Insur-

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

Permanent waves given in your
home by loc. specialist. Get
acquainted offer, reg. $15 per
manent $10 comp. MU 5.5400

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

Please contact 327-6791

Alik

lif

Permanent Wave

NO JOB TOO BIG

Coll TED LEVERENZ

253-6600

23-Emidisnent Aiencies-Male

44:11

-

2 young men with tractor desire
lawn maintenance jobs. Call

Cement Work

We Work for
Pe micas !

mum of 2 years experience in
industrial
electro mechanical
purchasing. Individual must

creasing

of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant immedi

j.

.

Mature H.S. senior girl desires sum-

any 5 gallon purchase.
DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl, Hts.

experience

BUYER
We seek a man with a mini

cation, free insurance, liberal

ENGINEERING AGENCY

Interested in locating JUDY nee
MACKLIN who lived in California, concerning religious matter.

PHONE 255-7200

MORE

FREE 6, I/2 pints U.T,C. with

Landscaping

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

Saturdays.

White Interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints $1.99'per gallon.

Offices, Stores, Buildings. Recta.

CARPET & FURN - shampooing,

CLEANING

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

JANITORIAL SERVICE

,

9 to 9 weekdays 8 9 to 12

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

chasing by our company. You
will work with little supervi

you can now start at $4 an hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future

,14 -Personals

73

notify us at once. Corrections are accepted by phone

.

Great Lakes
'Runway &

ate hiring. No fee. Call

Please check your ads and

Shalt Decorating
358.9038

conditions.

sistant in our office. Corn
petence is rewarded hand
somely! We offer paid no

bonus plan and profit shoring.

opportunity can include that

DAY..."

76

rectified by republication
for one insertion.

Fully insured.

,

439-8614

carpentry.'

I

exterior I
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

NO JOB TOO SMALL
Heating, /electrical, plumbing,

Concrete work included. For Free
Estimate, call 296 6250

Carpet Cleaning

NIPrAtir,
All Cracks Repaired'

Home Maintenanligi

Carpentry & General Contract ing We ore not big but we give
big service Dormers, Additions,
Garages & General Remodeling.

22
48
74
78

department at
once In order the correction
can be made. In the event of
error or omission, the newspaper will re responsible for
the first incorrect
ONLY
Insertion and only to the extent of the space that the ad
will be
Errors
requires.

r

$20 Paints Most Rooms

Call 392-4750

537.6122

.

0.

ed. Free estimate.
392.1542

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

IN THE

Rental plan. 392-4750

classified

2 College Students beginning
5th summer in exterior pointing.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully into,'

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

NO JOB TOO SMALL

296-1450

'

00. \I WANT AD

31
21

previous

Without

YOUR-

70

CHECK YOUR ADS!
Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of
their advertisement and in
case of error to notify the

WINDOW

PROFESSIONAL

$4.00 Hr40.T.

AAA1 Hearing Air Repair Sery
ice on all makes. Free loaners.,

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE'

253-8551

PAINTING& DECORATING
Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

Free estimates

t

General Hauling
Cl. 5.8232

96

Pick Up & Delivery

Window Washing

Hearing Aids

Recreation rooms, powder

RECOVERED

Free Estimates

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

359-1906
Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

DINETTE CHAIRS

392-9858. call after 3

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

"HELLO,
I SAW

$650 MONTH

Interested in a learn and earn
training program? We ore in
terested in o well groomed,
personable man able to talk
to people for a personnel as

MAINTENANCE
START AT

heartsick. 259-9057.

time with plenty of overtime.
Benefits. Excellent working

253.6600

ASST.

PLANT

Lost: Siamese kitten male Seal
Point, 6 mos., vic. St. yiator.
Since Mon. Children's pet, tam.

Experienced or will teach. Full

PERSONNEL,

.

Child's pet. REWARD. 359-4659.

.

Upholstery

Professional Painting done for
less money by exp. college
students. Free estimates.
Interior & Exterior. CL 3-6604

Real Estate -Wanted

94
88

Metal
Fabricator

Engineering Co.

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

home in Plum Gr. Countryside.

_

DES PLAINES

Mt. Prospect

117 So. Emerson

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

seal & ton
strayed from

Siamese
cross-eyed cat,
LOST:

Parker

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

91

To Rent Miscellaneous. . 81
To Rent Resort Properties. 79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . 77
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

299-0119

695-9812

86

To Rent Houses

Des Plaines

651 Pearson

' QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant

Apartments

259.9440

its FINEST. INSURED.

FURNITURE REFINISHING & RE-

and

additions,

Remodeling,

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. His
830 W. NW. Hwy.

or

Interior and Exterior painting .at

Wayne's Furniture Service
Bums &
Custom refinishing.
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re -gluing

---

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski

rates. 671-0009.

Furniture Refinishing

expert carpentry,
BEST" for
remodeling & additions. Na jobs
=no small 766-8034
-

AAMCO

392-3450
Interior & Exterior Painting. All
Reasonable
top quality work.

Daily 9-5 for -Free estimate

Call "the rest" than call "THE

Transmission Service

Decorating & Remodeling
CL 5.3901

Call 774-3394

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

NEW WAY PAINTING

Seamless Floor Coverings Never
needs waxing -are sanitary &
repels dirt & germs.'

15

Housekeeping
Rummage 6 Garage Sale
Situations Wanted -Men. .
Situations Wanted Women
Sporting Goods
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs
.

Grove. REWARD. 541.11332

5

Rooms -Board DICK'S TILE SERVICE

RICK'S DECORATING

NORTHWEST FLOOR CARE

Custom Homes Room Additions,
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Coll Chuck 259 4348

Tile

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, Sanded, Sealed
& Refinished, $22.95. 529-1211

Carpentry -Remodeling

CL 9.0849 Tues., & Wed. eves

WALL PAPERING

Floors

217 S Arlington His Rd,
Arlington Heights, III.

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

439-4454

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.

Tailoring

do painting, inside and out

I

Carpets, Floors,
side. Walls,
Gutters. REASONABLEI
GUARANTEED WORKII
971.0675
CALL JIM

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS.

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS
also SHARPENED. 358-0845

,mote call 392-6604

CALL 297-2266

255-7200

J

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti.

83

69
Child Cate
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56
14
Personals'
Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89

For estimates -537-3986 oft. 3 pm

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Euclid Schl, Mt. Pros. 392-4235

Nursery Schools -

"Small Engine Repair"

SERVICE

'

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest cubistbon business for
Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Whiling Pieces
Cartooning
and other services
Contact Dick Westgard

Lost: gray seal -point Siamese cat

LOST: Dk. grey & white spotted
cat "Tom", vic. N.W. Buffalo

69 RAWLS RD.

with young vets.

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to
handle all inquiries regarding.
delivery dates and any problems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

w/blue eyes, female, "Sheba",
blue collar w/red stones. Vic.

47

90
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

Quality workmanship. Fully in 259-1039
cured. Reasonable.
Ken's Painting & Decorating

Men or Women.... .

27
26

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

1

ticket plus money.
REWARDII 392-4636

with train

2

24

A. H. ROBINS CO.

terrific opportunity

to get your service
experience to work. Very little
training is necessary. This
multi -million -dollar firm has
had great success in the past

$145 to $165 To Start

Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted

299-2206

for you

Young man lost wallet in A.H.

57
93

is a

This

Sherwood,

&

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

-$150 WK.

394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Lost: White parakeet "Snoopy"

SERVICE

(To Rent)

per sofa plus fabric,
117.50 per section plus fabric

train. Call Gregg Stafford at

25

Furniture.
Industrial Property

$24.50

tude. Company will completely

CAMERA ON SOUTH PATTON,
ARL. HTS. 394-2227

Home Furnishings -

$15.50 per chair plus fabric,

-Painting -Decorating

-

X -CELL FENCE

Art Service

chimney

teed & reasonable. 259-9246
Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

I

You'll get this one on attid-

A TAIL, Vic. of Berkely Square,
Arl. Hts. 392-7726
Glenbrook

needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

EX -GI's
Training Program

No experience necessary here.

ALL BLACK CAT WITH

LOST:

New warehouse in Des Plaines

NO FEE

Please

of Virginia Terrace.
describe. 259-1765

253-6600

117 So, Emerson

CUSTOMER

Help Wanted Women

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

repair

& brick work. All work guaran

j

Hemming &
Alterations

.827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

Electrical Work

SLIP COVERS

.

One bicycle. Found

WAREHOUSEMAN

Mt. Prospect

Parker

$145 Week to Start

vicinity

23

Farms
Florists

Slip Covers

Purchasing Trainee

Prosp. His. REWARD. 537 0526
LOST: STRAW PURSE &

EmploymentMAegnenciesWomen
Equipment Rentals

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

Call Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

Alterations

Ag n s s

i Masonry

McBR1DE ELECTRIC

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rates
Free Estimates
CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532
Georges Heating & A/C service

3

Coins Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

appear daily in The Northwest Day,
Your Ad
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

no previous experience. Your own territory with
no. traveling or night work.
5 day week. If you qualify you
could become the area sales
manager within the next 3
years. Dress like an eiecutive

392-3750

and smoke free cigarettes.

Hts. REWARD. 255.4374
in

Inn, Mt. Prospect.

requires

pect.

Irish Setter. Answers to "Squire".
An. fits. tags. 255 9445
& white . kitten,
LOST: Grey
"Smokey", vic. Stonegote, Arl.

Kitchen help. Ye Old Town' Inn,

'New car furnished + Bonus
and profit sharing. This job

$50 reward for return of male -

Auto Parts and Access.. 107
Auto Trailers & Campers 103
P

Any- schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Lorry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros

Memory Gardens, An. Hts. 2
graves in Section Eternal Light.

20
109

Auction Sales
Aviation

$650 No Fee

27. SP 5.2466

35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques

MERCHANDISER
- TRAINEE
$145 WEEK NO FEE

10 TECHNICIANS

10 grave lot, Ridgewood Cemetery, $750. Section 19, lot number

INDEX

Let us help make your DAY

Electrical Contractor

24711elp Waited Men

BOYS WANTED.

CIGARETTE

. 3 -Cemeteries & Lots

Service Directory

Air Conditioning

23-EmMovuentAterdes-liale

23-Ercla1neut Ittescies-litie

will start MUCH HIGHER than

you are making now, with a
to

$10,000

UP. Complete benefits, free
college, profit sharing, ex

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY
200 E. TOUHY296-2251, EXT. 360 DES PLAINES

penses. STRICTLY LOCAL.
CALL AL NORMAN
-

296-1043

engineering agency

Des Plaines,

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

CALL NOW
PLASTIC'S - FOOD - GLASS

Any lite supervision in Fabrication Production

operations, expansion of plant in Northwest suburbs needs FOREMAN & 3 GROUP LEADERS.

ISAM/OS
ARE YOU AN ANALYST/PROGRAMMER
WHO WANTS TO JOIN AN EXPANDING
GROUP OF PROFESSIONALS?

duplex our current system
(now 512K) within 2 years.

We will

If you have at least one year of COBOL/360

experience and are interested in joining a
truly sophisticated environment, we invite
your confidential inquiry.

CALL RAY HADLEY

296-1071
BUSINESS MEN'S CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE
' 2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines;

Contact: Mrs. Ewing (312) 654-4000
Or send resume to: Box
Or send resume for Box 1205
Day Publication
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd. Arlington Hts,

t'agL 15

Wednesdliy, July 16, IA

en 7 days. Con arrange hours to

FURNITURE FINISHER

PART TIME

suit.

WAREHOUSE

SCANDA HOUSE
259-9550

Monday thru Saturday. Perma-

nent part-time position. CALL

Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

14 S. WILLIE
MT. PROSPECT

MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

letter. Free

MOONLIGHTERS

Permanent' part

392-1830

evening

Mt. Prospect

150 W. Rand Road

days.

show you how to keep little

MAIL AND SUPPLY CLERK

cessing equipment and have some familiarity with disc packs.

PART TIME MEN
Needed for store cleaning
Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m. to 11 a.r.r.

Position availablein our Mail and Supply Deportment. Ex
perience helpful but not necessary. Excellent working con ,

Excellent opportunity to join a new department in a fast grow

ing company. This opening con afford the right man the

OR

Sat. & Sun. from ,8 a.m. to 11

ditions, salary and employee benefit prOgram.

chance to progress into brood responsibilities for computor

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY
Des Plaines

200'E. Touhy 296-2251, Ext. 360

m392-9050

A reliable man interested in
working full time in the even-

Unigard

PLASTIC INJECTION
PLANT

ASSISTANT FOREMAN (3rd Shift)

SET-UP MAN

EXPD. SPRAYERS

(2nd Shift)

These positions offer you room for growth as well as overtime
and NO LAYOFFS, a comprehensive free benefit program is
provided in addition to excellent salaries.
Apply in person or contact Mr. Kroll

talization, tuition
and pension.

Des Plaines
200 E. Touhy '
296-2251, Ext. 360

Wanted For Permanent Positions
With Expanding Machine Shop

Company benefits include Hospitalization and major medical
insurance, Paid Vacation and Holidays. Interviews daily until
and Sunday by appointment.

WRAP INDUSTRIES, INC.
Schiller
25th Ave.

N.

Pk.
_

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

CALL MR. McGRATH
35B-5800
THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

Are you ready to leave the dust and fumes
behind for a clean, public contact position using
your knowledge of shopwork? A position with
security and prestige? A position with a future
for you and your family -with a potential limited

INSPECTOR
growing manufacturer of Electra
Chemical Machine Tools and 'are in need of an

We are

a

individual experienced
and final inspection.

in

receiving in -process

SP 4-8585
,7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

as a property adjuster.

(1

Our outstanding benefit package includes a
full range of company benefits, including SEARS
PROFIT SHARING and a company car.

heim Rd. at Belmont
Ave. 3200 north.)
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

LIBRARIAN

Allstate.

Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits.

United Airlines needs an as
with experience who can assume respon
sibility for all cataloging.
sistant librarian

Experience is your 'important

qualification for this position.
Our only requirement is a solid
background in cataloging

Skokie

7770 Frontage Rd.

practices.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

We offer a salary commensurate with experience,

437-5400

no:cut®

Please send your resume, or
call, Mr. W. R. Whyte, Supervisor of Employment, United
Air Lines, P.O. Box 66100,
Chicago, Illinois 60666. 437-

PEOPLE MAKE
THE DIFFERENCE

ENGINEERING COMPANY /

2300, ext. 3412.

An equal opportunity employer

.,..

AT

,,

BRUNING

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

25-EmMennent Agencies -Women

(

Tired of Commuting?
opportunities
rble in N.W. Suburbs
Excellent

Industrial Engineer
*

LIKE TO. PLAY?

Tool Design

WANT HIGHEST

*

Project Engineer

PAY?

*

Designer

Come to ...

Exec. Sec
Sec (No S.H)

,

RECEPTIONIST
1111.

....,....b

Sure, you work hard. But you advance as quickly as your skills

improve. What job security! Never a layoff in company his.

Manufacturing Cost

Analyst
.,

with good voice and nice smile

for the Important job of greet.
ing customers. 20 girl office.
Fine benefits. Hours MO AM

Maintenance Machinist.

a

gip.

-INTERVIEW- HOURS -

7:45 TO 4:15 P.M.

Apply in person Mon. through Fri. 9 AM to 8 PM or
Call Pete Blut at 766-3400 for an interview.

i(1..

SAT.

CORPORATION
,

BENSENVILLE, ILL;

766-3400

gam-12pin

.4

im BRUNING

,an equal opportunity employer

1890 W. CENTRAL ROAD MT. PROSPECT

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

and convenient suburban office and excellent starting
salary make this an outstanding position. Free. Call
Miss Paige.
Miss Paige

exciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
keep appointment schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to

phone,

typing skills plus any
steno or dictaphone starts you
Your

immediately with this young
exciting suburban advertising
agency. Never o dull moment.
This is a ground floor opportu.

9 to 5, 5 days. lots of

fringe benefits, fast pay raises.
No experience necessary. Coll
for details.
.

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you
keep

966-0700

Get Into Politics
Be Senator's Secy

,

excitrnentll As politi
cal secy to big name Senator,

mals. Light, simple office
routine.

you'll take part in the fascinating action that goes on in
this groat mon's life! It means

work with campaign
helpers, sit in on conferences,'
learn detail that makes this office tick. You'll answer phones,
keep Senator's date book. And
You'll

Secretary
for

Television Station

$130 WEEK '
If you're good, you can

make top money anywhere. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting experience? Be a secretary for one of the top
television stations in the
mid -west. You can start
increase after 3 months.
Call for details.

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

DAYS ONLY

Decorators,
Designers
This

firm publishes items of

interest for these people and
you'll get to, meet them all in
your position as the front desk
should be
poised and handle yourself
well in public contact situationS.1475 to $500 mo. Free.

receptionist. You

9 S. Dunton

394-0880

6028 Dempster

966.0700

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclidl

Rolling'Meodows

HARPER COLLEGE

Personnel

new facilities in Palatine
shortly. Excellent fringe bene

Assistant

fits.
CALL MRS. GOODUNG
359.4200

100% Public
Contact

MACHINE POSTER
Post and bill accounts receivable. Experience helpful, but
not necessary. Will train qualm.

fied applicant.
FULL TIME

Exciting position if you are interested in people. You'll learn
all areas of personnel while
working with the most respected organization in the
Midwest. You'll be trained
right on the job. Excellent
salary and benefits.

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

CALL Mrs. Hull

Spiegel Catalog
Order Store

Call or see Jean Yale

'

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
255-7500

lynn

davis

sales records with young fast
growing company in toys and

YOUNG

.

housewares industry.

-

DOCTOR

678-1337

WILL TRAIN

CENTSABLE
PRODUCTS

for this modern, neighborhood
office located in convenient
medical center. He is a special.
ist and quite busy. You'll learn

dedication, we have an exciting Executive Secretary posisenior executives.

Established service organization needs full time clerical
help. Typing, audio visual,

contact

and

varied

assignments. Good starting
salary and benefits.

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

394-0880

6028 Dempster

966-0700

824-1845

$600
575
550
650
450
500
450
550

Exec. Secretaries
ettelaphone .Jecys
Personnel, no steno
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Figure Clerks
Sales Order Desk

NCR Operator

Congenial ,employer
hiring

thru

alone.

us

Start now or after your

organizer and capable of ac

perience and obilites, a su

perior benefits package and
pleasant surroundings.

TELLER

OUR OFFICE OR THEIRS
FIRM NEW TO THIS
AREA

ceptional typing and shorthand skills who is an excellent

You'll enjoy top remuneration
comparable to your ex-

EXPERIENCED

EXCLUSIVELY

We need a responsible, mature individual possessing ex-

cowing responsibility. Duties
are varied and challenging.

Call

THIS WEEK

working for one of our

tion

OFFICE
public

start. Free.
Miss Paige

If you want rewards to match
your intelligence, abilities and

GENERAL

appointment schedule, answer
the phones, etc. Lite typing,

Sets. $550 mo.'is the salary to

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

to greet all patients, keep on
nice personality and appearance for patient contact qualify. Hours are 9-5, 5 days, no

259-7010

401 E. hrospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
also
Chicago
36 S. State Sr.

3930 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Park, Ill.

RECEPTIONIST

Full

Call for on interview opp't.

insurance, profit sharing.

PERSONNEL DEPT.

time. Pleasant congenial
conditions. Paid vocation,

259-9600

Call Mr.Lyngaan or Mr. Chirpe

255-9000

HALLICRAFTERS

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

A subsidiary of Northrop Corp

An equal Opportunity employer

CO.
600 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows 60008
An equal opportunity employer

GENERAL OFFICE GIRL

get in at once, register

We are in need of a general office girl for a full time position
with a fast growing, modern company located near O'Hare
Field. Typing is a must for this interesting, busy position.

by phone. GREAT FIRM GREAT BENEFITS. Beau-

Excellent company benefits.

vacation.

If you

can't

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

tiful new office.

Ford Employment

299-4446

437-5090
MORTON GROVE

1720 Algonquin

In Arlington Heights

MFG. CORP.

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827,6628

MOUNT PROSPECT

Miss Paige

METHODE

Excellent salary
Good opportunities

SECRETARY
TO PRESIDENT

HOURS - 9 to 5

INTERIOR

392-3500

LPN

at $130 a week with a

guaranteed merit

FOR FURTHER DETAILS
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Gal Friday who will also handle

you don't need political back.
ground! You should be good
with people! TACTFUL! KIND!
GRACIOUS! A DREAM JOBI Excellent salary. Free to you.
IVY
SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
297-3535
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

related clerical functions.

437-5010 or 437-9536

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

wigs & so many interesting
people from all walks of life!

good typist. You will handle
all invoicing as well as Other

100t S. Busse at Golf
Mt. Prospect '

LADY PARKER

meeting & getting to know big-

rewording

chine operator. Will also train

Youngs Tire & Supply

an

will be trained to administer medication to ani-

Here's

RECEPTION

ADVERTISING
AGENCY
$140 WK. FREE.

nity.

YORK & THRO DALE ROADS

Put business men, executives,
tourists in the driver's seat.
Constant public contact, lovely

RECEPTION
SECRETARY

TILL 8 P.M.
FLICK -REEDY

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK - FREE

and

position open in small con
genial office for billing ma-

CLERK -TYPIST, 12 months, 371/2
hours per week. Will be in

TRAINEE

pect.

TUES. EVENINGS

966-0700

6028 Dempster

MACHINE
OPERATOR
Interesting

FULL TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

to 4;30 PM. Light typing required. Good salary. For details call Amy. 255-9414. 16
W. Northwest Hwy. Mt. Pros-

Programmer

While you earn highest rotes! Sound unbelievable? -It's true!

SWITCHBOARD
Large company seeking girl

tory!

Lathe Operators, Lathe Trainees, Saw Operator, Grinder,

holmes & assoc.

General. Office Work

Miss Paige

RENT -A -CAR

BILLING

want-

fice in Palatine. CALL: Dr. Becker
at 359 4676.

an outstanding position. Free.

IVY

6028 Dempster

dental assistant

privileges and excellent raise
after training period make this

you.

500

Randhurst-Upper Level
392.2700
Suite 13A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939 4866

Clerk
Flick Reedy's the place whore going to work is like going an
vacation!

We need: Hone Operators, Assemblers, Drill Press Operators,

'475

* Scheduling & Expediting

FLICK -REEDY!

And yoU'll hove time to enjoy swimming, tennis and fishing

Acctg. Clerks (3)
Good Typist
Customer Service

An equal opportunity employer

ed for general practitioners of.

needed informs
Lion and advice. Req's. are
typing and friendly,
light
outgoing personality. $495 mo.
to start, plus fabulous travel

avail.
$600
500
600

Mature

help with

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

July & August Only'

MR. W. TULLIS CO 7-6800 EXT. 537

precision instruments and gauges, preferably
with mechanical and electrical background.

block west of Mann-

ASSISTANT

or write, in complete confidence

Miss Gaffke

parts. Choice .of day or

mont Ave., Franklin Park

Don't procrastinate! Take the first step to
a challenging and rewarding career -call now!,

1865 Miner St., Des Plaines
827-6111

Ref. 392-2847, 9 AM to 5 PM

RESERVATIONIST

who wants to TRAVEL! Free to

manager daily: 8 a.m. 4:45 pm. 10601 W. Bel-

offers you the opportunity to
join our modern and progressive claims force

The employee we seek will have experience with

CALL

ASSEMBLERS
(Electrical)

spot for outgoing personality

night shifts. Excellent opportunity. Good corn
pony benefits. APPLY in
person to personnel

s only by your own initiative and abilities?

GENERAL
TELEPHONE

WANTED general housekeeper.
From Aug. 15 to Sept. 15 appro

This modern suburban travel
service needs the kind of gal
they can train in this exciting
field. You'll learn to contact
airlines, arrange reservations,

She'll

311.

schedules, reports, tickets. Use
dictaphone. Slowly learn to talk
to people about vocations. Set
up vacations. Set up trips, contact hotels, airlines, A good

Experienced in electrical

-

job

Aug

train you to welcome people
wanting info on trips, flights,
trains, ships. You'll typo travel

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

Does your experience include auto body estimating or body shop mechanical knowledge?

a -must see. -

DIRECTORY CO.

BE A TRAVEL

COMPLETE

leaves

Engineering Co.
AUTO CLAIMS ADJUSTER

ary, make this 8 to 4:30 job

26 -Help Wanted Women

LEARN TO

$525 -Start off by relieving, receptionist or her desk (she

Runway. &

If so, ALLSTATE

a

gets you hired! Free to you.

TRAINING

Great Lakes

.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

O.D. & I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

to every job! 35 WPM typing

LEARN TRAVEL
AGENCY BUSINESS
FROM GROUND UP

experience.

ask for: MR. BRISKY

.

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

PAYING
in this HI
firm. COMPLETE TRAINING.

Like to work in a quiet carpet
ed keypunch department with
brand new machines? Excel
lent fringe benefits and top sal.

.

work from sketches and soles
write up. Futurecustomer contact. tight machine design
necessary. Salary based upon

678-9035

personal interview. Show new
employees facilities on starting
day. Typing necessary. Knowledge of shorthand helpful, but
not required. This., company
hos good benefits and pleasant surroundings, FREE Call
Amy, 255-9414, 16 W. Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect

966-0700

6028 Dempster

tems and material handling
equipment. Must be able to

KEYPUNCH

and set-up appointments for

gether

297-3535

HOSPITAL
100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

executives, present and review
applications, answer phones

the other nice young guys &
gals who happily work to-

SP 4 8585

company

the Personnel Department. Will

your chance to get to know all

7215 W. Touhy

busy

greet applicants, visitors and

fun. A good way to find out
what you're suited for. Plus

1496 Miner, DeWsYPI.

large

This

needs a personable girl to
handle their reception desk in

at reception desk. It's different,

9 S. Dunton

conveying sys-

Plant layout

* PACKERS AND INSPECTORS

3930

where. Assist anyone from a
buyer to someone in advertising. Learn switchboard, help

In Arlington Heights
394.0880

DRAFTSMAN

HOLY FAMILY

$550

$115 WEEK

station. Free.
Miss Paige

APPLY IN PERSON

PERSONNEL
RECEPTIONIST

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

* SHIPPING AND RECEIVING

SERVICE PLASTICS

E

pany. Fill in anywhere 8 every-

people and other interesting
types who run a busy radio

COMPANY

4

working conditions.

3 BEGINNERS
$90 WEEK

An exciting office where you'll
meet the disc jockeys, creative

7:00 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in our delivery room. No
cellent salary and
oral
Full time

8585
297.3535

SP

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

genial people. FREE at Amy.
16 W. Northwest Hwy, Mt.
Prospect 255-9414

dept. of radio programming.

SYMONS MFG.

* FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESSMEN
* SLITTER OPERATORS
* BAG MACHINE ADJUSTERS

7215 W. Touhy

laxed atmosphere and con-

You'll have a variety of duties
as you assist the head of the

NURSE

Type. TRAIN! Free
IVY

together. Help thruout com-

hospiassistance,

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

Choose a career in the growing Flexible Packaging Industry.
Prior to September I, we are moving to our new office and
plant in Palatine, Ill. Our solid growth and expansion requires
people with ambition (lots of overtime) in a variety of fields.
Job openings on 1st, 2nd, Old 3rd shifts.

them, direct them to showroom

You'll all start together 8 work

benefit

-

REGISTERED

gifts 8 to buy. You'll welcome

RADIO STATION

program including

FACTORY TRAINEES
AND
BEGINNERS

439-5500

Elk Grove Village

employee

Excellent

MOULD REPAIRMAN MOULDING FOREMAN (2nd Shiftl

MAINT. MAN

Arlington Hts., III. 60004

1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

r

Well known food co. Buyer;
from all over country come
here to see what's new in

answering phones, greeting
customers, making reservations, etc. This company offers
many outstanding benefits
including profit shoring. Re-

GIRL FRIDAY

ings is needed to maintain our
modern offices in Des Plaines.
Hours would be from 4 p.m. to
midnight.

Insurance Group

Service Plastic's is a medium sized custom injection moulding
plant, expanding rapidly so that the following positions must
be filled now:

1850 Touhy Avenue

.

$115

There are six girls in this nice,
new office who work together

EVENING JANITOR

Evenings: 10c a Mil,
SMITH SURVEY SERVICE
945.4420
Deerfield

per hour

Learn Switchboard
Small Office -$100

you can type and like
variety this job is for you.
If

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

CALL DIANE THOMAS

MARKET RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
52.00 per hour Days; $2.25
-

Girl Friday

IVY

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

Port Time

SP 48585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

SMALL OFFICE

Free to you.

Ad # A 121

927-6908

operations.

housekeeping, ironing. S40.
433-4793
Highland Park.

layouts. TRAIN! Free
IVY

1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

kids & their folks happy while
waiting. He'll also teach you
simple first aid, etc. And best
of all you don't need a bit of
experience, he wants to train
you in his very own way. Terrific spot for the girl who loves
public contact. See IVY today
at office nearest your home.

CALL 827-7880

SUMMER GIRL

For B month old baby girl, light

contact artists to do sketches,

SP 4.8585

7496 Miner, Des Pl.

Pediatrician says if you
know some typing he'll gladly

weekends and no holi..

We have an opening for a beginner in our Data Processing
Deportment to operate a Honeywell computor. You must hove
some previous experience or training in operating data pro-

No

N.S.

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

COMPUTER OPERATOR

time

janitors.

now. 439-5741 anytime.

facts,

research

Help

writer.

IVY

7215 W. Touhy

$5.00 an hour. We need you

Charm, make up, hpw to -get
ahead in life, Well known firm
publishes books on these sub
iects. You'll be Girl Friday to a

ask "how to do it" or "where
can I buy it?" You'll use forms
to reply Or just write a brief

BABY DOCTOR
WILL TRAIN NEW
RECEPTIONIST

delivery & collections. Earn up to

GIRL FRIDAY $500

toys your company mfgrs. They

IVY

255-8400

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

255-1600

Women or girls with cars. Light

Kids will write you about the

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 2973535

Mr. Evans
392-5210

CALL

all in nearby

it

264Ielp Wanted Women

25-Enadoanent Agencies -Women

LETTERS. $1-10

firm. Fast raises. Free

Saturday 4 hours

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

INC.

payroll. Learn

PM

TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

WILLIE LUMBER

Mon with car or truck wanted
to work from 4 a,rn. to 7 a.m.,

General Cleaning

ANSWtR KIDS'

little with

help a

Inventory,

Wednesday 4:30 PM to 6:30

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home

'25-Famlernent Agencies -Women

FR 1112E WORK $1 15

PART TIME

MATURE ADULT to help in kitch.,_

Mt. Prospect

J 24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Waded Men -

Agencies -Wawa

24-Hekt Wanted Men

5945 Dempster

manufacturing and sOlos company

_

YO 5-2400

O'HARE

9420 Foster et River 992-2111

333 Eat Touhr Ara.

. ID.. Pima*, III.

00018

299.114 2A.. Cad*

312

rrcuriesody, July 10, 191.

ge I o

2644 Wanted Women

2641elp Waded Wotan

Girls over 16. Telephone sales.

Young widow needs capable

26 -Help Waded Won

Top wanes. Full or part time.

MEDICAL

BOOKKEEPER

TRANSCRIBER
Good

Auto experience
preferred.

-

2990

Over 21
Experienced only.
Ft 8.2075

Experienced
typist experienced

in

medical terminology for our

Growing Dodge dealer in
Des Plaines needs two women
to complement office staff.
insurance,
Regular
hours,

Radiology Dept. Full time, permanent, 9:30 a.m. to 6:00

Mt. Prospect

suit.

SCANDA HOUSE
259-9550

BOOKKEEPER

Secretary at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good

No Experience Necessary
Will Train 35 Hour Week

able, excellent fringe benefits.

Coleman Floor Co.

CALL MRS. GOODLING

3100 Tollview Drive
259.6100
RnIling Meadows

359-4200

APPLY IN PERSON

R ECE PT tilftCT
4 days, no Saturdays. Must be
mature, responsible woman.
Will train.

255-6208 or
255-6201

HOSPITAL

We need 2 experienced dictaphone operators. One position is
in our District Claims office where there is hardly ever a dull

Typist

OFFICE POSITIONS
SECRETARIES

We offer the pleasant surroundings of our new
warehouse and a variety of clerical duties to the
woman who can work 9 A.M. - 5 P.M. Monday

ACCOUNTING

through Friday, 45-50 WPM typing speed re

moment.

Ability to work with figures, some statistical and
financial report typing and general office activi-

quired.
The other position is in our dictophone steno pool transcribing
letters for our department managers, underwriters, and ac
counting people.

ties for a Company Controller.

CALL MR. BENDER AT

439-7172
OR APPLY TO HIM IN PERSON AT

If you are interested in a more challenging job with a tom.
party with a good future and an excellent employee benefit

MANUFACTURING
Dictaphone and engineering report typing and
general office abilities for Manager of Manufacturing.

CENTEX PARK

program.

Elk Grove Village

800 Morse Ave.

Diane Thomas

PERSONNEL

392-9050

Typing and general office experience necessary,

t

knowledge of insurance, pensions, and other

UNIGARD INSURANCE

personnel functions desirable.

1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

,...
°IL

el,

An equal opportunity employer

WAITRESSES

A\

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

in your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

der ...A..- t

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

722 S. Center Street
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

TYPISTS
CLERKS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

onmemmnommomme%
Which connection will put
Homer Hankerin through to
his sweetheart in Hawaii?

Mit
White Collar Girls

OP AMIERICA. ;NC
RANDHURST CENTER

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SECRETARY

ACCOUNTING

Cumberland Area

Bookkeeping, invoicing, typing,
credit. Challenging position,
with young, lost growing

offices.

Paid

CENTEL
SYSTEM

-

ance.
APPLY IN PERSON

GIRL FRIDAY
Do You Like Variety?
Immediate opening for
woman who is tired of

Aussmmmisemmoms.

,

AT BRUNING!

,.,\'

HEY OUT THERE IN PALATINE AREA!

Prior to September 1, we are moving to our new
office and plant in Palatine. Our solid growth

GENERAL

BLOWER DIVISION
571 S. Wheeling Rd.
Wheeling, III.
537-6100

#
-

in

various departments. The benefits and wages
are tops and the future extremely bright. Job
openings on 1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts (ask about the
mother shift).

PLANT:
* PACKERS AND INSPECTORS
* QUALITY CONTROL SPECIALISTS
OFFICE:
* SECRETARIES
STENOGRAPHERS
* GENERAL OFFICE
Company benefits include Hospitalization and
major medical insurance. Paid Vacation and Hol
idays. Lets talk it over. Interviews daily until 10:00

and Sunday by appointment.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ii,z

'Although it would take a trained operator to know that, we
just wanted to give you some idea of how you'd be helping

0

/-

people if you were an Illinois Bell Telephone operator.

--111

Interested? Then come in now and we'll find out if you have
the necessary potential. If you do, then we'll train you at full
pay for this rewarding career.

.

il

;"

The starting salary is good, plus you'll get two raises your first
year. The benefits Bell offers are tops and the people you'll

WOMEN:

be working with...great. Start your career helping people
today. We're on equal opportunity employer.

*GENERAL CLERICAL
SECRETARIES

ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE

working conditions, good salary and fringe benefits.
APPLY IN PERSON

CALL KELLY GIRLS

HOLY FAMILY
HOSPITAL
100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

Corporate Office Openings

CLERICAL

Work at Hal I icrafters and get ahead.
We offer talented women a rewarding and exciting future.
Sharp gals with above average skills and the ability to accept
responsibility are needed now. It makes sense to work at
Hallicrafters.

OPERATOR

ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE
TOP MONEY!!! TOP MONEY!!!

Find out why in dollars and cents, it makes sense to work at
Hallicrofters. Bring a friend along, she'll appreciate the tip
about a better job at HallIcrafters.

Apply: Personnel Department
Mo. - Fri.: 8:30 AM - 5 PM

CALL BARB ROSS

827-8154

CLERK TYPISTS
REPRO TYPISTS
EXECUTIVE,
SECRETARY

You'll enjoy an excellent starting salary, automatic salary progression and componypaid hospitalization and life Insurance.

Come in for these FUN jobs.

s

,

Oe hallicra Tiers ca,
A Subetcliery of Northrop Corporation

606 LEE STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS
An Equ'al Opportunity EmPlayei

as you greet customers, take orders and receive
payments. We offer good salary and other benefits
including uniforms. If interested, fill in the preliminary
application below, and bring it in or mail to:
D. Kenneth Malone 653-0036
Roy Rogers Roast Beef Sandwich Restaurant,
Regional General Offices
1520 East Roosevelt Road

ROY ROGERS PRELIMINARY APPLICATION

P A AA

Date

Height
Weight

Nome

Address
Age
Present Employer
Kind of Work Wanted

-

Female
Single

Male
Married

DP

FRANCHISE RESTAURANT,

LOCATION

Company

CALL 255-7500
Mrs. D. Hull

If you have food service experience and want to
move into management, this may be your chance.
Good pay and complete training followed by'

Spiegel Catalog
Order Store

immediate responsibility are yours if you have ability
and high quality standards.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

There are possibilities for advancement in many
areas of food service with this growing midwest cbm-

600 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

tion below, and arjng it in or mail it to:

Secretary

D. Kenneth Malone 653-0036
Roy Rogers Roast Beef Sandwich Restaurant,
Regional General Offices
1520 Eait Roosevelt Road

Private secretary in modern,
air conditioned surroundings

at our Des Plaines regional of-

Wheaton, Illinois 60187

fice. Good typing and shorthand skills required. Excellent
salary and all company benefits. Must have car. Will be Girl
Friday tp manager in what is
almost a I -girl office. For interview call J. H. Finne at

ROY ROGERS PRELIMINARY APPLICATION +
P A AA

Date
Name
Address

Male
Phone
Married
Age
Present Employer

Height
Weight
Female
Single
DP

214MM Waded -Men * Women

get with it.
Western Electric
Has Immediate Openings For

EXPERIENCED

59MATORS

and fastest growing Chemical, Paint and resin

KEYPq4191-

Part

manufacturer.

OPPORTUNITIES,

TYPISTS and SECRETARIES
PLUS PLENTY OF,GREAT OFFICE

The rapid growth and expansion of DeSoto, Inc.
has created several openings. You will enjoy the
pleasant environment of our beautiful new Corporate Administrative and Research Center. You will
meet interesting people from the Northwest Area
and become a vital part of the nation's leading

An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF

STENOGRAPHERS

worm welcome while serving customers.
HOSTESS -CASHIER: Dispense smiles and good will

MANAGER

392-6600

255-1910

SECRETARIES
FLEXO WRITER

foods, keep the dining room neat and provide .a

Phone

116 W. Eastman

El BRUNING

ACCOUNTING CLERK

PRODUCT SPECIALIST: Take charge of beef sand *
with preparation from roasting to assembling.
COURTESY GIRL: Wrap sandwiches, french fry

Arlington Heights

1 800 W. CENTRAL ROAD MT. PROSPECT

THAT'S SMART
+ DEPENDABLE
+ GUARANTEED -

Excellent

FRED HARVEY, INC.

PEOPLE MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE AT ..

HELP

PLAINES.

EXPERIENCED
Full time, permanent position
for responsible person. 8:00

An equal opportunity employer

PAY ROLL CLERK (DAYS.)

TEMPORARY

people. If you qualify, we'll train you for full or part
time work. Positions are open in NILES and DES

Wheaton, Illinois 60187

427-3489.

. KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
TRAINEE (WES)

678-9035

ask for: MR. BRISKY

1,

ANSWER: any connection in the top row marked "Tandem 2".

to

)

Pk.

,

AMIABLE PEOPLE:
PLEASE APPLY.
We want good workers who like to meet and serve

CLERK TYPIST

work.

21-11e10 Wanted -Men * Women

pony. If interested, fill in the preliminary applica-

427

fio-51 )

and expansion in the flekible packaging field

a

the

ILG Industries Inc.

p.m.

3930 N. 25th
e.
Schiller Park, It.

2141elp WaMed4flen * Women

FILKO IGNITION

Division of F&B Mfg.
5480 Northwest Highway
Chicago

advancement.

FOR WORKING

678-1337

CENTSABLE
PRODUCTS

824-0181

benefits and opportunity for

THE REASONS

wares industry.

CALL MR. MAY

line of credit work, however
will train beginner with figure
aptitude. Very interesting and

YOU CAN COUNT

central telephone company of Illinois

holidays,

paid vacation and insur-

Experienced preferred in some

,

company, in toys and house-

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

Per-

modern air conditioned

diversified

KLL
SERVICES

111 N. Hickory, Arl. Hts.

&CREDIT CLERK
Full Time

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

25th Ave.

F. H. BONN CO.

To arrange for an interview

manent. 5 day week.
Pleasant surroundings in

a.m. to 4:30

No Fees - Top rates

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919

off ice position.

salary with periodic increases
plus company paid benefits.

Box 312
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

3930 N.

'

Des Plaines

SECRETARIES
For diversified general

WRITE FOR IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW TO:

..-4,

No Experience Necessary

.

Light typing. Qualified applicant will receive good starting

Excellent benefits, commensurate salaries, and pleasant working conditions at
our west suburban location.

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID TUTOR -HOSTESS -BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

.

Schiller

ditioning, 40 hr. week. Come

See us.

CLERK

I W: Campbell, Arlington His,
392 9344

CLERICAL

w...

)i

14111)

VISION WRAP INDUSTRIES. INC.

in Arlington Heights. Good pay
and fringe benefits, air -con

This position will be in the College's new building' at Algonquin & Roselle Rds, Palatine,

NEEDED FOR NEW

Several openings needing light typing and filing
"ability.

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NO

.

,

p.m. Saturday
APPLY NOW AT:

hine 6 misc. clerical duties.

359-4200

same old grind. You'll perform
a variety of general office
duties in our production office.

\1r MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

GROUP

substantial personnel increase

Want to gain a skill you can
use anywhere in the world?
Join the sewing industry right

COUNTRYSIDE INN

Dictaphone Operators

requires a

WANT TO SEW?

a woman for moil room work.
Duties would involve sorting
Mail, operating postage mac-

CALL MRS. GOODLING

[

26 Help Wanted Women

HARPER COLLEGE is in need of

Wanted - Dental Office

i

Lunches and Dinners

HOLY FAMILY
100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

Coil

1.

HARPER COLLEGE

salary and working conditions.

salary commensurate 'to abili.
ty. For confidential interview
call Mr. Leifer at.

824-7151

ing. Call CL 5 4115

til

typing skills, shorthand desir-

p.m., 5 days a week. Good

MATUR ADULT to help in kitchen

-- days. Can arrange hours to

9

r2j-liolp Waited Women 0.

26 -Help Wanted Women

2141elp Weeded imMen-

Year around
work. Pleasant working conditions. $2.15 per hour after train
Hours:

1

WAITRESS WANTED

r

CAFETERIA HELP to attend of,fice cafeteria in Des Plaines.

loving baby sitter from 7:30 a.m.
p.m. Mon. thru Fri. for
to
months of Sept. thru June. 394-

439-5741 anytime..

TYPIST - CLERK

2611o1p Wanted Women

264ie1p Wanted Wish

We offer a comprehensive and progressive employee benefit package including: Profit Sharing,
Group Insurance, Tuition Reimbursement, and
,

REGISTEREDI LAB TECHNICIAN

special employee Discounts.

Secretaries

An excellent opportunity exists for you if you have
good typing and shorthand skills. We have sevAral
opening for secretaries to our corporate and drvisional managers.

Keypunch Operators
Rewarding opportunities await you if you hove
experienc.: on IBM equipment. Alpha and numerical keypunching plus verifying. Day shift only.

Clerk -Typists
We have several interesting openings for alert capable persons. No experience is necessary. You
must be able to type and handle diversified office
duties.

WORK

Monday thru Friday in our modern regional center.

Excellent starting salary with
outstanding benefit package
Rapid Progression
10% night work bonus.
APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY c

8 A.M. to 4:14 P.M.
' 956-2641

956-2642
or
3800 Golf Road -

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

(Highway 58, just east of Highway 53)
1.

Phone Diana Parks for Complete Details

296-6611

LIE,Scirt:),Orrioes.:
1700 South Mt. Prospect Rd.

Des Plaines, Illinois 60018

Western Eleirri'
81111111141111111118 ENS 118EFIT 1111 SF Till 11111Y81111

Wednesday, July 16, 1969
2611eqt Wanted' omen

4111e1p Wanted -Men

HARPER COLLEGE,

643 N. Kasper, An. Hts. Everything priced right.

Algonquin & Roselle Rd. in
Palatine is now accepting applications for Food Service employment beginning this fall. Full
time and part time positions
available for the following
people: Cooks, Bakers, Salad
Women, Line Servers, Dish room

DENTAL ASSISTANT
For Randhurst office. 3rd yecir
high school student. 3:30 to
6:30, Monday -Friday, during
school year. Port lime this
summer.
255-6201 or 255-6202

Gar. Sale July 11 to 16. Girl's
teens & adult clothes, toys, misc.
hshld. 1206 W. Sigwalt, A.H.
Gar. Sale July

Pan Washers. Apply in Person or

Call 359-4200 & ask for John

barrel, cedar chest, fishing gear,
etc, July 19, 813 Graceland, Des

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

Gar. Sale July

9

Automatic

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

HAIR DRESSER

in medical center in Des Plaines.

Hours to be arranged. Salary
open. Call 827-5515, bow.9 & 5

YOU ARE INVITED
join our growing organize.
tion for o lifetime career in real
to

without

ex

GULBRANSEN ORGAN & KEN

1050 E. Plate, Palatine

C15-1683

MORE GAS RANGE Perfect cond
For Sale -Full set of golf clubs.
Good condition. $50.
Call 392-3076
Stereo

yrs, $65. 394-2746, Mt. Prosp.

Fedders 2500 BTU air condition-

press, wood

lathe,

er. 220 volts. 3 years old. $150.

gains. 316 S. Dale Ave., A. H.

253-2654

Good Opportunity

NABORHOOD GAR.

Moving-refrig, lawnmower, pool
tbl., & many miscell., 674 Debra
Dr., Des Pl., 4.39-4088 after 5 or
all day Sat., Sun.

er. 525 or best offer. 537.S554
$175
Phone 439-1676

MALE OR FEMALE

Excellent salary.
P.M.'s or Nights

WANTED: your presence at

For sale -large walnut desk, fish
tank & etc, kitchen table,
steamer trunk, 297-3054,

a
&

CONTACT MISS HECHT
827-6628

gar. sale. Treasured trivia
orphaned hsehold items need

HOUSEKEEPING

a new home. They have out.
grown their present one & are
being sold w/the best of re-

Blond corner & end tbl. 515.
Rollaway bed $20. Girl's 26"
bike -518. CL 3 8018

Coldspot refrig.,
cond.,

ferences. Sentimentality has not
entered the bargain prices.

& MAIDS
CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

827 6628

11

cu. ft., ex.

mos. old. Was $225

new, will sacrifice. 253-7320

July 18, 9 to 9; July 19, 9 to 5;
July 20, 12 to 6. 2501 Emerson
St., Des Pl. (2 blks S. of Golf

All Shifts Available.

7

GRAND OPENING SALE

5,000 Evergreens $1 ea.
Faith Nursery, 26W180 North
Ave. Wheaton.

Rd., 1 blk W. of Potter)

or best. CL 5-3662 after 6.

perf. cond.

I

827.4341

253-6162

52841452

30" KENMORE GAS RANGE

Good Fishing Combination. $275.
HE 7.0599 after 5:30 pm

LIKE NEW

Interior Latex Weal tor garage

7 pc. Spanish bedroom suite less
than 1 yr. old. Paid 5900, asking
$450. 298-5392, 824-9217.

deliver. Cosh or Terms.
537 1930

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

2 year old male Golden Retriev-

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER

1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

er - AKC.

394-0630

437-35)4

Sewing machine. Slightly used,
blind hems in dresses,

_Sews

makes button holes, sews buttons
on,
monograms and fancy
stitches. No attachments needed:
Five year parts and service.
guarantee.
$64.05 -TAX INCLUDED
OR PAY 55.10 PER MONTH

34Arts and kttiqueS

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
_ 255.1107 nr 359-320_0 _

FREE WIGLET: 2 wks. Special, 1/2

off on all hair pieces, plus Free
wrglet w/every cascade fall or
wig. 100% human hair. European texture 392.4419.
BLUE Lustr9, not only rids carpets

of soil but leaves pile soft and
lofty. Rent electric shampooer $1.
Ben Franklin Store 1920 So.
Wolf Rd. Wheeling

FOR SALE
One of the largest selections
of antiques in the North and
Northwest

Suburban

areas.

misc.

GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES
ADORABLE
FL 8-2075

WAUCONDA TRADING POST
on Rte. 12, 4 miles north of
Lake Zurich. Bring this ad with

you. Open Fri. & Sot. 10-6.
Sun. 12-6. 5267495 or 724-

FREE: Buff colored playful kittens

8 weeks old.
Call CL 5-8391

6177.

misc.

Call

55 -Musical kstalments

GRETSCH vibrato-reverb
amplifier. Very good cond., 2

-

12" ext. speakers. Will separate.
394-0627.

Like new 3 input Supro amp
witrernolo, a steal for $501
Another steal - Univox amp
w/12" spkr, tremolo, reverb,
new for 5127.501 New Fender

Distributor

For This Area
Become o distributor in one
of America's largest and fastest growing industries. You
will be distributing national
brand products.
No experience required. All
for

accounts are contracted

and set up by our company.
You merely restock locations
with our national brand products.

You Can Earn
S800 A Month
01. More
Based On Your

Bandmaster amp w/reverb

Effort

Inventory of $1,545 to $2,590
cash required for inventory
and

equipment.

You

must

have a good car and be able
to devote et least 4 to 12 hours
per week. If you are inter.

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS
Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place

wks., shots; Female; red; trained;
$75. 537-5388.

Lure, and bric.a.brac of much

&

.55-Muskal Inshuments

DACHSHUND puppy, AKC, 12

per, gloss, iron, pottery, tin,
wood, bottles, lamps, furni

hogany table
823-5505.

7 W. Eastman, Arl. H. CL 3 0180

AKC, 8 weeks, shots, wormed,
$100. CL 3.7705

Old kitchenware, brass, cop.

Electric lawn mower, 24" girls
bike, leather top end & cocktail
tables, large mahogany double
dresser with mirror, nest of ma-

(312)469-7204

LAB PUPS

SPARE TIME
INCOME

255.1395

5489.501 Other amps from
$15.
EL REY MUSIC CENTER

POODLE, toy, AKC. Mole Apricot:
1st $75 takes, or best offer.
259.1322

ANTIQUES

Jenny Lind double
bed complete. A real bargain.

Charming

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

pups,

255-5795.

Wouconda. 526-8452

ditioning equipment contact.

English Setter

DAYS -825-4441.
PANY.
EVES -358-7318.

WASHER & DRYER $75
437 0903

Call

champ. sired, will love your kids,
point o quail, win blue ribbons.

117 Bongs, downtown'

water softeners & water Con-

sale

For

Contact Carl Abbate,
MARATHON OIL COM-

CL 5-5048

CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

529-7298 aft. 6:30 or weekends.

Flea Marktet every Sun. through
Sept. Dealer space available.
Call for reservation. The Little

investment required. Financing
ovailable.

Dark brown leather -like
recliner chair $40

FOR FREE DELIVERY

Poodle pups, black mini beauties, AKC ped., home raised.

a good mechanic. Low rental
terms. Modern facilities. Low

TV -stereo; best offer. 537-3222

'

model homes. Will separate. We

male, 5100. 392-3286

colors $2.29 gollon.

"

Excellent location. Opportunity
for above overage income for

COMPLETE BED - $25

824.4236

CALL

SERVICE STATION
FOR LEASE

8 ft. bar, 4 choirs; octgon card
table, 2 tops; 21"Zenith

Aid Voricycle, copper

Boat, 25 h.p. motor & trailer,

Also

glassware, china, etc; The Little
Corner, 117 Bangs, Wouconda.

474lome Fornishings-Fornitwe

299 3538

SPECIAL

resale -antique.

Furniture,

no

66 -Business Opportunities

392.6968

quality, free boarding, during
vacation. 5125.

if

call 392.2901,
answer 394 0300.
Please

ING SET, 3 YEARS OLD,

dition. $85. 296 3937

GoIXM Retrievers, 9 wks, AKC:
shots, parents X -Rayed, beautiful litter. 5125-5150. 392-6617
Adorable AKC Min. poodles, 2
silver, 2 blacks, 5 wks., female &,

suites of top quality office
furniture ovailable immediately,.
like new. For further information
2

FOR SALE: 1 gold tweed sofa &
1 white leather chair.
394 3517

Irish Setter puppies, AKC, Chow

SELLING OUT FURNITI1RE in 4

,

'66 -Office Furniture Devices

9 PIECE DANISH MODERN DIN-

tone Dishwasher, excellent con.

i ADORABLE KITTENS.

559.50. El Rey Music. CL 3-0180

BEST OFFER. 253-2278.

trailer, $555. CL 3-1927,

44-0ogs, Pets and Equipment

1.

7 piece, walnut, Louis XIV, bedroom set, glass covered surface.

359 6434

h.p.,. Mercury motor, Spartan tilt

439-3297.

HOME OWNER'S

For information about the FINEST.

string guitar $1251 Others from

litter trained, adorcible..,

Kitchen

In water Riveria, McHenry.

color TV, Zig-Zag sewing mach
ElectroLux vac., Cost over
$3500 -Sac. everything $675 or
will sep. Aft. 4. 478-2639 or

Corner,

Like new Epiphone Serenader 12

yr. old.

in -lay, contemporary,

Siamese kittens, B weeks old,

15' Switzer Craft runabout, 45

'57 Owens 22' Cruiser newly re
finished, 105 HP w/trailer 51800.

$38.98. All sizes available. For

FL Et 2337 aft. 4 PM.

Zenith T.V. Stereo combination.

18, 19, 20. 9-6. 2227 N. Kennicott, A. H. Wicker stools & sofa,
bike, cameras, tbls., 3 h. p. motor, wash stand, chest & misc.

NURSES

ASSISTANTS

'62 Honda; 26" Schwinn boy's
bike; 26" girl's bike; lg. Weber
Kettle w/rotisserie; picnic table.

oven, Thrift cooker, 2 sp. broil-

SALE -July

Homemade boot trailer for 14'
boat. Solid built, unsprung, $40

summer rm. inexpensively with a
Zip -Roll screen. An 8' x 7' screen
(standard I car gar.) only

267-3128.

55 -Musical Instruments

Coffee table, walnut, formica
MUST SEER 956-0837.

pion Sired, excel. show & field

:31 -Beats and Motile Supplies

Convert your gar. into a tom.

CL 3-9461.

39" GE stove excel. cond., auto.

School, Mt. Prospect.

$200. 541.2492.

COOL OFFI air conditioner,
16,000 BTU, pert. cond: deluxe'
controls. window fan, big 7500
CFM capacity, quiet 4 sps. both

For sale Logan production lathe,
$175; 230 AMP. craftsman elec.
welder, used little, bargain.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Garage Sale: Friday, July 18,
from 9-7. Clothing & misc. 16 N.

Air conditioner, 2206 BTU, Sears

& basement walls. White &

(Across from Prospect H. S.)

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN
827-6628

394.1643 after 6.

Baby equip. wardrobe $8; stroll.
er-$10; gates -51; car seot.$2;
walkerSl. Excel. Cond. 299.3240

Gar. Sale -July 17, 18, 9-5. Bar;

FULL TIME

mognavox stereo console $75;
40x32" wood dining table $30;

Easy

255 0981

411ome Furrishiqs-Fornitwe

female SCHNAUZER, '9 weeks,
home raised, 1st shots, $100.

1968 window model, like new,

model 640-124, 40,000, groin, 2

stove, kit. cab., bathroom sinks,
elec. fixtures & appl., furn., 6 yr.
cribs & misc. July 18, 19, 20. 9-5.
424 W. Sigwalt, A. H.

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

woody & irons, leather bag &
cart comp. $130 firm; 1967

hsdhld items. Everyone wel
come. 2801 Flicker Ln., Rolling
Meadows. CL 9.3389

Bsmt.
Moving
Remodeling
Sale. Crocks, bottles, dishes, gas

,a7

Men's McGregor golf clubs, VIP

Sacrificel 2 Med. chairs & sofa
(blk. leather), Span. oak AM.FM
stereo con., bar w/stools, 20"

Manual water softener, Sears

8

1 excel. rare black, chomp. sired,

Roultiming

speakers. 537.0526.

&

Boehmer & Hedlund

free.

Big gar. sale, July 18.19, 9 to
9: dishwasher, furniture, baby
equipl, clothes, toys, misc.

Chicago.

2300.

32 watt amp,

SCHNAUZERS,

MIN.

Adm. 50c, 12 yrs. and under

more info call 537-2978.

Spin washer, machinist's tools,
etc. 7542 W. Palatine Avenue,

referals, paid advertising. Call
me for details, Mr. Payne, FL 8

system,

Mdows, 1 blk. E. of Rt. 53. III. &
Wises "Deolingest" dealers(

Girl's bike 26"; Stingray bike:

8

Call after 6:30 437.0586
weeks, males, health guaranteed

10-5:30 P.M.
Rt. 62, Rolling

Holiday Inn,

male,

Shepherd,

months old, papers and shots,

Sun., July, 20,

$20; Distr. 251.7385.

ways, thermostat,
817-3214'

German

AKC

ANTIQUE FLEA
MARKET

'

$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"

anrerd SL 55 & two 3 way

drill

perience. We can offer an op

2nd COOK

766.9148

Gar. sale Sat. July 19, 10 to 3
only; complete baby furn. set,

portunity to achieve personal
safisf action and higher earnings.
Continual education program,

$45.

Use 2 oz. per wash load

Ln. (nr. Terrace
Schl) Des Pl. Furn., clothing, appliances, lamps, much misc.

X -Ray Technician

-

Gar. Sale: July 17, 18, 19, 9 to 5.
Bdrm. set; tbls; lamps; cloth
ing, hshold.

508 Bedford

Young man or woman wanted

Shut -Off

LAUNDRY COMPOUND

Gar. Sale: July 19 & 20, 10 to 5,

Male or Female
MR. ANTHONY'S'
CL 3 1286

pints.

14

Non -automatic - 535. 392.7516.

to 9,

123 Westgate, Des Pl.

253-9325

or

17-19,

clothing, househd items, miscell.

Reichardt Cleaners

with

De -Humidifiers,

PI, 827.4784.

$2.25 per hr.
25 to 35 hour week, 5 days.

offer. CL 5-5046
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost

ers; 3 pc. bedrm. set.
827.8419

1 Ariens rifler mower, 6 h.p. 24"
rotary cutter, var. speed trans.
Call aft. 4:30. 255-8596.

Park St., Rolling Meadows.

less than 5 times, $90 or best

AKC, trained. 437-6148.

items -wine

Gar. Sale- unusual

wool, luxurious fur trim, worn

oak dining rm. set, round table,
buffet, 5 chairs; 2 record play-

misc. 515 N. Russel, Mt. P.

sary. Interesting work.

estate

twin canopy bed complete. Also white male poodle

ANTIQUES & misc hshld, clothing, etc , July 19 20, 9 6 2610

fashion winter coat brown

Hi

White

Gar. Sale July 17, 18, 19. Baby
turn. tam. clothes, hshld items,

Jonuszko.

$105 to 5125
New store 'conveniently located. No experience neces-

wood patio shades, misc. items.
4394285.

137 N.

19-20.

Western St. Hoff. Est. Kitchen tbl.
w/6 chairs, clothes, misc,

attendants, Porters and Pot &

MANAGER

Soft Water $5 00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
F L9-32(XL
255-1107 '
Universal gas stove $25; 12'
x36" swimming Pool w/filter
535. 392-5152.
New car stereo tape player;

Gar Sale Thur, , Fri, & Sat 10 4

corner

Page 17

441111s, Pets and *pent

34-kts id Antilles

32-Mtscellamous Merchandise

3244iscellaneses Merchamise

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale'

359-2251
IN STOCK THE MOST POPULAR NAMES IN GUITARS TODAY:

Gibson - Kustom - Epiphone - Rickenbacher
Goya and Others

'AVAILABLE NOW: The Kustom

ested, have the desire, drive,
determination, arid want to be
successful in a growing business of your own, write us to
day. Please enclose name, ad
dress, and telephone number.
WE WELCOME INVESTIGATION

B1ues Amp &

NATIONAL

K.1 00C-7 "Mini-Kustom"

Expert Instruction by our staff of qualified musi-

DISTRIBOUTING

cians
ALSO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR JULY SALE ON
LP's and 8 Track Tapes

435 So. Kimbrough
Springfield, Mo. 65806

C.

auto shopping center

tUr5.

A.
9 9,
Brand New

'69 PLYMOUTH

OVER 90 USED CARS TO SELECT FROM
DID

Want Luxury

CAN

Step up to
Chrysler.
Immediate delivery
on over 70
including Town &
Country Luxury wagons.

3 Seat, VB, Auto, Power Steering, $279500

4 DR, V8, Power Steering, Radio,
White Finish, Black vinyl roof, Balante of factory warranty

Factory Air

$2495

4 DR, Hardtop, Full Power, Blue fin

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE
10 Passenger, V8, Auto, Power Steer- $i 79500
ing, Air Conditioned, White Finish

ish

V8 auto. Power steering, Green finish, black vinyl top

$2495

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY
4 DR. Auto, Power Steering, White
Finish

$1495

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE
V8, 3 Speed, green finish

$169500

4 DR. Hardtop, Full Power, Gold Fill
ish, Black vinyl top

$1795:

1968 'TORINO FASTBACK
390, V8, Power Steering, Red Finish .

11968 TORINO

$2595

$1795

"440", V8, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Silver Finish, Red Bucket
Seats

"326" V8, Power Steering, Gold,
Finish

3

Seat,

Full

Conditioning

Power,

Factory

Air

$179500

B'3u9,g6u",,Vd8y, Power Steering, like new,

$1995

.1966 BELVEDERE

1964 PONTIAC CATALINA COUPE

4 DR. 6 Cyl, Auto, Power Steering,
white finish

V8, Blue finish

$2795

$1395

Automatic,
Power Brakes '
V8,

$1695

4 DR, Hardtop, Full Power, Yellow

$495

1963 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

1966 CHEVROLET IMPALA SUPER SPORT

1966 IMPERIAL CROWN
finish, Black vinyl roof

Full power, air cond., yellow finish

$1595

CH.
DIERIAINES
1965 BUICK 3 SEAT SPORT WAGON

beauty

$1095

1964 OLDS CONVERT

$1895

Yellow finish, black top

V8, Auto, Power Steering. A Black

1967 VOLKSWAGEN
2 DR. A real buy

6 Cyl., Auto, Power Steering, Gold

9895

$1995

1967 PONTIAC TEMPEST COUPE

1966 DODGE DART CONVERT

finish, Black vinyl roof

2 DR. HT, V8 Auto., Power Steering,
Turq. finish

$2395

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE

1967 BARRACUDA FASTBACK

1966 CHRYSLER NEW PORT

VALUES

1967 DODGE CHARGER FASTBACK

$1495

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE
10 Passenger, V8, Auto, Power Steering, Black finish

$2595

\I
4 -SPEEDS

COMPACTS

$1495

1967 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER

TRANS.

little as

2DR, Radio, Blue finish

3 Seat, V8, Auto, Power Steering, 9695°°

HARDTOPS
COUPES
STATION
WAGONS

$239

1968 VOLKSWAGEN

4 DR, 6 Cyl, Red finish

Power Brakes, Blue Finish

iv as

1968 CHEVY MALIBU COUPE

1967 DODGE DART

1965 DODGE 880

with AUTOMATIC

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III

1968 PLYMOUTH

2 DOOR...wit%

CHRYSLER & PLYMOUTHS

AIR CONDITIONED CARS

\

FURY SALE!
4 DOORS 2 DOORS

BIG ONE"

ALL LUXURY MODELS

STATION WAGONS

BUY A

'69 FUR1

69 DEMONSTRATOR SALE

at its best?

,

EWIOU
IOU KNOW N

Power

steering,

$895

1965. OLDS VISTA CRUISER WAGON
Blue finish

$1095

$995

PLYMOUTRYSLERH

622 E. Northwest Hwy; Rt 14
Des Plaines, ill Phone 296-1021
1

2 block East of Cumberland Station

Weekdays 9' til 9

Closed Sundays

Wednesday, July 16, 1969
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You'll love our

auto shopping center

Tbe 315apt
112-Autornobies For Sale

112-Automobles For Sale

T EME!

1964 Falcon Future, 2 dr. hard
top, A/T, R/H, 6 cyl. 5475. CL 3

'66 VW Sedan
Low Mileage
823-5505

1950 BUICK
RESTORABLE, 5300

394-2086

Torino convert, 390 eng., 4
barrel carburetor, less than 10,
'613

USED CARS

000 Miles. 4394469

OUTSTANDING
LOW PRICES

appreciate. 392-9212.

1965 Austin Healy Sprite Con-

Dodge Monaco 500 2.dr.

'67

...IT ALL SPELLS:

full power, fact. air, vinyl
top, very low mileage. $2100. CL
H.T.,

adendorf's

P/B,

P/5,

pm. 253-3563.
R/H.

P/S,

BEST OFFER.

Chevy Bel -Aire, 2 dr., 6
cylinder, P/S. P/B, W/W, R/H,
excel. cond. $925.
259,0238
'65

speed,

black bucket seats, radio, 440 masnurn Eng, mog wheels, red
hire wide ovals A red ram with very low miles &
the balance of the factory warranty.

$2795

1965 OLDS 98 4 DR full paver, radio, VVVVS, automatic, one
of the nicest 65 s around. Dark forrest green. Green teal war

DRIVE A

Automatic, big 6 cyl., red
bucket seats, radio floor console, WW's, one owner. Perfect

1965 DODGE DART GT

second car white Green seal warranty.

1095

1966 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE 4 DR, Hardtop, full power,

including power windows, factory air conditioning, WW's, black
vinyl roof radio Be sct for the rest of this long
$1895
hot summer Green seal warranty.
1968 OLDS 98 4 DR Hardtop, full power including power
windows & seats, factory air conditioning, radio, light mint
green Exceptionally clean.

1 995

1966 FORD GALAXY 500 CONY. 'V8, automatic, power
steering radio brand new wide oval WW's, 4 Ply, deluxe candy apple red convert Is only

9595

THEN

2

W 1962, Bug, red, 1966 trans.
sunroof, radio, good
condition. $400. CL 3 5490
mission,

1963 Dodge,

4

SKY-HI
SAVINGS

BARRINGTON
MOTOR

SALE
You're closer to an Olds

SALES & SERVICE

than you think ...

Bravos

$1895

CEE. EDDY'S

1967 OLDSMOBILE 98 4 DR. luxury sedan, loaded with

VACATION
DISCOUNT

seat

confortron automobile air conditioning, Etc. Bur

$2995

gundy with black vinyl roof. Real sharp.

1967 PLYMOUTH GTX 2

DR,

hardtop, 440 V 8, power

sole brand new wise oval tires 4 ply.

power, including factory air, radio, turbine 400 automatic, low,
low mileage b(14111C0 of factory warranty. A
beautiful birnini blue finish.

1967 CUTLASS CONY. V8, power steering, power brakes.
Automatic radio, deluxe 4 ply wide oval WW's tires, turq.
with a black top It's not too late to buy that con

$2295

vertible you ve always wanted.

(voimo)

tory air conditioning power windows and seats, radio, black
lade III color with a black vinyl roof. Balance of

$3595

new car warranty Won't stay Isere long.

SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

BRAND NEW
'69 DART

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS

SWINGER

$2096

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

381-0899

$750
1964 CHEVY BEL AIR

4

automatic, radio,

DR,

blue.

$495

1963 PONTIAC CATALINA 4 DR. hardtop, light
automatic, power steering, and power brakes.

Cpe. D'eVille, Fact. Air-Cond.,
Every Avail. Opt., Mint Cond.

blue,

'67 BARRACUDA
4 Speed, Big
Stripes,

Racing
Cond.

Dr.

$1995

Eng., Buckets,
Mint
HOT,

$595

1960 CHEVY BISCAYNE 2 DR, turq. radio, V8, automatic,

'67 GTO 4 -SPEED

Factory Air Cond.

Automatic & Power

$1995

Auto.

Htr.,

'67 CAMERO
Convertible
Automatic

$1795

4

DR,

hardtop,

power

V8,

steering & brakes, automatic.

$695

HEALEY
Convert!"'

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

'66 MUSTANG
Auto. Trans., Radio,
Full Power, Sharp.

Heater,

$295
THE WORLD'S OLDEST DISTRIBUTORS

$1495

'66 MUSTANG

$1295

$1195

Htp., Radio;
Heater, Loaded with EXTRAS.
Dr.

'65 BUICK
Skylark, Power

$585

$1395

'64 CHEVROLET
4 Dr., 6 Cyl., Auto. Trans., Ra.;
dio, Htr., Sharp. Perfect second
car!

$484

...,..

Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Sat. 9 to 5; Closed Sundays

PHONE
827-3111

$495
62 CHEV.
Excellent Value

PRICES

$295

'69 MUSTANG

$2764

'69 FAIRLANE

$2670

Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.
Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

2.0r., Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright
Hawaii Blire color.

$3492

'69 LTD FORD

2 -Dr. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V -B, cruise-o-matic, P.S., P.B., vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,
many extras. Demo.

HI-PERFORMANCE

$2982

'69 GALAXIE 500

Silver jade, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear

CORNER

speakers, body molding. Demo.

$1095

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500
4 Dr., V-8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE
P.S., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

$2595

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extra White.

$2095
,..,,
'67 CHARGER
4 Speed

$2095
2+2, V-8, Stick

2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

$1795

'68 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

'66 PONT. 2+ 2

'67 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

4 Speed

Automatic Trans.

$2495

10 Pam, Loaded with extra's, Like Newt

$1695

Full Power, All White, Automatic Transmission.

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON
V -B, Automatic Transmission, Power.

'66 PONT. GTO
4 Speed

$1995

$1295

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON
V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering:

$395

'61 FORD STATION WAGON
Radio, Heater, Good Transporation.

4 Speed

$1495

Full

i

....1

\

i
i.,

1

$797

I

For Fre.e Credit Check

Call:

SP .5-6616

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.. 34276304:
II

Cee Eddy
DODGE CITY
CHICAGOIAND'S LARGEST
DODGE DEALER.

7250 W. DEVON
OPEN EVENINGS 'Tll lORM
All DAY SUNDAY'

$1195

4 Speed

$995
H.T

INC.

Factory Equipment.

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS DES PLAINES

--r-..

2

Dr.

6iiii,

Automatic Trans.

'65 COMET 4 DR. '65 PLYM. FURY

'65DART
Beautiful

EA

'62 COMET CPE.

'65 PLYM. WAG.
9 Pass., Autom., Power

4

ECI

'62 TEMPEST
Sta. Wagon

'66 CORONET 11/1 '67 MUSTANG

'65 FORD

HOURS:

$395

'67 CHEV. SS

'66 OLDS

$989
Custom

IATE

Automatic & Power

'65 POLARA
Ready.

STOCK

'63 PONT.G.P.

'66 DODGE WAG.

$1595

4 Dr. Htp., Radio, Air, Full Pwr.
'S, Bat of Fat. Warr. Shar

94

ItAtCONs AND EA

440 Eng., Automatic

Automatic & Power

$1098

OVER 210 NEW
foto, MUSTANO$ 141ROL

'66 DODGE WAG.
21,717r Pass. $2095 '68 CORONET RT

\

$1292

1962 OLDS 4 DR V8, with power & autornadc, beige.

'64 CHEV. 4 DR.

'67AUSTIN

Hdtp. Automatic

$175
1964 FORD GALAXY 500

transmissions; all in stock!

$695

$1195

'64 T -BIRD
Convert., Radio,
Trans., Fulk Pwr.

Widest selection of colors; automatic and standard

Factory Air Cond.

NORWillaiF11

'67 OLDS 4 DR.

4 Dr. Hdtp. Power

$1494

runs very good

64 CHEV.WAGON

$1895

Big Eng., Spt. Cpe.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

'67 MUSTANG

hardtop, dark blue, full power, air

conditioning

$1095

Great Buy!

$1688

$495
1963 OLDS 98 4

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

'66 CADILLAC

$2792

automatic, white.

IN STOCK FOR

'68 DART

$1795

52296

HANDYMAN'S SPECIALS

'64 DODGE WAG.

THE 11 YEAR CAR!

1968 OLDS 98 4 4 DR, Hardtop, full power including fac-

power,

$2195

'69 CORONET

$1 095

white automatic and is ready to go for

$1095

68 MUSTANG
Coupe, Automatic

Cutlass Autom., Power

1965 AMBASSORDOR 2 DR, hardtop, V8, power steering,
bucket seats, floor console with a floor mounted over drive
transmission This extra nice chocolate brown &

'64 OLDS '88
Automatic & Power

'67 CAMERO

$2749

C1,

1964 OLDS 88 WAGON Full

$2295

hardtop, full

DR.,

$1095

'68 CORONET H.T
Automatic Power
Factory Warranty

CON.

$2295

1968 BUICK WILDCAT CUSTOM 4

$2495

All

Convert., Autom., Power

DU 1-3400

BRAND NEW
V69 CHARGER

steering and power brakes, automatic, bucket scats. Floor con-

Factory

$1995

automatic, air conditioning, radio, like new WW's, hard to tell

1395

Warranty

OF
Delivei

'64 CHEV. SS

Automatic. Fact. Warranty

SALE!

1965 PLYMOUTH FURY WAGON V-8, power steering,
itsa 65

'68 CHARGER

Olds
Barrington

power windows, power
6 way FM/AM radio with power antenna,

.$2695

ASK US!

,JEEP-DATSUN
136 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington, Ill.
381-6663
Open to 9 P.M.
Week Nights

steering, power brake, automatic, radio, factory air conditioning, tinted glass, low mileage, balance of
imaginable...Including

Factory Air Cond. Warranty

Radio & Heater, P/S, V8. $295
firm. Ph. 437-2464

DECIDE!

'68 CHARGER

Autom. 8. Power

dr, automatic,

E q ittp.p

USED CARS

'61 FORD GALAXIE
$60
255.6448

like new

& GUARANTEED

0,2145

dr.,

gd. cond. 894-8970 aft. 5

440 E. Main St.

every option

9y "NEW DODGES

black vinyl top, burgundy. very

Mercury, A/T,
brakes & battery $50.
439 4285

STOCK OF

9f)9

1967 Cougar 289, P/S, console,
vinyl top, excellent condition
1967 Pontiac Executive,

ON ENTIRE

tts

o,

'64 VOLVO WAGON
Air Conditioned
255.5547

1967 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE 4 OR, economy V 8, power
factory warranty Midnight blue.

PRICES

529-7298,

tires. $750

valves, battery,

1959

DATSUN

1595

runty

$150.

after 6:30 or weekends.

$1800. 259 9068

'63 Ford Station Wagon, excel.

IN USED
CARS,
4

New brakes.

cu., 4

"3E13"

eves. 674 3668.

hardtop,

1960 Volient, stick, runs good.

1960 DeSoto Adventurer, 4 dr.,

Ask for Dottie, days: 437 54.20;

1968 DODGE CORNET RT 2 DR

65 Chevrolet, 2 door, Belair,
stick, fine condition, reasonable,

best offer. CL 55046

hdtp.,

CLOSED SUNDAYS

OWN DEAL!
YEAR-END

Must see. Offer.
824.0214

'60 TR 3, rebuilt motor, like new

barrel, fair conch., 540. After 6

RAISED ELSEWHERE

`392-9631

foronado, P/windows, P/
seats. P/B, P/S, air conditioned,
51600. 894.4882 after 5 pm

cond.,

alues .

good condition $1,000.

3-1927.

'66

tinbeatable
1

1965 CHEVY IMPALA V8; A/T,

CL 3-9461.

vert., good condition. 5850
255.5957

PRICES ARE BORN HERE AND

PRICE...
YINRITE YOUR

1966 Chev. large V8. A/T, P/S.

1967 Ford Galaxy "500", 2dr.,
hdt , excel. cond., Must see to

NORWOOD FORD

2594696

801E1 after 5.

OUTST4NDING

PICK YOUR

1962 OLDS, 4 dr. R/H, good
condition, 1 owner $350.

ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON I
PARK RACE TRACK

OPEN DAILY ?IL
.9, SAT. TR 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

-

-

I

Ir
a

11

s

El

I

I

II

tsw,
A
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103 -Auto Trailers &CaMpers

'66 -Business Opportunities

Classified REAL EST
Your Guide
To the best
Real Estate
Values in

The Northwest Suburbs!

14 -To Rent Apartments

bedroom apt.
$170 per Mo. Immediate occu-

PROSPECT HIS. by owner. 4
bdrm. Colonial. Many extras.
416.500. 537,912.a6_a[54),..1824.

Mt. Prospect:

2

pancy. Call 956-1677 after 6.
fits.
Spacious

I..

sublease, August

Arl.

bdrto., A/C, appl.,
carpeted, heated. 5 min. from,
1

Hersey, 'McArthur & Eisenhower
schools. Save on

security
posit. $180. 259.0044

de-

DELUXE BI -LEVEL

Lovely

20's. 392.8259
Elk

built

14 -To Rent Apartments

ground level 2 bdrm. apt. W/W
crptg., range, refrig., disposal,
heat & gas included. CalEafter 6'
PM. 358-7080
NEW BUILDING
STONECREST APTS.

725 W. Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free
parking.
4 ROOMS, $185 & UP
5 ROOMS, $250 & UP(2 baths)

Contact agent in Model Apt.
11 are to 6 pro Phone 439-7887

apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. Front 5187.50
appliances, heat,
including

BEAUTIFUL SCARSDALE

BY OWNER

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking

MT. PROSPECT

distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253 6300

bsmt.

Full

16To Rent Houses

3 bdrm. ranch, garage, fenced
yard, bsmt., appliances, carpet
& drapes, Sept. I st occupancy

255-6208 or 211', 6201.
includes all

appliances, hear, hotwater &

1444 S. Busse

Al2RMCO
MIES

IA NORTRWIST WY.
HS

in*

CL 3.6049

296-6655

392.8582

WEST DUNDEE
3 bedroom brick and frame split level. 3 baths,

3 bdrm. brick i unch, 2 car gar.,
bsmt., carpeting & drapes.

recreation room. Well landscaped.

BRADSHAW

Arlington Hts. 392-6968.

VACANT FOR SALE

/7 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

2nd floor office space. 900 sg.
ft. 940 Busse Hwy., Park Ridge
at Dee Rd. station. Will finish to
suit. Available
in
60
days.

ROLLING
MEADOWS

6 acres

825.3133
COMMERICAL OFFICE SPACE 5

offices, /700 sq. ft. Central air
cond'g. 965 Rand Rd., IN, Golf)

3 bedroom ranch. 2 car go.

$11,500

BARRI-NGTON

4 beautiful 3/4 acre home sites. Improvements:
82 -Wanted To Rent

SAFETY EXECUTIVE as

Set your gaze

on the better

sociated with prominent
engineering & research
organization located
near Old Orcahrd Shop.
ping Center, seeks UN-

in today's
Classified

Section

occupancy.
Prefer year lease.
Call 966-6200, Ext. 395
1

business. $45,000.

and comfort of the

86 -Real Estate -Houses

358-1800
434 E. Northwest Hwy.,
Palatine, Ill.

Arl. Hts. Scarsdale, 3 bdrrn. brk.
Colonial, 2 frplcs, screen porch,
att'd gar. 544,500. 259-5132

ELK GROVE 4 bdrm. ranch,

2

4

OR BEST OFFER!!

sales-

$150.

'63 Corvair Monza, 4 dr., stick

'67 Hartford 12'x60', like new
Appliances & carpet incl.

shift, good running. 5275.
Call 394.2778

Reasonable, roust sell. 359 -6186-

1968 Olds Delmont 88 Convert.,
P/S, P/B, AM -FM. Very clean &
excel. cond. $2100. 824-1305.

SHASTA

Travel

Trailer

sleeps 6, gas heat, ad. storage,
5850, 392.8733.

VACATIONEER CAMPER
add-a.roorn - $550.

CALL Don Hager

359-6050

ii,,

-

.

GREAT LAKES NEWEST DEALER

Ififortota
.

Poraticsa..

529-7298,

98 -Mobile Homes

1,14

- .fot

11111111arailasks=mm

1960 Valiant, stick, runs good.

.._,.....4;..
IIIII

"

439 7070
heater,

new

walls, navy with wh. yin. inter,
bucket seats, 297-6679 or

storage $750. 299 1787

259-5944.

..'

.

.

'

win.

13' Shasta travel trailer, sleeps
4, elec. brakes w/builtins &

,112511St_,&

SERVICE DEPT. OPEN 7:30 AM TO 9 PM
MON. THRU FRI.

67 Pontiac LeMons, 326 au/tr,
radio,

"

Serrie4.444
= ' Sofidectioo

666 E. NORTHWEST,HWY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

like new cond. 54800 or best of
fen. Can arrange financing.

p/s,

"satin.

'IQ

1968 Cadillac Convert., A/C, F/P,

with

FL 9-1766

baths, Ig. L.R., D.R., font. kit.
cent. air, w/w crptg., S., S., 1/2
acre, extras, low 530's. 437 0551

SEE DONZI-DONZI

1960 Chevy Convertible, $150

New brakes.

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

person and clients. Excellent
compensation. Member multiple listing service. See our
downtown Palatine office and
make it your "base of operations". Inquiries confidential.

$895

$1145

after 6:30 or weekends.

One will manage this beautiful
office designed and furnished
for the efficiency, convenience,

Convertible, Al:IC/111011C

4 Door Hardtop, Automatic.

296 1689

Visit our facilities any A.M.
real estate salesmen or
saleswomen. This is an opportunity to grow in real estate.

'64 BONNEVILLE

BONNEVILLE

1963 OLDS "98", 2 dr. hardtop,
full power, private.

Mt. Prospect
439-3405

:501 linriernon

Six

$ 1295

'65 PONTIAC

1963 Valiant 4 dor, 6 cylinder,
radio and heater.

WANTED

Outboard motor sales & service with 1 bedroom
apartment. On main highway in Fox Lake. Completely stocked and equipped. Well -established

FURNISHED 3 -BEDROOM

for August

359-6050

OPPORTUNITIES

HOUSE for family of 5,

home buys

16 S. Bothwell
Palatine

BUSINESS

'66 MUSTANG
Convertible, Stick Shift

$2245

stick shift,
824-1761.

NAZARENE
NURSERY SCHOOL

DON HAGER REALTORS

$1895

low mileage. $1600 AFTER 5 pm
894.4882

ing sessions.

,

'

Air Cond., Special.

1968 VW, sunroof, gas heater,

-

Open all year.

water, gas, electricity, streets.

1962 Mercury 4 Door New Tires
Body in Excellent Condition No

253-8387

- All day child care
before and after morn.

Large. landscaped lot.
Close to shopping. Assumable
FHA mortgage. $23,900.
rage.

per lot

Des Plaines. 824-0822.

Qualified feathers
Excellent facilities

'67 PONTIAC
CATALINA

Convertible, Automatic

Full four way power, Factory

Mustang,, '66 convert, V 8, P/S,
immaculate condition, low mile
age. 259.4368

Nursery School and Kindergarten with Day Care.

'CONVERTIBLES- -

'65 CADILLAC
SeDan DeVille

best offer. 956 1113 aft. 6:30

V8, full pwr., low miles, $1495 or
best offer. 439-9571 aft. 6

ENROLL NOW FOR FALL

$23,250

BARRINGTON

v,ry sharp 0111. owner.

$1045

Shelby '68 GT 500, air cond.,
auto., full accessories, excel.
cond., low mileage, $3500 or

'66 Ford Goloxie 500 convert.

(4 bl. S. of 62 on 31)

BONNEVILLE COUPE

Hardtop Coupe, Durk Blue.

827,0692

'62 Dodge Lancer 2 door. Radio,
heater. Good condition. $350
394.2316

358-0301

646 S. Main, Algonquin

'63 PONTIAC

'66 MUSTANG

BEST OFFER

new. 51750. 358-0164

and enlarged facilities. Fall
openings available. 3 yr. Tues.
& Thurs., 4 yr. Mon. Wed, Fri.

658-5661

$745

-

$1395

1966 Mercury Colony Park 9
pass. wagon. Full power. Like

Third year of operation. Col.
lege trained teachers, all new

$1895

Custom 4 Dr. Sedan Auto.'

PASS. Station Wagon, Full

Rust $550 CALL 392-8748.

Nursery School
1st Baptist Church
of Palatine

TEMPEST

V.B., factory air condi

'66 PONTIAC
CATALINA

1962 GALAXIE FORD

,

Openings are available for 4 yr.
old children at St. Paul Lutheran
pre kindergarten school. Call

$33,500

'67 CHEV. IMP.
tinning.

1930 Model A Ford
Mint Cond.
Call 894 4249

Exc. third care (age 2-6) my
home -complete facilities. Supervised activity. 255-7019

and aluminum siding. Located
on o beautiful londscoped
corner. Extra large lot.
$22,500. $5,500 down to
assume 61/2% mortgage.

REALTORS

$1245
'64 PONT.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

.69 -Nursery Schools Child Care

full baths,

HOMES FOR SALE

cooking gas.

439-4100

2

2

3 bdrm. brick ranch, 2 car gar.

mews.
rentals

room,

air-condition.

doors. Central
585,000
711 E. Fairview

1+2 bedroom deluxe opurtSensible

Florida

full basement,

frplcs, 2 car garage w/elec.

Beautiful 1/2 acre yd. Across
from Randhurst. Adults only.

SWIMMING POOL

a detached 2 car garage with
an electric eye door opener,

P.S.

cosh. 392.3669

EGULARLY!

cr, Radio, Heater, W:W Tires.

$2445
2 dr. H.T. V 8, auto, trans ,

'68 Woras Riverside Cycle, 125
cc, red color, low mileage. $225

DAYWANT ADS

V 8, Automatic Trans., Pow

Wagon,

Station

Air Conditioning.

774-3394

This 4 bedroom Cape Cod has

PASS.

9

BEST OFFER. 259 9215

Fo'r Fa.st Results
READ and USE

'65 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

'67 PONTIAC
CATALINA

1968 50 cc AND
1965 125 cc

CL 5.4585

Lake -1n -The -Hills

dining rm. Huge 21 x 14' kit.

Coll after 6 pm. RO 3 0170

noon

ALGONQUIN.

$AVE $AVE $AVE

Scrambler

BSA 250, mint condition, low
miles, must see, $475 or offer.

Lane, 296-5171

$36,900

White brk. Colonial, 4 Ige.
bcIrms., 31/z baths, 'formal sep.

MOM,

$250. 255 5568.

Timber Lake Village

poss.

305

Monday thru Friday 9-12

panel rec. an.; cerernic kitch. &
baths, patio, custom drapes &
carpeting. $39,900. 1313 Wood

Walk to schools, parks,
pools. Immediate
&

in Arlington Heights

cooking gas, master TV an
tenna, polio, balcony, rec.

Hardwd.

home.

Honda

1968

$550. Top condition, low

inventory. CALL:

Prospect ,His. Open House. 11/2
yr. old 3 bdrm. bi-level face
brick, all sides, 2 -car att. gar.,

baths. Lge. fin. fam. rm.,
garage. Park like yd.
has producing fruit trees

1

Rolling Meadows -sublet ottrac.

bsmt., assurn. mortgage.
299-8778

floors. Ceramic tile

refinanced for $5100 or assume
544 mortgage for $11500; phone
for oppt. 437-8616.

MT. PROSPECT

bdrm.

3

split-level. Huge din. L
Lge. kit. with good
eating area. Quality

Grove, $25000 for quick sale;

Westgate Apts.
& 2 beclr om
Ultra -deluxe

rm., Igo. kit. w/builtins, 2 patios,

.

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

$800

investment puts you in business part time, 3 evenings per
week, $2000 a month potential
ncorn e within 60 days.
Investment secured by

Hts. by owner. 4 bdrm.
ranch, 2 car gar., 2 baths, faro.
Prosp.

Mt. Prospect 2 bdrm. 5 room
house. Walk to everything. Mid
BY OWNER, 3 bedrrn ranch

Business
New hot product.

MORTON PONTIAC
USED CARS.

ice box, & sink. 5550.
253.0216

Opportunity

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

1965 Skamper: Sleeps 4 or 5.
Complete with electricity, stove,

5100 Weekly possible -Home
typing, addressing. Guaranteed
plan. Details 25c Homework -AD,
Box 1043, Spfld., III. 62705

392-6660
CLOSED SUNDAY

040403103)#I#CKACACACC)0403#31CACACACA*11 4*40)
The greatest selection ever
assembled at John Mufich Buick!
We strongly urge you give these
beauties the once-over and get a
great deal now!

USED CARS!
USED CARS!
USED CARS!

,111L_

211.1.11102111111120

.;)
You Can't
Tell Many
From Brand New!

This sudden SALE made possible only because of our
extremely successful hard -to -refuse money -saving deals on the new 1969
Buick and Opel during our recent "500 PLUS" SALE. Choose from these and many MON not listed in this ad.

MORE AND 'MORE LIKE -NEW TRADE-INS AND STILL MORE COMING!
'68 BUICK LE SABRE HARDTOP

'67 OLDS CUTLASS

Power steering, power brakes, factory air cond.,
white walls, push button radio, auto. transmission,
beautiful Tarpon Green with vinyl roof. Round

2 DR. Hardtop, auto. trans., power steering, push
button radio, white walls, wheel covers, mint
gold with block vinyl roof. Flawless

the block miles.

$2995

"68 OLDS. CUTLASS "5"
2 DR. HARDTOP
steering, auto. ,transmission, rocket V 8
engine, push button radio, white walls, full wheel
covers. Sparkling yellow with n lux
unous black interior. Can't be told
Power

$2395

from new.

'67 BUICK "225" ELECTRA
2 Dr. Hardtop, factory air cond., power steering,
power brakes, power windows, 6.way power seat,

soornot radio with rear speaker. and rear an,
henna. Popular green color with block vinyl roof.
(inert
and out
Our

car,

excellent

inside

$2795
'67 OLDS "TORONADO"

Factory air cond., power steering, power brakes,
power windows, 6 way power seat, auto. trans.,
sparkling snow. white with black vinyl roof, match
block
beauty.
ing

interior.

Hord -to -find

LE SABRE HARDTOP
wheel covers, Aztec gold with black vinyl roof.
fine car that will satisfy any-

one.

dr. Hardtop, power steering, power brakes,
factory air cond., push button radio, console with
auto. bucket seals, white walls with wheel covers.
Lime green with block vinyl roof. `Well cored

and out has kept

this

'66 MERCURY "MONTCLAIR"
trans., factory air cond., pushbutton radio, white
walls, wheel covers. Brilliant yellow with contrast
ing black vinyl roof sets off
show -room fresh beauty.

this

Radio,

$2195

1966 BUICK
ELECTRA "225" HARDTOP
Air Cond., Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, Power Snot, Auto. Irons., P.B.
Radio, White Walls, Wheel Covers. Eye-catching
Land Gold wine a (clod, vinyl roof.

$2195

tures.

Robbins Egg Blue. Economy

on on exciting price.

Power Steering, Power Brakes, Auto. Trans., Power
Windows, V 8 Engine. Sky Blue with CI Pearl White
as can be found.

2'DR. H.T.

$1295

"326" V-8, Automatic Transmission, Console,
Power Steering, P.B. Radio, Whites, Wheel Covers.
Ride

White

with

the- wind

in

Black Leatherette
this compact

king!

interior.

$1195

1967 OPEL
finish.

Radio,

Luggage

Rack,

Whites.

A -mini- brute at

price.

$2495

"BUICK

"OPEL

ON RAND!"

ON RAND!"

801 E. RAND (at Henry) & Mt. Prospect 394-2200

Cond.,

Power

Steer.,

Power brakes, Auto.

Trans., P.B. Rothe, Whites. A Fiery

$995

1964 BUICK "225"
ELECTRA CONVERT.
Power Steering, Power Brakes, Pow, Windows,
Power Seat, P.B. Rodin, Auto. Trans. Baby Blue
with matching interior.

$895

1964 CHEVROLET "NOVA"

STATION WAGON
P.D.

2 DR. H.T.
Air

Red beauty. Spotless Gem.

1965 PONTIAC

Cloud

$1195

1964 OLDS DYNAMIC "88"

Power Steering, Power Brakes, P.B. Radio, Auto.
Trans., White Walls, Wheel Covers, Soft Green
finish with white vinyl interior.

$1195

1964 BUICK
"SKYLARK" WAGON
Leatherette Interior. As line a cur

1965 OLDS DYNAMIC "88"

Mt, Prospect
telES:11135SERESZEMEEEMBil.

$1395

LE MANS CONVERTIBLE

'66 BUICK "RIVIERA"

Proud to show this one.

Air Cond., Power Steering & Brakes, P.B.,
Auto. Trans., Whites. Mid-

night Blue beauty. A fine car.

$1495

Power steering, power brakes, factory air cond.,
console with buckets. Gleaming mid
night blue. A factory fresh car.

Fact.

$1995

2 Dr. Hardtop, power steering, power brakes, auto.

Spotless inside and out with all the custom let

1965 BUICK LE SABRE 4 DR.

2

for inside
a beauty.

$1295

Interior. This will help the budget.

Fact.

factory arm cond., power steering, power brakes,
auto. transmission, push buttOn radio, white Walli,
A

Auto. Irons., P.B. Radio, Like new whites with full
Wheel Covers. Burgundy with Black

'67 CHEVROLET CAPRICE

$2895

'67 BUICK

$1895

in every detail.

1966 VOLKSWAGEN
SQUAREBACK

1966 CORVAIR
"MONZA" COUPE

Soft

Blue

$11,95

2 DR. H.T.
cyl. engine with Auto Trims Rodin, Whites.
Metallic Blue with custom blended

interior. A fine 2nd car,

$895

PRICED FOR QUICK -SAW
We've got,'em and got 'em now! At just the
and
'price it takes to make a quick -sale .
if
necesthis means Auction Sale prices
sary! If you're a used car prospect, don't

wait too long for this longest deal yet.

Abe aftp
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On TV -Today

SHORT RIBS
Wednesday, July 16, 1969

TONIGHT

The Honey-

32

YEAH, BUT NOW I SEE THAT
IT WAS A SUCKER BET ON
MY PART --I THOUGHT THE

WHAT 60es ow I -71.1ST WOW A
WAGER --I BET
LET'S GO!
MOOMEWER
____atitEn4T RE-

YEAH , BUS,
THIS CREEP
'ICU STRAIGHTEN -RAE
CLAYS
SENT
OUT.. AND
Fuzz
T
GU
GET THE BADGE
HIM BACK.
NUMBEI2SA.-TM
0-A0iemFOR A
Ever2 SEE 1 -WA GOING 'ID THE
comm tsioniaz
BEFORE?

MAIL BOX WAS °AIWA

- MEMBER TO

BLOCK AWAY FROM YOUR
HOUSE, BUT &OLDIE KNEW

MAIL YOUR

IT WAS THREE BLOCKS
AWAY:

MOTHERS

LETTER!

riTIV

1-71,

YEAH,

WERE DUST

16 PetNIEL
CLIFTON I

TRAVELIN''

PAROON,
MY NAME

A COUPLE
OF INTEL-

LECTUALS

7:15

11 TV College
American Public

2

6:25

PRUUGM ,LEND

.

5

Intimate 'behind -the -

9:00
Hawaii Five -0
Rerun.
The Outsider

cerpts from Valen-

Rerun. "The Old

sorrows of his life,

tino's most memorable motion pictures
the

...

School Tie."
11 Chicago Festival

and

loves

and the mystery and
. magic of his legend.

Rerun.
12:00

The King Family
9 Perry Mason
32 News

WBBM-TV
Editorial
26 Quiz

7

2

B
CONCERT!

t

7:30
The Good Guys
Rerun.

Rerun.

THROUGH
'TOWN

2

School.

32 The Munsters

GET TO A

Rerun.

scenes films and ex-

2
5

BEG
YOUR

MORNING!

Rerun.

6:00
News
News
7
News
9 Flinstones
26 Spanish News

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

"Legend of
Rudolph Valentino"

8:30

Green Acres

2

mooners

9:30
11 Spectrum

5

Midnight Report

10:00
News
News
News

7

Chicago Show

9

News

11 World Press

2

12:15

-T.1.,-..t;e

6:30
2 Tarzan
Rerun.

MAIL

A

32 On Deck Circle

in the Shadows."
7 Here
Bride's

2

-5

The'Virginian
Rerun. "The Girl

5

O

-

7:45

Come the

7:55

9

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.

12:20

26 A Black's View

the Twins at Min-

of the News
32 Baseball Report

neapolis.

Rerun. "And Jason Makes Five."
9 I Love Lucy

11 TV College'
Fiction
26 Today's Racing

f3edwe3em.

MINI -MEMORY

-

e..1:!0*.

IS EXOLIISITELy

SO EASY

LANCE
HOME IN
IRELAND,

FOR THEM
THEIR LIVES

ARE 60

MAGGIE

UNCOMPLICATED

16 HAVING

A-1

!6 Market Wrapup

oH,F'FA, IV, AUNT
hmeGteLnits 16
SOCHA DRAG

kAniVinil5 HORSE
-TRAINED fiXt

7:00

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

DRESSAGE!
DOW -TREAT'
HIM LIKE A
COW PONY!

shattered by his war
experiences, goes to
Acapulco with his
new bride - to vaca-

of a
wealthy man and a
bevy of beautiful
girls make up this
playboy

ibe

son

tion and paint. He becomes suspect in the

plai ned murders.

Per-

12:30

Topic is summer
insect control.

32 News Final
12:35

ROBINS

Comments
12:40

Movie
"Look in Any
Window" Teen-age
9

A
"Homicidal"
young woman returns to visit the old

boy, the son of an unhappy
marriage,
turns to masked
His
escapades and

mansion she lived in
as

prowling.

a child and be-

comes involved in a
mystery
terrifying
involving a young
girl, her strange half-

FOR THURSDAY

PIECE YER PLAYINT

I'M GLAD

(June 22 -July
211 --The Cancer NS ho has been

CANCER

ki*

'This Is too slow! We'd never get through college if
we took this long to build fires!"

2

Meditation

11:15

9

Five Minutes to

Mar YOU HAVE ANY

Hour CNJ 400 Be so

CALM tk.HILE THE LLERLo

MORTY MEEKLE

(S 1A.) &Zit A TbRAAOIL

OVER

so MAW TWA= 1 ......

2:00
2:15

Live By

32 Movie

EEK & MEEK
OPINIONS EA) AAATHILe

---..

--'

SURE I DO!

......._

Bur L MAkE n A
pour iL.XvER. To LET
MY FereckIAL FEELINGS
INTERFERE LOTH MY
OPINIONS!

I

JUST HEAP -C)

THAT >CLARE

IN BEI:%3

WINTHROP.
,

n_

-tErtANLE IS THERE
ARE

TCO MAW Like
HIM!

It'

P

....-

74

-

..............,.........m

221 --Although you may find

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

\ ourself iealous or another at
this time it you are wise, you

Answer' to Previous Puzzle

will make every effort not to
show it

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 221--I he immediate future reglilies that you be rela-

11 R&D Review
"New Jobs for
Natural Gas."

1:55

11:00

VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept. 231-

elcg

Late Report

Bishop

32 News

7-4

good stead

2

Joey

Show

,4

cerned Your ability to handle
people should stand you in

Reflections

7

111,./N

operate with co-workers to the
mutual benefit of all con-

7

1:45

spa

caret ul to keep some energy in
ieserse should he able to meet
emergencies successfully.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 231 --Co-

1:15
Perspectives

10:45

I

YOU ASKED!

7

homicidal maniac.
32 Baseball Report

-4E TITLE IS "TWO CATS
FIGHTING ON THE BACFS./
FENCE1.)

THE NAME 0' THAT

I

police teach the parents a lesson.

alyzed nurse and a
HEY, CICERO! WHAT

Correspondence should he
brought up to date without further delay
LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 231-There is a possibility of an unp l e a s a n t situation during
morning hours Move with
speed --hut with consideration
of others
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.

eventual capture by

brother, a mute -par-

BUGS BUNNY

-An excellent day for the Virgo who has shown foresight.

Paul Harvey

9

Paul Henreid.
Tonight Show
5
9 Movie

CARNIVAL

HIGH-5F1RMD
WARD,
KATHY,.,

Horoscope I

'Farm Forum

5

Ralph Meeker and

spective

1741101.E WITH

qi

unex-

and

Robert

and
ran
Strauss.

vacation city to two
bizarre

little story.
11 News in

A

youngg man,

"Come Blow

Sinatra portrays

6:50

Movie
"Battleshock"

2

London
7 Movie

Your Horn" Frank

Rerun.

MEANWHILE,

Music Hall from

5

Family

ROBIN MALONE

time gangland
leader. Steve Cochbig

10:30

Rerun.

The Addams

32

climb to become a

7. News

Hillbillies

12,:run.

-;10
04,A0)

recalls his life and his

10:15

8:00
Beverly

2

Movie
"I Mobster" A
criminal, being questioned by the Senate
Rackets Committee,

Twain's Works

7-16

Dec

tively

free
debtedness

of financial inSee

to

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS

1 "-on the

paying

Mississippi"
5 "The Gilded

23 (Dec.
200 -Unexpected gain
an unusual adventure

CAPRICORN
from

may well he in store for you
today Don t tru a to others for

\

gain

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
191 -Avoid those who customarily annoy you Otherwise.
V011 may find your aernper-and your gains -getting away,
t rom sou
20 -March
PIS( ES (I-eb
211 -The wise Pisces will keep

all appetites under control at
this time Take the moderate
approach where other people
me concerned
ARIES (March 22 -April
201--A prosperous day for the

CAPTAIN EASY
WELL, I eal Buy A SMALL SPREAD AND

Aries who sticks strictly to
business Rewards may not be

immediate however. so don't
be diSc011i aged

1 AURUS (April

21 -May

SETTLE HERE, MRS, COBB.
HO

I THOUGHT

YOU MIGHT SELL, REASONABLY.

you

COME
OUT IN THIS
COUNTRY/

I Gor A BUYER WHOSE
HEART 15 SET ON IT: HES
OFFERED 41.25. 000,..SLIT

-(TURNT IT DOWN!

eor

NOT WORTH
MO00%)01
R.6, E

OASYT

blends You may not
ago ce-but you can understand.
GEMINI (May 22 -June
2 11--A day when you can make
and

seep-

sprag

emyr
erase
ease

reap
rage
rape
rasp
rase

raps

apse
asper
agree

aper
age!
spare
spear
sage

sear
Sere

serape
spar

pear
pare
page
peer
pease
parse
gasp '

gaper
gear
grasp
grape
grease

CAMPUS CLATTER
014,01-1,THE HOUSE
MOTHER, MISS FITTS,
HAS ANOTHER ONE

HE DIDN'T DO
ANYTHINGTHE
' POOR BOY'S DATE
ISN'T READY

...AND MISS FITTS IS
*ENTERTAiNINWHIM

projection
2 Image (var.)
3 Broken, as a
bone
4 Most free

38 Secure aid of
40 American
general
42 Particle of
grain

(ab.)
19 Clear profit
example
22 Indicate
14 Hawaiian food from care
23 Smell
fish
5 Site of Taj
24 Double
15 Large snakes
Mahal
25 Chilian
16 "- It"
6 Earth
workman
(comb. form)
18 Live oak
26 Particles
20 Green herbage 7 Australian
28 Vanished
21 Golf ball
ratite bird
gradually
. support
8 Hitler, for
29 Sodium
22 Venture
instance
chloride
24 More reliable 9 Pelvic bon"
30 Hawaiian
27 Hebrew letter 10 Convent
dance
31 Unfermented
workers
36 Salted roe
malt
11 Finds fault
(var.)
32 Donkey
17 Great gross

44 Too bad!
45 Native of

Latvia
46 Pigmented

eye part

47 Microbe
48 Conceal
49 Arabian gulf
51 Ibsen

.

35 "- Sawyer"

on your behalf Accept an afternoon invitation.

spice

50ME
LL

12 Vegetable
13 Ruby, for

36 Summon
37 Knot
39 Mythical
Greek maid
who lost a

a new friend who can become
vers influential in high places

seer

AND IF HE

8 "Huckleberry

.(comb. form)
33 Hebrew "w"
34 Native of
(suffix)

same point of view as family

PRESAGE

IT FOR BACK IF 117PROCK WILL.
ICK
TAXES IN '421 NOBODY'S PAY'S/000, HELL
GO HIGHER, IF HG
LIVED ON IT SINCE, I.
HIGHT
RECALL, TILL YOU- AST!!
ONE EL

211--Tiy to see things from the

Answers to
Hideaword

57 Statuary (ab.

58 Shade tree,
59 Paradise
DOWN
(with Warner) 1 Rounded

much that is owed
Jan

56 Counsel

'race
41 Olfactory
organ
43 Abel's mother
(Bib.)
44 False wing
of a bird
47 Japanese
dancing girl
50 Rise by

buoyancy

53 Tart
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Village Offices Expected to Close, for Holiday
'

cancellation in our programming."
He said that the schedule on Monday will be heavy, with the
playground program and swimming lessons in progress.
Harrison Hanso, board president for Mount Prospect School
District 57, said whether school offices would close depends
partly on what nearby school districts and other municipal bodies

Mount Prospect Village offices are expected to be closed Mon- the youngsters we have their programs for them, and don't want
day following President Richard Nixon's proclamation yester, to close down."
MARVIN WEISS, director of parks and recreation for the
day declaring Monday to be a "national day of participation".
Nixon urged that all Americans be given a holiday to observe River Trails Park District, said when contacted late in the afternoon, "This is the first I've heard about it."
the first landing of man on the moon.
He said he would have to contact the park board; but said, "I
The President urged that state and municipal authorities, as
think it is unlikely unless everything closes, like stores and busiwell as private industry release their employes that day.,
nesses, that we will close. We have college students working
need
Mount Prospect's acting village manager, John Zimmer- for the summer who don't get money for time off and they
the money."
mann, said "Since it is a national holiday, and since there are no
Weiss said that the park district has a heavy Monday baseball
meetings Monday, my first impression is that the Village Hall
and a playground activity schedule.
will be closed. I will, however, confer with my department heads
RONALD GREENBERG, recreation director for the Prosbefore finalizing the decision."
Thomas Cooper, director of parks and recreation for the pect Heights Park District said, "I very much doubt at this point
Mount Prospect Park District said, "we are not going to close that there will be any cancellation of activities. I think it is a
anything down. The adults can stay Mine and watch it, but for fantastic thing (the lunar landing), but I don't feel we can afford a

He said, "Without confirming by checking with other board
members, we will remain open."
Summer school ends Friday for District 57. Hanson said that a
school board meeting scheduled for Monday night would not be
cancelled.
James Retzlaff, assistant superintendent of River Trails
School District 26, said, "There will be no closing that I know of
there is nothing official now to that effect."
He said that any closing would be up to the school board.

Tonight: Chance of show-

ers, low in upper 60s. Tomorrow: Partly cloudy,
little change in tempera-

Mrs. Dorothy Thulin, former deputy assessor for Elk
Grove Township, said last
night that she quit her job as

spokesman said.
He said the failure was due to

Heavy rains that battered the
Chicago area early today a feeder line that had been
caused mostly electrical prob- " 1 ocked" out by two lines that
lems in the northwest suburbs, fell on the Soo Line tracks at
a spokesman for the COM- Seegers Rd. in Des Plaines and
cut off the power to that area.
monwealth Edison Co. said.
About 1,500 homes were
A short power failure in cenwithout power for a short time
after 5 a.m. in the northern part tral Mount Prospect set off the
of Des Plaines and -the south tornado warning siren, and the

wanted to be free to
spend the summer with my
only daughter. She's leaving
"I

for college this fall. There were

other reasons, but I can't go
into those," she said.

Mrs. Thulin, who lives at
540 Landmeier, Elk Grove
Village, said she didn't know
the reason there hasn't been
any announcement of her res-

Two -Flat Proposal
Studied by Board

ignation.
William Rohlwing, town-

ship supervisor, said "It's the
assessor's job (to hire someone
else), ask Chick Hodlmair."

erty was for parking," Furst

By Ted Lacey

said.

Rohlwing was referring to
Charles A. Hodlmair, town-

He said the owner had been
The idea of granting variations for a two -flat on too offered $4,900 for the lot by
small a lot at ,215 W. Prospect the Illinois Retail Hardware
was not greeted kindly by some Assn. next door, for use as a
Mount Prospect trustees and parking lot. Such a use would
better serve the village, considone neighbor Tuesday.
Consequently "pro" Trus- ering the number of profestee Jack Kilroy moved to sional building needing park-

ship assessor, who was unavailable for comment last
night. The deputy assessor'
is hired by the assessor.

Park District
Band Concert
Set for Friday

have the.matter tabled while he
awaits reinforcements.

The board's Building Com-

mittee urged that the variations

be

granted,

which

would mean going against the
Zoning Board of Appeals' previous recommendation.
John Waters of 219 N. Eastwood, Mount Prospect, asked

The Mount Park District
concert band will give another

its series of summer con-

be five feet closer to the rear lot
line and to have about twice as

of "popular, light stuff" will
be presented on the east side

much floor area as building

of the swimming pool. He
said he expects about 50 members of the 100 -member group
to perform.

codes permit:
Building Committee Chairman Robert Soderman said the
variations should be allowed,

musicians from the fifth
through eighth grades of

considering the fact that the
owner is "hamstrung" by upgraded building codes. The

The band is composed of

land is zoned for multiple -fam-

ily housing, though
Cars struggled one at a time to get through the flood under the viaduct at Golf Rd. and Northwest
Highway between Mount Prospect and Des Plaines this morning following a storm that cut off power
to about 1,500 homes in the two municipitlifies. (Photo by Curt Wilson)

Lineman Electrocuted

near the top of a 30 -foot Com-

Jim's Enco service station, 815
N. Rand, 200 feet from the accident site.

T H E OTHER linemen
promptly strung a rope and
lowered Drake, who was hanging by his safety harness.
"He showed no signs of life

when we arrived," said fireman Steve Balogh, who was
unsuccessful in his mouth-tomouth resuscitation attempts
at the scene and en route to the
hospital . in a Lauterburg &
Oehler ambulance.

The linemen are employed

monwealth Edison Co. pole
when the mishap occurred.

by the Aldridge Electric Co. of

Drake was pronounced dead at
Northwest Community Hospi-

tracted with Edison Co. to put

tal '

Eidson said Drake was moving a 2,400 -volt line to a differ-

ent position on the pole when
he was electrocuted.

Lake Forest which had con-

up new utility poles in the area.
Another five -man Aldridge
crew was working about a mile

Co., said

grounds. It was thought that

The

Aldridge

"It's a strange feeling that Foxx, has done contract work
goes through each man at a for the Edison Co. for about
time like this," said Everett' five years.
Drake's body was taken to
Foxx, line superintendent for
the Aldridge Co. "Each man the Cook County Morgue. The
knows it could have just as easily been him. It's a strange type

of feeling for any lineman."

Drake had been employed
by the Aldridge Co. for about
three months, Foxx said.
He said the drews were mov-

ing the lines to new positions

coroner's office ordered an inquest, though the date has not
yet been set.

out against the two -flat, on be-

Prospect police station was
swamped with inquiries.

Twenty-five calls also were
taken at the Arlington Heights
police department from resi-

dents who heard the Mount
Prospect siren.

Scattered homes in Arlington Heights and Mount Prospect were without power for
various periods, mostly because of lightening damage, the

Commonwealth Edison
spokesman said.

Commercial burglar alarms

were activated when power

failed in Arlington Heights,
Mount Prospect, and Des

Plaines, according to police in
the three towns.
Flooding, which plagued
commuters on the Eisenhower

Expressway and many other

streets and highways elsewhere

around Chicago, was minimal
in the northwest suburbs.
The severest flooding was
under the Golf Rd. viaduct at
Northwest Highway between
Mount Prospect
Plaines.

and

Des

Water there was about 6 to

10 inches deep, and several cars

stalled before making

it

mained dry in this morning's
downpour, which was more
than the expected average for
the entire month of July, according to the U.S. Weather
Bureau.

No streets were flooded seriously enough 'to be barricaded, but traffic was cut down
to a single lane at several places
on main highways.

Exhaust Clogged
Dennis Ciaglo of Ciaglo Excavating, Glen Ellyn, told
Mount Prospect police yester-

day that vandals had packed
dirt into the exhaust pipe of a
crawler parked at the Gregory
School construction site, 400
E. Gregory.
Ciaglo estimated the damage to the crawler at $1,000 to
$1,500.
,',34..034WZroUrankOdala:MrMMY

Gripe
Of The
Day
To get dozens of mosquito bites the day after
the spraying truck goes by.

NW

Suit on Sewer Blockage
Settled Out of Court
Mount Prospect's $25,000
suit against a resident for
blocking a storm sewer is being

settled out of court for around
$2,500.

relieving the sewer blocker of to dig on Hansen's property,
further legal action against the blockage was found to consist of cement, a gunney sack
him.
In April, the village lodged a containing newspapers and
suit against Lief Hansen, 1914 carpet remnants and a ChristBonita, charging him with mas tree stand, according to
breaking and blocking the Acting Village Manager John
storm sewer that runs under Zimmermann.
A temporary sewer line had
his house.
When the village got a re- to be laid around Hansen's
straining order in circuit court house until permanent meato permit public works crews sures can be taken.

"This is an awfully small lot to
he cutting the required density
in half."
The board of appeals denied
the variations "on good

the best purpose for the prop -

Meetings
Tonight

Drake's wife, Patricia and

three children live in Greeley,
Col. A sister lives in Chicago.
Funeral arrangements are

Mount Prospect Village

B bard Judiciary Committee, Village Hall, 8 p.m.

pending.

Avoid Rush For First Moon Flights
Want to be among the first from the Chicago public," a
commercial moon flight pas- TWA spokesman said.

years old recently applied to

body touch the line. One of the

sengers?

him...just hanging there. Mayfield was installing a phone at

Trustee George Reiter also
opposed the idea of "a two story building jammed in there."
Lester J. Krasnowski spoke

After emerging from an exditional footage available on ecutive session called to discuss the matter Tuesday, the
any side, he said.
Besides, "virtually all the Village Board took action to
building in the area were built authorize Mayor Robert Teichert and Village Clerk Donwith variations," he added.

the board of appeals, said,

away at Rand and Arlington
Heights Rds. The crews gath- said.
ered their equipment and left
work shortly after the mishap.

it is big

enough only for a single family
house, he said. But the property is "landlocked," with no ad-

on the poles so they would not
interfere with the placement of
the new poles. The project was
begun earlier this week, he

cessftti flight by Anierican as=-'
tronauts.

Mike Mayfield, an Illinois
Bell Telephone Co. employe,
said, "There appeared to be a
small flash that caught my attention. I looked up and saw-

ing in the area, he said.

TRUSTEE DONALD ald Goodman to sign a release,

requests

trucks.

Newsstand Pike 10 Cents

Furst, formerly a member of

Three other workers were
standing on the ground near
the pole, but neither they nor
Eidson actually saw Drake's
linemen. called for help on a
two-way radio in one of their

255-4400

half of his father, who owns through.
The Northwest Highway
the two -flat directly cast of
S -curve viaduct, which is alWaters' lot.
"I think the request is ex- most always a catch-all for
for zoning variations which
flood 'and rain waters, recessive"
he told the board.
would permit the building to

certs at Lions Park Friday
beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Robert
Director
Band
Henry said a varied program

A Fox Lake man was electrocuted yesterday afternoon
while working on power lines
in the 800 block of N. Rand
Rd., Arlington Heights.
Lawrence D. Drake, 37,
"was killed instantly when his
body came in contact with the
lines," said Capt. John Hayden of the Arlington Heights
Fire Department.
Drake and another lineman,
Daniel Eidson, were working

Telephone

end of Mount Prospect, the switchboard of the Mount

By Curt Wilson

deputy assessor June 6.

By Gary Shiffman

only one pickup at collection boxes.

torm Knocks Out Power,
ets Off Tornado Siren

Deputy
Assessor
Quits

Raymond's schools.

afternoon. He said all post offices probably will operate on a
holiday schedule Monday, with no home deliveries of mail and
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schools throughout the park
district. Henry said these include schools in District 57,
District 59, District 25, and
St. Paul Lutheran and St.

School District 214 administrators will meet and announce
their decision today or tomorrow, Supt. Edward Gilbert said.
William Sandberg, regional postal director, said in Chicago
yesterday that he would confer with officials in Washington this

Your Home Newspaper

ture.

in

Harper College officials plan to meet today to discuss whether
school offices will be closed and classes dismissed Monday.

Tbe Pro5pert Dap

WEATHER
1

do.

Robert LeForge, president of Prospect Heights School District 23 said that there would be only four persons in the district
administrative offices Monday because summer school. closes
Friday. Le Forge said it would be up to Supt. Edward Grodsky to
close the office. Grodsky could not be reached for comment last
night.

By K. C. Radtke

"TWA has had about 409
moon

reservations

'

BETWEEN 3,000 and
O'Hare International Airport is not quite ready for you 4,000 persons across the
yet, but several airlines are United States have applied to
quite willing to take your re- TWA in anticipatiok of the
when passengers will
Trans World Airlines and board commercial lunar
Pan American World Airways flights.
The TWA spokesman said
both have lengthy waiting lists
and acknowledge all moon that these figures are substantially increased after each sucflight reservation requests.
servations.

day

iI

A Florida boy about

14

TWA,for moon flight resewpm

tiohl for tWo. He told the
line he hoped to take his honeymoon on the moon surface
at the Sea of Tranquility.
All moon flight applicationi
are filed by TWA in their New
York City office, and a letter
of acknowledgement is sent to
each prospective moon, passenger.

PAN AM HAS a .similar
moon reservation system but
goes one step farther and issues
a flight card to each applicant.

.gflicanestIMMent
is mailed along with a letter of
confirmation.,

"The moon reservation setup is operated in the same way
as we acknowledge all our new
flight announcements," a Pan
Am spokesman said.

In order to cope with Pan
(Continued on page 2)

How to cool off on a hot summer night: Ken Schmidt (left), of 1000 W. Eva Ln.; Dan Jessie, of 1419
S. Hickory Dr. and Ken's sister Judy, all of Mount Prospect, searching last night for fireflies to sell for
1 cenieach to Antonik Laboratories in Elk Grove Village. (Photo by Sieve Schmidt)

Obituaries
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North Central Assn. Report
Praises.H-arper Jr. Colle. ge
-

'

The Harper curriculum offers courses for high school
graduates and adults seeking
college credits or further en-

"While there arc numerous
made an official candidate for problems growing out of the
accreditation by the North 'initiation of a new institution,
Central Association of Col- I there is also evidence to supleges and Secondary Schools. port the Board's (Harper's
This brings the junior col- trustees) expectancy of the polege closer to full accreditation tentiality of a significant inand membership in the associ- stitution."
College officials will conation, which approves institutions of higher education. duct a comprehensive "self study" before North Central
THE. NORTH Central As- makes another evaluation,
sociation has issued an eval- with a view toward full accreuation report praising the col- ditation, ckpected not later
lege's "rapid strides" since it than spring, 1971.
was first opened to students in
HARPER IS A two-year
September, 1967, at facilities
college serving the townships
of Elk Grove High School.
of Elk Grove, Wheeling,
The report said:
"William ,Rainey Harper Schaurphurg, Palatine, and all
College, has made rapid strides -of the Barrington high school
in a very short time, indicating districts. Voters approved its
a vigorous and ',competent establishment in March, 1965.
Enrollment has more than
leadership: Its. 31istriet (512)
certainly has the resources doubled 'in the two years the
and, seemingly,the inclination college has been open to stuto, provide a high type, post - dents. Harper anticipates
high school, educational ser- 5,000 to 6,000 students to en-

Harper College has been

''

vice.

richment.

Two-year associate degree

programs include courses in

business, education, engineering, humanities, medicine,
natural science and mathematics, and social science. Credits
in these areas are transferable
to most four-year colleges.

Career degree subjects are
available in these specialized

American

by

TONIGHT'S THE night
What is so rare as a day in
June? Not a day like the ones again when people who just
in the June just past but a day want to relax can gather in the
in June such as poets write park in front of the bandstand
about. There is something that and listen and fall in love all
over again. The bandstand is in

the Community Park at PalaThat is music under the stars tine Rd. and Northwest Hwy.
44here the listener can hold The programs are held every
hands if their companion is so Thursday at 8 p.m.
Guest soloist for tonight's
inclined or eat popcorn if
instinct urges him in that direc- concert, which is number five
Lion. At any rate, a summer in the series, will be Peggy
night and music as combined Fox. She will play "La Virgen

electronics, fashion
design, food service, management, journalism, law enforcement, marketing management,
mechanical design, numerical
control technology, nursing,
and secretarial science.
This September the college

10

Algonquin and Roselle Rds.

the

David

C.

Cook planners to the Africa
Christian Press in Achimota,

a registration number and a

bright label. A set of 20 books
costs about $3.50.

arranging, ormarching
and

maneuvers. He is orchestra
conductor and production and
choral arranger for the famous
WAA-Muu musical revues.

to friends, always setting a

time limit for their return and
keeping a record of who has
read each book.

A quarterly bulletin from
ACP informs the "librarian"
of the latest publications. It
also posts him on ways that

others use to make their Shoe He is also an editor and colum- box Libraries available and of
nist for "Instrumentalist," a practical value to other permonthly music magazine. sons or groups.
T h c David C. Cook
Tonight he will conduct

"Classical Overture and English Suite."
Dr. John R. Shoemaker is
the regular musical conductor
of the Palatine Village Band.
Admission is free and the enjoyment is great.

fice box Where earth folks can

send their moon reservation
requests.

You can mail your moon
flight reservation request to:

Pan American World Air-

ways,P.O.P Box 2212, Boston,
Mass. 02107.

Ronald Kleinsorge of 907 Quince Ln., Mount Prospect, a spring graduate of Wheeling High School,
registers for his freshman year at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale. Assisting is Mrs. Betty
Hill, a general studies adviser.

Anti -Missile Defense
long established prior comBy Richard Crabb
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman mitment for the evening preof Arlington Heights, the vented him from attending.

ALBAN "STORMY Wenorthwest suburbs' only candidate in the special Oct. 7 i ber of Evanston came directly
I

13th District congressional to the meeting from the airport
primary, said in Glenview last where he landed after a flight
night that he favors the from Cape Kennedy where he
building of a limited ABM witnessed the Apollo Eleven
missile defense system in prin- liftoff. He is an officer in the
ciple but he would like more Army Reserve.
assurance that it would work
In the intense heat, several
before committing the $2.1 candidates did not use the 10
billion required for its devel- minutes allotted. Further complicating the presentations, the
opment.
Schlickman spoke before public address system failed
the second of the GOP candi- midway through the long evedates nights to be held in town- ning's program.
ships of the 13th District that
Northfield Township Reembraces all of northern Cook publicans leaders will meet
County. The Northfield during the weekend to eval-

candidates who have filed, for

the primary took part in the

son said.
Eastern Airline reservation-

they had received

some moon flight requests, but
have not kept a tally on them.
None of the airlines is
presently involved in technical

Martha

Mindao,

a

needed for repair of the domes-

tor.

Schlickman reported that
his briefings at the Pentagon a
said that they were, not suf- week ago revealed that while
ficiently informed on this mat- the two basic phases of the proposed ABM system, the one
ter to take a position.
Schlickman, who spent which would work at long
much of last week in Washing- range and the other which
ton, D.C., in briefings on ma- would operate at short range,
jor problems confronting Con- have not yet been co-ordinated
gress and the nation and who through the command commet with representatives of the puter system. The individual
systems, show promise, but
military establishment as well
as members of Congress who Schlickman said he would
like to see the small scale pilot
opposed and approved ob
ABM, issued his first public system co-ordinated and demonstrated before Congress puts
statement on the matter.
up the vast sums required for
Schlickman said he saw no
reason to fear the military es- even the limited system.

dates commented on ABM but

tablishment and little reason

for controversy after talking to
both the generals and members
of congress.

"I AM FOR A SYSTEM of
defense, and in principle I am
for this proposal but I say to
those who would deploy it immediately 'let's first find out if
it can do the things which it is

Northfield Township.

supposed to do before committing the vast sums which
will be required to develop

ICKES

young

working in
Tanzania.

14*******44WHOLE HOUSE-NAME BRANDS

choose bathroom fixtures from Wickes.

MEDICINE CABINET

Sliding doors.

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

Take 3 months to pay, no
interest. Or payments as low

Bathroom Light Fixture

24" VANITY BASE

Roomy interior.

REG. $15.75

$1338

REG. $40.60

$3451

VANITY TOP

REG. $10.25

Classic style.
L224

5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

18" ROUND LAVATORY

Sturdy cast iron.

$871

REG.$14.43 '9226

13540 WHITE

FAUCET WITH POP-UP

41410

Chrome plated.

i

REG. $9.95

-

3705

REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9

PIANO

apijoo

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING

awaits the

(This Hot Week)

In -Palatine
Pay Only 1 Month

who plays the
PIANO

Rent, Plus Cartage

or ORGAN!

I

I

,

Main St. (Rt. 83) 8 Busse Av. (South of Central)
PHONE ORDERS 259-1300

253-2460
956-1500

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza
I

I

1

I

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

glass.
24" x 20"

$83$

CHROME PLATED
PAPER HOLDER

$235
$245

Perma-tilt Double Hung Window
Aluminum exterior frame and sill. Sash

tilt in for your cleaning convenience.
Insulated glass. SPECIAL ORDER

$4394

3876

24" x 20"

REG.

$48.75

Garage Liner
For closets and other storage

YOUR
CHOICE,

$2 69
118 Perforated Hardboard'
C -R

SHEET

For exterior or interior use.

vs0

299-0082

5E6.543.67
SAVE $4.91

SAVE $4.81

SPECIAL ORDER

areas.

894-1800

$130

18" CHROME
TOWEL BAR

Designed with the homeowner
in mind. Sash open and close at
the touch of a finger. Insulated

E

01"11131

at lttt

WICKES
I

/I/
L,

In Arlington Heights

CHROME PLATED
TOOTHBRUSH AND
TUMBLER HOLDER

Madira Lauan Paneling
Enhance your walls
wiLii Wickes panel-

2 e 4 studs wifir

ing.
FULL 4' It

75c

1 a 3 furring strip ft

4c

Neoprene panel adhesive

SHEET

$339

1.12'

Prefinished moulding available...... 98c

1ST QUALITY

Panel nails

93c

Panel if.

1.59

OPEN HI 9 P.M.

Mt. Prospect Music Center

tt

358-5560

I

I

MAKE THE VACATION MONTHS'',
PAY OFF IN NEW SKILLS & 'FUN
KIMBALL... STORY & CLARK
WHITNEY ... CABLE . . . YAMAHA

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

$299

XESNIERNESSORIFEE

Kushion-Aire® Wood Sliding Window

THE NORTHWEST AREA

CHILD

ENAMELED HARDWOOD
TOILET SEAT

..'xlMATMMM

1+1

Ice

Bathroom Accessories

liP24

PHONE
NORTH AMERICAN
HEATING 8 AIR CONDITIONING C9.6654500

+'

P3012

L2024W

(FULLY INSTALLED)

t

'Attractive accent to
any bathroom with
two 75 watt lamps.

on the
bath items
listed below

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

SAVE NOW

2 MONTHS FREE!

proved effective.

You're sure to set the pace when you

see Kemmerly!

AIR CONDITIONING I
$19000 -$

HAPPINESS

system which would protect
major U.S. cities would cost
$6.3 billions and could be
built later if needed -and
after the limited system had

Powder Room Set

A Re altor knows what you are looking for in a
house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...

SALE

A

this limited system is currently
estimated at $2.1 billions,
Schlickman said. The full

zurawommumwantzmrazmwammastassosossasammear

NOT OUT OF!

RENT

to protest two
wings of our retaliatory Minuteman missiles. The cost of

PRICES GOOD NOW THRU JULY 23rd ONLY!

moon flights.

*41.4111, 4110 41141. 4114Eloill.N.M1,414M4M410.11M

The limited system' would
be devised

1

---.

Dar-es-Salaam,

CAN GROW INTO,

planning for commercial

41

even the limited system'," said

tic economy. Several candi-

EACH OF THE 10 caniGlenview program..Only Lars
(America First) Daly df Chi- dates discussed the ABM decago and Brian Duff of Wil- fense system. Gerald Marks of
mette were absent. Duff sent a Wilmette opposed the ABM
telegram explaining that a proposal on the grounds that

Tanzanian Christian woman

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY

applied for the route," Jack-

fully guaranteed for 1 year.

the- funds required for its de-

velopment were urgently the Arlington Heights legisla-

Township event was held in uate the presentations of the
the 'Community Church and candidates and to formulate an
was attended by 200 persons endorsement of one of them. It
who braved the summer's. is generally expected that the
worst heat in an auditorium endorsement will go to Samwithout air.conditioning.
uel H. Young of Glenview,
Ten of the 12 Republicans Republican committeeman of

the cost of printing 10,000
copies of the first book by

LET A REALTOR

as $13 per month. All work.

stolen from her garage.

-

"I answered the party and

;

that a lawn mower had been

Foundation is providing half

told him American had not yet

i

Mrs. Harvey Bartholomew
of 138 S. Kennicott, Arlington
Heights, told police yesterday

Schlickman for Limited

first chair cornetist in the

conducting,
chestration

Raymond's

St.

in

Mower Stolen

Foundaticin of Elgin.

School District 211 and the

He teaches band technique,

a.m.

Church.

will open six buildings constructed on a 225-acQ site on

vations.

ists said

9:30 a.m. in Friedrich Funeral
Home. Funeral mass will he at

nology,

A non-profit institution for
worldwide- Christian education, the foundation wants to
more Christian
distribute
Cook_ books written by Africans for
Africans. on current topics. It
is putting up the money for a
plan known as the "Library in
a Shoebox."
THE GRANT made by the

protessor in the NorthweStern
University School of Music.

national airline has a post of-

ART JACKSON, public relations man for American Airlines, said he had received one
request for moon flight reser-

Services will be Friday at

dental hygiene, drafting tech-

ter, director of bands and a the books, before lending them

inter-

the

technology, data processing,

The first person is the "liThe guest conductor
tonight will be John P. Payn- brarian." He is allowed to read

Am's "nearly 20,000" moon
requests,

Survivors include his widow, June.

areas: accounting aid, architectural technology; chemical

ped-

Northshore Band of Wilmette.

Get Tickets Now
For That Moon Trip
flight

for Bell and Howell.

Ghana, is intended to provide
De La Macarena" on the corn - this corner of the Dark Contiet. Miss Fox has a music mas- nent with Christian reading
ter's degree from Michigan materials.
Under the plan, an individState University.
She is also a teacher of brass ual or group receives a collecinstruments, assistant to the tion of five to 20 books, all pamusic department chairman of perbacks, in a shoebox bearing

by the Palatine Village Band is
better than a vacation.

(Continued from Page II
Pan Am has tentatively
booked the first moon business
conference convention of the
National Association of Suggestion Systems, a group headquartered in Chicago.

Tuesday in Rochester, Minn.
He was a tool and die maker

from house to house in knapsacks. This old distribution
idea is being put to a new use

Concert Is for Poets,
Lovers, Popcorn Eaters
is rarer.

Adolf Beck, 54, of 305 N.
Pine, Mount Prospect, died

dlers carried books for sale

roll this fall.

By Catherine O'Donnell

Adolf Beck

To Travel
Via Shoebox
Colonial

1

STREAMWOOD

STORE HOURS

34 mile west of Barri
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
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Clip These Co-u.pons!!

MT. PROSPECT
201 W. RAND RD.

- Sunday
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
July 17 - 18 - 19 - 20
COMMUNITY
DON'T MISS THESE GREAT

Across from Randhurst
Shopping Center
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Day- Light
By Joseph Stubenrauch

The minute you're asked for

may extend to more than 60
seconds.

should drop everything and
make room for the minute just

tasks.

Too busy, we fear.
It has come to our attention

all over the document.
thing as getting so wrapped up

and'send out a call for a doctor,

any doctor, in any house. It's
not that kind of ailment Which

feel that there is nobody to take
his place.

rest.

It's a peculiar symptom of
the affliction that it reveals itself in one of two ways: one can
be

called "work addiction"

while the other can 'be titled

pleasure or other
pursuits you use as excuses,
business,

and it has popped up in our
midst more notably in our rapidly expanding communities.

It's possible to explain the
need for the bread -winner to

Dap

Best Way
To Help

Thursday, July 17, 1969 ,

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

Editor:
"What can I do to help?"
Dr. Thomas in his letter to the

District 59 Board of Education and 'the readers of the Des

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

Plaines Day hive been asked
this question.

In the spirit of charity and
fraternal correction I wish to
point out that the public men-

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day. Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines. Ill. 60016

tion of the name of an ac-

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, holm: delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Understand and Avoid
Hazards in Skuba Diving

Prere'quisites arc above -

average skill as a surface diver

the elementary rules that will

enable you to enjoya

fascinating hobby for many

times to get back to your boat
fast. Keep 'track of your depth
and -how long you have been
under water. Observe the rules
for gradual decompression to
avoid the bends. Plan your
dives in advance,. including

.appropriate actions if an

decreased kidney function or
anemia.

Q-What causes glaucoma?
Can an ophthalmologist diagnose it at the very first glance?
What is the treatment? Will air
travel aggravate it? Where can
I get. more information about
this disease?
A-Glaucoma is caused by an

Q --What is erythryomelalgia
or Mtichell's disease? Is there
any cure for it?
A-This disease, also called

increase in the tension within
the, eyeball due to obstruction

.

,

to return to. Be able at all

be taken by anyone with

terized by burning pains in the
extremities, especially the feet..
The affected.par;s are red and

feel' hot. Since -there is no
specific treatment, aspirin by
mouth and 'cold compresses

are used ro relieve the
symptoms.

Q-What are'Equagesic and .

Diuril given for? Have they
any unclegirable side effects?

A-Equagesic is a -com-

bination .of a tranquilizer and
You should learn first aid two' pain killers. In too large
and have the necessary first - a dosage it may cause nausea,
aid eqniPment in your boat. drowsiness, dizziness and an
If, you are using scuba equip- itching rash. Diuril is given to
ment, you should breathe con- combat waterlogging and high
your blood pressure. It should not
hold
tinually --don't
emergency should arise.

HIDEAWORD

of the normal drainage. Underlying causes include heredity, hardening of the oirteries,
farsightedness. and prolonged

best be of "help" after a careful examination of the nature
of the employer -employe relationship that exists between a
school board and a school superintendent.

Mrs. Robert Cain

Sees Advantages
In Gas Tax Hike
Editor:

Several days ago your paper

carried a cartoon which im-

I

hold another view that

for suburbanites. One advantage would be less traffic congestion. Less air pollution is a

- Make as:, many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
24 good, 29'excellent
Answer on Comic Page

would be evidence of utilizing
regional resources to 'solve a
regional problem. In turn, the

polarization of city and suburbs might be slowed, if not reversed.

Two cents a gallon seems a

relatively small price for the
opportunities
above.

'mentioned

-

Stanley M. Titus

easier visual

tablish normal drainage. Air
travel will not aggravate it. For

more information write to the
National Society for the Pre-

vention of Blindness,
Broadway, New York, N.Y.

1790

I GO f9.

'

Q-My: doctor terminated
my pregnancy ,because he
suspected it to he ectopic.
But after the operation I was
told I had a corpus luteum

cyst. What caused it? Why

must there be no further.preg-

A-A corpus luteum forms
each month at the site of
ovulation.. It usually becomes
absorbed and causes no trou-

ble. 'But occasionally, for no
known reasons, it may in-

Arlington Heights Rd., and
The Grove at Biesterfield and
Arlington Heights Rd.
Funds from the sale of the
homemade bakery will go to-

ward' the sponsoring of the
club's major fund raising
event held each fall.
Mrs. T. D. Orton, sale chairman, said last year's "Las
Vegas Night" provided a

$1,200 scholastic scholarship
to an Elk Grove High School
student.

task than disword
between

forms made up of
paratively small letters.

about certain skills and capacities a child should have if he is
to learn to read easily and with
understanding. I talked about
his ability to sit quietly in order
to fix the eyes on the reading

com-

Many words that the child
must identify and memorize
are closely similar in form, and

it has been found that many

material, the ability to move
the eyes across the page as re-

poor

readers

have

never

formed the habit of carefully

quired for reading, being able
to concentrate on the reading
task for a reasonable length of
time, to listen and to follow instructions.

looking at words. As a result of

In this column, I am going

to remember the form of the

poor habits of observation, a
child could have difficulty in
distinguishing between such
words as book and took or was
and saw. A child must be able
words he meets if he is going to
recognize them again, and
again in his reading.

to talk about visual perception,

and the ability to discriminate
between similar word forms,
which is called visual discrimination. I am also going to

Helps for Parents

THE SCHOOL beginner,
the six -year -old, must be able

to control the muscles of the
eyes so that words are brought

into focus as the eyes move
across the line of print. In fact,
he must learn to move the eyes
co-ordinately across the page
left to right. Visual abilities
contribute to reading readiness.

Many six -year -olds and
most younger children are not
used to focusing the eyes on
small print at close range.

differ from one another. No-

tice differences and 'similarities in color, shapes, sizes,

etc. Birds have two feet, two

wings, and one beak, while
other

animals

(and

and differences, such as birds'
nests, and birds' eggs.

GIVE AS MUCH help as is
necessary to train the children

to see similarities and differences. Chickens, ducks, geese
and turkeys are called poultry.
They are alike because they all'

have wings, beaks, two legs
and feathers. This is a good
time to discuss sizes, shapes
and colors of eggs.

After studying pictures of

need to have in our houses
books with beautiful color illustrations of birds, animals,
airplanes, trains, boats, and
many, many others. I especial-

which

ly like "World Book" because
of the more than 7,000 magn i f i c e n t illustrations that
teach, clarify, and explain.
Beautiful pictures also stimulate the interest and imagination of all children.
Encourage your children to
study pictures with you. Your
interest and enthusiasm is im-

portant. Have your child tell

habit of careful observation,
is

very important in

learning to read. This habit of
careful observation, developed

by picture study, will aid later
in word study. A child's joy in
discovery is beautiful to see.

In my next column, I will
talk about auditory abilities
and later will tell about gamesthat

can be played at home'to
help improve both visual and
auditory abilities.

bleeds into the abdominal

cavity, it causes all the

4_

111101t
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If we wait too long

WE CAN'T TURN BACK THE CLOCK
Right now ... today ... the pollution of the air
you breathe is so great, it is rated 2nd dirtiest
in the nation.
Most of the rivers in our 13th District-the Des
Plaines, Salt Creek-are so polluted, they smell.
Lake Michigan, our prime source of drinking
water, is beginning to die.
The problem is not technological. It is primarily
political. For the most part, science knows how
to curb- pollution. Unfortunately, oftentimes
thc eovernrnenf.irCooiieiaibirii6eifecl' .`golVe
this crisis has been lacking. There has been no

unified front-no singleness of purpose between
the Federal, state, and local levels of government.

The time for that single, unified front is now.
Right now. I propose strong, swift, and inter115cking governmental action at Federal, state,
and local levels. As an immediate step, I favor
tax incentives to encourage businessmen to install pollution control devices.
We must act now, Before another election passes.
Before pollution goes so -far, we can't turn back
the. clock.

OUTSTANDING QUALIFICATIONS Former Press Secretary to Gov. Ogilvie
Television journalist for CBS
National news writer for Wall Street Journal
Background in International Affairs
Navy veteran and community leader

symptoms of an ectopic.,
pregnancy. This in itself,
would not be a reason to
avoid future pregnancy.

-

10
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crease in size and form a cyst.

This, too, usually causes no,
trouble. But, if it ruptures and

name

some) have four feet. Constantly talk about likenesses

animals, trains, airplanes, and
other things, and talking about
likenesses and differences,
your child's visual abilities
should improve. He forms the

Color captures the interest
of any child and therefore, we

talk some about the things that
parents can do to help.

MATHEWSON

FOR CONGRESS

criminating

In my last column, I talked

the blood pressure..

may be necessary to remove a
small piece of the iris to rees-,

Saturday, starting at 9 a.m. at
the village shbpping centers,
Park 'n' Shop at Higgins and

Looking at pictures irr picture the ways in which birds are
books or at the comics is an alike and how various birds

By Esther Culton

the 'cortisone group and sonic

used in the treatment of this
disease But in some cases it

promptly took off for another
vacation elsewhere,-they had
trouble finding out where. He
didn't send even a postcard,

The Elk Grove Village Junior Woman's Club will sponsor a fund raising bake sale,

Talk with a Teacher

of those drugs used to lower
The didgnosis is made by
measuring the Pension with a
tonpmeter. Several, drugs are

Women's Club

Visual Abilities

use of certain drugs notably

nancies?

SANR'OMT

-which may seem a strange
way to talk about work. But it

(Second In a Series)

tax rolls, are more advantages.
Perhaps the most important
advantage is that this tax

whether in District 59 or with
future employers. But he can

owner returned, got a pleasant
report from the son about sales
increase, progress everywhere,
then noted all his air -mail
letters neatly stacked at one'
corner of the sesk. Unopened.
message,
H e got the

ask

been over -indulging yourself,-

at

tration Dr. Thomas has dem-

tendency of Dr. Thomas to involve himself with issues that
are not of his concern.
There is a place for Dr.
Thomas's considerable educational background and obvious administrative ability,

weeks of supposed rest, the

yourself whether you haven't

source, in their factories or offices, will stress that accidents
happen most often to overtired workers, while they succumb more readily to virus onsets, or don't think too clearly

second. More efficient land

and meddling. It is with real
"compassion" that I view this

years to conic.

and long-distance swimmer
and a preliminary course of erytherrnalgia, is charactraining. .Use .only. .the. best
equipment and check it before
each dive. Always use the
buddy systeni and hay* a boat

questioned

supervisors,

of distinguished leadership.

between' leadership

sent back daily air -mail letters
of instruction to the son. After

It's a good time to take a
and

Bake Sale
To Be Held by

their hands together with glee
over the long hours put in for
inadequate pay, it is worth noting that more enlightened

there are potential' advantages

tinguish

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

paratus (scuba).

such workers, and may rub

endorsement of that person.
Prudent use of the ap-

onstrated an inability to dis-

cation in Mexico, did so, but

In fact, you might say that

Throughout his adminis- utilization, with less land off

DOCTOR SAYS

employees, was warned by the
doctor to take a prolonged va-

with the proper spirit.

sants.

plied that the proposed 2 cents
a gallon tax on gasoline to subsidize the CTA held no advantages for suburbanites.

preciable powers of influence
that rest with the superintendent of schools is a mark

an area resident. The latter,
head of a firm with about 40

and every worker worth his
salt should Meet such crises

fast.

didate as typical of "the kind
of person that a new superintendent needs" is an implied

knowledged school board can-

diction is usually a drastic one,
such -as was used by the son of

There is a valid reason for
taking an extra job, or doing
overtime at the regular job, or
for stepping in to help the firm
when some other worker's absence or illness demands it,

however,

some other day.

The only cure for work ad-

,

Letters to Editor

"Nomr the original dream by always jealously keeping.
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

-don't exert. These arc some of

paying for. Try them and see.

on, in the process of raising a

tion as overdoing it with narcotics, stimulants, or depres-

the Simon Legree type, dote on

there's another one of those signs!"

been required to do, off and

minutes at bedtime or at break-

faced attack on the peace of

"Who said the conservative movement is dead? See-

what many a breadwinner has

is just as much a way of addic-

wife and children for a few

bage intact, rather than have to

do without some of the extras
which your extra work may be

matter if he barely glimpses

While some employers, of

The work addiction has developed into a national complaint, seen no matter where
you travel across the land on

er enough funds to pay off a
major obligation is, of course,

minute,

is

house, even if you leave the
lawn unmowed and the gar-

To face up to a temporary
emergency and scrape togeth-

the indispensable
man for the job, then he must
stay and burn the midnight oil
and get the job done, no matter
how late a train he catches, no

If he

You might say they are different manifestations of a twomind of area' residents.

Underwater. Breathing. Ap-

There is, however, such a
in the routine of work, almost
for its own sake, that after a
while, a person may come to

couple of _aspirins and lots of

-snorkel or a Self -Contained

without any red ink bleeding

west suburban world a stealthy
form of contagious disease has
invaded the'scene.

yields to a jab with a needle or a

divers use no special
equipnient, they can attain
greater depth and stay under
water longer if they use a

With mounting spirals of inflation and surtaxes and plain
routine taxes heading for all of
us like stormy tornado towers,
it is understandable why extra
effort must be made to make
both ends of the budget meet,

that right here in our north-

Now don't grab the phone

before starting your dive and

"leisure-itis" I'm in danger of
becoming a work addict, too,
so we'll go into that ailment

work is to the firm, or your
Deep down, your family
prefers having you around the

busy.

scuba, don't hyperventilate

illusions about how vital one's

Hope you enjoyed this min-

It's so easy to start having ute. If I continue and describe

Prudent employers, therefore, do not actually prefer the
counter when he takes home . "work addicted" man or
extra work in many cases.

stop what they are doing, for
the very reason that they are

breath. on an emergency ascent exhale all the way to the
surface. If you are not using

much less an air -mail letter.

sons, male and female, have
signed up for moonlighting

If this sounds paradoxical, it
is. Busy people, are invited to

skin

the family victuals. This also

work addiction is in the category of "hallucinatory" drugs.

family.

'

Water sports have become
more sophisticated in recent
years. Skin diving is great fun
if ybu understand and avoid ,
the hazards. Although some

sions.

self who talks himself into the

requested.

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

when faced with urgent deci-

or factory bench just so he can
hand.over the correct number,
of greenbacks at the check-out

woman. It's the worker him-

If you're busy, then you

Page 4

work longer hours at his desk

tells why, in part, so many per-

Still, if you have nothing to
do, it may be worth your while.

TO Pro5pect

Got a Minute

MATHEWSON FOR CONEMESS,ROMMITTEE, Malt !Warns,

Campaign Manager. Justin Stanley, finance Chairman, 660 Crean Bay Road, Winnetka, llinols 60093
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The Day's Prospet;

Scrimshaw Super Salads
By Dolores Haugh

being presented by the mem:\

Members of the Scrimshaw
Chapter of Questers make terrific salads. They proveci their

speaker guard her collection,

bers. To help each

talents at the recent Salad Sup-

per held at the Palatine home
of Mrs Ralph Eilers.
Fifteen Scrimshaw members gathered for the final
meeting of their first year, an
exciting time of organization.

Sponsored by the Dunton
Chapter of Questers in Arlington Heights the new p.m'', un-

she is asked to make her report

the same night she serves as
hostess to the club. A national
research subject is assigned an-

nually.

Programs Have

antiques and pressed glass. Fu-

ture programs will include research -substantiated programs
on the carousel, cranberry

secretary Mrs. Charles Stedelalso of Arlington
Heights, began in January,

man,
1969

THE NAME

Scrimshaw
was suggested by Mrs. Rodney

Wilson, who came to Mount
Prospect from the East. A
scrimshaw is a' small knickknack carved in ivory or bone
by whalers when they were at
sea for a long time. The name
was adopted for the group as
most of the new members did
not have any one specific col-

) st--.

Mrs. Richard Webb serves Scrimshaw Questers a portion of her strawberry, cream cheese, nut
Jell-O salad while Mrs. Rodney Wilson, vice president, shares her recipe for Affeta-Taffeta Salad.

past

it is the only evening chapter in
the northwest area. Many
members are employed, some

Two Kinds o Cooking

or N corner
t

".

By Fern Schneider

What does a woman do

would like to take advantage of
them

PAT IS one of the chairmen
'" for the gourmet group, which
' includes about 39 of the mem:" bers They plan, cook and

""Ierve complete meals within
'J the group, using different
countries for their theme Pat
says, "I get a chance to cook
1".4nd taste different foods which

","the family really doesn't appreciate "

Having purchased a lovely
"`oldsr home, Pat and family are
enjoying the finished base" ment and the bedrooms on the
second floor The yard, too, is
of special interest to Pat,'
21

whose first love (after hubby
and five little ones) is gardening When time .permits, she
would like -to join the garden
club Her grandfather, a meti-

culous gardener, left her all his
garden notes to use, and she

ton of Prospect Heights, owner of the Arc En Ciel Antique
Show.

SCRIMSHAWS ARE currently exhibiting some of their
antiques at the Mount Prospect Library. The group also
toured the Arlington Heights
Historical Museum, and officers participated in thd Illinois

Chester Neuman.
supreme
reigned
Salads
with hostesses for the evening

just prefer the evening meet-

supplying cheese cake and
strawberry fluff for dessert.
The evening concluded with a

ings

humorous

grams scheduled for the next
nine -month period are mainly

entitled
rope."

'by

presentation

The wide variety of pro- Mrs. Robert Haugh, president,
in

"Questing

Eu-

_

/1-..

Super summer salad features salmon, fruit, mushroom and vegetables. Stripes, stars, fish and
glorious compotes were included in the scrumptious scrimshaw supper.

GREEN BEAN AND
MUSHROOM SALADMRS. META BUTTNER
2 pounds green beans
2 tablespoons chopped onions

1 pinch summer savory
1/2 pound mushrooms
4 stalks celery
7 scallions
teaspoon monosodium
1
glutamate

sont.e6161-61 61 ere 6000000000000000000¶aoaaaa600067f0 ran

e6-1151111-711-.
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salt and pepper to taste
garlic powder to flavor
vinegar and oil dressing
cup may,
approximately_.
onnaise
Wash bCans; remove ends.
Cut diagonally in 3/4 -inch
pieces.Cook, covered the green

beans, onions and savory in
small amount of boiling, salted
water for seven minutes or until tender; drain and cool.
Clean and slice mushrooms;

saute in butter for about 2 minutes; cool. Cut stalks of celery
Into small pieces and slice the
scallions.

To the beans add celery,

scallions, mushrooms, monosodium glutamate, a sprinkling of garlic, powder and salt
and pepper. Moisten sparingly
with a vinegar and oil dressing;
add mayonnaise and toss 'right-

ly but thoroughly. Chill. Serve
on crisp greens. Serves 16.

Prices Rise
Although there is a record
high supply of beef, highest
per person supply of pork in

MUSHROOMS ELEGANTE
1 pint fresh mushrooms
3 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons minced onion
1
tablespoon all purpose
flour, dash of salt and pepper
1 cup milk
2 tablespoons grated parmesan cheese
1 tablespoon lemon juice
2 slightly beaten egg yolks
1 tablespoon crumbs

1 pound broad egg noodles
1 teaspoon salt
to
in
Chicago
2 tablespoons melted butter
apartment
2 tablespoons grated parmeMount Prospect, Pat was anxto
become better ac- san cheese
ious
,quainted and found one of the
1/2 pound sliced mushrooms
best ways to do it was the join
2 tablespoons butter
1/2 teaspoon salt
t". the Newcomers This group,
dash of garlic powder
'now numbering around 380,
includes not only newcomers
' but "alumnae" who stay with
SAUCE

long as they wish

igt.

under broiler for five minutes

Pat suggests the following

to Mrs David Partlow, Cook
of day Moving from an

.: the area may join, but they
may stay with the group as

Guest speakers have includ-

ed Mrs. Irene Taylor, author
of "Where It Is," Mrs. Stadelman on organization. Future
speakers' will be Mary Bruce,
writer of The Day's Antique
Antics column and Ruth Pat-

grecs for 30 minutes Brown

when she has five young chil- gourmet meal "to be eaten
' dren, an interest in people and about 9 o'clock, after the chilenjoys cooking9 The answer is dren are bedded down "
4..simplef She joins the Mount
CHICKEN TETRAZINI
Prospect Newcomers Club
and immediately signs up wth
the gourmet group
pounds of chicken
31/2
This is just how it happened breasts

group because they enjoy it
r sothemuch
Only newcomers to

glass, John Roger sculpture
and early lighting.

lection of antiques but were Quester Workshop which feamerely curious about the his- tured a special visit from Natory of various items of the tional Quester President, Mrs.
The group is unique in that

Cook of The Day

been

presented on steins, primitive

der the special guidance of
area organizer and national

r

special

Wash, clean and slice mush-

SUULSUUUULLRJUI.W.W.11119-11-9 Q..2.11 aILLUI-21.2.11.11.2-2.11.11JUI.JUUt

If your schedule is a bit un-

coat Season with salt and pepper

o

1/2.cup melted butter

Cook over low heat about
minutes Stir in milk,
cheese and lemon juice, heat
through Add small amount of
hot mixture to egg yolks; mix

cheese dressings can be made
ahead of time and frozen.

and return to milk mixture

licious dressing for a topping.

15

1/3 cup sifted flour

2 cups warm milk
1 cup warm chicken stock
11/2 teaspoons salt
2 tablespoons sauterne (add
after sauce is cooked)
Steam chicken 1 to 11/2
hours in 2 cups water Save 1
cup stock for sauce Bone

mer months, plan ahead so that
you can present an interesting
meal on short notice.

Cook and stir I minute longer

Garniish with one teaspoon
melted butter mixed with
crumbs Serves 6

chicken, cutting into bite -sized

In contrast to the gourmet
dishes listed above, Pat has a

pieces

really simple recipe she makes

Cook noodles in unsalted
water for 10 minutes Drain,
rinse in cold water Add salt,

often which is appreciated by
the family

butter and cheese and 1 cup of

LEMON SQUARES

the white sauce Saute mushrooms for 5 minutes in butter
Season with salt, pepper and
garlic powder and cook a few

11/2 cups flour
3/4 cup margarine

4 tablespoons sugar

For instance, delicious blue

2 teaspoons prepared mus-

salad in minutes and have a de-

tard
1 tablespoon lemon juice
i/4
cup chopped green
pepper

Here's one dressing delight
from the home economists of
the American Blue Cheese Association.,

Art Fair
Slated

teaspoon salt and dash of pepper Pour on rest of sauce, and
sprinkle with 1/4 cupof parme-

san' cheese Bake at 350 de -

for other fruit fillings

buttered casserole dish Over
noodles' place mushrooms, a
little sauce, then chicken, 4/4

1 package (3 ounces) cream
cheese, softened
1/4 cup dairy sour cream
cup American blue
Va
cheese (about . 11/4 ounces,
crumbled)

Then you can whip up a great

Bake in a 9 x 13 pan at 350
The 11th annual Barrington t
degrees for 25 minutes
Combine 3 beaten eggs with Art,Fair will be held 10 a.m. to
11/2 cups sugar, 3 tablespoons 5 p m., Aug. 24 at the Barringflour and 3 tablespoons lemon ton High School, 616 W. Main
juice Pour over crust St Chairman of the event will
Sprinkle with powdered sugar
This basic crust may be used be Mrs. George C. Powell.

minutes logger
POur noodles into large flat,

FROZEN BLUE
CHEESE DRESSING

ltablespoonchopped

pimento
1/2

cup whipping cream,

whipped

cheese,
Combine cream
dairy sour cream, blue cheese,
mustard and lemon juice. Beat
until light. Stir in green pepper

and pimento. Fold in whipped
cream. Pour into 1 quart refrigerator tray; freeze until
firm.

wrapped with air -tight material. Before serving, let stand at

room temperature 5-10 minutes for greater ease in cutting. Cut in I inch cubes.

Serve with tossed green or

LADIES APPAREL

FROM

strass
of

Mount Prospect

by phone, 381-4257.

WE INVITE YOUR NOMINATIONS
FOR MAN OR WOMAN OF THE WEEK
AS WELL AS YOUR SAVINGS, WRITE
US OR TELL US ABOUT YOUR CHOICE
AS YOU STOP IN TO ADD TO YOUR
PASSBOOK OF SAVINGS FOR A NEW
NOME, VACATION, RETIREMENT OR
EDUCATION OF YOUR CHILDREN.

111
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SPORTSWEAR

SWIMSUITS

Entrants
Sought

Arlington Heights, Fred and Earl Meeske's Market,
Mount Prospect, were saluted by Mount Prospect
Federal Savings and Loan Association as "Our Men
of the Week".

IMO

DRESSES

Pageant

As announced last Friday over WEXI 92.7 FM,

Inn ma

Fredrick, County Line Rd.,
RR 2, Box l9, Barrington, or

p4

Fred and Earl Meeske

CLEARANCE

of this year's show.

'J,

OUR MEN OF THE WEEK

SEMI ANNUAL

'

tained from Mrs. Louis B.

pork steaks and lamb

shoulder chops.

the business established in practically the same location in 1925 by Fred Meeske Sr., their father.

art forms.
Mrs. Clayton E. Probost has
been appointed co-chairman

Entry blanks for participation in the fair should be ob-

nics,

Co -owners and managers of the market, Earl and
Fred Meeske are the second generation maintaining

The fair, sponsored by the

third places.

roasts, bacon, spareribs, pic-

The Meeske brothers deserve this salute for carrying
on the 44 -year -old tradition of this locally owned and
operated market in Mount Prospect.

oil, water color, paitels, and
acrylic materials, as well as
collages, sculpture and other

I

cucumbers,
peaches; 'watermelon, cantaloup and berries.
Meats: chuck steaks and pot
roasts, standing rib roasts and
steaks, short ribs, ground beef,
briskets; pork loin and rib

This dressing may be stored
in the freezer if properly

fruit salads.

Barrington Woman's Club,
will include work -by both professional and amateur artists in

Three judges will award a
"Best of Show" ribbon and
$100, "Best Painting of the
Barrington Area," $50 and a
ribbon and cash awards and
ribbons for first, second and

Chicago -area food values to
watch for this week are:

Produce: potatoes, onions,

Frozen Dressing

rooms Melt butter in skillet, certain during these busy sumadd mushrooms and onions
Sprinkle with flour and toss to

Thursday, July 17, 1969

Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor

ten years, and more fryers than
a year ago, food prices continue to be high.

sweetcor n

SLEEPWEAR
SIZES: 5 - 15 AND 8 - 18

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

..

r 4.74.

9 W. PROSPECT AVE.
Please
rk
1

Mrs. David Partlow takes lemon squares out of the oven under the watchful eye of 6 -year -old
twins Palmy and Patsy and four -year -old Suzy. Tom, 8, and Michael, 11/2, were not on hand for
the picture.

note the

typogra-

phical error in the story for
Holy Family Hospital that apw.ared Monday, July 14. Mrs.

William Armstiong as put in
time in
10,000 hours of l
volunteer work for he shop.
P

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL3-7622
OPEN 9:30 to 5:30 DAILY
FRI. til 9 P.M.

15 EAST PROSPECT AVE.,

CLearbrook 5-6400

Free Parking Just South of Our Ofnces

Thursday, July 17, 1969
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Cold, Cool World

Far East Flavor For,Chicken
each in separate containers.

By Charlotte Erickson

With warm weather approaching our thoughts are

With poultry continuing in
good supply at bargain prices,.
we have been keeping our eyes
open for good but different
chicken recipes. The following
two have a far eastern flavor,
yet are simple to make.
Don't forget to purchase

turning more and more to outdoor cooking and entertaining. If you have an electrical
outlet (d1- extension cord) this
recipe lends itself very well to
outdoor cooking. We needn't
barbecue for a cookout!

pan, you are ready to play chef
at the table.
Pour I tablespoon of oil into

Single Recipe:
Yield: 4 generous servings
3 large whole chicken
breasts, boned and skinned

Remoye from pan and

chicken or chicken parts in
quantity when on sale. Make
sure

thoroughly

are

they

cleaned, and then repackage
them in freezer wrap as quick-

ly as possible. Remember to
properly label each package

1 package frozen pea pods,
thawed, or Vs pound fresh pea
pods

V2 pound mushrooms
4 green' onions
I can water chestnuts
I large green pepper
2 cups chicken stock or 2 ta-

(i.e. 2 fryers, cut up), date and

then freeze. Not only is this
More economical, it's a great
time saver to always have a
good supply handy for lastminute cooking.

CHICKEN CASHEW

This is an Oriental type of
meal that is stir -fried and may
be made at the table in an electric frying pan. Only five minutes of cooking are required. It

is a fun meal for families and
guests alike.

Cottage
Cheese
Enlivens
Menu
Nice to know cottage

cheese is so good for you, for
using it is a very inexpensive

way to get an extra ration of
protein. One half -cup serving
of cottage cheese supplies as
much protein as a three -ounce
serving of most cooked fish,
meat or poultry. A half -cup of
uncreamed cottage cheese has
19 grams of protein, but only
98 calories. With sweet cream
blended in for flavor, one-half
cup of creamed cottage cheese
has only 20 more calories per
half cup.
Delicately flavored cottage
cheese makes a great salad
when combined with almost
any chilled fruit or cooked
vegetable. With seafood or

blespoons chicken stock base
and 2 cups water
4 bouillon cubes
1/4 cup soy sauce

4 tablespoons cornstarch
1/4 teaspoon sugar
4 tablespoons salad or peanut oil
4 ounces cashew nuts

Your butcher will he happy
to hone and skin your chicken

breasts for you. However, if
this is not.Possible, the task is

not that difficult. After the

breasts have been boned and
skinned, site horizontally in
1/4 -inch slices. Arrange on a
large platter. Wash and slice

mushrooms and also add to
your platter.

a moderately hot skillet (ap-

proximately 350 degrees). Add
nuts all at once and cook for I
minute, shaking pan from time

to time until lightly toasted.
set

Double Recipe:
Yield: Serves 12
8 large whole chicken
breasts, boned and skinned

....00k

Measure

2 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon paprika

constantly. Simmer I minute
uncovered, add nuts, and serve
over fluffy rice.

POLYNESIAN CHICKEN
To give your meal a South
Seas flavor, try this simple Polynesian Chicken dinner. Serve

with plain di fried rice and
your meal is complete.

Single Recipe:
Yield: Serves,6
4 large
whole chicken
breasts, boned and skinned
1/4 cup butter
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon paprika
1

large green pepper, cut

juice

I

2 large green peppers, cut
into 1 -inch squares

2 cups celery, sliced dingonally

I teaspoon ginger
1 teaspoon garlic powder
4 chicken bouillon cubes

ly.

1/4 cup brown sugar, packed
2 tablespoons cornstarch
1/4 cup cold water
2 4 -ounce calls pimento,

TO FREEZE: Remove Polynesian chicken from stove after all the ingredients have

Makers of

BLACK LABEL

Early Times

N.

Whiskey
A Blend

88c

959
Fifth

Meister E au

LITE

TO SERVE WHEN FROZEN: Partially thaw mixture

"NAME THE DATE"

-

No Available Carbohydrates

Chicago Cubs will clinch

12 oz. cans or
no deposit bottles

East Division
WIN PLAYOFF TICKETS
or Zenith TV sets

6

and' freeze.

in long

bottles'

For

mering. Cool, pour into freezer containers, seal, date, label

breasts.

KING

;EPOSIT
.!

been added and before, sim-

Your butcher will be happy
to bone and skin your chicken

By the

CARLING'S

strips. Simmer uncovered for
20 minutes. Serve immediate-

1/4 cup soy. sauce

Cut raw chicken

The Saving Is Yours

The Sevin) Is Yours!

starch in water and add to
chicken mixture. Continue
cooking and stirring until mixture turns clear. Add pineapple chunks and pimento

quickly. Cook uptil sauce
thickened and clear, stirring cut into strips
is

pineapple

chicken along with tarragon,
minced onions, ginger, garlic
powder, bouillon cubes, soy
sauce and brown sugar, and
bring to a boil. Dissolve corn-

Now add remaining oil to pineapple chunks, drained
pan. Add chicken and cook
1 teaspoon tarragon leaves
quickly, turning until it turns
1/4 cup instant minced onion
opaque. Add all the remaining
vegetables. Pour in stock and
bouillon cubes. Cover and
simmer for two minutes.
Stir soy sauce and cornstarch mixture and add to the
juices in the pan, stirring

e: r4

Award Winning Liquor Stores

and add sufficient water to
cup liquid. Add to
make

1/2 cup butter

2 large cans unsweetened

aside.

IS YOURSS

covered another three

minutes.

105

For

Famous Features
Brand Names

in freezer containers. Remove

strips and saute in butter over
medium heat for about three
minutes. (Add a few drops of
vegetable oil to the butter to
keep from scorching.) Season
with salt and, paprika. Add
green popper and celery and

contents from container and

ANCIENT
AGE

BEER
brewed & bottled in Wisconsin

RA

6 year old

KENTUCKY

Case of
12 oz. dep.
bottles

.1;

lail

Mi

BAVARIAN CLUB

heat over moderate heat on top
of stove. When' mixture comes
to a boil, lower heat and simmer for 20 minutes. Serve immediately.

Straight Bourbon

1-.1"!

The Saving Is Yoursl

Aviv"

into 1 -inch squares

Slice green onions diagnolly
I -inch lengths. Slice water
chestnuts and add to your platter, along with the thawed pea
pods. Cut green pepper in half
in

and remove seeds. Cut into
I -inch square pieces.

Arrange all your vegetables
attractively on the large platter. If you intend to cook this
meal at the table, pour your
chicken stock

Now, with an electric frying

c-4

into a small

pitcher. Mix together the soy
sauce, cornstarch and sugar in
another small pitcher or measuring cup. Place oil and nuts

I

nally
1

cup celery, sliced diago-

large can unsweetened

pineapple chunks, drained
Va teaspoon tarragon leaves

1/3 OFF

1 tablespoon cornstarch
2 tablespoons cold watei.'
1 4 -ounce can pimiento, cut
into strips

MOON
LANDING

The Saving Is Yours)

IMPORTED
SCOTCH

OUR SUMMER "FLOWER
BRIGHT JEWELRY"

2 tablespoons instant minced onion
1/4 teaspoon ginger
V2 teaspoon garlic powder
2 chicken bouillon cubes
2 tablespoons soy sauce
1/4 cup brown sugar, packed

ON ALL

CELEBRATION

Distilled & Blended
in Scotland

Bode'd, 16wea 6 6.

At All Famous Liquor Stores

099
A., Fifth

Block East of Water Tower
PHONE 259-2210
Elm St. & Evergreen Ave., Mt. Prospect
1

CHAMPAGNE
WILL BE SERVED

ALL MORNING
on the day the
first earthman sets
foot on moon soil

HOUSE
OF LORDS

.

Be Our Guest

Imported Scotch

poultry, try serving a half of

STOP IN AND

Blended & Bottled
in Scotland

avocado, dipped in lemon

juice, then topped with a

CELEBRATE

This Historical
Event with Your
Famous Liquor Stores

scoop of pineapple cottage
cheese. With heartier fare, a
scoop of cottage cheese circled with pineapple and assorted

citrus, fruits adds a light
touch.

Cottage cheese is uncured

and has a light and delicate flavor that keeps it on the
highly perishable list right,
next to milk. So keep is cold
and covered, and it should
stay fresh and flavorful for a

FREE TASTINGS

The Saving Is Yours!

At Famous Liquor Stores

SAVAS
Imported

Fri. & Sat., July 18th -19th

week.

Flavored Daiquiris
and Pina Colada
Made with

Apr

SECOND TIME

I

AROUND
THRIFT AND GIFT SHOP

tONRICO

(Benefits Lake Bluff Childrens Home)

Sweet or Dry
1-1

RONRICO RUM
refreshingly different

on

89Fth

Easy to make

NICAM.L;

HALF -PRICE -SALE

Vermouth

AVAt

Extra Mild & Light

SUMMER CLOTHING

The

NOW IN PROGRESS

PRESIDENT

OPEN
TUES. THRU FRI. 10-4
SAT. 9-3

562 N. MILWAUKEE AVE.
WHEELING, ILL

15 year old
American Whiskies
86 Proof

CANFIELD'S

198

Ginger Ale, Flavors
or Sparkling Water

LOOKING

12 oz.

FOR

*ftiP Fifth

9c

cans
each

HONEST SERVICE

1.

PERFECT HOST Instant

COCKTAIL MIX

AND

add liquor & ice
Whiskey Sour Collins

Win Cubs Tickets
to Playoffs

COOL COMFORT

Daiqui i Margarita
X OF 10

or Zenith TV sets
COMFORTE3 MATE

one serving envelopes

79c

"NAME THE DATE"

Chicago Cubs will clinch title
Our "Wine Shops" feature

BIS

The Saving Is Yoursl

SEE ME

AT MY

stereo excitement

WHEELING

HEATING & AIR
CONDITIONING
25 S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill.
PH:541-1220
ALL

WORK GUARANTEED

MEV

Burgundy Rhine Sherry
Chablis Port Rose

69
Fifth

dial 92.7 fm

BROTHERS
California's famed wines

DRY GIN
90 Proof

NEW

LOCATION'

CHRISTIAN

HANNAH
& HOGG

111111111111.'

U

CHICAGO

N

t 01

047.441"RS

IMMULIS
LIQUOR STORES

1429 W. Taylor
CICERO

6105 W. Roosevelt
FOREST PARK

W. Madison

CFamous Liquor Stores-Ph. 2874447
Lght Reserved to.firn.1.0yorttities

Beer II Bisvereges Speclols Not Iced

CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS: Thurs., hi., Sot. and Sun.

ARLINGTON HGTS.
1307 Rand Road

MELROSE PK.

156 Broadway

LOMBARD
105E Roosevelt
FOREST PARK

7533 W. Roosevelt
ADDISON
85 E. Fullerton

600 Harper Students Go
On To Other Colleges
Over 600 students who attended Willian' Rainey Harper College, Palatine, Ill., durthe 1968-69 academic
year, have requested that transcripts of their college records
be sent to colleges and univering

sities throughout the country,
according to Donn B. Stans-

bury, director of admissions
for the college.

The transfer students are
sophomores
freshmen and
who have taken courses at har-

per during the past two years,
preparing themselves to continue their educations at four-

year institutions without loss
of time or credit.

Sixty per cent of the students will transfer to Illinois

state universities, and 13 per
cent will attend private Illinois

dents. Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, was third,
with 55 students, and Western

Illinois, Macomb, fourth with
48 Harper transfer requests.
Harper College transfer

programs are offered in business, education, engineering,
humanities, medicine, natural
sciences and mathematics, and
the social sciences.

portant step toward full'accreditation.

A highly functional six=
building campus, which began
construction, in 1967, is now
being readied for fall opening
on 218 acres at Roselle and AlgonqUin Rds., in Palatine.

THE COLLEGE offers the
first two years of most four-

Credits earned at Harper
are transferrable ,to most col-

year college programs. Tuition
for courses taken is $8 per semester hour, or $120 a semes-

leges and universities through-.
out the country.

ter for an average full-time
schedule of 15 hours.

Harper College has been
granted official candidacy by
the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, the first and most im-

further

For

Permit Requested
For Day Nursery
The Des Plaines City Council will be asked Monday night
to approve the special use of a

tract of land at Thacker and

OUT-OF-STATE colleges
or universities have been se-

large stock of Cub posters, bumper stickers, and decals. "It's been a popular item for the

lected by 27 per cent of the

past month", said Louise Novello, part owner of the gallery and complete owner of her son Mike.

Ned Peterson
On TV Program

Supply Facts on
Dist. 59 Candidate
District 59 teachers who
have been organizing support
for board candidate Paul Neuhauser have released a list of
people residents may phone if

house to serve about 80 preschool children at a day care

The request from Everett R.
representing
Breningmeyer,
the Des Plaines Academy, has

center from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Plaines Plan Commission.
Breningmeyer said that

used

been approved by the Des

residents can call Sue Amtmann, 394-0514.

Des Plaines voters can get
information on Neuhauser
from Toni Schmidt, 439-4789,

and from Joan Volanti, 437-

him
Mount

5579.

can phone Judy Whipple at
439-2946 Arlington Heights

Leon Ray Heads

Ray,

of

president

Leon Ray Imports,

Volkswagen dealership at 6121
Northwest Hwy , Chicago, has
been appointed chairman of
a

Show Committee for the 1970 Chicago
the Executive

information

gram, call the Admissions Office at 437-7000. The 1969 fall
course schedule is available

Eyes Examined

For Your Convenience

upon request.

DR. SAMUEL B. DILL
OPTOMETRIST
S
Formerly inSkokie

Richard Hoskins of Hoskins Chevrolet in Elk Grove
Village is a member of the
committee
in
been
business in

the
the

automobile
area since 1942 and has been

president of his firm for the
1 past nine years He is a Past
Master

I.

THE DOCTOR'S

Our NEW MIRACLAY SEALER
PROCESS will eliminate wafer leakage caused by
foundation cracks and leaks.

850 W. Dundee

AAA WATERPROOFING, Inc.
3419 Irving Park, Chicago
2.i-Ar. Answerint service

Midwest
Credit Cards

Convenient Credit Terms

Rd. (Just West

of # 83)

Wheeling LE 7-5500

CALL 588-6642'

we A

CENTER

Sobgrbs call celled
FRAMES & LENSES -

FOR FREE Estimates

QUICK OPTICAL

REPAIRS & REPLACEMENTS

scripts being sent for 111 stu-

Lois Cook, 437-1164; those on
the south side of the village can
call Joy Mullen at 439-0418.

59 Teachers for Neuhauser.
Voters will have a choice of
three candidates in the July 26

election. Others running are
Gene Artemenko of Des
Plaines, former board president, and Joseph P. Jennings

of Elk Grove Village, a local
business man.

Schools in the ,district are

has

IS NOW IN

without Damaging Your Landscape.

learn about Neuhauser from

Low in Arlington Heights;
Jay, Frost, Dempster, Holmes,

Ray

'69."

rns I te.n,ScI

Industrie'

Residents on the north side

Feb 21 through March in
International
t h e
Amphitheatre

4

formers--Cht cagoland

AAA
Process will Stop Basement Leek
WATERPROOFING

Glasses Fitted Contact Lenses

of Elk Grove Village may

Automobile Show, to be held
1

4

the program "The New Per-

sity at DeKalb is second choice
foi- transferees, with tran-

for administration and

personnel.

leased

1970 Auto Show
Leon

by WMAllat to appear on

Present facilities would be

The list of names was reSchmidt,
by Toni
publicity chairman of District

Committee for
S.

versity of Illinois, 36 at Ur-

each week day.

about Harper's transfer pro-

We Stop Basement Leaks

The largest single group of
I transferees will attend the Uni-

Ned Peterson, son of Mr. & bana and 84 at the Circle
Mrs. John Peterson, 28 Sixth, Campus in Chicago, for a tow?'
was one of 28 young persons of 120 students.
from the Chicago area selected
Northern Illinois Univer-

they wish information about
Prospect residents

transferees. Out of this group,
20. per cent will attend colleges
or universities in Wisconsin.

there is an abandoned grocery
store and a house now on the
property. He proposes to construct a building beside the

Warrington for a day nursery.

colleges.

Mike Novello, 10, of 556 S. Bedford Ln., Des Plaines, displays something less than the Cub Power
expressed by the poster he bought at the Peanut Gallery on 722 Lee In Des Plaines. The gallery hag a
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of Lodge No

and Forest View Elementary

in Mount Prospect; Devonshire, High Ridge Knolls and
Einstein and Brentwood in
Des Plaines, and Ridge, Rupley, Grove, Grant Wood, Hop-

kins, Clearmont, Lively, Byrd
and Salt Creek in Elk Grove
Village.

642

AF&AM, a past vice president
of the Volkswagen Dealers of
Chicago and Suburbs, and has
been a member of the Chicago

Automobile Trade Assn.

Board of Directors for the last
four years

YALE ROE:

A & A LAWNMOWER
SERVICE & SALES
July 22 -Aug. 10

ROSE
MARIE
of TV's Dick Van Dyke Show
'Everybody Loves Opal'
Aug. 12 -Mon. Sept. 1
irdilli4jr.4112

Authorized Service Station
for Lawn Boy & Toro Lawnmowers Service on all makes
4

& models Lawn & Garden
supplies, Black Dirt, Stone,
Gravel Pick-up & Delivery.
Prompt Service

1

636 N Milwaukee, Wheeling
537-3460

ABBY DALTON
'Love In E -Flat'
Luncheon Matinee Wednesdays
orders 584-1454 Chicago

Phone

No. 261-7943. Tickets on sale
Playhouse

Sox

Office.

Also

at
at

Ticket Central - Marina City. Marshall Fields, All Montgomery Ward
a Crawford Stores.

45 minutes from the Loop
on North Avenue-Route 64
3 Miles East of St. Charles

---"Issewrewarees
LIVING INSURANCE

...FROM EQUITABLE

guy,

BEN BALDWIN

says:

T

I've tried to tell you where I stand. I've said that Vietnam is not worth one
more American life. I've said that the military shouldn't be wasting $20
billion a year, costing each taxpayer about $300 annually. I've said that the
American Medical Association shouldn't dictate the choice of the country's
top health officer. I've said that I'm my own man and that I'm not afraid to

"I don't think we can live with the present military establishment, and
its eighty -billion -dollar -a -year budget, and keep Americo anything like

speak to the issues.

ABM

Recently, Harvard biologist George Wald, 1967 Nobel prize winner
in physiology and medicine, spoke out on some views that I'd like to share
with you. These, too, I believe:

THE DRAFT
"In 1950-you think about 1950 and our international commitments,
the Cold War, the Truman Doctrine, and all the rest of it-in 1950, the
army numbered 600,000 men."
"Now we have three and a half million men under arms ... if the
Vietnam war stopped tomorrow, the chances are that with that big military
establishment we would be in another such adventure, abroad or at home,
before you knew it."
"The thing to do about the draft is not to reform it but to get rid of it."
"A peace time draft it the most unAmerican. thing I know."
"A bill to stop the draft was recently introduced in the Senate (S.503)
sponsored by a group of Senators that runs the gamut from McGovern and
Hatfield to Barry Goldwater. I hope it goes through."

THE MILITARY
"What happened under the plea of the Cold War was not that we built
up the first big peacetime Army in our history, but that we institution-

alized it."

WHAT'S THE ONLY PRODUCT IN THE
WORLD THAT CAN PROTECT AGAINST

WHAT YOU CAN DO

THE LOSS OF THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF
A MAN?. . . NOW!

You can send to Congress, Yale Roe, a man of
values, a man of courage. The times are too serious

for men of silence. It was men of silence who
Phone: 259-4409
1404 Dogwood Lane - Mt. Prospect
Phone: 321-5235

401 N. Michigan Ave. - Chicago

T

accepted the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution. The 13th

the America we have known in the past. It is corrupting the life of the
whole country."

"I think all of you know there is no adequate defense against massive
nuclear attack. It is both easier and cheaper to circumvent any known
nuclear defense system than to provide it. It's all pretty crazy. At the very
moment we talk of deploying ABM's, we are also building the MIRV, the
weapon to circumvent ABM's."

NUCLEAR WAR

"As far as I know, the most conservative estimates of the number of
Americans who would be killed in a major nuclear attack ... run to about
fifty million ... about the same number of persons would be maimed,
blinded, burned, poisoned, and otherwise doomed. How real is the threat of
full-scale nuclear war? ... by the year 2000 it is about fifty-fifty."
THE FUTURE
"I think I know what it bothering the students. I think that what we are
up against is a generation that is by no means sure it has a future ..."

eration.'_

"Are we to have a chance to jive? We don't ask for prosperity, or
security. Only for a reasonable chance to live, to work out our destiny in

peaceand. Not to go down in history as the apocalyptic genYale Roe for Congress Committee
P.O. Box 31, Hubbard Woods Post Office, Winnetka, Illinois
I want a Congressman who will meet the issues squarely and who
will speak up to help our country return to its basic belief in the dignity

of human life. Please let me know how I can help Yale Roe go to

District must be represented by a man who will

Congress.

speak up for a return to the basic American belief
in the sanctity of the individual and of human life.

NAME:
ADDRESS:

The EQUITABLE Life ASSUranCe Society of the United Slates
Home Oflice.1285 aucnua of the Ainericsc,N.Y.19,N.Y.tgl963

PAID BY YALE ROE FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE

BERT GETZ, CHM., BOX 31, HUBBARD WOODS POST OFFICE, WINNETKA, ILLINOIS
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Lee Janson
LISTENS
TO YOU

Main Street

253-6880

Swap Failed
Lil
Drop in at McDonald's
Hamburger restaurant at 100
W. Rand Rd., and get a free
space age map! They're being
distributed to McDonald cus-

Floros,Dear

CONGRATULATIONS to
pretty Marie Smosna, new assistant vice president in Mount
Prospect State Bank's loan di-

tomers this week in connection
with the moon shot. It's a great
item for youngsters so that
they can keep track of the astronauts' progress.

vision...also congrats to Charles

new girl, but I want my old girl back. She says no. Can you

T. Can of 912 Sumac Ln.,
Mount Prospect, on being

Hoodwinked

Ahrens,

straighten this mess out?

Bonnie

140

Brae,

of 1405 Robert Dr., Mount

Apollo 8, 9, 10 and 11.

Mahnke, 407 Lackdale Ln.,

Do all older sisters fight with younger sisters? It seems that our
two daughters are battling constantly, sometimes over the smallest things. They both have their own rooms, but they still manage to find ways to get together and scrap. All I want is some
peace and quiet for myself, and some love between the two girls.

welcomed

Tired Mom

Prospect, have a new little gal,

Jennifer Lynn,
child

The reverse side has a map

of outer space with various

a

fifth

Mr. and Mrs. Allan

charts of fun facts. There are

Mount

moon details, a spaceship time
table, an interplanetary weight
chart and some sports facts.

chael John.

Prospect,

their first child recently, Mi-

An occasional disagreement is normal and natural, but constant fighting isn't. Lots of things could be wrong, some obvious

and some not so obvious. Better have a talk with the school
counselor, and do some reading from the many excellent books

Wouldn't it be nice if Gold- on teens and their problems.
blatt would send out drawings.

fun facts

tells that a football pass of 30

Golden Rule Lost

of their planned new Home

yards on earth would become a
1200 yard pass on the moon.
Maps are authentic --they're

Center to be constructed at the
Plaza? It would be nice to see
its size and shape and exactly

by Rand McNally.

Dear Lee Janson,
Why are most people, especially in crowds, selfish, cruel, and
discourteous? Sometimes it seems as if they just want to hurt one
another. I'm not sure you'll understand, but it seems to me that
people only worry about themselves, and they try to take advantage of everyone else. I think, sometimes, that the whole world
has forgotten the golden rule. I think about this, and it troubles
me very much.
Why?

where it will be located at the
shopping center.

It's a dandy giveaway item

that children and adults will
enjoy.
Six gals who have been play-

marked

the

WORST JOKE of the Day:

15

The teenage girl, serving the

occasion

guest at family dinner, asked,

with a party last night. The
women, who call themselves
"The Old Fashioned Girls,"
are Mrs. Charles Beesley, Mrs.

Jack Bornhoeft, Mrs. George

"Do you like codfish balls,
Mr. Miller?"
"1 don't know," he said. "I

Young people,, everywhere, are troubled by our overly competitive society. Most of them are trying to do something about
changing many of the ills that exist. They need you to join with

Luzwick,

Mrs, Robert
McCullagh, Mrs. Kenneth
Odmark and Mrs. Len Willis.
For the celebration, the

at Mt. Prospect Firestone ONLY!

ri re stone

restont
SERVICE VALUES SERVICE VALUES
Let our expert mechanics get
your car ready for vacation

Let our expert mechanics get
your car ready for vacation

BRAKE & FRONT END

FAMOUS BRAND

SERVICE OFFER

SHOCK

Here's what we do...

them.
Send your questions to Lee Janson, do Day Publications,.

never attended any."

CENTER

COME IN FOR FREE..._.

SAFETY INSPECTION

Big Battle

Mount Prospect, have a new
baby, Glenn Henry, a second
The Robert D. Hansons Dear Lee Janson,
son

nar landing sites. There are
also mini -descriptions of

years

920 N. ELMHURST RD.

ACROSS FROM
RANDHURST
SHOPSING

DON'T SPEND VACATION
BEHIND A TOW TRUCK!

No, I can't and you probably can't either, right now. Seeing
only the same friends constantly inevitably leads to all kinds of
dustrial division, Ozite Corp.
experiments to spice up the evening. You lost on this one. Good
luck on finding a new girl, if your old arrangement won't fall
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. back into place.

map sheet there's a map of the
moon with closeups of five lu-

ing Canasta together for

OPEN DAILY 8-9.
SAT. 8-5.
SUN. 11-5

promoted to sales manager, in-

On one side of the space

ONE OF THE

Lee Janson,

My gjrl friend and I always double date with the same couple.
We're all good friends and we go lots of places together. One
night we all decided that we should swap, and I ended up in the
back scat necking with my boyfriend's girl, and my girl was in the
front seat. Now the three of them want to make this arrangement
permanent, but I'm not buying. There's nothing wrong with my

Mount Prospect

RS

ALIGN FRONT END

117 S. Maltz St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

Collect caster, camber,
toe -in and toe -out

EST sUY

"Girls" entertained their husbands with a steak dinner and

swimming party at the, Bornhoeft's home.

BALANCE ALL
4 WHEELS

/

Two of the gals, Mrs.
McCullagh and Mrs. Luzwick,
are former Mount Prospecters

NO CLUBS TO JOIN, NO MEMBERSHIP FEES,

who have moved to Barring-

FREEZER? USE OURS - -

Precision balancing to
prolong tire life

NO FREEZERS TO BUY. DON'T HAVE A

ADJUST BRAKES
AND REPACK
OUTER FRONT
WHEEL BEARINGS

6 MONTHS FREE STORAGE,

ton. Despite their moves, they

have been meeting regularly
with the other gals to continue
the game through the years.

I

'

I"

Adding fluid if necessary.
Disc brakes excluded.

BIG ICE CREAM social at

Trinity United Methodist
Church tomorrow night. It's a

Christmas in July party --sort of,

40 PORK

OTHER BEEF AVAILABLE

but not really. The proceeds
will go toward providing
Christmas decorations for the

FROM 43' Lb.

FREE CHOPS

GUARANTEED!'

church in December.

STANDARD CUT

All graded beef guaranteed tender
for 10 days or Meat Replaced. All

With Purchase Of Beef Half or Moro

meat sold Hanging Weight.

In addition to ice cream and
cake, there'll be competitive

ALL FOR ONLY

$1

4 for

games for the youngsters and a
musical group. There'll also be
a cake baking and judging con-

Most
American

test to find Trinity's best cake

Cars

maker.

Cost is 50 cents per person.
for cake, ice cream and enter-

Extra charge for care
with torsion bars or
air conditioning.

605 West Golf Rd., from 7 to 9
p.m.

arlington dark towers

Record
Total For
Heart Fund
the highest amount ever raised ,

by any suburban division, ac-

cording to Mrs. Joseph A.

Totals from local communities arc Arlingtwiffleights,
$3,841 (Victor BeiSTer, chairman);

Des

Plaines,

$8,217

(Frederick F. Webster Jr.,
chairman); Elk Grove, $2,631
(Donald Reed, business chair __man)._ and Hoffman Estates,
$300 (Mrs. Roy Jenkins,
chairman).

OTHERS ARE Mount Prospect. $8,927 (Mrs. Richard
Cooper, chairman); Palatine
$2,605 (Mrs. Victor Thomas,

'

PONY
LOUNGE

ON 'THE 2nd TIRE WHEN YOU BUY THE 1st
AT OUR LOW EVERYDAY EXCHANGE PRICE!
(Plus Fed. Excise Taxes)

teften.*

SAFETY0CHAMPIO N
ALL SIZES ON SALE
Tubeless Blackmon,
SIZE

her provocative piano

600.13

Show time from 5 p.m.
No cover charge.
Reservations suggested.

Call 394-2000.

-PLY
FULL 4

--CORD
and safety .

pediatric

_

:arlington \ark towers
-

-

.

Chicago's new suburban hotel

NYLON
for extra strength

a titdir

40111 1

let Tire

2nd Tire

820 00

1112150-

5 60 15

20 75 1245

6 50 13

21 00

12 60

7.0013

21.50

35 14
35 15

23.25

12.90
13.95

7'5 '4

23.75
27.25
30.00

14.25
16.35
18.00

_

Cook County area, and in-

assistance in industry, life-saving training and distributiori of
free educational materials and
films.

CHARGE /T- EASY TERMS

BONNIE DAYE

And

Igren, chairman), and Wheeling, $977 (Fire Chief Bernardt
Koeppen, chairman).
The Heart Association's
fight against heart disease is
being expanded in the North
workshops,

CHARGE IT- EASY TERMS

nightclub and television star

burg, $646 (Mrs. Jack Mal-

and adult screening for heart
disease, a pilot project in diet

Plus

Installation

Get better handling control and a smoother,
improved ride. Expert installation.

JESSE LOPEZ

Come and Meet

chairman); Prospect Heights,
$885 (special gifts); Rolling
Meadows, $ ,026; Schaum-

cludes

=IL

announces the

North Cook County communities raised $137,502 in
this year's Heart Fund Drive,

Roseman, Glenview, general
chairman.

MIL

Parts extra, if needed

tainment. The social will be
held on the church grounds,

88

:

15

82Vla
B

15 15

-8 55 14

8 45-15
8 85 15
9 00 15

I

Tubeless Whitewalls
lot Tire

2nd Tire

523.00 513.130

T.A.

boat Tao
IRV Tirol
SI 59

24.00 -14.40
24.25 14.55
24.25 14.55
26.50 15.90
27.00 16.20
30.50 18.30
33.00 19.80
36.50 21.90

All prices PLUS tweet and 2 liras off your car

GUARANTEED IN WRITING.

Buy_ Now & Save!
CHARGE IT

176
1 79

94

2b7

2 Or
2 20
2 71

,

236_.2
38

2 57
2 57,
3

43

Five -Run Third Does It

Des Plaines Rockets Past Arlington:Legionnaires
By Mike harem

Bob Artemenko's pitching
and a five -run third inning

out. Artemenko struck out the
next batter, but Dave Lundstedt singled in the hole at short
for the first run of the game.

their runs. Arlington starter
Gary Anderson got the leadoff
man, but Kent Koentopp

This left the bases loaded
with one out, but Artemenko

shortstop.

paced Des Plaines Legion Post
36 to a 5-2 victory over Arlington Heights at Forest View last
night and kept alive the 36ers'

He forced Dow Woodard to

Legion
American
League champion-

foreeout and got lefty Dave

District
Baseball
ship.

reached on an error by the

lacing

made Des Plaines coach Keith

a

Koentopp look like a genius.
Gruber, who has watched
from the bench the last couple
of games while Larry Pahl did

single to center drove Olson
home with the third run. The
next hitter struck out, but
Gary Pleickhardt singled to

bounce into a pitcher -to -home

home

drive

Des

Plaines'

fourth and fifth runs of the
contest.

That was all the 36ers could

Armstrong on a fly to right.

Des Plaines, now 8-3, can
tic for the league title by
beating first -place Palatine,
9-2, tonight. Des Plaines is ex-

pected to start left hander Ed
Johnson in the crucial contest.
Palatine hasn't made a pitch-

strong's sacrifice fly.

lington earlier in the year, but
he was still excellent in the hot,
humid weather. The lanky

one.

Arlington had Artemenko
on the ropes in the first when
Mike Wulbecker, Cary Salm

Gary Pleickhardt Is safe on a pickoff attempt by Arlington Heights' Gary Anderson.

Pleickhardt and the 36ers put across a five -run rally to win the all-important game, 5-2 yesterday.
(Photo by Jac Stafford)

field hits. The first of a series of
wild pitches brought in
Hauswirth from third and

aided in walking Jeff Walters.

Another wild pitch and the
Knights caught Peekel at
home, but the runners moved

though they had seven safeties.

son to move to the head of the
Summer League Northwest
Division standings with an
8-2-1 record. The 7-6 win yes-

Prospect starter

terday enabled the Vikings to
surpass an idle Wheeling crew
at 7-2.
The loss strengthened Prospect's hold on the
next -to -last place, as they kept
league's

from falling all the way down
as the last -place team, Elk
Grove, also lost.
scored

four times in the first before
Fremd got more than one man
out and then came back in the

up and Ericson and Walters

Bob t scored on a two -base throwing

Frantell ran into a wild strealr, error by Bill Thurnhoffer.
in the third and was replaced
by Warner Schlais. Schlais
sailed through the first three
' 4
outs, then had two infield errors give him some trouble,
but a ground ball and a fine
running catch in center by

the seventh tally for Fremd.
Prdtpect got off on the right
foot as leadoff man Tom
Schreiber got a single to right.
Stu White bunted and was safe,
and both were sacrificed along

DAVE WICK ERSHAM'S
single in the sixth turned into
the deciding run of the contest.

Bob Wachlin scored the run,
pinch -running for Wicker-

sham. He stole second and
took third on Hauswirth's infield out. The third wild pitch
of the afternoon brought him

by Casey Rush. A single by
Sumner brought in Schreiber,
and Jack Fritsche's single
scored White and Sumner.

sliding safely across home with

Thurnhoffer singled in
Fritsche to end the scoring for
that inning.

Schreiber again led off the

L.%

second with a single and stole
second, but he got a free ride
home on Sumner's second hit,

Pete Jackson bailed him out Of
the fourth.

a line drive homer that Bill

Cheney lost in the sun in left
field.

A walk to, Dave Hauswirth
to start the fifth gave Fremd
some life, and Rick Peekel,
winner of the game, and John
Ericson had back-to-back in -

WITH THAT, the Knights
were through for the day. Opportunities to score fell by the
-wayside in the fourth and fifth,

*7-

and the Fremd surge held up.

MOUNT PROSPECT
BOYS BASEBALL
STANDINGS

Sox

4

7

Yankees

5

9

BRONCO A LEAGUE
W
National

PONY LEAGUE
L

9
8

4

6

5

3
3

8
9

9
9
4

2

Lions
Cardinals

3

6

Sox

4

4

8

Braves

Braves

4

9

American

W

L

Tigers

11

Sox

10
8
8
7

3

5

Yankees

6
4

7
8

SOX

2

9

i.

BRONCO MAJOR
National
Giants

WL

Dodgers
Lions

6

6
7

5

6

6
6 8
9
3
9
10
1

Cardinals
Braves
Cubs
Pirates

1

WL

American
Orioles

12
12
10
7

Indians
Tigers
Senators

0
0
3

8

caught up in a double play
when he and Sumner both
tried to stand on second base at

one time on the play that
Schreiber was tagged out on.

,"

Yankees
Indians
Orioles
Senators

3 10

WL
1

3

4
4
5
8
9

Another run down the drain for Prospect. Tom Schreiber
strayed too far from third on a ground ball and was caught in a
rundown that turned into a double play when the other two Prospect baserunners were caught standing on the same base. (Photos
,by Linda Hamilton)

I

Braves
Pirates

Giants
Dodgers

L

9

3

10
6
5
5

4
5

6

Lions
Cardinals

1

8
13

-0

11

American

W

Cubs

L

Orioles

10

Senators
Sox

11

3

9

3

Tigers
Indians
Yankees

6
6

6

3

0

0

3

1

2
I

0

1.

2

3

9

dropped Kruses Tavern, 61/2 31h ; and Kresting Garden

in the Tuesday night division
of the Mount Prospect
Twilight Golf League.

Center edged Louie's Barber

they still hold a 12 -point bulge
over second -place Striking
Lanes.

THREEPLAYERS shared
low gross honors for the week.

Walt Lyman, Ed Spletzer and
Jack Keyser all had rounds of
40. Jim Engelson had the low
net score of 30.
In other results, Striking
Lanes defeated - Busse-Bier-

Shop, 51/2 - 41/2.

TEAM STANDINGS
Team
Keefer's Pharmacy

Points
801/2

I

I

0

0

Armstrong, lb

3

0
0

0

Bokelman, rf
Fitzgerald, ph
Anderson, p

2

0

0

0
0

0

0

1

I

0

I

2-0

I

9

9

5-2

0

3

235 0

0-0

0

2

31/2

Leja
I

Winner - Artemenko; Loser
0 I - Anderson.

IN ADDITION to the rerunning of the Midget Girls

Also, Dave Ennis and Geoff
Halliday, Junior Boys 440 -

220 -yard relay, several other yard relay; Ruth Evanshank,
events will be held Saturday, Jean Proescl, Berdine Wilson
with many area trackmen par- and Elaine Skahan, Interticipating. They are Doug mediate Girls 440 -yard relay;
Krebs, Scott McKinney, Ed Gary Reese, Daye Kuntz,
Spore and Brad Busse in the John Jones and George Busse,
Midget Boys 220 -yard relay Intermediate Boys 440 -yard
and Audrey Nyberg, Janet relay; Trudi Rebsamen, Junior
Smith, Kim Lathery and Trudi Girls high jump; and Michele
Rebsamen in the Junior Girls Newhouse, Intermediate Girls
high jump.
440 -yard relay.

be re -run

Debra Pavik, Kathy LaPorte
Darice Quinnett. The
quartet will not compete in the
re -running of the race, accordand

ing to Frank Lucas of the
Mount Prospect Jaycees.

finishers
FIRST -PLACE
won a berth in the state finals.
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Thursday,

Winners from the area were
George Busse, Mount Prospect, Intermediate Boys 880 yard run; Paula Turnbull,

Mount Prospect,

July 17,
1969

50 -yard

and Kathy LaPorte,
Mount Prospect, Midget Girls
high jump.

dash;

Top twenty batting averages
Northwest division summer league

Second -place finishers included Elaine Shahan, Des
Plaines, Intermediate Girls

(A.s of July 15, all teams except Elk Grove)

50 -yard dash and Geoff Halli-

Ave.

day, Mount Prospect, Junior

Player

Boys 75 -yard dash.

Scott Day, Wheeling
Tim Dorgan, Addison Trail
Clisby Jarrard, Barrington
Bob Mackey, Barrington
Ken Morales, Hersey
Bob Kreske, Addison Trail
Steve Weisen, Wheeling
Ed Wlodarczyk, Fremd
Bob Landrum, Addison Trail
Terry Jolly, Addison Trail
Bob Loughlin, Fremd
Rich Peekel, Frerhd
Jack Fritsche, Prospect
Gary Schweitzer, Wheeling
Steve Pohlmann, Barrington
Dave Hauswith, Fremd
Steve Clawson, Barrington
Steve Fisher, Hersey
Dan Hull, Wheeling
Chris Dabovich, Prospect

Other participants from the

area were Brad Busse, Kim

Lothery, Steve Spellman,

Steve Wolski, Dave Stephani,
Trudi Rebsamen, Janet Smith,
Jeff Kaitschuck, Michael DiSanti, Gary Reese, Christopher
Prinslow, Kathy Lindberg,

Michael Wood, Doug Krebs,
Rick Haanig, Mary Thomas,
Dean

Rolley,

Scott Grear,

Dave Kuntz and Karen Guldbach.

Another protest occured in
the Midget Girls 75 -yard dash.
Kathy LaPorte of Mount Prospect finished second. No decision has been made on the pro-

.500
.461
.441

.393
.361

.357
.333
.322
.318
.318
.311

.310
.308
.304
.303
.300
.296
.295

.280
.278

test.

(2 FREE OFFERS!
r tin FREE MOWER WITH
A NEW INTERNATIONAL'
CUB CADET. TRACTOR

pect hit of the game.

More
Sports

Pages
10 and 11

the one you want (7,10

312 -horsepower,
'or
'spited or hydrostatic transmission) and get a performance matched 3 -blade

WHERE ALL

rotary mower free. You

can't beat this deal. Come

YOUR FINE

in today._

WASHABLES
ARE LAUNDERED TO PERFECTION!

and Warren Luebcke a 70 yesterday to advance again in the
67th Annual Chicago City

Amateur Golf Championship.

Range topped George L. Busse
Realtors, 71/2 - 21/2; Lights

Prospect.

The Jacksbn Park

com-

petition today will see only the

GET A FREE CART WITH

Holiday's 3/4 family finish laundry service is more than lust perfection ... it is the very finest quality core your washables con re-

681/2
Striking Lanes
George L. Busse and Co. 65
64
Kirchoffs Insurance
631/2
Kruse's Tavern
62
Illinois Range
Busse-Biermann Hardware 60

501/2
Carter's Music Shop
481/2
Lights Paint Shop
Kersting Garden Center 421/2

top 20 advance to the semi-finals. Ahyone shooting under
automatically
73 yesterday
made the cut for today.

Tomorrow's play will skim
off the cream of the crop with

only the top 10 making it to the
Saturday finals.
Luebcke is the defending
champion.

A NEW INTERNATIONAL'.
CADET 60 RIDING MOWER

ceive outside your own home.

HOLIDAY'S 34 FAMILY
FINISH LAUNDRY SERVICE
flotwork, including handkerchiefs,
All
ironed and beautifully finished. Bath towels,

washable rugs, sois and
Anitweor fluff -dried and

folded - ready to use.

All -steel, It hauls clip-

7un.$20

pings, dirt, gravel, what have -you. Get a free cart

Other apparel fluff -dried.

when you purchase the'
new 6 -horsepower Cadet

60 riding mower-the

SHIRTS FINISHED
when weighed

24c

best available anywhere.'

32 -Inch wide cut, lth to
4 Inches high adjustable;

with laundry

on -the -go.

bundle

Send your dry cleaning when you send your laundry)

2, M a ke Quarter -Finals
Fred Fassnacht fired a 69

Both men are froth Mount

311, Mount

I

5

'Cub 'Cadet line. Choose

Mt. Prospect Svgs. & Ln. 571/2
51
Louie's Barber Shop

mann Hardware, 8-2; Illinois
Paint Store beat Kirchhoff In-

0
0

Anderson

0
0
0

8

league -leading
upset
Shop
Keefer's Pharmacy, 71/2 - 21/2 ,

The loss was only the second
of the season for Keefer's, and

SummaryPlayer

ip h r-er bb so
Artemenko 7

3

2

son; sac --Armstrong.

;

0

3

5

Caltigerone,

Lundstedt; 2b--Cavallero, 01-

j

0

Woodard, If

0

0* 0

'There are 5 models in

W

Prospect Savings and Loan

-

2

1

Perkins singled in the fifth
and stole second but was out
trying to steal third. The, move
proved costly when Mike Musial doubled for the last Pros-

BRONCO B LEAGUE
National

Tenth -place Carter Music

61/2

I

I

0

0

r

Last -Place Carter Knocks Off
Tuesday Loop -Leading Keefer's

surance,

1

3

0
0

3

0

I

0 0
28 2

was tagged out. White was the
second bascrunner, and he got

3 .9

Cardinals

7

he got caught in a rundown
between home and third and

6

7,

7

Schreiber was one of three
baserunners in the fourth, but

L

Pirates
Dodgers
Giants
Cubs

Cubs
Yankees

Kolari, ph

3

pect team of Janice Zlotowski,
aL

but their hitting didn't seriously threaten at any time, al-

the way for another Prospect
defeat and gave Fremd a rea-

Leja, p

5

Frase, 3b
Lundstedt, ss

was won by the Mount Pros-

second and two in the third,

Three wild pitches and a
two -base throwing error paved

0

Bastable, .c

The race, run originally in

second with two more on Greg
Sumner's home run.
Fremd had posted one in the

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

LEAGUE

0

the meet at Cary last Saturday

Wild Pitches Oust Summer Knight's

Orioles
Cardinals

3

0- 0

team.

plate in the third to score all

load the bases with nobody

Braves
Cubs

I

Saturday, but will be short one

The 36ers sent 10 men to the

and Jack Bastable all singled to

American B

I

3
3

Tournament will

hitters in the seventh. Arlington then got a little threat going when pinch -hitter Jim Kolari walked and Wulbecker
singled, but the next man flied
out to center.

right hander gave up five hits,
only one after the first inning,
struck out nine and walked just

Orioles

4

Cavallaro, 3b
Olson, rf
Artemenko, p

meet of the State Jaycee Track

Artemenko knocked Arlington down in order in the
second, third, fifth and sixth
innings and got the first two

hurled a one -hitter against Ar-

0
9

ARLINGTON (2)
ab r h bi
Player
0
4
2
Wulbecker, cf
0
4 0 I
Salm 2b

The protested midget girls
220 -yard relay in the district

second run on Arm-

ton's

5

Jay fee Track Meet

ARTEMENKO WASN'T
quite as sharp as when he

W

Koentopp, ss

Woodard got on on an error by

the second baseman. Lundstedt eventually scored Arlint-

National A

r

3

0

Totals'
E--Koentopp,

h bi

ab

3

3

28

1

Player

Pleickhardt, If
Teichert, cf
Gruber; c

scheduled for 6 p.m. at Forest
View.

THE KNIGHTS

DES PLAINES (5)

a boot by the shortstop and

ing 'choice yet. The game is

Totals

the way. Artemenko, however,
had all the runs he needed.

May, lb

ARLINGTON HAD only
1 two runners between the second and seventh innings, and
they reached on errors in the
fourth. Lundstedt was safe on

Caltagirone, 2b

get. Lefty Bob Leja relieved
for Arlington in the third and
pitched hitless ball the rest of

the catching, started behind
the plate and got a single to

PETE CAVALLARO, who
has been hitting nothing but left and Bill' Teichert got a
line drives the last couple of bunt single to load the bases.
games, followed with a single
CHRIS GRUBER then
to right. Rich Olson put Des

settled down to escape the inning without further damage.

hopes of a tie for the Ninth

Plaines ahead by

double to left for two rims.
drive
Artemenko's line

LAUNDRY &
DRY CLEANERS
MT. PROSPECT

412 W. NW HWY.
-

392-4554
Des Plaines

652 W. ALGONQUIN
439-4727
HMS nac-UP OR DRUMM AS RAM AS 7100 A.M.

-

rtimited offer/ She them today!

\lit

JOHN F. GARLISCH & SONS*

1200 E. Higgins Rd. (Rte. 72) Elk Grove Village - HE 7-2220
HOURS: WEEKDAYS 8:00 TO 5:30, SATURDAY 'Tli. 4:30

MONDAY TIL 9:00 P.M.

PARTS DEPT. CLOSED DAILY AT 5:00, SATURDAYS AT 12:00 NOON

Prospect Heights Swimmers Sink Deeper in 4th Loss
swimmer in 'the 15 and over

By Tom Harrison
'

100 free.

For the fourth consecutive
week, the Prospect Heights
swim team fell after swimming
valiantly against the tough
Competition.
This week, the tankers were
defeated by a score of 339-176

by Barrington at the Barrington pool,

IN THE DIVING, Pros-

Dave's sister, Christine Takata duplicated her brother's
efforts, placing second in the 8
and under division of the 25
yard free. In the boys half of
the event, Dan Jump and Scott
Andrews placed in second and
third for Prospect Heights,

ter came back with another
red ribbon in the girls 9 and

to both place second in their
events, the 9 and 10 girls and

close together, this time missing first place but scoring second and third in the boys 8 and
under 25 -yard butterfly.
The high point of the evening for the Prospect Heights
squad came finally with the 9

boys 50 -yard crawl.

rove. Nevertheless, Brian Cav-

PH, with a bright blue ribbon

elli scored first for PH in the
boys 14 and under diving.

He was followed by, in the
girls 14 and under, Sue Weiler,
who took a third. Bill Fergus
duplicated her feat with another third in the 15 and over mixed.

Barrington started out well
the swimming events, as
Prospect Heights had no entry
in the boys 15 and over medly
relay. There was, however, an
in

10 backstroke.

The brothers Bill and Bob
Campbell then finished well
for PH as Bill placed first and

Bob swam in to touch third,

both in the boys 9 and 10 50 -

paving the way for Pauline yard backstroke. Dan Jump
DiSomma and Marty Geisler and John Eliot again placed

pect Heights did not do as well
as expected, due to the absence

of two of their squad, Don
Cashmore and Nancy Mo-

AFTER HER second in the
breaststroke, Pher, Kim Pain-

CHRISTINE TAKATA then
placed 'in the money' for

in the 8 and under girls 25 - and 10 girls 25 -yard fly as they
yard breaststroke, being the started a streak which turned
only one for PH to qualify in out to last for several events.

Prospect grabbed five first
the event.
John Elist also did well in his places to try to close down the
side of the race, as he was just big lead that Barrington had
beaten out and took a second. already opened up.
Pauline DiSomma started to
He was followed closely by his
streak off in her event, followteammate Scott Andrews.
Kim Painter, Marty Geis- ed in the boys division by Dan
ler, Mary Kay Reichwein, Jump. Again in the 11 and 12
Gary Takata, Janice Takata, girls fly, Chery Takata
Cathy Rodgers, Maryellen grabbed the winning place,

have enough swimmers to
have an entry in the event. Bar-

rington swimmers then beat
out Lynn Richrtz as she finished in the girls 15 and over
fly with a second place. Prospect Heights also fell victim
to a single Barrington swim-

mer in the 15 and over boys
fly, again becapse of a lack
of team members.

Starting off the backstroke,
it again did not look too promising for the PH squad, as Au-

drey Andrews placed third in
the 11 and 12 girls division.
Cary Takata and Scott Madigan then got together to prove
this wrong by finishing first
and second in the boys II and
12 50 -yard backstroke.

Janice Takata almost followed her brother's first but
missed out and had to settle for
a second.

IN THE 13 and 14 age divi-

ton swimmers. That brought

in the boys division, Dennis
Tague did the samel Then for

the individual competition to a
close, and of the six remaining

mers were held down to third

was followed by two Barring-

three events in a row PH swim-

relays, Prospect Heights provided enough swimmers for

places as Laura Merle, Ken

three, they won a single one,
the girls 13 and 14 200 -yard
freestyle relay, composed of
Janice Takata, Donna Feezor,

contestants.

only three of them. Of the

Cathy Rodgers
Geisler.

and

Carol

Bergman, and Lynn Richartz
came in behind the Barrington
The 15 and over boys 100 found

yard breaststroke
change as Tom
grabbed,

a

Harrison

the blue ribbon and

PROSPECT

Clean your Rugs
like a

Professional...
Rent a Bissell
Electric
ug Shampooer!
With a Bissell Electric Rug
Shampooer and Bissell Rug Shampoo,

Page 10

-

you can clean your rugs and carpets
with professional results at do-it-yourself

Thursday,

P RTS

July 17,

prices. It's quick ... easy ... economical!

1969

With Purchase of Bissell Rug Shampoo
See Your Authorized Rent and Save Dea!er Today.

BUSSE - BIERMAN "TRU-VALUE"

sion for the boys, Ken Berg-

HARDWARE

man finished third. Things al-

most began to brighten up

8 W. BUSSE AVE. MT. PROSPECT CL 3-0960

when Maryellen Geisler took
first in the girls 15 and over

Geisler, Dave Takata, Christ- and, in the boys side of the
ine Takata and Scott Madigan event, Bob Feezor scored a

hack and was followed closely
in second place by Lynn

actually finished ahead of Bar- ribbon was not received by followed suit, placing first in
rington's swimmers, but could Prospect again until John the 13 and 14 girls fly, with
teammate Cathy Rodgers finnot be counted because the Eliot pulled one out of the 8

up with his third second of the

New Motts Creamy

night, as he finished just behind the Barrington swimmer

RICE PUDDING

exhibition relay from PH,
composed of Bill Fergus, Tom

Harrison, Dave Takata and
coach Jay Magnuson, which

coach swam.

Barrington then succeeded
in taking the next three events,

partly because of a lack of
swimmers on the PH team.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS copped its first blue ribbon in

and under 'Joys 25 backstroke.
He, combined with Scott An-

drews, perfected a sweep as
Andrews
hind.

finished

close be-

GROCERY DEPT.

PESCHE'S MEAT SPECIALS

Richartz. In .the boys half of
the event. Dave Takata came

all were beaten out by Barring- blue ribbon also.
His sister, Donna Feezor,
ton swimmers, and a blue

PROTEN

ishing in third.

in the 100 yard backstroke.

BUT BARRINGTON scored
first in the 13 and 14 fly,
again because PH did not

breaststroke, PH kept up a

Hills Bros. or Folgers

good pace as Maureen Geisler
finished in second place, and

COFFEE

the

In

11

and

12

girls

2 Lb. Tins

Bounty Asst. Colors
or Decorated Jumbo

swimming when John Lesniak, Dan Jump, Scott An-

The face is familiar .

drews and John Eliot finished
in first place in the boys 8 and
under 10 yard freestyle relay.
In both the boys and girls 15
and over freestyle, 200 yards

and LORRAINE TISCHER

Canada Dry

is here to help

SODA

100 yards respectively,

and

.

either, when in the boys 100
Ken

Bergman

third place.
Cheryl Takata also was
awarded a white ribbon as she

finished third in the girls

f1

and 12 100 free, again behind
Barrington sprinters.

cashiers and who heads our book-

having worked in all phases since she
joined the Mt. Prospect State Bank in

keeping department, counts many Arlington Heights residents as old friends,

Even if you haven't known Lorraine

Miss Tischer, one of our two assistant

having lived here all of her life and
graduating from school here.
Lorraine has full experience in gener-

previously, stop in at our new bank and
meet us all. We're here to provide good
service to our customers, old friends and

al bookkeeping and data procestng,

new!

Bob Feezor sped in to snatch a

NORTHWEST 'ituat Scui

Kraft

MUSTARD

$'1 49
Lb.

1111

99C

2 25c
for

9 Oz. Jar

Heinz

KATSUP

GROUND BEEF

311 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights 394-1800

for

Frozen Drinks 6 Oz. cans

Styrofoam COOLERS

100% Pure

Battle

$1

Lb.

PORTERHOUSE
OR
T. BONE STEAKS

THE STREAK of bad luck

12 boys 100 freestyle. He was
followed in the next event by
his fellow swimmer, Dave Takata, who finished a close second behind a Barrington

$11 29

STEAKS. .

was momentarily broken as
first place in the boys 11 and

ORANGE JUICE

SIRLOIN

1952.

1 0 each

Birds Eye (Wonderful for picnics) A

placed

Geisler close behind to grab

1 0 Can

FROZEN LEMONADE
or REAL LEMON 60z....

SWIFT'S PREMIUM
PROTEN

third, and for the girls, Donna
Feezor moved up and placed
second, with teammate Carol

12 Oz. Cans (All Flavors)

Certified

banking problems!

swift Barrington tankers.
PH did not score much better in the 13 and 14 age group

29c

TOWELS

with your

Fergus and Maryellen
Geisler placed third behind
Bill

free

15 OZ. Jar

3

Family Size

for

$1

Raths Blackhawk

SLICED BACON. :
Swifts Premium

FRANKS

sfideda4

Meat Prices

thru
Sat July 19

5unimer sate
Big Savings At Our Semi-annual Clearance!
Now At The Time You Need Them Most.
Broken Sizes From Our Regular Stock
Reduced For Clearance!

0 Di_ )1U1_
10740g,i;I:gco

SPECIALS
Grain Belt

$79.50 Tropical Suits
$95.00 Tropical Suits
$95.00 2 Trouser Suits
$65.00 Sport Coats
$49.50 Sport Coats
'

SHIRTS & SPORTSWEAR
REDUCED 20% TO 40%

BEER

$7975
$7975

Wisconsin Fine

$5475

BLATZ BEER

$3975

5 Star

$9.75

Button-down and Regular Collar Perma iron Sport Shirts in Checks and Stripes. Knit Shirts in
Orlon and Dacron Blends.

$

1440 MINER STREET- DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS

12-12 Oz.
can Pop Top
Cans

$6475

$1200 GULFSTREAM DACRON BLEND

ALWAYS FRESH

PESCHE'S .

SUITS
SPORTCOATS

TROPICAL SLACKS

-

69Lb

BRANDY

California

$169

SEEDLESS

.

6-1/z CH.

$129

cane

Full Qts.

Booth's Fine English 86 Proof

GIN 90 Proof, Qt
Pesche's Deluxe

$399
$399
Fifth

89c

No Dep.
Carton

Country Delight

HALF & HALF

Pt.

BANANAS.

2 Lbs. for

RED RIPE

QUARTERS

32c

ADVERTISED PRICES
EFFECTIVE

Country Delight

13/4 White Bread 23c

Golden Ripe

WATERMELONS
HALFS
or

DAIRY DEPT. EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

MILK

HEAD LETTUCE Head191

$359

STRAIGHT BOURBON 3 for90
Gal. Country Delight

GRAPES29

5 fors'

JULY 17 thru
SUN. JULY 20

'

23'

THE PROSPECT DAY
Thursday, July 17, 1969

'
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Barrington. Lefty Baffles Huskie Hitters 84
By Bill Copeland
Despite a two -run homer by

Jim Fletcher and a triple by
Rick Kornelly, Hersey fell,
8-4, last night to Barrington in

11 times duringhe game. Duhaime gave up six hits to the
Huskies and struck out six,

BARRINGTON TOOK a

third.

Barrington's firs? run.

Clawson stole two bases on,
the Huskies and Prosser gave

base and came home on a wild

up his first walk to Clisby Jarrard, Barrington's left fielder.

The Huskies had trouble

With Clawson on third, Jarfirst. Greg Prosser got their rard tried to steal second and
lead off hitter, Domingo Mata, 4&orales took the throw which

hitting Barrington's left handed pitcher, Mike Duhaime.

Quade and fired home to try to

a Summer League game.

Duhaime had good stuff on the
ball as he made Hersey pop out

quick 3-0 lead in the top of the

on a grounder to Ken Morales
at second, but Steve Clawson,
the next batter, was safe at first

was too late from catcher Jim

on an error by Fletcher at

off target,

get 'Clawson. The throw was
and

he

scored

Jarrard then stole another
pitch to make the score 2-0.
Bob Mackey, hitting in the
cleanup position, walked and
made it to second on another
wild pitch. Bill Hocke then
drove in Mackey for their
third run on a single to right.
HERSEY GOT off to a very

Grens Blanked by Blazers, 5-0
The Addison Trail Blazers,
behind the mound and plate

inning. Chen led off the Gren
half of the inning with a single,
moved to third on another base

work of Bob Landrum, de-

hit, but was thrown out trying

feated the luckless Elk Grove
Grenadiers, 5-0, Wednesday
night at Elk Grove.
Landrum earned the deci-

to score on Niel Noga's grounder to Landrum.

By Jim O'Donnell

sion on the hill, pitching the
whole game and striking out
six in the process. He walked
two and gave up only four hits.
At the plate, he had a perfect
'day, going three -for -three in-

cluding a double. The cocky
right hander also produced
two runs.
'

LENDING A hand offensively for the Blazers was Terry Jolly. He rapped out a pair
of safeties and also had a two -

Addison Trail pushed

across the first run of the tilt in

the third. With one out, Jolly

was thrown out on a nice relay

from,right by Ristau.
Landrum moved to second

on the throw home and he
scored when the Gren third
baseman threw away Chuck
Csuk's grounder. Csuk, who
had been awarded secord on
the error, tallied on Johlr-Kel-

a ground out. Tim Dorgan

ly's one -bagger to center. Kelly was cut down trying to steal

smacked a single to bring him

second.

doubled and moved to third on

home. Elk Grove was retired

in order by Landrum in the
third.

TWO MORE runs crossed
home plate in the Blazers'
fourth. Al Rabe started the inning with a double and moved
to third on a single to right by
Landrum. Rabe wasn't content with third, however, and

John Artemenko was hit by
a Landrum pitch in the bottom

of the inning, but he was left
stranded following' a grounder
to the first baseman.
Elk Grove's Jeff Jarocki
picked up the fifth inning's
only hit when he rapped a one out single to right, but a fly out
and

a grounder erased the

slow start as they only had two
baserunners in the -first three

innings. In the first inning, Bill
Ludwigsen got on with a line
shot single past shortstop. Ken
Kennepp, Hersey's hustling
shortstop, came th rou gh with

a hit in the third inning. How ever, in both innings the run -

ners couldn't get any farther
than first.
Barrington increased their
lead to 4-0 with another run in
the second inning. Jeff Dowling led off with an infield
single, stole second, and went
to third when Quade threw one

threat.
The Blazers added two more
insurance runs before the
game was over, one in the sixth
and one in the seventh.

over second base. After getting

THE SIXTH -INNING tal-

ies another run.
Hersey cut the lead to two in

ly came when Kreske doubled,

went to third on a ground, out
and scored on Tim Kennedy's
solid base hit to right center.

The game's final run came
in the Addison seventh after
Elk Grove had failed to score
in the sixth. Rabe forced Hank
DeAngelis, who had singled, at
second. Rabe then stole second

and came home on Landrum's

double that hit high off the
fence in right center.
Landrum set the Grens
down in order in the seventh to
ice the game.

the next two batters on strikeouts, Prosser walked Clawson and then balked with Dow-

ling on third to cost the Husk.

the fourth behind two pow erful bats. Morales led off the
inning and was robbed of a hit
for the second time in a row by
Jarrard in left field. Fisher
then blasted one past third for

Grant Wyborny got on with a
single between shortstop, and
second. Prosser then hit Dow -

ling, putting runners on first
and second. On the next play,
Fletcher took a grounder from
Ken Holman and stepped on

OPEN
PANTRY
FOOD MART

third to force out Wyborny,
then threw to first but the
throw was too late.

A SINGLE BY Jay Mata

loaded

the bases for
Barrington with two, outs.
Both of Barrington's runs then
scored on wild pitches.
Barrington scored two more
runs in the last inning to make

DAILYTIL MIDNIGHT

the score 8-2. Hocke walked
and Tom Dineen got on on a
fielder's choice to provide the
base runners. Wayne Bauer,
pinch-hitting for
Holman,
drove them both home with a
single to right.
The Huskies could only cut
Barrington's lead by two runs
in the last of the seventh.
Quade began with a walk and

117774 ;gal 1:1111

Steve Koch popped out to

a single and Fletcher drove

Mackey at second for the first

him home with two -run smash
over Jarrard's head in left.

away from the victory, relaxed

PEPSI

out. Duhaime, only two outs

Neither team scored in the

a little too much to Kornelly

fifth inning, but Barrington
scored two more in the sixth to
make the score 6-2. Prosser got
their leadoff hitter on a groun-

who drove Quade all the way
home with a triple. Kennepp
came through with the other
RBI to drive in Hersey's last

der to Fletcher at third, but

run of the game.

COLA.
8 PAN

bagger.

Sticking out for, the Grens
was shortstop Dave Ristau.

LIKE

two singles, half of the team total.

losing

pitcher

was

righty Bob Chen. Chen, who
started the contest for Elk

6 PAK

Grove, worked foul innings
before yielding to Scott Pruitt.
Pruitt completed the game,
hurling three frames.

NEITHER CLUB

794
PLUS DEPOSIT

Besides playing excellent ball
in the field, he also picked up
The

=Aim

10.0n Ommo nig

PLUS DEPOSIT

394

could

get their clean-up hitter to the
plate in the first inning. Gren

Ristau had the frame's only
safety, a single, but was thrown
out trying to steal second.

The Blazers threatened in
the second on Bob Kreske's
double and a walk to Landrum, but a pop out ended the

NORTHWEST DIVISION

SUMMER LEAGUE

MINCED HAM

STANDINTICS
Team
Fremd

W

L T

Wheeling

8
7

2
2

Addison Trail

7

Barrington

6
6

4
6
6

3
2

9
10

Hersey
Prospect

Elk Grove

59'

1/2 LB.

0
0

0

PEPPER LOAF

0

0

59'

Last Night's Results

1/2 LB.

Addison Trail 5, Elk Grove (1
Barrington 8, Hersey 4
Fremd 7, Prospect 6.

WANZER
FLAVORED

TENNIS
TEAMS

COTTAGE

SPLIT

CHEESE
PINEAPPLE

OR CHIVE
Mount Prospect and Barrington split 3-2 decisions in.
Park District tennis matches
on Wednesday. Mount Pros-

80Z.

19C

pect won the 16 -year -old divi-

sion and Barrington was vie
torious

in

the

14 -year -old

SEALTEST

bracket of Leighton League
park district tennis.
In the older age group,

Mount Prospect's Steve Collins beat Greg Russell 0-6,

ICE CREAM

6-2, 6-3; Dave Nelson downed

Tom Fink 6-0, 6-0; and the
MP doubles team of Mike
Grass and Steve McMurray
shut out Carmela Gruenwald

89'

from Jay Morgan, who defeated Jeff Muradian 6-4, 6-2;
and from John Gregory, who
beat Matt Sopchyk 6-I, 6-0.
Barrington turned the tables
in the 14 -year -old bracket by

picking up wins from singles
players Eric Fjartoft and Dave
Schunk and the doubles team

.... Just a small down payment

will hold any merchandise in our
"WILL CALL" department

of Mack Bennison and Mark

OPEN

SALE

DAILY

ENDS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES AND CORRECT
PRINTERS ERRORS.

'I

I '

Winning for Mount Pros6-2, 6-3 decision over Laura
Schunk; and. Dave .Hughson
with a 6-0, 6-2 win over Drew
Short.

JULY 27TH

9 AM - MIDNITE

Richter.
Schunk beat Mark Scheibel
6-0, 6-1; Fjartoft downed Mike
Revones 6-2, 6-4; and Bennison and Richter defeated
Jim Tangney and Bucky Fisher 8-6, 6-2.

pect were Allen Snyder with a

GAL.

1/2

and Tom Short 6-0. 6-0.
BARRIN(;TON
registered
points in the 16 -year -old group

Downtown' Des Plaines

S

0

0

I
9

1467 ELLINWOOD STREET

I

.
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Wall Protects Garden
From Sneaky Grass

,

Let us help make your DAY
Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

you are not troubled by run-

By George E. Creed

ning off their edges with a lawn

If you don't place sonic sort

of barrier between your lawn
'areas and planting beds, you
will always have a problem of
keeping the grass out of those
beds,. Such encroachment re:
sults in very ragged -looking
edges, but even more important, once grass plants become
established in the beds there is
strong competition between
PLASTIC OR
ROOFI NG
PAPER

PLASTIC OR
ROOFING
PAPER

SAND

LEVELLING COURSE

GEORGE

E

PLAN
CREED

(020

NO.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

There's

a

fallacy

brick homes. The fallacy

clumps that have wandered
into your planting beds from
adjacent lawn areas, it is a

over the stripped area and level

it so that it averages about an
inch in depth. This is a leveling

course that will greatly facil-

from the beds with a barrier.

itate the leveling of the blocks.

Begin laying blocks and at
each joint install a piece of

plastic or roofing

439-3532
Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

blocks. The purpose of

Don't make the joints

damp spots on indoor walls before too long.

ONE COMFORTABLE
thing about repairing mortar
joints --it's a job you can do a
little at a time.
Occasional inspection of

surface. If you do, it will dry
too quickly and crumble.

USE A prepared mortar
mix, adding water to small

your home is the way to detect

trouble before it becomes too
serious. Use a screwdriver to
probe mortar joints for loose
material.
Use a hammer and chisel to
remove loose mortar. Leave
the sound portions alone.
Clean out fragments with a
wire brush.

Hose down the surface so
that it is thoroughly wet. Never apply fresh mortar to a dry

amounts and mixing only what
you will need in a short time.
A pointing trowel is used to

fill the joints with fresh mortar. Use the end of the trowel

to indent the mortar slightly.
This makes it look better and

that

are

starting to

crack or wobble should be
attended to differently.
First, break away the mortar so that you can remove the
brick. Then clean out the rest

of the mortar and whatever
hardened mortar is on the
brick. Set the brick to soak in a

bucket of water. Cover the

since the constant weight on

eral

days. Avoid using

the

steps, at least in the area of repair, until the new work is
thoroughly set.

BY

construction called Texture
1- I I, is apparent when we tell
you the vertical grooves al-

Recreation rooms, powder
NO JOB TOO SMALL
Free estimates .

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Carpentry & General Contract ing. We are not big but we give
big service: Dormers, Additions,
Garages & General Remodeling.

in your
backyard these pleasant sunny
days. A little activity is indicated, to take away that

you as you lounge

great -grandfather.

As parentk, most of us stuff
our children with vitamins to
make them super -kids. Then we
put ourselves to bed in a space
that's narrower than the average
crib. The truth of that statement
can he verified!

power tools.

REMEMBER TO put
drainage holes in the bottom
panels and finish the inside

guilty feeling you're idling too
much.

An infant's crib is 30 inches
wide. When two adults share a

THE BED

standard double bed, each one is
entitled to only 27 inches of
frontier war has yet to be settled
sleeping room!
What may have been enough by the manufacturers.)

with an asphalt emulsion, such
as the V & S hardware stores

carry at Bowen's in Arlington
Heights, Freitag Hardware in
Arlington Heights, Elk Grove

space in the 17th and 18th centuries definitely isn't enough in
the 20th. (I've recently returned
from a tour through some of our
historical homes on the eastern
seaboard. Our ancestors were

Hardware in Elk Grove Village and Hansen's. recently reopened in Palatine.
Ask any of these dealers also

for'a practical wood

I maintain that the standard
"full-sized" double bed is obso-

lete today. The queen -sized bed
should be the new standard. And

for luxury, the' king-sized bed
provides 52 per cent more sleep-

much smaller people than we are ing space than the "full-sized"
today.)
bed.
If you or your husband are
We have adjusted our clothes

preservative chemical to re-

tard decay and a waterproof
glue to use along the joints of

sizes to accommodate our cur- taller than 5 feet 8 inches, you
rent frames -now it's about time belong in a bed that is 80 inches
we all djd the same for our bed- in length, not 75 inches -another

the boxes. If you want to move

argument for queenor-king-sized
The statistics on double beds beds.
Five years ago, the major arare:
Standard double bed: 54 'gument against an oversized bed
was price -not the price of the
inches by 75 inches
Queen -sized bed: 60 inches by box springs and mattress but the
price of the sheets, blankets, and
80. inches
}.King-sized bed: 76 inches by spreads. Today, king -and -queen 80 inches east of the Rocky sized bed linens arc standard Mountains; 72 inches by 84 priced items in every department

steads.
I

inches West of the Rockies. (That store.

First, stroll through your
home and decide which items
can

stand

a

fringe work

bit

or

of edging,

decorating,

whether the item is a pillow,
an old bedspread, a tired lamp
or a wall hanging.

Second, stroll through the
nearest shop which features
yarn and colorful materials
that lend themselves to the
projects you have in mind.

You may watit to buy

ready-made fringe to add to

an old heirloom that

needs

sortie stiarkle; again, you may

want to get some beaded
material

or metallic fringe.

You may even decide to do

of crochet work or
revive some half-forgotten
a .spell

skill at knitting or hooked -rug
technique to achieve the idea
in youf mind's eye.
Anyway, it's a pleasant and

profitable way to pass
hours.

otherwise idle
yourself a fringe binge!

i

PAIRING, 107 E. Prospect Ave.
392-9858. call after 3

Have

also SHARPENED. 358.0845

Tailoring
Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear

CL 9-0849 Tues., & Wed. eves

Tile

George Klein 392-0803

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs
437-4093,

WALL PAPERING -

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3.1118
RICK'S DECORATING

FREE ESTIMATES

AAMCO

'
Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
or
392-3450
CL 5-3991

Interior & Exterior Painting. All
top quality work.
rates. 671-0009.

Reasonable

TRANSMISSIONS
830W. NW. Hwy.
Art. Hts

259-9440
651 Pearson

Upholstery
-

DINETTE CHAIRS

Professional Painting done for
less money by exp. college
students. Free estimates.
Interior & Exterior. CL 3-6604

Pick Up & Delivery

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

RECOVERED

Estimates

253-8551

-

Window Washing
PROFESSIONAL

WINDOW

CLEANING. 50c per windoW.

296-1450

2 College Students beginning
5th summer in exterior painting.

Hearing Aids

Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insured. Free estimate.

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Your Home or Office

392.1542

109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

Call 392-4750

Home Maintenance
NO JOB TOO SMALL

plumbing,

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

Des Plaines

299-0119

695-9812

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437.9214
Free estimates

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

-

Transmission Service

NEW WAY PAINTING

PAINTING & DECORATING

General Hauling

Carpet Cleaning

439-8614

JANITORIAL SERVICE

.

Offices, Stores, Buildings. Reas.

CARPET & FURN." shampooing,
1/2 price w/this ad. Installotions,
tinting, mach. well washing,

Painting, drapery cleaning. Low

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
FREE with
cleaning. 296-1450
{

439.0059'

\Neff
'AV(
w Ajo.,_..,

520 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

358.9038

garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es
timate. Call anytime.

driveways,
766-1943

Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bondlo
30 years In business.
CALL 766-50a4

MORE

any 5 gallon purchase.

Lawns Mowed & Landsca ed

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

Reasonable Prices

394-0630

824-1866
NO J08 TOO 8IG
2 young men with tractor desire
lawn maintenance jobs. Call
255-0880 or 255-6295
PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

7 yards for $21. Half loads a
vailable. 358-3411.

APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Patios, Sidewalks,

White interior Latex 51.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints $1.99 per gallon.
FREE 6, V2 pints U.T.C. with

Landscaping

Carpet

Cement Work
PATIOS,

prices -FREE estimates

Oh 11111h

Permanent Wave
Permanent, waves given in your
home by loc. specialist. Get

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per,
manent $10 comp. MU 5 5400
LICENSED' BEAUTY OPERATOR,

your home. Permanent waves

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design

Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

KANnER & SON

There's a fringe benefit for

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

Estimate, call 296-6250

ed. 823-3342, 298.3491

Busy

sleep on a bed that's built to fit
the modern man not his great -

...

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

Concrete work
included.PAINTER'S
For FreeJanitorial Service
SPECIAL

Floors. Licensed, Bonded, Incur-

To Look.

&

FURNITURE REFINISHING t RE-'

537.6122

CLEANING

Here's 117ay

971.0675

Pointing & Decorating
and Wall Washing

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

Scratches Removed. Repairs 11.
FL 8-4543
re-gloincs

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

and recreational spots in the

Home Fashions Council

side. Walls, Carpets, Floors,
Gutters. REASONABLE!
GUARANTEED WORKII

Interior and Exterior painting at

CL 5-8232

priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6363.

The Great American Fatigue.
And my cure is a good night's

pictured styles, using ordinary
hand tools if you do not have

Non, and will last a very long
time, since the plywood material is waterproof.

Richard Butler,A.I.D. Riroclot, 555,5

Daily 9-5 for, Free estimate

359-1906
Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, III.

tographs, and has color -keyed
more than 125 scenic, historic

really "tired bodies" that cause

amateur gardener or hand man can follow the instructions and turn out any of the

move them to any choice Lrea-

Call for Estimate

map includes many new pho-

Every time 1 listen to one of

You do not have to strain, and
possibly fail to achieve a neat
decorative effect. Even an

mobile enough so, you can

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors

DAY, 14 E. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago 60604.
Besides some 3,000 changes/
in freeway and interstate highway systems, the Great Lakes

those "tired blood" commercials,
I'm tempted to interrupt that it's

ready arc cut in the material.

little shade, these plat- Iers are

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

and

"Voyageur Routes."

ing popularity of the waternroof type, exterior plywood

For home grounds which
often have too much or too

garages. 529-2478.

Area vacationers may obtain the new free 12th edition
of the Rand McNally map of
the Blue Waters of Ontario,

trips. Many routings parallel
the journeys of the earliest
pioneers and are called the

The reasin for the increas-

and

additions,

Remodeling,

Map Can Keep
Vacationers
On Course

tours laid out on the map
practical for 900 -mile, less
than 900 -mile, and 1200 -mile

St., Tacoma, Wash. 98401.

pan under each box.

E 813 CARPENTRY

Wisconsin

"Small Engine Repair"

mo smail.7664034Free
for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No jobs
BEST"

_,.

Motorists will find the circle

structions and a list of necessary materials by mailing 10
cents with a request for Plan
No. 55-100 to American
Plywood Association, 1119 A

Seamless Floor Coverings Never
needs waxing -are sanitary &
repels dirt & germs'
Call 774-3394

Garages, Basement & Kitchens.

four areas.

You can get plans, full in-

the planter boxes inside, be
sure to place ''a shallow, drip

Custom Homes . Room Additions,

poorly drained soil.

able from S. W. Lincoln, SecDept.
retary NORGLAC,

the steps may loosen bricks. A
loose brick also will crack easily.

-

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

Decorating & Remodeling

NORTHWEST FLOOR CARE

Wayne's Furniture SONIC*
refinishing. Burns
Custom refin

Allow the replaced bricks to
stand for a time, then smooth

mortar. Wet thoroughly

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, Sanded, Sealed
& Refinished, $22.95. 529-1211

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc,
217 S. Arlington Fits. Rd,
Arlington Heights, Ill.

The new map -guide is avail-

and continue to do so for sev-

Floors

Furniture Refinishing

tar.

the

-

439-4454

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

do painting, inside and out

CALL JIM

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS-

Call "the rest" than call "THE

on the brick.

this presents another problem,

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

Call Chuck 259-4348.

Michigan,

mate call 392-6604
I

A. Failure with this climb
ing lily usually results from
trying to grow it in heavy.

Minnesota, produced for the
Northern Great Lakes Area
Council.

loose in brick steps, too. But

is

bricks

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

CALL 297-2266

Carpentry -Remodeling

brick, except for the face that
will show, with mortar and set
it back in place carefully. Finish filling the joints with mor-

MORTAR CAN become

that they just sit there. But now
you can plant theni in easy -to make mobile boxes.

you would for a wall. But

Interior & Exterior Painting
Reas. & meticulous. Teacher.

For estimates -537-3986 aft. 3 pm.

'

plant.
Q. 1 have tried growing gloriosa lilies but never with success. Any suggestions?

helps it shed water.
Keep some rags and bucket
of water handy to wipe or wash
away mortar that gets smeared

New mortar joints should be
kept wet for a few days.

Mobile Flower
Planter Boxes
Follow the Sun

If wear is slight, just patch as

of Fabrici
to choose from

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

wax and hind together with

tar joints or you may find

Financing

255-7200

plant?

problem with brick homes and
the brick foundations of wood
homes. Don't neglect bad mor-

117.50 per section plus fabric.,

Painting -Decorating

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Steel
Colors
Aluminum
Privacy

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:
Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.
Contact Dick Westgard

stem of the plant. Is it possible
to repair this stem and save the

the

Fencing100's

115.50 per choir plus fabric,
$24.50 per sofa plus fabric,

SERVICE

way and fractured the main

heavy twine. If you are lucky,
the fractured parts will knit together and you will save your

'

teed & reasonable. 259-9246
Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
C13-3964

Quality workmanship. Fully in All types of fencing; Chainlink, cured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Redwood, Stockade, Wrought
Ken's Painting & Decorating
Iron. 647-0220

ART

small magnolia near our drive-

son to ignore them.

Electrical work; oir.cond.; outlets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 2534792

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

repair

chimney

& brick work. All work guoran

& IRON CO.

CREATIVE

Q. My hUsband -ran into a

A. Yes. Coat the fractured
area of the stem with grafting

Tuckpointing,

SLI.P COVERS

827.4637

EDMOND GRAY

X -CELL FENCE

Art Service

any

cause you are not forced to
paint them regularly is n rea-

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Call Bob CL 9-0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

CL 9 3517

wider than one inch.
Questions And Answers

few years that the wood home
demands. But they do require
occasional attention. Just be-

The trouble with plants

Hemming &
Alteiations

these pieces in place with small
pegs or nails until you arc

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

Electrical Work

Alterations

blocks with sand or. if you
choose, leave them empty.

the complete painting every

is

CALL 437-4195 or.755-8532
Georges Hrsating.& A/C service

Slip Covers

Masonry

'

McBRI DE ELECTRIC

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rates

Free Estimates

shown in the bottom sketches
of the accompanying plan. As
also shown in sketches, hold

the

Electrical Contractor

Air Conditioning

paper. as

ready to place backlitl against

.

.

grass and weed growth in the
joints between the blocks. You
can fill the voids between the

Certainly they don't require

Crumbling mortar

Your Ad will appear' aily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

these plastic strips is to prevent

that they are maintenance free.

I

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200

depth 'of cut along tilis strip

good idea to separate the grass

is

"N.Io

--,*

strip of sod as wide as the patio

blocks. Next, distribute sand

about

IPA)
iN ; ?Pali
i,Z,..-NW/ d/-

1

IN INSTALLING a patio

ing job of digging up grass

Brick Home Needs
Periodic Care, Too

j14111

/4' L

block barrier, first remove a

should he an inch or so greater
than the thickness of the patio

fective, relatively inexpensive,
durable 'and easy to install. In
addition, patio blocks arc read- ily available in various sizes.
Unlike bricks, which arc often
used for this purpose, patio
blocks are wide enough so that

.

,9

),

-J41
% ..--....

{

1,4 4
lie
\-y /----

.4

._
Illy

vestment.

nutrients.
To eliminate the never-end-

of barriers that you can use,
but the one shown here is ef-

,"er/a/11/1/
i.,.....:

' P .N.e. tie

effort and expense, but once
placed it should be effective
for many years. Its benefits
will far outweigh the initial in-

blocks you intend using. Total

There are many different types

ROOFING PAPER ,IN
PLACE BEFORE
BACK FILLING

'`-".

mower. Placing a barrier of
patio blocks will entail some

them and the more desirable
plants for moisture and plant

PEGS TO IIOLO
PLASTIC OR

.

Service Directory

-

$6.00 CL 3.2236 or CL 3-3384

AND MORE

Piano Tuning -Service

...,

TuningRepairing
Used Piano Wanted

LAWN CARE

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223.0352, if no answer

/.. -,
_

Plastering

392-8763

rIssag
c...a

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
KRYSH

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

'Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns,. flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Lood - $15.00

392.6817

Ned Williams

KANZLER BROTHERSDAN
Patios aqd driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

KEY TILE CO.

255.1098

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

I REMODELING
Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
824-7510
JOE ORTMAN
.

.

Ceramic Tile

COMPLETE

..

LANDSCAPING

Radio -TV Repair

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs ;Trees
Installed
Allbig

.

-

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED. 350-5359

Ha.,lPATIO'S

Clean Up Service

Away Service
Cleanup &
Specializing in all types of
Home
owners, concleanup.
tractors, and -so -on. Call any
erne,.HARROLD'S 299-7830.

Decorator
Kenneth A. Pearson
DECORATOR

Free interior 8;exterior decorat
ing Ideas. A Christian business
man. CALL 296.3953

Dog Grooming
POODLE & SCHNAUZER

. EVERGREEN GARDEN ..
CENTER, INC.

296-6709

A-1 LANDSCAPING

255-2570

Dressmaking -Sewing
Individualized styling. Formals
and -resort clothes designed to
Coordinated wedding
order.
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255.0348
hurls.

REPA1R5& REMODELING

Najob too small or too large

for s hae
d d
EAtonrgreens &
-

ses

decorative

Lawns seeded
WE DELIVER SOD

We have the equip. to handle
anything from the smallest pri-

vote fob to the largest cammercial lob. 439-7774

Masonry

MASONRY
Horne inprovements & remodelIng. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
woterproafIng,
plastering,
foundations, patios. Call days
...eights 956-1640.

-

50% financing available.
437-6732

,-

GROOMING
-

Repairs & Remodeling

& SUPPLY CO.
Minion Blue Sod
" Scott Windsor Sod
* Fescue Sod

PEOPLE

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

rskmgaRui:a: r°ra: ieni I en eel sd,. i&mNao Gt erjobd i tnogo.

free

WV

EXPERT PLASTERING

,

. ,After 5 am.

Remodeling & Supplies

HINES LUMBER CO. ,
Custom Remodeling

'Inchon,
*Basements

Dormers
*Garages

Rm. Additions Fences
Fully Insured & Guaranteed
CI. 3-4300
Mt. Prospect
Choice of Finance Plans
Sat. to .3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
Ask for Mr. Richard

Advertise with Day-1
Want Ads
CALL
255-7200
296-6640
1

.

ARE NAPPY
ABOUTTNE

Thursday, July 17, 1969
23-EndoWeent kercielia

13 -last and Found

_

w/blue eyes, female, "Sheba",
blue collar w/red. stones. Vic.

. .35
Air Conditioning
Apts and Rooms to Share .71
..34
Arts and Antiques
. .20
Auction Sales
.109
Aviation,
Auto Parts and Access .107
Auto Trailers & Campers .103
.112
Automobiles For Sale
.101
Automobiles Wanted

Boats and
Marine Supplies
Boot Storage

. .37

Business Services

. .17

E.

GENERAL
298.5021

.

Wide, cope Office Bldg.
(Higgins &

MOrInhetro)

15-Instriction

Piano lessons
Palatine area.

CIGARETTE

____..,

(To Rent)
.90

i . . .50
Loans -Personal, Business. .65
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
Merchandise
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111

course!

Carpentry, etc.

SONNEL,

SAVE YOUR EYES!

Real Estate -Apt Building ..85
Real Estate -Bus Property..89
. . .86
Real Estate -Houses

listed here are those historically filled by men;

Retired mechanic will

Real Estate .

.

.

22-SItuations Waded -Women

Rooms -Board -

Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale..31
Situations Wanted -Men. . .21
Situations Wanted -

Experienced typist

to work at

College girl desires full

Apartments
To Rent Miscellaneous . .81
To Rent Resort Properties. .79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . .77
...18
Travel
. .102
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

Kitchen help. Ye Old Town Inn,
Inn, Mt. Prospect.

time

392-3750
MAN OR BOY WANTED

Elk Grove area. 439-6881.

will care

mother

Experienced

to work 2 P.M. to 5(30 P.M. Monday thru Friday and from 8 A.M.
to 2 P.M. Saturday.

for your children days, nights,

WHEELING NEWS AGENCY

weekends. 392.0592.

Man with car or truck wanted
to work from 4 a.m. to 7 a.m.,

23410symeet kencies-Maie

Monday thru Saturday. Permanent part-time position. CALL

WILL TRAIN
298-5021
O'HARE

FIND

Bldg.
(Higgins &

evening

Rd. at Belmont
Ave. 3200 north.)

heim
An

PERSONNEL

/Office Bldg.
VVide298-5021
Mnl

PERSONNEL

(Hiyuins &
Mannheim)
Des Plaines, Ill.

tight

tact.

Engineering Co.

1625 E. AlgOnquin
439-7010

ask for: MR. BRISKY

Des Plaines. III.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CUSTOMER

PLASTIC INJECTION
PLANT

.

$145 to $165 To Start
NO FEE
1

.

LOST Dlt grey & white spotted
cat "Tom", vic N W. Buffalo
Grove REWARD 541-1832

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dotes and any problems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

l

ARL HTS 394 2227

ASST. CONTROLLER
GROWING COMPANY
298.5021
O'HARE
Wide

439-5500

Wide,Office'BIdg.

Young man lost wallet In A.11.;
money.)
REWARDII 392 4636

These positions offer you room for growth as well as overtime
and NO LAYOFFS, a comprehensive- free benefit program is
provided in addition to excellent salaries.
Apply in person or contact Mr. Kroll

(Higgins 6
Mannheim)
`PERSONNEL

Des Plaines, Ill.

.

$115 WEEK

AN

* Manufacturing Cost

1"11

.*

Elk Groins Village

You'll have a variety of duties
as you assist the head of the

dept. of radio programming.
An exciting office where you'll
meet the disc jockeys, creative
people and other Interesting
station. Free.
Miss Paige

Programmer

i

VP

INTERVIEW HOURS

1

7:45 TO 4:15 P.M.

6028 Dempster

Designers

TILL 8 P.M.

RECEPTIONIST
N.S. Pediatrician says if you
know some typing he'll gladly

show you how to keep little

,

'PM BRUNING
1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD MT. PROSPECT

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

kids & their folks happy while
waiting. He'll also teach you
simple first aid, etc. And best
of all you don't 'need a bit of
experience, he wants to train
you in his very own way. Terrific spot for the girl who loves
public contact. See IVY today
at office nearest your home.
Free.to you.
IVY

-

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

and set-up appointments for
personal interview. Show new
employees facilities on starting
day. Typing necessary. Knowledge of shorthand helpful, but
not required. This company
has good benefits and pleasant surroundings. FREE Call
Amy, 255-9414, 16 W. North.
west Hwy, Mt. Prospect

YOUNG
DOCTOR

WILL TRAIN
RECEPTIONIST
for this modern, neighborhood
office located in convenient
.nedicol center. He is a specialist and quite busy. You'll learn

to greet all patients, keep an
appointment schedule, answer
the phones, etc. Lite typing,

nice personality and appearance for patient contact qualify. Hours are 9-5, 5 days, no
Sats. $550 mo. is the salary to
start. Free.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

394-0880

6028 Dempster

966.0700

CRIMINAL LAWYERS

.$110 WEEK
NEEDED TO START NOW

Loop firm needs girls who can

type 45 w.p.m. Modern new
office. Vacation this year. Full
benefits.

DOCTOR'S GIRL
$525
M.D. needs a bright girl to run
his office. She will greet

patients and answer phone.
keep track of doctor
when he is on hospital rounds.
Doctor will train you in everything. -He wants a pleasant girl
who enjoys public contact and
Also

'or

Des Plaines

CE 6-5688
-

THIS WEEK

firm publishes items of
interest for these people and
you'll get to meet them all In

EXCLUSIVELY

your position' as the front desk
receptionist. You should be

OUR OFFICE OR THEIRS

This

poised and handle yourself
well in public contact situations. $475 to $500 mo. Free.

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

394-0880

6028 Dempster

966-0700

Get Into Politics
Be Senator's Secy
excitmentll As political sacy to big name Senator,
yo'u'll take part in the fascinHere's

ating action that goes on in

people from all walks of lifel
You'll

with

campaign
helpers, sit in on conferences,
learn detail that makes this office tick. You'll answer phones,
keep Senator's dote book. And
work

you don't need political bock.
ground! You should be good
with people! TACTFULI KINDI
GRACIOUS! A DREAM JOBI Excellent salary. Free to you.

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI.

FIRM NEW TO THIS
AREA

HOURS - 9 to 5
$600
575
550
650
450
500
450
550

Exec. Secretaries
Dictaphone Secys
Personnel, no steno
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Figure Clerks
Sales Order Desk

NCR Operator

SP 4 8585

297.3535

Congenial employer
hiring

thru

us

alone.

Start now or after your
vacation. If, you can't
get in at once, register
by phone. GREAT FIRM GREAT BENEFITS. Beau-

tiful new office.

Ford Employment
MOUNT PROSPECT

437.5090
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
YO 5-2400
5945 Dempster
O'HARE

9420 Foster at River 992-2111

HELP WANTED
FEMALE

"Help Wanted - Jobs
listed here are those historically filled by women;

they are availabte with-

BE A TRAVEL

966-0700

BABY DOCTOR
WILL TRAIN NEW

executives, present and review
applications, answer phones

Chicago, 7 W. Madison

Decorators,

RESERVATION1ST

TUES. EVENINGS

greet applicants, visitors and

940 Lee St.

LEARN TO

In Arlington Heights
94; Dunton
394.0880

255-1910

PLASTICS
1850 Touhy Avenue

RADIO STATION

the Personnel Department. Will

La Salle Personnel

INTERIOR

types who run a busy radio

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

GIRL FRIDAY

large busy company
needs a personable girl to
handle their reception desk in
This

298-2770

this great man's life! It means
meeting & getting to know bigwigs & so many interesting

Analyst

MOULD REPAIRMAN MOULDING FOREMAN (2nd Shift)
ASSISTANT FOREMAN (3rd Shift)
MAINT. MAN
(2nd Shift)
EXPD. SPRAYERS
SET-UP MAN

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

White parakeet "Snoopy"

Gienbrook 6 Sherwood,
Prosp Hts REWARD 537-0526
LOST STRAW PURSE &
CAMERA ON SOUTH PATTON,

.....,

Service Plastic's is a medium sized custom injection moulding
plant, expanding rapidly so that the followfpg positions must
be filled now:

Set up new procedures. Super.
vise small clerical force to

SP 4.8585

1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

Clerk

678-9035

Mannheim) .

white kitten,.
Stonegate, Arl.
Hts REWARD 255-4374

IVY
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

Designer

VISION WRAP INDUSTRIES, INC.
Schiller Pk.
3930 N. 25th Ave.

298-5021

Wide
Bldg.
gelfe/Of°ficliee
(Higgins &

&

buy it?" You'll use forms

7215 W. Touhy

* Scheduling & Expediting

Company benefits include Hospitalization and major medical
insurance, Paid Vacation and Holidays. Interviews daily until
10:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday by appointment.

Mechanics unman

"Smokey", vic

*

* SHIPPING AND RECEIVING
* PACKERS AND INSPECTORS

.

DEVELOPMENT
ENQINEER.

Irish Setter Answers to "Squire".

I

* Project Engineer

* FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESSMEN
* SLITTER OPERATORS
* BAG MACHINE ADJUSTERS

Chicago, 7,W. Madison

$50 reward for return of male.

ask "how to do it" or "where

PERSONNEL
RECEPTIONIST
$550

helping people. Come in

toys your company mfgrs. They

letter. Free

* Tool Design

BEGINNERS

940 Lee St., Des Plaines

13 -list and Fiend

Kids will write you about the
can

* Industrial Engineer

Choose a career in the growing Flexible Packaging Industry.
Prior to September I, we ore moving to our new office and
plant in Palatine, Ill. Our solid growth and expansion requires
people with ambition (lots of overtime) in a variety of fields.
Job openings on 1st, 2nd, cind 3rd shifts.

La Salle Personnel

SERVICE.

101.

ND

298.2770

ArlHts tags 255 9445

Des Plaines, Ill.

l

BRUNING

FACTORY TRAINEES

while you learn. We screen' for
the co. so you will be hired the
same day. Come in or call__

296 8385 before 10 am.

ANSWER KIDS'
LETTERS. $110

AT

297.3535
SP 4 8585

call...

Miss Paige

to reply or just write a brief

They pay tuition for night colleges so you can be promoted

Memory Gardens, Art. Hts. 2
graves In Section Eternal Light.

PERSONNEL

laxed atmosphere and congenial people. FREE at Amy.
16 W. Northwest Hwy, Mt.

pect.

dg.

Mannheim)

$115

you can type and like
variety this job is for you.
There are six girls in this nice
new office who work together
answering phones, greeting
customers, making reservations, etc. This company offers
many outstanding benefits
including profit sharing. Re-

If

Prospect 255-9414

W. Northwest Hwy. Mt. Pros-

THE DIFFERENCE

O'Hare

101 I (leg

GIRL FRIDAY $500
Charm, makeup, how -to -get
ahead in life. Well known firm
publishes books on these sub.
)acts. You'll be Girl -Friday to a
writer. Help research racts,
contact artists to do sketches,

to 4:30 PM. Light typing required. Good salary. For details call Amy. 255-9414. 16

PEOPLE MAKE

$600 TO Start
298-5021

$500 -$750 -NO FEE
+ FREE COLLEGE

. PERSONNEL

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

ing customers. 20 girl office.
-Fine benefits. Hours 8:30 AM

.CREDIT TRAINEE

.Engineering Co.

SMALL OFFICE
Girl Friday

IVY

with good voice and nice smile
for the important job of greet.

--.'

the other nice young guys &
gals who happily work to.

TYPISTS .

with
all in nearby

Large company seeking girl

An Equal Opportunity EmPloyer

your chance to get to know all

SP 4.8585
,7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

SWITCHBOARD

Skokie

fun. A good way to find out
what you're suited for. Plus

IVY

RECEPTIONIST

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

Runway &

Sales, Accounting,- Gen.
Office,
Credit or Mgmt.

10 grave lot, Ridgewood Cemetery, $750 Section 19, lot number.
27 SP5 2466

Allstate.

7770 Frontage Rd.

Fabricator

Great Lakes

recruiting office

It

at reception desk. It's different,

who wants to TRAVEL! Free to

RECEPTION

design

Runway. &

spot for outgoing personality

SP 441585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

MR. W. TULLIS CO 7-6800 EXT. 537

experience.

he

conditions.

help for several fine suburban
&
loop corporations. They
need men to be trained in

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

or write, in complete confidence

Des Plaines, Ill

TRAINEES

CE 6 5688

machine

trains, ships. You'll type trove/
schedules, reports, tickets. Use
dictaphone. Slowly learn to talk
to people about vacations. Set
up vacations. Set up trips, contact hotels, airlines. A good

a little

layouts. TRAIN! Free
IVY

necessary. Salary based upon

time with plenty of overtime.
Benefits. Excellent working

MANAGER

is

Don't procrastinate! Take the first step to
a challenging and rewarding career -call nowl,

work from sketches and sales
write up. Future customer con-

Experienced or will teach. Full

"HIRING THIS WEEK"

Salle

PROFIT SHARING and a company car.

conveying' sys-

Metal

O'Hare

11 I UGocore/Office Bldg.,

La

full range of company benefits, including SEARS

Great Lakes

298-50'21

ap

Our outstanding benefit package includes a

tems and material handling
equipment. Must be able to

$600 To Start

IN THE

as a property adjuster.

DRAFTSMAN

O'Hare

SALES TRAINEE

PERSONNEL

join our modern and progressive claims force

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

SYSTEMS BACKGROUND

394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

payroll. Learn

If so, ALLSTATE offers you the opportunity to

Des Plaines, Ill.

Plant layout

train. Coll Gregg Sic Hord at

Inventory, help

LOCAL

No

She'll

31).

train you to welcome people
wanting info on trips, flights,

firm. Fast raises. Free

ffice Bldg.

Aug

job

you.

only by your own initiative and abilities?

Equal Opportunity
_Employer

DRAFTSMAN

SR. PROGRAMMERS

tude. Company will completely

0

Are you ready to leave the dust and fumes

block west of Mann-

CALL 827-7880

You'll get this one on attid.

e

FIGURE WORK $115

days.

No experience necessary here.

401 E. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
also
Chicago
36 S. State St.

your knowledge of shopwork? A position with
security and prestige? A position with a future
for you and your family -with a potential limited

Does your experience include auto body esti-

298-5021

janitors.

259-7010

AUTO CLAIMS ADJUSTER

mont Ave., Franklin Park

TRAINING

$525 -Start off by relieving receptionist at her desk (she
leaves

davis

weekends and no holi-

NO FEE

HERE

lynn

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

-

LEARN TRAVEL
AGENCY BUSINESS
FROM GROUND UP
COMPLETE

25-Ermlopeent ASS -Women'

Wide

$145 Week to Start

IM;,..I,,

Call or see Jean Yale

behind far_ a clean, public contact position using

MOONLIGHTERS
Permanent part time

Purchasing Trainee

RIGHT

Randhurst-Upper Level
392.2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939 4866

manager daily: 8 a.m. 4:45 pm. 10601 W. Bel-

Mannheiin)

/%.

working with the most respected organization in the
Midwest. You'll be trained
right on the job. Excellent
salary and benefits.

mating or body shop mechanical knowledge?

392-1830

Des Plaines. Ill.

PERSONNEL

holmes & assoc.

night shifts. Excellent opportunity. Good company benefits. APPLY in
person to personnel

MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

ide,4e,Office
IWk

HAPPINESS

.

ASSEMBLERS

(1

537.6793

INVESTIGATOR

train ticket plus

437-9242

parts. Choice of day or

BOYS WANTED -

summer employment, part time
aft -Sept. Factory or office. Exp.,

To Rent Houses

with

CALL MR. McGRATH
35B-5800

Experienced in electrical

14-1Ielp Wanted Men

mer gen. office or what have you.
Some exp. Full or part time. Own
transportation. 259-3441.

To Rant Furnished

Lost
vic

install susneeded
pended ceilings. Year
round inside work.
to

Excellent opportunities avail fable in N.W. Suburbs
$600
s
;Exec. Sec
'500
Sec (No S -H)
600
Acctg. Clerks (3)
475
Good Typist
500
Customer Service

all areas of personnel while

(Electrical)

Mature H.S. senior girl desires sum-

...74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property..78

Grey

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffmarc.Estates.

437-4446

Women. ..22
Sporting Goods

LOST

sex unless

FULL TIME

Experienced man

Day Publications, Inc.

home or will do baby sitting.

Exciting position if you are interested in people. You'll learn

DES PLAINES

discrimination as
specifically designed as jobs for
men."
to

100% Public
Contact

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O.D. & I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

69 RAWLS RD.

out

437-8646

.88
.96

Tired of Commuting?

Assistant

A. H. ROBINS CO.

966-0700

Personnel

With Expanding Machine Shop

where. Assist anyone from a
buyer to someone in advettis.
ing. Le'arn switchboard, help

7215 W.Jouhy

fice and excellent starting
salary make this an out.
standing position. Free. Coll
Miss Paige.
Miss Paige

6028 Dempster

Arlington Ills., III. 60004

pony. Fill in anywhere & every-

IVY
.
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

TRAINEE

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

ar

.

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

they are available with-

your car. Will pick up & deliver.

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

Elk Grove Village

Wanted For Permanent Positions

I

HELP WANTED
MALE

Simoniz

Plaines. gl

1°Pi l'IcaHeiAnBeRl

1950 E. Estes Ave.

1011
Unrd
Group
Insurancega

299-2206

91 -Situations Wanted -Ma

Resort Properties For Sale...91

392-9050

New warehouse in Des Plaines'
needs a mon to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

"Help Wanted - Jobs

Child Care Personals

`CALL DIANE THOMAS

together. Help thruout cam.

gets you hired! Free to you.

and convenient suburban of-

WATER CONDITIONING
COMPANY

WAREHOUSEMAN

Ray's

Office Furniture -Devices.. .56

1

1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

Steve Pace at
HALLMARK PER
800 E. Northwest

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. fits.
17 S. Evergreen
CL 5-5692

437-9400

..

You'll all start together & work

to every job! 35 WPM typing

.

Put business men, executives,
tourists in the driver's seat.
Constant public contact, lovely

CALL MR. BELTZ

for appointment

RAINSOFT

n

m(Hoi

PERSONNELC4

Ask

394.1000,

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

. ..55

S

be area Sales Mgr. within 3

field.

Equal

Wide

years. High School is enough.
Wear a business suit for interview. Oh yes free smokes, of

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,

Nursery Schools -

Opportunity
Employer

RENT -A -CAR

booming water treatment

ditions, salary and employee benefir program.

3 BEGINNERS
$90 WEEK

PAYING
in this HI
firm. COMPLETE TRAINING.

Unusual opportunity to enter

Ave. 3200 north.)

25 -Employed Ittencildfomeo

gather

(Or Trainee)

MAIL AND SUPPLY CLERK

298-502i

No experience necessary. Pro
tected territory just keep your
customers stocked up. No tray.
no night work. 5 day
eling
week. Do the job and you may

NO JOB TOO SMALL
PHONE 439.8614
If no ans. 815-385-8999
CONFORTI & SONS

WATER SOFTENER

INSTALLER

FREE TUITION

1969 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

Reasonable rates.
VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150

Mt. Prospect
1545W. Rand Road
ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

JR. ACCOUNTANT

$135 Wk. NO FEE

squeegees & brooms -not just
colored. Good job guaranteed.

SP 4 8585
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

Position available in our Mail and Supply Department. Ex.
parlance helpful but not necessary. Excellent working con

SALES

11 -Business Services

Type. TRAINI Free
IVY

7215 W. Touhy

pm. 10601 W. Belmont Ave.,
Franklin Park (1 block west
of Mannheim Rd. at Belmont

An

them, direct them to showroom

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

-

TRAINEE

Custom Int. & Ext. Decorating. by
Castle Decorating Co. Free Est.,
insured, 298.5660,262.1206
Asphalt sealing done with

14 S. WILLIE
MT. PROSPECT

255-8400

Learn Switchboard
Small Office -$100
Well known food co. Buyers
from all over country come
here to see What's new in
gifts & to buy. You'll welcome

.INC.

255-1600

ployment. APPLY to personnel
manager doily: 8 am. 4:45

Des Noires. ill.

PERSONNEL

Please contact 327-6791

6

Des Plaines, Ill.

Immediate openings for ex
perienced men. Day or night
shift available. Good company
benefits. Excellent opportunity
for advancement. Steady em-

512,000

Interested in locating JUDY nee
MACKLIN who lived in California, concerning religious matter.

...26

...Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

OPERATORS

ACCOUNTANT

ice on all makes. Free loaners.,
Rental plan. 392.4759

WILLIE LUMBER.

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

PRESS BRAKE

AAA 1 Hearing Air Repair Sen.!

Farms
Flo

Musical Instruments

PERSONNEL

WAREHOUSE

.

,14 -Personals

Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots
..10
Coins - Hobbies
..12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
.. 23
.
Agencies Men
Employment Agencies Women
..57
Equipment Rentals

.

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros

pect.

'Office Bldg.

25-bibleYeet Agencies -Women

PART TIME
"

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home
TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

CHEMICAL
298-5021
O'HARE

(Higgins &
Mannheim)

Child's pet. REWARD. 359-4659.

Card of Sympathy

In Memonam
Instruction
Investment Property
landscaping

wide,

for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800

home in Plum Gr. Countryside.

..38
Business Opportunities ..66

Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings Furniture
Industrial Property

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train: Opportunity

seal & tan
strayed from

Siameie
cross-eyed cat,
LOST:

FURNITURE FINISHER

LAB TECH

$650 No Fee

Lost: Siamese kitten male Se'61
Point, 6 mos., vic. St. Victor.
Since Mon. Children's pet, fam.
heartsick 259-9057.

,

.

not necessary. Call Mr. Noss.
263-4300

10 TECHNICIANS

Euclid Schl, Mt. Pros. 392.4235

Page 13

4 -Help Wanted Men

.

Retail, paint. Days. Experience

Lost: gray seal -point Siamese cat

124481p MOM MIN

24lielp Waded Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

out discrimination as
to sex unless specifically

designated as jobs for
women."

Day Publications, Inc.

This modern suburban travel
service needs the kind of gal

they can train in this exciting
field. You'll learn to contact
airlines, arrange reservations,
help with needed Inform°
Lion and advice,' Req's. are

$40ii_wasted wows

HARPER COLLEGE
Secretary at Harper College.
3794 hours per week. Good

and friendly,
light typing
outgoing personality. $495 mo.
to start, plus fabulous travel

typing skills,- shorthand desk 'able, excellent fringe benefits.

privileges and excellent raise
after training period make this
an outstanding position. Free.

359-4200

Miss Paige

MARKET RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
$2.00 par hour - Days; $2.25

CALL MRS. GOODLING

Part Time

In Arlington Heights
394-0880

9 S. Dunton

6028 Dempster

966-0700

per hour Evenings; 10c a mile.

SMITH SURVEY SERVICE
945.4420.
Deerfield

Thursday, Jury 17, 1969

Page 14

LPN

tions. $2.15 per hour after train
ing. Call CL 5 4115

loving baby sitter from 7:30 a.m.

p.m. Mon. thru Fri. for
to
months of Sept. thru 11.1110. 3942990

HOLY FAMILY

4 days, no Saturdays. Must be
mature, responsible woman.
Will train.

255-6208 or
255-6201

Women or girls with cars. Light
delivery 8 collections. Earn up to
$5.00 an hour. We need you

6:00

APPLY IN PERSON

RECEPT - SECY

housekeeping, ironing. '.
433-4793
Highland Park.

to

EXPERIENCED

Over 21
Experienced only.

CLERK

Call Mr. Lyngaan or Mr. Chirpe

FL 8-2075

Bookkeeping, invoicing, typing,
credit. Challenging position,
with young, fast growing
company, in toys and housewares industry.

255-9000

assistant wanted for general practitioners ofMature dental

fice in Palatine. CALL: Dr. Decker
at 359.4676.

678-1337

DENTAL ASSISTANT

school year.
summer.

Part

time

If you ore interested in a more challenging job with a company with a good future and an excellent employee benefit
program.

this

255-6201 or 255.6202

For

General Office Work

SECRETARIES
diversified general
Per-

- 7:00 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in our delivery room. No
rotation. Excellent salary and

Full time

working conditions.
APPLY IN PERSON

modern air conditioned
offices.

loot S. Busse at Golf
.Mt. Prospect

Paid

HOLY FAMILY

holidays,

paid vocation and insur-

437-5010 or 437-9536

HOSPITAL

ance.
APPLY IN PERSON

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

FILKO IGNITION

WAITRESSES

Division of r&B Mfg.
5480 Northwest Highway
Chicago

NEEDED FOR NEW
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Ligiches and Dinners
COUNTRYSIDE INN

1 W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.
392 9344

Immediate opening for a
woman who is tired of the

TYPIST - CLERK

WANT TO SEW?

BOOKKEEPER

Want to gain a skill you con
use anywhere in the world?
Join the sewing industry right

Auto experience
preferred.

in Arlington Heights. Good pay
and fringe benefits, air -con

same old grind. You'll perform
a variety of general office
duties in our production office.

Growing Dodge dealer in
Des Plaines needs two women
to complement office staff.
insurance,
hours,
Regular

ditioning, 40 hr. week. Come
see us.

F. H. BONN CO.

salary commensurate to ability. For confidential interview

111 N. Hickory, Arl, Hts.

call Mr. Leffer at -

ILG Industries Inc.
GENERAL

BLOWER DIVISION
571 S. Wheeling Rd.
Wheeling, Ill,
537-6100

824 -7151

Pan Washers. Apply in Person or

Wheaton, Illinois 60187

Height
Weight
Female
Single

Male
Married

Sharp gals with above average skills and the ability to accept
responsibility are needed now. It makes sense to work at
Hallic rafters.

SECRETARIES
FLEXO WRITER

CLERK TYPISTS
REPRO TYPISTS
EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

0

Apply: Personnel Department
Mo. - Fri.: 8:30 AM - 5 PM

4e ha Picrafters

coo

A Subaldlary of Northrop Corporation

manufacturing and sales company

sary. Interesting work.

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

333 Ea" Touhy

$2.25 per hr.

. Ns Plain, III.

253-9325

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

Ability to work with figures, some statistical and'
financial report typing and general office activities for a Company Controller.
Dictaphone and engineering report typing and
general office abilities for Manager of Manufacturing.

PERSONNEL

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER

To arrange for an interview

CLERK TYPIST

HOLY FAMILY

Typing and general 'office experience necessary,
knowledge of insurance, pensions, and other
personnel functions desirable.

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

Excellent benefits, commensurate plaries, and pleasant working conditid-Pis at
our west suburban location.

* ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS
* TESTERS & CALIBRATORS
* ASSEMBLERS & SOLDERERS

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

White Collar Girls
RANDHURST CENTER

for more details at:

MICRODYNE, INC.
1600 S. Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III.

AKC, trained. 437.6148.

+

CLERK

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

299-2206

ALSO AVAILABLE

CLERKS

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919

An Equal Opportunity Employer

housewares industry.

CENTSABLI"
PRODUCTS
3930 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Pork, Ill.

CENTEL
SYSTEM

central telephone company of Wino*

$45.

LAUNDRY COMPOUND

Use 2 oz. per wash load
766.9148

GULBRANSEN ORGAN & KEN
MORE GAS RANGE Perfect cond.
CL5.1683

foods, keep the dining room neat and provide a

Gas range 42", exc. cond. $30
also dbl. bowl cast iron sink $5.

worm welcome while serving customers.
HOSTESS -CASHIER: Dispense smiles and good will

39" GE stove excel. cond., auto

as you greet customers, take orders and receive
payments. We offer good salary and other benefits
including uniforms. If interested, fill in the preliminary
application below, and bring it in or moil to:
D. Kenneth Malone 653-0036
Roy Rogers Roast Beef Sandwich Restaurant,
Regional General Offices
1520 East Roosevelt Road

Wheaton, Illinois 60187

' 537-9008

oven, Thrift cooker, 2 sp. broil
31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Gar. Sale July 17, 18, 19. Baby
furn. tam. clothes, Irshld items,

P A AA

Dote

Height
Weight

Name
Address

Gar. Sale: 505 Haden, Mt. Prosp.
furn; clothes; games; toys &
aliSC. NOON, Monday -Tuesday,
July 21-22.
17,

18, 9-5. Bar-

Male

Phone

Age
Present Employer
Kind of Work Wanted

Married

$175

Phone 439.1676

For sale -large walnut desk, fish
tank & etc, kitchen table,
steamer trunk, 297-3054.

Baby equip. wardrobe $8; stroll
er-$10; gates -$1; car seat -S2; walker $1. Excel. Cond. 299 3240

(Across from Prospect H. S.)

Blond corner & end tbl.

Garage Sale: Friday, July 18,
from 9-7. Clothing & misc. 16 N.

Roll -away bed $20. Girl's
bike -$18. a 3 8018

School/Mt. Prospect.

Coldspot refrig.,

Gar. Sole July 18 & 19, 1-5. Nes
co roaster, clock, elec. knife
games, groceries t/ price &

Female
Single

Zenith T.V. Stereo combination.

misc. 516 N. Russel, Mt. P.

Gor. Sole -July

ROY ROGERS PRELIMINARY APPLICATION

ter. $25 or best offer. 537 5554

misc. items. 411 E. Lynnwood, Arl.
Hts.

cond.;

7

11

$15.

26"

ft., ex'.

cu.

mos. old. Was $225

new, will sacrifice. 253.7320

1

GRAND OPENING SALE
5,000 Evergreens $1 ea.
Faith Nursery, 26W 180 North

Ave. Wheaton.
or.

21 -Help Wanted -Men " Women

Stereo system, 32 watt amp)
Gerrard SL 55 8. two 3 way
speakers. 537-0526.

get with it
Has Immediate Openings For

EXPERIENCED
KEYPU1,9159PElykRATORSREGISTERED

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide a -bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"
.$20; Distr. 251-7385.

Sears exer-cycle, $5; Hunter fon,

re-versible, $25; Harley David'
son motor cycle, $125.
Call 437-2935.

Fedders 2500 BTU air conditioner. 220 volts. 3 years old. $150.
253.2654

For sale Logan production lathe,.
$175; 230 AMP. craftsman elec.
welder, used little, bargain.
CL 3-9461.

Moving-refrig, lawnmower, pool
tbl., & many miscell., 674 Debra
Dr., Des Pl., 439-4088 after 5 or
all day Sat., Sun.

LAB TECHNICIAN

'62 Honda; 26" Schwinn boy's
bike; 26" girl's bike; Lg. Weber.
Kettle w/rotisserie; picnic table.
FL 8 2337 aft. 4 PM.

For information about the FINEST.

ditioning equipment contact.
JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.

GUARANTEED

..55-1 107 nr 359-3200
BLUE Lustre not only rids carpets.
J

TYPISTS and SECRETARIES

A. H. ROBINS CO.

pints.

14

Shut -Off

Non -automatic - $35. 392-7516.

water softeners & water Con-

STENOGRAPHERS

Typing feguired.

De -Humidifiers,
Automatic

DEPENDABLE

CALL KELLY GIRLS

I

sales records with young fast
growing company in toys and

Call aft. 4:30. 255-8596.

PRODUCT SPECIALIST: Take charge of beef sandwich preparation from roasting to assembling,
COURTESY GIRL: Wrap sandwiches, french fry

THAT'S SMART

in

has need for a
young g to do light reception an/ general office work.
s

Gal Friday who will also handle

Ariens rider rnorer, 6 h.p. 24"
rotary cutter, var. speed trans.

PLAINES.

HELP

+

RECEPTIONIST -

678-1337'

White twin canopy bed complete. Also white mole poodle

AMIABLE PEOPLE

TEMPORARY

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

824-1845

SECRETARY
TO PRESIDENT

&

439 4285.

255-4500

Call

69 Rawls Rd., Des Plaines

a

trivia

sale. Treasured

wood patio shades, misc. Items.

Western Electric

MT. PROSPECT.

392-5230

Established service organization needs full time clerical
help. Typing, audio visual,
public contact and varied

branch

Gar. sale Sat. July 19, 10 to 3
only; complete baby furn. set,
drill press, wood lathe, Easy
Spin washer, machinist's tools,
etc. 7542 W. Palatine Avenue,

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
EL9-3200,
255-1107
Universal gas stove $25; 12'
x36" swimming pool w/filter
535. 392-5152.
New car stereo tape player;

& commercial market. If you want to grow in
position & pay, come in or call: MR. BOWSER

722 S. Center Street

Or ANSRICA.

dit ribution

misc.

wel
Rolling

32-Miscelaneons Merchandise

not subject to the ups & downs found in military

Des Plaines, Illinois 6_0016
An Equal Opportunity Employer

salary and benefits.

Ln.,

Rd., 1 blk W. of Potter)

Since we are in the industrial market, we are

Box 312
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

HOSP ITAL

assignments. Good starting

come. 2801 Flicker
Meadows. CL 9 3389

July 18, 9 to 9; July 19, 9 to 5;
July 20, 12 to 6. 2501 Emerson
St., Des Pl. (2 blks S. of Golf

WRITE FUR IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW TO:

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

OFFICE

clothes, toys,
items. Everyone

hsdhld

sold w/the best of re.
ferences. Sentimentality has not
entered the bargain prices.

gains. 316 S. Dale Ave., A. H.

Several openings needing light typing and filing
ability.

No Fees - Top tees

GENERAL

Big gar. sale, July 1819, 9 to
dishwasher, furniture, baby

9:

being

CLERICAL
In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

APPLY IN PERSON

1050 E. Plate, Palatine

Gar. Sale: July 19 & 20, 10 to 5,
508 Bedford Ln. (nr. Terrace
Schl). Des Pl. Furn., clothing, rip
pliances, lamps, much mist.

a new home. They have out
grown their present one & are

MAID TUTOR -HOSTESS -BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

359-4200

working conditions, good salary and fringe benefits.

.

orphaned hsehold items need

people. If you qualify, we'll train you for full or part
time work. Positions are open in NILES and DES

CALL MRS. GOODLING

for responsible person. 8:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Excellent

9,

Gar. Sale: July 17, 18, 19, 9 to 5.
'Bdrm. set; tbls; lamps: cloth
ing, hshold.

gar.

SECRETARIES

HARPER COLLEGE is in need of

EXPERIENCED

to

9

123 Westgate, Des Pl.

WANTED: your presence at

PLEASE APPLY.
We want good workers who like to meet and serve

299.1146 - Aloe .d. 312

60010

Reichardt Cleaners

Full time, permanent position

17-19,

clot/ling, househd items, miscell.

NABORHOOD GAR. SALE -July
18, 19, 20. 9-6. 2227 N. Kennicott, A. H. Wicker stools & sofa,
bike, cameras, tbls., 3 h. p. motor, wash stand, chest & misc.

OFFICE POSITIONS

MANUFACTURING

Ill.

PI, 827.4784.

Gar. Sale July

stove, kit. cab., bathroom sinks,'
elec. fixtures 8 app!., furn., 6 yr.'

One of the northwest suburbans' fastest growing
electronical systems manufacturer can offer you
a chance to grow too.

600 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows, III. 60008

25 to 35 hour week, 5 days.

a woman for mail room work.
Duties would involve sorting
mail, operating po.oge machine & misc. clerical duties.
This position will be in the College's new building at Algonquin & Roselle Rds, Palatine,

Sale. unusual items -wine
barrel, cedar chest, fishing gear,
etc, July 19, 813 Graceland, Des

Gar.

Chicago.
Remodeling & Moving Bsmt.
Sale. Crocks, bottles, dishes, gas

MICRODYNE, INC.
STILL GROWING

You'll enjoy an excellent starting salary, automatic salary progression and companytpaid hospitalization and life insurance.

Find out why in dollars and cents, it makes sense to work at
Hallicrafters Bring a friend along, she'll appreciate the tip
about a better job at Hallicrafters.

11
to 16. Girl's
teens & adult clothes, toys, misc.
hshld. 1206 W: Sigwalt, A.H.

cribs & misc. July 18, 19, 20. 9-5..
424 W. Sigwalt, A. H.

We offer talented women a rewording and exciting future.

ACCOUNTING CLERK

Gar. Sale July

equip't,

FULL TIME

Good Opportunity

P A AA

Age
Present Employer

ACCOUNTING

299-4446

lo-

cated. No experience neces-

Plai

2nd COOK

Work at Hall icrafters and get ahead.

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

$105 to $125

Des

Januszko.

1520 East Roosevelt Road

Phone

OPPORTUNITIES

Excellent company benefits.

MANAGER

New

attendants, Porters and Pot &

St Garage Sale

Gar. Sale-Thur., Fri., & Sat. 10:4..
643 N. Kasper, Arl. Hts. Everything priced right.

1

Field, Typing is a must for this interesting, busy position.

CALL MRS. GOODLING
359-4200

conveniently

tion below, and bring it in or mail it to:

Dote
Name
Address

GENERAL OFFICE GIRL
We are in need of a general office girl for a full time position
with a fast growing, modern company located near O'Hare

fits.

.

pany. If interested, fill in the preliminary applica-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

new facilities in Palatine
shortly. Excellent fringe bene-

store

in

ROY ROGERS PRELIMINARY APPLICATION

An equal opportunity employer

HARPER COLLEGE
CLERK TYPIST, 12 months, 37t/2
hours per week. Will be in

New

corner
Rd.

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN
827-6628

1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

Light typing. Qualified applicant will receive good starting
salary with periodic increases,
plus company paid benefits.

Roselle

Palatine is now accepting applications for Food Service employment beginning this fall. Full
time and part time positions
available for the following
people: Cooks, Bakers, Salad
Women, Line Servers, Dish room

immediate responsibility are yours if you have ability
and high quality standards.
There are possibilities for advancement in many
areas of food service with this growing midwest com-

GROUP

OPERATOR

GIRL FRIDAY
Do You Like Variety?

&

Call 359-4200 & ask for John

CLERICAL

manent. 5 day week.
Pleasant surroundings in

Youngs Tire & Supply

Good pay and complete training followed by

UNIGARD INSURANCE

REGISTERED

HARPER COLLEGE,
Algonquin

D. Kenneth Malone 653-0036
Roy Rogers Roast Beef Sandwich Restaurant,
Regional General Offices

An equal opportunity employer

office position.

FULL TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

open. Call 827-5515, betw.9 & 5

392-9050

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

NURSE

Hours to be arranged. Salary

Diane Thomas

Call

.

3930 N. 25th Asc.
Schiller Park, It.

in medical center in Des Plaines.

If you have food service experience and want to
move into management, this may be your chance.

The other position is in our dictaphone steno pool transcribing
letters for our department managers, underwriters, and ac
counting people.

CENTSABLE
PRODUCTS

For Randhurst office. 3rd year
high school student. 3:30 to
6:30, Monday -Friday, during

X -Ray Technician
Young man or woman wonted

moment.

TELLER

ACCOUNTING

WAITRESS WANTED

Mole or Female
CL 3 1286
MR. ANTHONY'S

LOCATION

Full

now. 439.5741 anytime.

HAIR DRESSER

in our District Claims office where there is hardly ever a dull

time. Pleasant congenial
conditions. Paid vacation',
insurance, profit sharing.

31 full

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

MANAGER

We need 2 experienced dictaphcine operators. One position Is

HOSPITAL
100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

1

FRANCHISE RESTAURANT

salary and working conditions.

Wanted - Dental Office

light

a.m.

p.m., 5 days a week. Good

1

rl,
.0.

9:30

manent,

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827-6628

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

Girls over 16. Telephone sales.
Top wages. Full or part time,
439-5741 anytime.

Dictaphone Operators

in

medical terminology for our
Radiology Dept. Full time, per-

Excellent salary
Good opportunities

Young widow needs capRble

Experienced
typist experienced

Good

DAYS ONLY

I

For 8 month old baby

Ref. 392.2847, 9 AM to 5 PM

TRANSCRIBER

CAFETERIA HELP to attend office cafeteria in Des Plaines.
Hours: 9 t7 T. Year around
working condiwork. Pleas,

SUMMER GIRL

WANTED general housekeeper.
ram Aug. 15 to Sept. 15 approx.

MEDICAL

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26Help Wanted Women.

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

PLUS PLENTY OF GREAT OFFICE
ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE
TOP MONEYIII TOP MONEYIII'
Come in for these FUN jobs.

CALL BARB ROSS

827-8154

WORK

Monday thru Friday in our modern regional center.

Excellent starting salary with
outstanding benefit package
Rapid Progression
10% night work bonus.
8 A.M. to 4:14 P.M.

3800 Golf Road
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

(Highway 58, lust east of Highway 53)

Western Electric'
IAN AAAAA

606

LEE STREET

-DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS
L.
''.F.tvi-oEs;
,
An Equal Opportunity Employe/

summer rm. inexpensively with a
Zip -Roll screen. An 8' x 7' screen
car gar.) only
(standard
$38.98. All sizes available. For
more Info call 537-2978.
1

956-2642

or

lofty. Rent electric shampooer $1.
Ben Franklin Store '1920 So)
Wolf Rd. Wheeling

Convert your gar. into a fain.

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
956-2641

of soil but leaves pile soft and j

lip supply lilt gl lig gilt /1111111

Sacrifice! 2 Med. chairs & sofa
(blk. leather), Span. oak AM -FM
stern con., bar w, stools, 20" color
TV, Zig-Zag sewing mach., Elect

tro-Lux vac., Cost over $3500 Sac. $675 or will sep. Aft. 4.
478.2639 or 267.3128

HOME OWNER'S
SPECIAL

.

'Interior Latex ideal -tor garage

& basement walls. White &
cofort $2.29 gallon.
DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER

.t, 45 E. Palatine Rd. Arl, fits.

394-'0630

,

131 -oats and Marine Supplies

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise
FREE WIGLET 2 wks Special, 1/2

'18' alum. Cabin Cruiser! Good
fain. boot. 40 h.p. outboard,
elec. starter, trailer, extras. $650

off on all hoir pieces, plus Free
wiglet w/every cascade fall or
wig 100% human hair. Eu-

or offer. 392-2881

ropoon texture 392-4419.

ANTIQUES 8 misc hshld; clothing, etc , July 19 20, 9 6. 2610
Park St , Rolling Meadows.

Boat, 25

Little

Call for reservation
Corner, 117 Bangs, downtown

In water Riveria, McHenry.

Wauconda 526 8452

Sun ,

ANTIQUE FLEA
MARKET
P.M.
July 20,

German

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Call after 6:30 437.0586

FOR SALE
Suburban

255.0981

Siamese kittens, 8 weeks old,:
litter trained, adorable.
359 6434
I excel. rare black, chomp. sired,
female SCHNAUZER, 9 weeks,
home raised, 1st shots $100.

299 3538
Golden Retrievers; 9 wks, AKC
shots, parents X -Rayed, beautiful litter. 5125-5150. 392-6617
Adorable AKC Min. poodles, 2
silver, 2 blacks, 5 wks., female

One of the largest selections
of antiques in the North and
areas.

Old kitchenware, brass, cop-

tin,
per, gloss, iron, pottery,
furni
wood, bottles, lamps,
Lure, and bric a brat of much

8

weeks, males, health guaranteed

ADORABLE KITTENS.
CALL

ANTIQUES

SCHNAUZERS,

MIN.

AKC

AKC, 8 weeks, shots. wormed,
$100. CL 3-7705

free

B

months old, papers and shots,

LAB PUPS

Adm 50c, 12 yrs and under

Northwest

mole,

Shepherd,

439-3297.

POODLE, toy, AKC. Male Apricot...
1st $75 takes, or best offer.
259.1322

10 5 30

Holiday Inn, Rt 62, Rolling
Mdows, 1 blk E of Rt 53.111. &
Wisc's "Dealingest" dealers!

1 white leather chair.
394 3517

WANT TO BUY
COCK-A-POO PUPPY
439-1486

827-4341

mole, $100. 392-3286

7 piece, walnut, Louis XIV, bedroom set, glass covered surface.

SELLING PUT FURNITURE in

BEST OFFER. 253.2278.

deliver. Cash or Terms.
537 1930

Electric lawn mower, 24" girls
bike, leather top end & cocktail
tables, large mahogany double
823-5505:

CL 5-5048

55 -Musical Instruments

S64.05TAX INCLUDED

pion Sired, excel. show & field

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES

quality, free boarding during
vacatidn. $125.

CREDIT MGR, UNTIL 9 P.M.
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

Ir

WAUCONDA TRADING POST

on Rte 12, 4 miles north of
Lake Zurich Bring this ad with
you Open Fri & Sat. 10.6.
Sun 12 6 526 7495 or 7246177

55 Musical Instruments

437-3514

Air conditioner, 2200 BTU, Sears

1968 window model, like new,

TOWN & COUNTRY

18' Century w/trailer, 394 Olds
inboard engine, comp. refinished, fully equipped $1100.
537 9008

cians
ALSO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR JULY SALE ON
LP's and 8 Track Tapes

1

apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
including appliances, heat,

14 -To Rent Apartments

Mt. Prospect 2 bdrm. 5 room
house. Walk to everything. Mid

BY OWNER, 3 bedrm ranch. Elk

Prospect 2 bedroom apt.
$170 per mo Immediate occu-

Mt

pancy Call 956-1677 after 6.
Rolling Meadows sublet attrac.

ground level 2 bdrm apt. W/W
crptg , range, refrig , disposal,
heat & gas included Call after 6

20's. 392-8259

tenna,
room.

balcony,

patio,

rec.

rrn., Ige. kit. w/built-ins, 2 patios,
bsmt., assum. mortgage.

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking

299-8778

'distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253 6300

NEW BUILDING

16 -To

STONECREST APTS.

715 W Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free
parking
4 ROOMS, $185 & UP
5 ROOMS, $250 & UP(2 baths)
Contact agent in Model Apt.
II am to 6 pm Phone 439-7887

I bedroom apartment in Rolling Meadows, good location,
free parking

Robert A Cagann
& Assoc.

259-0055 or 253-0925

Lovely 3 bdrm.

Rent Houses

3 bdrm. brick ranch, 2 car gar.,
bsmt., carpeting 8 drapes.
Arlington Hts. 392-6968,

3 bdrm. brick ranch, 2 car gor.
Beautiful 1/2 acre yd. Across
from Randhurst. Adults
255-6208 or 255-6201.

only.

11-Te Rent, Stores, Offices

2nd floor office space,. 900 sq.
ft. 940 Busse Hwy., Park Ridge
at Dee Rd. station. Will finish to
days.
suit. Available in 60

split-level: Huge din. L.
Lge. kit, with good
eating area. Quality
built home. Hardwd.
floors. Ceramic tile
baths. Lge. fin. fam. rm
garage. Park like yd,
has producing fruit trees
Walk to schools, parks,
pools. Immediate
&
poss.

$36,900

825-3133
REALTORS

Young couple desire 2 bdrm.
apt. in Des Plaines or farther

Timber Lake Village
1+2 bedroom deluxe apartments

SWIMMING POOL
rentals includes all
appliances heat, hotwater 8
cooking gas

1444 S Busse

114

439-4100

FURNISHED 3 -BEDROOM

aluminum siding. A beautiful

The Nicest!

garage. Maintenance free

OVERSIZED 1 and 2
BEDROOM APTS.
FROM $190-$250

Ev"rns'

Frplc. & panel fam.
Kit. vv/Ig. eating area, full bsmt.,
prof. Idscaped, elec. garage
door, 100xI50' lot. Low $70's.

REALTORS

309 E. Palatine Road
Prospect Heights

255-8300

439-7617.

Elevator Buildings
SWIMMING POOLS
-Tennis Courts

-

ALGONQUIN

Recreation Bldg.
Outdoor Bar-b-ques
Large Laundry Rooms

FREE Thermostatically

Master TV Antenna
Outlets
Spacious Closets
Marble Vanities

This 4 bedroom Cape Cod has

also being accepted
for Spring and Summer Occupancy
Leases

Twelve/Oaks is located at
Central 8 Wilke Roods, 2
blocks North of Algonquin
Rood (Route 62)

For directions from any loca
ton call 394 3050.
Models Open 7 Days a Week

II 00,a m to 7:00 p.m.

Factory Air

1967 Scamper. 13'. Sleeps

8.

Stove, ice box & sink. $900.
439-4888

13' Shasta travel trailer, sleeps
4, Alec. brakes w/builtins 8
storage $750. 299 1787

assume 61/2% mortgage.

ice box, & sink. $550.
253.0216

'67 KAWASAKI
250 cc. 5 speed.
259.9205

BRADSHAW

'68 Wards Riverside Cycle, 125
cc, red color, low mileage. $225

658-5661
-...

cash. 392.3669

646 S. Main, Algonquin
112 -Automobiles For Sale

(4 bl. S. of 62 on 311

$23,250
6 acres

BARRINGTON

$11,500
per lot

4 beadtiful 3/4 acre home sites. Improvements:

4 Speed, Rally Wheels, Wide Ovals, Extra's
SHARP

CHEVELLE

2 Dr. Sedan, Stick, R&H,yerfect Condition

ROLLING
MEADOWS

OPPORTUNITIES
Outboard motor soles & service with 1 bedroom
apartment. On main highway in Fox Lake. Completely stocked and equipped. Well -established
business. $45,000.

358-1800

434 E. Northwest Hwy.;
P.platine, III.

.

D

,y

Al R#

$1995

Coupe, Floor Stick, Bucket Seats, Radio, Heater, Like New Wh,- Wall Tires. Only

$2195
B

$695

4 dr. HTop, V/8, A/T, R/H, P/S, gold, very clean
I car. # 2465A

$2195 T

''67 FORD ECONOLINE VAN
V-8, automatic transmission. #236A

$1695 :

$1095

N1965 CHRYSLER 300

2 DR Hardtop, White, V8, Power Steering,

$1 795

O

1:64 CHEVROLET IMPALA

1964 COMET WGN.
Perfect Second ear, Automatic

Full Power, Radio, Heater, Fine Condition

1960 FIAT
Block 4 DR, Clean Car. #2780A

II 1968 CHEVY IMPALA
I

T

Automatic, P.S. 8 P.B., Runs Good. See 8 Save!
Only

1964 CADILLAC CONVERTIBLE
COUPE

B

$1995 D
$1295 Y

Aqua Blue # 1250A

B

0

$1095

HeaterCORV

1968 XL
2 dr, HTop, sunlit gold V8, A/T, R/H. #P891

$2395

N

$3495

1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK

$2495

$2995

$3295

U- 1968 XL 2 DR. HOT
Howiian Bronze V8 Auto R, Heater, Ps.P 891

1967 PONT. VENTURA CONY

$795

B

$495

0

$1695

1966 ECONOLINE VAN
White, Runs Good. #244A

$995 0

1964 FALCON CLUB WAGON

$1095 D

1968 DODGE 44 TON PICKUP

,

$1395

( BENDER-RIEGER
WARRINGTON. ILLINOIS
OPEN DAILY 9-9; SAT 9-5; CLOSED SUNDAY.

$1595

Auto., Air Cond., Very Clean. #2675A
'67 PONTIAC GTO
4 speed, big motor, radio, blue. #7A48

D 'Blue, 8 Passenger, Radio. #2810A

'B

$2495 Y

Y' Blue

.'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR

lV8, automatic transmission, power steering

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

$1295

# 2782A
1964 FAIRLANE
4 DR., Lite Blue, 6 Cyl., Auto, Low Mileage

$995

N 1967 MUSTANG 2+2
6 cyl., 4 speed. # 2372A

$895

#1398A

$2295 0

0 '68 DODGE 34 TON PICKUP
0

1967 FAIRLANE 500
2 dr. H/Top, green V/8, A/T, R/H, P/S. #2721A

$1495 B

1966 CHRYSLER

LATTOF

-

3 bedroom ranch. 2 car garage. Large landscaped lot.
Close to shopping. Assumable
FHA mortgage. $23,900.

IS EAGER

DON HAGER REALTORS

BUSINESS

fi
Radio19

.

recreation room. Well landscaped.

BARRINGTON

Power Steering 8 Brakes, Radio, Heater, Low
Mileage

'1967

$3195

Conditioned, Automatic Trans ,

1967 CARMARO S/5

$850,392-8733.

a detached 2 car garage with
an electric eye door opener,
full basement, 2 full baths,
and aluminur-ri siding. Located
on a beautiful landscaped
corner. Extra large lot.
$22,500. $5,500 down to

$33,500
WEST DUNDEE
3 bedroom brick and frame split-level. 3 baths,

water, gas, electricity, streets,

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

1968 BARACUDA FAST BACK

'67 Hartford 12' x 60', like new.
Appliances & carpet incl.

11144otorcycles and Scooters

Contained Heat
Modern Ranges with
-FREE Cooking Gas

98 -Mobile Homes

Trailer

B.

s2495

9 Pass., Auto. Trans., Power Steering & Brakes,

Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires, Low Mileage

sleeps 6, gas heat, gd. storage,

HOMES FOR SALE

AIR CONDITIONED

Wall To Wall Carpet
Individual Storage Areas
14 cu ft Refrigerators

1968 CHEV. IMPALA S/WAGON

1965 Skamper: Sleeps 4 or 5.
Complete with electricity, stove,

VACANT FOR SALE

1968 LEMANS 2 DR. HARDTOP

openings available. 3 yr. Tues.
8 Thurs., 4 yr. Mon. Wed, Fri.

Travel

0

MACH
O1969
Red 427 R, air Auto PS, PB Ready to go # P887 .

V-8, Automatic T,ons., Power Steering, Radio,
Heater, Warranty

SHASTA

°
B

1969 GALAXY 500 2 DR. MDT
Burg. Blk. Top V 8 Auto R.H. PS. #P -B90

N

Third year of operation. College trained teachers, all new
and enlarged facilities. Fall

16'

24

1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

'65 Chevy Bel -Aire, 2 dr., 6
cylinder, P/S, P/B, W/W, R/H,
excel. cond. $925.
259.0238

103 -Auto Trailers & Carpets

40

Tan V 8 Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice
,car. # 1587

eves: 674 3668.

Reasonable, must sell. 359;6186.

.1.

Al USED CARS Al

Y

BEST OFFER.

Only

255-6320
359-6500
894-1330

PRIVATE LAKE

RESERVED PARKING

Ask for Dottie, days: 437 5920;

of Palatine

Lake -In -The -Hills

ELK GROVE elegant custom built
_across from Forest Preserve. 2
story 4 bdrms. w/lg. master
suite, 21/2 baths, L.R. 8 D.R.

best offer. 956-1113 aft. 6:30

Call

358-0301

home. Call Bill Allen.

2 DR. Hardtop, Maroon, 81k. vinyl roof,
DV8 Auto, Power Steering, Radio, White
side wall tires #P890

excel.

'63 Ford Station Wagon, excel.

Nursery School
1st Baptist Church

T

0 1969 GALAXY 500.

cond., low mileage. $3500 or

R/H.

$

4.3391._A

V-8, Cruiseomatic, Visibility
Group, 8.55x15 White Wall, Luggage
Rack, Power Steering, Power Disc
'Brakes, Air Conditioning. Tinted
'Glass. Champagne Gold.#2186....

SHELBY '68 GT 500, air cond,

P/S,

U

Cruiseomatic,

390

n

5625. 439-0470.

cond.,

Roof,

AM Radio, Tint Glass, Wheel Covers.
New Lime. #1769

Not 65 Merc, 4 on the floor, rar-

accessories,

Vinyl

Black

T 8.2505 White Walls, Power Steering,
Power Front Disc Brakes, Air Cond.,

N 69 LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE 10 PASS. WAGON

Openings are available for 4 yr.
old children at St. Paul Lutheran

$24,000

Arlington Hts.
Palatine
Schaumburg

'69 GALAXIE 500 2 -DR. HARDTOP

low mileage. $1600 AFTER 5 pm
894-4882

full

Bo

$362579

Aqua. #1608

253.8387

pre -kindergarten school.
392-8582

a large lot and 2'full
baths could be for
you at only'

area. Widow has asked for
quick sale on her 2 year old

1164teal Estate4louses

The Roomiest!

setting in peaceful

spacious

Prefer year lease.
Call 966-6200, Ext. 395

The Newest!

This 9 room home on

GUINEAN AND TYSON

HOUSE for family of 5,
for August 1 occupqncy.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

LARGE FAMILY?

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

Barrington, Wauconda countryside. Lovely wooded hillside
location with 2 bedroom
home, full basement, attached

Belair,

1968 VW, sunroof, gas heater,

auto.,

$3995

er Steering, Power Disc Brakes, Factory
Air Conditioning, AM Radio, Dual
Rear Speakers, Tinted Glass. Gulf

OR BEST OFFER!!

Exc. child care (age 2-61 my tic.
home -complete facilities. Supervised activity. 255.7019

Deluxe

390 CID, V-8, Bucket Seats and Console, Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic, Visibility Group, 8.55x15 White Walls, Pow-

1960 Chevy Convertible, $150

694Iursery Schools Chad Care

Power Steering,

D 69 XL 2 -DR. HARDTOP.

P/

ing .to go, 'try me & keep me,

THREE WOODED ACRES

sociated with prominent
engineering & research
organization located
near Old Orcahrd Shopping Center, seeks UN-

Auto, Air,

Mustang, '66 convert, V-8, P/S,
immaculate condition, low mile-

,435 So. Kimbrough
Springfield, Mo. 65806

bsmt. Florida room, 2
frplcs., 2 car garage w/elec.
doors. Central air-condition.
$85,000
CL 3-6049
711 E. Fairview

door,

$314689 N
0

1969 LTD
4' DR. Hardtop, 81k vinyl roof, V8,

stick, fine condition, reasonable,
CL 39461.

NATIONAL

Full

ea nue
206-6655

Northwest. 453-1487

SAFETY EXECUTIVE as-'

Sensible

age. 259.4368

163111111TIS1 HWY.
A1164RMCO

82 -Wanted To Rent

MT PROSPECT

day. Please enclose name, ad
dress, and telephone number.

dining rm. Huge 21 x 14' kit.

Black Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic TransVisibility
mission, Electric Clock,
Group, 825 x 15 White Walls, Power
Steering, Power Disc Brakei, AM Radio, Full Wheel Covers, Royal Maroon
#1768

824-0214
2

Y

'69 LTD 4 -DR. HARDTOP LUXURY SEDAN

List Price $4791

Chevrolet,

$253384

Power

#2052

1966 Chev. large V8. A/T, P/S.

DISTRICBUTINGO

Mirrors,

Steering, White Wall Tires. New Lime.

Must see. Offer.

WE WELCOME INVESTIGATION

Tear -Drop

Special

interior White side wall tires #1843,

BEAUTIFUL SCARSDALE

White brk. Colonial, 4 Ige.
bdrms., 31/2 baths, formal sep.

Y

seats, P/B, P/S, air.conditioned,
$1600. 894.4882 after 5 pm

must

D

Mouldings, Full Wheel Covers, Radio

,

P/windows,

A

$3295

'69 FAIRLANE 2 -DR. HARDTOP
D. Cruiseomatic Transmission, Body Side

new

3-1927.

refinanced for $5100 or assume
51/4 mortgage for $11500; phone
for appt. 437-8616.

BY OWNER

11.

top, very low mileage. $2100. CL

65

. in Arlington Heights

2 DR. Hardtop, Lt. Blue, Blk, vinyl roof,
V8, Power Steering, Auto, Radio, heatei, White side wall tires #2535A

n

1965 Austin Healy Sprite Con-

per week. If you are interested, hove the desire, drive,
determination, and want to be
successful in a growing business of your own, write us to-

DELUXE BI -LEVEL

PM 358-7080

You

g 1969 TORINO

vert., good condition. $850
255-5957

Toronado,

$434925 0

Wheel, Forced Ventilation, Radio, Tint ed Glass, Maroon. #2037

appreciate. 392-9212.

to devote at least 4 to 12 hours

Grove, $25000 for quick sale;

Prosp. Hts. by owner. 4 bdrm.
ranch, 2 car gar., 2 baths, tam.

cooking gas, master TV an-

axle, Folding Rear Seat, Tilt Steering

1967 Ford Galaxy "500", 2dr.,
hdt.onexcel. cond., Must see to

'66

$201859 T

Gold. #2273

'67 Dodge Monaco 500 2-dr.
KT., full power, fact. air, vinyl

have a good car and be able

equipment.

'69 FALCON 2 -DR. CLUB COUPE
All Vinyl Trim, Courtesy Lights, Lime

T

firm. Ph. 437-2464

Effort

and

Diamond Green. #1848

Radio & Heater, P/S, V8. $295

Or More
Based On Your

$469769

AM/FM Stereo Radio, Tinted Glass,

U

'69 SHELBY COBRA GT FASTBACK.

brakes 8 battery $50.
439.4285
f963 Dodge, 4 dr, automatic,

You Can Earn.
S800 A Month

358-3240 or 467.2116

bdrm. Colonial. Many extras.
y46.500. 537,9118-4410411--1828.

MT. PROSPECT

Westgate Apts.
8 2 bedroom,
Ultra -deluxe

like

A/T,

Mercury,

1959

ducts.

Inventory of $1,545 to $2,590
cash required for inventory

PROSPECT HTS. by owner. 4

Vinyl Roof, 8.55x15 White
Walls, Power Windows, Tilt -away
Steering Wheel, Air Conditioning

NAutomatic Transmission, Traction -lock

'61 FORD GALAXIE
$60
255-6448

and set up by our company.
You merely restock locations
with our notional brand pro-

86 Real Estate4louses
Pal. - Winston Park. 5 tr. old 3
bdrrn, split level. 11/2 baths, ex.
Ira Ige. lot. Priced to sell. Phone

88 -Real Estate -Houses

74-Tri Rent Apartments

or

sunroof, radio, good
condition. $400. CL 3 5490

Become a distribidor in one
of America's largest and fast.
est growing industries. You
will be distributing national
brand products.
No experience required. All
accounts are contracted for

ESTATE
ssdie,c/ REAL
Residential Commercial Vacant
Your Guide
To the best
Real Estate

297.6679

mission,

Distributor

Expert Instruction by our staff of qualified musi-

In Old Town
Downtown Palatine
Palatine
17 N. Bothwell
358,6563

seats,

259-5944.

B

Black

437.0765. $150.

For This Area

K100C-7 "Mini-Kustom"

PET SHOP

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

bucket

heater,

0

'69 T -BIRD 2 -DR. LANDAU

6 cylinder, stick.
good cond. Needs tune-up. Coll

SPARE TIME
INCOME

AVAILABLE NOW: The Kustom Blues Amp &

$200 541 1492

radio,

N

EXECUTIVE DRIVEN CARS

Y

'53 Pontiac,

-

66 -Business Opportunities

1

Epiphone - Rickenbacher
oya,and Others

Also cute little mixed puppies

new wh.
walls, navy with wh. vin. inter,
p/s,

W 1962, Bug, red, 1966 trans-

Gibson - Kustom

D

67 Pontiac LeMans, 326 au/tr,

..,,

'67 XR-7 Cougar, low mile., P/S,
A/T, leather interior, SHARP!
392-2491 aft. 4

12" ext. speakers. Will separate.

359-2251
IN STOCK THE MOST POPULAR NAMES IN GUITARS TODAY:

CAIRN TERRIERS

1968 Cadillac Convert., A/C, F/P,

Call 437.4959 after 5 p.m.

amplifier. Very good cond.; 2

827,0692

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON
1969 DEMOS AND

439 7070

1964 T BIRD, - Clean.
$1250

GRETSCH vibroto-reverb

Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place

Just arrived 1

35 -Air Condrtmang

Exc.

$59.50. El Rey Music. CL 3-0180

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

TOY FOX TERRIERS
SPRINGER SPANIELS

1968 Olds Delm'ont 88 eonvert,
P/S, P/B, AM -FM. Very clean 8

like new cond. $4800 or best of
fer. Can arrange financing.

394-0627.

BEAGLES

B

shifr, good running. 5275.
Call 394-2778

61 Ford convert, V8, blue body
8 wh top, runs good, 5150. call

string guitar $1251 Others from

55 -Musical Instruments

'63 Corvair Monza, 4 dr., stick

excel. cond. $2100. 824-1305.

Like new Epiphone Serenader 12

(312)469-7204

253-6162

er - AKC.

12"

Jensen spkrs 8 tremlo.
cond. $125. CL 3-6956.

BEST OFFER

SAVE THIS AD
& SAVE MONEY

N

'0

between 4-7, 824-9540.

Harmony 412 amp. w/2

1962 GALAXIE FORD

V8, full pWr., low miles, $1495 or
best offer. 439-9571 oft. 6

A/C, Radio, Bucket seats.
299-6903

Dark brown leather -like
recliner chair $40

OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

radio and heater.

1963 OLDS "98", 2 dr. hardtop,
full power, private.
296 /689
67 Barracuda 2. dr. HT, V-8, A/t,

TV -stereo; best offer. 537-3222

2 year old male Golden Retriev-

misc

1963 Valiant 4 door, 6 cylinder,

dresses,

makes button holes, sews buttons
fancy
on, monograms and
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service,
-guarantee.

'66 Ford Galoxie 500 convert.

392-9631

8 ft. bar, 4 chairs; octagon card
table, 2 tops; 21" Zenith

1968 Singer Zig-Zag
in

good condition $1,000.

shift,
824-1761.

'66 VW Sedan
Low Mileage
823-5505

-

'62 Dodge Lancer 2 door. Radio,
heater. Good condition. $350
394.2316

1965 CHEVY IMPALA V8; A/T,

stick

1930 Model A Ford
Mint Cond.
Call 894.4249

4

000 miles. 439.4469

new. $1750. 358-0164

526-8452

--

blind hems

4

resale.antique. Also
glassware, china, etc. The Little
Corner, 117 Bangs, Wauconda.

SeWing machine. Slightly used.,
Sews

1966 Mercury Colony Pork 9
pass. wagon. Full power. Like

Furniture,

dresser with mirror, nest bf mahogany table & misc. Coll

394-2086

'68 Torino convert, 390 eng., 4
barrel carburetor, less than 10,

112-Automobies For Sale

model homes. Will separate. We

FOR FREE DELIVERY

Irish Setter puppies, AKC, Chem

CL 5-4585

824-4236

7 pc. Spanish bedroom suite less
than 1 yr. old. Paid $900, asking
$450. 298-5392, 824-9217.

1 gold tweed sofa &

RESTORABLE, $300

112-Automobies For Sale

dr. R/H, good
condition, 1 owner $350.
259.4696
1962 .01.13S,

1950 BUICK

miles, must see, $475 or offer.

LIKE NEW

2 piece stereo light wood, $75;
FOR SALE:

BSA 250, mint condition, low

30" KENMORE GAS RANGE

dinette set, 512. 194.0382

-

weeks old. $25.
259-9138

'57 Owens 22' Cruiser newly re
finished, 105 HP w/trailer $1800.

dition. $85. 296 3937

112-AutornobilesFor sale

top, A/T, 12/14, 6 cyl. $475. CL 3
8018 after 5.

1965 12$ cc
BEST OFFER. 259 9215

tone Dishwasher, excellent con-

bed
stand & desk vanity, maple, $75;

1964 Falcon Future, 2 dr. hard

1968 50 cc AND

Kitchen Aid Varicycle, copper

complete, s night -

Double

Chihouhua puppies for sole. 8

motor & trailer,

Good Fishing Combination. $275.
HE 7.0599 after 5:30 pm

Flea Marktet every Sun through
Sept Dealer space available.
The

h.p.

$75. 537-5388.

1

formica
yr, old.

MUST 58E11 956-0837.

DACHSHUND puppy, AKC, 12
wks,, shots; Female; red; trained;

15' Switzer Craft runabout, 45
h.p., Mercury motor, Spartan tilt
trailer, $555. Cl 3-1927,

'

34 -Arts and Pabques

Coffee table, walnut,
in -lay, contemporary,

GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES
ADORABLE
FL 8-2075

.112 -Automobiles For Sale

,1114Aotorcycles and Scooters

414iimefinisliags-Fraltire

414Ine

44 Dogs, Pets and Equipment

i
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'1,

16 S. Bothwell
Palatine

TO DO

359-6050

WANTED

BUSINESS

Six teal estate salesmen or
saleswomen. This is an oppor-

tunity to grow In real estate.

IN JULY

One will manage this beautiful
office designed and furnished
for the efficiency, convenience,
and comfort of the salesperson and, clients. Excellent
compensation. Member multiple listing service. See our
downtown. Palatine office and

1 ARLINGTON HTS.

I

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON_
t.

U

T
N
B
D

ations". Inquiries confidential.

359-6050

B

0

make it your "base of operCALL Don Hager

D
Y

y

2 DR, Hardtop, 300, Lite Green, VB, Auto, Power
Steering, Power Brakes. #2025A
'65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
6 cylinder, automatic transmission, power
:steering, radio. # 2771A
1969 COBRA 2 DR. HDT
Indian Fire V 8 4 speed trans. R.H. #P-896
'66 CHEVELLE 4 DOOR HT
V -B, automatic transmission,

heater,

radio,
blue. #P903
'68 MUSTANG
V-8, black, radio, heater, automatic transmission, power steering. # P90)
'66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

$1895,

0
D

$1295

y

$2995

$1495'6.
U

$2195T

Blue

$1295.

1966 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON '
Blue. #250A

$11951N

1968 GTX
Blue, 440 Engine, Auto, Power Steering, Radio,
Heater

$2795.0'

JIM

AIKEY

FORD

IN

DES PLAINES

750E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-2163

s 9-9

Saturda 9-6

D.

SHORT RIBS

Zig Oar
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TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
miLwour-wmryznim
TALKS'( 00 MUCH! NOW

.-WE'LLTRY
I'M LITTLE sOMETHIN6
LORD FAUNT- ELSE/ PERSONA
LEROY/ THAT
A COMEDIAN,

dRAMPAW WILL SET HIM
INTOA HASSLE ABOUT
WHY HE TH AIK9 THAT
COMIC IS SO GREAT/

I THINKLLY

AIN'T CONED.
ITS TRAEEDS

"MIS

.7

T W1514
COULP
..C1,4 CLYPOZ1
HAVE

26
32

CAT,VE SSE EEN ERA

CAT
LOTT
AFTER CATcHitsl 1419

cOMIOS

A R107;

26 Open Line
32 Baseball Report

11 French Chef

10:45

'Rerun.

11 TV College
American Public

6:25

7:30
Ironside

5

Editorial

Rerun. "A ' Drug
on the Market."

26 Quiz

Rerun.

Animal World
Daniel Boime
Rerun. "For a
Few Rifles."
7 Flying Nun
Rerun.
"Bread
Upon the Waters."
2
5

9

Part

2,

"Cousin Serena
Strikes Again.",
9 Time Tunnel
Rerun.
32 News

for the death of her
husband.
12:00

The Golddiggers

5
7

Passage to Ad-

11 Our People
26 Wrestling
10:00
News
News
News

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.

The Prisoner
Rerun.

7

9 News
11 PREMIERE:

That Girl
"The

Earrings."
9 Hazel
Rerun.

12:25
Movie
"Three for. Bed-

screen star
meets and romances
a scientist aboard
a
transcontinental
train. Gloria Swanson.

Focus on Sweden
A 15 -part series.

26 A Black's View

Movie
"East of Sudan"

12:3(1

of the News

International

5

Zone

"Journey of Fab-

10:311.

bio Pacchloni."
32 News Final

Movie
in
"Guerrillas
Pink Lace" Five
showgirls and an adventurer, disguised
as a priest, escape

attempts to stamp out

Rerun.

2

orous

neapolis.
2

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

room C" A glam-

the Twins at Min-

Exciting story about
the Sudan Moslems

7:00

'

2

2
5
7

7:55

8:0(1

26 Market Wrapup

ROBIN MALONE

5
7

venture

7:45

6:55

works to unearth the
traitor responsible

Week in Review

Rerun.

11 TV College
Fiction
26 Today's Racing
3 2 T h e Addams
Family

Douglas

11 Washington

32 On Deck Circle

I Love Lucy

Without
Stars" Posing as a
shopgirl,
wealthy
French socialite

Dragnet 1969
Rerun. "Juvenile

DR -32."
Mike
9
Shim

Bewitched

7

6:30

11:15

32 Movie
"Night

8:30

School.

2 WBBM-TV

News

32

Quintana

Shoo
5

ENPER/

TAIL- IN A

T h i s is Tom
Jones
Rerun.

26 Tony

7:15

Flintstones
Spanish
News
The
Monsters

9

FACE AFTER WE SAID
WE DIDN'T KNOW

Honeymooners
Rerun.

News
News
News

2
THATOLUYS

32 The

6:00

HEALMOST PIP, BUT HE

SWITCHIN'
CHANNELS

501.

7

26 Cinema Special

2

British influence,

a n d prevent the
abolition of slave
trade.

12:35

from Japanese held
Manila, only to find

CARNIVAL

Nees

9

12:55

Paul Hone)

9

Comments

themselves on another island occupied by

the enemy. George

Horoscope
FOR FRIDAY
CANCER

(June

22 -July

23)=-A romantic day which

BUGS BUNNY

"Talk about Victorian English! Grandma atilt thinks
a bag Is something you put groceries In!"

your tenacity and determination show.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)-

cause for later regrets insofar
as the action you take today is

tive set out to prov \
his innocence.

for-

1:30
7

Reflections

2

Late Report

The Toy That
Grew Up
Two Tom Mix

2

Meditation

films, "Local Color"
made in 1916, and
"The Heart of
Texas."

9 Five
Live 13

1:55

11

-The wise Leo will make every
effort to bring his efforts to the
attention of higher-ups. Let

check, you should have no

2:0(1

2:15

Minutes to

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

mese SU/AMER REPLACE-

MWT SiCttlt ARE
JUST TER.NISLE I

rr MITER

MU CNJ THEY EXPECT
ITOPLE 70 NWICH THIS

IMPECVG

SCOU CR 77A 7LINASLX

GARBACE T

!I'

I'LL GLUE 'CM

OFF!

MX1TNEK

YouteacrmuY

Nan!

E59E-Al -1D

THE CAM ace
OF THE ii/O3N7.

.1)

concerned.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --Concentrate upon those

.

4.-

log

,,,

Tinii a

,

elements of life that are non-

4/

...,
,..,

6

II-

0....4.44M..11.1.ft

`.....7-17

material. This is a time for
spiritual regneration.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Dec. 22) --If you would help
yourself at the same time that
you help others, become involved in community activi-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

oiac
"-sou ,4

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN

Flowery

ties. Now's the time.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20) --Set yourself up now

for advancement in the near

ACROSS
1 Genus of

future. Take an interest in the
organization end of things.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) --You'll

perennial
herbs

catch more flies

5 Common

with honey than with vinegar.
Let your affections show at the
same time that you offer criti-

garden -

cism.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
2 I )--This may be a more diffi-

20) --You may not be able to
fulfill your desire for travel at
this time. Turn you attention
to things that need doing on
the home front.
TAURUS (April 21 -May
2 I )--You have an eicellent

F

9 Fall flower
11 Weird
12 Solo whist

F

13 Short

term

cult day than you anticipated
because of a change in the ordinary routine. Adjust as
quickly as you can.
ARIES (March 22 -April

CAPTAIN EASY
FIDDLE5TICKOL

HE NEEDS
TRACT-AND TM HOLDING OUT

FOR *90,000!

SEE WHAT

MEAN. EASY! NO MATTER 140W

MORELES OFFERED SHE'LL HOLD OUT FOR.

THERE B BETTER LAND FOR A TENTH
OF THAT:

time. Take advantage of the
situation and make your wants
known.

soar
snort
sora
arson
atom
norm
most
mast
moat
mart

tsar

moan
torn
manor
tram
morn
tarn
mort
star
roam
storm roast
smart rant
sort
rota
sonar ransom
stoma roan

7Finest

8 Sharper

(prefix)
1
31 Individual
32 Chemical salt. 1
33 Floril emblem
of Nova Scotia 19
37 Grants use

larly responsive to you at this

TRANSOM

.DOWN -

1 Spat
2 Hebrew.
ascetic
2 Shoshonean
Indian
4 Sea (Fr.)
5 Through
6 Masculine.
appellatiOn

mint'
26 Harvest
goddess (Ital.) 39 Stylish (Coll)
15 Goddess of
10 Biblical name 27 Soviet stream 40 Chair, for
Infatuation
instance
11 Hen product 29 Little (Fr.)
16 Pouch
33 Zoo primates 43 Corrosive
12 Brewing
18 Suffix
accretion
34 Lariats
ingredient
19 Diminutive of 14 Rest
46 Lifetime
35 Fruitless
Leonard
49 MOuths
36 Source of.
17 Circle part
20 Argon (all)
50 Clamp
light
21 Anoint
21 Bewildered
23 Food fish
52 Craft
38 Genus of
22 Allowances
53 Preposition
Eurasian
24 Dispatched
for waste
25 Natioft
7
6
3
4
6
1
2
28 Corded fabric
30 Priority
10
1

prayeis

basic constitution --but don't
test it too far at this time. Make
sure you get plenty of rest.
GEMINI (May 22 -June
2 I )--Otbers should be particu-

Answers to
Hideaword

is

don MacRae.

23)-

ment scene.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)-If you keep emotions in

is

club owner

Reynolds and Gor-

friendship.

are great --but they are aot to
be overestimated. Take care
not to overdo on the employ-

accused of murder, a
reporter and a detec-

"A Shot in the
Dark" When a night-

music and gay laughs
of the period. Debbie

longing for. Accept a gift of

-Your powers of endurance

"The Daughter of
Rosie O'Grady" The
daughter of an ex -

9

bidden to try for the
stage but is drawn to
it by the nostalgia,

I4MMM: HE'S TWYING THAT
SLEEPWALKING TWICK
AGAIN SO HE CAN WAIL)
MY WEFWIGEWATOR:

tional changes you've been
24 -Aug.

7

vaudevillian

could bring many of the emo-

LEO (July

1:00

Perspectives
Movie

Montgomery.
5 Tonight Shoo
7
Joey Bishop
Shoo
9 Movie

temporarily
41 Irish fuel

CAMPUS CLATTER
150 y MIN Isc.

THAT CONCLUDES TODAY'S

LECTURE. ARE THERE
ANY QUESTIONS

.

42 Chaldean city
44 Before
45 Auricle
46 Babylonian

sky od

4/ Vegetable
48 Robust
51 Leant

dangerous
54 Eagle's nest
55 Horse's gait
56 (Fillip

57 Salver

14
11

Is
21

22

23

24

27

128

ate.

il

a61

a

's

29
I

30

1

a a a,a

wa,

I

al a
50 Ra52

TM

46

57

1111

.

17

.

.

/41

be firopect Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Chance of thun-

dershowers, low in lower
70s. Tomorrow: Hot and

Telephone

2554409

Your Home Newspaper

humid, chance of showers.
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Seeking Congressional Seat

Candidates Outline Platforms
next week. The next candi-

By Richard Crabb

dates night will be held July 25
Arlington Heights by
in

The 13th congressional race

Wheeling Township

a new and critical

entered

publicans.

stage Thrusday evening when

Every candidate alluded in
one way or another to the importance of the western sec.,

10 Republicans now seriously campaigning for the
special Oct. 7 GOP primary
all

appeared

at

Re-

tion of the district in the selection of Rumsfeld's successor.

Joseph Mathewson of Winnetka, the first candidate to appgar at Palatine, began his remarks by announcing that

next week he would open his
western district headquarters

in Arlington Heights, the largest village in the west section.

Candidate John. J. Nimrod
of Skokie recognized the importance of the northwest suburbs, saying "You will in 1972

have your own congressman
(Continued on Page 2)

candidates

the

'

night in Palatine.
Sponsored by the Palatine
Township Republican Organization, the event was the first
',confrontation in the crucial

western end of the 13th District. Most observers of the
race for the U. S. Congress
seat, formerly held by Donald
Rumsfeld who resigned to become an assistant to President

Richard M. Nixon,

beleive

that the election will be won in
the northwest suburbs where

there resides only one in the
large field.

The degree to which the
congressional race is heating
up was dramatized last evening
by the absence of Brian Duff of

Wilmette who had unexpectedly withdrawn from the contest earlier in the day. Considered one of the major candidates until he failed to get the
endorsement of his own New
Trier Township, Duff bowed
out of the big race at a noon
press conference. Duff threw
his personal endorsement to

Store employes Greg Bauer, Larry Mitrenga and John Bergantino discuss yesterday's armed robbery at Hillman's Finer Foods, the second robbery of a Mount Prospect Plaza business in less than
two weeks. Bauer and Mitrenga chased the bandit and obtained a description of his car while Bergantine tried unsuccessfully to head off the get -away car in his own auto.

Rep. Alan Johnston of Kenilworth.

Gunman Robs Store,
Gets Away With $800

PALATINE TOWNSHIP
is expected to be the third in
the 13th District to endorse a
candidate. Republican Committeeman Walter Schaw has
called a meeting of GOP leaders for July 22 to make an en Des Plaines police lieutenant James Roel views an auto that was

driven into this eight -foot deep ditch created by County road
crews working on Elmhurst Rd. near Thacker in an unincorporated
area between Mount Prospect and Des Plaines. The mishap, which

apparently occurred dating the diving rainstorm early today, dorsement.
Only one township has en was not reported to the police, but Roel said the auto's license I dorsed. New Trier Township
number is registered to William A. Bates III of 16 Pine, Arlington
Heights. (Photo by Gary Shiffman)

Weiss said that the cost had
been computed by Roger Bjor-

By Ben Clarke

The cost of the River Trails

Park District swimming pool
bond issue, scheduled for a ref-

erendum Aug. 23, will be
about $3 annually to the "average" taxpayer whose property has an equalized assessed

valuation of $10,000, Marvin
Weiss, director of parks and
recreation, said yesterday.

vik, board attorney. The computation for the $475,000, 20 year issue, is based on a 7 per
cent interest rate, the max-

imum allowed by law. It is
unlikey that the bonds would
be sold at that rate. Though a
recent bill passed by the General Assembly raised the legal
interest rate from 5 per cent to

per cent on park district

bonds, Mount Prospect Park

District on Monday sold its
combine at a net interest rate
of 5.73 per cent.
Weiss said that the present

feet by 35 feet. There would be

cents per $100, or $34.80 annually to the homeowner with
a house of $10,000 assessed
valuation.

A Taxing Problem
Form IL -501

c rt,,, A - COMPLETE AND MAIL TO ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
P. 0. 000 690. BENSENVILLE. ILLINOIS 60106

PLEASE PRINT

DETACH RE FORE 1.10140

IM Mai

STATE OF ILLINOIS
MONTHLY STATE INCOME
TAX PAYMENT FORM

ari

rank
SW.

the incorrect address have already been
sent to employers. The correct Springfield

Information booklets to assist employers in meeting Illinois Income Tax require-,
ments were mailed Tuesday by the Illinois
Department of Revenue but the published
Bensenville address to which remittances
must he malted is incorrect in the booklet,
according to the department.
The department had suggested locating
the income tax processing center in

address will be printed on envelopes for the
use of employers sending in forms and remittances. Employers are urged to use only
the address that appears on the envelope.

Forms asking for permission to withhold taxes from employes and for making
remittances are to be sent to Springfield.

The information booklets containing

black auto.

A spokesman for the Bensenville post
office said any forms sent to Bensenville

will be forwarded to the Illinois State
Building in Chicago. They will then be sent
to the proper address in Springfield.

"We have orders to forward all mail to
the Chicago offices," he said, "but there
will be a considerable delay."

George E. Mahin, director of the Illinois Department of Revenue, said he
hopes employers will wait for the envelopes to be semi() them so the delay can be
avoided.

Police are seeking the ban-

been approved by the park
board since Jan. 29, 1968.

Day

in the July 7 armed robbery
of Walt Boyle's novelty shop,

sun glasses.

To have to work on President Nixon's 'Day of Participation.'

"The MO (method of

operation) was also the same,"
said detective Richard Pascoe.

W.B.S.

"In both robberies the man
.41(TMIRES4e3ilillUM.ririrteiti

carried the shot gun into the
store concealed in a flower
box."

Flower Shop
Rezoning Denied
Rezoning for Pesche's
Flowers at 605 E. Golf Rd.,
Mount Prospect, was denied

They were drawn up in antici-

by the Mount Prospect Village

pation of a federal grant of
$475,000, which has never

Board Tuesday.
The denial is consistent with

been made because of alleged
lack of funds.
If bond sales and bidding go
smoothly, Weiss said, con-

the recommendation of the
board's Judiciary Committee

for the project as early as No-

annexed

tions, the pool complex should
be finished for use next sum-

WITNESSESS IN Hillman's
said the man is about 5 -feet 10 -inches tall, weighs about

person who took about $400
also in Mount Prospect Plaza.

but goes against the suggestion
of the Plan Commission.

When the dower shop was
to

tite?

village

recently, it automatically was
given a strict residential zoning, though a business zoning
would be more appropriate.

The Village Board decided

that the owners should seek a
variation rather than a rezoning, because the property had a
residential zoning before it
was annexed and because of a

business zoning would be inconsistant with the zoning of
the surrounding area.

But neither a variation nor a
rezoning is necessary for the
flower shop to continue operating on the property as a nonconforming use, because it has
done so for so long, said Acting Village Manager John
Zimmermann.

Store manager Joseph

the store

150 and has a dark complexion. He reportedly was
clad in black pants, a green

reportedly fits that of the

the

auto, which had been parked
next to the building.

Clemento called the police
from a phone in the rear of

black older -model Mercury.

The description of the man

store and drove off in

from a Kenosha, Wis. tavern
early today. He was also seen

Gripe
Of The

mer.

By Judy Ressler

listed that town as the remittance address.
Later, the General Assembly decided to locate the center in Springfield.

templated almost since the
park district was organized
four years ago, plans should be
no problems, Weiss said.
Complete plans by Ralph H.
Burke, Inc. of Park Ridge have

ring unusual weather condiS.

Bensenville, so the information booklet,
the "Conversion Assistance Bulletin,"

IF VOTERS approve the
pool, which has been con-

vember. He said that then, bar-

SEE ILLINOIS ENFPLOVEICS WITHHOLDING TAX GUIDE
FOR INSTRUCTIONS

fleeing in an older -model

Plaza shopping center.

a separate children's pool 20

tractors could break ground
Co. Cod,

Foods in the Mount Prospect

feet, with a diving well of 40
feet by 55 feet, its depth rang-.
ing from I foot to 21/2 feet.
There would be a bathhouse
and provision for parking and
lights.

undetermined amount of cash

an-

night and will

dit, who reportedly fled in a

mensions are 471/2 feet by 165

description escaped with an

nounce its endorsement early

of Kenilworth. North-

7MiZaStasitkniits,&

The pool complex would include a 50 -meter Olympic
pool, or a pool whose main di-

A shot gun wielding bandit
matching the Mount Prospect

book of travelers cheques
yesterday afternoon in the
robbery of Hillman's Finer

ston

didates

$2.4 million, 14 -year issue to a

park district tax rate is 34.8

has endorsed Rep. Alan Johnfield Township has held a can-

Cost to Residents Estimated
For River Trails Park Pool
7

By Gary Shiffman

A lone _gunman escaped
with about $800 and a black

shirt, a brown fedora hat and
Patrolman Edward Nastek,

the first officer on the scene
pieced together the robbery
details after speaking to the
witnesses. Here is his account:

after hearing the
emergency call.

Several employees ran

outside and obtained the car's

description as the robber
drove from behind the rear of
the shopping center.

John Bergantino, a stock
boy, drove his car to 'the
outlet at the rear of the center,
but failed to spot the get -away
auto.

MOST WITNESSES agreed
that the gunman was extreme-

The man approached the ly nervous during the stick-

store office and called cashier up.
"He was sweating all oyer,"
Phyllis Rosentrater to the ad-

joining counter, saying, said Greg Bauer, assistant
"Could you come here a produce manager. "His shirt
was completely saturated."

minute?"

Despite the man's

several aspects of
When Mrs. Rosentrater nervousness,
the robbery appeared to be
came to the counter, he push-

ed the gun barrel out an open
end of the box, placed a shop-

well -planned. Grocery

manager Terry Bluver said
ping bag on the counter and that the robbery occurred less
than half an hour before an
ordered her to "fill the bag armored
truck was scheduled
with the big bills, baby."

Up the day's receipts.
After being told that the to pick
"Thursday is always one of
busier days," he said.
ed, the bandit pulled the our
"The store was very crowded

store safe could not be open-

weapon completely out of the
box and held employees and
customers at gunpoint as he
took money from three of the
five cash registers which were

when

this happened. It's

a

wonder nobody paniled too
badly."
Yesterday's robbery was the

first at the store in the eight
in service at the time. He
at that
stopped collecting and fled years it has been
when an employee called out location. AuditoiS from -Hill"emergency" twice on the man's central office in Chicastore's loudspeaker.

go were to calculate the exact

The robber ran from the loss today.

Effects of Planned iAnti-Defecation
Law Serious For Village Canines
By Ted Lacey

Public reactions are being invited to the excretory habits of Mount Prospect's canine population.
If enough humans indicate stern enough re-

jection of dogs' indiscriminate pollution of
sanitarily -maintained lawns, a committee of the
Village Board is prepared to consider preparing
a law against it.

The law would "penalize dog owners who
let their dogs roam and make deposits on other
people's lawns," Public Works Committee
Chairman Daniel Ahern said yesterday.
In Tuesday's meeting the committee decided

to invite letters on the subject to be directed to

some bright breeder can develop a strain of

the Village Hall to find out whether there is a'

barking "watch -cats."

need for such an "anti -defecation" law.

It appears possible that spot pollution, like
spot zoning, could become another evil in jealously guarded suburban neighborhoods.

But the passage of an anti -defecation law
would not be without far-reaching effects on
the whole life style of MountProspect.
The persecution may necessitate the development of clinics to treat neurotic dogs.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS and parks may have to
be outfitted with restrooms for dogs.
Cats would proliferate, unpersecuted.

Clumsy burglars would proliferate, unless

Mailmen and door-to-door salesmen would
lose their agility as dogs become too sluggish
to give chase.

Manufacturers would make fortunes selling
dog -diapers and constipating dog food.

But the worst threat to the present order of
things comes from. the more clever dogs who
would be driven underground by the new mita-.
gonism. They could forma subversive band of
guerillas, bent on retaliation. Remaining hidden in unincorporated territory during the day,

they would stalk the town at night, striking
swiftly and silently and then slipping away.'

'

.
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Settlements Sought
In Several Lawsuits

Candidates Outline
Congress Platforms

ing that if the surtax were
after the redistricting follow-, allowed to lapse it would be,
necessary to cut government
expenditures drastically in order to control inflation.
"You cannot use old, solucandidate who resides in the
western section of the 13th tions on new problems," said

Iing the 1970 census."
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman
of. Arlington Heights, only

order to maintain close contact with the voters.
GOVERNMENT SHOULD

do only those things that the
people cannot do for themCandidate

selves,"

Math-

broadcaster and Gov.
Ogilvie's press aide until May,
said, "I favor sharing of federal revenues with local governments. We should deal with all
problems as close to home as
possible."

Candidate Alban "Stormy"
of Evanston, legal
counsel of Northwestern UniWeber

versity and a rear admiral in
the U. S. Naval Reserve; said
Thursday evening "I come to
you as a citizen soldier. I can
know when money is being
well spent by the military. I

will examine every piece of
legislation with respect to its
impact on taxation."
Yale Roe of Winnetka, former television network execu-

blamed heavy military

tive,

spending

one important

as

cause of inflation. He estimated that -20 billion could be
trimmed from the present mili-

tary budget, He added "We
must be flexible. We don't
need more men of silence. I intend to speak up."

REP. ALAN JOHNSTON
of Kenilworth emphasized his
legislative experience as a
member of the Illinois legislature. He is serving his fourth
term in Springfield. Johnston
advocated extending the surtax through the next year, say -

Receives Degree
Clement Kopstain, 623 N.
Elmhurst, Mount Prospect, re-

ceived a bachelor of science
degree in business education
from Roosevelt University in
Chicago at the school's June
16 commencement.

sington out of the financial
doldrums. However, partly be-

cause his restaurant was built
with a variation on residential
land village officials denied
the request.

Weller Creek
Project Awaits
Governor's OK

mer village officials were
passed unanimously by the

to

Funds

complete

Plaines arc provided in a
bill passed in the General
Assembly which just

closed, but the bill has not
signed by
Richard B. Ogilvie.
yet

been

Mayor

Herbert

H.

Gov.

greve, former clerk Richard
Monroe, former Village Manager Robert Moore and former
Trustee Joseph Grittani will be
invited to attend the Aug. 19

village board meeting to re-

"We expect to be taking

public action on them within
the next two weeks," Teichert

Fairview Gardens subdivision.

Utility Co., which serves the

If the owners of the private
utility don't come to terms on
a reasonable price, the village
may continue building its own
water pipe system throughout
the subdivision.
The Wille Lumber Co., 100
W. Northwest Hwy., also has a

Atty. Jack. Siegel

The awards will consist of

copies of the resolutions.
Congreve, Monroe and

Grittani served from May 4,

1965, to April 30, 1969.
Moore served three -and a -half years as village attorney
and village, prosecutor and later as village manager, until he
resigned. May I, 1969.

counties. That's 300,000 kilo-

95 -degree

watt hours more than
previous one -day record.

heat turned on the air conditioners in the northwest suburbs and the moon shot turned
on the TVs.
one day, according to a spokesman for the ,northwest district
of Commonwealth Edison,
which serves Palatine, Des

lighting, props, make-up, and behind -the scene action of the musical which will be
presented tomorrow at the Niles East The-

Pascoe Finishes
Federal Course
In Drug Control

budget would be available for
examination at the school district's offices at 1309 Rand
Rd., Arlington Heights.

Detective Richard Pascoe
of the Mount Prospect Police
in many of the northwest sub- Department has completed a

budget already passed by the

about it. We don't find out until the transformer breaks
down or the computer kicks it
out."
The spokesman added that
part of Wednesday's dilemma
was that the transformers never had a chance to cool off in

Illinois 58 2.73 miles of
pavement on Golf Rd. be-

the night. "The temperature

didn't go below '80, and everyone probably was watching the
re -plays of the astronauts," he

tween Meacham Rd. and Algonquin Rd., a bridge over Salt

neighboring

Creek, modernization and relocation of the traffic control
signal installations at the Meacham Rd.,,Algonquin Rd., and
the Pure Oil Co. - Woodfield
Shopping Center Drive intersections, all south of Rolling
Meadows. Greco Contractors,

course in identification and control of narcotics abuse in Washington, D.C.
two-week

Pascoe was one of 43 gradu-

ates to receive diplomas from
John E. Ingersoll, director of

the Justice .Department Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.

While at the school, Pascoe
was taught the latest methods
used to control narcotics, and
dangerous drug abuse.
Topics

said.

T h e office for Commonwealth Edison in Barring-

ton reported that there were
early morning power failures
Barrington
rural areas.
in

and outlying
A company

covered

included

identification of various narcotics and their effects; methods of curbing illicit drug traffic, and techniques of investigation.

The hearing comes for a.

school board by a 3 -to -1 vote
on July 7, when another public
hearing was held.

On July 14, at a regular
board meeting, criticism by
audience was strong against

cuts of $36,500 in the educational fund made July 7.

is

tle7aAkotiNtil

cussion be reopened on the
budget because a full board

was present, action followed
that resulted in a 5 -to -2 'vote

Appointments Available
Euclid &

Shop Ph: 392-4100
Hotel Ph: 394-2000

District 23 schools are
Muir, Ross, Sullivan and Mac-

Arthur Junior High,

Rohlwing Rds.

Arlington Heights, Ill.

ail in

Prospect Heights.

For Brides! For Homemakers!
Eight 5 -Pc. Place Settings
Wm. Rodgers 1858 Silverplate

Rolling Meadows Shopping
Center

Plus
Self Service Liquors,
BIGGER....BETTER....AND

Free Bonus
of Serving Pieces

Ni

MOREL

FUN TO SHOP THAN EVER....

only $1850

COME PEEK IN OUR WINDOWS.

scheduled to meet at 7:30
tonight in the Village Hall.

The Countries' No. 1 Liquor Retailer

42 Pieces

Retail Value $60.00

CLEANED CARPET 9 995

First Place Setting

*ANY LIVING ROOM AND HALL

$1.00 with each
New Saving Account

Regardless of room size Floor cleared as 'well
as you can * Color Added.

Beh-

WE CLEAN DRAPES ONLY
DECORATE FOLDED

Unlined 50c per;Pleat
Lined 55c per Pleat
DECORATE FOLDED 8. REHUNG

Sc per Pleat Extra
Free Pickup & Delivery,

from

Color Added.

DOMESTIC 9X12 9095

the Chicago & North West-

ern spur track to the city

Rolled Ready-0%04re. Pick Up

Prospect

Rd.

ORTH 'SUBURBAN
ANY LIVING ROOM,
DINING ROOM OR
DINING AREA & HALL

A

95

Colo. Added.

Regardless of size
(Floors cleated as wall as you can)

CARPET CLEANERS
13 W. Campbell

It's All In

FIRST ARLINGTON'S
"New Account Jubilee"
Tellers give Silver Stamps with Deposits In
Regular Saving Accounts
($25 or more)
Watch for Your Silver Card In the
Mail. Please Remember The supply is limited

Golden Passbook (5%) Atcounts
($100 or more)
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thur.

NATIONAL.

9 to 6
Saturday, 8:30 to 4
Friday, 9-8

.

Arlington Heights

253-8020
or ;tura( Grove:Location
-

4394728

DOWNTOWN PLAZA

otel

Open Daily 9 to 6:30, Sat. 9 to 5, and Closed Mondays

approving holding another
public hearing for possible revisions in the budget.

i

Manager John Zimmermann
to petition the Plan Commission to consider rezoning the
restaurant from its R-1 single
family residential zoning to a,

of the fabulous new

board member.
John Stull, suggested that dis-

SILVER

OPEN!

present, Mayor Robert Tei-

Located on the LOWER LEVEL

When a

NOW

chert asked the Industrial De-

Hair styling.
Razor cut.
Conventional hair cuts.
Manicures.

for Thursday.

Rosemont, $3,141,973.

bankrupt building would '

PAUL'S BARBER SHOP

spokesman there said he anticipated almost the same expenditure would be recorded

Inc., and Rosemont Paving
Co. and Consolidated Con true t i o n Company, Inc.,

Fearing the inconvenience
to the village a boarded -up

velopment and Economic I
Commission to check into
Cooper's problems, to determine what can be done.
On the commission's recommendation, the Village
Board directed Acting Village

the 30 -day -notice requirement

and said that copies of the,

man, "and they never tell us

Road Repair

Wheeling, Arlington Heights,
Inverness, Rolling Meadows,
Schaumburg, Hoffman Estates, Elk Grove Village and
Buffalo Grove.
Commonwealth Edison reported that 9,250,000 kilowatt
hours of electricity were expended Wednesday through-

hearing would be published today to comply with

range from $1.50 to $3 and may be obtained by calling 676-0711 or 676-4322.

23 and 24.

NOW OPEN!

Grodsky said that notice of

the

ater, 7700 N. Lincoln, Skokie. Tickets

west district company spokes-

Low Bids on

Plaines, Mount Prbspect,

A u g . 18, Supt. Edward
Grodsky said yesterday.

They were also shown the handling of

tioning units," said a north-

Commonwealth Edisbn reported burnt out transformers,

The result was an all-time
record for electricity used on

for Prospect Heights School
District 23 has been set for it fall.

Sue Ballard of Chicago.

urbs. "People install air condi-

the

temporary dance workshop at
Village officials would not Southern Illinois University,
permit the tower, fearing the Carbondale, who will present a
damage it would cause should dance production on July 22,
building materials.

The date for the next public
hearing on the 1969-70 budget

Morton Grove, Sue Klein of Skokie and

Billy and John, two of the North Shore
residents who will benefit by the group's
performance for the Muscular Dystrophy

Beverly Baron of 210 E

company wants for dis- Golf Rd., Mount Prospect, is
patching trucks carrying among 22 members of a con-

Budget

Steve Waller of Niles, Keith Kropp of

95 Degrees, Moon Shot:
A Kilowatt -eating Day

B-3 business zoning classification.

Beverly Baron
In Dance Show

radio transmission tower the

Assn., were introduced to the play's leads:

Billy and John Sutherland, 2750 Bernard, Evanston, found out that "there's no
business like show business" recently
when they were treated to a glimpse of behind -the -scene activity as the Ridotto
Players, Inc., prepared for their
production of "Bye Bye Birdie."

ceive awards.

The project calls for wid-

Mount

Siegel also is advising the

Village Board on the proposed
acquisition of the Fairview

The suit, was intended to

Behind -the -Scene Action

the funds are assured.

at

mayor.

their proposed out-

working to settle.e.
The suit is to force a reversal
of the village's denial of a high

the plans arc drawn and
ready for bids as soon as

limits

ter Daniel Congreve became

New Hearing Siegelsi is
Handicapped Children See.,Set
on

man for the Illinois Waterways Commission told him

ening the creek bed

tended a lengthy closed meet-

Iit against the village which

said yesterday a spokes-

rel

Euclid and Camp
McDonald Rd. west of Illinois
83, was found unacceptable aftween

the

Weller Creek project in Des

to

buildings on the property be-

said.

Sutherland.

Former Mayor Daniel Con-

The Plan Commission

THE ' AGREEMENT

permit high rise apartment

Among the cases Siegel is
handling for the village is the
John and Billy Sutherland, -Evanston, meet the leads of the benefit performance of' "Bye Bye suit lodged against the village
Birdie" produced by the Ridotto Players, Inc. Proceeds will go to the Muscular Dystrophy Assn. by the owners of the Old OrLeft to right; John Sutherland, Steve Wailer, Sue Ballard, Sue Klein, Keith Kropp and Billy chard Country Club.

Ex -Officials

pre -annexation

said.

discuss
come.

-

honor a

administration of Mayor C. 0.
Schlaver several years ago.

ing of the board Tuesday to

-

Planners to Study
Restaurant Rezoning
A rezoning to make Farmer
Cooper's restaurant more saleable is to be considered by
the Mount Prospect Plan
Commission tonight at the
request of the village administration.
Howard Cooper hoped originally to get a liquor license to
pull his business at 303 E. Ken-

TrG.

A

Resolutions honoring for-

out Cook and

agreement made during the

to

Atty. Jack Siegel, who is
handling some of them, at-

'

Village Board
To Honor

Wednesday's

Prospect Village Board to
settle several matters still in li-

Teichert said yesterday..
"The board is working
overtime, trying to solve these
outstanding problems," he

7

ewson told the Palatine Au- Mount Prospect Village Board
dience. Mathewson, journal- Tuesday.
ist,

force Mount Prospect officials

t igatiOn, Mayor Robert

District, said "We here west of Candidate Gerald Marks of
the Tri-State (tollway) have Winnetka, formerly a trustee
grown not only in population of the Chicago Metropolitan
but in political maturity. We Sanitary District. Marks drew
are capable of providing lead- applause when he said "We
ership." Further emphasizing didn't open our eyes or ears to
the important of residing in the the things Barry Goldwater
west section of the district, waft around the country tellSchlickman said that after his ing us in 1964."
election to Congess he would

sidence in the 13th District in

is

A "concerted effort"

being made by the Mount

(Continued from Prize 1)

continue to maintain his re-

-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Member Pectoral Deposit insuranac Corporation

AT RANDHURST ONLY!

SATURDAY
MORNING
WINNERS!!.
9:30 TO NOON
SATURDAY, JULY 19
"This is a composite I did of Riverview Park," explains artist Weber. 'The bright watercolor
with ink sketch overlay indeed describes the ups, downs, booths and shills of the old, now destroyed
amusement park.

,

While quantities last. Sorry, no phone or mail
orders.

Diane Weber working at her latest watercolor and ink landmark using the slide -viewer.

Betrothal

The Day's Prospects

20" Slim -Line

FAN

Artist to Preserve
Local Landmarks
THOUGH SHE says she

By Dolores Haugh

has "no formal training," she

A talented artist has littered did study under Seymour
her services to the Mount Rosofsky at Wright Junior
Prospect Historical Society. College and entered the field
She is Mrs. Willard Weber of of advertising serving as production manager for 10 years.
Mount Prospect.
"I think I have found my
Diane has been recreating

landmarks of Chicago since niche. Everyone has to find
1955 when she submitted her what medium fits the needs

watercolor and

and then learn to simply enjoy
interpretation of the Chicago it," she said, when asked how
Water Tower in competition. she began her unusual and deThe Michigan Avenue Mer- tailed work.
"I did work in oils and then
chant's Association, sponsoring the competition, chose her in pen and ink. But the comwork for exhibit in one of the bination of watercolors and
few art shows held within the ink fit my purposes best," she
said.
old tower.
ink

Diane creates special reproductions of the homes of residents of the Northshore, River
Forest and Kenilworth areas.
She is now busy with what she

calls "the summer art
circuit."

SHE USUALLY

culates 5000 CFM of
air to refresh rooms.
3 speeds. In Avocado 8
Harvest Gold.

Reg. 27.99

"conversation piece"

which

SPECIAL AT

was inherited from an aunt.

show.

Inside the high glass door

from colored slides or photographs and has completed over
40 commissioned reproductions of noted homes, churches
and other buildings.
The mother of two boys, Peter, 6, and Jeffrey, 3, and being

ments, newspapers, tintype
pictures and many other
artifacts dating back to the
Gall Ruth Nix

Men's

assassination.

Diane will use the- old pictures now being collected by
the Mount Prospect Historical
Society as guidelines for her
village landmark paintings

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred A. Nix
the

slides of those still in existence.

Miss Marilyn Joey Core-

of

their

it solid colors.
Beltloop 8 beltless styles. Sizes 30 to 40.

Dacn/Polyester
blends. Plaids
ro

Mixx Nix will be a senior

majoring in musical education
at Millikin University, Decatur, Ill., in the fall. She is a
member of Sigma Alpha Iota
Music Fraternity.
Her fiance,'a 1969 graduate
of Millikin, is employment supervisor for Myers Industries
in Lincoln, Ill.

"COMBINATION SPECIAL
20 -lb. bag
charcoal briquets
Wards charcoal

lighter fluid

oa(boa

Cal trrt (Mb en -re 61
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PROSPECT DAY

yale, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Carl Coreyale of
Montgomery, Ala., became
the bride of Rolfe Theron Gustus, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Truman Gustus of Mount

Foot

'Corbett -Johnson Wedding

the altar of the century -old

by Dr. Harold Rohlig, who

"Triumphal

Rockford, lit, will have two 21 at St. Emily's Catholic
new teachers next year. Cath- Church in Mount Prospect.
The I p.m. double -ring cererine Marie Corbett, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Cor- emony was performed by Rev.

March" from "Aida" for the
processional and recessional
on the twelve -hundred pipe or-

gan with liturgical trumpets.

bett of Mount Prospect, and

He also chanted the "Nunc

Harold P. Voss. The church

was decorated in white mums
and Mrs. Fred C. Johnson of and gladioli. Mrs. /Clemens
Rockford, were married June Carlson, aunt of the groom,
Rodney F. Johnson, son of Mr.

the final

blessing.

THE BRIDE, given in mar-

riage by her father, wore a

skirt were
with re pearled
and

embellished

THE BRIDE chose an ivory
organza gown and train with -

bands of inserted lace. Her'
headpiece was an ivory lace
bow with an illusion veil. She
carried white roses.
Catherine's attendants in-

dresses with
sleeves, lace

Mrs. Rolfe T. Gustus

scattered appliques of the same
lace. Her cathedral -length veil
of English silk illusion fell
re -

pearled

Alencon lace. She carried a

cascade bouquet of white
roses, lily -of -the -valley, and

polished English ivy with a
detachable corsage.

Matron of honor was Mrs.
Sherwood Lawrence Jr., sister
of the bride, of Montgomery.
Bridesmaids were Miss Ingrid

Gustus, sister of the groom,
from Stanford, Calif., and

Miss Donna Hoge of Des

floating chiffon panels falling
from the shoulders and form-,
ing a slight train. Their headpieces were apricot taffeta
roses with float veils, and they
carried nosegays of yellow
sweetheart roses and polished
English ivy. The flower girls
wore similar gowns in yellow
chiffon over taffeta. Their
headpieces were rings, of yellow flowers and they carried
tiny nosegays of apricot rose-

bride wore a floor -length gown

buds.

of the bride for a 100 guests.
For their wedding trip to the '

Thomas E. Hollnagel of Des

Plaines. Bridesmatrons were

Plaines, served the groom :as
best man. Groomsmen were
Leon Gustus and Brand Gus-

Mrs. Thomas Hewett of Troy,
A I a . , and Mrs. William

Armistead of Helena, Ala.

brbthers of the groom,
Dennis Toll of Des Plaines,
tus,

Misses M a rni and Teri Roman of Atkinson, Ill., cousins

of the groom, were flower
girls.

The attendantsjEore gowns
of apricot chiffon ver taffeta
waists with green velvet leaves
and yellow satin rosebuds. The
puffed -sleeved gowns featured

SEAMLESS NYLONS
Buy and save on dress sheen) They stretch to give

you a flawless fit ... no bagging or sagging evert

ding.

wore green and ivory crepe

Alencon lace. The train had

banded around the Empire

came from Glendale, Calif., to
furnish the music for the wed-

Maid of Honor, Mrs. Warren
Lindner and sisters Jean and
Patricia as bridesmaids. They

The Empire bodice, sleeves

and

99c

Style hues. Misses' proportioned sizes 8 to 1/1/2.

100

2

limit 6 pair

eluded her sister Karen as

skimmer gown of ivory peaude-soie with a Watteau train.

embroidered

V")

Superb -Stretch

cathedral. Music was provided

from an ivory rose of

01

SALE y

Running

Sprays of white mums, stock,
gladioli and foliages decorated

embroidered

59

Reg. 1.69

pal Church in Montgomery.

lower

1 29

Heavy Duty Vinyl
27" wide runner protects carpet from dirt, wear -lets beauty show through. Cleated back woh't slip
on stairs. 4 colors - clear, gold, green, beige.

Friday, July 18, 1969
Dolores Haugh - Woman's Editor
1.911
Q1.1/49 2 0 °I W.2i-LUMAiLU., ILLIP Q.911
9.90 0 0110 90 0 pp 00 0 1/11

Rev. William Jay Treat performed the double -ring ceremony in Saint John's Episco-

and

SALE

CARPET COVERING

1969.

Dimittis" for

Reg.

1 29

1'8

TOTAL

Prospect at noon on June 21,

the

,344

Reg. 6.00

Des Plaines.

The society hopes to reproduce on' notepaper the originals which will be sold to help
finance the building fund
scheduled to begin in fall.

IfIrinrarrit ti o 61 fTb

engagement

daughter, Gail Ruth, to Paul
Richard Benson, son of Mr.
and, Mrs. Clifford Benson of

and will be taking her own

a homemaker she has found
time to research an antique

WALK SHORTS

of Mount Prospect announce

Rolfe Gustus Takes
Southern Bride

played

1888

topped desk she found docu-

time of Lincoln's
works

blade cir-

7 -paddled

.

and Toshio Shimizu of Osaka,
Japan. Ringbearers were Mark
R. Patteroon of Gadsden, Ala.,
and Freddie Johnson of Montgomery, Ala. The ringbearers
wore short white suits with ruffled Edwardian shirts and
,
black patent shoes.,
THE MOTHER of the

ter length lace coat and or-

chids. A blue lace and -crepe
dress was worn by the mother
of the groom, who wore a cor-

with a removable jacket. The
mother of the groom chose a
gown of apple -green chiffon

For Summer Fun, Travel
Reg. 1.00'

to 5.95

best man.

Groomsmen included Bruce
Johnson, Robert Holrngren
and James Klink. Paul Tilbury

and Robert O'Connell were
ushers.

a

r-

A BUFFET luncheon for
130 guests .was held at the
Holiday Inn. Afterwards the
couple left for a West Coast
honeymoon.

black patent accessories. The
couple is now residing in
Elgin, Ill. where the groom is
employed by the State of '

A graduate of Prospect
High School, the bride received her B.S. in education

JUST SAY "CHARGE IT"

WARDS

from Northern Illinois Uni-

Illinois'Division of Highways.

Gustus of Cambriclge, Ill.

1 /2 PRICE

Brian Johnson, cousin of

the groom, was

back..
A reception was held in the
parish hall following the ceremony. Later, a champagne
dinner was served at the home,

and Mr. and Mrs. Reuel T.

SUNGLASSES

sage of orchids.

over taffeta with lace trim
edging the floating panel in the

Flonored guests at the wedding were the groom's grapdparents, Mr. and Mrs. Gustav
E. Hulting of Geneseo, 111,,

trimming and

The bride's mother chose a
pink sheath with a three-quar-

h fitted bodice and A -line skirt,

ensemble of blue silk with

puffed

matching hair bows.,

of aqua silk peau-de-soie with

Hawaiian Islands and Mexico
the bride wore a coat and dress

full

versity. She taught at Cardinal
Drive School in Rolling Meadows.

The groom also received his
B.S: in education from North-

Mr. and Mrs': Rodney F.JOnson

ern. He wilt be teaching
Rockford next year.

in

NDHURST
Mt. Prospect Rand Road & Rte. 83
Phone 392-250d

t

Day Light
You've been hearing a lot
about "moon rock."

You will hear much more in
days to come. Especially dur-

ing January, 1970, when the

meeting of scientists in Houston under NASA supervision
is expected to announce the results of exhaustive studies of
lunar rock samples.
Sorry, music -lovers, but

IN CASE AN emergency
prevents collecting' the moon
rock samples, them should still

chanting about moon, June,

business of the first man on the
moon is to collect some lunar
soil and stuff it into the "grabbag," the astronauts' own

GRAM BY GRAM, the
material will probably be the
most precious "pay dirt" ever
handled by man, making an
equivalent weight of platinum,
gold, diamonds, rubies and

emeralds just a bargain lot.

The cost of the whole.Apollo
prograni has been pegged at
about $24 billion.
The 50 pounds of lunar soil

which the

Apollo

11

astronauts plan to bring back
to earth will be portioned out

among

investigators
around the world. Top roles in
143

term for a small cloth bag,
three inches wide and six
inches deep.

Some theories will be ex-

ploded:others confirmed. Possibly we'll have new clues to

the age and operation of the
entire solar system, as the cen-

turies of conjecture end with
bubbling
scientists,
with schoolboy excitement, probe with their
instruments and pencil precise
data.
For them it's "pay dirt"
time, just as when the pioneer
staid
inside

prospector saw the glint of
gold at the end of a pick -axe or

in the muck left after panning
for gold.

the epoch-making tests have
been assigned to six scientists
at the University of Chicago,
one at Argonne National Lab-

oratory, and one at Illinois

"Gee! I wish) had some kinda conflict of interest!"

Zrbe Pro5pert 3Dap

J

The prominent part

assigned to the University of

accrue

may

from

affect the entire course of

world history?
There are a myriad of dazzling possibilities suggested by
the actual samples of the detritus from outer space.
Close at hand, however,

there's an actual "pay dirt"

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate, S17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

cults S -I and hyperostosis

doses of mineral oil there is

frontalis interne. In simple
language, what do these terms
mean? Are they serious?
A -- Labile hypertension
means that your systolic blood
pressure (the upper reading) is
high and fluctuates widely.

no need for you to stop taking

nervous apprehension in the

not serious if the lower

close contact but contagion
depends on such factors as individual susceptibilbility and
the degree of moisture of the

reading is below 100.
Spina bifida occulta is a
congenital defect in which the

exposed skin.

Q-Are there any bad side ef-

vertebrae forming the spinal

Grisactin? It helped the fungus

This is usually caused by
blood pressure apparatus. It is

Off To See the Puppets

Lil Floros
P i earI c k Puppet Theatre
preseW Tschaikovsky's "The
Sleeping Beauty."

The performance features

life-sized puppets that appear
regularly on television and in
concert halls.
Tickets, arrangements and

buses were handled by the

Mount Prospect

Ravinia

Committee. It's a sellout. No
more tickets or bus seats are
available.

BUSES WILL leave St.
Raymond's parking lot at 9:30
a.m. and return at p.m. The
entire cost of the program and
I

transportation is $1. Chap crones are being provided.
Last Wednesday, 57 Mount
Prospect teen-agers attended a
concert at Ravinia by the Iron

Butterfly a rock group. This,
too, was a sellout venture.

Mrs. Russell Phillips, Mrs.
Eric Sahlberg, Mrs. Arthur

Johnson,

An analytical chemist for
the Borg Warner Research

was acceptable.
Yearbooks, therefore, will
be available at Lincoln and

Center in Des Plaines, Jim
feels that the tecnhical so-

Central junior highs on Friday, June 25, from 9 a.m, to
noon. Students should bring

cieties to which he has memberships require and deserve

receipts to claim books.

This is the first year that an his attention. He wisely bowed
attempt has been made in out knowing that the streams
Mount Prospect to bus young committee is launching new
people to Ravinia.. The ob- projects which will require a
vious overwhelming success of great deal of members' time.
the venture probably assures He felt that he would not be
an expansion of the program' able to responsibly, meet the
committee's obligations.
next year.
The committee is to be conIt's the committee's loss.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
gratulated. for doing a dandy

Extra books have been ordered so that some youngsters

who did not order yearbooks
may purchase them on Friday.
WORST JOKE of the Day:

Drama producer

auditioning applicants: "Have

symptoms. No treatment

other than headache tablets, if

needed, is required.

Q-My. doctor told me to
take mineral oil every night
for my diverticulitis. Since
taking it I have not had any

a

wording -on the plaque to be
left on the moon "men from

names will be withheld upon request. L e4 t ers
should be as brief' as possible, twewritren. if possible. and should . contain an address or phone number so their authenticity
can be checked.

A-Although X-ray treat-

ment will clear up a ringworm
infection promptly, it is no
guarantee against a recurrence. That is the chief reason
it is not more widely used.
NOW
ANSWERING
CALLS FOR
DES PLAINES
HTG. & AIR

HEATING AND
AIR CONDITIONING

can look back to

CONDITIONING

literally lift American astro-

nauts into outer space. Being
a Boy Scout may, however,

the dis-

never qualify you for space
flights at super speeds.

Scout who is working for the
Exploration

merit

badge, added a little over two
years ago to the traditional

program, and he'll probably

But it will help any boy get
more ready and be better qualified for a man's job.
If that isn't coming up with
"pay dirt," you'll have to
settle for the fabulous cargo of

moon rock soon heading our
way.

__

Beyond this first "symbol"

thousands of youngsters in our
northwest suburbs.

ARE YOU A lad living in
Arlington Heights, Barring 'ton; Barrington Hills, Buffalo Grove, Deer ' Park,
Buffalo Grove, Deer Park,

Des Plaines, Elk Grove Vil-

lage, Feehartville, Forest River, Hatlen Heights, HawHoffman
Woods,
thorne
Estates, Kildeer, Lake Barrington, Lake Zurich, Lexington Fields, Lincolnwood,

Morton Gove, Mount Prospect, Niles, Palatine, InverMeadows,

Roselle,

Three's A Crowd
Dear Lee Janson,
I showed up to take a girl to a dance, and there was another guy
already there. Obviously, she didn't expect me. She mumbled
something about not believing 1 was serious when I asked, and
that she had never really expected me since she hadn't definitely
said she'd go with me. I thought she had.
It was a great big mess. I don't date very often, and now I don't
know if I ever want to again. Dumb girls! You never know what
to expect. !gave the corsage to my mother, and went out with the
boys instead.
L.A., Mount Prospect
After that episodb, you're smarter than you were before. If you

got out gracefully, you've earned her undying gratitude. Try
again, but get your signals straight this time. Have you ever
known anyone who didn't make a mistake?
P.S. I hope your Mom liked the corsage

and

Truthful?

By now, you've figured it
out if you're a Boy Scout of
Lee Janson,
America, enrolled under the Dear
How do you tell if a boy is telling the truth or not? We're both

Northwest Suburban Council high school seniors, and he tells me he loves me, but I sometimes
at 2500 Dempster St., Des
wonder, One night he didn't show up for our date, and he never
Plaines.
And what has that got to do even called. Also, at a party he spent all his time talking to a
blonde cheerleader. We've never talked about marriage, but he
with "pay dirt," the landing says
he loves me. Before he leaves for college, I'd sure like to
on the moon, and far-off trips
know if he's telling the truth.
into mysterious galaxies?
Curious

He may be playing a little loosely with that word love. Boys in
IN CASE NOBODY has
briefed you area Boy Scouts, of high school, with four years of college ahead of them, aren't

the first 32 astronauts official- always as considerate of their "steady girls" as they should be. If
ly listed by NASA, 28 were you aren't completely certain of his feelings, play it cool and easy
scouts, four of them Eagle until you know for sure. If he's sincere, you'll know, and if he's
scouts; every astronaut who playing games, you'll find that out, too.
Send your questions to Lee Janson. c/o Day Publications,
has flown in the Mercury and

Gemini programs was at one .117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.
time in scouting.
And the first man to set foot
on the moon, Neil A.
Armstrong, of Wapokoneta,
Ohio, got his first impetus

I,

I

11111141111111111111IIIIMUm

NOW OPEN!

towards his present career in

1942 when he joined Troop 14.
He progressed steadily in
Eagle
achieved
scouting,

at ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER
n

OWEN
CARPET
SALES
Visit our 111.W SlIOV,10QM at

672 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine 3 5 8- 500

Q-t 1936'I had a severe

this treatment still used?

ing have done their share to

Gemini Titan -7, was the first
Eagle Scout in outer space.
There are many others who

that leaps to the eye, we are
inclined to linger on another,
with more direct concern to

in-

'in two weeks I was cured. Is

The mental and physical

disciplines mastered in scout-

the earth" and so on and by the
assignment of a civilian as
"first man on the moon."

case of athlete's foot. After using strong ointments for a year
with no success, a doctor gave
me two X-ray treatments and

ICHAEL'S

BIGGER....BETTER....AND MORE FUN TO
COME PEEK IN!
SHOP THAN EVER
"Brand Name Retailer of the Year"

Ca. pet & Furnoure
Clectnttut

a

Gigantic
Mid Summer
Sale
Some Fertilizers
Annual Flowers

Located at
BAR & FLAME CITY
1034 Mt. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT

All ,letters to the editor must be signed.. but
,

not approve of mineral oil.

259-3936

The Editor

Make as many four letter., or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

symptoms. I read that you do

perience?"
Boy hopeful: "I had my leg
in a cast once."

Letters To

TECROEL

Answer on Comic Page

usually produces no

you ever had any stage ex-

isonistinassitatasesisailismaatalusaiamaitie

HIDEAWORD

14 good, 17 excellent

associated with headache but

met theft- target date of Monday. However, since Webster
and Johnson had driven hard
for a good price on the books,

they 'felt a compromise date

-

The condition may be

the printer really could have

tions.

using all seven of these letters.

quently seen in men who are
past 40. The cause is unkown.

s p a'c e flight, Armstrong
became the first Eagle Scout to
become a spacecraft pilot.
James A. Lovel, co-pilot of the

Space,.

have stressed them, both by the

A-This drug is a brand of

and

dirty of the moon, it's an inch by -inch process for the lad in
scouting to reach that
eminence, if at all.

doubt our peaceful aims, we

Why?

fatigue

ting foot down on the "pay

,

David R. Scott.... Ask any'Boy

Still, if unfriendly nations

somnia. If your doctor advised
discontinuing it, he must have
'frontal bone in your skull. found evidence of these or othThis condition is most fre- .er harmful side effects.

Lincoln's

assignment.

Agena satellite.

Hyperostosis frontalis interna is a thickening of the

adviser, saw and corrected
proofs this week. They felt that

tless hours working on solu-

type of defect can oe

infection of my nails but my

dizziness,

Dave

water problem and spent coun-

doctor made me stop taking it.

is of no significance.

faculty adviser, told that he
and Ken Webster, Central's

scientious job. He knows the

canal fail to fuse at some
point --in your case at the level
of the first sacral vertebra.

discovered only by X ray. It

livered this coming Monday,
will not be available until next
Friday, July 25!

two years ago after the historic
June 10 storm when the village
was inundated. He served as its
secretary and did a con-

right and left halves of the

tects from prolonged use of

tomorrow to Donna Berntsen.
Attention June graduates of

which were scheduled to be de-

Jim joined the committee

A-This is a form of ring-

worm. It can be transmitted by

griseofulvin. In some persons,
prolonged use 'causes hives,
nausea, diarrhea, headache,

didn't come out in June and

Committee.

Q-How contagious is jockey strap itch? Can it be spread
by sexual contact? How can it
be cured?

today to Arlette Seeber
Beasley. Happy birthday
highs! The yearbooks, which

TOO BAD Jim Burrqughs
felt it necessary to leave the
Clean Streams and Drainage

them.

"Occulta" signifies that there
is no bulging out of the contents of the spinal canal. This

Central and Lincoln junior

Kent, Mrs. Lowell Ackmann,
Mrs. James Hollensteiner and
Mrs. Charles Kimball.

Please comment.

assignment to take the gigantic
step into space that ends in put-

fornia prior to his astronaut

4,000 miles per hour. He ciplines taught in scouting for
joined the astronaut program, their ultimate success in space
in 1962, steering the Gemini 8 exploration: Charles Conrad
first space link -up with an Jr., Richard F. Gordon Jr.,

Weathersfield
brook,
Wheeling?

A --One man's meat is

Main Street

Air Explorer squadron in Cali-

Lake, Tower Lake, Twin -

checkup my doctor reported

presence of a doctor or a

job. Members are: Mrs. William Anderson, Mrs. 'William
DuHuzar, Mrs. W. b. Hayes,

200,000 feet at more than

Schaumburg,
Schiller Park, Skokie, Timber

the following findings: Labile another man's poison. If you
hypertension, spina bifida oc- ,are happy with small daily

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, III. 60016

Two busloads of youngsters
kids go to Ravinia
tomorrow morning to see the

aviator. After leaving -the military in 1952, he flew the X -I5
rocket plane to more than

Rosemont,

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

Q --After a complete

in

pect Meadows, Park Ridge,

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

142

CURRENTLY NOT

uniform, that is. His long flying career included 78 combat
missions in Korea as a naval

Rolling

Williath J. Kiedaisch
ManagingEditor

.

With the Gemini Titan 8

ness, Prospect Heights, Pros-

No Cause for Worry
About Checkup Terms

Ill

Friday, July 18, 1969

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

benefits

earnest study of "moon rock"
and what new discoveries may

DOCTOR SAYS

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's friedom and intellectual integrity.-- Marshall Field
Page 4

WHO KNOWS what

Institute of Technology. The
University of Wisconsin and
the University of Minnesota
will each get two lunar samples, and the Indianro,University will get one.

rattle off the resounding rosmember of the Order 'of the ter.
scouting's
Arrow,
honor
camping society. His interest
FROM EAGLE SCOUT to
in scouting continued as an spacecraft pilot is not a simple
adult, and he was adviser to an routine. Before you earn the
Scout rank in 1947, and was a.

ian.

be some "pay dirt" for scientists to study. The first -order

and all that lyric routine.
"Moon rock" is just what it
says: actual samples of moon
rocks, pumice, soil and whatever else makes up the surface
of the moon.

that we can all tee for our-

samples of the solar system is' selves actual and,still symbolic
due to the work of two Nobel at the same moment. No need
Prize -winners. Willard F. Lib-. for us to be learned scientists,
by 'developed the carbon -14 - either.
The first man on the moon,
method of dating fossils, and
Harold C. Urey's 1934 award Neil A. Armstrong, unlike
for chemical research won him most astronauts who have explored outer space, is a civileminence as a lunar expert.

"moon rock" has nothing to

do with melodic upbeat or

-----

-

Pay Dirt

Chicago in studying actual

By. Joseph Stubenrauch

7."-

t

and Geraniums
at

"BEAT THE HEAT" with an

Reduced Prices.

Air conditioner from Michael's
and enjoy your -

Come and Save

FREE BAR
AND TWO STOOLS

I

At

OFF
20%
on all shade &
Fruit Trees this
Week Only!

PARKSITE

GARDEN CENTER
1020 W. Baldwin Rd. Rt. 14 Palatine III.
Phone 358-1440 '4"
Hours: 9 AM to 7 PAI Week Bays - 9 AM to 5 PM Sot. 9 AM to 5 Sunday

1/41

46-11.-44,401
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C
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Neglect Basics of Religion and Reap Fear
By David Poling
remember

I

one

season

.when the New York Giants
football team had lost three or

four games in a row. Their
coach, Allie Sherman, was
puzzled and worried by the
team failure. He had not been
hurt by injuries. His manpower was first-rate and the Weather had been perfect.

Instead of long explanations

and loud excuses, he took
home films of the losing
games. Over and over he

watched the replay of these en-

counters. The next day,

at

practice, he told his squad that
nothing was really wrong, they
just needed to get back to basics. Like remembering to

Certain basics have always
been present in the Christian
experience. When these are

we display will surely say a lot
about our faith and belief.
Sorpetimes we need to be re-

the right way to bring freedom
to India was by nonviolent ac-

scorned, the religious commu-

minded about basic Christianity from those who are not part

wait many years than resort to

nity mills around in confusion
and fear. You may have your

der has a new booklet on Gan-

played down or ignored or

own basic list but words like'
love, justice, forgiveness and
reconciliation must be near
the top if we are talking about
the Christian faith.

AND IF we are concerned

of the flock. Horace Alexan-

dian leader's birth.

OF THIS saint, Alexander
wrote:

about the leadership of Christians in a tough time, then we
should ask if love and justice
are immediate concerns. If
society is ripping apart; then,
of all people, Christians should
be counted on to break down
the barriers of hate, suspicion
and class warfare. It is dishon-

"Gandhi spoke of truth and
twin
the
as
nonviolence
principles that guided him
through every crisis. Nonviolence was the best expression
that he could find for that as-

and

the love or charity of Paul's

How we conduct ourselves
and the emotions and energy

Epistle to the Corinthians."
Alexander reminds us that
Gandhi had no use for short-

est for anyone to ask for a

block and block agains, to
tackle low, to keep track of
your man and be ready for
an all-out effort even when

world without tension
strain.

exhausted!

pect of 'love' which is

ex-

pressed in the Greek word
agape -the mighty force of

true, understanding affection;

Religion

ence all over the world."
If the Christian community
has nothing else to contribute

tion alone, he would rather

to the world scene, to the stone

walls of separation and indif-

the alluring shortcut of vio-

ference, it should be that abili-

lence."

dhi (published by Pendle Hill,

Wallingford, Pa.), part of the
100th celebration of the In-

solute stone wall of indiffer-

cuts. "Once convinced that

tenacity to hang in

ty an

there . whtn

MANY VOICES now are
this implementation of love in
action. The track record of this
country seems to be entirely

exchange of ideas when no one

wants to talk, to have the
divine courage to talk about
peace when the missile men

locked up in a military mentality. It should not be so sur-

are loading warheads.

prising that black militants
have adopted a paramilitary
stance in pursuit of their freedom formula. Arnold Toynbee
saw our day clearly enough to

4iere at home it means noth-

ing less than the rejction of
Marxist terminology and violent tactics now so fascinating
to some black radicals. It also

say:

crank up the hate machines
and then wire us in to a police
state.

For Christians, the basics
are very, very timely,

Calendar

provide

the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organization wishing to contribute should

REGISTRATIONS are still
being accepted and may be
called in to the church (2592568) or the school Directress,
Mrs. Ronald Krause (9560568). There is no registration

fee. Daily free-will offerings
are a part of the daily worship
period.

SATURDAY

Completes
Hostess School

Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Party Nite,
Pioneer Park, Arlington Heights, 7.30-12.

SUNDAY

Fifth Wheelers, Trinity Lutheran Church,
Des Plaines, 7:30 p.m.

Good Shepherd Lutheran
Church, 1111 N. Elmhurst,
Prospect Heights, will hold its

Trans World Airlines' Flight

grade will focus on the subject

Hostess School in kansas City,

Mo. before joining the airline.

She is a graduate of

should register before the
special
opening session a

Prospect High School and the
University of Missouri.

pre-registrationfollowing the
8 and 10 a.m. se vices on July

Charlotte Farr

sponsor a "Splashdown and Mount Prospect.

Author to Sign

10:30-3 p.m.

Charles Yager, of Prospect jected by the publisher with a
Heights will be at the Mount comment that his book would
Prospect Book Nook tonight. appeal to a market of about

Center, Westkate School, 10:30-3 p.m.

from 6 to 9 to autograph copies
of his novel, "Joyeuses."

VFW Prospect Post 1337, Family Fish Dinner, VFW Hall, 5:30-8 p.m.
Parents Without Partners, Coffee and
Conversation for prospective members, call 3582465.

Pollard Elected

business

magazine, and started "Joy-

euse," which, he said, had
been his life's ambition.
His first writing of the novel
was complimented, but re -

p.m.

Guth, a graduate of Car-

negie Tech and Northwestern

as president, was elected secretary.
The trustees also. approved

the church to the Arlington
The

park district will grade and
seed the land and keep it in re-

:John Guth

cause all the Negro characters

were presented, in the publishers' viewpoints, as "Uncle
Toms," and weren't there any
"H. Rapp Browns" around?

On future . writing plans,
Yager said, "Everybody is
after me to start writing some-

thing else...At the moment I
have no plans except I'm
going to Michigan this Sunday and staryink until November. After that.! dpn't

Trinity United
605 GOB Rd.
Mount Prospect

door.

fueling Wing, which is based at
O'Hare.

the 128th Air Refueling Group,
located in Milwaukee, and the

THE WING is being hon-

160th Air Refueling Group,
located at 'Clinton Air Force

ored for its part in special mission "Creek Party," an on -going refueling operation in

Base in Ohio.

Also attending the ceremonies on Sunday will be Brig.

which it maintained five KC 97L tanker planes and 70 offi-

Gen. Winston P. Wilson, Chief
of the National Guard Bureau
in Washington.

St. John

LutheranrChurch

T
ipllrobgeracentered.
is directedhe

1100 S. Linnentan 511. IN-aspeet
Rev. Waldemar B. Streufert

/1.4
by the Rev. Walter J. Wenck,
minister of education, and
Dennis Andreasen, Sunday
school superintendent, Super-

Pastor

Tel. 437-322:1-

Sunday School and Bible Class

visors of the various departments

are

9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services

Mrs. John Sim-

8:00- 10:30

mons, pre-school, Mrs. Wallace Bolte, kindergarten, and
Mrs. Arnold Scharringhausen,
primary.

No Communion

"The Power of Christ at Work"

"Christian Evidence"

'

Thomas A. Phillips
,

Worship Service
9:00 end 10:30
Sunday Church School
9:00 and 10:30

-LPIENNVIO.

WM-FM (104.3 Int)
(1160 kc)
MID
WLS

WKS
WAIT

HEIGHTS

FOREST VIEW

HIGH,vARLINGT

SCHOOL

Church'of the Master --

10:30 a.m.
9:00 min.
7:30 a.m.

(890 kc)
(890 kc)
(820 kc)

2025 5. GNOErlroERTRD

IPIP******1.401,411Pre\.,I
11
United Church of Christ -827-7229
castor Keith Davis
.9:15 & 10:45 a.m. Church SchoulMorning Worship

Rand and Central

9:00 on,
9:30 a.m.

"Come Join Us in Sunday Worship"

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
PHONE 392-3111
HOURS:

Worship Services 9:15 and 11:00 a.m.
Child Care and Church School
9:15 and tt :00 a.m.

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL

CHURCH

STREET

E A Zede
Clifford Kaufmann.

J. E. Golisch
Worship-Ho-urs ak), 9:30. 11.00 A.M.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
Christian Day School.lcindergarten Thru 8th

MOUNT
PROSPECT

limed ['Huard Shoring the Jo... CL 5-0332
reedom. Mid Curn"linnrnt "J'
the Gonixel scith

FIRST

BAPTIST
CHURCH

IN PARK RIDGE
625 BUSSE HIGHWAY
698-3368

&Om FUNERAL HOMES
IN CHICAGO
5303 N. WESTERN AVENUE
561-6874

9:45 A.M.
10:50

'

Evening Services:
7:00
"Calvary's

We work in close cooperation with clergymen throughout the area to serve families of all faiths appropriately and well.
24 -HOUR
AMBULANCE

Tree"

Nursery Provided For
All Services

SERVICE

Pastor: Albert A. Lurch)

Dr. Robert E. Matthewi
392.6346
Church Scheel: 9130 AM

Drake

Sunday School:

Morning Worship:

*13.2407

.

Wenhip %irks:5:15 AM
Corn. as you are Service
Wenht:SeMce: 9:30 AM
litur Depersdable OtHsie Piste

r+

Larry D. Cartford S.T.M. Pastor
Phone 437-5141

PASTORS

PASTORS
Gilbert Bowen

Markey,

T.

commander of the 126th Air
Refueling Wing, and Maj.

at the Rhein -Main Air Base'
near Frankfurt, Germany.
During three years of duty

servicestwo-week w

Howard

Gen.

cers and airmen on active duty

Church

"A Thirsty or Satisified Soul"

Methodist

All seats are priced at $1.1
Tickets will be available at the

ations for the 126th Air Re-

but it again was rejected be-

frequent performer at the No
Exit in Chicago. He has also
played It the Abyss in EvansTown, Varbarpsa in Old
Town, and the Appointed
Place in Arlington Heights.

sharing the award as part of
the 126th Air Refueling Wing
are the 126th Air Refueling
Group, located at O'Hare,

Col. Joseph J. Kovacs, 420 S.
Evanston, is director of oper-

pany was catering to a market
of 20 million women.
Yager- rewrote the book,.

University, has been a
ton, The Quiet Night in Old

the lease of the land south of

and playground purposes.

He sold the

tarist and vocalist, will perform at the Mount Prospect
Country Club on July 26 at 8

the trustees' organizing meeting Sunday. Robert Heller was
re-elected vice-president, and
Woodrow Knoor, who retired

pair, using ,it for park district

ago.

John Guth, blues -folk gui-

odist Church for 1969-70 at

Park District.

work on his novel three years

Guitarist At Club

Howard Pollard was elected
president of the Board of
Trustees of First United Meth-

Heights

Yager, who had been the
editor and owner of a business
publication for 30 years, began

professors,
20,000 history
whereas the publishing com-

Party mission
NATIONAL GUARD groups

1526 N. Pine, is Illinois Air
National Guard chief of staff.

Community
Presbyterian

Copies of Novel

quired to support the Creek

Maj. Gen. Donald J. Smith,

Nursery Provided at Both Services

"Do You Resist
Progress?"

Buffet" at 9 p.m. Saturday,
Congregation Beth Judea will July 19, at the Holiday Inn,

WEDNESDAY

the past three years.

?eople 0(64 Olaf eOliCe1.4

SUNDAY

The Sisterhood of

units in West Germany during

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

Splashdown And Buffet

Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adelines, International, St. John's United Church of Christ,
8:15 p.m.

He explained that the wing is
not on full-time active duty but
that extra efforts on the part of
wing members haYe been re-

Unit Award for its service in
support of active Air Force

speaks to you

20.

p.m.

U.S. Air Force's Outstanding

Bible

TO HELP facilitate the ordering of supplies, students

a secretary in Jefferson City,

Suburban Aquarist Society, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 7:30 p.m.
Prospective Waist-Aways, Friedrich's Funeral Home, 7:30 p.m.
TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling Meadows, 7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Hall, 8

porting active forces on foreign soil," Col. Kovacs said.

the

Church of the. Cross

ers will meet beside a swimming pool and will include a

Miss Fart was employed as

tional Guard unit with

Lutheran

class for the 8th -and 9th -grad-

swim each morning.

TUESDAY

FRIDAY

the

"Jesus and the Church." The

Mo., and is assigned to Star
Stream flights from John F.
Kennedy Airport.

meeting, Administration Buildin,g, 8:15 p.m.

Harper College Board Meeting, 1200 W. Algonquin, 8 p.m.

"Living God's Way" is the
theme around which the music, Bible study and worship

Classes for children entering kindergarten through 9th

completed training at the

Mount Prospect School District 57, board

Monday.

weekday.

Drury, Arlington Heights, has

Center, 1 p.m.
Mount 'Prospect Toastmasters, Mount Prospect Community Center, 7:45 p.m.
Arlington Heights, Chapter SPEBSQSA,
Knights of Columbus Hall, 8 p.m.

Arlington Heights fiver 50 Club, Drop in

girls ages 3 to the 6th -grade
level, in the church foyer, I I I
W. Olive Street, at 9 a.m. on

from 9 to 11:30 a.m. each

Charlotte Farr, of 407 N.

MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community

Welcome Wagon Newcomers/club, of Mount
Prospect Get Acquainted Coffee, St. Mark Lutheran Church, 10 a.m.
Extensioneers of Mount Prospect, Pot Luck
Lunch, Community Presbyterian Church,

Vacation Bible school
classes begin on Monday, July
21, at St. Peter Lutheran
Church; Arlington Heights.
Parents may register boys and

annual vacation church school
from July 28 through August 8

Mount Prospect Rotary. Club, Old Orchard
Country Club, 12:15 p.m.

Ogilvie will present the Na-

Bible School At St. Peter's

`Jesus and
The Church'
Vacation Theme

MONDAY

THURSDAY

hand-

study,

Bible

have completed seventh grade.

call Mrs. Helen Becker, CI 3-7469. Deadline for
listing is Tuesday of the preceding week. This
calendar covers the week of July 19-25.

Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Drop in Center,
Ranch Mart Shopping Center, 10:30-3 p.m.

Governor Richard B.

craft, devotions and music for
all children of the community
who will enter kindergarten
this fall through those who

pastor; the First Baptist Church, 1211 W. Campbell, Rev. Albert
Lucchi, pastor; and the Kingswood Methodist Church, 401 W:
Dundee, Rev. Noel Clark Holt, pastor.
Churches or individuals desiring more information about the
Crusade can write to the Crusade Headquarters, 646 South State
St., Chicago, III. 60605, or phone (312) 939-4771 or 922-1462.

This calendar is prepared as a public service by

day at O'Hare Field.

Classes will be held daily
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at the
church and are designed to

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS churches participating are: the
Evangelical Free Church, 404 Dunton, Rev. Eugene Ongna,

Of Events

monies honoring the 126th
Air Refueling Wing this Sun-

A two-week vacation Bible
school will be held at the Lutheran Church of Martha and
Mary, 606 W. Golf Rd.,
;Mount Prospect, beginning
-Monday, August 4.

,

wing successfully transferred
more than 14 million pounds
of fuel in more than 8,400 air born refueling hook-ups.
"This is the first time in military history that a reserve
component has operated sup-

Guard officers from Arlington
Heights will take part in cere-

Sign -Up

Ground Rds., just east of River. Rd.
The Crusade is four weeks of old fashioned camp meetings,
with a different guest speaker each week and activities for youth
and adults.

in Germany, units from the

Two Illinois Air National

Bible'
School

Three churches in Arlington Heights will participate in Chi;
cagoland Crusade for Christ which began this week at the Methodist Camp Ground in Des Plaines, at Algonquin. and Camp'
Page 5

Ceremony Honors
Ill. Guard Unit

those whites who are aching to

causes, however well you have
put your case. There is an ab-

Col. Joseph J. Kovacs

Maj. Gen. Donald J. Smith

means a 24 -hour watch on

"You have to shoot somebody, burn yourself alive, do
something violent, in order to
get any attention lit all, however good your cause or

In Meeting
Friday, July 18, 1969

else

wants to fight, to press for an

against this

Take Part

Jut

everyone

strategy,

raised

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712
Newest and Finest in the Suburban dress

J

I

...T.

114

-41,4,-.W4-11t -W-14

H
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ant to ct? Here's Your Chance

v,
A

Theatre Association's Annual
Festival which will be -held at
the Old Town Theatre on September 4
The auditions will be con-

The call is out for actors and
actresses for the Arlington
Heights Village Theatre's

"0

most unusual play The play,
"Interview," will be entered
to the Illinois

ducted by Director Arnold

Community

For Children

at

Arnold Nelson, formerly
resident director of the Skokie
Players, will handle the reins
for the Arlington Heights Village Theatre, Inc.'s entry into

the Illinois Community

Theatre Association's Annual
Festival in September. Tryouts

"The Magic Mountain" written and directed by Lew Musil is
now playing at Country Club Children's Theater. Indian boys
are sent by the elders to the "Old Man of the Mountain" to implore hire to intercede with the gods for rain for their crops
When they arrive they find that the "Old Man" has died Barbianto, the hero, goes into the mouatair himself to talk to the
gods There he endures many tests of bravery

neer Park. Call Lett Threlkeld for more information at

rected at least 40 other plays

The readings are open to
anyone who would like to
"participate in a truly unique

rected "Anne of a Tusand
Days" for the Des Wlaines
Theatre Guild. He has di-

Little Foxes," starring Eileen
Herlie, Larry Gates and Nan-

cy Coleman at the Ivanhoe,,,
Theatre, Stinday at 3 p.m.
That evening's performance of the critically acclaimed drama will be at 8 p.m.
There will be no performance
on Thursday, July 17.

or GR 2-2771.

I

'

experience," said Publicist
Betty. Threlkeld,
"Interview" which was

characters to fit the settings of
an employment office, a subway, a cocktail party, a street

Raffle, played in New York for

phone booth without a change
of pace.

written by Jean Claude van
80 weeks. The actors change

Amusement
Calendar

There will be a special matiperformance of "The

nee

6800

-

and has appeared on telerison,
in night ciubs'and on radio.

Special Matinee

fice, 3000 N. Clark Street, for
both the 3 p.m. Sunday matinee and the 8 p.m. evening performance. For information
and reservations, phone 248-

are to be held next week at Pio437-6406.

Pioneer Park on Tuesday, July
22 and 23, at .8 p.m. There will
be four men and four women
in the cast.
Director Nelson is the for -

Tickets are now on sale at
Performances are very Saturday and Sunday at 2 p m Admission is $1 per person or at a discount of 20 per cent for groups of the Ivanhoe Theatre box of20 or more

Skokie Players. He has also di-

Nelson in the auditorium of mer resident director of the

MOVIES

corner, a gymnasium and a

NOW atOPEN!
Rolling'Meadows
_Shopping Center

4

ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115 N. Evergreen, Arlington
Heights. -

Good -Bye Columbus: Daily, 5:30, 7:45 and 9:55; Saturday
and Sunday, 1:30, 3:15, 5:25, 7:40 and 9:55 p.m.
CATLOW THEATRE, 116 N. Main, Barrington.
True Grit: Weekdays, 8 p.m.; Friday and Saturday, 7:30 and
9:30 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1456 Miner, Des Plaines.
2001: A Space Odyssey: Weekdays, 6:40 and 9:30 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 1:20, 4, 6:35 and 9:30 p.m.

SELF-SERVICE LIQUORS
11100ER...SMER...AND

MORE FUN TO SHOP
THAN EVER...COME PEEK

INI

"Brand Name Retailer of the Year".."'

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang: Daily and Weekends, 1:30, 4:15,
7:15 and 9:45 p.m.
fl

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Prospect.

Good -Bye Columbus: Wednesday, 3:45, 5:50, 8 and 10:10
p.m.; all other days, 1:30, 3:40, 5:50, 8 and 10:10 p.m.
PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
Good -Bye, Columbus: Dail}, 7:10 and 9:30 p.m.; Saturday,
3:45, 6, 8:15, and 10:30 p.m.; Sunday, 1:30, 3:45, 6, 8:15 and
10:30 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
. The Love -Bug and Winnie-the-Pooh: Weekdays, 7 and 9:15
p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 2:30, 4:45, y and 9:15 p.m.

RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
prospect.
Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang: 3:45, 6:35 and 9:30 p.m.

NEW VILLAGE INN PANCAKE HOUSE

OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.
2001: A Space Odyssey and First Men on the Moon: show
begins at dusk.

A new addition to our growing restaurant guide is the new
Village Inn Pancake House, located on Rand: They have de-

Director Norman 'Rice who plays a small role. The COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect.
air-conditioned theatre offers a dinner-theatre, package in con The Marriage 'Go Round:. Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.;
Junction with Old Orchard Country Club Restaursnt. Anforma- Sunday, 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday through Friday, 8:30 p.m.
;,

A QUIET 'MOMENT in the 'Country Club Theatre's current

are cast members Gad McGuire, Edith Wilson, Stephen J. Cox

it out and save 10e on any purchase of 25c or more.

MEADOWS THEATRE, 3265 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling Meadows.
Romeo and Juliet: no times available.

THEATRE
and

production of "The -Marriage -Go -Round", a comedy that keeps
the audience laughing. Seen, left to right, in the above photograph

COUPON 'OFFER AT BURGER CHEF
Again this week the Burger Chef on Elmhurst Rd. offers
their, money saving coupon in today's Dining Guide. Clip

licious pancakes for all and make an extra effort by special-

izing in pleasing the kiddies desires. If the little ones eat
all their food, they get their choice from the candy basket.
We think you'll enjoy this new restaurant and their fresh
new decor.

lion can be had by:calling the ohs office at CL 9-5490.,

#744*str43

COCKTAILS AT COUNTRYSIDE

604

1/2 OF TOTAL HOME

6C4

ducts ma) be entirely sans'actory for total air conditioning. An add-on system may

STARTS
cOFRIDAY

N OUR
WIDE
BRILLIANT

Take 3 months to pay, no

Interest Or payments as low

(FULLY INSTALLED)

5915 W Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

R

IN COLOR

E

E

E

A
R

N

RK
Pest-Puede: stew ere mire. see.

Lounge of Alladin's Lamp Restaurant at the Flying Carpet Motor
Inn, it will mark the beginning of a second career. Doris, who has
appeared in concerts and night clubs all over the country, retired
after 17 gears on the stage. Her previous career was as a marimba
player. During her two yiiirs of retirement, she studied piano and
now has begun her second career as a pianist. She will be at the
Alladin's Lamp every evening except Friday and Sunday throtigh
the month ofjuly.

INS. Eat. and Net 2111 ka

Qulnellas Perfects
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course
Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Tri-State
tie Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North).
Information WE 9-2500

special party time....lots of go-go girls and the great Sax
Mallard Trio playing' real swinging music. The fun starts
as early as 6 p.m. on Sunday, July 20th....get their early
and enjoy a full evening of "party -time" fun!

STROLLING DUO
AT THE SEVEN EAGLES

2001
A

P

Not only does the Seven Eagles in Des Plaines provide ex-

A
R

K

SPACE

r.

IT'S PARTY TIME
Once again the Elk Colonial Inn is planning their one night

R

E

P

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!
etrosealthisied
Kee, reoi-ati Interim eereste

,thet you need.

be

SCREEN

,

PHONE
NORTH AMERICAN
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING cp.9654$1,10

:i

Cocktails are now being served at the Countryside Rettaurlovely new
ant in Arlington Heights. George has built a
addition to his already good restaurant....all designed for
your cocktail pleasure. Stop in, say hello, and have a cool,
refreshing drink at the Countryside.

Your present furnace and

190" -$

WHEN DORIS Stockton opens as the pianist in the HBO

AIR CONDITIONING

ADULTS

21

SAVE NOW

fully guaranteed for 1 year

Y00 ALREADY MAYOWN

;

THEATRE

AIR CONDITIONING

14

LI

ADULTS

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

as 313 per month All work

.0h:Ipi

Installation of a Westing,'
split system can be

house

N

ODYSSEY

simple and economical. Get
the facts, call- us for a no-

cellent food and service,..it has added atmosphere to
entice the most romantic heart. Tony & Joseph Marconi
stroll around the restaurant supplying a blend of music
from guitar and violin. They play every night Wednesday
through Saturday from 8 p.m. til closing. Won't you let
them add to your Seven Eagle dining pleasure!

obligation- system survey.

Friday & Weekdays

You can be

6:40, 9:30
Saturday & Sunday
1:20, 4:00, 6:45, 9:35

sure
if it's Westinghouse

A-

P
REFRIGERATION

SPACEODYSSEY
RATED G.

203 So. EMERSON
MT. PROSPECT

Bost Show Bu, in the Area

259-2727

WORD TO THE WISE
Be wise and lunch at Rapp's Restaurant in Arlington
Heights. They are closed Tuesdays, but offer special
luncheon menus throughout the week. Good dining, good
service.

FOR MEN ONLY!
Oirls,..we miss out on this anal The Brandywine Restaurant

in -the Elk Grove Holiday Inn is offering a "For Men Only"
Sandwich Buffet Mondays through Fridays in their Brandywine [bungs. From noon t11-2 p.m. hot carved sandwiches
will be prepared and here's an extra attraction. Have your
first cold glass of, Michelob for only a dime. With all that,
I wish I was a fella!

5.

BANK ON US FOR

e,447,6a/u4

FULL SERVICE
TOO!

Dinner ,...ee. PialrhouSe

,-

July 22 -Aug 10

'Everybody Loves Opal'
Aug 12 -Mon Sept

' THE BANK

1

ABBY DALTON
'Love In E -Flat'
Luncheon Matinee Wednesdays
Phone orders 554.1454 Chicago
No 2814943 Tickets on sale at
Also at
Playhouse Box Office

Ticket Central - Marina City, Marshall Fields, All Montgomery Ward
IS Crawford Stores

45 minutes from the Loop
on North Avenue-Route 64

0,3 Miles East of St. CharIeJs

Restaurant in Wood Dale is helping us count calories by

offering a variety of taste -tempting, but low ailoried,
foods. The best part is...they may be non-fattening, but. they taste great!

MARCO LEONARDI'JOINS IVANHOE'
.AS GENERAL MANAGER

,

ROSE
MARIE
of TV's Dick Van Dyke Show

MR. STEAK COUNTS CALORIES
At last we have someone looking out for usl Mr. Steak

& TRUST COMPANY'

The hianhoe -Restaurant in Chicago hal; named Marco
Leonardi as general manager. Mr. Leonardi has had years
of experience and even worked on the Italian Riviera as
director of foods and beverages at the Hotel de Paris, He
has worked throughoid Europe and now will lend his gour
-7 -Met talent to4he IVOnfroe.,-

of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
in the Arlington Market
Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 255-7900

"HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"

Tourney Pairings Uncertain Until Tonight's Crucial Game
o

The crucial Des Plaines Palatme Ninth District Amer-

will move to Fremd High

ican Legion baseball game,
cancelled last night because of
wet grounds, has been re-

game.

scheduled for 6 p m tonight at
Forest View High School
Should rain once again
make the Forest View field too
wet for the contest, the teams

School in an effort to play the

T

PALATINE LEADS the

league with a 9-2 record Des
Plaines sports an 8-3 league

mark and can tie for the regular -season title with a victory in this, the final game before

The
tournament

two of the games at 1 p.m. and

with three games Two will be
at Maine South High School,
starting at 1 p.m. and 4 p.m.
The third game will be at Re tomorrow's district playoffs
creation Park at 3 p m

Palatine -Des Plaines encounter.

4 p.m. The Recreation Park

game moves up to 2 \ p.m. On

Monday, one game' will

be

Should Palatine win the regular -season league title outright, it would gaine a bye
through the entire tournament

played at each park starting at
5:30 p.m.

PAIRINGS FOR the meet

The tourney continues Sun-

begin.

are dependent upon the final
league standings and will not
be decided until after tonight's

day with three more games.
Maine South will again host

double -elimination
opens Saturday

one would be given a bye

sand play the winner in a best of -three playoff to decide who

through the flip of a coin.

will advance to the county.
meet.

PALATINE WAS the district representative in last
year's county meet. It won the

Should Palatine and Des

district tournament and

Plaines tie for the league title,
league officials would have to

Heights,
the regular -season champs, in
the playoffs.

defeated ,Arlington

decide tonight whether both
would play in the tourney or

rospect Swimmers Fall at Park Ridge
Ridge, 336-197,, at West Park.

By George Hales

the last six relays, but it was too

little and too late.

Park Ridge got a big lead
Mount Prospect's park dis-

which they never relin4uished

trict swim team, minus some of
its best swimmers, lost to Park

Prospect rallied somewhat in

MOUNT PROSPECT was
only able to accumulate four
points in the three diving

in the diving events. Mount

events. Anne Hales took a

third in the 14 and under girls

diving, and Jay Scott took a
second in the 15 and over mixed diving.
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Tim Jilek Places First
In Northbrook Bike Trial
bike

racers

placed well last night in the
weekly races at Meadowhill
Park in Northbrook Tim Jilek
of Mount Prospect earned a
first place in the Senior Miss and -Out

race,

and

Dennis

fifth respectively in the Senior
miss -and -out won by Jilek.

In addition to his first in the
mile, Scranton earned a third
in the Intermediate miss -and out

Junior Bob Vehe, of

Mount Prospect, got a fourth

Jay Scott of Moult Prospect performs a front dive with one
and one half sommersaults Wednesday at Park Ridge. Scott was
second in the 15 and over mixed diving event. (Photos by George
Hales)

place finish in the Junior mile
Three local Midgets earned
points in the quarter -mile and
the Midget miss -and out. Richard Vehe, of Mount Prospect,

and Dennis Kilroy, of Arling-

Waycinden Bounces Grove
In Tourney at Thillens
THE WINNING pitcher

By Jim Stuart

for Waycinden was southpaw

Waycinden eliminated Buffalo Grove from the Thillens
Boys Baseball Tournament
last night with a 9-2 victory at
Thillens Stadium in Chicago

John Springer, who relieved
starter Mike Meyer in the third
inning Springer quickly made

his presence known, striking
out the first five Buffalo Grove

The win sends Waycinden into

hitters he faced. He went on to

the next round of the tournament against Winnemac Park

hurl shut out ball for the four
innings, he worked

didn't fare any better as Matzl

greeted him with a double to

drive in Altergott and put
Waycinden ahead to stay.

Doug

pour it on in the fourth with

Richter was hit by a pitched

four more runs. Springer got

ball and Jerry Mason clouted a

triple that became a round tripper when the Waycinden

the winners with three safeties
apiece and Greg Meyer added

two hits. Tony Spinnelle and

shortstop misplayed the relay

Jim Hudgins each had two sin-

Left hander Ron Keplinger
pitched shut out ball through
two innings for Buffalo Grove,
but he got into trouble in the

gles for Buffalo Grove

WAYCINDEN (9)

ab r
Player
Mike Meyer, p -lb 4 2
40
Spohr, 3b

h bi
3

1

I

2

Altergott, cf

3

2

1

2

Matzl, ss

3

I

3

1

Fitzpatrick, c
Meinsen, rf
Hahn, If

4

1

0

0

3
3

0

1

0

0

1

Mallian, lb

I

0

Springer, p

2

0
0

0
0

Miller, 2b

1

I

00

ond on a bunt single by Greg
Meyer. Successive two -baggers by Mike Meyer and Doug
Spohr brought in three runs,

and after Altergott was hit
with a pitch, a base on balls to

Matzl forced in the fourth tally

out A single by Greg Meyer
and a double by his brother
Mike put the tying runs on

his shortstop position to finish

THAT WAS ALL tor Kepi 'tiger, but reliever Ron Martin

the 11 and 12 girls 50 fly, then
the 15 and over boys 200 free,
and Halas was a close second. 4:Craig Bruce was third in the

his first night of competitive

the 15 and over girls 100 free.
Claudia Gentzler took a
third in the 13 and 14 girls 100

2
3

Martin, p

1

1

1

0

0

2

0
0

0

3

0

I

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0

2

0

0
0

0
0
0

1

I

1
1

2
I

Malinski, cf

0

0
0

1

Weidemann, p
Zavatski, l b
Stoncrook, c
Czarney, If
Sargent, If
Spinelle, 3b
De Leo, ph

0

3

racing, finished fourth in both
events.

Survive Cut

3

1

0

16

5

5-4

1

1

1

0

1-1

I

I

2

0-0

2

0

Hudgins
Richter

2

Winner - Springer; Loser Keplinger

Schlak won the II and 12 boys

zsimmons each took thirds in

Prospect got another win from

Cliff Schlak and Mary Fit- 200 free relay, then mount

Jan Allen, Tootz Halas, DonJan Allen was first and na Sigfusson and Chris Peter.

the 13 and 14 50 back.

over girls 200

Chris Petersen was third in the

15 and over girls 100 back,
then George Halas and Guy
Sandebcrg had the same finish
for the boys.

LAUREL

aeniaretlhaey.15 and
free

SCOTT PATIENCE, Fred
Westdale, Bill

Geiser,

and

George Halas.'finished things

AISEITS off with a win in the 15 and

grabbed a third in the 11 and

over boys 400 free relay.

the 15 and over boys I00 free.

Warren Lucbcke and Fred
Fassnacht of Mount Prospect
both survived the 20 -player
cut yesterday in the 67th An -

TERRI WESTDALE was
third and Jim Soja was first in
their divisions of the 8 and under 25 free, then Terri Wilken
and Mike Soja did the same in

rival all -City Amateur Golf
Championship.

Luebcke, last year's champion, shot 70's in the two days
the tournament has been

the 9 and 10 50 free.

leader has a 133 going into today's round.

well followed with a third in

still among the top 20 in the

breast. Gail Schlak took a sec-

Terri then took a second in
8 and under girls 25
breaststroke, and Mark Mark -

the

played for a 140 total. The

the boys 25 breast.

Pam Wilken was thirdin the
Wednesday but dropped to a 9 and 10 girls 50 breast, then
74 yesterday for a 143 total,. Brad Busse won the boys 50

Fassnacht shot a 69

tournament.

ex-

Today's

Mount Prospect's Cindy Gentzler is shown doing an inward dive in Wednesday's meet at Park
Ridge. Cindy was fourth in the 14 and under girls diving event, and Mount Prospect lost the meet.

ond in the II and 12 girls 100

clusive group will be whittled
down to 10 for tomorrow's fi-

's.

nals at Jackson Park.

16" Softball!
In the River Trails Park

SHOP NOW AND SAVE

defeated Riverhurst, 13-7, and
in their second game the Cubs
outscored the Camelot
Knights, 22-13.
In other games the Camelot

Knights defeated Riverhurst,

3 DAYS
ONLY

RU

UL

18j,19,20

15-11, and Park View won

over the Euclid-Lakers, 9-0.

TEAM STANDINGS
Team

i

Park View

RICHTER CAME in from Woodview Benders

Rainbow Ridge R.R.
out the game on the mound, Rninbow Ridge Cubs
and he turned in a fine per- Camelot Knights
formance, allowing Waycin- Riverhurst
den only two scattered hits for Forest River F.D.
Euclid-Lakers
the remainder of the contest.

W' L
7

0

4

2
2

4
4

3

3

4

2

5

1
1

5
5

MADE FROM HEAVY
CARPETS WITH
DOUBLE JUTE

BACKING
18" x 30"
24" x 36"
27" x 48"
3' x 5"
4' x 6'
5' x 7'
6' x 9'
7' x 10'
9' x 12'
12'x 15'

88c

$1 88
$3.88
$5 88

$888

$17.88
$26.88
$36.88
$48.88
$88.88

SAVE UP TO

50%
CASH CHARGE
LAY -A -WAY
OVAL OR RECTANGULAR

1

Martin

identically in the boys 50 back.

Patience came back and won

A

0

1

Paul Sigfusson, John Oliver, Craig Bruce and Doug

sions of the 11 and 12 100 free.

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er so w
Pitcher
2 3 2-1
Meyer '
4 3 0-0 9 0
Springer
3-3

Eddie Fitzsimmons came in

and ,Thatig
Jema Allen
Schlak each grabbed second
places in their respective divi-

tergott, Matzl, Meinsen, Stonerook, Spindle; 3B - Mason;
HBP - Altergott, Richter

4

back, then Paul Sigfusson and

100 breast, then Jim Camapana was second in the same
evens for the boys.

third in the boys 100 free.

2
2
Hudgins
23 2 6 1
Totals
2B - Mike Meyer, Spohr, Al-

Keplinger 21/2

JEMA ACLEN was first
and Terry Fitzsimmons was
third in the 11 and 12 girls 50

14 girls 50 breast, then Mary
Pastell and George Busse finished second and third in the
boys 50 breast. Donna Sigfusson won the 15 and over girls

free, and George Busse was

00

1

tience took first and second in

one -three in the boys 50 breast.
Barb Rezner won the 13 and

finished second and third in

8

1

Donna Sigfusson won the
15 and over girls 50 fly, then
Fred Westdale and Scott Pa-

12 girls 50 breast, then Craig
Bruce and Tim Hales finished

Chris Petersen and Jan Allen

BUFFALO GROVE (2)
ab r h bi

Player
Richter, ss-p
Mason, 2b
Keplinger, p

Gail Schlak was second in

ton Heights, were second and
third in the quarter -mile, and
the two traded positions in the
miss -and -out. Mike Kolfoy, in

0

9 11

30

Totals

1

on via an error and went to sec-

third after getting the first man

base, and one out later Jim Altergott played the hero by
doubling in both runners

Busse won the boys 25 fly.

and Sue Hale finished one-two
in the 13 and 14 girls 50 fly.

the inning to drive in the fifth second contest was a re -scheduled game because of an earand final tally
lier rain out.
In the first game the Cubs
Waycinden continued to

third and fourth innings Mike
Meyer and Dave Matzl paced

as

the 9 and 10 girls 25 fly. Brad

run to cross the plate, and Ray bow Ridge Cubs won both
Meinsen hit the third double of ends of a double-header. The

Buffalo Grove jumped on
Meyer for two quick runs in
inning

ser won the 200 IM in the 15

District men's softball league
An error enabled another on Sunday, July 13, the Rain-

on July 29.
Waycinden collected 11 hits
and scored all their runs in the

the' first

the 15 and over boys 100 fly.

SCOTT PATIENCE won

One -Mile event

Heights, finished fourth and

14 boys 100 1M, and Mary
Pastel! was third. Jan Allen
won the 100 IM and Bill Gei-

wins in the first relays.

Scranton, also of Mount Prospect, won the Intermediate

Jilek also placed second in
the senior one -mile race, and
Don Zordani and Dennis Ellertson, both of Arlington

boys 50 fly. Claudia Gentzler

Mount Prospect won the and over age group.
Nora Halvorsen and Mark
first swimming event, as Bill
Geiser, Jim Campana, Fred Markwell each took thirds in
Westdale and George Hales' the 8 and under 25 back, and
won the 15 and over boys 200 Josie Fitzsimmons and Mark
Halvorsen finished identically
meter medley relay.
Brad Busse, Mike Soja, in the 9 and 10 50 backstrokes.
Nick Richardson, and Chris
NORA AND JIM Then
Halvorsen won the 9 and 10
boys 200 .free relay, giving took thirds in 25 butterfly,
Mount Prospect two of five, then Pam Wilken was third in

Friday,
July 18,

Several local

individual medley.
DOUG SCHLAK and Paul
Sigfusson finished two -three
in the 11 and 12 boys 100 IM,
and Barb Rezner was third in
the 13 and 14 girls 100 IM.
Cliff Schak won the 13 and

G. C. MURPHY CO. - First Quality Always.
Um Out

Waycktden's Dave Matz! slides borne safely with the fourth run of five -run fourth inning in
tournament action at Thillens Stadium last night. Buffalo Grove catcher ks Tom Stonerook. (Photo
by Jim Stuart)

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS STORE HOURS: Mon thru Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.

MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

Sett. 9:30 o.m. to 5:30 p.m.-Syn. 11 to 5.30 p.m.

N. Claw

IATAWAY
PLAN

or
MIDWEST

BANK.

cuss ACCSPUD

rospect Heights Pitchers Stuck on No -Hit Rampage
double. Dennis Bucalo and

By Mike Imrem

Gary. Leclair also had doubles:.
Scott Pagenkopfs homer

The Braves picked up a
game on the Yanks last week
and moved into a tie for first
place in the Major Division of
the Prospect Heights Little

paced the Cubs to their win
over the Yanks: Rich Liska got

credit for the win and Bucalo
took the loss. Gonzales blasted

a third -inning homer in a los-

League

ing cause.

The Braves scored a pair of

victories, beating the Tigers,
11-2, and the Sox, 4-2. Rob
Heunisch limited the Tigers to
three hits and Dan Stoltz and
Mike Arndt rapped out

.

THE TWINS. managed to
hold third place with two wins,
topping the Cards, 6-4, and the
Tigers, 8-2. Don Zasadny led
,the attack against the fourth -

doubles Jolin Neuman and
Tom Janus title' extra -base hits
for the loserS'

place Cards with
three and an RBI. Carl Rob-

three -for -

bins and winning pitcher Ted
Bonham doubled for the

STOLTL WAS the winner

Twins, while Alan Bergman

against the Sox with a four -hitter Don Sorenson ripped a

had two doubles for the Red-

pair of doubles for the win-

birds.

Bonham and Joe Pusatera

ners, Who scored twice in the
fourth to put the game away.

led the way against the Tigers.
Bonham had a three -run and
two -run doubles, while Pusatera pitched a seven -hitter,
rapped a double and stoic

meanwhile,
Yanks,
The
were splitting their two games.
They shut out the Sox. 3-0, but
lost to the Cubs, 11-8. Manuel
Gonzales was the hero against
the Sox, pitching a one -hitter,

home.

In Senior Division play, the

striking out 14 and hitting a

Colts rapped out 18 hits to beat

hits off him were singles. All .Bob Reiland allowed the
hits and
zina hurled a two -hitter, struck the Athletics' hits were also Huskies only two
fanned t6, while loser Randy
out 10, got three hits'and drove singles.
The Giants also beat the As- Colvert struck out 14. Extra in four runs. Terry Mariarity '
had four hits, one a homer, and tros during the week, 84. Win- base hits by Marty Geisler,
Scott Miesfeldt, Pat Hart and ning pitcher Kenny Long, who Marc Retonda and Ken BaldTerry McGowan had three sa- stretched his record to 5-0, win put the game on ice for the
the Vikings, 18-1. John. Bre-

'

helped his bwn cause with two

feties, all for the winners.
The Vikings won their other
gaitie during the week, edging
the Jets, 64. For the winners,
Bob Eichelberg pitched an
eight -hitter and Dan Zale,
and Chant
Paul Snarski
Thompson led the offense.
Ron Varecysse' and Casey

Dale Cooney had two
doubles and a single for the
hits.

winners.
The first -place Pirates managed only three hits against the

Pirates.

Terry Thomas and Brian

Hastings of the Orioles teamed
up to beat the Cougars. Eight year -olds Kevin Hastings and
Page 8

IN MINOR League play,
David Stamm fashioned a nohitter to pace the Athletics to
two wins. Stamm's master-

Friday,

P RTS

piece came in a 1-0 thriller
against the Expos and he

tripled home Scott Pound with
the only run of the game.
The A's other win came on
:8 -year -old Rick Aquino's two -

July 18,
1969

David Salsberry drove in all
The Orioles also beat the
Huskies, 94, but fell to the
Brian Hastings
struck out eight in his three innings

15-9.

of work

against

5

6

6

6,

7

6
6

7

Phillies,

no-hitter with great catches.

Schachner and Tannen

Thompson had grand slammers in the rout.
The 'Phillies won twice, topping the Huskies, 8-3, and the
Red, 12-3. Terry Reed and Jim
Sherpelz were the winning
pitchers and Tim Fortwengler

PROSPECT HEIGHTS
LITTLE LEAGUE
STANDINGS
Major Division

place, rapped out 14 hits to

WL

Team
Braves
Yanks

10
10

err
,

Restaurant
of the Week

The Golden Bear Pancake House Restaurant specializes in great pancake eating. Lame parr. 'cakes smothered in fresh peaches bnd whip cream is only one of the taste treats that awaits
-you. They're dose at hand in Des Plaines, so make a point to stop in. Golden Bear Pancakes
are good any time of the day!

63,000

-

gt(4.10- NG Car. 19et

MN&
HOUSE
DINNERS COCKTAILS

.

CARRY -OUT OR
COMFORTABLE DINING1

St(Ii1Olt".

10E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

Phone 259-6458

253-3300

6

6

5

7

5
3

8
8

Reds

2 11

Huskies

,

READ

64/

"Swing
With
Donna Day!"

Smothered in Whip ed Cream

"ANYTIME IS PANCAKE TIME" at the

HOW. LONG HAS
IT BEEN SINCE

GOLDEN BEAR

YOU HAD A

and a tall glass 05
if ice tea

From Friday, July 18 thru Saturday; July 26.

EESTAUkrill

1311ASS

RAIL

Restaurant
In The Sheraton O'Hare

C LUB

945 ELMHURST ROAD

ROP,'

I

BEEF

RT. 83 BETWEEN DEMPSTER & ALGONQUIN

DINE IN
CARRY OUT

PH. 827-5246

Fri. & Sat. 11 AM tO 11 PM

CLUB"

CL 5-2025

'Village

PH
259-497ONE 4

1
1111
PANCAKE NOUSE

RESTAURANT

For the Younger Set

NOW APPEARING
TUES thru SATURDAY

00 Eft TA INME47

JUNIOR PLATE (10 years and under)
Choice of 1 Egg or 2 strips of Bacon, or

Sausage,

served with 3 little Buttermilk
Whipped Butter, Hot Syrup
and Beverage
Pancakes,

Jr. Hamburger Plate -Hamburger Sandwich, French Fried Potatoes, Applesauce,

in
ac

UP tor

Beverage

Good children who eat all their food can take their choke
from the candy basket.
vs

ROAST BEEF
Sun. thru Thurs. 11 Mite 10 PM

Reservations
Help us to
serve you

I

in the King's Lair Lounge

Ca(

AT
THE

RAND RD.
MT. PROSPEC

TRIO

ONLY
USDA CHOICE

PRICES

ITASCA,,ILLINOIS

"SEE
YOU

FRED617 COLE

1051 ELMHURST RD. DES PLAINES

-REASONABLE

Complimentary Champagne Served
to Celebrate Your
Anniversary or Birthday

PARDINIER

PANCAKE

1514 .1. x...11015...

Astros

5
7

Businessmen's Luncheons

FUN...

411111111111111111141011.1111=1111111110111111111.11.migimm

FRESH PEACH

.

Athletics
Phillies

7

Fast Service

WEEKEND

253 RAND RD. MT. PROSPECT

e#4

CL 5-2441

FOR

FORMERLY BLAZ'R STEAKS

SPECIALIZING IN:
BUSINESS MENS LUNCHEONS
COMPLETE DINNERS
MIDDAY & LATE SNACKS
GROUPS & SMALL PARTIES
COMFORTABLE DINING

10 AM to 11 PM

8

Dancing
Complete Dinners

1618 W Northwest Hwy.
Arl,ngion Heights

PANCAKE -SANDWICH
." LEE & OAKTON
DES PLAINES

DANCING
6810 N. Mannheim Rd.
ROSEMONT

8274171

1

2
4

8

Entertainment
WAYNE

Pick Up or Delivery

RESTAURANT

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

8

Country Club Living

ALSO ... DELICIOUS

..Right arl'IJA3Jr1,111

. any purchase of 250' or more.

9

RAND d EUCLID RDS. MT. PROSPECT

ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES

7 am to Midnite
Sunday

OPEN SEVEN
DAYS A WEEK

12

Old
Orchard

CL 5-4300

5

WL

773-1800

Li °ANYD

Palatine, Ill.
10 Northwest Hwy.
Phone: 358-1003 for Reservations Tonight!

This coupon is good for 10c with

Minor League
Team
Pirates
Greyhounds
Indians
Expos
Cougars
Orioles
Giants

COON TRY

SPECIALBUSINESSMAN'S LUNCHEON

floc 0[0

8

Walnut St. & Orchard St.

YANZERDOOD

The Ultimate in Gracious
Dining and Elegant Atmosphere.

COUPON

5

gicara. 0.h, eta

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge
OPEN 7 Days

sill

8

Vikings

EXECUTIVE LUNCHEON CLUB
MONDAY. THRU FRIDAY

a new addition to our luncheon 'dinner menu
... delightful Polynesian specially prepared in
our new Polynesian Kitchen

HOMES

Burger Chef

5

at the

REACHES OVER

1 blk. North of Algonquin Road on Rte. 83

Jets

Why Not Enjoy a Quick Buffet
or Leisurely Lunch in
Beautiful Surroundings

THIS GUIDE

LARGE

5.

OUT
TONIGHT!

GOLDEN BEAR RESTAURANT

* EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

REFRESHING

7
6

"HER"

e

hl

WL
7' 4

TAKE

.

,taW.7

\._-,-Y

FRI & SAT.
7 am to 3 am

3
3

Senior Division
Team
Falcons
Chargers
Colts

0

'I

thru THUR.

7

2 11

Bobby

17-0.

the

added a triple and a single.
The Reds, in next -to -last

Aquino struck out 10 and both

Dodgers
Tigers

and struck out 15. Kenny Marcotte and Tim Rich saved the

Huskies and went three -for four at the plate. Dave Mueller

hitter over the Astros, 15-4.

'Sox

hit a grand -slam homer against
the Huskies.

the runs for the winners.
Reds,

8

Cards
Cubs

Schachner hurled a no-hitter

tack.

hits for the losers.

Twins

the

was the winner for the Cou- Smith and .M iesfeld led. the at-

Frankiewicz had extra base

Dave

THE INDIANS walloped

THE COUGARS split two
other games, beating the Indians, 15-4, and losing to the
Orioles, 4-3. They scored 12

runs in the first inning against
Greyhounds lost only their .1 the Indians and Tom Neacy
second game, a 10-1 decision protected them with a three to the Cougars. Mark Miesfeld hitter. Scott Colby, Brian

Huskies, but still won, 9-3.

Orioles.

me

Schaefges had three hits and
winning pitcher James Flaherty had a double.

T h e second -place

A

UV a

-beat

gars, hurling a three -hitter and
Striking out 11. Miesfeld
tripled and Jerry Gokey
doubled for the winners.

3 Pancakes with One Egg and Three Strips1
-of Bacon
Beverage

Look for the Village Inn.
With the Yellow Roof

10

THE PROSPECT DAY

Orioles Fly in Mount Prospect
By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

ter at the Braves as his Orioles
won that one, 7-2, on 15 hits.
The Cards fell victim again to

got a double in the' process.
Skelnik again went him one

not without a fight.
The Cards put three markers on the board in the first inning, but a four -run fourth for
the unstoppable Orioles took a
5-4 decision.

THE BRAVES won two and the
Sox one of a three -game series
between the two teams, but one

Their biggest score for the

week was an 11 -run outburst
against the Yankees as obey
topped the New Yorkers, 11-3.
Bob Tess hurled the win and

contributed a pair of triples to
his own cause. A five -run seventh clinched the victory, but
losing pitcher Bob Smith held

the victors scoreless in the

fourth and the fifth while his

team was racking up their
three tallies.
THE ORIOLES also mashed
the Cardinals, 8- I, again with a

heavy hitting final frame. The
Cardinals' lone run was scored
in the seventh.
Vic Incinelli tossed a no-hit-

Hamann pitched the three -hit
squeaker, and both he and Seeber went three -for -four. Again
it was Wegerer who drove in
the winning runs with a
double. John Rhode took the

better with a triple,

the Oriole bats, but this time

The Pony A League Orioles
of Mount Prospect were busy
as sees last week, winning all
five of the games they played.

win, 5-4 over the Cubs. Jim

of the Braves wins was by forfeit. Larry Monroe bested Ray

loss.

one -hitter and a 3-1 win for the
Braves over Seeber's no-hitter.
Monroe whiffed 14 batters.

Yankees, 8-7.

In the only other game

played, the Cubs edged the

Seeber on the mound with a

a.

MARK LUCIAN,' hurled the

Orioles to a 3-0 win over the
Sox in the only other game the
Birds were able to squeeze into
the schedule. Runs in the Oriole first, second and sixth were
the game's only tallies.
The Pony A Cubs had field
days in their only two games of
the week, bouncing the Cards,
18-6, and spearing the Braves,

The winning run scored when
Seeber uncorked a wild pitch
and Tom Trandel scored.
The Sox won the other game

16-13.

7-6. Ray Seeber of the Sox did

and was helped by eight Cards

teammate White, going six -for six, including a triple.

errors and 14 Cub hits. Jack
Youle absorbed the loss, but

pitched the Dodgers to their
third win, another stingy et" fort. Dankowski allowed just

four hits en route to his 9-4

THE SOX. managed another

ter. -

Bill

win.

-

Andy Morretti
pitched a three -hitter and got a
triple.
and

Indians to another win, a shut
out over the Yankees. Again it
was Baird, who tripled, supplying the offensive power.
The Yankees bounced back

8-5.

two unassisted double plays
and scored the winning run
while also getting two hits.
Brian Ages had three hits.

The Senators got bounced
around for three losses last
week. The Indians beat them

co B, the Orioles bested the

11-1 and 8-4. Chris
Hanson won both games, getting doubles from Fran Steinmillar and Scott Spielman.

Yanks, 14-1. The Sox clob-

IN THE AMERICAN Bron-

Senators twice, 13-9 and 8-7.
The Yankees beat the Indians,
6-0, but the Indians beat the

twice,

bered the Tigers, 13- I.

The Bronco B National PiSenators, 12-4, with Bob Bor- rates won a pair of games, stopnhoffen getting the win. The. ping the Lions, 9-1 and 18-0.
Sox stopped the Yankees, 6-5.
THE GIANTS shut out the
Roger Patterson doubled and
-won the game on the hill. Jim Cards, 12-0 on a no-hitter. The
Seasly had a triple for the win- Dodgers whipped the Cubs,
THE ORIOLES also beat the

7-2.

ners.

TAKE

1111010110r7

"HER"

O

r

Restaurant
of the Week

Tim Kubicki got a win as
the Phates edged the Dodgers,
7-6, when Dan Hanson made-

, .9.a

.

'to

with a man on in the seventh to
win the game.

Engibus and

Tigers over the Orioles, 4-2

SPIELMAN PITCHED the

distance. Mike Disanti stole
home twice while teammates with a 5-3 win over the Sox,

,

it

Novack,

Doug Ballotti had doubles for
the Orioles.
In the Bronco A's, it was the

Dan Lundin and Mark Buczak but the Sox won the other two
games of that series. The
had doubles.
The Giants beat the Braves, Yanks only managed four runs
6-2, with Tom Dencker getting each time while the Sox were
the win over Rick Baylis, Mike posting 12 and nine -run
Starkey and Bob Wagner had games.
The Major Orioles stopped
doubles.
The American Bronco Ma- the Tigers twice, 6-5 and 6-1,
jor Indians won three bal- Mark Keane pitched a three Igames last week. They clob- hit, one -run game, beatingand.
bered the Senators, 13-2, with running his record to 8-0.
Bob Strasser besting Rich Car- Mike Engibus doubled for the

drive in four runs, the margin
of victory. Mike Dankowski

his best to help the win for

Ken Skelnik got the wins
over the Cards, a five -hitter,

and bit the Cards, 8-5, on Lennie Kaiser's three -hitter. Mike
Huber took the loss.
THE CARDS got another

Mike Engibus won the other

game with help from Keane.

three -hitter by Tom Hayes and

DOUG KREBS had two
triples in the July 10 game to

drove in the winning run on a
sacrifice fly to make the score,

Baird had three hits and made
good running catch in cen-

who whiffed 11.

In the National Bronco B
League, the Dodgers won
three of five contest. They
stopped the Cards, 7-2, on a

Krebs catching both wins.

White. The contest went 10 innings before M. Wegerer

KEANE, WHO is 18-f for
the past two seasons, struck
out 12, just beating Lopata

win at the expense of the Pi-

5-1 on another three -hitter,
this by Len Jastek, with Don

played with 13 hits for T.

sixth -inning single.

rates, 7-2, with Tim Halas getting the decision and going the

The National Bronce A giants split a pair, dropping ohe
Bravest 3-I, and falling to
them, 5-3. Mike Frushour won
the game for the Giants, beating Larry Engle, while Jerry
Bach won or the Braves when
John Brickwood homered

winners to preserve their 11-0
record.

TM Cards bounced back to (son, and then shut out the Senclobber the Lions, 12-4, and ators, 8-0, Strasser again getnip the Dodgers, 10-9. Mike ting the win. Mark Hurter
Tsolinos drove in the winning doubled and Steve Spielman
run against the Dodgers.with a tripled in the shut out. Tom

The Lions turned around
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OUT
TONIGHT!

COLONIAL INN
come as early as
lonial Inn. Be there Sunday, July 20th
It's party time again at the E
start and the place will be jumping. The great Sax Mallard
6 p.m. because the fun is goi
is and the "go-go" girls will be dancing up a storm! Don't
Trio will be pouring out good
miss this one night special party at Elk Colonial Inn.

* EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

DINE AT THE NEW

r(54e

ONC...

THE NEW, NEW' NIELSEN'S

.tourtt Eagtrs :I.413 esitOr
igrotaurant

ib bed

-

Every Tuesday

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

r lira,,, rots('

ENTERTAINMENT

MVnnheim &Higgins

PHONE 299-0011

Luncheon Fashion Shows

9

SPECIAL

S

,S

RT. 83 & RT

SUMMER SALADS..,FOR THE LIGHT TOUCH! :

Elk Grove, III.

822-0700
CHICAGO - 763-5590

The Great Sax Mallard Trio!

Chef's Salad

$135

Plus "Go -Go" Girls Galore!

Fruit Salad Plate

$13°

COME EARLY -STARTS AT 6 PM

EASY ON THE WAISTBAND!
EASY ON THE POCKETBOOK!
GREAT TASTING!

and don't forget our....
the ',Ince to be
in Elk Crime.

ITALIAN NIGHT
Saturday fifes

OPEN EVERY DAY
FROM 11 AM TO 9 PM

Tasty ossortmept

2470,.

$1.00 per person

LUNCHEON

BREAKFAST

LATE SNACKS

DINNER

rim!

!

I

.

at the

SNACKTIME

O'Hare Concord

C...rpr:n

od

24 Hours Every Day! Fine

Swirk!. or Complete Dinners
%;8Y.1 Vd,irj.w. Rd

Elk Grove Village

PHONE: 437-6526

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS RDS.

760-1010

SWING INTO SPRING

4

t

V

ANYTIME!!

GEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
WOOD PALE, ILL

We have (mat

439-2040

Banquet Facilities for All Occasions up to 200

OPEN DAILY 6:30 TO 3 AM

$1"

Slim -Trim Plate

SUNDAY- JULY 20

7q (Oakton at Higgins)

Only two miles West of Mannheim Rood

PHONE

ELK COLONIAL INN

Rtal

LLOYD LINDROTH
QUARTET

7 floautlful

WEDDINGS
PARTIES
MEETINGS
15 to 600

at the

LUNCH EON -DINNER -COCKTAILS
ALSO SERVING SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

GOOD SERVICE i
FINE FOOD
f.
POPULAR PRICES
Ronquot Rooms ton

NIGHT

Adults $1.25

824-7451

"

DINING -DANCING -ENTERTAINMENT
7 NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.

ONE

Childken 75c

point to see it!

Across From O'Hare Airport

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

All you can eat!

know that not only does it look original...it is and
it actually runs! The taxi has wowed children and
adults alike in parades and promotions. Make a

Holiday Inn on Mannheim? I was interested to

Make Your Reservations Now

Noon Til 2 pm Mondays
Location:3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows,

FISH FRY
Friday nites

at the

NIELSEN'S RESTAURANT

1050 Oakton St. Just West of Mannheitr
And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Rep.

GOOD DINING &

BERRY
LEONsents

Have you seen the Old English Taxi at the O'Hare

ORGAN BAR

Thru Saturday

"The Northwest Suburbs
Most Lityrtr.

The Black Fox
Invites You For

OLD ENGLISH TAXI

Pre

BANQUET HALL AVAILABLE.

AT

Package liquor & grocery store, too -always open.
Bar open 7:30 am to 1 am. Close at 2 am Saturdays.

Zappone:si

on Wood Dale Road -just north of Thorndale

CALL 766-3230
BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER

I

COCKTAILS

Now Being Served At

BANQUETS FOR UP -TO 400

DRIV E IN Rod
per
for.sub
NOW
OPEN

/
I

COUNTRYSIDE
Enjoy a refreshing drink at our new
bar....in a relaxed, quiet atmosphere.

HARCZAK's
DRIVE-IN

BUFFET

Come to,

1

RN

1 COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT
corner of Dunton and Campbell

Mon. thru Thurs. 6 am HI midnight

I IONS

1e Milwoultee Ave. Is Wheeling, III.

956-1990

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Hours:

atmosphere you've ever known.

Vriendliest

MEN'S SANDWICH

FOOD AND DRINKS

1-3 West Campbell
Arlington Heights, Ill.
Phone! 392-9344

Give yourself an unforgettable night out at Zappone's Brandywine
Restaurant. Enjoy excellent food, wonderful entertainment and the

FOR MEN ONLY!

Now for the finest in

I

Elk Groy
ne
Village
VraRESTUAURAPT Plain

i CA

.

RESTAURA

Fri. & Sat. fil 1 a.m;
Sunday 7 am. til 10 n m.

I

1
4

1730 S. ELMHURST RD.

T
A

LOUNGE
83) DES PLAINES

Palish Sausage

Italian Sausage
Hamburgers
Italian Beef
Bratwurst
CARRY -OUT SERVICE

Hot

Carved

Sandwiches

served in the Brandywine
Noon to 2 p.m.
Lounge
Mondays thru Fridays
MICHELOB DRAFT BEER 10c "

Enjoy your first glass of

NOW FEATURING NIGHTLY:

EDDIE SHUM
He's a versatile man of
many talents....a musician
and vocalist all in one....
piano, cordovox, and songs

for a full evening of OWtainment....You'll

himl

_

frosty beer for only 10c

- Phone: 537-8866

Phone: 956-1170

"WeMakeOurOwn
Sausage A Sawrkrow."

in the

Rte. 83 at Landerneier Rd.; Elk Grove Village 4

a

6

SHORT RIBS

Dap

Friday, July 18, 1969

TONIGHT

7:00
Davidson

John

7

6:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
MV DAD.

EDWARD, WILL. YOU

EE THE MACHINE .
MY DAD IS P. MACHINIST.

PLEASE TELL. THE
CLASS ABOUT
YOUR
PICTURE!!

ON
ON
ONTHE
THE MACHINE.
THE
BSTSEE
SEE cuTHE METAL. SEINE

m

AND CUT
AND CUT.
AND CUT 50M13 MORS:

See

INS

SAYING

Rerun.
11 Smart Sewing

26 Luis Curios, Uribe

World

32 News

'Rerun. "Amazing
Arizona."
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters
Rerun.

32 On Deck Circle

600P NIGHT/

7:15

6:15
Leadoff Man

9

6:25

%) MI

nor,

Id, Ye. TO,

1,It

2

6:30
Wild, Wild West
Rerun.

5

High Chaparral

Rerun. "Once on

r - PI

a Day in the Spring."
7 Let's Make a
Deal
9 Biseball
Phillies
delphia.

Name of the

Game
Rerun. "Love -In
at Ground Zero."
son

Master

Chess

26 Today's Racing
32

5

The Saint

The Addams

Family
Rerun.

ers.

Mike Douglas

petition when a wife
sponsors a cab company to compete with
her husband's cab
company.

10:00
News
News
News
News

5
7
9

12:35

"U MC" The ex-

scenes drama of a

large university medical center focuses.
problems of modern
medicine- in particular, a heart transplant

Comments

of the News
32 Baseball Report

"Three Hours to
Kill" A stagecoach

10:15

32 News

driver, accused of
killing his fiancee's
brother, escapes, but

10:30
Movie

2

"The Harder They
Fall" An unemployed reporter pro-

returns years later to
uncover the real killer and clear his own

the underworld and
devious
through

Andrews and Donna

name. Dana

motes a fighter for

Reed.

me:, vs gets him a title

9

bout. Humphrey Bogart and Rod Steiger.
5 Tonight Show
7
Joey Bishop

7

1:110

father

involved with art forgers who have a little

check on generous impulses.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --You can keep family ties

for

frame for him. Pat
O'Brien and Claire
Trevor.
1:40

provides help
for both. Tyrone
Power and Lloyd
Nolan.
love

NO INSULTS,

PLEASE: I
HAVE

MONEY://

9

.11 Critique
"Ernest Trova."
26 Red Hot and

775

Naked City
Rerun.

2

2:10
Lute Report

2

2:15
Meditation

Blues

10:45

32 Movie

today. Be wise and rely on your
own instinct for doing the

sense today. Try to keep a

in

a life of crime until

BUT I GOT A NICE PILE
0' DISHES WAITIN' FEIN
YA IN TH'

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)-You may find directions either confusine or conflicting
right thing.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)-Don't allow your affectionate
nature to place you in a position you would rather not occupy. Stick to old friends.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)-Your instinct for giving may
be stronger than your common

Movie

"Crackup" An art

embezzlement and
his bitter son turns to

KITCHEN;

"How come the weather newer gate too bad for you
to reach your bridge games, but It gets too bad
(or me to go next door?

11.10,
Tla

US. Po. 011.

cor se AKYCIJC 01J
THE STREETs,

7116 Siorztis.7

THEofzYABOLrrHIM.

six o'clock on a Friday night in June, a

IF 'uIl'R FRo6RAM5 WERE A
LIME MORE IAJTEWGWr THEM

TEAL ME, DO 'AV REALLY THIAJK.

IS

.

chain of events inside
t h c South York

THER63 'AAJY CDAJACTACAJ EETUA/117J
TELEVISJCAJAAJD VIOLEAJCE /AJ

----"IYOOC.17C,rHA\eA

9 Five
Live 11)

"Time Lock" At

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE
MORTY
1--E+/EWELOPY

After

curator becomes

indicted

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --You can make gains today if you know how to make
willpower work for you. Don't
expect others to hand you success on a silver platter.

Plallioj

Dark

"Johnny Apollo"

LOVELY VCUT IT OUT,
REPAST... BUM I
KNOW YER
E31.1t2RgP:
CHECK, U BROKE:
PLEASE;

12:40
Movie

2

Idolized

BUGS BUNNY

Paul Harvey

9

Show
9 Movie

FOR SATURDAY

12:30
Movie
"Carry on

Cabby" A bit of com-

9:30

11 NET Journal
Rerun. "Germany
After the Fall."

citing behind -the -

CARNIVAL

Horoscope

12:15
News

9

Show

26 A Black's View

8:00
Movie

they deal with the

26 Market Wrapup

12:10

32 News Final

luctant Revolution."
7
Dick Cavett

on three doctors as

6:55

12:00

Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

Rerun. "The Re-

2

Rerun. The Seek-

2

11 Grand

ROBIN MALOIN E

8:45
Tenth Inning

11 Tonight in Per-

Phila-

at

holds the whole of

5

Gomer Pyle
Rerun.

5

against time which

Show

The Cubs vs. the

1.r T. I, ttl

9

9
7:30

near

a

to

tragedy and a race

9t00

2 WBBM-TV
2

leads

11 NET Playhouse - North America in a
drama of suspense.
"The Seekers: The
Robert Beatty.
Heretics."

7:25

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.
the Kansas City Royals. at White Sox
Park.

Editorial

Bank of Canada

7 Judd for the Defense

Rerun. "The View
From the Ivory Tow -

Hazel

9

Aroundthe

11

-rwir,r,,A, YOU'RE `IbU OUGH
EVERY
AN OLD SCOT - BE ABLE TO AMATEUR CRVAIN0L0E4515
SHOULD
SOLVE THE
YARC,
FCIOL. CUR
CRIME WAVE
MAN ..1-10VJ
TALENTs
-ro
BRAIN
THAN
COME YOU
ER
QUICKINN
AsSIET THE
WAVE!
ING
AW
PONT HAVE
LOCAL_
POKER
A THEORY
coNst-ABuLARY!
ost THE CAT
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closely knotted if you -seek

amusement and Saturday
work in the midst of loved

z

ones. Keep outsiders away.

day which ends wp11.
CAPRICORN (Dec.

23 -

Jan. 20) --Benefit from nature.

Use this day for getting out
into the sunshine and fresh air.
Material gains count for little
now.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
overindulging
1 9 )-Avoid

your instinct for pleasure.
There is work to be done on the

home front this Saturday.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
21)--A day which, though orderly in appearance, may well

harbor confusing tendencies.
Take care that you know precisely what you're doing.
ARIES (March 22 -April
20) -Let your first impressions

have a part in helping you

come to a decision about an-

other. You may have been
more right than you think.

TAURUS (April 21 -May
21) --Learn from another's experience. -There is no reason

why secondhand knowledge
shouldn't stand you in good
stead.
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African
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14 Russian city
5 Annual
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15 Nothing
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24 River
16 Caucasian
for example
25 Beloved
language
7 Decretal
woman
17 Distance
8 Juliet's friend
28 Chief river of.
measure
9 Face east
Epirus
18 - Ocean
10 Vend
29 Aroma
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Home, Carefully Chosen, Often a Good Buy

1
For many home -seekers today, an older home still has a

great deal of appeal Such a
home may offer more room at
a lower price The landscaping
is

in, and the home has a

"lived-in" look The neighborhood is established, schools

"BUT AS appealing as the
older home can be, the wouldbe purchaer has to be alert to

hidden pitfalls which can be
avoided if he deals through a
reputable real estate broker or
realtor," according to Robert
G. Walters, district sales man-

arc built, and chances arc the

ager of the Baird & Warner,

taxes won't go up as fast as in a
new area

Inc's.,

office

220

at

East

Northwest Highway in'

pecially in the higher price

Arlington Heights, Chicago's
oldest real estate firm.
Knowing that a house, like

such homes may have put in
many improvements,\such as

the seller on getting the house
in first-class condition before
putting it on the market. The
buyer of such a house stands a
better chance of getting a

recreation
and wine cellars

buys without a realtor's aid.

And some older homes, es-

bracket, have features such as
multiple fireplaces, bedroom
suites, and rare wood paneling
that can't be duplicated at today's prices The owners of
basement

rooms!

everything else, can show signs
of age, the realtor will counsel

sound older home than if he

they

Over the years, Baird &

should
purchase price.

Warner has developed a
checklist to guide prospective
buyers of older homes. Here's
what the firm advises:
1. Carefully examine the exterior of any house you're
thinking of buying. If the
house is of frame construction,
is the paint in good condition?
If brick, is the tuck pointing in
good condition?
Peeling paint and crum-

affect

8. THE KITCHEN has become one of the most impor-

the

tant rooms in the house. Check
to see if it is well laid out and
convenient to work in. Are the
counter tops and floors in good
condition? Will they have to be
replaced? Is the cabinet space
adequate? For casual meals, is

3. is "HE heating plant in
good condition or will it have
to be replaced? Will it accommodate air-conditioning?
4. Is the hot water system

adequate for your needs? A
couple with several growing

there room for a dining table
and chairs?

children will need a larger water heater than an older couple
living alone.
5. Is there a complete set of
screens for doors and win-

bling mortar may be signs of
more serious deterioration.
2. Check for leaky faucets,
cracked walls and woodwork,
loose doors, knobs, sticky windows, andwarped doors. Any

9. Equally important are the
Home
buyerS
bathrooms.

should check the condition of
the tiling around the tub and
shower areas as well as around
the vanity. If the grouting is
not ingood condition, it may

dows? Storm doors and windows?

6. If the house has a basement, is there any evidence 'of
water seepage?
7. Are there connections for
an automatic washing machine and dryer?

and all of these defects will
have to be repaired once the
prospect purchases the house.
If these defects are present,

In Sleepy Hollow All
Are Awake, Decorating
At Sleepy Hollow -- bor", a comfortable three
colibrful all -residential ranch plan with two -and -a -half
community just west of Dun- baths. Available in a wide
dee on Rt. 72 -- visitors to the choice of exterior styles, the

model home group are dis- basic layout offers several
covering many opportunities areas of the interior -- not just
for exercising their personal a single room here and there -which allow plenty of opportunity for original ideas in de-

preferences in interior decoration.

Several of the models have cor.
The first such opportunity is
been cited for awards by Parent
Magazine, American found in the front entry. ProHorne. and other nationally viding more space than usual
known publications. Designer in the foyer of this model, the
Don Scholz, head of Scholz guest closet takes up only
Homes. Inc., says, "At Sleepy about one-third of the wall
Hollow, we believe interior area on one side, leaving
layout and basic features are plenty of wall area for decoraof utmost importance. That's tion.
On the opposite side of the
why we malif a special effort
to use attractive and unusual foyer is the wide entrance to
interior ideas -- ideas that ac- the living room. This is graced
tually invite buyers to express by a formal fireplace at one
their own individual tastes in end of the room; however, the
room can lend itself to more
decorhng a home."
THE DESIGNER calls at- informal decor.
BUT "THEoutstanding feaIntriguing layout and multiple decor opportunities are major tention to several Sleepy Holappeals found in the Scholz -designed models at Sleepy Hollow- low models which feature ture of interior concept in the
is the
-located on Rt. 72 just west of Dundee. Photo indicates the detail special opportunities for novel "Southbridge Harbor" family
arrangement of the
of family bathroom in the five -bedroom "Saybrook," a two- decorating ideas.
One of these popular des- room, kitchen and breakfast
story Colonial design.
igns is the "Southbridge Har- nook. These are all semi -open

in the sale of 2,560 homes.

"Owning your home brings
with it many personal satisfactions. But you must' choose
carefully," Walters said.

Evans Firm
Joins the
Computer

eilkamerze

to each other, creating an entire integrated living area. Located at the rear of the house,

The new Roger H. Evans
Realtors film has joined the

family room have sliding glass

sponsored by the Northwest

here,

the

is

special

serving counter between
kitchen and patio. It is a
much -appreciated

Roger H. Evans, formerly of the Peters & Evans real estate
firm, has opened a new firm at 309 E. Palatine Rd., Prospect

conven-

Heights, which will extensively use computers which answer inquiries of people by telephone.

ience when entertaining, day
or night,

Other features inviting
decorative effort include 'the

ing Service allows the company to use an IBM 360-40
computer which actually an-

swers inquiries. By dialing the
number, the caller receives in-

formation on the number of

bedrooms, location of a property, price and other features.

informal fireplace and beamed

THE ' COMPUTER

ceiling of the family room.

family room and informal eating area of the kitchen

analyze investments and figure

consists of a series of high-

ly -polished, matched grain
turned posts. However, other
types of divider may be utilized here.

11

Evans has been active

Real Estate & Builders

a.m. to 6
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p.m.

WE

',lath

Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Member of Northwest'
Suburban
Board of Realtors

capitalization rates, depreciation schedules, interest payments, taxable income and
equity accumulation.

BUYER'S GUIDE

to 6 p.m. daily, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturdays and on
Sundays. from

can

also list the number of comparable properties sold in the
area during the latest year,

The room -divider between

Sleepy Hollow is open
through the week from 9 a.m.

service

Suburban Board of Realtors.
The Realtron Multiple List-

doors opening out to the extensive patio. An unusual feature,

Computer

Realtron

the breakfast nook and the

TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
YOU CAN BE IN ONE OF THESE HOMES BY SEPT. 1ST

trical system cannot accommodate the myriad .of appliances in daily use in contem-

"IN ADDITION to the

Hall

as light fixtures and built-ins,
are included in the purchase
. price and those that arc not."
These provisions can prevent
an unpleasant situation once
the sale has been completed.
The Baird & Warner check
list draws on the experience of
more than 100 years of selling
real estate. During 1968, the
firm, which has 26 local and
suburban offices participated

linens have to share space with
clothes in one of the bedroom
closets?
12. Is the wiring adequate?
Frequently in older homes,
unless the wiring--has-been
completely replaced, the elec-

and ceilings.
10. Is there adequate closet

points,"

tablish at the time the purchase
is negotiated what items, such

rooms and bathrooms or will

could lead to damaged walls

13

said, "anyone in the market
for an older home should es-

I. Is there a separate linen
closet centrally located to bed-

porary living.
13. Arc the gutters and
downspouts in good condition?

indicate water leakage that

foregoing

space in each bedroom? This, is'
especially important tp a grqwing family.

T.

emmerb

R

A
D

See Our Display
of Homes

at the Holiday Inn
in Mt. Prospect and
Rolling Meadows

REALTORS
OPEN 9 TO 9

E

KEMMERLY REAL ESTATE'as advertised on WGN TV
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION CLOSE
TO TRAIN, SCHOOL, SHOPPING

HANDYMAN'S SPECIAL
This two bedroom cape cod has room for two more bedrooms
upstairs, full basement, convenient to everything..,troin...shopping
and schools

This well kept cape cod is on a quiet residential street, 2 bed.
rooms down, one big one up (could be two). If you want to be

*';

close to town you should see this one.

$30,900

$26,950

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
FIVE BEDROOMS, 21/2 baths, full dry basement, huge kitchen with

loads of eating space, top Arlington Heights location, CLOSETS,
CLOSETS galore.

FOUR BEDROOMS, 2 baths, FAMILY ROOM with gas burning ,FIREPLACE cyclone FENCED YARI:1, range, refrig., carpeting included,
terrific traffic pattern, ASSUME LARGE LOW INTEREST LOAN.

$29,900

$45,500

JUST LISTED!!!
Two bedroom ranch
on channel leading to Grass, Nippersinic

1

and Fox Lakes. Large porch could be
3rd bedroom.

ELK GROVE FULL BASEMENT

,

Here's a one floor 3 bedroom brick ranch with full basement that
makes life easier Picnic right at home on this t/2 acre lot. A
kitchen where the whole family can sit down and eat together.
Absolutely nothing to do but move in. Iminediate possession. See
it today)

$39,500

251*t*Igt'S
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

ASSUME LOW INTEREST LOAN

$15,500

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, 3 good sized bedrooms, FAMILY ROOM,

all thermopane windows, carpeting, drapes, and loads of other
custom extras included, LOW TAXES, fully Improved.

TERRIFIC LOCATION, 3 twin bedrooms, 11/2 baths, new carpeting,
refrig. dryer, coppertone range with hood, IV] years young, ASSUME
LOW INTEREST LOAN, easy commuting to O'Hare.

$25,500
SERVING ALL THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS WITH

50 YEARS OF SERVICE
',

4'

a
a

Member RtCOA, INC.
Nationwide
Relocation Service
S

OFFICES IN
259 E. Rand Road

(RT. 12)

Mt. Prospoit

,CL 3-7600

Palatine
728 E. Northwest Hwy. 358-5560

Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Road 394-3500

Hoffman -Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza 894-1800

4

Is

5

2

in

real estate for the last ten years
and has served as director for
t h c Northwest Suburban
, Board of Realtors and also the
Associate Committee of the Illinois Board of Realtors.

$30,900
CONVENIENT OFFICES

OFFICES IN

Arlington Heights:
6 E. Northwest Hwy. 253-2460

1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd. 956-1500

TUE DAY
Friday, luty 18, 1969
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If you think those are spots

in front of your eyes, you're

'1712421ir

right. For wallpaper that socks
it to you visually, and will keep
you awake, try this latest strip-

Weee&

---MOMMERON

It's not a Picasso, but the new DELPHOUS design offei-ed In the
latest PDQ collection of vinyl -coated, strippable, prepasted wall coverings made available by United-DeSoto, Chicago -based wall-

pable, pre -pasted, vinyl -coated

wallpaper design, called

NEON, by United-DeSoto,
Chicag o -based company

paper firm, to northwest suburban wallcovering dealers. The
unusual color schemes are obtainable in three styles: white, beige,

which offers the pattern in its
new PDQ collection. You
have a color choice of flashing
.fluorescent pink., orange and

gold on white; or dark blue,
light blue and green on bluegreen; or finally, gold, silver

Kids Are Wekome At
Apple Canyon

and black on white. Wall -covering dealers in the northwest
suburban area carrying the

yelillatag,.
1;

unique line have many other
designs in the PDQ collection

l

and stress

the way NEON

throws light, both physically
and emotionally, into a room,
without overdoing the "mod"

A new Hospitality Center
will soon be open at Apple

idea.

Canyon Lake, the new private
recreation homesite development now under construction by The Branigar Organization, Inc. Maynard 0. Hestrom, vice president of the developing company, said the
center will cater to entire families of interested visitors.
"The Hospitality Center is
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Here you will find the rustic charm of the

and enjoyable experience for

couninside and the conveniences of modern

Come see them We are open weekdays

9 a m to 6 p m Saturdays 10 m

to 5 p m , and Sunday 11 a m to 6 p m

DOM

SICIPY 001.1.0

Mr Henry Otto, Project Manager,

give every visitor a taste of

Cook County real estate
transfers

increased

8.7

per

cent in the first six months of
1969, but mortgages and mort-

SERVICES

BRUNS REAL ESTATE IS NOW AFFILIATED WITH

EXECUTIVE TRANSFER

PROGRAM

ain't a
/'"'\

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
AREA OFFICE
1714 E. Northwest Hwy --394.4500, 255-6320

SIGN
OF
SERVICE

HOMES -APARTMENTS

o
and,Tys
REALTORS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-MT. PROSPECT

'

INSURANCE

the slower activity in'mortgage
filing. This number was down
.8 per cent from 41,805.

OLSEN RECORDED 16
real-estate transfers in Wheeling Township last week. Price
is indicated by $1 fcir each
$1,000 market valuation.
Those in Arlington Heights

PALATINE AREA OFFICE
132 S. Northwest Highway -359-6500

\

$27.50;

Haddow, George R. Riley to

showed
there were 36,753 transfers
filed, compared with 33,795 in
the same period of 1968, a difference of 2,958.

totals

funds from the usual sources
of mortgages contributed to

SCHAUMBURG
7 W. Schaumburg Road at Roselle Rd. -894-8100

Terry H. Jackson,

Olsen.
Half -year

Restrictive lending policies

SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN
ESTATES AREA OFFICE

Douglas, Robert D. Bright to
Robert J. Fata, $28; 631,,,S.
Mitchell,.James L. Pinney to

County Recorder Sidney R.

and a shortage of loanable

FINANCING

were: 725 S. Chestnut, William E.- Phares to Elmer E.
Schmoldt, $32.50; 1145 N.

Janies R. Hogan, $47; 944
Erik Stotrup, $32; 815 E.

Cherry Ln., Andrew

Paturalski to Stanley M. 'Kilian, $26, and 1426 N. Race,
'Donald P. Taylor to Thomas J.
Dowling, $24.

Those in Mount Prospect
were: 1405 Barberry, Donald
A. Simmons to Paul V. Wa-

nek, $40; 1620 Ceder Ln.,
Aldridge Construction Co.,

Inc. to Floyde E. Beaston, $50,

and 1101 Crabtree Ln., Rus-

sell G. Winquist to Jean L.
Kloster, $43.

THOSE IN

Prospect
Heights were: 310 Birchwood,

Coach Light Manor Homes,
Inc. to William W. Stephens
Jr.,

$9;

1716 Woodview,

James T. St. John to Balbi no B.
Fernandez, $41, and 1716
Wintergreen, Leo H. Skellchock to Horst A. Fiedler,
$44.
Those in Buffalo Grove

were: 575 Thornwood, Jarel
R. Kelseyto RichardJ.Knesper,
$34.

Those in unincorporated
property were: 2011 N. Eastwood, Robert C. Williams to
Nicholas Diaz, $27.

Homeowners

Embark
On Projects
Brighter lights and bigger

basements arc among the

score of remodeling projects

on which American
homeowners annually embark

to increase the value and enjoyment of their homes.

To gauge the type of projects in which homeowners
most frequently engage, the

e

horsedrawn vehicles," he said.

The Hospitality Center will
plenty of exciting things to see be open every day from 10 a.m.
and do while their parents are until dusk.
The Hospitality Center will
inspecting the homesites. The
Kiddie Zoo will have small an- be open every day from 10
imals to attract their attention a.m. until dusk. Apple Canand the playground will let yon Lake is 171/2 miles norththem romp to their hearts' east of Galena, Illinois.

1023 N. Pine, Earl J. Denner
to Jack R. Musich, $47; 31 N.
Wilshire, Ronald F. Carroll to

g a g e considerations were
slightly lower, according to

MULTIPLE LISTING

EIGHT AREA OFFICES SERVING CHICAGO'S NORTH SHORE AND NORTHWEST SUBURBAN COMMUNITIES

even adults who seldom see

Property Transfers
Up SoFar in 1969

acquaint them with the

quality and attention to detail
which characterize all of our
projects. There will also be a
Kiddie Zoo, a playground and
buckboard rides which will

homesite now ...wooded and lakeside home sites. too!

at 426 6754

"WE EXPECT many family groups to visit us, since the
lake is only a two-hour drive
from Chicago. We believe that
the Hospitality Center will

other Branigar developments
to

board Ride will be a big
attraction for children and

for them to do, and so we are
seeing to it that they will have

Hestrom said.

where yisitors will see films of

and 33 miles of bridle paths for your riding
enjoyment. Mayor Floyd Falese welcomes
you to Sleepy Hollow... where Hell municipal services are provided ... end shopping.
schools and churches are all nearby.
Choose your fully -improved. country.sise

what recreational living will content. Of course, the Buck-

children. A snack bar will be like at Apple Canyon
make soft drinks and sand- Lake," Hestrom said.
"Kidi often get bored and
wiches available so no one
need be thirsty or hungry," restless when there is nothing

said. ''The installation will
have brightly colored tents

courses. fishing lakes or streams within walking distance. hiking trails, two riding stables

ant

provide entertainment for the

the entire family," Hestrom

living
Enjoy the facilities of a private country
a Whole New Way of Life' club
swim club and pool. two nearby golf
PPM

visits to

Apple Canyon Lake a pleasant

cWe.e.4.
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to make
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cream with tan background; or black lines on white backgrpond;
and finally, brown, orange and yellow on white. Now all you need
decide is which "colorway" suits which room most strikingty in'
your interior decorating plan.

research arm of Building

awtw-

Marketing Research --recently
undertook a national survey of

sOystal Lake Estates

rm. -11.1

the most popular home improvements.

combination utility and laundry room Family room has a fireplace; plus a rec room for you children's enjoyment 21/2 drywall
attached garage with automatic door opener Hardwood floors
throughout with white ash trim Many, many extras A terrific
buy at

255-6320

$51,200

"Quality Controlled Homes"

WANT TO BE COOL?

TASTEFULLY DECORATED

This 3 bedroom ranch is centrally air conditioned for your
summer comfort. Slate foyer entrance. 2 baths, full basement.
Wall to -wall carpeting throughout .except in one bedreom.
Closets galore for your wardrobe. Paneled fainily room for the
family's fun. Convenience is in store for mom-dishwasher, disposal, self cleaning double oven and range. Shows like a

Custom built 3 bedroom tri-level with 21/2 baths. This home has
more extras thon you could believe. New wall-to-wall carpeting

OWNER ANXIOUS TO SELL!!!
This 4 bedroom colonial is waiting for YOU 21/2 baths plus full
basement completely finished with panelling and it has a

model

$47,700

255-6320

in living room, dining room, hall and stairs. Deluxe kitchen
that's up-to-date with many appliances. Family room has raised
hearth fireplace-Black Thornwood paneling. TOO MANY EXT-

THE RESULT was a

baker's dozen of ''im-

$33,900 and up

provement and maintenance"
projects --with new lighting
fixtures (simple, effective and

Unit # 3 Now Open

relatively inexpensive) ranking first.
Next in importance were:

RAS TO LIST-COME SEE FOR YOURSELF.

255-6320

$53,950

X.

new floor tile, wall paneling,
additional electrical circuits,
additional storm doors and
windows, ceiling tile, new fen-

t.
ilatilluillf

161 BtUll

LOCATIONS OF EIGHT

cing, new water heaters,

\ ri...LAKAs Q ./1.1. T AREA OFFICES
SERVING -ALL 35
NORTHWEST AND
'
NORTH SHORE
COMMUNITIES
1101i0totilitto

*

.

141 rums
IINCOLMSMAI

\ viClit AuLU

Ranches

Ant MODS DEERFIELD "

...CO

IMMO CPThil
%HIRING

ENDOWED WITH NATURE'S BEAUTY
Love nature?-this 3 bedroom spilt -level ,s for you Nice home

with beautifully landscaped yard, partially fenced Unusual
patio with privacy fence I car attached garage Close to
V

community pool, church and school

READY TO MOVE IN
to move In and start living again. 2 baths, 2 car attached
garage G.E. Colorama kitchen. Built -In oven/range, disposal,
refrigerator and electric fon. Beautiful walnut paneled family
scapirig encloses back yard for privacy. DON'T BE LATE...MOVE
IN NOW

$34,000

ININ:4.ETH

PtOSPECI t
MINIS
9

ARLINGTON

loom with built-in bar, 2nd refrigerator, stereo jacks. Land-

04-1330

$28,900

*

HNGGHTS.,
EI

This 3 bedroom raised ranch Is waiting for you and your family

11011I

110$10

%MOM

1401

yr pftv101

F.

1lt
y3

11 \

EV*ANS

SI

*G:110:01

SDIAUIMAG ID

SCHAUMBURG

1 7S"IL
IA I

GUMMY

"" 1,10AION

(1111401 BMUS

10A0VINIPARK
ROSILLI

SRO'it

'TUG'

I IAD/0010021

MANY .0,, 7

[WACO

894-1330

REPEATED SERVICE TO SATISFIED CLIENTS: TI HISIS.tHE QUINLAN & TYSON STORY
40

't,

outside lighting, new roofs,
ste

Paved streets
Split-levels
Top rated school districts
Georgians
3-4-5 bedrooms
Sensible titx rates
acre wooded 8 un-wooded lots available
select your future home site now
as low as $1500 DOWN
U.S. 14 Nokhwest to Ill. 31..1 mile N. on 111. 31

Crystal Lakes Estates, Inc.
Phone (815)459-2430

added insulation, new heating
systems, and wall tile.

REMODELING bathrooms
ranked second to remodeling
kitchens in

the category of

"additions and major remodeling." Next in order were:

adding a patio. a basement
room, a bathroom, an extra
room, and
garage.

building

a new

Total expenditures ranged

from a record $2.42 billion

for extra rooms to a
"minimal" $212 million for

wall tile.

What's Happening

Your Weekly
Horoscope

"What's Happening" is a

new addition to The Day, of feting a, listing of activities in
the area for youths. The activity may be sponsored by a club,

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You may experience a good
deal of disquiet and questioning in days ahead, Aries:Answer
could be in placing value on life, rather than dignity. Only you
can make final decision. Primitive forces nudge.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You. Taurus, possess distinct
assets as well as liabilities so far as your personality is concerned.
Week ahead is ideal time to sort out values. Lately, you have been
trying to ride two horses at the same time, and it can only lead to
trouble. Dismount and start all over.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Gem, you should know that you
are in the process of becoming graddally hypnotized by unseen

forces. Watch it. You could end up as a burnt offering. If violence tempts, turn a deaf ear.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Avant-garde friend may appear
suddenly and urge you to join in venture of questionable nature.
Forget it. Especially if venture concerns money. Follow Olga's
advice and week should wind up on note of cheer. Last day of
week good for environmental breakaway.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Dine with old pal sometime during
will

County Farm. Admission will
be $1.50. In case

of foul

weather, a dance will be held

church, school or park, or it inside the field house.
may be a commercial event.
Coming up July 26, 8 to
Send information .on what's 10:30 p.m. folk singer John
happening to What's Happen- Gothe will perform in the

BY OLGA
(July 19-25)

week ahead, Leo. Laugh it up. Tensions

ing until 11:30. The group
playing will be Greenwood

fade, and

aggressions diminish. You'll see. Olga has never given you a bad
steer ... and she's not about to start now.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You have a splendid explosiveness within you, Virgo. Week facing you is excellent time
to let it cut loose. It's been simmering much too long.

ing, Day Publications, .117 S. Chestnut Room, at the Mount
Main St., Mount Prospect Prospect Community Center,
60056. Tell us and we promise 600 S. See-Gwun.
to tell everyone else.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

ELK GROVE VILLAGE:

The Appointed Place. A

The

tonight,

Mead,

at

Friday, July 18, 1969

NORTHBROOK:

Sp o r ts. Complex, 2300r
Pfingsten

Rd.

presents on

and the First Edition. Jerry G.

Bishop of WCFL radio will'
emcee the show. Tickets' are
$3.50 at the Sports Complex
located just south of Dundee

Bally Named
State Adjutant of
Marine League

SCHAUMBURG:
Tonight at Schaumburg

nual convention in Pekin.
Sig Kudlicki Jr., Melrose

Pool, the "unsplash party" for
senior high students from 9 till
I, with the Bitter End.

owski, Chicago, was named

for a finale, which we've heard
is rather enjoyable (to say the
least). Appearing Sunday will

be two acts, Rubeedae, a jazz
group, and Anita Marshall, a
folk singer.

The Cellar. Appearing tonight

are:

the

Kelly

Joe

Blues Band, and Christopher
Bean. Tomorrow: Pacific Gas
and Electric, plus the A-orta.
Box office opens at 8:15. The
Cellar is located at Salem and
Davis streets.

MOUNT PRQSPECT:

Swim Party tomorrow at

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Watch out for the one who plays Lions Park pool. 41,1 S. Maple.
the role of "jester" in your life. Libra. This person will be ex- For senior high students only.
tremely sensitive to your reactions. You are gentle by nature, and The pool closes at 9 p.m, and
your gentleness will mark a turning point for this person in week at 9:30 the party begins, lastahead.

I

ELSEWHERE:

lowered the prices...
but not the quality!

Rd.

Group comprised of three sep-

arate groups who combine at
the end or each performance

mass -production and
high -volume sales, he

nection, and Kenny Rogers

Grantwood School, 225 Elk
Grove Blvd. from 7:30 to
ship card.

when Henry Ford started

Thursday, July 24, from 7:30
to 10:30, the Rotary Con-

coffee house held at Recreation Park, 500 E. Miner, each
Sunday, Wednesday and Friday from 7:30 to 11 p.m.. The
entertainment for tonight is
the Triad Traveling Folk

10:30. Admission is 75 cents
with a Park District member-

at Lee Optical
we've been doing
the same thing for
over twenty-five* years!

. . .

Walter Bally, Des Plaines,
was appointed adjutant of the

Marine Corps League of Illinois at its recent 25th anPark, was elected state commandant and Mrs. Helen Porpresident
auxiliary.

of the

V check our quality!
V check our service!

women's

Headquarters for the north-

New Place in Algonquin. west subUrban detaChnient
Tomorrow, featuring,. the of the league is the Veterans
Soul Machine, plus T.I.K.I.F. of Foreign Wars hall, Des
Admission $2. The New Place
is at 1745 Lake Eleanor Ct.
RA VINIA:

check the value!

Plaines.

satisfaction guaranteed!

Feeling Blue?

Tonight, the Rotary. Connection and Pacific Gas and

GLASSES ONE LOW PRICE

Electric. Immediately following this will be shown "A Festival of Short Films of W.C.Fields" in Murray Theater, as

part of

NO EXTRA CHARGES OF ANY KIND

REGARDLESS OF THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL LENSES.
REGARDLESS'oF WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.

series of Friday

its

REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR. OR TINTED. OR SUNGLASS LENSES.
is REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR .CHOICE OF OVER 200

night illustrated programs on
classic film comedy.

IN EXCITING
OF FASHION'S NEWEST. FLATTERING FRAME STYLES
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ALSO AN ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE.
Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be
filled in the frame -of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

-

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Scorp, you tend to think that

the rest of the world is mad ... and that you alone arc sane. And do
you know what Scorp? You just may be right. At least it's within
the realm of possibility ... so far as your circle of friends is concerned.

6,3

countrytheatre,
club

in the OW Orchard
Country Club
Rend i Euclid Roods
Mount Prospect

CL 9-5400
for Imneatlerts p

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): One with a brilliant
mind is about to enter into your private little world, Sag. Can you

take the pressure of the mental gymnastics which are sure to
follow? Olga thinks you are quite capable.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Cap, you must stop think-

DINNER

ing in terms of the majority. Consider the minority. They

THEATRE

COULD be right, you know. Especially in an area that concerns
a vital decision on your part. As week wanes, try to ad-lib your
way through difficult situation.

$5.95

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You, Aquarius, are one of
those people for whom the Moon is full no matter what the
season. You have a quick mind and ready wit. You also have
complex problems. During week ahead, try to get away and relax.

THEATRE

ONLY

from

$3.00

bottom of the deck.

Fulle Named
To National Unit
Of Travel Agents

t9ivarriage-Ge%
usur sinus

PARKING

MT. PROSPECT
22 CHICAGO 1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
AREA OFFICES
TELEPHONE: 259-9456

order a Special Floral Ar-

rangement for a Shut-in

whom you've been too

busy to see lately. Knowing you've made someone
else happy will help get
rid of those blues.

1316 N. Arlington Heights

Arlington Heights
Daily 8 to 6

DOWNTOWN . CHICAGO

WEST SIDE

3 EAST WASHINGTON

6001 ,W. NORTH AVENUE
3942 MADISON

NORTH SIDE
SOUTH SIDE

3301 NORTH LINCOLN
4749 NORTH LINCOLN
4752 NORTH BROADWAY
1324 MILWAUKEE

NORTHWEST SIDE

\

"THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN"
!SAT. & SUN. 2 P.M.

.

4787 MILWAUKEE
2747 MILWAUKEE

AURORA
\\......
31 NORTH BROADWAY

OAK PARK
1115 LAKE STREET

BLUE ISLAND
13046 SOUTH WESTERN
OAK LAWN
87th & CICERO, KORVETTE CTR.
MT. PROSPECT

1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

DOWNTOWN ELGIN

WAUKEGAN

15 DOUGLAS STREET

1825 WEST GLEN FLORA

Ns...DOWNTOWN

OPEN DAILY MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:00 A.M.TO 6:00 .P.M.

1

BUILD YOUR
FUTURE...

'

CHICAGO SUBURBAN

4218 SOUTH ARCHER
6351 SOUTH HALSTED
9124 SOUTH COMMERCIAL
11127 SOUTH MICHIGAN
8641 S. COTTAGE GROVE
9515 S. WESTERN

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

THEATRE for
CHILDREN
AMPLE

Get on the phone ... and

Sylvia's
Flowers

from

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): There is no upper hand to be
had in week ahead Pisces. Play all games straight. When week

draws to a close, thank your lucky stars if you're not at the

ON OUR
STAGE...
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START WITH AN

k

AFTERNOON

Floyd T. Fulle, a suburban
Cook County commissioner,
has been named one of two

rt air

Midwest representatives on an
eight -member national legislative committee being formed

by the American Society of

ROUTE.

Thursday and Friday

Travel Agents.
Fulle, 666 Laurel. Des
Plaines, and Maine Township
committeeman,
Republican

M

Murphy Carpet Parking Lot
at 17 South Dunton with

owns 'the Des Plaines Travel
Agency, 1525 Ellinwood.

Local Artists - Paintings - Sculpture

A spokesman for the organi.zation said the committee was
formed after the industry's
successful fight last year

1

against former President

Johnson's proposed tax on
overseas travel.
Purpose of the committee is
to sponsor and support legislation that regulates the industry

and combats local, state or
federal legislation that would

C

k

/

unduly restrict American's
freedom to travel.

it

Letters Brace
The Folks
Back Home
Brenda

Blanchette has a

The

-1 3-y e a r -o I d

-"IrOMP-11111

way-out sense of humor.
,daughter
Richard
1107

of Mr. and

Mrs.
Blanchette,
Av.,
Des
attending Girl

H.
Second

Plaines,

is

Si

I

I

I

Scout camp near New Auand

burn

writes

faithfully

home every day.
But,

First

oh, those letters!
"I'm
she wrote:

writing to tell you f burned
my hand and .it is blistering.

But don't worry. The counselor says it will be all right.
Excuse

writing

the sloppy

my hand hurts. Don't

but

worry. Love, Brenda."
Another time she wrote:

"The meals here are won-

had

we
Today
burned', Spam."
The most recent
said this:

derful.

letter

"I have joined the boxing

club.
1-14,

I'll

This morning

first fight.
need

I

.

in the air conditioned lobby of
1st Arlington National Bank

Advanced Dancing Students
Eastman and Dunton

Saturday at 2:00

TALENTED TEEN SHOW

Smallest - largest - Best Tricks

Top Talent - On Stage

Thursday at 2:00

for

Friday at 8:00

and mail' to the Day offices.
Talk to your parents, first.
When a route opens up in your

Eastman and Dunton

immediate neighborhood,

CARNIVAL RIDES ALL 3 DAYS

we'll phone you.

Along the Downtown
Midway

I

I

rr

Pm

dmomml

Des Plaines. III. 60016

NAME

Address
I

Town

I

Phone No.

Birthdate

had
my

..

Phone: 296-6640

prizes ... Develop responsi- rMAIL
TO
bility, business sense; sales- DAY PUBLICATIONS,
INC.
722 Center St.
manship..

If 'you are ten or older, want' a
route, fill out this application

Thursday at 8:00

KIDS' DOG SHOW
Best Costume - Best of Show
Sigwolt at Arlington Heights Rd.

...

I

FASHION SHOW

DELORES FILER SHOW

don't think

braces

teeth anymore.

I

and see .

You'll earn money ... trips

.. 1dayMME. year

-

1
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at's Behind That Smile?

ro

rett to Poised

ust

n ive an
BY LOIS CZUBAKOWSKI

ext ens i v e training, young
stewardesses fly
friendly skies all

Have you ever wondered
what's behind the smile and country

off into
over the

Let's travel with one of
these young ladies and see
who, greet you as you step what happens to her during

the calm, capable demeanor of
the lovely young stewardesses
aboard a commercial airliner?

The answer can be found
right here an the northwest

suburbs, Just west of Des
Plaines in Elk Grove Township
Here, at the United Air
Lines Stewardess Training

those five -and -a -half weeks

She may be from Honolulu
or Norway, Harlem or Bumpkin Corners, but she has

decided she wants to be a
United stewardess She fills
out

an

employment

appli-

cation and if she is accepted
Center, young ladies between she will be flown, free of
the ages of 20 and 26 arrive charge, from the United flight
from all parts oche world and, point nearest her home to
after five -and -a -half weeks of O'Hare field, which is six

a

eeks

a

miles from the training center

have been flying for 25, years)

at Algonquin and Linneman but about three years ago an
Rds
agreement went into effect
whereby the girls agree to
TO BE accepted she must be stop flying at the age of 32.
between 20 and 26 years old, in However, they can transfer to
good health, a high school ground jobs, such as instrucgraduate, between 5 feet 2 tors, reservations or ticket
inches and 5 feet 9 inches in agents, supervisors, etc.

height,

with weight in
proportion, uncorrected vi-

sion of 20/200 or better correctable to 20 30 in each eye
It was once required that
stewardesses be single, but
now they can be married It
was also once true that stewardesses could fly as long as
their health permitted (some

At O'Hare our stewardess is
picked up by the Center's bus
and delivered to her home for

the next five -and -a -half weeks.
Here she will receive free lodg-

ing and meals and pin money.
Uniform accessories, cosmetics and outside entertainment,

however, are at her own 'ex-

pense. Trainees are advised to
bring .about $150: for their

AT THE Center she is introduced to one of the three
houtemothers on duty. They

are Mrs. Helen Keller and
Mrs June Tuttle, who live in
the building, and Mrs. Ruth
Ferver who lives in Arlington

Heights.
"Mostly," said Mrs. Fer-

is just
there, like their own mother,
for anything they may need.
ver, "a housemother

to

We try to give them lots of love

and understanding."
And she is introduced to the
other three girls who will share
her life and her studies during
the training period. There are
now six floors of dormitories.

Four girls share each of the
bright and

cheerful rooms.

Each has her own bed, desk
and make-up vanity, closet and
drawer space. The four Share a
bathroom.

OUR YOUNG trainee begins her work in a class of 20.
There is an average of 200 to
300 girls in training at any one
time at the school. About one
in every 22 girls interviewed is

accepted and another two or
three will drop out of the class
of 20 before graduation, either
on her own decision or at the
school's request. When this
happens, she is given free air
transportation back to the

United station nearest to her

t

home.

Each class of 20 has a for-

,4

4%

4,.
The make-up room is a young girl's dream, filled with exotic

cosmetics, mirrots, brushes and puffs. But a pretty face isn't
enough. United Stewardesses are constantly reminded to "put on
a happy face" as well. The best of both kinds is demonstrated

here by Theresa Herlihy of Los Angeles, in her fifth week of
training.

1,.#40'fy
4

stay

11

14111: X.ft:

mer stewardess (average age is
25) as its instructor. She stays

with them during the entire
training period. She stresses

tS

s

individual initiative and responsibility in all phases of instruction.

During the first week the

trainee is introduced to the

mysteries of time tables, meal
schedules, flight responsibilities, diet, yoga postures,
and exercise. She takes a

weekend observation flight as
a passenger to observe and later discuss stewardess pro-,
cedures.

DIET IS ad important part
of a stewardess's life. United
suggests that a girl between 5
feet 2 inches and 5 feet 3 inches

weight a minimum of 105 pot
unds and a maximum of 118.
For the girl who is 5 feet 8 to 5
feet 9 the weight should be between 123 and 140. If she arrives at the training center
overweight, this could be
grounds for immediate dismissal.

At the Center, in almost ev-

ery conceivable place, there

are scales to keep her conscious of this' restriction. The
most effective is the scale just
outside

the entrance to the

cafeteria, which serves

You've heard of flying saucers, but flying cups? Day feature writer Lois Czubakowski learns
delicious and plentiful food.
how to say "Coffee, tea and 000ps" as she studies the life of a stewardess trainee at the United Air
Trainees receive an instruc- Lines Stewardess Training Center. Good stewardesses are always cheerful, so Lois doesn't seem to
tion sheet entitled "Think mind a bit as she fumble the beverage service to Dennis Cline, United's publicity representative,
Thin" which gives such diet and Mary Lou Smith, an instructor at the center. Lois is thinking of signing up for work in the new
tips as "Shop Thin --If you 747, due to be in service next year. She reports it will carry 360 passengers, have 14 stewardesses
don't have blueberry pie, cof- and wider aisles. (Photos by Connie Blanchette)
fee cake and ice cream in your
apartment, you can't sneak hips...pull in diaphragm, tuck She works in special cabin to make domicile requests and
trainers (mock-up versions of how to make bids for the
'in derriere, keeping back
them....Drink Thin --by drink- straight. Bend knees slow- various models of planes flown flights she prefers. Preferred
ing low -cal liquids between ly...go down in a slow deep
by United) located in a large flights are assigned to stewardmeals rather than with them... bend and return to standing basement training room.
esses on the basis of seniority.
Eat Thin --eat small portions position. Try bending a little
On the day she graduates, aland a low -cal snack an hour deeper each day."
VISUAL poise is an espe- ways a Tuesday, our trainee
before meals...Cook Thin -To continue the exercises, cially fasciriating course, and learns to which domicile city
Cook with herbs rather than even past the special classes, teaches the trainee how to she will be sent. United has
piling on the butter...and Think exercise equipment is supplied stand, walk, stoop, take off a nine such cities, Seattle, San
Thin --tell yourself you really in each laundry room in the coat, put on gloves and even Francisco,' Los Angeles,
don't like rich foods, look dormitory area, so girls can liow to light a cigaret in a lady- Denver, Chicago, New York
City, Newark, Washington
away at candy and say "I keep at it while waiting for like manner.
never touch it.'Look in the their clothes to wash and dry.
In the cabin trainer the girls and Miami. She will be assisted
mirror everyday and see how And a heated pool is available work as either passengers or in finding an apartment; usualslim you are becoming."
to them both winter and sum- stewardesses. A special taped ly shared with other stewardflight gives them the illusion of esses. She will probably leave
mer.
THERE IS an exercise
During her second week at an actual trip, using engine within a few hours of her gradsheet, too. Included is one for the center our trainee has her noises, conversations from the uation for her new home.
"Flabby knees and flabby in-. hair individually styled. She captain, etc. Here, too, the
ner thighs," unthinkable for a learns about cosmetics and in- girls learn to work in the galBy then she will have her
stewardess. It suggests, "Stand dividual, make-up procedures. leys or kitchens of the various wardrobe of chic Jean Louis
with feet wide apart, hands on She is trained in visual poise. kinds of planes. She must learn uniforms. It will have been taito make coffee, prepare trays lored for her and will include
and serve them.
one red (Hawaiian sunset), one
During the third week there blue (Maliblue) and one white
are medical lectures, manicure (Miami sands) with either red
training, and more cabin train- or blue trim, one great coat,
ing and visual poise. She also one raincoat, two kepis, one
goes out to O'Hare field to fa- white vinyl and one red knit,
miliarize herself with the vari- and one 21 -inch suitcase.

into the kitchen for

ous kinds of planes

9

in the

hangers there.

RIGHT-The view of the floor these girls are getting may seem
a long way from friendly skies, but if they survive the exercise,

A DOCTOR will speak to
her during this week on such
things as resuscitation, epileptic seizures and recognizing
symptoms of various common
illnesses. She is taught how to

diet, etc., during the next five weeks they'll soon spread their
wings. Here instructor Myra Ballegooyen shows a group of first
week students that there's more than one kind of two -way stretch. Included in the class are Jan Morris, Cupertino, Cal.;
Velma Honan, South San Francisco, Cal.; Linda Carr, Newport

care for children traveling
alone. It is stressed that she will

News, Va.; Nina Torcoloetti, Boston; Karin Baustert, Elgin, Ill.,
and Ragna Roksvag of Norway.

be responsible for the life of
every person on her plane.

If she is a nurse when she

TOTAL COST of this required uniform is' over $300.
She. can pay for it in a lump
sum when she becomes a stew-

ardess or arrange to have pay
deductions. Her shoes may

also be' purchased at the center. They are Maliblue and

cost $22. She buys her uniforms oily. one time, however.
After that United replaces
them. United also pays for
cleaning of the uniforms.

stewardess training,
chances are she will be based,
-When she begins to fly, the
after training, in either Los new stewardess earns a minAngeles or San Francisco be- imum of $355 a month for 70
cause there must be a nurse on hours of flying time. In addievery overseas flight and tion, she may flu up to a maximum of 85 hours and reUnited flies to Hawaii.
During her entire training ceives $10 an hour for jet flyperiod the trainee is constantly ing in excess of the minimum
being evaluated by her instruc- 70 hours. Flight time is counttors on responsibility, good ed from the moment the plane
judgment, dependability, leaves the dock to the moment
punctuality, self-control; con- its wheels stop as its destinasideration for others, friend- tion. There are regular raises
enters

Yi

liness, tactfulness, conversational ability, initiative and
adaptability-all requirements
of a good stewardess.
IN
HER
fourth
week
our trainee studies emergency techniques, operation
of fire extinguishers, emer-

and by the time a girl

gency equip(nent aboard the

anCes at lay -over points. At her

plane,

evacuation

methods,

how to open doors and windows, how to use evacuation
chutes, etc. And she thkes her

LEFT-A girl's first pair of second observation flight,
but this time she dons an in-

false eyelashes can be a many

spl e nd or ed thing. Linda

flight dress and assists the
Dowden from Los Angeles as- plane's, regular stewardesses
sists Barb Bloomer of in serving.
Davenport, Iowa, and Vikki
She gets the feel of the plane
Hagen, Washington, sees what when it. banks; slows, *climbs
can be done about giving Rosie and sometimes when it is flyGardner of Colorado Springs. ing through turbulence. For
that feathered look. The girls, many these observation flights
all fifth week students, work in are the girls' first time in an
one of the bright, colorful airplane.
dormitory rooms.

THE FIFTH week repeats
And he get's paid for this work, too-Albert Bruno, of Hart,
Schaffner & Marx, is # lucky man. It is responsibility to fli and
alter stewardesses costumes, mend them and, as he does in this
I picture, remove aitoccasional spot. Bette Statham of Kansas City,
Mo., walteto be made Spotless for her' graduation which took
place the day this picture was taken.

with more cabin trainer work,
more yoga, more emergency

procedure. The trainee also
makes her third observation
flight -dieting which she learns

to prepare a cabin for emer-

has

flown 10 years her minimum
salary is $550.

IN ADDITION to her salathe company provides
transportation, hotel accommodations and meal allowry,

home base a transportation allowance is also provided when
her flight arrives or departs in
the late evening or early morning hours.
She also receives health and

life insurance, sick leave and
paid vacations. She is eligible
at once for unlimited personal
travel on United for a 50 per
cent fare reducation. After one

year she gets four free trip

passes. This number increases
with her years of service: Par-

ents are also eligible for one
free trip a year and there are
agreements for rate reductions
of up to 75 per cent on many
international airlines.

And after all this the average stewardess stays with 'the
job about 18 months, leaving

gency landing, and receives in- usually to get married or to
.struction..on work.. rules,. how-_.x.aiv.,a family- _
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BUSINESS

CLASSIFIED

Service* Directory

INDEX
35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques
20
Auction Sales
109
Aviation
Auto Parts and Access.. 107
Auto Trailers & Campers 103

Let us help make your DAY
Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Automobiles For Sale

112

Automobiles Wanted. ,

101

Boats and
Marine Supplies
Boat Storage

1)

255-7200

GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK
FOR YOU!

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Air Conditioning
Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rates
CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532
Georges Heating & A/C service

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

Free Estimates

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

.

& brick Work. All work guaran

Electrical work; aircond.; out-

439-3532
Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.
CL 9 3517

lets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253.4792

Fencing

Redwood. Stockade,
iron. 647-0220

ART
SERVICE

Serving the conimerciai art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:
Advenising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design

Wrought

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Steel
Colors
Aluminum
Privacy

For estimates -537-3986 aft. 3 pm.

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

CALL 297-2266
CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS.

Cartooning
and other services.
Contact Dick Westgard

Ecklund Floor Service
'Average Room, Sanded, Seated
& Refinished, $22.95. 529.1211

'

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S Arlington Hts. Rd,
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Custom Homes . Room Additions,

Seamless Floor Coverings Never
needs waxing -are sanitary &
repels dirt & germs.°

Call 774-3394
Daily 9.5 for, Free estimate

Furniture Refinishing

Call "the rest" than call "THE
for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No jobs
'no small 766-8034
BEST"

E 8 D CARPENTRY

and

additions,

garages 529.2478.
BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors

Call for'Estimate
359-1906

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
R 8-4543
re -gluing
FURNITURE REFINISHING & RE.
PAIRING, 107 E. Prospect Ave.

Recreation rooms, powder

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
Free estimates
437-9214

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

NO JOB TOO SMALL
537.6122

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Carpentry & General Contracting We are not big but we give
big service Dormers, Additions,
Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete work included. For Free
Estimate, call 296.6250

Carpet Cleaning.

Call 392-4750

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Janitorial Service

PROFESSIOMAL WINDOW

prices -FREE estimates

439-0059

driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es
timate Call anytime.
766-1943
PATIOS,

APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Patios, Sidewalks,

Floors Licensed, Bonded. Insured 823-3342, 298-3491
KANZLER & SON
Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations.
Prompt Service Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bondqa
30 years in business

CALL 7664084

KANZLER BROTHERS.
Patios aqd driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No lob too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
757-3987 -

Ceramic Tile

lawn maintenance jobs.
255-0880 or 255-6295

by

loc.

C lean Up Service
Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup Home owners, con.
tractors, and -so -on. Call any
time _HARROLD'S 299.7830.

Decoratot!
Kenneth A. Pearson
DECORATOR

7 yards for $21. Half loads

LAWN CARE

All types -all season or vocation
only. Call Cooperative Enter.;
prises. 223-0352, if no answer
392.8763

LANDSCAPING

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296-6709

A-1 LANDSCAPING

stones

Dog Grooming
2554570
Individualized styling.

.

vate job to the largest commercial job. 439-7774

Masonry

Dressmaking -Sewing
Formals..

and resort clothes designed to
Coordinated wedding:
pontes Alterations. Ntrar Rand-.
order

2554348

MASONRY:
Home inproveMents irremode1Mg. Brick, block, stone, caters's,
plastering, waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Call days
,nights 916-1640.

ri
A.

NN K

TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

Unusually Good Working Concdtions - Benefits

Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

255-8400

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.
150 W.

Mt. Prospect

Rand Road

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

/SAM/OS

seal

&

strayed

tan
from

Grey & white female
kitten 3 mos., vic. Belmont & Euclid, Arl. His. 255-1136
LOST:

a.
a.

with

Young man lost wallet in A.H.

a

N

PEOPLE

a.

C

N

0
oo

money.
REWARD!! 392-4636

ARE YOU AN ANALYST/PROGRAMMER
WHO WANTS TO JOIN AN EXPANDING
GROUP OF PROFESSIONALS?

We will duplex our current system
(now 512K) within 2 years.
If you have at least one year of COBOL/360

experience and are interested in joining a
truly sophisticated environment. we invite
your confidential inquiry.

r

Excellent longterm employment operation steady overtime.'

O

SUMMER SPECIAL

Beginners.

Piano or organ.
Course 6 weeks, $10.00
827.6603'
BARON'S

ogm. Additions *Fences

CUP & COMPLETE & MAIL TO

DAY.PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III. 60005
or
722 Center St.

SAVE YOUR EYESI

It's TV Cheek -up time. Antennas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.

I

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's
Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
-17 S. Evergreen

Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

OM. =MENEM ONEM.IP

11

11 -Business Services

I

UNIMM,

CL 5.5692

REQUIREMENTS:

* Ability to read blue prints
* Ability to use a scale micrometer

358-269c

0
4 8

INSPECTOR
With our firm quality is a tradition. Our inspectors
play an important' part in maintaining that tradi-.
spectors.

.fialotine area.

at

z

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY
200 E. TOUHY296-2251, EXT. 360 DES PLAINES

'lion. We hove an opening on our staff of in-

Piano lessons

lf1

TOOL AND DIE
We are looking for a man with tool room experience to do re.
pair work on our metal piercing and forming dies.

Irish Setter. Answers to "Squire".
Arl. Hts. tags. 255 9445

15 -Instruction

ap

Or send resume to: Box 1205
Day Publication
217 S. Arlington Hp. Rd. Arlington Hts.

You would be working in o modern suburban plant on various
size dies used in presses ranging in size from 30 ton to 500 ton
capacity.

Please contact 327-6791

NM

ARE HAPPY
ABOWTHE

Contact: Mrs. Ewing (312) 654.4000 /'gagg

$50 reward for return of male.

14 -Personals

iff

4

train ticket plus

AAA I Hearing Air Repair Sena
ice on all makes. Free loaners,
Rental plan. 39.2.4759
j
Interested in locating JUDY nee
MACKLIN who lived In California, concerning religious matter.

An

Custom Remodeling
*Kitchens Dormers
*Basements *Garages

296-6640

'

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home

Grove. REWARD. 541-1832

z

HINES LUMBER CO.

Advertise with Day
Want Ads
CALL

Des Plaines

FURNITURE FINISHER

W

50% financing available.

255-7200

200 E. Touhy 296-2251, Ext. 360

LOST: Ok. grey & white spotted
cat "Tom", vic. N.W. Buffalo

824-7510

Fully insured & Guaranteed
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-4300
Choice of Finance Plans
Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
Ask for Mr. Richard

^` -

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

Arl. Hts. 392-7293.

a 741.
zg

Remodeling & Supplies

We have the equip. tp handfe
anything from the smallest pri-

Excellent opportunity to join o new departs ens in o fast grow

paws and bib, vic. Pioneer Pk.,

No job too'small or too large

.

Department to operate a Honeywell computor. You must have

LOST: Grey female cat w/white

z

437-6732

Lawns seeded

GROOMING

o

PATIO'S
REPAIRS& REMODELING

decorative

WE DELIVER SOD

or LI

1

us

`After .5 Pm. _ -

Merlon Blue Sod
Scott Windsor Sod
Fescue Sod
fat:shaded

Evxens &

AND MORE

Repairs & Remodeling

& SUPPLY CO.

COMPUTER OPERATOR

Child's pet. REWARD. 359-4659.

Radio -TV Repair

big or small. Free estimates.

24 -Help Wanted Men

home in Plum Gr. Countryside.

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No lob too small.

Reasonable Rotes
CALL ED. 358-5359

Day Publications, Inc.

operations.

Lost: Siamese kitten male Seal
Point, 6 mos., vic. St. Viotor.
Since Mon. Children's pet, tam.
Siamese
cross-eyed cat,

2554822

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

men."

some previous experience or training in operating data processing equipment and hove some familiarity with disc packs.

w/blue eyes, female, "Sheba",
blue collar w/red stones. Vic.

& REMODEUNG

Installed Rototilling & Grading. ,
All work guaranteed. No job too

ally designed as jobs for

102
92
42
82

Lost: gray seal -point Siamese cat

LOST:

392.6817

JOE CIRTMAN

2464 Wanted Men

discrimination as
out
to sex unless specific-

We have on opening for a beginner in our Data Processing

Euclid Schl, Mt. Pros. 392.4235

EXPERT PLASTERING

027-7588

COMPLETE

HALLMARK, 800 E Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Jobs

18

heartsick. 259-9057.

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

--

296.8385 before 10 am.

296-6640

Plastering

DAN KRYSH

lems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Coll

"Help Wanted

Memory Gardens, Arl. Fits. 2
graves in Section Eternal Light.

255-7200

Tuning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load $15.00

NO FEE

tery, $750. Section 19, lot number
27. SP 5.2466

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD
TO US ...

MORE

Gel

Piano Tuning -Service

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

they are available with-

10 grove lot, Ridgewood Ceme-

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

Ned Williams

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any prob-

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

OR,
IF YOU
LIKE, YOU

your home. Permanent wave'

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

listed here are those historically filled by men;

Dap

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR.

vailable. 358-3411.

HELP WANTED
MALE

Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to

HERE
IN THE

296.1450

manent $10 comp. MU 5-5400

Free interior & exterior decorating ideas A Christian Business
mon CALL 296-3953

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

CLEANING. 50c per window.

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

CUSTOMER

13 -Lost and Found

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

255-1096
KEY TILE CO.
Tile slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

WINDOW

OR

specialist.

SONNE1,

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

Permanent waves given in your
home

Ask

394-1000,

94

HAPPINESS

Permanent Wave
Call

Steve Pace at
HALLMARK PER
800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

course!

SERVICE

253-8551
Window Washing

394-0630

NO JOB TOO BIG

be area Sales Mgr. within 3
years. High School is enough.
Wear a business suit for inter
view. Oh yes free smokes, of

chance to progress into broad responsibilities for computor

any 5 gallon purchase.

824,1866

No experience necessary. Pro
tected territory just keep your
customers stocked up. No tray
no night work. 5 day
eling
week. Do the job and you may

$145 to $165 To Start

FIND

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. His.

Lawns Mowed & Landscaped
Reasonable Prices

ACCT. CLERK $500 MO.
1 yr. exp. A/P A/R qualifies
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299-7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

1969 car futnished
bonus -profit sharing

ing company. This opening can afford the right mon the

Fully insured.

White interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, while & light
tints $1.99 per gallon.

PROGRAMMERS
Maint. Prog. RPG, BAL
Exp. Prog. 30, 40, - 1925
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299.7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

$135 Wk. NO FEE

91

RECOVERED

Free Estimates
Pick Up & Delivery

PROFESSIONAL

SALES

86

88
96

Wanted To Rent

Shull Decorating
358-9038

Landscaping

2 young men with tractor desire

Cement Work

Upholstery

FREE 6,1/2 pints U.T.C. with

carpet

cleaning 296-1450

299-0119

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

Offices, Stores, Buildings. Reas.

23-Erodo rent Agencies -Male

14

Travel
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy

Des Plaines

College Students beginning

Heating, electrical, plumbing,
439-8614
carpentry.

83

To Rent, Stores, Offices.. 77

259.9440

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
and
exterior
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

Home Maintenance

JANITORIAL SERVICE

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
1/2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365.

437-4093

ed. Free estimate.
392-1542

109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

mer gen. office or what have you.
Some exp. Full or part time. Own
transportation. 259 3441.

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
Situations Wanted -Men. . 21
Situations Wanted 22
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
73
Apartments
76
To Rent Houses
T2 Rent Miscellaneous. . . 81
To Rent Resort Properties. 79

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

CIGARETTE

Mature HS. senior girl desires sum

Rooms -Board -

5th summer in exterior pointing.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur-i

Hearipg Aids

sitting. Days or evenings. Ivy Hill
or Knob Hill. 392-7798

47

Real Estate -Wanted

CL 9.0849 Tues., & Wed. eves

651 Pearson

TRAINEE

Mature woman desires baby-

DINFTTE CHAIRS

695-9812
Professional Painting done for
less money by exp. college
students. Free estimates.
Interior & Exterior. CL 3-6604

General Hauling

Your Home or Office

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

2

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear

TRANSMISSIONS
830 W. NW. Hwy.
Arl. Hts

392.3450
Interior & Exterior Painting. All
work.
Reasonable
top quality
or

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Tailoring

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski

CL 5.3991

will care

weekends. 392.0592.

27
26

Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

train. Coll Gregg Stafford at

for your children days, nights,

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

AAMCO

mother

Experienced

2

Personals

Transmission Service

NEW WAY PAINTING

394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

FREE ESTIMATES

Elk Grove area. 439.6881.

Nursery Schools -

"Small Engine Repair"

Decorating & Remodeling

392-9858: call after 3

CL 5.8232

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

with

RICK'S DECORATING

Custom

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

rates 671.0009.
Interior and Exterior painting at

Garages, Basement A Kitchens.
Coll Chuck 259-4348.

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

Tile

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118o

NORTHWEST FLOOR CARE

Carpentry -Remodeling

FREE

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803
WALL PAPERING

Floors

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Free estimates

side.
Walls, Carpets, Floors,
Gutters. REASONABLE!
GUARANTEED WORKII
971 0675
CALL JIM

439-4454

255-7200

Remodeling,

do painting, inside and out

I

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

Mailing Piecei

mate call 392-6604

24

NO FEE

College girl

desires full time
summer employment, part time
aft. Sept. Factory or office. Exp.,

13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

Ken's Painting & Decorating
Interior & Exterior Painting
Reas. & meticulous. Teacher.

Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women

$145 Wee:- to Start
No experience necessary here.
You'll get this one on Mildtude. Company will completely

437-4446

1

(To Rent)

sofa plus fabric,
117.50 per section plus fabric

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

home - or will do baby sitting.

5
In Memoriam
15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
SO
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65

124.50 per

Painting -Decorating

Experienced typist to work at

25
57
93

Furniture. . . .
Industrial Property

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Purchasing Trainee

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

Home Furnishings -

115.50 per chair plus fabric,

& IRON CO.,
Quality workmanship. Fully inAll types of fencing: Chainlink, sured. Reasonable. 259-1039

CREATIVE

burst

teed & reasonable. 259.9246
Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

X -CELL FENCE

Art Service

CLEANING

repair

chimney

Tuckpointing,

SLIP COVERS

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

Electrical Work

Hemming &
Alterations

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

.

Call Bob CL 9-0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

Alterations

Slip Covers

Masonry

Electrical Contractor

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women
Equipment Rentals
Farms
Florists
Funeral Directors

23

$650 No Fee
Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train: Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mi. Pros
pect.

Carpentry, etc.

Coins -Hobbies
12
Day Camp.
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

audience for your message, everyday!

10 TECHNICIANS

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,

8
3

Cemeteries & Lots

or whatever ... The Day has a ready

296-6640

OR

NO JOB TOO SMALL
PHONE 439-8614
If no ans. 815-385-8999
CONFORTI & SONS

17
9

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks....

5 -day want ad to sell, rent, buy, trDde

FOR ADVERTISING

Reasonable rates.
VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150

66

.

Business Services

Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,

squeegees & brooms -not just
colored. Good job guaranteed.

37
38

Business Opportunities.

23 -Employment Agencies -141e

11 -Business Services
Custom Int. 8 Ext. Decorating. by
Castle Decorating Co. Free Est.,
insured, 298.5660, 262-1206
Asphalt sealing done with

RESPONSIBILITIES:
* Determirie if products meet with specifications.
* Perform subsequent inspection to insure high
quidity level.
CALL R. J. NELSON AT 763.1200
OR APPLY

M
consioN Of INMAN 34LAD INC

:5353 W. Armstrong (near Elston & Cbntral)
Hts.

,A Continuing Equal Opportunity Employer

.

Friday, July 18, 19691,,

l'age 16

24 -Help Wanted Men

2441* Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

OPERATORS

MAN OR BOY WANTED

Retail, point. Days. Experience
not necessary. Call Mr. Noss.
263-4300

to work 2 P.M. to 5:30 P.M. Monday thru Friday and from '8 A.M.
to 2 P.M. Soturday.

Immediate openings for ex
perienced men. Day or night
shift available. Good company
benefits. Excellent opportunity
for advancement. Steady employment. APPLY to personnel
manager daily: 8 am. 4:45
pm. 10601 W. Belmont Ave.,
Franklin Park (I block west
of Mannheim Rd. at Belmont

WHEELING NEWS AGENCY
537-6793

BOYS WANTED -

Kitchen help. Ye Old Town Inn,
Inn, Mt. Prospect.

392-3750

MOONLIGHTERS

Permanent part
evening janitors.

High School. Grad

time
No

weekends and no holi-

to learn data processing.

EqUal

An

CALL 827-7880

Employer

MAIL AND SUPPLY CLERK

PART TIME

Position available in our Mail and Supply Department.
perience helpful but not necessary. Excellent working con,
ditions, salary and employee benefit program.

WILLIE LUMBER

CALL DIANE THOMAS

hospitaliza-

392-9050

tr)Ungard

FULL TIME

Experienced man

Insurance Group

needed to install suspended ceilings. Year
round inside work.

1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

Call

SALES LADY
Fannie May Candy Co. is

seeking a sales lady for
store in Golf Mill Plaza.

40 hour week. Liberal

.

1

Lathe and/gr Mill Hand
General atichinist

txperienceeer Will teach. Full
time with plenty of overtime.
Benefits. Excellent working

,

O.D. & 1.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

conditions.

Great Lakes
'Runway &

3 BEGINNERS
$90 WEEK

Youngs Tire & Supply

the other nice young guys &
gals 'who happily work to-

437-5010 or 437-9536

Choose a career in the growing Flexible Packaging Industry.
Prior to September 1, we are moving to our new office and
plant in Palatine, Of. Our solid growth and expansion requires
people with ambition (lots of overtime) in a variety of fields.
Job openings on 1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts.

block west of Mann-

heim Rd. at Belmont
Ave. 3200 north.)
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

New warehouse in Des Plaines.

needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.
PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

EVENING JANITOR
A reliable !nail interested in
working full time in the even.
ings is needed to maintain Our
modern offices in Des Plaines.
Hours would be from 4 p.m. to
midnight.

only by your own initiative and abilities?

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

SYMONS MFG.
COMPANY
Des Plaines
200 E, Touhy
296-2251, Ext. 360

Excellent

Don't procrastinate! Take the first step to
a challenging and rewarding carer -call now!,

!Exec. Sec
Sec (No S.H)

'

$600
500

600

Acctg. Clerks (3)
Good Typist
Customer Service

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

conveying sysPlant layout
tems and material handling

MR. W. TULLIS CO 7-6800 EXT. 537

475

500

holmes & assoc.

Skokie

you'll take port in the fascinating action that goes on in
this great man's lifel It means

INSPECTOR

Short

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process

PLANT GUARDS
Due to expansion of suburban I
contracts for Security Watch
men, Pinkerton's has opened
another branch office.

The employee we seek will have experience with

We offer good sorority posi

precision instruments and gauges, preferably

lions with advancement oppor

with mechanical and electrical background.

and final inspection.

term

cellent salary. Free to you.

tunities. The men we seek must

be dependable, over 21 years

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

-Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits.

and no police record.
Guard openings in most of the ,
Des
suburbs
surrounding
Plaines. Interviews will be conold,

SP 4 8585

297.3535

requires a substantial

ducted the week of July 21st
'lire 25th from gam to 3 pm
and on Tues. & Thurs. until
7 p.m. We are located in The

Miss Gaffke

An

This

.

1DAYWANT ADS

;

A

.

2375 Estes Ave 7
Elk Grove Viljage

busy

sary. Interesting work.

idays. Lets talk it over. Interviews daily until 10:00
p.m. Saturday
APPLY NOW AT:

Reichardt Cleaners

to,

ute

the Personnel Department. Will

greet, applicants, visitors and
executives, present and review
applications, answer phones

and set-up appointments for
personal Interview. Show new
employees facilities on starting
day. Typing necessary. Knowledge of shorthand helpful, but
not required. This company
has good benefits and pleas.
oht surroundings. FREE Call
Amy, 255-9414, 16 W. Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect

our west suburban location.
il
..
.

WRITE FOR IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW TO:

Box 312
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
-

.

722 S. Center Street
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016
An Equal Opportunity Employer

is

25th Ave.

Pk.

678-9035

TEMPORARY

ask for: MR. BRISKY
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Gal Friday who will also handle

sales records with young fast
growing company in toys and

HELP

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

housewares industry.

678-1337'

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

CENTSABLE
PRODUCTS
3930 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Park, III,,

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID -TUTOR -HOSTESS -BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

HARPER COLLEGE is in need of

a woman for mail room work.
Duties would involve sorting
mail, operating postage machine & misc. clerical 'duties.
This position will be in the College's new building at Algonquin S. Roselle Rds, Palatine,

ti

handle their reception desk in

Excellent benefits, commensurate salaries, and pleasant working conditions at

and Sunday by appointment.

VISION WRAP INDUSTRIES
IN
:SchiC.ller

253-9325

359-4200

comparn,

needs a personable girl

ENGINEERING COMPANY /

READ and USE

-larR

ability.

PLANT:
* PACKERS AND INSPECTORS
* QUALITY CONTROL SPECIALISTS
OFFICE:
* SECRETARIES
* STENOGRAPHERS
* GENERAL OFFICE
Company benefits include Hospitalization and
major medical insurance. Paid Vocation and Hol:

ossignspents.

To arrange for an interview

$550

437-5400

Several openings needing light typing and filing

openings on 1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts (ask about the
mother shift).

CALL MRS, GOODLING

PERSONNEL
RECEPTIONIST

.

CLERICAL

personnel increase in

various departments. The benefits and wages
are tops and the future extremely bright. Job

III.

CALL

personnel functieas, desirable.

and expansion in the flexible packaging field

$105 to $125

campaign
helpers, sit in on conferences,
learn detail that makes this office tick. You'll answer phones,
keep Senator's date book. And

GRACIOUS! A DREAM JOBt..Ex-

knowledge of insurance, pensi6ns, and other

Prior to September 1, we are moving to our new
office and plant in Palatine. Our solid ,.growth

New store conveniently located. No experiince neces-

with

you don't need political background! You should be good
with people! TACTFUL( KINDI

PERSONNEL
Typing and general office experience necessary,

MANAGER

wigs & so many interesting
people from all walks of life!
work

KARNES MUSIC CO.

HEY OUT THERE IN PALATINE AREA!

Phone for current assignments &
rates. 298-5044
Add+ A+ Girl

meeting & getting to know big.
You'll

Dictaphone and engineering report typing and
general office abilities for Manager of Manufacturing.

359-4200

SECRETARY
TO PRESIDENT

excitmentl! As political secy to big name Senator,

We are a growing manufacturerk Electra -

EGULARLY!

Elk Grove Village

$2.25 per hr.

Here's

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

For Fast Results

DES PLAINES

CALL MRS. GOODLING

Get Into Politics

Engineering Co:

PINKERTON'S INC.

1000 Busse Rd.

Be Senator's Secy

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Runway- &

(Desk A), Des Plaines.

9800 MILWAUKEE

able, excellent fringe benefits,

3930 N.

7770 Frontage Rd.

Great Lakes

MANUFACTURING 4

827-1151

located in Holiday Inn

RandhurstrUpper Level 392-2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939 4866

Ail

ties for a Company Controller,

CALL MISS KLEEMAN

Secretary at Harper College.
37t/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desir-

25 to 35 hour week, 5 days.

work from sketches and sales
write up. Future customer contact. tight machine design
necessary. Salary based upon

Office Center on 1784 Oakton

Zappone's
Brandywine
Restaurant

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

to

experience.

HARPER COLLEGE

opportunities availble in N.W. Suburbs

PROFIT SHARING and a company car.

ACCOUNTING
Ability to mirk with figures, some statistical and
financial report typing and general office activi-

APPLY IN PERSON

Add+A+ Girl, Temporary Office
Service has the Right place for
you. Paying the Right salary, for
your skills and experience. Long

LTired of Commuting?

or write, in complete confidence

DRAFTSMAN

Wanted Immediately

and

Our outstanding benefit package includes a
full range of company benefits, including SEARS

SECRETARIES

COMPANY BENEFITS
AIR-CONDITIONED OFFICE

SMITH SURVEY SERVICE
945-4420

Reason,
WHAT EVER THE REASON!!

SP 4.8585
,7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

.

with degree preferred,

AND

For:

IVY

as a property adjuster.

CASHIERS

The Better Things in Well
To Supplement a Salary.
For Your Own Very Special

you.

join our modern and, progressive claims force

per hour . Evenings; 10c a mile,

WORK?

who wants to TRAVELt Free to

If so, ALLSTATE offers you the opportunity to

HOSTESSES

WHY ARE YOU LOOKING FOR

spot for outgoing personality

Person

experience helpful.

MARKET RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
$2.00 per hour - Days; $2.25

-

schedules, reports, tickets. Use
dictaphone. Slowly learn to talk
to people about vacations. Set
up vacations. Set up trips, contact hotels, airlines. A good

benefit

hospiassistance,

Aug

program.

sion

DAY & NIGHT

Deerfield

She'll

OFFICE POSITIONS

Needed for our expan-

HOSPITAL

Part Time

train you to welcome people
wanting info on trips, flights,
trains, ships. You'll type travel

Are you ready to leave the dust and fumes
behind for a clean, public contact position using
your knowledge of shopwork? A position with
security and prestige? A position with a future
for you and your family -with a potential limited

program inauding

job

An Equal Opportunity Employer

259 5300 - Ext. 37

TRAINING

600 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows, III. 60008

Accou\n't Assistant

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

H. S. DISTRICT 214

-1

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

HOLY FAMILY

Full
Cisnter.
Administration
time employment, many fringe
benefits.

$525 -Start off by relieving receptionist at her desk (she

ge hagcrafiers c'

Excellent

APPLY IN PERSON

Work in High School Bldg. or

LEARN TRAVEL
AGENCY BUSINESS
FROM GROUND UP
COMPLETE

leaves

p.m.

Apply: Personnel Department

working conditions, good salary and fringe benefits.

STENOS and

pect.

31).

for responsible person. 8:00

CLERK TYPISTS
NEEDED

W, Northwest Hwy. Mt. Pros-

AUTO CLAIMS ADJUSTER
Does your experience include auto body estimating or body shop mechanical knowledge?

DES PLAINES

EXPERIENCED
to 4:30

Find out why in dollars and cents, it makes sense to work at
Hallicrafters Bring a friend along, she'll appreciate the tip
about a better job at Hallicrafters.

Mo. - Fri.: 8:30 AM - 5 PM

For appointment
392-7600
311 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts., Ill.
An equal opportunity
employer

Full time, permanent -position
a.m.

You'll enjoy an excellent starting salary, automatic salary progression and company -paid hospitalization and life insurance.

CALL MR. PABST

CLERK TYPIST

,

CLERK TYPISTS
REPRO TYPISTS
EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

.

8:30 to 5:15.

935 Lee St.

fits.

to 4:30 PM. Light typing required. Good salary. For details colt Amy. 255.9414. 16

An Equal Opportunity Employer

69 RAWLS RD.

SP 4.8585

in

Accounting Dept. Typing
necessary. 5 day week,

439-0330

facilities in Palatine
shortly. Excellent fringe bene-

with good voice and nice smile
for the important job of greeting customers. 20 girl office.
Fine benefits. HoUrs 8:30 AM

ask for: MR. BRISKY

A. H. ROBINS CO.

new

297-3535

Large company seeking girl

678-9035

299.2206

hours per week. Will be in

IVY
1496 Miner, Des Pl.
7215 W. Touhy

SWITCHBOARD

VISION WRAP INDUSTRIES, INC.
Schiller Pk.
3930 N. 25th Ave.

4. Free life insurance.
Permanent position

CLERK -TYPIST, 12 months, 371/2.

gets you hired! Free to you.

SECRETARIES
FLEXO WRITER

OPERATOR

toted in Elk Grove Village.

EL -MAR PLASTICS

ACCOUNTING CLERK

of

8 AM to 4 PM; 4 PM to 12 AM;
12 AM to 8 AM. Paid insurance,

shifts.

all

-

HARPER COLLEGE

RECEPTIONIST

Company benefits include Hospitalization and mai& medical
insurance, Paid Vocation and Holidays. Interviews doily until
10,00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday by appointment.

1. Salary in excess
$465 monthly.

many company benefits, lo

CALL MRS. GOODLING
359-4200

* FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESSMEN
* SLITTER OPERATORS
* BAG MACHINE ADJUSTERS
* SHIPPING AND RECEIVING
* PACKERS AND INSPECTORS

WAREHOUSEMAN

equipment. Must be able

in

to every job) 35 WPM typing

BEG INNERS

Hallicrafters.

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE
CORPORATION.

2. Free hospital benefits.
3. Stock purchase program.

EXPERIENCED

1001 S. Busse.at Golf
Mt. Prospect

this HI PAYING
firm. COMPI-FTF TRAINING.

FACTORY TRAINEES
AND

Employer

359-4200

LIGHT FACTORY WORK

FULL TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

your chance to get to know all

gether

mont Ave., Franklin Pork

this

General Office Work

buyer to someone in advertising. Learn switchboard, help
at reception desk. It's different,

parts. Cho,jce of day or

manager daily: 8 a.m. 4:45 pm. 10601 W. Bel-

time

255-6201 or 255-6202

where. Assist anyone from a

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

night shifts. Excellent opportunity. dotd company benefits. APPLY in
person to personnel

Part

fun. A good way to find out
what you're suited for. Plus

Experienced in electrical

Exc client employee

school year.
summer.

,

We offer talented women a rewarding and exciting future.
Sharp gals with above average skills and the ability to accept
responsibility are needed now. It makes sense to work at

An Equal Opportunity

INJECTION
MOLDING

For Rondhurst office. 3rd year
high school student. 3:30 to
6:30, Monday -Friday, during

CALL MR. McGRATH
35B-5800

(Electrical)

CALL MRS. JEAN GOODLING

DENTAL ASSISTANT

pany. Fill in anywhere & every-

ASSEMBLERS

week.

Palatine, III.

You'll all start together & work

Work at Hallicrafters and get ahead.

Golf Mill Plaza

hour

37t/2

benefits,

CLERICAL

FANNIE MAY CO.

HARPER COLLEGE

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

1625 E. AlgOnquin
439-7010

fringe

255.620B or
255.6201

-

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

OPPORTUNITIES

New facilities to be available
the 1st week in August. Full

4 days, no Saturdays. Must be
mature, responsible woman.
Will train.

together. Help thruout com-

Engineering Co.

Interviewing
1,Qam. to 4 pm.
Fannie May Candy Shop
(South of Sears)

RECEPT - SECY

laxed atmosphere and congenial psople. FREE at Amy.
Mt.
16 W. ,Northwest Hwy,
Prospelf255-9414

--

PAYROLL
Position in Comptroller's Dept.
involving responsibility for col
lege payroll. Previous data pro
cessing experience desirable
but will train. Other duties.

/

ENGINEERING COMPANY

APPLY IN PERSON

Wanted - Dent& Office

There are sixOirls in this nice
new office wfio work together
answering phones, greeting
customers, making reservations, etc. This company offers
many outstanding benefits
including profit sharing. Re-

With Expanding Machine Shop

Fabricator

827.6628

.

t.

fringe benefits include,
profit sharing.

824-1845

$115

can type and like
variety this job is for you.

..

Metal

Girl Friday

A nocut
.

.

.

salary and benefit,.

Excellent salary
Good opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN

If. you

Arlington Hrs., III. 60004

Wanted For Permanent Positions

437-9242

talization, tuition
and pension.

439-2210

fice in Palatine. CALL: Dr. Becker
at 359.4676. '

SMALL, OFFICE

437-5400

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Mature dental assistant wanted for general practitioners of-

FL 8-2075

CALL Miss Gaffke

METALS, INC.

GENERAL

OFFICE

'

,starting salary.

PRE FINISH

Established service organization needs full time clerical
help. Typing, audio visual,
public contact and varied
assignments. Good starting

LPN

We offer you pleasant surroundings, paid vacqtion first year, finest fringe benefits, and good

hat work week. Good start.

DAYS ONLY

255-1600

(1

ing salary and
tion benefits.

Over 21
Experienced only.

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

37t/2

also.

IVY

14 S. WILLIE
MT. PROSPECT

and verify. Possible light tab
operation duties

We are in immediate need of a girl with good

typing and shorthand skills to act as secretary in
our Engineering Department.

year's experience to keypunch

150 Gaylord Elk Grove Village
439-7400

WAITRESS -WANTED

Free to you.

INC.

needs hard working
girl with a minimum of one

other day. 437-8376.

you in his very own way. Terrific spot for the girl who loves
public contact. See IVY today
at office nearest your home.

..

HALOGEN INSUALTOR

Need reliable teenager to babysit with 11/2 & 4t/2 yr. old boys.
& occasional
Every Saturday

of all you don't need a bit of
experience, he wants to train
...
Ex-

WAREHOUSE

suburb

now. 439-5741 anytime.

kids 8..their folks happy while
waiting. He'll also teach you
simple first aid, etc. And best

296-7942

nffice and typing. Varied work.
many company benefits Including; COMPANY PAID PROFIT

$5.00 on hour. We need you

show you how to keep little

.

.....

and accts. payable. General

Women or girls with cars. Light
delivery & collections. Earn up to

Pediatrician says if you
know some typing h'e'll gladly

._

Small installation in Northwest

-SHARING.

provided. Call 255-0765.

N.S.

Opportunity

Complete Data., Inc.

my home. Transportation

GIRL FRIDAY

OPERATOR

Woman for posting accts, rev.

Yg. girl wonted to do ironing in

BABY DOCTOR
WILL TRAIN NEW
RECEPTIONIST

KEYPUNCH

GENERAL OFFICE
N.C.R. OPERATOR

253-5335

SEC. TO V.P. $650
Exec. position. Free.
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299 7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

Ave. 3200 north.)

days.

Full Time

Girls over' 16. Telephone sdles.
Top wages. Full or part time.
439.5741 anytime.
Mon.
MOTHER'S HELPER
through Sat. References.'

GEN. OFFICE $437
Varied duties. Free.
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299-7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

PRESS BRAKE

26114 WNW Wane

Mel* Wonted Women

24ifeli_Warted Won

*kip Ithoittd brim

26-114 Wanted Waal

25-Encloyment dgennies-Women

ACCOUNTING

+

+

In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

DEPENDABLE

GUARANTEED
CALL KELLY GIRLS
STENOGRAPHERS

C>

TYPISTS and SECRETARIES

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

PLUS PLENTY OF GREAT OFFICE

TYPISTS
CLERKS

ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE

,KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER .,

CLERK

THAT'S SMART

TOP MONEY!!! TOP MONEYill - - -

I

Come in for these FUN jobs.

No Fees - Top rates.

'CALL BARB ROSS'

Bookkeeping, invoicing, typing,
credit. Challenging position,
with young, fast growing

827-8154

company, in toys and housewares industry.
678-1337

CENTSABLE
PRODUCTS
3930 N. 25th Ave.
Schiller Park,.III.

..

White Collar Girls

OP AINORICA, INCO
RANDHURST CENTER
__

392-5230

MT. PROSPECT.

.

LLo_%

606 LEE- STREET

DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS,
An Equal Opportunity Employer

...
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Friday. July 18, 1969

Young widow needs capable
loving baby sitter from 7:30 a.m.
p.m. Mon. thru Fri. for
to
months of Sept. thru June. 394-

WAITRESSES

1

NEEDED FOR NEW
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

housekeeping, ironing. $40.
433.4793
Highland Park.

Young man or woman wanted
'

in medical center In Des Plaines.
open. Call 827-5515, betw.9 & 5

moment.

The other position is in our dictophone steno pool transcribing
letters for our department managers, underwriters, and ac.
counting people.

in Arlington Heights. Good pay

and fringe benefits, air -con
ditioning, 40 hr. week. Come
see us.

Per-

508 Bedford

holidays,

paid vacation and insur-

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

827.6628

TAILOR

An equal opportunity employer

Many company benefits.
Please apply in person ONLY!

FILKO IGNITION

11 i(elp Wanted -Men

,27 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

Division of F&B Mfg.
5480 Northwest Highway
Chicago

ROBERT HALL
CLOTHES

MICRODYNE, INC.
STILL GROWING

MEDICAL
TRANSCRIBER
Experienced

Good ,typist experienced in
medical terminology for our
Radiology Dept. Full time, permanent, 9:30 a.m. to ,fi:00

p.m., 5 days a week. Good
APPLY IN PERSON

* ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS
* TESTERS & CALIBRATORS

HOLY FAMILY

* ASSEMBLERS & SOLDERERS

salary and working conditions.

0

.

Since we ore in the industrial market, we are

SALE -July

EXPERIENCED

& commercial' market. If you want to grow
position & pay, come in .or call: MR. BOWSER

TELLER

for more details at:

Full time. Pleasant congenial
conditions. Paid vacation,

15' Switzer Craft runabout, 45
h.p., Mercury motor, Spartan tilt

Ariens rider mower, 6 h.p. 24"
rotary, cutter, var, speed trans.
Coll aft. 4:30. 255-8596.
1

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Juhnson Water Softener
FL9-320J
.255-1107
I,

MICRODYNE, INC.
1600 S. Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

Call Mr. Lyngaan or Mr. Chirps

255-9000

40R YOUR

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

39" GE stove excel. cond., auto.
oven, Thrift cooker, 2 sp. broiler. $25 or best offer. 537.5554

GANG*.

sat

55-4500

3 OIL

DA.,

MANAGER

W

5-D4AD

Full time - 7:09 a". to 3:30
p.m. in our delivery room. No
rotation. Excellent salary and
working conditions.
APPLY IN PERSON

FREE WIGLET: 2 wks. Special, V2

If you have food service experience and want To
move into management, this may be your chance.

HOLY FAMILY

areas of food service with this growing midwest com-

HOSPITAL
100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

ry

Good pay and complete training followed by
immediate responsibility are yours if you have ability
and high quality standards.

There are possibilities for advancement in many
pany. If interested, fill in the preliminary application below, and bring it in or mail it to:

ropean texture 392-4419.
Zenith T.V. Stereo combination.
--$175
Phone 439-1676

N

314temmage & Garage Sale

Sole- unusual items -wine
barrel, cedar chest, fishing gear,
etc, July 19, 813 Gracelond, Des
GOP.

Pt, 627.4784

D. Kenneth Malone 653-0036
Roy Rogers Roast Beef Sandwich Restaurant,
Regional General Offices

GIRL FRIDAY
Do You Like Variety?

1520 East Roosevelt Road

Immediate opening for
woman who is tired of the
a

Wheaton, Illinois 60187

salary with periodic increases,
plus company paid benefits.

ILG Industries Inc.
GENERAL

BLOWER DIVISION
571 S. Wheeling Rd.
Wheeling, Ill.
537-6100

214Ielp WatedMen Women

Gar. Sale July 17, 18, 19. Baby
Turn. lam. clothes, hshld items,
misc. 516 N. Russel, Mt. P.

Gar. Sole -July 17, 18, 9-5. Bar-

ROY ROGERS PRELIMINARY APPUCATION
P A AA

Date
Name
Address

Height
Weight
Male

Phone

Married
Age
Present Employer

Roll -away bed $20. Girl's

5,000 Evergreens $1 ea.
Faith Nursery, 26W180 North
Ave. Wheaton.
Stereo system, 32 watt amp,

Gerrard SL 55 & two 3. way

(Across from Prospect H. S.)

speakers. 537.0526.
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

Garage Sole, Friday, July 18,
from 9-7. Clothing & misc. 16 N.
School, Mt. Prospect.

$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost'
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"
S20; Distr. 251-7385.

Female
Single

Gar. Sale July 18 & 19, 1.5. Nesco rooster, clock, elec. knife,

games, groceries

1/2

price &

misc. items. 411 E. Lynnwood, Arl.

214Ielp Wetted Men Women I

Sears exer-cycle, $5; Hunter fan,

re-versible, $25; Harley Davidson motor cycle, $125.
Call 437-2935.

2141,11 Waetrolilea aWINN

21414 Waded -Alen a Women

Summer jobs for 25 college students to work in Promotional
Advertising Department of large International Corporation.
The jobs will be on a first come first serve basis. Students will
be competing for one of 15; $1,000 scholarships. Only those
who con start working immediately should apply.
Salaries $120 per week for the first two weeks; $155 per week
thereafter,
Work hours: 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Plenty of time for swimming,
boating and golfing, etc.

CALL MR. SOLOMON

698-2026

get with it
Western _Electric
Hos Immediate Openings For

PARK RIDGE $1,00.01

AMIABLE PEOPLE
PLEASE APPLYt
We want good workers who like to meet and serve
people. If you qualify, we'll train you for full or part

EXPERIENCED
KEYPIMS1159,,PwpATORS

REGISTIRrieli5i.Ali 'TECHNICIAN

time 1.1rork. ,Positions are open in NILES. and 'DES

payments. We offer good salary and other benefits
including uniforms. If interested, fill in the preliminary
application below, and bring it in or mail to:
D. Kenneth Malone 653-0036
Roy Rogers Roast Beef Sandwich Restaurant,
Regional General Offices
1520 East Roosevelt Road

Wheaton, Illinois 60187

-free.

P A AA
Height
Weight

Name
Address
Phone

Age
Present Employer
Kind of Work Wanted

Male.tt

WORK Monday thru Friday in our modern regional center.

Excellent starting salary with
outstanding benefit package
Rapid Progre4ton
10% night work bonus.

Your Guide'
To the best
Real Estate
Values
74 -To Rent Apartments

Rolling Meadows -sublet °Mac.
ground level 2 bdrm. apt. W/W
crptg., range, refrig., disposal
heat & gas included. Call after 6
PM. 358-7080

Marriet?

COMMERICAL OFFICE SPACE 5

$170 per mo. Immediate. occupancy. Coll 956-1677 after 6.
1 bedroom apartment in Rolling Meadows, good location,
free parking.

Northwest. 453-1487

Timber Lake Village

including

heat,

appliances,

cooking gas, master TV anpatio,

tenna,

82 -Wanted To Rent

& Assoc.

1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

& 2 bedroom
apartmenti. Elevator building.'
Fully carpeted. From $187.50

86 -Real Estate -Houses

PROSPECT HTS.
bdrm. Colonial,

rec.

balcony,

room.

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking
'distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253 6300

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

The Newest!

The Nicest!
OVERSIZED 1 and 2
BEDROOM APTS.

FROM $190-$250

POOL
rentals includes all

appliances, heat, hotwater &
cooking gas.

executive

Hts.

8 A.M. to 4.14 P.M.
956-2641

3800 Golf Road

Western Electric!
sorra van or mom orate

3

-Recreation Bldg.
'Outdoor Bar-b-ques
-RESERVED PARKING

-Large Laundry Rooms

White brk. Colonial, 4 Ige.
bdrrns., 31/2 baths, formal sep.
dining rm. Huge 21 x 14' kit.
Full bsmt. Florida room, 2
frplcs., 2 car garage w/elec.
doors. Central air.condition.,

LARGE FAMILY?

Palatine by owner. 3 bdrm.
ranch, bsmt., 21/a car gar.,

on a large lot could

359-1450 Eves

9 room home

with 2 full baths and

be for you at only
$24,000

CL 3-0297

ELK GROVE elegant custom built

16 -To Rent Houses

across from Forest Preserve. 2
3 bdrm. brick ranch, 2 car gar., story 4 bdrmt. w/Ig. master
burnt., carpeting & drapes. suite, 21/2 baths, L.R. & D.R.
Arlington Hts. 392-6968.

crptd. Frplc. & panel font. rm;

3 bdrm. brick ranch, 2 car gar.

Kit. w/Ig. eating are4, full bsmt.,
prof. ldscaped, elec. garage

Beautiful t/2 acre yd. Across
from Randhurst. Adults only.
255-6208 or 255-6201.
71 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

QUINLAN AND TYSON

door, 100x150"lot. Low $70's.
439-7617.

Pal. - Winston Park. 5 xr. old 3
bdrm. split level. 11/2 baths, extra Ige. lot. Priced to sell. Phone

2nd floor office space. 900 sq., 358-3240 or 467-2116
ft. 940 Busse Hwy., Park Ridge
at Dee Rd. station. Will finish to Prosp. Hts. by owner. 4 bdrm.
ranch, 2 car gar., 2 baths, tam.
suit. Available in 60 days.
rm., Ige. kit. w/built-ins, 2 patios,
825-3133
bsmt., assum. mortgage.,
299.8778

HOMES FOR SALE
$33,500
WEST DUNDEE
3 bedroom brick and frame split-level. 3 baths,
recreation room. Well landscaped.

Arlington Hts.
Palatine
Schaumburg

-AIR CONDITIONED

Master TV Antenna
Outlets
-Spacious Closets
-Marble Vanities

DELUXE BI -LEVEL

split-level. Huge din. L.
Lge. kit. with good
eating area. Quality
built home. Hardwd.
fl?ors. Ceramic tile
baths. Lge. fin. fam. rm.,
garage. Park like yd.
has pfc:)41 Icing fruit trees

Walk To gchools, parks,
& pools. Immediate

also being accepted
for Spring and Summer Occu-

$36,900

VACANT FOR SALE

REALTORS

744 NOITIMISt AFC
A1RRIGO

$23,250

BARRINGTON

1113 MUMS

246-6655

6 acres

$11,500

BARRINGTON
per lot

4 beautiful 3/4 acre home sites. Improvements:
water, gas, electricity, streets,

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

255-6320
359-6500
894-1330

Lovely 3 bdrm.

poss.

-Wall To Wall Carpet
Individual Storage Areas
-14 cu. ft. Refrigerators

CL 3-6049

This

-PRIVATE LAKE

Leases

956.2642

or

house,

in Arlington Heights
BY OWNER

bdrm. 21/2 bath bi.level, central
air, fully carpeted, drapes, ex
trot. 392.9365.

fenced yd., excel. loc. Can be
purchased on contract. $29,700.

1444 S. Busse 439-4100

86 -Real Estate -Houses

-EleVator Buildings
-SWIMMING POOLS
-Tennis Courts

An.

BEAUTIFUL SCARSDALE

$85,000
711 E. Fairview

by owner.

Many extras.
446.500. 537-9.886 oc54Ls1824

ments.
Sensible

cond'g. 965 Rand Rd., (Nr. Golf)

Young couple desire 2 bdrm.
opt. in Des Plaines or. farther

259-0055 or 253-0925

MT. PROSPECT
I

offices, 1700 sq. ft. Central air
Des Plaines. 824-0822.

MT. PROSPECT

ALGONQUIN
Lake -In -The -Hills
This 4 bedroom Cape Cod has
a detached 2 car garage with

BUSINESS

an electric eye door opener,
full basement, 2 full baths,
and aluminum siding. Located
a beautiful landscaped
Extra large lot.
$22,500. $5,500 down to
assume 61/2% mortgage.

on

OPPORTUNITIES

corner.

Outboard motor sales & service with 1 bedroom
' apartment. On main highway in Fox Lake, Completely, stocked and equipped. Well -established

pancy.

Twelve/Oaks is located at
Ceptral & Wilke Roads, 2
blocks North of Algonquin
Road (Route 62).

For directions from any 'citation call 394-3050..

business. $45,000.

358-1800
434 E. Northwest Hwy.,

Models Open 7 Dayi a Week
11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

0,
kr

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Mt. Prospect: 2 bedroom apt.

Westgate Apts.
Ultra -deluxe

86 -Real Estate4kuses

14 -To Rent Apartments

Robert A. Cagann

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

ego AAAAA rim AIM

Female
Single

cians
ALSO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR JULY SALE ON
LP's and 8 Track Tapes

Commercial

(Highway 58, just east of Highway 53)

Dote

Expert Instruction by our staff of qualified musi-

ied REAL
ESTATE
Vacant
Residential

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

ROY ROGERS PREUMINARY APPUCATION

K100C-7 "Mini-Kustom"

-

-FREE Cooking Gas

COURTESY GIRL: Wrap sandwiches, french fry
warm welcome while serving customers.
HOSTESS -CASHIER: Dispense smiles and good will
as you greet customers, take orders and receive

Male

home,

Controlled Heat
-Modern Ranges with

PRODUCT SPECIALIST: Take charge of beef sandwich preparation from roasting to assembling.

foods, keep the dining room neat and provide a

AVAILABLE NOW: The Kustom Blues Amp &

good

to

GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES
ADORABLE
FL 8-2075

-FREE Thermostatically

PLAINES.

Gibson - Kustom - Epiphone - Rickenbacher
Goya and Others

CALL 439-4891

loves children. 439-8211.

The Roomiest!

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

IN STOCK THE MOST POPULAR NAMES IN GUITARS TODAY: .

Beagle puppy 6 months -old

Adm. 50c, 12 yrs. and under

Palatine, Illinois
359-2251

Cocker Spaniel puppies, AKC,
7 weeks old.
FREE

July 20, 10-5:30
Holiday Inn, Rt. 62, Rolling
Mdows, 1 blk. E. of Rt. 53. III. &
Wisc's "Deolingest" dealersl

26"

GRAND OPENING SALE

$1,000

$1,000

ANTIQUE FLEA
MARKET
P.M.

,55 -Musical Instruments

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

sired, 8 weeks, shots, $150.
439.4422

ing, etc., July 19-20, 9.6. 2610
Park St., Rolling Meadows.

$15.

gains. 316 S. Dale Ave., A. H.

Hts.

27 -Help Wanted -Mee Women

Blond corner & end tbl.
bike -$18. CL 3.8018

July 21.22.

Light typing. Qualified applicant will receive good starting

Baby equip. wardrobe $8; stroll.
er.$10; gates.$1; car seat -$2;
walker -$l. Excel. Cond. 299.3240

Gar. Sale: 505 HatlenMt. Prosp.
Turn; clothes; games; toys &
misc. NOON, Monday -Tuesday,

some old grind. You'll perform
a variety of general office
duties in our production office.

For sole -large walnut desk, tish
tank & etc. kitchen table,
steamer trunk, 297.3054.

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

204 Hicks Place

AIREDALE pups, AKC. champ.

rotary lawnmower $20;
12' x 13' green rug w/2 matching
runners $90. 529-7453

off on all hair pieces, plus Free
wiglet w/every cascade fall or
wig. 100% human hair. Eu-

358.6563

55 -Musical Instruments

AKC, 8 weeks, shots, wormed,
$100. CL 3-7705

$175. 894-2480

LOCATION

NURSE

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

LAB PUPS

39.4.,Q6a0

20"

FRANCHISE RESTAURANT

REGISTERED

.1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

Admiral 15,000 BTU air-cond.,
220 volts, walnut decorator front

00,1

FOR FREE DELIVERY

In Old Town
Downtown Palatine
Palatine
17 N. Bothwell

(312)469-7204

44-0ogs, Pets and Equipment

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER

AIR KING 20" fan, 2 spd revers
with stand; GE 20" revers.
window fan. 299-7373.

wet YOURi

An equal opportunity employer

colors $2.29 gallon.

Sun.,

$64.05 TAX INCLUDED
OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

PET SHOP

439-3297.

ANTIQUES & misc. hshld, cloth-

Gas range 42", exc. cond. $30;
also dbl. bowl cast iron sink $5.

_

makes button holes, sews buttons
monograms and fancy
on,
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service.
guarantee.

TOWN gi COUNTRY

& basement walls. White &

CLS-1683

Call

-Sewing machine. Slightly used..
Sews blind hems in dresses,

CAIRN TERRIERS

57 Owens 22' Cruiser newly re
finishe,d, 105 HP w/trailer $1800.
In water Riverio, McHenry.

34 -Arts and Antiques

GULBRANSEN ORGAN & KEN.
MORE GAS RANGE Perfect cond.

misc.

&

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

Also cute little mixed puppies

Good Fishing Combination. $275.
HE 7.0599 after 5:30 pm

Interior Latex ideal for garage

table

hogany

I Just arrived I

trailer, $555. CL 3-1927.

SPECIAL

Electric lawn mower, 24" girls
bike, leather top end & cocktail
tables, large mahogany double
dresser with mirror, nest of ma

TOY FOX TERRIERS
SPRINGER SPANIELS

Boat, 25 h.p. motor & trailer,

HOME OWNER'S

Dark brown leather -like
recliner choir $40

823-5505.

18' alum. Cabin Cruiser. Good

478-2639 or 267-3128

TV -stereo; best offer. 537.3222

BEAGLES

Sacrifice' 2 Med. chairs & sofa

537-9008

insurance, profit. sharing.

vacation. $125.
253-6162

ed, fully equipped $1100.
537-9008

trolux vac., Cost over $3500,
Soc. $675 or will sep. Aft. 4.

BEST OFFER. 253-2278.

8 ft. bar, 4 chairs; octagon card
table, 2 tops; 21" Zenith

CL 5-5048

18' Century w/traller, 394 Olds
inboard engine, comp. refinish

(blk. leather), Span. oak AM -FM
stero con., bar w/stools, 20" color
TV, Zig-Zag sewing mach., Elec-

32_4 3517

Irish Setter puppies, AKC, Chom

pion Sired, excel. show & field
quality, free boarding during

tam. boat. 40 h.p. outboard,
elec. starter, trailer, extras. $650
or offer. 392.2881

gold tweed sofa &

7 piece, walnut, Louis XIV, bedroom set, glass covered surface.

827.4341

37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

1

AKC, trained. 437-6148.

VitCf
wow

220,

$38.98. All sizes available.. For
more info call 537,2978.

766-9148

in

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
_255-1102 or 352-320.0.

summer rm. inexpensively with a
Zip -Roll screen. An 8' x 7' screen
(standard
car gar.) only

Use 2 oz. per wash load

not subject to the ups & downs found in military

cond,

$90, static filter gen. 824-4892.

Convert your gar. into a fam,

439-4285.

pp

air

1

1 white leather choir.

I excel. rare black, champ. sired,
female SCHNAUZER, 9 weeks,
home raised, 1st shots $100.

McGraw Edison, wind. or wall,

'ciltioning equipment contact.

White twin canopy bed corn.
plete. Also white male poodle

For Fast Results
10 READ and USE
'DAYWANTADS"

BTU

FOR SALE:

Siamese kittens, 8 weeks old,
litter trained, adorable.
359 6434

35-Ak Comktioning

13500

dinette set, $12. 394-0382.

255-0981

water softeners & water con-

wood patio shades, misc. items.

EGULARLY!

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

$1,000

-

LAUNDRY COMPOUND

HOSPITAL

.

"
For information about the FINEST

321Iscolherems Monimiso
New car stereo tope player;

1507 Rand Road
Des Plaines, Illinois

One of the northwest suburbans' fastest growing
electronical systems manufacturer can offer you
a chance to grow too.

camera w/ott. 259-7227

18, 19, 20. 9-6. 2227 N. Kennicott, A. H. Wicker stools & sofa,
bike, cameras, Ibis., 3 h. p. motor, wash stand, chest & misc.

Warren

MIN. SCHNAUZERS,
weeks, males, health guaranteed

2 piece stereo light wood, S75;
8

8

AKC

6177.

ies; 12" & 19" port. TV; child's
& bikes; air condition &
sheet metal parts; 8mm Kodak

stove, kit. cab., bathroom sinks,
elec. fixtures & app)., turn., 6 yr.
cribs & misc. July 18, 19, 20. 9-5.
424 W. Sigwalt, A. H.
NABORHOOD GAR.

WAUCONDA TRADING POST

Lg. swimming pool w/accessor-

Chicago.
Remodeling & Moving Bsmt.
Sale. Crocks, bottles, dishes, gas

FULL TIME

misc.

Coll after 6:30 437.0586

male,

Shepherd,

months old, papers and shots,

on Rte. 12, 4 miles north of
Lake Zurich. Bring this ad with
you. Open Fri. & Sot. 10.6
Sun. 12.6. 526-7495 or 724-

toys

Double bed complete, night stand & desk vanity, maple, S75;

439.1486

tuts, and bric-a-brac of much

CL 3.9461..

Gor. sole Sot. July 19, 10 to 3
only; complete baby Turn. set,
drill press, wood lathe, Easy
Spin washer, machinist's tools,
etc. .7542 W. Palatine Avenue,

1

MUST SEE II 956-0837.

WANT TO BUY
COCK.A-P00 PUPPY

areas.

German

For sale Logan production lathe,
$175; 230 AMP. craftsman elec.
welder, used little, bargain.

misc.
toys,
clothes,
hsdhld items. Everyone wel
come. 2801 Flicker In., Rolling
Meadows. CL 9.3389

Suburban

41 -Nome Foraishkgs-imuitire
Coffee table, walnut, formica
.yr. old.
in -lay, contemporary,

weeks old. $25.
259-9138

per, glass, iron, pottery, tin,
wood, bottles, lamps, furni

all day Sat., Sun.

equip't,

S75. 537.538B.

Chihauhua puppies for sole. 8

Old kitchenware, brass, cop-

Moving-refrig, lawnmower, pool
tbl., & many miscall., 674 Debra
.Dr., Des Pl., 439-4088 after 5 or

Januszko.

FULL TIME

Northwest

tPOODLE, toy, AKC. Male Apricot.
1st S75 takes, or best offer.
259-1322

DACHSHUND puppy, AKC, 12
wks., shots; Female; red; trained;

One of the largest selections
of antiques in. the North and

$20. 437.3786

(nr. Terrace

Call 359.4200 & osk. for John

1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

ance.
APPLY IN PERSON

Ln.

Big gar. sale, July 18.19, 9 to
9: 'dishwasher, furniture, baby

GROUP

modern air conditioned

GE Mangle - $20. Blitck and
white 'Overtone TV console -

Schl) Des Pl. Furn., clothing, appliances, lamps, much misc.

UNIGARD INSURANCE

manent. 5 day week.
Pleasant surroundings in

SIVELY? THEN CALL 259.5742

44-0ogs, Pets and Equipment

44-0ogs, Pets and Equipment

ANTIQUES FOR SALE

BEDS TO KING SIZE INEXPEN

Gar. Sale: July 19 & 20, 10 to 5,

Good Opportunity

392-9050

SECRETARIES
For diversified general

WANT TO CONVERT YOUR TWIN

1050 E. Plate, Palatine

2nd COOK

Diane Thomas

call

studio couch, wireless amp3ifier,p
red striped wide oval tires.
259-1834

Gor. Sale: July 17, 18, 19, 9 to 5.
Bdrm. set; tbls; lamps; cloth
ing, hshold.

Pan Washers. Apply in Person or

program.

1 1 1 N. Hickory, Arl. Hts.

Flea Marktet every Sun. through
Sept. Dealer space available.
Call for reservation. The Little
Corner, 117 Bangs, downtown
Wouconda. 526-8452

attendants, Porters and Pot &

If you are interested in a more challenging job with a company with a good future and an excellent employee benefit

F. H. BONN CO.

30" elec. stove, boy's bicycle,

123 Westgate, Des Pl.

Algonquin & Roselle Rd, in
Palatine is now accepting applications for Food Service employ.
ment beginning this fall. Full
time and part ' time positions
available for the following
people: Cooks, Bakers, Salad
Women, Line Servers, Dish room.

We need 2 experienced dictophone operators. One position is'
in our District Claims office where there is hardly ever a dull,

Gar. Sale-Thur., Fri., & Sot. 10:4.

Gar.. Sole July 17.19, 9 to 9,
clothing, househd items, miscell.

Hours to be arranged. Salary

Dictaphone Operators

Wont to gain a skill you can
use anywhere in the world?
Join the sewing industry right

Paid

For 8 month old baby girl; light

314tumeage L Osage Sale

34 -Arts and Antiques

643 N. Kasper, Arl. Hts. Everything priced right.

HARPER COLLEGE, corner

WANT TO SEW?

offices.

X -Ray Technician

SUMMER GIRL,

2990

Lunches and Dinners.
COUNTRYSIDE INN
1 W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.
392 9344

office position.

2141elp Wanted -810J Women

26-114 Wanted Women

'

2644 Wanted Wens

264Wm Mated Wore

324Aiscelareous Merchandise

BRADSHAW

658-5661
646 S. Main, Algonquin
(A bl. S. of 62 on 31)

Pagt 18

ing center

Fi may, July 18. 1969

,

auto.s 0

.

rap%

PICK YOUR

40r

How do you
improve on bell*
#1 in car sales?
By being #1 in
car service, too.

PRICE...

)WRITE YOUR
OWN DEAL!
YEAR-END
PRICES

fits, ON ENTIRE
j99

STOCK OF

NEW DODGES
& GUARANTEED

046)7

USED CARS
'64 OLDS 18

'68 CHARGER
Autom. 8 Power
Warranty

$1095

$2495

'68 CORONET H.T, '64 DODGE WAG.
9 Pass., Autom., Power

Automatic Power
Factory Warranty.

$1095

$2295

Automatic. Fact. Warranty

'67 OLDS 4 DR.
Cutlass Autom., Power

2 Dr. Low Mile, runs new.

.

$595
Automatic 8 Power

'67 CAMERO
Convertible
Automatic 8$1795

'67 AUSTIN
HEALEY

$1495

$395
'62 CHEV.
4 Dr., Auto., R 8 H.

$495

'66 OLDS

'65 BUICK 4 DR. -

.$995

H/T, A/T, P/S, R/H., air conditioning

'65 CHEVROLET SPORT VAN -

'1$895

A/T, R/H, and windows

'67 CHEVELLE "300" DE:IXE 4 DR. SEDAN

'62 COMET CPE.

$4951

$1295

Auto., Radio, Heater, READY TO GO

V-8, Auto., Power Steering, Air Conditioning

$ 595

$1595

'66 PLYMOUTH FURY 4 DR. -

$795

Auto., Radio, Heater, PRICE? TO SELL

'65 CHEV. IMPALA 4 DR. HARDTOP -

$995

'66 CORVAIR -

$995

Vinyl Roof, Auto., Power Steering, Radio, Heater, W/Walls

CORNER

2 Dr, Hardtop, 6 Cyl., Rodio, HEater, Auto. Trans., One

'68 CORONET RT

4 Dr., Hardtop, 8 Cyl., Radio, HEater, Auto Trans., Power

4 Dr. Hdtp. Power

Owner

440 Eng., Automatic

$2595

'66 MUSTANG
Hdtp. Automatic

$1295
Automatic 8 Power

You' I I

4 Speed

'67 MUSTANG

2 Dr., Auto, V8, Power
Vi Top

2+2, V-8, Stick

$1795

.$1195
9 Pass., Autom., Power

$1495

Skylark, Power

$1395

$995

DR's
"auto
ShopPing

er

Convert., Autom Power

$1095

8 Cyl., Radio, Heater, Auto. Trans., Power Steer., Power
Brakes, Luggage Rack, Whitewalls

<

'63 CHEVY 4 DR. SEDAN

$'295

'61 RAMBLER CONVT

$95
$145.

'66 PONT. 2+ 2
4 Speed

$1995

'66 PONT. GTO

'59 MERCURY

"WHEN OTHER DEALERS CAN'T, HOS K IN"

$1195

8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extra White.

'65 DODGE
cyl., auto. Fine second car.

$795

'65
FORD GALAXIE 500
2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater, White Wall tires.

$995

V

IL SE
w
CU

NtRY SEDAN "V
Full Power, All White, Automatic Transmission.

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON
V.8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

$1295

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

4 Speed

V.8, Automatic Transmission, PtsWer Steering.

'65 PLYM. FURY
4 Speed

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE -

165,DODGE POLARA COUPE.,

'62 COMET

$1895

$1095

4 Dr., V.8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

WHOLESALE SPECIALS

Convertible

'64 CHEV. SS

T -14E

'64 FORD STATION WAGON

$345
$195

'65 COMET 4 DR.
Automatic Trans.

$1195

Steer., Power Brakes, Very Clean

'62 CHEVY WAGON

4 Speed

$2982

.

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

'67 BARRACUDA

$1195

'65 BUICK

i r?

..

'65 PLYM. WAG,

$3492

2.Dr. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V-8, cruiseo-rnatic, P.S.,.P,B., vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,
many extras. Demo.

P.S., P.B., 8 cyt.. auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

2 DR Hardtop, 8 Cyl, Radio, Heater, Auto. Trans., Power

'66 GAL. 500

'69 LTD FORD

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500

Windows

$2095

$2670

'65 CHEVY CONVT. -

'67 CHEV. SS

'67 CHARGER

'69 FAIRLANE

2 -Dr., Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright
Hawaii glue color.

Steer., Power Brakes, Air Cond.

8 Cyl., Radio, Heater, Auto. Trans., Power Steer, Power'
Air Cond., Power
Brakes, Bucket Seats, White Walls,

4speed

Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Limo gold color.

Silver jade, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear
speakers, body molding. Demo.

'65 CHEVY IMPALA -

'66 CORONET H/T

$2764
'69
MUSTANG
Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.

'69 GALAXIE 500

1965 BUICK -

$1195

Used
co rs

standard

transmissions; all in stock!

4 Dr. Sedan, 8 Cyl., Radio, Heater, Auto. Trans., Power $1495

'67 CHEV. IMPALA 2 DR. HARDTOP -

$2095 'HI -PERFORMANCE

New-

20:,;*

yffor fetiver

'67 RAMBLER REBEL -

Sta. Wagon

Polar° 9 Pate
Fact. Air Cond.

of

qu

C1 -19!g

Steer., Whitewalls, Very Clean, One Owner

'62 TEMPEST

'66 DODGE WAG.

.

xL1rfi.s

Steer., Low Mileage, Very Clean

'63 PONT.G.P.

$1795

up"

Jteel

Widest selection of colors; automatic and

'68 FORD TORINO 2 Dr. Hardtop, 8 Cyl., Radio, Heater, Auto. Trans., Power $2195

'63 FALCON

$1995

"LINE-

eOUP6 fi411

Radio,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

SPECIALS

$ 595

Factory Air Cond.

ThQ

F

IN STOCK FOR

(AR)

(USED

Great Buyl

'67 MUSTANG

Find

A ROLIAT.4

4FORD
Equik

CHEVROLET

$695

$1995

4

SALE

HOS VINS

'64 CHEV. 4 DR.

'68 DART

Rdstr.

July

(ON USED CARS ONLY)

Factory Air Cond.

$2195

Convertible

CLOSED SUNDAYS

S& H GREEIC STAMPS

'64 CHEV.WAGON

Coupe, Automatic

a

RAISED ELSEWHERE

Automatic IC Power

Factory

68 MUSTANG

NORWOOD
FORD
PRICES ARE BORN HERE AND

HOSKIN57

$395

'61 FORD STATION WAGON '

WE

Rodio, Heater, Good Transporation.

LEASE

'

AND

$1495

"'GGlN

ear IkA

RENT

CARS

I

I

ARLINGTON PARK
DODGE

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY. 392-6360'

175 North Arlington Hts. Re ad
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON,
PARK RACE TRACK

OPEN DAILY 'TIL
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

HOURS
MON thru FRI
9 AM to 9PM
SAT 9-6 PM,

439-0900
CLOSED SUNDAY

I.
I

I

I

SHOP. HOURS
a-5 MON to FRI

11

A

0,

Kitchen Aid Voricycle, copper
tone Dishwasher, excellent con.
&lion $85 296 3937

Exl. child care loge 2-6) my lic.
home -complete facilities. Supervised activity. 255-7019

30" KENMORE GAS RANGE

Nursery School
1st Baptist Church
of Palatine

LIKE NEW

824-4236

7 pc Spanish bedroom suite less

than 1 yr old Paid $900, asking
4

model homes Will separate. We
deliver Cash or Ternis: ,
Furniture,

537 1930
resale -antique.

-

255-5483

s

1966 Chev. large V8. A/T, P/S.

built, 4 speed,
$150. 827-1427.

Must see. Offer.
824-0214

50cc,

Deluxe,

65

Chevrolet,

2

'67 XR-7 Cougar, low mile., P/S,
A/T, leathei interior, SHARP!
392.2491 aft. 4

openings available. 3 yr. Tues.
& Thurs., 4 yr. Mon. Wed, Fri.

'53

Also

Pontiac,

cylinder, stick,

6

good cond. Needs tune-up. Call

358.0301

526 8452

98 -Mobile Homes

55 -Musical Instruments

'67 Hartford 12' x 60', like new.
Appliances & carpet incl.

mission, sunroof, radio,
condition. $400. CL 3.5490

good

'61 FORD GALAXIE
$60

Reasonable, must sell. 359-6186.

Exc.

cond $125 CL 3 6956.

13' Shasta travel trailer, sleeps
_elec. brakes w/buillins &

4,

$59 50 El Rey Music. CL 3.0180

GRETSCH vibratoreverb
amplifier Very good cond.; 2 -

12" ext speakers. Will separate.
394 0627

Hag strom electric guitar &
notional amp $200. Call after 6
PM 437 4837

1963 Dodge,

1965 Skomper: Sleeps 4 or 5
Complete with electricity, stove

Radio & Heater, P/S, V8. $295

ice box, & sink. $550.
253-0216

1967 Ford Galaxy "500", 2dr.,
hdt., excel. cond., Must see to

1967 Scamper. 13'. Sleeps

firm. Ph. 437.2464

8.

Excellent condition. $295
827 6603 ask for mike. Barons

'67
H.T.,

1968 50 cc AND
1965 125 cc
BEST OFFER. 259 9215

BSA 250, mint condition, low
miles, must see, $475 or offer.

SPARE TIME
INCOME

CL 5-4585

Distributor

accessories,

excel.

cond., low mileage. $3500 or
'63 Ford Station Wagon, excel.
cond.,

'68 Wards Riverside Cycle, 125
cc, red color, !Ow mileage. $225

Become o distributor in one
of Aincr.ica's largest and fastest growing industries. You
will be distributing national
brand products.
No experience required. All
accounts are contracted for

full

auto.,

P/S,

R/H. BEST OFFER.

Ask for Dottie, days: 437 5920;
eves: 674 3668.

You

tinted glass, air cond.

$2895

p/b, many extras,

excel).

excel. cond. $2100. 824-1305.

1968 -Cadillac Convert., A/C, FP,

.

like new cond. $4800 or best of
fer. Can arrange financing.
439.7070

steering,
blue

LE 7-2978

IS EAGER

console.

BUSINESS
2

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS

NATIONAL

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

C.

381-0899

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

98 loaded with Fac. air con

1962 PLYMOUTH

"440"

WAGON

Hardtop.

rm.

Stock

V-8, auto-

f

SUNDAY

10 AM to 5:30 PM

r

_ill at I_

t

arm U 11511,
..._

red, stick,

$445

1963 FORD FALCON
CONVERTIBLE
Stick shift, buck
et seats

$395

4

Door, Hardtop. Stock no.

P584.

$295

$345

SATURDAY

DAILY

9 AM to 6 PM

9 AM to 9.30 PM

343 cc Engines

rig

for a

4' 41'6 CI II

..ilmuiell.

DR.,

3 speed, 6 cyl

PHONE 824-7151

ROD E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. CL 9-4100

Come to Bonnie Motors

.

1964 FALCON
2

1962 PONTIAC

"YOU TAKE THE HIGH ROAD (Rte 14), AND
WE'LL. TAKE THE LOW ROAD (Lowest Prices)"
...11P11:1111"
..7Z

$1295

Bonnie Good Deal

('d,

NEW 1969

on any of 81

RAMBLER

Brand new Ambassadors,
Javelins, Rebels,
and Ramblers in Stock!
84

First Choice Economy Car!

0

AIR CONDITIONED

AMBASSADOR

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY!

See the all new Ambassador with four doors,
Factory Air Conditioned, Power Steering, plus
many other extras. Get the Bonnie Low Price
v4h big trade-in price!

SrifiNve

50°

P/$4*

0),

A4.1.444

O41040

"Got No Carrr?"
Give Us A Call
We'll Pick You Up!
358-5745

`/a p.

$0113,

I

NEW 1969

$1 8 9 3
POWER

00694ww44115

4'042#
Ci4SS

Ask For
McTavish

RTE 83

and 'receive

Authorized Dealer
RTE 53'
ii.11ONNIE MOTORS

J

$495

ON MANNHEIM, NORTH OF OAKTON
\ ARLINGTON HTS.

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

435 So Kimbrough
Springfield, Mo. 65806

1965 OLDS LUXURY SEDAN
Black,
ditioning,
W/W, vinyl roof

1964 "440" STATION
WAGON

DODGE in DES PLAINES

IT TODAY AT

DISTRIBOUTING

Hardtop, 2DR, gold, black
vinyl roof, full power, low
mileage
$1395

Needs

matic, power steering. $995

IN JULY

SEE AND TEST DRIVE

auto,

1966 CORONET
Dr.

$295

1964 CHEVY II WAGON
6 cyl. automatic
$595

(custom),
P/S, green

1966 CALIENTE
MERCURY

motor work
$395
1966 MONACO
2 DR. HT, V-8, auto., power
steering, brakes, windows &
seats, console, buckets, factory air factory
$1695
warranty

TO DO

THE 11 YEAR CAR!

power steering,

$1195

turq

1965 PONT/AC BONNEVILLE

1965 PLYMOUTH
VB,

CONVERT
VB, auto. stick....
6 pass, wagon, gold, power
steering ebrakes,

$995

Convertible, V'8, uiitu. power
steering S. brakes, radio,
$1 145
air conditioning

$1395

preciate

1966 MUSTANG

.

SATELLITE CONVERT

to devote at least 4 to 12 hours
per week If you are inter-

WE WELCOME INVESTIGATION

ing, 6 passenger...

auto, bal-

Must see to op

LATTOF

must

dress, and telephone number.

$1645

ance of new car warranty.

Automatic, transmission, V8,
power steering, white walls.
radio, beige
$1095

1964 POLARA 880

WAGON
V-8, automatic, power steer

1966 DODGE DART

-

power steering,

(vox...Aro)

ness of your own, write us to
day Please enclose name, ad

brakes,

$1395

factory

1966 FORD STATION

2 DR. Hardtop, V.8, power

750 cc Honda '69. 2 month old.

in a growing busi

windows & seats, console,

1967 BUICK LA SABRE

'66 PLYMOUTH station wagon,
Fury V8, 383 engine, stick, gd.
tires, luggage rack, trailer hitch.
$1095 by Owner.

$1795

1965 CHEVY IMPALA
CONVERTIBLE

1966 MONACO 2 DR. HT, V.8
Auto., power steering, brakes
buckets,

4 DR, sedan, fact. air, V8,

ested, have the desire, drive,
determination, and want to be

radio, factory air...

1967 IMPERIAL "LE BARON"
V/8, auto., full power, air
conditioning
$2895

1968 Oldsmobile Cutless S Con
894.6g46

2 Dr. HT, V-8, auto, power
steering & broken, console,

$2395

ditioning

P/S, P/B, AMFM. Very clean &

.1966 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

1968 IMPALA CUSTOM
CPE. V-8, auto., steering &
brakes, radio, white walls,
factory air con-

cond, best offer.
299-2572 or 296-6491.

veriible. Must sell. Call after 6.

have a good cur and be able

successful

S/W. 9 Pass., V-8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes,

1968 Olds Delmont 88 Convert.,

.112-Automobles Fir Sale

equipment.

1959 VOLKSWAGEN

66 Ford Galaxy, 4 like new tires,

You Can Earn
$800 A Month
Or More
Based On Your

and

$2095
1968 MONACO

cash. 392-3669

and set up by our company.
You merely restock locations
with our national brand pro

Inventory of $1,545 to $2,590
cash required for inventory

1967 MONACO
tinted galss, air cond.

p/s,

1967 750 Norton
.Call Bob
255-4565

Effort

$2873,

'65 VW - Good Condition.
$850
392-7243

000 miles. 439.4469

$945. Ask for Tom.
255-7794

ducts

PRICE

r

Call 437.4959 after 5 p.m.

437-5787.

shift, good running. $275.
Call 394.2778

SHELBY '68 GT 500, air cond,

SPLASHDOWN .

hdtop. Excellent condition, $700.

394-2086

'63 Corvair Monza, 4 dr., stick

$3975

List Price

1964 T BIRD, - clean.
$1250

S/W. 9 Pass., V.8, automatic,
power steering. power brakes,

'68 Torino convert, 390 eng., 4
barrel carburetor, less than 10,

3-1927.

deluxe. wheel' discs, free fact.
qir cond., full fact. warranty.

'64 Ford Galaxie 500, 4 door

RESTORABLE, $300

top, very low mileage. $2100. CL

best offer. 956-11 /3 aft. 6:30

'67 KAWASAKI
250 cc. 5 speed.
-259-9205

For This Area

Dodge Monaco 500 2-dr.
full power, fact. air, vinyl

1

Completely Rebuilt
392-1853 after 5

1950 BUICK

vert., good condition. $850
255-5957

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

66 -Business Opportunities

1964 Falcon Futures, 2 dr. hard
top, A/T, R/H, 6 cyl. $475. CL 38018 after 5.

appreciate. 392.9212.

'61 Ford convert, V8, , blue body
& wh top, runs good, $150. call
between 4-7, 824-9540.

'67 MG midget
good condition, $1400
437-6916

'65 Chevy Bel.Aire, 2 dr., 6
cylinder, P/S, P/B, W/W, R/H,
excel. cond. $925.
259-0238

1965 Austin Healy Sprite Con-

Stove, ice box & sink. $900.
439-4888

2 USED SPINET ORGANS

dr, automatic,

2 Dr. Ht. (V-8 318), vinyl bucket
seats, auto. trans., power steer
ing, radio, whitewall tires,

.

$625. 439-0470.

storage $750. 299 1787

4

lowernileage. $1600 AFTER 5 pm
894-4882

ing to go, try me & keep me,
new

Mercury, A/T, like
brakes & battery $50.
439-4285
1959

string guitar $1251 ithers from

CL 3-5667

1968 VW, sunroof, gas heater,

1969 CORONET 500

'67 Barracuda 2 dr. HT, V-8, A/t,
A/C, Radio, Bucket seats.
299.6903

'67 Cadillac Coupe DeVille,
Radial ply tires. Very clean.
827.8419
'64 T BIRD landau, air-conditioning, low miles - $1095.
255-8778

Hot 65 Merc, 4 on the floor, rar-

255.6448

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

Like new Epiphone Serenader 12

OR BEST OFFER!!

EXAMPLE:

392-9631

1962 Ford Falcon. Sharp. Stick.
Good running condition. $350.

1960 Chevy Convertible, $150
253-8387

W 1962, Bug, red, 1966 trans.

12"

age. 259.4368

437.0765. $150.

1965 CHEVY IMPALA V8; ATI,
good condition $1,000.

We buy used cars!
Arlington Motors, Inc.
253-2707

Mustang, '66 convert, V.8, P/S,
immaculate condition, low mile.

PRICE SPLASHDOWN

'66 VW Sedan
Low Mileage
823-5505

FOR SALE: 1956 FORD V-8, $75
CALL BETWEEN 9 8 12 AM
392-2195

stick, fine condition, reasonable,

Third year of operation. Col.
lege trained teachers, all new
and enlarged facilities. Fall

1962 OLDS, 4
condition, 1 owner $350.
' 259.4696

'57 Chevy 2 -door H.T., V-8, auto.,
4.56 Posi. Clean $300.
297-7861

Belair,

door,

dr- R/H, good

_ 1930 Model A Ford
Mint Cond.
Call 894-4249

'66 Toronodo, P/windows,
,seats, P/B, P/S, air conditioned,
$1600. 894-4882 after 5 pm

Sears 68 motorcycle, Austrian

112 -Automobiles For Sale

glassware china, etc. The Little
Corner, 117 Bangs, Waucondo.

Harmony 412 amp. w/2
Jenen spkrs & tremlo.

new, low mileage, $150.

CL 3-9461.

$450 298 5392, 824-9217.
SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

'65 Honda Sport $0, white. like

112-Autoubles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112-Automobles for Sale

1124Atomobles For Sale

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

.69 -Nursery Schools - Child Care

41-11smeFerristrings-Frroitwe

"Your Pat

.

In Palatine"

500 E. NORTHWEST HWY., PALATINE, ILL. 358-5745
AMERICAN
MOTORS

5

Page 19

Friday, July 1ff, 1969

(1 mile Northwest of Arlington Park Race Track on Northwest Highway.)
Hours: Mon. Thru. Fri. 9 to 9, $aturday 9 to 6

OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
.rt

A MINI
TRANSITOR RADIO
OR TRAVEL TRAY.

While Supplies. Last.

Coventry East
2 -story Model
To Meet Need
A spacious two-story home

adjacent family room, and a
entry East at Crystal Lake. The pass through to the garden
planned community, being de- area. The fainily room, itself,
veloped by Ladd Enterprises has sliding door access to the
patio area at the rear.

Inc., has featured mainly
ranch style and split-level

models since it was begun in

A stairway from the foyer

1966.

leads to the second story where
optional four -and five -bed-

With four rooms on the first

floor and four or. five bed-

room plans are available. In

rooms on the second, the home
is expected to sell for $37,000,

the four -bedroom

length with a sitting area at one

provements.

end. In addition, the master

bedroom has a large walk-in
closet and complete bath. Another full bath serves the remaining bedrooms, its door-

LADD'S DECISION to introduce a two-story model is a

reflection of the growing demand for this type of' housing
in the Chicagoland area, according to Roger Ladd, presiof

the firm.

way clustered with those of the
bedrooms for convenience.
All bedrooms have large closet
space for ample storage:

"Many

people today desire not only
more space for their larger
families, but also a more for-,

The new home has a large

two -car garage attached.. The
second floor canterlevers to
provide cover across the entire

An attic hideaway, where
there's quiet,

comfort

and

"awaynesS" from daily

front of the home, adding an
aura of elegance to the entry.
Three exterior stylings are of-

chores, is within the reach of
any couple, young or old, or

fered, colonial and designs reflecting French and traditional influences.

even a bachelor.
It's an ideal location. Start-

ing from scratch, the couple

The first floor features a
handsome foyer opening onto
a sunken living room twenty
feet in length. Other features
of the first floor are a roomy,
separate dining room,
U-shaped garden kitchen, big
sunken family room with op-

can build a mecca according to
their interests...planning, decorating and furnishing it with
just the "flavor" they like.
Usually there is ample space,
and the rafter area is great for
innovations in construction
and decor.

tional fireplace, a half -bath

one of the most attractive features of the estate -like devel-

opment-for visitors and residents alike-is the eye-catching
variety of the architecture.
Now nearing completion,
exterior styling of Three
Fountains' eleven three-story
buildings is reminiscent of the
great baronial estates of 18th
Century Europe. There is never any hint of monotony, however, because each building
presents its own individual
styling characteristics.
Entrance to Three Fountains --via a winding drive and
a

quaint, Old World stone

Algonquin
Road (Rt. 62), about a quarter gatehouse --is

on

rain is gently rolling, and the

ment under the family room is
an optional feature.

CON-

size or layout, has a large, fully

per month for the two -bed-

overlooks

All

suites.

room

stress

homes

comfort

modern luxury. They include
heating and air conditioning,

lent today, a suitable material
for covering rafters and studs
is a textured siding like Masonite Ruf-X-90. More formal

ing Council recommends that

Sooner or later every home-

owner has his moment of
truth. He realizes that his

heating must be included.
Most parts of the United States

For many people the cur-

rent prices for new homes,

coupled with the highest mortgage interest rates in years,

make modernization of their

present house an attractive
alternative. Adding a new

room, finishing the attic or
basement, enlarging the kitch-

of these projects will

give an older home a new lease

on life and increase its value
to offset the investment.

addition so that heat will be

HOWEVER, BEFORE any

plans are put into effect, the
Chicago Better Heating-Cool-

supplied only when the room is
in use.

Masonite Corporation and

sold by lumber and building

model

materials dealers. It may be

apartments are open daily at
Three Fountains from 11 a.m.
to 7 p.m. They may also be

used' with the hardboard
manufacturer's decorator

'paneling or with any other
Use if -for adding vinyl -clad

viewed by appointment.

wood corner, base and cove

SA

yeorh
National
Me mber National

REALTORS.

Multiiist Service

may be enhanced with any of
the many woodgrained Royal cote interior panels ranging

from light to dark.
PT!

inexpensive,
Relatively
highly durM)le and presentable

-teryleabomeryds11.

with its rough sawn look, the
panel style siding can be painted any color. It looks great be-

tween the rafters and on the

Vinyl sided 3 bedroom ranch has sparkling
built in appliance kitchen, 2 tile baths, living room fireplace, cozy family room, 2 car
attdched garage, large convenient lot
near everything A 1 condition throughout.

walls, and maintenance is a mi-

CALL 439-4700
CENTRAL AIR
CONDITIONING

Beautifully located near shops, schools and

depot offering 4 spacious bedrooms, full
basement with paneled recreation room
and bar. Pantry kitchen with like new appliances, living room fireplace, separate din. '
ing room, patio, 2 car garage and closets
galore) CALL 253-1800

creations in an informal living
attic room. If they're interested in handcrafts or creative
arts, they can provide neces-

Quality built, 3 bedroom ranch has
attractive 2 -way living dining room
fireplace, 2 baths, ceramic kitchen
with built-ins. Full basement, 2
patios, 2 car attached garage. large

areas. Materials recommended
for their construction are
or
Presdwood
Tempered
Presdflake, a Masonite particleboard that's ideal for counters.

CALL 255-9111
8 ROOMS

lot

sary cabinets and workshelf

..$44,900

Immaculate 3 bedroom bi-level in
countryside community near every.
thing. Lovely family room, private
bffice den, kitchen built-ins, like new
carpeting, drapes, shady patio, 11/2
car attached garage. ChoiceAoca
aril $34,900

2 PLUS 2!

Near brick and frame split level with 3 bedrooms and 11/2 baths. Carpeted living room,
paneled family room, sub -basement, patio
doors leading to inviting, -beautifully land-

lovely family room and fireplace super

kitchen with built-ins plus dinette. Wall to
wall carpeting, 21/2 baths, patio, 21/2 car
attached garage. Great location for schools

age.

and shops.

CALL 359-7000

CALL 255-9111

JUST LISTEDLOTS FOR LESS

2 bedrooms up, 2 bedrooms down
all large, bright and airy which
make this well built Cape Cod a rare
vpluel 2 baths, huge recreation
room with fireplace, full basement,
ceramic kitchen, patio, 11/2 car attached garage...$42,000

Choice 9 room bi-level has 5 bedrooms! A

scaped fenced yard. Oh car attched gar-

Well built

4 bedroom older

IN-LAWS?
resi-

dence has full basement, 11/2 baths,
relaxing ramily room,, super size

kitchen. Enclosed porch and 2 car
garage. Taxes under $200 plus low,
low upkeep. A -I location...immediate occupancy....$26,900

Convenient 2 bedroom 2 story residence

has

separate '2 bedroom

apartment with kitchen, living room
porch and separate entrance. 2 tile
baths, carpeting, 2 car attached
garage, immediate occupancy....
$33,900

CALL 255-9111

CALL 253-1800

CALL 255-9111

A LOT FOR LESS

MOVE RIGHT IN!

TREE SHADED
Quality 3 bedroom face brick ranch
in wooded close -in area. Full basement has recreation room and fireplace, 11/2 charming baths, kitchen
with built-ins. Patio, '11/2 car garage
exceptional landscaping plus

Well built stone and aluminum sided
2 bedroom English style near depot,
schools and shops. Full basement,

seaporate dining room, plastered
walls. Low -low taxes...529,000

Air conditioned 3 bedroom ranch
in choice location that has separate

'dining room, cheerful kitchen with
range, tile bath, 28' patio, 11/2 car

garage and porch. Carpeting,
drapes. -524,900

CALL 255-9111

CALL 253-1800

CALL 253-1800

relatively inexpensive The
paneling is both economical in

$46,900

$36,500

$42,500

$35,900

BIG FAMILY?

HANDY LOCATION!

DELUXE CAPE COD!

MAINTENANCE FREE!

Redoing an attic to create
months of the year. Unless
heating is made part of the "a room at the top" can be
overall modernization project,
the use of the new addition will
be severely limited.
If the present home is
equipped with a hydronic
(modern hot water) heating
system, expanding the system
can be relatively simple. Finger -size tubing can be snaked
through closets and walls and
connected to baseboard heating panels in the new room. A
separate thermostat and zone,
valve can be installed to control the temperature in the new

position,too,,before it sets
THIS PRODUCT, which
takes most :of the work out of
room panelitig, is made by

decor, if that's your choice,

require heating at least eight

house is no longer large
enough for his family. He
faces a decision: move or modernize.

the handyman to move the
strips or, panels into exact

4Z

plays of their collections or

Remodeling? Remember
Summer Can't Last

Furnished

to 50 suites of one and two bed-

indi-

carpeting,

wall-to-wall

ances.

of the living room for family
.relaxation or entertaining.
Exterior styling for each
building --containing from 40

Member M.A.P. Multipte listing -Service

A couple interested in hobFor instance, for the informal,
casual living that's so preva- bies can include areas for dis-

storage area for pantry

the grounds and
provides an inviting extension

and

crete, a frustrating prelude to
putting up furring strips for a
baseinent ,thodernization
few beads of adhesive serve
instead., The ddhesive permits

Baths in each apartment vary
from one to two, and kitchens-whether of simple walk-thru
or larger layout --feature a full
range of color -matched appli-

outside the living room. This

Schol z -designed apartment

The new adhesive

eliminates drilling into con-

concept.
Interior layouts for the individual suites also vary, always
within the well-known Scholz
approach to luxury design.

usable balcony or patio just

of these

at a time. then filling the holes

French Provincial design and
the next the Southern Colonial

ors. Each suite, regardless of

Rentals at Three Fountains
start at $200 per month for the
one -bedroom suites and $255

type "stickure like Royalcote
General -Purpose Adhesive to,
eliminate old-fashioned chores
like anchoring furring strips to
concrete walls and nailing
panels painstakingly, one nail

period, another the best of

struction is of well-balanced
brick and stone in subdued col-

of mature shade

stands
trees.
by

The- up-to-date do-it-

yourselfer uses a cartridge -

call the Italian Renaissance

mullion windows, and con-

broad expanses of green terrace, accented here and there

ILI ILI

suit their mode -of -living ideas.

VENIENCES include a spe-

present

grounds

landscaped

nails.

rooms-has been attractively
varied. One building may re-

vidual storage and parking facilities. Indoor parking is also
available, with electronic units
carried in residents' cars to operate the garage doors.
Exterior lines of the individual Three Fountains buildings
incorporate mansard roofs and

mile cast df Rt. 53 just north of
the Northwest Tollway.
Covering approximately 25
acres, the buildings are irregularly positioned along curving,
fully finished avenues. The ter-

Paneling a 'room is a cinch
'when 'you' can do- it without
,

moldings, too.

In the important planning nor problem of an occasional
phase, the couple will want to wipe -down or dusting with a
consider easy -care walls that vacuum cleaner attachment.

and a laundry room. A base-

en --all

Fountains

The Top.

ment."

cial

Three

Apartments 'in Plum Grove,

Room at

mal atmosphere for entertaining," he said. "The complete
separation of living and sleeping areas offered by the twostory gives them this environ-

KITCHEN

plan, the

master bedroom is 21 feet in

including a large lot and im-

Is a Cinch

Apt. Dwellers Dream
They're Landed Gentry
At

items, a snack bar serving the

has been introduced at Cov-

dent

4plying Panels

Friday, July 18, 1969
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extrasl....535,500

CALL 253.1800

first cost, and in time for inand maintenance
Old but comfortable furniture

MOVING ANYWHERE IN

stallation

THE U.S A ?

can be refinished and resale

II you are moving we hove meld,e, and

color mation al horny, AAA are for sole oil
over the U S A through our co apex trig

shops will yield many items of
decor and convenience that
will make this room a real pleasure

Brokers in NIALS Coll us to d,seuts your new
location we II he happy to held you,

TRADE YOUR HOME?
m lake your horns in
ode.n the event it An sold before you

We wkll

need to complete your purchase of another

A
free, color -illustrated
Else
folder, "Something
Room," is available to the

hobbyist for additional ideas
Send a postcard to Masonite,
Box B, Chicago, Ill , requesting No 1820

Make all your
new home dreams come true, fast

Compounded Quarterly

Savings Certificates

I

I

I

III

I I I

.

S..

OZ

.

New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happens faster with a savings account
at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free.. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th,
earn from the first. And we pay the highest legal
rates in Chicago, -5%% on savings certificates,
05% on the new Golden Bonus Passbook account
and 4%% on regular passbook savings ... compounded quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets. Or,
if you're looking for a mortgage, come in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors. You'll find
that home owning can be easy and fast, too.
Build your tomorrows with Bell, today.

Be 1 Federal Savings and Loan Association

In the heart'of Bell Town, The Weather Bell Corner, Monroe and Clark,
Chicago, Illinois 60603 Phone: Financial 6.1000

4"-

be

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low in mid -

Pro5pert Dap

Teteplione

255-4400

60s. Tomorrow: Partly cloudy,

warmers, high in 80s, 20 per

-Your Home Newspaper

cent chance of showers.
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New State Program Could Pay
For Half Cost of Tracks Bypass
When Mount Prospect is
ready to begin building an
overpass

or

an

the capacity of existing municipal streets.

underpass

across the Chicago and North

Western Ry. tracks at Illinois
83, a state agency may he ready

to pay for half the cost.

A law instituting the pilot

program, for 1970 and 1971,
was passed in August, 1968,
according to District 10 Field
Engineer Joseph Yi of Illinois Bureau of Local Roads

A new program
formed which will have S26

and Streets.
This, state bureau will he the

million a year available in federal funds on a match -funds
basis, to he used for increasing.

der the new program titled

is

being

Traffic Operation Program for

highways

Increasing Capacity and Safety (TOPICS), Yi said.
"But TOPICS primarily

roads."

'will he a program to increase
the capacity of existing streets,
because the federal government already has a traffic safety program," he said.

Requests for rezoning of
Fairview Gardens subdivision
and Farmer Cooper's restaurant were heard Friday by the
Mount Prospect Plan Com-

mission.

A decision on both requests
was postponed until the Commission's next meeting, Aug.
6.

When land is annexed to the
village as Fairview Gardens
was recently, it comes in auto-

matically zoned R -X, a rigid
classification for single-family
homes, considered "the highest and best use."
But because the property already was developed as R -I, a

less rigid single-family zoning

eRpressways,

The TOPICS idea repre-

sents "recognition of the federal government of the acute-

But it will bea while yet be-

fore TOPICS is fully operational.0
"We are still working out
the procedural aspects," Yi

said, "but we hope to be able to

ness of traffic problems on the
local level," Yi said.
Underpasses,

overpasses,

turning bays for channeling of
"THE FEDERAL, govern- traffic, sinconization of traffic
ment has been spending4til- signals and similar .projects
lions of dollars op super - could qualify for federal mon-

co-ordinating agency for dispensing the federal funds tin-

ey, Yi said.
Under the proposed matching -funds system, the other

Planners Delay Vote
In 2 Rezoning Cases
By Ted Lacey

and

but these are all fed by local

classification, the new zoning
home wners'
wou.41 restrict
plans for expansion or remodeling.

half of the cost of a project
would he footed by the benefit-

ing municipality.
The municipality, however,

Acting Village Manager John

Zimmermann to petition the

Zimmermann says that homes
in the area cannot he expanded
nor can they be remodeled un-

Plan Commission for ti blanket
rezoning.

After studying the matter,

less the lot upon which they

the commission decided to de-

arc located consists of at least
17,500 square feet in area. In

rezoning.

so unless he either seeks a vari-

ation from the Zoning Board
of Appeals or appears before

ested."

Applying for the special
funds will not be an easy matter, he said.
"We figure that no one

could fulfill all the many re-

quirements in less than 11/2
years. The policy and procedure manual that must be followed is five pages long."

To uncomplicate the mat-

ter, the Village Board asked

nonconforming.
who
anyone
Therefore,
wants to erect, for instance, a
swimming pool or a garage on
his lot will not be allowed to do

formation in September to municipalities that are inter-

could use the motor fuel tax rebates it gets front the state for
the Plan CommissiOn case io road projects each year for its
have his lot and property re- half of the cost, Yi said.
zoned to R-1.

A letter to residents from

short, if a lot is less than 17,500
square feet in size a building in

begin offering preliminary in-

lay any recommendation on

The commission also delayed a decision on rezoning of

the Farmer Cooper's Restaurant at 303 E. Kensington to
make it more salable. Cooper,
who

faces

bankruptcy,

has

been unable to sell the place
partly because it was built with
a variation on residentially zoned property.

Meetings

Tonight

Basically a municipality
will have to follow four steps to
qualify for the federal money.

..ettwasult moo?

First, a municipality must
develop o "Federal Aid Type
Two" system of roadways, because ordinarily federal money can be spent only on federal
routes and there is a limit to the
amount of milage a municipal-

Sc It o 01 District 57,
Board of Education, 701
W. Gregory, Mount Prospect, 8 p.m.
School District 59 Board

N

ity can add to these routes.

^

The "Type Two" system
1

makes more 'roads available
for improvement.
Then the municipality must
develop a comprehensive traf-

of Education, 2123 S. Ar-

lington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Park
District Board, 600 See-

5,

fic study (which Mount Prospect already is doing).

"This money is not for spot
improvements," Yi said. "The
comprehensive study must in -

Gwun, 9 p.m.

(Continued an Page 2)

James McCabe, Wheeling Township Democratic committeeman, sits in the driver's scat of the
Constitutional
Convention and a resident of Arlington Heights, stands by. More photos on page 2.

train which provided free rides to all children while Gene Griffin, delegate

Village Flag to Fly in Vietnam
By Ted Lacey

Mount Prospect's village flag will be flown in
Vietnam.
Marine Cpl. Randy Shutt, 20, who grew up in
Mount Prospect, was presented with a village

,flag Friday by Mayor Robert Teichert and
Mount Prospect District Campfire Girls Chairman Mrs. James Metzger of 411 N. Elmhurst.
Many of the servicemen in Vietnam fly flags
from their home towns, Shutt said, so he wrote
Teichert asking for one front Mount Prospect.
The presentation, was made in the Village Hall
Friday, the day before he was scheduled to return
to Vietnam for his second six-month tour of duty
there.
In exchange for the village flag, Shutt present-

ed "feichert with an American flag

of 505 W. Lonnquist, is a 1967 graduate of Forest

he had

View High School.
He enlisted in the Marines in December, 1967,
and was sent to Vietnam. After finishing his first
tour of duty he volunteered for a second, which
qualified hint for the 30 -day special leave he has
just completed.

brought hack from the war.
The flag was carried by the First Marine Divi-

sion, Third Anitrac Battalion in what was the
largest amphibian assault since the Korean War,

Shutt said. During "Operation Bold Mariner,"

Why go back to war when you have been there
once and have the chance to keep out?

involving the storming of Bantangan Peninsula,
South Vietnam, in January, the flag was the first

"There is still a job over there that has to be
finished," he said. "It's not easy to turn your

on the beach.

MAYOR TEICHERT said Shutt's flag will be
displayed in the Village Hall.
Shutt said the village flag, like the many other
flags servicemen take to Vietnam, will be flown
front any available place --a building, a tank, a
piece of artillery, etc.
Shutt, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerrold T. Shutt

.431111iik

back on something like that."
Mrs. Metzger said the Campfire Girls had paid
for several flags to be given to servicemen upon
request. The idea is a follow-up of a gift of the

first Mount Prospect flag the Campfire Girls
presented the village five years ago, she said. That

first flag now stands in the Village Hall.

They Spray
So You Won't
Have to Swat
By Lois Czubahowsiri

No matter what's buzzing
out there in your hack yard,
the mosquito population is not
any worse this year than it was

last, and hopefully. it will be
less as the summerprogresses.

That's the word from Wilbur Mitchell, technical direc-

was hired by the Northwest
District in 1956, but prior to.
that he ran a similar district in
Freeport for seven years.
Last year was a normal mosquito breeding year, about
the same as this year, until
Aug. 16 and 17, when an unof-

ficial six inches of rain fall in
the District flooded areas that
had never been flooded before
and added hundreds of 'potential mosquito brcedinggrounds.

By the end of August, 1968,

during the school year.

the larvae or pupae. Field men
take soil samples -throughout

the district and bring them to

mined.

been in the mosquito irradicating business for 20 years. He

It can be in old tires, such as these found in a field at Golf and Roselle Rds., in empty coffee
cans, abandoned cars or home excavations. Here Ken Petterson of Park Ridge checks the
tires for larvae. Patterson works for the district summers, and teaches school in Wilmette

4"6.

ABOUT 86 per cent of the
Northwest District's efforts to
control mosquitos is aimed at

as the official Flit gun for 23
communities plus unincorpo.

Mosquito' larvae must have water to hatch, but the water doesn't have to be ponds.

where they lay their eggs.

the laboratory at 147 W. Hintz
Rd. in Wheeling. Here the egg

Mitchell should know. He's

the mosquitos were something
like 10 times their normal
volume.
Mosquitos don't need to
lay their eggs in water, but the
larvae and [Mime need water tc
hatch into full grown mosquitos: Mother mosquitos seem

to know instinctively where'
'ponds will flood or where rain

.e.f-PRL

will till small areas and that's

tor of the Northwest Mosquito
Abatement District which acts
rated sections of the northwest
suburban area.

M 0074,
, -,,,,,,,
"PoWs

content of the soil

is

deter-

/

One female can lay front
150 to 400 eggs at one setting

and she can produce eggs four -

or five times a year, according

to Mitchell. The mosquito is
hatched full-grown, waits only
to dry off and rest, then mates
at once and can lay eggs within

a day or two. In seven

Marine Cpl. Randy Shutt was given a Mount Prospect flag to take back to Vietnam by Campfire
Girls Chairman Mrs. James Metzger and Mayor Robert Teichert. In exchange, Shutt gave Teichert a folded American flag which he had brought from Vietnam.

More Withdrawals, Expected
In Rdce For Rumsfeld Seat
13th Congressional District,
said yesterday that he expects

By Richard Crabb

Samuel H. Young of Glenview, one of the 10 Republicans campaigning for the special Oct. 7 GOP primary in the

days

quitoes ready to hatch, mate

School District 59
Candidates Series

eggs. They're out producing us, is what they're
doing.
Once the egg coiftent of the

and lay

soil around known breeding
areas is determined, District
workers go into the area and
spray the larvae, which is a

THEY USE a clear oil, al-

most like a baby oil, which suffocates, drowns -or poisons the
larvae and pupae. No insecticide is used in this spray.
(Continued on Page6)

School District 59 has three candidates run-

ning for the board of education in the July
26 election.
.

Many children of Day readers attend

Arlington Heights,
District
Mount Prospect, Des Plaines, and Elk Grove
59

. Village.

schools

in

Beginning tomorrow: a .three-part, detailed,
intensive series of interviews with each can-

didate.

had announced his withdrawal

from the race. Duff quite the
"several more candidates to race after he failed to get the
withdraw in the next month," endorsement of his own New
Young's statement came Trier Township Republican
after Brian Duff of Wilmette organization;

there are more full grown mos-

wiggly little thing about a 16 of
an inch in size, and the pupae,
the last stage before the mosquito hatches.

:

-

Machines
Taken
Some $1,600 cash and three

adding machines were taken

late Thursday or Friday in a
burglary at the office of Color-

amic Tile, 512 W. Northwest

Hwy., according to Mount
Prospect police.
Police said the intruders apparently used a crowbar to pry
open the office door sometime

after the 9 p.m. closing time
Thursday.

The cash ,reportedly was
taken from a_ filing cabinet.
it

is

kt-

May Save Taxpayers aBig.' Bundle

Police Nab
9 in Raid

THE PROSPECT DAY
Monday, July 21, 1969

Page 2

Cook County CommissionFloyd .T. Fulle of Des
Plaines has unveiled a tax bill

Nine persons were seized
late Saturday in a police raid

er

on an Ai-III:stun Heights apartment.

Cook County taxpayers mil-

timetable that he says will save

Martin W. Krenzke Jr., 21,

lions of dollars a year.

owner of the apartment at

The timetable for county

1110 W. Hawthorne, was
charged with possession' ,of
manjuana and contributing to

real estate and personal prop-

the delinquency of a minor.
Arthur Kalinski, 21. of 1530

N Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights also was charg-

ed with contributing to the
delinquency of a minor.
FOUR OTHERS were charged with possession of alcoholic

beverages by a minor. They
are Maureen Smith, 19, of 6 S.
WaPella, Mount Prospect;

Mark L. Gerleve, 20, of 8 N.
Yale, Arlington Heights; John
E Schaefer, 18, of 405 N.

Emerson, Mount Prospect;
and John Miller, 20, of Crystal
Lake.

Three juvenile girls were
released to the custody of
their parents.

ship roll should be completed
by the Department of Central
Service and sent to the Board
of Tax Appeals,
"Here is the timetable proposed by Fulle for preparing
1969 tax bills, which are due
on May I, 1970:

erty tax bills has been sub-

Oct. I, 1968 Assessor begins
mitted to the county assessor/
who has the primary responsi-- making assessments on townbility for preparing the bills on ships.
time. In the last ten years, the
Dec. I, 1969 The last towntax bills have been late almost
ship objections must be heard
every year.
March 1, 1969 First of 30 .by the Board of Tax Appeals.
townships is completed. Infor- All changes are sent by assesmation is sent to the county sor to the Department of Cenclerk who provides permanent tral Service which- makes correal estate index numbers. The rections and prints the updated
'
clerk returns the information roll.
Jan. 1, 1970 The updated
to the assessor who sends it to
the Department of Central roll is made -available to the
Service. The department State Department of Revenue
which provides an equilization
prints the assessment roll.
July I, 1969 First assess - factor.
ment roll is sent to the Board of
Jan: 15, 1970 The Depart Tax Appeals for hearings on
ment of Central Service must
assessment objections.
Oct. I, 1969 The last town- complete printing the assess -

4p'
ment roll and send it to the Central Service. The departcounty clerk. The' clerk pro -

vides.the tax rate for each area

ment mates the warrant book
and the tax bills.

in the county.

Feb. 15, 1970 The rate for

the last township must be completed-by the clerk, and this intormetion must have been sent
back to the Department of

March 25, 1970 The last tax
bill must be in the county treasurer's office for mailing.

May I, 1970. First day for
collecting taxes.

SALE

2

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

.

AIR CONDITIONING
SAVE NOW

2

$19000
Take 3 months to ppy, no
interest. Or poyments as low

.

as S/3 per month. All work

41 fully guaranteed for I year.

(FULLY INSTALLED)

''141.1.
'

NORTH AMERICAN
2:
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.
5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

1),

PHONE

96545001
.

Six detectives, led by Lt.
George Ekblad, entered the
apartment. According to Ekblad, "a numerous amount of
beer cans were found on the
living room floor and in the

Ongerator. In the bedroom

cloftr-tt,,box, was found containing a number of packagei
of marijuana."

Ekblad said the police be-

came suspicious of the, apart-

ment after receiving several
complaints in recent weeks
from other residents in the
Joan McManaway, Rt. 1 Box 42-A, Prairie View leads Donna Hoary of 223 Albert, Wheeling,
Township Democratic picnie at
on her pony "Sugar Bogor" at the 12th annual Wheeling
748 S. Milwaukee Ave. Pony rides were free.

building.

All persons, except the juveniles, arc scheduled to appear in Arlington Heights Circuit Court Aug. I.

Panel to Study
Plans for Pool

fettpotolM..

ylv
ti

A meeting of the building

He said that

borings

have been taken beneath the
pool's deck to insure that the

board on Kopp Park swimming pool plans, which is
scheduled for 8 p m tonight,

dation that will bear the walls

will be followed by a meeting
of the complete board
Both meetings are to be held
at

the park distnct's Com-

soil base is adequate for a foun-

and steel superstructure of the
pool enclosure.
President
District
Park
Robert Jackson said that at the
second meeting the board will

hear about the Kopp pool

See-

munity Center, 600
Gwun, Mount Prospect
Roland Becker, chairman of
the committee, said that its
members expect to see more
detailed drawings on the plans

7.

test

and grounds committee of the
Mount Prospect Park District

eidy Cred
ACCPUNT

plans and review plans for
Emerson, Devonshire and
High Ridge Knolls parks,

where grading, seeding and
landscaping is expected to begin in late August.

for the enclosing of the Kopp
Park pool, which is adjacent to
Dempster Junior High School

4

ALWAYSTHERE

/'\

.

WHEN IN NEED

With the recent sale of the
$2.4 million
bond issue, money will be

park district's

Obituaries

available to make possible the

letting of bids on Kopp 'Soot

Susan North

this fall, Jackson said.

He added that the project
should be completed before

Susan North, 24, of 2401
Jay Ln , Rolling Meadows,

r

the opening of the regular out-

died Saturday in her home
Survivors include a son,
Larry North Jr , her parents
Mr and Mrs Mansfield I.

door swimming season next
spring.

Lawson, Prospect Heights,

and a brother Brant Lawson
WAYNE BRENNAN

of Rolling Meadows
Visitation will be after 4

State Program. Could Cut Cost
(Carattated from Page I)
elude proposed improvements
for. say, five years "

pediting urgent requests, Yi

Next a TOPICS plan must
be developed as a plan of at-

"We could call the more urgent ones 'advanced projects,'

tack on needed improvements

so a municipality could begin

Finally, a list of priorities
must be made of the intended
improvements Added to this is
justification of the need for
each project

RECOQNIZING the great
amount of time necessary to
complete these requirements,

provisions may be made for ex-

cINTERI.

said

working on them before the requirements are completed,"
he said

The Illinois 83 underpass or
overpass Mount Prospect officials have been talking about

probably would cost $2 million or $3 million

TRIED
HAVE YOU
THESE FINE STORES

a

Aiwit

AND SERVICES'

BEEMACK WORLD
TRAVEL
Coinppito Reservation
S.rvice at No Cost to You,

Phone:

253-4130
' 7477 Kirchoff Rood

rig Madors iii

(leek /

Speced Zilutea

',-

.i'

'

-0.42

Spaghetti

-.
.

MON Dinner
r

. . .

Cured

Ham Dinner
WEDSugar

.

THU RS Roast Young Turkey -gravy & dressing

FRI Fish Fry ... All you can eatl

SAT. NITE
so irlIAL Fried Chicken .. All you can eatl

$125

Galley
ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
ORIGINAL GRAPHICS
SCULPTURES

Arlington Heights, III

$175

at

PH: CL 3-3544 Weekdays to 11 pm Fri. & Sat. to 12.

"Giving Expert Personal
Service Since 19471"

PH: 253-4690
Corner of Dunton & Campbell
Downtown Arlington Height'

checking balance, by just writing a check.
Anytime checks presented against your account are in excess of your balance,
we consider such checks as a request for funds and will draw the money from
your READY CREDIT Account.
You will receive a monthly statement covering all transactions in your REAR?
CREDIT Acdount.

102 N. Cook Street

Barrington, III.

ARK

COME. IN TODAY!

PETS

File an application for your handy READY CREDIT

Account. There's no cost or obligation. We'll notify you
just how much credit you have established.

SORRY NO CATS OR DOGSI

PH: 255-4434
1612 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

MELVIN A. DAHL

$165

have the big added plus of a READY CREDIT Account.
When you apply Tor READY CREDIT, we establish a maximum credit amount
for you.

PH: 381-4751

"Call Dahl!"

9 45

When you have a Mount Prospect State Bank Checking Account you may

FRAMES & FRAMING

Bird B Small Animal Boarding,

$1 55
I

602 W. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights, Ill.
!(I

Tided &A

AND FINEST FRAMING

Evergreen Shopping Center

And . .. READY CREDIT can..be
a Plus to your
Checking Account
You may draw on this amount AT ANY TIME. regardless of your current

"Your Pet Will Find
a Friend in Us!"

PH: 394-3083

''''

!

COMPLETE ART GALLERY

SERVICE IN THE AREAI

i

VERSATILE
CONVENIENT

392-4080
ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

11111111111111011111111111111

Eugenia Chapman ID -Arlington Heights) enjoys her pony
ride at the Democratic picnic Sunday. Area chairman of Wheeling Harvey Sturman holds tire reins.

LOW COST

WESTGATE SHOPPING

p m today in Haire Funeral
Home Services will be at I I
a m Tuesday in Haire Burial
will be private

a totally new kind of automatic credit .

3427 KIrchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows, III.

255-4535

- Mount Prospect State Bank
Busse and Emerson

Mount Prospect.111

CLearbrook 9-4000

. LORRY HOURS CIO am to 2.00 pm 4141ty thin

Saturday, omept VI4d. Friday ...cones. 5.30 unlol e.
DRIVE -DP HOURS 1530 am to ..00 pm dilly
Emlay 1E30 am to 0500 pm Sat 11:30 am to 200 pm
WALR-UP HQURS 200'pro to 4 00 pm Monday.
%cuts). 4 Thursday ' 8:30 to 4.00 pm WeOns.d.y
2 00 to 5 30 pm Fottay Closod Saltar04Y

Ir

.

.

The Day's Prospects

I

ears

Fon, it o
growth and bright yellow musBy Dolores Haugh
(First in a series on "European tard blossoms, gave the feeling
of a giant patchwork quilt
Recollections")
Whenever you pass afield of

mustard plants in bloom you
can pretend you are in Dijon,
France
Charles
Last April Mrs
Forton and I took a happily
hectic tour of Europe The

1

people we met on the tour and
the many experiences we
crammed into three weeks

Farmers in the fields using age
old implements plowed the
fertile black soil and waved as
we passed by

frustration
Imagine our
when we discovered that a jar
of the very same mustard
could be purchased in our own

tan earthenware howls of hot

home town (minus the fancy

jar) for the sari elf 27 cents

entree a mess.
I he taste redeemed it. It was

these are the hard lessons
learned by the unseasoned

repeat the soup, here is the rec-

We arrived at noon in the
city of tears, Dijon You undoubtedly are familiar ssnh
Dijon mustard
weeping over

It

is

worth

1711. SMALL 1101 FL
greeted

us

i hat

V, aS

would take a ton of newsprint F rench, as were the waiters,
to reproduce, but it seems a busboys and attendants We
shame not to share a few more
of them

arrived in time to taste the nos
wines and our luncheon of
roast beef ssas accompanied by

ME BUS chugged into the special 0, L-m,att.ring musfrom the beautiful
mountains of Switzerland "the
scenery changed, and it you
travel north through Illinois
and Wisconsin you will be
viewing similar terrain
the countryside, dotted
with fields of tender green new
France

tard

Everyone raced to the local
mustard shop to purchase a !al

at the teal -producing plat: of
two American dollars Onc
yellow and blue jar was cal e -

fully nestled into the lingerie
in our luggage

traveler

soup were topped with cheese,

which melted and ran down
the outside, making the entire

oo-la-la great. If you wish to
ipe

When you add toasted

croutons and top with 'grated

NEAR ME Parisian Opera House, disguised in scaffolds and drop cloths aimed at
hiding its rejuvenation, was

cheddar cheese to the top. you
have a high protien, strictly
gourmet treat.

SOUPE A'
RATINE'E
L'OIGNON
4 small Onions, sliced
3 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon flour
quart brown stock
4 slices dry toast
2 tablespoons grated cheese
Saute onions in butter until

our hotel Around the corner
and down the street was the
Porn -Porn, a typical sidewalk
cafe serving all American
food It had been 21 days since

either of us had spied a hamburger and just seeing them
on the menu made us somewhat homesick

The specialty of the PomPom, however was French
Onion Soup It was the least
appetizing dish served to us
anywhere in Europe, for the

4.

tom of soup bowl. Pour soup
into each howl over toast.
Sprinkle with grated cheese
and brown quickly under
broiler. Yields 4 servings.
The trick to real onion soup

is the brown stock. To make
this fond brun, combine 3
pounds beef hones, 2 pounds
veal hones in a roasting pan.

large sliced
Cover with
carrot and 2 sliced onions and
roast in 400 degree oven until
dark brown.
1

,

Add 3 quarts of water, 10
thyme sprig, I
peppercorns,
bay leaf, 4 celery stalks, 4 parsley sprigs and 1/2 tablespoon

Mustard jars of every shape, size and price greet visitors to Dijon, France. You can taste the

I

same eye -watering mustard by visiting your local super -market.

salt. Cook for 4 hours, skimm

tfa6 ittrtrb rerrb

Strain
stock through cheesecloth and
store in refrigerator. Yields
21/2 quarts.
This base makes an ex-

ex when

necessary.

n nom 6-6.-1 ran 61 tra n ern

no

00000

0
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flour
minute, add brown stock and cook cellent starter for any beef or
vegetable soup, but the onion
II) nullifies.
Place I slice dry toast in bot- soup is the really magnifique.
transparent.

Sprinkle

over onions, cook for

I

Engaged

Prospect. Garden Clobbers
Plan Fall Flower Show
1 he Garden C tub of Mount
Prospect will stage its second
flower show Oct 2 and 3
I he schedule w ritten bs
NIrs Enid I ick a national's
accredited flower shoss iudge
and Ruiner president of both
the Mount Prospect and Des
Plaines Garden Clubs, sets the
theme For rhose Who See

"1 Ills WILL be a natural-

Monday, July 21, 1969
Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor
sts SUI444001709.9 Las 9.9009_9 009044 ttittiott_.9 41:004Q_Q99099JUJJ10241.11 fuuui

Knotty Tree Problems

istic show,- said Mrs. Fick.
'and will utilize the beautids
of nature.-Hie standard flower show
will include an artistic division
tai arrangements and tables
and a junior gardeners' artistic
and horticulture sections.
NIrs.

Jerome

According to Stanley Rachesky, Entomologist at the Uni-

trees can be accomplished by
using -Sevin 50 per cent wet-

versity of Illinois at Urbana -

table

Champaign, Chicagoland is
being plagued with insect

branches thoroughly.

problems this year, especially
insects on trees.

Thelander.

president of the Garden Club
of Mount Prospect, invites the
public to the show.

)

Carolyn Grafton

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A.

Grafton, 307 S. William,
Mount Prospect, .announce
of their
engagement
the
daughter, Carolyn Jean, to
Gary Lee Cube, son of Mr. and

High School. Both plan to
attend Southern Illinois University this fall.
A September wedding has

Spray

the

against a tree borer problem.

On the northwest side .of
Chicagoland a problem with
maple trees called cottony

Model Rocket
Demonstration

In the month of May, many
cases of inchworm were noticed on the north shore. This
defoliating little pest has
caused many people to seek
help, not only for the sake of

maple scale has been observed.
It doesn't confine itself to
maple and is found on a variety
of Other trees and shrubs.

the tree but also to stop them
from dropping on their heads
while -sitting outside in the

the first few weeks in July.

secticide of choice.

The rockets will be flown at
the birch trees to die. Eventually, the entire tree will die. Olympic Park, Chicago, as
Research on this problem is part of Monday's national day
being conducted by the Mor- of participation. which is also
ton Arboretum, where almost National Flight Appreciation
100 per cent of the trees are Day.

backyard. Sevin 50 per cent
wettable powder is the in-

DURING JUNE three new

problems developed. On the
southwest side of Chicagoland

NIrs. Kenneth Colic of 713. locusts have arrived in an off
In some instances, they
Berk ley Dr., Arlington year.
are emerging by the thouHeights.
Miss Grafton and her fiance
are 1968 graduates of Prospect

powder.

ing4rvae,--Fertlizing your tree
and Eceping it healthy is very
essential in winning the battle

sands. Why an off year locust?
Possible because of the formation of a subspecies developed
17 -year
from the 13 -and

broods. Control on infested

Three applications should be
applied four to five days apart

The bronze birch borer is
taking its toll of birch trees
again this year. It is very widespread and causes the tops of

affected. Newer, safer
secticides are being tried.

The Nlaine Township Mod-

Rocket Assn., which has
trying to get the Des
Plaines City Council to legalize test flights for its models,

el

been

will demonstrate some of their
rockets

for members of the

City Council today.

inModel

rockets,

made

trunks and branches is the only
insecticide recommended. It
will do an excellent job of con-

trolling the adults and emerg-

St.

been planned.
A

l'eppery
Pastrami

At the Garden Club of Mount Prospect workshop, supervised
by Mrs. Emil H. Fick, past president, and Mrs. Jerome A. 7 Ite-

!ander, president, members concentrated on perfecting their arranging techniques Here Mrs. G. Allen John focuses attention
on a burst of Yellow Climax marigolds nestled in hosta leaves
against a background of iris leaves.

Pastrami is for picnics, porches,

parlors,

or

anywhere

good food is enjoyed. Attentively prepared, this pickled
and smoked beef is never
sweet,

yet

brown

sugar

is

added to the soaking brine for
flavor; herbs and spices, onion

4'

and garlic give pungent zest.

After clays of marinating,
thick meat slides are

the

drained, dried, covered with

Smooth, vertical driftwood is a perfect Foil for Mrs. Guy
Courtney's arrangement of shasta daisies. Mrs. Courtney was

one of many Mount Prospect Garden Club members who turned
out with flowers from their gardens, materials from home, imagination and creativity, to practice floral arranging with the expert

help of Mrs Fick and Mrs. lhelander.

in
paprika, edges clipped
cracked peppercorns and it is
ready for its smokehouse
hours...
Hot front there it Must he di-

vine; cold from the delicatessen, it is superb; reheated next

day, it is still might y.good eating:

Bob Mott
On Honor Roll
Bob Nlott, 1450 Blackhawk,
Mount Prospect, has been
named to the spring honor roll
at Culver -Stockton College,
Canton, Mc)
I o qualify for the honor roll
a student must exceed a grade

This Week Only atfewel-Osco!

point of 3 2 on a four point
scale

Mrs. Emmett Boyles combines tall, slender Japanese iris
leaves with hosta blooms and leaves and three alha to produce this graceful, sweeping arrangement Mount Prospect
Garden Club members were perfecting their skills anticipating the Club's Flower Show October 2 and 3 at the Mount
Prospect Community Center.

2
I

been named marketing

director of Jetma Technical

ther -edged presentation folder. Just stop in while shopping.

Institute, San Francisco

FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE
IN YOUR LIFE!
Remember Them with a Diamond
or a Beautiful Longine Wittnauer Watch from

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS
&etc zwpoya &

WE ALSO HAVE UNIQUE GIFT ITEMS FOR EVERYONE.
Silver and Pewter from Norway, Jade and Coral from the Orient
Inexpensive Watches by Bulova STOP IN TODAY at

20 S Evergreen Shopping Center, Arlington Heights
g4,

time offer. Osco is offering a full 5"x7" natural color photograph of your children for just 99c per child. And, for that extra -nice touch, we mount each portrait in a handsome fea-

W A Robinson, 503 S Edward, Mount Prospect, has

Eniga

ficfne

Save now by taking advantage of this Special one-

Named Director

394-0820

SUMMER CLEARANCE
DRESSES SKIMMERS BLOUSES
CULOTTES BERMUDAS,* PANTS
RAINCOATS

1/2 OFF
fashion Tree
Wheeling, Ill.
859 W. Dundee
Dunhurst Shopping Center
PH: 537-3690
Hours: 10 to 6 daily; Mon. & Fri. 11 to 9
Sat. 10 to 6; and Sunday 11 to 5.
Midwort Bank Cards Accepted.

by

members of the Maine Township Model Rocket Assn., arc
on display at the Des Plaines.
First National Bank, 733 Lee

DDT sprayed on the tree

*Children,,10 Years of age and older; $2.95

HURRY! 3 DAYS
ONLY AT OSCO
Mon. July 21 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Tues. July 22 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Wed. July 23 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
LOCATED AT:

122 VAIL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

The Stronger Love
young. And, her master was.
very important to it.

Sometimes a woman bath
two loves. One is for her man!
One is for her country. Once in

a while she must choose the
one which is more important.
Sadly, her choice may mean ...

life for one

...

A Humble Woman Is Faced
With Saving the Life
Of the Man She Loves,
Or the Life of Her Boss

the time, this nation_ was very

By John A. Horst

death for the

other!
This is the unhappy love sto-

ry of Phoebe Fraunces. She
was a shy. bird -like girl. She

master ' -has

Phoebe's

a

bodyguard. Tom Hickey is his
name. Torn is a large man, with
strong muscles. In fact, he is a
champion wrestler. All day
long, Phoebe's heart sings. She

is thinking of Tom. Happily.
she works at the great stove.
Phoebe is a girl in love. She's

in love with Tom. And, Tom

worked for a very famous man.
About two hundred years ago,

returns her love. Big Tom has
been courting her. In a few

Phoebe kept house for him.
His home was in Virginia. At

months,
married.

they

plan

to

be

One night little Phdebe is on
her way to meet hint. The path
take; her under one of the windows in the house. She passes
near the window. She hears a
voice! It is the voice she knows
so well. She hears these \volt:,
clearly:

long she lies awake. She stars
into the darkness. Her mind is
spinning. She must decide ...

"We got to get rid, of him.
bodyguard. I can do it
'N'e'd best use something
poison!
.. like ... like
it!

Poison'll do it!"

.when she does ... one will live
... and one will die!

" ,oehe's heart stops. She
,

believe her ears. She leans
.nst

the wall. It is Tom's
she hears. Her Toni is

tanit mm to poison their mas-

M.1itt

: T! What shall she do? This is'

Tom ... the Mall she is to
marry ... SIP! ION c', him with all

et;

is planning

her heart. Fat_

Tab for sports stardom a
Mount

young

lad
Seeber.

Prospect

named Ray "Chip"

He's a pitcher and short stop
on

the Sox Pony A team,

Mount Prospect baseball for
Boys.

"Instead of cooking tonight, honey-why don't you call that
little Chinese restaurant and order us some 'soul food'!"

TO Pro5pect Dap
"Honor the orieinal dream by alway.s.lealottelr keenine
ale oaper'S.Ireelow am/ intellectual
Monday. July 21, 1969

Robert C. Smith, lienertii Ai:on/err

John E. Stanton. Editor and PubliAher

He, has made litany sensational

plays. He's an excellent short
stop. He has one of the best
arms

:wound

and

a

in the fall. Look out Arlington!

Vacation Church School at

Trinity United Methodist
Church started today and lasts
for Iwo weeks.
School District 57 has hired
a woman principal Mrs. Janice
Rodriguez. She's the fourth
woman to serve as a. principal
in the district. She conies from

Elk 'Grove Village where she

great

has been a Learning Center di-

batting eye."

rector. There were about 31)
applicants for the job she

In a game last week Chip
pitched a no hitter against the
Braves. though his team lost

snagged.

1-0. His batting average is over
300.

--111arstiall Field 111
Page 4

Manager of the team, Bob
Wegcrer claims Chip is "a just
excellent player." Says Bob,"

et football which he dropped a
couple years ago.
- Chip starts at Prospect High

THE OTHER women who

have served as principals in
District 57 are Gladys Ackley.
Helen Solzbach- and Esther
Martin.
Gladys Ackley was the first
woman principal. She served
at Lincoln for eights years and

CHIP IS 14 years old and
lives at 401 Oriole. He gets his

nickname "Chip" because of
his fondness for potato chips.

In addition to his feats on
the baseball field, he made a

William J. Kiedaisch
Manacine Editor

at Sunset for five. She organized and started the first district kindergarten at Central

name for himself on the. junior
high basketball court. He was

a star at Miner Junior High.

The Day is published daily., Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.

School.

Also, he did a jood job in N-lidg-

117 S. Main. Mount Prospect. 111. 60056

Branch Offices:
217 Arlington IleightsRd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, Ill. 6(1016

Enters Campaign
James Gottreich of Skokie
yesterday said he had decided

to become a candidate from
the 4th senatorial district to
Illinois Constitutional
the
Convention after reading sev-

Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 601156

DOCTOR SAYS

eral newspapers editorals that

said

enthusiasts to the water, let's
consider

the

safety

precau-

tions necessary to prevent injury to yourself and others.
Don't ski unless you are a
good swimmer, even though
you wear a ski belt or lite

should lean back. Avoid falls

by crouching low

to regain

your balance and try never to"
swimmers.' boats and other
solid objects. Don't ski in con -

'W. C. BRANDSTADT, M.D.
gested areas, shallow water or
by moonlight.
excessive speed and sharp
turns unless you are in the

I'm wondering what to do.

you have it more than once'?

Knowing how to dance is almost as essential as eating. I hope,

change their minds.

P.S. Pick out the cutest girl you can find to teach you. With
today's dances, you won't need much training, so work fast.

MIXUP

movies, and opera, which I don't. care for at all. In every other
way we get along fine, but we always argue about where we're
going on a date. One or the other of us is always unhappy about
the result.

Itoosevelt University and is
working on his doctorate in U.
S. urban and social history.

James Gottreich

Dist. 214. to Get

Final Plans
For 7th School

A --In childhood, before

Architects Orput, Orput

likely to get measles. German

District 21 4's proposed

related to measles). scarlet p.m. hoard meeting Monday
fever (sometimes called the in the Administration Center,
fourth disease) and No. 5 -- 799 W. Kensington. Mount

.

Gottreich said he feels
strongly about education and

nonimmune persons of
any age but chiefly children.
1 he incubation period is six
days to 14 ()days and the
disease may last front two to
24 days. No treatment is refect

for occupancy in

the

able to most persons."
His wife said she is pleased
about ;his running as a candi-

date to the convention. She
helped hint get signatures to
file his petition.
Mr. and Mrs. Gottreich
have two Chikireri. Phaedra, 5,
and Marc. 20 months.

Esther Martin of 204

S.

Louis was a principal at Busse
school, retiring in 1962. She
feels that women are perfectly
suited to the job of school principal. "Being a woman, a
Mother and with a little age for
experience, a woman can
easily create good will between

the parent and the school,"
said. "And this is a

-Esther

toes. Now she can see in the
room.

Once more, she hears the
same voice. "It'll be easy. You
get me the poison. I'll see that
he gets it!"
Now, there is no doubt. It is
the voice of the man she loves.
She has seen him with her own

eyes. The man planning to
murder the master is ... her
Toni!

town. She tells an army officer
what she has heard.
a

hours, Tom

few

is

man she loves ... is hanged!

"...and so the story goes... -

of the two loves of Phoebe
Francuses! It's the story of a

decision. Her

decision
between the man she loved ...
and the man she served. When
she turned Tom Hickey in, she
destroyed her own happiness.
She gave up the man she loved.

He confessed his plot , and
paid with his life!
To this day, our nation owes
Phoebe a debt of gratitude. To
save her master's life .., she

gave the life of her lover! For
you see, her master was a great

Anterican statesman. He was
one of the guiding lists of the
American revolution. He was
"first in war, first in peace,
.

and first in the hearts of his
do. She goes hack to her room countrymen!" You're right ...
and gets in bed. But, there is no he was the Father of his
sleep for Phoebe! All night Country, George Washington.
There is nothing for her to

HEAR

BEN GRAUER

WITH

good part of the job."

'1 HELEN SULZBACI1 was
principal of Fairview

Stock Market g Business News

School when it WAS first built.
She is retired now and lives in
Sandy, Ore., near Mount
Hood.
It has not yet been deter-

Presented by the BENDIX CORPORATION

the

5:40 p.m.-MON.-FRI.

mined if Mrs. Rodriguez will
fill the vacancy left at Gregory

or Westbrook Schools. She
lives in Elk Grove Village and

()--What is episodic
hypoglycemia?

associated with an increased

production of insulin by the

0-What is Deprol used

Dearteer.Jarit:On,
Four of us girls, 16 and 17, want to go camping for two weeks
in the State Park when we have our vacation. One mothers says
yes, one says maybe, and two say no. We think we could have a

for? What arc its side effects?
Is it harmful to take alcoholic

real great time, because there are usually lots of boys camping
there. We have all the equipment we need, including a big tent,
which I'm sure the boys would help us put up. We're all excited,
and think we'd have lots to talk about in school next year.

two tranquiliiers. It is not
habit forming but prolonged

beverages while on this drug'?

A --This is .,combination of
adviseable. The
danger of dependence on the
drug is greater in persons who
is

Hideaword

a

Send your questions to Lee Janson, elo Day Publicatiods,
117 S. Main St., Mount Primp( ri, Illinois 60056.

headache, nausea and dryness
of the mouth.

drowsiness, dizziness,

"I really should watch my

waistline."
"How lucky you are,"
purred her girl friend, "to
have it right out there where
you can."

lose 10 lbs. in
10 days on

Grapefruit
Diet

NI ake as many four letter
or more words out of

these letters as you can.

In addition, find the word
using all seven of these
letters.

good, 21 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. (Spp.cial)

- This is the revolutionary grape-

fruit diet that everyone is sud-

Beocuse this diet really works.
We have testimonials reporting

on its

success.

exactly,

you

If you follow it

should

lose

10

pounds in 10 days. No weight

FIRST: We Hsi. your home with Arlington

Realty and find buyers that will
please you.

THEN: We'll find you a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding
major cities of the U. S. or Canada
.
.
at no',charge whatsoever
.

through our membership in

foss in the first four days but you
will suddenly drop 5 pounds on
the 5th day. Thereafter lose one

this diet lets you stuff yourself
with formerly " orbicrlafoods,
such as steaks trimmed

'

OMERIPI

WHAT HAVE
YOU- GOT

TO LOSE?
protect your home against the
threat of fire. Think about in

creasing_ property values and
home improvements or additions

which may have seriously outdated' your present home in.
surance protection. Then. find
the
out how State Farm
.

.

.

number one company . in home
can give you all
.
Insurance
the protection you'll probably
ever need for your home.
.

.

Harold E. Nebel
212 E.

Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
253-5678

[a)

STATE FARM FIRE
AND CASpAlTY COMPANY

Nom 0111,

THE HOMEFINDING

SERVICE OF AMERICA

h fat,

roast or fried chicken, gravies,
mayonnaise, lobster swimming
in butter, bacon fats, sausages

if you've done all you can to

PAMGARE

RELOCATING?

ger pangs. Revised and enlarged,

craving for alcohol.

The side effects include

big helping of chocolate cake.

Best of all, there will be no hun-

Look around you! Ask yourself

not

letting you go. In a democracy, 'when the no votes exceed the yes
votes, the no votes win. You lose.

"Oh, my," said plump Petunia. reaching for a second

every two days until you get
down to your proper weight.

bus transportation for

A-This is low blood sugar

in spells. It is usually

WORST JOKE of the Day:

pound a day until the 10th day.
Then you will lose 11/2 pounds

Other items on the hoard's
agenda include discussion of

disease.

have

make good principals."

denly talking about. Thousands

fall of

called., the fith .vene.ral

phys-ed major. Your present girl will never be happy in the world
of jockstraps, linament, and sweat.

What you'll talk about is how cruel your mothers were for not

pal, Gladys wishes her well
and said, "I think women

of copies have been passed from
hand to hand in factories, plants
and offices throughout the U.S.

1971.

center and the 1969-70 budget
assume you were not for the Diagnostic Learning
I
referring to lymphogranuloma Center.
venereuin which is sometimes

that is not constant but occurs

--Campers

regarding the new lady princi-

up a fair constitution accept-

students living within it mile quired and a second attack is and -a -half of the attendance

use

in the world," she says. And

taxes and hopes "that we draw

erythema infectiosum. phis is. Prospect.
The. proposed school would
a mild noidebrile rash that occurs in epidemics and may af- he built in Rolling Meadows

--All mixed up
Look, Dopey, wander over to the girls' gym and find a pretty

GIRL CAMPERS

books and that's the best thing

from

degree

master's

very rare.

Dear Lee Janson,
I'm a real sports huff, and my girl has no interest in sports at
all. I like football, car racing. golf, tennis, baseball and track, and
I spend a lot of time at all of nicht She likes museums. concerts,

"I work with children .and

He received his bachelor
and

measles, roseola (closely seventh high school at an 8

through your counselor, teacher, or minister, your parents will

window. She stands on her

schools.

some of the newer vaccines and Associates, Inc. of Skokie
became available, one was will present the final plans for

--Lots of rhythm

Without
else.
thinking, she runs back to the

someone

high school and junior high

rules of motorhoating
O --W hat is the fifth

Dear Lee Janson,
All the gang I go out with know how to dance, but my parents
refused to let me learn. Now 1 feel left out of things, and 1 just sit
around and watch when we have parties. It's not much fun, and

the

Prospect's Public Library. She
has been there since 1966 and
loves it.

Illinois. He has also in several

should stop the motor before
allowing you to climb back on
board. His observance of all

disease? Alter exposure. how
long before you get it? Csin

CAN' I DANCI

currently

house. She nui,t th'ai.! She
stumbles as she wall.. ! hen ...
she stops! A thought .. a hope
... crosses her mind! Maybe it
wasn't Tom! That's it! It was

children's librarian at Mount

political basis. Last year, he
taught U. S. history and government at the University of

Your driver should avoid

courtesy NO11 add to your safety.

Lee Janson
LISTENS
TO YOU

candidates

any vested political group.
Gottreich said he is, interested in government on a non-

-

fall forward. Keep your professional class and he

distance from fishermen.

Con -Con

should not be affiliated with

Some Precooiions For 1Voter Skiers
preserver. as you certainly
should. \\glen -skiing. you

is

down the road to the nearest

has a six -year -old child.

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; $5A10 for six months
Newsstand price. 10 cents a copy*

With water skiing again
drawing large numbers of

Gladys

she has made her choice!
She rises early and slips out
of the house. Slowly, she walks

arrested! Three days later the

Sadly she turns ha,* to the

Lil l f: giros

night. After much thought ...

In

a murder!

Chip's Excellent

Near dawn, she falls asleep.
She has tossed and turned all

and scrambled eggs and still
lose weight. The secret behind
this "quick weight loss" diet is

CALL

392-8100

simple. Fat dpes not form fat..
And the grapefruit juice in this
diet acts as a catalyst (the "trigger"), to start the fat burning
process. You stuff yourself on the

permitted food listed in the diet
plan, and still lose unsightly fat
and excess body fluids. A copy
of this stoning successful diet
can be obtained by sending $2
to

Citrus Diet Plan
5211 W. Jefferson
L.A. Calif, 90016
If
guarantee.
Money -back
after trying the diet you have not

lost 7 pounds in the first seven
days, another 6 pounds in the

Arlington Realty
)F1S

4.WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER,

in Palatine

in Arlington Hts.
NORTH

in Arlington His/ in Mount Prospect
SOUTH

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICA, NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

next 7 days, and 11/2 pounds
every two days thereafter, sim-

ply return the diet plan and
your S2 will be refunded prompt-

LOOK FOR US IN THE

out this message as a reminder.

HOME BUYERS GUIDE

Decide now to regain the trim

Appearing Every Week In

ly and without argument. Tear
attractive figure of your youth.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

0

Plan Youth
Counseling
Seminar

Complete Tally -Ho
Apts. by September
By Ted Lacey

mounted last week.

THE BRICKMAN company has been rehabilitating

lage administration said a permit would not be issued until
an alledgedly illegal sewer system on the site was brsought up
to the standards set by the Metropolitan Sanitary District.
Last March the sanitary
sewers were judged illegal by

the four incomplete'four-story
apartment buildings it 'bought
after the mortgage holders,

Severl months ago the vil-

Work to complete the six year -old Tally -Ho Apartments

at Algonquin and Busse in
Mount Prospect should resume by September.

"All We have left to do before we can get a building per-

mit is to submit an updated
plat of re -subdivision for the
site," David McCoy, spokes-

man for the J. M. Brickman
Mid West Corp., said yesterday.

The main stumbling block

in the way of getting the building permit, however, was sur-

Pastors and Professional
and volunteer youth workers are invited to attend a

construction stopped in 1963.

"We want to get the first

McCoy said. "They are an eyesore, but we have them guarded and locked up."

into them.

tions for other buildings, but

they arc being filled in and

found the condition corrected.
The correction required
digging up the old sewer system and installing a new one.

abandoned, he said.
Other buriaings are planned
for the 12.5 acre site, however,
Mc Coy said. Just how many
buildings has not yet been determined, but the plan is to get

Drainage Commission
Assignments Announced

ministry. It is part of a
series of seminars to be

held throughout the United
States. The program com-

internal

McCoy said.
There will be 56 apartments
in the existing buildings.

committee assignments for the
Mount Prospect Drainage and
Clean Streams Commission.
There arc eight commission
members now, with the recent
resignation of James Bur-

nance program, illegal sanitary connections and separa-

their demolition, because they

tary. The commission soon
is to be expanded to
members.

flood -proofing, the flood emergency program, and the flood
ance program. its members are
Rud and Demmert.

Robert Klovstad, assistant
chairman, has announced

roughs, who 'had been secre12

Hysell Jr., chairman; George
B. anderson; James Atkinson;
Norman Rud; Robert H.
Schmid; Klovstad; E. J. Van
Huisseling, and William Demmert.
The first four committees

cover internal matters, those
wholly within the village and
resolved solely by the village
government.
The first internal committee

is concerned with detention,
and

retention,

sub -surface

storage. Anderson is the sole
committee member, but others
are to be assigned. The second

Student Teacher
Workshop Set
In District 214

committee is concerned with the sewer mainte-

The third internal
mittee is concerned

do not conform

comwith

school District 214 Aug. 25
through Sept. 5.

During the 1969-70

of Church Youth Research.

gone on the auction block.
Afterwords, Marlin Smith,
t h e attorney representing
Mount Prospect, filed to reins-

The fourth internal com-

mittee concerns areas not previously studied, land use restriction and dams, grading,
pollution and beautification.
Its members are Klovstad and
Van Huisseling.

tate the suit, to use as a legal
lever to make sure the buildings arc completed according

Cost of the seminar is
$100, including room, board

,

to building codes.

tine. But three men, named
Armstrong, Collins and AlIf you're a regular on the

postal payroll, you may consider them as part-time work-

An engraved master Stamp - day decontamination period at
rewhizzing through space in our turned for display at the philahistoric voyage in the custody telic room of the U. S. Post Ofof the three astronauts who fice in Washington. It will then
will achieve the lunar landing. become part of an elaborate
Upon its return to earth, ac- exhibit that will be shown
cording to Postmaster General throughout the nation and
Winton M. Blount, the die will abroad.

die and a "moon letter" are Houston before -being

be used to produce a special

ers or volunteers, since the job jumbo -size, 10 -cent airmail
of speeding the first moon let- postage stamp comter through space is being han- memorating man's 'first landdled by the three astronauts as ing on the moon.
The moon letter will bear a
a courtesy operation.
d i e -p roof of the comJUST THE SAME, you can memorative stamp and will be
take extra interest in their ap- hand -cancelled by Apollo 11
proach to the task. It bears lunar explorers, Neil Arm-

such 'similarity to the quota-

from Greek historian
Hcrodotus, inscribed over the

tion

main Post Office in New York:

"Neither snow, nor rain, nor
heat, nor gloom of night stays
these couriers from the swift
completion of their appointed
rounds."
There is no particular name
and address on the first moon
message, not even the Man in

the Moon, and defintely not
the

Occupant that. *--

anonymous

are created

require work with other governmental authorities.

One Pillow Cleaned

'I he first of these deals with
channel modification, pollution beautification and watershed control. Its members arc
KlovStad. Demmert and Van
Huisseling.
The second is concerned
with sanitary sewer capacities,

sewers.

Its

from eight Illinois colleges to
obtain experience in its six
schools --Arlington, Prospect.

Forest View, John Hersey,

Elk Grove and Wheeling.
The student teachers are
from the following schools:

Illinois State, 37; University

OFFER GOOD Mill JULY

FRE_f

BEADED PURSES

ASSORTED COLORS & SHAPES

ONE FREE WITH EVERY ,
$3.50

Sharon Kassel

inflicted on them by fellow vil-

REGISTER NOW
FOR FALL SESSIONS,

lagers.

The joke routine included:

Limited Class sizes

TAP BALLET TOE
MODERN JAZZ BAT014
BALLROOMS HAWAIIAH
PRE -SCHOOL
Beginning, Intermediate,
Advanced, 6 Professional.
2214 Algonquin Rd.
Rolling Meadows, It.
Southland Shopping Center

PHONE: 392-2228

Studio also in Hoffman Estates

like a
Professional...
Rent a Bissell
Electric
Rug Shampooer!
With a Bissell Electric Rug
Shampooer and Bissell Rug Shampoo,
you can clean your rugs and carpets
with professional results at do-it-yourself
economical!
prices. It's quick ... easy

$200

-

DRY CLEANING ORDER

Spa-6evul &Mad
Palatine, Illinois
44 E. Palatine Rd.
Phone 359-3655

You'll enjoy the
friendly atmosphere
and one stop cleaning.

A DAY

With Purchase of Bissell Rug Shampoo
See Your Authorized Rent and Save Dealer Today.

BUSSE - BIERMAN "TRU-VALUE"
HARDWARE
8 W. BUSSE AVE. MT. PROSPECT CL 3-0960

JIFFY SERVICE
Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Draperies Cleaned, Pressed,
Self -Service Cleaning

220 N. Dunton St.

Arlington Heights, Ill.

:TATS FARM

Westgate Shopping
Center
393.4080
Arltngton Heights

Directed by

signment, grin over the quips

Norge Colonial Village

FAMILY PROTECTOR
cAilWayne Brennan

coin -op or professional
cleaning order.

down pillow and have
clean, new ticking!

and Schmid

pects 159 student teachers

with $5.00 incoming,

Renovate 8. Thoroughly
clean your feather or

are Anderson, Atkinson, Rud

academic year, the district ex-

OF DANCE

and baggers, whatever their as-

Clean your Rug"

and tuition.
Enrollment is open to
men and women of any
denomination who hold a
bachelor of arts degree.

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM DIRTY PILLOWS?
SPECIAL OFFER $1.79

outside its corporate limits and

pect

KASSEL STUDIOS!

-

mittees, which are involved in
matters which. while they affect the village,

Local postal employes, mail

carriers, parcel post truckerS,
counter clerks, mail sorters

"I see three of your men will
strong and Edwin Aldrin Jr.,
with a special postmark read- 'be out of town for a few days."
"Who pays the 'postage
ing "Moon Landing U.S.A.,
due' up there?"
July 20, 1969."
"Who signs for registered
DON'T HEAD for the
nearest post office to lay in a mail?"'
"What's this new Star
supply of the unique postage
stamp. Postal centers say the Route you're setting up?"
moon landing stamp will be is"I hear you've solved the
sued with first-day ceremonies junk mail problem - send it all
in Washington, D.C., late in to Cape Kennedy."'
August. It will be placed on
sale as soon as possible after

There arse two external com-

Members

in

Merrill -PalmDr. William
Seminary,
Luther
Hulme,
St. Paul, and Dr. John
Ziegler, Associate Director

min Grams,
er Institute;

1968 to permit Brickman to
buy the property, after it had

high

conducted

STAFF MEMBERS of
the seminar include Dr. Ar-

to village

Congreve was mayor. But Circuit Court Judge Walker Butler dismissed the suit on July 9,

reclamation and treatment of
water, subsurface storage and
the ownership of Mount Pros-

be

approach to youth.

building codes, when Daniel

A two-week fall workshop
program for student teachers
will

group exbines clinical
periences, lectures and supervised couseling practice
to teach a conversational

Mount Prospect lodged a
suit against the building; for

tion of sewer systems. Its members are Schmid and Atkinson.

drin, have taken off on the first
mail run to the moon.

ner consistent with a gospel

between 200 and 300 more
apartments on the property,

Post Office employes are
going about their appointed

rounds in a down-to-earth rou-

lationships Staff of Luther!
an General Hospital, Park
Ridge.
The seminar, sponsored
ReYouth
by
Church
search, is designed to teach
a counseling approach to
rebellious youth in a man-

There were four founda-

MSD inspectors last Monday tested the sewers and

The hand -cancelled moon
many northwestern suburletter itself will undergo a 21 banites find on their mail.

By Joseph Stubenrauch

Francis Retreat Center,
Oakbrook. It begins at 6
p.m. Sunday, Oct. 5 and
runs until noon, Friday,
Oct. 10. The. Rev. James
Wylie is coordinator of the

seminar. Pastor Wylie is on
the director of Parish Re-

four buildings finished up,"

the MSD because they permitted ground water to leak

Page 5

Letter To the Moon

youth counseling seminar at
St.

Marshall Savings and Loan
Co., went bankrupt. Actual

THE PROSPECT DAY

Mondy, July 21, 1969

OUR 2ND LOCATION
B W Branch

INSURANCE,

420 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, III.

DON'T MISS THE

...

of Illinois, 59; Western
Illinois University, 25;
Northern Illinois University,

26; Olivet College, I;

Nazareth College, I; Southern -

ow

og

Illinois University. 8, and

Elmhurst Community

College, 2.

Thursday at 2:00

SIDEWALK
SALE

BIG DAYS!

BIG DAYS

25 & 26

.JULY

JULY 25 & 26

Smallest - Largest - Best Tricks

Have

Best Costume - Best of Show.
Sigwalt at Arlington Heights Rd.

fun

Or at least comfort. And
no worries.

k

That's what you'll be
looking for when you
retire. But to find it,

you'll need dollars-

more than Social Security will provide.
No problem if you rate

/

a pension. But suppose
you're self-employed?
Still no problem-just

AL

1-

take advantage of re-

cent changes in income
tax rules. They give yoq
a deduction of 10%-up

A

/

WED. THRU SAT.

0

JULY 23,24,25 & 26
PICK UP YOUR FREE
DISCOUNT RIDE TICKETS

I

to $2500 a year-of

AT ANY ONE OF THESE

in an approved retire.

19 FINE STORES

earned income invested

ment plan.

WH'aiNa

have several such
plans. When can exI

11.14111 .

I

PALATINE

plain them to you?

MILINGTON

HEIGHTS

HEIGHTS
Iff

0

and see

Your

Country

Companies°
Agent

FASHION SHOW

DELORES FILER SHOW

in the air conditioned lobby of
1st Arlington National Bank

Advanced Dancing Students
Eastman and Dunton

Thairsday at 8:00

Saturday at 2:00

44M

TALENTED TEEN SHOW

ART FAIR'
Thursday and Friday
TI

.

Friday at 8:00
Top Talent - On Stage

Murphy Carpet Parking lot at

TI

_

17 South Dunton with Local Artists

Eastman and Dunton

Paintings - Sculpture

CARNIVAL RIDES ALL 3 DAYS,
Along the Downtown

JIM DRAKE

Midway

201 N. Dunton

Arlington Heights, ill.
PHONE: 253.6441

'

1

I '

I

arket

DRYDEN

a4f.ce

KENSINGTON RD.

T. PEOSEICT

It

GOO

RD

Olf

HOHIMAN

Elk GEOVE

MUNI'

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
SHERWIN WILLIAMS PAINTS
THE BANK AND TRUST CO:
OF ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
MEL'S PURE OIL SERVICE
ONE HOUR CLEANERS
ARLINGTON MARKET BARBER SHOP

JOAL SHOES
SPIEGEL'S CATALOG CENTER
HIGH -LOW FOODS

WALGREEN DRUGS
TREASURE 9IEST COIN SHOP
WASH 'N SHOP
SEARS CATALOG ORDER STORE
S. KRESGE CO.

BRESLER'S 33 FLAVORS
POLK BROS.

BEAUTY BAR
JEWEL FOOD STORE
DANEGGERS' PASTRY SHOP

THE DAY
Page 6
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They Spray
So You Won't.
Have to Swat
.

number of mosquitos in the (
(Continued from Page
The oil evaporates within 48 to' traps goes over normal ex-'

60 hours. An oil that stayed
longer than that would be too

pectations for that area, the.
fogging trucks go into action.

dangerous and could affect acquatic life in the ponds.

In areas not accessible by
road, men walk in carrying

ALTHOUGH the fogging.
operation accounts for only
about four per cent of the Dis-

field packs of oil tanks and trict's overall effort to control

sprayers. The packs weigh 43

pounds. It might be easier to

drive a truck into the fields,
but it's a vicious circle. The
tires- would leave ruts in the

Forty-three pound back -packs are carried into the fields to

the pesty insect, it is an important part because it is the one
the public sees. Actually,

though, the light trap count

-.

only confirms, in large extent,
sofbearth, these in turn would what the larvae count has altill with water during the next' ready told the District, is com-

rain and
quitos.

breed more mos-

Constant checks of these
breeding areas are maintained
and they are sprayed after ev-

ery rain increases the possibility of another mosquito

spray oil on breeding areas. Even the water holes at golf courses
are sprayed. Arlington Park Race Track has its own spray equipment for ponds on the grounds and hires the work done. Most of

L

the District's summer workers are area college students. Employees are not allowed to wear long hair, beards and large mustaches after many calls by area residents who didn't like shaggy

looking fellows walking around in their fields or with wanted to
know who the girl was carrying the big pack on her back. Then,

ing.
The same trucks arc used to
spray oil in the daytime and -to

014,4

too, beards and long hair might make attractive breeding

.;

grounds for mosquitoes.

fog at night. The District has
31 trucks at the present time.
Fogging is done only in residential areas and only at night.

crop.

The men work usually from

PONDS, ditches and creek
areas in the 245 square mile

This year Malathion, an or-

about 8:30 p.m. to 5 or 6 a.m.

ganic phosphate insecticide is
fairly easy to locate and keep being used here. It is one of the
an eye on, but there are hun- safest but most expensive indreds of other places that secticides, being 1,500 times
less toxic than DDT but equalmother -mosquito settles into.

area covered by the district arc

-

on

ly

sands of tires abandoned in a
field. They've been there

more expensive.

potential mosquito paradise.

awaited anxiously each year by
swatting suburbanites, are un-

two seasons now and are a

District workers spray them
with oil. Last summer in Elk
refrigerator, lying on its side,
was filled with water and

youngsters chasing

hosting thousands of larvae.

A coffee can in a window
well was found to contain 1,000

larvae. There are abandoned
aeration ponds, wading pools,
children's swimming pools,

They run or ride on bikes in
and out of the fog, cross in
front of the truck, and are in
constant danger of either
being hit by the truck itself or

them in the fog. And if they
breath

grounds is a hatch of grass clippings, tossed into a ditch.

short duration, a problem
known as the galloping trots.
Truck drivers report that

YOU'D THINK that civ-

they have had youngsters six
and seven years old following
the fogger until 2 a.m. "But,"
said Mitchell, "the parents
blame us if the kids follow the
trucks." Recently, in Streamwood, youngsters throwing
rocks at a truck broke a house
window. The District was

spread,

changing

that's not

always

true. Ex-

cavations and new foundations, complete with sawdust
and wood chips, are a favorite
mosquito nursery area. Water
retention ponds are popular,
too.

Any place where water can

stand for from five to seven
days during the hot weather
can add to District's problems.
Light traps arc placed in
many areas around the Northwest District and are emptied
regularly with contents count-

ed and identified. When the

$1,000 Taken
from Wheeling
Container Firm
Wheeling police arc investigating a $1,000 theft last
Thursday at Ekco Containers,
777 S. Wheeling Rd.
The thief reportedly opened

one of two safes in the
cafeteria area of the building,

and took $1,000 in bills and
change.

,

lady from Hoffman Estates
called to report that the night
after the fogger went through
all the blooms fell off her petunias. Mitchell promised the
District's entomologist would
come out and check the flowers. -"ILanything dies," he told
us, "we're it."
The District can't really
win. Some people have allergies or suffer from asthma
and have asked that the foggers

do not work too close to their
homes. But if the fogger skips
these areas, residents on either

handicapped persons.

reportedly been seen leaving
heavy under his shirt, was ar-

rested, but when police did
not find anything suspicious
in the man's
released.

car,

he

was

Student Teacher
Workshop Set
In District 214
A two-week fall workshop
program for student teachers
will be conducted in high
school District 214 Aug. 25
through Sept. 5.

During the 1969-70

academic year, the, district ex-,

pects 159 student teachers
from eight Illinois colleges to
obtain experience in its six
schools --Arlington,

Prospect,

Forest View, John Hersey,
Elk Grove and Wheeling.

The student teaching period

varies from 6 to 12 weeks,

depending on the requirements of the student
teacher's college.

ThC student teachers are
from the following schools:

Illinois State, 37; University

of Illinois, 59; Western
Illinois University, 25;
Northern Illinois University,

larger picture.

DON'T LET your

agers read this next part. The
sweeter you smell, the better a
mosquito likes you. If you
wear light, clean clothes and

This year's

a

walking lunch counter, but if
you wear dark clothes and are
dirty and perspiring...well...
mosquitos

the

get

up and

slowly walk away.
Besides the unincorporated
areas, the Northwest Mosquito
Abatement District covers the
communities of Elgin, Bartlett, Streamwood, Hanover

is

$365,800. The work employs
nine full-time employees and
45 part time men, mostly college students from all parts of
the District. They arc trained
to recognize larvae, take samples, spray ponds, drain wet

an average of seven to IS miles

from their birthplace.
The prevailing -winds in this
District are from the west and
southwest. DuPage, Kane and
Lake counties have no mos-

er may have more than 100

quito abatement programs and little fish in one litter, and the
so we reap their wild winds and little darlings begin eating
hungry mosquitos. Areas east mosquito larvae the minute
of us reap many of the benefits they're born. Originally from
the Southern states, they have
of our District.
But all is not lost. What man been acclimatized to this area
can't accomplish alone per- over the past few years.
So with the help of the Gamhaps he can do with the help of
busia, the Northwest Moshis Finney friends.

Heights,

pect

Plaines,

Des

Park Ridge, Northbrook, and

of Rosemont, Niles,
Morton Grove and Glenview.
parts

With all the spraying, fogging and other controls in this

HOW MUCH does all this
It runs 20 cents per $1,000 of
assessed valuation or an averof about $1.50 per
age

home....for year round work,
oiling, draining, checking fog-

quito Abatement District, and

IN THE District's labora- a can of insect repellent we
tory, presided over by Don may yet win the battle.

906 S. NORTHWEST HWY.

District, how come we still
have so many little winged

friends daring us to step out-

BARRINGTON, ILL.

ARLINOTON PARK
America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!
Intedees oomplataly .1r -conditioned
nap
sad Hat.2:15
Sits1.1arais: Mon. Ihrei mars. 200, Fr1.3:0, Sal.

Quinones Perfecta
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course

side?

MOSQUITOS are travelers

by nature. As soon as

they're born, the males mate

and take off on a prevailing
wind. The females wait until

Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Trl-Stete
to Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North).
Information WE 9-2500

around drinking nectar
from the flowers, the female
mosquito is buzzing around
putting the bite on everyone
she sees. Only the little lady
has a taste for blood, so the

ALL ITS OWN
Because love is so individual.
we think the diamond you
select should be in the shapq'
that best expresses your love.
There are five basic shapes ...
blazing brilliant, oval,
pear shape, emerald cut or the
graceful marquise, all mounted
in your choice of classic
or contemporary settings.

next time you swat a mosquito,
consider first...she may be

somebody's mother. Actually,
she must have the blood to fertilize her eggs so that little

Wheeling Jubilee
Kourt Finds 6 Guilty

perly.

Convicted of not wearing

Jubilee pins at Kangaroo

Kourt, 315 W. Dundee, were
Dolores Blanc, Joyce Buerger,
Gloria Nicholson, Don Smith,
Gus Stavros, and Tom Wells.
Penalties included facefuls
of shaving cream and fines.

spraying "Judge" Diens of

Jubilee properly) are Neil

. These are just a few from our
large collection of diamond
rings in all shapes and styles.

In Prospect Heights

.

Mark Drugs.

and Bob Moore, also of the

Prospect Village Manager.

Illinois University, 8, and

gang shot village residents,

bank was reported i hiding
and will face the Kour Fri-

Jubilee Jelin the drug store

Elmhurst Community

kops and the judge with shaving cream and squirt guns.

Marshal Bolling from the

day, according to Buerger.

13 S. Wolf Rd.

$400.00

1/3 ct. Marquise
Diamond Rinp $200.00

leader, Arnov, ,from the

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

2/3 ct. Round

Grippentrag, Wheeling Trust
and Savings Bank president

Nazareth College, 1; Southern

253-2460
956-1500

1/2 ct. Pear Shape
Dianiond Ring $325.00

323 N. 1, withshaving cream

bank and former Mount

In Arlington Heights

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

358-5560

In Hoffman -Schaumburg 894-1800

Diamond Ring

In a vain effort to free their

emmerI9

1/3 ct. Emerald Cut
Diamond Ring $135.00

resident" (not supporting the

was Mark Amoy, owner of

Xack

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

CHIEF BUERGER told

JAILED FOR contempt of

Kangaroo Kourt after

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

In Palatine

The Day that other

Wanted for "conduct
unbefitting a Wheeling

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

THE. NORTHWEST AREA.

gang.

Aug. 8, and run by the women
of the village.

'

.NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING

to comment on the judge's
sudden orders to arrest the

third and last session will be

see Kemmerly!

OPEN 9 to 9

Keystone Kop Chief, Civil'

Jubilee headquarters. The

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY
CAN GROW INTO,
NOT OUT OF!

REALTORS

Defense Director Bob

"criminals" will be brought to
trial this Friday at 7:30 p.m.,

LET A REALTOR

house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...

Whoever it was who said the
female is deadlier than the
sits

found six peribriS"guilty Friday of not supporting Wheeling's Diamond Jubilee pro-

PH: 381-6200

ti

A Realtor knows what you are looking for in a

this activity?

trict for not spraying their

..D.iPftS.,.Vamarttly refused and

GARAGES POOLS PLAY AREA
LAWN EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

ging, etc.
What about the object of all

tion when The Day asked him

ALL MODELS & SIZES
SURE-FIRE ECONOMICAL
INSECT CONTROL FOR:
YARDS PATIOS GARDENS

falo Grove, Wheeling, Pros-

'ost the average homeowner in
the'tax he pays to the District?

by jury, "Judge Sir" Walter

GIVES COMPLETE MOSQUITO CONTROL

Barrington, Inverness, Palatine, Rolling Meadows, Elk Grove, Mount Prospect, Arlington Heights, Buf-

secticides.

Buerger, said the judge was
forced into taking drastic ac-

Aye Ater

District. The Gambusia moth-

Estates,

areas, and taught about in-

Though defense attorneys
pleaded eloquently for a trial

Et IV

permanent swamp areas in the

LOVE hAS A ShApE

By Regina Oehler

ANL.

And from there Oemich, who
lives in Arlington Heights, introduces them into ponds and

male must have had the mosquito in mind. While the male

ments when foggers will be in

PUT THE FUN BACK INTO OUTDOOR LIVING

Oemich, entomologist, the
Gambusia fish is being raised.

Park, Schaumburg, Hoffman

26; Olivet College,
College, 2.

well bathed, you arc

are

first year budget was $80,000.
budget

teen-

they've layed their eggs to follow suit. But mosquitos travel

owner are furious with the Dis-

side of the afflicted home-

ing is completed. He also informs community fire depart-

an insured fund for

visible. "They feel more secure when they see the fog,"
Mitchell noted.
Tracking down and eliminating the wily mosquito is an
expensive proposition. When
the District was formed, its

chell was constantly being interrupted by calls from municipalities who wanted help with
mosquito -related problems or
calls from irate citizens. One

the building with something

money in the safe had been

quality. But when
people see the mister at work,
they think it's not in operation
because the mist is mostly in-

residual

WHILE WE spoke, Mit-

A suspect, who had

Cafeteria manager Larry

night and it has a little more

blamed.

property.
Mitchell calls some people,
who have requested such service, when the trucks are going
to be in their area and'informs
them so they can close up their
houses or leave until the spray-

Jones told police that the

patio is really part of a much

use a mist process to replace
some of the fogging in the future. According to Mitchell
you can do the misting day or

in too much of the

spray, they may have, for a

transfusion you give out on the

THE DISTRICT hopes to

by passing cars who don't see,

tubs or old automobiles, and
one of the best breeding

open fields to neat suburban
streets, would have cut back
the mosquito population but

their vicinity, because citizens,
seeing the fog, often mistake it
for smoke and call the firemen.
Fogging usually begins in June
and ends in September.

truck.

house gutters, abandoned bath

schools.

f

to find as many as 40 or 50
a

totog.

registered about 30 mosquitoes had an unheared of count of
1,600 in a 12 hour period.

FOGGING TRUCKS,
der constant harassment from
the small fry. It is not unusual

ilization's

After last August's heavy rainfall the mosquito population
zoomed upward. One light trap in Barrington which normally

However, it is about six times

Grove Township an abandoned

.`

When the count goes above an average figure, the area is fogged.

mosquitos.

Near- the corner of Golf
and Roselle there arc thou-

effective

Light traps, such as this one, are placed in areas throughout

the district. Contents are collected, identified and counted.

LEFT --When the contents of the light traps are collected, laboratory men count -and identify the harvest. Here Martin Chakoin,
a former District employee, performs the delicate and time condifferent species of mosquitos have
suming task. In the District
been identified. There are about 60 different kinds in the state.
Beside this kind of work the District's entomologist, Don Oemich,
has instituted a program for youngsters at the Wheeling laboratory. School children are taken through the lab and the mosquito
abatement program is explained to them. In the future Oemich,
an ex school teacher, hopes to take the program right into the

. 1/2 ct. Oval
Diamond Ring $325.00

JEWELERS
Mt. Prospect

Chicago

1080 Mt. Prospect Plaza

-29 E. Madison St..Suite 808

394-1140

372-8923

OPEN MON.THURS.FRI. tit 9:30 TUES.WED.SAT. tll 5:30

299-0082

SHORT RIBS
-

et
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OUT OUR WAY

TM WINO

-

'URN %,bu aro A FROG!
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

.

8:00

6:55

Mayberry RFD
7 The Outcasts
11 NET Journal

26 Market Wrapup

ALL. R16H17 I'LL TAKE IT: 'THE
DOC PRESCRIBED THIS AWFUL
CONCOCTION, BUT I DON'T THINK

7:00
Pioneer Spirit

THAT MAY

AGREED, bRAMPAW--WHAT'l

GT1204E FEAR

YOU NEED 1670 HAVE SOMEONE WAITARDuND TO MAKE

SURE IT DOESN'T GET
rr's DOW' ME ANY 6002! I'M
5PooNED BACK ixiwo
SURE OF ONE THINS,THOL)614-THE BOTTLE/
I DON'T NEED 70 HAVE ANYBODY
WAIT AROUND TO WATCH ME
SWALLOW THE STUFF/

5

It.rits THE
HEARTS OP
DERTHE

TONIGHT

THE OTHER.

Regularly scheduled shows will be pe-

WORLDUN / ON

HANG? SCVIAS

PEOPLE SAY
COULDN'T-TRACK A
TANK THROUGH
I -IS

A SWAMP/

11(au"'

Rerun. "A Plague
on Your Children" is

riodically pre-

in this preview of a

cusses

possible new series.
9 Hazel

opment,

empted by news of

effects of chemical

11:45 p.m.

the Apollo 11 space

26 The Deputy

and biological weapons on living matter.

5

3 2 The
mooners

/

D
C7

Honey-

11 TV College

2

Here's Lucy

32 The Munsters

5

Movie

One" A

New

6RAMPAW

6:30
Gunsmoke

2

I Dream of

5

Jeannie
7 The Avengers
9 I Love Lucy
11 TV College
Fiction
26 Today's Racing

ROBIN MALONE

3 2 The
Family

Addams

shoot -'em -up.

Tonight Show
Joey Bishop
Show
9 Movie
Guns"
"Forty
Another shoot -'em -

with raping a white

American Public

up Western about the

Tombstone Territory

woman, escapes to an

School

island where he

9

on the Steppes of

Show

32 Movie

unique candid film of
believe -it -or life's
n o t s directed by

8:30
Family Affair

2

Mike Douglas

Gualtiero Jacopetti.
Until 12:30 a.m.

Russia in the 16th

Until

Until 12:05 a.111.

"Mondo Cane" A

Bulba"
Yul Brynner stars in
Gogol's tale
of Cossack rebellion
century.

of Arizona and the
men who tamed it.

danger
encounters
and suspense. Until
9:30 p.m.

7:30

9:00

10

12:00

Jimmie Rodgers

p.m.

2

Guns of Will
Sonnett
9 Perry Mason
26 Turin Acevedo

Show
Guests are Eddie
Fisher and Dorothy
Morrison.
Dick Cavett
7
Show

7

Show

32

Truth

Until

7

Negro
charged

musician

the

Kiowas. Typical

32 Movie

"Tarns

26 Qulz

help fight

develuses and

the

"The Young

6:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 The Flintstones
26 Spanish News
6:25

Seminole Indians to

a report which dis-

7:15

6>Bi05-C--x-anTrPT'`--

"War Arrow" A

Cavalry major sets
out to win over the

Three suburban
couples set off for
Alaskan adventures

shot.

444.7

10:30
Movie

2

2

or

5
7

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

9

12:05
News

2

12:15
Movie

11 Book Beat

Consequences

CARNIVAL

9:30
Cubs Fever

9

"The Good Hu-

mor Man."

Cubs first

baseman, Ernie

'

12:25

along with
Jack Brickhouse and

9

Banks

Paul Harvey

Comments

Lloyd Pettit take a
look

at

the

12:30
Memorandum
9 Biographhy
Rerun. "Admiral
Nimitz."
32 News Final

1969

5

Cubs.

11 Appointment
with Nobody
32 News

Horoscope.
'

FOR 'FUESDA

BUGS BUNNY

CANCER (June 22 -July

HE'S GOIN' T' TAKE
HIS VIOLIN LESSON
WITHOUT A

in the correct proportions and you should be,
able to make gains on bothl
pleasure

5
7

HE'S NOT A 2.40

WADDAYA KNOW:

231 --Mix business and'

9

LI'L. CLUCK;

9

William Tell

7

Reflections

9

Five Minutes to

1:30

of the News

32 Town and

Live By

Country Music

24 -Aug. 23) -

a

stinct alone stands to make
exceptional gains. Bear ex-,
perience in mind.

1:00
Perspectives

26 A Black's View

SQUAWK:

The Leo who speculates with,
knowledge rather than on in-

7

11 Rainbow Quest

levels of activity.

LEO (July

10:00
News
News
News
News

2

"Congratulations, Inskip, you've been promoted from
crises to disasters!"

21$74--

VIRGO(Aug. 24 -Sept.

EEK & MEEK

23) --Continuation of present
activities should place you in
an advantageous position before 'nightfall. Don't overstep
your authority.

cLewLIMEas Is

I JUST TOOK

IJEXT "ID GOO, west,

A Ban-%!

Y' woos./

MORTY MEEKLE

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) -Keep your motives as clear as
your objectives and all should
go well. Make sure that you're
not fooling yourself.

WAR, I X,10,7 /...

6017UMESS

NOW GO STAND

TO HE
AU-NILE!

SJEAT TO 5CMEO/JE
ELSE

AwNE. FOR

WELL;TH ERE'S FAD

DfCg
cAyttI.-1

VIOLENCE,

AND-NEN-mazes
GOOD VIOLENCE.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --Make your mood fit inp

O

,-

with your aims today, The

110.11,44.

11.. 111.0.001

way you approach a project

has more to do with its

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ultimate success than talent.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Dec. 22) --Broaden the scope
all your eggs in one basket at,

this time, you may lose the
lot.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20) --Bide your time.

d

Though inducements for
change may look good, there
arc hidden influences at work'
that you may not like.'
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.,

N
51 Tremulous
EZIFOJE71
52 Drinking cup [AMER.]
z
(Scot.)
E -r
surrealist
L R
53
Muddle
BEA R
5 Swiss abstract
H
RS EE
-painter
DOWN
LL
R
- 9 French
1 Post office
L..
EE
LJ
revolutionary
rr
implements
N
E
S
L
10 British
R
2 Brazilian
noblemen
macaw
31 Modern
a parable
12 Revolve
3 Tardy
French
13 Rated
16 Numeral
4 Followers
painter
according to
20 Feminine
(suffix)
35 Head covering
name
rank
5 Small barrel
36 Eats a small
15 Himalayan
23 Man's
6 Roman
amount of
nickname
mountain
household
37
Ascended.
24
Modern
17 Fragrant
gods
38 Heavy metal
German
olebresin
7 Epochal
40 Brief looks
painter
18 Italian coin
8 Past middle
41 Musical
25 Old name
19 Printer's
age
instruments
of Tokyo
measures
9 Motion
26 Cone -bearing 43 Greek portico
21 Reverend
picture
45 Moslem holy
tree
(ab.)
11 Mother of
man
28 Finish
22 Word of assent Dionysius
46 Chestlike
29 Senior
23 City in.
(myth.)
container
member
Germany
12 Depend
48 Legal matter
25 French.
14 Rich man of 30 Worships
feminine
8
6 7

should be especially

responsive to your demands..

Make them subtly, however,
if you would gain your ends.

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March,

You must meet another on

common ground to gain
benefits for all involved.

ARIES (March 22 -April

20)--A profitable day for the
Aries who has all necessary

CAPTAIN EASY

facts and figures at his

fingertips. Do your

IRIS, TELL. ME ABOUT THE OLD FRIEND
MR.TOPROcK USED TO VKIT EACH YEAR.

"homework" early.

TAURUS (April 21 -May

GOLO.EHT THE VISITE STOPPED THE YEAR
LOLA COMB INHERITED THE LAND NW REFUSED
TO BELL WITHIN REASON! A COINCIDENCE,

MAVEE,..OR WAS Tal

for an ad-

Ini I

vantageous change on the,

.1 THINK HE STOPPED WHEN STOCK TAHROIT

LOSSES AT THAT TIME FORCED HIM Tu
ECONOMIZE, EA5YL

EBE NO

OR MAYBE

CONNECTION!

'I

HIS REASON

FOR GOING
SUDDENLY
STOPPED!

employment scene. Seek an,

opportunity to speak your
mind to those in authority.

Caribbean
32 Daughter of
Cadmus
(myth.)

71

response.

gram
germ
gape
grape
area
ager
agape
mare

marge

maper
para
pear

.

CAMPUS CLATTER
WELL, PRESIDENT POMP,
AREN'T YOU GLAD MOST

STUDENT DEMONSTRATORS
HAVE LEFT CAMPUS FOR.

NOT REALLY! I THINK
I PREFER THE HUGE,
IMPERSONAL, MASS
DEMONSTRATION...

oro THIS SMALL,
INTIMATE KIND.
t1/4

4

pram
pare
ream
ramp

rage

7-2/
-

4

119

le

40 School -home

33

49 Sable
50 Incline

17'

15

a

group (ab.)
41 Threadlike
outgrOwth
42 Expunge
44 Spanish
painter and
sculptor
47 Sexless (blot.)

'

1

33 Smell,
34 Saurel
36 Three times
(comb. forM)
39 Personal

pronoun

THE SUMMER.?

page

rape
reap

3

26 Because
27 Colors again
29 Gulf of the

21) -:-Lay the groundwork for
projects involving mutual effort on the part of yourself and
your family. Seek a favorable,

RAMPAGE

2

pronoun

GEMINI (May 22 -June

game
gear

00

.

21) --Mutual consideration is
the key to today's success.

Answers to
Hideaword

I

OP

E
RA
N
RT

19)--A day when friends

21) --Possibilities

LEND QREL
N--rI L AND
I MILE
-r

ACROSS
1 Spanish

THE BORN LOSER

R 0 SO

E

Modern Painters

of your activities. If you put

41

39
42
47

48
51

I

Palatin,e Wins League Title on Hasbach Two -Hitter
PALATINE (2)
Player
ab r h bi
Grybash, ss
2
0 0
Clark, 2b
3
0 0 0
I

Wicket sham, ct 3
3
Anderson, lb

Purcell', c

3

Stinson, It

Hearn rt

3
2

Smith, 3b

3

0
0
0

I

0

0
0

0
0

I

I

0
0

I
I

3
0 0
Hasbach, p
totals
25 2 4
DES PLAINES (1)

Player

ab

Plettkhardt, It
( as.illaro, 3b
Koentopp, el

3
3

\itemenko ss
NI.IN

lb

[echo[

2
2
3

f

3

0
0
1

0

0
0

I

1

0

0
0

I

Johnson, p
Pahl, c
Totals

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2
21

0

0

0

1

2

1

1

By Bill Copeland

Dave Hasbach held the Des

Plaines Legion team to just
two hits and one run to lead

SB--Caltagirone; 313 -Hearn, Smith, Artemenko;
SH--Hearn; E--Cavallaro,

the Palatine_ Legion to a 2-I
victory yesterday at Recrea-

Caltagirone (2), Jdhnson.
PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er so w
Pitcher
7 4 2-1 2 1
Johnson
7 2 1-0 13 3
Hasbach

tion Park.

Johnson; WP -Johnson.
100 010 0 240
Palatine

nament without playing any

Hasbach's win gave

by

in

the champion-

ship game of the Lbgion tour-

four hits and two runs, one

half of the

df which was unearned, while
Hasbach struck out 13 Des

Grybash led off with a

Plaines batters during his
seven innings on the mound.

Des Plaines took a 1-0 lead

in the top pf the first on one
hit. Gary Pleickhardt led off
with

With two outs, Kent Koen-

duel between the pitchers as
there were only six hits given

topp drew a walk and shorstop
Bob Artemenko drove him all
the way home with a hard triple to right.

up during the game. Des

Calta-

Plaines' Buzz Johnson gave up

girone...

a ground out to Pete

Clark at second, and Hasbach
got his first strikeout against
third baseman Pete Cavallaro.

other tournament contests.
,THE GAME was mainly a.

on to score from third on a
error

play

to

100 000 0 124 Des Plaines
Moments later Grybash went

throwing

Pal-

atine the ninth district league
championship and the right

Winner-Hasbach; Loser -

I

r h bi
0 0 0
0 0 0
I
0 0
0

Caltagirone, 2b

PALATINE CAME back
with an unearned run in their

first to- tie the
score. Palatine shorstop Gerry
walk

and

Clark

grounded

out to John Caltagirone at se-

cond for the first out.

Grybash went down to second

on a wild pitch and madesit
to third on Clark's grounder.
was thrown out by Palatine
catcher, Ernie Purcelli trying
to steal second.

Teichert made up for the
out when he robbed Scott
Smith of an extra base hit
with a great diving catch in
right field.

PALATINE CAME close

to scoring in the fourth inning
when Don Wickersham' tried
to score from third on a
squeeze play, but Larry Pahl

then put down a perfect bunt
to sacrifice Stinson to second.,
With one out, Smith drove int"

the run with a long hit that

put the tag on him at the

went for three bases.

Hearn had another triple
for Palatine in the top of the

plate.

Palatine scored their other

run on two hits in the fifth

seventh. Palatine tried another

lead

squeezeplay with Hearn on

which they held on to for the
rest of the game. Al Stinson,
representing the winning run,
quickly singled to center to

third but again the attempt to

to take over the 2-I

catch Des Plaines off guard
failed and he was out at the
plate.

'

THE ONLY good hit Des
Plaines had in the latter part
of the game was a long ball
by Frank May in the last inning, but Wickersham was
playing deep in center and

start off the rally., Steve Hearn

Both pitchers kept things
real tight for the next three
innings. The only hit was a
second -inning single by Des
Plaines' Bill Teichert, but he
couldn't capitalize on it as he

made the catch.

In Ninth District Tournament

r ington Slides by Lions on Wulbecker's Safety
By George !bias

the District Nine Legion

when Wulbecker hit a slow

three -for -four and batting two

Al Feldnian bobbled the ball,

Park yesterday.

mound. Lions shortstop Larry
Geyer made a fine effort but
could not get the throw home

Bokelmann helped his own
cause by going one for three

Frase to take second.

Tournament at Recreation

A ninth -inning single by

Nlikc Wulbecker brought

pinch runner Bob Fitzgerald
home with the winning run as
Aihngton heat Logan Square,
4-3, in the opening game of

Wulbecker singled- after

winning pitcher Jim
Bokelmann had tripled.

Fitzgerald had gone in to run
tor Bokelmann, and he scored

bouncer lust behind the runs with a pair of doubles. allowing Salm to score and
in time.

CARY SALM wielded
big bat for Arlington, going

a

and scoring a run.

Mike Pettenuzzo was the
big hitter for Logan Square,
gettin& three hits, including a

triplet In addition to scoring
a run. Mike O'Donnell and

Both teams went down in
order in the second inning,
and. Arlington went that way
in the third. Logan Square

had a threat in their half of
the third.
O'Donnell., singled and_ stole

start off the frame. Wulbecker
bunted the runners to second
PE1TENUZZO SCORED and third.
and Madden took third when
SALM FOLLOWED with
a pitch by Bokelmann bouncing Pettenuzzo to take third.

ed in front of the plate and a long double to right. Lion
It then rolled to the screen,

pitching duel between Lions runners on first and
Boklemann and Logan third with one out, but Kenny

allowing Madden to advance

The contest featured a tine' 'infield hit:This-gave the

Square's Brian Rooney. fouled out and Geyer was cut
Although they allowed 18 hits

down trying to steal to end the

between them, Bokelmann
struck out nine while Rooney
sent 13 to the bench emptyhanded.

LOGAN SQUARE started
early, scoring two runs in the
first inning. O'Donnell led off
by singling sharply to right.
John Wendell was called out
on strikes, then Geyer singled
to left, moving O'Donnell to

inning.
Ttie

Lidns did score in the

top of the fourth. With two
out Pettenuzzo singled. Bill
Madden followed with a don-

but the Arlington catcher thick mud in right and both
could not locate the ball, runners were able to score.
Arlington got hits from

Bastable and Lundstedt in the
bottom of the fourth, but they
could not bring them around.
After Bokelmann set Logan

Salm.

for Bokelmann, and Rossi

came in to pitch for the Lions.

- Rossi faced only one batter,

Wulbecker, who hit the
ground ball that won the

first. After Wulbecker whif-

fed, Salm, got the first of his
doubles on a liner down the

ballgame.

third base line.

Make O'Donnell of Logan Square watches his second -inning hit go through the Arlington
Heights infield, trlington rallied in the bottom of the ninth to beat the Lions, 4-3. (Photos by
I inda Hamilton)

ARLINGTON (4)
ab r h bi
Player
Wulbecker, cf 3 0
3
2
Salm, 2b
4
4 0
0
Bastable,' c
4 0
Frase 3b
Armstrong, lb 4 0 0 0
3
0
0
Lundstedt, ss

JACK BASTABLE struck
out, but Bruce Frase lined a
single to short center. Salm

I

might have been out at the

I

plate, but Lion center fielder

I

and in the 9 and 10 girls 50

13 and 14 boys 100 free, and

breast.

Carol Howland was third in
the 11 and 12 girls 100 free.
Gary Grunwald was second
and Ken Stanhke was third in
the

II and 12 boys 100 free

and Mark Bailey was third in
the same event for the 15 and

kris Crouch followed
in in the boys 50

breast.

with a

Kolari, rf

Bokelmann, p
Fitzgerald, pr
Totals

Rolling Meadows won only

Kate Kenney was third.
Chris Crouch was second in
ont `,hatinon Corbett, Dawn
Gtuimald Carol Howland the 9 and 10 boys 50 free, then
and Kai._ Kum,/ won the 9 and Beth Kugelman and Linda
Stahnke finished second and
It) glib, 200 fret, relay
Rids Robertson was third in third in the 8 and under girls
the IS and over boys 200 tree, 25 breaststroke.
n ttIC
Russ Mate won the 8 and
Kim (oi bct t %N.1% SCCO
tree41.1. under boys 25 breast, then
S and mt.., girls

I ammy Nielsen and Debbie Shannon Corbett took a sec -

third in the boys 50 fly.

the 15 and over girls 50 fly,
third in the II and 12 girls 100 'then Mary Ambrose and Dru

Lorti finished second and third
in the 11 and 12 50 back.
Sean Kenny was third in the
11 'and 12 boys 50 back, then

In the 13 and 14 girls 100
IM, Rolling Meadows got a
one-two

finish

from

Sue

Stahnke and Carla Gormsen.
John Mate then won the boys

boys backstroke.

Patty Lazarus and

Rick

Robertson both finished third
in their respective divisions of

the 15 and over IM. Linda

Stanhke followed with a sec-

ond in the 8 and under

25

31

0

0

I

0

I

I

I

0

4' 8

0
0
0
0

4

the creation of a Pee Wee Division which will consist of four

teams for 8, 9 and 10 year old

boys weighing less than 85

pounds. The Commandos (age
11 and 12) or Raiders (age 13
. and 14) will as in the past, play
teams from other communities. The Pee Wee teams will
have a schedule of games only
with the other Pee Wee teams.
These teams will not play post
season games, and will not receive trophies, or will they
have a post season banquet.
Registration will be held at
pChino Park July 19 and 26 and
Aug. 2.

It will be primarily an instructional league. The main
purpose is to offer boys the op-

portunity to play within their
own weight and age classification at a younger age. We will

4

I

2

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

instructional league on a team.

3

I

2

Kenny, rf-3b
Rossi, 3b -p
Rooney, p-cf
Pettenuzzo, c

4

0

0

0
0

Wee boys will use will be the

4

0
0

I

2

0

I

3

0

0

0
0
0

0
0

0

0

0
Abinanti, cf-rf
34 3 10
Totals

0
2

4
4
4

Feldman, cf

I

Golden, ph

I

0&0

try to place every boy in

the

The equipment that the Pee
best for that age and weight
classification.

Over the years, the Com-

mandos and Raiders have won
many championships. They
have participated in many post
season bowl games, including
`,and
from Michigan ,and
Ohio. In 1965 both the Raiders

2B--Salm (2), 3B-Pet- and Commandos won their

'
Arlington's Bruce Frase throws to first to prevent a Lion from
becoming a baserunner In yesterday's game at Recreation Park.

IM.

0

I

Barb Kolin and Carla Gormsen came in first and second
in the 13 and 14 girl 5(1 back.
John Higgins was third in the

More
Sports

O'Donnell, lb
Wendell, 2b .
Hynes, 2b
Geyer, ss

Madden, If

ished second and third in the

over boys.

BETH KUGELMAN and.
'list and second in the girls
Owen Hallerud each got secet ills
I) ,3 NIULLEN and Jim onds in their respective divilohnson finished one-two in sions of the 8 and under 25
tht I S and otti mixed diving, free. Dawn Grunswald won
but 01 the next five relays, the 9 and 10 girls 50 free'and

Brian Adamczyk grabbed a

MARY KAY MATE was

boys 100 IM.

3
3
3

LOGAN SQUARE (3)
ab r h bi
Player

Kay Corbett was second in

individual medley, while Sean
Kenney and Scott Crouch fin-

1

I

Woodard, If

eadows Tankers
Kuhn finished two -three in the
13 and 14 girls 100 free.
John Mate took a first in the

1

I

enview Navy Beats
(ilentita rallying after the
dicing scents heat Rolling
Mtailows 112-211 in a park
imming Wednesday
at (lit Rolling Mcadows pool
Rolling \ leadows took a
commanding 22-4 alter the
Mill \ mg cscnts Rich Hayfust and Mike Davenpott lids third in the 14 and undo boy-, diving then Mary
Nolan and Karen Martin took

3101

This year the Hoffman Estates Athletic Association undertakes the third phase of its
football program. This phase is

bottom of the ninth.

1969

one run in their half of the

Logan Squwre200 010 000 --

Bokelmann led off with a triple just out of Mike Abinanti's reach in deep left center.
Bob Fitzgerald went in to run

ONLY TWO Arlington

July 21,

when Mark Rossi lined a solid
single to left center.
Arlington came back with

Bokelmann, Rooney.
Arlington 10002000l --4 8-

batters went to the plate in the

have been a home run but was
stopped by the tall, thicksrass
in left field.

Both runners advanced on
a passed ball, then, after Jim
Kenny struck out, both scored

9 10 3-3 I 9
7 4-4 5 13
Bokelmann;

Pages 9
.and 10
Set Football
Registration

The ninth inning for Logan
Square featured a long triple
Square down in order in the by Pettenuzzo which might

Monday,

8

Loser --Rooney; WP--

The next three innings were
uneventful, save for some fine.
fielding, particularly by Rossi,
and a disputed bunt single by

to third.

Page 8

second.

Rooney
Winner-

2

right fielder Kenny had a hard
time getting a start in the

hit Bastable in the face mask.

second, and Geyer beat out fin

"Geyerctich,ipq two safeties.

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er w so

ble play ball that Arlington fifth inning, Arlington tied the

shortstop Dave Lundstedt game. Rooney walked Jim Player
threw into right field, allow- Kolari and Bokelmann to Bokelmann

tenuzzo, Bokelmann; SB-

Salm, Woodard;
Sac-Wulbecker; E -Feldman,

O'Donnell,

Bastable (2), PB-Bastable

league championship and trav-

eled to Daytona Beach, Florida, for
games.

Pop Warner bowl

BARB KOLIN came back and won the 15 and over girls
100 back, as Wendy Nielsen
was third. Bill McCaffrey followed with a 'win in the boys
100 back.

backstroke.

RUSS MATE was second
and Owen Hallerud was ihird

in the boys 25 back. Dawn

Grunwald and Ellen Austerlade finished first and third in
the 9 and 10 girls 50 back, then
Tom Stahnke won the boys 50
back.

third in the 11 and 12 girls 50
breast, while Chris Crouch

won and Ken Stahnke was

e

third in the 11 and 12 boys 50
breast.

_

In the 8 and under girls 25
butterfly, Linda Stahnke was
first and Beth Kugelman was
third, while Owen Hallerud
grabbed a second in the' boys
25 fly.

Sue Stahnke was the winner
and Leslie Bryant was third
the 13 and 14 girls 50 breast,
while Rick Robertson was .
third in the boys 50 breast. Patti Lazarus was third in the 15
and over girls 100

breast.'.' t

Shannon Corbett won the 9
and 10 girls 25 fly with Collette

Joan Grady and Mary Aus-

terlade came in second and

Shermer taking third,

4

ED MARTIN and Jim

then Tom Stahnke and Dan. Spears came through with a
Mate finished one-two in the one-two finish in the 15 and
over boys 100 breast. Then the
boys 25 fly.
relays began, and Glenview
won live of the six.

CAROL HOWLAND was
second in the 11 and 12 girls 50
fly and Ken Kinka finished

Sporting the 19 pound, 13 ounce Musky that he taught last
week whde vacationing in Ilayward, Wis., is Jack Lister of Ar- third in the same event for the
lington Heights. Jack caught this fish on a silver spoon in Round boys. In the 13 and 14 girls 50
I ake, near llayward, and won a "Fisherman -of -the -Week" fly Lynn Rowbottom was first
and Leslie Bryant. was third.
award and many pares.

1/4

Rolling Meadows' only win
came in the 13 and 14 girls 200

free relay, when Barb Kolin, _
Carla Gormsen, Tammy Nielsen and Sue Stahnke splashed
home first in 2:26.2.

Arlington Heights first baseman Dave Armstrong wisely takes

this Brian Rooney pitch while Dave Lundstedt watches from the

on -deck circle.

Knights Look Good in Double Loss at Beloit
performance out of their start-

By Jim 0` Donnell

er in the second game, Chris
Dabovich. The tall blond was
The Beloit Blues American plagued by wildness in the
Legion team swept a double four -run Beloit first. For the
game, he issued seven free passes and fanned three.

header from the Prospect
inKnights Saturday, 4-3 in
I

I

nings, and 7-6, at Taller Park

THE KNIGHTS jumped
in Beloit:
Despite the double setback, off to a one -run lead in the first
the Knights, in the estimation inning of the opener. With two
of several observers, played out, Rush raced to first on a
their best games of the summer dropped third strike and to secagainst the older Beloirsquad. ond when the Beloit catcher
tossed the ball into right field.
GOING INTO Saturday's Sumner followed the Blues'
action, the Blues carried a sea- miscue with a sharp single to
son slate of 17-4. Two of those center to score Rush.
Beloit failed to score in their
losses came in last Sunday's
triple hea'der against Logan half of the first, and neither
club shoved a run home in the
Square.
Leading the Knight hitting second inning, but the Knights
attack were Greg Sumner and padded their slim lead in the
Stu White. Sumner had an ex- third.
With one out, White singled
cellent day at the plate, going
five -for -nine in the two con- and stole second. Rush then
tests. -He' picked up three of helped Ins own cause by hangthose safeties in the nightcap._ ing a double to right. Sumner
White had three hits in eight grounded out and was followtrips. ,He scored three runs ed by a base hit by Jack
third and home and was finally
tagged out by Beloit's catcher.

In addition, White, an outfielder who was converted to a

catcher, played that position

PROSPECT WENT out in

for only the third time this year

order in the fourth, and then
Beloit cut the Knight lead by

and performed creditably behind the plate.
suffered from periodic streaks
of wildness. Casey Rush, the
starter in game one, threw six
good innings at the Blues, giving up only one run. He tired
in the seventh, however, and
Beloit tied the game, sending it

their lead in the bottom of the
inning Jim Czher opened with
a free pass, but Rush whiffed
the next Beloit sticker.

dotibled, scoring both runners.

in both the second and third

the Prospect margin to one
run. This Beloit deficit was innings. The second -inning
erased when Rush skimmed tally came about when .Dabovich reached first on an error,

Gaffey's uniform with an in-

moved to second on a fielder's
choice and was forced in on a
walk after two other walks had
loaded the bases.

side fastball, sending the tieing
marker hoMe. Rush found

some reserve strength at this
point and fanned the noxt two
Blueslo end tt. inning.
Beloit changed pitchers for

JIM PERKINS scored that
marker in their half of the
third. Mulranin led off with a
walk and moved to third on

the eighth, bringing in Den Pe, ters, a tall right hander who resembles a skinny Frank Clow-

when White and Rush both

drew walks with two out. Sum-

ner sent White scurring home

The Knights got a distance

Schreiber was hit by a pitch,
sending Dabovich across and
cutting the Beloit lead to one.

ab r
Player
3
0
Streng, 2b
0
Schreiber,.26-3b
4 I
White,c

consecutive singles. He scored
on a long fly ball by Jeff Kunz.
There was no scoring in the

ard. He was an effective hurler, retiring all 12 Prospect hatters he faced..,

fourth or fifth, but the Blues

Frantell chucked three good
frames, but Beloit reached him
for

the winning run

added a pair in the sixth. Steve

Larsen smacked a one -out
single to left and advanced to
second oil a wild pitch. He
scored when Lewis singled.
Lewis then moved to second

the

in

I th. With one out O'Rourke
singled and took second on an
error. He moved to third on a
hit by Gaffey and raced home
on a single by Mulranin.
I

on a passed hall and to third on

a wild pitch. He scored on a
Prospect error.
Prospect almost pullet) the

THE SECOND game was
not close until the seventh. At -

ter Prospect went out in order contest out of the fire in, the
in the first. Beloit scored four seventh. White led off with a
double. He advanced to third
runs off Dabovich in the first.

ball and came
pitcher leading off and Greg across on Sumner's base hit.
Lewis followed with a walk. Fritsche reached first on an er-

Trev Porter was hit by a

on a passed

h bi

ab

0

5

4

4

I

I

5

O

2

2

5

O
O

0

0
0

O

0

0
0

O

1

0

1

2
Dabovich, rf
3
Musial, rf
Thurnhoffer, 3h
4
Frantell, 2b -p
Schreiber, ss-2b 2
2
Perkins, ss
2
Jackson, cf
Doyle, cf
40
Totals
BELOIT
I

1

0
0

0
3

7

0
0
0
31

Masterson,3b
Lewis,2b
Larsen,cf
O'Rourke,If
Gaffey,lb
Mulranin,rf
Demos,3b-2b
Solimon,c
Greisman,c
Czher,ss
Reseburg,p
Porter,ph
Peters,p
Totals

(4)Player

5

h bi
0 0
0 0 0
0 2 0
2 2 0

4

0

5

(1

4

0

4

0

3

I

0
0

4

0

3

I

Fritsche,112

3

1

0

0

1

1

I

I

1

0

DUbovich,p

2

2

3
3

0
0
0

0

1

'0

(1

2

0

Totals

30

1

6

0

O

I

1

0

0

I

1

3

I

I

(1

401 002 X--7-7-5

Beloit

F
0
9 6

I

0

011. 000 14-6-9-3

ProsPect

I

(1

3

0 0 0 0
23 7 7 5

Totals

E-Czher 3, Lewis, Gaffey,
White, Schreiber, Rush; 2BWhite, Mulranin; SH-Kunz;

BE LOIT(7)

h bi
O

I

3

Player

ab

Porter,cf
Lewis,2b
O'Rourke,If
Greisman,lf
Gaffey,lb
Mulranin,rf
Demos,3b-p

2

PITCHING SUMMARY

r h bi
0

2

2

I

I

I

0

I

61/3 9 6 3 3 7
0 (1 0 0 2

Larsen
Demos
Dabovich
-

0

0

(1

0

4

0
0

2
2

2

I

2

0

I

0

1

iphrerbbso

Name

0

1

2

35

6

77473

Winner -Larsen; Loser:
Dabovich.

SIDEWALK DAYS
THURS., FRI., SAT. - JULY 24, 25, 26
Use These CUT-RATE RIDE TICKETS

ab r

Player

0

I

Get in on the Fun at Arlington Heights

0

0
0
0

O

1

0
0

2

2

1

2

Thurnhoffer,3b
Frantell,2b
Musial,rf
Doyle,cf
Jackson,cf

Game Two
PROSPECT (6)

PROSPECT (3)

Czher,ss
Kunz,c
Larsen,p
Mastcrson,3b

Rush,ss-lf
Perkins,ss
Sumner,lf

Loser;

Winner -Peters;
Frantell.

Game One

Player
Streng, 26-3b
White, c
Rush, p-ss
Sumner, If
Fritsche, 1 b

.

4 0 0-0 17

Peters

1

additional tally in the seventh

pair.

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er bb s
Name
7 6 3-2 5 6
Rush
31/24 I -I 2 2
Frantell
7 7 3-2 2 4
Reseburg

1969

Prospect pushed home an

struck out two and walked a

Sumner, and

Fritsche tallied when Mike
Musial reached first on another error. Following the, inning's second out, Tom

July 21,

The frame's only hit was Frantell's two -out single to right.

Rush didn't last through the
first overtime frame and was
relieved 'by Bob Frantell.
Frantell, the eventual loser,

in

PIRTPage 9

The' sixth saw no scoring.

six and walked five.

dropped third strike and
scored on a wild pitch.
Prospect pushed rugs across

singled

Monday,

scoring O'Rourke.

third.

ond. -

The next Prospect hatter
struck out to end the game.

nin grounded out to short.

was on the hill, Rush whiffed

Mulranin went to third on a

THREE STRAIGHT walks
pushed Czher across , cutting

Gaffey's double. Gary Mulra-

into extra innings. While he

E-Frantell 2, Schreiber 2,
Dabovich, Masterson, Mul-

ror, Sending Sumner to sec-

ranin, Demos, Solimon; 2B DABOVICH WALKED to' Galley 2, Rush; SH-White 2,
field, allowing Porter to score.
After a ground out, Mulranin ' load' the bases then' Frantell Czher.

that was thrown into right

and moved to third on Gray

Both teams picked up one
safety in the fifth, but Neither
runner advanced as far as

potential

a

The Knights couldn't hold

pushing across their first tally
of the afternoon. Paul
O'Rourke led off with a single

THE KNIGHT pitchers

hit

double play ball to short, but

contest.

Fritsche. Rush, however, was
caught in a rundown between

during the affair, one-third of
the Prospect total for the day.

O'Rourke

with- his second single of the

Each Day Prior to 6 p.m.

1

2
5

I

1

COUPON

I

Clip This Coupon -

Take It Along

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

1

1

2

0

0

1

0

O

I

0

O

Take It Along

COUPON WORTH 'COUPON WORTH

lot on any ride I lot on any ride
at Arlington Heights I at Arlington Heights
Sidewalk Days

Sidewalk Days

0
0
0

4 .10

41

COUPON
Clip This Coupon -

July 24, 25, 26

I

July 24, 25, 26

Courtesy of Arlington Hts.
Chamber of Commerce
NOT GOOD After 6.g.m.

I

Courtesy of Arlington Hts.
Chamber of Commerce

I

a NOT GOOD After 6.1m.

Prosp 101 000 100 00-3-7-5
Beloit 000 100 200 01-4-10 4

"OUR TIME IS YOUR TIME"
AND THEIR HOURS
LISTED BELOW ARE MANY OF THE AREA'S STORES & SERVICES
YOUR SHOPPING EASIER.
OF OPERATION...REFER TO THIS GUIDE TO MAKE
Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

MAGNAVOX STEREO AND COLOR TV
PIANO REBUILDING AND REFINISHING

LESSONS

ORGANS

20 S. Evergreen Plazci

Arlington Heights, Ill.

1415 Ellinwood St. Des Plaines, Ill.

Phone: 394-0820

M & Fri. 9-9:00

T -Sat 9-5:50

The Chic Boutique

Your Franchised _S-c.k.win..n- Dealer
We service all makes
Special Summer Hours:
Phone
M -F 9-8

824-4131

Skop,

506 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

SHEET MUSIC

PIANOS

MARIA SCHAEFER MUSIC STORE, INC.

Hours: M,T,W,Sat. 9-9
Th., & Fri. 9-6

Roped

Dunton Court

Arlington Heights
CL 3-1766

312-259-4569

Sat. 9-5:30

Daily 9-6 Thur & Fri 9-9

In VILLAGE SQUARE

CENTER

GARDEN

[EIDER

"Specialists in Orthopedic fittings"

SCOTT'S WEED & SEED

WELLBORN'S SHOES

5,000 sq. ft. bag normally $7.95 NOW $6.95

PUT YOURSELF
IN OUR SHOES_

10,000 sq. ft. bag normally $14.95 NOW $12.95

Turf
Builder

[EIDER'S INC.
460 W. Irving Park Rd.
Bensenville, III. 766-1177

Panel
Tile
Carpets

Hours:
Daily 8:00 to 9:00 PM
Sat 9:00 to 6:00 PM

CENTURY/
SUPPLY CO.

plus2

25W. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-5757

1010 East Central Road
Rand Road-U.S. 12 at Central Road

Mt. Prospect, Ill. 392-4700
Over 1,000,000 Sq. Ft.

FREE DECORATING SERVICE

Mon -Sat

9:00-5:30
Fri. 9:00-8:30

20% off
Open Mon-WecE 9:30-6 Thur-Fri. 9:30-9 Sat. 9:30.6

724-7364

Continental Delicatessen

ANTIQUE PAINTINGS

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC DELICACIES

SUNDAY 12-5:30,
M -Fri. 10-9
T,W,T,S 10-10

,

METALCRAFT STUDIO
413 S. Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 3-1905
Fine Furniture'For the Home & Patio

Unusual Gifts-Lamps
Statuary --Fountains
Pictures

Custom Fireplace Screen -built to order
Gas logs Glass screens

Open 7 days a week & 5 nites

10 S. EVERGREEN AVENUE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

TNT

C

SUN 12-5
Mon -Sat 10-6

Thur 8 Fri 10.9'

SHOP & BROWSE IN COOL COMFORT

HOURS: to

Mon. - Sat.
9 - 5:30

107 S. Main St.
Mt. Prospect.

HOURS
DAILY 9-6
FRIDAY 9-9

VALUABLE COUPON

Sir

Bob

Gordon

RAZOR CUTS $4.00
with this Coupon

KING MIDAS BARBER SHOP
Wheeling, Illinois

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
STATIONERY
CARDS

-PHONE: 259-9544

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS

Woodard
Meadowcraft
Many others

shy Ad
394-3083

HOURS: DAILY 9-9, SUNDAY 9-9

Des Plaines, Ill.

Iron by

Art Gallery
Painting Restoration
Custom Framing

Wood Dale 595-0665

The Sportswear Boutique

116 S. Nortl4west Hwy
Palatine - 358-6050.

32 S. Evergreen Arlington Heights, Ill.

353 Georgetown Square

1505 Ellinwood

NORTHWEST

Mon-Thur 9:30-5:30
- Fri. 9:30-9
Sat. 9:30-5

Art Instruction

VIOLET FASHIONS

Tile in Stock'
Near wholesale to you

Your Custom bropery Specialists

Slip covers
Upholstery
Custom Made Draperies
Kirch Hardware
Window Shades

Cole Bathing Suits

Century Supply Company

44 W. Palatine Rd.
358-7350
Palatine, Illinois

CL 3-1218

849 W. Dundee Rd.
Phone: 537- r 909
llItsinol'os,iiinkntii%.
In;

Daily 9-6 Sat. 9-5
IPA

Hours

1381 Prairie Ave.

Mon-Thur-Fri
10:30-9 P.M.
Sat. 9 to 5:30

Des Plaines

827-6603

BARON'S
KIMBALL MUSIC CENTER

$399.00

New Spinet Piano Only

KNUPPER'S NURSERY
ARTER MUSIC SHOP

and &It*

i'lladic

Home of the famous

CONN ORGAN
12 Models from $895.00
27 W. Prospect Ave.
Mount Prospect, III. CL 3-5592 Daily 9 to 5

Wink's Bike Shop
"THE BIKE RIDERS PAL"
SALES & SERVICE
Hours: M & F 9:00 to 8:30 T,W,T.9:00 to 6:00 Sat. -9 to 5:30

115 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights, 111.
CL 3-0349 - CL 3-0350

& GARDEN CENTER
Everything You Need
For Better Gardening
Hours: M -F 8-8

Sun, 9-5

Sat. 8-6

359-1080
Rand Rd. (US 12) & Dundee Rd., Palatine
4

First Tourney Loss

THINK. . .

eeling Bumps Des Plaines
In First Tournament Game

3-Cemetesies & tuts

13 -Lost and Fonal

Memory Gardens, An. Hts 2
graves in Section Eternal Light.

LOST:

.296-8385 before 10 am.

OF THE MANY WAYS
DAY WANT ADS CAN
SERVE YOU! TO RENT,

Grey & white female
kitten 3 mos., vic. Belmont &
Arl. Hts. 255-1136

13 -Lost and Found

LOST: Grey female cot w/white

$50 reword for return of mole

paws and bib, vic. Pioneer Pk.,

Irish Setter. Answers to "Squire".
Arl. Hts. tags. 255 9445

BUY, SELL, TRADE,

Lost: Siamese kitten male Seal

ANNOUNCE, OR ALMOST

Point,

vic. St.

mos.,

6

Viator.

Since Mon. Children's pet, tam

ANyTHING-PHONE
255-7200 or 296-6640

'

heartsick. 259-9057.

LOST: Dk. grey & white spotted
cat "Tom", vic. N.W. Buffalo
Grove. REWARD. 541-1832
seal

Siamese
cross-eyed cat,
LOST:

Young mon lost wallet in A.H.
ticket plus

with train

Arl.'Hts. 392.7293.

money.
REWARDII 392.4636

tan
from

&

strayed

home in Plum Gr. Countryside.
Child's pet. REWARD. 359.4659.

BUSINESS

Service Directory
Let us help make your DAY
Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!'

255-7200
Air Conditioning

Dog Grooming

Spring Rates

Free Estimates

CALL 4$7-4195.or.255-8532
Georges %Satin's & A/C service

Alterations

GROOMING

Interior & Exterior Painting
Recs. & meticulous. Teacher.

255-2570

For estimates -537-3986 aft. 3 pm.

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE
Interior .& exterior. For FREE esti

Individualized styling.

mate call 392-6604

Formals

parties. Alterations. Near Rand -

I

CL 9 3517
ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

392-5410

Art Service

CREATIVE

needs of Northwest whop

single to center to bring

Wheeling parlayed a great
relief job by Marty Cram with
some shoddy defensive play

Toneff around with

the se-

cond run.

by Des Plaines Legion Post 36
and defeated the 36ers, 6-2, in
an opening round game of the

Des Plaines tied it in the
second. Bartlett drew a walk

from Wheeling starter Paul
Elisco but was nailed trying

Ninth District American

o go from first to third on
Tom Klemens bunt single.

Viator High School last night.

Klemens, took secphd on the

Legion tournament at St.

hrow.

It just wasn't Des Plaines'
A passed ball advanced the
day The 36ers lost an earlier runner to third, and Elisco
game to Palatine to finish in walked Chris Gruber. After
a tie for second with Park
hrowing a ball to Koentopp,
Ridge at 8-4 in the regular - Wheeling coach Gerald Elisco
season standings They then brought Crain in to pitch.
lost a coin flip which forced Koentopp hit into a forceout
them to meet Wheeling 3-9 in to score Klemens with the
league play, instead of River ying run, but that was all
Grove. the last -place team.

THE GAME was decided

when Wheeling took

win over the 36'ers yesterday. (Photo by Linda Hamilton)

WHEELING (6)
Ployer
Weisen, cf
Schweitzer, 3b
Toneff, c
Hull, I b
Dyson, ss
Elisco, p
Crain, p
Solomon, rf
Andrews, 2b
Messina, 2b
Sheridan, If

Totals

ab
4
4

h hi

r

0

3
Cavallero, 3h
Pleickhardt, cf 4
4
Artemenko, p

May, lb

4

Teichert, rf

4

0-

0

0

3

0

0

I

1

I

4

2

3

0
2

4
4

I

1

0

0

Bartlett, If
Klemens, 2h

0

0

Gruber, c

I

2

0

3

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

I

0

3

I

0
0

31
Totals
E--Klemens 3, Cavallero 2;
2b--Koentopp: sac--Cavallero;
sb--Solomon 2.

6

7

I

3

4

_35

0

0
0
5

Artemenko

Koentopp, ss

Artemenko.

2

I

3

I

2

0
0

2

0
2

0
7

0
2

Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

CALL 297-2266
STA-RITE FENCE CO.
CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS.

439-4454

Asphalt

Reasonable rates.
VOORHEES SEALING 358.4150

'Carpentry -Remodeling
Custom Homes - Room Additions;

Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259-4348.

Call "the rest" than coil "THE
for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No jobs
:no small.766-8034
BEST"

o hurl -three -hit ball over the

Page 10

Monday,

RTS

was out

trying to stretch it into a triple
n the fifth.

July 21,

E & D CARPENTRY
'

and
additions,
garqges. 529-2478.
--.-Carpentry 87Cemeint Work
Remodeling,

FREE ESTIMATES

1969

PHONE 392-5208

the first three Wheeling batters in the fifth, all reached

mediate advantage of the

Free estimates

charity by rocketing a line
drive past Artemenko's head

FURNITURE REFINISHING & RE-

PAIRING, 107. E. Prospect Ave.
392-9858, call after 3

General Hauling
CL4-1232

Hearing Aids

Coll 392-4750

537-6122

Heating, electrical, plumbing
439-8614
carpentry.
NO JOB TOO SMALL
PHONE 439-8614

If no ans. 815.385-8999
CONFORTI & SONS

Landscaping

bases again

Carpet Cleaning

vailable. 358-3411.

home and up the score to,6-2.

Artemenko finally retired the
next two men to end the in-

7 yards for $21. Nalf loads aCHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223-0352, If no answer

with
cleaning. 296-1450

ning

PULVERIZEP BLACK DIRT

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
V2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Pointing, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des Pl. Sem. 296-6365.
CLEANING

FREE

carpet

AAMCO
TRANSMISSIONS
830 W. NW. Hwy.
Arl. Hts

2 College Students beginning
5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur-

259-9440
651 Pearson

Upholstery

ed. Free estimate.
392.1542

DINETTE CHAIRS

estimates.

Free

insured.

ktmatio

LAWN CARE

392-8763

RECOVERED

Free Estimates

Pick Up & Delivery

253-8551

Jim.

253-4769

Window Washing

320 Paints Most ROOMS
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

PROFESSIONAL

scoring in the

Awr
PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es
timate. Call anytime.
766-1943

first inning.

Kent Koentopp started things
with a single, and went to se-

cond on Pete Cavallaro's
sacrifice Gary Pleickhardt

Driveways,

,

pitcher's glove to put runners

on first and thir'd.and

Artemenko drove Koentopp
7:"

home with a single to left.

Road Race for senior A and

ed fourth yesterday in the
ARTEMENKO ITIEN Glen Ellyn Second Annual
ttnloaded a wild pitch to let
Schweitzer score the tying

laps around the lake, a total

pcte on Channel 5's, "It's AC -4
demic" telecast on July 26 at 'S

,

Ridge against River Grove at

District

Maine South High School at

baseball.

5:30 p.m. in, the tourney open-

tight in

anerican . L

i on

er for both clubs. The teams

In the winner's . bracket,
The St Viator team of Paul . Wheeling' , meets Arlington

will compete against two In-

distance of 40 miles.

Three games will be played.

pm

Hoppe, Steve rinser and ea:ptan Conrad Rubunkowski,

B riders. The race was 35

Tourney .Gaines Today

It's Academic
St Viator High School
Arlington Heights will can. .;

Heights 'at Recreation Park at
5:30'p.m. In the losers' bracket, Logan Square takes on Des

The third game pits Park

1

.Cyclists from California,
Missouri, Maryland, Iowa and

Canada competed in this last
road race before the nationals
August 1-3.
In the half -mile unicycle
race, also at Glen Ellyn, John
Brim -an and Debbie Scranton
of Mount Prospect finished
first and second, respectively.

In a one -lap affair, Dennis

Kilfoy of Arlington Heights

were scheduled to play yester-

and Rich Vehe of Mount Pros-

day, but River Grove failed to

pect ,finished one-two in the
Midget division.
Dennis Scranton of Mount
Prospect finished first in the

show up.
League officials decided not

to award Park Ridge with a

forfeit victory -ofi the grounds
diana high schools, East Gary . Plaines at, St. Viator, also at `that River Grove hp(' not been
and South Newton of Kent - 5:30 p.m.
given sufficient advance noland

'1

Bike Racers Score Well at Glen Ellyn .
Mount Prospect bicycle
racer Dennis Ellertson finish-

down Weisen at the plate

KANLEER & SON

Wheeling's Steve Toneff makes contact but pulls the ball foul in yesterday's legion tournament
game against Des Plaines. He had three hits to lead Wheeling to a 6-2 win.

Schweitzer started the rally by

bunting for baie hits
,iiirneff
followed with a sing) to
but Tom Bartlett's throw cut

Sidewalks,

Floors. Licensed, Bonded. Insur.
ed. 823-3342, 298-3491

ripped a single off the

Wheeling,came right lack
in the bottom of the first to
go ahead,' 2-1 Weisen and

Patios,

tice of the game.

Intermediate one -lap race, and ,f

Bob Vehe, also of Mount Prospect, won the same race in the
Junior class.

Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bondto
30 years in business.
CALL 764-50114

KANZLER BROTHERS
Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No lob too big or too &Mail.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987
.

Ceramic Tile

.

255.1096
KEY VII CO.
Tile; Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed
&
Repaired
.

Clean UpServlce

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOU.

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load 315.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING
Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No fob too
big or small. Free estimates.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296-6709

296-1450

Fully insured.

Shall Decorating
358-9038

For Fast Results
0 READ and USE

PAINTER'S SPECIAL
White interior la.tex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints $1.99 per gallon.

DAY WANT ADS

EC ULARLY!

any 5 gallon purchase.
DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

114 -Personals

'AAA I Hearing Air Repair Sea ice on alrmakes. Free loaners.,
Rental plan. 3924750
Interested in locating JUDY nee
MACKLIN who lived in Califor-

Permanent yoefave
Permanent waves given in your

home by

loc.

specialist.

Get

nia, -concerning religious matter.
Please contact 327-6791
,154nstruction_

$6.00 CL 3.2236 or CL 3.3384

Piano lessons

Piano Tuning-Ser4ice

"

.11I NM

Beginners.

Course 6 weeks, $10.00

392-6817 '

Ned Williams

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
DAN KRTSH

WILL BABYSIT

In Early Sixties. Days Preferred.
255.7963

2553822

EXPERT PLASTERING

a REMODEUNO
Ceilings, walls 8, patching.
No job too small.
824-7510,
JOE QRTMAN

Experienced typist

437-4446
College girl

desires

full time

summer employment, port lime
aft. Sept. Factory or office. Exp.,
Elk Grove area. 439.6881.

Radio -TV Repair

Experienced

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

mother

will care

for your children days, nights,

Reasonable Rates

weekends. 392-0592.

Mature woman desires baby-

CALLSAVEEDY. 03U5Re-E5Y3E5591

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

sitting. Days or evenings. Ivy Hill
or Knob Hill. 392-7798

Ray's

mer gen. office or what have you.
Solne exp. Full or part time. Own
transportation. 259.3441.

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
An. Hts
17 S. Evergreen
CL 5-5692

Repairs it Remodeling

23-Emoloiment Agencies -Male

Project Engineer

for Corporate Staff

PATIO'S

$12 -$14,000 --Fee Paid

REPAIRS'S. REMODELING

No lob too small or too larger
50% financing available.
437-6732
om.

Mature H.S. senior -girl desires sum-

-

Famous Chicago firm) Handle
and
development,
design,
troubleshooting assigments at
the
Corporate Staff Level.

Daily contact with other top

quickly familiarize you with this sepcialized
operation. Let us arrange a
confidential interview.
Engineers will

MASONRY
Home inprovements & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
plastering, waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Call days

Rm. Additions "Fences

ENGINEERING O'HARE

Fully Insured 8. Guaranteed
3-4300
Mt. Prospect
Choke of Finance Plans Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. lk Thurs. to 8',
Ask for Mr. Richard

ELECTRONICS

nights 956-1640.

Erick & Masonry
e
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964
Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

re. HARROLD'S 299-7830.

& brick work. All work guaran-

Tuckpointing,

827-4637
chimney

repair

teed & reasonable. 259-9246

Painting -Decorating

DECORATOR

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Free interior & exterior decorating ideas. A Christian business

Quality workmanship. Fully insured. Reasonable. 259.1039

man. CALL 296-3953

to work at

' home - or will do baby sitting.

HINES LUMBER CO.

EDMOND GRAY

16tnitoth A. Pearson

827-6603

BARON'S

Plastering

-

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, and -so -on. Call any-

Decorator

Palatine area.
358-2699
SUMMER SPECIAL
Piano or organ.

Tuning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

Remodeling K Supplies

Masonry

WINDOW

CLEANING. 50c per window

I

Cement Work

Des Plaines opened the

Des Plaines

299-0119

your home. Permanent waves

Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete work included. For Free
Estimate, call 296-6250

field to send two more runs

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

Carpentry & General ContractHeating, Elettrical.PlumbIng,
ing. We are not big but we give Carpentry, etc.
big service: Dormers, Additions,.

past Des Plaines' drawn -in in-

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

moment $10 comp. MU 5-5400

into center. to drive in a pair
of runs' and make the score
4-2 The next batter struck
out, but another error by the
second baseman loaded the

CRA1N CASHED in on
this boot by 'drilling a single

Transmission Service

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per.

NO JOB TOO SMALL

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

.

394-0630

Horne Maintenance

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

FREE 6,1/2 pints U.T.C. with

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Your Home or Office

NO JOB TOO SMALL

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

is FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

R 8-4543

109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

ft

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Recreation rooms, powder

Steve 1 ontff took im-

Tile

Interior and Exterior painting at'

Custom

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

bases against Bob Artemenko.

Furniture Refinishing

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

359-1906

on infield errors to load the

Ecklund Floor Servke
Average Room, Sanded, Sealed
& Refinished, $22.95.529.1211

re -gluing

also SHARPENED. 358-08.45'

YOU name it -WE do ill Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,

Floors

Asphalt sealing done with
squeegees & brooms -not lust
colored. Good job guaranteed.

Winner -Crain; Loser-

Colors
Privacy

Financing

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd,
Arlington Heights, Ill.

The right hander went on

but

Steel

Aluminum

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

Reasonable

695-9812

CHAIN LANK FENCE'

255-7200

7,6 3 0-0 0 5
8 7 6-2 0 4

top quality work.
rates. 671.0609.

Wrought'

Redwood, Stockade,
Iron. 647-0220

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

or
392-3450
Interior & Exterior Painting. All,

X -CELL FENCE

per sofa plus fabric,
;17.50 per section plus fabric
124.50

"Small Engine Repair"

NEW WAY PAINTING
Decorating O. Remodeling
Free Estimates Ed Sowinski

Cl. 5-3991

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

11/2 4 2-2 2 0

DES PI.AINF-S (2)
sob r h hi
Player
I

1

0

PITCHING SUMMARY
_ip h r-er bb so
Player
Elisco
Crain

4

1

0

hey could muster off Crain.

,yho doubled

Weisen and Gary Schweitzer,

0

1

2

ast 7 213 innings to pick up
errors to score four runs in the victory. He struck out five
the fifth inning The score had and didn't issue a walk. The
been tied, 2-2, going into the only man to reach second
against him 'was Koentopp,
frame
3

0

I

0
0
0

advantage of four Des Plaines

Dean Sheridan, Speedy

0

RICK'S DECORATING

& IRON CO.

ban business for:
Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Piece(
Cartooning
and other services.
Contact Dick Westgard

115.50 per chair plus fabric,

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118

work; air -coed.; out.

SLIP .COVERT

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
'ON ALL LABOR

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803
WALLPAPERING

Fencing

Serving the corarnerciot art

.:§

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Call Bob CL 9-06.41
I DO MY OWN WORK

lets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792

SERVICE

Bob Artemenko of Des Plaines prepares to take a healthy cut
at one of Marty Cram's offerings. Crain's relief job led Wheeling
run, and Dan Hull cracked a
By Mike lmrem

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

Electrical

ART
,

Electrical Contractor

Electrical Work

as

do painting, inside and out

Wails, Carpets, Floors
Gutters. REASONABLEI
GUARANTEED WORKII
971.0675
CALL JIM

' side.

439-2532
hurl/.
Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

.

Dressmaking -Sewing
and resort clothes designed to
order. Coordinated wedding

Hemming &
Alterations

Slip Covers

Painting -Decorating

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

CentratAir Conditioning

296-6640

OR

Ken's Painting & Decorati

Custom Remodeling
*Kitchens Dormers
*Basements *Garages

Advertise with Day
Want Ads
riot Fast Results
11,;:ci,

READ and USE

CALL JOHN LAWRENCE
296-1043
2720 Des Plaines Ave,
Des Plaines, Ill.

TECHNICIAN
$155 Wk. --Fee Paid
Handle

troubleshooting

and

repair of special components
used

in

'consumer

products.

The latest in testing equipment
and lab devices will be at
your disposal. Excellent loco.

Lion. Year end bonuses and
profit sharing plan.

i4DAY WANT ADS

CALL BOB OATES
. 296-1043

15°R\'- EGULARLY!

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

Page 11

Monday, July 21, 1969
23 -Employment Agencbs-Mala

23 -Employment Agencies -Mil

$650 No Fee

listed here are those historically filled by men;

Programmers take heed! large
midwestern manufacturer is
looking for a programmer with
light experience in 1400 to
phase into systems. Imrnedi
ate Mort, excellent atmosphere,

they are available without discrimination as
unless specific-

to sex

Free

WILLIE LUMBER
INC.

START AT

Promotional

CALL R. J. NELSON AT 763.1200

of moving to Foreman of a 14
mon crew. New plant immedi

Experienced or will teach. FulP

DRAFTSMAN

ate hiring. No fee. Call

Car9itions.

A real opportunity tot an alert
young man wino has some
drafting and mass experience.
Will work as o Jr. Engineer in

&eat Lakes

PARKER

-.RunWay

117 So. ErneTson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

a progressive company. Salary
commensurate with ability and
productivity.
PHONE MR. LOEFFLER

Engineering G(12
1625 E. Algonqulni
432-7010

GET INTO
MANAGEMENT
$700 --Fee Paid
program
puts you in a lup management
capacity in less than tin
months. Move up to full office management and then to
Regional Manager. Interviews
ore strictly confidential.
CALL TED LEUERENZ
Unequaled training

296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

358-5800

ASSEMBLERS

THOMAS
ENGINEERING INC.

(Electrical)

HOFFMAN ESTATES

Experienced in electrical

parts. Choice of day or

Interesting work is available in

our expanding paper warehouse

SERVICE
$145 to $165 To Start
NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to
handle all inquiries regarding

delivery dates and any problems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

A. H. ROBINS CO.:

us

ar-

range a confidential
view for you with this famous
employer.

CALL MIKE HANSEN
296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

"HIRING THIS WEEK"

TRAINEES
recruiting office

help for several fine suburban
corporations. They
& loop
need men to be trained in

Sales, Accounting, Gen.
Office,
Credit or Mgmt.
They pay tuition for night colleges so you can be promoted
while you learn. We screen for
the co. so you will be hired the
same day. Come in or call....

Immediate openings for cx
perienced men. Day or night
shift available. Good company
benefits. Excellent opportunity
for advancement. Steady em.
ployment. APPLY to personnel
manager daily: 8 am. 4:45
pm. 10601 W. Belmont Ave.,,
-

Franklin Park

(1

block west

of Mannheim Rd. at Belmont
Ave. 3200 north.)

An

Equal Opportunity
Employer

AUTOMATIC
BROWN & SHARPE

298-2770

SETTER -OPERATORS

We' are a growing manufacturer of

precision instruments and gauges, preferably

with mechanical and electrical background.

Wideg

940 Lee St., Des Plaines

Chicago, 7 W. Madison

and

old,

no

police

"ASSOCIATED
FABRICATORS

record.

Guard openings in most of the
Des
surrounding
suburbs
Plaines. Interviews will be con-

ducted the week of July 21st
thru 25th from 9 am to 3 pn1
and on Tues. & Thurs. until
7 p.m. We are located in The

A. Miss Gaffke
437-5400

--Anocuf

ENGINEERING COMPANY /

Office Center on 1784 Oakton

$10 -$12,000 --Fee Paid '
Take cbmplete charge of injection molding operations in
fast-growing plastics in-;

dustry. Clean, modern facilities in an excellent location. Get

ready to move up into Plantf
Management. Call now for a,
confidential interview.

CALL BOB KAPUSNIK
296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave. Des Plaines, Ill.

Train to Program

I.B.M.'s New 360
$650 -f -FREE
probably won't find a'
BETTER JOB anywhere. You
will be sent to the IBM school
free of charge and receive
your full salary while attending.
You

After training you will move

up to systems work. No previous exp. needed. This position offers in addition to superb training a real chance tot,
move up. Call:
1

117. So. Emerson
i

working full time in the evenings is needed to maintain our
modern offices in Des Plaines.
Hours would be from 4 p.m. to
midnight.

Excellent

benefit

employee

program including . hospi-'

A young business man to work

in our circulation department.
High school Junior or Senior,
tic average that places him in

the upper third of his class.
He must display qualities in
leadership and organization.
Positions available after school
hours and Saturday mornings.
$1.60 per hour.
FOR AN INTERVIEW
PLEASE CONTACT

Bob Danon, Circulation Mgr.

296-6640

assistance,

talization, tuition
and pension.

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

SYMONS MFG.

REPRODUCTIONS

Does

a top
of $180
turn you on?

That's the base salary we're now paying our top PBX installers.
If you're hired as an apprentice, you'll reach the top in just four

COMPANY

DRAFTSMAN.'
TIME,

duplicating dept. has
openings for reproductionists
who have had previous
multilith and/or other duplicating machine experience.
Our

work from sketches and sales j1
write up. Future c ustomer con-;
mac Nine

Per

298-5021

Systems Jr

Administration
.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.5833
$750
S600
$650
$700

design

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
OPEN

Project Engineer, E/M . $12,000
Draftsman Trainee ... $125 Wk

Mach. Draftsmen ... $180 Wk.
$12,000
Chief Draftsman
.

.

.

$10,000
$135. Wk,
$13,000

Quality Control
Inspector
Plastics

$700
Lab Tech, Chem
Foreman, heavy mach. $12,000
. $600
Lead Operator,
$500
IBM Trainee

BRUNING

Runway-&

Addressograph Multigraph.Co.
1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

-Engineering Co
1625 E. Algonquin
439.7010

255-1900

An equal opportunity employer

Randhurst-Upper Level
Suite 23A
392-2700
63 E. Adams, Chi: 9394866

RECEPTION
(it,..1)

\

And that's just for starters. With Boll's policy of selecting its mono
gers from within its ranks, you'll have plenty of chances for further
advancement.

If you feel at home with a sot of tools,,have an interest in elec'
tronics, a willingness to learn and a desire to do quality work,
We have openings in Arlington Heights.

typing. N.W. Suburbs.

298-5051

g

Higgins

O'Hare Office Bldg.
WEST PERSONNEL

Des Plaines

PERSONNEL, INC.

298-5021

Are you ready to leave the dust and fumes

only by your own initiative and abilities?

If so, ALLSTATE offers you the opportunity to

You'll be completely trained

to help vocationeers and tray
eters secure airline and other
reservations, give advice on
where to go, how to get there

and what to take. Soon you
can take your own advice on
free travel privileges.
This is for a beautifully decora
ted suburban travel agency
your

and you'll work' with a congenial young group. Free.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Denton

9660700

Dempster

6028

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECEPTIONIST
photographer
Local
needs a personable
young lady to handle
reception desk. Duties
includes:. ,:answering
phones, greeting people,

present proofs and type
correspondence, You will
show customers to dress-

ing rooms for last minute touch-ups. A good
opportunity
FREE
girl.

-for

right

AT

AMY.

Highway,
west of
Prospect.

255-9414.

Get Into Politics

meeting & getting to know bigwigs & so many interesting

position

people from all walks of lifel
You'll work with campaign
helpers, sit in on conferences,

public

pliances.

mating or body shop mechanical knowledge?

TRAINEE

$495 MONTH

excitmentll As political sect' to big name Senator,

contact

onstrating famed line of ap-

Does your experience include auto body esti-

RESERVATIONS

greeting customers and dem-

All

' AUTO CLAIMS ADJUSTER

Absolutely no

sell.

ing, juit pleasant, public relaapproach. Ex.
cellent suburban location. The
showroom is lovely. Good per,
kind of

tions

sonality, light typing and nice
appearance qualify. Free.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

6028 Dempster

966-0700

learn detail.that makes this office tick. You'll answer phones,
keep Senator's date book. And
you don't need political background! You should be good
with people! TACTFUL! KIN01
GRACIOUS! A DREAM JOBI Excellent salary. Free to you.
IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
297-3535
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

-

VETERINARIAN

join our modern and progressive claims foice
RECEPTIONIST

as a property adjuster.

SECRETARY

Our outstanding benefit package includes a
full range of company benefits, including SEARS
PROFIT SHARING and a company car.

.

Don't procrastinatel Take the first step to
a challenging and rewarding career -call nowl,

.A1
SVokie

,An Equal Opportunity Employer
-...

Des Plaines

Chicago, 7 W. Madison

you'll take part in the fascinating action that goes on in
this great man's lifel It means

WILL TRAIN

7770 Frontage Rd.

940 Lee St.

Here's

$600 MONTH

MR. W. TULLIS CO 7-6800 EXT. 537

116 W. Eastman
392-6600

SHOWROOM
RECEPTION

ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE

La Salle Personnel

Be Senator's Secy

.

Coll anytime, 24 hours a day,
a counselor will be available to assist you.

1

keep track of doctor
when he is on hospital rounds.
Doctor will train you in everything. He wants a pleasant girl
who enjoys public contact and
helping people. Come in or

16 W. NW.
blocks
(11/2
83), Mt.
Rt.

10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim

or write, in complete confidence

Arlington Heights

$500
'Front desk reception
in executive office in
beautiful now building. Will greet visitors,
answer call director
'and act as Girl Friday
Ito salesmen. Average

COME IN OR REGISTER BY PHONE

your knowledge of shopwork? A position with
security and prestige? A position with a future
for you and your family -with a potential limited

Apply today. Earn full pay while learning from veteran craftsmen.
Soon you'll be on your own, shaping the largest computer -- the
Bell System switching network.

$600
500
600
475
500,

holmes & assoc.

Eleo &

,

DOCTOR'S GIRL
$525

avail-

Acctg. Clerks (31
Good Typist
Customer Service

Group Leader, ELE ... $14,000

.

ENGINEERING DIV.

'Tired of Commuting?
iKec. Sec

PBX installers put in switchboards and other electronic equipment
that businesses use to speed communications across the world.

Mon. thru Fru
7:45 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
Sat. 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
Tues. Until 8:00 P.M.

Great Lakes

who wants to TRAVEL! Free to

Sec (No SH)

Technical
Mgr. Trainee
Customer Service .
Supervisor Trainee
Inventory Control .
Market Research

spot for outgoing personality

Excellent opportunities
ble in N.W. Suburbs

behind for a clean, public contact position using

necessary. Salary based upon,
eiperienco.
.

$11,000
$750

schedules, reports, tickets. Use
dictaphone. Slowly learn to talk
to people about vacations. Set
up vacations. Set up trips, contact hotels, airlines. A good

IVY

see us. We're on equal opportunity employer.

.

sysi
Plant lacout tco
1 toms and material handling
equipment. Must be able to'

tact.: light

Programmer

benefits.

CE 6.5688

SP 4-8585
jj,.7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

years.

Famous Bell benefits? Of course
200 E. Touhy
Des Plaines
296-2251, Ext. 360

Chief Accountant . .. 514,000

office. Vacation this' year. Full

TRAINING

Mannheim &

OFFICE BOY

who has maintained a scholas-

EVENING JANITOR

$750
Cost Accountant ... . $11,000
$8 000
Bookkeeper
General Accountant $12,000

PINKERTON'S INC.

WANTED

Pk.

Engineering

Jr, Accountant

COMPLETE

train you to welcome people
wanting info on trips, flights,
trains, ships. You'll type travel

PERSONNEL

PERSONNEL

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

(Desk Al, Des Plaines.

By The Des Plaines Day.

10160 Franklin Ave.
Franklin Park
678-6151

.

Accounting

-TOP PAY -

A reliable man interested in

CE 6,5688

ADVANCE TO
GENERAL FOREMAN

PARKER

Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits.

e'

type 45 w.p.m. Modern new

298-2770

AGENCY BUSINESS
FROM GROUND UP

you.

Wide

CRIMINAL LAWYERS

LEARN TRAVEL

ceptionist at her desk (she
!eaves job Aug 31). She'll

ask for: MR. BRISKY

298-5021

297.353$
SP 4 8585

$525 -Start off by relieving re-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

The employee we seek will have experience with

gets you hired! Free to you.
IVY
1496 Miner, Des Pb.
7215 W. Touhy

call...

678-9035

and final inspection.

966-0700

6028 Dempster

WRAP INDUSTRIES, INC:
Schiller
25th Ave.

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process

We offer good security posi

In Arlington Heights
394.0880

Company benefits include Hospitalization and major medical
insurance, Paid Vacation and Holidays. Interviews daily until
and Sunday by appointment.

N.

' to every jobl 35 WPM typing

Also

9 S. Denton

Chobse a career in the growing Flexible Packaging Industry,
Prior to September 1, we are moving to our new office and
plant in Palatine, Ill. Our solid growth and expansion requires
people with ambition (lots of overtime) in a variety of fields.
Job openings on 1st, 2nd, crhd 3rd shifts,

3930

gals who happily work to.
gether in this HI PAYING
' firm. COMPLETE TRAINING.

patients and answer phone.

MISS PAIGE

* SHIPPING AND RECEIVING
* PACKERS AND INSPECTORS

Electro

what you're suited for. Plus
your chance to get to know all
the other nice young guys &

M.D. needs a bright girl to run
his office. She
will greet

station. Free.
.

439-5650

fun. A good way to find out

NEEDED TO START NOW

types who run a busy radio

Elk Grove, Ill.

buyer to someone in advertisng. Learn switchboard, help
at reception desk. It's different,

Loop firm needs girls who can

You'll have a variety of duties
os you assist the head of the
dept. of radio programming.
An exciting office where you'll
meet the disc jockeys, creative
people and other interesting

Call PAUL RUIZ or Come in for a
Personal Interview

where. Assist anyone from a

TYPISTS .
$110 WEEK

GIRL FRIDAY
RADIO STATION
$115 WEEK

O PROFIT SHARING PROGRAM
O RETIREMENT PROGRAM
O INSURANCE
0 HOSPITALIZATION
0 PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS

.

tions with advancement oppor
tunities. The men we seek must,
be dependable, over 21 years

IVY

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

* FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESSMEN
* SLITTER OPERATORS
*.BAG MACHINE ADJUSTERS

another branch office.

All company benefits including
hospitalization, life insurance,
uniforms, vacations for qualified men.

La Salle Personnel

Mt. Prospect

Free to you.

train if necessary. Day shift 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
& night shift 4:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. openings.

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

-

$500 -$750 --NO FEE
+ FREE COLLEGE,

the

CALL MR. McGRATH

pany. Fill in anywhere & every-

kids & their folks happy while
waiting. He'll also teach you
simple first aid, etc. And best
of all you don't need a hit m
experience, he wants to train
you in his very own way. Terrific spot for the girl who loves
public contact. See IVY today
at office nearest your home.

FACTORY TRAINEES
AND
BEGINNERS

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

contracts for Security Watch
men, Pinkerton's has opened

OPERATORS

3 BEGINNERS
$90 WEEK

together. Help thructut com-

show you how to keep little

qualify.

850 Pratt Blvd.

Due to expansion of suburban,

PRESS BRAKE

MANAGER

is

An equal opportunity employer

PLANT GUARDS

guide you on an

inter-

Salle

Corp.
1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, III.
255-1900

DES PLAINES

extensive orientation program
in all plant procedures. Ad.
vance to Full I.E. status in the

La

Addressograph Multigraph

Mt. Prospect;

1

69 RAWLS RD.

700 --Fee Paid
No experience needed! The
Chief Industrial Engineer will

Let

ENGINEERING DIV.

299-2206

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253.6600

'You'll all start together & work

Pediatrician says if you
know same typing he'll gladly

REFRIGERATION MEN
Openings available on; day shift 8:30 a.m. to
a.m. Ex4:30 p.m. & night shift 4:30 p.m. to
perience desired, but will train men who can

O.D. & I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

No

BRUNING

i

PARKER

N.S.

APPLICATION ENGINEERING, CORP.

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

INSPECTOR

New warehouse in Des Plaines.
needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

Personalized
Engineering
Training

very near future.

Tremendous

255-8400

'150 W. Rand Road

With Expanding Machine Shop

WAREHOUSEMAN'

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy Mt. Prospect.

Wanted For Permanent Positions

Mon. thru Fri.
7:45 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
Sot. 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
Tues. Until 8 P.M.

'Ave. 3200 north.)
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

CUSTOMER

,A Continuing Equal Opportubity Employer

EMPLOYMENT.OFFICE
OPEN

Belmont

at

.

BABY DOCTOR
WILL TRAIN NEW
RECEPTIONIST

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

358-5800

block west of MannRd.

:5353 W. Armstrong (near Elston & Central)

experience necessary.

mont Ave., Franklin Park
(1

area.

advancement potential.

manager daily: 8 a.m. 4:45 pm. 10601 W. Bel-

_

typing skills plus any
steno or dictaphone starts you
immediately with this young
exciting suburban advertising
agency. Never a dull moment.
This is a ground floor opportu
pity. 9 to 5, 5 days. Lots of
fringe benefits, fast pay raises.
No experience necessary. Coll
for details.
Your

SEC. TO V.P. $650
Exec. position. Free.
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299-7191
Des Plaines
1S1 0 Miner

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home
TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

PACKERS

night shifts. Excellent opportunity. Good company benefits. APPLY in
person to personnel

heim

personally

MOtliktillyff
DIVISION OP INDIAN HEAD INC

time with plenty of overtime4
Benefits. Excellent working

FURNITURE FINISHER

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS
Prefer men with electrical background, but wail

OR APPLY

Fabricato'r

opportunity can include that

25 -Employment Agencies -Women
GEN. OFFICE $437
Varied duties. Free.
Ken Larsort & Assoc. 299.7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

* Ability to read blue prints
* Ability to use a scale micrometer
RESPONSIBILITIES:
* Determine if products meet with specifications.
* Perform subsequent inspection to insure high
.quality level.

346.6108

Loop

.

.

REQUIREMENTS:

792.2044

Ridge

Park

Metal

299.4285

.

Des Plaines

200 E. Touhy 296-2251, Ext. 360

spectors.

$155 WEEKLY

experience
future

a

9 AM - 2 PM.

255-1600

you can now start at $4 an hr.
If you've had some good trade'

tion. We have an opening on our staff of in-

Sales Department of a leadlug
international publishing corporation. Compete for trips
to London and a color TV set.
Call for personal interview,

14 S. WILLIE
MT. PROSPECT

$4.00 Hr$0.T.

the

in

sary.

'Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

STILL HIRING

position

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

INSPECTOR
With our firm quality is a tradition. Our inspectors
ploy an important part in maintaining that tradi-

and excitement we have

MAINTENANCE

We are looking for a man with tool room experience to do re-,
pair work on our metal piercing and forming dies.

STUDENTS

Earn $50 for 15 hrs. work. Full
time also available. Car neces-

.

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

If you are motivated by money

PLANT

operations.

ADVERTISING
AGENCY
$140 WK. FREE.

537.6793

ing company. This opening can afford 'the right man the
chance to progress into broad responsibilities for cornputor

200 E. TOUHY296-2251, EXT. 360 DES PLAINES

STUDENTS

PART TIME
WAREHOUSE

es

to 2 P.M. Saturday.

Excellent opportunity to join a new departrr ent in a fast grow

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

1600 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village

not necessary. Call Mr. Noss.
263-4300

GMKRAPRViRs
2728

WHEELING NEWS AGENCY

RECEPTION
SECRETARY

day thru Friday and from 8 A.M.

Ex-

THE HERST ALLEN CO.

Experien

Days.

cessing equipment and have some familiarity with disc packs.

CALL 827-7880

Excellent long term employment operation steady overtime.

24-11elp Wanted Men

CALL

needs

437-0500

Retail, paint.

days.

maintenance work.
cellent wages.

Day Publications, Inc.

8 Computer Oilers. 56-$7,800

ware-

MAN OR BOY WANTED

to work 2 P.M. to 5:30 P.M. Mon-

No

TOOL AND DIE

sized

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

2441e1p Wanted Men
.

We have an opening for a beginner in our Data Processing
Department to operate a Honeywell computor. You must have
some previous experience or training in operating data pro.

296-7942

facility

COMPUTER OPERATOR

weekends and no holi-

You would be working in a modern suburban plant on various
size dies used in presses ranging in size from 30 ton to 500 ton
capacity.

men."

the pack -move up!
2 Process Mgrs. $16,000 Free
$11,000 Free
3 Sr. Progrs.
$9,000 Free
5 Systems Men
6 Tab Supervisors $8,000 Free

time

maintenance man who
has the experience &
ability to handle general

ally designed as jobs for

good location. Stay ahead of

Your

Complete Data., Inc.

MAINTENANCE

Jobs

--

Permanent part
evening janitors.

Full Time

437-9242

house

MOONLIGHTER&

to learn data processing.

needed to install isuspended ceilings. Year
round inside work.

Medium

SYSTEMS

$850 --NO FEE

training.

Experienced man

HELP WANTED
MALE

"Help Wanted

previous

High School Grad

GENERAL

pect.

school

FULL TIME

ACCT. CLERK $500 MO.
yr. exp. A/P A/R qualifies
Ken Larson 8. Assoc. 299.7191
Des Plaines
,1510 Miner

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
'at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros.

Without

IX

PROGRAMMERS
Maint. Frog. RPG, BAL
Exp. Prog. - 30, 40, - $925
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299-7191
Des Plaines'
1510 Miner

10 TECHNICIANS

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Warted Men

24-HeIp Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

$550

California Sport clothes
manufacturer has just
opened a new branch in
this area. Many buyers
& designers call at this
office daily. Boss 'Fi.also
You'll
newcomer.
handle his correspondence. Schedule his apa

pointments & act as his
,receptionist. Good company benefits. An interesting field,. CALL AMY:
255-9414, 16 W. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.
FRFF.

$t3x1ci/i5ngWopEpEoKrtu-iFt,REfoEr

an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone, keep appointment schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You wip learn to
an inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you

keep

will be trained to administer medication to animals. Light, simple office
routine.

LADY PARKER
Emerson'1172S5o3..66

Mt. Prospect

Monday, July 21, 1969

Page 12,

TOUR COUNSELLOR

' own travel

Well

.on will train
.,'. organ,
I several young women
to help customers

.

'LL

Mature dental assistant wanted for general practitioners of -4
five in Palatine. CALL: Dr. Becker.
at 359.4676.

several suburban lo-

Need reliable teenager to babysit with 11/2 & 41/2 yr. old boys.
Every Saturday 9-6 & occasional
other day. 437-8376.

typing.

WHY ARE YOU LOOKING FOR

outline

and

route

trip!.

Openings

.

canons.
,

PERMANENT -PART TIME

Lite

in

Salary open.

20 to 25 hours weekly - to
$7S.00. Mature women, Mt.

surance experience desirable
but no necessary.

298-5051

ONE GIRL

NO STENO

DENTAL ASSISTANT.

We hove several openings in
this area for the girls who prefer small office situations. Skill
requirements range from lite
to moderate typing. For more

For Randhurst office. 3rd year
high school student. 3:30 to
6:30, Monday -Friday, during
school year.
summer.

information call:

Part

6028

e

n

ed

nt

to

Cicv jot regional office of
national firm. Handle
travel arrangements,
visitors

and act

as

right hand assistant.
modern
office. N.W. Suburb.
Small, very

-

RECEPT - SECY

O'Hare Office Bldg.
WEST PERSONNEL

at $130 a week with a

guaranteed merit)

p.m 5 days a week. Good

for advancement.
Apply at the Personnel Office or call 394.2000

salary and working conditions.
APPLY IN PERSON

-/11

-

HOLY FAMILY

We need an experienced INSURANCE ACCOUNTING CLERK.
Should have receiving background working in payables,
reconciling and related details. Excellent salary and employee

.

store in Golf --Mill Plaza.

40 hour week. Liberal

.

:typing and shorthand, skills to act as secretary in
Our Engineering Department.

We offer you pleasant surroundings, paid vacation first year, finest fringe benefits, and good,
starting salary.

Ungarci
Insurance GrOup

1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Hts, Ill. 6000"

CALL Miss Gaff ke

An equal opportunity'employer

437-5400

APPLY IN PERSON

'MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

Interviewing
10 am. to 4 pm.
Fannie May Candy Shop
(South of Seqrs)

ut /.

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

-

4"
!

and excitement we have a
in

Coll for personal
9 AM - 2 PM.

interview,

792.2044
346.6108

Park Ridge
Loop

WANT TO SEW?

United Airlines needs an as

Want to gain a skill you con
use anywhere in the 'world?
Join the sewing industry right

librarian with experience who can assume responsibility for all cataloging.
Experience is your important

In Arlington Heights. Good pay

Our only requirement is a solid
practices.

COUNTRYSIDE INN

1 W. Campbell, Arlington I1Is.
392.9344

P.O.

f'HaBldg.

cor(Higgins

&e,Of0ice

Mannheim)

Secretaries

tr2)

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

with degree preferred,

program.

White Collar Girls

OP AmimseA, INCOAPo AAAAA
MT. PROSPECT:
392-523Q-=-.:_
-_

' That's the way it is at Motorola'.
Because at Motorola people '
always come first. But then
ihat's the way it should
be -shouldn't it? Openings
now exist for girls to fill
positions es secretaries, and
typists,

1;-.)11/107112ROLAg
Schaumburg

3594800

TEMPORARY

an equal opportunity employer

.-

HELP

Between 8 a.m. & 4:30 p.m.

CONTINENTAL

+ GUARANTEED

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

CAN COMPANY, INC.,

1000 Busse Rd.

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

'

littAk
--,

RECEPTION

$525-$550 MONTH
You'll be seated in the front
reception area and greet
patients and children who have
appointments with this ex-

tremely popcl"r neighborhood
duties
Ohter
pediatrician.
include answering the phones,
ordering supplies, giving ap,-

Like to work in a quiet carpeted keypunch department with
brand new machines? Excellent fringe benefits and top salary, make this Et to 4:30 job
a "must see.",

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
DIRECTORY CO.
1865 Miner St., Des Plaines
827.6111

etc. ..Hours are
9-5, no Sats. or eves. and age
is open. No medical experience

An equal opportunity employer.

it needed and in addition to

CLERK TYPIST

paintrnents,

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966-0700;
6928 Dempster

11111111

EXPERIENCED
Full time, permanent position
for responsible person. 8:00
a.m.

to

4:30 p.m.

Excellent

working conditions, good salary and fringe benefits.

FEMALE

HOSPITAL
100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

':Help Wanted

Jobs

listed here are those historically filled by women;

they are available with-

GENERAL

out discrimination as
to sex unless specifically

OFFICE

designated as jobs for
woMen."

Ddy Publications, Inc,.

Established service .organization needs full time clerical
help. Typing, audio visual,
public contact and varied

assignments. Good starting
salary and benefits.

Over 21
Experienced only.
FL 8-2075
.

A fast growing investment soles
company has an opening for a

real sharp all around girl who

Call

824-1845
EXPERIENCED
TELLER

is looking for a future. Must take
shorthand and type. 392-5660

Full. time. Pleasant congenial
conditions. Paid vacation,
Insurance, profit shoring.

HARPER COLLEGE
Secretary at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shOrthand desir-

able but not essential. Excellent fringe benefits. Will be in
new facilities
shortly.

in

Palatine

CALL MRS. GOODLING

359-4200

An Equal Opportunity Employer

9800 MILWAUKEE
DES PLAINES

A

ittir

'

I,

11

..,\_) .1.4,

ft;1,,

i

-

.

-

No Experience Necessary

PLUS PLENTY OF GREAT OFFICE

!ALSO AVAILABLE

, CLERKS

Come in for these FUN jobs.

2004 Miner St. -.
'DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919 -,.

CALL BARB ROSS

An
Equal Opportunity Employer
__.

!

TOP MONEY!!! TOP MONEY111.

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE
CORPORATION
1. Salary in excess
$465 monthly.

Which connection will put
Mary Chambers through

of

827-8154

fast...to the police?

2. Free hospital benefits.
purchase program.
4. Free life insurance.
Permanent position in
Accounting Dept. Typing

--7

cskrotis

necessary. 5 day week,
8:30 to 5.0 5.

An Equal Opportunity Eml

.

r

606 LEE STRE
DES PLAINES,. ILLINO

CENTEL
SYSTEM

Witiali

-

.

.

.

telephone company of Illinois;
e ntrail
..._...._
_

CALL MR. PABST

For appointment
392-7600

EXPANSION

311 S. Arlington Hts, Rd..
Arlington Hts., Ill.

An equal opportunity
employer

VARITYPIST
ing a Varitypist with at least
5 years of experience for on

Although it would take a trained operator to know that,
we just wonted to give you some Idea of how you'd

interesting job in our pleasant,
modern offices.

phone operator.

We

offer excelent

be helping people if you were an Illinois Bell TeleInterested? Then come In now and we'll find out If
you have the necessary potential. If you do, then we'll
train you at full pay for this rewarding career.

salaries

and a superior benefit program that includes hospitalization

and

life

-16 Openings For Women

ANSWER: any connection In the top row marked "Tandem 8".

Insurance,

The starting salary is good, plus you'll get hive raises
your first year. The benefits Bell offers are tops and the
people you'll be working with...great. Start your career

paid vacations and holidays,
pension and profit shoring
plans and tuition reimburse-

helping people today. We're an equal opportunity

ment. Apply in person or call:

Who want the excitement, a young fast moving company can
offer.

We have all the extras others offer, plus one most' don't, offer..
We will treat you as an individual, respect you for work well done,
and reward you for your efforts'.
Invest in the small company with the growth plan.

employer.

FRED MORRISON
RO 3-6000, Ext. 746

SEE MR.

UNIVERSAL OIL

ILLINOIS

PRODUCTS.

BELL TELEPHONE

Call Mr. Lyngaan or Mr. Chirp

?55-9000

COMPANY

Federal Savings

30 Algonquin Rd.
Des Plaines, Illinois
(Corner Mt. Prospect &
Algonquin Rd.)

An equal opportunity employer

An equal opportunity employer

Arlington Heights 1

,,

,, _

(7,1

Y.
...,

Ii

TYPISTS and SECRETARIES

ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE,

Universal Oil Products is seek-

26 -Help Wanted Women

WAITRESS WANTED

KARNES MUSIC CO.

APPLY IN PERSON

HOLY FAMILY

HELP WANTED

STENOGRAPHERS
625-0962

1

,

3. Stock

excellent starting salary, there
is a significant raise after
Short training period. Free.

Estes & Elmhurst Roads

Elk Grove Village

.. A

1

1

827-1151

..

...

CALL KELLY GIRLS

CALL MISS KLEEMAN

...

.......

.

.___..._......

THAT'S SMART
+ 'DEPENDABLE

11 p.m.; 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.

Person

COMPANY BENEFITS
AIR-CONDITIONED OFFICE

KEYPUNCH,

in such exciting de -

partments as engineering,
marketing, sales, and law. We
offer an excellent starting
'salary, plus a host of valuable
extras including profit sharing
and employee discounts.

s RANDHURST CENTER

hours from 3 shifts: 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.; 3 p.m. to

located in Holiday Inn

DOCTOR'S

Style

'

No Fees - Top rates

manent jobs. Excellent starting salary. Automatic
increases. Company paid benefits. Choose your

experience helpful.

CHILDREN

i

tn.

..KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

Des Plaines, Ill.

PACKERS

Account Assistant
sion

Work,

TYPISTS
CLERKS

We will train you for light, clean work and per-

CASHIERS

'

Algonquin (Rt. 62) and Meacham Roads

An equal opportunity employer

Wanted Immediately

Elk Grove Village

put on a WHITE'COLIAR

WOMEN

2300, ext. 3412.

Needed for our expan-

Zappone's
Brandywine
Restaurant

PERSONNEL

60666. 437-

AND

APPLY IN PERSON

'

d'q

F. H. BONN CO.
.111 N. Hickory, ArL Hts.

DAY & NIGHT

HOSTESSES

Wide

66100,

Box

298-5021

see us.

background in cataloging

Lines,

Jr Sec'y.
Figure Clerk
Accts. Payable
Inventory Clerks
Accounting
Payroll Clerk
F C Bookkeeper
Clerks
Shipping & Recvg. Clerk
File Clerk

and fringe benefits, air-conditioning, 40 hr. week. Come

qualification for this position.

Chicago, Illinois

Statistical Typist
Clerk Typist
Biller Typist
Receptionist
Switchboard
Key Punch Oper.
.Executive Sec'y.
General Sec'y.
Dictaphone Sec'y.

450
425
400
400
400
500
600
500
475
425
475
500
400
650
450
600
450
450
475

London and a color TV set.

July & August Only

Elk Glove Village

In your SPARE TIME

Promotional

the

Sales Deportment of a leading
international publishing corporation. Compete for trips to

PRE FINISH

Air

2375 Estes Ave.

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

LIBRARIAN

COCKTAIL LOUNGE,' lri,
Lunches and Dinned ';'

CHAUFFER.COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAIDTUTOR-HOSTESS.BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

STILL HIRING

sistant

NEEDED FOR NEW

FANNIE MAY CO.
Golf Mill.PIOza

position

WAITRESSES.

i.,--:

GIRL FRIDAY

fringe benefits include,
profit sharing.

STUDENTS
If you are motivated by money

Please send your resume, or
call, Mr. W. R. Whyte, Supervisor of ' Employment, United

.

,We are in immediate need of ti girl with good

392-9050

01

000011/11,1

ARLINGTON %ARK
TOWERS HOTEL

HOSPITAL
100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

,

seeking a sales lady for

lion benefits.

We offer a salary commen-

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

6:00

CALL DIANE THOMAS

Fannie May Candy Co. is

371/2

also.

259.5300 Ext. 37

LADY PARKER

to

.ENGIAESRING COMPANY

ASSISTANT

Administration Center. Full
time employment, many fringe
benefits.

increase after 3 months.
Call for details.

a.m.

benefit program.

SALES LADY

CLERK

$155 WEEKLY.

Work in High School Bldg. or

television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

-

9:30

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

824 -7151

surate with experience.

make top money anywhere. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting experience? Be a secretary for one of the top

359-4200

439.2210

for

If you're good, you can

HOSPITAL

call Mr. Leifer at -

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

H. S. DISTRICT 214

Television Station
$130 WEEK-,

HARPER COLLEGE

salary commensurate to ability. For confidential interview

METALS, INC.

Call Miss Jerry
824-7641 9.12
or Miss Alice 392.8174 4-8.

Secretary

HOLY FAMILY

hour work week. Good start.
ing salary and hospitoliza

LADIES!
HAVE COSMETICS
NEED DEMOS.
WE TRAIN
YOUR CONVENIENCE
MEANS EXTRA S

STENOS and

duties

operation,

255-620B or
255-6201

CLERK TYPISTS
NEEDED

CALL MRS. JEAN GOODLING

Growing Dodge dealer in
Dqs Plaines needs two women
to complement office staff.
insurance,
hours,
Regular

and verify. Possible light tab

4 days, no Saturdays. Must be
mature, responsible woman.
Will train.

298-5051

APPLY IN PERSON

Auto experience
preferred.

year's experience to keypunch

Wanted - Dental Office

10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim

working conditions.

hour

BOOKKEEPER

suburb needs hard working
girl with a minimum of one

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827-6628

se.0 0.

sPre,liedcer

p.m. in our delivery room. No
rotation. Excellent salary and

Small installation in Northwest

Excellent salary
Good opportunities

SECRETARY $600

371/2

.manent,

Just openedILA fine opportunity for a person with some ex.
perience in billing, posting and general office. Should be able
to type. This could be a step up too challenging job with room

OPERATOR

DAYS ONLY

255-9414.

benefits,

TYPIST

KEYPUNCH

AMY. 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., (11/2 blocks west
of Rt. 83), Mt. Prospect.

REGISTERED

train. Other duties.

holidays,

Division of F&B Mfg.
5480 Northwest Highway
Chicago

NURSE

will

Paid

in

medical terminology for our
Radiology Dept. Full time, per-

modern air conditioned
offices.

/26-NetWanted Women

WOW Women

ACCOUNTING CLERK

Experienced
typist experienced

Good

FILKO IGNITION

1;41 time 7:00 a.m. to 3:30

Palatine, III.

1901 Landmeier Road
Elk Grove Village
956-1200 or 569-2020

LPN

answer phones & receive
callers. There will be
some correspondence to

handle. There is a relaxed atmosphere in
congenial office.
the
Great benefits. FREE AT

439-0330

Midwest Industrial
Truck, Inc.

Executive Offices. Excellent
Skills. New and Growing
Company. Des Plaines Location. 297-2150 - Mrs. Johnson.

966-0700

253-9325

costing experience desirable

fringe
week.

935 Lee St.

FOR INTERVIEW, CONTACT
KEN HUBBARD

PRIVATE SECRETARY

- GIRL FRIDAY
Golf Course
$500
This manager is out of
the office most of the
time. He needs you to

tEox

EL -MAR PLASTICS

need a clerk -typist with shorthand ability. Small congenial
4 -girl office. 5 day work week,
attractive salary and company
benefits for right girl.

255-6201 or 255-6202

Dempster

Reichardt Cleaners

New facilities to be available
the 1st week in August. Full

manent. 5 day week.
Pleasant surroundings in

TRANSCRIBER

ance,
APPLY IN PERSON

Position in Comptroller's Dept.
involving responsibility for college payroll. Previous data pro
but

Material handling distributor,
with modern new facilities,

this

time

lo-

cated in Elk Grove Village.

MEDICAL

diversified general
off ice position. Per-

paid vacation and insur-

25 to 35 hour week. 5 days.

PAYROLL

CLERK -TYPIST

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

$2.25 per hr.

150 Gaylord Elk Grove Village
439.7400

many company benefits,

Phone for current assignments &.
rotes. 298-5044
Add+ AN- Girl

S4501625

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

HALOGEN INSUALTOR

INJECTION
MOLDING

12 AM to 8 AM. Paid insurance,

Add-i-A+Girl, Temporary Office
Service has theRight place for
you. Paying the flight salary, for
your skills and experience. Long
and Short' term assignments,

- OFFICES

sary. Interesting work..

SHARING.

all shifts.
8 AM to 4 PM; 4 PM,tb 12 AM;

Reason,
WHAT EVER THE REASON II

WEST PERSONNEL

889.2000

EXPERIENCED

To Supplement a Salary,
For Your Own Very Special

O'Hare Office Bid.).

New store conveniently located. No experiAce neces-

LIGHT FACTORY WORK

WORK?
For:
The Better Things in Life II

10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim

Woman for posting accts. rcv.

es.

26-11e1P

SECRETARIES .

For

$105 to $125

office and typing. Varied work.
many company ben'efiti including; COMPANY PAID PROFIT

In-

dictation.

light

MANAGER

and accts. payable. General

Prospect, Arlington Hts. area.
Typing,

GENERAL OFFICE
N.C.R. OPERATOR

-

peep Wanted Women

:26118p Wanted Woo

26 -Help Waded Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

GENERAL OFFICE

264* Wonted Weems

25-Eiployment Agencies -Wagtail

-

26-l(e!elated Women

BAKER - 894.4000

ECM CORPORATION
Electra Counter & Motor Co.
1.301

Arlington Heights
.

116 W. Eastman

392-6600

Schaumburg
E. Tower Road
(Just South of the Tollway on Meacham Ave.)
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

S

264101 Wanted Wean

.

Yg girl wanted to do ironing in

Transportation

my home

provided Call 255-0765

HELPER

MOTHER'S
through Sat. References.
253.5335 '

Mon.

-

HEY OUT THERE IN PALATINE AREA!

personnel

increase in

various departments. The benefits and wages
are tops and the future extremely bright. Job
openings on 1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts (ask about the
mother shift)

PLANT:
* PACKERS AND INSPECTORS
* QUALITY CONTROL SPECIALISTS
OFFICE:
* SECRETARIES
* STENOGRAPHERS
* GENERAL OFFICE
Company' benefits include Hospitalization and
major medical insurance. Paid Vacation and Holidays Lets talk it over. Interviews daily until 10:00

Hours to be arranged. Salary

30" elec, stove, boy's bicycle,

open. Call 827-5515, betw.9 & 5

studio couch, wireless amplifier,
red striped wide oval tires.

trained. FREEII
CL 3-1063

Good pa -y and complete training followed by
immediate responsibility are yours if you have ability
and high quality standards.

There are possibilities for advancement in many

areas of food service with this 'growing midwest com-

pany. If interested, fill in the preliminary applicaD. Kenneth Malone 653-0036

Pk.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
274fel1 Wanted -Men * Women

I 47 -Help Wanted -Men' Pitmen

Dishwasher,
months old. $90 or best offer.
392-1425

2nd COOK
Good Opportunity

after 6 PM. 537.8160

$1,000

698-2028

TAILOR

G.E.

MAILERS, INC.

full company

not subject to the ups & downs found in Military

STOP IN OR. CALL.

Johnson
-:755-1107

FL9487B11.

also dbl. bowl cast iron sink $5.
537-9008

AIR KING 20" fan, 2 spd. revers.
with ' stand; GE 20" revers.
window fon. 299=7373.
Admiral 15,000 BTU on-cond.,
220 volts, walnut decorator front
$175. 894-2480
20" rotary lawnmower $20;
12' x 13' green rug w/2 matching
runners $90. 529-7453

And we male it up in volume. Out Volume waves you
money. Tears Lmple econornicl. You can afford the

son motor cycle, $125.
Call 437-2935.

A

For sole -large walnut desk, fish_
tank & etc, kitchen table,
steamer trunk, 297.3054.

WANT AD

er -510; gates -51; car seat -52;

IN THE

walker -$1. Excel. Cond. 299-3240

DAY..."

Blond corner & end tbl.

MAILER, INC.

498-1500

Horizons at

31-Rumage & Gmage Sale

5,000 Evergreens SI ea.
Nursery, 26WI 80 North
Ave. Wheaton.

_

.

i.

Gar. Sale -July 21, 22, 23. 2 pola-

roid cam., port. type., Turn. &
misc. 801 N. Hickory, Aid

,

Gar. Sale: Sat. July 26, 9-6, Sun.
12-6. 356 W. Walnut, Wayclnden

D?Kenneth Malone 653-0036
Roy Rogers Roast Beef Sandwich Restaurant
Regional General Offices
1520 East Roosevelt Road

Gar. Sole: 505 Nation, Mt. Prosp.
Turn; clothes; games; toys &
misc. NOON,. Mon-Tues,July

21-22.

Gar. Sale July 24,25,26, 9:30 4:30. 2704 N. Kennicott, Berkeley

Sq. A. H. Lg. sw. pool; bikes;
movie outfit; gigantic selection

ROY ROGERS PRELIMINARY APPLICATION

P A AA

Name
Address

Light Assembly

Phone

Wirers & Solderers

Age
Present Employer
Kind of Work Wanted

Height
Weight
Female
Single

Male
Married

26"

Faith

Pk. Des PI. Odds,.ends, misc.

Date

$15.

& new items.

Gar. Sole July 24. 25, 26, 9-5.
Ladles & Men's clothes; hats;
garden & hand tools; elec. floor
scrubber & polisher; elec.

motors; bowling bat & many.
other items at bargain prices.
223 N. Church Rd. Bensenville.
D.P.

21 -Help Waited -Men * Women

Stereo

system, 32 watt amp,

Gerrard SL 55 & two 3 way

11-Apts: and Rooms to Share

86 -Real Estate -Houses

96 -Real Estate -Houses

Reliable young lady to rent a

Pal. - Winston Park. 5 yr. old 3
bdrm. split level. 11/z baths, extra Igo. lot. Priced to sell. Phone

Arl.

room. House privileges.
537-3435 after 4 p.m.

toys

&

bikes;

air condition &

- sheet metal parts 8mm Kodak
camera w/att. 259-7227
for information about the FINEST'

water softeners & water

cisci-

ditioning equipment contact.

14 -To Rest Apart ants

bdrm. apt. in town Arl. Hts.,
$155 month. Imm. occup. Call
1

FL 8-1823.

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
755-,I107 or 35923/Q.0.

Stock Handlers

Western Electric
Has immediate Openings For

Packers

& Assoc.

KETPLMR15511)y

Part

Building Custodians

REGIST Iion LAB TECHNICIAN

MT. PROSPECT

be for you at only

Timber Lake Village

$24,000

1+2 bedroom deluxe apartments.

(bilk. leather), Span. oak AM -FM
stern con., bar w/stools, 20" color
TV, Zig-Zag sewing mach., Elect,

Sensible rentals

tro-Lux vac., Cost over $3500 -

cooking gas.

SWIMMING POOL

Wauconda.S26-8452

C

One of the largest selections
of antiques in the, North and
areas.

air

cond,

220,

WORK. Monday thru Friday in our modern regional center.

Excellent starting salary with
outstanding benefit package

' 18' Century 'w/trailer, 394 Olds
inboard engine, comp. refinished, fully equipped $1100.
18' alum. Cabin Cruiser. Good

Monday thru Friday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-Noon
Algonquin (Rt. 62) & Meacham Rds.
Schaumburg
359-4800

or,

956-2642

3800 Golf Rood
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL

-

(HIghireav 58, lust east of Highway 53)

Western Electric
11111111111101111111118 AND MF' lilt SF 881 fill sum"

rec.

Arlington Hts.
Palatine
Schaumburg

255-6320
359-6500
894-1330

HOMES FOR SALE

Arlington Heights

$33,500
WESTIDUNDEE
3 bedroom brick and frame split-level. 3 baths,
recreation room. Well landscaped.

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS.
Greta Lederer
Development Co.

VACANT FOR SALE

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY
bath $190-$215
bd m. 2 bd ms. - 2 baths $245-5275
3 bdrms. - 2 baths $320-5335
Dishwashers In all apts. Fully
carpeted. Swimming pool.
1

2415 S. Goebbert Rd.
Open 7 days a week,

rant

6 acres

$11,500
per lot

4 beautiful 3/4 acre home sites. Improvements:
voter, gas, electricity, streets:

16 -Ti Reid MINS

3 bdrm..r

$23,250

BARRINGTON

BARRINGTON

437.1926

31 -Boats and Marion Supplies

537-9.008

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8 AM. to '4.1.4 P.M.

balcony,

Adistance to shopping center.
. 290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6300 '

1

BTU

$36,900

Intimate privacy yet walking

WAUCONDA TRADING POST
on Rte. 12, 4 miles north of
Lake Zurich. Bring this ad with

you. Open Fri. & Sat. 10-6.
Sun. 12-6. 526-7495 or 724-

patio,

SWIMMING PQM

misc.

$90, static filter pen, 824-4892.

'956-2641

apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
Including appliances, heat

lure, and bric-a-brac of much

3.411ir

Rapid Progression
10% night work bonus.

APPLY:

1

tenna,

McGraw Edison, wind, or wall,

FULL TIME NIGHTS

Westgate Apts.
& 2 bedroom
Ultra -deluxe

FOR SALE

13500

bdrm.

3

split-level. Huge din. L.
Lge. kit, with good
eating area. Quality
built home. Hardwd.
floors. Ceramic tile
baths. Lge. fin. fam. rm.,
garage. Park like yd.
has producing fruit trees
Walt to schools, parks,
Immediate
& pools.

cooking gas, master TV an

ANTIQUES

Suburban

purchased on contract. $29,700

poss.

QUINLAN AND TYSON

MT. PROSPECT

Sept. Dealer space available.
Call for reservation, The Little
Corner, 117 Bongs, downtown

fenced yd., excel. loc. Can be

439-4100

1444 S. Busse

Flea Morktet every Sun. through,

Northwest

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

includes all

appliances, heat, hotwoter &

4.

6177.

FULL TIME DAYS

9 room home

with 2 full baths and
on a large lot could

Sacrifice( 2 Med. chairs & safe

Palatine by owner. 3 bdrm
ranch, bsmt., 21/2 car gar.

DELUXE BI -LEVEL

259-0055 or 253-0925

1

car par.

Beautiful I/2 acre yd. Across-.
from Randhurst. Adults only.
255.6208 or 255-6201. _

BUSINESS

Elk Grove -3 bdrm. ranch, fen-

OPPORTUNITIES

fam. boat. 40 hp. outboard,
elec. starter, trailer, Wows. $650
or offer. 392-2881

ced yard, 1 car attached garage.
L.$23.p.ssnonth. 392-6818

15' Switzer Craft runabout, 45
h.p., Mercury motor, Spartan tilt

11 -To Rat, Stan, Mica

y_piler, $555. CL 3-1927.

COMMERICAL OFFICE SPACE 5

Outboard motor sales & service with 1 bedroom
apartment. On main highway in Fox Lake. Completely stocked and equipped. Well -established

Boot, 25 h.p. motor & trailer,

offices, 1700 sq. ft. Central air
cond'g. 965 Rand Rd., (Hr. Golf)
es 824-0822.
2nd floor office_space. 900 4q.
ft. 940 Busse Hwy., Park Ridge
at Dee Rd. station. Will finish to
suit. Available in 60 days.

business. $45,000.

Good Fishing Combination. $275.
'HE 7.0599 after 5:30 pm

'57 Owens 22' Cruiser newly re.
finished,.105 HP yr/trailer $1800.
In water Rived°, McHenry.
39.3297.

14' Glastpar G-3 Ski -Boat Yo/75

h.p. Johnson elec. start motor,
equipped w/generator. Trailer,

extras. Very well kept. $850.
455-8417

-

825-3133

ifftutteilliat
Young couple desire 1 bdrm.
apt. In Des Plaines or, farther
Northwest. 453-1487

:

air, fully carpeted, drapes, et

Lovely

summer rm. inexpensively with a
Zip -Roll screen. An 8' x 7' screen
car gar.) only
(standard
$38.98. All sizes available. For
more info call 537-2978.

per, glass, Iron, pottery, tin,
wood, bottles, lamps, furni.

!FATORS

Security Guards

This

house,

executive

359.1450 Eves - CL 3-0297

Convert your gar. into a lam.

Old kitchenware, 'brass, cop-

EXPERIENCED

ranch, 2 cot gar.? 2 baths, fam.
rm., Ige. kit. w/built-ins, 2 patios,

LARGE FAMILY?

Robert A. Cagann

Hts.

bdrm. 21/2 bath bi-level, centre
tras. 392-9365.

Prosp. Fits. by owner. 4 bdrm.

bsmt., assurn. mortgage.
299-8778

1 bedroom apartment in Rolling Meadows, good location,
free parking.

34 -Arts and Antiques

get with it

Coll

358-3240 or 467.2116

Lg. swimming pool w/accessories; 12" & 19" port. TV; child s

Sac. $675 or will sap. Aft.

Communication

MOTOROLA

ied REAL
ESTATE
Residential Commercial Vacant

speakers. 537-0526.

478.2639 or 267-3428

Technicians

CL 9-4100

'

GRAND OPENING SALE

foods, IsFep, the dining room neat and provide a

Wheaton, Illinois 60187

MOTOROLA

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

bike -$18. CL 3.8018

warm welcome while serving customers.
HOSTESS -CASHIER: Dispense smiles and good will
.3s you greet 'customers, take orders and receive
payments. We offer good salary and other benefits
including uniforms. If interested, fill in the preliminary
application below, and bring it in or mail to:

Expand Your

-

Roll -away bed -$20. Girl's

CLOSED SUNDAY

OPEN EVENINGS

Baby equip. -wardrobe -$8; stroll-

PRODUCT. SPEOALIST: Take charge of beef sand,}
with preparation tram roasting to assembling.
COURTESY GIRL: Wrap sandwiches, french fry

1

\ ARLINGTON HTS.

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

PLAINES.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

,

thinner -talting. Illne MI ins on each car we sell

Zenith T.V. Stereo combination.

people. If you qualify, we'll train you for full or part
time work. Positions are open in NILES and DES

stripped -down model somewhere else The cOmPell
Iton can't beat Chevy. They can't even come near our
volume Wm. only we cut Ine price before you sure
to deal

Cars yOu'llatte n Cherd.M0wOun sttelcri our volt].

re-versible, $25; Harley David-

MEN & WOMEN

luxury extras in a Chevy. for whin you'd pay for a

We put a lot of care on the rose tone cut at every tow

Sears exer-cycle, $5; Hunter fan,

259-3750.

AMIABLE PEOPLE
PLEASE APPLY
We want good workers who like to meet and serve

I '112-Automobles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

And tiiiiput-s the distance between
us and the competition..

5175
Phone 439-1676

1000 Sunset Ridge Road

PALATINE, ILL.

359-2251

39" GE stoveexcel. cond., auto.
oven, Thrift cooker, 2 sp. broiler. $25 or best offer. 537.5554

3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

255-4500

APPLY NOW"

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS
204 HICKS PLACE

The more Chevys we sell,
the less you pay.

WaterSoftenet.

Gas range 42",excicd-530T

MOLON MOTORS
& COIL CORP.

MICRODYNE, INC.
1600 S. Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows,

EXCELLENT COMPANY BENEFITS

SHONDELLS

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Soft Water $5.00 a month

benefits.

Since we are in the industrial market, we are

for more details at:

interested in a bright new future!!

Northbrook

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM

358-6563

1 Ariens rider mower, 6 h.p. 24"
rotary cutter, var. speed trans.
Call aft. 4:30. 255-8596.

working conditions and
.Nrci'"4Xperience necessary. Nights - Full Time
6 PM to 2:30 AM.

Immediate openings' day & evenings shifts for:

TOWN & COUNTRY
In Old Town
Downtown Palatine
Palatine
17 N. Bothwell

For saleLogan production lathe,
5175; 230 AMP. craftsman elec.
welder, used little, bargain.

-GENERAL-FACTORY

* TESTERS & CALIBRATORS
ASSEMBLERS & SOLDERERS

(2 blocks vest of Edens Expressway)

Sound of TOMMY.JAMES & THE

PET SHOP

cond. 894-1760

1507 Rand Road
Des Plaines, Illinois

Molon has very pleasant

Fully Air Conditioned - All
Modern Fdcilities
.

Also cute little mixed puppies

CL 3.9461.

* ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

IN NORTHBROOK

Best

Make offer. Both in near new

CLOTHES

& commercial market. If you want to grow in
position & pay, come in or call: MR. BOWSER

NOW IN OUR NEW LOCATION

refrigerator $60 or

Offer. Small cottage type stove.

Many company benefits.
Please apply in person ONLY!

One of the northwest suburbans' fastest growing
electronical systems manufacturer can offer you,
a chance to grow too.

PARK RIDGE $1 00

CAIRN TERRIERS

range, 6 months old, $50.
Coll 259-8415.

FULL TIME

The "CRYSTAL BLUE PERSUASION"

I JuyI arrived

FOR SALE: Apartment size gas

MICRODYNE, INC.
STILL GROWING

CALL MR. SOLOMON

.55 -Musical !figments

KUSTOM AMPLIFICATION

TOY FOX TERRIERS
SPRINGER SPANIELS

Maytag washer. 2 yrs. old. Exc.
cond. $150 or best. offer. Call

ROBERT HALL
ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Faster

55 -Musical Instruments

BEAGLES

Exc. cond. CL 5-1640

P A AA

Single

Call,

95"x15' wide - silk fringe trim.

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN
827-6628

Height
Weight
Female

misc.

&

during

253-6162

Custom made lined DRAPERIES

FULL TIME

1,000
Summer lobs for 25 college students to work in Promotional
Advertising Deportment of large International Corporation.
The lobs will be on a first comefirst serve basis. Students will
be competing for one of 15; $1,000 scholarships. Only those
who con start working immediately should apply.
Salaries $120 per week for the first two weeks; $155 per week
thereafter
Work hours 2 p m. to 10 p.m. Plenty of time for swimming,
boating and golfing, etc.

quality, free boarding
vacation. $125.

hogany table
823-5505.

trained, housebroken. 397-7911

pion' Sired, excel. show & field

-

Electric lawn mower, 24" girls
bike, leather top end & cocktail,
tables, large mahogany double
dresser with mirror, nest of ma-

German short hair Pointer femole 7 mos., AKC, FDSB eligible. Gun broke, partially field

827-4341

18

i BEST OFFER. 253-2278.

GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES
'ADORABLE
FL 8-2075

537-4094
SALE:

7 piece, walnut, Louis XIV, bedroom set, glass covered surface.

-

loves children. 439-8211.

1 excel. rare black, chomp. sired,
female SCHNAUZER, 9 weeks,
home raised, 1st shots $100.

GE phonograph, like new $35.
Shure mike, cord & stand $20.

$450. 298-5392, 824-9217.

Mgle

home,

good

to

Beagle puppy 6 months old

Irish Setter puppies, AKC, Cham

Wheaton, Illinois 60187

Date
Name
Address
Male
Phone
Married
Age
Present Employer

' FREE

litter trained, adorable.
359.6434

$20. 437-3786

than't yr. old. Paid $900, asking.

CALL 439-4891

Siamese kittens, '8 weeks old,

GE Mangle - $20. Block and
white silvertone TV console -

FOR

824-4236

7 pc. Spanish bedroom suite less

7 weekiold.

8

255-0981

'SIVELY? THEN CALL 259.5742

Jonuszko.

Roy Rogers Roast Beef Sandwich Restaurant,
Regional General Offices
1520 East Roosevelt Road

SCHNAUZERS,

:BEDS TO KING SIZE INEXPEN

Call 359-4200 & ask for John

LIKE NEW

439.7486

weeks, males, health guaranteed

WANT TO CONVERT YOUR TWIN

Pan Washers. Apply in Person or

30" KENMORE GAS RANGE

WANT TO BUY
COCK-A-POO PUPPY

Cocker Spaniel puppies, AKC,
MIN.

AKC

259-1834

attendants, Porters and Pot &

tion below, and bring it in or mail it to:

ROY ROGERS PRELIMINARY APPLICATION

VISION WRAP INDUSTRIES INC.
'Schiller
3930 N 25th Ave.
678-9035
ask for: MR. BRISKY

corner

: dition. $85. 296 3937

2599138

homes. HE 7.3283

Kittens - 6 weeks - healthy - box

Algonquin & Roselle Rd. in
Ps:donne is now accepting applications for Food Service employment beginning this fall. Full
time and part time positions
available for the following
people: Cooks, Bakers, Salad
Women, Line Servers, Dish room

tone Dishwasher, excellent con-

' weeks old. $25.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

HARPER COLLEGE,

Kitchen Aid Varicycle, copper

Chihauhua puppies for sale. 8

in medical center in Des PlOines.

If you have food service experience and want to
move Into management, this may be your -chance.

1.47-H1me Fornishings-Fornitire

44 -Dogs, Pets and *pant

Little orphaned kittens. 6 weeks
adoptive
Need loving
old.

Lane, Mt. Prosp.

X -Ray Technician

p m Saturday and Sunday by appointment.
APPLY NOW AT:

sired, 8.weeks, shots, $150.
439-4422

10 am to 6 pm. 910 Tamarack

Young ,man or woman wanted

and expansion in the flexible packaging field
substantial

Mole or Female
CL 3.1286
MR. ANTHONY'S

LOCATION

AIREDALE pups, AKC, champ.

Gar. Sale Special. Many families
contributing large & small items,
clothing, turn., etc. July 26 & 27,

HAIR DRESSER

FRANCHISE RESTAURANT

`44081s, Pets and Espopment

314unriage & Garage Sale

-27-Help Wanted -Men a Women

MANAGER

Prior to September 1, we are moving to our.new
office and plant in Palatine. Our solid growth
requires a

j

27414 Waded -Ma Wanes

II26-help Wanted Wean

Page 13

Monday, July 21, 1969
27-11e0 Wanted -Men * Women

358-1800
434 E. Northwest Hwy.
Rplatine, Ill.

Mond ty July 21 1969

Page 14

;3ap%..........auto shopping

Ztb
.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Coffee table, walnut, formica

'66

in -lay, contemporary,

Toronado, P/windows, P/
scats, P/B, P/S, air conditioned,
$1600. 894.4882 after 5 pm

yr. old.

1

MUST SEEII 956.0837.

bed complete, night stand & desk vanity, motile, $75;
Double

Must see. Offer.
824.0214

2 piece stereo light wood, $75;
dinette set, $12. 394.0382.
FOR SALE:

gold tweed sofa &

1

65

Chevrolet,

2

Belair,

door,

stick, fine condition, reasonable,

1 white leather chair.
394 3517
Furniture; resole -antique.

CL 3-9461.
Also

Mustang,' '66 convert, V8, PIS,.
immaculate condition, low mile.

glassware, chino, etc. The Little
Corner, 117 Bongs, Woucanda.
526-13452

-0

1966 Chev. large V8. A/T, P/S.

B

0

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON

D

1969 DEMOS AND

age. 259,4368

1960 Chew Convertible, $150
OR BEST OFFER!!

AM/FM Stereo Radio, Tinted

253-8387

inlaid French- accost. tables;
cocktail table; 2 - 2 drawer
commodes; odd chairs; 3 cycle
Lady Kenmore washer; lamps &
many other items at bargain
Rd.
prices. 223 N. ' Church

low mileage. $ /600 AFTER 5 prr

Bensenville.

ing to go, try me & keep rne,

1968 VW, sunroof,. gas hooter
894-4882

$625.439-0470.

1968 Singer Zig-Zag
makes button holes, sews buttons
monograms and fancy
on,
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service
guarantee.

$64.05TAX INCLUDED

1962 OLDS, 4 dr. RAH, good
condition, 1 owner $350.
259-4696

good condition $1,000.

FOR FREE DELIVERY

392.9631

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

'67 Barracuda 2 dr. HT, V-8, A/t,
A/C, Radio, Bucket seats.

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

299-6903

1312)469-7204

'61 Ford convert, V8, blue body
& wh top, runs good, $150. call

Harmony 412 amp. w/2

1964 T BIRD, - Clean.
$1250

12"

Jensen spkrs & tremlo.
cond. $125. CL 3.6956.

Exc.

2 USED SPINET ORGANS

Excellent condition. $295
827-6603 ask for Mike. BARONS

GRETSCH vibrato reverb
amplifier. Very good cond.; 2

-

12" ext. speakers. Will separate.

1962 Ford Falcon. Sharp. Stick.
Good running condition. $350.
CL 3-5667

394-0627.

Hogstrom electric guitar
national amp. $200. Call after

&

PM. 437-4837

Special 10% discount with this
ad on any guitar, amp, banjo,
stock for
cash. El Rey Music, 7 W. Eastman
-uke in

-

dr., 6

'65 Chevy Bel.Aire,
cylind6r, P/S, P/B, W/W, R/H,
excel. cond. $925.
259.0238
2

Cadillac Coupe DeVille,
Radial ply tires. Very clean.
827-8419
'67

'64 T BIRD Landau, air-conditioning, low miles - $1095.
255.8778

'67 MG midget
good condition, $1400

98 -Mobile Homes

'67 Hartford 12' x 60', like new.
Appliances & carpet incl.

'64 Ford Galaxie 500, 4 door

Reasonable, must sell. 359-6186.

437-5787.

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

hdtop. Excellent condition, $700.
66 Ford Galaxy, 4 like new tires,

.

p/s, p/b, many extras, excel!.

13' Shasta travel trailer, sleeps
4elec. brakes w/builtins &

cond, best offer.
299-2572 or 296-6491.

storage $750. 299 1787

1968 Oldsmobile Cutless 5 Con-

1965 Skamper: Sleeps 4 or 5.
Complete with electricity, stove,

vertible. Must sell. Call after 6.

Ice box, & sink. $550.
253-0216

1967 Scamper.

D 390 CID, V-8, Bucket Seats and Console, Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic, Visibility Group, 8.55x15 White Walls, Power Steering, Power Disc Brakes, Factory
Air Conditioning, AM Radio, Dual
Rear Speakers, Tinted Glass. Gulf
Aqua. #1608

Y
B

Stove: ice box & sink. $900.
439-4888

Power Front Disc Brakes, Air Cond.,
AM Radio, Tint Glass, Wheel Covers.
New Lime. #1769

Tent Trailers - Travel Trailers
Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.

1701 W. Rt. 120, 1V2 mi. E. of
815-385-6333J
Mcklenry

vert., good condition. $850
255-5957

'67 Dodge Monaco 500 2.dr.
H.T., full power, fact. air, vinyl
top, very low mileage. $2100. CL
3-1927.

SHELBY '68 GT 500, air cond,
full

auto.,

accessories,

excel.

cond., low mileage. $3500 or

Power Steering, Power Disc
Air Conditioning. Tinted
Glass. Champagne Gold.#2186....

cond., P/S,

new, low mileage, $150.

Ask for Dottie, days: 437.5920;

1969 GALAXY 500 2 DR. HDT
N Burg. Blk. Top V 8 Auto R.H. PS. #P-890

Deluxe,

O

B 1966 CORVAIR
Radio, Heater #2819A
0 1968 XL 2 DR. HDT
Hawiian Bronze V8 Auto R, Heater, Ps.#9.891

D

1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK

DEA

BEST OFFER. 259 9215

CL 5-4585

1968 XL
2 dr, HTop, sunlit gold V8, A/T, R/H. #P891

BE BEAT
*FROM

WICKSTROM
CHEV

112-Automobles For Sale

1930 Model A Fuld
Mint Cond.
Coll 894-4249

Auto., Air Cond., Very Clean. #2675A
'67 PONTIAC GTO
4 speed, big motor, radio, blue. # 7A48

$1095
$1 995

0
V
D

stick,

a does hardtop. 14,3tandarti

'63 Corvair Monza, 4 dr., stick

$991

Aar s omis.sion. MAIM 404

4 Speed

$2195 T
$1695

-

1944 COMM'
_4 door,

Mission.

asrlon.strtht4ratisl

1950 BUICK
RESTORABLE, $300

394-2086

'66 Mustang Convert., 3 -speed,)
V-8, "289", R/H,
W/W. SHARP t

Indian Fire V 8 4 speed trans. R.H. #P-896

U

DICK

T

WICKSTRO

'66 CHEVELLE 4 DOOR HT
V-8, automatic transmission,

radio, heater,
blue. #9903
'68 MUSTANG
V-8, black, radio, heater, automatic transmission, power steering. #P901
'66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

N

'65 Corvair Corso Convert. Power
top, radio, clean inter., good
condition. $795. CL 3-1876

0 Blue. #250A

$m. 255;1184
'62 Ford Galaxie 2 door hdtp.
Excel. condition. Power steering,
auto. trans. 394-1714

4 Speed,

'67 MUSTANG
2+2, V -B, Stick

Skylark, Power

.

$1395

$1795

b

'65 CHEV.
, NOVA i'S
Radio,

'67 BARRACUDA

Heater

4 Speed

$1895

'65 CORNET 500

''66 PONT. 2+

Automatic, V-8, Power, V. Top.

4 Speed

-

.

B

4 Speed

'

$1995

$995
'64 CHEV. SS

$2995

'65 PLYM. FURY

'

4 Speed

Convert., Autom., Power

$1495

$1095-

$21951
'

0
$2 795

ARLINGTON PARK
DODGE

11400 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ,

AIKEY

-D
730 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-2163 v
Weekdays
9-9
9-6
Sotur

.

92-6361r

I ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTONA
PARK RACE TRACK

0

-

OPEN DAILY 'TIL
CLOSED SUNDAY
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ii Blue color.

$3492-

LTD FORD

2 -Dr. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V-8, cruise-o-matic, P.S., P.B., vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,
many extras.Demo.

$2982

'69 GALAXIE 500 .

Silver jade, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear
speakers, body molding. Demo.

$1095

167 FORD CUSTOM 500
4 Dr., V-8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

$1795

XL CONVERTIBLE
P'67

FORDauto.,

w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

$1795

.67 L.T.D.
2.dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.
,

$1695

'67 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON
Full Power, All White, Automatic Transmission.

-

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON '
'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$1295

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"

$1195

,

V 8, A/T, lig

li

......

er d to s

,F. Lr

R SLE
c'rs. rY

i

E
.6

la r

-.'

iit

h extr
tCUS

Lary

Automatic Trans.

_

4//x...,

.

,.

ea

.65 COMET 4 DR. '66 PONT. GTO

$1295 y

DES PLANES

Power Steering & Brakes,- Power Rear Window,
Radio and more! You can have air conditioning,
just a little more.

,.

$1995

$1 295

'$1195N

IN

$3590

')):1

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

Convertible

$1295

$1895

FORD

,

.

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

Power.

$1495 B

$1495

$2045

$1195

..

best offer. 297-3015 after 6.

power, orig. owner, low mile.

9 Pass., Autom., Power

Automatic,

1966 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON
1968 GTX
Blue, 440 Engine, Auto, Power Steering,, Radio,
Heater

1939 Ford 2 dr. sedan very
good cond., original - $400 or

'60 Pontiac Wagon, 9 poss., full

$1295
$995

$1295

Blue

$1395 Coll 394-0237.

'67 CHARGER'

I'65 BUICK

0

1969 -COBRA 2 DR. HOT

$895

8018 after 5.

power

$2095

$1595,

'65 PLYM. WAG..

$1595 N

1966 CHRYSLER

Y '65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
6 cylinder, automatic transmission,
steering, radio. #2771A

.$2595
767 CHEV. SS

1967 FAIRLANE 500

D2 DR, Hardtop, 300, Lite Green, V8, Auto, Power
Steering, Power Brakes. #2025A

'68 CORONET RT

I Automatic & Power

$2295 0

0 2 dr. H/Top, green V/8, A/T, R/H, P/S. #2721A

4140

shift, good running. $275.
Call 394-2778

1964 Falcon Future, 2 dr. hard
top, A/T, R/H, 6 cyl. $475. CL 3.

68 DODGE 44 TON PICKUP
# 898A

'CHEVY 11 NOVA

good cond. Needs tune-up. Call
437-0765.$150.

1968 Olds Delmont 88 Convert.,
P/S, P/B, AM -FM. Very clean &
excel. cond. $2100. 824-1305.

"..0

SQUIRE

,j-rA,-1-;' ftgs--'1.---f '''
Ea ,,,
s -15.-------m
, --.. -...

' 440 Eng., Automatic

'66 CORONET H/T

$895

S cyl., 4 speed. # 2372A

1967'

'66 MUSTANG
Hdtp. Automatic.

U

$2495. Y

N 1967 MUSTANG 2+2

'

69'

B

$1095 D

# 2782A
1964 FAIRLANE
4 DR., Lite Blue, 6 Cyl., Auto, Low Mileage

CORNER

$1295

1968 DODGE 14 TON PICKUP

.V-8, automatic transmission, power steering

I -PERFORMANCE

$1195

B

Blue

1

N4EW b9 Ft
-1 COUN

--011---......-

..

64

4'4 Dr. Hdtp. Pewer

1964 FALCON CLUB WAGON
Blue, 8 Passenger, Radio. #2810A

D

$495

'66 OLDS

B

$995.

0

..,

Loaded with Fords finest equipment, including

?.: y

Automatic Trans.

$1495

1966 ECONOLINE VAN
White, Runs Good. #244A

Y

$995

FOR SALE: 1956 FORD V-8, $75
CALL BETWEEN 9 & 12 AM
392.2195

cylinder,

2 DR Hardtop, White, V8, Power Steering,

',4ninter'itauur=ittre

297-7861

6

1965 CHRYSLER 300

1965 MALIBU' -

4.56 Posi. Clean MO.

Pontiac,

'67 FORD ECONOLINE VAN
V-8, automatic transmission. #236A

B

'66 PONT. Learns

'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR

'57 Chevy 2 -door H.T., V-8, auto.,

'53

T

$3495

.

FORD

,

'62 COMET CPE.

2 Dr., Automatic, Power.

$695

1968 CHEVY IMPALA
4 dr. HTop, V/8, A/T, R/H, P/S, gold, very clean
car. # 2465A

U

THAT (fji

'67 KAWASAKI
250 cc. 5 speed.
259-920$

cosh. 392-3669

$1695

$2195

1960 FIAT

AN

'68 Wards Riverside Cycle, 125
cc, red color, low mileage. $225

Y

$2995'

'

.

' IN STOCK

$495

2 Dr. H.T., Fact. Warranty.

$1295 y.

,y Aqua Blue # 1250A

.B Black 4 DR, Clean Car. #2788A

THE

1968 50 cc AND
1965 125 cc

miles, must see, $475 or offer.

I'67 POLARA

$3295 N

1969 MACH I '
Red 427 R, air Auto PS, PB Ready to go #9887

;-;

.fi

..-

.

-_._

TO CHOOSE
FROM

4.Dr., Auto., R & H.

1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

Tan V 8 Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice
car. #1587

-

60

62 CHEV.

Power

,D

Al USED CARS Al

R/H. BEST OFFER.

eves: 674 3668.

BSA 250, mint condition, low

$3195

'

-.4Pw$595...s-_2,,,,,es,

$1795

131

Automatic /1795

2 DR. Hardtop, Maroon, Blk. vinyl roof,
V8 Auto, Power Steering, Radio, White

illit

..'"."""---"7-; .

OVER

2 Dr,Low Mile, runs new.

'67 CAMERO

D side wall tires #P890

.,

s

'63 FALCON

futlass Autom., Power

1969 GALAXY 500

0

Sears 68 motorcycle, Austrian
built, 4 speed, 50cc,
$150. 827-1427.

$1995

'67 OLDS 4 DR.

$394424

-

Roof, Full.

i

Ibidiit4"..V1

.

;

,

'37*--',....

,

'

'

.

.,_-

Factory Air Cond.

Cruiseomatic,

Brakes,

$695

.-

\\-.-,..........z.,,_ zr,.....W-7--=--;: r:"--1

Factory Air Cond.

'67 MUSTANG

T

A

Rack,

B

'63 Ford Station Wagon, excel.

'65 Honda Sport 50, white. like
255-5483

p33191

Visibility
Group, 8.55x15 White Wall, Luggage

appreciate. 392-9212.

best offer. 956-1113 aft. 6:30
111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

d.

'69 LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE 10 PASS. WAGON

0

!

'64 CHEV.WAGON

$1995

U

,

:".L71..,....._"',t,-........--..'

$1095

'Automatic., Fact. Warranty

894-6846

1965 Austin Healy Sprite Con-

TRAVELE
CORSAIR
SYCAMORE
$TARCRAFT
KING OF THE ROAD

$3625'9

1Cisvers&F*roi.

,

.

'

I.

---

'

'

-

.

fly., Factory 1,EguiPped .:.with VrE

'

Li

---

'

.

,

9 Pass., Autom., Power

'68 DART

Cruiseomatic,
Vinyl Roof,
8.25x15 While Walls, Power Steering,

V-8,

'64 DODGE WAG

$2195

Black

390

0

Coupo, Automatic

'69 GALAXIE 500 2 -DR. HARDTOP

1967 Ford Galaxy "500", 2dr.,
hdt., excel. cond., Must see to
Sleeps 8.

$2295

s

FORD LTD

-,

-.,..-,,,,,"

'.)
...
vt
is,,.3 /pl, w... .......ww

.

as

'68 MUSTANG

'69 XL 2 -DR. HARDTOP

'..

--

.

$ 1 095

Automatic Pcwer
Factory Warranty

$3995 B0

List Price $4791

N

Completely Rebuilt
392-1853 after 5

0

1969 LTD
4 DR. Hardtop, Blk vinyl roof, VB,
B Auto, Air, Power Steering, Deluxe
interior White side wall tires #1843

0

I'68CORONET H.T

-

,

,

Automatic & Power

#1768

0

-......-.

'41111111116.

----... ,...=.,.,1

'64 OLDS '88

Full Wheel Covers, Royal Maroon $314689 it

io,

U

1959 VOLKSWAGEN

Autom. & Power Factory
Warrant.,

/

..4".'"._

..,,,,,---7,-N(

$1195

'68 CHARGER

Visibility
Electric Clock,
Group, 825 x 15 White Walls, Power
Steering, Power Disc Brake! AM Radmission,

-*

.6.

$2795

NEW '69.

'Ir'''s11..ivema-tarr4:9-1%\
'VI

Dr., Loaded, Fact. Air.

=2

.

''''.."-:;1.11"1"=-.77:-....k.-

'64 OLDS '98

$253384

Black Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic Trans-

$850
392-7243

vised activity. 255-7019

1'68 CHARGER

-,

'

,.

USED CARS

D

#2052
'69 LTD 4 -DR. HARDTOP LUXURY SEDAN

'65 VW - Good Condition.

Exc. child care (age 2-6) my lic.
home -complete facilities. Super-

13'.

Y

437-6916

69-1hirsery Schools - Child Care

$3295

GUARANTEED

&

02149)

'69 FAIRLANE 2 -DR. HARDTOP

N

Coll 4374959 after 5 p.m.

B

2 DR. Hardtop, Lt. Blue, BIk, vinyl roof,
V8, Power Steering, Auto, Radio, heater, White side wall tires #2535A
Cruiseomatic Transmission, Body Side
Mouldings, Full Wheel Covers, Radio
Tear -Drop Mirror*, rower
Special
Steering, White Wall Tires. New Lime.

-

.

0. ed Glass, Maroon. #2037
1969 TORINO

between 4-7, 824-9540.

55 -Musical Instruments

" STOCK OF
40
9 \'')
,./17) NEW DODGES
fg..-.14-

Wheel, Forced Ventilation, Radio, Tint- $434925

D

SIC
i&AkIA

ON ENTIRE

--'

-

CLOSED SUNDAYS

PRICES

Au

.40AW.-firs

Automatic Transmission, Traction -lock
axle, Folding Rear Seat, Tilt Steering

0

RAISED_ ELSEWHERE

.

'69 SHELBY COBRA GT FASTBACK

B

'66 VW Sedan
Low Mileage
823-5505

(37,

1 I'

$201 859 T

Gold. #2273

N

1965 CHEVY IMPALA V8; A/T,.

OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

mandolin or

'69 FALCON 2 -DR. CLUB COUPE
All Vinyl Trim, Courtesy Lights, Lime

T

,

$469769 u

ss,

Diamond Green. #1848

U

Hot 65 Merc, 4 on the floor, rar-

Sewing machine. Slightly used
Sews blind hems in dresses,

I.), ,

Vinyl Roof, 8.55x15 White
Walls, Power Windows, Tilt -away
Gloss,Conditn
Steering Wheel, Air
Black

,

3 pc. beige sect'l living rm. set
likenew; Heavily carved walnut

y

"69 T -BIRD 2 -DR. LANDAU

PRICES ARE BORN HERE AND

.. PRICE...
ONRITE YOUR
OWN DEAL!
YEAR-END

0.

EXECUTIVE DRIVEN CARS

Y

NORWOOD FORD

-PICK YOUR

SAVE THIS AD N0
& SAVE MONEY B

N

center

..

T
,

,

,

.

'

.

r0

V

:.

e

'' '

I '

.,
tp

Fin

IE
,FAC

CONDI

dio

Wall Tire

NORWOOD
FORD INC.
Open Daily 9 A.M. to 9 P.M .\
Sat. 'til 6 P.M. Closed Sundays

FREE
CREDIT CHECK!

phone RO 3-1 500

6333 N. HARLEM Ave.

Pro5pert 3L)

WEATHER
Tonight. Partly cloudy,
low near 66 Tomorrow:

Telephone

255-4400

'

Partly cloudy and -warm,

Your Home Newspaper

chance of thundershowers.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

12 PAGES

Tuesday, July 22, 1969

Yoluilie 4, Number 64

Proof Asked
Of Ex -Supt.

Expenses
for travel," said President motion was seconded by

Ex -superintendent Dr.
Donald Thomas will be asked

Allen K. Sparks.
"It's certainly the board's

documentation" to District 59
board members before they
pay him the $500 he had
requested for administrative

prerogative to determine that
the money was, in fact, used
for the purpose stated in the
contract," said Frank Hines,
school attorney. "You are entitled to some type of substantiation."

to give "supportive

travel.

Usually, board members
routinely approve disburse-

"I move that we approve

ment lists.

item which read, "Donald
Thomas, Admin. Travel,

sidy, S. Dryden P1.; Scott Reneas, 1440 Evergreen; Todd Genda, 2227 N. Kenni-

count 01-501.71-19.

Harvey said that the check
had been written on the basis

-of a memorandum by head

bookkeeper Mrs. Maxine

Webster after Thomas
asked for payment.

had

"In accordance with the

terms of my contract," --Harvey read a copy of the
memorandum --"I wish to be

the terms of Thomas' contract
as district consultant during
1969-70.

"There will be no statement'
tonight," said board president
Sparks.

that was" for Miss Nancy
in August, and ask that these Wangerin; Mount Prospect's
amounts be placed on the representative in the Miss II,-disbursement lists."
linois pageant.
Nancy, 18, went to college

_

-

ment would be made about

This could be "the week

paid $500 in July and $500

lamott4111="

Prospect, a member of the audience, asked whether a state-

Nancy Wangerin
Ready for Miss
Illinois Pageant

$500." It was charged to ac -

cot; Matt Chancey, 1119 N. Dunton; Mark Ludwig, 1528 N. Rich. Watching is
Tom Higgins, assistant director of YMCA day camp, who lives at 130 Northwest
Hwy., Des Minis. (Connie Blanchette photo)

Later during the meeting,

Joseph Stecker of Mount

the disbrusement list with the
exception of this one check,"
said Harvey, "and that we ask
for supportive evidence." His

But at last night's meeting,
Harold Harvey questioned the

stAlay campers show their speed at the Northwest Suburban YMCA, 300 East
Northwest Hwy. These boys are all from Arlington Heights. From left: Tim Cas-

board member Harry Peterson
and was approved unanimously.

,,,~1:°411
_

camp swimming program at

Harvey also read from a this week, not as a co-ed but as
copy of Thomas' 19 69-7 0 a beauty contestant. Like other

Suburban
Northwest
Hwy., are these area youths.

which calls for "a maximum cities throughout the state,
of $1,000 to be paid for a Nancy is "on call" daily at

Participating in the
thc

day

contract with District 59, girls from villages, towns and

Northwest

YMCA, 300

E.

two-week educational trip."

"Is there other supportive

Aurora College.

The countdown days are

evidence besides the memor- Wednesday, Thursday, and
andum?" asked Harvey.
Friday, when Illinois' prettiest

"None," said Business girls will compete in evening
talent
gown, swimsuit,
contests.

Manager Louis Audi.

"THE BOARD generally
has required substantiation

or New Committeeman

ee
is

a

"candidates night" for the

big week for

Richard A Cowen, new

Republican committeeman of

Wheeling Township, the

Wheeling Township Republican Organization and indirectly for the cOP fortunes

in the northwest Suburbs
suburbs

large field of GOP candidates
campaigning for the special
Oct 7 primary

The event will be held in
the VFW hall at Northwest
Hwy and Yale in Arlington

IN JUNE, Cowen was
Township's former com-

Thursday evening Cowen
will pick up the Republican
reins in Wheeling Township

mitteeman, Rep

Schlickman of Arlington

political organization in the

paigning for the 13th

when the largest township

western end of the 13th

By Ted Lacey
A new committee is forming
to act aS liason between gov-

ernmental agencies and
ExtenMount Prospect's
s-

ibneers organization for senio,
citizens
The committee also is boost-

ing the Extentioneers with a
contribution of $1,000 _

The committee so far consists of ex -village trustee Joseph Grittani of 310 S Hi

Lust and Dennis Kenedy of
IN Edward

The cash which may be
Exten-

tioneers came from the proceeds of the fund-raising "village Ball on the Mall dance

Meetings

Tonight
Mount Prospect

Judiciary Committee,
Village Han, 8 p.m.
S

Eugene F.

Sept. 23 and the general election Nov. 18.

Cook County townships of

Congressional District seat in

northwest suburbs will name

staged at Randhurst Shopping
Center last month Kenedy
was chairman of the dance
"We will hold another meet-

Rush hour drivers trying to
cross Illinois 83, with its road
construction -slowed traffic at

successor to former con-

Township has led this population increase in the northwest

gressman, Donald Rumsfeld,

One of the most important

who resigned May 25 to

United States and is regarded

become an assistant to Presi-

dent Richard M. Nixon. The
primary will 'be held Oct. 7

mer and fall by two special

and the general election Nov.

elections. One is for the nam-

25.

ing with the senior citizens,"
Kenedy said yesterday, "and
probably give them the money
to use as they see fit Joe Grittani and I will help them in any
way we can .

"We may form a regular
committee to act as liason between the senior citizens and

THE

"Right. now they meet in
in town,"

As for raising funds, Kenedy said he hopes the group

are available."
committee's

holds dances similar to the Vil-

first aim would be fund rais-

lage Ball on the Mall "every
two years, after village elec-

NEW

ing, Kenedy said.
Secondly, the

committee

would be interested in providing a permanent meeting
place for the senior citizens
group

Illinois 83 Congestion

capita income of any con-

limited an area. Wheeling

find out whether more funds

You TOQ Can Live With
By Darlene Mitchell

gressional district in the

tions."

Mayor Robert .Teichert
lauded the new committee,
saying "I'm pleased and happy
to see an active lay committee

Dempster, Algonquin and

politcally in the country.

Until five years ago the
population in the 13th district
was SO heavily concentrated in.,

Miss Nancy Wangerin

lege, Room.213, Aurora, Ill.

THE OTHER is the special

Richard B. Ogilvie to name a

various churches
Kenedy said.

care of the Miss
Illinois Pageant, Aurora Col-

Hanover and Barrington. The
big district has the highest per

election called by Gov.

the Village Board, 'and county
and state governments, to help

her in

cluding the western most

population, possibly the most
rapid in the nation for so

brought to a climax this sum-

to devote his full time to cam-

convention for which the

disive moment in the predominantly Republican northwest

The situation is being

Village residents can wish
Nancy well by sending cards,
letters and or telegrams t6

gressional district extends
across suburban northern

Cook County from the Lake
Michigan towns to, but no in-

suburbs.

Heights Schlickrnan resigned

mid-century constitutional

Oakton have a lot of time on
their hands.

Algonquin, Dempster and

/,`

trailer. Drive your car onto it,
and zoom across on the construction bed.

--Picture how great driving
will be when the new roads
are completed --and figure how

many minutes they'll be in

operation before they're
obsolete.

--Cry.

Illinois 83 (Elmhurst Rd.)

the eastern townships that

eventually will
and improved.

(Continued mi Page 2)

be

widened

Steals Items
From Home

But during this con-

ittee To Aid Senior Citizens

Co

to the

named successor to Wheeling

ing of delegates to the state's

two in a primary to be held

spectacular increase in

Saturday night the remaining poise, beauty and talent finals will be televised at 9 p.m.
on WGN Channel 9.

The Illinois 13th con-

ship committeeman at a dcsuburbs. This is because of the

Heights

Cowen resides at 505 S
Reuter, Arlington Heights

turned over

the U. S. Congress to be filled
in special fall elections.
Cowen comes to take over
the office of Wheeling Town-

congressional district holds a

By Richard Crabb
This

S

and

struction period, here are
some things to do while,

of citizens taking on the chore
of serving the needs and problems of senior citizens in
Mount Prospect.
"I can't think of anyone

more suited to work in this
area than Joe Grittani, who
works with the Federal Housing Authority in Chicago, and
certainly Dennis Kenedy in or-

Gripe
Of The

waiting to cross Illinois 83:

--Set up a roadside stand.
Sell popcorn and new car batteries.

Day

--Play games with car

Children who leave plas-

passengers. Guess how long it

was shopping yesterday after-

will take to cross Illinois 83.

noon.

Ten points off for arfyone who

tic ant farms in the middle
of their room for mothers

says, "Somebody up there
must be trying to turn left."

to step on and shatter...I.B.

Betty Jilek of 20 W. Shabbonee, Mount Prospect, told
police that someone had broken into her home while she

Or "I thought we Were really

ganizing the Village Ball for

going to move then."

these persons did a service to
the community."

jack a construction truck

--Figure out a plan to hi-

She said that someone had
cut the screen and entered

through a dining room window, ransacking all the drawers in the house and stealing
two transistor radios as well as
a camera and a stop watch.

RegnerHonored by GovernorFor Sponsoring 'Little FBI' Bill
By Richard Crabb

Rep David J Regner (R Mount Prospect) has been

Regner's outstanding contribution to law enforcement
sponsorship

of the

ment of Law .Enforcement

the way for the establishment

of a statewide bureau of in-

into being the new State vestigation which Jlvill
Department of Law Enforcement known as the "little

FBI"
The Regner Plaque reads,

"In recognition of David J

lines.

the same manner as the

Federal Bureau of
Investigation functions

THE DEPARTMENT will

as

a

law enforcement 'agency in

crime which for

years has

urban centers in the state is
now reaching out into the

sponsor in the' State Senate
was Sen. Albert E. Bennett of
Chicago.

tification, a bureau of smaller towns. Organized

"I CERTAINLY regard it
as an honor to receive this

formation and a division of

real honor was in being

include a new bureau of iden-

communications and innarcotic control.

func-

tion within' Illinois in nu4ch,

organized crime. Organized
been a problem in the largest

Depart=

awarded an "outstanding legislation introduced in the
Service Award" by Gov 76th General Assembly."
Richard Ogilvie and the
The new department opens
Illinois Department of Public
Safety for his role in bringing

cases which overlap state

our state. It is absolutely
essential that we rid our great
state of this "unsavory influence."

Regner also sponsored

crime is highly mobile, flexible and extremely complex
and the services of this new

award," Regner said, "but the

other anti -crime legislation

choosen as the representative

department is keenly needed,"

all-important legislation

Assembly. Also awaiting Gov.
Ogilvie's signature is a bill
whose objective it is to make
less difficult the identification
of firms bidding on state con-

Illinois, considered to be the

tracts which have crime syn-

the award to 'said Ogilvie.
Regner, Gov. Ogilvie. said,
"The chief duty of the new
Rep., Regner handled the
department of law en- "little PI31" bill in the Illinois
forcement will be to combat House of Representatives. The In

-

in the House to handle this

which is a new weapon in
fighting organized crime in
fastest

growing industry in

during the 76th General

dicate connections.

The presentation to Regner

Friday was a part of the an-

nual Illinois State Police
Awards Day. As Regner
Gov.' Olgilvie, the
governor asked him how he
thanked

liked the engraving on the plaque. When Regner commented

that it "was beautiful,"

Ogilvie said "We have some

excellent workmen in our

prisons". The plaque for the

Regner law enforcement

award was made by workmen
in one of the state's prisons.
1)
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Ground FertileFor 12 -Month School Year, Editcators Told
last night.
Members agreed to nurture
the idea for a I2 -month school

district's Lay Citizens group. ing to design a summer proThe committee was organized gram comparable to a regular
last fall to examine the many school semester.
facets of the high school sysIf specifics can be formutem.
Arthur E. Aronson, board lated, the summer semester
president, instructed Supt. Ed- would possibly be tried with

schedule subcommittee of the

er administrators in attempt-

The seeds for a 12 -month
school year were planted in the

minds of District 214 board
members and administrators

ward Gilbert to work with oth-

study, recommended by the

volunteer
said.

Gilbert

students,

The step would possibly be
tried with volunteer students,
Gilbert said.
The step would be the first
in a long series of events lead-

month school year, board
members said.
District 214 is not a consolidated kindergarten through
12th grade system. This means

composed of many elementary
school districts.

ing to a 12 -month school year.
complications
Numerous

month schoOl year would have

ceded,however, that, programs

trict's four feeder townships,

vised that the district first consource plan and greater use of centrate its efforts on "ex-

the

that were 500 kindergarten
children in the district in 1968-

we

69.

BOARD MEMBER Ralph

Walberg said, "From
educational standpoint

don't feel that kindergartners
should be at a junior high."

brought fresh protest at a

Mount ProSpect School District 57 board meeting and a
demand for busing of kinder-

Another mother asked

whether the board could consider busing kindergartners to
schools other than Lincoln.
Walberg asked, "Where do

gartners.
Eleven parents of small chil-

dren, mostly from the south-

you draw the line on which

east portion of the Lincoln

ones are bused?"
Supt. Eric A. Sahlbcrg said

School district, said that their
youngsters would have too far
to go in attending school at either Lions Park or Westbrook.
Said one mother. "Some of
these little youngsters would
have to go more than a mile to
schools and we don't all have
two cars so that we can drive

Finally one father asked,

"Since the board appears opposed to busing, couldn't we
see 'about using Sunset, revising the boundary lines."

The Prospect Heights Fire
Department last week elected
Donald Gould, as chief, to replace Chief William Andrew,
who is retiring July 31.
The new chief was elected
by a unanimous vote and the

Prospect Heights Fire Department dates back 10 years. He

students may miss out on old
and hallowed part of high

tion of the protesters to the

school life --furtive smoking in
the

Another mother asked

lavatories and on street

corners across from school.
Roland Goins, Hersey High

whether the board had considered a shared -cost busing plan,
"not an exorbitant amount."
Hanson said, referring to
the board's petition on busing,
"It was the feeling of the board
that we would help you get arranged on private transportation, but we do not want
to get involved in the funding
of busing."

turned out to be a six -foot -tall

Prospect Heights Fire District
Board of Trustees.
Gould's service with the

pointed lieutenant. Then in
1966, he was elected president

Two years later he was, ap-

of the Fireman's Assn. Gould
became captain of the depart-

Paul Geringer, an employe

ment in December, 1967, a position he held until being elected to his present office as chief.

102 E. Rand Rd., Mount Prospect, told police yesterday that
the engine, transmission, bat-

terest in fire departments goes
back to the period from 1932
Department, and although too
young for a member, was of-

found parental response less

favorable: Of 2,936 cards
mailed to parents in May,

(Continuiql from Page I )

tionnaire on the proposed and 1,180 opposing establishwill soon present a plan for smoking area proposal in ing a smoking area.
Haskell said he will study

than the lake shore towns.

a smoking area at the school.

June. Goins said replies indicate that "a large majority the comments sent in with the
of the parent population cards before he makes any

Killoran Is Denied Bond,
State Wins 60-Day Delay
the coroner's inquest, which
will probably be held Wednes-

Gerald James Killoran, Jr., day.

charged with murder in the

death of 21 -month -old
KILLORAN IS accused of
Heather Pittelkow of Wheeling, will remain in Cook the June 26 fatal beating of
County Jail without bond for the daughter of the woman
at least another week, Judge with. whom ric was living at
Francis Glowacki ruled Fri- the time, Marlen Pittelkow,
day in Arlington Heights 26, of 312 S. Milwaukee Av.
and her husband, Richard, 26,
Circuit Court.
Killoran's attorney, Donald who was stationed in Vietnam
Joyce, said that he doesn't feel with the service.

At Thursday's preliminary
the charge or the decision to
hold Killoran without bond is hearing, Joyce introduced

testimony from three witnesses, Killoran's father, a
"THEY'RE HOLDING former school teacher and

realistic.

him on a capital charge. coach of Killoran's, and one

of Killoran's business

Now the sharp rise in

agrees that a smoking area on recommendation for a change
school property is a better in Elk Grove High's smoking

alternative to having the

policy.

An experimental smoking
area was tried at Forest View
High School during the 1968-

69 school year. In a report

released last month, Lawrence
Jenness, Forest View principal, said the outdoor -smoking area on the campus parking lot had been approved by
a

majority of teachers and

known him a long time. He's parents.
nothing but top shelf."
. A business associate said

that their Mount Prospect
business was suffering because

THE SMOKING area was
designated last fall after the

of Killoran's absence since he
was charged with murder July

school received complaints
that groups of Forest View

8.

students were creating traffic

hazards when they crossed
JOYCE SAID that Killoran Goebbert Rd., west of the
had co-operated with police high school, to have a cigafrom the start, that he had rette off school property.
Late last April Elk Grove
told police when he moved
from the Wheeling artrtment
to Fox Lake, and that he had

undergone more than five
hours of interrogation by
police even before his arrest.

students demonstrated to
demand

a

similar

smoking

area. Administrators said then

that no decisions would be

made until results of the
Forest View experiment were

Joyce also stressed that evaluated.
there had

never

a congressman from other
population in the western end

of the district could be

OtttebelIC5f --

tion to the political equivalent
of a "grand slam."

10th.

Adding further to the op-

portunities for Wheeling
Township and the northwest
suburbs is the pattern of candidates who are campaigning
for the Rumsfeld seat in congress.

Of the ten Republicans

campaigning seriously for the
13th district seat, five of them

are from one eastern shore

township, New Trier, and all

Please rush brochure on European Tour featuring Der Oktoberlest..

Joins Bank Staff

businessman who had never

any time wheir his son had
Joyce said that the 60 -day been in trouble or when he
continuance granted the state had caused him any trouble

(first degree murder) case

is a bondable offense.

Friday by Glowacki will pro- as a son.
Lawrence. Wicke, a college
bably only be pending until
the verdict is announced at teacher, said of Killoran, "I've

been in any trouble,

"It'll never be a murder -one

NAME
ADDRESS
STATE

CITY

Bank of Mount Prospect as
assistant cashier. Burda was
formerly an examiner for the

Federal Reserve Bank of

Chicago. Among his duties at
the Federal Reserve Bank was

the supervision and administration of the Bank

.6"...%ooko..Wft

259-6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Security Act of 1968.

DON'T MISS THE

but one of them are from

...

Glenview or further east.

THE ONE EXCEPTION,
and the only candidate from
the northwest suburbs, is State

Representative Eugene F.
Sphlickman of Arlington

Fashion Show

Heights in Wheeling
Township.

Specifically, Cowen has the
opportunity to lead his Wheeling Township GOP organize -

Saturday at 2:00
in the air conditioned lobby of
1st Arlington Nation 'al Bank

SUMMER SALE

anyway," said Joyce, "It's a

Enjoy this ... and much
more during

20% Off on
Custom Draperies*

manslaughter case and

everybody knows it."

Obituaries

You're only a phone call away
from one of Chicagoland's
largest selection of drapery
materials. Phone 775.6336 and
let one of our Interior
Designers call on you in the
comfort and convenience of
your own home and show' you
a new and interesting window
treatment personalized just

Dorothy Ehrke
Dorothy Ehrke, 63, of 1106
N. Patton, Arlington Heights,
died yesterday at Passavant

Hospital in Chicago. She was

a former principal at Betsy
Ross Elementary School in
Prospect Heights.

Survivors include her hus-

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
"

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

JULY 24-25-26

For you.
'Material only

band Ronald, a daughter

Mary, a brother Guy Sawyer

of Pennsylvania, and two

3 Days of Family Fun, Bargains
Top Entertainment and
Surprises

sisters, Ruth Sawyer of

Michigan and Anne
McCarthy of Elgin.

Visitation will be after

ZIP

Richard J. Burda has joined
the staff of First National

Killoran as a respected

Gerald Killoran Sr. told the
The charge of manslaughter court that he did not know of

feel" of the countries you visit! For colorful illustrated brochure and reservations, see,0- write or call:

8.

been any

said Joyce.

LICHTENSTEIN-SWITZERLAND-BELGIUM
HOLLAND-ENGLAND
Exciting Jet tour via T.I.A. tailored to give the "real

scats in the constitutional

signs of flight, and presented

won't be a capital charge associates.
but a manslaughter charge,"
it

Visiting- GERMANY -AUSTRIA= FRANCE

which could net Wheeling

convention which opens Dec.

congressional district, the

SEPTEMBER 20 -OCTOBER 4, 1969

elections, he has the opportunity to be master of
ceremonies in a program

THE POSITION of Wheeling Township in the western

suburbs are located in another

Round trip from Chicago
via T.I.A. Chartered Jet

In this "off year" of many

Tciwnship a seat in the United
States Congress and up to two

Ridge in the northwest

7500 per person

only

decisive in naming the next
congressman.

end of the district is made
mbre dominant by the fact
that Des Plaines and Park

41116a.

featuring participation in Der
5,

Big Week .for GOP
there has never been elected

Parents were sent a ques- returned, with 212 approving

Mu-ch of the expansion will be

Escorted EUROPEAN TOUR

ten seen at the station. He

Haskell said 1,392 were

lighting up on the parking lot
and told you it would stunt

There is every likelihood that

,

10

to 1948, when he lived next
door to the Des Plaines Fire

weekend.

Robert E. Haskell, principal

of Elk Grove High School,

may be gone forever.

Miss Sauer caught you

By Curt Wilson

GOULD SAID that his in-

store's parking lot over the

St."

for

pect Freights- with his wife, plans to continue. Last year's
Betty, and his three children, dance showed a profit of $1,Nancy, Rick and Diane, in 400, and, the money has been
1958. Soon after, he joined used in purchasing a new masthe department in which, as ter -control unit to notify volcaptain, he was instrumental unteer of fire calls.
The Safety Program, begun
in co:ordinating the activities
of the officers and also the by Chief Andrew also will be
continued by the new chief.
fireman's training sessions.
There now are 25 men and 4 Gould said that along with the
officers serving the depart- monthly safety bulletin isment. In the near future, addi- sued to all area' school chiltional manpower will be dren, demonstrations will be
sought, along with an ex- given at schools and public
pansion of the fire station. places.

department.

and other parts had been stolen
from his car while it was in the

students smoke on Thomas

moved to Chicago

made a chief engineer of the

tery, drive shaft, tachometer

School principal, told district
administrators in a principal's
report for June, 1969, that he

REMEMBER THAT time

(kindergarten through
12th grade) program.
K-12

years, but returned again to financed through the Dance
the suburbs, moving to Pros- Program which Chief Gould

1960. On July 17, 1963, he was

Car Stripped

Donald Gould

board.

girl anyway? Remember how
your geometry teacher used to
come into the boys' room and
find six boys in there waving
their arms a lot? Those days

member Richard Stamm ad- 'programs until it can run a

became a fireman on Jan. 6,

choice was approved by the

He said that he could
present a list of the names, addresses and pertinent informa-

your growth, and then you

Hersey High School

trict develop its evening
(adult) and summer school

12 -month

Gould Named Fire Chief

Sneaky Sm6king May Be
Fond Memory at Hersey

room now used for kindergarten at Lincoln is needed under
next year's plans to accommodate the load of junior high
students.

before the

But

In Prospect Heights

of the Goodyear Tire store,

them."
Board President Harrison
Hanson explained that the

pending educational programs

school term can flower, board

such as the community re-

to be adjusted with the dis-

Parents Protest Dropping
Kindergarten at Lincoln
The elimination of kindergarten at Lincoln School, approved some seeks ago,

term poses a host of other diffi-

culties. Board members con-

any implementation of a 12 -

delay any rapid change -over
from a nine -month to a 12 -

the school facilities for longer

periods of the day, indicate a as much as possible."
That the community is not growing trend toward a 12 oriented to a 12 -month school month school year.
He suggested that the dis-

3

p.m. Wednesday at
Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral

Home in Arlington Heights.
Services will be Thursday at
1:30 at Lauterburg & Oehler.

KIDS' DOG SHOW

DELORES EILER SNOW

Smallest - largest - Best Tricks

Advanced Dancing Students
Eastman and Dunton

Thuriday at 2:00

Arlington Heights

Best Cash/me - Best of Show.
Sigwalt at Arlington Heights Rd.

Masonic Lodge #1162

Thursday and Friday

1104 S. Arlington Ma. Road
.Arlington lite., 111.

Mprphy Carpet Parking Lot at
17 South Dunton with Local -Artists
-Paintings - Sculpture.

STATED MEETINGS
FIRST & THIRD THURSDAYS
James T. Whiteset, Maui et '
304 N.Ertierson
Mt. Prospect
253-6977
Gustav Aihrecht--Secretary
119 Cornell, Dr* Plaines
VA 4.9654

-

It's a picnic in the Forest Preserve. It's helping the ScSit retire the side. It's
landing the coho that goy away last summer. It's Sinatra gelling right Into
Galveston
what Chicago Is. Or a song about, somebody else's town
.

.

.

or Sabsalito Another thing. It's.us

laWMAQ RADIO 670
The Good Lite.

JM

"In The Home" Appointments
Call Collect-Days Or Evenings

Friday at 8:00
Top Talent - On Stage
Eastman and Dunton

CARNIVAL RIDES ALL 3 DAYS
Along the Downtown
Midway

775-6336

5057 N. -HARLEM

TALENTED TEEN SHOW

ART' FAIR

24 -Hour Answering Service

Open Mon. & Thurs. 'al 9

Thursday at 8:00

SPONSORED BY

RETAIL COMMITTEE of Arlington Heights Chamber of Commerce

r

'

The Day's Prospects

An Airportin the Sea

1

Sy Dolores Haugh
(Second in a series on
European recollections.)

Denmark is facing a soggy.
airport problem. Building an
airport in the middle of water

-

seems to disturb the Danes as
much as it does Chicagoans.

tiorotriee_

When the Lord Mayer of

Board of Administrators. Un:
til 1658 the southern part of
Sweden was Danish territory.
There was a cultural and economic

It

vian black and has belonged to
the same culture group and the

c o -operation

efforts of Hamburg to tie Denmark to its sphere of interest is
a danger in this respect. There

possible.

a

pervision of a special Danish.

"BY BUILDING

the present ferry and boat traffic, and the sea traffic through

the Sound will reach 'a

5

million passengers per year at
the airport of ,Kastrup.,We expect a very important increase,
and in 1980 the number will be
about 13 million .passengers.

With a slight enlargement of

entrance

Ericksen,

UdenrigsministeInforma-

Denmark to Saltholm and a
bridge to Sweden," said Mr.

riels,

'special event" had arrived.
I hey all drove down to the
C an r a d Hilton together,

AMONG THE facilities
will be a service center on an
international scale including a
"Mart" similar to the ones in
the U.S.A. - a wholesale super-

market. "We hope that

Suppose you had a little
4 year -old girl who had never
modeled, appeared in a play,
or entertained in public In a
weak moment, you her mother, agree to let her participate
in a benefit fashion show
How do you explain to yodr
widc-eyed youngsters that she

der to buy things frOill needles
to cars." said the Lord Mayor.
Like the airport in Chicago.
velopment until then but after'
1980 we must have a new air- Saltholm is still 'in the talking
port or Copenhagen will be re- and debating .stage, hut. perduced to a satellite airport ... it severing politicians insist they
will mean a serious drawback will make it a reality someday.

for SAS as the Copenhagen
airport and its present inter-

where

Mrs.

Ross

groomed,

dicsscd and instructed Heather on where she was to walk.

"IlLAITIER'S MAIN con-

New

cern was her grandparents.
n.as afraid. they would

leave,

get all dressed up and parade

"You don't," says Mrs Jay

of Arlington Heights,

whose daughter Heather represented the Mount Prospect

U nbehaun, infant daughter of

cussing our common monicipal problems regarding plan-

NIEr. and Mrs. Dennis

1,.

Unbehaun of Mount Prospect.

ning, cultural exchange, water
pollution, recreation ques-

Grove. Great grandparents

Mrs. Ross said.

of the Wendy Ward

charm class consists of 4 to

',`PROk'ESSIONAL. CHILD
models must first have a

sons and carried -a baton in the
she was only 21/2.. At that same

unique look about them, not
necessarily beautiful, but an

age, she won a Randhurst halloween costume contest. She

appearance you'll remember.
Overall coordination is neces-

Fourth of July parade when

has- taken dancing lessons, ap-

peared in recitals, and had a
smattering of music appreciation at the YMCA.

ceived the winner's plaque.

WHEN ASKED

if

she

would advise other mothers to
encourage their children to
model, enter contests, and pursue so many. interests, Mrs.
Coughlin said emphatically,
"Only if they enjoy it. I would
never, never force a child.
Reggie enjoys every minute of

WHY DID Mrs. Coughlin

it. She wants to do it. She is

enter Reggie?
"Because she loves appearing in public," she said. "She's

never under tension it's all just

not the least bit bashful."
Various children's clothing

"Another benefit," added
Mrs. Coughlin, "is in learning

-

Vomott, drove in from Purdue
University where Grandpa is

dis-

Saltholm, east of the present
airport." '
"The airport is to have an

rector

them along with her."
Reggie has had baton les-

the top ten. This year she re-

- "What's a fashion show?" asks 4 -year -old Heather Ross, before
"For a special event," was
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jay Ross of Arlington Heights, as her
mother combs her hair before putting on her "fancy" clothes. her mother's reply
But when Heather's grandHalf an hour later, Heather stepped into the spotlights to model
parents, Mt and Mrs Sam
for the first time in her life --and before 1,500 people

is

and

has twice appeared in the area
Talented Tot contests, modeling one dressy and one sport
outfit Last year she was one of

too excited, but because she
would be so terribly disappointed it, for any reason,
she couldn't ni,ike it "
"Why am I getting a haircut'," asked Hcather a week

frontiers

the

of Mr and Mrs. Lawrence J.
Coughlin of Mount Prospect,

not because Heather would get

the

6 -year -olds. The course culminates in a fashion show.

Regina Coughlin, daughter

"WE KEP I 11 a secret until the morning of the event,

across

she has developed a great variety of interests, and I enjoy

-

show

a successful model? We posed

weighing 7 pounds 31i'y<
ounces was Janet Lynne

the Oresund Council which

tions, etc.

recognized cher natural modeling aptitude when she was
only three.

Infant Welfare Center in the
last "Lollipops and Roses"

that you can't always be a winner."
What type of child becomes

Lutheran General Hospital

Charm School at Montgomery
Ward. Mrs. Spitz' youngest

She still remembers it, and she
would just love to do it again."
Here's another little girl,
Just turned five, whose mother

hotel before 1,500 people ,

BORN JUNE 18 at

ITIES in the sound area have
_established a special council,

"My other two children are
16 and 14," said Mrs. Coughlin, "so I have plenty of free
time. I could have sent Reggie
to nursery school, but 'instead

"It wa, such a long runway.

down a long runway in a big

Daughter

MUNICIPAL-

that question to Kay Spitz, di-

She

is going to travel downtown,

"THE

ural," they told her 'mother.
"A real little lady."

the

merchants from the whole of
Europe will come here in or-

of the company's best assets.

shops had suggested that Reggie should model. "She's a nat-

Presse-og

tionsaldeling.

national position has been one

golf coach, Heather, ,knew the

from

underwater

the present airport, we hope to
be able to keep up with the de-

nection between Copenhagen
and Male the basis of this will

clan-

the.

"Today we have nearly.

con-

a

between

Swedish and the Danish part

the pressure from the

meet
south.

fiAv years we have reached

the limits for the capacity of

million and the con-

1.7

nection will make a still closer

is a danger seen from a cultural

mark and Sweden.

By Eleanor Rives

L

is

odel Children?

as

Ross

"From of old, Denmark has
been a part of the Scandina-

Lake Michigan airport plans
and immediately thought of
the small marshy island, Saltholm, located between Den-

plans were made under the su-

o

lation of Copenhagen -Malmo

itand economic point of view,
Lord Mayor Urban Hansen lthat the Scandinavian countries will be absorbed by the
explained the plan:
"There has been an increas- continental countries if 'we do
aggloing traffic across the Sound not get a Scandinavian
to
and experts are warning that in meration strong enough

PROPOSALS took
shape quickly, and airport

So

be created. The total popu-

lisions.

versa.

HIS

Some day the little Mermaid, made famous by Hans Christian Andersen, may find she is but a
landmark for planes destined for the island airport on Saltholm

the

across

Sound, and this connection
continued after the separation
of Skane from Denmark. Several Copenhagen firms have
branches in Skane and vice

Copenhagen was visiting Chicago he heard the anticipated
"S=

exchange

gerous point' in relation to col-

for fun and she is completely
relaxed."

ii.

Janet has a brother, Donald,
7, and a sister Debra. 5. The
children's grandparents are
Nil-. and Mrs. William Ahrens

"The proposed plan includes the connection across
sound and the international airport at the island of

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Walter

Unhebaun, all of Morton
Mr_and Mrs. Luke NI iller live
in Chicago.
l'age 3

PROSPECT DAY

sary.

'Mothers are important,
too. -It's a great handicap if the
child has A pushy, 'stagedoor'
type of mother."
Mrs. Spitz has staged many
successful fashion shows with
to

included, as
"We've never had

6 -year -olds

models.

Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor

Tuesday, July 22, 1969

tears," .she said. "They may
hesitate and stare at the aumore

nothing

dience, but
serious."

Mrs. Spitz feels that the department store charm courses
help develop self-confidence.

"It's surprising," she said.
"Sometimes the shy ones turn

out to be the best models of.
all."

1

)

sym
'

mew

.464..40`

And Reggie captures. the winner's plaque, sniffed approvingly

by her pet Yorkshire Terrier, Minnie. Regina modeled this
sleeveless sport dress with matching hat, and one dress -up Outfit.

"Winning is fun for her," said Mrs. Coughlin, "but there have
been other occasions when she has learned that you can't always
be the winner."
54

' I

)

J

It's a long, long runway for a little girl, but hand in hand with a new friend, Heather (left)
traversed the length, width and length again of the ballroom, to the far end where a nice man was
waiting to help all beautiful young ladies U.. themselves. Heather would "love to do it again."

Park -Plaines
Secretaries at
Convention

Coming Up

at

Ravinia
The schedule for Ravinia
for the week of July 2J is as
follows

Tuesday evening, July 22,
8 30 p m
Beethoven and
Shostakovich
Wednesday evening, July

23, 8 30 p m Benny Goodman: the King of Swing, with
Septet

Thursday evening, July 24,
8 30 p ni Beethoven
Friday evening, July 25,
8 30 p m Ramsey Lewis and
his trio

SATURDAY, July 26,
am

featuring, Ruth Ann Koesun
and John Kriza

Saturday evening, July 26,
8 30 p m Smetana, Tchai-

1

Fla

Mrs

Audrey

Raasch,

assoc fated with Paradise
11

the Art of the Dance,

kOvsky and Dvorak

Park -Plaines Chapter
National Secretaries
Association (International) had
three members amolig the
1,200 who attended the 24th
annual convention of NSA
from July 16 to 19 at the Hotel
Fontainebleau, Miami Beach,
1 he

of the

Fours, Inc , and past president
of Park -Plaines Chapter, is the

voting delegate for the chapter

Serving

as

alternate deli

gate was Miss Gloria M Hoye

secretary

to

Thomas

"DID YOU KNOW THAT
WE ARE GROWING!"

Thomas F. Graffy,

Mount Prospect, has been

named plant manager of
A

1969 Secretary of the Year,
who is secretary to Frank San
tent, principal at Miner Junior
High School

The NSA is the world's
leading secretarial association,
with 26,000 members in 590
chapters in the United States,
Canada and Puerto Rico It
has foreign affiliates in Mexithe

mother believes in natural hair styles and no make-up for her bubbly little contestant who loves to
entertain and appear in public.

formerly of Boxwood Dr.,

Heights, Park -Plaines Chapter

Panama,

Regina Coughlin, 5, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence J. Coughlin of Mount Prospect. Her

Crafty Named
Manager of
flockford Plant

Fredrickson, Director of Public Works toe Park Ridge
Accompanying them was Mrs
Louise Kitto of Arlington

co,

Getting reany to enter the area Talented Tot contest is almost as much fun as modeling in it for

Bahamas,

Argentina, Peru and Finland

Imperial -Eastman's Aeroline
Products division, Rockford.

i

Before joining Imperial Eastman, he was chief designs

engineer for the Industrial

BILL

Controls division of General

Precision, Inc., Morton

...and to better serve you, I am pleased to announce that
BOB STRAUSS Is now'associated with our agency. Bob
specializes in financial planning....includin life Insurance,

Grove.

Fomerly chief engineer at
Imperial -Eastman's Chicago

pension plans, and mutual funds for both family and

plant, Graffy was graduated
from Chicago's Aeronautical
University with a bachelor's

GRFFITH INSURANCE
THE INSURANCE CENTER

degree in aeronautical

103 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.
'
Phone: 253-5971

engineering. He also attended

Purdue University,
Northwestern University and

the Illinois Institute of
Technolonv

BOB

t

It's brisk as a lake breeze. bright as a sparkler. sweet as summer corn. It's
Herb Alpert. the Association, Miss Peggy Lee. O.C. Smith bending a melody.

making it fit. It's the special song that reminds youtof this summer. All
yeat long. Another thing. It's us.

CIWIMAQ RADIO 670
The Good tile

Dist. 59 Candidates

Gene Artemenko Seeks Return to Board
P. Jennings, 38 Essex Ct., Elk
Grove Village.
Whoever - is chosCn will
serve until April. 197(1. He replaces George Blanchard, who
was

transferred

Kansas

to

while they search for a new

Church of Des Plaines and

leader. Dr. Donald Thomas,resigned last month and has ac-

president
trustees.

cepted a position in Amster-

Artemenko has a 17 -year old son who is a freshman at

children attend Low School in
Frost,
Heights;
Arlington
Dempster, Holmes. Jay, or

sultant during the 1969-70
school year.
Saturday's election As an important One.

View. elementary
schools in Mount Prospect:
Ridge
High
Devonshire,

tion, and over problems the

Forest

Knolls, Einstein or Brentwood
schools in Des Plaines. or
Ridge, Runley, Grant Wood.
GenC Artemenko

Salt Creek, Hopkins, Clearmont,' Lively, Byrd, or Grove

(First in a Series)

schools in Elk Grove Village.
District 59 is one of the largest grade school systems in the

northwest suburbs. Its enrollment is increasing; 10.600 stu-

dents for '68-'69, 11,800 for
next year. It has a budget of

Gone Artemenko, 431 Millers
Rd.; Des Plaines: Paul Neu hat" ser, 1821 Magnolia,
Mount Prospect. and Joseph

approximately $12,000,000.
Board members have ap-.

its

hoard

of

dent of District 59's board -of

Board members are still divided over Thomas' resigna-

education last year, first came

on the hoard in 1966. He did
not run after his term expired
in April, 1969. saying then
that he was involved in other
civic affairs.

district had last spring.

As a service, The Day

of

Northwestern University, a
14 -year -old son at Elk Grove
High School and a 10 -year -old
daughter in High Ridge Knolls
Elementary School.
Artemenko, who was "'resi-

of his contract call for him to
serve District 59 as a con-

MANY OF OUR Day readers live in District 59. Their

School District 59 will hold

to
serve as acting supeFintendent

dam, N.Y. However, the terms

City, Mo.

an election Saturday to choose
a hoard member.
Three candidales have filed:

directors. He is a Ruling Elder
os Westminster Presbyterian

pointed Albeon Waltman

is

presenting a series of detailed
interviews with the three
board candidates, one each
day.

HOWEVER, HE is a candiSaturday's - election;
and his name leads the ballot.
in

date

GENE R. ARTEMENKO,
431 Millers Rd., Des Plaines,
is the assistant general manager of United Air Lines Employes' Credit Union.. an organization -with 46.000 mem-

Q Why do you think people
should vote for you?
A. Two reasons: it's only an

bers, and serves on its board of

have any experience at all.

eight -months

term, and

the

other two candidates do not

Four,members of the board
have acted in a very hasty and

$50,000. -which is just going
down the drain.

budget changes. From what I

permission from voters. Do

see, there will not he any finan-

you think this is a good idea?

unwise manner in asking for
the resignation of Dr. Donald
Thomas. Action like this can't

Q. What qualities do you

cial problems in running the

A. Absolutely. They ought

district during 1969-70.
Q. PUSILICSS manager Louis

to enact it. It would.be shortsighted not to do it.

Want ti) a new strperitaisrident:/-r,

A. A strong bent towards

education, or towards finance',
just go unchallenged.
The compromise agreement' or towards administration:
1

calls for consulting services.

would pick the administrator

Since Thomas can provide
them, the district it; going to
have to pay the li ll contract

rather than the educator.

amount, plus added expenses
of $10,000 for consultants tO
help us locate a new superintendent, plus moving expenses
for the new superintendent.

IN

ADDITION,

they're
paying a pro -rated difference
of $4,000 annual salary to Albeon Waltman while he serves
as acting superintendent,
When we do find a superin-

tendent, he will undoubtedly
request a three-year contract
and a starting salary of at least
$30,000 a year, with provision
for annual increases.
In round figures, we're talk7

ing about. spending an extra

- Obviously you'd want

someone who had previous experience as a superintendent, .

Because I have gone
through the full experience of
finding a superintendent, using the same consultant the
board now has,, I could ask
pointed and personal questions during interviews that

tell us if candidates
were dedicated educators and
administrators or merely seeking a better position.
Q You left the' :board in:
Would

mid -April -

A. I 'HAVE attended every
Marti meeting and .every
sc boo I -community council
ineeting.since then. I have familiarized myself with all the

Paul Neuhauser, 3
the District -59 school oard in

April of this year, aunt tst by
24 votes.

He holds a B.S. iti Nfarket-

ing from the University 'of Illinois; and a Masters' degree in

Business Administration from
DePaul University. Chicago,
with a majoi in accounting.

into the fit -Awes of this district. I would scrutinize and
analyze the budget to assure
that our money is being spent
where it counts --in the class-

Louis Audi says that because

rooms.

about $66,000
next year than the budget originally specified. If you are

I hope to assure the highest

quality of education, not with
increased taxes, but by utili-

with the Intelligence Division
of the Internal Revenue Servtreasury

ice -a

enforcement

officer. Last semester he
taught an accounting course at
Harper College.. Previously,.
he spent four years with Kraft
Foods, . in their accounting
management program.
His wife, Carol, has taught
59's JOhn Jay
at District
School in Mount Prospect for
two years, but does not plan to
return there in the fall. -1-hey
have one child, a two -year -old

.

with the district?
A. I have attended several
board meetings this spring. I
year's

budget, and have gone over it.

My wife has taught in the
district for the past two years.
Through her, i have met a
number of teachers and am fa-

miliar with their problems.

instead of average daily mem-

I

have a number of teachers who

are District 59 residents who
arc supporting my candidacy.
With this rapport, I feel that I

dents need.

the coming

turnover during the year, and

increase passed.

curriculum co-ordinators.
Any of these expenses that

teachers

and

services.

\Ve

might shift five or six curriculum ,co-ordinators into the

The extra state aid this year
sufficient

might make up the $66,000.

our children receive the bet:t
possible education. I don't believe we are doing this now.

When administrative rotas
per child keep rising, it requires Close scrutiny to see if.
we do have too much rat 011 jhe
top. I think More are some very
serious doubts as to the:
$135,000 we are spending for

With Dr. Thomas leaving
the district, I wonder if they

should provide

funds to maintain our educit,

where people are not actually

are under obligation to pay off
his contract. I wonder if he can
he. under contract to two different districts at the same

tional system.

teaching --I

time.

perience and training in ac-

cation.

counting, I would offer insight

Q..

classroom teacher.
Teacher morale has been at

an alltime' low during the past

approach hist year.

Q. You were board presid.. t during last year's financial problems. Why did they

of all our corrective steps, we
are

still starting out with a

$100,000 deficit in 1969-70.
As long as we can cover that
deficit with tax anti.!ipation

.

system.

to do this without asking voter
permission. Flow do you feel
about it?

mostt important thing is
what happens in the classroom. Classrooms 'of over 35
children were not uncommon
last year. A number had over
.

40 pupils per class. Under.
these circumstances, it isn't

referendum to get more money
for classrooms...

A. The most liberalcstimate
is that we might have to build

only one school, plus additions. Our next construction
referendum

also

should

in-

maintain a quality educational

TOMORROW: Joseph

P.

Jennings, 38. Essex Ct., Elk
Grove Village, president of
(deco Corp., discusses his cat"-,
didacy and answers questions
on his views.

Last spring, the district was

at its maximum legal limit 75
per cent of borrowing by using
TAWs. It had a total Of
in
$3,588,500 outstanding
TAWs.

Interest charges on TAWs
have been rising.

In 1967-68, the district had
an expense of $79,462.10 in'
TAW interest. Two years previously, -the total interest
charges had been $33.691.34:
,

WHAT IS your position 'on
TAWs?
A. We should' constantly reduce the TAWs.

Next year would definitely
the first .year where we
could start to make concrete
advances on reducing them.
Three, or four years of -inbe

creased assessed valuation and

industrial groWth'will help

clude enough to landscape all
school sites properly.
If District 59 does its homework and presents a referen-

Q. How about hoard -super'
intendent relations?

dum properly to the public, it

A. I'm kind of a traditionalist. The board should restrict

Q. 110W DO you fed about
a 21 -cent tax rate increase for
the educational fund?

.

taxes.

.

We need an administration
and a school board which are
mate that encourages teacher
involvement and professional
growth in the education of our
youth.

grams by borrowing funds
against next year's expected

A. \Ve underestimated expenses by some 5200,000 and
overestimated revenue by approximately $150.000. In spite

will be. suppoi led.

responsive to the teachers
needs. and which provide a cli-.

Q. District 59 uses a Tax
Anticipation Warrant (TAW)
method of financing. It gets
money for this year's pro-

happen'?

year,

necessary.ih

their approval.
Q. DISTRICT 59 uses a Tax

A. I don't think we need it.
The increase in our assessed
valuation will take care of us.
Taxes come in from Centex
out of proportion to increasing
enrollments.
Our tax rate is adequate. I
don't foresee any, financial
problems in providing educational programs.
Q. The district has the pow-

if it wants to, to set up a
working cash fund by levying
5 cents per $100 of assessed
er,

valuation (about $5 on a house
assessed at $10,000). It could

do this without having to ask

itself to establishing policy and
philosophy of the district, and
to establishing the standard; of

education they want to provide, based on income.

The board should establish
priorities.

From that point on, the administration is obligated to. report its progress. If, in the re -porting, the board finds some
extreme. deviation from established policies, they should object. But the administration
should not have: to submit for

approval any of the routine
changes or additions to the
curriculum as long, as they are
within established guidelines.

Anticipation Warrant (TAW)
method of financing. It gets
money for this year's programs by borrowing funds
against next year's expected
taxes.

''Ilnaur [tier Orieituil dream by always fealonAly keepinK
the paper'A.freeiloin and intellectual integrity.-- Marshall Field III

-.
List spring. 'the district was
at its maximum legal limit --75
per cent --of borrowing by us-
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think we should

our ratio to 26 students per

hotise assessed at $10,000) and

the

and not raise taxes without

Vie Pro5pect Dap

clasSroont,

the

tional teachers to tiring down

power to levy a 5 -cent Working Cash Fund (about $5 per

has

A. We should go to the

A. If it would not increase

manager

outside

We must reduce unnecessary expenditures and thereby
provide more -money for addi-

Without the backing of our
teachers, we cannot possibly

people if we want more money,

rooms,-

are

give the type .of education stu-

carefully -review jobs and abrlutely determine that they pri"vide definite service where

Q. THE district

Q. SOME BOARD mem-

tively work with the teachers bers have mentioned the possito provide the professional cli- bility of a bond referendum to
mate condusive to quality edu- get money for new class-

John F. Stanton. Editor and Publisher

cern you?
A..We have a budge of over

classrooms as we have teacher

methods they used last Year,
such as cutting substitute

Q. WHY should people vote
for you?
A. With my background ex-

BUSINESS

possible for the teachers to

school year. I want to use these
vast financial resources stn that

would he best able to coopera-

son.

Q. ARE THERE other District 59 problems which C011,

provide them.
Q. WHAT about a 21 -cent
increase in the Educational
Fund Tax rate'? (about $21.00
at
for a house
assessed
$10,000)
A. I am opposed.
One of the prime reasons for
the state income tax was to relieve the burden on the real estate taxpayer. I think it would
lie very hard to get that tax rate

elected, what would you do

tions -to overcome this. It will
present no serious financial
problems at least nothing to

Q. SOME BOARD mem-

$12,000,000 for

he expects
less revenue

$6-6.000 less revenue than predicted in the budget.
A. Audi is competent. There
concrete recommendaare

bers have ,mentioned a bond

for the kids, we just have to

bership (ADM),

A. I'd oppose some of the

Q. HOW familiar are you

have a copy of next

ditional space, I don't think I
would he opposed. When you
start talking about classrooms

age daily attendance (ADA

about this situation?

zing our financial resources el
ficientiy and without waste.

Neuhauser is a special agent

taxes, and if we do need the ad-

state aid will be based on aver-

be.baSed on average daily attendance rather. than membership, there will he about

warrants, it isn't that g, eat.

Paul Neuhauser Tries Again
ran for

Audi 'says because state aid will

ing TAW's. It had a total of
$3,588,500
TA W's.

Robert C. Smith. Genera/ Manage/

outstanding

in

Interest charges on TAW's
have been rising.

William J. Kiedaiseh
/Managing Editor

In 1967-68, the district had
an expense of $79,462.10 in
TAW interest. Two years pre-

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect. III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 6001)5

viously the total interest
charges had been $33,691.34.
(). WHAT. is your position
on. TA W's?

722 Center, Des Plaines, III. 60016

A. I'm opposed to being at
this Maximum level.
I think TAW's should be reduced to 60-65 per cent so that

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price. 10 cents a copy
Second-ClaSS postage paid at Mount Prospect. 111. 60056

"It's too bad that at the end
of your life you have to leave
with a bad taste in your mouth.
After a whole life of working,
to come to this!"

we have additional flexibility
when we run into unexpected
budget problems.
I recognize that in a growing diStrict where the influx of

Letters to the Editor
Says

e :vs In en

0 rer-Re(lc t ed
To Endorse in en t
Editor:
Newsmen over -reacted to
the endorsement by the New
Trier Republican leaders of
Alan
State
Representative
Johnston of Kenilworth.
First, 13th district Republi-

can voters won't blindly follow in an October primary the
July endorsement of a few party leaders. In this important
Congressional race, voters are

going to make up their minds
individually after all the candidates' qualities and their positions on the issues have been
made clear.

Second, knowledgeable po-

litical observei's having
sumed

from

the

start

as-

that

sentative Eugene F. Schlickman, itwas better for the New

ship

were

surprised

that

district, Johnston gets fewer
votes than the other Republiwhile,
can
Representative,

Editor:
A bill wliich I guided to passage through.the 1969 Illinois
House of Representatives was

other Representative's home
town. Schlickman in both
1966 and 1968 received more
votes than any other State Representative in Illinois. In 1964,
all candidates for State' Representatives had to run statewide. Johnston was running
for re-election and Schlick-

Hideaword
THEWHER
Make as many four letter or more' words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all severtof these letters.
II good, 14 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

,figure out a way to spend it,
We should determine what
type of educatipnal system we
want, and then attempt, if we
can, to raise the revenue to pay
for that system.

1,

his district than the other Republican...even more in the

he barely squeaked through.
From my viewpoint as an ar- trict. The one village of Ar'dent supporter of State Repre- lington Heights has more pop--

have no flexibility Whatsoever.
This is bad.
I
don't believe in raising,
money first and then trying to.

Taxation

Schlickthan gets more votes in

been 'overplayed. It's just one'
of eight townships in the dis-

We use every possible cent

in planning the budget. We

Bill Designed
To End Double

who have more appeal in other
townships.
In his State Representative

Johnston would get the, enThird, New Trier's impordorsement of his home town- tance in the 13th ;district has

reveunue.

publican votes than Wilmette
and Witnetka combined. ".
Marshall P. Theroux

Johnston than to One of the
other New Trier candidateis

time,inuit Schlickman received
more votes than Johnston.

sometimes rely on next year's

elation and produces more Re-

Trier endorsement to go to

man was running for the first

students is well.ahead'of the increased valuation, yOu have to

designed to end double tax-

Q. WHAT qualities would
,

you look for in a new superintendent?

ation of citizens by two library

A. Experience on the ele-

districts. Your article on the
subject in the dune 27th :AR-

mentary level, preferably as a
superintendent. Strong lead-

LINGTON DAY' didn't make

ership,qualities so he can serve

this clear.

as -a leader to the hoard, staff

nicipalities have beenreqt fired-

and

Up until now, reside 4. of. and students. A man who
areas newlx annexed by mu- could get complete confidence
' to pay municipal library axes
and continue paying to es to
support a rural library district.
'

Senate

guided

Bill 752, which I
through the House,

will largely end this double
taxation when it becomes effective on January I, 1970.
The bill is complicated, but its
overall effect is to end double
taxation.

During three terms in the
legislature, ending double taxation has been une of my 'chief'

goals. In my very first session
of the legislature, I sponsored
and achieved passage of a law

that ended simultaneous taxation of citizens by two fire districts.
Eugene F. Schlickman
State Representative

.5'

respect from

principals

and teachers so that he has
their backing. Team work and
co-ordination between superintendent and staff are of paramount ,importance in provid-

ing a good education for our
children,
Q. WHAT about board -superintendent relationships?

It's a fact reported recently by a special United States Senate task force: Three out
of ten Americans 65 and older are living in poverty. Many others are asperately
and bitterly close to the poverty line.
"Today's inadequacies in retirement income," the report concludes, "should
be of direct concern not only to our population of aged and aging Americans, but
also to those in middle age and younger."

SAVE NOW... while you can

A. The board establishes

INSURED

and formulates policy. It's the
responsibility of the adminis-

tration to carry policy out in
the best possible manner. Poli-

cy manuals and job' descriptions,should delineate responsibilities,
When
a
superintendent
knows what situations are on
the borderline, he should discuss them with the board and
let the board have the final say

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION

Charnired by the Unded Stales Government
Member. Federal Sayings and Loin Insurance Corporelion
Member United Slates SayIngs and Loan Leagu
Member. Sarrngs and Loan Foundel.on

25 EAST CAMPBELL STREET, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005 Phone: 255-9000

to

Lil Floros
The William Krampert famof 323 S George St.
recently returned .from a twoweek trip to California. They
flew out and rented a car to get
around They covered the
length of California starting
with a bullfight in Tijuana and
working up to San Francisco,
taking in all the attractions
along the way
They had an interesting
ily

flight out Their good friend

J P Trotter of Mount Prospect,'
who is a flight engineer, man-

aged to be working .on their
flight Young Peter Krampert even got to go into the cockpit.

WHILE IN Southern California, the Krampers visited
the Ken Brouwers, former
Mount Prospectors now living
in Costa Mesa Ken, always interested in the school situ-

ation, had a great deal to discuss with Bill Krampert, for-.
mer District 57 president.
The Brouwer youngsters
find the California schools easier Mom and Dad don't think
the system is as good as Mount
Prospect's Ken sent back to
District 57 a schedule of teacher salaries in their new area -lower than ours
Jenny Krampert and Debbe

Brouwer, both about to start
high school, enjoyed seeing
each other again
The Village Inn on Rand
Rd is open and operating now
where Aunt Jeminia's used to
be It's a nationwide franchise
organization Their mainstay
is pancakes --with eggs, steaks,
salads and sandwiches also included

ONE OF THEIR

out-

probably aware of the value of
the five senses in training your

poems and have children listen

week. The work at Sunset Park
School begins this week. Finally those two schools will have
multi -purpose rooms!

children. The five senses are

for

Today I will talk about auditory readiness - ear training

used whenever possible to help
children learn.
Before children arc in-

your child for a rhyming word.

FIREFLIES ARE out

conglomeration of sounds, a

"It

turns

"booming, buzzing con-

fusion," and he must learn to

by

collecting

sounds

certain

distinguish

from others with increasing

them

must catch the bugs, put them
in a bottle overnight and then
freeze them in a plastic bag.
When they have 500 they can
The lab will pick up the frozen
bugs.

Note to mom: five hundred

are not the same. Normal chil-

As be nears school age, a
keen auditory discrimination
must be developed. Learning
to make finer distinctions by

well and to remember what is
heard is an important phase.of

and caps, is tedious for a six-

fireflies in a plastic bag make a
package only about as big as a
tennis ball. Also, there's no
transfer of disease problem.

yearold. Put

the same two

words in rhyme or in a meaningful sentence, and the learning is easy. Example: "Santa

wears a bright red cap," and
"Put a penny in a blind man's

BY THE WAY, doesn't
anybody call fireflies "lightning hugs" anymore?
Mary Klinker of 209 Bobby
Lane, completed her training
as a Flight Hostess for Trans
World Air Lines...John E. Sorenson, 311 Peartree Ln.,
Prospect Heights, received the

cup."

An immature beginner may

not know that "which" and
"witch" are two different
words; and may not be able to
discriminate between them

"What"

learning.

You can help train your

child's listening ability and

and

"which"

swishing on wet pavement, etc.
(This could be done when riding in the car or when camping
out at night.)

5) Read "Books For Auditory Drill" and have your

children repeat the sounds.
These books arc:

Margaret Wise Brown

Country Noisy Book," "The

asked him to do. This is important.
Following are some sugges-

their eyes and bounce a ball.

tions for activities to improve
the beginner's auditory discrimination:

nursery
Memorizing
rhymes and reciting them
gives good practice in auditory
discrimination.
I).

-

"The City Noisy Book," "The
Winter Noisy Book."
6) Have your children close
See if, they can tell how many

times you bounced the ball.
Start with three and four and
work up.

IN MY next column I will
talk about motor coordination.

161,11M

Gary Caja of 200 Mandel Ln., Prospect Heights, a spring graduate of Wheeling High School,
registers for his freshman year at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale. Assisting is Mrs.
Edward McNichols, a general studies adviser.

0:=, ULJ
4c:=

can come with
"bought" and "brought" or

"quit" and "quiet." The thing
that helps most Is maturity iii
auditory discrimination and
frequent use of these words in
conversation, with clear enunciation at Al times.

116. 119

116.111011\1101016.

111\

YOU CAN COUNT ON

and

fusion that

WORST JOKE of the Day:
Sue: "Do you know Art?"
Lou: "Art who?"
Sue: "Artesian."
Lou: "Sure, I know Artesian well."

3) Have your children imi-

memory if you secure his attention each time you talk to
him. Then see that he follows
through with what you have

"with" and "wish" can cause
trouble, and consider the con-

paper, "Thermal Patterns and
Clear Air Turbulence." He is
a research meteorologist for
United Air Lines.

FINAL WEEK!

ete

AS ' PARENTS, you are

FIflR.VRR
VR

many a

ORWIDAIREHOOR REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER

-4:BEWARE OF BUGS
AND BEES

rant

The Village Inn is open
from 6 30 a m to midnight
regularly, and open to a.m.
I

on Friday and Saturday nights.
The Inn has been completely renovated It has been
carpeted and now has booths.
Local artists have pictures
hanging there Joe Baron is the
manager, Ron Glenn is the assistant
Wonderful, wonderful news!
The construction work at

13

S
R

Gregory Cchool started last

Modern sprays and repellents have cut down enormously on the harm caused by ktes, wasps, ticks,
chiggers and other such creatures that abound during the summer months. However, stinging monsters still take their toll with barefooted and barely
clad children.

Use a good repellent; we have many in stock.

FOR EVERY KITCHEN, EVERY FAMILY, EVERY BUDGET!

R

Apply prior to summer outings. Try to wash with
soap and sponge with alcohol as soon as you come
back. Quickly treat any sting with a soothing lotion or ointment. We stock them. If it is unusually
severe and swelling, consult your physician.

S

YOU OR TOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE US
when you need a delivery. We will deliver

0

promptly without extra charge. A great many
people rely on us for their health needs. We

At Seminar
Rutigliano,

dren can hear well, but they
may not listen well. To listen

when he hears them used.

Gorrell Award from the Air
Transport Association for his

the sounds of rhyming
words. Say a word and ask

troduced to beginning read- tate the sounds of animals.
4) Have your children close
ing, which consists partly of>
associating the printed word their eyes 'and listen and tell
with an idea, they need some you the sounds that they hear:
training in the use of their five chirping of birds, rustling of
senses. To hear and to listen leaves, noises of sirens, cars

accuracy.

ear is partly a process of growing up, but training in auditory
perception may not carry over
to the task of learning. Learning anything meaningless, like
the difference between cup

write to Antonik Lab., P.O.
Box 15, Elk Grove Village.

who is setting up the restau-

Nicholas

in

Kiddies who want to earn

head," said Wayne Dewitt,

./

in reading readiness.
A child is born into a vague

full force now. Antonik Laboratories in Elk Grove Village
wants a millign and a half this
year and is Willing to pay one
cent per bug for batches of 500
or more.

standing items is a German
pancake which is baked in the
oven and rises to about three
inches

2) READ JINGLES and

By Esther Culton
(Second in a Series)

money

Page 5

Talk with a Teacher.

Back In Town

I.

THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday, July 22, 1969

AuditoryReadiness

Main Street

NO FROST IN REFRIGERATOR SECTION
SEPARATE ZERO ZONE TOP FREEZER

of

RAY COVER SHELF

REMOVABLE I

welcome requests for delivery.service and charge
accounts.

Mount Prospect, a student at
the., University of Evansville,
will attend the I th Manage Inuit Training Seminar of the
Lamda Chi Alpha fraternity
at Ball State University, Muncie, Ind , Aug 23-28.

HYDRATOR

FULL

.

*SPECIAL EGG STORAGE

20 S. Dunton Ct.

I

Arlington Heights

BUTTER COMPARTMENT

R

Among topics for panel discussions are "Fraternity, Its
Relevance in Today's Univer-

sity" and "Student Activism,
Its Role on Today's Campus."

5 YEAR WARRANTY

S

PH. CL 9-1450

REFRIGERATOR
WARRANTY

Ii:ORgRVROR5,VRORgRVRC;R,

I year Warranty for
repair of any defect

in the entire 'eloper.,

tor. plus 4 year Pro

tection Plan for repair

of any defect in the
refrogeratinp, system

ma

arlington \ark towers

HURRY!

announces the

Beat The Heat
,Our Supply Won't Last

PONY
Come and Meet

Take it home

Install it yourself.

Prices As Low As -

Frigidaire air conditioner
cools fast, 6,000 BTU/hr.

5,000 BTU - $129
6,000 BTU - $149
1 '8,00Ô BTU - $179

JESSE LOPEZ

Cooling Capacity! For most bedrooms-living rooms
too.

Jet -Fast Cooling/ Pushbutton controls HI for full
power. LO for quiet nighttime use.
screened out. Washable filter.

Drift -Free Comfort, Directs air around you-not at
you.

Installs Easily! Any handyman can do it. Complete in.
structicufs. 115 -volt operation.
FRIGIDAIRE
BOTHERS TO

10,000 BTU - $229

-

nightclub and television star

BUILD IN
MORE HELP

-lb Take It Home - Install It Yourself!
And
her provocative piano

,

'

r.

THE LONE RANGER

Wednesday Evenings - 6:30 P.M. - WLS-FM-94.

W

Nk
Show time from 5 p.m.
No cover charge.
Reservations suggested.

PHONE

8.31-6030

823-3171

631-6512

631.7436

OAKTON

Call 394-2000.
117111:11111fl%

arlington \ark towers"
chic...s

ner suburban hotel

9

LISTEN TO
.

-

$1

Association of HOrse Appliance Moinufaciureri' Starelar4S

BONNIE DAYE

2
2

pollen

Filtered Air! Air pollutants-dust -dirt

,

1-1111161Atit:

T.V. & APPLIANCES

7243 W. TOUHY
1116.."16..
11

TOUNT

III

44",

STORE HOURS:

Monday-ThursdayFriday
9 A.M.9 P.M.
Tuesday -Wednesday
Saturday
9 A.M.-6 P.M.
Closed Sunday

W44*.

1114
%.7111k

SHORT RIBS
Tuesday, July 22, 1969

Page 6

TONIGHT

OURI BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

CHALK THAT ONE

YEAH --A NEW KID JUST

STUFF You HAULED

MOVED INTO THE NE161-1DOR140012 AND I WANT HIM

HOME FROM THE DUMi;
W SAY

TO SEE ME IN
TRAlt-lINV

SECRET ASSIGNMENT
HE CLAIMS TO BE
WOPKIN' ON Evsper

BE
YOU CLOPS
"IFITERETED 'TO LEARN
THAT I LECTURED ON

CRIMINOLOGY'AT THE
NTERNATIONAL MEETING
OF poi -ICE CHIEFS! IT
WAS KEPT COMPLETELY
SECRET FROM. THE WORLD

6:00
News
News
News
Flinstones

2
5
7

UP BESIDE THE

9

TIME WE HEAR
SNORING COMING

3 2 The
mooners

Lancer
All -Star Pre -

Mickey Mantle, Curt

Gowdy, and Tony
Kubek.
7 Mod Squad
9 I Love Lucy
11 TV College,
Fiction

7

:Family
6:55

ROBIN MALONE
SHAU-'I. CALLA

5HEIS CANING AROUND,

DOCTOR AND A
VETERINARIAN,

wueRe-y!I THINK 51-1F.5
COMING AROUND!

MISS woo

CALL OLDSEAN 013RIEN f HE
MAKES Na P1511NCTION
BETWEEN HUMAN ANDAMMAL,
ANDIbTRUSrHIMWITHMYLIF61

its11111111111111

IIIIIIIIIIIi

26 Market Wrapup
7:00
I 9 6 9 All -Star
Baseball Game
Mantle,
Mickey
Curt Gowdv and
5

.'

Mike Douglas

mother who learns
that

2

7:30
2 Liberace Show
Guests are Eva
Gabor, FranRie

billionaire

pipers and Moira
Anderson.
7 It Takes a Thief
9 Burke's Law

Truth or Con-

her sheltered,

deaf child can

9:00
60 Minutes

H.

L.

Hunt and a tour of

11:30

the Duke and Duch s s of Windsor's
summer home are
some of tonight's features.
7
Dick Cavett
Show
26 Cinema Special

11 Bridge with Jean
Cox
12:00
5
7

Midnight Report
Chicago Show
12:15

32 News Final

9:30

26 Motorsports In-

2

ternational
32 News

5

Everyman

of the News

9

12:35
News

7
9

An
British

26 A Black's View

comedy about two

32 Town and

CARNIVAL.

12:55

Country Music

Paul Harvey

9

is
ii

FOR WEDNESDAY

CANCER (June 22 -July
intelligence and

231 --Native

inventiveness must be

BUGS BUNNY
I'VE CHANGED MY
MIND...WHERE DO

EVEN HOLD THE
DOOR OPEN FOR 'IOU

I'LL

7

1:00
Perspectives

7

9- Movie
Wom"Captive
en" In the year 3000
the Norms, a devil -

tribe,
win shipping
vs. the Mutates, a

group of 'disfigured
outcasts in this sci-fi

Tonight Show
Joey Bishop

5

I SIGN?

OOPS!

Comments

10:30
Movie
"The Killers of
Kilimanjaro" Engineer encounters
adventures in the
deepest Africa while
surveying land for
the building of Africa's first railroad.
Until 11:50 p.m.
2

p

...AN' REMEMBER, FUDDSY,
EIGHTY PERCENT 0' ALL
ACCIDENTS OCCUR 04
I. HOME)
I DON'T WANT
ANY INSURANCE...
'
NOW SCW

Ivy

12:30

News
News
News

5

32 Movie
"Genevieve"

"Ivy"

murders her husband
and frames her lover
for the killing. Until
1:40 a.m.

10:00
News

2

Show

enjoyable

12:20
Movie

11 Action People

8:00
11 NET Festival
Hungarian pianist
Lili Kraus performs
various selections of
Mozart's works.
26 Pan American.

-C

Horoscope I

be

taught to speak. Until 12:15 a.m,

A profile of

sequences

The Addams

"Crash of Sidrama about a
lence" A poignant

Show

Vaughan, the Sand-

F.

32 Movie

7 NYPD

School

32

26 Today's Racing
32

William

Buckley is host.

8:30
Doris Day Show

2

11 TV College
American Public

coming game with

THE WORRY WART
-*THE IMAGE MAKER -

Honey-

9

Game Show
Preview of the up-

cbcoP....4

adaptation
from the novel about
life in a mental hospital. Until 12:35 a.m.
11 Firing Line

a cross country race.
Until 9:30 p.m.

in

7:15

6:30

ryM

Good

car -collect-

ing couples who en-

26 Cinema Special

26 Quiz

..,,4

ter their "prizes" in

9. Hazel

2

2
5

40th All -Star game
from Robert F. KenWashington, D.C.

6:25
WBBM-TV
Editorial

PQESS So -1-1-1G uNosiamoszLo
vveXILDNT FIND OUT./

antique

nedy Stadium

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

FPM 1-415
LOCKED ROOM/

Ton y.. Kubek describe the action of

flick. Until 2: I 5 a.m.

Show
9 Movie

"The ..Snake Pit"

1:30
Reflections

7

employed if you would keep
business or professional activities on an even keel.

LEO (July 24 -Aug.

23) --

Morning success must not put
you off your guard. It is
necessary to take steps to insure success in the afternoon.

VIRGO (Aug.

"One hundred forty-eight people thought violence
was caused by environment, 38 by injustice
and one by silty questions.".

EEK & MEEK

24 -Sept.

23) -Where buying or selling is
concerned, turn your attention

MORTY MEEKLE

to more than the price tag.
Quality must be the major

I'D L -114E70 Ger

factor.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 231--

may lose it.

SCORPIO (Oct_ 24 -Nov.
2.21-A period of !change requires that you be particularly

'THE OW WHO

NO... tblEACH HIM

LIP?.

ViCiOL.I5..

WROTE -MAT;

--

A CAW- AWN
(MO BUI-i_y

A
er&t.-rd

23-.

7.

1. VOA 11*. VS hol

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

418.:A8,..41%

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Dec. 22) --Don't let time get
hours

by.

fly

especially

if

d ley

THE BORN LOSER

CUOMO

that takes your whole mind.

BOXERS, 1W) SiAlAUZERS AND M

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

et

AfiltEPALVA,

1 Extiiiing;

THIS 145140HBORH

Jan. 2(0 -The wise Capricorn

risks even as he involves

himself in new adventure. A
good day.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

191 --Don't depend entirely

Now is the time to think
things through carefully --for

STUFFED
PANDA!

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
21) -If you strike a balance
between mental and physical
activity. you should end this
20) --Don't delay in the ad-

vancement of your technical
knowledge. The time for getting by on personality alone

I'M OKAY, NOM IRIS, IF ANYTHING HAPPENS
TO ME. MY WILL two, )471.1 MY BOTATE! AY
SAFETY DEPOSIT SOX 15 IN THIS DRAWER:

I.

211-A day for keeping ,to the
middle of the road. No matter
what your personal views are,
try to fit in the majority opi-

his time. Listen to the advice

1VDETDER

CAMPUS CLATTER
GOT A W1-1113tASH

INJURY, EH? THIS
HEADREST Is JUST
WHAT YOU NEED -

Were

three
tree
threw

where

thew

whet

ether

wetherthere

ewer
retc

hewer
here

thee

Crown

4

1

.

.

.

,.

111

27 A

28

(

30

31

20

29

_.

34
37

III

41

44

43

48

47

-

-

39 40

46

11

23

33

42

'10
14

19

it,,,

'wag.,

17

.

.

certain clubs

60 Too

I

6

16

54 Members of

'61ChimneY

5
13

mountains
44 StOp,sloped,
dettritalleys
' 49 Follow alter
53 Blackbird

58 Authoritative
decision
59 Child's game

foocit-'7 ...

i

13

11 Compass point
42 Greek letter
44 European

56 Male child '_,1
57 Put on a golf',
mounds

.

-..,1 a..

24 Greek

relative

of friends,

46 Toss
47 Wild, ox of

/die A.411.06,ai

29 Young cow

f: 38 Puts, to
39 Cease

can be of service to you at

26 Depressing.
28 Antiseptic ;

ian

37 Female

GEMINI (May 22 -June

43 Main arterial
trunk of body
45 Smell out

theat6rs,

1/ victorious

-

astronomy
36 Persist

211 -Bring yourself 'into new
relationships with those who

25 Female of the
u o ieaad
ong°ees'

,

guse of

nion.

Answers to
Hideaword

,a

excavation

is over.

TAURUS (April 21 -May

.12]

la11011/21

Celebes
solution
48 Christmas
30 Falsehoods
amount
31 Transportation carol
emical
23 Chemical salt
50 Go yachting
pound
charge
51 Two -toed
24 Exclamations 20 South Ameri- 33 Powdery
27 Ore
35 One who tears..,:t1t
' can rodents

CAPTAIN EASY
PIP YOU CALL, MR. TOPROCKI
HEAVENS, EASY..,HE'S FALLEN:

-

red deer

18 Wornle
19 Tract Ofiarldk

land
21 Uncertain

(,

ded

dietetics
17 Faste4ing
devicei

Love %/gni A,

your own benefit.

ARIES (March 22 -April

13 Scope
14 Swiss 'canton
15 One versed in

AND I HAVE
ID FALL IN

upon the word of another.

17:1M1:11111gal

olldess of

cord
Lifetimes
4 Surf noises

El MOI

tElff111910

WOO al -1:301-1-:.A
KIR
C*3EB
ROIT
OHM QUO
dal
IAQUIEID Q10E8 Agail
IZIMNI1011 IrOtOtailRfflIZI

ant

5 Diseinhark
, 9 Stitch
12 Jason's ship,

POEICIOCI

glEMIM

MMEI

Wither, as a

fright '

will find a way to avoid the

P13101:3Elgiltil

DOWN

lr

MIMIE111g
EgE111:11MI

you're involved in something

day with a feeling of success.

T.A LOT!

HOW TO 'SPELL.

iz

you.

away from you today. The

AND I LIE

LUOMAAJ EVERY NICHT..,

NA$77.3 $l1/4142p (

adaptable at this. time. Seek to
know just what is expected of

SAGITTARIUS (Nov

WHAT WOULD Y12.1

GO- BEAT HIM

MY HANDS CIs/

A word to the wise is suffici en t. especially where
young people arc concerned.
Don't argue the point or you

I DRAM, I SMOKE, I GAM5LE,

I GO OUr WITH A DIFFERENT

49

'

50

51

52

55

53

54

66

57

69

n
121.1.-jr--.:61'

o

Arlington Clashes with Park Ridge Tonight

Heights Shades Wheeling in Dist. 9 Winner's. Bracket
pitcher,

By Jim Stuart

fourth inning gave Arlington
Heights its margin of victory

tor

Wheeling in the District Nine
American Legion tournament

Cary Salm in the Arlington

baseman

the

was also the first hit off Leja.
Eliseo survived a double by

a

Art Andrews that

should have ended the inning,
but AndrewS booted it and

double -elimination affair while
Wheeling sustained its first
Arlington moves to
loss.

Maine South High

strong failed to move him
along, he stole .second and

for the second sabker, and it

ground ball right at second

Arlington Heights thus rein

doubled to left -center. The
blow was a measure of revenge

third. Dow Woodard hit

at Recreation Park.

and he came in with the first
Wheeling tally when Andrews

Arlington, had as yet allowed a
hit.
Jack Bastable led off with a
walk off Elisco, and after

Bruce Frase and Dave Arm-

last night in a 5-2 decision over

undefeated

Elisco

Wheeling, and Bob Leja for

Three unearned runs in the

mained

Paul

Bastable scored easily.

School

TOOK
complete advantage of the opportunity. After Jim Kolari
drew a base on balls, Jim Bokelmann clouted a triple over
the head of Dean Sheridan to
drive in two more runs. Bokelmann was stranded at third,

ARLINGTON

tonight to take on Park Ridge,
also unbeaten, in a 5:30 contest.

WHEELING RETURNS
to Recreation Park tomorrow
to play one of several teams,
depending an the outcome of
tonight's contests.
three -rim
Arlington's
fourth broke a scoreless dead,
lock in which neither starting

fifth, and in the sixth his team-

mates pulled within one by
up

score.

picking
Speedy Wiesen led off with a
single, and Gary Schweitzer's

Salm slashed a single past
the pulled -in infield to score
Bokelmann and Stratton, and
Arlington had a three -run lead

to work with.

, AT THIS

perfect bunt sent him all the
way to third.

however, as Leja popped out to
first.
Wheeling fought back in the

top of the fifth with a two -out
rally of its own after John Dy-

out to the box. George Solomon was hit by a Leja pitch,

between Arlington

en s
Heights

and

Park

should tell a lot in the total
tournament picture, with the
winner definitely emerging as
the team to beat.
Wheeling suffered a setback

POINT coach

Lloyd Meyer switched to
right-handed sidearmer Randy

with this loss, but coach Ger-

Cordova, who answered the

ald

Elisco's club is by no
means out of the picture. They

Wulbecker, cf

2

0

0

Salm, 2b
Bastable, c
Frase, 3b

3

0

2

Armstrong, lb

2

Johnson, I b

I

Woodard; If
Kolari, ss
Bokelmann, rf
Leja, p
Stratton, ph

were a victim of several bad
breaks last night, just as Des

single to Toneff in the eighth
and walked one batter in the
ninth, but he also fanned five

Plaines was in their loss to the

0
0

4
3
2

I

I

0
0
0

I

2

I

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

/

HBP Solomon.

ab
4

r

h bi

I

I

0

3

0

I

0

3

0

3

0

Dyson, ss

4

0

0
0

Elisco, p -If
Solomon, rf
Messina, ph
Andrews, 2b
Sheridan, If -p

4

0

0

2

I

0

0

0

0

4

0

I

I

3

0

0

0

0

I

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pitcher
Leja
Cordova
Elisco
Sheridan

ip

h

7

3

2

I

7

3

I

0

r-cr so
2-2
04)
5-2
0-0

.A111111 .11111117

2

5

1

6

7

0

0

,iti,,ag,7"."3v
`11111.11.41111
W.

4.!

Ant....

Former teammates, Jack Bastable and Gary Schweitzer found themselves In
opposition in yesterday's Ninth District American Legion Tournament. Bastable

League,

represented the winning Arlington Heights team and scored the first run after
stealing second and third. (Photos by Linda Hamilton)

Arlington Tankers 4th
At Barrington Relays
girls 200 yard butterfly event,
The I and 12 boys put together a fine relay of Joe
Nitch, Don Stubing, Mike
Schell, and Ward Schell. They

medely relay. The girls turned
in the classy time of 2:15.9 en
route to the victory.
to
attempts
Arlington's
Three area park district
swim teams competed in the catch the swift Des Plaines 15
first annual Barrington Relays and over girls 200 yard
Saturday, and the local tankers breaststroke relay were futile
brought home the second, as the girls fell short in their
and fourth place bid for their second win of the
night.
trophies.

Id. ammo*

By Tom Rowe

,

Team standings
Pts.

I

lost only by four tenths of a
second, but swam a very fine
race. Ward turned in his fastest
time of the year as the 12 year

third,

761/2
701/2

68

Northbrook easily won the
competition with the great talent their team has, but Des
Plaines grabbed second, host

661/2
611/2
611/2
61

COACH PETE

60

217, Barrington 203 and Arlington scored 140 points.

ing. Arlington managed five
firsts, three by their excellent

going into second.

By Mike Imrem
,

to -the -infield catch of May's
long clout to left. Teichert sin-

Des Plaines Legion Post 36 gled and eventually scored the
beat the Logan Square Lions, run while Caltagirone was in8-5, last night at St. Viator in a volved in a rundqwn.
LOGAN SQUARE opened
game that was scheduled to be
a Ninth District American Le- the scoring with three runs in
gion baseball battle but turned the first. O'Keefe, in his first
out to be merely a practice legion pitching performance
of the year, walked Mike
contest for the two teams.
The game was set for 5:30 O'Donnell and Jim Hynes to

p.m., but somebody forgot to open the inning and they
tell the umpires. They never moved up on a wild pitch.
Larry Geyer's sacrifice fly
did show up, and by the time
the game got started, it was too scored O'Donnell with the
late to get in the scheduled first run. Jim Kenny singled to
put runners on first and third,
nine innings.
THE TWO COACHES, and both scored on PetteLarry Nomellini of Logan nuzzo's single and a throwing
Square and Keith Koentopp of error by the Des Plaines center
Des Plaines, decided to get in a

practice game and re -scheduled the tournament game for
55:30 tonight at St. Viator.
9 Both coaches substituted
the
especially on
freely,
mound. Des Plaines used Den-

nis O'Keefe, Frank May and
Bill Teichert, while Logan

Square threw Mike Pettrnuzzo, Steve Snyder, John

Wendell and Ron Doubek.
Deg Plaines won the game
with a four -run outburst in the

fifth inning. Artemenko started things off with a single and
May reached on an error by
the second baseman.

h hi

Player

ab

r

Koentopp, cf
Cavallcro, 3b

3

0

0

I

3

0

0

0

Plcickhardt, If-rf 3 0

0

0

2

2

0

2

0

0
0

Artemenko, ss

May, lb

4
2

Teichert, rf- I b -p 4
Caltagirone, 2h 3
3
Gruber, c
0
O'Keefe, p
3
Bartlett, I f
28
Totals

I

2
I

0,
0
8

2
3
I

2
3

0

0
0

8

6

0

LOGAN SQUARE(5)

player

r

ab

O'Donnell, lb
Keller, lb

2

I

I

I

0

0

Hynes, 2b
Geyer, ss

2

I

3

0

0
0

Kenny, rf

4

2

I

0

Rossi, 3b

3

0

0

0

Pettenuzzo, p -If 2
0
Madden, If
3
Rooney, cf
I
Snyder, If -p
2
Wendell, p
3
Golden, c
26
Totals

0

E-Koentopp,

0
0

0

I

0
0

2 0-0 0
41/2
May
2
2 2 2-I
Teichert
Pettenuzzo 1/2 0 0.0 0
3
3-3
2
Snyder
31/2 4 4-2 3
Wendell
I -I 0
2
I
Doubek

1

1

I

0
0

0
0

I

I

I

5

5

6

61

o

Winner --May; Loser --Wendell.

Caltagirone,

Caltagirone with a line -drive
double to left. An error by the
shortstop allowed Gruber to
score the final run of the inning.
Des Plaines scored its final

run in the sixth after Logan
Squard's Bill Madden made a
fantastic, one -handed, back -

some of Kathy Dalton, Marsha

Three Second Places
For Wheeling Track
Whe'eling's Jaycee track
team scored three second place" finishes in the district
Meet of the Illinois Jacyees
State Track Meet at Cary on
July 12 and July 19.
Sand

Rainey was second

in the midget girls baseball
throw, Sue Schweitzer second

fielder.

in the intermediate girls

The 36ers tied it by batting
around in the second. Singles

baseball throw and Aleta

S

by Artemenko and Teichert,
sandwiched around a walk to

.r.

May, loaded the bases with nobody out.

Walther second

';$0111110i6;46,.

AMMO,

K"

.1.potharitsed.rt

4

r.

our

SNYDER THEN walked
Caltagirone and Gruber to
force in two runs and Des

.

,

5".

,4".4

Plaines' Kent Koentopp

brought the tying tally home
with suicide squeeze bunt.
After the 36ers went ahead,
7-4, the Lions closed ,the gap

in

the in-

with a run in the sixth. Kenny
reached on an error, went to

walked and scored on Brian

They were the midget boys
220-y4rd relay team of Jeff
Olson, Dave Schultly, Mark
Dunsmore and Matt Henry;
Henry again in the midget
boys- high jump and Brian

in

the junior girls

75 -yard

termediate girls 100 -yard

dash; and Donna Hieber
in the midget girls

75 -yard

had a sixth in the junior boys
baseball throw.

NINTH DISTRICT

ALL THE high finishers on
the Wheeling team were from
Wheeling except Nancy Janos

AMERICAN LEGION

of Prospect Heights, Matt

4

Logan Scijare second baseman Jim Hynes gets back to first safely on this pickoff attempt by Des
Plaines pitcher Frank May. The Des Plaines first baseman is Bill Teichert. (Photo by Mike Imrem)

8

Park Ridge

8

Arlington Heights

7

Logan Square
Wheeling
River Grove

5
3
1

5
7

9
11'

pect High School by the District 214 Board of Education
last night.
Slayton succeeds Don Arsenau, who takes on new duties
as Prospect's Dean of Students
after nihe years as a coach

Poor health forced Slayton
to give up the reins at Arlington after the 1967-68 season.
director
athletic
Prospect
George Gattas recommended
Slayton for the Prospect job to

Three Wheeling entries dash and Scott Keenan also

2
4
4

High School. was named as the
new head cage coach at Pros-

dy Vrabic in the junior girls

the junior girls high jump.
Jody Anderson took a sixth

10

Bill Slayton, former head .
basketball coach at Arlington

there, The position was just

relay team of Schweitzer,
Walther, Janet Fluger and
Karen Ferrara managed a

WL

KiAightReins

created in all District .214
baseball throw.
Fifth -place finishers from. schools this year.
the Wheeling squad were Cin-

dash; Nancy Janos in the in-

third -place finish in the meet.

Bill Slayton
To Take

Newcomb in the midget boys

WHEELING'S
intermediate girls 440 -yard

Team
Palatine
Des Plaines

triple and eventually scored
when Geyer bounced into a
DES PLAINES (8)

finishes.

Henry of Arlington Heights,

Des Plaines offset that with
its run in the sixth, and Logan'
Square closed out the scoring

fielder's choice.

fourth -place

50 -yard dash; Karen Ferrara

Rooney's single.

with a tally in the seventh.
Mike Golden led off with a

scored

termediate girls high jump.

FINAL STANDINGS

THE NEXT BATTER pop-' second when Pettenuzzo
ped out, but John Caltagirone
singled to drive in Artemenko
and make the score 4-3. Chris
Gruber then drove in May and

OF Dalton, Kaipus, Galbler,
and Horwath touched home
ahead of the competition for
their second win of the night,
this time in the 15 and over

Kaipus, Sandy Gabler, and

0(1

0
0

THE RELIABLE TEAM

ton did not take another first
until the fantastik,female four-

PITCHING SUMMARY
Terry Horwath touched home
ip h r-er bb so in the 15 qnd over 200 yard
Player
3-2 2 0
I
1/2
O'Keefe

2

the Park District team from
"Park Ridge tomorrow evening
at Pioneer Park.

butterfly relay.

100 yard medley relay. Arling-

Geyer, Hynes; 2b --Gruber;
3h --Golden; sb--Rooney,t.

h bi

Prospect tonight in a dual meet
at home, and they will also host

Young, McHale and Phil
O'Kane swam 'fast enough for

in the eight and under boys

swim-

the ''regular squad could not
attend the contest. Arlington
will tangle with tough Mount

the speedy group fo Schell,

Paul Thomas, and Jeff Shanks

entered

even though a large portion of

the well deserved triumph.
One again the 9 and 10 boys
came throh for Coach Clark as

Due to a disqualification,
Arlington's first blue ribbon
was earned by the quartet of
Bill Barret, Gary McHale,

Des Plaines Takes 'Practice' Contest
When Umpires Fail to Show for Tourney

Arlington

mers in almost all of the 49
events, and were never disqualified. This gave a lot of
swimmers a chance to swim

Betts, Tom Rowe, and Erick
Lindblad splashed home for

15 and over girls, five seconds,
and seven third place finishes.

stak.

tance.

victory in their backstroke
race, but the 15 and over boys
showed them how it should he
done as Tom Gallagher, Herb

They took 15 second and 14
thirds to round out their scor-

threw him out at first easily,
having to ignore the runner

by nearly two seconds with the
excellent 1:55.1 for the dis-

couldn't quite squeeze out a

swiped seven first
place finishes out of 50 events.

rington

Cary Salm's sacrifice bunt and

licked the other competition

home for the blue ribbon.
girls
older
Arlington's

IN THE CONTEST, Bar-

Right Paul Elisco fielded

came when Dalton.
Kaipus, Gabler, and Horwath
easily won the older girls 200
yard freestyle relay. The girls

pulled in one of the victories
for the team as Larry Miller,
Mike Schell, Dougy Young,
and Marty Schell sprinted

up 290 points, Des Plaines had

37

Arlington's final win of the

night

and a first. The 9 and 10 boys

position. The winner racked

541/2
53

27.4 for his leg of the 200 yard
freestyle relay.

dark's

the meet as they combined
their efforts for two seconds

Arlington snatched the fourth

9. Latiterberg and Oehler 541/2

old speedster was clocked in

backstrokers fared very well in

Barrington took third, while

571/2

oat

NV

3

Winner Leja; Loser Elisco

ruly 22, 1969

Baird and Warner took over
third place, beating Koop's
Mustard, 7-5.
Low net honors went to Bill
Dobbelaera with a 32. One
stroke behind was John Coffey. Les Haines turned in the
low gross with a 36.
Individual season leaders
arc Les Haines, Chuck Saadt,
Ted Lindstrom, Paul Pish, Ced
Crain and Joe Bodor.

1

2B Andrews, Salm:. 311 Bokelmann; SB Bastable 121: Sac
Saline
Toneff, Wulbecker,

Player
Wiesen, cf
Schweitzer, 3b
Toneff, c
HUH, lb

0

4

14.

Tuesday

points, handing them an 8-4
defeat Friday night in the Arlington Heights Twilight Golf

10. Harris Pharmacy
11. City Welding
12. Hcifeher Decorators

0
0
0
0
0
0

2

A
Page 7

Trust
6. Crest Heating and Ac
7. Arlington Steel
8. Koope's Mustard

0

0
2
0

30

Totals

0
4

Arlington padded its lead
with two more runs in the seventh when Elisco lost his control. Bokelmann and pinch swinger Steve Stratton walked,

Behrens Insurance closed
the gap on league leading
Heights Cleaners by four

5. Arlington Bank

I

4

3

Leja balked to send in Wiesen
and move Schweitzer to second. After Dan Hull walked to
put the lead run on base, Dyson and Elisco flied out to center and light, respectively, and
Wheeling was done scoring for
the evening.

Gap

I. Heights Cleaners
2. Behrens Insurance
3. Baird and Warner
4. Binzel Industries

3

0

5

pOpup to ease the pressure, but

Closes

team

r h bi

ab

Player

Ridge

0

WHEELING (2)

Tonight's battle of unbeat-

call in fine style. He gave up a

BASTABLE MADE A fine
catch on Steve Toneffs foul

son flied out and Elisco tapped.

Behrens

another

ARLINGTON (5)

the side in the ninth.

0
25

Totals

day.

blaze of glory by striking out

out.

Cordova, p

same Wheeling team on Sun-

Wheeling hitters in the two innings. Cordova went out in a

and a nifty sacrifice bunt by
Mike Wulbecker put runners
on second and third with one

Aleta Walther of Prairie
View, and Jeff Olstin of
Northbrook.

Principal Alvin Kulieke, who
in turn recommended him to
the school board.

ND

Looking
Ahead
Notre Dame will he trying
to repeat as the conference
in

the Suburban

Only qualifiers in the Catholic League and as one of
district meet can go to the Catholic

the best football teams in the
were allowed to compete for state. They look ahead to the
Wheeling because they had winter season on hopes of annot competed for a Jaycee other SCL basketball cham-

state meet. These participants

pionShip.

team in any other town.

`r.

fit

The Game of thDay

Patriots Win Shut Out for Championship
By Make Needlernan,

Rick Kozakiewics tossed a
three -hit shut out against the
Tartans to lead the Patriots to

an 8-0 win in the Arlington

Heights Intermediate League
It

championship game.
The South Side Tartans us-

ed six of their nine batters in
the top of the first, but were
unable to score a run. Joey
McCrane led off the inning by

getting to first base on an error by the Patriot shortstop,
Lee Somers

He advanced to third on a
double by John Lerchenfeld.
the Tartan hurler. A walk to

Jerome Pittenger filled the
bags for Gliry Dyer. Dyer hit
a grounder to Kozakiewicz
who fired. the ball to the plate
for the ftirce on McCrane. The
next batter wits fanned for the
final out of the inning.
"ITIE PATRIOTS gat three
runs in the bottom of the first,
bringing their surge to an ear-

ly start. With one gone in the
inning, Kurt Zieman drew a
walk off Lerchenfeld. An er-

going to second base. The
play was unsuccessful, and

Austen led off the last of the
The Tartans went three up,
second inning for the Patriots, ' three down in the first of the

Sandell got base shots to start

during its excitement, Zieman

third. "Koz" fanned one batter and threw another out at
first for two of the three outs.
The other came after Joe Pit-

Kozakiewics followed the two

but he was forced out at sescored.
cond base when Glenn DrexThe next batter, Bill ler grounded to the pitcher.
Jankiewicz smacked a long Lerchenfeld stole the rest of
double into right center, the show, in the second, by
bringing in two more runs to tossing a batter out at first for
the second out and fanning
give his team a three run lead,
The Tartans only had one another for the final out.
baserunner in their half of the
second inning. With one out,

the attack once more.

hustlers with a double into
left, two RBI. The next three
batters were retired by Ler-

tenger popped out to short.

chenfeld.

The Patriots got two more
in the bottom of the third in-

ning as both Zieman and

ror by the Tartan shortstop
on a ground ball by Doug watch the following two bat-

PzIRTS

Tuesday,

.
TARTANS (0)
ab r

Drexler, of the Patridts

Lerchenfeld, p

outs.

July 22, 1969

run lead to put the championship in the bag.

Players

snatched a long fly off the bat
of Dyer for the first out, and
Kozakiewicz fanned the next
two batters for the last two

Page 8

Sandell put men on first and ters fly out to the infield.
second. Kozakiewicz ground- to the infield.
ed to the short stop, who
A SINGLE by Doug
played on Sandell who was

they had a very healthy eight -

A WALK by Randy Nebel
was the only thing that got a
Tartan on base in the first of

the fourth. Center fielder

Mike O'Brian walked. He
stole second base only to

three down in the last of the
fifth, but it did not matter as

h bi
McCrane c
2 0 0 0
Pittenger, Joe 2b 3 0 0 0
0
0

3

Pittenger, Jer., 112

Dyer, lb

3

Nebel, 3b
Upshaw, ss
O'Brian, cf

2

0
0

3

'0

1

Buckingham, rf
20
Totals
I

The final three runs that
the Patriots got came in the
last of the fourth inning.
Drexler led off with a walk

'and moved to second on a
single by Somers after one

Sandell then loaded up
the bases with a infield hit to
out.

deep second base. Lerchenfeld
walked in Drexler just before

Jankiewicz doubled to knock

across both Somers and
Sandell for the final two runs
of their surge. Mike Hanzlick

was fanned to bring the inning_
to and end.

THE TARTANS fell

in

order to Kozakiewicz in the
top of the fifth. "Koz" threw
one man out at first in the
inning.
In

the Tartan sixth, Koz

allowed two hits. Jerry Pittenger got an infield hit to
start the inning off. He went
to third on a hit by Dyer.

Before Nebel and Brad

UpshaW were fanned, Dyer
'stole second, and while he was

doing so, Pittenger broke for
the plate and was thrown out
by "Koz" for the third out.
The Patriots went three up,

1

1

0
0

0
0
0
0

0

3

PATRIOTS (8)
ab r
Players
4
Somers, ss
2 2
Zieman, If

0

0
0
0

h bi

2

0
0
0

I

I

3

0

2

5

0
0

0

1

Sandell, 3b
3
Kozakiewicz, p 2
Jankiewicz, 2b 3
3
Hanzlick, lb
Austen, c
3
Drexler, cf
2
Christenberry, rf 3

0
0
0
0

1

3

2
1

1

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

8 10

8

2

ip.

Totals

25

.

PITCHING SUMMARY

Player __hip r-er so bb
Kozakiewicz
Lerchenfeld

6 0-0 7 5
10 5 8-7 8 2

3

Winner-Kozakiewicz;

Loser-Lerchenfeld;

PB-

Austin; SB-Austin, Dyer,
O'Brian.

Titan John Lerchenfeld is

about to deliver another pitch

in yesterday's game between
the Tartans and the Patriots in
Arlington Heights.

SALE

WHOLE HOUSE-NAME BRANDS

:

AIR CONDITIONING
SAVE NOW

Above Tartan Jerome Pittenger efforst to get on first were

The Patriots' Dinig Austen gets ready to find another "victim" after he did a fine job of

unsuccessful as first baseman
Mike Hanzlick of the Patriots
tags the base.

guarding the plate and putting the tag on Joey McCrane of the Tartans. (Photos by Bob Privratsky)

`Nate' Wins 1st Game: a 4 -Hitter
113 Linda Hamilton

ter.

WITH THE exception of

Sports Editor

The last -place team fell to
the second -to -last -place team

in the Northwest Division of
Summer I eague hall last night
when Prospect threw a rookie
pitcher at Elk Grove and won
the game, 2-I
Bill I hurnhoffer started on
the mound for the Knights,
leaving Tom Streng to fill his

acatcd third base slot. It was
turn at
mound chores this year. and he
came through with a four -hit I hurnhof lcr s

first

Bill to Intend
Preserres .-lei
.

Govei nor Richard B.

Ogik le has approved and filed
with the secretary of state
House Bill 805 amending the

orest Preserve Districts Act
as

it

applies to the Cook

C punts Fore;t Preserve
District
I

ht.

hill increasing the

the seventh when they scored
thier one run, the Grens never
seriously threatened Thurn-

hoffer and never had more
than two bascrunners on at one
time in any inning.

Elk Grove was 'most sueccssful in the late innings with
Dave Ristau rapping a double,

the only extra base hit of the
game, to lead off the sixth. He
got

W.;

Grens, in the fifth.
An error by the third baseman also put a leadoff Knight
on first, and as hadPruitt Mike.
Musial scored. The difference
in the game came when Jack
Fritsche singled behind Musial and also scored.
A

walk

to

Thurnhoffer

loaded the bases for Streng,

far as third on Mike and Streng's squeeze hunt
caught the Grens off guard.

Losch's single before a double
play ball by Steve Scholten put
the Grens out of commission
for the frame.

Larry ['eddy's summer version of the Elk Grove varsity
did come up with a run in the
seventh, but it did so without a
hit. Scott Pruitt was the near hero, gaining a base on an error at third and stealing sec-

Musial scored and Streng got a
single, keeping the bags full. A

Brad Doyle forced

walk to

Fritsche in with the soon -to -he

winning run.
Elk Grove hurler. Gordy

a wild pitch gave him home.
But his run was an inning too
late to produce much excitement.

perty

THE KNIGHTS, the home
team on Elk Grove's diamond

BOOKKEEPING SERVICE
thomas wilnau associates

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Hollywood pitched a fine
game despite the loss. He

struck out the first three men
he faced and added a pair of

405 N. Northwest Hwy., Palatine

PH: 358-0022

Appointment Only

whiffs in the second.

HOLLYWOOD GAVE UPI
just three hits, Thurnhoffer

getting the other safety to lead

off the third. Hollywood got
help from two shot I -to -catcher -to -first double plays involving Losch, Neil Noga and
Scholten.

The Knights take on Wheeling tonight at the Wildcat field

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY
CAN GROW INTO,
NOT OUT OF!

in a make up game from last
The Grens are slated for games
at

Hersey tomorrow and at

Barrington Thursday.

see Kemmerly!
1 MILE
EAST OF

(RT. 12)

RANDHURST

please you.

THEN: We'll find you a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding
major cities of the U. S. or Canada
at no charge whatsoever
.

SCANDINAVIAN HOSPITALITY
PREVAILS

cjimit 7E.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO SERVE ALL YOU CAN EAT,

REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9
NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING

(E9

in the Old Orchard
Country Club
Rand IL Euclid Roods
Mount Prospect

CL 9-5400
ler Reservations

ON OUR
STAGE...

$5.95

"A Professional Stylist"

THEATRE

from

358-5560.

In Arlington Heights

253-2460
956-1500

In Prospect ffeights

inrriage-Go's%
as LESLIE SUMP

$3.00
THEATRE for
CHILDREN
AMPLE

PARKING

439-8070

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

13 S. Wolf Rd.

ONLY

17131 Central Road (Convenient Shopping Center)
Corner of Busse b Central, Arlington Hts.

In Palatine

In Hoffman -Schaumburg 894-1800
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

from

!eautiful (flabv pair jiasiTiorm

THE NORTHWEST AREA

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

CHRISTINA

0THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN"
!SAT. 8 SUN. 2 P.M.

OME7vpd

,

emmer8

WATCH FRIDAYS
DINING GUIDE
FOR OUR MENU
OF THE DAY

Give Us A Call:
392-3878 -or- 255-6566

.

through our membership in

Checks, Sales Tax Forms,
Journals, Ledgers, etc.

2

5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

Realty and find buyers that will

WHERE

THEATRE

PHONE

NORTH AMERICAN

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.965-8500:

FIRST: We list your home with Arlington

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

Scanda House

DINNER

(FULLY INSTALLED)

A Realtor knows what' you are looking for in a
house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...

we will prepare: Payrolls

To Our Staff ...

as SI3 per month. All work
40 fully guaranteed for I year.

RELOCATING?

LET A REALTOR

Professional Business Management

We're Proud To
Announce The Addition

$19000

Take 3 months to pay, no
interest. Or payments as low

week's rain -soaked schedule.

RAND RD.

ond, Scott Clinton's infield
roller brought him to third and

district tax rah.. from .0247

per cent to 015 per cent of
the value of the taxable pro-

because Prospect's diamond
was unplayable, pushed its two
scores in just ahead of the

NEW CONCEPT
IN COMPLETE
BEAUTY CARE
FROM
HEAD TO TOE
FLEETWOOD SHOPPING CENTER

WEDNESDAYt
MATINEE

apir

THE HOMEFINDING

CALL

392-8100

Arlington,iI1a4y
4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

in Palatine

in Arlington His.
NORTH

in Arlington Hts.

299-0082

SERVICE OF AMERICA

in Mount Prospect

SOUTH

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICA, NATIONAL HOMEFINOING SERVICE

LOOK FOR US IN THE

\)

HOME BUYERS GUIDE
Appearing Every Week In

DAY PUBLICATIONS.

I
7

BUSINESS
.

Let us help make your DAY
.

-

_

ConSult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

ir,,,,,....,,
/AV

ft

&ill

°a414

(

,--,..."..

(V del
.....

I

..4/-----

1

.

255-7200

.

.

296-6640

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rates
Free Estimates
CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532
Georges Heating & A/C service

GROOMING

CL 9 3517
ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

392 5410

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Call Bob CL 9-0641

Carpentry -Remodeling

-

Wayne's Furniture Service
&
.Custom refinishing. Burns
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
Ft 8-4543
re -gluing

Coll "the rest' than coil "THE

E & D CARPENTRY

Carpentry & Cement
FREE ESTIMATES

E.

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

392-9858, call after 3

CL 5-8232

-

359-1906

"

ti

0"

Your Home or Office
109,S. Main, Mt, Prospect

Reader-

11,..

shipl

NO JOB TOO SMALL

your home. Permanent waves

plumbing,

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

PHONE 439-8614

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Ned Williams

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,
, etc.
p
Carentry

Landscaping

7 yards for $21. Half loads available. 358-3411.

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
1/2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach wall washing,
Pointing, draperygileaning. Low
pnced Des PI Serv. 296-6365.

'

People

Day and

its

read
Want

Ads...5 days a week!

PROFESSIOEIAL WINDOW
FREE

..\'''errkrt"errc-r-

Cement Work

392-8763

PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es.

APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Patios, Sidewalks,

big or small. Free estimates.

KANZLER BROTHERS.

*

Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.

255_1096

Tile ;late, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

Clean Up Service
Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleaner, Home owners, contractors, and soon. Call any
time HARROLD S 299 7830.

Decorator
Kenneth A. Pearson
DECORATOR

Free interior & exterior decorat.
ing ideas A Christian business
man CALL 296-3953

"

Meyer)
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964
'

Tuck pointing,

chimney

Painting -Decorating
EXTERIOR -INTERIOR
Quality workmanship. Fully

cured.

in.

Reasonable. 259.1039

Ken's Painting & Decorating

t

z

EGULARLY!

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any problems the customer might have.

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

SYSTEMS
$850 --NO FEE

paws and bib, vic. Pioneer Pk.,

Programme!, lake heed! Large
midwestern manufacturer is
looking fora programmer with
light experience in 1400 to
phase into systems. Immediate start, excellent atmosphere,

Arl Hts. 397-7291.

good location. Stay ahead of

Grey &

white female
kitten 3 mos., vic. Belmont & Euclid, Arl. Hts. 255-1136
LOST: Grey female cat w/white
-_

Siamese
cross-eyed cat,
LOST:

seal

ton

&

strayed from
home in Plum Gr. Countryside.

the pack -move up!
2 Process Mgrs. $16,000 Free
53

Sr Pgr en$11,000

Ga RiP I ITENI-VW 5
es Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

z7.c0

Go to School Free!

Train to Program

I.B.M.'s New 360
$650 + FREE

SUMMER SPECIAL
Beginners.' Piano or organ.

probably won't find a
BETTER JOB anywhere. You
will be sent to the IBM school

Course 6 weeks, $10.00
827-6603
BARON'S_

your full salary while attending.

You

charge and receive

of

.-ee

After training you will move
up to systems work. No pre
vious exp. needed. This position offers in addition to su
perb training a real chance to
move up. Call:

a
a

O

a

PARKER
117. So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect

253.6600

ARE HAPPY,

tottlftest

by

wit(

be
republicatien

<- Errors

litranalosortion.
-Sows ,thotli your ads end

'YottlfY vs et once. COHO6i
tart
Irtehonsi,

to 9.

Or

722 Center St.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

I

to work at

home - or will do baby sitting.
437-4446

girl desires full time
summer employment, part time
aft. Sept. Factory or office. Exp.,
College

Elk Grove area. 439-6881.
Experienced

mother will

5700 --Fee Paid
No experience needed! The
Chief Industrial Engineer will

ersonally guide you on an
extensive orientation program
in all plant procedures. Advance to Full I.E. status in the

very near future.
range

care

for your children days, nights,

&eta )2

::71A1;41! 2514190

23-EmUloineirt AlenciesMale
ACCT. CLERK $500 MO.

1 yr. exp. A/P A/R qualifies
Ken Larson & Assoc, 299-7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

ELECTRONICS -

TECHNICIAN
$155 Wk. --Fee Paid
Handle

troubleshooting

Let

confidential

a

us ar

inter

view for you with this famous

sitting. Days or evenings. Ivy HII
or Knob Hill. 392-7798

tbs spoor that *sod

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III. 60005

3113ar

Personalized
Engineering
Training

employer.

CALL MIKE HANSEN

296-1043

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines. Ill.

PLANT

'

wee In order rho corrections.
can be reedit. It, the wont Of
rrrr,r` 44, sroluliwt, the. news, will re relpanotbio 'fir
Y the first :trimmer
4Ittortlerfaiel.stnIO to.tho

CUP & COMPLETE & MAIL TO

Experienced typist

the Day!

their otivorthamentland in
'sore of error to notify -..the
dessUied department.. of

E

$9,000 Free
$8,000 Free
6 Tab
8 Computer °pers. $6-57F,8r0000

Child's pet, REWARD. 359-4659.
,14 -Personals

Mature woman desires baby-

Advertisers On ,requested to
chick -the first Insertion of

.

READ and USE
-

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Super.
vise small clerical force to

Gregg Stafford at 394.1000,

weekends. 392-0592.

CHECK YOUR ADS!'

os

414

DAYWANT ADS

SERVICE
$145 to $165 To Start

Memory Gardens, Arl. Hts. 2
graves in Section Eternal Light.

you get fast results from
ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

EE

Fast Results
ForABOUT-114E
-,

w
C

sn

O4

Advertise with Day
Want Ads

_

tT

C

Rm. Additions Fences

teed & reasonable. 259-9246

Yotir Day Want Ad works!
Whatever you want to
sell, buy, rent or trade,

taC

E

Fully insured & Guaranteed
Mt. Prospect
Choice of Finance Plans

& brick work. All work guaran

O
C)

0

*Kitchens Dormers
*Basements Garages

repair

a.

0

-

827-4637

O

t

.

Custom Remodeling

.

Results!

>ft

a

4

Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to B
' I
Ask for Mr. Richard

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing
EDMOND GRAY

C

HINES LUMBER CO.

nights 956-1640.

-

oIV
'

50% financing available.
437.6732
After 5 am.

MASONRY

Ceramic Tile

PEOPLE

PATIO'S
REMODELING

CUSTOMER

73
76

.

255-7963

0
,

Remodeling & Supplies

Home inprovements & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
waterproofing,
plastering,
foundations, patios. Call days

78

In Early Sixties. Days Preferred.

No job too small or too largo

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296-6709
Masonry

297-3987

KEY TILE CO

REPAIR

48
74

WILL BABYSIT

a.

19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts.
CL 5-5692

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too

22

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

a

NIF

Repairs & Remodeling

296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

a

17 S. Evergreen

LANDSCAPING

program
puts you in a top management
capacity in less than six
months. Move up to full of
fire management and then to
Regional Manager. Interviews
are strictly confidential.
CALL TED LEVERENZ

co

111.#

Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cords Honored.
Rays
,Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)

Sod Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

CALL 766-5084

-.

ILIV

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas

COMPLETE

KANLLER & SON
Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prorh4t Service Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bond -fa
30 years in business..

$700 --Fee Paid
Unequaled training

Exterior painting preferred.
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3-3067

OP

SAVE YOUR EYES!

827-7588

ed 823-3342, 298-3491

21

31

GET INTO
MANAGEMENT

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

- ''.

Rectionable Rates
CALL ED, 358-5359

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Floors Licensed, Bonded. Insur-

Situations WantedMen. .

17 -Business Services

TV SERVICE.& REPAIR

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - 515.00

timate Call anytime.
766 -1943

70

Palatine area.
358-2699

824-7510

Radio -TV Re pair

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

94
88
96

Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sole

AND MORE

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.

JOE ORTMAN

Real Estate -

Picino lessons -

& REMODELING

vocation
All types -all
only. Call Cooperative Enter
prises1 223.0352, if no answer

Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91

i 15 -Instruction

296-6640

SOLI

LAWN CARE

with carpet
cleaning 296-1450
CLEANING

85

Please contact 327-6791

EXPERT PLASTERING

Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720'Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

Rental plan. 392.4750
Interested in locating JUDY nee
MACKLIN who lived in California, concerning religious matter.

-

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING.
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design

CALL BOB KAPUSNIK
296-1043

AAA I Hearing Air Repair Ser.
ice on all makes. Free loaners,

OR

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

PULVERIZED BLACK Dial"

Carpet Cleaning

392.6817

Plastosing

.

the

255-7200

Used Piano Wanted

CONFORTI & SONS

Garages & General Remodeling.
Concret4 work included. For Free
Estimate, call 296 6250

ollt Net

Tuning -Repairing

If no ans. 815-385-8999

Carpentry & General Contracttag We are not big but we give
big server Dormers, Additions,

'\.'..,,,W

Piano Tuning -Service

newsprint.

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD
TO US ...

,0080111188k,

439.8614

NO JOB TOO SMALL

537-6122

because your want ad is
not lost in a mountain of

OR,
IF YOU
LIKE, YOU

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

NO JOB TOO SMALL

confidential interview.

LOST: Dk. grey & white spotted
cat "Tom", vic. N.W. Buffalo

You get a high readership

MORE

.

marten! $10 comp. MU 5 5400

Home Maintenance

ready to mode Up into PI0111
Management. Call now far a

Grove. REWARD. 541-1832
-

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per

.

ties in an excellent location. Get

14

LOST:

-

Permanent waves given in your
home by Inc.. specialist. Get

the fast-growing plastics in
dustry. Clean, modern Tacit'

13 -lost and Found

"I%

Permanent Wave

Call 392-4750

Recreation rooms, powder
rooms, kitchen remodeling.

.

394-0630

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

$10 -$12,000 -Fee Paid

Take complete charge of injection molding operations in

Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

ony 5 gallon purchase.

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hrs.

ADVANCE TO
GENERAL FOREMAN
.

Real EstateApt. Building

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

"

296 8385 before 10 am.

FREE 6, V2 pints U.T.C. with

" WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

296-1450

White interior latex 51.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
per gallon.
tints

Prospect Ave.

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

WINDOW

CLEANING. 50c outside only.

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

Hearing Aids

PHONE 392 5208

253-8551

Window Washing

General Hauling$1.99

and

additions,

garages 529 2478

107

PAIRING,

.

Sholl Decorating
358-9038

FURNITURE REFINISHING & RE

for export cO rpentry
"
'
remodeling & additions.
No jobs
'
mo small 766-8034

RECOVERED

-

296-1043

ENGINEERING O'HARE

.

Free Estimates

-

CALL JOHN LAWRENCE

To Rent Miscellaneous. . .81
To Rent Resort Properties. .79
77
ToRelnt, Stores, Offices. .77
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

DINETTE CHAIRS

Fully insured.

and
development,
troubleshooting assiciments at
the Corporate Staff level.
Daily contact with other 'top
Engineers will quickly famili
arize you with this sepciolized
operation. Let us arrange a
confidential interview.

design,

Personals

To Rent Houses

PROFESSIONAL

$12 -$14,000 --Fee Paid
Famous Chicago firm! Handle

69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56

Apartments

Upholsteryexcellent

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
Wallpapering ..and
painting. All work guaranteed

Furniture Refinishing

-Custom Homes Room Additions,
Garages, Basement 6 Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259 4348.

299-0119

253-4769

Project Engineer

for Corporate Staff

Nursery Schools -

Situations Wanted Women
Sporting Goods
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished

Des Plaines

Pick Up & Delivery

pect.

Rooms -Board -

259-9440

651 Pearson

YOU name it -WE do it! Pointing,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. ref s.,
insured. Free estimates. Jim.

& Refinished, 522.95. 529-1211

Reasonable rotes
VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150

nities!

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. Hts
830 W. NW. Hwy.

ed. Free estimate.
.392-1542

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, Sanded, Sealed

reach

AAMCO

i

5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
references, fully insur

Floors

Ads

Transmission Service

beginning

Students

Want

throughout the Northwest
suburbs to over 64,000
households in 17 commu-

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

439-4454

done with
brooms -not just

Free estimates

PAINTING & DECORATING

College

Day

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

ROLAND E. JOHNSON'

2

,
,

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

695-9812

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

sealing

Remodeling,

rates 671-0009.

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

colored Good lob guaranteed.

Tile

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

CALL 297-2266

Asphalt

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

Interior and Exterior painting at

Free Estimates
Financing,
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

A Division of
/bay Publications, Inc.
217 S Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights. III.

sows. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

Free Estimates Ed Snwinski
or
392-3450
CL 5-3991
Interior 8. Exterior Painting. All
top quality work. Reasonable

CHAIN LINK FENCE
9 Colors
Steel
Privacy
Aluminum

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

Decorating & Remodeling

Wrought

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647-0220

Reach!

"Small Engine Repair"

NEW WAY PAINTING

& IRON CO:

255-7200

8.

RICK'S DECORATING

air cond.; out -

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

and other services.
Contact Dick Westgord

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

Interior & exterior painting'
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118

X -CELL FENCE

cwi,....,

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

WALL PAPERING

Fencing

SERVICE

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

Electrical work;

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest soberban business for
Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces

;17.50 per section plus fabric

',
Electrical Contractor

lets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792

ART

squeegees

-

Electrical Work

CREATIVE

515.50 per chair plus fabric,
$24.50 per sofa plus fabrit,

Floors,
side. Walls, Carpets,
Gutters. REASONABLE!
GUARANTEED WORK!!
971 0675
CALL JIM

ipo MY OWN WORK

Art Service

do painting, inside and out

I

wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hursr.
Coordinated

order.

439-3532
Alterations and general sewing
plus remodeling of draperies.

Asphalt

mate call 392-6604

and resort clothes designed to

Hemming &
Alterations

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR ".

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

styling. Formals

Individualized

SLIP COVERS

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

Dressmaking -Sewing

Alterations

'

.

For estimates -537-3986 oft. 3 prn.

255-2570

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Coll Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK:. 800
Northwest Hwy., Mt. ProsE

.

Slip Covers

Interior & Exterior Pointing
Rees. & meticulous. Teacher.

$650 No Fee

109

Aviation

107
Auto Parts and Access.
Auto Trailers & Campers 103
112
Automobiles For Sale
Adtomobiles Wanted. . 101
Boats and
37
Marine Supplies
38
Boat Storage
66
Business- Opportunities.
17
Business Services
9
Card of Sympathy
8
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
..10
Coins- Hobbles
12
Day Comp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
23
Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies 25
Women
57
Equipment Rentals
93
Farms
1
Florists
2
Funeral Directors
24
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
27
.
Men or Women
26
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings 47
Furniture.
Industrial Property
"83
(To Rent)
5
In Memoriam
15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK
FOR YOU!

Painting -Decorating

,

POODLE 8 SCHNAUZER

10 TECHNICIANS

20

Auction Sales

audience for your message, everyday!

The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Dog Grooming

"

PROGRAMMERS
Maint. Prog. RPG, BAL
Exp. Prog. 30, 40, - $925
Ken Larson 8. Assoc. 299-7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques

Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,
5 -day want ad to sell, rent, buy, trade
or whatever ... The Day has a ready

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,

Air Condrtioning

INDEX

Ritii1111

..,1

FOR ADVERTISING
OR

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

CLASSIFIED

.

44lc;

4./.......

.P.,..eirAs.
,_..._.

The
3 -"Rs"
of

go Akita,
gaf

Service Directory
.

Page 9

Tuesday, July 22, 1969

and

repair of special components
used in consumer products.
The latest in testing equipment

and lab devices will be at

your disposal. Excellent location. Year end bonuses and

MAINTENANCE
START AT

$4.00 Hr. + 0:T.
Without

previous

experience

you can now start at $ 4 an hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future

opportunity can include that
of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant immedi
ate hiring. No fee. Call

profit shoring plan.

CALL BOB OATES

PARKER

296-1043

117 So. Erne11°n

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

Mt. Prospect
253.6600
4

Tuesday, July 22, 1969

Page 10

FULL TIME

Experienced man
needed to insta114suspended ceilings. Year
round inside work.

janitors.

load and
haul hay. Year around.
Full time

No

weekends and no holi-

Inventory,

help a

Arlington Hts. & Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights

payroll. Learn it all in nearby
firm. Fast raises. Free
IVY

Experienced or will teach. Full
time with plenty of overtime.

Benefits. Excellent working conditions.

Many company benefits.
Please apply in person ONLY!

SHORT ORDER
COOKS

or no

Little

Good
needed.
experience
starting pay, paid vacation,
major medical group insurance. Opportunity for advancement.
CALL FOR APPOIN I MENT

P

tions .rvith advancement oppor
tunities. The men we seek must

With Expanding Machine Shop

be dependable, over 21 years
old, and no police record.
Guard openings in most of the

APPLY IN PERSON

BARRETT-

Engineering Co.

CRAVENS CO.

1625 W. Algonquin
439-7010

630 Dundee Rd., Northbrook

Golden Bear
cake House
estaurant

1051 Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines
439-0336

behind for a clean, public contact position using
your knowledge of shopwork? A position with
security and prestige? A position with a future
for you and your family -with a potential limited

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

INSPECTORS
MACHINE PARTS

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

INSPECTOR
of

The employee we seek will have experience with
precision instruments and gauges, preferably
with mechanical and electrical background.

procrastinate! Take the first step to
a challenging and rewarding career -call now!,
or write, in complete confidence

ASSEMBLERS

Type. TRAIN! Free
IVY

7215 W. Touhy

ment potential.

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

Allstate

night shifts. Excellent opportunity. Good company benefits. APPLY in

person to personnel
manager daily: 8 a.m. 4:45 pm. 10601 W. Belmont Ave., Franklin Park
(1 block west of Mann-

Mon. thru Fri.
7:45 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
Sat. 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

BRUNING

heim Rd. at Belmont
Ave. 3200 north.
An Equal Opportunity
_Employer

STUDENTS
STILL HIRING
If you are motivated by ',lune y

and excitement we have a
position

the

in

station. Free.

9 AM - 2 PM.

$155 WEEKLY
792.2044

Ridge

Park

346.6108

Loop

PERIODIC RATE INCREASES
OVERTIME -IF DESIRED

299-0111

SETTER -OPERATORS
-TOP PAY -

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

ASSOCIATED
FABRICATORS

WAREHOUSEMAN
New warehouse in Des Plaines
needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.
PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

299-2206

A. H. ROBINS CO
69 RAWLS RD.
DES PLAINES

PRESS BRAKE
OPERATORS
Immediate openings for ex
perienced men. Day or night
shift available. Good company
benefits. Excellent opportunity
for advancement. Steady employment. APPLY to personnel
manager daily: 8 arn. - 4:45
pm. 10601 W. Belmont Ave.,,
Franklin Park (1 block west
of Mannheim Rd. at Belmont
Ave. 3200 north.)

An

Equal Opportunity
Employer

emmmom...B.%
Does

a top

Of $180
turn you on?
That's the base salary we're now paying our top PBX installers.
If you're hired as an apprentice, you'll reach the top In just four
years.

PBX installers put In switchboards and other electronic equipment
that businesses use to speed communications across the world.

.

.

.

.

THOMAS
ENGINEERING INC.
HOFFMAN ESTATES

r

Project Engineer, E/M . $12,000
Draftsman Trainee ... $125 Wk
$14,000
Group Leader, ELE
Eleo

Mach. Draftsmen ... 5180 Wk.
Chief Draftsman . $12,000
.

$750

Technical
Quality Control

Administration
Supervisor Trains.
Inventory Control
Market Research

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

Inspector
$833
$750
$600
$650
$700

,

$10,000
5135. Wk.

MAINTENANCE
MEN
We need several men
with some mechanical
knowledge in maintaining factory, equipment.
Applicants

should

9 S. Dunton

394-0880

6028 Dempster

966-0700

be

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, L'es Pl. 297 3535

Tired of Commuting
opportunities
able in N.W. Suburbs
Excellent

avail$600
500
6UU

Acctg. Clerks (3)
Good Typist
Customer Service

475
500

holmes & assoc.
Rondhurst-Upper Level
392-2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939 4866

BABY DOCTOR
WILL TRAIN NEW
RECEPTIONIST

welding, with some pipe
fitting experience de-

N.S.

sirable. Excellent starting
salary. Positions open
on 1st & 2nd shifts.

kids & their folks happy while
waiting. He'll also teach you
simple first aid, etc. And best
of all you don't need a bit of
experience, he wants to train
you in his very own way. Terrific spot for the girl who loves
public contact. See IVY today
at office nearest your home.

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
OPEN

Higgins

Mon. thru Fri.
7:45 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
Sat. 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

Des Plaines

BRUNING
Addressograph Multigroph

Pediatrician says if you
know some typing he'll gladly

show you how to keep little

Free to you.
IVY

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI

SP 4-8585
297-3535

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, III.
255-1900

handle. There is a relaxed atmosphere in
congenial office.
the
Great benefits. FREE AT

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
966.0700
6028 Dempster

AMY. 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., (11/2 blocks west
of Rt. 83), Mt. Prospect.

3 BEGINNERS
$90 WEEK

255 -9414. -

together. Help thruout company. Fill in anywhere & every-

Secretary

where. Assist anyone from a

for

ing. Learn switchboard, help

Television Station

at reception desk. It's different,

fun. A good way to find out
what you're suited for. Plus

$130 WEEK

your chance to get to know all
the other nice young guys &

If you're good, yob can
make top money any-

gals who happily work to
gether in this HI PAYING
firm. COMPLETE [RAINING.

where. Why not work
where every duy is
new and exciting ex-

to every jobl 35 WPM typing
gets you hiredl Free to you.
IVY
1496. Miner, Des Pl.
7215 W. Touhy

perience? Be a secret-

ary for one of the top

297-3535
SP 4 8585

television stations in the
mid -west. You can start.

at $130 a week with a

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECEPTION! ST

guaranteed merit

-

increase after 3 months.
Call for details.

photographer
Local
needs a personable
young lady to handle
reception desk. Duties

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

answering

includes:

phones, greeting people
present proofs and type
correspondence, You will
show customers to dress-

CHILDREN

ing rooms for last minute touch-ups. A good
opportunity for ' right

RECEPTION

girl.

FREE

AT

DOCTOR'S

AMY.

$525-$550 MONTH

16 W. NW. Highway,
blocks west of
(11/2
Rt. 83), Mt. Prospect.

You'll be seated in the front
reception area and greet
pdtients and children who have
appointments with this ex-

255-9414.

tremely popular neighborhood
duties
pediatrician. Ohter
include answering. the phones,

Get Into Politics
Be Senator's Secy

ordering supplies, giving ap-

politi.

SECRETARY

this great man's life! It means
meeting & getting to know'bigwigs & so many interesting
people from all walks of lifer
You'll work with campaign
helpers, sit in on conferences,
learn detail that makes this of-

An equal opportunity employer

it ARE

Z you

$550

California Sport clothes
manufacturer has just
opened a new branch in
this area. Many buyers
& designers call at this
office daily. Boss is also
You'll
newcomer.
a
handle his correspon-

dence. Schedule his appointments & act as his
receptionist. Good com-

And that's just for starters. With Bell's policy of selecting its managers from within its ranks, you'll have plenty of chances for further
advancement.

ity to turn concepts into realities. Although an engineering education
would be helpful, we recognize experience and ability in lieu of a degree.
These positions are the result of rapid growth ... we've doubled our size in

the last five years. Therefore, it is an excellent opportunity for financial
and professional growth. And, we offer the best of two worlds... Chicago
sqlaries in a small town atmosphere.

west Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

LEARN TRAVEL
AGENCY BUSINESS

FROM GROUND UP
COMPLETE

'

TRAINING

pointments,

If you feel you possess the ability necessary to meet the challenge of these
positions, or if you hone other engineering experience that could be useful
in one of our other 80 plus locations, write:
Mr. G. Mynatt
Corporate Recruiting Officer

Apply Box #1206
'Yx Arlington Day
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

Arlington.Heights, Illinois 60005

leaves

her desk (she

at

job

Aug

31).

She'll

train you to welcome people
wanting ,Info on trips, flights,
trains, ships. You'll type travel
schedules, reports, tickets. Use
dictaphone. Slowly learn to talk
to people about vacations. Set
up vacations. Set up trips, contact hotels, airlines. A good
spot for outgoing personality

who wants to TRAVEL! Free to
you.

-

IVY

SP 4.8585
.7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des N. 297-3535

ore

excellent starting salary, there
is a significant raise after
short training period. Free.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966.0700
6028 Dempster

you don't need political back
ground! You should be good

THIS WEEK

with people! TACTFULI KINDI
GRACIOUS! A DREAM JOB! Excellent salary. Free to you.
IVY
SP 4 8585
7215 W. Touhy
297-3535
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

EXCLUSIVELY
OUR OFFICE OR THEIRS
FIRM NEW 'TO THIS
AREA

.

HOURS - 9 to 5

ASSIST

VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK - FREE

Exciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
keep appointschedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to
phone,

an inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stock* are

keep

turning low. Later you
will be trained to administer medication to animals. Light, simple office
routine,
117 So. Emerson

-

$600

Exec. Secretaries
Dictaphone Secys
Personnel, no steno
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Figure Clerks
Sales Order Desk
NCR Operator

575
550

650
450
500
450
550

Congenial employer
hiring

thru

us

alone.

Start now or after your
vacation. If you can't

get in at once, register
by phone. GREAT FIRM GREAT BENEFITS. Beau-

tiful new office.

Ford Employment
MOUNT PROSPECT

437-5090
MORTON GROVE
YO
5-2400
5945 Dempster
O'HARE
9420 Foster at River 992-2111

1720 Algonquin

LAbY PARKER
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Hours

is needed and in addition to

Tice tick. You'll answer phones,
keep Senator's date book. And

'

etc.

9.5, no Sets. or eves. and age
is open. No medical experience

ment

$525 -Start off by relieving receptionist

.

116 W. Eastman
392-6600

Miss Paige

RECEPTIONIST

The individuals qualified to step Into these positions must have up-to-date
knowledge of technical innovations, and the creative and perceptual abil-

Arlington Heights

answer phones & receive
callers. There will be
some correspondence to

'

you'll take part in the fascin
ating action that goes on in

Famous Bell benefits? Of course.

ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE

This manager is out of
the office most of the
time. He needs you to

privileges.

travel

free

your

cal secy to big name Senator,

FREE.

We have openings In Arlington Heights.

$500

and what to take. Soon you
can take your own advice on

Here's - excite-len111 As

Corp.

298-5021

Call anytime, 24 hours a day,
a counselor will be available to assist.eou.

z

where to go, how to get there

buyer to someone in advertis-

.

able to do arc and gas

Mannheim &

GIRL FRIDAY
Golf Course

give advice on

reservations,

layouts. TRAIN! Free
IVY

pany benefits. An interesting field. CALL AMY:
255-9414, 16 W. North-

If you feel at home with a set of tools, hove en interest in. electronics, a willingness to learn and a desire to do quality work,

to help vacationeers and travelers secure airline and other

You'll all start together & 'work

1,13,000

PERSONNEL, INC.

You'll be completely trained

Charm, makeup, how -to -get
ahead in life. Well known firm
publishes books on these sub
'acts. You'll be Girl -Friday to a
writer. Help research facts,
contact artists to do sketches,

$700
Lab Tech, Chem
Foreman, heavy mach. $12,000
. 3600
Lead Operator
8500
IBM Trainee

Plastics

COME IN OR REGISTER BY PHONE

WIDE

PARKER
117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

genial young group. Free.

ARE YOU experienced with large
and small relays? Do you have detailed knowledge and proven ability in
innovating and modifying relays? Then you could be the individuals we're
looking for to jojn our staff of engineers.

young man who has some

358-5800

Bob Danon, Circulation Mgr.

Engineering

Accounting
$750
Jr. Accountant
Cost Accountant .
. $11,000
$13 000
Bookkeeper
General Accountant V12,000
$14,000
Chief Accountant .
Programmer
511,000

TRAINEE

tvburhnn travel agency
and you'll work with a con-

Exec. Sec
Sec (No S.H)

FOR AN INTERVIEW
PLEASE CONTACT

296-6640

Apply today. Earn full pay while learning from veteran craftsmen.
Soon you'll be on your own, shaping the largest computer -- the
Bell System switching network.

A real opportunity for an alert
drafting and mass experience.
Will work as o Jr. Engineer in
a progressive company. Salary
commensurate with ability and
productivity.
PHONE MR. LOEFFLER

Positions available after school
hours and Saturday. mornings
$1.60 per hour.

-

2020 S. Mannheim Road
Des Plaines, III.

see us. We're an equal opportunity employer.

DRAFTSMAN

Wideg

PERSONNEL

Mgt. Trainee
Customer Service

All company benefits including
hospitalization, life insurance,
uniforms, vacations for qualified men.

By The Des Plaines Day.

e'

tion? Call or stop in at:

GIRL FRIDAY $500

WANTED

A young business man to work
in our circulation department.
High school Junior or, Senior,
who has maintained a scholastic average that places him in
the upper third of his class.

cope?98_51321

For further information come in or call:

AUTOMATIC
BROWN & SHARPE

OFFICE BOY

He must display qualities
leadership and organization.

PERSONNEL

anytime you want. Swim, ride
horses, play tennis ... informa-

This is for a beautifully decor°

MISS PAIGE

in

WideP298-5021

are available for you 10 use

$495 MONTH

In Arlington Heights

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

Systems Jr

10160 Franklin Ave.
Franklin Park
678-6151

Miss Gaffke

Look at these outstanding benefits:

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

ted

1000 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, III.
255-1900

ENGINEERING COMPANY

We are a fast growing company who are willing to train men
to become machine operators. This is your opportunity to
learn a skill and progress with our company.

8 PAID HOLIDAYS
PENSION PLAN
SICK PAY POLICY
MAJOR MEDICAL PLAN
VACATION AND HOLIDAY
PRODUCTION BONUS PLAN

people and other interesting
types who run a busy radio

Addressograph Multigraph
Corp.

Anocuf

MACHINE OPERATORS
TRAINEES

Promotional

Sales Deportment of a loading
international publishing car
poration. Compete for trips
to London and a color, TV set.
Cat for personal interview,

meet the disc jockeys, creative

437-5400

An Equal Opportunity Employer

You will work 3 days per week Monday, Wednesday, Friday
at $25 per day. The big
attraction is that all facilities

117 So. Emerson

-

true! The
mammoth,

West Suburban estate needs
an assistant with typing skills.

SP 4 8585
297.3535

You'll have a variety of duties
as you assist the head of the
dept. of radio programming.
An exciting office where you'll

An equal opportunity employer

Skokie

7770 Frontage Rd.

Ride Horses?
Unbelievable but
executor of this

PARKER

GIRL FRIDAY
RADIO STATION
$115 WEEK

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
OPEN

Experienced in electrical

CALL

Like to Swim?

fringe benefits, fast pay raises.
No experience necessary. Call
for details.

see what's new in

Good starting salary.
advanceTremendous

Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits.

parts. Choice of day or

Assist Executor
$25/day - FREE

any

5, 5 days. Lots of

nity. 9 to

Well known food co. Buyers
frail', all over country come
to

plus

skills

steno or dictaphone starts you
immediately with this young
exciting suburban advertising
agency. Never a dull moment.
This is a ground floor opportu

Learn Switchboard
Small Office -$100
here

typing

Your

gifts & to buy. You'll welcome
them, direct them to showroom

MR. W. TULLIS CO 7-6800 EXT. 537

(Electrical)

ADVERTISING .
AGENCY
$140 WK. FREE.

blueprints and gauges.

and final inspection.

Don't

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966-0700
6028 Dempster

RECEPTION
SECRETARY

SEC. TO V.P. $650
Exec. position. Free.
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299 7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

Electra

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process

PROFIT SHARING and a company car.

966.0700

0028 Dempster

Ergineering Co.

RESERVATIONS

We are a growing manufacturer

Our, outstanding benefit package includes a
full range of company benefits, including SEARS

NO STENO
We have several openings in
this area for the girls who prefer small office situations. Skill
requirements range from lite
to moderate typing. For more
information call:

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Mechanical background
read
Must
desired.

only by your own initiative and abilities?

as a property adjuster.

$450-$625

Miss Paige

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

(Desk A), Des Plaines.

PINKERTON'S INC.

If so, ALLSTATE offers you the opportunity to
join our modern and progressive claims force

OFFICES

ellent suburban location. The
showroom is lonely. Good personality, light typing and nice
appearance qualify. Free.

Office Center on 1784 Oakton

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

Are you ready to leave the dust and fumes

ing,d

Runway &

ducted the week of July 21st
thru 25th from 9 am to 3 pm
and on Tues. & Thurs. until
7 p.m. We are located in The

O.D. & I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe'Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

AUTO CLAIMS ADJUSTER

ONE GIRL

famed line

sellAbsolutely
n o relajust pleasant, public
f approach. Ex'
tions
p1 i a n c

Great Lakes

Desi
surrounding
Plaines. Interviews will be con-

1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

suburbs

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

mating or body shop mechanical knowledge?

1507 Rand Road
Des Plaines, Illinois

5 days a we.ek.

Wanted For Permanent Positions

SP 4-8585

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

public contact position
customersanddeamp-

ognrestertaintigng

Plant layout conveying systems
and material - handling equipment. Must be able to work from
sketches and soles write up. Future customer contact. Light machine design necessary. Salary
based upon experience.

We offer good security posi

Does your experience include auto body esti-

CLOTHES

All

DRAFTSMAN
PLANT GUARDS

150 W. Rand Road
ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

including profit sharing.

ROBERT HALL

296-7942

mensurate with experience.
Excellent employee benefits

Runway &-

TAILOR

Complete Data., Inc.

Jun to expansion of suburban
contracts for Security Watch
men, Pinkerton's has opened
another branch office.

IVY

7215 W. Touhy

$600 MONTH
WILL TRAIN

FULL TIME

Mt. Prospect.

letter. Free

RECEPTION

255-1600

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

ask "how to do it" or "where
con I buy it?" You'll use forms
to reply or just write a brief

SHOWROOM °

INC.

Full Time

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits
255-8400
Apply Mr. Wollen or Mr. Church

Kids will write you about the
toys your company mfgrs. They

14 S. WILLIE
MT. PROSPECT

to learn data processing.

I

LETTERS. $1 1 0

Ken Larson & Assoc. 299-7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

WILLIE LUMBER

High School Grad

be able to read blueprints &
bills of material. Salary corn.

Great Lakes

FULL TIME

WHEELING NEWS AGENCY

of
material
manufacturer
handling equipment. Should

Fabricator

437-8500

ACCOUNTANT
Experienced young man for
varied duties in cost dept. of

Metal

cellent wages.

WAREHOUSE

to 2 P.M. Saturday.

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home
TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

JR. COST

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 2973535

maintenance man who
has the experiipce
ability to handle general
maintenance work. Ex-

1600 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village

253-0185

little with

day thru Friday and from 8 A.M.

FURNITURE FINISHER

JOHN HENRICKS INC.

FIGURE WORK $115
GENERAL
MAI NTENANCE
sized wareMedium
needs
facility
house

PART TIME

537.6793

Good wages.

CALL 827-7880

sary. 299.4285

ANSW R

Varied duties. Free.

to work 2 P.M. to 5:30 P.M. Mon-

to

days.

437-9242

THE HERST ALLEN CO.

263-4300

SEMI -DRIVER

MOONLIGHTERS
Permanent part time
evening

Earn $50 for 15 hrs. work. Full
time also available. Car neces-

not necessary. Call Mr. Nais.

GEN. OFFICE $437

MAN OR BOY WANTED

STUDENTS

Retail, paint. Days. Experience

24 -Help Wanted Men

2441eIP Wanted Men

25 -Employment Agenciesliomen

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Waded Men

24 -Help Waded Men

264Ielp Radii Women

26-110p Wanted Women

260310 WNW %mem

Mon.

-

MOTHER'S HELPER

Need reliable teenager to babysit with 11/2 & 41/2 yr, old boys.
Every Saturday 9-6 & occasional
other day. 437.8376.

GENERAL OFFICE
N.C.R. OPERATOR ,

or Miss Alice 392-8174 4-8.

my home. Transportation

CO 7 -6800 --OR 3-6600, ext. 262

HALOGEN INSUALTOR
150 Gaylord Elk Grove Village
439.7400

TELLER

Oyer 21
Experienced only.
FL 8-2075

Allstate*

.

PROOF MACHINE

- $60 weekly
shoring new line of home care

2

products. Fun -Exciting.

5 day week. Excellent working
conditions. Full fringe benefits.

4

to

Light Factory
Work

OPERATOR

LADIES -Earn $40

hyurs o day. Call eves between

Bank of

A fast growing investment soles
company has an opening for a

real sharp all around girl who

Des Plaines

See Bob Pinnow

733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827-4411

HARPER COLLEGE

An equal opportunity employer

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS

Secretary at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desirable but not essential. Excellent fringe benefits. Will be in

PERMANENT - PART TIME

tips,

Mature women.
Prospect, Arlington His. area.
surance experience desirable

Good

medical terminology for our

Radiology Dept. Full time, permanent, 9:30 a.m. to 6:00

tion. 297-2150 - Mrs. Johnson.

p.m., 5 days o week. Good
salary and working conditions.

LPN
DAYS ONLY

Excellent salary
Good opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
.827-6628

KEYPUNCH

Experienced
typist experienced in

year's experience to keypunch

APPLY IN PERSON

HOLY FAMILY

hour work week. Good starting

'salary

CLERK TYPISTS
NEEUEU

Work in High School Bldg. or
Full

Administration
time employment, many fringe
benefits.

4 -girl office. 5 day work week,
attractive salary and company
benefits for right girl.

H. S. DISTRICT 214
259-5300 - Ext. 37

FOR INTERVIEW, CONTACT
KEN HUBBARD

WANT TO SEW?

Midwest Industrial
Truck, Inc.

Center.

Want to gain a skill you can
use anywhere in the world?
Join the sewing industry right

1901 Londmeier Road
Elk Grove Village
956-1200 or 569.2020

in Arlington Heights. Good pay
and fringe benefits, air -con
see us.

F. H. BONN CO.
III N. Hickory, Arl. His.

EXPERIENCED

.

Full

time. Pleasant congenial

conditions. Paid vacation, insurance, profit sharing.

"

HOLY FAMlb

If you ore motivated by money

ond excitement we have a
in the Promotional
Sales Department of a leading
international publishing corporation. Compete for trips to

in

EXPERIENCED

toted in Elk Grove Village.

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

Please send your resume, or
call, Mr. W. R. Whyte, Super-

MAID -TUTOR -HOSTESS -BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

we just wanted to give you some idea of how you'd
be helping people if you were an Illinois Bell Tele-

* TESTERS & CALIBRATORS
* ASSEMBLERS '-& SOLDERERS

Since we are in the industrial market, we are
not subject to the ups & downs found in military

position & pay, come in or call: MR. BOWSER

Expand Your

Horizons at

MOTOROLA

In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

phone operator.
'

Interested? Then come in now and we'll find out if
you have the necessary potential. If you do, then we'll
train you at full pay for this rewarding career.

Box 66100,

helping people today. We're an equal opportunity

60666. 437-

employer.

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

No Fees Trip rotes

be

116 W. Eastman

392-6600

Apply Employment Office Weekdays
8:30 am. -5 pm. or call for appt.

Communication

-

Technicians

BELL TELEPHONE

Arlington Heights

Light Assembly

Wirers & Solderers

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

.

2300, ext. 3412.

Whiter Collar Girl, R
DD

Stock Handlers

OP ANNRICA, INC

RANDHURST CENTER

MT. PROSPECT'

392-5230

345-9000

Packers

Security Guards

EXPANSION

AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION
THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION

2801 S. 25th Ave., Broadview'

439-0330

* ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

Although it would take a trained operator to know that,

The starting salary is good, plus you'll get two raises
your first year. The benefits Bell offers are tops and the
people you'll be working with...great. Start your career

Air Lines, P.O.
Chicago, Illinois

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER

ANSWER: any connection in the top row Marked "Tandem 8".

visor of ' Employment, United

cient MAing. PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.

935 Lee St.

One of the northwest suburbans' fastest growing
electronical systems manufacturer can offer you
a chance to grow too.

for more details at:

ASSISTANT

Good starting salary and excellent benefits including Profit Sharing, Air Conditioned Offices,
Cafetqriq on Premises, Credit Union and Suffi-

EL -MAR PLASTICS

Januszko.

S

SECRTIMEARIES

lo

attendants, Porters and Pot &

& commercial market. If you want to grow in

SMOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

surate with experience.

interview,

-

in

MICRODYNE, INC.
STILL GROWING

SQUARE D COMPANY

ILLINOIS

many company benefits,

corner
Rd.

Pan Washers. Apply in Person or

We need girls with good typing and shorthand
skills to work for middle and upper management.
NO matter how little experience you may have...

An equal opportunity employer

8 AM to 4 PM; 4 PM to 12 AM;
12 AM to 8 AM. Paid insurance,

Roselle

Call 359-4200 & ask for Jahn

Arlington Hts.,
An equal opportunity
employer

We offer a salary commen-

792.2044
346-6108

shifts.

&

Palatine is now accepting applications for Food Service employment beginning this fall. Full
time ,and port time .positions
available for the following
people: Cooks, Bakers, Salad
Women, Line Servers, Dish room

255-4500

FULL

all

Algonquin

An Equal Opportunity Employer

1865 Miner St., Des Plaines
827-6111

LIGHT FACTORY WORK

HOSPITAL

827-6528

HARPER COLLEGE,

For appointment
392-7600

practices.

$155 WEEKLY

INJECTION
MOLDING

APPLY IN PERSON

CONTACT MISS HECHT

CALL MR. PABST

background in cataloging

ary, Make this .8 to 4:30 job

An equal opportunity employer

Excellent

HOLY FAMILY

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

fast...to the police?

Our only requirement is a solid

London and a color TV set.

Park Ridge
Loop

4:30 p.m.

working conditions, good salary ond fringe benefits.

fect for recent high school graduates.

Which connection will put
Mary Chambers through

qualification for this position.

position

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
DIRECTORY CO.

Full time, permanent positibn
for responsible. person. 8:00

Some beginning office jobs are available to
people with little or no office experience. Per-

sistant librarian with experience who can assume responsibility for all cataloging.
Experience is your important

An equal opportunity employer

a "must see.'

Excellent salary.
P.M.'s or Nights

EXPERIENCED

GENERAL OFFICE

United Airlines needs an as-

STILL HIRING

Coll
9 AM - 2 PM.

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

MICRODYNE, INC.
1600 S. Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

HOSPITAL

for personal

Des Plaines,

MALE OR FEMALE

an equal opportunity employer

July & August Only

Like to work in a quiet carpeted keypunch department with
brand 5ew machines? Excellent fridge benefits and top sal-

PERSONNEL

311 S. Arlington Hts'. Rd.

STUDENTS

KEYPUNCH

Widegeope/m,OH:7fgnic;eh,nacBsril;d:).

CLERK TYPIST

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

LIBRARIAN

255-9000
Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

298.5021

205 S. Northwest Hwy. 775-2550 Park Ridge

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

Call Mr. Lyngaan of Mr. Chirpe

File Clerk

475

NURSES

An Equal Opportunity Employer

8:30 to 5:15.

APPLY IN PERSON'

Clerk
Clerks

call us now to see if you qualify.

2. Free hospital benefits.
3. Stock purchase program.

working conditions.

TELLER

AccountingPayroll

F C Bookkeeper

ASSISTANTS

Division of Jewel Co., Inc.

1. Salary in excess of
$465 monthly.

Full time - 7:00 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in our delivery room. No
rotation. Excellent salary and

Sec'y.c'j

Figure Clerk
Accts. Payable
Inventory Clerks

824 -7151

SECRETARIES

TURNSTILE FAMILY CENTER

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE
CORPORATION

NURSE

359-4800

255-1100

Accounting Dept. Typing
necessary. 5 day week,

REGISTERED

General Sec'y.
Dictaphoner

450... Shipping & Recvg. Clerk

salary commensurate to ability. For confidential interview

Algoncjuin (Rt. 62) and Meacham lioads
Schaumburg

439-2210

4. Free life insurance.
Permonent position

ditioning, 40 hr. week. Come

.Executive Sec'y.

500
475
425
475
500
400

650
450
600
450

Growing Dodge dealer in
Des Plaines needs two women
to complement office staff.
insurance,
hours,
Regular

CALL TODAY FOR AN INTERVIEW

and hospitaliza-

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Material handling distributor,
with modern new facilities,
need a clerk -typist with shorthand ability. Small congitial

STENOS and

253-9325

... Switchboard
Key Punch Oper.

371/2

PRE FINISH
METALS, INC.

CLERK -TYPIST

.16

REICHARDT CLEANERS

21-lielp Wanted -Men u Women

tion benefits.

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

©MOTOROLA©

of the nation's finest retailers can offer the chance
to excel in the exciting & fantastic business.

suburb needs hard working
girl with a minimum of one

and verify. Possible light tab

HOSPITAL

sary. Interesting work.

a.m. to

This top paying position with a division of one

Small installation in Northwest

also.

in such exciting departments as enyineering,
marketing, sales, and law. We
offer on excellent starting
:salary, plus a host of valuable
extras Including profit sharing
and employee discounts.

positions as secreted.
typists.

aggressive & talented person.

-OPERATOR

operation duties

Style

That's the way it Is of Motorola'.
Because at Motorola people I
always come first. But then '
that's the way it should
be -shouldn't it? Openings
now exist for girls to fil

Arlington Hts., III. 60004

We have an exciting opportunity for a cosmetician trainee as a high traffic retailer. We can
offer the potential for a successful career to an

439.0336

TRANSCRIBER

Executive Offices. Excellent
Skills. New and Growing
Company. Des Mathes Loca-

cated. No experience neces-

Statistical Typist
Clerk Typist
Biller Typist
Receptionist

425
400
400

Auto experience
preferred. -

TRAINEE

Rt. 62 on Rt. 83)

MEDICAL

400 .
500
600

tall Mr. Letter at -

COSMETICIAN

It blk. N. of Algonquin Rd.,'

PRIVATE SECRETARY

LITE INDUSTRIAL $2.25

BOOKKEEPER

in

An equal opportunity employer

Golden near
Pancake House
Restaurant
1051 Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines

889-2000

but no necessary.

1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Division of F&B Mfg.
5480 Northwest Highway
Chicago

In-

dictation.

paid vacation & Major

medical group insurance.

FILKO IGNITION

Mt.

light

holidays,

ance.
APPLY IN PERSON

20 to 25 hours weekly;- io
Typing,

Paid

450

Insurance Group

surroundings, above overage

paid vacation and insur-

COUNTRYSIDE INN

I W. Campbell, Arlington His.
392-9344

Secretaries

IthUnigard

Golden Bear offers you the

call 259.1271 for particulars.

TYPIST - CLERK

Work

CALL DIANE THOMAS

392-9050.

most pleasant atmosphere and

offices.

benefit program.

WAITRESS

modern air conditioned

359-4200

ARLINGTON %ARK

Please

THEATER.

ARLINGTON

25 to 35 hour week, 5 days
New store conveniently lo-

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT

.

Why work just anyplace? The

GENERAL OFFICE

NEEDED FOR NEW
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Lunches and Dinners

TOWERS HQTEL
We need on experienced INSURANCE ACCOUNTING
Should have recent, background working in payables, reconciling and related details. Excellent salary and employee

an interested in making $20 to
$30 on weekends as assistant
box off ice cashier at the'

WAITRESSES

CLERK.

manent. 5 day week.
Pleasant surroundings in

CALL MRS. GOODLI NG

$75.00.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Wheeling

411 N. Wolf Rd.

Per-

office position.

Palatine

in

new facilities
shortly.

SECRETARIES
For diversified general

Apply at the Personnel Office or call 394-2000

.

Skokie

APPLY IN PERSON

is looking for a future. Must take
shorthand and type. 392-5660

Just opened! A fine opportunity for a person with some ex parlance in billing, posting and general office. Should be able
to type. This could be a step up to a challeneIng job with room
for advancement.

411

-

7770 Frontage Rd.

Permanent 40 hour week, paid
vacation, profit shoring, hospitalization, good starting pay,
good working conditions'.

First National.

4 & 6. 359-7083

ACCOUNTING CLERK

Ability to handle the public and telephones.
Good typing and shorthand required. Experience
preferred. For appointment call: MISS VENHUDA
at:

SHARING.

provided. Call 255-0765.
WAITRESS WANTED

:Map Waded Women

SiIlag Waded Women

SALES SECRETARY
Interesting secretarial position. Variety of duties.

Woman for posting accts. rcv,
and accts. payable. General
office and typing. Varied work.
many company benefits including; COMPANY PAID PROFIT

Call Miss Jerry
824-7641 9.1?

.

Yg. girl wanted to do ironing in

Waded W111111

2$.4

WANTED -Mature married wom-

LADIES!
HAVE COSMETICS
NEED DEMOS.
WE TRAIN
YOUR CONVENIENCE
. MEANS EXTRAS

through Sot. References.
253-5335

I Map Waded Women

AMMO Wmted Women

Page 11
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I

NH* Waded Women

Building Custodians

An Equal Opportunity Employer

16 Openings For Women

FULL TIME DAYS

Who want the excitement, a young fast moving company can

`FULL TIME NIGHTS

DAY & NIGHT

HOSTESSES

GIRL FRIDAY

,

CASHERS
Wanted Immediately
APPLY IN PERSON

Zappone's
Brandywine
Restaurant

-

We are in immediate need of t girl with good
typing and shorthand skills to act as secretary in
our Engineering Department.

We have all the extras others offer, plus one most don't offer.

We offer you pleasant surroundings, paid vaca-

We will treat you as an individual, respect you for work well done,
and reward you for your efforts.

tion first year, finest fringe benefits, and good

located in Holiday Inn

atoning salary.

1000 Busse Rd.

Elk Grove Village

Invest in the small company with the growth plan.

CALL Miss Gaff ke

437-5400

PAYROLL
Position In Comptroller's Dept.
Involving responsibility for college payroll. Previous data pro
cessing experience desirable
but will train. Other duties.

New facilities to be available
the 1st week in August. Full
fringe
week.

benefits,

371/2

hour

.E N GI

n
E

Palatine, III.

359-4200

SEE MR. BAKER - 894-4000

u

ECM CORPORATION
Schaumburg.
1301' E. Tower Road
(Just South of the Tollway on Meacharn Ave.)

2375 Estes Ave.

ElIcGivye Village

APPLY:

Monday thru Friday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-Noon
Algonquin (Rt. 62) & Meacham Rds.
Schaumburg
359-4800

Electro Counter & Motor Co.

N G ...C.rtivt PAN N'

CALL MRS. JEAN GOODUNG

HARPER COLLEGE

offer.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MOTOROLA
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Iuesday,July 22, 1969
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misc. 801 N. Hickory, A.H.

BOAT: 15' runabout, 40 hp.
trailer, top cond.,
Evinrude,
MUST SELL. 392.5499.

Gar. Sale: Sat. July 26, 9-6, Sun.
12-6. 356 W. Walnut, Waycinden

18' Century w/troiler, 394 Olds
inboard engine, comp. refinish

Gar. Sale -July 21, 22, 23. 2 pola,27 -Help Wanted -Men

27 -Help Wanted Men aWomen

roid cam., port. type., (urn. &

PART TIME

Women

Days or Nights -

X -Ray Technician

Young man or woman wanted
in medical center in Des Plaines.
Hours to be arranged. Salary
open. Call 827-5515. betw.9 & 5

INQUIRE

Male or Female

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT
Lee & Ookton

MR. ANTHONY'S

STUDENTS! Need summer work

& after school work too? Your
choice of hours. Ettellent earnings available. Scholarship fund
program to Sept. I. Fuller Brush
437-7388 aft. 6.

BEAUTICIANS

Mt. Prospect 253-1286

$1,000

$1,000

assembling

gift item in pleasant surroundings in Mt. Pros-

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

pect. Good opportunity
for woman with children
in school or retired per-

CALL MR. SOLOMON

GENERAL FACTORY

PARK RIDGE $1,000

698-2026

1 Ariens rider mower, 6 h.p. 24"
rotary cutter, var. speed trans.

14' Glasspor 0.3 SkiBoat w/75
h.p. Johnson elec. start motor,
equipped w/generator. Trailer,

Call aft. 4:30. 255-8596.

TIMARK

trucks, trains, doll dishes, doll
hse. items, charms, Big Little

Books, Movie magazines and
similar items
40s. 526-8452.

36" GE STOVE

4 burner, clock, timer.
520.00 255.6755

experience necessary. Nights - Full Time
6 PM to 2:30 AM.
No

STOP IN OR CALL.

AIREDALE pups, AKC. champ.
sired, 8 weeks, shots, 5150.
439-4422

MOLON MOTORS

Fully Air Conditioned - All
Modern Facilities
(2 blocks west of Edens Expressway)

3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

Immediate openings day & evenings shifts for:

MEN 8. WOMEN

refrigerator $60 or Best
Offer. Small cottage type stove.
Make offer: Both in near new
G.E.

259-3750

interestedin a bright new future!!

EXCELLENT COMPANY BENEFITS

GE Mangle - $20. Black and
white silvertone TV console -

498-1500

Northbrook

Dishwasher,
months old. S90 or best offer.
392.1425

Assemblers

RUGS: One-12'xIB' brown tweed

& one 5 yd. x 31". Twin Bed
frame. 392-1354.

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

AIR KING 20" fan, 2 spd. revers.
with stand; GE 20" revers.
window fan. 299.7373.
Admiral 15,000 BTU air-cond.,
220 volts, walnut decorator front
$175. 894.2480
20" rotary lawnmower $20;
12' x 13' green rug w/2 matching
runners $90. 529-7453

In addition to these built in advantages we offer our
employees excellent starting rates, regular increases
based on your individual performance, a very desirable insurance plan, a security minded pension plan,
and an employee cafeteria to save you money.

GAR. & PATIO SALE: Fri. & Sat.

Sears exercycle, $5; Hunter fan,

Carl Ave. & NW Hwy., Barring-

re-versible,

Our company grows larger and larger every day. As
a result we have a constant need for machine and

bench asprkers.

ton. Furnit., linens, & much misc.

Gar. 'Sale: July 22-26 from 9.9.
119 Glendale, Buffalo Gr. Bikes,
antiques, tools & misc.

Gar. Sale: 505 Hatlen, Mt. Prosp.
fun.; clothes; games; toys &

If you are unable to apply In person or need
additional information call us at --

mist. NOON, Mon Tues,July
21-22.

Gar. Sole July 24,25,26, 9:30

-

4:30. 2704 N. Kennicott, Berkeley

Charles Bruning Company
Damon of Addressograph Mulbgraph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

GRAND OPENING SALE

De -Humidifier, tier table,- antique sewing cab., humidifier,

boll, vacuum cleaner & misc.
823.5505

10 am to 6 pm. 910 Tamarack

PHONE CL 5-1900

Gar.'Sale: 7-26 & 27 from 10-4,
Baby

furnit.,

clothes,

tri-cycle,

sleds., hshld. items, dining rm.
table & 6 chairs, refrid., 4 yr.

An equal opportunity employer

old. 708 W. Lynwood, A.H.

itswr

We Give alba!
Western Electric
Hos Immediate Openings For

stove, boy's

bicycle,

studio couch, wireless amplifier,
red striped wide oval tires.
259-1834

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
71/2 hours - 5 day week
Part time 4,15 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.
10% NIGHT WORK BONUS

REGISTERED LAB

TECHNICIAN
A.S.C.P.

WORK - Monday thru Friday in our modern regional center.

Excellent starting salary with
outstanding benefit package

TV CONSOLE $35; walnut console chord organ $65; white crib
comp. $20; Filter Queen vacuum_
w/att..525. 439-7828
Lg. swimming pool w/accessor-

12" & 19" port. TV; child'
& bikes; air condition &
sheet metal parts; 8mm Kodak
ins;
toys

camera w/att. 259-7227
For information about the FINEST,

water softeners & water conditioning equipment contact.
CONDITIONING CO.
_255-1107 nr 359-3200

Convert your gar. into a fain.
summer rm. inexpensively wit8 a
lip -Roll screen. An 8' x 7' screen
car gar.) only
(standard
$38.98. All sizes available. For
more info call 537-2978.

Sacrifice! 2 Med. chairs & sofa
(blk. leather), Span. oak AM -FM
stero con., bar w/stools, 20" color
TV, ZigZog sewing mach., Electra Lux vac., Cost over 53500.
Sac. $675 or will sep. Aft. 4.
478.2639 or 267.3128
34 -Arts and Antiques
Flea Market Sale,
Sunday July 27, 11 to 5. Town
Hall, lower level Randhurst. Rts.

ANTIQUES,

P. Adm.
& 83 Mt.
392-0383 and 253-9117

12

Rapid Progression
8 A.M. to 4:14 P.M.

956-2641 or 956-2642
3800 Golf Road
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

(Highway 58, just east of Highway 53)

Western Electric
ass116ITIIIU 111111 ttt LT OM St Iii sea

50c

You Can Earn
$800 A Month
Or More
Based On Your
Effort

1 white male miniature poodle 6
weeks - $45.
439-0115
Beagle puppy.
540 Call
439.2690

Tricolor

Irish Setter puppies, AKC, Cham-

Inventory of $1,545 to 52,590
cash required for inventory
and equipment. You must
have a good car and be able
to devote at least 4 to 12 hours
per week. If you are interested, have the desire, drive,
determination, and want to be

pion Sired, excel. show & field

successful

AKC

GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES
ADORABLE
FL 8-2075

FOR SALE
One 'of the largest selections
of antiques in the North and
Suburban

in a growing busi

dress, and telephone number.

German short hair Pointer fe
male 7 mos., AKC, FDSB eli.
gible. Gun broke, partially field

WE WELCOME INVESTIGATION

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTING
CO.

435 So. Kimbrough
Springfield, Mo, 65806

Kitchen Aid Varicycle, copper
tone Dishwasher, excellent con.
dition. 585. 296 3937

LIMITED TIME OFFER

LIKE NEW

BE YOUR OWN BOSS

824-4236

PART TIME OR FULL FIME

7 pc. Spanish bedroom suite less
than 1 yr. old. Paid 5900, asking
$450. 298-5392, 824-9217.

Be your own boss and run
your own business. NATIONAL
POK-O.GOLF announces available distributorships in your
area. This is a fantastic opportunity for unlimited mon-

condition.
437-04511,
CROSLEY SHELVADOR

REFRIGERATOR. EXCEL. COND.

$40.298-6493
bed complete, night stand & desk vanity, martie, $75;
Double

2 piece stereo light wood, 575;

Electric lawn mower, 24" girls
bike, leather top end & cocktail
tables, large mahogany double
dresser with mirror, nest of mahogany table & mist. Coll
823.5505.

ey -making potential with our
golf putting machine. We feel
our product con produce more
money per location then the
well-known coin operated
bowling machine. Our company will set up your business
for you in a proven method of
success. All you do is service
dealers.

PUBLICILY OWNED
growing, aggressive companies of its type which has

LEND - LEASE
4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

NO FRANCHISE FEE!

1

Minimum investment of $4975
through $9950. 25% DOWN.
Leasing available with approved credit.

'3 pc. beige sect'I living rm. set
like new; Heavily carved walnut
inlaid French occass. tables;
cocktail table; 2 - 2 drawer

commodes; odd choirs; 3 cycle
Lady Kenmore washer; lamps &

many other items at bargain
Church

Rd.

1968 Singer Zig-Zag
Sewing machine. Slightly used..
Sews blind hems in dresses,!

WAUCONDA TRADING POST
on Rte. 12, 4 miles north of
Lake Zurich. Bring this ad with

you. Open Fri. & Sat. 10.6.
Sun. 12-6. 526.7495 or 724-

Box 323
10407 Liberty
St. Louis, Missouri 63131
314-423-1100
ASK FOR MR. DENTON

cond,' 220,

'63 Corvair Monza, 4 dr., stick
shift, good running. $275.
Call 394-2778

$64.05TAX INCLUDED

2

j

DICK
WICKSTRO

dr.,

hdtp., full power, bucket seats,
low miles, $995. 253-0135.

1966 F-100, ford, pick-up, cam.

CHEVROLET

per spec., low mileage, heavy

'61 Ford convert, V8, blue body
& wh top, runs good, $150. call

1963 PONTIAC, air-conditioned.
Like new brakes.

555 IRVING PARK RD,
ROSELLE, ILL.

392-7288

between 4-7, 824.9540.

529-7070

Buick '63 Special Deluxe Station

1964 T BIRD, - Clean.
51250

Wagon, V-6, BEST OFFER.

OPEN SUNDAYS!

'

439.0838

Coll 437 4959 after 5. p.m.

Classified REAL ESTATE
11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

privileges.
537-3435 after 4 p.m.
room.

House

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Reliable young lady to rent a
Call

Arl.

Hts.

house,

executive

3

bdrm. 2i/2 bath bilevel, central
air, fully carpeted, drapes, ex
tros. 392-9365.

74 -To Rent Amutments

bdrm. apt. in town Arl. Hts.,
5155 month. Imm. occup. Call
1

lg. .3 bdrm. ranch 2
baths, S/S, water 'softener; lg.
car. lot, fenced backyard.
Est.

I

yr. old bi-level, all brick, 2 car
gar., 3 Igo. bdrms., 3 full baths,
1

plus lots of extras. 299-3547

Prosp. Hts. by owner, 4 bdrm.
ranch, 2 car gar., 2 baths, fain.
rm. Igr. kit., w/built.ins, 2 patios,
basmt., assume. mortgage.
299-8778

524,900. 529 -4194 -

Win:tt.:n Park. 5 sr old 3
bdrm. split level. 11/z baths, ex
tra Ige. lot. Priced to sell. Phone
358-3240 or 467-2116

lure urea 7 in, nAecuii.o,
li/a baths, appliances, air-cond.
carpeting. Imm. occupancy
$260. 298-4756.

Des Pl. sublet 2 bdrm., 2 baths,
w/w carpet, cent. air-cond.
`5230. 297-6463.
MT. PROSPECT

Westgate Apts
18,2
"bedroom
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room.
Ultra -deluxe

Pol.

LARGE FAMILY?
This

9 room home

IMMEDIATE

with 2 full baths and

on a large lot could

be for you at only
$24,000
BRUNS REAL ESTATE

MT. PROSPECT

Timber Lake Village
1+2 bedroom deluxe °port-

POSSESSION
3 Bdrm. Brk. Georgian
situated on lovely tree lined st. New Mod. cab.
Kit, Sep. din. rm., ceramic tile baths. Walk to
schools,
Parks.

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6300

QUINLAN AND TYSON

Arlington Hts.
Palatine
Schaumburg

SWIMMING POOL
rentals

&

255-6320
359-6500
894-1330

REALTORS
ik12

64 NORTHWEST HWT.
DES HUMES

296-6655R11100

4'

includes all

appliances, heat, hotwater &
cooking gas.

1444 S. Busse

Shopping

$30,900

ments.
Sensible

Vacant

Commercial

Residential

HOMES FOR SALE

439-4100

Arlington Heights

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS.
Greta Lederer
Development Co.

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY
I bath $1905215
bd m,
2 bd ms. 2 baths $245.5275
3 bdrms. 2 baths 5320-5335
Dishwashers in all opts. Fully
carpeted, Swimming pool.

$33,500.

WEST DUNDEE

3 bedroom brick and frame split-level. 3 baths,
recreation room. Well landscaped.

VACANT FOR SALE

-

2415 S. Goebbert Rd.
Open 7 days a week.

437-1926

$23,250

BARRINGTON
6 acres

$11,500

BARRINGTON
per lot
water, gas, electricity, streets.

Elk Grove -3 bdrm. ranch, fen-

Exc. child care (age 2-6) my lie,
home -complete facilities. Supervised activity. 255-7019

ced yard, 1 car attached garage.
$235 per month. 392-6818
77 -To Rent, Stores, faces
COMMERICAL OFFICE SPACE 5

offices, 1700 sq. ft. Central air
cond'g. 965 Rand Rd., (Nr. Golf).
Des Plaines. 824-0822._

KUSTOM AMPLIFICATION
The "CRYSTAL BLUE PERSUASION"

Sound of TOMMY JAMES & THE
SHONDELLS

204 HICKS PLACE

'AS

Catalina,

1965 Chevy Bel.Air, 4 dr., Sedan,
6 cylinder, stick, MUST SEEII
439.6211

69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

55 -Musical Instruments

155 -Musical Instruments

Pontiac

1968 Olds Delmont 88 Convert.,
P/5, P/B, AM -FM. Very clean &
excel. cond. $2100. 824-1305.

76 -To Rent Houses

Call

57 Chev. convert., 409, 3 sp, fl.,
new interior & top, sharp, $995
or offer, 827-2215.

4 beautiful 3/4 acre home sites. Improvements:

FOR FREE DELIVERY

CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

$895

duty equip. 253.7419.

OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

air

Belair,

437-0765. $150.

1

POK-A-GOLF

mission.

8

cyl. stick - $25U.
392-7423

retinue, 6 cylinder, stick,
good cond. Needs tune-up. Call

and telephone number. Full
descriptive literature will

35 -Air CoriditiOning
BTU

1963 Chevy Wagon Ele/aire

'53

Please include name, address

makes button holes, sews buttons:
on, monograms
and fancy
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year ports and service,
guarantee.

1965 COMET
4 door, 6 cyl, automatic trans

Excel. condition. Power steering
'auto. trans. 394-1714

CL 3-9461.

WRITE US TODAY.

NATIONAL

$995

'62 Ford Golaxie 2 door hdtp

stick, fine condition, reasonable,

$1,500.00 A MONTH!

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM

McGraw Edison, wind. or wall,

Must see. Offer.
824-0214

TENTIAL OF

6177.

13500

1966 Chev. large VB. A/T, P/S.

AVERAGE EARNING PO-

follow.

clean,

$250.255-1184

297-7861

diversified into other fields.

As low as $30 per mo. rental.
year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings. Ask for

2 door hardtop, V8, Standard
transmission. SHARP! and

power, orig. owner, low mile.

57 Chevy 2 -door H.T., V-8, auto.,
4.56 Posi. Clean $300.

door,

1.967

CHEVY II NOVA

'60 Pontiac Wagon, 9 pass., full

1930 Model A Ford
Mint Cond.
Call 894.4249

2

$995

1939 Ford 2 dr. sedan very
$400 or
good cond., original
best offer. 29/.3015 after 6.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

COMPANY

Old kitchenware, brass, cop-

misc.

cellent condition $425 or offer.

Chevrolet,

1965 MALIBU
4 door, automatic trots:
mission. REALLY CLEANIII

6.

'65 Corvair COrso Convert. Power
top, radio, clean inter., good
condition. 5795. CL 3 1876

1967 HONDA 160 Scrambler. Ex.

the profits of one of the fastest

N.

H.P.

4

engine. 259-4871

If accepted, you will share in

areas.

per, glass, iron, pottery, tin,
furni
wood, bottles, lamps,
Lure, and brit-abrac of much

W/brand new Clinton

65

CHEVROLET

'66 Mustang Convert., 3 -speed,
V-8, "289", R/H, & W/W. SHARP!'
51395 Call 394-0237.

FL 8-1823.

30" KENMORE GAS RANGE

prices. 223
Bensenville.

894.6846
s11.Call

ness of your own, write us to
day. Please enclose name, ad

quality. Free boarding during
vacation. $125. 253-6162

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT
(3.121469-7204

ANTIQUES

Northwest

ducts.

Miss Hayden - and SAVE.
253-9416

JOHNSON WATER

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

9

dinette set, 512. 394-0382.

1

EXPERIENCED

point kitten,
week old Female - $15.
541.2096
SIAMESE seal

3 piece black sectional in good

WELL kept carpets show the results of regular Blue Lustre spot
cleaning. Rent electric shampoo.
er. Ben Franklin Store. 1920 So.
Wolf Rd. Wheeling
30" elec.

and set up by our company.
You merely restock locations
with our national brand pro

41 -Home Furnishings -furniture

5,000 Evergreens Sl en.
Faith Nursery, 261N180 North
Ave. Wheaton.
Stereo system, 32 watt amp,
Gerrard SL 55 & two 3 way
speakers. 537-0526.

desk, shadow box, fon, bowling

Gar. Sale Special. Many families
contributing large & small items,
clothing, f urn., etc. July 26 & 27,

year

trained, housebroken. 392.7911

& new items.

Lane, Mt. Prosp.

at

525; Harley David-

son motor cycle,4125.
Call 437-7935

Sq. A.

H. Lg. sw. pool; bikes;
movie outfit; gigantic selection

I

old - FREE to good homes.
259-8385

bike seat -$4. Ex, cond. 299-3240.

vantages yourself.

Become a distributor in one
of America's largest and fast.,
est growing industries. You
will be distributing national
brand products.
No experience required. All
accounts are contracted for

439-3415

Mustang trailer hitch -515; twin
frame & headboards -$15, front

work in a modern plant. You will be -working with
new equipment. The atmosphere is naturally more
relaxing. You can probably think of many more ad-

For This Area

Arinrahle grey & ..,hits, kitten to

259-8129

Our company is located in one of Chicago's loveliest
suburbs. The advantages of this are obvious. You will

Distributor

2 Female spayed cats,

POOL TABLE, 4'x7' with accessories, good condition $90.

Why not work for a company that offers
you more than just money?

SPARE TIME
INCOME

437-7710

18

'67 KAWASAKI
250 cc. 5 speed.
259-9205

359-3454

be given away to good home.

SALE:

4 door
hdtop. Excellent condition, $700.

1968 Oldsmobile Cutlesi S Con
after
vertible.

BEST OFFER. 259 9215

Will train and route $5200.

WICKSTROM

'64 Ford Galaxie 500,
437-5787.

1968 50 cc AND
1965 125 cc

ICE CREAM TRUCK

beautifully marked $5 each.

5.37-4094
FOR

66 -Business Opportunities

3S9-6434

GE phonograph,. like new $35.
Shure mike, cord & stand $20.

Deluxe,

50cc,

IS FROM -

Completely Rebuilt
392.1853 after 5

CL 3-3122

Brown, block & white puppiei

520. 437-3786

1000 Sunset Ridge Road

cash. El Rey Music, 7 W. Eastman

Siamese kittens, 8 weeks old, litter trained, adorable.

SIVELY? THEN CALL 259 5742

MAILER, INC.

mandolin or uke in stock for

BE BEAT

392.7243.

GO-KART

Special 10% discount with this
ad on any guitar, amp, banjo,

CALL 439-4891

BEDS TO KING SIZE INEXPEN

speed,

4

PM. 437-4837

Cocker Spaniel puppies, AKC,
7 weeks old.

WANT TO CONVERT YOUR TWIN

THAT CAN'T

1959- VOLKSWAGEN

5150.827-1427_

electric guitar &
national amp. $200. Coll after 6

WANT TO BUY
COCK -A -P00 PUPPY
439-1486

CL 3-9461.

APPLY NOW!!

built,

Chihouhua pupates for sale. 8

For sale Logan production lathe,
$175; 230 AMP. craftsman elec.
welder, used little, bargain.

DEAL

$850

Sears 68 motorcycle, Austrian

Hog strorn

weeks old. $25.
259-9138

cond. 894.1760

2558778
'67 MG midget
good condition, 51400
437.60 6

new, low mileage, 5150.

394-0627.

Kittens - 6 weeks healthy - box
trained. FREE!'
CL 3.1063

range, 6 months old, $50.
Call 259-8415.

THE

'64 T BIRD Landau, air-condition.
ing, low miles . $1095.

'65 Honda Sport 50, white. like

amplifier. Very good cond.; 2
12" ext. speakers. Will separate.'

homes. HE 7,3283

FOR SALE: Apartment size gas

& COIL CORP.

815385.6333

p/b, many extras, excell.

cond, best offer.
299.2572 or 296.6491.

Cadillac Coupe DeVille,
Radial ply tires. Very clean.
827.8419

255-5483

Excellent condition. $295
"17-6603 ask for Mike. BARONS

Little orphaned kittens. 6 weeks
adoptive
loving
Need
old.

after 6 PM. 537-8160

Exc.

-

Exc. cond. CL 5-1640

cond. 5150 or best offer. Call

12"

Jensen spkrs & tremlo.
cond. $125. CL 3.6956.

GRETSCH vibrato-reverb

95"x15' wide - silk fringe trim.
Maytag washer. 2 yrs. old. Exc.

IN NORTHBROOK

Harmony 412 amp. w/2

2 USED SPINET ORGANS

from the 30s &

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Custom made lined DRAPERIES

p/s,

'67

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

55 -Musical Instruments

DOLLS wanted, at least 10 yrs.
old, any condition. Also old cars,

$80. CL 3-3122

66 Ford Galaxy, 4 like new tires,

'65 VW - Good Condition.

42 -Wanted to Buy

Portable stereo record player lg.
speakers, new needle, 2 yrs. old

good trans. Priv. 298-6356

392.9631

SALE: VW ports, engine, chosis,
tires, lights, convert. top for
Korman Ghia, 298-3965 aft. 5.

after 5.

BTU 5,000 Air Sweep Gibson
air -conditioner, Used very little,
priced teas. 439-1410

Molon has very pleasant

NOW IN OUR NEW LOCATION

alum. mast. Price includes troller. See to appreciate. 253-4722

'60 Chevy wagon, auto. trans.,
P/S, R&H, elec. rear window,

A./T,

1962 Ford Falcon. Sharp. Stick.
Good running condition. $350.

107 -Auto Parts and Access.

426-5108

65 Pontiac Catlina, 2 dr., hdtp.,
low mileage, P/S, P/B, original

CL 3-5667

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
)701 W. Rt. 120. 11/2 mi. E. of

McHenry

for the family A-1
cond., fibreglass, dacron sail,

537-9008

255-2383

Tent Trailers - Travel Trailers
Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories

Gilberts, Ill.
Open 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.

$150
CL 5-1098

owner $1000. 766-8227.

1965 CHEVY IMPALA V8;
good condition $1,000.

SYCAMORE
KING OF THE ROAD

$.50 sq. yard delivered

$850.

1961 FALCON - Good condition

'66 WV Sedan
Low Mileage

TRAVELER

CORSAIR

day Wed. or oft. 5. 255-5225

8

Stove, ice box & sink. $900.
439.4888

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN

SAILBOAT

Gas range 42", exc. cond. $30;
also dbl. bowl cast iron sink $5.

hours.

working conditions and
full company benefits.

MAILERS, INC.

extras. Very well kept.
255-8617

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9-3200,
255-1107-

Name your own

son.

439-3297.

1962 'OLDS, 4 dr. R/H, good
condition, I owner $350.
259 4696

STARCRAFT

In water Riveria, McHenry.
32 Miscellaneous Merchandise

103 -Auto Trail m & Campers

storage $750. 299 1787

Growers of nursery sod.
Pure Merion blue grass.

'57 Owens 22' Cruiser newly re
finished, 105 HP w/trailer $1800.

223 N. Church Rd. Bensenville.

Reasonable, must sell 359-6186.

$625.439-0470.

1967 Scamper. 13'. Sleeps

or offer. 392-2881

boll & many
other items at bargain prices.

ing to go, try me & keep me,

13' Shasta travel trailer, sleeps
&
4, elec. brakes w/builtins

BLUE GRASS SOD
- NURSERY

18' alum. Cabin Cruiser. Good
tom. boat. 40 h.p. outboard,
elec. starter, trailer, extras. 5650

. motors; . bowling

new

Summer jobs for 25 college students to work in Promotional
Advertising Deportment of large International Corporation!
The jabs will be on a first con, first serve basis. Students will
be competing for one of 15; $1,000 scholarships. Only those
who can start working immediately should apply.
Salaries $120 per week for the first two weeks; $155 per week
thereafter.
Work hours: 2 p.m. to 10 p.r0Plenty of time for swimming,
boating and golfing, etc.

$1,000

Gar. Sale July 24, 25, 26, 9-5.
Ladies & Men's clothes; hats;
garden & hand tools; elec. floor
scrubber & polisher; elec.

Des Plaines

DO YOU HAVE
MORE TIME THAN
MONEY?
Part time position available

ed, fully equipped $1100.
537-9008

Pk. Des Pl. Odds, ends, misc.

'60 Rambler, low miles., like new
tires, excel. cond., A/T. 5150 All

Hot 65 Merc, 4 on the floor, rar-

'67 Hartford 12' x 60', like new.
Appliances & carpet incl.

SOD

112 Automobiles For Sale

112-Automobdes For Sale

98 -Mobile Homes

50 -Landscaping

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

21 -Help Wanted -Men* Women'

359-2251

PALATINE, ILL.

I 82 -Wanted To Rent I

_

Young couple desire 2 bdrm.
apt. in Des Plaines or farther

4

OPPORTUNITIES
-Outboard motor, sales & service with 1 bedroom

t apartment. On main highway in Fox Lake. Completely stocked and equipped. Well -established
business. $45,000.

Northwest. 453-1487
86 -Real Estate -Houses

Palatine -Barrington. 6 rm. doll
house, Ph car garage. 523,900.
Immediate possessidn. 437-2274
Palatine by owner. 3 bdrm.
ranch, bsmt., 21/2 car gar.,

fenced yd., excel. loc. Can be
purchased on contract. $29,700.
359.1450 Eves - CL 3-0297

$90, static filter gen. 824-4892.

BUSINESS

358-1800
434 E Northwest Hwy.,
Pplatine, III.

i
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Elk Grote GOP Makes 1st Step Toward Endorsement
Most, if not all, of the 10
Republican candidates campaigning intensively for the
13th

Congressional

District

special Oct. 7 primary plan to
appear at the candidates' night
the Elk Grove Township Republican Organization is sponsoring Monday night.
This candidates' night is
generally regarded as the most
'important of those being held
before the 13th district primary.

publican nomination for the
pect Country Club in Mount special election being held to
It will be at the Mount Pros-

the audience will have an
opporttinity to ask questions.

"THE PERIOD of time al- opportunity to meet as many
Prospect at 8 p.m. The public fill the scat vacated byDonnld
,of the candidates as possible.
is invited. Committeeman Carl Rumsfeld have been invited, lotted for the candidates to
There will be' acoffee time afR. Hansen of Mount Prospect with the exception of non-resi- speak and for questions will be
dents of the district," Com- identical," Hansen -said. "In ter 'the program during which
will preSent the candidates.
those in the audience will have
CANDIDATES' mitteeman Hansen said. (Lars addition, each candidate will
;THE
an opportunity to talk directly
to di4night is the Elk Grove Town- "America First" Daly has be given an opportunity
campaign literature.' ...with the candidates who reship Republican Organiza= filed for the GOP primary but tribute
We are urging all members of main," Hansen said.
tion's first step toward endors- is a resident of Chicago.)
The exact length of time and
Each candidate will make a our Elk Grove Township Ike ing one of the candidates. They
The order ill which the candipublican
Organization
to
atshort
,presentation
in
behalf
of
will announce their endorsedates will'speak will be decided
his candidacy, Hansen s,aid. tend the meeting with candi
ment later.
on the evening of the meeting'
dates.
After
each
candidate
speaks
"All candidates for the Re-

after it is definitely known how
many candidates are taking
part.
HAVE
.INVITATIONS
been sent to these candidates:

Winnetka.

Kenilworth.

50 precincts

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman
of Arlington Heights.
Samuel H. Young oE Glen-

didate.

WEATHER

ing.

David A. Roe and Gerald

M. Marks of Wilmette.

.

John J. Nimrod of Skokie.

Elk Grove Township with
is the .largest
township in the, 13th district
without a "favorite son" can- .

Rep. Alan R. Johnston of

view.

.

THE OTHER large town-

Alban Weber of Evanston.
Joseph Mathewson, Yale

ships are New Trier, Evanston,

Roe and Philip M. Crane of

the

In

past

Elk Grove

Township's GOP organization, under the direction of

Niles, Norffifield and Wheel-

ro5pect

r.

..

"The objective is to provide
our members and the public an

COmmitteeman Hansen, has
delivered solid majorities to
candidates that it has endorsed. Since this big township
is not committed to a "Favor.
ite son" candidate, its endorsement is regarded as the most
important being given before
the special Oct. 7 'primary.

Telephonc
255-44-00

Tonight: Chance of thun-

dershowers, low near 70:
Tomorrow: I'artly cloudy,

Your Home Newspaper

a little less humid.
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-Widening Plan
For Maple Okd

OTHE MAKIN OF THE
UNTPROSPECT FOLIC E
DEPT TO PROTECT -THE

-

-

CITIZENS FROM.ViCOUS
VANDMS. THENN ER 07-6

Cutting away four feet on

One of three possible plans
for widening Maple to handle
traffic from a proposed drive -

up banking facility between
Maple and Emerson was de-

cided upon by

the

Village

Board Judiciary Committee

and Mount Prospect State
Bank officials last night.
The terms under which a re-

Wt\MIAG+...,itx,_,

Maple, after entering Emer-

side and would cost $24,000.

By Ted Lacey

PROPERLY INP\RM-AIV 0 NE
DE f ACitsiOR-DAMINVkl S
MOK:\i4q1:- BE-51i0T-Ki

VIP°

Ness sstlind Price 10 Cents

2 4 PAGES

zoning for the new facility at
107, 109 and 11 I S. Emerson
and 106, 108, 110 and 112 S.
Maple also were agreed upon.

The package next will be
presented to the Village Board
Aug. 5.
Three engineering plans,
prepared by Village Engineer

William McManamon, show
widening Mapt' four feet on
each side, 10 feet on the west
side and four feet on the east
side with 10 feet on the west

the cast side and 10 feet on the
west side, "would be the best
as tar as traffic is concerned,"
Acting Village Manager John
Zimmermann said, because
there would be two traffic

lanes and two parking lanes.
However, it would eliminate
trees and would cost $37,500.

Widening of the street was
stipulated by the Plan Commission and the Judiciary
Committee in order to' handle
the extra traffic that would exit
the banking facility onto

son.

Both panels discussed the
possibility of restricting park-

ing along Maple to certain
hours or none at all, but the

Judiciary Committee last
night decided to wait and see

how traffic flows:
Bank President William
Busse agreed to pay up to $15,-

000 for the street improvement.

The Judiciary Committee at

its last hearing on the matter

Angered Homeowner Launches
Own Anti -Vandalism Crusade
By Gary Shiffman
Prospect Police
Mount

Chief Newell Esmond says it
is "a coincidental series of isolated incidents," buy an angry
resident, Ernest Savage, isn't
so sure.
Savage, of 316 S. Maple, is a

little angry about more than
$1,500 worth of vandalism and

theft at his home in the last

"Due to the inability of the
Mount Prospect Police Dept.

Savage even more angry. He
said he is "seriously con sidering putting up spotlights

vicious vandals, the owner of
this property warns, anyone

and a barbed-wire barracade.
"This may sound rather

to protect the citizens from
defacing

or damaging

this

home will be shot at without
warning."
The sign, which Savage put

up Monday, was taken down
yesterday after_f smond told

six weeks.
Savage was so angry, in fact,

Savage that it -.Violated a
village ordinance governing

that he pat up a 4 -by -6 -foot
sign in front of his townhouse
that read:

residential areas.

the size and type of signs in
Yesterday's setback made

drastic, but the vandalism, in
my opinion, has also been rather drastic."

"DRASTIC" incidents during the

six -week spree

in -

elude about $1,000 damage to
Savage's auto caused by acid
which was poured on it during
the night, two broken electric
antennas on the car, a smashed

picture window and small win-

dow in front of his house,
theft of a set of lawn furni-

any trees along the parkways.
i

around

$17,000.

Gripe
Of The

tinue to keep a constant watch
for potential vandal situations.
"We have had several stake-

-

(Continued nrt page 21

old

Robert

fered a broken leg Monday in a
truck -bicycle accident on 'Go Wanda near WaPena in Mount
Prospect.
Robert, of 12 HiLusi, Mount
Prospect, reportedly was riding
with a companion when his bi-

r

middle of the triangle appar-

.\

as they ;approached the East
corner of the triangle from different sides. The other cyclist
veered away from the truck.

)4

THE MISHAP will cause

People who don't sing
the National Anthem at

Robert to miss the national bicycle racing championships

C.W.

Robert Vehe

which will be held in Detroit
Aug. I to 3, He had been considered a top contender in the
competition, which, is spOnsored by the American Bicycle
League of America.
Robert took top . intermediate class honors last
month in the state championships in Northbrook which
were sponsored by the Illinois
Cycle Assn.

travel agency through which the trip was booked.

"The main thing is for students to get a taste of
While millions of AMerican were watching life as it really is so they can see the go d as well as
the later stages of the lunar flight yesterday after- the bad."
The trip is geared to the interests o 4A-agers,
noon, a group of Prospect Heights School youths
set out .on a flight equally exciting to them a so that the travelers can see the things of greatest
three-week trip to the Soviet Union and some of interest to them in the two big cities.
Swick said, "We feel fortunate that this trip
its satellite nations.
The students, three girls and I I boys, were ac- comes right after the Apollo II mission."
He said the "climate" would be favorable and
companied by their teacher of Russian language,
Edward Swick. Also with them is James Larson, that many of the Russian people would seek the
a teacher of social studies and history at Bryan tourists out to ask questions.
Swick said that one has to be careful of what
Junior High School, Elmhurst.
The group includes sophomores through se- books are brought into Russia and added that
niors, one June graduate, and one 1968 graduate, Western periodicals and newspapers were not
Mike Chakoian, who has just finished his first being taken along on the trip. Students were limyear at Purdue University and his fifth year of iting their books to crossword puzzle volumes
and foreign language dictionaries.
Russian.
the students will stay in hotels, while on the
The trip will be by plane from O'Hare Airport
to East Berlin via New York and Brussels. From trip, Swick said. On the return trip to East Berthere until the group's return to East Berlin on lin, the route will be from Leningrad across the
the way out, all travel will be by train.
Baltic states of Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia.
In all, the group will spend 21/2 days in East
"We specifically asked for train travel to have
closer contact with the people," said Swick.

to

ently prevented Robert and the
truck driver, Anthony H. Del din, 61, of Iron Mountain,
Mich. from seeing each other

Students Off to Soviet Union
By Ben Clarke

alternative

lice said high hedges in the

Day
Wrigley Field.

only

The

scrapping that project would

Wanda-Wa Pella triangle. Po-

would provide a two -foot
wider street, but it would
eliminate all trees on the .west

AS0.4141341WrX,,r,ssmarr,

cars have been and will con-

have to keep it for future expansion of the facility."'

the pick-up truck at the Go-

THE PLAN to cut away'10
feet on the west side of Maple

"I think have a right- to
gripe," Savage, said. "I also
think I have the right to ask
why nothing has been done by
the police department."
"Something is being done,"
Esmond said. "Our patrol

We can't give up any land. Weo,

cycle collided with the side of

ture and theft of a bicycle.
I

4.1

the cheaest
co

to forget the whole project.

Fifteen -year

fic with a parking lane on the
east side without cutting down
ehastiritateds to

Busse said, however, "If
you insist -op this, we will have

Vehe, state intermediate bicycle racing champion, suf-

would permit two lanes of traf-

Tt also

I

Vehe, Racing Champ Hurt
n Truck -Cycle Crash

The first plan was deemed
the most desirable, because it

Paint can in hand, Ernest Savage puts the final touch on the
warning sign in front of his home at 316 S. Maple. The sign later

I

on -street parking spaces lost to
the facility's driveway.

recommended that the Village
Board demand the bank deed

side.

was taken down after Police Chief Newell Esmond said it violated
a village ordinance.

over 25 feet of land south of
the facility site abutting the
Village Hall parking lot. This
land could he used for public
parking to compensate for

1

Village
To Host

Caravan
Mount Prospect will host a
caravan of I0 cars from
Wheeling Saturday promoting

the Wheeling Diamond Jubilee.

Mount Prospect's Village

Board last week granted permission for the caravan to parade through Mount Prospect
and

provide barbershop

Randhurst shopping centers.

Berlin and 11/2 days in Warsaw.

From East Berlin the travelers route will go
Swick, who has taught Russian and German at
through Poland, across White Russia, and into Prospect High for three years, has a master's deRussia, with the first stop at Moscow.
gree with a double major in Russian and German
They will pick up a guide from Intourist, the from Southern Illinois University (carbondale)
Russian government travel agency, at Brest, on He also has completed an additional year's study
the Poland -Russian border, Swick said. The at the University of Hamburg, West Germany.
group will Spend most of its time in Moscow and
He said he last was in Russia for one month in
1960, and has tried, to keep abreast of develLeningrad.
"INTOURIST HAS been most helpful in let- opments in Russian literature.
The group is scheduled to return to O'Hare
ting us carve out our itinerary," Swick said, saying that it had been co-operating with a local shortly before midnight on Aug. 12.

to

quartets to entertain at the
Mount Prospect Plaza and
ti

The entertainmen1 is to tout

Wheeling's 75th anniversary
Diamond Jubilee celebration,
Whetatine, Roger Adler, David Chakoian, Ron HerIt was a happy group of students from Prospect High School 'teen, Tim
Scott Jackson, David Lyon, Nick Ryan and Thomas Shuthat set out from b'Hare Field yesterday on a three -weeks trip to man,
all of Mount Prospect. Others were Keith Meyerhoff and
the Soviet Union and other countries under Soviet influence. ford,
Muradian of Arlington Heights. Mike Chakoian, Mount
They were accompanied by their Russian language teacher from Jeff
completed his first
the high school, Edward Swick, center, and James Larson, left, a Prospect, a Prospect High Graduate who hasmember.
(photo,by
social studies teacher from Elmhurst. In the group were Kathy year of college Russian, was another tour
Smith, of Prospeit Heights, and Maribeth White, Debbie Ris- Harold Wambach)

to be held Aug. 16-24.

The Villabe Board granted
permisskin for activities in

Mount Prospect,. as long as
they are carried out in co-operation with Police Chief Newell
Esmond.

Trustees, ank A ree

THE PROSPECT DAY
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(Continued front Page I)
be to extend the existing bank
building on Emerson southward, to accommodate six
drive-up windows with a floor

Kindergarten classes
dian Grove if all were to be

That was the word from

the usual noon hour was an-

educated

Congressional

matic tubes, Busse said. When

LEGA I
NOTICES
For legal oils orti.itil4

2 S-4400

parking for the village than

less than 11/2 miles from Park
View will have to pay $16 per
child a year, Retzlaff said.
The children bused to Park

View will attend a morning

session, and Park View and In-

cause the present bank's lot
serves as a public lot for downtown shoppers.
chairman
Mrs. Elmer Carlson, (third from left) 207 E. School, Prospect Heights, state legislative
attended the organizafor the American Association of University Women, is among those who
and
tional meeting of the clean air co-ordination committee at the Tuberculosis Institute of Chicago
Cook County. Also pictured left to right are Mrs. Robert Herlocker of Munster, Ind., Mrs. Lowell
Willis of Chicago, Dr. Jeannette Gruener of Chicago, Mary Banolia of Chicago, and Bill Napier,

dian Grove will be balanced

community support representative from the National Air Pollution Control Administration in

off at two sessions each.

Washington.

Crane by the Palatine Township Regular Republican Organization.
"I thought the democrats
had a monopoly on candidates
running where they are strangers. Mr. Crane is a man whose

District seat, hds released the
following statement on the endorsement of Dr. Phillip

amibition alone has made him

a resident of the North Shore
for some 60 days.

"He was a stranger to us

yesterday, he is here today and
who knows where tomorrow,
in search of a lecture audience.

He has simply unpacked - his

Homeowner Launches Crusade
(Continued from Page I )

"An Act in relation to the use of an
assumed name in the conduct or

zoning itself would be done.
The bank officials originally

transaction of business in this State,"

asked that the whole proposed
site be rezoned B-2.1 for finan-

as amended, that a certificate was
filed by the undersigned vyith the
County Clerk of Cook COunty, file No.
F-19969'on the 1st day of July, 1969
under the assumed name(s) of MAR-

cial institutions, intending to

that zoning also permits

past five primary and general

said.
Busse's

tle for restitution if and when

that three additional patrolmen
have been provided for in the
new village budget. "What

will press charges and see that
justice is done."

these vandals are caught.

DAY PUBLICATIONS
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"If you insist on this, we will
have to forget the whole projState

BEST THINGS IN LIFE
WAYNE BkENNA

the B-2. I classification.

State Pam, Life Insurance Company

property strictly according to

TTTTT FOND

WESTGATE SHOPPING

CkNiE;;

392-4080

INSURANCE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SHOPPING
ON KIRCHOFF ROAD

I

In an effort to help justice
additional patrolman on each along, Savage has offered a
shift. It maY not sound like $100 reward for information
"True," said Savage, "but much, but it does mean that leading to the arrest and conthere is certainly some degree diet e will be an additional man viction of the person or, perof premeditation involved in for each watch who will come sons who have damaged his
something like the. acid inci- in handy during our busy per- property.
Savage has asked that anydent. How many kids walk a- iods when the new men will be
round with that kind of stuff iods when the men are often one with such information
sent it to his, home in a letter.
tied up on calls.
for no reason?
Esmond said the new men He is hoping that the letter
"Also, how about an incident several weeks ago in will be ,added after the next won't be tied to a rock.
which hot tar was thrown on police exam is given in Sepone of my neighbor's houses. tember.
At least one Mount ProsThey still haven't gotten all
pect patrolman is "a little
that black stuff off.
"And how about the theft of angry and very hurt" by the
about $300 worth of two-way sign. The veteran officer, who
radio equipment from the car asked that his name not be
used, said police activity durof another of my neighbors.

6829 N. Seeley, Chicago.
Published in

ect," Mount Prospect

with nothing to do. Esmond al- why don't we have them right out roaming the streets lookso said that Savage's home is now? Our taxes keep going up ing for trouble. If these parless than a block from Lions every year, don't they? Why ents would keep better tabs on
Park, a gathering spot for can't at least some of the their children, these incidents
young persons at night. He money be used to provide in- would be cut.
"I don't want to sound hardsaid it is particularity diffi- creased protection for the
cult to combat vandalism in citizens who foot the bill?
nosed, but I will not just set-

It is being done, according
to Esmond, who pointed out

lath, Lincolnwdbd; MICHAEL BOHM

attorney, Dudley Bank President William Busse
Sullivan, said, "We are willing said of village attempts to acto give you any assurance that quire part of the site for a drive we will develop the remaining up banking facility.

ing out later at night, often just need more men. If they do, having to be told. They are not

group of kids could be walking past a house going to or
from the park and often at the
moment, one of them may decide to toss a rock or snap off
an antenna."

owner(s) is MARTIN HELLER 3840 Jar -

all

sorts of other commercial uses
permitted in both B-2 and B -I
zoning classifications.
"This is the'biggest hangup
the village board has," Lewis

1713

Foundry Rd. Mt. Prospect 60056. The
true name(s) and addressles) of

DON'T MISS THIS SALE!

tact I've had with them, they ren," he said, ''and if they
all seem to be fine, well -trained don't have anything to do at
kids are out of school and stay- individuals, but maybe they night they stay home without

that type of area because "a

place of business located at

this is not in the best interests
of the village, though, because

trict; no knowledge of its pro- elections.
blems and no record of service
"This action by the precinct
in elective office whatsoever. captains has assured Gene a
The obviously split group of strong base of support in PalaPalatine precinct captains can tine Township which will enin no way represent the senti- able him to carry its vote once
ment of the thousands of Re- more in October.

not attacking the chief ren so they could not cause
specifically or questioning the this kind of trouble."
Savage agreed.
ability of the men on the police
force. "Judging from the con"I have two teenage child-

TY and MIKE'S COUNTRY STORE with

develop only part of it now.
The Village Board fears that

"He has no experience in for Gene Schlickman in the

the 13th Congressional Dis-

Notice is hereby given, pursuant to

Another question that had
to be resolved was how the re-

carpetbag for a Congressional publican residents there who
have voted so overwhlemingly
contest.

is

outs and follow-up investigations."
The chief explained that the
vandalism always rises during the summer "because the

Certificate on File
with the County Clerk
Date July 1, 1969
Cert. No. 8-19969

Bill (Busse)) already has," be-

Parents of children who live

Heights) a candidate for the
13th

The stations will transact
bank business through pneu-

make some compensation for
the public on -street parking
spaces that would be lost, but
Chairman Earl Lewis said,
"Nobody has provided more

Questionnaires were sent to
parents in the district and their
responses helped avert a crisis.

James T. Ryan, campaign

vacated

The committee eventually
decided to recommend resubdivision and rezoning only of
the first four lots that will be
developed in the first phase of
the project, to build about half
of the proposed eight drive -up
stations. Those lots arc I06,

I

Ahern said the bank should

Schlickman's Manager Protests Endorsement
Rep. Eugene
( R -Arlington

1

the first project does.
Committee Member Daniel

other alternative.

meant

manager for
Schlickman,

1

up off the street though, like

Objections

session would finish during the
winter. Scheduling through

In May pre -registration of
kindergartners indicated that
at least 89 children in the Indian Grove district would be
ready for their first schooling
have

Emerson.

project would not provide up windows at the bank will be
space for waiting cars to stack- closed:

were raised over the late hour
(about 4:30 p.m.) that the last

Asst. Supt. James Retzlaff yesterday. He said that parents of
33 children had agreed to having their children bused to
Park View School, rather than
see three kindergarten sessions
a day at Indian Grove.

this fall.
This would

there.

108, 110 S. Maple and

of offices above them. That they arc operational, the drive -

three, 21/2 -hour sessions at In-

There will be no three -a -day

kindergarten classes at Indian
Grove School in the River
Trails School District 26 this
fall because of pupil busing.

idening aple

On

Busing Averfs Triple
Indian Grove School

this means," he said, "is 'an

Convenient!

Friendly Service!

hurs., ri., Sat., Ju y 24th - 25th

26th

Jennings

/11

Resigns

"I REFUSE to believe that
those incidents were no planned. If these incidents cannot
be stopped before they happen, there should at least be
enough investigation to find

ing the night "consists of much

Elk Grove Township school

There are many public ser-

tion of Joseph Jennings from

vices we perform which often
go unnoticed.

the board at 8 p.m. last night.

more than giving tickets. trustees accepted the resigna-

Jennings resigned from the
"That sign implies that we board so he would be an eliare not doing our job no mat- gable candidate for the Dister what he says, but we know trict 59 school board because
out who these people are.
"Perhaps someone should we are and that's why it hurts law states one cannot serve on
both.
examine the priorities of en- even though the sign is down.
forcement by the department.
"THERE ARE other probIf I were to leave my car out
LOOKING
all night on even the most lems in mattsrs like this that
obscure street, you can bet I the police -Ifave no control
FOR
would find a ticket on it in the, over. It would make matters
HONEST SERVICE
easier for us if the parents
morning.
Savage emphasized that he kept better track of th,gir child -

AND

COOL COMFORT
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A
MILLIONAIRE TO HOST LIKE ONE
PLAN YOUR NEXT SOCIAL EVENT AT

0{1 MO 02
COMFORTE1MATE

25
FINE STORES

AND SHOPS

To Serve You!
ACE HARDWARE

Appliance Repair
ARMANETTI LIQUORS

ACRES

THE GREATEST SAVINGS EVENT

IN THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS

OF
FREE

PARKING!

Tremendous Values for Yourself,
Your Family and Your Home!

BANK of Rolling Meadows
301

BRESSLER'S 33 Flavors

MINE

BROWN'S FRIED CHICKEN

Open Mon., Thurs. and Fri. Nights!
YOU CAN BANK THE

BUGIEL'S PASTRY SHOP

Cleaners

MGOO

CRAWFORD DEPT. STORE

COUNTRY CLUB

SEE ME

Currency Exchange
DUCHESS Beauty Salon

AT MY

FABRIC WORLD, Inc.

NEW

GWEN-LOR CATERING

LOCATION

LYNELL FURNITURE

WHEELING

QUICK WASH Laundromat

It's Easy
TO Get
Here!

ROLLING
Ad

lEADOWS

SHOPPING CENTER
A

,

The elegance of the Country Club wedding
The distinction of the Country Club party ...
The prestige of the Country Club meeting .
The pleasure of the Country Club golf outing ...
All Available To You At Tally Ho Country Club
If you think that only millionaires can afford the gracious

atmosphere, the exclusive surroundings, the gourmet
menu, and the impeccable service of a Country Club,
contact Tclilly-*Ho manager Fred Koehler at 362-3910.
He'll tell you how you can afford to invite your guests to
one of north suburbia's finest country clubs.
You'll Be Amazed How tittle True Luxury Can Cool

Phone 362-3910

TALLY HO

Managed By

COUNTRY CLUB
Rt. 43 between Half Day and Mundelein

0,1417.f-7.1Pm

HEATING & AIR
CONDITIONING
-

25 S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, III.
PH:541-1220
ALL

WORK GUARANTEED

DOLLARS YOU SAVE

ON KIFICIICIFP MOOD

IlAi=crcoN

V./.11onE,

DURING THIS BIG SALE!

NS ROA 0

JEWEL SUPER MART

1.41. 11117t.

Men's Store

AlloSATA

tim

auc,,

Restaurant
Rolling Mdws. Barber Shop
RONMEL CARD STUDIO

nosne

SCHIFF SHOE STORE

ServIce Station
SPORTVCHALET

432/1
TTTTT

OeR

ROAD

14ay

AtIAla

Most Stores Open Sunday

SUBURBAN DRUGS

U.S. Post Office
011111,0

(See Individual Ads for Store Hours)
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and all can enjoy them, a county -state health official said.

Observe regulations for using and operating swimming pools

cle, e

ust o o
Swimming pool users owners

and

managers

are

re-

minded by Roy Dzierzanowski

of the Cook County Division
of the Illinois Health Department that the hi_st way for all

immediate pool area, take another shower before going
back in

"Women, girls or anyone
with long hair, which can clog

Pool;

the Rules
house attendant are present
during use.
DZIERZANOWSKI SAID
80 per cent of all pool accidents result from falls which

has enacted a set of laws gov-

erning the operations of all
poolsiii the state. The laws arc
designed to minimize the

pool filters, must wear a bath-

health and safety risks taken
by anyone swimming in any

ing cap

pool in thestate.

drainage, slippery surfaces or
pool.

"Personal conduct in a pool
should not endanger others
This includes spitting, spouting water, or roughousing
"Don't wear street shoes or

can be caused by poor pool

steps leading to or into the

clothes into the pool or pool

The laws provides that the
management, or owner, of a
pool must: provide adequate
dressing room space, shower
and toilet facilities for swim-

cluding those "at private residences iritended only for the

area This creates an unnecessary and avoidable health haz-

sores,

use of the owner and guests "
Dzierzanowski, a sanitary
engineer, is program supervisor for the Cook County
building code program and the
county -state swimming pool
program

ard

infections or bandages
be admitted: see that the pool
see-

Drownings in Illinois at unsupervised places, such as rivers,
lakes and quarries, outnumber

County has to abide by the
Cook County building and

through water, which meets
the state requirement for
drinking water, so that a
6 -inch disk on the bottom of

to cujoy swimming

pei sous

pools is for all to observe state
regulations for pools
The regulations apply to all
pools, public or private -ex-

DZIERZANOWSKI SAID;
"Don't allow anyone with

unhealed sunburn or cuts obvious infections into the pool

Don't take food, drink or tobacco into the pool or pool
area

shower before
swimming, and if you leave the

"Take

a

Sears

Act
.4.,....1841:

By Dennis A Lederle

Buy Your "Chef"
A Weber Grill

rf

VIr

Fe

n'o a

Open 12 Full Hours, 9:30 A.M. to 9:30 P.M. Monday Thru Friday at Sears Golf-Mill...Saturday 9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
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SAID
DZIERZANOWSKI
that anyone living in an unincorporated area of Cook

the Injury rate hum swimming and diving under ideal
pool conditions is .6 per 1,000
people exposed to the condi-

tions at a pool. This is about
equal to the rate of injuries for

mers; see that no one with open

contains

crystal-clear,

students sitting in a classroom.

12 to

1

On June 2 of this year, the

the deepest portion can be seen

pool; that the water by re-

Village of Wheeling passed an
ordinance covering swimming,

"The best thing to do,"he

cycled and purified on a basis

pools.

said, "is to get good equipment
and find a legitimate builder to

of every six hours; provide
enough non rustable, no slip

less hole in the ground THE ILLINOIS legislature

10 feet front any edge of the

Thc

ordinance

follows

closely ordinancd passed by.
other villages and cities in the

exits from the pool, no slip
walks around the pool and
from the pool to the bath-

Sears
Low Price

4995

Live Demonstrations
All Day Saturday
Thruout The Month
Of July!

drownings at super-

vised swimming pools.

health codes governing installation and operation of
swimming pools

put in the pool There are still
some fly-by-night companies
that will leave you with a use-

The "Texan" Deep Bowl Kettle Grill

northwest suburban area. It re-

Heat -reflecting kettle cooks foods more

thoroughly and faster. Lifetime porcelain -enameled bowl and lid for maximum durability and beauty. 2 -wheeled
portability, chromed grid, utility- shelf.
Reinforced steel legs. Black finish! in
57.95
Avocado, Red or Copper

--11111k

quires a permit for all pools
two feet in depth or deeper and
a 4 -foot high fence around the
pool, with a self --latching, self-

house, and see that a capable
swimmers (lifeguard) and,bath-

locking gate with the latch out
of reach of small children.

Statue Shows cDonald's
Debt to Burger Eaters

USE SEARS EASY
PAYMENT PLAN

MOST OTHER municipalities in the area follow Wheeling's pattern in their pool ordinances, with a few variations.
Rolling Meadows allows a

30 -inch depth before a pool
By Judy Ressler

The University is the Mac-

Hamburgers,
MacDonald
Inc likes to think of its cus-

Donald Training Center, 2010
E Higgins, Elk Grove Village
Joseph E Burlini, an Arlington Heights sculptor, was

Family," and it is proving it by

to MacDonald's ,with sculp-

tomers as "the MacDonald

erecting an 81/2 -ft sculpture of

a family on the "campus" of
the Hamburger University

one of several artists who came

Donald family" as its theme.
BURLINI IS erecting

falls under the ordinance.

Palatine requires a permit

a

sculpture of a man and wife
and two children to be placed

`

at the southeast corner of the
university this. September.
The sculpture will sit on a ped-

ture ideas He was chosen by estal on the lawn.
It is made of thousands of
the franchising chain to create
the piece of art with "the Mac - bronze rods, welded together
after being shaped by the artist.

"The sculpture is symbolic

of the company and the things
we do," a spokesman for Mac Donald's said.

The sculpture will add a final touch to the university,
completed about a year ago.
Classes have begun for Mac Donald's employes.
BURLINI IS working on
"The Family" at Peterson
Fabricating
and
Welding
Corp., 28W040 Industrial Av.,

for pools two feet deep or
more, even a portable type
pool.

Hoffman Estates requires a,

pool cover or non climable
barrier.
Some pools have wide -deck
raised walks that are reached

by climbing a ladder. By removing the ladder the sides
form a "non climbable barrier". Hoffman Estates requires the owner to remove all

pool ladders when the pool
isn't in use.

A very strict point with almost all communities is how
far an owner can place his pool
from his property line, his

neighbors, and the distance
from overhead or underground electric wires. All
communities follow the state
Barrington. He does most of in requiring a pool to have an
his work at his Morton Grove electrically operated, pumping:
studio, but this studio is not recycling and purification syslarge enough for him to workon tclUFFALO GROVE is one
the MacDonald sculpture. He of the few suburbs in the
rented an area from Harvey northwest area that doesn't

Peterson, owner of the Barrington corporation, to do his

work.

Burlini is a prize-winning
sculptor whose works include
varieties of welded steel and
bronze sculptures. Many of his
works -are displayed in private

collctions in Chicago and its
suburbs.
The artist

also

teaches

sculpture at the Institute of
Design, Illinois Institute of
TechnolOgy.

He

has

twice

been chosen "artist of the
month" by radio.
Burlini also takes orders
from this'area for other sculptures.

IN 1964 he won the John J.
Curtis prize from the Chicago
Art Institute for a welded scale
construction. This year, he
won a prize at New Horizons
Sculpture in Chicago.
MacDonald executives said
they accepted the family idea

Harvey Peterson (left), owner of Peterson Welding, Barrington, discusses the model of the McDonald's sculpture with Joseph Burlinc. The Beginning phase.s of the artwork are in the
background.

of the sculpture because it rep-

resents the theme of MacDonald's success.

have a swimming pool ordinance. According to Mayor
Donald Thompson, the pools

in Buffalo Grove are all the

v

The Weber "49'er" Kettle

Weber "Smokey Joe" Kettle
Lightweight and portable.
The Smokey Joe has 1214 -in.

sears Cow Price

11)171

grill diameter anti stands 13 in. tall. Lifetime porcelain
finish. Heat damper, plus
heat -resistant lid grip. Ideal
for campers. Buy.at Sears!

Heat - reflecting kettle
cooks foods more thor-

oughly and quicker. Jet

black lifetime porcelain
finish. 18 -in. diameter, 28 in. high. Wheeled legs., Red,
Avocado .or Copper. .39.95

Seurs Low Price

695

Check These Weber Grill Cooking Accessories

type, with steel
stand-up sidewalls, that are
portable

nearly impossible for young
.children to get into if the owner of the pool takes reasonable
precautions, such as removing -

the ladder when the pool isn't
in use.

Travel Adviser
To be Guest
At Chat Series
Flying Carpet Motor. Ian's

Cracker Saila!, a weekly

series of poolside chats by in-

teresting people, will have as

its second guest Mary

Shish Kabob Set

Fits on top

of grill.

Easy -to -clean stainless
skewers.
Sears
Low Price

10"

Gordon, a professional travel

adviser for Trans World
Airlines.

The chat will begin

at 2

p.m, July 26, at the inn.

Mary has traveled in the
United States, Europe, the Far
East and the South Pacific.
4

Sears
'LAIRS. ROILSOCK MO CO.

Corn-'Tator Grill
Nick:e plated cooking
ring for kettle top.
Holds 16.
Sears
Low Price

6'3

Charcoal Rails

Rib Racks

Rails slip along bottom

Adapts to most grills.
EI:minates dual stack-

uniform.

ing. Buy now!

of kettle to keep heat
Sears
Low Price

29s

se-ors

Low Price

893

Work Table
Laminated plastic top

with 2 chromed sup.
port Jogs, accessories.
Sears
Low Price

19"

Golf Mill Store
Golf Road and Milwaukee

Telephone 296-2211

04,

District 59 Candidate

Joseph Jennings, 'Candidate for the People'
(Last in a series)

A. I'm at a slight dis-

give our children a good quality education.

and if there were no other area
in which additional revenue

Anticipation Warrant (TAW)

advantage, but if it's for the
best education in the district

Three candidates are running for the District 59 school
board in Saturday's election.
The 20 -school district is one
of the largest in the northwest
suburbs, with 11,800 children
expected to attend next year.

It has a budget of nearly

$12,000,000 and much of its'
tax revenue comes from Centex Industrial Park in Elk
Grove Village.

Q. And a working cash

find? The district has the power to levy a 5 -cent tax (about $5
for a house assessed at
$10,000) without asking voter

Last spring, the district was
at its maximum legal limit --75
per cent --of borrowing by us-

approval.

A. I don't know what the reaction of the, people would be.

It's their district. As a board

ITS SUPERINTENDENT,

member, working for the best
education possible for the chili

Dr. . Donald Thomas, has
resigned and will head a

school system in Amsterdam,
N.Y., though his contract calls
for him to serve the District 59
board as a consultant next
year.

has
spring.
It

440+
And after we get out of quarantine, our wives have
arranged for us all to go on vacation TOGETHER!"

".

.

had

a

turbulent

JOSEPH P. JENNINGS
If I'm elected to the board,
my background would be an
asset, and I would be more easily accepted by board members

without friction or separation

attend Salt Creek School in
year -old.

"Honor the original dream by alway.% jealously keeping
the paper'.s.lreedom and intellectual integrity."

-- Marshall Field HI
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WHILE STILL in college,
he was a station, manager for
United Parcel Service. He has
attended Wright Junior College, the University of Illinois
and Xavier College in Cincinnati, studying accounting.
For six years, Jennings was
a troubleshooter for the Hilton
Hotel chain, handling sales,

budget in g and marketing

the Elk

organization,

Rules Change

John Klopacy, president, will

changed its rules for visitors to
the pediatrics section. Relatives and friends over 16 years

present information on the

only parents and
grandparents were allowed to
visit children.
The new regulation makes it
possible for young patients to
have visitors even when parents cannot come. It makes
sensfe--because parents are not
always able to visit during every single visiting period. Also,
youngsters would enjoy seeing
other relatives, neighbors and

able from Mrs. Jack Ander-

friends.

The hospital pediatricians
made the recommendation for
the increased visitors.
A LIMIT of two visitors per
patient during each visiting period, however, continues to be
in effect. Pediatric visiting,
hours are,from 2 to 7 p.m.
New in town? The Welcome

Wagon Newcomers Club of
Mount Prospect holds a "get
acquainted" coffee tomorrow
for all women who have been
residents less thaii a year.

The coffee will be held in,
the Friendship Room of St.
Mark Lutheran Church, 200
S. Wille St., at 10 a.m. Mrs.

outstanding

in

TAWS.

INTEREST CHARGES on ,
TAWs have been rising.
In 1967-68, the district had

an expense of $79,462.10 in
TAW interest. Two years previously, the total interest'
charges had been $33,691.34;

before voting on any
referendum or tax increase.
I'm not in favor of saying no
if we need money to get additional classrooms. I would like
to make it as minimal- as pos-

TAW figures and how much
interest has been paid over a

sible

for taxpayers, but still

Mt. Prospect

V8 S Hardware

TAWs?

be saved,

CE0112
DECORATORS ANTIQUES

Q. What is your position on

endum to build classrooms?
A. I would like to take a long
look at where and how money

is spent in the entire district,
and in what areas capital can

ANTIQUES

253-4601

A. I don't know how I feel

about it now. I'd like to study it
more.
I'd like to see the whole
five-year period.
I

do know our adminis-

trative costs have risen 100 per
cent in two years.

As a businessman, if my

EST 1940

101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE
MT. PROSPECT

ANTIQUES

Flea Market Sale
4th. Sunday of each Month
Town Hall, lower Level
of Randhurst
Rts. 12 & 83 Mt. Prospect
Antiques Etcetera Managers
253-9117
392.0383

OPEN
ezet9:30

711

9:30

necessary to have a

great school disttict.

Q. What qualifies would

dent?

A. I think you need a very
forceful man as an administrator because he's got to run
the show. He has to communicate.

He must be a man with substantial experience in handling
a district of this size.
He should at all times Com-

FASHION

municate with the entire district --the board, teachers and

but

he says,

PLAYS IT

BIG!

Audi believes there will be
about $66,000 less revenue
than next year's budget in-

99

daily attendance (ADA) in-

club's history, activity groups
and general meetings.
More information is availson, 259-1798, or Mrs. Bruce
Nelson, 439-5473.

M 0 U N.T PROSPECTS
Arthur Kenney is chairman of
the real estate division for tomorrow's Lunch-O-Ree of the

Chicago Area Council., Boy
Scouts of America. Kenney is

marketing vice president of
Percy Wilson Co. George
Romney, secretary of Housing
and Urban Development, will
speak at the luncheon.

The lively senior citizens,
the Extensioncers, are having
a potluck luncheon tomorrow
at Community Presbyterian

Church. Their float in the
Fourth of July parade was
great!

Geraldine Grady of Mount
Prospect was recently installed

as first vice president -of

the

Northwest Suburban Music
Teachers Association.

High School District 214

will no doubt set another summer school attendance record
this year --mainly because of
driver training students. State

HIDEAWORD
RENFOIN
Make .as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
11 good,' 13 excellent
Answer on,Comic Page

stead of average daily member-

ship (ADM). What would you
do if there is a financial probTownship Trustee. He plans to lem here?
A. I'd take a look from the
resign that office before the
District 59 election, as School very top down. I would like to
see job classifications, to sec if
Code requires him to dth
Q. Why should people vote we could save additional salaries. We have 121/2 curriculum
for you?
co-ordinators. Perhaps this is
A. I have a good back- an area in which additional
ground of 10 years in account- funds can be found.
Q. How do you feel about a
ing and budgeting. I'm my
own man's man. I can make 2I -cent increase in the educadecisions without following tional fund tax rate? (about
the regular stream of things. I $21 for a house assessed at
$10,000)
have children in school.

ItlATRIL, 1969, Jennings
wassleeted as an Elk Grove

Li1 F1oros

viously,

T$3A,58s8.,500

"I'm not supported by any dicates because state aid now
specific group. I am a candi- will be figured on average
date for the people."

of age may now visit. Pre-

money

lems.

ing TAWs. It had a total of

problems. He was director of
sales for Terrace Hilton and parents.
He should have imaginative
Netherland Hotels in Cincinnati, and has been the presi- ideas in helping children get a
dent of the Ohio Sales Man- better education. He should be
agers Association. Active in completely aware of and excommunity affairs there, he perience in the financial end of
running a district and have a
has also been a scoutmaster.
Four years ago Jennings fairly good record in bringing
moved to Elk Grove Village. administrative costs into line.
He should bc familiar with
He now owns his own company, Ideco Corp., a Wood the type of programs that we
Dale firm which manufactures have now and not use the Dissupplies for wholesalers in the trict 59 jobs as a steppingstone
to his next position.
pet industry.
Q. Business manager Louis
Jennings has been active in
local politics with

Holy Family Hospital has

done.
Q. What about a bond refer-

with answers to financial prob-

you look for in a superinten-

Grove Township Republican

Main Street

don't have. I would like to be
brought up to date on how it's

WHEN I walk into a corpo-

rate situation, I have to sit
down and be well prepared

taxes.

,

Elk Grove Village and a three-

Frye VrOpert

dren, what I would like is more
information on it which I

Those running for the board than either of the other two
are: Gene Artemenko,, 431 candidates.
Q. How much do you know
Millers Rd., Des Plaines; Paul
G. Neuhauser, 1821 Mag- about the district?
A. I've attended the last two
nolia, Mount Prospect; and
Joseph P. Jennings, 38 Essex board meetings and the policy
committee meeting. I was also
Ct., Elk Grove Village.
Whoever the board appoints at the July 21 board meeting.
I've asked for a copy of next
as the new board member will
year's budget, but I've been
serve only until April, 1970.
The Day has previously car- told that they don't have any
'68ried interviews with Arte- more. I've looked at the
menko and Neuhauser about '69 budget.
Q. What problems do you
their philosophies and platthink the board faces this fall?
forms.
A. Finding a good superinJoseph P. Jennings, 33, is
the father of two children who tendent and finding all the

Dap

Q. District 59 uses a Tax

method of financing, It gets
money for this year's programs by borrowing funds
against next year's expected

could be found, I would tend
to support it.

costs go up, the first thing I do
is look at the percentage of increase and start asking,
"Why?".

law forbids I6 -to 18 -year -olds

from getting driver's licenses
unless they have passed a driver training course.

SUMMER SCHOOL director W. L. Randle reports that

1,467 students took driver
education at District 2 I4's six
schools during the first summer session. Last year 1,649

each
THE SCARFED
BLOUSE WITH
BIG SLEEVES:
big -collared, long tunic length to wear loosely,

or tucked in ... the rayon,
soft as handkerchief linen and in Fall's
newest colors ...

students took driver training
during both summer school semesters.
Hubert A. Adams, 1606
Linden Ln., a vice president in

Lee Janson
LISTENS
TO YOU

the trust division of Chicago
Title and Trust Co., has been
named

to head

the newly

formed General Trust Administration. 'This includes the

present probate and pension

30 to 38.

THE CORDUROY
PANTS WITH
BIG FLARE:

and profit sharing trusts and a
established personal
trust department.
Condolences to the Jack
Gunnell family of Mount
newly

Prospect. He was the owner

and manager of Gunnell Bowling Alley at Kensington, Rand
and Main streets.
WORST JOKE of the Day:
Teacher: "If Shakespeare
were here today, why would he
be regarded as a most remarkable man?"

Susie: "He'd be more than

300 years old."
meniexamompaiassammemistomminsioi

Letters To
The Editor
All

letters to the edi-

tor must be signed. but
names will be withheld up-.
on request. L e tt e r s
should be as brief as possible. typewritten. if pos-

sible, and should contain
an address or phone number so their authenticity
con be checked.
ISWAVSSIWOMMOIRMSISeittailti=3,708

FUN IN SCHOOL

wide-at7the-hem

Fall pants... buttons

Dear Lee Janson,
One of the kids came to school drunk. It was three hours before

play a big part at
side -welted pant leg,
and on fly -front...
cotton corduroy in

the teachers discovered what was wrong. We knew, but we
wouldn't say anything. In the meantime, everything he did was
hilarious. It was the funniest day we've had in school in a long
time.

richer tones ... t3 to 14..

We told Jack that if he'd,come to school drunk one day a week,
we'd buy the liquor. I think he'll do it, but we don't want to make
trouble for him in school: Do you think the co nselor will give
him a hard time?
Sc of Can Be Fun
How cruel. This boy needs help, not ridicule, ive him a lift,
not a kick.
BABY PROBLEMS

Dear Lee Janson,
Seven girls in our senior class have dropped out of school
because they are going to have babies. Is this happening everyplace, or is it just our high school? I feel sorry for these girls
because they seem to have so many problems. Some are getting
married, some not. Some are going to keep their babies and some
are putting them up for adoption. Two girls' parents told them
they'll have to leave home. How do these things happen, when it
always seems to end up in such a mess?
Sad for Them
Believe me, few, If any, plan it to happen. -Despite the new
contraceptive measures, illegitimacy continues to climb. Your
high school is no exception. Your letter is a good explanation of
the problem and it should help more than anything I could say.
Send your questions to Lee Janson, do Day Publications,
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

-

MISSES' SIZES.

MIDWEST BANK CARD

Welcome Here!

HOFFIAA N ESTATES

110 N:ROSELLE ROAD

DES PLAINES

1507 RAND ROAD

/DUNDEE

220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

Neat "Steers" You
To Better Cookouts

By Dolores Haugh

STEER YOUR family to good health and fun with meat
cooked under the sun.
For body -renewing energy there is nothing like the meat protien in the wide variety of meats which can be cooked on a grill,
_ gas or covered or direttly on an open fire.
Your menus need not be limited to hot dogs, chicken and

hamburgers. Add the variety of beef steaks for all tastes, from
sirloin to T-bone, strip to porterhouse.
BEEF TENDERLOIN tip roasts cooked to a medium rare on
an outdoor grill can't be beat for gourmet delight. A pot roast

wrapped in foil topped with two packages of frozen green beans,
one package of onion soup mix and one can of cream of mushroom soup is a meal in one cooked while the chef sunbathes.
Don't limit your meals by sticking strictly to beef. Be creative.
Use barbecued lamb shanks, crisp veal chops or a hearty pork
roast.
The, number of combinations you can cook up outdoors using
meat compare to the number of stars in the sky. By simply adding
foil -wrapped cooked vegetables, a cool tossed salad, a light but
satisfying dessert and a tall drink, summertime meal -planning
will soar as high as the astronauts and still be packed with cowboy
round -up energy.
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Spark up flavor with the
use of an herb or two. Ori-

ental flavored fruit compote will keep your happy
dinner guest guessing. The

secret? Curry. The quick
easy way to prepare it?
Lemon Rfuce mix.

Recipes for toppings for

steaks pictured at top of
page and for Curried Fruit
Compote (left) are given on
Page 6.

,

it --

.,NG
J.,7,474

-

-CP

Give your next cookout
meat a sundae punch.

Let your family choose a

topping and taste away.
Fill dishes with a wide selec-

don of meat toppings such as

chutney, homemade 'chili

sauce, sour cream onion dip,
---sweet sour sauce, cucumber

.1

and onion salad, a favorite salad dressing. Use your imagination.
Mushrooms, olives and

cheese may be sprinkled on

your sundae supper meat.
And what is a sundae with-

out a cherry on top? Add a
cherry tomato.

RAF
Fr

,A 1.4
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Meat "Steers" You To Better Cookouts
To prepare steaks, follow
these tips from the American
Meat Institute:
Choose a 1 -to -2 -inch thick

chopped onion'in 1 tablespoon
butter or margarine until gold-

gar, ;6 cup finely chopped
green onion;
tablespoon

en yellow. Stir in Vi cuodry

sugar; I teaspoon salt; dash of
black pepper; 2 teaspoons
liquid smoke (or to taste).

white wine, I tablespoon vine-

cup beef (canned or

1

sirloin, sirloin strip, T-bone or

gar.

porterhouse for a superb steak.

homemade) gravy, 2 tabletablespoon
spoons catsup,
minced parsley, and salt and
pepper to taste. Beat. Yield:

Combine, ingredients and
heat. Yield: About 21/2 cups

About 13/4 cups,

Pork roast grilled on the rotisserie will have extra appeal

SMOKY CHEESE BUTTER
Combine V2 cup butter or

when served with this fruit

Club and rib steaks are fine
fare, too. Slash fat around edge
of steak to prevent it from curling. If desired, marinate the

steak with a French or Italian
type dressing or a vinegar -oil
marinade two to,thrce hours
before cooking.
Broil the steak on a hot grill
three to four inches above
white hcit coals. Brush top and

sides frequently with melted
butter or margarine. Turn

when

underside

is

well

I

1

sauce..

sauce. Pop it into your oven
during the last 20 minutes of
the revolving roast's cooking

tabasco

AIR CONDITIONING

2 'cans (1 pound 1 ounce)

fruit cocktail (drained) or 3

A

CURRIED FRUIT
COMPOTE
1 package Pillsbury Lemon
Sauce Mix
3/4 teaspoon curry powder
.1/e teaspoon dry mustard
I sliced banana

SAVE NOW

10

q 90"

cups drained canned fruit
A

time. Here's the recipe:

cup of shredded
aged cheddar cheese, dash of
margarine,

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

ITake 3 months to pay, no

Prepare Lemon Sauce as directed on pack"age, adding cur-

interest Or payments as low
as $13 per month All work
'Tully guaranteed for 1 year

ry powder and mustard along
with dry sauce mix. Combine

NORTH AMERICAN

banana and fruit in a 11/2 quart
Pour sauce over,

casserole.

9

(FULLY INSTALLED)

PHONE

* HEATING 8. AIR CONDITIONING C9.965.85-00

fruit. Bake at 350 degrees for

5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

gyp..

20 minutes.

I

sauce,

1/2

OPEN: Mon. Thru.,Fri. 8 to 8
Sat. 8 to 6, Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

teaspoon

liquid smoke, 1/2 teaspoon,
fines herbes or bouquet garni
and whip until light and fluffy.
Yield: About 13/4 cups spread.

broWned. Cook to desired de-

gree of doneness. Check by
cutting small gash in heaviest
part of muscle near center of
steak to see the color. Season

just before removing from the
grill.
For a slightly different
gourmet touch, broiled steaks
may be topped with a spread or
sauce. Here arc recipes Tor several.

ROQUEFORT CHEESES
SPREAD

SMOKY SAUCE
1 cup tomato sauce; 3/4 cup

cooking oil, butter or margarine; 3 tablespoons wine vine -

Newcomers
To Meet
The Mount Prospect Newcomers Club will hold a coffee
for new members at 10 a.m.
Thursday, July 24, at St. Mark
Lutheran Church, 200 S.
Wi Ile.

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

A sitter will be available.

CL 5-1600

MOUNT PROSPECT

For information, call Mrs.
Jack Anderson, 259-1798, or
Mrs. Bruce Nelson, 439-5473.

ACE

Antique Antics

Sad Irons -Happy Antiques
By Mary Bruce

it is a surprise to wake up

opened the vent. When she
wanted to cool it, she closed
them while the smoke curled

and find that you have ac-

out the chimney in front.

quired a large collection of antiques purely by instinct,- una-

shaped

ware that over the years you
had packed away a sizable and
now valuable selection.

This happened to Mrs. Bea
Coe, 302 E. Willow, Prospect
Heights. Bea, who with June
Johnson is a partner in Antiques Et Cetera, has enjoyed

collecting antiques for years
but was astonished when she
unpacked all of her sad irons
and discovered she had over
60, a number of which were
duplicates.
As in most cases with collectors, it was not until she bought

an excellent reference ,on the
history of sad irons that she realized many of her irons were
now rare.

"WE FOUND old irons in
the most unlikely places and

bought many of them very
cheap. Apparently there has
not been much interest in them

until now, and so we consider
ourselves very fortunate. My
most prized iron is a beauty, in
fine condition and dated 1752
with the initals M.S.M,
"Since many of the handles

and points are badly worn
down it is fun to speculate who
might have once used them,"
Bea said.

Most of the irons in the collection hear the patent date
and the name of the manufac-

turer, making them easy to
identify and authenticate. The
most frequent dates seem to be

Two of the most unusual
irons

are

the

leg-

s -mutton iron and the hatters'

A

iron also used for celluloid
type collars. The leg -o -mutton
iron was shaped somewhat like

a small Dutch wooden shoe
and must hai,,e been very awkward to handle.
The hatters iron or shackles,
used for hatbrims and collars,

were Small and shaped in a
crude half circle with, wooden
handles.

Another unusual and desirable iron is the fluting iron.
There are still some available
in antique shops today. The
top section is shaped like a

1 / 3 OFF

rocker and grooved. while The
botiom section is a flat
grooved base usually bearing

ON ALL SPORTSWEAR

the words "Heat This." The
hand fluter, shaped like an old
fashioned clothes wringer, attached to the table and worked
in the same fashion. In some
cases hot pokers were inserted
into the hole in the handle.

ALSO INCLUDES:
MEN'S GOLF SLACKS
SHIRTS
'SWEATERS

"THE SAD

irons most
frequently found today are the
ones which come in two parts,
the top which clamps over the

BATHING SUITS

tear shaped base," Bea said.
"These were locked into place
by a lever under the wooden
handle, and since there were
usually three replaceable bases,
they were interchangeable
when they became cold. These

were more than likely marked
"Mr. Sensible" and most came
out about the turn of the centu-

from 1852 to 1880.

The variety in shapes and
Models range from the crude
handmade .type to unique

Many small miniature irons
can be found. These could be
salesmen's samples, but evi-

models that come apart for different and unusual uses.

dence has been found that children actually used these to

CONSIDERING the hard-

learn to iron their own gar-

ships and inconveniences that

ments. These make a fine collection by themselves.
Irons were always being improved, and in the 1900s' several alcohol, kerosene and

-pioneer women endured, it is
hard to believe that they could
and would be concerned about
starching and ironing countless petticoats, ruffled blouses
with leg -o -mutton sleeves and

fancy shirts. But iron them
they did, and a collection such
as this makes one appreciate
the effort it took to maintain a
clean, neat appearance under
such handicaps.

There are iron? for every
type of ironing chore, from a
ribbon and lace iron which is
small with a, wooden handle
and rounded point to the huge

charcoal burner type. This is

marked with a March 30,
1852, patent date and has a
chimney type funnel on the
fi tint - or the wooden handle.
He. 'ed charcoal was placed it
the .vity of the iron, There
were one or two slots on the

back which could be rotated to
control the heat. When milady'

wanted to heat the iron she

gasoline ..burning irons were
put on the market. But since
the liquids were highly flammable, it took a brave and
hardy soul to attempt a huge
ironing with such as -these.

The history of sad irons is
fascinating. Many of the old
electric irons are ow becoming collectible. B

to my mind

the most ingenio s invention
is the one made b the Edison
Appliance Co., patented 19001905, called the Hot Point

Travel Iron. It bailed a small
pot of water and heated two
curling irons. The holder folded down into a trivet type of-.
fair to hold the iron. It staggers
my imagination to visualize
anyone drinking tea, while

ironing and curling their hair
with curling irons. The height
of luxury?

.A TOPSIDE COVER.UP
MANY STYLES,
ALL COLORS
'

IL STYLES

CRANBERRY.
HAM SLICE

Cook
11/2 cups cranberries
strained honey
3/4 cup

smoked ham
thick)
(1 to 2 inches
Whole cloves.

Lei :/.:1

sliced'

oven (350°F.)
in moderntd
or until
11/2 hours
about
to,6.
Serves 4

into horn fat.
Insert cloves
mix with
Wash cranberries;horn. Bake
Pour over
honey.

We reserve the

right to limit

quantities.
Prices effective
fhru July 26th.

i

A

TIME

k

Oms rev...

Ii

clone.

TAMPS

..1. 41,_._

SAVE 1r
- cL1P AND

gg em 0141 P. W.

--fl-os. Pkg. Oscar Mayer New England, Sliced
Bologna, Beef Bologna Cello Salami,
Pickle Pimento Loot and Minced LeeS

r*: " .

Coupon Exalt.

0AIMYYMCYM

.

.

Jull, 26th

.

NATIONAL
...........

.S-lakicaqi(EkickkkOss,

NATIONAL -FAMOUS FOR FINE MEAT

,6:
,,,saa(GIVIUT
r.. c,,,......

STAMPS
25 "'"frilGRE

Enjoy the tantalizing flavor of hickory smoked
ham at this money saving price at National

6 -oz. Pkg. of TOP TASTE

this week.

BOLOGNA, PICKLE or OLIVE LOAF'
July 26th

Coupon Expire*

Hickory Smoked-Shank Portion

)
s

I

irrYYMY

?,1)T1')'YMYYT).

SMOKED

Ali

LOO

STAMPS

Any 5 -Lb. Nom Listed Below

AGAR. ARMOUR, KRAUKAS IMPORTEn,
RATH SMOKED, GOLDEN STAR
July 26th

HAM

s

P 174,

6111.WWILVElia
For Cos....

Coupon Expires

Butt Portion .

Lb.

Witc((i4(((fM(iLltlkw.,

55e

.,P111.(1VIVAScl(l(l(1.(1.

SO

Tender and delicious boneless rolled Colorado'

STAMPS

1 -Lb. Pkg. of PATRICK CUDAHY

Brand Corn -Fed Beef will make any meal a
delight. Save today at National.

or BRUNCH BACON

BACON

July 26th

Coupon Expires

polnoNA0

.A1M)1Thi)tYYYY).

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef

""111)7?I'YYP)i-\'

4&a.t(i{c(c(d4c,(,,k(Adak...-, utAtWal.a.(St

Round or

L._

100";3411SGTRAEMPS

P
ROAST LL

CHUCK
July 26th

"Coupon Expires

IMMITIMM:

NATION_AL.

Wal(t(ti

A,,f6:
ttlaW193&tl CiCt(-((i(t-

3.os. Pkg. CAMECO
SLICED TURKEY
July 26th

Coupon Expires

MY)

1)1iC)1

L(c,((w'',4

Z4-CiScUldc.Gik(SAVA,%,

4-

COLLATE or

For that quick fix meal . . . try
these lean, tender and delicious

Great, for ,Bar.B-Quing or snacking. A package goes a long way
from Notional's Meat Dept.

could be better?

July 26th

Coupon Expire.

For a healthy and hearty breakfast . . . Bacon & Eggs, what

. a groat charts*
of pace ' meal, a seafood delight.

L-Ready r4 Eat ,
,

.

7)11)1?)11TYYrri

,

:ZTt14ttiutu aduts.)117FMTT)

Acttcllgt(sW.ki

"4:

Cube Steaks.

BOOTH'S Breaded

HILLSIDE

Lean Tender

WIENERS

CUBE STEAK

SLICED BACON

COOKED FISH

att Hos C..rtt 6 Ig ttttt .1

.4.s

49.0x. Box White or Blue
EASY LIFE LAUNDRY DETERGENT
July 26th
Coupon Frith*.

i)IMMYY)17)

Lb.

-Lb.

LbS. I

Lb.

Pkg.

TAMPS
"Ord. Bottle
PINK DELIGHT FABRIC SOFTENER

-Ma

I-

-

.

ft

IP

.

July 26th

Coupon Expires

NATIONAL_`

-.latent

0...i'V'321.4t

,slaC,....giViViVarl

a

I

mg rstrAhh1000&,

25211

STAMPS

was 11n C..... t Plucks. et

+

GREInAITHP1113.0M TISSUE

1 LYDIA
Coupon Expire

July 26th

'' 'MT

./IMITYYTTRJT ' NATIONAL;

/EMIL_
0

IMIL9

25 Ow

I

STRAWS

2 -Lb. Box Extra Long
RICELAND RICE

L

July 26th

Coupon Expires

'

" ""

mAnom. Ju.;)
On. C,,,.. P

25

STRAWS

Any Size Pkg. Mild
TOP TASTE CHEDDAR CHEESE

L

July 26th

Coupon Expires

Jumbe 27 Silo

as

Fresh

S-j(EVea(44L1(1ffirTilliY"(YtWE:s:.:,`:q5,44.1.(NViCi

MICHIGAN

CANTALO p

BLUEBERRIES

Pt`

Six*

HONEY DEW

MONS

e

15 -oz. Pkg.

BUITONI INSTANT PIZZA

.

Coupon Ex ires

Ju

26th

Cris/1,66ra

for

ICEBERG

LEitUCE
Elm

ANCHOR HOCKING
I

GLASSES

Each

Week

POh & S5 or Mar*
Purchase.

GR N

Extra Fancy California Bartlett

with Mailer Chu.

PEARS

.. Lb. I

Each

Urini One Coupon Per Cello..

With Oran,.

7?

C

BAGS

tehSh

HEINZ KETCHUP 21''::4
without Coupon

2 for 52<
7dels. 1,69

1.)Itfet
.

/* SUPER
sA

Hoodi

24 Size

Coupon Fip:tes

r "6'

THE DAY
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Mechanical Engineering

Watchdog Committee Will
Watch Track on Hiring
By Gary Shiffman

Armstrong, is the hiring of

personnel working at the track
A five -man watchdog com- on a non-discriminatory basis
mittee to deal with charges of by Sept. 1:
AT THE TIME of the sit-in,
discrimination in hiring at Arlington Park Race Track was Armstrong had demanded that

Still a Career With a Future

at

set up yeSterday.

One member is Charles
Armstrong, publisher of the

least 30 per cent of the

track's mutuel clerks, waiters,

bartenders,

hostesses,

Chicago -South Suburban cashiers and stable hands by,

Education leading to a
bachelor's degree in engineering is offered by about 250 col-

The outlook in mechanical
engineering second largest
branch of the profession is for

leges, universities, and engi-

neering

rapid growth all through the

schools

located

1970s

throughout the country. Al-

The expected expansion of
industry, with the consequent
demand fon industrial machinery and machine tools and the

though curriculums in the
larger branches of engineering

are offered in most schools,
some of the smaller engineer-

increasing complexity of industrial machinery and pro-

ing specialties are taught in
relatively few institutions. A

cesses, will be among the major factors contributing to
greater employment.
Mechanical engineers are

student who desires to specialize in one of the smaller
branches should, therefore, in-

concerned with the production. transmission and use of railroad equipment, rocket en-

and electrical

ment,
ment industries.

gines, steam power, heating,
op machines which produce ventilating and air condipower, such as internal com- tioning, hydraulics or fluid
instrumentation,
bustion engines, steam and gas mechanics,
power They design and devel-

turbines, jet and rocket engines and nuclear reactors.
They also design and develop a great variety of machines

which use power refrigeration
and air-conditioning equip -

men t

,

elevators,

machine

presses, steel

tools, printing
rolling mills and many others.

MANN SPECIALIZED
areas of work have developed
within mechanical engineer-

ing Among these are motor
vehicles,

marine equipment,

equip-

Others are

employed in government
agencies, educational in-

stitutions and consulting engiordnance and machines for neering firms. Some work as
specialized industries, such as independent consulting engipetroleum, rubber and plastics neers.
A bachelor's degree in engiand construction.
Nearly all manufacturing neering is the generally acceptnonmanufacturing in- ed educational requirement
and
dustries employ some mem- for entrance into engineering
bers of the profession. How- positions. Well -qualified colever, nearly three -fourths of lege graduates with training in
all mechanical engineers arc physics, one of the other natural sciences, or in mathematics
employed in manufacturing
industries mainly in the prima- may qualify for some beginry and fabricated metals, ma- ning positions in engineering.
Some persons without a dechinery, transportation equip-

gree are able to become engineers after long experience in a
related occupation such as
draftsmen or engineering tedhnician and some college -level

training..

ADVANCED TRAINING
is being emphasized for an increasing number of jobs.
Graduate degrees are desitable

for beginning teaching and research positions and are help-

ful for advancement in most
types of work. Furthermore, in
some engineering specialties,
such as nuclear engineering,
training is generally available
only at the graduate level.

vestigage the curriculums offered by the various schools
before selecting his college.

Median starting salaries for
engineering graduates with the
bachelor's degree were about

$8,800 a year in private in-

SALARIES News, who was charged with Negroes. His group also sent a
STARTING
for new engineering graduates mob action during the June 27. telegram to Governor Richard
B. Ogilvie urging the naming
with the bachelor's degree var- \disturbance at the race track.
The charges, which had of a Negro to the Racing Comied considerably by industry.
General information on en- been placed by the Rolling mission.
Armstrong pointed out that
gineering careers including Meadows police, were stricken
13 Negroes were hired yesterstudent selection and guid- with leave to reinstate when
the
ance, professional training and Armstrong appeared in Ar- day as mutuel clerks at
ethics, and salaries and other lington Heights Circuit Court track. Others have been hired
as parking attendants, he said.
economic aspects of engineer- vestedrday.
The, publisher of the HarTHE WATCHDOG commiting may be obtained from:
Engineers'. Council for Pro- tee was created as a result of vey-based.newspaper said he is
negotiations begun after the "pleased with the results of the
fessional Development, 345
East 47th St., New York, N.Y. disturbance in which more meetings as well as the outthan 100 Negros blo'cked five. come of the court case."
10017;
Manpower gates at the track.
Engineering
The meetings included repCommission, Engineers Joint

Council, 345 East 47th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017;
National Society of Professional Engineers, 2029 K St.,
D.C.
Washington,
NW,
20006.

dustry in mid -1966, according
to a survey conducted by the
Engineering Manpower Commission. Graduates with. the

Information on engineering
schools and curriculum and on
training and other qualifications needed for entrance

perience usually received from
$1,000 to $2,000 a year more
than those with only the bach-

obtained from the Engineers'
Council for Professional Development. Information on
registration, of engineers may
be obtained from the National

master's degree and no ex-

elor's degree. S'alaries for
graduates with the doctor's de-

gree .were generally between
$11,000 and $14,500 a year.

into the profession may also be

Society -Of Professional Engineers.

.Ceis AO&

a

resentatives of the track, the
Urban League, the Chicago
Conference on Religion and
Race, the Jobs Now project
and the Illinois Racing Com-

Band

Concert

The fourth in a series of
mission.
Other members of the newly scheduled band concerts at

created group are Timothy the Des Plaines Park District's
Sheehan of the Illinois Racing
Commission, Dave Pearson,

executive director of the Illinois

Race

Track

Police,

Coli of Bartenders'
Union, Local 727, and Lewis

James

Martin of the Chicago Daily

Lake Park will be held at 7:30
p.m. Friday.
This free concert, featuring

the Maine West stage band
under the direction of Gerald
Hug, is the fast concert of the

summer at Lake Park. The

last concert of the season, on
Most immediate among the Friday, Aug. I, will be at the
group's goals, according to 'Swim Carnival, Iroquois Pool.
Defender.

?a*

PAPER GOODS
FOR

ALL OCCASIONS.
BIRTHDAYS -WEDDINGS -BARBECUES

Come Browse & Say Hello

ARLINGTON PAIIK
America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing/
keep ceol-11 Wakes mrs}latl sle-oenditlomil2:11 P.M
3AS. Sat. and tt.t.
PsPrado: Alm Ore Thurs. 230,

Quinones Perfecta
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Goff Course
Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Tri-State
to Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North).
Wanner/on WE 9-2500

107 S. MAIN ST.
MT. PROSPECT

Inc., franchisers; James
At groundbreaking ceremonies July 8 of the Roy Roger; vice president of Ace Hosts of Illinois,
rains building
Roast Beef Sandwich Restaurant, Des Plaines, at Illinois 83 and Insalis, property owner, and R. Schuepfer, Des
Her- commissioner. The restaurant will seat about 651people.

Algonquin Rd. arc (left to right) A. H. Sorensen, builder;
bert H. Behrel, mayor of Des Plaines; Michael G. Steplumos.
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MARGE'S
WE MUST MAKE ROOM
FOR OUR DAILY ARRIVALS OF
FALL AND WINTER, FASHIONS! THE
CUSTOMARILY ROCK -BOTTOM PRICES AT MARGE'S
HAVE BEEN SLASHED SO SHOCKINGLY....IT HURTS US!
IT WON'T HURT YOU A BIT!!!

50 c

THIGH -HI FISHNETS
CROCHETED HOSE

/FAMOUS HANES "LEGLITE"
PANTI-HOSE AND LACE
HOSIERY, TOO

sicsEwALA,

SALE

5

Hey!

SKIRTS, SWEATERS

SWIMWEAR,
DRESSES

for

FORMALS

$15

GOLF

HATS

SWIMWEAR

$10

SPORTSWEAR
DRESSES

COCKTAIL DRESSES,
FORMALS

KNITS*DRESSES
SLACK SETS
FORMALS*AFTER FIVE

$1

Sizes 3 Jr. Petite to 18 * All Sales Final * We Honor All Midwest Bank Cards

OVER 2,000 ITEMS ALL AT
Join Marge and her
friendly "high -fashion
counselors" and have
the time of your life!

SAMPLE SHOP
* SRecial Sidewalk Days Hours:

Thurs. & Fri. 9:30 to 9 and Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

10 N. DUNTON St. PH: 392-2063

Arlington Heights, III.

stereo excitement
dial 92.7 fm

dal

6.\

V

0.111%

s7

mire
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

JULY 24,25,&26

mmw

"Clean Up" at

MERLE

I

noRmAn
COSMETICS
IT ALL HAS TO GO....

NORGE

i_,Lt

COLONIAL
VILLAGE

SEE.OUR NEW HOME

AS USUAL

and the

TO

MAKE ROOM FOR OUR FALL GOODS!

GREAT

GREAT SAVINGS

FASHIONS

FANTASTIC
SELECTION

MAN'S SUIT

q

BUYS

OR

LADIES' PLAIN DRESS

TV and Appliances

RINGS ei
BELTS NECKLACES
ERRINGS BRACELETS

FOR

That's right! We're all moved in and
ready to serve you with fine products

\MI5PIERCED EARRINGS & MORE

One to a
customer please.
Cleaned 8 Pressed.

and money saving values.

Here are more "Sidewalk" Specials

O

GE AMANA HAMILTON

BOUTIQUE BATH ITEMS

DON'T MISS OUR SALE!!

16 W. Campbell
Ph. 255-1270

'and thoroughly cleaned and have
sparkling, new ticking!

220 N. Denton St.

Arlington Heights Store Only
28 N. Dunton Court
CL 3-1766

259-0999

1000 N. Northwest Hwy. CL 5-0700
Arlington Heights, III.

Ih....._.40/1111b-.41111111/&&---.01111111&

eltx14 foods

Ottrt.s..

510 N. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

SIDEWALK DAYS

Hi -C

All sidewalk day sales are final.

$2

to

$4

JACKETS

$4

to

$25

BELTS

$1

to

$2

SWEATERS

$5

to

$.11

BERMUDAS

SPORT SHIRTS. . "short sleeve
. long sleeve

$2-$3-$4
$2'$3-$4
$21"$3

KNIT SHIRTS
NECKWEAR. . . .

Sidewalk Hours: Saturday 'til 6 pm. Thurs.4 Fri. 'til 9 pm.

12 S. Dunton Ave.

PH: 255-2595

COLOR' CONSULTANTS

BRA & GIRDLE CLEARANCE

SHIRTS

27c

.

rill,

48 Count Box

LIPTON TEA BAGS .....

.39e

22 oz. size

IVORY LIQUID

-

SHELLS

& BLOUSES

$1.00

$5 90 95:

/MM., Warn a /77

/ //./ /mill/

EXCEL

HOUSE PAINT
White Only

3 DRESS RACKS

BETTER DRESSES

LATEX BASE.. $495

20-50% OFF OIL BASE. . .

.

gal.

$549

'OTHER

SPECIAL

Grocerland

16 oz. loaf

WHITE BREAD. .

.

SAVINGS

r
for

$1100

1/2 gal..
G rocerland
ICE CREAM
Banquet Frozen
,

$1

SIDEWALK DAYS
SPECIAL VALUES
50% OFF

46 oz. cans

FRUIT DRINKS.

WASH PANTS & JEANS

DRESS SHIRTS.

all from our
regular stock.

der --get one pillow renovated

at ota fce1u box

J. SVOgODA SONS
77214c.4.

With each $5.00 incoming coin op or professional cleaning or-

FEDDERS SUNBEAM RCA
TOASTMASTER MOTOROLA
CARRIER HOOVER ZENITH

SUNGLASSES *PERFUMES

days

CLEAN PILLOWS ..for..$1 791

Fine Selection of:

HOSIERY MEN'S TOILETRIES

for
sidewalk

COOK 'IN BAGS

.

ONLY

59c1

ALL
SALES

20c

FINAL

5 OZ. PKG.-TURKEY, CHICKEN
ALA KING, SAUSBURY.

Open Mon. thru Fri. til 9

24th 25th 26th

Sat. 9 csm to 7 pm and Sun. 10 am to 5 pm
PH: 253-7877 MEAT PH: 253.4611

maison de romayne
43 South Dunton Street Arlington Heights, Ill.
Clearbrook 5-5543
9:30 to 5:30 DAILY

also
MANY OTHER ITEMS IN STORE!

No tinting, no returns
on sale items.

Serving the Community for 44 Years!

214 N. Dunton
CL 3-5338

...
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Clearbrook Plans
Des Plaines Center
The Clearbrook Center- for

the retarded Rolling
Meadows, plans to open

a

day-care program and a
sheltered workshop and vocational training program in Des

Plaines this fall to serve

Construction has begun on

in Des Plaines, John 0.

considering applications for

Clearbrook is noW

ow'

STEAM PLANT comple-

gallons per

subsidiary, is responsible for

Donald H. Belden, director

approximately $1 million

2,600 to 7,500
minute.

dr.

mentally retarded and multipfy handicapped children and
adults from Maine Township.
Familfes interested in getting

of research administration,

more information or an application, should phone the.

program coordinator at 255 0120.

This is an architect's drawing of the utility complex now under

construction at Universal Oil Products Co., Algonquin and

J.W. Christian
Promoted by
G.D. Searle
John W. Christian, 112 S.
Windsor Dr., has been ap-

turing operations for the
Domestic Pharmaceutical
elregortelt Division of G. D. Searle &

Bank Service Locates
In Arlington Heights
A new bank service company, The Statesman Corp.,

Corp. He attended the

has been organized to operate

Artists Set
For Fair

the bank, solicit dealer customers for the hank,

Most recently, lie was
marketing research manager.

John W. Christian

TRACOR Stockholders
Subscribe Shares of TCC
parent corporation

of

Plaines, arc being offered the
rights to subscribe for shares

I

Residents of the Lutheran Home for the Aged, Arlington
Heights, look on as Guy Procaccio, home business manager, and

Paul Hauer, administrator, raise the flag that was donated by

one of the residents, on the pole purchased through a collection

of common stock of Tractor

Computing Corp. (TCC),
another subsidiary.

The offer is being made to
the holders of common stock,

preferred stock, stock

mechanical contracts have not
yet been awarded.
1133 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights
437-7177

July 21 Thru Aug. 2

Twenty-one area

Special

residents

for 1 Sale

2 for 1 Sale

SpeciaL2

Men's Suits

Ladies Dresses

Reg. $1.75

Reg. $1.60

purchase warrants and a set-

tlement agreement of
TRACOR as of kily 25.

Being offered is the right to
subscribe for shares of TCC
common stock 4t $2 a share.

It is anticipated that the
subscription rights will be
issued, by propsectus only, on

or about Aug.

1

tuco 7" DRY CLEAN

15-17 on Rush St. in Chicago.

LB - LOAD $2.50 SELF SERVICE MACHINE

and assist the bank in development and maintenance of erect.:
it and collection procedures.

Stillman, 9345 Maple;
From Mount Prospect:
Christi Hansen, 110 S. Ed-

is president. He has

loka; Arlene Kargacos, 12 N.
William; Evelyn Mitchell, 106

Wayne A. Walter, 532 S.
Belmont, Arlington Heights,

ward; Marlene Hunt, 412 S.

background in installment

S. Edward.

installment

loan

vice presi-

dent, First Arlington National
Bank; two years as finance
specialist, Ford Motor Credit
Co. and four years as credit
manager, J. I. Case Credit

6 LOADS

GET 7th LOAD FREE!

From Des Plaines: George
recommend insurance pro836 Walter; Eileen
grams for dealer -customers Hall,
and the bank, review and re- Lucas, 1656 Lunt, Maxine Sal
fisberg, 9209 Potter; Donald
commend floor plan programs

loan credit with five years as

Littelfuse, Inc., of Des

tra c tor. Electrical and

WEEK LONG SPECIAL FROM

will participate in the Gold
mobile home department for Coast Art Fair to be held Aug.

manufacturing and sales.

Inc.,

Chicago, is the structural con-

Procon addition now nearing
completion and a materials
science laboratory which is

DRYCLEANING

assistance in organizing a

Christian, a 1948 graduate
of Northwestern University,
joined the company in 1951.
He has held positions in both

Stockholders of TRACOR,

and Lautermilch Corp.,

necessary to serve a new

University of Mich.

Some of the services offered

.Yeyl...m.,Irt

MBE

complex. Campbell, Laurie,

said increased capacities were

by Statesman Corp. are: arc among the 560 artists who

pelluePoll Co., Chicago.

111111

engineering and design of the

Mount Prospect Ms., Des Plaines.

country -wide with executive
offices in Arlington Heights.
The first regional office is
located in Detroit.

pointed manager of manufac-

taken among the residents. It is the home's first flag.

ternational facilities scheduled
for completion in 1970.

Procon Inc., UOP's
to 7,500-kva, and cooling
tower water capacity from engineering and construction

r

Rehabilitation.

-

supply the new UOP in-

The complex, consisting of tion is targeted for November,
1969, with a completion date
three buildings, will permit an
increase in steam generating ' of February, 1970, Set for the
capacity from 30 to 72 r3maining utility construction.'
construction.
thousand pounds per hour,
electrical capacity from 2,000

The sheltered workshop provides services for the Illinois

es

-

under construction. Sufficient
electrical capacity has been
designed into. the system, to _

announced.

Illinois Department of

the center in Rolling

workshop will serve ban-

Logan, president, has

CLEARBROOK CENTER
is a private, non-profit agency, licensed by the State of

Division of Vocational

years of age The sheltered

pany's corporate headquarters

ofageup.

The new,site will liecommod ate the Maine

and training programs for
children three through 15

Universal Oil Products Com-

-rtiwtelltr""`..-"'"

drcapped adults from 16 years.

Children and Family Services,
a Division of Child Welfare.

Meadows plus those whd are
on their present waiting list.
The day-care program will
provide education, diagnostic

Universal Oil Products
Builds Utility Complex
a new utility complex at

residents of Maine Township.
The site is being considered at
this time

township residents enrolled at

*Ai

20

lb. LOAD

FREE
... also, self-service
coin machines

DRAPES, BLANKETS,
BEDSPREADS OR
SLIPCOVERS

ONLY $6
STORAGE

Shirts beautifully laundered.
In bcixes or on hangers

Your new, friendly, neighbortood cleaners

From Arlington Heights:
Lois Baldwin, 911 E. Marion,
Beverly Galandak, 8(11 N.

'ex.

Patton; Pat Kowal, 1212 E.
Mayfair; Lucille Anderson,
1215 W. Sigwalt; Irene "Rae"
Partridge, 13130 N. Yale;

NORGETOW,N
MILTI - SERVICE DRYCLEANING

Daily 7:30 a.m. to

p.m. Mon. thru Sat.

remit* .home.

and will ex-

pire about two weeks later.

DOLPHIN

GOLDEN

1500 yds.
Cotton Fabrics
yd.

Va.

is'

ts%S

Bathroom towels
Bathroom wash cloths
Bathroom hand towels
Bathroom scales
Bathroom hampers
Bathroom tissue boxes

ARN APPROXIMATELY $400
A WEEK DELIVERING
THE NORTHWEST DAY

WAVERLY GLO-SHEE
48" wide, pattern 8: plain

Nettle Creek

Decorator.

Pillows

149

value
for"

REMNANTS

OUTSTANDING VALUE!

Fabulous Drapery &

Slipcover fabrics
$1.00 yd.
Upholstery fabrics
up to $9.00 yd.

vallies for

Upholstery Velvet
up to $12.00 yd.
values for

Routes now available
in Rolling Meadows and Buffalo Grove.. Deliver in the
immediate vicinity of your home. DAILY - MONDAY.

a daily, afternoon newspaper

THROUGH FRIDAY.

ALL FABRICS WITH
SCOTCH GARD PROTECTION

$2.98 yd. value for $1.29 yd.

4'4

eaWathost,...

-

Reg. $2.50 - $3.50 yd. 2.to 10 yards

Values to $12.50

Papers will be delivered to your home. Applicants must be dependable, maintain good

to excellent school grades and be prepared to devote an hour's work each afternoon,
4:00 pm to 5:00 pm. Additional cash, prizes or trips may be earned by obtaining customers to this exciting new paper at the conclusion of the free sample period.

PHONE 255-7200
DAY PUBLICATIONS, 217 S. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

11 S. Dunton, Arlington Heights
Daily 9-5:30, Thurs. & Fri. to 9

Clearbrook 3-5249
We honor all Midwest Bank Cards

A,

/

11-,

FIRST
-

"

PLACE

Winner

Stores with stars *
have
44'

DRIVE-IN.
FREE PARKING
others have ample
street parking
NORTH

7324 N Western Ave
2954 Milwaukee Ave
2307 N Clark St
Belden -Park Plaza
NORTHWEST

b5553 W Belmont Ave
5130 W Fullerton Ave

I). 4343 N. Central Ave
SOUTH

3 Big Days
Thurs , Fri , & Sat.
JULY 24, 25 and 26

1). 3927 W 63rd St
WEST

to. 5138 W Division St
5002 W Madison St

10

PRICES GOOD

ONLY AT THE
ROLLING MEADOWS STORE

I> 6048 W North Ave
CARPENTERSVILLE

MEADOWDALE

Shopping Center
CARPENTERSVILLE ILL

DES PLAINES

tol. 8776 Dempster St
ELMHURST

711 W St Charles Rd
ROLLING MEADOWS

Shopping Center

to,

RIRCHOFF RD - EAST OF RTE 53

RI

LA GRANGE

te. 5425 S La Grange Rd

N NW

MELROSE PARK

,17,

1313 W North Ave
Across from Winston Pk

11:0

I. T._

ELMWOOD PARK

Welcome Back to our rebuilt Super
Mart . . . truly a prize winning store

1:0' 7550 Grand Ave
ROCKFORD

1: COLONIAL VILLAGE T.1)(4°

HALF

Shopping Center
ALPINE RD AT 5 POINTS

Quarts

24

e 1.th

Canadian Whiskey

the mph,
q tonti ty

,A71 Imported Scotch

French Brandy
A GREAT VALUE - Royal Reserve

6 yr Bourbon
CANADA DRY

GIN

Gin or Vodka

TIC

,

FLISCHMAN'S or HIRAM WALKER

1/2

Your

back again

.

. BIGGER, BETTER and

MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN EVER BEFORE

95
FIFTH

98
roof
P86

FIFTH

39C package of Jays Potato Chips with
WORTH
TRYING

49

EE

FIFTH

95

VERY GOOD

5'

dep

7 oz. bottles

d.p.
Wes

worthy of our neighbors. Come see
us and share our pleasure of being

KIDDY POP

6

ease case purchase of Garten Brau,
Holiday or Alpine Beer

AIM

QUART

49

Gallon Gin

et

CANFIELD'S

e I

No Deposit Twist Cap
Ass, Beverages

CT

BIG

rum
somas
6#.1

SAVIOR Mt
remeotete

44RITE

;in

iHne

LSIni'LtV1R

I AGER

BEER

AA

a1111111Isk._

4

444.47V

-
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
HAM -HAW I
WISH YOU
COULD HAVE

HA -HAT SHOW ME

SEEN HIM

THIS WILL CET
HIM OLITOF BED,
I THINK, BUT
TRICKS LIKE
THIS ONLY

110

Lips

HOW HE LOOKED!

WHEN THAT
NEW EUR1.
DOWN THE
STREET SAID

YES, BUT IF IA/EN
CAN DREAM UP
ENOUGH OF 'EM

MAYBE GETTIN'
EARLIER WILL BECOME
A HABIT WITH HIM:
IT'S OUR ONLY HOPE!

'MASSE
ABOUTCLIPPINGS

Ala X, NOT some

WE CLIPPINGS,
MAUORT
WENT
DATE

cX SUPEVSE

H-UMPH! YOU

CARPING CRITICS MUST
HAVE YOUR FUN/ BLIT

OF

AFTER SIATE
OL
HIS

cotlecr

PATTERN ANP
THE REWARD. tX:141

211, HOURS

TONIGHT

NVU'VE

FIGURED

PREDICTION 6'64,4'

X 'THOUGHT

THOSE ASTROLOGY

PREDICTIONS

WORK ONCE...

HELLO 10
HIM!

EGAD BUSTE-R.
WHATS WITH

7:30
The Good Guys
7 The King Family
9 Perry Mason
32 Truth or Consequences
2

SECT
THE

CAPTURE,
TOO'F

2

6:00
Apollo Report

5
7

News
News

Flintstones
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

V

9

FORGET TO APOLOGIZE!

32. Movie

Klan" In this witty
disagreeable diplomat just as he decides
p.m.

Ha

from

8:30
Green Acres

Tonyeve8ri:
SandleryHill0li
and

I Love Lucy

11

TV College

11

2

and Terry -Thomas.

5
11

7'

The Addams

Family

6:50
26 Market Wrapup

ROBIN .MALONE

7:00
9 Hazel
11 TV College
American Public

POCT-OR 013RIEN

ISON NIS WAY!
SHALL Y CARRY
MISS KATHY'

School

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

INTO

HOUSE?

ibe
32

The
mooners

11:00

11 R&D Review
12:00
5

Fiction

TACTICAL MANEUVERS

12:10 a.m.

9:00
Hawaii Five -0
The Outsider
Chicago Festival

Law-

rence, Kaye Ballard

26 Today's Racing
32

Carol

come

Here Come the

9

Mike Douglas

Show

Ralph Young wel-

2

Brides

2

9

London52billiesMusicB

6:30
7

Paris is drawn into a
series of amorous but
meaningless love affairs. 12:35 a.m.
32 Movie
"Enter Inspector
Maigret" Dynamic
detective
Maigret
battles a cold -nerve
killer and thief. Until

er plots to kill off a

6:25

Tarzan
5 The Virginian

male art student in

comedy, a hired kill-

to retire. Until 9:3))

26 Quiz

I

"In the French
Style" A visiting fe-

-"The Green

Honey-

9:30

Movie

"The Dirty

Game" Super spy
story where allied
counter intelligence
agents foil the plans
of enemy agents. Until 10 p.m.

11 Audubon
An examination of
some of the works of
the American natu-

12:10

32 News Final
2

trates how alcoholism affects the lives
of those
them.

close

some of. his works

2

found in "The Birds
of America."

7

to

than reveal his true
mission. Until 2 a.m.

10:00
News
News
News

9

12:25
Movie

"The. Lone Hand"
A Pinkerton agent allows his wife and son
to believe he's all
washed up rather

32 News

features

ralist -artist

7

11 Spectrum
"The
Alcoholic
American"
examines
America's
6,000,000 problem
drinkers and illus-

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

12:30
5

Farm Forum

9

12:35
News

11 Ustinov on the
Ustinovs

Peter Ustinov

recreates some of the

colorful members of
0 NNM HL. I... TM. in. US. M. Off.

12:55

Paul Harvey

his family

9

26 A Black's View

Comments

of the News
1:00

32 Town and Country Music

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope

"You're in the
Navy Now" A crew
o f incapable, inexperienced men are

FOR THURSDAY

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -You can learn much from

young people today. Go
beyond the appearance and

listen carefully to the words
not said.

AW,

VIRGO (Aug. 24- Sept.

23) --Give your persOnal attention to those details which you

have recently shunted off to
others. You may catch 'errors
Let nonessentials go by the
hoard as you concentrate on
matters of major interest to

r orzeAmr

well come to Sagitarrians today --but be prepared to share
the glory with another. Limit

7 -as

with another. Take things at
face value for the time being.

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March

21)-Accept even the smallest

opportunity for gain. Get to
know another better and you
yvill place yourself in a
valuable position.

ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --Keep romance in the
background of today's experience. Now is the time for
you to make advances. on the

CAPTAIN EASY
pill=11111W

Mgt WHILE MY BROKER"DICKER0" FOR.
AFTER ANOTHER TRACT, M2U CULTIVATE TH' OLD
HARRIDAN: PRETEND TO SHARE HER HOBBY'
TALKING
WITH MRS.

COBB,
AFRAID SNE
WON'T EVER

HUNTING LOST GOLD MINE5'OR TREASURE!
SHE WORE HER HUSBAND our SEARCHING
CANYONS BELOW PINON P155 FOR A LOAD
OF GOLD BARS STOLEN MO PROBABLY
WRECKED IN 19071
WHAT
HOBBY.
SUR 4

p

HELP HER COMB THRU BRLI5H AND ROCK*
WIN HER GRATITUDE.
FOR A FEW PAYS!
AND 5HE MAY AT LEAST LEASE A GRAVERTE
TILL. JUDGMENT DAY!
X DOUBT

IT... BUT
rw. TRY:

?

terprise. A risky day for

CANCER (June 22 -July

231-- Good grooming is essen-

tial today if you are to meet
success in a matter of great

7-23

personal concern. Appearance

T

T.

tells the tale.

INFERNO
neon
oner
fore
fern
freon
fire
fine

rein
rife
iron
infer
inner
nine
none

s.,.......

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

4 Sea bird
ACROSS
5 - Angeles,
1 Rapture
California
4 Inspirit
9 Grebe or loon 6 Fall flower
7 Bound
11 Tending to
8 Level
wear away
9 Italian
13 Fat
feminine title
14 Soften
15 Saul's uncle 10 Peruse
11 Leading to
(Bib.)
happiness
16 Affix
12 Guido's high
18 Feminine
note
name
17 Morning
19 Poisonous
moisture
serpent
20 Businessman 21 - -tse
(Chinese
23 Interjection
thinker)
25 Have on
22 Make a
26 Dowry
mistake
29 Sewing
24 Possessive machine
pronoun
inventor
31 Parts of food
3
2

33 - Vespucci

speculation lies ahead.

Answers to
Hideaword

THAT A GOY 14AS TO
GO 1101,CC, FCR A BREATH
OF FRESH AIR !

The WORLD GETS

to Previous Puzzle

Good Cheer

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
191-Tension can spoil y-N.ir
chances for success in dealing

211-Make sure that you can
absorb failure before you invest hard cash in any en-

3:00
Live By.

Answer

in to pessimism.

GEMINI (May 22 -June

Five Minutes to

THE BORN LOSER

in the long run. Don't give

they seem on the surface.

9

7.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

as

Show
9 Movie

''0

Jan. 201 --You may have to

may not he as beneficial

2:05
Meditation.

COuGft

yourself to essentials.

headlong into it. New projects

2

(o)

Dec. 221-Recognition may

water before you jump

2:00
Late Report

COU.7.1A

dealings with others. You can
lay down the law without appearing to do so.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

TAURUS (April 2I -May

2

IT'S A ltRRIfS1.6 TILING
COUGH,

22) --Be firm but polite in your

21( --Measure the depth of the.

assigned to an equally incapable steamship during the war.
Until 12:25 a.m.
5 Tonight Show
Joey Bishop
7

EEK & MEEK

HAI.)

A JOB AS A NICHr
WATCHMAN...

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.

employment scene.

Reflections

MORTY MEEKLE

with co-workers.

it

1:30
7

"He'll make a great politician... h. always manages
to stay one promise ahead:"

you and yours. Cooperate

pretend to be cheerful today -but the effort should be worth

Perspectives
Movie

"The Killers"

10:30
Movie

2

in time.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 231 --

7
9

CAMPUS CLATTER

1,49

HEM,.
US Pm OH

36 Merriment
37 Beetle
38 Chimed
40 Palm lily
41 European
songbirds
43 Aeriform fuel
46 Saint's

trademark

SHALL X

THERESA COUPLE
KISSING UP THERE

ASK HIM IF

NO, ASK HIM IF I
CAN PLAY, TOO !

YOU CAN PLAY

IN THE FAIRWAY.

THROUGH?

MISS FITTS f

49 Saucer's
' companion
50 Torrid
51 "Cotton State"
54 Medicine
(comb. form),
56 Sundry
57 Greek letter
58 Lug --

/C)r
.4t
4
#414117::

gr.

.edier:s-

NA4
13:11961 by

59 Town in Ohio
DOWN
1 Agrees (coll.)
2 Subdue
Word of assent

26 Quite pleased
27 Spanish cheer
28 Compass point
29 Owned
30 Shoulder
(comb. form)
32 Sergeant (ab.)
34 Choler
35 Long fish
39 African
antelope
41 Staid
4

1

5

42 Point of land
44 Main artery
45 Greek portico
46 Possesses
47 Fish sauce
48 Volcano
outflow
52 Timetable

abbreviation

53 Spring month
55 Word of
derision
6

7

8

10

4

3
6

16

9

20

1

8

4

n

31

36
38

37

46

47

48

43

-49
52

51

40

39

53

54

44

55

67

56
:(:

59

23

sj

Pros ectSwimmers Beat Arlin tort
fling spirit, the eight and under

THE FIRST blue ribbon of

By Tom Rowe

boys quartet of Mark Mark -

the evening went to Prospect's

well, Steve Wilken; Tom Batas
and Jim Saja along with the 9
and 10 girls free relay of Pans
Wilken, Carol Ross, Terri Wilken and Josie Fitzsimmons
found themselves victorious in
their events.

Steve Rohn for his efforts in
the 14 and under boys diving.
Arlington took the girls' (living event as Mary Lee Kane

A hard -battling Arlington
Park District swim team trying

to pull an upset in the Northern Illinois Swimming Conference fell short in their attempt
as the powerful Mount Pros-

outscored

easily

her

oppo-

nents. The final diving first

place finish went to Jeff Thieman of Arlington.
The 15 and over boys 200 -

pect squad downed them, 282244, last night at Pioneer Park
Pool..

ARLINGTON SNATCHED
the final younger age group
free relay as Chet Wcir,

yard medley relay proved to be
a close race between Arlington
and PrOspect, the outcome giv-

Underdog Arlington rewithin striking distance of Prospect throughout
the entire contest, but the final
mained

Mart!Ochell,Dougy Youngand

Phil O`Kane splashed home
first for the win. Arlington's

ing the Arlington medley of
Herb Betts, Dan Young, Tom

six relays were the deciding
factor of the meet. Arlington

J im "buckwheat" Youngspri nt-

Rowe and Gene O'Hara the

cd in for the victory in the

touchout victory.
Prospect's Terri Westdale,

needed to sweep all six in order

to gain their first victory of this
long season, but was only able
to snatch three of the first
place berths, the remainder going to Prospect along with the
win.

Barb Larsen, Patti Larsen,
Nora Halvorsen combined

girls and boys 100 yard free.
Prospect then went on a free
style winning splurge as Jema

tience, Patti Larsen and Jim
Soja captured firsts in the II
and 12, 15 and over, and eight
, and under age groups.
Prospect's Josie Firzsi m-

mons Arlington's and Marty
mons and Arlington's Marty

Wednesday, July 23, 1969

Schell completed the free style

events with wins in the 9 and
10 girls and boys division.

May Hurls Another Win

PATTI LARSEN took her

36ers Top Lions 4c1 Time Around
Frank May hurled a five -

Plaines' infield defense, especially John Caltagirone at second and Pete Cavallaro at

MAY PITCHED all nine innings for the 36ers, an incredible feat considering he had

hitter and drove in the winning
.run with a broken -bat single to
lead Des Plaines Legion Post
36 to a 3-I Ninth District

Player

ab

Koentopp, cf
Cavallaro, 3h
Pleickhardt, rf
Artemenko, ss
May, p

3

Teichert, lb

4

Caltagrionc, 2h
Gruber, c
Bartlett, I f

4

Totals

3

r
0

h
0

2

bi
0
0
0

3

4

0

2

4

0
0
0
0

0

0

2

(1

(1

0

29

3

7

3

3

Abinati, ph

tremendous fielding.
The winning 36er rally
came in the bottom of the eight
and broke a I -I deadlock.

0

0
0

inning. Cavallaro
walked to lead off, went to sec-

Zakula's pitch to begin the rally. Then two consecutive

0

0

4

0

2

0

Madden, I f

3

0

0

0

Golden, ph -If
Geyer,ss

I

0

0

()

4

I

I

0

homers as far.as 450 feet, hit a

clutch two -out single to left.

The big guy, who has hit

Rooney,cf

2

0

I

0

gone was 100 feet, but May
said it was "probably the big-

Pettenuzzo. p

3

0

0

(1

gest hit I ever got."

0

The "blast" drove in Pleickhardt with the tying run, and

"The players were determined to win this one", Des
, Plaines coach Keith Koentopp

said. "Chris Gruber even lost
his job over it because he left
work early ,s0 he wouldn't let

temenko, Rossi.
Pitching summary
ip h r-er bb so
Player
9 5 I- I 19
May
8 7 3-3 4 8
pettenuzzo
Winner --May; Loser-Pettenuzzo.

Heights Battles 11
By Jim Stuart

first

when

he

protested

a

by the home plate umby Gary Ander- pire, who called Jack Bas of Arlington Heights table out at home although
son
and Ralph Remus of Park the Park Ridge catcher had
Ridge went by the boards dropped the ball after the
pitching

call

per-

last night as darkness ended tag.
Both
a scoreless duel in the I I th

allowed

pitchers

inning of their District Nine five scattered hits, no two
American Legion tournament of which came in the same
game at Maine South High inning. Both also received
supdefensive
excellent
port, as Arlington Heights
two double
over
turned

School.

After some controversy
it was decided that the entire game will be replayed
at

tonight

plays and Paris Ridge completed one.
Anderson

Recreation Park

at 5:30 , according to new
league commissioner Gene
Sackett.

had

THE DISAGREEMENT con-

double

put

The

cision.

contest

Scott Reese was hit by Mark

walks by Jerry Dqimone and
Dave Burdick, and a single by
Blocki gave the Senators a 2-0
lead.

The Astros tried hard to get
the runs back in the bottom of
second with two hits. Mark Za-

center
The 36ers' Pete Cavallarois attempts to get on second are spoiled as Lion second baseman Larry Geyer has already touched the
base and is ready to get another out, (Photo by Bob l'rivratsky)

by taking two matches from
Barrington, 3-2 and 5-0. The
win clin'ched the title in the
younger group and assured at
least a tie in the older class.
In the 16 -year -old divisfan,

The Arlington doubles leans of

Bob Bauer and John Deiveg
clinched the win by downing
Tom Fink and Terry Thompson 6-4, 6-2.

manck, who downed Jay Mbr-

Gregory 6-3, 6- I.
Barrington's singles man,
Greg Russell, heat Dana Mor-

The Arlington
doubles team of Doug Scott
and Mike Skarzynski completed the victory by downing

gan 6-I, 8-6; and from Jeff
Seeger, who defeated John

gan, 6-2, 6-3; and John Fjortoft took Bob Stubing, 6-4, 6-I.
v

Park Ridge accused Meyer of stalling, and when
the game was called before

Cordova
single
Ridge
anger.

throw a
could
Park
the
pitch,
in
erupted
bench

In the junior division white:
It was a great scoring, opw ash Arlington's Nancy
Arlington
but
Skarzynski beat Eric Fjortoft, portunity,
Park
counter the
6-3, 5-7, 7-5; Jim Merkle took could
the two
Dave Schunk, 6-0,, 6-1; Doug Ridge coach with
Meyer defeated Mark Richter,
6-I, 6-2; and Clare Gates beat
Paul Fink, 6-0, 6-0.

Arlington Heights registered
singles wins from Rob Zitn-

Arlington
error.
coach Lloyd Meyer, from
his perch behind .the plate
after being ejected in the
first inning, ordered Ran-

dy Cordova to replace the
tiring Anderson.

AH Netters Win
Arlington Heights remained
undefeated in the 16 -year -old
and the 14 -year -old divisions
of park district tennis Monday

fielder Mike Wulbe-

c k er's

runners

Heights

Laura Schunk and Sally Unger, 6-4, 6-2.

AnderFirst,
son had pitched nearly I

arguments.

1

innings and it was a normal

move to tak bins out, and
second, it was simply too
dark to nlav baseball.
THE UMPIRES had a rough

go of it from the beginning

of the endless contest. Meyer was thrown out in the

second with one out, but a

grounder and a fly ball to
second baseman Cary Salm
that

tzler sprinted for their third
and final triumph of the night.

backstroke event; Terri West .dale, Mark Markwell and Josie

earned by Jim Davis, Rick

three

Arlington's final glory was

Cook, Charlie Dunn and Norb
Polecek in the 13 and 14 boys
free relay; Debbie Barret, Ka-

Arlington's
Fitzsimmons'
Marty Schell rounded out the
backstroke -wins.

SWIMMING FOR triumphs thy Dalton, Terry Horwath
races were and Marsha .Kaipus in the 15
Larsen, Jim andhover girls freestyle relay;

in the butterfly
Prospect's Patti

Soja, Gail Schlak and Craig and the 15 and over boys relay,
Bruce. Arlington gained first consisting of .Fred "Buck"
Schmidt, Jim Young, Gene
in the butterfly with Phil
O'Kane, Sandy Gabler, Kathy O'Hara and Tom Rowe ended
Dalton, Norb Polacek and Tom the meet on a victorious note
for the losing Arlington team.
Rowe.

When the Astros came to
hat in the bottom of the seventh it was again a do or die
situation for them. The Senators' new pitcher, Blocki, ran

over the pitcher's head.

Astros might pull it out. Blocki
gave up walks to Chuck Vese-

Senators safely
ning.

out of the

in-

The Astros tied the score,
2-2, in the bottom of the third
when they clobbered four hits.
The first two Astro batters
made outs, on a strikeout and
the other on a grounder to Burdick at second. With two outs,
Brett Frase singled past and Ed

Krause hit the longest ball of
the day for a triple to drive him
home. Another single past
drove in
eirdtiebiyng
run.
the
Senators gained control
of the game again with one run

hack and another single by

into some control problems
and it began to look like the

catcher, Pat Kirk, threw one
THE ASTROS scored one
run in the bottom of the sixth
to tie the game and force it
into extra innings. The Astros
scored the tieing run on three

lets and Krause, and a single to
Matt Azkula to load the bases.

Then Blocki gave up his third
walk to Steve Hansen and allowed an Astro run to score.

straight errors by the Senator's
infield.

However, that was the only
the

Astros and the Senators won,

Thethe

in the fourth. After Reese led
off with a ground out to
Krause at second, Desimone

Blocki gave up to

run

In the top of the seventh

the Senators again captured
the lead with two more runs.
Singles by Blocki, Tom Skeehan and Scott Burkhardt, and
a base on balls allowed the

crack at the Senators tonight

Senators to take over the lead,

in

5-3.

World Series play.

5-4.

The

Astros

another

get

the second game of the

ONLY 2 MINUTES NORTH OF RANDHURST
Case users will be especially happy to know they
can buy right locally. Come in and see!

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER
Rte. 83, N. Elmhurst Rd., & Camp McDonald Road
PHONE 255-7000

BEAT THE TAX! JULYA9ff Aln7S_ 6 t h
BUY NOW AND SAVE!
SCHLITZ BEER
TDH

.

6-12 oz CANS

CASE 24 - 12 Oz. BOTTLES
PLUS DEPOSIT

$3

1;

99

69
PLUS DEPOSIT

MEISTER BRAD
REGULAR OR DRAFT
CASE 24 - 12 oz. BOTTLES

RUM
Lite or Dark

$259

FIFTH

RON GRANADA

6-12 oz. CANS

894

$309

PLUS DEPOSIT

CANADA DRY

..

In the sixth, Park Ridge
put ,runners on first and

ended

consecutive

victories for Prospect in the

lowed by

Blocki loaded the bases for the
Senators. Desimone scored the
lead run when the Astros'

on
no-

Venson
Mike
as
home
failed to get his bat on the
ball. Venson then bounced
out to Frase, and what
would later turn out to be
the game's biggest inning

was over.

Young of Arlington took the
top places in the older swimmers IM, and they were fat-.

COLD BEER- NO EXTRA COST !

THIRD BASEMAN Bruce
as Park Ridge had
out
Doug
threw
a runner on second with no- Frase
body out in the bottom of Bechtold for the first out as
the Ilth with the three, the runners held, and the
four and five hitters due up. important second out was
The situation came about registered when Dan - Calawhen the leadoff .man in the mari was cut down stealing
Sarcia,
Doug
for a
Anderson
reached
single and took second on

one win; Paul Sigfusson, Dave
Larsen, Craig Bruce and Doug
Schlak added another victory;
and Barb Rezner, Peggy Russo, Sue Hale and Claudia Gen-

Kaipus and,. Jim

on Dan Michelac's line shot to
Blocki at shortstop got the

was

inning,

Marsha

by Zakula that hit Reese in the

stopped

Rim

by Prospect as Gail Schlak,
Jema Allen, Sandy Hale and
Laurel Allseits combined for

the fun with two more vic-

singled to right. A wild pitch.

pitch

to

second and third with
Ridge has protested the de- body out.

THE FIRST three 01 the

last freestyle relays were taken

the' inning with back-to-back
singles but a key double play

his roughest, as a walk and
a

places.

kula and Steve Hansen led off

out of two very tight jams,
in the first and in the sixth.
The first frame was by far

cerned the umpires' judgment in calling the game
when they did, and Park

with Prospect's Craig Bruce,
Barb Rezner, Cliff Schlak and
Fred Westdale taking first

EIGHTS,-PLIQUORS

Innings: Gain Tie
Stalwart
formances

in the top of the second with
two runs. After two quick outs

down his teammates. I'd like to
sec somebody in the area who
likes baseball offer bins a new
iob."

Caltagirone added an insur1

the

ond on a bunt by Pleickhardt
and scored on Bill Tcichert's

blooper this time that traveled
just behind first base, then
0 came down like a wounded
duck. The most it could have

-Caltagirone, Rooney; 3h--Ar-

O'Donnell, lb

of

I

E --Bartlett, Cavallaro; 2b-

Player

round to score on Mark Rossi's
hard triple down the right
field line.

in his last 20 times at bat.

0

5

World Series play.
After a scoreless first inning
the Senators took over the lead

on easy plays in the infield,

0

,1

Boys Baseball Major League

Des Plaines matched that
with a tally in the bottom, half

4

31

the

THAT BROUGHT up the
slumping May, who had no
hits in his last 15 plate appearances and only one hit

Kenny, rf

0

THE LIONS scored first
with a run in the fourth. Larry
Geyer reached on a bad -hop

American League
Senators to a 5-4 victory over
the Astros last night in the first
game of the Arlington Heights
lead

single to short and came a-

I

0

the third and sixth innings.

Dick Blocki went three -for
four and rove in two runs to

run single behind the runner
into right to put men on first
and third.

0

2

eighth. He fanned the side in

burst with a single to right cenBob Artemenko
ter, and
slapped a beautiful hit-and-

4

Hynes, 2b

He had a three -hitter and eight
strikeouts going into the

Gary Pleickhardt ignited the

Rossi, 3b

'Totals
Logan Square (1)

I

0

By Bill Copeland

gan

third, helped out with some

gone 41/2 innings in a practice
American Legion tournament game against the Lions the
victory over Logan Square's night before. The big right
hander was strong from start
Lions at St. V iator last night.
The loss, Logan Square's to finish, striking out the side
second in two games, knocked in the first and then retiring
the Lions out of the double-eli- the final eight Lion hitters
m i n a t i o n tourney. Des in the game.
May's control was superb,
Plaines, losers to Wheeling in
its first tourney contest stayed as he allowed only one walk

Des plaines (3)

The two runs came off LoSquare's Mike Pette-nuzzo, who until then had
matched May pitch for pitch.

and Nancy O'Kane, also from
the host team, each gained
their repsective
in
firsts
breaststroke races. part of The
Schlak family, Gail and Doug,
copped blue ribbons in the individual medley events for the
Prospect team. Claudia Gentzer and Cliff Schlak joined in

`World Series' Game to Senators

ance tally by rapping a double .
to left to score Artemenko.

while striking out nine. Des

alive and plays River Grove at
Maine South at .530 tonight.

By Mike Imrem

Breaststroke laurels were
won by Arlington's' Karen
Ludolph and Kathy Dalton,

Jan Cronin of Arlington,

pect.

ington's Norb Polacek earned
blue ribbons in the 13 and 14

PzIRTS

from bottom) of Mount Prospect tied for second in a very close race. Jim Fitzsimmons of Mount
Prospect (foreground) was fourth, and 'Tom Gallagher of Arlington (top) swam exhibition. (Photo
'by George Halos)

and Herb Betts.

half.

tories in IM, again for Pros-

Allen, Doug Schlak, Scott PaThings appear even at the start of the 15 and over boys 100 yard backstroke last night. Herb Betts
(third from bottom).was the winner with Eric Lindblad (partially hidden) and Bill Geiser (second

Mike Markwell followed with Vard Schell, Sandy Gabler,
a win of his own in the boys' Charlie Dunn, Marsha Kaiptis

15 and older boys 200 -yard free

Mary Fitzsimmons and Arl-

Page 13

,:re recorded by Prospect's
night- as the eight -year -old
speedster swiped the top:hon- 'emit Allen, and Jeff Larsen,
Nile Arlington scored with
ors in the 25 -yard breastroke.'

as did Marsha Kaipus in the
girls half of the event for
the Arlington team. Prospect's

their efforts for a win in the

eight and under girls free style
relay. Following in the win -

)ther backstroke victories

third first place finish of the

threat.

Those

were the only two occasions
Arlington
tall
the
when

right hander allowed a runner. as far as second until
the eventual I I th.
n ton
The only real
first
threat, other than

when Bastable was out on
the disputed call, came in
Jim
Bokelthe
seventh.

CANNED

OLD UNDEROOF
6 YR. OLD
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT

BOURBON

86 PROOF $3 29

Reg $3,69

T

Dow Woodard. But Jim Ko-

couldn't
grounder
lari's
find a hole, and' he was
thrown out to end the inning.

1201 04

FIFTH

GIN OR or VODKA

mann led off with a single
and advanced to third on a
Dave Armby
sacrifice
strong and a .long fly by

POP

$ 2 39 FIFTH

CAN

SCOTCH

$289

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

FIFTH

CIGARETTES

$295

Reg. or King Size
CARTON

FILTER 100's $3 05 CARTON

AND CORRECT PRINTERS ERRORS

COLD BEER- NO EXTRA COST!

0

'

PORK LOIN SLICED -9 to 11 CHOPS- SUPER RIGHT

SLICED

irA&P's Super Right Fresh

RS

Leg Quarters or
Breast Quarters

Slotkowski's "Milwaukee Style"

BACON

55B

A&P's ALLGOOD

45.
4 to 6 lb.
Avg.

BONELESS

1"

KSLB.

DA
CHUCK.

Super Right

1 -LB. PKG.

Fancy Long Island

89.

ATWURST

,

W.

ROAST
All

1

:

\

UE SAUCE

rift RM ILK

'

BREAD

4

Sultana Brd.

...brings you superior
quality at unmatched
values/

Ann Page

_.1.0111E111.40,..,.,"

PORK AND BEANS
Holiday Brand

8 -inch
slze

490 party ware

-

-

FOLLOW THIS WEEKLY SCHEDULE

A&P Brand Whole

47:690

L

NINTH WEEK -11" SNACK TRAY .

.

ONLY 290

12 -oz.
cans

Thirstee Smash -Ass't Flavors
31/2

ga1.100

Lydia Grey - A:,s't Colors
100 ct.
pkg.

L ISSUE

Lady Borden

EAM

I

SAVE 10c
SARA LEE CAKES
Banana Choc or German Choc.
131/yoz.
size

BARTLETT PEARS.
Pacific Isle Brand
_SclircuescliT-ed

PINEAPPLE-

La.
P

quart
carton

qour

NOODLES

plaid stamp

Borden's Brand

catalog features

RINKS

I

I

29-o!. 00

-oz

cans

Chunk-

hundreds of gifts for
a more enjoyable
summer.

10

216 -oz.

pkgs.

Medium

59

Fine

22

ctn.
,Save 11c

YOGURT
Parkay

MARGARINE

1 -lb.

OFF LABEL

100

reg.

pkg.

SAVE 10c

CREAM CHEESE
Philadelphia
pkg.

thruJuly 26th, 1969

SAVE 10c

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store
thru July 261h, 1969

SA' E 10c

SAVE 9c

p

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store
thru July 26th, 1969

'

thru July 26th, 1969

Its

SAVE 10c

.SA E 10c

YOUR FRIENDLY A &I).SUPERMARKETS ARE LOCATED AT

MT. PROSPECT
36 K. Main St.

WARRINGTON
200 N. Hough St.

ARLINGTON. HTS:...

DES NAMES

1601 W.Cumpb.lI

815 Lee St.

IM$URG
ACM
Higa al Road.
t..58..

1

I

Swan

55c

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store
6th, 1949
thru Jul

.1

LIQUID DETERGENT
92 -oz, Cat
s, 7

CHEESE

12-os.
Single's pkg.
With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store

,

SAVE 10c

CHED-O-BIT

Glo Coat

ti4,111la

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store

SAVE 10c

SAVE 9c

SAVE 10c

-

COFFEE
2.1b.
can

33.

8 -oz.

carton

9

8 -oz.

SLICES

Rich's Frozen
pint

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

700

Mel -O -Bit Am; or Pim.

COFFEE RICH

thru July 26th, 1969

FLOOR WAX
27-co
89c
can

99,

8 -oz.

SAVE 10c

a

420

Chase & Sanborn

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store

-

cans

Broad

RINKS

I

,

jar

Ann Page Brand

Hi -C - All Flavors

2

qt.

A&P's lona Brand

PIE

,

Plain or
Hamburger
Dills

ICKL'ES

e*P.-

Jane Parker

F

Kosher

1

20 -oz.

loaves

52 -oz.
can

AKUNGTONIITS.
1318 N. State Rd.

_

ELK GROVE .
Devon & Tonne Rd.

I

I

.7117 ItSIIROW
.

The. Game of the Day

(

MP Pitcher Has 4 RBI's in 9-7 Game
The visiting Lions domi-

By Mike Needleman

first three batters for the Lions

derson then fanned the last two

drew walks from Dan Gillogly, who was the starter for the
Cards. Ken Rumare drew a
walk from Anderson, scoring.
the first run of the game. Jim
Bronars also walked to bring

their half of the first. With two
outs and the bases full, Anderson blasted a triple into center,

nated the lead until the last of

the fotirth inning when the
Cardinal hurler Gary Anderson knocked in four runs to

Cardinals got six runs to pull
ahead by two.

help his team to a 9-7 win

THE LIONS were the first to

against the Lions in last night's

contest at beautiful Meadows
Prospect
Park in Mount
Bronco A action.

score, as

batters of the inning.

The Cards only got two in

which scored two baserunners.

The third was thrown out at
the plate by Lions' right field-

in another run and Rick Sach-

they brought four

alle smacked a long one into
right to score two more. An-

men across the plate in the ear-

ly half of the first inning. The

er, Sachalle.

The

attack was
brought to an end in the top of
the second as they scored their
final three runs of the game.

wwInimmee.mMMIWWWIOMMUWW*MIWW=111111.11MWOMMPIM

Lion

Mike Carroll started things

gave the Cards a two -run lead,
enough to bag the win.

Players

Carrol, 3b
Pinkham, cf
Fredricks, P
Rumore, C

Fredericks was the only action
seen in the last two attempts by
the Lions.

The Cards were Idle in the
fifth also, but already had the

victory tucked neatly under
their belts.
Cardinals (9)

and third. After Rumore was
fanned by Anderson, Tom
Hendrick sacrificed Pinkham
across with another run. Bro-

Players

ab

Burneson, 3b

3
3

Heath, 1 b

Haake, 2b
Bartlett, c
Gillogly, ss
Anderson, p
Pace, If
Boyle, cf
Hanson, rf

nars' infield hit was all that

was needed to bring in Fred-

ericks from third before Anderson got hold of himself to
retire the side.

THE CARDINALS got one
run in their half of the second
as they put the bats together
for three clean hits. Jim Boyle_
led off with a base shot up the
middle and went to third on a
followup hit by Steve Hanson.

r
1

2

2

3
2
3

1

2

4

3
2

0

0

1

2

I

3

0

1

I

3

Knights, whipping the visitors,
5-2, despite a seventh -inning

3

0
0

3

0

0
0

fly. Day scored when Dave

ing with a ground out to short
before any more damage was

Giles singled.

Hull trying to take third on the
error.

Wheeling is slated for games

with Barrington today at home
and at Fremd tomorrow, while
the Knights are to host Addison Trail tomorrow.

done.

GILES STOLE second and

Day singled in the sixth but
was forced at second by Lund-

Dean Sheridan walked, but
Knight hurler Casey Rush got
out of the inning with a strike-

quist who eventually scored
on a wild pitch and a throwing
error.
Despite another throwing
error and two walks, Wheeling
was done scoring for the day
when Jack Fritsche tossed out

out.

pair of tallies in the third. After one out, Tom Schreiber
reached base on an error at
short and Stu White walked. A
single by Rush brought Schrei-

ber across and left White on
third.
A disputed balk call against
Tyler sent White home with
the tying run of the ballgame.

PITCHING SUMMARY
h ip r-er so bb
0 1/2 2-0 0 5
Gillogly
6 5 5-2 3 4
Anderson
Fredericks, II 5 9-6 5 3
Players

Loser Winner -Anderson;
Fredericks; SAC -Hendrick;

PB-Bartlett (2), Rumore (3);
WP -Frederick.

...

Murphy Carpet Parking Lot
at 17 South Dunton with

another run before catcher
Scott Bartlett flied out to Pink -

Local Artists - Paintings - Sculpture
Cy.).
\ .45

44

Enjoy this . . . and much
more during

HOMETOWN CLAIM SERVICE
,WAYNE ORENNA

.

,

.1

WESTGATE SHOPPING

CENTEli,

392-4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

111101=M1

:41,1

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

13 E. Campbell St.
DOWNTOWN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Hersey
Prospect

2

8
7

2
4

6

6

6

7

0
0

4 10

(1

I

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

"WE'LL HAVE
GAMES & BOOKS
ON SALE DURING
SIDEWALK DAYS"

I)

9

I

:,ki

ALSO A COMPLETE STOCK
OF OFFICE SUPPLIES.

0

and see .

Special Group

DELORES EILER SHOW

in the air conditioned lobby of
1st Arlington National Bank.

Advanced Dancing Students
EastMan and Dunton

to $18

TALENTED TEEN SHOW

Smallest - Largest - Best Tricks
Bet Costume - Best of Show
Sigwalt at Arlington Heights Rd.

Top Talent -- On Stage

Thursday at 2:00

Y2 OFF

Mix 8 Match Blouses, shirts, culottes 8 slacks

CO-ORDINATES .$7 to $18 values $4 to 10

Slips greatly reduced! Special 1/2 off
pn Handbags! Scuffs & slippers 40% off)

18 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 3-5909
Member of Arlington Credit Card

Eastman and Dunton

Along the Downtown
Midway

$9

Lorraine
Anne
Shop

Friday at 8:00

CARNIVAL RIDES ALL 3 DAYS

PJs$1:rurs3-4-5

COTTON ROBES .$7 to $14 values $4 to

Thursday at 8:00

KIDS' DOG SHOW

Special Group

PRINT & SOLID SLACKS

.

FASHION SHOW

Saturday at 2:00

SIDEWALK SAME
.$8

JULY 24-25-26

,

3 Days of Family Fun, Bargains
Top Entertainment and
Surprises

and third.

$12 to $30 values.

.

And you'll shop inside
where it's cool!

second. Richter, running for
Sheridan, was forced at second, leaving runners on first

Half Sizes 101/2 to 241/2

Ken Rumore, Lion catcher, reaches out to put the tag on Dan
Gillogly of the Cards. Gillogly was safe for another Cardinal run.
(photos by Mike, Needleman)

STATIONERY

WL T

dashed home when Weisen's
2
bunt fooled the Knight infield. Elk Grove
Tonight's Games
Adding unneeded insurance
in the fifth and sixth, Wheeling Elk Grove at Hersey
came upwith two more scores Barrington at Wheeling
Last Night's Result
on four hits. Dan Hull led off
the fifth with 'a single and an Wheeling 5, Prospect 2
error put runners on first and

ins. 3 to 13
Misses 6 to 20

7

"Serving Arlington Heights since 1949"

Summer league
Standings

Team
Dabovich's infield tapper.
The 'Cats sent another run Wheeling
in when Speedy Weisen got a Fremd
bunt single with two on. Rob Addison Trail
Richter had walked and stolen Barrington

LINGER! , GOWNS, &

6

7

inning and a double by Dave
Haake knocked in Heath with

MUELLERS

Northwest division

Greg Sumner swinging and
then got the put out on Chris

DRESSES

27

CL 3-1839

Rush went to third, but the rally was over when Tyler caught

both second and third, then

0

000

1

Thursday and Friday

.powered one out to center for

bases. Rush got out of the inn-

3

THE BIG BLOW of the inning was by Anderson who

Tyler led off for Ron De A SINGLE !'AST short by.
Gary Schweitzer produced a
run, and an infield safety by'
Fred Bencrisutto loaded the

1

Art Fair

ham in center. Haake scored
on still another hit off the bat
of Gillogly.

near -rally.

ning walk. A single by rangy
center fielder Scott Day sent
Tyler to third, and he scored
on Terry Lundquist's sacrifice

1

0
0

DON'T MISS THE

Boyle's line -hugging
grounder. He advanced to second base on a ground ball, and
scored from second on a hit by
Paul Burneson.
Burneson scored on a hit by
Heath with only one out in the

Wednesday, July 23, 1969

Bolt's Wildcats with a first -in-

1

3

0

handle

/iR TS

Bill Tyler hurled a fine two hitter for Wheeling last night
against the Summer Prospect

0

Bronars, ss
Sachalle, rf
Smith, If
Druffel, 2b
Totals

bagger_ Hendrick could not

Page 15

I

3

0, J

1

0

1

2

0

I

0
2

1

3

I

2

1

0

3

1

base safely when Lion first

Sports Editor

1,

0

1

4

There was no scoring until
the hot Cardinal fourth when
Boyle led off by getting to first

By Linda Hamilton

't

bi

h

2

3

h bi
2
2

r

ab
4

Hendrick, lb

Boyle scored when Bruce
kleath rapped one into left.

Tyler's 2 -Hitter Wins

9

Lions (7)

The Lions were unable to
get the runs needed to win
when they batted in the last
two innings. A base rap by

score on a long double by Lee
Pinkham. John Fredericks
also singled to put men on first

for the ball. Heath was out.

9 11

score Gillogly from first. This

rolling with his- base hit to
right which enabled him to

The Cardinal's Bruce Heath scampers down the first base line as Lion Tom Hendrick reaches out

25

Totals

his second. triple of the night to

4"

Sponsored by these members of the

RETAIL COMMITTEE of Arlington Heights Chamber of Commerce

ONLY HERE IN DOWNTOWN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
4

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Thurs., 9 to 6
Friday, 9 to 8

Saturday, 8:30 to 4

Persin and Robbin Jewelers

Arlington lootery a Men's Wear
Arlington Furniture

Cunningham -Reilly

Ma I, Pa's Country Candy Store

Day Publications

Marge's Apparel Sample Shop

Stephany Arts

Arlington Heights Camera
Arlington Paint I, Wallpaper

1st Arlington National lank

1. Svoboda Sons

landwehr's TV I, Appliance

Maim de Romayne
Muriel Mundy
Norge Colonial Village

Webber Paint

Ben Franklin Store

Lisa's Draperies

lowen Hardware

Lorraine -Anne Shop

Paddock Publications

WEXI Radio Station

Coke Box

Todd's Shoe Store

Winkelman's

2i Flavors! Walgreens Extra Creathy

Professional Size, Rugged Vinyl

ICE CR M

754t. HOSE

New York Cherry
-is golden creamy rich with EXTRA
EGGS & cherries

/,

'i-, I;77/

`;

\

YOUR PRESCRIPTION ea
("az prtaJe eireftortarte itedfteseddiii0,
Complete Service ... Extra

4

THURSDAY -FRIDAY SATURDAY SALE DAYS

MT. PROSPECT

ARLINGTON HEIGHT-DREYDEN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT

$r

1,000
Saccharin

Size

PINTS

89`

NOTE: Most' Walgreens carry all advertised items. However, some
cannot due to space limitations. Right reserved to limit quantities.

Economy

With Oversize 18" full-flo bore!
Has 15-Yr. -Mona).Back Guarantee!

OFF! Insect I BIG 20 -oz.
Insect Bomb
Repellent

Maalox

orrrntreverwro,

'Worthmore'

LIQUID ANTACID

C

1/4-gr. tablets

or Foam (61/4 -ounce) W

C

Low Priced Outing Values

Limit
one

SIZE!

49t

69c SIZE

Ar 'eaN

98c SIZE

39c

Save with "Sands",
the economy brand!

Aerosol (61/2 -ounce)

SUSPENSION

N

4 -Pack

Maalox

Save at Walgreens!

A NTA CID

MOTORIZED
WEEKENDER
WAGON GRILL

DEULCENT

NON CONSTMIPATING

(Limit'

Ivory Soap

une)

Grill unit dismantles for picnic travel. Deluxe features!

WILLIAM 11.11011E11.1NC

U.S.A. Made by

9c

C

Personal

size bars
(Includes)

3c off label) AIM

41V

Limit
1

ttttt SISIA
YIMTI

Has height for tall
16 -oz. bottles. Now

ARRID
Anti-Perspirant
Spray, 14 -oz.

2 -INCH Thick PADDING!

FOLDING CHAIR
444

With carry case &- battery.

990

187

Seller

Quality 'WHITE GOODS' On Sale!
$1 Men's TEN PACK

steel link web back & seat;

Handkerchiefs

poly arms.

II

c

39c PaCk! Sturdy 6-inch'Bondware': Save at

Aluminum frame; spring and

Limit
one

SIZE!

Pocket Radio'

50 HAMBURGER PLATES

19

$24,

8c

Holds 2 6-Paks!

SOT

Extra Dry

6 Solid State

FOAM Jr. ICE CHEST

COLORFUL,

pak

SPECIAL LOW PRICE

NOW!

Midwest Bank Card

1388

"STRUCTO"

CHARGE IT with your SAVE

Ten regular
size; quality
fine combed
cotton. Just

:

Meister Brau
Draft or Regular

10c Pack PRE-SWEETENED

SIX-PACK

KOOL-AID

3

paks

only

23'

FRUIT OF THE LOOM

88

12 -OZ. CANS

FEATHER
8.a FOAM

18x24 -inch

Lighted Beer Glasses
Pilsener style, is such
a unique conversation

cut size.

C

Cotton Terry

ea

piece! Home bar gift!

Washcloths
12x12"

John Ruskin
P7:17 CIGARS

1'

Save at Walgreens

rZel

w.

Pillowcases
c

in pak

88 2 in 1 09

Manhattan; Sour,
etc. Liquor is in
!/2-oint can. Chill!

;Tr

I

A

Automatic BLENDER

k

Has a special speed

for every blendrng

I

jobl 5 -cup containter.

'CLIP THIS COUPON!

rZer

DA

DA

n69Size, Regular or Super

With coupon thru

,

(Limit one box)

TUNAof

C

the

With coupon thru

Saturday, July 26th.
'Limit two).

2

----------

W, Zel AlleV24113iimizWesilW.;ologamie.triek
I.

TABLES
$1.29 Seller!

SEA

17

#

8

KING-SIZE TRAY
Roomy 211,',x151/, -in.

CHICKEN

Box 48 MODESS
Saturday, July 26th.

350Size, 61/2 -oz. Can

i

pal,

79

Fruit of the Loom
21x27"'cut size.

WARING 7 -SPEED

ec
ea

0

4111111.111:Ir

$219. PILLOW

Special Homemakers' Savings

(Liquor net scld Sunday a.m. in Chicago: in suburbs per local l'iw)

79

Box of 50

dr.

80 -pr 5th

Dishcloths

sliz seller

5th

Club Cocktails

919.

Color Printed

c

weight.

Kerby House
GIN

Fine Quality

heavy-

OLD HENRY CLAY
86 -pr. BOURBON

PILLOWS

7

7 -Piece `Falcraft'

SALAD SET
Sturdy poly.

9" bowl, 4

DIET SCALE & Calories Chart
Handy chart lists 713 different foods!

5" bowls,
fork, spoon!

Grant Wood School Principal Harold Hoeksema (right),
head of the Elk Grove District
59 school since 1967, has re-

.

Directory
Service.

.

CO

'

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Cs1

Lake Forest. Hoeksema, who
has his bachelor's degree from
Trinity College, Deerfield,
and a master's from Northern

tJ

-J

University, DeKalb,

has taught at Dempster and

Grove junior high schools and
spent a year as assistant principal of Des Plaines' Brentwood
'School. All are District 59
schools. Hoeksema's resignation was accepted by the board
July 7. No successor has been
appointed.

--..,---
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Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,
5 -day want ad to sell, rent, buy, trade
or whatever ... The Day has a ready

'

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200

.

Amusement
Calendar

0

' Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Coy,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

ARI.INGTON THEATRE, 115 N. Evergreen, Arlington
Heights.

Good -Bye Columbus: Daily, 5:30, 7:45 and 9:55; Saturday

and Sunday, 1:30, 3:15, 5:25, 7:40. and 9:55 p.m.

CATLQW THEATRE, 116 N. Main, Barrington.
True Grit: Weekdays, 8 p.m.; Friday and Saturday, 7:50 and
9:30 p.m.

Alterations

0

Prospect.

Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang: 3:45, 6:35 and 9:30 p.m.

MEADOWS THEATRE, 3265 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling Meadows.

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

z

.Romeo and Juliet: no times available.

Financing

Asphalt

Reasonable rates.
VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150

>-

\

LET A REALTOR

0

NOT OUT OF!

White interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints $1.99 per gallon.

mahome by

your home. Permanent waves

Piano Tuning -Service
......w.

PHONE 439-8614

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,

Garages 8. General Remodeling,
Concrete work included. For Free
Estimate, call 296-62.50

Landscaping

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

3Jurit 7E.

emmeitIN
REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9

0-

In Arlington Heights

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

358-5560
253-2460
956-1500

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights

with

Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enter
prises. 223.0352, if no answer
392-8763

Liu

APOLLO CONTRACTORS
Driveways, Patios, Sidewalks,

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
Ali work guaranteed. No lob too
big or small. Free estimates.

0

..(..ft

Masonry

0' us

0

Ray's

A.

Arl. Hts.

Repairs & Remodeling

.

PATIO'S

REPAIRS'll. REMODELING

0

4

50% financing available.
437-6732

-it After 5 om.

a
.

Custom Remodeling

t

E

*Kitchens *Dormers,
'Basements *Garages
Rm. Additions ',Fences

Meyers
Brkk & Masonry
typCesL & Fireplaces

us

repair.

& brick work. All work

Advertise with Day
Want Ads
For Fast Results

0- READ and USE!
24 ' DAYWANTADS

EXTERIOR

..

I

11

teed & reasonable 259-9246
..

1

Painting -Decorating

DECORATOR

man. CALL 296-3953

827-4637

chimney

su

0

ua

GL 3-4300

Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to B
Ask for Mr. Richard

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

EDMOND GRAY

to

e4

Fully insured & Guaranteed

..

299-7830.-1 ABatrINE
39 fir,
-INTERIOR,
-

-Kenneth A. Pearson

N

C

'

Mt . Prospect
Choice of Finance Plans

3-5964

Free Interior & exterior decorat
ing Ideas. A Christian business

S

PEOPLE'.

,

No lob too' small or too large

'

:

00

.

,.HINES-LUMBER CO.

MASONRY

Tuckpointing,

la

0.

-

Home inprovements & remodel.
ing. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
plastering,
waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Call days

'

C

at t4a

r.......jrNIZIM

Remodeling & Supplies

255.1096 nights 956-1640.

Cleanup .& Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, 'and -so -on. Call any.
time. HARROW'S
..,..-

'

T -P -Z430

s 1441111

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service

296-6709

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

Ift:

CL 5-5t92

LANDSCAPING

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

297-3987

''
Decorator

0I

It's TV Checkup time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls,
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

17 S. Evergreen

COMPLETE
'

Clean Up Service

..,.

0 us 0

Reasonable Rates

827-7588-

Garage floors & foundations.
No lob too big or too smallQuality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.

.

299-0082

as DI

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Patios and driveWays,
sidewalks and steps

KEY TILE CO.

Radio -TV Repair

ED. 358-5359ZED

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing,
Big 8 Yd. Lead - $25,00
Big 4 Yd. Load 515.00

Ceramic Tile

894-1800

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
8241510
JOE ORTMAN

.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
KANZLER BROTHERS. '

cC

& REMODEUNG

BLACK SOIL
RICH FERTILIZEDCALL
SAVE YOUR EYESI

PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es.
'
timate. Call anytime,
766 -1943

296-6640

AND moRE

EXPERT PLASTERING

-

LAWN CARE

am

OR

__

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537.1411
Planting & Design

carpet

Cement Work

e.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

FREE

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255.3822
DAN KRYSH

vailable. 358.3411,

cleaning. 296-1450

255-7200

Plastering

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

392-6817

Ned Williams

7 yards for $21. Half loads a-

.

KANAER & SON
Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service Free Estimates
Licensed, insured, & Bonddct
30 years in business.
CALL 74.6-5084

THE NORTHWEST. AREA

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

Carpentry, etc.

Floors, licensed, Bonded, Insured. 823.3342, 298-3491

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING

In Palatine

CONFOUT1 & SONS

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD
TO US ...

Ilk

OS

Tuning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

If no ens, 815-385-8999

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
t/2 price' w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des Pl, Serv. 296-6365.
CLEANING

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

439-8614

NO JOB TOO SMALL

- -'!`!--'. 't

OR,
IF YOU
LIKE, YOU

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

plumbing,

Carpentry & General Contract.
ing. We are not big but we give
big service: Dormers, Additions,

Carpet Cleaning

,

nent $10 comp. MU 5 5400

house. He's a professional in real estate. He.can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...

0
0

MORE

Get

specialist.

loc.

9cquainted offer, reg. 515 per

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

'

Permanent waves given in your

A Realtor knows what you are looking for in a
see Kemmerly!

'

394-0630

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

537-6122

w 46. ........,

Permanent Wave

NO JOB TOO SMALL

NO JOB TOO SMALL

`'lirel
qllin

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

Home Maintenance

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

144

any 5 gottau purchase.

Call 392.4750

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

1.4

r

FREE 6, 1/2 pints U.T.C. with

Your Home or Office

Recreation rooms, powder

/

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

359-1906

294-1450 _ .-

Fully insured.

Shall Decorating
358-9038

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile floors
Call for Estimate

253-8551

Window Washing
$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Crocks Repaired
WINDOW
exterior.PROFESSIONAL
and
Wallpapering
CLEANING. 50c outside only.

Hearing Aids

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

RECOVERED

Free Estimates

253-4769

CL 5.8232

FREE ESTIMATES

Free estimates

Pick Up & Delivery

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

garages. 5292478.

Upholstery

DINETTE CHAIRS

General Hauling

and

PHONE 392-5208

F-

.

Des Plaines

299-0119

392-1542

PAIRING, 107 E. Prospect Ave.
392-9858, call after 3

Carpentry & Cement Work

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR .FAMILY

CAN GROW INTO,

FURNITURE REFINISHING & RE.

additions,

259.9440
651 Pearson

All work guaranteed

Call "the rest" than call "THE

E & 0 CARPENTRY

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. His
830 W. NW. Hwy.

YOU name it -WE do ill Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,
insured. Free estimates. Jim.

Scratches Removed. Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re -gluing

w

AAMCO

j

5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur-Day
ed. Free estimate,

refinishing. Bums &

Custom

'no sma11.766-8034

Transmission Service

College Students beginning

Furniture Service ,F
Wayn e's Fu

Custom Homes Room Additions,
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259-4348.

Remodeling,

PAINTING & DECORATING

2

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

Conscientious workmanship
Rantnnnhle prices
437-9214
Free estimates

, Free Estimates
AND COMMERCIAL

Furniture Refinishing

for expert carpentry,
remodeling 8. additions. No jobs

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

ROLAND E. JOHNSON!

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, Sanded, Sealed
& Refinished, 522.95. 529.1211

BEST"

Sunday, 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday through Friday, 8:30 p.m.

Tile

6954812

Floors

Carpentry-Remodelhig

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

'

439-4454

begins at dusk.

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect.
The Marriage .'Go Round: Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.;

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS.

OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.

THEATRE

Interior and Exte'rior pointing at

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

A Division of
Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington His. Rd,
Arlington Heights, III.

ep!'
air

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

CALL 297-2266

sCREATIVE ART
SERVICE

R

Outboards, roini-bikes, chain

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
or
392.3450
CL 5-3991
Interior & Exterior Painting. All
top quality work. Reasonable
rotes. 671.0009.

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Colors
Steel
Privacy
Aluminum

Asphalt sealing done with
squeegees & brooms -not just
colored. Good job guaranteed.

2001: A Space Odyssey and First Men on the Moon: show

Wrought

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647-0220

"Small En gine

Decorating & Remodeling

& IRON CO.

255-7200RESIDENTIAL

-

RICK'S DECORATING
NEW WAY PAINTING

X -CELL FENCE

ban business for:
Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.
Contact Dick Westgard

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

WAIL PAPERING

Fencing

needs of Northwest sub.,

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

Interior & exterior painting'
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118

Electrical Work

Serving the commercial art

RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount

Call Bob Cl 9.0641

Electrical work; air-cond.; outlets, yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253.4792

pect.

PROSPECT- THEATRE, 111 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
The Love -Bug. and Winnie-the-Pooh: Weekdays, 7 and 9:15
p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 2:30, 4:45,7 and 9:15 p.m.

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

ART

00's of Fabrics
to choose from

1

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

CREATIVE

;17.50 per section plus fabric

GUARANTEED WORK11
971.0675
CALL JIM

Electrical Contractor

SERVICE '

0

255-0348

'

115.50 per chair plus fabric,
124.50 per sofa 'plus fabric,

Floors,

Carpets,

Walls,

parties. Alterations. Near Rone..
Gutters. REASONABLE!
horsy.

SLIP COVERS

i. do pointing, Inside and out

weddingRand-sid

Coordinated

i.po MY owN WORK

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Pros-

10:30 p.m.

order.

Art Service

rx

FOrmals

styling.

and resort clothes designed -to

392.5410

7:15 and 9:45 p.m.

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
Good -Bye, Columbus: Daily, 7:10 and 9:30 p.m.; Saturday,
3:45, 6, 8:15, and 10:30 p.m.; Sunday, 1:30, 3:45, 6, 8:15 and

Individualized

mate cot 392-6604

CL 9 3517

-

Good -Bye Columbus: Wednesday, 3:45, 5:50, 8 and 10:10
p.m.; all other days, 1:30, 3:40, 5:50, 8 and 10:10 p.m.

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

AD TO WORK
FOR YOU!

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

Dressmaking -Sewing

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1456 Miner, Des Plaines.
2001: A Space Odyssey: Weekdays, 6:40 and 9:30 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, r:20. 4, 6:35 and 9:30 p.m.

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles,
Chitty .Chitty, Bang Bang: Daily and Weekends,- 1:30, 4:15,

255-2570

439.3532
Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

Slip Covers

.

GROOMING

'

Hemming &
Alterations

GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT

Interior & Exterior Painting
Real. & meticulous. Teacher.
For estimater537-3986 oft. 3 pm.

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rote:
CALL 437-4195 or.255-8532
Georges Heating 3 A/C service

audience for your message, everyday!

'
Painting -Decorating

Dog Grooming

Air Conditioning
Free Estimates

MOVIES

13 S. Wolf Rd.

go

Let us help make your DAY '

LO

signed to take a position in

Illinois

BUSINESS

0
0
0
it
CY CO

Page 17

Wednesday, July 23, 1969

in-

Quality workmanship.
sured. -Reasonable. 259.1039
_Ken's Painting & Decorating
Fully

'Ti.'\

s

EGULARLY!
_-.._

ARE HAPPY

CUP & COMPLETE & MAIL TO

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.
217 S. Arlington Hti. Rd.'
Arlington Heights, III. 60005
. or

722 Center St.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

P agL

Wednesday, July ;13, 1969

LN

MAN OR BOY WANTED

5ILIDENIS

The
3 -"Rs"

of

Want a high pay
job in industry?

CLASSIFIED

Phone 299-0121
and just listen!

35

Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques

Exterior painting preferred.
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3-3067

Auto Trailers & Campers 103
112

Automobiles For Sale

Automobiles Wanted. .

101

.

Boats and

In Early Sixties. Days Preferred.
255-7963

WILL DO IRONING MY HOME
OR GENERAL HOUSEWORK
YOUR HOME, 296-3851
sit for vacationing
parents; also ironing done in my

64,000

over

households in 17 communities!

College girl

PARKER

-ersonally guide you on an
extensive orientqtion program
in all plant procedures. Advance to Full I.E. status in the
very near future. Let us arrange a confidential inter
view for you with this famous

. Ken Larson & Assoc. 299-7191
Des Haines
1510 Min
PROGRAMMERS
Maint. Prog. RPG, BAL
Exp. Prog. 30, 40, - $925

CALL

Ken Larson & Assoc. 2997191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

troubleshooting

tion. Year end bonuses and

the

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

10 TECHNICIANS

Day and

its

OF THE

Y'r

"DAY"

MUNICIPAL BUILDING

Days. Experience
not necessary. Call Mr. Noss.

824-3136

$12 -$14,000 --Fee Paid

TEENAGE BOY to pull weeds. Mt.

Prospect. Good pay. Call after 5.
CL 5-6877.

Skokie.

Even-

house

looking for a programmer with
tight experience in 1400 to
phase into systems. Immediate start, excellent atmosphere,
good location. Stay ahead of

has

the

sized

ware-

facility

needs

experience

8,

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE
CHECK YOUR ADSI
Advertisers are requested to

check the first insertion of
their advertisement and in
case of error to notify the
classified
department
at

once in order the correction
can be made. In the event of
error or emission, the news..
paper will re reepanslbl for
ONLY
the first incorrect
insertion end only to the ex,
tent ofebe socked that the ad
requires,
Errors
will be
rectified by republication"
for on insertion.
Pleas* cheek your achy and

notify us ot once. Can'e..
tisisss an
ist

*4 by pharisk.

AI 4 fi! 12

Sotterdisys.

MOW 2554200
r,

&

CLOTHES

Golden Bear

Course 6 weeki, $10.00
BARON'S

827-6603;

Piano lessons
Palatine -area.
358-2699

(Electrical)

NO FEE -FREE COLLEGE
Salle is recruiting office
help for several fine suburban
and loop corporations. They
in

SALES, ACCTG, GEN. OFFICE,
CREDIT OR MGMT. Plus all the
benefits a young executive
could ask for. Free...Call...

298-2770
940 Lee St.

Des Plaines

Chicago, 7 W. Madison
CE 6-5688

-

parts. Choice of day or

La

An equal opportunity employer

the lost five years. Therefore, it is an excellent opportunity for financial
and professional growth. And, we offer the best of two worlds... Chicago
salaries in a small town atmosphere.
If you feel you possess the ability necessary to meet the challenge of these
positions, or if you have other engineering experience that could be useful
in one of our other 80 plus locations, write:
Mr. G. Mynatt
Corporate Recruiting Officer

Apply Box #1206
'Ye Arlington Day

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005

night shifts. Excellent opportunity. Good company benefits. APPLY in.
person to personnel

manager daily: 8 a.m. 4:45 pm. 10601 W. Belmont Ave., Ftanklin Park
(1 block west of .Mann,
heim Rd. at Belmont
Ave. 3200 north.)
An Equal Opportunity

r

Employer

An Equal Opporturfty Employer

2020 S. Mannheim Road
Des Plaines, III.

(62,

'

CHOICE OPPORTUNITY

,,ir capable
TIME STUDY ENGINEER
There's an excellent opportunity with us if you
have some experience in Industrial Engineering

est at it

opportunities

OUTSTANDING BENEFITS
Automatic Electric offers you excellent wages ... free life insurance ... hospitalization and major medical insurance (dependant coverage available)
paid vaca... advancement from within .., non-contributory pension plan
tions ... 8 paid holidays ... employee store and cafeteria ... social activities.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS
54.15 to 54.58 per hour - based on shift. Must have experience in electrical maintegonce and
trouble shooting on industrial and automated machinery, and available to work on anTshift.
TELETYPE REPAIRMEN
Assemble, wire and adjust. Some electrical background required. To $3.74 per hour depending on qualifications and experience.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS - NIGHTS
Experienced Punch Press Operators needed for second shift. Should be experienced in blanking operations. Shift premium and piece work rates apply.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES

shop operations also desired.

estr.akaurantP

Experienced in electrical

$500 - $750 +

need men to be trained

TUMMER SPECIAL Beginners. Piano or organ:1

P

ASSEMBLERS

TRAINEES!

,14 -Personals

Employer

Measurement studies, Familiarity with machine

1051 Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines
439-0336

.

MANAGER

An Equal Opportunity

346 6108

Corp.

These positions are the result of rapid growth ... we've doublcd

or a background in 'taking Motion, Time and

Hnnse

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

Mrs. Thompson. REWARD.

15 -instruction:

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY Af

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

the

ster, call 824-0870 evenings and
Wed; call clays 824.6118 ask for

299-0111

V

fast-growing plastics industry. Clean, modern facilities in an excellent location. Get

ADVANCE TO

PERIODIC RATE INCREASES
OVERTIME -IF DESIRED

For farther information come in or can:

i

.

$10 -$12.000 --Fee Paid
Take complete charge of injection molding operations in.

Coco, vicinity Thacker & Web-

ice on all makes. Free localer s.;
Rental plan. 392.17N,

...y

5 days a week. Little or no

GENERAL FOREMAN

VACATION AND HOLIDAY
PRODUCTION BONUS PLAN

..

needed.. Good
experience
starting pay, paid vacation,
major medical group insurance. Opportunity for advancement.

Lost gray French poodle named

AAA 1 Hearing AIr Repoi7 Set, 1

8 PAID HOLIDAYS
PENSION PLAN
SICK PAY POLICY
MAJOR MEDICAL PLAN

1

CALL BOB KAPUSNIK
296-1043

792 2044

Addressograph Multigraph

would be helpful, we recognize experience and ability in lieu of a degree.

"

with our company.
Look at these outstanding benefits:

SHORT ORDER
COOKS

confidential interview.

Arl. Hts. 392-7293.

BRUNING

& INSTRUMENT

ity to turn concepts into realities. Although -on engineering education

1208 c/o Day Pub.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights

296-1043 -

paws and bib, vic. Pioneer Pk.,

255-1900

2501 N. Keeler Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

Or send resume to- Box

1507 Rand Road
Des Plaines, Illinois

CALL TED LEVERENZ

LOST: Grey female cat w/white

Mount Prnspert

ILLINOIS TOOL

TRAINEES
We are a fast growing company who are willing
to train men to become machine operators. This
is your opportunity to learn a skill and progress

ROBERT HALL

are strictly confidential.

ready to move up into Plant
Management. Coll now for a

interview,

1800 W. Central Rd.

227-2200

VIACHINE OPERATORS

Many company benefits.
Please apply in person ONLYI

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

white female
kitten 3 mos., vic. Belmont & Euclid, Arl. Hts. 255-1136
Grey

Apply now

pany. Call J. Michel Ochwet.

Contact: Mrs. Ewing (312) 654-4000

437-8500
1600 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village

6 Tab Supervisors $8,000 Free
8 Computer. Opers. $647,800

fice management and then to
Regional Manager. Interviews

LOST:

production scheduling
and inventroy control.
ning,

THE HERST ALLEN CO.

$700 --Fee Paid

13 -Lost and Found

Candidate should have some
experience in production plan-

The individuals qualified to step into these positions must have up-to-date
knowledge of technicol innovations, and the creative andperceptual abil-

meat where your performance

cellent wages.

Unequaled training program
puts you in a top management
capacity in less than six
months. Move up to full of-

the Dayl

PRODUCTION
CONTROL CLERK

ARE YOU experienced with large
and small relays? Do you have detailed knowledge and proven ability in
innovating and modifying relays? Then you could be the individuals we're
looking for to juin our staff of engineers.

a truly sophisticated environ

ability to handle general
maintenance work. Ex-

MANAGEMENT

you get fast results from

Loop

vantement

FULL TIME

296-6640

Ridge

will be the criteria for con
tinued recognition and ad

maintenance man who

the pack --move up!
2 Process Mgrs. $16,000 Free
$11,000 Free
3 Sr. Progrs.
5 Systems Men
$9,000 Free

OR

Pork

If you have a desire to perform at

MAINTENANCE

GET INTO

Your Day Want Ad works!
Whatever you want to
sell, buy, rent or trade,

ence.

GENERAL

TAILOR

Results!

Call for personal
9 AM -2 PM.

Expansion of our present 512k/05 will create
exciting opportunities for personal development with a dynamic growth company. The
personnel we seek should have a Illirllr
mum of one-year COBOL/360 expen

shift Car necessary. Minirnuri
starting rate $2.10 per hour.
Steady.
Call Mr. Mathews
664-6186

Medium

Promotional

Soles Department of a leading
international publishing corporation. Compete for trips
to London and a color TV set.

Are you I/O bound?

CALL

255-7200

the

opportunity available in
our drafting department
for men with at least
year of high school
drafting or experience.
Learn a skill and
progress with our com1

and excitement we hove a
in

knowledge of sheet metal
fabrication 'is preferred.

We have a very good

If you are motivated by money

should

have a High School diploma
with a willingness to learn. A

DRAFTSMEN

DES PLAINES

position

Successful applicants

An equal opportunity employer

69 RAWLS RD.

Analysts / Programmers:

inas from 5 p.m. & weekend

$850 --NO FEE

Corp.
1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
255-1900

299-2206

A. H. ROBINS CO.

SCHEDULING &
EXPEDITING CLERK

ENGINEER ING'DIV.

GRACELAND AND MINER STREETS

PART TIME
OFFICE CLEANING

Programmers take heed) Large
midwestern manufacturer is

PHONE

PLUMBING INSPECTOR
Duties include field work related to enforcement and inter-

OFFICE

Addressograph Multigraph

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

263-4300

SYSTEMS

CRAVENS CO.
630 Dundee Rd., Northbrook

CITY OF DES PLAINES

Free

p

New warehouse in Des Plaines'
needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

$155 WEEKLY

Retail, paint.

&

with experience.
employee benefits
including profit sharing.
Excellent

experience necessary.

a City of Chicago license.

Famous Chicago firm) Handle
development, and
design.
troubleshooting assigments at
Staff level.
Corporate
the
Doily contact. with other top
familiquickly
will
Engineers
arize you with this sepcialized
operation. Let us arrange a
confidential interview.

ON THE

An equal opportunity employer M/F

24 -Help Wanted Men

Plaines

mensurare

be able to read blueprints &
bills of material. Salary corn

required as a plumbing contractor or journeyman plumber;
and graduation from a four-year high school supplemented
by technical training in building trades. It is also required
that the applicant have a State of Illinois Plumbing license or

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Des

house area. tremendous
advancement potential. No

our expanding piper ware-

pretation of Building and Plumbing Code. Extensive experience

117 So. Emerson

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

PAGES

Heights, III. 60005.

-PARKER

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
Northwest Hwy., 'Mt. ProsE

Interesting work is available in

material
of
manufacturer
handling equipment. Should

BRUNING

START AT

$650 No Fee

'.ALL JOHN LAWRENCE
296-1043

CLASSIFIED

678-6151

engineering management experience. Excellent compensation
package, Send resume and salary requirements to Box 1207,

% Arlington Uay, 217 5. Arlington I lelylds Rood, Arlington

young man for

varied duties in cost dept. of

BARRETT-

MAINTENANCE

ate hiring. No fee, Call

Experienced

PACKERS

Mon. thru Fri.
7:45 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
Sat. 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
Tues. Until 8 P.M.

STILL HIRING

experience

JR. COST
ACCOUNTANT

10160 Franklin Ave.
Franklin Park

296-1043

previous

296-7942

APPLY IN PERSON

HANSEN

you can now start at $4 an hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future
opportunity con include that
of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant immedi

Complete Data., Inc.

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
OPEN

This position calls for a true professional to direct all manufacturing and industrial engineering functions in a Chicago
division of a California -headquartered Corporation. Candidates should have an engineering degree and 10 years of

Without

296-1043

Full Time

Great Lakes

ASSOCIATED
FABRICATORS

Mt. Prospect.

CALL BOB OATES

for Corporate Staff

Ads 5 days a week'

-TOP PAY -

All company benefits including
hospitalization, life insurance,
uniforms, vacations for qualified men.

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

$4.00 Hr. + O.T.

profit sharing plan.

You get a high readership
read
Want

SETTER -OPERATORS

255-8400

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

PLANT

to learn data processing.

ditions.

AUTOMATIC
BROWN & SHARPE

STUDENTS

and

High School Grad

1625 W. Algonquin
439-7010

ENGINEERING MANAGER

$155 Wk. --Fee Paid
Handle

Experienced or will teach. Full
time with plenty of overtime.

- WAREHOUSEMAN

Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

1.50 W. Rand Road

CALL LO 1.7122

Engineering Co.

TECHNICIAN

Project Engineer

because your want ad is
not lost in a mountain of

296-6640

'

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines. III.

ELECTRONICS

pect.

ship!

PLEASE CONTACT

HOFFMAN ESTATES

employer.

.

ea er-

Bob Dotson, Circulation Mgr.

TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

ACCT. CLERK $500 MO.

73
76

YOUR

THOMAS
ENGINEERING INC.

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home

1 yr. exp. Air, AM qualifies

70

KEEP

FOR AN INTERVIEW

$700 --Fee Paid

The latest in testing equipment
and lab devices will be at
your disposol, Exdellent loca-

81
To Rent Miscellaneous.
To Rent Resort Properties. 79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . 77
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

358-5800

FURNITURE FINISHER

No experience needed! The
Chief Industrial Engineer will

23-Emeloinent Aiencies-Male

repair of special components
used in consumer products.

22
48
74
78

.

PHONE MR. LOEFFLER

Personalized
Engineering
Training

96

21

259-6160

Positions available after school
hours and Saturday mornings.
$1.60 per hour.

253.6600

full time

Elk Grove area. 439.6881.

31

WANTED
By The Des Plaines Day.

the upper third of
He must display qualities in
leadership and organization.

Immediate employment.

Runway &
ARLINGTON
BODY CRAFT

his class.

Metal

Busy shop. Company benefits.

SUPERVISOR

drafting and mass experience.
Will work as a Jr. Engineer in
o progressive company. Salary
commensurate with ability and
productivity.

537.6793

older to

or

work evenings at race
track 6 nights a week;
starting time 6:30 P.M.

Benefits. Excellent working con-

Painters & Trainees

young man who has some

117. So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect

summer employment, part time
oft. Sept. Factory or office. Exp.,

RoomsBoa td -

.

desires

a

move up. Call:

sitting, Days or evenings. Ivy Hill
or Knob Hill. 392-7798

94
88

To Rent Houses

People

A' real opportunity for an alert

weekends. 392 0592.

14

Apartments

newsprint

You probably won't find

Mature woman desires baby-

69

Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sole
Situations Wanted -Men. .
Situations Wanted Women
Sporting Goods
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished

will core

for your children days, nights,

Real Estate -

suburbs to

mother

Ex'perienced

55

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

MEN

A young business man to work
in our circulation department.
High school Junior or Senior,
who has maintained a scholastic average that places him in

WHEELING NEWS AGENCY

BOYS
yeors

16

Fabricator
AUTO COLLISION

.

to work 2 P.M. to 5:30 P.M. Man day thru Friday and from Et A.M.
to 2 P.M. Saturday.

437-9242

253-0185

CARRIER

Equal Opportunity
Employer

DRAFTSMAN

BETTER JOB anywhere. You
will be sent to the IBM school
gee of charge and receive
your full salary while attending.

around.

needed to install, -suspended ceilings. Year
round inside work.

Arlington Hts. & Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights

block west

I.B.M.'s New 360
$650 + FREE

vious exp. needed. This position offers in addition to su
perb training a real chance to

WILL BABYSIT

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estitte-Bus. Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91

reach

An

home. 299-2178.

Personals

Ads

Franklin Park

Will baby

93

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

Office FurnitureDevices.. 56

Want

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Farms
Florists

Child Care

Day

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

benefits. Excellent opportunity
for advancement. Steady employment. APPLY to personnel
4,45
manager daily: B am.
pm. 10601 W. Belmont Ave.,-

Train to Program

255-4374

wa Sear

FULL TIME

Experienced man

JOHN HENRICKS INC.

perienced men. Day or night
shift available. Good company

(1

load and

to

hay.g
Goohauld

Immediate openings for ex

Go to School Free!

terior designer.

Nursery Schools -

throughout the Northwest

OPERATORS

After training you will move
up to systems work. No pre-

Musical Instruments

eaC

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to

8
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
....10
Coins - Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
23.
Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies 25
Women
57
Equipment Rentals

2
Funeral Directors
24
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
. ....... 27
Men or Women
26
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings 47
Furniture.
Industrial Property
83
(To Rent)
5
In Memoriam
15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111

k

PRESS BRAKE

Ave. 3200 north.)
in-

9

Cord of Sympathy

$145 to $165 To Start

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult budget conscious

17

Business Services

SERVICE

time

Full

of Mannheim Rd. at Belmont

37
38
66

Marine Supplies
Boot Storage
Business Opportunities,

nary. 299-4285

lems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

SEMI -DRIVER

,,, also- available. Car neces

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any prob-

11.Busineas Services

20
109
Aviation
Auto Parts and Access. . 107

Auction Soles

p

[

Learn How To Get It!

INDEX

Earn $50 for 15 hrs. work. Full

CUSTOMER

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

15 -instruction

If you want to continue in indistrial engineering
or have practical experiene in these areas, we
offer an excellent starting salary plus frequent

Assemblers
Machine Operators

increases.

Dri I Press Operators

,

I

of company benefits including paid
hospitalization, major medical and life insurance;
paid holidays, vacations and pension program.
Full

line

Silk Screen Layout Men
Plater's Helpers

CALL JAMES A. McELENY 867-5000

Material Handlers
Cable Formers
Production Machinists
P ipef itters
Relay Adjusters
Heat Treaters

for a confidential interview

ROTARY SEAL- CORPORATION

AN

)EGLG COMPANY

7440 WEST LAWRENCE AVE.CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60656

opportunity 4 -west at

INTERVIEWING:
MONDAY THOU FRIDAY

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,

8:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.

A MEMBER OF THE GT4 E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

BALiam.-ro NOON

SATURDAY

/

400 N. WOLF ROAD, NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS, 613164re

An Eon/ Opportunity Employer

rage

WLuii,suay, July lc, 1-M9
25 -Employment Agencies -Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

124 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

DRAFTSMAN
FULL TIME

MECHANICAL

L

DRAFTSMEN

Must hove 1 2 years detailed mechanical drafting experience Bring samples of work.
We offer excellent starting salary, most complete
benefit package in industry, job security - no
lay offs in company history and UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT.
VISIT OUR EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OR CALL

Pant layout conveying systems
acid material handling equip
Mont. Must be able to work from
sketches and sales write up. Fu.
lure customer contact. Light ma
chine design necessary. Salary

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O D & I D Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

1

train if necessary. Day shift 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
& night shift 4 30 p.m. to 1. ci.m, openings.

(Desk Al, Des Plaines.

Mon. thru Fri.
7:45 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
Sot, 9A in, to 12 Noon

INSURANCE
HOSPITALIZATION
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS
APPLICATION ENGINEERING, CORP.
Elk Grove, Ill.

to people about vocations. Set
up vacations, Set up trips, conwho woofs to TRAVEL! Free to

ADVERTISING
AGENCY
$140 WK. FREE.

West Suburban estate needs
an assistant with Wing skills.

fringe benefits, fast pay raises.
No experience necessary. Call
for details.
.

attraction

precision

with mechanical and electrical background.

writer,

facts,

research

layouts. TRAIN! Free
IVY

BIG AD AGENCY

Miss'Gaffke

seen the TV commercials, reoo

the ods this agency produces.

437-5400

Be with dynaMic producers;
writers, meet the best known

noaut /

ENGINEERING COMPANY
2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

'

clients in the business. What

you don't know you'll learn. It's
never

fun,

a

dull

moment.

Great benefits, profit sharing,
bonus. Free..Free..Call....

298.2770

La Salle fersonnel

- Des Plaines
440 Lee St
Chicago, 7 WO Madison

.

a

3es

Exec. Sec
Sec (No S -H)

Acetg. Clerks (3)

Good Typist
Customer Service

'

5600
500
600
475
500.

holmes & assoc.

$180

turn you on?
That s the base salary we're now paying our top PBX installers.
If you're hired as an apprentice, you'll reach the top in lust four
years

PBX installers put in switchboards and other electronic equipment
that businesses use to speed communications across the world.

Randhurst-Upper Level
392.2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939 4866

GIRL FRIDAY
RADIO STATION
$115 WEEK
You'll have a variety "f duties
as you assist the head of the
dept. of radio programming,
An exciting office where you'll
meet the disc jockeys, creative

people another interesting
types who run a busy radio
station. Free.

Apply today Earn full pay while learning from veteran craftsmen.
the
Soon you II be on your own, shaping the largest computer

In Arlington Heights

Bell System switching network.

9 S. Dunton

394-0880

6028 Dempster

966-0700

Famous Be// benefits? Of course.

And that s just for starters. With Bell's policy of selecting its mono.
gets from within its ranks, you'll have plenty of chances for further
advancement

If you feel of home with a set of tools, have an interest in electronics a willingness to learn and a desire to do quality work,
see us We re an equal opportunity employer.
We hove openings in Arlirigton Heights.

APP0\
ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE

Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman
392-6600

BABY DOCTOR
WILL TRAIN NEW
RECEPTIONIST

394-0880
966.0700

people from all walks Of life!
work with campaign
helpers, sit in on conferences,
learn detail that makes this office tick. You'll answer phones,
keep Senator's dote book. And
You'll

you don't need political background' You should be good
with people! TACTFUL! KIND!
GRACIOUS! A DREAM JOBI Excellent salary. Free to you.
IVY
7215 W. Touhy
SP 4 8585
1490 Miner, Des Pl.
297-3535

fun. A good way to find out
your chance to get to know all

the other nice young guys &

FREE)

Plus

happily work' to-

297.3535
SP 4 8585

Exciting opportunity for
on animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone, . keep appointment schedule, and

make out pet case histories. You will learn to
an inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you
will be trained to admin-

keep

ister medication to ani-

to help vocationeers and travelers secure airline and other
reservations, give advice on
where to go, how to get there

and what to take. Soon you
can 'take your own advice on
free travel privileges.
This is for a beautifully decor°
suburban travel agency
and you'll work with a. congenial young group. Free.

ted

Miss Paige

In Ailington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
966.0700
6028 DeMpster

Free to you.
IVY

SP 4-8585
1496 Miner, -Des Pl. 297-3535

255-9000
Arlington Heights
Federal Savings
An equal opportunity employer

CLERKS

$525-$550 MONTH

KEYPUNCH
Like to work in a quiet carpeted keypunch department with
brand new machines? Excel
lent fringe benefits and top salary, make this 8 to 4:30 job
a "must see."

An Equal Opportunity Employer

You'll be seated in

the front
reception area and greet
patients and children who have
appointments with this ex-

tremely popular neighborhood
duties
Ohter
pediatrician.
include answering- the phones,

ordering supplies, giving appointments,

Hours

etc.

ore

9.5, no Sats. or eves. and age
is open. No medical experience

GENERAL
TELEPHONE

CENTEL
SYSTEM

DIRECTORY CO.

WIMINMIO
central telephone company of Illinois

1865 Miner St., Des Moines
827-6111

An equal opportunity employer

needed and in addition to
elxcellent starting salary, there
a significant raise after
Is
short training period. Free.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966.0700
Dempster
61)28
21t -Help Wanted Wain

Need reliable teenager to babysit with 11/2 & 41/2 yr. old boys.
Every Saturday 9.6 & occasional
other day. 437-8376,

26 -Help Wanted Women

SALES SECRETARY
Interesting secretarial position. Variety of duties.
Ability to handle the, public and telephones.
Good typing and shorthand required. Experience
preferred. For appointment call: MISS VENHUDA
at:

LOOKING?

Allstate.

CO 7 -6800 --OR 3-6600, ext. 262

Skokie

7770 Frontage Rd.

Look Our Way
Aro you a recent graduate looking for your first job?
Or, would you like to foresake the loop and work out west, closer to home?
Or, maybe your old job has lost its appeal.
Whatever your reasons, if your looking ... look West, to Automatic Electric.

Automatic Electric is a great place to work. We're a leader in the electronic communications
field and we hove many fine opportunities:

OUR OFFICE OR THEIRS
FIRM NEW TO THIS
AREA

WOMEN

PACKERS

$600
575

Personnel, no steno.,... - 550
650
450
500
450
550

Congenial employer
vacation. If you

"Call Mr. Lyngaan of Mr. Chirpe

2004 Miner Si.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919

DOCTOR'S

EXCLUSIVELY

show you how to keep little

conditions. Paid vacation, insurance, profit sharing.

ALSO AVAILABLE

An Equal OpportuTity Employer

THIS WEEK

us

TELLER
time. Pleasant congenial

Full

No Experience Necessary
CHILDREN

gets you hired! Free to you.

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK - FREE

EXPERIENCED

LADY PARKER

You'll be completely trained

thru

F. H. BONN CO.

CE 6:5688

to every job! 35 WPM typing

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253.6600

Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Figure clerks
Sales Order Desk
NCR Operator

fringe benefits, air -con

interesting

An

this HI PAYING
firm. COMPLETE TRAINING.

$495 MONTH

hiring

kids & their folks happy while
waiting. He'll also teach you
simple first aid, etc. And best
of oil you don't need a bit of
experience, he wants to train
You in his very own way. Terrific spot for the girl who loves
public contact. See IVY today
at office nearest your home.

fits.

in

TRAINEE

Exec. Secretaries
Dictaphotte Secys

WANT TO SEW?

see us.

tionist. Good company benefield.
CALL AMY: 255-9414, 16 W.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

what you're suited for.

mals. Light, simple office
routine.

RESERVATIONS

359-4200

111 N. Hickory, Arl. His.

RECEPTION

meeting & getting to know bigwigs & so many interesting

Palatine

CALL MRS. GOODLING

California Sport clothes manufacturer has just opened a new
branch in this area. Many buy-

at reception desk. It's different,

who

in

Want to gain 'a skill you can
use anywhere in the world?
Join the sewing industry right.
in Arlington Heights Good pay

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

Corner. You'll handle his correspondence. Schedule his appointments & act as his recep.

1496 Miner, Des Pl.
7215 W. Touhy

you'll lake part in the fascinming action that goes on in
this great man's life! It means

Pediatrician says if you
know some typing he'll gladly

ArlOCUlte

facilities
new
shortly.

$550

where. Assist anyone from a
buyer to someone in advertising. Learn switchboard, help

IVY

excitmentll As political seep to big name Senator,

N.S.

7215 W. Touhy

SECRETARY

HOURS - 9 to 5

MISS PAIGE

437-5400

ditioning, 40 hr. week. Come

pany. Fill in anywhere & every-

gether

your

.13

Secretary at Harper College.
371/a hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desirable but not essential. Excellent fringe benefits. Will be in

and

ers & designers call at this of
fice daily. Boss is also a new -

gals

CALL 296-6661
An equal opportunity employer

HARPER COLLEGE

CALL Miss Gaffke

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

RECEPTIONIST

together. Help thruout com-

Get Into Politics

avail-

opportunities
able in N.W. Suburbs
Excellent

plimmimmommiens

anytime you want. Swim, ride
hui scs, ploy leiiiiis .., ioluriou

889.2000

and light typing,
Many company benefits.
371/2 hoUr week. If you
are energetic and active

ENGINEERING COMPANY

ore available for you to use

3 BEGINNERS
$90 WEEK

Be Senator's Secy

'

big

The

You'll,oll start together & work

In Arlington Heights

Tired of ComMuting?

day.

that Oil facilities

Mt. Prospect
253-660,0

Here's

be part of the excitement it takes to prepare a
national ad campaign. You've

You'll

CALL

Help

contact artists to do sketches,

is

PARKER

information call:
Miss ['Lige
9 S. Dunton
6028 Dempster

per

$25

117 So. ErnItrson

We have several openings in
this area for the girls who prefer small office situations. Skill
requirements range from lite
to moderate typing. For more

GIRL FRIDAY $500

SP 4.0505
7215 W. Tuohy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits.

at

We offer you pleasant surroundings. Fine fringe
benefits and frequent salary ihcreases.

lion? Call or stop in ot:

NO STENO

instruments and gauges, preferably

Monday, Wednesday, Friday

General Office & Typing skills to act cis secretary
in our service department.

'

$450-$625

.

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

You will work 3 days per week -

ONE GIRL

An equal opportunity employer,

this

increase after 3 months.
Call for details.
LADY PARKER

true! The
mammoth,

immediately with this young
exciting suburban advertising
agency. Never a dull moment.
This is a ground floor opportu
nity. 9 to 5, 5 days. Lots of

:

The employee we seek vjll have experience with

but

Unbelievable
executor of

'OFFICES

Charm, makeup, how.to-get
ahead in life. Well known firm
publishes books on these sub
lects. You'll be Girl.Friday to a

guaranteed merit

typing skills plus any
steno or dictaphone starts you

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
255-1900

SEC. TO V.P. $650 -

at $130 a week with a

Your

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

Exec. position. Free.
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299 7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

television stations in the,
mid -west. You can start

Ride Hottes?

.

and final inspection.

make top money anywhere. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting experience? Be a secretory for one of the top

Like to Swim?

Prospect, Arlington Hts. area.
Typing, light dictation. Insurance experience desirable

ing

If you're good, you can

.

PERMANENT PART TIME
to
20 to 25 hours weekly
$75.00. Mature women, Mt.

GENERAL OFFICE
company in
Cumberland area has
immediate openings - fil-

We are in immediate need of a girl with good

$130 WEEK

966-0700

Executive Offices. Excellent
Skills. New and Growing
Company. Des Plaines location. 297.2150 . Mrs. Johnson.

Insurance

(No Shorthand)

for

Assist Executor
$25/day - FREE

RECEPTION
SECRETARY

Secretary

Television Station

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
6028 Dempster

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827,6628

but no necessary.

Secretary

SP 4-8585
,7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3.535

'PARKER

25-EnOloYment Agencies -Women

We are a growing manufacturer of Electro
Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienceefin receiving in -process

(11/2 blocks west of Rt, 83), Mt.
Prospect. 255.9414.

2020 S. Mannheim Road I
Des Plaines, III.

sell-

Miss Paige

tact hotels, airlines. A good
spot for outgoing personality

439-5650

INSPECTOR

office. Great benefits, FREE AT

ing, juit pleasant, public relakind of approach. Excellent suburban location. The
showroom is lovely, Good personality, light typing arid nice
appearance qualify. Free.

dictaphone. Slowly learn 16 talk

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

relaxed

a

atmosphere in the congenial

tions

trains, ships. You'll type travel
schedules, reports, tickets. Use

is

greeting customers and item.
onstrating famed line of ap-

contact

pliances. Absolutely no

train you to welcome people
wanting info on trips, flights,

There

AIM, 16 W. Northwest Hwy.,

ENGINEERING DIV.

Call PAUL RUIZ or come in for a
Personal Interview

handle.

position

public

Excellent salary
Good oppoodnitics

GENERAL OFFICE

299-0111

some correspondence to

$600 MONTH
WILL TRAIN

ceptionist at her desk (she
leaves job Aug 31). She'll

Addressograph Multigraph Co.

LPN
DAYS ONLY

come in or call:

receive callers. There will be

RECEPTION

5525.5tart off by relieving re.

BRUNING'

ompony hos an opening for a
col sharp all around girl who
is looking for a future. Must take
shorthand and type. 392-5660

-

For further information

needs you to answer phones &

All

117 So. Emerson

A faSt growing investment sales

PRIVATE SECRETARY

This manager is out of the office most of the time. He

SHOWROOM

TRAINING

,

4 & 6. 359-7083

LIBERAL VACATION POLICY

COMPLETE

Tues. Until 8:00 P.M.

hours a day. Coll eves between

3 INCREASES THE FIRST YEAR
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT

$500

SP 4.8585

IVY

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
OPEN

4

8 PAID HOLIDAYS
SICK PAY POLICY

Golf Course

you.

duplicating dept, has
openings for reproductionists
who have had previous
multilith and/or other duplicating machine experience.

to

We have several openings for women with little
or no experience for general factory positions.

SP 4 8585
297.3535

GIRL FRIDAY

Prospect. 255-9414.

LEARN TRAVEL -.
AGENCY BUSINESS
FROM GROUND UP

Our

products. Fun -Exciting.

2

HOURS are from: 3:15 p.m. to 11:15 p.m.
, Look at these outstanding benefits:

1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

posi

showing new line of home care

2nd SHIFT

IVY

tions with advancement oppor
unities. The men we seek must
be dependable, over 21 years
arid no pp/ice record.
Guard openings in most of the
Des
surrounding
suburbs
Plaines. Interviews will be con

PROFIT SHARING PROGRAM
RETIREMENT PROGRAM

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

letter. Free

qualify

ASSEMBLERS
Prefer men with electrical background, but will

7215 W. Touhy

present
people,
greeting
proofs and type correspon-

1496 Miner, Des i'l.

We offer good security

$60 weekly'

GENERAL FACTORY

IVY

ask "how to do it" or "where
can I buy it?" You'll use forms
to reply or just write a brief

to expansion of suburban"
contracts for Security Watch
men, Pinkerton's has opened
another branch office.

-

Type. TRAIN! Free

Engineering. Co.

REPRODUCTIONISTS

REFRIGERATION MEN
Openings available on day shift 8:30 a.m. to
4 30 p m & night shift 4:30 p.m:, to a.m. Experience desired, but will train men who can

850 Pratt Blvd

IVY

toys your company infers. They

PINKERTON'S INC.

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

Local photographer needs a
PTorioble young lady to

firm. Fast raises. Free

Kids will write you about the

ducted the week of July 21st
thru 25th from 9 am to 3 pm
and On Tues. & Thurs. until
7 p.m. WF are located in The
Office Center on 1764 Oakton

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

to' see what's new in
gifts 8, to buy. You'll welcome
them, direct them to showroom

Runway &

PLANT GUARDS

Please

call 259-1271 for particulars.

from all over' country come,

all in nearby

7215 W. Touhy

THEATER.

LADIES -Earn $40

here

dence, Uou will show customers to dressing rooms for last
minute touch-ups. A good op;
portunity for right girl. FREE
AT AMY. 16 W. NW. Highway,
(11/2 blocks west of Rt. 83), Mt.

JUC

With Expanding Machine Shop

it

RECEPTIONIST

little with

ANSWER KIDS'
LETTERS. $110

FLICK -REEDY CORPORATION

Wanted For Permanent Positions

payroll. Learn

a

Great Lakes

based upon experience.

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

An Equal Opportunity EMployer

help

ARLINGTON

Well known food co. Buyers

SP 48585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

766-3400

Bensenville, III.

PHOTOGRAPHER

26 -Help Wanted Women

.264lelp Wanted Women

an interested in making $20 to
530 on weekends as assistant
box office cashier at the

Learn Switchboard
Small Office -$100

handle reception desk. Duties
includes: answering phones,

PETE BLOT

York & Thorndale Roads

WANTED -Mature married worn -

FIGURE WORK $1151
Inventory,

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

GEN. OFFICE 5437
Varied duties. Free.
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299-7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

i

264telp Wanted Women

alone.

'We will train you for light! clean work and permanent jobs. Excellent starting salary. Automatic
increases. Company paid benefits. Choose your

hours from 3 shifts: 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.; 3 p.m. to
11 p.m.; 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON
Between 8 a.m. & 4:30 p.m.

get in at once, register
by phone. GREAT FIRM GREAT BENEFITS. Beau-

CONTINENTAL

MOUNT PROSPECT

437-5090
MORTON GROVE
YO 5-2400
5945 Dempster
O'HARE
9420 Foster at River 992-2111

Clerk Typists

Comptometer Operators

General Clerks

File Clerks

And, our opportunities for girls are in important, interesting positions in sales, laboratories,
engineering, personnel, marketing, installation, purchasing and other divisions.

You will be paid based on your capabilities, and will hove the opportunity to advance through
our regular reviews.
A handsome, steady pay check, plus all the benefits ore here: Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Major
Medical ... Free Life Insurance ... Employee Store and Employee Credit Union ... plus Outside
Activities, and more.

INTERVIEWING:

Monday thru Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday q:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
Or call Chris for an appointment at 562-7100 -- Ext. 734

CAN COMPANY, INC.

tiful new office.

Ford Employment

Key Punch Operators

Visit our personnel counselor Chris Schmudde.

Start now or after your
can't

Stenographers

Estes & Elmhurst Roads

Elk Grove Village

625-0962

1720 Algonquin

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,
A MEMBER OF THE GT&E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

An Equal Opportunity -Employer

400 N. Wolf Road, Nodhlake, III. 60164

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Lt.

Wednesday, July 23, 1960

LITE INDUSTRIAL - $2.25

Mon.

MOTHER'S HELPER through Sot. References.
253-5335

WAITRESS

sary. Interesting work.

my home. Transportation

- REICHARDT CLEANERS

provided. Call 255-0765.

FLAMING TORCH.

3

253-3300

20 Hours per week. Prefer

Call Miss Jerry
824.7641 9-17
Alice 392.8174 4-8.

INJECTION
MOLDING

or Miss

experienced. Real Estate office
In Palatine. tall
MRS. RYAN, 824.0111

Ab1PHEN!L CONNECTOR DIVISION

Boehmer & Hedlund

THE BUNKERRAMO CORPORATION

2801 S. 25th

LIGHT FACTORY WORK
EXPERIENCED

.

Ave., Broadview

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT

12 AM to 8 AM. Paid insurance,
"

Should have recent background working in payables, reconciling and related details. Excellent salary and employee
benefit program.

EL -MAR PLASTICS

439-0330
DAY & NIGHT

GENERAL OFFICE
N.C.R. OPERATOR

Insurance Group
1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

CASHIERS

Style

That's the way it is at Motorola'.
Because at Motorola people
always come first. But then
:hat's the way it should
be -shouldn't it? Openings
now exist for girls to fill

Arlington Hts., III. 60004

An equal opportunity employer

Wanted Immediately
APPLY IN PERSON

Zappone's
Brandywine
Restaurant

in such exciting departments as engineering,
marketing, sales, and law. We

offer an excellent starting
solory, plus a host of valuable
extras including profit shoring
and employee discounts.

position\ as secretaries, and
typists.

COSMETICIAN

150 Gaylord Elk Grove Village
439-7400

FEDDERS

APPLY IN PERSON

See Bob Pinnow

OPERATOR

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS

255-1100

Paid

ance.
APPLY IN PERSON

FILKO IGNITION

Division of F&B Mfg.
5480 Northwest Highway
Chicago

skills to work for middle and upper management.
NO matter how little experience you may have...
call us now to see if you qualify.

TURNSTYLE FAMILY CENTER

fast...to the police?

SOURRE13 COMPANY

Experienced
Good typist experienced in
medical terminology for our

Radiology Dept. Full time, permanent, 9:30 a.m. to 6:00

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

p.m., 5 days a week. Good

WE UNDERSTANr) YOU'RE NOW ...

HOLY FAMILY
HOSPITAL

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

MAID -TUTOR -HOSTESS -BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

ANSWER: any connection in the top row marked "Tandem 8".

. Although it would take a trained operator to know that,

In yourSPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

we just wanted to give you some idea of how you'd
be helping people if you were an Illinois Bell Tele-

,

phone operator.

1. Salary in excess
S465 monthly.

you hove the necessary potential. If you do, then we'll
train you at full pay fOr this rewarding career.

The starting salary is good, plus you'll get two raises
your first year. The benefits Bell offers are tops and the
people you'll be working With...great. Start your career

1901 Landmeier Road
Elk Grove Village
956 1200 or 569.2020

employer.

NURSE

BELL TELEPHONE

7:00 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in our delivery room. No
rotation. Excellent salary and

-KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

392-6600

$1,000

White Collar Girls

' pay, come in or call: MR. BOWSER

for more details at:

NURSES

255-4500

MALE OR FEMALE

Excellent salary.
P.M.'s or Nights
CONTACT MISS HECHT

827.6628

BEAUTICIANS

Eipand Totir
Horizons at

Male or Female

MR. ANTHONY'S
Mt. Prospect

MOTOROLA

253-1286

,$1,000

Light Assembly

Wirers & Solderers
Communication

EXPANSION
16 Openings For Women

698-2026

PARK RIDGE ,$1,6001

Technicians

Stock Handlers
Packers

392-5230

Why not work for a company that offers
you more than just money?

Security Guards

Our company is located in one of Chicago's loveliest
suburbs. The advantages of this are obvious. You will

Building Custodians

HOSPITAL.

work in a modern plant. You will be working with
new equipment. The atmosphere is naturally more
relaxing. You can probably think of many more advantages yourself.

FULL TIME DAYS

duties.

New facilities to be qvailable
1st -week in August. Full
frin4e benefits, 37r/2 houi.
the

Who want the excitement, a young fast moving company can

week.

offer.

CALL MRS. JEAN GOODLING

We have all the extras others offer, plus one most don't offer.

HARPER COLLEGE

In addition to these built in advantages we offer our
employees excellent starting rates, regular increases
based on your individual performance, a very desirable insurance plan, a security minded pension plan,
and an employee cafeteria to save you money.

359-4400

bent assemblers.

If yOu are motivated by money
Promotional

Charles Bruning Company

KM CORPORATION

Sales Department of a leading
international publishing corpor-

Compete for trips to
London and a color TV set.
ation.

for. personal interview,
9AM- 2 PM.
Call

792-2044
346.6108

additional information call us at --

SEE MR:BAKER - 894-4000

and excitement- we have a

$155 WEEKLY

If you are unable to apply in person or nled

Invest in the small company with the growth plan.

STILL HIRING

is

-

'FULL TIME NIGHTS

Our company grows larger and larger every day. As
a relult we have a constant need for machine and

We will treat you -as an individual, respect you for work well done,
and reward ypu for your efforts:

STUDENTS

Loop

position 1St

ASSISTANTS

Assemblers.

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

Position in Coniptroller's Dept.
involving responsibility for col
lege payroll. Previous data pro
cessing experience desirable

& commercial market. If you want to grow in

CALL MR.. SOLOMON

HOLY FAMILY

PAYROLL

not subject to the ups & downs found in military

MICRODYNE, INC.
1600 S. Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

OP ANOXIC^. INCOPIPO AAAAA
MT. PROSPECT. _
RANDHURST CENTER

116 W. Eastman

APPLY IN PERSON

Park . Ridge

Since we are in the industrial market, we are

Summer jobs for 25 College students to work in Promotional
Advertising Departifient of large International Corporation.
The jobs will be on a first come first serve basis. Students will
be competing far. one -of 14; $1,000 scholarships. Only those
who can start working immediately should apply.
Salaries $120 per week'for the first two weeks; $155 per week
thereafter.
Work hours: 2 p.m. to 10,p.m. Plenty of time for swimming,
boating and golfing, etc.

CLERKS

0

Arlington Heights

working conditions.

the

COMPANY

2141 0p Wanted -Men* Women

For appointment
392.7600
311 S. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Hts., III.
An equal opportunity
employer

EXPERIENCED STENOS
TYPISTS

-

in

* ASSEMBLERS & SOLDERERS

An equal opportunity employer

necessary. 5 day week,

No Fees - Top rates

ILLINOIS

position

PRODUCTS
30 Algonquin Rd.
Des Plaines, Illinois
(Corner Mt. Prospect &
Algonquin Rd.)

2. Free hospital benefits.
3. Stock purchase program.
4. Free life insurance.
Permanent position in
Accounting Dept. Typing

TEMPORARY WORK FOk

helping people today. We're an equal opportunity

REGISTERED

Palatine, Ill.

* ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS
* TESTERS & CALIBRATORS

of

27 -Help WantedMen n Women

One of the northwest suburbans' fastest growing
electronical systems manufacturer Lan uffer you

UNIVERSAL OIL

$1,000

Midwest Industrial
Truck, Inc.

train. Other

FRED MORRISON
RO 3-6000, Ext. 746

hospitaliza-

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE
CORPORATION

Interested? Then come in now and we'll find out if

MICRODYNE, INC.
STILL GROWING

a chance to grow too.

371/2

CALL MR. PABST

APPLY IN PERSON

but will

also.

sharing

profit

and

ment. Apply in person or call:

8:30 to 5:15.

salary dnd working conditions.

498-1500

salaries

excelent

plans and tuition reimburse-

439-2210

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

offer

pension

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.'
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

fect for recent high school graduates.

Northbrook

paid vacations and holidays,

METALS, INC.

Some beginning office jobs are available to
people with little or no office experience. Per-

MAILER, INC.
1000 Sunset Ridge Road

gram that includes hospitalization and life insurance,

hour work week. Good start.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Which connection will put
Mary Chambers through

ing a Varitypist with at least
5 years of experience for an

We

and verify. Possible light tab
operation duties

APPLY NOW!!

Universal. Oil Products is seek-

PRE FINISH

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Full time

EXCELLENT COMPANY BENEFITS

'and a superior benefit pro.

year's experience to keypunch

GENERAL OFFICE

TRANSCRIBER

FOR INTERVIEW, CONTACT
KEN HUBBARD

MEN & WOMEN
interested in a bright new futurell.

interesting job in our pleasant,
modern offices.

suburb needs hard working
girl with a minimum of one

ing salary and
tion benefits.

Division of Jewel Co., Inc.

205 S. Northwest HWy. 775-2550 Park Ridge

4 -girl office. 5 day work week,
attractive salary and company.
benefits for right girl.

Immediate openings day & evenings shifts for:

-Optical Inc.

VARITYPIST

OPERATOR

MEDICAL

Material handling distributor,
with modern new facilities,
need a clerk -typist with short
hand ability. Small congenial

(2 blocks west of Edens Expressway)

VAFIO

Small installation in Northwest

.

CLERK -TYPIST

IN NORTHBROOK

Anequal opportunity employer

(1 blk. N. of Algonquin Rd.,

.

holidays,

paid vacation and insur-

Fully Air Conditioned - All
Modern Facilities

paid vacation & major

KEYPUNCH

modern air conditioned
offices.

NOW IN OUR NEW LOCATION

1

Golden Bear offers you the

1051 Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines

Wo nood girls with grind typing and shorthand

manent. 5 day week.
Pleasant surroundings in

-

Why work just anyplace? The

SECRETARIES

733 Lee St., Des Ploilnes
827-4411

SECRETARIES
general
off ice position... Per-

MAILERS, INC.

metal and glass components
into finished units. Central Mt.
Prospect location near Northwestern railroad station. Convenient hours and good pay.

215 E. Prospect Ave.
Mount Prospect

Rt. 62 oh Rt. 83)
439-0336

Des Plaines

For diversified

BOEHMER &
HEDLUND

Vero

Golden Bear
Pancake House
Restaurant

an equal opportunity employer

of the nation's finest retailers can offer the chance
to excel in the exciting & fantastic business.

CALL TODAY FOR AN INTERVIEW

An equal opportunity employer

Call Mrs. Payne, FL 8-2300

CALL 827-0088

Apply at:

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

359-4800

This top paying position with a division of one

Bank of

Growing 5 -office realtor.

to 2 Months.
proximately
Work consists of assembling

WAITRESS

5 day week. Excellent working
conditions. Full fringe benefits.

First National

opportunity and challenge of
this fascinating field. Join our
free weekly educational plan.

needed immediately for ap-

Wheeling

411 N. Wolf Rd.

Algonquin (Rt. 62) and Meacham Roads
Schaumburg

aggressive & talented person.

PROOF MACHINE

Challenging interesting work
communities.
in
Northwest
Good salary, benefits.

Temporary full time assemblers

medical group insurance.

©MOTOROLA

cian trainee as a high traffic retailer. We can
offer the potential for a successful career to an

TELLER

determination to accept the

Field Representative

ASSEMBLERS

pitalization, good starting pay,
good working conditions.

tips,

We have an exciting opportunity for a cosmeti-

Elk Grove Village

HEALTH AGENCY

surroundings, above overage

TRAINEE

1000 Busse Rd.

MRS. GERALD MILLER

interviews to dis
cuss a lifetime career in real
estate. We're looking for men
and women with unlimited

NATIONAL

5 days per week. Ex-

starting salary
plus full line of company
benefits. For interview
oppointement cull:

YOUR FUTURE?
Personal

cellent

625-4306

Des Plaines

Lee & Oakfon

most pleasant atmosphere and

,

located in Holiday Inn

-

HALOGEN INSUALTOR

Ir4Unigard

AND

in

Hours are 8:30 to 5 p.m.

Permanent AO hour week, paid
vacation, profit sharing, hos-

in,

392-9050

HOSTESSES

shorthand

Work

Work

CALL DIANE THOMAS

935 Lee St.

lovely Elk
Grove ' Village office.

skills 'essential. This is a permanent

program to Sept. 1. Fuller Brush
437-7388 aft. 6.

INQUIRE

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

Light. Factory

Secretaries

We need an experienced INSURANCE ACCOUNTING CLERK.

lo

sated in Elk Grove Village.

392-5660

Days or Nights

NORGE

8 AM to 4 PM; 4 PM to 12 AM;

many company benefits,

SERVICE MANAGER
Accurate typing and

SHARING.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

shifts.

all

real sharp all around
girl who is looking for a
future. Must take short-

Woman for posting accts. rev.
and accts. payable. General
office and typing. Varied work.
many company benefits including; COMPANY PAID PROFIT

345-9000

4.

to

position

& after school tvork, too? Your
choice of hours. Excellent earnings available. Scholarship fund

PART TIME

SECRETARY

hand and type.

Apply Employment Office Weekdays
8:30 am. -5 pm. or call for apps.

-0°' -0 9V6Ce
to 44(3f

CLERK -TYPIST

in-

has an opening for a

cient -Parking. PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.

253.9325

LADIES!
HAVE COSMETICS
NEED DEMOS. , WE TRAIN
YOUR CONVENIENCE
MEANS EXTRA $

RESTAURANT

lo-

growing

fast

vestment soles company

SECRETARIES
FULL TIMES
Good starting salary and excellent benefits including Profit Sharing, Air Conditioned Offices,
Cafeteria on Premises, Credit Union and Suffi-

25 to 35 hour week, 5 days

New store conveniently

cated. No experience neces-

Yg. girl wanted to do ironing in

WANTED FULL TIME

STUDENTS! Need summer 'work

A

26 -Help Wed Women

264Ie1p Wanted keen

214IeM Wantetthen Women

27-11eM Warded -Men* Moen

26 -Help Wanted Women

26414 Wanted Woolen

I2d-lielpyfanted Women

2d-Heloyaded Women

2611eth Wanted Women

Division of Addressograph Molt:graph Corp

Electra Counter & Motor Co.

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

9-

Schaumburg
- (Just South of the Tollway on Meacham Ave.)

130.E. Tpwer Road

PHONE CL 5-1900

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

An equal opportunity employer

1.

APPLY:

Monday thru Friday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-Noon Algonquin (Rt. 62) &Meacham Rds.
Schaumburg
359-4800

MOTOROLA
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Page 21

Wednesday, July 23, 1969
21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

44.0ogs, Pets and Equipment

4441ogs, Pets and Equipment

Four 4x6 windows, milk cans,.
dishes, silverware, plc. frames,

Little orphaned kittens. 6 weeks
adoptive
loving
Need
old.

weeks - $45.
439-0115

DO YOU HAVE
MORE TIME THAN
MONEY?
Part time position avail-

alum. frames. & misc. 358-2138.
Custom made lined DRAPERIES

Maytag washer. 2 yrs. old. Exc.

pect. Good opportunity
for woman with children
in school or retired per-

FOR SALE: Apartment size gas
range, 6 months old, $50.
Call 259.8415.

son.
hours.

Carrier 15,000 BTU aircondi
honer like new $200.
439.7472

cond. $150 or best offer. Call

Name your own
TIMARK

255-2383

Chihauhua puppies for sale.

beautifully marked $5 each.
437.7710

GE phonograph, like new $35.
Shure mike, cord & stand $20.

No

experience

mos., AKC, FDSB alt-

7

gible. Gun broke, partially field

auto shopping cer"-

trained, housebroken. 392-7911
47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Full size hollywood white padded vinyl headboard & frame,

Tricolor

comp. bed $25. 827-1545.

10 gal. fish tank complete with
fish; $30; Yg. parakeet w/stand

seal point kitten, 9
week old Female - $15.
541-2096
Siamese kittens, 8 weeks old, lit-

& cage- $15. 253.6622.

ter trained, adorable.

3 piece black sectional in good

SIAMESE

CALL 439-4891

condition.
437-0457
CROSLEY SHELVADOR

REFRIGERATOR. EXCEL. COND.
$40. 298-6493

359-6434

21 -Help Wanted Men * Women

21 -Help Wanted -Men " Women

21.11eip Wanted -Men * Women

working conditions and
full company benefits.

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call
439-2690

AKC

GE Mangle - $20. Black and
white silvertono TV console $20. 437-3786

male

439-3415

Cocker Spaniel puppies, AKC,
7 weeks old.

SIVELY? THEN CALL 259 5742

German short hair Pointer fe-

Adorable grey & white kitten to
be given away to good home.

WANT TO BUY
COCK -A -P00 PUPPY
439-1486

BEDS TO KING SIZE INEKPEN

Molon has very pleasant

quality. Free boarding during
vacation. $125. 253-6162

year

29-8385
Brown, black & white puppies

WANT TO CONVERT YOUR TWIN

GENERAL FACTORY

old

weeks old. $25.
259-9138

after 6 PM. 537-8160

1

FREE to good homes.

trained. FREEII
CL 3-1063

Exc. cond. CL 5-1640

able assembling new
gift item in pleasant surroundings in Mt. Pros-

Irish Setteepuppies, AKC, Cham- I

pion Sired, excel. show & field

2 Female spayed cats,

Kittens - 6 weeks healthy - box

silk fringe trim.

95"x15' wide

white male miniature poodle 6

I

homed. HE 7-3283

44-0egs, Pets and Equipment

6 PM to 2:30 AM.
STOP IN OR CALL.

Tires, Radio.

We ,Give a Hoot!

Mustang trailer hitch -$15; twin
frame & heodboards-$15, front
bike seat -$4. Ex. cond. 299-3240.

RUGS: One -12'x18' broMn tweed

frame. 392-1354.

1966 PONTIAC

10% NIGHT WORK BONUS

BONNEVILLE

REGISTERED LAB

Convertible, automatic
transmission, power
steering & brakes, rad-

TECHNICIAN

Nursery, 26W 180 North

io, white walls, aqua

A.S.C.P,

Ave. Wheaton.

WORK - Monday thru Friday in our modern regional center.

TV CONSOLE $35; walnut console chord'organ $65; white crib
comp. $20; Filter Queen vacuum
w/att. $25. 439-7828
30" elec. stove, boy's bicycle,
studio couch, wireless amplifier,
red striped wide oval tires.

$1595
1967 CHEVROLET
CAPRICE COUPE

Rapid Progression
APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Burgundy with black
vinyl roof. Power steering, power brakes, autransmission,
tomatic
radio, white wall tires &
factory air conditioned.

8 A.M. to 4:14 P.M.

956-2641 or 956-2642

Del lwniJilim, tie, toble, anti
cab.,

blue/white top.

Excellent starting salary with
outstanding benefit package

259-1834

sewing

$2595

7l/z hours - 5 day week
Part time 4:15 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.

GRAND OPENING SALE'
5,000 Evergreens $1 ea.

3800 Golf Rood

humidifier,

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

desk, shadow box, fan, bowling

(Highway 58, just east of Highway 53)

ball, vacuum cleaner & misc.
823-5505

Western Electric

WELL kept carpets show the results of regular Slue Lustre spot
cleaning. Rent electric shampooer. Ben Franklin Store. 1920 So.
Wolf Rd. Wheeling
Lg. swimming pool w/accessor-

1967 BUICK LeSABRE

CONVERTIBLE
Auto. Trans., Power
Steering & Brakes,
Radio, Factory Air

12" & 19" port. TV; child's
toys & bikes; air condition &
sheet metal parts; Brnm Kodak
ies;

Conditioning, Burgundy with White Top,

camera w/att. 259.7227
For information about the FINEST

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

GAR. & PATIO SALE: Fri. & Sat.

water cifteners & water ion,

Carl Ave. & NW Hwy., Barring-

ditioning equipment contact.

ton. Furnit., linens, & much misc.

_255-1107 or 359-320.9._ _j

119 Glendale, Buffalo Gr. Bikes,
antiques, tools & misc.

HOME OWNER'S'

Gar. Sale: July 24 & 25. Grocer.

c.

Commercial

Reliable young lady to rent a

1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts..

394-06A

privileges.
537-3435 after 4 p m.
room.

House

Call

34 -Arts and Antiques

bdrm. apt. In town Arl. Hts.,
$155 month. Imm. occup. Call

to 5. Town
Sunday July 27,
Hall, lower level Randhurst. Rts.

I

11

Mt. P. Adm.
& 83
392-0383 and 253-9117

O'Hare area 7 rm. executive,

ANTIQUES

Gar. Sate -air cond, 7 pc. kitchen
set, odd chrs. & lamps, tools, bed
frames, etc, 911 S. Louis, Mt.

One of the largest selections
of antiques in the North and

FOR SALE
Northwest

Suburban

areas.

Gar. Sale - air cond., 7 pc. kitchen set, odd chrs. & lamps, tools,
bed frames, etc., 911 S. Louis,
Mt. Prospect.

10 am to 6 pm. 910 Tamarack
Lane, Mt. Prosp.

WAUCONDA TRADING POST
on Rte. 12, 4 miles north of
Lake Zurich. Bring this ad with

table & 6 chairs, refrid., 4 yr.
old. 708 W. Lynwood, A.H,

you. Open Fri. & Sat. 10-6.
Sun. 12-6. 526.7495 or 724-

& new items.
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Soft Water $5.00 a month ij
Johnson Water Softener";";
FL9-32
255-1107

Gas range 42'!, exc. cond. $30;
also dbl. bowl cast iron sink $5.

baths, S/S, water softener, Ig.
car. lot, fenced backyard.
$24,900. 529-4194

Arl.

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

18' Century w/trailer, 394 Olds
inboard engine', comp. refinished, fully equipped $1100.

MT. PROSPECT

18' alum. Cabin Cruiser. Good

Timber Lake Village

Very well kept.

1444 S. Busse

sail,

Greta Lederer
Development Co.

42 -Wanted to Buy

trucks, trains, doll dishes, doll
hse. items, charms, Big Little
Books,

40s. 526.8452.

I

AIREDALE pups, AKC. champ,
sired, 8 weeks, shots, $150.
439-4422
BLACK LABRADOR PUPS

AKC, 6 WEEKS, SHOTS, $100,
639-2752

Miniature Schnauzer. 7 weeks.
Female. AKC registered. Chem pion sired. 824.5084.

Make offer. Both in near new

Male Dachshound; 4 months,
standard, trained. $45,
sm.
253-3058

and standard transmission.

ALL IN STOCK!

.00CUPANCY
1 bdrm.
2 bdrms.

bath 5190-5215
2 baths $245-$275
3 bdrms. 2 baths $320-$335
Dishwashers in all apts. Fully
carpeted. Swimming pool.
2415 S. Goebbert Rd.
Open 7 days a week.
1

Two 2 bedroom ranch homes
with lake privileges also.
$15,500. Low down payment to
responsible buyers.

ced yard, 1 car attached garage.)
$235 per month. 392.6818

BRADSHAW
77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

offices, 1700 sq. ft. Central air
cond'g, 965 Rand Rd., (Nr. Golf)
Des Plaines. 824-0822.

658-5661
646 S. Main, Algonquin
(4 bl. S. of 62 on 31/

TEMPEST
Custom Coupe, Cameo
cream bottom with

black top.

of, fa

lime

many e

I

uto

rear d

hi

lu

5

C

4 Dr., V.8, Automatic Trans., POwer Steering.

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE.
P.S., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

$1795

'67 L.T.D.
2-dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

$1695

'67 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON
Full Power, All White, Automatic Transmission.

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$1295

transmission, tilt wheel,

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"

$1195

QUINLAN AND TYSON

Arlington Hts.
Palatine
Schaumburg

255-6320
359-6500
894-1330

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Grand Opening!

steering, power brakes
& white wall tires.

tioned, automatic
ower windows, pow-

er seat, power steering
& brakes, vinyl roof,
white wall tires.

$2495
1966 CHEVROLET
CAPRICE
4 dr, H.T. factory air
conditioned automatic
transmission, power
steering, radio, white

Windsor Woods

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

'V.8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

2 dr.. hard top, V-8, A/T, light blue. Priced to sell,

2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

Wants you to join the Country
Club set. Move right MI Everything included from drapes on
the windows to a self-cleaning

8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extra

oven.

Heated swimming pool, pri-

$1295

vate clubhouse, play area, ten,
nis courts, modern kitchens
completely equipped with eve-

BUICK

rything) Air conditioned, free
central heating and gas cook-

in

Easy to reach: Edens Hwy. to

Willow Rd. West on Willow,
which becomes Palatine Rd. to
Windsor Dr. Right to model. Or

lake Rand Rd. to Windsor Dr.
Right to model.

PARK RIDGE
120-136
N. NORTHWEST HWY,

PHONE: 698-3334
Convenient to Northwestern
Commuter Trains
and Kennedy Expressway.

OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9
SATURDAY 9 TO 5

White.
yT

'65 DODGE

$795

4 -Dr., 6 cyl., auto. Fine second car.

GAL

ter,

ED,

CTORY

Tire

95

A

sac

ody man's

IMPALA CONVERT.
Roman Red, 8 Cyl.,

ONE OWNER.

$1195

'65. CHRYSLER NEWPORT

110 CHEVROLET

mission, power steering, power brakes,
radio, white wall tires,

$795

'66 FORD CUSTOM

$1895
automatic trans-

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

walls, vinyl top.

Rentals start at $205,
Phone: 394-2577
Open Daily; 1 r AM - 7 PM

1

bdrm. ranch, fen-

ORD

automatic

$2195

mon

out

1966 RIVIERA
Factory air condi-

1

Elk Grove -3

I. ,

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

- 2 - and 3 bedroom apti.
Some available Aug. 1st.

16 -To Rent Houses

NE
or

$1695

ing, wall to wall carpeting, private balconies or patios,
ample parking.

437-1926

Sports roof demonstrator, 8 cyl., outo., P.S., exterior decor group, sorts deck rear seat
go
dio plus ma
P ..

$24,000

be for you at only

of Arlington Heights

522,500.
large lot.
$5,500 down to assume 61/2%
mortgage.

cond.,

$2764

'69 MUSTANG

V8 -automatic, power

ALGONQUIN

Extra

IMMEDIATE

COMMERICAL OFFICE SPACE 5

Best

Offer. Small cottage type stove.

9 room home

Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village

a detached 2 car garage with
an electric eye' door opener,
full basement, 2 full baths, and
aluminum siding. Located on a
beautiful landscaped corner.

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS.

Simplicity rider, 4 hp., $135. Polaroid "250" complete, $95. Both
like new. 253-3058

One 110 volt Hot'Polnt air cond. 9000 BTU. One 39" Tappan gas)
range. One 14 co. " Marquette
refrig. 255-2318

439-4100

Arlington Heights

alum. mast. Price includes trail.
er, See to appreciate, 253-4722
after 5.

Movie magazines and
similar items from the 30s &

$20; Distr. 251.7385,

Widest selection of colors; automatic

DELIVERY

with 2 full baths and
on a large lot could

296-6655

Mos

Lake -In -The -Hills

SYLVANIA stereo record player,
chernjwood console, -very gd.
cond. $85. CL 9.0277 aft, 5.

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39

Ks MINIS

This 4 bedroom Cape Code has

DOLLS wanted, at least 10 :yrs.
old, any condition. Also old cars,.

259-5438.

This

REALTORS

rentals includes all

air

1967 PONTIAC

LARGE FAMILY?

164 NORTMUST NWT.

SWIMMING POOL

for the' family A-1

44 -Dogs, Pets awl *talent

&

cooking gas.

$850.

cond., fibreglass, dacron

GE double door - $30; Kenmore
stove - $20; Kitchen set
$15.'

$49,500
255-3984

A1MMO

ments.

appliances, heat, hotwater &

255.8617

I

SAILBOAT

437-5787

3/bdrm., 21/2 baths, 21/2 car gar.

$30,900

extras.

Pink Crown 30" gas range $100.
Excellent condition.

New listing by owner. Arl. Hts. Scarsdale, Tackett built Colonial,

.

Portable stereo record player Ig.
speakers, new needle, 2 yrs, old

firm. boat. 40

Shopping

schools,
Parks.

.

537.9008

air -conditioner. Used very little,
priced reas. 439-14IQ

4 burner, clock, timer.
$20.00 255-6755

3

POSSESSION
3 Bdrm. Brk, Georgian
situated on lovely tree lined st. New Mod. cab,
Kit, Sep. din, rm., ceramic tile baths. Walk to

Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253-6300

14' Glasspar G.3 SkiBoot w/75
h.p. Johnson elec. start motor,
equipped w/generotor. Trailer,

36" GE STOVE

house,

IMMEDIATE

SWIMMING POOL

BOAT: 15' runabout, 40 hp.
Evinrude; trailer, top. cond.,
MUST SELL. 392-5499.

Sensible

$80, CL 3-3122

executive

Hts.

bdrm. 2i/2 bath bi-level, central
air, fully carpeted, drapes, ex

bedroom
182
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room:

1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

BTU 5,000 Air Sweep Gibson

transmission, power
steering, vinyl roof,
radio, white wall tires.

Ultra -deluxe

h.p. outboard,
elec. starter, trailer, extras. $650.
or offer. 392-2881

537-9008

4 dr. hardtop, factory

tros. 392-9365.

$90, static filter gen. 824-4892.

movie outfit; gigantic selection

fenced yd., excel. loc. Can be
purchased on contract. $29,700.

359-1450 Eves - CL 3-0297

Westgate Apts.

13500 BTU air cond,' 220,
McGraw Edison, wind. or wall,

$2195

An. Hts. By owner. Greenbrior
area. 4 bdrm. tri.level, Ige kit

MT. PROSPECT

35 -Air Conditionit

Gar. Sale July 24,25,26, 9:30
4:30. 2704 N. Kennicott, Berkeley
Sq. A. H. Lg. sw. -pool; bikes;

IMMEDIATE

Tires.

1967 OLDSMOBILE

Hoff. Est. lg. 3 bdrm. ranch 2

parking.
4 ROOMS, $185 & UP
5 ROOMS, $250 & UP(2 baths)
Contact agent in Model Apt.
11 am to 6 pm Phone 439-7887

6177.

sleds., hshld. items, dining rm.

FOR

Disc

CUTLASS ,SUPREME

358.3240 or 467-2116

725 W. Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free

Power

299.8778

Pal. - Winston Park. 5 yr. old 3
bdrm. split level. 11/2 baths, extra fge. lot. Priced to sell. Mono

STONECREST APTS.

ture, and bric-a-brac of much

Gar. Sole: 7-26 & 27 from 10-4,
Baby furnit., clothes, tri-cycle,

IN STOCK

Brakes, Luggage Carrier, Radio, White Wall

Palatine by owner. 3 bdrm.
ranch, bsmt., 21/2 car. gar.,

plus lots of extras. 299-3547

NEW BUILDING

misc.

Gar. Sale Special. Many families
contributing large & small items,
clothing, fore., etc. July 26 & 27,

FORD

Transmission, Power

Palatine -Barrington. 6 rm. doll
house, 11/2 car garage. $23,900.
Immediate possession. 437-2274

yr, old bi-level, all brick. 2 car
gar.. 3 Igo. brfrms., 3 full baths,

$230. 297-6463.

per, glass, iron, pottery, tin,
wood, bottles, lamps, furni-

rm. !gr. kit., w/built-ins, 2 patios,
basmt., assume. mortgage.

1

Des Pl. sublet 2 bdrm., 2 baths,
w/w carpet, cent. air-cond.

Old kitchenware, brass, cop-

Prosp. Ms. by owner, 4 bdrm.
ranch, 2 car gar., 2 baths, tam.

Northwest. 453-1487

pnld. rec. Low 40's, 392-2616.

11/2 baths, appliances, air-cond.
& carpeting. Imm. occupancy
$260. 298-4756.

ies 1/2 price, hshld & misc. 411 E.
Lynnwood, A. H.

Prosp. Sat. & Sun. 10.5.

FL 8-1823.

50c

12

Young couple desire 2 bdrm.
apt. in Des Plaines or. farther
86Real Estate -Houses

74 -To Rent Apartments

Sale,

Flea Market

88 -Real Estate -Houses,

82 -Wanted To Rent

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER

ANTIQUES,

1967 CHEVELLE

STATION WAGON
Automatic
8 Cyl.,
Steering,

colors $2.29 gallon

Pk. Des RI. Odds, ends, misc..

' July 26, 323 N. Main, Mt. Prosp.
Misc. clothing, liv. rm. turn., kit.
appliances, end tables.

fed REAL
ESTATE
Vacant
Residential

Interior Latex ideal tor garage
& basement walls. White &

Gar. Sole: Sat. July 26, 9-6, Sun.
12-6. 356 W. Walnut, Waycinden

just a little more.

FROM

$1795

SPECIAl.

Gar. Sate -July 21, 22, 23. 2 pola
roid cam., port. type., furn. &
misc, 801 N. Hickey, A.H.

Gar. Sale-Furn., antiques, & misc.
403 Sandy in., Des Plaines
437-1840

PRICED TO SELL

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.

Gar. Sale: July 22-26 from 9.9.

Loaded with Fords finest equipment, including
Power Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window,
Radio and morel You can have air conditioning,

TO CHO6SE

$2195

via sr Mt Slit

1111111311111111 AV,

$3390

player.

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

son motor cycle, $125.
Call 437-2935.

FORD LTD

power steering, power
brakes, white walls,
radio & Stereo tape

EXPERIENCED,

re-versible, $25; Harley David-

NEW '69

CONVERTIBLE
Red with white top,

Hos Immediate Openings For

AIR KING 20" fan, 2 spd. revers.
with stand; GE 20" revers.
window fan. 299-7373.
Admiral 15,000 BTU air-cond.,
220 volts, walnut decorator front
$175. 894-2480
Sears exer-cycle, $5; Hunter fan,

que

$2395
1968 OLD'S CUT

Western Electric

at

& one 5 yd. x 31". Twin Bed

Faith

CLOSED SUNDAYS

FINEST

matic, Power Steering
Brakes, White Wall

259-3750

cond. 894 -1760 -

The World's

POOL TABLE, 4'x7' with accessories, good condition $90.

3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

G.E., refrigerator $60 or

RAISED ELSEWHERE

1968 CHEVROLET
IMPALA COUPE
Burgundy with Black
Vinyl Roof, V-8, Auto-

259-8129

MOLON MOTORS
& COIL CORP.

PRICES ARE BORN HERE AND

Winner National
Service Award

18

Dishwasher,
months old. $90 or best offer.
392.1425
SALE:

FOR

NORWOOD FORD

Used Cars

4111111111111b-__

537.4094

neces-

sary. Nights - Full Time

RK RIDGE>

BUICK In

400114334
imam N. Haangwisi Nwi,
BUSSE - IIREDEBIANN BUICK

G
tires,

010

se

I
od v

clot.

NORWOOD
FORD INC.
Open Daily 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Sat. 'tin 6 P.M. Closed Sundays

FREE
CREDIT CHECK!

phone RO 3 -1500

6333 N. HARLEM Ave.

Page 22

'

Wednesday, July 23, 1969

ri

Hoffmann upright - piano with
bench. Very good condition.
$100. 296.5258.

41 Nrrre Funishings-Forrirtme

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

bed complete, night stand & desk vanity, maple, $75;

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

model homes. Will separate. We

Harmony 412 amp. w/2

12"

2 piece stereo light wood), $75;
dinette set, $12 194 0382

deliver. Cash or Terms.
537 1930

Jensen

tremlo.
cond. $125. CL 36956.

Exc.

Double

4

1968 Singer Zig-Zag
Sewing machine. Slightly used..
Sews blind hems in dresses,'

1

Miss Haydee and SAVE
253 9416
50 -Landscaping

&

2 USED SPINET ORGANS

LEND - LEASE
4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

As low as $30 per nm rental.
year minimum lease Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings Ask for

spkrs

Excellent condition. $295
827-6603 ask for Mike. BARONS

makes button holes, sews buttons .Hag strom electric guitar &
national amp. $200. Call after 6
and fancy
monograms
on,
PM. 437-4837
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service.
Special 10% discount with this
guarantee.
ad on any guitar, amp, banjo,
$64.051AX INCLUDED
mandolin or uke in stock for
OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH
cash. El Rey -Music, 7 W. Eastman
FOR FREE DELIVERY

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

SOD

1312)4697204

BLUE GRASS SOD
NURSERY
Growers of nursery sod.
Pure Merlon blue grass.

$ 50 sq yard delivered
Gilberts, Ill
Open 7 a m to 5 p m.

426-5108

From Individual. 1965.67 Mustang. Will consider other makes.

For This Area

Prefer stick shift. 392-5242.

Become a distributor in one
of America's largest and fast.
est growing industries.. You
will be distributing national
brand products.
No experience required. All
accounts ore contracted for

102 -Trucks, Traders

1949 International its ton pick-

and set up by our company.
You merely restock locations
with our national brand pro-

equipment.

You

1967 Scamper. 13'. Sleeps

must

to devote at least 4 to 12 hours
per week. If you are inter.

ested, have the desire, drive,
determination, and want to be
successful

dress, and telephone number.
WE WELCOME INVESTIGATION

SHONDELLS

NATIONAL

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM

DISTRIBOUTING

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS
204 HICKS PLACE

359-2251

in a growing busi

ness of your own, write us to.
day. Please enclose name, ad

Sound of TOMMY JAMES & THE

PALATINE, ILL.

UNDERSELLS

8.

Stove, ice box & sink. $900.
439.4888

have a good car and be able

KUSTOM AMPLIFICATION

Scamper

'67

Camper

$950.

The Arlington Park

Sleeps 8, perfect condition, ex.
tras. Can be seen at 1209 Robin
Lane, Mt. Prospect.
CORSAIR

Dodge Boys...and

TRAVELER

SYCAMORE
KING OF THE ROAD

STARCRAFT

Tent Trailers - Travel Trailers
Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories

,

everybody knows it!

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120. 11/2 mi. E. of
1315.385.6333
McHenry

C.
435 So. Kimbrough

'68 CHARGER

'65 CHEV. NOVA

Automatic & Power

Super Sport, Automatic

'68 CORONET

If' THEY GO!!!.

'440 with Automatic

& Power

Automatic Trans.

'68 DART 4 DR.
Automatic Trans.

":/ -

.

: u. ry

III 2 Door Hardtop

4 Dr. Hdtp., Factory

Wag. 9 Pass. Automatic,
Power

'64 OLDS

2+2 Factory Air Conditioned

$1995

GREAT

$995

$1295

H.T., Automatic, Power.

while
cat yours a great
they last: a iree
cat buy,
set with
drag tesrt drive
your
ChrIslet
at y
dPlymouth
dealer's.

41339 1 .4 T

390 V-8, Cruiseomatic, Visibility
Group, 8.55,15 -White Wall, Luggage

B 'Glass.

Steering,

Power

Air Conditioning.
New Lime Gold. #2186

Disc

tinted

41

$2595
440 Eng., Automatic

$2595

'66 OLDSMOBILE

'67 CHEV. SS

4 DR. H.T., Automatic,
Power.

4 Speed

$1195

'65 SKYLARK

'67 CHARGER

0

2 DR. Hardtop, Maroon, Blk. vinyl roof,

V8 ALT), Power Steering, Radio, White $3195

D side want res #P890

Al USED CARS Al

$1995

Tan V 8 Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice
car. #1587
2186 A '65"BUICK SKYLARK
Nhardtop, power steering, radio, heater, white
walls, buck. seats, console, air conditionings

0 1969 MACH I

Convert, 4 Speed

$1895

'65 OLDS 442

'67 MUSTANG
2
2

Automatic & Power.

3 Speed

$1395

$1795

22

66 PONT
4 Speed

$1795

'65 MUSTANG
Convert, Automatic, V-8

$1295

411.
Egf CHRYSLER

Radio, Heater #2819A
0'.1968 XL 2 DR. HDT
Hawiian Bronze V8 Auto R, Heater, Ps. #P 891

s'

'65 SPT. FURY
4 Speed

$1395.

MOTORS CORPORATION

I

N

DODGE

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

C.

3924360

'ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

OPEN DAILY 'TIL
9, SAT. TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

.................i

..,,,,,,

1

I

AdUmiltea .1.4

Mt two .

. -,

irear.

$1195

$3495
$1095

0

0

$1995

$1295 Y
$2195

1960 FIAT
Black 4 DR, Clean Car. # 2788A

$695

B

.1968 CHEVY IMPALA

4 dr: HTop, V/8, A/T, R/H, P/S, gold, very clean

T car. # 2465A
''67 FORD ECONOLINE VAN
V.8, automatic transmission. #236A

$2195 T
$1695

1965 CHRYSLER 300

N

2 DR Hardtop, White, V8, Power Steering,
OAuto., Air Cond., Very Clean. #2675A
'67 PONTIAC GTO
4 speed, big motor, radio, blue. # 7A40

B
D

1966 ECONOLINE VAN
White, Runs Good. #244A

n

B

$995 o

1# 1964 FALCON CLUB WAGON
:D .Blue, 8 Passenger, Radio. #2810A

$1095 D

2592 A '64 CORVAIR, MONZA COUPE
4 speed, bucket seats, Yellow. Special

y,

$1595

$1695

.

$595

Y

'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR
I# 2782A
1964 FAIRLANE
4 DR., Lite Blue, 6 Cyl., Auto, Low Mileage

$1295
$995

N ;1967 MUSTANG 2+ 2

$895

6 cyl., 4 speed. # 2372A

O '68 DODGE 3/4 TON PICKUP
# 898A

$2295 0

1967 FAIRLANE 500
0 2 dr. H/Top, green V/8, A/T, R/H, P/S. #2721A.,.,

$1495 B

1966 CHRYSLER

D2 DR, Hardtop, 300, Lite Green, V8, Auto, Power
Steering, Power Brakes. #2025A

Y'65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
6
cylinder, automatic transmission, power
'steering, radio. # 2771A
2140 A '66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN
V-8, automatic, radio, heater, power steering,
B Excellent condition
U!66 CHEVELLE 4 DOOR HT
V.8, automatic transmission,

hearer,

radio,

!blue. #P903

T '68 MUSTANG

ARLINGTON PARK

$2995

1968 XL
2 dr, HTop, sunlit gold V8, A/T, R/H. #P891

1V-8, automatic transmission, power steering

'67 BARRACUDA

Y

1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

383 ENG., 4 SPEED

Automatic & Power

$1395

$1995

N

394424:

1969 GALAXY 500

0

D
B

Automatic Trans.

,

CLOSED SUNDAYS
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

-

N69 LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE 10 PASS. WAGON

R/T 440 Eng., Automatic

6 cyl., Automatic

CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH

U

Cruiseomatic,
Roof,
Vinyl
8.25x15 White Walls, Power Steering,
Power Front Disc Brakes, Air Cond.,
AM Radio, Tint Glass, Wheel Covers.
New Lime. #1769
Black

'68 CORONET

'68 PLYM. GTX

'66 MUSTANG

2020 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

'69 GALAXIE 500 2 -DR. HARDTOP

U

y

'66 LE MANS

$1295

0 ORS

$362579

11 1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK
Aqua Blue # 1250A

$1395

259-4455

B

CORNER

$1395

AR

er Steering, Power Disc Brakes, Factory
Air Conditioning, AM Radio, Dual
Rear Speakers, Tinted Glass.- Gulf
Aqua. # 1608

B 1966 CORVAIR

'66 CORONET

TEST-DRIVE A BARGAIN NOW

.

Red 427 R, air Auto PS, PB Ready to go #P887

66 DODGE WAG. HI-PERFORMANC

oB

390 CID, V-8, Bucket Seats and Console, Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic, Visibility Group, 8.55)(15 White Walls, Pow-

Y

$1895

TAO

D 69 XL 2 -DR. HARDTOP

& Power

Sedan

$3995

List Price $4791

'64 IMPALA SS

Polara 9 Pass., Power

.

0

$995

67 VOLKSWAGEN

Deluxe

Air, Power Steering,

interior White side wall tires #1843

Convert, Automatic

yEAR-END
BUTS

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

Auto,

Brakes,

$1095

$1795

Doubleilanienlargains

1969 LTD

4 DR. Hardtop, Blk vinyl roof, V8,

Power

'64 DODGE

$314689 N
0

#1768

T

'67 POLARA

$253384'

HARDTOP LUXURY SEDAN

LTD 4 -DR.

Block Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic TransVisibility
mission, Electric Clock,
Group, 825 x 15 White Walls, Power
Steering, Power Disc Brakei, AM Radio, Full Wheel Covers, Royal Maroon

B

$1095

D

Cruiseomatic Transmission, Body Side
Mouldings, Full Wheel Covers, Radio

,

$1795

$3295

'69 FAIRLANE 2 -DR. HARDTOP

'65 FORD

Hdtp. Factory Air
Conditioned

B

2 DR. Hardtop, Lt. Blue, Blk, vinyl roof,
V8, Power Steering, Auto, Radio, heater, White side wall tires #2535A

Tear -Drop Mirrors, Power
Steering, White Wall Tires. New Lime.
#2052

$995

'64 OLDS

'67 MUSTANG

1969 TORINO

Special

4 DR. Automatic Trans.

Automatic Trans.

Warranty

ed Glass, Maroon. #2037

N

$795

N

Wheel, Forced Ventilation, Radio, Tint- $434925 0

D

'65 COMET

'67 CAMERO

Chryslers. Equipped the way most people
want, if you hurry while the buys last.

Every unbeatable model now at a great
year-end clearance price. Plymouths.

'69 SHELBY COBRA GT FASTBACK
Automatic Transmission, Traction -lock
axle, Folding Rear Seat, Tilt Steering

$1395

$1995

Chrysler Newport 4 Door Hardtop

Gold. #2273

'69

4 DR. Galaxie 500,
Automatic

$469769 Bu

'69 FALCON 2 -DR. CLUB COUPE

WAGON

$2095

D

T All Vinyl Trim, Courtesy Lights, Lime $20185' T

Fury III, Automatic &
Power

'68 MUSTANG

--"-ft,;

U

'65 PLYM.

$2205

--4411111/1"W'

B

$1395

$2495
H.T.

Black Vinyl Roof, 8,55x15 White
Walls, Power Windows, Tiltaway
Steering Wheel, Air Conditioning
AM/FM Stereo Radio, Tinted Glass,
Diamond Green. #1848

B

SALE: VW parts, engine, chasis,
tires; lights, convert. top for
Kerman Ghia. 298-3965 aft. 5.

0B-

'69 T -BIRD 2 -DR. LANDAU

0

or TERMS!

to shopping center

NAL
...EARAN

Y

Y

N

SELECTION, PRICES

107 -Auto Parts and Access.

Springfield, Mo. 65806

511/10UT

EXECUTIVE DRIVEN CARS

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

Inventory of $1,545 to $2,590
required for inventory

cash
and

0

D

:FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON
1969 DEMOS AND

0

NOBODY

1968 CHEVY
Pickup truck, V8, -307.

595-0259

S800 A Month
Or More
Based On Your
Effort

B

SAVE THIS AD
& SAVE MONEY

N

up. Needs work. $75.
595.0367 - Mike

ducts.

ICE CREAM TRUCK

The "CRYSTAL BLUE PERSUASION"
THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN

101 -Automobiles Wanted

You Can Earn

,55 -Musical Instiuments

55 -Musical Instruments

auto shopping center

Reasonable, must sell. 359-6186.

Distributor

Will train and route $5200.
'359-3454

'

67 Hartford 12' x 60', like new.
Appliances & . carpet Incl.

SPARE TIME
INCOME

66 -Business Opportunities

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

98 -Mobile Homes

66 -Business Opportunities

55 -Musical Instruments

black, radio, heater, automatic
Imission, power steering. #P901
'66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

trans-

1966 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

0 Blue. # 250A
2784 B'64 FORD FAIRLANE

0

$1295

y

$1696

$1495 u
$2195 T.
$1295,

N,Blue

B4 door sedan, standard transmission, radio,
heater. Transportation special

D.

$1895

JIM

IKEY

$1195 N
$695

FORD

IN

750 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14)827-216.3.

ekca

0

DES PLAINES

9-6
kmaijailopimiummisimmilioduivia

y:

,

0

rN

100* AL_

SPECIAL SEW
-.111,1111MMAIr

44 t

124

Tee Off and drive
a big deal on one
of these near new
Toronados! You'll
Feel Like a Pro!

These are the cars used by Julius Boros, Frank Beard,
Gay Brewer, George Archer, Bob Charles, Bert Yancy and other leading money winners. YOU CAH BE A MONEY
WINNER TOO by driving one of these Toronado specials
at Ladendorf, the world's largest Oldsmobile Dealership.

.

1MATI/A

i

HOURS

Monday thru Friday
9:00 to 9:00
Saturday
9:00 to 5:00

PHONE
827-3111

RAND & CENTRAL ROAD DES PLAINES

Ir

Closed Sundays

0

A

I

I

99

1968 PLYMOUTH

OVER 90 USED CARS TO SELECT FROM
YOU
DID YOU KNOWNEW
BUY A
CAN

69 FURY
ONE"
"1111 BIG

2 DOOR...

Want Luxury

ALL LUXURY MODELS

at its best?

CHRYSLER & PLYMOUTHS

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

with

TRANS.
AUTOMATIC
Vile as
ior as

COME IN AND SEE

)1 YOURSELF

FURY SALE
4 DOORS 2 DOORS
HARDTOPS
COUPES
STATION

WAGONS.

Seat, V8, Auto, Power Steering,

Step up to
Chrysler.
Immediate delivery
on over 70
including Town &
Country Luxury wagons.

$2595
$1495

$995

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY

$179500

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE
10 Passenger, VB, Auto, Power Steering, Block finish

969500

1965 BUICK 3 SEAT SPORT WAGON
Sear,

Full

Power,

Factory Air

$1 79500

2 door hardtop 3961, V:g, Bronze finish

"440", VB, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Silver Finish, Red Bucket
Seats

$1795

$2395

finish, Black vinyl roof

$1895

1967 BARRACUDA FASTBACK
V8, Auto, Power Steering. A Black
beauty

Yellow finish, black top

$1995

$1495

Finish

1966 CHRYSLER NEW PORT
Hardtop, Full Power, Gold Fin
ish, Black vinyl top

i4 DR.

$1795

1966 IMPERIAL CROWN
4 OR, Hardtop, Full Power, Yellow

$2795

finish, Black vinyl roof

1968 TORINO .
2 DR. HT, V8 Auto., Power Steering,
Turq. finish

$1995

1965 DODGE CORONET 500
2 door hardtop, V-8, Auto., Power
steering, turquoise finish

Full power, air cond., yellow ardb

$1595

1966 CHEVROLET IMPALA SUPER SPORT
"396"V8, Power Steering, like new,
Burgundy finish'

$1695

1964 PONTIAC CATALINA COUPE

1966 BELVEDERE
4 DR. 6 Cyl, Auto, Power Steering,
'
white finish

4 DR. Auto, Power Steering, White

$795

1964 OLDS CONVERT

'1966 DODGE DART CONVERT

$1795

$2495

VALUES

1966 CHEVELLE MALIBU

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE
6 Cyl., Auto, Power Steering, Gold

4 DR, Hardtop, Full Power, Blue fin

10 Passenger, V8, Auto, Power Steer-

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE
V8, 3 Speed, green finish

$1495

1967 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER
ish

ing, Air Conditioned, White Finish ...

$2495

Balance of factory

4 DR, 6 Cyl, Red finish

1967 DODGE CHARGER FASTBACK

1968 VOLKSWAGEN

='

Finish,

warranty.

4 -SPEEDS

1968 CHEVY MALIBU COUPE

2DR, Radio, Blue finish

Green

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

COMPACTS

V8 auto. Power steering, Green finish, black vinyl top

4 DR, V8, Power Steering, Radio,

1967 DODGE DART

2 seat, V-8, Turquoise finish

Conditioning

aftmaziviewi

$279500

Factory Air

3

*2397
Brand New
69 PLYMOUT

3

IF

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III

1966 PLYMOUTH FU

69 DEMONSTRATOR SALE

k

A

a

V8, Blue finish

$1395

$995

$495

1963 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX
Automatic,
Power Brakes
VB,

Power

steering,

$895

1965 OLDS VISTA CRUISER WAGON
Blue finish

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY
4 door, V-8, Auto

622 E. Northwe

$1195

$1045
Hwy; Rt 14
A

D

IA S

-1-
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atjtO shopping center

31134Pics
:65 Honda Sport 50, white. like
new, low mileage, $150.

FOR

255-5483

Sears 68 motorcycle, Austrian
built, 4 speed, 50cc, Deluxe,

'57 Chevy 2door H.T., V-8, auto.,
4.56 Poll. Clean $300.
297-7861

$150.827-1427_

THE

Cadillac Coupe DeVille,
Radial ply tires. Very clean.
827-8419

1968 '30 cc AND
1965 125 cc
BEST OFFER. 259 9215

'67

'67 KAWASAKI
250 cc. 5 speed.
259-9205

BEST

'64 T BIRD Landau, air-conditioning, low miles - $1095.
255-8778

00 -KART

W/brand new Clinton

4

'67 MG midget
good condition, $1400
437-6916

H.P. -

engine. 259-4871
1967 HONDA 160 Scrambler. Ex-

AUTOMOTIVE

'65 VW Good Condition.

cellent condition $425 or offer.

$850
392-7243

CL 3-3122

1965 HONDA 90. Excellent condi-

BUYS!

'61 Ford convert, V8, blue body
& wh top, runs good, $150. call

SHOP

437-5787.

between 4-7, 824-9540.

1968 Oldsmobile Cutless S Con

Hot 65 Merc, 4 on the floor, rar-

vertible. Must sell. Call after 6.

ing to go, try me & keep me,

894-6846

$625. 439-0470.

'60 Rambler, low miles., like new
tires, excel. cond., A/T. $150 All
day Wed. or aft. 5. 255-5225

THE

hdtop. Excellent condition, $700.

Pontiac,

'53

cylinder, stick,

6

66 Mustang Convert., 3 -speed,
V-8, "289", R/H, & W/W. SHARP!
$1395 Call 394-0237.
'65 Corvair Corso Convert. Power
top, radio, clean inter., good

good cond. Needs tune-up. Call condition. $795. CT' 3-1876
437.0765. $150.
1939 Ford 2 dr. sedan very
$400 or
good cond., original
1964 T BIRD, - Clean.
-

best offer. 297-3015 after 6.

$1250

CLASSIFIED

57 Chev. convert., 409, 3 sp, fl.,
new interior & top, sharp, $995
or offer, 827-22,15.

1966 -F-100, ford, pick-up, cam

439-0838

65 Pontiac Catlino, 2 dr., hdtp.,
low mileage, P/S, P/B, original

'60 Chevy wagon, auto. trans.,
P/S, R&H, elec. rear window,
'63 Chevy II, 6 eyl., stick, like

new clutch, tires; muffler. Very

clean, good running cond. $500.
255-2756

And we make II up in volume. Our volume saves you
money That's simple economics You can &lord Me

\ ARLINGTON FITS. J.
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'64 PONT.
TEMPEST

Convertible, Stick Shift.

$1295

'63 PONTIAC
BONNEVILLE COUPE

'64 BONNEVILLE

Very sharp one owner.

Convertible, Automatic.

$895

$795

'note

SEE DONZI-DONZI

L3EASKI1

$995<,
<

,

_

-

)967
041NYUNOVik

-k.

THIS WEEK'S

'2 deer Tnitstotp, Vit; Standard
transmission. SHAMS and

SPECIAL!

$99,

GREAT LAKES NEWEST DEALER

dean.

1

/f Jorfon

963 agiViET emit oirlaitkaii
4
ashata.
Oldeer,

,

=

____._

$894'

Pontiac

DICK
WICKSTRO

lama° Ian

0 CI El CI

Sale.

QOM 0 WM

Sevin ow

1134.3e=
Al
666 E. NORTHWEST HWY

CHEVROLET

Olds

0

%

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
, 555 IRVING, PARK RD.'

SERVICE DEPT OPEN 7:30 AM TO 9 PM

R9SELLE,11

392-6660

Barrington

6,
1.....

MON. THRU FRI.

CLOSED SUNDAY

[ :A2:000

DU 1.3400

'

,,,,,,

- . ......
n isi;x.n. lamb,
h.

0

The number one BIG seller in all Chicagoland is coming on BIGGER and BIGGER!'
Fresh new Crops arriving in bigger shipments and going out to the public
too!
at bigger savings too! And for used car buyers this means bigger savings
fresher
selection
of
because of a bigger selection of ... and a
used cars left in trade. So, if you're a used car buyer and'.
want to save big, get over to the new John Mufich Buick on Rand!
We'll make you a deal that's especially BIG
just
to keep the crop moving! And we, mean it!
-

GREEN HOT SAVINGS
ON A

FRESH NEW CROP
OF BUICKS

itonenusst

m

$1895
"66 MUSTANG

Tla MUD STATIWIN4Laira

, TYE Caltta WATTS OfNalUra
,

Convertible, Automattc.

Satisfaction

CL 9-4100

YU L141TIOST013 nfAialdilA

'67 PONTIAC
CATALINA

$745

19$ PrIAUeti

Bravos

CHEVROLET

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

CONVERTIBLES

Custom 4 Dr Sedan. Auto.

t: vorgmom

er. Chrome Door Guards, Remote Control Mirror, and
Loaded with Extras..

CLOSED SUNDAY

OPEN EVENINGS

1145

$1245

IS FROM

440 E. Main St.

FRIDAY.

BONNEVILLE

4 Door Hardtop, Automatic.

65 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

:c BE BEAT

Color) Flamingo Silver, Burgundy Vinyl Top, Tinted
Windshield, Front and Rear
Floor Mats Power Steering
and Brakes, Deluxe Wheel
Covers, Whitewall Tires, Radio with Remote Rear Speak-

snipped -down model somewhere else. The competition can't beat Chevy They Can't even come near our
volume puciss. Only we cut the price Delon, you start
to deal

thinner -lasing a Mae bit lets on Inn car we sell

$1045
'65 PONTIAC

er, Radio, Heater, W/W Tires.

1969 OLDS DELTA "88"
HOLIDAY COUPE (Toronado

a

$1395
'65 CADILLAC
SeDan DeVille

$2245

THAT CAN'T

136 W. Northwest H
Barrington, III.
381-6663
Open to 9 P.M.
Week Nights

good trans. Priv. 298-6356

Hardtop Coupe, Dark Blue.

V 8, Automatic Trans., Pow-

AUTHORIZED
JEEP-DATSUN DEALER

owner $1000. 766.8227.

luxury extras in a Chevy. for what you'd Pon Ion

We put a lot of [Ma on lha road lOneOul of yaw), lout
Cars yOu'llSas is a Cheiryl.Sii We can stiIch our profits

r

MA

BARRINGTON
MOTOR
SALES & SERVICE

Wagon, V-6, BEST OFFER.

'66 MUSTANG

'66 PONTIAC
CATALINA

Air Cond , Knectal

DECIDE!

Buick '63 Special Deluxe Station

$1895

'

Full four way power, Factory

THEN

And that puts the distance between
us and the competition..

THROUGH

oarro STAT., Of hatalCArtO

snow tires & rims. 529-3634.

DATSUN

1963 PONTIAC, air-conditioned.
Like new brakes.
392-7288

factory air condi-

P.B.,

tioning.

9 PASS. Station Wagon, Full

Green. Very gd. cond. with 2

DRIVE A

per spec., low mileage, heavy

P.S.

$2445

cyl., Jade -

6

2-dr. H.T. V-8, auto, trans.,

Wagon,

PASS. Station
Air Conditioning.

cond, best offer.
299-2572 or 296-6491.

The more Chevys we sell,
the
less you pay.
/41141,

MONDAY

.9

Best Offer. 827-4566.

1966 Mustang,

'67 CHEV. IMP.

'67 PONTIAC
.CATALINA

p/s, p/b, many extras, excell.

65 Pontiac Catalina, 2 dr.,
hdtp., full power, bucket Seats,
low miles, $995. 253.0135.

aa...a.

I

'61 Olds 98, 2 door, full power,
air conditioned, good condition.

'68 TRIUMPH 250 convert., lite
blue, white top, radio, good
cond., $2600 or offer: CL 3.4608
after 6.
66 Ford Galaxy, 4 like new tires,

Call 437.4959 after 5 p.m.

AUTO -PAGES

111E

a/t

299-7951.

1963 Chevy Wagon Belqire, 8
cyl. stick - $250.
392-7423

6 cylinder, stick. MUST SEEII
439-6211

'64 Ford Galaxie 500, 4 door

112-Automobies For Sale

mech.

289-V8,

seats.

'66 VW Sedan
Low Mileage
833.5505

sta. wagon, low miles, excell.

1965 Chevy BelAir, 4 dr., Sedan,

Completely Rebuilt
392-1853 after 5

CL 3-5498

Excel. condition. Power steering,
auto. trans. 394-1714

duty equip. 253-7419.

1959 VOLKSWAGEN

tion, low mileage $175. After 6,

'62 Ford Galaxie 2 door hdtp.

1963 Ford, 4 dr., country sedan

cond.,

.

PRIVATE. 296.1689.

392-9252

$250. 255-1184

bucket

white

power,

. $300 or best offer

power, orig.. owner, low map.

LOJCIJ ...1411J
$AVE $AVE $AVE ,

'63 Olds "98", 2 dr., hdtp., full

1961 CORVAIR

'60 Pontiac Wagon, 9 pass., full

1930 Model A Fiird
Mint Cond.
_Call 894.4249

1124stomobles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112-Autoolobks For Sale

11244rtomobles For Sale

'111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

ok 'IL

FielsmogAvE,

too!
Green
Savings,
at
Fresh
Trade-ins
Crop
of
Fresh New
1968 CHEVROLET MALIBU
2 DR. HARDTOP
,

Powerful V -B Engine with Auto. Trans., Power Steering, P.B.
Radio, White Walls, Beautiful Burgundy with
block interior. Cannot be told from new

4 DR. A true luxury car at a fantastic savings. Make your summer dream come true in this fully equipped $2195
gem

$2295

1967 CHEVROLET "CAPRICE"
2 DR. HARDTOP

Factory Air Cond., Pow/Steer, Pow/Brakes, Auto. Trans., P.B.
Radio, Whites. A Sparkling, Radiant Blue with Block Vinyl roof.
Custom blen.ded block woven hand crafted interior trimmed with black leatherette. Spotless

6 cyl., with,Auto. Trans., PrB. Radio, Whites. Sparkling Dusk Blue with matching interior

Factory Air Cond., Pow/Steering, Pow/Brakes, Auto Trans., P.B.
Sonomatic Radio, Like new Whites, A Sparkling
Gold finish with matching interior

$1695

1967 FORD
THUNDERBIRD HARDTOP
Factory Air Cond Power Steering, Power Brakes, Power Windows, Space ship designed interior, Automatic
Transmission, P.B. Radio. Spare Never Down

$2295

$2195

1967 FORD MUSTANG
2 DR. HARDTOP

1966 PONTIAC
BONNEVILLE HARDTOP

1964 BUICK SKYLARK
2 DR. HARDTOP

Factory Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, Auto. Trans., P.B.
Radio, Premium Tires. Metallic Blue with Blue
$1495
Morrokhlde interior

V-8 Engine, Auto. Trans., Pow/Steering, P.B. Radio, Bucket Seats.
A One owner gem. Black with a White Roof

1966 CHEVROLET IMPALA
2 DR. HARDTOP

1965 PONTIAC CATALINA

$1595

A Beauty

LESABRE 4 DR.

"425" with Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, Auto. Trans.,
P.B. Radio, Whites, Full Wheel Covers, Bristling Steel Finish with ,
a Black Vinyl Roof and Red Leatherette Interior...

.

V -B Engine, P.B. Radio. Perfect Red line tires

1966 BUICK

2 DR. HARDTOP

LUXURY SEDAN
Factory Air Cond., Pow/Steer, Pow/Brakes, Pow/Windows, Pow/
Seats, P.B. Radio with Power Rear Deck Antenna.
A Pale Green with Perfectly matched Black Vinyl
Roof. Mint condition

$1895

1966 MERCURY
"COMET" CLUB COUPE

$2095

inside and out

1967 OLDS. DYNAMIC "88"

1966 OLDS "98"

1967 BUICK ELECTRA': "225"

1966 FORD
MUSTANG HARDTOP
289 V-8 Engine with Auto.. Trans., P.B. Radio,
$1395
Whites, Full Wheel Covers

1965 BUICK
SKYLARK WAGON
V-8 Engine, Auto. Trans., Pow/Steer., P.B. Radio,
Whites, Wheel Covers. White with Red Interior, .

LOADED WITH BUICK

$1 095

Powerfull V-8 Engine with Auto. Trans., Pow/Steer., P.B. Radio,
Whites, Full Wheel Covers. Bright Turquoise with
$1295
Matching interior

1965 FORD
GALAXIE "500" 4 DR. HARDTOP
Factory Alr Cond., Pow/Steer, Pow/Brakes, V-8 Engine, Auto.
Trans., P.B. Radtc., Antique Gold Finish. Priced
unbelievably low at

$1095

"500 SALE"

$1295

2 DR. HARDTOP
Auto. Trans., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, P.B. Radio,
Brand new White Walls

1965 BUICK
- ELECTRA "225" 4 DR. HARDTOP

Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, Pow/Windows,
P.B. Radio, Gleaming White finish with a Black $ -

Factory

5-95

Vinyl Roof

TRADE- INS'!

Visit the NEW John Mufich

"BUICK 'ON RAND"
ill

CLOSE OUT ON ALL 1 f6e's
DEMONSTRATERS. NEVER TITLED,
NEVER OWNED. COMPLETE NEW

r1tAllHa en
.-,S0.,,

'',,

CAR WARRANTY. YOUR CHOICE

- IUCtiO110.

OF 2DR. HARDTOPS OR 4DR.
HARDTOPS. LE SABRES WITH VINYL ROOFS, FACTORY AIR CONDITION, FULL POWER. ALL WITH.
"400" V -B ENGINES, COME
EARLY FOR BEST 'COLOR SILECTIONI FANTASTIC SAVINGSI

$995

Li

BUICK!

OPEL!

801 E. RAND ROAD

bi
lieGOV CO

*'

iiil
(PHONE 394-2200

No,,,,s,N1

..,,

Tbe Vro5pert Dap

WEATHER
Tonight. Fair, cooler,
low in middle 60s 1 rimer -

row. Fair, little change in

Telephomy

255-4-100

Your Home Newspaper

temperature

Net)sstandPrire Ill Cents
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Four Seized

ug Ring Smashed Here

Lary Shillman

peel police and State narcotics
agents.

A major drug r ing--said to he

a long-time supplier to dealt is
in the northwest suburbs --has
been smashed by Mount Pros-

Four

alleged

ring -leaders

were seised late Friday in the

parking lot of the Red liallon
Restaurant, 55 E. Rand, Des

Plaines.

'Arrested Friday were John
A. Reiter. 28, of 308 S!Wavcrly, Nlount Prospect, Craig R.
Halvorsen, 17, of 110 S. William, Mount Prospect, Juan M.

Coronado, 23, of 1100 Green view, Des Plaines, and Arturo
Silva. 34. of Mundelein.

was withheld, was seized yesterday at his Evanston home in

ALL FOUR were charged

charged with conspiracy in the
sale of narcotics, attempted

a companion arrest. He was

with sale of narcotics.
A fifth person, whose name

sale of narcotics and possession

of narcotics.
commander of the Mount Prospect
Joseph

Sgt.

Bopp,

Police detective bureau, officially announced the arrests at
a press conference this morn-

a drug dealer. "They were still
counting the money when we
sprung the trap," Bopp said.

"111E FOUR oriel ed no resistance when the detectives

AG ENT reportedly
had agreed to pity $1,100 for

trons and employes inside the

the marijuana.

Here is Bopp's account of
the events surrounding the arrests:

The agent made arrangeing, explaining that news of ments
to meet the four men
the Friday arrests had been shortly after 8 p.m. in the rear
withheld until yesterday'S ar- parking lot in the" restaurant.
rest had been made.

They discussed the sale and the

fiiur men left, returning with
BOPP SAID the arrests in"`months of in-

O bags of marijuana in a large
hopping bag.

vestigation by Mount Prospect
detectives and state agents who

A state agent watched from
less than 20 feet away as the
men unloaded the marijuana
from the trunk of 'one of their

volved

we had called in on the case;

"We also ckpect to make
several more arrests. of other
persons implicated in the
ring."
Bopp said the Friday arrest
came as the lour were selling

autos. Detectives Richard Pascoe, Robert Barone and Rich-

about 10 pounds of uncut marijuana to a state agent posing as

er vantage points as the sale was
made.

ard Yost of the MOunt Prospect force .and several other
state agents watched fro!» oili-

and agents closed in and the arrest was unnoticed by most pa-

restaurant. None of the four
had any connection with the
Red Balloon.

A small quantity of mari-

juana was found in the home of
the Evanston man yesterday.

The marijuana seized in the
arrests has been sent to the state

to increase the quantity and his

profits."

The detective said the investigation involved "tracking
the drug traffic up the line from
the users and small dealers to

the major suppliers such as
these people.'' He said the

marijuana was apparently

grown in ibis area.

The ring also supplied other

drugs, including LSD. Bopp
said.

crime lab in Joliet for an official chemical analysis which

"THERE'S a lot of work involved in something like this."

must he made before it can be
introduced as evidence in
court.

said Bopp,. "and the court case
will be lone and drawn out, but
its' worth it to us after seeing
what it has done to some of the

pounds of
BOPi' SAID
pure marijuana could bring as
much as $40,000 after it has
been cut. "The stuff may

kids 'who get hooked on the
stuff."

change hands six or seven times
hefore it gets to the user,"

leased on S10,000 bond. They

with oregano, to-

sentences of up to 20 yea's as
well as a line.

Bopp explained. "Each person
who handles it along the line

will cut

it

bacco or some other substance

Roder.

Halvorsen,

Coro-

nado and Silva were each re-

are to appear in Niles Felony
Court Tuesday. Conviction on
the charges could result in jail

Eligibility of Candidate Ok
By Jan Bone

km

The lack of snow and tobaggans didn't dampen Mount Prospect children's enthusiasm for playing on the tobaggan slide at
Deer Grove yesterday. The Mount Prospect Park District took

Even though he is a Treaseveral buses of children to the forest preserve for an all -day sury law enforcement agent
with the Internal Revenue Service, District 59 candidate
Paul Neuhauser is definitely
school
eligible to'serve on

outing and cook -out.

board if he should win
Saturday's special election.

in

The question of Neuhaueligibility was raised

sees

lalit evening during a Candid -

Kenny Hawk of 307 N.
Maple takes a big bite out of a

watermelon slice during the
cookout

sponsored

by

the

Mount Prospect Park District
Deer Grove yesterday.
(Photo by Jac Stafford).
at

District 59 candidates'
night, sponsored by the

Council,
brought out about 55 persons

School -Community

menko of Des Plaines, United

Air Lines executive and former board president; Paul
Neuhauser of Mount Prospect, Internal Revenue Service
-agent; and Joseph P. Jennings,

Day

(

.

and have the 'EV tube burn
out just as it starts. L.B.

heeling Township GOP
To Hear All Candidates
period during which the au-

THE ORGANIZATIlOpi is

dience will have an opportun-

the fifth of the eight townships

ity to question the candidates.

in the 13th District to begin
the endorsement procedure.

this evening for the 13th C on-

Gerald Marks of Wilmette,
former trustee of the Metropolitan Sanitary District and

gressional District GOP candidates who have filed tot the
special Oct 7 primary All 10

the first Republican to declare
his candidacy for the .13th District seat in Congress vacated

1 he

Wheeling

1 ownship

Republican organization will
hold a "candidates night" at 8

active candidates are expected
at the event in the VFW hall in

Arlington Heights
Each candidate will M. gIV,
en five minutes to present an
appeal for cndotsemcnt This
will be followed by a 7 -minute

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Board
of Appeals public hearing,
Village Board, 8 p m
School District 21 Board
of -Education, 999 W. Dundee Rd , Wheeling, 8:15
p.m.

by Donald Rumsfeld in May,
will be the first to appear on

the program. f ownship Committeeman Richard A. Cowen,
will present the candidates.

Niles will become the sixth,
holding its meeting this evening. Niles Republicans arc
not holding a candidates night

since the township organization from the first sponsored
the candidacy of its Republican

committeeman,

John

Nimrod. Nimrod is expected
to be endorsed this evening.

3,000 Homes Without
Electricity f or Hour
About

3,000

homes

in

Mount Prospect and Arlington Heights were without electrical power for about an hour
late yesterday after a transformer blew out.
A spokesman for the Com-

mission after the failure.
The area primarily affected

by the blackout was the east
side

of Arlington

Heights,

north of the railroad tracks,
and the northwest side of

When the Mount Prospect
Board of Appeals
meets tonight, builder Salva-

Zoning

tore Di Mucci will ask for a

reduction in the parking space
required for a parcel of land at
Next Monday evening the the southwest corner of Busse
Elk Grove Township unit will and .Golf Rds.
become the seventh to launch
The land, which is zoned
an endorsement program. The B-3 (primarily commercial), is
Elk Grove candidates night 986 feet by 380 feet, the longer
will be held at 8 in the Mount dimension along Golf Rd. The

Prospect Country Club. The

date for the Elk Grove en-

the authority of this State."

told The Day today that he
had checked the point with the
State Office of Public Instruction.

"They feel that there is a
difference

between

'holding

an office of honor or profit

that

Thomas

of parking space to store space,
and said that it is never overcrowded in the parking area,

should

70 contract calls for $26,110))
in salary, plus a maximum of

$1,000 to be paid for a twoweek edhcational trip, plus insurance and sick leave benefits, plus a car to he furnished
by District 59 for business and
personal use.

(The contract was originally
December,

1968,

no statement on how it will
handle

the

Neuhauser was asked a
question :Mow the Illinois
and

appli-

its

Candidates Night last evening.
He answered that he. be-

superwhen Thomas was
intendent. The hoard has made

southeast corner of the same
intersection has a 3 -to -1 ratio

there would he a problem. I le
the school
is eligible for
hoard."

to him during the
Con nei I
School -Com mu nity

Dr. Donald Thomas, former triet's car to New York for a
year.
District 59 superintendent:
(Ed. Note: Thomas' 1969-

in

"Because Neuhauser is an
employe of the Internal Revenue Service, -1 do not feel

cation

allowed to take the school dis-

signed

employee.

Constitution

of Elk Grove Village, president of Ideco Corp., a Wood menko told the audience that
Dale firm; were on hand to present board members "nevprovide' answers and view- er had any intention to use,
Thomas as a consultant." He
points.
said that the board had no
Many questions from the choice but to pay Thomas his
audience dealt with curricu- full contract for 1969-70, and
be
lum co-ordinators, financial
problems, teacher morale, and

United States," Hines. said,

"and' in being a government
District 59
school attorney Frank Hines
This morning

AT ONE POINT A rtc-

In Parking

contract,

and

Thcimas told The Day that he

lieved Internal Revenue tierviee rules would permit him to

for the school board,
though he said there were othrun

er types of offices that IRS
agents could not run for.

AIMED
-NEUHAUSER
that an IRS Code of Conduct,
he believed. permitted school
board membership. and suggested that The Day check fur-

ther with both IRS and constitutional authorities.
When Neuhauser was a candidate for the District 59 board
in

April's election, losing by

only 26 votes, the issue of his
IRS job was not raised.

Saturday's election is Iving
held to replaCe hoard member

George 'Blanchard, who was
transferred to Kansas City,
Nlo.,

and

resigned

effective.

July I. The board plans to appoint the winner of the election to fill the Blanchard vacancy.

Tomorrow's Day will carry

a map and

list

of polling

Places.

(Continued on page 2

village zoning code provides
that a shopping center, or oth-

dorsement has not been an- er business establishment in a
nounced.
B-3 area, must have 4 square
feet of parking space for every

NEW TRIER Township square foot of area in the place

was the first and its endorse-

of business.

ment went to Rep. Alan R.
There is a service station at
J d h n'St on of Kenilworth.. the northwest coiner of the
Northfield Township was the parcel, but Di Mucci said that
second, and its endorsement

plans for the rest of the parcel

went to Samuel H. Young of call for a shopping center and
Glenview. Palatine Township food store.
was the third, and its endorsement went to Dr. Philip Crane
of Winnetka; Schaumburg
Township has held its screening interviews with the candidates, but will announce its endorsement later.
Evanston Township has not

Di Mucci said last night.

He said that the shopping
center southwest of the corner

later,

paign.

until last weeks of the cam-

r

at it to our way of thinking,"

der" lines were put out acorn -

this township may not endorse
a 13th district GOP candidate

4

He is asking that the parking
space requirement be reduced
to a 3 -to -1 ratio, "Four -to -one
is not a realistic way of looking

pect, and said that two "fee-

-

ment of the United States, (except postmasters whose annual
compensation does not exceed
the sum of $300) hold any of-

For Reduction

yet announced plans for en- of Golf and Illinois 83 has a
dorsement. It is expected that 4 -to -1 ratio and is "never

the transformer was located on
Kensington in Mount Pros-

holding any office of honor or
-profit under any foreign government, or cinder the govern-

Builder to Ask

Mount Prospect.
The first failure was reported to E,dison officials at 4:25
p.m., and power was restored
at varying times about an hour

monwealth Edison Co. said

says, "Nor shall any person

s4;Th,_

To anxiously await the
Apollo 11 moon landing

By Richard Crab')

Illinois Constitution.
Article Four, Section Three

fice of honor -or profit under under the government of the

District 59 Candidates
Explain Their Positions
and a number. of questions.
A rteCandidates
Gene

Gripe
Of The'

aces' Night. It depended on a
legal interpretation
of the

loaded."

He added that the Market
Place Shopping center at the

P'..1.1W.
Jim Weber, archery instructor for the Prospect Heights Park District, shows his charges how to
come closer to the hull's -eye. Members of his "9 -years -and -up" archery class are, from left, Bill
Haley, 101 S. Parkway; John Mueller, 814 N. Maple; Bob O'Donnell, 301 E. Olive; and Kevin
Kuhlman, 11 N. Elmturst; all of Prospect Heights.

.
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Percy Favors Job Guarantees
of bills that would provide
public services jobs offering
the same manpower training
support currently available to

By Richard Crabb

is the need to achieve an honorable and early end to the war

Sen.. Charles H. Percy this
week urged a one-year military
duty major revision of Social
Security and a guaranteed job
for every American.

in Vietnam. The President's

The junior Illinois senator

again in August -- is most constructive and indicates a fresh
initiative and a flexible approach that hopefully will
break the impasse at the Paris
peace talks," said Percy.

linois faces a huge burden in
welfare payments, in part because poor persons migrate
from southern states, where
payments arc lower. Legisla-

Percy gave the views on 13
important issues currently before Congress.

$40 a month for welfare cases,
no matter where they live, and

particularly his
Midway decision to withdraw
approach,

made these proposals to Il-

linois voters in a newsletter.
He invited Illinois citizens to
respond to 12 specific questions.

Hundreds of families in the
northwest

suburbs

are

business.

25,000 troops and to review
the U.S. troops committment

this

tion I have initiated Would es-

tablish a minimum income of
provide more federal funds to
the states to meet their welfare

week receiving Sen. Percy's
first newsletter and questionnaire. The questions arc on
IBM cards. The answers are
being tabulated and the results will be released by the

expenses."

ents and widows, eliminate the

AM PERSONALLY present earning limitations for
partially refund
payroll taxes for the poor and
prbvide for cost -of -living adjustments."
the elderly,

voters, "that since the ' inaugural of President Nixon
nearly six months ago, some 50

Illinoisans have been named
to important jobs in 15 federal
departments and agenCies.
Illinois now leads all the states
in top-level federal appointments."
"The single most impor-

would return to the states a

percentage of federal taxes for
use by the state and local governments as they see fit."
The 12 questions on which

Percy is asking Illinois voters
to respond follow:
Vietnam --I

favor

an

in-

crease in U. S. Military effort,
a gradual withdrawal of U. S.
troops, a unilateral withdrawal
of all U. S. troops.

ABM-I favor deployment
now, continued research and
testing but

no

deployment

each state.

Education-To finance colI favor longterm loans repayable by the

lege education,

students themselves, more federal scholarships, tax credits to

Award Whining Liquor Stores

parents.

Jobs --I would favor guaranteeing every personable . and
willing to work a job, continue,
present

welfare

handicapped
would be ensured under a curzens

and

the

System, a lottery system for inductions, an all -volunteer military.

rently pending proposal. My
PreSidential Elections-I faplan would authorize the Civil "
Aeronautics Board to' allow vor retaining this Electorial

Inctime--"A
for every '
American willing and able to
work should be a national p9Iicy. 1 am trying to make that
tant issue before the country goal a reality through a series
Guaranteed
guaranteed job

was' feted at

a

party in the

"Pump Room," the company

the airlines to charge reduced
fares to these groups on a spacC"
available .basis."

Tax Bunten -,"To help life
some of the tremendous tax

welfare system.

6 12 oz.

College system as it is, cleating

Light Lager Wisconsin Brewed

GOLD LABEL

"We fired our superinten-

.

Fiarm Subsidies --I approve

dent by4lirect popular vote, revising the Electorial College to
reflect proportion
strength

commodities.

.

traveling and taking part in
more. of the activities of the

negotiate a merit pay system,

four social clubs to which they

and that he doubted that teachers"' bargaining groups here

belong.

junior high school level, but
felt K-5 (kindergarten through
fifth grade) schools should be
neighborhood schools, with
children walking home for
lunch.

Artemenko felt at the junior
a lunch program
might be nearly self-supporting, and he' would favor it on

the mail the board chooses before final hiring takes place.
Some queStions were pointed out: JENNINGS WAS asked,

high level

"Why is it necessary that precinct captains of the Republican Party support you when

applmise as he told the candidates, ."I want to hear each- ofi,
you answer a question. I don't 7'

His answer: "I'm not being
supported by the regular Republican organization, I have
a great number of friends who
are working for me. Some are
precinct captains.

1

'have

a

great number of DemoCratS
and independent voters also
working for me.
Two new issues came up:'
merit pay for classroom teach'rs, and a hot lunch program.
HERE'S 110W THE candidates felt:
Neuhauser said that Des
Plaines District 62 had worked
out

merit system so that

a

'teachers were evaluated every
fourth year and received a

merit increase of $5004800
on top of their step-by-step seniority advancement.
Jennings said that he might

I

Randhurst Shopping C' .ter
on the mall July 25, 26 and 27.
Hostesses, dressed in both
the contrasting styles -.of 1869 1
and

1969, will handout mo-

mento

brochures

and

bal-

loons.

The exhibit will feature a
history of telephone display, in
addition to various science displays involving a ceramic slice
pick-up. ii!l.r.,-red heat sealin!

of fur..

:41e use

or Zenith Television Sets
Decide the Cubs Power with your guessing

power on the date the Chicago Cubs will

Despite her official retire-

clinch their division. This exciting contest

Fleischmann's
Dry Gin

is open to all adults (over 21 yrs.).

"NAME THE DATE"

Long in Flavor
Tall in Taste!

Chicago Cubs Will Clinch East Division

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Official Entry Blanks At All

"Famous" features
Brand Names

eat

--try a little

Famous Liquor Stores

The Saving Is Yours!

Imported From Denmark

CHATEAU
LOUIS

National Drink

tenderness!

AALBORG
AKVAVIT

American Champagne
Sparkling Burgundy

A.39

9 Large

-r Fifth

Bottle

The Saving
Is Yours)

Our "W ne Shopi' feature

CHRISTIAN
BROTHERS

agree,

California's famed wines
Burgundy Rhine Sherry

you reason.

"We need good minds one,

Chablis
Port

the hoard."'

Fifth

Rose

ICHAELS

The Saving Is Yours!

HEATING AND
AIR CONDITIONING

MERCIER

PEPSI -COLA

Champagne

FREE -ESTIMATES

IMported From FRANCE

LOCATED AT

Demi-Sec or Pink

Extra Dry Brut

BAR & FLAME CITY

469 Large

ROAST BEEF Samagiek

1034 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
AT. PROSPECT

Bottle
PAL,Z11.14OAD

LOTS OF SPECIALLY PREPARED JUICY,
CHOICE BEEF SLICED EXTRA
THIN AND PILED HIGH ON A BUTTERED
SESAME BUN . . M -M -SIMPLY DELICIOUS!

259-3936

CONDITIONER'

MICHAEL'S
AND ENJOY YOUR

(IN THE "HEART" OF)
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

FREE BAR

208 S.

AND TWO STOOLS

it

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.

ROSE'S

,AKI,N,ozGioSoBcURY

LIME JUICE
25 oz. bottle

isri cons ger.p.S00/.0..wC§1..,

Iii

1:r '11° $64714
Rt 1°1100'

..4111111&1111?:, ZAMIIII

YANKEE DOODLE
DANDY
HAMBURGERS

CHICAGO
CICERO

Senetialeh

of focused light as a heat sealing, or melting device.
4

LIQUOR STORIES

FOREST PARK

339 W. Madison

LOMBARD
105 E. Roosevelt

1429 W. Taylor

6105 W. Roosevelt

4

ROAST BEEF

The Saving Is Yours!
Near Beer Non -Alcoholic

.uuiilil

FROM

The Saving Is Yours

La-nat.-41

.

CENTRAL AIR -

nial year with an exhibit at

Half

with you. I want to hear ,howl

WITH A

Western Electric will mark
the celebratiOn of its centen-

1161

Gallon

that basis.
One man in the audience got

"BEAT THE HEAT"

100 Years

Averages A98
$2.79 Fifth

SCOTO!

ally. The pull of 39 years is still ance Co. of Park Ridge, at a recent retirement party in her honor
after 39 years service.
strong.

him'?"

Tickets

Gallen
IMPORTED

backwards, and he felt contracts on this basis would not

lie

Win Cubs
Playoff

IMPORTED

Mrs. Ethel Ohm of 410 N. Main St., Mount Ps4rspect, receives
few days to help out, and will
continue to.go back occasion- a check from Paul E. Ray, president of Protection Mutual Insur-

care whethd or not

"Famous" features
Brand names

FROM SCOTLAND

Half

ways, with districts free to hold
teachers at a salary step or go

was more in favor of it at the

are

THE SAVING

oils.iI 1 39

SCOTCH

ment, Mrs. Ohm Said she has

--how do we avoid getting a

school board electionsnon-partisan?".

IS YOURS!

SAVINGS

would want it. He 'said that

.new superintendent who has
had the same thing happen to

visits the home community of

Holland Beer
Imported

HALF -GALLON

Hot lunch programs to the
junior high school level were,
also discussed. Jennings said,
he'd like to take "a very long'

he

Blended Whiskey
Lighter and Smoother

6 No12 opze.

Frank, also- retired, are loOking, forward to doing some

ers here would be "fools' to

look at where the dollars were
going to come front."

Artemenko, who said

Three
Musketeers
-

subsidy and control
pro g r a ms for agricultural
federal

be liked by teachers.

had experience in finding a superintendent and so could answer the question best-, told her
board member always
that

SCHENLEY
Reserve

dents more of a say indecision making on the campus?

It has since moved twice and is
noW located in Park Ridge.
Mrs. Ohm and her husband

NEU HAUSER SAID

Famous Liquor Stores ...
AND IT'S ALL TRUE!

dep. bottles

forms are needed to give stu-

of gradually eliminating the

e'sloaw plotriocefstagtlk about
there's

.

12 oz.

Students-Do you think re-

the President and vice presi-

.

Case of 24

munity.

Merit pay should work two already been back to work a

dent.': said Mrs. Clarann
Stecker, .a member Of the audience. ','Do they knoW about
it where he is going'? And --I'm
not quite sure how to put this-

.

Premium Beer

, The company was in the
Loop in the Illinois Continental -Bank Building at that time.

be for it, but would like to take
a long look at the factors.
Artemenko said that, teach-

ture and to be a consultant.

1)69
An Filth

thing is computerized in that

School Candidates
Outline Platforms

system allowed him to lec-

Straight Bourbon
ENTUC

department.-

jeopardizing the terms of. his
District 59 contract.)
ARTEMENKO FURTHER
said that Thomas' contract
with the New York school

KENTUCKY

89c

cans

governments to use as they see

because ..of her .."excellent penmanship" --and noW every-

MRS. OHM WORKED in the
accounting and personnel de -

did not wish to discuss it.
(Official minutes say that.
Thomas is free to accept employment elsewhere without

LEE

Regular or Draft

Tax Rebate --I favor returning a percentage of the tax "
money collected by the.federal' government to state and local

partments all of her years with
the' company. She recalled
that 'she- was originally hired
for the accounting department

dining room for employes.
She received a check from
the company and various gifts
from her friends who attended.

ICanlinaed from Page I )

COLONEL

MEISTER BRAU

concentrate on improving the

After 39 Years, A Party
When Mrs. Ethel Ohm, 410
N. Main St., Mount Prospect,
retired recently after 39 years
with Protection Mutual Insurance Co. of Park Ridge, she

The Savings Is Yours!

The Saving Is Yours!

payments,

'pending the results of nuclear fit Ethic s --Executive
ap-I
pointees,
including federal
tem urgently requires revision.. arms talks, no opinion.
Military Sanding-In my judges, senators, congressman
The Draft Reform Act of
1969, which I have co -spon- view we arc putting too much and candidates for these ofof our resources into military fices should be required by law
sored, would limit draft jeopardy to a one-year period at spending, an adequate amount to make public all sources of
into military spending, too income.
age 19."
Drugs --The use of drugs by I,
little into military spending.
Draft-I favor continuation young people constitutes a
Lower Air Fares-"Lower
of the present Selective Service serious problem in our comair fares for youths, senior citi-

System has a high priority. I
have introduced a series of
bills that would substantially
improve benefits for depend-

gratified," Percy told Illinois

sharing bill with Sen. Howard
Baker (R -Tenn.). The bill

actually won by a candidate in

The Draft --"The draft sys-

major
overhaul of the Social Security
Social Security --"A

senator in August.

"I

Payments--"11-

Welfare

burden imposed on the states, I
have co -sponsored a revenue

°Famous Liquor Stores-Ph. 207.6447
Beer & &revolt's Specials Not Iced
Leto 11111,110/4 to Limit Quentitists
CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS: Thurs.: Fri., Sot, and Sun.

ARLINGTON HOTS.'
1307 Rand Road

MELROSE PK.

156 Broadway

FOREST PARK

7533 W. Roosevelt
ADDISON

85 E. Fullerton

,14.t
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Wasp Latest Weapon Against Elm Tree Disease
Dunne, reporting on the latest results of the district's cooperation with the United
States Department of 'Agriculture Forest Service is making
available last summer a tract of
woods for research, warned
that tests involving "Dendrosoter protuberans" are experimental and that the public
should not conclude that a
cure has been found.

By Joseph Stubenrauch

Be of good cheer! Dendrosoter is here!

That mini -insect with the
maxinamc may be just what
the doctor ordered for the control of Dutch EIM disease, according to George W. Dunne,
president of the Cook County
Forest Preserve District board
of commissioners.

DENDROSOTER, WHICH
means "tree savior" is a wasplike insect imported from
France. It is a parasite which
is a natural enemy of the beetle

that conveys the Dutch Elm
disease, said to destroy more
than 400,000 elms a year, attacking the elm's circulatory
system.
The "tree savior"

desig-

fers a happy omen. Up to now,
DDT has been the best known

Less than two years ago,

of Illinois Extension adviser in

Cook County, announced in
these pages that USDA scientists had found results of their
study.of wasps that held promise of control of the Dutch Elm
disease.

Other experiments at the

Park Board Votes $54,000
Extra To Expand Programs
additional custodian, $4,000
wages,
for extra clerical

By Robert Katz

The Mount Prospect Park
Board Monday night added
$54,000 to the appropriation
ordinance of July 18 for expansion of park district pro-

$4,000 more for equipment
$1,500

grams.

more

for

utilities,

and $1,500 for additional policing at special events.

THE BOARD was able to
amend the recreation portion

of the appropriation ordinance
because of it bill recently
:passed by the general assembly. This raised the portion or
and supplies $9 000 for an
The additional recreation
appropriation Provides $34,
000 more for recreation wages

the

The District 214 hoard of
70 operation of the Arlington

and fringe benefits), $1,825.
and other contractual services
maintenance).

(equipment
$415.

center (DLC) at 112 N. Bel-

from these six school districts:

mont is run under the auspices
of the Northwest Educational
Cooperative, which is propos-

Township High School District 214; Arlington Heights
Public School

ing the budget. Participating
districts

school

from

four

townships are entitled to the
services of the DLC under a
joint agreement. District 214 is
the administrative district for
the Northwest Educational
Cooperative.

EXPENDITURES LIST
ED in the budget included: administration, 55,000, salaries
for a psychologist and five

learning and treatment specialists, $79,500; salaries for

secretarial help, $8,000. plant
operation, a part-time custodian's salary, supplies and eon -

Of the amount, $5,000 received on a prorated basis

District

assessed

intends to pass August II because some of the recreation

tractual services (utilities),
$9,000; fixed charges (pension

diagnostic learning
center, which serves 10 school
districts.
learning
The diagnostic
Heights

district's

to recreation from a rate of .05
per cent tp .075 per cent without referendum.
William Ward, the park district's attorney, calculated that
the appropriation increase
would result in only a $38,000
increase in the levy the board

Learning Center
Budget Adopted
education has adopted a
$107,240 budget for the 1969-

park

25;

Mount Prospect School District 57; Prospect Heights
Public School District 23;
Consolidated
Community

School District 15 and Community Consolidated School
District 54.

programs will bring revenue.
Richard
Board member

Ward pointed out that the appropriation increase for recreation is only 60 per cent of the

laboratory.

called attention to Carter's

SOME FACFORS, however, may limit its success in
the United States, particularly
in the northern midwest area
where winters are more severe
than in Southern France,
habitat of the imported beule-

recommendations as far back
as 1958 for effective clm disease control. The program outlined then is still urged by Dr.
Carter and is still considered
by most students of the problem as most likely to produce

Another characteristic of
the wasp is that it is most effec-

tive on elms with smooth thin
bark than it is on elms with
thick or deeply furrowed hark
such as exists on older and lower tree sections.

Building and Grounds Committee reviewed the costs of a
trenching machine, an equipment building, and an additional tractor, all to be used at
the golf course.

The committee also moved
once more to advertise for bids
on lights to he installed at the
Lions Park baseball diamond
and the new diamond at Kopp
Park. Only two bids were received after the first solicitation for bids.

to be

types differ in other respects.
The Siberian Elm seeds ..a-tid
flowers in the spring; the Chinese elm, in the fall --an unusual time for any tree to bloom.

infected, and placing
barriers

chemical

the

in

ground where elms grow less

than 15 feet apart, thus preventing underground passage
of the disease."

THE SIBERIAN elm has
furrowed bark and is gray to

For the latter operation, a

chemical called vapam was ad-

vocated, since it kills all root silvery. The Chinese Elm. with
a thin peeling hark, allows the
growth near the barrier.
The burning felled trees ran non stretching bark to pop off.
against air pollution laws pro- revealing layers of different
hibiting burning of refuse, But colored hark.
areas near Wheeling and LemBefore you order any for reont were set aside for burning placement. consult a nurserytrees.
man or get a free copy of the
Growers bulletin
ANOTHER ASPECT of Ornamental
or planting trees in Northern
control through spraying has Illinois, by writing to O.G.A..
led to two approaches to 100 3602 Glenview Rd.. Glenper cent coverage. One group view, 60025.
holds that only helicopters can
provide full dosage. The other
And, of course. keep your
maintains spraying, of trees hopes up that I his summer the
from two sides by a properly research team from USDA's
maneuvered truck will do the Forest Service can establish
job.
that the little wasp is a big lielp
While the fight to control in limiting the number of trees
the disease goes on, two other killed by the disease.

AS REPORTED by Richard Crabb in The Day, the pro-

gram "provides for spraying
elms before leaves appear in
the spring to remove hark
beetles transmitting the dis
ease from elm to elm, remov

Obituaries

SMALL QUANTITIES of

Dutch Elm disease, the two,

ing and burning all trees found

results.

killer.

increase legally allowed without a referendum.
IN OTHER action the

valuation that can he applied

ease than any other man in the
country.

Mees, chairman of the U.
OF l's Cook County co-operUSDA Forest Service's Ohio ative Extension Service, also

Richard DeLano, University

nation of the minute wasp of-

ExForest
Northwestern
periment Station in Upper
Darby, Pa., were followed up
by forestry investigators at the

dcndrosoter have survived
out-of-doors winters in several
Margaret Murray
Midwest states. But, Dunne
says, scientists still feel a more
Margaret Murray, 85, of
severe winter climate will con- 1608 Wood, Prospect Heights,
tinue to be a problem locally.
Tuesday at Holy Family
When more than 300 vil- died
Hospital.
lage, township and park disinclude a daughtrict officials met in Berwyn, terSurvivors
Marjory Done of Prospect
in July, 1968, in a Dutch Elm 'Heights, a sister Anne Smith of
disease seminar sponsored by Kenton in Manitoba,.,Canada,
the University of Illinois Ex- and 3 grandchildren.
tension Service, Dr. Carl Mees
Services and burial will be
introduced Dr. J. Cedric Car- held Saturday in Winnepcg, in
ter as the expert with probably Manitoba.
more understanding of the dis-

types of elm trees hve been
getting a closer look as posreplacements

sible

Foods itIolto.,,er

the

for

lovely shade trees so rapidly
disappearing.

C.

pect, has been named marketing. manager for the I.e Gout
Foods Division of ['earn International Inc.

Chinese Elm. Similar in shape,

fast growth, and in good -but
not

complete --resistance

Eckman, 521

Donald

North Pine St.. Mount Pros-

These are the, Siberian (or
Russian) Elm and the rarer
to

ommunity
DISCOUNT WORLD

GIGANTIC
Ake_

Other revenue amounting
to $102,240 was paid into the
Cooperative by the above mentioned school districts for

Our Reg. Low Prices, 2.97 to 3.88!

pupil services.
Ninety-three students arc
being served by the DLC,

MEN'S WEAR SALE

cially maladjusted and emo-

Sport Shirts
Knit Shirts

which offers programs for sotionally disturbed children.

Lectures At Stanford
William Dc Huszar, 411 S.
We -Go Tr., Mount Prospect.
president of the Chicago Morgage Bankers Association, will
lecture at Stanford University
in Palo Alto, Calif., on July' 31

on mortgage loan adminis-

and Knit

Sport

Walk Shorts
Swim Trunks
Shirts:

Our

38

entire

stock of better models ... in both traditional aml high fashion styles. in sizes
to fit most men.
Walk Shorts: Permanent -press models

Reg. 3.97

MEN'S SHOES

in many styles, colors. 2842.
Swim Trunks: Many knit and lastex
models, fully lined. Sizes S -M -I..

$3

trative practices.

Dc HUszar, also vice president and treasurer of Dovenmuehle, Inc., has also lectured

Oxfords and slip-ons

Our Reg. to 1.97!

that wear and wear. Vit-

a -flex sole. 7-12.

to

on this subject at the MBA
school, Miami University of
Florida, and
University.

Northwestern

SHORT SLEEVE
WORK SHIRTS

taught similar
courses at the Mortgage Bankhas

He

ing Institute sponsored by the

Governor Signs
Anti -Crime Bills
Governor Richard B. Ogilvie signed 'major legislation

in the area of crime and delinquency at a luncheon meeting of the John Howard Association at the Bismarck Hotel
last Friday.
Perhaps most significant

among the major legislation
signed was that of Senator
John A. Graham (R) Barrington, which consolidated into

one department institution
and parole -field services of the
Illinois Youth Commission

and provided for the prisons,
which are responsible for incarcerations of the adult offenders. under a separate depart: ment.

For the first time in history.

Illinois will have a full-time
pardon

board serving both

adults and juveniles. Another

major aspect of this legislation
is the jail inspection provision,

which caused the most difficulties in the passage of this

Karnes Music Company is
the owner of the New Lyons
Instrument

Com-

pany, 2399 Devon, Elk Grove
Village, making Karnes the
largest band instrument operation in the country in unit and
dollar volume.
Marion Karnes, company

president , purchased the

Sport Shirts
Knit Shirts
Walk Shorts

they last. Permanent
press polyester and cot-

Special Purchase!

blend needs no
ironing.
Sport shirt collar style
with permanent stays.
Olivewood, spruce and
gray. Sizes S -M -1. -NI.
but hot all colors and :ton

SNEAKERS
Women's and
teens' styles.
Cushioned insole. Washable.
Black, white.

121/2 io 3. 5 to

Reg. 1.97 to

137

Gigantic savings, while

.

Mars dons selection

of

colors and patterns.

Many permanent press.
Sizes 6-18. not all styles
or sizes in all stores.

Elk

Grove Village. Karnes

said the Lyons acquisition almost exactly doubles the previous sales volume from band
and orchestra instruments of
the five other Karnes stores in

the Chicago area. One is a
9800' N. Milwatikee in Des
Plaines.

144
Quick -drying nylon

knits.

Not all styles in all stores.

Nlan: patterns, man, t.ty/es.
Not all styles in all stores.

is

waw)w

BOYS' WEAR
Stretch Nylon

Swim Trunks. 8-18.

Permanent Press
Sport Shirts, 3-7

Jr. Ploys' Cotton

Women's Flattering

Reg.
3.68

Permanent Press

Regular
1.57-1.97

Nylon Boxer

39

Style Swim

Trunks, 3-7.
tion ...don't miss these values!
Not all styles and sizes in all

lined cotton. S -M -1. -XL.
Not all sizes, style, colors

ON SALE AT THIS STORE ONLY

MOUNT PROSPECT
201 WEST RAND ROAD
&CROSS FROM RANDHURST

Reg.
2.97

.

Burrs in soon for best selec-

Crew or V-neck. Fleece

Lightfooted loveliness in
newest styles. 5-10.

PAJAMAS

Walk Shorts, 3-7.

SWEATSHIRTS

$2

Men's Shortie Summer

Knit Shirts, .3-7.

Men's Short Sleeved

FLATS

sion for the past twelve years

Lyons company of Elmhurst
on May 27 and relocated it in

144

Regular 1.37'10'1.87

currently in his third term as

Springfield in the area of prisons and delinquency control.

KNIT SHIRTS

1;*

labored in the vineyards of rehabilitation and incarceration
of prisoners for the past twelve
years. This is a giant step forward in the state of Illinois."
Senator Graham is serving

and is considered the most
knowledgeable legislator in

Reg. 1.97 to 2.14 ... Men's

Each

"This is indeed a happy day
in my life because I have

chairman of the legislative
commission to visit and examine prison facilities. He hits
been a member of the commis-

Men's

SWIM TRUNKS

sizes in all stores.

important legislation.
SENATOR GRAHAM said.

Karnes Co. Largest
Musical

3.27

lege Evening School.

WEAR

11

Our Reg.

Central YMCA Junior ColWilliam Dc Huszar

BOYS'

stores.

238

Permanent press. Short
sleeves. Sizes ..\-11-C-D.

ALL STORES OPEN

10 AM to 10 PM
KIAM TO 81314

CHARGE IT
L1.SUNDAY
111117 WITH ANY MIDWEST CARD

SALE DATES:

Visit our

Thurs., Fri., Sot., Sun.

Plenty of

Snack Bar
Free Parking

July 24-25-26-27

255-7700
4

Day Light

There's a Backup on the
0 Expressway Again

what hour or minute my watch

By Joseph Stubenrauch

The split-second

moon left many of us in awe.

Some of us can't even time
an egg pioperly. And many a
well-meaning housewife runs
the entire household by mysterious ESP 'or remote -control
radar or by time signals from a
radio or TV set. But never with
a stopwatch.

Nor should we blame the
women for such a haphazard
approach to fleeting time.
Many men are just as careless.

THE REASON I can always find time for an extra
I

refuse to cart

around a timepiece.

definitely do not have a

1

phobia, so don't trouble to forward the locale of dependable
head -checkers.

curacy of a perscinal
marker?
More important,

triumphantly, glanced at his
watch, exclaimed, "Golly, I'm

late for my train," and took
off. Just what he proved by
that last maneuver, I'm still

another

face.

not sure.

People with watcnes actual-

Actually, most of us are

ly wasted much more time

within earshot of a radio or TV

than individuals who did not

these days, or have helpful sub-

wear them.

urban banks which erect large
clocks outside their facades to
keep us posted about Time's
fleeting foot. Local jewelers
are useful to consult too.
Even the larger churches in

A STOPWATCH had value

only so far as it would tally
wasted time, and I'll prove it.

A friend of scientific bent
got interested in my viewpoint.
He researched and produced
this finding.

downtown Chicago

said or: day. "An average person spends roughly four minwatch into sight and notipg the
time, three minutes tending

By stages': this became a
,wristwatch. Everybody wore
them, except the more feminine of the working world.

"You mean that folks adr
mire it, or you comment on

THESE STYLISH persons
stayed with a dainty ornament

which hung around milady's

nervous

commuting,

found that it did not matter

I

I

type

attain domination of TiMe itself, and mark at least one mo-

ment of it with immortality.

watching the clock on the job.

It's O.K. for you to check
now and sec what time it is.
'Hope you're' not late for dinner, a date, or baby's feeding

After all, that kind of time is

time.

We hope you spent more
time thinking about it than in

a

"Of Course, We Can't Hit
the Bull's-eye Every Time!"

ostentatiously

ery Ward's refrigeration department.

Bartleson has been central
buying manager for housewares and traffic. appliances.
He attended Flathead County
High School in Kalispell,
Mont., and St. Olaf College in
Northfield, Mich.

"THAT'S ABOUT it. Now,
allowing for variables," went
pn my scholarly friend, "15
minutes are disposed of daily

He joined Ward's in 1959 as

an assistant merchandiser in
the St. Paul catalog house.

,ttrAl y,9

-- Marshall Field III
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Letters to the Editor
Dist. 59 Teachers'
Council Backs
Neuhauser
Editor:
Late in the past school year
it became known to the teachers that the resignation of Mr.

George Blanchard from the
Board of Education was to be
forthcoming. At this time,

Teachers Council District 59
passed a resolution urging the
Board of Education to appoint
Mr. Paul Neuhauser to fill the
vacancy created by Mr. Blan;
chard's resignation. This deci-

sion was supported by pcti-

lions from teachers in 18 of the

district's schools, and signed
by approximately 85 per cent
of the teachers in the district.
These

election of Mr. Paul Neuhauser to this position.
We feel that Mr. Neuhauser

is the most highly qualified

petitions were then
presented to the Board of Education.
Since that time, the Board of

candidate for the position. At a

Education has exercised its
right to call a special election
to fill the aforementioned vacancy. Teachers Council Dis-

District 59, Mr. Neuhauser's

trict 59 remains in the position
of strongly supporting the

Lee Janson
LISTENS
TO YOU

time when finances are a
primary concern of schools
across the state, as well as in
financial background in his

employment with the Internal
Revenue Service will prove to
be invaluable. In the past few
years, he has had immediate
access to the "grass roots"
problems of the district at the
school building level. through
his wife, a former teacher in

0201
GQIIVL2Ot
ANTIQUING FINISH

the district. We feel that his interest, attitude, and background combine to make him
the candidate who can and will
contribute the most to the
quality educational program

COLORS & WOOD TONES

$299

LIMIT 1

WITH COUPON

district to vote this Saturday,
July 26. If there is any question
as to where you are to vote, call

My boy friend and I were both on dope. He's taken four LSD the school nearest you or the
trips, and I've taken one. We've lived together at school for nine district office.
weeks, and he seemed to have a terrible hold over me. My grandmother would send me money, and I'd give it to him to buy more

Teachers Council District 59
dope.
Harlan Michels, President
Now I've finally broken away and come home, but I feel I'm Thomas Lundeen, President being drawn back again. I know I've lost this school year, but I
Elect
don't seem to care. I just want to be with him again, but I know
Elizabeth Shelton, Secretary
it's wrong and what it will do to me. I need help.
Richard Lehmann, Treasurer
Hooked, Chicago
I know you do, and it's available. Writing your letter was an
important first step. Let the school authorities know about your
problem. Keep your job at home, and don't go back to school this
year. Develop new' friends, even change schools if necessary.
Enlitit the aid of people who have kicked the habit. You are too
important to society to he defeated.

*:'41111S

i/

TURF'BUILUER + 2'

INSULATED CUPS
NOW ONLY

89`

Big Girl, Arlington

You might show her yo,fir letter and this answer. A high school
studentshould be allowed to make phone calls and receive mall
in privacy. I hope your mother gets the message.

le, Lee Janson, clo Day Publications,

In addition, find ant word
using all seven of these
letters.

17 good, 21 excellent
Answer on Comic Page
A

TURTLE WAX

VINYL
TOP WAX

79c

ENOUGH WEEDER +
LAWN FOOD TO

..or GAL.

ANTIQUE
130 YR. OLD
BED WARMER
FROM OUR
DECORATORS
ANTIQUES
DEPT.

44.

ORIGINAL
FRAMED OIL PAINTING
NOTE:

QUANTITY

SPRUCE UP A

LIMITED

50' X 100' LAWN.
REG. 57.95

$695

WE REPAIR
SCREENS
BRING IN ANY OR ALL OF YOUR
DENTED AND TORN WINDOW, SCREENS.
PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN YOU
PICK THEM UP AND WE DEDUCT

10%

"CLIP THIS COUPON

ifj' H

FROM THE BILL

FERTILIZER

ALSO INTRODUCING
OUR NEW LINE OF
`HAND CARVED FRAMES
WITH LINERS.
STOCK SIZES - UNBELIEVABLE
.

LOW PRICES

ROSE,

EVERGREEN,
IRON,
ALL PURPOSE

2 GALLONS

$499

REG. ;9.96

HARDWARE
MT. PROSPECT.
101. W. PROSPECT AVE CL 3-4601
Vole-

117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect. Illinois 60056.

$ C44

GENUINE

LIQUID

Make as many four letter
or more words out of
these letters as you can.

Why do mothers listen in on phone calls? Whenever my boy
friend calls, I know my mother is right around the corner, listening
everything I say. She also opens mail that is addressed to,
,ne. I'm in high school, and I feel niy mail should be private. How
can I explain this to my mother?

PAINT

PRE -FILLED

99c

00

VARDEPE

Dear Lee Janson,

HOUSE

LAMPS

COUPON

Hideaword

MOM LISTENS

OUR
FINEST WHITE

OIL

WITH SCENTED OIL

wishes of the public are followed, we urge all residents of the

Dear Lee Janson,

O.

'

of District 59.
In order to assure that the

TERRIBLE HOLD

Jena your "glIeS1101JA

DELICATE
.

Gives Furniture the look of Worn Elegance

HAR DWARE

Vgmitt
STORES

DAILY & SAT. 9-6

epic

landing, it is that man, by making himself master of split seconds of time allowed him, may

Warner Bartleson, 423 E.

their watch, or a girl compares
her timepiece with another
girl's so she, brings up the fact
it was a gift from so-and-so or a
birthday present, a student
award, and so on?" I asked.

I

nauts in the Apollo

Lincoln, Mount Prospect, hasbeen appointed 'merchandise
control manager in Montgom-

from the mere fact of wearing
a watch."

In more than a score of

from observing the

learned

magnificent timing of the stepby-step prgeress of.our astro-

Promoted

eight minutes arc devoted
daily to conversation arising

neck or graced her hosOm with
a brooch or pendant effect.

you Can save 15 minutes daily
by not wearing a watch all time
which you can devote to other
matters. Granted, most of
them will not be worthwhile.

LET'S BE serious for a minute. (Clock me, please.)
If there is one thing we

consulted his watch, right under the eyes of a long-winded

I've

self -winders, and

I've often wondered what
would have happened if the
nervous one had stood up and
come back with "Can you?"
Perhaps you don't believe

precious.

1 WAS PRESENT on one
rib -busting occasion when a

utes each day whipping his

wear

have

preacher. The latter paused,
glared at the unhappy watch checker,
and
angrily announced, "You can tell the exact time from the clock on that
wall there."

clock so that the congregation
need not miss trains or planes
or get back to the job late.

"Look at these figures," he

allowed for that and the real
shocker is that about another

spent

He paused and looked at me

time -

railroad -type horologe.
complete with heavy chain
such as festoons a Lord Mayor
in foreign parts or holds :i frigate's anchor.

years

from dawn to dusk."

significant fact began to sur-

sive

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
. the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity.-

that arbitrarily as the period

the watch, including winding
it, adjusting the hands some

For years I sported a mas-

Vie Prospect Dap

in this wasteful way. Just what
makes up a day? Well, I've set

indicated the railroad station
clock was still the mechanism
that governed the train takeoffs or arrivals. So why bother
to agitate oneself over the ac-

precision

of practically every stage of
each operation involving the
first landing of man on the

chore is that

Lunar Leskon

SUNDAY' 9.12:30

--414P--

GOOD OLD FASHIONED
FRIENDLY SERVICE

The Day's Prospects
AM=

World Timepiece Supreme
mitting crank motions to dif-

By Dolores Haugh

(Third in a series of European
recollections)
The Danes really know
what time it is:They have Jens
Olsen's astronomical world
clock to make sure of it:

ferential gearwheels. Eleven of
the 12 works are provided with
dials, while one Work,
18
which serves as a control, has
no dial.

THE CLQCK

divided

is

The upper one of these dials
shows local time, true solar
time and equation of time. The

left-hand dial shows the time
everywhere in the world. The'
right-hand dial shows sunrise
and sunset by mean time as
well as by solar time. At the

the geocentric revolution. The
right-hand dial shows the
heliocentric revolution. The
lower dial of the group shows
year number.

The clock is made up of 12

center

works, each constituting a selfcontained mechanical unit.
Yet all the works are inter -con-

time and sidereal time and
contains the clock's main calendar.

bottom of the group is the dial
for the Gregorian calendar,
showing the day of the week,
the date, month and year.
Purely astronomical mo-

nected, partly through arbors
or trains of wheels and partly

The left-hand section has
four dials, one'of which is di-

steel ribbons trans-

vided into three sub -sections.

dials of th6 right-hand section.
The upper dial shows the ap-

through

into three main sections. The
section

shoWs

mean

tions are shown on the four

the Julian day number and

Thursday, July 24, 1969

Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor

As in

the

case of many

works of genius, there Were no

funds to produce the clock. It
took ItImost 20 years to raise
the necessary money. The inventor was 70 years old when

to,

the actual work was begun.
"The. World
Its
name,

Clock," was coined by the

THE MAIN work and the

press, not the modest inventor.
But the clock has proved wor-

sidereal time work impart all
even motions. The frame is a
bronze casting, and all arbors
and pinions are of highly pol-

thy of the name. The magnificent timepiece goes without
any differential, and there will
he a deviation of minus 0.4 sec-

ished steel. The escapement is
bea Dennison escapement
cause this type gives a constant
impulse. The impulse arms are
fitted with impulse pins of

onds in
years.

white synthetic sapphires:

Copenhagen

Page 5,

PROSPECT DAY
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pearance of the stars in the sky
and the motion of the celestial
pole. The left-hand dial shows

the course of 300

THE CLOCK took its special place in the Town Hall in
in

1945.

Jens

Jens Olsen was 50 years old
when he completed the intricate calculations for this

died the following November.
It has been one of the many
highlights on the famous

clock. He brought his finalized
plans to Professor Elis Stromgren, the Danish astronomer,
who approved them.

mortalizing the patient Danish
clockmaker forever.

town's tours ever since, im-

A
Wheels in a wheel may well describe the huge glass encased Jens Olsen's World Clock ticking
away in the Town Hall in Copenhagen, (Photo by D. Haugh)

it.90 00 00 4..11.9

Cook Of The Day

Baker -Artist Has Kitchen Studio

Class

Reunion
s,

By Fern Schneider

the problem usually is getting
an idea for the cake, but once

The Cook of the Day today
should be called Artist -Baker
of the Day. You'd agree if you
could sec Jean I lysell's works
of art.
"Ibis mother of five has unbelievable talent for creating
birthday cakes made to order

she decides, she gets started on
it.

for family and friends. She saw
a picture in Good Housekeeping magazine 15 years ago

money at the time of her birth-

come up with through

Jerry Olsen will

"ONCE I started, I couldn't

grand piano complete with
keys, made a Cinderella pump-

stop," she said. Since then she

kin coach with wagon wheel

has made 89 special cakes-each one an'original master-

cookies and toy horses.

piece. She always co-ordinated

artist, she made an artist's pal-

the cake with the person's interest, and no two have even

ette, and for her dad, a ham-

slides of her cakes reminds you

of walking through a gallery.
You may not have asmuch
,

talent

as

Jean,

but

if you

"Most people enjoy seeing
the cakes so much they don't

Grace.

Speeches,

ing to taped music of songs
popular in 1959 will fill the
rest of the evening.

The committee has been
able to contact about 500 out
of a possible 600 alumni. Anyone who was not reached my
make reservations by calling
Mrs. Robert Johnson (nee Karen Flack) at 392-4733.

For a magician friend, she
baked a round cake which she
carved into a bathtub, placed a
barbie doll in it and after icing
it, used whipped cream for

at

bubble bath. She has also made
a
fireplace complete with

a

s'd

dy and tragedy for a theater
friend, and for a teenager, a

HER SON is very fond of
Jean Hysell surprised her newly married daughter, Terrie Brach with a cake depicting her love tor
the theater. The cake simulated a make up mirror in light blue, edged with marshmallows for lights,
newspaper reviews, and included a box of grease paint (colored icing) Ind powder, The Bruch's
summer plans include renting the Grand Opera House in Osh Kosh, Wisconsin for summer stock.

Jean's ideas, but they add up to

time to create," but says "they
arc always worth it." She said

Happy Birthday
recipient.

for

the

with canned pineapple juice, now fortified with this essential
vitamin. A four -ounce serving of pineapple juice has 30 milligrams of Vitamin C, which is the minimum daily requirement
for children and adults.

thing at Lutheran General
Hospktal, where paintings are
hung in the patients' rooms for
a period of three months. They
add to the pleasant decor of the
hospital and are also available
forpurchase by patients or visitors.

PINEAPPLE SAMOAN NOG
can crushed pineapple
2 small bananas
teaspoon salt
I (1 -pint 2 -ounce) can pineapple juice
1

(81/2 -ounce)

Start with chilled ingredients. Turn undrained crushed pine-

Currently exhibiting from

apple, peeled bananas, salt and half of pineapple juice into blend-

er. Whirl at high speed until blended. Add remaining pineapple
juice and whirl a second longer. Pour into serving glasses. Makes
5 or 6 servings.

Vlasek and Eileen Lucas.

many, many hours of creative

work for her and always a

Hospital

Mount Prospect are Chrystl
Hansen, Betty Olsen, Hedvik

These are just a few of

want to cut them, and some
have even kept them till they
are too old to eat," Jean said,
She admits "they take a long

Blend up a beautiful all -fruit pineapple drink and get your
Vitamin ,C the easy way. Smooth and refreshing, this one is made

An art exhibit is a constant

pancakes, so he received a
stack of pancakes with syrup
and an Aunt Jemima face. For
a birdwatcher, she made a bird
feeder in a round can with colored seed around the rim, and
used small birds with it.

Pineapple Juice
Vitamin Enriched

Exhibit

another child's birthday, she

telephone with a note pad.

uses three -pound coffee cans.

as

dancing to a band, and listen-

made a cat in a tuxedo, and for

-or

mals, toys, etc. She bakes the
cakes in standard loaf pans or

serve

Dave Schreiber

mer and saw.

bricks, drama masks of come-

spiration that would apply to
your family's interest. Everything is made of cake except
any small props such as ani-

will offer
.5

For her mother, who is an

should decide to try to make a
fancy, cake, she wouldn't mind
if yob copied one of her ideas-

it might give you an in-

toastmaster;

ONE OF her children liked

coins. For another, she cut a

dry

tails at 7 p.m. will be followed
by dinner at 8.

the

five -year -old daughter, Terrie.

apart, and usually uses three
cakes for each finished picture. Her collection of colored

on Saturday, July 26. Cock-

years.

she decided to bake for her

been the same. She uses pound
cake because it doesn't fall

tenth anniversary with a reunion at the Itasca Country Club

Maybe you'd like to, hear of
some of the ideas that she has

day, so she baked a cake in the
shape of a treasure chest,
scooped out the center, lined it
with foil and filled it with

of a doll birthday cake, which

The Arlington high School
Class of '59 will celebrate its

74'

Scuffles For Servicemen

Crispy Crusts,
Fruit Fillings
Looking for a simple, refreshing seasonal dessert?

crust
Heat nectar to boiling; add

Here are two to choose from,

to gelatin, stir ling until gelatin
is completely dissolved. Chill

and the crust is so simple you'll
wonder why you never
thought of it before. Instead of
combining graham cracker

crumbs, sugar and cinnamon,
pick up a box of Keebler's Cin-

namon Crisp crackers, and
you've got it made!

CINNAMON CRISP

CRUST
I packet Keebler Cinnamon
Crisp
6 tablespoons butter or margarine, melted
Roll Cinnamon Crisp into
fine crumbs; combine with
butter or margarine, mixing
well. Press firmly into a 9 -inch

plate. (An easy way to

pie

make a good crust is to press it
into shape with an 8 -inch pan.)
Chill. If a toasty flavor is desired, bake at 375 degrees for
six to eight minutes. Cool.

APRICOT PARFAIT PIE
I 12 -ounce can apricot nectar
1

3 -ounce package lemop

flavored gelatin
I

1 -pound can

apricots,

drained and diced
2 egg whites
1/4 cup sugar
1 cup heavy cream, whipped
I 9 -inch Cinnamon Crisp

until slightly thickened, then
beat until light and foamy.
Beat egg whites until soft peaks

Furniture

form. Gradually add sugar,
beating until stiff peaks form.
Fold into gelatin mixture
with whipped cream and

apricots. Chill until mixture

mounds

slightly,

VALUES

ro,

approximately 15 to 20 minutes. Spoon into crust. Chill
until firm. Garnish with
additional crushed Cinnamon
Crisp or whipped cream and

INSIDE

SINGER

as well as OUT!

apricots.

Sidewalk Days
July 24 - 25 - 26

CREAMY

APPLESAUCE
PIE
1 31/4 -ounce package vanilla pudding and pie filling
1 cup applesauce
V2 teaspoon gelatin
1 9 -inch Cinnamon Crisp
crust
Prepare pie filling. Cool.
Stir applesauce and gelatin
over low heat until gelatin dissolves.
Spread applesauce mixture

Our bargains are such big ones that we
can't move them all out to the sidewalk
. . - be sure to stop in and browse.
You'll find worthwhile savings on the

-

sidewalk and throughout our store during this great savings event!

.'zs;

'41118"--7.,14

several hours until firm.
If desired, top each serving
with a dollop of whipped
cream flavored with cinnaman

Mrs. Frank Bonthron of Mount Prospect' and Mrs. Charles Myhre of Des Plaines,,were two of
the American Lutheran Church Women of St. Mark Lutheran Church, Mount Prospect, who
combined faith and hard work to produce dozens of pairs of scuffles for the servicemen in Great
Lakes Hospital. The sewing committee, headed by Mrs. Herbert Neubaum and Mrs. Albert Jackson, both of Mount Prospect, completed almost 200 pairs of slippers, which were delivered by Miss
Sharon Price of Arlington Heights, a member of St. Mark who gives volunteer service at Great

sugar.

Lakes.

evently over crust. Pour pie
filling over applesauce. Chill

liwar all Marfa Sink Curds

irir

,17.4

Carpet and Furniture Specialists

211-13 S. Arlington Heights Rd. ArlIngtonHeights CI. 9.1150
Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 9 to 9, Tues. & Sat. 9 to 5, Sat. to.noon

Melia Mollies Heights Clmatr of Comm..,

4ti
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Cold, Cool World

Elegant Birds,
Delectable Sauces
By Charlotte Erickson

chutney, pecans, poultry sea-

As beef 'ilrices soar, our

thoughts turn to nonjbeef
menus. Both retailers and

wholesalers are recommending that consumers boycott
beef purchases for a time in order to bring about a decrease in
prices.
We

soning and salt. Mix well.

Stir in cereal crumbs. Add
chicken broth or bouillon and
toss. Spoon mixture into bird
cavity and put the remaining
dressing into a buttered, covered baking dish. Bake in oven
with Rock Cornish Hens dur-

arc currently ex- ing the last 30 minutes of roastperiencing the greatest spiral- ing time.
ing of prices in beef in the last ' Dressing may be spooned on

20 years, caused by an ex - a large platter and the Rock
c ess i v e demand and in- Cornish Hens set on top. Garsufficient supply of beef. Ac- nish with parsley sprigs. Serve
cording to the American Meat with Currant Sauce.
Institute's economists, the per
CURRANT SAUCE
capita consumption of meat
has increased at a faster pace Single Recipe:
than the farmers are produc- Yield: 11/4 cups
ing it, causing an increase in
1 10 -ounce jar currant jelly
1 tablespoon vinegar
prices.
2 tablespoons light corn syrROCK CORNISH HENS
Here's a delectable item
when prepared properly either

on the grill or in the oven. It
can be served as either a com-

pany or family meal. Serve

up

Vs teaspoon cinnamon
pinch nutmeg
Combine ingredients in a
small saucepan over loW heat.

with or without dressing. Plan Simmer until jelly melts and
flavors blend (about five ibinone bird per serving.
Thaw hens. Remove neck, utes). This sauce may be served
gizzard and liver from cavity.
Clean and salt and pepper the
inside. Fill with dressing if you
wish, truss and place on a rack
in a shallow baking pan. Roast
in a 400 -degree oven for about
one hour or until tender. Baste
several times with melted but-

separately di- poured over the
hens when serving.

If you haven't tried one of

delicious birds found
fresh or frozen in all the super-

markets, you have been missing a taste treat. Found as an
entree in most good restaurants,

this elegant dish is simple to
prepare at home.
Note To The Outdoor Chef:

Don't. be afraid to try one of
these delicious 'birds on your
outdoor barbecue rotisserie
for adventuresome cooking.

thers have been removed. Stuff
or not as you wish.
Put in a shallow baking dish
and bake in a 325 -degree preheated oven for 2 to 21/2 hours

920 N. ELMHURST RD.

SAFETY INSPECTION

taste)

Remove the duckling from
pan, skim off most of the fat,
drippings, add I cup of water,

stirring constantly over me-

dium heat.
Now add the grated orange
rind, orange juice and concentr ate, stirring constantly.
When mixture comes to a boil,
and bitters and sugar. Simmer
for 5 minutes. Strain and'SeNe
with duckling.

rirestonit
SERVICE VALUES
Let our expert mechanics get

again, it's time to lighten
and brighten your closets
as well as your hotisehold

ions

expert job of dry clean-

'/3 cup butter

ing everything from your

1/4 cup currants or light raisins

draperies to your bedspreads.

V. cup chutney
Vz cup chopped pecans
Vz teaspoon poultry season-

We'll box -store the heavier

ing
V2 teaspoon salt

things you won't need 4ill

4 cups corn flakes, slightly

next fall. For good work

crushed

cup chicken broth or

at thrifty prices, rely on us.

chicken bouillon
Double Recipe:
Yield: About 10 servings
2 cups chopped fresh mush ",,rooms
"--2 cups chopped celery

2

'BALANCE ALL
4 WHEELS
Precision balancing to
prolong tire life

ADJUST BRAKES
AND REPACK.
OUTER FRONT
WHEEL BEARINGS
Adding fluid if necessary.
Disc brakes excluded. -

PROSPECT HEIGHTS CL' 54174
7 N. Elmhurst Rd.

frozen onions",

4 for

(Rt. 83 & McDonald Rd).

TORES.

26 cup butter

TO

1 cup currants or`light rai-

SERVE

sins

1/4 cup chutney
1 cup chopped pecans

MT. PROSPECT.

YOU!

teaspoon poultry season-

ing

Prompt
Pickup

Delivery

a

CL 5-4600

celery

and onions in butter until the
onions are soft. Add raisins,

Chicago

Extra charge for cars
with torsion bars or
air conditioning.

arlington dark towers

PONY
UNGE

the Chicago

of August will be as follows:

Exhibit Corridor: Pages of
1546-1840;

documents and. letters from
the collection of Edward C.
Hopps. Also Legion of Honor
photographs from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
France.
Art Department: Paintings
by Marcella Lewin; pottery by
Eselean Henderson.
Music Department: Ravinia

Get better handling cohtrol and a smoother,
improved ride. Expert installation.

CHARGE IT- EASY TERMS

ON THE 2nd TIRE WHEN YOU BUY THE 1st
AT OUR LOW EVERYDAY EXCHANGE PRICE!
Plus Fed. Excise Taxes)

tistont

JESSE LOPEZ

Come- and Meet
'

nightclub and television star

SAFETY'CHAMPION

'69.

Applied Science and Technology Department: "Careers
in Science and Technology."
Natural Sciences Department: Specimens and models
of human anatomy and physiology, lent by the Anatomical
Museum, University of Illinois Medical Center.
History and Travel Department: First Day Covers: Flags,
lent by Mrs. Marjorie ,R.
Black.

Also

ALL SIZES ON SALE
And

BONNIE DATE

1st Tire

6 00.43
GO 15
'

Show time from 5 p.m.
No cover charge.
Reservations suggested.

Call 394-2000.

F r eedom" broadsides de-

65U 13
7 00 13
7 30 14
35 IS

7 '5 '4
r1 15

7; 14
8 15 :5
'855 14

8 45.15
8 85 15
9 00.15

signed 1:,-)7 Herman Zapf, cour-

tesy of Scott Paper Co.
Children's
Department:

Classes, lent by Mrs. Charlotte
Hackin, art director. Also
mounted photographs of Lincoln Park Zoo.

Tubeless Blackwell'
SIZE

her provocative piano

"Principles ,,fof'

Sculpture and general crafts
by the Lincoln Park Zoo Art

Installation

announces the

Public Library for the month
History,

CHARGE IT- EASY TERMS

Plus

mL_

OWL_

Parts extra, if needed

Library
Exhibits
Exhibits in

Cars

20 Years ... the Choice of Northwest Suburban" Families

cup chicken broth or

chicken bouillon
Saute mushrooms,

8

Most
American

662 E. Northwest Hwy.

1 teaspoon salt
8 cups corn flakes, slightly
crushed

French

foe -in and toe -out

FREE ESTIMATES,

blespoons "chopped fresh or

Vx

Correct caster, camber,

OUR TRUCKS ARE IN YOUR AREA DAILY.

2`tablespoons instant minced onieT or Vs cup plus 2 ta-

1

ALIGN FRONT END

SHOCK
ABSORBS

linens. Let us do an

chopped fresh or frozen on-

Vs

your car ready for vacation

FAMOUS BRAND

-Now that sunny days are here

rooms
1 cup chopped celery
1 tablespoon instant minced
onions or 3 tablespoons

at Mt. Prospect Firestone ONLY!

1 teaspoon sugar (adjust to

ter.

FOR ROCK
CORNISH HENS
Single Recipe:
Yield: About 5 serving
1 cup chopped fresh mush-

CENTER

COME IN FOR FREE

Lighten, Brighten
Everything, Now!

DRESSING

ACROSS FROM
RANDHURST
SHOPPING

DON'T SPEND VACATION
BEHIND A TOW TRUCK!

2 tablespoons drippings
(from duckling)
1 tablespoon flour
1 cup water
'
grated rind of one orange
juice of one orange
1 tablespoon frozen orange
concentrate, thawed
2 drops bitters (to taste)

leaving 7 tablespoons. Blend I

making sure that all pinfea-

Mount Prospect

ORANGE SAUCE

IF DUCKLING is frozen; tablespoon of flour into the

thaw in refrigerator overnight
in original wrapping. Remove
neck, heart and gizzards from
the inside; clean thoroughly,

253-6880

OPEN DAILY 8-9.
SAT. 8-5.
SUN. 11-5

for a four -to five -pound duckling, at which time it should be
tender and nicely browned.

LONG ISLAND DUCKLING
.WITH ORANGE SAUCE
these

-

2nd Tire

$20.00 112.00
20.75 -12.45
21.00
21.50

23.25
23.75

2/:25
30.00

12.60
12.90
13.95
14.25
16.35
18.00

Fed

Tubeless W hitewells

Fame Tax

1st Or,

Tire' (Per TiteI

$23.00 3 800nd
24.00 14 40
24.25 14 55
24.25 14 55
26.50 15 90
27.00 16 20
30.50 18 30
33.00 le so
36.50 21 90

All prices PLUS rases and 2 Gres off your car

GUARANTEED IN WRITING

;arlington \irk towers
Chicago's new suburban hotel

Buy Now & Save!
CHARGE ITI Convenient Terms.

II 59
I 76
79

194
2 07
2 08'
2 20,

221

2 30
38
2 57
2 57
2 79
2 83

Main Street

.THE PROSPECT DAY
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Motor Co-ordination

Talk with a Teacher

Mayor in Washington

Lil Floros

By Esther Culton

dren's self-expression arc end-

(Third in a series)

develop a child's sense of spacial relations, area and shape.
Training in patience- and con-

Our Mayor Robert Teichert
attends a conference of Illinois

mayors in Washington, D.C.
tomorrow. 1-10 received an invitation from Senator Charles

Percy to join with 200 other
mayors and city managers to
participate in a joint commu-

A MOUNT.

year in high school is attending
a five -week seminar on con t em por a r y education at
the James W. McCormicks, 21

of 702 Prospect Manor up and

THE PURPOSE of the conference is to bring together key

nar started June 29 and runs
through Aug. 2.

municipal, state and federal
officials to discuss the Nixon
administration's approach to

coln Junior High June gradu-

ported here (from a reliable
source, yet) that the mayor's
birthday was June 25. It
wasn't. It's really June 22. Sorry about that!

The "Ups 'N Downs" of
Community Presbyterian

Church go to Ravinia tomorrow. They're meeting at the
park for a picnic supper and
then will hear the music of jazz
painist Ramsey Lewis and his

S. Owen, is joining with stu-

around. He had been hospitalized with a sudden case of

dents from all over the United
States to get an insight into the
teaching profession.
Ellen is living on campus
during the sessions. The semi-

pneumonia.
Remember Greg Waishwell's bike that was accidental-

ly loaded on the Gerry Manlove moving van and shipped
to Minnesota? In case you've

Be sure the Central and Lin-

been wondering, it has been returned. It was shipped back

ates get their yearbooks tomor-

row. They should go to their

about a week after it left, without its chain!

school, with receipt in hand, to
claim the books between 9 a.m.
and 12 noon.
faculty advisor
Lincoln

ALSO, REMEMBER

Fla., to compete in the Optimist
International Oratorical
Contest? He was the Northern

dedication

surprise

program. "It's a secret as to
whom the book will be dedicated," Johnson said, "but it's

Illinois District Optimist Club
winner.

not a teacher."

Two new services have just

been added to the businessmen's table at the Mount Pros -

pect Public Library. Added on

a trial basis is a book, "Successful Estate Planning (Ideas

.

and Methods)." It gives information from estate planning
experts
building
wealth.

of

on techniques
conserving
and

more articles could be added,

is divided into sections that
deal with money -saving trans-

planning the estate,
managing it and passing it on
actions,

at death.

THE OTHER addition is a

pamphlets and many lengthy
resources to be used in the
room.
Research
"Management
Summaries" gives information obtained from studies
made under SBA management
research grants. "Manage-

Airlines.

Mary has traveled in the
United States, Europe, the Far.
East and the South Pacific.

The above exercises

control of the eye, hand and
arm muscles. Motor control
skills help to establish read-

lines in cheap booklets.

I like the idea of a small easel in the children's playroom.
Mother could draw on a large
sheet of paper, a large circle,
square or a triangle, using dots

activities

iness for more advanced types

of school lesson learning, involving muscular coordination.

FROM OUR

MEAT SPECIALS

GROCERY DEPT.
Karovan Mandarin

Swifts Premium PROTEN

11

Raggedy Ann

thru

-FRUIT COCKTAILS
Raggedy Ann
Ann

EAT HAT
all -u -can eat

French Fries, Cole Slaw & Tartar Sauce, too.

all -u -can eat

EVERY DAY-PASCAL BURGER 490
a children's hamburger served
on a toasted bun with french fries

ing in order to fulfill their requirements for the popular

D

summer reading program.
The library is open 9 a.M. to.
9 p.m. weekdays and 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Saturdays.

8Oz cans

".

DON'T MISS THE

BARTLETT PEARS .21/2.11:7s. 49c
Raggedy Ann

A

PROTEN

Red Label

7c3ob

BRICK BUTTER

Lb.

Grade "A" all white

59c...

EGGS
$

Delight

1 .1 91.b.

oluirir

PATTIES

.

79c
89c

COUNTRY RIBS

...

Anne Gunter
At Institute
Anne W. Gunter, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Gunter,
1400 Blackhawk Dr., Mount
Prospect, is one of 120 high
school students attending the

Home Made

FRANKS

29 CR:

HALF

WHIPPING. CREAM
Country Delight

Lb.

MILK . .

est View High School this fall.
In it's 17th year, the National High School Institute of the
Evanston Technological In-

stitute gives high school students from all over the United

gineering or science topics
which they later may decide to
study in college.
The 'students are under a
National Science
$35,469

Foundation grant to the university, according to F. george
Soujberger, director of the
yearly summer institute.

Printing Degree
Walter Erickson of 1'215 W.
Sunset, Mount Prospect, received a bachelor of science
degree in Printing from Rochester Institute on .Technology

the new

commencement

39c

1/2 Pt

89c

dep ctn gal
Lb

0

a

Saturday at 2:00
in the air conditioned lobby of
1st Arlington National Bank
PESCHE'S

ALWAYS FRESH

Enjoy this ... and much
more during

ARLINGTON

OWDSCIDQS420

HEIGHTS

'SPECIALS

-7771"Pla

California

S

VO11115 A I

PO&

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

JULY 24-25-26

r fSr,

3 Days of Family Fun, Bargains
Top Entertainment and
Surprises

"1

States a chance to sample col-

lege life. The students are living for five weeks (from June
29 to Aug. 2) on the Evanston
campus, attending lectures
and doing lab research on en-

.

ow

as ion

National High School Institute this summer at the
Institute of
Technological
Northwestern University. ' in
Evanston.
Anne will he a senior at For-

29c

1 Lb. carton

COTTAGE CHEESE

$1.09

A

rr

RIB ROAST
RIB STEAKS

' 29c

25 Oz...lom

APPLESAUCE

t

STANDING

TENDERLOIN'
-

2.1/2.tin.ca.ns. 39

Raggedy Ann

Fresh Pork

9

ai DI

51$1

(pieces & stems)

Lists of

government and nongovernment publications, as well as

Oz. cans

ORANGES

Meat Prices

are

planned to give practice in the

or color within printed out-

MUSHROOMS

heating the heat by busily read-

bound collection of "Technical Aids" and "Small Marketers Aids."
Bibliol
Business
"Small
graphics" is a particularly
helpful reference for the man

at

star. If your child has trouble,
give him more help in tracing
with the forefinger.

ask children to copy patterns

Red Balloon

EVERY FRIDAY -FRIED PERCH $119

Maritime
Directory" and "Chicago Buyer's Guide!'
Featured in the children's
room this week are books on

broken wavy line or a large
,

PESCHE'S

at 2

p.m, July 26, at the inn.

"Seaway

problems facing small. manuThere are also

schools first
On June 6.

adviser for Trans World

French Fries, Roll & Butter, too!

tory," "International Yellow

facturers.

in .New York

constructive

these

lines. You could also make a

way of recording his thoughts.
For this reason, we should not

arc invaluable for developing
motor control.
The possibilities of block
building as a vehicle of chil-

circles and vertical

on the

nation. Drawing is a child's,

Children are fond of making and building things often
in connection with their dramatic play. Their creations
made of boards, boxes, cloth
and paper seem endless and

Gordon, a professional travel

EVERY DAY-FRIED CHICKEN $ 39

tion on these topics.
OTHER RECENTLY added
references are the "Criss
Cross N. Suburban Direc-

best selling price, and other

in small business.

coloring have many readiness
values. Drawing and painting
furnish a motor outlet and
build good eye -hand coordi-

his

left to right on the horizontal
lines and from top to bottom

structions.

tion is built through free ex-

its second guest Mary -

served day & night 'til closing.
LunCh! Dinner ! Family Party!
Any time you're really hungry!

"store location" or "statistics
and maps for national market
analysis," the reader can find
all of the sources of informa-

ment Aids for Small Manufacturers" includes articles on
getting your prodct on a qualified products list, choosing the

hollow ones for larger con-

running games,

pression in drawing and painting, modeling, cutting, and
pasting, paper folding and
working with picture puzzles.

series of poolside chats by interesting people, will have as

poetry. The children are still

whole table of materials for the
small businessman, published
by the Small Business Administration, a federal agency.
These include circulating

various sizes may be had from
one inch cubes to large sized

DRAWING, painting and

flying Carpet Motor Inn's

Have your child use

forefinger to, trace the figure,
then use crayon or large pencil
to fill in spaces. A very square
train with large round wheels
could be made, but alwaYi go

result. A supply of blocks of

rhythms. Eye -hand co-ordina-

Cracker Barrel,* weekly

ure.

child struggles to get a desired

Sat. July 26

under practically any topic related to small business. Under
"bookstores," "pet shops",

Pages,"

Travel Adviser
To be Guest
At Chat Series

The chat will begin

games,

Make a cross to show a starting
point on the left side of the fig-

centration also comes as a

dramatic play and imitative

come to an old-fashioned

EX TR A. YEARBOOKS
have been ordered and will be

magazine articles, arc given

By Laurie Rossi

Bob

Bittler who went to Miami,

Dave Johnson is planning a
special

ball

MARY GORDON

Nice to see Dick Cranston

Library Has Books
For the Businessman

!'

ing. For your children there
should be plenty of time for

ban Progress.
Keynote speaker at the conference will be Senator Everett
Dirksen. Governor Richard
Ogilvie is also expected to
speak to the group.

And, by the way, it was re-

t

To celebrate its centennial
year, 'Western Electric will
have an exhibit on the mall at
Randhurst this weekend.

urban problems.

:

tor Co-ordination; good co-ordination in running, climbing,
skipping, painting, hammering, cutting, pasting and draw-

Northwestern University. Ellen McCormick, daughter of

nity -federal conference on Ur-

r.

available for students who did
not order them.

Prospect gal

who just finished her junior

or disconnected short lines.

less. Block building helps to

Today I will talk about Motrio. About 70 arc attending,
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and see

$3.49

Smallest - largest - Best Tricks

Advanced Dancing Students
Eastman and Dunton

Thursday at 8:00

3J10.00

Murphy Carpet Parking Lot at
17 South Dunton with Local Artists

Friday at 8:00

Top Talent - On Stage
Eastman and Denton

Paintings - Sculpture.

CARNIVAL RIDES ALL 3 DAYS
Along the Downtown
Midway

SPONSORED BY

RETAIL COMMITTEE of Arlington Heights Chamber of Commerce

California

9 pkg. poney size

4/$

size

..31$1

California

dinillAN WHISKY
Old Mr Boston

fifth

$3.69

Qt

$3.49

ENGLISH

ELDORADO PLUMS .
Southern Grown

PEACHES

3for$10.00

HEAD LETTUCE

Head

19c
19c

Lb.

Old Style Lager
with

99c

6-12 Oz.
Pop top cans

C

Rinso

swanDishwashing

Liquid

29`

SEVEN UP

99

COUPON

-COUPON-

BEER

TALENTED TEEN SHOW

ART FAIR

Thursday and Friday

..

HONEYDEW ),MELONS

. . .
DELORES EILER SHOW

Best, Costume - Best of Show.
Sigwolt at Arlington Heights Rd.

WHISKY

MARKET GIN

KIDS' DOG SHOW

Thursday at 2:00

Fifth

Bullock

#36

CANTALOUPS

plus dep.

8-16 Oz. bottles
ADVERTISING PRICES
EFFECTIVE

JULY 24 thru
SUN JULY 27

Redeemable
nly co

50`

GIANT (22 or) SIZE
WISH THIS COUPON

Limit I coupon per
bottle purchased

PESCHE'S

Empires 7/27 Without Coupon Giant Sire 39c

lemmerolltaltraree

COLOR
BLEACH

GIANT SIZE
49 05.13 LBS. I 05.1

(WITH THIS COUPON)

LIMIT I COUPON PER BOX PURCHASED

Redeemable

only at

PESCHE'S

Expires 7/27 Without Coupon Giant Size 65c

Amusement
Calendar

Thursday, July 24, 1969
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Style Show

MOVIES

DP Guild to Present First Musical
The versatile Des Plaines

Theatre Guild will step into
another field of theatre when
they prest.nt the first musical
in their 24 year history,' n Sept

Tom Ventriss who has di"A Funny Thing Happened
On The Way TO The Forum" rected productions ' for both
will be given in association groups will be the catalyst for.
with Music On Stagep Inc., ,this merry romp through ancient history. Gordon Palmer
from Arlington Heights.

`Opal' Should Have
Happy Pheasant Run

design the sets and lighting for
the production. Others are Bill
Mages and Ron Dixon of Chi-

cago, Ed Sauer from Park
Ridge, Don Chrop and Ed

the theatre

Sacce from Mundelein, Doug
Patterson, Arlington Heights,

Rose Marie is a seasoned
trouper who began charming
movie star If any fault is to be
found in the fast -paced comedy, it would have to be in the

Andelman, Skokie.
Jackie
Joyce Wahlquist, Wheeling,

Marcy Vosburg, Arlington

hair coloring of the

Heights, Judy Dadabe, Des
Plaines, and Ann Shalla of

star Her hair was just too pret-

ty for the slovenly, wretched

Franklin Park.

Marie Dresser type she played

THE MUSICAL

A

steady and talented performer
seemed a little undecided in

her choice of accents which
is excellent

Rose Marie and the very

able cast turned Patrick's not
too timely comedy into a per-

Everybody loved Rose Marie in "Everybody Loves Opal"
which opened at the Pheasant Run Playhouse in St. Charles last
Tuesday. The play will run through August 10.
and a beliet in the goodness of

comedy

will be presented on four consecutive Friday and Saturday
nights, September 12 through
October 4. Season subscriptions -which include "A Funny

LORINNE VOZOFF,

jumped from slightly southern
to slight New Yorkcse but she

7:15 and 9:45 p.m.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Prospect.

Gordon Palmer (left) of 128 S. Patton, Arlington Heights, is
musical director, and Tom Ventriss (right), director of the musical comedy "A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The
Forum," a fall 'happening' at Guild Playhouse In Des Plaines.
The two huddle over plans for the production, a joint venture by
Des Plaines Theatre Guild and Music On Stage of Arlington
Heights, which has a cast of 19 northwest suburbanites, and a

the doctor who came to examine Opal for an insurance pol-

Plaines 60017 or calling 296-1211.

each other.

by Pat Kmiec, Dale Elaine

Director and designer David Morrison can accept plaudits for "Everybody Loves
Opal." Everybody who saw it

Other plays scheduled are
"Summer and Smoke," "Barefoot In The Park," "Wait
Until Dark" and "Tons

on opening night did. The dinner -theatre combination information can be had by call-

ets,

Benziger, Katherine Lindsay
Jo Christenson, Alan Fine -

refuge from the police who

berg, Bona Hill and Kathy

raided their bootleg speakeasy
Kassul and Morey are masters of timing and believability

James.

A classic scene was that
played between Rose Marie
and Ralph Foody. Foody was

ing 584-1454 or the Chicago
number 261-7943.

10:30 p.m.

Prospect.

Happiness

on

a

summer

night is music by the Palatine
Village Band. The seventh of
the ten "Concerts for a Summer Night" will be held at the
in

Bandstand

the

Palatine

Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang: 3:45, 6:35 and 9:30 p.m.

Albert 'Isaacs, Waltzing Cat by

Leroy Anderson, 76 Trom- MEADOWS THEATRE, 3265 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling Meadows.
Romps and Juliet: no times available.
bones, Meredith Wilson as
well as Roncal's March 3 de OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.
Febrere and Delibes' March
2001: A Space Odyssey and First Men on the Moon: show

and Procession of Bacchus. It

Community Park, Northwest

will terminate with the Na-

Hwy. and Palatine Rd.

tional Anthem.
The soloist, Isaacs,

The program will send the

president

my Nestico, trombone solo by

begins at dusk.

is vice
long time

and a

THEATRE
COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand. Mount Prospect.
The Marriage 'Go Round: Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.;

with Cullman Wheel Co. He
lives at 430 S. Dryden, Arlington Heights.

Sunday, 7:30 p.m.; Fuesdd'y through Friday, 8:30 p.m.

Guild at P.O. Box 84, Des

ters. The set was very well done

curacy by Miss Vozoff, Art and four apprentices, Connie

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
Good -Bye, Columbus: Daily, 7:10 and 9:30 p.m.; Saturday,
3:45, 6, 8:15, and 10:30 p.m.; Sunday, 1:30, 3:45, 6, 8:15 and

RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount

Summer Concerts

ductions by the Des Plaines Suite No. 2 by Hoist, ReflecTheatre Guild during the tive Moods, by composer Sam-

lives in a dump on the edge of a

icy. The two were made for

Plaines, 60017, or by calling

I

296-1211.

I

Jones." When ordering tickpatrons

should

specify

whether they want the first,
second or third Friday or Saturday of each play's run.

U
11

MON., THURS., FRI.

S

9:30!

NITES

colt°

foe°

St

oo ~Dine
o

IT'S LIKE BUYING
A FUR COAT IN JULY! ..

trators
.

De

YOU SAVE ! !

RERMA.PRESS

AIR FLUFF
HALO -OF -HEAT

DE90

DE406

DE306

TRADES - EASY CREDIT- TERMS TO FIT YOUR NEEDS ...
Largest Selection Reconditioned Washers & Dryers . . .
CURTIS
CONDITIONER

stereo excitement
dial 92.7 his

e

-

and performances will be Friday and Saturday nights, Sept. 12 PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
The Love -Bug and Winnie-the-Pooh: Weekdays, 7 and 9:15
through Oct. 4, at Guild Playhouse, 620 Lee St. in Des Plaines.
Tickets may be ordered by writing DPTG, P.O. Box 84, Des p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 2:30, 4:45,7 and 9:15 p.m.

Thing" and four other pro- John Phillips Sousa, Military
1969-70 season cost $10 and
may be ordered by writing the

Good -Bye Columbus: Wednesday, 3:45, 5:50, 8 and 10:10
p.m.; all other days, 1:30, 3:40, 5:50, 8 and 10:10 p.m.

behind -the -scenes crew of even more. Rehearsals are in progress

lage Band. He is an engineer

Opal is a junk dealer who

Opal is a woman with a heart

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang: Daily and Weekends, 1:30, 4:15,

member of the Palatine Vil-

mankind as great as the junk
that surrounds her living quar-

Kassul and Bill Morey seek

day and Sunday, 1:20, 4, 6:35 and 9:30 p.m.

following music right up to the
Apollo 11 crew. El Capitan by

fect fat e for a summer night

highway into town Three con
artists played with fun and ac-

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1456 Miner, Des Plaines.
2001: A Space Odyssey: Weekdays, 6:40 and 9:30 p.m.; Satur-

Rick Janda, Wordsworth,
Judy Grunke, Des Plaines,

audiences when she was a child

perfect

True Grit: Weekdays, 8 p.m.; Friday and Saturday, 7:30 and
9:30 p.m.

Others in the cast arc Mike

bowski of Arlington Heights
and her husband, John, will

"Everybody Loves Opal " As
long as audience reaction remains the criterion for judgement of a play, this production will have a happy run in

CATLOW THEATRE, 116 N. Main, Barrington.

pudent Roman slave, a character that resurrected the comedy career of Zero Mostel in the
original Broadway production.

Everbody in the audience

Arlington

Good -Bye Columbus: Daily, 5:30, 7:45 and 9:55; Saturday

Weiss of Elk Grove Village in
the role of Pseudolus, the im-

member Bill Levander of Park
Ridge plays a girl -trader. Larry
Mayer of Chicago, Sandy Gra-

Evergreen,

N.

and Sunday, 1:30, 3:15, 5:25,.7:40 and 9:55 p.m.

Palatine is the pianist.
THE FUN musical based
on the plays of Plautus has Ted

Woulds of Schaumburg and
his wife, Beth. Guild Board

115

Heights.

of Arlington Heights is musidirector. Beth VancaI
denboom of Wheeling will assist VentrisS. Pat Cotsakis of

By Catherine O'Donnell
loved Rose Marie who opened
Tuesday night at Pheasant
Run Theatre in John Patrick's

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

GOA
Dry e

LL

r 66
R-407

Full Guaranteed

CURTIS
CONDITIONED

Washer
ON O

Dryer

ONLY
R-427
$129

Fully Guaranteed

CURTIS
CONDITIONED

Elect.

Dryer `Ii

79

CURTIS
CONDITIONED

s

t69

Da
Dryer '?

Gas

t

Dryer ilP
R-402

R-426

Fully Guaranteed

CURTIS
CONDITIONED,

Fully Guaranteed

Fully Guaranteed

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

1615 N. Rand Road (U.S. 12)
Call 392-2800
IN SCHAUMBURG:

24 W. Golf Road
HOURS:

Call 894-1900

Man., Mum. Fri. NITIS111 %SO PJA.
Tues. i Sat.

5:30 - Wods.111 Mon

CLOUD SUNDAYS

I INSTANT CREDIT - EASY TERMS - LOW RATES 1

CURTIS BROS.

ACE
WASHER 81
DRYER CO.

-

Try Again to Finish Game Today

_

ei hts Suffers 2d Straight Tie Game in Tourney

For

the

second

a berth in Satruday's finals.
straight

ARLINGTON AND Park

night, darkness was the only

winner in the Ninth District
tournament

contest

between

nings.

Ridge as the game was called
after 10 innings with the score
knotted, 2-2
The two teams will try it

seem to have the advantage

toll of all the players on both

two -out single by Bruce Frase

smashed a single through the
middle, his second straight

drove in the tying runs from
second and third and turned
the game around. The hit fell

vanced both runner and set the
stage for Frase's heroics.

last two nights.

For much of the affair it appeared as if tbnight's game
would not be necessary. Park

Possehl

retired Bob Fitz-

gerald and Mike Wulbecker to
start the inning, but Cary Salm

Ridge got single runs in the

because the loser of this game

JACK BASTABLE

-

doubles team of Mark Weeg

sions of Leighton League tennis match yesterday, winning
every set in addition to every

Jinn Olsen and Dick Ward of

and Dana Morgan shut out
Mount Prospect, 6-0, 6:0.

match
In 16 -year -old singles com-

pel lion, Jim Merklc trounced
Mike Gross 6-0, 6-0, Rob Zitiimanek downed Mike Ncunes,
6-0, 6-0, Bob Stubing defeated
Matt Sopcheck 6-I 6-0, and

Jeff Seeger took John Schicbel, 6-1, 6-0
T h e Arlington Heights

In

Parkington

6-1,

6- I

Clare

;

Gates 'trounced Dave Hugh son 6-0, 6-0; and John Walls worth took Cliff Bracious
6-0, 6-0.

1969

mann. The move proved to
be effective, as the tall right
hander disposed of the side and

gave up only three scattered
singles the rest of the way.

A TENSE moment came in

Wulbecker singled with one

the

out but was erased at second
when Salm bunted a little too
sharply back to the mound.

sixth, when Park .Ridge

loaded the bases with only one
out on a single and two walks

,

and had the top of the order
coming up. But Bokelmann
bore down and fanned Dan
Calamari for the second out,

AFTER SALM went to second on a wild pitch, Bastable
was intentionally passed to get
to Frase. The Arlington cleanup hitter drove a hard ground-

k.4C

_...

.

Arlington's Jim Kolari readies himself to throw to first after tagging second to force out Dan
Salamari of Park Ridge. (Photo by Bob Privratsky)

then got Doug Sarcia on a deep

fly to left.

36ers Move Toward Ninth Dist. Finals
By Mike lmrem

Denny O'Keefe and Buzz

3-2, in a Ninth District American Legion tournament base-

TS

starter with right fielder Bokel-

and vociferous fans some excitement but failed to capitalize on a final opportunity.

Post 36 defeated River Grove,

July 24, 1969

help of an error, coach Loyd
Meyer decided to replace his

In the top of the 10th, Arlington gave its enthusiastic

hitter as Des Plaines Legion

Thursday,

When Park Ridge scored its
second run in the fifth with the

somebody, and that was that.

Johnson combined for a four -

Page 9

game.

Woodard and Jim Kolari all
hit the ball hard but right at

Mount Prospect.

cy Skarzynski downed Paul

man and a single by Possehl produced the first tally of the

games. Dave Armstrong, Dow

score of 6-0, 6-0 over Jim Tag ney and Marty Fisher of

Alan Schneider. 6-0,'"6-1; Nan-

fourth, a double by Dave Berg-

at the plate in their past two

Skarzynski and Doug Scott
gained another shut out by a

sion, Arlington singles cornpetitor Bob Bloomquist beat

striking out five, but, in the

in the ninth, but the frame was
typical of Arlington's bad luck

T h e Arlington Heights
doubles combination of Mike

divi-

14 -year -old

the

Cordova did not allow a hit
for the first three innings while

Arlington went out in order

Arlington Netters Shut
Out Prospect for Title
Arlington Heights shift out
Mount Prospect in both divi-

the catcher to end the threat.

safety, and a wild pitch ad-

happened for Arlington in the

teams.

With visibility becoming difficult, Bokelmann fouled out to

placed bunt.

safely between left and center,
something which has rarely

now, but the strain is taking its

once more tonight, with the
game moving back to Maine
South High School due to a
coin flip won by Park Ridge.
The outcome will have to be
decided somehow by tonight

was able to beat out a well -

In the eighth, however, a

sole accomplishment Of wearing out a good portion of their
Arlington,
pitching staffs.
with a seven -deep staff, would

Arlington Heights and Park

baseman playing too deep and

shut out ball through seven in-

Ridge have now gone 21 innings in two nights with the

er that evaded the Park Ridge
third baseman, loading the
bases for Jim Bokelmann.

caught the 'Park Ridge third

fourth and fifth and knocked
our starter Randy Cordova,
and the lead looked secure
with Gary Possehl hurling

must play tomorrow night for

By Jim Stuart

ball game at Maine South High
School last night.
T h e victoi y kept Des
Plaines hopes alive in the
tourney.
double -elimination
The 36crs lost their first game
against Wheeling but now have
rebounded for wins over Logan
Stivare and River Grove. Their

against

Des Plaines' pitching staff a
big boost. If the 36ers are to

Grove from the tournament,

win the tourney they will have
to do it the hard way, playing
every day this week. They had

but the game was no soft touch

to find pitching help some-

next contest is a return match
5:30
Wheeling at
tonight at Recreation Park.
THE LOSS eliminated River

for Des Plaines. River Grove

be the answer.
The small,

son competition and had forfeited its first tournament
game, got good pitching from
Craig Hodges and even held a

O'Keefe, who hadn't

to third on a ground out.
Kent Koentopp then got the
big hit for the 36drs, a double
down the left field line to drive

where, and O'Keefe proved to

which was 1-11 in regular -sea-

2-1 lead at one time.

with a one -out double and went

bespectacled

right hander went 67,5 strong
innings, yeilding only four hits
and three walks while striking

pitched in a regular -season
league game or a tourney contest previous to last night, gave

seventh. Johnson came on and

retired the

last seven River

Grove batters.

DES PLAINES, trailing
2-1, got some clutch, two -out
hitting in the fifth to go ahead.

`Intuition' Helps 'Cats Win

Chris Gruber started things

ever, and scored on Bob Ar-

iri Gruber with the tying run.

temenko's single to right. Artemenko stole second, but Hodges retired the next two hitters
to get out of the inning.

Pete Cavallaro followed with a
bunt single, and when the pit-

for Des Plaines by scoring

cher threw the ball past first,
Koentopp came all the way
around to score what proved

and a hit batsman loaded the
bases with one out. Pinch -hit-

to be the winning run.

DES PLAINES took a 1-0

out eight. After giving up his
'third walk with two outs in the

lead in the fourth after Hodges
pitched hitless ball the first
three frames. Cavallaro led off
With a double but was out in a
rundown when Pleickhardt hit
a ground ball.

Pleickhardt made it to sec -

River Grove made it tough
twice in the fourth. Two singles

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor
Some heavy hitting by the
second half of the Wheeling
batting order and three ingenious moves by coach Ron De -

Bolt gave reliefer Glen Jarzenbowski a 5-3 win over Barring ton's Summer League visitors.

DeBolt nearly called for a
pinch hitter in the fifth for a
slumping Dan Hull but when
three outs made the switch unnecessary, DeBolt left the

husky first sacker in Hull responded on the first pitch with
a tremendous slump -breaking
triple over center fielder Domingo Mata's head to lead off
the next inning

HULL, ON THIRD, represented the winning run, even
though it was an inning early

sacrifice by Bill Hocke sent
him to third.

dan's single.

Keith McGowan, who had
been on DeBolt's mind as a
pinch -hitter

for Hull in the

fifth, was again called on with

Sheridan's pinch runner on
second after stealing a base.
McGowan came through with
a double to lett center, -easily

scoring the final run of the
game.

The

Other

of

DeBolt's

stratagems also came in the
fifth during Barrington's time
at hat. With the Wildcats
ahead, 3-2, Bronco leadoff
man Steve Pohlman collected

his second single of the night
in a pinch-hitting role. An error on the 'Cat left fielder
allowed Pohlman to go to second. on the same play, and a

WITH BIG Grant Wyborny at the plate, DeBolt smelled

the suicide squeeze brewing
and ordered Jarzenbowski to
throw the first pitch high and
inside. Jarzenbowski obeyed

with a tight pitch that Wyborny couldn't get the bat on.
Pohlman was committed on
the suicide and came charging
down the line only' to find
catcher Sheridan blocking the
plate like a rock to keep the tying run from appearing.
Meta, however, tied the
score the easy way in the sixth
with a line drive, left field
homer.

"

rnred first

in the game wnen a walk, a
double by Clisby Jarrard, a
single by Bob Mackey and an

THOSE TWO runs held up
until the fourth although

Wheeling got one run in the
second. Sheridan's first hit
also was instrumental in that
first run; but it was Robbie

Richter's fleet feet that
brought the tally across.
Although he never batted in
the game, Richter scored three
runs when he ran for Sheridan
each time the catcher had a hit
and stole two bases.
John Dyson had the first
RBI and set up the third. After

.Sheridan's fourth -inning
Richter scored and

Dave Giles wound Up on second after an overthrow on his

bunt. Dyson sacrificed Giles'
runner Bert Newman to third
and he scored on a ground ball
by Bencriscutto.

plate eluded the catcher, the

Schneider, 1 I

30I
3000
0000

second run also scored.

Steltner, ph -If
Totals

29 2 4 i

DES PLAINES (3)
ab r h hi
4 I 1.1
Koentopp, cf
4020
Cavallaro, 3b
4I00
Pleickhardt, If

E --Gruber, Hodges, Perry;
26--Koentopp, Cavallaro, Ar-

Player

67

Willert.

Mount Prospect State

SCORES FOR the week in-

Shop over Ye Olde Town Inn
71/2-21/2, John Mufich Buick

over Mount Prospect Electrical Construction 7-3..

TEAM STANDINGS
Team

Points

Prospect Tuesday Night

Twilight Golf League this
week with a 71/2-21/2 victory
over Striking Lanes

Chris LaCaruba took low
gross honors with an even par
36 He accomplished this with

birdies on the 10th, 13th and

Prospect Savings & Loan, 71/2
-

BIRDIES WERE

regis-

tered by Don Snyder. (eighth
hold), Sig Helstrom (ninth), Ed
Laving
12th), Hal Jauch
(13th , Jack Keyser (17th) and
Ed Pociask (18th).
In other Matches, George L.

21/2 ;

Kirchhoff Insurance

rolled over Illinois Range, 8-2;
Kruse's Tavern edged BusseHardware, 51/2Biermann
11/2 ; Carter's Music Shop and

ouie's Barber Shop tied, 5-5;

and Kersting Garden Center
whipped Licht's Paint Shop,

Kruse's Tavern

8-2.

69

Busse-Biermann

TEAM STANDINGS
Team

Keefer's Pharmacy

88

George L. Busse and Co. 721/2
72
Kirchoff Insurance

Striking Lanes

7I

3

1

PITCHING SUMMARY

ip h r-er bb so

Player

10

1000

0' Keefe

67/1 4

2-1

3

8

Johnson
Hodges

2V' (1
9 6

0-0 0

3

3-2

3

Winner-O'Keefe;

1 0 0 0.

.

3

.l user-

-Hodges.

33 3 6 2

Hardware
641/2
64
Illinois Range
Mount. Prospect
Savings & Loan
60
Carter's Music Shop
571/2
56
Louie's Barber Shop
501/2
Lichts Paint Shop
Kersting Garden Center 501/2

see Kemmerly!

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

lark 7E.

emmerb

66

Bank

REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9

651/2

Arnold Palmer Cleaning
61
Center
581/2
Ye Old Town Inn
Ed and Gil's Barber Shop 57
48
Annen & Busse Realtors

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING
THE NORTHWEST AREA

PHS Officers
The Prospect High School
Club announced
their officers for the 1969-

In Palatine

1970 school year Tuesday evening.

In Arlington Heights

Boosters

President of the club will Ix
Robert Lundstedt. Vice-president in charge of memberships
will be H.A. Kline. Mrs. Mau-

rice Loeffel and Mrs. Norm
Klein will share the duties of
Vice -President incharge of

Keefer's Extends Twilight Lead Again
Busse & Co. topped Mount

402 I
4000
4000
4000

75

Constr.
Picker Paint

cluded Ed and Gil's Barber

14th holes. Bob Kline had the
evening's low net score of 31.

1000

temenko, Gruber, Hodges; sac-Hodges; sb--A rtemenko.

74
Mount Prospect Jewelers
Winkleman's Shell Service 70

Boarden,

Martin and Stan Peterson.

Pohlman, coming down the baseline, was a dead duck as Wyborny missed the ball and Dean Sheridan put the tag on.

John Mufich Buick

69
67

net score of 33 belonged to
Willert, Howard Burstedt,
Carl Lenz, Dave Brona, Jack

Pharmacy

1

Loni, cf

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

Morton Pontiac
J & B Meat Market
Mount Prospect Elec.

The low gross score went to
Willert, with a 39, and the low

in Mount

-:I

house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today

Burt Dahlstrom,
Paul Bruns, Ed Ayers and Ken

its lead

-I 000

Finley, rf

A Realtor knows what you arc looking for in a

Art Carlson carded an eagle

Keefer's

20

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY
CAN GROW INTO,
NOT OUT OF!

to highlight play last week in
the Mount Prospect Monday
Night Twilight Golf League.
He also had a birdie, as did
Alex McCormack, Tim

stretched

1

3000

LET A REALTOR

Carlson Records Eagle
In Monday Night Play

Wheeling roach Ron DeBolt called the shots well last night

3

Salvisen, ph

May, lb
Teichert, rf
Caltagirone, 26
Grubber, c
O'Keefe, p
Johnson p
Totals

Dan Hull had to leap over Barrington's Clisby Jarrard yesterday when Wheeling got their signals crossed on a pickoff attempt. (Photos by Linda Hamilton)

when he ordered his pitcher to throw a high, inside pitch to Grant
Wyborny to tout up Barrington's suicide squeeze attempt. Steve

I

3000

.

error by the pitcher.

double,

ab r h hi
4000
4000
4
I0

Player
Pugesek, lb
Best, 3b
Perry, ss
Klepaida, c
Hodges, p
Ronda, 2b

ter Bob Salvison singled for one
run, and when the throw to the

Artemenko, ss

in coming, and he was driven
safely across on Dean Sheri-

RIVER GROVE (2)

and during the rundown, how-

banquets. Publicity vice-president will be Red Rush.
Secretary for the coming
year will be Gene Trandel. E.
A. Walter will assume the
duties of treasurer.
Faculty advisers will be Alvin Kulicke, principal of Pros-

pect, Edward Spacapan and
James Kunne, assistant, principals

at

the

school,

and

George Gattas 'athletic director.

728 E. Northwest Hwy.
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
.1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

358-5560
253-2460
956-1500

In Hoffman -Schaumburg 8944800
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

299-0082

erry Beats Elk Grove's Bats or 7-2 Decision
to just three hits last night to
lead Hersey ,to a 7-2 win in
Summer League play. Perry
also had seven strikeouts and

'F H E HUSKIES

grounder to Luke Wolanski at

ELK GROVE took an early
1-0 lead in the top of the first.
hitting department with three Perry gave up a walk to leadhits in four times at bat. One of off hitter, Jeff Sronkoski, and
Fisher's hits was a triple in the Jeff Jarocki sacrificed him to

gave up only three walks.
Steve Fisher led the HUskie

By Bill Copeland

Steve Perry held Elk Grove

came up with a run in their

throw, 'allowing two runs to

half of the inning to regain the
lead, 3-2. After Rick Kornelly

score.

Elk Grove scored another, grounded out to Wolanski at
second. Steve Scholten's big run in the top of the second to shortstop, Perry drew a base
bat drove in the first run Of tic the game, 2-2. After Glen on balls. On the next play KenPeterson struck out and John nepp grounded out to Jarocki
the game with a triple.
Hersey scored two runs in Artemenko grounded out to at first but Terry Smith, pinch their half of the first to take Perry, Bill Browning made it running for Perry, advanced
over the lead 2-0. Ken Ken- all the way to second on a to second. A single by Ludwig' nepp got the rally started by throwing error by Jim Flet- sen to right drove in Smith
from second.
walking, and Bill Ludwigsen cher at third.

third inning,.

Page 10

Thursday,
July 24,

ARTS
Arlington Drops Meet to Ridge
none to the loser. These de-

fiom the Park Ridge squad
proved to be the key factor in
their triumph as all the Park
Ridge swimmers younger than

I1 years ot age took 29 first
places Out ot a possible .32.
1 his tantastic feat proved fatal
for Arlin -gam

free were futile 'as-the Park

all

score even during the diving
events as Park Ridge only led

run in the sixth on one hit.

4 Ludwigsen was safe at first on
an error and advanced to sec,

and on Morales grounder to
third. Fisher drove him horne

tonight. Hersey will travel to
Logan Square and Elk Grove
will host Barrington.

ond -place finish in the 14 and

under boys event and Mary
Lou Kaine easily won the girls
competition In the 1.5 ai.1

0

1

0

1

0

0
0

0
0
0

I

0

1

0

Totals,
2B-Kennepp,

23

0
0
0

Scholten, Ludwigsen, Fisher,
Fletcher, SH-Jarocki,' Peterson, E-Jarocki, Wolanski, (30,

1

1

0

1

3

2

4

I

4

0

3

3

0

3

0
0

1

2

0

0
0
0
0
0

3

2

7

5

6

1

1

0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

3

2
2

0 -0

0

0

0

0
0

3

0

I

I

2

0

1

0

0

0

I

I'itcher
Ristau

tau, WP- Ristau.
Hersey
Elk Grove

0
0

SALE

Interest. Or payments os low

as 313 per month. All work

6-44

'

(FULLY INSTALLED)

. fully guaranteed for I year.

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.965-8500
5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

HOURS: Mon. thru Sat. 8 'till 5:30. Wed. 8-12. Sun. 10-12:30

88

Our Special
Low Prices
Ranging from

For Indoor or
Outdoor Use

Featuring

NASSAU PALM
TROPICIAL PALMSEVERGREENS

LIS

48

Ortho-Gro
Lawn Food
Reg. 8.95 size

Each and every one

green reproduction of the
real thing.

While
They
Last

MANY VARIETIES TO
CHOOSE FROM
7,7.:.wzmuminwammwmazz

N EW

SECOND TIME

Kay Schmoyer scored a 6-4,
6-1 von over Whitney
Grant ot 13cverly Hills, Calif.,

AROUND
THRIFT AND GIFT SHOP

but Claire Schmoyer dropped
an 8-6 6-2 decision to Andrea.
Volkos of Pawtucket, R.I.

CRAB GRASS
CONTROL

(Berielits Lake Bluff Childrens Home)

CRAB GRASS

HALF -PRICE -SALE

on

Control

Reg.

198 net

1.95

kg

SUMMER CLOTHING

NbW IN PROGRESS

In doubles competition,
Kay and C Lure defeated Ellen
McGtnic and Teri Tafel of
Louisville, 6-I 6-I

TUES. THRU FRI. 10-4

SAL 9.3

elI

14.95 Size e

FOLIAGE PLANTS

Complete with Pot

562 N. MILWAUKEE AVE.
WHEELING, ILL

348 f;t5 Size648

tsgi

While

nay Last

HEAVY DUTY GALVANIZED 15'x42"

We Stop Basement Leaks

FAMILY POOL

industrial

AAA WATERPROOFING
Process will Stop Basement leak
without Damaging Your Landscape.

COMPLETE WITH
FILTER AND

Our NEW MIRACLAY SEALER

LADDER

PROCESS will eliminate wafer leakage caused by
foundation cracks and leaks.

Allen's Ouo-Spray

AAA WATERPROOFING, Inc.
We Asttet

Mideast
Credit cards

owl

INSECT

Subgrhs call collect

HIBACHI

KILLER

generates

kiss up to 40' area and

6

features celcon bearing
with high -Impact base

and durable spray arms.

Cool Pure Air Process

wave

length ultraviolet rays
that draw all photo
tropic Insects ... and
it costs less than 3c a
day to operate.

Smart new design sprits.

REMOVED FOREVER

short

88

'WS

Before you start treatments:
Ask Mrs. Chapman what the
Medical Profession has .to

--r*I

I

11 VALUABLE COUPON

say about Permanent Haire:
Removal.

yr.

TREATMENT

-.a

"The Racer's Edge"

U

RANDHURST
GEORGIANN CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse

392-4975

Quiets Noisy Engines, Improves compression. Stops
Oil Burning.

"The only Results
are Happy Ones"

SIMME1.11114111MILMIMIMINASIOIMOMIIIMIlllial

.

Limit 3 cans per customer, per coupon
1

I

ttttttt

11910711 Mgt

TIlltlikl.144111117.11'

We're Proud To
Announce The Addition
P%

4

To Our Staff ...

-5

_

"A Professional Stylist"

eautiful lEabg pair jiTits

Heavy
liner.
Baked -on vinyl paint

88
SIZE

k

V

BIG .. BOUNCY FLEXITE-

PLAY BALLS

AUTOMATIC CHLORINATOR
WITH 35 LBS. bF
CHLORINE TABLETS

Swinger - decorated Mardi -

Reg. 9.95 HTH Chlor
Dispenser. Reg. 18.95

Gres and agate
color.

Pall of Chlorine

88

VALUABLE COUPON !.1.

gokwymmrsrwrra

PAPER PLATES

OLIN'S INSECT

FOG

Reg. 69e

REPELLENT

28Cpkg.

Keeps ipsects away

tn:s coupon
-nly.

Limit

2

:,kirIcruosn7er
DP -7249

DP -7249'

POOL CHLORINE

99

8 -lb. package

of granular

or tablet
chlorine.

I Comp. 5.49

17 oz. AEROSEAL

Foam Cups
OUR REG. SELL 59c

For Healthy Pool Water

Tablets.

LAWN

I/Iwo:able

trouble - free

C

4 OZ. BOTTLE REG. 69c

Limit 2 Pkgs.
Per Coupon

and

system.

`.,tea.1

10" x 10"

IOC et 9" white

For hobcold drinks

rails.

Roberts drain

50 et. 9 oz.

With Coupon 28c

from swim -pool
water.

13c

EACH

DP -7249

99
An insect killer and
for
lawn and patio use.
repellent, ideal

UMBRELLA

TABLE COVER

A
A

439-8070

4,"

54.

Size

Size -

Colorful wipe - clean
vinyl with white fringe.

MAIM

POOL di

PATIO

1713 E Central Road (Convenient Shopping Center)
Corner of Busse & Central, Arlington His,

1 88

144

r,ete NO

to

heavy
and bot-'

tom

duty vinyl

Legs and Handles

Only

CHRISTINA

into

locks
steel top

tagttagattititittittrolitttumm,

tl

"Lock - Frame" construction. Corrugated steel wall

Heatproof, Chrome
Plated Wire Handles
Stained Hardwood

88c
Rag
4C

88o 49C
Rag

)4

4111111.....

DP -7249

STP OIL

"Hydronics" Anthrarilt
let Filter
Redwood Ladder

1/4" Thick Polished Grill,

3
hit'

Each

139

GRILL

Amazing "ActinicLlte"

44c

.10 will
UNWANTED HAIR I

Ar___1121111

HEAVY DUTY
OAST IRON' ,

Electronic

SPRINKLER

CALL 588-6642

FOR FREE Estimates

ConsAinent Credit Terms

$1

For

Graceful and colorfully realistic beauties. Each and every spray is bursting
with blooms of vivid colors.

SkS1631=19EASATCW3===03.======1=7MM.w`7,WITZ:=M=SWBEI3M1rar'-'

Arriata3MMArATISBASI:

3419 hag Park, Chicago
2. /ir Answering Service

6

Your
Choice

99

RHODODENDRON
COLORFUL CROTON
PODOCARpUS
Amazingly Lifelike

LAWN GROOM

I Ititql 1 Ow

LARGE GLADIOLA
and SNAPDRAGONS

GIANT 4 to 41/2 FT.

748

ORTHO

OPEN

an

amazingly lifelike rich

Reg. 4.95

4.48

00

$

PRODUCTS

victory in the 9 and 10 boys 25 -

1-6,

I

ERY

yard backstroke.

Electrologist s Assoc.

PHONE

NORTH AMERICAN

LAWN CARE

end to their run with a solid

1 ake Bluff

210 301 1 752
110 000 0 235

PERMANENT

ORTHCi

Tourney

Member of Illinois

7 3 2-0 73

Winner- Perry, Loser- Ris-

$19000

112-14.

is m

2 1 1-0 2 0

Take 3 months to pay, no

1/2 PRICE SALE

from the Arlington
tankers, outscoring Arlington,

Breaking the string of victories was Arlington's Charlie
Dunn. The 13 -year -old tanker
pulled out a win in .the boys
100 individual medley. Marsha Kaipus and Jim Young followed with triumphs in the 15
the Schmoyer sisters of Ar- and over boys and girls IM's.
It appeared Park Ridge was
lington Heights split a pair of
singles matchc, and won a going on and one-two rampage
doubles battle Monday in the again as they took the next sevUnited States Lawn Tennis en events in the same fashion
Association s national girls' as. before. Mike Schell put an

LEAKS

4 4 6-1 25

Chin
Perry

PLANTS UP TO 9 FEET TALL

places

16 and under tournament at

1

ip h r-er so w

A

taking all the first and second

Tennis

3

B -Fisher,

WHOLE HOUSE-NAME BRANDS

a

mendous Park Ridge club
swept the next 14 events. During these events, Ridge swimmers showed their strength by

Jett Ihieman came through
drain
From the diving on it was all

2

0
0

Browning, Fletcher, Quade.
PITCHING SUMMARY

ton team was near as the tre-

over mixed diving, Arlington
snatched second position as

n4su

I

0

INSTANT

tinie of 56.1 en route to his win
in the 13 and 14 boys 100 -yard
freestyle, as his teammate Rick
Cook pulled in -a second.
THE FALL OF the Arling-

Don Herrick grabbed a sec-

mie

2

I

Polacek turned in the classy

them by two at the conclusion.

STOP

0

0

SAVE NOW

SALE!

-PHONE 259-2110 1 Block East of Water Tower
Elm St. B, Evergreen Ave., Mt. Prospect

season, and this battle between
the winless should prove to he
a close contest.,

0

0

AIR CONDITIONING

MANY OTHER
ITEMS ON

Buda dllowes

with Prospect Heights at 'the
Prospect Heights 'pool. Neither team has won a meet this

0

3

ELK GROVE (2)
ab r h hi

e

with a single to left to make the
final score 7-2.
Both teams have games

2

2

Sronkoski,3b
Jarocki, I b
Ristau,p
Chesney,ph
Chin,p
Scholten,lf
Wolanski,ss
Pruitt,ph

20% OFF ON GARDEN PLANTS
50% OFF ON MISC. ITEMS

night, Arlington will clash

notes as the 13 and 14 boys

Player

Hersey scored their other

1/3 OFF ON JEWELRY

dual meet scheduled before it
enters the Northern Illinois
Conference
Championship
Aug. 5-6. Next Wednesday

Ridge foes touched her out for foursome -of Jim Davis, Rick
the second poSition. Norb Cook, Charlie Dunn, Norb

ARLINGTON KEPT the

play.

Peterson,cf
Artemenko,c
Browning,rf
Mitsuoka,ph
DiGiovanni,2b
Proehl,ph

h bl

3

0
23

Totals

sen scored froth third on the

Special Sale!

finished ahead of Park
Ridge for well -deserved wins.
Arlington has one more

Karen Ludolph, Ward Schell,
Arlington's Jim Young and Sandy Gabler, Charlie Dunn,
Tom Rowe touched one-two in Marsha Kaipus and Erick
" j
the '15 and over 200 -yard free Lindblad. ,..,
KATHY -DALTON sprintstyle to lighten their team's
spirits. Marsha Kaipus added ed home for the final individto the fun with an easy victory ual triumph of the evening as
in the oldest girl's 100 -yard the YMCA veteran splashed in
with a 1:21 clocking.
race.
Chris Anderson's atterimt3"Three Arlington free relays
in,the 13 and 14 girls 100 -yard found themselves on winning

watermen

younger

The

1(1

Huskies.

an infield fly rule, but Ludwig-

runners on second and third.
Ludwigsen then hit one to
right, and the fielder dropped
the ball, giving pinch runner
Smith a chance to score from

thy Dalton, Tetty Honvarth,
races. Contributing wins were, Marsha Kaipus; and finally
butterfliers Sandy Gabler, the 15 and over boys relay of
Norb Polacek, Kathy Dalton, Gene O'Hara, Toni Rowe,
Tom Rowe and backstrokers Fred Schmidt, and Jim Young

blue ribbons in the next

feats set Arlington back 35
points.

129-197

In the fourth Perry drew his
second walk of the day to lead
off for the Huskies. Kcnnepp
then doubled for Hersey to put

the

bases for

Quade was then called out on

helped

sixth.

Polecek; the 15 and over girls
quartet of Debbie Barrett, Ka-

streak of its own as they earned

relay kisses. Relays arc worth
seven points to the Victor,

team fell to their sixth cori.
secutive loss last night as the
mighty Park Ridge Swim Club
drowned the luckless tankers,

allowing the run to score.

Arlington began a winning

started out the actual swimming races with five straight

Perry's teammates

Kcnnepp, ss
Ludwigsen,cf
Morales, 2b
Fisher,Iff
Quade,c
Koch,lb
Kornelly, rf
Perry, p
Smith,pr

and Fletcher walked to Iaod
the

HERSEY (7)
ab r

Player

Fisher was then safe on an
error by Elk Grove's shortstop

on the'next play and Quade, him out with three 'more runs
threw one over Fletcher's head
in the fourth and one in the

Morales was then- safe on a
fielder's choice and Fisher on
a single. Jim Quade hit a

down hill for Arlington as they

T h e winless Arlington
Hcights Pat k District swim

Browning tried to steal third

sacrificed him to second. Ken

1969

By 'tom Rowe

third.
ON THE NEXT play Morales hit one to deep center into
Glen Peterson's glove but
Kennepp tagged up and
scored.

again

bad

shortstop who made a

I

The Game of the Day

Title Clinched as Yanks Make Short Work of Cards
By Mike Needleman
In Prospect Heights Majors

last night, the Yanks, led by
pitcher

Reynolds, who fielded the ball
and tossed it to Bob Bury, who

was waiting at first base to
make the put out.

Gonzalez,

Manuel

'shut down the Cardinals, 5-1.
Gonzalez fanned 11 Redbirds
and helped in the scoring department with his first inning
home run.

The Cards went three up,
three down in the top of the

ter to retire the side.
Bergman fanned .10 batters
in the contest, but had to play
under a handicap of only eight

711E YANKS' first at -hat

was much different than the
Cards' when they got two
Allen

Pitcher

runs.

quick

Bergman fanned the first two
hatters he faced before he let a
single to Gary Leclain. Gonzalez then stepped into the bat-

men on the field as one man
was sick.

When the Cards came in to

hat in the top of the second,

the night and walloped a home
run over the center field fence.
Bergman fanned the next bat-

hatters. The' third hit a grounder to second baseman Brian

zalez' no-hitter. He then advanced and scored the first
Cardinal run when the Yankee

Gonzalez appeared in all of the
action. He struck out two more
Cardinal hitters, and threw
one out at first.

ter's box for his first time of

inning, as Gonzalez
struck out two of his first three
first

one out. It wasn't until the first
of the fourth that the Redbirds
got their first hit. Bergman
smacked one into center field
with one gone, to break Gon-

Cheryl Takata in the 50 fly and

Maureen Geisler

in

the 50

breast.
Doug

baserunner in the top of the

in the last of the fourth, hut
were unable to score either

walk to Steve Lasanski with

man. Gonzalez drew a walk off
of Bergman to get the inning to

third, as Gonzalez let up a

In the boys category, Mount
prospect's Chris Halvorson

fly. Both boys joined with Lenkeit and John Russo to win the

won the 50 breast and team-

mate Nick

Richardson

grabbed first, place in the 25
.yard fly. Prospect Heights got
blue

ribbon

performances

from Bill Campbell in the 50
back and Marty Geisler in the
50 free. Prospect Heights also

buddy Craig Bruce won the 50
breasr:-Stgfusson, -Schlzik and
Brace then teamed with Dave

won the 100 free and the 50

spot in the 200 free relay.

grabbed a first in the backst-

Larsen to grab the winning

Carol Geisler- of Prospect
Heights stepped up the team
spirit as she snatched first in
the 13 and 14 age group's 100

Manuel Gonzalez hurts another fast ball in his 5-1 victory

200 free relay. Paul Sigfusson

over tite Cards. Gonzalez also
hit a homer in the firSt inning

roke.

to give the Yanks an early lead.
(Photos by Mike Needleman)

SPORTS

diced rate, Senior Citizens

all Cook County Forest Pre- their name and Social Securserve District golf courses re- ity -Medicare card number.
ceived approval front the The division headquarters of
Board of Forest Preserve the Forest Preserve District is
Commissioners Monday, July on Rohlwing Rd. in Arlington
I.

Rates for the senior players

will be reduced to $1.50 for the

2

1

ho bb

r-er
1-0

II

2

Bergman

5

5-4

10

6

3

Loser -

CatcherOave Schatz of the Cardinals successfully puts the tag
on the Yanks' Bob Bury In last night's contest at Lions Park.

BEST BUYS IN -

batters of the inning

'

I

11

.U.S.D.A. CHOICE

'

HIE CARDINALS were

BEEF

unable to do the job in the first

SIDE

JUST SAY CHARGE IT ...
OTHER BEEF AVAILABLE

40 PORK

FROM 43' Lb.

FREE CHOPS

GUARANTEED!
All graded beef guaranteed tender
for 10 days or Meat Replaced. All

STANDARD CUT

YANKS (5)

Buccald, C
Bury, 1 b
Leclain, 3b
Gonzalez, 'P
Viasak, ss
Taylor, 1 f
Jump, cf
Reynolds, 2b
Prospect Heights' Don Cashmore executes a reverse dive in

Grouman, rf
the 15 and over mixed diving competition last night. Cashmere Totals
was the winner of the event. (Photo by George Hulas)

hhi'

r
1

I

1

O

1

3

2

I

0

2

1

1

2

3
3

0
0

1

2

O

I

17

O

0
0
0

O

5

3

O
O

IOS Days Same as Cosh
FREE FINANCING

0

2

I

meat sold Hanging Weight.

With Purchase Ot Beef Half or More

ab

Players

55.

PRICES INCLUDE CUTTING,
WRAPPING, FREEZING

place title

No Payments Till Se t. 1969

NO CLUBS TO JOIN, NO MEMBERSHIP FEES,

NO FREEZERS TO BUT. DON'T HAVE A
FREEZER? USE OURS - -

46 MONTHS FREE STORAGE..

Coll for Appointment er Come In. Hours: Daily 9 to

S;

Saturday 9 Ic S

BENSENVILLE FREEZER MEATS

0
0
0

1 216 West Irving Park Rd., Bpnsenville

0
5

Just west oh

WE LitAll.

Route 83 on Route 19

QUANTITY

Phone: .766-6750

Heights.

I8 -hole courses and to $1 for
the nine -hole courses, and will who pointed out that "retired
apply to all golf courses in the people on a fixed income find
Forest Preserve District juris- it difficult to meet the rising
diction, effective from 5 a.m. cost of living, and that this speto 4 p.m., Mondays through cial rate Will reduce the cost of
recreation to such retired perFridays, excluding holidays.
TO QUALIFY for the re - sons."

9 -pc. West Bend
gourmet cooking set

A

with the purchase of
1300.00 worth of cabinets and/or appliances.
$49,95 value.

OUR MAN OF THE WEEK
As announced last Friday over WEXI 92.3 FM Arlington

Heights, the Mount Prospect Federal Savings and Loan Association Man of the Week is John M. Costello, 301 N. Dale, Mount
Prospect, new chairman of the Mount Prospect Youth Commission.

The Board action was taken
following the request of
George W, Dunne, president,

ICKES

John M. Costello

will be required to register

21, and will go into effect Aug.

0

/

0

1969

Senior Citizens
rate
A special reduced
schedule for Senior Citizens at

0

of the sixth Bob Barat got on
when the, Yanks' second bagger made an error on a ball by

Rezner and Mary Fitzsim-

Thursday,
July 24,

0

3
21

I

the three tanners had scored
by stiking out the last two

came through in the breaststroke and backstroke, as Barb

Page 1'1

0
0

cond by Viasak Bergman
stopped the suige after

girls

found Rezner back along with

0
0

2

0
0

scored on a ball to deep se-

fanned two batters to end the
game, giving the Yanks .i first

ly. The 200 girls relay then

0

6

hit into center by Leclain, who

Prospect Heights' Donna Feezor won her blue ribbon in the

free relay. 'Prospect Heights
sof. first place finishes front

I

0

ip

h

and Bury both scored on a

JEMA ALLEN of Mount
Prospect .grabbed a pair Of

mons finished first respective-

I

3
2

0
0

Schatz.

B,irat Bay Coleman was hit by
a
pitch before Gonzalez

Sandy Hale and Laurel AlIseilte in the triumphant 200

0

Gonzalez r

cald, Bury and Daryl Grouman all drew walks BuLcald

ribbon in the girls' 100 1M.

Mount Prospect's

I

3
3

0

Winner -Gonzalez;

The Yankees' Drew Viasak
got the only hit on his team in
the last of the fifth, but Bile-

fri.!e, and teammate Janice Ta-

butterfly.

00

0

Bergman; H B P -Bury, Coleman; SH-Gonzalex; WP -Bergman (4), Gonzalez (5), Pil-

kata also finished with a blue

free and 50 hack. Teammate
Gail Schlak won the 100 IM,
amt the two combined with

0

3

PITCHING SUMMARY
Players

won the freestyle relay.

firsts in the 11 and 12 girls 100

2

Lasanski, 2b
Schatz, C
Kazmierczak, ss
Bergman, P
Kielack, I b
Barat, 3b
Coleman, rf
Mueller, I f
Totals

bring the inning to an end.

efforts and grab first.

h hi

ab

a start. He then stole second
base, and two outs later went
to third on a wild pitch. Ron
Jump was also walked, but

Peggy Russo, Sue Hale, and
Claudia Gentzler to combine

r

Players

Bergman fanned Reynolds to

FOR THE BOYS, Mount
Prospect swept the entire age
group, -with Jeff Larsen and
Cliff Schlak both getting triple
wins. Schlak took the 100 1M
and the 50 breast, and Larsen

teamed up with Kim

Bury, who was awarded first
base after being hit by a pitch
thrown by Bergman. Bury got
to third to pose another scoring threat, but was unable to
score as the following three

The Yzieks had two runners

THE CARDS got their first

Schlak of Mount
Prospect finished first. in the
Painter, Char Beltran, and Sue ' boys 100 IM and the '56 but Eliot in the victorious 200 free ferny. His teammate Paul Sigrelay. Miss Painter also won fussdn placed in the money the
the 50 breast and the 50 back 100 free, while cohort Ed Fit- zsimmons won the 50 back and
for Prospect Heights.
then

ner in the third inning was

outs.

In Next -to -Last Swim Meet
Pauline -Di Summit of Pros-

one go by.
The Yankees' only baserun-

batters were only good for

Prospect Takes Prospect His.
pect Heights 'paced the 9 and
10 girls division with blue ribbons in the 50 free, 25 fly, and

Cardinals (1)

catcher, Dennis Buccald, let

We salute John M. Costello for his civic enterprise in assuming
the important post of guiding the policies and functioning of
an organization that can play an important role in helping the
young people to help themselves in meaningful and satisfying
activities.

Costello, a member of High School District 214 board, has

demonstrated in his lioson work between parents and
students of Prospect High School that he has a warm interest in

youth. He has studied the youth commissions of other Northwest suburban communities. We wish him well as a good pub-

'1
PRICES GOOD THRU JULY 30TH ONLY!

30" VENTED

CEILING

RANGE HOOD
Banish heat, smoke

PANELS
Suspended to create
a quiet room. Owens

and cooking odors
from your home. Two
speed. 353-30"

'25"

Corning fiberglas®.
2'

WOOD CASEMENT
WINDOW

10' CONTEMPORARY
KITCHEN CABINETS

Adds a finishing touch
to a beautiful kitchen.
Weatherstripped.

quality and beauty.
Furniture finish.

Constructed for solid

2 N30-

4' PANEL
EACH

$1 25
SCULPTURED

REG.$1.44

$4000.
$5.87

9 pc. cooking set.
See details above.

SAVE UP TO

lic servant.

Give your
Family a

CARE Package
of fine laundering
from

WE INVITE YOUR NOMINATIONS
FOR MAN OR WOMAN OF THE WEEK
AS WELL AS YOUR SAVINGS, AND
WE INVITE YOU TO STOP IN TO
ADD TO YOUR PASSBOOK,
AT THE HIGHEST LEGAL RATE OF
EARNINGS, FOR A NEW HOME, VACATION,
RETIREMENT OR EDUCATION OF YOUR
CHILDREN.

Holidays 3/4
Family Finish
Laundry 'Service
All flatwork including handkerchiefs
ironed and bea'atif ally finished. Bath
towels, washable rugs, socks and
knitwear fluff -dried and folded
ready to use. Other apparel
fluff.dried.

7

$2.67

ibs

19c ea. add.' lb.

SHIRTS

FINISHED

24 ea.

when weighed
with laundry
bundle

It's So Smart To Send Your Dry Cleaning
When You Send Your Laundry

- LAUNDRY A

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

FRIGIDAIRE
ELECTRIC RANGE

DO-IT-YOURSELF

Built-in convenience
for your kitchen. Infinite heat controls.

Soft, cushiony under-

CARPET
foot. Rugged HercuIon® fiber. Choice of
color.

$181°°

$369
SO. YD.

DECORATOR

FRIGIDAIRE
DISHWASHER

VINYLS

Built-in has super

Use your creative flair

'surge washing action.
2 wash -3 rinse cycles.

and these panels to
perk up your walls.

158"

SHEET

$767
REG. $7.98

DRY CLEANERS
MT. -PROSPECT

412 W. NW HWY.

392-4554

lowwwibri

CLearbrook 5-6400

Des Plain.,
652 W. ALGONQUIN
-

439-4727

MEE PIC K- UP OR DELIVERY AS EARLY AS 7:00 A.M.

STREAMWOOD

15 EAST PROSPECT AVE.

Free Parking just South of Our Offices

1/1-111CKE

3/4 mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
837=6000

STORE HOURS:

Mon. thru Thurs.
8.5:30

Fri: 8 AM to 9 Mc
Sot. 8 AM to 4 PM
Sun. 9 AM to 1 PM

.1

Thursday, July 24, 1969

Page 12,

BUSINESS

The
3 -"Rs"

Service Directory
Let us help make your DAY .

of

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOWI.

Day

P

f

,

II,

,

..,

35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques
20
Auction Sales
109
Kviation
Auto Parts and Access. . 107
Auto Trailers i Campers -103
112
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wanted. .. 101

Boats and
Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities.
'

Snip and fill out the blank below and

FOR ADVERTISING
OR
296-6640
255-7200

4,10441,to The Day to start your 3 -line,
5 -day want ad to sell, rent, buy, trade

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,

audience for your message, everyday!

.

CentrallAir Conditioning
Spring Rates
Free Estimates
CALL 437,4195 or 255.8532
Georges Heating & A/C service

Alterations

GROOMING

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

Dressmaking -Sewing

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

Formals

CL 9 3517
ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

592.5410

wedding
order. Coordinated
parties. Alterations. Near Rand -

hurt.

255-0348

Electrical Contractor

.

McBRIDE ELECTRIC
RESIDENTIAL 6PECIALIST

call Bob CL 9-0641

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for
Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Feces
Cartooning
and other services
Contact Dick Westgard

255-7200

Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Financing

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

217 S Arlington Hts Rd,
Arlington Heights, Ill

439-4454

Asphalt
Asphalt sealing done with
squeegees & brooms not just.
eolored Good job guaranteed.
Reasonable rates
VOORHEES SEALING 358.4150

CarpentreRemodeling
Room Additions,

Garages, Basement & Kitchens.,
Call Chuck 259 4348

Call "the rest" than coil "THE
for expert carpentry,:
remodeling & additions No jobs.
no small 766-8034
BEST"

Floors
Ecklund Floor Service
AVercige'Rciorn, Sanded, Sealed
& Refinished, $22.95. 529-1211

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
Fl. 8-4343
re -gluing
FURNITURE REFINISHING & RE-

PAIRING, 107 E. Prospect Ave.
392.9858, call after 3

Ckateral Hauling

E & D CARPENTRY
additions,
RemodeHng,

and

garages 529-2478
Corpentry Cement Work'.

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

tt 3-8333

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors

Call for Estimate
Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, III

Recreation rooms, powder
rooms, kitchen remodeling,

NO JOB TOO SMALL
Free estimates

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

Coll 392.4750

359-1906

537.6122

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Carpentry & General Contracting We are not big but we give,
big service Dormers, Additions,
Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete wkly., included For Free

Clean Up Service
Carpet Cleaning

with
cleaning 296-1450
FREE

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Heating,
carpentry.

electrical,

Cement Work
PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es.

Ornate Call anytime

766-1943
APOLL474cONTRACTORS

Driveways,eVatios, Sidewalks,
Floors Licensed, Bonded, Insur-

CA1AI6650.64

KANZLEA BROTHERS

2

0-

4394614

Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No lob too big or too anion.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
2974967

Ceramic Tills

PHONE 439-8614

if no are. 815-385-8999
CONFORTI & SONS

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,
Carpentry, etc.

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup Home owners, contractors, and to on Coll any
time HARROLD'S 299 7830,

Decorator
Kenneth A. Pearson

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

Tile

Landscaping
vailable. 358-3411.
CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Fertilizing
Trim min

Ads

reach

ROLAND E. JOHNSON
PAINTING & DECORATING

AAMCO
TRANSMISSIONS
830 W. NW. Hwy.
Ad, Hts

ed. Free estimate.
392-1542 -

YOU name it -WE do PI Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,
insured. Free estimates. Jim.

253-4769

Woos

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223-0352, if no answer
392-8763
RICH FERTIUZE6 SLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds s top dressing.
Big El Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - 515.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE.

827-7588

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING
Sod Evergreens Shrubs - Trees

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No lob too
big or small. Free estimates.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

Upholstery

DINETTE CHAIRS

-

253-8551

Fully insured.

Window Washing
<LEANING. 50c outside only.

-296-1430 ti

Shull Decorating
358-9038

PAINTER'S SPECIAL
White interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints $1.99 per gallon.

13 -Lost and Food
Grey 8, white female
kitten 3 mos., vic. Belmont & Euclid, Arl. Hts. 255-1136
LOST:

cat w/white
paws and bib, vic. Pioneer Pk.,

. LOST: Grey female

An. Hits. 392-7293.

FOUND: Female silver Schnauzer. Vic. of Stonegate & 83, Prospect Hts. LE 7-1322
'LOST: German shorthaired point.

er, female, 6 mos. old, white &
liver ticking. Vic. Camelot subdivision. Reward. 392-9775

Lost gray French poodle named
Coco, vicinity Thacker & Webster, -call 824.0870 evenings and
Wed; call days 824-6118 ask for
Mrs. Thompson. REWARD.

14

Personals

ROI EstateApt. Building 85

illfasonals
AAA 1 Hearing Air Repiiir Sets
ice on all makes. Free loaners.,
392,475Q

Real Estate -

94
88

I 15 -Instruction

96

SUMMER SPECIAL
Piano or organ.

Beginners.

Course 6 weeks, $10.00
827-6603

BARON'S

Piano lessons
Palatine area.
358-2699

Want a high pay
job in industry?
Learn How To Get It!
Phone 299-0121
and just listen!

17-unessServi:es
Consult budget conscious
terror designer. 255.4374
STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

Exterior painting preferred.
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3-3067 .
22 -Situations Viatted-Women

because your want ad is
not lost in a mountain of

In Early Sixties. Days Preferred.

read
Want
Ads75 days a weekla
People

the Day and

any 5 gallon purchase.

its

WILL BABYSIT

255.7963
0

,

cc" -0466.

(....4,...&

WILL DO IRONING MY HOME
OR GENERAL HOUSEWORK
YOUR HOME, 296-3851

Will baby

sit for vacationing
parents; also ironing done in my

Permanent -Wave

home. 299-2178.

The Odds Are

Permanent waves given In your

home by loc. specialist. Get
acquainted offer, reg. $15 per.i

ORE

392-6817

23-Eniloivent Airendes-Male

WANT ADS

Maint:Prog. RPG, BAt
Exp. Prog. 30, 40, $925
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299:7191
1510 Miner
Des Plaines

TAKE AIM

OR

Results!

296-6640

EXPERT PLASTERING

REMODEUNG
Ceilings, walls & patching.
- No job too small.
8247510,
JOE ORTAIAN

THE DAY

ACCT. CLERK $500 MO.
1 yr. exp. A/P A/R qualifies
Ken Larson & Assoc 299-7191
Des Plaines
1510 Winer
PROGRAMMERS

255-7200

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

sitting. Days or evenings. Ivy Hill
or Knob Hill. 392-7798

When You Use

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD
TO US ...

Tuning -Repairing
Used Plano Wonted

Mature woman desires baby-

With You

OR,
IF YOU
LIKE, YOU

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

Ned Williams

in

You get a high readership
newsprint.

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

Your Day Want Ad works!
Whatever you want to

AND MORE

sell, buy,

rent or trade,

you get fast results from
the Dayl

Radio -TV Repair

10 TECHNICIANS

WITH A

$650 No Fee

DAY

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Krlete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros-

'WANT
..z.

pect.

--1 AD

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED. 35E-5359
SAVE YOUR. EYESI

se

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas'
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

O

MANAGER
TRAINEES!

$500 - $750 +
NO FEE -FREE COLLEGE
La Salle is recruiting office
help for several fink suburban

Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)

and loop corporations. They

19 Yes, of Expert Service
Arl. Hts.
.17 S. Evergreen
CL 5.5692

SALES, ACCTG, GEN. OFFICE,
CREDIT OR MGMT. Plus all the

Repairs & Remodeling
PATIO'S

need men to be trained

could stsk for. Free...Call...
,r.- 298-2770

PEOPLE'

La Salle PersbAhel

a.

No job too' small or too large
4137-6732

Home inprovements & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,;
plastering,
waterproofing,
)
foundations, patios, Call days

@Kitchens -Dormers
Bosements eGarages
Rm. Additions eFences

e4e4rp5e: Des Plaines
Cflicago, 7 W. Madison

YOU CAN'T

N

O.

50% financing available.

HINES LUMBER CO.

in

benefits a young executive

REPAIRS if. REMODELING

MASONRY

CE 6-5688

aseets.

MISS!
Get smart!
Start a Day
Want Ad
working
for you!

Custom Remodeling

VI

Fully Insured &Guaranteed
a 31-4301:1
Mt. Prospect
Choke of Finance Plans

'

Sat, to 3 P.M. Man. I. Thum to e,
'
Ask for Mr. Richard

w

z

re

z

su

8

CUSTOMER

SERVICE
$145 to $165 To Start.
FEE

'

Set up new procedures. Super OFE
force to
vise small N clerical
inquiries regorp
vderydo
l e oilitner

andir any
j Isms the customer might have.

Excellent growth opportunity

for the right 'Individual. Coll
Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, soo E. Northwes

Chimneys RepoirsdAebuitt I
Also Roof Repairing
EDMOND GRAY
827-46371
chimney

"DAY"

Readership!

,PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

Remodeling & Supplies

All types & Fireploces
CL 3-5964

OF THE

DULL DRAB DECOR?

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
and
exterior
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

4fIltr5 om.

296-6709
Masonry

PAGES

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
Situations Wanted -Men. . 21
Situations Wanted 2211
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
73
Apartments
76
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous. . . 81
To Rent Resort Properties. .79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . .77
,
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places; ,
42
Wanted To Buy:.
82
Wanted To Rent. '. . . .,

Des Plaines

Free Estimates
Pick Up & Delivery

83
(To Rent)
5
In Memoriam
15
Instruction
90
investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
'
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schoolr
69
Child Care
Office Furniture-Devices.. 56

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

299.0119

RECOVERED

Cemeteries & Lots
...10
Coins- Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
23
Agencies -Men,-,
Employment Agencies 25
Women
57
Equipment Rentals
93
Forms
1
Florists
2
Funeral Directors
24
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
27
Men or Women.... .
26
Help Wonted Women
Home Furnishings.
47
Furniture.

nities!

259-9440
651 Pearson

CLASSIFIED

Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89
Real Estate -Houses
86
Resort Properties For Sale. , 91

Transmission Service

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

2 College Students beginning
5th sumMer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur-

17
9
8
3

throughout the Northwest
suburbs to over 64,000
households in 17 commu-

437.4093

FREE ESTIMATES

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks

ON THE

Rooms -Board -

LAWN CARE

Tuckpointing,

Want

Walls and Floors
Remodeling.and Repairs

Plastering

KEY nu CO.
235-1096 nights 956-1640.
Tile, Slates Quarry, Marble I
I811IF
Installed & Repaired
likkk & M.asertry

Permanent Wave

Day

Piano Tuning -Service

NO JOB TOO SMALL

ed 823-3342, 2984491
KANKIER &SON
Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bondqci
30 years in business.

North Shore Interiors
"Small Engine Repair"

your home. Permanent waves

plumbing,

7 yards for $21. Half loads

carpet

Reach!

CALL NOW 2,51-7767

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
CLEANING

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

torment $10 comp. MU 5-5400

Home Maintenance

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

CARPET & FURN shampooing,
I/2 price w/this ad Installations,
tinting, mach wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced Des PI Sery 296-6365.

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

394-0630

Hearing Aids

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

FREE 6, th,pints U.T.C. with

FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 392-5208

117.50 per section plus fabric

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

695-9812

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Steel
6 Colors
Aluminum
Privacy

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.

Custom Ho'r7les

Wrought

$24.50 per sofa plus fabric,

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

Business Services

37
38
66

Industrial Property

115.50 per chair plus fabric,

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

Interior and Exterior painting at

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 447-0220

.seeemass._

Dectrating & Remodeling

rates. 671-0009,

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski

& IRON CO.

.

SUP COVERS

NEW WAY PAINTING

X -CELL FENCE

CALL 297-2266

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0E03

or
392-3450
CL 54991
Interior & Exterior Pointing. All
top quality work. Reasonable

Fencihg

SERVICE

do painting, inside and out'

RICK'S DECORATING

Electrical work; air-cond.; outlets; yard lights; garages wired
etc. 253-4792

RT

I

side. Walls, Carpets, Floors,
Gutters. REASONABLEI
GUARANTEED WORKII
971.0675'
CALL JIM

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118

Electrical Work

ATIV E

mate call 392-6604

WALL PAPERING

,__1.1)9 MY OWN,WQRK

Art Service

- 7-75\---;

FOR YOU!

For estknates-5374986 aft. 3 pm.

255-2570

and resort clothes designed to

439-3532
Alteration, and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK

Slip Covers

Interior & Exterior Painting
Rests. & meticulous. Teacher.

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

Individualized styling.

Hemming
Alterations

C

:
Painting -Decorating

Dog Grooming

AdS

or whatever.... The Day has a ready

The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Air Conditioning

11160

.

Adiierlise with Day
Want Ads

'repair

& brick work. All work guarpn.
teed & reasonable. 2S9.9246

Painting -Decorating

11 For Fast Results

READ and USE

DECORATOR

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

`*DAY WANT ADS

Free interior & exterior decorating Ideas A Christian business
man CALL 296-3953

Quality workmanship. Fully incured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

-,41411EGULARLY!

Phone

ARE HAPPY

ABotirTHE

ap

DAYPPUTI3LICATiOMPLETE

INC.

I

or

WANT AD DEPT.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
or
722 Center St.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

255-7200

Ill

296-664

'2411olp Wanted Moo.

PART TIME
OFFICE CLEANING
.Des

Plaines

&

Skokie.

Even -

Inge from 5 p.m. & weekend
`.'shift.

Car necessary. Minimum

i starting rate

$2.10 per hour.

SIgit'Mr. Mathews

,a,...0,10111"0.4.0

s. so

Page 13.

Thursday, July 24, 1969
24 -Help Waited Men

24 -Help Warted Men

244ielp Wanted Men

STUDENTS

TEENAGE BOY to pull weeds. Mt.

MAINTENANCE
sized

ware-

facility

needs

Medium
house

cellent wages.
THE HERST ALLEN CO.

,

DRAFTSMAN

All company benefits including
hospitalization, life insurance,
uniforms, vacations for qualified men.

ROBERT HALL

ASSOCIATED
FABRICATORS

Plant layout conveying systems
and material handling equipment. Must be able to work from
sketches and sales write up. Future customer contact. Light machine design necessary. Salary
based upon experience.

10160 Franklin Ave.
Franklin Park

CLOTHES

1507 Rand Road
Des Plaines, Illinois

Great Lakes
Runway &

AMBMOUT

Engineering Co.

YOUNG MAN

or no

needed.
Good
experience
starting pay, paid vacation,
major medical group insurance, Opportunity for ad.
vancemeni.

the upper third of his class.
He must display qualities in
leadership and organization.
Positions available after school
hours and Saturday mornings.
$1.60 per hour.
-

FOR AN INTERVIEW
PLEASE CONTACT

Bob Deno°, Circulation Mgr.

THOMAS
ENGINEERING INC.

296-6440

HOFFMAN ESTATES

OPERATORS

opportunity available in
our drafting department
for men with at least
year of high school
drafting or experience.
Learn a skill and
progress with our com1

openings for ex

periented men. Day or night
shift available. Good company
benefits. Excellent Opportunity
for advancement. Steady employment. APPLY to personnel
manager daily: 8 am. 4:45
pm. 10601 W. Belmont Ave.,

pany. Call J. Michal Ochwat,

227-2200

block west

of Mannheim Rd. at Belmont

ILLINOIS TOOL

Ave. 3200 north.)

Equal Opportunity
Employer

& INSTRUMENT
2501 N. Keeler Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

JR. COST

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

ACCOUNTANT
Experienced young man for
varied duties in cost dept. of
material
of
manufacturer
handling equipment. Should

OFFICE

be able to read blueprints 8.
bills of material. Salary com-

SCHEDULING &
EXPEDITING CLERK

with experience.
employee benefits

including profit sharing.

Successful

applicants should

have a High School diploma
with a willingness to learn. A

APPLY IN PERSON

knowledge of sheet metal
fabrication is preferred.

BARRETT-

PRODUCTION
CONTROL CLERK

BUYER
We seek a mon with a mini
mum of 2 years experience in
electro mechanical industrial
purchasing. Individual must

hove a good working knowledge of total material con.
trol and will be responsible

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mount Prospect
255-1900

responsibilities.

Arlin ton Hts. III. 6

hospitalization, major medical and life insurance;
paid holidays, vacations and pension program.

WidePee

be

should

Applicants

Electra

Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process
and final inspection.

The employee we seek will have experience.with
precision

instruments and gauges, preferably

Excellent salary and fine fringe benefits.

able to do arc and gas
CALL

sirable. Excellent starting
salary. Positions open
on 1st & 2nd shifts.
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
OPEN Mon. thru Fri.
7:45 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
Sat. 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

Miss Gaffke

dept. of radio prograrmhing
An exciting office where you'll
meet the disc jockeys, creative
people and other interesting

types Who run a busy radio

MISS PAIGE

sear-0,298-5021
-

BRUNING

Jr. Accountant
Cost Accountant
Bookkeeper
General Accountant
Chief Accountant . .
Programmer

3750
311,000
$6,000
312.000
$14,000
511,000
3750

-

Systems Jr

Mgt. Trainee ,
Customer Service .
Supervisor Trainee
Inventory Control .
Market Research

.

$750
3600

.

.

.

.

$650.

3700

966.0700

6028 Dempster

Project Engineer, E/M . 312,000
Draftsman Trainee ... 3125 Wk
S14,000
Group Leader, ELE
Eleo &

-

Mach. Draftsmen .
Chief Draftsman

.

.

3180 Wk.
. 312,000

310,000
$135. Wk.
113,000
$700
Lob Tech, Chem
Foreman, heavy mach, 312,000
3600
Lead Operator
3500
IBM Trainee

Quality Control
Inspector

4E33
.

Plastics

wir

Corp.

Des Plaines

receive callers. There will be
handle. There

298-5021

is

a

relaxed

would be helpful, we recognize experience and ability In lieu of a degree.

DRAFTSMEN

These positions are the result of rapid growth... we've doubled our size in
the last five years. Therefore, it is an excellent opportunity for financial
and professional growth. And, we offer the best of two worlds... Chicago
salaries In a small town atmosphere.

Must have 1-2 years detailed mechanical drafting experience. Bring samples of work.
We offer excellent starting salary most complete

If you feel you possess the ability necessary to meet the challenge of these
positions, or if you hOve other engineering experience that could be useful
in one of our other 80 plus locations, write;

benefit package in ihridstry, illi.+00111111iffy - no
lay offs in company history and tiNLIMITED

Mr. G. Mynah S. Corporate Recruiting Officer

OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT,*
VISIT OUR EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OR CALL
.

PETE BLUT

766-3400

FLICK -REEDY CORPORATION
Bensenville, III.

An Equal OpportuniN Employer

I

% Arlington Dray
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.'
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005

(11/2 blocks west of Rt. 83), Mt.

ONE GIRL
OFFICES

$450-$625

perienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for

a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

position

contact

greeting customers 'and ddm-

onstrating famed line 'of appliances. Absolutely no

sell-

ing, juit pleasant, public relakind of approach. Ex.
cellent suburban location. The
showroom is lovely. Good personality, tight typing and nice
appearancequalify. Free:
tions

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

n cut

ENGINEERING COMPANY

966.0700

Assist Executor
$25/day - FREE

Like to Swim?
Unbelievable bsit truel The
executor of this mammoth,

Monday, Wednesday, Friday
525 per day. The big
attraction is. that all facilities

at

are available for you to use

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600,C

.

Miss Paige

excitmentll As politi.
cal sect' to big name Senator,
Here's

you'll take part in the fascinating action that goes on in
this great mods life! It means
meeting & getting to know big.
wigs & so many interesting
people from all walks of Eifel
You'll work with campaign
helpers, sit in on conferences,
learn detail that makes this of.
f ice tick. You'll answer phones,
keep Senator's date book. And
you don't need political back-

ground' You should be good
with people! TACTFUL! KIND,
GRACIOUSI A DREAM JOBJ Excellent salary. Free to you.
IVY
7215 W. Touhy
SP 4 8585
297-3535
1496 Miner, Des P1.

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton
394-0880
6028 Dempster
966.0700

RESERVATIONS
TRAINEE

BABY DOCTOR
WILL TRAIN NEW
RECEPTIONIST

437-5400

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

public

All

Get Into Politics

Prospect, 255-9414.
4

ore also in immediate need of someone ex-

Apply Box #1206

$600 MONTH
WILL TRAIN

.

Be Senator's Secy

NO STENO

Miss Gaffke

RECEPTION

atmosphere in the congenial

We have several openings in
this area for the girls who prefer small office situations. Skill
requirements range from lite
to moderate typing. For more
Information call:

Please Call

IVY

office. Great benefits, FREE AT

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

ity to turn concepts Into realities. Although an engineering education

you.

SP 4.8585
,7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

some correspondence to

a rapidly growing company in doing your own

The indivichtals qualified to step into these positions must have up-to-date
knowledge of technical innovations, and the creative and perceptual abil-

who wants to TRAVEL! Free to

anytime you want. Swim, ride
horsei, play tennis ... Inform°.

Higgins

US.

and small relays? Do you have detailed knowledge and proven ability In
innovating and modifying relays? Then you could be the individuals we're
looking for to join our staff of engineers.

An equal opportunity employer

spot for outgoing personality

lion? Call or stop in at:

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

ARE Y011'experienced with large

I

You will work 3 days per week -

GIRL FRIDAY

BORING MILL OPERATORS

We

TRAINING

ceptionist at her desk (she
leaves job Aug 31). She'll

West Suburban estate needs
an assistant with typing skills.

MACHINISTS

ig A

COMPLETE

'3525 -Start off by relieving re-

This manager is out of the of.

Coll anytime, 24 hours a day,
a counselor will be available to assist you.

m

AGENCY BUSINESS
FROM GROUND UP

Ride Horses?

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

AMY 16 W. Northwest Hwy.,

An equal opportunity employer

LEARNIRAVEL

layouts. TRAINI Free
IVY

fice most of the time. He
needs you to answer phones &

PERSONNEL, INC.
2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

qb

'

Charm, makeup, how -to -get
ahead in life. Well known firm
publishes books on these subjects. You'll be GIrl-Fridoy to u
writer. Help research facts,
contact artists to do sketches,

Golf Course

Mannheim &

Corp.

(11/2 blocks west of Rt. 83), Mt:
Prospect. 255.9414.

0028 Dempster

$500

ENGINEERING COMPANY

correspon.

GIRL FRIDAY $500

COME IN OR REGISTER BY PHONE

--Anocut.t

type

niers to dressing rooms for last
minute touch-ups. A good opportunity for right girl. FREE
AT AMY. 16 W. NW. Highverly,

394-0880

-

Technical

Administration

and

dence, Uou will show custo.

''

Engineering

Addressograph Multigraph

Addressograph Multigraph

young lady to
handle reception desk. Duties
includes: answering phones,
present
greeting
people,

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

PERSONNEL

Accounting

437-5400

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, III.
255-1900

You'll have a variety of duties
as you assist the head of the

Wide

with mechanical and electrical background.

welding, with some pipe
fitting experience de-

Local photographer needs a

SP 4 8585
297-3535

station. Free.

PERSONNEL

MAINTENANCE
MEN
We need several men
with some mechanical
knowledge in maintaining factory equipment.

RECEPTIONIST

.

GIRL FRIDAY
RADIO STATION
$115 WEEK

2020 S. Mannheim Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

8-29 -5021

We are a growing manufacturer of

PHOTOGRAPHER

SHOWROOM

PERIODIC RATE INCREASES
OVERTIME -IF DESIRED

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

7440 WEST LAWRENCE AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60656

Rolling Meadows

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

299-0111

AN AEG&G COMPANY

INSPECTOR

7215 W. Touhy

For further information come in or call:

METHODE

392-3500

CE 6-5688

schedules, reports, tickets. Use
dictaphone. Slowly lea., to talk
to people about vacations. Set
up vacations. Set up trips, contact hotels, airlines. A good

Type. TRAINI Free
IVY

VACATION AND HOLIDAY
PRODUCTION BONUS PLAN

8 PAID HOLIDAYS
PENSION PLAN
SICK PAY POUCY
MAJOR MEDICAL PLAN

Des Plaines

Chicago, 7 W. Madison

Learn Switchboard
Small Office -$100

them, direct them to showroom

with our company.
Look at these outstanding benefits:

ROTARY SEAL CORPORATION

MFG. CORP.

298-2770

La Salle Personnel

940 Lee St.

train you to welcome people
wanting info on trips, flights,
trains, ships. You'll type travel

Well known food co. Buyers
from all over country come
here to see what's new in
gifts & to buy. You'll welcome

TRAINEES
We are a fast growing company who are willing
to train men to become machine operators. This
'is your opportunity to learn a skill and progress

for a confidential interview

MECHANICAL

York & Thorndale Roads

MACHINE OPERATORS

CALL JAMES A. McELENY 867-5000

1700 Hicks, Rd. (Nr. Euclid)

bonus. Free..Free..Call....

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

.

Please send resume in cam
plate confidence to:

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS,
INC.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

of company benefits including paid

IVY

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

Apply now

in a position of ever in-

creasing

of repair and mainte-

help a little with
payroll. Learn it all in nearby
firm. Fast raises. Free

production scheduling
and inventroy control.

chasing by our company. You
will work with little supervision

increases.
Full line

FIGURE WORK $115
Inventory,

ning,

pur-

negotiations of all

for

Candidate should have some
experience In production plan-

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

If you want to continue in indistrial engineering
or have practical experience in these areas, we
offer an excellent starting salary plus frequent

TOOL & DIE

BRUNING ..

CRAVENS CO.
630 Dundee Rd., Northbrook

Mt. Prospect.

shop operations also desired.

mechanical products with an
opening for an experienced
tool and die maker. Wqrk con.

SEC. TO V.P. $650
Exec. position. Free.
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299 7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

TIME STUDY ENGINEER
There's an excellent opportunity with us if you
hove some experience in Industrial Engineering
or a background in taking Motion, Time and
Measurement studies. Familiarity with machine

We are a leading manufacturer in the field of electro-

GEN. OFFICE $437
Varied duties. Free.
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299-7191
1510 Miner
Des Plaines

O.Q. & I.D.,GrinVing Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

for capable

nance on high speed progressive,,,,dies along with jig and
building. Air-condifixture
tioned plant, good starting
rote, steady overtime.

We have a very good

255-8400

CHOICE OPPORTUNITY

An equal opportunity employer

sists

DRAFTSMEN

PRESS BRAKE

UnUsually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

254mploymen1Agencies4Neten

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

moment.

dull

o

Great benefits, profit shoring,

proofs

TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

'

personable

PINKERTON'S INC.

With Expanding Machine Shop

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

1800 W. Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
255-1900

in our circulation department.
High school Junior or Senior,
who hos maintained a scholos
tic average that placis him in

358-5800

Excellent

(Desk A), Des Plaines.

Wanted For Permanent Positions

A young business man to work

drafting and moss experience.
Will work as a Jr. Engineer in
a progressive company. Salary
commensurate with ability and
productivity.
PHONE MR. LOEFFLER

,

Office Center on 1764 Oakton

FURNITURE FINISHER.

never

fun,

ducted the week of July 21st
thru 25th from 9 am to 3 pm
and on Tues. 8. ThOrs. until
7 p.m. We ore located in The

824-3136

WANTED

A real opportunity for an alert

mensurate

GRACELAND AND MINER STREETS

Addressograph Multigraph

By The Des Plaines Day.

young man who has some

1208 c/o Day Pub.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
ArlingtOn Heights

MUNICIPAL BUILDING

Corp.

DRAFTSMAN

(312) 654.4000 Cbg

Or send resume fcr Box

CITY OF DES PLAINES

BRUNING

SUPERVISOR

439.0336

hens with advancement oppor
tunities. The men we seek must
be dependable, over 21 years
old, and no police record
Guard openings in most of the:
Des
surrounding
suburbs
Plaines. Interviews will be con-

'

BIG AD A

be part of the excitement it takes to prepare a
national ad campaign. You've
seen the TV commerciali, read
the ads this agency pFoduces.
Be with dynamic producers,
writers, meet the best known
clients in the business. What
you don't know you'll learn. It's

You'll

We offer good security posi

vancement.

SP 4.8585

1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

PLANT GUARDS

will be the criteria for continued recognition and ad-

Contact: Mrs. Ewing

to reply or just write o brief

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

.sue to expansion of suburban
contracts for Security Watch
men, Pinkerton's has opened
another branch office.

a truly sophisticated environ

required 03 a plumbing contractor or journeyman plumber;
and graduation from a four-year high school supplemented
by technical training in building trades. It is also required
that the applicant have a State of Illinois Plumbing license or

CARRIER

1051 Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines

An

merit where your performance

Mon. thru Fri.
7:45 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
Sat. 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

Rosemont, Ill.

Golden Bear
cake House
estaurant

Expansion of our present 512K /OS will create
exciting opportunities for personal develop. ,
merit with a dynamic growth company. The
personnel we seek should have a mini-

pretation of Building and Plumbing Code. Extensive experience

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
OPEN

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

(1

Phone 296-5758

150 W. Rand Road

BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES. INC.
O'Hare Office But ding
10400 W. Higgins,

SHORT ORDER
COOKS

.

PRI-LAB INDUSTRIES

can I buy it?" You'll use forms
IVY

1625 W.'Algonquin
439-7010

Are you I/O bound?

Oakton & Mt. Prospect Rd.

ask "how to do it" or "where

7215 W. Touhy

Engineering Co.

Analysts/ Programmers:

Duties include field work related to enforcement and inter-

Good starting salary.
advanceTremendous
ment potential.

ED OTIS

Park

20.30 hours per week. Retired
or semi -retired preferred.

If you have a desire to perform in

blueprints and gouges.

Stop in or call 299-7161
for personal interview.

DES PLAINES

Franklin

PART TIME,

toys your company mfgrs. They

letter. Free

Runway &

ence.

Mechanical back! round
read
Must
desired.

days, vacations. Stock ,ownership plan.

Kids' will write you about the

Great Lakes

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home

pension program; paid holi-

Fabricator.
ditions.

259-6160

PLUMBING INSPECTOR

MACHINE PARTS

Excellent starting salary. Paid
hospitalization, life insurance,

69 RAWLS RD.

ARLINGTON
BODY CRAFT

mum of one year COBOL/360 experi

company.

A. H. ROBINS CO.

Immediate

WAREHOUSE'MANAGER

INSPECTORS

great future with a growing

299-2206

P

WANTED-yg. men dependable
& energetic. Machine helpers,
gd. starting pay, shift work. All

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

learn our business.
We'll train a bright, recent
high school graduate for a

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

Little

253-0185

the bottom, work hard, and

New warehouse in Des Plaines'
needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

5 days a week.

Complete Data., Inc.

a City of Chicago license.

678-6151
can start a reyvaraing career
with a nationally known company if you're willing to start at

WAREHOUSEMAN

Arlington Hts. & Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights

3827 Willow St. Schiller Pk.

-TOP PAY -

Many company benefits.
Please apply in person ONLY!

Full Time

ANSWER KIDS'
'LETTERS. $110

Experienced or will teach. Full
time with plenty of overtime.
Benefits. Excellent working con-

Busy shop. Company benefits.

JOHN HENRICKS INC.

296-7942

will train. Call
625-0690 ask for John Brogni
or Chuck Ording.
Int'l Anodizing Corp.

SETTER -OPERATORS

TAILOR

Painters & Trainees

Good wages.

Metal

MEN

-

load and

to learn data processing.

CALL LO 1-7122

benefits,

AU TOM AT It
BROWN & SHARPE

FULL TIME

older to

or

Immediate employment.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Wheeling

415 N. Wolf Rd.

High School Grad

work evenings at race
track 6 nights 'a week;
starting 'time 6:30 P.M.

Mannheim Rd. at Belmont Ave.
3200 north.)

AFFILIATED BOOK
DISTRIBUTORS

437-8500
1600 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village

years

16

manager *daily: 8 a.m..4:45
p.m. 10601 W. Belmont Ave.,
Franklin Park (1 block west of

PERSON.

Full time to

251noloyment Agerces-Women

24 Help Wanted Men,

AUTO COLLISION

SEMI -DRIVER
haul hay. Year around.

BOYS

fortify. Good company benefits.
APPLY in person to personnel

starting pay and excellent
working conditions. APPLY IN

Ex-

Earn $50 for 15 hrs. work. Full
time also available. Car necessary. 299-4285

in
electrical
Experienced
ports. Choice of day or
night shifts. Excellent oppor

WORK

Permanent position, 40 hour
has the experience &
week, paid vacation, profit
ability to handle general'.?7 sharing, hoipitalization. Good

maintenance work.

CL 5.6877.

(Electrical)

DISTRIBUTION

maintenance man who

Prospect. Good pay. Call after 5.

ASSEMBLERS

INTERESTING WAREHOUSE

GENERAL

244Ielp Waited Men

24-5ip Waited Men

MI* Wield 11011

24 -Help Waited Men

Pediatrician says if you
know some typing he'll gladly
N.S.

show you how to keep little

/

kids & their folks happy while
waiting. He'll also teach you
simple first aid, etc. And best
of all you don't need a bit of
experience, he wants to train
you in his very own way. Terrific spot for the girl who loves
public contact. See IVY today
at office nearest your home.

$495 MONTH
You'll be Edmpletely trained

to help vacatIoneers and travelers secure' airline and other
reservations, give advice on

where to go, how to get there

and what to take. Soon you
can take your own advice on
free travel privileges.
This Is for a beautifully decors,.
your
ted

suburban travel agency

and you'll work with a congenial young group. Free.

MO Paige

.

Free to you.

IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
6028

Dempster

966-0700

'`f

,n,
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Excellent opportunities
J rbs
able in N.W.
Exec. Sec

4

Woman for posting accts. rcv.

hours a day. Call eves between

and accts. payable. General

$600
500
600

Acctg. Clerks (3)
Good Typist
Customer Service

office and typing. Varied work.
many company benefitiincluding; COMPANY PAID PROFIT

4 & 6; 359-7083

avail-

.Sec (No S -H)

2 to

Fun-Exclting.

products.

CLERK -TYPIST

SHARING.

.

LPN

pany. Fill in anywhere & every-

PRIVATE SECRETARY

fun. A good way to find out
what you're suited for. Plus

your chance to get to know all
to-

to every job! 35 WPM typing
gets you hired! Free to you.
IVY
1496 Miner, Des Pl.
7215 W. Touhy

For

11111 yungarci
1200 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

busy office.

P.LOTE, INC.

RECEPTIONIST

$540

358-6485

'OPERATOR

Secretary at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desirable 1:ut not essential. Excellent fringe benefits. Will be in
facilities

new

An equal opportunity employer

GENERAL OFFICE
Insurance company in
Cumberland area has
immediate openings - filing and light typing.
Many company benefits.
371/2 hour week. If you
are energetic and active
CALL 296-6661

DOCTOR' S

RECEPTION.

BILLING.

etc.

are

Houis

RESTAURANT

9.5, no Sets. or eves, and age
is open. No medical experience

is needed and in addition to
excellent starting salary, there
is a significant raise after
short training period. Free.

many company benefits,

-

255-1100*

MRS. GERALD MILLER

2375 Estes Ave.

"

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

Elk Grove Village

librarian with experience who can assume responsibility for all cataloging.
Experience is your important
sistant

lo-

MOTHERS HOUSEWIVES

CHAUFFERCOOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID -T

Our only requirement is a solid

935 Lee St.

background in cataloging

439-0330

We offer a salary commen-

practices.

650
450
500
450
550

KEYPUNCH
Like to work in a quiet carpet.
ed keypunch department with
brand new machines? Excel.
lent fringe benefits and top sal-

ary, make this 8 to 4:30 job

SECRETARIES

-

Beautiful

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
DIRECTORY CO.
1865 Miner St., Des Plaines
827-6111

An equal opportunity employer

Ford' Employment

DAY & NIGHT

MOUNT PROSPECT

437-5090
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
YO 5-2400
5945 Dempster

HOSTESSES
AND

O'HARE

CASHIERS

9420 Foster at River 992.2111

Wanted Immediately
APPLY IN PERSON

26 -Help Waded Women

Mon.

Yg. girl wanted to do ironing in

Zappone's.
BrOndywine
Restaurant
located in Holiday Inn
1000 Busse Rd.

my home. Transportation

Elk Grove Village

provided. Call 255-0765.

AIR

.

We need girls with good typing and shorthand

Please send you': resume, or
call, Mr. W. R. Whyte, Supervisor of ' Employment, United
Air Lines, P.O. Box 66100,
Chicago, Illinois 60666. 437-

skills to work for middle and upper management.
NO matter how little experience you mciy_have...
call us now to see if you qualify.

An equal opportunity employer
450
425
400
400
400
500
600
500
475
425
475
500
400
650
450

-

-

Some beginning office jobs are available to
people with little or no office experience. Per,.

.Executive Sec'y.
General Sec'y.
Dictaphone Sec'y.

Jr Sec'y.

t

SQUARE flCOMPRNY
205 S. Northwest Hwy. 775-2550 Park Ridge

600 .... - ... F. C. Bookkeeper
Clerks
450
450 ... Shipping & Recvg. Clerk
File Clerk
475

No Fees - Top rates

'

An Equal Opportunity Employer

White
Collar Girls
OP AII4(11/018... INCO AAAAA TKO

g

Oare

Office Bid
(Higgins &

)

392-5230

_

.An equal opportunity employer.

MALE OR FEMALE

Excellent salary.
P.M.'s or Nights
CONTACT MISS HECHT

827.6628

215 E. Prospect Ave.
Mount Prospect

NATIONAL,
HEALTH AGENCY

0

Field Representative
Challenging interesting work
Northwest communities.
in
Good salary, benefits.
CALL 827.0088
women

,27 -Help Warded -Alen

$1,000

---

Summer jobs for 25 college students_ to work in Promotional
Advertising Department of large International Corporation.
The jobs will be on a first come first serve basis. Students will
be competing for one of 15; $1,000 scholarships. Only those
who can start working immediately should apply.
Salaries $120 per week for the first two weeks; $155 per week"
thereafter.
Work hours: 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Plenty of time for swimming,
etc.
boating and

C

$1,000

MR. SOLOMON

698-2028

264Ielpylanted Women

PARK RIDGE $1,0001
26-11elp waded Women

Monnheign)
Des Plaines, Ill.

PERSONNEL

PLASTIC PARTS
Who want the excitement, a young fast moving company can
offer.

ASSEMBLERS

We have all the extras others offer, plus one most don't offer.
' We will treat you as an individual, respect you for work well done,
and reward you for, your efforts.

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CO.
1695 River, Road

EXPERIENCED

255-9000
Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

NURSES

ASSISTANTS

EXPANSION

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

Des Plaines, Illinois

No Experience Nece...ssary

SALES SECRETARY
Interesting secretarial position. Variety of duties.
Ability to handle the public and telephones..
Good typing and- shorthand required. Experience'
preferred. For appointment call: MISS VENHUDA
at:

'

CO 7 -6800 --OR 3-6600, ext. 262

All

7770 Frontage Rd.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Skokie

Invest in the small company with the growth plan.
CLERKS

ALSO AVAILABLE

Call Mr. Lyngaan of McChirpe

MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST CENTER

298.5021
'

Wide

APPLY IN PERSQN

time. Pleasant congenial

cation of a school in Des Plaines
for _tall of 1969. Two supervisor
positions also open. One (o ,clay
care setting for emd&nally
disturbed children, one for a setting for mentally retarded
children. Salaries 'competitive.
Liberal fringe benefits. Phone
Mrs. Koterba, 255-0120.

'

No Experience Necessary

conditions. Paid vacation, Insurance, profit sharing.

choice of hours. Excellent earnings available. Scholarship fynd
program to Sept. 1. Fuller Brush
437-7388 afl. 6.
Teaching positions for mentally
retarded, nqultiple handicapped

16 Openings For Women

YOUR CONVENIENCE
.MEANS EXTRA $

Full

STUDENTS! Need summer work

& after school work too? Your

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Figure Clerk
Accts. Payable
Inventory Clerks
Accounting
Payroll Clerk

NEED DEMOS.
WE TRAIN

'

214lelp Wanted -lien * Women

$1,000

fect for recent high school graduates.

Switchboard
Key Punch Oper.

LADIES(
HAVE COSMETICS

Call Miss Jerry
824.7641 9.12
Alice 392.8174 4.8.

varo

An equal opportunity employer

TYPISTS
CLERKS

11

pm, also weekends.
298-6983 or 824-1384
Need reliable teenager to babysit with 13/2 & 41/2 yr. old boys.
Every Saturday 9.6 & occasional
other day. 437.8376.

or Miss

metal and glass component*
into finished units. Central Mt.
Prospect location near Northwestern railroad station. Convenient hours, and good pay.

VARO

RN - LPN or NURSES AIDE.

TELLER

needed immediately for ap-

In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

GENERAL OFFICE

Statistical Typist
Clerk Typist
Biller Typist
Receptionist

OR -HOSTESS -BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

t5>

2300, ext. 3412.

a "must see."

Congenial employer hiring
thru us alone. Start now or
after your vacation. If you
can't get in at once, register

359-4200

Optical Inc.

surate with experience.

Full time or part time 3 to

Temporary full time assemblers

Apply at:

HARPER COLLEGE
Palatine, III.

ing Meadows and at future lo-

NORGE

to 2 months.
proximately
Work consists of assembling

ENGINEERING COMPANY

CALL MRS. JEAN GOODLING

children are open at Clearbrook
Center, 3201 W. Campbell, Roll-

ASSEMBLERS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

hour

and emotionally disturbed

625-4306

'Divigion of Jewel Co., Inc.

,

United Airlines needs an as

EL -MAR PLASTICS '

$600
575
550

MOTHER'S HELPER through Sat. References.
253-5335

CALL TODAY FOR AN INTERVIEW

qualification for this position,

HOURS - 9 to 5

GREAT BENEFITS.
new office.

5 days per week. Ex-

.

LIBRARIAN

cated in Elk Grove Village.

FIRM

Grove
Hours are 8:30 to 5 p.m.

FEDDERS

July & August Only

shifts.
all
EXPERIENCED
8 AM to 4 PM; 4 PM to 12 AM;
12 AM to 8 AM. Paid insurance,
-

EXCLUSIVELY

GREAT

lovely Elk
Village office.

371/2

in

starting salary
plus full line of company
benefits. For interview
appointement call:

ASSISTANT

LIGHT FACTORY WORK

OUR OFFICE OR THEIRS
FIRM NEW TO THIS
AREA

phone.

skills essen
tial. This is a permanent

1

THIS WEEK

by

fringe .benefits,
week.

shorthand

TURNSTYLE FAMILY CENTER

1901 Landrpeier Road
Elk Grove Village
956 1100 or 569.2020

New facilities to be available
the 1st week in August. Full

SERVICE MANAGER
Accurate typing and

-

Midwest Industrial
Truck, Inc.

Position in Comptroller's Dept.
involving' responsibility -4p col
lege payroll. Previous data wiz
cessing experience"desirable
but will train. Other 'duties.

METALS, INC.

position

FOR INTERVIEW, CONTACT
KEN HUBBARD

PAYROLL

PRE FINISH

We have an exciting opportunity for a cosmetician trainee as a high traffic retailer. We can
offer the potential for a successful career to an

We offer -you pleasant surroundings. Fine fringe
benefits and frequent salary increases.

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

INJECTION
MOLDING

Miss Paige
In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
966-0700
Dempster
01213

Exec. Secretaries
Dictaphone Secys
Personnel, no steno
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Figure Clerks
Sales Order Desk
NCR Operator

hospitalize

cellent

CALL Miss Gaffke

-.MFG.-CORP: -

253-3300

ing salary and
lion benefits.

to

of the nation's finest retailers can offer the chance
to excel in the exciting & fantastic business.

General Office & Typing skills to act as secretary
in our service department.

FLAMING TORCH
METHODE

hard working

suburb needs

SECRETARY

We are, in immediate need of a girl with good

392-3500

ordering supplies, giving ap-

Small installation in Northwest

439.2210

This top paying position with a division of one

FOR FURTHER DETAILS
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

attractive salary and company
benefits for right girl.

TRAINEE

related clerical functions.

WANTED FULL TIME

tremely popular neighborhood
duties
Ohre(
pediatrician.
include answering the phones,
pointments,

(No Shorthand)

good typist. You will handle
all invoicing as well as other

WAITRESS

reception area and greet
patients and children who have
appointments with this ex-

OPERATOR
genial office for billing machine operator. Will also train

$525-$550 MONTH
You'll be seated in the front

MACHINE

Secretary

and rewarding
Interesting
position open in small con

An equal opportunity employer

CLERK -TYPIST
Material handling distributor,
with modern new facilities,
need a clerk -typist with 'hert
hand ability. Small congenial
4 -girl office. 5 day workweek,

hour work week. Good start-

aggressive & talented person.

APPLY IN PERSON

HOSPITAL

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

salary and working conditions.

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

KEYPUNCH

,

p.m., 5 days a week. Good

Golden Rear
Pancake House
Restaurant

operation- ,Elbtiet 'also. 371/2

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

in

Radiology Dept. Full time, permanent, 9:30 a.m. to 6:00

HOLY FAMILY

Rt. 62 on Rt. 83)
439-0336

Wheeling, Ill.

777 Wheeling Rood

Experienced
typist experienced

medical terminology for our

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

and verify. Possible light tab

PRODUCTS INC.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827-4411

359-4200

CHILDREN

most pleasant atmosphere and
tips, paid vacation & major
medical group insurance.

COSMETICIAN

Des Plaines

CALL MRS. GOODLING

6-5688

Golden Bear offers you the

year's experience to keypunch

EKCO

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

Good starting rates
'
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

First National
Bank of

shortly.

FREE)

Why work just anyplace? The

girl with a minimum of one

TAGLIA 537-1100

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

5 day week. Excellent working
conditions. Full fringe benefits.

Palatine

in

TRANSCRIBER
Good

1051 Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines

For further information please contact: JAN BAT-

1st shift - 8 6.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

PROOF MACHINE

HARPER COLLEGE

California Sport clothes manufacturer has just opened a new
branch in this area. Many buyers & designers call at this of.
fice daily. Boss is also a newcomer. You'll handle his correspondence. Schedule his appointments & act as his receptionist. Good company benefits.
An
interesting
field.
CALL AMY: 255.9414, 16 W.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Ill N. Hickory, Arl. Hts.

OPERATOR

MACH PRESS OPERATORS

.

TELLER

Wheeling

MEDICAL

F. H. BONN CO.

volves light typing.

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE
INSPECTORS
ASSEMBLERS

_

Northwest Tollway & Roselle Rd.

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS
411 N. Wolf Rd.

See us.

position require a good figure aptitude & in-

WOMEN

See Bob Pinnow

FILKO IGNITION

ditioning, 40 hr. week. Come

We currently have a full time clerical opening in
our receiving department & a part time (4 to 6
hours per day) in our plastic department. Both

An equal opportunity employer

lent opportunity to handle a

APPLY IN PERSON

SECRETARY

FULL TIME

Arlington Hts., 111. 60004

holidays,

Division of F&B Mfg.
5480 Northwest Highway
Chicago

in Arlington Heights. Good pay
and fringe benefits, air-con-

(1 blk. N. of Algonquin Rd.,

Telephone, light bookkeeping,
payroll, typing, accounts receivable and payable. Excel-

Permanent 40 hour week, paid
vacation, profit sharing, hospitalization, good starting pay,
good working conditions.

297-3535
SP 4 8585

Ave., Broadview

Paid

ance.
APPLY IN PERSON

Want to gain a skill you can
use anywhere in the world?
Join the sewing industry right

PART TIME &

Contractors.

Excavating

offices.

paid vacation and insur-

392-9050'

Light Factory
Work

this

modern air conditioned

889.2000

but no necessary.

surroundings, above average

An Equal Opportunity Employer

GIRL FRIDAY

HI PAYING
firm. COMPLETE TRAINING.
in

gether

CALL DIANE THOMAS

100 N, River Rd., Des Plaines

the other nice young guys &

gals who happily work

2801 a. - 25th

manent. 5 day week.
Pleasant surroundings in

Prospect, Arlington Hts. area.
Typing, light dictation. Insurance experience desirable

WAITRESS

THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION

benefit program.

SECRETARIES

For diversified general
'office position. Per-

PERMANENT PART TIME

345-9000

AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION

Should have recent background working in payables, reconciling and related details. Excellent salary and employee

'

HOSPITAL

Executive Offices. Excellent
Skills. New and Growing
Company. Des Plaines Loco
tion. 297.2150 - Mrs. Johnson.

at reception desk. It's different,

We need an experienced INSURANCE ACCOUNTING CLERK.

HOLY FAMILY

buyer to someone in advertis-

ing. learn switchboard, help

Oce
k0 s'1"1'

APPLY IN PERSON

together. Help thruout comwhere. Assist anyone from a

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT

GENERAL OFFICE
20 to 25 hours weekly - to
$75.00. Mature women, Mt.

Apply Employment Office Weekdays
8:30 am -5 pm. or call for appt.

goo.

working conditions.

827.6628

You'll all start together & work

3

Full time - 7:00 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in our delivery room. No
rotation. Excellent salary and

Excellent salary
Good opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN

cient Parking. PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.

Rosemoht, Ill.

NURSE.

DAYS ONLY
'

Good starting salary and excellent benefits including Profit Sharing, Air Conditioned Offices,
Cafeteria on Premises, Credit Union and Suffi-

10400 W. Higgins (O'Hare Office Bldg.)

warted Wise

.

WANT TO SEW?

SECRETARIES

BOISE CASCADE PROPERTIES, INC.

REGISTERED

3 BEGINNERS
$90 WEEK

253-9325

for a Confidential Interview

Boehmer & Hedlund

Randhurst-Upper Leve
392-2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939 4866

REICHARDT CLEANERS

CALL ED OTIS AT 299-7161

MRS. RYAN, 824-0111

all around

real sharp

girl who is looking for a
future. Must take shorthand and type.
392-5660

sary. Interesting work.

gram, stock ownership plan. -

150 Gaylord Elk Grove Village
439-7400

experienced. Real Estate office
in Palatine. Call

holmes & assoc.

fast growing inhas an opening for a
vestment sales company

cated. No experience neces-

tive office's. Paid hospitalization and life insur- ,
ance. Paid holidays and vacations. Pension pro-

26-114 Wanted Mee

A

25 to 35 hour week, 5 days
New store conveniently lo-

payroll systems desired.
Modern air conditioned building, luxurious execu-

HALOGEN INSULATOR

20 Hours per week. Prefer

475
500,

PAYROLL CLERK
Excellent starting salary, regular reviews for capable, ambitious girl experienced in preparation
of large payrolls. Familiarity with automated -

GENERAL OFFICE
N.C.R. OPERATOR

$60 weekly
LADIES -Earn $40
showing new line of home care
-

Tired of Commuting?

261elp Waded Wen

LITE INDUSTRIAL - $2.25

-26-lelp Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Wane

*Blip Waded Woo

26-lielp Wanted *ems

26-11kwaded Won

'26-14 Wald Wow

SEE MR. BAKER - 894-4000

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.'
827.9919
An Equal Oiripartunity Employeii

CENTEL
SYSTEM

ECM CORPORATION
fleck° Counter & Motor Co.

-

central t.elephone company of Illinois.

1301

6- ' Schaumburg
(Just -South of the Tollway on Meacham Ave.)

E. Tower Road

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Thursday, July 24, 1969

'

GE Mangle - $20.. Black and
white silvertone TV console $20. 437-3786

GE phonograph, like new $35.
Shure mike, cord & stand $20.

July 26, 323 N. Main, Mt. Prosp.
Misc. clothing, liv. rm. furn., kit.
appliances, end tables.

Des Plaines

537-4094

Dishwasher,
SALE:
months old. $90 or best offer.

Gar. Sale: July 24 & 25. Groceries 1/2 price, hshld & misc. 411 E.

BEAUTICIANS

FOR

Male or Female

Gar. Sale -air cond, 7 pc. kitchen
set, odd chrs. & lamps, tools, bed
frames, etc, 911 S. Louis, Mt.

POOL TABLE, 4'.7' with acces-

Prosy. Sat. & Sun. 10-5.

Mustang trailer hitch -$15; twin
frame & headboards -$15, front

to

Suburban

Northwest

best offer. 297-3015 after 6.

259-8911

SELLING OUT FURNITffRk in 4
model homes. Will separate. We,

furnishings, windows, fans, etc.
July 29 & 30. 10-4. 521 S. Prin.
dle, Arl. Hts.

RUGS: One -12'.18' brown tweed

& one 5 yd. x 31". Twin 'Bed

35-Ak CoidtionIng

AIR KING 20" fan, 2 spd. revers.
with stand; GE 20" revers.
window fan. 299-7373.
Admiral 15,000 BTU air-cond.,
220 volts, walnut decorator front
$175. 894-2480

Rd. Roll. Mdws.

and women with unlimited

determination to accept the

opportunity and challenge of
this fascinating field. Join our
free weekly educational plan.

SALE: Whirlpool electric
dryer, 4 years old, $60. Excellent
condition. 894-3002.

10 am to 6 pm. 910 Tamarack

FOR

Lane, Mt. Prosp.

Gar. Sale: 7-26 & 27 from 10.4,
Baby furnit., clothes, tri-cycle,
sleds., hshld. items, dining rm.
table & 6 chairs, refrid., 4 yr.

Growing 5 -office motion
Call Mrs. Payne, FL 8-2300

BOEHMER &

WATCH

Brand new-Accutron by Bulova.
Best Offer. 529-2590.

Gar. Sale July 24,25,26, 9:30

1

-

$115 or offer. Misc. 259-8928

4:30. 2704 N. Kennicon, Berkeley

DO YOU HAVE
MORE TIME THAN
MONEY?
Part time position avail-

Sq. A. H. Lg. sw. pool; bikes;

able assembling new
gift item in pleasant surroundings in Mt. Pros-

Soft Water $5.00 a month ',
Johnson Water Softener',
FL9.622QJ
_255-1107__

pect. Good opportunity
for woman with children
in school or retired per-

' Portable stereo record player lg.
speakers, new needle, 2 yrs. old

-

GRAND OPENING SALE

5,000 Evergreens Si ea.
Faith Nursery, 26W180 North
Ave. Wheaton.

movie outfit; gigantic selection

& new items.

320iicellaneous Merchandise

Authentic refinished wagon
wheel $25; combination buggy
& stroller $20; Infant car seat $4.
259-9384.

TV CONSOLE $35; walnut can -sole chord organ $65; white crib
comp. 57Th Filter Queen vacuum
w/att. $25. 439-7828
30" elec. stove, boy's bicycle,
studio couch, wireless amplifier,
red striped wide oval tires.

$80. CL 3-3122

son.' Name your own

36" GE STOVE

4 burner, clock, timer.
$20.00 255-6755

hours.

TI MARK

259-1834

Pink Crpwn 30" gas range $100.

255-2383

De -Humidifier, tier table,' anti.
quo sewing cab., humidifier,

Excellent condition.
437-5787

so

cond. $85. CL 9-0277 oft, 5.

Simplicity rider, 4 hp., $135. Polaroid "250" complete, $95. Both
like new. 253-3058

WELL kept carpets show the results of regular Blue Lustre spot
cleaning. Rent electric shampooer. Ben Franklin Store. 1920 So.
Wolf Rd. Wheeling
Lg. swimming pool w/accessories; 12" 8. 19" port. TV; child's

Carrier 15,000 BTU air -conditioner like new $200.

toys & bikes; air condition &
sheet metal parts; 8mm Kodak

GE double door - $30; Kenmore
stove - $20; Kitchen' set - $15.
259-5438.

GARAGE

camera w/att. 259.7227
for information about the FINEST,'

439-7472

FOR SALE: Apartment size gas
range, 6 months old, $50.
Call 259.8415.

SALE
vio,iIoutt
OR54W1

SPECIAL Interior Latex ideal tor garage.

cond. $150 or best offer. Call
after 6 PM. 537-8160

Four 4.6 windows, milk cons,

.1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

394-0630

One 110 volt Hot Point air cond.
9000 BTU. One 39" Tappan gas

344trts and Antiques

ref rig. 255-2318
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

ANTIQUES, Flea

$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost"
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"

Hall, lower level Randhurst. Rts.

$20; Distr. 251.7385.

Gar. sale: 538 W. Millers Rd. 2
blks. S.. of Market Pl., Des

Market Sale,

Sunday July 27, 11 to 5. Town
Mt. P. Adm.
392-0383 and 253-9117

12 & 83

50c

Special 10% discount with this
ad on any guitar, amp, banjo,
mandolin or uke in stock for'
66 -Business Opportunities

DOLLS wonted, at least 10 yrs..
old, any condition. Also old cars,
trucks, trains, doll dishes, doll'

E -Hart Garage Bake Sole Hshld. items, toys, games. 25 &
406 N. Wille, Mt. prose:
26,
GAR. & PATIO SALE: Fri. 8. Sot.

.Carl Ave. & NW Hwy., Barring-

hse. items, charms, Big Little
Books, Movie- 'Iragazines and

40s. 526-8452.

440ogs, Pets and Equipeent

AIREDALE pups, AKC. champ.
sired, 8 weeks, shots, $150.
439.4422

1967 CHEVELLE

'63 Chevy II, 6 cyl., stick, like
new, clutch, tires, muffler. Very

2 Dr. Sedan, Stick, R&H, Perfect Condition

required. All

No experience
accounts are contracted for

BLACK LABRADOR PUPS

AKC, 6 WEEKS, SHOTS, $100,
639-2752

and set up by our company.
You merely restock locations
with our national brand pro-

You Can Earn
$800 A Month
Or More
Based On Your

pion sired. 824-5084.

Male Dachshound, 4 months,
standard, trained. $45.
sm.

homes. HE 7-3283
Kittens 6 weeks - healthy - box
trained. FREE!!
CL 3-1063

to devote at least 4 to 12 hours
per week. If you are inter-

cacti'. Please enclose name, address, and telephone number.

437-7710

WE WELCOME INVESTIGATION

Adorable grey & white kitten to
be given away to good horn*.

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTING

Siamese kittens, 8 weeks old, litter trained, adorable.
359-6434

Good home for a female Pekinese, 9 months old, very friendly,,
FREE CUTE KITTEN

pion

Sound of TOMMY JAMES & THE

breed. Reasonable.

894-4255.

SHONDELLS

Cocker Spaniel puppies, AKC,
7 weeks old.

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM

CALL 439-4891

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS
204 HICKS PLACE

359-2251

PALATINE, ILL.

10 gal. fish tank complete with
fish; $30; Yg. parakeet w/stond

pion Sired, excel. show & field
quality. Free boarding during

misc. 303 N. Wilke, Arl. Hts.
21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

214IeM WmitedMen * Women

vacation. $125. 253.6162

German short hair Pointer female 7 mos., AKC, FDSB ell.
gible. Gun broke, partially field
trained, housebroken. 392-7911

435 So. Kimbrough
Springfield, Mo. 65806

102-1mcks, Triers
1949 International 3/4 ton pickup. Needs work. $75.
595-0367 "- Mike
1968 CHEVY

$2650.537-8056.
$950.

Sleeps B, perfect condition, extras. Can be seen at 1209 Robin
,

"Pow
We Give aHoot!
at

Western Electric
Has Immediate Openings For

EXPERIENCED

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
71/2 hours - 5 day week
Port time 4:15 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.
10% NIGHT WORK BONUS

REGISTERED LAB

TECHNICIAN
WORK - Monday thru Friday In our modern regional center.

Excellent starting salary with
outstanding benefit package
Rapid,Progression
APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8 A.M. to 4:14 P.M.

956-2641 or 956.2642
3800 Golf Road -

LEND - LEASE

SALE: VW parts, engine, thesis,
lights, convert. top for
Korman Ghia. 298-3965 aft. 5.
tires,

Westgate Apts.
bedroom4
1&2
Ultra -deluxe
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room.

MT. PROSPECT

1+2 bedroom deluxe apartments.

SWIMMING POOL'1

Miss Haydee - and SAVE.
253-9416

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

Sewing/Machine. Slightly used.i
Sews .Blind hems in dr sssss
makes button holes, sews buttons)
on,
monograms and fancy
stitches." No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service,

guarantee.

$64.05TAX INCLUDED

Weistern Electric
vvvvvv 11116 sir

rest 111 lit BILL STSTIO.

Open 7 days a week
437-1926

(3121469-7204
50-Lmilscapkag

SOD
BLUE GRASS SOD
NURSERY
Growers of nursery.sbd.
Pure Merion blue grass.

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN
$-50 sq. yard delivered
Gilberts, Ill.
Open 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.

426-5108

-

new, 4 speed $125.
392-3768

of Arlington Heights

255-8778

Windsor Woods
Wants you to loin the Country
Club set. Move right inl Everything included from drapes on
the windows to a self-cleaning

1959 VOLKSWAGEN

ample parking.

Completely Rebuilt
392-1853 after 5

1

2 - and 3 bedroom opts.

-

Some available Aug.

hdtop. Excellent condition, $700. ,

Rentals start at $205.
.

1968 Oldsmobile Cutlets S Con -1

vertible. Must sell. Call after 62j
894-6046

1963 Ford, 4 dr., country sedan

sta. wagon, low miles, excell.
mech.

cond.,

289-V8,

a/t,

rm. Igr. kit., w/built ins, 2 patios,
basmt., assume mortgage
299 8778

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION
3 Bdrm. Brk Georgian
situated on lovely tree lined st. New Mod cab
Kit. Sep. din rm , ceramic tile baths Wolk to
Shopping

schools,
Parks.

REALTORS

64140VM6T NW
A11RMCO

3 bedaaisms, family room,

Ns

1V2

2

baths, heated garage. Must
be seen to be appreciated.
Fully Improved including carpeting, drapes, new electric fix-

$29,900

tures, new hardware,

Beautifully planned 3 bdrm
ranch. Wonderful family rm,

ener. Air -Cooled. Shows very

11/2 baths. Large living & dining area.

re -insulated roof, water soft-

well. This could be your new

$53,900

Bruns Real Estate
QUINLAN & TYSON

1st.

Something special! Air cond 4
rm
Fam
bdrm. colonial
w/ fireplace, 1st floor laundry
car
go
21/2
bsmt,
full
rm.,
rage.

Arl. Htt. By owner. Greenbrier,

area. 4 bdrm. tri.level, Ige. kit.'
pnld. rec. Low 40's, 392-2616.

&

NEWLY LISTED AT --

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

255-6320
359-6500
894-1330

$38,900

I yr new
bdrm. home with 25' fom rm
& fireplace. 3 baths, 21/2 car
att. garage Kitchen w/lovely

Space galore only

built-in appliances

ANNEN & BUSSE,
REALTORS
359-7000

$49,750

PALATINE brick & cedar

4 bedroom colonial, 21/2 baths, large family room with fireplace. Paneled basement. CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING.
Carpeting, built -Ins; slate foyer. Mint condition.

255-9111

253 1800
439-4700

ALGONQUIN
Lake -In -The -Hills

$22,500

LONG GROVE

3 acres overlooking your own private lake. Only 2 available.

HOMES FOR RENT

$275

WHEELING
3 bedrooms, 2 baths. August 1st.

This 4 bedroom Cope Code has

a detached 2 car garage with
on electric eye door opener,
full basement, 2 full baths, and
aluminum siding Located on a
beautiful .landscaped corner
$22,500
large lot
$5,500 down to assume 61/2%
mortgage.

'Extra

$275

PALATINE
3 bedroom ranch on beautiful lot.

$525
LIBERTYVILLE
Exceptionally large home plus out buildings. Zoned business.

Two 2 bedroom ranch homes
with lake privileges also
$15,500. Low down payment to
responsible buyers

TAVERNS
PALATINE AREA

RENTAL $450 month

Ideal location on busy highyvay. 5 yektr lease.

'64 Ford Galaxie 500, 4 door
,I37-5787.

Palatine -Barrington. 6 rm. doll
house, 11/2 car garage. $23,900.
Immediate possession. 437-2274

3

Prosp. Hts. by owner, 4 bdrm
ranch, 2 car gar, 2 baths, tam

$37,621.43

offices, 1700 sq. ft. Central air t
cond'g. 965 Rand Rd., (Nr. Golf)
Des Plaines 824.0822.

house,

$30,900

ced yard, 1 car attached garage.
$235 per month. 392.6818

oven.

rything! Air conditioned, free
central heating and gas cooking, wall to wall carpeting, private balconies or patios,

'65 VW - Good Condition.
$850
392.7243

Elk Grove -3 bdrm. ranch, fen-

VACANT FOR SALE ,

Heated swimming pool, private clubhouse, play area, tennis courts, modern kitchens
completely equipped with eve-

'67 MG midget
good condition, $1400
437.6916

HOUSE OF REALTY

6711 N. Cicero, Lincolnwood
673-0060

*garage: basement.

Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village

Cadillac Coupe DeVille,
Radial ply tires. Very clean.
827.8419
'64 T BIRD Landau, air-conditioning, low miles - $1095.

basement, separate family rm.
Sparkling condition. Low 30's.

HOMES FOR SALE
$38,750
PALATINE
NEW 4 bedroom, 21/2 baths, den. On 100' x 280' lot. Double

Grand Opening!

'67

rooms, 1 full - 2 half baths, full

Contact agent in Model Apt.
11 am to 6 pm Phone 439-7887

plus lots of extras. 299.3547

'68 Sears 50cc motorcycle, like

'57 Chevy 2 -door H.T., V -B, auto.,,
4.56 Post. Clean $300.
297-7861

DES PLAINES DUPLEX

F.HA. Mortgage available.

Immediate possession. Air
conditioned, 7 rooms, 3 bed-

executive

Hts.

bdrm. 21/2 bath bi level, central
air, fully carpeted, drapes, ex
trot. 392.9365

eled rec. rm., ceramic kit. &
baths, patio, drapes, carpet,
many extra.. $39,900. 1313
Wood la. 296-5171.

yr. old bi-level, all brick, 2 car
gar., 3 Ige. bdrms., 3 full baths,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

,-

4 ROOMS, $185 8, UP
5 ROOMS, $250 & UP(2 baths)

brk all sides, 2 car att. gar., pan-

1

tion, low mileage $175. After 6,

Call

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

(Highway 58, just east of Highway 53)

2415 S. Goebbert Rd.

Modal A Ford
Mint Cond.
Call 894.4249

$49,500
255.3984
Prospect I-111., OPEN HOUSE. 11/2
yr. old, 3 bdrm., bi-level, face

baths, S/S, water softener, Ig
car. lot, fenced backyard

home.

CL 3-3122

_

3/bdrm., 21/2 baths, 21/2 car gar.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

cellent condition $425 or offer.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Arl.

Secretarial Service. 11 N. Arl.
Hts. Rd., Arl. Hts. CI:9-1222.

Greta Lederer
Development Co.

1

CL 3-5498

$24,900. 529-4194

359-1450 Eves - CL 3-0297

etarial services and telephone
answering available. Executive

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS.

1965 HONDA 90. Excellent condi-

purchased on contract. $29,700.

Modern Desk Space. Expert secr-

1967 HONDA 160 Scrambler, Ex-

FOR FREE DELIVERY

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

439-4100

1 bdrm. bath $190-$215
2 baths 52454275
2 bdrms.
3 bdrms. 2 baths 5320-5335
Dishwashers in all opts. Fully
carpeted. Swimming pool.

engine. 259-4871

NEW BUILDING
STONECREST APTS.

725 W. Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free
parking.

COMMERICAL OFFICE SPACE 5

$150.827.1427.
H.P.

$230. 297-6463.

cooking gas.

Deluxe,

4

Des Pl. sublet 2 bdrm., 2 baths,
w/w carpet, cent. air-cond.

77 -To Rent, Stains, Offices

Sears 68 motorcycle, Austrian

OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

rentals includes all

Arlington Heights

GO-KART

rm. executive,
11/2 baths, appliances, air-cond.'

appliances, heat, hotwater &

new, low mileage, $150.

Hoff. Est. lg. 3 bdrm ranch 2

16 -To Rent Houses

Timber Lake Village

'65 Honda Sport 50, white. like

W/brand new Clinton

O'Hare area 7

r"..!

1444 S. Busse

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Palatine by owner. 3 bdrm.
ranch, bsmt., 21/2 car gar.,

& corpetthg. Imm. occupancy

MT. PROSPECT

11144otercycles and Scooters

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

As low as $30 per mo. rental.
1 year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings. Ask for

Call

86 -Real Estate -Houses

New listing by owner. An, Hts. Scarsdale, Tackett built Colonial.

$260. 298-4756.

Sensible

107 -Auto Parts and Access.

apt.,

Call 439-9585

House privileges.
537.3435 after 4 p.m.

'67 Ford 48 Camper Special 10
ply wide oval tires, extras.

50cc,

529-7070
OPEN SUNDAYS!

fenced yd., excel. loc. Can be

Mt. Prospect 2 bdrm.,
sub -let, Sept. 1. $170.

Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center,
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253-6306

103 -Auto kale's & Cowers

speed,

ROSELLE, ILL

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SAT 9-5; CLOSED SUNDAY

FL 8-1823.

SWIMMING POOL

Pickup truck, V8, -307.
595-0259

4

555 IRVING PARK RD,

BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS
f BENDER-RIEGER1

bdrm. apt. in town Arl. Hts.,
$155 month. Imm. occup. Call

room.

built,

CHEVROLET

$695

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

1

Reliable young lady to rent a

Lane, Mt. Prospect.

EVILLE CONVERTIBLE

74 -To Rent Apartments

From .Individual. 1965-67 Mustang. Will consider other makes.
Prefer stick shift. 392-5242.

Camper

DICK
WICKSTRO

Roadster 4 SPEED, as is

bike.

101 -Automobiles Waited

Scamper

$895

$1 1 95

1962 TRIUMPH TR-4

11-Apts. aid Rooms to Share

'67

414tW1,4;tkINIIME

tItill416101.

Commercial

255-5483

414Ieme Foroishingiforniture

Varsity

Your Guide
To the best
Real Estate
--

& cage- $15. 253.6622.
Irish Setter puppies, AKC, Cham-

Schwlnn

4 &et. *$'4

slia
Classified REALESTA
Vacant
Residential

CO.

Cute kittens to be given away to
a good home.
Weimariner pups, Males, Cham-

1963 BO

253-$889 after 4.

have a good car and be able

Brown, black & white puppies

Tri-color

Coupe, Factory Air Cond., Full power, Nice car..

speed

ested, have the desire, drive,
determination, and want to be
successful in a growing business of your own, write us to.

.439-2690

R/H, like new tires (purchased in
April) low miles, $1595. Call Barb
437-6169
-

muter pumps, pistons,
rods dual quads & manifold. 10

year

beautifully marked $5 each.

1965 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE

4 Dr. Hardtop', Auto. Trans., Full Power, Radio,
Heater, W/Wall Iles, Fine Condition. Only

Inventory of $1,545 to *$2,590
cash required for inventory
and equipment. You must

1965COMET

/195

Only

glass tires -F70 x 14. '63 Chevy,
needs eng. & trans. 2 new H70 x
15 cornegies. 2 astros w/7 pt. 35
x 14 Goodyears. Assorted 409
parts. Dual pt. mallory distrib.

Effort

253.3058

Little orphaned kittens. 6 weeks
adoptive
old.
Need loving

$995

9095

school teacher (Kensington School) must sell. Acopulo blue, sports sprint model,
w/economy 6 cyl. eng., A/T, P/S,
Hts.

'63 Chevy SS 409 Convert., 4
speed, eng. just rebuilt. 4 poly

ducts.'

$2395

2 Dr. Hardtop, Radio, Heater, W/Wall Tires

25-2756

brand products.

2 door Iserctrep, vs, Steedent
tronseitssion. SHAIIr and
clean.

1966 KARMAN GHIAVW

MUSTANG '6'7Ad.

1967
CHEVY 0 NOVA

Of New Car Warranty. Only

good trans. Priv. 298-6356

clecirs;"good running cond. $500.

For This Area

$2495

Floor Stick, Vinyl Top, Bucket Seats, Stereo Tape
Recorder, Radio, Heater, W/Wall Tires, Balance

'60 Chevy wagon, auto. trans.,
P/S, R&H, elec. rear window,

Become a distributor. in one
of America's largest and fast.
est growing industries. You
will be distributing national

$995

1968 FIREBIRD

owner $1000. 766-8227.

Distributor

similar Items -from `the 30s &

2495

Trans ,

Conditioned, Automatic

Power Steering & Brakes, Radio, Heater, Low
Mileage

439-0838

'65 Pontiac Catlina, 2 dr., hdtp.,
low mileage, P/S, P/B, original

CL 5-9298

The "CRYSTAL BLUE PERSUASION"

ton. Furnit., linens, 8. much misc.

Gar. Sale: July 22-26 from 9.9.

Factory Air

tramtethalea.

ONLY COMM

Only

1968 BARACUDA FAST BACK

SPARE TIME
INCOME

1965 MALIBU
4 neat, moon**

Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires, Low Mileage

Wagon, V-6, BEST OFFER.

359-3454

42-Wartted to Buy

6 weeks old.
253.3547

KUSTOM AMPLIFICATION

ends 894-1971.

Buick '63 Special Deluxe Station

ICE CREAM TRUCK

ROUT

9 Pass., Auto. Trans., Power Steering & Brakes,

1963 PONTIAC, air-conditioned.
Like new brakes.
392-7288

cash. El Rey Music, 7 W. Eastman

WICKS

296.6491.

1968 CHEV. IMPALA S/WAGON

439-6211

PM. 437-4837

Will train and route $5200.

YE OLDE SALE

918 N. Dunton, Arlington Hrs.'
Saturday -10:00 A.M.

1966 F-100, ford, pick-up, cam-

ISFRONI

'67 Chevy Impala air-cond., immaculate, 2 dr., P/B, P/S, radii,,
Aff, W/W, vinyl top etc. $1895.
Days 297-4330, Eves. & week-

4-8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering, Radio,
Heater, Warranty

after 5.

instruments

55 -Musical ktstruments

low miles, $995. 253-0135.

BE BEAT

like new tires, p/s, p/b, extras,
excell. cond., 299-2572 or

after 6.
66 Ford Galaxy, 4 like new tires,
p/s, p/b, many extras, excell.
cond, best offer.
299-2572 or 296-6491.

dr.,

IT

THAT

Priv.

66 Ford Galaxie 500 H.T., auto, 4

1965 Chevy Bel -Air, 4 dr., Sedan,
6 cylinder, stick. MUST SEEII

$25. 299-2383.

Plaines. July 25/26. 10 to 4.

console, 'excellent cond.
party $2375. 437-8822.

1961 CORVAIR

guitar &
Hag ffrom
national amp. $200. Call after 6

SIAMESE seal point kitten,
week old Female - $15.
541-2096

range. One 14 cu. " Marquette

Best offer. 394-3594 aft. 6 PM
'68 Pontiac GTO, power steering,

1968 LEMANS 2 DR. HARDTOP

fibreglass, dacron sail,
alum. most, Price includes troller. See to appreciate. 253.4722

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call

'66 red VW. Many extras. Good
condition. Must sell this week.

58 CHEVROLET, 4 DOOR, AUTO.,
P/S, GOOD RUNNER, $100.
827-7801.

bract., full power, bucket seats,

cond.,

AKC

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER

2

DEM

After 6 PM. 253-5837

duty equip. 253-7419.

SAILBOAT for the family A-1

colors $2.29 gallon.

Catalina,

THE.

condition. Low mileage. $800.

per spec., low mileage, heavy

255-8617

439-3415

alum. frames. & misc. 358-2138.

'65. Pontiac

259-8911

1965 Austin Healy Sprite. Good

Excellent condition. $295
827-6603 ask for Mike. BARONS

14' Glasspar 0.3 Ski -Boat w/75
h.p. Johnson elec. start motor,
equipped w/generator. Trailer,
extras. Very well kept. $850.

& basement walls. White &

dishes, silverware, pic. frames,

with
condition.

956-1525.

P/S, Aft - $400.

snow tires & rims. 529-3634.

'68 TRIUMPH 250 convert., lite
blue, white top, radio, good
cond., $2600 or offer. CL 3-4608

plan -o

1964 CHEVY IMPALA, 4 door,

Jade -

57 Chad. convert., 409, 3 sp, fl,,
new interior & top, sharp, $995
or offer, 827-2215.

electric

1

6 cyl.,

$300 or best offer
392-9252

2 USED SPINET ORGANS

40 hp.
cond.,

old - FREE to good homes.
259-8385

HOME OWNER'S

Maytag washer. 2 yrs. old. Exc.

31-Rumorage & Garage Sale

BOAT: 15' runabout
Evinrude, trailer, to
MUST SELL. 392-5499.

ditioning equipment contact.
JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
....255-110.7 or 359-32(29_____j

Exc. cond. CL 5-1640

<1

31 -Boats and Marine So*

2 Female spayed cats,

95"x15' wide - silk fringe trim.

f* ).

bench. Very good
$100. 296-5258.

water xofteners & water ton,

Custom made lined DRAPERIES

1 AD

DA"44
co,$.100**4

$90, static filter gen. 824-4892.

Miniature Schnauzer. 7 weeks.
Female. AKC registered. Cham-

ball, vacuum cleaner & misc.
823-5505

cherrywood console, very gd.

voitloug

Hoffmann upright

desk, shadow box, fan, bowling

SYLVANIA stereo record player,

FREEpRI1Ne

McGraw Edison, wind. or wall,

'66 Corvette, convert - 2 tops,
327, 300 hp., like new tires &
battery; '32 Plym., 4 door sedan,

Green. Very gd, cond. with 2

Excel. condition. Power steering,
auto. trans. 394-1714

5544usical kistruments

cond,' 220,

air

BTU

I

Danish Modern leather sofa &
yr. old love seat to match.

old. 708 W. Lynwood, A.H.

HEDLUND

13500

frame. 392-1354.

-

_

air conditioning, ONE OWNER.
255.8112

1966 Falcon 4-dr., sedan, A/T,

-

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads,

deliver. Cash or Terms.
S37 1930

Mustang,

1966

.112-Automobles For Sale

11241utemobies For Sale

Best Offer. 827-4566.

'60 Pontiac Wagon, 9 past., full

Double bed complete w/book

seats.

'61 Olds 98, 2 door, full power,
air conditioned, good condition.

dr.

2

bike seot-$4. Ex. cond. 299-3240.

Gar. Sale Spocial. Many families
contributing large & small items,
clothing, furn., etc. July 26 & 27

2141eip Wanted -Men * Women

sedan very
good cond., original - $400 or
1939 Ford

'62 Ford Galaxie 2 door hdtp.

dis-

Gar. Sale: Fri. 8. Sat. 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. Hshld. items, shower stall,

Gas stove w/2 ovens; dinette set
w/4 chairs, wood & formica.

6177.

Neighborhood Gar. Sale Fri. &
Sat. kit. set; occas. chairs; swim
pool w/filter & acces; sm. appliances & misc. 3600 E. Frontage

119 Glendale, Buffalo Gr. Bikes,
antiques, tools & misc.

REFRIGERATOR. EXCEL COND.
$40. 298-6493

'65 Carvair Corsa Convert. Power
top, radio, clean inter., good
condition. $795,CL 3-1876

CROSLEY SHELVADOR

tin,
per, glass, iron, pottery,
furniwood, bottles, lamps,

you. Open Fri. & Sat. 10-6.
Sun. 12-6. 526-7495 or 724-

437-0457

.

Old kitchenware, brass, cop

ture, and bric-a-brac of much
mist.
WAUCONDA TRADING POST
on 'Rte. 12, 4 miles north of
Lake Zurich. Bring this ad with

V-8, "289", R/H, & W/W. SHARPI
$1395 Coll 394-0237.

condition.

areas.

bucket

'66 VW Sedan
Low Mileage
823.5505

'06 Mustang Convert., 3 -speed

3 piece block sectional In good

white

PRIVATE. 296-1689.

$250. 255;1184

cuss a lifetime career in real
estate. We're looking for men

3

One of the largest selections
of antiques in the North and

power,

259-5438

power, orig. owner, low inile.

YOUR FUTURE?
interviews

'63 Olds "98", 2- dr., hdtp., full

stick. $75.

& mirror. 259-5539.

sories, good condition $90.
259.8 /29

Big Gar. Sale -Bargains galore in

Personal

'61 Chevy Station Wagon, 6 cyl.,

8bo2 a7f1d&5.frame,
demdpvf bednyl headboard

case headboard, double dresser.

MR. ANTHONY'S
Mt. -Prospect 253-1286

18

392-1425

Lynnwood, A. H.

Full size hollywood white pad.

FOR SALE

SIVELY? THEN CALL 259.5742

Gar. Sole.Furn., antiques, & misc.
'403 Sandy Ln., Des Plaines
437.1840

INQUIRE

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

name Finishings-Finala

112-istemobiles For Sale

ANTIQUES

BEDS TO KING SIZE INEXPEN

Pk. Des Pl. Odds, ends, misc.

Days or Nights

Lee & Oakton

WANT TO CONVERT YOUR TWIN

Gar. Sale: Sat. July 26, 9-6, Sun.
12-6. 356 W. Walnut, Waycinden

PART TIME

34 -Arts and Antiques

Miscellaneous Merchandise

.31-Runonage & Gyrate Sale

2111e1p Wanted -Men * Women

1124stomitilesfor Sale

FOX RIVER GROVE

-

`

$132,000

_

Tavern, liquor store, 7 rentals units. Well .-established business.

Phones 394-2577

Open Daily: 11 AM - 7 PM

358-1800

Easy to reach: Edens Hwy. to

434 E. Northwest

Willow Rd. West on Willow,

Hwy.,

which becomes Palatine Rd. to
Windsor Dr. Right to model. Or

take Rand Rd. to Windsor Dr.
Right to model.

299.7951.

A+

Palatine, III.

BRADSHAW

658-5661
646 S. Main, Algonquin
(4 61 5 of 62 on 31)

SHORT RIBS
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,

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT' OUR WAY
I HAVE A HUNCH YOU FAKED A CUT ON

YOUR FINGER-ANC, WHETHER IT'S
FOR REAL OR NOT I'M GONNA SEE
THAT YCU PUT ON THESE RUBBER
GLOVES/ :Ts 4ouRTuRN TO

HA/ I HOPE `/OU'RE SAT !SPIED: NOW I'LL PROVE

DO THE WASHING,

NG TO WEASEL OUT

GINNING TO DISCovER THE

WITHHEN-sOUTea, oiSL,O,AVEASI!

6:00
2
News
News
5
7 News
9
Flintstones
26 Spanish News

POOReet.L. I

PATTERN TO THE OPERP710NS

OF MR.X.! NO ONE SPOTTED
IT BEFORE, BUT THE LAM*
NAMES OF AU- HIS VICTIMS
START WITH ONE OF THE

33 The Munsters

FIRST 20 1.4.1T L.R6 OF

THE ALPHABET/

5

9
Mike
Show

7:15

9:01)

G ties ts include
Tommy Tune, Dar-

7

Passage to Ad-,
enture
11 Our People_
Jim Tilmon hosts a
magazine
format

8:00

6:45
32 On Deck Circle

2

=wear]

show for blacks featuring reports on
community organizations, local job opinterportunities,
views entertainment
and a WTTW action

Likeable
Melts."
comedy about a quiet, withdrawn writer

and an unchecked,
witty photographer
who travel together
to Antarctica to cov-

line

er a story for their.

6:55
NOW NOW, VOW LADY!
CALM DOWNIf
BADLY sfirAKON

Movie

"Quick, Before it

magazine. Until
p.m.

10

26 Wrestling
32 Baseball Report

This Is Tom

26 Market Wrapup

7

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.

Jones

" The Happiest
Days of Your Life"
Bright comedy about

group of school
girls who are accia

dentally stationed at
a boys' school. Until
12:15 a.m.

7

6:30

Animal' World
5
ppniel Boone
7 Flying Nun
9 I Love Lucy
11 TV College
Fiction
26 'Today's Racing
32 News

Carole
Howie

Cook and
Storm.

7:30
Ironside
Bewitched
Time Tunnel

2

I

Carr,

lene

9

10:45

The Golddidgers

5

6:25
5

'11 hat

Grew Up
26 Open Line

32 Movie

School

torial
26 Quiz

Douglas

11 Kaleidoscope

11 TV College
American Public

2 WBBM-TV Edi-

11 The Toy

8:30
Dragnet 1969

7:00

The Priso
irl
7 Tha
9 Ha
26 Ci ema Special
2

THAT HE
NEVER
RINGS
THE

THE IGNORANT ALNNANU
RIDICULE THE SCIENTIFIC
APP120/1C1-1J BUT IM BE

REALLY ISCUT

WASH AND `AOU'RE 1417r SO-

TONIGHT

I'VE ALSO
NOI10517

9:45

the Orioles at Baltimore.

Show

Chicago ShoW.

7

12:15
News Final

32

12:25

Movie
"The ' Children's

2

Day Affair"

UNCLE agents Illya
and Napoleon match

wits with THRUSH's
assassins. Until

32 News

11 French Chef
26 Tony Quintana

12:00

Midnight Report

.5

1:35 a.m.
9 News

10:00
2
News
(5 News
7
News
9 News
11 Focus on Sweden

t2:30
International

5

Zone
12:45

Paul Harvey

26 A Black's View

9

of the News

Comments

CARNIVAL

12:50

10:15

32 Town and Country Music

Movie

9

in

"Subway

the

Sky" American doctor gets mixed up in a

10:30

crime and nightclub
star in post war Britain. Until 1:35

Movie
Tarnished
"The

2

Angels" A [cum tei

Your
Horoscope
FOR SATURDAY
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) .

becomes deeply in-

BUGS BUNNY

-

Consider friendships ahead of
finances. If you trade the lat-,
ter for the former, you will be
in for a difficult time.

OKAY,
SYLVBSTER,
LE'S KNOCK

terested in the perWHAT ARE I'VE FOUND

SAME OLD THING...SIGH
...COLD SANDWICHES!

CAPITAL
IDEA!

YOU SO

HAPPY
ABOUT?

OFF FER
LUNCH!

- IT IS

POSSIBLE
TO VARY
ONE'S
DAILY MENU

7

1:00
Perspectives

FOR INSTANCE, TODAY
I'M HAVING BROILED
HALIBUT!

7

Reflections

Show

2

Late Report

Movie
"Target Zero" --A
lieutenant saves his
men and a woman
from ,a Red attack

2

Meditation

profes-

and

sonal

sional life of a flying
Until
daredevil.

1:30

12:25 a.m.

Tonight Show

5

Joey

7

BY USING
INGENUITY!

Bishop

1:35

9.

VIRGO (Aug. 24-Spept.
23) --Personal achievement
should not be your entire
goat. Seek to add pleasure and

r

74b

intere§j to the activities of the

2:30

Five Minutes to
Live By

during the Korean
12:25
War. Until

"Not only do I agree he Is going somewhere, I can
tell you what he's going to take with him!"

young

1:40-

9

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) --

It is through your relationships with others that the

importance of this day is

revealed. Show yourself a

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

WHY Mt -PT 4OL) GO

SAY, MEEK., LET'S co
SOMERACE VUllERE WE

friend of real value.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.

OK1G

22) --If you're willing to

I KNOW I'VE

cooperate with family

SAY, THAT

LITTLE

members, you should find this

KID LOOKS

a day worth a great deal in

I Thif/Jg. /I'S TIME
I LooKEE. RV, A0J07/AER.

TO 'TOUR RACE put)
GO 'TO MIIJS

CAA) ee ',COME

CHICK 1

44144.1

czeN HIM
BEFORE.

memories.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) --Seek to share the
pleasure of Saturday activities
with those less fortunate thar
yourself. Personal gain means
little now.

ocla.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20) --Take care that you
don't succumb to overconfidence today. If you do, you

will suffer through your own
carelessness.

7.1V

TY 11... 011 Po OM.

' Answer to Previous Puzzle

People and' Things

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS
1 Actor,

which you have already experience. This is no time to

Humphrey

experiment.

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March

7 Sign of the

zodiac le

21) --See yourself as others see

you and you'll benefit greatly.

13 Kitchen
gadget
14 Interstice
15 Inherent

Your goals may be of considerably less

value than

is

worthy of you.

ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --Though contacts with
business or professional
ly pace.

TAURUS (April 21 -May

of inquiry

You 'may be closer for being
freer.

GEMINI (May 22 -June
21) --You are sure to be notice
ed today if you keep your best

18 Orifice
20 New Guinea

CAPTAIN EASY

2I )--Don't be alarmed should
the bonds of an old friendship
show some signs of loosening.

CK

TOWPROAS,

SERIOUS
ABOUT
LEAYINg

YE5.,./IE DETESTS HIS ONLY LIVING
RELATIVE! BUT THERE'S LITTLE LEFT OF
ITS EVEN Hr5 HOME 10 MORMAGED!

KNOW. MAWR Him,EA5y,
BUT HE
HINTED IT TRY 10 WIN LOLA COBB`.
MAY BE SU B - GRATITUDE! THIS HISTORY
STANT1AL! FOR TOURISTS GIVES MAILS
OF THAT 1907 ROBBERY THAT

FASCINATES HER 50l

YOU

ESTATE,

IR153.

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) -Make every effort to keep
business out of this Saturday's
picture. Make this a satisfying

Zia

day for all members of the
family.

dare
dear
deep
deer
drape

ever.

-

eave
eared
evade
pave
pare

pear
peer
veer
aver
aper
rave
reap
rape
read
reed
reave

[.1=

5 Make

corrections
6 River in
Ontario
7 Writer's mark
8 Mountain
crests
9 Fiber knots
10 Fuel

,SO WHEN I HEARD YOU'RE AN
AUTHORITY ON THAT 1907 ROBBERY,
5.c.cflog r. MAD TO HEAR YOUR.
THEOR.V1

Lanchester,
actress
12 Interpret
(dial.)

S T E E 1_
EDN

IvEr C3.W

WiireJP1

Will4F1=IMA
01211Z]
OKI

KR* rUl NS

GAS

H O To

Fp
I

ElOalf;Ohn
27 Greater
quantity
28 Assam

42 Genus of

maples

43 Victor Borge,

for instance

silkworm
29 Loyal (poet.)
30 Hurl
36 Son of Zeus

44 Crafts
46 Bewildered
port.
47 Saucy
19 Musical note
21 Iowa, for
48 Essential
37
Motor
of
a,
22
Dry
instance
being
sort
23
Be
borne
22 Got up
50 Boundary
24 Genus of true 39 Harass
.26 Small fish'
(comb. form)
40 Alleged force
olives
31 Irritate (coll.)
52 Oriental coin
41 Titled
25 Place to sit
32 Mountain
(comb. form)
8
7
9
10 11 12
2
3
4 0 6
33 Notion
34 Narrow inlets 13
14
35 Loss of lire
16
15
37 Distributes,
as cards
20
17
38 Hard, heavy,
durable wood 42 Baranof
Island
27 128 129 130 I
22 23 24 125
45 Fortification
46 Primate
l
49 Billiard shot
(pl.)
51 Bulks
53 Dinner course
54 Turkish
38 39 40 41
-

offensive.

REPAVED
PERVADE

OP -4 Ez]

blackbird

'

1

foot forward. Don't try to be
different where difference is

Answers to
Hideaword
DEPRAVE -

4 Cuckoo

16 Meal
17 Exclamations 11 Miss

associates may be necessary
today, make them at a leisure-

I

OPA.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

19) --Keep your activities'
limited to those things in

IMInifilA

!El Cal MI

nia
e°41,
ISO

mt.A. I. TM

CAMPUS CLATTER

off

I

BUT I THOUGHT YOU WERE
THE ONLY ONE EXHIBITING

PAINTINGS.

titles (vat.)

55 Strive against

42

56 Give
DOWN

49

1 British painter
and etcher
2 Fish
3 Obtains

43

1

44
60

51

24

<

,v

.4

te.

'IC 2

It. '4

4

.*z

c-

a-

.

4.. 4

C.

4

,

Sr'

../t.

A.

a. 4

Village Residents Praise Moon Flight
By Janice Bums
Most persons in Mount Prospect greeted the
successful completion of the Apollo 11 mission
yesterday with praise.
Earl Lewis, a village trustee, said that it was

"absolutely fantastic. I'm proud and happy." He
said that it might provide more of a sense of national pride.
Ernest Stevens, 124 S. Bobby Ln., said that it
was one of the greatest things that ever happen-

ed. He added that that covered everything.

Mrs. John Oster Jr., 609 N. Elmhurst Ave.,

said, "All I can say is I think its fabulous."
Pat Burgess, 16 N. Elm, said that she thought
it was "great" and the rest of the family thought

the same.

The group of students from Prospect High

the "other side of the story.
Edward Swick, the teacher of the students,

School who will be spending the next three weeks

said that the people in Moscow will be interested

touring the Soviet Union, E. German, and Poland tvill have the unusual advantage of seeing

Tonight: Fair, low in low-

er 60s. Tomorrow: Fair
and a little warmer.

At 'Death
Corner'

111

night. Two were admitted to

for

McAllen, Texas, was ticketed
by Cook County Sheriffs po-

Organization as a first step

Ln.,
Meadowbrook
420
High
Wheeling, Wheeling
. School's 1965 Homecoming
Queen.

toward an endorsement.
All 10 Republicans who are

the special Oct. 7 GOP

sort

primary to nominate a suc-

turning left on the Palatine

Donald Rumsfcld, who

resigned in May to become an
assistant to President Richard
M. Nixon appeared at the

Cantu was admitted to Holy
Family_Hospital with multiple

event.

Each contestant exhibited a
determination-and confidence

bruises and possible internal
injuries, and a passenger, MiThree persona were injured early last night when two cars
collided at Wolf and Palatine Rds. near Wheeling. Miguel Cantu
of Chicago, holds a deep cut in his forehead after he was thrown

Parking Requirement Called Unfair

Furniture Firm Blasts VillageLaw
By Ted Lacey
Unfairness of a village ordinance was charged in defense
of two zoning variations asked
of the Mount Prospect Board
of Appeals by the L. Fish Furniture Co. last night.
Five

ing space to building floor

area, are unfair. The zoning
classification for retail stores
that covers the furniture store
requires ' 155 parking spaces
for the proposed restructured
building's size. But furniture
stores don't draw crowds the
same as do other retail stores,

of the seven board Borde said.

members were convinced both
variations should be granted to
permit the old Gunnell's Res-

"We may only get 40 per-

sons coming into the store in a
day," he said, "because it is a
taurant building at the corner different kind of operation."
and
Kensington
Rand,
of
Therefore he requested the
Main to be converted as
planned into a Fish Furniture
Store.

The other two board members thought one variation, to
permit less parking space on
the property than normally required, should be denied.

All agreed on the second
variation, however to permit
only two loading docks rather
than three.

The board's report to the

Village Board will recommend
granting both variations.
Attorney Howard Borde,
representing the furniture

By K. C. Radtke
Weighing reality against
"guesstimates," the District
214 budget committee this
week reviewed a tentative'$20
.million budget for the 1969-70
academic year.

balances in the past, but now is

The Mount Prospect School
District 57 board has appoint-

ed Robert B. Ferguson as a

principal for the 1969-70
school year. The school where

he will serve has not been decided.

Ferguson, who has been

Central School's assistant
principal, will receive a salary
of $16,500 in accordance with

the regular principals salary
schedule, said Supt. Eric .A.
Sahlberg.

Ferguson has a bachelor's
degree in social science from
Western Illinois University,

with a minor in physithil science. He has' a master's degree
in school administration from

WIU, with additional graduate study at Northern Illinois
,

spaces.

HE SUPPORTED his state-

ment by submitting a list of
other municipalities that separate furniture stores from other retail uses and permit fewer
parking spaces for them. The
Judos -Arlington
I is t
HeightC`Des Plaines, Rolling
Meadows, Elk Grove Village,
Evanston, Skokie, Chicago,
Highland Park and Cook
County.

If the larger parking area

were demanded, the building
would have to go up a story to
compensate for lost first floor
size, he said, "We planned to
not go above the first floor."

As for the loading docks,
Borde said only two would be
needed instead of the required
three. This is because the
furniture store "would be
primarily a display store,"
with purchased furniture being
shipped from a Chicago warehouse.

Schools Grant Initial
Ole to 1969-70 Budget

company, said Mount Pros -it
'The facts of reality are that
pect's ordinances, which require a specific ratio of park - the district has managed to
successfully operate on cash

Robert Ferguson
Named Principal

required parking be cut to 112

sitting crucially on tight finances. This could mean the

penditures in -the education
fund, the budget committee
agreed to reduce to 5 per cent a
10 per cent leeway previously
allotted for salary increases.

precinct captains, 107 at-

Heights program at 10 p.m.
after getting the unanimous
endorsement of his own Niles

the endorsement, probably

unanimously, of the Wheeling
(Continued on page 21

School Board
Vote Tomorrow

that for the present voids .a4
possibility of 'the record field
Here is a list of polling
of candidates being reduced.
through the windshield of the' car in which he had been riding. There is more than a possibili- places for tomorrow's District
election.
(Photo by Harold 'RI Was. Iv . 0)
ty that all of the candidates 59 Schools
to be used are
r1/4i

Nimrod received what may
have been the most impressive
endorsement yet given any
candidate. Of the total of 117

tended the meeting and voted
unanimously to support him.
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman
of Arlington Heights will get

Township Republican

cessor to 'former congressman,

Rd. entry ramp and was hit by
a car driven by Stephen Strom,
20, of 52 E. Jeffrey, Wheeling.

Organization earlier in the
evening.,

Republicans voted in the June
1968 primary.
JOHN NIMROD of Skokie

appeared at the Arlington

campaigning intensively for

Police said Cantu had been

of Appeals last night.

organization where 5,700

ing Township Republican

corner killed Linda Edwards,

ture stores, attorney Howard
Borde told the Zoning Board

Samuel H. Young of Glenview has the endorsement of
the Northfield Township GOP

ington Heights. The program
was sponsored by the Wfieel-

A 1967 crash at the same

Mount Prospect's zoning
ordinances are unfair to furni-

1968.

of the "candidates night"
Thursday evening in Arl-

to yield the

Wolf andPalatine Rds.

-

can primary

This was the major result

right of way on a left ,turn at

,

were cast in the last Republiheld in June,

By Richard Crabb
Nobody is quitting the race.

40, of

guel Cantu of Chicago, was admitted with deep cuts and multiple, fractures. Both are in fair
condition.
Strom was treated at the
hospital and was sent home.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

andidates
o Remain
n Runnin

A crash at a- "death corner"
injured three persons early last

lice for failure

255-440()

.
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Hospital

'

f

be Pro5pert ;Dap

WEATHER

Holy Family
treatment.

and will most likely come up to the tourists to
discuss the moon landing and return.

who filed for the Oct. 7 ballot .
will carry the campaign down Clearmont, 280 Clearmont
Dr., Elk Grove Village; Ruplto the wire.
305 E. Oakton, Elk Grove
THE CROWD attending ey,
the candidates night last even- Village; High Ridge Knolls,
Des
ing was the largest of any yet 588 S. Dara James,
held, 'a further indication that
the candidates are digging in
for the duration.

Panel Oks

The reason was driven

home again and again during

the long evening of debate.
The simple fact of the matter
is that each candidate sees a
chance to win it all.
Four candidates will go in-

to the final month of Sep-

tember backed by the endorsement of a large township

GOP organization. Rep. Alan

Johnston of Kenilworth has

14 -Home

Subdivision

Plaines;

Ridge,

650 Ridge

Ave., Elk Grove Village; Devonshire, 1401 S. Pennsylva-

nia Av., Des Plaines; Forest
View Elementary, 1901 Estates Dr.; Mount Prospect; Juliette Low, 1530 S. Highland,
Arlington Heights; Salt Creek,
65 Kennedy Blvd., Elk Grove
Village and Robert Frost,
1308 S. Cypress Dr.: Mount
Prospect.

POLLS WILL BE open

from noon to 7 p.m. Voters

who wish help in finding out
where they should vote can
A I4 -home subdivision out- call the administration build-

side Mount Prospect was look-

ed upon with approval by the
Village Board Judiciary Committee Tuesday.
T h e proposed Lincoln Douglas Subdivision at the

ing at HE 7-1000.
Candidates in are Gene Artemenko, 431 -Millers Rd., Des

Plaines; Paul G. Neuhausera
1821 Magnolia, Mount ProSpect; and Joseph. P. Jennings,
38 Essex Ct., Elk Grove Vil-

the backing of the New Trier southeast corner of Lincoln
where a record 10,022 votes and Douglas, west of the vil- lage.
lage, eventually may be inWINNER OF the election
,`"A")714.
tended for annexation, by its

Gripe
Of The
Day
To crack two front teeth
two days after having the

for a phblic hearing. The tenative budget will be on displiiy
at the district's administration
offices, 799 W. Kensington, 30
days prior to the hearing.

braces removed. Toothless

will be appointed by the board'
to replace George Blanchard,
who was transferred to Kansas
City, Mo. The new board
member will serve only until
mend the Village Board au- April, 1970.
In addition to schools prethorize Mayor Robert Teichert
and Clerk Donald Goodman to viously mentioned, the district
also
includes Dempster, Jay,
sign the plat of subdivision after it is signed by the Plan Com- Holmes in Mount Prospect;
mission. That would mean that Brentwood and Einstein in '
the development is found ac- Des Plaines; and Grove, Hopceptable undervillage building kins, Lively, Byrd, Grant
codes, in the event that annexa- Wood and Cook, in Elk Grove
Village.
tion eventually is sought.

developers said Acting Village
Manager John Zimmermann,
who presented the plans to the
committee.
The committee will recom-

" W E SIMPLY cannot

budget at 10 per cent without
going into tax anticipation
warrants," Weber told the

a

committee.

"The total increase in the
tentative budget is $185,000

the present operating
t,s
district will have to go to defi- (oyer
budget). Almost all of it is in
cit financing and eventually is- salary increases figured at, 10
sue tax anticipation warrants.
per cent with no additional
Tax anticipation warrants staff."
imply borrowing on promised
funds, Robert Weber, assistant
The district has set an
University. He has had 12 superintendent for business educational fund of
$16,605,200; a building fund
services, explained.
years' teaching experience.
of $ 2', 4 8 9 , 5 0 0 ; a transThe board also approved the
HE SAID the tentative $20
portation fund of $856,000;
appointment of Miss Anne
and, a retirement fund of
Lehmann as a teacher of junior million budget was based on a
$280,000. A 2 cent levy will be
high vocal music, at a salary of possible $800 million assessed
$8,800. She has a master's de- valuation. If the'tax levies on imposed for special .education.
Board members Will apgree in music from the Univer- the budget are set as the district
sity of Illinois and three years' has calculated, taxpayers may prove the tenative budget on
wind up paying the full 21 Aug. 11 and schedule .a date
teaching experience.
cents they approved last
There were appointments of spring.
two beginning teachers. They
"We're asking for a tax rate
are: Richard L. Braunsdorf,
who has a bachelor's degree in of $1.59 on the education
Richard Holman, of 400 S.
industrial education from Chi- fund. This is the maximum
Milwaukee Ave., Wheeling,
cago State College, as a teach- rate. So if the total assessed
told police Wednesday that his
er of practical arts at a salary of valuation is $800 million then
stereo tape player and four
$7,000; and Donald 0. Smoot, $1.59 will return a sufficient
'
who has a bachelor's degree in amount to cover the budget, " tapes had been stolen from his
car while parked in the parkmath from Denison Univer- Weber told The Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Ally Jones, owner of the legendary pacer Dan
ing
lot
of
Jeffery
Lanes,
125
. sity, as a teacher of junior high
Patch, wait for the elevator which will take them up to the Horse W Wolf.
To hold down future exmath at a salary of $7,000.

Stereo Stolen

shoe Club in the Arlington Park Towers Penthouse. About 600
persons attended last night'S opening.
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Reduced Parking Area
Asked or Shop Center

`Leave Me Alone' Thinking'
Not Adequa,. te,Pastor Says;
By Robert Katz
"There's a suburban theology which says, 'I've made it,
I'm comfortable. Leave me

sends underprivileged Children to Camp Alpine came from
several church women who in

pastor trying to recognize sub urban needs," he said.
came to Arlington
He
Heights from New Jersey four

alone', and Rev. Larry Cartford, pastor at the Lutheran
Church of the Cross in Arling-

past years raised money to

years ago.

send their own children.

Cartford uses the term
"suburban syndrome." It de -

wasn't always inclined to help

He shows that the only way hu-

church had a purpose when I

came. They wanted to grow

The sermons dealt often with

he said.

and build and get more mem-

attitudes toward race.

Next month about 20 black
children from Garfield Park in

hers," he said.

mans can survive is together,

Rev. Cartford is becoming
interested' in politics. Yet he

Chicago 'will go off to Camp
Alpine in Richmond on funds
church
through a sale.
raised,

by

said that politics can only pre tend where it's at.
"A liberal sees someone
needy and offers help. A radical sees the needy and knows

women

,In the fall 2 black and 5
Mexican children will attend
college with partial support
from an $1,100 contribution

here the needy are those with
material attitudes." he said.

made by the congregation.
It wasn't easy for Rev. Cartfbrd.
"I came here as a suburban

said

He

things

that

Mount Prospect Plaza, and II -

department.

linois 83 -Golf Rd. southwest

New Testament teaches one

corner shopping

to respond on the basis of

Some question was raised
about whether the requested

need," he said. "The gospel

reduction is needed.

Market Place shopping center

(Continued from Page I)
Township GOP when the an-

of these discussion

from now. Wheeling Township cast 6;970 ballots in the
June, 1968,trimary.

The business had its origin a

couple of doors south, where
The Gift Box is now located,
said Fred Meeske Jr., son of
the founder. Fred Sr. Fred Sr.
began working for William
Busse in his general store at
thanocation while he was fin-

them feel more secure. They
have to realize that Negroes
won't ruin their schools," he

meat, groceries and produce.

said.

THREE EMPLOYES have
been with the business 20 years

or more. Ralph Busse in the
produc e4 department has
worked for Meeske's for 42

ishing high school.

in the produce department,

bought out Busse and continued the business as a general

township endorsement support
are proving to be durable can-

Republicans will delay their

Marks

dents on Rand Rd. in Mount

Whinetka and David Roe of

Prospect
said.

didates. They are Gerald

of Wilmette, Joseph
Mathewson and Yale Roe of

endorsement until September.
A favorite soli endorsement
for Weber would be logical.
It is the regional nature of

the Palatine township en-

Crane of Winnetka earlier this

Glenview.

Each of these candidates

the support for each of the
of a major Young sweep of five candidates who will go
western

township

are conducting a township -by township campaign. Espe-

cially. Marks who was the

into the final days of the campaign with at least one town-

endorse-.

ments. Crane supporters are

ship's organization held clos-

not well known in the eastern

lose

ed screening conferences with

end.

brothers manage. The store

some contributions. But when
a church has a purpose per-

has delayed its endorsement.

now has nine butchers instead
of two.

sons give more as well as

Elk Grove

less."

holding

he said. "Of course

the

that

business

two

the

I

ern end of the district but is

Johnston has obvious

each of the candidates but
a

strength in the eastern end of

the district but is not known
in the western end of the

Republicans are
candidates night

ARLINGTON

first to enter the big race and
Mathewson who was next to
enter radiated a rising confidence in their appearance.
Both Yale Roe and David Roe
exhibited a fresh confidence
in their fielding of questions.
The show is scheduled for
another full rerun Monday
evening in Mount Prospect.

i

2 DriversHurt
In Car Crashes

congressional

Young, are squarely in the

The Mount Prospect Park

ations for economic reasons." District says it needs qualified
"drasltc individuals to instruct these
said
Bromberg
changes in' the economic pie- and future programs. Positure in the last year alone" im- tions on a full or part-time
pose a !lordship that should be basis will be available at all
considered. "A builder needs a seasons of tho year.

leaders had hoped earlier to
get a blanket endorsement for

Christmas.

nately we can't grant vari-

ned on getting important

week derailed the possibility

have a purpose as a church,"

Jacobsmeyer 'said "Unfortu-

total

district. There
are indications that Evanston

list.
It has added a course in

tio like DiMucci is remiesting, knitting and a course in holiand that is never crowded, he day crafts for women who
want ideas for decorating their
said..
Board Chairman George homes at Thanksgiving and

primary, second largest

THE REMAINING can-

didates who hair never plan-

ship endorsement. Schlickman
has major strength in the west-

active. His wife is president of

meat market, produce and groceries and eventually two
butchers. The store was a fami-

yet to develop a substantial

cast in the June, 1968,

western end of the

Cross.

"We're more unified. We

Prospect Park district is ad ding two new activities to it's

which have 4-I parking. The

burg and Palatine, where of any township in. the 13th

in the

dorsement of Dr. Philip M.

said Rev. Cartford.

years service.
Fred Meeske Sr. is no longer

-came in barrehrand big jars,"
Fred Jr. said. The store had a

their own townships, but have
a limited following elsewhere.
Crane was expected to have
strength in Palatine and some
neighboring townships but has

now attempting to invade
Schaumburg and'Elk Grove.
fownSCHAUMBURG

and Miss Befnice Oehlerking,
a checker, have each seen 20

store, aided in its management
by his wife, Hilda.
"That's when everything

As part of its agenda for the
winter session, the Mount

centers,

district, Elk Grove, Schaum-

dorsement. The three of them

There has been a change
in the Lutheran Churchof the
of the congregation approves
of what we're doing and about
30 per cent are gung-ho,"

years. Mrs. Marian Sternberg,

A FEW YEARS later he

New Classes

following anywhere else.

spotlight.

"1 would say 80 per cent

be'?"

dorsement is Evanston where
8,705 Republican votes were

of working out an en-

.

Country Club. The
Elk Grove endoresement is
ritleexpected until cart). Aug-

The one township that has
announced no plans for en-

townships are in the process

He said that the social
ideas of suburbanites are often
based in irrational fears.
"The church -has -to help

By 1951, when the store

way of life and because. "If we
forget the economics, how
much interest would there

linois 83 and Golf has a 3-1 ra-

district. Young and Nimrod
each have great strength in

ust.

Three of the four other

in time were aided by their

moved to its present location,
it had lost its general store
characteristics and sold only

tive is part of the American

at the southeast corner of ll-

space

1,

tion for granting zoning variations because the profit mo-

to

parking

in Mount Prospect Monday
evening at the Mount Prospect

nouncement comes a few days

cording to Rev. Cartford.

sister, Norma.

DiMucci said economics
should be considered justifica-

DiMucci wants the ratio of
required

10 Republican Candidates
To Stay in Congress Race

groups came suggestions for
a scholarship fund. The scholarships will go to "someone
with a desire to return to his
community and help," ac-

sons, Fred Jr. and Earl, who
now runs the store, and their

until the 'mathematics in the

ways left over in Randhurst,

Out

and taxes."

BUT SO. MUCH parking
has proven excessive, he said.
as shown by empty space al -

rused by the village's building

the church to examine
congregation member's attitudes on social issues.

ly operation and the Meeskes

lected as an experiment.

shopping center's plans are pe-

at

And Big Jars-

night's Mount Prospect Zon-

"Persons would ask 'Why

were held on Monday nights

Days Of Barrels

crowded," and' the 4-1 ratio
for shopping centers was se-

can't they (Negros) help themselves?' I replied that the

of this year, discussion groups

Grocer FamilyRecalls

erty value, construction cost

intent," he said. "Back then
the middle of town was

corner of Busse Rd. and Golf.
So said attorney Morris
Bromberg on behalf of Builder
Salvatore DiMucci at last

After the testimony, a decision was postponed, however,

In January and February

are

meet the growing rate of prop -

of such developments, "to

ing Board of Appeals meeting.

and committment."

changing. The idea for the
"campership" program, which

MeeSkes Super Market at
101 S. Main St., Mount Prostomorrow (Saturday)
pect,
completes a week-long celebration of the 44th anniversary of its founding in 1925.

F

"A builder needs a higher ratio of rental," attorney Morris
is hard to accept because Bromberg (left) told the board of appeals on behalf of Builder
persons don't like conversion Salvatore DiMucci (right).

he himself needs help. Out

higher ratio of rental," he said

permit him to develop the land
more profitably, he said.
"The ordinance was - made
many years ago with very good

ping center at the southwest

others. "I started with sermons about persons' attitudes.
It was, pretty tight," he said.

building floor area changed
from 4-I to 3-I. That would

nomic picture," would justify
permitting a reduction in required parking for a new shop-

"*1

THE CONGREGATION

scribes a way of life and his at titudc toward it. "Sure the

ton Heights.
"Christ is a changing force.

By Ted Lacey
"Drastic changes in the eco-

was not able to get out of the
way in time.

An Arlington Heights wom-

an and a Chicago man were injured in two separate auto acci-

He was cited for failure to

yield the right of way
Mount Prospect police.

police

yesterday,

by

Michael Smith, 25, of Chi -

Dolores Bricker, 28, of 803

W. Braeside, Arlington

cago, was treated at Holy Family for cuts and cited for failure

Heights, was treated at Holy
Family Hospital yesterday
morning after her car collided

to yield by police after his car
struck

allegedly

an

auto

with another, driven by Ed- stopped on Rand at Wedge
wood.

ward Krakowiak, 40, of 300 S.
Parkway, Prospect Heights. as

Smith said he didn't see the
brake lights on a stopped car
driven by Craig Swan, 16, of
Kingsbury, Arlington
418

he attempted to drive across
Rand on Schoenbeck Rd.

A truck turning right on to

Schoenbeck

Heights, who told police he

apparently

blocked his view, said Krako- was stopped behind a third car

the inner lane waiting' to

wiak, who began to reverse af-

in

ter he saw 'the other car, but

turn left.
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The Day's Prospect

ee eaters Not on a Label
duties of
guards who
these
wear the original Tudor Uni-

AMONG THE

By Dolores Haugh

beautiful

(Fourth in a series of European Recollections)

form of Elizabeth Regina (ER)

the 38 uniformed Yeoman
Warders known as "Beefeaters

These men have served the

Queen abroad All are retired
warrant officers They live on
the grounds with their families
and execute only their duties

birds are clipped.

Now that the captive birds
arc destined to remain, the

A contant vigil is also kept

next step is to make sure they
are happy. The old male raven
had just outlived his prior
spouse when we arrived, and a
new beauty was being introduced. There they sat, side
by side, eyeing each other suspiciously, all within a carefully
roped off area. By jove, noth-

on the black ravens that live on
the Tower of London grounds.
Legend has it that if the ravens
leave, the British Empire

ravens.
The houses of the guards are
interspersed throughout the

is taking tourists through the

Meet a Beefeater that is not
on a label
A tour of London would not
have been complete without a
visit to The Tower guarded by

an England, the wings of the

heavily patrolled area housing
the crown jewels If you pause
a bit too long to eye a particu-

larly bright emerald, you ate
asked, kindly but firmly, to
"move along "

would crumble To assure and
insure that there will always be

marked with appropriate black
chains and brass plaques giv-

garrisons. The guards happily
pose with tourists, so we were

ing their names and dates of

greeted with"wide smiles.

departure.

The bloody tower is `bleak.

WHEN ASKED what they

The outer walls are surrounded by antiquated cannon

did in addition to their everyday activities, L. Varley, who

and artillery used in battles of
Britain.
THE LAWNS were bright
green and the tower buzzing,
for Richard Harris was busily

lives in the quarters in the wall
said, "We are present at the coronation and all royal wed-

dings." G. Hartley nodded his

ing is too good for the tower

grounds with some of them actually quartered in the old wall

approval and quipped, "But
aren't
these days."
those

too

acting, directing and filming
"Hamlet" that day.
As one of the members of

prevalent

How right he was. Happily,
the days of beheading are in

our tour had just finished a hit

a film with Harris,
"The Molly McGuires," an
part in

the past, too. The place where
seven or eight well known royal members lost their heads is

Reading -a "Young Miss

both of Mount Prospect The
article seas about planning par-

or vottinger children This

app iled/to

the

girls

who

would he a good
idea to help themselves, and
give a hand to some busy
though

it

mothers

The girls will plan your
child's party, talk over menus
with you, shop, serve and entertain --depending

on

how

much you want them to take
over

THEY RECENTLY entertained eight children at three y e a r -old Penny Williams'
birthday --and it was a success.

They alternated quiet and ac-

tive games, indoor and out-

'Iltilf:er:.

t

.1,W

It will cost you a minimum
of three dollars (you furnish
the food). For once you can
have a chance to enjoy your
child's -party. You could even
entertain the kids' .moms for

Mr. and Mrs. John C. Heinz

of Mount Prospect have an

number of sons and

equal

daughters with the birth of
their sixth child, Amy Michelle Heinz, on June 30. Amy
was horn at Lutheran Gentral
Hospital, weighing 9 pounds
31/4 ounces. Her sisters are

lunch.

Give it a try, Mom. It may
mos.

Leslie, at 392-3581, or Sharon,
at 255-1013, for information.

!,

$

,

.k

Bassinet Set

door activities.

be the best birthday yet! Call

-'

it

Harriet Forton meets two Yeoman Warders, known as Beefeaters. These Sovereign Guards
Extrordinar Varley and Hartley have served in the Queen's Army in India. Now retired they live
on the Tower of London grounds executing only their duties.

Birthdays Are Big Business
magazine was the beginning of
a project for two 12 -year -olds
Leslie Firth and Sharon Schick,

J0,

interview with him followed.

Mary, 10, and Sally, 9;
brothers arc David, 7; John, 6.

live in Budapest, Hungary,
and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond V.
Leonard of Schenectady, N.Y.

BORN ON July 6 at Lutheran General Hospital, Randall
Philip Winiger weighed 7
pounds 81'4 ounces. He is the
fourth child for Mr. and Mrs.
Robert J. Winiger of Mount
Prospect. The other children

are Jeffrey. 6; Gregory 5, and
Grandparents of the chil- Cheryl. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Rogoski
dren are Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Churney of Des Plaines and of Chicago and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Heinz of John Winiger of Carmi, Ill.,
and Stephen, 41/2.

are the grandparents.

Niles.

Seventh child for Mr. and

Happy grandparents again
arc Mr. and Mis. H. F. Griff-

Mount Prospect will have
much loving attention, with six

iths of Mount. Prospect, whose
new grandson, 'Scott Michael

Mrs. A. Warren Mundt of

chael. 6 pounds 2 ounces, born

Griffiths, arrived July 3 at
Northwest Community Hospital. Scott, the son of Mr. and

July 5 at Northwest Community Hospital, is welcomed by
Clyde, 12: Darlene, 15; Keith.
16; Craig, 18; Gay. 19. and

senville. weighed 5 pounds 2.1/2
ounces. He has a sister, Susan,
Maternal grandage 41/2 .

older brothers and sisters to
help care for him. Warren Mi-

It's amazing how quiet three -year -olds can be, especially when they're picking up cotton balls,
Allison Edlund tried her hand at putting them into a plastic howl at Penny's party.

Gary, 20.
Mr. and Mrs. George Sand-
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I'ROSPEC

to 10 at Conference Point on
Lake Geneva near Williams
Bay. The group, under the di-

sored by the National Council
of Churches' Division of
Christian Education. it is

THE MERMAID Mamas

managed by Roger and Joy

of the Northwest Suburban

Steele,

their families spent a weekend
at Conference Point Camp
July 11 to 13. Sailboating was

principal in Park Ridge. The

one of the main activities of

week season.

YMCA in Des Plaines, and

there.
Besides intensive rehearsing

and marching, members will

the 77 area people.

have ample opportunity for

0000 WAS 172
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Save Those Egg Cartons

Dean's List
Dave Schneider, son of El-

Drury Ln., Arlington Heights,

mer Schneider Jr., 315 S. CanDota, Mount Prospect, has
been named to the dean's list at

Diane

Elaine

Zelinske, 102
Circle, Prospect

The new plastic egg cartons

sewing aids. The trays may be

The handyman could use
the cartons for storing nuts,

The painter will find them
useful for mixing paint to ob-

bolts and nails

Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Sandor J. Szaba Sr., who

at Randhurst Shopping Center

starting at 8 p.m. The organ
will be played by several students. and refreshments will be
served.

at Lee Optical
we've been doing
the same thing for
over twenty-five* years/

elemental', educat"

The seamstress will find
they are perfect for storing

around the home
Seedlings may be started in
them or they may be used for
storing bulbs

Monika, age 4.

The Lynn Lakin StUdents
Organ Club will hold its next
meeting on Wednesday, Aug.
6 in the Lyon and Healy store

. . .

He is a senior majoring in

thy Ledding of Mount Pros-

Organ Club

lowered the prices...
but not the quality!

Heights. Callie Murin and Ka- Northland College, Wise.
pect, Forest View band mem-

are ideal for many purposes

\

,

are Peggy Liebenow of 619 N.
and

ferent groups during its ten -

son, Sandor Jozsef, on July 3 at
Lutheran General Hospital.
Sandor weighed 8 pounds 33/4
ounces at birth. He has a sister,

mass -production and
high -volume sales, he

Conference Point is spon-

ber and on the Cdnference
Point staff. Also on the staff

camp hosts as many as 24 dif-

announce the arrival of their

pect holds two family camps at
mer.

Palatine.

J.

SzabocIr., of Mount Prospect,

when Henry Ford started

Conference Point each sum-

both a Forest View band mem-

Robin Ln.,
Mount Prospect. Steele is a
'1224

Mr. and Mrs. Sandor

The Community Presby-

terian Church of Mount Pros-

Cory Van Schaik of 802 S.
Waverly, Mount Prospect, is
Friday, July 25, 1969

are the grandparents.

bers, were on the staff last summer.

swimming, boating, hiking,
tennis and the annual softball
games between band members
and Conference Point staff,
girls and boys.

Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor

Mrs. Alfred Mundt of Chicago

The Forest View High
School Band will spend Aug. 3

rection of Fred Elliott, holds
its week-long music camp

mother is Mrs. M. C. Harris of

ers of Mount Prospect and

FV Band Holds Music Camp
Three -year -old Penny Williams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dave Williams of Mount Prospect,
watches Sharon Schick light the candles for her cake. Her birthday party was planned for her by
Sharon and Leslie Firth, both of Mount Prospect. (Photos by Fern Schneider)

Mrs. Richard*Griffiths of Ben-

used for jewelry boxes, and
also for desk supplies such as
paper clips, paper fasteners
and rubber bands.
tain various colors.

Ho -Hum Hammock Time

40 Custom -Made

DRAPERIES
'

20% OFF

check our quality!
V check our service!

check the value!

satisfaction guaranteed!
GLASSES ONE LOW PRICE
NO EXTRA CHARGES OF ANY KIND

REGARDLESS OF THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.
It REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL LENSES.
REGARDLESS OP WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR. OR TINTED, OR SUNGLASS LENSES.

CARPETING
FROM

$3,99
Call for FREE

Estimate -

At no obligation

Model
Interiors
1707 Rand Rd.

Palatine, Ill.
Summer Is a delightful world to this elfin youngster as he swings on the Beachcomber hammock
by Geo. McArthur & Sons, Inc. of Baraboo, Wis. It's a four -point cord -string suspension style with
spreader sticks at both ends to keep bed width uniform. Treated to be resistant to weather, rot and
mildew, the Beachcomber retails for about $24.95 with folding metal stand:'

359-6630

REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOICE OF OVER 200

OF FASHION'S NEWEST, FLATTERING FRAME STYLES IN EXCITING
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ALSO AN ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE.
Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be
filled in the frame of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

MT. PROSPECT
22 CHICAGO 1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
AREA OFFICES
TELEPHONE: 259-9456
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

WEST SIDE

3 EAST WASHINGTON

6001 W. NORTH AVENUE
3942 MADISON

NORTH SIDE
3301 NORTH LINCOLN
4749 NORTH LINCOLN
4752 NORTH BROADWAY .
1324 MILWAUKEE

NORTHWEST SIDE
4787 MILWAUKEE
2747 MILWAUKEE

DOWNTOWN AURORA

91 NORTH BROADWAY

SOUTH SIDE
4218 SOUTH ARCHER
6351 SOUTH HALSTED
9124 SOUTH COMMERCIAL
11127 SOUTH MICHIGAN
8641 S. COTTAGE GROVE
9515 S. WESTERN

WAUKEGAN

1825' WEST GLEN FLORA

CHICAGO SUBURBAN
OAK PARK
1115 LAKE -STREET

BLUE ISLAND
13046 SOUTH WESTERN
OAK LAWN
87th & CICERO, KORVETTE CTR.
MT. PROSPECT
1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

DOWNTOWN ELGIN

15 DOUGLAS STREET

OPEN DAILY MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
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Day Light
By Joseph Stubenrauch

Last Friday, while the three
Apollo 11 astronauts were

Atlantic trip without naviga-

of the Norwegian's goal.

'THE TIE-IN across the myriad miles of star -hung space
and vast billowing waters
would without question have
provided an extra sensational
TV first, not that the first landing on the, moon needed any

tional aid many centuries ago.

In another sense, it was a
Heyerdahl

success.

himself has gone on record
that the trip proved that Egyptians could have made such a
voyage long before Columbus.

push back man's frontier of
knowledge came to an untimely end, destination not
achieved.

special treatment to make it

AN INTERESTING side-

epic.

light, to the Ra trip is that
back in May, NASA offered to

Thor Heyerdahl, the .54 year -Old skipper of the Ra, the

put

bright yellow basket with the
wine -red cotton sail, had sailed
the 15 -ton craft, made of interlocking papyrus reeds, from

communications

But Heyerdahl's view that
his trip was a success is worth
consideration, evaluation, and

equip-

ment aboard the facsimile of
ancient sailing "baskets" so

at the very least, an armchair

that there could be an eventual

The chief riddle behind the
voyage of sailors frorp Africa
to this hemisphere has been
solved, according to Heyer,
dahl, who says that the distance from the westernmost
African point to the easternmost South American point is

accolade.

hook-up with the first Ameri-

Morocco on May 25 in an attempt to prove that Egyptians
could have sailed to America
in such a vessel more than 40

cans on the moon and the
crewmen on the Ra, no matter
where they were. .

A satellite navigation. sys-

centuries ago.

tem was also offered to the water -borne explorers oy the
United States space agency of-

reed

boat, Ra, could not be repaired
.by the six crewmen who
staffed HeyottOahl's vessel, as
sharks preVented emergency
work. The seven mariners

ficials. Both offers were refused, appreciatively but definitely, by Heyerdahl.
The famous voyager on the
Kon-Tiki Pacific voyage 21
years ago explained that the
scientific modern equipment
would compromise the expedition's aims to prove how
seamen could have made the

were taken safely aboard the
yacht Shenandoah; and the Ra

was allowed to drift along at
the whim of wind and water.
You could say the voyage of
the Ra was a failure. When He-

Folks who like to flourish

THERE IS A galaxy of ga-

photo -finish shots of horses at
the finish line as sure proof of
who won can take up the "win

laxies awaiting further explor-

or lose" debate with our he-

other night to watch the first

roic Norwegian.

EVEN IF YOU decide to
vote against his claim for success, we want to stand up and
utter a clearly heard Rah! for

Ra. Especially for what the
voyage- stands for.

Not for the first time in hu-

ation. Some young lad who
was allowed to stay up late the
footsteps on the moon will lead
the way for future probes.

It comes to mind a young
boy of Palos, called Amino,
who hung around observing a
Genoese mariner 'named Co= ,
lumbus as he readied his, ships',
for the first voyage to the New

World. Amino went along on -:'
the second trip --later he served

man history has a band of men
set out to attain an "impossible

as pilot for Cortez to Mexico,

dream" or try to lay hands on

and was the pilot for Ponce De
Leon.

an unreachable star. The great
factor that provides for gener-

;.

Of course, de Leon never ,
did find that fountain of perplorers, seekers, travelers, and' petual youth. But Amino's piation after generation of ex-

yes, Don Quixote types, is that

,

toting was a good job, just the .,
same. You just know he did not,:

1,600 miles. And his vessel, the

they are not content with the
plotted trails and the mapped
areas, but look for answers to

Ra, had made 2,300 miles before it even accepted an escort
vessel: He felt that errors made

questions in their hearts, souls,
and minds.
If the moon becomes a sub-

by him and his crew, as "ap-

urb of earth, it does not mean

sounding cheer. And for all

prentices," would not have

we should be satisfied with such as their "bloody but un-

been committed by expert ancient sailors.

what has been discovered. We
should aim our sights higher.

bowed" crew, at least one extra, big Rah!

take the helm for the cash'-.,
alone. The search itself was as

,

big as actually locating the

;

magic waters.

So for the Ra, at least a re'

Lee Janson
LISTENS
TO YOU

"Yes, that's Apollo 1 !"

Dear Lee Janson,
There's this real great guy at school that I like very much, but
when we go out he never spends any money on me. i know he's

Vie Pro5pect Dap
"Honor the r riginal dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

saving for college, and his parents can't help him much, but
you'd think he'd spend a little money once in a while. If I ever
ordered a steak after we've gone to the movie, he'd drop dead. I
like him a lot, but he sure seems tight with his money.

-Tightwad's Girl

-

Some boys find it very difficult to earn enough so they can do

all the things they'd like to do. Your attitude can be helpful or
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John E. Stanton. Editor and Publisher

yerdahl abandoned ship, the
Ra was about 600 miles short
definite

speeding through outer space,
another expedition seeking to

THE BATTERED

A Rah! For the RA.

Robert C. Smith. General Manager

harmful. There are thousands of places to go, things to see, and
things to do that don't cost money. Some kids even make a big
evening out of watching the people at the airport terminal.

BIG EATER

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

Dear Lee Janson,

How does anyone lose weight? I'm getting fattcr and fatter,
and now even school is no fun. The more 1 worry about it,
the fatter I seem to get. My mother says not to worry and

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day l'ublications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, III. 60016

everything will be all right. I can't stop worrying about it. 1 don't

know what to do, because 1 really like to cat.

--Fatty

You and your doctor, with your mdfher's help, can find a
solution to your problem. Get u complete physical, th.h follow
the doctor's advice. In six months write me, and sign it "Slim."

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, lit, 60056

You might also join TOPS.

Send your questions to Lee Janson, clo Day Publications,
117 S..Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

The Day Endorses
Jennings for Board

DOCTOR SAYS

Pregnancy Chances
Rare After Age 50
W. G. BRANDSTADT,

Jennings, who owns his own business,

District 59 voters will choose a school
board member tomorrow, who will serve
until next April.

has not been tied to either the pro -Dr.

times will be found elsewhere in today's

issues caused problems last spring for the

Thomas or the pro -Forest View Elemen-

Details on polling places and voting tary School faction in the district. Both

Day.

school system.

Three candidates. are running: Gene
THE DAY HAS been presenting a series
Artemenko of Des Plaines, United Air
Lines executive; Paul G. Neuhauser of of detailed interviews with each candidate,
Mount Prospect, special agent with the asking information on philosophies and
Internal Revenue Service; and Joseph P.
Jennings of Elk Grove Village, president of

financial beliefs.

I deco Corp. of Wood Dale.

59 school board.

the largest in the northwest suburbs. It
opens its 20th school this fall. Its total

superintendent and running the schools.

With 11,800 children expected in September, the grade school district is one of
budget for next year is over $12,000,000.

We endorse Jennings for the District

We do so because we believe that he
may prove to be a unifying force, helping
the board to move forward in selecting a

A victory for either of the other two

candidates might well continue the split
in the coming months: finding a new super- among board members and make it that
intendent to replace Dr. Donald Thomas much harder to get things done.
DISTRICT 59 faces two big problems

and living within its financial means.
WE DO NOT, however, endorse Jennings
Supporters of .each candidate stress
without qualifying that endorsement.
their man's qualifications.

Artemenko, as former board president,
has unquestionably more detailed knowledge of the district than either of the other
two candidates.

Neuhauser, who has taught accounting
and is a tax fraud expert, would bring an

awareness of teacher problems 'to the
board. His wife has been a District 59
teacher for two years, though she will not
return in the fall.

Q-How soon after her baby
is born can a mother become
pregnant again'? What other

diaphragm pessaries and

besides birth control pills to

woman has ever become

drug can a woman take
keep from getting pregnant?

A-If you do not nurse your

Q-What

is

the oldest

a

pregnant?

A-It

is

pregnant

rare

after

to _become
age

baby, menstruation may

50. A

search of the medical literature from 1850 on revealed
If you nurse him, it may' only 26 authenticated cases.,
return in about six months, In one series of 50,000 births,
even though you continue the only two women were over
45. A woman of any age will
breast feeding. This figure,
however, is subject to wide not become pregnant if she
variation and is usually longer has not menstruated for over
return in about eight weeks.

in women who have had more
than one child.
Although there are several
!kinds of contraceptive pills,

a year.

they are all a form of female

hormone. Other means of

contact lenses?
A-No, but

trauterine devices, condoms.

with age.

birth control include in-

He has learned much about the district

Q --Is there any known way

yet to learn.

some minor
changes in color may occur

S&H
STAMPS

AJNEEK DELIVERING
THE NORTHWEST DAY
a daily, afternoon newspaper Routes now available
in Rolling Meadows and Buffalo Grove. Deliver in the
immediate vicinity of your home. DAILY - MONDAY
THROUGHAIDAY.

INSURANCE WORK
EXPERT BODY WORK
COMPLETE PAINT WORK
WE GIVE

EARN APPROXIMATELY $4"

of changing the color of the
iris other than using tinted

J & L AUTOBODY

in the last few weeks, but he has much
Jennings has repeatedly said that board
members should do their homework. We'
assume he means what he says, and that
he will live up to this philosophy.
If he is elected to the board, we charge
him with the responsibility of doing so.

chemical foams.

"NO JOB TO SMALL"
CALL
438.2314 or 2315
Or come to our Shop

missuaassamasasamaussommaras

Hideaword

ers To
e Editor

KINB LER
tor

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. En addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
15 good, 20 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

letters to the edimyst be signed, but
1

mot es will be withheld upon request.

L e it e r s

should be as brief as possible. typewritten. if possible, and should contain
an address or phone number so their 'authenticity
can be checked.

1 Mlle ilifth of Loke-Cook Rd. on Rt. 12

PALATINE, ILL,
WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK
VALUABLE COUPON

$25.00 FREE
BODYWORK WITH COMPLETE
PAINT JOB!
GOOD ONLY WITH THIS COUPON
PLUS S & H GREEN STAMPS

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
--

tirC.4:-A1K-41.14'

PHONE 255-7200

("_

1
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Translation Work on New Bible

Vacation
Church
School

Harlem youth gang members-and to laborers and business-

A new, up4o-date translation of The Bible is being

men.

sponsored by the New York
Bible Society and will soon result in publication of the Gos-

2,500 suggested changes to
make the meanings clearer.
Mor'e than 400 of these sugges-

completed retranslated in this
new translation.
Competent Bible scholars,

church
vacation
duct
school from 9 30 a.m. to noon,
its

Aug 4 through 15. Registrations are now being taken for
4 -year -olds through. 5th gra-

tions are being adopted, according to Dr. Edwin H. Palmer, executive secretary of the

working in teams, are engaged

official Committee on Bible

in this translation project. The
scholars, aiming to produce a
Bible that can be understood
by the masses, are asking the

ders

The theme this year will be
"The Church in Today's

Translation, which has overall
supervision of the work.
"The suggestions have been
a revelatibn. It is amazing that
experts can overlook some obvious things when they arc involved in detailed exegesis trying to find the precise meaning
of a passage. They get so involved in new specialities, they
overlook the obvious --that it
does not communicate today,
or gives a wrong impression to
someone in the 20th century,"
said Dr. Palmer.

common people from many
walks of life to "look 'over

World " Four -year -olds and
will study
kindergarteners
"Our Church"; grades I, 2,
3
will study, "The
and
Church, The People of God,"
and grades 4 and 5 will study

their shoulders" as they translate the ancient truths into
simple, modern language.

More than 1,000 copies of
the manuscript of the Gospel

of John were put into

"The Church at Work and

the

hands of housewives and professional people such as teachers. doctors and lawyers. It has
been given to the elderly and
the young --even a number of

Worship "

l5irectors of the program
are Mrs Roland Johnson and
Mrs Sid Brooks. The church is
at 333 W Thomas. Arlington
Heights The Rev. William R.
Robertson is the minister.

TYPICAL WAS an

I

Calender
Of Events

-1--

barbecue on a backyard patio."

In John 20:19, where the

the world, knowledgeable in

scholars had written that Jesus
- and His. disciples were together "behind locked doors," sev-

fully and wrote in their ideas

NIT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Center, 1 p.m.

Randhurst Toastmasters, Randhurst Town
Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Township 214 Board Meeting, Adminis-

tration Building, 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Jaycees, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m,
Prospect Chapter De Molay, 1104 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, 8 p.m.
Arlington Heights Chapter SPEBSQSA,
Knights of Columbus Hall, 8 p.m.

"He pointed out to us that in
modern usage 'witness is a
person. A person does not 'witnei' (as we had used the word)

but rather 'gives testimony' or
'testifies'."

IN JOHN 16:33, the trans-

acterized some other versions.

ly devotions), mentioned a pas-

Moreover, we arc working to

sage the, translators had ren"an officer"
dered about
t. whose son Jesus had bealed.
The boy clicked his heels and
saluted and then asked, "That

lost their meanings to the modern generation --terminologies

day night presented the school

slightly more than $1 million.

Mayor

for Urban

in

He was invited by Sen.
Charles Percy (R -III.)

A two-hour workshim

in,

the morning will involve
representatives from the
Justice Department, the

Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adelines, International, St. John's United Church of Christ,
Arlington Heights, 8:15 [fan.

to the Scriptures," by Mary
Baker Eddy, states: "Truth is
revealed. It needs only to be
practiced."

WEDNESDAY

pm
THURSDAY

The "splashdown" and buf-

Extensioneers of Mount Prospect, Drop in

fet dinner sponsored by the
Sisterhood of Congregation

Center, Presbyterian Church, 10:30-3 p.m.
Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Drop in Center, Westgate School, 10:30-3 p.m.

Beth Judea has been resche-

duled for 9 p.m., Saturday,
July 26, at the Holiday Inn in

FRIDAY

Mount Prospect.

Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.
Parents Without Partners, Knights of Columbus Hall, 8:15 p.m.

' Reservations may be made
,

with Mrs, Leah Chiprin, 5377729, or Mrs. Joyce Leff, 5371389. Cost is $10 per couple.

Opportunity.

of
the conference is to involve

and Urban Development

George Romney and Donald
Rumsfeld, director of the Office of Economic Opportunity
and special assistant to the

housing aid, water pollution,
sewage treatment, community
action programs, project Head
Start, education, public health
services, welfare aid, air pollu-

wide professional society. He
has served as chairman of im-

nancial Management Group, a

director of the Illinois Association of the Professions and a
professional development lecturer of the American Institute
of CPAs.

GUARANTEE, good coast -to -toast, U.S.
and Canada: Midas Mufflers are guaranteed
for as long as you own your car. Replaced,
if necessary, at any Midas Muffler Shop for
a service charge only!

259-0421
BRAKE SERVICE AVAILABLE

Anit-Draft
Pair to Speak
Phil Dowd of the Elk Grove
chapter

of the John Birch

Society and Bill Sweeney 'of
the Chicago 15, recently arrested and charged with destruction of draft files, will discuss the "Role of the Military
in Contemporary American
Society" in Room 115 of Elk
Grove High School at 8 p.m.
July 29,
The discuision is sponsored

MUFFLERS/PIPES/SHOCKS/BRAKES
inijIMMIlliDXSEIMIDASPnliDASIIITliDASIMMDASIII MIDAS. MIDASIIIMiDASIIMiDASIMIliDASIIIMIDASII

by, the Students for Human
Rights Club at Harper College.
-4,

Charles
member
Board
Houchins suggested that at its
next meeting the board should
decide whether to approve the

smaller addition °illy or to set
a date for a bond issue referen-

dum that could make possible
completion of the bigger addition.
However, Hanson said that

the board had decided at an

brary.

nance

Another feature that Fish-

man had added was wider hall-

ways. He said that the hug&
addition, changed to a onestory structure, would comprise 49,922 square feet as
with the 50,000
Square feet calculated for a
full two-story addition.

compared

con-

calculated

Fishman

as 12 to 14 months.

HANSON,

HARRISON

issue referendum to help fithe bigger addition
which they had approved.
Other schools in District 57
are Gregory, Busse, Fairview,
Lions Park, Sunset Park,
Westbrook' and Central Junior
High.

In Miller Play
Roger Krupa, 603 S. William, i'vlotint Prospect, a student at Western Illinois University, is appearing July 2226 as "Marco" in Arthur Miller's two -act

trip anyway, so he will not

president,

comb campus.

--

United Church of Christ

Pastor Keith Davis
9:15 & 19:45 a.m. Church School -Morning Worship

"Come Join Us in Sunday Worship"
41.41.41P4P 4040 4110.410 es 40 40 4P es 411sse Iris* 411..

#

Methodist
Russell P. Hughes Jr.

If Rd,
Mount. Prospect,e
Dr.

St. John
Lutheran Church

6 Robertf GE
°. Matthewss

392.6346
Church School: 9:30 AM
Worship Semite, 0:13 AM

Come as you are Service

1100 S. Linnemun ;Mt. l'itnipert

'

Rey, Waldemar B. Streufert

Pastor

'Your Light is Out"
Worship Setvka: 9:30 AM,

I.

"Blessed are the Balanced" i
.4.

Tel. 437-3223 . 439-0412

sersnessmesensmi........_

Sunday School and Bible Class
9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services

FIRST

8:00 - 10:30
No Communion
"The Power of Christ at Work"

-

Bible
speaks to you

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

SUNDAY

Sunday School:
9:45 A.M.

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712
insnimaninavesan
4.

-

NEXT ICJ H7tSS1 VIEW HIGH SC14001.

41,

100

PASTORS

E. A. ZEILE
CUFFORD KAUFMANN
J. E. GOLISCH
Worship Hours 8:00, 9.30, I I 00 A M.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.

PROSPECT

lined Toweled ,Sharittl: the fay.
111111 Cowtinsit silent of
the Giowel with people.
.

E reethwn.

,

MOUNT

`-L 5-0332

Community
Presbyterian
Church

"Citizens of Heaven"

Of Flying"

t,

SOUTH
SCHOOL
STREET

Evening Services:
7:00

Pastan Albert A. Lucchl
CL 3-2407

10:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

?cote Out 044 Coiccetic

Christian Doy SchoolKindergorten Th/u 8th

10:50

Nursery Provided For
All Services

40

Nursery Provided at Both Services.

"Things Absolutely Impossible"

"Facing Up To Fear

WJJD-FM (104.3 mc)
WJJD _1160 kc)
WLS (890 kc)
WKS (890 kc)
WAIT (820 kc)

Worship Service
9:00 and 10:30
Sunday Church School
9:00 and 10:30

CHURCH

Morning Worship:
!1,0

Larry D. Cartford S.T.M:Pastor
Phone 437-5 T41

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

CHURCH
1

Lutheran

Church of the Cross

2025 S. GOEBBERT RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

BAPTIST

the

--

827-7229

Rand and Central

have to ask the Village Board
for taw! expenses.
41040.11Ft

Trinity United

play "A View

said "We from the Bridge," in Brown
should aim for a referendum Hall Auditorium on the Maboard

"

Teichert said he plans to be
in Washington on a business

in the executive program of

He is past president of the
Elgin Rotary Club and the Elgin Country Club, president of
the Fox Valley Credit and Fi-

from sale of a lot to the Mount
Prospect Library.

Church of the Master --

commerce from Denver Uni-

Studies at Aspen.

tral School and the '$30,000
the board expects to realize

mayors will complete the
conference.

portant committees and for
two years as member of the

The $440,000 consists of
the proceeds of the sale of Cen-

programs.

A reception for Illinois

active in the affairs of the state-

project is undertaken.

earlier meeting to hold a bond

tion, vocational rehabilitation

aid, and manpower training

$440,000 as a base for construction costs. The balance
needed would be raised by a
bond issue in the case of the
larger project, or by tax anticipation warrants if the smaller

sulting addition would include
17 classrooms, one a science
core; a music center, and a li-

development, renewal and struction time of the projects

Hughes, who is administrative partner of Elmer Fox &
Co., a CPA firm withoffices in
Chicago and Elgin, has been

the Institute for Humanistic

of Labor George

Shultz, Secretary of Housing

clude; Law enforcement,
model cities, metropolitan

Society of Certified Public Accountants at the annual meeting, July 20 to 22, at the Playboy Club Hotel,. Lake Geneva,
Wis.

both

include

to

phases "A" and "B." the re-

lunch.
The ' afternoon session

TOPICS TO be treated in-

president of the Illinois

Northwestern University's Institute for Management and

If the larger project is un-

Vice President Spiro

President.

East Orchard Ln., Arlington
Heights, took office. as vice

versity in 1946. He qualified in
1948 as a certified public accountant. He has Participated

would include a gymnasium,
toilet facilities 15 classrooms

SEN. EVERETT Dirksen

Bachelor of Science degree in

Fast, Free Muffler Installation
. . . and the FAMOUS MIDAS

school officials said.
The smaller project, Phase
"A" in the two -stage plan,

dertaken

Hughes, now 46, was born
in Chicago and received his

THE MIDAS TOUCH!

nior high school population,

and the Office of Economic

Agnew will speak during

board of directors.

-Or

Should a bond issue scheduled for September be approved, the larger project
would result in greatly increased educational advantages for the district's entire ju-

and locker rooms.

IBIlliDAS81010.35MMIDASIIIM1DASIIMiDASNIMiDAS1111DASITIntinx.snliDASIIMIDASrninntninxsa

10*

pected.

Welfare, Department of Labor

SeCretary

The district can count on

tional needs for the peak 980 pupil population soon ex-

keynote speaker.

Hughes CPA
Vice President

ber,"

The smaller project is part
of what is hoped to be a two stage building plan. It would
provide only minimal educa-

of Transportation, Departirient of Health Education and

about the middle of Septem-

.

(R -III.) is scheduled to be the

Russell P. Hughes Jr., 210

Splashdown
Rescheduled

Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Drop in Center,
Ranch Mart Shopping, Buffalo Grove, 10:30-3

presently being studied.

could be published for bidding
by late September.

Department of Housing and
Urban Development, Department of Interior, Department

me a commandment, what

pm

possibility of publishing/ the
Book of Psalms separately is

He said that either project

High School, one

lot
$ 6 0 0, 0 0 0, the other for

Father which sent me, He gave

from
"Science and Health with Key

Bible will be published .separately as they arc completed,
according to Dr. Palmer. The

that have not been eliminated

S. Guy Fishman, School
District 57's architect, Mon-

conference
Progress"
Washington, D.C.

passage

-

Not all the books of the

tional terminologies that have

board with two sets of plans for

ence churches:

speak,"
A related

resented.

eliminate some of the tradi-

an addition to Lincoln Junior

Robert Teichert is attending

cold say, and what I should

States and Canada. Many,Prot-

estant denominations are rep-

Two Plans Offered
For School Addition

Mount

from John: "For I have not
spoken of myself; but of the

from many parts of the United

translation
up-to-date
without taking the liberties

with meaning thathave char-

"Truth" is the subject of the
lesson -sermon for this Sunday's services in Christian Sci-

correlative words

translation. They are drawn

and'

the translation on him at fami-

Mayor Teichert Attends
Washington Conference

these

"to ascertain accurately what
levels of the populace we are
transreaching with our
lation."
In all, more than a hundred
Bible scholarg, working under
sponsorship of the 160 -year old New York Bible Society,
are actively involved in the

so many?' "I have to answer
that I would hope that we can
do a more accurate, precise

Page 5

the "Partnership

will be made of it. "This will
enable us," said Dr. Palmer,

more lively and fresh in its language and imagery."
"Many write and ask," says
Dr. Palmer, 'Why a new translation when there are already

critics (his father was testing

By Ben Clarke

Prospect

WHEN THE GOspel of
John is polished into- its final
state,' a scientific, literacy test

government
translators

"ONE RESULT of the criticism by laymen and scholars," says Dr. Palmer, "has
been to make the translation

ster, a son of one of our editor -

Sermon
To Study
`Truth'

are

TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling Meadows, 7:30 p.m.
Prospective Waist-Aways, Friedrich's Funeral Home, 7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Hall, 8

Some letters came in without criticisms or changes. A
class of school youngsters
wrote, "I'm glad you're doing
this (making the Bible clear)
for us kids." And one young-

"witness" as a verb rather
than a noun. Said Dr. Palmer,

NE s

In the responsive reading

TUESDAY

and suggested changes."

translators' use of the word

ex-

Friday, July 25, 1969

Mount Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard
Country club, I p.m.

Greek, who read the text care-

A lawyer took issue with the

calendar covers the week ol'July 28 -August I.

MONDAY

from scholars in other parts of

jail."

a

the

changed it to "official."

changed it to "have trouble."

eral youngsters wrote to say,
"It sounds as if they were in

but

functionary,

Said Dr. Palmer, "We 'received a great deal of help

&

.

liceman,

for trouble," so the scholars

pupil who lives in an affluent
suburb wrote in, "That makes
it sound to me as if it was a

Religion

1 his calendar is prepared as a public service by

the Mount Prospect Chamber of 'Commerce.
Any organization wishing to contribute should
call Mrs. Helen Becker, CI 3-7469. Deadline for
listing is Tuesday of the preceding week. This

wasn't an army officer or po-

One layman commented that
that usage suggested "looking

a charcoal fire." A high school

BACK CAME more than

pel of John. This is the first
portion of The Bible to be

The Christian Church of
Arlington Heights will con-

the 21st chapter. The translators had written, "They saw

from other modern versions."

kind of officer'!" So, since it

"In the
world you will find trouble,"
lators had written,

ample of the 9th verse of John,

PASTORS

Gilbert Bowen
Thomas A. Phillips

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
PHONE 392-31 1 1
HOURS:

Worship Services 9:15 and 11:00 a.m.
Child Care and Church School
9:15 and 11:00 a.m.

"A Very Elusive God"

THE PROSPECT DAIL_
Friday, July 25, 1969
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Main Stree.

What's

Happening
"What's Happening" is a
listing of activities in the area
for youths. The activitity may
be sponsored by a club.

church, school or park, or it
may be a commercial event.
Send information on what's

1.

duct the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, and the Chicago
,Symphony Chorus will sing
under the direction of Marga-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

The Appointed Place: A
coffee house held at Recreation Park, 500 E. Miner, each
Sunday, Wednesday and Friday from 7:30 to II p.m. Entertainment for tonight is folk
singer John Guth. For Sunday, Roger Carol, also a folk
singer, will perform. Wednesday, July 30, Ray Herr, a mem-

ber of the Ides of March will
provide entertainment for the

Learning how to .operate the programmed engine analyzer, three trainees use it on a fourth
trainee's car. Left to right: Chuck DeFarkas, 5201 Carriageway Dr., Rolling Meadows; Al Weiss,
10483 Ethel Ct., Rosemont; and Jim Keith, 10021 W. Higgins, Rosemont. (Photo by Jac Stafford)

Is There a Shell Oil
Dealershipin Your Future?
pret it in terms of how well the
station is doing.

By Janice Burns

Want to be a Shell dealer?
Before you could become one

you would first have to go

through a four -week training
course at a Dealer Management Development Center.
The center serving the Chicago Metropolitan area, located at 709 N Main. Mourn

Prospect, is one of nine in a

nine -state area going as far cast

T H E TRAINEES are
taught to use adding machines
and do bookkeeping. They are
given 15 problems representing 15 days of running a station and must do these as part
of the course.
The Shell Credit Card system is explained in detail. They
learn the value of credit card

of gas, tires, and batteries.
They will also be taught the
types of tire constructions and
different materials in the tire is
constructed of.

evening. Admission for all
three nights is 75 cents. Nq one
under 16 allowed.

The Cellar: Tonight, For
Days and A Night and the
Stanley Moss blues band. Admission tonight is $2.50 at the

door. Tomorrow, the Aorta,
Admission will be $3 at the
door. The Cellar box office
opens at 8:15. The Cellar is located at Salem and Davis
Streets.

MOUNT PROSPECT:

THE CONSTRUCTION of
a battery and servicing of batteries is taught the trainees.
They arc shown how to display

Tomorrow 8 to 10:30 p.m.,
folk singer John Guth will per-

form in the Chestnut Room,
Mount Prospect Community
Center, 600 S. See-Gwun.

the tires and batteries, and are
acquainted with printing techniques.

W HEELING:
The Wild Goose, at the Che-

as Ohm, as tar south as Kentucky and as tar west as Mis-

customers and how to retain
those customers brought in

filter system in a car and differ-

souri

with special promotions.
The trainees are also taught

engine tune-ups, wheel balanc-

vy Chase Country Club, Milwaukee Av. and Lake Cook
Rd., presents Monday, July
28, The Cryan Shames. The

cooling systems.
The appearance of a service

NORTHBROOK:

The center in Mount Prospect opened about a year ago
and has graduated 71 students

so far They are now in the

fourth week of their seventh
class and one of the largest
with 22 persons. The average
class has 10 to 12 persons.

THE CURRICULUM emphasizes how to make your, sta-

tion deliver the highest 'possible profit The training is free

and Shell pays a salary while
the trainees learn.
The students attend classes
o n financial management
which teaches them to handle
money, products, invoices.
.

credit sales, read meters and

check inventories.
In the financial management courses the trainees also
prepare a profit and loss state-

ment and learn how to inter-

about the Shell and Allstate
road service plan and how it
can gain customers, increase
sales opportunities and service
work.

THEN THEY have personnel management courses de-

signed to teach the trainees
"how to develop a more productive service station staff,
how to attract good applicants,
how to interview them, how to
train them; how to administer

salary, and how to motivate
employes through benefit programs.

They learn about the products they handle such as gas,
oil, and specialties and how
driving affects the products.
The trainees are taught
salesmanship methods for sale

Buchholtz Heads Unit
Of Mental Health Assn.
David L

Buchholz, 221

Mulberry Ln , Elk Grove Village. has been elected treasurer

They are taught about the

ent types of servicing such as

ing, servicing brake systems, show begins at 8 p.m. Admisair conditioning. units, and sion will be $3.50.
station makes a difference in
the type of business it attracts
and trainees are told how to
have an attractive station.
THE. TRAINEES' are also
taught how to handle special
events such as promotional
contests to attract customers

exhibits at their annual 4-H
Fair. The fair site will be Sun dance Ranch, Schaumburg.

Four-H members will

He succeeds Daniel Weber,
Wren
Meadows

4101

Ln.,

competing for

t

Rolling

He is a partner in the Chicago firm of Arthur Anderson
and Co certified public accountants

David .L. Buchholz

2 Named Charity Aides
Two area residents have ',any, will serve as co-chairbeen named associate general
chairmen of the 1969 United
Settlement Appeal: Thomas.
Sweeney, 725 Wren. Palatine,
general purchasing manager.

man

of

general

merchan-

dise; Albert Lockett, 2311

Sunset Rd., Palatine,.partner

to 10:30 p.m., the Buddy Miles
Express and the Joe Kelly'
Blues Band. Tickets are $3.50
at the Sports Complex, located
just south of Dundee Rd.

be

Sunday, at 7:30 p.m., Ra-

vinia will present a concert de-

voted to the music of Gilbert
and Sullivan, starring baritone

Martyn Green. Appearing
with him will be Metropolitan
Opera soprano Joy Clements
and Lyric tenor John Walker.

Frani Alters, who has been

Merrill.

country club

Rand a Euclid Roads
Mount Prospect

CL 9-5400

lea Ileurretirms

Outdoors or
Indoors the Aero-Dyne
Insect Fogger is unmatched for

spectacular insect -killing power.
FAST-Blankets large areas
with penetrating insect -killing
fog. Flies, gnats, mosquitoes.

moths - none can escape
the

all -enveloping

cloud.

SAFE-Leaves no hazardous residue. Fogged areas
can be occupied Immedi-

DINNER
THEATRE

ately. Non-staining-

ON OUR
STAGE...

leaves no unpleasant

bright

System. Admission will be $2.

Another item of interest was
a train ride they took from Ber-

Soul Machine and the Soul day."
The Wild Goose is Iodated at
Belvedere and Lewis Sts.

HOFFMAN ESTATES:
A teen combo night will be
held Thursday, July 31, from 8

to 10 p.m. in the Golf Rose
Plaza,

at Golf and Roselle

Roads. Two hours of music
will be provided by two area
groups, the New Crystal Mist,
and the Soul Aftermath.
CHICAGO:

The Chicago Park District
presents the final concert in
popular Young People's concerts Thursday, July 31, at 11
a.m. at the Grant Park Music
Shell. The prograni features

from

sfictIcIdel Ion for less

THE LARSONS had Os iced Norway in 1953 and had
met and visited with several

formed by the Ron Cunningham Contemporary Dancers.
Irwin Hoffman will conduct
the Grant Park Symphony.
Kinetic Playground. Appearing tonight and tomorrow
night are Richie Havens, Jeth-

THEATRE for
CHILDREN

"THE'MOIC MOUNTAIN"
;SAT. & SUN. 2 P.M.

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

Chestnut Room beginning at 8
p.m. Admission is $1.

tomorrow, said Mrs.

goes to the Indiana sand dunes
on Sunday. It's an all -day outing. Buses leave at 9:30 in the
morning and retum at 10 p.m.

by a bike decorating contest, to

EARL E. MASON of
Mount Prospect has been
named executive vice president of Cooperative Food Dis-

from the Forest River Fire department on a short trip
through the Park View subdivi-

Georgeann Gardner, president

The high school crowd of of the association.
The picnic will be preceded
St. Mark Lutheran Church
be held on the grounds of the
Park View School, 805 N. Lee,

Mount Prospect. Contestants
will then follow a fire truck

sion.

The picnic will begin at I
a.m., at Lake Avenue Woods

Park View area are invited,

Church holds a family picnic
on the church lawn on Sunday
at 3 p.m.
The Woody Sherrills, for mer Mount Prospecters on

,P,

More than six million calls
erton Parkway and the Outer have been made to 392-7000
for toll -free time and tempera "Dr.'
SALE

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

AIR CONDITIONING

I

Take 3 months to pay, no
(FULLY INSTALLED)

.........t
PHONE

NORTH AMERICAN

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.965-8500i

ii

I

West, at the northeast corner of

noon and all persons in the

west Community Hospital, has
been named to the Chicago
Hospital Council Board of Directors. An active man, interested in community affairs,

Mrs. Gardner said. Games and

School and is on the board of
trustees of Clearbrook Center
for the Retarded.

event arc Edith and Vern Eirich of 1702 Basswood, Mount

contests for toddlers through
adults will begin at I p,m. Lo-

cal merchants have contributed some $300 in prizes for the

MacCotin is also on the lay events.
Social chairmen for the
board of Sacred Heart High
Prospect.

ARLINGTON PARK
America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!
Keen eel-ell Iniedees esewletele eIneeedlthee4
SAS, Sal. end Hot. 5:11 P.M.
ReelPesede: elm Ant Mere. RAO.

Quinelias Perfecta
450 Room Resort Hotel ...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course
Northwestern trains direct to track.

Dan Kennedy or Tri-State
to Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North).
Information WE 9-2500

LET A REALTOR

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY
CAN GROW INTO,
NOT OUT OF!
A Realtor knows what you are looking for in a
house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ..
see Kemmerly!

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

SAFE?

(3Jark

emnierb

It's heartbreaking to lose precious stones from a cherrished piece of jewelry. And it's so unnecessary. All you

REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9

have to do to make sure your pieciaus gems are

them and give you a free estimate of the cost if work is
needed. Our highly skilled craftsmen will even re -size
your rings for a more perfect fit. We specialize in
fitting finger -fit shanks on rings, ring guards and stabilizers.

We'll clean and polish your rings to shining brilliance...repair your bracelets, pendants, earrings...re-

string your pearls...even replace missing stones and put
new catches on antique jewelry. Our charges for expert workmanship are modest...and you'll be happier
knowing that your gems are safe...and again beautiful!
Of course, we always clean your rings and check them
at no charge.

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING
THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In Arlington Heights

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

then ante cent.

A

sr LIAR Sinus

$3.00

Weather permitting, a good

his guitar at various clubs in turnout is expected for the
Chicago and the suburban fourth annual picnic of the
area. He will perform in the Park View Homeowners Assn.

Malcolm MacCoun, executive vice pr'esident of North-

aged to find some relatives
they didn't know existed and

the Lake is located at Full-

ONLY

from

Picnic

Folk singer -guitarist John
Guth will perform at the
Mount Prospect Community

Euclid and River Rd. It will
continue through the after-

21)00 cubic feet of In-

4'k/image-Go

year."

vides?

Corp.

Can Whistle," by Steven Sond- Paddy had a successful enheim and Arthur Laurents. gagement entertaining with
Curtain time is 8:30 p.m., ad- Joey Bishop in Chicago a
mission is $1. The Theatre on while ago.

GEMS efr

Farmer kid: "We're going
to raise mashed potatoes this

and through the records man -

then. This

presents July 29 through Au- hurst Barber Shop is a singer
gust 2 the musical "Anyone as well as a popular barber?

ARE YOUR
PRECIOUS

over your field?"

time, they found some new
ones. They went to ,the archiv,es in some of the cities

cousins

Prospect Manor Av., are in the
area again. ''I hey moved to Atro Tull and Spooky Tooth. Ad- lanta, 6a., about seven years
mission is $5 at the box office ago and now are back -but are
which opens at 7:30 p.m. The living in Glenview.
playground is located at Clark
DID YOU KNOW that
and Lawrence.

interest. Or poymnts as low
as 513 per month. All work
fully guaranteed for I year.

and temperature number pro-

WORST JOKE of the Day:
City kid: "Why arc you run-

ning that big steamroller all

tributors of America ... Frank
R. Sapit, 609 Ironwood Dr.,
has been appointed assistant
treasurer of General Finance

second

who didn't know they existed.
They even found and visited
the churches where their
the premier of the revised ver- grandparents were baptized.
sion of the ballet, Adventures "ft was a marvelous trip,"
of Raggedy Ann and Andy. Mrs. Larson said,
Presbyterian
Community
This program will be per-

THEATRE

ow'

through snow-covered mountains and picturesque valleys.
"It was a most beautiful and
scenic ride much like Switzer land," said Mrs. Larson.

LOWEST OPERATIN9

$5.95

NG

gen to Oslo. They traveled

odors.

COST - Generates"'

PARKIAMPLE

daylight 24 hours a

Thursday, July 3I, will be the

cast, much as the Chicago time

secure is to bring your rings In to any of our seven
stores. Our Registered Jewelers will carefully inspect

Montgomery Ward and Coin -

(s)

Center, 600 See-Gwun, tomorrow evening. Guth has played

sort of frustrating," Mrs. Larson said, "for no darkness to
come. There are heavy room darkening curtains on the windows there -but it was really

BOAT INSURANCE
trophies in addition to ribbons
and cash prizes. Judging will WAYNE BRENNAN
WESTGATE SHOPPING
begin at 1 p.m. Friday and con-,
CENTER
tinue through Stinday. Exhit
392.4080
its will be on display until 8
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
p.m. Sunday.
Sht, (11 i ire 011 C.1,1/11,, ('

in Skidmore, Owings and

In the Old Orchard
Country Club

a service of

The New Place is at 1745 Lake
Eleanor St.
WAUKEGAN:
Wild Goose. Appearing

sion Wednesday will be $3.

conducting at the Metropoli-

AERO-DYNE INSECT FOGGER SWEEPS LARGE AREAS
CLEAR OF FLYING INSECTS

is

First National Bank of

Mount Prospect at Randhurst.
Wouldn't it be nice if they
could include a weather fore-

fifty-two

KILLS INSECTS

Lure. This

'the

Prospect Heights recently re ret Hillis.
'turned from a three-week trip
ALGONQUIN:
New Place. Tomorrow, fea- to Norway.
One of the outstanding
turing Shadows of Knight,
plus Crow. Admission is items of their trip was a jaunt
$2.50. Wednesday, July 30, to the North Cape, where they
the Cryan Shames will appear, witnessed three days and
plus Shades of Black. Admis- nights of midnight sun. "It's

'

young peoples program.

proximately 2,500 4-H project

Buchholz also has been appointed to the Association's
hoard of directors and executive committee.

Dr. and Mrs. Jordon L. Larson of 913 E. Wildwood Dr. in

"The Art of the Dance," a t5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

seven hundred North Suburban Cook County 4-H members will put on display ap-

Mental Health Assc.

Thursday, July 31, from 7:30

4 -Hers

On Friday Aug. 1 more than

and chairman of the finance
committee of the Northwest

Rd., presents on

RA VINIA:
and then keep them.
The first three weeks of the
Tonight the Ramsey Lewis
courses are spent in classroom Trio
appears in concert under
training -on the above subjects
Ravinia Park pavilion. Imand then spend a week which the
following this, Raemphasizes practical experi- mediately
vinia will show the fourth clasence in servicing cals.
sic film comedy or its Friday
The courses are supplemented with films, slides, mov- night film series in Murry Theater. The film will be Buster
ies and speakers.
Keaton in "Railrodder," and
"Buster Keaton Rides
Again."
Tomorrow, at II a.m.,
dancers Ruth Ann Koesun and
John Kriza, will appear in

Display
Exhibits

s'

Theatre on the Lake Paddy Manna at the Rand -

Sports Complex, 2300

Pfingston

Lil Floros

tan Opera since 1963 will con-

happening to What's Happening, Day Publications, 117 S.
Main St., Mount Prospect
60056. Tell us and we promise
to tell everyone else.

Tit ^

The Midnight Sun

Risnclitiurstil Shia.

jt

Cio:titec'

Mt. 14'0100 $) 2400

to 44;1; sAi**Y*,gya
OPEN DAILY
1272 Winston Park Plisn,,
°

metros* Park

ft 30444

coNVENLtriT,CRE4T0104'

358-5560
253-2460
956-1500
894-1800

299-0082

'

VERYDAY IS BARGAIN DAY at ROSEMONT
FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE TO EVERY CUSTOMER

PLAZA

... AND THERE'S NEVER A PARKING PROBLEM

9500 W. HIGGINS ROAD (BETWEEN HIGGINS & RIVER ROAD)

MID RcIsEm°
SUMME
SALE

ROSEMONT LIQUORS, INC.

BUY NOW, BEAT
THE TAX ON AUG. 1ST.

CLEARANCE PRICES

-

$659

VODKA
SALE

WILL

BUY!

FIFTH

GET 1969 A dmiral.
COLOR QUALITY
AT SPECIAL LOW

LOOK WHAT

SALE!

WHETKEY

A111969

covog
1 EteENI NOSS
musi BE SOLD

%GALLON

CANADIAN

ANACIN

House of Lords

Reg.

-

$1.19

Limit 1

$A98

QUART

Reg.

$1.39

SEMKOV SCOTCH
Special Today/

$389

LISTERINE

100'S

CALM

CREST

:7

Spray Deodorant

Reg. or Mint

FIFTH

?6,

,

rht

CHAMPAGNE

AN IA

HERITAGE

CHIANTI

HOUSE

>

$ 1 79

LG. BT.

23" Adlitsirest

23" ricIMOU COLOR TV
Reg. Price
Sale
Price

$64 9 95

COLOR TV

$699.95

The Bremanger

Mediterranean Styled Console, Pecan Granined
Finish on Hardwood Veneers.. Features Admiral
Instant Play, Dynamic "Pin -Cushion" Correction
Circuit, Picture Tube Deflection System, Balanced

Model GM -583

Convergence Assembly Circuit, High Gain 3 -Stage
IF Amplifier, Color Amplifier, and Color Control

Remote Control

If your taste runs to Contemporary, you'll find it
hard to resist the Nordic -inspired beauty of the
Bremanger. Oiled walnut veneers, hand -rubbed
to a mellow lustre, provide an opulent setting for

GET ROSEMONT TV'S
LOW CLEARANCE PRICE!

vivid New Vista Color TV.

?kg

RCA 2 Year

Picture Tube Warranty
Color Portables as Low as

Admiral 3 year
Picture Tube Warranty

Clearing 1969 Color Portables As Low As

$21990

$2199'

8 Truck Steree Tape Decks
Cassette Tape Recorders
At Summer Discount Prices.

At Low -Low Prices

FOAM

IMPORTED BEER

Don Brooks, R.Ph.

From around the World

9511 Higgins Rd.
Rosemont, III. 60018

Phone 825-4391
9513 Higgins Rd.
Rosemont, Ill.

PHONE 823-5163

SAVE ON ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS

TWO WEEK
SPECIAL

,

SET WITH

"Tr

HAIRCUT

9517 WEST HIGGINS

S/

Reg. $1.19

ROSEMONT
PHARMACY

ROSEMONT
BARBER SHOP

/

HAIR STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
REGULAR HAIRCUTS

SAUNA bath &
SHOWERS,

SHOE SHINES
ROSEMONT PLAZA

823-5751

Phone: 692-2802

$1.09

BROOKS

MON., TUES., WED., & SAT. 9:00-5:30
THURS., & FRI. 9:00-9:00

Hours: 9 AM to 9PM Mon, Thru Fri. Sat. 9 AM to 6 PM

Reg.

77'
77
77'

532

HOUSE OF BEAUTY
Specializing in high styling

9515 Higgins Road Rosemont Shopping Plaza

$1.29

GILLETTE

Carousel

LIMNER CLEARANCE

SHAMPOO

SEVEN
UP

only $5 .50
TV Sales & Service

Reg.

BRECK

1 98

july 25 thru Aug. 9
SHAMPOO

Quiet Kool Air Conditioners
From 5,000 to 28,000 BTU'S

6o:.

X DRY

..Model 3L378M

The Acadia

With VHF "wireless Wizard"

ARRID

774

rig.19

ROSEMONT, ILL.

HIGGINS AND GAGE
825-9107''
ROSEMONT, ILL

YOU'LL ENJOY THESE NEARBY SERVICES TOO ...

SHADY REST.INN
DEUCIOUS NOON LUNCHEONS AND DINNERS

-. LIQUORS WINES. BEER

DRESSES

UP
TO

Junior Petite
Junior
Misses

30%

Half Sizes

LINGERIE

Shells

Shirts of all types

STEAK
RIBS
CHOPS"

692.5306

ROSEMONT, ILL.

Blouses

REGULAR

Shoes

OPEN

71klys A Week -Mon., Thurs., Fri Evenings till 9 P.M.
9507 W. Higgins Rd. PHONE 825-4278

tee _Apparel,
ROSEMONT SHOPPING CENTER

1

ROSEMONT, ILLINOIS

.

7 A.M. to 11 P.M.
A WEEK
7

PRICES

at

PHONE 825-9034

OP&

I

mchea

PLATE LUNCHES SANDWICHES

9421 HIGGINS RD.

9415 HIGGINS ROAD

Slacks

OFF

Robes

Night Gowns
Lounge Wear

SPORTSWEAR

CHICKEN
SANDWICHES
COCKTAILS

200 N. River Rd.
orner of Higgins

ROSEMONT, ILL.
CAR WASH
AND WAX

1

Lawrencewood Shopping Center
Corner of Oaktonk& Waukegan Rds.

NILES, ILLINOIS

i

THE DAY
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Friday, July 25. 1969

arper College OpeningitunningRigh on Schedule
well as extending the Open

go" on the Sept. 15 opening of

second floor,, library, Aug. 4;
third floor, classrooms, Aug.
4; first floor, audio-visual cen-

College campus.

gram area, Aug. 18.

site, the College Center is the
largest of the six structures
(125,870 gross square feet). A
sunken lounge with a natural

by K. C. Radtke

The word is "all systems

the new permanent Harper ter and developmental proLast night Mario Egidi and
Roy Mueller, representing
Corbetta' Construction of Illinois, general contractors,
gave Harper board members
specific occupying dates for
each nook and cranny in the

The giant thinking machines
employed in the data processing department were the very
first pieces of furniture to dignify Harper's modern version
of the "halls of ivy."
SIMILARLY, the computers

six red brick buildings.
Occupying dates for various
building sections are:
College Center --third floor,
east wing, counseling suite,
Aug. II; second floor, east
wing, faculty dining and meet-

were the first occupants two
summers ago when Harper
personnel moved into the fam-

iliar red and yellow "barn"
shortly after acquiring their
permanent' 218 acres campus
site on Alg6nquin and Roselle

ing rooms, Aug. 11; second

floor, west wing, snack bar
area, Aug. 8; second floor,
west wing, bookstore, Aug.
11.

THIRD FLOOR, west wing,
game room and student activi-.
ties, Aug. I I; first floor, cafe-

teria, Aug. 8; kitchen, Aug.
18; bakery, Aug. 25; duplicating room, Aug. 8.

Administrative wing of the
College Center: first floor data
processing, moved in 'yester-

Rds.

College officials converted
the "barn" from a private
training stable for show horses

to an administration center,
data processing department
and evening school classrooms.

A Hatper spokesman 'said

the "barn"

)t

,"t

-

during the next few years.
BUT

RIGHT

now the

fireplace will set

a tone of

warmth and informality in the
place where students and
teachers will gather frequently
during the school day.
THE CENTER will be social
and business oriented, housing

food services, cafeteria,

administration offices, board

room, bookstore, dining
data processing.

Looking west with the three-story College Center in the background, the art and architecture
wing (left) and the lecture -demonstration center (right).

Moving east through the
College Center, students will
walk directly into the
two-story art and architecture

Center (library) is 'located
southeast of the art and architecture wing. Classrooms, of-

a music wing. Other structures
pletion date.
College officials are eager to include a vocational technical
begin Phase II as soon as center, business, social sci.

wing, where light fixtures hang
from a slanted ceiling and

fices, and some audio-visual
areas will temporarily be set

given to a science addition and buildings, and an auditorium.

wall.

Parking will be available
south of the six buildings.
Corbetta began construction'

DeMAR AUTO SERVICE

of the six buildings (Phase I)
on October 23, 1967, aiming
toward a July 31, 1909, corn-

SERVICING

rooms, student activities and

The ceiling exemplifies the
cathedral -type roofs used extensively throughout the Harper construction.

A lecture -demonstration
center, consisting of one

"barn" is the main activity

300 -seat auditorium and two

lecture rooms are
separate buildings immediate-

stronghold for moving ma-

125 -seat

nipulating as Harper personnel prepare for, the big

ly north of the art and archi-

(engineering classrooms and
offices), Aug. 20; dental area,
Aug. 25; lecture area (class-

it.

rooms), Aug. 29; east wing
LECTURE demonstration
center occupation date was set
for Sept, 15.
Learning Resources Center:

long-awaited move into the six
building ithmediately behind

The campus and buildings
are contemporary in design
with cathedral -type roofs in
instruction areas. Huge vertical windows facing north will
provide greater natural light as

tecture wing.

A SCIENCE wing containing life and health science laboratories and lecture rooms is

situated further east of the
lecture demonstration center.

The second largest of the
Harper complex, the threestory

OWEN
CARPET
SALES

AVAILABLE

TRANSMISSIONS

Servicemost,:(
Ca. -pet 8 Furniture

Cloanino.

RENT -A -CAR

DIFFERENTIALS

TOWING SIRVICE

POWER BRAKES
POWER STEERING

CREDIT TERMS

INSPECTIONS

Visit our new showroom at

672 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine 358-1500

Resources

Learning

possible, with priority being ence and physical education

up in this building.

windows form a greater portion of the building's northern

ing, will be ready on Aug. 6.
Science complex: west wing

(labs), Oct. IS.

AN Inn the masonry and interior work is finished, the product
,.,tl h. tb, entrance to the physics nod engineering laboratories
sf once complex at the new campus of Harper College.

to be

phased out of services as the
college takes its final shape

day; second and third floor,
business offices and administrative suite, Aug. 1.
'Art and architecture build-

is likely

atmosphere of each building.
Beginning in the northwestern corner of the building

(WHILE YOU WAIT)

9435 W. HIGGINS RD.
ROSEMONT, ILL.
WEST OF RIVER ROAD

692-6172

"OUR TIME IS YOUR TIME"
AND THEIR HOURS
LISTED BELOW ARE MANY OF THE AREA'S STORES & SERVICES
EASIER.
OF OPERATION...REFER TO THIS GUIDE TO MAKE YOUR SHOPPING
Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS
"

20 S. Evergreen Plaza

Arlington Heights, Ill.
Hours M,T,W,Sat. 9-6
Th , Fri 9-9

MAGNAVOX STEREO AND COLOR TV
PIANO REBUILDING AND REFINISHING

506 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

SHEET MUSIC

PIANOS

LESSONS

ORGANS

MARIA SCHAEFER MUSIC STORE, INC.
1415 Ellinwood St. Des Plaines, Ill.

Phone: 394-0820

Respect Sate gkep

M -F 9-8

824-4131

M & Fri. 9-9:00

T -Sat 9-5:50

The Chic Boutique

tn.. Dealer
Your Franchised
We service all makes
Special Summer Hours:
"Phone

Dunton Court
Arlington Heights
CL 3-1766

312-259-4569

Sat. 9-5:30

Daily 9-6 Thur 8 Fri 9-9

In VILLAGE SQUARE

CENTER

GARDEN

LEIDER

"Specialists in Orthopedic Fittings"

WELLBORN'S SHOES

SCOTT'S WEED & SEED
5,000 sq ft bag normally $7.95 NOW $6.95

PUT YOURSELF

IN OUR SHOES

10 000 sq ft bag normally $14.95 NOW $12.95

25 W. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-5757

LEIDER'S INC.
460 W. Irving Park Rd.
Bensenville, III. '766-1177

Panel
Tile
Carpets
cit.11
c A LI, Century Supply Company
Hours:

Daily 8:00 to 9:00 PM
Sat 9:00 to 6:00 PM

1010 East Central Road

L0

Rand Road-U.S. 12 at Central Road

LR

1. Prospect, III. 392-4700
Over 1,000,000 Sq. Ft.
Tile in Stock
Near wholesale to you

Mon -Sat

9:00-5:30
Fri. 9:00-8:30

Cole Bathing Suits

20% off

Des Plaines, HI.

724-7364

353 Georgetown Square

IMPORTED et DOMESTIC DELICACIES

SUNDAY 12-5:30
M -Fri. 10-9
T,W,T,S 10-10

ORIGINAL"OIL PAINTINGS

1004,
t-

PHONE: 259-9544

NORTHWEST

METALCRAFT STUDIO

1,44, ,

10 S. EVERGREEN AVENUE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

413 S. Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Hirights, Ill.
CI. 3.1905
Fine Furniture for the Horne & Patio

Iron by

Woodard
Meadowcraft
Many others

Unusual Gifts --Lamps

Statuary-Fountains
Pictures

Custom Fireplace Screen -built to order
Gas logs Glass screens

Open 7 days a week &'5 nites

THE

C

ARTER

MUSIC SHOP

ami &fool oi
Home of the famous

CONN ORGAN
12 Models from $895.00
27 W. Prospect Ave.
Mount Prospect, III. CL 3-5592 Daily 9 to 5

The Sportswear Boutique
HOURS

116 S. Northwest Hwy
Palatine - 358-6050

Mon-Thur 9:30-5:30
Fri. 9:30-9
Sat. 9:30-5

DAILY 9-6
FRIDAY 9-9

_

Art Gallery

VA CFA LE COUPON

Painting Restoration
Custom Framing
Art Instruction

S klieg A/114#
32 S. Evergreen Arlington Heights, Ili.

394-3083

Wood Dale 595.0665

Continental Delicatessen

ANTIQUE PAINTINGS

FREE DECORATING SERVICE
Slip covers
Upholstery
Custom Made Draperies
Kirch Hardware
Window Shades

Open Mon-Wed.':30-6 Thur-Fri. 9:30-9 Sat. 9:30-6

HOURS: DAILY 9-9, SUNDAY 9.-9

1505 Ellinwood

Your Custom Drapery Specialists

VIOLET FASHIONS

.

44 W. Palatine Rd.
358-7350
Palatine, Illinois

DRAPEKY,44

Mort. - Sat.
9 - 5:30

SUN 12-5

RAZOR CUTS $4.00
with this Coupon

.

KING MIDAS BARBER SHOP
Wheeling, Illinois
Dail 9-6 Sat. 9-5
Phone: 537-.909

Mon -Sat 10.6
Thur & Fri 10;9

Ito

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
STATIONERY
CARDS
107 S. Main St.
Mt. Prospect

11,

Bob

Gordon

849 W. Dundee Rd.

SHOP & BROWSE IN COOL COMFORT

HOURS:

.).44;;:o'

CL 3-1218

Hours

1381 Prairie Ave.

Mon-Thur-Fri
10:30-9 P.M.
Sat. 9 to 5:30

Des Plaines

827-6603

BARON'S
KIMBALL MUSIC CENTER

$399.00

New Spinet Piano Only

.5-ciw-uu._ Bicycles

KNUPPER'S NURSERY

Wink's Bike Shop

& GARDEN CENTER

"THE BIKE RIDERS PAL"
SALES &SERVICE
Hour.: M& F 9:00 to 8:307,W,7-9:00 to 6:00 Sat..9 to 5:30

Everything You Need

FicBetter Gardening
Hours: M -F 8-8

Sat. 8-1,6

Sun. 9:5

115 E. Davis St.

359-1080

Arlington Heights, Ill.
Cl. 3-0349 - CL 30350

Rand Rd. (US 12) & Dundee Rd., Palatine

.

,4141i4;4'

36ers Dropped from Tourney
Picture as Wheeling Wins
two were out, Toneff, Hull and
Paul Elisco ripped consecutive
singles to left off Johnson.
Kreutzfeld made the run
stand up until the seventh. May

IN CONTRAST TO Wheel-

By Mike Imrcm

rested

ing's

Rich Kreutzfeld and Marty
Crain combined for a two -hit-'
ter and Dan Hull drove in the
winning runs in the eighth inning as Wheeling beat Des
Plaines Legion Post 36, 5-2. in

a Ninth District American Legion tournament baseball game

Des

hurlers,

Plaines' staff was worn thin.
Starting pitcher Buzz Johnson
had thrown .2/3 innings against
River Grove Wednesday, and

night.
This was the second time this
week that Wheeling has beaten

and the loss dropped the .1-91-,,s/

out of the double -elimination
competition. Wheeling advances and plays Arlington at

Maine South at 5:30 tonight.
Both teams have one loss.

HADN'T

WHEELING

played the previous two days
and its pitching staff was well
rested. Kreutzfeld started and
pitched one -hit ball for six innings before tiring in the seventh.

Coach Gerald Eliseo called
in Crain to relieve Kreutzfeld,
and the right hander knocked
down nine men in a rosy to pick

up the victory. Crain was4lso
the winner in Sunday's 6-2
triumph over the 36ers.

Des

31 5 10 4

aq

May, 1 b -p -lb

the

hack with a run in the bottom

Keith
Des Plaines
Koentopp then yanked May in
favor- of Bob Artemenko, the
hard -throwing ace of his staff.
Artemenko hadn't pitched
since Sunday, though he had
been playing shortstop during

got a bad hop single over the
shortstop's head and raced

3

Teichert, rf-I b--cf
Caltagirone, 2b
Johnson, p
Bartlett, ph -If
Gruber, c
Totals

half of the seventh. John Dyson

around to score on pinch -hitter
Dean Sheridan's two -base blast

444U'i,rts.

4000
3000
4000

Artemenko, ss-p

WHEELING CAME right

coach

1

4.,

100

4121
4000
2000
0001
3000
30 2 2 2

E --Schweitzer 2, Toneff,
Dyson, Teichert, Caltagirone;
2b --Sheridan; 3b --Hull, Teichert; sac --Bartlett, Schweitzer, May; sb--Teichert.

,

WHEELING (5)

THE FIRST MAN Arte-

abrhbi
3000

Player
Wcisen, ct
Schweitzer, 3h

menko faced was Hull, and the
big first baseman ripped a triple

to right center for two RBI.
When the throw to third got

I00

2

Toneff, c

3220

Hull, lb

41 22

make the score 5-2.

Eliseo, If

Wheeling scored first with a
run in the opening frame. After

IS/lessina, 2h

4021
1000
2010

away. Hull continued home to

Andrews. ph -2b

PITCHING SUMMARY
Player

Kreutzfeld
Crain

Heights Falls; Still
Has One Chance Left

ip h r-er bb so

6 2 2-62 7

Johnson

3 0 0-0 0 0
6 5 1-1 2 5

May
Artemenko

I 3 I-1 0 0

2 3-2 I0

Winne r --Crain;

Loser-

-May.

vrneeimg's Speedy Weisen didn't live up to his name as he
baseman, Pete Cavallaro. (Photo by Bob Privratsky)

By Jim Stuart

The loss was the first for Ar-

lington, which must now face
Wheeling tonight at Maine
South for the other final berth.
Wheeling also has one loss,
and the loser of tonight's contest will be eliminated from the
tourney.

ARLINGTON HAS

al-

ready beaten Wheeling twice
in

play and

regular -season

once in the tournament, but
Lloyd Meyer's pitching staff
has been worked hard in the
Park Ridge "series."

No less than four hurlers
were used last night in an ef-

fort to stop Park Ridge, and
the result is that only one of the

seven Arlington moundsmen,
Gary Anderson, goes into
tonight's game with more than

Heights in several

respects.

Lundstedt,ss
Leja, p
Jones,p
Stratton, p

third, a double by Lundstedt, a

single by Jones and a walk
loaded the bases with nobody
out, but a pop out and a force
play at home ruined any chances for a big inning.

IN THE THIRD, Dow

1

0

0

0

Johnson,p

1.

0

1

0

0

1

11/2 3 3-0 1

for Park Ridge, giving his club
its third complete game in as

ing some seldom used players
to gain experience,

STEVE SMITH lest Logan

Square hitters with two hits
/matte scored a run. Mike Abinantl had one hit in three trips

of two games tomorrow, this
team certainly has to rate as

1

215 1 2-2 0 7

2 4 1-1 2 0

Des Plaines' Bill Teichert powers a hit in yesterday's game so
hard that the bat is bent by the force of the ball striking it. (Photo

by Mike Imrem)

than second.

The midgets did the best
with Rich Vehe and Dennis

racers found the going a little

rougher last night than they
have in the past as no one
h hi from the area finished higher

PARK RIDGE (6)
r

4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3

3

0
0

5

0

0

5

0

I

Bergman, I b.

4

I

I

Nevins,2b
Mar9iall,ss
Cade,rf
Roark,c
Totals

3

I

0

5

I

2

1

0

4

2

2

2

36

6

8

6

0

I,

arm injury, uncorked a wild
Player

places in t4c two -lap and

Kay and Claire Schmoyer of

Arlington Heights will leave
Sunday for the Inter -Sectional
tennis playoffs in Long Island,

h hi

r

ab

Kilfoy riding second and third

Schmoyers to Represent
Midwest On Eastern Nets

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (2)

NY, as part of a six -girl team
representing the West section.

Wulbecker, cf

4

0

Salm,2b
Bastable,c
Frase, 3b

5

then Roark brought in both
runners" with his --triple. Ca-

5

larnri dribbled an infield single
to drive in Roark with the third

1

1

0
0

0

0

I

0

5

0

3

I

Bokclmann, rf
Armstrong, 1 b

4
4

0
0

0

0

0

0

Woodard, 1 f

4

I

2

0

attempted to take
third and would have been out,
but Koch's throw bounced

Abinanti

away from Jim Fletcher at
third, allowing Abinanti, to

The Lions got another run
in

their half of the fourth.

Smith doubled with two outs,
then scored when Abinanti hit
a hard shot that Huskie short-

score.

Neither team scored in the
seventh, although Hersey got
Fisher and
from
singles

stop Ken Kennepp couldn't
handle.

Only one runner reached

Northwest suburban bike

time.

.at first. Geyer was out, then

ation by picking Morales off.

Quade.

and scored a pair of runs.

Vehe, Kilfoy Trade Seconds

rest and only having to win one

Hcrscy's Summer

play. With the hit and run on.
Geyer grounded to short, and
because Abinanti had the jump
on the ball, the play had to be

HERSEY FINALLY broke
Doubek's no-hitter in the top
of the fourth when Ken Morales singled with two out, but
Doubek remedied this situ-

regulars on the bench, allow-

3 0 0-0 3 2
Johnson
Winner-Bechtold; Loser-a
Leja.

Bechtold went all the way

beat

League team, 6-0 last night.
The Lions kept most of their

ip h r-er so w
9 12 2-1 2 1

Stratton

the rest of the game.

5

run of the inning and knock

Kolari, ph

blew plenty of opportunities

Calamari,cf
Sarcia,lf
Bechtold,p
Venson,3b

throw on a routine grounder to
open the door for Park Ridge.
Starting pitcher Bob Leja
walked the next batter, and

0

Jones

although they

Calamari and a' two -run three -

week-long absence due to an

0

0

ended Arlington's scoring for

ab

Lundstedt, just back from a

0

0

Leja

Player

BOTH BIG innings came

0
0
0
0

in on Wulbecker's hit. That

the tournament favorite at this

with two out, and the first one
was especially frustrating for
Arlington because all the runs
were unearned. With two out
in the second, shortstop Dave

3

1

Park Ridge miscues, and came
evening,

0

2

Pitcher
Bechtold

went around to third on two

the

4

PITCHING SUMMARY

Woodard led off with a single,

simply could not come up with
the big hit when they needed it.
Park Ridge, on the other
hand, did all its scoring in two
'three -run innings and had no
trouble getting the clutch hits.
A bases -loaded triple by Dan

support he needed.

By George Halas

39 2 12 2
Totals
3B-Cala2B--Lundstedt;
mari, Roark; SB-Calamari.

many outings. With a day to

pitcher Greg Bechtold all the

1969

bek,

and Mike Wulbecker. In the

The team outhit Park Ridge,
12-8, and picked up at least
one safety in every inning but
the first and the ninth. They

bagger by Jim Roark gave

July 25,

Logan Square, behind a
three -hit shut out by Ron Dou-

one day's rest. He has two.

Last night's game was unfortunate for Arlington

Friday,

POTS

6-2 victory to advance to tomorrow's final round.

tried to steal third but was caught with a tine tnrow to tne third

Logan Square Blanks
Hersey on Three Hits

Page 9

School as Park Ridge gained a

'

to left.

the week.

The Ninth District tournament marathon between Arlington Heights and Park
Ridge was finally decided last
night at Maine South High

.v

ab r h bi
3000

Pleickhardt, If-rf

runners were safe when the
dropped

Totals

Player
Koentopp, cf-ss
Cavallaro, 3b

Plaines.

first baseman
throw.

2000
2000

201

DES PLAINES(2)

man made out, pinch -hitter

eighth. Wheeling jumped all

over

2000

Solomon, rf
Sheridan, ph-rf
Krcutzfeld, p
Crain, p

triple to center. After the next

day and Tuesday.
With the score tied 2-2 in the

Tom Bartlett brought Teichert
Gary in with a perfectly -placed
Schweitzer led off and drew a squeeze hunt to make the score
walk off May. Steve TOneff laid 2-1.
Des Plaines in tourney play, ) down a sacrifice bunt and both

at Arlington High School last

4I20

Dyson, ss

reached on an error by the
reliefer Frank May pitched a shortstop and Bill ,Teichert
total of 132/3 innings on Mon- drove him home with a long

r

The Schmoyers, along with
Sue Stap of Deerfield, are the
first Chicago -area girls ever to
make the sectional team. They
join Connie Capozzi of Ohio,
Emily Fisher of Michigan and
Beth Jaffoy of Milwaukee on

the team.
This will be the first time the
Schmoyers have played tennis

John Keller led off with a
single, and he moved to second

on a sacrifice bunt by Mike
Golden. He took third when
Bill Madden grounded out,
then scored on an error.

DOUBEK SET the Huskies
down in order again in the top
miss -and -out races. Vehe of the third, then the Lions exfinished second in the two -lap panded their lead with two

and Kilfoy took over in the runs.
Dennis' cousin, was fourth in
Willie O'Donnell and Abiboth contests.

nanti opened the inning with
then Larry Geyer
TIM JILEK was fourth in singles,
moved the runners along by
the senior one mile and Denout. Mark Rossi
nis Ellertson was fifth in the grounding
singled O'Donnell home, then
senior miss -and -out which Abinanti scored when Hersey
saw Jilek and Don Zordani in
right fielder Rich Kornelly
a six -bike pileup. Tony Win- had trouble fielding the ball.
der was fourth in the inRossi stole second, but the
termediate miss -and -out, and
Scranton, was first in one heat
but then suffered from cramp-

only other hit in the frame was
a double by Golden which did
not produce a run.

ed legs.

week. He was second as a
junior in the nationals last
year.

LOGAN SQUARE (6)

Hersey had a runner at third

More
Sports

Pages
10 and 11

r h bi

in the top of the fifth when

Player

nb

Steve Fisher walked, took second on a wild pitch, theri

O'Donnell, 2b
Smith, 2b

2
2

Abinanti, cf

4

Geyer, ss
Rossi, 3b

4
4

0
0
0

bilities by getting Steve Koch

Keller, lb

3

2

to bounce to the mound,

Golden, fr
Madden, If

3

4

0
0

3

0

3

0
6

moved to third on infield out
by Jim Quade. Doubek shut
the door on any scoring possi-

LOGAN SQUARE .scored
again in the fifth. After Rossi
grounded out, Keller drew a
walk and moved to third on a
pair of wild pitches. Mike
Golden walked and stole sec-

Donahue, c
Doubek, p
Totals

ond in the mean time, then Bill

Player
Kennepp, ss

I

31

0

I

Madden followed with a long
fly to left center that brought
Keller home from third. Fine

Ludwicsen. cf

ab
2

0

2
0

I

0
0

0
I

1

0
0
0

I
I

0
0
0

0
0

7

IIERSEY (0)

2

r

h bi

0

0

0

0

0

i

0

Morales. 2b

2

defensive play kept Golden on

Fisher, If

2

0
0
0

second.

Fletcher, 3b

3

0

Quade. c

3

Smith, pr
Koch, I b

0

0
0

3

0

0

Kornelly, rf

2

0

0

0
0

Prosser, p
Sepke, p

2

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

3

0

Hersey had two baserunners

in the top of the sixth, when
Kennepp walked with two out
and Bill Ludwigsen hit a solid
shot past Smith at second.

Totals

3

I

22

o

1

Kennepp took third when Abinanti, hacking up Smith, bob-

bled the ball for a moment.

2B --Smith; SB-Rossi, Abinanti; Sac -Golden, Madden;

Doubek struck the next hitter

Rex Gillmore of Elk Grove

Village competed in a nun -off
on the lawn instead of a hard
41. for Bob Vehe's berth in the
court.
national finals next week, but
finished fourth. Vehe had his
From there, they will move
leg broken in three places and
on to the Philadelphia Cricket
his clavicle fractured in a colClub for the Grils National 18
lision with a truck earlier this
tournament, stepping out of
their age class to challenge the
18 -year -olds in singles and
doubles.

base in the first inning, as Abinanti was safe on an error.
Hersey went down in order in
the top of the second, but Logan Square came back with a
run in their half of the inning.

out to end the threat.

E-Kennepp (3), Fletcher (2).
Smith, Abinanti

LOGAN SQUARE scored
their' final tally in the bottom

PITCHING SUMMARY

of the sixth. Smith led off with

Player
Doubek
Prosser
Sepke

a hunt single, but he was nailed

trying to steal. Abinanti followed with a walk.

46

ip h r-er w so
7 3 0-0 2 4
4 64-1 0 2
3

1 2-4 4 1

LoserWinner-Doubek;
ProssenWP-Doubek, Sepke.

Abinanti scored on the next

it

out Leja.

Lundstedt went on to play
errorless ball the rest of the
game and also collected three

hits, but the big damage had
been dork.

THE THREE Park Ridge

Summer Grenadiers Victims of Two -Hitter

runs in the fifth were' earned,

but they also came with two
outs and occurred because of a

minor fluke. After Dave Jones

walked the first two hitters,
Meyer brought in Steve Stratton, who promptly struck out
the next two batters.

Roark, the ninth hitter in
the Park Ridge lineup, topped
a two -strike delivery just to the
right of the mound and beat it
out lot an infield single to load
the bases. Calamari then
punched a line drive down the
right field line to clear the
bases.

.

-

Arlington picked Ili) single

runs in the third and fourth on

RBI singles by Bruce Frase

By Bill Copeland
Voris Hutchinson held Elk
Grove to two hits and one run
last night to lead,Barrington to
an easy 8-1 victory in Sunimer
League
play.
Hutchinson's
run was given up in the last inning and was unearned.
Barrington capitalized on

Neil Noga.

WITH ONE OUT, Bob
Mackey drove in Jarrard from
third with a single, and Steve
Pohlman .was safe at first on
the ,pext play with an error on
the second baseman. Mackey

three Elk Grove errors in the

third base and scored.
Barrington's second run on

first inning to score three runs
. and take a 3-0 lead, After Do-

Glen Reed's grounder to
shortstop. The third run

mingo Moto grounded out to
Luke Wolanski at third fbr the
first out, Clisby Jarrard drew

scored on another error, this

stole

time

by Luke Wolanski

at

third.

from Scott Pruitt. Jarrard stole
second and made it to third on

Three more errors and a
single gave Barrington three

a throwing error by catcher,

more runs in the second and a

6-0 lead, The .three errors were

both...tuns, making the score

got a rally going. in the last of

all in the infield and the single
was by Jarrard.
Barrington's other two runs

8-0.

the

were scored in the fourth inning on two hits, Bob Harrell,
catcher, led off the inning with
a base on balls. Mato then hit a

single to center, putting runners -ono first and second with
no outs,

JARRARD THEN put
down a bunt to sacrifice the
runners to second and third.
After Matkey popped out to
second, Pohlman smashed a
double to right and drove in

seventh.

Steve. Scholten

Two identical double plays lead off with a single pas( the
by Elk Grove in the third 'and third baseman into left!.,,ands
fifth innings stopped a couple Scott Pruitt was safe on MY
t: (
of scoring threats by Barring- ror by John Williams at
tpuilenchth-rirudnnaindg,!,
ut
D
ton. In both innings Barrington had a'runner on first base for
wild pitch t
and both times the batter lined came
out to the first ,baseman who score Elk Grove's only run of
stepped o1 the bag fa- the kthose gae, Afterd,
e iT Sropnu-t
Hutchinson
k i awnal lek e
force out and the double play.
Barrington's other hits were Elk Grove down in order to
a single in the seventh by Tom
Dineen and one in the third by

Grant Wybomy.

ELK GROVE, trailing 8-0,

end the ballgamc.

Elk Grove will host Highland Park tonight in their first
game of the Summer League
touniament.

BARRINGTON (8)

Player
h hi

Player

ab

r

Mata,cf
Ferrari,cf

3

2

I

ni,lf

cy,2b
Buritcehntu,2subum

O

Hollywood,phh
Chesney;cf

1

I

Ristau,ss

0

1

O

0

0

O

1

0

0

2

2

1

3

1

1

0
4

1

4

0

2

0

1

Holke,3b

3

Bauer,ss

Hartell,c

Pohlman,ph
I Reed,rf
Wyborny, lb
Williams, 1 b

Totals

O

DiGilio,2b
Artemenko,rf

O

3

Scholten,lb
Pruitt,p
Chin,p
Wolanski,3b
Sronkoski,3b
Noga,c

0

I

0

O

0

0

O

0 .Chassey,lb

3

1

O

I

I

O

0
0

Mitsuoka,IL21+b
Peterson,ph

28

8

6

6

Clinton,rf

ELK GROVE (1)

1

Totals

I
I
I

3
2
3
2
I.

2
2
I

2

2
1

1

25

h bi

r

ab

0
0,
0
0

0

0

,0

I

0

0

0 0
0, 0

1

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0

0

0
0

2

0

1

0
0

1

0
0

0
0
0

.he-Gine-oftl*Dety.

Shell Hands Sportsmans
to the first baseman, Brian
In the bottom of. the first, Fitzpatrick for the second out
the Barbers got two hits off o( of the inning and Meyer fanPeter Hahn of the Barbers.
Meyer, but were unable to ned Mike Loukis to retire the
sscore
either man. With one side.
BILL MITOS snatched two
out, Hahn smacked a line shot
fly balls from Jerry's first two
I he second inning for Jerinto center for the first hit of
batters, getting the game off to
a fine defensive start for the the night. The next batter, se- ry's turned out to be their big
cond baseman Keith Mallian, one of the night as they ran the
Barbers. The third out came

playing first base.

a couple of other pitchers in
the contest. The loss went to

By Mike Needleman

In Waycinden Boys Baseball last night, Jerry's Super
Shell whipped the Sportsmen's

Barbers, 6-4, to maintain their

first place role in the Junior
League.

Mike Meyer got. the win,
even though his manager used

I

when Meyer grounded out to
Bill's brother Mike, who was

put

one

exactly the

same

place. Tim Giblin flied out

4 Loss

patrick started things rolling
with his base knock into left
field. His brother, Brian, set
the pace for him to score by
rapping out ii long double to

,Barber shortstop. He was then
forced out at second when Ter-

right. Brian went to third when
Hahn was unable to handle a

ball. Brian Fitzpatrick poked a

grounder hit by Phil Roelof son. A triple out to deep cen-

of the inning, and remained on

sacks for five big rkins.
Second basema Terry Fitz -

ter field by Doug Prysi brought
the two runners in.

ry Fitzpatrick grounded one
right to the base where Wennerstrom was waiting for the
ball into right for the only hit
first as the following two hatters made outs.

pitch. He scored on another
base rap by Mullion for the

third run of the inning. Jim
players
()wens, c

.

G. Meyers,ss
M. Meyer, p-ss

-

outs.

Meadows Swimmers Stay Close
Until. Relay Teams Falter
by George Hales

The Barrington swim team
held off a fine effort by Rolling Meadows as they beat
coach Charles Mondi's squad
281-242, in a park district

swim meet held

while John Mate won the boys
100 free. Carol Howland was
third in the 11 and 12 girls 100
free.

,Gary Grunwald placed third
in the 11 and 12 boys 100
free, then Mark Bailey finished identically in the 15 and
over boys 100 free.

2

0 Totals

'1

1

points. But, after splitting the
first two, they needed to win
three of the last four. Barring-

Linda Stahnke and Beth

lead in the diving events. Kent
Higgins and Rich Hayden
took the top two places in the
14 and under clash, while Ka-

girls 50 free.
CHRIS CROUCH and John

ren Martin was third in

free. while

girls. Dave Mullin won the 15
and over mixed event.

Dawn Grunwald, Carol
Howland, Shannon

Corbett

and Kate Kenney picked up
the first swimming win in the
9 and 10 girls 200 'free relay,

then Dan Burns, Bill

sub for Wennerstrom, brought

Meek picked up where he

Stahnke finished first and second in the boys 50 back, then
Beth Kugelman and Linda
Stahnke came in second and

by Sean Kenney who took

Dan Mate and Tom

Kugelman came in first and
third in the 9 and 10 boys 50
Beth

Mary Ambrose and Dru
Lorne ;wound up second and
third in -the 11 and 12 girls 50
back, and they were followed

Kugelman

25 butterfly.

Owen Hallerud and Russ

stroke. Russ Mate grabbed second in the boys 25 breast.
Shannon Corbett finished

Mate touched two -three in the
boys 25 fly, as Shannon Cbrbett followed with a second in

third in the 9 and 10 girls 50

the 9 and 10 girls 25 fly. Tom
Stahke and Dan Mate earned

breast, then Chris Crouch was
victorious in the 'boys 50

finish in the boys 25 fly.

relay,

In the 9 and 10, 200 free
Chris Crouch, Tom

Stahnke, Dan Mate and John
Kugelman took a blue ribbon
for Meadows.
In the first individual event.
McCaffrey and Rich Robertson finished second and third

Sean Kenney finished second
and third in the boys 1M.
Sue Stahnke and John Mate
won their respective divisions
of the 13 and 14 100 IM, then
Pat 1.azarus and Bill McCaf-

frey took -seconds in the

441-121

bi G. Meyer

5 3 4-3 2 0

and over medleys.

third in the 11 and 12 girls 50
fly; then Ken Kinka and Gary
Grunwald came in one-two in

the boys 50 fly. Lynn Row bottom and Laurie Montague
went two -three in the 13 and

Hallerud .finished one-two in

100 free.

the 8 and under boys 25 back,

Winner -M. Meyer, Loser I . Hahn, Sac -Schubert; SB-M.
0 Meyer; PB--Owens; WP -G.

0' Meyer.

to prcivide assistance When it is most needed.

Each funeral is conducted with quiet dignity,
mindful of wishes and requirements.

Over a Half Century of Respected Service

Lauterburg &
Oehler
FUNERAL
HOME

THOMAS J. DONOVAN, ROBERT E. SCHAER - Owners

A

MAIM
sr INVITMION

0

NATIONAL
SELECTED MORTICIANS

by Mike Peters, who was in as a

Meek across the plate easily.

SULLIVAN

SINGLED

and scored on a double off the
bat of Hahn, who advanced to

on base due to an error on the

third seconds later on a wild

COME

U.S. 14 Y U.5. 45

Des

1/2 OF TOTAL HOME

THEATRE

BRILLANT
SCREEN
IN COLOR

After you see
your doctor

YOD ALREADY MAYOWN

AIR CONDITIONING
Your present furnace and
lucks may be entirely sans`actory for total air conditioning. An add-on system may
be all that you need.

BARB KOLIN waS the winner of the 13 and 14 girls 50
back then John Higgins was
second in the boys 50 back.
Miss Kolin and Wendy Nielsen then placed first and sec-

ond in the 15 and over 100
back, while Bill McCaffrey

Weekdays

and Dan Burns took first and

SAT., 8 SUN.

5:30, 8:40
2:40, 5:45
8i50

third in the boys 100 back.

Joan Grady won and Mary
and

11

girls 50 breast.1

12

then Chris Crouch and Ken'
Stahnke finished one-two 'in
the

boys

50

_breast.

Bring your prescription to

Sue

Brian Adamezyk placed
third in the boys 50 fly, then
Kim Corbett and Jan Grun-°

the 15 and over girls 50 fly.
Rich Robertson was third in

NW NSW
4111Erainotils°'

Ins allation of

1

You can be

sure

BEST THINGS IN LIFE

Arlington Heights.

I

WESTGATE SHOPPING

PH. CL 9-1450

MEER

if it's Westinghouse

Weekdays
6:50, 10:00

A- P

SAT., 8 SUN.

WAYNE BRENNA

Westing

the facts, call us for a no obligation system survey.

20 S. Dunton Ct.

(Continued on page 11

a

system can be
simple and economical. Get
house split

1:00, 4:05,
7:05, 10:10

REFRIGERATION
203 So. EMERSON
MT. PROSPECT

392.4080

259-2727

ARUNOTON HEIGHTS

A

BANK ON US FOR

RESULT

/4p
s 491

FULL SERVICE
TOO!

With a Bissell Electric Rug

formerly of Des Plaines
is here to serve you.
Call today for an appointment'
Ask about our July Special

Shampooer and BisSell Rug Sham-

poo, cleaning your rugs is an easy, .
effective home project You'll get professional results every time .
quickly . . easily, You'll save
money, too!
No depoSIt necessary,'
.

200

THE BANK

A DAY
See YOur Authorized Rent and Save Dealer Today!

AMERICANA
Beauty Saloa
1620 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

of ARLINGTON. -HEIGHTS
in the Arlington Market
Shopping Centir

"TRU VALUi" HARDWARE
PHONE CL3-0960

iddririntntr***intrAintatrst

& TRUST COMPANY

BUSSE-BIERMANN,

411,

Mr../

269-5020

8 W. Busse

Mt. Prospect

I

gone in the inning. A sacrifice

Mike Meyer led off the top
of the fifth for Jerry's, getting

14 girls 50 fly.

wald grabbed first and third in

RUSS MATE and Owen

mance in the 1.5 and over girls

3 4 0-0 3

I

Austerlade was third in the

CAROL HOWLAND was

15

1

Mallian
6
M. Meyer

1

second in the boys 50 back.

third in the 8 and under girls

followed with a win in the 8
and under girls 25 breast-

h ip r-er so bb
2 3 5-3 I

Players
0
Hahn

ON OUR

the girls 25 back. Dawn

PITCHING SUMMARY

1

DEPEND ON US...

triple of the night with one

the boys 100 fly.

Grunwald was second -in the 9
and 10 50 back.

in

eight points with a one-two

in the 15 and over boys 200
free. Kim Corbett followed
with a second -place perfor-

to shave their

;

0

FRIDAY

then Linda Stahnke took first

In the I1 and 12 girls 100
individual medley, Mary Kay
Mate was second for Meadows, while Scott Crouch and

'ver boys 200 medley relay.

Friday,

has.

4

2

STARTS

breast.

McCaffrey, Ed Martin and
Mark Bailey won the 15 and

and -Meyer fanned'two Barbers

1969

4

30

2010E. NORTHWEST HWY. 253.5423 ARLINGTON HTS. MT. PROSPECT

Kugclman finished second and

third in the 8 and under girls
ton came through with four 25 free, then Owen Hallerud
wins in a row to ice the victo- grabbed a second in the boys
25 free.' Dawn Grunwald finry.
MEADOWS GOT a 14-5 ished second in the 9 and 10

the

error. The inning came to an
end with Jerry's five runs

Page 10
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RSP TS

I

rolled through shortstop for an

had left off by getting his third

catching the lead that his team

3

after an out, he scored on a ball
by Brian
Fitzpatrick that

Both teams went down in
order in the fourth. Mallian
tossed out two of Jerry's batters in the top, of
inning,

of

0
8

1

0
0

in to bat in the top of the seventh' stanza Mike Meyer started things rolling with a single
to right. He stole second, and

two.

chances

0

0

0 Peters, ss

1

3

3

one more run when they came -

er three batters grounded out
to the infield..
-

3

0

I

T. Fitzpatrick, 2b 4

third, but not by a base hit. ahead.
With one out, Hahn drew a
The Barbers' big inning of
walk from Greg Meyer, who the night appeared in the last
was taking over the pitching of the sixth, as they got three
duties for his brother. The oth- runs to cut the gap down to

DEBBI! iiUHN was third in
the 13 and 14 girls 100 free,

Roiling
Meadows Wednesday night:
The Meadows tankers went
into' the last six relays behind
by a narrow margin of only '13.
at

THE BARBERS also got a
baserunner in their half of the

2

Wennerstrom, ss 2

1

.

ground balli-down to first for

3

0
0
0

3

I

Glenn Wennerstronm tries his best to reach first safely as Kim Meek dashes toward the plate. Covering first is
Brian Fitzpatrick of Jerry's.

0

O

1

third, as the other three batters
could not get the ball out of the
infield. \ Brian Fitzpatrick,
Prysi anL Wosik all sent

0

0
0

0

1

Roelefson got the only base

0

4

H A H N THEN fanned first run of the night in the bot- Roelofson, 3b 4
O
Dave Wosick for the fist out of 1 tom of the fifth. The attack was 'Prysi,cf
3
led
by
Meek
who
started
the
the inning, but Prysi scored on
4
0 O
Wosick, rf
a sacrifice ground ball hit by inning with his second triple of Schubert, If
3
0 O
the
night.
Meek
held
on
third
Ken Schubert that went right
33 6 6
Totals
while
the
following
biltier
to the Barbers' first baseman.
BARBERS (4)
With two gone, leadoff man grounded out to first, but
ab r h
Mike Collins socked one to scored soon after on a base hit Players
'I
4
Sullivan, 3b
Glenn Wenner- by leadoff man Bob Sullivan.
shortstop
2
3
I
Sullivan was forced out at Hahn, p -c
strom, who was unable to grab
Mallian, 2b -p
4 0 2
the ball, putting Collins on second due to a grounder by
4 O. 0
Hahn, and he was also forced Giblin,
first with an error.
......... c
He went to second on anoth- out at second due to a grouner error charged to Hahn and der by Mallian. The attack was
scored seconds later on the sec- temporarily brought to an end.

hit for Jerry's in the top of the

at the end of the game.

Loukis, cf
ab r h bi Mitsos, B. rf
4
I
I
I
Mitsos, M., lb
I Meek, If

JERRY'S (6)

THE BARBERS got their B. Fitzpatrick, 1 b 4

With .two out in the top Of
ond hit of the inning by Terry
Fitzpatrick. After five runs the sixth, Owens knocked a
were in, the Barbers finally base hit to right for Jerry's.
managed to get out of the in- That was as far as he got as
Greg Meyer grounded out to
ning.
Meyer threw out two men at first to end the inning.
IT WAS A- very dull sixth
first in the Barbers' half of the
inning for the Barbers, as no
second, but let left Welder Kim
one was able to get on base.
Meek get hold of one that Mike Meyer and Roelofson
allowed him to get all the way both threw men out at first in
to third base. The inning was the inning, before Bill Mitsos
brought to an end on another was fanned by their pitcher.
infield ground ball, and Meek
The boys that played for Jerwas unable to score.
ry's put the bats together for

Giblin was then fanned, leaving the Barbers two runs short

900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 255.7900

nights. Humiliated
By Addison Trail, 18-0
IF IT HADN'T been for the Prospect field this year to

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

Bob Landrum's second -inning
error at short, Jolly would have
had five and one-third innings
of perfect ball.
The Blazers weren't much of
a puzzle for Prospect in the first

Prospect High
School Summer League squad
endured six innings full of franA

listless

tic mistakes last night as the

third and second, respectively,
but not supporting the runners
with any hitting prowess.

izing on every mistake Prospect made, the Knights were
finding their own bats just a
little too heavy to swing with

Prospect's Pete Jackson (24) is outnumbered and out of luck
as were his teamates yesterday when the Addison Trail Blazers
came to town. Terry Jolly (56) pitched 'a one -hitter while Bob

Then the roof fell in.
Knight starter Chris Dabov-

any authority. Addison's Terry

ich started the trouble with a

first -inning

walk to Jim Kennedy, and from

then on, it was all downhill.

single to Casey Rush, but then
pitched five and one-third in-

Kreske (on base) and Mike Chapman helped in the Blazers' 18-0
rout of the Knights. (Photo by Linda Hamilton)

Seven runs crossed the plate as
nine batters paraded to the box
in the third.

nings of no -hit ball.

Hits by Hank DeAngelis,
Mike Chapman and Al Rabe

Mt. Prospect Boys Baseball Nears End
By Bill

double for the winners. Tim

Copeland

Dooley

games were played

Five

pitcher and Bill Novack got

the Pony A division of

in

Mount

the

little

Prospect

league. In the first game the

Orioles

shut out the
1-0. The Orioles
Braves,
also beat the Cubs 7-3 in

Pony play.
other

the

In

Pony

A

games the Sox shut out the
Yankees, 8-0, and came
back to beat the Yankees,

another game. The
Cardinals had a total of II
hits to beat the Braves 109-4, in

4 in the last Pony game.
IN THE PONY B division, the Sox overcame a
one run deficit
with

a

in the fifth

three -run

uprising,

-climaxed by a timely two -

run double by Moose Pet ran to beat the Yanks, 3-2.
Brink pitched
two -hitter for the

Bill

tight
victory,

a

aided by several fine defensive plays.

was

the . winning

'

Seven games were played
in the Bronco Major division of the Mount -Prospect
Little League. Mike Radoll

two home runs and a
single to lead the Yanks to
hit

a 6-5 victory over the. Orioles. inn Petran also had a

the toss.

Rich Carlson pitched the
Senators to a close 7-6 win

double for the Orioles. -

coln
tors

other games in the
Bronco Major division it
was the Giants over the
The winning
4-2.
Cubs

over the Sox on the

FairDiamond. The Sox
outhit thp Senators, 6-5.
view

THE INDIANS and the

In

The

over

the

Soltys

also

victory
Brice

Pirates.
had a

'I he

first inning, pitched shut
out ball for the remainder

cellent

inning

the

for

the

hits for the Braves in

double for the Lions. Maas
the top of the sixth, inning was the winning pitcher for
to win 3-2. Bob Stasse, af- the Lions.
ter giving up two runs in the

big

big inning. Dan Hanson hit
a

triple in the first inuing

tigers played an CA-

when the Pirates scored two

to

runs.
Roger Patterson hit a
triple and allowed the In-

game

defensive

beat the Yankees, 7-0. Jeff
of the game. Mark Hunter Schroeder was the winning dians only three hits to lead
drove in the tying run in the pitcher only giving up one
11-4 victory.
fifth and Mike Chmura hit to the Yankees. In the the Sox to a
and Don
scored the winning run in Bronco A division the Sox Gary Conway
Thoma each had a double.
the sixth. The Orioles had edged by the Indians, 6-5.
the bases loaded in the Mark Wertz was the win- The Cardinals outhit the
their
sixth but the Indians didn't ning pitcher but he had Cubs 11-4 to beat
help from Mike Wood. This opponents, 1 1-9.
give up any runs.
OTHER BRONCO
IN
his was Wertz's sixth win of the
got
Mark Keane
ninth straight win against season against no losses. He A games it was the Giants
no losses to shut out the In- also had a double and two over the Lions, 5-0, and
dians, 10-0, and give the
Orioles their 13th win of

the season". This was the In-

dians' first -loss of the season. Extra base hits were
doubles by Bill Novack,
Engibus, and Jim
Mike
Broeren with two. Keane
had four hits including a

the
the
Cardinals over
Mark Wertz
Cubs, 9-5.

singles for the winners. Tim
Meyers

and

Jim

Seasley

each had two hits.
THE

pitched the Sox to an easy
15-2 win , over' the. Senators.

beat

YANKEES

the Orioles 11-6 in a game

that was called after four
innings because of rain.
The Tigers shut out the
Senators 10-0 on the Lin-

Extra base hits for. the Sox
were doubles by Roger Patterson

and

Tim

Mark Dittmer had

Meyers.
a triple

fsn- the Senators.

Wildcats Whip Fremd in 8
By Tom Rowe
The

Wheeling

summer League

Wildcats
baseball

squad drove one run across in
the top of the eighth inning of
last night's contest with Fremd
to squeak out a 2-I win over
the Vikings, staying two games
ahead of the second -place
V ikes.

The tally snapped four
frames of scoreless baseball for
the Wildcats as Bill Schlinkert
drilled one into center with his

teammate, Tony Fricano, per-

ched on third to push across
the winning score.

NEITHER TEAM showed
power

hitting

abilities,

as

Fremd only cracked out five
hits, three line shots and a pair
on infield safties, while Wheel-

ing pounded out five singles
and one two -bagger.

Though the bats were silent

for the teams, both squads'
players proved to be daredevils
on the basepaths. Wheeling attempted steals 10 times, succeeding seven times while

Fremd tried nine thefts, only
capitalizing on seven.

Wheeling threatened starting Viking hurler Rick Peekel
in the opening inning, as lead

Tournament
Begins
Today
The Summer League of
Illinois high school. baseball

teams begins its annual state

tournament today.
Area hopefuls will play
their first games today or
tomorrow with Elk Grove

kicking off the festivities tonight hosting Highland Park
at 6.

Hersey and Prospect start

tomorrow, the Huskies traveling to Evanston High School
and the Knights to Niles West
hoof, both games
High
starting at 10 a.m.
Wheeling will play Barrington tonight.
The tournament in a single elimination affair and is to
end up at either'Wrigley Field
or Sox Park for the finals.

have been two runs back.

on an infield error, placing
him on first base. He imme-

turned the favor of tagging out

diately stole second, and was
advanced to third when Terry
Lundquist grounded out.
Dave Giles was stung by a

4

0

3

0

Wasileweski, p
2
Stenowski, cf
28
Totals

Schlinkert,

off man Rob Rich/er was safe

Fremd catcher Kolze

re-

two runners in the top of the
next inning, as both Wildcats

Ib

Tyler, If

I

1

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

2

6

0

and Fred BenFREMD (1)
criscutto were cut down at the
ab r h bi
Player
pitch that put two men on, and plate.
0
2
4
The contest went into extra Loughlin, 2b
seconds later the bags were
0
4 0
filled with Wildcats when Pee- innings as Fremd couldn't tal- .Hauswirth, lb
kel walked Fricano. A routine ly in their half of the seventh, Wlodarczyk, ss 4 0 0 0
grounder to Viking third base- but the Wildcat hitters put to- Wickersham, cf 4 0 0 0
0
3
0
man Russ Alt spoiled Wheel- gether their rally to place one Bruns, If
3 0 0 0
marker on the scoreboard in Peekel, p
ing's bid for a score.
2 0 0 0
the eighth. The bottom of the Kolze, c
2 0 0 0
FREMD PROVED to be eighth found the Vikings put- Alt, 3b
2 -0 I 0
more successful in their half of ting together a threat of their Parks, rf
0 0 0
the stanza, as they were able to own as the first two men lead- Cheney, rf
29 1 5 0
Totals
scratch up a lone tally. Rugged off with singles.
As the result of a stolen base
Bob Loughlin started the inPITCHING SUMMARY
ning off with a line single to and a passed ball, Vikings were
ip r-er h w so
center, and beat Wildcat found on second and third base Pitcher
8 I -I 64 4
catcher Lundquist's throw to with only -one out. During Peekel
5 1-0 3 0 3
second, being credited with a Dave Wickersham's turn at Wasileleski
3 0-0 3 1 2
bat, runner Loughlin streaked Day
stolen base.
A pair of put outs lessened for home in an attempt for a
2B --Lundquist; E --Alt (2),
the Viking hopes, but two con- squeeze bunt. Wickersham Wlodarczyk, Loughlin, Richsecutive miscues placed two missed the ball and Loughlin ter (2), Bencrisutto, Schlinker;
men on base and forced in the was out in a cloud of dust at the H P --Giles, Day; Winnerfirst run of the game. Starting plate. Wickersham struck out -Day; Loser--Peekel.
Wildcat pitcher Casey Wasi- pitches later to end the ball
lewski settled down and retired game.
the next man to end the inning.
WHEELING (2)
ab r h bi
WHEELING TIED the Player
Bill Tyler

I

I

I

I

score in the front half of the
third frame on one hit, one

walk, one stolen base, and one
error. Scott Day reached first
base the hard way as the Wild-

Richter s

4

0

I

Day, cf-p
Lundquist, c
Giles, rt
Fricano, 3b

3

I

0

4
2

0
0

3

I

I

0
0

0

0

0

cat center fielder was nicked Bencrisutto, 2b '2
moved to third and his team. mate to first on Viking Alt's
infield error as the ball took a
crazy hop on the Fremd third

Giles knotted the score at

as he calmly singled to left,
sending in Day from third.

Still threatening with men on
first and second, Wheeling's

Fricano forced Giles at sec-

were

7
7

2

8

5
7

6
4

Teams

8

Team
The Orioles took two Giants
games from the Indians, Dodgers
the first one by a score of Lions
13-1, and the second one Cardinals
Braves
16-2.
Mark Bihun pitched the Cubs
Braves to a 9-4 victory Pirates
over the Giants. Extra base American
Hits were home runs by Jer- Team
ry Anderson and Bihun, a Indians
Peterson, Orioles
triple by Tom
and a double by Randy Tigers
Senators
Williams.
IN OTHER games the Sox
Yankees took a 9-2 win Yankees
over the -1 igers and the Giants Bronco A League
National
shut 'out the Braves, 13-0.
The Tigers beat the Yan- Team
kees, 15-9, and the Sox Pirates
smashed the Senators by a Giants
score of 24-8. The Sox Dodgers
scored 18 runs in the last Cardinals
two innings. In the last Braves
Bronco B game it was the Cubs
Lions
Sox over the Tigers 7-2.
In Major A play the Gi- American
ants beat the Lions, 13-8. Team
The winning pitcher was Tigers
Joe Slawinski. Extra base Sox
hits were a double by Jim Yankees
Dolan and a triple by Creg Indians
Orioles
Jansein.
Senators
In Minor B play the
Bronco B League
Yanks beat the Cubs, 7-2,
National
and the Dodgers beat the
Cards, 15-3. The Yanks Team
Braves
also smashed the Cards,
Pirates
23-I, in Minor B play.

7

5

7

6

7

6

6

8

3
1

9
10

1

11

a triple.

STANDINGS
Pony League
TEAM

National A
Team
Orioles
Cubs

WL
10

3

9
6

4

Sox

Cardinals
Yankees
Braves

American B

5

5

4

7
7

8
10

14
13

two fine put outs at the plate by
Lundquist, Wheeling would

relay.

ab r h bi

3000
0000
3000

20I0

Rush, ss
Perkins, ss

0000

g

3
8
8

4

own)
DONNA DAY

Let us help you plan .your swinging weekend! Dining, dancing,

II

6

music, and cocktail pleasure for everyone's taste

WL
9

5

NEW MANAGER AT MR. STEAK

8

5
6

Stop in at Mr. Steak in Wood Dale and welcome Terry to the

8

staff. He's a graduate of "Mr. Steak College of Restaurant
Knowledge" and really knows his stuff. Take some time for
good eating and a chance to meet a fella who's ready and

9

5

4

10
10

3
3

Sox
Senators
Tigers
Indians
Yankees

..0

2

8

Giants
Dodgers
Cubs
Lions
Cardinals
American
Team
Orioles

.

°too°
...Q..

1

12

willing to give you only the best service?

II
L

12

KIDDIES WELCOME AT RAPP'S

9

4
4

8

7

Did you know that Rapp's Restaurant in Arlington Heights

7

9

likes to take care of your little ones. They even have a special

13

menu designed to treat the kiddies to dining delights; Little
Boy Blue Fish Fillet, Jock & Jill Spaghetti, Miss Muffet Tuna

11

3

10
10
7
6
5

Salad, and Jack Homer Franks. Don't forget to ask the waitress
for crayons so your children can color their souvenir placemats.

L
4

4
6

FASHIONS

6

9

AT O'HARE HOLIDAY INN

13
13

0

I was lucky enough to stop in at the O'Hara Holiday Inn on

L

Mannheim in time for a gorgeous fashion show. Michelle GabHello in Rosemont presented luscious fall outfits which were

12
12

2
3

modeled by Rita O'Grady and Her Girls. The lucky viewers

11

5

were the United Airlines Extra Care Group. Call up the Holiday

7

8'

6

10

6

10

.

soon...i'm sure they can arrange a delightful show for your
groupl

SPACE AGE AT THE ELK COLONIAL
The Neutrons are currently wowing audiences at the Elk Colonial Inn on Wood Dale Road...nol They're not from the moon.
They're a hip area group, formerly known as the Laymen, and
strictly pleasing to us Earth people. Take him or her out there
soon for good listening and fun dancing.

TOMATOES,
CORN, FRUIT

BE A WINDOW WATCHER
Harczak's Sausage Inn Drive -Inn in Wheeling is having "Window Specials"! Four days each week they post a special delicious food item in the window and you can drive ri,ht in and
enjoy good eating...and a special low price...just for looking'
So be sure to watch their windows between 11 am and 3 pm
and drive right in for great eating'

OLD ORCHARD WELCOMES ALL
suntry club and wished you c uld
Have you ever driven F
afford to share in the excitement, fun, and atmosphere. Now
you can at Old Orchard Country Club in Mt. Prospect' They
have trioderate everyday prices and an atmosphere you'll feel
very welcome in...not to mention the good golf course and the

-

Wildcats were guilty of a pair
of errors. If it hadn't been for

4I21
3100
2212
30 18 10 12

PROSPECT(0)

*0.13000
0,70.

WL

FRESH PICKED

Falter

Stahnke came through with
the only Meadows relay win
of the night as they took the

9

3

run for the Sox and Lacine Bronco Major League
and Dale Marktty each had National

MOUNT , PROSPECT
BOYS BASEBALL

422;

AT HARCZAK'S

ond, and one play later,, Lun- (Continued front Page 10 )
dquist found himself out at the Stahnke was the victor in the
plate on an attempted suicide 13 and 14 girls 50 breast.
Pat Lazarus and Barb Hill
play. A walk and a stolen base
by the Wildcats did not pro:, finished first and second in the
duce a run as Schlinkert 15 and over 100 breast, then
Ed Martin and Jim Spears fingrounded Out to the shortstop.
ished identically in the boys
DAY CAME on io pitch in 100 breast.
the fifth inning fOr Wheeling
Scott Crouch, Sean -Kenand got himself into a jam in
the sixth. Fremd stole three ney, Gary Grunwald and Ken

bags in the inning while the

4

Our Own Home Grown Vegetables

Relay

baseman.

there

22I3

2000
Dabovich, p
2000
Thurnhoffer, 3bflashed across the plate another Harbach, 3b
0000
seven times in the fifth, sending Fritsche, 1 b
2000
11 batters to face Dabovich and Musial, rf
2000
his reliefer Bill Thurnhoffer.
2000
Jackson, If
This time the Blazers only Doyle, cf
2000
managed two hits, but accepted Totals
20 0 1 0
with gratitude three walks, two
E--Thurnhoffer (2), Streng,
errors and a hit batsman.
Jackson, Dabovich, White,
KENNEDY'S TRIPLE set Frantell (3); HR-DeAngelis;
the stage for DeAngelis to try 3b --Kennedy; 2b --Jolly (2); SBand top him. In the sixth, with -Paulson, Chapman (2), Kelly,
Bob Paulson aboard in place of Rush; BB --Landrum, Jolly (2),
Jolly, DeAngelis smashed one Lambesis (2), Kreske (2),
of the longest home runs seen at Chapman, Kennedy.

WL

nine Cubs
games played. The Sux beat Orioles
the Senators 15-7 behind Cardinals
the pitching of Paul Lacine. Yankees
Bryan Devair had a home Sox
league

4200
3020
0300
220I
0000
5322

Not content, the Blazers

1969

In the Bronco B division Team
of the Mount Prospect little Braves

ADDISON TRAIL(18)
ab r h bi

Player
Landrum, ss
Jolly, p
Paulson, pr
Lambesis, 3b
Pinns, 3b
DeAngelis, 3b
Kreske, I b
Chapman, 2b
Rabe, cf
Kelly, c
Kennedy, rf
Totals

Player

Kreskc and a throwing error by
Stu White.

0
0
0

2
I

Friday,

July 25,

Braves was the third inning
when they scored six runs
on five walks and four hits.
Larry Erigel had two of the

being hopeless.

TWO MORE runs crossed Streng, 2b
the plate in the fourth on a Frantell, 2b
double by Jolly, a single by Bob White, c

Page 11

Bach pitched the Braves to
a 7-2 win over the Pirates.

to lead the Lions to an 8-4

Orioles played a close game
with the Indians scoring in

sible.

Marty Hower and Jerry

pitcher was Bob Wagner.
STEVE MAAS had a
triple, double, and a single

were the only legitimate problems Addison Trail posed, but a
comical series of walks and errors made the seven runs pos-

Diamond. The SenaTigers,
the
outhit

4-I.

Thurnhoffer finally got out of
the sixth, and after two Knight
strikeouts and a high popup,
the umpire called the game as

and second, getting men to

Addison Trail Blazers mowed
down the Knights, 18-0.
While Addison was capital-

Jolly gave up a

left field.

luncheon -plays each afternoon. Be a country-clubber at Old

1340 W. Algonquin (At Wilke Rd.)
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Orchard!

HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND!

11 and 12. boys 200 freestyle
-r-

SHORT RIBS
r.

Friday, July 25, 1969
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

7:00

TONIGHT

YEN ! -AND ABOUT

THAT NEW TAPE PROGRAMMED

ALL THAT INSPECTOR

HAS TO WATCH
IS THAT CLOCK!

INSPECTION IS

A GAS!

NO MORE AGONY
OP MEASURING

NO MATTER

DRAT ri' ALL, TWIGS'S.
NEED A COMPUTER

THAT MACHINE
INSPECTS THE

MATHEMATICAL CAU.CuLATIONSPIIIERE ARE

HOW MANY PARTS

WITH HEIGHT GAUGES
'kr GAUGE Pu OCk'S.

CLOCK STILL
MOVES AT THE
SAME SPEED!

A SIX -HOUR
INSPECTION CAN
ESE DONE IN

30 MINUTES!

John

7
2

10 CoMPLETE tAY

11111111111b411

DS

LITERALLY

$
7

9

i..s CAM NS
Os p:essTHoUSAN
AlloNS INVOLVED IN
MEd X's BURGLARIES!

1t

-7140W COME lt5.1CFFANT

ARE 50111N6 SHORT?

6:00
News
News
News
Flintstones

Show

Hazel
11 Smart Sewing

ay

UP WITH SORE HANDS!

N.

r1133

/1011/CyrrAtcv_.

Name of the

5

2

Chess

nia settlers.

6:55
NOTHING FA-rAt-

7-M GROWING UP S-fUPIR

wilAr Pass
THAT MEAN'?

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.
Orioles at Baltimore.

12:30

32 Town and Country Music
10:30

plagued London and

S

the

Yard. Until 2:05 a.m.
12:45

9

Paul Harvey

Comments

mail him for the mur-

12:55

der of his wife. Until
8:30

Mike
9
Show

murderer who

baffled Scotland

Movie
"Footsteps in the

knowing of her employer's plan to kill
her, tries to black-

11 NET Playhouse
"The Seekers: The
Idealists"

26 Market Wrapup

WONT6RY HE DONT*

12:25

9 News

Fog" A maid un-

or the De-

Movie
A
"Moonrise"
fugitive from law
gives himself up all
for the love of a girl.
Until 2:40 a.m.
9

12:20.

Douglas

5

7

Tonight Show
Joey Bishop

Show
CARNIVAL

Movie
"World in My
Pocket" An exciting
film in which four
9

1:00

Movie
"Double
mite."

7

men and women plan

to rob an armored

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope
FOR SATURDAY
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) --It
is highly possible that you are

STOPPED UP FOR

HOURS!

barking up the wrong tree.

Place the blame where it

Late Report

2

Meditation

7

2:35
Reflections

2:05

10:45

I'M STAYING WIGHT
HERE TO BE SURE
YOU DON'T OVERCHARGE ME BY
LOAFING ON;
THE JOB!

2:40

32 Movie
"Shoot the Piano
Player"Film tracing

the comback of

belongs and not where you

9 Naked City
3:40

a

Five Minutes to
Live By

concert pianist. Until

wish it were.

VIRGO (Aug.

2

Blues

IT'S ABOUT TIME YOU GOT
HERE; MY SINK HAS BEEN

'

Dyna-

2:00

truck carrying a million dollar payroll.
Until 12:50.
11 Critique
26 Red Hot and

121-

who

Movie
"Jack the Ripper"
Suspenseful story of

2

7 Judd
fense

young

struggles to clear'his
name of murder. Until 12:10 a.m.

10:00
News
News
News
News

10:15

travel across the

country to become
the brides of Califor-

A

of the News

the

Women" The story
of 140 women who

I Love Lucy
Master
11 Grand

"The Rawhide

gambler

26 A Black's View

Movie
"Westward

9

6:45

HURT HIM6ELF- Duro

7
9

S:00

Movie

Years"

32 News
2

32 On Deck Circle

ROBIN MALONE

12:20

9:45

Comer Pyle

11 Tonight in Per-

26 Today's Racing
32 News

7-2

e

32 News Final
2

son

Deal

Chicago Show

32 Baseball Report

Game
9 Perry Mason

Wild, Wild West
High Chaparral
Let's Make a

7

11 NET Festival

torial
26 Quiz

5
7

Cavett

12:10

2. WBBM-TV Edi-

2

HE WHO BEATS
THE CLOCK,...W(MPS

Dick

7:30
2
5

6:30

Midnight Report

9:30

ibe

World

6:25

5

Show

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

-

The Saint

5
7

9'

Aroundthe

12:00

9:00

Davidson

9

12:10 a.m.
24 -Sept.

23) --It wilt tnke considerable'
know-how and finesse to extract the meat from this day's
experiences. Don't play, your -

"Feel Ike you're going to faint, ehT That Would
be helpful!"

ace too soon.

EEK & MEEK

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)The application of knowledge
gained from the experience of

others should enable you to
meet and emergency situation

"

sme MA<ie ME
IUHAT I AM TODAY-.

SAY TINS MUCH
FOR MOASQUE...

MORTY MEEKLE

successfully.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.

22) --Don't. overestimate your
ability to talk others into
things. You may well come up
against the proverbial brick
wall today.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22)-Don't jump to conclusions where a new acq-

t,.....

uaintance is concerned. Under
the rough exterior may lie
gold.

1.

.0 p.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20)-Bad planning and
poor results go hand in hand.
A bit more time spent making
decisions could save much
time in the long run.
AQUARIUS' (Jan. 21 -Feb

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Measures
THE BORN LOSER

(

WD AiloolK-oug

19)-Allow your imagination
to run free at this time. You
should find yourself coming
up with profitable ideas by

\

finze AN' A OINK -

HERE IN THIS

REFLECTIONS

ON THE

REAUN

010K PeRE, HERE
ANOINK csge

evening.

. MY "I

IT'S ALL R14/1 -1T

445Weili

HP. e.",

ANOM t,

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March

21) --If you would turn the tide
of public opinion in your
favor, begin now to reconsider
a recent decision.

native

14 Speaker
15 English

20) --If you are too hasty in
culminating a deal you may
find yourself losing out finan-

*40

cially in the near future. Take
your time.

W. ie. TM,. 41., ti. .r

CAPTAIN EASY

now to act.

GEMINI(May 22 -July

AT MS FOOT or PI N.pAGGI
EANDIT& TIED TN' DRIVER
AND WARD IN A NEARBY

THEIR WAGON WAG LAST SEEN CLIMEINEL)W

fo....__
PASS

wapea...aur NEVER REACHED TRIM

CAVE

IT CRASHED
OVER A.CUFP
rr

AND STILL LIES
HIDDEN BY

'

ERUSHT

CANCER (June 22 -July

23) --Don't push yourself
the

activities

,1

of a

single day. You may feel
boundless in energy today --

but the feeling is pure.

BLINKER
bier

link
line
liken
like
lien
tier

brinke
brine
bile
bike

fare

6 Cleft
7 Canadian

province (ab.)
8 European

river

26 201 (Roman)
9 Fatigues
28 Cubic meter.
16 _.....:. Moines, 10 Divinity
31 Difficulty
12 Masculine
Iowa
32 Night before
nickname
17 Raises (coll.)
13 Kind of light 33 Basic color
19 Do again
35 Auricle
18 Pastry
Radioactive
21 Impaired by 36 Garments
elerhent
39 551 (Roman)
disuse
4 Together
(comb. form) 22 Away (prefix) 40 Diminutive
suffix
23 Wrong
Clean by
(comb. form) 41 Asian lake
rubbing
7 Greek goddess 25 Pharmaceuti- 42 1,760 yards
43 God of
cal salt
of discord
29 High cards
7
' 3 4 5
30 Bible book
34 Entered in
a roster
37 Roof overhang
5
38 Three feet '
17
8
40 Was mistaken
41Medical group
20
(ab.)
44 Akin
27
46 Little brook
ali111
k1
48 Courtesy title
49 Station (ab.)
52 Apportions
54 Measures of.

CAMPUS CLATTER

Mohammed
45 Sign of

the zodiac
47 Theater box
50 Detectives
(slang)
51 Beast of

burden

OFF AND Nor BEEN TRACED
SY TW POSSE NEXT DAY!

CROMUBINE

moan

FOR THE

)

TREASURE

1 i.

1

1

53 Measure of
capacity
55 Indefinite

quantity

56 Greek letter
8

9

9

24

-.,<

-%

:

31

32

33

7

Ti

inker

kiln
kine

bilk

rink
rile

bine

rein

blink

term

5 Summer TV

1

balderdash.

Answers to
Hideaword

PLACE THEY COULD'VE TURNED ABOUT Uff

YOU THINK

background where inconsequential things are concerned.
Save your ammunition.
beyond

EXACTLY! THERE WAG NO

HEW

SLOPES

21) --Assert yourself in important matters but fade into the

.

4 Freudian

.

dissuade you from your
present goal. If you feel you
have talked enough, begin

3 Make lace

novelist

ARIES (March 22 -April

TAURUS (April 21 -May
21)-Avoid those who would

ACROSS
1 European
measure of
length
612 inches
10 Car'shelter
11. American

57length
ThKee
nautical miles
58 Moral

philosophy
59 Female birds
60 Sailing vessels
'DOWN
1.Female horse

2 Witerations

45
147

148

;1

.

25

'

-
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Existing Homes Are Selling Well N.
1V1

and other shade -providers will

make it easier for you to take
advantage of sunny days this
summer.

New fabrics or old ones
with new applications include
the old stand-by, painted canvas, with a pattern or design

They are often designed to
repel mildew

limited and competition from
new construction is restricted by volume of production

to sink a cast-iron pipe length
into the ground, just large
enough so the umbrella pole
slips into it snugly Be sure the

-pipe does not project so far
above the level of the lawn or
ground that you will damage

the lawnmower blade and

Too much of a good thing is

harmful For people this may
In the garden overwatering
can be injurious. Plants soon

Keep in mind that you may
be the type that burns easily,

be just as bad

periods outdoors If you have

e

light surface sprinklings can

DON'T START watering
your garden until the soil is

a tendency to doze off when dry --not powdery dry, but dry
doing your sunbathing, don't to the touch Then soak thorbe embarrassed to set an oughly so that it si moist to a
alarm to alert you when your depth of 6 to 12 inches Use a
baking time has tun out. Dot- trowel to check the depth to

ter be safe than burnt to a which the water has penecrisp
Umbrellas are a gay item to
add to your patio or backyard,

and there is just one safety
rule to bear in mind With the
gusty winds common to our

trated Such a watenng takes
care of a garden even under

drought conditions for a week
or ten days
Do not expect a light water-

ing to do the job, though

It

of in-

This combination
creased demand and dimin-

Demand for these homes is
up substantially in 44 per cent
of the communities contacted
in the most recent surveyor the
Department of Research of the
National Association of Real
Estate Boards among 166
realtors Demand was up

ished supply provides a favor-

moderately in 34 per Cent,

about the same as last year in

13 per cent of the commu-

nities, and down in only nine
per cent

AT THE SAME time, the
volume of listings of these

sprinklings are given regu-

larly, the plant roots concentrate at the surface, and thus
the plants become very shal-

low rooted A few days of

able market for anyone contemplating sale of his home,
John Cotton, San Diego, Ca-,
lif., NAREB president, said,
and should resolve any doubts
for the seller who experienced
the difficulties of selling in a

downmarket or at the end of
the cycle.

While environment has always been important as a market factor, it occupies a particularly prominent place in
housing demand currently.
More sophisticated than his

The use of porous hoses is
becoming quite popular.

It

delivers the water to a considerable area without wetting the foliage or causing the
soil to wash, and is effective on

slopes and uneven areas. The

manufacturer of the canvas
'type soaker hoses, however,
Both root penetration and recommends that the hose be
the moisture flow through the taken up after each watering
soil are greater in sandy soils
than in clay. Thus, deeper
watering is needed, although
it probably takes less water

drought under such conditions
can be fatal

Higher today than they were a

In the $15,000 to $24,999
category, 44 per cent listed

modern home, location continues to hold a priority place

homes in well -maintained
remained
neighborhoods
about the same in 18 per cent

41 per cent showed about the
same, and 13 per cent listed
fewer. In the under $15,000
price category, 33 per cent of

of the communities and deper cent.
clined in about
Homes built since 1950 have
risen in value in a generally

transfers, 38 per cent were unchanged, and 23 per cent were
lower, the report said.

scape.

For homes built prior to

1950, lOcational advantage is a
Major, influence on value.

year ago in four out of five
market areas, prices of older

duced manual labor in the
in home selection in most families.

1

REALTORS REPORT that
consumer interest in singlefamily home purchase is well

similar pattern.

ber, 33 per cent noted little
change, and 13 per cent show.ed a lower number of transfers.

more transfers than a year ago,

the communities had more

For homes built prior to

1950 and located in well -main-

above the year-ago level and is
expected to continue strong in
the months ahead.
These reports of demand re-

dicate the number of trans-

flect the growth of household
formation, rising income for
the home -buying sector of the
market, and the basic interest
of the average family to own a

the $25,000 and over price cat-

REALTORS' REPORTS in-

fers of existing single-family
homes, on the average, is about the level of a year ago. in

egory for homes built. since
1950, 52 per cent of the com-

and dried.
In the west, furrow irri-

tained neighborhoods, 46 per
of the communities
recorded more transfers than a
year ago, 32 per cent had about
cent

the same number, and 22 per

cent had fewer transfers of

these older homes than a year,
ago, the Nareb report said.

left in operation long enough to
deeply moisten the soil. Under

gation is used in level areas. certain conditions they do not
Shallow ditches or furrows provide the most uniform

and time to do the job Excess water on a sandy soil also
tends to wash out soluble fertilizers

YOU CAN WATER your
garden during the evening so
the water ruin npnetrnip cml

without excessive evaporation This is common practice However, wet foliage at
night encourages the spread of

plant disease. You can avoid

hours, to apply enough water

Light frequent sprinklings
which you fill with water, cement or sand Best of all is only wet the surface and help

the foliage can dry before
dark

is to water early eheavy weights, such as to wet the soil to the desired -ternative
nough in the evening so that
aluminum castings or niulds depth

Builders Will See
"Sky Is Falling"

can be used to distribute w4,----snoisture distribution in the..
soil.
ter among the growing plants.
Mulched gardens absorb
MOISTEN
SPRINKLERS
larger areas than a porous moisture with little or no
hose, are easy to operate, and runoff or washing and have a
are widely used. Unfortunate- greatly reduced surface evaply sprinklers are not usually oration.

Report Record ' Sales

this if you water with a device
such as a soaker hose that does
not wet the foliage Another al-

northwest suburbs, always may take a half hour or more,
remember to anchor them perhaps as much as three
securely You can do this with

per cent.

and the higher average price

weeds more than the garden
plants Usually, when light

By Richard Delano

shadow

and do not prolong the first

13 per cent of the communities

contacted,' and up in'ohly 18

share of the American land-

Plants' Plaint: It's Mud or Thirst

yellow and die in a muddy, waterlogged soil However, underwatering with frequent

retard flames They afford
shade without a too -deep

down moderately in 19 per
cent, down substantially in

munities posted a higher num-

counterpart of the, past, the average buyer is often a previous
owner or a young person who
grew up in a single-family
home environment. Although
, scientific developments have
increased comfort and re-

possibly yourself the next time

VINYL -LAMINATED mean excess poundage if oversynthetic fabrics are easily eating is the problem
cared for with soap and water,
and they are made to resist or

same in 30 per centof the areas,

supply offered for sale is

on one side and frequently you cut the grass
water-resistant and stain repellent Vinyl -coated canvas
and woven acrylic canvas this
year sport new colors and patterns that show on both sides

same homes was about the

hoods are selling rapidly The

BUYER'S G DE
Color ul ays
To Enjoy Sun
New umbrellas, awnings,

Existing single-family homes
in well -maintained neighbor-

have been able to keep moving
ahead in spite of tight money."

A play and dinner are on tap
for members, wives and guests
of the Northern Illinois Home
Builders Association. They
plan their annual visit to Drury Lane Tuesday, Aug. 5.
This year, the DuPage
county builders will see "Dear

Herb Carl, executive sales
manager of Arlington Realty,

agement of the 19 year old
A DRAMATIC increase

Carl continued, "of course,

sales records established by the

was also posted for the average
sales pike per home. The sales

we also want to thank our
friends and former clients for

price this year is $36,300 as

their loyalty in referring 75 per

compared with $33,700 in
1968 and $30,800 in 1967.

cent of our home buyers to

Me, the Sky is Falling," starring Virginia Graham, nationally known as hostess for the

Us."

television

area offices, two in Arlington

made famous by Molly Gold-

has announced new all-time
firm for the first six months of
1969

Sales totalled $5,783,000.00
which was the highest for any
six month period in the firm's

history. The increase was 16
per cent over last- year which
was the previous high.
Arlington Realty has set

new sales records every year
since 1960. or nine years in a
row since Carl, Elmer Zilen,
Bill Kleiner and Al Cinquini
took over ownership and man-

firm.

"We are accustomed to setting new records," Carl said,
"as we've been doing it for 9
years in a row. It's especially
gratifying right now because
we are in a tight money market
and sales are harder to put together and make stick. I feel

it's a real tribute to our experienced sales staff that we

Arlington Realty has four

Heights and

one

each

in

program

"Girl

Talk." The play is a comedy
berg.

THE EVENING will begin

with a full -course dinner of
prime ribs of beef at the Mattinique restaurant, followed by
the play in the facility's companion Drury Lane Theatre.

"We have 200 tickets for
the evening and they're going
fast so NIHBA members
shouldn't delay tong if they

wish to join the festivities,"

said Robert E. Langguth, executive vice president of the
Association.

Mount Prospect and Palatine.
They belong to the Northwest
Suburban Board of Realtors,
MAP Multiple Listing Ser-

vice, and Homerica, the na-

tion's oldest and largest home finding service.

2
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Kitchen
Cabinetry

omeowners Face Array
Natural Wood. Finishes
Slapping a coat of paint on
previously painted house siding is a simple enough procedure, and the result is generally good for three or four years
or even longer

But folks with natural finish
exteriors on their houses have
a little more of a problem. Exteriors of redwood, cedar and
knotty pine --whether siding or
attractive,

shingles --are

but

must be cared for just as any

other wood siding. The car
should preserve and continue
the beauty of the wood.

change color very little. Others

without hiding its grain.

there is nothing to crack or application. Several coats will

will color the wood slightly
In general, natural wood
finishes do not last as long as a

good coat of quality house
paint. You will have to apply
natural finishes more often
(perhaps every two years), but

offsetting this is the fact that
they are easier to apply and
generally cost less than paint.
Pick carefully. Some can be
applied only over raw wood or

wood that has been sanded
clean. Others can be applied

improved Some are clear and

avoid them for large expanses
of siding since the hard finish
sealers

are

available with a small amount

of pigment as well as clear.
These color the wood, but allow the grain to show. In addition, the pigment offers a little
extra protection.

THE. TWO general types
are penetrating finishes and

Check the label and try to
pick a finish with a wood preservative added to it (pentachlorophenol or zinc naphthanate) which will help pro-

varnish finishes.

tect against rot and fungus.

Preserve the natural siding of your house.

crack with weathering. Use varnishes of this
type on doors and window
tends to

For siding, use the special
varnishes created for siding
and shingles called long -oil
varnishes or processed oil varnishes.
a

varnish -

A new eight -page pamphlet

type surface but not one that is

issued

quite so brittle. It will expand
and contract with the wood.
You can get these with and

ral siding tends to fade, you

Unsightly Kitchen Cabinets?
Don't Paint! Don't Paste -over!

May want to try the pigmented
finish.
stains

are

by

Armstrong Cork

Company challenges claims
that any soft surface floor cov-

without pigments. Since natu-

Shingle

pene-

trating scalers with a little bit

of film that builds up. Pigments can be light or heavy
(some as heavy as paint). You
can use this finish over porous
wood that has been stained or

over wood treated with any
penetrating sealer.

ering currently on the market
affords sufficient ease of
maintenance or resistance to
staining to justify kitchen use.
The
chure,

color -illustrated bro"Common
entitled

peting.

SINCE THE firm makes

both carpet and resilient flooring, it can declare its stand an
objective one. Vinyl and lino-

leum are both not only more
sanitary in a kitchen but offer

Coverings," cites results of extensive laboratory research
and field testing and says that
resilient flooring is at all times
more practical for areas in the
home which get recurring

resistance to spotting

better

Resilient flooring is largely
unaffected

by

grease,

fruit

stains, coffee spills and other
substances, because of its
surface construction.
Carpets may be damaged unless given instant attention.
It's not reasonable in the average home where 'food spills
dense

occur daily to expect the
housewife to drop everything
and race to prevent permanent

$33,900 and up

Unit # 3 Now Open

AFTER

Throw away the old
doors and drawer frorats
and replace with

7

FORM

0

damage or discoloration to the
kitchen foor.

The homeowner planning
new kitchen flooring may put

when considering kitchen renovation. With the new prod-

read" list. It provides helpful
tips to get the right kind of re-

uct, only a weekend is required
to create an entirely new -look
in the kitchen. Besides the sav-

this pamphlet on the "must

silient material for the floor

ings in time and effort, Cabinetpak also offers the home-'

and features color pictures of

maker a major cost savings. A
completely restyled kitchen

A free copy of the brochure
is yours from Armstrong COrk
C o m pa n y, Lancaster, I'a.
17604. Northwest suburban
flooring firms authorized to
handle Armstrong products

using the new product, costs
only a fraction of that of new

Inc.

in

Mount

Adrian feels that the new
product tills a long time home
improvement need...an inexpensive, easy - to - install

Prospect,

package that combines all of

Heights Wall and Floor Coverings

Ranches
Split-levels
Georgians

1/2 acre wooded & un-wooded lots available
select your future home site now
as low as $1500 DOWN

the beauty of the cabinetry
with the luxury of mainte-

in Arlington Heights.

and Rosi's Tile Center in Prospect Heights.

nance -free Formica laminated
plastic.
Cabinetpak's new doors and
drawer fronts are available in a

U.S. 14 Northwest to Ill. 31..1 mile N. on 111. 31

find that her mouth is out of

decorating freedom.
Furniture, for instance, can
placed anywhere, even
against the baseboard itself,
be

and screws are provided and
holes are pre -drilled for perfect fit.
Four beautiful wood grain
surfaces are /available, in eluding the exciting new Span- -t
ish Oak -by Formica. Also::";
available are Mediterranean -.0
design kits, including match-

without fear of blocking the

By the same token old-fashioned, free-standing radiators
which have gone unnoticed for
years will appear awkward and
ungainly in a newly decorated
room. Don't make the mistake
of face-lifting your home, cautions the Chicago Better Heat-

_This will create more space
within the room. It will now be
possible, to hang draperies to

ing -Cooling Council, without

radiator will stand in the way.

do-it-yourser to create end-

The room will look larger,
more attractive. In addition.
says the Council, it will he

less custom variations with

heat from the rest of the room.

REPLACING old-fashioned radiators with low, wall baseboard heating
rejuvenate any

hugging

will

panels

room. Only ankle high, 'the

ILI &II

been engineered and designed
for easy installation. Hinges

a big nose.

updating your heating system.

Crystal Lakes Estates, Inc.
Phone (815)459-2430

wide range of sizes to fit most
ready-made and custom kitchen cabinets. The product has

ed any color to blend or contrast with the wall. More important, they permit complete

floor length without fear of

scorching, because

Eel 8

PRE -DRILLED HOLES
SCREWS AND HINGES PROVIDED
A SCREW DRIVER DOES

. Use CABINETP AK' S*
New
Doors and Drawer
Fronts To Replace
Your Old.

the

baseboard never gets too hot to

the touch. Carpeting can he
laid wall-to-wall; no unsightly

ing

decorative

medallions,

moldings and designer knobs
and pulls.
Cabinetpak is a complete
restyling system ideally suited
to any cabinet type renovation...kitchen cabinets, vanities, built-ins 'md allows the'
.

Your kitchen can have a new
look that will last for years with
little maintenance. No painting or
refinishing... ever!
Just install Cabinetpak's*
NEW doors and drawer fronts
surfaced with Formica brand

the beauty and charm of the:

more comfortable, because
baseboard creates
modern

gentle, uniform heat throughout the room.

very finest in cabinetry.
For those less adventurous
or too -busy homeowners, Adrian will also install Cabinet pak.

Oce

1k11

.14

eo
Member National Multi list Service

REALTORS

LOW TAXES

al, remain and serve as a framework for these NEW Doon3 and

Attractive 3 bedroom ranch has shiny new
vinyl kitchen floor, carpeting, drapek, tile
bath, full basement with loads of hobby end

with matching Formica brand

CALL 359-7000

111

111114,11r:

;,
SPACIOUS

storage area 9nd 21/2 car garage.

PRICED TO SELL

$29,900

$42,500

Newly decorated 3 bedroom raised ranch has

room, paneled family room, 20' kitchen with
customised appliances, 2 .patios, oversize I
car attached garage, bonus location -walk to

spacious paneled family room, large cab.
net kitchen, 2 ceramic baths, large utility,

8 lovely rooms in this Colorpol 4 big bed
rooms! 11/2 baths, colorful hum!, room fire
place, paneled family room shrub enclosed .

basement, 24' patio, 11/2 car garage, excel.

yard ond polio, kitchen with many extras,

school.

lent location.

large closets, full basement, attached garage.

$31,900

-

CALL 255-9111

CALL 439-4700

laminate that is merely ironed on

-and presto!
-A NEW

KITCHEN -

Do -It -Yourself in a
Weekend.

NEAR SCHOOLS 8 SHOPS

7 room ranch on corner lot. 2 tile boths, utility

$24,900

CALL 253-1800
LIVE FOR LESS $$$

Ship-shape 3 bedroom ranch in pleasant neighborhood. Sharp kitchen with
built-in oven, range, dishwasher, refrig-

CLOSE TO EVERYTHING

Choice location for the growing active
family. 4 bedroom ranch has 2 tile

erator -freezer, comfortable

baths, sharp family room, carpeting,
drapes, patio, 11/z car garage
many extras. $26,700
CALL 439-4700

and

Kitchen.

14'

den -study, huge storage space, living
room fireplace and choice location. As-

r

sume 51/4% loon! $25,900
CALL 359-7000
5r

COMFORT PLUS

or .. We Will Install

ediagOt Kitchens by Adrian
802 E. Golfhurst Mt. Prospect

CL 9-2355

YES! I Am Interested!
SEND MI All THE INFOR- I
NATIONON CASINIETPAK.

Zip

;

PANELS

No Messy Toni -out

Name

"1

kitchen cabinets.

include Coloramic Tile Co..

baseboard panels can he paint-

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

Drawer fronts.
Other exposed areas are covered

Address

Adrian says that prior to the
development of Cabinetpak,
homemakers were forced to replace worn or marred cabinets

T. M

laminate.
Present cabinets, wood or met-

r

face and need not be replaced.

_,

LAMINATED

Do It Yourself ..

The old cabinets act only as a
frame for the new laminate

One of life's minor tragedies
takes place when a lady undergoes an operation to correct an
overly prominent nose only to

line with the rest of her face. It
seemsthat,
that nobody ever nowhen she had
ticed her

Paved streets
Top rated school districts
3-4-5 bedrooms
Sensible tax rates

fronts and exposed side panels.

Radiators May Not Go
With a Modern Decor

"Quality Controlled Homes"

BEFORE

engineered specifically for application to existing steel or
wood cabinets, replacing battered and worn doors, drawer

the latest designs.

and soiling.

laminated

doors and drawer fronts are

Homewood, Ill., in coopera-

food spillage than regular car-

Sense About Kitchen Floor

Crystal Lake Estates

'"'"9111111911111110111=1111

operations.
The Formica

of time consuming refinishing

Carpet Not Best Idea
In Kitchens After All

frames.

These provide

netpak's new doors and drawer
fronts have been developed by
Homewood Industries, Inc.,

product for the do-it-yourself

be needed on new wood. Although spar and marine varover old coats of the same sea- nishes belong to this class,
Penetrating

in kitchen remodeling. Cabi-

and A merock Corp.
Cabinetpak is the first practical method developed for
renovating existing kitchen
cabinets without the necessity

craftsman. Called Cabinetpak,
it is a revolutionary new idea

peel. A penetrating finish can
be applied over bare wood or
ler.

lion with the Formica Corp.

Cabinetpak Kitchens by
Adrian is now showing -a new.

VARNISH FINISHES give
you a glossy look and a finish that builds up with each

into the wood and leaves no
surface film. Because of this

over the old finish.

YOU WILL find a number
of finishes on the market,
many of them new and quite

The penetrating sealer soaks

contain some pigment which

Quality built 3 bedroom ranch in out-

WOODED SETTING

standing close -in area. 15' kitchen with
appliances, 11/2 baths, full basement;
25' carpeted living room, fireplace,

Immaculate 2 bedroom brick ranch has

""r"- "!-!:

intercom system, patio, attached garage and many custom extras. Near
park, schools and shops $40,500
CALL 255-9111

CUSTOM BUILT LUXURY!

$54,900
5 bedroom Ranch in A 1 location. 21/2 ceramic baths, glamour
kitchen with complete built-ins, cozy paneled den, family room
with crab orchard fireplace, oak paneled recreation room, 1st
floor laundry room. Patio, 2 car attached garage and loads morel

npel 11 '

room, colorful kitchen, basement, cover-

ed patio and attached garage. Near
depot and shnps...$29,900
CALL 255-9111

CALL 253-1800
MOVING ANYWHERE IN
THE U.S.A.?

TRADE YOUR HOME?

If you are moving, w. hone pictures and

to tali* your home in
erode In the *rent it isn't sold belong you

We will he

nforahon
of homes that art for tole all
m
over the USA through our co operohng

need to complete your purchase of another.

Brokers in NAMS Coll us to &scuts your flour
location we'll be hooPY to htlf, You!

2$ B. Northwestiiwy
253.11100

ANNEN
BUSSE
r'i/717/

:541,11614401F.

r--1 HESSE CALL ME FOR AN,

ceramic both, stone fireplace in living

-

REALTORS

THE DAY
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Low -hanging Branches Menace Eyes and Skin
be picturesque, but they can

ture an eyeball and lose sight in
that eye.

also pose a real threat to' eyes
and skin. It they are slender
and pliable they !nay only he a

LOW -HANGING branches
of the thorny types of

Branches low on a tree may

you walk near

trees such as the honey locust

them: if they are stout and unresisting.. they can cause
trouble.

had, for their thorns can be

nuisance as

GEORGE

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

water kill weeds and grass in
pavement joints?
A. Yes, but the effects aren't

long lasting. There are commercial preparations for this
purpose that are longer lasting
and more effective than salt.

WE

thorny branches where there

You will note that in the upper sketch the low branches of
this crab apple tree would

look a branch at eye height.

make it very difficult to mow
safely and conveniently along
the edge of the border plant-

Just brushing an eyeball with a
branch is an excnitiatingly

ing a man approaching tree

is easy to over-

5jach

T

Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Member of Northwest
Suburban
Board of Realtors

children, who, in unguarded moments during play,
can run into them.
arc

you are operating at fast speed,
and you are anxious to get the

work done,

Removal of one, or two

branches will not damage a
tree, although in doing so you
should try to preserve the

very damaging to the human

mower and have your attention momentarily diverted as
you approach a low branch. If
you have a power mower that

621

such branches.

A. To keep them disease metry, it is a wise thing to remove low hanging branches,, - free and to control insects, it is
that cause you inconvenience advisable to spray them once a
week.
or constitute a threat,
Q. Will salt dissolved in hot
Questions and Answers

-

body. It is of special importance to remove offending

gerous when you are mowing
your lawn: It is not unusual to
walk along behind a lawn

NO.

up the hazardous nature of

Q. How often should you

spray roses?

and hawthorn are particularly

Low branches are most dan-

PLAN
E CREED

gee's symmetry. But even if
you have to sacrifice sym-

branches at eye height points

painful experience. Even
worse, it is possible to -punc-

By George E. Creed

emmerb

R

See Our Display
of Homes

,

at the Holiday Inn
in Mt. Prospect and
Rolling Meadows

REALTORS

D

OPEN 9 TO 9

E

KEMMERLY REAL ESTATEas advertised on WGN

ing. The bottom sketch show-

4

CENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED

CENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, 3 good sized bedrooms with double
closets, huge patio made of colored concrete squares, mature

FOUR BED1400MS, 2 baths, full dry basement, SEPARATE DINING

ROOM, all carpeted, family bltin kitchen, 2l/z car garage, ALL

landscaping, ASSUME LOW INTEREST LOAN, I1/2 car garage, walk
to schools, station,

BRICK to the eaves, immediate possession, WALK TO SCHOOLS,
STATION, SHOPPING,

$27,000

$38,500

ASSUME, LOW INTEREST LOAN

WALK TO EVERYTHING

ALL BRICK custom ranch, 11/2 car garage, MULTI -PURPOSE room

FOUR BEDROOMS, full dry basement with large extensive panelled REC. RM., FAMILY ROOM overlooks scenic well landscaped
oversized lot, 21/2 car garage, all CL,..tom corns included along .

can be used as 4th bedroom, all bit -ins, carpeting, overhead
sewers included, FULL DRY BASEMENT, walk to station and schools
location, IMMEDIATE POSSESSION,

with wood burning FIREPLACE,

$29,900

$38,900

CONVENIENT OFFICES

SERVING ALL THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS WITH

3

's

glow

411.1114

THE NEW BOARD OF DIRECI'ORS for MAP, Multiple

Listing Service serving the areas of Arlington Heights,.Palatine,
Mount Prospect and the general Northwest Suburban area. Pictured (seated on the sofa from left to right) Aldo Cinquini of
Arlington Realty, Inc., vice president; Judi L Kemmerly, Kemmerly Realtors, president, and Terry Bolger, Bolger Realtors,

.$)

secretary. Standing (from left to right) Bill Annen, Annen &
Busse, Inc., director: Willis Nieman, Gallery of Homes, NW;
Roger Walters. Baird & Warner, Inc.. director, and Robert L.
Nelson, Robert I.. Nelson Realtors. M.A.P., Multiple Listing
Service in its fiscal year just ended June 30th accounted for sales in
excess of $105.000,000.00 in residential sales,

OFFICES IN

Palatine

Prospect Heights

299-0082

13 S. Wolf Road

Arlington Heights:
253-2460

6 E. Northwest Hwy.

Hoffman -Schaumburg

1 1

894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

Red Cedar Makes
od' Comeback

2

358-5560

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

OFFICES IN

1 1

S. Arlington Heights Rd.

956-1500

MULTIPLE LISTING

COMMUNITIES
EIGHT AREA OFFICES SERVING CHICAGO'S NORTH SHORE AND NORTHWEST SUBURBAN

SERVICES

EXECUTIVE TRANSFER

BRUNS REAL ESTATE IS NOW AFFILIATED WITH

PROGRAM

12.71221

The red cedar wood used by
northwest coastal Indians in
the 18th century is hack in the
news again, this time as a

cargo.
whale,

handsplit cedar roofing boards

land for days.

who today produce the

building material suitable for that are used for housing. Tochurches, restaurants or the day cedar shields people just
most "mod" of current hous- as it did the Indians in their
long -houses from hail, snow
ing designs

These days Thor

Heyerdahl s balsa -wood raft.
the KON-7 IKI and his latest
sea -going papyrus -base vessel,

the RA

are the

Hunting for

handed down to the people

toward the red cedar has been

center of

discussion, but the early
American natives of our
Pacific northwest shoreline
actually went todav's mariners
one better

Not only did the Indians
use the western red cedar or
"tree of life" to make dugout
canoes to get around in lake,
river and ocean, but they used
the wood of the tree in aln.os:
every phase of their daily life.
Besides their wooden long -

and rain,

were the first to depend on the

red cedar for home. building.
world's
were also among
finest navigators ad

Their ocean can.

six to eight feet in width, and
carrying up to 30 people and
as much as 10,000 pounds of

mans of them with diameters
up to 21) leet Many towered

in
in

rivers in western Washington
State. home of the Red Cedar
Shingle and Handsplit Shake
Bureau, in Seattle, Wash.

FINANCING

SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN
ESTATES AREA OFFICE

SCHAUMBURG
7 W. Schaumburg Road at Roselle Rd. -894.8100

PALATINE AREA OFFICE
132 S. Northwest Highway -359-6500

'Ahoy. Thor Heyerdahl! For

yesteryear, try the Quinault

red cedar canoe. Or. if you
plan to stay ashore, red cedar
makes a fine house, too.

II

RANCH FOR THE LARGE FAMILY

After you see this home, you'llEinow it will have to be your
next CASTLE. 4 bedroom colonial with 2t/2 baths. Full base.

FOR PHOTO!

and drapes in the kitchen. Stone fireplace in the family

ment, 2V2 car attachrol garage. Carpeting throughout.
Double oven and broiler, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal,
room. Beautiful landscaping -over 50 evergreens) Make this
dream home your reality.

$55,900

255-6320

Need more room for your tribe? This 4 bedroom ranch can
accommodate your growing family's needs. Family room
plus hoitby room can be enjoyed by every member of the
household. Just completed addition includes interior brick
wall with fireplace. Viking carpeting in family room. Kitchen range. Many closets. Additional storage.

$32,500

894-8100

COUNTRY LIVING ON ti4 ACRE
Want to be out in the wide open spaces and still be

accessible to all the conveniences that the suburbs offer?
COME SEE THIS HOMEI 3 bedroom contemporary ranch
with 2 car attached garage. Carpeting in living room, din-

ing room and hall. Draperies in living room and dining

room. Beomed cathedral ceiling in living room and dining
room. Full basement partially finished for rec room & utility
room, Look this home over --you'll be glad you didl

$30,900

894-8100

Excellent Buy!
"A LOCATIONS OF EIGHT

(Alvylitl

3 bedroom spacious brick and stone ranch. 2 ceramic baths.

\ LAKE

Large carpeted living room with Crab Orchard stone fire-

vahrlau

place. Stone planters separates formal dining room from liv-

ing room. Kitchen with all liteltins. Main floor utility room.
Huge basement. Excellent traffic pattern. 2 car attached
garage. Paved drive. Lovely landscaping on large ,site
SETTLING

ESTATE -EXECUTIVE

WILL

CON5'Df P

Lot russo

and T AREA OFFICES
SERVING ALL 35
NORTHWEST AND
NORTH SHORE
COMMUNITIES

.ALinhSto

C^ rl u:.

ouRriElD

Iwo

Asking $15,000

Walk

FINANCING AVAILABLE

And picture this sharp 3 bedroom ranch as your next home.

Washer, dryer, range, regrigerator-all the modern conveniences for mom. Air conditioner. Carpeting like new In
living room and hall. All draperies and curtains. Beautiful
landscaping. Home is In Immaculate condition.

Over SIY2 Million
Sold in Roselle Area

255-6320

This Yearn

111 E. Irving Park Rd. Roselle, III.

529-2235

*M.KAN

WINNETBeL

PALATiNE

A MUST SEE "BEAUTY"

WALK RIGHT IN n

The Indians endowed their
trees with living souls. Before
the} felled a cedar intended to

Sbnne of this attitude

INSURANCE

your next voyage into

800 years

dress to the tree, assuring the
tree's spirit of a happy, useful
futurg

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
AREA OFFICE
1714 L. igorthwest Hwy. -394-4500, 255 6320

width. They are still used for

200 feet above the ground and
lived to an age of 700 or even

become a canoe, a chosen
orator delivered a formal ad-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-MT. PROSPECT

TOO NEW

The all-purpose wood was
used 3by the coastal Indians
from the cradle to the grave,
with babies being cradled in

The Indians revered the
forest giants --and the red
cedars were giants indeed.

Smaller canoes for river
travel averaged 27 feet
length. about three feet

SHOWS LIKE A DREAM

napkins and towels, wore

red cedar {vood-and-bark back
packs, and the dead being
buried in boxes hewn from the
wood

o
and,Tys
QuirdamREALTORS

often remained out of sight of

ROSELLE

platters, shredded the bark fo-

on wooden totem -poles.

seal or
mariners

nen.

"crc

made from a single ceuar
averaging 50 feet in length.

cedar for wooden bowls and

bark and carved their history

daring

travel and fishing in major

The Quinault Indians, who

houses, they used the red

clothing made of red cedar

the

HOMES -APARTMENTS

3 bedroom Cape Cod with full basement. t car' electric eye
garage. Newly painted exterior. New kitchen with built-in
oven and range (bronze colored). Bronze double bowl sink
with disposal. Fon & hood. Paneled kitchen with ceramic tile
backsplash. French doors off living room. Carpeting in
master bedroom, living room and hall. You won't believe

mUlU\

utuAarON
PROSPLCI
Ht1,r1, 5s'

01,

IrANSIO IIGIN RD
DIIVA

EVANS

409/,

1511115

SAom

--10---SCiOolVKL', rj
SCHAUMBURG

I

I1,
,

$24,500

your eyes.

255-6320

,

$24,500

0 not

soma

REPEATED SERVICE TO SATISFIED CLIENTS: THIS IS THE QUINLAN & TYSON STORY

Friday, July 25, 1969
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Amusement Calendar

Theater Workshop Underway
Ages froni 15 to 50 plus
were represented when 34 eager thespians gathered for the
first class of the Arlington
Heights Village Theatre
Workshop last week.

The Workshop, offered as a
community service by the little theatre group, is open to anyone interested in the theatre. It
is taught by Susan Spector of
the faculty of the University of

Chicago drama department.
Because of the overflow
number of "first night stu-

dents" the Workshop will be
conducted Thursday evenings
as well as Tuesday.

Miss

Susan

The thre e -week High

Hofmann.

-when they began.
performance u,,is

class members in true Stainslavky or "Method" fashion.
The group was given Iiimework which consisted of

Susan will attend classes in

tion, which is a private college
for elementary school teachers
in Evanston -Wilmette.

-

(July 25 -July 31)

scenes from plays or monologues. Miss Spector emphasized "getting inside the character" as part of stage technique.

begins at dusk.

R A NMI U RST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
Prospect.

Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang: 1:00. 4:00, 6:35 and 9:30 p.m.

(j01.1. \ HIT: THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
Chitty Chitty, Bang Rang: Daily and Weekends, 1:30, 4:15,
7:Is and 9.15 p.m.

MO! N I PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Prospect.

Good -Rye, Columbus: Daily and Weekends, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10

tion in musical and dramatic

that the meeting did not end
until one o'clock in the morn-

leges for Teacher Education.

productions.

ing. It began at 7:30 p.m.

115

N.

Arlington

Evergreen,

Heights.
Good -Bye, Columbus: Daily, 5:30, 7:45 and 9:55 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 1:30, 3:15, 5:25, 7:40 and 9:55 p.m.

PICKWICK TH EA" RL, 5 S. Prospect, P'ark Ridge.
bus: Daily, 7:10 and 9:30 p.m.; Saturday, I:
Good -Bye, Col
3:45, 6:00, 8:15 and 10:30 p.m.: Sunday. 1:30, 3:45, 6:00, 8:15
and 10:30 p.m.

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect.
The Marriage 'Go Round: Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.;
Sunday, 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday through Friday, 8:30 p.m.

TAKE

4-N4011

"HER"
OUT
TONIGHT!

PIT N' PUB
he mural and enjoy a warm ntmnsphore and some grind rating nt the new Pit N' Pub
on Rand Road in Arlington Heights. The newly opened restaurant -bar is geared for the whole family
we think
with pizzas, sandwiches, fish n' chips, beer, wine, 8. soft drinks. Stop by and get acquainted
it will be a favorite!

Come ns you nre

-.-

COCKTAILS

\ /

GOOD SERVICE
FINE FOOD
POPULAR PRICES

ll(?:;)) \

it

Now Being Served At

7 Beautiful

COUNTRYSIDE

I

Enjoy a refreshing drink at our new

Open 7
days a

All you
can eat!

=SUMMER SALADS...FOR THE LIGHT TOUCH!

FOOD AND DRINKS
Featuring this Friday:

Come to
COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT

3 KINDS OF FISH

2 MEATS

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

14 SALADS

corner of Dunton and Campbell

3 VEGETABLES

1-3 West Campbell

Chef's Salad

$115
$135

Fruit Salad Plate

$139

8 BEVERAGES

Arlington Heights, Ill.
Phone: 392-9344

BREAKFAST

LUNCHEON

DINNER

LATE SNACKS

!

EASY ON THE WAISTBAND!
EASY ON THE POCKETBOOK!
GREAT TASTING!

1018 Mt. Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect

Fri. &Sat. nil 1 a.m;
Sunday 7 am. nil 10 ? m.

PHONE - 822-0700
CHICAGO - 763-5590
OPEN DAILY 6:30 TO 3 AM

Slim -Trim Plate

(OUR 48 FT. MENU)

O'Hare Concord
at the
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS RDS.

OPEN EVERY DAY
FROM 11 AM TO 9 PM

itilliositip

Your house ol
hospitality from
coast to coast.

Scanda House

IN

AMERICA S FAVORITE FAMVRESTAURANTS

Pit

-v

THIS GUIDE

YANKEE DOODLE ;1-

REACHES OVER

63,000 - HOMES,

\,0.e,OANDY1
ALSO ... DELICIOUS

rti.rtt Eagtro
Erstaurant

jit

WE SPECIALIZE IN

$10,4 1,g,V111;MIA If COM, 5,1,11-

Sir

105U Ookton St. Just West of Mannheim
And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Exp.

Delicious Pizza
Juicy Sandwiches
Mouth -Watering Fish'eChips
Beer from the barrel
Wine From the Keg
Soft drinks by the pitcher

PHONE 299-001 1
Make Your Reservations Now

THE NEW, NEW NIELSEN'S
Presents

LEON BERRY
Every Tuesday

Thru Saturday

at the

ORGAN BAR

NIELSEN'S RESTAURANT
Mannheim & Higgins

824-7451

COMFORTABLE DINING

-Rigill tic 101111.0111 the Samoa'

PIZZA!

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
Phone 259-6458

Iiitt a

Mon. Thur., 11 A.M.-12 A.M.
Fri. Sat., 11 A.M.-2 A.M.
CARRY -OUT SERVICE
Sun., 12 P.M. -10 P.M.

255-9181

nt4

2r.
$61

WAYNE

FOR DINING

1618 W Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

CL 5-2441

ADVERTISING

Pick Up or Delivery

rk

of

NOW FEATURING!

BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER

SA

vs

THE

BANQUETS FOR UP TO 400

1711 RAND RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

.11

2

CALL

255-7200

CHINESE RESTAURANT

ft*

t!

Fast Service

Across From O'Hare Airport

ae

toe

CALL

WAO

Hours:

NEUTRONS

On Route 12 just 3 blocks South
of Palatine Road
Come for lunch 11 gen.

11111DirNkli

CARRY -OUT OR

PERFECT

DINE AT THE NEW ONE ...

WITH A CASUAL ATMOSPHERE

WITH
PAUL KRAUSE, VOCALIST

1

WI

111111
Formerly "The Laymen"
Entertainment starts Sat. July 5th

YOUR HOST

TONY IAU

r(5he

956-1990

RESTAURANT

& COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Ti,,, Black Fox
Invites You Fnr

GOOD DINING &
Luncheon Fashion Shows

Noon 'VI 2 pm Mondays
Location:3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, I

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

Specializing In Food Cantonese Style
Served In An Informal Atmosphere of
Gracious Simplicity

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE
I.

1730 S.

ELMHURST RD. (RT. 83) DES PLAINES

ELK COLONIAL INN
--The place to be in Elk Grove--

DONT'MISS OUR FRIDAY NITE
FISH FRY --ALL YOU CAN EAT!

AMERICAN STYLE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE
Complete Dining and Carry Out Service
1339 WEST DEMPSTER - DE WEST SHOPPING CENTER
DROP IN or CALL IN YOUR RESERVATION

ENTERTAINMENT

1.

e:

ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES

THE FUN PLACE TO EAT

LI

766-1010
sOdEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
WOOD DALE, ILL.

JJ

Banquet Room. for:

WEDDINGS
PARTIES
MEETINGS
15 to 600

AK

a.

Now for the finest in

Mon. thou Thurs. 6 am til midnight

Weekdays. 8:111) p.m.

F

-(

* EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

1.

CATLOW.TH FATR E. I I0 N. Main, Barrington.
The April Fools: I t toss and Saturday. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.;

THEATER

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

a

Hours:

p.m.: Sunday, 2:20, 4:40, 7:00 and 9:20 p.m.

The members of the class so

American Association of Col-

bar....in a relaxed, quiet atmospi-

PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
Romeo; and Juliet: Weekdays and Saturday, 7:00 and 9:20'7

enjoyed what they were doing

Achievement for Excellence are also on the calendar for the
in Teacher Education from the program, as well as participa-

Restaurant
of the Week

OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.
To Sir With Love and Guess Who's'Coming to Dinner: show

5

evaltime,I

and discussed by the other

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jo- School workshop is planned to, critical thinking in the mornseph Hofmann, 1208 N. Bel- introduce young people to ca- ing with an introduction to the
mont, Arlington Heights, a fall reer opportunities in educa- humanities through lectures
junior at John Hersey High tion and to specific skills and discussions. Afternoon
School, is among the 160 out- they'll need in college. It fol- seminars will bring opportustanding high school juniors lows a similar program held at nities for Susan and her fellow
and seniors from across the National College last summer, students to work with teachers
country chosen to attend a which received one of the top and to teach each other.
Concerts, plays and parties
program Aug. 3 to 24 at the ten awards for Distinguished

National College of Educa-

made it possible for mine students to he enrolled. Betty
Threlkeld at 437-6.406 svill
supply more information.
At last Monday night's ses-

sion, Miss Spector had each
one perform: 'there were improvisations by couples who
were strangers to each oilier,

Attends Workshop at
College of Education

MOVIES

THE DUAL sessions It.Re.

Telephone 692-6124
CARRY OUT ORDERS

Telephone 692-6124

BANQUET HALL AVA IaLT
open.E

Bar ope;

on WOod Dale Road just north of nu, =Iola
CALL: 766-3230

n.
43.

or,

THE DAY
Friday, July 25, 1969.
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Rock Groups In Search of Fame Play Name Game
Way back in the pre -rock
'n' roll era, around 1585 or so,
Shakespeare, who was to the

England of his day what the
Beatles are riow, wondered,

"What's in a name?" If the
Bard had had the opportunity
to hear Cat Mother and the All
Night Newsboys, he wouldn't

THE FRIENDS, very hot
these days with a single and an
titled "Grazin"LP --both

-started out about a year ago
with nothing but talent, money
(former footballer Jim Brown

have asked.

bankrolled the group), good

goodies of life await those clever souls who can make with the

ings,

Fame, fortune and all the

music and dream up the right
names for their groups. '
Take, for example, the
Friends of Distinction, one of

the more friendly and distinguished quartets around.

THE PUBLIC IS ins lied to attend the open house and dedicadon Sunday. Jul, 27. of the new Deaconess Horne at Lutheran
General Hospital, Park Ridge.

singer with the group. "but it
can't do you any harm."

"A clever name won't replace talent," says Harry Elston, the friendly, distinguished and talented lead

connections and a lot of book-

but where will

those

things get you in these days of
Blind Faith, the Apple Pie
Motherhood Band, Spooky

tried to come up with a name
that would reflect the kind of
image we were trying to project. We wanted a friendly
something disdiVinguishedtinctive-also
but

name,

-which is why we considered
the Distinctive Friends. We
threw that one Out. then went
through a few dozen more be-

fore we hit on the Friends of
Distinction. It's friendly, but
it's also distinctive."
EVEN THE Mothers of In-

Tooth and Lothar and the

vention couldn't argue with

Hand People?

that.

"We were puzzled," Elston
remembered the other day,
smiling the kind of smile one is
likely to display after becoming unpuzzled.

grab names out of a hag. As

But as Harry

"We kicked it around and

quick to

is

point out, "A lot of groups
long

controversial

it's

as

and/or topical, they'll go for
it."

To check Harry's theory all
you have to do is eyeball the

analysis.

Like Blood, Sweat.

"SIMPLE,"

Katz, one of the BS&T-gatig.

the rock charts are faithfully
unfurled in all their glory. Or,
if you're really with it, check
out Rolling Stone, the bible of

"We put so much blood, sweat
and tears into putting the

the under -30 set.
I

record these days? Who else?
Three Dog Night.
But can the Three Dogs af-

act in Memphis.
THE HOTTEST new group
around, according to the trade
paper folks. is, or in this case
was, the Chicago Transit Authority.

Steve

says

Pan Alley, but no more) where

SO WHO has the No.

Board of Directors, the "in"

and Tears.

pages of Variety (once the
Establishment tool of Tin

group together that the name
fits perfectly. Thanks to Winston Churchill, of course."

"The Chicago Transit Authority is no more," the Columbia Records public rela-

True, but for every Blood,
Sweat and Tears there are a
few dozen outfits like the Terminal Barbershop, Country

of reasons. One of the boys said

ford to goof off? Never. Not
with Rotary Connection, Led
Zeppelin, Canned Heat, Vanilla Fudge, Iron Butterfly and
Captain Beefheart and His
Magic Band ready to move in.
Some names, of course, are
they defy
so logical that

tions girl was saying the other
day. "They changed their
name to Chicago, for a variety

they wanted to create a new
image. With a name like Chi-

Joe and the Fish. Savage Rose,

the 1910 Fruit Gum Company
and, of course, the Who and

cago they figure that if you
don't like their records they

the Guess Who.

can hit you over the head with
a club."

Not to mention the old faRolling
like the
vorites.
Stones. the Grat6ful Dead, Jef-

Which might cause you to
shed a great deal of blood,

ferson Airplane and regional
groups

like

Flash

r

sweat and tears.

and the

gelgra
HOUSE
The Ultimate in Gracious
Dining and Elegant. Atmosphere.

SPECIAL BUSINESSMAN'S LUNCHEON

DINNERS COCKTAILS

Palatine, Ill.
10 Northwest Hwy.
Phone: 358-1003 for Reservations Tonight!

Restaurant
of the Week

DINING -DANCING -ENTERTAINMENT
7 NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.

PICKWICK HOUSE

LUNCHEON -DINNER -COCKTAILS
ALSO SERVING SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

Gracious dining and real atmosphere is the bill of fare at the Pickwick House on Northwest Hwy. in
Palatine. It's a lovely place to spend a full evening and an extra -special treat for tasty noon lunching.

Appearing Tues. Thru Sat.

From July 29 to Aug. 16

And try o cool cocktail on these hot days in their lounge!

PACE SETTERS V

* EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

ISMDER'S

SWING INTO SPRING

AND SEA FOODS

in

Nun 'Rift

MEN'S SANDWICH

I

Hot

Carved

He's

Sandwiches

:

a

versatile man of

many talents....a musician
and vocalist all in one....

served in the Brandywine
Noon to 2 p.m.
Lounge

piano, cordovox, and songs

Mondays thru Fridays

A generous cut of closely .
trimmed melt -in -your -mouth beef
coursing with delectable juices.

e

EDDIE SHUM

BUFFET

$4.25

of Barrington Rd
on Rt. 71

I

NOW FEATURING NIGHTLY:

FOR MEN ONLY!

OLD MARSHALL FIELD

vd

#q

Give yourself an unforgettable night out at Zappone's Brandywine
Restaurant. Enjoy excellent food, wonderful entertainment and the
friendliest atmosphere you've ever known.

at the Piano

al 13

IP

3Er4T011n

featuring
BOB LOVELL

in Hoffman Estates
I T. miles East

41111.

AT zappone:s,

PRIME STEAKS

GUN CLUB
Fieldale IL Higgins Rds

439-2040

111Medellm,
Amemigibk.A11.ue

THE DALE HOUSE

on the Site
of the

Only two miles West of Mannheim Road

Elk Grove, III.

Banquet Facilities for All Occasions up to 200

A

LOCATED

`"The Swingers"

RT. 83 8 RT 72 (Oakton at Higgins)

Chalet

THIS GUIDE REACHES 63,000 HOMES

4.

Ext.', Sun. & !Hon.

for a full evening of enter-

MICHELOB DRAFT BEER 10c

tainment....You'll like him/

Enjoy your first - glass of
frosty beer for only 10c

529-8840

e

Open Daily from 11:30 A.M.
Saturday Open 5 P.M.

7E.

Phone: 956-1170
Rte. 83 at Landemeier Rd., Elk Grove.Village

in the

Why Not Enjoy a Quick Buffet
or Leisurely Lunch in.
Beautiful Surroundings

cuerb Roe

EXECUTIVE LUNCHEON CLUB
MONDAY TIIRU FRIDAY

pE

forNOW

REASONABLE

PRrtAS

OPEN

114Liat, CDR ttAik Chi

HARCZAK's

773-1800
st. & Orchard St.

Village
inn

PHONE

259-4974

.

at the

DRIV IN

RAND RD.
MT. PROSPEC

PANCAKE HOUSE

BRASS
RAIL,

RESTAURANT

For the Younger Set
JUNIOR PLATE (10 years and under)

estaurant

Choice of 1 Egg or 2 strips of Bacon, or
Sausage, served with 3 little Buttermilk

In The Sheraton O'Hare

Pancakes, Whipped
.and Beverage

IT,tSCA, 11.1.1NOIS

Hot

Butter,

Syrup 7n

4/ V

Jr. Hamburger Plate -Hamburger Sandwich, French Fried Potatoes, Applesauce,
Beverage
Good children who eat all their food can take their choice
from the candy basket.
Milweekse Ave. In Wheelies, III

3 Pancakes with One Egg and Three Strips

Hamburgers
Italian Beef
Bratwurst

253 RAND RD. MT. PROSPECT

253-3300

of Bacon
A

Phone: 537-8866

Look for the Village Inn With the Yellow Roof

"THE BERRYS"

"W. Make Our Own
Sausage & Sauevitraue'

FOR A DIFFERENT LUNCH OR DINNF:R.

POLYNESIAN

gou!

Specialties

5,

a new addition to our luncheon dinner menu
delightful Polynesian specially prepared in

QUINTET
Meaty, capon breast is moulded

'round a stuffing of chopped

in the King's Lair Lounge
NOW APPEARING
TUES thru SATURDAY

chicken liver, diced mushrooms,
gentle seasonings. French bran.

,

bathed In a rich egg dip, rolled
in fresh bread crumbs, baked
to golden crispness and served
In a nest of wild rice,
Chicken lives again!

dy and sweet butter. This is

Jazaktinahalump

our new Polynesian Kitchen

I

.1 0

Beverage

CARRY -OUT SERVICE

SPECIALIZING IN:
BUSINESS MENS LUNCHEONS
COMPLETE -DINNERS
MIDDAY & LATE SNACKS
GROUPS & SMALL PARTIES
COMFORTABLE DINING

Edeecally

PANCAKE SANDWICH

Polish Sausage
Italian Sausage

FORMERLY BLAZ'R STEAKS

to

DANCING FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

II

OPEN 7 Days

atta964

I CL 5-4300

.

6110 N. Mannheim Rd.
ROSIMONT
827-5171

_

THE HERITAGE ROOM
win at River Rd. Des Plaints
ROO Panties Itssemattees: 299.2251

"

In the
theme O'HareAmericanT Inn

Friday, Jtily 25. 1969

Service Directory

Rewinds GI Students
To Do Paperwork
fall, \lati.:er.l.qiil H. laser of

oft.
fice said
Judging l oni experience.
the VA says !hi. number of dethe

i

and .schools
cally if
did their pa:I of the tenuired
stmt did it on time.

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200
appear daily in The Northwest Day,
Your Ad
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

the college registrar retorned the completed certifi-

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rotes
CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532
Georges Heating & A/C service

Alterations
439-2.532
Alterations arid general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

begins in September. Fhe iiii-

Sy niphony.

by

Gordon Peters. Administrator
of the On:he...no.

Wind and p,'::tission auditions will take ;'':ice on .11tieday. Sept. 2,. ',triog players
will audition on I Itursda.
Sept. 25, and iousists is ill ;null lion Sept. 25-27. Arrange-

ments for an ,iudition may he
made by calling 427-0362.

REHEARS.A S OF the full
Civic Orchestia are held in Oruesdays and
chestra Hall
Fridays from :o 7 p.m. In ad t1111011.

L-0,taled by

of the Chiprincipal
cago Symphony. Four concerts are s,..licdulcd during the
.

season.

Irwin
Hoffinan. conductor, Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, MargaConductors include

ret Hillis, director of the Chicago Symphony Chorus, and
Gordon Peters as well as guest

'392.5410

Art Service

Louis

St.

the (isic Orchestra's

Stock. musk: diredior of the

current
clude

Royal

India Tailors

R:itte!, general di-

Bourbon Street at Pheasant
Run to take orders for custommade designs July 28 through

District:it
Bins 3 .Nair
Room Purtitions
Consolidated
Communit
School District 54 has tipprosed the too cham.! of three
room partifi,ai, from Modern -

fold Doors of Chicago. Inc..

dresses and beaded cocktail
gowns. The latest styles in
beautiful imported fabrics are
available for selection of original fashion creations.
Roy al India has done design
work for Dynasty of Hong
Kong, a famous fashion house

Oak Brook to Icplaee the ones
being used at Robert Frost Junior High School. Schaum-

and has created fashions for
notables as William
such
Holden and Burt Lancaster.

burg.

They

will

be

on

Bourbon

The partitions will he deliv- Street from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
ered and installed at a cost of and appointments are not nec53,2200.

FURNITURE REFINISHING & RE

essary.

and

additions,

garages. 529.2478.
Carpentry & Cement Work
FREE ESTIMATES

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors

Call for Estimate
Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

Recreation rooms, powde
rooms, kitchen remodeling.

NO JOB TOO SMALL
537-6122

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Carp6ntry & General Contracting. We are not big but we give
big Service: Dormers, Additions,
Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete work included. For Free
Estimate, call 296 6250

Dining that's
different and
delightful

Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365.
FREE

with

carpet

cleaning. 296-1450

Cement Work
PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es.

timofe. Call anytime,
766-1943
APOLLO CONTRACTORS

Driveways, Patios, Sidewalks,
Floors. Licensed, Bonded. Insur-

SCANDANAVIA ROOM
featuring
Filet Mignon Nordic
WRAPPED IN BACON
WHICH INCLUDES LOBSTER
CRABMEAT NEWBERG
WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS

30 years in business.

CALL 766-5084

KANZLER BROTHERS.
Patios and driveways,
sidewalksand steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work "
Prompt service, Free estimates.

and
THE VULCAN'S FORGE

2,97-3987

CHAR -BROIL YOUR OWN STEAK
JUST THE WAY YOU LIKE IT -

Ceramic Tile
255-1091
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

KEY TILE CO.

With all the trimmings
$ 1 25
prices start at

Permanent Wave
Cleanups Haul Away Service
Specializing al all types of
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, and -so -on. Call any
time. HARROLD'S 299 7830.

Nordic Hilts
Country Club
RES.

VULCAN'S FORGE 773-0810
SCANDANAVIA ROOM 773-0925_,

plumbing,

;

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

ROLAND E. JOHNSON'

Transmission Service

PAINTING & DECORATING

AAMr..Cs

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. His
830 W. NW. Hwy.

2 College Students beginning
5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insured. Free estimate.

259-9440
Des Plaines

651 Pearson

299-0119

DINETTE CHAIRS

YOU name it -WE do it! Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,
insured. Free estimates. Jim.

Free Estimates
Pick Up & Delivery

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.

Reach!
Day

Wont

Ads

NO JOB TOO SMALL

PHONE 439.8614
If no ans. 815.385-8999
CONFORTI & SONS

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,
Carpentry, etc.

voilable. 358-3411.
CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design

Trimming Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

reach

throughout the Northwest
suburbs to over 64,000
households 1,1 17 conmiu
nities!

392-8763
RICH FERTILIZED MACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

LANDSCAPING
Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No lob too
big or small. Free estimates.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296-6709

18
TTr7;ckesi,

Window Washing
13 Lost and Found

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

10'31

CLEANING. 50c outside only.

Rolling Meadows Shopping Comer. REWARD! 259.2224.

FOUND: Female silver Schnauzer. V,c. of ',Ionegate & 83, Prospers Ht. !!

cheered point
'012 9775

Lost gray French poodle named
Coco, vicinity Thacker & Web-,
ster, call 824-0870 evenings and
Wed, call days 924.6118 ask for

ers-

Permanent waves given in your
specialist.

ship!

Get

You get a high readership

$6.00 CL 3.2236 or CL 3.3384

because your want ad is
not lost in a mountain of

Tuning -Repairing

Ned Williams

392-6817

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

Day and

the

Used Piano Wanted

ksv

& REMODELING

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
824-7510
JOE ORTMAN

its

Tuckpointing,

827-463)
chimney

repair

& brick work. All work guaron

Painting -Decorating

DECORATOR

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Free Interior & eirterior decorat
ing ideas. A Christian business

Quality workmanship. Fully in
cured. Reasonable. 259.1039
- Ken's Painting & Decorating

Palatine area.
358 2699

Want a high pay
job in industry?
Lou'r How

11 -Business Services
Students Exterior House Painting. Reasonable prices. Free

estimnre 797 2898
DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consul, tred,ier conscious
STUDENTS- EXPERIENCED

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

!,r, ,r

preferred.
Lb Pie le, or the job.

Tom's Painting Service
CL 3.3067

Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Colorer block & white)

2Situalions Wanted Women

PEOPLE'

REPAIRS.8. REMODELING

No lob too small or too long'

Results!

. Levs Preferred.
25, 7963

(our Day Want Ad works!

WILL DO IRONING MY HOME
OR GENERAL HOUSEWORK

Nhatever you want to
buy, rent or trade,

Will

sell,

50% financing available.

!you get fast results from

437-6732

After 5 am.

,the Day!

Chick. the fleet insertion of
*Sir reilvertisement and in

Rm. Additions 'Fences

DAYWANT ADS

EGULARLY!

PROGRAMMERS

ADS!
.x. CHalt«It, aYmOtifdR

Fully Insured & Guaranteed
l, 3-4300
Mt. Prospect
Choice of Finance Plans
Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
Ask for Mr. Richard

READ and USE'

baby s:t for vacationing
parfats, also ,roning done in my
hoe": :99 2178
-

Custom Remodeling

For Fast Results

YOUR HOME, 296-3851

23-Emolorment Agencies**
,0VpuiERAsETISERS

teKitchens

Advertise with Day
Want Ads

in-

rehor cies-gn!!! 255 4374

SAVE YOUR EYES!

PATIO'S

Get It!

und just instep!

AND MORE

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED. 358-5359

Repairs & Remodeling

To

Phone 299-0121

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

*Dormers
*Basements *Garages

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

Piano lessons

Ads...5 days a week!

Radio -TV Repair

HINES LUMBER CO.

EDMOND GRAY

15Instructioli

EXPERT PLASTERING

MASONRY

Meyers
Brkk & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

auk en. 392 OCI5
A,,, Repair Serv,e1
,a,. Free loaners.
e

read
Want

People

newsprint.

W(WARD
14 -Personals

USED toys, dolls, turn. needed
for underprivileged children. Will

your home. Permanent waves

Horne inprovements I. remodel
ing. Brick, block, stone, concrete
plastering, waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Coll days
nights 956-1640.

' 1.172

,s old, white &
Camelot sub.

Permanent Wave
loc.

poodle, male.

Winne !eiy

Neer

296-1450

White interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints $1.99 per gallon.

by

102
92
42
82

Tender

\Juror...el Pla,..
Wanted To Buy
Wonted To Rent

Remodeling & Supplies

Masonry

73
76

To Rent Miscellaneous
To Rent Resort Properties .79
To Rent. Stores, Offices. .77

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

home

94
96

To Rent Houses

253-8551

19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts
CL 5.S692

Sod Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

88

Apartment.

RECOVERED

17 S. Evergreen

COMPLETE

Real EstateVacant
Real Estate -Wanted

91

To Rent Furnished

LAWN CARE

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223-0352, if no answer

86

70
Rummage & Garage Sale -31
Situations Wanted -Men, 21
Situations Wanted 22
Women t ,
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78

Shall Decorating
358-9038

Plastering

Landscaping

Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate Loans Mortgages

RouensBoarci

Upholstery

392.1542

253-4769

47

.81

Piano Tuning -Service

Kenneth A. Pearson

.man. CALL 296-3953

Tile

439-8614

teed & reasonable. 259.9246

Decorator

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,
NO JOB TOO SMALL

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

ed. 823.3342, 298.3491
KANttER S SON
Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & BoncliiP

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

27

...26

14

manent $10 comp. MU 5.5400

Horne Maintenance

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
CLEANING

Interior and Exterior painting at

.....

Real Estate -Bus Property. 89

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

1

2

R..ol Et,it- -An, Building 85

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per.

7 yards for $21. Half loads a

CARPET & FURN... shampooing,
1/2 price w/this ad. Installations.
tinting, mach. wall washing,

2 fabulous restaurants at
Nordic Hills Country Club

ITASCA, IWNOIS
RT. 53 'BETWEEN RT. 19 & 20)

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

...... 24

Office teuetereDevices.. 56

394.0630

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

Clean Up Service

p

.

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Art. Hts.

Call 392-4750

359-1906

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

any 5 gallon purchase.

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Florets
Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men.
Help Wonted

(IR:)83

FREE 6, 1/2 pints U.T.C. with

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN
CL 5-11232

Hearing Aids

PHONE 392-5208

Free estimates

PAIRING, 107 E. Prospect Ave.
392-9858, Lull of ter 3

General Hauling

E & D CARPENTRY

Remodeling,

'

Furniture Refinishing

Call "the rest" than call "THE
for expert carpentry,'
remodeling & additions. No lobs
rno small 766.8034

specialize in suits for men and
women as well as casual

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, Sanded, Sealed
& Refinished, $22.95. 529.1211

Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 2594348.
BEST"

July 31. The fashion experts

Floors

Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
R. 8-4543
re gluing

Custom Homes Room Additions,

from Hong Kong will he on

rector of the Ness York City

439-4454

Carpentry -Remodeling

in-

season

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

25
57
93

15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loons -Personal, Business. 65
Lost and Found.
13
Miscellaneous
32
M thunder
98
Mobile Homes
,ind Scooters .111
Motor,.
Musunt Moran', nts
55
Nueetc
69
Clii:rt Car..

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

695.9812

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

done wet
brooms -not just.

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
or
392-3450
CL 5.3991

rates 671-0009.

Wrought

Rentals

In Memoriam...

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

Decorating & Remodeling

23

y" 17 tiAne en c es -

Furniture
Industrial Property

"Small Engine Repair"

NEW WAY PAINTING

Interior & Exterior Painting. All
top quality work. Reasonable

CALL 297-2266

seating
&

RICK'S DECORATING

Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Reasonable rates.
VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150

Tailors
Take Orders,

& exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118

Interior

air cond.; out-

ond Equipment 44

Mee or Vtireeen
Women
Hum. Ftani,hinas

117.50 per section plus fabric

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

WALL PAPERING

Financing

colored. Good job guaranteed.

tra.

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Calory
Steel
Privacy
Aluminum

Asphalt
squeegees

McBRI DE ELECTRIC

3

10

1

$15.50 per choir plus fabric,
$24.50 per sofa plus fabric,

Painting & Decoroting
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

Call Bob CL 9-0641
11/0 MY OWN, WORK

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647-0220

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd,
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Asphalt

side. 'Walls, Carpets, Floors,
Gutters. REASONABLE!
GUARANTEED WORKII
971 0675
CALL TIM

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

255-7200

include leading players in important symphonic organizations throughout the country.
Oyer sixty per cent of the
present Members of the Chicago Symphony have been
members of the Civic Orches-

do painting, inside and out

& IRON CO.

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

jor American symphony orchestra. Alumni of the group

Electrical Contractor

mate call 392.6604

X -CELL FENCE

Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.
Contact Dick Westgard

Chicago .Symphony Orchestra
at that time, to supply advanced symphonic training to
qualified young musicians. ft
remains the only such training
orchestra affiliated with a ma-

Formals

Fencing

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:
Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations

THE CIVIC Orchestra was
!minded in 1919 by Frederick

-Fhi.

8

12

s,

E

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

lets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792

SERVICE

tra.

styling.

Electrical work;

ART

Scholarships covering study
with private teachers are available through the Civic Orches-

conductors. Guest conductors
du rin

9

Aycnus

SLIP COVERS

Interior & exterior, For FREE esti

Electrical Work

CREATIVE

Assistant

Conductor of the

17

Employ in..nt

For estimates -537-3986 aft. 3pm.

-

and resort clothes designed to
order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0340
IlUflf

CI. 9 3517

conducting staff of the Metropolitan Opera Company and
Slatkin,

255-2370

Dressmaking -Sewing

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

Opera. Franz Allers, of the
I canard

GROOMING

Individualized

Hemming &
Alterations

.1 he Civic 1 1,.:Itestra. professional trairmi..2 orchestra of
III:the ( hicago
Leptmg 'audition applications
fits its 5 I NI ,resit. which

.

Crimpi:-ts
Dpoagy

Ads

Slip Covers

Interior & Exterior Painting
Reas. & meticulous. Teacher.

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

Free Estimates

Chance for Young
Musicians
nouncemcnt

Opportunities.
Business Serves
Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks

B

FE0qW,umorprnsireler'nt

Painting -Decorating

Dog Grooming

Air Conditioning

cate to the VA,
ed in the first checks mailed to
seterans in November.

37
38
66

BeatJsineSts704

Want

trar.

er-

101
-

Cemeteries & Lots
Coins - Hobbire

hays changed colleges or programs lutist he certain:
hey have obtained a

tin l..atiOn, 551111 the VA.
II .t velei.111 h.., not returned

made

Marine Supplies

Day

ENROLLING for the first time or who

Normally. September and
October payments are includ-

was

of

Wk1/111,1.

hey have submitted this
certilicate to the college regis-

checks start .inningthis tall.
must tilt
Hie eolloge
jlt27)

Arts and Antiques
34
20
Auction Soles
109
Aviation
Auto Parts and Access.. .107
Auto Trailers & Compers 103
112
Automobiles For Sole
Boat... Id

propel Certification of Eligibilos front the VA.

S' 1'.t! RAN; is ho was
in college las; ..-inester
'warms:,,:: and filed his
ttendance :it
Certification
he has
the end of t h..
III do before his
nothing

I

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW)

35

Rains to Share 71
AptsC'U'ni."ctR7eo"rtt"
A"

V FIERA NS

lays would ht .-educed drasti-

the compieted

INDEX

his

Veterans

paper wall

CLASSIFIED

3 -"Rs"

Let us help make your DAY

Certification of Attendance. he should do so immethatch,- If the certification is
lost. (he veteran should contact the VA office that issued it
to hint.

Administration want. (il cilitcation
Cheeks to an -1,e on time this

the

The

BUSINESS

THE -DAY
Page IR

Sie of error to notify the

SALES TRAINEE

at

department

Idelrafied

BAL.RPG 5800-5900
Ken Larson & Assoc.
299-7191
1510 Miner, D.P.

Pere in order the correctine
C)

the

ARE HAPPY

incorntct
exeot

10 TECHNICIANS
S650 No Fee

by

ABOUTTNE

ap

find

nrevaliretien

I

18"Wheheck"yeu. i ads and

Ys uS once.

Cortex-

's* tempted by phone
,

9.11011.vreolitlays & 9 to 12

P141411 253-7200
.,,

**,

1,;:oo

or experience

( -moony will
,unity
!tn., Knete
::.Per. 800
-

Mt. Pros-

Page 19

Fnday, July 2t 1969

e,

for 15. hr s

...1?

Prospect. Good pay. Call after 5.

Full

CL 5-6877.

to4,31,1, Lat Fie/ es

R2 -.D

BOYS

Eli

o

or

s

older

WANTED -y0. men dependable
energetin, Machine helpers.
gcl. stortIng pay, shift work. All

to

evenings at race
i at. k A 111051S LI week;

Mich.

benefits, will rutin Coll
625.0690 ask for John Brom.

k

Snooty
Pilot Plant

!orbit

NM: 6:30

i

or Chuck Ording

M.

Inrt Altoulo...rei Corp
3827 Willow Sr. Schiller Pk.

limeciate _ 11i

"..!:
P151.;

''

Tit :

$145 to .S1r55
NO f Eft
e
Set up tie.

9-5
(312) 639-3801
NORTHWOOD

t

METHODE MFG. CORP.

CITY OF DES PLAINES

Roll rn Met/(101",

Excellent ,r.
to the r,t)/It

GRACELAND AND MINER STREETS

344 11,00.

DRAFTSMEN

H.ALLMARK

TOOL ROOM OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE FOR
TOOL & DIE MAKERS
TOOL ROOM MACHINIST

hen, nsl pumps Pow umo tiolves for 100C111111119, assembly.

sales. Regent, good mechanical background
"" 9119tir 1,...1 ninth Otien.nas exist in research and dt.vel
in standrad products group. Sillt11, Conn
(veep
obilay Soteple
11,',,.. Alin c.t.era n, t
.

Tro,
Gen.

Lt.

Financial Anal's!
Auditors

ii

Gen. Heavy

Tit

Sutter

FILE

APP. Y

Ton Myr
Xn

HILLS McCANNA DIV.

.nr.ton

.

Pennwalt Corp.

:

Is:: um.

.s

;

CARPENTER:tuna. II
tee ts

it

off'.

ri

I.

Schaal

Plaines

ings from

p.m. 10601 W. Belmont Ave.,
Franklin Park (I block west of

shift. Cnr net esso

'forting

.

144,),

Sr oily.
Call Mr '.

REFRIGERATION MEN
le on day shift 8:30 a.m. to
a.m. Ex & high: snits 430 p.m. to
e,nPCI, Out will train men who can
CI,

OPC11111S,
4:311

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS
Prefer Illt_11 with electrical background, but will

AUTO r01 I ISION

train if necessary. Day shift 8:3U a.m. to 4:30 p.111.
& night shift 4:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. openings.

MEN

Painters & Trainees
Busy shop Comotim poi

INSURANCE
HOSPITALIZATION
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS

ARLINGTON
BODY CRAFT

Call PAUL PUIZ or come in for a
Personal Interview

259-6160

APPLICATION ENGINEERING, CORP.

SEMI -DRIVER
time to load and
haul hay. Year around.

Good wages.
JOHN HENRICKS INC.
Arlington His & Rand Rd
Arlington Heights

MECHANICAL

253-0185

DRAFTSMEN
Mc' -t

WAREHOUSEMAN

We offer on, ellenf starting salary, most complete
benefit package in industry, job security - no

needs a man to work full tunic.
Excellent wages and benefits.

company history and UNLIMITED

lay offs in
OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT.

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

299-224O

VISIT OUR EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OR CALL
PETE BLUT

766-3400

A. H. ROBINS CO

FLICK-REEDY CORPORATION

69 RAWLS RD

Bensenville, III.

York & Thorndale Roads

DES PLAINES

Egvol Opportunity Employer

GENERAL
ware-

sized

needs

facility

house

&

experience

the

has

',not/a '',1.71K (OS wilt rreate
personal
al'.
th

I .,..11,,11 t't

..

ability to handle general
maintenance

.

w

art

4,

er.,...th coinpariv

ellen! wage-,

Full line of company benefits including paid
hospitalization, major medical and life insurance;
paid holidays, vacations and pension program.

437-8500

.1

no

Or net 1res ,me tip

(mod
experience needed
starting pay, Paid 550
major medical grout, pisur

Arlington Heights

1,

0 f4.10/14,44,y

vancement.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Golden Bear

MACHINISTS

Pucake Hoge
1051

iestaurant
ha Ines tin, t4
To plan

SETTER -OPERATORS
-TOP PAY.

All company benefits ',trim:boa
hospitalizahon, life a.' .1, t
,

iniforms, Nt, utmnr
r.ed men.

BORING MILL OPERATORS
If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

AUTOMATIC
-BROWN & SHARPE

q..)

ti

a rapidly growing company in doing your own
set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL
US.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for

a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you Plus title triage benefits.

ASSOCIATED
FABRICATORS

Please Call

10160 Franklin Ave.
Franklin Park
.678-6151

Miss Gaffke

.

437-5400

INTEPES'

DISTRit:UT

::;N

WORK
Permanent position, 40 hour
week, paid vocation, profit
sharing, hospitalization Guud
starting

pay

and

...Jelin,'

--Anocur

AN

GJEGsG COMPANY

Wheeii.

opportunities Ak-west at

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk (..,rove Village

electro-

tool and die maker. Work con ;silts of repair and mointe.
nonce on high speed progresAir-condifixture building.
tioried plant, good starting
tate, steady overtime.

k

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

METHODE
1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

OUTSTANDING BENEFITS

392-3500

Automatic Electric offers you excellent wages ... free life insurance ... hospitalization and major medical insurance (dependant coverage available)
... advancement from within ... non-contributory pension plan ... paid vaca-

25 -Employment AgentiesiVomen

tions ... 8 paid holidays ... employee store and cafeteria ... social activities.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Exec. Secretary
To work for president.

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS

54.15 to $4.58 per hour based on shift. Must have experience in electrical maintenance and
trouble shooting on industrial and automated machinery, and available to work on any shift.
TELETYPE REPAIRMEN
Assemble, wire and adjust. Some electrical background required. To $3.74 per hour depending on qualifications and experience.

Light shorthand, typing
public contact.
Small congenial office.
Age and salary open.

and

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS - NIGHTS

Experienced Punch Press Operators needed for second shift. Should be experienced In blanking operations. Shift premium and piece work rates apply.

holmes & assoc.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES
Assemblers
Machine Operators
Drill Press Operators
Silk Screen Layout Men

Plater's Helpers

ELECTRIC
400 N. WOLF ROAD, NORTNLAKE, ILLINOIS, 60164

SATURDAY
0:00 A.M. TO NOON

550 MONTH

LEARN TRAVEL
AGENCY BUSINESS
FROM GROUND UP
COMPLETE

',,)

,ei tire front
and greet
.,trolt1 who have

Shill

schedules, report! t:c...te
!VW,
dictophone.

giving opHours are
or eves. and age
ed nil experience
addition to
,.1
etc.
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'

I

!

up Voeof1085. 5e1 up f
tact hotels, airl:... A

spot for outgoing per
who wants to TRAVIl

',..1101y, there
game after

,
.;,

I

,r.8
Free

you.
IVY
SP 4 F.
.7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI :""27 7

pl;'"i;;.11,.1 Women

WANTED. Part

RESERVATIONS

1nlents.
II AT.' to 7PM

lu

TRAINEE

'''T FS AIDE.

3 to

$495 MONTH
COtar, 111,11,,

reservations,

give

.

LADIES!

.i0SM11105

en

udv1ce

and what to take. Soon you
can take your own advice an

young lady to
handle reception desk. Duties
Includes: answering phones,
present
people,
greeting

personable

proofs and type correspondence, Uou will show custo
mere to dressing rooms for last

EXTRA

your free travel privilear s.
This is for a benutifclry
fed suburban hovel

Terry

-

'541', 12

11 AL OFFICE

MIS, Plian

r.i421 TIME
01,rs

In Ailington Heights
394 MR
9 S. Dunton
966 0700
6028 Dempster

Get Into Politics

St

dictation.

LITE INDUSTRIAL

In -

$2.25

.15 to U5 hour week, 5 days
.0
store conveniently Ice

1, experience

cal secy to big name Sernin
you'll take part i the fn
sting action that CjaftS an
this great man's life! It nwri,c.
meeting & getting to know bi,

neces-

...J..),

r.
12f

4."bi sIL:ANERS

,

.53-9325

wigs & so many interestmtt
people from all walks of life'

%IAN WAN ITO

You'll work with cc-1mpg,,
helpers, sit in on conterenclearn detail that 111,11tes this

to

desirable
oe
saran, 0irience
but 00 1t,t,,tsary. 889.2000

polit

excitnient!! As

weekly

'cure women, Mt.
Arlington Hts. area.

Typhus.

Be Senator's Secy
Here's

3.8

392 8174

genial young grit,-

hi:ED FOR:

eduction Work

it

Muchinv, Hon

lice tick. You'll answer Minn.
keep Senator's date book. A,,,.
you don't need political back

NiuoIILr Industries
22/5 tit iirc,r.pert Rd.

groundf You should be good
GRACIOUS, A DREAM JOBI Lk
cellent salary. Free to you.
IVY
SP 4 859'
7215 W. Touhy
297 35
1496 Miner, Des PI

297.2041

s Plaint ,

with people! TACTFUL! KIND!

HARPER COLLEGE
St,

lz

t

1

,

it

II::,,

,11

...eel

College.
Good

.horthand desir-

gr essential. Excel,
Able
/ent frieue Deneftts. Will be in
Palatine
new facilities in

SHOWROOM

shortly.

CALL IhPS. GOODLING

$600 MONTH
WILL TRAIN

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECEPTIONIST

NI TO DEMOS.
WE TRAIN
YOUP CONVENIENCE

where to go, how to pet there

and you'll work wal

11

u.r .12: !3/14

RECEPTION

Local photographer needs a

j

duties
Ohter
the phones,

to people about

35g-4200
T.TARIES
general

public r °mom
greeting customers
All

I

onstrating famed lin..

An Evil Opportune), (mellow

., llor neighborhood

aito!.
gide
orthmo..
pointnmilts,

t:shit

desk
311.

ex,

this

.vdli
I

train you to welcome -people
wanting info on trips, flight
trains, ships. You'll type tan

Upper
Level
392-2700
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939-4866

Relay Adjusters
Heat Treaters

A MEMBER OF THE GT& E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

LCEPTION

Suite 23A

Pipefitters

INTERVIEWING:
MONDAY THAI) FRIDAY
BOO A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.

966-070"e

'Rondhurst,

Material Handlers
Cable Formers
Production Machinists

itt at

6028 Dempster

sive dies along with jig and

MFG. CORP.

opportunity

PERSON

AFFILIATED BOOK
DISTRIBUTORS

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts., III. 60005

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60656

in the field of

mechanical products with an
opening for an experienced

INC.

ENGINEERING COMPANY /

working cniirhho... Al

415 N. Wolf Rd

turer

ho

12uN c o Cloy Pub.
:17 S, At hognon Hts. Rd.

TOOL 8. DIE
We are a leading manufac-

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS,

DOCTOR'S

to help vacationeer and r,
elers secure airline and oth.

plate confidence to:

ROTARY SEAL CORPORATION

394-088.`

You'll be

Please send resume in corn

responsibilities.

CHILDREN

PLEASE CONTACT

296-6640

Prospect.

CL 6-5688

9 S. Dunton

Bob Danon, Circulation Mgr.

for a confidential interview

creasing

FREE"

MISS PAIGE

FOR AN INTERVIEW

sion in a position of ever in-

pie criteria for con

Contact: Mrs. Ewing (312) 654-4000

Little or

Positions available after school
hours and Saturday mornings.
$1.60 per hour.

CALL JAMES A. McELENY 867-5000

1,,

tinueit tecot:rittmn and ,id
van colon!

SHORT ORDER
COOKS

once.

negotiations of all purchasing by our company. You
will work with little supervi-

the upper third of his class.
He must display qualities In
leadership and organization

for

..1 APO er,lron 11
e OW performance

Ie.

r ee

1600 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village

5 days a week.

in porter el

A young business man to work
In our circulation department.
High school Junior or Senior,
who has maintained a scholastic average that places him in

have a good working knowledge of total material control and will be responsible

7440 WEST LAWRENCE AVE.

THE HERST ALLEN C.c.::

By The Des Plaines Day.

v,

t1

fn Arlington Height'.

ceptionist at her
leaves job Aug

APPLY IN PERSON

mum of 2 years experience In
electro mechanical industrial
purchasing. Individual must

.mitiany hemp

tin]
^359414, 16 W.

Si

CALI.

$525 -Start off by relieving re

CARRIER

his op

'

I

TRAINING

WANTED

increases.

Are you I/O bound?

maintenance man who

ED OTIS

BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES. INC
O'Hare Office But ding

with experience.
employee benefits
including profit shoring.

BUYER

...a.; call at this of s is nIso a new
and'e his code.

dept. of radio progitanatinj

ership plan.

Excellent

We seek a man with a mini

opened a new
urea. Many buy -

You'll have a variety of de
as you assist the hood or

days, vacations. Stock own-

Stop in or call 299-7161
for personal interview.

:antes monu

r.

station. Free.

mensurate

630 Dundee Rd., Northbrook

297 1535

GIRL FRIDAY
RADIO -STATION
$115 WEEK

pension pr;gram; paid holi-

SUPERVISOR

CRAVENS CO.

.1 8525

SP

Excellent starting salary. Paid
hospitalization, life insurance,

Rosemont, III.

BARRETT-

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI

types who run a busy radio

be able to read blueprints &
bills of material. Salary com-

If you want to continue in indistrial engineering
or have practical experience in these areas, we
offer an excellent starting salary plus frequent

Sri ';ETARY

company,

great future with a growing

10400 W. Higgins,

material
of
manufacturer
handling equipment. Should

shop operations also desired.

REPFPTIONIST

An exciting office where
meet the disc jockeys, creative
people and other interostinj

ACCOUNTANT

TIME STUDY ENGINEER
There's an excellent opportunity with us if you
have some experience in Industrial Engineering
or a background in taking Motion, Time and
Measure'ment studies. Familiarity with machine

experience, he wants to tro,
you in his very own way.

recent
high school graduate for a

Experienced young man for
varied duties in cost dept. of

MAINTENANCE
Medium

Equal Opportunity
Employer

JR. COST

for capable

2 years detailed mechanical draft-

I

((Kim our business.
We'll train a bright,

Ave. 3200 north.)

CHOICE OPPORTUNITY

ing experience. Bring samples of work.

New warehouse 111 Des Ploine.,

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

manager daily: 8 am. - 4)45
pm. 10601 W. Belmont Ave.,
Franklin Park (1 block west
of Mannheim Rd. at Belmont

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

297-3535
SP 4 8585

PI

waiting. He'll also tench you'
simple first aid, OTC. And be,
of all you don't need a 611 c;

IVY

Engineering Co.

shift available. Good company
benefits. Excellent opportunity
for advancement. Steady employment. APPLY to personnel

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

IVY

show you how to keep little
kids & their folks happy wale

Free to you.

the bottom, work hard, and

With Expanding Machine Shop

get to know all

II! 35 WPM typing
F tt In you.

at office nearest your 'In.d.

with a nationally known company if you're willing to start at

OPERATORS

for. Plus

yatl.'j guys
Appily work to ma HI PAYING
00/1.
mn.." OMet LTE TRAINING.

rific spot for the girl who Ion,
public contact. See IVY toaii,

Runway &

find out

way
suited

Pediatrician says if you
know some typing heal glad,.

AMBITIOUS

Immediate openings for ex
pork/aced mon. Day or night

-Efferent,

..

966.0700

N,S.

Great Lakes

PRESS BRAKE

439-5650

Full

..aci.b4ard, help

t.t

YOUNG MAN

Wanted For Permanent Positions

anyone from a

,

.. ..... in advertis

!en,..

BABY DOCTOR
WILL TRAIN NEW
RECEPTIONIST

can start a rewarding career

Elk Grove, Ill.

850 Pratt Blvd.

1,

39.1 0080

9 S. Dunton
6028 Dempster

ment. Must be able to work from
sketches and soles write up. Future customer contact. Light machine design necessary. Salary
based upon experience.

HOFFMAN ESTATES

A Continuing Equal Opportunity Employer

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

& work
ip thruout Corn-

ey where 8 every-

Miss Paige

and material handling equip-

358-5800

An

*--_Y.7.G11\INERS

$'',0 WEEK

In Arlington Heights

FULL TIME

THOMAS
ENGINEERING INC.

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O.D. & I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

t.

requirements range from 1',
to moderate typing. Far morn
information call:

Plant layout conveying systems

drafting and mass experience.
Will work as a Jr. Engineer In
a progressive company, Salary
commonsurote with ability and
productivity.
PHONE MR. LOEFELER

'

PROFIT SHARING PROGRAM
RETIREMENT PROGRAM

.

o .lip111. 33), Mt.

We have several opening.,
this area for the girls vita pre
f er small office sdarmons

DRAFTSMAN

1

t.. .. nee
cott.as.-

.,4

s

Mannheim Rd. at Belmont Ave.
3200 north.)

AMY 16 A. Northwest Hwy.,

in

young man who has some

5353 W. Armstrong ((sear Elston & Central) Chicago

J relaxed
'ic, congenial
Gomi ,enei4., FREE AT

tan'asph...

An Equal Opportunity Employer

A real opportunity for an alert

OlvIsJoN OF !NOLAN Hun INC.

Eten

Skokm.

&

p

5

NO STENO

Fabricator

DRAFTSMAN

Za/Mid MOdefrilyd

OFFICE CLEANING
Des

(Electrical)

tunity. Good company benefits.
APPLY in person to personnel
manager daily: 8 o.m.-4:45

1625 W.'Algonquin
439-7010

OR APPLY

PART TIME

S450-$625

Engineering Co.

LIBERAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
COMPANY SPONSORED RETIREMENT BENEFITS
CONVENIENT LOCATION
OFF STREET PARKING
CALL R. J. NELSON AT 763-1200

426-4851

24 -Help Wanted Men

ASSEMBLERS

Runway &

On our evening shift
Challenging jobs for experienced tradesmen.
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
GOOD WAGES; increases based on ability
PROFIT SHARING

dre

e.

OFFICES

Metal

Great Lakes
ACCOUNTANTS!

259-3248 or 253.2479

ditions.

824-3136

components. avid ports al

unit at met' titte,cal

ONE GIRL

Cary, Illinois

Experienced or will teach. FUll
time with plenty of overtime.
Benefits. Excellent working con-

MUNICIPAL BUILDING

'
I

the time. He
tmk.iks-- phones &
There c ill be
device to

off

MINK FARMS

gemmed as a plumbing contractor or journeyman plumber;
and graduation from a four-year high school supplemented
by technical training in building trades. It is also required
that the applicant have n State of Illinois Plumbing license or

but will train interested person.
Limited travel.

electrical
in
Experienced
parts. Choice of day or
night shifts. Excellent oppor-

a City of Chicago license.
u.

tion. Prior experience helpful

PHONE WEEKDAYS

pretation of Building and Plumbing Code. Extensive experience

out of the of

Dec.P1a.n.

Miner

1510

C.P.A. FIRM. Challenging posi- 1

extras.

Duties include field work related to enforcement and inter-

Ken Larson & Assoc.

ACCOUNTANT

Good start salary and many

PLUMBING INSPECTOR

392-3500

lems the .ustr.tne

Gegg SIt

Mt. Prospect.

TRY TELEPHONE SALES

S95 wk. No Fee 299 /19 I

quarters provided on
property. Farm experience pre (erred but not necessary.

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

wool/c -

brindle all
delivery Sat,.

255-8400

CAN YOU TALK?

Phone 296-5758

FARM HELP
MEN - Married or Single

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

Ft,ticie Unlimited.
out Pet sonnet Department

1

PRI-LAB INDUSTRIES

CALL 827-7880

Unusually Good Working Conditions - Benefits

5550-5650 No Fe,

Ken Larson & Ass, 299 719:
1510 Miner

Oakton & Mt. Prospect Rd.

days.

TOP PAY FOR EXPERIENCED MAN

DR. ASSISTANT

20-30 hours per week, Retire°
or semi -retired preferred.

weekends and no holi-

Work in Mt. Prospect - Close to Home

Apply Mr. Wallen or Mr. Church

WAREHOUSE MANAGER

No

janitors.

evening

150 W. Rand Road

Your duties - Inspection set-ups, layout,
1st piece part, in process and quality audits.

SERVICE

FURNITURE FINISHER

the QC Manager.

1,,1 will repot

CUSTOMER

MOONLIGHTERS
Permanent part time

Living

For an EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR
An EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

PAC TIME

TEENAGE BOY to pull weeds. Mt.

SlltDf NIS

LAB TECHS

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

23 -Employment Agencies Male

2441811 total Mon

124 -Help %god MN

124 -Help Wanted Men

pli nces.

bssoaloutt, e

ly

of
no sell

public
Pons

Per -

,

kind of approach.

Ex.

celfent suburban location. The
showroom is lovely. Good per
sonality, light typing and olct,
appearance qualify Fr,

math.,

5

Pleasant surroundings in

modern air conditioned
offices.

paid

.t.

t".

Miss l'a,p.

minute touch-ups. A good opportunity for right girl. FREE
AT AMY. 16 W. NW. Highway,
(1'/s blocks west of Rt. 83), Mt.

In Arlington He,,tnt
9 S. Dunton

Prospect. 255-9414.

6028 Dempster

gge-,

day week.

Paid holidays,
ation and insur.N PERSON

.GMTION

'

^j

f GB Mfg.
11,vest Highway
hicaao

iday, July 25, 1969
::_lted Women

2641eIpWanteel Wanes

560 weekly
I name care
to

2

4

1 Material handling distributor.
with modern new facilities,
need a clerk -typist with shorthand ability. Small congenial
4 -girl office. 5 day work week,
attractive salary and company

PRIVATE SECRETARY

Ferwien
Executive Offices. Excellent
Skills. New and Growing
Company. Des Plaines Loca-

Golden Bear offers you the

surroundings, above average

jury

medical group insurance.

TELLER

HAPIN

PROOF MACHINE

Rt. 62 on Rt. 83)
439-0336

5 day week. Excellent working
conditiohs. Full frinye benefits.

ITRESS
i

(1 blk. N. of Algonquin Rd.,

PLASTIC PART

First National -

CULL TIME

Bank of

'C; TORCH

!RANT

733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827-4411

3300

SECRETARY
lure individual with experience,
to do typing and other miscel-

Des Plaines, Illinois

1695 River Road

office.

for our
per.
iu 6:00
ek Good

Excellent

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

raiditions.

a

CRAVENS CO.

I 1AL

630 DUNDEE ROAD
NORTHBROOK, ILL

lurs Plaines

rti

hiding poy,

shorthand

tial. This is a permanent

ihnnoW

11-1111"1?

position

lovely Elk
Village office.
in

SHORE

Grove
Hours are 8:30 to 5 p.m.

$IkUTORS

- 5 days per week. Ex-

;;Ileeling

IERED

cellent starting salary
plus full line of company
benefits. For interview
appointnment call.

MRS. GERALD MILLER

1!16E

625-4306

,

morn. No

-

BILLING

r

I

FRIDAY
mirriclors.
r
inrokkeeping,
it accounts re
:, chic Excel -

SALES SECRETARY

at:

',null, a

1`,1 - CLERK

METHODE

EKCO

MFG. CORP.

PRODUCTS INC.
777 Wheeling Road

insurance,

vriiI0

Obill-

interview

1,11

'17151

and a
gram that includes hospital.
ization

and

life

insurance,

paid vacations and holidays,
pension and profit sharing
plans and tuition reimburse-

:ENCED

(No Shorthand)

cian trainee as a high traffic retailer. We can
offer the potential for a successful career to an

We offer you pleasant surroundings. Fine fringe
benefits and frequent salary increases.

'4)00
ii Heights
irivillgs

COMPANY'
30 Algonquin Rd.
Des Plaines, Illinois
(Corner Mt. Prospect &
Algonquin Rd.)

Anocut

its employer

e

400 N. Wolf Road, Northlake, III. 60164

Apo
1/4

1301

)ic

'

In your SPARE TIME

put on a WHITE COLLAR

. 11.

ii..

TYPISTS
CLERKS

-

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

21 -Help Wanted -Men' Women

We Give a Hoot!
at Western Electric
Has Immediate Openings For

EXPERIENCED

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

-

10°o NIGHT WORK BONUS

No fees - Top rates

REGISTERED LAB

TECHNICIAN
,.

.

E. Tower Road
Schaumburg
(Just South of the Tollway on Meacham Ave.)

I

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID TUTOR -HOSTESS -BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

Who want the excitement, a young fast moving company can

Electra Counter & Motor Co.

2111elp Wanted -Men' Women

,

16 Openings For Women

ECM CORPORATION

21 -Help WantedMen ' Women

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

-KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

SEE MR. BAKER - 894-4000

ELECTRIC,
AUTOMATIC
A MEMBER OF THE GT&E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

--,...t.

EXPANSION

Invest in the small company with the growth plan.

Monday thru Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
Or call Chris for an appointment at 562 7100 - Ext. 734

An Equal Opportunity Employer

-6)
TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

We will treat you as an individual, respect you for work well done, .
and reward you for your ettorts.

It.

Grove Village

An Equal Opportunity Employer

We have all the extras others offer, plus one most don't offer.

ri. and Etehloyee Credit Union ... plus Outside

,re. Sc

2375 Estes Ave: '
I15

Division of Jewel Co., Inc.

offer.

Oil re,.. 11.'04'1,11W" here- Blue Cross,'Blue Shield and Major

rtterl,.

Lfr bisuionrs

INTERVIEWING:

ENGINEERING COMPANY

IURNSTYLE FAMILY CENTER

An equal opportunity employer
r

Fret

ALtivitrer. rem I FIL,re
,,,150,11111,00nselof
Viso

r MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

PRODUCTS

51, [.loupe

Med, Al

437-5400
'

.1.4j ...... I illlYle,o,ttti positions in soles, laboratories,
feu pals pie
en91,11,11119, personnel, irarketma, installation, par hosing c:f.14 011101. divisions.
and will hove tee opportunity to advance through
You will he pc 41 Cads*, Or, ye

And

A Ircirldsortie

of the nation's finest retailers can offer the chance
to excel in the exciting & fantastic business.

255-1100

File Clerks

oar regular reviews

CALL Miss Gaffke

This top paying position with a division of one

UNIVERSAL OIL

General Clerks

in our service department.

aggressive & talented person.

CALL TODAY FOR AN INTERVIEW

Clerk Typists

Key Punch Operators
Comptometer Operators

Stenographers

We are in immediate need of a girl with good
General Office & Typing skills to act as secretary

COSMETICIAN

FRED MORRISON
RO 3-6000, Ext. 746

Mon, ins

,

I
tet for
OfTwduld vier 13 or 1i.31M irlf11,11trfintgr-namefory,,ni,vfro,etonv-t fphomedr,,.
at
tura:
Or. maybe you old lob Mir le, it,
Whatever your reasons, it your factions: -.:eon West. to Autorratte'Electric.
the electronic communications
Automatic Electric is a areat place
field and we hove many fine oimorfi emits,

Secretary

ment. Apply in person or call:

-

Look Our Way

625-0962

An Equal Opportunity Employer

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

We have an exciting opportunity for a cosmeti-

excelent salaries
superior benefit pro-

Elk Grove Village

Wheeling, Illinois

interesting job in our pleasant,
modern offices.
offer

Estes & Elmhurst Roads

CALL 537-1100
(8 am. - 4:30 pm.)
or visit us at:

TRAINEE

We

LOOKING?

.

.

holidays, many company benefits..

ing a Varitypist with at least
5 years of experience for an

two women
,fl-,,. stuff.

An equal °pp°, tunity employer

CANCONTINENTAL
COMPANY, INC.

2nd IL 3rd shift.

rta 1L.e

I

VARO

Melrose Pork

1955 W. North Ave.

.rtikre you u our., rendmie

Universal Oil Products is seek-

in

0

JEWEL FOOD STORES

7.:45=4:15

-

1JOOKKEEPER

'Sealer

C

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
_$2.371/2 to start
FIRST SHIFT.

VARITYPIST

d.

Optical Inc.
215 E. Prospect Ave.
Mount Prospect

CALL: Fl 5-0500 ext. 594
Office Personnel

PRESS PACKERS

FOR FURTHER DETAILS
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

Varo

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

FREE major medical & life insurance, 9 paid

8 6-185

Apply

Between 8 a.m. & 4:30 p.m.

chine operator. Will also train
good typist. You will handle
all invoicing as well as other

<pselle Rd.

Five days, 371/2 hour week, Flo,pitoli:atioo,
;rig Cimii now..

11 p.m.; 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.

Skokie

7770 Frontage Rd.

OPERATOR

INC

metal and glass components
into finished units. Central Mt.
ProspeQ, location near Northwestern railroad station. Convenient tours and good pay.

COMPTOMETER OPERATORS
Must have experience

manent jobs. Excellent starting salary. Automdtic
increases. Company paid benefits. Choose your
hours from 3 shifts: 7 a.m. to 3 p.m., 3 p.m. to

Allstate.

392-3500

II

proximately I to 2 months.
Work consists of assembling

We will train you for light, clean work and per-

CO 7 -6800 --OR 3-6600, ext. 262

and
rewarding
Interesting
position open in small con.
genial office for billing ma-

related clerical functions.

needed immediately far ap-

PACKERS

SECOND SHIFT
4:15-12:45
THIRD SHIFT (614 hours)
12:45-7:45
Add 15c per hour for

Plaines_

Temporary full time assemblers

WOMEN

Interesting secretarial position. Variety of duties.
Ability to handle the public and telephones.
Goad typing and shorthand required. Experience
preferred. For appointment call: MISS VENHUDA

MACHINE
1TAL

ASSEMBLERS
'Ili:: arc! &

Profit Slinring, Exc elle r,t

' An Etiubl Opponuolty Employer

EKCO PRODUCTS, INC.

;ON

SECRETARIES
Clerical, f
typing skills rerisiir

THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION

10400 W. Higgins (O'Hare Office Bldg.)

NORGE

ittriry and

CALI:296-6661
An equal opportunity employer

for a Confidential Interview

FEDDERS

to 3,30

F...

'

essen-

skills

Group

tie ih'

CALL ED OTIS AT 299,7161

SERVICE MANAGER
Accurate typing and

If SON

Ariii p

r

2801 S. 25th Ave., Broadview

Rosemont, III.

Minns

827-3111
GENERAL OFFICE
Insurance company in
Cumberland area has
immediate openings - filing and light typing.
Many company benefits.
371/2 hour week. If you
are energetic and active

AMPHENOL CONNECTOR, DIVISION

BOISE CASCADEPROPERTIES, INC.

k. said

It

345-9000

,,N0110-

gram, stock ownership plan.

to

arm, Ito,

e'r

030:

tive offices. Paid hospitalization and life insurance. Paid holidays and vacations. Pension
pro-

SECRETARY

Work

77 Rand Rd., Des Plaines,

Apply Employment Office Weekdays
8:30 am. -5 pm. or call for appt.

06

#i, 0

of large payrolls. Familiarity with automated

272-2300
2 Blocks W. of Edens

Factory

f I

PAYROLL CLERK
Excellent starting salary, regular reviews for capable, ambitious girl, experienced in preparation

payroll systems desired.
Modern air conditioned building, luxurious execu-

BARRETT-

WILY
;1,

3

company benefits.

rON

$

salary,

weeks paid vocation, and full

liNumx
12 /

cient Parking. PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.

laneous duties in our branch
in

d

lodendorf Motors, Inc.

. !mum

Unigard

,
FULL TIME
Good starting salary and excellent benefits including Profit Sharing, Air Conditioned Offices,
Cafeteria on Premises, Credit Union and Suffi-

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CO.

Challenging position for ma -

.

SECRE

APPLY IN PERSON

',GAL

...

.

392-9050

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

NO Experience Necessary

An equal opportunity employer

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

ititt1iNt... CI LliK.
,Livol,les.

--CALL DIANE THOMAS

shift.- 5 p.m. to 1 a.m,

.. METHODE MFG. CORP.

ASSEMBLERS

Des Plaines

TYPIST.
and

,0110fil pr orn,n:

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Wage reviews every 90 days
Good starting rotes
Modern air conditioned plant
Safe clean work
Background music
jobs
bonus
Incentive&

1051 Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines

190i Landmeier Road
Elk Grove Village
956.1200 or 569-2020

OPERATOR

2nd

A

ecent bat karrnnd a 1...

Shortid

.

- 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

1st shift

Go)den Rear
Pancake House
Restaurant

We heed an rpar en e,$INS,JR:4).

honciling w,a .eluted iartiii I

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

FOR INTERVIEW, CONTACT
KEN HUBBARD

Midwest Industrial
Truck, Inc.

paid vacation & major

tips,

2641elp Waited Women

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE
INSPECTORS
ASSEMBLERS

most pleasant atmosphere and

In
r

WOMEN

-

Why work' just anyp ace? The

benefits for right girl.

tion. 297-2150.- Mrs. Johnson.

LAN

WAITRES

CLERK -TYPIST

'" 26 -Help Waded Women

2641elp Wanted Women

264Ielp Wonted Women

268elp Weed Women

261111p Waded Rim

26 -Help Wanted Wow -

White Collar Girls
..

OF AaltRICA. 11.10
RANDHURST CENTER

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

'2141eIp Warded -Men *

Wow

MEN
SALES

,2141e1pWaded-Men Women

WOMEN
EXCITING
OPPORTUNITIES

AND
SALES MANAGEMENT
PART TIME
TIME
FULL
No experience necessary - We train you
Earnings commensurate with ability'.

CALL MR. ROBERTS

.

867-4351

Excellent starting salary with
outstanding benefit package
Rapid Progression
APPLY OR CALL MONDAY tHRU FRIDAY
8 A.M. to 4,14 P M
95r, 2641 (If '156 21,12
ION.

Ii

,id

Western Electric
Os HIS

I HIT 61 111 sass

Page 2 I
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

2741elp Warded -Men Women

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Teaching positions for mentally
retarded, multiple handicapped
and emotionally disturbed
children are open of Clearbrook
Center, 3201 W. Campbell, Rolling Meadows and at future' location of a school in Des Plaines
for fall of 1969. Two supervisor
positions also open. One in day

GAR. & PATIO SALE: Fri. & Sat.

Whirlpool electric
dryer, 4 years old, $60. Excellent
condition. 894.3002.

Carl Ave. & NW Hwy Barrington. Furnit., linens, & much misc.

WATCH

Gor. Sole: July 22.26 from 9-9

Brand newAccutron by Bulova.

119 Glendale, Buffalo Gr. Bikes,
antiques, tools & misc.

Best Offer. 529-2590.

setting for emotionally
disturbed children, one for a setfor
mentally retarded
ting
children. Salaries competitive.
Liberal fringe benefits. Phone
Mrs. Koterba. 255-0120.

ASSISTANTS

.137.1840

MALE OR FEMALE

July 16, 323 N. Main, Mt. Prosp.
Misc. clothing, liv. rm. turn., kit.
appliances, end tables.

Excellent salary.
P.M.'s or Nights

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

Interior Latex ideal for garage
& basement walls. White &

Sat. only, 9.4. 1108 W. Lincoln,

colors $2.29 gallon.

in

Mt.

son.
hours.

SAILBOAT for the family A -I
cond., fibreglass, docron sail,

Mt.

rm.

7

apt.,

82 -Wanted To Rent
Would like to rent
store small car.
259.2709

NEW BUILDING

GE phonograph, like new $35
Shure mike, cord 8. stand $20
537.4094
18

Mt. PROSPECT

259-8129

bike seat $4. Ex. cond. 299-3240.

RUGS: OneITx18' brown tweed
& one 5 yd. x 31". Twin Bed
frame. 392.1354.
Portable stereo record player lg.
speakers, new needle, 2 yrs. old

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6300

$80. CL 3.3122

MT. PROSPECT

36" GE STOVE

Timber Lake Village

4 burner, clock, timer.
$20.00 255-6755

Pink Crown 30" gas range $100.
Excellent condition.
437.5787

1+2 bedroom deluxe oportmew,
SWIMMING POOL
Sensible

SYLVANIA stereo record player,
cherrywood console, very gd.
cond. $85. CL 9.0277 aft, 5.

1444 S. Busse

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS.

outfit with
tanks, regulator and curt, $135.
394.0635 after 7.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9-3200

255.1107

TELETYPE

439-4100

Arlington Heights

cutting

Welding

Greta Lederer
Development Co.

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY
both $190.5215
I bdrm.
2 bdrm;. 2 baths 5245-$275
3 bdrins. 2 baths $3205335
Dishwashers in all apts. Fully
carpeted. Swimming pool.
1

Portable

Kenmore dishwasher,

less than 1 yr. old, avocado -S125.
GE range -$30. 537.7532

CORPORATION

Frigidaire refrigerator, double
door, 15 cu. ft., perfect condition. $65. 392.1863.

5555 W. Touhy-ay.
SKOKIE, ILL.

2415 5. Goebbert Rd.
Open 7 days a week.

437-1926

Minn. Fats pool table, slate top,
reg. size 141/0091,

1

yr. old,

sell

I

plus lots of extras. 299-3547
baths, S/S, water 'softener, Ig.

or

kitchen

room,

An fisocoociecutue.rsfixeicaxi

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Two 845 X 15 studded snow
tires with wheels, Fits Buick. $15
each. 392-0152
Aquarium equipment: 2 - 10 gal.
- 5 gal tank & other
tanks,
misc. equip. 824-0446.

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

1

Utility trailer, 508, 30" sides,
removable tailgate, overloads,
$95. 1706 Walnut, Pros. Hts.

Vat

Simplicity rider, 4 hp., $135. Po.
laroid "250" complete, $95. Both
like new. 253-3058

?Rom°

SIG

Corrier 15,000 BTU aircondi
tioner like new $200.
439.7472

aRypUR

GARAGE

Sat

os,voNYOUy
,st

Right in the Village
of Arlington Heights

Windsor Woods
Wants you to join the Country
Club set. Move right in! Everything included from drapes on
the windows to a self-cleaning
oven.

range, 6 months old, $50.
Call 259.8415.

vate clubhouse, ploy area, tennis courts, modern kitchens
completely equipped with eve-

Prosp. Hts. by owner, 4 bdrm.
ranch, 2 car gar., 2 baths, fan,
rm. !gr, kit., w/builtins, 2 patios,
bosmt., assume. mortgage.
299.8778

New listing by owner. An, Hts.
Tarkett built Colonial.
3/bdrm., 21/0 baths, 21/2 car gar.
$49,500
255-3984

F.H.A. Mortgage available.

2668

SLASHED
Owner wants fast sale! Insme
beautiful
occupancy,
diate

redwood ranch. 6 rooms, 3
car garage, on
bedrooms,

large wooded corner lot. Convenient location.
2802

Cozy 3 bedroom ranch
for a deal won't last.
H2781

One 110 volt Hot Point air cond.
9000 BTU. One 39" Tappan gas

range. One 14 cu. " Marquette

of Market Pl.,
Plaines. July 25/26. 10 to 4.

blks.

S.

Des

YE OLUE SALE

918 N. Denton, Arlington Hts.
Saturday -10:00 A.M.

Garage Bake Sale Hshld.'items, toys, games. 25 &
406 N. Willa, Mt. Prosp.
76,
E -Hart

LL.'
12'014

to

-mower

:

rrners $90. 529.7453

$20;

Rentals start at $205.
Phone: 394.2577
Open Daily: 11 AM - 7 PM

Easy to reach: Edens Hwy. to

Willow Rd. West on Willow,

$200 sac. $35; hide a -bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"

take Rand Rd. to Windsor Dr.

Authentic refinished wagon
wheel t2 combination buggy

Gar. sale: 538 W. Millers Rd. 2

2

refrig. 255.2318
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost
$20; Distr. 251.7385.
31.Rummage & Gauge Sale

Executive's Home, 6 year old
bi-level in beautiful Hawthorn
Woods, 8 rooms - 3 bedrooms,
21/3 baths. Large funnily room,

screened in porch, oak floors,
beautifully landscaped, on
acre,

one

which becomes Palatine Rd. to
Windsor Dr. Right to model. Or
Right to model.

259-9384.

TV CONSOLE $35; walnut console'chord organ $65; white: 'Crib
comp. $20; Filter Queen vacuum
w/att. 525. 439-7828

Convert your gar. into a fans.
summer rm. inexpensively with
Zip. Roll screen. An
screen (standard I car gorl
only $38.98. All sizes avail-0,1,
For
more
call
info.
cs

Private swimming

and fishing nearby. Has every
thing. Owner transferred to
California. Must sell fast,
asking $51,900. Henry Berenz

78 -To Rent Business Property

PALATINE -VILLAGE
SQUARE ,
2 rooms, 1st floor, 300 square
feet plus waiting room, Good
parking. Excellent for Doctor

knotty

pine walls, and modern kitchen and fixtures. 2 additional

lots are available with property. $25,000 worth of sun &

$1995

$1295 Y

.1968 XL
2 dr, HTop, sunlit gold V8, A; T, R;H. # P891

90 -Investment Property

V A. ie..

DEERFIELD
Income --2 flat. live in

°

growing

room,

etc.

within walking
Wonder Lake,

distance of
Ill., largest

manmade lake. Owners moving out of slate and the price
is reduced for a fast sale.
$4,500.

A large 250'0528' lot with a 4
bedroom, 11/2 bath home, located on the Northwest High.
way. Ideal location for apart.

A

2 HIGHWAY

B

garage. basement.

$ 1 695 B

1966 ECONOLINE VAN
White, Runs Gond #244A

$995 0

$49,750

PALATINE brick & cedar

4 bedroom colonial, 21/2 baths, large family room with fireplace. Paneled basement. CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING.
Carpeting, built-ins, slate foyer. Mint condition.

VACANT FOR SALE

$22,500

LONG GROVE

can be annexed into Lincoln

V.8, automatic transmission, power steering
# 2782A
1964 FAIRLANE
DR., Lite Blue, 6 Cyl., Auto, Low Mileage

N

0

1967 FAIRLANE 500
2 dr. H Top, green V/8, A, T,

5 ACRE HORSE
OR PONY FARM

PALATINE
3 bedroom ranch on beautiful lot.

West of Elgin. 8 room, 4 bed.
room home. Large barn. -10
pony stalls. Large tool shed,

ments or retail business, Home

$275

$525

LIBERTYVILLE
Exceptionally large home plus out buildings. Zoned business.

RENTAL $450 month

Ideal location on busy highway. 5 year lease.

$132,000

Tavern, liquor store, 7 rentals units. Well -established business.

Strierina, enwer Brake,. #2.:75A
'65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
power
6 cylinder, automatic transmission,
steering. radio. #2771A
2140 A'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN
outOnlotn., radio, rworcrt, pawer steering.

DON HAGER, REALTORS

C. NEAL REALTY

16 5 Both, ell, Palatine

666 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine, III. 359-1232

Ex, aLlialt COndit.D11

well.
land

Deep
More
-

U'66 CHEVELLE 4 DOOR HT
V13, automatic tronsmission,
blue. # P903

T

excellent

10 ACRE HORSE FARM
-.6 room, 3 bedroom home.

358-1800
434 E. Northwest
Hwy.,
Palatine, Ill.

0

$1495 B

-H, NS. #2721A

D2 DR, Hardtop, 300. Lire fite,11. V8, Aum, sower

rndio, heater,

'68 MUSTANG
trans.
V-8, black, radio, heater, automatic
mission, power steering. # P901
'66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

$1895

D

$1295
$ 16966

$1495

$2195.1
$1295'

O

1966 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON
Blue. # 250A
2784 B '64 FORD FAIRLANE

$1195 N

basement, 2 story barn,
30'06'. 3 car garage, Fenced.
year old. On main highAll

B4 door sedan, standard transmission, radio,
heater. Transportation special.,

$695

way, near Woodstock. Very
neat. Fabulous price 542,500.

Highway
Palatine,

Ill.

1911

0
0

Henry'Berenz
666 E. Northwest

y

Blue

Full

C. NEAL REALTY

0

N

1

has a fireplace and garage:
$75,000.00

$39,000

$2295

1966 CHRYSLER

available. Needs some work,
Price:
terms.

TAVERNS

FOX R4VER GROVE

buildings.
tollway.

other
Near

$995
$895

B # 898A

Y

3 bedrooms, 2 bulbs. August 1st,

.

UP '68 DODGE T/4 TON PICKUP

666 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine, III. 359.1232

$275

y

$1295

1967 MUSTANG 2+2
6 cyl., 4 speed. # 2372A

HOMES FOR RENT
WHEELING

$595

'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR

Shore.

C. NEAL REALTY

$ 1 095 D

2592 A '64 CORVAIR, MONZA COUPE
Y4 speed, bucket seats, Yellow. Special

to town, shopping and transportation. Property includes 2

dividing. Property has residential 3 acre zoning which

$1595

4 speed, big motor, radio, blue. # 7A48

FRONTAGES
17 acres that are zoned indus
trial in Buffalo Grove. Close

12 ACRES ON
TOLLWAY
Ideal for apartments or sub

V8, Power Steering,

1964 FALCON CLUB WAGON
Blue, 8 Passenger, Radio. # 2810A

SOTS of buildings. $14,000 per
acre.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

$38,750
PALATINE
NEW 4 bedroom, 21/2 baths, don. On 100' x 280' lot. Double

PALATINE AREA

dr:rule,

An Cond., Very Clean. #.2675A

V12349

HOMES FOR SALE

H1687

'41'

r.

93 -Farms

Beautiful, heavily wooded lot

,onstnits,on

465 CHRYSLF;

acre.

REALTORS

U

'67 FORD ECONOLINE VAN

$2,/Ja per lot or $7,000 per

' C. NEAL REALTY

B

1968 CHEVY IMPALA
4 dr. HTop, V/8, A 1, 12/1-1, P/S, gold, very clean

lots)

5, ,

$695

DR, C/eon Car. #27884

T car. # 2465A

2691
-

771

$2195

B1960 FIAT
13/ack

666 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine, III. 359-1232

253-1800
439.4700

y

3 acres overlooking your own private lake. Only 2 available.

THE FEELING OF SPACE
Call it what you will ... elbow
room,

subdivision

Zurich
127

P887

1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK
Aqua Blue #1250.1

0 '67 PONTIAC GTO

ANNEN & BUSSE,
359-7000

D

,,ins, 2 i,APOOrr14, in each.
Full basement, 21/2 car go,
age. Reduced for quick sale.

1

the

Sailboats keeled over
offshore wind, spray glisten.
ing in the summer sun is the
serene view from this 2 bedroom home that is r/2 block
from private beach on Three
Lakes, in Loke Villa, Ill, Comwith

acre

Lake

ts,?

$1195

1968 XL 2 DR. HDT
HOWliOn Bronze V8 Auto R, Heater, Ps,IrP

782-6735

VR275 /
-

$2995

Radio, Heater #2819A

0

& CO.

roods. Attractive opportunity
Terms - $7,500 per acre.

Y

$3495
$1095

Red 427 R, air Auto PS, PB Ready to go

GOTTLIEB/BEALE

$38,900

yr. new 4
bdrm. home with 25' tam, rm.
& fireplace. 3 baths, 21/2 car
att. garage. Kitchen w/lovely
built-in appliances.

0 1969 MACH I
Pork.

U

flatland, some nice treeSpace galore only

Tun V 8 Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice
tor. # 1587
2186 A '65' BUICK SKYLARK
Nhardtop, power steering, radio, heater, white
walls, buck. seats, console, air conditionings

$9,000 each.
VR2557

Rand Road

319,5

Al USED CARS A

VR2705

in

pletely modern,

SMALL BUILDERS
SPECIALS
Palatine - 4 adjoining lots
level in new residential area
of fine homes, Fully imporved.

9

BEACH POWER

or Mfr. Rep,

359-650

rage.

$

1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

VR2787

Adjacent to Inverness : 5 lots
(4 acres) on corner of 2 paved

$53,900

Something special! Air cond. 4

255-9111

H2852

RED HOT LOCATION

& stroller $20; infant car. scat $4.

11/2 baths. Large living & dining area.

bdrm. colonial. Fam. rm.
w/fireplace, 1st floor laundry
rm., ft.)! bsmt., 21/2 car ga-

PRICE

VR2759

-

Pa.

fanois Park. Full basement.
See this now! If you're looking

- and 3 bedroom opts.
1st.
Some available Aug.
1

.

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

-

Beautifully planned 3 bdrm.
ranch. Wonderful family rm.,

Y

10,000 sq. ft.
12,500 sq. ft.
r 15.000 sq. ft.
20,000 sq. ft.
Contact Larry Levy

(4 61, S. of 62 on 311

$29,900

1

ample parking.

after 6 PM. 537 8160

Palatine
Schaumburg

0

2 DR. Hardtop, Maroon, Blk. vinyl roof,
V8 Auto, Power Steering, Radio, White

B 1966 CORVAIR

646 S. Main, Algonquin

255.6320
359-6500
894-1330

Arlington Heights

PALATINE HOMES

1969 GALAXY 500

Industrial

Clearbrook

gg

Tinted $394424 !)

B

Arlington Heights

658-5661

T

Visibility
V-8, Cruiseomatic,
Group, 8.55x15 White Wall, Luggage
Rack, Power Steering, Power Disc
Air Conditioning.
Brakes,
Glass. New Lime Gold. #2186

Warehouse or manufacturing.

BRADSHAW

home.

1

L,,ey74

390

FOR SALE OR LEASE

roof, water soit

QUINLAN & TYSON

cond. $150 or best offer. Call
Four 4x6 window;, milk cans,

782-6735

Fully improved including carpeting, drapes, new electric fix-

HOUSE OF REALTY

6711 N. Cicero, Lincolnwood
673-0060

fun.

dishes, silverware, pic. frames,
alum. frames. & misc. 358-2138.

& CO.

ener. Air Cooled. Shows very
well. This could be your new

$1
dOlkd

'69 LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE 10 PASS. WAGON

GOTTL1EB/BEALE

baths, heated garage. Must
be Seen to be appreciated.

Bruns Real Estate

Cruiseomatic,
Vinyl Roof,
8.25x15 White Walls, Power Steering,
Power Front Disc Brakes, Air Cond.,
AM Radio, Tint Glass, Wheel Covers.
New Lime. #1769
Black

D side wall tires #P890

3 bedrooms, family room, 11/z

basement, separate family rm.
Sparkling condition. Low 30's.

Maytag washer. 2 yrs. old. Exc.

silk fringe trim.

$37,621.43

re -insulated

Immediate possession. Air
conditioned, 7 rooms, 3 bed-

T

7

'69 GALAXIE 500 2 -DR. HARDTOP

Contact Ron Frain

tures, new hardware,

DES PLAINES DUPLEX

FOR LEASE

4,500 sq. ft.
7,000 sq. ft.
12,000 sq. ft.
12,650 sq. ft.
17,368 sq. ft.
17,760 sq. It.

Two 2 bedroom ranch homes
with lake privileges also.
$15,500. Low down payment to
responsible buyers.

NEWLY LISTED AT --

Gulf $3 62

B Aqua. #1608

Centex Industrial Park
Elk Grove Viiione

$22,500.
large lot.
$5,500 down to assume 61/2%

tT

er Steering, Power Disc Brakes, Factory
Air Conditioning, AM Radio, Dual
Rear Speakers, Tinted Glass.

U

Extra

296-6655

#0*

390 CID, V-0, Bucket Seats and Con.
snle, Vinyl Roof, Cruiseninotic, Visibility Group, 8.55x15 White Walls, Pow-

782-6735

. mortgage.

B

53995

'69 XL 2 -DR. HARDTOP

Y

GOTTLIEB/BEALE
& CO.

o detached 2 car garage with
on electric e.ye door (spoors',
full basement, 2 full baths, and
aluminum siding. Located on a
beautiful landscaped corner.

0(3 1.1.A9155

Power Steering, Deluxe

List Price 54791

Lake -In -The -Hills

REALTORS

Air,

Auto,

D

Beautiful new elfin' building

ALGONQUIN

261 NORTHWEST HWY.

0

1969 LTD
4 DR. Hardtop, Blk vinyl roof, V8,

B

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

359-6050

A1RMCO

$3 14 68

interior White side wall tires #1843

This 4 bedroom Cape Code hos

privileges,

share home or apartment,

rything! Air conditioned, free
central heating and gas cook.
ing, wall to wall carpeting, private balconies or patios,

-

Exc. cond. CL 5.1640

D

Luxury Rental Apts.

Heated swimming pool, pri-

95"x15' wide

A5-003
Dcwoco

Grand Opening!

FOR SALE: Apartment size gas

Custom made lined DRAPERIES

backyard.

Arl. His, 392.9586

ing $800, 766.7828.

p

16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

$30,900

253,?'

Steering. Power Disc Brakes, AM Radio, Full Wheel Covers, Royal Maroon
#1768

N

Contact Larry Levy.

&

$)

'6, -/LTD 4 -DR. HARDTOP LUXURY SEDAN
Black Vinyl Roof, Cruiseomatic iron,
Visibility
mission, Electric Clock,
Group, 825 x 15 White Walls, Power

& CO.

DON HAriFR, RFAI TORS

Shopping

schools,
Parks.

Reliable mature lady wants to
rent

782-6735

POSSESSION
3 Bdrm. Brk. Georgian
situated on lovely tree lined st. New Mod. cab
Kit. Sep. din. rm., ceramic tile baths. Walk to

Hoff. Est Ig. 3 bdrm. ranch 2
car. lot, fenced
$24,900. 529.4194

200'. Master
room has dressing area. 2 car
garage. Patio, plus SCreened
porch with built-in Borbe-que
affords outdoor enjoyment of
landscoped
a
beautifully
yard. Immediate possession.

561)2(1'

"205,

Contact Rori Frain.

x

'25 n

"rD fkt

Cruiseomatic Transmission, Body Side
Mouldings, Full Wheel Covers, Radio
Special Tear -Drop 'Mirrors, Power
Steering, White Wail Tires. New Lime.

'

GOTTLIEB/BEALE

rooms, 1 full - 2 half baths, full

259-5438.

Monday thru Friday
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

includes all

cooking gas

GE double door - $30; Kenmore
stove - $20; Kitchen set - $15.
APPLY

rentals

appliances. heat. hotwater &

pnld. rec. Low 40's, 392-2616.

536"11
.0

'69 FAIRLANE 2 -DR. HARDTOP

Y

500.26,000 sq. ft.

IMMEDIATE

yr. old bi.level, all brick, 2 car
gar., 3 Ige. bdrms., 3 full baths,

Westgate Apts.
1&2
bedroom
Ultradeluxe
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room.

Iv

535,900.

parking.
4 ROOMS, $185 & UP
5 ROOMS, $250 & UP(2 baths,
Contact agent in Model Apt.
11 am to 6 pie Phone 439-7887

/.1

2 DR. Hardtop, Lt. Blurs, Blk, vinyl roof,
V0, Power Steering, Auto. Radio, heater, White side wall tires a2535A

D

3 bedroom brick bilevel on
lot 100'

692-6161

Vacant

500 33,000 sq. fr.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

RED CARPET REALTY

7u5 W. Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free

Mustang trailer hitch -515; twin
frame & headboards -515, front

Machine Operators
and
Assemblers

garage to

1

1969 TORINO

AttraCliVe new office building.

Mtg. avail. 392-9365

finished full bsmt. 21/0 car
financing avail.
gar. 696
Immediate possession.

Palatine -Barrington. 6 an, doll
house, 11/2 car garage. $23,900.
Immediate possession. 437.2274

-

carpet thruout, drapes, 5 cppli
antes, rec. rm. w/frplce. Extras.

1313

539,900.

i.r,;

Automatic Transmission, Traction -lock
axle, Folding Rear Seat, Tilt Steering
Wheel, Forced Ventilation, Radio, Tinted Gloss, Maroon. #2037

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

yr. old trilevel. Att'd gar. Njw

east of Busse, I blk. north of
Dempster. 3 bdrm. brick ranch,

Arl. Hts. By owner. Greenbrier
area. 4 bdrm. tri-level, Ige. kit.

POOL TABLE, 4'07' with accessories, good condition $90.

Arl. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. 21/2 bath, 3

1

116 -Real Estate -Houses

STONECREST APTS.

extras.

"69 g"'

Gold. 102273

89 -Real Estate Bus. Property

86 -Real Estate -Houses

MT. PROSPECT -OPEN SUNDAY
to 5. 1436 Birch Dr. 2 blks.

executive,

$260. 298.4756.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Commercial

Wood In. 296.5171.

I
N. Arl.
Secretariol Service.
His. Rd., Arl. Hts. CL 9-1222.

hathz., appliances air -rand
& carpeting. Imra, occupancy

& new items.

Available
Immediately for

'69 FALCON 2 -DR. CLUG COUPE
All Vinyl Trim, Courtesy Lights, Lime

-B

brk all sides, 2 car att. gar., paneled rec. ma, ceramic kit. &
baths, patio, drapes, carpet,

°Moot services and telephone
answering available. Executive

FL 8-1823.

O'Hare area

WORK

t

Pnwin

'69 SHELBY COBRA GT FASTBACK

86 -Real Estate -Houses

1

Gar. Sale July 24,25,26, 9:30

FACTORY

seal

SIAMESE

8.55 x 15 Ylnite
Windows, Tilt ;sway
Steering Whool, Air Conditioning
AM,,FA4 Stereo Podio, Tinted Glass,
Diamond Green. -1848
%Atolls.

PALATINE, ILL.

359-2251

204 HICKS PLACE

paint kitten, 9
week old Female - $15.
541-2096

alum. most. Price includes trailer. See to appreciate. 253.4722
after 5.

Hrs.,

old. 708 W. Lynwood. A.H.

GENERAL

t0

ILTZCIMVE EdIZWEll CARS
T -BIRD 2-e n.
Skirl; Vinyl Root,

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

Modern Desk Space. Expert sec,

Prospect 2 bdrm.,
sub let, Sept. 1. $170.
Coll 439-9585

255-2383

Sound of TOMM1' J.=( -TLS & THE
SHONDELLS

homes. HE 7.3283

Mt. Prospect 3 bdrm. townhouse

1

Dishwasher,
SALE:
months old. $90 or best offer.
372 1425

It

Little orphaned kittens. 6 weeks
adoptive
loving
Need
old.

0

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON
'1969 DEMOS LL1D

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM

74 -To Rent Apartments

bdrm. apt. in town Arl.
$155 month. Irnm. occup. Coll

FOR

sns.

255-8617

Call

lane, Mt. Prosp.

TIMARK

55 -Musical Instruments

The "CRYSTAL BLUE PERSUASION"

Duclishound, 4 niontlik,
standard, 'mined. $45.
253.3058

many

House

10 am to 6 perk 910 Tamarack

Name your own

Male

76 -To Rent Houses

1st. 394.3407

movie outfit; gigantic selection

Pros-

894.4255.

pion sired. 874.5084.

14' Gtrr.spar G 3 14.1 floor w/ 75
h.p. Johnson elec. start motor,
equipped w!generator Trailer,
extras. Very well kept. $850.

$200 month, ovoi/obie August

.1,30. 7704 N Kennicatt, Berkeley
Sq. A. H. lg. sw. pool; bikes;

pect. Good opportunity
for woman with children
in school or retired per-

Min.tury 5chnou2er.
Female. AKC iegisterrid. Cham-

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

privileges.
537.3435 aft., 4 p ns.

table & 6 chairs, refrid., 4 yr.

new

veeks.

7

Elk Grove -3 bdrm. ranch, fenced yard, I car attached garage.
5235 per month. 392 6918

Gar. Sole: 7.26 & 27 from 10.4,
Baby furnit., clothes, tricycle,
sleds., hslild. items, dining rm.

gift item in pleasant sur-

P'

r

KUSTOM AMPLIFICATION

639 2752

6177

Ffir 5

.'1

Reasonable.

breed.

pion

e,

PJS;L.
& SAVE MONEY

CL 5 92518

Weirnarmer pups, Males, Cham-

Tricolor

0

BLACK LABRADOR PUPS
AKC. 6 WEEKS, SHOTS, $100,

Prospect His., OPEN HOUSE. 11/2
yr. old, 3 bdrm., bi-I,Svel, face

room.

Gar. Sole Special. Many families
contributing large & small items,
clothing, fare., etc. July 26 & 27,

Part time position avail-

AKC

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call
439.2690

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

724

or

576 7.195

12 6.

Sun

Adorable grey & white kitten to
be given away to good home.
439-3415

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

253-35-17

Cute kittens to be given (Iwor to
a good home.

55 -Musical Instruments

WAUCONDA TRADING POST
an Rte. 12, 4 miles north of
Loki. Zurich. Bring Be, act with
you Open Fri. & Sat. 10 6.

Reliable young lady to rent a

Rd. Roll. Mdws.

DO YOU HAVE
MORE TIME THAN
MONEY?

40s. 526.8452.

11Apts. and Rooms to Share

Neighborhood Gar. Sale Fri. &
Sat. kit. set; occas. chairs; swim
pool w/filter & acces: sm. appliances & misc. 3600 E. Frontage

Mt. Prospect 253-1286

misc.

6 weeks old.

437-7710

sifted RResidential

Gor. Sole July .31, Aug. 1&2,
10.3, bike, skates, miscel., no
advance sales. 391 N. Wolf
Road, Des Plaines.

MR. ANTHONY'S

ture, and bric-p-brac of much

FREE CUTE KITTEN

Sv

will trade or sell fur 410 shotgun.
Also TV's and many misc. items.
595.0132

Male or Female

Big

charms,

items,

V., F. ,5L'

525. 299.2387.

beautifully marked $5 each.

Little

Stad Service -',laic upriCO.t
yo,-dlo. Ail anri,mt bock zroend.
Beautiful co;or ;!..1'spositirm.

old. AKC,

CCiLLIE r

nose. 9 niiedfik old. veir !re mi1,,

259-8385

Books, Movie magazines and
similar items from the 30s &

wood, bottles,

394-06ao.

Rummage Sale: TV tube tester

BEAUTICIANS

Its,

tomes, fur

it

,

44-ks, Pets and Equipment

44-Dop,s, Pets and Equipment

a lemoie Peki

Good home f

Brown, black & white puppies

DOLLS wonted, at least 10 yrs.
old, any condition. Also old cars,
trucks, trains, doll dishes, doll"

areas.

Suburban

Old kitchenware, brass, cos,
per, gins', iron, pottery, tin.

1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

dle, Arl. Hts.

CALL 827.0088

roundings

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER

furnishings, windows, fans, etc.
July 29 & 30. 10.4. 521 S. Prin-

Field Representative

assembling

SPECIAL

Big Gar. Sale -Bargains galore in

Challenging interesting work
Northwest communities.
in
Good salary, benefits,

able

HOME OWNER'S

Mt. Prosp. De -humidifier, window
fan, portable ref rig. & misc.

NATIONAL
HEAL;H AGENCY

Northwest

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

Prosp. Sat. & Sun. 10-5.

Des Plaines

Lee & Ookton

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
255.1108 or 359 3200

Gar. Sale -air cond, 7 pc. kitchen
set, odd chits. & lamps, tools, bed
frames, etc, 911 S. Louis, Mt.

INQUIRE

FOR SALE

Or.'. old. t.4

359.6,134

2 Female spayed cots, I
old FREE to good homes.

parts & heads
China, bisque, wood, rag or cons
position. Priv. Party. 537-9135

.

ter trained. adorabli

train 41. FREE!!
CL 3-1063

DOLLS:

OLD

Sin mete kitten., f,

hoolthy box

Kittens 6 weeks

42 -Wanted to Buy

Ono of the largest selections
of antiques in the North and

For inforinotion ntiout the FINEST
writ, softeners d water con
damning equipment contact.

Lynnwood, A. H.

Days or Nights

-

desk, shadow box, fan, bowling

price, lishld & m sr. 411 E.

ies

PART TIME

.192-0383 mid 252-9117

boll, vacuum cleaner & misc.
823-5505

Gar. Sale: July :4 6 x5 Grocer-

Flea

Hall, lower level Randhurst. Rts.
Adm. 50c
P.
12
& 83 Mt.

5,000 Everamens SI co.
Faith Nursery, 26W180 Nnrth
Ave. Wheaton.
De -Humidifier, tier table, anti.
que sewing cob., humidifier,

CONTACT MISS HECHT

827 6628

BOAT: 15' runabout, 40 hp.
trailer, top cond.,
Eyinrude,
MUST SELL. 392-5499.

GRAND OPENING SALE

Pk. Des Pl. Odds, ends, misc.

Gar. Sale-Furn., antiques, & misc.
403 Sandy Ln., Des Plaines

Market Sole,
Sunday July 27, 11 to 5. Town

$115 or offer. Misc. 259-8928

Gar. Sale: Sat. July 26, 9 6, Sun.
12.6. 356 W. Walnut, Waycinden

NURSES

34 -Arts and Antiques
ANTIQUES,

ANTIQUES

Danish Modern leather sofa
love seat to match. I yr. old

Gar. Sole: Fri. & Sat. 10 0.111. tO
5 p.m. Hshld. items, shower stall,misc. 303 N. Wilke, Arl. Hts.

core

SALE:

FOR

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

Y

D
AiaLLikQv
750 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-2163 y

........10.Ns 9-9

-

Saturday:9-6

7-
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Friday. July 25, 'I ?69
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NOR

PRICES ARE BORN HERE AND

RAISED ELSEWHERE.

THAT

CLOSED SUNDAYS

BE BEAT
IS fRosi

MUM*

101,--

(REV

SP

40141

...,

-(.1 lisaisk\

N

,,

.4._// svoll

,

_

,,ll

it,

..e

-

.f24-'2 -vim iii--1

/

i

I

DICK

,

60

,..z.v22,,

\.= P

Loaded with Fords finest equipment, including,
Power Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window,
Radio and more! YOU can have air conditioning..
just a little more.

s

TO CHO6SE
FROM

reppir

FORD

NE

4",

t

1

.a't

.....-L

arts flippqrance

: .'

'

;. -,

FORD

'64 OLDS
Hdtp. Factory Air
Conditioned.

$1795

$1095
'64 DODGE
Wag. 9 Pass. Automatic,
Power

$1095

A/T, R/H, and windows

,

Convert, Automatic

Sedan

$1295.

.& Power

mar d
f'

it,-'7/,c.s.i

'

M 500

1.

"

.

Polara 9 Pass., Power

$1795

PS,PB,8 cyl , auto , ww.'s. Sharp one owner.

$1895

'

$1795

'66 CORONET
H.T., Automatic, Power.

2 dr, hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

CORNER

'68 CORONET
R/T 440 Eng., Automatic

$2595

Full Power, All White, Automotic Transmission.

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON
V 8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

VEL Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

"500"

$1195

2 dr hard top V 8, A/T, light blue. Priced to sell!

'68 PLYM. GTX

Automatic Trans.

440 Eng., Automatic

'67 CHEV. SS

4 DR. H.T., Automatic,
Power.

4 Speed

$795
'It
+,

ID,

it"tardtop, FACTORY
44

RtGA
ttdy mon'

G
11,,

,c.tom

I

$1195

.7

.

)

'' -

.

tcp

i,

,

.

-74

i

lo Motor

I Tir

$1395

,` .3..1.
^

'

i

ii''

'65.OLDS 442
<

t

..

Automatic& Power

_

$1395

b

$1895
'67 MUSTANG

2 &rime
3Speed

II7

'65 IMPALA 9 PASS. STATION WAGON

$995

Automatic transmission, power steering, radio, heater

1965 BUICK -

$895

NORWOOD
FORD INC.
FREE
CREDIT CHECK!

phone RO 3.1500

6333 N. HARLEM Ave.

AUTO

HAPPINESS

4 SP."'

$1395 45""

Automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
radio, heater, W/W.

'65 CHEVY IMPALA -

$1395
$1195

2 DR Hardtop, 8 Cyl, Radio, Heater, Auto. Trans., Power
Steer., Power Brakes, Very Clean

'64 FORD STATION WAGON
8 Cyl., Radio, Heater, Auto. Trans.; Power Steer., Power
Brakes, Luggage Rack, Whitewalls

'62 CHEVY GREENBRIAR
'61 CHEVY BEL AIRE 2 DR. SEDAN
'60 CHEVROLET 2 TON FLATBED TRUCK

'62 RAMBLER 4 DR. SEDAN
'62 COMET
'63 CHEVY 4 DR. SEDAN
'64 OPEL STATION WAGON
'65 FIAT 2 DR
'65 CHEVY 2 DR. SEDAN

$795
$95
$295
$395
$395
$195
$295
$293
$395
$295

"WHEN OTHER DEALERS CAN'T, HOSKIN"

$1795
$1395

WE

HOSKINs

LEASE

AND

44._
ILV1144.0

cop0

RENT

CARS

ARLINGTON PARK
DODGE

HERE

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

IN THE

311) ap

'67 CHEVY STATION WAGON BEL AIRE .

'66 PONT 2 2

'65 CHEV. NOVA '65 SPT. FURY
Super Sport, Automatic

r good vacation special.

Open Daily 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Sat. 'tIl 6 P.M. Closed Sundays

Convert,45peed

Automatic & Power

.:Irt
.

'67 BARRACUDA

'65 SKYLARK

--..,..;

atict. t

,

,,.

.:

k

tr5

$1995

6 cyl , Automatic

White.

'65 DODGE

'67 CHARGER

'66 MUSTANG

$1195

8 cyl Auto, factory air conditioned, P.5., P.B., radio. Many extra

4,,.;.;

Vinyl Roof, Auto., Power Steering, Radio, Heater, W/Walls....

WHOLESALE SPECIALS

383 ENG., 4 SPEED

2 Dr equipped with extras.

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

$2595

'66 OLDSMOBILE

$1295

$795

'66 FORD CUSTOM

'66 LE MANS

$1395

$1295

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

GA

$795

'65 CHEVY IMPALA 4 DR. HARDTOP -

4 Dr., Hardtop, 8 Cyl., Radio, Heater, Auto Trans., Power

$1395

$1695

'67 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

4 Dr, 6 cyl , auto Fine second car.
Fes' 1 '

$1595

Steer., Power Brakes, Air Cond.

'67 L.T.D.

'66 FORD GALAXIE

'67 CHEVY IMPALA 2 DR. HARDTOP -

extras.

66 DODGE WAG. HI-PERFORMANC

4 Dr, V 8, Automatic Trans, Power Steering.

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

$1295

4 speed, AM/FM radio, big engine, 2 tops, loaded with $2595

$2195

.

'

'67 CrEVELLE "300" DELUXE 4 DR. SEDAN -

'65 CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE

'67 TR GT

..,

4Speed: Wire Wheels

I"RDdit
CUST

$895

V:8, Auto., Pawei Steering, Air Conditioning

.,.,,

itti Vinyl tri

4 speed, radio, heater

'65 CHEVROLET SPORT VAN -.

$995

$1495
$1095

'66 FORD % TON PICK-UP TRUCK

Jet Star, Power

67VOLKSWAGEN '64 IMPALA SS

,

.

4- Dr. Sedan, -8. Cyl., Radio, Heater, Auto.. Trans., Power.
Steer., Low Mileage, Very Clean

'64 OLDS

t.

.,

Steer., Whitewalls, Very Clean, One Owner

Auto., Radio, Heater, READY TO GO

-sr

%.

'68 FORD TORINO 2 Dr. Hardtop, 8 Cyl., Radio, Heater, Auto. Trans., Power $2195
'67 RAMBLER REBEL -

4br-.Hdtp.,FaCiorY
Warranty

$1995.

.

IIE.

.'''

CHEVROLET

'67 POLARA

'67 MUSTANG

ig

mon

.

:951 V4, trierellto-ma". av P.Filvitt*onf, foil

New lime
..

'6

'67 CAMERO

deck ear seat

.

9

:it

out

or gm

apac

HOSVINS
USED CAR
SPECIALS

Automatic Trans.

$2764

e c',-

G'

4 DR. Galaxie 500,
Automatic

2+2 Factory Air Conditioned

.

,Ict plus ma

2 Dr

Auto., Fact. Warr.

$1795

ALL IN STOCK!

f,rigii;otnstrator, 8 c I., auto., PS.,

8 Cvl

'65 FORD

-uir

Widest selection of colors; automatic
and standard tranimission.

'69 MUSTANG

I

5551684; PARK IM,

.

DELIVERY

or

'68 DART CUST.

cwESSUNDAYSI

IMMEDIATE

(ON USED CARS ONLY)

DEMO

Q.

FOR

S'& H GREEN STAMPS

$995

$2295

52941070

-

IN STOCK

Spo

CHEVROLEt

ROSifitfiL

.c. -7-7,-..-....e.-

'65 COMET

& Power

WICKSTRO

--

---44,04,

1.

$1395

H.T. '440 with Automatic 4 DR. Automatic Trans.

til it' E

,_,

-Fury Ill, Automatic &
Power

$2495

By being #1 in

car service, tom

'65 PLYM.
WAGON

'68 CORONET

U

'

-- 7.-----s..17:_.,--.---4,1%...

4

'68 CHARGER

$895

169 0

'''a'
-

$995
4 door, 6 cyt, outvote*.
rnholvt,

Fli

,

.-TRS TaAl6j.

-----------'1*

or TERMS!

2 doer hardtop, V14- Stwittant
manunIssion.
dean.
Automatic & Power

,--,....----Z

-Z. - -'''Z----

everybody knows it!

190

,

/PI'

MB

Dodge Boys...and

1965 COMET_

with V-8,itekdio,.

Growers &

,

,--

The Arlington Park

CHEVY 1114CIV

$3390

4:--,

UNDERSELLS

SELECTION, PRICES

FORD LTD

\---... -qiiiiiiiiii:'
,..

14.5119414U

4 door, etreeekitti8.4:; WW1*
,missiost. RteM4YOMMteret

NEW '69

vi 0.,.,m,,,,q.:;...,..
---.,:v illorswil. ...........

,,

,

NOBODY

How do you
improve on being
in car sales?

3974300

175 North Arlington Hts. Road
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

'ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

OPEN DAILY 'TIL
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

'---....:...1

rtlfm.r..,

ir---iiiz r.:

HOURS
MON thru FRI
9 AM to 9PM
SAT 9-6 PM

439-0900
CLOSED SUNDAY

SVrionR

Friday, July 25, 1969

10 gal fish tank complete -with
fish, $30, Yg parakeet w/stand
& cage- $15 253-6622.

Will train and route $5200.
,359-3454

1964 VW Microbus, low miles,

.Prefer stick shift. 392.5242.

German short hair Pointer female 7 mos , AKC, FOSS eligible Gun broke, partially field,
trained, housebroken. 392-79))

both A/T, R/H, 529.1327.

From Individual. 1965-67 Mustang. Will consider other makes.

vocation $125 253-6162

excel. cond. thru nut. CALL
437-8362

1112-Tr1115s, Trailers

'63 Cadillac 2 dr., air-cond., 6

1949 International

j

/4

way' seat, elec. windows, full

ton pick.

pwr. $1150. 439-2959

up. Needs work. $75.
595-0367 - Mike

game Fernishingsfurnitwe

A/C, P/S, P/B, 326. Flawless!!
$1100 or offer. 676-9439

'63 Corvair Spyder-4 speed
Call Gary
437.6235 after 6

103 -Auto Traders & Carvers

Full size hollywood white podded vinyl headboard & frame,
comp bed $25 827-1545.

'67 Ford V8a Camper Special 10
ply wide oval tires, extras.
$2650. 537-8056.
'67 Scamper Camper $950.

3 piece block sectional in good
condition
437-0457

'65 Pontiac Catalina 4 dr. sedan,
1

Hot 65 Merc, 4 on the floor, raring to go, try
$625. 439-0470

Lane, Mt. Prospect.

like new tires, p/s, p/b, extras,
excell. cond., 299.2572 or

10/Auto Parts and Access.

SALE VW parts, engine, thesis,
tires, lights, convert. top for

259 8911

296-6491.

Buick '63 Special Deluxe Station

Korman Ghia. 298-3965 aft. 5.

Double bed complete w/book

'Wagon, V.6, BEST OFFER.

cote headboard, double dresser - FOR SALE FOR PARTS1961 Co,.
vair wagon & 1960 Willys Jeep
& mirror 259 5539
wagon. 595-0132
SELLING OUT FURNITURE in 4
model homes Will separate. We, 1114dotorcycles and Scooters
deliver Cash or Terms.
ThunderbOlt, low
BSA
1968
537 1930
mileage, exc. cond., tac; best
LEND - LEASE
offer. 537-7850

_

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

'65 Pontiac Catlin°, 2 dr., hdtp.,
low mileage, P/S, P/B, original
owner $1000. 766-8227.

'60 Chevy wagon, auto. trans.,
P/S, R&H, elec. rear window,

'W/brand new Clinton

1

4

H.P. I

engine. 259-4871

253 9416

255-2756

'66 Corvette, convert. - 2 tops,
327, 300 hp., like new tires &
battery; '32 Plym., 4 door sedan,

$64 05TAX INCLUDED
OR PAY $5 10 PER MONTH
FOR FREE DELIVERY

'68 Sears 50cc motorcycle, like
new, 4 speed $125.
392-3768
112-Automobles For SSE

offer. 956.0373

Hoffmann upright piano with

1959 VW red, with extras.

tainlinuo.

$1695
437-9012

Special 10% discount with this
ad on any. guitar, amp, banjo,
mandolin or uke in stock for
cash El Rey Music, 7 W. Eastman

duty equip. 253-7.419.

1966 Falcon 4-dr., sedan, A/T,
air conditioning, ONE OWNER.
255-8112

'68 TRIUMPH 250 convert., lite
blue, white top, radio, good
cond., $2600 or offer. CL 3.4608
after 6.

1968 Buick Electra "225", factory air cond., full power, $3300
or take over payments.
824-8260

58 CHEVROLET, 4 DOOR$01.00.,

Windshield, Front and Rear
Floor Mats, Power Steering
and Brakes, Deluxe Wheel
Covers, Whitewall Tires, Ra-

2 Dr. Ht. (V.8 3181, vinyl bucket
seats, auto. trans., power steering, radio, whitewall tires,

827.7801.
1961 CORVAIR

Vinyl

Top,

deluxe wheel discs, free fact.
air cond., full fact. warranty.

Tinted

),

dio with Remote Rear Speaker. Chrome Door Guards, Remote Control Mirror, and
Loaded with Extras.

$300 or best offer
392.9252

1965 Austin Healy Sprite. Good

1967 OLDS

After 6 PM. 253-5837

66 red VW. Many extras. Good
condition. Must sell this week.

4 dr. sedan, blue, low miles,
full power, big engine, A/T...

Bravos

Best offer. 394-3594 oft. ,6 PM

'68 Pontiac GTO, power steering,
console, excellent cond. Priv.
party $2375. 437.8822.

$1795

Olds

1968 CORONET 500
2 dr. hdtp., blue, P/S, A/T,

440 E. Main St.
Barringtortiz

1965 Chevy Bel -Air, 4 di., Sedan,
6 cylinder, stick. MUST SEEII
439.6211

67 Chevy Impala air-cond., immaculate, 2 dr., P/B, P/S, radio,
A/T, W/W, vinyl top etc. $1895.
Days 297.4330, Eves. & week-

full fac. warranty, 383 4 bl...

Save $$$

ARLINGTON HTS.

bike.

;4

/

steering & brakes,
n
tura

1964 T -BIRD
P/S,

P/B,

1964 "440" STATION
WAGON

$1395

(P/S,

1965 PLYMOUTH

1961 CHEVY
6 cyl., stick,
runner

SATELLITE CONVERT

V8, power steering,
Needs
console.

auto,

CONVERTIBLE
Stick shift, buck
et seats

$1295

1962 PLYMOUTH

2 dr. hdtp., blue, A/T, P/S,

WAGON

4 Door, Hardtop. Stock no.
P584.

$295

Stock

$1595

DODGE

in

$345

DES PLAINES

ON MANNHEIM, NORTH OF OAKTON
SATURDAY

DAILY

SUNDAY
I U AM to 5.:s0 PM

9 AM to 6 PM

9 AM to 9 30 PM

PHONE 824-7151

44p
eje

11

404

,,,

4.4

iaiZhl
494Z

"YOU TAKE THE HIGH ROAD (Rte 14), AND
WE'LL TAKE THE LOW ROAD (Lowest Prices)"

343 cc Engines

Come to Bonnie Motors
RH,

for a

Bonnie Good Deal

01$

on any of 81

\'

'41111111e

Brand new Ambassadors,
Javelins, Rebels,

Of (

111.1100

NEW 1969
AIR CONDITIONED

and Ramblers in Stock!

AMBASSADOR
See the all new. Ambassador with four doors,
Factory Air Conditioned, Power Steering, plus
many other extras. Get the Bonnie Low Price
with big trade-in price!

sreetise

sittt° 0,54/44,
AM -fm

1/4),1

ONO

/

$2995
4
/
1/

Q40/A

"Got No Carrr?"
Give Us A Call
We'll Pick You Upl
358-5745

4)00/.

Ask For
McTavish

RTE 83
ARLINGTON

e.

gt:

RACE
TRACK

,Tri)d

E
ITT <

and receive

Authorized Dealer

.

In Palatine"

NEST HWY., PALATINE, ILL. 358-5745

53
11/4BONNIE MOTORS

'Your Pal. .

AMERICAN I
MOTORS

(I mile Northwest of Arlinyton Park Race Track on Northwest Highway.)
Hours: Mon. Thru. Fri. 9 to 9, Saturday 9 to 6

OPEN SUNDAY 12-5

$395

1962 PONTIAC

P/B

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY!

$445

1963 FORD FALCON

98 loaded with Fac. air con
ditioning, Black,

1967 POLARA

CL 9-4100

$495

1964 FALCON
2 DR., red, stick,
3 speed, 6 cyl

:1965 OLDS LUXURY SEDAN

W/W, vinyl roof

),
grecustomen

gold, a good

$245

$395
motor work
1966 MONACO
2 DR. HT, V.8, auto., power
steering, brakes, windows 8
seats, console, -buckets, factory air factory
$1695
warranty

$295

1964 CHEVY II WAGON
$595
6 cyl. automatic-

fac. air, A/T, like new

Save $$$

14.4.1414r.e.

:

6 pass, wagon, gold, power

$995

ing, 6 passenger...

Blue, 2 dr. hdtp.,

$1195

1964 POLARA 880

WAGON
V.8, automatic, power steer-

Full power, factory air. A/T...

uto shopping center
O%

CONVERT

V8, auto, stick....

1966 FORD STATION

.1968 FORD GT TORINO

luiaa

1966 MUSTANG

$1395

factory

buckets,

$1195

800.E. NORTHWEST HWY.

power steering, white walls,
$1095
radio, beige

$1795

1966 MONACO 2 DR. HT, V-8
Auto., power steering, brakes

$2195

CHEVROI FT

Automatic, transmission, V.8,

windows & seats, console,

1966 MUSTANG CONVERT
V-8, PIS, A/T, power top, yellow, nice 'car

CLOSED SUNDAY

OPEN EVENINGS

radio, factory air...

1968 JAVELIN
Gold, console, P/S, A/T, V-8,
vinyl roof, very low miles

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

CONVERTIBLE

9 Dr. HT, V-8, auto, power
steering & brakes, console,

CPE. V-8, auto., steering &
brakes, radio, white walls,
factory air con$2395
'ditioning

ends 894-1971.

'1965 CHEVY IMPALA

'1966 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

1968 IMPALA CUSTOM

DU 13400

Huge Discounts
onal11969's!
A

PRICE

$2873

sAVP

ports. Dual pt. mallory distrib.
w/coil, water pumps, pistons,
rods dual quads & manifold. l0(

SPLASHDOWN

$3460

condition. Low mileage. $800.

,

glass tires -F70 x 14. '63 Chevy,
needs eng. 6 trans. 2 new H70 x15 carnegies. 2 intros w/7 pt. 35
x 14 Goodyear*. Assorted 409

$3975

,List Price

1

a.*
tr

CHEVROLET/
/,1P

'63 Chevy SS 409 Convert., 4
speed, eng.. just rebuilt. 4 poly

Schwinn Varsity
253-5889 after 4.

gundy

P/S, GOOD RUNNER,- $100.

sta. wagon, low miles, excel!.
mech. cond., 289-V8, a/t,,

speed

"88"

DELTA

OLDS

HOLIDAY COUPE (Toronado

talC/4t

April) low miles, $1595. Coll Barb'
437-6169

65 Malibu 2 dr. 327, 365 h.p.
Hurst 4 speed. $425 or best

55-1Ausical histruments

per spec., low mileage, heavy

sington School) must sell. Acapulo blue, sports sprint model,'
w/econorny 6 cyl. eng., A/T, p/s,
R/H, like new tires (purchased in

ARLINGTON MOTORS INC.
253.2707

(312)469 7204

1966 F-100, ford, pick-up, cam-

An. Hrs. school teacher (Ken-

259-5438

1969

1969 CORONET 500

snow tire & rims. 529.3634.

299-7951.

WE BUY USED CARSI

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

dr.,

hdtp., full power, bucket seats,

MUSTANG '67

stick. $75.

2

EXAMPLE:

SPECIAL!
Color) Flamingo Silver, Bur-

1963 Ford, 4 dr., country sedan

CL 3.5498

'61 Chevy Station Wagon, 6 cyl.,

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR UNTIL 9 P.M.

57 Chev. convert., 409, 3 sp, fl.,
new interior & top, sharp, $995
or offer, 827-2215.
Catalina,

THIS WEEK'S

1966 Mustang, 6 cyl., Jade.
Green. Very gd. cond. with 2

Excel. condition. Power steering,
onto. trans. 394-1714

RICE SPLASHDOWN

1500. Call aft. 4. CL 5-3879

Best Offer. 827.4566.

956-1525.

tion, low mileage $175. After 6,

makes button holes, sews buttons'
and fancy
on, monograms
stitches No attachments needed.,
Five year parts and service,
guarantee

$250. 255;1164

xsm

Newport

Chrysler

dr.

must be'seen to be appreciated,

'61 Olds 98, 2 door, full power,
air conditioned, good condition.

new clutch, tires, muffler. Very
clean, good running cond. $500.

cellent condition $425 or offer.
i965 HONDA 90. Excellent condi-

Sewing machine Slightly used.i
Sews blind hems in dresses,'

power, orig. owner, low mile.

4

hdtop, white. 5 like new tires,

,

'60 Pontiac Wagon, 9 pass., full

Pontiac

'62

seats.

823-5505

'63 Chevy II, 6 cyl., stick, like

1967 HONDA 160 Scrambler. Ex-;'
CL 3-3122

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

1939 Ford 2 dr. sedan very
good cond.. original $400 or

'65

bucket

'66 VW Sedan
Low Mileage

good trans. Priv. 298-6356

GO-KART

As low as $30 per ma. rental.
year minimum legse. Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings. Ask for
Miss Haydee and SAVE.

bench Very good
$100 296-5258

439.0838

-

'65 Corvair Corsa Convert. Power
top, radio, clean inter., good
condition. $795. CL 3-1876

low miles, $995. 253-0135.

66 Ford Galaxie 500 H.T., auto, 4

$40 298-6493

Gas stove w/2 ovens; dinette set
w/4 chairs, wood & formica.

me & keep me,

white

power,

'62 Ford Galata° 2 door hdtp.

owner, Immac.
air, power,
$1395. 392-3458

Sleeps 8, pertect condition, ex..
tras. Can be seen at 1209 Robin

CROSLEY SHELVADOR
REFRIGERATOR EXCEL. COND.

'63 Olds "98", 2 dr., hdtp.,' full
PRIVATE. 296-1689.

.

'66 Mustang Convert., '3speecf,
V-8, "289', R/H, & W/W, SHARP!
$1395 Call 394.0237,

best otter. 297-3015 after 6.

1965 Tempest Le Mans Convert.

1968 CHEVY
Pickup truck, V8, -307.
595-0259

DINING ROOM SET
SOLID M4HOGANY
255 2397

1964 CHEVY IMPALA, 4 door,
P/S, A/T - $400.
259-8911

Convertibles '64t/2 Falcon $750
& '65 Corvair W/stereo $985.

101 -Automobiles Wanted

pion Sired, excel show & field
quality Free boarding during

112-Aubxmobiles For Sale

1930 Model A Ford
Mint Cond.
Call 694.4249

ICE CREAM TRUCK

Irish Setter puppies, AKC, Cham-

-

112Antomobles For Sale

66 -Business Opportunities

44-Degs, Pets sad Equipment

Page 23

11114itemebiles ter Sale

11241uPinobles For Sale

1124ntentribies For Sale

Div

FREE
A MINI
TRANSITOR RADIO
OR TRAVEL TRAY.

While Supplies Last.

1

The Week's Real Estate Transfers

Fnday, July 25, 1969

Page 24

County Recorder Sidney R.
Olsen

tI

Leonard, $47; 948 N. Fernandez, AIRay H. Preston to Jo.seph J. Chiodini, $27.50; 528
S. Rammer, Arthur, P. Dodson
Jr. to Carl L. Lamb, $13; 405
S. Carlyle, Raymond D. Han-

two weeks in San Francisco, once

John MacDonald to Bernard
N. Mullen. $47.
THOSE IN Des Plaines

ger, $38; 1168 Van Buren,

Use Attic

to Russell W. Dean, $33; 2250

Parkside, Shoreline Builders,
Inc. to George A. Vlcek, $44.

1643 Stockton, William A.

$42.50; 436 S. Beverly, Dean
R. DePoy to William S.
Bradfield, $44.

the attic, says the Tile Council
of America.
An attic is ideal for a home

that geography and climate are
major influences on interior design

Eclectic may have caught on
in recent years as the big word
in decorating, but San Francisco

lay, $36; 2311 Sherwood, Sex tans Builders Co., Inc. to Rob-

home's new "living" area is

ert J. Bell, $9.50; 630 S. Kaspar, Allen L. Hancock to Wil-

tan, and their homes reflect the

Hack berry Dr.,

mixture of cultural influences

vedra, $33.50.
126 S. Dwyer, Edward Mar gel to John J. Durkin, $34; 706

C. NEAL REALTY

plumbing is 'easily accessible.

white or red with white
San Franciscans also arc not
afraid of color or pattern, and

$23.50;

THOSE IN Buffalo Grove
were: 105 Stonegate, William

V. LoCascio Jr. to Bernard
Paugels, $12.50.

1308

Corktree, James B. Fisher to
Frank J. Cirrincione, $15.50;
and 14 E. Drake Terra, Henry
Wiegel to Dale R. Von Oeyen,

THOSE IN unincorporated
areas mere: 6 Charles Ct., Harry N. Stillwell to Richard J,
Bosworth, $43.

H2789

5 bedroom 2 bath raised ranch style home on 100' x 75' lot in Wood Dale. Custom
cabinets, built-in double oven and range, combination refrigerator -freezer, central
air-conditioning, wall to wall carpeting. Hardwood trim throughout the inter-com
with stereo music.

$49,900

FEATURE

THIS:

to

C. NEAL REALTY

Gary F. Gylund, $18.50.

assets The result is a look of Americans do
Accent pieces are generally
sophistication, of freshness, of
sharp, clean color contrast, of very pure and very good. This is
moving the outdoors indoors in a city in love with art and its

sVith

Guedelhoefer,

$41.50.

insulation must be installed in

ability and decoration your
attic or a partitioned section of
it can be turned into a nursery
THOSE IN Mount Pros- or children's game room, says
pect were: 516 N. Fairview, the council. Or the whole atRobert C. Maginnis to Robert tic or a portion of it can be.

ory, William A. Ralston

maximum use of their natural together in a room than most

or black with

Prospect
Beech,

sturdy handrail for the stairs is

to D. Leroy Sample, $43; 1708 accomplished by replacing
N. Chestnut, Ralph P. Bianca- small windows with extra lana to Maynard Hirsch, large windows and installing a
$10.50; 822 Gettysburg, Wil- ventilating fan.
WITH CERAMIC tile wainliam C. Neary to James A.
Quillen, $11; and 833 N. Hick- scots for easy cleaning, dur-

mate supports year-round, lush
gardens that I can only wistfully
wish our midwestern climate
very European-they dare put
would sustain
The homes I visited made larger, bulkier furniture pieces

binations include chocolate

222

Ronald A. McDougall to Stephen P. Miller, $45; 100 E. Clarendon, Jack Greco to Otto C.

359-1232

order to keep the attic from
turning into a hotbox in sumE. Valley Ln., Robert E. Alli- mer and an icebox in winter.
son to Charles Z. !lock, $22; And the area should have good
1345 Yale, Eugene Lepkowski air circulation, which' can be

too Their floors are most often
highly -polished, dark -stained
woods, accented by handsome
area rugs The sense of scale is

an elegant way
San Franciscans repeat the
drama of their eXtcrior views. in
dramatic interior color schemes
Some of the popular color com-

Jack Chapman, $20.50.

were:

Square Co. to Jim H. Saa- necessary. Good roof and wall

Thus, French and English antiques arc held in high esteem
And, reflecting its status as a
Pacific port, the city has a wealth
of influences from the Far East SAN FRANCISCO
in its homes
Then there is the setting of the
city itself, as it ranges over steep future-either oriental or western.
They like organic materials,
hills that offer unparalleled views

of land and ocean And the cli-

Berkley

uel L. Harlib, $30; and 173
Village Ct., John W. Hull to

THIS:

already up, cutting the cost of
the remodeling job. And often

There are several "musts"
liam L. Dieters, $25; 616 E.
Oakton, Flora L. Dionne to to take into account in attic
remodeling.
For one thing, a
Walter L. Feldmann, $27; 803

interiors have always been eclectic The people are cosmopoli-

David H. Bloom to Stephen R.
Rich, $29.50; 9522 Park,
Richard A. Ginsberg to Sam-

THOSE IN

Heights

FEATURE

1316 E. Miner, William F. expansion project, notes the
Manning to Robert G. Tremb- Council. The shell of your

again confirming my thoughts

Trok to Stanley C. Weitzenfeld, $23.50; 2037 Craig, Kevin J. Durcan to William R.
Rasch, $23.50; 9016 Sherry,

Space
Extra room for a growing
family can often be found in

to

Robert L. Erickson to Vincent
A. Petrancosta, $27; 1871
Northshore, James Noteboom

For Extra

Thomas M. Rode,

sen

Recently I spent a delightful

yellow,

estate

James A. Preib to John A.

BY Richard Butler,A.I.D. Dirottor, Soars Horne Fashions Osumi

lemon

38 real

transfers last week in Wheeling and Maine Townships.
Price_ is indicated by $1 in
for each
revenue stamps
$1,000 market valuation.
THOSE IN Arlington
Heights were: 817 E. Talbot,

BEEEIRATING
MACE E A 1`Y

brown with white, black

listed

were: 765 Mark Ave., John E.
Schaefer to Raymond R. Vlie-

lino to George G. Whitney Jr.,
$37; and 1301 Greenwood,

homes boast of well -placed, well-

chosen paintings and sculpture.
Live, indoor plants and trees

abound for contrast.
One thing in the homes that I
saw puzzled me a bit, and that
is the relative hick of contemporary furniture. While the color
schemes are as new as today,
many residents seem to prefer
the furniture styles of older

many decorate with painted fur - periods

359-1232

into extra sleeping)
Place, David R. Nogle to Sam- space.
Whatever your plans are for
uel T. Ding, $27.50; 901 Hemlock, R. Dale Cronk to Donald the additional area in the attic,
try to fit in at least a small bathJ. Matson, $17.50.
1421 E. Emerson, I nuis I. room, suggests the Council. Be
Pennisi to Joseph E. Gaske, sure to specify ceramic tile for

SCHAUMBURG OPEN -HOUSE

H2791

2-5 p.m. Sunday, July 27. 105 South Wareham Lane. Weathersfield Subdivision.
Charming 3 bedroom ranch. 11/2 baths. Kitchen with eating area, dining room. Carpeted living room with fireplace. Den. 11/2 car garage and a lovely fenced in back
yard with patio. Owner says bring me any reasonable offer! F.H.A. financing
availdble. Low down payment.

F. Shirley, $26.50; 3 Oxford turned

$35; 1114 Greenfield, Larry the walls and floor of this upG. Laycock to Donald P. La- stairs bath to insure sanitation
tendresse, $45.50; 1302 Dog- and to protect the downstairs

FEATURE

from seepage.

wood Ln., Alphonse E. Cozzo-

DUTCH GIRL CLEAN!
H2790

C. NEAL REALTY

359-1232

tis

FEATURE JUST LISTED!

704 N. River Rd.

THIS:

TOO SOON FOR PHOTO!

& SONS INC.,REALTORS
Mt. Prospect

C. NEAL REALTY

359-1232

299-6121
3 BEDROOM BI -LEVEL
MULTIPLE LISTING
16AL ISTAT1 StIVICF

2 acres adjoining Palatine..Immaculote brick Cape Cod. Country living with shopping & schools 5 minutes away. 3 bedrooms, living room with stone fireplace. Full
basement, 21/2 car attached garage. MUST SEE TO APPRECIATE. Bank appraised
at $39,500. Owner wants fast sale. Asking much, much lower.

Ez.

1st WEEK LISTED!!
4 bedroom colonial, 21/2 baths, marble fireplace, mirrored dressing area in master bedroom suite, CENTRAL
AIR COND. brick all around, 21/s car garage, carpeted

C. NEAL REALTY

ra-,--Tr-

and screened porch, large patio, exceptional landscaping, only 5 yrs. new:beautiful condition.

HOMES - COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRIAL - FARMS - REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS

$49,900.00

$31,900.00

ARLINGTON

H2866

;44

HOURS:

Mon. thru Fri., 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat. L Son., 9 a.m. to S

Want a clean 3 bedroom bi level? New carpeting, alum.
& 5, new hot water heater, air cond in front bedroom,
large fin 11/2 car aft garage Clean! Clean!

Move right into this sparkling 3 bedroom ranch. A woman's dream of an airy
kitchen, excellent traffic pattern, family room off kitchen. 2 full baths. A fireplace
and an oversized garage to please Dad! Must be seen to be appreciated.

666 East Northwest Highway Palatine, Illinois 60067 Telephone 359-1232

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service Member Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

Make all your
home dreams come true, faste .
2

1

Guaranteed
Interest
on Savings Certificates.
Only S1000 Minimum Deposit. Choose

6 -month to 5 -year maturities,

iiiVED6S1141
Ill,IVAY!t1 ',01,11;

-

-

New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happens faster with a savings account
at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th
earn from the 1st. And we pay the highest legal
rates in Chicago -51/4% Guaranteed Interest on
savings certificates (Bell even offers a TaxDeferred Interest Plan), 5% on Bell's Golden
Bonus Passbook account and 434% on regular
passbook savings ... all accounts compounded
daily, paid quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets. Or, if
youlre looking for a mortgage, come in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors. You'll find

that home owning can be easy and fast, too.
Build your tomorrows with Bell, today.

111,14

BeltFederal Savings and Loan Association

seg
Illinois

,

ree
Financialhe

Corner,oc Monroe and Clark,

.1

be

WEATHER
Tonight:

Fair,

cooler,

low in upper 50s. Tomorrow: Mostly sunny, high in

Pro5pert

...Telephone

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper

80s.

Newsstand Price lft ('tints

12 PAGES

Monday, July 28, 1969

Volume 4, Number 68

U.S. Money Tight,

ayor Is Told
and special assistant to the
('resident.
TE1CHERT- SAID that the

By Ben Clarke

Mayor Robert Teichert
returned from 'an Illinois

In the administration's
capital equipment for the quest for decentralization

administration indicated that
the municipalities could look

mayprs conference held Friday in Washington D.C., and
said that the key theme of the

to the federal governments for

advice based on federal

national administration is
decentralization of govern-

studies and study grants, but
generally not for construction

ment.

grants.

where the scope of a problem
was too large for local soluation (e.g. water pollution) then

federal construction grants

help before looking to the
federal government for help.

ministrators have been suggested, "whO might be more
knowledgable about local pro-

blems" than officials working

long distance from

Teichert said that the conference was told that the administration is working for air
pollution controls at O'Hare
and other major airports, with
an indication that this information would be submitted

Washington, Teichert said.

Romney drew "strong applause" Teichert said, when he

stated that housing is the
Number One problem of the
United States and "we don't
have to reach Mars in 1971."
However, added the mayor,

might he expected.

to the U. S. Congress this year
for legislative action.

said that he and others would
ask for legislation that would

Percy said he would push for blem of the northwest
an early resolution declaring suburban communities.
that municipal bonds not ,be

Teichert said that Percy

local governments should
enter into programs of self-

regional federal ad-

public works department, and
capital improvements for the
village in the form of enlarged
facilities for government and
for cultural activities.

However, he said that

He said that this there was
qualified by the idea that "the
federal government is not to
be the foundationhead of all
things to all people" and the
administration's feeling that

dollars will go farther.

mentioned were increased fire
and police personnel, more

provide greater rebates of
federal income taxes for use

The conference was hosted

by municipalities.

by Sent,, Charles Percy (R -

TEICHERT ADDED that

III.), and Sen. Everett Dirksen

Teichert also said that housing is not a major pro-

Board
Endorses
Schlickman

removed from the list of tax
items, as suggested

exempt

recently in the search for new
hoped such legislation, if sources of federal tax funds.
(R -III.) was the keynote he
speaker. It was the first passed, would not earmark the
TEICHERT said that Percy
Illinois mayors conference rebates for specific purposes indicated Dirksen favored this
ever held in Washington. but leave it to the comElk t.rove patrolman Ken Diters examines the auto and tires
that were left behind when three burglars were routed this morning near a warehouse in the Centex Industrial Park. A suspect

Secretary

the three youths broke into

P'^alice from nine two freight cars on spur tracks
departments converged on Elk behind the Goodyear
Grove Village's Centex
Industrial

Their auto was
parked across the tracks, in
the rear of the Ampex Corp.,

warehouse.

Park early today

after three burglars were
routed from the rear of the
Goodyepr Tire & Rubber Co..

2201 Estes.

The burglars were surprised

by patrolman Jay Akely who
Harold " Lemon, Pi,. of had been sent in the area to
Shiller Park was flushed cut investigate a burglar alarm at
of thick underbrush minutes the Ampex warehouse.
Akely said he fired his'shot
after he fled from an Elk
Grove policeman who said he gun when Lemon refused to
saw Lemon loading tires into obey his order to halt after
the trunk of an auto. The two being confronted loading the
other youths were being tires into the trunk. The shot.
150 I Nicholas.

Gripe
Of The
Day

they quickly disappeared in
the ',underbrush directly west
of O'Hare Airport.
ELK GROVE Sgt. William
Kohnke said the burglars had
broken seals on two box cars
containing tires. "They were
well equipped," Kohnke said.
"We found a Power jack, pry

Kohnke said that 26 new
tires, valued at $50 each, were

found in and near the auto
"and it looks like they were
going back for still more."

Lemon was charged with

Des Plaines. Mount Prospect.
Arlington Heights, Schaum-

LEMON WAS forced out of

charging the youth under

County and State swooped into the area when the Elk
Grove department radioed for
assistance. A police dog from
Lombard was also brought to

yards west of the auto.
The other youths...who were

vestigating the possibility of

the underbrush near the federal laws governing interburg, Bensenville. and the railroad tracks, about 100' state shipments. Conviction

the scene.

in a box car, fled cast along
the tracks when Akely arrived.

The two youths who fled
SGT. RAY Marinec, com- were briefly spotted about two
mander of the Elk Grove hours later, walking north on
Police detective bureau, said Elmhurst Rd. near Desion. but

Nearly 1,100

In Reading
Program
Almost 1.100 students from

By 'red Lacey

penalty than that of a burglary
charge, police explained.

Police said Lemon is on

court probation in connection
with a burglary charge in

public works committee and
the village engineer will be invited to join the judiciary

PrOspect

Tuesday.

The village board's

judiciary committee is calling

THE PARK BOARD has

a committment from

Salvatore DiMucci to buy the
18 -acre tract surrounding an

schools

have registered for
the Mbunt' Prospect Public

a special meeting to study the

existing detention basin

proposed park and 'its at-

Library's summer reading

tendant virtues and

belonging to the village.

But part of the agreement

program, and many arc within

detriments. The village board
will make its decision on the

was that

one or two hooks of com-

the drainage and clean

Village Manager Post
Unfilled in Mt. Prospect
Village Atty. John Zim-

mermann's term as acting
village manager eXpires Tuesday.

The Mount Prospect

Village Board is expected to
reappoint Zimmerman or apmay call the following. point another acting village
numbers for pick-up: Mrs. manager in the special board
Berg - CL 3-9148, Mrs. Vigcr meeting called for at 8 p.m.

-`CL 3-3608, or Mrs. Clark Tuesday in the village hall.
weekdays 9-9 and Saturdays
9-S.

The rezoning is necessary,

District 59 Board of

Education, adjourned
meeting, 2123 S. Arl-

ington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, 8 p.m.

loss on the park property sale.
He passed up an offer for

$960,000 by a realty firm to
let the park district have the
site for $325,000, he said.

IN A LETTER to The Day,
DiMucci said, "As far as I am
concerned, I never looked for
this deal, I have not pushed
it, and the park district would
actually be doing me a favor
if they cancelled our agree-

Zimmermann was ap-

pointed for 90 days to replace
Robert Moore, who resigned
as village manager May I,

tional facilities.

The drainage and clean

streams commission underwrites the project because

Agent Paul Neuhauser with
the margin to win District

of 'deco Corp., had 312 votes.

plan.

THE PUBLIC works com-

month, also approved the

The plan commission,

votes cast in the election, in-

Neuhauser 437 votes, 178 of

Tonight, the District 59

them coming from the

precinct which includes
Forest View Elementary
School.

Second -place apparently
went to Gene Artemenko of
Des Plaines, former board

ministration's "message' to

foWnship Riipublictin

ecutive board of the Wheeling

the -conference, said Teichert,

Organization met yesterday

was that it wants to prevent
further inflation so that tax

mended the endorsement of

and unanimously recom-

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman of
Arlington Heights for 13th
Congressional District seat in
the U. S. Congress,
Schlickman is one

cluding 28 write-ins.

board will make the formal
appointment of Ncuhauser,
who replaces George Blanchard. Neuhauser will serve
until April, 1970. At that

time, four board members will

be chosen. Neuhauser,

Artemenko, and Jennings all
have said they will run for the
board in that election.

are I riw in Arlington Heights;
Frost, Forest View Elementary, Dempster, Holmes, and
Jay in Mount Prospect; Einstein, Devonshire, High Ridge
Knolls, and Brentwood in Des

Plaines; and Grant Wood,

Grove, Lively, Byrd, Salt
Hopkins, Clearmont,
Cook, Ridge, and Rupley in

Creek,

Elk Grove Village.

A'

Devonshire
Ridge
Forest View
Elementary School
Low

The spotlight of the

13th

Congressional District
Republican campaign to select

a candidate to suceed Rep.
Donald Rumsfeld will be on
Mount Prospect this evening
as the Elk Grove Township
Republican Organization is
host to a candidates night.

Schlickman, Arlington
Heights.

Samuel H. Young and

Dave Roe, Glenview.
John J. Nimrod, Skokie.
Alban Weber, Evanston.

State Rep. Alan R.

Johnston, Kenilworth.

Gerald Marks and Joseph

N

8

24

27

captains. The precinct officials are free to make additional recommendations or

13

178

0

is taken. Their final vote

35
39
20

21

determines the organization's

68

endorsement.

437

312

II

31
8

5

Mathewson, Wilmette.
Yale Roc and Philip Crane,
Winnetka.

the township candidates
nights.

The ordinance appropriates
$3,879,067.

reported.

Elk Grove Township can-

Lieutenant Junior Grade

Mary Ellen Simmons, Nurses
Corps, U. S. Naval Reserves,'
daughter

of. Mr. and Mrs.

George L. Simmons of 1010
Prospect, graduated June 27,

with honors from the Naval

Schools Command at
While at the women's in-

doctrination course, Miss
Simmons was elected to

represent her class as their'
graduation speaker. She was
also selected by the faculty as
the Leadership Awardee from

her class of 40 Nurse and
Medical Corps students.

At Mundelein High School,
Miss Simmons was a member

of the National Honor Society, president of the Nurse's

Croup, student council

se'Cretary and also served as
president of the 4-H Club.

Receiving a community

scholarship enabled Mary to

attend Evanston Hospital

important of the numberous
candidates nights held since
Rumsfeld resigned in May to

scheduled to take part' in the

Nurse

Newport, R.I.

gressively or attending any of

THIS CANDrbATES

the Republican nomination

As Navy

been campaigning ag-

didates

1970.

Honored

Westgate Ln., Mount

night is regarded as the most

THE CANDIDATES for

their own before the final vote

Lar (America First) Daly,
Chicago, also has filed as a
candidate in the 13th District
GOP primary, but he has not

Prospect will present the can-

Economic Opportunity,

executive board makes recom-,
mendations to the precinct

124

appear on the same platform.

ing be denied. The presentation for the rezoning was
not made according to the

to make the endorsement

60

Republican candidates will

director of the Office of

Republican precinct captains
for final action. 'The precinct
officials are to meet Thursday
evening in Arlington Heights

Republican Organization, the

J

the only time during the
campaign that all of the

dent Richard M. Nixon, as

committee now goes to the

Under the rules of the

the Mount Prospect Country
Club at 8 p.m. This may be

of the five acres north of Golf,
recommended that the rezon-

The recommendation of the

Wheeling Township

The event will be held in

ci's petition for the rezoning

25.

Wheeling GOP executive

final.

Spotlight on Mt. Prospect
GOP Candidates Night
State Rep. Eugene F.

gressman will be held Nov.

95
69

113

didates night are:

election to name the new con-

28

22.

By Richard Crabb
This is the big one.

named. The special general

25
45

35
1

left vacant by Donald

41
10

20

Salt Creek
Frost
Total Vote, 1090
including 28 write-in votes

of 10

Republicans campaigning intensively for the ,special Oct.
7 GOP primary at which the
party's nominee for the post
Rumsfeld's resignation will be

SCHOOLS IN District 59

High Ridge Knolls

village board is also expected

rules, tfre commission

this morning that the ex-

Another part of the ad-

Clearmont
Rupley

become an assistant to Presi-

ordinance for the fiscal year
May I, 1969 to April 30,

Committeeman, announced

his keynote speech.

POLLING PLACES:

though, after hearing DiMuc-

to pass an appropriation

Richard A. Cowen, Wheel-

ing Township Republican

Here are unofficial vote results for Saturday's special District 59 school board election:

Saturdays..

In Tuesday's. mating the

THERE. WERE 1,0 9 0

59's special school board election Saturday.

would expand during storms

The village board as a committee of the whole has been

interviewing cant dates on

while Joseph P. Jennings of
Elk Grove Village, president

Republican Committeemay
Carl R. Hansen of Mount

mittee, in a hearing last

a

president, with 313 votes

Forest View Elementary

School parents provided

of the flood control benefits
to hold back flood water.

and Dirksen implied

agreement on this and increased federal tax rebates in

Paul Neuhauser Victory

The public is invited to attend. Elk Grove Township

of the proposed lake that

stand,

Forest View Parents Aid

Mount Prospect, 8 p.m.

permanent replacement was sought.
The search continues.

while

Other areas of top need he

Board, 701 W. Gregory,

streams commission,. the

apartment use.

The library will be open

School District'57

DiMucci said, to lessen his

its present single-family

-CL 3-6734.

School, 7:30 p.m.

residential classification to

mittee's findings.

books to donate you can

District, John Muir

The Mount Prospect Park
Board, the plan commission,

will get them the surprise
reward at Central School on

deposit them in boxes at the
library. Those who arc unable
to. deliver their own books

Prospect Heights Park

an obligation to residents in
that area to provide recrea-

basis of the judiciary com-

The contest ends Aug. 16.
which means members begin
to figure how many hooks per
week they need to read in
order to finish.
Volunteers and hooks are
still, needed for the book sale
on Saturday. Aug. 23 at Central School, 9 a.m. Proceeds
from the sale of books will go
to the library. If you have any

Tonight

rezone about five acres of
land north of Golf Rd. from

board

pleting the requirements that
Sept. 13.

Meetings

ment."
The park board is earnestly
concerned about seeing the
deal through, however, It feels

the village

sums of money for that."

Unofficial results gave

Shiller Park.

and Lonnquist Blvd. in Mount Tuesday.

Prospect may be decided

plus students from

result in a much stiffer

a "West Park" at the
southwest corner of Busse Rd. committee at the meeting

public schools in Mount

St. Raymond's. Si.. Paul's, St.
Emily's and 14 other outlying

on a charge of theft from an
inter -state shipment could

George Romney and Donald
Rumsfeld, director of the Office of Economic Opportunity

Internal Revenue Service

"West Park" Question
May Be Decided Soon
Whether there will ever be

By Laurie Rossi

To have someone tell
you the plot of a movie before you go to see it. K.W.

bai and several saws that they
left behind when they ran."

burglary, but the FBI was in-

Nearly 20 policemen from

Asked where such funds
would be first used in Mount
Prospect. Teichert silk', "Our
top problem is flooding, and
we can use just walloping

of Labor Geroge

and Urban) Development

fired from nearly 100 feet
away, did not hit the youth.

sought.

own priorities for the funds.

Shultz., Secretary of..Housing

Police Surprise Tire
Thieves, Arrest Suspect
By Gary Shiffman

munities to establish their

Other administration speakers
Is under arrest and two others are being sought. (Photos by Gary at the all -day conference were
Vice President Spiro Agnew,
Shiffmam

School of Nursing, which is,
affiliated with Northwestern)
University.

After a brief period of

leave, Lt. J. G. Simmons is
to report to the new Naval

Lt. J. G. Mary E Simmons, Nurses Corp, U. S. Naval

Reserves, receives the Leadership Award from Mrs. Rosalie
McClintock, Past President of the Aquidneck Business and
Professional Woinan's Club of Middletown, R.I.

Hospital, Oakland, Calf.,
duties of a Charge Nurse,

teaching Navy Hospital
Corpsmen.
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Weber Not About To' Quit

Harper Jr. College
Thanks All for Help
Harper College formally

The Lutheran Church of

district, three churches; two
high schools and their governing district last night.

the Lutheran Church of the

Inc.;

oval District special
Republican primary
told- The Day yesterday "I
have no intention whatever of
,

Frey, chairman of, the board,

Smith, Winston, Strewn,
Smith & Patterson, Earl
Zweifel, chairman of the

Oct.

Holy Spirit, and, Queen of the

pulling out of the race."

Rosary Church, both in Elk
The "thank you" was in the Grove Village, which also
form of eight resoltuimit to made parking available during
the agencies which helped school hours.
District 214's Forest View
Harper get its instructional

Weber gave the statement
after it was called to his attention that some of the other
GOP candidates have publicly

Lawrence Jenness, and Elk

Special recognition was Grove High School, and its
well as the board of edugation

Elk Grove Park District and superintendent.

'
James Hollensteiner, 117 S.

Albert, Mount Prospect, has
been appointed to the campaign staff of Alan Johnston,

a candidate for the 13th

District congressional race.
Hollensteiner is a staff vice
president for United States
Savings and Loan League.

site on Algonquin and

pus

Roselle Rds., Palatine.

By Barbara Vidmar

Ranger Albert Berney said
the rangers had been watching
the spot and some of the same

Forest Preserve Rangers,

the assistance of the
Cook County Sheriff's Police
swooped down on what was
described as a marijuana party
with

On Sunday, he said they were
waiting and ready. When they
stopped the suspects they call-

Preserve, Dundee and Quentin Rds., Sunday. Two youths
were caught and three others

for assistance from the

ed

County Sheriff's Department.

escaped into the woods.

The Rangers and Police

searched the woods with no

The two arrested were iden-

tified as Guy T. Davis, 20,

success.

About 14 grams of mariHeights and Lee M. Brown, juana were found by police in

530 S. Dunton, Arlington

18, 1016 W. Euclid, Arl- two autos at the scene. An un-

determined quantity of

ington Heights. Davis was

hashish (- a narcotic drug) was

with possession of

charged

marijuana. He had two also found in the cars. One

cigarettes on his person, ac- car was owned by Davis, the

cording to Sheriff's Sgt. other was owned by Joe

George Finch. Brown was Diaferia, 18, 1702 Bonita,
Mount Prospect.

charged with disorderly con -

Obituaries

#
Herman Ruppert

Betty Loibl

this

the district.

"INDEED, I have fotInd

gathering support for my candidacy in Evanston, Schaumburg,

Diaferia was arrested and

charged with possession of
marijuana Sunday after he ,

Palatine police notified the

County who sent a car for
him. Ranger

Lewis Kortas

identified Diaferia as one of
the youths who escaped Police
at Deer Grove earlier.

The three are scheduled to
appear in Niles Felony Court,
7100 Touhy Ave., at II a.m.,
Aug. 27 on the charges.

The decision on whether to
Sunset

Rd.

between

extend
William and Louis was turned

their neighborhood because
Wednesday at St. Joseph the Funeral Home. Burial will be of
Worker Church. Burial will be in Memory Gardens repairs on Golf Rd. blocked

died Saturday at Northwest

Survivors include two

Cub Scouts and their
St.'Raymond's Parish,
parents of Pack 55, from the

The Webelos of Pack 55 Chinnock & Doughty, Inc.;
gathered at the Central and
J. Kaplan, president,
North Western train station in will hold their father and son Henry
Henry K. Jewlers; John
Mount Prospect Saturday, for camp outing on Aug. 9, under Huarisa, president, Standard
a trip to Chicago and a boat the direction of Chester Kollman Industries; William
Pestrak.
ride on Lake Michigan.
Plans are under way for a McCanless, president, Bank of
More than 60 Cubs and
drive to rccuit new Cubs on North Evanston; Charles
their families participated.

Covina, California and

which Pack 55 will

and his assistant, Wes Pin-

chot, are planning a tour of participate.

the main entrance.

school board granted the
village a right-of-way for a

road, but only on a temporary basis.
The board could revoke the
right-of-way if it ever became
necessary to build a school on
the property or if the property
were sold.
"THAT AREA SERVES as

kind of a playground now,"
Furst said.

American Car Corporation;

to attend Aug. 27 to see

A

:

will

RELOCATING?

T.)

GOLDEN THIMBLE
Fabric Shoppe

EXPERT ADVICE UNUSUAL TRIMS
GREAT FABRICS IMPORT BUTTONS

Corner of WOLF & CAMP MCDONALD RDS.
WHEELING, ILL.

PH: 537-7212

Open Daily 9:30 to 5:30
Mon., Thurs., & Fri. til 8:30.

7

420 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

We're Proud To
Announce The Addition

To Our Staff ...

CHRISTINA

439-8070

PLAY

TT

ever need to build a

determined by the future

LL

along Golf Rd., Furst said.

FIRST: We list your home with Arlington

Realty and find buyers that will
please you.

THEN: We'll find you a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding
major cities of the U. S. or Canada

no charge whatsoever
through our membership in
at

.

.

.

OME7qpi

(FULLY INSTALLED)

V

W Branch

be next!

Interest. Or payments as low

ryt

B

You could

$19000

REMNANT SALE

OUR 2ND LOCATION

$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

!Take 3 months to pay, no

THE MONTH

/

220 N. Dunton St.
Arlington Heights, III.

Caner of llusse & Central, Arlington Hts.

Furst said.

SAVE NOW

E

Norge Colonial Village

school on the property will be

2

965-8500i

Professional Cleaning
Shin Service
Draperies Cleaned, Pressed,
Self -Service Cleaning

1713E Control Road (Convenient Shopping Center)

school may not be needed,

AIR CONDITIONING

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.5915
W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

You'll enjoy the
friendly atmosphere
and one stop cleaning.

Whether the school district

SALE

PHONE

OFFER GOOD THRU JULY

'Peautiful lEabla pair Anstlions

district. So, if it is developed
with apartments a new school
would have to be provided to
accommodate the children. If
it is developed industrially, a

if'

Even though that land is in
Des Plaines, it is in the school

NORTH AMERICAN

with $5.00 incoming
coin -op or professional
cleaning order.

they are interested in developing the property for recreation.

Saints Cemetery.

as 3/3 pot month. All work
fully guaranteed for I year.

One Pillow Cleaned
Renovate & Thoroughly
clean your feather or
down pillow and have
clean, new ticking)

"A Professional Stylist"

He will invite Mount

repairs ceased, so did the

AFTER THE GOLF RD.

WILLIAM SPENCER,
former chairman, North

Prospect Park Board members

Amelita Hetlinger of Prospect street.
Heights; 6 grandchildren and
The property accross which
I great-grandchild.
the proposed paved road

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM DIRTY PILLOWS?
SPECIAL OFFER $1.79

Sept. 30, the council -wide Deering McCormick, director,
Scoutmaster Dan Brucki "School night for Scouting, in Miami Corporation;

Church. Burial will be in All

daughters. Norma Pappas of

cilman, has added a number
of members to the campaign

committee formed to back his
candidacy last month.
They include John Nichols,
United Air Lines Aug. 27, former senior vice president,
Continental
Illinois National
which would complete the
summer program for Pack 55. Bank; Ronald J. Chinnock,

development of the land just
east of Mount Prospect Rd.,

Services will be at noon
Tuesday at St. Alphonsus'

Community Hospital.

Pack 55 Cubs, Parents
Take Train, Boat Trip

would pass bleongs to School
District 57. Furst said the

By Ted Lacey

Mass will be at 10 a.m. Lauterburg and Oehler

Gerbina F ioretti

Northwestern University 'and
a former Chicago city coun-

Extension of Sunset Roa
Up to Mt. Prospect Unit

I

Gerbina Fioretti, 81, 22
Oakwood, Prospect Heights,

legal counsel for

on Lake Michigan last Saturday. (Photo by LeRoy Meyers)

evening at Lauterburg of Sunset last September. The

Cemetery.

Elk Grove and New

Parents and Cub Scouts of Pack 55 from St. Raymond's parish gathered at the Central Trier townships," Weber said.
and North Western train station in Mount Prospect for a trip downtown and a boat ride The Evanstonian, who is

road came at the
p.m. Tuesday at Lauterburg and Oehler Funeral Home in temporary
Golfhurst suband Oehler Funeral Home in Arlington Heights. Services request of
residents who had
Arlington Heights. Funeral will be at p.m. Tuesday at division
difficulty getting into and out
in St. Mary's Cemetery.

and, David Hutcinson, senior
partner in the accounting firm
of Murphy, Lanier & Quinn.

held in the western section of

over to the public health and
Herman Ruppert, 67, 408 safety committee by the
Betty Loibil, 60, 211
Willow. Prospect Heights, N. Russel, Mount Prospect, village board.
The committee will take up
died Sunday at Holy Family died Saturday at Americana
the matter in a study session
Nursing Home.
Hospital.
Survivors include a scheduled for Aug. 27, comSurvivors include her husband John; a brother James duaghter, LaVeme Schrieber mittee Chairman Donald
Evans; a sister Margaret of Mount Prospect; a son, Furst said after last week's
Evans, all of Florida. a Charles of Mount Prospect; a meeting was canceled.
brother, Thomas Evans, and sister Emma Kaiser of Man. A temporary gravel road
was laid across a field cona sister Sally Kennedy of teno, and 6 grandchildren.
Florida.
Visitation will be after 7 necting the two severed ends

will be after 4

has been campaigning

Robert V. Harrison, executive
vice president, Walton -March,

township candidate nights

E.

Visitation

of Fisher, Hassen & Fisher;

has taken part in two

walked into the Palatine
boys for sometime, but had Police Department and
never been able to catch them. reported his car stolen.

Deer Grove Forest

in the

president, Carol Buick;

eastern section of the 13th
Congressional
District and

t

Marijuana Raid Nabs 3
duct.

Hamen's Interior Cleaner's;

Insurance Co.; Joseph Levy,

luncheon meetings in the

munity service programs,"

During the past two years,
Harper College held classes
temporarily at Forest View
and Elk Grove high schools.
This fall, classes will begin
Sept. 15 in the college's six
newly constructed permanent
buildings at the 218 acre cam-

Corporation;
Louis A. Russell, president,

dorse another candidate.

creasing. During the last week
he has held both breakfast and

each agency for "significant
contributions made to the initial and continuing efforts in
higher education and com-

Joins Staff

E. E. Beisel, president,

Pepsi -Cola General Bottlers,
Inc.; Seymour Levy, presi-

tempo of his campaign is in-

The Harper administrators
Jack ,Claes, park district
supervisor, for providing and board members honored
school hours.

Insurance Company of Richard J. Trenkman, presiAmerica;
de n t, General Finance

aggressively since entering the
race in mid -June and that the

and Edward Gilbert, district

parking at Lions Park during

dent, Mid -State Life board, Orrington Hotel;

Joseph Fisher, of the law firm

Weber pointed out that he

principal, Robert Haskell, as

given to Elk Grove Village, its
residents, police department
and other village officials; the

Lake Shore National Bank;
Frank J. Csar, retired presi-

dent,Life of America

claimed that Weber would
retire from the race and en-

its principal,

High School.

Daggett Harvey, chairman of

board, Fred Harvey
G. Preston Kendal,
of the Northwestern the
Corporation; John E. Kenny, chairman of the board,
University staff who is cam- president, Kenny Washington National
ng for the 13th Construction Co.; Joseph R. Insurance Co.; Harold A.
paigCon

thanked a village, a park the Cross, Arlington Heights;

program underway during the
past two years.

By Richard Crabb
Alban Weber of Evanston,

Custom -Made

DRAPERIES

20% OFF

THE HOMEFINOING

SERVICE OF AMERICA

CALL

392-8100

CARPETING

FROM $3.99

Arlington Realty

That's the name
of the game.
And the idea is free
money.
Any takers?
Mrs. Brooker won $4263
Mr Robert Smith won $1313
Mrs. Swinehart won $2677
Mrs. Brower won $1790
Mrs. Helen Zarem won $1708
Mrs. John Walsh won $1138
and many other big winners

Call for FREE

Estimate -

At no obligation

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

in Palatine

NORTH

Model
inftithies

in Arlington Hts. in Mount Prospect

1707 Rand Rd.

LOOK FOR US IN THE

Palatine, Ill.

359-6630

WHY NOT YOU?

in Arlington Hts.

SOUTH

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICA, NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

HOME BUYERS GUIDE
Appearing Every Week In

DAY PUBLICATIONS

DETAILS ON

WMAQ
Radio 670
1'13

*Void where prohibited.

ve-

Ring around a posy on

tng's Coming Up Daisies

sunny summer day...brings back

memories of summers past.

Harbingers of summer days of youth, wide eyed, expectant,
gaily trekking to gather up an armload of daisies...,,.

Or one to tell a secret....he loves me, he loves me not....

...

.P.F0t

'1

Photos by
Dolores -Haugh ----

Page 3

PROSPECT DAY

A bouquet for grandma

Brimming over with flOwers; crowned and decorated with
them as well, is this hatful of living daisies, stunning summer
floral display created by Haberkamp's Flowers in Mount Prospect. The design was conceived and executed by Donald Leow,
each daisy individually and painstakingly attached to a styro-

Monday, July 28, 1969
Dolores Haugh - Woman's Editor
00Q.fi9U49ULLILK99.2.1.0tLiU1.9-2111.111121i W 1.11..92

foam base.

Daisy Fashions:
The Fresh Bloom
Of Youth
-

4

less summer formal in a soft shade of apricot enhanced with.'
brocade ribbon. Dixie made her formal following Vogue pattern
1870.
s

Lazy -daisy summer days appeal to Barb. Jenkins,- daughter of Mr. and Mrs'. Peter Jenkins of
Mount Prospect, who gets along swimmingly in her lined two-piece bathing suit of pink -flowered
pique. Barb made her own suit following Vogue pattern 7073. (Fashion photos by Eleanor Rives)

5

N

A daisy of a dress is this cool summer number made and modeled by Kathy Ritzer from Simplicity pattern 7472.1n airy dotted
Swiss, its patterns of white daisies with yellow centers liberally

Daisy, Daisy,' give me your answer true. Dixie Whiting,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert E Price Sr. of Mount Prospect,
plucks daisy petals while looking very glamorous in her sleeve.

ow

'

sprinkled on a pink background is- set off by a yellow ribbol.
Kathy is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ritter of Mount
Prospect.

7

Day Light

What Size Shoes?

By Joseph Stubenrauch

With a deadline of July 16
for the public to submitiwrit-

The canipaign trails of the
candidates seeking to fill the

ten comments on a proposed
revision of Section 4.1 I of the
FTC Rules, few persons both-

seat vacated by Donald Rumsfeld as 13th District congressman are weaving a criss-cross
pattern in our northwest sub-

ered to take pen in hand.

Here and there, there is a

The proposal aims to provide the public, meaning you
and me, with a simplified way

gap, as when Brian Duff with-

of getting at FTC records. This

drew recently from the running. As of this writing, no
candidate has won endorsement by their party in Pala
tine, Schaumburg and Elk

will allow a revision to conform to the FTC policy of fa-

urbs.

Grove townships. If there is a
pattern emerging from the interweaving lines of travel and
personal appearance by respective candidates, it is not a
clear one.

WHILE THIS contest is going on among the various office -seekers,

an

interesting

little smidgeon of a proposal
made by the Federal Trade
Commission caught our eye.

move impediments to the public's access to ;information on

government, you can see an
actual' result of the long,
tedious fight by former Con-

pected on the next day's sched-

gressman Donald Rumsfeld to
get passed the so-called "Free-

Before the 13th District representative, if he is to meet his
obligations, there hangs a map,
invisible -to the rest of -us, but
outlining his area of responsi-

dom of Information" bill
(S. 1160) by the 89th Congress.

It was three years ago, July
1966, when Rumsfeld
hailed the passage of this bill
by the House of Representatives as a "history -making step
20,

voring maximum disclosure to
us of information in the Com- closer to the goal of a more
mission files.
fully informed citizenry." Except in certain sensitive areas,
No longer need you request this federal Public Records.
data by showing "good cause" law is a "valuable tool in guaror going under oath first (for- anteeing citizens" proper inmerly- a must). Just describe formation.
material wanted, set forth your
interest in it, and state the purNow, if you've ever glanced
pose to which material will be over the roster of claims and
put.
counter -claims that the FTC

THIS MAY seem small potatoes. But in this move to re -

"homework" and plans for 1966, when Rumsfeld was
what extra jobs can be ex- asked what the job meant.

must stew over, believe me,
you will find not much in there
to make you turn the pages

"I'd like 'to take you out for dinner and a show, but I think
it's our patriotic duty to stay home and fight inflation!"

Q-Ms daughter, 15, has not
begun to menstruate. Is this
abnormal? Should anything be
done?

Abe Pro5pect map

-

is good for his constituents as
well as for their fellow -citizens
in the rest of the state and the
nation.

As the various candidates
line up to make their bids for
the 13th District post, we offer
reported to WilSOME RECENT inquiries the remarks
Setover back in May,
by the FTC involved the po- liam
tential hazards of paraffin filled hair -curling rollers, the

daughter has not started to men-

struate by the time, she is 17,
she should be examined for
evidence of a glandular defi-

Monday, July 28, 1969

ciency.

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

John E. Stanton. Editor and Publisher

Q-My daughter,

15,

has

had severe cramps and nausea

William J. Kiedaisch

with her periods for the last

Managing Editor

three years. The doctor gave
her some pills to take but these
have not helped. What do you
.advise?,

The Dav is published daily. Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Motini PixisPecf. lif. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, III. 60016

A-Menstrual disc

fort br

dysmenorrhea is very com-

Girls who are athletically inclined and those who hayt1
been taught to look upon men-

struation as a normal physiological :process rather than a

"curse" seem to have less of

Main Street

this sort of trouble than the
others. In any case, the discomfort will gradually decrease over the years.

Half -Year Leave

Q-Our son, 17, recently
had a partial collapse of his left

Lil Floros
They plan to spend six
weeks

through Europe. He had been
a principal at Busse School for
three years, at Lincoln for 10
years and at his request a
teacher of sixth grade at Busse

leaders in Oslo who have
agreed to assist him there.

last year.

He and his wife and four
youngsters will leave on the
Queen Elizabeth II from New
York City on Sept. I I. They
will dock at Southampton,
England. and will spend two or
three weeks touring England,
Wales and Scotland.

THROUGHOUT THE trip
he expects to take slides and
use cassettes (tapes) for narration. He expects to hit the areas

in his travels that are included
in the sixth -grade social studies program. He will share this
material with other sixth grade social studies teachers.

"Emphasis will be placed
on the gathering of written and
pictorial information which

will he helpful to me in the

classroom," said Caruso.
After Scotland, they will
leave for the Continent to tour
France, Belgium, Luxemburg,

Netherlands, Germany, Denmark and Sweden,

in the, Scandinavian
countries. Caruso has contacted educators and civic

"They start teaching reading at age seven there, and

don't begin until youngsters
have all of the skills necessary,"

Caruso

said.

"They

seem to have fewer reading
problems later, and I hope to
learn why."

THEY WILL then visit
Austria and Switzerland. Next
is Italy. They have rented a villa on Gibraltar in the Mediterranean, where they will rest for
a week.

Next they visit Greece, then
and Portugal.

The Carusos will be taking
their Volkswagen bus along
with a carrier on top. Caruso
and his wife, an ex -teacher,
will tutor their children all
along the way.

THEY WILL BE

using
lodging

for
whenever possible. They ex:
youth

hostels

pect to return on Jan. 15.
The Caruso family has say.
.

.

1

leave the FTC investigators to
make the proper findings.

.acnovies and sardines. Alcoholic beverages, especially
beer, should also be avoided.

Rumsfeld when he represented

the GOP primary Oct. 7 and
the general election Nov. 25.
We'll be making a tougher decision than a change in footwear.

ANOTHER WORD

the 13th District in the House:
take just one or two at random.

ment (preferably half -

See our complete collection of
elegant Hallmark Stationery that
"says so much about you before
you write a word." Smartly
gift -boxed for gifts to go.

20 S. Dunton Ct.
Arlington Heights
L 9.1450 Phone

study of legislation, attendance at House sessions, visits
to areas presenting local problems it's a daily grind that does

not end at dusk. It demands

any permanent cure?

A-Chronic ringwomi is often hard to cure. If it is very

eat the

troublesome, griseofulvin taken by mouth daily for several
months gives the best chance
for a cure. This drug should be
taken only under medical supervision.
Q-What Is a yeast infection?
Can it be cured?

lung while playing football.

A There are many yeast or
fungus infections. Some, such

After recovery, the docter said
he could play football again. A
few months later, the collapse

and some the lungs, intestines
and other organs. Before any

-ww-Per

as ringworm, affect the skin

ver

'111011I

Have

fun

He feels that the enrichment

will benefit him and his students. "It will benefit us all,"
he said.

WORST JOKE of the Day:

"We're very proud at our
house," said the boy to his
teacher. "Our family repreGreat

Britain. My father's

English, my mother's Irish,
the nurse is Scotch, and the
baby wails."

Heights Firm
Low. Bidder
Lear -Siegler

Inc., a

Bur-

cause a blowout, accompanied

by a partial collapse of the
lung, The victim should avoid

Or at least comfort. And
no worries.

the strains that precipitate a
collapse but, if he has three

looking for when you

spontaneous attacks, an operation to remove the weak spot
is advisable.

retire. But - to find it,

you'll need dollars-

Q-What is a greenstick
fracture? What treatment is

No problem if you rate
a pendion. BUt suppose
you're self-employed?

best?

A-This is an incomplete
break that is split along only
one side of a long bone --like
trying to break a sapling over
your knee. It is seen only in
children. The only treatment
required is rest --no weight
bearing if a leg and and a sling

if an arm is involved-for tour

roughs Division, in Arlington or five weeks.

Q - I am a man, 33, and
Heights, offered the lowest
bid, $54,483, for 700 steel not overweight. My doctor

COMPOUNDED
QUARTERLY

That's what you'll be

more than Social Security will provide.

Still no problem-just
take advantage of re-

wit

r

a

cent changes in income
tax rules. They give you
a deduction of 10%-up

to $2500 a year-of
earned income invested

in an approved retire.
ment plan.
I
have several such
plans. When can I explain them to you?

library bookshelfs to the says I have gout. Isn't this a

'University of Illinois at

disease of older persons who
eat excessively rich food and
drink a lot of alcohol?
The University's Board of
A - In most cases gout, like
Trustees has approved the diabetes, is an inborn error of
purchase of the bookshelfs at metabolism with heredity an
that bid. It was the lowest bid important factor. Women
of four firms entering bids for rarely get it before the onset
the order.
of the 'menopause but in men
The units, which are for an- it usually starts in the early
ticipated requirements for new 30s. Foods rich in purines will
buildings under construction cause gout only in a person
Urbana -Champaign.

HIDEAWORD
TENGSIV
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
21 good, 26 excellent.
Answer on Comic Page

...

We think of other moves by

For instance, his sponsorship
of a New Voter Committee of
non-partisan college students
ease may also be aggravated, to Inform persons between 21
by heroic efforts at weight and 24 on voting by absentee
ballot. Or the quiz he sent out
reduction.
Q-What would cause itching regularly to provide him with
blisters on the bottom of my guidelines on what local subfeet? what is the best treat- urban voters thought, on major and minor issues leading to
ment?
A- The most likely cause is better representation.
sortie form of ringworm or athThe routine of a congresslete's foot. There are several
man's life is taken up with
effective remedies, including
briefings, speeches, meetings.
undecylenic acid, tolnaftate,
triaietin and Whitfield oint- interviews, press.conferences.

treatment can be prescribed
recurred. The docter said
ed ana planned for this trip for was due to overwork and Ott; the type of infection must be
identified.
the next time it would be necmany years.
Caruso said, "The educa- essary to operate. Our son has
tional tour of Europe has a chest pains whenever he overgreat significance to me in that exerts. Shouldn't he be reit will afford me an opportun- stricted in his work and play?
A-In some persons the .
ity to update my background
knowledge of the political, walls of the small air sacs near
economic and social change the outer surface of the lungs
that has taken place on the are weak and a fit of coughing,
sneezing or straining may
Continent."

sents the United Kingdom of

back to Italy and on to Spain

LET WHOEVER plans to
step into them make a careful
assessment of how well he will
fit into them.
And let us weigh our vote in

Most of us are happy to

liver, kidney, meat extracts,
bouillon, consomme, oysters,

strength).
mon. In most cases aspirin is
helpful. Edrisal, a prescription
Q-I have had a ringworm in,drug, is .a, little stronger and, fection for many .years: It is
may be neeaed in some cases. fairly well -controlled., Is there

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate, $17.00 a year; 59.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

Stephen L. Caruso will be
taking a half -year sabbatical
leave in the fall and will travel

assured stride of leadership.

until they are 16. This in no tobacco in any form should
way affects their ability to°' ,be avoided. Although obesity
have children later. If your predisposes to gout, the dis-

"Honor the ( riginal dream by always jealously keeping
eedam and intellectual integrity."
the page
-- Marshall Field III
Page 4

A-There is a wide variation

There's a pair of shoes to be

filled, with many capable and
responsible persons in the
competition to use them in the

BEFORE YOU WRITE

product misrepresentation of such items as
furs, tools, and so on.

cards,

in the age at which girls start to' There are no other dietary
menstruate. Many do not start 'restrictions but the use of

amazed at what you accomplish." The Founding Fathers,
he pointed out, "realty staked

tally at least, as he studies what

mailing of unsolicited credit

W. G. BR ANDSTADT, M.D.

more than you realize. You are

LONG AFTER the crisscross of campaign trails is behind him, the duly elected 13th
District congressman is counted on to traverse every nook
and cranny of this area, men-

ends.

Wide Age Variation
In Menstruation Start

more of yourself, you niust
stretch. You are capable of

bility, 'including these town- everything on the involvement
s h i p s: Schaumburg, Elk of the people in government.
Grove, Niles, Palatine, Wheel- We need individuals to give
ing, Northfield, New Trier, something of their lives. If we
and Evanston.
do it, there is no problem we
can't handle."

feverishly to see how the story

DOCTOR SAYS

As a congressman, Rumsfeld said, "You must demand'

ule.

and stock in the university's who is born with this metaoffice supply storeroom, are to bolic defect. An exception is
be delivered as required by the that it may be cat ed by takuniversity from October of ing large amounts. of pyra1969 through June of 1970. zinamide for tuberculosis
The University of Illinois also or chlorothiazide for waterhas option to purchase a like logging in the tissues.
' quantity for the period from
In the treatment for gburi, it
July of 1970 through June of is wise to avoid such purine1911.
rich foods as sweetbreads,

Your

Country

Companies.
Apron

Mount Prospect State Bank

'Busse and Emerson. Mount Prospect, III OLearbrook 9-4000
..

JIM DRAKE
201'N. Dunton'
Arlington Heights, Ill.
PHONE, 253 6441

LOUSY HOURS 3:30 rim to 2:00 pm daily thru
Saturday. *seem Wed. t Friday evenings. 5:30 until (I.
ORIVE.UP HOURS II:30 ant to 4:00 POI daily
Friday 0:30 am to MOO pm Sat. 4:30 ant to 200 pm
WALK.UP HOURS 2:00 pm lo 4:00 ten hlondeY.
Tuesday & Thuredey 11:30 to 4:00 pm Wednesday.
2:00 to 5:30 pm Irldey Closed Saturdoy

TRF DAY
Monday, July 28, 1969

`The Major 'League MilOr.
Ever watch a kid selling peanuts at the ball park? Try to get

his attention! Not if the count
is three and two and the bases

are loaded. Look at his face!
You know what he is dreaming? He's in there pitching!
He's in the last game of the
series! Everyone's eyes are on

him! This will be the big one!
After today, his name will live
forever!

Did

I

hear you say, "It

could never happen."?
Well ... hold on to

your

"rain check"! It did happen!
like to tell you how it came
about.

IT IS JULY 5, 1936. The
stands at the Cleveland ball

me try out!" So far, he hasn't
been interested. Lots of kids
ask him for "just one chance!"
As always he brushes the kid

aside. The lad is sad, but he
goes back to work.
When that day's

game

starts, the boy is back in the
stands. He is kept busy selling

pop. Ten cents. There you
are... Thank you, Sir! ... Ice
cold pop! ... Hot roasted peanuts! Who wants. ice cold pop?
Ten cents... Only a dime!"

The big high school junior
has to fight his way. The crowd

is on its feet. But once in a

game is to be played that afternoon. He must help get ready

work out for you today. I'll

show

Mr.

burns over the plate. Strike

spreads over the

two! The batter stands dazed.
On the next pitch ... the call is,

you!

Please,

O'Neill."

A grin

for a eliatice to play. "Please.

"You're out!"

manager's face. He puts out
his hand ... and pats the boy on

boy walks off the field,

,

Congress was urged by the
Mortgage Bankers Association of America (MBA) today
to appropriate enough money

to develop a meaningful rent
supplement program, and was
told that proposed tax revisions curtailing use of accelerated ' depreciation would

cripple the National Housing
Partnership.
do testimony

before

the

Housing Subcommittee of the
House Banking and Currency
Committee, Dr. Oliver H.
Jones, MBA's executive vice
president,

also

urged

that

The boy's heart leaps! Of
course, it's just an extra game
... not an important one. But so
what? He'll wear a big league
uniform! It may be the only
time. But, for one day, he'll be
in a real 'pro' bull game! He'll

the game 4 to I!
He will sell no more peanuts
and pop. Cleveland signs him

HE SAID THAT after repeated urgings by this as well
as the previous administration,
Congress has failed to appropriate the funds necessary to

develop the rent supplement
and interest supplement programs now on the books.

The

StatecFarm

eNatclunaker
canjuldyou
a perfect
match
forlife.,

the starting pitcher for the Indians.

ters in one game! The game
was with the St. Louis Browns
.'.. He missed the league strike-

country do wonderful things
like this happen. Where else

could a boy selling peanuts and
. pop have the chance to try out
for, and make, the big leagues?
One day this boy was selling
the October I expiration of the peanuts! The next day he was a
present authority. Unless Con- sports hero! He became the

idol of millions of fans. At 17,
the Secretary's authority, the he was one of the youngest
maximum FHA and VA inter- players ever to play baseball.
Remember? I said it could
est rate ceiling will revert to six

happen! This is the story of the
beginning of the great baseball

Last Month

OVER 45

SOCIAL CLUB FUNCTIONS
WEDDING PARTIES 8

\

RECEPTIONS
ROMMIP-

ZIOVA6
Elk Grove

11111I1

Contact Ken Dawson
Assistant Innkeeper

1000 Busse Elk Grove Village, Ill.

956-1170

HAVE YOU TRIED

C-46

AND SERVICES!
!

BEEMACI( WORLD

Retied CA

TRAVEL

Atti Gallgy

Complala Reservation
Service at No Cost to Youl

Phone:

253-4130
'3427 larchoff Rood

simple. You tell us a little

absout ypurself, your
family, your goals. We
give this information to
our computer and in a
matter of seconds out

Dear Lee Janson,

ALL ALONE AT THE PHONE
Dear Lee Janson,

I'm home from college for the summer. Before I left school,
my boy friend said he would call the first week I was home. I
haven't heard from him. How do I get our torrid school romance
back on track?
You must be a freshman. Sophomores know better.

Thum.1DIR FA. 55.4 Sat. itml Rol. MIS FAL

Quinones Perfecto

450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course

2 5-1 to()
NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT

PLAN COMMISSION

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

the 15th day of August, 1969 at the

Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Ddytt Kennedy or Tri-State
to Northwest Toilway
to Route 53 (North).
information WE 9-2500

.hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be a
public hearing 'at the Village Hall,
112

E.

Northwest

Highway,

con-

cerning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the. Village of
Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO. 69-29P

Petition by Butch McGuire's, Inc.
Family) to 13-4 (Business -Retail and
Service) at 300 East Rand Road,
legally described as:
"A" -The East 70.0 feet of that part
of the Northwest 1/4 of the Northeast

The Good Life.
It sounds like Pat Sheridan,
happily helping
harrassed
housewives.

V4 of Section 34, Township 42 North,

Range 11 East of the 3rd. Principal
Meridian, lying Northeast of Rand
Road, except the North 500.0 feet
thereof, in Cook County, Illinois.

"B" -That part lying North of Rand
Road of the West 66.0 feet (except

the North 660 feet thereof) of the
Northeast 1/4 of the Northeast 1/4 of
Section

34,

Township

42

North,

Range 11 East of the 3rd. Principal
Meridian.
"C" -The West 66.0 feet of the
South 160.0 feet of the North 660
feet of the Northeast V4 of the North-

east V4 of Section 34, Township 42
North, Range 11 East of the 3rd.
Principal Meridian.
"D" -The West 66.0 feet of the
North 500 feet of the Northeast Vs of
Northeast 1/4 of Section 34,
Township 42 North, Range 11 East of
the

the 3rd. Principal Meridian, in Cook

SAYS DOPE OK

County, Illinois.

Dear Lee Janson,

You're always harping about the evils of dope. I've read that
several emt.nent authorities say that no harm can come from

smoking marijuana. They've even changed the law -to alio*
shorter sentences for people caught with marijuana in their possession. What do you have to say to all that evidence?
Sharpshooter
I can also find a doctor who says cigarette smoking won't hurt
me, but I know better. I know of no good that dope can accent- pl6h, but the letters I receive tell me of tragedies that can happen.
Nothing has changed my belief that teen-agers don't need dope.

Send your questions to Lee Janson, clo Day Publications,
117 S: Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

LET A REALTOR

All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard. Dated at
Mount Prospect, Illinois, this 28th day
A
of July, 1909.

1 OAM-2PM
WEEK DAYS

MALCOLM G. YOUNG, Chairman
Mount Prospect Plan Commission

WMAQ El RADIO 670

Published in

THE GOOD LIFE

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Monday, July 28, 1969

Picture yourself

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY
CAN GROW INTO,
NOT OUT OF!
house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...
see Kemmerly!

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

102 N. Cook Street
""'
Barrington,

PH: 255-4434

728 E. Northwest Hwy.
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

SORRY NO CATS 05 00051

In Hoffv?tan-Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

1612 W. NOtthwost Hwy.
Arlington Holghts, III.

In Prospect Heights

HOMEOWNERS POLICY

"Call Dahl!"

Norfawast Hwy.

J'EWELERS'

lolling Meadow., III.

PH: 253-4690 2554535'
'Corner of Damon & Campbell
Downtown Arlington Heights

,,,,, MOM

MYRA

13 S. Wolf Rd.

'

358-5560
253-2460
956-1500

Ariens Fairway riding mower. Enjoy

chine so great it has no equal. From
the moment you start the rugged 'engine you'll know what performance packed -power really is. Stop in today

and learn more about the exciting
Ariens Fairway. Live a little this summer! Discover the fun of owning art

Ariens Fairway riding mower. It's
from Ariens, which already says a lot

894-1800

about its quality and performance.

IT'S A CUT ABOVE'THE REST.

299-0082

CHECK THESE FEATURES:
V 4 speeds forward plus reverse
Flex -N -Float mowing
V Sifigle lever cutting height adjustment

it hasty discharge chute
Padded bucket seat and back
V Turf saver tires

co.

4HP,SHP ar6 HP anginas

NOW

Charles
Sales & Service

.

REGULAR $299.95

$23995
CHECK ours

"THE FAMILY'S DEALER"

MELVIN A. 'DAHL
1427 lOrelmff Rd.

"Giving Expert Personal
Service Since 1947!"

riding mower comfort with a ma-

In Arlington Heights

PH: 394-3083

212 R.

THE NORTHWEST AREA

PETS

Bird & Smell Animal IleardIngl

Arlington Heights, Ill.

IT'S HERE NOW:..the pace setting

In Palatine

"Your Pet -Will Find
a Friend in Usl"

owning a,

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING

ARK
AND FINEST FRAMING
SERVICE IN THil AREAI
Evergreen Shopping Center

REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9

PH: 381-4751

insurance program that

Nome Oe4y:111.0.1nos,

companies

Mop wad-ail Wadies elleidatelf .11,modltkoned

to rezone property from R -X (Single -

LUV, LUV

SCULPTURES
9 FRAMES ti FRAMING

COMPLETE ART GALLERY

STATE FARM
LIR UGURANCR COMPANY

It always bugs me when parents manage to get in this kind of a
box. No one can win. Parents need to establish policy away from
prying ears of the kids. Oh, yes, about going steady --since you
asked, I think you are making a mistake.

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
ORIGINAL GRAPHICS

comes a State Farm Life

H1r:

throughout the United States,
as well as worldwide affiliated

THES E FINE STORES

service is free. And so

CL 3.5671

strapping business and has
plants, offices and warehouses

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

,--(3.
1

State Farm Matchmaker

you can live with. For a
perfect match, see your
State Farm agent.

Gerrard & Co , 400

A Realtor knows what you are looking for in a

1

Relyng Meadows: 110,

matches your needs. One

:

BUSINESS And PROFESSIONAL

eering. He served in World
War II as an Army Air Force'

AleFFsmdm 1.1m.

for legal Itilserti.-iiip

gress acts before then to extend

per cent.

Ross attended Northwest-

ern University, where he
majored in electrical engin-

AJ

E Touhy, is a specialist in the

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!

NOTICES

TO YOU

age of 17, he struck out 15 bat-

sales.

radar technician

manufac-

LE(T,A L

Lonesome

THAT SUMMER, at the

market has already deterred
the submission of loan applications. He referred to home
loans on which commitments
could not be obtained prior to

ing, Act) to make this home

any 235 housing built "Withih
the present $15,000 limits,
"will soon deteriorate into another slum."

later, on August 23, 1936, he is

gage interest rates to meet the

agency can now insure under
subsidized housing programs
(section 235 of the 1968 Hous-

ban areas where costs arc high,

to a contract. Then, a month

production, engineering and

and promotional activities.

passed four Men ... and won

ant
Jones also pointed out that biff recordby otilSt offe
"...and so the story goes..."
the threat of congressional
failure to extend the HUD Sec- of a typical American schoolretary's authority to set mort- boy's rise to fame.,Gnly in our

FHA be authorized to raise
the dollar loan limits that the

ownership program feasible in
large cities where it is so badly
needed. Jones said that in ur-

the

ctiordinating role between

company's product .marketing

crowd gasps ... The players! ...
I've heard Tots of interpretations of the word Luv. Do you
the fans cheer know what it really means? Does it mean the same as love? It's
the manager!
wildly. He has struck out'eight such a silly word.
Luv
batters! They
of the 11
couldn't find his' fast pitch.
You're right. It means different things to different people. One
And it's no wonder! This boy thing it means is "Let Us Vote," and students all over the counhad one of the fastest pitches try are trying to get the voting age down to 18. That LUV organiever seen in baseball!
zation has branches at colleges arid high schools everywhere, and
In that first game ... he is busy trying to convince legislators to change the laws on votallowed only six hits! He ing. Now, Luv, tell me what Luy means to you.

Urge Rent
Supplement
Appropriation
--a

,

His duties will include a

In his new capacity, Ross
will be responsible for the

LISTENS

AND SO it goes ... for one ...
two ... three innings! When the

the arm. "Well, kid," he says,
"you been after me for a long
time. I'd like to see what you
can do! I'll play a hunch. I'll

his breath, he says, "Some day

team. Once more, the boy begs

ning, engineering,
!iiring and sales.

The boy is to pitch three inPARENTS SPLIT
nings. He winds up for his first
pitch. A fast ball! It's over the Dear Lee Janson,
plate! Strike one!
My boy friend wants me to go steady. My Mom says O.K., and
The batter shakes his head. my Dad says no. They very seldom argue, but they sure are
Did he see the ball? He's not arguing about this. In the meantime, I'm not accepting any other
have a date.
sure. He crouches. He'll be dates. I think it will be wonderful to always know
['body for the next pitch! Here Who do you think will win the argument?
Hoping To Go Steady
is comes! Again ... the ball

"MR. O'NEILL," he says,

It is his one big dream! Under

talks to the manager of the

baseball!

"Let me show you that I can

day's game!"

DAY AFTER DAY he

portant one. At least no one
thought it was. But it turned
out to be a red-letter day for

for it. The stands are empty.
No, wait! Someone else. is in
the stands. It is Steve O'Neill,
the team's manager! What a

toward the players on the field.
How he'd love to be out there!

I will be out there!"

IT'S TRUE, that game
wasn't supposed to be an im-

ball park early. An exhibition

tell you what I'll do! I'm gonna' let you pitch an inning or
two. Yep, you can start in to-

while, he stops. His eyes turn

players!

chance is just 24 hours away!
The next day, he gets to the

play ball. I'm a good pitcher ...
really I am ... Please let me

peanuts

ment engineer. He had held
positions in production plan-

Lee Janson

stand out there with famous

morrow will bring. His big

over the noise.
"Get your

hot

Co., of Des Plaines, has been
appointed marketing manager,
according to W.S. Mignin,
company president.
Ross began his career with
Gerrard in 1948 as a develop-

'

Little does he know what to-

chance! The boy rushes over to
him.

here... Only a dime! Ice cold

Melvin E. Ross,'purchasing
manager for A. J. Gerrard &

peanuts and pop. As always, he
day -dreams of playing ball.

park are full. The crowd yells
wildly. A young peanut vendor
pushes his way through the
crowd. He is shouting. He

must make his voice heard

A.J. Gerrard Promotes Man

A Typically American Boy
Rises to Fame and Fortune
In a Typically American Game,
In a Typically American Way

Sir, give me a chance! Just let

By John A. Hurst

Page 5

ray

110 E Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect
CL 3-2831
South of Randhurst

v

is COMMERCIAL .CREDIT
FINANCE PLANI

OPEN NIGHTS
WED , 8 30 - 6 PM
THURS 8 FRI 8 30 - 9 PM

MON , TUES ,

SAT 8.30. 5 PM

Frye ;)etp

Page 6

NOTSTARTINS MYJOBTILL
THAT CLOWN SETS SACK
It I

2

INTO:26'611Na
THEOFEy ALVIN,

ANP PEAL WITH HIM LATER! IF
IT'S 'THIS WAY WHEN 'OUR
FATHER SETS HOME rLL
HAVE TO LISTEN TO

11*W

rm AFRAID
-ittU P9149- QUITE.
6IDAEP THE
OF
MODERN CRIM-

HIM .7001

_

6:00
News
News
News

41 leo-

TNAT'S AN

JUST SHOW ME HOW TO RUN THIS
THING AND I'LL FINISH HIS PART,

HERE AND FINISHES HIS/

1!#

.

1.1

WE AGREED THAT HE'D CUT
THE GRASS AND 1.1, DO THE
TRIMMING --AND LOOK WHAT
HE LEFT FOR ME/ WELL, I'M

1

Monday, July 28, 1969

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

=-

SHORT RIBS

5
7

HMUMMMOnmmnum,

Hazel

9

The Flintstones
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

mooners

6:30
Gunsmoke

I Dream of

5

Jeannie
7 The Avengers

I Love Lucy
11 TV College
Fiction
26 Today's Racing
9

,

32

The Addams

Family
6:55

26 Market Wrapup

Here's Lucy
Movie
"Something
Wild" Teen-age as satin victim's suicide
attempt is prevented
by a lonely neurotic
who later imprisons
2
5

Y. ,11,4

7:00
Doc
Tucker
Forrest

5

stars in the preview
of a possible series

ROBIN MALONE
TORN f"/ GUILT, KATHY SLIPS INV AIVIANCHOL.IA
KATHY,

9

day, Aug. I)
32 .Movie

Don't Cry" Mickey

Gina
"Alina."
Lollobrigida joins a

Rooney and Judy
Garland aid a British

gang of smugglers as
her husband's reUntil
placement.
9:30 p.m.

sportsman who has

32 Movie

Family Affair

"Billy Liar" Light

comedy about an
.overgrown teen-ager

who "visions" him-

.

self as a hero in his
Until
daydreams.

A one -hour special discussing the
role of the black art-

12:20 a.m.

in the entertainment field. Featured
are the 5th Dimen-

5

Midnight Report

sion.

7

Chicago Show

9

Perry Mason
11 Book Beat
Psychiatrist Rob-

9

12:05
News

ert Coles, author of
"Still Hungry in
America" will discuss his work with

32 News Final

ist

26 Turn

Acevedo

Show

32 Truth or Consequences

7

Dick

12:00

Cavett

Show

8:00

about a doctor whose
patients won't let

2

Mayberry RFD

him retire.

7

The Outcasts

ear

To FOR6ST/
BROODING

6aTY0/1
CARNIVAL

Robert Cromie.
26 Wrestling

-

'

12:20
12:25

Paul Harvey

9

the poor with host

ANYWHERE

Movie
"Thoroughbreds

staked everything on
a horse whose jockey
was disqualified Minutes before post time.
Until 12:05 a.m.

9:00
2 The Harlem Cultural Festival

CARLIN',
YoU'Ve

Bishop

Show

8:30

her in his apartment.
7 Guns of Will
Sonnett
Mike Douglas
9

Joey

7

(Re-

peated at 9:30 Fri-

2

Show

7-04.4.1. Wc7-4".....

0.10,

7:30

previously
shows.

aired

School.
2

WHY MOTHERS SET SRAM

from

11 TV College
American Public

6:25

26 Quiz

segments

standing

The Honey-

32

7:15

GREAT
Cp.E6A52

""(.1.1

presenting out-

"The X Game."

9

lies with Filipino patriots in W.W. II.
Until 12:35 a.m.
5 Tonight Show
'

A second program

With Henry Fonda.

INOLOGY WHERE.^ -

-7

11 Black Journal

26 The Deputy

Comments
12:30

,

Memorandum
9 Biography
Von
"Werner
Braun."
5

9:30

11 Fact of the Matter

32 News

0 Mt b NM lac TM W. US. PO. ON.

12:35
un

c

2
5
7

(July

LEO

24 -Aug.

WIN W Wen+ hr.

...BUT IT STILL

SURELY, YOU JEST,

11 Rainbow Quest

MAKES ME

SIRE: WE ARE

23) --

9

William Tell

7

Reflections

9

Five Minutes to

Live By

10:30

Movie
"American Guerrilla -in the- Philip-

2

Late Report

American officer al-

2

Meditation

2

al iv'

'

ings by taking the long way
around
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 2.3)-

ACME

-Take time to think over your,

interests.

Success from two quarters today

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov. 22)
-Whatever course you have set

2:20

,

I-

CF)1...) 4471`

you agree to shoulder more
burdens You need some time
for yourself
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) --You can follow a friend's advice at the same time that you

pines." Stranded

"Were having hot dogs! The TV dinner has bean can.
coded due to Its low rating with the younger viewers!"

To TRANSPORT,
i.J r:

present responsibilities, before

your own

1:00
Perspectives

1:30

32 Town and Country Music

-Don't allow yourself to take

pursue

7

of the News

MNNNFT?

the line of least resistance. In-crease your possibility of earn<

Louis

26 A Black's View

NERVOUS)

COMPLETELY SAFE)

FOR TUESDAY

2

9 News

BUGS BUNNY

Your
Horoscope

I

Movie
"The Joe
Story."

10:00
News
News
News

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE
HE FAINTED EVERY

1:04.1. BONER WiLIR

CEILING* IN THE

HE*3 HADA
VERY HARD DAY!

DID )12J SEE 7HE

FUNNY WAY
FCP3 READING

Ha -16£1004Y/

HIS FAFE12.7.

for yourself be sure you keep

to This is no time to demonstrate uncertainty of mind.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --The wise Sagittarius

will make every effort not to
follow the crowd at this time.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

These are days when originality pays off
.CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

a

Answer to Previoui Puzzle

Jan. 20) --You can preserve
your image and gain your own.
ends at the same time if you go
about the latter with a smile.

AQUARIUS (Jan 21 -Feb.'

191 --Don't refuse to, try an-

THE BORN LOSER

Summer Vacation

ltV

&OOP ilWEIS:C1
YOU'RE STILL.

other, newer way of doing

JEALOUS OF

things simply because you've
found the present method satMove with the
isfactory

MOMAN
SkI4EERTCREAA,

AREN'T 'PUT

times

00

TIER

M

A R AGE

RA

N
AN
RNE
TOR
s
-E00N
BURS
N UM
1LI

60 Fix in place
S
61 Legal point
RU B E
S -r H
S
- cottage
DOWN
E
E
4 See A "A 0 E R
1 Mature bovine
O
Faithful
A
AMA R
female
S I R IMRE S
R 1 L- L
geyser
2 Mouths
N C H ES
LO S
7 Visit
3 Condescended LEAGUErIE
TH C
Canyon
4 Leave out
ENS S H
12 Its capital is
5 Boat trip on
Portland (ab.) the Great
40 Exact
22 Past
satisfaction for
13 Deface
27 Disencumber
6 Perforates
14 Eagle's nest
41 Liquefied
28 Freudian
7 Group of
15 Take a trip to
42 Sports areas
term.
criminals
- Beach
30 Gieek letter 46 French river
8 Pacific
47 Teleost fish
17 Artless
31 Hawaiian
turmeric
18 Style of table 9 Ascended
49 Fondles
garland
20 Steep in a
34 Maple genus 50 Clear profit
10 Snow (Fr.)
(var.)
liquid
36 Small child
11 Profounder
21 Large number 16 Arthurian
37 Uncle Tom's 52 Nature of
ACROSS
1 Rent a Cape

1

l'ISCES (Feb 20 -March 21)
--Though things may not turn

out precisely as you'd hoped
they would, you can salvage a
great deal of your dream if you

really try
ARIES (March 22 -April 20),
-Avoid
misunderstanding.
Make your directions to others'
explicit This is a.day when you
could easily misinform anoth-

.

CAPTAIN EASY

I

er

TAURUS (April 21 -May 21).
-Keep to your own affairs !o -

day The more you enter into't
niatters concerning others, the
'less will be your own success.

GEMINI (May 22 -June 21)-

-Enjoy the fruits of your own
labor There is no need for you
to share the glory if you were

V CALLED FROM A STOFUS NEAR
HEWN PROM SAID HE Atm 1.01A eon
ARE ETARI1NO A etriO-PAY
MAME
SPLENDID

YOU CAN TAKE TODAY',"
SUS. AND be !SACK LATE

Z FEW. FINAL

TO WA

YOU ALONEVE

OH. RI9..

HAVE A CHORE
FOR YOU IN
PENVER1

1,e.

7

.

35 Loved to
excess
39 Take cruise

"Lc TYf.,.U1M of

ship to -

CAMPUS CLATTER
WHERE ARE MY PEARL
CUFF LINKS?WHAT114

43 Eggs
44 Hail!
THIS COFFEE 15700 WEAK!

'MEWS LINT ON MY COAT!

MUST YOU ALWAYS BURN

WHERE HAVE YOU HIDDEN

MY TOAST? YOU KNOW

MY UMBRELLA? QUICK,
SET MY BRIEF CASE!

I HATE WARM JUICE!

DO ME A FAVOR, DEAR --

EXPEL SOMEONE TODAY!

gest

ties

gist
gent

tine
tinge
inset
ingest.
invest

.

I

0

alloys (var.)
56 Deputy
57 Social insect
58 Taro root
(var.)
59 Cotthsels
(dial.)

24

23

28

27

28

25
30 31

44

48,
62

47

46

45

49

..53

37

38

54

55

43

42

40 41

51

36

35

34

33

material

11

20

19

18

45 Bitter vetch
47 Dutch cheese
48 Jellylike
49 Primped,
51 Unbind
53 Black

vise

gtve

vest

Tr

S0 ART'
HERE,

EH,

(suffix)

friend

knight

24 Compass point 19 Watched
38 River barrier 54 Poem
25 Stage of life
55 Distress call
21 Spring month 39 Spotted cat
26 Calmer
9 10
7
8
8
4 5
29 Warble like a 1 2 3
Swiss
14
13
12
32 Use shovel
33 Pekoe, for
17
.
16
6

example

HAVE YOU DONE
Puns
WITH MY GRAY NECKTIE?

vent
vies

vine
vein

23 Furtive

go;

today Resolve issues.

sine
nest

a

BLAZES

right and wrong and you will
surely make the right choices

sting
stein
sing
singe
site
sent
signet
sign
snit

TN FORST IE SO
INAcca49)(nE NO
LOOr
WWASN'T
oNPNR

-,r

sponsibility
CANCER (June 22 -July 23)-Employ your inborn sense of

VESTING

TVE COMBED
THESE SLOPES
UP TO HERB. EASY.

FOUND!

not allowed to share the re-

Answers to
Hideaword

YOU IN6.9T.

Tomortgow. ru. BP MAY. BUT IRATE

I

50
.

..--

68
,

57

68

80 '

81

rom Tournament byPark Ridge

Arlington Eliminate
to play Palatine for the Ninth

double -elimination tourney,

until Arlington" -pit together

Park Ridge added an pitching for 13 hits and 10
Ridge ahead 1-0, Greg 0 and two Arlington runners
Bechtold raced to deep right on base in the seventh, insurance in the ninth, and it runs. Lundstedt had three
With a man on third in the field to pull down Jack Marshall again rose to the oc- was a big one because Arl- hits and Mike Wulbecker,
first, Bob Marshall went deep Bastable's long drive with the casion by gobbling up a ington threatened .in its last Frase and Armstrong two

baseball tournament title by
eliminating Arlington Heights,

South High School.

run-irrthe ninth.

out Bruce Frase at first and

Arligton forced yesterday's

By Mike Imrem

showdown by handing Park

Park Ridge won the right

District American Legion

4-1,chool

Ridge its first loss in the

distance and had a_shurout

10-5, Saturday at Maine

two hits and two walks for a

GARY POSSEHL hurled a
six -hitter to pace Park Ridge

yesterd

to its victory yesterday. The _Par Ridge's defense always
big right hander went the-- came up with the big play.

out.

save a run.
In the third, with Park

Arlington hit the ball well

throughout the game, but

Cordova
Anderson
Bokelman

I

0

0

0

Sarcia, If
Bechtold, rf

5

I

2

I

4

2

0

Venson, 3b
Bergman, lb
Nevins, 2b

5

I

2

5

0
0
0

5

1

2

0
0

Marshall,

3

I

I

I

2

0

0

0

3

I

0
8

0

Calamari, cf
-.10onow.

ss

Possehl, p
Roark, c
Totals

33

4

0

Winner--Possehl; Loser--

Cordova.
Saturday's Game

ARLINGTON (10)
ab r h bl
Player
Wulbecker, cf 5 2 2 0

Bastable, c
Salm, 2b
Frase, 3b
Woodard, If

4

ARLINGTON (1)
ab r h hi
Player
Wulbecker, cf 4 0 2 0
0
4 0
Bastable, c
0 0
2
.Salm, 2b
,
0
4 0 I
Frase, 3b
4 0 I 0
Lundstedt, ss
1

,

Woodard, If

4

0

1

Armstrong, lb
Kolari, rf

3
3

0

0
0

I

0
0
0

I

0

Cordova, p
Johnson, ph
Anderson, p
Bokelman, p

-

Totals

tr:

I
I

32

0 -0

1

0
0
0
6

I

0
0
0
0
0

I

I

4

2

5

Armstrong, lb
Lundstedt, ss

4

I

0
2

Salm drove in a run in the
first before Arlington erupted

a sore arm and an aching

Lundst edt and Down Bokelmann accounted for two

Cary Salm opened the Arlbig dip when starting pitcher ington rally with a walk. After
Randy Cordova reported with -the -next man made out, Dave
back. Coach Lloyd Meyer had
to use him anyway, however,

Woodard ripped consecutive
singles to drive in a tally and

because the rest of his staff

bring the tying run to

was weary from overwork.

plate.

5'

2

3

Kolari, rf

3

0

I

strong follow-through behind
his pitches.

Park Ridge touched

Cordova for its first run in the
0 third. An error and a base on

balls put two men on with

nobody out. After Cordova

0 0
0 .0 0

3

I

I

I

I

I

2

0
8

40 10 13
E--Rumus, 2, Marshall,
Sarcia, Gann, Bokelman,

PITCHING SUMMARY
Ip h r-er bb so
Player
5 8 3-2 5 3
Boekelman
4 3 2-2 3 4
Stratton
3 6 7-5 0 I
Remus
6 7 3-2 I
Ciezadlo
Winner--Bokelman; Loser Remus.

E--Lundstedt 3, Venson;
SAC-Possehl, Salm.

performance from right.

Arlington .1-feights
put some hits together Friday hander Gary Anderson, who
:night, and the result was a 5-1 has now allowed only one run
:victory over Wheeling in the in his last 20 innings. The

.Ninth District American

lanky hurler scattered eight

,South High School.

walking only one.

;Arlin'gton into Saturday's

teammates, after scoring, only

:Legion tournament at Maine hits while striking out 10 and

The win put once -beaten

Meanwhile, Anderson's

final round against unbeaten four runs on 28 hits in their
Park Ridge, while Wheeling last three games, this time
took its second loss and thus needed only seven hits to prowas eliminated from the duce their five tallies. Jack
and Jim Kolari each
double -elimination Bastable
collected two of the safeties.
-tourney.'

Rub 0' the Green
Howie Robinson

and Kolari wielded the big a sinking liner off the bat of
Dow Woodard 'with the bases
loaded and two qui
runs batted in.
Lloyd Meyer's -club `Wera
Arlington opened ttie scor-

.

ing in the bottom of the first ahead to stay in the sixth by

M-bring 'two runs, and Cary Salm followed with a hit down

coming up with a run without

scored on Bruce Frase's off with a walk, went to third

the left field line to drive in
the third. Kolari was thrown
out at home on the play for
the third out.

Wheeling mounted a' final

squeeze bunt. The bunt was as Elisco threw wildly to first threat in the ninth as Hull
placed perfectly, enabling on Lundstedt's bunt and came walked and Elsico got his
Bastable to score standing up. in on a sacrifice fly by Kolari.
third

hit of the game with

ELISCO'S WILDNESS in nobody out. But Hull was
the seventh turned the game picked off second when he
into a rout as Arlington scored took too bjg a turn on the hit,
three more runs. After getting and Anderson survived a
the first two hitters, the lefty single by Dyson as he fanned
walked Woodard, Mike John- Andrews and got Sheridan to
son and Lundstedt to lead the fly out to center.

two hits in the second, but got

out of the jam without any
scoring. Wheeling tied the
game in the fourth, however,

on John Dyson's two -out
single that brought in Dan
Hull from third,

the runners along with a bunt

Pinch hitter Art Andrews
then hit a chopper to Frase,
who fired the ball home ahead

ARLINGTON KNOCKED
out Wheeling starting pitcher

Marty Crain in the fifth but
failed to score when George

Solomon turned in the play of

the day, a tumbling catch of

setting up for your drive, have your weight
distributed evenly on both feet, between the
balls of your feet and the heels,

plate but later drove in an' Arlington run. Wheeling third
baseman is Gary Schweitzer. (Photos by Jim Stuart) -

1

DURING YOUR swing, avoid shifting your
weight onto your toes. To begin the backswing,

drag the club back slowly along the ground;
do not lift the club; develop a feeling of pulling

the club back. Keep your head steady

throughout the swing and keep your lefts arm
extended so you will follow through properly.

Attempt to keep your swing smooth and
rhythmic and you will start regaining your

Armstrong, lb
Johnson, lb
Lundstedt, ss
Kolari, 2b-rf
Fitzgerald, rf

2

I

0
0

0

1

0

2

1

3

0

0
2

I

0

I

Salm, 2b
Anderson; p

2

0

I

1

3

0

0

27

5

7

0
5

WHEELING (1)
ab r
4 0
Wiesen, cf
Schweitzer, 3b 4 0
4 0
Toneff, c
3
Hull, lb
0
3
Elisco, If -p -If

You can be sure that when a golfer has had
an exceptionally good round he has chipped
and putted to the best of his ability. To refresh
you on chipping, I suggest you set with about

Player

65 per cent of your weight on your left leg

at impact, keeping the back of the left hand
moving towards the flagstick after you have
to putt before holing out so don't peek to see

where you have chipped
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dians defeated a shorthanded
Prospect squad, 3-1, Saturday
morning, and, in doing so,

allow a base on balls after the
second inning.
The tall right. hander was

The host Niles West In-

the single -elimination Summer League State tournament.

The Knights played the

contest with only two men on
the bench. Several members of
the club were missing because

gave up three hits and didn't

SUCCESSIVE SINGLES

by Jack Fritsche and Mike
Musial produced a threat in
the Prospect second. The hits

relieved in the fifth by Bob
Frantell who pitched the remainder of the game.- He

came with two out though,

bases clear of Indians.

what pi-oved to be the winning

fanned five while walking
none, The Knights reached

Johnson coaxed a walk out of
Bush. Mark Anderson bunted
and the runners were safe all-

whiffed one and kept the

and a ground out left the runners stranded.

The Indians pushed across

team's schedule.

first Prospect safety of the en -

Sumatas successfully sacrific-

Johnson, Lundstedt, Dyson;

prior to the first pitch, three

of job obligations and vacations, a problem that has pla-

Szymanski for most of the

Stu. White

counter, a one -out single to ed the runners to second and
left in the first. Following a ,third, and Nelson's second
free pass loaded the bases.
pop -out, the sparky catcher

SB--Woodard (2),

BEFORE THE game, there
was some doubt that Prospect
would be able to put nine men
on the field. Only 15 minutes

SAC--Elisco, Frase,

Knights arrived at the Skokie
diamond. Included in the late-

a pop out and a
the morning on the Finally
grounder got the Knights out

Lundstedt, Anderson; SF-Kolari; HBP-Salm.

dress, and accelerate the putter at impact with
the ball, rather than slowing your stroke down
as many players do By accelerating the putter
the ball will roll much truer and.keep the line
finding the hole much more frequently.

Elisco.

Try looking at the back of the hole at ad-

Division league game.
h bi

at
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0

0

1
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0
2
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1

o
0
0
3

0
0

0
Wolf, ph
I
2
from happening. Smith got the Kouppi, 2b
22 3
lead off hitter, Lindley, on a Totals
grounder to Kehnepp but gave
HERSEY (0)
up his third walk. Smith then
r

saved another Evanston run

0

1

1

5

made a good move to first, Player

6 5 3-1 3 3
fired to third but found out Smith
7 2 0-0 6 1
that no one was covering the Petinger
Winner-Petinger; Loser base and by the time the ball

single to right that brought

2 0 0 0
Crain, p
0 0 0
Solomon, rf
33 1 8 I
Totals
213-Elisco; 3B--Bastable;

0
0

1

Hersey plays at Fremd
tomorrow in a Northwest

the inning.

around when Johnson beat
the throw to second. Pitcher

0
0

PITCHING SUMMARY
1p h r-er so w
Pitcher
9 8 1-0 10 1
Anderson
4'5 5 1-1 1 1
Crain
245 2 4-3 2 5
Elisco
,1 00-0 I 1
Sheridan
Winner -Anderson; Loser-

struck firmly enough to get to the hole.

on the hill, he struck out four,

knocked the Knights out of
h bi

1

struck the ball It's very important to keep your
head down on this shot. You will still have

By Jim O'Donnell

rapped out the

4

Sheridan, rf-1 f -p 4

club and choke up on the shaft. Take the club
back low to the ground and accelerate the club

0

him for five hits.

1

3

first. Quade, Hersey's catcher,
had both of their hits.

reach first- and Evanston's

qued Knight coach Hank

Andrews, 2b
Dyson, ss

get a good rally going at any
point in the game. Except for
the first inning, Hersey never
had a runner any farther than

was recovered the damage had Smith; WP-Petinger.
200 010 - 351
Evanston
been done.
000 000 0 023
Petinger never let 'Hersey Hersey

tally in the second. Scott

Messina, 2b
,

In the second inning both

teams had one runner on base.
Hersey's Jim Quade singled to

JIM SUMATAS went the
distance for Niles West. He

1

and again both feet should be firmly planted.

3

0
0

1969

CSL Diamond Champs Knock Knights Out

0
0
0
0

1

Totals

distance and accuracy.

I

ArlingtOn Heights' Cary Salm heads, for home in Friday's
tourney contest with Wheeling. Salm was thrown out at the

3

Woodard, If

base earlier on an error by
Fletcher at third.

1

July 28.

h bi
ab
2 0 0 0
picking off the runner for the Kennepp, ss
second out. After Chuck Ludwigsen, cf 33 00 00 00
2b
Egebrecht hit one to Jim Weisberg hit a ground rule Morales,
0, 0 0
3
Fletcher at third for the se- double, Smith got out of the Fisher, If 3b
3
0 0 0
Fletcher,
inning
with
a
pop
out
to
Kencond out.
3 0 2 0
Quade, c
Terry Smith then gave up nepp.
2 0 0 0'
Evanston took advantage of Kock, 1 b
his first walk to Orestes Ar2 0 0 0
rietta who stole second and, a hit and an error in the bot- Kornelly, rf
2 0 0 0
came all the way home on a tom of the third to take a 3-0 Smith, p
23 0 2 0
single by Ron Pettwger. Ariet- lead. Dave Kouppi, Totals
SB--Kennepp, Wolf; E -Fletta is the son of former White Evanston's second baseman,
Sox great Minnie Minosa. The led off with a single and ad- cher (2), Koch, Egebrecht.
other run came in when Tim vanced to second on Berkely's
PITCHING SUMMARY
McGougle drove home Dave grounder to third. Berkely
ip h r-er so w
Lindley who had gotten on went on to score when Kock Pitcher

letting a run cross the plate.

I would like to make one comment about
putting Which I think may help you on putts
from six feet and under More often than not
these putts are missed because the ball wasn't

Kennepp stole second and
made it to third on a wild

lead in their half of the first
on two hits. Lon Berkely led
off with a ground out to Ken
Morales at second, and Bob

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (5)
ab r h bi
Player
0
Wulbecker, cf 4 0
2 0
1
3
Bastable, c
4 0 0
Erase, 3b

Monday,

EVANSTON (3)
ab r
Player
3 0
first, was caught off second by Berkely, rf
3 St,
Smith. Smith turned and fired Egebrecht, 3b
2 I
to shortstop, Kennepp, and Arrietta, 1 If b
I
3
Kennepp threw to Fletcher Pettwger,
0
3
who eventually tagged Ar- Lindley, c
McGougle, ss 2 0
rietta for the out.
0
3
In the fourth inning a pick Weisberg, cf
0 0
off play by Smith possibly Petinger, p

over Steve Koch's head

on an infield fly.

down on the first base line.

A few basic reminders may be of some help
to those who fine themsleves in a mid -summer
slump. Many professionals believe the driver
is the most important club in your bag. When

walk from Smith to set on

threat going in the top of the
first when Pettinger allowed
his only walk of the game to
leadOff hitter, Ken Kennepp.

EVANSTON TOOK a 2-0

because they are not scoring well.

Ken Wolf managed another

Roger Petinger of Evanston base. Neither team could take
High School shut out -Hersey, advantage of their base runner
3-0, Saturday and held the to get a run on the scoreboard.
HERSEY MADE a good
Huskies to just two hits in the
Summer League State play in the third inning to
Tournament. Petinger had six save a potential Evanston run
strikeouts and only gave up from scoring. Arrietta, who
had made it all the way to seone walk to the winners.
Hersey got an early scoring cond when Fletcher threw one

by short-stop Dave Lundstedt

Occasionally golfers fall into a slump in the
middle of the season, usually because of carelessness. Golfers have a tendency to work harder on their game in the spring than later in the
summer when they may become discouraged

harmless runs in the ninth.

P/IRTS

strikeouts and the other one

of Toneff to register the important second out without

CHIP WITH whatever club you have the
most confidence, in Have a firm hold on the

By Bill Copeland

down in order, ,two on

Presented by the Branigar Organization

and then yielding two

Quade Gets Hersey's
Lone 2 Hits at ETHS;
Team Out of Tourney

inning had prevented the rally
from turning into a large-scale
uprising. After a single by

put .runners on first and second, Paul Elisco sacrificed

N;

Bokelmann went five innings to get credit for the win.
Steve Stratton finished up by
hurling three scoreless innings

Page 7

pitch. However, Petinger sent
the next three Huskie batters

A heads -up play by third
baseman Frase earlier in the

Steve Toneff and an error

Golf Pro
Tully Ho Country Club

ington jumped on Park Ridge

Marshall's single to left. Then,
with two out, Doug Sarcia got
a big hit to score Marshall.

Kolari came through with
a solid single up the middle

triple over the head of Dean a hit off southpaw reliefer
Sheridan in right field and Elisco. Dave Armstrong led

ANDERSON GAVE up

SUNDAY'S GAME was a

complete about-face from
Saturday's, in which Arl-

with a double and scored on

bases.

stick in the clutch with three

as Bastable clouted a one -out

Bokelman to end the game.

the

Anderson Tough on Wheeling in Friday Test
ARLINGTON GOT its se-

zipped a third strike past Jim

THE LEAD jumped to 3-0

Park Ridge's Jim Roark reaches first on an error as Arlington first baseman Dave Armstrong
takes the late throw in yesterday's game. (phut() by Mike

cond straight distance

load the bases, but Possehl

'

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er bb so
Player

By Jim Stuart

Arlington added single runs

RBI single to right.

Salm;

2b --Nevins; 3b--Wulbecker;

foot homer to dead center.

struck put the next two men,
Mike Venson drilled a clutch

Bastable; SB Wulbecker,

1

the other three with a 400 -

the

Arlington alive by walking to the third and ninth.

a two -run burst in
Salm, Lundstedt; 2B -- on
fourth, Mike Nevins led off
Bechtold, remus, Frase; HR -

0

RBI's and Bastable produced

smashed a hard liner to left, in the third, fourth eighth and
The back trouble prevented but Sarcia hauled it in for the ninth innings to offset two him from getting his usual. second out. Jim Kolari kept run innings by Park Ridge in

I

I

for five big tallies in the second to break a I -I tie.

Dave Armstrong then

Cordova went five innings
but he was noticeably in pain.

3

0

apiece,

turn at bat.

Arlington's hopes took a

3111
5

0
0

Fitzgerald, rf
Bokelman, p
Stratton, p
Totals

1

.41.day

9 6 I -I 3 3
5 5 3-2 4 5
3 I 0-0 2 3
I 2 1-0 0 2

Possehl

PARK RIDGE (4)
ab r h bi
Player

:,

turning it into a double play.

,

THEN, WITH the score 3- .

Sunday's Game

-s%4

grounder behind second and

tying run on third and two

into the hole at short to throw

was thrown out trying to steal
second.

Niles put the first tally of

Rush couldn't find the

strike zone as he walked Jim
Madden to force in Johnson.

Nelson, c
Madden, cf
Rush, who had been warm- .Dohm, ss
ing up when Prospect was bat- 'Ilckubik, lb
ians in Klipowices, 3b
ting, retired the Indians

Sumner home,

Mueller, rf
order again in the
Sumatas matched the feat in Johnson, If
the Prospect fifth. The Indians Anderson, 2b
pushed the final run of the Sumatas, p
game across in the bottom Totals

I

0

1

0

0

0

2

I

0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

3

2
3
3

1

2,f,
0
3
1

2

0

I

1

0
I

0
0

of the frame.

PROSPECT (13) 3
one out, Dohm singled to center. He stole second
and scored when right fielder
ab r h bi
Musial failed to reach Paul Player
3
0 0 0
Klipowices' high fly ball that Streng, 2b
0
0
3
went for a double. At this White, c
1

point, Frantell came in and Rush, p-ss
Sumner, If
mopped up.

Klipowices turned out to be Thurnhoffer, 3b

the last

baserunner

of the Fritsche,

1b

game as Prospect went down Musial, rf
sinixtho.rder in the sixth and Harbach, ss
seventh while Niles had three- Frantell, p
in the

up and three -down
scoreboard in the bottom of
the first. Mitch Nelson drew of the inning.
starting hurler Casey Rush.
BOTH CLUBS went down
Rush didn't get much time a lead off walk and stole se- . in
PROSPECT'S SUMMER
order in the third, but
to warrn.up and this may have cond. He moved to thiid on Prospect bounced back. to League squad plays their final
cut down on his early -inning aground out and jogged home score in the fourth. Greg game of the season today at
effectiveness. He walked five on a single through the box Sumner bounced -a pitch over Wheeling.
Ken Dohn.-Dohn moved
men in the opening two by
fence in left for a ground
frames and one of those free to second on a, walk and to the
NILES WEST (3)
third
on an error, but a rule double. Nate Thurnhoffer
passes forced in the eventual
followed with a line drive
strikeout
and
d
fly
ball
ended
winning tun. While Rush was

showing contingent was

I

2

1

Player -ab r-lt_hi

Jackson, of
Totals
ect 000

0

0

0

3

1

I

0

3

0

I

I

3

0
0

1

0

01

00

0
0

0

0

0

0

1

5

1

3

3
2

0
2

'5
100

0-1-5-

Niles West110 010 x -3 -3 0
E--Harbach; LOB -Prospect
3, Niles West 6; 2B -Sumner,
Klipowices; SH-Sumatas; SR Nelson, Dohm.

The 1;ectme of .the. Day

Lloyd Fans 14 as Braves Tip RM Giants
AFTER THE first inning
was over, the Braves proved

the situation as they got only

By Mike Needleman

one hit in the innirlf. With

two gone, one the first they had come out to play
strikeout of the game, left ball. They put the bats

In Rolling Meadows Pony
League action Saturday, Jack

together for four quick runs.
Third bagger Ken Rife led off

Lloyd fanned 14 batters to fielder Jim Campion smacked
lead the Braves to a 5-2 vic- one into center for the first

the attack with a stand up

hit. He stole second base only
to watch the next batter in the

tory over the Giants.
The first -place Giants were

double to left field.

He went to third on a base

the first to bat, but they were lineup strikeout to retire, the
unable to take advantage of side.

shot by Dave Blake. .Pat

Ehrley then rapped out the
out the third hit of the inning
to score Rife with the first
run. Blake scored seconds

Page 8

later when Lloyd clouted one

to center for the fourth hit of

Monday,

the inning.
The scoring came to a tem-

July 28,

porary halt due to a fly ball
to Rick O'Donnell, the Giant

1969

shortstop. Tim Anthony

the Braves'' Rick Hendry catches the ball for the out.

No Summer League Pennant
For Grens; Fall to Highland
and sent it over the left field

Park to a 3-I win over Elk fence to give Highland Park

1

- Chesney, of
a 1-0 lead.
Elk Grove's first two bat - Losch, ss

Su mmer League State

ball and outhit Highland However, Casey got Luke

struck out It) Highland Paik

Fisher, 3b

3

0

0

0

Singer, lb

2
2

2

I

1

1

0

3

0
0

Scheehten,

batters. Casey only got one
Elk Grove batter on strikes

If

Soldano, cf
Hoffman, rf
Fouman, .2b

and walked three.

In the top of the first inning
Hollywood retired the first. S*, c
two batters on fly balls to the Casey, p
outfield, but the third batter, Young, ph
Hillel Singer, got a big piece Totals

3

1

0

0 0
..3.._.0 0
0 0 0
0
2 0
22 3 3
2

Hollywood, p

1

0

2

0

0 0

2
3

0

0

1

0

grounder to second. Dave

Ristau then grounded out 'to

0

Bouveustein, Singer.

PITCHING SUMMARY

0
2
0

Hollywood; WP -Casey,

Soldano smashed a double to
drive then home.

0
0

0
0
3

1

Hollywood.
Highland Park 100 200 0 332
000 001 0 180
Elk grove

Richter greeted 1-leyse with a

The Wheeling Wildcats

scored nine runs in the first
three innings to defeat Barrington in high school Sum-

mer League action Friday
night, 9-6. Tony Fricano,
Wildcat third baseman, kissed
a three -run homer in the first
center field to provide. the
winning margin.
The Wildcats lashed at Bar-

outburst.
come-

played

back ball in their half of the

Bill Hocke to pop out.
However,

Ralph Baker followed with a
single to left, but Newman

Tyler's second pitch to Bauer
and Pohlman scored on the
play. Bauer grounded to first

had to hold up at third. On
Rice's

third pitch to Terry

Lundquist, Baker stole second. Lundquist hit the next
one to shortstop Wayne Bauer
who booted the ball.

Lundquist

to end the inning.

HEYSE PITCHED well in
the fourth as he put the 'Cats
down in' order.

Lundquist scampered to third.

Rice finally retired a Wildcat
when he got Keith McGowan

next three Broncos to end the
rally.

Giles smacked the next one
into left field for a single. On
the play, Baker scored and

to pop to third.
Rice's effectiveness was only temporary 'as Fricano gave
the next pitch a long ride over

the center field fence for the
home run. Rice fanned Fred
Bencriscutto picked off Bub

Fricano singled to start
things off for Wheeiing in the
fifth. Benncriscutto forced to
second, but pinch -hitter Les

Glack came through with a
single to right. Tyler forced to

Schlinker, who had singled. to

the pitcher and Richter fan-

retire the side.

ned to end the inning.

Barrington's Domingo
Mata hit Bill. Tyler's first
pitch to Baker, Wheeling's

WHEELING BROUGHT

shortstop. Mata's speed forced

in a new pitcher, Glenn

a bad throw from Baker and

Jarsenbowski, in the fifth. He
proved very effective, as he
got Pohlm an to ground out,

allowed Mata to end up atasecond. Steve Clawson followed

with a run -scoring single to
right. Clisby Jarrard kept the
rally going with his single to
left, but Tyler slammed the
door in the Broncos' face as
he retired the next three batteri.
Ricelooked better in the se-

cond, giving up only one hit
and no runs.

Wyborny to fly out and
Hocke to ground Out.

,

again in the sixth, despite a
lead off double from Baker.

The Broncos finally put it
together in their half of the

sixth. Bauer and Dowling

TYLER ALSO yielded
single to Barrington in their
a

were issued first base, each

half but then retired the next

via bases on balls. Mata hit
to Fricano, who threw to
Benncriscutto to force Dow-

three to end the second.

The Wildcats .were out for
more in the third. After Giles

ling.

struck out, McGowan hit a

ter to score Bauer.

deep fly to center. Mata turn-

ed and sprinted to the spot
where it was going to land,
but he slipped and dropped
the ball. McGowan ended up
at second. Fricano struck out,

but Bencriscutto moved

McGowan to third when third
baseman Bill Hocke booted
-his grounder. Schlinker then
singled in Benncriscutto and
scored when Tyler smashed a

Clawson followed

by

dropping a fly into short cen-

Mata, however, didn't see

the ball hit the ground, and
was in the process of tagging
up when Benncriscutto touch-

ed second to force him out.
Jarrard flied to center to end
the inning.

THE 'CATS were put down

again in the top of the'

Logan Square split a double

header with Hillside yesterday, winning the first game,
4-2, then dropping the second
contest, 6-4.
Mike O'Donnell went three -

for -four in the first game, and
winning pitcher Brian Rooney
held Hillside to five hits while
striking out 10.

ROONEY ALLOWED a

run in the first inning on three
singles, a walk and a fielder's

choice, but the Lions came
right back in their half of the

game. He advanced to third
when Ehrley lined a hot one

tempting to steal second to

out was made, O'Donnell toss-

down the line which the Giant
third baser, Greg Bettis, was

unable to handle. After one

ed Rick Hendry out at first,
once again allowing a run to
score. Bettis then caught a
short popup to his base to

Lechner drew a walk from

bring the inning to an end.
The Giants had to do some
serious catching up if they ex-

Lloyd and stole second base
to put himself in excellent

(yin, but they were unable to

pected to stay in reach of a

hit anything that Lloyd was
throwing at them. Two Giant

O'Donnell

then

tossed

right to that base and O'Donnell stepped on the bag for the

rut. Kozmonski was then

thrown out trying to steal second. Dave Austerdale, a sub

for Rudolf, grounded to

Sholty at first for the final out
of the sixth inning.

As the top of the last inning

Rife out at first to bring the rolled around, all the Braves
had to do was defend their
inning to a halt.

The Giants, who were

down by five runs, did not do
anything

to help

his cause

when they came in to bat in

three -run lead.

Giants he faced.

BRAVES (5)

first two batters of the inning
appeared to be throwing with
good speed. And it was Lloyd
in the splotlight once again as

the brought the inning to an

end by throwing out Jim

Baumgartner, in as a sub for
Bettis, at first for the final
out.

The Braves got one hit in
the last of the fifth, but they
were unable to score

their

runner. With two gone, one

three

Lloyd struck out all

the top of the fifth stanza. The

were fanned by Lloyd, who

It took little

defensive maneuvering as

h bi

r

Players

ab

Rife, 3b
Balke, c
Ehrley, ss

3

1

1

0

3

2

2

0

3

1

I

I

Lloyd, p

3

I

2

I

Hendry, I b
Anthony, 1 f

3

0

I

0

0
0

2

Conroy, cf

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
6

2

Kozmonski, 3b
Rudolph, 2b
Austerlade, cf

2

0
0

I

0

Conway, rf

2

0

23

5

Totals

1

GIANTS (2)
2

I

I

0

3

1

0

3

0

I

0
0

Foropolos, cf

3

2

2
2

0
0
0

0

Sholty,

I

0

0
0

0

1b

Schleisman, c

was once again thrown into
the outfield, letting him score

Dan Jordan, the Giants' second bagger, puts the tag on Terry

Conroy of the Braves as Conroy attempts to steal the base.

at

(Photos by Mike Needleman)

0

1

0

1

0
0
0
0
0
2

h Ip r-er so, bb

3 7.24.14 2
6 6 5-4 4 5

Lloyd
Lechner

tempted to steal third, the .ball
I ,whir.

0

PITCHING SUMMARY
Players

He went ,to second .,on a
passed ball, and when he at-

2

O'Donnell, SS
Jordan, 2b
Campion, I f

due to an error by the Braves'
shortstop.

0

h bi

r

ab

Players

0
0
0
0

I
0
Williams, c
Lechner, p
2 0 0
O'Donnell led off the in- Fredrickson, rf I 00 00
ning with a walk, and when Plunkett, rf
0 0
he attempted to steal second, Humble, rf
I
0 0
3b
Blake threw the ball into Bettis,
center field, allowing O'Don- Baumgartner, 3b 2I 00 00
nell to score the first run Hupp, 3b
24 2 3
Jordan then got on first base Totals

Winner --Lloyd; Loser-

Lechner; SB-Blake (2),

easily. Lloyd decided to

Ehrley, Conroy, Campion,

knuckle down and struck out
the next two batters but gave

WP-Lechner.

out the next two hitters. The
next batter hit a ground ball
that got past O'Donnell for an

strikeouts, then his teammates

error and scored the run.
Logan Square went down in Lions scored two, runs and
order in the bottom of the . had the bases loaded with one

took the lead by
another run.

third, then Rooney struck out

and O'Donnell 'in the fourth,
but the' inning ended before

Both runners advanced on
wild pitch, then Smith hit a

any runs could be scored.

Donahue home.

Hillside got to Rooney for
an unearned run in the top of

with a double that scored
O'Donnell.
Player
FIRST GAME
Calabrese,' 3b
LOGAN SQUARE (4)
Percy, cf
Hogan, ss
Player
ab r h bi
Duma, If
I
3
0 Drugan, c-ss
4
O'Donnell, lb
2 Watkins, If -2b
I
3 0
Smith, 2b
Geyer, ss
Pettenuzzo, cf
Rossi, 3b

4

0

3

0
0
0

3

Kenny, rf
Abinati, If

1

0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0

4

Fioramonti, lb
Burdi, rf

2

Wlezan, p

3

0

2

0

0

0

I

0

Player

2

2

8

4

3
Madden, If
Smith, ph
W. O'Donnell, 2b3

Waikins,

h bi

r
II

2

0

3

0

0

0

3

1

2

0

3

0

0

0

3

0
0

I

0

3

3
3

0

3

0

3

0

27

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

2'

1

Totals

29

0
6

0
0
6

0

0

0

0

I

I

Lechner; PB-Schleisman (2);

groundout ended the seventh

I

r
2

I

2

0

0

0

Kenny, p
Golden, lb -c

2
4

0

2

0

2

Abinanti, rf

4

Hynes, 2b

4

2

0
0
0

Drolet, c

2

0
0
0
0

I

0

0
0
0

0

0

I

2B -Smith, Calabrese; Sac (2).

I

I

I

0

7

5

8

2-I
4-4

2 10

4

4

Winner -Rooney; Loser-

Duma; WP-Duma

YA' 1,1

4-3

3

Kenny
Wlezan

2-2

2

of play. Geyer was waved
home by the umpire.

With the bases loaded and
one out, Jim Hynes lined out
to the new Hillside shortstop.

That brought O'Donnell to
the plate, and he hit what

single.

might have been a single, but
Golden, going from second to

scoreless during the last two
innings, and Logan Square

of the way and the ball hit
him. Golden was ruled the

batted both runs in with a

Kenny held Hillside
the

sixth. They rallied in the

third, was unable to get out

third out, and the game ended'
with Hillside winning 6-4.

when you need a delivery. We will deliver
W01111417 without extra charge. A great many
People rely on us for their health needs. We
welcome requests for delivery serilee and charge
amounts.

20 S. Dunton Ct.
.

1133 S. Arlingtse
Heights Rd.
Arliegton Heights
437-7177

DRYCLEANING

\Ai

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE US

Arlington Heights

3

SPECIAL

ONE WEEK ONLY!
July 28 Thru August 2

R

3 Shirts FREE with $5 or more Cleaning & Pressing
Reg. Prices -Men's Suits $1.75, Women's dresses & Suits $1.60

%ow( 7" DRY CLEAN 6 LOADS.
GET 7th LOAD

FREE!

'8 LB - LOAD $2.50 SELF SERVICE MACHINE

20

lb. LOAD

ONLY. $6

DRAPES, BLANKETS,
BEDSPREADS OR
SLIPCOVERS

FREE
... also, solf:sorvias
coin machines

STORAGE'

Shirts

boanutiofor
ony

laundered.
hangers

Your. new; friendly, neighborhood cleaners

I

7 14 4-3 I 5
Winner--Wlezan; Loser-Pettenuzzo; WP-Wiezitn;
Balks-Pettenuzzo, Wlezan.

SMITH LED the inning off
by lining out, then pinch -hitter Mark Rossi singled to
center. Geyer followed with a
double, and when Rossi tried
to score, the relay hit him in
the helmet and bounced out

advanced to third and second
respectively on a balk. Kenny

frame, an inning which proved
uneventful for the Lions.

3
2

Logan Square rallied for a
pair of runs in the bottom of
the fifth inning. With two out,
Willie O'Donnell and Larry
Geyer both singled, and they

Drolet,

Hogan, Hynes; PB'
Golden.

233

passed ball.

short.

_run for Hillside In the third

soon. If he suggests a body building vitamin, we have
a complete stock made by reputable manufacturers.

Player __Jp h r-er w so

Player _ip h per w so
6

R

Hogan, SB -- Watkins; E --

Pettenuzzo4l64

in a run. Kenny came in and
gave up a walk and a triple.

went down in order in

A single, a passed ball and

take you less time as well. Make an appointment

3d 4 14 3
2B - Geyer, Drugan; 3B --

PITCHING SUMMARY'

PITCHING SUMMARY

Neither team had a

baserunner in the first inning,
but one hit netted Hillside an
unearned run in the second.
Logan Square'got singles from

As school time gets nearer, the doctor's office will be
getting more crowded with pre-sChool physical examinations. This puts a very heavy load on your family
physician because he is doing in addition to looking
after his usual sick patients.
You can give your doctor much needed help by taking children for physicals before the rush starts. It
will be greatly appreciated by your doctor and it will

0
0

2

3

single and a triple then balked

TAKE YOUR BACK TO
SCHOOL PHYSICAL EARLY

5

I

O'Donnell, lb
Feldman, cf

out, Pettenuzzo allowed a

nR

k

3

I

runs on only six hits.

not score a run.

singled the runs home.

Rossi, ph
Geyej, ss
Pettenuzzo, p

Rooney, ph

rage in the fifth. With one

seventh, but the rally fell

Donahue and O'Donnell a double produced another

0
0

I

ed out 14 hits in the game,
but they only produced four
runs. Hillside scored their

sacrifice, then Golden walked.

Golden took second on

starter Mike Pettenuzzo to the
showers with a four -run bar-

The fourth run scored on a

LOGAN SQUARE pound-

Golden, Mike Abinanti and

LOGAN SOUARE (41
ab r h bi
1

ped short of a victory.

another pitcher's miscue, then

0

I

out, but their tally was stop-

moved him to third with a Dick Drolet, but they could

Tohils

Rooney, Smith; E-0Donnell
(2), Drugan,, Waikins, Duma

brought in Bob Heyse. Bobby

2

2

Percy, of
Hogan, ss
Drugan, 2b

run lead.
Mackey opened the seventh

I

I

0

ab

double to left. This knocked

I

2

0

Player
Calabrese, 3b

Rooney

I

3

I

1

Totals

3

0

I
Golden, If--rf
I
3
Donahue, c
2d
4
Totals
HILLSIDE (2)

lb
Fioramonti, c
Pisato, If
Nagle, rf
Dama, p

0

the second contest. Down 6-2
going into the seventh, the

walk and took Second on an
error on the pitcher. Rooney

Two strikeouts and a

0

0

Pisciotta, 2b -c

0

Jim Kenny led off with a

4111

0

I

ing two runs on two hits.

ab r h bi
4 0 0 0
4 2 3 0

0

0

THE FIFTH was unevenful, but Logan Square took
the lead in the sixth by scor-

long sacrifice fly that brought

a leadoff double, then struck
SECOND GAME
HILLSIDE (6)

Logan Square nearly won

Lions got singles from Golden

out, and O'Donnell then sent
him to second with a single.

reaching second on an error,

then Steve Smith followed

the side in the fourth. The

PAT DONAHUE staked
things by singling with one

the third inning which 'tied the
game at 2-2. Rooney allowed

O'Donnell led off by

- HILLSIDE SENT, Lion

inning and the game.

Rooney put Hillside down
in order in the top of the second inning, including two

first to tie the game.

seventh, and took the field in Duma
the bottom half with a three -

Rice out of the box and

second out of the inning.
Center fielder Terry Conroy
drew a walk off of Giant
hurler Bill Lechner, but he
was soon thrown out while at-

ly run in the bottom of the

By George Halm

Rooney, p2

The Wildcats failed to score

Anthony out at first for tilt

the third inning.
Blake started things rolling
with his second hit of the

and

Kozmonski hit a grounder'

Lions Split; Hit Runner Ruins Sweep

missed

Geoff Dowling led off for
Barrington in the fourth by
drawing a walk. Mata followed with a single which sent
Dowling to third. Tyler, once
again in a jam, retired the

NEWMAN SCORED, but

Baker held second. Dave

THE BRAVES got their

was walked, but he was forced

and the Braves to three runs.

pinch -hitter Glenn Reed

consecutive singles to produce

the first inning as leacroffman
Burt Newman doubled to left.

and the following hitter, Jeff
Conway, both fanned for the
first two outs of the inning,

third on a wild pitch. Rudolph

THE GIANTS got two runs

sixth. Noga led off with 'aline
drive to Casey on the mound
and Hollywood grounded out

ballgame.

while Lechner was pitching to

in left to retire the side.

Jordan flew out to Anthony

out on Chesney.
ELK GROVE got their'on-

ped to short to end the ole

Lechner. He stole second base

Rich Rudolph and went to

force

Boveustein

Conroy, drew a walk from

second out of the inning.

to second for the first out, and
Wolanski hit a grounder . to
Casey who threw to home for

Steve
to
shortstop.

half of the
fourth as the first batter,
in their

again

in the top of the sixth tp cut
the gap between their score

the

third. Clawson, Jarrard, Mack-

three runs. Tyler got Grant
Wyborny to ground out and

thing going. He was gunned
down by the Braves' Blake, a
few pitches later in his effort
to steal second base for the

Catcher Tim Schleisman
then popped out to Ehrley at

grounded out to Sholty at first
for the final out of the inning.

with a single to center and

ey and Steve Pohlman all hit

rington pitcher Rob Rice in

out at second when Jeff

hit, in his attempt to get some-

went to first on a base on
balls. Pruitt then popped out

struck out, and Dowling pop-

Barrington

THE BRAVES threatened

bases loaded in the fifth and
couldn't Store:Kevin Chesney
and Losch led off with backto-back singles and Scholten

single to left which drove in Pohlman followed with
Tyler. Baker grounded out to sharp single to right.
climax Wheeling's four -run However, Wyborny flied out,

out of the inning.

inning, O'Donnell beat out an
infield ground ball for a base

Elk Grove again had the

IN THE "SECOND inning
Elk Grove had a runner on
third and again couldn't get

smoothly up the middle.

fanned the last batter to get

short, once again stopping the
Giants.

drew the walks and Joe

Winner -Casey; Loser -

once again found himself and

wholloped his second hit of
the afternoon. Hendry then

on two walks and an extra
base hit for two more runs.
Singer and Joel Schechten

Casey

baseman Ed Sholty got the
only hit for the Giants in the
inning, sending one rollirik

on a strikeout, Lloyd

ip h r-er so w
7 3 3-1 10 3
7 8 1-0
3

Pitcher
Hollywood

up a walk to Sholty. Sholty
remained on first as Lloyd

fourth inning, and first

With one out in the third

in that inning.

Highland Park in order in the
second and third inningsi; In
the fourth inning it was a clifferent story as they cashed in

Singer; SB-Fouman; E-

the

to start

fanned

batters

The Braves went down in
order in the bottom of the
sixth, but did manage to get
two men on base. Anthony.

Hollywood!' put down

Wheeling 9 Stops Barrington
By Marc Schillinger

pulled in by Campion in left
and Jay Foropolos in center
for the Giants. Lechner got
his first strikeout of the game

when they hit in the last of

on second base as the next

chance to score.

Fly balls were

fifth and last run of the game

scoring position. He remained

third before Noga had a

0
0

1

second.

O'Donnell was deep in the
hole and had no choice to
play the runners, so he fired

THE GIANTS were able to
get one baserunner in the top
of the second, but only by a
walk -not a hit. With two out,

pitch and then advanced
on
Hollywood's
to third

0

0
0
0

3

Proehl, ph
Noga, c

0

2

1
31
8 1
Totals
2B--Ristau, Soldano; HR -

Park. 8-3. Highland Park won Wolanski on a grounder back
third place in this year's high to the mound to get out of
school state baseball tourna- the inning.

nings for Elk Grove and

the

his ground ball to short.

bring the inning to a close.

cond, but Neil Noga waited
Casey out for a walk. Noga
made it to second on a wild

1

00

4

Mitsuoka, If

Scott Pruitt loaded the bases.

1

3

3b

Losch, Steve Scholten and

HIGHLAND PARK (3)
ment.
ab r h bi
GORDON HOLLYWOOD Player
0
2 0
pitched the entire seven in- Boveustein, ss

3

Pruitt, rf

ment and kept Highland straight singles by Mike
Elk Grove played errorless

4

they needed. Doug

Mitsuoka led off with a fly
out to Mike Fouman at se-

1

0
0
0
0

4

Scholten, lb

Tournament. Casey's victory ters went out on easy infield
eliminated Elk Grove froM grounders in their half of the
the single elimination tourna- first. With two outs, three
Park's hopes alive.

the hit

ELK GROVE (1)
Player
ab r h bi
0
Ristau, 2b
4

of one of Hollywood's pitches

Grove last Friday night in the

for the Braves in their half of

knocked in both runners with

Rick O'Donnell of the Giants faitles down to first base while

By Bill Copeland
Bill Casey pitched Highland

batter was fanned by Lloyd.
It was three up, three down

P11.

E` R

R

9-1450
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NORGETOWN
"mtuAlive
rum - scrim M./CLEANING
DWI 7i30 a.m. to p.m. Mon. thru Sat.
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BUSINESS

LOST: White toy poodle, male.
ping Center. REWARD( 259.2224.

Let us help make your DAY

35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques

pect Hts. LE 7,1322

Auction Sales

ster, call 824-0870 evenings and
Wed; call days 824-6118 ask for

20
109
Aviation
Auto Parts and Access. . 107

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Auto Trailers & Campers 103.
112
Automobiles For Sale
101
Automobiles Wanted.
Boats and

Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities.
Business Services

37
38

66
17

Card of Sympathy

8
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots. ,
..10
Coins- Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

FOR ADVERTISING

296-6640

OR

Agencies -Men' .

The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Cleanup .& Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, and -so -on. Coll any

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rates
Free Estimates
CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532
Georges Heating & A/C service

CL 9-3517

SERVICES

By Appointment

Custom Remodeling

Free interior & exterior decorating ideas. A Christian business
man. CALL 296-3953

GROOMING

SERVICE
Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for

-

Tuckpointing,

255-2570

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights. III.

Electrical work; air-cond.; outlets; yard lights; garages wired;

292-3450
or
CL 54001
Interior and Exterior pointing at

saws- Riders & LAWNMOWERS
Cato SHARPENED, assAm____

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

Tile

695.9812

etc. 253-4792

We

X -CELL FENCE

BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24
HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

Interior & exterior painting,

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

panelling & tiling. CL 3-1111L'

Reasonable rates
VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Colors
Steel .
Privacy
Aluminum

Carpentry -Remodeling
CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

392.1492
Call Vince
Custom Homes Room Additions,
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259 4348

CALL 297-2266
Floors

for expert carpentry,
BEST"
remodeling & additions. No jobs
too small 766-8034
Carpentry & Cement Work
FREE ESTIMATES

E & D CARPENTRY

and

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate
Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

Recreation rooms, powder
rooms, kitchen remodeling.

NO JOB TOO SMALL
537.6122

Free estimates

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Carpentry & General Contract.
ing We are not big but we give
big service. Dormers, Additions,
Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete work included. For Free
Estimate, call 296 6250

with

carpet

cleaning 296-1450
CARPET & FURN shampooing,
Vz price w/this ad Installations,
tinting, mach wall washing,
Pointing, drapery cleaning. Low
priced Des PI Sery 296-6365.

PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es-

timate Coll anytime.
766.1943
Patios aod driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations,
No job too big or too anion.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
22Z-3987

255.1096

Tiler Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed I. Repaired

For Fast Results
READ and USE
DAY WANT ADS

"REGULARLY!,

'111

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
296-1450

Fully Insured.
Shoal Decorating

358-9038

plumbing,

439-8614

NO JOB TOO SMALL

PHONE 439-8614

Carpentry, etc.

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult budget conscious

In-

terior designer. 255-4374

Landscaping
weeks? Hove your lawn expertly
cored for. For information &
appointment call 255-5477
Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insured.

546-5516
"Ted" Smith
RICI4FERTIUZED BLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dimming.
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Get

HOUSEWIFE,
DAY

Piano Tuning -Service

WANT ADS

TurningRepairing
Used Piano Wonted
392.6817
Ned Williams

- Plastering
Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
253.3822
DAN KRYSH
EXPERT PLASTERING
& REMODELING

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
.824-7510
JOE ORTMAN

Radio -TV Repair
TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates

CALL. ID, 358-5 59
' SAVE YOUR EYESI

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING

Ray's

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

Installed Rototllling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No lob too
big or small. Free estimates.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296.6709

BUSINESSMAN

manent $10 comp:MU 5.5400

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

827-7588

and your ability to solve

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
19 YTS. of Export Semite
Arl. fits.
17 S. Evergreen
CL 5-5692.

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.1

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwes

injection molding field.
Salary open. Send resume and
salary required to:

OR

296-6640

EASIER!

Phone

255-7200
or

296-6640.

THIS
PAPER
REACHES

63,000
HOMES

THE DAY DOES IT!

i.

more than your present pay
will III
rate. Advancement

4.,_ come FASTI

ki

111296-1043

ENGINEERING
AGENCY

I

296-1071
Have You Been Thinking of Your Future?
If so, why not allow an organization with professional counselors evaluate. your experiences,
versing what you are presently doing and advise
you of vyhat you could possibly move to.

ACCOUNTING
$600 to $700
$10, to $13,000
$14, to $18,000

Trainee
Staff Level
Controller

ADMINISTRATIVE
Customer Service
Marketing Trainee

$650 to $800
$700 to $800
$750 to $900

Office Manager

TECHNICAL
$10,400 to $13,000
$9,500 to $11,500
$600 to $750

General Foreman
Assembly Foreman
Lab Technicians

Day Publications
722 S. Center St.
Des Plaines, Ill, 60016

EXTRA PER MONTH?
Part Time - Evenings
Mon. - Fri. 6 PM - 10 PM
We need a few men to work in new modern building. Close
to home. Excellent hourly rate plus raises to men who are
qualified for these cleaning jobs. Must be dependable and
have transportation.
For more information call:

'William Berube
824 0144

III

It
Ir
wfm,........m,...

CALL RAY HADLEY

Box 313

DO YOU WANT $150 TO Viu0

4 him. He will hire you IN OUR ii..

III. OFFICE this week. His FIRST III
OFFER will be substantially

one-man department, and be
able to plan for its immediate
growth. Experience as an in.
spector is not necessary but
the marl must have worked in

DES PLAINES

411

Men's Clearing House -O'Hare
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Illinois
296-1071

GET RESULTS,
QUICKER,

.

livocr., Mt. Prospect.

255-7200

k

h

growing molder is presently
reorganizing his plant to meet
themeeds of his rapid growth.

69 RAWLS RD.

handle SPECIAL ASSIGN- -"'
MENTS and report only to IIII

Coll MIKE HANSEN

Plastic Injection

A. H. ROBINS CO.

ti mechanical problems. You'll

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

AND FOR THE

Permanent waves given in your
specialist.

NEEDS YOUR WILLINGNESS

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to
,handle all inquiries regardin
delivery dotes and any prOblems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

FOR THE

I
4

HE DOESN'T CARE about It
the degree you lack or the i..
experience you lack. HE ii

SERVICE

I

3 assistants

ki $8,400-12,00 free

$145 to $165 To Start

I

OUR OFFICE

INSPECTOR

the

299-2206

CUSTOMER.

Exterior pointing preferred.
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3.3067

loc.

.

New warehouse In Des Plaine!.
needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

10018

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGE1T

any 5 gallon purchase.

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per

Interior Designer

Specia ld

I

Rosemont,

A take -charge mdn is required
to organize and efficiently
handle what is now

WAREHOUSEMAN

TEL 293-1191, ERGO. 7638272
OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8 P.M.

FREE 6, lh pints U.T.C. with

home by

An Equal Opportunity Employer

me,

I

ENGINEERING
AGENCY

White interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light'
tints $1.99 per gallon.

_

A small but extremely fast

296 1043

Permanent Waves

If no ans. 815-385.8999'

mo.

.A0C.

DES DAM ILL

Stop in or call 249-7161
for personal interview.

BOISE CASCADE
PROPERXES. INC.
O'Hare 0 ice But ding
10400 W. Higgins,

$1500 mo

1510 MINER ST.

ership plan.

(Electrical)

3200 north.)

$1166 mo.
$1250

Super

aeirson

Ready to expand. You will
keep it that way. if you can

Call TED LEVERENZ

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Tax

Tax

get the product out the
kdoor, you're worth MORE to N
this firm RIGHT NOWI

CLEANING. 50c outside only.

$900

Gem Heavy

q smattering of exposure, to
b juniors ready for Engineer - h.
ing training. It's a new,
h smooth - running facility. h
"I

253-8551

Lt.

Auditors

$633-$780 - FREE

253-4769

Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

Ceramic Tile
KEY THE CO.

Call 392-4750

Home Maintenance

STUMP REMOVAL

KANZLER BROTHERS.

Window Washing

YOU name it -WE do itl Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,
insured. Free estimates. Jim.

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

Going on vacation for a few

Cement Work

Need 5 Leaders

From plant clerks with a

Quality workmanship. Fully in -.1
sured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

.

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

CI. 5-8232

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

$660 mo.
$800 mo.
Financial Analysis $800 mo.
Gen.

pension program; paid holidayi,-V6001Rms. Stock own*

ED OTIS

p.m. 10601 W. Belmont Ave..
Franklin Park (1 block west of
Mannheim Rd. at Belmont Ave.

Tres.

;PRODUCTION !

Excellent starting salary. Paid
hospitalization, life insurance,

ASSEMBLERS

tunity. Good company benefits.
APPLY in person to personnel
manager daily: 8 a.m..4145

ACCOUNTANTS!

394-0630

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

'

the bottom, work hard, and
learn our business.
We'll train a bright, recent
company.

responsibilities.

'electrical
in
6xperienCed
parts. Choice of day or
night shifts. Excellent oppor-

23-Froklid Ablide4ge

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

CONFORTI & SONS

Carpet Cleaning
FREE

R 8-4543

re -gluing

home. 299-2178.

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

Hearing Aids

359-1906

Free Estimates

Pick Up & Delivery

.41114.0.

Furniture Refinishing

General Hauling

garages 529-2478

CLEANING

Refinislig offered. 529-1211

parents; also ironing done in my

RECOVERED

PAINTING & DECORATING

$9.95 Comp.

Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing, Bums &
Scratches Removed. Repairs S.

PHONE 392-5208
additions,

Room,

for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
et 394.1000, HALLMARK; 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Will baby tit for, vacationing

Des Plaines

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

Ecklund Floor Service

Call "the rest" than call "THE Average

Remodeling,

.

Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Financing

YOUR HOME, 296-3851

with a nationally known company if you're willing to start at

high school graduate for a
great future with a growing

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity

WILL DO IRONING MY HOME
OR GENERAL HOUSEWORK

AMBITIOUS

A
YOUNG MN

can start a rewarding career

plete confidence to:

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS,
INC.
-217 S.Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington 4t1,111. 60005

10 TECHNICIANS

392-3500

Please send resume in com

es,

DINETTE CHAIRS

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Palatine

$650 No Fee

Upholstery

rates 671-0009.

in a position of ever in-

sion

E. NM. Hwy.

82

437-4093

651 Pearson

for negotiations of all purchasing by our company. You
will work with little supervi-

359-5800

-..,42_

299-0119

Interior & Exterior Painting. All
top quality work. Reasonable

Hi School grad.

259-9440

mate call 392.6604

439-4454

92

TRANSMISSIONS
Ad. Hts
830 W. NW. Hwy.

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

Asphalt sealing done with
squeegees & brooms -not just
colored Good lob guaranteed.

RICK'S DECORATING

have a good working know.
ledge of total material control and will be responsible

Ask TOM PALERMO

800

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

mum of 2 years experience in
electro mechanical industrial
purchasing. Individual must

NOT A "SUMMER"
JOB

AAMCO

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

Asphalt

,

Wrought

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647;0220

Arlington Body Craft
201 W Campbell 259-6160

102 -

Transmission Service

WALL PAPERING

& IRON CO.

BUYER

We seek a man with a mini-

Hallmark Personnel

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs
FREE ESTIMATES

MFG. CORP.

$135 a week to start
Employer pays the fee

Students Exterior House Pointing. Reasonable prices. Free
estimate. 297-2898

METHODE

253-0185

PURCHASING
ASSISTANT

174itsiness Services

Air-condibuilding.
fixture
tioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.

Arlington Hrs. & Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights

creasing

76
To Rent Miscellaneous. . . 81
To Rent Resort Properties. 79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . 77
18
Travel

sive dies along with jig and

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Des Plaines.
Chicago, 7 W. Madison
CE 6.5688

ap

tool and die maker. Work con ;lists of repair and mainte_nonce on high speed progres-

JOHN HENRICKS INC.

940 Lee St.

To Rent Houses

-v-

Good wages.

298-2770

73

,

Full time

La Salle Personnel

To Rent Furnished

Vocalism Places
Wanted To
Wanted To Rent

CALL 827-7880

to load and
haul hay. Year around.

in

TOOL & DIE

,

We are o leading Manufacturer in the field of electromechanical products with an
opening for an experienced

SEMI -DRIVER

SALES, ACCTG, GEN. OFFICE,
CREDIT OR MGMT. Plus all the
benefits a young executive
could ask for. Free...Call...

IN THE

No

days.

I

and loop corporations. They

HERE

CRAVENS CO.

time

weekends and no' holi-

need men to be trained

BARRETT-

MOONLIGHTERS

Permanent part
evening janitors.

NO FEE -FREE COLLEGE
La Salle is recruiting office
help for several fine suburban

R16141 -

APPLY IN PERSON

630 Dundee Rd., Northbrook

TRAINEES!

Rooms -Board -

with experience.
employee benefits
including profit sharing.

shift. Cor necessary. Minimum
starting rate $2.10 per hour.
Steady.
Call Mr. Mathews 664.6186

$500 - $750 +

Real Estate -

be able to read blueprints &
bills of material. Salary corn.

Even-

Skokie.

&

material
of
manufacturer
handling equipment. Should

ings from 5 p.m. & weekend

MANAGER.

14

Plaines

ACCOUNTANT
Experienced young man for
vorled duties in cost dept. of

Excellent

OFFICE CLEANING
Des

Opportunity here for top management. 1 to 3 years experience qualifies. Call Ron Holdo
now at 394-1000, HALLMARK,'
800 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt.

I-IAPPINR

JR. COST

mensurate

PART TIME

Prospect.

94
88
96

Ih

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
irDes Plaines, Ill.

1111 AI AI III Ar Ar .7

$.10,800 to $12,500
No Fee

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale S1

Mai, Trailers

I

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

FIND

1625 W. Algonquin
439-7010 .

296-1043

ENGINEERING I:
AGENCY

MACHINISTS
BORING MILL OPERATORS
If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

o rapidly growing company in doing your own

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL
US.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can coffer it to
you. Plus fine fringe benefits.
Please Call

Miss Gaffke

437-5400

An cut
ENGINEERING COMPANY

DESIGN:
Detail Draftsman
Circuit Designer
Layout Draftsman
..,

^

'

.

Engineering Co.

k

Call TED LEVERENZ

241Ielp Waded Mee

Learn How To Get It!

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Pointing & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

Fencing

Wo Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS
Specialize in QUALITY

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski

Electrical WOrk

Auto Repair & Equipment

"Small Engine Repair"

Decorating & Remodeling

g

Project Coordinator at the NI
client's installation. Excel- 'll
S
lent potential!

Want a high pay
job in industry?

69

Apartments

11018

Runway &

"11

entation. Complete in -plant h.
training prepares you to be

TEL 253.7191, MO 7031772

13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

To Rent Busineis Property 78

ditions.

Great Lakes

.... needed. Just pleasant per -

DES PLAINES, Et.

1510 MINER ST.

27
26

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors'

NEW WAY PAINTING

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Call Bob CL 9.0641
1130 MY OWN WORK

Palatine area.
358;2699

'

and lust Went

537.1244 or 437 3160

Benefits. Excellent working con-

, sonolity and technical on- II

fin ctle-ion
es,," Siedetth

_

.

Phone 299-0121

All Work Guaranteed

Fabricator
Experienced or will teach. Full
time with plenty of overtime.

$550-$75Q FREE

II

$535 mo.
$475 me.
$522 ma,

Safety
Pilot Plant

Piano lessons

24

Shop At Home Service

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

Painting -Decorating

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

Chem.
Mech.

11548SIn1Ct180

83

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

! Representatives

6500+mo,
$860 mo,
$650 me.

R&D
Elec.

AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Service on all makes. Free loaners.
Rental plan. 392.4570 _ _

25
57
93

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES . FREE ESTIMATES

117.50 per section plus fabric

4

Electrical Contractor

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

115.50 per chair 'plus fabric,
$24.50 per sofa plus fabric,

nights 956-1640.

order. Coordinated wedding
-parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurst.

USED toys, dolls, furn, needed
for underprivileged children. Will
. pick up. 392-0035

5
In Memoriam
15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65

Nursery Schools Child Care

-

Trainee
Technical

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8 P.M.

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale. 31
Situations Warded -Men: .' 21
Situations Wanted 22
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Rent Apartments

Home inprovements & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
plastering, waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Coll days

and resort clothes designed to

255-7200

50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

MASONRY

LAB TECHS

14Perserals

47

(To Rent)

:.

Metal

il
4
4

IINo degree or experience

2

Personals

SUMMER SALES

repair

teed & reasonable. 259-9246

Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alterations. Rent. 358.7791
Individualized styling. Formals

Contact Dick Westgard

chimney

Mrs. Thompson. REWARD.

1

Funeral Directors
Help. Wanted Men
Help Wanted Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings Furniture.
Industrial Property

(5)

161

BAL-RPG $800-$900
Ken Larson & Assoc.
299-7191
1510 Miner, D.P.

Office FumitureDevices.. 56

SLIP COVERS

& brick work. All work guaran

Dressmaking -Sewing

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

437-6732
After 5 pm.

Slip Covers

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

.

50% financing available.

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

Dog Grooming

ART

No fob too small or too large

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

DECORATOR

CREATIVE

PATIO'S
REPAIRS & REMODELING

Masonry

Kenneth A. Pearson

Art Service

Repairs & Remodeling

Trirmomtvinii-uFelartiNlizoing

Decorator

439-3532

Sat, to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
Ask for Mr. Richard

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design

Mrs. Dillon

Hemming &
Alterations

Choice of Finance Plans

392-8763

359-6630

392-5410

Kitchens *Dormers
Basements *Garages
Rm. Additions *Fences

All types -all season or vacation
Fully insured & Guaranteed
only. Call Cooperative EnterCL 3-4300
prises. 223-0352, if no answer Mt. Prospect

COUNSELING & REFERRAL

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

HINES LUMBER CO.

LAWN CARE

Counseling

Alterations and general sewing
plus remodeling of draperies. .

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

7 yards for $21. Half loads available. 358-3411.

time. HARROLD'S 299-7830.

Alterations

Remodeling & Suppiles.

Landscaping

Clean Up Service

Air Conditioning

.

Forms
Florists

glill IIMI III IllY IIII II II 4

PROGRAMMERS

Lost gray French poodle named
Coco, vicinity Thacker & Web-

23

.

Employment Agencies Women
Equipment Rentals

Your Ad will dppear daily in The Nprthviest Day,

T

1600 - CAR & Expenses
Ken Larson & Assoc.
1510 Miner, D.P.
299-7191

FOUND: Female silver Schnauzer. Vic, of Stonegate & 83, Pros-

2411elp Woad MA

234Alarrait Agicailible

SALES TRAINEE

Near Rolling Meadows MO -

Service Directory

255-7200

APIldesible

$780 to $900
$13,500 to $15,000
$11, 000 to $13,000

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

/
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-

2441elp Wanted Mu

24481 Walton Men

ACCOUNTANT

INTERESTING WAREHOUSE

AUTO COLLISION
MEN

DISTRIBUTION

Painters & Trainees

WORK

Busy shop. Company benefits.

Permanent position, 40 hour
week, paid vacation, profit
sharing, hospitalization. Good
starting

ARLINGTON
BODY CRAFT

pay

excellent

and

working conditions. APPLY IN
PERSON.

259-6160

PRESS BRAKE

Wheeling

415 N. Wolf Rd.

C.P.A. FIRM. Challenging posi-

FULL TIME

tion. Prior experience helpful

Plant layout conveying systems

but will train interested person.
Limited travel.

259.3248 or 253-2479
WANTED-yg. men dependable
& energetic. Machine helpers,
gd. starting pay, shift work. All

and material handling equipment. Must be able to work from
sketches and sales write up. Future customer contact. light machine design necessary. Salary
based upon experience.

-

from 9 am to 5 pm at 5 pm at

Engineering Co.
1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

Exec. Secretary

25Em(dermat Agendes4Vomen

pretation of Building and Plumbing Code. Extensive experience
required os a plumbing contractor or journeyman plumber;
and graduation from a four-year high school supplemented

CAN YOU TALK?
TRY TELEPIONE SALES

by technical training in building trades. It is also required
that the applicant hove a State of Illinois Plumbing license or

$95 wk. No Fee. 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc.
Plaines
Des
Miner
1510

a City of Chicago license.

CITY OF DES PLAINES

DRAFTSMEN

drawings are desirable.
APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

applicants living in the suburbs who cannot come to Chi-

To Work For You

SECRETARY

his busy office. You'll earn to

greet all who enter, set ap-

doctor is free. Only skill req'd

lite typing, If you are interested in an all public contact
position with a starting salary
is

you don't know you'll learri. It's
fun, never a dull moment.

rector of international division

Free.

6028 Dempster

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

La Salle Personnel

940 Lee St.

Des Plaines

SP 4-8585
297-3535

394-0880

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

966-0700

966-0700

6028 Dempster

For an EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR
An EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

SYSTEMS TO 515,000

You will report to the QC Manager.
Your duties - Inspection set-ups, layout,
1st piece part, in process and quality audits.

GOLF COURSE

SECRETARY

This is a side business for boss.
It's a popular golf course.

$625 MONTH

standing suburban company is ex-

regular business. Liking

modifications

I

Tras41",..1,°
,, .3 :

rience on 360 not necessary. Rapid

ipromotion, profit sharing, tuition

392-3500

reimbursement and other company
benefits.'

bey k

,

FRONT DESK

a vi et, ''
,j,p o ..p. ..,ir:'
_Ab 0

METHODE MFG. CORP.

,

-

working conditions.

lo

APPLY IN PERSON

'

HOSPITAL

935 Lee St.

100 N. Riyer Rd., Des Plaines

PLAST C PART
ASSEMBLERS
Ply

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton '

-

966-0700

6028 Dempster

RECEPTION

4:,

p.m. in our delivery room. No
rotation. Excellent salary and

439-0330

tg)trerience! Necessary
APPLY IN PERSON

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CO.

SIPO*A.

Rolling Meadow:

shifts.

all

Miss Paige

cl.

,'

Full time - 740 a.m. to 3:30

HOLY FAMILY

Free.

297.3535

" "? b darn ° ``
.i'''' cf

NURSE

cared in Elk Grove Village.

dent in charge of sales, You'll
handle screening his visitors
and phone calls, making airline reservations when he or
his staff travel, and other
varied and interesting duties.

SP 4.8585

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

253-3300
REGISTERED

many company benefits,

You'll be secretary, without
shorthand, to the Vice -Presi-

for

loaded with itl Free to you.

Existing

qualifies.

253 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

EL -MAR PLASTICS

publir contnrt n mosti Jnh's

hardware is three .360-30's. Full
operating systems, however, snipe-, clivts

RESTAURANT ,Y

Palatine

in

-

,

FLAMING TORCH',

8 AM to 4 PM; 4 PM to 12 AM;

GIRL FRIDAY $540

fellows a hand. Fun job! in
winter work for boss in his

counting applications and systems

Future Unlimited.
Call or see our Personnel Department

FULL TIME

12 AM to B AM. Paid insurance,

Dee to new company acquisition
and corporate growth, an out-

panding. in- data processing de.
Aiiy aMpxiiuuca in ac-

WAITRESSES_

EXPERIENCED

NO STENO

outings far.',cornpany groups,
men's clubs. Set dotes, learn
to discuss menus, etc. Type
confirming letters. When
pro -shop gets busy, give the

24 -Help Want") Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

HOSPITAL
100 Ni. River Rd., Des Plaines

LIGHT FACTORYJPORK

Chicago, 7 W. Madison
CE 6-5688

HOLY FAMILY

INJECTION
MOLDIN

tive) Fantastic job! Free to you.

298-2770

APPLY IN PERSON

.

359-4200

ness -then take trips on your
own as company representa-

bonus. Free -Free -Call....

salary.and working conditions.

CALL MRS. GOODLING

You'll keep busy setting up

An equal oppor unity employer

1700 Hicks Rd.

portant - you'll be meeting
company reps or customers all
the time. You'll learn the busi-

to 6:00

a.m.

p.m., S. days a week. Good

HARPER COLLEGE

new facilities
shortly.

vious exp as secy. Ability to
get along with all types is im-

Great benefits, profit sharing,

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights

426-4851

PINKERTON'S
INC.

interesting positon
nteresting position
many unique benefits.

lenging,
lenging,

manent, 9:30

Secretary at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desirable but not essential. Excellent fringe benefits. Will be in

.

Almost every week you'll find
yourself -in a different place.
Vice President is your boss.
He's constantly on go - you'll
be on expense account. You
need good skills - some pre-

in

medical terminolog(' for our
Radiology Dept. Full time, per-

An equal opportunity employer

TEXAS, SEATTLE
ALL EXPENSES PAIEU

O'Hare' Office Bldg.

Experienced
typist experienced

Good

CALL 296-6661

$850 MONTH
NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES

WEST PERSONNEL

TRANSCRIBER

GENERAL OFFICE
Insurance company in
Cumberland area has
immediate openings - filing and light typing.
Many company benefits.
371/2 hour week. If you
are energetic and active

WEST PERSONNEL

g

MEDICAL

'LA 9-6929

-TRAVELING SECY

You'll be secretary to the diof famous local firm. A chal-

IN MS OWN HOME
Roselle area

298-5051

10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim

An equal opportunity employer

TO CARE FOR YOUTH

at Mannheim
O'Hare Office Bldg.

298-5051

Des Plaines

733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827-4411

WOMAN NEEDED

10400 W. Higgins

$125

ful office. 9-5.
plus. Suburban.

First National
Bank of

827-3111

ban.

Seenrisc:1=r7n
'Architectural firm. Handle appointments with
builders, meetings, etc.
Average steno. Beauti
tart'.A

Be with dynamic producers,
writers, meet the best known
clients in the business. What

with

9 S. Dunton

tf

$723 MONTH

pointments, keep everyone
feeling comfortable, till the

Miss Paige

CARPENTERSVILLE, ILL.
400 Maple Avenue
(2 blks. N. Dundee High School)

c

Y
BIG AD As
You'll be part of the excitement it takes to prepare a
notional ad campaign. You've
seen the TV commercials, read
the ads this agency produces.

EXECUTIVE

the
patients in

of $542 mo., call:

Pennwalt Corp..-

it-rA

Palatine

$475 plus

GIRL FRIDAY

OPERATOR

5 day week. Excellent working
conditions. Full fringe benefits.

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

Neat, attractive woman
o handle front desk In
modern office. Will train
to handle small switch
board. Will make reservations and act as Girl
Friday to 4 salesmen.
Very diversified. Subur-

SP 4.8585
297-3535

PROOF MACHINE

Ladendorf Motors, Inc.
77 Rand Rd., Des Plaines

RECEPTIONIST

-

TELLER

4

TYPIST
and

HALLMAR k

.

Level
Upper
392-2700
33 E. Adams, Chi. 939.4866

handle

constant flow of

HILLS-McCANNA DIV.

cago.

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pt.

to

4 & 6. 359-7083

Ask Marge Merlon - 359.5800
800 E. N.W. Hwy.

2

Fun -Exciting.

hours a day. Coll eves between

"MEET AND GREET
$425 to $500 FREE

-

Suite 23A

Fri.

the 28th and 30th of July and
Aug. 1, out Des Plaines office
located at -1784 Oakton (Desk

Free.

Put Day Want Ads

to

products.

SW6D-RECEPTIONIST

appts straight, answer phones,
usher little guys 8,. gals Into
Doctor when he's ready. It's a
busy job but fun too. It calls
for understanding, someone
who likes kids. Training takes
common sense. Doctor says
he'll teach you the ropesi $520

RECEPTION

receptionist

mensurate with experience and displayed ability. Sample

You'll be the one to welcome
kids & their folks into young
baby Doctor's office. Keep

holmes & assoc.

pearing girl he can train as

Layout
of mechanical assemblies, components, and parts of
----chemical pumps, flow control valves for machining, assembly,
vendors and soles. Requires good mechanical background
with college level math. Openings exist in research and development group and in standard products group. Salary com-

COMPLETE TRAINING

Age and salary open.

Pleasant, neighborhood doctor
needs an intelligent, neat ap

$550-$650 No Fee
.Ken Larson & Assoc. 299.7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

100% PUBLIC CONTACT

'Randhurst,

DOCTOR'S

MUNICIPAL BUILDING GRACELAND AND MINER STREETS
824-3136

Irving Park Rd. in Chicago. For

A) will take applications between 9 am. and 3 pm trots

297.3535

Duties include field work related to enforcement and inter-

160 N. Franklin and 19321/2 W.

3 days: Mon, Wed. and

IVY
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

Light shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Small congenial office.

SECURITY
GUARDS

on weekends. You must be
over 21 and hove no police
record. All of our areas are
expanding as is the need for
field supervision growth. We
promote from within. Applications will be taken daily

complete low-down by seeing

To work for president.

Equal Opportunity
Employer

Chicago and Suburban openings for plant watchmen. The
positions ore permanent and
require full "time reliable men.
Part time positions primarily

sales personality, common

PLUMBING INSPECTOR

Ave. 3200 north.)

An

person and on phone. WE'LL
TEACH YOU THE WHOLE
WORKS' Some office exp.,

WE'RE LOOKING FOR! Get the

Runivay &

OPERATORS
Immediate openings for ex
perienced men. Day or night
shift available. Good company
benefits. Excellent opportunity
for advancement.- Steady employment. APPLY to personnel
manager daily: 8 am. 4:45
pm. 10601 W. Belmont Ave.,
Franklin Park (I block west
of Mannheim Rd. at Belmont

where you meet and talk to
new people all day long. In

' LADIES -Earn $40 -' $60 weekly;
showing new tine of home care

DR. ASSISTANT

RECEPTION -OR
BABY DOCTOR
-

Learn to Interview people and
help them find lobs. It's a lob

sense and the desire to make
LOTS OF MONEY IS WHAT

Great Lakes

or Chuck Ording.
Intl Anodizing Corp.
3827 Willow St. Schiller Pk.

'

.2fplielf WNW Woo

Sado Wanted Wow

2-541100elt

15fAMoimentAgmelesMemen,

PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER
TRAINEES

DRAFTSMAN

benefits, will train. Call
625-0690 ask for John Brogni

AFFILIATED BOOK
DISTRIBUTORS

2511601111118t Apneas Wanes

244* Warted Men

2441119Withd NO

$110 WEEK .

2611dit Minted Women

Des Plaines, Illinois

1695 River Rood

LITE INDUSTRIAL - $2.25

Wanted For Permanent Positions
With Expanding Machine Shop

Suburban company looking

ELECTRONIC TRN.

Lathe and/or Mill 14nd
General Machinist \
O.D. &
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)
Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

.

for

JR. IND. ENG.

S145 to $17S
Seldom found opportunity
in mane into research group
in communications. No preriot's 'experience needed.
Your training will consist of
in -plant seminars and on the

lob training with electronic
engineers. Any military or
tech school training opens

Training in this area leads to
management position. Any industrial engineering background
qualifies. Company needs 5

aggressive

lad Who 'velad Ski to make a
career of sales and sales

58.000 to $10,000
Modern facility,in Western Sub exist seeking replacements for
people that hove been promoted.

prortsble,

F

Do you enjoy meeting new

25 to 35 hour week, 5days
New store conveniently lo/

SECRETARIES

ng:fs,

cared. No experience neces'

Clerical, figure aptitude, light shorthand & gOod
typing skills required.

people alld

SALES TRNS.

-4F$6501a Starti.

train you a:
burban:firm s
thisonisfor.lovelys

REICHARDT CLEANERS

253-9325

Free.

management. Age and education open, but any college
helps.

Learn

products- and

MAN

the company
sales

young man with go power.

the door to this above average career opportunity.

In Arlington Heights
9 S.'Ounton

Dempster

6028

$150

..

President

, To

,_,: assistant

AVAILABLE NOW
Good starting -wages - regular pay increases -'
company paid life and health insurance - 9 paid
holidays - paid vacations - pension plan - bonus
for night shift.
PLUS

An opportunity to train for a skilled MACHINIST
job.
MAY BE YOURS IF YOU CALL OR VISIT

WEST PERSONNEL

Des Plaines, Illinois

TRAVEL
TRAINEE

opportunitiestest at k

Des Plaines, Illinois
298-2400, Ext. 357

Travel expense free through
out the 'U.S. as you show resorts, motels, travel bureaus
how to operate the reserva-

company and already sold

OUTSTANDING BENEFITS
tions

8 paid holidays ... employeesstore and cafeteria ... social activities.

.

In Arlington Heights

$4.15 to $4.58 per hostr - based on shift. Must have experience in electrical maintenance and
trouble shooting on industrial and automated machinery, and available to work on any shift.

9 S. Dunton

394-0880

TELETYPE REPAIRMEN
Assemble, wire and adjust. Some electrical background required. To $3.74 per hour depend-

6028 Dempster

966-0700

ing on qualifications and experience.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS - NIGHTS
Experienced Punch Press Operators needed for second shift. Should be 'experienced in blanking operations. Shift premium and piece work ;Wei apply.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES
Assemblers
Machine Operators
Drill Press Operators
Silk Screen Layout Men
Plater's Helpers

Material. Handlers
Cable Formers
Production Machinists
Pipefitters

Relay Adjusters.
Heat Treaters

opportunity 4-vvest et

AUTQNIATIC ELECTRIC
ON N. war ROAD, NORTRUIKE, ILLINOIS, 80154

TRAINING
- TRAVEL' $475
Personable young ladies wanted to handle anyone who calls
or comes into this famous airline for reservations or info.
You will get in on MARVELOUS,'COMPLETE TRAINING

PROGRAM! You'll learn all
about making plane reservations, confirming, selling tick..
ets, cancellations. Vault wear:
chic Outfits 8.i. help people find answers to their travel questions. It's all public contact.
100%.ofthe.timel You'll lust
love it

coo A.M. TO COO P.M.

and the people you

like long weekends and longer vacations when you're
part of This faired 'airline.
YOUR OWN TRAVEL FREE

SATURDAY

8:00 A.M. TO NOON
An Equal OPPorttinify

AIRLINES TRAINEES
COMPLETE

meet and the people you work
with! Fast raises plus bonuses

INTERVIEWING:
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Employ)

Look Our Way

bonus system. Free.

Miss Paige

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS

LOOKING?

to the, people you coil on. They
will completely train you. In
addition to excellent starting
salary, there are complete
benefits including o terrific

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

A MEMBER OF THE GT& E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

An equal opportunity employer

$498 MONTH

tions system developed by the

PARKER -HANNIFIN CORP.
501 S. Wolf Road

Melrose Park

O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.

Suite 3000

Automatic Electric offers you excellent wages ... free life insurance ... hospitalization and major medical insurance (dependant coverage available)
... advancement from within non-contributory pension plan ... paid vaca-

AND OTHER JOBS

1955 W. North Ave.

298-5051

Coll Anytime 24 Hours Per Day
A Counselor Will Be Available To Assist You

&Continuing Equal Opportunity Employer

SHIPPING

JEWEL FOOD STORES,

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827-6628

at Mannheim

'

MASON OF Paws READ INC.

ASSEMBLY

in

10400 W. Higgins

Employer Pays All Fees

:5353 W. Armstrong (near Elston & Central) Chicago

STOCK ROOM

be

DAYS ONLY,

Excellent salary
Good opportunities

able to handle
visitors and phones with
tact. Undnited potential.
Suburban.

PERSONNEL

10400 W. Higgins

LPN

of AAA

and

CALL: Fl 5-0500 ext. 594
Office Personnel

be

298-5021

On our evening shift
Challenging jobs for experienced tradesmen.
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
GOOD WAGES; increaSes based on ability
PROFIT SHARING

OR APPLY

2275 Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines
297-204

charge of office. Must
like responsibility and

Widest

TOOL ROOM OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE FOR
TOOL & DIE MAKERS
TOOL ROOM MACHINIST

LIBERAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
COMPANY SPONSORED RETIREMENT BENEFITS
CONVENIENT LOCATION
OFF STREET PARKING
CALL R. J. NELSON AT 763-1200

_Mueller Industries

966-0700

firm. Will be right hand

1 k ., J

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

Five days, 371/2 hour week, Hospaalization,
Profit Sharing, Excellent Working Conditions.

Drill Press, Milling Machine, Hon
ing, etc.

-

394.0880

EXECUTIVE SECTY

CALL MR. McGRATH
35B-5800

0*./t hay experience

Light ProcLuction Work

tech+,

Outstanding opportunity for

COMPTOMETER OPERATORS

AN D

EXPERIENCED FOR:

v Miss Paige

uniques, then into the field call:
ing on industrial accounts.

people right now.

sary. Interesting work.

IVY
721.5W. Touhy
1496 Miner. Des Pl.

Are you a recent graduate looking for your first job?
Or, would you like to fort:sake the loop and work out west, closer to home?
Or, maybe your old job has lost its appeal.
Whatever your reasons, if your looking ... look West, to Automatic Electric.

Automatic Electric is a great place to work. We're a leader in the electronic communications
field and we have many fine opportunities:

Stenographers

Key Punch Operators

Clerk Typists

Comptometer Operatort

General Clerks

File Clerks

And, our opportunities for girls are in important, interesting positions In -sales, laboratories,
engineering, personnel, marketing, installation, purchasing and other divisions.
You will be paid based on your capabilities, and will have the opportunity to advance through
our regular reviews.
A handsome, steady. pay check, plus all the benefits are here: Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Molar
Medical ... Free Life Insurance, ... Employee Store and Employee Credit Union ... plus Outside
Activities, and more.
Visit our personnel counselor Chris Schmudde,

INTERVIEWING:

.

Monday thru Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
Or call Chris for an appointment at 562-7100 L Ext. 734

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC.
A MEMBER OF THE OW FAMILY OF COMPANIES

400 N. Wotf Road; Northlake, III. 80184
SP 48585
297.3535

An Equal Opportunity Employer

26481p WNW Woo

28118. Wadi Woo

211MOWNWRRIllos

Mali WNW Won

2.180 Wahl Woosa

la.Wastai Wow

I.
SECRETARY

STENOS

to

SERVICE MANAGER
Accurate typing and
in

lovely

ELAINE REVELL, Inc.

Elk

We have immediate assignments available close to your
home. Work days, weeks or

- 5 days per week. Excellent starting salary
plus full line of company
benefits For interview
appointement call:

months.

payroll systems desired.
Modern air conditioned building, luxurious execu-

Regular

For confidential interview

ty.

REGISTER

Rosemont, III.

Light Factory
Work

Arlington Heights

625-4306

259-3500

FEDDERS

-

2510 Dempster St. Des Plaines

NORGE

296.5515

SALES SECRETARY

Permanent 40 hour week, paid
vacation, profit sharing, hotpitalization, good starting pay,
good working conditions.
APPLY IN PERSON

See Bob Pinnow

FULL TIME
Good starting salary and excellent benefits including Profit Sharing, Air Conditioned Offices,
Cafeteria on Premises, Credit Union and Sufficient Parking PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.

345-9000
AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION
THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION

2801 S. 25th Ave., Broadview

Wheeling

411 N. Wolf Rd:

GIRL FRIDAY
For

lent opportunity to handle a

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PLOTE, INC.
Northwest Tollway & Roselle Rd.

WOMEN

358-6485

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

'

Challenging position for ma.
lure Individual with experience,

to do typing and other miscellaneous duties In our branch
office.

Excellent

salary,

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

630 DUNDEE ROAD
NORTHBROOK, ILL
272.2300
2 Blocks W. of Edens

PART TIME &

BILLING

position require a good figure aptitude & involves light typing.

For further information please contact: JAN BAT-

rewarding

small con
genial office for billing magood typist. You will handle
all invoicing as well as other
related clerical functions.

392-3500

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

PRESS OPERATORS
START AT $2.20 PER HOUR

No Experience Necessary
3 AUTOMATIC WAGE REVIEWS FIRST YEAR
Excellent working conditions in a clean air conditioned plant Presses designed for woman to op-

OTHER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Guaranteed 40 Hours

8 Paid Holidays'

Paid Vacation

Christmas Bonus
Profit Sharing

Rolling Meadows
Statistical Typist
Clerk Typist
Biller Typist
Receptionist
Switchboard
Key Punch Oper.
.Executive Sec'y.
General Sec'y.
Dictaphone Sec'y.

450
425
400

400
400
500
600
500
475
425
475

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

Jr . Sec'y.

500

Inventory Clerks
Accounting

650
450
600
450

Payroll Clerk
F C Bookkeeper

runners $90. 529-7453

Mt. Prospect 253-1286

Cook County

DO YOU HAVE
MORE TIME THAN
MONEY?

Four 4x6 windows, milk cans,
dishes, silverware, pic. frames,

FOR SALE: Whirlpool electric
dryer, 4 years old, $60. Excellent
condition. 894-3002.

Donish Modern leather sofa &
love seat to match. 1 yr. old -

alum. frames. & misc. 358-2138.

One 110 volt Hot Point air cond.
9000 BTU. One 39" Tappon gas

range. One 14 cu. " Marquette

Boy's -Girl's bikes; 20", 24" 8. 26"
L/W, M/W, Ball. 3 spds &
Schwinns $7 to $38. 437-1760
Welding - cutting outfit with

tanks, regulator and cart, $135.
394.0635 after 7.

son. Name your own
TIMARK

255-2383

ref rig. 255-2318

TV CONSOLE $35; walnut con-

sole chord organ $65; white crib
comp. $20; Filter Queen vacuum
w/att. $25. 439.7828

Convert your gar. into a fam.
summer rm. inexpensively with
screen. An B'x7'
car gar.)
(standard
All sizes avail$38.98.
only
able. For more info. call
537-2978.
a

Zip -Roll

screen

Pink Crown 30" gas range $100.
Excellent condition.
437.5787

hours.

air -condi-

Carrier 15,000 BTU
tioner like new $200.
439-7472

$115 or offer. Misc. 259.8928

SYLVANIA stereo record player,
cherrywood console, very gd.

1

For information about the FINEST

water softeners & water con
ditionihg equipment contact.
101111.5011 WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359.3200

GE double door - $30; Kenmore
stove - $20; Kitchen set - $15.
259-5438.

,554Ausical Instruments

55-Mesical Instralents

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

afloat!

Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place
359-2251

at Western Electric

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE GUM" TO BLUES

Has Immediate Openings For

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

EXPERIENCED
311urrme & Caw Sale

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

WORK - Monday thru Friday in our modern regional center.

Excellent starting salary with
outstanding benefit package
Rapid Progression
APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

8 AM. to 4:14 P.M.
956-2641 or 956-2642

3800 Golf Road
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL

Western Electric
.1.111/48h II I sib sorra rot sr as nu PM%

'

82 -Wanted To Rent

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Mt. Prospect 3 bdrm. townhouse

Would like to rent garage to

$200 month, available August

store small car.
259-2709

Palatine -Barrington. 6 rm. doll
house, 11/2 car garage. $23,900.

-7444 Rat

1st. 394-3407

bdrm. apt. In town Arl. Hts.,
$155 month. Imm. occup. Call
FL 8-1/323.

Mt. Prospect 2 bdrm.,
sub -let, Sept. 1.$170.

Call 439.9585

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

pnld. rec. Low 40's, 392.2616.

1 yr. old bi-level, all brick, 2 car
gar., 3 lge. bdrms., 3 full baths,

$260. 298-4756.

plus lots of extras. 299-3547

STONECREST APTS.

rent
or

JOLIET, ILLINOIS 60434
Plant Located 10 Miles South of Joliet on Route 53

P.O. BOX 871

For Further Information Write Chester. Galuska, Bldg. 705

Shopping

schools,
Parks.

room,

kitchen

MT. PROSPECT

REALTORS

MAMMY= NWT

privileges,

basmt., assume. mortgage.
299-8778

Timber Lake Village

New listing by owner. An. Hts. Scarsdale, Tackett built Colonial.
3/bdrm 21/2 baths, 21/2 car gar.

1+2 bedroom deluxe apartments.

SWIMMING POOL''

$49,500
255.3984

Sensible rentals includes ail

appliances, heat, hotwater &
cooking gas.

Arl. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. h. 3 bdrm. 21/2 both, 3

439-4100

.2tag5
$29,900

Beautifully planned 3 bdrm.
ranch. Wonderful family rm.,
11/2 baths. Large living & dining area.
$53,900

Something special! Air cond. 4

bdrm. colonial. Fem. rm.
w/fireplace, 1st floor laundry
rm., full bsret., 21/2 car go.
rage.

yr. old tri-level. Ater' gar. w/w
carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appli.
antes, rec. rm. w/frplce. Extras.

MT. PROSPECT

Mtg. avail. 392.9365

Westgate Apts.
18.2
bedroom
Ultra -deluxe
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
appliances,
Including

Prospect Hts., OPEN HOUSE. 11/2

yr. old, 3 bdrm., bi-level, face
brk all sides, 2 car att. gar., paneled rec. rm., ceramic kit. &
baths, patio, drapes, carpet,
many extras. $39,900. 1313

cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room.

Wood Ln. 296-5171.

SWIMMING POOL

DES PLAINES DUPLEX

Intimate privacy yet walking/
distance to shopping, centero,
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253-6300

ion. Air
Im medidte po
conditioned, 7 rooms, 3 bed-

1141 Rnt, Sbies, Offices

rooms, I full - 2 half baths, full
basement, separate family rm.
Sparkling condition. Low 30's.

O

ARCM

share home or apartment,

Prosp. Hts. by owner, 4 bdrm.
ranch, 2 car gar., 2 baths, fam.
rm. !gr. kit., w/built-ins, 2 patios,

&

$30,900

An. Hts. 392-9586

Contact agent in Model Apt.
11 am to 6 pm Phone 439.7887

JOLIET ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
UNIROYAL, INC.

POSSESSION
3 Bdrm. Brk. Georgian
situated on lovely tree lined st. New Mod. cab.
Kit. Sep. din. rm., ceramic tile baths. Wolk to

Reliable mature lady wants to

4 ROOMS, $185 & UP
5 ROOMS, $250 6 UP(2 baths)

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

IMMEDIATE

Hoff. Est. lg. 3 bdrm. ranch 2
baths, S/S, water softener, lg.
cor. lot, fenced backyard.
$24,900. 529-4194

725 W. Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free
parking.

ACCOUNTANT

TYPISTS
CLERKS

area. 4 bdrm. tri.level, Ige. kit.

& carpeting. Imm. occupancy

NEW BUILDING

DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN
MAINTENANCE CRAFTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
PROJECT ENGINEERS
PROGRAMMER/SYSTEMS
ANALYST

in your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

Arl. Hts. By owner. Greenbrior

11/2 baths, appliances, air-cond.

opal., ceramic pastel bath, se-

OFFSET PRESS OPERATORS

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID.TUTOR-HOSTESSBOOKKEEPER, ETC.

86 -Real Estate -houses

O'Hare area 7 rm. executive,

1444 S. Busse

WE, UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

apt.,

cluded, priv. $180. 827-4702

POSITIONS OPEN

Immediate possession. 437-2274

,

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

1

Heated 1 bdrm., 5 closets, crpt.,

Whether you're just beginning
Or about to make a change
...choose with care

Commercial

Residential

(Highway 58, just east of Highway 53)

Des Plaines, Ill.

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

TAPE SELECTION

C/ctsWied REAL ESTATE
Vacant

Mannheim)

PERSONNEL

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

Gar. Sale-Furn., antiques, & misc.
403 Sandy Ln., Des Plaine;
437-1840

7l/2 hours - 5 day week
Part time 4:15 p.m. 8:15 p.m.

CHOOSE UNIROYAL, INC.

392-5239.

clothes, latest styles
worn 1 season. Sizes 11, 12, 13,
& 14. 537-8814.

Simplicity rider, 4 hp., $135. Polaroid "250" complete, $95. Both
like new. 253-3058

Lady's

Part time 'position available assembling new
gift item in pleasant sur-

Bldg,.
see Office
(Higgins 8:

AFTER 5:30 PM CALL 259-8602

MT. PROSPECT'

rotary lawnmower $20,
12'x13' green rug w/2 matching

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.
439-0923

01 'Hare

Mr Tobin 259-8600 between 8-5:30 PM

RANDHURST CENTER

Brand newAccutron by Bulova.
20"

298.5021

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL:

OP ANSIIIICA: Ilded

1

ing $800, 766-7828.

WATCH

P.M. ROUTES

450... Shipping & Recvg. Clerk
File Clerk
475

1501 Rohlwing Rd.
Rolling Meadows, Illinois

White Collar Girls

Minn, Fats pool table, slate fop,
reg. size (41/2,03), yr: old, sell

bike seat -$4. Ex. cond. 299-3240.

Best Offer. 529-2590.

Clerks

Wide

No Fees - Top rates

tion. $65. 392-1863.

Mustang trailer hitch -$15; twin
frame & headboards -$15, front

3040 S. Busse Rd.

FL9-3200

Frigidaire refrigerator, double
door, 15 cu. ft., perfect condi-

$80. CL 3-3122

A.M. ROUTES

Figure Clerk
4- Accts. Payable

Plan for Sick Pay

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER -;

259-8129

2:30 - 5 p.m.

TECHNICIAN

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)

(2 weeks after one year)

Curtis 1000 Inc.

Portable Kenmore dishwasher,
less than 1 yr. old, avocado -$125.
GE range -$30. 537-7532

MR. ANTHONY'S

10% NIGHT WORK BONUS

MFG. CORP.

400..a

erate - WE WILL TRAIN.

2551107

POOL TABLE, 4's7' with accessories, good condition $90.

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

Portable stereo record player lg.
speakers, new needle, 2 yrs. old

DRIVERS

Des Plaines

REGISTERED LAB

METHODE

PRODUCTS INC.
Wheeling, III.

32 -Miscellaneous Metchandlse

chine operator. Will also train

EKCO
777 Wheeling Road

SCHOOL BUS

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

We Give

FOR FURTHER DETAILS
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

TAGLIA 537-1100

Wheeling

& other

Utility trailer, 503, 30" sides,
removable tailgate, overloads,
$95, 1706 Walnut, Pros. Hts.

Pi 'WNW'

OPERATOR
and
Interesting
'position open In

1

sewing
stereo,
Appliances,
mach., toys, furn., clothing, much
misc. 247 & 255 N. Garden, Bensenville
__
L
-

14#0.°11

MACHINE

We currently have a full time clerical opening in
our receiving department & a part time (4 to 6
hours per day) in our plastic 'department. Both

- 5 gal tank
tanks,
misc. equip. 824.0446.

cond. $85, CL 9-0277 aft, 5.

CRAVENS CO.

FULL TIME

Aquarium equipment: 2 -.10 gal.

daily. 308 5. Hi -Lust, Mt. P.

BARRETT-

METHODE MFG. CORP.

each. 392.0152

/pwr. mower, clothes. New items

Gar. Sale July 30,31, Aug. 1,2.

Days or Nights

Wheeling', Illindis -

777 Wheeling Road

tires with wheels. Fits Bujcir$15

bike,

hsewores,

gifts,

class,

pect. Good opportunity
for woman with children
in school or retired per-

KCO

259-9384.

Gar. Sole July 29,30,31. Anti.

roundings in Mt. Pros-

-

PRODUCTS IN_C.

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

Two 845 X 15 studded snow ,

School Bus, Inc.

weeks paid vacation, and full
company benefits.

Road, Des Plaines.

6:30 - a:30 a.m.

Add 15e per hour for
2nd & 3rd shift.

3

& stroller $20; infant car seat $4.

Male or Female

_$2.371/2 to start
PRESS PACKERS
FIRST SHIFT
7:45-4:15

CALL 537-1100
(8 am. - 4:30 pm.)
Cff:
or visit

10-3, bike, skates, miscel., no
advance soles. 391 N. Wolf

AFFILIATED BOOK
DISTRIBUTORS

BEAUTICIANS

holidays, many company benefits.

SECRETARY

Authentic refinished wagon
wheel $25; combination buggy

APPLY IN PERSON

MALE & FEMALE

Lee & Oakton

FREE major medical & life insurance, 9 paid

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

595-0132

conditions. HOURS 5
p.m. to 9 p.m. OR 6
p.m. to 19 p.m.

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

Skokie

SECOND SHIFT
4:15-12:45
THIRD SHIFT (61/2 hours)
12:45-7:45

busy office.

5,000 Evergreens ;1 ea.
Nursery, 26W180 North
Ave. Wheaton.
Faith

Gar. Sale July 31, Avg. 162,

INQUIRE

An Equal Opportunity Employer

GRAND OPENING SALE

'

PART TIME

CO 7.6800 --OR 3-6600, ext. 262

7770 Frontage Rd.

frame. 392.1354.

Rummage -Soler TV tube tester
will trade or sell for 410 shotgun.
Also TV's and many misc. items.

Good pay, good working

415 N. Wolf Rd.

& one 5 yd. x 31". Twin Bed

Attelp Wanted -Men * Worm

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Telephone, light bookkeeping,
payroll, typing, accounts receivable and payable. Excel-

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

at:

RUGS: One-12'xit3' brown tweed

General warehouse

An equal opportunity employer

EKCO PRODUCTS, INC.

Contractors.

Excavating

Interesting secretarial position. Variety of duties.
Ability to handle the public and telephones.
Good typing and shorthand required. Experience
preferred. For appointment call: MISS VENHUDA

Allstate*

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS ,

Apply Employment Office Weekdays
8:30 om.-5 pm. or call for appt.

Good starting rates
'
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

255-9000
Arlirigton Heights
Federal Savings

'1806 E. Northwest Hwy.

MR. GERALD MILLER

PART TIME EVENINGS

time. Pleasant congenial

Call Mr. Lyngaan of Mr. Chirps/

10400 W. Higgins (O'Hare Office Bldg.)

824 -7151

32Mindineons Mettliadse

Big Gar. SaleBargarns galore in
furnishings, windows, fans, etc.
July 29 & 30. 10-4. 521 3. Prin.
dle, An. Hts.

CONTACT MISS HECHT
827-6628

TELLER
conditions. Paid vacation, Insurance, profit sharing.

BOISE CASCADE PROPERTIES, INC.

call Mr. Leffer at -

Excellent salary.
P.M.'s or Nights

31-11m re &WEI'S,*

EXPERIENCED
Full

tor a Confidential Interview

salary commensurate to °LAE-

MALE OR FEMALE

pm, also weekends.
298-6983 or 824-1384

CAA ED OTIS AT 299-71 61

Insurance,

hours,

RN - LPN or NURSES AIDE.

ance. Paid holidays and vacations. Pension program, stock ownership plan.

to complement office staff.

NURSES

ASSISTANTS

Full time or part time 3 to 11

tive offices. Paid hospitalization and life insur-

Growing Dodge dealer In
Des Plaines needs two women

214160 Waddilen'

RENTAL AGENT WANTED. Part
time foi luxury apartments.
11 AM to 7 PM
394-2577

of large payrolls. Familiarity with automated

Auto experience
preferred.

With a check from

Grove Village office.
Hours are 8:30 to 5 p.m.

Excellent starting salary, regular reviews for capable, ambitious girl experienced in preparation

BOOKKEEPER

MAKE FRIDAY PAY DAYI

tial This is a permanent

PAYROLL CLERK

TYPIST - CLERK

TYPISTS

.

shorthand skills essenposition

Page I I

Monday, July 28,-1969

_

$38,900

Space galore only 1 yr. new 4
bdrm. home with 25' fam. rm.
& fireplace. 3 baths, 21/2 car
att. garage. Kitchen w/lovely
built-in appliances.

ANNEN & BUSSE,
REALTORS
253-1800
439.4700

359-7000
255-9111

F.H.A. Mortgage available.

NEWLY LISTED AT-$ 37,6 2 1 .43

Modern Desk Spoce. Expert secr-

HOUSE OF REALTY

etarial services and telephone
answering available. Executive
Secretarial Service. 11 N Arl.
Hts. Rd., Arl. Hh. CL 9-1222.

6711 N. Cicero, Lincolnwood
673-0060

baths, heated garage. Must
be seen to be appreciated.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

Fully improved including carp.
sting, drapes, new electric fix.

111 -Ts lilt Busiest Praparty

PALATINE -VILLAGE
SQUARE
2 rooms, 1st floor, 300 square

feet plus 'waiting room. Good
parking. Excellent for Doctor

I

3 bedrooms, family room, 11/2

3 bedroom brick bi.level on
lot 100' x 200'. Master bedroom hos dressing area. 2 car
garage. Patio, plus screened

tures, new hardware,

porch with, built-in Bar-be:que
affords outdoor enjoyment of
landscaped
beautifully
a

home.

yard.

Immediate p

Ion.

$35,900.

re -insulated

roof, water soft-

ener. Air -Cooled. Shows very

well. This could be your new

Bruns Real Estate
QUINLAN &

or Mfr; Rep.

DON HAGER, REALTORS
DON HAGER, REALTORS
165. Bothwell, Palatine.

359-650

16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

359-6050

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

255-6320
359-6500
894-1330

Monday, July 28, 1969

Page 12

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

47 -Home Furrishings-Fwnihre

De -Humidifier, tier table, antique sewing cab., humidifier,

93" sofa bed, very gd. cond.

desk, shadow box, fan, bowling
ball, vatuum cleaner & misc.

old bed & 2 liv. rm. choirs.
537-0247

Orig. $500 asking $200.

10/4uto Pits and Access.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

SALE: VW parts, engine, choirs,
tires, lights, convert. top for
Korman Ghia. 298-3965 aft. 5.

'63 'Olds "98", 2 dr., hdtp. full

FOR SALE FOR PARTS -1961 Cor-

'66 WV Sedan
LoW Mileage

yak wagon & 1960 Willys Jeep

yr.

1

wagon, 595-111.32 _

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

823.5505

15'

BOAT:

Evinrude,

low
BSA Thunderbolt,
1968
mileage, exc. cond., tar; best
offer. 537-7850

55 -Musical ktstruments

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

Hoffmann upright piano with
bench. Very good condition.
$100. 296-5258.

runabout, 40 hp.
trailer, top rend.,

MUST SELL. 392-5499.

GO-KART

Special 10% discount with this
ad on any guitar, amp, banjo,
mandolin or uke in stock for

12

cash. El Rey Music, 7 W. Eastman

fiberglass Crosby fishing
tiny teeny trailer, $400.
hp. Fyinrude motor, $90.

4

H.P.

engine. 259-4871
1967 HONDA 160 Scrambler. Ex-,

cellent condition $425 or offer.
CL 3-3122

766-3465

1965 HONDA 90. Excellent condi-

for the family A-1
cond., fibreglass, dacron sail,

Tremendous

tion, low mileage $175. After 6,

alum. mast. Price includes trailer. See to appreciate. 253-4722
after 5.

Savings!

'68 Sears 50cc motorcycle, like

JULY 30 THRU AUG. 2

SAILBOAT

42 -Wanted to Buy
OLD DOLLS: ports & heads.
China, bisque, wood, rag or composition. Priv. Party. 537-9135

392-9363

1415 Ellinwood, Des Plaines
824-4131

maple or oak preferred,
827.5064

DOLLS wanted, at least 10 yrs.
old, any condition. Also old cars,
trucks, trains, doll dishes, doll
hse. items, charms, Big
Books, Movie magazines

Will train and route $5200.

and

359-3454

similar items from the 30s &
40s. 526-8452.

National collection agency desires a person interested in estab-

lishing a franchised branch office in your local area. Can use
your own home to start. Very
little capital needed. Contact:

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment
BLACK LABRADOR PUPS

AKC, 6 WEEKS, SHOTS, $100,

Blades, Yeatman Station
Rd., Landenberg, Pa. 19350
Mr.

639-2752

Miniature Schnauzer. 7 weeks.
Female. AKC registered. Cham-

LIMITED TIME OFFER

pion sired. 824-508.4.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS

sm.

259-9121

your own business. NATIONAL
POK-O-GOLF announces available distributorships in your
area. This is a fantastic opportunity for unlimited mon-

COLLIE pups 14 wks. old, AKC,
silver blue Merle's also Tri color.

ey -making potential with our
golf putting machine. We feel

M & F. $50. 634-3541

money per lecation then the
well-known coin operated
bowling machine. Our company will set up your business
for you in a proven method of

Stud Service -Male apricot Toy

Poodle. All apricot background.
Beautiful color & disposition.

our product can produce more

_

.

point kitten,
week old Female - $15.
541-2096
seal

SIAMESE

9

10 gal. fish tank complete with
fish; $30; Yg. parakeet w/stand

A/C, P/S, P/B, 326. FloWlessll
$1100 or offer. 676-9439

'63 Corvair Spyder-4 speed
Call Gary
437-6235 after 6
'65 Pontiac Catalina 4 dr. sedan,
owner. Immac.
air, power,
51395. 392-3458
1

259-8911

57 Chev. convert., 409, 3 sp, fl.,
new interior & top, sharp, 5995
sr offer, 827-2215.
'62 4 dr. Chrysler Newport
hdtop, white. 5 Ilke new tires,
must be seen to be appreciated.
$500. Call aft. 4. CL 5-3879

panies of its type which has

like new tires, p/s, p/b, extras,
excell. cond., 299-2572 or

diversified into other fields.

296-6491.

NO FRANCHISE FEET
Minimum investment of 54975
through $9950. 25% DOWN.
Leasing available with ap-

Buick '63 Special Deluxe Station

Female.
$25. 894-1956

WRITE US TODAY.

sacrifice.

Must

Please Include name, address

and telephone number.
descriptive literature will
Full

Miniature Schnauzer pups, AKC,
ears, shorts, & clipped. 253 8840

follow.

NATIONAL

SIAMESE kittens, 8 weeks old. Lit299-3512

10407 Liberty
St. Louis, Missouri 63132

Sorrel Gelding. Well
Western. $275. Ex
perineced rider, 639-3595
3

yr. old

trained

Reasonable.

IT TODAY AT

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS
126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

381-0899

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER
WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

WAGON

17495

101 -Automobiles Wanted

'6'3 Chevy Belair wagon, 8 cyl,
stick, gd. cond. $300. 392-7423

rano.,

-

beautifully marked $5 each.
437-7710

Prefer stick shift. 392-5242.

Adorable grey & white kitten to
be given away to good home.

-)

102 -Trucks, Trailers

1949 International 44 ton pick-

439-3415

up. Needs work. $75.
595-0367 - Mike

Tricolor

'68 DART OUST.

'65 FORD

Auto., Fact. Warr.

4 DR. Galaxie 500,
Automatic

'67 CAMERO

'64 OLDS

Automatic Trans.

Hdtp. Factory Air
Conditioned

Gas stove w/2 ovens; dinette set
w/4 choirs, wood & formica.

top, astros on jacked rear, 3 pc.

'67 POLARA

'64 DODGE

4 Dr. Hdtp., Factory

Wag. 9 Pass. Automatic,
Power

Warranty

$1095
Jet Star, Power

$995
Convert, Automatic
& Power

$2650. 537-8056.
'67

size hollywood white padded vinyl headboard & frame,

Full

comp. bed $25. 827-1545.

3 piece black sectional In good

Scamper

Camper

$950.

Sleeps 8, parted condition, extras. Can be seen at 1209 Robin
Lane, Mt. Prospect.
CORSAIR
STARCRAFT

TRAVELER

SYCAMORE

KING OF THE ROAD

condition.
437-0457
CROSLEY SHELVADOR

REFRIGERATOR. EXCEL. COND.
$40. 298-6493
GREEN FUR CHAISE LOUNGE
CHAIR, $75.
296.3979

Tent Trailers - Travel Trailers
Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 1 V2 mi. E. of

,McHenry

815-385.6333

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

66 DODGE WAG. HI-PERFORMANC
Polara 9 Pass., Power

CORNER

$1895
'68 CORONET

H.T., Auttimatic, Power.

'63 Chevy II, 6 cyl., stick, like
new clutch, tires, muffler. Very

R/T 440 Eng., Automatic

$1395

clean, good running cond. $500.
255-2756
'66 Corvette, convert. - 2 tops,

$2595

327, 300 hp., like new tires &

'66 LE MANS

battery; '32 Plym., 4 door sedan,

'68 PLYM. GTX

Automatic Trans.

440 Eng., Automatic

sington School) must sell. Aca
pulo blue, sports sprint model,

'67 CHARGER

$1995

$50.

WHITE.

'67 BARRACUDA
Convert, 4 Speed

$1895
'67 MUSTANG

$1395

2

3 Speed
eed

'65 OLDS 442
Automatic 6 power
I

CONDITION. 824-7281

Huge Discount;
2 on a111969's!

-..

1948 Singer Zig-Zag:
Sewing machine. Slightly used.)
Sews blind hems in dresses,'
makes button holes, sews buttons
monograms and fancy
on,
stitches. No attachments neededl
Five 'your- ports and service
guarantee.

AND ON'OUR OK US D CARS TOO!

41

_

CLOSED SUNDAY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

4 Dr., V8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

$1795

'67 L.T.D.
2.dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

$1695

'67 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON
Full Power, All White, Automatic Transmission.

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON
V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

FULL PRICE $1595

'66 MUSTANG COUPE

$1295

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"

$1195

2 dr., hard top, V.8, A/T, light blue. Priced to sell!

095

'66 FORD CUSTOM
8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extra White.

'65 DODGE

$795-

4 -Dr., 6 cyl., auto. Fine second car.

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500

$995

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE

$795.

2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Hedter, White Wall Tires.

4 Speed, Mox. Wheels.

4 Speed

'64 FORD GALAXIE "500"

$1795

$1195

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

'66 PONT 2 2

$395

CLOSED UNDAY

4 Speed

A

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY. 392;6300
OPEN DAILY 'TIL
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

FOR FREE DELIVERY

(312)469.7204

$1795

' ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

OPEN EVENINGS

$1095

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500

CL 9-4100

le

Ir

II

irstSr.

0
sle

DODGE

$64.05TAX INCLUDED

CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

speakers, body molding. Demo.

ARLINGTON PARK

OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH
Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES

Silver jade, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear'

'6S CHEV. NOVA '65 SPT. FURY
Super Sport, Automatic

$1395

As low as $30 per mo. rental.
I
year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings. Ask for

$2982

'69 GALAXIE 500

4 dr., sedan. Body man's Special. V-8, automatic transmission.

OV

LEND - LEASE
4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

Miss Hoydee - and SAVE.
253-9416

$1395

I

/CHEVROLET/

PERFECT

$3492

'69 LTD FORD

2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

-

DRYER,

$2670

2 -Dr., Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright
Hawaii Blue color.

V -B, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

Automatic & Power.

case headboard, double dresser
& mirror. 259-5539.

'69 FAIRLANE

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

'65 SKYLARK

Double bed complete vy/book

$2764

Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.
Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

4 Speed

$1195

bike.

'69 MUSTANG

4 DR. H.T., Automatic,
Power.

6 cyl., Automatic

x 14 Goodyear'. Assorted 409
parts. Dual pt. mallory distrib.
w/coil, water pumps, pistons,
rods dual quads & manifold. 10

Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio and

6 cyl., auto, trans., power steering, radio, heater, W/W tires, full wheelcovers, sharp.

'66 MUSTANG

needs eng. & trans. 2 new H70 x
15 carnegies. 2 astros w/7 pt. 35

.

'67 CHEV. SS

383 ENG., 4 SPEED

'63 Chevy SS' 409 Convert., .4
speed, eng. just rebuilt. 4 poly
gloss tires -F70 x 14. '63 Chevy,

Loaded with Fords
, finest
equipment, including Power

,1 ..
\,1. )1

'66 OLDSMOBILE

$1295

w/economy 6 cyt. eng., AfT, P/S,
R/H, like new tires (purchased in
April) low miles, $1595. Call Barb
437-6169

speed Schwinn Varsity
253-5889 aster 4.

$2595

$1495

MUSTANG '67
Arl. Hts. school teacher (Ken-

60

P.S., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

'66 CORONET

good trans. fti2i. 298-6356

OVER

2Dr. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V-8, cruise-o-motic, P.S., P.B., vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,
many extra'. Demo.

$2195

Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

995

4 Speed, Wire Wheels

owner $1000. 766-8227.

$3590
Egiug.........! You can have air conditiotrst - just a little more.

167 TR GT

'65 Pontiac Catlina, 2 dr., hdtp.,
low mileage, P/S, P/B, original

NEW '69 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

TO CHOOSE

'64 OLDS

$1295

299 -7951. -

'67 Ford V8 Camper Special 10
ply wide oval tires, extras.

259.8911
DINING ROOM SET
SOLID M4HOGANY
255-2397

Wheel Covers 8 More.

$1095

$1795

Sedan

sta. wagon, low miles, excel!.
meth, cond., 289-V8, a/t,

103 -Auto Trams & Canmers

Fully. Factory Equipped with V-8, Radio, Vinyl Roof, Full

67VOLKSWAGEN '64 IMPALA SS

glass front end. $250. CL 5.2376

$3390

$795

DEMO

$1995

296-1488
'56 Ford Cony. 272 V -B, quads, 3
speed, Hurst, 4.11 rear end, new

FORD LTD

$995

.$2295

'64 Falcon V-8 260 Spt. Coupe
like new. Like new engine, tires,
brakes, vinyl top. white. '$695.

1963 Ford, 4 dr., country sedan

Pickup !ruck, V8, -307.
595:0259

41 -Home Furnishings-Funtiture

NEW '69

'440 with Automatic 4 DR. Automatic Trans.

2+2 Factory Air Conditioned

or 392 9211

956-1525.

1968 CHEVY

tilt steering wheel, tinted
glass, power steering, power
brakes plus many extra's. Stock #1587

'65 COMET

'68 CORONET

'67 MUSTANG- -

'60 Chevy wagon, auto. trans.,
P/S, R&H, elec. rear window,

From Individual. 1965-67 Mustang. Will consider other makes.

Brown, black & white puppies

Over- size white wall

tires, AM -FM stero radio,

$1395

Power

$4669

Lime Gold, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

Fury III, Automatic &

$1795

or take over payments.
824.8260

lot 231, Des Plaines. 296.8470

Horses Boarded. Box stalls. Pasture. Riding ring. Good feed. $40
a month. 639-3595

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call
439.2690

THE 11_ YEAR CARE
SEE AND TEST DRIVE

$1695
437-9012

1956 Spencecraft mobile home,
B's38'. Perfect for summer cottage. $1400. 815 E. Oakton,

894.4255.

AKC

(voin.-vo)

1969 VW - red, with extras.

98 -Mobile Homes

CL 5-9298

Weimariner pups, Moles, Cham-

breed.

'65 PLYM.

Automatic & Power

1968 Buick Electra "225", factory air cond., full power, $3300

Cute kittens to be given away to
a good home.

pion

'68 CHARGER

439-0838

ASK FOR MR. DENTON

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

or TERMS!

Wagon, V-6, BEST OFFER.

314.423-1100

'

1965 Chevy Bel -Air, 4 dr., Sedan,
6 cylinder, stick. MUST SEER
439-6211

offer. 956-0373

Box 323

WMIC5.

'68 Pontiac GTO, power steering,
console, excellent cond. Priv.
party $2375. 437-8822.

'65 Malibu 2 dr. 327, 365 h.p.
Hurst 4 speed. $425 or best

POK-A-GOLF

ter trained.

IN

Willi*It

SELECTION, PRICES

'68 TRIUMPH 250 convert., lite
blue, white top, radio, good
cond., $2600 or offer. CL 3-4608
after 6.

'65 Buick G.S. P/B, P/S, vinyl top,

66 Ford Golaxie 500 H.T., auto, 4

AVERAGE EARNING POTENTIAL OF $1,500.00
A MONTH!

The Arlington Park
Dkige Boys...and
everybody knows it!

AND RAISED ELSEWHERE"

& Power

1964 CHEVY IMPALA, 4 door,
P/S, A/T $400.

the profits of one of the fastest

AKC.

per spec., low mileage, heavy

259-5438

If accepted, you will share in

proved credit.

"PRICES ARE BORN HERE

UNDERSELLS

H.T.

quality. Free boarding during
vacation. $125. 253-6162

Labrador Retriever pups. Black.

1966 F-100, ford, pick-up, cam-

ends 894-1971.

1963 WV KARMAN GHIA
Good Condition
358.1012

6 weeks old.
253-3547

dr.,

$625. 439-0470

COMPANY

6 FREE CUTE KITTENS

2

ing to go, try me & keep me,

Hot 65 Merc, 4 on the floor, rar-

pion Sired, excel. show & field

female
Affectionate - gentle,
Basset. 4 yrs. old. Housebroken.
Free to gd. home. 328-6093

Catalina,

'67 Chevy Impala air-cond., Immaculate, 2 dr., P/B, P/S, radio,
A/T, W/W, vinyl top etc. $1895.
Days 297-4330, Eves. & week-

$995. CL 3 7063

$25. 299.2383.

Pontiac

air conditioning, ONE OWNER.
255-8112

PUBLICLY

nese, 9 months old, very friendly,

392-9252

1966 Falcon 4.dr., sedan, A/T,

dealers.

Gaud home for o female Peki-

$300 or best offer

excel. cond. thru out. CALL
437-8362

Irish Setter puppies, AKC, Cham-

growing, aggressive com-

Here is why we say

NOBODY

58 CHEVROLET, 4 DOOR, AUTO.,
P/S, GOOD RUNNER, $100.
827-7801.

duty equip. 253-7419.

& cage- $15. 253-6622.

359-6434

snow tires & rims. 529-3634.

1964 VW Microbus, low miles,

dual carbs, A/T, console, bkts.

Siamese kittens, 8 weeks old, litter trained, adorable.

Green. Very gd. cond. with 2

low miles, 5995. 253.0135.

success. All you do is service

OWNED

NORWOOD FORD

Jade -

cyl.,

both A/T, R/H, 529-1327.

stick. $75.

Be your own boss and run

253-3058

6

'61 Chevy Station Wagon, 6 cyl.,

PART TIME OR FULL FIME

Dachshound, 4 months,
standard, trained. $45.

Male

clean,

very

hdtp., full power, bucket seats,

pwr. $1150.439-2959
1965 Tempest Le Mans Convert.

ICE CREAM TRUCK

Little

Mustang,

1966

'65

'63 Cadillac 2 dr., air-cond., 6
way seat, elec. windows, full

66 -Business Opportunities

HO,

$900 or bait offer, after 6 pm.

After 6 PM. 253-5837

Convertibles '641/z Falcon $750
& '65 Corvoir W/stereo $985.

MARIA SCHAEFER
MUSIC STORE

Girls white double dresser with
mirror & twin beds complete

Firebird

67

condition. Low mileage. $800.

1930 Model A Ford
Mint Cond.
Call 894.4249

90 DAYS CASH

center

in
i

Best Offer. 827-4566.

1965 Austin Healy Sprite. Good

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Save Now!

8.

aUtO

:

1961 CORVAIR

new, 4 speed $125.
392-3768

We still have low interest
rate bank financing

educational toys in
good condition for our daughter.
Creative

seats.

823-5505
'61 Olds 98, 2 door, full power,
air conditioned,_ good condition.

CL 3-5498

On All Floor Model
UPRIGHT & GRAND PIANOS
& ORGANS
Reconditioned & Refinished

bucket

white

PRIVATE. 296-1689.

Call 298-4795

W/brand new Clinton

boot,

14'

.

power,

I

I

1

I
11

A

0

Prowa

WEATHER
Tonight. Fair, Ion in
Tomorrow:
5Ils
upper

Dap

Telephone

255-4400

Sunny and warmer.

Your Home Newspaper.
NewsstandPrice III Cents

10 PAGES
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Residents Rally to Back
Plan for West Side Park
By Ted Lacey

Residents of the area near
the proposed West Park in
Mount Prospect are rallying to

meeting.

"The people involved in
this not only arc from the Colonial Heights subdivision,"
Richard Buti of 806 S. Debo-

A series of abdominal opera ions left Kent Aspen, 2. to lose much of his appetite during an eight week stay in Holy Eamily.litispital, Des Plaines. To encourage him to eat, doctors permitted him to
base ice cream several times a day. To help keep a supplY-availablle hiS-parents; Mr; and -Mrs: Herbert %spell. 311 S. Emerson. Mount Prospect, have the hospital a small freezer for the nourishment room for pediatric patients. Before leaving for home. Kent gave pediatric nurse Mrs. Lynn
Schade of (den% ten a dish of his special "medicine" white his mother watched.

called a special meeting to con-

ment. the development would
be harmful to the flood condi-

sider whether the benefits of
the proposed park outweigh
the supposed detriment of
granting a rezoning for Builder Salvatori DiMucci to build

being distributed and petitions
are being circulated for signatures in preparation for a mass
showing of residents' attitudes
at Wednesday's special Village
Board Judiciary Committee

I

creases the height of the existing basin to accommodate the
extra storm water run-off
caused by covering the proper-

The Judiciary Committee

urge for the plan's passage.
Informative leaflets are

4'

west corner of Busse and Lonnquist into an expandable lake
in a park at that corner can be
implemented.

Richard Crabb

I he largest and most penetrating candidates nights of
the I lth Dist] tet congressional
1.1t.0 took place Monday evening in Mount Prospect Coon lob
ti
I he event was attended by
standing room
intent
an
cross d some spectators
owls
standing for the entire 3 -hour
pi (whim I he political rally
was sponsored by the Elk
Grove I owlishly) Regular Republican Organization. the
.

event

Monday evening in
ount Prospect was probably
the largest rally, of the cam',

Johnston. he was not even
asked how he voted on the state

apartments on five acres north
of Golf Rd. as part of the barDiMucc:i owns both
pieces of property.

measures and apartments has

to he better than no park, 97
homes -and ebntinued flooding."
He said he is hoping the pe-

rah Ln., said. "but also from
Hatlen Heights and the golf

Wednesday's Judiciary Committee meeting will convince
village officials "that a maj-

course area."

ments."

ority of the people the officials

The areas cited are known
for their problems with flood-

But he said he is more concerned about DiMucci's plans
to -build 97 homes on the land

park and apartment's."

paign.

the

Each

made

township in the district
with a large vote that has no

tacos tie son candidate. Republican C ommitteeman Carl
R Hansen of Mount Prospect

mu oduced the candidates.
I he event nas the last major'
one of its kind in the campaign

that conies to an end Oct. 7
with the special primary. The

Offers Retcard

tioning at times bordered on
Rep. Alan Johnston of Ke
nilworth was intensively cross:
examined on his recent "yes

vote in the legislature on the
state income tax. When Rep.
Eugene E. Schlickman at Ar-

lington Heights

followed

Homeowners Assn.,

but

The Wheeling Township
Republican Organization endorsement of a candidate for

106 S. George.

the special Oct. 7 GOP primary is expected on Thursday.

is offering a
!ovatd lot the iettirn of his bicycle which was stolen from
I incoln School in June.
I he bike is a 26- inch gold
San mil 1.1Ler with Skrn(
Mount Prospect

Mapco No cic license numbet 4698

Last week. the organization
sponsored a public "candidates night" in Arlington
Heights.

All

10

candidates

Mount
v illage

Prospect's

mayor

clerk were net-

comed as nest members of the
emen 5 pension fund hoard
last night

explain my vote on the new
state income tax," said John- and antagonize

N 0 CANDIDATE

the same

The big crowd accorded

Rep. Schlickman, the only
candidate residing in the west -

err end of the 13th district. an
especially cordial reception.

Yale Roe charged the namilitary with "over
kill" in security. He said that
tion's

Samuel H. Young of Glen-

Officers for the hoard also

Robert Teichert and Don-

ald Goodman. by virtue of
their election as mayor and
clerk automatically became

the hoard meets

FOLLOWING THE candi-

"OUR PRECINCT

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman of
Arlington Heights. Schlickman has been in the Illinois

Gripe
Of The

committeeman in June in or-

People who load the auto
ashtray and never empty it.

takes a vote of two-thirds of the
precinct captains to achieve an
endorsement." Cowen added.
Rarely have the precinct
captains rejected a recommendation of the executive board.

ty

Day'

The executive committee recommendation for Schlickman
will undoubtedly be turned on
Thursday into a full-fledged
endorsement by the precinct

B.S.

tire Chief Edwin Haber-

in discussions.
the projects

the

board has been working on for
over a year is "drawing up our
Cy -laws," Barra said.
4

captains.

Prospect Hts. Parks
Ok Budget of $58,000
stand

$3.100; salary. superintendent's secretary. S 1.400; em-

Revenue for the corporate
The Prospect Heights Park
District board last night ap- account is estimated at
$20,000
from the tax levy of
proved a tentative budget of
357.420, including the swim- 1968 and S3,000 from the tax
ming pool account, for the fis- levy of 1969. a total of

ployes salaries for all recrea-

By Ben Clarke

lished

kamp's membership is automatic. as is Village Atty. John
Zimmermann's. Village Finance Dircetor Richard Jesse
automatically is an "cx officio" member --he has no power
to vote, but he can participate

cap-

tains may add candidates of
their own, if they wish," ex' plained Cowen. "If they add
other candidates, the precinct
captains cast the final vote. It

mended the endorsement of

three years.

The third fireman on the

the

can precinct captains.

"The final step is to place

night. our executive
committee met and recom-

retary. The terms expire in
board is John Gibson.

before

Wheeling Township Republi-

dates

cal year beginning July I.
It then moved that the budget and accompanying appropriation ordinance be pub-

chairman and Fireman Donald Reynolds the hoard's sec-

One of

the executive committee recommendation

fees and
sales.

concession

$23.000.

REVENUE FOR the recreation

fund

is

estimated

at

$10,000 from the tax levy of

1968 and $5,000 from the tax
public inspection for 30 days - levy of 1969 a total of
at the park district office, 9 N. $15,000.
Total expenditures of
Elmhurst Rd.
A public hearing on the $23,000 from the corporate
account include the $10332
budget was set for 8 p.m. Aug.
transferred to the corporate
28 at the park district offices.
Expenditures for, the swim- account; secretarial services.
ming pool account were set at $3.000; superintendent of the
S27.332. However, revenue park district salary, $2,000;
for this account is comprised salary of secretary to the suof S10,332 transferred frOm perintendent, $700 and land
acquisition costs, $1,000.
the corporate account and

and he available kir

$17,000 from sources other

than taxation, such as season
pass sales, swimming lesson

Recreation fund

ex-

penditures of $15,000 include:
superintendent,
salary.

ap-

plause, indicating the open nature of the meeting.

courages students in breaking
the law should be prosecuted
too."

"The rules of our organization for endorsement provide

were elected.

Because

Pension

Roe's anser drew solid

the faculty member that en-

seat in ohc U.S. CongrIess.

quarterly, this was the first
meeting since the April 15 village election.
The board elected Fireman
Donald Barra the hoard's

Firemen's

re-

imum arnount.olljme to campaigning ror the 13th district

Illinois statutes.

Fund Board last night.

must obey the law or be prosecuted. 1 might add that 1 think

committeeman, yesterday ex- that first our executive complained the endorsement mittee must meet and make a
recommendation. This has
procedure.
been done," explained Cowen.

sion fund board. according to

Prospect

part of anyone, and students

time."

ston.

der to be free to devote a max-

members of the firemen's pen-

Fireman Donald Barra was
elected chairman of the Mount

at

CONSTITUTION

provide for lawlessness on the

our words in Paris." touched
off another ovation as did his
remark, "You can't influence

took part in the program.
Richard A. Cowen. Wheel- General Assembly since 1964.
ing
Township Republican He was formerly Republican
committeeman in Wheeling
Township. He resigned as

Mayor, Clerk
Join Firemen's
Pension Board
and

taxes and real estate taxes. I
welcome every opportunity to

trimmed from the military
budget: When -questioned critically on the nature of the cuts,

bly which gives students and
everyone the opportunity for
peaceful dissent. It does not

responded more readily to our
deeds in Vietnam rather than

'144
44.'

1t

t

C

*74

the

$20 billion a year could be

Wheeling Township GOP Unit's
Endorsement Expected Thursday

for Stolen Bike
Scott Segni

"OUR

district."

A similar drive was' conducted by the mount Shire

provides for the right of assem-

"It is time we got started

building bridges of underport our public schools and standing ta all nations of the
provide other vital services." world," said 'Marks to the acsaid Johnston. "I voted for the companiment of applause.
state income tax as the only "They (North Vietnam) have
reasonable alternative to increasing our already high sales

harassment.

lence.

Much- olit came in the toughest area of all the handling of
the Vietnam War."

"The state had to have additional revenue in order to sup-

candidates although the ques-

view was cheered especially
for his stand on campus vio-

than

applause

"the

represent are in favor of the

surrounding the existing basin, if the park deal fails. He
claims that even if DiMucci in-

Gerald Marks of Winnetka.

a

',non presentation of his candidacy and then stood for five
questions. The large crowd
was generally friendly to the

only,

I

candidate

income tax. Johnston handled
difficult questions with
both logic and courtesy.

more

ceived

petitions. beMount Shire
people are not evert in the park
Shire

Nlount
cause

"The only conclusion we

rowd Hears GOP Congress Candidates
1111

Buti said his group is not

giving too much credit to the

could come to." Buti said, "is
that a park with flood control

"WE LIVE QUITE close to

retention basin at the south-

the park.

tions elsewhere.

Golf Rd.." Buti said of his own
family. "so we were quite concerned about the idea of apart-

leviated if the Mount Prospect
Park Board's plan to expand a

disapproval of the necessary
rezoning for apartments and

ty with buildings and pave-

titions and a big turnout at

ing. -The problems -would be al-

petitions it submitted stated

His remarks were several times
interrupted by applause.

PAID
SCHLICKMAN
Rep. David J. Regner of Elk
Grove Township a special tribute. "Dave Regner's handling
of the law enforcement bill
(Continued on puce 2 t

Ronald VanBuren, 20, (rear in photo} escaped injury this morning when his trailer truck overturned, spilling its contents on the
shoulder of Elmhurst Rd., just south of Golf Rd. VanBuren said
he was traveling northbound when he swerved to make nay Bur a

large truck approaching from the other direction. The wheels
sunk in the soft shoulder, causing the truck to overturn. He was
not issued a ticket. Elmhurst road has been narrowed in that area
because of sever construction work. (Photo by Gary Shiffman)

Village Mgr.
Field Narrowed
To Three Men
The number of candidates

Mayor Robert Teichert said
yesterday that he expects that

been narrowed clown to three.

one of the three sometime after

to fill Mount Prospect's village manager vacancy has

inump-4""
-110.0amf

the village hoard will selol

each is given a final "in-depth
interview" on Saturday.

"It would appear that all
three are qualified with respect
educational
experience.
to

background and response to

questions posed by

the

trustees." Teichert said.

Exactly when the final deciwill he made depends
upon getting all the trustees together in one meeting. a task
made difficult by summer vasion

cations. he said. He said he
hopes. however. a decision can
be made in the first two weeks

of August.

"All the trustees should he
on hand to hire the chief of administrative services of Nlount
Prospect." Teichert said.
All three candidates. all that

remain of a field of about 10,
have been interviewed by the
Saturday's interview
will go into greater depth. Tei-'
alert said.
"They will tie directing
questions to us. just as we will
board.

ask

questions of them." he

said. "They will have the opportunity to find out about our
community. -

Robert Moore resigned as
village manager May I. Village Atty. John Zimmermann
was appointed to take over the
manager's duties temporarily.

tion programs except swimming. $6.800 and purchase of
equipment. $ 1,400.

Estimated expenditures for
the auditing account are $250:
for the paving and lighting account, $1,000, and for the lia-

bility

insurance

account.

$1,670.

Expenditures for the swim-

Meetings
To/tight
Mount Prospect Special NW
loge Board meeting. 8 p.m.

ming pool account include
payment of bond interest,

$3,650: pool repairs, $5,000:
salaries and wages. $7,000; retirement of bonds, $5.006, and

cost of concession stand supplies, $2,100.

In other action the hoard
voted to apply for a federal
land acquisition grant that will
pay for 50 per cent of expenses.

The amount involved and the
labd involved have not been
specified.

Correct
The date for the Mount
-Prospect Judiciary Committee
to consider the West Park Plan
was erroneously printed in
CoI. Robert P. Detwiler, (left), who retires July 31 after almost Monday's issue of The Day as
30 years in the Army, was honored in ceremonies yesterday at the Tuesday. The meeting actually
45th Brigade Headquarters (Nike Base). Central and Wilke Rds., has been called for Wednesday
night in Village Hall.
Arlington Heights.
1
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Crowd Hears. Candidates
(Continued from Page I I

the great majority of which

said Schlickman.
Schlickman reported

were passed. Schlickman reported that he co -sponsored
with Sen. John Graham (R Barrington) more than 20 bills.
"Geography is an issue in
this campaign," said Schlickman. "With the center of pop-

that

during the last session of the
legislature he and Regner cosponsored together 23 bills in

which provides Illinois for the
first time with a modern statewide law enforcement agency
was a major contribution"

the House of Representatives,

County Clerk Has
Birth Certificates

minute rush for birth certificates.

"In as much as our Bureau
handles birth certificates, not

just for children born in Chi-

being studied by ten genera!

con tractorsandsub-con-

tractors. The YMCA hoard expects to make a decision when
bids are returned in about three
weeks.

the western end of the district."

Mary Kalvog, daughter of

center

P. Immel, 763 Graceland.

near Chicago. Miss Kalvog

health club on the second floor

stewardess

training

an outstanding success.

graduated from Prospect High

dorsement Monday evening.

School and Wisconsin State
University before starting the

The endorsement process will
begin, immediately and an endorsement is expected within a

course.

week.

is

Plaines

,

and a platinum clasp, platinum
small
containing
earrings
diamonds and emerald's, a

saphire cuff link and tic pin
set and a silver cuff link set.

Among the missing items
a gold and platinum ring

with a five carat diamond surrounded by four quarter carat

awaiting the recently granted
zoning variation, allowing con-

diamonds. The ring is worth

though the property is zoned

pearls with set-in diamonds

$12,000.

struction five feet from the
YMCA lot line on the east. Al-

five -week stewardess training

cant lot adjacent to the club, at
2323 N. Wilke Rd.

Northwest Suburban

valued at more than $14,000,
from the apartment of Joseph

courts plus enlarged locker
space in the east addition.
Construction plans had been

York's John F. Kennedy International Airport. She was

No attempt was made to
work out an Elk Grove en-

Des

west side and two handball

has been assigned to the company's stewardess base at New

YMCA was built in 1961.

Thieves Take
$14,000 in Jewels

ure for construction of a 75 foot -long Olypic indoor pool
on the south side, woman's

from the United Air Lines

nominating Richard M. Nixon
and in making the Nixon rally
held during the 1968 campaign in Mount Prospect such

Aug. 18 under the sponsorship

of the B.P.O. Elks Club 2048
of Arlington Heights. The
shows will he held in the va-

Total YMCA building ex-

that

Arlington Heights

in

shows

enlargement.

residential land.

$665.000 is the estimated fig-

Kalvog, 504 Wa-Pella, Mount
Prospect, has been graduated

Committeeman
Carl Hansen for his role in
Grove

Elk

YMCA owns the adjoining

police are
investigating the theft of jewels

MCCLELLAN SAID

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond 0.

Schlickman paid tribute to

charge is made for the certificate. Money orders should he
made out to County Clerk Edward J. Barrett and mailed to
him at the Bureau of Vital Statistics. 130 N. Wells St.. Chicago, Illinois, 60606.

BARRETT SAID that if the

present YMCA building are

The Sells and Gray Circus
will present a pair of two-hour

C-2 commercial, which would pansion is estimated at one milpermit the use, Des Plaines lion dollars. Planned for the
zoning laws require a variation north side of the building are
an indoor track. gameroorn,
request where commercial
property abuts residential. The all-purpose room and snack bar

east, south and west sides of the

will have a congressman from

is made for the search. No

cago. hut for those horn in all
the suburban areas of Cook
County as well,- Barrett said.
"we have the most complete
and comprehensive records in
Chicago."

a month, according to Charles
McClellan, executive director.
Drawings of additions to the

for me time after time. With
your continued support, we

request in.
written
on
Particulars
requests should include the
name of the child, date of birth,
father's name, and the maiden
name of the mother, as well as
the name of the hospital where
the child was born. Delivery by
return mail can be made in 48
hours.
Under the law, a fee of $2.00

children for school this fall, to
come in or write to his Bureau
of Vital Statistics. 130 N. Wells
St.. Chicago to avoid the last-

Northwest Suburban
YMCA, 300 Northwest Hwy.,
may be surrounded by construction on three sides within

ulation having now moved
west to a point between Wheeling and Northfield Townships,
it is time that the western end
of the district elected congressman. You have literally voted

parents cannot come in to the
office, they can mail their

Edward J. Barrett. Cook
County Clerk, requests parents
of children born in Cook
County. who will register these

The Big
Top Is
Coming

YMCA Board Considers
Additions on 3 Sides

Also taken were a strand of

Police said the jewels were
taken from the bedroom which
ransacked.
was completely

The other rooms were not
touched, according to police.
The intruders apparently

used a thin piece of metal to
slip open locks on the lobby
and apartment doors.

Advance tickets are $2 for
adults and $1.25 for children
and are being sold every day
except Sunday
Lodge.

at

the Elks

The show, one of the last

tented ones in the country ac-

cording to Elks Club spokesman, will feature clowns and
acrobats, performing monkeys
and dogs. There will he more
than 100 performers, with several making their first appearances in America this year.

THERE WILL he tightwire
walkers, trapeze and juggling
artists, and a wild west exhibi-

tion of shooting, roping and

riding. "We've selected this
show because it is the longest
and has by far the best acrobatics," said the Elks spokesman.

Edison Wants Electricity To =Cost More
that we must
Company Friday announced apparent
reluctantly seek rate,,relief to
that it will file an application offset the higher costs of borfor a general increase in rates rowing money, a growing tax
with the Illinois Commerce burden and steadily rising
Commision next month.

customers

value of our property."
Ward said details of the proappears we will he hard pressed posed rate increase will be set
to push earnings for the full out in the application to the Ilyear above the $3.02 per share linois Commerce Commission,
but indicated that revised reported for the 12 months ensure of inflation on our costs, it

Obituaries
Kathy Mueller

Home in Arlington Heights.
Burial will be at St. Adelbert

Kathy Mueller, 6. of 909 S.

Cemetery.

Darald Krieger
Darald

Krieger,

Wheeling Rd.,

closely related to the cost of
borrowing money for the largest

406 N.
Prospect

Planner
Joins Staff
planning at Lutheran General
Hospital, Park Ridge.

A letter from the Illinois Interagency Committee on the

He will work primarily in

Use of Pesticides stated: "Agri-

the area of deferred giving for
the hospital's fund raising pro-

culture and the people of the

son John Hoffman of Arling-

tor of estate planning since

Heights, a son Darald
Krieger of Prospect Heights, a

1962.

Kruntrey of Chi-

at

Services will be Wednesday
1:30 -p.m. at St. Paul's Lu-

theran Church. Burial will be
at Acacia Park Cemetery.

John Korabik
John Korabik, 84, of 6700
Mimeo, Chicago, died
Monday at Rosewood Manor

N.

Convalescent Home.

Surviving is a counsin Joseph "Fabacik of Mount Prospect.

Visitation will be after 4 p.m.
Thursday at St. Raymond's
Church. Visitation will be after
4 p.m. Wednesday at Lauter7
burg and Oehler Funeral

ton

daughter Mrs. Dolores Gindt
of Northfield, his mother Mrs.

Sclerosis Society and the USO

in fund raising, development

brother Kenneth of Waukegan,
a sister Mrs. Frances Bussyc of
Mishawaka, Ind., a sister Mrs.
Katherine Galloway of Edens burg, Mich., a sister Mrs. Barbara Buskirk of Kenosha, a sis-

and planning.

ter Ruby Stoik of Kenosha,
Wis., a sister Betty Shimmin of
Wheeling and 7 grandchildren.
Funeral Mass will be Thursday at 10 a.m. at St. Alphonsus'

Church. Burial will be at All
Saints Cemetery.

2

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

41 AIR CONDITIONING

9

SAVE NOW $

si90.0

lake 3 months to pay, no
.nterest. Or payments or low
or $13 r
month, All work

2.

Cross, the National Multiple

Florence Krieger of Antioch, a

SALE

fully guaranteed for 1 year

From 1951 to 1963 he
served with the American Red

brother James of Antioch, a

...........
.

He comes to Lutheran General from Knox College, Galesburg, where he had been direc-

(FULLY INSTALLED)

NORTH AMERICAN

PHONE

2

11 HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO. 965-8500i

-

materials and labor have affected practically every area of the

State of Illinois have been benefited from the cooperative
federal -state programs to eradi-

example, he said that the costs

than- 60 per cent over the past

chlordane, DDT, dieldrin, aldrin, heptachlor and lindane,

by John W. Lewis, director of
the Illinois Department of Agriculture and chairman of the

Oct. 17 in the Chicago offices
of the Department of Agriculture.

cate certain plant pests in Illinois and prevent their spread
into other areas. To continue
the pesticide ban would place

Road, Prospect Heights, Illinois.
Notice is further given that said

nois.

Notice is further given that said

budget and appropriation ordinance

budget and appropriation ordinance
will be CoriSidered by the trustees of
said district at a meeting of the
board of trustees to be held at the
Prospect Heights Public Library on
August 28, 1969 at 7:30 p.m. Central

held at the Prospect Heights Pcirk

will be considered by the corn
rnission'er$ cif 'sold districtat a meeting
of the Board of Commissioners to be

nn August 28. 1969 at
7:30 p.m. Central Daylight Savings
Time. By order of the Board of
Commissioners.
July 28, 1969

Signed Rosemary Roth
Secretary
Prospect Heights Park District
Board of Commissioners

Published in

Published in

DAY PUBLICATIONS

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Tuesday, July 29, 1969

Tuesday, July 29, 1969

LET A REALTOR

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY

CAN GROW INTO,
NOT OUT OF!

this beneficial work in jeopardy."

THE LETTER also pointed
out that the state pesticides

A Realtor knows what you are looking for in a

committee has the authority to

SUMMER SALE

house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...
see Kemmerly!

HOURS!
.

20% Off on
Custom Draperies*
You're only a phone call away
from one of Chicagoland's
largest selection of drapery
materials, Phone 775-6336 and
let one of our Interior
Designers call on you in the
comfort and convenience of
your own home and show you
a new and interesting window
treatment personalized just
,
for you.

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

. that's all it takes from the time

you call us until you can begin
enjoying the year 'round benefits of

TRANE CENTRAL
AIR CONDITIONING

'Nark

. the same kind of comfort you've

entnterIN

experienced in many of our city's

largest buildings. And, for your
home ...

IMMEDIATE FINANCING
NO DOWN PAYMENT
ONLY $25 A MONTH, AVERAGE SYSTEM
UP TO 5 YEARS TO PAY
72 -HOUR INSTALLATION

REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9

WRITTEN PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE

THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

CALL 359-5100

WHERE

NORTHERN, AIR INC.

SCANDINAVIAN HOSPITALITY

653 S. VERMONT

24 -Hour Answering Service
775-6336

5057 N. HARLEM
Open Mon. & Thurs. 'til 9

NAME

13 S. WolfRd.

PHONE

CITY

ZIP

253-2460

In Prospect Heights

ADDRESS

STATE-

In Arlington Heights

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

Air Conditioning for _ my home; _ my business.

"In The Home" Appointments
Call Collect-Days Or Evenings

358-5560

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

PALATINE, ILL. -PH: 359-5100
Please call. I want a FREE estimate of TRANS

PREVAILS

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

p/ME.

Scanda House

-

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING

FOR FREE ESTIMATE,

*Material only;

EAST OF
RANDHURST

smorgasborcl,i

Heights Public Library, 9 B North Elm
hurst Road Prospect Heights, IS

Notice is hereby given that the
tentative annual budget and appropriation ordinance for the fiscal year
July 1, 1969 to June 30, 1970 of the
Prospect Heights Park District is now
available for inspection during regular hours at the Prospect Height,
Park District office, 9 North Elmhurst

The letter to Secretary Har-

we recommend they be restricted to essential uses, that they be committee,
properly used and that uses of
The next public meeting of
these persistent materials he
discontinued, the committee will be at 10 a.m.
progressively

consistent with research and
development of alternative
controls."

Notice is hereby given that the
tentative annual budget and appropriation ordinance for the fiscal year
July 1, 1969, to June 30, 1970 for the
Prospect Heights Public Library District is now available for inspection
during regular hours at the Prospect

Joann Hardebeck
din was drafted during the state Signed
Secretary, Prospect Heights
quarterly Public Library District
agency's regular
public meeting and was signed

I MILE

WATCH FRIDAYS
DINING GUIDE
FOR OUR MENU
OF THE DAY

use DAT PUBLICATIONS

Call Bill Thornburg .. 255-4400
mwwwwwmk

Daylight Saving Time.
By order of the board of trustees.
July 28, 1969

OR SEND COUPON!

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO SERVE ALL YOU CAN EAT.

service for your legal notices,

of new units have risen more

regulate and control the use of
all pesticides.
"Rather than ban persistent
insecticides, such as aldrin,

t5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

RAND RD.
(RT. 12)

For the best coverage and finest

company's operation. Citing
generating construction as an

Ill. Committee Wants
End to Pesticide Ban

DeHaven Woodcock has 30 days.
been appointed assistant to the
president and director of estate

gram.

lion, 86 per cent more than 10
years earlier."
He said that rising costs of

per cent for long-term bonds four years.
"We have done our best to
in 1958."
The Commonwealth Edi- counteract all of these inson chairman added that taxes flationary forces in our busicontinue to increase sharply. ness and the general econo"In 1968," he said; "our tax my," he said. "Now we have
provisions on electric oper- no alternative but to seek rate
ations amounted to $202 mil- relief."

permit federal agencies to resume using certain pesticides
that were recently banned for

Elizabeth
cago.

ried an interest rate of eight per
cent-the highest we have ever
had. This contrasts with a borrowing cost of only 144

culture Clifford M. Hardin to

of Mount Prospect and Mrs.

grandmothers Mrs. Anna Ripp

"WE ARE FACED with financing a large portion of this
construction program at interest rates that are higher than
ever before in our history," he
said. "Our last bond issue car-

Illinois officials last week
urged U. S. Secretary of Agri-

Heights, died Monday at Veteran's Hospital in Hines, Ill.
Survivors include a son David Hoffman of Des Plaines, a

Mount Prospect, and great-

construction program in

to our residential customers
has gone down more than 13
per cent. Meanwhile, other

past seven years 'Common -

Survivors include her parents Victor and Jean, a sister
Linda. grandparents Melvin
and Margaret Krumrey of

doWit

"Since March, 1962," he said,
"the average cost of electrieity

WARD SAID that over the

Roberts. Mount Prospect, died
Sunday at Children's Memorial Hospital.

gone

Ward said the company's
need for higher revenues and
stronger earnings growth is

cents, he said.

ded June 30.

21 _ million customers.

low of 2.54 cents, he said.

Commonwealth Edison's history. The program calls for an
estimated expenditure of $1.7
revenue per kilowatt-hour is billion in the five-year period,
now at an all-time low of 2.54 1969-1973,

fair rate of return on the fair

plied among the company's

watt-hour is now at an all-time

more than 13 per cent. Meanwhile, other consumer prices
have gone up and up, with the
increase in the past year running about five per cent."
Edison's average residential

"Our present estimate is that
"At our annual meeting in an increase on the order of six
May," he said. "1969 earnings 'per cent will be needed to raise
were estimated at about $3.15 a our revenues and earnings to a

charges would he equitably ap-

has

cent." Edison's average

residential revenue per kilo-

1962," he
said, "the average cost of
electricity to our residential

ers.

share. Now, particularly as a
result of the unremitting pres-

per

"Since March,

estimate of the - com- ------reliable service to custom-

pany's earnings for this year.

past year running about five

and services.

prices for the equipment, mateAt the same time. Chairman
rials and labor required to proJ. Harris Ward announced a revised

consumer prices have gone up
and up, with the increase in the

wealth Edison has reduced
charges for electricity by more,
than $30 million on an annual
basis, despite the rising price
trend of other commodities

"IT HAS ALSO become

Edison

Commonwealth

I

jw.

9561500
894-1800

299-0082

The Day's Prospects

Here Comes the Judge
By Dolores Haugh
(Last in a series on European
recollections.)

A priceless tour includes
many types of people.
Ours was typical.

There
,were the usual little old ladies

ing was kept alive with appearances in summer stock and lat-

mingle incognito, in hopes of
exposing their leader, played

from Belvedere. N.J. He had
been acting for many years.,

er participation in the Allen-

"Hemlet." had just completed

town Civic Theater.

by Connery.
"I play the part of the judge
the climactic 'courtroom

and was lounging against the
tower. Llewelyn approached

hut only as a hobby. He began
his interest during the depression of .'29. In the 1930s actors
were starving so he helped

on their last fling, a bevy of. start a guild which employed
twittering retired and / or actors "at little or no money"
traveling school teachers, but kept them "off the
middle-aged
"saved -for"

couples on a
trip, one 90 -

pound retired librarian from
Vermont, a group of party
girls, all married but out for a
good time, one merry widow
and several single girls traveling "for educational purImagine our delight in meeting Hamlet in the 'Lower of London. Actually it was,Bichard Harris
who is basing a duntastic" time directing and starring in the title role.

11a]faaDrinnnFairrtnrirrribinCrrnr5T6 000 aolaaaaaaaflet

poses.-
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streets."
This original

group bred

such noteables as Tennessee
Williams and Maurice Evans.
From the pilot group hundreds
of societies were formed.
Though his talents turned to
drama criticism for a local
newspaper, his interest in .act-

-

2.500 project exhibits at their
Dolores Haugh-11(mm 's Editor
QQ_LOQS?
94 40LOOOSIC/CI 4Q90

be on display until 8 p.m. Sunday.

AMONG THE highlights

observers will

find a baby
animal exhibit featuring farm

Tuesday. July 29, 1969

annual fair. The fair site will

and domestic animals; baby

Q44 000

be Sundance Ranch, Schaumburg, at Golf and Roselle Rds.

chicks hatching throughout the
fair; a rooster scramble on
Saturday afternoon followed by

James W. Zuckermandel
eds in Wisconsin Rites

4-H members will be competing for 52 trophies in ad-

dition to ribbons and cash
prizes. Judging will begin at

I

p.m. Friday and continue
through Sunday. Exhibits will

a rooster crowing contest on

and

starring

in

his pacing of the tower wall

in

film. "The .Molly McGuires,"
starring Richard' Harris and

his identity. There were 'Min-

him with a friendly greeting.

dreds of extras on the set each
day, and all of us waited daily
for Harris to arrive. In this
scene he merely had to take the

and association came to liar -

Sean Connery.

"THE STORY involves the
persecution of the Irish immigrant coal miners in 1876 by
the cutthroat band known as
the Molly McGuires, he told

scene when Harris is to reveal

witness box while the prosecuting barrister asked. "What
is your name'?" Harris muffed
it - he couldn't remember the

us. "They murdered and terrorized the area near Thorpe and
Hazelton. Pa.. where the film
was made. Harris plays a Pinkerton detective .hired to

name. Later the scene was finished. "Later" meaning 32
takes later.-

Llewelyn revealed

his

McGuire experiences when we
first arrived in Copenhagen.

Little did he suspect that the
end of our tour, the Tower of
London, would again bring
him in touch with "Richard. -

AS WE ENTERED the
On Friday, Aug. I, more
than 700 North Suburban
Cook County 4-H members
will display approximately

producing

He was assigned a bit part in
the forthcoming Paramount

Come to the 4TH Fair

00

0

Richard, who is directing.

TOUR 904 was spiced with
the presence of Kent Llewelyn

afternoon; the singing of an

Up With People "Sing Out

Tower I overheard someone
ask "Did you see Richard Har-

resting. on the grass'?"
Knowing the affiliation, we inand queen on Friday evening; formed Llewelyn, who made a
a cake -decorating contest and point of seeking out the noted

Palatine" on Friday evening;
the crowning of the 4-H king

ris

cake auction on Saturday even-

actor.

but there was no immediate recollection. As the name. 'place

Hs mind, his face .Iit up. He
quickly shook hands with our
tour member, asking. "Did
you see the NIcGuire rushes'?
You are simply terrific. -

To say the least. Tdur 904
was impressed. Harriet quietly
snapped a picture of Harris in
full Hamlet costume. This has
been duplicated in quantity for
our teen-age daughters.
.

THE MOVIE based on the
hook by Arthur Bernstein, is
directed by Martin Ritt. director of "Hud," with film direction by Jimmy Wong Howe.

When "The Molly
McGuires" get to the local
theaters, watch for the courtroom scene. You too. can meet
a member of our faMous, or infamous, tour, the judge Llewelyn.

ing, and a 4-H dress revue on
Friday and Saturday evening.
Games and refreshments will

Sunday; a dog obedience show

be available throughout the -7-.

by the Northwest Obedience
Club on Sunday afternoon; a
junior horse show on Sunday

show.

For information call Mr.
Heyen. 253-6460.

A Lo1lLgL I omance- culminated last month for James \V.
Zuckermandel son of Sir. and
Mrs Robert Zuckermandel.
Mount Pros111 Fan view
pect

and N,mct Lee Jung.

daughter ot Mr and Mrs. Wilt re I Jung of Randolph Wis., hi
an exchange 01 wedding vows
United Methodist
,it
the
C

Ar

hurch Randolph..
I he Rev Robert Kuhn and

Pastor Norman

Erikson.

Luthei an campus chola*, at
University.
,iCrosse
tormed the eetemony.

per-

sister.

Miss

1

bride s

The

,)1

Sandia Jung sang. "0 Perfect
[me then was joined by her

Jon Jung. to sing

brother

One Heart."
Robert Bruman accompanied

Hand

One

them

on

the

guitar.

NIrs.

Charles Gilmore Sr. was the
or ganist

Cindy, II, and Terri Trochuck, 12, display their craft entries

1HE BRIDE chose a floor length white linen princess -

Mr. and Mrs. James W. Zuckermandel.

style gown with Venisc lace
sleeves and a loose back panel

which tell into a train.

She

wore a shoulder -length
illusion veil
basket

of

and carried a
assorted garden

Ballard of
Groomsmen

young couple left for a honeyJon

Jung. the bride's brother, and
William Jodarske of LaCrosse
and Nlichael Zadcl of CarbonTHE.
BRIDE'S mother
chose a pink linen sheath dress

Maud of honor NI iss Judy
Huebner was dressed in an
A line gown ot pink linen with
Venue lace trim
MISS band! a Jung and Nliss
Susan Jung
sisters of the

bride and Miss Karen Zucker sister

of the groom.

were bridesmaids. They were
attired like the maid of honor.
All the bride s attendants car' ried baskets of garden flowers.
Best
man was Richard

moon trip to northern Michigan. They are making their
first home in LaCrosse.
THE NEW Mrs. Zuckermandel earned her bachelor of
science degree from LaCrosse

University and will teach at
with ,matching picture hat and Summit School in LaCrosse.
accessories, -complemented by

white cymbidium orchids.
The groom's mother wore a
celery

Mandel

Evanston.
included

dale. III.

glowers

in the 4-H Fair. Cindy has made decorated eggs and Terri sewed
her head scarf and apron. They are members of Mrs. D. Kiner'e
Sew and Hoc group..

green

silk

ensemble

with harmonizing accessories
and celery green cymbidium
orchids. The groom's parents
operate R. J: Zuckermandel
Inc.. 728 Center' St., Des
Plaines.

After a reception at the Fox
Lake Country Club, which included a buffet supper, the

The groom will he a senior this

'ear at LaCrosse University.
le previously attended the
Jniversity of Dubuque, Iowa.
Prenuptial parties were give by Mr"s. John S. Mason of

the
Mich., and
bride's grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Jung. Out-of-state
guests attended from Illinois,
Saginaw,

Nebraska. California and
Michigan.

Wedding
Belles
*Os

Carol Kiner, IS, a member of the Sew and Hoe 4-H Club -in Mount Prospect is entering sever.
different projects in the 4-H Fair being held August 1, 2 and 3. Wearing a wool dress that she made,
she holds one of her projects, a five-year improvement plan of their basement. She also has made
creative cloth-mache figures (left) and has u vegetable garden, among her projects.

MI' LaLeche
Meets
Wednesday
the

LaLeche

of Mount

Prospect

Mothers
League

in

will discuss "Arrival of Baby:
The Family in Relation to the
Breastfed Baby" when they
meet on Wednesday evening,
July 30. The meeting, held in
the home of Mrs. Daniel
Neugebauer, 2t)3 N. Eastwood
Av., will start at 8:30 p.m. The
discussion will be led by Mrs.
Robert Lange.

Members .of LaLeche

League,

having

successfully

nursed their own babies, are
to helping other
mothers give and enjoy giving
happiness and security to their
babies through hreastfeeding.
They believe the unique relationship between a mother and
her breastfed infant affords a
natural and sure start in good
mothering.

dedicated

THE LALECII E series
help the mother prepare for
baby'S birth both psychologically and practically,

Mental Health Clinic
To Get State Grant
T h c Northwest
Health Association,

Mental,
which

runs the Northwest Coopera-

tive Mental Health Clinic at
Campbell, Arlington
1711
Heights, will receive $80,000
from the state this year, according to John F. Briggs, acting di-

rector of the Illinois Department of Mental Health.

Karen Sue Staigle'

ue.

2

Mount

Prospect.
engagement

the

announce

of

their
Geraldine Therese Clark

daughter.. Karen Sue, to Edward Paul Rehfeldt. son of NI r.

and Sirs. Edward A. Rehfeldt
of 847 F. Paddock Drive.
Palatine..

NI iss Staigle was graduated

Mr. and Mrs. John A. Clark

of Mount Prospect announce the engagement of
Jr.

their daughter, Geraldine

from Prospect High School in

Therese, to Robert Joseph

1969 and is employed by Emw

Regan of Flushing, N.Y.
Miss Clark is a graduate of

ry Air Freight Corporation at

linois Department of Mental
Health for the

fiscal

year,

which started July I. This is
$2,729,293

more

than

last

year.

Most of the money comes
from the state's Mental Health
Fund, an appropriation by the
General Assembly from pay -

O Hare A irriort.
Her fiancee is currently a
student at Harper College and
will continue Iris education at
Logan College of Chiropractic

Sacred Heart of Mary High
School in Rolling Meadows.

She has also completed two
years at Marymount College
in Virginia.

Louis after their mar-

Regan is a graduate ,of

riage. He is now employed by
the Mount Prospect Park Dis-.
trict.
The couple is planning a
September 7 wedding.

Georgetown University.
The wedding will take place
at St. Raymond Catholic
Church in Mount Prospect
Saturday, Aug. 2,. at I p.m.

in St.

For Your Car, Your Home,

Your Life and Your Health
State Form Is All You Need

.827-3855.

To Know About IRsurance.

See Me,

RAY LIEBROCK

The Daisylovin' children in
the photographs yesterday be-

The school is a non-profit.
st at e -licensed organization,
owned and operated by parents
and accredited teachers. It is

governed by a board of directors comprised of students'
parents.

and $8,393,284 will be pro-

CLASSES ARE held at the
Prospect Heights Community
Church. Willow and Elmhurst
Rds., although the school is

vided in local funds.

not

church -affiliated.

Three

At school the children are
taught how to play and associate with others. No attempt is

made to duplicate work offered in kindergarten. The aim

of the school is to promote
growth and development of
character and personality.
Sinée applications are limited to 75 students, parents who
are interested in registering
their pre-school children

should do so now by contacting Mrs. Peggy Crossman
at 392-6315.

are

being awarded through the Il-

encouraged to bring them to
the meetings. For further information, call Mrs. Lange at

Flower
Children

Of the total, $5.128,940 will
go to 60 agencies for operation
of 75 Community mental health
clinics. The clinics served more
than 50,000 patients last year,

year.

sessions will be held, each with
a capacity of 25 students.

$8,949,050 for mental health

clinics and day centers

Mothers with tiny babies are

Mr. and NIrs. Vernon H.
Staigle of 3(11 N. Elmhurst,

relatives for care in mental institutions.

The Prospect Heights Nursery School is accepting registrations for the 1969-70 school

State grants totaling

her

calming her fears and teaching
her something of her own val-

ments by patients and their

Register Now For
PH Nursery School

1730 OAKTON ST., LIS PLAINES
PHONE 824-5129

long to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
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Anderskow, 1513 E. Thayer,
Mount Prospect. They include

David. 6, 'Marybeth

5

and'

Charlotte, 8. The Anderskows
have two other children Lisa,

31/2 and 8 month old Tinamarie.

STATE FARM

The flowers were growing

Insurance Companies

wild in a field edging 11 neighbor's garden.

Homo Offics; Bloomington, Illinois

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Thuis., 9 to 6

Friday, 9 to 8
Saturday, 8:30 to 4
9.

/-

Main Street

DOCTOR SAYS

Full Speed Ahead

Sensitivity to Sunburn
Increased ByDrug Use

Lit Floras

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

ground by Aug. 15 to begin its
of several drugs for the relief million -dollar expansion proof nasal congestion. It may gram, according to Charles
cause slight drowsiness and McClellan, executive director.
should not be taken by anyone Since the 'zoning variation
with high blood pressure, an problem was resolved, it apoveractive thyroid, diabetes or pears to be full speed ahead!
The expansion includes a
heart disease. Perhaps if you

Everyone who tries to avoid
sunburn is not aware that some

drugs, when used regularly,
may increase the sensitivity of
the skin to sunlight. This
photosensitivity has been clas-

sified as either phototoxic or
phmoallergic. This first may

drink a glass of water when woman's health club, a six you first get up and avoid very lane 75 -foot -long indoor swim-

be induced by the tranquilizer,
Thorazine; the antibiotics,
Declomycin and Declostatin;

dry indoor air, you will find ming pool, a handball court,
Q-Can anyone who can af- bar enlargement.
ford it receive an eye transBY THE WAY, there's one
plant? Does it have to be a humore summer camp session
man eye?

left at the Y, starting Aug. 5

resemble sunburn and may result in blistering and peeling.
Photoallergic reactions may

.

_these_ drugs

iously awaiting the decision on
the construction of West Park,
the time is growing short!
After the many, many months

of hard work, and the many
disappointments, we are finally
down

to

the two very

last

meetings which will decide this
vital issue

The Judiciary Committee
will hold a public meeting July

30 at 8 p.m. on the second
floor of the Mount Prospect
Village Hall and turn over its
findings and recommendation

to the Village Board, which
will meet Aug. 5 at 8 p.m. in

during a rain, is a tragedy!

Shire, Colonial ,Heights,

that an elected village official
could ever even for a moment
consider turning down the will
of the people. We, the people
of Mount Prospect, need and
MUST have an answer to our
flooding, and our children need,

and SHOULD have a recreation area. It's as simple as
that!!
The people knew what would

be necessary to acqpire the
property for this park (rezoning of the five acres on Golf
Rd.), and still the referendum

struction of this park these two
meetings are an absolute must
to attend It appears as though

dreds of people in Colonial

no amount of conversation,

vote!!
WE WERE since annexed to

of votes, but by a winning
number. Let me at this time

strongly about the con- point out that the many hun-

our elected city fathers. Maybe

an overwhelming turnout in
favor of the rezoning of the
five acres north of Golf and
the ultimate construction of
the park, will be the only thing
that will move this Village
Board

THE MATTER seems like
such a simple one. Does the
city of Mount Prospect want
a scenic lake and landscaped

What causes it? Is there any
cure for it?
A-Keratoconus; or conical
cornea, is a hereditary defect
that usually affects both eyes

In the morning, this

Heights, who would have voted

in favor, were not allowed to

the Park District

without a

park, the banks of the existing

basin will be raised one foot
and the 95 homes that DiMuc-

ci Builders will construct will
have to raised two feet above
the top of the basin. This raised area, with 95 crowded
homes, coupled with the fact
that the Highway Department
is constructing a four -lane
highway on Golf Rd. and plan-

ning to dump thousands of
gallons of water into the area

Hideaword
GICREAT
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
24 good, 33 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

631.

Round" at Country Club

Students from all six District
214 schools will be performing.
Tickets are $1.50 and may be
ordered by calling Hersey High,
259-8500. Students tried out for

parts before school ended in

will

be

p.m.

SALLY STEVENS of 810
S. Maple Dr. is the Forest

WORST JOKE of the Day:
ductor keeps looking at?"
He: "That's the score."

She: "Oh, really? Who's
winning'?"

View High School gal who is

Non-stop to

usually caused by thick mucus

-

No Wheels, Arlington

companying postnasal drip.
Naldecon is a combination

the cause.

THE AIRLINE'S newest

aircraft, the McDonnell Douglas DC 8-62, is scheduled
to use eight hours and 50 minutes in reaching the islands.
An additional feature of

FIRST DRINK

talk with passengers about the
special food creations.

Dear Lee Janson,
At a party the other night my boy friend talked me into having

It can be stopped
only by finding and removing
passages.

was received from Transpacific
Route Investigation.

United's non-stop Royal Ha-

the duct that drains the tears
into the back part of your nasal

said. Authority for the flights

The high rate of teen accidents scares parents. Since they love
you, they don't want to lose you. Ask Dad to let your drive when
he's in the car, so he'll know how well you drive. Offer to pay the
extra insurance. Ask him to talk with your driver instructor.
Then relax. Parents also want to give you privileges just as soon
as you're ready. Sounds as if you might be ready fairly soon.

also be caused by a blocking of

chronic sinusitis with its ac-

Non-stop service from 10

other cities -will be announced
at a later date, the spokesmen

license. I'd like to use the car for dates, but he says I can't use it at
all.

such as a foreign body in the
bright lights, the volatile oil of
onions or an allergy. It may

said recently.

car uritilTin-18711tid that's a year away. I can't get a car of my
own, even though -I have -the money. He says there are enough
accidents without my adding to them. He also says the insurance
will cost too much. I've finished Driver Training, and f have my

What causes this? Is there anything can use to stop it?
A-Witering of the eyes
may be caused by an irritation,

eye, an infection; wind, smoke,

Daily United Airlines nonstop service from Chicago to
Honolulu will start Aug. 1,
United Airlines spokesmen

Dear Lee Janson,
Row come parents are so mean? My Dad says I can't drive our

Q-My eyes water a lot.

is

Honolulu

MEAN PARENTS?

waiian flights will be chefs

gourmet meal service, which
has specialties prepared by
chefs trained in Europe. At
least once a week, a United chef

will be on hoard the flight to
One -stop

Royal Hawaiian

service will also be continued.

my first Tom Collins. It tasted so good, I had another. I'm not

sure what happened, but on the way home, after we stopped and
parked, I just couldn't love him enough. I've never been that kind
of girl before. We went all the way. Now I'm worried sick that I
may be pregnant. Please tell the girls who read your column to
watch out for those first drinks. In fact, you can tell them, for me,
not to take them.
So Sorry

SIDE GLANCES

already unbearable
flooding in this Village?
It seems almost unthinkable
the

passed. Not by a large number

etc , have the least effect on

keratoconus.

have

ness but this can be -prevented
by wearing contact lenses.

What causes this? A Naldecon
tablet before breakfast helps a
little: Should I keep taking this

also be caused by a nasal polyp
and is often associated with

park, or do they want to add

the Village Hall to hand down
its final verdict.
For all those who feel very

newspaper editorials, petitions,

Q-I

Growing Short'

`Tithe Is
to

'

Q-I ,gag after every meal.

ercised.

in the back of the throat that
is hard to dislodge. It may

Letters to the Editor
For all of us who are anx-

fection. The treatment is best
left to an ophthalmologist,
who will identify the cause and
eliminate it.

and develops in the early 20s.
Untreated; it will lead to blind-

ing.

Day. Interested? Call the

through Saturday, Aug. 2.

Lee Janson
LISTENS
TO YOU

common in persons
general health is poor. They
are caused by _a bacterial in-

ex-

'

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town I.'S. mail rate. 517.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a cop)
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

Editor

for those who

..'drug indefinitely?.
A-In gagging, forcible contractions of the stomach, diaphragm and abdominal muscles stop just short of vomit-

The Day h published daily..Monday through Friday, by Day publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect. III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd.. Arlington Heights. III.611095
722 Center, hes Plaines, III.60016

A-Corneal ulcers are fairly
whose

must take these drugs, special
care to avoid exposing the skin

Ma/inking Edinir

for two hours, except Labor

cure?

externally applied antiseptic,

up within a few days after the
use of the drug has been

William J. Kiedaisch

several months of life. Classes
will be held each Monday night

Do see. "Oklahoma" at

Hersey High. It starts tomorrow evening and continues

She (at concert): "What's
that book the orchestra con-

cylone, Neocyten, Pabalate,
Pabirin and P -B -Sal; and the

diffused daylight and, in extreme cases, artificial light.
The sensitivity usually clears

Robert C. Smith. General Manager

The series will cover con-

ception through the first

Randhurst mall next week from

Q --I get recurring corneal permits, tests, etc.
ulcers. What causes them? Is answered.
there any hope of a permanent

are exposed to sunlight or even

John E. Stanton. Editor and Publisher

mountains, as she is an ardent
skier. She will also be attending
some school there and hopes
to improve her Spanish.

mobile unit will be on the

tain aminobenzoic acid, such
as Cardenz, Chenatal, Neo-

(sneezing or hives) when they

Tuesday, July 29, 1969

spending some time in the

for expectant couples, beginning next Monday evening at
7:30 at St. Alexius HOspital in
Elk Grove.

June and have been working on
the show since that time.

nel. Any questions about
driver's license renewal,

ly.

may get an allergic reaction

--Marshall Field 111

week series of pre -natal classes

Theatre in Old Orchard Couneighth grades.
try Club. Adults will get a big
The Secretary of State's - kick
out of it.

be staffed by qualified person-

I mpregon.
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It's winter in Chile now, and
Sally is looking forward to

For the kiddies. Country
Mounfrom a human eye bank, a Si- Monday, Aug. 4, through Club has ."The Magic
Indian story, on
lastic corneal implant has been Saturday, Aug. 9. The unit will - tain," an
Saturdays and Sundays at 2
developed and used successful-

and SynalgoS; the antidiabetic
agents, Diabinese and Orinase;
miscellaneous drugs that con-

to bright light must be

MOTHERS- AND dads-tobc are invited to attend a six -

boys and girls, second through

pay. In addition to corneas

Griseofulvin; the antihistamines, Mepergan, Phenergan

stopped but,

Fellowship Program.

depends

transplant

under the International

10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

For a fun contemporary
comedy, see the "Marriage Go

a

staying with a family there

5:30 p.m., and Saturday from

-not the whole eye:Receiving
human cornea and the degree
of need than on one's ability to

cin, Grifulvin, Grisactin. and

"Honor the original dream by always jet:lowly 4eeping
the paper' A freedom and intellectual integrity.-

she is "loving it." She's

in Chile. She writes back that

1

Activities will feature gymnastics, track, crafts, skating,
archery and fishing. This is for

more on the availability of a

Saluron; the fungicides, Fulvi-

- -Persons taking

spending her summer vacation

hospital, 437-5500, extension

such

Natvretin. Oretic, Renese and

The unit will be open Mon-.
day, Thursday and Friday from
12 noon to 8 p.m.; Tuesday and
Wednesday from i a.m. to

'A-The only kind of eye and running through Aug. 15.
transplant that has been widely
used is the corneal transplant-

be induced by the diuretics,
Anhydron, Diamox, Diuril,
Esidrex, Exna Hydrodiuril,
Hydromox Hygroton, Naqua,

aGrye Vrofipect 31)ap

an indoor track, a game room,
an all-purpose room and snack

less need to use this drug.

and the sulfa drugs. Persons
taking these drugs are in no
danger if the sunlight strikes
them through window glass.
When lesions do occur, they

"In recent months, I've had to keep the movie ads from
Charles. They're simply getting TOO SEXY!"

The Northwest YMCA expects to get a shovel into the

Your letter provides a better answer than anything I could say.
No one I know ever became pregnant by drinking ginger ale.

One heavy rain and Mount

Send your questions to Lee Janson, do Day Publications,
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

Hatlen Heights, and the golf

Neuhauser Is
Now on Board
Paul Neuhauser, 1821 Magnolia, Mount Prospect, winner

in Saturday's School District
59 special election, was formally appointed to the school

board last night. His term will
end in April of 1970.

course area could be submerged! We may not only flood

because of the natural slope
of the land, but we could be
faced with our sewers backing
up. Is this what our elected city

arlington dark towers

fathers really want to do for
us, for our children, for our
homes, and for our village of
Mount Prospect? We the people sincerely hope not!
Richard Buti

Still No
Bond Vote
Date. Set
The Mount Prospect School
'District 57 board last night delayed setting the date for a referendum on a bond issue, the
approval of which would mean

additional funds for the construction of additions at Lincoln School.
Board members

Charles

Houchins and Leo Floros advocated waiting until after

NY
become a teen &ger and bug people!"
'last Month....
/1-

Jiwilities for

Alex Capser favored a September referendum. Setting of the
referendum date is expected

within a month.

Approval of a bond issue
would mean construction of
an addition at an estimated
cost of $1.1 million that would
result in greatly increased
educational advantages for the
district's entire junior high
school population. Hanson
said. The alternative would be
a structure felt to supply only
minimal educational needs for
the peak 980 pupil population

,

Come and Meet

SOCIAL CLUB FUNCTIONS
WEDDING PARTIES &

P'

JESSE LOPEZ
nightclub and television star

RECEPTIONS

&IAA

economic conditions and the

Hanson, Ralph Walberg and

OVER 45

Organizations have utilized our

September because of general
unfavorable nature of the
bond market.
Board President Harrison

E

"I'm not too keen on being grown up. I Just want to

CONTACT DUKE NOVICK
CATERING MANAGER

CHICAGO O'HARE

3801 N. Mannheim Road Schiller Park, ill.

6784670

NEW CONCEPT
IN COMPLETE
BEAUTYCARE
FROM
HEAD TO TOE
FLEETWOOD SHOPPING CENTER
405 N. Northwest Hwy., Palatine

Appointment Only

PH: 358-0022

And

"

'BONNIE DAVE
her provocative piano
Show time from 5 p.m.
'
No cover charge.
Reservations suggested.

Call 394-2000.

Ah

arlington \ark towers

Chicago's new suburban hotel

soon expected.

4,

ti

You Need Inside Track
To Land Enginleer's Job

50 Years
`Of Service
-

A Mount Prospect resident,
Eugene F. Martin, of 711) N.
Main St . will retire Aug. afI

ter more than 50 years service
with Illinois Bell Telephone
Co
An

electrical

The number of job open-

of service in which the

ings for locomotive engineers
during the next decade will be
limited. Virtually all openings
during the early 1970s will

The 1969 issue of the
Labor Department's Oc-

workers are furloughed first and
recalled last, many new workers

cupational Outlook Handbook
shows that engineers in yard
services for' Class I line -haul
railroads (including extra board
men) earned, on the average,

years on the job.

tions left vacant by engineers
who retire or die (most workers
are in the older age groups).

engineer.

(helpers) who are promoted or

'd-Veraged $1,000 a month, and

as railroads seek better means

engineers were terminated dur-

about $1,040 a month.

tired

ing recent years because of

member of the
Mount Prospect Plan Coma

mission and is active in other
civic groups. He is a member
of the Gateway Council for the

trains, in the yards and around
the stations, training is receiv-

engineersemployed by railroads

ment had just returned the

He is

FOR MOST railroad jobs,
and particularly those on the

THE NUMBER of

t ices of the Chicago Telephone
Co the forerunner of Illinois
Bell the United States govern-

linois Institute of Technology)
and the University of Chicago
and earned a B.S. 'degree in
eleurical engineering.

passenger service engineers

cutbacks in railroad services.

office boy in the general of-

MARTIN attended Armour Institute (now the Il-

freight service engineers

has been declining for some

ed on the job. The new

time because of the decrease in
railroad business and increasing

receiving instructions from

diesel

Telephone Pioneers of America.

Martin and his wife. Dr.

Dorothy Martin. who is principal of Chicago's Austin

High School. have plans for a
European trip in the near future.

The Martins have a son. Eugene Jr.. in Columbia, Mo..
and a daughter. Mrs. E. Knoblock. in Chula Vista. Calif.

duction of technological in-

maintenance jobs, training

novations. such as the use of
remotely and automatically
controlled devices for freight

schools and vocational schools.

may be obtained in high

Home st ud y co u rs es on

he was returned after a

set-

back July 24.

the response to a plea for
blood donors was so good that

replacement blood is no

His condition is improving,
the spokesman added.
Randy lives in the

Park

longer -nee'ded, 'a hoSpital Vieve stibdi vision Of -uninspokesman said yesterday, in corporated Mount Prospect.
the case_of Randy Iglewski. The Day first learned- of his
1702 Azalea LA.. Mount case through Mrs. Georgeann

Prospect. who underwent

Gardner, a family friend and

open heart surgery July 9.
The I 2 -year -old boy is in

Homeowners Assn.. just after

the 10 -hour operation to

Park Director

(B-RH negative) at the

repair his damaged heart.,

He was hemorrhaging and
supplies of his rare blood type

of utilizing equipment and
personnel. The increasing use

of electronic data-processing
equipment to handle a wide
range of railroad accounting
and statistical activities will
generate a growing demand for

marketing.

Additional infOrmation
bout locomotive engineers and

about railroad occupations

gairalrc

generally can be obtained from

railroad offices in your locality, and general information

about the industry is obtainable through the Associa-

tion of American Railroads.

Transportation Building.
Washington, D.C. 20006.

Takes Part In Institute

portant factors in lower

McCormick,

21

S.

among the 87 young people

tended sessions in math

education and elementary

problems and pressures from

National High School

management and other sub- University.
Miss McCormick, a senior
jects valuable to professional

increase slightly in the early

at Prospect High School, at-

Institute in Education conin railway engineering, ducted
by Northwestern
transportation, traffic

technical schools offer courses

employment levels.
Employment is expected to

Ellen

Owen, Mount Prospect, is

education. The institute ex-

In addition, universities and

control, and other changes in
methods, also have been im-

Escorted EUROPEAN TOUR

amines not only the art of

teaching, but also the social

I f,, it

urIn

participation in Der

the community and nation

tc5t 4(9

which exert influence on the
teacher.

-

and technical workers.

1970s, however, as freight
traffic increases. Some ad-

per person

Elsewhere in the industry,

only

future job opportunities for
applicants probably will

needed for passenger service as

Visiting-GERMANY-AUSTRIA-FRANCE

Country Club
land & Euclid Read.

work along the right-of-way, in

LICHTENSTEIN-SWITZERLAND-BELGIUM
HOLLAND-ENGLAND
Exciting Jet tour via T.I.A. tailored to give the "real
feel" of the countries you visit! For colorful illustrated brochure and reservations, see, write or call:

Mount Prospect

operating jobs as brakemen and

CL 9-5400

in office work. However,

Round trip from Chicago
Chartered Jet

via

SEPTEMBER 20 -OCTOBER 4, 1969

In the Old Orchard

struction and maintenance

The earnings of engineers
depend on the class of locomotive operated and the kind

7500

be

most numerous in con-

rapid mass transit rail systems
arc developed.

for 1.1.11/Wfiefe

because of the seasonality of
011MMINIIIIMIMalak

DeMAR AUTO SERVICE
TRANSMISSIONS
POWER BRAKES
POWER STEERING

CREDIT TERMS

r

Y...":1

Please rush brochure on European Tour featuring Der Okloberlest.
NAME

from

ADDRESS
CITY

THEATRE

ONLY

464tarriageG`L-

STATE

ZIP

5 -

from

MOUNT

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

THEATRE for
CHILDREN
AMPLE

(WHILE YOU WAIT)

ROSEMONT, ILL.
WEST OF RIVER ROAD

ON OUR
STAGE...

$3.00

INSPECTIONS
9435 W. HIGGINS RD.

THEATRE

RENT -A -CAR

TOWING SERVICE

DIFFERENTIALS

DINNER
a

$595

AVAILABLE

SERVICING

president of the Park View

the intensive care unit at Billings Hospital, Chicago, where

will arise for specialists in in-

from across the nation chosen
to participate in the five -week

railroading are available also,.

car classification and signal

1111=1.

By Ben Clarke

explore new ways to meet
competition, opportunities

For some office and

ditional engineers also may be

Plea to Replace
Blood Given to
Boy a Success

engineers and methods analysts

experienced men.

Intro-

locomotives.

programmers and other trained
specialists.
As the railroads continue to

employe learns by working and

multiple -unit operation. of

Eugene F. Martin

Page 5

dustrial development and

OPPORTUNITIES shOuld

about $850 a month. In road

by firemen whose jobs as

Martin
went to work as a blue print

will have less than tult-time
employment during the first

The positions that do open

will be filled by firemen

15 -year -old

railroad work and the seniority

.system under which new

also increase for industrial

neering post in the company's
Chicago offices at 4355 N.
Linder He has spent his entire
Bell career in the Chicago

telephone and telegraph systems to private ownership following World War I.

engineer is employed.

arise due to the need to fill posi-

Martin retires from an engi-

When

THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday. July 29, 1969

kPASSING

,PROSPECTVace
259-6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

"THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN"
:SAT. & SUN. 2 P.M.

692-6172

hospital were being rapidly
depleted. Randy's blood type
is possessed by only 10 per

Of Recreation
Gets Contract
1 he Prospect Heights Park
District board has approved
the renewal of the contract of
Ronald Greenberg as recreation director.
Greenberg. who will he
starting his second year in the

position, will he half-time recreation director from Septembci through May at a monthly
salary of $375.

cent of the population.
A plea was made to anyone
who had Randy's blood type,
and to persons with other
blood types, whose donations

RELOCATING?

could be credited to his account at the rate of one pint
for two donated.
"The response was quite

wonderful," said the
spokesman, and now no more
blood is needed thanks to the

reaction of many concerned
persons.

"It's hard to get used to a
new way of life-especially
if you don't have the money
to do the things you'd like with
the time that's now available."

FIRST: We list your home with Arlington

Realty and find buyers that will
please you.

THEN: We'll find you a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding
major cities of the U. S. or Canada

no charge whatsoever .
through our membership in
at

.

eN

.

OMEVp.el

WEEKLY FREEZER FLASH!
Did you know...that when you purchase a side of
beef at the J a B Freezer Meats, Hind and Fore

Quarter, 69c lb., you can get as many as 50
1 -inch individual steaks and as many as 15
boneless rolled beef roasts...31b. avg? Everything
for the grill or spit.

CALL

Member of National Institute of locker S Free,er Provisioners

99t

2

lb.

HALF CATTLE. HIND QUARTER
300 to 320 lbs.

69c

150 TO 160 LBS.
AVERAGE

lb.

79c

Arlington Realty
-

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

SAVE NOW...while you can

in Arlington Hts.

in Palatine

ALL AGED TO PLEASE
YOU

Thee of every ten Americans 65 and older are living in poverty, a special United
States Senate report has disclosed. "Many of these aged people," it notes, "did
not become poor until they became old."
Pointing out that older persons now have disproportionately less income than
they had in 1961, the report observes that "the economic position of persons now
old will deteriorate markedly in the years ahead."

392-8100

SPECIAL! WEEK

LOIN END

S'OVIE OF AMERICA

THE HOMEFINDING

NORTH

in Arlington Hts. in Mount Prospect
SOUTH
*a'

lb.

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICA, NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

FEDERAL SAVINGS

"MEATS WITH A REPUTATION"

J & B FREEZER MEATS

LOOK FOR US IN THE

15 W. Busse Mt. Prospect

HOME BUYERS GUIDE

392-9260
LICENSED AND APPROVED BY
ILLINOIS DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE

&

1,..:::.

sU.n.,:a4,5.18,1:10S.ano;:::::,,Loan Leach,.

LOAN ASSOCIATION

25 EAST CAMPBELL STREET, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005 Phone: 255-9000

Appearing Every Week In

DAY PUBLICATIONS

f
r-

Ch ,,,,,, d by Ihr United Stale. Governmant
Mamba, Fade& Savnat and Loan Inswante Cotporation
an

The Ganie of the Day

Senior II Knights Winners in AH

6

action, Chambers hustled in
safely with the third and final
run of the inning.

Chambers and Jarms scored

THE BLACKHAWKS got
three in the first of the second
three runs in their half of the inning, to tie the score that the
first. Mike Stapleton led off Knights had previously viten.
the attack with a walk from Mark Rinella got on third base
Wiley. After one out had been due to an error on the Knight
made, Jarm smacked a double right fielder on a long fly ball.
to hit in Stapleton with the first John Lilly was then walked to
run of the game. Jarm scored put two men on with nobody
one out later on a base shot to out.
A base hit by John Bertoli
left by Don Chambers.
Catcher Bob Horwath then scored Rinella and advanced
got all the way to second on a Lilly to third base. After one
throwing error on the Black - out was made, both runners

Knights ahead by six.
The Blackhawks cut the

only men to get on base, and
they did so with walks. Jarm
fanned two of the five batters

By Mike Needleman

The Knights whipped the

he faced in the inning and also
caught a fly ball for the third.
The Knights worked for

Blackhawks yesterday by scoring 10 runs to the Hawks' five.
The Arlington' Heights Senior
II league contest was limited to
only five innings, but that was

all that the Knights needed to
snatch the victory.
Tom Jarm went all the way
for the winners, handing Mikc
Wiley the loss.

THE
BLACKHAWKS
were scoreless in the opening
inning of the game. Ron Trahan and Ray Thorsen were the

Jarm threw the next batter out
at first, and fanned the last to
get out of the inning.

Tuesday,

The

July 29,
1969

Mike Stapleton of the Knights hustles down the line to first base where the Blackhawks John Bertoll readies himself to catch the ball for theout.

`Cats Clinch Last Win Over Prospect
By Linda Hamilton

home run to left field.
Wheeling used three pitch-

Sports Editor

ers in

Wasielewski giving up,the only

hit, 8-0 shut out of a visiting

other Knight baserunners of

Prospect cress

the evening were Greg Sumner

Ron DeBolt s Cats ended
the Northwest Division tour
with a 13-12 record They were
sponsored halfway by the

Wheeling hawanis Club, according to Deflolt

to Prospect, a right field

liner by Mike Musial. The only

and Scott Day, the league's

Jim Perkins with a walk in the
sixth.

The Knights started with
Chris Dabovich on the mound

and saw big Dean

Wheeling scored in the first
after Speedy Weisen, who had
singled, was thrown out trying
to steal third. Gary Schweitzer

Doyle on a walk in the fifth and

A Si MIC;HTS--game- for three and- tworthirds-infound DeBoit emptying his nings, and then Bill ThurnhofKnights

1

on a walk in the fourth, Jack leading hitter, were both
Fritsche on an error arid Brad - walked and both stole a base.

L

bench against the powerless

WHEELING (8)
player
ab r
0
Weisen, cf
Giles, rf
2 0
Schweitzer, lb 2
1
0
Frican, 3b
3
I
Day, rf
Hull. I b
I
2
Schlinker, lb
0 0

the game with Casey

Wheeling s Summer League
Wildcats ended the regular season in style List night on a one -

hit

for the first six runs of the game
while Turnhoffer absorbed
Sheridan's two -run blast.

fer came on in relief.
DABOVICH WAS touched

A sacrifice fly by Dan Hull
brought in Schweitzer, and
Day scored on an error by the
catcher.

Sheridan, p -c

2

Baker, if
McGowan, ph

3
1

0
0

Lundquist, c
Newman, pr -ph
Wasielewski, p

2

I

1

1

0

0

1

O

Dyson, ss
Gack, ph

-

Bencriscutto, 2b
Richter, 2b
Nelson, p
Totals

THE 'CATS were then rela-

tively quiet until the fourth
when they knocked Dabovich
out of the box. Hull and Sheri-

dan led off with walks and

Ralph Baker got a bunt single

Player

when Dabovich fielded the ball
and no one was on hand to cover first.

1

0

1

2

I

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

I

2

0
0

0
0

I

0

I

1

0
0
0

0
0
1

0

0

0

0

0
0

1

1

O

0

8

6

21

PROSPECT (0)
ab r
0

I

b ovic h,

Doyle,

ing from Mark Batt.glitt to
romp over the Hus ies, 16-1.

two trotted home together with
the final Summer League runs
of the year.

Kevin Merlins helped cut with
tout hits including a double
and homer, and three runs

0

0
0
0

0

0

o Wheeling

going into the seventh, but

scored

1 he

Huskies got a

homer and double from John

Kurracl, and a double from
Paul Burdis

THE INDIANS got a distance pitching job from Tim
Rich to beat the Cougars, 6-3.
Fanny Thompson and Robby
Hansen led the attack for the
winners and IsLvin Merlins,
Ken Marcotte and Rich made
tine plays in the field. Mark

Miesfeld had a triple for the
Cougars
he Indians third victory
was 3-2 over the Orioles. Rich
and Bob Schachner teamed up

for a tour -hitter, with Rich

win, while Frank Vacaro took
the loss.

IN MAJOR Division play,
the Dodgers rapped out 15 hits

in defeating the Cards, 12-4.
Bill Robin had four hits and
Dave Koelper a triple to help
hand the victory

to Mark

Knuttel, who got relief help
from John Plough. Rich Anderson suffered the defeat.
The Twins knocked the
Braves out of first place with a
5-4 victory. Joe Pusatera, Don

Zasadny and Frank Janezic

the winning iun for the In-

provided the offensive fireworks for the winners and Ted
Bonham got credit for the win.

dians

Mike Arndt blasted a grand -

The Cougars won their other two games during the week.

slam homer for the Braves.

Mark NI iesfeld had a two -hit-

The Senior All -Stars split
two games with a team from
the Elgin Continental League,

ter and nine strikeouts. Brian

winning, 12-I, and losing, 5-0.

Smith and Jerry Gokey rapped
Don
extra -base hits and

Terry Smith struck out 13 in
the victory and Dan Zale got

third to save the game. Kevin
Temesy had three hits for the

things rolling with two RBI in
the second.

r H E COUGARS also

THE COLTS scored a 6-3
win over the Chargers. Tom
Moriarty had three hits, in-

topped the Astros, 7-1, on
Miesfeld's one -hitter M ies-

cluding a two -run homer, and
Pat Hart struck out 1'4 for the

losers

feld had two hits at the plate
and struck

out

12

on the

ing's Scott Day had a five -hit

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

ings pitched very well in a losing cause Tim Merlins scored

Guentz made a great play at

Paul Snarski led the attack off
loser Bill Bohstedt. Ed Pusa-

21/2 3 2-2 I

The Wildcats thus earned
the right to meet New Trier
tonight at the Wheeling dia-

win.

Steve DeLuca: hurled the

in the third and two in the

sixth.

WL

First baseman Dan Hull led

3

hitting attack with two

4

the

5

triples, an RBI walk and two
runs scored. He drove in a run

7

6

7
8

4

9

2 11

Speedy Wiesen forced the

WL
3
3
3

2
2

2

3

2

3

3

Minor League

W ,L
13

1

12
9
10
8

4

6

6

7

8
8
8

7
5

3

6

6

4 11
3

Hartman, cf
'Totals

outfield by his brother before

Stapleton started things rolling that inning for the Black by drawing walks from Wiley. hawks. Wiley led off with a
With the bases full and nobody base shot and before the first
out, Dale Corfman stepped up out was made, he stole both
and rapped a single which second and third bases. He was

Yeasel, ss
Thorsen, C
Rinella, I f
Lilly, 2b
Bertoli, I b

Trahan

man.

that

went

to

the

STAPLETON WAS

McKown, 3h

Trahan, rf

Totals

ball was thrown to first for the

The Knights were scoreless
in their half of the fourth, but

did manage' to get two hits.
Chambers led off the inning
ins° !eft and

with

2

I

I

2

I

I

2
3

2

0

I

0
.

0
0

1)

I

0

I

0

8

(1)

h bi

r

3
3

I

2

2

0

0

0

2
3

0
0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

3
2
3

2

I

(1

0

I

I

I

2

2

2

0

0

0

23

5

6

5

PITCHING SUMMARY

brought in on another hit by out on Trahan, Wiley scored.
first baseman Bill Jarm. With
Jarm on first and Corfman on
third, Chambers rapped out a
single to score Corfman and
move Jarm to third. Roth

3
3
3

2

I

ab

Waldrin, cf

Knight third bagger. As the

I

BLACKHAWKS
Players
Wiley, P

scored both PrittS and Hart- brought in on a grounder by

2

24

back into the lead when they the inning came to an end.
hit in the last of the second inning to get six big runs. Tom
WILEY'S BASE shop in
Pritts, Dave Hartman and the fourth was the only hit in

Players H ip r-er so bb
Wiley
8 4
10-7 5 3
Jarm
6 5
5-3 8 5
Winner-Jarm; Loser -Wiley;

SB-Trahan (2), Thorsen, Lilly
(2), Corfman (2), B. Jarm,

1'

r2

2 13

The Blackhawks Mike Wiley hustles past Bill Jarm of the Knights, tpr an infield base hit. Wiley
scored the fifth Blackhawk run a few batters later.

IN THE SHOWDOWN
game for the title, the Astros

jumped off to a four -run lead in

Senators in a

best -of -three

the first and went on to win,
6-3. Matt Zakula went the distance for the win, which gave
the Astros an overall record of
20-4. Tom Teuchcrt tripled for
the Senators.
Playing for the champion
Astros were Brett Frase, Ed

Krause, Matt Zakula, Mark
Zakula, Steve Hansen, Mike

Toneff, Wayne Eisenhuth, Dan
Michalec, Pat Kirk, Eric Mal-

vik, Chuck Veselits and John

Tigers Take First Gatne,,
In Mount Prospect Series
Baseball Minor 'A'

plate on a relay from left to nings. There are two more

Senior Division

Team
Pirates
Indians
Greyhounds
Cougars
Expos
Giants
Orioles
Phillies
Athletics
Reds
Astros
Huskies

By Mike Intrem

In the Mount Prospect Boys
League
scored the winning run on World Series, the Tigers edged
triple by Dean Sheridan. the Pirates 2-I in a close conSheridan was thrown out at the test that went two extra inwith his second triple and then

short to the catcher.

Team
Colts
Jets
Vikings
Chargers
Falcons

right

Peitts ss

I

3
3

Astros Win Arlington Heights
`World Series' Over Senators

The Astros evened the series
by edging the Senators, 6-4. A
Day stayed in the game, 10 -hit attack featuring Ed
Krause's homer and Mike Tohowever, and got the win.
neffs double supported the
THE 'CATS weren't quite four -hit pitching of Dan Michso dramatic as their hosts, alec.
scoring a pair in the first, one

Major Divison

6

came

when the Blackhawk left fielder made an error on his fly ball.
He then scored on a shot to the

I

200 420 * 8 6 1

all four of Niles' runs.

STANDINGS

10
10
9
7

to a close.

3

1

shut out going, but a leadoff series for the Arlington
double and a two -run triple Heights Major League chamcombined with a sacrifice for pionship.

LITTLE LEAGUE

Team
Yanks
Braves
Twins
Sox
Cards
Cubs
Dodgers
Tigers

Corfman, 2h
T. Jarm, P
B. Jarm, 1 b
Chanters, 3b
Horwath, C
Childs, rf

31/2 3 6.4 17

Until the seventh, Wheel- a one -game deficit to beat the

Falcons.

struck out 10 in gaining the

I

down and brought the inning

ip h r-er so w

The Astros fought back from

Dan Zale, Ray Peterson and

the victory. Mike Dudley, Bob

getting the win Brian Hast-

They beat the Expos, 3-I, as

Vikings past the Falcons, 5-2.

then nearly let a couple of extra base hits beat them when
Niles decided to put up a scrap.

tera had two doubles for the

Chung had extra -base hits for
the winners. David Stamm and
Scott Pound pounded out
doubles for the Athletics.
The Phillies whipped the
Greyhounds, 9-5, with a seven -single attack. Jim Sherpelz

Bertoli, his second of the
night. Jarms then knuckled

Sheridan
3 0 0-0 3 I
Wasielewski
2 I 0-0 2 2
Nelson
13
2 0 0-0 I I
Witmer --Sheridan;
Loser 0
-Dabovich; WP--Dabovich.
O
000 000 0 0 1 4
Prospect
O

THE WILDCATS had the
advantage as the visiting team

the Cougars.
.The league -leading Pirates
had an 11 -run first inning and
beat the Athletics, 13-4. Mau-

Reiland, Marty Geisler and

by another hit. This one by

PITCHING SUMMARY

Pitcher
Dabovich
6 Thurnhoffer

took a big step forward Satin -day when they staved off a last -

PH Indians Win Three
rice Chung struck out 14 for

Knights

secured the win tOr the

Knights.
KNIGHTS (101
ab r h bi
Players
0
3
2
Stapleton, I f

Weisen,

inning rally by Niles North to mond in the second -round acon first, took a few steps and remain in the Summer League tion of the state tournament.
then stopped to watch it clear State Tournament with a 5-4.
the fence. Sheridan, running win.
the bases, nearly passed Hull
All other area entries were
until he realized his teammate
was just standing there. They eliminated from the tournagot straightened out and the ment in the first round.

Hi igl is Little League
In their biggest burst of the
v cols, the Indians got a homer,
double and 14 -strikeout pitch-

left

hitter, Lilly. He was brought in

Schweitzer, Day, Hull, Sheridan, Bencruscuto, Richter (2).

The ball went so high that Hull,

second place in the Minor
1 La g u e of the Prospect

third. With two out, Rinnella
singled and advanced to third
on a single by the following

-Schweitzer, Day, Lundquist,
Bencriscutto; SF --Hull, Dyson; BB--Streng, Sumner, Da-

W heeling High School

The final two runs came in
the fifth on Sheridan's homer
which almost became an out.

mound in picking up his seventh win. Smith homered for

scored one run in the top of the

In Summer Leaguer
Statewide Tourney

double as the first batter to face
Thurnhoffer.

the Indians won three
games last week to move into

Blackhawks fell to Jarm in order. Jarm fanned one roan and
threw another out tit first. A fly
ball caught by Stapleton out in

Wheeling Advances

to score Bert Newman, running for Sheridan. Lundquist
and Robbie Richter, who had
walked, were able to score
when Dave Giles got a fluke

Wheeling's Robbie Richter scores while. Stu White awaits a
throw from the outfield last night as the Wildcats stomped Prospect, 8-0 (Photo by Linda Hamilton)

In the top of the last, the

lead to only five, when they

h hi

0

0

0 0 0 0
Perkins, ss
3 0
0 0
Fritsche, I b
3
0
Musial, rf
0
Harbach, ss-2b 3 0 0 0
2 0 0
Jackson, cf
0
Doyke, cf
0 0 0 0
Totals
23 0 1 0
E --White, Thurnhoffer, Perkins, Harbach, Hull; HR-Sheridan;
2b --Giles;
SB-

-0

I- O
0 O

Streng, 2b -3b
2
White, c
3
Sumner, If
2
Thurnhoffer, 3b -p 3
Dabovich, p
2

A single by Terry Lundquist
brought in Hall, and John Dyson lofted a sacrifice fly to right

h bi

er Dave Childs. The inning
was soon ended, leaving the

The Knights got their last
crossed the plate with runs run when they batted in the
when Wiley connected for a third. With two outs, Tom
double to right center field. Jarm,got all the way to second

Page 6

Sheridan wallop a towering

was followed by a shot to the
same area by Horwath. Wiley
then fanned a batter for one,
and watched two more batters
go down with fly outs.

on a hit to center by right field-

games to be played.
The game was tied at 0-0 until

the top of the fifth. Tim

Wallgren.

Doyle scored the winning

run on an exciting steal of
home with two out in the inning. This gave the Tigers the
2-1 win.

O'Connor. Bob Frase was the
manager.

On the runner-up Senators

made the play of the game on a
deep fly to left.

THE BUCKEYES won

were Dick Block, Trent Taylor, their second straight Junior
Scott Burkhardt, Tom Teu- title by edging the Owls, 2-1.
chert, Steve Smethurst, Randy Dennis Drolet hurled a two Hollinger, Jerry DiSimone, hitter for the victory, his third
Todd Reese, Scott McFeely, in the playoffs. He allowed a toDick Burdick and Tom Skee- tal of four hits in his three wins.
John .Thompson tripled
han. Ed Taylor managed the

home Drolet in the first and

club.

scored on Cris Devona's single

THE PATRIOTS of

the

for the Buckeyes two runs.

Drolet got exceptional fielding
the Tartans of the South -Red support from Tom Reinhard, Division, 8-0, in the Inter- Jack Kemper and Steve Flack.
Drolet hurled the Bucks into
mediate League championship
battle. Richard Kozakiewicz the finals with a 6-0 win over
hurled a five -hitter for the vic- the Beavers. The winners, who
tory, while JohntLychepfeld only had three hits, scored
three runs in the second, two in
suffered the Ion;
The Patriots scored three the fourth and one in the fifth.
times in the first on singles by
MOUNT PROSPECT
Lee Somers and Doug Sandell,
PARK DISTRICT
a double by Bill Jankiewicz and MEN'S 16 INCH SOFTBALL
a sacrifice fly by Mike HanzaMonday Night League

North -White Division shut out

,

Ilk.

Team
In the third, singles by Kirt Wille's Bruins
5
Ziemann and Sandell, a. double Arlington Park Dodge
4
by Kozakiewicz and a sacrifice Jakes Pizza
3
fly produced two more Patriot Ed's Pure Oil
2
runs. Three more runs in the Beef and Barren
fourth ended the scoring.
S Standard
The Patriots won the North L and Products
Side Intermediate playoffs by ClarkTuesday
Night League
whitewashing the Bullets. 5-0. Team
Martin Schultz pitched a three - V and G Printing
4
hitter and struck out II for the Ye Olde Town
4
victory.
3
Shakey's Pizza
Schultz had three hits in the Jake's Pizza
5
game, while Kozakiewicz had a Annen And Busse
3
pair of doubles and Jankiewicz Vail lounge
2
one two -bagger. Kirt Schultz Gay Blades
2
0
Elk Grove Inn
Wednesday night league
W
team
7
Stevens Engineering
8
Village Sport Shop
and the Association will offi- Johnson's
5
cially open its 12th season on Romano's
3
Sunday, Sept. 7.
Yankee Doodle
5
3
T and C Barber Shop
Boys who are new to the Arlington Morten&
league and have not already Assoc.
2
done so should bring their birth Data Power
certificate to the weigh-in.
0
Delta Air Lines
.

BOTH STARTING pitchers, Andy Moretti of the Tigers
and Hanson of the Pirates, had
to be taken out at the end of six

first Wildcat run when he sled Brown tripled in the top of the
off the game with a walk, and fifth for the Pirates, then startstole second and third. Gary ing pitcher Don Hanson hit a
innings. This was required by
Schweitzer walked behind sacrifice fly to center field
league rules which say pitchers
Wiesen and took second on the which brought Brown across
may only pitch six innings per
sly. Wiesen scored on a walk to the plate.
week.
Terry Dundquist and Hull, but
Brian O'Mara of the Tigers
Schweitzer was put out at the IN THE BOTTOM of the
relieved Moretti and did a
plate on Dean Sheridan's in- sixth which was.the last regu- fine jpb ip the last two innings
field tapper.
lation inning, Tim Lopata of to earn the win. Charlie Brown
was the somewhat ironic loser.
the Tigers tripled. Paul Izban
A WALK to Dave Giles and Tim Doyle followed with
forced in Lundquist.
walks, then Lopata scored the
Hull's first triple was turned tying run on a fielder's choice
into a score by Sheridan who by Niles Wallgren.
singled. Sheridan vAts tossed
Greg Gatto of the Tigers
out at the plate after advancing nearly scored the winning run
There will be a weigh-in for
on a stolen base and a throwing in the seventh on a sacrifice
all boys who have registered for
error at short.
fly, but he was out in a close the Mount Prospect Midget
, Football Association on Satursplay at the plate.
The sixth -inning rally was
In the bottom of the eighth day, Aug. 2, and Saturday,
started when Lundquist inning, Doyle was hit by a Aug. 9, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
doubled and scored on Hull's pitched ball, then he moved to at Lions Park.
three -baser.
Practice will begin Aug. 18
third on a clutch single by

I
1

I

-

Midget Grid Weigh -In Sat.

I

0
I

2
3

4

4
4

L
0

3
5
5

6

L
I

2
3
2

4
3
5

7
7

S. SifiED7:

Service Director

'

112
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wanted. . . 101.
Boats and
37
Marine Supplies
38
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities. . 66

1)

Business Services

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200
Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day,
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Alterations

7 yards for $21. Half loads a-

All types -all season or vacation
Fully insured & Guaranteed
only. Call Cooperative EnterCL 3-4300
prises. 223.0352, if no answer Mt. Prospect

By Appointment

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design

359.6630

Hemming &
Alterations

Decorator

Masonry

Free interior & exterior decorating ideas. A Christian business

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

SERVICE
Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:

teed & reasonable. 259-9246

Dressmaking -Sewing

MASONRY

Graduate So. American fashion
SchooLdesigner, All kinds alter.

Advertisinalaioui & AN

ing. ErlicC b1671t;-1T6ne; concretsr,

waterproofing,
plastering,
foundations, patios. Call days
nights 956-1640.

and resort clothes designed to
order. Coordinated wedding

Decorating & Remodeling

Call Bob CL 9-064
I DO MY OWN WORK

Electrical work; air-cond.; outlets; yard lights; garages wired;

695-9812

etc. 253.4792

Auto Repair & Equipment

X -CELL FENCE

BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24
HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

Interior

All types of fencing: Chainlink,
Wrought

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647,0220

Arlingtori Body Craft
201 W Campbell 259-6160

Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Financing

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

392.1492
Call Vince
Custom Homes - Room Additions,
Garages, BaseMent & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259.4348.

Floors

for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No lobs
too small 766-8034
Carpentry & Cement Work
BEST"

and

Wayne s Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &

R 8-4543

re -gluing

General Hauling

garages 529-2478.
BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

Recreation rooms, powder
rooms, kitchen remodeling.

NO JOB TOO SMALL
537-6122

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Carpentry & General Contracting We are not big but we give
big service: Dormers, Additions,
Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete work included. For Free
Estimate, call 296-6250

carpet

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
Vs price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced Des PI. Serv. 296-6365.

Cement Work
KANZLER IL SON

Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business
CALL 766-5084
PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free et -

time', Call anytime.
766-1943

KANZLER BROTHERS.
Patios and driveways.
sidewalks and steps.
Garage flours IL foundations.
No lob'too big tutors small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3907

Ceramic Tile
255-1096
Tile Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed A Repaired

CLEANING. 50c outside only.

Fully insured.

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

plumbing,

439-8614

NO JOB TOO SMALL

PHONE 439-8614

Exterior pointing preferred.
. By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3-3067

home

by

DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult budget conscious

specialist.

loc.

Get

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per

in

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Faster
Landscaping

STUMP REMOVAL
Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insured,

546-5516
"Ted" Smith
RICH FERT1UZED BLACK SOIL

Pulverized I weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds IL top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING
Sod - Evergreens Shrubs - Trees

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too
big or small. Free estimates.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
2964709

.

its:limo/I errrrtontio. toltherr*

**oft* tom IWO**

;relipeorre.. 11110f11. 'WM: .4fili

' G400144"47/. .ettP01/41001i.

fart* insertion.

, -

'

Mos* dwck your *fir ell

*irk or.

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

Piano Tuning -Service
Turning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

13 -Lost and Found

AND FOR THE

LOST: White toy poodle, male.
Near Rolling Meadows Shop-

392-6817

Ned Williams

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255.3822
DAN KRYSH
EXPERT PLASTERING

REMODELING

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too'small.
824-75)0
JOE ORTMAN

Radio -TV Repair
TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates

CALL ED, 358.559
SAVE YOUR EYESI

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cords Honored.
Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or black & while)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts.
CI. 5.5692

17 5. Evergreen

FOUND: Female silver Schnau-

Lost gray French poodle named

Pilot

GET RESULTS,

ster, call 824-0870 evenings and
Wed; call days 824-6118 ask for

OT

296-6640
THIS
PAPER
REACHES

63,000
HOMES

TOOL .& DIE
mechanical products with an
opening for an' experienced'
tool and die maker, Work con
of

and roainte, I

repair

fiance an high speed': eogres
dies along with 1.9 nnJ
fixture
building.
Air-condi

sive

plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.

tioned

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

METHODE

MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd. (Hr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

392-3500

FORMICA CORP.
Fiat Products Dept.

930 W. Belmont
Franklin Park

a

RETIRED MEN
Looking for something to do? ?
Cosh in on 2-4 of 1110St, spare
hours each day 00.05 many
retirees are already doing ..

Drive o school has this Sep

temberl No experience noses
An Equal Opportunity Employer

sory, we will train you Don't
wait

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR,
WANT.AD
IN THE

ENGINEERING
AGENCY

CALL US NOW

.,

and reset, o place for yourself in Seis,ern,,,,

362-7900

MUNDELEIN

Mr Kane

ARLINGTON HTS.
392-9300
Mr. Weidner

DAY..."

Ritzenthaler
Bus Line

2441elp Wanted Men

SYSTEMS TO $15,000
Due to new company acquisition
and corporate growth, an out-

standing suburban company is expanding in data processing de-

partment. Any experience in ac
counting applications and systems
modifications qualities. Existing
ho;dware is three 360 30's. Full
operating systems, however, experience on 360 not necessary. Rapid,
ipromotion, profit shoring, tuition
reimbursement and other company

'

benefits.

LAB TECHS
5500+mo.
$860 mo.
$650 mo.

R&D
Elec.

WANT -ADS

255-7200

PINKERTON'S
INC.

253.6600

zer. Vic. of Stonegote & 83, Prospect Hts. LE 7-1322

Phone

Plastering

cants living in the suburbs who
cannot come to Chicago.

678-8533

OFFER will be substantially
more than your present pay
rate. Advancement will

117. So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect

DAY

EASIER!

9 am and 3 pm from appli-

-

ping Center. REWARDI 259.2224.

$535 mo.
$475 mo.
$522 mo.

Safety
Plant

Coco, vicinity Thacker & WebMrs. Thompson. REWARD.
LOST:

cated or 1784 Ookron (Desk A)
will take applications between;

MRS. MARGE
McDONALD

OFFICE this Week. His FIRST

After training you will move
preup to systems work.
vious exp. needed. This aosilion offers in addition to su
perb training a real chance lo

PARKER

days: Mon., Wed. and Fri. the
28th and 30th of July and Aug.
I, our Des Plaines office lo-

Park office of national

him. He will hire you IN OUR

me of charge and receive

Chem.
Mech.

QUICKER,

ex-

MENTS and report only to

your full salary while attending.

'

BUSINESSMAN

HOUSEWIFE,

mechanical problems. You'll
handle SPECIAL ASSIGN.

BETTER JOB anywhere. You
will be sent to the IBM school

'
--, K.' ,,
PHONE
25* -7200 ..

Franklin and 19321/2 W. Irving
Park Rd. in Chicago. For 3

manufacturer. CALL

296-1043

I.B.M.'s New 360
$650 + FREE

Orr!ortkrir...:

FOR THE

from 9am to 5 pm at 160 N,

customer, salesmen &
representatives. Franklin

Call MIKE HANSEN

Train to Program

You probably won't find

field supervision growth.. We
promote from within. Appli.
cations will be taken daily

sists

office

perience. Position involves order detoiler,
handle telephones &
liaison between plant &

and your ability to solve

move up. Call:

.liars ars "Pooled by

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

your home. Permanent waves

terror designer. 255-4374

die..firirA.

years

1-2

come FASTI

Go to School Free!

9 to 9 wekilo$ 49 ifer.,4

manent $10 comp. MU 5.5400

Interior Designer

at.

can NS mod.. to tiitesiNistat
error or entlisien; thi,.. '
paper wilt re
ft?,

Permanent waves given in your

Carpentry, etc.

pect.

PLEASE ^ ''.

ONLY

CORRESPONDENT

NEEDS YOUR WILLINGNESS

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
Northwest Hwy., Mt. ProsE.

ADVERTISERS

&porter**

3 assistants

HE DOESN'T CARE about
the degree you lack or the
experience you lock. HE

$650 No Fee

WANT, ADS.

on weekends. You must be
over 21 and have no police
record. All of our areas are
expanding as is the need for

OUR OFFICE

Palatine

N.W. Hwy.

E.

10 TECHNICIANS

READ & USE DAY

.

HIRING

Chicago and Suburban openings for plant watchmen. The
positions are permanent and
require full time relidble men.
Part time positions primarily

turer in the field of electro

$8,400-12,00 free

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

Permanent Waves

If no ans. 815.385-8999

800

once' in Order. 11/1A1 coirortiort

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Hallmark Personnel

SAW THIS ADI
SO WILL THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE
IN THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS.

4.1Oriiteort.

253-4769

Home Maintenance

PARKER

359-5800

one if savor. to ngiOr 1k!.

college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,
insured. Free estimates. Jim.

opportunity can include that

Ask TOM PALERMO

.thefr. ex&ritkernorit. *it. to.

2

you can' now start at 54 an hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future

117 So. Ernelson

SECURITY
GUARDS

We are a leading manufac-

experience

ate hiring. No fee. Call

$135 a week to start
Employer pays the fee

CHECK YOUR ARSE'

etc.

previous

reorganizing his plant to meet
the needs of his rapid growth.
A take -charge man is required
to organize and efficiently
handle what is now a
one-mon deportment, and be
able to plan for its immediate
growth. Experience as an inspector is not necessary but
the man must have worked in
the injection molding field.
Salary open, Send resume and
salary required to:

SALES

of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant immedi

PURCHASING
ASSISTANT

any 5 gallon purchase.

papering, 'carpentry

Call 392-4750

DES PLAINES, ILL 60016
25i.7191. CtiGn 713-0212
OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8 PAL

TEL

J yo u

:

FREE 6,1/2 pints U.T.C. with

Without

...cprriettids

1510 MINER ST.

Advertisers, are riegintititil..10
check "OM first .liseitifiati .Ctf.

YOU name it -WE do it! Painting,

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

CM"'

Hi School grad.

.

White interior Latex 51.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints $1.99 per gallon.

ot!Mon

Yen

296-1450

Quality workmanship. Fully insured. Reasonable. 259.1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

WINDOW

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

CI. 5-8232

CONFORTI & SONS

Carpet Cleaning

PROFESSIONAL

394.0630

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Hearing Aids

359.1906
Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

Window Washing

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

Furniture Refinishing
Custom

E & D CARPENTRY

253-8551

Shell Decorating
358-9038

Ref inish'g offered. 529-1211

PHONE 392.5208

with
cleaning 296-1450

Free Estimates

Pick Up & Delivery

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp.

FREE ESTIMATES

FREE

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

$20 Paints Most Roomi
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

CALL 297-2266

Coll "the rest" than call "THE

additions,

e Privacy

Aluminum

RECOVERED

mo.

NOT A "SUMMER"
JOB

299.0119

DINETTE CHAIRS

MAINTENANCE
START AT
$4.00 Hr:+10.T.

mo.

$1500 mo.

Tax Mgr.

',-

Des Plaines

Upholstery

$900

$1166 mo.
$1250

Super

Tax

259-6160

Box 313
Day Publications
722 S. Center St.
Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

PLANT

82

Wanted To Rent

259.9440
651 Pearson

ROLAN D E. JOHNSON

CHAIN UNK FENCE
Colors
Steel

Carpentry -Remodeling

RICK'S DECORATING

mate call 392-6604
Interior & Exterior Painting. All
top quality work. Reasonable
rates 671-0009.

439-4454

Reasonable rates.
VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150

panelling & tiling. CL 3.1118
JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE.

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

Asphalt sealing done with
squeegees & brooms -not lust
colored Good job guaranteed.

Auditors
Gem. Heavy

AAMCO
TRANSMISSIONS
Art. His
830 W. NW. Hwy.

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

Asphalt

exterior painting,

&

Prospect.

$660 mo.
Gen. Lt.
$800 ma.
Financial Analysis $800 mo.

Transmission Service

-

.

WALL PAPERING

& IRON CO.

1

Trn.

42

,

Opportunity here for top manto 3 years experiagement.
ence qualifies. Call Ron Holdo
nowiat 394-1000, HALLMARK,
800 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt.

-ACCOUNTANTS!

18

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

George Klein 392.0803

We Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS
In QUALITY

1

$10,800 to $12,500
No Fee

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

102
92

Walls and Floors
Remodeling:and Repairs

Pointing & Decorating
and Woll Washing

Fencing

We Specialize

KEY TEE CO.

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Plastic Injection

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

96

To Rent Miscellaneous.. . 81
To Rent Resort Properties. 79
To Rent, -Stores, Offices.. - 77

Tile

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

INSPECTOR

A small ,but extremely fast
growing molder is presently

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

-

Travel
Trucks, Trailers
VatatItsti Places
Wanted To Buy.

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to
hondle all inquirieS regarding
delivery dates and any problems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual, Coll

70
.Housekeeping
ffliwimago & Garage_Sale. -31_
21
Situations Wanted -Men,
Situations Wanted 22
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Refit Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
73
Apartments
76
To Rent Houses

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS
also 5HARPENFD 358-0845

Loterlor and Exterior painting al

Electrical Work

BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES, INC.
O'Hare Office Building
10400 W. Higgins,
Rosemont, III.

SERVICE

ARLINGTON
BODY CRAFT

ED OTIS

,296 1043

CUSTOMER

Painters & Trainees
Busy shop. Company benefits.,

Stop in or call 299-7161
for personal interview,

Call TED LEVERENZ

ENGINEERING
AGENCY

MEN

ership plan.

door, you're worth MORE to
this firm RIGHT NOW

Ken Larson & Assoc.
299-7191
Miner, D.P.

AUTO COLLISION

pension program; paid holidays, vacations. Stock own-

$145 to $165 To Start

Rooms -Board-

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
or
392.3450
CL 5-3991

-

BALRPG 58004900

94
88

Real'Estate-Wanted

"Small Engine Repair"

NEW WAY PAINTING

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

A Division of
Day Publications, Ric.
217 5 Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

Painting -Decorating

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

537 1244 or 437 3160

Electrical Contractor

255-7200

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

parties. Alterations. Near Rand 255-0348
hunt.

Contact Dick Westgard

fabric,
_solo plus_ fabric,
$2&50_
117.50 per section plus fabric

$15.50 per chair plus

Home inprovements & remodel-

ations. Rees. 358.7791
Individualized styling. Formals

Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

& brick work. All work guaran

Excellent starting salary. Paid
hospitalization, life insurance,

smattering of exposure, to
juniors ready for Engineer.
ing training. It's -a new,
smooth - running facility.
Ready to expand. You will
' keep it that way. If you can
get the product out the

PROGRAMMERS

91

Resort Properties For Sale.
'''
Real EstateLoans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant

company.

From plant clerks with a

SALES TRAINEE

14

253-0185

high school graduate for a
great future with a growing

$633-$780 - FREE

23-Fmloynant Agencies4die

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property 89
86
Real Estate -Houses

Arlington Hts. & Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights

can stars a rewarding career
with a nationally known company if you're willing to start at
learn our business.
We'll train a bright, recent

Need 5 Leaders

procedures. 394.2159.

69
Child Core
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56

SLIP COVERS
repair

chimney

Tuckpointing,

255-2570

Exp'd secy. Temporary work by
week or month. Typing, shortoffice
hand, telephone, all

1510

JOHN HENRICKS INC.

the bottom, work hard, and

PRODUCTION

time to load and
haul hay. Year around.

AMBITIOUS

YOUNG MAN

home. 392-5501

SEMI -DRIVER
Full

Good wages.

Intl Anodizing Corp.

117So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Experienced seamstress desires
dressmaking & alterations in

259-3248 or 253-2479

3827 Willow St. Schiller Pk.

PARKER

home. 299-2178.

but will train interested person.
Limited travel.

or Chuck Ording.

See or call

for vacationing
parents; also ironing done in my

tion. Prior experience helpful

benefits, will' train. Calf
'625-0690 ask for John Brogni

pay you while you learn to become a Micro -Wave Specialist.
No prior experience necessary.

sit

C.P.A. FIRM. Challenging posi-

Call Mr. Mathews 664-6156

mediately. Our client will not
only train you, they will also

$600 - CAR & Expenses
Ken Larson & Assoc.
1510 Miner, D.P.
299-7191

ACCOUNTANT

Even-

WANTED-yg. men dependable
& energetic. Machine helpers,
gd. starting pay, shift work. All

whether it be military or
technical school, starve you im-

YOUR HOME, 296-3851

Nursery Schools -

Personals

Any good electronic training,

WILL DO IRONING MY HOME
OR GENERAL HOUSEWORK

1

'

Skokie.

Steady.

tion from your very let day.

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

2
Funeral Directors
24
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
27
Men or Women
26
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings 47
Furniture.
Industrial Property
83
(To Rent)
5
In Memoriam
15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Persona!, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

Slip Covers

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All tyres & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Dog Grooming

ART

827.4637

EDMOND GRAY

man. CALL 296-3953

CREATIVE

CLEANING

"No fob too small or too large
50°o financing available.
437,6732
After 5 pm.

- Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

DECORATOR

Art Service

Free estimates

PATIO'S
REPAIRS & REMODELING

Kenneth A. Pearson

439-3532

Remodeling,

Repairs & Remodeling

Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

Mrs. Dillon

392-5410

Choice of Finance Plans
Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
Ask for Mr. Richard

392-8763

COUNSELING & REFERRAL

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

Kitchens Dormers
Basements Garages
Rm. Additions Fences

LAWN CARE

Counseling
Alterations and general sewing,
SERVICES

Custom Remodeling

vailable. 358-3411.

a

CL 9-3517

HINES LUMBER CO.

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

Cleadup & Houl Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, and-soon.Call any
time. HARROWS 299.7830.

plus remodeling of draperies.

Remodeling & Supplies

Landscaping

Clean Up Service

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rotes
Free Estimates
CALL 437.4195 or 255-8532
Georges Heating & NC service

Fl

Move up to specialized posi-

Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks

Will baby

8:

shift. Car necessary. Minimurn.
starting rate $2.10 per hour.

BREWER CONCRETE

298-4586

8
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
.10
Coins - Hobbies'
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
23
Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies 25
Women
57
Equipment Rentals
93
Farms

Plaines

ings from 5 p.m. & weekend

NO JOB TOO SMALL

17
9

-

Card of Sympathy

Des

$160-$180

estimate. 297-2898

Aviation
Auto Parts and Access...107
Auto Trailers & Campers..103

PART TIME
OFFICE CLEANING

TECHNICIAN

Students Exterior House Painting. Reasonable prices. Free

20
109

'24-lidp Planted Men

24 -Help Wasted MA

MICRO WAVE

.11Flusiness Services

Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community... CALL ONE NOM

Air Conditioning

Palatine area.
358-2699

35

Auction Sales

Agencies -Milo

Piano lessons

INDEX

Let us help make your DAY

Page 7

Tuesday,July 2971969

mm

15 -Instruction

10 speed bike at State

& Davis Street. REWARD!! Call
392-9705

Will the party who took green
Stingray bike from
Recreation Pk. on 7/25 PLEASE
return. REWARD. 1106 Victor
Schwmn

Ct. Arl. His. 259 0938.

14 -Personals

Yers

ottrion ea

....4330C.

CVer, .Sprriatide
DES PLANES. ILL 00016
TEL 2514111, CHGO. 103(271

1510 MINER ST.

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 3 P.11.

-

(5)

for undeSprivileged children. Will
pick up. 392.0035

No degree or experience

Want a high pay
job in industry?

Seldom found opportunity
in move into research group
in communications. No previous 'experience needed.
Your training will consist of
in -plant seminars and on the

job training with electronic
engineers. Any military or
tech school training opens
the door to this above aver-

JR. IND. ENG.

$8,000 to $10,000

career of

Modern lordity in Weise., Subseeking

replacements

Training in this area leads to
management position. Any industrial engineering background
needs 5
qualifies. Company

people right now.

needed. Just pleasant per.
sonality and technical orientation. Complete in -plant
training prepares you to be
Project Coordinator at the
client's Installation. Excellent potential'
Call TED LEVERENZ

296-1043

helps.

ENGINEERING
AGENCY

Phone 299-0121

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

Learn

products. and

sales

the

company

soles

tech-

! niques, then inio the field coil:
ing on industrial accounts.
Outstanding opporruniry for
young mon wilt, go power.

age career opportunity.

Wideocopt,
PERSONNEL

298-5021
Employer Pays All Fees

10400 W. Higgins

and

sales

management. Age and education open, but any college

for
people that hove been promoted.
urbs

$550-$750 FREE

Learn How To Get It!
and just listen'

$145 to $175

Technical
Representatives

151nstructi3n

Suburban company looking
for promotable, aggressive
lad who would like to make a

ELECTRONIC TRN.

Trainee

USED toys, dolls, furn. needed

AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Service on all makes. Free loaners.
Rental plan. 392.4570

SALES TRNS.

x$650 To.Start

Suite 3000

Des Plaines, Illinois
Coll Anytime 24 Hours Per Day
A Counselor Will Be Available To Assist You

li

Tuesddy, July 29, 1969
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24 -Help Wanted MN

24-Ne

Wanted Men'.
Due

DRIVER
FULL TIME

WAREHOUSEMAN

Delivery and Stock Work
New warehouse in Des Plaines

needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

TERRACE SUPPLY
11 1 W Central

Mt. Prospect

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

299-2206

MOONLIGHTERS

Permanent port
evening janitors.

time

A. H. ROBINS CO.

No

We seek a man with a mini-

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:

mum of 2 years experience in
electro mechanical industrial
purchasing. Individual must

1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

for negotiations of all

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5, Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount

a position of ever in-

creasing

responsibilities.

CALL- 827-7880

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS,
INC.
re

WAREHOUSEMEN

They rent everything from cars
to desks. You'll learn to discuss
terms, type contracts. A cheer
ful personality is best here.

types of Hyrdraulic Presses. Opening on Second Shift.

STARTING RATE $4.37

BEA SCHOONVELT

IVY
7215 W..Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

-The Underwriters Salvage Company
Of Chicago

DRAFTSMEN

We need a few men to work in new modern building. Close
to home Excellent hourly rare plus raises to men who are
qualified for these cleaning jobs. Must be dependable and

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

drawings are desirable.

William Berube
824 0144

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

PLUMBING INSPECTOR

HILLS-McCANNA DIV.

FRONT DESK

Pennwalt Corp.

RECEPTION

400 Maple Avenue
(2 blks. N. Dundee High School)

pretation of Building and Plumbing Code. Extensive experience

required as a plumbing contractor or journeyman plumber;
and gradurthan barn n four-year high school supplemented
by technical training in building trades. lids arse.
that the applicant have a State of Illinois Plumbing license or

426-4851

Do you enjoy meeting new
people all day long? 'If so,

An equal opportunity employer

this one is for you. Lovely su
burban firm will train you as
the official greeter. Lite typing
and a winning smile are req'd.

a City of Chicago license.

Wanted For Permanent Positions

CITY OF DES PLAINES

Free.

With Expanding Machine Shop

MUNICIPAL BUILDING
GRACELAND AND MINER STREETS
824-3136

In Arlington Heights

PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER
TRAINEES

METHODE MFG. CORP.

where you meet and talk to
new people all day long. In
person and on phone. WE'LL
TEACH YOU THE WHOLE
WORKS! Some office exp.,

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

Rolling Meadows

sales personality, common
sense and the desire to make

LOTS OF MONEY 15 WHAT

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Must have experience in performing highly skilled work in
building or repairing compound & progressive dies. Second
shift opening
STARTING RATE $4.37

Open Saturday 9 amio 1 pm

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

GIRL FRIDAY

a rapidly growing company in doing your own

Troubleshooters

l

Division of CERTRON
fa°

1800 W. Fullerton Ave.i

Chicago, Illinois 60614:

An, Equal Opportunity Fmployr M&F

437-5400

the different track sched-

AMY

PERSONNEL,

16

W.

Northwest Hwy., Mi. Prospect,
255-9414

GOLF COURSE

GIRL FRIDAY $540
outings for company groups,
men's clubs. Set dates, learn
to discuss menus, etc. Type
confirming letters. When
pro -shop gets busy, give the
fellows a hand. Fun jobl In

AMERLINE

Miss Gaffke

winter work for
regular

boss in his

business.

for

Liking

public contact a must! Job's
'loaded with itl Free to you.

s.

IVY
7215 W. Touhy , .,
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

SP 4-8585
297-3535

ASSISTANT TO
ADVVRTISING

.

ASSEMBLY
SHIPPING

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

AND OTHER JOBS

We are a fast growing company who are willing to train men
to become machine operators. This is your opportunity to
learn a skill and progress with our company.
Look at these outstanding benefits:
3 INCREASES 1st YEAR
B PAID HOLIDAYS
PERM. EMPLOYMENT
PENSION PLAN
US. VACATION POUCY
MAJOR MEDICAL PLAN

PLUS

An opportunity to train for a skilled MACHINIST

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

job.

PARKER -HANNIFIN CORP.
Des Plaines, Illinois
501 S. Wolf. Road
298-2400, Ext. 357

5,

5 days. Lots of

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

COMPLETE TRAINING
100% PUBLIC CONTACT

baby Doctor's office. Keep
appts straight, answer phones,
usher little guys & gals into

Doctor when he's ready. It's a
busy job but fun too. It calls
for understanding, someone
who likes kids. Training takes
common sense. Doctor says
hall teach you the ropes' $520

An equal opportunity employer

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

related clerical functions.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

'

CALL MR. SHAW

392-3500

824 0181

METHODE
1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)

MFG. CORP.

TRAINING
TRAVEL! $475

To work for president.
Light shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Small congenial office.
Age and salary open.

Personable young ladies wanted to handle anyone who calls
Of COMes into this famous airline for reservations or info.
You will get in on MARVELOUS, COMPLETE TRAINING
PROGRAM! You'll learn all

about making plane reservetio

s

j

co I'

s IT g ink

ets, cancellations. You'll wear
chic outfits & help people find
answers to their travel ques
tions.- Its all public contact
100% of the time! You'll just

hoboes & assoc.
Level

love

392-2700
939-4866

it

and the people you

meet and the people you work
with! Fast raises plus bonuses

like long weekends and Ion
vacations when you're
part of this famed airline.
ger

front desk. Be the receptionist.

Make appts. Send reminders
to patients. Type bills. Doctor
says you should be good with

YOUR OWN 'RAVE. FREE
IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

keep records on where everything is, when artists want
special something you'll find it
for them. Type. Free
IVY
'SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

Secretary
for

Television Station

$130 WEEK

TRAINEE

where. Why not work
where every day is
new and exciting exary for one of the top
television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

LADY PARKER

Travel expense free through
out the U.S. as you show re.
sorts, motels, travel bureaus
how to operate the reservations system developed by the
company and already sold
to the people you call on. They
will completely train you. In
addition to excellent starting
salary, there are complete
benefits including a terrific

Chicago firm moving to

Elk

Grove Village in approximately

An equal opportunity employer

to

5

to

6 months, wants a girl

start working in Chicago

for training and then transfer
tc, new building in Elk Grove
Village. Permanent position,

MEDICAL
TRANSCRIBER
Experienced
Good typist experienced in
medical terminology for our

excellent opportunity with profit sharing, life and health
insurance, paid vacations and
other benefits.

Radiology Dept. Full time, permanent, 9:30 a.m. to 6:00

Phone

solnry and working conditions.

666-3853

p.m., 5 days a week. Good
APPLY IN PERSON

HOLY FAMILY

Challenging position for ma
ture individual with experience,

to do typing and other iniscel
laneous duties in our branch
office.

salary,

Excellent

3

weeks paid vacation, and full
company benefits.
APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

BARRETT-

Statistical Typist
Clerk Typist
Biller Typist
Receptionist
Switchboard
Key Punch. Oper.

450
425
400
400
400
500
600
500
475
425
475
500
400
650
450
600
450
450
475

.Executive Sec'y.
General Sec'y
Dictaphone Sec'y.
Jr

Sec'y.

Figure Clerk
Accts. Payable
Inventory Clerks
Accounting
Payroll Clerk
F C Bookkeeper
Clerks
& Recvg. Clerk
File Clerk

298.5021

CRAVENS CO.

O'Hare

WideScope/Office Bldg,.

630 DUNDEE ROAD
NORTHBROOK, ILL.

(Higgins &

Monnhcorn)
PERSONNEL

Des Plaine',

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

394-0880

6028 Dempster

966.0700

PLASTIC PARTS
ASSEMBLERS

26 -Help Wanted Women

RENTAL AGENT WANTED. Port

Nu Experience Necessary

time for luxury apartments. Arl.
Hts. 394 2577. I I AM to 7 PM

Girls over 16. Telephone sales.
Top wages. Full or part time.
SHARP TEEN

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

TRAINEE

255-9000
Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

272 2300
2 Blocks W. of Edens

Miss Paige

439 5741 anytime.

117 So. Emerson

OFFICE

Call Mr. Lyngaan of Mr. Chirpe

SECRETARY

$498 MONTH

bonus system. Free,

If you're good, you con
Make,. top money any-

time. Pleasant congenial

conditions. Paid vacation, insurance, profit sharing.

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

TRAVEL

When artists finish a painting
or drawing they'll give it to
you to be stored away. You'll

Full

Rolling Meadows -

HOSPITAL

people. $100 Free to you.

APPLY IN PERSON

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CO.
Des Plaines, Illinois

1695 River Road

Good voice and personality for

.

port time switchboard work
Applicant must call between
6:30 pm and 9 pm,

DOCTOR'S

255 9261

RECEPTION

WOMAN NEEDED
TO CARE FOR YOUTH

Pleasant, neighborhood doctor
needs an intelligent, neat op
handle

constant flow of patients

the
in

IN HIS OWN HOME
Roselle area

LA 9-6929

his busy office. You'll earn to
greet all who enter, set op

TYPIST

keep
everyone
pointments,
feeling comfortable, till the

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

doctor is free. Only skill req'd
is lite typing, If you are interested in an all public contact
position with a starting salary
of $542 mo., call:

and

Ladendorf Motors, Inc.
77 Wand Rd., Des Plaines

EKCO PRODUCTS, INC.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

$2.377/2 to start
PRESS PACKERS
FIRST SHIFT
7:45-4:15
SECOND SHIFT
4:15-12:45
THIRD SHIFT (61/2 hours)
12:45-7:45
Add 15c per hour for
2nd & 3rd shift.
FREE major medical & life insurance, 9 paid
holidays, many company benefits.

CALL 537-1100
(8 am. - 4:30 pm.)
or visit us at:

827-3111
'WOMAN WANTED
EXPERIENCED FOR:

Miss Paige

Light Production Work

In Arlington Heights

Drill Press, Milling Machine, Hon
ing, etc.

..60413empster

chine operator. Will also train
good fypiSt. YOU Will handle
all invoicing as well as other

Des Plaines

TELLER

9 S. Dunton
SP 4.8585
297-3535

and rewarding
Interesting
position open in small con
genial office for billing ma-

Cumberland Area

AIRLINES TRAINEES
COMPLETE

to

OPERATOR

SECRETARY

EXPERIENCED

receptionist

BILLING

MACHINE

253-6600

pearing girl he con train as

BABY DOCTOR

HOSPITAL

437-5090
MORTON GROVE
YO 5-2400
5945 Dempster
O'HARE
9420 Foster at River 992-2111

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Free.

2020 S. Mannheim Road
Des Plaines, III.

9 to

You'll be the one to welcome
kids & their folks into young

For further information

299-0111

any.

RECEPTION FOR -

MAY BE YOURS IF YOU CALL OR VISIT

come in or call:

plus

fringe benefits, fast pay raises.
No experience necessary. Call
for details,

Good starting wages - regular pay increases
company paid life and health insurance - 9 paid
holidays - paid vacations - pension plan - bonus
for night shift.

skills

296 5515

117 So. Emerson
Mt. errhpea

increase after 3 months.
Call for details.

Steno or dictaphone starts you
immediately with this .young
exciting suburban advertising
agency. Never a dull moment
This is a ground floor opportu
nity.

AVAILABLE NOW
MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEES
MATERIAL HANDLERS
2nd SHIFT

Your typing

259 3500
251.0 Dempster Sr. Des Plaines

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

MOUNT PROSPECT

Suite 23A

Arlington Heights

HOLY FAMILY

LADY PARKER

guaranteed merit

$140 WK. FREE.

Full time - 7:00 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in our delivery morn. No
rotation. Excellent salary and
working conditions.

1720 Algonquin

Upper

1806 E. Northwest Hwy.

routine.

Beautiful

at $130.a week with u

DIRECTOR

ENGINEERING COMPANY

mals. Light, simple office

perience? Be a secret-

.

,STOCK ROOM

ister medication to ani-

-

ARTIST'S

This is a side business for boss.
It's a popular golf course.
You'll keep busy setting up

348-1828

Please Call

FIRM

GIRL FRIDAY $100

ules, rules, distances, etc. Free.

Good pay, CTA bus to our front door, elevated stop a few blocks :I
from our plant, just off the expressway, cafeteria, free parking in
private company lotplus other fine benefits.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you Plus fine fringe benefits.

Congenial employer hiring
thru us alone. Start now or
after your vacation. If you
can't get in at once, register
GREAT

REGISTER

inventory of
supplies and

on

-Medical
reorder when stocks are
turning low! Later you
will be trained to admin-

5S0

his correspondences, answer

ords on all horses. Learn about

Apply in Person
or call Personnel Department

keep

hood. You'll learn to work at

phones, keep charts and rec.

Immediate openings are available on 1st, 2nd and 3rd shifts for
experienced men on injection molding machines.

US

Sales OrdecDesk.
NCR Operator

.

NURSE

135 WEEK - FREE

$600
575
550
650
450
500

needs a girl who can handle

all

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

Exec. Secretaries
Dictaphone Secys
Personnel, no steno
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Figure Clerks

months.

APPLY IN PERSON

Exciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone, keep appointment schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to

Small office. Popular in nabor-

owner of many race
horses needs to add a competent girl to his staff. This man

Maintenance Men
BORING MILL OPERATORS

OUR OFFICE OR THEIRS
FIRM NEW TO THIS
AREA

men's available close to your
home. Work days, weeks or

REGISTERED

VETERINARIAN

DENTAL OFFICE

Busy

W.

ELAINE REVELL, Inc.
We have immediate assign

358-6485

ASSIST

EXCLUSIVELY

phone.

16

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect,
255-9414

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

$600

With a check from

PERSONNEL,

AMY

THIS WEEK

,3 E. Adams, Chi.

fns

Set -Up Men

MACHINISTS

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

297-3535

C

To Owner of Race Horses

:

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Randhurst,

IVY
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

PLASTICS -(INJECTION MOLDING)

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WE'RE LOOKING FORI Get the
complete low-down by seeing

.

MALE
FACTORY

Plus 10% Night Bonus
Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Exec. Secretary

Learn to interview people and
help them find jobs. It's a job

CALL MR. McGRATH
35B-5800

1700 H cks Rd.

9660700

Dempster

6028

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

392-3500

exc, sal. SEE OR CALL

Ford Employment

394.0880

9 S. Dunton

O.D. & I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

You will report to the QC Manager.
Your duties - Inspection set-ups, laydut,
1st piece part, in process and quality audits.
Future Unlimited.
Call or see our Personnel Department

procedure while you earn an

GREAT BENEFITS.
new office.

Miss Paige

For an EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR
An EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

SCHOOL

punching and data processing

by

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

MAKE FRIDAY PAY DAY!

$550

HOURS - 9 to 5

$110 WEEK

CARPENTERSVILLE, ILL.

Duties include field work related to enforcement and inter-

297.3535

TYPISTS

busy office.

Northwest Tollway & Roselle Rd

SP 4-8585

STENOS

lent opportunity to handle a

people. You'll interview oppli
cants seeking office positions
and give standard tests. After
learning the skills of the appli
cants you will then set up
appointments with companies.
lots of phone work, light typ,
ing and general variety. Free.

tive! Fantastic job! Free to you.

359-4200

Telephone, light bookkeeping,
payroll, typing, accounts re
ceivable and payable. Excel-

ablje girl who likes working with

HIGH

Palatine

in

CALL MRS. GOODLING

We are looking for a person

BE

facilities

Contractors.

learn all phases of IBM key

the time. You'll learn the business..then take trips on your
own as company representa-

mensurate with experience and displayed ability. Sample

have transportation.
For more information toll:

Excavating

For

GRAD. No exp. nec. You will

portant - you'll be meeting
company reps or customers all

Layout of mechanical assemblies, components, and parts of
chemical pumps, flow control valves for machining, assembly,
vendors and sales. Requires good mechanical background
with college level math. Openings exist in research and development group and in standard products group. Salary com-

GIRL FRIDAY

PLOTE, INC.

MUST

TEXAS, SEATTLE

HARPER COLLEGE
Secretary at Harper College.
37l/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desirable but not essential. Excellent fringe benefits. Will be in
shortly.

966-0700

RECEPTION

$450 MO.

ALL EXPENSES PAIDI

253-3300

new

PERSONNEL

KEYPUNCH

Almost every week you'll find
yourielf in a different place.
Vice President is your boss.
He's constantly on go - you'll
be on expense account. You
need good skills - some previous exp as secy. Ability to
get along with all types is im-

DO YOU WANT $150 TO $zu0
Part Time - Evenings
Mon. - Fri. 6 PM - 10 PM

.297 3535

$850 MONTH

An Equal Opportunity Employer

EXTRA PER MONTH?

Learn & Earn

SP 4.8585

253 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

824-7151

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Minton

966.0700

FLAMING TORCH
RESTAURANT

CLERK

Growing Dodge dealer in
Des Plaines needs two women
to complement office staff,
insurance,
hours,
Regular
salary commensurate to ability. Foi. confidential interview
call Mr. Letter at.

Miss Paige

6028 Dempster

NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

Elk Grove Village,

Free.

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

TRAVELING SECT

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

positon
position
benefits.

interesting
nteresting

-

FULL TIME

Auto experience
preferred.

You'll be secretary to the di
rector of international division
of famous local firm. A chol.
lenging,
lenging,

WAITRESSES

BOOKKEEPER

$723 MONTH

with many unique

6028 Dempster

TYPIST

SECRETARY

Free.

Free.

Plus 10% Night Bonus
Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

437-8181

Miss Paige

rent everything from cars to
desks. You'll learn to discuss
about your company service.

Must be experienced in Repairing and Rebuilding 'various

Come in or call

1400 Busse Road (Rte. 83)

217 S. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington His., III. 60005

MAINTENANCE MACHINISTS

needed for our new building in Elk Grove Village. Full time
only Good salary and complete employee benefit program.

That'll be the question you ask
execs who come in or call
about company service. They

WANT TO RENT

plete confidence to:

An equal opportunity employer

SOMETHING MISTER?

dent in charge of sales. You'll
handle screening his visitors
and phone calls, making airline reservations when he or
his staff travel, and other
varied and interesting duties.

Palatine

11

pm, also weekends.
298-6983 or 824-1384

EXECUTIVE

You'll be secretory, without
shorthand, to the Vice -Presi-

HALLMARK
800 E. N.W. Hwy.

Full time or part rime 3 to

$95 wk. No Foe. 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc.
Plaines
Des
Miner
1510

"MEET AND GREET"
$425 to $500 FREE

Please send resume in cam

299-1141 For Appt.
DES PLAINES

$625 MONTH

pur-

sion in

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Rood
Des Plaines, Ill.

69 RAWLS RD.

days

SWBD-RECEPTIONIST

chasing by our company. You
will work with little supervi-

PLEASE CALL MRS. MC GUIRE

weekends and no holi-

SECRETARY

Ask Marge Marten - 359.5800

RN - LPN or NURSES AIDE,

TRY TELEPIDNE SALES

NO STENO

$550-5650 No Fee
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299-7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

have a good working knowledge of total material control and will be responsible

I. Excellent start plus 3 weeks

CAN YOU TALK?

DR. ASSISTANT

BUYER

GENERAL FACTORY
to expansion we have

6HeM Wanted Women

26-Relp Wanted Women

25-Enmloyment Agencies -Women

2511000ot Agencies -Women

25-Egmloymest Agencies -Women

2441eM Wanted Men

24-lidp Waded Men

394.0880

Mueller Industries

966-0700

2275 Mt. Prospect Rd.
297-2041
Des Plaines

EKCO
.

PRODUCTS INC.

777 Wheeling Road

Wheeling, Illinois

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

26-lielpWarited Women

2641elpWastiWmien

26414 Wanted Women

LPN

SECRETARIES

FULL TIME
Good starting salary and excellent benefits including Profit Sharing, Air Conditioned Offices,
Cafeteria on Premises, Credit Union and Suffi-

,

264Ielp Wanted Women

-

DAYSONLY
Excellent salary

Good opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827-6628
ss

cient Parking. PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.

Apply Employment Office Weekdays
8:30 am. -5 pm. or call for apps.

EXPERIENCED

AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION

8 AM to 4 PM;.4 PM to 12 AM;

2801 S. 25th Ave., Broadview

cared in Elk Grove Village.

lo
1

position

WOMEN

439-0330

- 5 days per week. Ex-

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

METHODE MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

TELLER

PROOF MACHINE

5 day week. Excellent working
conditions. Full fringe benefits.

First National
Bank of

Excellent working conditions in a clean air conditioned plant. Presses designed for woman to operate - WE WILL TRAIN.

OTHER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Guaranteed 40 Hours
Paid Vacation

8 Paid Holidays

(2 weeks after one year)

Profit Sharing

Plan for Sick Pay

sm.

series. AM/FM stereo & R/C console, $75. 299.0253.

-

27 -He$ Wanted -Men * Women

8 weeks

733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827-4411

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS

AlcC

Portable Kenmore dishwasher,
less than I yr. old, avocado -$.125.
SE range.$30. 537-7532

10 gal. fish tank complete with
fish; $30; Yg, parakeet w/stand

.

Good home for a female Peki-

595-0367 - Mike

LHASA APSO puppies, AKC, 6
weeks old. $150 and up.

P.M. ROUTES

Whirlpool electric
dryer, 4years old, $60. Excellent
condition. 894-3002.

2:30 - 5 p.m.

Danish Modern leather sofa &
yr. old love seat to match.

Cute kittens to be given away to
a good home.

Regular Full Time

A.M. ROUTES

Lady's

Advance style training,
high earnings, excellent
company benefits including 20%
on purchases.

discount

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

I

Cook County

CL 5-9298

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S. Busse Rd.

Boy's -Girl's bikes; 20", 24" & 26"
spds &
L/W, M/W, Ball. 3
Schwinns $7 to $38.437-1760

-Welding-----tuning-outfit. with-

Horses Boarded. Bo sIn111..PoSturn. Riding ring. Good feed. $40
a month. 639.3595

394.0635 after 7,

APPLY -BEAUTY SALON
MR. BURKE 1st FLOOR

WIEBOLDTS
Randhurst Snapping

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL:

Mr Tobin 259-8600 between 8.5:30 PM
AFTER 5:30 PM CALL 259-8602

Center Rand Rd. and Rt. 83
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

ADMIRAL

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

INTERNATIONAL
ENTERPRISES

In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

international company. We are
setting up new modern offices
at 9575 Higgins Road, Rosemont, Illinois, and have full
time positions for women who
like to work close to home. We
need

Secretaries
Export Documentation Clerks

No Fees - Top rates

are excellent starting
salaries,
liberal
employee
There

benefits including profit
sharing. Plan now to work in
the

fascinating

positions of

international and foreign op

White Collar Girls

OP AMIKRICA. INCORPORATED
MT. PROSPECT.
RANDHURST CENTER

orations and sales.

_

CL 5-5844

condition, mattresses if wanted.
827.0517

93" sofa bed, very gd. cond,

5,000 Evergreens $1 ea.
-

I

21 -Help Waded -Men' Women

2141elp Warrted-Men * Women

259.8911

Gar. SaleFurn., clothing, misc.

items. Aug. 2 & 3, 10 AM til dark.
136 Hilltop Dr., Schaumburg.

& 2.
Huge Garage Sale -Aug.
Starting 10 AM. Furn., clothing,
appliances, toys & games, loads
of misc. 507'Oakton, Elk Grove.
Gar. Sale-Furn., antiques, & misc.
403 Sandy En., Des Plaines
437-1840
Gar. Sale July 29,30,31. Antihsewores, bike,
ques, gifts,

pwr. mower, clothes. New items
daily. 308 S. Hilusi, Mt. P.
1,2.

sewing
stereo,
Appliances,
mach., toys, furn., clothing, much
misc. 247 & 255 N. Garden, Ben.
senville

Full rite hnllywond white pad ded vinyl headboard & frame,

Nursery, 26W180 North

Faith

yr.

DINING ROOM SET
SOLID MAHOGANY
255-2397

GRAND OPENING SALE

3141ummage & Garage Sale

1

Gas stove w/2 ovens; dinette set
w/4 chairs, wood & formica.

267-7474 after 4 p.m.

Ave. Wheaton.

Authentic refinished wagon
wheel $25; combination buggy
& stroller $20; infant car seat $4,

, comp. bed $25, 827-1545.
ORNAMENTAL IRON TABLE

AND CHAIRS - $185
CL 9.0898

259-9384.

Baby equip., TN., built-in range,
misc, garden tools, rear seat
for '66 Chev, Carry -all, reclining
chair, end tables, dresser, 3924775

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.
GREEN

CHAISE LOUNGE

FUR

CHAIR, $75.

summer rm, inexpensively with
Zip -Roll 'screen. An 8'x7',
a
car gar.)
screen (standard
only $38.98. All sizes avail-'
1

more info. call
able, For
537-2978.
For information about the FINEST'

water softeners & water conditioning equipment contact.

SAILBOAT: 12'10" long,
once. $650 or BEST OFFER.

Newly imported with beautiful
hand carved & Mother-of-pearl
inlay work. All articles of solid
teakwood. Unique bars, curio
cabinets, coffee tables, end
tables & gun cabinets. Other
items custom made to order.

LEND - LEASE

14'

CHOOSE UNIROYAL, INC.
POSITIONS OPEN

As low as $30 per mo. rental.
year minimum lease. Rental
to purchase or trade usedapplies
in for new furnishings. Ask for
1

Miss Haydee - and SAVE.
253-9416

CALL: 392-8969

boot,
12

fiberglass
tiny teeny

hp.

Crosby

fishing

trailer,

Evinrude motor,
766.3465

$400.
$90.

42 -Wanted to Buy

OFFSET PRESS OPERATORS

DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN

MAINTENANCE CRAFTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
PROJECT ENGINEERS
PROGRAMMER/SYSTEMS
ANALYST

ACCOUNTANT
INDUSTRIAL NURSE

JOLIET ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
UNIROYAL, INC.
JOLIET, ILLINOIS 60434
Plant Located 10 Miles South of Joliet on Route 53

P.O. BOX 871

For Further Information Write Chester Galuska, Bldg. 705

OLD DOLLS: parts & heads.
que, wood, rag or camChino,
riv. Party. 537.9135
positio

Creative 6 educational toys

1 968 Singer Zig-2ag

Sewing machine. Slightly used.:
Sews blind hems
makes button holes, sews buttons
and fnncy
on, monograms
stitches. No attachments needed,
Five year parts and service,

guarantee.'
$71.20 TAX INCLUDED
OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

Girls white double dresser with

297.4887

55 -Musical kistruments

new, 4 speed,$125.
392-3768

956-1525.

.

sta. wagon, low miles, excell.
mech. cond., 289-V8, a/t,
299-7951.
MUSTANG '67

school leacher (Kensington School) must sell. Aca
pule blue, sports sprint model,

Arl.

Hts.

w/economy 6 cyl. eng., A/T, P/S,
R/H, like new tires (purchased in
April) low miles, $1595. Call Barb
437-6169

'63 Chevy SS 409 Convert., 4
speed, eng. just rebuilt. 4 poly
glass tires -F70 x 14. '63 Chevy,
needs eng. & trans. 2 new H70 x
15 carnegies. 2 astros w/7 pt. 35

x 14 Goodyears. Assorted 409
ports. Dual pt. mallory distrib.
w/coil, water pumps, pistons,
rods dual quads & manifold. 10
5chwInn Varsity
253.5889 after 4.

speed

bike.

ESTATE
ktsgified REAL
Vacant
Commercial
Residential
18 -To Rent Business Property

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

DES PLAINES DUPLEX

Young man to share furnished

PALATINE -VILLAGE
SQUARE

Des Plaine's townhouse, $90, no
lease, CL 5-6/75.

74-11 Rent Apartments
Mt. Prospect 3 bdrm. townhouse

2 rooms, 1st floor, 300 square
feet plus waiting room. Good
parking. Excellent for Doctor

$200 month, available August

or Mfr. Rep.

apt.,

359-6050

Heated 1 bdrm., 5 closets, crpt.,

appl., ceramic pastel bath, secluded, priv. $180. 827.4702

Would like

to

BRICK CAPE COD

or

room,

kitchen

Dining

se p.

rent garage to

store small car.
259.2709
rent

725 W. Dempster. Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free
parking.

HOUSE OF REALTY

3 bedroom home with
82 -Waded To Rent

Reliable mature lady wants to

NEW BUILDING
STONECREST APTS.

basement, separate family rm.
Sparkling condition. Low 30's.

You must see this lovely

1

3433

rooms, 1 full - 2 half baths, full

DON HAGER, REALTORS
16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

Immed occup. $140 mo. 827-

F.H.A. Mortgage available.

Immediate possession, Air
conditioned; 7 rooms, 3 bed-

6711 N. Cicero, Lincolnwood
673-0060

1st. 394-3407
Mt. Prospect 2 bdrm.,
svlo.let, Sept. 1. 5170.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

privileges,

PRICED TO SELL

.$30,500

Arl. Hts. 392.9586
86 -Real Estate -Houses

Contact agent in Model Apt.
11 am to 6 pm Phone 439-7887

Arl. Hts. By owner. Greenbrier

area. 4 bdrm. tri-level, Ige. kit.

SWIMMING PO
Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6300

1 yr. old bi-level, all brick, 2 car
gar., 3 Ige. bdrms., 3 full baths,
plus lots of extras. 299-3547

BARRINGTON PK.Inverness
area. Owner. Colonial, 4 bdrms.,
1 V2 yrs. old. All quality features".

Low taxes, V2 acre. Must sell.
$60,500. 359-3904

Palatine

by Owner. 3 bdrm.

ranch, bsmt., 21/2 car garage,
fenced yd., excel loc. Can be
purchased on contract. $29,700.

--

A1MMO'
SD rums
REALTORS

264 1101178WIST HWY,

014,

296-6655

pnld. rec. Low 40's, 392-2616.

MT. PROSPECT

Westgate Apts.
bedroom
162
Ultra -deluxe
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenka,
patio, balcony, rec. room.

At-

Walk to Schools & Shopping.

share home or apartment,

4 ROOMS, $185 & UP
5 ROOMS, $250 & UP(2 baths)

rm.,

tached Gar., Full base.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

3 bedroom brick bi-level an
lot 100' x 200'. Master bedroom has dressing area. 2 car
garage: Patio, plus screened
porch with built -In Bar-beque
affords outdoor enjoyment of
landscaped
beautifully
a
yard. Immediate possession.
$35,900.

MT. PROSPECT

Timber Lake Village

JF TOLL CALL COLLECT

New listing by owner. Arl. Hts.

16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

1+2 bedroom deluxe opurt-

Scarsdale, Tacked built Colonial.
baths, 21/2 car gar.
3/bdrm.,

359-6050

(312)469-7204

men's,
Sensible

Hoffmann upright piano with
bench. Very good
$100. 296-5258.

condition.

Special 10% discount with this
ad on any guitar, amp, banjo,
mandolin or uke in stock for
rash. El Rey Music, 7 W. Eastman

KUSTOMMUSIC CENTERS
Palatine, Illinois
359-2251

&

cooking gas.

1444 S. Busse

439-4100

BLUES

16 -To Rest Houses

3 bedroom ranch,
attached garage, fenced yard.
-

$235 mo. 437.9499.

Mt. Prospect 2 story brick Geor-

gian, 2 bdrm., panel fam. rm.
carpet, walk to schools, train.
Avail. Aug.
392.7322
shops.

15. $260.

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices
'Modern Desk Space. Expert secr-

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

etarial services and telephone
answering available. Executive
Secretarial Service. 11 N. An.
Hts. Rd., An, Hts, CL 9-1222.

NEWLY LISTED AT --

$37,621.43

yr. old tri-level. Att'd gar. w/w
carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appliances, rec. rm. w/frplce. Extras.
Prospect Hts., OPEN HOUSE, 11/z
yr. old, 3 'bdrm., bi-level, face

brk all sides, 2 car att, gar., paneled rec, rm., ceramic kit. &
baths, patio, drapes, 'carpet,
many extras, 139,900. 1313
Wood Ln. 296-5171.

Buffalo Grove
Better than new colonlol. Pop-

3 bedrooms, family room, 11/2

baths, heated garage. Must
be seen to be appreciated.
Fully improved including carpeting, drapes, new electric fix-

tures, new hardware,

're -insulated roof, water soft-

ener. Air -Cooled. Shows very

well. this could be your new
home.

"CAMBRIDGE"

ular size. 8 room, 4 bedroom,
21/2 baths, kitchen with builtins

20x10,. family room with fire-

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

TAPE SELECTION

255-3984

Afl. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. 21/2 bath, 3

Mtg. avail. 392-9365

fenced yard, appliances, drapes,

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE

DON HAGER, REALTORS

549,5(10

rentals includes all

appliances, heat, hotwater

Elk Grove

204 Hicks Place

359 1450. Eves. CL 3.0297

SWIMMING POOL

55 -Musical Instruments

GUM" TO

battery; '32 Plym., 4 door sedan,

CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

maple or ook preferred,

FREE BLACK MOTHER CAT
Likes outdoors.

296-1488

327, 300 hp, like new tires &

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES

mirror & twin beds complete

44-0ogs, Pets and Equipment

'64 Falcon V 8 260 Spt. Coupe
like new. Like new engine, tires,
brakes, vinyl top. white. $695.
1968 Oldsmobile Cutlass "5"
convertible, MUST SELL. Call
after 6 p.m. 894-6846

'68 Sears 50cc motorcycle, like

FOR FREE DELIVERY

good condition for our daughter.
392-9363

-_827-5064

dresses,

in

in

offer. 537-7850

bedrm. garden
Mt. Prospect:
apt. Air cond'd, stove, refrig

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

Whether you're just beginning
Or about to make a change
...choose with care

low

mileage, exc. cond., tic; best

ORIENTAL FURNITURE

3926

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

or 392 921/.

296.3979

Can be seen in our home. 253.

CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359-3200

2741eki Warted4Aen Women

'

Thunderbolt,

BSA

1968

'68 TRIUMPH 250 convert., lite
blue, white top, radio, good
cond., $2600 or offer. CL 3-4608
after 6.
'68 Pontiac GTO, power steering,
console, excellent cond. Priv.
party $2375. 437-8822.

'63 Chevy Belair wagon, 8 cyls
stick, gd. cond. $300. 392.7423

1967 Yamaha
180 Electric
439 1976

'63 Chevy II, 6 cyl., stick, like
new clutch, flies, mut fler.. Very clean, good running cond. $500.
255 2756
'66 Corvette, convert. - 2 tops,

1963 Ford, 4 dr., country sedan

1966 Falcon 4-dr., sedan, A/T,

Coll 439.9585

Convert your gar. into a fam.

JOHNSON WATER

21 -Help Wanted -Men' Women

Orig $500 nsking $200.
old bed & 2 liv. rm. chairs.
537.0247

255 5245

1967 GOnda 160 Scram ler
good condition, $350

$325

Bunk beds, 2 years old, good

Sacrifice 2 Spanish oak heavily
carved end table & cocktail
table; Mediterranean AM/EM
stereo console never used.

Gar. Sale July 30,31, Aug.

CALL MR. MUTI
292-2812 FOR APP'T,

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

beds complete $50.

refrig. 255-2318

1

Clerk Typists

case headboard, double dresser
& mirror. 259-5539.

Set of black wrought iron bunk

range. One 14 cu. " Marquette

Here is a ground floor oppor
tunity with a new and exciting

wood's. 595-0132

r

P/S,

air conditioning, ONE OWNER.
255.81 /2

Double bed complete w/book

$50. WHITE. PERFECT
CONDITION. 824-7281

One 110 volt Hot Point air cond.
9000 BTU. One 39" Tappan go,

Mercury Monterey,
A/T, $175
1962

815.385-6333

McHenry

like new tires, p/s, p/b, extras,
excell. cond., 299-2572 or
296-6491.

ends 894-1971.

Tent Trailers - Travel Trailers
Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories

vain wagon & 1960 Willy, Jeep

DRYER,

alum, frames. & misc. 358-2138,

A subsidiary of Admiral Corp.

SYCAMORE
KING OF THE ROAD

1963 VW KARMAN GHIA
Good Condition
358.1012
66 Ford Galaxie 500 H.T., auto, .4

oir-cond, im:67 ChtYY
moculate, 2 dr., P/B, P/S, radio,
A/T, W/W, vinyl top etc. $1895.
Days 297-4330, Eves. & week-

181 -Auto Pats and kiss.

oir-condi-

dual combs, A/T, console, bkts.
$995. a 3 1063

CL 5-8391

FOR SALE FOR PARTS 1961 Cor.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

'65 Buick G.S. P/B, P/S, vinyl top,

Full power, radio, heater, etc.

STARCRAFT

-

Simplicity rider, 4 hp., $135. Polaroid "250" complete, $95. Both
like new. 253-3058

Four 4x6 windows, milk cons,
dishes, silverware, pit. frames,

$950.

TRAVELER

CORSAIR

414Iome Furnishings -Furniture

Carrier 15,000 BTU
tioner like new $200.
439-7472

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

CHAUFFER COOK. NURSE GA9DFNER
MAID TUTOR.HOSTESS.BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

perineced rider. 639-3595

$500. Call aft. 4. CL 5-3879

824-8260

Lane, Mt. PralRecl.

yr. old Sorrel Gelding. Well
trained Western. $275. Ex

GE double door - $30j Kenmore
stove - $20; Kitchen set - $15.

dr. Chrysler Newport
4
hdtop, white. 5 like new tires,
must be seen to be appreciated.

'62

CLEAN - 1961 OLDS

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E. of

3

ing $800, 766-7828.

'65 Malibu 2 dr. 327, 365 h.p.
Hurst 4 speed. $425 or best
1969 VW - red, with extras.
$1695
437.9012

Camper

Scamper

'67

299-3512

1

439-66513 after 5PM

Sleeps 8, perfect condition, extras. Can be seen at 1209 Robin

ter trained.

Minn. Fats pool table, slate top,
reg. size (41/2x9), yr, old, sell -

Going to Army. Must sell 1968
Dodge Charger at once. Yellow
,w/black vinyl top. 392.0376

or take over payments.

Reasonable.

cond. $85. CL 9-0277 aft, 5.

air-cond., Air, P/S, red w/ blk.
vinyl, radial tires. Viet Nam
CL 3-5923.

1968 Buick Electra "225", factory air cond., full power, $3300

SIAMESE kittens, 8 weeks old. Lit-

259-5438.

bound. 605 S. Bristol, Arl. Hts.

'67 Ford V8 Camper Special 10
ply wide oval tires, extras.

Miniature Schnauzer pups, AKC,
ears, shorts, & clipped. 253.8640

Pink Crown 30" gas range $100.
Excellent condition.
437.5787
'

1960 VW
GOOD SECOND CAR
392-0282

103 -Auto Trailers & Carvers

894-4255.

tanks, regulator and cart, $135.

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.
439-0923

breed.

'68 Pontiac GTO hdtop. coupe,

$2650. 537-8056.

Weimariner pups, Males, Cham-

pion

1964 VW - 5650 or best offer.
Good condition. Call
CL 3.3754 after 5 p.m.

interior, A/T. Excellent condition.

595.0259

255-0847

$115 or offer. Misc, 259-8928

hdtp., excellent condition. $700.

'69 Chevelle Malibu, P/S, vinyl

1968 CHEVY
Pickup truck, V8, -107.

$25. 299-2383.

SALE:

FOR

$ 1395. 392-3458

pffer. 956-0373

nese, 9 months old, very friendly,

SYLVANIA stereo record player,
cherrywood console, very gd.

1501 Rohlwing Rd.
Rolling MeadowS', Illinois

ment. 253.7419

clothes, latest styles,
worn 1 season. Sizes II, 12, 13,
& 14, 537.8814.

BEAUTICIANS

BEAUTY'OPERATORS

Low mileage, heavy duty equip.
1949 International 3/4 ton pick
up. Needs work $75.

After 6 PM. 253-5837
'63 Corvair Spyder-4 speed
Call Gary
437-6235 after 6
'65 Pontiac Catalina 4 dr. sedan,
air, power, I owner. Immac.

Call 437.5787

1966 F.100 FORD PICKUP TRUCK

PUPPIES FOR SALEI

condition. Low mileage. $800,

'64 Ford Galaxie "500", 4 dr.,

102 -Trucks, Triers

& cage- $15. 253-6622.

Beautiful English carriage w/
mattress $20; bathinette $10,
deluxe car bed $5. 437.8855

CHEV. IMPALA CONVERT.
Like new top, tires.
$350 537-2260

1965 Austin Healy Sprite. Good

Excellent condition $600.
537-2877

tang. Will consider othe) makes.
Prefer stick shift. 392-5242.

TriColor

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9-3200
255.1107

1961 CORVAIR

$300 or best offer
392-925^

1962 Chevy 409 with 4 speed.

from Individual. 1965-67 Mus-

$3.00 each
Coll 253-1828

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

Openings for experienced

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call
439.2690

'63 Cadillac 2 dr., air-cond., 6
way seat, elec. windows, full

101-Autormekes Wanted

439-4891

$95, 1706 Walnut, Pros. Hts.

excel. cond. thru out. CALL
437-8362

tires. $700. 255-5957

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES

Utility

1964 VW Microbus, low miles,

'63

Jade -

58 CHEVROLET, 4 DOOR, AUTO.,
P/S, GOOD RUNNER, $100.
827-7801.

both A/T,12/1-1, 529-1327.

convertible, good cond., excel.

M & F. $50. 634.3541

trailer, 5x/3, 30" sides,
removable tailgate, overloads,

NORGE

Curtis 1000 Inc.

392-5230

5 gal tank & other

-

326. Flawless!!

Convertibles '641/2 Falcon $750
& '65 Corvair W/stereo $985.

SPRITE,

cyl.,

6

snow tires & rims. 529-3634.

pwr. $1150. 439-2959

1965

HEALY,

AUSTIN

COLLIE pups 14 wks. old, AKC,
silver blue Merle's also Tri color.

Mustang,

1966

Green. Very gd. cond. with 2

$1300 or offer. 676.9439

99-Astemobie For Sail

259-9121

clean,

very

$900 or belt offer, after 6 pm.

,259-5438

P/S, P/B,

A/C,

Blades,

Mr.

Beautiful color & disposition.

misc. equip. 824,0446.

AFTER 10 am.

7ai

I

stick. 575.

Yeatman Station
Rd., Lindenberg, Pa. 19350

253-3058

Stud Service -Male apricot Toy
Poodle. All apricot background.

tires with wheels. Fits Buick. $15
each. 392.0152
Aquarium equipment: 2 - 10 gal.
tanks,

Dochshound, 4 months,
standard, trained. $45.

Male

pool

w/filter, ladder, & comp. acces-

FEDDERS

Call 298.4795

'61 Chevy Station Wagon, 6 cyl.,

lishing a. franchised branch office in your local area. Con use
your own home to start. Very
little capital needed. Contact:

pion sired. 824-5084.

-

Swimming

$625. 439.0470

MARIA SCHAEFER
MUSIC STORE

National collection agency desires a person interested in estab-

Miniature Schnauzer. 7 weeks.
Female. AKC registered. Cham-

like new #845

Two 845 X 15 studded snow

MR. GERRY MILLER

MALE & FEMALE

An equal opportunity employer

SALE:

FOR

cellent starting salary
plus full line of company
benefits. For interview
appointement call:

Des Plaines

START,AT $2.20 PER HOUR

3 AUTOMATIC WAGE REVIEWS FIRST YEAR

sweeper; tire
15, 824.0446.

HO,

Firebird

67

ing to go, try me & keep me,

66 Business *Amities

639.2752

26" Schwind bike; 30" lawn

:Best Offer. 827-4566.

Hot 65 Merc, 4 on the floor, rar-

1965 Tempest Le Mans Convert.

AKC, 6 WEEKS, SHOTS, $100,

cabinet bottom. 529.4917

$400.
.259-8911

90 DAYS CASH

1415 Ellinwood, Des Plaines
824-4131

439-8381

'66 VW Sedan
Low Mileage
823-5505

'61 Olds 98, 2 door, full power,
air conditioned, good condition.

1964 CHEVY IMPALA, 4 door,
P/S, A/T

seats.

bucket

PRIVATE. 296-1689.
.

BLACK LABRADOR PUPS

Kitchen cabinet: glass sliding
doors with firmica counter &

625-4306

OPERATOR
FILE CLERK

PRESS OPERATORS
No Experience Necessary

.

Gentle, all shots $100.

Pool filter $15. 437.1929

Elk

935 Lee St.

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE
INSPECTORS

lovely

in

Female, full pedigree, 2 years.

walnut trim, exc. cond. $25 ea.

essen-

Grove Village office.
Hours are 8:30 to 5 p.m.

EL -MAR PLASTICS

Christmas Bonus

shorthand

Miniature Schnauzer, beautiful

chairs

green/blue

olive

white

power,

112-Automobles For Sale

We still have low interest
rote bank financing

$25. 894.1956

'63 Olds "98", 2 dr., hdtp., full

CL 3-5498

Save Nowl

AKC.

324AisceltaneousMerchandise

tion, low mileage $175. After 6,

JULY 30 THRU AUG.2
On All Floor Model
UPRIGHT /1 GRAND PIANOS
& ORGANS
Reconditioned & Refinished

Labrador- Retriever pups. Block.
Female. Must sacrifice.

Road, Des Plaines.

tial. This is a permanent

An Equal Opportunity Employer

'

6 weeks old.
253.3547

10-3, bike, skates, miscel., no
advance sales. 391 N. Wolf

PAIR

skills

Beautiful Siamese kittens,
weeks old, litter trained $10.
827-7470
6 FREE CUTE KITTENS

SERVICE MANAGER
Accurate typing and

12 AM to 8 AM. Paid insurance,

Savings!

9

595.0132

112-Automolies For Sale
-

.

1965 HONDA 90. Excellent condi-

show quality. $125. 894.2930.

Gar. Sale July 31, Aug. 162,

to

shifts.

--

'111 4ilotorcycies and Scooters

Tremendous

black & tan, 1st shorts, 8 wks.,

Rummage Sale: TV tube tester
will trade or sell for 410 shotgun.
Also TV's and many misc, items.

CALL 296-6661

many company benefits,

Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

Dachshund, AKC, sm. min. fern.,

die, Arl. Hts.

An equal opportunity employer

THE BUNKER.RAMO CORPORATION

ASSEMBLERS

Big Gor. Sale -Bargains galore in
furnishings, windows, fans, etc.
July 29 & 30. 10-4. 521 S. Prim-

SECRETARY4
all

55-Musiul Instrumenti

44 -Dogs, Pets arid Equipment

LIGHT FACTORY WORK

345-9000

.:

s

INJECTION
MOLDING

GENERAL OFFICE
Insurance company in
Cumberland area has
immediate openings,- filing and light typing.
Many company benefits.
371/2 hour week, If you
are energetic and active

Page 9

Tuesday, July 29, 1969

.

3141ummage & Garage Sale

Bruns Real Estate
QUINLAN & TYSON

place, full basement, 2 car oversized garage. $45,250,
AYARS REALTY CO.

824 Waukegan Rd.
Northbrook
272.3550 or 273.4400

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

255-6320
359.6500
B94-1330

SHORT- RIBS

ac

Tuesday, July 29. 1969

Page 10

OUR BOARDING HOUSE '

OUT OUR WAY
DIDN'T FORGET 'EM
AN' KEEP RIGHT

2

HE'LL HAVE TO GET

0H, NO --Ws JUST
THAT I WORK SETTER

ITS A WONDER YOU,

TONIGHT

rr EA, CARRIER.

PIGEON, ANh051 AN
OLD FRIEND -TOOK

WHERE -5 Tun4555,

OUTSIDE THAN

MARTHA? rye

ON GEINE/1

LOOKED EYERW/145PC
FOR 141M! X SIMPLY
MUST TELL I -11/1A THE

GREAT NEWS

X HAVE!

1.1

HIM ON A FISHING
TRIP it -1 THE
WILDERNESS

ARE OF TI -AS
mouA. NTAINS./

Ft2 IT
THE
MODERN
WAY,

MAVOR4.
FLY IN
YOUR

atilt k

6:00
News

2
7

44 a kV

MNAH
Yw

a

THE WORRY WART

ngaSavt

01/010/141././..10.1.01.:

Ho HELP
THERE

5

Orleans

drawn

.

ROBIN MALONE

flat for Two Pianos
with Vladimir Ashkenazy and Daniel

11 TV College
American Public
'School
32 Baseball

White Sox

Barenboim.
-

2

8:30
Doris Day Show

7 NYPD

ternational

ting fire to his foster
parents' home. Until _
12:15 a.m.
5

12:00
7

2

11 Action People

soldier
discovers his wife
dead. Suspecting foul

9:30

play he sets out to
find her killer. Until

Repertoire
Workshop
26 Cinema Special

2:10 a.m.

12:15

9:45

32 News Final

32 News

12130

10:00
News
News
News
News

5
7

9

5

Everyman

9

12:35
News

11 Bridge with Jean

CARNIVAL

12:55

Cox

Comments

10:15

1:00
7

9

10:30

"Run of the Ar-

1:30

row" A troublesome

FOR WEDNESDAY

BUGS BUNNY

-

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)-YoU may come up against

dier, bitter over the
Civil War, joins the

Sioux Indians

THIS IS GREAT PAINT,
ELMER, GOES ON EASY

ei-44

4,10-

goods

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23)

- The Libra who gives in completely to his own altruistic nature may find that he has de-

Five Minutes to

Live By

EEK & MEEK
KISS MO,

SEYMOUR!

CALLING

n's

JUST MY 1-UCK..,2

WO TO MARRY A

LATE,

'CURAELE* ROMANTIC!

eERNICE! GO
TO 31...OEP)

F12CNA

DOWN -TOWN,

WINTHROP...
WHAT? I
e/400WTI-GAJG

.....

23 -

221 --Leave some room

in the day's schedule for the

Vim.

............

7.14

---

I

0,.. 4 MY ... Ta 14 Ill to. tok

You may need

time late in the day for coping
with another's difficulties.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan 20) --Choose your aud-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
7-21

Answer to Previous Puzzle

voice to unpopular opinions.
Otherwise, you may do your-

THE BORN LOSER

WA

self harm

ACROSS
1 Canadian

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2I -Feb.

191 --The wise Aquarius will ig-

nore any barbs of ridicule or
scorn aimed at himself. The
present mood will soon pass.
20 -March
PISCES (Feb
21) --Follow those rules of con-

duct which you know will
bring you into a favorable
light with family and friends.
Gather support
ARIES (March 22 -April 20)

--Influence friends in your favor through the use of natural
charm This is a time when you
can take steps up the social ladder

TAURUS (April 21-blay 21)
--A day which may call for decisions crucial to your future.
Make certain that you judge issues on their merit alone.
GEMINI (May 22 -June 21) --

CAPTAIN EASY
TIr WAgrON

CAREFUL,
MR5. CORM
WED ROLL

miewrve FELL

HOWARDS, OF

A.
NW

HALF

DID You EVER ASK AB CHAP
WHO SAW 'EM CLIME *1 o THE

bi

rr Hrr...
S IfWHEN

the employment scene is conCANCER (June 22 -July 23)
--Use your imagination to.
St%

prove satisfactory in the meeting of new problems.

tear

rate.
rage
race

care
caret
crag
gage

trice

rite

tare

react
great

cater
cite
leer
irate

trace

%. tier

tire
tiger.
trig
acre

rice

gear
gate

gait
grace
grate

I

S YE
E

Np

RIE
iVE
S0P

grizgrA.
province
EE1
8 Defraud
V
L -j
1LEIENZIF-1. 1511W1.
13 Conductors
rAalm
14 Eagle's home
GEL15 Swiss stream
-rg NIEMLO
T _D
16 Dibble
10
Goddess
of
-01-41121L1-=.3
17 Discipline,
discord
as troops
48 Feminine
portrait
11 Is sick
18 Winter
friend (Fr.)
31 Above
12 Anatomical
vehicle
49 Rant
32
Diminutive
of
tissue
20 Greek letter
51 Openwork
Eleanor
19 River barrier
22 Larissan
fabric
33
Depots
(ab.)
21
Goddess
of
mountain
53 Proportion
36 Four
peace
23 Reply (ab.)
(comb. form) 54 First man
24 Closer
25 Operated
(Bib.)
42 Reduce
26 Mountain
27 Reproach
55 Chemical
44 Peer Gynt's
crests
30 Beings
salts
mother
34 Consume food 27 Sustain
57
Pigpen
46
Assumed
28
Watercourse
35 Make amends
59 Seaport (ab.)
name
29
On
top
of
37 Animal doctor
63 That is (ab.)
47 Diplomacy
30 Sit for a
(coil.)
38 Bustle
12
8
10 11
7
9
6
5
3 4
2
39 Set afresh
40 Guido's note 13
14
41 Surfeited
15
43 Noblemen
45 Stray
21
22
20
19
18
46 Onager
47 Covers with
I
25
26
123 24

oom

_

El6

combat the day's difficulties.
The old methods may not:

iter

OW BEFORE

X IVAS EOM:

kt

G
MN

3 Unclothed
4 Masculine
nickname
5 Crimson
6 Snares
7 Vipers
8 Bounder
9 Wading birds

A

1

cerned ,Bring them to the attention of higher-ups.

CIGARET

NO..Jr WAS txp
MAN TEAROOM

PASS HOW FAR THEY 60TW MOTHER Toy.

Otr:bra%

Put your ideas into practice
where your advancement on

/Answers to
Hideaword

C
0 L.A 0
0 Pke

Variety

ience with care before you give

cigar
create
cart

9

10 men. It also releases 10 parking spaoes1"

eAlD

in that direction may not yet he
appreciated

unexpected

Joey Bishop

"Bear in mind that not only does it do the work of

MORTY MEEKLE

goal even though your efforts

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.

2:05
Meditation

Wi...1.1106116

needs at this time
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
221 --Continue to work toward
the attainment of your persent

Dec

2

,040

himself what he most

nied

Late Report

2:50

Tonight Show

Show

lteSiTAT.t./1

aid of another with material

2

United States. Until

5
7

and wants before you go to the

Reflections
2:00

in

,12:20.

Perseverance and hard work
should help you to overcome

VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept. 23)-Don't be generous to a fault
Take care of your own needs

7

their war against the

WON'T CHIP OR CRACK!

greater odds than usual today.

them

sol-

ex -Confederate

Perspectives
Movie

"Corvette
K-225."

Movie

2

Paul Harvey

9

32 Town and Country Music

Horoscope

Movie
"Port Afrique"

Returning

2

2

Midnight Report
Chicago Show
12:10

it

26 Cinema Special

In-

dians second game
26 Motorsports In-

collides with danger

Maurice Chevalier.
Musical iiUmbers include: "Thank HeavRemember

A
orphan

- after accidentally set-

portrait starring

"I

Con"Double
certo" features a
documentary on the
preparation and performance of Mozart's Concerto in E

7:15

6 -year -old

Well."

11 NET Festival

7:00
Hazel

9 Something Special with Maurice

en for Little Girls,"
"April in Paris" and

character-

ern. Until 10 p.m.

26 Market Wrapup

32 Movie
"Hunted"

An_ exciting one hour musical self-

ization in this west-

6:55

10:45

Cavett

Show

Chevalier

mu-

tinue the Civil War
on his own. Well -

26 How to Invest
32 Baseball Report
With Jack Drees

7-29

born

11 Firing Line

a

YuI

latto, is hired by the
town Pecos to kill a
fanatic "reb" who is
determined to con-

Mod Squad
9 I Love Lucy
11 TV College
Fiction
26 Today's Racing

9

to

Brynner, as a New

6:30
Lancer
Star Trek

Dick

7

8:00

Movie
"Invitation
Gunfighter"

a.m.

Nixon's trip to Bangkok.

torial
26 Quiz

5
7

-"------24ft rnitc

A CBS News spe:
cial on President

Julia
It Takes a Thief

5
7

2 WBBM-TV Edi-

2

2

Abroad

6:25

SIRD rrH
A SPOKEN
MESSAGE/

C

414$14!"

9:00

T h e President

2

and the Chelsea Pensioners.

The Flintstones
26 Spanish News
9

Movie
Bette
"Jezebel"
Davis, a cruel Confederate woman, is
the cause of a duel
between two rival
lovers. Until 12:35
9

American

Show

Pearl, Nancy Wilson, Mike Newman

News
News

5

26 Pan

7:30
Liberace Show
Guests are Minnie

pitch

50 Entire amount 17

CAMPUS CLATTER
THAT CONCLUDESMV
LECTURE, GENTLEMEN.
THANK VI3U FOR YOUR

RAPT ATTENTION.
DISMISSF.D.

rye NEVER SEEN

You SO WIDE AWAKE!
SO INTERESTED! YOU
MAY GO NOW.

cry

52 Ages
56 Accumulate
58 Three -toed

34

60 Ohio city
61 Musky

41

sloths

substance
62 Principal
64 Very small
(coll.)
65 Venerates
DOWN

1 Exclamation
2 Faithful
(Scot.)

28

31

30

29

''''

a
f,

33

37

38-

38

32

40

43

43

44

46

145
47
56
61

64

48 49

11_...10 51
68

57
T

62

52

53

54

66 J

60

59

63

66
es

a

Co.
Buy
Utility
Ready
to
Village
without having the engineering feasibility report," which

By Ted Lacey

Townsend and Associates of
Chicago.
He said he will try to get the

bonds to buy Builder Salvatore

- DiMucci's Utility Sewer and

consulting engineering firm to
finish its phase of the deal by

Water Co. was readied for pas-

sage by the Moun, Prospect
Village Board last night.
The ordinance will not be

this weekend.

Meanwhile, Smith will pro-

vide all trustees with corrected

passed. however, until the next
meeting on the advice of Atty.

copies of the ordinance, he
said.

Marlin Smith of Park Ridge
"We are working toward an
Oct. 18 closing," attorney

Marlin Smith said of Mount

take-over of the
Utility Sewer and Water Co.
Prospect's

The village had the option

who prepared it.

to buy the utility as one provision of a consent decree in

After explaining the ordi-

nance to the trustees and making corrections. Smith said,

cials.

is being prepared by Consoer,

The ordinance authorizing
the sale of $1.5 million in

-

The

utility._ consisting of

timetable outlining the steps to
be taken toward the purchase
established by the consent de-

tribution and sanitary sewer
systems, serves Mount Pros-

cree.

"WE ARE WORKING toward an Oct. 18 closing" of

The persons it serves will
pay the cost back to the village
after it is bought. The amorti-

the deal, he said. Time can be
an important factor in the purchase, especially "if there is a
request for a referendum filed
as permitted under statues." A

ment is being prepared by -the
Paul D. Speer and Associates
Co.- of Municipal bonding
consultants, based in Chicago.

"those residents will be money
ahead. Private utilities just
can't operate as cheaply as the

village can. A private utility

pect residents south of Golf

has to be more concerned with
overhead than the village
does."
When the engineering feasibility study is finished by Con-

Rd.

zation schedule for this pay-

soer, Townsend and the vilordinance
lage's bond
passed, the matter will

is

be

turned over for approval to the
law firm of Chapman and Cutler of Chicago.

That firm was hired by the village last month.

ap

Tbe Vro5pert

WEATHER

Acting Village Manager John
Zimmerman said yesterday,

w a t er w of ks. water dis-

users of the utility to decide

putes between DiMucci and

"Over a period of time,"

pur-

"We are running on a tight
schedule," Smith said of the

referendum would permit the

1967 settling several legal dis-

"Im' nervous about passing it

whether it should be
chased by the village.

several Mount Prospect offi-

Telephone
255-4-400

Tonight: Fair, low in 60s.

Tomorrow: Partly Sunny,

Your Home Netuspaper

warmer and more humid.
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Work Begins on Expressway
To Link Suburbs, Airport
Ill

ea II

__When complete the highway will handle up to 35,000

By Riehard-Crabb---The Illinois Division of
Highways is beginning work
on a $50 million expressway
will begin east of
that

vehicles a day and is intended
to break stifling traffic jams on
Route 19.
The new freeway will be the

key link between the western

O'Hare Airport and extend
west to Elgin. The highway

and northwestern suburbs and
O'Hare Airport. Th.& new
highway will reduce traffic
Barrington to Des
from

will reshape several suburbs

and result in Elk Grove Village becoming an important

Plaines.

DuPage County town.
To be known as the O'Hare -

Elgin Expressway, the high-

way is to be built in four

PLANS FOR THE freeway
were presented in detail Mon --

phases, work to begin at the

eastern end and advance to the

west. The months of 1969,
1970 and part of 1971 will be

required acquiring the rightof-way and in preparing plans.

Major construction work

is

planned for 1972.

Gripe
Of The
(k.

.

"I admit my son did wrong,
but why send him to a place

like that?", asked Mrs. William Mildenstein, 606 N. East-

/'.

wood, Mount Prospect, after
her son William recently spent

To To have it rain on the day

the left,
The rear yard of the Walker home and the fence leveled by the bulldozer are shown at the side
the unoccupied honie at the right. The post in the center foreground marks.the point where
fence joined the fence along the rear lot line. (Photo by Gary Shiffman)

southeast edge of O'Hare Airport. The exressway will turn
south in order tdavoid the new
southwest -northeast
O'Hare
runway soon to be -built. This

A housewife was injured

while a bulldozer
was knocking down a fence at
the side of her property, during

.yesterday

`a dispute over the location of
the lot line between her property and an unoccupied home

Builders, according to Mount

Mucci Builders.
The housewife is Mrs. Rob-

Mrs. Walker's mother, Mrs.

ert Walker of 1705 Willow
LEI., wife of the executive director of the Illinois Crime Investigating Commission. The
bulldozer was being operated

by an employe of DiMucci

Prospect police.

Anne Aland of Chicago, told

The Day last night that her
daughter, who was under seda-

tion at Northwest Community
Hospital, had told her that she

had "a torn finger and my

my father was to take me to
a Cubs game.
J.H.

seven days

in the Chicago

House of Correction for driving on a revoked license.

Mrs. Mildenstein said her

ator appeared shortly after

back hurts."

ing. "The new O'Hare -Elgin

pressway will run on west between the present Route 19
Thorndale Rd. from
and
Route 83 to the new Interstate
90 now being built. Highway

Elk Grove Village."
By the time Elk Grove Vil-

The president of the Mount
Shire Homeowners Assn., has
opposed allowing apartment
development as the price of the

development of West Park at
Busse and Lonnquist.
The sale of the 18 -acre West

Park tract to the Mount Prospect Park District is contingent on the granting to its owner, Salvatore DiMucci, a variation allowing building of

apartments on another fiveacre tract he owns nearby,
north of Golf Rd.

Adolph

Sitkiewicz,

Tamarack D

1300

Mount Pros-

pect, yesterday issued a statement, giving his stand and that
of the homeowner's association. A part of this statement
follows:

"Clarification of statements
mady by some residents of Colonial Heights is in order.

"I. The key and only issue
for the Judiciary Committee is

one of rezoning from singlefamily to multiple. The problem here is that there are too

The Judiciary Committee of

many issues clouding the picture, making it difficult to deal
with the problem. We hope the

the Mount Prospect Village
. Board is holding a special
meeting tonight to consider

eliminate one of the issues by
turning down the proposed re-

the park matter and make rec-

ommendations to the Village
Board

Judiciary Committee will
zoning.

"2

Statements made that

Mount Shire

is

against the

park are false. We are against
the price for park, namely, the
rezoning for apartments.

"3. Statements made that
Mount Shire is not in the park

district are false. More than
half of the residents are in the
park district.

Acting Village Manager
John Zimmermann is still acting

His term as the fill-in for the
vacancy expired yesterday, but
the Village Board in last

manager is hired.

Besides being acting village

expressway will become the logical southern boundary of

(Continued on poet' 2 )

driving home to take his medi-

charged that her son was not
regularly given his medicine
while at the House of Correc-

new policy, one which the pris-

tion.

Mrs. Mildenstein's statement
that the bruised eye was the re-

cine on May

I

I

at the time

Mount Prospect Patrolman
Dennis Leonard arrested him.

Initial charges of evading arrest were dropped at the July 2

trial.
In letters written to Senators

Everett Dirkson and Charles
Percy, Mayor Robert Tei-

erator told Officer John Lo-

count of the episode as related and asked that he wait until

forced to tear out the fence.
The report further stated
that the fence was removed by
the time police arrived and the
operator stopped his bulldozer
when directed to do so by po-

by her daughter, according to
Mrs. Aland:

Mr.

Walker

came

home.

(Walker is out of town on an

THE BULLDOZER oper- assignment).

The operator started up the
bulldozer and began knocking
down posts. The bulldozer
kept on coming and Mrs:
Walker stood in front of it and
turned her back. She does not

the park district, plus about 10

on Tamarack, between Ca-

know just what happened next,
but that is when she sustained
her injuries.

According to Mount Prospect police, the bulldozer op-

t a lives, Mrs. Mildenstein

Schlickman said this

Mrs. Walker over the location
of her fence in the hack yard.
He said that yesterday he was

lice.

Mrs. Walker was advised

that the police officers considered this a civil matter and Police Chief Newell Esmond later agreed. She was told, however, that she could sign a cons-

(Continued On nage 2)

talpa and Pheasant.

He said that this is more
than one-half of the occupied

Mrs. Mildenstein said her

son had arrived at the House of

homes.

Sitkiewicz said, "The first

Correction July 2 with medicine, but it was taken away.

sult of a seizure caused by the
lack of medicine.

She said William needs to take
the medicine twice a day, and

"Is it normal procedure to
send a .boy there for driving

three times on July 5, but never after that.
When William was released
on July 9 he had a blood clot in
one of his eyes, from a fall, according to his mother, and the

with a revoked license!" asked
Mrs. Mildenstein.
Magistrate John Luken. sitting in the Mount Prospect
senTraffic Court July
tenced William.

suit he had worn there was

said,

never returned.

idea

REP. EUGENE Schlick(R -Arlington Heights)
who had been asked to help by
man,

Mrs. Mildenstein, said he was
able to get in touch with House

of Correction Supt. Ruddell
only yesterday because Ruddell had been on vacation for
two weeks.
Schlickman

Ruddell

said

had admitted that William had
been deprived of his medicine.
"Ruddell said that hence-

forth when an inmate

is

in

need of medication, he will he
placed directly in the hospital
instead of taking the
medicine away from him,"

ward

for

a

"batch

the Elmhurst Rd. improvement was granted by the

Mount Prospect Village Board
last night to Rock Road Construction Co. of Chicago.
The company will build the

temporary plant on the west
side of Elmhurst Rd., south of
the Striking Lanes bowling alleys south of Golf Rd. on prop

Pheasant, Tamarack and other land zoned single-family
on the north side of Golf and
west of the five -acre tract

She said it would he a better

if persons convicted of

traffic offenses serve their sentences in local jails.

False Alarm
At Hospital
A fire alarm brought five
fire engines and five police
cars to Northwest Community
Hospital yesterday afternoon,
but* there was really no cause
for alarm.
Police, firemen and hospital
employes quickly determined
that the alarm apparently was

caused by heat from an in-

cinerator. ;

1970, the company officials
told the board.
A similar plant operated for
a while on the Tally -Ho apartment site at Algonquin and
Busse Rds.

Village permission had to be
secured for the plants because

they do not conform with the
uses permitted under. the sites'
zoning.

erty owned by Kenroy Buil-

where rezoning for apartments

ders.

Mucci "got his foot

door" on the five -acre tract he

the improvement of Elmhurst
Rd. that is now underway, ac-

might try for rezoning on the

cording to Rock Road Vice

manager, Zimmermann is still second site.
He said that another homethe village attorney.
association, cast of
The Village Board also owner's
Elk Ridge
passed its $3,679,067 appro- Busse Rd., known as petitioned

President John Leverenz 'and
Supt. Donald Janec.'
The plant will stop its oper-

The plant will be used for

is sought. He said that if Di -

acre tract,

Mildenstein

"That's what I'm fighting."

Permission

"that is, either end up with
The Mount Shire subdivi- apartments or have flooding."
Sitkiewicz said that there is
sion is bounded by Palm and

30, 1970.

Mrs.

"wrinkled and dirty." She said
his medicine and shoes were

plant" for mixing concrete for

next?

in the

priation ordinance for the fis- Villa, has also
cal year May I, 1969 to April against rezoning for the five -

Ruddell confirmed the

said

Concrete Mixing
Plant Approved

homes in the Mount Shire subdivision. He said that his organization has 180 member

.

is a

on never had before the Mildenstein incident. Schlickman

officials there gave it to him

pata that he had a dispute with

juries. The following is an ac- couldn't take the fence down

said Schlickman.

chert, and three state represen-

thing to be taken care of is the
allowing any further concen- encroachment of more aparttration of apartments in the vi- ments. Then the flooding
cinity of Golf and Busse. If the problem can be looked at." He
rezoning is granted, the village said that the issues in the conis opening a Pandora's box. troversy should be broken into
Who knows what new apart- two problems, instead of makment complex will pop up ing it one combined problem,

Zimmerman Still Ac is As Mgr.
night's meeting wouldn't let
him off so easily. The board
wants him to serve in that capacity until a genuine village

The

engineers outlines two possible

"WE ARE OPPOSED to

Busse Rd. Sitkiewicz said that
there are 128 homes on Magnolia and Pheasant that are in

line.

_son, an epileptic, had been

Mrs. Aland said that her noon and said that the fence
daughter did not know just would have to come down.
how she had sustained the in- Mrs. Walker said that he

RejectApartments As
Price For New West Park
By Ben Clarke

north
Mayor

ex-

Page -Cook

Woman Hurt as BulldozerFellsFence
next door, being built by Di -

the

excellent,"

lage told the Bensenville hear-

one-half mile south of the Du -

of Routes 19 and 45 at the

is

Jack Pahl of Elk Grove Vil-

tinue on north until it is only

The highway will begin just
cast of the present intersection

In Dispute over Property Line
By Ben Clarke

"WE "MINK
route

Mother Charges Son Deprived
f Medicine While in Jail
By Robert Katz

Day

other routes further south, but
there is_general agrement that__
the north route is the best.

day at the first public hearing runway will close Route 19 or
on the project -held in Ben- Irving Park -Rd. -east of Bensenville and attended by offi- senville.
. The road will turn north and
cials of the towns to be served
from Schiller Park west to El- cross Irving Park Rd. at the
edge of Bensenville and congin.

Permission for a "batch plant" was granted Rock Road Construction Co. Supt. Donald Janec (left) and Vice President John
Leverenz at last night's Village Board meeting.

ation June 1, 1970 and the
property will be restored to its

original condition by July I,

Meetings

Tonight
Mount Prospect Village
Board Judiciary Committee, 8 p.m., Village Hall.

-

*4 z

Auto Dealer
Management
Explained
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Head Maine Democrat Blasts Daley Machine
althost total disregard of the

Nicholas B. Blase, mayor of
.-

Niles and Democratic cornmitteeman of Maine Township, said Tuesday that the
Democratic Party .will never
be able to establish an effective

special problems of the suburban area. "Under the tenure of
"the
Blase,
Daley," said
Democratic Party of Cook
County is, in truth, the Demo-

cratic Party of Chicago. It at-

two-party political system in

tunes itself and responds only
to the City of Chicago and suburban Cook County recieves.a
deaf ear and a mute tongue."
"Nlayor Daley refuses to believe that the suburbs are here

the suburbs so long as Richard
Daley holds both the offices of

mayor of Chicago and chairman of the Cook County Central Committee.
Blase charged Daley with an

to stay." said Blase at a special
Tuesday
conference
press

noon at the Lone River Inn in
Niles. "In eight years I can remember once in which the

attempted to get Mayor Daley

Blase asked Daley to step

to see that the nroblems of
the suburbs are separate and
distinct form those o: the city
of Chicago. I have ;net with

down as chairman of the Cook
County Democratic Committee. "I don't think in the future the Mayor of Chicago will
be the head of the Cook Coun-

sions to press this matter. Each

ty Democratic Central Com-

him on three different occa-

Mayor Daley has ever taken an
interest in suburban problems.
During the June financial
crisis when matters hung in the
balance in the state legislature,
we could not even get in to see
the Mayor." Blase reported.

mittee," said Blase.
Blase does not regard the fu-

time, Daley told me that there

is no difference in the basic
problems of the City of Chi- ture of the Democratic Party
cago and its suburbs. He can't

in the suburbs as hopeless. He,
thinks that two steps could

even talk about the suburbs
"FOR THREE years I have - without turning a vivid red."

Builders Say Cost Hikes
To Outrace Interest Boosts
What buyers tear is- closing
costs and being charged the 8
per cent maximum allowed by

By K. C. Radtke

Are you thinking of building a new home. but hesitating
because of the higher interest

the Illinois usury law. Soifer
said. Banks that do not deal

costs'.'

Most

heavily with a large volume of

northwest suburban

builders are more apt to charge

home builders agree that "he
who hesitates" in the home
building department now will
he "lost" later.

the full 8 per cent or a figure
close to it, Soifer added.

"MANN' BANKERS are

"Anyone who waits as tar as

saying the interest rate might
be going down by the first of
the year. The high prime rate

the individual buyer is concerned. will not benefit." said
John P. McKay. president of

(the interest rate Banks charge

McKay-Nealis Builders. Inc..

Minimum Risk, Clients)

has
us," ex-

160(1 Oakton. Des Plaines.

suburban residential construc-

Grove Village.
"There appears to be a need
(demand), but I hasten to add
that anyone who waits for the
interest rate to go down is foolish. The chances of a dwelling

ing
in

ing down is slim.
"Even if the interest rate
should drop suddenly, you will
still pay more."

man for the Winston Devel-

decrease of the interest rate

opment Corp. of Palatine.
"We're quoting 73/4 per
cent (through their lender) for
a new home. People don't like

would he chewed up by higher
costs. McKay explained.

McKay's firm deals in real

estate as well as home building.

Permits issued for homebuild-

going up in cost is great, the
chance of the interest rate go-

not presently hurt
plained James Riedy, a sales-

Costs will rise for construction and land but any possible

tion on a downward curve.

FIGURES RELEASED by
the Bell Federal Savings and

Loan Assn. in its survey of
new building show northwest

decreased

substantially

most villages from June,

1968 to June, 1969.

Contrary to the general pattern of building five north-

west villages were named in
the survey as leaders in permits for homes during 1969:
422
Heights,
Arlington
homes, average cost $30,923;
homes,
461
Schaumburg,

average cost $24,314; Palatine, 253 homes, average cost,

$25,696; Buffalo Grove, 272
homes, average cost $18,326
and Hoffman Estates, 188
homes, average cost $20,820.

suburbs, they may he willing to
go this higher rate for this value." Riedy said.
The homes Riedy sells range
in price from $29,900 to

The problems which

N1cKay referred to fall on the
smaller builder and the buyer

to have difficulty getting
mincing The buyer with less
rates

party must be changed from
that of a political coaching to a
political organization to make
it more acceptable to the suburbanite. This can be done in
four ways:
The leadership of the party
must reflect both city and suburban leadership and such reflection must be obvious to all.
The party must re -structure
itself so it will become knoWn

predicament in more detail.

manager for Miller Builders,
Inc.. developers of Surrey

he said.

tive Merchandiser" (CAM )
examination, conducted by
practicing dealers. Wheat said:

able or had the -experience to
confront before.

the young men and the persons
in the industry to have a realistic view on how both can cope
with the problems of today and

persons going to enter that

be made.

a young many anymore. The
people around him are completely captivated by him. I am
sure that the Mayor knows that
the problem of the suburbs has
to be dealt with but is content
to leave this to his successor."
Nor is Blase under illusions
about the problem of bringing
about the change. "If I am go-

ing to get anywhere with this
demand for change, I will have
to sell the idea to other Democratic wards and township
leaders. One or two persons demanding a new deal is nothing,

but 10 or 15 would get a hearing. I am not a rebel. I want to
be heard within the Democratic organization of Cook Coun-

publicly that its decisions are

;

.

TREAT THE WHOLE FAMILY WITH
OUR FAMOUS CHICKEN BUCKET!

lanes each way spearated by a
large grassed median strip.

k

There will he land enough to
permit the construction in the
future of a third lane each direction.
The highway is estimated to

port so much more useful to
the villages and industrial
complexes clustered directly
west of the airport," said Pahl.

cost about $30 million form
the east end to Route 83.

Woman Injured as
Bulldozer Downs Fence
She said, however, that last
summer her son-in-law and

(Continued. root Page

poured

concrete

plaint if she wished after consulting her attorney.
Police said that Lopata later
was advised by Howard Roos,

friends

a friend of Mrs. Walker, that
NIrs. Walker did, not wish to
sign a coinplaiht "at this
time," and the matter would

ders came over and made finishing touches on the cement

he handled by her attorney.
Salvatore DiNlucci, when

time. Walker's house also was

contacted last night by The
Day, said that he understood

a

patio that went right up to the

that he had turned the business

over to his sons several years

ago and said, "All my information is second hand."
that

ucci Builders had claimed

that the fence was five feet
away from the property line.

And Pick Up Your Order00

tendent from DiMucci Builwork. and nothing was said
about the property line at the
built by DiMucci Builders.
raised, Walker had said that if

the fence were in the wrong
place the blue prints he
ceived had not indicated this,
and if the fence were to be relocated if should be done by Di -

Mucci Builders.
She said Walker had turned
the matter over, to an attorney
and had said that he would like
to have leaks in the basement
fixed by DiMucci Builders before any fence relocation was
made.

Lt. Hicks

Mrs. Aland said that Mon-

day night she, Mrs. Walker

In Germany.

and another daughter returned

home from a ball game and
Second Lt. David Hicks,
son of Mrs. Dorothy Hicks of

NI ount Prospect, recently

joinedthe HHC First Brigade,
Kirch Goens, Germany.

0

255-98461

Bucket Of
Fried Chicken II

0

0
-

She said that when the ques-

the property line, but added

Third Armored Division

Just Call Us

fence. She said that a superin-

tion of the property line was

that the fence was 'moved and
that it was on the wrong side of

said

business and we students ex- tomotive marketing. Wheat
pected many difficult prob- achieved a grade point average
lems concerning proper man- of 3.69 and was salutatorian of
agement of your employees his class. During his freshman
and your entire merchandising year, he was awarded the
establishment. We also recog- Charles Fuller scholarship.

into Elgin. There will be two

"THE WEST entrance to
O'Hare would make the air-

MRS. ALAND

fall -to earn his bachelor's de-

"NORTHWOOD TOOK a gree in business management.
realistic look at the automobile During his two years in au-

immun,

continue on northwest past Interstate 90, going through the
village of Schaumburg and on

der study in 1968,

Di

tomorrow in the automobile tive marketing in May, and
will return to Northwood this
business.

purchase a. 16 piece Bucket of Chicken (enough for
5 people), with this coupon, for only $3.40, 50c off
the regular price! Treat yourself and your family to
some crispy fried chicken with an added "twist" you leave all the work to Chef's Carry -Out!

The new expressway will

Pahl made it clear that he
did not consider the new expressway as a substitute for a
western entrance to O'Hare
Airport which was placed un-

Wheat received his associate (2 -year) degree in automo-

Now, through Sunday, August 10, you can

Right now this west entrance
to the airport holds a low priority, but we are going to continue to press for it."

Du Page County.

business."

chen once in a while. And Chef's Carry -Out makes
it easy for you! Just order your choice of prepared
meals, pick them up and then sit back, relax and
enjoy a delicious dinner!

Construction of New
Expressway Begins
part of the village will he in

"We took a practical view
"We feel the need for both of the automobile business for

You owe it to yourself to get Out of the kit-

510,000 and there has been a
substantial increase in the cost
of old houses as well".

lage expands south to thy new
important
an
expressway.

tive marketing at Northwood Northwood Institute training.
"We don't expect to walk in
Institute, Midland, Mich.
Wheat described his train- and take charge of an entire
ing in the Northwood pro- dealer operation, but Northgram, sponsored by the wood training prepared us to
NADA, which enabled him to confront different situations
pass the "Certified Automo- that we would not have been

Hop Over To Chefs Carry -Out
For Some Great Eating!

years, a house has gone up over

(Contained from Page I

in collaboration
with being prepared for differ-

ent situations by the use of

to 53,000, at least. Over three

raid."

Robert Wheat

nized the value of combining

has taken two years of automo-

"Each year the price of a

down) is contributed to by
people who want to see what's
happening and they are af-

mer meeting of 80 ATAM

unwilling to make the changes
that he knows will soon have to

house has gone up from $1,000

"\'e feel that it (the slow-

Prospect, spoke to the group at
the recent session of the sum-

experience

"Experience over the past
10 years is that the housing
market has not gone down,"

Ridge Vest and Northgate.

Robert L. Wheat, 21, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wheat
Jr., 1802 Magnolia. Mount

brook Hotel, Oakbrook. He

SOIFER EXPLAINED the

ex-

orbitant.
"INT. HAVE SEEN a slowdown in the sales picture." he
admitted Herman Soifer. sales

agement.

members in the Drake Oak-

creased.

tisu;d1v considers the.
interest

become the part of the central
city and the suburbs by showing a responsive interest in, the
problems of both. However, it
must accept the fact that a dif-,
ference exists. Party candidates must be issue oriented to
city and suburban problems.
"Secondly, the image of our

what the younger generation is
doing to prepare itself to
the ever-increasing
handle
complexities of dealer man-

being astute, hut with being

ing at today's prices or taking a
change on later prices, though
these undoubtedly will be iu-

The smaller builder is likely
moue)
higher

tow n s hi p committeemen.
They should in reality be the

"He is still the guy who
could effect these changes
most quickly. The mayor is not

$38,400. He said prospective
buyers had the choice-df-inty-

who is less prepared to make a
large down payment.

Councils.
More voice must be given to
the party leadership which
namely is the 80 ward and

ty," said Blase.

"If they realize the value of
a new home in the northwest

payments and we
haven't run into any problems." he added.

within the Democratic Party

legislative policy makers of the
Democratic Party.
Blase credits Daley with

home.

down

YOUNG PEOPLE must he
guaranteed a voice and an ear

Automative Trade Assn.
managers (NADA) had a
chance recently to hear and see

IF YOU'RE TIRED OF THE "KITCHEN TWO-STEP".. .

it, but I don't think it has held.
tIUICD--30-tsr---35--- people -back- who are seriously interested in buying a new
- homes a year, mostly for indi
"W N:

viduals who already have Malt
two or three homes. So most of
our people have substantial

or two persons.

soon bring about an improvement in the position of the party in the suburbs.
"Just two steps could, in my
opinion, drastically change the
attitude of our suburbanites in
favor of the Democratic par-

"FIRST, THE party must

"I can't say the market has
dried up," commented Robert
Winkle of Centex Corp., Elk

made through a more democratic process and not by one

in

found the fencing had been removed from the posts.
She said that with the aid of
a neighbor the fence was restrung before the bulldozer appeared yesterday.

404 Rand Rd.
Arlington, Hts.

41

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

Wilftwirssammummovelow

GOOD THRU SUNDAY, AUGUST 10, 1969

50c OFF

"We Keep Restaurant Hours"

Bucket Of Chicken

REG.

$390

JUST $3.40 WITH THIS CO1JPON

Fri. & Sat. 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. to' 10 p.m.

CASH
VALUE

ON 16 PIECE

Mon. thru Thurs. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

50c

REDEEMABLE ONLY AT YOUR
404 E. RAND RD. CHEF'S CARRY -OUT

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

L

.

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON
010 .M1,== = WINN.

Ki
CARRYOUT

-J

Aff

_
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Further Chaiges Filed in Diug.Arre'sts.
Reder, of 308 S. WaVerly,
Mount Prospect, was charged

By Gary Shiffman

Additional

charges

with dispensing marijuana and

were

sale of hashish when he appeared in Niles Felony Court
to face the earlier charge of

filed yesterday against John A.
Reder, 20, one of four persons
arrested on drug charges less
than two weeks ago by Mount
Prospect police and state narcotics agents.

sale of narcotics.
Reder and the others report-

drug ring which was a long time supplier to dealers in the
northwest suburbs until it was
smashed July 18.

The others, Juan M. Coro nado, 23, of 1100 Greenview,
Des Plaines; Craig R. Halvorsen, 17, of 710 S. William,

edly were leaders of a major

Mount Prospect, and Arturo

Silva, 34, Of Mundelein also
appeared in the Felony Court
yesterday. Magistrate Edwin
Breen continued the hearings

for $1,100 moments before the authorities
closed in.

Silva were seized by Mount
Prospect detectives and narcotics agents July 18 in the
parking lot behind the Red

of all four youths until Sept. 16

by mutual agreejnent of the
states attorneys office and attorneys representing the four.
Coronado, Halvorsen. and

marijuana

THE AGENT reportedly

Balloon Restaurant, 55 E.
Rand Rd., Des Plaines.
An agent, posing as a potential buyer, reportedly had purchased

had gained the confidence of
Reder several weeks earlier.
Reder is said to have introduced the agent to the other

10 pounds of uncut

three and helped arrange ohe.
sale.

Reder was arrested on a
warrant July 19. The new
reportedly stemmed
from Reder's contact with the
charges

agent: He is said to have given
the investigator some mari-

juana and sold him a quantity

Firm Helps Train Disadvantaged Workers
By Bob Burns
.Bill Bledsoe wAs one of the thousands of black

residents of Chicage's ghettos four years ago
when, wish a certain apprehension, he began a
job as stockhundlcr in white suburbia.;

MOST OF THE Negro employes are from

There are other success stories similar to

Bill Bledsoe (left) of Evanston, a receiving department superintendent at Littelfuse Inc. in Des
Plaines, discusses a job question with his foreman, Bob Snodgrass of Des Plaines.

Mrs. Macdonald Reports
"ALAN K. CAMPBELL, a

urbs in the Sept. 23 primary

delegate at large to the New
York constitutional convention, was most interesting
because the constitution

confor a constitutional
vention seat, believes that ine
articles relating to revenue,

drafted in New York state was

turned down by the citizens.
Mr. Campbell listed a number

dicial and home rule matters

of reasons for the failure to get
it approved.

public.

"1 he convention in New
York was held in Albany and
Campbell felt that it should

constitution revision
sponsored in Chicago by the
National Municipal league.
Four of the country's best informed persons on stale constitution revision took part.
Alfred E. Driscoll, molter
governor of New Jersey, pre-

hae been held in a more seclud-

Mrs. Macdonald took part
last week in the institute on

state

ed place. The convention decided to reduce the power of
local governments, and home
rule became an important factor in the citizens decision,"
Mrs. Macdonald said,
H. Vernon Eney, president
of t h c Maryland Constitutional Convention, explained why he felt Maryland
citizens turned down their new
constitution. The Maryland
convention approved the new
constitution overwhelmingly,
but the citizens turned it down

sided.

"One of the

esting

most

participants",

interreports

Mrs. Macdonald, "was John
W. Ingram- who was executive

director of the Pennsylvania
Convention
Constitutional
that drafted a new constitution

which was approved by the decisively.
citizens: Mr. Ingram's obser"MR. ENEY blamed the
vations carried added interest
formerly
was
he
because

Bledsoe's. Sundt recalled a girl from Chicago's
South Side who began in a production job.
While waiting for her ride home, she used to
practice typing in the personnel office, retyping
magazine articles. In time, her typing proficiency reached the point where she qualified for a
clerical job which she now has held for about 18
months. Her income has increased perhaps 18
per cent.
A Spanish-American woman who, Sundt said,
was unusually productive in a labor job, was never -the -less made a supervisor over a group which
contained many other Spanish-speaking workers

On Constitution, Parley

will he of key interest to the

and was able to help guide them through the trying first days.and train them for better jobs,
Negro employes today are the backbone of the
stock and receiving department, Sundt said, and
home and talk matters over have been rcwardcd "for good performance and
with the people they representdepandability."
ed at the convention.
Littelfuse began hiring Spanish-speaking em"Another factor which the ployes
around 1955 when many of them began to
Maryland officials thought abandon the migrant farm labor field to settle in
hurt their chances of getting
citizen approval was the fact the northwest suburbs.
that there was a 4 -month wait-

RECRUITMENT in Chicago's ghetto areas
ing period from the time the began
cautiously about four years ago, as the
completed
was
constitution
until the public had a chance company tried to hire Negroes who were known
to vote on it. The interests opposed to various parts of the

Firm Moves
To New Plant

new constitution were very ac-

tive during the long waiting
period," reports Mrs. Macdo-

Maywood here in the Chicago

nald.

Musical Thief
A stereo tape player was sto-

len late Monday from an auto
parked in the lot at the Mount
Prospect Plaza shopping center, Donald R. Laessig of 1800
Forrest reported to police.

Centex Industrial Park, Elk
Grove Village.
The new facility relocates

Obituaries
Russell Towne
Russell Towne, 52, 2024 AlMount Prospect,
gonquin.

died Monday at Holy 'Family
Hospital. He was a traffic
agent for Union Pacific Rail-

Hospital.

Survivors include his widow
Ella. daughters Mrs. Rita Gauthier. Hillside, Mrs. Jane Rolff

road. He was a member of Me-

Services will he Friday at
9:30 a.m. in St. Raymond's
Church. Burial will he in

dinah Temple A.A.O.N.M.S.
Survivors include his widow
Audrey and a daughter Mrs.
Anita Cohen of Chicago.
Services will he Thursday at
p.m. at Latuerburg & Oehler
Funeral Home in Arlington
Heights, Dr. Paul Stumpf officiating. Burial will be at Mem-

Mount Carmel Cemetery.

ory Gardens Cemetery.

and Mrs; Marjorie Morrison
both of Mount Prospect. and
two grandchildren.

Persons who drive to work here often scout
around for riders, and it is not uncommon for
employes of two or three different firins to be
represented in a car pool.

HE SAID THERE was a certain amount of
fear and grumbling among those already employed, but no serious friction developed. Sundt
said the company "really laid the law down" on
discrimination.

Littelfuse also conducted recruiting drives

among southern whites in Chicago, but has had
less success in attracting them or holding those
who were hired, Sundt said.

He said Littelfuse and other industries are

working with the Des Plaines Chamber of Commerce and Industry in seeking an answer to transportation needs for Chicago residents who could

fill the many unskilled and semiskilled job openings in the northwest suburbs.

He sees some problems° of reverse lliS:crimination in this.
"How can I justify," he asked, "providing
transportation for Negro employes from Chicago but not for white employes from Rolling
Meadows or Barrington?"
Sundt said industry has a role, along with parents, educators, clergy and government; in meet-

ing the challenge of finding adequate jobs for
tabbed the culturally disthese humans
advantaged.

Littelfuse has been honored for actively playing its role.

house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...

FROM

see Kemmerlv!

-

We're Proud To
Announce The Addition
To Our Staff ...

WITH SASHES..

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

IN FASHIONABLE

SLINKY JERSEY,

of

Mount Prospect

5Jach

emmer19

BRAND NAME

REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9

WIM SUITS

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING
THE NORTHWEST AREA

CHRISTINA
"A Professional Stylist"

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

COME EARLY
FOR

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

MT. PROSPECT

13 S. Wolf Rd.

They're long, lovely and they come in
fashion's newest fabric love -gleaming
acetate jersey! Choice of a V-neck style
with colorful sash ... or a pointed collar
style with self sash ... both with smart
2 -button cuffs ... both all set to top your
pants or skirts. At only 3.99, they're
a super value! Sizes 32 to 38.

253-2460
956-1500

In Hoffman -Schaumburg 894-1800
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights

BEST SELECTIONS
9 W. PROSPECT AVE.

In Arlington Heights

358-5560

99

only

299-0082
,i

r -)

MIDWEST BANK CARD'

Welcome Here

HOFFMAN

DES

ESTATES
110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

PLAINES
1507 RAND ROAD

PHONE CL3-7622

airjrasliimts

1713 E. Central Rood (Convenient Shopping (enter)

Corner of Bussed Central, Arlington Hts.

In Palatine

OFF

TERRIFIC
TUNIC TOPS

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

I

peautiful Xabt

resultin'prison sentences of up
to 20 years.

EST. 1940

A Realtor knows what you are looking for in a

LADIES APPAREL

cesses of 10 days or two weeks
to give the delegates time to go

James Gore, 82. of 16 N.
Pine. Mount Prospect. died
Tuesday in Lutheran General

Con-

NOT OUT OF!

auto department office under
one roof.

should have been some re-

James Gore

Jury.

viction on the charges could

CAN GROW INTO,

the head office, retaiLstore and

people. He thought that there

standing of the problems we
face in rewriting our constitution here in Illinois.

County t1/4 Grand

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY

erally out of touch with the

area and has an unusual under-

will decide if the four should
be bound over to the CoOk

LET A REALTOR

Underwriters Salvage Co. of
Chicago has moved into a new
$1.5 million headquarters
building on a nine -acre site in

failture to get public approval
insufficient consultation
on
with the public and being gen-

comptroller of the village of

held, the presiding magistrate

The success of Bill Bledsoe and scores of other to other employes.
Today he is a supervisor in the raw stock and persons classified as culturally disadvantaged has
Some of these, making progress in their own
receiving department of that firm, Littelfuse, won for Littelfuse and award from the National jobs, began referring their friends to Littelfuse
Inc., of Des Plaines. And he has purchased a
for employment. More agressive recuritment beof Businessmen.
home in Evanston for himself, his wife and their Alliance
An inscribed plaque was presented to the com- gan about two years ago, Sundt said.
two children.
Deering was "loaned" to an antipoverty propany "for its effective human resource develgram, Jobs New, for a' Month last summer and
opment programs."
Receiving the plaque for Littelfuse were Dan gained greater insight into the problems ghetto
Sundt, personnel manager since 1962, and Jim residents faced in trying to find work, especially
Deering, personnel recruiter who has played a in suburban industries.
About 50 per cent of the "hard-core unemmajor role in hiring and training members of raployed" persons hired by Littelfuse have made.
cial and economic minority groups.
According to Sundt, the management of Lit- the grade, Sundt said. The failure of some was not
tlefuse for many years has been cognizant of the of their own making, he added, but stemmed
pressing need to train individuals classified as from transportation problems.
A program was developed with antipoverty
hard-core unemployed. Human resource development programs were initiated to help such in- agencies to provide auto transportation for two
weeks. In that time, the employe was to arrange
dividuals find a producte and satisfying life.
About 20 per cent of Littelfuse's 800 employes his own transportation with another Littelfuse
now are Negroes or Spanish Americans, Sundt employe who lived in the same area, or a neighsaid. At one time the figure was about 25 per bor who worked with another industry in the suburbs.
cent.
That so many could make this arrangement
This total was resulted from extensive recruitshows their determination to succeed, Sundt said,
ing efforts through antipoverty agencies, as well
because there is no inexpensive public transas community and religious groups.
portation between Chicago and Des Plaines.

Chicago, though some live in Evanston. Most of
the Spanish-Americans liVe in the northwest suburbs, although some come from Chicago.

By Richard Crabb
Mrs. Virginia M acdonald of
Arlington Heights, a candidate front the northwest sub-

of hashish.
When the Sept. 16 hearing is

439-8070

OPEN 9:30 to 5:301)AILY
FRI. tit 9 P.M.

DUNDEE
220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

;-v

Day Light

Sphere of Influence

Treat it lightly if you will.
The fact is that one of the
striking byproducts of the epic
lunar landing is the way that

ever, is you or the neighbor,
and is representative of the
vast majority of us.

Not all of us are sports -

No intentionally, by any

minded, but

means. And not any specific

there were

enough of these able to express

sport, all by itself.

interesting comments.
What triggered off these remarks was the scene with the

eye of the beholder, Mr. Everyman eventually managed to

that drew definite comment
seemed to be the jogging epi-

and

recorded

next

several

sode.

ONE RESIDENT

Along the same line, a golfer
was curious how the NASA instruments back on earth would
have vibrated if a healthy swat

at a golf ball had been pro-

much controversy as the Pill.
Since it is estimated that about

eight million women of childbearing age, or about one in
six, are taking the Pill, it has
undoubtedly filled a real need
and, until something better becomes available, it will continue to be used.

At present, it consists of a
synthetic female hormone plus
progestin, a compound that re-

Vie Pro5pect Dap

sembles a hormone secreted
during pregnancy. As a result,
the user is in a physiological
state that simulates pregnancy
and may suffer some of the side

"Nrnrnrthe-c rigintd-dreandiy.alwaxAkalottAlv Aeeping
the paper's freedom and intellec had integrity.-- Marshall Field III

--effects- of- pregnancy,_such_ as

nausea, fullness of the breasts

and an increased retention of
water in the tissues.
Adverse effects attributed to
prolonged use of the Pill have
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John E. Stanton. Editor and Publislwr

Robert C. Smith. General Matuwer

butter in whole chocolate, it
has little food value. It is not a
rich source of iron. The food
value in chocolate candy is,
however, -another matter.

Q-When I buy fresh fruit,
there are always a lot of fruit
flies on it, even -after I get it
home, Can I get sick from eating such fruit?

A-Not if you wash it and
cut away any parts that are

with medroxyprogesterone to
be placed in. the vagina five
days after the onset of a menstrual period, kept in place 21

spoiled.

Q-I drink a pint of unsweet-

grapefruit juice every
day. Is this harmful in any

days, then discarded. If this
proves to be effective, it will

ened

eliminate all the hazards now
rightly or_ wrongly attributed
to the Pill.

way?

any iron in it?

depression, headache.' liver
spots on the face -(chloasma or

Managing Editor

itself to many clever aerial gy-

achievement and competition.

NOBODY mentioned passing a football, which might
have been an easy transition
from watching the astronaut's

"football moves." And hurling the discus or the shot-put
never got a comment.

All in all, jogging as such
got a boost, and certainly plenty of public exposure as a way

You might have thought
that isometrics --the push -and -

pull muscular exertions which
executives have been told they
can do at their desk --would
have been in the limelight. Not
so. Probably, because the as-

tronauts were in such peak

using all seven of these letters.
22 good, 29 excellent

and elevated blood
pressure, to name a few.

Answer on Comic Page

be

We're Proud To
Announce The Addition

established.

To Our Staff ...

heads, the portable cart and
the tools that were in the back
of the wagon. This means that
out $5,500 to
$6,000. The theft of the locked

someone

is

women whose blood is type A.
In any case, a woman who is

taking the Pill should have a
,periodic checkup and should

ter our property. I have lost a

Mount Prospect between July
9 and July 15 while I was on

to think that the thieves might

!eautifut Gag 'air Aasilions

ing in the veins, migraine or
diabetes should not take the
Pill but should use some other
method of contraception.

1713 E. Central Road (Convenient Shopping Center)

Corner of Busse & Central, Arlington Hts.

439-8070

Since the Pill remains the

on the south side of Chicago.
The thieves took the whole yel-

low front end; the bumper,
grille, fenders and hood. They

took the four side doors and

lot of time and it makes me sick

the rear door (yellow, too).
They took the Oster No. 545
machine,

the

green 3/4 inch 4 feet by 5 feet

Lee Janson
LISTENS
TO YOU

plywood floor board with the
steel angle iron tracts on it-

Vi

-that allows the machine to be

rolled out of the back of the
station wagon on to the portable two wheeled cart that
carries the machine in order to
demonstrate putting thread on
pipe or bolt --the tools, the cans

of Olter Best Oil, my prer
scription glass9s and a pocket
watch.

DIRTY SHOW
Dear Lee Janson,
The other night my boyfriend and I went to the show. It was a
double feature, and we had planned to see the first movie. The
schedule had been changed, and the picture that was being shown

We lock our cars to keep
honest people out of them. It
appears that the thieves needed

the parts from my yellow station wagon to repair a 1969
Country Squire Ford station
wagon that had a completely

had an M rating.

I didn't want to see it, and I told my boyfriend I wanted to

leave. He said we should stay for a while, and see what develops.
Since I'm only 16. I was afraid I'd be embarrassed, and I was very
irritated. What should I have done?
Movie Fan, Hoffman Estates

A kap 0{, heavy dotItts ad mummies
Atm

mus 4Asgi

damaged front end and all the
doors, including the rear door.
They may be using thepipe
and bolt machine or they may
try to sell it to a plumber, elec.

You should have told him that when he was ready to leave,
you'd be waiting in. the lobby for him. If he didn't show up in 15
minutes, you should have called your parents. Where are his
POOR KISSER

Dear Lee Janson,
My boyfriend is the greatest. I only have one problem. When
he kisses me good night, he slobbers. Maybe he gets too excited,
but that kiss just seems to mess all over my lips and chin. I know it
sounds silly, but how do I solve this problem?
Kissable, Mount Prospect

Why don't you practice a little bit?

trician or they will use it as I
hoist. The Oster No. 545 ma.
chine weighs 193 lbs, so i
should take two men to carry
it.

ct. T. kit

pulaus Rai

The point of this letter is

that there are only a few 1965

yellow -Country Squire Ford
station wagons in the U.S.A.
and fewer in the Mount Pros-

-2.4,011

arlington \ark towers

pect area. If a reader of thii letter knows anything about a recent repair to a 1969 Ford sta-

WOODLAND FRIENDS

Dear Lee Janson,
When another couple, my boyfriend and I went on a picnic last
week, we had a wonderful time. The only problem was, after we tion wagon with yellow fendhad eaten, the other couple just disappeared. We looked all over, ers (front), yellow hood,
and we finally discovered them back in the woods. I'm sorry we bumper, grille, four yellow

locyliing for them, because it was pretty embarrassing.

to her physician
promptly if any unusual symptoms occur. Women who have
breast or uterine cancer, clott-

stole my car caught and maybe
hanged, too. The car was found

Pipe & Bolt

manners?

"A Professional Stylist"

report

The law of years ago used to

ance against auto -theft, the insurance company and tax payers in general because it means
we need more police to look af-

automobile happened in

CHRISTINA

ing problems occur chiefly in

hang horse thieves. I would
like to see these people who

books will be me, my company, people who pay insur-

manent record as a satellite in
the lunar sphere of influence.

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

"You Know, This Sort of Thing Could
Run into Money!"

close medical supervision. One
study shows that serious clott-

time they might take your car
and the tools you make your
living by.

Those of us who will ex-

orbit for good, and be a per-

YORSTED

But the seriousness of some of

go unpunished, so maybe next

perience a drain on our pocket

Star Game up there some day.
If a batter hit a homer a country mile in that rarefied atmosphere, wow! it might remain in

sitivity to sunlight, Raynaud's

drug cannot

Asks Help in Finding Thieves

stole the Oster Pipe & Bolt
threading machine, with die

Just the same, what a natural it would be to have an All

Hideaword

any of these conditions is very
low and, in many cases, a direct casual relationship to the

Letters to the Editop
wagon, a 1969 yellow Ford,
Country, Squire. They also

their pryamids, why not something to commemorate the influence sports has had on the
American character?
So, alright, don't groan,
cheek.

tions.

these complications warrants

vacation. that wass the last
time it was seen until it showed
up July 24 quite a bit lighter in
weight.

Egyptians with the life after
death is still on the scene in

we're talking with tongue in

The proportion of women
taking the Pill who develop

Newsstand price. 110 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

Someone or a group of
my station thieves
stole

and the preoccupation of the

disease

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months

Editor:

wherever Roman armies went,

tion and other bodily func-

the mask of pregnancy), a sen-

The Day Is published daily. Monday through Friday. by Day Publications, Inc.
I17 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights. Ill. 60005
722 Center. Des Platnes, Ill. 60016

IF THE certain trademark
of the Roman civilization was
the fortified campsite left

of producing data on respira-

large amounts of citrus juice
irritate the digestive tract and
cause nausea and diarrhea.
Otherwise, it is not harmful.

vessels of the legs, thinning of

the hair, nervous irritability,

It's not such an offbeat idea,

A-This is a good source of

included clotting in the blood

William J. Kiedaisch

football gridiron.

also a devotee of the frisbie, the
saucer -shaped disk that lends

vitamin C 7n 't -o -ma- persons:-

food value is
present in chocolate? Is there
Q --What

have been to pace off a base-

our national way of life is the
sports cult, ,which in turn is
basically .an emphasis gin fair
play, as well as of strenuous

I

rations.

A-Aside from the cocoa

promising new development is
a ring pessary impregnated

A more definite way to esAmericans had
reached it, of course, would
tablish that

at that. After all, inherent in

W.G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.

weighed against those of becoming pregnant, which may
also cause clotting, kidney
damage, high blood pressure
and headaches. Improved formulation of the drugs used is
the constant aim of the manufacturers. Perhaps the most

the

ball diamond, or mark off a

Despite Adverse Effects
in recent years has aroused as

visited

had

Only one person interested
in archery made the obvious
joke about shooting an arrow

in the air to fall "to earth

yet devised, the danger must be

earthlings
moon.

grammed.

Pill Has Filled Need

"Daddy, may I borrow your bell-bottoms Saturday night?"

et earth" had landed there, it
has already been pointed out

won-

know not where." There was

No scientific development

left behind with the
message that "men from planplaque

dered "Why didn't they take wryly that, judging from the
along a bat and see how far debris necessarily left behind,
they could sock a ball in that no lunar creatures, if any exist.
would have any doubt that
thin airT'

DOCTOR SAYS

most effective contraceptive

such.

REFERRING to the

by

NASA supervisors back at
Houston and telemetric data
transmitted will be studied
carefully to provide guidelines
for future physical exertion by
other astronauts who land on

in exploring northwest suburbanite reaction to Apollo I l's
trip.

expertly as any football -pro;

physical shape, most observers
assumed they had no. need for

picky remarks about the mon-

-vations by various persons
were jotted down by this writer

and
"kangaroo -hopping,"
making some good moves, as

the awesome events pictured
in the TV relay to earth.

ey spent. The one specific area

several

days, totally unrelated obser-

astronaut jogging about,

orient himself, to "relate," in
that poorly applied word, to

THE MANEUVERS were

the moon.
During the

themselves to produce some

But, just as beauty is in the

These, ranged all the way
from "Fantastic!" to picky -

directed

them. Mr. Everyman, how-

sports got into the picture.

com-

'according to
.mentators.

scholars,
SCIENTISTS,
pundits of recondite lore naturally focussed on the specific
areas of interest absorbing

By Joseph Stubenrauch

I

knew they liked each Other, but I was surprised how much. Now,
I'm wondering if we should double date any more.

side doots and a rear door,

maybe he would be interested

in knowing where the parts

Picnic Girl, Rolling Meadows came from, too. Maybe the
Sure, if you're going to a restaurant. You said you had a won- next time the thieves need a
part for their car they will take
derful time.,
Send your questions to Lee Janson, 00 Day Publications, yours.
Bill Moyr,iihan
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

The Most Beautiful CleIthes, anywhere, any season
Playboy Club Hotel
Lake Geneva, Wis.

Arlington Park Towers
Arlington Heights

Downtown Beloit
Beloit, Wis.
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Mrs. Thoinas F. Fitch of Barrington demonstrates jumping while riding "First Mate" at a press
luncheon given in Barrington by her mother, Mrs. S. L. Reinhardt, owner of the West Wind

Ite

14

Racing Stables. Watching jumps like this one will be part of the fun of the Barrington Horse Show,
the only rated show in the entire midwest in which all the riders are amateurs. (Photos by Fern

A

'

Schneider)

There's great joy in riding'yoin favorite horse in the Barrington Horse Show. Just ask Mary Frances "Bucky" Keys, daughter of Eugene M. Keys, and a member of the Fox Raver Valley
Pony Club. In full riding attire, she was proudly pleased to introduce "Alice B. Toklas." the horse she will ride in the show
which takes place August 7. 8. 9 and 10 at the Barrington Hills
Riding Club.
PROSPEC I DAY
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Good Luck
Mrs. Kelly

the year: -More than 300 cents for''hildren;cach-day.----- -classes -represented -will -be the
To herald this exciting Equitation Division, Green
midwest entries from
Working Hunters, Regular
event, all Barrington and hunWhoa, there, all you horse Wisconsin, Ohio, Indiana,
and Missouri will dreds of horses will turn out for Working Hunters, Junior
lovers of the northwest Michigan
compete for nine cham- the Downtown Barrington Hunters, Small Hunters and
suburbs.
Ponies, Amateur -Owner
pionships. And to top it off, Horse Show Parade on Aug. 2

---

Assn.) show in the entire
midwest in which all the riders

!Mk I t s !laugh- roman's Editor

sion is $1 for adults, 50 cents for children, per day.

By Eleanor Rives

are amateurs?

The 1969 Barrington Horse

Show is the equine event of

at. 10

. Directed anal -pro .
it
includes horses of all sizes and

Hunters, Miscellaneous and

duced by Mrs. Jay Reid,

Local.

Year award.

shapes and even people that
look like horses. Featured are

the

THE SHOW will be held
Aug. 7, 8, 9 and 10 from 9
a.m. to about 5 p.m. at the

the Fox River Valley Hunt,

for the Illinois Horse of the

Fox River Valley Polo Team,
Fox River Valley Pony Club

Barrington Hills Riding and the Riding Club of Bar-

Center, which is sponsored by rington Hills.
TO FURTHER delight the
the Riding Club of Barrington
Hills, the Fox River Valley children, there will be donkeys,
Hunt, the Barrington Hills carts, stage coaches, folk Polo Club, and the Fox River singers and western horses.
And this is merely a prelude
Valley Pony Club.

.4111141.Q

The Riding Center is just
north of Rte. 62 on Bateman

to the really big show, when
amateurs of all ages will ride

Rth, iii Barrington Hills: their horses for.. pleasure as
Admission is $1 for adults, 50 well as for points. 'The various

(a,

Mary Carlisle, daughter of Howard W. Carlisle of Barrington,
urges everyone to enjoy the thrills of the Barrington Horse Show
at which nine championships and the title of Illinois Horse of the

Midwest Show of the Year
the American Horse Show

4.6

Year will be awarded. Mary, in perfect hunting attire, will ride
"Button Day" in the show, to be held at the Barrington Hills
Riding Club on Batemena Road just north of Route 62. Admis-

mateur Horsemanship -Did you know that we have
an annual Horse Show that is .these proud, handsome hoofers
the only rated (recognized by will compete for coveted points

U

"4c;

The committee in charge of
show

consists

of co

chairmen R. James Bede and
Thomas J. Wigdahl, James V.
Lyons, Mrs. Robert G.. Thoke

and Mrs. John Kretschmar.
Representing the Fox River
Vally Hunt is Mts. S. L.
Reinhardt; the Riding Club of
Barrington Hills, George L.
Bachner.

So round up your family and

gallop out to the Barrington
Riding Club, where the finest
amateur horsemanship in the

midwest is yours for the.
watching.

Beach Tops front
Terry Towels
Terrycloth is everybody's
summertime favorite. It's col-

orful and comfortable, easy -

from wash cloth. 91/4 inches

tions facing, stitch front and

diameter.

back sections at shoulders and
side scams, shaping armholes

care and easy -sew, especially

For body of bag, remove

when big bath towels and co-

fringe from ends of towel. Sew
bias tape to long side of towel;

ordinated Wish cloths are used

to make bright beach coy- turn under and stitch bottom

edge to wrong side of towel to

crups.

From Cannon Mills comes form casing. With right sides

the idea of pairing towels for a of towel together, join short
simple shift, rounding them ends of towel to form side seam
for a drawstring bag, and shap- of baLt:-

ing -them into a mini -length
hooded pullover. Here are instant instructions for sew -fast
Whether it's a bath for a Basset Hound, a lighter colored dog house, or a good daily grooming
for your own Fido, a little extra care during the hot summer months, will help your pet beat the
heat. For expert tips on pet care any time of the year, write the Purina Pet Care Center, Checker
board Square, St/Louis, Mo. 63199.

fashions:

Beach Shift
Materials needed: Two bath
towels, 24 inches by 48 inches.
21/2 yards 3/8 -inch bias tape,

With right side of bottom
section facing right side of
body section, pin bottom into
position. Ease to fit. Stitch in
place. Turn to right side. Insert

cardboard in bottom. Thread
cord

through

casing;

knot

ends.

seven large snaps.

Happy 'Dog Days' Ahead
Sirius, the dog star, is bright
in the heavens and, on eat-th,
man and his hcst friend must
endure the summer heat Summer can be intolerable for
your dog. but a little extra care
will make ' dog days" happy
days Here are a few tips from
the

Ralston

Purina Co

to

brighten up Fido's summer
Most dogs shed contin
uously. Daily grooming will
help keep coats glistening and
remove hair mats and external
parasites C lipping is generally

not recommended for long
haired dogs, for their hair insulates them from the sun's

scorching rays Exercise

available at all times,

Fleas, ticks and lice can irritate your dog's skin Flies can
also cause problems If you

detect parasites, apply dog
powder liberally to the skin,
also to sleeping and bedding
quarters Bathe with dog shampoo

MANY SKIN problems in
dogs are commonly called
"summer eczema " Control of
parasites, proper nutrition and
majority of summer dermatitis
conditions If skin problems occur, see your veterinarian

Good nutrition is of prime
importance, according to Dr

Purina pet care center "Don't
be alarmed if your dog's food in-

away from eyes, mouth and

take drops off during the sum-

0

With a little extra care, you

and your pet can enjoy the

front.

With right

sides

together.

stitch right shoulder and side
seams. Leave five -inch opening at bottom for slit. With bias
tape, hind neck opening, right

and left armhole edges, and
front and hack of left shoulder

Program

vages one inch along left side;
stitch in position. -

Begins
A 10 -week progra:n exposing first -year medical students to hospital medical care
is underway at Lutheran General Hospital, Park Ridge.

Four University of Illinois
students and a Loyola Univer-

sity student are participating
in the program, according to
vice president for professional
services at Lutheran General.
The program is sponsored in

mer Dogs do not use up as co-operation with the Illinois

much energy in the hot

der .and arm holes on back and

summer months and "dog days"
will be a thing of the past.

Jim Corbin, director of the Dr. A. N. 'Rugg* executive

shampoo Keep the lather
the soap Dry him thoroughly

said.

important

evening hours

ears Be sure to rinse away all

as much food," Dr. Corbin
Ample amounts of good,
clean fresh water should be

protection from contact with
specific plants eliminates the

BA THE YOUR dog, when
necessary, in lukewarm watci,
less than 100 degrees, close to
hi% body temperature Use a
special deodorant soap or dog

weather, hence do not require

and adequate ventilation arc

should be limited to the cool of

the early morning or late
:)

with a towel to re-establish the
insulation blanket in his fur
A light-colored dog ho...se is
cooler than a dark one Shade

Hooded Beach Jacket
Materials needed: Four solMEASURE TOWELS to id -color bath towels 25 inches
desired length. Cut off excess.. by 48 inches;for sleeves. jackat top. Shupe neckline. shout- et front, jacket back, three

Medical Society.

opening. Form side opening
facings by turning under sel-

FINISH BY sewing two
snaps on left shoulder opening,

one at left underarm, remaining snaps along left side about
four inches apart.

Drawstring Bag
Materials needed: One hand
toviel, 16 inches by 28 inches,
one wash cloth. 12 inches by
inches. 3/4 -yard cotton
12
cord, one yard wide (11/2 inch)
bias tape, heavy cardboard for
base.

FOR BOTTOM of bag, cut
cardboartkcircle 8% inches in
diameter. Cut fabric circle

wash cloths 12 inches by 12
inches, for pocket and hood,

Fond

farewells

were

ex

tended to Mrs. Bayard Kelly

to fit.

at a reception given for her by
Mrs. John Soderberg, l'resi-

MATCH CENTER hood

dent of the Prospect Heights
Woman's Club. The occasion
honored Mrs. Kelly for her

seam and center back of jacket.

Pin hood in position, making
pleats to control fullness
where' hood joins jacket at

five and one half years of serv-

ice to the club, including the
office of secretary in 1968-9,
Safety and Education chairman, writing and acting in a
play, and volunteering for the
library. Good wishes are extended to the family who will

shoulder seams. Turn edge under 1/2 inch (on edge which

will frame face) and stitch.
Stitch hood to jacket.
To make long, full sleeves,
fold towels lengthwise. with

right sides facing, and stitch

moving

be

underarm seam, cutting off excess length. (For shorter pushup sleeves, use a single towel

to Fort

Worth,

Mt. Prospect
V&S Hardware

253-4601
101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE
MT. PROSPECT

ANTIQUES

adjust to size and stitch into
position. With right sides
facing, pin sleeves in position
to armhole. Adjust fullness

Flea Market Sale

Curtain Hints
When

rehanging

evenly, baste and stitch.

washed and ironed curtains,

Turn jacket hem to desired
length. Cut rounded corners.
Turn hem to right side; stitch
rounded edges. Trim seam;
clip curve. Turn hem again to

the

wrong side and blind -stitch

slightly damp, so it is 'difficult
to insert the hooks. If the hook
point is stuck into scaling wax,
a cake of soap or a candle, it
will slide right into the mate-

CUT STRIPS from bottoms
of two towels for desired

into position.

rial.

pinch

pleats

are

4th. Sunday of each Month
Town Hall, Lower Level
of Randhurst
Rts. 12 8. 83 Mt. Prospect

Antiques Etcetera Manageri

freshly

1/2 yard cotton for hood lining
(optional), I8 -inch heavy duty
zipper, 11/2 yeards cotton bias
tape, one yard of one -inch
el:tctir

392.0383

often

253 9117

Barrel O'Bygones

Antiques
203 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling,

Phone 537-9874

FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE
IN YOUR LIFE!

hood section. Cut two strips
inches wide by 12 inches
long, seam together along 12 -

inch length, to make center
strip 8 inches by 12 inches.

Remember Them with a Diamond
or a Beautiful Longine Wittnauer Watch from

Seam wash cloth to each 12 inch side, making finished

hood section about 32 inches
by 12 inches, less Aim allow-

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

ances, Finish inside seams uulesS you want to line the hood.

Raw 4 etamk ?lama& s "call
WE ALSO HAVE UNIQUE GIFT ITEMS FOR EVERYONE.

Find center of front jacket
section; insert zipper. Shape
pocket; baste in 'position 12
inches from neckline, to cover
lower section.of zipper. Stitch.
With right sides of iacket sec-

GALORE
DECORATORS ANTIQUES

Texas,

cut in half.)
Form casing for elastic by
stitching bias tape inside cuff
ends of towels. Insert elastic,

shoulder -to -hem length, plus
thrile-inch hem allowance.
Use this material for center

ANTICUES

Silver and Pewter from Norway, Jade and Coral from the Orient.
Inexpensive Watches by Bulova. STOP IN TODAY at

20 S. Evergreen Shopping Center, Arlington Heights

J

394-0820

Wednesday, July 30, 1969
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Antique Antics

oon o

ecting Records
aces
eo e an,
was made around 1880 by a

Mrs. Hoy's favorite spoon is
this one, bearing the likeness
silver The bowl was ham-

By Mary Bruce

mered from one piece and the

handle from another A line

A love of Americana in-

spired Jane Hoy 350 S

shows where they were

Walnut, Arlington Heights, to
begin collecting antique silver
and souvenir spoons From
the time Jane received her

soldered together

depicted in the bowl. She also

has a huge punch spoon

which she uses in her punch
bowl during the holidays.

searching through obscure
ditional spoons to add to her

some cases the bowl has been
reshaped or it may retain

collection

dents or teeth marks which

first spoon from her son about
IS years ago she has been

shops hoping to find ad-

is

r

of enchantment for the col-

quite obvious when

entering Janes home that here
lives someone with an artistic

lector

background The decor of
blue and n bite rived with
sibrant lusts reds is an in,

were made from one piece of

"After 1800 the spoons
silver and shaped to size
From this point collectors

cellent setting for the gleam,
of silver containers A cracker

may have to consult a number

tar doubling as a container for
greens and a huge silver cruet

makers and quality of silver "

of

The George Washington

mind

Iwo spoons were designed,
one with the handle hearing
the bust of Martha and the

_JANE'S LARGE assortment of spoons is arranged on

ssooden lacks hung on tun
kitchen wall and has become

FROM WILLE
HEDDON'S STARCAST

at the top of the handle
_COLL ECTING_so u_v_entr

ted-sayerware._
other-611
lam_ likes to display her silver

spoons

spoon collection on this rack
and is alssays trsing to find
new coin silver spoons But

now

TUBULAR--

popular hobby
file places or people
is

a

fascinating record of our
times or the trips taken by
a

family and friends Jane's col-

_silver and the prtee of silver
items rising accordingly, they

$12.93

reminder of the
many places her family has

decorative

sLai le

6 Ft. x.61/2 Ft.

lived and visited
Among her other fine silver

It is fairly easy to identify
thy Lady silver spoons before

1833, with a log cabin and

were -Made from two pieces of

period background of Chicago

KIDS LOVE TO FISH!

ZEBCO CARDINAL 6
$40.00

FISHING OUTFIT
REG.

$1.35

SALE

SALE

SMOOTH IN USE. SMOOTH BAIL PICKUP AND ANTIREVERSE SIGNAL.

Tennis
IA

CRESCENT SUPER

-PLY RACKET
ILSON:

9
Ip

HOOKS

LURES

WEIGHTS

STARTING AT

$21.0

AN%

DELUXE

"SLIM WHEEL"

Anyone?
detailed engraving of thp maple leaf, which is done in color

913c

/

LINES

TACKLE
BOXES

KIT CONTAINS 21 PIECES INCLUDING
A 2 PIECE POLE, DROP LINE STRINGER, SINKERS, AND POCKET FISHING
GUIDE BOOKLET.

AN ENTIRELY NEW SPINNING REEL
BALL BEARINGS MAKE IT ULTRA

A close-up of the handle of this Canadian spoon shows the

ALL FISHING NEEDS

complete Bamboo

SPINNING REEL
$
List Price
SO

I

$735

PERFECT ACTION FIBERGLASS

pieces is a gravy ladle dated

they

SALE

REG.

lection is a ple-asant 'and

hase become somewhat

-

SPINCAST ROD

engraved on the spoons make

ssith the renessed interest in

"as

FISHING BUYS k\

MOUNT PROSPECT

Toronto Canada" in enamel

item is her antique spoon tack
sshich holds up to 24 spoons

lane 'says.

OF THE YEAR:

CL 5-1600

the manic leaf and name

One unusual and prized

1800,

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

Another of Jane s special
spoons. bears the Canadian
coat of arms in the bowl with

home

THE STORE FOR
GOOD SPORTS
/ "THE CATCH

other of George

the cons CI sation point in her

the portrait of Martha Washington. (Photos by Jac Stafford)

references to identify the

spoon bearing the bust of the
first president engraved in the
bowl, was produced in 1880
by N1 W Galt Brothers & Co

holding multicolored votive
lights reseals an inventive

complementary spoon bearing

Wille:

OPEN: Mon. Thru. Fri. 8 to 8
Sot. 8 to 6, Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

naturally add a certain degree
It

his signature engraved on the
handle. His likeness is actually
an expressed relief. The spoon

Mr. Guilt, who also made a'
-

.

MEM

"THESE SPOONS are
usually smaller in size than
the ones we use today, with
sonic of the silver appearing
to be almost paper thing In

of George Washington with

Since we are such a mobile lection can be an interesting
society and inclined to be sen- .hobby which one day could
timental about the places we easily become a fine antique
visit, a souvenir spoon col- collection.

$700

NEW FROM LARRY MATHEWS
INTERNATIONAL HEALTH AUTHORITY
REMOVES STOMACH BULGE

IT'S FUN EASY FAST
NO DIETING NO WEIGHT LOSS

King Classic
LADIES MODEL
Ct

Billie Jean King,

Maureen Connolly

$12.50
$20.50

WILSON
MATCH POINT
TENNIS BALLS

SPAULDING:
Iv

TENNIS
BALLS

Dennis Ralston
PRO FLITS
FIBRE WEED

THROAT

EMBOSSEDLEATHER GRIP

Poncho Gonzales
TOURNAMENT RACKET
Punch and soup ladles engraved along the handles with still
more relief worked into the bowl areas. The smaller spoon on the
left is a souvenir of Atlanta, N.J., and the spoon on the far right
is engraved with the symbol of Aquarius, Mrs. Hoy's astral sign.
0

19.29
.
$960

SLAZENGER

PENNSYLVANIA

3/$2.10
3/$2.50

3/$2.97

z

1

/

&SUPER
For Your. Collection,
National has
Prepared Another
Fine Dinner Recipe

f

IT1LJk_t
S.

9

Especially for You

.

Ground fresh ... many
times daily,
.

Lean Beef

We reserve the

right to limit

......

.... .....

r

quantities.
si3seCtive

thru Aug. 2nd.

s

I

21/2

5

%oust

-"

(1iinftcleste:1111c1c

vinegar
3 tablespoonssalt
3/4 teaspoonpepper
1 teaspoon
butter or margarine
3/4 cup
vater
3/4 cup

llot boiled

potatoes

- cs.sv AND S4vi-

Hickory smoked for a
deliciousflavor.

..........

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef

HYGRADE Semi -Boneless

I LOI

WEST VA.
HAMS
Lb.

STE

1

NATIONAL -FAMOUS FOR FINE MEAT
EXTRA SAVINGS
Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef -Toil On

PORTERHOUSE

by National's

Valu-Way Trimme

meat masters for extra savings.
Corn Country Pork

Quick and Easy to Fix for an
Excellent Meal
Lean Tender

%.11(4tUddili(t(ilkl,(444,(;(1,MIalr(tU;(,Utrql,(SS,",

Lb.

ROTISSERIE ROAST .

CUTLETS

Change of pace meal ...
everybody's favorite.

Lb.

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef-Boneless

PORK

PORK'
STEAK

.....

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef-Boneless

Lb.

CUBE STEAK

Corn Country Pork

$1.19

BUTT
ROAST

$1"

HO&LY FARMS Grade

CHICKEN ABREASTS

.

Lb

EEN

SO

sVAVPS

Can
NATCO COFFEE

.4

August 2nd

Coupon Expires

imanotriu. 'pyyyyyvyrym-

Lb.

69?
/if

73' Noll
REYNOLDS ECONOMY FOIL

11111MMININIPMINIAN.-

August 2nd

Coupon Expirn

NATIONAL

"DAWN-DEW" FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Fancy Appetizing California

Al

4t

metwilb.

TOMATO ES

10 -oz. Jur TOP TASTS

ICE CREAM TOPPING
August 2nd
Coupon tope.
NATIONAL
.....

GREEN

4F ni STAMPS

IL

6-Ct. Pkg.
ESKIMO PIE BARS
August 2nd

Coupon Elmira.

ri: Form Fresh Sweet

5 Ears

CORN .

39,

Crisp I. Tender Leaf

L

UCE

Michigan

Del ighthil Zucchini

.

Lb.1916

SQUASH

BLUEBERRIES3ftsi

;
IS-ez. Pb..
PROS PIZZA
AdAjust 2nd

Coupon Exp,irs

HILLSIDE

1

Refreshing Colo

EARLY PEAS

ROYAL CROWN,

tlS

Btls.

35,
VaLUI

enr
VANIte PAIR P..ned

FACIAL TISSUES .. 5

16 -oz.

I

16 -oz.

0=.Yituvisrotx,iise,) ow.h.

Wohout Coupe,

$

5/S132

Tin

Plus Doposol

a
a

0

.

I

i1).

k

.qtlat,q6",`
'A

'

::;---_--..

I I

5'

4'

414

n VANILLA .

I

Ili.

ifi

v

'-ci::: 7:1;
L,

HAWTHORN MEL LODY

ICE MILK

554

se

I
II

r

t

1/2 -Gal.

Ctn.

AVOCADO GREEN

GLASSES

ALTae.secIteel, with

up.;;Ctrer
,r
A

c

-nenskerisieMlaisi.

SUPER

'

46

-

TITO

sa_

lb.

CENTER CUT

1
lb.

WEDGE BONE REMOVED

TIP

IN

I

$

RUMP, TOP ROUND OR ROTISSERIE ROAST
Super Right-Sliced

Super Right Top

Sloper Right Boneless

981 ROUND STEAK

SWISS STEAK

??..1 BEEF
/%

Super Right-Point Cut

SiiiTIE STEAK

LIVERLB.

$12.4?

Super Right-Fresh

All Good-Sliced

M. BACON

14% CORNED BEEF

6ROUNDCNUCK

lb.

78

- 1-113. Mr.
12411. PK0.1551

FRYERS

LeLoarrilterercsist
-

FLAT CUT LB. $109

WATERMELONS

110

me to n

89,

EACH

A&P Brand

3

CHUNK LIGHT TUNA
Iona Brand

6 Vi -0z
cans

29 -oz.
cans

BARTLETT PEARS

6

...brings you superior
quality at unmatched
values!

100
700

PEACHES
Pacific Isle Brand

PINEAPPLE

4 20cans-oz.

Sliced
Crushed
Chunks

4

WHITE BREAD

20 -oz.

loaves

99
99

11111811105181

.

slangs on motioning

MU

Easy -On Brand

COW.

OUll

MCI

M.

$2.00

S .99

12 OZ. THERMAL MUG

300

TRAY

1.99

150

14 OZ. ICE TEA GLASS

100

.49

VI CAL THERMAL PITCHER 6.00

299

11' SALAD TOSSER SET

.69

6' SALT L PEPPER SET

130

.99

4 QT.THERMAL ICE BUCKET

INSECT REPELLENT

MOUTHWASH

6 1/2 -oz.

aerosol
14 -oz.

'Ebel

bottle

46 -or.
can

1

1

iUICE

SAVE 5c

APPLE PIE

Gillette Brand

WHITE. PAPER PLATES 10°;: in.590

90c

16701HPASTE

SAVE 10c

I

,

0 size

SAVE 10c

7's
With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store
thru August 2nd, 1969

SOC
bti.
With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store
tiny August 2nd, 1969

20:... *ino

E Z Serve Brand

INJECTOR BLADES

qt.

btls.
816-oz.7

Banquet Brand-Frozen

SAVE 9c

III
I

COLA

$160.

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store
thru August 2nd, 1969

LEMONth emon

4

Plus btl. dep.

Diet Rite

iear Brand

SAVE 25c

890

300 3.99

FLOCAX

64c

SAVE 5c

:

.69

SAVE 9c

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store

can

-41111111._

.

000

12 OZ. PILSENER GLASS

100

Om August 2nd, 1969

SPRAY STARCH

bag

MCI MCI

200

250 G.

fiiinilMALLOWS

$100 S .49

10- SALAD MIX 'N SERVE
BOWL

ASPIRIN

15 -oz.

29

1 -lb.

00111p161i8P81

COW.
MCC

ALP Brand

39

gal.
jug

BLEACH

cans

FRUIT COCKTAIL

. ONLY 290

SAVE 25c

A&P Brand

-

FOLLOW THIS WEEKLY SCHEDULE

20' KING SIZE SERVING

12 rolls nn
FRANKFURTER or SANDWICH in pkg.

990

39

can

Campfire

15' LAP & UTIUTY TRAY

Jane Parker Rolls

cans

52 -oz.

arty.warecr;#
ELEVENTH WEEK10 OZ. LOW BOY

Jane Parker

15 1/2 -oz.

151/2 -oz. $100

PORK & BEANS
der'1IFCY Sultana Brand

3 29 -oz. 700
cans

Minute Meal Brand

4

Sultana Brand

-

A&P Sliced Yellow Cling

CHILI WITH BEANS

ealls

1c7a-no .

GOLDEN CORN

Minute Meal Brand

cans

4 49,

Iona Cream Style

)

tur

7.1".

49
L

wag
two
e
Stamps
say
Plaid
A&P
qou
At
prices and
low

..THESE PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU AUG. 2nd, 1969 IN ALL tH00. DIVISION STORES

YOUR FRIENDLY A & P SUPERMARKETS ARE LOCATED AT

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main St.

ARLINGTON NTS.
1601 W. Campbell'

BARRINGTON
200 N. Hough St.
A

DES PLAINES

815 la* St.

SCHAtMBURG
His ns Road.
&

. 58

ARLINGTONSTS.

ELK GROVE

1818 N. State Rd.

Devon & Tonne Rd

t

- THE PROSPECT DAV

Main Street

Study Offers Clues
In Teenage Suicide

Worth the Wait
Li! Floras
The Lincoln and Central JoniorHigh yearbooks finally did

The Central yearbook is a
real gem. It's filled with clever

visers Ken Webster and Dave
con-

unexpected pictures and comments. Leafing through, look -

The Lincoln book had a surprise dedication to Ralph
head
Scharringhuasen, the

tures, there's.a sudden picture
of teacher .letel with his
tongue sticking out. There's a

Johnson
are
gratulated.

to

he

custodian of Lincoln. Student
a
made
Kallimani
John
loudspeaker announcement at
the distribution last. Friday

and presented Ralph with a

smiling face stuck right in with
the other kids. There are quick
lTalc signs, "What's a hippy?"

complishment when the test is
over and the license is

Teicher and Dr. Jerry Jacobs,
that "These young
people perceived as hopelessly
eroded the one value which all
of us hold essential: the estabshows

make a lot of sense, but they

All. ILLINOIS drivers will -

be re-examined over the next
nine years. Be sure to pick up
the "Rules of the Road" booklet at the local police department and bone up before the
test. All answers to the written

are funny.

PICTURES OF various activities and teachers in as-

problem and that the only relief

test arc,t here.

sorted places and poses are all
quite unique. It's quite a book!

And speaking of driving,

seems like the sign most often
ignored in and around the

Did you notice that the employes at the Jewel Food Store

NI ()tint

on Northwest Hwy. wore out-

area

Prospect

As in the population as a
ships." According to Dr. Teicher, "Their despair was such whole, 75 per cent of the at that they had come to believe tempters Were female. Many of
that life was just one chronic these girls had been thrust into
Ben Gingiss, president of Gingiss Formalwear, makes a lastminute adjustment on the double-breasted Edwardian tuxedo
with satin lapels and bow tie worn by Grant Cowan. Cowan plays
the part of Snoopy in the musical "You're a Good Man. Charlie
Brown." There is u Gingiss Fonnalwear Center at Mount Prospect Plaza.

is

"Yield." This means show
down. stop if necessary and

fits of red, white and blue to

Oklahoma

folks tend to ignore those signs
completely.

St. Mark Lutheran Church

At Hersey

visitors

welcome

had

last

weekend. Pastor William

Tonight

town with his wife and three
children. On furlough for a
Kurtzcs travelled
through this area on their way
year,

"Oklahoma!", Rogers and Hammerstein's
musical comedy success, will be presented
tonight through Saturday at 8 o'clock in the Hersey-fligh School. Little Theater..
Approximately 200 District 214 students comprise the cast and crews. To accommodate the
large number of students participating, all major
speaking and dancing parts have been double

the

to South Dakota to visit rela-

nam.
On

first

THE PLAY IS directed by Harold Petersen.

Child to babysitter: "Jen-

nie, why does it rain?"
Jennie (brightly): "To make

things grow. To give us delicious apples, pears, corn, potatoes, beautiful flowers--"

The subject of the col-

umn was Bob Feller.

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS:

AIR CONDITIONING

OVER 45
facilities for .

.merest. Or payments as low
month. All work
as 513 r

Let nor experienced staff take core
of ,vour next meeting or banquet?

1

itios

NORTH AMERICAN
HEATING 8. AIR CONDITIONING

Elk Grove

956-1170

plasms and homicides.

BOOKKEEPING SERVICE
thorras wilnau associates

672 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine 358-1500

sr:

ServiceMastei

"

END OF MONTH..'

Carpet t Furniture
Clroninq

iN4
GOLDEN THIMBLE
Fabric Shoppe
EXPERT ADVICE UNUSUAL TRIMS
GREAT FABRICS IMPORT BUTTONS

in""merrIfieTa.1.1'Altds:51 PA.

Corner of WOLF & CAMP MCDONALD RD5.
WHEELING, ILL.

/

PH: 537-7212

Northwestern keine
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Td -State
to Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North).
Information WE 9-2500

1

Open Daily 9:30 to 5:30
Mon., Thurs., & Fri. til 8:30.

BUILD YOUR

(FULLY INSTALLED)

fully guafonteerl for I year.

I

SALES

Quinones Perfecta
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course

Take 3 months to yoy. no

MEETINGS and BANQUETS

cents, behind accidents, neo-

,Give Us A Call:

'

$190°°

Orgortizori llll s hoe, otilitzed our

000 Busse Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Keep Cool-atl

peel.erode: Yon. Sire

SAVE NOW

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL

causes of death among adoles-

Checks, Sales Tax Forms,
,:aurnals, Ledgers, etc.

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!

SALE

is

Severely depressed suicide
attempters, even when tinder
the care of a pyschiatrist. may
need hospitalization, Dr. Teicher said, because they "cannot wait to reap the benefits of
insight or introspection... Suicide ranks fourth in

we will prepare: Payrolls

ARLINGTON PARK

tions of The Day.

rain on the sidewalk?"

air-conditioned high school and is located on the
cerrrer of Rand and Thomas Streets in Arlington
Heights.

attach-

The tag line was clipped

off the John Hurst story
about a famous baseball
player in Monday's edi-

' Child: "Then why does it

The school is District 214's newest and first

interpersOnal

ments."

REMNANT SALE

411

WORST JOKE of the Day:

must see that they can form

392-3878 -or- 255-6566

Short Cut

home. He expects to visit St.
Mark many times during tilt.:

their problems, and if they are
to give up suicidal ideas they

Visit our new showroom at

Lebanon,

ing the University of South
Dakota during his year at

director of speech activities and drama at Hersey.
Charles Jenks is choral and musical director with
Paul Helford as technical director.
Admission is S1.50 per person. Tickets are on
a reserved seat basis but may be purchased at the
box' office. A number of tickets arc -still available.

Assistant Innkeeper

assignment

with others is at the root of

Professional Business Management

CARPET

Ind., during
Stitigle's tour in -Vietnam: -- --

year.

Contact Ken Dawson

cer June 2. His wife, the former Miss Saundra E. Shirling
of Des Plaines, is living in

close and meaningful relationships. The lack of connection

Mt. Prospect, illinois

OWEN

Staigle enlisted last year and
was sworn in as a warrant offi-

tives.
Pastor -Kurtz -will- be attend-

cast.

Last Month

his

tan

COMPARED TO A group
of "controls," the study found
the following to be more prevelant among the suicide at recently -broken
a
serious romance; many moves

Enari, 12 miles outside Pleiku
at the division's headquarters.

and Mrs. Vernon H. Staigle,
301 N. Elmhurst Av., Mount
Prospect, recently joined the
,4th Infantry Division in Viet-

"It is most important to foster

from the pain of living was to
die."

Staigle is stationed at Camp

James E. Staigle, son of Mr.

Kurtz, the church's missionary to New Guinea, was in

a mothering role in the home.

tempters:

Staigle Assigned
To Vietnam Base

yield the right-of-way. Lots of

teenagers, the researchers said,

good

The study showed that about
half of the attempters either

were ambivalent about whether they wanted to die or were
seeking attention. The remainlishment and -perpetuation of der really djd mean to kill
meaningful social relation- themselves.

renewed!

"Let it all hang out.- "A rock

INCLUDED IN a two -page
picture review of "Ralph" was

kids thought enough of me to
dedicate the book to me. The
kids at Lincoln are very nice.

The study, by Dr. Joseph

ry! But what a feeling of ac-

feels no pain and an island never cries." They don't really

for 13 years. He said of the dedication, "I was happy that the

why teenagers attempt suicide.

renewal application for your
driver license'? Golly, it's sca-

complimentary yearbook.

the comment. "He's a great
friend and everybody knows
it."
Ralph has been at Lincoln

reported in "Frontiers in Psychiatry," offers some clues to

driver examination station"
instead of receiving a regular

of Hubert Humphrey's

shot

or remarriages; extended periods of living with relatives; dis-'
ciplinary institutionalization;
sever illness of a parent: sucide
attempts by friends or relatives;
running away and parental unconcer, or disproportionate
punishment.

A recent study at Los Angeles County General Hospital,

yet to "report to the nearest

Mg at rows of graduate pic-

IN DEALING with suicidal

by the family; broken homes

By the Staff
of Forest Hospital

mark the moon shot'? In addition. the store was appropriately decked with red -white -blue
ribbons and banners. Nice
tribute!
Have you received a notice

The whole staff there has been
good to me. -

conic out!

And they were
worth the wait. Faculty ad-
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PHONE

CO.965.8500

START WITH AN

FUTURE...

5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

l

AFTERNOON
ROUTE.

Murphy's
TIME:

MON. Through SAT.
9:30 to 9:00

*
a

GO PRANIEED

00%
HPIR

101t10.1

FIVE DAIS
in vol-

ONLY

concept bring
us to
and llllIgoe
allows
lasltons
tk ttew
of
selling
line direct from
ume wigcomplete
wigs; Amazingly
you a

Compare
or the
S2.9.95. much as
of onlypriced as
the importer
Log Cost
with ssigs
them higher.
75 COLORS
5 times

feather

FM

L7w Costs

SELECT ORO
N DISPLAY

at Similar
and Wiglets
Falls
P1iV,S1,",NTING
Tilliss

You'll earn money ... trips
prizes

D01, 0IES
101.1GLIT

tknow.,,
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i

oir,011uareprorittb4,

july 28 Theo A"' 2

of
ll1.1) the
&rims

will Ire

the \\
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haltpic:n
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wie.lior' awl

Ask

jot Miss Wrilbt

445l.

,,,.4 tt,r
yr4"."1,'V.seurilon,;,,,it,y.1,%;,R.
na;"1"
IL:.....0
y ur
-- SAY -AWAY

INC. 'Mitt

s

arinv:, u

DEL IV Elll

INSTANT

-- NO

WRITTEN

V4 AIIII4G

SI THE

WOOD

Of

EVERY

tt1tCtie.5E

BEAUTY.

Develop

- bility, business sense, salesmanship.
If you are ten or older, want a
route, fill out this application

and mail to the Day offices.

your parents, first.
When a route opens up in your

Talk

GUARANTEE

...

...

1'1

responsi-

to

immediate neighborhood,

gmmom

296-66-L11

1.0

MAIL TO
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

i
I

1

722 ('enter St.
De., Plaines. III. 68016

I

1

1
1

NAME

1

I

Address
I

Town

I'
1

I
1
1

.

we'll phone you.

MEL

RAND AND CENTRAL ROADS - MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA
Use Our No -Charge LAYAWAY PLAN

or Midwest Bank Cards Accepted

STORE HOURS: Mon. thru Fri., 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to S:30 p.m. Sunday 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.,

LII

ir t h d aNt e°
month
w=. am...110. 1001 ..I1

...... ,a.
1cloy

Yein.:. -J

Third Quarter Sets Wlagreen, Records
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INESS NEWS

1st Bank Opens
at Skop Center
The Suburban Bank of Hoff-

man Estates, the first bank to be
established in Hoffman Estates, has opened in temporary

quarters in the center mall of
Golf -Rose Shopping Center.
The hank provides every

banking service for area residents, except drive-in banking

and safety deposit box facilities.

The proposed
will provide 6,000

Rd.

building
square feet of space and drivein facilities.
Banking hours iire Monday
and Tuesday, 8:31) a.m. -10-3
p.m., Thursday and Friday,
8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Saturday, 8:30 a.m. to 12 noon. The

hid (right) vise president of Kenroy's Industrial division, which
operates the Industrial Park.

ago. Earnings per share in this

Walgreens
sales

rose

bank is closed on Wednesdays.

for the third quarter a' year
period were 42. cents com-

President.

third

quarter

per

cent to
against

7.9

$162,484,453

as

pared to 36 cents for the comparable 1968 quarter.
For the nine months ended
June 30, 1969. Walgrcen sales

report

banks.' s

N. lot tgag,

inflation has _made the

gO\L I 11111L 11( s subsidized interest rite home puiehase plan

tot Ism-Ins:sne families 1111 is 01 Uhl, 1 1t the nation's larger
Lines

In testimon

today before
sitheominittee on housing and
tii ban de elopment of the Senate Rank mg and Currency
II

oiremittee I on NN'orth Crow
,t NILumm moi wage hanker

and pi t_sid,rit 01 the Nlortgage

Bank,is Nssociation of Amerthe present
said
of
'117 000 per

ica I NIB

Matt MUM
housin, unit

for

high Cost

st.,tion 235 tot

alias
the 1968 Housing ,Nett, is so
in tdequate that the program is

tary for Nlortgage Credit and
FHA; Commissioner and its

the Calumet Division, UOP

full rights to the mineral prop-

decided to close down their op-

erties and real estate they own

A worldwide demand for

erations there. An analysis of
this operation "indicated that
the inability to attain an economically sound settlement of

copper and an extended strike.

the labor issue's, together with

which led to the closing of
their copper mines in Upper

other factors, would not permit this division to operate on

Michigan, were major reasons
for the " decrease in UOP's

an

amounted
715.000.
sales

to

$159,

The company's six-month
Of $5,060,000 or 52 cents a
share; while earnings for the

( RO

I 12(.1:1) that the
the Department

assets of the Calumet Division
and will probably charge these
assets against this year's earnings. At this time it is estimated

limit. He

also 1,,ommuld,d an upward
1, ision of the dollar limits of
II

s

non -subsidized

Urban Development Act of
said.

1110I

U.S. and Canada. Word of Its success has spread like wildfire, because this
Is the one diet that really seems to work for most overweight people. A
well known Toronto columnist recently praised It to the skies. He reported
loosing 20 pounds euickty and easily, long after he despaired of ever getting
down to his wartime weight of 165 pounds. All this without cutting out the
occasional beer. If it is followed exactly, the average overweight person
Should lose 10 pounds in 10 days. There will be no weight loss the first
four days. But you will suddenly drop 3 pounds on Me Slh day., There.

after you will lose one pound a day until the 10th day. Then you will lofis
11/2 pounds every two days until you get down to Your proper weight. Best
of all, there should be no hunger pangs. Now revised and enlarged, this

new diet lets you sluff yourself wills foods that were formaly "forbidden."
Such as big steaks trimmed with fat, fried chicken, rich gravies, mayonlobster swimming in butter, bacon, fats, sausages and scrambled
eggs. You can eat until you are full, until you cannot possibly eat any
more. And still you should lose 10 pounds In the first 10 days. Plus 11/2
pounds every Iwo days thereafter until your weight is down to normal.
The secret behind this new "Quick weight loss"' is not generally known.
Fat, If has been theorized. does non form fat. Perhaps fat lights fat. And
the grapefruit Luke in this new diet might act as a Catalyst line trigger/
to slart the fat burning process. You stuff yourself on the poi -miffed food
list in the diet plan, and still lose unsightly tat and excess body fluids.
When the fat and bloat are gone you will cease to lose weight and your
weight will remain controlled. A copy of this new and startling successful
naise,

diet plan can be obtained by Sending ,!onto

GULF CO.
P.O. Box 374
Lincoln, Nebraska 64501

Unconditional money back guarantee. If after trying the Met plan you
have not lost 7 pounds In the first 7 days, and another 6 pounds In In.
next 7 days, and Pi pounds every two days thereafter, simply return the
dial plan and your 0100 will be refunded promptly and without argument.
Tear out this message as a reminder. Decide now to regain the trim a
tractive figure of your youth, while still enloving hearty breakfasts, lunches
and dinners. Order now before others snap isis the limited supply.

pany."

Hot Weather

SPECIALS!

7Y2 AMP
Rust
-Proof
AIR CONDITIONER
There's never been an air conditioner
like this. You get 6000 BTU cooling on
71/2 amps plus completely rust -proof
design. The lifetime aluminum cabinet
and fiberglas basepan and bulkhead
won't rust or corrode :n the steamiest

101

...FROM EQUITABLE

loan

pl out

f.

highly beneficial to the com-

passed from hand to hind in factories. plants and offices throughout the

1968 cannot be realized until
inflation is controlled," Crow

a-

in order to bring a
h,rl,tue in hi gh, t quality in%,sint,itts into the portfolios
of in,,stois in government -

"in the long term should prove

This is the revolutionary new grapefruit diet that everyone Is Stidderlti
about. Literally thousands upon thousands of copies have been

talking

BUY SAVE! SLEEP COOL!

the passage of the Housing and

I lousing and (-than 1)evelopitton
b, authorized
to go up to 45 pit Lent above
ham, ',15 ((0(1

R-16 refining catalyst, which

11EMERSON

of

the

UOI' MUST evaulate the

sion was another factor affecting their decrease in earnings.
Refiners were given the opportunity to lease the company's

4::=, LIU
4=P

LIVING INSURANCE

of

in the Michigan Copper District.

LOSE 10 LBS. IN 10 DAYS
ON NEW GRAPEFRUIT DIET

YOU CAN COUNT ON

Oink 011,11olL

tiuletars

Northern Michigan. This

572.

AdIrAdreirAlVAr

lending under these (FHA and
VA) programs will immediately cease." He urged an indefinite extension of FHA's
insuring authority, which also
expires October I.
"The hopes engendered by

date of the IIUD Secretary's
authority to set FHA interest
ceilings to meet the market,

greens opened 14 new units.

land consists of approximately
220,000 acres and most of it is

A change in the selling pattern within their process divi-

earnings.

statement showed a net income

in

satisfactory

economically

basis."

missible rate will return to 6
per cent, a rate so low in today's market that all private

I

till number of stores at the end
of the reporting period was

year were $1.39 compared to

The company will retain

conditions, the maximum per-

of money markets, it has been
estimated that an additional S2
billion of new funds could
have been attracted to the
home mortgage field this year
if it had been possible to issue
these securities."
The MBA president pointed
to the October
expiration

In the third quarter, Wal-

months of the current fiscal

After the extended strike at

sions made for meeting market

year by the Congress. Crow
said, "Despite the tightening

$8,799,128, 5.9 per cent more
than the $8,305,592 earnings
of the corresponding nine
months a year ago. Earnings
per share in the first nine

that the charge will not exceed
$14,000,000.

saying, "Unless this authority
is extended, or other provi-_

failure, thus far, to issue regulations on the mortgage -hacked securities authorized last

EXPANSION CONTINUES

These comprise two large super
centers, 10 Walgrcen Drug
Stores, and two "Corky's"
fast-food service units. The to -

ago.

Nine month earnings were

period in 1968 were
$8,343,000 or 85 cents a share.

same

Federal Housing Plans
`Unworkable,' Banker Says
th ti

the first nine months of fiscal

$1.31 in the same period a year

UOP Reports Drop in Sales
$9,680,000 less than the first
six months of last year when

Roselle

the enterprise are Gene Skweres (center), superintendent of Ardmore 1 nterprises vs hich built the building, and Ralph Gersten -

the Board, and A. A. Borg,

$150.000 reserve for operating

being taken by the Bank for
construction of a permanent
building on the west side of

trlington Industrial and Research Center near Arlington
Heights and Dundee Roads, Arlington Heights. Helping launch

1968.

1969 at S150,035,000. This is

The center mall location in

AS re

$2,646,146 for the third quarter, compared to $2,309,249

stock. $250,000 surplus and

the Center is a temporary home
for the bank. Bids are now

Industrial I leetronas facility, a division of "Ifeleviso, in the 350, -

were $504,165,391. up 8:2 per
cent from $466,001,197 for

Universal Oil Products, 30
Algonquin Rd., reports sales
for the first six months of

expenses.

I) N on tenet of Barrington, vice president of Televiso
I Er Ironies in Wheeling, officially opens the door of the new

$150,529,373 in the comyear.
parable quarter last
Earnings rose 14.6 per cent to

capitalization of $650.000,
consists of $250,000 of capital

The hank. with an initial

11

Waigreen Drug Stores set
new sales records with a new
all-time high in its third fiscal
quarter ending June 30. This
report was issued today by C.
R. Walgreen Jr., Chairmtin of

weather.

BEN BALDWIN

gag, S

says

loss deplored the Admin-

istration s dela v in tilling the
pose of 'sistant SecreII

2 Bikes Stolen

THE ONLY WAY A MAN CAN BE

"INSURANCE POOR" IS TO HAVE
"POOR INSURANCE."

1,0 bievele thefts were reto

potted
esterslay
Plaines pollee

Des

Mai k Boss man of 920 S.
loka Mount Prospect, said his
_n -inch given sl_hW inn stringra s 55,n stolen from the Market Plaza shopping center at

( roll and 1--kinhuist
hurt I aget hausen, 488 River Rd Des Plaines said he saw

Mall I Kling oft on his 20'vortmaster strinuxh

BEN BALDWIN
Phone: 259-4409

1404 Dogwood Lane - Mt. Prospect
Phone: 321-5235

401 N. Michigan Ave. - Chicago

,O00 BTU'S

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United Stales
Homo Office.1285 A,cnuc of the Americas, N.Y.19, N.Y. V953

was coming out
of the 1),s Planes post office.
g1.0. lust

open Thursday
& Friday nites -

12
SOUTH
EVERGREEN
PLAZA

on 115 -VOLT house current!

you five times more filtered air than ordinary air con.

ditioners, too -fresh, clean air that's free of grime,
dust and other allergy -irritating impurities. And it
does its big job on just 115 -volts. No costly rewiring
needed, even in older homes. Sound like a cool idea?
Just ask for the 14,000 BTU Quiet Kool "365 Fresh
Aire." And start enjoying summer.

255-0212

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

This is the 14,000 BTU Quiet Kool "365 Fresh Aire"
conditioner -the biggest cooling system of its kind
that operates on regular 115 -volt current. Here's
what it gives you that's so exclusive. T.H.I. Monitor
offers you fingertip control of both temperature and
humidity, eliminating that cold, clammy feeling while
keeping you in solid comfort. Multiroom cooling,
with a special Air Wave feature that actually moves
the air to every corner. The Quiet /cool "365" gives

juit a fecond,
SAVE 30% to 50% OFF ON SECONDS
IMPORTED FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
Earthenware
Wooden
Salad Bowls
& Carving Boards

firErtt!
5i

LISTEN

Plastic
Serving Trays
& Salad Bowls
-s

leg t'ttc

xc...

z

NMI

(=>

w
L.)

Wednesday Evenings - 6:30 P.M.

rC:=10

IMPORTED STEMWARE
IMPORTED STONEWARE

5 piece place setting
STAINLESS FLATWARE

SO glom set

from $.60 to $1.95
from $3.95 to $7.50
from $11.95 to $27.50

I

,

,L

T.V. & APPLIANCES

7243 W. TOUHY

WLS-FM-94.7

it

HAND BLOWN IMPORTED
VASES & CANDLE HOLDERS

from Finland

RANGER

THE

IN1111111

PHONE

631.6030

823-3171

all 6517

631 7436

III\OAKTON
g

I

COUNT

1111

N

44T

4.4%-0

HOURS:

OPEN MON., THURS.,
FRI. 9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
TUES., WED., SAT.

4'.°

9 A.M. - 6 P.M.

ql

ra t Is Ancient;
a es Are New

e
e
A chemist isn't a chemist
without a glass in his hand
That s loosely speaking of
course, but --no pun intended-_
'-the statement still holds water Chemists employ jars
flasks, beakers and bottles the
way carpenters use nails, hammers and saws as tools to get a
lob done

nal glass svhatsis on a store

drippers and nipples as the job

shelf somewhere

specifies.

But the chemist at Ulltersal
Oil Products Company in Des
Plaines is luckier than most. If

it is asvesdme in detail --not the

he needs a ti'pecial kind of glass
apparatus he can have it made
as he likes in short order by the
company s glass shop at the
Des Plaines research center.

on what he can order made, ei-

And like the carpenter ssho

ther "\Ve hasen t been stum-

special

ped yet in all the time 1 ve been
here grins chief glassblower

sometimes

needs

a

screwdriver to fit a particulai
type of screw the chemist often comes upon an originalresearch project that requires an
unconventional glass apparatus

I HE carpenter, it
means a trip to the hardware
store to buy the screwdriver
that fills the bill for the chemFOR

ist, it simply isn t as ears as all

George Schimmelpfennig
employe for 13 years

IHA I'S saving a lot, con-

least-. of which includes ,the
glass working -models of refinery -processing units that
the shop has produced on oc-

"Frank was a great man, and
we haven't forgotten him.
"He didn't keep any secrets

from us. In the old days that
was a common practice, too.
Some of the oldtimers even
surrounded themselves with
cardboard that served as a
screen to hide their techniques
from other glassbloWers. You
couldn't blame them in a way..

eight -year employe with

pumps to mention a few.
These are fitted with glass
nozzles,
stopcocks,
joints

coils drippers, bubble plates.

"WE'RE A team

41111111*

says Schimmelpfennig.

four years in the glass shop.

creations that have come out
of his shop fractionating columns vacuum columns, vapor

I

tired from the company in
1964 with 42 years of service.
"He taught us everything,"

casion.

an

sidering the stream of unusual

that You don t find an origi-

Some of the work is of deceptive simplicity, but a lot of

at

an

Page 1

eral operations in working the
glass --melting, blowing, cuttzending, shaping, grinding, filing and annealing.
Both Schimmelpfennig and
-Stelmach learned .their craft
from.Frank L. Hayes, who re-

Schimmelpfennig. who lives
1367 Campbell in Des
Plaines, is assisted in his work
by master glassblower Chester
Stelmach of Summit, Ill., who
has been with the company almost 32 years, and apprentice
Richard Kozak of Algonquin,

(here are almost no limits

Wednesday, July 30, 1969

here,"

To keep the price up for their
work, they tried to be unique.
But that didn't happen at UOP
under Frank."

said Schimmelpfennig, "so we
don't go in much for titles. The
fellow who starts on a job finishes it and we all do the same
thing." The three handle sev-

SIMILARLY today, Kozak
is picking up skills with the

)1

basic tools of the glassblower-okygen flame, air hose, mouth
blower, control valves and
glass tubing.
"It takes about five years to

Now

ABOVE --"I noticed that glassblowers came to work in clean
white shirts and went home with clean white shirts."

learn the fundamentals," explains Kozak. "But after only
two years,. I was doing more
than some fellows after 10.

LEVI--A highly specialized art, (Photos from University Oil
Products Company public relations department, story adapted
from UOP employe publication)

George lets me work on almost
any job I want to try. I have an
advantage that way."

M o u t h -blown or hand blown glassmaking remains a
highly specialized if dwindling
art, practiced by only 750 persons in the United States. In a
seve n -state Midwest area,
there are 65. Still more startling is the fact that few new aspirants are joining the ones already on the roll. Kozak is one
of just two apprentices in the
M idwest.

SCHIMMELPFENNIC
admits hehimself had no definite ambition to be a glassblower, and that even his employment at UOP came about by
pure chance. He and a Lyons,
III., neighbor were looking for

the site where
needed: another

the work
location

is

in

the research center or some
place in the Riverside facility.

ON A more typical assignment, the chemist makes f

"You must have to know when
to stop.

"Artistry is What 'a lot of
people call it, but we don't
think of it quite in the same

way. You have to have imagi-

of the apparatus he

nation and deft hands and a
definite mechanical ability.

needs, and then he and the

But just as important, you have

sketch

gla,ssblower go over the design
together. The chemist explains
his requirements, and the
glassblowers apply their artist-

ry from thdc.

to be able, to communicate
with other people to understand some of the unusual
things we make.

it artistry? Schim-

"IN THAT respect, we're

melpfennig isn't so sure. "A

working for
lucky we're
UOP," says Schimmelpfennig, "Some places the chemists

But

is

lot of our work is like blowing

bubbl e -gum,"

he

smiles.

are a hunch of prima donnas,
and they wouldn't he bothered
to say hello, much less take the

time to explain something to
you. But here, if we don't understand the job, they'll always
take the time to explain it --not

as if they were talking to another chemist, but in terms a
layman can understand.

"That's the way it should
be, too. If we understood completely the purpose for everything we were asked to make,
we wouldn't be here. We'd he
up in the laboratory doing the

chemists work."
But watching them--Schim-

melpfennig, Stelmach and Ko-

zak --patiently heat, turn and
blow a tube from its-honeylike
consistency into an emerging

shape,

you

know

they

wouldn't trade jobs with anyone.

"IT'S A lot of fun. We get a
lot of unusual requests for
work that all three of us enjoy
doing.
"There's not a sameness
about it," says Schimmelpfennig of the 3,000 -year -old craft
that helps today's UOP chem-

in his most advanced experimental work.
ist

jobs at the same time, and they

agreed that if one of them

found work, he would try to
get the other a job, also. As it
happened, Schimmelpfennig's
neighbor was hired at UOP's
Riverside installation first,
and true to his word, he then
helped Schimrpelpfennig hind
a spot on the payroll.

"When I came to work for
UOP in 1936," recalls Schimmelpfennig, "I had a chance to
be one of two things: a plant
man or a glassblower. It was a
simple choice. I noticed the
glassblowers came to work in

clean white shirts and went
home with clean white shirts.
So I thought, 'That's for me'!"
soon
Schimmelpfennig
found, however, that clean
white bandages went along
with the clean white shirt.

"You learn in a real big hurry
not to try to catch a piece of
work that slips out of your

George Schimmelpfennig: "It's sort of like blowing bubble -gum."

Church Plans
Program
For Children
Jesus and the Church is
the theme of Trinity Lutheran
Church s Vacation Church
School for 1969 which will he
held Aug 4 to 15 from 9 15 to
11 30 am
Each course is designed to

help the child realize what it
means to he a follower of Jesus
in

his home, his church, his

community and the world
Classes are available for children who will he 4 years old by
up through those who
Dec
have completed sixth grade
CI afts, games folk 1111.1SIL,
service projects, and a visit by
a Japanese Lutheran pastor
I

will be features in this year s
program Registrations can he
made at the church office or by

calling 827-6656 There will
be a registration fee of $3 for
the first child and $1 for each
additional child

Firm Moves
To New Plant
Underwriters Salvage Co of
' Chicago has moved into a new
million headquarters
' $1 5
building on a nine -acre site in
-Centex Industrial Park, Elk
Grove Village
-

The new Pacility relocates
:the head office, retail store and

auto depai linen( office utidet
;one roof, Underwriters Presi:dent Lloyd W McNally said It
-has almost double the capacity
of the former six -story building
in central Chicago, which is in
the path of urban renewal

grip," he laughs.

Amusement

EVEN breathing presents
I

its special hazards. "You have

to keep your mind on what

doing," Schimmelpfennig says. He inhaled once
when he shouldn't have. "I
walked around for weeks with
RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount a white rim around my lips."
There's yet another reason
Prospect

MOVIES

you're

(July 25 -July 311

Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang: 1:00. 4:00, 6:35 and 9:30 p.m.

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang: Daily and Weekends, 1:30, 4:15,

7ISand915pm

for the glassblower to concentrate on the job at hand. Kozak
gingerly brought out a stock of
one -inch th re e -foot -long,
diameter tube. "That's 100 per
cent clear -fused quarts," said

Schimmelpfennig. "What do
MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Pros- you think it costs?"

"That piece was $156. You

pect

Good -Bye, Columbus: Daily and Weekends, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10

pm

can see why we have to be care-

ful. If you turn your head for
one second to answer someone's question...." he snapped

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

115

N.

Evergreen,

Arlington his fingers. "That's it. You've
lost your money."

Heights
Good -Bye, Columbus: Daily, 5:30, 7:45 and 9:55 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 110, 3:15, 5:25, 7:40 and 9:55 p.m.

NOT ALL ..of the material
the glassblowers work with is

OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.
To Sir With Love and Guess Who's Coming to Dinner: show
begins at dusk

that expensive. Most of it is the
relatively low-cost standard glass lab vessel and glass tub-

ing. The common laboratory
vessels are used whenever posPROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
Romeo and Juliet. Weekdays and Saturday, 7:00 and 9:20 sible to simplify a job, and
modifications are made on
p m , Sunday, 2 20.4 40. 7:00 and 9:20 p.m.
them to match specifications.
"We buy what we can, and
CATLOW THEATRE, 116 N. Main, Barrington.
what we can't, we make," says
The April Fools. Friday and Saturday, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.; Schimmelpfennig. "That puts
Weekdays, 8 00 p m
down on our time and our expenses, We try to keep a fairly
PICKWICK 1 HEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
the
Good -Bye, Columbus: Daily, 7:10 and 9:30 p.m.; Saturday, complete inventory of

3 45, 6 00, 8 15 ind 10:30 p.m.: Sunday. 1:30, 3:45. 6:00, 8:15

dial 92.7 fm

common glass items so a chem-

THEATER

ist isn't kept waiting on a project for the want of a 25 cent
part."
To save time on a job, or to

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect.
The Marriage 'Go gound: Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.;

service glass that can't be
moved, someone from the
shop --usually Kozakglass

Sunday, 7 30 p m , Tuesday through Friday, 8:30 p.m.

-packs equipment and goes to

and 10 30 p m

stereo excitement

4

4z

.3p. COUPON

":5

r'tuESELTZER
KA-

.,_
,=-"-

DA

With coupon thru Sat.
Aug. 2nd. (Limit one)

,-,.

Dishwashing Liquid

Mastic, 22 -oz.

29c g 100 Tablets-

69, Pack of 25

K----

LUX

Buffered Aspirin

(Price includes 10c off label)

'Worthmore -No Stomach Upset!

.

wwwmww,
w,cp

39c Size

57` Size

(Limit
one)

(Limit

one)

STOCK UP ON
LIQUOR NOW!
THURSDAY IS LAST
CHANCE TO BUY
LIQUOR BEFORE TAX
RISE SENDS PRICES UP!

IN BEAUTIFUL COLOR!
CLOSE-UPf; OF THE MOON!
Eagtth
FROM OUTER SPACE!
16 x 20 INCH ... on heavy stock.
Fabulous, historic views photographed
by Apollo astronauts .. . and now YOURS! Ready to frame. See them all!

FREE! 30 Tablets with 100
Theragran .or Theragran-M
CA
Squibb Vitamins .%

1=-=.-

--

,-_--..7-

STP

l

""

57,45-57.89 sizes; with coupon thru Aug. 2 (Limit one)

I

:5:131

FALSTAFF
BEER

Gas

TREATMENT

ADD TO
GASOLINE

12 -OZ. CANS

JET -X

\ N \ \ I\ \ \ \ \..'.\ I\ \.-k
\ \ \ MW
\\\\M
.11,,,
,..I.Ll
.

,

Super Concentrated

.

.

Makes Car Washing
A 5 -Minute Breeze

for

adding to gasoline!

_

sidings, & lots

59°

more! Has supply
of magic suds! .

Size

12 -OZ.
CANS

6 65c

Save!

95

.

only ..

.39 Size, 10 -oz.

Pak

1 COCA-COLA

.

Washes windows,

Johnson's Baby Oil

FALSTAFF

Sa

Treatment

DA

only

I.

DA
-- -..-

Choice,

Magic Suds refill; Quart

1.69

With coupon thru Sat.,
Aug. 2nd. (Limit one)

`,'1\1\11\\16,W\\.\\MSMW'h

II

50 Ft. Hose

a

With Oversize 5/8" Bore!

OFFICIAL SIZE
EVENING .IN PARIS
BATH POWDER
9.50 Size, 5 -oz. C flc

I

FOOTBALL
Brown or white with stripes.
With kicking tee and needle.

With coupon thru Sat.,
Aug. 2nd. (Limit one)

;-_,

"

Watch The A114tar Football Game Friday
ti

On This Personal Size, All -Channel

\-'sE'LuE COUPON
-

vuPra

Portable TV

100 Paper Plates gi

-

79' Size, 9 -Inch

37c

12 -Inch
Diagonal

With coupon thru Sat.,

Aug. 2nd. !limit one)

988

Picture!
Crisp

sound,

Rugged vinyl stays flexible in any type
of weather. 15-Yr. Money -back Guarantee!

Sturdy Aluminum
5x4x4 Webbed
Folding Chair
Roomy!
Green

& white
webbing,

fine tuning! Great low price!

8 Solid State Portable Radio

Earphone, battery and case!

399

Smooth
arms!

ABM

Save
Now!

1g Strawberry Preserves -----,

,

1:-------

-----

.,-

----

59' Size 2-lbs.
1

With coupon thru Sot.,
Aug. 2nd. (Limit 2)

47

...-,_

_.--,

,,-,

...--,--c ------:

Special
Low
Prices!

W1\\\Y\\\\.\
OA
..- .\\\\\YW%\\\\\OW
..
.

,

.

mtg. COUPON

1 WRIGLEY'S
5c Package
-,...-- --

FRUIT OF THE LOOM
FEATHER AND FOAM
PILLOWS

GUMDA

Quality, fine
combed cotton.
Regular size.

F

With coupon thru Sat.,

0

Aug. 2. (Limit 6 paks)

R

Folding Grill
Family size,
99
24" adjustable griddle.

rl

,

/

YOUR PRESCRIPTION

69c

Popular flavors include
NEAPOLITAN . a combination of America's 3

047 meta c'oi,6evrtaot nedfloadieeeetel,

.

most favorite flavors!

With Windbreaker Hood
Four spit

8

grid. Folds
for storing!

Walgreeiis Creamy -Rich

ICE CREAM --

Big Family Size, 24"
MOTORIZED GRILL

heights;
adjustable

WM\\\MUMMYM
Half -Gallon

88

Save now!
$3.19 Seller!

Complete Service at Low Cost

Wa. Olaf ede4.
WELCOMES ALL

MT. PROSPECT

SALE DAYS:
THURSDAY -FRIDAY SATURDAY

ARLINGTON HEIGHT-DREYDEN
ARLINGTON' HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT

items. However, some
NOTE: Most Walgreens carry all advertised
cannot due to space limitations. Right reserved to limit quantities.

MIDWEST

BANK. CARDS
CHARGE ANY PURCHASE OF $1 OR UP
iEXCEPT FOOD SERVICEI

v.

i cats ollarp in Summer Tournament Victory

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

It was another day and another win for Wheeling High s

Scott Day hurled another of
Ins fine distance performances,

THE WILDCATS are now
Just three wins away from a

striking out 10 en route to a

state

three-hittcr

The

Ns in

makes

Wheeling eligible to take on
the winner of the Lane Fech-

Summer League team last
night as they shut doss n a vis-

N des Wcst game also played
last night, tomorrow night at 6

iting New Trier West team
6-2, to advance in the state

the game sill

tournament

be

on

the

Wheeling held

Field.
Wheeling picked up one run

in the first inning when Gary

championship, which
quickly eluded "the varsity
team in regular season play.

Schweitzer walked and scored
on a ground out by Day and an
error by the first baseman.
The bottom half of the
Wildcat order doubled the
first -inning output on two singles and another error with

Should they win tomorrow,

they will play a game Saturday,

and the championship game
will be played next Wednesday, hopefully at. Wrigley

wild pitch and Dyson trotted
in on an error on Fred Ben-

Speedy Wiesen and John Dyson doing the scoring. Wiesen
singled down the left field line,

criscutto's grounder.
Wheeling's heaviest hitting

and Dyson's hit was a high

and Terry Lundquist both singled ahead of Dean Sheridan.
Day scored on the Lundquist

the wild

throw which then went into
right field, sending Dyson to

homer came with two out and
a man on base by error.

hit, and Lundquist was sent
home when Sheridan came
inches from ripping another

second. Wiesen scored on a

Day got tougher after the hit
and retired the next seven men
to ice the win..

As apart of their day off to-

home run.

day, coach Ron Debit took

SHERIDAN'S BALL hit
the wall in left center for a
double. Day also had a double
in the sixth, but he was thrown

out on the relay from right
field when he tried to take
third on the play.
Wheeling added another
run in the fourth when
Schweitzer again walked. He
stole second and came home
on Dan Hull's center field

his team to the Cub game.

two runs on a home run to
right field, Mike Korzen had
'reached on the only Wildcat
error of the game, and then
Glen Leuvenfeld lined a ball
that just barely cleared the
....,41111111"111°'

fence.

--',11101011110*.

.

Player
Schweitzer, 3b
Day, p

ALTHOUGH THE Cow-

'

boys had runners on base in

Fred Bencriscutto of Wheeling drose in John Dyson from third when his ground
hall to second y$,is turned into an error last night Wheeling sson the Summer League

I he Pirates knocked of f the
I leers last night in the second
t hi ce-game plasoll series
of
for the NI mot A league cham-

pionship in Mount Piospcci
With Isso gone in thc bottom of
score le,.
ninthhe andthet

t

t

tilt Pirate milt Id With a man
on first shortstop Don Hanson tickled a grounder hit by
Greg Gatto stepped on second

night at home.

,3

drive to his position for the

came loaded when the Tiger
catcher failed to hold onto a

son. -also.. caughtline
third out.

to score in the contest as they
got one run in their half of the
first inning. With two out,
Charlie Brown singled and

for the final out of the inning.
lzban got the only hit for the

Tigers in the second inning,
but he was thrown out at second during his attempt to steal
the base. In the inning, Pirate
pitcher Brian Ages struck out
one hatter and also threw one
out at first base for a fine defensive show.

IZBAN TOOK a little

re-

venge on the Pirates in the bot-

tom of the second inning. All
three Pirate batters went hack

The hit -gave the Tigers a one run lead.
The Pirates came in to bat in

the last of the third with the
notion that the Tigers would

,,04,e,
OMR

/.1Ft..
->.

-

a.

r

I he I igers' Jell Bejcek takes a mighty cut at one of Brian
Ages' last balls in last night's championship game between the
Tigers and the Pirates.

Then, after two batters were
fanned by lz,han, Don Hanson
rapped out the second double
of the inning to score both

Brown and Jamison with two
more runs. Ages, the man who
had originally started things

rolling, grounded out to first

not have that lead much longer. Hot Pirate bats got the
mates five runs to put them far
ahead of the Tiger squad. Ages
led off the attack by getting on
first base due to an error on the

tiger third

baseman,

Ken Lopata scored on run
in the Tigers fourth after he
got on first base due to an er-

ror. After advancing all the
way to third on ground balls,
he scored on a passed ball
charged to 'Dan Hanson, the
Pirate behind the plate.

2

0

0

0
0
0

(1

I

I- 0

0
0

(1

wS cihnr8oal 15;

3

(1

I

0

(1

0

(1

3

0
0

3

(1

0

0
0

3

2

pr
Wexmen. Bob, cf

Kornblatt, 2h
Totals

26

.

2

(1

2

0
(

2b --Day
HR-Leuvenfeld:
SB--Schweitzer,
Sheridan:
Newman. Hull, Lundquist,
Richter. Bencriscutto: SH--

Wiesen: BB--Allweiss. Feld-

23()

(11111

Richter, pr

0

0

0

(1

Baker, I f

2

0

0

0

2

I

I

0

601

802

3(())

1
11)

Sheridan. c

Dyson,
Wie sess
ncr

man, Priming, Schweitzer.
BencrisBaker,
Sheridan,

cutto.

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er sow

Pitcher
Day
Stran

7 3 2-0 10 3
2f/.15 5-3 3 I

Treitler

NEW TRIER WEST (2)

Winner-: Day:
WP-Stran.

Player
bi

Allweiss, ss

335 3 I -I 5 4
loser- -Stran:

New Trier

000 200 0-2 3 4

Wheeling

122 100 *--6 8

I

THE PIRATES were score
less in the fourth and fifth innings, as they were unable to
get any old kind of a base hit
off lzban. It was during the

The Tigers had a big fi verun fifth inning to gain a two run edge. Brian O'Mara led off
by drawing a walk from Ages.
After advancing one base on a

wild. pitch, he scored on a hit
by Gatto. Andy Moretti's
double scored Gatto with another run. Moretti then scored
as the next batter, Lopata, also
got a base hit.
Izban got a hit to follow Lo-

pata, and, due to another hit,
this one by Doyle, both runner.

Doyle.

scored to give the Tigers the
lead. Ages was then replaced
by Brown, who fanned the following two batters to get out of
the inning.

PIRATES (9)
r

h bi

Leight, If

3

I

I

Hanson, c
Brown, 2b -p
Jamison, I b

4

I

I

3

3

I

0
0

2

2

3

Phillippi, rf

2

Washick, 2b
Lett, 2b
Bowen, cf
Dan Hanson. ss
Ages, p
Totals

2

4

steal services corporation.
back the lead and bag the win.
Hinz joined Branigar in
Ages led off the surge by get- 1929 during the construction
ting on base due to an error on of White Pines Golf Course
his ground ball. He scored on a in Bensenville. I-fe became,
base shot to left by Lcight.
greens superintendent of

Club.

Hanson, who also was forced
at second when the following

batter, Brown hit a grounder
to short.

BROWN CAME across the

plate with the tying run on a
double by Jamison. Jamison
moved to third on the same
play when the outfielder fired
the ball to the plate to try to get
Brown. Then the most exciting

moment of

the

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

I

2

2

2

0

0

6

9

Z6 9

game hap-

pened. Jamison waited for the
right time to make his game -

winning move. As the Tiger

O'Mara, ss
Gatto, 2b
Ib

Doyle,.3b
Payne, If
Walgren, cf
Chechowski, rf
Kovalek, 3b
Totals

0

0

4111

Moretti; c
Lopata,
Izban, p

h hi

r
2

I

4

2

I

3

4

2

I

I

3

I

2

0

2

0
0
0
0
0

I

2
2

0
23

I

2

(1

0

0

0

8

1

0

0
0

6

8

PITCHING SUMMARY
h r-er so bb ip
Players
Ages

4 8-5

1

off will he played tonight at

Palatine Legionnaires
Win Dist. 9 Tourney
Palatine edged Park Ridge,
4-3, in 12 innings yesterday to

win the Ninth District American Legion baseball title at
Maine South yesterday.

The win gave Palatine

6

a

decisive 2-1 edge in the best of -three

playoff. Park Ridge

had evened the series earlier in

the day by shutting out Palatine, 4-0, on a one -hitter by
Ralph Remus,

Lincoln School.

Park View Assures
Itself of 1st Place
nearing the end of another sea- River Rats
son with just a few games re- Rainbow Ridge Cubs

51/2

2 0-0
3
Brown
2
11/2
6
9-6 10 9 6'
Izban
Winner -Brown;
Loser-Izban; WP Ages; PB-Moretti
(3), Hanson (2); SB-Dan Hanson, Brown, Jamison (3), Moretti, Lopata, lzban, Doyle,
Payne; HR-GAtto.

wrapped up.
Last week Riverhurst rolled
over the Rainbow Ridge River
Rats, 25-16, and the Forest

River Fire Department rallied
in the first and third innings to
defeat the Euclid -takers, 13I

I.

EUCLID-LAKERS

THE

beat the Rainbow Ridge River
Rats,24-23, in one of the longest games of the season. Park
View clinched the title by defeating Riverhurst, 18-11.
Sunday's games were called

because of the weather and
will be played on August 5.

The River Trails Park District Tournament of Champs
following the regular season
-play will begin on August 7.
Team Standings
Team

.

Park View

WL
10

0

Riverhurst
Euclid-Lakers

THE WIN gave Palatine a
berth

in the Cook County

American Legion tournament.
Its first game will he at p.m.
I

Friday at Northbrook Junior
High on Waukegan Rd., two
miles north of Willow Rd., and
near

the Northbrook Sports

Pat Doyle pitched seven innings of hitless, scoreless relief
ball to pick up the win for
Palatine. It was sweet revenge
terday's first game.

5

4

4

4

3

5

3

6

3
2

7
8

interested in attending the

school should write immediately.

'MIS SCHOOL is a unique
school in that all. 24 major
leagues arc invited to attend.
In addition, all area colleges
have been contacted to attend

the Arlington Heights
.Golf League the
Heights Cleaners still hold

In

down first place but are beginning to be pressed by Baird and
Warner and Binzel Industries.
Baird and Warner heat

Heights Cleaners, 9-3, while
Binzel Industries shot down
Koops Mustard, 71/2-41/2. City

the biggest win of the night by
beating the Arlington Bank

derson.

JOHN ANDRUI' won the
low gross honors with a 36
while Joe Haughey took the

and Trust Company. 91/2 -21/2.

single by Al Hambrick and a Arlington Structural Steel heat
two -run double by Larry An- Behrens Insurance. .9-3.
winning

run

came

home on Don Wickersham's
single to right in the 12th. Pete

low net with a 30.
There are five more league

Clark had opened the inning

nights of play and what pre-

Russ Meyer, former' major
league pitcher with the Cubs,

Dodgers, and Phi !lies, and
new scout km' Seattle will be

on hand to work in the
school.
Steve

Zebos' of Chicago,

who is a scout for the

Pittsburgh Pirates, and former
coach in the Chicago area will
also be on hand.

For complete information
on the school, please write the

Illinbis Valley Baseball

the school to observe the

School, Box 357, .Ottawa, Ill.

talent.

61350.

A

Cleaners Lead
In Heights Loop

Welding got into the act with

Baseball Tryout School
Looking for New Players
will be held on August 14, 1.5,
16, 17, at Washington Park in
Peru, Illinois.
The age 'limit. for the four day affair is 16-21, and those

was safe on an infield error.

Palatine battled hack from a
three -run defecit to tic the
game in the eighth on an RBI

The

The 'third annual Illinois
Valley baseball tryout school

on a walk and Gerry Grybash

Twilight

complex.

for the right-hander, since he
was the losing pitcher in yes-

2
6
The River Trails Park Dit;- Woodview Benders
trict men's softball league is Rainbow Ridge River Rats

maining for each of the eight Forest River Fire
teams. The undefeated Park Department
View team has first place Camelot Knights

ab

Players

While Scott Day watches helplessly after being called off the
.biii?Wheeling first baseman Dan Hull misses the catch on a pop
foul. It did no harm, however, as the confident 'Cats strolled to a
.6-2 win behind Day's strong three -hitter. (Photos by Linda Hamilton)

White Pine and Mohawk Golf

Leight was forced out at sec-

ond on a grounder by Dan

2

0
0
0
0

2

Hinz Honored
For 40 Years of
Greenskeeping

2

0. 0

I

1969

in theii half of the sixth, which honored for 40 years 'of
gave the Bucs a chance to service as master golf course
greenskeeper and supervisor
catch up.
by The Branigar OrganizaThe last of the sixth was the tion, Inc., the land developmagic inning for the Pirates as ment and management

.

ab

July 30,

Alvin Hinz, 225 N.

LUCKILY FOR THE Pi-

The third game of the playPlayers

C

-31

rates, the Tigers went scoreless Church, Bensenville, has been

catcher tossed the ball back to
his pitcher, Jamison dashed to
home plate and scored the winning run.
.

TIGERS (8)

Niles Walgren of the Tigers hustles to first base where the Pirates' Harry Jamison is already
waiting with the ball for the out Jamison stole home in the ninth inning to win the deadlocked
game, 9-8.
(Photos by Mike Needleman)

111 a St

they got three runs to

Tim

DOYLE SCORED a few
pitches later on a double off

PiO R TS

base to end the inning.

the lead.

out a long line drive into left
center field for a home run.

_

0

h

(I)

0
0

Wednesday,

popper by Brown. A

hurry in for some runs.

and a man on first and bombed

Paget

single by Jamison brought in
both Leight and Hanson, and
advanced Brown to third.

fifth inning that the Pirates set
back and let the Tigers steal

the batter's box with two gone

-

3

r

I

0

3

leak

Dan Hanson, and the bases be-

to the bench with strikeouts,
which enabled the Tigers to

And runs were just what
they got. Gatto stepped into

"

0

2223

3

went to third on a single by

short

THE PIRATES were first

the game. Tiger Hurler Paul
Izban fanned the next batter

5'
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Lundquist,HulIb

iBeontacirsiscutto, 2b

0
0

Treitler, lb -p

111PIII

the bat of Tom Leight. Leight

Brown, at the right time, stole
home plate for the first run of

eAN

2

3

0

tri

for the force, and fired to first
base for the second out. Han-

went to second base on a hit by
Jamison. Both he and Jamison
stole one base apiece, and
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Newman, pr

a ison tea s Home, Game for Tigers
8-8 the Pirates Harn, Jamison
stole home plait. to bring in the
game ss riming run
I he I !gels sscrc shut down
ui the top of the first inning by
a spt.t.taculai double play by

Stran, p -lb

0

tournament game, 6-2, over New Trier West and will play another game tomorrow the first thre innings, Day

The Game of the Day

Its "1 like Needleman
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3

Korzen, If
Leuvenfeld, rf

E--Allweiss. Stran, TreitKornblatt. Schweitzer:.

WHEELING (6)

single.

New Trier scored their only

Feldman, 3b

before giving up the two un- Prutting. ph
earned runs in the fifth. The Wexman, Bill,lb

came in the third when Day

chopper in front of the plate.

HE BEAT out

calmly caught six batters looking at third strikes to dampen
any
threats.
He
breezed
through three men in the fourth

viously looked like a runaway
is now up for grabs for the first
three spots.

Individual leaders are,
Hanies 'Junior, 'qhtlek.,Staadt,
Ted Lindstrom, Bert Clarbour,
Ced Craint Paul Pish and Joe
Bodor.

TEAM STANDINGS
Team
Heights Cleaners

Pts
791/2

Baird and Warner
77
Binzel Industries
74
Behrens Insurance
73I/2
Arlington Structural Steel 69
Crest Heating and AC
681/2
Bank & Trust Co. of
Arlington Heights
63!%
City Welding
621/2
Koops Mustard
62
Lauterberg and Oehler
60
Harris Pharmacy
59
Horcher Decorators
431/2

BUSINESS

Huskies Win Final
Test on Morales Hits

Service Directory

Page 14

lead Hersey to a 2-0 victory

Wednesday,

off
with a single to left, and after
stealing second. Bill Ludwig-.
shortstop.

led

.

.

17
9

Business Services

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks

1969

mound for the Huskies to shut
out their opponents while only
giving up five hits.

Huskies'

107
Auto Parts and Access.
Auto Trailers & Campers 103
112
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wanted. . . .101
Boats and
37
Marine Supplies
38
Boat Storage
66
Business Opportunities.

July 30,

Mooney teamed up on the

early 1-0 lead in the top of the
first inning. Ken Kennet'''. the

Aviation

11

over Fremd last night in Summer League play.
Craig Prosser and Pete

20
109

Auction Sales

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Ken Morales went thteefor-three and had one RBI to

an

INDEX
35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques

Let us help make your DAY

By Bill Copeland

THE HUSKIES took

CLASSIFIED

8

Cemeteries & Lots

After
Kolze popped out to Morales
who made a good over -the shoulder catch, John Martinez
was safe at first when Koch
ful

sen sacrificed him to third with
a bunt hack to Mark Wickland
on the mound.

Kennepp scored their first

run when Wickland threw a
pitch that got by Fremd s
catcher, Nlike Kolze. Wickland then got out of the inning
by getting Steve Fisher on a fly
ball to center and Jim Fletcher
on strikes.

tor

the

dropped the

Fisher, If

3

Fletcher, 3B

3

Huskies.

Quade, C

3

0

3

Koch, IB
Kornelly, cf
Prosser, P

throw to first,

3

0
0
0
0

I

Larry Hanks then was then Mooney, P
safe at first on a grounder to Perry, PH
26
shortstop. but Kennepp got Totals
Martinez on the force out at
second. Quade threw Hanks
FREMD (0)
out trying to steal second for
the third out.
I
I

0

I

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

6

1

0
0
I

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rates
Free Estimates
CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532
George, Heating & A/C service

Alterations and general sewing
plus remodeling of draperies.
CL 9-3517

I

ning. hut the Huskies came up
with a good double play to stop

them from scoring. Wickland

led off with a single to right

and made it all the way to third

on an throwing error by Jim
Quade, Hersey's catcher.

LAUGHLIN . and
BOB
Dave Hauswirth were then
both safe on fielder's choices
to load the bases. A sharp play
by Jim Fletcher and Quade led
to adoubie play that took some
of the pressure off the Huskies'
pitcher.

\Vlodarczyk, Fremd's
shortstop. hit a hard grounder
Ed

to Fletcher at third. He fired
home to get the runner out on
the force at the. plate and
Quade threw to I irst in time to
get Wlodorczyk. The third out

tion with a stolen base. MoPeekel, I f
rales then drove hint home
with a solid hit double down Parks, If
the third base line.

Fremd got two hits in the
last inning, but Kennepp made
a great catch at shortstop that
led to a double play and ended

the game before they could

defense again proved success-

0

2

0

0
0
0

I

0
0
0
0
0
0

25

0

2
3
3

2

0
1

0
5

Hanks led off with a single,
but Pat Mooney got Wickland
on strikes for the first out. The
other hit was provided by the
bat of Laughlin, Ereind's
ter fielder. But with runners on
first and second, Kennepp

392.5410

Mrs. Dillon

made a good catch on Ross

PITCHING SUMMARY

he could tag up and end the
hallgarne.

Ludwigsen, rf
Morales, 2B

ab
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255-7200

Prosser

3

3

0-0

3

2

Mooney

4

2

040

3

2

Hersey - 100 010 0 263
Fremd - 000 000 0 051

run innings to defeat Nlufich
Buick. 15-4, to highlight play
in the Senior division of the

Dog 'N' Suds, beat the Optimists 9-6, and Nelson Realtors outslugged Dog 'N' Suds,
16-9, to complete division
play.

League last week. Rick

WILLE HARDWARE led
off Minor division action by

Mike NI uckley led the winners
with two hits apiece.

winning a low -scoring affair,
3-I, over STP. Don Haaning
had an important triple for

Waycinden Boys Baseball

Niartinek, Jim Young and

Des Plaines Chrysler

Scott Hamelburg collected

Des Plaines.

hits for STP.
Eighth Ward needed a five run ninth to down Allen's

6-5. on timely
hitting by Don Idstein and
Bill Butler. Scott Hager pitched for Dodge and helped out
with some good fielding.

DES PLAINES Chrysler
Plymouth got a come -from behind victory over Universal
Oil Products. 4-3, on a home

run by Bill Butler. Tom
well and went
Parker pitch
two for four at the plate.

Latta Chevrolet bombed

Augustine Interior, 20-3, collecting 12 runs in the first inning. Terry Pritz got the win,
allowing only one hit.
City Barber Shop scored

three runs in the seventh to
down Clark's Mobil. 8-6, on
some lusty hitting by Mark
Theobald, Ray Meinsen and

R011 Boesch. Grog Nowak
contributed a triple.

HOME RUNS by Scott

Rossi and Greg Nowak paced
City Barber Shop to a 7-6 win

over Sportsman's Barber

smashed a bases -loaded triple

for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No jobs
too small. 766.8034
Carpentry & Cement Work

Store for Men, 8-3. The big
hits in- the ninth frame were
triples by Ricky Richter and
Wayner Martinski.

ZAYRE DEPARTMENT
Store defeated Simoniz Auto
Wash, 7-5, collecting 13 hits
to only five for Simoniz. The
big inning was a four -run second for Zayre.

STP came back to rout
Di bbern Appliances
Market Place, 7-5, on a fine overwhelmed Tiffany Coifpitching performance by Jim
The
Brown. Bob Okuma and fures, 22-4, on 17 hits.
Brown each had two hits for onslaught was led by Tom
for STP.

TOWN AND COUNTRY
Standard overwhelmed Tiffany Coiffures, 16-3, on home
runs

by Mark Wojtkeiwicz

and Greg Janese. Keith
Schroeder had a four bagger

for Tiffany. the only hit off
the winning pitchers.
Mount Prospect Standard

Lunak, who had a six -for -six
and seven RBI's. Sid Jongleux
contributed two hits.
Robert Berns and I om
Ciesieldki each soaked home

a great job behind the plate
for Oakton.

low net and low gross totals

Clark's Nlobil nipped Elk's

hitting from Dave Matzl and
Doug Gale. Tom Pavlina and

Alex Hownaski did the hurling.

DOOLEY REALTORS

hung pn the record a 3-2 win
over Nelson Realtors, the big
blow being a round tripper by

Kury Kuhausen. 'Carl Treppiedi and John Rude con-

tributed runs hatted in.
Optimist Club overwhelmed
striking Lanes, 15-3, on five

hits by Dennis Mitchell and
four by Paul Van Buskirk.
Optimist pitcher John Sprir!ger allowed only Hive hits.

ping

Clayton Court, 8-2.
Third -place lake's pizza could
only squeak out a 5-5 tie with
fifth place FBK Realtors.

BUSSE FOOD and Liquor
continued their weekly move
up ,with a big win over Town
and Country Barber Shop,
81/2-11/2. The evening's final
two matches saw Mount Prospect State Bank easily handle
Kruse's Tavern, 7-3, and last -

place Doyne Motors posted
their first victory in several,
handing Keefer's Pharmacy a

359-1906

71/2 -2./2 shellacking.

Chuck Lynch. Lynch had both
and sank three birdies, on the
first, fifth and seventh. He shot
a one -under par total of 34 for
nine holes. Other birdie shooters were Joe Pash on the third
and Dick Mack on the 12th.

TEAM STANDINGS
Pts.

Team

S and H Packaging

Recreation rooms, powder
rooms, kitchen remodeling.

NO JOB TOO SMALL
537.6122

Free estimates

Jake's Pizza.:

Busse Food & Liquors
FBK Realtors
M. P. State Bank
Kruse's Tavern

57
541/2
501/2

47
451/2
41

Town and Country Barber 39
Bainbridge Associates
Keefer's Pharmacy

Clayton Courts
Doyno Motors

371/2

40

37
30
28

CHAIN UNK FENCE
Steel
Colors

Privacy

CALL 297-2266

FREE

with

Floors

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns 8.
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re -gluing

Cement Work
KANZLER 8, SON

Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, 8.
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business
CALL 766.5084

PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free estimate. Call anytime.
766-1943

KANZLER BROTHERS
Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No lob too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987

Ceramic Tile
255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

KEY TILE CO.

Resort Properties For Sale

91

Real Estate -

94
88

Loans Mortgages

Real EstateVacant
Real Estate -Wonted

96

73
76
.81

To Rent Miscellaneous. .
To Rent Resort Properties. .79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . .77
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain
saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS
also SHARPENED. 358-0845

437-4093

AAMCO
TRANSMISSIONS
830 W. NW, Hwy.
Arl. Hts

259-9440
651 Pearson

Des Plaines

Reasonable

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437.9214
Free estimates

Fully insured,

Upholstery

DINETTE CHAIRS
RECOVERED

Free Estimates
Pick Up & Delivery

253-8551

Window Washing
PROFESSIONAL

ON THE

WINDOW

CLEANING. 50c outside only.

296-1450

CLASSIFIED

Shall Decorating
358-9038

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

PAGES

White interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints $1.99 per gallon.

OF THE

FREE 6, 1/2 pints U.T.C. with

any 5 gallon purchase.

"DAY"

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Ken's Painting & Decorating

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

r-

YOU name it -WE do ill Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,
insured. Free estimates. Jim.

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

Call 392-4750

253-4769

Home Maintenance

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

NO JOB TOO SMALL

plumbing,

439-8614

NO JOB TOO SMALL

PHONE 439-8614
If no ans. 815.385-8999

Exterior painting preferred.
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3-3067

Permanent Waves
Permanent waves given in your

Carpentry, etc.

home

by

loc.

specialist.

Get

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per
manent SIO comp. MU 5 5400

Interior Designer
DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult budget conscious

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

your home. Permanent waves
in

tenor designer. 255.4374

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Faster
Landscaping

STUMP REMOVAL
Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insured.

546-5516
"Ted" Smith
RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING
Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs Trees

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too
big or small. Free estimates.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296-6709

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real EstateBus. Property. 89
86
Real EstateHouses

Quality workmanship. Fully insured. Reasonable. 259 1039

Heating, Electrical-Plurnbiftg,

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
1/2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365.

14

Personals

To Rent Houses

394-0630

L 5-8232

carpentry.

69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56

Apartments

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Heating, 'electrical,

Nursery Schools -

299.0119

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp.
Refinish'g offered. 529-1211

CONFORTI & SONS

carpet

mate call 392-6604

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

601/2

Wille Lumber

RICK'S DECORATING

top quality work.
rates. 671.0009.

439-4454

Hearing Aids

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

cleaning. 296-1450

place Bainbridge Associates.

Club, 5-4, getting some clutch

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

CLEANING

S and H Packaging Products had the individual star of
the twilight, team captain

three-point lead over second
place Wille Lumber, which
also emerged victorious, top-

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

S and H Packaging Prod-

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118.'
JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

General Hauling

garages. 529-2478.

Carpet Cleaning,

ucts remained in first place in
the Friday night Mount Prospect Twilight Golf League
with a 71/2-21/2 win over ninth

ting.

and

additions,

Remodeling,

Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete work included. For Free
Estimate, call 296.6250

Packagers Wrapping Up
Friday Twilight Lead

The win gave S and 'H a

E & D CARPENTRY

12-6. Catcher Tom Butzen did

Oakton Lawn over Zayre's,

Wrought

Custom

Carpentry & General Contract.
ing. We are not big but we give
big service: Dormers, Additions,

safeties for the winners.
Sportsman's Barber came

Realtors, 5-2. in a nine -inning
affair. Pete Hahn and Keith
Mallian led the Sportsman hit-

FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 392.5208

runs in a game won by

Shop. Ray Meinsen got three

back to defeat Kunkel

BEST"

32

98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

Transmission Service

WALL PAPERING

& IRON CO.

Financing
Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Call "the rest" than coil "THE

singles.

X -CELL FENCE

Interior & Exterior Painting. All

392 1492

-Mgchandise

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

13

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale .31
Situations Wanted -Men. . .21
Situations Wonted 22
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

FREE ESTIMATES

Asphalt sealing done with
squeegees & brooms -not just
colored. Good job guaranteed.

Call Vince

and Mark Parzy got two

Fencing

Aluminum

Lost and Found
Miscellaneous

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Painting & Decorating
and Wnll Welshing

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

Carpentry -Remodeling

15

90
50
65

Rooms -Board -

Tile

695-9812

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

on a

13-8,

its FINEST. INSURED.
QUALITY PAINT SERVICE

Asphalt

eight -run seventh inning. In

Pizza,

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
392-3450
or
CL 5-3991

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

VOG/RHEEStEALING 358-4150

0

"Small Engine Repair"

NEW WAY PAINTING

Decorating & Remodeling

etc. 253-4792

Reas,pnable rokies.

r-

fabric,
;17.50 per section plus fabric

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

83

Loans -Personal, Business

plus

537 1244 or 437 3160

27
26

(To Rent)

per chair plus fabric,

$24.50 per sofa

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

interior and Exterior painting at

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647.0220

$15.50

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

George Klein 392.0803

Custom Homes Room Additions,
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259.4348.

Shakey's

nights 956-1640.

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

1

2

24

.

Electrical work; air-cond.; outlets; yard lights; garages wired;

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259.6160

Cynthia Shoppe outslugged

MASONRY
Home inprovements & remodel.
Mg. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
waterproofing,
plastering,
foundations, patios. Call days

Painting -Decorating

Electrical WOrk

HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

Wilk, and Jim Brown and that rally Billy Kondrat

Plymouth nipped Dodge in

A Division of
Doy Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

We
BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24

clouted home runs.

Graduate So, American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alter
otions. teas. 358.7791
Individualized styling. Forinals
and resort clothes designed" to
order. Coordinated wedding
partjr, Alterations. Near Rand 255-0348
hunt.

Call Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

We Don't

Ilaaland and Toni Hadley

Dressmaking -Sewing

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

BUY OR SELL CARS
Specialize in QUALITY

got the win and Bruce

teed & reasonable. 2599246

Mc BRIDE ELECTRIC

Auto Repair & Equipment

withstood a six -run ninth inning to win a 12-11 thriller
over Burger Chef. Steve Ford

& brick work. All work guaran

Electrical Contractor

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

SLIP COVERS
repair

chimney

Tuckpointing,

255-2570

Contact Dick Westgard

Senior BPOE's Win
15-4, at Expense
Of Mufich Buick
By Jim Stuart
B.P.O.E used three four -

GROOMING

w

h bi

r

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

so

Wickland 4 5 1-0 6 b
Winner- - Prosser; Loser Wickland; WP - Wickland

HERSEY (2)
Player
Kennepp, ss

Pitcher

Slip Covers

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

Dog Grooming

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

Alt's line drive and fired to

second to get Laughlin before

roan. CALL 296-3953

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

25
57

Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping

Repairs & Remodeling
tJu tab too small or too largo
50% financing available.
437 6732
After 5 pm.

93

In Memoriam.......

ATIO'S

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

Farms
Florists

Furniture....47

REPAIRS & REMODELING

Masonry

23

Industrial Property

Choice of Finance Plans
Sat. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
Ask for Mr. Richard

POWER RAKING

Free interior & exterior decorating ideas. A Christian business

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:

Hauswirth, Kolze; SH-Ludwigsen; E,Wickland, Morales,
Quade, Koch.

Trimming Fertilizing

DECORATOR

ART

SB-Kennepp

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design

359 6630

SERVICE
2B -Morales;

392-8763

Kenneth A. Pearson

CREATIVE

Custom Remodeling

All types -all season or vacation
Fully insured & Guaranteed
only. Call Cooperative EnterCL 3-4300
prises. 223-0352, if no answer Mt. Prospect

Decorator

Art Service

HINES LUMBER CO.
Kitchens Dorrners
Basements *Garages
Rm. Additions Fences

LAWN CARE

SERVICES

439-3532

(2). Morales, Laughlin,

vailable. 358-3411.

COUNSELING & REFERRAL

By Appointment

0
0
0
0

I

7 yards for $21. Half loads a

Counseling

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

Hemming &
Alterations

0
0
0
0
0

score.

Morales to Steve Koch.

in the fourth inning. hut good

0

I

Kolze, c
Martinez, 3b
Hanks. rf
Wickland, P
Mize, P
Totals

was a routine grounder from
Fremd 110,1 two base runners

0

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women
Equipment Rentals

Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings-

Remodeling & Supplies

Landscaping

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, and -so an. Call any
time. HARROLD'S 299 7830.

Alterations

ab r h bi
HERSEY SCORED anoth- Player
0
3
0
I
er run in the top of the fifth to Laughlin, cf
0
2
0
boost its lead to two. Kennepp Hauswirth, IB
2
0 0 0
again started off the rally, this Alt, ss
0
time with a walk, and again got Wlodarczyk, ss 3 0
himself in'good scoring posi- Wickersham, cf I 0 0 0

Cheeney, 2B

Clean Up Service

Air Conditioning

I

Frenid couldn't get a good
rally going until the third in-

73

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200

3

.10
Coins- Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

56.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

Piano Tuning Service
Turning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

392.6817

Ned Williams

Plastering
Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255.3822
DAN KRYSH
EXPERT PLASTERING

& REMODEUNG

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
JOE ORTMAN

_

824-7510

Radio -TV Repair
TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED, 358-5359
SAVE YOUR EYESI

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts.
17 S. Evergreen
CL 5.5692

FOR THE

0

BUSINESSMAN
AND FOR THE
HOUSEWIFE,
DAY

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS,
QUICKER,

cr)

EASIER!

Phone

ADVERTISERS

255-7200

CHECK YOUR ADS!

or

Ath/110111004 are requested to
check the first Inilmion of

296-6640

'case of trrer to notify the
department
at
classified
once in order the coast-atm
con be made. In the event of
*nor of omission, the 'WWI.
paper wilt re responsible fop
ONLY. the first incorrect
Insertion and only to the X.
tent of -the space that the ad

THIS
PAPER
REACHES

63,000
HOME$

PLEASE

their advertisement and in

rrCD al

requiros.
rectified

Errors

by

will

be

republication

for on* Insertion.''''

Phials shack your ,ads amt
Cr)a)

CT)

0Ph00

notify 'us et one.. ellh'Ste

lions ore ascaptod by phone.

9 to 9 washdays & 9 to 12
Saturdays,

PHONE 255-7200
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LAB TECHS

LOST: White toy poodle, male.
Near Rolling Meadows Shop
ping Center. REWARD! 259 2224.

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros.

$535 mo.
$475 nth.
5522 no.

FOUND: Female silver Schnauzer. Vic. of Stonegate & 83, Prospect !its. LE 7-1322

_Ken d'arion

lost Maltese Dog. all white,
name "Puppy", mole, REWARD,
299-3742
LOST:

Ct. Arl. Hts. 259 0938.

14 -Personals

USED toys, dolls, f urn. needed

for underprivileged children. Will
pick up. 392.0035
AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Service on all makes. Free loaners.
Rental plan. 392 4570
154nstruction

ing training. It's
smooth - running

a

I

1

W. Central-

new,

11 -Business Services

Students Exterior House Paint.
ing. Reasonable prices. Free

$135 a week to start
Employer pays the fee

Experienced seamstress desires
dressmaking & alterations in

HOSPITAL

PLEASE CALL MR. BURG2fT

100 N. RIVER RD.

299-2206

359-5800

Hallmark Personnel
N.W. Hwy.

TECHNICIAN

WILL DO IRONING IN MY HOME

$160-$180

REASONABLE

259-1964

CHILD CARE

-

Day care for

working mothers in A.H. Planned
achy., hot lunches. 259.0145. Lie.

Move up to specialized position from your very 1st day.
Any good electronic training,
whether it be military or
echnicol school, starts you im-

mediately. Our client will not
only train you, they will also

FIND

See or call

mum of 2 years experience in
electro mechanical industrial
purchasing. Individual must

HERE
IN 'THE

3Dap
23 -Employment Agencies -Mile

SALES TRAINEE
$600 CAR & Expenses

chasing by our company. You

will work with little supervi-

NEEDS YOUR WILLINGNESS
and your ability to solve

Please send resume

mechanical problems. You'll
handle SPECIAL ASSIGN.

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS,
INC.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

OFFICE this week. His FIRST

OFFER will be substorgiolly
more than your present pay
Advancement will
rote.
come FAST!

Call MIKE HANSEN

296.1043

ENGINEERING
AGENCY

ACCOUNTANTS!

Ken Larson & Assoc.

Minfri.P.P.
299.7191

PROGRAMMERS
BAL-RPG 5800.5900
Ken Larson & Assoc.
299.7191
Miner, D.P.

C

$10,800 to $12,500
No Fee
Opportu riny '11're foi t-ati`ti6n.
agement. -1 to 3 yowl experi-

ence qualifies. Call Ron Hold."
now at 394-1000, HALLMARK,
800 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt.
Prospect.

CUSTOMER

SERVICE
$145 to $165 To Start
NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dotes and any problems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

OES PUCKS. Ill.

(0016

la 255.7191.

COLO. 763 6272
OPEN EVENINGS MILL 8 P. U.

Go to School Free!
Train to Program

I.B.M.'s New 360
$650 + FREE
probably won't find a
BETTER JOB anywhere. You
will be sent to the IBM school
;cc of charge and receive
your full salary while attending.
After training you will move
preup to systems work.
vious exp. needed, This aosition offers in addition to su
perb training a real chance io
You

move up. Call:

PARKER

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

117. So. Emerson

Northwest

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

PLANT

(5)

MAINTENANCE
START AT

Trainee
Techniqal

$4.00 Hr.+ 0.T.

Representatives

Without

previous

experience

you can now start at $4 an hr.
If you've hod some good trade
school training. Your future
opportunity can include that
of moving to Foreman of a 14
mon crew. New plant iminedi
ate hiring. No fee. Call

$550-$750 FREE
No degree or experience
needed. Just pleasant personality and technical orientation. Complete implant
training prepares you to be
Project Coordinator at the'
client's installation. Excellent potential'
Call TED LEVERENZ
.

PARKER
117 So. Emeison
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

corn

Ritzenthaler
Bus Line
SALES

Arlington Hts., III. 60005

296-1043

ENGINEERING
AGENCY
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.

55 E. palatine Rd., Wheeling

117 S. Main St. Mount Prospect

PERMANENT WORK

Many company benefits including
stock purchase plan.
For Interview call:
MR. A. COOPER

PURE OIL IS SO GREAT

945-2525- Ext. 258

WE'RE ROARING OVER

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

OUR NEW JOB OPENINGS

1-2

years

Chicago and Suburban openings for plant watchmen. The
positions are permanent and
require full:time reliable men.
Port time positions primarily

perience.

on weekends. You must be
21 and have no police
record. All of our areas are
expanding as is the need for
field supervision growth. We
promote from within. Appli-

customer,

taken

office

Position

order

volves

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR
We will train individual to operate Xerox and Multilith Machines
in Ole..cluplicating department. No prior experience required.

STOCK ROOM

MAIL CLERK
Start your career in the petroleum industry as a mail clerk. Individual awaiting military draft would be satisfactory candidate.

ASSEMBLY

UTILITY CLERK

SHIPPING

Individual will have a variety of duties in our mail room, including
some chauffeuring.Chauffeurs class C license required.

AND OTHER JOBS

I 76

exin-

detailer,

handle telephones &
liaison between plant &

daily

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine; Illinois 60067
0'
Telephone (312) 529-7700

MRS. MARGE
McDONALD

days: Mon., Wed. and Fri. the
28th and 30th of July and Aug.
1, our Des Plaines office located at 1784 Oakton (Desk A)
will take applications between.

9 am and 3 pm from appli:

AVAILABLE NOW
Good starting wages - regular pay increases
company paid life and health insurance - 9 paid
holidays - paid vacations pension plan - bonus
-

Pure Oil Division

salesmen &
representatives. Franklin
Park office of national
manufacturer. CALL

Franklin apd 1932t/2 VA Irving
Park Rd. in Chicago. For 3

Deerfield

500 Waukegan Rd.

CORRESPONDENT

SECURITY
GUARDS

will be

AIR CONDITIONED

Evenings

HARVESTER
SALES & SERVICE

'Mr. Weidner

from 9am to 5 pm at 160 N.

SprrraGrIo

1510 MINER ST

ARLINGTON HIS.
392-9300

plots, confidence to:

cations

MO.

rian

XiA

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

MO.
MO.
MO.
MO,

362-7900

Mr. Kane

responsibilities.

-over

$660
$800
Gen. Lt.
Financial Analysis 5800
Auditors
$900
Gen. Heavy
$1166
$1250
Tax Super
Tax Mgr.
$1500

CALL US NOW

TOP UNION RATES

255-7200

537-6110

and reserve a place for your-

a position of ever in.
in

Apply in person

Mrs. Linda Hamilton

INTERNATIONAL

Cash in on 2-4 of those spare
hours each day Do as many
retirees are already doing...
Drive o school bus this Sep.
ternberl No experience nouns
nary, we will train you. Don't
wait

MUNDELEIN

creasing

Pull Company benefits.

opportunity employer.

392-3500

MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICIAN
MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

sary.

but not necessary. An equal

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

Rolling Meadows

1700 H:cks Rd,

with the leading evening daily in the Northwest
suburbs. Pleasant afternoon and evening work.
Experience in Photography helpful but not neces-

Good pay. Many big company
benefits. Experience preferred

MFG. CORP.

ledge of total material con-

and will be responsible
for negotiations of all put

him. He will hire you IN OUR

TRACTOR MECHANIC
Opportunity -for cggressive
individual to work under ex.
cellent working conditions.

METHODE

trol

MENTS and report only to

Rosemont, Ill.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

self in September.

HE DOESN'T CARE about
the degree you lack or the
experience you lock. HE

Trn.

Air-condibuilding.
fixture
tioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.

have a good working know-

sion in

METHODE MFG. CORP.
Full time employment

BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES, INC.
O'Hare Office Building
10400 W. Higgins,

:

HIRING IN

Future Unlimited.
Call or see our Personnel Department

392-3500

Looking for something to do? ?

BUYER

3 assistants

500 Waukegan

ED OTIS

RETIRED MEN

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

We seek a man with a mini-

$8,400-12,00 free

RIGHT

'299-1141 For Appy

For an EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR
An EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

Deerfield

SPORTS WRITER

PLEASE CALL MRS. MC GUIRE

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

OUR OFFICE

E.

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount

An equal opportunity employer

PARKER,
I IY So. Emerson

1510

1. Excellent start plus 3 weeks
1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

pay you while you Insure to be
come a Micro -Wave Specialist.
No prior experience necessary.

14APPINET

expansion we have

to

Due

ope nings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join o.
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

You will report to the QC Manager.
Your duties - Inspection set-ups, layout,
1st piece part, in process and quality audits.

OF SARA LEE

recent

Stop in or call 299-7161
for personal interview.

sive dies along with jig and

GENERAL FACTORY

MICRO WAVE

STARTING RATE $4.37

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

ership plan.

mechanical products with an
opening for an experienced
tool and die maker. Work con
sists of repair and maintenance on high speed progres-

1625 W. Algonquin
439-7010

shift opening.

pension program, paid holidays, vacations. Stock own-

turer in the field of electro

Engineering Co.

Palatine

building or repairing compound & progressive dies. Second

An Equal Opportunity Employer

KITCHENS

Excellent starting salary. Paid
hospitalization, life insurance,

We are a leading manufac-

Runway &

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Must novo o.perienEe. in performing highly skilled is.nrk in

FOR WEEKENDS

company.

TOOL & DIE

Great Lakes

William Berube
824 0144

$2.79 PER HOUR

high school graduate for a
great future with p growing

DES PLAINES

have transportation.
For more information call:

MOONLIGHTERS

the bottom, work hard, and
learn our business.
We'll train a bright,

ditions.

Hi School grad.

ATTENTION

with a nationally known company if you're willing to start at

69 RAWLS RD.

Experienced or will teach. Full
time with plenty of overtime
Benefits. Excellent working con-

Ask TOM PALERMO

E.

AMBITIOUS

We need a few men to work in new modern building. Close
to home. Excellent hourly rate plus raises to men wino are.
qualified for these cleaning jobs. Must be dependable and

Plus 10% Night Bonus
Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

Mostly Night Shifts & Early Day Shifts or Sunday.
For Interview: Call:
9452525
Mn, A. Cooper

YOUNG MAN

A. H. ROBINS CO.

Fabricator

An Equal Opportunity Employer

can start a rewording career

DES PLAINES

home. 392-5501

Exp'd secy. Temporary work by
week or month. Typing, shortoffice
all
telephone,
hand,
procedures. 3942159.

Part Time - Evenings
Mon. - Fri. 6 PM - 10 PM

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

cf ficiently

Box 313
Day Publications
722 S. Center St.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

Metal

and

the man must have worked in
the injection molding field.
Salary open. Send resume and
salary required to:

New warehouse in Des Plaines

HOLY FAMILY

NOT A "SUMMER"
JOB

800

439-5510

WAREHOUSEMAN

PERSONNEL DEPT.

t.pyLlilitt.,

handle what is now a
one-mon deportment, and be
able to plan for its immediate
growth. Experience as an inspector is not necessary but

Elk Grove

65 Scott St.

APPLY IN PERSON

ENGINEERING
AGENCY

lu

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS,
INC.

Experienced, for full time permanent position days. Good
salary, fringe benefits and
working conditions.

Call TED LEVERENZ
296 1043

298-4586

with excellent pay.

EXTRA PER MONTH?

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

reorganizing his plant to meet
the needs of his rapid growth.
A takecharge 'non is required

work. Best benefits avuiloble

Mt. Prospect

COOK

this firm RIGHT NOW!

NO JOB TOO SMALL

GENERAL FACTORY

DO YOU WANT $150 TO $zu0

259-3248 or 253-2479

Plus 10% Night Bonus
Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

A small but extremely fast
growing molder is presently

Young men for general factory

TERRACE SUPPLY
1

facility.
Ready to expand. You will
keep it that way. If you con
get the product out the
door, you're worth MORE to

PURCHASING
ASSISTANT

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

but will train interested person.
Limited travel.

types of Hyrdroulic Presses. Opening on Second Shift.

PLASTIC INJECTION

perience preferred.

Delivery and Stock Work

From plant clerks with a
smattering of exposure, to
juniors ready for Engineer

Palatine area.
358-2699

Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks

Prior experience helpful

tion.

Must be experienced in Repairing and Rebuilding various

INSPECTOR'

MACHINE SHOP

24414 Wanted Men

2441elp Wanted Men

MAINTENANCE MACHINISTS

253-0185

Man for machine shop work
and other duties. Some ex-

DRIVER
FULL TIME

Need 5 Leaders
$633-$780- FREE

Piano lessonf

BREWER CONCRETE

Arlington Hts. & Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights

days.

ACCOUNTANT
C.P.A. FIRM. Challenging posi-

3827 Willow St. Schiller Pk.

JOHN HENRICKS INC.

weekends and no holi-

24-11alp Wanted Men

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

estimate. 297.2898

time
No

& energetic. Machine helpers,
gd. starting pay, shift work. All
benef its, will train. Call
625-0690 ask for John Brogni
or Chuck Ording.
Intl Anodizing Corp.

STARTING RATE $4.37
(5016
1510 MINER S7
1E1
255-7;91. GIGO. 763 6272
OPEN El/ENING'. UR 8 P. EL

PRODUCTION

Lost -2 men's suits in dk. blue suit
bag on S. Burton or Control, A.H.
Reward. 392-3960

MOONLIGHTERS

Permanent part
evening janitors.

DES PLAINES, ILL.

Will the party who took green
Stingray hike from
Recreation ph. on 7/25 PLEASE
return. REWARD. 1106 Victor

time to

CALL 827-7880

10 speed bike of State

Schwinn

load and
haul hay. Year around.
Full

Good wages.

peer.

& Davis Street. REWARD!! Coll
392.9705

WANTED-yg. 'men' dependable

SEMI -DRIVER

position. Elk Grove.
437.8900

$650 No Fee

$860 mo
$650 mo.

Chem.
Mech.
Safety
Pilot Plant

Mon to become acquainted with
our operation, may lead to sales

10 TECHNICIANS

$5004 mo.

R&D
Elec.

13 -Lost and Found

TRUCK DRIVER

.

4 choice lots in The Garden of
Our Saviour, located in the Garden of Memories in Ad. Hts.
287-0550.

24 -Help Wanted Men

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

An Equal Opportunity Employer

-

for night shift,
PLUS

An' opportunity to train for a skilled MACHINIST
job.

678-8533

MAY BE YOURS IF YOU CALL OR VISIT

FORMICA CORP.

PARKER -HANNIFIN CORP.

cants living in the suburbs who
cannot come to Chicago.

Fiat Products Dept.
930 W. Belmont
Franklin Park

PINKERTON'S
INC.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

s

i MALE

i FACTORY

4 ;4t I I

S.

PLASTICS - (INJECTION MOLDING)

Set -Up Men

Troubleshooters

est at k

opportunities

experienced men on -injection molding machines.

: Good pay, CTA bus to our front door, elevated stop a few blocks :
from our plant, just off the expressway, cafeteria, free parking in
company lots plus other fine benefits,

Apply in Person
or call Personnel Department

private

.

348-1828

AMERLINE

An equal opportunity employer

OUTSTANDING BENEFITS
hosfree life insurance
Automatic Electric offers you excellent wages
pitalization and major medical insurance (dependant coverage available)
... advancement from within ... non-contributory pension plan ... paid vacations ... 8 paid holidays ... employee store and cafeteria ... social activities.

MACHINISTS
BORING MILL OPERATORS

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

If you ute looking for un opportunity to work n.vith

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS
$4.15 to 54.58 per hour - based on shift. Must have experience in electrical maintenance and
trouble shooting on industrial and automated machinery, and available to work on any shift.
TELETYPE REPAIRMEN
Assemble, wire and adjust. Some electrical background required. To $3.74 per hour depending on qualifications and experience.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS - ALL SHIFTS
Experienced Punch Press Operators needed for second shift. Should be experienced in blanking operations, Shift premium and piece work rates apply.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES

Maintenance Men

"Immediate openings are available on 1st, 2nd and 3rd shifts for :

Des Plaines, Illinois
298-2400, Ext. 357

501 S. Wolf Road

a rapidly growing company in doing your own
set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL
US.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. 'Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you. Plus fine fringe benefits.
Please Call

Miss Gaffke

Assemblers
Machine Operators
Drill Press Operators
Silk Screen Layout Men
Plater's Helpers

Material.Handlers
Cable Formers
P ipef itters
Relay Adjusters
Heat Treaters

437-5400

nocut®

ENGINEERING COMPANY /
opportunity 4 -west at

INTERVIEWING:
MONDAY T1111U FRIDAY

Division of CERTRON
:
1800 W. Fullerton Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60614*

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,

8:00 AM. TO 4:00 P.M.

A MEMBER OF THE GT& E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

8:00 AM, TO NOON

An Equal Opp000rmy Employer MN. f

400 N. WOLF ROAD, NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS, 4.0164

SATURDAY

An Equal opportumy EmPloye

2375 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

Wednesday, July 30, 1969
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RECEPTION FOR
BABY DOCYOR

PART TIME MEN
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Needed

cleaning

store

for

Monday thru Friday 8 a.m. to
Sat. & Sun. 8 0.111. to II a.m.
927.6908

EVENINGS
We are restof Ting several of 'our account buildings in the Des
Mt. Prospect Wheeling areas. As a leader in the
Plaines

AD # A.137

able, conscientious people. The work is steady and the wages
ore excellent. Hours are 3 to 5 per evening, Monday through
Friday. A short Punning period will prepare you for a rewarding part rinse position.
CALL ANYTIME FOR AN INTERVIEW

charge of office. Must
like responsibility and

Morning, Afternoon & Evening

hours ovailable.

ex.

No

perience necessary, will train.
be 17 years of age.
CONTACT MR. LIPKER

understanding,

It calls
someone

'

he'll teach you the ropes! 5520
Free.

IVY
7215 W.. Touhy
1496 Winner, Des PI.

WOODWORKER

NO STENO

SECRETARY

$625 MONTH

5 days a week.

Little or 119
needed.
Good

Immediate Opening
World leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers seeks
experienced woodworker to use woodworking equipment and
hand tools in the construction of prototype wood dies. Should
be able to work from drawings. Must be skilled in use of plane,
joiner, table saw and lathe. Additional experience in working
with plastic or metal desirable. Excellent starting rote, fringe
benefits and working conditions.

CONTACT PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

experience
starting pay, paid vacation,
major medical group Insurance. Opportunity for ad'
vancernent.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

You'll be secretory, without
shorthand, to the Vice -Presi

dent in charge of sales. You'll

PRODUCTS INC.
Wheeling, Illinois

777 Wheeling Road
537-1100

DR. ASSISTANT
.5550-5650 No Fee
Kerr Larson & Assoc. 299.7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

8:00 AM to 4:30 PM
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Wanted For Permanent Positions
With Expanding Machine Shop

HIGH

SCHOOL

GIRL FRIDAY
terry to Senior Partner in

Architectural firm. Han
die appointments with
builders, meetings, etc.
Average steno. Beauti

FRONT DESK

$110 WEEK

or Maw !trim
O'Hare Office Bldg.

966 0700

your

is

boss.

skills

plus

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

$475 olus

---" modern office. Will train
to handle small switch
bothd. Will make reser
nations and act as Girl

10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim

O'Hare Office Bldg.

TONY WHITE - TRAINEE WELDER
Last week he worked 43 hours
and grossed $158.33
PLENTY OF OVERTIME rind UNLIMITED BONUS EARNINGS
PLUS AN UNMATCHABLE PROFIT SHARING PROGRAM.

APPLY IN PERSON ONLY

jr"711rAjUr Of:.
BOWER
OlATIOAI
C

Glendale Heights

An -Equal Opportunity Employer

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

Small office. Popular in naborfront desk. Be the receptionist.

PLAN,

lona mile north, of North Ave.)

DENTAL OFFICE
hood. You'll learn to work at

is the right company for men who
whodeserve more. FREE

1675 Glen Ellyn Road

WEST PERSONNEL

Make appts. Send reminders
to patients. Type bills. Doctor
says you should be good with
people. 5100 Free'to you.

ARTIST'S

GIRL FRIDAY $100
When 'artists finish a painting
or drawing they'll give it to
you to be stored away. You'll
keep records 011 where everything is, when artists want

special something you'll find it
for them. Type. Free
IVY

7215 W. 'foully
1496 Miner, Des Pl.,

Excellent

office.

salary,

3

weeks paid vacation, and full

skills

essen-

tial. This is a permanent
position

in

lovely

Elk

Grove Village office.
Hours are 8:30 to 5 p.m.
- 5 days per week. Excellent starting salary
plus full line of company

BARRETT-

For interview
appointement call:
MR. GERRY MILLER

CRAVENS CO.

625-4306

benefits.

630 DUNDEE ROAD
NORTHBROOK, ILL.
272 2300
2 Blocks W. of Edens

EL -MAR PLASTICS

FEDDERS
NORGE

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR

935 Lee St.

We are seeking an experienced telephone operator for our
busy switchboard. This is a permanent position on our day

439-0330

shift.

unwn

MACHINE

Pure Oil Division

OPERATOR

NURSERY SCHOOL
TEACHER HELPER
SUBSTITUTES
Wanted for September in
Mt. Prospect area.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS

PLASTIC PARTS

CAI I OR APPLY IN PERSON

ASSEMBLERS
No Experience Necessary
APPLY IN PERSON

Rolling Meadows

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CO..

TELLER
PROOF MACHINE
OPERATOR

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

FILE CLERK

439-3405
SECRETARY

First Naiional

PART TIME

Bank of

Permanent, 4 hours per day, 5
Village area. Call Miss Robe.

439-3050 for app't.

Des Plaines, Illinois

1695 River Road

5 day week. Excellent working
conditions. Full fringe benefits.

day. week,Order Department
and general office. Elk Grove

An Equal Opportunity Employer

related clerical functions.

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)

253-9325

200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

chine operator. Will also train
good typist. You will hancilb
all invoicing as well as other

you'll be canning 52.50-53.00
local store.
Reichardt Cleaners

Union Oil Company of California

and
rewording
Interesting
position open in small con
genial office for billing ma.

MFG. CORP.

Des' Plaines
733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827-4411

WOMAN NEEDED

make top money any
where. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting experience? Be a secretary for one of the top

STENOS

TO CARE FOR YOUTH

IN HIS OWN HOME
Roselle area

LA 9-6929

DAYS ONLY

Excellent salary
Good opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

If you're good, you can

TYPISTS
MAKE FRIDAY PAY DAY!

No Experience Necessary

With a check from

ELAINE REVELL, Inc.
We have immediate assign
melds available close to your
home. Work days, weeks or
months.

REGISTER
TYPIST
and

1806 E. Northwest Hwy.

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

Arlington Heights

ALSO AVAILABLE

CLERKS

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL;
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CENTEL
SYSTEM

259 3500

Ladendorf Motors, Inc.
77 Rand Rd., Des Plaines

2510 Dempster St. Des Plaines

827-3111

296 5515

guaranteed merit
increase after 3 months.
Call for details,
LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson

doctor is free. Only skill req'd

AIRLINES TRAINEES

central telephone company of illinois

394.0880

6028 Dempster

966.0700

Exec. Secretary
To work for president.

Light shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Small congenial office.

Age and salary open.
'.\

holmes & assoc.
Level
Upper
392.2700
Suite 23A
939-4866
)3 E. AdaMs, Chi.

Rondhurst,

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK - FREE

Exciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone,

ment

For

appointschedule, and
keep

make out pet case histories. You will learn to
an inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you
will be trained to admin-

keep

routine.

LADY PARKER
Mt. Prospect
253.6600

Contractors.

lent opportunity to handle a
busy office.

COMPLETE

TRAINING
TRAVEL! $475

PLOTS, INC.
Northwest Tollway & Roselle Rd.

358-6485
EXPERIENCED

line for reservations or info.
You will get in on MAR-

VELOUS, COMPLETE TRAINING
PROGRAM! You'll learn all

about making plane reservations, confirming, selling tickets, cancellations. You'll wear
chic outfits & help people find
answers to their travel ques
It's all public contact
100% of the time! You'll just
lions.

it and the people you
meet and the people you work
with! Fast raises plus bonuses

love

like
ger

long weekends and Ion
vocations .when you're

of this famed airline.
YOUR OWN TRAVEL FREE
IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy

TELLER
Full

time, Pleasant congenial

conditions. Paid vacation, insur.
once, profit shoring.

1496 Winer, Des Pl.

297-3535

TRAINEE

$498 MONTH

255-9000
Arlington Heights
Federal Savings
An equal opportunity employer

TYPIST

-

CLERK

through

out the U.S. as you show re
50115, Motels,
travel bureaus
how to operate the reservations system developed by the
company and already sold
to the people you call on. They
will completely train you. In
addition to excellent starting
salary, there are complete
benefits including a terrific
bonus system. Free,

Secretaries
Stenographers

Growing Dodge dealer in
Des Plaines needs two women
to complement office staff.
insurance,
hours,
Regular
call Mr. Letter at.

824-7151

SECRETARY
Cumberland Area
Des Plaines

6028 Dempster

CALL MR. SHAW

394.-0880

966-0700

Key Punch Operators
Comptometer Operators

Clerk Typists

File Clerks

General Clerks

And, our opportunities fol girls, are in trnisOrtont, Slatesting positions. in sales, laboratories,

engineering, personnel, marketing, installation, purchasing and other divisions.

You will be paid based on your capabilities, and will have the opportunity to advance through
our regular reviews.
A handsome, steady pay check, plus all the benefits are here: Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Major
Medical ... Free Life Insurance ... Employee Store and Employee Credit Union ... plus Outside
Activities, and more.
'Visit our personnel counselor Chris Schmudde.

INTERVIEWING:

Monday thru Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
Or call Chris for an appointment at 562-7160 - Ext. 734

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Miss Paige

9 S. Dunton

Are you a recent graduate looking for your first job?
Or, would you like to foresake the loop and work out west, closer to home?
Or, maybe your old job has lost its appeal.
Whatever your reasons, if your looking ... look West, to Automatic Electric.
Automatic Electric is a great place to work. We're a leader 111 the electronic communications
field and we have many fine opportunities:

Auto experience
preferred.

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

In Arlington Heights

Look Our Way

BOOKKEEPER

salary commensurate to ability. Fat. confidential interview
Travel expense free

LOOKING?

Call Mr. Lyngoan of Mr. Chirpe

port

ister medication to animals. Light, simple office

Excavating

Telephone, light bookkeeping,
payroll, typing, accounts re
ceivable and payable. Excel.

or comes into this famous air-

In Arlington Heights

9 S. Ninon

GIRL FRIDAY

Personable young ladies wanted to handle anyone who calls

Miss Paige

117 So. Emerson
SP 4.8585
297.3535

lo

cared in Elk Grove Village.

Women over 25. 52.25 guarani
teed plus incentive so that

Television Station
$130 WEEK

TRAVEL

298-5051

marry company benefits,

METHODE

LPN

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

bon.

AND WHAT CAN WE OFFER TO BEGINNERS??

V

501050100.

Very diversified. Subur

shorthand

Challenging position for ma turn individual with experience,
to do typing cind other miscel
loneous duties in our branch

An equal opportunity employer

greet all wino enter, set op
everyone
['ointments, keep
feeling comfortable, till the

.1"1 o handle front desk or

-

FAMILY

the

any

.

8 AM to 4 PM; 4 I'M to 12 AM;

Light IndUstrial 9-3pm

for

of $542 ma., call:

RECEPTIONIST

4

bromidic

lite typing, If you are inter
ested in an all public conlact
position with a starting salary

/`Veat, attractive woman

Last week he worked 41 hours
and grossed $179.89

FREE

to

is

steno or dictaphone starts you
immediately with this young
exciting suburban advertising
agency. Never a dull moment.
This is a ground floor oppodu
pity. 9 to 5, 5 days. Lots of
fringe benefits, fast pay raises.
No experience necessary. Call
for details.

Friday to

INSURANCE,

Pleasant, neighborhood doctor
needs 011 intelligent, minor op

condom flow of patients in
his busy office. You'll earn to

SP 48585
297-3535

SECRETARY

to
SERVICE MANAGER
Accurate typing and

at $130 a week with a

receptionist

PARKER

-

-

Beautiful

television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

RECEPTION

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

Your typing

-

DOCTOR'S

hve! Fantasiic job! Free to you.

$140 WK. FREE.

BILL BROWN - SHEET METAL

LIFE

,---_

pearing girl he can train as

DIRECTOR

Last week he Worked 55 hours
and grossed $256.04

This

W.

own as company represent,

ASSISTANT TO
ADVERTISING

Last week he worked 50 hourS
and grossed $287.56

LAYOUT

16

PERSONNEL,

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect,
255-9414

-

117 So. Emerson

TOM JONES - WELDER

correspondences, answer
phones, keep charts and sec
olds on all horses. Learn about
his

AMY

He's constantly on go you'll
be on expense account. You
need good skills - 50110 previous exp as secy. Ability to
gel along with all types is imyou'll be meeting
portant
company reps or customers all
the rime. You'll learn the, busi
riess..then take trips on your

WHAT ABOUT YOU???

FIRM

GREAT

shifts.

392-3500

Secretary

needs a girl who can handle

vies, rules, distances, etc. Free.

DEERFIELD

JOE SMITH - ASSEMBLER

horses needs to add a comae
tent girl to his staff. This 111011

all the different track seined

ALL EXPENSES PAID!

Vice President

owner of many race

Busy

394-0880

Dempster

-

To 3wner of Race Horses

Almost every week you'll find
yourself in a different place.

wilco our best operators earned on their lobs last

phone.

by

GREAT BENEFITS.
new office.

mmt INT PROSPECT

NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES

week.

$600
575
550
650
450
500
450
550

437-5090
1720 AlgOnquin
MORTON GROVE
YO
5.2400
5945 Dempster
O'HARE
9420 Foster at krver 992-2111

$850 MONTH

Our Individual Bonus Program allows
You Unlimited Earning Potential

Exec. Secretaries
Dictaphone Secys
Personnel, no steno
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Figure Clerks
Sales Order Desk

$600

TRAVELING SECY

STRAIGHT HOURLY PAY
NEVER MADE A MAN RICH!

OUR OFFICE OR THEIRS
FIRM NEW TO THIS
AREA

Ford Employment

TEXAS, SEATTLE

This is

'

297-2041

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

774-0609

per hour within 6 11101101S. Nevi

GIRL FRIDAY

6028

WANT TO EARN???

THIS WEEK

and a winning smile are req'd.

9 S. Dunton

HOW MUCH DO YOU

255.9414

WEST PERSONNEL

In Arlington Heights

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

tions.

W.

16

Congenial employer hiring
thru us alone. Start now or
after your voratinn. If you
can't get in at once, register

10400 W. Higgins

CLEAN UP

945-2525

PERSONNEL,

Do you enjoy meeting new
'noodle all day long? If so,
this one is for you. Lovely su
burbon firm will train you as
the official greeter. Lite typing

Miss Paige

Apply Monday through Friday
8:30 A.M. to 4 P.M.
For interview Call MR. A. COOPER

LEGAL SECRETARY
Law offices located in downtown Arlington Heights. Good
starting salary and fringe benefits; excellent working condi-

set up

NCR Operator

298-5051

Free.

Variety of Duties
We Will Train
aiancement Potential
All Fringe Benfits

5125

ful office. 9.5.
phis. Suburban.

RECEPTION

966.0700

8243060 after 6

HOURS 9 to 5

, Act as Personal Secre
I

_.-'

500 WAUKEGAN RD.

297 3535

6028 Dempster

Babysitter, 5 days, 8-5. My home
or yours. I child. Wolf & Central.

EXCLUSIVELY
St' -1 8585

394-0880

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect,

IVY

253-6600

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

you

SECRETARY

2275 Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

26 -Help Wanted Women

appointments with companies.
Lots of phone work, light typ.
Mg and gene, of voriely. Free.

Free.

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

9 S. Dunton

Girls over 16. Telephone sales.
Top wages. Full or part time.
439.5741 anytime.

able girl wino likes working with,

then

all

255 9261

Mueller Industries

BILLING

people. You'll interview oppli
cants seeking office positions
and give standard tests. After
learning the skills of the °pall
will

Drill Press, Milling Machine, Hon
ing, etc.

UGH I FAl...11.4HT VVUNK

PERSONNEL

terms, type contracts. A cheerful personality is best here.

Mt. Prospect,

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

In Arlington Heights

SP 4.8585
297-3535

We ore looking for a person

PARKER

4 Raises First Year

loaded with it! Free to you.
IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

part time switchboard work.
Applicant must call between
6:30 pm and 9 pm.

Miis Paige

$550

rent everything from curs to
desks. You'll learn to discuss

117 So. Emerson

Regular over time available. I lospiialization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

Free.

public contact a must! Job's

AMY

exc. sat. SEE OR CALL

$2.79
PER HOUR

winter work for boss in his
regular business. Liking for

KEYPUNCH
BE

tine
In

394-0880

procedure while you earn an

MEN

12 AM to 8 AM. Paid insurance,

In Arlington Heights

punching and data processing

MEN

positon
longing, interesting
longing, nteresting position
with many unique benefits.

cents

learn all phases of IBM key

PRODUCTION

EXPERIENCED

That'll be the question you ask
execs who ' come in or cull
about company service. They

GRAD. No exp. nec. You will

O.D. & I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

of famous local firm. A chal

SOMETHING MISTER?

$450 MO.

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

You'll be secretory to the di
rector of international division

Good voice and personality for

EXPERIENCED FOR:

company benefits.

INJECTION
MOLDING

to discuss menus, etc. Type
CO/l/i1,111119 letters. When

RECEPTION

WANT TO RENT

297.3535

outings for company groups,
men's clubs. Set dates, learn

Learn & Earn

MUST

SECRETARY

IVY

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

$723 MONTH

Miss Paige

966-0700

to
hi

person and on phone. WE'LL
TEACH YOU THE WHOLE
WORKS! Some office exp.,
sales per sonolity, common
sense and the desire to make
LOTS OF MONEY IS WHAT

This is a side business for boss.
It's a popular golf course.
You'll keep busy setting up

Free.

6028 Dempster

where you meet and talk
new people all day long.

WEST PERSONNEL

EXECUTIVE

'WOMAN WANTED

Light Production Work

Learn to interview people and
help them find jobs. It's a job

complete low-down by seeing

staff travel, and other
varied and interesting duties.

9 S. Dunton

SHARP TEEN

PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER
TRAINEES

WE'RE LOOKING FOR! Get the

his

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Palatine

800 E. N.W. Hwy.

fellows a hand. Fun job!

and phone calls, making air
line reservations when he or

1051 Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines
439-0316

EKCO

at Mannheim

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

O'FIARE OFFICE BLDG.

pro -shop gets busy, give

handle screening his visitors

Golden Bear
Pancake House
Restaurant

HALLMAR K

GIRL FRIDAY $540

Randhurst Shopping Center

SHORT ORDE
COOKS

Ask Marge Mellen - 359.5800

GOLF COURSE

SP 4.8585
297-3535

KINNEY SHOES
964-1306

"MEET AND GREET"
$425 to $500 FREE

10400 W. Higgins

Doctor says

SellSe.

SWBD-RECEPTIONIST

298-5051

who likes kids. Training takes
common

$95 wk. No Fee. 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc.
Plaines
Des
Miner

1510

in

able to handle
visitors and phones with
tact. Unlimited potential.
Suburban.

Tale guys & gals into

for

be

be

busy job but fun too.

PART TIME

of AAA

and

assistant

Doctor when he's ready. It's a

Earn Extra Money

President

To

You'll be the one to welcome
kids & their folks into young
baby Doctor's 'office. Keep
si e

Neatness and ability to meet
people most important. Must

MR. BAKER

$150

TRY TELEPI-DNE SALES

appts straight, answer phones,

-

-

contract cleaning field, we are continually seeking depend-

CAN YOU TALK?

firm. Will be right hand

11 a.m.

PART TIME

EXECUTIVE SECTY

COMPLETE TRAINING
10090 PUBLIC CONTACT

,

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

:25 -Employment Agencies -Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

824-0181

A

MEMBER OF THE GT&E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

400 N. Wolf Road, Northlake, III. 60164

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Page 17

Wednesday, July 30. 1969
26414 Wanted Women

2641elp Wanted Women

FLAMING TORCH
RESTAURANT

TRAINEE
Grove Village in approximately

in

Palatine

a,
,6000
OaCe

359-4200

345-9000

q./006

Chicago

in

for training and then transfer
to new building in Elk Grove

Village. Permanent position,
excellent opportunity with profit shoring, life and health
insurance; paid vocations and
other benefits.

Phone

AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION

FULL TIME

THE BUNKER.RAMO CORPORATION

An Equal Opportunity Employer

For further information please contact: JAN BAT-

GIRLS

TAGLIA 537-1100

THE MORE WE GROW
THE MORE GIRLS WE
NEED! WE HAVE GOOD
INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH
AND
EXPERIENCED

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

TRAINEES.

TEMPORARY
WORK

SECRETARIES
PERSONNEL CLERK

CLERK TYPISTS

MAIL CLERKS

O

our day shift. Length of assignments will

vary frcim 4 weeks to 9 months. Some
involve no typing others with moderate

1657 Shermer Road

Northbrook

typing skills.

CL 3-8351

Various hours

500 Waukegan Rd.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

'1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Wage reviews every 90 days

Modern air conditioned plant

- So f e clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

Background music

Pure Oil Division

Openings for experienced

Pure Oil Division

BEAUTY OPERATORS

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

Advance style training,
high earnings, excellent
company benefits in discount

METHODE MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows
2141elp Wanted-hlen * Women

121 -help Wanted -Men' Women

YOU'RE OFF

on purchases.

TO A

An Equal Opportunity Employer
APPLYBEAUTY SALON
MR. BURKE 1st FLOOR
AFTER 10 am.

FLYING
MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

WIEBOLDT'S

START

AT
BRUNING
,

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

Randhurst shopping
Center
Rand Rd. and Rt. 83
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE J.,ARDENER
MAID TUTOR -HOSTESS- BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

ADMIRAL

MALE & FEMALE DAYS
DUPLICATING MACH OPERATOR

SCHEDULING & EXPIDITING
CLERK

C4)

INTERNATIONAL
ENTERPRISES

CLERK

TYPISTS
CLERKS

A subsidiary of Admiral Corp.

Here is a ground floor oppor.
tunity with a new and exciting
international company. We are
setting up now modern offices

ACCTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME INLAND REGISTER

DRAFTSMAN - SECRETARY

.

INTERVIEWING HOURS

at 9575 Higgins Road, Rose

7:45 AM TO 7:15 PM DAILY

and have full

time positions for women who
like to work close to home. We

SAT 9 AM TO NOON

need

White Collar Girls

Secretaries
Export Documentation Clerks

OP PULP/CA. INCORPO 77777
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

Clerk Typists
are excellent starting
salaries,
liberal
employee
There

2141810 Wanted Men Women

positions

erations and soles.

292-2812 FOR APP T.

MT.,PROSPECT

Cook County

E. Euclid, Arl. Hts.

School Bus, Inc.

ACCOUNTANT BOOKKEEPER

Hof f man -Estates, III. 60172.

MAINTENANCE
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
PROJECT ENGINEERS
PROGRAMMER/SYSTEMS
ANALYST

oil areas of personnel while
working with the most rej
spected organization in the
Midwest. You'll be trained
right on the job. Excellent
salary and benefits.

ACCOUNTANT
INDUSTRIAL NURSE.

Call or see Jean Yale

Prospect, Des

JOLIET ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
UNIROYAL, INC.
JOLIET, ILLINOIS 60434
Plant Located 10 Miles South of Joliet on Route 53

P.O. BOX 871

For Further Information Write Chester Galuska, Bldg. .705

P. Aug

14'

boot,

766.3465

Danish Modern leather sofa &
yr. old
love seat to match.

-

Boy's -Girl's bikes; 20", 24" & 26"
M/W, Bull.. 3 spds &
Schwinns 57 to $38. 437.1760
cutting outfit with
Welding

pwr. mower, clothes. New items

tanks, regulator and cart, $135.

daily. 308 S. Hi-Lusi, Mt. P.

394.0635 after 7.
1,2.

Convert your gar. into a lam.

sewing
stereo,
Appliances,
mach., toys, turn., clothing, much
misc. 247 & 255 N. Gorden, Ben

summer rm. Inexpensively with
ZipRoll screen. An 8'x7'
a

Gar. Sale July 30,31, Aug.

senville

Gar. Sole: 2806 St. James, Roll.
ing Meadows, Thurs, Fri, July 31,
Aug. 1. girl's clothes, misc.

You need, we got. Neighbor.
hood Apt. Sole -9-5, Fri., Sat.

screen (standard I car gar.)
only $38.98. All sizes avail
more info. call
able. For
537-2978.

For information about the FINEST

Water softeners & wafer con
ditioning equipment contact.

17' Larson Volero, 100 h.p. ,John.
son, trailer wt broke, mooring
cover, curtains E. top, skiis, 10

gal. bow tank & au'xiliary tank,
tape deck, life jackets, 8. other
extras, 52550. 259-5992
42 -Wanted to Buy
parts & heads.
DOLLS:
China, bisque, wood, rag or composition. Priv. Party. 537 9135
OLD

Creative & educational toys

in

good condition for our daughter.
392 9363

Girls white double dresser with

mirror & twin beds complete
maple or oak preferred,
827 5064
44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

JOHNSON WATER

Aug. 1 & 2. Colonial Townhouse
Apts. Rt. 83 Wheeling, 11/2 blks.

'68 O'Day Sprite 12' sailboat Ex
eel. Cond. Oars included. $550.
439-5543

$115 or offer. Misc. 259 8928

Gar. SoleHousewares, clothing,
f urn., & misc. Aug. 2, 10-4, Airy

fiberglass Crosby fishing
tiny teeny trailer, $400.
Evinrude motor, $90.

hp.

12

9-11

2,

used

12'10" long,
SAILBOAT:
once. 5650 or BEST OFFER.

CONDITIONING CO.
255. /107 or 3593200,

Miniature Schnauzer pups, AKC,
ears, Shorts, & clipped. 253 8840

N. of K -Mart.

ESTATE
Classified REAL
Residential Commercial Vacant
Your Guide'
To the best
Real Estate

74 -To Rent Apartments
Mt. Prospect 3 bdrm. townhouse-

$200 month, available August
1st. 394-3407
Mt. Prospect 2 bdrm.,
sub -let, Sept. I. $170.

296-3908

144 Rust Niartimob

Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6300
Arlington Heights

I

NEW BUILDING

parking.
4 ROOMS, $185 & UP
5 ROOMS, $250 & UP(2 baths)
Contact agent in Model Apt.
11 am to 6 pm Phone 439.7887

rentals

1

gia'', 2 bdrm.; panel lam. rm.

2 and 3 bedroom apts.
1st.

Rentals start at $205.
Phone: 394-2577
Open Daily! 11 AM - 7 PM

Easy to reach: Edens Hwy. to
Lake Ave. West on Lake to Mil.

woukte. Right on Milwaukee
to Palatine Rd. Left on Palatine
to Windsor Dr. Right to model.

Or take Rand Rd. to Windsor
Dr. Right to model.

"

ARL HTS. - SCARSDALE
Colonial, 3 Ig. bdrms.,

Tackett

2'/2 baths, 2V2 garage, rec FT.,
frplaces, screened porch,
2
549,500. 255 3984

Owner,

by

Palatine

3

bdrm.

fenced yard, appliances, drapes,
carpet, walk to 'schools, train,
shops. Avail. Aug. 15. $260.
392.7322

BRADSHAW

658 -566 1
646 S. Main, Algonquin
(4 bl. 5. of 62 on 31) '

BRICK CAPE COD

car garage,
fenced yd., excel loc. Can be

You must see this lovely

purchased on contract. $29,700.

se p.

ranch, bsmt.,

21/2

359 1450. Eves. CL 3-0297
Prospect Hts., OPEN HOUSE. 11/2
yr. old, 3 bdrm., bilevel, face

Mt. Prospect 2 story brick Geor-

central heating and gas Cooking, wall to wall carpeting, private balconies or patios,
ample parking.

Some .awallable Aug.

439:4100

$235 mo. 437.9499.

rythtnflf Air conditioned, free

rate -mortgage.

area. Owner. Colonial, 4 bdrms.,
11/2 yrs. old. All quality features.
Low taxes, t/2 acre. Must sell.
$60,500. 359-3904

Mtg. avail. 392-9365

3 bedroom ranch,
attached garage, fenced yard.

Heated swimming pool, private clubhouse, play area, tennis courts, modern kitchens
completely equipped with eve.

BARRINGTON PK.-Inverness

yr. old tri-level. Att'd gar. w/w

Elk Grove

oven.

plus lots of extras. 299-3547

Ad. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. 21/2 bath, 3

includes all

CAR PENTERSVILLE
Aluminum sided 3 bedroom
ranch, 11/2 cm garage. Nicely
landscaped. $16,200 full price.
54,200 down to assume low

carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appliances, rec. rm. w/frplce. Extras.

76 -To Rent Houses

wants you to loin the Country
Club set. Move right int Everything included from drapes on
the windows to o self-cleaning

by owner, 4 bdrm
home, 2t/2 rar att'd garage. As.

ments.

3 bdrms. 2 baths $3205335
Dishwashers in all opts. Fully
carpeted. Swimming pool.

Windsor Woods

HOUSE OF REALTY

6711 N. Cicero, Lincolnwood
673.0060

1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

1444 6. -Busse

of Arlington Heights

basement, separate family rm.
Sparkling condition. Low 30's.

Arl. His. 392-9586

1

STONECREST APTS.

2 baths $245-$27S

Grand Opening!
Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village

rooms, 1 full - 2 half baths, full

yr. old bi-level, all brick, 2 car
gar., 3 Ige. bdrms., 3 full baths,

cooking gas.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

privileges,

kitchen

room,

cluded, priv. $180. 827.4702

725 W. Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free

Immediate possession. Air
conditioned, 7 rooms, 3 bed-

share home or apartment,

some 51/4% loan. 392-2616

appliances, heat, hotwater &

437.1926

Reliable mature Jody wants to

appl., ceramic pastel bath, se-

439 0544

DES PLAINES DUPLEX

F.H.A. Mortgage available.

Arl. His.

Heated 1 bdrm., 5 closets, crpt.,

Sensible

2415 S. Goebbert Rd.
Open 7 days a week.

store small car.
259.2709

3433

SWIMMING POOL

both 5190-5215

rent garage to

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Timber Lake Village

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

to

Immed occup. $140 mo. 827.

MT, PROSPECT

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS.

Would like

or

Mt. Prospect: I bedrm. garden
apt. Air cand'd, stove, re I rig.

8641ea1 Estate4louses

82 Wanted To Rent

rent

New 3 room garden apartment,
available September 1, call

Westgate Apts.
bedroom
162
Ultra -deluxe
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room.

1 bdrm.
2 bdrms.

apt.,

Coll 439-9585

ROOM WANTED with lady looking for companionship by
healthy, cultured companionable
woman of 60. Refs. exch.

8191 0

CRAFTS

Exciting position if you are interested in people. You'll learn

Gar. Sale July 30, 31, Aug. I, 2.
Appli., stereo, sewing mach.,
toys, furn., clothing, much misc.

Gar. Sale July 29,30,31. Anti
ques, gifts, hsewares, bike,

is open.

DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN

100% Public
Contact

Schl.

-

inventory controls, etc. Person
with solid bookkeeping background could qualify. Congenial association staff of 22,
excellent working conditions,
exceptional employee benefits. Opportunity for office
management.
Send resume of personal and
business background, educe
tion, salary requirements, and
other pertinent facts to Mr.
James Hanson, or phone
894.5800 for interview. Salary

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

CALL: 392.8969

desks: 53-54.55 ea. St.
Stephens schl. hall, Spruce &

Emerson, Mt. Prospect.

Trace, 1315 Fernandez, Arl. Hts.

Supervision of payobles and
receivables, preparation of
monthly and annual reports,

394-0630.

BEN FRANKLIN STORE
1920 WOLF RD. WHEELING

1

Rd.,

1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

the best. Blue Lustre is America's
favorite. Rent. Shampooer $1.

247 & 255 N. Garden, Bensenville

MAN OR WOMAN
For Bowling Proprietors Assoc.

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER

GLEAN expensive carpets with

clothing. July 31, Aug. I. 306 N

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.
439-0923

colors $2.29 gallon.

ser. Reasonable 773.0668 oft. 5.

Gar. Sale & Misc. hshid. goods &

3040 S. Busse Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

OFFSET PRESS OPERATORS

Assistant

259-7010

Gigantic Gar. Sole: Thurs. July
31, Fri. Aug. I. Furn., glassware,
tools, Honda, much misc. 616

&'

& basement walls. White

End coffee cor. tables; refrig;
Grandfather clock; bed & dres-

Wolf

N.

sales. 391
Rood, Des Plaines.

SPECIAL

Interior Latex ideal for garage

Hollywood twin beds, white
headboard$20. Hide -a -bed $15.
Hand Lawnmower -$5. 392-1496

595.0132

advance

HOME OWNER'S

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9-3200
255 1107

Gar. Sole July 31, Aug. '18.2,
10.3, bike, skates, miscel., no

P.M. ROUTES

POSITIONS OPEN

Personnel

401 E. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
also
Chicago
36 S. State St.

`,

SWIMMING POOL

CHOOSE UNIROYAL, INC.

CALL MR. MUTT

davis

I

Whether you're just beginning
Or about to make a change
...choose with care

of

international and foreign op

lynn

Women

1800

I

$20; Distr. 251 7385.

259-9384.

Rummage Sale: TV tube tester
will trade or sell for 410 shotgun.
Also TV's and many misc. items.

Greta Ledefer
Development Co.

benefits including profit
sharing. Plan now to work in
fascinating

l'ianted-Men 7
21-11Felri

e

$200 sac. $35; hide a -bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"

Authentic refinished wagon
wheel $25; combination buggy
& stroller $20; infant car seat $4.

to sell,

MT. PROSPECT

No.Fei4;- Top rates

Faith Nursery,
Ave. Wheaton.

clothing, mangle, mist, all priced

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

EXPORT DOCUMENTATION

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

sale Thurs.

gar.

S. of Olive; Turn, toys, baby items,

A.M. ROUTES

of America, W. Higgins

5,000 Evergreens SI ea.
26W180 North

Fri, 9 5, 1201 N. Hickory, An,
Hts, 2 blks, E. of State V2 blk.

2:30 - 5 p.m.
INSPECTORS

SALE: Whirlpool electric
dryer, 4 years old, $60. Excellent
condition. 894-3002.
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

FOR

GRAND OPENING SALE

8.

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

Deerfield

clothes, latest styles,
Lady's
worn I season. Sizes 11, 12, 13,
& 14. 537 8814.

bathinette $10;
deluxe car bed $5. 437 8855
mattress $20;

carved end table & cocktail
table; Mediterranean AM/FM
stereo console never used.
267-7474 after 4 p.m.

of misc. 507 Oakton, Elk Grove.

Neighborhood

-

English larr'iage w/

Sacrifice 2 Spanish ook heavily

Starting 10 AM. Furn., clothing,
appliances, toys & games, loads

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

4775
Portable Kenmore- dishwasher,
less than 1 yr. old, avocado -S 1 25.
30 range -$30. 537.7532,

5 gal tank & other

-

1

DRIVERS

Early afternoon and late afternoon
Apply Monday through Friday
Hours 8:30 AM to 4 PM
Saturdays 9 AM to 12 Noon

'

Baby equip.. T.V., built-in range,
misc. garden tools, rear seat
for '66 Chev. Carry.all, reclining
chair, end tables; dresser. 392

Beautiful

31-RuMmage & Garage Sale

MALE & FEMALE

ASSEMBLERS

15, 824 0446.

Utility trailer, 5x8, 30" sides,
removable tailgate, overloads,
$95. 1706 Walnut, Pros. Hts.

Gar. Sale Porn., clothing, misc.
items. Aug. 2 & 3, 10 AM nil dark.
136 Hilltop Dr., Schaumburg.
& 2.
Huge Garage Sole -Aug.

pect area.

(including 9:15 PM shift)

1

like new #845

sweeper; tire

misc. equip. 824-0446.

mals. 5 day week. Mt. Pros-

Regular Full Time

the

tanks,

FULL OR PART TIME

Good starting rates

BEAUTICIANS

Illinois,

Aquarium equipment: 2 - 10 gal.

WOMEN

We me presently interviewing for temporary clerical positions now open on

272-100

mont,

tires with wheels. Fits Buick. $15
each. 392-0152

439-5510

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

Mr. E. Surek

chiding 20%

65 Scott St. Elk Grove

For Veterinarian, Must like ani-

Call or Visit

26" Schwinn bike; 30" lawn

Two 845 X 15 studded snow

SCHOOL BUS

NOW OPEN

cabinet bottom. 529.4917

pool

Swimming

SALE:

Kitchen cabinet: gloss sliding
doors with firmica counter &

w/ filter, ladder, & comp. accessories. AM/FM stereo & R/C con-

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS,
INC.

Wily train

Wheeling, Ill.

777 Wheeling Road

FOR

SmaU low pressure office.

RECEPTIONIST

WOMEN'
PRODUCTION
LINE
WORKERS
4 Rasies 1st year

PRODUCTS INC.

OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR

ing $800, 766-7828.

$2.67 PER HOUR

EKCO

$4 each. CL 5.1005

Pool filter,$15. 437- / 929

60-70 wpm on electric type-

2141el1 Warted -Min Women

`

''''volves light typing.

walnut trim, exc. cond. $25 ea.

Secrefary-Dictaphone

2801 S. 25th Ave., Broadview

position reqUire a good figure aptitude & in-

666-3853

Natural Hardwood

Minn. Fats pool table, slate top,
reg. size (41/2091, I yr. old, sell

writer. Bast benefits available.

chairs

green/blue

olive

PAIR

sole, $75. 299-0253.

PART TIME &

We currently have a full time clerical opening in
our receiving department & a putt lime (4 to 6
hours per day) in our plastic department. Both

Children's Picnic Tables

Ross. Ross Distributors.
392-5262

Apply Employment Office Weekdays
8:30 am. -5 pm. or call for appt,

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

part time. For app't call. Mrs.
'

cient Parking. PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.

CALL MRS. GOODLING

253-3300

5 to 6 months, wants a girl
to start working

facilities
new
shortly.

253 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Elk

Chicago firm moving to

FULL TIME
Good starting salary afid excellent benefits ineluding Profit Sharing, Air Conditioned Offices,
Cafeteria on Premises, Credit Union and Suffi-

Secretory at 'Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desirable but not essential. Excel.
lent fringe benefits.. Will be in

FULL TIME

OFFICE

WANTED: 5 Pennyrich lingerie
consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or

SECRETARIES

HARPER COLLEGE

WAITRESSES

Sifelpitatid Wow

26-lielpWanted Women

264Ielp Wanted Women

26Help Waded Women

brk all sides, 2 car att. gar., paneled rec. rm., ceramic kit. &
baths, patio, drapes, carpet,
many extras. 539,900. 1313
Wood In. 296-5171.
Buffalo Grove
"CAMBRIDGE"

3 bedroom home with
Dining

ping.

PRICED TO SELL

$30,500

Better than. new colonial. Popular size. 8 room, 4 bedroom,
21/2 baths, kitchen with built ins
20x10,

REIAT,
1164 NOITHWIST HWY.
DII MINIS

family room with fire-

place, full basement, 2 car over
sized garage. $45,250.

At-

rm.,

tached Gar., Full base.
Walk to Schools & Shop-

04

296 -66SS

AYARS REALTY CO.

71 -To Rent, Stores, Offices
Modern Desk Space. Expert secr-

etarial services and telephone
answering available. Executive
Secretarial Service.

11

N.

Arl.

Hts, Rd., Arl. Hts. CL 9-1222.

18 -To Rent Bashess Property

PALATINE -VILLAGE
SQUARE

2 rooms, lit floor, 300 square
feet plus waiting room. Good
parking. Excellent for Doctor
or Mfr. Rep.

DON HAGER, REALTORS
16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

359-6050

824 Waukegan Rd.
Northbrook
272 3550 or 273 4400

Arlington Heights, Pioneer Pk.
Executive home, 4 bdrms., 2t/2
baths, Tam. rm., 2 frplcs, built

ins, 2 car garage, basement,
many extras. $57,500.
Paul LoDue
EVANS REALTORS

255 8300

Newly Listed
Beautiful white brick colonial
in Scarsdale. Four large bed
rooms, 3V2 baths, 2 Cal at

tacked garage with electric
Centrally Air Con.
ditioned. Carpeted throughout.
openers.

Florida room.

kitchen

Huge

with center island sink, dish.
washer

and

disposal.

Full

finished basement recreation
PROSPECT HEIGHTS
3 bedroom brick bi-level on
lot 100' x 200'. Master bedroom has dressing area. 2 car
garage. Patio, plus screened
porch with built-in Bor-be-que
affords outdoor enjoyment of
landscaped
a
beautifully
ion.
yard. Immediate Po
$35,900.

room 30 x 23 with wet bar.
Enclosed rear yard. Convenient
to schools,
$85,900.

trains and town.

Bruns Real Estate

QUINLAN &
TYSON, INC.

82 -Wanted To Rent

Young female teacher wants
furnished I bdrm. opt. nr. Harper College or will share larger
apt. furnished or unfurnished.
437.7000, Ext. 24, wkdoys.

DON HAGER, REALTORS
16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

359-6050

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

2556320
359-6500
894-1330

Wednesday, July 30. 19(19
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auto shoppn:19 center

The T3arz..

102 -Trucks, Traders

ORNAMENTAL IRON TABLE

Double bed complete w/book

1966 F 100 FORD PICKUP TRUCK,

AND CHAIRS - $185

case headboard, double dresser
& mirror. 259-5539.

41 -Home furnishings -Furniture

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Siamese kittens, 7 weeks, adorable and reasonable.

CL 9-0898

392-5049
A."C,

puppies

Dachshund

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

5

males, 2 females. blk., ms &
Pheasant hunters with dogless
children. Llewellin Setter/Brittany
puppies for sale. 535. 53/41/2

kittens,

Siamese

Stud Service -Male apricot Toy
Poodle. All apricot background.
Beautiful color & disposition.
259-9121

Miniature Schnauzer, beautiful
Female, full pedigree, 2 years.
Gentle, all shots $100.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES

8 weeks
439-4891

$3.00 each
Call 253 1828

Good home for a female Pekinese, 9 months old, very friendly,
$25. 299-2383.

255.0847

90 DAYS CASH

MARIA SCHAEFER
"-MUSIC STORE

CL 5-9298

blind hems in dresses,
makes byitton holes, sews buttons
fancy
on, monograms and
stitches. Na attachments needed.
Five year parts and service.
Sews

Weimoriner pups, Moles, Cham-

Reasonable..

894-4255.

Horses Boarded. Box stalls. Pasture. Riding ring. Good feed, $40
a month. 639.3595

guarantee
$71.20 TAX INCLUDED
OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH
FOR FkEE DELIVERY

SIAMESE kittens, 8Weeks old. Lit-

ter trained.
'

299-3512

3 yr. old Sorrel Gelding. Well
trained Western. $275. Ex-

Cull
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.
1312)469.7204

NORTHWEST Suburban coin
op. car wash route, presently
netting $10,000 plus per year

or fake over payments.
824.8260

on a part time basis working

ing to go, try me & keep me,

Hot 65 Merc, 4 on the floor, rar$625. 439.0470

1962 Chevy 409 with 4 speed.
Excellent condition $600.

392-9760

CHECK THE DAY...EVERY' DAY

537,-2877

DES PLAINES

.1965 -COMET
mission:

se9A

S.

Huge Discounts
onal11969's!

Hts. school teacher (Kensington School) must sell. Act,
pulo blue, sports sprint model,

Arl.

w/economy 6 cyl. eng., A/T, P/S,
R/H, like new tires (purchased in
April) low miles, $1595. Call Barb

'63 Chevy SS 409 Convert., 4
speed, eng. just rebuilt. 4 poly
'03 Chevy,'
gloss tires -F70 'x

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

a

needs eng. & trans. 2 new H70 x
15 carnegies. 2 astros w/7 pt. 35
x 14 Goodyeors. Assorted 409

parts. Dual pt. mallory distrib.
w/coll, water pumps, pistons,
rods dual quads & monifold. 10
speed Schwinn Varsity
25? -5889 after 4.

bike.

sts 1441,40.emiscaor

529-7070

1966 CHEVELLE MALIBU

3 seat, full power, factory air condi
honing, white finish. Like new

2 door hardtop 396, V-8, Bronze fin

$2695

1967 DODGE CHARGER FASTBACK
2 seat, V B, Turquoise finish

$995

"440", V8, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Silver Finish, Red Bucket
Seats

$2395

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE
10 Passenger, V8, Auto, Poo er Steer

ing, Air Conditioned, White Finish ....

9795

Yellow finish, black top

warranty,

SAVE

4 DR, 6 Cyl, Red finish

966 CHEVROLET IMPALA SUPER SPQR
"396" V8, Power Steering, Like new,
Burgundy finish

OF LUXURIOUS
PLYMOUTHS -CHRYSLERS &

STATION WAGONS

$2495

$1695

V8 auto. Power steering, Green fin
ish, black vinyl top

$1495

$2495
$1495

9795

V8, 3 Speed, green finish

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE

Full

Conditioning
ecL

Power,

factory Air

91795

1964 PONTIAC CATALINA COUPE
V8, Blue finish

$995

1966 IMPERIAL CROWN
4 DR, Hardtop, Full 'Power, Yell ow
finish, Block vinyl roof

$2795

2 door hardtop, V 8, Auto., Power
steering, turquoise finish

,

$1895

1967 BARRACUDA FASTBACK
V8, Auto, Power Steering. A Black

$1995

1966 BELVEDERE
4 DR. 6 Cyl, Auto, Power Steering,
white finish

$1995

$795

1964 OLDS CONVERT
Full power, air cond., yellow finish

$495

1963 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX
VB.

6 Cyl., Auto, PoweF Steering, Gold

1966 CHRYSLER NEW PORT

$1795

2 DR. HT, V8 Auto., Power Steering,
Turq. finish

1965 DODGE CORONET 500

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE

beauty

1965 BUICK 3 SEAT SPORT WAGON

$25 9 5

$1495

2DR, Radio, Blue finish

finish, Block vinyl roof

4 DR. Hardtop, Full Power, Gold Fin
ish, Black vinyl top

1968 TORINO

1968 VOLKSWAGEN

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY
4 DR. Auto, Power Steering, White

VALUES

COMPACTS
1968 CHEVY MALIBU COUPE

1967 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER

Finish

1965 FORD COUNTRY SOUIRF
10 Passenger, V8, Auto, Power Steer
ing, Black finish

4 OR, V8, Power Steering, Radio,
Green Finish, Balance of factory

ish

$1595

CL 9-4100

TO SELECT FROM

$2397

4 DR, Hardtop, Full Power, Eike fin

1966 DODGE DART CONVERT

--

OVER 90 USED CARS

99

1967 DODGE DART

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY If

SUND/6-c

CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH

'1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III

es/

CLOSED

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

OPEN SUNDAYS!

AIR CONDITIONED CARS

$1795

OPEN EVENINGS

OR BUTTS
NO IF'S INCLUDING
ANDS ROW
AFTER ROW

for as little as

1967 BUICK SPORT WAGON

CHEVROLET

\ ARLINGTON HTS. f

ROSELLE, ILL

DID YOU KNOW YOU CAN BUY A NEW
'69 FURY I 2 DOOR..
"THE BIG ONE"
WITH AUTOMATIC TRANS.

4 -SPEEDS

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

ON ALL REMAINING 1969'S

CLEARANCE SALE

STATION WAGONS

381-0899

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEAI4

4 door, 6 .1,4,.asst Ontatic traps,

"WE TELL IT LIKE IT IS

FURY I

136 W. Northwest H
Barrington, III.
381-6663
Open to 9 P.M.
Week Nights

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

$995

437-6169

1968 Buick Electra "225", factory air cond., full power, $3300

weekends only. Requires minimum $10,000 cash. For inf or
motion call.

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

oerinececi rider. 639.3595

P/S,

air conditioning, ONE OWNER.
255.8112

Blades,

CHEVY II NOVA

MUSTANG '67

Monterey,

1966 Falcon 4.dr., sedan, A/T,

Yeatinan Station
Rd., landenberg, Pa. 19350

Mr.

-

1962 Dodge Lancer, 6 cyl. Radio,
heater. Good condition. Best of fer. 394-2316

CL 3.5923.

255 5245

lishing a franchised branch of.
lice in your local area. Can use
your own home to start. Very
little capital needed. Contact:

rill,

air-cond., A/I, P/S, red w/ blk.
vinyl, radial tires. Viet Nam

1964 CHEVY IMPALA,- 4deor,---

1962 Mercury
A/T, $175

trans.,

AUTHORIZED
JEEP-DATSUN DEALER

2 door hOndtop, VS, Standard
transmission,- SHARPI-- end
Olean.

or 392 9211,

'68 Pontiac GTO hdtop. coupe,

good 2nd car, Best offer.
253-6234 of tek5 pm

lotional collection agency desires a person interested in estab-

stand.

excel), 'cond., like new tires, low
mileage, 272 0914

1967

Oldsmobile Cutlass "5"
convertible. MUST SELL. Call
after 6 p.m. 894.6846

1959 PLYMOUTH, 4 dr.,

36 -Business Opportunities

Cornet,

SALES & SERVICE

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS

ivory mist gold,

392.0763
65

MOTOR

IT TODAY AT

vinyl top, fully equipped.

00

BARRINGTON

THE 11 YEAR CARL
SEE AND TEST DRIVE

1963 VW KARMAN GHIA
Good Condition,
358.1012

1965 NIAUBU

1968

P/S, A/T - $400.
259.8911

Sewing machine, Slightly used.

$995. CL 3 1063

296 1488

1962 VW
GOOD CONDITION
$490. 259-4964

824.4131

DECIDE!

dual carbs, A/T, console, bkts.

doer, outemallie
mission. REAW, CLEANIII

'6,3 Chevy Belair wagon, 8 cyl,
suck, gd. cond. $300. 392 7423

THEN

'65 Buick G.S. P/B, P/S, vinyl top,

4

'64 Falcon V 8 260 Spt. Coupe
like new. Like new engine, tires,
brakes, vinyl 'top. white. $695.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

-1415 Ellinwstesi Pet Plaines

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

Cute kittens to be given away to
a good home.

breed.

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

As low as $30 per mo. rental.
year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or trade-,
it furnew-furnishings. Ask -f or
Miss Haydee - and SAVE.
253.9416

weeks old. 5150 and up.

new, 4 speed $125.
392.3768

Save Now!

1

-----I.1-TKg&-A-PITT-F,,WIK-ArC,

'68 Sears 50cc motorcycle, like

DATSUN

$500. Call aft. 4. CL 5 3879

1968 Riviera,

-

1

DRIVE A

Newport

Chrysler

dr.

Automatic,

Power

steering,

Power Brakes

$895

1965 OLDS VISTA CRUISER WAGON

$1095

Blue finish

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY

$1395

4 door, V-8, Auto

EN

$1045

t14
I

0111111111N

i

owner. Excel cond. Gauge kept 5700. 439.5543

vote,

must be seen to be appreciated.

or

'68 Pontiac GTO, power steering,
console, excellent cond. Priv.
party $2375.437-8822.

offer. 537-7850

We still have low interest
rate bank financing

LEND - LEASE

low

mileage, exc. cond., toe; best

UPRIGHT & GRAND PIANOS
& ORGANS
Reconditioned & Refinished

3926

PUPPIES FOR SALE!

Thunderbolt,

BSA

1968

299-2572

956-1525.

439 1976

$325

cond.,

Font Falcon .64 red -Commit.

offer.

hdtop, white...5 like new tires,

WICKSTROM
'CHEVROLET

'66 Corvette, convert. - 2 tops,
327, 300 hp., like new tires &
battery; '32 Plym., 4 door sedan,

180 Electric

Savings!

Can be seen in our home. 253.-

IS FROM

296-6491.

1967 Yamaha

JULY 30 THRU AUG. 2
On All Floor' Model -

teakwood. Unique bars, curio
cabinets, coffee tables, end
tables & gun Gobbets. Other
items custom made to order.

TriColor

CLEAN . 1961 OLDS

excel].

1967 Honda 160 Scrambler
good condition, $350.
253.0955

Tremendous

ORIENTAL FURNITURE

BE BEAT

like new tires, p/s, p/b, extras,

1967 Chevy II Nova 2 dr. hdtp.
V 0, 283, standard trans. $1,300.
394-05ff/3 after 7 PM

w/black vinyl top. 392.0376
4

SPRITE,

tires. $700. 255-5957

Going to Army. Myst sell 1968
Dodge Charger at once. Yellow
'62

1965

convertible, good cond.. excel,

'68 Olds Cutlass; 2 dr. Coupe.
ddrk green w/black interior,
W/W. radio, P/S, best
D. Gorski, days, 265 7116

HEALY,

AUSTIN

Call 437 5787

1969 VW . red, with extras.
$1695
437-9012

CL 5.8391

Mt. PrOsi 'Oct

1959 VW. Good Condition. Radio.
Like new fires.
CL 3.1570

',dip., excellent condition. $700.

THAT CAN'T

Full power, radio, heater, etc.

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

After 6 PM. 253-5837
'63 Corvair Spyder-4 speed
Call Gary
437-6235 of ter 6

Ford Galaxie "500", 4 dr.,

'64

DEAL

speed. $425 or best

4

condition. Low mileage. $800.

1

THE

66 Ford Galaxie 500 H.T., auto, 4

$30; White Fender precision boss
guitar, hard shell case, like new
$200.529 6206

Newly imported with beautiful
hand carved & Mother of pearl
inlay work. All articles of solid

M & F. $50. 634 3541

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

& cover $100; Kent bass drum

Traditional couch $150; gold Co.
tonial sofa $100.956-1571

439-8381

COLLIE pups 14 wks. old, AKC,
silver blue Merle's also Hi color.

wagon. 595.0132

its se. blond Koy bass viol stand

fruitwooci g good cond;

both

vair wagon & 1960 Willys Jeep.

mandolin or uke in stock for
rash. El Rey Music, 7 W. Eastman

'65 Pontiac Catalina 4 dr. sedan,
owner. Immac.
air, power,

1963 Chevy wagon, 8 cyl., P/S,
$275 or best offer. 717 Halley,

1965 Austin Healy Sprite. Good

$1395. 392 345E1

9fler. 956-0373

FOR SALE FOR PARTS 1961 Cor.

Special 10% discount with this
ad an any guitar, amp, banjo,

Living Rrn. couch, 2 chairs, 2 end
tbls., cocktail tbl., hanging lamp,
decorator shelf, twin headboard. 823-7293
Fr. Prov, drop leaf ibl, 2 cad
chairs $100, Fr. Proy. sofa $150,

ends 894.1971.

439-6658 after 5 PM

'65 Malibu 2 dr. 327, 365 h.pr

101 -Auto Parts apd Access.

55 -Musical Instruments

'69 Chevelle Malibu, P/5, vinyl
interior, A/T. Excellent condition.

excel. cond. thru out. CALL
437-8362
Hurst

259-8911

'67 Chevy Impala air-cond., immaculate, 2 dr., P/B, P/S,
A/T, W/W, vinyl top etc. $1895.
Days 297-4330, Eves. & week-

1964 VW Microbus, IoW miles,

815.385.6333

McHenry

DINING ROOM SET
SOLID MAHOGANY
255-2397

new $7. 773-1707.

GOOD SECOND CAR
392-0282

both A/T, R/H, 529.1327.

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 1 l/2 mi. E. of

yr.

Gas stove w/2 ovens; dinette set
vd4 chairs, wood & formica.

Child's chifferobe new $25: 19.
cosy chair $25; Ironrite mangle
iron w/cabinet $40, barber set

FREE BLACK MOTHER CAT
Likes outdoors,
297 4887

1

old bed & 2 lie. rm. choirs.
537 0247

GREEN FUR CHAISE LOUNGE
CHAIR, $75.
296 3979

6 weeks old.
253-3547

pion

Orig. $500 asking $200.

Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

827 7470

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call
439 26 -0

Exc.

Like new top, tires.

Convertibles '641/2 Falcdtf $750
& '65 Corvoir W/stereo $985.

Tent Trailers - Travel Trailers
Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories

'/3" sofa bed, very gd. cond.

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

6 FREE CUTE KITTENS

TRAVELER
CORSAIR
SYCAMORE
STARCRAFT
KING OF THE ROAD

condition, mattresses if wanted.
827-0517

Brand new carpeting made for

9

weeks old, litter trained $10.

AKC

_ CI 5 58_44'
Bunk beds, 2 'years old, good

make. Needs
some work $200. 894.7481.
server,

&

$2650. 537-8056.

-

dining rm. table w/2
leaves, 6 chairs, matching buffet

1960 VW'

$350 537-2260
1965 Tempest Le Mans Convert.
A/C, P/S, P/B, 326. Flawless!!
$1100 or offer. 676.9439

'67 Ford V8 Camper Special 10
ply wide oval tires, extras.

beds complete $50.

Oval

Dachshund, AKC, sin. min. fern.,
Islack & tan, 1st shorts, 8 wks.,
show quality. $125. 894.2930.

PERFECT

Set of black wrought iron bunk

and size. 894 8743

253-6162

WHITE.

$50.

'63 CHEV. IMPALA CONVERT.
103 -Auto Trailers & Carvers

58 CHEVROLET, 4 DOOR, AUTO..
P/S, GOOD RUNNER, $100.
827-7801.

1964 VW - $650 or best offer.
Good condition_ Call
CL 3-3754 after 5 p.m.

pwr. $1150.439-2959

ment. 253-7419

CONDITION. 824.7281

90" brown & gold Kroehler solo
bed, 150 or will trade for stand

Irish setter puppies AKC, chomp.
sired. Vocation board Free.

Beautiful

DRYER,

model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.
537.1930

reds 6 weeks. 359 1308

Low mileage, heavy duty equip-

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

4

'63 Cadillac 2 dr., air-cond.. 6
- way seat, elec. windows, full

HNiutornobiles For Sale

112-Autornobies For Sale

112 -Automobiles for Sale

112 -Automobiles for Sale

41 -Home funishirgiftiriture

Ii/M t,[1-EWILUI,12,,li

S
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BIG USED CAR
fie'Dace' 55 .
VALUES
A FOOT!
0
0

Y INVENTORY REDUCTION y
1969 FAIRLANE HARDTOP

The Arlington Park

$2525 U
1969 FAIRLANE 500

N
O.

HARDTOP

Dspeakers,

$2795

1968 VOLKSWAGEN SUNROOF Deluxe all vinyl interior,

-$1595
1965 OLDS STARFIRE 2 dr. HT Full power, bucket seats,
radio hydramatic with floor console, power windows, power
antenna, like- new. .WWs, -one owner_bcige .with
matching interior. Sharp.

V.8,

power

factory air. #1559

$1295

really sharp.

$1395

0 1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM
DTon V B Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice

tiful Bimini Blue finish.

Y 1968 XL 2 DR. HDT

Dr., Hard Top, 4 speed
Block bucket seats, radio, 440 Magnum engine. Mag. wheels.
Red Line Wide Ovals. A red ram with very low

1968 DODGE CORONET RT 2

1968 XL
B 2 dr, HTop, sunlit gold V8, A/T, R/H. # P891

$2795-

miles and the balance of the factory warranty.
1968 TORINO FASTBACK 2 Dr. Hardtop, v -a, power
steering, Power disc brakes, red bucket seats, select shift automatic, wide oval tires, radio, chrome Mag. wheels,
low mileage. Balance of factory warranty.

°

# 898A

dr, hardtop, green, V8, Automatic trans-

2

brakes, radio. Deluxe chrome luggage rack, white walls. A
beautiful deep red with black vinyl Interior.

$1895

N '67 FORD ECONOLINE VAN
V-8, automatic transmission..#236A

Sharp,

1966 OLDS 98 4 Dr. Hord Top. Full power including power
windows 8 seats, factory air conditioning, radio, light mint

$1995

1967 OLDS DELTA 88 2 Dr. Hardtop, full power, including
factory air cond., tinted glass, all vinyl black interior, radio,
red with a black vinyl roof. Balance of factory

1967 FAIRLANE 500
0 2 dr. H/Top, green V/8, A/T,12/1-1, P/S. #2721A

warranty.

D Radio, Heater #28I 9A

$2395

1966 CORVAIR

1967 OLDS 88 4 Dr. Hardtop, full power, radio, automatic.
Brand new set of 4 ply white wall tires. Balance of factory

1966 ECONOLINE VAN
White, Runs Good. #244A

,

radio, stick with overdrive, bucket seats, floor console. Brown
with a white roof. A rare buy for only

$995

1964 CHEVY BELAIR 4 Dr., 6 cyl. for economy, radio, pow
er steering. Brand new set of white walls, automatic. A one

$795

owner with low mileage that will make a real nice
dependable second car.

Still in Effect....Hurry!
ift,,Titireloilliiit IIIIfT RI 11111111-1 ITlif''

200 FREE MOVIE
TICKETS FOR KIDS
For Wed. Aug. 6th
"Swiss Family Robinson"
and "Rascal"
(Limited Supply -Hurry)
I

-3

I

The World's Largest Olds Dealership

heater,

$1295

'65 MUSTANG
Stick shift, V8 engine, green in color. #2733A...

$795

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
hardtop, V8 automatic transmission;
4 dr.
power steering, power brakes, factory air

'68 PLYM. GTX
440 Eng., Automatic

D

'66 MUSTANG

$1195
N

1965 CHRYSLER 300.

2 DR Hardtop, White, V8, Power Steering,
Auto., Air Cond., Very Clean. #2675A
'65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
cylinder, automatic transmission,
6
steering, radio, #2771A

Automatic & Power

$1395

$1595 o

power

$1295 B

0

'65 OLDS 442
Automatic & Power

0
D

827-3111

'65 CORONET
;MX
tic

Power

$395

'6Q FIAT

'61 GALAXY
6 cyl., standard transmission #2794B

JIM

u AIKEY

$99

N

$99

0

9-9

B

group. Demonstrator. Bright

'69 LTD FORD

P.S., P.B., vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,

2 -Dr., Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance
Hawaii Blue color.

$3492
$2982

Silver jade, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim,
speakers, body molding. Demo.

wheel covers, rear defogger, rear'

$1095

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500
4 Dr., V-8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

'67 L.T.D.

$1795

'67 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$1695

2 dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

Full Power, All White, Automatic Transmission.

FORD
DIS PIAINIS
Saturday 9-6

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

FULL PRICE $1595

'66 MUSTANG COUPE

6 cyl., auto. trans., power steering, radio, heater, W/W tires, full wheelcovers, sharp.

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$1295

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

$1195

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"

4 Speed

'66 FORD CUSTOM

$795.

2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

'67 CHARGER
383 ENG., 4 SPEED

$1995

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT radio. Many extra
8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.5., P.B.,

$1195
White.

$795

'65 DODGE
4 -Dr., 6 cyl., auto. Fine second car.

'66 PONT 2 2
4 Speed

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500

'65 SPT. FURY

White Wall Tires.

4 Speed, Max. Wheels.

'64 FORD GALAXIE "500"
automatic transmission.

$395

4 dr., sedan. Body man's Special. V-8,

CLOSED UNDAY

'65 CORONET
500, 3 speed

$1295

$995
$795

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE

$995

A

O

k

A

ARLINGTON PARK

A

DODGE

1400 Et 'NORTHWEST HWY.

39_24300

Is

I

0

PARK RACE TRACK

OPEN DAILY 'T1L

if

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

'67 CHEV. SS

'ACROSS FROM THE ARUNOTON

IN

750 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-243

Weekda

$2670

'69 FAIRLANE

TU

$125

#27888

'61 CORVAIR MONZA
Automatic transmission, good runner. #2067C..

T

$695B

Transportation Specials
'64 CORVAIR
4 speed, Monza coupe. #2592A

B

Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.
Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

2 dr.. hard too, V.8, A/T, light blue. Priced to sell!

$1395

$995

Bright red with white convertible top. #26150

PHONE

$2095

4 Speed

'64 VOLKSWAGEN CONVERTIBLE

N

$2764

'69 MUSTANG

2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater,

Blue hardtop, bucket seats, console, and AIR
CONDITIONING, V8 automatic, radio, heater,
white wall tires

B

t 2 4 speed

'65 SKYLARK

$1195

'65 BUICK SKYLARK

HOURS:

2

6 cyl., Automatic

$2795

Y

Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Sat. 9 to 5; Closed SOndays 4

'67 MUSTANG

2186 A '65' BUICK SKYLARK

power steering, radio, heater, white
0 hardtop,
walls, buck. seats, console, air conditionings....

B

RAND 8 CENTRAL ROADS DES PLAINES

$2595

$1295

B

Y

conditioning, gold. #1587A

$2595

Automatic Trans.

4 DR. H.T., Automatic,
Power.

--'7";1".1

RfT 440 Eng., Automatic

'66 LE MANS

'66 OLDSMOBILE

0

$795 D

Tmaroon. #2771A

'68 CORONET

$1495
N

Loaded with Fords
finest equipment, including Power
Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio and
more,
You can have air conditioning-

P.S., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

$1395

B

0

u '65 IMPALA
4 dr. hardtop, 6 automatic, power steering,

CORNER

$1895

$1195

Blue

N

Polara 9 Pass., Power

H.T., Automatic, Power.

"

'69 GALAXIE 500

66 DODGE WAG. HI-PERFORMAHC

'66 CORONET

OVER

2 -Dr. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V-8, cruise-o-matic,
many extras. Demo.

$2195

$1495 T

'66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

B

$495

0

$1696

1966 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON
Blue. # 250A

Y

Automatic, bucket seats

4 Speed, Wire Wheels

2140 A '66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

radio,

$995

/67 TR GT

$1295

0 V-8, automatic, radio, heater, power steering,

D

Special Low Prices

I

V-8, automatic transmission, power steering
N # 2782A

Excellent condition

ONLY 12 "WESTERN OPEN"
TORONADOS LEFT!

Jet Star, Power

-$1295

Y

'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR

B '66 CHEVELLE 4 DOOR HT
V13, automatic transmission,
blue. #P903
1.1

'64 OLDS

Sedan

$995

$3590
60
TO Eliglimenorel
CHOOSE

'62 COMET

$1095 B
$1295

Y1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK
Aqua Blue # 1250A

$1995

1965 AMBASSADOR 2 Dr. Hardtop, V-8, power steering,

$1095

N
$ 1 495

NEW '69 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

Wag. '9 Pass. Automatic,
Power

67VOLKSWAGEN

695

Wheel Covers & More.

'.64 DODGE

$1995

D

Fully Factory-- Equipped with- V-8, Radio, Vinyl Roof, Full

-

$1095

242 Factory Air Conditioned

$1 695

PONTIAC GTO
0 B4'67speed,
big motor, radio, blue. # 7A48

Hdtp. Factory Air
Conditioned -

'67 MUSTANG

$1395

mission, power steering. #2721

'64 OLDS

$1795

$2295

$3390

$795

4 Dr. Hdtp., Factory
.
Warranty

T '67 FAIRLANE 500

1967 FURY III WAGON v-8, power steering and power

warranty. Turquoise, ready to gal

'67 POLARA

$2195 0

U68 DODGE 3/4 TON PICKUP

$2495

$1795

0

FORD LTD

Automatic

!67 CAMERO

$1995 g

Hawiian Bronze V8 Auto R, Heater, Ps.#P-89t

NEW '69

4 DR. Galaxie 500,

Automatic Tram,

$2995

car. #1587

glass, power steering, power
brakes plus many extra's. Stock #1587

'65 FORD

DEMO

B

Over- size white wall

tires, AM -FM stero radio,

$1395

Auto., Fact. Warr.

$$$$

matic. #2465

$4669

tilt steering wheel, tinted

'68 DART CUST,

T

power steering, power brakes, turbo hydro.

1968 BUICK WILDCAT Custom 4 Dr. Hard Top, Full power,
including Factory Air, Radio, Turbine 400 automatic. Low, low
s3195
mileage. Balance of Factory Warranty. A beau-

green Exceptionally clean.

$2295

y

'60 IMPALA
BChampaign, gold, V8 automatic, 4 dr., hardtop,

$3495

Warranty.

'440 with Automatic

& Power

$3495 U

Red 427 R, air Auto PS, P8 Ready to go #P887.

control, air conditioning, AM/FM stereo radio, 6 way power seat,
swing nwoy Mt. steering' wFieel,, Power windows,

white with block vinyl roof. Balance of factory

5

Al USED CARS Al
N 1969 MACH I

1968 T -BIRD 4 Dr. landau, full power, automatic climate

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

Fury III, Automatic &
Power

-

I way fold seats, tilt steering wheel,$478

1965 TEMPEST LE MANS 2 dr. V -B, power steering, radio.
automatic, bucket seats, WWs, tear mist in color, low mileage,

I

H.T.

Dsteering, power brakes. Brougihm cloth & vinyl D
6
%, interior, black vinyl roof. Power windows

steering & brakes, radio, WWs, air conditioning, bucket seats,
automatic with floor console, this candyappte
red beauty is extra nice.

WAGON

ing lights, 429 V8 engine, cruise-o-motic, power

$1495

1965 PLYMOUTH SPORT FURY CONY.

Automatic & Power

'68 CORONET

1969 T -Bird
B
0 Lime gold, 2 dr., landau, vinyl roof, front corner- n

radio, 4 speed, balance of factory warranty, light blue.

'65 PLYM.

$2495

1969 FORD CUSTOM
4 DR. SEDAN

NBrittany blue, all vinyl trim, cruise-o-matic, body N
mold, power steering, radio,
0
u heater. #1524
Oside

non

'68 CHARGER

4685

-

1966 TEMPEST CUSTOM 2 dr. V-8, automatic, radio, all
vinyl trim, like new set of WWs, bronze in color, mint condi.

)05141MICt

0

ing light, rear lamp outage indicator. $
U #1519

$1 795

IN

Lime Gold, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

factory air conditioning, stereo radio, front corner-

T

.ttatik

or TERMS!

Maroon, tint glass, 429 engine, cruise-o-matic,
power steering, power brakes, white walls, pow- ; D
er windows, torque steering, electric defrost,

$2795

Of I

u

wheel covers, #15I3

1969 T -BIRD

AND RAISED ELSEWHERE'.'

SELECTION, PRICES

B%,
body side mold, exterior molding, cruise-o-matic,

0 visual group, whitewalls, dual rear

1966 BUICK SKYLARK 2 dr. HT V-8, power steering, FM,
AM, radio, plus stereo tape, automatic deluxe black knotch,

V1111114

everybody knows it!

B'Champaign gold, power steering, radio, heater, N

1967 TORONADO 2 dr. HT Full power, factory air conditioning, radio, black vinyl trim, WV/s, crimson red, balance

:6i__Illtll

Dodge Boys...and

courtesy lights, cruise-o-matic, radio,
wheel covers #1509

dr. HT Full power including factory air
conditioning, 6 way seat, power windows, power rear antenna,

back sears, tinted ylus> WWs, this burgundy beauty
is ready to go.

D

"P,RICES ARE BORN HERE

UNDERSELLS

.

Aqua, all vinyl, door trim, foam padded seats, B

1967 OLDS 98 4

of factory warranty.

1969 .NEW CAR

Here is why we say

NOBODY

0

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON

D

STEP INTO A HUGE PERFORMING NEAR -NEW
CAR FROM LADENDORF
warranty.

N

0

& SAVE MONEY B

B

gray with black vinyl roof, balance of factory

NORWOOD FORD

SAVE THIS AD

N

adendorf's
nbeatable
alue Days!

auto shopping tenter

9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

"-----1_,J

/s

41. h.!

117Z, ireTh"

Ii

C

SHORT RIBS

a
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E)(PICCER, FIND ME A NEW
11ZADE

RbUTE lb CHINA!

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
To QUIT SMOKING-IF IT'LL
MAKE IT ANY EASIER FOR
YOU I'LL FINISH THIS
CIGAR OUTSIDE...

EL CHEAPos *A:NYRE BURN -

IN' GIVES ME ADDED INCENTIVE TO KICK
THE HABIT:

11771"

MAS01:2,
17U6T FILL.

PRAT IT ALL, 6R06ARTY,
TvE GOT TO SEE THE

OUT THIS

FOR/W.^

CHIEF! TELL HIM I'VE
BROttEN X'S METHOD
OF OPERATION ANP,
KNOW WHERE HE'LL.

".(OU'IZG

ZSEID IN

LINE!

Tr2.114E. NEXT!'

LAST (SW

7

SIX MEN ANG'",^

Public

7

Show

WBBM-TV Edi(oda!
26 Quiz
6:30
Tarzan

The Virginian

7

L EAVE ME OF HAND, AUBREY/
PERHAPS A CALL
ALONE
L.LI IT

TO ROBIN F.

Sox

and his $2 million
payoff. Until 10 p.m.

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

1,412E -EP

ibe

maeolat

Dollar's

Farm Forum
12:35
Movie
"Edge of

2

hires a professor to
his "dumb
teach

around

iff on the trail of a

killer

by

a.m.

12:45

Judy
the

Holliday as

The Outsider

til 12:35 a.m.
Tonight Show
5
Joey Bishop
7

Comments
12:50
Movie
"Here Comes Mr.
-Jordan" Wild come9

Movie
"Golddiggcrs

of
I 9 3 5 " Whimsical

dy about a boxer who
is killed and then
reincarnated into the

musical about a girl's
plans to marry a medical student and her
mother's. plans for
her..to marry.

1)

body of a murdered
Until
millionaire.
2:45 a.m.

7

1:30
Reflections

Mo"Desperate
ment" Excellent drama about a boy who

2

Late Report

confesses to a murder

2

Meditation

Until

man.
a.m.

BUGS BUNNY

Paul Harvey

9

"dumb blonde." Un-

9

12:25

32 Movie

I Horoscope

operating
Grand

the

Canyon. Until 2:15

etiquette.

9:00
Hawaii Five -0

INTby HG, t.,, TM. Ito: U.S. I.,. 011

Eter-

about a deputy sher-

Oscar winning per-

Green Acres

/MISS ROSIN
EXERTS A STRONG

r

5

12:30

Show

)17

12:25
News

nity" Exciting story

blonde."

CARNIVAL

tkIFIMENCE ON
THE CHII-Pf

9

10:30
2 Movie
"Born Yesterday"
Wealthy junk dealer

formance
2
5

12:15

32 News Final

32 Town and Country Musk>

8:30

7:00
Hazel

7

of the News

face the Indians at

9

YES, Ir1155

Movie

spy spoof about courier Tony Randall

2

12:00

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

5

11 World Press
26 A Black's View

"Bang, Bang,

11 Your
Worth

" 0 i I from the
Deep Ocean,"

10:00
News
News
News
News

7
9

You're Dead" Super

6:50
26 Market 1Vrapup

oorro POLL HER our
OF THAT DEPRESSION !

WE'VE

irs GETTING OUT

5

Feldon and Norman

Cleveland.

ROBIN MALONE

2

Wisdom.

6:40
32 Baseball
The White

7.30

C o -host sTony

Sandler and Ralph

I Love Lucy
11 TV College
Fiction

.0.1.4. ,-,u L. V! 10 Pt

HillBeverly
billies
5 Music Hall from
London
2

Brides

Come the

Here

32 On Deck Circle
730
Po CO

8:00

Young welcome
Judy Carne, Barbara

9

lo

11:00

11 R&D Review

9:30
11 Spectrum
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To Urge Village. Board Denial

Panel Rejects Park Plan
AFTER EVERYONE who

with Acting Village
Mgr. John Zimmermann and
WilliamEngineer
Village

By Ted Lacey

along

The Village

Board

Judiciary Committee last

wanted to had spoken, Lewis
and Ahern said they will recommend the Village Board
deny rezoning five acres of Di-

night cut through theimany is- -NI c M anamon squared off
against more than 150 resisues surrounding the West
Park deal to kill it on the basis dents in a packed courtroom.
of "blackmail"
Charges
of the Plan Commission's
and

findings.

the condition he placed on his
sale of 18 acres at Busse and
Lonnquist to the Mount Prospect Park District.

hurled,
accusations were

"politics" were

personal

The recommendation that
the two Judiciary Committee

Mucci's land north of Golf
Rd. for apartments, which is

made and tempers flared during the meeting.

members present, Trustee Earl
Lewis and Trustee Daniel

At one point, when
berated

Mucci

Ahern, will make to the Village Board Aug. 5 is that it
deny the rezoning for apartments demanded by Builder

past

"I don't see how I could in

Di -

conscience do otherwise," Lewis said, "consid-

mayor

good

Daniel Congreve and made
claims about a 1967 consent

ering the circumstances."

He said .that legal proce-

decree settling massive litigation, between him and village
officials, Lewis threatened to

Salvatore DiMucci before he
will sell the proposed park site.
This came after the pair,

dures must he followed in considering rezonings, and that
the procedure followed by Di -

close the meeting.

Mucci was not in keeping with
village ordinances.
Plan Commission Chairman Malcolm Young testified
last night, as he had reported
before, that the rezoning
request was not accompanied
by the necessary plans, so that

denial was the only possible
course of action.

Plan Commissioner Lloyd
Norris said DiMucci and his
representatives

have

made

similar requests in the past, so
they should know what procedure is required.,
"There is only one conclusion you can come to,"

Lewis said. "If he presented

the petition in error, knowing
he was in error, maybe he
want the land rezoned."
Ahern said of the Plan Commission hearing, "It makes me
doesn't

feel certain that either he did
not want the property rezoned
or the evidence he would have
to submit would not warrant a
rezoning.

"Basic rezoning principles
should not be set aside from
case to case."

When DiMucci was pinned
downvto tell why he made an
unacceptable presentation for

on

yesterday

whether

south of Algonquin, west of II -

Car Hits
Boy, 7
A 7 -year -old Mount Prospect boy was reported in fair
condition last night at Northwest Community Hospital,
after he was knocked from his

5

bicycle by an auto while he
crossing Dempster St.
near his home.
was

7r4Z914114tiggi"111611111NOMMIS

posed park site.

"This is a kangaroo court," he

rounding 18 acres, if he does

DiMucci has plans for
ATTEMPTS TO pin him
down further inflamed him. building 97 homes on the surnot sell the land to the park dis-

charged.

Some of the residents in the
audience spoke out on behalf

of DiMucci. "We should bend
the requirements once in a

trict.
McManamon said the existing basin can hold 17.5 acrefeet, but can he deepened to
hold 24 acre-feet. (One acre (Continued an page 21

According to Cook County
Sheriffs Police, Randall Leit-

Des Plaines city Atty. Robert DiLeonardi is objecting to

linois 83, was postponed until
Aug. 6.
Judge Helen McGillicuddy

the move on behalf of Des
Plaines, which lies east of the
property. Atty. Patrick W.

heard testimony July 8 by
Mount Prospect's attorney

along with testimoney from attorneys opposing the annexation representing Des Plaines
and United Air Lines.
She was scheduled to make

O'Brien is objecting to it on be-_
half of United Air Lines,

up bee -mind yesterday, but put
the matter over a week.

would be cut off from annexing to any other municipality
than Mount Prospect if the
plan goes through. O'Brien
added that the land to he an -

whose executive offices and
stewardess training center at

Center helps customers finish their meal after a power failure
turned off the lights.

Power Failure Hits Randhurst
Edison workmen at about 6:50

By Robert Katz

p.m.

A 51/2 -hour power failure
caused by a burnt out transformer plagued four stores and

some of the professional offices at Randhurst Shopping
Center yesterday.

The power failure

began

about 1:25 p.m. and lasted un-

til a new transformer was installed

by

Commonwealth

Both Frank Jewelers and

Florsheim Shoes reported that
they were closed from the time

the power went off until the
lights reappeared early in the
evening. BenSon-Rixon Co., a
men's clothing store, reported
"a few customers" during the
darkness.
Managers

of

Randhurst

Corned Beef Center said they

did have some customers, but

considerably fewer than normal. They reported tfiat their
cooking was ,not impaired for
they rely mainly on gas, but it
was hard to do much because

the exhaust system was not
working.

culty in seeing the food when
preparing a dish.

The transformer was of the
dry type kept in enclosed areas,

according to a Commonwealth
Edison spokesman. It was not

the kind of transformer seen
outdoors on poles. The Edison

and

Algonquin

If she eventually decides in
favor of the objectors, Mount
Prospect is prepared to appeal

Linneman

the case.

the proposed park.

r

nexed

includes

about

four

acres owned by United Air
Lines, but which is not part of
the main office complex.

BOTH 1)1 LEONARD! and
O'Brien are arguing that
Mount Prospect's attempt is illegal in two ways.

First, they claim. the property to be annexed is.not:rea4contignons to Mount Prosboundarie,
existing
pect's
within the meaning of the statannevnion,.
ute governing

Annexation would constitute

"strip" or "corridor annesa-,

In Tuesday's special meet-

tion."
The second objection in-

ing, the Mount Prospect Village Board authorized its lawyer for the case, Marlin Smith
of Park Ridge, to appeal if
Mount Prospect loses.

The tract of land Mount

volves a technicality of the law

Gripe
Of The

which states that a parcel of
land bigger than 10 acres imi>
not

"A number of the 16 pr-

tion proceedings consists of 16

Dempster, was parcels of industrial land lying
4211/2
crossing from the south side of roughly in a horseshoe shape.
Dempster on his way to Kopp It lies along the south side of
Park at Dempster Junior High Algonquin, extends southward
School yesterday afternoon along Elmhurst Rd. and hack
when he was struck by a west- westward along both sides of
bound car driven by Ruth Oakton.

he annexed without the

consent of the owner.

Day

Prospect is trying to acquire
through involuntary annexa-

To find the gift you gave

ner,

Corned beef by candlelight was the extraordinary specialty of
the house yesterday as a waiter at the Randhurst Corned Beef

"I can go without some of
the goodies that some of the
more afluent society feels we
need," Robert Keeler said of

Circuit Judge Delays Ruling
In Tract Annexation Dispute
large tract of industrial land

6110104,11

visions, he said.

1709 Martin said.

Mount Prospect has the legal
right to involuntarily annex a

Iille.01660. A

ity" stands in the way of imple-

of having plans drawn for the menting a plan that provides
property, chances are that the park and twice the storm water
Plan Commission would find storage capacity of the existing
fault with them and require re- retention basin on the pro-

while," John De Broveck of

The circuit court decision

ti

had gone to the great expense

upon builders, he said. If he

that Mount Prospect's build-

due

11,7W -Or

Park Board President Robert Jackson said that it is unfortunate that this "technical-

the rezoning, he answered only

By Ted Lacey

.01

ing codes are "antiquated."
They make too many demands

to a friend in her garage
sale.

W.K.

cels involved are merely portions of tracts in execs," of In
acres," Dffeonardi said. "Annexing pieces of parcels is :in
attempt to get around the statute. Mount Prospect is at-

tempting to slice away part of
the parcels at a time."

Gielow, 55, of 1256 Dennis
Pl.; Des Plaines.

The boy was taken to the
hospital in a Mount Prospect
Fire Department ambulance.
Randall was reported to have
head injuries.
The driver was not charged
by police.

The boy's mother said that
Randall was with his brother,
Daniel, 16, who told him to

saw

iw
P

:
,^

z

4

The Corned Beef Center' spokesman said the burn out wait before crossing because
might have been caused by of heavy traffic. However, she

also was unable to serve cold
drinks to the few customers it

did have. But the workers'
main complaint was the diffi-

overloading but it was impossible to determine the cause
without further investigation.

said, Randall did not heed the
warning and moved across the
road and was struck.

Wheeling Twp. Big for Rumsfeld
Wheeling Township gave
district congressman,

13th

Rumsfeld,

Donald

a

record

plurality of 25.921 votes last

Township Republican Organization meets to finalize its endorsement of a candidate campaigning for the special Oct. 7

fall, one-third more votes than

GOP primary in which the

Rumsfeld received from any

successor, to Rumsfeld will be

other township in the district.
This report was announced

selected.

today by Richard A. Cowen,
Wheeling Township Republican committeeman, a few
hours before the Wheeling

The endorsement meeting
will be held this evening at the
VFW Hall in Arlington
Heights at 7:30 p.m.

TOWNSHIP
WHEELING
is certain to endorse its own
candidate,
son"
"favorite

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman of
Arlington Heights.
Schlickman is -one of ten Re-

publicans who are seriously
campaigning for the congressional

seat

vacated

when

Rumsfeld resigned to become
an assistant to President Richard M. Nixon and head of the

Office of Ecomonic Opportunity.

en

report

is

Township has

that Wheeling
enough Re-

The eight townships in the publican votes to give Schlick13th District last fall delivered man a strong lead, if not victopluralities for Rumsfeld as fol- ry, in the crowded race for
lows: Wheeling, 25,921; New Rumsfeld's congressional seat.
Trier,
Northfield,
17,788;
"STATISTICS DISTRIBUT17,531; Elk Grove, 16,012; ED by Rumsfeld after the
Evanston, 13,292: Palatine,
election
1968
November,
11,270: Niles,7,918; and
show that Wheeling produced
Schaumburg, 6,624.
(Continued on page 2)
The implication in the Cow-

ty

This was the view of the empty parking lot at Gunnell's Restaurant, long a Mount Prospect
landmark, at 4:30 p.m. yesterday. The popular eating spot, just south of where Kensington intersects Elmhurst and Rand Rds., has been closed since the death of its owner, Jack Gunnell. on July
12. The restaurant and attached bowling alleys have been sold to the L. Fish Furniture Co. of
Chicago, which intends to remodel the buildings and open a home furnishings center there sometime in 1970.

Con -Con Candidate Urged Tax Reforms
By Richard Crabb

could Be changed only in

a

state-wide referendum.

John G. Woods of Arlington Heights, candidate for a
3rd district seat to the Illinois
Constitutional

convention,
scheduled to open in Spring-

field Dec. 8, came out Wednesday for sweeping tax re-

forms written unto the new
constitution by the convention.
Woods announced that if

elected he will do all in his
power to get three fundamen-

tals written into the revenue
article:

PLACING OF A ceiling on

any state income tax which

Immediate abolishment of
the personal property tax.
Removal of all sales taxes
from food and medicine.
Woods, who served as May-

or of ArlingtOn Heights from
1961 to 1969, is one of 16
candidates running for the
two seats to be filled at the
convention from the 3rd district which embraces the
northwest suburb.

_ Woods is vice-president and
general counsel
ersal

ar

TEl H E SPECIAL CON CON primary is to be held
Sept. 23. In the primary, the
four individuals receiving the
most votes will run in the special general election to beheld
Nov. 18. ,
In the general election the
candidates getting the highest
total of votes will be seated at
the constitutional convention
when it opens in December.

"Now that the Illidois Supreme Court hati upheld the
validity of the recently enacted
state income tax, it is clear that

(p d Hui/ u"04f P -'.1.1,111fVoi. Des

the Revenue Article is by far
the major issue before Con -

Plaines.

Con," said Woods.

"Tim VAST MAJORITY

of our citizens are vitally interested in a constitutional guarantee against an unlimited
state income tax," he said.

"Without such a limitation
on the state income tax, acceptance by the citizens of a
constitution would
highly doubtfdl.
new

must

"We

have

a

be

con-

stitutional guarantee that our
state income tax will not exceed

a

reasonable percent-

age," he added, "or else we
may expect the state income
tax to be as oppressive as the
Federal income tax."

Prompt abolition of the Illinois Personal Property Tax
was called for by Woods. He

stressed that the personal prop-

erty tax is inequitable and difficult to enforce. "Any new
revenue article to conic out of
the Constitutional Convention
should eliminate the Personal
Property Tax," he said.
Woods said he also favored
amending the Revenue Article
to -prohibit a sales tax being levied on food and medicine. "A
sales tax on these essentials of
unfair,"
basically
is
life

Woods said. "Its impact falls
hardest on those least able to

bear it."

A long-time resident of Ar-.

'

WOODS POINTED

out

that a fundamental revision of

the Revenue Article of ottr

Constitution is long
overdue. He emphasized that
our century old constitution is
inadequate for the needs of toState

day.

.

"Unless our Illinois Constitution can be updated to
provide for a strong and responsive

state

government,"

said Woods, "the increasing
concentration of power in the
Federal government will continue unchecked."

lington Heights, Woods is past
President of the Northwest
Municipal conference and
past member of the Executive

Committee of the Council of
Governments of Cook County
(COG). Woods has served as a

trustee of the Northwest Community Hospital, Northwest
Suburban YMCA, Clearbrook
Center for Retarded and other
civic and charitable organ i za -

tions.

Wotxls, 47, and his wile,
Mary, live at 214 S. Belmont,

Arlington Heights with their
four children.
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Tollway Attacker
Is Sentenced

4

t- ,,,,

-panel Rejects Plan
For Developing Park

way Oct: 23 was sentenced
yesterday to at least 100 years
in prison,
Dennis Pearson, 26, of
Battle Creek, Mich. was con-

more affluent society feels we
need," he said. The tax money
should be spent more directly
for flood control and less for
recreation, he said.
Mrs. Richard Strahs of 403
N. Pine included "blackmail"
in her list of objections to the
exchange deal.
Norris suggested that if land
is needed for flood control it
can be condemned for public

(Continued from Page I )'

foot would cover one acre of
ground with one foot of water.)

Jackson said the park plan
would provide. a permanent
lake to serve as a retention basin with the capacity of 31
dD
acre-feet.
McManamon said, "The
fact that the original plan
-

showed a capacity of 79 acre
feet, versus the present plan
showing 31 acre feet is what
I'm concerned with."
Jackson said, "Not one person has come forward to say

The attacker of a Michigan
woman who was found wandering on the Northwest Toll -

asked whether this is possible,
because the 1967 conscent involves much of the land in the
area, he said he would only dis-

/

\vs
that the park plan is not a good
"ftlackmail" was one of the
one."
In fact, three consulthig en- charges made against the progineering and park planning posed rezoning -park site swap
companies, as well as the by Mrs. Richard Strahs.
Mount Prospect Drainage and
Clean Streams Commission zone on the basis of benefits to
and the Public Works Com- the community," he said.
One of Jackson's backers,
mittee liked the plan, he said.
Richard Buti of 806 S. DeboHE QUOTED from the wa- rah in Colonial Heights subditer resource management sur- vision, presented a petition,
vey made for the village by containing 860 signatures, faJohn Sheaffer last year: The voring the Park and the rezon-

cuss the matter with the Village Board at the board's
request for a legal opinion.

He said, however, that he

has given a legal opinion that°
"the village ought not at this
time interfere in any way with

Three Harper College students and their employers during the college year recently met with
Fred Vaisvil (standing center), college director of placement and student aids to chat about the
European tour the students will begin Saturday. The employers were among 10 businesses which
donated $300 scholarships to 10 Harper students for the three-week tour. Standing from left to
right are: Mrs. Dyann McGuire of Mount Prospect Vacations, Vaisvll, and John Bowen, Bowen
Hardware, Arlington Heights. Kneeling from left to right are: Matt Cockrell of Cockrell Coffee
Service, Inc., Arlington Heights; Jeanette Rehfeldt, 847 E. Paddock Dr., Palatine; Linda Heller,
4605 Thorntree, Rolling Meadows, and Delbert Raupp, 103 N. Pine, Arlington Heights. Misses
Rehfeldt and Helier, and Raupp are student scholarship recipients.

this consent decree," which

rezoning

that the
liould not be granted.
AN ALTERATION of the
agreement "would weaken the
means

Firms Will Foot Bill
For Tour By Students

thrust of the consent degree

that has become the

existing basin "in its present ing.
Another Colonial Heights
condition is a deterrent to the
economic well-being of the resident, Robert Keeler of 516
surrounding area:" "over-all Deborah, did not share Buti's
c o -ordination and master views.
"I represent a few of the
planning must be provided by
the governmental units most residents in the western ex-

Bible

around here in dealing day -in and -day -out with DiMucci
Home Builders."

Europe is the destination of
He also said that consulting 16 Harper College students
attorney Marlin Smith ren- and 65 area residents departdered the opinion that reopen- ing from O'Hare International
ing the consent decree to mod- airport Saturday.
ification would do no harm.

directly involved," and "acqui- tremity of the subdivision," he
sition of public open space that said, who oppose the park and

Adolph Sitkiewicz, president of the Mount Shire
Homeowners Assn. and one of

is related to the drainage fea- who opposed the recent park
tures will provide areas where referendum.

The group, including 10
Scholarship students, will trav-

el for three weeks on a "heart
His reason is that taxes,
reservoirs can he lo Europe" tour, visiting princat -W -ill short, -the Sheaffer needed to develop the -park, - --the-more fervent opponents of _4
study calls for just such a plan would be better put to solving the rezoning, said, "Certainly cipal cities in England
there is a better way to control France, Belgium, Switzerland,
as proposed by the park district other more pressing problems.
"I can go without some of flooding than expanding the and Italy.
board, Jackson said.
The 10 Harper students
"Surely the board can re - the goodies that some of the basin."
such

awarded $300 tour scholarships by business firms in connection with their employment during the academic year
are:

Susan Bettis, 3203 Pheasant
Dr., Rolling Meadows, em-

ployed by Donn Stanbury,

Harper Admissions; Linda
Heller, 4605 Thorntree, Roll-

ing Meadows, employed by
Mrs. Dyann McGuire, Mount
Prospect Vacations, Mount
Prospect.

of -Bensenville, a -10.year veter-

an in the Illinois Legislature,

Wednesday described the
work of the current General
Assembly as a major setback

billion highway bond issue on
which only the interest will he
paid for the first 10 years.

were taxing alternatives that
should have been used. BENSENVILLE
THE
DEMOCRAT described the

"This is a completely unbelievable piece of legislation",
Redmond. "At the

income tax as the most un-

said

popular piece of legislation in
the decade since he came to the
General Assembly in 1958.
"1 got 20 times more mail
on the income tax than I have
received on any other bill and
the communications were almost 100 per cent against the
tax", said Redmond. "It is one
of the most rigid forms of the
income tax. You even pay it on
pensions pay an income tax on
your own money".

for every area in the state outside the City of Chicago.
Redmond, dean of the Du Page County legislators who

has worked closely with the
northwest suburb legislators

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman
(R -Arlington Heights) Robert
S. Juckett, Jr.. (R -Park Ridge)
Eugenia Chapman (D -Arlington Heights) and David J. Regner (R -Mount Prospect), told
The Day "the income tax
would have been unnecessary
had it not been for the revenue
crisis in Chicago".
Redmond voted against the
income tax. He contends there

present rate of use it will take
all the revenue a 10 -cent gaso-

line tax could produce just to
pay the interest. The legislature has absolutely no check
on how the highway bonds arc
used. It depends entirely on

just three men", said Redmond.
Again the highway legislation has a minimum of benefit
in it for the Chicago suburbs,

Redmond contends. The father of Illinois' mass trans-

IN MANY WAYS Red-

mond regards the new Illinois
highway legislation with even

portation

legislation,

Red-

greater distaste than he does

mond contends that DuPage

the income tax legislation. He
is particularly critical of the $2

in Cook County and Lake

County, the northwest suburbs

Big for Rumsfeld in 1968
the largest plurality for Rims -

fell of any township in the
district," Cowen said.
"New Trier Township gave
Rumsfeld his largest plutiiility
in 1964. but by 1966 Wheeling

even

more dramatically by

many more.
"What is required is the use

of good mass transit systems
such as the one now being developed along the Illinois Central Railroad in southern Cook

County where a mass transit
district has made it possible to

acquire new air conditioned
equipment for the Illinois Central suburban service, increase

the service and keep tens of
thousands of cars off the freeways", said Redmond.
"In DuPage County we
have seven railroads. We
should be developing these facilities so they could provide a
service so superior to highway
trips into the city that cars
could be kept off the highways.
The same opportunities exist
in the northwest suburbs and

the northern suburbs of

in

Lake County", said Redmond.
Redmond voted against

by

Northfield,

G rove,

11,870;' Elk

zigdztjtb
Industrial

Upton, Ph.D., Harper governmental °relations and project
development.

Jeanette Rehfeldt, 847 E.

Pad -dock- 13r., Palatine, em-

ployed by John Bowen, Bowen

AAA WATERPROOFING, Inc.

CALL 588-6642

3419 Irving Park, Chicago

We Accept

24.8r. Answering Service

Credit Cards

ellohrest

Sotnpos call collect

FOR FREE Estimates,

Convenient Credit Terms

a

40 LB. PORK PKG.

$2995

Golf Rd.

month in Northwest Community Hospital recovering from
the intack.- She was shot four
times before being dumped
from the car.

Heaton, 31, spent nearly a

Obituaries
Anna Peterson

Anna Peterson, 78, of ChiImprovement of Golf Rd.
from Algonquin Rd. to Elm- cago, died yesterday.
Surviving are her daughter
hurst Rd. will begin Aug. 4.
Golf R, will be kept open tor Mrs. Vernon Schneider of
two-way traffic during con- Mount Prospect, a daughter
struction, said an Illinois Divi- Victoria Peterson of Chicago
and two grandchildren.
The private funeral was held

sion of Highway spokesman.

The work undertaken by this afternoon at Nelson FuRock Road Construction Co. neral Chapel in Chicago. Burinvolves excavation, grading, ial was at Memorial Park Cemdrainage structures, the pav- etery.
The family has requested
ing of two foot medians and a
combination curb and gutter.
that no flowers be sent.

STORE WIDE

AUGUST
CLEARANCE
Buy now and save!
to

50r0
DISCOUNT
ALL WALL
DECOR

Janet Rizner, 1831 Touhy

20% OFF

Av., Des Plaines, employed by

both the income tax and the

the Harper academic office;

ALL FIREPLACE
ACCESSORIES

highway package. "I would. Delbert Raupp, 103N. Pine,
have voted for a reasonable in- Arlington Heights, employed
crease in the gasoline tax and by Matt Cockrell of the Cock even in the license fees, be- rell Coffee Service, Arlington

25% OFF
ALL FLOOR SAMPLES

20% OFF

cause the costs of building Heights.
highways are rising, but I
could not vote for this $2 billion bond issue.

"I voted against these big
revenue bills but for the 'sin'
bilis which raised taxes on
cigarettes and liquor," expalined Redmond.

Jane Spore, 205 S. Hi-Lusi,
Mount. Prospect, employed by
Fred A. Vaisvil, Harper place rhent and student aids director
and Laurie West, 1507 E. Thayer, Mount Prospect, em ployed by Ambrose Easterly,
Harper library.

BAR St FLAME CITY
FIREPLACES WALL DECORATIONS BAR ACCESSORIES
d HARDWARE IN SPANISH, MODERN, EARLY AMERICAN

RAND & CENTRAL RD5.

PHONE 259-3936

MT. PROSPECT PLAZA CENTER

SALE

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

AIR CONDITIONING
SAVE NOW

$190"

Take 3 months to pay, no
interest. Or payments as low
as $13 per month. All work

fully guaranteed for I year.

(FULLY INSTALLED)

NORTH AMERICAN

PHONE

LET A REALTOR

SHOW YOU THE
HOMES YOUR FAMILY
CAN GROW INTO,
NOT OUT OF!

CO.965-85001

.0 HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
t5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

A Realtor knows what you are lookink for in a
house. He's a professional in real estate. He can
save you time and trouble. See a Realtor today ...
see Kemmerly!

arlington dark towers

PONY
LOUNGE
JESSE LOPEZ

Come and Meet
.

nightclub and television star

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

emmer8
REALTORS
OPEN 9 to 9
NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING
THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

In Arlington Heights

Bacon 8 Ham

BONNIE DAVE

And

22SARK

her provocative piano

OTHER BEEF AVAILABLE

FROM 43' Lb.

Show time from 5 p.m.

All graded beef guaranteed tender
for 10 days or Meat Replaced. All

ESTANDARD CUT

tha cover charge.
Reservations suggested.

meat sold Hanging Weight.

With Purchase Of Beef Half or More

Call 394-2000.

NO CLUBS TO JOIN, NO MEMBERSHIP FEES,

NO FREEZERS TO BUY. DON'T HAVE A
FREEZER? USE OURS - -

6 MONTHS FREE STO AOS.

Call for Appointment or Come In. Hours: Doily 9 to 8: Saturday 9 to 5

BENSENVILLE FREEZER MEATS
1 216 West Irving Park Rd., Bensenville
I

QUANTITY

Phone: 766-6750

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

-GUARANTEEDI

WE WC

Ink E.

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

PUTS TAX

Roasts-Steaks-Spare Ribs

83 on Route 10

time on the longest charge.
The woman, Mrs. Sally

Hardware, Arlington Heights;
Bill Smith, 114 N. Cedar,
Palatine, employed by Robert
Hughes, Harper buildings and
ground.

Pkg. Consists of Chops

Just wnst oh

in

Oar NEW MIRACLAY SEALER

BEST BUYS IN. -

Route

The sentences, however,

PROCESS will eliminefe wafer leakage caused by
foundation cracks and leaks.

contributed by New Trier.
Wheeling's ability to deliver
Republican votes is illustrated

F RE

by John

11,617; Palatine,
8,073; and New Trier, 7,867;"
Cowen noted.

AAA WATERPROOFING
Process will Stop Basement Leek
without Damaging Your Landscape.

him a plurality 8,133 higher
than the next best plurality,

NET WGT.

cago area. There simply are
too many and there will be

est pluralities being provided

We Stop Basement Leaks

margin ih 1968. Wheeling
Township is growing so rapidly that its strength will be even
more evident in 1969," Cowen
predicted.
"Rumsfeld's figures show
that 'Wheeling in 1968 gave

mass transportation.
"WE CAN'T BUILD highways for all the cars in the Chi-

Humphrey, with the next high-

other 1968 statistics distributed by Rumsfeld. Wheeling Township provided President Nixon with a plurality of
18,785 votes over Hubert

produced the most votes for
him and greatly increased its

County need development of

Village, employed

ip

Legislator Says Suburbs Sold Short
Rep. William A. Redmond

Jacalyn Claes, 31 Lonsdale
Rd., Elk Grove Village, employed by the Harper counseling office; Linda Nohejl,'
217 Placid Way, Elk Grove

theft.

Criminal Court.
Magistrate Philip Romiti or -

Work
To Begin

When Zimmermann was

15 years for attempted murder

and 5 to 10 years for auto

are to run concurrently and
Pearson will serve only the

victed on four charges

use.

dered that Pearson serve 100
to 125 years each on kidnapping and rape charges, 10 to

41,11,
-

Vic} r'

2/

arlington \ark towers

Chicago's new suburban hotel

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

358-5560
253-2460
956-1500
894-1800

299-0082

..isO.P110111110\

25%C1FF

ommunity
DISCOUNT WORLD

OUR REGULAR PRICES ON

.-Vgicoir"
Dr. Scholl's

ALL TERMINAL
FISHING TACKLE

OOT POWDER o Scholl,

50e Size.

FOOT

PawaiR

290

timuoths and

refreshes feet. 3

Stock up on fishing gear NOW...
and save 25% off our regular
prices' on all Terminal fishing tackle.

oz. size.

14 Shades! New Dawn

HAIR COLORING
S2 Size

990

-in hair

Sham;
color mg
1.
to bl

ii;lk ten -

Black

99c Value! With Motor

Decorated "Renzi"

BABY SHAMPOO

30

Ian

WIND-UP
TANKS Fixed66c
wind-up

DOG BANKS

12 Oz. Size -Johnson's

?

1.79 Size

key-

even
shoot sparks.

Makes kiddies want to save!
White polyethylene. 17"
tall, 7" wide.

Our Reg. 1.17

Johnson's

BABY OIL
1.39 Size
Bonk e ttttt ;tins

2.50 Value! 15" TaiC'

TRIMLINE
PHONES

n Enriched

a_n o

.RAG.DOLLS.,

replica.
Buttons .ring

'Foy

Compare to 1.99!

SEA PLANES

Snap -on polkadot dress; matching panties.

when dialed.

7

10 oz. lanolin
enriched oil.

motor;

guns

69088c

ilatt ery -

operated.
(:an float.

s

"-

Handy Q -Tip

COTTON SWABS
1.39 SIVA.

252 flexible,

double -tipped

.7

Our Reg.
10.88

swabs.

Played Like
Horseshoes!

40 ow EN (dittracourpkiim
Ir

Covers 1,850 Sq. Ft.! Oscillator 1

I

:FARTS GAME

SPRINKLER
I7 -inches

ME

El

4000

Our Reg. I
3.49

199

long; 5 -inches
wide. I -year

Fun for the whole
family! Gan;e

77

eludes 4 regulation jarts, 2

regulation rings;

Coupon good July 31 thru Aug. 3
Mt. Prospect store only

instructions.

Our Reg. 5.47

SLEEPING

F 0 LDING COT

BAGS

Cotton tick
wi t It

thane fill.

111

Coupon good July 31 Piro Aug. 3
Mt. Prospect store only

ffix

bottom;
36"x80" cut size.

988

30" size baked

enamel steel
cover, plastic

88

tray.

49.95 Value! 18 -Inch

3 H. P. LAWN MOWER
Rtcoil starter;

,GA RDEN CULTIVATOR'

engine; IR"

blade. (Not

long handle.

11

7.95

Coupon good July thru Aug. 3
Mt. Prospect store only

me NI AM
MIR MIN

e

13o

plete with center pole,
stakes, guy rope. All
this at one low Com-

tglinel CouPON

IN

COM

CUED

648

C

pare to 24.95

19 88
Reg. 59e

LOUNGE CHAIR
PADS

ma

2.49I

Our

CRAB 6RASS

GROOM

En

Vinyl Floral Print

nc alk\3100.

Control

Reg.59
Fonan

7.t../11\111',

I

110)

ON SALE AT THIS STORE ONLY

July 31 - Aug. 1, 2, 3

MOUNT PROSPECT
201 WEST RAND ROAD
255-7700

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST CENTER

ALL STORES OPEN

10 AM to 10 PM
SUNDAY MB 8PM

CHARGE IT
WITH ANY MIDWEST CARD

Chain Link Guard

NI NI

DRIVEWAY
MARKERS

FENCES
Our Reg.
1.88

880

5 -ft. long, 12 inches
Unarm

Coupon good July 31 thru Aug. 3
Mt. Prospect store only

114111111, MN MI IN III NI

on um am um

Thursday -Friday -Saturday -Sunday

6.95 fp:fi48
12.95
RPg.

L11114

Coupon good July thru Aug 3
Mt. Prospect store only
.4111111111__Im NM - 111M

nic! Canopy codies com-

69 88

lawn food

"

NSECT REPELLENT
swim pools.

Reg.

ozris

Repels in-

By Olin. Keeps
entice -Is from

Now the sun Or rain
Won't spoil your pic-

Lawn Groom

ORTHO-6R0'

Rea. 69c

8"

munity Discount price!

ORTHO

to

suse.
sect pests. 40

gs & Stratton.

Ortho

N 0-PES'E STRIP
in

DINING CANOPIES

31/2

398

Our Reg. 1.43...Shell

MN AN

POWER11.1).
MOWER
Brigmotor.

Reg.

MI NO III AN INN 01.
IN No OE 1.4.4? I acouricoPo ioN A 1016,

LT

79.95 Value! Deluxe

Ortho Crab Grass Control

1101

hang

'

POPULAR
CANOPY

1.2 X 12' Size 7 -Oz. Twill Cover

wheels.

Coupon good July 31 hru Aug. 3
Mt. Prospect store only

just

MCA 5
LAOST

showtd.

Size

490

.3 -.I) rungs:

3777

eut; 1 -pc.

448

Reg. 8.95

DINING CANOPY

3 h. p., 4 -cycle

Reg. 1.19 \

-

vinyl

Aluminum.

1/2

ORTHII

PRICE
SALE
3 9 4It
lock. Easy- grip.
I
ORTHO
Lawn
Care Products
111. NS ME MI MI le
Reg. 248,
NI
Ortho-Gro
4.95
Lawn Food.

1

4 lb. fiberfill;

FOOTLOCKERS

ism ea

Pistol Grip

Our Reg.
79c
Adjustable

16

88

polyure-

(Our Reg. 8.88 Metal

NI NM

04:Oj60ui.icipi

HOSE NOZZLE

11\

".

Our Reg. 9.88

NO"

shopping, visit our
SNACK BAR. Have a snack,
While

lunch or supper...or one of
our superb desserts!
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

2 -way mar-

NEWT kers reflect
co;q141%
light.

Day Light

What's to Flaunt

which

By Joseph Stubenrauch

appli-

specific

have

line tickets for an -unnamed

cation in such fields as law,

company.

As we -waited in line to cast
our votes for state and national
candidates some years ago, a

medicine, and so on, and many
have taken on shades of mean-

that the parade of eminent per-

neighbor said to me, "I wish

learned

ing at variance from those we
students.

young

as

Many others have been given
completely new significance.

there was one compulsory con-

dition we could write into the

Just listen to the talk of any

electoral process.

group of teenagers today and
pick out 'the simpler words,
such us "hip," "swinger,"

"I'd make every candidate,
once he was duly elected, go
back to school and take some
tests to prove he knew some

"rock" and so on. Even by

more accurate users, such a
word as "critical" is used today in an approbrious sense
more often than in its original

history and had at least a work-

ing knowledge of logic."

AFTER WE HAD voted,

meaning of "carefully eval-

we walked home together. My
own idea went a step further.
Eventually, he agreed that my

uating::

proposal actually would be
more definite and lead to faster
results than his.
I suggested that before a po-

litical candidate be allowed to
speak his mind on any topic, he

be required to prove he knew
the actual specific meaning of
the words he was using.

This may not be as far-fetched as it appears at first
glance.

IF YOU DO not know what
the word means, how can you
be sure you are conveying the
exact thought you arc framing
to the mind of your hearer?
A classic case is being perpetrated as a routine TV com-

mercial these latter days. "If
you've got it --flaunt it!"
Watch for this brainy sequence developed by Madison
Avenue ad -men to help sell air-

The obvio% inference

This may seem like picky picky stuff.

men who will come together to
frame the new Constitution for

it, and in time will probably
agree to the meaning of the
word being changed in the

procedure.

Illinois will weigh carefully
whatever words they use, like
bricks, to build the structure
for our state governmental

The point is that the great
American public is accepting

is

sonages who pass across the
screen all partake of some superb charisma, to be admired
and emulated, and inevita'bly
to induce us to patronize that
firm's product.

What the sponsor and the
brain trust that put this ad together did not bother checking
is what the word "flaunt"

WE FEEL that the com-

lexic

pulsory condition proposed by
my friend 'and neighbor years
ago may he not as urgent now

BLOOD NEED not be shed
over this,
It does definitely cause one
to think, however, that in time

other words may quietly

as it seemed then.

But over the root meanings
of words men have struggled,
sometimes even in warfare, of-

be

a different meaning,
winding up with such a completely reversal of their original intent.

given

means.

"SHOWY" IS the mildest
of the adjectives that describe
the process of flaunting. It has
always 'eonnolethdefiance, osimpudence,
tentatiousness,
conspicuous display, -downright offensiveness.
If the various top per-

formers in show business and
other enterprises in the public
eye really were aware of what

they were underlining, they
probably would have opted for
cancellation of the com-

mercial, with or without ben-

ten bloodlessly.

If a youngster in your family asks you, "What's to
flaunt'?" it's easy for you to
,.
steer him right.
If we seem to have been showy about passing the informa-

If you think we arc being

fuddy-duddy, reflect about the
phrase "pursuit of happiness"
in the document carefully

tion on to you, don't think we
xf
have been trying to flau

worded by the Founding Fathers. When you say "pursuit"
today, most listeners associate

smidgeon of knowledge.

your word with a traffic policeman trying to overtake a
violator of the rules of the

dictionary.

We found the word in the
Just as you can. Or anybody

who wants to he sure of the

road. Just what distinction did
the word originally make?

meaning of the words he's using, today, which he hopes will
mean the same, tomorrow.

Coming to our own day,

week and month, we hope the

efit of residuals.

Be it understood at the start,
that there are many terms

FROM OUR

PESCHE'S

GROCERY DEPT_

MEAT

DOCTOR SAYS

Nabisco (Ship Ahoy)

CHOCOLATE CHIP

Wash All
Vegetables

CREAM SANDWICH

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D

"Sure, the Vietnam war has prevented us from doing
things for you people, but one good thing-it hasn't
stopped us from getting to the MOON!"

a

strict

y BEANS IN

vegetarian allows

Folgers or Hills

himself some milk and cheese

daily, he can do very nicely.

who

take no food of animal origin
are seriously handicapped because, like it or not, the human
digestive tract is not designed
for hay burning.

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field Ill
Thursday, July 31, 1969

Q --Do farmers spray chemicals on vegetables? If so, must

they be washed before we cat
them? Is it dangerous to eat
raw beef or pork.
A-Such vegetables as green
beans and tomatoes, that grow
above the ground arc likely to
be sprayed with insecticides.
They should be washed before

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

RK 69,

tein but do not come from a

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor
The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect. III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, Di. 60016

you eat them. Raw beef and
pork may contain tapeworm

juice make a person grow?

A-Orange juice is a rich
source of vitamin C. It is essential for healthy teeth, gums,
bones and blood vessels but it
will not increase your stature.

Reading Readiness

Quart

Lb. 89c

1 lb.
pkg.

Swift Premium

SMOKIES
5-12
Lb.
Ave.

Swift Premium (Butterball)

TURKEYS

79c

69`

59,

Country Delight No dep.
,Gal. Carton

MILK

learning.

Many different stories with
continuity of thought and action are well suited to early fun

learning: "The Three Bears,"

"The Little Red Hen," "The
Three Billy Goats Gruff" and
many others. One of my favorites tells of the advenj,ures of
Peter Rabbit when he goes into

Mr. McGregor's garden; cats
vegetables, is chased by Mr.
McGregor, loses his shoes, fi-,
nally escapes and reaches
home, safe at last.

your stomach?

A-Primarily, it starts

the frog's development --which

minds thinking of a series of

sects.

final conclusion is important in increasing an attention span for learning. Questions and answers are
not needed here, because
young minds are busy. What is
to

a

going to happen next,

and

next? Ideas will come to their
minds. What will Peter do
now? What will Goldilocks do
when the bears find her? What
would I do? Children have the
ability to follow events, in
sequence, to think and to
reason at an early age, if given
the chance.

Reading to young children,

and continuing through the
early school years, is so very
important.

HERE YOU HAVE events
in sequence which the child
must keep in mind in order to
get Peter back home. That's

we can read from Scien, e
Books with the sequence of

the eventual happy ending that
all children want for him-safety, security, home!
Bears"
In "The Three

ideas in mind. Read about how
the frog develops, allowing the
children to discuss the pictures. Then let them tell about

FOR THE OLDER child

HIDEAWORD

stage comes first, next and
last. The same can be done
with the butterfly and other in-

So much can be learned
about thinking and reasoning
from every happening in life, if
parents will lot children help in

planning and making decisions. The whole family could
plan a trip with the maps on the

table. All could help to pack.
When stopping for the night,
everyone could help get ready
for the next day. This is all organization of ideas, ideas in sequence. Also, relating personal experiences and telling the

story of our trips to others
when we return is all a part of
fun learning.
I

cannot end this column

without saying something
about the greatest story of all-at this time --the fantastic result of organization of ideas,
and the sequence of ideas --The

Trip To The Moon!
At first, an almost unthinkable idea. It couldn't be done!
It COULD be done! The orga-

I

quence of events, and more
and more events! Success at
last! The Moon! Home again!
-MISMIZMICOMIESTAXXIEW.¢.33

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
II good, 13 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

persons with colitis and other
digestive

troubles

might do

well to compare the effect of
putting pepper in their eyes
with that of putting it in their

L

aier

stomachs.

Q-After reading about the

I

edi-

but

ters

should be as brief as possible, typewritten. if 'possible, and should contain
on address or phone number so their authenticity
ran be checked.
Ser.-arealtitelertileSeallariettleallataININI

PESCHE'S

ALWAYS FRESH

effect of coffee on one's heart,
kidneys and nerves, I cut my-

self down to one cup a day. I
slept better but I got headaches, so I switched to Postum.
What effect does Postum have

CECol

on one's system?

A --Headaches are a common symptom of caffeine
withdrawal and are the reason
many person prefer not to de-

velop a dependence on this
stimulant. Postum is a cereal
beverage that contains no caffeine and is completely harmless unless you are allergic to
wheat.
Q --Could

eating

pepper-

mint candy every day
many years be harmful?
A --Only to, your teeth.

for

Q --Why does phlegm form
I cat ice
cream or drink milk?

in my throat after

A --These and other foods
from the salivary glands. This
is a normal physiological action,

names twill be withheld upon reqUest.

thru
Sat. Aug. 2

STOCK UP

ON ALL YOUR
PARTY NEEDS

BARTLETT

AT

PEARS

PESCHE'S

9t

NEW LOW
PRICES!
New Passport

86 proof

SCOTCH fifth

Seedless or Red

Gal.

GRAPES

V2

Mattingley 8 Moore

5 year old

WHISKEY

Mild
8, Mellow
86151.66f

$7.59

Wolfschmite

VODKA

Q-I have heard that taking
kelp and lecithin will prevent
baldness. Kelp is rich in iod-

Drewerys

ine. Is this beneficial?

BEER

A-If you can prevent baldness this way, get it patented
and you will be rich overnight.

A moderate intake of iodine
will prevent a colloid goiter-the large nontoitic type of thyroid swelling.

Qt.

fifth

$3.79 $2.89
$1.69

12-12 Oz.
no dep.

Lb.

Thompson

$4.29

stimulate the flow of mucus

The Editor
All letters to the
tor must be signed.

Meat Prices

thrive on these condiments but

nization of many ideas, the se-

Letters To
PASEIMS

the

flow of the gastric juice. Most
natives of the tropics seem to

Goldilocks went through a
series of exciting happenings,
but finally came back home.
Helping to keep young
happenings

2 Lb.

pkg.

hot peppers and spices have on

Talk with a Teacher
My column today will try to
help you develop your child's
ability to organize facts or information and engage in the
mental activities which arc involved in solving a problem.
This is a necessary part of

94

Chicken Chow Mein
Beef Chop Suey
Veal Par migiana
Salesbury Steaks
Sliced Turkey

Q-What effect does eating

BY ESTHER F. CULTON

29`
89`

Pint

HALF & HALF

ONCORE FROZEN FOODS
Lb.

19

Country Delight

69C

PORK CHOPS
SLICED BACON

Q-Does drinking orange

Country Delight

Center'Cut
Swift Premium

I

tr.

SKIMMED MILK

eigNTRY RIBS

the larvae of trichinella. Cook

POTATO CHIPS

Lb.

Lb.

eggs and raw pork may contain
them.

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, 517.00 a year; 59.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, II/. 60056

OAST

5 /9

3 lb. Tin

LOIN PORTIONS

which- are a rich source of proThose

45c

$1.89
t.. 49`

COFFEE

Some vegetarians also eat eggs,

slaughterhouse.

Ox. Tins

MOLASSES SAUCE

health?

TO Pro5pect ;pap

6

Green Giant

vegetarian get

enough of it to maintain his.

A-If a

Lb.

COOKIES

Q-Since protein is an important element of diet, how
can

21 Oz.
bag

COOKIES
ore.

254 Lb.

herry

TOMATOES

3/$1

Pt. box

l'0X44,.

bottles

Advertising Prices
Effective
July 31 Thru
Sun. Aug. 31

Home Grown

SWEET CORN

794
.

Doz.

The Day'S' Prospects

e ant Brunch For the Bunch
4 tablespoons butter
Over high
heat, saute
shrimps in butter for 5 minutes
Deglaze with seasoned vodka5--see below
2 tablespoons bottled Sauce
Diable
1/3 cup chicken broth
I teaspoon salt'

By Dolores Haugh
How would you like to have
a cool elegant garden brunch
It can precede a special occasion such as a home wedding. a
nostalgic anniversary or a

warm weather birthday
Plan your menu with gour-

Cook together for 10 min-

met delicacies including cav-

iai if you can .lucid it, 1n
Smirnoff,
Shrimps
choose
Brunchtime Ham and Eggs.
Sandwich
and
Strawbern,

utcs

1.1 he

salting should be

a b

take

filled p.itio The table may pick

sauce until serving time and

up the garden flower colors,
them

in

simply heated again. Makes 4

napkins,
while a

have discovered that vodka is a
sure-fire flame -aid which does

not change flavor, but gives
timid and slow -burning liqueurs and cordials the push

Soft music may accent

and a lemon without breaking

the bird calls of the garden

the peel. Put it in the bottle,

Accent the conversation with

anchoring at the top with a
thread. I added also sliced onion. whole cloves of garlic, a

continental col fee

SHRIMPS SN1 IRN01.1,

dired red pepper and a half
dozen peppercorns, bay leaf

large shrimps
(about 20), in shell, washed

pound

and a tall branch of rosemary.
This makes a very flavorsome

and dried

minutes and peeled without
breaking
Melt two consommes in
saucepan; mix well to amalga-

til double in bulk. Roll out to
3/4 -inch

erator to jell.
Take it out of the cold and
spread pieces of ham across
bottom and up the sidles of the

glass, making a nest for the
egg. Sprinkle a few peas and
carrots on ham. Add egg. Add
consomme about 3/4 way up
egg. Cool and jell again. Add a

few more peas and carrots,
cover with consomme.

BRUNCHTIME HAM AND

ley. Serves 4.

stemmed

SANDSTRAWBERRY
WICH ROLLS

1 can each jellied chicken
consomme and consomme
madrilene, clean, not thick

and pulpy
2 slices boiled ham, cut into
1i4 -inch wide strips

4 tablespoons cooked tiny
green peas
1 carrot, cooked and diced

4 eggs boiled four to' five

sorb eggs; it can be a bit more
or a bit less.
Let rise about two hours un-

tom of each wine glass and
swish it around. Put in refrig-

Chill until served. Decorated tops with sprigs of pars-

4 bowl -shaped
wine glasses

flour is just about right to ab-

mate them. Put a little in bot-

they need.

EGGS

*Seasoned vodka: Take a
bottle or part bottle of Smirnoff, either 100 proof or 80
proof will do. Peel an orange

for
each woman guest repeats the
centerpiece lamer arrange-

I

very careful because the
mixture' flames very high and
could leave you browless.) We

servings.

china and coasters
tiny miniature corsage
ment

sticks to dip in sauce.. Shrimps
to. eaten in the fingers. They

n even more delicious
flavor if left to Marinate in the

shady garden nook or sun repeating

the sauce, or on

Serve in

ries

and herbs in the vodka, putting
it out of the drinking class (the
orange -lemon vodka is a good
drink), marinate the shrimp
for an hour or so with the same
deglaze.
then
ingredients,
(Take the pan off the fire, add
seasoned vodka, and flame it.
4..Be

-

Add I tabfespoon vodka
mixture
Boil up again

Rolls, which really are the ber-

vehicle. However, if you, don't
want to put the onion, pepper

1

frozen

package

bread

thickness

and

cut

into round, 3 to 31/2 inches in
diameter using a coffee cup as
a cutter, Place on greased,
floured baking sheet. Let rise.
again. Brush with beaten egg,

and bake at 400 degrees 15
minutes.
Filling
Beat 11/2 eight -ounce packpot cheese (farmer's
cheese) and 2/3 cup sour

ages

cream until light and fluffy.
Makes one pint of filling. This
can also be made with cream
cheese and sour cream.

Wash and hull 6 to 8 strawberries per sandwich. Flatten
each berry about halfway be-

tween palms of hands. Put
them in big bowl and sugar
well.

Each guest may 'make his
own delicious berry sandwich
by splitting the hot rolls,
spreading them with cheese

dough, thawed
2 eggs

1/4 cup butter
V4 cup sugar

About 1 cup flour
Beat eggs a little with fork.
On floured board, work them
into bread dough along with
other ingredients. One cup of

and strawberries.

A touch of elegance at the
popular hour of II can makes

this a brunch the bunch will
remember.

Cook of The Day

`Catch -as -Catch -

Can' Cook
By Fern Schneider

casserole which can be made
early and heated at mealtime.
Try this with applesauce, a

There's a lovely red house
on Lancaster in Mount Prospect full of interesting an-

tossed salad and rolls. It's good

enough to take to a buffet

and melunch, too.
mentoes from the families of ,t
tiques, collectibles

the owners --who are Joanne
and Carl De Koatz.

SAUSAGE -NOODLE CASSEROLE

Included are such things as

a spinning wheel, collapsible
high chair and old hat rack. In

1 pound bulk pod( sausage
browned with 1 ,diced ,onion

the kitchen Joanne has her

(buy lean sausage)
1 can cream of celery somi'

grandmother's butter paddle,

coffee and nutmeg grinders
and oil lamps. These are not
only decorative, but are ac-

1 cup American or cheddar
cheese, grated

4 ounces medium noodles

tually put to use. A wall in the
Irving room holds a collection
of carpet beaters and an old
school clock.

POPPY SEED DRESSING
11/2 cups sugar

2 teaspoons dry mustard
2 teaspoons salt
y,,,cup vinegar
Shrimp Smirnoff, a tossed salad flavored with marigold petals, Brunchtime Ham and Eggs and
3 tablespoons onion juice
Strawberry Sandwich Rolls create an elegant garden brunch.
2 cups salad oil (never olive
oil)

3 tablespoons poppy seeds

(cooked)

Brown sausage and onion.
Pour off most of the drippings,
add soup (undiluted), cheese
and the cooked noodles. Mix
thoroughly. Bake for one hour

JOANNE, WHO runs this
fascinating household, is also a
musician. She sings in the

uncovered.

degrees,

350

at

Crushed

Community Presbyterian

chips

can

be

Mix sugar, mustard, salt and

She is immediate past president of Chapter JM of PEO, a
Sisterhood dedicated to philanthropic and educational
projects. She is also a volunteer
Community
at
Northwest
been

elected to the board.
Joanne agreed to be a Cook
of the Day, but said her family
doesn't get too many chances

One of Joanne DeKoatz' favorite things is an early 1800 Austrian spinning wheel, hand carved of six different kinds of wood-apple, pear, hazelnut, walnut cherry and olive. She tells a story to have meals together, with
with each of her treasures as to their origin, use, etc. It's easy to the varied schedules of teen'pot many cons ersation pieces in this interesting family's home.
agers. But when they do eat together, they have. a favorite

SEAFOOD SALAD CASSEROLE
1

Tnidgsah

Saki

casserole or indiVidual shell

Junior Cooks

Ask a teen to help and his bution to women of the comanswer is, "What do you want munity who use the "Y's" fame to do?" according to aux- cilities and require babysitting
iliary members of the North- service for pre-school youngsters. Slogan for the car wash is
west Suburban YMCA.
"Brighten our nursery by
Teens at the Y will staff a brightening your car."
car wash this Saturday, Aug. 2,

from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the

The auxiliary plans to re-

Largest Selection of Fantastic

Original Oil Paintings
by Recognized Artists

YMCA parking

furbish the nursery, beginning
Aug. 4, with the help of volunteers and the guidance of AlliALL PROCEEDS will go to son Lee Interiors. A sketch of
Project Nursery, the YMCA' the finished nursery is on disWomen's Auxiliary's contri- play in the YMCA lobby.
lot,
300
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.

YOU NEED:

i-r)---0r

RICE PUDDING

i,

Beef Patties
Mashed Potatoes and Gravy,
Buttered Squash
Carrot and Celery Sticks

2 cups instant
nonfat dry milk

1 tablespoon margarine

1/2 cup sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla

or butter

!

I

-t

I

-,-,..---

II

fees

I
1

2 cups water

1

1/2 cup
uncooked rice

Put 2 cups water

in large pan.
Heat to boiling.

______,

..

"I
IP

iNNorm

Do

I

I

I
1 tablespoon
1/2 cup
teaspoon I margarine or I

I

I

11/2

salt

P

I

butter

.....

V

I cup
raisins I warm water I

Stir in rice, salt,

SP

I

Illi

margar ine or butter,

)

and raisins.

e

I

Pour 1 cup warm

water in a bowl.

MILK

W

2 cups

dry milk

i

iPP

I

i

1

I 1/2 cup
sugar

teaspoon

vanilla

Lower heat. Cover pan.
Cook for 30 minutes.
Remove from heat.

1

Add instant nonfat dry milk, and sugar.

0§1040

Stir until dissolved. Stir in vanilla,

1/

"u:

fairy
"Rumplestiltskin,"
tale will delight Hoffman Estates children Aug. 7 when the
St.

James -Christie

Touring

Company performs it at 8 p.m.
Jones Rd.

The company is comprised

of area youngkers who tour

SPECIAL FOR

ONE WEEK
,OVER 100
PAINTINGS
UP TO

!I

"R umplestiltskin"

V'.11" I '

at Vogelei Park, Higginsimd
I

pip: .14 'In .14 V;

Milk

I

I

tsr tit pt
,

.

CET 'READY-

I

2/

1 cup warm water

1/2 teaspoon salt

g -----L-

SERVE WITH

1/2 cup raisins

2 cups water
1/2 cup uncooked rice
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Dolores Haugh- Woman's Editor

Teens, Auxiliary
Team Up To
Re -do Y Nursery

pound medium shrimp,

bread crumbs on top. Bake 15
to 20 minutes at 350 degrees.

a en a a

8"b a -a

vegetables. Shake thoroughly
before serving.

cooked
I can diced water chestnuts
2 tablespoons diced onion
1 can crabmeat
1 cup diced celery
1 cup mayonnaise
Mix all ingredients and
place in a greased three -quart

dishes, sprinkling sauteed

en ern

PROSPECT DAY

beat for a few minutes.
31/2 cups. This is also great on

lettes.

Trrrnrmonarn Sa-ra era °rani a -a tra-a-r n era era

vinegar. Add onion juice and
stir thoroughly. Add oil slowly, beating constantly until
thick. Add poppy seeds and
Store in refrigerator. Keeps
well for a few months.'Makes

sprinkled on top.

Church Choir and the Northwest Suburban YMCA Chora-

Hospital and has just

Good to serve with this casserole is a fresh fruit salad,
orcantaloupe, grapefruit,
peaches, etc.,
and
anges,
topped with a poppy seed
dressing.

.7-

$50.00 and more

FOR ONLY

the
areas during
summer under the auspices of
the St. James -Christie School
of Performing Arts, Riverside.
"Rumplestiltskin" is the

suburban

$14.00

story of a mean little dwarf
who performs his evil magic
on a beautiful princess and her
friend Toby.

Bon Voyage Tea
For Rev. Phillips

Prices fo

fit every
budget
HOURS:
Sun. 12 Noon - 5 P.M.
Mon. & Fri. 10:30 to 9 P.M.
Tues., Wed., Thur., Sat., 10:30 to S P.M.

.,

4/

I

Stir milk mixture into
ice
rice
Cook

mixture in pIn.

,

U.S.D. A.

Put bowl inpan of
cold water to cool..
Pudding will thicken.
Cover bowl. Put in
refrigerator.
4

.oe'''''r.C_ g. io...."..".

until heated through. %IV

Pour into a bowl.

....

CONSUMER AND MARKETING SERVICE

A bon voyage tea has been
planned for 7 p.m. this Sunday
Makes

6 servings,
1/2 cup each.

with the Rev. Tom Howells,
who with his family, will be
leaving about the same time

the Community Presbyterian Church at Mount Pros- for a one-year stay as pastor of
pect in honor of the Rev. Tom program and mission in the

at

Mount Prospect church..
Phillips and family.
The Phillipses will be leavThe committee in charge
ing on August 18 for an ocean
voyage to Box Hill, a suburb of asks that' those attending be
Melbourne, Australia. There limited to adult members and
Tom will exchange pastorates guests only.

atioriWide Art

eater,

1505 ELLINGWOOD ST., DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

PHONE 298-3970
1711 Glenview Rd.
Glenview,

7453 N. Western

2443 N. Harlem

70 E. Walton

21 36 W. 95th St.

6748 Cermak Rd.
Berwyn, Ill.
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Daisy,Fresh Cherry Pie

Cold Cool World

Mmmm Muffins Play

Here's daisy -fresh delight in

a frothy dessert that's colorful
and light as spring. Bavarian
Cherry Pie livens the scene for
bridge club, graduations, brid-

Brunch Accompaniment
soften and spread over the top.

A weekend brunch is my fa-

scrambled eggs, sausage and
freshly, baked muffins makes
this an eaSy, relaxing and en-

joyable way of serving your
guests.

The following
good

are

Yield: About 26 large muf-

some

should still have a fairly light

muffin recipes. These

color. Cool and place on a

muffins can be made in ad-

cooky sheet. Freeze. After the
muffins are completely frozen,
transfer to freezer bags, seal,
date, label and return to freez-

vance and partially baked, fro-

zen, and then warmed in the
oven just prior to serving. For
patio serving a bun warmer is

cr.

indispensible to keep the muffins oven warm.

1.

WHOLE WHEAT' MUF-

The fresh fruit flavor the bananas
give these -muffins
makes them a delightful treat. Yield: 20-22 muffins

FINS
These have an unusual flavor and are really ver good.
Yield: Approx. 12 large
muffins

V: cup softened butter or
margarine

1/2 cup milk
I egg
1/2 cup vegetable oil or melted shortening
21/2 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 cup sugar

11/2 cups sugar

2 cups diced ripe bananas
(about 2 large ones)
2 eggs
1/2 cup sour cream

1 tsp. baking powder
1/2 teaspoon soda
1/2 teaspoon salt

well.

Now add flour and cereal,
mixing just enough to blend.
Fill grease(' or paper -lined
two-inch muffin lids 2/3 full
and bake at 400 degrees for

flavor add

1/3

My favorite combination is
dates with`the grated rind of
one orange. These ingredients
are added last.Molasses may be

substituted for a part of the
honey. I think if you use all
molasses it would have too

Preheat oven to 400 de-

VARIATIONS: This, basic
muffin recipe can be made in
many ways. Instead of two
cups bran cereal, substitute

grees. Mix egg, honey, milk

two' cups oat flakes. For a nut -

2 cups sifted flour

-

2 cups bran breakfast cereal

strong a flavor. Also, 1 recommend using the light molasses.

Punch Party
each other and area alumnae.

All area Phi Mu collegians
and alumnae are invited to a

Prospect.

Local

collegians from
campuses across the nation
will have a chance to exchange

notes and get acquainted with

1 9 -inch baked pastry shell
1/2 cup cold orange juice
3/4 cup hot orange juice
cups cottage cheese
11/2

versity

-tablespoon -,unflasoryed
1
gelatin
3 tablespoons sugar
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 cup chopped Liberty maraschino cherries
cup whipping
1/2

cream

(whipped)
sweetened whipped cream
whole maraschino cherries

Soften gelatin in cold or;

ange juice. Add hot orange
juice; stir until dissolved. Stir

of Illinois

represen-

Special guests will be the tative; Mrs. T. Mohr, Barringcollegians and alumnae who ton, and Mrs. Hugh MacLeod
attended the Phi Mu national and Mrs. Richard Hauschild
leadership conference at Cul- of Arlington Heights.
Reservations may be made
ver, Ind., this summer. They
include Kathie Wiewiora of with Mrs. Tarman, 437-2430;
Shiller Park, Loyola of Chi- Mrs. F. M. Brasch, 437-5256,
cago representative; Bonnie or Mrs. Charles Way, 259Shilling of Mundelein, Uni- 9535.

punch party Sunday, Aug. 10,
in Mrs. Wayne Tarman's garden, 1440 Greenbrier, Mount

CHERRY BAVARIAN PIE

one cup diced bananas or one
cup ,chopped dry apricots.
Dates alSo give the muffins an
exceptionally good flavor.

about 30 minutes.

TO SERVE WHEN -FRO-

MUFFINS

blended. Add baking powder,
soda and salt, again mixing

der
1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon salt

ZEN: Place in a preheated 375
degree oven for approximately
10 minutes. Serve immediate -

BANANA SOUR CREAM

ty

mixing bowl. Beat until well

Sprinkle with coconut or ntjts. fins
Spread about one teaspoon of
egg
jelly on each of the remaining
2/3 cup honey
with
muffins and sprinkle
I 3/4 cup sour milk or butcoconut or nuts.
termilk
1/3 cup melted shortening or
TO FREEZE: If muffins
are to be frozen, remove from vegetable oil
11/2 teaspoons baking powoven as soon as set. Muffins

vorite type of summer entertaining. A menu consisting of
a platter or bowl of fresh fruit,

al Showers or any dinner.

cup
chopped nuts, I/2 cup raisins,

together in the

and

in sugar and lemon juice. Chill
until slightly thickened.
Blend

in

cottage cheese.

Fold in cherries and whipped
cream. Spoon into pastry shell;

In summer everyone's taste turns to frothy, daisy -fresh des-

cherries. Yields 6 to 8 servings.

erty maraschino cherries, topped with sweetened whipped cream
and garnished with whole cherries.

chill until firm. Garnish with serts like this Bavarian Cherry Pie. The light, Itr,ciotts filling is
whipped cream and whole made of whipping cream, cottage cheese, otange juice, and Lib-

11,1.11.1''

SPIEGLER'S

1 cup sifted flour

21/4 cups sifted flour
chocolate chips and jelly
nuts or coconut
Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Combine butter, sugar
and bananas in a large mixing

1/2 cup seedless raisins
11/2 cups whole wheat flakes

Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Combine milk, egg and
shortening in mixing bowl.

BIG SEMI-ANNUAL

Add baking powder, salt and
sugar, mixing until well blend-

bowl and beat with electric
mixer or rotary beater until

ed.

blended. Acid_ eggs. and._ sour
cream.

Now add baking powder,
soda and salt. Stir until well

Now add flour and stir until
flour is just moistened. Add

blended. Add flour and stir until just blended. Pour into well
greased or paper -lined two-

raisins 'and fold in cereal
flakes.
Fill two-inch well

inch muffin tins and till 3/4

tins 3/4 full. Bake in 375 -de-

CLEARANCE
JULY 31st., AUG. 1st

greased or paper -lined muffin
gree oven until done and lightly browned, about 15 minutes.

full.
Bake for 25 minutes or until
centers spring back lightly

AND AUG. 2nd r "

TO FREEZE: Follow di-

when touched. While muffins
are warm, carefully put about
one teaspoonful of chocolate
chips on top half of the muf-

rections in recipe above.

HONEY BRAN MUFFINS

i'

A very hearty muffin with a
good, old-fashioned flavor.

fins. Let stand a few minutes to

Due to a typographical error
the price of
Sirloin Boneless Tip
appeared incorrectly.
The correct price
is 98c lb.

111*************Sees********
OVER 45
:
Last Month .

BUSINESS and PROFESSIONAL
Organisations have utilised our

Great Savings in every Department!

facilities for ...

..... here's just a few

MEETINGS and BANQUETS
Let our experienced staff take care
of your next meeting or banquet!
CONTACT DUKE NOVICK
CATERING MANAGER

zvuocs

ii.

CHICAGO O'HARE

3801 N. MANNHEIM ROAD, SCHILLER PARK, ILL.

678.0670

SUNSHINE BRIGHT
PILLOW RENOVATION

Men's wear -

Ladies Wear....

SUITS

SPORTSWEAR
200/0 to 40%

SPORT COATS

$398

DRESS SHIRTS

.x..1/3 off

SPORT SHIRTS.

ORANGE BLOSSOM FRESH!

25% off

SWIM SUITS

1/3
1/3

-SPORT COATS

SPORT COATS

SHIRTS

FINISHED
24c

(in box)
when weighed
with laundry

ea' bundle

CALL TODAY FOR
HOLIDAY'S 3/4 FAMILY
FINISH LAUNDRY SERVICE

7

lbs.

.

.

.

off

1/3 off
40% off

KNIT SHIRTS
BERMUDAS

SWIM TRUNKS

off

.

SCHOOL SLACKS.

.1/3

.
.

.

off

1/2 Price

SUMMER SLEEPWEAR 1/3
Girls

Sizes 8-20

up

1/2 Price

GIRDLES

SPRING JACKETS

SUITS

PILLOWS WHEN YOU SEND YOUR
LAUNDRY!

-

SWIM WEAR

Boys

IT'S SO SMART TO SEND YOUR

BLOUSES

BRAS

Price

$429

DRESSES

.1/3 off
1/3 off

KNIT SHIRTS._

SERVICE

off

1/2

off

1/3 to 1/2 off

Sizes 2-14

DRESSES
BUY ONE .. GET ONE FREE

'/2 Price
SPORTS WEAR
SUMMER SLEEPWEAR ..1/3 off

SWIM SUITS

1/3

off

$298

$2.67
19c en add'! lb.

LAUNDRY &
DRY CLEANERS
MT. PROSPECT

412 W. NW HWY.

392-4554
Des Plaines

652 W. ALGONQUIN
439-4727
FREE PICK-UP OR'DEUVERY AS EARLY AS 7:00 A.M.

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

PHONE'824-6164

1467 ELLINWOOD ST.

1HE riCOSPECT DAY

Main Street-

1969

_

Rita Moreno in
'Miracle Worker'.

Reunion in Encino

Rita Moreno, who captured
Chicago's heart in George
of
production
Keathley's

Lil Floras

Two Mount Prospect childhood buddies had a nostalgic
recently

reunion

when

Nelson (Budd) Wilder family
the Robert Roderick
were

Wilders

The

family.

Oaks, Calif. klis dad died about
five years ago.

the

visited

vacationing in California and
managed to look up the Roder-

icks in Encino.

Many years ago, Bob and
Budd were next-door neighbors at 101 and 103 S. Louis
Street. Bob has been in California now for 15 years. Budd
grew up in Mount Prospect,
left the village and returned
ten years ago. The Wilders

St.

Pros-

Circus to town on Monday, tug. 18. The circus tent will 1w

Atmosphere, Good Food lLa Tejanita Specialty
little touch of
Mexico in Arlington Heights'
There's

a

La Tejanita restaurant -store,

where you can 01 del enchiladas, tacos, toastados
guacamole salad or a combination plate everything to
suit your taste

takes a great deal of skill to
get the tortilla done just so,"

business. The restaurant has

proved a popular meeting

he said.

place for both Latins and nonLa0ns - with the busiest times

THEN HE fries some

at noon, dinner -time and on
weekends.

THE ONLY real competition he has are the

The restaurant, at 202 N Chicago Mexican restaurant
Dunton also specializes in and El Jarocho in Palatine.

soda pop, Mexican and The only other Mexican -style

American music and

placiis are just taco -carryout

homemade hot sauce
Gus, the proprietor

stores.

who
came from Texas, said that he
found the northwest suburban

area a good place to do

The tacos arc made by:

or

crisp,

to

according

the

desires of the customer. "It

dents from this area will attend
a Leadership Conference Aug

II

-

15 at NIU's Lorado Taft

Field Campus, Oregon, Ill
They are Harlene Joy Finn,
3 4 I Highland, Wheeling,

side of the school property.

restaurant where the store

his wife Lisa and three children are planning to move
soon to Mobile, Ala., where

store one door north two
years later and opened a
was.

Gus gets all of his supplies

tortilla along with shredded

for his restaurant and his store
from suppliers in Chicago.
He says this is the first time

but said that he has not run
into any problems.

THE STORE sells soda
pop.

cans

of refried beans,

lems they think are important.

taco tiff hot sauce, nippers,

Then, they will evaluate the

muelos and other items.

Bob will be working for Litton

knowing that his mother is in a
nursing home. in Sherman

fina ()elle Rose in "Iennessee
Sani: "Naw. He can hardly Williams' "The Rose -Fattoo."
In I 960, her portrayal of Anita
clear his throat."
in "West Side Story- won her
the Oscar lOr Best Supporting

jump? Ally goodr

Thursday, Aug. 21 at 8 p.m.

Larry Pankau of 209 S. Elm-

Regular show times are:

hurst Ave., Mount Prospect
is one of the 24 Purdue

through Thursday.

Tuesday

which the band competed last
year and selected music from versity students who have been
concerts is on the album.
accepted for the university's
tures of the three bands are on Glee Club.
the album cover. The album is
Vankau, who sings bass, is
available from any band
her at a cost of $5.50. .1he an :ngineering major.

8:30 p.m.; Saturday, 6 and

9:30 p.m.; Sunday, 7 p.m.. and
Wednesday matinee, 2 p.m.

Tickets, priced from $3.50 to
$4.50,

on

are

sale

at

the

Ivanhoe Theatre box office,
3000 N. Clark. ph 248-6800.

GUS

Award Winning Liquor Stores

The Saving Is Yours!

16 oz. 7 -UP

HIGH LIFE BEER

A RARE FAMILY TREAT!

bottles

"Chicago's Most Unusual Attraction"
Open daily Noon 'til Midnight 337-6077
Diridedtors and Groep.rotes

0.14ZI,PIC 91.0.0

mtlobl.

Canadian Whisky

The store was first opened

The Saving Is Yours1

Imported
From Canada

November he began a car-

Bavarian Club
Beer

BOTTLED IN BOND
100 Proof

999

Straight Whiskey

A.. Fifth

S

Donald, Arlington Heights
"It will be the first student
conference dealing with the
structure

time for opening night will be

Entertaining...Educational...Unbelieveable

Box 335, Roselle, Russ Smith,
6N654 Pine Ave , Bensenville,

organization

of
will

begin Tuesday, Aug. 19. Show

and Symphonic bands of Pros-

pect High is available now.
Music from all contests in

previews
%Yorker"

Low-priced

-The Miracle

Glee Club

If you like good music, an
alburfl by the Stage. Concert

Adele Marie Schmidt, RRt I,

and Lynn Wegner, 420

Actress.

Punkas, Joins

MILLER

in. April 1964 and in

Next, they will leak at what the
change involves.

RITA MORENO garnered

Oldtimers who knew Bob's
folks might be interested in

employes and one part-time.

tempt to change a situation.

role. Rather than accept a second choice for the part, he decided to shift the production to
Carly next spring.

Industries.

Gus has two full-time

deciding whether it
would be better or worse to atfacts,

producer-direCior
Keathley. he was

to cast his "first
choice"' actor for the leading

WORST JOK E of the Day:

Bob is now Doctor Robert
Roderick, a scientist. He and

he has operated a restaurant

served at home.

To Attend Conference
Four Northern Illinois Stu-

ryout service. Gus moved his

On weekends Gus serves
beef barbecue which is pro- '
bably much spicier than that

frying the tortilla either soft

to

wooden building which had
been located at the Main St.

ground beef and adds it to the
Lattice, tomatoes, cheese, and
other types of food.
They are served three to an
order in a little basket.
The hot sauce served on the
table is "very hot- indeed.

ing

rave notices last fall for her
.Bob (in the school gym):
masterful portrayal of Serahigh
in
the
"How's Tony

Scoutmaster Steve Browne al
392-8607. and he will have it
picked up.

pitched on the Elk Club grounds located at 2323 N. Wilke for a
isn't so sure that they were the
one day, two performance stand. More information and tickets
fir's( in the building. Maybe
can be had by calling 253-2048.
someone in town remembers
and can let Budd know.
Bob had previously attended kindergarten in a white

for this time -ptrrod. Accord-

unusual new high style.

one has paper to be contributed, they may call Assistant

Central

"Tlw. Miracle kVorker" replaces the production of "The
Deputy." originally sOwduled

Itimbia blue --of a lightweight
wool and dacron fabric. They
are convertible for concert or
marching band. The cap is an

new

paper. Or, paper can be taken
to the church parking lot,
where a trailer will he stationed for pickup. Or if some-

building at Emerson St. Budd

Club is bringing the girl and the elephant with the Sells and Gray

the

Aug. 21, for eight weeks.

band

George
school colors-navy and co- unable

door collection to pick up the

BOB SEEMS to recall that
when they entered first grade
at Central in 1931, theirs was
the first class to use the then
THAT COULD BE, but it isn't, one of the lady Elks who didn't
work hard at the Rummage Sale. The Arlington Heights Elks

NEW PROSPECT

uniforms have been delivered
and will be seen when the
marching band performs at the
First home foot bal I go me
Sept. 19. The uniforms are in

youth
hoilding being builk across the
street from the church at Wille
and Evergreen.
will be disHandbills
tributed followed by a door-tolandscaping

their
schooldays at "good old Central."

four -room

of
BOY SCOUT Troop
Mark Lutheran Church,

church has made available to
them, is having a paper drive
i Wily and Sunday to ben-,
efit the church. Proceeds of
the paper drive will go toward

cussed "old- Mount Prospect."
Budd, of course, filled Bob in

'new'

of Morgan -Jones and Ken Worker." The William GibWilliams.
son drama opens Thursday,

grateful for the facilities the

now reside at 305 N. Russel St.
While visiting, Bob and
Budd reminisced and dison the "new Mount
recalled
Bob
pect."

"The Rose Tattoo,- returns to
the Ivanhoe Theatre as Annie
hands are under the direction Sullivan in "The Miracle

Yf

Wisconsin Brewed
Caso of I2-I2.ox. Cans

12 oz.
'Cons

1 79

at

NIU," said Dr Donald Heil-

iN

man, student activities advisor

The students and their lead-

The Saving Is Yours!

ers will try to identify prob-

HALF GALLON

SECOND TIME
AROUND
THRIFT AND GIFT SHOP

OLD

IMPORTED

THOMPSON

(Benefits Lake Bluff Cis:Wrens Horne)

LaFRENCH 41 9

Blended Whiskey

HALF -PRICE -SALE

on

COGNAC

Averages $2.78 Fifth

SUMMER CLOTHING

NOW IN PROGRESS
10 4

)14111111P_

GALLON

BEER

NO DEPOSIT

VIRGO
AUGUST 23 -

PISCES

12 on. bottles

SEPTEMBER 23

MARCH 20

FREE -ESTIMATES

The Saving Is Yours

{.

HEATING AND
AIR CONDITIONING
2'4

BLACK
LABEL

FEBRUARY 20 -

ICHAEI:S

cARLINGs

1. JOHNSON
ARLINGTON HIGH

62 N. MILWAUKEE AVE
WHEELING, ILL

PEBBLE
LEO

'

JULY 23 -

KATHY GERDES

LINDA GORMAN

PALATINE HIGH

SACRED HEART HIGH

DEBBY BUNN
ARLINGTON HIGH
'

AUGUST 22

LIBRA
SEPTEMBER 24 OCTOBER 23

PEPSI -COLA

FORD

ONE-WAY BOTTLES

Straight
Bourbon Whiskey
86 Proof

LOCATED AT

BAR & FLAME CITY
1034 MT PROSPECT PLAZA
MT PROSPECT

SCORPIO
OCTOBER 24 -

TAURUS
APRIL 21 -

NOVEMBER 22

MAY 21

259-3936

The Saving Is Yours!

GEMINI
MAY 22 JUNE 21

CONDITIONER

I

FROM

MICHAEL'S
AND ENJOY YOUR

NANCY LUNAK

JANET AUER
PROSPECT HIGH

"BEAT THE HEAT"
CENTRAL AIR -

ELK GROVE HIGH

is the original liqueur
with a Canadian

BARBARA MEISER
ELK GROVE HIGH

Is fashion your bag for Fall '69? Then swing on back to school with
Wendy Ward classes, It's where the action is: the grooviest HI -BOARD
in Mount Prospect and a fashion Horoscope for Fall '69 that's out of
sight!

Meet with Wendy Ward for charm and modeling classes: You'll be in on the lat6st in
Fashion...the layered look...unmatched separates...the new silhouette look...and you'll
CANCER learn to do your own groovy thing with it for Fall '691

JUNE 22- Just call your nearest Wendy Ward Boutique for details on classes that will make your
JULY 22 Fall '69 Fashion Horoscope come true. Classes begin September 13, so hurry! Wee Wendy,

SAGITTARIUS
NOVEMBER 23 DECEMBER 21

Whisky base.

Imported A 29
46"Tenth

CANADIAN
MIST
Imported
Canadian Whisky

79

ea Fifth
CAPRICORN
DECEMBER 22 -

JANUARY 20

515. Tween Teen, $20. Adult, $30.

FREE BAR

RANDHURST STORE

AND TWO STOOLS

OM N. THRU FRI. 10:00 TO 9:30.

Rand Road & Route 83

392-2500

STORE HOURS:

SAT. 9:30 TO 5:30. SUN. 12 TO 5.

LOMBARD

CHICAGO
1429 W. Taylor
CICERO

6105 W. Roosevelt

h

Fifth

HALF

MARCH 21 APRIL 20

FEBRUARY 19

SAT 9 3

6 95

ARIES

AQUARIUS
JANUARY 21 -

OPEN
TUES THRU FRI

GASTON
1de LAGRANGE

/.1,

FOREST PARK

W. Madison

105 E. Roosevelt

to,

Ofonwus Liner Stores-Ph. 287-6447
3.,.,pct..
t,,,

CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS: Thurs: Fri., Sot. and Sue.

ARLINGTON HOTS.
1307 Rand Road

MELROSE PK.
156 Broadway

FOR1ST PARK
7533 W. Roosevelt

ADDISON
OS E. Fullerton

Luncheon Talk With Perfect Opal
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By Herb Braden

Even on short acquaintance, Rose Marie seems -like -a
natural for . the title role in
"Everybody Loves _.O.pal.n

the way, so let's get this on the
first take. I haven't got all day:
and she just stared at me and
then she started to laugh. We
had a cast party after the

the daughter of a television

fourth show."

Me fora long time. Our chil-

Pheasant Ri.M's current pro"Do you like
duction. She's never "on" it dience?"

a

live au-

seems.

Her conversation
switches from show business to
her daughter to her friends

with no obvious pre.

_

-

, BY Richard Rutler,A.I.D. DireclohSems Home Fashions Council

John R. Crawford
John R. Crawford of 524 S.

Lincoln

Arlington
1.n.,
Heights, has been appointed
sales engineer for the tri-state
Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana
area by UO ['Johnson Division
of Universal Oil Products Co.
UOP Johnson manufactures
custom designed screen, filter

Majoi- remodeling in a bathroom reminds me of that bridal
admonition-"something old
.

.

.

something
something new
borrowed ... something blue (or
.

.

.

beige, avocado, ivory, or whatever color you like best)".

and strainer elements for a
wide range of separation applications in a variety of industries. UOP Johnson is head-

quartered in St. Paul, Minn.
The parent firm, Universal Oil
Products,i is based in Des
Plaines at 30 Algonquin Rd.
Crawford's. offices -are located at 95 Randall St., Elk
Grove. He was graduated from
Medford,
College,
Tufts

Mass., in 1941 with a B.S. in
chemistry. Crawford and his
wife Ruthmary, have four
daughters, Mrs. James Adler.

Mrs. Terry Leighton, Nancy,
19 and Linda 10.

The "old" is the luxury look
that we're returning to after half
a century of hygienic -but -ugly
fixtures and fittings. exposed
pipes. and clinical walls and
floors.

think that anyone lack-

ing a degree in architecture or
engineering should undertake re-

modeling a bathroom without
professional help. There are too
many innovations in the field for
the average layman to keep track
of. Expert advice is usually available at no extra cost in the bath
planning centers of stores.
Still there are things'you must

decide for yourself. One is the
style look you want your bath to

meditatii.m. She's genuinely
interested in all of them.

"Weren't- you originally going to do 'Opal' this spring'?"
"Yes. We were all set to do
it....then this new series called
the Doris Day Show came up.

So we shot the first four episodes. Now they're shooting
around me until I get back. -

"YOU KNOW, they try to

We break ourselves up over a
funny bit, then when we do it

with an audience, it's silent
night. Then we iJo wii.at we
think is a straight line and they
kill themselves laughing."

"IS YOUR daughter still in

"HOW DO you like Doris

horses. You know how little
girls arc. She had to have her

Day?"

"Fine! She thinks I'm a crazy woman, I guess. The first
day she looked a little nervous,
so I said, 'Look, Big D (I call

own. She couldn't come to'
Chicago with me for my show
because there was a big horse
show coming up. She'll be here

later, though."

"How does she like being

261-7366.
111111r1Iiiierallser-mmi

-

"How do you like Maury
AMSterdam?"

"Maury is great. If something isn't funny enough in the
script, he'll put in a'joke of his
own. Maury always has work.
He doesn't care if he's doing a
single in Sydney, or a guest apon the Tonight
pearance
show."

"IS THERE anybosly you
don't like'?"
"Just the director on 'Opal.'
He's going to land all over me
for being late to rehearsal."
And off she went. She's really quite a woman.
"Everybody Loves Opal"
plays every night except Mon-

DIET PEPSI

day, through August 10. Din-

ner at 6:30, curtain at 8:30
sharp.

Call Pheasant

Run's

The face is familiar

They're more sanitary than ever,

yet they're very much a part of
fashion.

79c

16 OZ.
8 PAK

manufacturers arc
incorporating into vanities, tubs,
design that

showers, and water closets.

MEN ME1111

dren want to be liked on their
own."

school?"

"She just graduated from
Pierce College. In agriculture.
How do you like that? But
loved
always
Georgianna

box office for reservations and
information. The phone number is 584-6300 or in Chicago,

keep_it_ a secret. I t- real ly-lftiff

-

"Oh yes. You never know
when the laughs are coming.

her that all the time), I have a
lot of housework to get out of

The "new" is the wealth of

personality'?"

PLUS DEPOSIT

. .

and JERRY MILLIGAN

The "borrowed" is the inge-

is here to help

nious use of accessories that light

up today's bath-ones that come

from every other room in

the

And the color choice is abundant. as you can observe in a quick

tour through any bath shop.

THE BATH

Lee Janson
LISTENS

have-vanities, faucets. tubs, etc.,
are manufactured in either classic, country, or contemporary

TO OLT..

_

.

If the color scheme of your
new bath will he the same as

Dear Lee Janson:
A girl I know in our high school doesn't get along with many
of the girls. She does get along with the boys very well. She says

she doesn't see anything wrong with going to bed with a guy if
she really likes him. From what I hear, she likes quite a few guys.
Her Mother works nights, and her Dad travels, so she invites her
boy friend over to the house in the evening. She isn't getting very
good grades in school, and she doesn't seem very happy. I'd like
to help her if I could, but I don't know what to do.
Trouble, Rolling Meadows

COCA COLA

with your
banking problems!

home.

If you're a native of Arlington Heights,
chances are that you've known Jerry for
years for he grew up here and graduated

nearby rooms, then its style may

vary front their furnishings. If

from Arlington High School.
Jerry is well -qualified as vice president

the color will be contrasting, then

of our bank to help with your banking

let its "furniture" be consistent
with that of your other rooms.
Often, a bathroom's use will
dictate its style. A child's bath,
for example, may be contem-

needs. He formerly served as assistant
cashier and, most recently, as assistant
vice president at The Bank and Trust Company of Arlington Heights. He is a graduate of the Illinois Bankers School and pre -

porary-clean-lined, smooth -surfaced for minimal maintenance.

On the other hand, a guest
powder room lends itself to a
Moreluxitrious look-'u classical
vanity with carved panels, gold
sculptured fittings, and crystal
wall sconces for extra light.

CANS

6

FOR

75c

Wously was o trainer at the Retail Credit
Co.

If you ore a Lions member, you know
Jerry well, too, as he is president of the
Arlington Heights club as well as a member of the Arlington Heights Masonic

OSCAR
MAYER
WIENERS

Lodge and Elks Club.

Even if you haven't known Jerry previously, stop in at our new bank to meet
us all. We're here to provide good service
to our customers, old friends and new!

69c

NORTHWEST `JufatS Scwikusial3cutie

lb.

311 South Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights 394-1800

WANZER MILK

This girl has a more serious problem than you can solve. In
fact, she has a number of problems that could lead to serious
consequences. Explain the situation to your counselor at school,
there.
and let her take over f

HAUNT TIME

89c

Dear Lee Janson,

A friend of mine has a Dad who put an antique time clock in
the front nail. When she leaves for a date, she has to punch the

gal. ctn.

clock. She's supposed to use the same card when she comes home
from the date, and punch the clock again. Her Dad never asks her

for the cards, but he tells all his friends about this great "control"
system he has. Why would a father do such a silly thing?
Time -conscious Annie
Sounds as if both she and her father have a great sense of
humor.
NON -DRINK ER
Dear Lee Janson,
Even though they're only seniors in high school, everyone in

t:1.v

my crowd drinks beer and solve of them drink liquor. I don't

drink, mostly because I just don t like the stuff. I don't really care
whether they drink or nut, but at every party and picnic someone
keeps insisting that I have something to drink. 1 just don't care to
drink,. but they won't leave me alone.

Ap,

T.L.. Elk Grove

Carry a glass of pop and let them know you're as happy as can
be.

Scud rota- questions to Lee Janson. do Day Publications,
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

To the moon
and back

KOSHER
CORNED BEEF
BARBECUE
ROAST BEEF

To get to the moon you would have

to undergo some of the most
grueling tests for reliability,
ruggedness and dependability

.. acceleration from 0 to

24,600 MPH, powerful pressure changes, extremes in
temperature and shocks to

rattle every bone in your
body...you and your equipment must survive them all.

And it's exciting that the
very same Speedmaster

ORDER YOUR
SPECIAL PARTY
TRAYS

watch we carry was selected

without any modifications
by NASA for all manned
space missions. This recognition, truly a reward for ex.
cellence, makes us proud to

be your authorized Omega
jeweler. Come in

.

.

.

PILLSBURY BISCUITS

see this

handsome, 2 button, 4 dial,
Omega Speedmaster chronograph. The only watch worn by
the men on the moon. Price $195.

stereo excitement

fa

7c

10 COUNT TUBE

SALE ENDS

SUN. AUGUST

10th.

-

SLAVIN
cIEWEbERS

1452 MINER ST.

824-5124

IN DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

dial 92.7 fm

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities and
I Correct Printers Errors

.I'

I

.II

'I

I

THE PROSPECT DAY
Thursday, July 31, 1969
281. Building Department
Salary, Director of Building & Zoning
Inspectors
Personal Services, Clerical
Printing
Postage
Transportation Expensls
Personal

stservice for pow legal eotices,

30,000.00
Retention Basin, Fencing & Grading
50,000.00
Foot Bridge over Northtvest Highway
200,000.00
Land Acquisition
4,400.00
Highways and Alley Improvements
Half Streets
30,000.00
15,000.00
Consulting Engineering
'
13,200.00
Traffic Control Studies
Foundry Road Improvement (East of Rand Rd)

$ 11,880.00
37,000.00
5,280.00
220.00
110.00
3,024.00
138.00
275.00
440.00
330.00
330.00
110.00

Organizational Memberships
Meetings and Conventions
Elevator Inspections
Auto Maintenance
Office Supplies
Other Supplies
Sub - Total

282. Architectural Committee
Plan Examination Services
Sub - Total
Total Staff Agencies

ORDINANCE NO. 2171

Total

2,200.00

$

2,200.00
$183,582.00
5.

1970.

necessary to defray all expenses and liabilities of the Village be and the
same are hereby appropriated for the fiscal year beginning May I, 1969 and
ending April 30, 1970 to the several municipal purposes following:
ARTICLE I - GENERAL CORPORATE PURPOSES

A CONTROL

Salary of Village President
Salary of Trustees
Transportation and Meeting Expenses
Organizational Memberships
Other Supplies

2,200.00
4,752.00
1,100.00
1,529.00
1,320.00

$

Sub - Total

.510,901.00

12. Village Clerk
Salary of Village Clerk
Personal Services, Secretarial
Publication - Legal Notices
Printing

660.00
12,760.00
2,090.00
330.00
880.00
495.00
33.00
110.00
1,100.00
220.00
660.00
83.00

5.

Postage
Recording Fees

Organizational Memberships
Transportation and Meeting Expenses
Office Supplies
Microfilm Supplies
Fire File Cabinet
File Cabinet for Plats 8 Linens

4,400.00
1,650.00

S 26,400.00

Sub - Total

$26,400.00
4,840.00
6,600.00

Sub Total

S 11,440.00

Organizational Memberships
Office Supplies
Copy Machine Paper
Copy Machine Rental

'

7,700.00
330.00
2,440.00
226.00
1,265.00
1,650.00
660.00

Sub - Total

$ 32,421.00

16. Fire and Police Commission
Personal Services, Clerical
Organizational Memberships
Legal Publications
Travel and Meeting Expenses
Printing
Other Services
Office Supplies
Sub - Total

18. Planning and Zoning Commission
Personal Services, Members of Board
Personal Services, Clerical
Printing Notices and Ordinance
Hearing Expense
Deposit Refunds

19. Board of Local Improvements
Personal Services - Members of Board
Hearing Expenses

1,398.00

7,150.00

$

$

550.00
1,100.00

Sub - Total
Total - Control

1,650.00
$116,831.00
$

B - STAFF AGENCIES

20. Elections
Personal Services - Judges
Printing 8 -Supplies
Rental Polling Places
Publish Notices
Ballot Boxes
Voters' Registration Binders
Voters' Booths
Cabinet for Binders
Sub - Total
22. Finance DepartMent
Salary, Finance Director
Personal Services, Office
Legal Publications
Printing
Postage
Travel & Meeting Expenses
Equipment Maintenance
Organizational Memberships.
Office Supplies
Other Supplies
Dog Tags
Vehicle Licenses
Sub.- Total

223. Regular Annual Audit

$

2,100.00
2,200.00
300.00
1,000.00
110.00
248.00
110.00

220.00

6,288.00

5

$

Ammunition and Targets
Clothing Allowance

2721 Public Information
Printing

$

3,850.00

Municipality's'share of Fourth of July
Parade.

1,650.00
110.00
1,760.00

Plectrons

3,500.00
3,300.00

303. Traffic Lights
Electrical Energy
Contract for Maintenance
Repair Parts
Sub - Total

$

7,425.00
2,888.00
134,611.00

182.00

560.00

5

1,316.00
553.00
1,869.00

2,548.00
228.00

$

$

2,776.00

5

14,700.00

5,000.00
2,000.00
5,000.00
2,700.00

10,000.00

10,000.00
2,588.00

S

Sub - Total

2,588.00

$

$ 35,411.00

59. Debt Service
Municipal Building Bonds Issue of 1961
and Interest thereon
$ 15,543.00
Library Building Bonds Issue of 1961
and Interest thereon
$ 14,710.00
Fire Equipment Bonds Issue of 1959
and Interest thereon
5
6,143.00
Fire Equipment Bonds Issue of 1964
and Interest thereon
E
8,683.00
Public Works Building Bonds Issue of 1964
and Interest thereon
5 11,475.00
Fire Station Bonds Issue of 1964
and Interest thereOp
$ 15,770.00
Losses in Collections at 9%
6,363,00

'

Special Summer Crossing Guards
Crossing Guard Equipment
Sub - Total
311. Fire Department Operations
Salary, Chief
Salaries, Lieutenants (3)
Salaries, Firemen (23)
Paid on Call Firemen
Organizational Memberships

-4104. Asphalt Maintenance
'Patching Materials
Road Stone Materials
Emulsion Binding Materials
Patching Tools and Supplies

Paint

Personal Services, Engineers
$

3,548.00

1,320.00

Maps
Consulting Services
Meetings and Conventions
Car Expense and Use of Private Auto
Auto Maintenance and Gasoline
Blueprint Developer & Maintenance
Supplies

S

2,530.00

Other Equipment
Calculator

110.00

Miscellaneous Supplies
House Number Curb Painting
Sub - Total

550.00

12. Overhead

6,050.00

4114. Street Tarring
Other Supplies

Sub - Total
421. Tree Trimming
Regular Trimming by Contract
4 33,000.00
6,050.00
Tree, Brush and Stump Removal
2,200.00
Sampling, Removal 8 Repair by Contract
5,500.00
Contractual Tree Remoyal
Trimming, Stor-NDamage and Equipment

Other Supplies and Repairs
Power Saws

770.00

$939 273.00

34,455.00
1,320.00
1,320.00
220.00
880.00
495.00
83.00
880.00
220.00
495.00

Salt Spreader
Leaf Machine
Lawn Mower Replacements
Street Sweeper
Snow Plows
Rider Mower
Sub - Total

$

880.00

49. Engineering Study - Re: Storm Water
Drainage,

$129,248.00

17. Buildings and Grounds
Electricity
Fuel for Heating
Other Supplies
Landscaping Well # 5

'440.00
1, 80.00

$

2,640.00
2,200.00
880.00

18. Pumps (Including Controls)
Repairs to Wells by Contract
Electrical Energy
Repair Parts
Chemicals
.
Other Supplies
Phosphate Feeders
Chemical Pumps

$

5,500.00
61,600.00
1,320.00
5,500.00
550.00
358.00
440.00
688.00

$ 75, 56.00

Sub - Total
19. Reservoirs
Electra Rustproofing
Other Services
Other Supplies

$

1,650.00
330.00
110.00
S

. Sub - Total

$300,138.00

330.00
2,200.00
2,750.00
330.00

$

Paint
Repair

Hydrants
Parkway Fill and Replacement
Sub - Total

5,610.00

S

22. Main Maintenance
-"Repairs by Contract
Repnir Materials
Landscaping
Road and Drive Repairs ,

'

1,100.00
3,300.00
550.00
550.00

5,500.00

Sub - Total

23. Water Services
Pipe and Fittings
Other SUpplies
Gravel and Black Dirt
Rental of Welder for Thawing
Sub - Total
17,534.00'

$

880.00
330.00
330.00
396.00

$ 1,936.00

24. Water Taps
Pipe and Fittings
Other Supplies

1,650.00
220.00

Sub - Total

Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund for the
purpose of paying Municipal Contributions
for Municipal. Employees to the Illinois

2,090.00

20. Fire Hydrant Maintenance

$

S

8,140.00

$

Chlorinator Well #10

2,000.00
220.00
396.00
220.00
220.00
110.00
165.00
143.00
2,400.00
330.00
550.00
10,780.00

ARTICLE V - ILLINOIS MUNICIPAL RETIREMENT FUND

S 30,000.00

18,000.00

Sub - Total

1_$1,644.00

Sub Total

54,888.00

12,000.00

Heat Plant Well #5

ARTICLE IV CIVIL DEFENSE FUND

271. Civil Defense Education
Educational Material, Printing and
Meeting Expenses
Sub - Total

Reserve Requirements:
Reserve Bond Account

Sub - Total

11,000.00
2,750.00
2,200.00
743.00
440.00
330.00
3,850.00
330.00
1,540.00
5,500.00
275.00
19,800.00
2,750.00
1,136.00

.

$ 14,520.00

44,248 00

Extension

5,000.00
1,320.00
2,200.00

4500. Street Equipment
Repairs - Motor Equipment
Other Services and supplies
Repairs - Other Equipment Plow Blades
Truck Chains (8 set)
Radio Maintenance
Gasoline

18000.00

$.

Interest

2,200.00

GRAND TOTAL - STREET AND BRIDGE FUND

$

18,000.00

$

Total

15. Bond and Interest and Reserve Requirements
Debt Service - Series 1963:
$ 55,000.00
Principal

2,090.00

Small Tools

770.00

F. PROJECTS

Sub

$ 10,720.00

$ 33,000.00

14. Service Charge
Allocation of Personal Services

1,980.00
110.00

Contractual for Forest View Ditch
Contractual for Wedgewood Area
Storm Sewer Extensions
Sub - Total

17. Civil Defense Commission
Personal Services, Director
Personal Services, Instructors
Shelter Management Director
Telephone and Electric for Alarm System
Siren Maintenance
Office Supplies
Other Supplies
Office Equipment
Emergency Equipment
Radio Equipment
Weather Warning Radios
Alerting System.

$ 12,293.00

Depreciation, Improvement and

432. Inlet and Ditch Repairs
Supplies for Inlet and Ditch Repairs

$ 33,000.00

Total Engineering

,

52,030.00

422. Tree Spraying
Chemicals for Spraying
Fertilizer for Parkway Trees
Sub Total

8,745.00

Organizational Memberships
Equipment Maintenance
Office Supplies
Other Supplies
Sub - Total

Sub - Total

275.00
1,320.00
330.00

$160,571.00
1,100.00
2,200.00
2,420.00
825.00
2,640.00
220.00
248.00
660.00
990.00
330.00

4,070.00

$

3,300.00
1,100.00
880.00

Rental

$ 66,622.00

7,425.00
2,888.00
150,258.00

$

Travel Expense

1,320.00
2,750.00

Tar

550.00
4,950.00
1,320.00

110.00
1,650.00
110.00
1,100.00
165.00

Annual Audit
6,050.00

2,366.00

1,980.00
5,060.00
1,100.00
347.00

$

$

Printing
Postage
Telephone
Other Services

1,210.00

Sub -Total'

605.00

GRAND TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE FUND
440.00
330.00
110.00

10. Personal Services
Salary of Director of Public Works
Salary, Clerical
Personal Services, Maintenance Repair
Sub - Total

- 550.00

S

4111. Street Traffic Signs
Signs and Posts

28.00
385.00
440.00
1,100.00
275.00
55.00
83.00

Total - Public Safety

E 40,700.00

55,000.00
GRAND TOTAL PARKING SYSTEM REVENUE FUND
ARTICLE XI WATERWORKS AND SEWERAGE RIND

4110. Street Traffic Marking

5340,360.00

f

38. Engineering Department
Salary, Director of Engineering

1,650.00
1,650.00

.165.00

Sub - Total

248.00
660.00
1,980.00
550.00
110.00

3,300.00

$

Sub - Total

55.00
1,760.00
1,320.00
165.00
2,750.00
825.00
3,850.00

34. Employees Activities

3,300.00

Sub - Total

440.00
3,190.00

$

Personal Services, Repair Man
Land Lease
Insurance
Hospitalization Insurance
Uniforms
Repair Parts
Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund
--MeferTaymenr/MeWrs
Bumpers
Improving Lot # 4

$ 13,200.00

4109. Street Name Markers
SignMaking Materials

165.00
990.00
1,760.00
1,430.00
275.00
880.00

Other Services

42,328.00

GRAND TOTAL - FIREMEN'S PENSION FUND

13,200.00

Equiprtient Rental.

7,700.00
55.00
55.00

Printing and Literature
Pictures, Photo Supplies
Office Supplies
Other Supplies

46,200.00

5.

To be paid out of proceeds as provided by
law for setting apart, formation, and disbursements of a Firemen's Pension Fund $ 40,700.00

4,18000

4107. Snow Removal

S 14,850.00
38,490.00
256,880.00

$

POLICE PENSION FUND

ARTICLE IX - FIREMEN'S PENSION FUND

Sub - Total

2,200.00
8,250.00

Total

78,687.00

--

ARTICLE X - PARKING SYSTEM REVENUE FUND

1,8/0.00
440.00

33. Hospitalization Insurance

GRAND TOTAL

110.00

Salt

$ 31,845.00

Rodent Control (Weller Creek)
Other Supplies
Sub - Total

18,00.00
193.00
550.00
55.00
1,550.00
1,540.00
110.00

220.00.'

4105. Spreading Salt

3,080.00
165.00

Tools

--

To be paid out of proceeds as provided by
law for setting apart, formation, and disbursements of a Police Pension Fund
5 46,200.00

2,750.00
1,100.00

$

$ 10,560.00

Other Equipment Maintenance
Radio Maintenance
Vehicle Maintenance
Hydrant Rental
Travel and Meeting Expenses
Training Expenses
Chemicals - Fire Fighting
Clothing Allowance
Office Supplies

GRAND TOTAL - GENERAL OBLIGATION
BOND AND INTEREST FUND

4,070.00

Sub - Total

110.00

Postage
Telephone
Linen Service

32. Health
Personal Services, Health Officer

1,320.00
880.00

$

$

274. Drainage and Clean Streams Commission

Sub - Total

---5 717103.03
378.00

GRAND TOTAL - PUBLIC BENEFIT

- POLICE PENSION TUND

Animal Impounding, Observation and

550.00

Postage
Printing
Supplies and Services

$205,700.00

S

$511,627.00

Personal Services, Health Inspector
Dog Catcher Service

$ 13,530.00

Sub Total

4000. Labor Street Department
Salary, Director of Public Works
Salary, Clerical
Personal Services, Maintenance

Refuse Disposal (Leaves, etc.)
Miscellaneous Supplies
Sub - Total

Sub Total

660.00

Postage

292.00

Sub - Total
Lonnquist Blvd. Public Improvement
Sub Total
Lossess in Collections at 9%

4100. Street Maintenance Not Otherwise Classified
1,650.00
Clothing Service
$
220.00
Other Services

14,850.00

Sub - Total

Deposit Refunds
Meeting Expense and Other Services
Sub - Total

$ 46,668.00

165.00
7,150.00
550.00
220.00
935.00
110.00
550.00
16,830.00
1,760.00
935.00
880.00
220.00

Gasolitie
Office Supplies
Photo Supplies
Other Supplies
Youth Office Supplies and'Equipment
Training Supplies
Purchase New Squad Cars
Radar Unit

26 Board of Appeals
Printing Notices and Ordinances
Hearing Expense

3,850.00

$

7,480.00

Postage

Sub- & Total
Personal Services

$194,700.00

ARTICLE III - STREET AND BRIDGE FUND

1,100.00
1,100.00

312. Bureau of Fire Prevention
Organizational Memberships
Training

Expenses, Experts

Outside Legal Services
Organizational Memberships
Travel and Meeting Expenses
Postage
Printing
Reference Material
Office Supplies

Radio Maintenance
Motor Vehicle Maintenance
Other Equipment Maintenance
Organizational Memberships
Training Expense
Teletype Service
-teletype Service
School Counselor and Detective Allowance

Sub

$ 61,060.00

$

51,791,722.00

GRAND TOTAL GARBAGE COLLECTION SERVICE

300,819.00
25,743.00
11,495.00
11,00(t00
2,200.00
550.00
2,200.00
440.00
1,100.00
1,760.00
4,400.00
275.00
66.00
2,750.00
3,000.00

Turn Out Clothes
Station Wagon

3,850.00

Sub - Total

55. Garbage Collection Service
Collection by Contract
Special Flood Damage Pickup, Disposal,
Equipment Rental and Other Charges

40,071.00
48,923.00

Hose

1,760.00
2,200.00
275.00
1,650.00
66.00
1,100.00
55.00
330.00
880.00

224. Special Assessment Audit
Regular Audit
Other Services
Sub Total
24. Legal Costs
Personal Services, Attorney
Personal Services, Clerical
Other Professional Fees and Couurt

705.00

811.00

'

$ 75,130.00

$144,924.00

301. Police Department Operations
Salary, Chief
Salaries, Lieutenants (3)
Salaries, Sergeants (4)
Salaries, Patrolmen (25) and
Policewoman (1)
Salaries of Desk Clerks
Salaries, Clerical
Salaries, Youth Officer
Printing

Other Supplies .
Gasoline
Oxygen Tank and Refills

15,400.00
36,465.00
880.00

5

5 500.00

$

GRAND - TOTAL GENERAL CORPORATE

304. Crossing Guards
Personal Services, School Crossing Guards$ 28,600.00

2,860.00
330.00
1,100.00
2,420.00
220.00
220.00

Sub - Total

108.00

Special Assessment #67
Installment #1 due 1-1-70
Interest thereon due 1-1-70
Sub Total
Special Assessment #70
Installment #1 due 1-1-70
Interest thereone due 1-1-70
Installment #2 due 1-1-71
Interest thereon due 1-1.71

5,500.00

$

$ 42,818.00

Sub - Total

$

Meeting EXpenses

1,110.00

Interest thereon due 1-1.70

8,800.00

Squad Radio
Visa - Bar Assembly

220.00
133.00
220.00
110.00
110.00
550.00
55.00

$

597.00

Sub - Total

$ 19,030.00

ARTICLE II - GARBAGE COLLECTION SERVICE

, 4,500.00

Food for_Prisoners

$ 18,150.00

Postage
Meeting & Travel Expenses

1,100.00

Total - Other Operations

1,300.00
800.00
990.00

Postage
Telephone
Travel Expense
Other Services

14A. Telephone Service
Personal Services, Operator
Telephone

8,800.00
2,200.00
660.00
2,860,00
3,300.00

Sub - Total

14. Insurance

15. Village Manager's Office
Salary of Manager
Personal Services, Clerical

Janitor Supplies
Fuel for Heat
Paint - Village Hall (Inside)
Remodeling - Downstairs Lobby
Remodeling & Shelving Police 8 Attorney Department
Chairs (3) Table (1)
Draperies
Roof Repairs - Village Hall P.W.
Building
Gas Tank Replacement

$

'Special Assessment #65
InstallmenT# 2 due 1-1-70
Interest thereone doe 1-1.70
Sub - Total
Special Assessment #66
Installment #3 due 1-1-70
Interest thereone due 1-1-70

110.00

D. PUBLIC SAFETY

,

Insurance Premium to cover Fire and
Comprehensive Liability, Workmen's
Compensation, Fleet and Auto Liability
and Bonds

54. Planning
Village Plan

3,000.00
1,760.00
1,540.00
4,400.00
330.00
4,400.00

1,047.00
63.00

ARTICLE VII - GENERAL OBLIGATION BOND AND INTEREST FUND

$19,421.00

$

-

$

Sub, Total

Sub - Total

292. Public Grounds
5
1,100.00
Supplies for Maintenance
2,200.00
Beautification RR Right of Way
550.00
Taxes - Crumley Property
Sub - Total
Total Public Buildings and Grounds

'

Reprints for Code
Zoning Book

11,000.00

Sub - Total

330.00
1,100.00
550.00
220.00

Sub - Total

Sub Total
13. Municipal Code

Interest thereon due 1-1-70
Sub Total
Special Assessment #62
Installment #7 due 1-1-70
Interest thereon due 1-1-70
Sub - Total
Special Assessment # 64
Installment #4 due 1-1-70

11,000.00

'

New Village Walks and Repairs
Replacement - Wing Walks
Lonnquist Sidewalk
Prospect Ave. Wolk
Wolf Road Walk
Curb and Gutter Repairs

8,000.00
440.00
110.00
138.00
110.00

$

Water and Sewer
Clothing AllowarC'e
Cleaning Draperies
Alarm System
Air Conditioning Chemicals
Village Hall
Repairs Village Hall
Repairs - Public Works Building
Repairs - Fire Station #2
Repairs - Cooling Coils, Air Conditioning & Heating Maintenance
Supplies

11. Village Board

Installment #9 due 1-170

S 39,600.00

Materials For Sidewalk Rep -airs

Personal -Services

thereof as may be authorized by law, as may be needed or deemed

52. Trees
Tree Replacement

-

48,480.QQ

S

Public Benefit Disbursements:
Special Assessment #61

53. Sidewalks
C - PUBLIG BUILDINGS AND dROUNDS

291. Public Buildings

BE IT ORDAINED by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of
Mount Prospect, Cook County, Illinois, that the following sums or so much

$375,350.00

Sub - Total

AN ORDINANCE making Appropriations to defray the expenses of the
Village of Mount Prospect for municipal purposes designated as the "Annual
Appropriation Bill" for the Petted beginning r...cdy 1[1469 and 'ending April '30,

RETIREMENT FUND

G.OTHER OPERATIONS

51. Street Lighting
Electrical Energy

40,480.00

ARTICLE VI - PUBLIC BENEFIT

2,750.00

$ 59,137.00

Page 9

8,000.00
For Library Purposes
GRAND TOTAL - ILLINOIS MUNICIPAL

Total - Projects

es' DAY PUBLICATIONS

Call Bill Thornburg .. 255;4400

Municipal Retirement Fund:
For General and Related Funds

$

605.00
$ 18,139.00

S

1,870.00

$

5,940.00

251. Water Meter Installation
Meters
Fittings
Plastic Seals

$

5,500.00
110.130

330.00

Sub - Total

(Continued 011 page 10 I

THE PROSPECT. DAY
Thursday, July 31. 1969

-

Page 10

(Continued from Page 0
252.'Water Meter Readings
Other Supplies

110.00
Sub - Total

110.00

253. Water Meter Testing
Repair Parts
Other Supplies

By K. C. Radtke

The Big

Three years ago a rural Pala-

tine housewife had a needling
ambition to teach.

Top Is.

So she approached her com-

munity college and found they
had an eleastic mind regarding
curriculum. The two then
worked diligently to stitch their

Coining
'? The Sells and Gray Circus
will present a pair
shows in -,Arlington-Heights

Betty Gialdine, the hciusewife with a material talent, pre-

of ther13.P.O. Elks Club 2048
of Arlington Heights. The
shows will be held in the va-

except Sunday
Lodge.

at

the

forts have been sewn into an as-

Elks

The show. one of the last

tented pnes in the country ac-

cording to Elks Club spokesman, will feature clowns and

'

-

acrobats, performing monkeys
and dogs. There will be more
than 100 performers, with several making their first appearances in America this year.

71:-

"There is room for a lot of

challenge to the homemaker
who likes to sew as well as to
young men and women intent
on a stylish career.
Industrial sewing machines,

sign industry)," Nagel continued, "even though Chicago is
fifth on my list for job opportu-

41,.

vices, craft pattern paper and
textbooks will form the physical nucleus of the Harper fash-

mals, added that Chicago's gar-

laboratory -class -

forced out by the city's surge of
hi -rise building.

design

measuring

"extensive

subscription

list" to guarantee "around the
country coverage as well as a
continual update on the Paris
influence."

FASHION NEWS will arwar

rive from Paris, California and
New York, Mrs. Gialdine said.
Fall classes will -he limited to
24 students in each course. As piring designers, pattcrnrna-

-

-

A perfect pyramid of mammals is one of the many acts to be seen when the Sells and
Gray Circus unpacks its trunks in Arlington Heights August 18.

kers,

illustraters, and buyers

ment industry is slowly but
surely being "knocked down,"

HIS STATEMENT of wide
job availability in the fashion
design field was confirmed by

as

ated franchise, the investment

organization guides hundreds ation," says Charles Omana,
of franchise buyers ihrOugh head of the organization's
the selection and start-up New York office.

S 15,000. That's almost double

tutes--says a consultant whose

What are yoUr chances of
succeeding in business

round hole is the first step in a
successful
franchise
oper-

matches your business apti-

By Carlton Smith and
Richard Putnam Pratt
a

franchise owner today, some

phases each year.
Analysts
Franchise

t o d a y a v e r ages around

the average investment of six
of seven years ago, but frangenerally is growing
The right man, in the right

and

five or six years after the beginning of the "great franchise Consultants, with offices in 25

boom?" Are you too late to he cities across the country, will
in on the beginning of a good investigate, evaluate and report on a franchise for a prosthing?
The boom is still gathering pective buyer, but it prefers to
momentum, and your chances start with an evaluation of the
are better than ever --if you're buyer.
to
temperamentally suited
"MAKING sure you don't
being in business for yourself
and if your choice of franchise try to put a square peg in a

kind of business, will usually faster.
have a start-up period of about

that, in 1ANA cites a study by

two months. Following
to al the country's largest
his first year --from the third
realize
which found franchis15th month --he should
on!counted for only about 5
100 to 125 per cent return
mt of retail sales in 1956,
his investment, says Omana.
weaday accounts for 28 per

"Anything less than that,
consider

unsatisfactory,"

heTfighnerestuwdyillestnimIntrietes

adds.

by 1975.
For the small, family-oper-e
When a prospective buyer
asks Franchise Analysts and

"I used to stand up, and say
the world was a miserable place.
Then I would sit down and

do nothing about it..

Consultants to investigate a
franchise operation, he gets a
report based on 21 facets of the
business and the proposed location, each rated on a scale of

one to five. If he submits him-

ker for Marcy Allen, also of
Chicago, the makers of 'better
dresses for women.

"Good paying pattcrnmakers' jobs are in demand," Mrs.
Bant said.

Foul Weather Suits
Emergency Barricades
Steam Cleaner Chemical
Plow Blade Sets -(6
Portable Welder
Heavy Duty Truck air ratchet

better way of doing it is usually
wrong. The one who takes- to
team work is the successful
one."
What does Omana consider

the most promising types of
Franchising currently'? "There

are two or three we like, but
the educational field probably
has the best potential right

now. The new instructional
methods

and

teaching

ma-

most important of all," says

something you couldn't have

Omana. "The man who thinks

peddled even in science fiction

the world owes him a living

a few years, ago.

tion' possible in a wide variety

Generator Portable
Sub - Total

$ 7,337.00

28. Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund
Municipal Contributions for Municipal
Employees to the Illinois Municipal
Retirement Fund
Sub - Total

$ 14,960.00
$ 14,960.00

29. Insurance
Insurance per Ordinance
Hospitalization Insurance

$ 5,280.00
4,180.00

30. Village Sanitary Sewers
Maintenance of Sanitary Sewers
(Contract with Metropolitan
Sanitary District)
Repairs by Contract
Waste Removal
Electrical Energy - Lift Station
Alarm System - Lift Station
Supplies and Chemicals
Repair Materials

people seem to go into the patand willpower, she said.

Though beginners salaries
are generally low, $5,000 and
up for novice designers, both
Nagel and Mrs. Bant said in -

fashion designing should not be
shy in applying at Harper.

ACCORDING TO

Mrs.

Gialdine, the Harper program
is not so sophisticated for the
amateur sewing lover. Knowl-

49. Projects

Well #11:

69,300.00

Construction

For Library Purposes

Operation and Maintenance
GRAND TOTAI

$165,600.00

PUBLIC LIBRARY

5165;600.00

RECAPITULATION

ARTICLE I
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE III
ARTICLE IV
ARTICLE V
ARTICLE VI
ARTICLE VII

General Corporation Purposes
Garbage Collection Service
Street and Bridge Fund
Civil Defense Fund
Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund
Public Benefit Fund
General Obligation Bond and Interest

$1,791,722.00
205,700.00
300, / 38.00
18,139.00
48,480.00
35,411.00

Fund
ARTICLE VIII Police Pension Fund
ARTICLE IX Firemen's Pension Fund
Parking System Revenue Fund
ARTICLE X

sons immensely, the teacher

ARTICLE XI

Waterworks and Sewerage Fund

78,687.00
46,200.00
40,700.00
66,622.00
881,668.00

ARTICLE XII

Public Library

165,600.00

said.

"Fashion design is a field of-

$3,679067.00

ten overlooked by men. It's a

GRAND TOTAL - APPROPRIATION

good field because there are not
as many men in it as there could

ARTICLE XIII . MOTOR FUEL TAX FUND

he and opportunities for men
are available," Mrs. Gialdine
emphasized.

Harper enrollees in the fash-

ion design curriculum can expect to make several field trips

Section I. All monies received from the State Motor F

Section I. All monies received from the State Motor Fuel Tax as provided in an
act entitled, "An Act in Relation to a Tax Upon the Privilege of Operating Motor
Vehicles upon Highways Therein and Making Certain Appropriation in Connection Therewith," approved March 23, 1939, as amended, are hereby appropriated to be extended in accordance with, the provisions of said Act.
fi

ARTICLE XIV MISCELLANEOUS

herein provided for not payable out of specific funds.

Section 2. All unexpended balances of any item or items of any general appropriation made in this ordinance may be expended in making up any insufficiency in any item or items in the same general appropriation and for the

Watchers
Classes
classes forming in Des Plaines

Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang: 1:00. 4:00, 6:35 and 9:30 p.m.

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang: Daily and Weekends, 1:30, 4:15,
7:15 and 9:15 p.m.

expressly reserve or appropriated shall be available to any appropriation

Section 3. All unexpended balances from the annual appropriations of previous
years are hereby reappropriated.
jy

Section 4. If any item or portion thereof, of the appropriation ordinance

for any reason, held invalid, such decision shall not affect the validity of the
remaining portion of such item or the remaining portion of this ordinance.
ARTICLE XV EFFECTIVE DATE

New Weight -Watchers

(July 25 -July 31)

Section 1. All miscellaneous receipts of revenues from all sources not hereby

same general Purpose,

Forming

Section I. This ordinance shall be in

Recording voted:

days at 10 a.m. and 8 p.m., beginning Aug. 4.
Leader for the classes will be
Mrs. Beverly Robbins, 576

AYES: Reiter, Ahern, Lewis, Furst, Kilroy
NAYS:

ABSENT: Soderman

weight -losing

organization will meet Mon-

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Prospect.

Good -Bye, Columbus: Daily and Weekends, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10

PASSED THIS 29th day of JULY, 1969.
APPROVED THIS 29th day of JULY, 1969.

Robert D. Teichert, President
ATTEST:

Donald W. Goodman, Village Clerk
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS
Tuesday, July 31st, 1969.

The group's program is
based on the weight reduction
and maintenance plan formu-

lated by the New York City
Board of Health Obesity Clin-

No. 69-291'

ic.
115

N.

Evergreen,

Arlington

Heights.
Good -Bye, Columbus: Daily, 5:30, 7:45 and 9:55 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 1:30, 3:15, 5:25, 7:40 and 9:55 p.m.
OASIS DRIVE -1N, Bensenville.

To Sir With Love and Guess Who's Coming to Dinner: show

further information,
call the organization's main
office in Chicago at 275-8585.
For

Earn Honors
At Eastern.
Six Eastern Illinois Univer-

p.m.: Sunday, 2:20, 4:40, 7:00 and 9:20 p.m.

CATLOW THEATRE, 116 N. Main, Barrington.
The April Fools: Friday and Saturday, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.;
Weekdays, 8:00 p.m.

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
Good -Bye, Columbus: Daily, 7:10 and 9:30 p.m.; Saturday,
3:45. 6:00, 8:15 and 10:30 p.m.; Sunday, 1:30, 3:45, 6:00,43:15
and 10:30 p.m.

THEATER
COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect.
The Marriage 'Co Round: Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.:
Sunday, 7:30 p.m.', Tuesday through Friday, 8:30 p.m.

y,

full force and effect from and after its

passage, approval and publication according to law.

Webford Av.

vraiwatiattar.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds & Freedom Shares

1881,66000

GRAND TOTAL - WATERWORKS AND SEWERAGE FUND
ARTICLE XII - PUBLIC LIBRARY

plete set of basic pattern pieces
upon completion of one year of
study.

PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main. Mount Prospect.
Romeo and Juliet: Weekdays and Saturday, 7:00 and 9:20

Take stock in America

5359,800.00

original garment plus a com-

begins at dusk.

If Ihry're loot. Molten. of

Sub . Total

of things."
We must be getting old. "Instant education" sold on a
franchise basis sounds like

And that's just

JefilroyeJ.ut replace 'gm.

5 84,000.00
57,200.00

edge of the industrial approach
to design will benefit such per-

fastest -growing

what we need in
this country
right now.

$ 18,000.00

design because it takes patience

Prospect.

make good sense.

$ 18,000.00

70,000.00
45,000.00
20,000.00
3,300.00

NOT TOO MANY young

its future.
That's exactly what You do

Any way you look at it, they

5, 12,727.00

Sub - Total

31. Annual Charge
Annual Charge to General Fund
for Indirect Services During
the Year
Sub - Total

---1-1,000.00...---

RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount

headaches in the years to come.

550.00
1,100.00
1,100.00
132.00
1,485.00
2,060.00

of applications. And, people
are hungry to ledreati -kinds

MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

.

$ 5,500.00

Land Acquisition
Fairview Gardens Extension
Water Main Replacement
Bond Issue Expense

will meet at Trinity Lutheran
Church, 675 Algonquin Rd.
Local classes of the world's

Of course, Savings Bonds are
not going to cure all our headaches. But they'll help to provide the economic strength we'll
need for the job.
And at the same time, they
can cure a lot of your financial

S. 9,460.00

Sub - Total

Engineering and Intpettion

country. Showing your faith in
when you sign up to buy U. S.
Savings Bonds. You're simply
buying a share in America.
You're also socking away
some money for yourself.

550.00
132.00
1,100.00
385.00
550.00

to the Loop's garment factories
tiad suppliers. Each student
must make at least one finished

Amusement
Calendar

can you help?
For one thing, you might
think about investing in your

And maybe. just maybe, we'll
come out thinking this countr)`s
good side far overshadows
its bad.
Then maybe we'll start to do
something to make it better.
Rather man knocking it, which
ends tip making it worse.

man who's always sure he has a

chines make 'instant educa-

only one little iudiyidual among
over 200 million people. How

of out ills,

ness because you're acquiring
a proven success formula. The

330,00-

quer. Not too many people get
through it, but those that- sun,
vive it, have it made."

to satisfy their curiosity about

"BEYOND that, he can't
he the type who's too obstinately independent. Buying a
good franchise is good busi-

1,760.00
1,980.00
330
20.00

$

Lift Station (Weller Creek Interceptor)
Extraordinary Well Repairs

making it a success.

has to like what he's doing and

5 28,820.00

"It's .(patternmaking) a job
that takes a long time to con-

he motivated to work hard at

off doing something else. He

3,850.00
8,250.00

Mrs. Eleanor Bant, patternma-

'come steadily grows as the beginner moves -upward- on the
competitive ladder.
Housewives and males eager

self to an investigation instead,
he's put through an hour -and a -half interview designed by a
psychologist to rate him on his.
sucess potential as a franchisee, and the type of business
he's best suited to.
"Being success -oriented is

Now comes the big questitm.
What can you do? You're

Let's face it.
.All is not perfect in this land
of ours.
America has taken some
lumps and quite frankly it hurts.
But maybe we should step
back and take a long: hard look
. . . take inventory of how we
are and how we got here.
Maybe we should inspect our
brighter side as well as some

than

just because he has invested his
money in an operation is better

429:4:00200:0,00000____

ihernPplles arid Repoli s.,

ternmaking aspect of fashion

Franchise Boom Prospects Depend on Shape

$

Sub - Total

Nagel, whose firm designs

bridal gowns and other for-

an

and has by far the best acrobatics," said the Elks spokesman.

nities."

de-

forms,

and co-ordinator for the fashion design curriculum, has
been organizing a library with

tion of shooting, roping and

riding. "We've selected this
show because it is the longest

of Carol GoWns.

people here (in the fashion de-

rooms with temporary quarters
in the new Learning Resources
Center.
Betty, assistant professor

'WERE WILL he tightwirc

garment industry --New York,
Florida, California, Texas,
Chicago," commented Walter
Nagel, president and designer

gree_program in fashion design,

ion

walkers, trapeze and juggling
artists, and a wild west exhibi-

but almost perenniatty_irt-erirtr.

sociate in applied science de-

dress

" 1104k

,jolrthat are very competitive;

designers in the big areas of the

TODAY THEIR mutual ef-

Advance tickets are $2 for
adults and $1.25 for children
and arc being sold every day

272. Other Equipment
Uniform Setviee.-----

of

AFTER TWO years

per College, the communiqi
sY-itury.

3,300,00

study, graduates will be ready

master of fine arts degree. Har-

learning irmutttr n, aided Betcliriducting a feasibility

cant lot adjacent to the club, at
2323 N. Wilke Rd.

Total

courses in their first semester:
flat pattern design and draping
I, apparel design 1, fashion design illustration I, and textiles
and apparel construction

cal demand.-----'
wife is a critical need for

pared herself by acquiring a

Atig.---18ttnderthe sponsorship

110.00
Sub

271. Motor Equipment
Repairs to Motor Equipment
Gasoline
(3/4 ton) Replacement 2715, Pick up
Sewer Bucket Machine
(I) Truck Sanitary District

for jobs on the apprentice level-

.needs together. -

-

will be able to begin their career study with four day

2,640.00
550.00

Small Tools

sity students from this area re-

ceived academic honors for
the spring quarter out of a total
of 513 students.

About 200 of this total received high honors.
Area students

receiving

high honors were Heather L.
Johnson of Arlington Heights,
Paul R. Arndt of Bensenville,
and Carol J. Heck of Mount
Prospect.

Receiving a rating of honors
were Susan J. Waschbusch of
Des Plaines, William M. Wits man of Roselle, and Maureen
C. True of Wheeling.

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT

PLAN COMMISSION
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that

on the 15th day of August, 1969,
at the hour of 8:00 P.M. there will
be a public hearing at the Village
Hall, 112 E. Northwest Highway,
concerning a petition for change

to the Zoning Ordinance of the
Village of Mount Prospect, as
follows:
CASE NO. 69.29P

Petition of Tillie Rechberger of
Fox River Grove, Ill. the owner
of the subject property, and
Butch McGuire's, Inc. of Chicago,
III. for rezoning of the following
described property commonly

known as 300 East Rand Rd.
Prospect, Ill. from R -X
(Singfeforrilly Residence District) tp'a-4 (Business . Retail and

Mount

Service)
Parcel A

The East 70.0 feet of that part
of the Northwest t/ of the Northeast 1/4 of Section 34, Township
42 North, Range 11 East of the
3rd Principal Meridian, lying

Northeast of Rand Road, except
the North 500.0 feet thereof,
in Cook County, Illinois
Parcel B

That part lying North of Rand
of the West 66.0 feet
(except the North 660 feet thereRoad

of) of the Northeast Vu of the
Northeast Vu of Section 34,

Township 42 North, Range 11
East of the 3rd Principal Meridian.
Parcel C

The West 66.0 feet of the
South 160.0 feet of the North
660 feet of the Northeast 1/4 of
the Northeast 1/4 of Section 34,
Township 42 North, Range 11

East of the 3rd. Principal Meridian.

All persons interested In the
.'above petition will be heard.
Doted at
Illinois, this

Mount

Prospect,
July,

31st day of

1969.

MALCOLM G. YOUNG, Chairman
Mount Prospect Plan Commission
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Thursday, July 31, 1969

ti

r ington Heights Finish Off Prospect Heights
By Torn Rowe

The only two winless swim
teams in the Western Division
of the Northern Illinois Swim
Conference met last night in a
dual meet to see which team
would move up one notch in
the conference standings. After a long see -saw battle, Arlington Heights emerged victorious over Prospect Heights,

third.
Arlington again took the
top honors in the 15 and over
mixed diving as diving ace Jeff
"Fhieman licked his opponents
by six points to earn his win.
Prospect

Heights

cit with two quick wins in the
first two relays as the 15 and
over boys quartet of Eric Lin-

completed

the scoring in diving by taking
second and third with Bill Fergus and Gary Morava.
ARLINGTON__ -FOUGHT
back from-theone-point defi__

292-226.

Arlington's triumph can he
credited to .their depth in
swimmers, as many times two

Arlington tankers would compcte while no Prospect Heights
swimmers entered. In past
meets, this la. k of depth
spelled defeat for Arlington,

Polacek and Rick Cook corn-

swam for 39 firsts, 29 seconds,
and 22 third place finishes
while Prospect Heights had to

Schmidt and Kurt Thomson
easily triumphed. Continuing

claimed first and second place
in the boys portion of the same
event for Arlington.

in the winning spirit, the eight
and under girls relay of Nancy
O'Kane, Julie -Cormir, Laura
Priklow, and Janet Maids
sprinted home in fine fashion
for their win.

ONE DISADVANTAGE

to both -irtit was the length of
the pool as this was 361/2

Winding up the first in the
distance free events were ArI

Elliot and Scott Andrews came

Arlington's Jeff Tbaeman executes a winning dive as the 15year -old divot g ace copped the mixed diving ei.ent in Arlington's
--first win of the season. (flutes hy

Sue-W-yler swiped second and

Coach Gordon Allkli 111,111 s
Mount Prpspe.t swimmers

with a strong effort from evRolling
defeated
erybody
Meadows, 126-197 in a pails

district swim meet held at
Lions Park in Mount Prospect
last night
Rolling Nfeadows had
one -point lead after the diving
events butt that ,sas immediately erased by the ensuing
relay, and Mount Prospect
continued to widen the gap

RICH HAYDEN uuon the
14 and under boys diving for
Rolling Meadows and teammate Kent Higgins was second Larry I abenhofter was
third for Mount Prospect

Cindy Gentzler and Anne
Hahn

for

finished one-two

Prospect in the 14 and under

girls diving as Karen Martin
was third for Meadows
Rolling Meadow, got a win

in the 15 and over nixed diving from Jim Johnson Mount
Prospect's Al Mnsos and Jan
Allen came in second and
third
Rolling Meadows lead was
erased as the 15 and over medley relay of Bill Geiser Jim

Camapana Fred Westdale and

Beo-ge Halas took the blue
ribbon for Mount Prospect
Pam Wilken Carol Ross,

Kathy Schreiber and Josie
picked up another seven points for ProsFitzsimmons

pect by winning the 9 and 10
girls

200

free

relay

Chris

Crouch, Tom Stahnke, Dan
Mate and John Kugelman won
the boys relay for Rolling
Meadows

Steve Wilken, Tom Balos and
Jim Soja won for the boys.
George Halm and Jim FitzSimmons of Prospect finished
first and -second in the 15 and
over 200 free. edging Randy
Robertson of Meadows. Kim
Corbett or Meadows beat Connie Foster and Tootz Halas of
Prospect in the girls 100 free.
Kay Corbett won the 13 and
IOU free, defeating
14 girls
Mary Fitzsimmons and Peggy

and 10 girls free, but Arlington's Mike Schell fought right
back with a win in the boys

It

event to give his team the lead.
Prospect then warmed up a
hit and took the next four
events as Christine Takata,

back first -place finishes.

John Elliot, Kim Painter and
Marty Geisler all earned blue
ribbons. It was then Arlington's turn to show off as they
claimed first in the next five

RAsso of NIP who took second

and third.
Rolling Meadows picked up

another win in the boys 100
free.

John

Mate

first

for

Meadows. Mark Greenbalgh
and Jeff Larson finished secand and third for Mount Pros-

the

Markwell,

Mate of Meadows and Anne
Halas. Doug Schalk of Pros-

Prospect Heights' Steve Sa-

and Herb Betts. Two swim-

boys medley relay.

Prospect Heights lost the
race, as they did the meet, 292226 -to Arlington last evening.

Meadows and Anne Tobin of stroke.
Patti and Barb Larsen took
Prospect placed second and
third. In the boys 200 IM, first and second in the 8 and
George Halos was first over under girls 25 butterfly as
Linda Stahnke was third. Jim
Soja and Mark Markwell finished one-two in the boys 25

1969

12

Gail Schlak won the 11 and
girls 50 fly over Carol

,Howland.' then Doug Schlak
and Jeff Stlate finished onetwo over Gary Grunwald for
the

mendous start in the eight and
under boys 25 yard backstroke. Russ placed second in

in the 13 and 14 girls 50 fly,
then Kim Corbett won the 15
and over girls .50 fly, followed
by Donna Sigfusson and Cheri
Westdale of Prospect, Fred
Westdale Edged Randy Robertson in the boys 100 fly.

JENIA ALLEN took another first in the I / and 12 girls 50
hack,

while Mary Ambrose

and Dru 1..rotie of Meadows
took second and third. Dave
Larsen and Eddie Fitzsimmons finished one-two in the
boys over Sean kenney.
Barb Kohn of Meadows and
Mary Fitzsimmons tied for

to drown Rolling Meadows,
326-197.

and under girls 25 free.

Higgins and John Oliver of
Prospect was third in the boys
50 back.

Jan Allen won, Miss Kohn
WIN second and Wendy Nielsen was third in the 15 and

over girls 100 back, then Bill
Geiser edged Dan Burns and
13rian
Kenney of Rolling
Meadows in the boys 1(00 back.

Sue Stahnke won another
one, this time in the 13 and 14

Burrell and Barb Rezner of
MP second and third.

boys.

Jeff Larsen

cuts working time from days to hours!

and

ACRYLIC LATEX

boys.

s46.

Brad Busse of Mount Prospect churned away at the water as the
11 -year -old star swiped three firsts in last night's meet with Rolling
Meadows.

SPRED® HOUSE PAINT

Claudia Gentzler was first,
Kay Corbett was second and

Not only saves you time-but

Sue Hale of Prospect was third

money, too, with one -coat cover-

age over soundly primed siding
and ONE paint for every exterior

surface. Dries to a hard,- flat
finish that resists weather and

Kathy
Schreiber and Pam Wilken of
free

Linda

first in the 13 and 14 girls back
with Carla Gromsen third,
then Paul Sigfusson beat Kent

Meadows won the 9 and 10
50

(photos by

Hamilton)

Easy -to -Use GLIDDEN Latex Paints

Wolfgang Frey finished onetwo for ICIP in the 13 and 14

same way for MP over Linda
Stahnke of Meadows in the 8

girls

Meadow's

ardson.

the

NI 0 U N T PROSPECTS

Right --Rolling

Rum Mate gets off to a tre-

CORBETT
SHANNON
won, Carol Ross of Prospect
was second and Terri Wilken
wits third in the 9 and 10 girls
50 fly, then Toni Stahnke and Russ Mate finished one-two
for the boys over Nick Rich-

Patience

Jim Soja was the winner of the
boys 25 free while Owen Hal [crud and Dan Mate were second and third for Nfeadows.
Dawn Grunwald of Rolling

relays. Kathy Dalton,
Debbie Barret. Terry Horvath
and Marsha Kaipus touched
first in their race. as did Kurt
Thomson, Gene O'Hara. Fred
Schmidt and Jim Young.

girls

fly.

edged Mark Bailey of Rolling
Meadows. Patti Larsen and
Ferri

LINDA STAHNKE won a

blue ribbon in the 8 and under
girls 25 hack as Terri Westdale
and Nora Halvorsen took second and third. Mark Markwell
was first, Russ Mate was secClaudia Gentzler of Mount ond and Jim Soja was third in
Prospect. John Mate was the the boys 25 back.
Josie Fitzsimmons won the
winner of the boys IM, follow ed by Cliff Schlak of Prospect 9 and 10 girls 50 back over
and Sean Kenney of Meadows. Dawn Grunwald and Ellen
Connie Foster took first in Austerlade, then Chris Crouch
the 15 and over girls 100 IM beat Mark Halvorsen of Proswhile Patti Lazarus of Rolling pect for first in the boys back-

over boys 100 free as George

Westdale finished

FINISHING -OFF (Ile evening in fine style was Arlington's 15 .ind over boys and

the _ event _ as_ his team went on_

Mount Prospect got another
Scott

Norh Palacek.

July 3I,

PzIR T

lerno pulls through the water
at the start of the 15 and over

one-two finish in the IS and
and

"Buckwheat" Schmidt,
Karen Ludolph, Ward Schell,
Charlie Dunn, Marsha Kaipus
Fred

ing this rampage.

free.

Halas

in the II and 12 boys free relay
for a win, as did the 13 and 14
boys foursome of Jeff Simon,

Thursday,

was third as Carol Howland of
Meadows was second. Paul
Sigfusson and Eddie Fitzsimmons of Prospect finished first
and second in the boys 100

over

pect won the boys 50 free, edgI cum
ing Russ Mate and

Mark

to the

finish by Mary Kay

Don Stubbing. Joe Niteh,
Di Si name and Ward
Schell combined their efforts

Charlie Dunn. Rick Cook and

Helping to catch and later
pass Prospect on the tally
board were Sandy Gabler,
Norb Polacek, Kathy Dalton,

Ludolph triumphed twice dur-

tree and teammate Sandy Hale

free relays, as Patti and Barb
I arson, Nora Halvorsen and
and

won the 11 and 12 100 individmil medley. She was followed

Gail Schlak of Prospect
won the 11 and 12 girls 100

Prospect.

girls

over

MITA ALLEN of Prospect

pect.

MOUNT PROSPLCI won
both of the 8 and under 100

Terri Westdalc won for

Chris
Crouch and John Kugelman.
breast

didn't last too long as Ar-

lington struck back with a tremendous blow: 12 back-to-

mers, Sandy Gabler and Karen

ertson.

50

ler, 1),onnit Feezot. Janct_z1 a-kata, Cathy._ Rogia's had no

PROSPECT ITIEN opened

Jerry

Jim Campana and Randy Rob-

the

a 2(1 -marker lead as five con -

fans something to cheer about.

Scott Crouch of Meadows and
Tim Halm; of Mount Prospect
finished second and third.
Sue Stahnke of Rolling
Meadows was an easy winner
in the 13 and 14 girls 100
defeating Barb Rezner and

MP and Shannon Corbett of
RM tied for first.
Brad Busse picked up another blue ribbon, this time in

free relays consisting of Cheryl Takata, Audrey Andrews,
Mary Kay Reichibeine, Maureen Geisler and Carol Geis-

ponents.

pect won the boys 1M, while

girls 50 breast, Pam Wilken of

Prospect I -heights.

and 12 girls and 13 and I -I girls

Meade, Cheryl Takata and
Bob Freezor gave Prospect

finish for Prospect m the 8 and
under girls 25 breaststroke.
Beth Kugelman was third.
Russ Mate won the boys 25
and 'Font Batas. In the 9 and 10

Counteracting
their races.
these points were firsts by Kim
Pointer and John Elliot for

Pauli n e DiSomma, Dave

dale followed with a one-two

breast, edging Mark Marvell

Schell and Janet Nlarek won

Height's relay teams :it the end

of the meet as they won four
out of the- six. Priispect.,s 1-1

secutive firsts by Dan Jump._ problcaii in defeating their op-

ount Prospect Adds Final Win to Slate
By George Halos

than fiye points in the next few
events as Arlington's Mike

OVER-

POWERE1) Prospect

two places in the boys race.
PROSPECT'S PAULINE
DiSomma knotted the score -at
76 apiece with her win in the 9

ter the last dive was completed.
Heights' Brian Cavelli was

found Arlington gaining a first
in the form of Mary Lou K.Me.
Prospect's Nancy Morava and

ARLINGTON -

lice gap ' between the two
teams never varied by more

sir the

back with a sweep of the first

14-13 in favor of Prospect af-

and under girls diving event

perfect sweep as she won_the--rorfilded out the wins
winning. team.
13 and 1-i girlst-i-ii-dividual

Bob Cambell and Chris Tagus

he close as the scoreboard read

tops in the 14 and under boys
diving, as Arlington's Don
Herrick placed second. The 14

Merck all contributed in the and 14 girls hreaststroke event_
winning spree. Janet Takata .Arlington's John Tojd,K-,,i6,,,
broke Arlington's bid for a Dalton,__ -and- Herb Betts

Marty Geisler, Dave Mike,

first and second place finishes

to.

dividual first for her team as
she was victorious in the 13

and 12 girls, Height's-Bob

sprint. Her teammates John

year-olds sprinted home for

Like the rest of the meet, the

1

Feezor-in-the 1 1 and 12 boys

three length sprint.
CAROL
PROSPECT'S
Geisler and Donna Feezor reprated what their foes had
done earlier, as the two 14-

events.

Prospect's Jan Lesniak had
the honor of taking the last in -

!Moon's Barb Dalton, in the

touched one-two in the girls

yards long compared to the
conventional 25 yards. This
changed normally 25 yard
races into 37 -yard races, and
50 yard events into .73 -yard

out of six events to regain the
lead.
Barb Dalton, Ward
Schell, Charlie Dunn, Marsha
Kaipus, Jim young and Janet

Prospect Heights copped-- arid Kurt Thomson in the 15
the next three events,. starting and over boys.
Prospect Height's Christine
off -with -Dan Jump, John Lesnick, Scott Andrews and John Takata found herself sand Elliot in the eight and under wished in between two Arlington swimmers, Laura Prinslow
boys free style relay. Sue Eland Nancy O'Kume, in the
hot, Kim Painter, Pauline
DiSomm and Charlene Bel- eight and under girls 37 -yard

Arlington's Jim Young and
Steve Turco grabbed first and
second in the 15 and over six
length swim. Arlington again
showed their strength as Marsha Kaipus and Kathy Dalton

tions.

eight -point

"play" as the two speedsters

in the boys half of the event.

settle for 24 blue ribbons, 27
red and 25 third place

another

pleted

Fred

Young,

Jim

Iran joined in with a victory in
the girls 9 and 10 relay, as did

but not last night as Arlington

diving competition proved

bald,

in the three lap crawl. Norb

soil. 874 decorator colors.

Brad Busse of Mount Pros-

Dries in 20 minutes under good drying conditions!

Stahnke of Rolling Nleadows
Patti 1 ,arson and I cm West -

He's Rooting for the Stars

AUGUST
CLEARANCE SALE
BOATS, MOTORS, TRAILERS,
SKIS, SKI ROPES, SKI JACKETS,
LIFE JACKETS, SEAT CUSHIONS,
PADDLES, OARS, FENDERS,

With this paint's fast drying and
minimum odor, you can decorate
in the morning, re -arrange your

room by noon and use it that
evening. Looks soft, but gives
you a tough, washable surface.
2,694 colors.

GIFTS

AND ACCESSORIES.

,We Must Reduce Our Inventory
BUY NOW AND SAVE

CHARGE if/
Buy now
and pay later
on a GLIDDEN

easy.payinenl plan.

Bobby Kuhn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Kuhn, 110 S. HiLusi, Mount Prospect, got a rare birthday treat at the College
All -Star training camp at Dyche Stadium when he met quarterback Bobby Douglass. Uhe Bears' draft choice gave young Bob
some tips for when he plays this fall in the Mount Pruspect Midget Football Association.

MARINE INC.
"THE PLACE THAT'S DIFFERENT"
HOURS:

955 RAND RD., DES PLAINES, ILL.

Tues. thru Fri. 9 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Sat., & Sun 9 A M to 5 P M (Closed Mon

PHONE VANDERBILT 4-8782

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
OPEN THURS. & FRI. NITES

The Game of the Day

Thursday, July 31, 1969

airliaris-imilEt-s, Pitches MP Pirates .to Series Win

B3 Mike Needleman

things

early by getting two

runs in the top of the first in-

last night as the Pirates rallied

over the Tigers to clinch the
Mount Prospect Minor is
League title

Dan Hanson went the distance for the winners, and did
his part at the plate as well.

with a walk from Tiger hurler
Andy Moretti. He scored the
first run just seconds later
when Charlie Brown knocked
out a double. Hanson then
stepped into the box and rapped his first single of the night,

Hanson -got three hits to knock

In four tuns

THE

PIRATES

started

ond, the Tigers brought their

gone, Greg Gatto lined one

first run of the night across the
plate. Nile Walgren got a base
hit with one gone, and after a

into center for a base hit, and
advanced to third on a follow
up double by Paul lzban. The
third out came shortly, leaving

ning. Timmy Brown led off
A 12-5 score was the final

of their baserunners. With two

score with another run.

ky Brian O'Mara. The inning

Moretti picked up his third

the next batters in line were

strikeout of the game in the Pi-

9
only good for outs.
It was one more for the Pi-

-YLI;NNiai

grounder from Pat Phillipp,
which forced Jamison out at
Moretti

then
tossed one man out at first and
fanned two to retire the side.
base.

thrill. Tim Doyle got a base hit
batter, and he

scored the second run of the
Tom

Payne's
double. Hanson then tossed
on

Pirates

added

three

more in the first of the fourth.
Tom Leight singled with one
out, and when the following
batter, Brown, singled, Leight
scored with the first of the

end the Pirate surge temporarily.

of the fourth when Moretti
O'Mara.
tripled to score
O'Mara Was -on -haw with -art infield hit. Gatto knocked

across Moretti with the final
run on a ball that the Pirate

not

handle. Hanson fanned one
batter in the inning.
A two -out rally triple by
Leight in the Pirate fifth
scored Ages with seventh run

Sneaking past Ron Kovalek of the Tigers is Harry Jamison of the Pirates. (PhotO by Bob
Priv ratsk)

Practice Win to Lions
I ogan

1 he

Square

Lions

whipped kits Park, 9-6, in a
practice game shortened to six
innings because of darkness at

field on

ball into center
double steal.

ab

bih

RIIS PARK got four in the
fourth to come within a run,

Pesce, ss

2

2

Delmer, 3h -p

4

I

2

mix-up with his players and

but the Lions came back with
two of their own in the fourth.
Geyer reached on a fielder's
choice and Pettenuzzo on another single before Kenny sin-

Jelen, lb-cf

3

I

I

T. Shields,p-3b

4

0

Fultz,cf-p
Jacobs, 2b
R. Shields, rf
Golden, c
Madden, If

3

0

3

0
0

Abinanti, ph

0

gled them home.

LOGAN SQUARE broke
the game open with five runs in

the third inning With one out,
Larry Geyer was hit by a pitch
and Mike Pettenuzzo singled
him to second Both runners
advanced on a wild pitch, and
Jim Kenny was safe on a
dropped third strike to load the
bases

Brian Rooney walked to
force in a run, breaking the tic
and making the score 3-2. Jim
Hynes followed with a grounder to short, hut the shortstop
made a wild throw to the plate
and another run scored.

Pat Donahue then got his
second straight single to drive
in two more runs, and the final
tally of the inning came home

LOGAN SQUARE (9)

0

Keller,lb
Smith,3b
Geyer,ss
Pettenuzzo,lf-rf

the

fifth

O
O

3

I

0

2

0

0

26 6 8 5
Totals
E Geyer, Golden, Jelen; sb
Donohue, Pesce, Jelen; 2b
Pesce, Delmer, T. Shields.

Hanson. Hanson was the first
to score in'the inning after he
got on second base due to an
error on the Tiger center field-

er. A walk to Jamison came

-Arlington Heights
Masonic Lodge #1162
11015. Arlington Ills. Road

PITCHING SUMMARY

James T. Whitesel, !limiter

2

I

0

30.1 N. Emerson

3

2

2

3

I

0
2

Hynes,2b

2

J.O'Donncll,2b

0

Donahue.c
Berdell,p

2
3

0

0

2

1

1

1

1

0

0
0
0

0

0'

2

3'

0

0

ip h r-er bb so
6 8 6-4 5 6

T. Shields
Del merl

21/2

5 4-4

I

1

0

9

8

7

Shields.

Sakalis'
DES PLAINES
FUNERAL

Don Sakalis

Director

No. 2
in
Des Plaines

1717 RAND Road
(2 Blks. East of River Rd)

ALL SALES FINAL
NO REFUNDS

Gom' Albrecht-Seeretury

NO EXCHANGES

1120 Lee Street
Des Plaines

I 19 Cornell. DeS Plaines
VA 4-9654

SALE-O-RAMA
BIG

THURS. FRI. SAT.

DAYS

JULY 31 AUG. 1 AUG. 2

i

ail

1

teams from Park Ridge, Addison and Bensenville.

I

I

I

O

0

O

0

0
1

1

3

0

0

O

0

2

0

O

0

4

I

0

1

1

4

32

2

1

I

0
2

12 10 12

Mr. Bueschel merits this
salute as a man of many
talents and community
endeavors --advertising
agency president, author,
aviation buff and director
of the Northwest Suburban Y.M.C.A.

This honoree is one of
Mount Prospect's busiest

men. President of Waldie and Briggs Advertising Agency, Chicago, he
has found time to address
advertising groups and

oOff The

Original
Price

from the Air." A third
book Will be-PlibliShedthis year. He has served
as a consultant on aviation history to American
Heritage, 20th Century
Fox

and

United. Air

Lines.
WE INVITE YOUR
NOMINATIONS FOR MAN
OR WOMAN OF THE WEEK
AS WELL AS YOUR SAVINGS.
VISIT US FOR:

Home Loans
Money Orders

Save by Mail

Free Notary Service
Free Parking
Insured Savings

969

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings
And Loan Association
15 E. Prospect Ave.
CL 5-6400

LIMITED QUANTITIES
NOT ALL SIZES AND
COLORS IN EACH STYLE

Free Parking Just

South of Our 011ie VS

111

SIDEWALK

OFF

SALE

DRESS SHIRTS

BACK TO SCHOOL
JAr

Merle Guild Post #208 -- AMERICAN LEGION

PUBLIC, INVITED

MONTHLY STEAK FRY
$3.50 per person

Call 255.7914 for reservations or get tickets at the door.
located at.
Dinner 7.9 pm
Douglas & Miner Sts.
Entertainment 9:30 pm
Arlington Heights, Ill.
Dancing 10 pm

PAJAMAS

SPECIALS

LEFT TO RIGHT: Mrs. Lee Heller, Mr. WM. Griffith,

Mrs. Robert Balfour, & Mr. Fred Kann, all of Arlington .
Heights, prepare for the steak fry this Saturday night!

Cohtirl, n Junior Foot;
.,id will play

2

2
2

Prospect

Manor, Mount Prospect.

China Air Power" and
"Pearl Harbor --Attack

MOCK TURTLE

of the championship
flight, were 78 and 75.

ip

4

414 N.

chel,

FINAL SUMMER CLEARANCE
NO EXCHANGE OR REFUNDS
SELECT GROUP

place

The team will be part of Chi-

4

4

(LEE-ALGONQUIN SHOPPING CENTER)

Scott's scores, for the fifth

Sat., Aug. 2

I

I

ONE DAY ONLY

Hayfield's

state entered.

Village Each boy must he accompanied by a parent. There
is a $15 registration fee.

2

3

Association Man of the
Week is Richard Bues-

has written "Communist

NYLON TRICOT -WHITE
& COLORS
SO.1 XS - S. M

$1

AUG. 1st

and more than 115 young
adults from throughout the

A football league for boys
9-14 will hold registration at
7 30 p m Aug I at Grant
Wood School in Elk Grove

I

5

Lett, If

Half Slips

Mt. Prospect
253-6977

3

0

ONE DAY ONLY
FRIDAY

Wheeling, July 21 to 23.
The tournament was sponsored by the Evanston Jayce s

Slate Football
Registration

O

1

3

Young, If

HOME

824-0166

Savings and Loan

h hi

r

I

I

Regular end Strapless
Short and Long Line Styles

1

Winner Bcrdell; Loser T.
22

5

Phillippi, rf

BRAS - Odds & Ends

2%5 3 5-4 3 2
I
0 0-0

Futlz

7

.Arlingion Ht.., Ill.

2

0

5

rf

As announced last Friday over WEXI 92.3 FM
Arlington Heights; the
Mount Prospect Federal

FRIDAY, AUGUST 1st -9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
Ridiculous Prices On Many Items

0

Player
Berdell

(0)

ab

OF THE WEEK

High Earnings

0
I

0

OOOOOOOO '$1°°

SIDEWALK SALE

0

2

I

0

NOVELTIES - PASTEL COLORS PERFECT QUALITY NO LIMIT - VALUES TO $3.50

0

1

I

0

STATED MEETINGS
FIRST EL THIRD THURSDAYS

(1

1

()

PIRATES (12)

0

PANTY HOSE

I

0

I

"Quantities. Limited - So ... Come Early"

The other four outs came from
ground balls that the Pirate infield easily picked up.
A five -run last inning by the

Richard Bueschel
OUR MAN

0 00

24

311

son, Moretti; PEI lzban.

2

SLACKS, SHELLS, POLOS, JACKETS

he

1

Scott Sederderg, a student at

Golf Tournament at the Chevy -Chase Country Club in

In

0

Kennv,rf
Feldman,cf
Rooney,cf-If

Totals

game.

Pirates clinched the win for

0
0
0
0

1

1

PANT SUITS, BLOUSES, SHORTS, COULOTTES, PANT DRESSES,

I

In Golf
cees in the State Jaycee Junior

1

I

1

2

0()

two in the inning.

0

Sederberg
Takes 5th
Maine East High School in
Park Ridge, took fifth place
for the Arlington Heights Jay-

h hi

Player
ab r
M.O'Donnell, I b 4 0

1

0

3

DRESSES, BRA DRESSES, SHIFT DRESSES, JUMP COULOTTES,

fanned one batter, and in the

r

3

Kawalek, lb
Racine, cf
Walgren, cf
Bejcek, rf

1

Marvelous Sununer and Spring Fashions

sixth, threw one out at first.
Player

Payne, If

2

for the winners. Moretti did
the best he could by fanning

the

St Viator last night.
The Rip, Park coach had a
only seven showed up for the
game The Lions lent them
catcher Mike Golden and outfielder Bill Madden and Mike
Abinanti for the contest.

I

Hanson was able to keep the

a

I

5 0 0 TO

Tigers scoreless for the rest of

RIIS PARK (6)

when the cathcer threw the

I

2

SAVE!

THE TIGERS' final two
runs were brought in in the last

could

3

Sale
-O
-Rama
SALE STARTS Thursday July 31st

could regain his control] and

fielder

1

Mayfield's

three runs. Hanson knocked in
Brown on a ball that was good
for a triple before Moretti

center

I

Bowen, cf
Don Hanson
The Tigers' Glen Racine swings down to put the tag on Brian Ages, 3b
Totals
Ages of the Pirates. Ages was out at first base.

the next two batters at first to
get out of the inning.
The

0

Leight, 2b
T. Brown, If
Dan Hnson, p
Brown, c
Jamison, lb
Washick, rf

giving the home fans a real

inning

1

3

Players

ning with one out, lzban mashed a long one into left center,
the next

1

I

Totals

lzban's home run was the
bit hit of the game for the Tigers in the last of the third in-

as

I
I

DIzobyalne,,c3b

Jamison. Hanson scored on a
second

r

4
4

Moretti, p
Gatto, 2b

Izban;

-

Leight, Charlie Brown, Han-

h bi

ab

Players
O'Mara, ss

lowed by a walk from Harry

Phillippi; HR

either team to bag the championship for the Pirates.

TIGERS (5)

Hanson doubled to get things
going for his team. He was fol-

Wi n n e r Hanson; Loser
Moretti; SB Dan Hanson,

then knocked in Hanson for
the final run of the game for

Hanson scored Bowen from

rates in the top of the third.

IN THE LAST of the sec-

but were unable to bring in any

second with another run. Ages

hit by shortstop Don

base

was soon brought to a close as

man Mit at first base.

The Tigers got two hits in
their half of the first inning,

MORETTI OVER THREW
first during an attempt__.to

scored on a base hit from spun-

rate second while the Pirates
were idle. He also threw one

which also allowed Brown to

hustlers off the base pads.

man was walked by Hanson,

the two men on base as the inning came to a close.

throw Mark Bowen out at that
base, which allowed Washick
to score from second base. A

next, and then a double by
Tons Washick cleared the two

SWEATERS

JACKETS &

cm)/

SPORT SHIRTS
KNIT SHIRTS

WASH & WEAR PANTS

ENTIRE SUMMER STOCK REDUCED 20-50% OFF

OFF

'1.1° /42

SUBURBAN COATS
SHOP EARLY & SAVE!

store for men
1122 LEE AT ALGONQUIN
DES PLAINES, ILL.
WE HONOR ALL MIDWEST BANK CARDS PLUS DES PLAINES CREDIT CARDS.
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Century of Rail History
At Illinois Train Museum
by Francees Altman
'1).
Nearly 120 years ago one of -

the proudest sights in Illinois
was a clanging, tire -spitting locomotive steaming its way

across the corn fields between
Chicago and Galena, Ill. Thus

the lead capitol of the world
and its 40,000 people were
linked with the industrial metropolis of Chicago and its
60,000 residents.

Though that era has long

since faded, the frightening

thunder of those old engines is
still alive and steaming across
the name countryside, thanks

to the many volunteers and

railroad buffs .who are building the Illinois Railway Mu SCUM at Union, III.

EACH WEEKEND men,
women, children -and

teen-

agers from throughout Chicagoland drive out to the site

on the southeast edge of Union

to lay track, scrape paint and
refurbish 80 pieces of rolling
stock and equipment.
Sixteen years ago nine railroad fanciers began to collect
electric railway cars in north
Chicago. Their first piece was
an interurban car from the Indiana Railroad, which they
stored at a neighborhood factory.

By 1961 the museum had
several other pieces of equipment, enough-- to--warrant--alarger site. In 1964 they were
able to purchase and move
their collection to a 51/2 -mile
abandoned strip of Elgin and

-Harry trahb ofl)ay Publications is one of several volun-

teers qualified to operate the
electric

steampowered

and

cars at the Illinois 1 rain Museum, Union, Ill. Here he prepares to take out an Illinois
Terminal trolly built in 1923
and

between

operated

Belvidere

Electric

Railway

right-of7way near Union, Ill.,

which had been overgrown
with weeds since 1930.

St.

Louis, Mo., and Granite City,
III. It has been converted from

an interurban car to a trolly.
Photos by Frances Altman.

ONE OF the prime aurae
tions of the outdoor museum is

progress, the majority through

the 1851 North Western sla-

tions. The remainder have donated countless hours in laying
the 11/2 -mile demonstration
tract, operating the two electric cars and steam engine and
selling mementoes in the gift
shop. 13y this weekend's Swab
N' Fest time it is hoped that a
two-mile round trip route will

t

i on,

painstakingly

dis-

assembled and moved from
Marengo, Ill., to the museum
site. The greater portion of the
station has been refurbished to
accommodate restrooms and a
gift shop, but the ticket windows and dispatchers office remains near their original state,

complete with antique desks
and telephone. The station's
present

dispatcher

commu-

nicates with other volunteer
crewmen, conductors and engineers by walkie-talkie.

RIGHT All ages seem to en-

One of the volunteers who
regularly operates either the

joy the 80 cars in the museum
through the steaming black
Decapod locomotive is cer-

two electric cars or the steam powered locomotive at the museum is Harry Crabb, Arling-

tainly a fascinating steed. It
rums every hour on Sundays
through Labor Day pulling a
1928 luxury Loath with green
velvet seats.

Frances Brown, Arlington Heights, is another volunteer who works weekends in the gift shop
located in the depot: The shop carries a variety of railroading gear, souvenirs and -referencematerial for railroad buffs.

ton Heights, an employee of
Publications. Crabb
learned to operate much of the
Day

equipment when, as a young
man, he worked for the Chicago North & Milwaukee
Railroad. His father also
worked for the railroad.

Though Crahb in later years
turned to a different profession, his interest in railroading

has been rekindled by weekends of work at the museum.

The museum has about 600
members participating in its

membership dues and dona-

be open.

Train or trolly fares are 60
cents for adults: children, 30
cents, or a slight reduction if
you buy tickets for both.

AMONG THE many pieces
of railway equipment through
which a visitor may wander is
an elegant private -car of the
1800's, once used on the Ne-

vada Northern Railroad

by

copper magnates. Their ornate
desks are still intact.
There is also an Illinois terminal sleeping car, one of only
15 electric sleepers ever built;

a CFA Red Hornet streetcar
which once ran regularly up
and down Halsted St.; and

1889 observation car from the
Rail road
Savannah -Atlanta

and, more recently acquired,
several silver coaches of the

Burlington Zephyr. It is hoped
that one day the museum can
operate the Zephyr at its max-

imum speed across the Illinois
farmland.
For the present, visitors can
ride in a 1928 luxury coach, its
green velvet seats still reflec-

there are several nice roadside

ductor, dressed in the costume
of the day, warns, "Keep your
head and arms inside.''
About one-third of the museum is steam -powered equipment, the remainder electric.
Several of the electric cars are
from the old North Shore line.
One of the prize displays is the
Decapod 2-10-0 locomotive.
ordered in 1916 by the czar of

there are a few tables on the

ting an elegance as the con-

Russia. Due to the Russian
revolution, it was never deliv-

parks in the area. one at the

junction of III. 176 and 46 and
another at the junction of Ill.

176 and 47. 'there is a third

picnic are. in

Union, and

museum grounds.

VISITORS will enjoy the
sights more if they wear comfortable clot hingtind shoes, as
portions of the grounds are
graveled. Admission to the

museum is free, and groups

can make advance arrange
ments.

Cameras

are

wel-

comed.

From the northwest area it
is convenient to take Illinois

ered.

Hwy. 14 to III. 176. continuing

OTHER ROLLING equipment on display are tank cars,

main artery of Union. Ill. The
museum route is well marked

on 176 to Union Road, the

cabooses, a high center cab
snow sweeper and assorted
electric cars.

Hours at the museum are

from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. through
August 31. After Labor Day it
will

be open Sundays only

with signs.
Membership in the not -forprofit' corporation is open to

anyone. Dues are 55 per year
for an associate. Members receive a pass on the railroad, a
newsletter and discounts on

front noon to 5 p.m.
Electric cars run daily every

certain educational materials.
Associate members are not required to contribute time but

p.m. The steam locomotive

may do so.
Further information may be

tervals from noon to 6 p.m.
For those who would like to
take along a picnic lunch,

received by contacting the Illinois Railway Museum. Box

half hour from It) a.m. to 5

runs on Sundays at hourly in-

165, Union. III., 60180.

4"14

lt

.'

LEFT "Information Given

Gla dly but No Visiting

*lel"

Please" requests the sign in the

front of this Milwaukee elec-

tric trolly. Visitors mity ride
the car every half hour over
demonstration

t

track.

4i

RIGHTS A prime attrac)14

tion is the 118 -year old North

Western station which was reassembled on the museum
grounds. It was originally built
in 1851 at Marengo, Ill., and Ls
now used as a ticket office and
gift shoe.
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PLACE A DAY FAMILY WANT AD
...its a great Summer Budget Booster
If the family budget seems to stretch a bit thin during the summer, perk it up with a
Day Family Want Ad. Bring in extra money by selling all those unused household
items, sporting goods, outgrown baby furniture, bikes and such. Why store it
when someone will buy it?
The Day will reach the buyers for you. In fact, only The Day reaches 9 out of 10
households daily in the Northwest suburbs...more than 200,000 readers. And the
cost is a real budget pleaser too!

ONLY $3.90 for 3 LINES for 5 DAYS
.

When it comes to results...

"LET THE DAY SHINE FOR YOU"
Line 1

Line 2.

Line 3,

(Allow 4 or 5 words per lino)

NAME

3

I

255-7200
296-6640

ADDRESS.

TOWN

I
I

Your Day Family Want Ad will reach more than 200,000 readers in:

I.
Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect, Prospect Heights, Des Plaines,

Bensenville, Elk Grove, Schaumburg, Hoffman Estates, Itasca,
Medina, Roselle, Barrington, Palatine, Wood Dale, Rolling Meadows,
Buffalo Grove, Wheeling

CO Enclosed is $3.90 (for 3 line, 5 Day Ad)

MAIL TO: DAY PUBLICATIONS
WANT AD DEPT
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

1
I.

Arlington Heights, Ill.,

PHONE
Ca Please Bill Me

DAY PUBLICATIONS
WANT AD 'DEPT.
722 Center St.
Dei Plaines, Ill.

I
I

I

ittieri*

CN/

CD

cl

(Servicenrectory
--Let us help m Ite y ur DAY

INDEX

iof --.
iTil ''',r VIA ,,P

-I*

-41

0

filik

LS,441,/

-41ioi t
ViP:1),.

1'..
FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200
,

Central Air Conditioning

Spring Rates
Free Estimates
CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532

Georges Heating & A/C service
.

7 yards for $21. Half loads a ,

Counseling

Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

Summer School Ending

Mount Prospect, were among students who attended John Hersey Iligh School

SERVICES

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

By Appoidtment
Mrs. Dillon

Hemming &

Decorator

Alterations

Free interior & exterior decorat
mg ideas. A Christian business
man, CALL 296-3953

CREATIVE

Dog Grooming

Ly En

ion e. r

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

Registrato

SERVICE

Fall registr hot) schedules

SCHOOL, 1900 E. Thomas,

have been announced for students attending the si \ Dish let
214 high schools

Arlington Heights, 9 a.m. until
3:30 p.m. Friday, Aug. 15, fall
sports athletes; 8:30 a.m. until
3:30 p.m., Monday,' Aug. 18,
seniors: Tuesday, Aug. 19, juniors; Wednesday, Aug. 20,
sophomores; and Thursday,
Aug. 2), freshmen.
Late registration will be

transfer students who

moved into the district during
the

summei

should

register

along with other students at
the scheduled time set for their
building It possible
transfer students should bring

school

a report card or calm school
document with them to registi atmn

',Linda] d h9 SO test book lee is required foi all students and should be paid at the

1 30 p m

Monday, Aug

I H.

U through Z 1 ucsday Aug.

Electrical work; air -cord.; outlets; yard lights; garages wired;

-

801 W. Kensing-

Fencing

X -CELL FENCE

We
BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

&

held at Prospect High Friday,
Aug. 22 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Reasonable rotes.
VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150

day, Aug 23 tom 8 10a in to

p.m., Monday, Aug.

11 10 a in

niors; I uesday, Aug. 19, ju-

392.1492
Call Vince
Custom Homes . Room Additions,
Garages, Basement & Kitchens,
Call Chuck 259.4348.

niors; Wednesday, Aug. 20,

Call "the rest" than call "THE

and Thursday,
Aug. 21, freshmen.
Late registration will be
held at Wheeling High from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m., Friday, Aug. 22
and from 8 a.m. to I a.m., Saturday, Aug. 23.
Optional lees arc: towel ser-

carpentry,

:

GROVE HIGH
E 1. K
SCHOOL, 5110 W Elk Grove
Blvd , Elk Grove Village

a m to 4 p in

8

Nlond,u Aug.

18, A through D and tall sports
hiesdav Aug 19, E
through J and I all sports ath-

athletes

letes Wednesday Aug 20, K
through N 1 hursday Aug.
21 0 through R and Friday,
August 22 S through Z
Late tegistianon will he
held at Elk (nave High, Satur-

day Aug 23 from 9 am to
11 10 am

VIEW HIGH
SCHOOL , 2121 S Goebbei t;
Arlington Heights 8 a m to 4
p m Monday Aug 18, fall

HIRES'

sports athletes 1 uesday Aug.
19 seniors, Wednesday Aug.

8:30 a.m. until 11:30 a.m.

WHEELING HIGH

SCHOOL, 900 S. Elmhurst,
Friday,

Wheeling,

Aug.

15

fall sports athletes; 8 a.m. to 4
se-

vice, $3.75; lab breakage
(chemistry student requirement), $1.50; football insur-

ance (only), S11.50; student
insurance, school time only:
female, $3. and male, $5; 24 hour student insurance, female $12 and male $20; yearbook (varies for each school)
$4.50 to $5; and, athletic pass
$5.

Football
erage is

in addition

covto the

I ate iegistration at I orest
View High will be held Satur-

day Aug 21 horn 8 30 a m.
until 12 noon

JOHN HERSEY HIGH

E & D CARPENTRY

0

and

additions,

Remodeling,

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

.

537-6122

Free estimates

insurance program or sign a
waiver of disinterest at the
time they pay other school
fees.

Preparing for Students

Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete work Included. For Free
Estimate, call 296-6250

CLEANING

FREE

DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult budget conscious

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
Vs price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Pointing, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365.

up to spe'cialied , posi-

Move

tion from your very ,Ism day.
Any good electronrcl /training,
whether it be military or
technical school, starts you immediately. Our client will not
only train you, they will also
pay you while you learn to become a Micro -Wave Specialist.
No prior experience necessary.
See or

PARKER
117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

10 TECHNICIANS
$650 No Fee
Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriel°
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

ACCOUNTANTS!
5660
$800

Tat.

Gen. Lt.
Financial

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

$900

$1166 rno.

Gen. Heavy

$1250 rno.
$1500 too.

Super

'Tux

rno.
rtm.

S800 mo.

Analysis

Auditors

off ice

WILL DO IRONING IN MY HOME

Tax Mgr.

home by loc. specialist, Get
acquronted offer, reg. $15 per

13 -Lost old Found

$145 to $165 To Start

392-2866

Arl.

1510

ping Center. REWARD! 259.2224.

Blk/br.

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

PROGRAMMERS

Hrs.

your home. Permanent waves

Peekapoo

dog

22,

Ben

name "Peppy" July

senville. Sad family. PO 6-1773

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Super
vise small clerical farce to
handle all inquiries regarding

lems the customer might trace.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

$600 CAR & Expenses
Ken Larson & Assoc.
1510 Miner, D.P.

LOST: White toy poodle, male.
Near Rolling Meadows Shop

SERVICE

delivery dotes and any prob-

SALES TRAINEE

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

LOST:

.

STENO, TYPING,
DICTAPHONE

My Home.

4 choice lots in The Gorden of
Our Saviour, located in the Gar 287-0550.

rG

DES PLAINES, ILL. IC016
1510 11/5E8 SI
CHO, 163 5272
111 755.7191.
011/11615:812 Int 13 P. M.

CUSTOMER

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

Permanent waves given in your

_Aar.

259.1964

299-7191

in

otarion
Carr, ...Sp'

Day care for
CHILD CARE
working mothers in A.H. Planned
activ., hot lunches. 259-0145. Lic.

.

den of Memories

Yen

REASONABLE

3D ap

ry
Piano Tuning -Service

BAL-RPG 5800-5900
Ken Larson & Assoc.
299-7191
Miner, D.P.

..f
MICHIANA

STAFF ACCOUNTANT
$10,800 to $12,500

MOST ARE FEE PAID
POSITIONS
INDUSTRIAL

No Fee
Opportunity here for top management.
to 3 years experience qualifies. Coll Ron Holde
now at 394-1000, HALLMARK,

ENGRS.,

any

all levels. Sound
firms -lake area. 512-14,000.

needed

1

Turning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Faster

- 546-5516

Radio -TV Repair
.

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors -8 foundations.
No lob too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987

827.7588

.

.

i

SAVE YOUR EYESI

LANDSCAPING
Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No lob too

Ray's

296-6709

Hwy.,

ELECTRICAL ENGRS.,

MAINTENANCE
START itT

$4.00 Hr.+ 0.T.
Without

you can now start at $4 an hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future

14 -Personals

experience

opportunity con include that
of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant irnmedi
ate hiring. No fee. Call

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black 8 white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts.
CL 5-5692
.
1

i

,
%

17 S. Evergreen

tro-rnech

$13-18,000

CIVIL ENGRS., structures,
bridges, sanitation. 513-14,000
FOREMEN & GENERAL FORE-

MEN urgent -needed by established progressive firms in lake

area. No educational requirements, paid benefits, and vacations.
FOUNDRY
SHEETMETAL

59-11,000
$9-11,500

INJECTION MOLDING or
CASTINGMAINTENANCE
ASSEMBLY

METAL STAMPING

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.' USED toys, dolls, Turn. needed
for underprivileged children. Will
pick up. 392.0035
AAA 1 Hearing Aid Rep air Sonyice on all makes. Free loaners.
Rental plan. 392-4570

solid

smote, logic and digital, elec-

TAKEN: Green Varsity 10 speed
Vicinity Lin & gold Stingray.
392.1570

$10-13,000

METALLURGICAL ENGR., A- I
514,000
Co. resort area

PLANT

previous

CHEMICAL ENGRS., industrial
process or project experience

Mt.

burst, REWARD, 437.9215.

coin & Kenilworth. $10 for in,
formation leading to recovery.'

CALLED, 358-5359

COMPLETE

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

255-1096

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates

big or small. Free estimates.

Ceramic Tile

Stingray bike from
Recreation Pk. on 7/25 PLEASE
return. REWARD. 1106 Viotor
Schwinn

EXPERT PLASTERING

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flowerbeds 8 top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load -$15.00

800 E. Northwest
Prospect.

392-9705

& REMODELING
Ct. Arl. Hts. 259 0938.
Ceilings, walls & patching.
Lost
Pekingese, brown & white,
No job too small.
824-7510 female, vie. of Oakton & Elm JOE ORTMAN

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

KANZLER BROTHERS

2/
10 .speed bike at State

Will the party who took green
,

"Ted" Smith

Maltese

& Davis Street. REWARD!! Coll

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insured.

garage
PATIOS,
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es.
timate. Cat anytime.
766 -1943

LOST:

Plastering

STUMP REMOVAL

driveways,

Dog, all white,
le, REWARD,
name "Puppy", male

Lost

392-6817

Ned Williams

Landscaping

CALL 766-5084

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

73
76

23 -Employment Agencies -Mile

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

in-

terror designer. 255-4374

Cement Work

KEY TILE CO.

$160-$80

22
48
74
78

Palatine area.
358-2699

all
hand, telephone,
procedures. 394-2159.

TIE

iN

monent $10 comp. MU 55400

interior Designer

cleaning. 296-1450

21

Exp'd secy. Temporory work by
week or month. Typing, short-

HERE

Permanent Waves

Carpentry, etc.

carpet

-

cording to the architects Fitch Larocca Carrington Jones, Chicago. Erie Jones, of 262 N. Linden, Palatine, educational programmer with the architectural firm, also helped program Palatine, Iremd, Conanat and Schaumburg High Schools.

4394614

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,

KANZLER 8 SON
Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business

The 28 -story Watterson Towers are now being readied for fall
occupancy by students at Illinois State University, Normal, ac-

plumbing,

CONFORTI & SONS

with

L.

Exterior pointing preferred.
job.
By the hour or
Tom's Pointing Service
CL 3-3067

-

PHONE 439-8614
If no ans. 815-385.8999

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

.

Experienced seamstress desires
dressmaking & alterations in

RIGH

252.4769

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Carpet Cleaning

WINDOW

NAPPINET

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

31

298-4586

FIND

YOU name it -WE do itl Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. esp, refs.,
insured. Free estimates. Jim.

NO JOB TOO SMALL

TECHNICIAN

70

home. 392-5501

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Home Maintenance

Carpentry & General ContractMg. We are not big but we give
big service: Dormers, Additions,

MICRO WAVE

BEI

NO JOB TOO SMALL

296-1450

Quality workmanship. Fully in cured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

Call 392.4750

NO JOB TOO SMALL'

PROFESSIONAL

Palatine

N.W. Hwy.

96

Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks

CLEANING. 50c outside only.

any 5 gallon purchase.

394-0630

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

Recreation rooms, powder

Hallmark Personnel
800 E

To Rent Miscellaneous.. , .81
To Rent Resort Properties. .79

Window Washing

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

359-5800

94

To Rent Houses

253-8551

FREE 6, Vs pints U.T.C. with

Hearing Aids

359 -1906
Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

14
85

BREWER CONCRETE

Free Estimates
Pick Up & Delivery

White interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white Blight
tints $1.99 per gallon.

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN
C1, 5-$232

Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

Personals

estimate. 297-2898

RECOVERED

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

General Hauling

garages. 529-2478.

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

insurance

hour coverage program to
have complete protection. Students may enroll in the student

21, sophomores

PHONE 392-5208

Hi School grad.
Ask TOM PALERMO

3513-9038

Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re -gluing

FREE ESTIMATES

69
56

Students Exterior House Pointing. Reasonable prices. Free

DINETTE CHAIRS

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed
Fully Insured.
Shall Decorating

Furniture Refinishing

I

Aug 22 freshmen

Aug.
and I riday,

I hursda N.

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp.
Refinish'g offered. 529-1211

for expert
BEST"
remodeling & additions. No jobs
too small. 766-8034
Carpentry 8 Cement Work

sophomores;

school time or 24 -hour accident coverage. Students participating in trips, such as ski
trips, should enroll in the 24 -

20, juniors,

Floors

NOT A "SUMMER"
JOB

11 -Business Services

Upholstery
U

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

CALL 297-2266

5.135 a week to start
Employer pays the fee

13

. Piano lessons

299-0119

PAINTING & DECORATING

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

from 8 a.m. until 12 noon for
18,

. Aluminum

65

Des Plaines

651 Pearson

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

a Colors
a Privacy

0 Steel

Carpentry -Remodeling

PURCHASING
ASSISTANT

SO

259-9440

rates, 671-0009.

CHAIN LINK FENCE

2.53-6600

90

Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices..

TRANSMISSIONS
An. Hts
830 W. NW. Hwy.

mato call 392-6604
Interior & Exterior Painting.All

439-4454

colored. Good joh guaranteed.

and Saturday, Aug. 23 from

15

15 -Instruction

AAMCO

Reasonablesqueegees

19, S through I Wednesday,
Aug 20, NI through R I hors day Aug 21 0 through
Aug 22 A
and Friday
through I
Late registration will be
held at Arlington High, Satur1

Transmission Service

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS,

done with
brooms -not just

Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping

Mt. Prospect

5

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

STA-RITE FENCE CO.
sealing

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

RICK'S DECORATING

iron. 647-0220

Asphalt
Asphalt

Wrought

Stockade,

Redwood,

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118.'

83

To Rent, StOres, Offices. . .77
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wonted To Rent

Tile

WALL PAPERING

& IRON CO.

HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

day, Aug. 19, juniors; Wednesday, Aug. 20, sophomores;
Thursday, Aug. 21, freshmen.
Late registration will be

-

We Don't

BUY OR SELL CARS
Specialle in QUALITY

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

(To Rent)
In Memoriam

Housekccping
Rummage & Garage Sale
Situations Wanted -Men.
Situations Wanted Women
Sporting Goods
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished
Apartments

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

For best results use
D ay Want Ads

PARKER
117. So. Emerson

Rooms-Board-

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

392.3450

or

move up. Call:

47

Real EstateWanted

"Small Engine Repair"

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski

CL 5-3991

etc. 253-4792

ton

HIGH
ARL1NG ION
SC !MOIL 502 W Euclid Arlington Hoghts 8 10 1 in to

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

NEW WAY PAINTING

Electrical Work

Auto Repair & Equipment

Rd., Mount Prospect, 8
a.m. to 4 p.m., Friday, Aug.
15, fall sports athletes; Monday, Aug. 18, seniors; Tues-

time of registration along with
optional fees
Registration schedules for
each high school air

537 1244 or 437 3160

Decorating & Remodeling

Coll Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

'

PROSPECT 111611
SCHOOL,

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

Painting -Decorating

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

A Division of
Day PubliLalions, Int:.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

3:30 p.m., and Saturday, Aug.
23, from 9 a.m. until 11 a.m.

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

held at Hersey High, Friday,
Aug. 22 from 8:30 lt.m. until

1 he

Electrical Contractor

27
26

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

.

,

1

2

Real Estate -

$15.50 per chair plus fabric,
$24.50 per sofa plus fabric,
;17.50 per section plus fabric

nights 956-1640.

BETTER JOB anywhere. You
will be sent to the IBM school
:co of charge and receive
your full salary Made attending.
After training you will move
up to systems work. ...F., pre
vious exp. needed. This 'DOS I.
lion offers in addition to su
perb training a real chance

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale. 91

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Home inprovements & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
waterproofing,
plastering,
dations, patio:. Coll days
t

and resort clothes designed to
wedding
Coordinated
order.
parties, Alterations. Near Rand255-0340
burst.

255-7200

repair

chimney

$650 + FREE
You probably won't find

Nursery Schools -

SLIP COVERS

MASONRY -

Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alter
ations. Peas. 358-7791
Individualized styling. Formals

Contact Dick Westgard

After 5 pm.

Slip Covers

teed & reasonable. 259-9246

Dressmaking -Sowing

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

437-6732

& brick work. All work guaran

255-2570

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest sutlerban business for:

For Q M@triet 214

Tuckpointing,

Train to Program

1.13.111's New 360

Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

No fob too small or too large
50% financing available.

Meyers
Brick 8 Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Go to School Free!

24

Loans -Personal, Business.
Lost and Found

PATIO'S
REPAIRS & REMODELING

' ChlmneysRepaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing
827-4637
EDMOND GRAY

DECORATOR

Art Service

Repairs & Remodeling

Masonry

Kenneth A. Pearson

439-3532
...

CC

Phone 537-1411

Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

359-6630

392-5410

Smiles of sun and summer will brighten the faces of District
214 summer school students when the second three-week summer session ends Prulay. Pat Randle, district summer school
director, reports that 5,372 boys and girls attended numerous
academic, dryer education and extracurricular courses offered
during the six weeks of the P)69 summer school. Jeri Yost, 1511

Prairie, Arlington Heights, and John Clarke, 1829 Forest,

COUNSELING 8 REFERRAL

CL 9-3517

Custom Remodeling
°Kitchens °Dormers
OGarages
°Basements
LAWN CARE
ORm. Additions °Fences
All types -all season or vacation
Fully insured & Guaranteed
only. Call Cooperative EnterCL 3-4300
prises. 223-0352, if no answer Mt. Prospect
Choice of Finance Plans
392-8763
Sot. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Mk for Mr. Richard

voilable. 358-3411.

iSOIG

CIlso. !635272

1vpini8s lig. 8 P. Lt.

OPCn

25
57
93

Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wonted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings Furniture.
Industrial Property

HINES LUMBER CO.

DES PLAINE:, Pk.

LEL 1:17151,

23

Farms
Florists

Remodeling & Supplies

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

A1,01'060116
o._

3

Women
Equipment Rentals

.

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, con
tractors, and -so -on. Call any
time. HARROLD'S 299-7830.

Cemeteries R. Ines

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies -

Landscaping

Clean Up Service

13

5522

1510 nil, S1

.10
Coins Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Air Conditioning

Card of Thanks

Plant

j\jen c.ea rion

9

Card of Sympathy

v

Pilot

.

$

$475 mo.

Safety

112
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wanted. . .101
Boots and
37
Marine Supplies
..313
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities. . .66
17
Business Services

.

55001- mo.
5860
5650 rno.
$535 rno.

Chem.
Mech.

109
Aviation
Auto Parts and Access. - 107
Auto Trailers & Campers 103

-,-:

1,

LAB TEM
R&D
Elec.

20

Auction Sales

...

0

Page 15

35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Ip.....

s °VP

23-Empioyment Agencies -Male

CLASSIFIED

0

to,
(Nrif

.1 -0.

I hursday, July 31, 1969

I, S i,N_SS)
.

I

CV (0
LO

mon,

s.:to^+t:-LSE'

5

0
0
CD d'
r'Z'

sof n

r

41

*

DIE

$10,000
$9-11,500
$10,000
$11,000

PARKER

CALL 616-345-2118

117 So. Emnison
Mt. Prospect

403 Park Bldg. 132 South St.
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49006
licensed Employment Agency

2516600

Thursday, July 31, 1969

Page 16

Earn Extra Money

24 -Help Wanted Men

. MALE
"Help Wonted

Jobs

--

COOKS S

listed here ore those historically filled by men;

experience
starting
paid
major medical group insuronce. Opportunity for ad vancem

discrimination as
to sex unless specifically designed as jobs for
out

_ _____

For Fast Results

perience preferred.

-

For the Des Plaines and Arl
area.

UTILITY CLERK

With Expandit achine Shop

KITCHENS

GENERAL FACTORY
to expansion we

have

OF SARA LEE

O.D. & I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

500 Waukegan

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount

WOODWORKER

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Must have experience irs performing highly skilled work in
building or repairing compound & progressive dies. Second
shift opening.

BUYER

mum of 2 years experience in
elecrro mechanical industrial
purchasing. Individual must

have a good working know
ledge of total material con trol and will be responsible

Metal

Fabricator

for negotiations

Experienced or will teach. Full
time with plenty of overtime.
Benefits. Excellent working con-

of all

sien

ditions.

STARTING RATE $4.37

Runway &

SPORTS WRITER

Engineering Co.

INC.

Full time employment

217 S. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Hts., III. 60005

8:00 AM to 4:30 PM

We need a few men to work in new modern building. Close
to home. Excellent hourly rate plus raises to men who are
qualified for these cleaning jobs. Must be dependable and
have transportation.
For more information toll:

255-7200

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.
117 S. Main St. Mount Prospect

a

For an EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR
An EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

392-3500

widest

The COCA-COLA Co.
Food Division

298-5021

Rolling Meadow,

AIR CONDITIONED

needed for our new building in Elk Grove Village. Full time

BF_A SCHOONVELT

437-8181

The Underwriters Salvage Company
Of Chicago

S. Cicero Ave., Chicago - Thursday, July 31st and
Sunday, August 3rd from 9 am to 7 pm.

Suite 3000

Des Plaines, Illinois

MOONLIGHTERS

If you can not stop by for an interview mail
resume to:

WORK A MINIMUM
OF 20 HOURS PER WEEK

....14.

P.O. Box 188, Valparaiso, Indiana 46383

s

MALE

4 :I

I

MACHINISTS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Deerfield

500 Waukegan Rd.

MACHINISTS

I

BORING MILL OPERATORS

is

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

a rapidly growing company in doing your own

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL
US.

Set -Up Men

.

Troubleshooters

Maintenance Men

E,11,

DEERFIELD

10400 W. Higgins

will be interviewing at the Southwest Inn, 4501

PLASTICS - (INJECTION MOLDING)

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

Employer Pays All Fees

THE COCA-COLA CO.

FACTORY

945-2525

niques, then into the field calling on industrial accounts.
Outstanding opportunity for
young man with go power.

(AREAorgc:6116ci-0586

PRODUCTION

All

helps. Learn the company
and 'sales tech products
I

Our company representative, MR. JIM CALLAHAN,

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

Elk Grove, Village, Ill.

Apply Monday through Friday
8:30 A.M. to 4 P.M.
For interview Cell MR. A. COOPER

soles

Excellent wages and benefits

441.4

Marty company benefits including
stock purchase plan.
For Interview call:
MR. A. COOPER
945-2525-. Ext. 258

only. Good salary and complete employee benefit program.
Come in or call

Advancement Potential
Fringe Benfits

and

Coll Anytime 24 Hours Per Day
A Counselor Will Be Available To Assist You

ence. Others need not apply.

. Ni

PERMANENT WORK

WAREHOUSEMEN

-it

sales

PERSONNEL

Must have sanitary can manufacturing experi-

ft

TOP UNION RATES

METHODE MFG. CORP.

,

FOREMEN

Has immediate openings for CAN LINE FOREMEN
in our brand new can manufacturing plant
located in beautiful Valparaiso, Ind.

MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICIAN
MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

You will report to the QC Manager.
Your duties - Inspection set-ups, layout,
1st piece part, in process and quality audits.
Future Unlimited.
Call or see our Personnel Department

Variety of Duties
We Will Train

management position. Any industrial engineering background
qualifies. Company needs 5
people right now.

of

management:" Age and education open, but any college

seeking replocemrints for
people I hal hare been promoted.
.- -Training in .this nma leads to
urbs

age career opportunity.

Evenings

An Equal Opportunity Employer

4 Raises First Year

career

Modern facility in Western Sub-

William Berube
824 0144

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

0,

job troining with electronic
engineers. Any military or
tech school training opens
the door tolhis above aver-

$8,000 to S10,000

Mrs. Linda Hamilton

-

HOUR

Seldom found opportunity
in move into research group
in communications. No previous 'experience needed.
Your training will -cansiii"Of

Part Time - Evenings
Mon. - Fri. 6 PM - 10 PM

for promotable, aggressive
lad who would like to make a

JR. IND. ENG.

S145 to 5175

Apply in person

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

$2.79

Suburban company looking

ELECTRONIC TRN.

EXTRA PER MONTH?

Full Company benefits.

Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

UP

SALES TRNS.

'$650 To Start

sary.

STARTING RATE $4.37
Plus 10% Night Bonus

MEN
CLEAN

berm!.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

with the leading evening daily in the Northwest
suburbs. Pleasant afternoon and evening work.
Experience in Photography helpful but not neces-

Must be experienced in Repairing and Rebuilding various
types of Hyrdraulic Presses. Opening on Second Shift.

1400 Busse Road (Rte. 83)

reimbursement and other company

in -plant seminars and on the

MAINTENANCE MACHINISTS

1700 H cks Rd.

promotion, profit sharing, tuition

DO YOU WANT $15u TO $iuu

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS,

1625 W. Algonquin
439-7010

Existing
modilKohons qualifies
hardware is three 360 30's. Full
operating systems, however. expei
nonce on 360 nor necessary. Rapid

Wheeling; 111`ois
777 Wheeling Road
537-1100

Please send resume in tom
plete confidence to:

GreatLakes

counting applications and tyliens

An Equal Opportunity Employer

responsibilities.

creasing

panding in data processing de
partment. Any experience in ac.

PRODUCTS INC.

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago; II..

in a position of ever in

out-

standing suburban company is ex-

EKCO

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

(-531/1

pur

chasing by our company. You
will work with little supervi-

SYSTEMS TO $15.000
Due to new company. ocquisilion

and corporote growth, an

CONTACT PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

Plus 10% Night Bonus
Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

We seek a man with a mini

An Equal Opportunity Employer

World leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers seeks
experienced woodworker to use woodworking equipment and
hand tools in the construction of prototype wood dies. Should
be able to work from drawings. Must be skilled in use of plane,
joiner, table saw and lathe. Additional experience in working
with plastic or metal desirable. Excellent starting rate, fringe
benefits and working conditions.

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

299 1141 For Appt.

Day Publications
722 S. Center St.
Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

500 WAUKEGAN RD.

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

Deerfield

Immediate Opening

PLEASE CALL MRS. MC GUIRE

Box 313

PER

Individual will hove a variety of duties in our mail room, including
some chauffeuring. Chauffeurs class C license required.

Mostly Night Shifts & Early Day Shifts or Sunday.
For Interview: Call:
945 2525
Mr. A. Cooper

Lathe and/or Mill Han
General Machinist

1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

reorganizing his plant to meet
the needs of his rapid growth.
A take -charge man is required
to organize and efficiently
handle what is now a
one-man department, and be
able to plan for its immediate
growth. Experience as on inspector is not necessary but
the man must have worked in
the injection molding field.
Salary open. Send resume and
salary required to:

ly

Start your corecr in the petroleum industry as a mail clerk. Individual awaiting military draft would be satisfactory candidate.

1. Excellent start plus 3 weeks

A small but extremely fast
growing molder is presently

AD # A.137

$2.79 PER HOUR

DES PLAINES

Wanted For Permanent Positions

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join o
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:

PLASTIC INJECTION

OR

"

MAIL CLERK

MOONLIGHTERS
FOR WEEKENDS

Dynamics.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

INSPECTOR

a.m.

I

Sat. & Sun. 8 a M. to 11 a.m.
927.6908

ATTENTION

439-5510

Due

I

We will train individual to operate Xerox and Multilitle./iNdthine
in our duplicating department. No prior experience required.

100 N, RIVER RD.

DES PLAINES

Elk Grove

65 Scott St.

cleaning

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR

HOSPITAL

69 RAWLS RD.

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS,
fNC.

Competitive

wages, excellent fringe benefit program. Contact JERRY
KROZEL 447.3155. MATERIAL
SERVICES, Division of General

store

Monday thru Friday 8 OA, to

OUR NEW JOB OPENINGS

HOLY FAMILY

A. H. ROBINS CO.

Young men for general factory
work. Best benefits available
with excellent pay.

JOURNEYMAN.
MECHANICS

CALL 827-7880

for

Needed

964.1306

MR. BAKER

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPI..

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

GENERAL FACTORY

24 -Help Wanted Men

PART TIME MEN

MOONLIGHTERS

Permanent part time
No
evening janitors.
weekends and _.no holi
days.

PURE OIL IS SO GREAT

CALL ANYTIME FOR AN INTERVIEW

Experienced, for full time per manent pOsition - days. Good
salary, fringe . benefits and
working conditions.

299-2206

Man for machine shop work
and other duties. Some ex

EGULARLYI
- .

ington

THE DAY DOES IT!

COOK

Excellent wages 'and benefits.

MACHINE SHOP

DAY WANTADS

-_._

253-0185

needs o man to work full time.
.

a iii

Arlington Hts. & Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights

New warehouse in Des Plaines

READ -and USE
'

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Shopping Center

WAREHOUSEMAN

1051 Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines
439.0336

sik

'

JOHN HENRICKS INC.

CONTACT MR. LIPKER

24 -Help Wanted Men

WE'RE ROARING OVER

Golden Bear
Pancake House
Restaurant

'Day Publications, Inc.

r-,

EVENINGS
We are restaffing several of our account buildings in the Des
Plaines - Mt. Prospect - Wheeling areas. As a leader in the
contract cleaning field, we are continually seeking dependable, conscientious people. The work is steady and the wages
are excellent. Hours are 3 to,5 per evening, Monday through
Friday. A short training period will prepare you for a reward.
ing part time position.

Good wages.

be 17 years of age.

position. Elk Grove.
437-8900

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

men."'

_____

Good

needed.

they are available with-

_ __

Little Cr no

days a week.

hours available. No experience necessary, will train.
Neatness and ability to meet
people most important. Must

Man to become acquainted with
our operation, may lead to sales

PART TIME

Full time to load and
haul hay. Year around.

Morning, Afternoon & Evening

SHORT ORDER

244ielp Wanted Men,

24 -Help Wanted Men

2441e1p Wanted Men

TRUCK DRIVER

SEMI -DRIVER

PART TIME

HELP WANTED

244IeIn Wanted Men

244IelltWanted Men

2441elp Wanted Men

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
Please Call

Miss Gaffke

Good pay, CTA bus to our front door, elevated stop a few blocks
from our plant, just off the expressway, cafeteria, free parking in
private company lots plus other fine benefits.

437-5400

.

Apply in Person
or call Personnel Department

348-1828

AMERLINE
Division of CERTRON
1800 W. Fullerton Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60614
An Email OPP.r.^,V Employer Msr

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN

you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

Immediate openings are available on 1st, 2nd and 3rd shifts for
experienced men on injection molding machines. '

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

nocuf

ENGINEERING COMPANY

TURRET LATHE OPERATORS
PRESS BRAKE OPERATORS
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS
WELDERS - SPOT, ARC

"PEOPLE MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE AT

/
Charles Bruning Company

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

Division of Addressograph Multigraph Corp

1800 West Central Road Mt. Prospect III. CL 5-1900

CL 5-1900

Sb
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RECEPTION FOR
BABY DOCTOR

$550-5650 No Fee
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299.7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

ACCOUNTANT
CPA FIRM Challenging position Prior experience helpful
Limited travel -

COMPLETE TRAINING

TRY TELEPHONE SALES

--

Doctor's office.
°pats straight, answer phones,
usher little guys 8 gals into
Doctor when he's ready. WS 0

baby

595 wk. No Fee. 299.7191
Ken Larson & Assoc.
Plaines
Des
Miner
1510

259 3248 or 253-2479
TRACTOR MECHANIC

for

Work with friendly people.
keyed
Pleasant personality
to this job. Varied dories.

SP 4.0505
297-3535

Touhy

7215 VI.t

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

La Salle Personnel
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 65688

537-6110

GOLF COURSE

GIRL FRIDAY $540

TOOL & DIE

This is a side business for boss.
It's a populor golf course.

We are a leading enamels.

turcr in the heldof electro
mechanical products with an
opening for an experienced
tool and die maker Work con
'maintescars of repair and
nance on high speed progres.

dies along with jig and

keep busy setting up
outingS for company groups,
me's clubs. Set dates, learn
You'll

discuss menus, etc.

to

Type

c onf irming letters. When
proshop gets busy, give the
fellows a hand. Fun job! In
winter work for boss in Ins
regular

rate steady overtime.

loaded with it! Free to you.

business.

public contact a
IVY

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

METHODE

PARKER

DEPARTMENT

and phone calls, making cur
line reservations when he or
other

anti

travel,

staff

varied and interesting duties.
Free.

Television Station
$130 WEEK
If you're good, you can
make top money any-

where. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting ex-

ARTIST'S
When artists finish

-", Mils Paige

or drawing they'll give

'

President

Vice

-

you'll

be on expense account. You

RETIRED MEN

need good skills some previous exp ns secy. Ability to
get along with all types Is imyou'll be meeting
portant
company reps or customers all
the time. You'll learn the bust
-

Looking fit sums thing to do? ?
Cash in on 2 4 of those spare
hours each day Do as many
retirees are already doing...

Drive a school bus this Sep
tember' No experience neces

sary we will train you. Don't
wait

boss.

your

is

He's constantly on go

CALL US NOW

and reserve a place for yourself in September

-

liess..then take

VELOUS, COMPLETE TRAINING
PROGRAM! You'll learn all

Lots of phone work, light typ
ing and general variety. Free.

about making plane reservatium,

trips on your

AMY

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect,
255.9414

IVY
7115 W. Touhy
1.196 Miner. Des Pl.

MUNDELEIN
Mr Kane
ARLINGTON HTS.

Learn & Earn

Mr Weidner

KEYPUNCH

R itzentha ler

$450 MO.

Bus Line

BE

HIGH

SCHOOL

GRAD. No exp. nec. You will
learn all phases of IBM key
punching and data processing
procedure while you earn on

SECURITY
GUARDS

Chicago and Suburban open.
rags for plant watchmen. The
positions are permanent and
require full nom reliable men.
Part time positions primarily
on weekends You must he

exc. sal. SEE OR CALL

promote front within. Appli
Cations will be taken daily-

Park Rd in Chicago. For 3
days Mon, Wed. and Fri. the
28th and 30th of July and Aug.
I, our Des Plaines office located at 1784 Oakton (Desk A)
will take applications between

9 am and 3 pm front appli-

SOMETHING MISTER?
That'll be the question you ask
execs who CO11111 m or rail
about company service. They
cars to
rent everything I

desks. You'll learn to discuss
terms, type contracts. A cheerful personality is best lime.

perience
volves

exin-

Position

order

detailer,

handle telephones &
liaison between plant &
customer, salesmen &
representatives. Franklin

Park office of national
manufacturer. CALL

Si' 4 8505
297 3535

To Owner of Race Horses
owner

Busy

of

many

race

horses needs to add a comp°
tent girl to his staff. This man

person and on Phone. WE'LL
TEACH YOU THE WHOLE
WORKS! Some office exp.,

1496 Miner, Des Pl.
..,---

receptionist , to handle the
constant flow at patients in
his busy office. You'll ecirn to
greet all who enter, set op
pointnients, keep everyone
feeling comfortable, till the
doctor is free. Only skill req'cl
is lite typing, If your are inter

ested in an all public contact
position with a starting snlory
of 5542 MO., call:

weeks paid vacation, and full

AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect

6028 Dempster

966.0700

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK -FREE

exciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone,

ment

appointschedule, and
keep

Do you enjoy meeting new
people all day long? If so,
this one is for you, Lovely sit

make out pet case histories. You will learn to

the official greeter. Lite typing
and a winning smile are req'd.

medical
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you
will be trained to admin-

bit ban firm will train you as
Free.

9 S. Donlon
6028

Dempster

keep

an

inventory of
supplies and

ister medication to ani-

394 01380

966 0700

mals. Light, simple office
routine.

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Mr. Prospist
253.6600

Excellent

office.

salary,

FULL TIME
Good starting salary and excellent benefits including Profit Sharing, Air Conditioned Offices,
Cafeteria on Premises, Crrichi Union and Suffi-

3

company benefits.
APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

394-0880

.

BARRETT630 DUNDEE ROAD
NORTHBROOK, ILL.

HELP WANTED

c.
.vae

to,ti.

_i

AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION

BILLING
MACHINE

2801 S. 25th Ave., Broadview

-- Jobs

they are available withdiscrimination as
to sex unless specifically
designated as jobs for
women."

out

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OPERATOR
chine operator. Will also train
good typist. You will handle
all invoicing as well as other
related clerical functions.

7_.,

-_,.

,4

392-3500

ia.,

439 5741 anytime.

METHODE

L3abysitter, 5 days, 0.5. My home
or yours. child. Wolf & Central.
024-3060 after 6
1

MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

oipt. FRIDAY
New, Small Electronic Office. For
2 Busy Salesmen, 537-3300.
PART TIME CLERK

wanted' for evening work

in

0 TELLER

travel agency. 392 6770
TRAVELING YOUR HOBBY?
Why not work at it? Trove!
agency needs secretary with
dictaphone and bookkeeping
experience. 392.6770

PROOF MACHINE

IS

Capable women to care for
baby from Noon 'lit 4 o'clock

OPERATOR

0 FILE CLERK

day week. Excellent working
conditions. Fu// fringe benefits.
5

Preferably
school _,clays.
could furnish own transportation. 437-3283,

First National
Bank of

Pennyrich lingerie
no experience

Des Plaines

on

WANTED:

5

COOSUll01115,

necessary. Free Paining, full or

part lime. For opal call Mrs.
Ross. Ross Distributors,
392-5262

733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827-4411

An equal opportunity employer

'

:'

.-A

._.___..._

116

1

r.
i'

1

A
/

.

sv

No Experience Necessary
, ALSO AVAILABLE

,....

Hillho

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

4,
WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

,,,

4.

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE 6ARDENER
MAID TUTOR -HOSTESS BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

In

SPAREn,00wiiuE

IMCTOLLEAR

'ILIP*No

.

___

.

Irli".

)YSIlji

4

1

'- Pii

.

,

1)Z,,,ii%

L

An Equal Opportunity Employer

0,

,.......

FOR FURTHER DETAILS
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

over 16. Telephone sales.
Top wages. Full or part time.

\

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

rewording
and
Interesting
position open in small con
genial office for billing ma.

Pure Oil Division

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

THE BUNKERRAMO CORPORATION

listed here are those historically filled by women;

76 n

$4,..Z hi it

Pure Oil Division

345-9000

tc..

272-2300
2 Blocks W. of Edens

FEMALE

"Help Wanted

Apply Employment Office Weekdays
8:30 am. -5 pm. or call for apps.

0Pd .

CRAVENS CO.

966-0700

PURE

cient Parking. PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP ReuulkED.
.-,,,,

/

typing skills.

SECRETARIES

to do typing and other miscel
laneous duties in our branch

26 -Help Wanted Women

394-0880

RECEPTION

our day shift. Length of assignments will

vary from 4 weeks to 9 months, Some
involve no typing others with moderate

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

SECRETARY

Day Publications, Inc.

9 S. Dunlon

FRONT DESK

297-3535

bonus system. Free.

needs an intelligent, ito! op
'rearing girl he con train as

We are presently interviewing for tem- ,
porary clerical positions now open on

255-7200 after 4 PM

Challenging position for mature individual with experience,

S. ()union

NOW OPEN

George Hamilton at,

IVY

tions 'system developed by the
comporty and already sold
to the people you call on. They
will completely train you. In
addition to excellent starting
scilory, there are complete
benefits including a terrific

9

WORK

complete lowdown by seeing

Travel expense free through
out the U.S. as you show re
sorts, motels, travel bureaus
how to operate the reserva-

Y

TEMP

available, Call

Shield

Blue Cross -Blue

WE'RE LOOKING FOR! Get the

Deerfield
1

Full Time; ability to use camera helpful
but not necessary; paid vacation; group

sense and the desire to make
LOTS OF MONEY IS WHAT

Pleasant, neighborhood doctor

ales, rules, distances, etc. Free.

255-9414

personality, common

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE
500 Waukegan Rd.

POLICE REP 'RYER

where you meet and talk to
new people all day long. In

$498 MONTH

+sr

200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Learn to interview people and
help them find jobs. It's a job

sales

(including 9:15 PM shift)

Pure Oil Division

PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER
TRAINEES

TRAINEE

® Various hours
Early afternoon and late afternoon
Apply Monday through Friday
Hours 8:30 AM to 4 PM
Saturdays 9 AM to 12 Noon

Union Oil Company of California

lik

RECEPTION

J/...

© Will train

i

ve

PURE

774-3047

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights

all the different track seined

shift,

Mr. Hoover

TRAVEL

DOCTOR'S

--)...3.16la

$2.67 PER HOUR

We We seeking -ail experienced teloplinne operator for our
busy switchboard. This is 0 permanent position on our day

advancermenr. CALL

992.2111

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights

Palatine

9.120 Foster at River

ords on all horses. Loom about

"MEET AND GREET"
$425 to $500 FREE

800 E N W Hwy.

O'HARE

correspondences, answer
phones, keep charts and rev

Miss Paige

HALLMARK

437-5090
MORTON GROVE
YO
5-2400
5945 Dempster

his

SWBD-RECEPTIONIST
Ask Marge Morten - 359.5800

MOUNT PROSPECT

1720 Algonquin

needs a girl who can handle

$110 WEEK

25-Ermloyment Agencies -Women

-

Beautiful

. in

LINE

Des Plaines, Illinois

1695 River Road

41116

WORKERS

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CO.

Good salary. Opportunity for

just

SI' 443585
297-3535

6028 Dempster

FORMICA CORP.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

FIRM

GREAT

APPLY IN PERSON

Varied interesting duties in an
attractive office. O'Hare area.

IVY

MRS. MARGE
McDONALD
678-8533

Fiat Products Dept.
930 W Belmont
Franklin Park

you

Free.

$600

office

If

maw office.

GIRL FRIDAY

years

phone.

GREAT BENEFITS.

WANT TO RENT

SALES

1-2

now or

Ford Employment

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI,

CORRESPONDENT

hiring

by

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

cants living in the suburbs who
cannot come to Chicago.

PINKERTON'S
INC.

employer
Com:11,11e I
thou us alone. Start

can't get. in at once, register

117 So. Emerson

hom 9orn to 5 pm of 160 N.

Franklin and 19121/2 W, Irving

5600
575
550
650
450
500
450
550

after your vocation.

PARKER

over 21 and have no police
record All of our areas are
expanding as is the need for
field supervi.eon growth. We

Exec. Secretaries
Dictaphone Secys
Personnel, no steno
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Figure Clerks
Sales Order Desk
NCR Operator

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI.

WOMEN'
PRODUCTION

No Experience Necessary

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR

this farmed
YOUR OWN TRAVEL FREE

HOURS - 9 to 5

392-9300

MUST

part of

All Equal Opportunity Employer

ASSEMBLERS

GENERAL OFFICE

you're
airline.

when

vacations

ger

ROLLING MEADOWS

1100 HICKS RD.

0 4 Rasies 1st year

like long weekends and Ion

OUR OFFICE OR THEIRS
FIRM NEW TO THIS
AREA

362-7900

259-1620

PLASTIC PARTS

439-3050 for app't.

meet anti the iieople you work
with! Fast robes plus bonuses

EXCLUSIVELY

SP 4.8505
297-3535

a ALAU ago0 ono

296 5515

Permanent, 4 hours per day, 5
day week, Gusher Department
and general office. Elk Grove
Village area, Call Miss Robe.

amt the people you

love it

THIS WEEK

You'll

Contact
Mrs. Kohus

SECRETARY

Selling tick.

10090 of the time

own CIS company representative! Fantastic job! Free to you.

must.

other benefits,

Phone

LA 9-6929

ets, cancellations. You'll wear
chic outfits & help people find
answers to their travel clues
tions. It's all public contact

W.

1b

PERSONNEL,

Interesting diversified duties make this an outstanding posh
hon. Individual must hove good typing skills, shorthand preferred but not essential. A "smiling" telephone manner is a

fit sharing, life and health
insurance, paid VOCOli011s and

666-3853

WOMAN NEEDED

TRAVEL! $475

you will titers set up
appointments with companieS.

PURCHASING SECRETARY
Elk

for training and then transfer
to new building in Elk Grove
Village. Permanentposition,
excellent opportunity with pro

2510 Dempster St. Des Plaines

PART TIME

cants

1700'Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

start working ill Chicago

259 3500

IN HIS OWN HOME
Roselle area

people. You'll interview (midi
cants seeking office positions
and give standard tests. After
learning the skills of the oppli

to

Arlington Heights

.

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

VIETHODE MFG. CORP.

to 6 months, wants o girl

5

1006 E. Northwest Hwy.

297-2041

'

Safe cl an work
Incenti e & bonus jobs

Grove Village inn approximatelyWe

REGISTER

TO CARE FOR YOUTH

Personable young ladies want
ed to handle anyone who calls
or cornes into this famous air
Inn far reservations Of info.
You will gel in on MAR.

able girl who likes working with

Almost every weel, you'll find
yourself in a different place.

months.

2275 MI. Prospect Rd.

TRAINING

We ore looking for a person

TEXAS, SEATTLE

ALL EXPENSES PAID!

tions.

Des Plaines

117 So. Emerson
Mr. Prospect
253-6600

Chicago firm moving to

have immediate assign
merits available close to your
home. Work days, weeks or

AIRLINES TRAINEES
COMPLETE

RECEPTION
$550

NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES

ELAINE REVELL, lic.

Law offices located in downtown, Arlington Heights. Good
starting salary and fringe benefits: excellent working condi-

Mueller Industries

LADY PARKER

297-3535

lit '

TRAVELING SECY
$850 MONTH

PORTER

SP 4.85135

PERSONNEL

966-0700

LEGAL SECRETARY

ing, etc.

increase after 3 months
Call for details.

Good s minting rates

V ° AIMEE

With a check from

Drill Press, Milling Machine, Hon

guaranteed merit

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

OFFICE

MAKE FRIDAY PAY DAY!

WOMAN WANTED

at $130 a week with a

394.0880

St

CONTACT MR BENEDICT_

1001 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village
439-8770

it to

you to Ito stored away. You'll
keep records on where everything is, when artists want
special something you'll find it
for therm Type. Free

t

439- 0330

439-3405

EXPERIENCED FOR:

television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

In Artimiton Heights
9 S. Dentottl. 'lc.

6028 Dempster

ROBERTS &

pointing

CI

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

lo

EL -MAR PLASTICS

TYPISTS

'

Light Production Work

ary for one of the top

b011efilS,

sated in Elk Grove Village.

STENOS

774-0609

perience? Be a secret-

GIRL FRIDAY $100

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

t,

Must have safe driving record.
Will make some deliveries with
Skala" reclaim] r..scllent fringe
benefits and profit sharing.
Starting wage 52 50 per hour.

Wanted for September iet
Mt. Prospect area.

DENTAL OFFICE

Make °pots, Send reminders
to patients. Type bills. Doctor
says you should be good with

SHIPPING

his

966-07(10

C0111110l1V

'many

824-0181

for

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

You'll be secretary, without
shorthand, PO the Vice Presi
dent ii charge of sales. You'll
handle screening his visitors

This is an opportunity to show
your ability Gan lead to a
career in the produCtion, laboratory or office

6028 Dempster

Secretary

people. 5100 Free to you.

YOUNG MAN FOR

& SUBSTITUTES

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Snici/I of fire. Popular in noboo
hood You'll learn to work at
front desk. Be the receptionist.

625 MONTH

392-3500

394-013E10

117 So. Emerson

SECRETARY

1700 Hocks Rd (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

9 S. Damon

-

935 Lee St.

NURSERY SCHOOL
TEACHER HELPER

In Arlington Heights

for details.

NO STENO

MFG. CORP.

Miss Paige

PUNCH PRESS'OPERATORS

CALL MR. SHAW

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

Free.

359-4200

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE
INSPECTORS
ASSEMBLERS

all shifts.
13 AM to .t PM: 4 PM to 12 AM:
12 AM to 8 AM_ Paid insurance,
EXPERIENCED

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

DAYS ONLY

CALL MRS. GOODLING

WOMEN

INJECTION
MOLDING

Des Plaines

Excellent salary
Good opportunities

positon
lenging, interesting
longing, nteresting position
benefits.
many
unique
with

exciting suburban advertising
agency. Never a dull moment.
This is a ground floor opporter
pity. 9 to 5, 5 days. Lots of
fringe benefits, fast pay raises.
No experience necessary. Call

SP 48505
297-3535

7215 W. 'foully
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

rector of international division
of famous 10001. firm. A dial

Palatine

ill

824-7151

I fr;r-IT FACTOY WORK

LPN

You'll be secretary to the di

immediately with this youtia

Job's

111.1!

$723 MONTH

facilities
new
shortly,

253-3300

For confidential interview
call Mr. Leifer cm

Cumberland Area

827-3111

Secretary at Harper College.
371/2 hours per week. Good
typing skills, shorthand desirable bug not essential. Excel lent fringe benefits. Will be in

253 E. Rand Rd,
Mt. Prospect

ty.

SECRETARY

Ladendorf Motors, Inc.
-77 Rand Rd., Des Plaines

SECRETARY

Your typing skills plus any
steno Or CliCtaphoree starts you

for

Liking

Air.condibuilding
fixture
honed plant good starting

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

HARPER COLLEGEt
-

FLAMING TORCH
'RESTAURANT

salary commensurate to abili

An equal opportunity employer

TYPIST

EXECUTIVE

ASSISTANT TO
ADVERTISING
DIRECTOR
$140 WK. FREE.

Des Phonies

940 Lee Sr.

55E Palatine. Rd Wheeling. _

-

and

298-2770

HARVESTER
SALES & SERVICE

sive

Level
Upper
Ranslhurst,
392-2700
Suite 23A
u3 E. Adams, Chi. 939.4866

IVY

bonus. Free to you.

INTERNATIONAL

holmes & assoc.

Free

255-9000
Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

per hour within 6 months. Nev,
local store.
Reichardt Cleaners
253-9325

-

FULL TIME

Growing Dodge dealer in
Des Plaines needs two wormer,
to complement office staff,
hours,
insurance,
Regular

Call Mn. LY00000 of Mr. Chirp.

you'll be earning $2.5053.00

someone

understoncling,

Women over 25. $2.25 guaranteed plus incentive so that

WAITRESSES

Auto experience
preferred.

conditions. Paid vacation, insur
once, profit sharing.

Light Industrial 9-3pm

Age and salary open.

who likes kids. Training takes
common sense. Doctor says
he'll teach you the ropes! $520

Type accurately al Own speed
no shorthand. In this arm,
$100 per week plus year end

opportunity employer.

Keep

busy job but fun too. It calls

EASY JOB

Opportunity for aggressive
individual to work under excellent working conditions.
Good pay Many big company
benefit, Experience preferred
but not nece ..spry All equal

public contact.
Small congenial office.
and

allelp Would Women

CLERK

BOOKKEEPER

Full time.- Pleasant congenial

255 9261

Light shorthand, typing

You'll be the one to welcome
kids & their folks into young

TELLER

6.30 almond 9pm.

-

TYPIST

EXPERIENCED

part time switchboard work.
Applicant must call between

r__presitie rat

-.1.UO2.:2. PU1111C.-C 0/4TAE-1--v-

CAN YOUTALK?

but will train interested person._

Good voice and personality for

Exec. Secretary

26-1Ielp Wanted Women

......

SHARP TEEN

DR. ASSISTANT

,

WantettWomen

26-tlelpyanted Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

:25 -Employment Agencies-Womeo

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

24110p Wanted Alen

26 -Help Wanted Woman

CLERKS

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL..
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CENTEL

-`SYSTEM

mmillIO

central telephone company of Illinois

6-)
TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

.

TYPISTS
CLERKS

KEY PUNCH OWERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER
No Fees

-

Top rates

Cli-t)
Girls
White Collar
INCORPONATLO

OP AMIERICA,
RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

.

MT. PROSPECT
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21 -Help WantedAlen * Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

Cleaning woman twice a month.
floor, NO CHILDREN, Arl.
Hts., prefer local woman with
own transportation. 392-1590.
1

___2641elp Wanted Women

26-HelO Wanted Women

Sec refa ry-Dictaphonel

450
425

60-70 wpm on electric type-

400

writer. Best benefits available.
Small low pressure office.

400
400
500
600
500
475
425
475
500
400
650
450
600

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS,
INC.
65 Scott St. Elk Grove

439-5510

GIRLS
THE MORE WE GROW
THE MORE GIRLS WE
NEED! WE HAVE GOOD
OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH
AND

EXPERIENCED
TRAINEES,

Statistical Typist
Clerk Typist
Biller Typist
Receptionist
Switchboard
Key Punch Oper.
.Executive Sec'y.
General Sec'y
Dictaphone Sec'y.
Jr

Sec'y.

Figure Clerk
Accts. Payable
Inventory Clerks
Accounting
Payroll Clerk
C Bookkeeper
Clerks

45r)

Experience preferred in some

line of credit work however,
will train beginners with figure
aptitude. Very interesting and

diversified work. Company
benefits and opportunity for
advancement. CALL:

For Veterinarian. Must like ani-

Spiegel Order Store
ARLINGTON MARKET

475 .......

-

Wider

Bldg.
OO'Hare
g.appfu

K

Ms &

Mcsrmlle;.o)
Des Homes. Ili

PERSONNEL

ADMIRAL
INTERNATIONAL
ENTERPRISES
A subsidiary of Admiral Corp.

Here is a ground floor oppor
tunity with a new and exciting

272-100
a

international company. We are
setting up new modern offices

at 9575 Higgins Road, Rose,
moot, Illinois,

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook

BEAUTICIANS
Regular Full Time
Openings for experienced

arid have

full

rime positions for women who
like to work close to home. We
need

Secretaries
Export Documentation Clerks

CL 3-8351

are excellent starting
salaries,
liberal
employee

Advance style training,
high earnings, excellent
company benefits in-

benefits including profit
sharing. Plan now to work in
the

fascinating

positions

of_

international and foreign op
erations and sales.

APPLY -BEAUTY SALON
MR. BURKE 1st FLOOR

CALL MR. MUTI
292-2812 FOR APP T.

100% Public
Contact
Exciting position if you are in-

terested in people. You'll learn

all areas of personnel while
working with the most respected organization in the
Midwest. You'll be trained
right on the job. Excellent
salary and benefits.
Call or see Jean Yale

259-7010
401 E, Frospect Ave.
Mt, Prospect
also
Chicago
36 S. State St.

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

sewing mach.,

stereo,

Appli.,

Gar. Sale: 2806 St. James, Rolling Meadows, Thurs, Fri, July 31,
Aug. 1. girl's clothes, misc.

You need, we got. Neighborhood Apt. Sole -9-5, Fri., Sat.
Aug. 1 & 2. Colonial Townhouse
Apts. Rt. 83 Wheeling, 11/2 blks.
N. of K -Mart.

DRIVERS

6:30

P.M. ROUTES

THE

--DEAL-

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share
ROOM WANTED with -lady look-ing for companionship by
healthy, cultured companionable
woman of 60. Refs. exch.

Cook County

THAT CAN'T

School Bus, Inc.

BE BEAT

14 -To Rent Apartments
Mt. Prospect 3 bdrm. townhouse

IS FROM

$200 month, availabie August

WICKSTROM

1st 394-3407
Des Pl. sub -let kg. 2 bedrrn. Apt.,
pool.
1t/2 baths, overlooking
$215 mo. 297-8687, 299-4837,

CHEVROLET
1965 MALIBU

$996

'

1967.
transmissiOn.
clean.

vs, Standard--

SHARK and

$995

MALE & FEMALE DAYS

DUPLICATING MACH OPERATOR
SCHEDULING & EXPIDITING

1965 COMET

t bedrrn. garden
Air cond'd, stove, refrig.
Immed occup. $140 ma 827-

3433

Heated 1 bdrm., 5 closets. crpt.,

appl., ceramic pastel bath, secluded, priv. $180. 827.4702

New 3 room garden apartment,
available September I, call

$895

EXPORT DOCUMENTATION

439 0544
STONECREST APTS.

725 W. Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free
parking.
4 ROOMS, $185 5 UP
5 ROOMS, $250 & UP(2 baths)

Contact agent in ModelApt.
11 am to 6 pm Phone 439-7887

ACCTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

CHEVROLET

INTERVIEWING HOURS

MT. PROSPEOr
Timber Lake Village
1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

555 IRVING PARK RD.

ROSELLE, ILL..

a

B

529-7070

1800 W.'CENTRAL ROAD MT.,PROSPECT

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

OPEN SUNDAYS!

Sensible rentals

DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN
MAINTENANCE CRAFTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
PROJECT ENGINEERS
PROGRAMMER/SYSTEMS
ANALYST

ACCOUNTANT
INDUSTRIAL NURSE

JOLIET ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
UNIROYAL; INC.
JOLIET, ILJ.INOIS 60434

Plant Located 10 Miles South of Joliet on Route 53
For Further Information Write Chester Galuska, Bldg. 705

Beagle puppies, 5 males AKC,

used

8 weeks, tricolor, $35.
CL 9 0751

CALL: 392-8969

Irish setter puppies AKC, champ.
sired. Vacation board Free.
2536162

14' fiberglass Crosby fishing
boat, tiny teeny trailer, $400.
hp. Evinrude motor, 590.
12

439.5543

Dachshund

summer rm inexpensively with
ZipRoll screen. An 8'x7'
a
screen (standard I- car gar.)

17' Larson Volero, 100 h.p. Johnson, trailer w/brake, mooring

males, 2 females, blk., tans &

cover, curtains & top, skiis, 18
gal. bow tank & auxiliary tank,
tope deck, life jackets, & other

Pheasant hunters with dogless
children. llewellin Setter/Brittany
puppies for sale. $35. 537-7172

766.3465

All

538.98.

sizes

info.

more

For

avail.
call

537-2978.
For information about the FINEST

extras, $2550 259-5992

rm. furn., de
humidifier, baby furn., assorted
dressers, 3 pa. bedrm. set, elec.
heater, metal storage shelves,

water softeners & water con

42 -Wanted to Buy

good with
392-7641.

Girls white double dresser with
mirror & twin beds complete

POODLES

Moving: family

AKC,

5

5 mos. old German Shepherd,

ditioning equipment contact.
JOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 359.3200

hollywood beds, kitch. table,
metal folding choirs. 259-1549

puppies

reds. 6 weeks. 359-1308

new szs. 5.8 7. 956-1307.

children

-

shots.

Tinny ToyS &
- AKC,
Minatures, 'Toy stud service,
choice of colors. 3589233.

maple or oak preferred,
827 5064

86 -Real Estate -Houses

I

An. Hts.

rm.,

yr. old bi-lovel, all brick, 2 car
gar., 3 Ige. bdrms., 3 full baths,

separ. utility rm., att. gar., stove
8. refrig. $200. Oct. occupancy.

plus lots of extras. 299-3547

home, 21/2 car att'd garage. Assume 51/45, loan. 392.2616

BARRINGTON PK.Inverness

"CAMBRIDGE"

Des

Pb.

3' bdrrn; townlise,
panelled

baths,

rumpus

11/2

area. Owner. Colonial, 4 bdrms.,
11/2 yrs. old. All quality features.
Low taxes, I/3 acre. Must sell.
$60,500.359-3904

16 -To Rent Houses

3 bedroom ranch,
attached garage, fenced yard.
Elk Grove

Arl. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. 21/3 bath, 3

$235 mo. 437 9499.

yr. old tri.level. Att'd gar. w/w

Mt. Prospect 2 story brick Geor-

carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appliances, rec. rm. w/frplce. Extras.

gian, 2 bdrm., panel fam. rmr
fenced yard, appliances, drapes,
carpet, walk to schools, train,
shops. Avail. Aug. 15. $260.
392-7322

392-9365

Mtg.

3 bedroom home with
sep.

etarial services and telephone
answering available. Executive

Dining

rm.,

At-

18 -To Rent Business Property

014

store small car.
259.2709
rent room, kitchen privileges,
or shore home or apartment,
Arl. Hts. 392-9586

Young female teacher wants
bdrm. apt. rir. Harfurnished
per College or will share larger
I

apt. furnished or unfurnished.
437 7000, Ext. 24, wkdays.

business man needs 4
bdrm. home in Arlington High
School Dist. Will pay $300
$350 mo. for suitable house.

kitchens

free central heating and gas
cooking, wall to wall carpeting, private balconies or

baths, fors. not.. 2 (epics, built
ins, 2 car garage, basement,
many extras. $57,500.
Paul LoDue
EVANS REALTORS

I

2

DON HAGER, REALTORS

Some available Aug.

Palatine
Schaumburg

ranch,

11/2

3

bedroom

baths, full

base.

went, 1/2 acre lot. Carpeting in

359-6050

CARPENTERSVILLE
Aluminum sided 3 bedroom
ranch, 11/2 car garage. Nicely
landscaped. $16,200 full price.
$4,200 down to assume low
rate mortgage.

hall. Ideal location.

Easy to reach: Edens Hwy. to
Lake Ave. West on Lake to Milwaukee. Right on Milwaukee
to Palatine Rd. Left on Palatine
to Windsor Dr. Right to model.
Or take Rand Rd. to Windier
Dr. Right to model.

Double garage. 100 x 300' lot. Low maintenance exterior.

McCABE REALTY
CL 3-7600

PALATINE
5 bedrooms, 3 baths, over

acre. New contemporary raised

NOW SHOWING
By Arlington Realty

$49,750

PALATINE
RESEDA

LOVELY mature home inn Arl.

His. offers great potential for
a large family near schools.
You'll have 6 nice bdrms., big
living room, 11/2 baths, 2 car
garage -all this & low taxes
too. $25,000.

brick

DELUXE

&

frame

Full basement. Double garage. Fenced lot.

$64,900

BARRINGTON

home.
3

bdrms. ranch home with 11/2
ceramic baths & attached go rage. Many extras including
air cond., career, all kitchen
built-ins, great room sizes, including 23 x 12 I.12 with fireDon't

4 bedroom, 2n/2 >both colonial. CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING.

Remodeled American farmhouse on 21/2 acres. Many trees.
Barr( 35 x 125 solidly built, can be art studio, antiques, or 2nd

miss

this

one.

VACANT FOR SALE
BUILDERS ATTENTION!
FOX/ RIVER 9120VE

'

.

.

$11,500

Ideal location. 3 building site.

$28,900.

$11,500 per lot

BARRINGTON
VALUE PRICED

4 beautiful 1 acre home sites. Water, gas, electric. streets...

of ideal living including 3 BRs
plus den (or 4th BR) & form
an., garage, patio & many ex.

LONG GROVE

bi'level near
si_huuls & shops offers 8 ans.

tray, $30,700.

$22,500
HIDDEN VALLEY

3 acre home sites around your own lake. Only 2 left!

RAMBLIN' Brick ranch home
on a lovely 1/3 acre lot offers
3

$33,500.

Pditeme
Redttet

'5

646 S. Main, Algonquin
(4 bl. &of 62 on 311',

$54,000
I

ranch.

dry room & rec area. "Extras"

658-5661

255-9111

HOMES FOR SALE
$34,500
PALATINE
Just listed. 3 bedroom all brick ranch, full basement, h2 acre.
Polio with privacy fence. Many trees & mature landscaping.

include carpeting & drapes.

BRADSHAW

359-7000

439-4700
253.1800

259 E. Rand Rd. Mt. Prospect

BRs, 1n/2 baths, full bsnnt. (over
44' long) has workshop, laun-

1st.

ANNEN & BUSSE,
Realtors

255 6320
359 6500
894 1330

$38,750
PALATINE
New colonial. 4 bedroom, 21/2 baths, den and full basement

privacy & room to roam.

Rentals start at $205.
Phone: 394-2577
Open Daily. 11 AM - 7 PM

525,500

MAINTENANCE FREE beau
tifully designed & conveniently

living room, dining room and

16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

- and 3 bedroom opts.

bedroom

siding.

ELK GROVE

Brick and stone

place.

patios, ample parking.

4

split/level vi excellent community near everything. 2
beautiful
baths, 20' fan, r
kitchen with built-ins, big
patio, 2 car att. garage. Color.
cal landscaping.

located, this 3 bedroom ranch
has 2 air conditioning units.
11/2 ceramic baths, carpeting,
art. garage. Brick 8. alurninukri

Executive home, 4 bdrms., 21/2

535,900./:-

modern

543,500

SPACIOUS

Full

trains and town.

Arlington Heights

garage. Ideal location,
walk to train, schools and
shopping. Full basement.

Local

room has dressing area. 2 car
garage. Patio, plus screened
porch with built-in Barbe-que
affords outdoor enjoyment of
landscaped
beautifully
a
yard.. Immediate, possessioo.

courts,

disposal.

QUINLAN &

539,900

Grand Opening!
Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village
of Arlington Heights

completely equipped with everything incl. Frigidairo ref rig
erator-freezer, Air conditioned,

kitchen

Huge

530,900

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

nis

2DLS

car

3 bedroom brick bi-level on
lot 100' x 200'. Master bed.

Heated swimming pool, pri
vote clubhouse, play area, ten.

and

Bruns Real Estate

3 bedroom brick Cap Cod, 2

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

oven.

kitchen, loads of cabinets.
laundry rm., lull basement,
fenced yard with luscious
landscaping.

TYSON, INC.

255 8300

wants you to join the Country
Club set. Move right in! Everything included from drapes on
the windows to a self-cleaning

2 car at

MT. PROSPECT

359-6050

437-1926

Windsor Woods

room.

to schools,
$85,900.

DON HAGER, REALTORS

Arlington Heights, Pioneer Pk.

2415 S. Goebbert Rd.
Open 7 days a week.

baths,

31/2

$30,500

86 -Real Estate -Houses

bath 5190-5215
2 baths 5245.5275
3 bdrms. 2 baths 5320.5335
Dishwashers in all apts. Fully
carpeted. Swimming pool.

A BEAUTY with 3 bedrooms
near schools & shops. 2 full
baths, 17' fain rm., ceramic

washer

Please call Mr. Dinou.
394.3950

1

539,909

Beautiful white brick colonial
in Scarsdale. Four large bed

finished basement recreation
room 30 x 23 with wet bar.

-

1 bdrm.
2 bdrms.

r. leg
r;orch, I1/2 car gar r
lot, many extras. Mid 30's. Owner. 439.2327.

Newly Listed

Florida

1164 NORTHWIST NWT.

Reliable mature lady wants to

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

bilevel, 2 baths, pamdleel farm
fully carpal, 15,15 Scr.

Northbrook,

272 3550 or 273 4400

Enclosed rear yard. Convenient

MT. PROSPECT

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS.

Des Pl. Waycinden Pk. 3 bedrrn.

824 Waukegan Rd.

garage with electric
openers. Centrally Air Con
ditioned. Carpeted throughout.

RRIcoREALTORS

Would like to rent garage to

Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253-6300

Tockett Colonial, 3 lg. bdrms.,
21/2 baths, 21/2 garage, rec
frplaces, screened porch,
2
$49,500. 255 3984

AYARS REALTY CO.

with center island sink, dish

2 rooms, 1st floor, 300 square
feet plus waiting room. Good
parking. Excellent for Doctor

82 Wanted To Rent

SWIMMING POOL

359 1450. Eves. CL 3 0297

place, full basement, 2 car over
sized garage. $45,250.

PRICED TO SELL

PALATINE -VILLAGE
SQUARE

fenced yd., excel loc. Can be
purchased on contract. $29,700

tacked

Walk to Schools & Shopping.

Secretarial Service. 11 N. Arl.
Hts. Rd., Arl. Hts. CL 9-/222.

Palatine by -Owner ..3 _ firlan..
ranch, bsrnt., 21/2 car garage,

berm-.

4

family room with fire-

20x I 0,

rooms,

tached Gar., Full base.

by owner,

Buffalo Grove
Better than new colonial. Pop
8
room,
4 bedroom,
size.
ular
2n/2 baths, kitchen with built ins

BRICK CAPE COD
You must see this lovely

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices
Modern Desk Space. Expert secr-

includes all

Westgate Apts.
bedroom
152
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -houses

14 -To Rent Apartments

1444 S. Busse 439-4100

POSITIONS OPEN

OFFSET PRESS OPERATORS

437-1141
SAILBOAT: 12'10" long,
once. $650 or BEST OFFER.

Convert your gar. into a fam

able.

cooking gas.

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

CHOOSE UNIROYAL, INC.

Beautiful Siamese kittens, 9
weeks old, litter trained $10.
827 7470

16' Wagernaker, 35 HP Johnson,
electric starter, trailer, $650.

Dachshund, AKC, Sm. inin. l ern.,
black & tan, 1st shorts, 8 wks.,
show quality. 5125. 894 2930.

only

appliances, heat, hotwater &

Arlington Heights

Whether you're just beginning
Or about to make a change
...choose with care

Pet

37 -Boats and Marine &wiles

16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

Ultra -deluxe

SAT 9 AM TO NOON

Cr;puchin monkey. Small,
Very tame. Best offer.
253-8392 after 5.

394-0630_

'60 O'Day Sprite 12' sailboat Ex
eel. Cond. Oars included. $550.

or Mfr. Rep.

Greta Lederer
Development Co.

P.O. BOX 871

6 yr.- crib complete $20; beige
wool rugs w/pad 12x16 & 4x8
best offer; Jr. Miss clothes like

SWIMMING POOL s'

DICK
WICKSTRO

392-5049

1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

BEN FRANKLIN STORE
1920 WOLF RD. WHEELING

lamps new; used crib, bike,
mirror, maple tble. TW 4-9325

ments.

CLERK

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER

NEW BUILDING

4 door, 6 cyl, oulorootle trans
mission.

CLERK

$3.00 each
Call 253 1828

Siarnwse kittens, 7 weeks, odor able and reasonable.

colOrs $2.29 gallon.

the best. Blue Lustre is America's
favorite. Rent Shampooer $1.

298-6779

Mt: Prospect:

CHEW II NOVA
2 door hardtop,

SPECIAL

& basement walls. White &

CLEAN expensive carpets with

_

PUPPIES FOR SALE!

Interior Latex ideal for garage

$20; Distr. 251 7385.

TriColor

439 26.0

HOME OWNER'S

clothes,

$200 sac. $35; hide abed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"

Auto. wash machine, 2 table

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call

AKC

ser._Roasonoble 773 -0668 -oft. 5. T

267-7474 after 4 p.m.
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

tanks, regulator and cart, $135.

296-3908

apt,

4 door, automatic tram
minion. REAM C.I.E.04111

Miniature Schnauzer pups, AKC,
ears, shorts, & clipped. 253 8040

stifled REAL ESTATE

112 -Automobiles For Sale

A.M. ROUTES

8:30 a.m.

English carriage .w/
$20; bathinette $ I 0;

Sacrifice 2 Spanish oak heavily
carved end table & cocktail
table; Mediterranean AM/FM
stereo console never used.

with

Boy's -Girl's bikes; 20", 24" & 26"
L/IN, M/W, Ball. 3 spds &
Schwinns $7 to 538. 437-1760

daily. 308 S. I-IiLusi, Mt. P.

SCHOOL BUS

cutting outfit

-

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

4775

5x8,

394-0635 after 7.

pwr. mower, clothes. New items

is open.

trailer,

white

beds,

End coffee car. tables; ref rig
Grandfather clock; bed & dres-

Baby equip., T.V., built-in range,"
misc. garden tools, rear seat
for '66 Chev. Carry -all, reclining
chair, end tables, dresser. 392

5 gal tank & other

-

1

twin

Hand lawnmower -$5. 392-1496

latest styles,
worn I season. Sizes 11, 12, 13,
& 14.537-8814.

Aquarium equipment: 2 - 10 gal,

247 & 255 N. Gorden, Bensenville

Gar. Sale July 29,30,31. Anti
gifts, hsewares, bike,
ques,

headboard$.20. Hideabed 515.

Lady'i

5,000 Evergreens $ I ea.
Faith Nursery, 26W1813 North
Ave. Wheaton.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
F19-3200
255 1107

toys, furn., clothing, much misc.
Gar. Sale -Housewares, clothing,
furn., & misc, Aug. 2, 10-4, Airy
Trace, 1315 Fernandez, Arl. Hts.

Hollywood

Portable Kenmore dishwasher,
less than 1 yr. old, avocado -5125.
3E range -530.537-7532

deluxe car bed S5. 437.8855

-GRAND OPENING SALE

Sale

15, 824.0446.

mattress

9-11

Welding

AT
BRUNING

a

2,

Gar. Sale July 30, 31, Aug. I, 2.

7:45 AM TO 7:15 PM DAILY
davis

Aug

Emerson, Mt. Prospect.

DRAFTSMAN - SECRETARY
lynn

P.

Supervision of payables and
receivables, preparation of
monthly and annual reports,

START
Assistant

Prospect, Des

30" sides,
removable tailgate, overloads,
$95. 1706 Walnut, Pros. Hts.

FLYING

Personnel

Rummage Sale: TV tube tester
- -will trade or sell far -410 shotgun.
'Also TV's and many misc. items.

26" Schwirin bike; 30" 'own
sweeper; tire like new #845

tires with wheels. Fits Buick. $15
each. 392-0152

Beautiful

392-2338.
Schl. desks: 53-5455 ea. St.
Stephens schl. hall, Spruce &

clothing. July 31, Aug. I. 306 N.

TO A

Mt. Prospect, 11,L./

S. of Olive; furn, toys, baby items,

Utility

Randhurst snapping
Center
Rand Rd. and Rt. 83

& Fri, 95, 1201 N. Hickory, An.
Hts, 2 blks, E. of State 1/2 blk.

Air conditioner, Signature, 5800
BTU, 115volt $75; Small formica
breakfast table & 2 chairs $20.

Gar. Sale & Misc. hshld. goods &

YOU'RE OFF

WIEBOLDT'S

sale-Thurs.

gar.

Hoffman Estates, Ill. 60172.

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.
439-0923

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

VA TON

AIR CONDITIONER
$50. 259-9183

Two 845 X 15 studded snow

inn

good condition for our daughter.
392 9363
built
WANTED: Girls bicycle
for 2. Must be in excel. cond.
358-5797

cabinet bottom. 529.4917

sories. AM/FM stereo & R/C console, $75. 299-0253.

$4 each. CL 5-1005

appliances, toys & games, loads
of misc. 507 Oakton, Elk Grove.
Neighborhood

w/filter, ladder, & comp. acces-

tanks,
misc, equip. 824.0446.

3040 S. Busse Rd.

AFTER 10 am.

I

Creative & educational toys

Kitchen cabinet; glass sliding
doors with firmiCa counter &

pool

Swimming

OLD DOLLS: parts & heads.
China, bisque, wood, rag or composition. Priv. Party. 537 9135

Pool filter $15. 437.1929

ing $800, 766-7828.
SALE:

42 -Wanted to Buy

chairs

green/blue

olive

walnut trim, exc. cond. $25 ea.

1

FOR

E. Euclid, An. Hts.

inventory controls, etc. Person
with solid bookkeeping background could qualify. Congenial association staff of 22,
excellent working conditions,
exceptional employee bene.
fits. Opportunity for office
management.
Send resume of personal and
business background, educa
'ion, salary requirements, and
other pertinent facts to Mr.
James Hanson, or phone
894.5800 for interview. Salary

Minn. Fats pool table, slate top,
reg. size (4n/2x9), yr. old, sell

Natural Hardwood

& 2.
Starting 10 AM. Fora, clothing,
Huge Garage Sale -Aug.

Gigantic Gar, Sale: Thurs. July
31, Fri. Aug. I. Furn., glassware,
tools, Honda, much misc. 616

Rd.,

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise
PAIR

Children's Picnic Tables

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

July 31, Aug. 182,
bike, skates, miscel., no
advance sales. 391 N. Wolf
Road, Des Plaines..

MAN OR WOMAN
For Bowling Proprietors Assoc.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

10.3,

BOOKKEEPER

2:30 - 5 p.m.

discount

FULL OR PART TIME
CL 3-1286

Gar.

ACCOUNTANT -

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

Clerk Typists

items. Aug. 2 & 3, 10 AM til dark.
136 Hilltop Dr., Schaumburg.

Male or Female

595.0132

MALE & FEMALE

There

BEAUTY'OPERATORS

_

298-5021

MAIL CLERKS
Coll or Visit

pectarea, _

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

PERSONNEL CLERK

Mr. E. Surek

Pros-

mals. 5 day week. Mt.

HAIR DRESSERS

to sell.

FULL OR PART TIME

Mrs. M. Hart

Gar. SaleFurn., clothing, misc.

clothing, mangle, mist, all priced

- RECEPTIONIST

255-7500

of America, W. Higgins

CLERK TYPISTS

for emotionally
setting
disturbed children, one for a setting for mentally retarded
children. Salaries competitive.
Liberal fringe benefits. Phone
Mrs. Koterba. 255-012u.
care

450... Shipping & Recvg. Clerk

SECRETARIES

cluding 20%
on purchases.

CREDIT CLERKS
Full Time

Teaching positions for Mentally
retarded, multiple handicapped
and emotionally disturbed
children are open at Clearbrook
Center, 3201 W. Campbell, Rolling Meadows and at future location of a school in Des Plaines
for fall of 1969. Two supervisor
positions also open. One in day

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

21 -Help Wanted -Mee Women

ARLINGTON REALTY
392-8100
253.8100

255.1515
359-4100

358-1800
434 E. NorthWest
Hwy.,
Palatine, Ill.

---

Thursday, July 31, 1969
414kme Funishings-Furniture

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

41-Heme Femislingsfureitme

LHASA APSO puppies, AKC, 6
weeks old $150 and up

Set of black wrought iron bun
beds complete $50.
CL 5-5844

255 0847
FREE BLACK MOTHER CAT
Likes outdoors

297 4887

Beautiful color & disposition
259 9121

Miniature Schnauzer, beautiful
Female, full pedigree, 2 years.
Gentle, all shots $100
439 8381

COLLIE pups 14 wks old, AKC,
silver blue Merle s also To color.
M & F $50 634 3541
COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES

8 weeks
439 4891

SIAMESE kittens, 8 weeks old. Lit-

ter trained
299 3512
old Sorrel Gelding Well
Ex$275
Western

trained

cierineced rider 639 3595
47 -Home Fumislungs-Funtiture
round

JULY 30 THRU AUG. 2

dining rm. table w/2
leaves, 6 chairs, matching buffet
Oval

Living Rm. couch, 2 chairs, 2 end
tbls., cocktail t 61., hanging lamp,
decorator shelf, twin headboard. 823-7293-

make. Needs
& server.
some work 5200. 894-7481.
Exc.

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.__

ORIENTAL FURNITURE

Newly imported with beautiful

hand carved --8- Mothe,of.pe-rur GREEN FUR CHAISE LOUNGE
inlay work. All articles of solid
CHAIR, 5?
teakwood. Unique bars, curio
cabinets, coffee tables, end

296 3979
DINING ROOM SET
SOLID MAHOGANY
255-2397

tables & gun cabinets. Other
items custom made to order.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

table

dining

DRYER,

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

93" sofa bed, very gd. cond.
Orig. $500 asking $200. I yr.

blind hems in dresses,,
makes button holes, sews buttons
and fancy
on, monograms
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service
guarantee
$71.20 TAX INCLUDED
OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH
Sews

old bed & 2 liv. rm. chairs.
537.0247

Special 10% discount with this
ad on any guitar, amp, banjo,

uke in stock for
rash. El Rey Music, 7 W. Eastman

mandolin

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

35B 9233

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

1312)469-7204

sz. blond Kay bass viol stand
& cover $180; Kent bass drum
$30; White Fender precision bass
guitar, hard shell case, like new
$200. 529 6206

.55 -Musical Instruments

Bunk beds 2 years old, good
condition mattresses if wanted.
827 0517
Fr Prov drop leaf tbl 2 end
chairs $100 Fr Prov sofa $150,

or

90cc HONDA,
EXCELLENT CONDITION .- -

We still hove low interest.
rate bank financing

KUSTOM MUSIC, CENTERS
Palatine, Illinois

-MARIA SCHAEFER

359-2251

Traditional couch 5150 gold Colonial sofa $100 956 1571

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES -

LEND - LEASE
As low as $30 per mo rental.
year minimum lease Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings Ask for

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

3

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

Miss Haydee and SAVE
253 9416

TAPE SELECTION

Convertibles '641/2 Falcon $750
& '65 Corvair W/stereo $985.

50, 830 miles, $135, call

1415 Ellinwood, Des Plaines
824.4131

both A/T, R/F1, 529-1327.

296.3131

Hot 65 Mert; 4 on the floor, raring -1C go, try me & keep me,

'66 Honda 305 Scrambler.
Excellent condition; must see

$625. 439-0470

to appreciate. 8944309

Day Want Ads

1962 Chevy 409 with 4 speed.

'65 Honda, "30$"- SUPer Hawk,
National collection agency desires a person interested in estab-

lishing a franchised branch office in your local area. Can use
home to start. Very
your
little capital needed. Contort:

Blades, Yeatmon Station
Rd., Landenberg, Pa. 19350

NORTHWEST Suburban

'65 Malibu 2 dr. 327, 365 h.p.
Hurst 4 speed. $425 or best

Hondo "305" Dream, good condition. CALL 359-1098 after

offer. 956-0373

5 p.m.

1969 VW - red, with extras.

Trimph '67 "650".

gd. cond., $850 or OFFER.

After 5 pm. 437-0195.

1968

1967 Hartford, 12' x 60', like
appliances & carpeting
must

"64 Chevy Convert. Power steering, power brakes, leather
interior. 298-2966.

'63 Cad. DeVille low mileage,
full pwr., air., gd. cond. must
sell $995 or best. 894-4744

Chevrolet

1967

Caprice,

stand.

trans., r/h,

excel!. cond., like new tires, low

64 Fora Galoxie "500", 4.dr.,
Coll 437 5787

to school. 259-1834.
65 CHEV., 2 DR. BELAIR, STICK,

Going to Army. Must sell 1968
Dodge Charger at once. Yellow

1966 F 100 FORD PICKUP TRUCK.

w/blaels vinyl top. p92-0376

1962 Mercury Monterey,
A/T, $175

FOR SALE' fOR PARTS 1961 Cor

voir wagon & 1960 Willys Jeep
wagon 595.0132

1.967 PONTIAC
Executive 9 Passenger, Station Wagon, Auto
matic, Power Steering, Brakes, Radio, Hinter;
White Walls. Only
Air Conditioned, Automatic
Power Steering & Brakes, Radio, Heater, Low
Mileage

Newport

$500. Call aft. 4. CL 5.3879

1968 Buick Electra "225", factory air cond., full power, $3300

'65 Buick G.S. P/B, P/S, vinyl top,

"400" 4 Speed, R dio, Heater, While Walls.

2 Dr. Sedan, Stick, R&H, Perfect Condition

1967 CHEVELLE

'64 Falcon V 8 260 Spt. Coupe
like new. Like new engine, tires,
brakes, vinyl top. white. $695.

Only.
2

Call

or take over payments.
824.8260

$995. CL 3 1063

dual curbs, A/T, console, bkts.

4 Dr. Hardtop, Auto. Trans., Full Power,
Heater, W/Wall Tires, Fine Condition. Only

$1195

1963 BONNEVILLE CONVERTIBLE
$695
Coupe, Factory Air Cond., Full power, Nice car..
1962 TRIUMPH TR-4
$495
Roadster 4 SPEED, as is

1968 Buick Skylark, 2 dr., hdtp.,
P/S, P/B, A/C, excel. condition.

or best

$1295

Dr. Hardtop, Radio, Heater, W/Wall Tires.

1965 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE
Radio,

"5"

CL 3-5923.

$200

$1 195

1966 KARMAN GHIA VW

'68 Pontiac GTO hdtop. coupe,
air-cond., A/T, P/S, red w/ blk.
vinyl, radial tires. Viet Nam
bound. 605 5. Bristol, Arl. Hts.

stick,

$395

1967 FIREBIRD

or 392 9211.

'62 Chev station wagon, 283 -

Chrysler

$2095

Trans ,

Sharp)

must be seen to be appreciated.

255 5245

107 -Auto Parts and Access.

dr.

1st Come! 1st Serve! Hurry!

272-6439

hdtop, .white. 5 like new tires,

4

-

63 Chevy Beloir wagon, 8 cyl,
stick, gd. cond. $300. 392 7423

$2450 or offer.
437-8862

'62

P/S,

Executive Driven
Drastic Reduction (Liinited Amount)

296-1488

hdtp., excellent condition. $700.

FINE COND., REAS.,
CL 3-9461

'69 PONTIAC (DEMO)

Factory

SELL.

-

owner. Excel cond. Ga-

original owner. LE 7-2517.

convertible. MUST
after 6 p.m. 894.6846

low

1

rage kept. $700. 439-5543

1968 BARACUDA FAST BACK

fer. 394-2316
I,

394.0588 after 7 PM

4-dr. Sedan, obto., very sharp,

heater. Good condition. Best of-

Mach

tires. $700. 255-5957

D. Gorski, days, 265 7116

air

Call oft. 4:30 pm, 824-4789.
CHEVY, 1965 Bel Air, V-8, 283,

excel. cond. thru out. CALL
437-8362

SPRITE,

Ford Falcon '64 red Convert.

power, FM radio, air cond'g.

Cutlass

1965

convertible, good cond., excel,

'68 Olds Cutlass, 2 dr. Coup*,
dark green w/block interior,
W/W. radio, P/S, best- offer.

'65 Chrysler :Newport 2-dr.,
while w/black vinyl top, full

1964 VW Microbus, low miles,

Mustang

-

HEALY,

1967 Chevy II Novd 2 dr. hdtP.
V 8, 283, standard trans. $1,300.

wheel, asking $2100.
297-5398

mileage, 272 0914

miles, selling because returning

AUSTIN

Like new tires.
Cl 3-1570

cond., r/h, p/s, p/b, tilt steering

1968 Oldsmobile

102 -Trucks, Trailers

Low mileage, heavy duty equip-

$1 100 or offer. 676.9439- -

1962 Dodge Lancer, 6 cyl. Radio,

1969

sell.

ivory mist gold,

Riviera,

Comet,

65

good 2nd car, Best offer.
253-6234 after 5 pm

new,

Mt. Prospect

'63 Corvair Spyder-4 speed.
Call Gary,
_ -437 -6235-after 6
1959 VW. Good Condition. Radio

cold weather. Bought new. $825.

392-0763

1959 PLYMOUTH, 4 dr.,

392-9760

1963 Chevy wagon, 8 cyl.,
$275 or best offer. 717- Hatlen,

51395. 392-3458

CHEV. IMPALA CONVERT.
Like new top, tires.
$350 537.2260
1965 Tempest Le Mans Convert.
A/C, P/S, P/B, 326. Flowlessll

battery & tires. Dependable in

vinyl top, fully equipped.

1962 VW

GOOD CONDITION
$490. 259-4964

mum $10,000 cosh. For infor
'nation call

'63

pwr. $1150.439-2959

CLEAN . 1961 OLDS

Full power, radio, heater, etc.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

weekends only, Requires mini-

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'65 Pontiac Catalina 4 dr. sedan,
owner. Irnmac.
air, power,

VW 1965, 1st class finish, brakes,

CL 5-8391

coin

'112 -Automobiles For Sale

$1695
437.9012

High bars,

custom tanks & more, low miles,

op. car wash route, presently
netting $10,000 plus per year
on a part time basis working

incl.

Excellent condition $600.
537-2877

low miles, clean cond., $370.
965-8292 after 6 pm.

66-8usiness Opportunities

ment. 253 7419

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

823.5505.

1965 Suzuki motor bike, CCM

MUSIC STORE

Reasonable,
359-6186.

both fruitwood & good cond;

1966 VW SEDAN,cream-color,Low-mileage:iii-ellent condition.

CALL AFTEK 4 PM, CL 5.6512

_

98 -Mobile Homes

204 Hicks Place

439-6658 after 5 PM

of fer..537-7850

Mr.

55 -Musical Instruments

FOR FREE DELIVERY

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in 4
model homes Will separates We
deliver Cash or Terms
537 1930

PERFECT

CONDITION. 824-7281

Sewing machine. Slightly used.;

w/claw feet $75 Call

WHITE.

$50.

'69 Chevelle- Malibu, P/S, vinyl
interior, A/T. Excellent condition.

mileage, exc. cond., toc; best

Save Nowt.,
90 DAYSSASH._

-

low

Thunderbolt,

BSA

1968

'63 Cadillac 2 dr., air-cond., 6
way seat, elec. windows, full

1

1960 VW
GOOD SECOND CAR
392.0282.

1967 Yamaha
180 Electric
439 1976

$325

On All Floor Model
UPRIGHT 8 GRAND PIANOS
B ORGANS
Reconditioned & Refinished

Brand new carpeting made for

3926

ture Riding ring Good feed $40
a month 639 3595

Antique

Savings!

bed, $50 or will trade for stand

Can be seen in our home. 253-

Horses Boarded Box stalls Pas-

yr

90" brown & gold Kroehler sofa and size. 894.8743

new 57. 773-1707.

Stud Service Male apricot Toy
Poodle All apricot background.

3

Child's chifferobe new $25; lg.
easy chair $25; Iroorite mangle
iron w/cabinet $40; barber set

Tremendous

Page 19

112 -Automobiles For Sale

1964 VW - $650 or best offer.
Good condition. Call
CL 3-3754 after 5 p.m.

1967 Honda 160 Scrambler
good condition, $350.
253-0955

ORNAMENTAL IRON TABLE

AND CHAIRS - $185
CL 9-0898

112 -Automobiles For Sale

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

55 -Musical Instruments

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

S

BENDER-RIEGER
BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS

offer; '59

Rambler station wagon, 6 cyl-

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SAT 9-5; CLOSED SUNDAY

best offer, 824-0638 or
966-4447 after 6 pm.
stick,

Smart Buyers

t

DEALER

HE

250 NEW FORD CARS yilisclocIISITIDEME MONTH OF AUGUST
MAVERICK COLORS

/

Anti ESIAILISM MIME
MIELJOIAN Glll

Ij
HUILA BLUE

ORIGINAL CINNAMON

THANKS VERMIELIOH
RED

1969 FORD CUSTOM 2 DOOR

$

ALL NEW 1970

Over 75 customs to choose
from - some with factory air
conditioning.

with factory air conditioning.

MINUS GIANT USED CAR TRADE IN

RANCH

,e reenteaking inexutestwst

$2379

6 cyl., power
steering, radio.

ADY TO

LOW,PRICES-

,

'68 TORINO GT
FASTBACK

'69 MUSTANG
2 -DOOR HARDTOP

Candy apple red, C stripes, for the PERFORMANCE SPECIALIST, 390 V-8, automatic, power steering, power disc brakes,
radio, heater, whitewalls, high rear axle

Azure aqua, V-8, auto. trans., power steering, power brakes, Factory Air Conditioned, radio, whitewalls, under factory

warranty Full Price

Verde green, the Italian Delight, 4 speed
trans., radio, heater, whitewalls, for the
economy buyer. Full Price

$2095

Price

'69 MUSTANG

'67 CHEVROLET IMPALA
4 -DOOR HARDTOP

2 -DOOR FASTBACK
Candy apple red, V-8, auto. trans., power
steering, power brakes, radio, heater,

Royal maroon, 283 V-8, automatic, radio,
heater, whitewalls. Full Price

whitewalls, under factory warranty. Full
price

1 695

$2695

'67 OLDS CUTLASS
2 -DOOR HARDTOP

'69 RAMBLER
AMERICAN 2 -DOOR

Like new, very low mileage, Wimbledon
white 6 cyl , auto trans., power steering,
radio, heater, whitewalls, full factory warranty Special Price this Week Only. Full
Price

White, black vinyl roof, V-8, Factory Air
Conditioned, automatic, power steering,

'69 TORINO GT
2 -DOOR HARDTOP

'67 MUSTANG

power brakes, radio, heater. Full Price

1 795

$1879.32

$1565

PLEASE CALL

'67 MERC.. CALIENTE
SPORT COUPE

Black jade, C stripes, V-8, automatic, power steering, power disc brakes, radio, heater, wide oval whitewalls. Full factory war-

Aztec copper, black vinyl roof, 390 V-8,

ranty Full Price

Price

automatic, power steering, power disc
brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls. Full

$2395

1 645 '

Acapulco blue, 283 V-8, standard trans.,
radio, heater, whitewalls, sharp car. Full
Price

439-1202

'67 CHEVELLE MALIBU
Royal maroon, black vinyl roof, 327 V-8,
automatic, power steering, power brakes,
AM -FM radio, wide oval whitewalls. Sharp

$1995

SPORT COUPE
Meadowlark yellow, 6 cyl., automatic, radio, heater, whitewalls, vinyl roof, extra
sharp. Full Price

$ 1 39 5

'66 DODGE DART
4 -DOOR SEDAN

'67 AUSTIN HEALY

FORD
TRUCKS
The TrucksThat Do
Any Job .

.

. BETTER!

ROADSTER
Import Specialty, 4 speed, radio, heater,
whitewalls. Full Price

$1395

Emerald aqua, 6 cyl., radio, heater, whitewalls, excellent for the little lady. Full
$
Price

KS
'67 ECONOLINE

V 8, 4 -speed, 1 ti ton stake body, canvas

Heavy duty, Marlin Blue, 6 cyl., standard
trans. Full Price

$1345

Royal plum, 396 V8, close ratio, 4 speed,
wide oval red line'ilre'with chrome wheels,
radio, heater, tommeau cover, 411 post. A
Most Unusual Car Immaculate. Full Price

$2295

Turbo Hydramatic, Factory Air Conditioned, power steering, power brakes.

power windows. Rear window tinted glass,
luggage carrier, AM -FM stereo multiple radio system, tilt wheel, level air suspension.

Full Price

1 695

'65 CHEVROLET
IMPALA CONVERTIBLE
Yellow, 283, V-8, automatic, power steer-

ing, power brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls. Full Price

'64 OLDSMOBILE

DYNAMIC '88

V-8, automatic,

$ 875

'64 FAIRLANE 500
SPORT COUPE
Candy apple red, red bucket seats, V-8,
automatic, power steering, radio and heater, whitewalls. Immaculate. Full Price

$ 995

$ 895

'65 FORD 4 DOOR
GALAXIE 500

'64 GALAXY 500

Fawn gold, V-8, Factory Air Conditioned,
automatic, power steering, radio, whitewalls. Full Price

White, 6 cyl., automatic, radio and heater,
whitewalls. Full Price

1 095

'65 THUNDERBIRD
COUPE
White, black bucket seats, T -Bird V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes,

$ 725

'62 FALCON
STATION WAGON
6 cyl., automatic, radio, Beige. Full Price

$ 595

whitewalls. Full Price

'65 BARRACUDA
2 DOOR FASTBACK
Fawn beige, black bucket seat interior with

fold down sport deck, V8, automatic, ra.

'62 VOLKSWAGEN
SUN ROOF
Red, 4 -speed, radio. Full Price

$ 615

dio, heater, whitewalls.

"IN THE HEART OF ELK GROVE INDUSTRIAL PARK"
Full

$ 129 5

CLOSED

.

4 -DR. SEDAN

115110
8 11213

Mon. thru Fri.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

power

power steering,

brakes, white with black vinyl roof. Full
Price

1 Year Warranty on ALL Used Cars

'65 FORD, F350
cover Full Price

9 Pass., loaded, Aspen green, 396 V-8,

,

'66 FAIRLANE 2 -DR.

SPORT COUPE

cod Full Price

IMPALA WAGON

1 395

LET US HELP YOU
FIND THE USED CAR
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR

1 645

'68 TORINO GT
FASTBACK

'66 CHEVELLE MALIBU
2 -DOOR HARDTOP

Special Used,Car Number
For the featured
car of the week

PICK-UP

'65 elIEVROLET

Goodyear Double Eagle Premium Tires,

Meadowlark yellow, V-8, 4 speed, radio,
heater, whitewalls, bucket seats, chrome
wheels. GT equipped for the performance
enthusiast. Full Price

Hunter green, black vinyl roof, 6 cyl., radio, heater, whitewalls. Full Price

tory warranty Full Price $269 5

1 995

'67 FORD FAIRLANE GT
2 -DOOR HARDTOP

2 -DOOR HARDTOP

Performance supreme, V-8, white, crimson
red bucket seat interior, automatic, power
steering, radio, heater, whitewalls, full fac-

V-8, automatic, power steering, luggage
carrier, black jade, wood trim. Full Price

$ 945

lifts, wide oval tires on -chrome wheels, Full

$2895

'67 EL CAMINO
'67 TORINO SQUIRE

'67 FIAT WAGON

to choose from

WAGON

equipment.

Over 75 customs to choose from - some

over 20
ranch wagons

'69

6 cyl., all standard factory

THE "MAVERICK" PRICE

$2205

MAVERICK

'69 CUSTOM 4 -DR.

6 cylinder. All standard factory equipment

PHONE

AvE,

RIS

rentalsdail

and
lea sing

439-9500
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
a
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
IN AUGUST Ford's Newest Cortina Dealer 1200 BUSSE RD. (RTE. 83)
SUNDAYS

AbeDap
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SHORT RIBS
Thursday, July 31, 1969

0
BLANK

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

50ME

WELL,THAT ONE MIGHT :\
THAT'S WHAT WE NEED
(MORE oF. TH ESE PAYS,70 BE LENGTHY -THE FATHER
WILL KEEP ITSONG
KEEP THE LINES OF
,TILL THE SON REMEMCOMMUNICATION °PEI.'
LITTLE 6ET-TOGETHERS BERS WHERE HE LAST
BETWEEN FATHER

X HEAR THE COPS

ARE ALL TURNIN'

.

A PAYS PA1 BACK

15 BLANK-

CITIZEN PIP

.

2
5
7

1-1AR-UMP14

You WON'T
LAUGH AFTER

THE_CAT BUR-

.GUAR ULIST
FROM REAP NS
THE PAPERS!

7

Hazel
26 Cinema Special

6:00
News
News
News

7:15
11

Flintstones
26 Spanish Ne

--A BLANK

32 The

TIME FOR

School

WBBM-TV Edi-

2

5
7

Show

6:30

..7 -ANY BLANK:

BLANK FELLA-

Animal World
Daniel Boone
7 Flying Nun
9 I Love Lucy
11 TV College
Fiction
26 Today's Racing

el/14G rrol;c ie10

Po

Jn Deck Circle

7-31

TALK, SHE DoEsN'TSLEEF; 5HE DOE-SN't

mAsso

EAT! I SIMPLY

Apollo 11 Wrap-

2

ROBIN

9:30

-32 News Final

This is Tom

11 French Chef
26 Tony Quintana
Show

2
5
7

9

10:00
News
News
News
News

12:35
Movie

2

"Law and Order"

Retired marshal

Ronald Reagan once

again takes up law
and order when his
brother, who took

11 Focus on Sweden

26 A Black's View

over the job as marshal, is killed. Until

32 Town and Country Music

9:00
5 The Golddiggers

2:10 a.m.

Guests include

Movie
"We Were Strangers" The story of revolution and political
manipulation
in
Cuba luring the

12:40
News

5

7

611111111

9
9

2

'30s.
a.m.

N IA, Inc TM tot. I.13. rd. Ott

5

of the News

CARNIVAL

IN NEW
YORK-

ti

Chicago Show

32 News

up

,t11%,

7

10:30

TO HER!

To

Midnight Report

problem to an old
enemy just before he
is to be crowned
king. Until 10 p.m.

5

7:00

CANT GETTHRoUGH

A CALL.

5

32 Baseball Report

Dragnet 1969
11 Washington

6:55

26 Market Wrapup

CALL THE AiRpoRr/ HAVE THEM
READY MY PLANE Fog A VIP TO
IRELAND/ BRING MY CAR ARoLy4D!
QUICKLY!

DoE6Nr

12:00

9:15

8:30
ROBIN !SHE

12:30

12:30

8:00
Movie

Jones

ROBIN MALONE

Until

years.
a.m.

"Siege of the Saxons" King Arthur's
daughter poses as a

7

32 Baseball
White Sox vs. the
Indians at Cleveland.

land grow to, love
each other over the

Time Tunnel
11 Our People
A magazine format show for blacks
featuring reports on
community
living
and local job opportunities.
26 Wrestling
9

International
Zone

2

6:40

FLITS
THROUGH

Mike Douglas

9

26 Quiz
2
5

13ratiebe.r..

7:30
Ironside
Bewitched

torial

singer Tommy.--T4C-- 26 Open Line
and ciemie- Jackie 32 Movie
G te
"The Blue La7
l'assage to Ad- goon" Boy and girl
venture
shipwrecked on an is-

ege

stem

6:25

BLANK --

"1

merican Public

9

YOU HEAP me
EVIDENCE!

I. Le

'[hat Girl

9

MY HUBCAPS!

HEIR
ALWLOTR$.4--

FIGURED OUT
TO THE CITY --^THE( FIGURE THEY HOW TO CATCH

PIPNT EARN IT!

TONIGHT

X WISH` HET, TACKLE
SOMETHING REALLY
BIG" -LIKE PROTECTiN'

PRIVATE

1:05

Movie

9

" T h e. Spoilers"

12:35

Utitil

John Wayne along
with saloon dancer

Tonight Show
J oey Bishop

Marlene
Dietrich,
battle against the
men who are robbing
gold miners. Until
2:45 a.m.

Show
9 Movie

IIMMIMI;illog

Paul Harvey

Comments

"Lost Horizon" A
plane is forced to

land in Tibet where

I

Horoscope I

11 The Toy That
Grew Up
"The Pony
press," a
lease.

only

through sustained

effort.
Guard against interference
from unusual sources
VIRGO (Aug 24 Sept. 231--

A Cause which you desire to
aid may need your assistance
without delay Certain sacrifices will be worth it in the long
run
LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) -Be charitable in your criticism

of a loved one You can remedy the situation on the home

2

2:15
Meditation

1925

Exre-

9

Five Minutes to

2:45

Live By

"Living so close to the university we didn't realize
at first what was going on!"

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

front if you are calm
SCORI'IO(Oct 24 -Nov. 22)

OH, KELL, BACK ID

RATS' ltrOOrkt

LO7K,WIN-11-1120P;
THAT E50Y lS

DotalSKAITER!

THE DRAWING IliCARDI

SIJOVAALLS

WEAPJW A HAT

To understand another -s ac.

bons you must draw upon your

1.../DST LJ kE
g

instinctual knowledge of human

Late Report

Until 12:40 a.m.

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 231 You can complete the project
recently --but

2

land of Shangri-La.

FOR FRIDAY

begun

2:10

its- passengers dis-cover the paradise

BUGS BUNNY

behavior in times of

trouble Look beneath the sur-

i

A

face

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.

23

22) -Bits and pieces of
intormation which may issue
from your subconscious this
morning could be very well
Dec

eeeio.......,..6.........
OCK.

useful to you later in the day.

CAPRICORN (Dec 23 Jan.
20) --You will have no cause
for regret if you take it upon
yourself to offer spiritual comfort to another
AQUARIUS (Jan .211Feb.
191 --Business should not be
allowed to come between you

and your loved ones 'today.
You may lose materially -abut
you II gain spiritually
20 -March
PISCES (Feb

21) --You may come to the
brink of success on instinct

alone today -but it is talent;
and determination that will
secure it for you
ARIES (1\4,,ikh 22 -April 201

711

tOUALL-1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

People

SAUCY
WENCH --

a,

I'/,k WI
TO STEAL

YOU T'SAY
TO THAT,
M' PRETTY/

tain those things you now
need
TAURUS (Spril 2 I -May 21)

CAPTAIN EASY

-The solution to present problems may well lie in the wis-

X HEAR MR. TOPROCK JO

50 WHAT! IF MY

dom of the young Keep an

DICKERING FOR CHEAPER

TRACT WAS WORT?

LAND THAN YOURS, IMRS; *25.000 TO 11)1.113

--So long as you yourself believe in what yOu are doing,
it should not matter Just now
whether others do or not. Act
purpOsively

Answers to
Hideaword
IMPASSE

COBB I -

YOU'RE NOT BEING REALIStICI

ITS JUST GRAZING LAND,
WORTH ABOUT

* Es,soos

WORTH THAT, AND
MORE, TO OTHERS!

iTuss

mesa
pass

pima
passe

same
scam
simp
spasm
samp
semi
amiss

WWI! ICAN WAIT!
I'LL TURN IN. EASY.,,
AND I EXPECT YOU

TO KEEP YOUR.
DISTANCE!

&Arra

TM M4ASTING'MY TIME! THAT
STUBBORN OLD BIDDY
MATS A
WILL NEVER sELL-risyt
LIGHT ON
-----'-'" HER MESA,

,-------

AND IT'S
MOVING!

-

I.

it

VCNDALISM

CN
N
H

ELAN U V E A

DOWN
0ST
TH
N
1 Roman date
T
T R
E
2 Songstress
R
A
S N
4 - Christian Smith
FP
N
T
R
G
lS.7
Andersen
ineAB V
3 Act of making T H M
C
L M
8 Emily B
into law
T
I C AL
12 Actor,
4 Turned toward B O A R NI L
T
O G
Blocker
driver (coll.)
M
NK TOACD
13 Wings
5 Dismounted
14 Toward the
33 Perfume
6 Arab bigwig 23 King of
sheltered side 7 Brother of
38 Get away
Phrygia
15 Greek letter
40 Condition
Osiris
(myth.)
16 Certain vines 8 Helen's
41 Artistic style
24 Bewildered
42 Formerly
18 Undisclosed
25 Church fast
abductor
facts
43 Crazy (slang)
season
(myth.)
20 Carnivorous
9 Hodgepodge 26 Actress, Eve 44 Particle
mammals
46 Heavy blow
10 Actor, 21 Scatter hay
47 Blood
27 Priories
Connery
48 Narrative
22 Australian
11 Hardy heroine 28 Pause
poem
birds
29 Worthless
17 Evader
24'Girl's name
50 Somewhat'
table bits
19 English
26 Dry
(suffix)
31 More lenient
novelist
27 Golf teacher
7
10 11
5
6
9
4
8
3
2
30 Implement for
sowing
14
13
12
32 Costlier
34 Group of nine
17
16
5
35 Van Gogh,
for instance
18
19
36 Pewter coin
n 23
21
of Thailand
37 Observes
26
1127 28 29
24 25
39 Children
40 Transgressions 30
33
31
41 Elongated fish
36
34
42 Puff up
45 Valor
38
39
36
49 Certain club
members
4037
0
51 Spinning toy
52 Highlander
145 46
47 48
42 43 44
53 Small
......
1

120

Al. i GS. Pe OH

CAMPUS CLATTER

-

,

WHAT's THAT? MOM
WON'T DROP YOGA CARD?
RIDICULOUS! I'LL Do rr
MYSELF--GIVEWOO MY
WORD! BYE NOW!

mass
mess

AL I

'SD

As loss!

wovve

today --but you can surely at-

sters speark
GEMINI (May 22 June 21)
- Your devotion to duty should
pay off in goodly measure today Keep your sense of "mission" bright and singing.
CANCER (June 22 -July 23)

LANE P00,1-

FD

ACROSS
1 Eisenhower's
nickname

METHIOKS

A0E

AR

DANA, ME

--You may not be able to
achieve all you would wish

open ear and mind as young-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WHAT'S WRONG
WITH YOU?
YOU OUGHT
TO BE GLAD
TO DROP HIM A

POST CARD!

NOT POST, DEAR

-CREDIT!

barracuda

54 Son of Gad
55 Heavy book
56 Leander's

lover (myth.)
59 Dry, as wine

49

50

52

53

54

66

56

57 '

-

31

